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PREFACE. 

*      ' 's  Encyclopaedia  are  included  all  the  indigenous,  cultivated,  and  exotic which  are  now  found  in,  or  have  been  introduced  into,  Britain.    The  object 
0  :  work  is  to  give  a  natural  history  of  these  plants,  accompanied  by  such 
tks  >tions,  engraved  figures,  and  elementary  details,  as  shall  enable  a  beginner, 
vv  u   is  a  mere  English  reader,  to  discover  the  name  of  any  plant  which  he  may 

flower,  refer  it  to  its  proper  place,  both  in  the  Natural  and  Artificial 
is  of  Classification,  and  acquire  all  the  information  respecting  it  which  is 

u.  or  interesting.    It  must  be  evident  to  all  who  are  conversant  with  the  present 
f  botany,  and  who  know  the  number  of  plants  which  have  been  introduced 
•itain,  that  to  accomplish  such  an  object  within  the  limits  of  a  volume  is  a 

1  no  ordinary  difficulty;  some  explanation  of  the  manner  in  which  it  has  been 
'.-xfccii-  ed  may  therefore  be  required. 
T  Work  is  divided  into  Two  Parts.  The  First  Part  (p.  [1.])  contains  the 

Lin  ,.  -n  or  Artificial  Arrangement  of  all  the  genera  and  species,  with  all  the 
;  ■:•[  comprehended  in  botanical  description  and  natural  and  artificial  botanical 
b  •  y,  and  with  engraved  portraits  of  one  or  more  species  of  each  genus.  The 
*»?c-uid  Part  (p.  1051.)  contains  the  Jussieuean  or  Natural  Arrangement  of  all  the 
^  _ra,  without  repetition  of  the  species  or  any  details  connected  with  them:  but 

.;c  names  of  the  natural  orders  are  added  after  each  genus  in  the  Artificial 
:- hi,  and  as  each  genus  in  both  arrangements  is  numbered,  a  direct  reference 

vvfay  be  had  from  the  second  arrangement  to  the  first,  and  from  the  first  to  the 
second ;  reference  may  also  be  had  indirectly,  through  the  medium  of  the  Contents 
and  Index. 

An  Introduction  is  given  to  each  system  of  arrangement  (p.  [l.J  &  1051.),  and 
a     .  ieral  Introduction  to  the  whole  work  (p.  xix.),  in  which  its  uses  are  explained. 

the  beginner  has  a  plant  in  fldw^i1  and  would  ascertain  its  name,  he  will 
t;  n  to  the  Linnean  System,  as  explained^  in-  the  Introduction  to  that  system 
(}..<!  )  ;  and,  when  he  has  but  a  small  partiof^ny  plant,  he  will  turn  to  the  Natural 
8;  r  n,  as  directed  in  the  General  Irfbrodtiction  (p.  xix.). 

the  Technical  Terms,  or  words  not  usually  found  in  an  English  dictionary, 
•t  '     :plained  in  the  Glossary  (p.  1094.)  ;  and  engravings  are  given  of  such  of' 
'  .      ibjects  designated  as  might  occasion  any  difficulty  to  a  beginner.  This 
ir      iry  and  the  two  Introductions  (p.  [1.]  &  1051.)  form  together  a  complete 
>'    •   mar  of  Botany. 

3  Table  of  Synonymes  in  various  languages  (p.  1 108.)  may,  to  a  certain 
t,  be  considered  as  presenting  the  Popular  Floras  of  the  various  countries  where 
names  are  used ;  since  it  is  only  to  the  remarkable  plants  of  a  country  that 

cular  names  are  given. 
3  signs  used  for  the  habits  of  plants  (column  3.),  and  their  duration  in  the 
,n  (col.  4.),  are  improvements  in  botanical  description  by  the  Editor*,  now 
od  for  the  first  time.    The  twenty-three  varieties  of  habit  are  indicated  by 

:.-rss  of  the  plants  themselves  ;  as  a  grass  for  a  grass,  a  bulb  for  a  bulb,  a  plant 
ng  on  water  for  an  aquatic,  &c,  &c,  to  recollect  which  requires  no  exertion 
emory.    A  perennial  is  indicated  by  a  triangle,  instead  of  the  old  sign,  % ; 

,     inual  remains  a  circle  as  before,  O,  because,  among  other  reasons,  gardenex^s 
-  v  oatches  of  annual  flowers  in  circles  ;  and  a  biennial  is  a  double  circle,  O),  instead 

<e  old  sign,  <?.    The  bark  stove  is  a  square,  □  ;  the  dry  stove  three  sides  of  a 
re,  IZJ  ;  the  green-house  two  and  a  half  sides  of  a  square,  i_l ;  and  the  frame  two 

s       of  a  square,  _l ;  because  these  forms,  if  supposed  to  indicate  the  sections  of 
;-houses  enclosed  by  glazed  sashes,  as  actually  built,  will  represent  the  different 
tures  which  are  meant  to  be  indicated.    By  combining  the  signs  of  duration 
habitation,  EJ22EDOI,  &c.  &c,  much  room  is  saved  in  abridged  botanical 

ription.    Thus,  in  consequence  of  the  single  innovation  of  the  triangle  and  the 

*  Originally  exhibited  in  the  Encyclopedia  of  Gardening,  2d  edit.  1824,  p.  126. A  2 
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square,  we  have  simplified  and  extended  the  power  of  indicating  the  habits  and 
habitations  of  plants  by  signs  from  ten,  the  usual  number  in  the  most  complete 
botanical  catalogues,  to  forty,  the  number  employed  in  this  work. 

No  farther  explanation  of  the  nature  and  uses  of  this  work  appearing  necessary, 
it  only  remains  to  present  the  thanks  of  the  Proprietors  and  of  the  Editor  to 

Aylmer  Bourke  Lambert,  Esq.,'F.R.S.  V.P.L.S.  F.G.S.  &c,  for  allowing Mr.  Sowerby  the  freest  use  of  his  rich  botanical  library  and  extensive  herbarium, 
for  the  selection  of  subjects  to  be  engraved  ;  and  to  David  Don,  Esq.,  Lib.  L.S., 
Mr.  Lambert's  librarian,  for  his  unremitted  and  unwearied  exertions,  during upwards  of  seven  years,  to  facilitate  the  labours  of  Mr.  Sowerby.  To  Robert 
Brown,  Esq.,  F.R.S.  V.P.L.S.  &c. ;  to  the  Council  of  the  Linnaean  Society; 
and,  again,  to  David  Don,  Esq.,  in  his  capacity  of  librarian  to  the  Linnaean 
Society,  the  Proprietors  are  much  indebted  for  similar  services ;  and  they  beg  leave 
to  thank,  in  a  very  particular  manner,  Messrs.  Loddiges  of  Hackney,  for  original 
drawings  of  many  species,  made  from  living  plants  in  their  unrivalled  collection 
of  exotics.  Without  the  herbarium  of  Mr.  Lambert,  and  the  Hot-houses  of 
Messrs.  Loddiges,  this  work  could  not  have  been  produced. 

It  remains  only  for  the  Editor  to  state,  that  the  botanical  merits  of  this 
publication  belong  entirely  to  Professor  Lindley,  F.R.S.  L.S.  6.S.  &c. ;  and  J. 
D.  C.  Sowerby,  Esq.,  F.L.S.,  &c.  The  former  gentleman  determined  the  genera 
and  the  number  of  species  to  be  arranged  under  them  ;  prepared  the  specific  cha- 

racters, derivations,  and  accentuations ;  either  wrote  or  examined  the  notes  ; 
and  corrected  the  whole  while  passing  through  the  press :  the  latter,  assisted  by 
David  Don,  Esq.,  and  Messrs.  Loddiges,  sought  out  the  figures,  dried  specimens 
or  living  plants,  necessary  for  illustration,  and  made  drawings  of  them  on  the  blocks 
to  be  engraved,  in  that  accurate  and  scientific  manner,  and  with  that  appropriate 
taste,  for  which  his  late  father  was  long  so  much  distinguished,  and  for  which 
he  himself  has  not  yet  been  equalled  in  this  or  in  any  country.  All  that  the 
Editor  can  deem  to  be  his  own  is  the  plan  of  the  work  ;  and  if  this  be  found  not 
to  have  failed  in  answering  those  expectations  which  the  state  of  science,  in  botany 
and  the  compilation  of  books,  might  have  warranted  in  1822,  when  this  work  was 
commenced,  he  will  have  obtained  all  the  approbation  to  which  he  is  entitled. 

Bayswater,  May,  1829.  J.  C.  L. 

The  Supplements  which  accompany  the  present  edition  of  the  Encyclopaedia  of 
Plants  contain  all  the  new  species  and  varieties  which  have  been  introduced  into 
Britain,  or  originated  in  British  gardens,  between  1827  and  1840.  A  new  Table  of 
Contents  is  given,  and  a  new  General  Index.  The  whole  of  the  Supplements  were 
prepared  by  Mr.  W.  H.  Baxter,  Curator  of  the  Royal  Botanic  Garden,  Bath,  son  of 
the  distinguished  cryptogamist  and  author  of  British  Flowering  Plants,  Mr.  Baxter, 
Curator  of  the  Royal  Botanic  Garden,  Oxford  ;  and  all  the  details  were  examined  and 
revised  by  George  Don,  Esq.,  F.L.S.,  a  profound  scientific  botanist  and  traveller, 
known  as  the  author  of  an  edition  of  Miller's  Dictionary  of  Botany  and  Gardening. 

Bayswater,  January  1.1841.  J.C.L. 

(£3*  To  indicate  when  a  reference  to  the  Supplement  is  necessary,  a  cross  (+)  is 
placed  in  the  body  of  the  work  before  such  genera  as  are  divided  or  repeated,  and  also 
in  those  places  where  new  genera  should  have  come  in ;  and  a  §  before  such  species 
as  have  some  further  information  given  respecting  them  in  the  Supplement.  An 
asterisk  (*)  is  prefixed  in  the  same  manner,  to  direct  the  reader  to  the  Alphabetical 
List  (p.  1303.)  of  all  the  Genera  given  in  the  body  of  the  work,  which  have  under- 

gone any  Change  in  their  Nomenclature  since  the  publication  of  the  same. 

*»*  Insert  a  §  before  the  following  numbers,  that  mark  being  wanting  in  a  few  copies :  —  365,  366.  472. 475  to  482.  500.  509.  520  to  543.  569,  570,  571.  704.  706.  736.  751,  752.  806,  807,  808,  809.  811,  812,  813.  816.  822. 
826.  828.  831. 833  to  840.  848.  914.931,  932,  933.  999.  1008,  1009. 1032.  1041  to  1045.  1068,  1069,  1070.  1072.  1091. 
1099.  1101,  1102.  1108,  1109.  1111.  1173.  1195.  1201.  1228.  1238,  1239,  1240.  1242.  1245.  1280.  1291.  1504.  1549  to 
1558,  1559,  1560,  1561.  1563.  1569  to  1594.  1649.  1652. 1726,  1727,  1728. 1760,  1761.  2004,  2005.  2188.  5579.  5593. 
5629,  5630,  5631.  5640  to  5643.  5647.  5651. 
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1061 Oleinae 1076 

Hypoxideas 
1061 
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1061 
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Liliaceae 
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1062 Convolvulaceae 

1077 
Butomeae 

1062 Boragineae 1077 Alismaceae 
1062 Cardiaceae 1078 Commelineae 
1063 

Solaneae 1078 Junceae 
1063 Orobanchea? 1078 Eriocauleae 
1063 Scrophularineae 1078 

Pandaneae 
1063 Labiatae 1079 Naiades  . 
1063 Pedalinae Restiaceas 
1063 Myoporineae 

1079 Palmae 
1063 Verbenaceae 1079 

Gramines 
1064 Acanthaceae 

1079 

Cyperaceas 
1064 Lentibularias 1079 Aroideae 

1064 
Primulaceae 

1080 
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A.  ac.  pa.  860.  7  Memoires  de  1'  Academie  Royale Act.  par.  t       des  Sciences.  1  vol.  4to.  1666 —1788.  Paris. 
Abb.  ins.  780.         Abbott's  Natural  History  of  the Insects  of  Carolina.  Folio. 
Abel  China,  394.     Abel  (Clarke).     A  Voyage  to China.  4to. 
Ac.  E.  886.  Acta  Eruditorum  quae  Lipsise  pub- licantur.  50vols.  4to.  1682-1731. 
Act  bon.  176.  Be  Bononiense  Scientiarum  et 

Artium  Institute  Commen- tarii.  4to.  Bononis.  7  vols. 
1748—1791. 

Act  helv.  540.    7  Acta  Helvetica  physico-mathema- Ac.  h.  828.         t       tico-botanico-medica,  8  vols. 
4to.   Basilese,  1757—1777. 

Act  holm.  944.  KongL  svenska  vetenskaps  aca- demiens  Handlingar.  8vo. 
Stockhobn,  1739—1816. 

Act.  petr.58.  Commentarii  Academies  Scientia- rum Imperialis  Petropolitanae. 
14  vols.  4to.  Petropoli,  1728— 
1751. 

Act.  ups.  90.  Acta  literaria  et  Scientiarum  Up- 
salise  publicata.  8vo.  1720— 1816. 

Allion.  94.  Allioni  (Carolus).  Rariorum  Pe- demontii  Stirpium  Specimen. 
1  vol.  4to.  Taurini,  1755. 

All.  auc.  16.  Id.   Auctuarium  ad  Floram  Pe- demontanam.  1  fasc.  4to.  Tau. 
rini,  1789. 

All.  ped.  16.  Id.   Flora  Pedemontana,  3  vols. 
foL   Taurini,  1785. 

Alp.  £Eg.  196.  Alpinus    (Prosper).   De  Plantis 
JEgypti  liber.  4to.  Venetiis, 1592. 

Alp.  ex.  94.  Id.    De  Plantis  exoticis  libri  duo. 4to.  Venetiis,  1629. 
Amcen.  ac.  334.  7  Linnau  Amcenitates  Academics, 
Am.  ac.  382       J        seu    dissertationes  antehac seorsim  editse.   10  vols.  8vo. 

Holmias  and  Lipsis,  1749,  et 
seq. 

Am.  rut  14.  Ammann  (Johan)  Stirpium  rario- rum in  ImperioRutneno  sponte 
provenentium  Icones  et  De- scriptiones.  4to.  Petrop.  1739. 

And.  ger.  578.  Andrews  (Henry).  Coloured  En- 
gravings of  Geraniums.  Fol. London. 

And.  hea.  304.  Id.  Coloured  Engravings  of 
Heaths,  with  botanical  de- scriptions. 3  vols.  fol.  London, 1802—1809. 

Ann.  bot  4.  Annals  of  Botany,  by  C.  Konig and  J.  Sims.  2  vols.  8vo.  Lon- 
don, 1805  and  1806. 

Ann.  mus.  354.   7  Annales  du  Museum  d'Histoire An.  mu.  88.       J       Naturelle.  20  vols.  4to.  Paris, 
1802—1813. 

Ard.  me.  176.  Arduini  (Pietro).  Memoria  di  Os- servazioni  e  di  Sperienze  sopra 
la  Coltura  e  gli  Usi  di  varie 
Piante.  4to.  Padova,1766. 

Ard.  spec.  24.  Id.  Animadversionum  botanica- 
rum  Specimen.  4to.  Patavii, 1759. 

As.  r.  2.  Asiatic  Researches,  or  the  Trans- 
actions of  the  Society  insti- 

tuted in  Bengal.  4to.  Calcutta, 
1788,  &c. 

Asso  arr.  556.        De  Asso  (Ignatius).  Synopsis  Stir. 
pium  indigenarum  Arrago. nia?.  4to.   Marsilie,  1779. 

Aublet,  16,        7  Aublet    (Fusee).    Histoire  des 
Aub.  guian.       J        Plantes  de  la  Guiane  Fran- chise.  4  vols.  4to.  London, .  1773. 
Balb.  diss  676.   7  Balbis  (Job.  Baptist).  Miscel- 
Balb.  miss.  66.    J        lanea  Botanica  4to.  1804. 
Banks  ic  Kse.  806.  Banks  (Josephus).  Icones  selects Plantarum  quas  in  Japonia 

collegit    et    delineavit  E. Ktempfer.  Fol.  London,  1791. 
Banks  r.  nous.  26.  Id.  Reliquiae  Houstonians.  4to. London,  1781. 
Barr.  ic.  24.       7  Barrelier  (Jacobus).   Plants  per 
Bar.  rar.  204.     _)  Galliam,Hispaniam,etItaliam observats.  Fol.  Parisiis,  1714. 
Bartr.  trav.  480.  7  Bartram's  Travels  in  North  Ame- Bartr.  iter.  c.  ic.  J       rica.  8vo. 
Batarra,990.         Batarra  (John  Ant).  Fungorum 

Agri  Ariminensis  Historia. 4to.   Faventis,  1759. 
Batsch.  cent  988.7  Batsch  (Aug.  Joh.  Georg.  CarL). 
Bats,  cont  990.   \        Elenchus    Fungorum.  4to. 

Halaa,  1783— 1789. 
Bauh.  pin.  672.      Bauhin  (Caspar).   Pinax  Theatri Botanici.   4to.  Basilea?,  1623. 
Bauh.  prod.  24.      Id.  ProdromUs  Theatri  Botanici, 

in  quo  plants  supra  600  pro. 
ponuntur.  4to.  Franc.  Moen. 1620. 

Bea.  fl.  d'Oware,7  Palisot  de  Beauv.  Flore  des 
788.  J-       Royaumes   d'Oware  et  de Beauv.  Ow.  36.    3        Benin.   Folio.    Paris,  1805. 

Bell.  taur.  486.  Bellardi  (Ludovico).  Osservazioni 
Botaniche,  con  un  Saggio  d* Appendice  alia  Flora  Pede- montana. 8vo.    Torino,  1788. 

Ber.  ca.  722.       7  Bergius  (Peter  Jonas).  Descrip- 
Be.  c.  288.  j  tiones  Plantarum  ex  Capite Bona;  Spei.  8vo.  Stockholm, 

1767. 
BerL  mag.  1036.     Berlinischer  Magazin,  oder  ge- sammlte  schriften.  4  vols.  8vo. 

Berlin,  1765—1767. 
BesL  eys.  aes.  90.  7  Besler  (Basilius).  Hortus  Eystet- 
B.  ey.  a.  160.      J       tensis.  2  vols.  fol.  Nuremberg. 1612. 
Bieb.  cent  278.  ?  Bieberstein(Marschallvon).  Cen- 
B.  cen.  16.  J        turias  plantarum  rariorumRos- sias  meridionalis.  Charkovia?. 

FoL 
Bivoh.  cent  676.  7  Bivona  Bernardi  (Antonin.).  Si- Biv.  cen.  sic.  724.  J       cularum  plantarum  Centuria prima.   8vo.   Panormi,  1806. 
Blackw.  34.        7  Blackwell  (Eliz.).  A  curious  her- 
Blackw.  hor.  622.  J       bal  containing  600  cuts  of  the 

useful  plants.  2  vols.  fol.  Lon- 
don, 1737. 

Bocc.  mus.  88.  Boccone  (Paolo).  Museo  di  Piante rare  della  Sicilia,  Malta,  Cor. 
sica,  Italia,  Piemonte,  et  Ger- mania:  4to.   Venetia,  1697. 

Bocc.  sic.  158.  Id.  Icones  et  Descriptiones  rario- rum Plantarum  Sicilies,  Me- 
litas,  Galliae,  et  Italia;.  4 to. Londini,  1674. 

Boerh.  22.         7  Boerhaave  (Hermannus).  Index 
Boer.  lug.  600.  j  Plantarum  quaa  in  Horto Acad.  Lugd.  Bat.  reperiuntur. 

8vo.  Lugd.  Bat.  1710. 
4 



NAMES  OF  BOOKS  REFERRED  TO. 

Bolton  fung.  986. 

Bolton  fiL  878. 
Bot  cab.  2. 

Bot.  mag.  2. 
Bot  reg.  2. 
Bot.  rep.  4. 

Brad.  succ.  262. 

Bre.  cent  184. 

Bre.  prod.  686. 

Brid.  mus.  914 

Bro.  jam.  100.  7 
B.  jm.  88.  i 
Brot  phyt  556. 

Bruce  Abys.  856. 

Buchoz  ic  302. 
Bulliard,  986, BuU. 
Bull.champ.1022. 
Bull.  herb.  154. 
Bull 
B. ill  ph.  n.  546.  7 ph.  n.278.  J 

Bur.  amer.  150. 

Bur.  ind.  192. 

Bur.  zey.  68.  7 
Bur.  zeyL  90.  J 
Cam.  hort  218. 

Cat  car.  10. 

Cav.  diss.  48.  7 
Ca.  d.  182.  J 

Cav.  ic.  18. 

CIus.  exot.  622. 
Clus.  hist  52. 

Co.  gott  90. 

Col.  ecph.  34. 

Com.  hort.  22. 

Com.  pet  348. 

Bolton  (James).  A  History  of 
Funguses  growing  about  Hali- fax. 4to.  HuddersBeld,  1788 —1791. 

Id.  Filices  Britanniae.  4to.  Lon- 
don, 1785—1790. The  Botanical  Cabinet  By  Conrad 

Loddiges  and  Sons.  14  vols. 
12mo,  and  4to,  published monthly. 

The  Botanical  Magazine.  8vo, 
55  vols.  London,  1787—1829. The  Botanical  Register.  8vo, 
14  vols.   London,  1815—1829. 

The  Botanist's  Repository  for  new and  rare  Plants.  10  vols.  4to. 
London,  1797.  et  seqq. 

Bradley  (Richard).  Historia  Plan, tarum  Succulentarum.  4to. 
London,  1716—1727. 

Breynius  (Jacobus).  Exoticarum Plantarum  Centuria.  FoLGe- 
dani,  1678. 

Id.  Prodromus  Fasciculi  rariorum 
Plantarum  in  Hortis  Hol- lands observatarum.  2  vols. 
4to.    Gedani,  1680—1689. 

Bridel  (Samuel  Elias).  Musco- logia.  4to.  Goths  etParisiis, 
1797—1803. 

Browne  (Patrick).  The  Civil  and Natural  History  of  Jamaica. 
FoL    London,  1756. 

Brotero  (Felix  Avellar).  Phyto- 
graphia  Lusitanis  select  FoL 
Olyssip.  1801. 

Bruce  (James).  Travels  to  disco- ver the  Source  of  the  Nile. 
5  vols.  4ta   Edinburgh,  1790. 

Bucnoz  (Pierre  Joseph).  Collec- tion des  Fleurs.  FoL  Paris. 
Bulliard.  Histoire  des  Champig- 

nons de  la  France.  FoL  Paris, 
1798. Id.  Herbier  de  la  France.  FoL 
1780,  &c. 

Bulletin  des  Sciences  par  la  So. 
ciet£  Philomathique  de  Paris. 
1791—1816. Burmann  (Johannes).  Rariorum 
Africanarum  plantarum  De- cades 10.  4to.  Amstelodami, 
1738—1739. Id.  Plants  Americans  a  C. 
Plumier  detects  et  a  J.  Bur- manno  edits.  FoL  Amstelod. 
1755. 

Id.  Flora  Malabarica,  sive  Index in  omnes  tomos  Horti  Malaba- rici.  FoL   Amst  1769. 
Id.  Thesaurus  Zeylanicus.  4to. Amst  1737. 
Camerarius  (Joachim).  Hortus Medicuset  Philosophicus.  4to. Franc  Msen.  1588. 
Catesby  (Marsh).  The  Natural  His- tory of  Carolina,  Florida,  &c. 

2  vols.  foL  London,  1741-1743. 
Cavanilles  (Ant  Jos.).  Mona- 

delphis  classis  Dissertationes. 
10  vols.  4to.  Paris,  1785— 
1789.   Madriti,  1790. 

Id.  Icones  et  Descriptiones  Plan- 
tarum qus  aut  sponte  in  His- 

pania  crescunt  aut  in  Hortis 
hospitantur.  6  vols.  foL  Ma. drit  1791—1800. 

Clusius  (Carolus).  Exoticarum libri  x.  FoL   Antwerp,  1605. 
Id.  Rariorum  Plantarum  historia. 

FoL   Antwerp,  1601. 
Commentarii  Societatis  regis  Sci- entiarum  GOttingensis.  4to. 

1751— 1816. Columna  (Fabius).  Minus  cogni. tarum  stirpium  Ecphrasis.  4to. 
Roms,  1616. 

Commelyn  (Caspar).  Horti  Medici Amstelodamensis  rariorum 
Plantarum  Descriptio  et  Ico- nes. 2  vols,  folio.  Amst  1703. 

Commentarii  Academis  Scienti- 
arum  imperialis  Petropoli- tans.  14  vols.  4to.  Petrop. 
1728-1751. 

Com.  prsl.  244. 

Com.  rar.  180. 

Cook  it.  v.  286. 
Cor.  can.  88. 

Crypt  brit  1008. 

Cyrill.  ic.  76. 

Dalec.  lug.  583. 

De  Asso  ar.  552. 

Dec.  diss.  548. 

Dec.  ic.  galL  548. 
Dec.  legum.  854. 
DeL  egyp.  55a 

DeL  eryng.  210. 

Dend.  brit  144. 
Desf.  atL  46. 

DeutschL  fl.  1044. 

Dick.  cr.  922. 

DiL  eL  94.  J 
D.  elt.  132.  y D.  e.  158.  3 
DiL  Mus.  892. 
Dillw.  conf.  93ft  7 Di.  ca  926.  J 

Dodar.mem.636.7 Dod.  me.  164.  i 

Dod.  pempt.  98. 

Duh.  arb.  104. 

Duh.  ar.  e.  n. 
Duh.  ed.  n. Duh.  nov. 
Dun.  mon.  480. 
Dun.  sol.  156. 

Du  Roi,  ed. 

Edin.  phiL  journ.7 1040.  i 

Ehr.  pict  20. 

Eng.  bot.  6.  7 E.  b.  926.  $ 

Commelyn  (Caspar).  PrsludiaBot- tanica  ad  publicas  Plantarum Demonstrationes.  4to.  L.  Bat. 1703. 
Id.  Horti  Medici  Amstelodamen- sis Plants  rariores  et  exotics. 

4to.  L.  Bat  1706. 
Cook  (James).  Voyage  round  the World  (2d).  2  vols.  4to.  1777. 
Cornuti  (Jacob).  Canadensium 

Plantarum  aliarumque  non- dum  editarum  Historia.  4to. Paris,  1635. 
Greville  (Charles  Kaye).  The 

British  Cryptogamic  Flora. 5  vols.  8vo. 
Cyrillo  (Domenico).  Plantarum rariorum  Regni  Neapolitani 

Specimen.  FoL  NeapoL  1788 — 
1792. Dalechamps  (Jacques).  Historia 
generalis  Plantarum.  2  vols. 
foL  Ludg.  1586—1587. De  Asso  (Ignatius).  Synopsis 
Plantarum-  indigenarum  Ar- ragonis.  4to.  Marsilis,  1779. 

Decandolle  (Augustin  Pyramus). Dissertations  differens  sur  la 
Botanique.  Various  fascicles, 4to. 

Id.  Icones  Plantarum  Gallis 
rariorum.   4to.   Paris,  1808. 

Id.  Memoires  sur  les  Legumi- neuses.  4to. 
Delile  (Alire  Rafeneau).  Me- moires Botaniques  extraits de  la  Description  de  PEgypte. 

FoL   Paris,  1813. 
De  la  Roche  (Francois).  Eryngi. 

orum  necnon  generis  novi 
Alepides  Historia.  FoL  Paris, 1808. 

Watson  (P.  W.).  Dendrologia Britannica.   1  voL  1825. 
Desfontaines(Rene  Louiche).  Flo- ra Atlantica.  2  vols,  4to.  Paris, 

1798—1799. 
Sturm     (Jacob).  Deutschlands Flora.  2  vols.  4to.  Nurnberg, 

1798,  &c. 
Dickson  (James).  PlantarumCryp. 

togamicarum  Britannis  Fas. .    ciculi.  3  vols.  4to.  London, 
1785—1793. Dillenius  (John  Jac).  Hortus 
Elthamensis.  2  vols.  foL  Lon- i       dini,  1732. 

Id.  Historia    Muscorum.  4to. Oxonii,  1741. 
Dillwyn  (Lewis  Weston).  Synop- sis of  the  British  Confervs. 

4to.  1802—1814. 
Dodart  (Denys).   Mdmoires  pour servir  a  l'Histoire  des  Plantes. FoL  Paris,  167& 
Dodonsus  or  Dodoens  (RambrotX 

Stirpium  Historis  pemptades vi.  FoL    Antwerp,  1583. 
Duhamel  du  Monceau  (Henri 

Louis).  Traite  des  Arbres  et 
Arbustes  qui  se  cultivent  en 
France  en  pleine  Terra  2  vols. 4to.   Paris,  1755. 

Id.  The  same  work,  a  new  edi. 
tion,  by  MicheL  5  vols,  folio. Paris,  1801— 181& 

Dunal  (.Michel  Felix).  Monogra- 
phic des  Anonacees.  4to. Id.  Histoire  natureUe,  medicale, 

et  economique,  des  Solanum 
et  des  genres  qui  ont  et<5  con- fondus  avec  eux.  4to.  Mont- 
pellier,  1813. Du  Roi  (Joh.  PhiL).   Die  Harb- kesche    wilde  Baumzucht 2  vols.  8vo.  Braunschweig, 
1771—1772. 

The    Edinburgh  Philosophical JournaL  Edinburgh.  8vo,  pub- 
lished quarterly. 

Ehret  (George  Dion.).  Plants  et 
Papiliones  rariores.  FoL  Lon- 

don, 1748—1759. English  Botany,  by  Sir  James  Ed- ward Smith,  and  Mr.  James 
Sowerby.  36  vols.  8vo. 
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ix 

Esper  fuel.  946.  Esper  (Eug.  Joh.  Christ.).  Icones fucorum,  Abbildungen  der Tange.  4to.  Nurnberg,  1797 —1799. 
Exotic  Botany,  by  Sir  James  Ed- ward Smith.  London.  1804 —1808. 
The  Exotic   Flora,  by  W.  J. Hooker.  3  vols.  8vo.  Edin- 

burgh, 1825—1827. Ferrari  (Joh.  Baptist).  Hesperides, sive  de  malorum  aureorum  cul- 
ture etusu.  FoL  Roma;,  1646. 

Feuillee  (Louis).  Journal  des  Ob- 
servations Physiques,  Mathe- 

«      matiques,  et  Botaniques,  faites 
dans  1'  Amerique  Meridionale, &c.   4to.    Paris,  1714— 1725. Icones  Plantarum  sponte  nascen- 
tium  in  regnis  Dania;  et  Nor. 
vegiae,  &c.  9  vols,  folio.  Haf- 
niae,  1761—1829. Palisot  de  Beauvois.    Flore  des 
Royaumes  d'Oware  et  de  Be- nin.  2  vols.  foL  Paris. 

Sibthorp  (Joh.).   Flora  Graca,  ed. J,  E.  Smith.  6  vols,  folio,  Lon- 
don, 1806—1829. Linnaeus  (Carolus).    Flora  Lap. 

ponica.  8vo.  Amstelodami, 1757. 
Ruiz  (Hippol)  et  Pavon  (Jos.). Flora  Peruviana  et  Chilensis. 

3  vols,  folio.  Madriti,  1798— 
1799. Hoffmansegg  and  Link.  Flore  For. 
tugaise.  FoL  Rostoch  and Berlin,  1806,  &c 

Forskahl  (Petrus).  Icones  rerum naturalium.  4to.  Hafniae, 
1775—1776. 

Fras.  ma  en.  ic  56.  Frazer  (John).  A  short  History of  the  Agrostis  Cornucopia;. FoL  London,  1789. 
Fries  (Elias).  Observationes  Myco. 

logics.  12mo,  2  vols.  Hafnis, 1815—1818. 
Fuchs  (Leonhard).  De  Historia 

Stirpium  Commentarii  insig. 
nes.  FoL  Basilije,  1542—1545. 

Ex.  bot  12. 

Ex.  fl. 

Ferr.  hesp.  654. 

Feuillee,  844. 
FeuilL  ch. 
FeuilL  it 
Feuill.  per. 
Feu.  per. 
FL  dan.  16. 

FL  d'owar.  522. 

FL  gnec.  6. 

FL  lapp.  820. 

FL  per.  26. 

Fl  port  16. 

Forsk.  ic.  102. 

Fries  obs.  1032. 

Fuchs  ic.  160. 

Gaertn.  688. 
GaVde.  fr.  214. 
G.  de  f.  628. 
Gaert.  sem.  104 
Geer.  s.  380. 
Garid.  aix,  90. 
Garid.  prov.  542. 

Gaertner  (Josephus).  DeFructibus et  Semimbus  Plantarum.  2 
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rum  genera.  4to.   Paris,  1703. 
Id.  Plantae  Americana;  a  C.  Plu- 

mier detects  et  a  J.  Burmanno 
edits.  FoL   Amst.  1755. 

Po.  it  ed.  ger.  404. 

Pt.  et  T.  fl.  8. 
Pon.  bald.  640. 

Pursh  fl.am,  22.  7 Pursh  am.  160.  J 

Quer  fl.  76. 
Rauw.  ic  316.  7 Rauw.  it  822.  J 

Red.  liL  2. 

Red.  ros.  448. 
Reliq.  hou.  814 R.  houst  18. 
R  pL  h.  24. Ren.  spec.  276. 

Retz.  obs.  212. 
Retz.  st  16. 
Rheede  18. 
Rh.  maL 
R.  maL  4. Riv.  mon.  16. 

Riv.  tetr.  546. 

Rob.  ic.  522. 
Roche  diss.  42. 
Roam.  arc.  10. 

Ro.  in.  ac.  ha.  870. 

Rottb.  gr.  48.  7 Rt  gm.  50.  J 
Roth,  abhan.  576. 

Rudg.  gui.  86.  7 Ru.  p.  g.  2.  $ 

Rumph.  2.  ~) Rum.  140.  f 
Rum.  amb.  102.  C Ru.  am.  4.  J 
Sabb.  hort.  334.  7 Sabb.  rom.  158  J 
SaL  st.  ra.  2. 

Sant  itin.  798. 

Savi  pis.  62. 
Schaeffer986. 
Sch.  1002. 

Sch.  br.  1ft 
Schk.  ba.  204. 
Schk.  bot.  668. 

Schk.  car.  7 Sc.  ca.  774.  j 
Schk.  fiL  878 
Schk.  harm.  12. 
Schk.  han.  88. S.  h.  862. 

Poiret  (J.  L.  M.).  Voyage  in  Bar- barie.  2  vols.  8vo.  Strasb. 1789. 
Poiteau  et  Turpin.  Flore  Pari- sienne.  FoL  Paris,  1808,  &c. 
Pona  (Joh.).   Plants  seu  Simpli- cia  quae  in  Baldo  Monte  repe- riuntur.  4to.  Basilire,  1608. 
Pursh  (Frederick).   Flora  Borea- lis  Americana.  2  vols.  8vo. London,  1814 
Quer  (Martinez).    Flora  Espa. nola.  4  vols.  4to.  Madrid. 

1762—1764. 
Rauwolf  (Leonh.).  Aigentliche 

beschreibung  der  Raiss  in  den 
Morganlander.  4to.  Laugan. 
gen,  1582— 158a Redoute  (P.  J.).   Les  Liliacges. 
8  vols.  foL     Paris,  1802— 
1816. 

Id.  Les  Roses.  FoL  Paris. 
Reliquiae  Houstonians.  4to.  Lon- don, 1781. 
Reneaulme  (Paul).  Specimen  His. toriae  Plantarum.  4to.  Paris, 1611. 
Retzius  (And.  Joh.).  Observa- tiones  Botanies.  4to.  Lon- 

don, 1774—1791. Van  Rheede  (Henricus).  Hortus Indicus  Malabaricus.  12  vols. 
foL  1678—1703. 

Rivinus  (Aug.  Quirinus).  Ordo Plantarum  Flore  irregulari 
monopetalo.  FoL   Lips.  1690. 

Id.  Ordo  Plantarum  flore'irregu- lari  tetrapetalo.  FoL  Lips. 1699. 
Robert  (Nicolas).  Icones  Planta- rum. FoL  Paris,  1701. 
De  la  Roche  (Daniel).  Dissertatio de  Eryngiis. 
Roemer  (Jac.  Joh.).  Archiv.  fur die  Botanik.  3  vols.  4to.  1796 

—1799. 

Id.  In  the  Copenhagen  Transac- 
tions, or  Acta  Hafhiensia. Rottboll  (Christ  Friis.).  Descrip- tiones et  Icones  Plantarum 

rariorum.  Fol.   Harms,  1773. 
Roth  (Alb.  Wilh.).  Botanische 

Abhandlungen  und  Beobach- 
tungen.  4to.  Nuremberg- 1787- 

Roxburgh  (William).  Plants  of the  Coast  of  CoromandeL  2 
vols.  foL  London,  1795—1798. 

Rudge  (Edward).  Plantarum Guiana?  rariorum  Icones  et 
descr.  Fol.   London,  1805. 

Rumphius  (George  Everh.).  Her- barium Amboinense.  6  vols. foL    Amst  1750. 
Sabbati  (Liberatus).  Hortus  Ro- manus.  7  vols.  foL  Romae, 1772—1784. 
Salisbury  (Richard  Anthony). 

Icones  Stirpium  rariorum.  FoL London,  1791. 
Santi  (George).  Viaggi  al  Mont 

Amiata  e  per  la  Toscana.  3 
vols.  8vo.   Pisa,  1795— 1806. 

Savi  (Gaetano).  Flora  Pisana. 2  vols.  8vo.   Piss,  1798. 
Schsf&r  (Jac.  Christ).  Fungorum Bavaria;  et  Palatinatus  Icones. 

4vols.4ta  Ratisbons,  1702— 1770. 
Schrank  (Franz,  v.  Paula).  Bai- ersche  Flora.  2  vols.  8vo.  Mu- 

nich, 1789. 
Schkuhr  (Christ).  Botanisches handbuch.  3  vols.  8vo.  Wit- 

tenberg, 1791—1803. Id.  Histoire  des  Carex  ou  Laiches 8vo.  Leipsig.1802. 
Id.  Abbildungen  der  Farrn- krauter. 
Id.  Botanisches  Handbuch.  3  vols. 

8va  Wittenberg,  1791— 180& 
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Schm.  ar.  12. 

Schm.  ic.  176. 

Schm.  mycol.  1038. Schne.  ic.  n.  316. 

Schousb.  22.  7 
Scho.  maroc.  554.  J 
Schr.  ger.  56. 

Schr.  hal.  206. 
Sch.  se.  h.  220. 
Sert  han.  364. 
Sc.  v.  14. 
Schr.  mon.  88 

Schreb.  decad.  638. 

Schr.  gram.  54.  7 Sch.  gm.  48.  i 
Schwsgr.  sup.  896. 

Scop.  cam.  214. 
Scop,  del  24.  7 Sco.  dl.  ins.  92.  > 
Scop,  insub.  J Seb.  mu.  310.  7 
Seb.  th.  722.  J 

Seg.  ver.  16. 

S.  fl.  i.  oc.  870. 

Sloane,  68. 
Slo.  jam.  4. Slo.  hist  28. 
SI  jm.  16. Smit  ic.  fas.  98. 
Sm.  ic.  n.  316. 

Smith  icpict  526.  Id. 

Id. 
Id. 

Smith  n.  hoi.  142. " Sm.  N.  H.  84.  J 

Smith  spic.  154.  " Sm.  spicil.  6.  J 
Sole's  mints,  c.  7 ic.  500.  J 
Sonn.  it.  4. 
Sowerby,986. 

Spreng.  fl.  haL  622. 

Spr.  umb.  210. 
Stackhouse  flici,  7 942.  J 
Sturm's  Deuts.  7 

flor.  1034.  f- Stur.  d.  f.  374.  J 
Sw.  ob.  22. 

Sw.  syn.  fiL  878. 

Sweet  fl.  gard.  132. 

Sweet  ger.  568.  td. 

Schmidt  (Franz.).  CEsterreichs 
Allgemeine  Baumzucht2vols. 
folio.   Vienna,  1792—1794. 

Schmiedel  (Cas.  Christ).  Icones 
plantarum.    Folio.  Norimb. 
1762. Schmidt  HistoriaMycologica.  8vo. 

Schneevooght    (G.  Voorhelm). 
Icones  plantarum  rariorum. 2  vols.  foL   Harlem,  179a 

Schousboe  (P.  K.  A.).  Iagttagel- 
ser  over  vsxtriget  i  Marocco. 4to.   Kiobenh.  1800. 

Schrader  (Henr.  AdolpA  Flora Germanica.  8vo.  Gottingse, 1806. 
Id.   De  Halophytis  Fallasii.  4to. 

Gotting.  1810. Id.   Sertum  Hanoverianum.  FoL 
Gotting.  1795—1796. Id.    Commentatio  de  Veronicis 
spicatis.  8vo.  Gottinga?,  1803. 

Schranck  (Fr.  v.  Paula).  Plants rariores  Horti  Monacensis. 
FoL  Munich,  1817— 18ia 

Von  Schreber  (Jon.  Christ  Dan.). 
Icones  plantarum  minus  cog  . nitarum.  Decas  1.  FoL  Hals, 
1766. Id.    Beschreibung  der  grsser. 
2  vols.  foL  Lips.  1769—1779. 

Schwsgrichen  (Frid.).  Species 
Muscorum  Hedwig  supple- 
mentum.  4to.   lips.  1811. 

Scopoli  (Joh.  Ant).    Flora  Car- niolica.  8va   Vienna;,  1760. 
Id.  Delicias  flora;  Insubricae.  3  vols. 

foL   Ticini,  1786—1788. 
Seba  (Alb.).  Locupletissimi  rerum naturalium  thesauri  descrip- tio.  4  vols.  foL  Amst.  1734 —1765. 
Seguier  (Joh.  Franc).  Plants Veronenses.  3  vols.  8vo.  Ve- 

rona;, 1745. 
Swartz  (Olof).   Flora  India;  occi- dentalis.  3  vols.  8vo.  Erlangs, 

1797—1806. 
Sloane  (Hans).      A  Voyage  to 

Madeira,  Barbadoes,  Nevis, 
St  Christophers,  and  Jamaica. 2  vols.  foL   Lond.  1707. 

Smith  (James  Edward).  Plan- tarum Icones  prss.  ex  herb. Linnsano.  FoL  London,  1789 —1791. 
Icones  picts  plantarum  ra- 

riorum. FoL  London,  1790— 179a 
A  Specimen  of  the  Botany of  New  Holland.  4to.  Lon- 

don, )79a 
Spicilegium  Botanicum.  Fol. 
London,  1791—1792. 

Sole  (William).   Mentha;  Britan. nics.  FoL   Bath,  1798. 
Sonnerat  (P.).   Voyage  a  la  Nou- velle  Guin6e.  4to.  Paris,  1776. 
Sowerby  (James).  Coloured  figures 

of  English  Fungi  FoL  Lon- 
don, 1796— 1815,  &c. 

Sprengel  (Kurt).   Flora  Halensis Tentamen  novum.  8vo.  Hals Sax.  1806. 
Id.     Plantarum  umbelliferarum 

Prodromus.  4to.  Halae,  1813. 
Stackhouse  (John).  Nereis  Britan. nica.  FoL  Bath,  1795— 1797. 
Sturm  (Jacob).  Deutschlands  flora. 

Many  volumes  12ma  Nurem- 
berg, 1798—1829. Swartz  ( Olof).  Observationes Botanies.  8vo.  Erlagns, 1791. 

Id.  Synopsis  Filicum,  earum  ge- nera et  species  complectens. 
8vo.  Kilis,  180& 

Sweet  (Robert).  The  British Flower  Garden.  8vo.  London, 
published  in  monthly  num- bers. 
Geraniaces.  8vo.  published 

in  monthly  numbers. 

Tenore  nap.  544.  ' Ten.  fl.  nap.  24. 

Ten.  neap.  132.  ' Th.  act  haf.  732. 
Th.  ac  st  172. 
Th.  ac.  ups.  846. 
Thun.  ups.  204.  1 Thunb.  diss.  46.  , 
Thu.  diss.  n.  82.  1 

Tabernsmontanus  (Jac  TheodA Eicones  Plantarum,  cur.  N. Bassso.  4to.   Frankf.  1590. 
Tenore  (Michel).    Flora  Napoli- tana.  4  vols.  foL    Neap.  1811, 

&c 
Thunberg  (Car.  Petr.).  In  the 

Copenhagen  Transactions. Id.  In  the  Stockholm  Trans- actions. 
Id.    In  the  Upsal  Transactions. Id. 

Th.  eric.  308. 
Thu.  erl  n.  314. 
Th.  g.  n. Thun.  G.  172. 
Th.  jap.  360. 
Th.  prot  n.  80. 
TilL  pis.  92. 

Tode  fun.  meckL 
1038. 

Tourn.  it  134. 

Tra.  arc.  864. 

Tratt.  the*.  544. 
Trew.  ehret  144. 
Tr.  ehrt  28. 

Trium.  obs.  ( 
Tri.  ob.  140. 

Turn,  fuci,  93a 

Dissertationes  Academics 
Upsalis  sub  ejus  pnesidio habits.  3  vols.  8vo.  Gotting. 
1799—1801. Id.  Diss,  de  Erica.  4to.  Upsal, 1785. 

Id.  Nova  plantarum  genera.  Dis. novem.  1781—1798. 
Id.   Flora  Japonica.  8vo.  Lips. 

1784. 
Id.   Diss,  de  Protea.  1781. 
Tilli  (Mich.  Aug.).  Catalogus Horti  PisanL  FoL  Florence. 172a 
Tode  (Henr.  Jul).   Fungi  Meck- lenburgenses    Select!  4to. Luneburg,  1790. 
Tournefort  (Joseph  Pitton  de). 

Relation  d'un  Voyage  du  Le- vant 2  vols.  4to.   Paris,  1717. 
Trattennick  (Leop.).    Archiv  der Gewachskunde.  4to.  Vienn. 1811—1812. 
Id.    Thesaurus  Botanicus.  FoL Vienns,  1819. 

1  Trew  (Christ  Jac.).   Plants  se- lects ab  Ehret  picts.  FoL 1750—1773. 
Trew.  pi.  rar.  124.  Id.    Plants  rariores.  Ed.  J.  C. Keller.  FoL  176a 

Triumfetti  (Joh.  Bapt).  Obser- 
vationes de  Ortu  et  Vegeta- 

tione  plantarum.  4to.  Roms, 
1685. 

Turner  (Dawson).  Historia  fuco- rum.  3  vols.  foL  London, 
1802,  &c. 

Tur.  raus.  hi.  914.   Id.    Muscologis  hibernics  speci- men.   12mo.    London,  1804. 
Vah.  symb.  96.    7  Vahl  (Martino).     Symbols  Bo- 
Va.  sy.  100.        J       tanics.  FoL  Hafn.  1790—1794. VaiLbot  par.  994  7  Vaillant  (Sebastien).  Botanicon 
VailL  par.  62.      j        Parisiense,  operis  majoris  pro- dromus, 8vo.    L.  Bat  1723. 
Vauch.  conf.  934.    Vaucher  (Jean  Pierre).  Histoire 

des  Conferves  d'eau  douce. 4ta    Geneve,  1803. 
Ventenat  (Etienne  Pierre).  De- 

scription des  plantes  nouvelles 
ou  peu  connues  du  Jardin  de J.  M.  Cels.  FoL   Paris,  1800. 

Id.  Choix  des  plantes.  FoL  Paris, 1803—1808. Id.   Jardin  de  la  Malmaison.  FoL 1803—1805. 
Villars  (D.).   Histoire  des  plantes 

du  Dauphin^.    3  vols.  8va 
Grenoble,  1786—1788. 

Viviani  (Dominic).  Flors  Italics fragmenta.  4to.  Genus,  1808. 
Volckamer  (Joh.  Georg.).  Flora Noribergensis.  4to.  Noribergs, 

1700. (See  LabilL  voy.) 
Willdenow  in  Romer's  Archiv  flir der  Botanik. 
Wahlenberg  ( George).  Flora 

Lapponica.  8vo.  Berlin,  1812. 
Waldstein  (Franc)  et  Kitaibel 

(PauL).  Descriptiones  et  Icones plantarum  rariorum  Hun- garian 3  vols.  fol.  Vienn.  1802 
—1812. 

Walth.  hort  128.  Walther  (Aug.  Frid.).  Designatio Plantarum  Horti  ejus.  8vo. 
Lipsis,  1735. Willdenow  (Car.  Lud.).  Historia Amaranthorum.  FoL  Turici, 
1790. 

Weigel  (Christ  Ehrenb.).  Os. servationes  Botanies.  4ta 
Gryphis,  1772. 

Vent  eels.  7 
Vc  des.  pL  n.  772.  J 

Vent  choix,  12. 
Vent  maL  18. 
VilL  dauph.  540. 
VilL  delph.  202. 
VUl  de.  824. 
Vi.  fragm.  64. 
Volck.  nori  700. 

Voy.  de  lab.  86. W.  in  Roe.  et  618. 
Wah.  lap.  544 
Wal.  &  Kit  232.  n W.  &K.hung.92.{ 
W.  &  K.  16.  J 

W.  am.  i 

Weig.  obs.  956. 
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Weinm.  80. 
Wein.  phy.  484. 
WendL  coL  98. 
We.  co.  pL  180. 

W.  er.  504. 
WendL  her.  570. 
Wer.  trans.  900. 
Willd.  ach.  696. 

Weinmann  (J.  GuL).  Phytan- thoza  Iconographica.  4  vols. 
fol.   Regemb.  1737—1745. 

Wendland  (Joh.  Christ).  Col. lectio  Plantarum  tarn  exoti- 
carum    quam  indigenarum. 4to.    Hannoveras,  1805,  &c. 

Id.  Ericarum  Icones  et  Descrip- tiones.  4to.   1798,  &c. 
Id.  Hortus  Herrenhusanus.  FoL 

1798,  &c. Transactions  of  the  Wemerian 
Society  of  Edinburgh.  8vo. Willdenow  (Car.  Lud.).  Tractatus de  Achilleis  et  Tanaceto.  8vo. 
Halaj  Magd.  1789. 

WilLar.422.  ) W.  arb.  464.  J 
Willi  ber.  26.  7 
Will.hor.ber.166.J- W.  ho.  br.  190.  3 
Willd.  fl.  beroL 

1032. 
Wa  phy.  138.  7 Wi.  ph.  96.  5 
Zanon  hist  124. 

Willdenow  (Car. Lud.).  Berlinische Baumzucht  8vo.  Berlin, 
1796. 

Id.  Hortus  Berolinensis.  FoL  Ber- 
lin, 1806—1810. 

Id.   Flora?  Berolinensis  Prodro- mus.  8vo.   Berlin,  1787. 
Id.  Phvtographia.  FoL  Erlangs, 
Zanon  (Antonio).  Istoria  Bo- tanica.  FoL    Bologna,  1675. 
Zorn  (BarthoL).  Icones  Planta- rum Medicinaliura.  8vo.  Nu- 

remb.  1779—1784. 

ADDITIONAL  NAMES  OF  BOOKS  REFERRED  TO. 

A.  b.  Arboretum  et  Fruticetuin  Bri. 
tannicum,  by  J.  C.  Loudon, 
F.L.S.,  &c.  8.  vols.  8vo.  Lon- 
don,  1835—1838. 

And.  rep.  Andrews  (Henry).    The  Bota- 
nist's Repository  for  new  and rare  Plants.  10  vols.  4to.  Lon- 

don, 1797,  et  seq. 
Aub.  gui.  See  Aub.  guian. Bate.  orch.  The  Orchidacese  of  Mexico  and 

Guatemala,  by  James  Bate- man,  Esq.,  F.L.S. ,&c.eleph. 
fol.  London.  Parts  1  &  2  pub- lished. 

Bauer  n.  h.  Bauer  (Ferdin).  Illustrationes Florae  Nova;  Hollandis.  Fol. 1813. 
Baxt.  Br.  PL  Baxter's  British  Phauiogamous Botany ;  or  Figures  and  De- scriptions of  the  Genera  of 

British  FloweringPlants,  &c, 
by  W.  Baxter,  F.H.  S.,  &c, 
Cfurator  of  the  Oxford  Bo- tanic Garden.  8vo.  5  vols, 
published  in  1840,  continued monthly. 

Bib.  it.  Memorie  Matematica  e  Fisica 
delta  Societa  Italiana.  4to. 
1  vol.  Verona,  1782  &  1816. 

Bir.  bot.  g.  The  BirminghamBotanic  Garden. 
Conducted  by  G.  B.  Knowles, 
F.L.S.,  &  F.  Westcott.  1  vol. 4to.  1837. 

Botanist.  The  Botanist.   Conducted  by  B. 
Maund,  Esq.,  F.  L.  S.,  as- sisted by  Professor  Henslow. 
In  monthly  numbers,  8vo. 

Bot.  gar.  The  Botanic  Garden ;  or  Maga- zine of  hardy  flowering  Plants cultivated  in  Great  Britain. 
By  B.  Maund,  F.L.S.  1824, continued  monthly. 

Bot.  mis.  The  Botanical  Miscellany.  By  Sir 
W.  J.  Hooker,  F.R.  S.,  &c. 8vo.  London,  1830. 

Col.  h.  rip.  Colla.   Hortus  Ripulensis.  4to. Turin,  1827—1829. 
Cur.  lon.  Curtis  (William).  ̂ Flora  Londi- nensis.  Fol.  London,  1777, continued. 
Dec.  leg.  See  Dec.  legum. 
Den.  br.  Dendrologia  Brltannica.   By  P. W.  Watson.  1  vol.  1825. 
Desf.  at.  See  Desf.  atl. 
Di.  el.  See  Dil.  el. 
Don's  Mill.  A  General  System  of  Gardening and  Botany,  &c,  founded  on 

Miller's  Dictionary,  and  ar- 
ranged according  to  the  Na- tural System.  By  G.  Don, 

F.  L.  S.  4  vols.  4to.  London, 
1831—1838. 

Duh.no. Fl.  au. 

Fl.  cab. 

Fl.  gr. Fl.  nap. 

Forst. 

G.  m. 

Gm.  si. 
H.  &B. 

Hook.  am. 

Hort.  brit. 

Hort.  tr.  7 H.  tr.  5 
Jac.  sc. 
Kth.  mim. 
Lab.  n.  h. Lam.  ic. 

Led.alt. 

Led.  1c.  7 
Led.  fl.  ros.  J 

Lin.  tr. Loud.  fl.  g. 

Mart.  br. 

Mic.  ar. 

See  Duh.  ar.  e.  n. 
Flora  Australasica.    By  Robert Sweet.  1  voL  8vo.  London, 

1827—1828. 
The  Floral  Cabinet.    By  G.  B. 

Knowles,  F.  L.  S.,  and  F. Westcott  4to.  London  and 
Birmingham,  1837,  1838. 

Flora  Conspicua.    By  Richard Morris.  1  vol.  8vo.  London, 1826. 
See  Fl.  grsec. 
Flora  Neapolitana.  By  Michel Tenore.  4  vols.  foL  Neap. 1811,  &c. 
Forster  (George).  Characteres Generum  Plantarum  quas  in 

Itinere  ad  Insulas  Maris  Aus- tralia, &c.  4to.  1776. 
The  Gardener's  Magazine.  Con- ducted byJ.  C.Loudon,  F.L.S. 

&c.  Vols.  1  to  15.  London, 1826—1839,  continued. See  Gmel.  sib. 
Von  Humboldt  (Alex.  Fr.  Henr.) 

et  Bonpland(Aime).  Plantes 
Equinoxiales.  Fol.  1808. Flora  Boreali-Americana.  By 
Sir  W.  J.  Hooker,  F.  R.  S., 
&c.  Published  in  4to.  num- bers. 

Hortus  Britannicus.    By  J.  C. 
Loudon,  F.  L.  S.,  &c.  1  vol. 8vo.  London,  1839. 

See  Hort.  trans. 
See  Jac.  schon. See  Kunth  mim. 
See  Lab.  nov.  ho. 
Lamarck  (Jean  Baptiste  Monet 

de).    Icones  Plantarum  in- edits. 
Ledebour  (Carolus  Fredericus) Icones  Plantarum  Altaicarum, Fol.  Berolinse,  1830. 
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Abel.  Abel.  A  traveller  in  China,  and  author 
_  of  a  Notice  of  Chinese  plants. 

Ach.  Acharius.    A  Swedish  professor,  and 
writer  upon  Lichens. 

Ad.,  Adans.  Adanson.  A  French  systematical  bo- tanist 
Afz.  AJzelius.    A  Swedish  professor. 
Ag.}  Agh.,    Agardk.     A  Swedish  professor,  and 
Agdh.  writer  upon  A'lgae,  &c. Ait.  Aiton.     The  superintendant  of  the 

King's  garden  at  Kew. Alb.  Albertini.    A  writer  upon  Fungi. 
Alb.SfSchwe.  Albertini  and  Schweinitz.  Writers  upon Fungi 
All.  Allioni.    An  Italian  botanist. 
Amm.         Ammann.    An  old  Russian  botanist. 
And.,Andr.,  Andrzejowski.    A  Russian  botanist. Arldrz. 
Ard.  Arduini.    An  Italian  botanist. 
Aub.,  Aubl.  Aublet.  A  French  traveller  in  Guiana. 
Balb.  Balbis.   A  French  professor  of  botany. 
Ban.  Banks.   A  great  traveller  and  patron  of science. 
Bat.  Batard.   A  writer  upon  the  Flora  of France. 
Batsch.        Batsch.    A  writer  upon  Ftingi. 
Baumg.       Baumgarten.    A  German  botanist. B.  C.  Botanical  Cabinet.    By  Loddiges  and Sons. 
Beauv.  Palisot  de  Beauvois.  A  French  tra- veller and  botanist. 
Bell.  Bellardi.    An  Italian  botanist. 
Berg.  Bergius.    A  Swedish  writer  upon  Cape 

plants. Bern.,Bernh.  Bernhardt.    A  German  botanist 
Bert.yBertol.  Bertolini.    A  writer  upon  the  Flora  of Italy. 

Bess.  Besser.    A  Russian  professor,  resident in  the  Crimea. 
Bieb  Bieberstein.     A  Russian  botanist  of 

great  note. Biv.  Bivona.   A  Sicilian  botanist 
B.  M.  Botanical  Magazine.    By  Curtis,  Sims, &c. 
Boer.  Boerhaave.    An  old  Dutch  botanist. 
Bb'hm.         B'dhmer.    A  German  botanical  writer. Bolton.        Bolton.   An  English  writer  on  Fungi. 
Bon.,  Bonpl.  Bonpland.  A  French  traveller  in  South America,  and  botanist 
Bork.  Borkhausen.   A  writer  upon  the  Flora of  Hesse  Darmstadt 
Bory.  Bory  de  St.  Vincent.  A  French  tra- veller and  botanist. 
Bosc.  Bosc.   A  French  botanist,  and  traveller in  North  America. 
Bouch.  Boucher.  A  writer  upon  the  French Flora. 
B.  P,  Brown's  Prodromus  Florce  Novte  Hoi. landuB. 
Br.  Robert  Brown.   A  celebrated  English 

botanist,  and  traveller  in  New  Hol- land. 
Bradl.         Bradley.   An  old  English  writer  upon succulent  plants. 
B.R., B.Reg.  Botanical  Register.       By   Ker  and Lindley 
B.  Rep.  Botanical  Repository.  By  Andrews  and others. 
Brid.  Bridel.    A  German  writer  upon  mosses. 
Brot.  Brotero.   A  Portuguese  botanist. 
Brouss.  Broussonet.  A  French  botanist,  and 

traveller  in  Barbary. 

Buch.  Buchanan.  An  English  physician,  and 
traveller  in  Nepal.  • Bull.  BuUiard.    A  French  writer  on  Fungi. 

Burc.,Burch.Burchell.  An  English  botanist,  and traveller  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope. 
Burm.,Brm.  Burmann.  A  Dutch  editor  of  other 

people's  works. Ccesalp.  Ccesalpinus.  A  famous  old  Italian  bo- tanist 
Ca.,  Cav.  Cavanilles.  A  Spanish  professor  and botanist. 
Cels.  Cels.    A  French  nurseryman. Cham.  Chamisso.    A  German  traveller  round 

the  world. 
Chois.  Choisy.    A  Swiss  botanist. 
Clus.  Clusius.    An  old  French  botanist  and traveller. 
Coleb.  Colebrooke.  A  celebrated  English  writer '  upon  Indian  plants. 
Comm.         Commelin.    A  Dutch  garden  botanist 
Corr.,  Cor-  Corria  de  Serra.  A  Portuguese  botanist 
rea.  and  diplomatist Crz.  Crantz.    An  Austrian  botanist. 
Curt.  Curtis.   An  English  writer  upon  plants. 
Cuss.  Cusson.    A  Swiss  writer  upon  Umbel- 

Ufera?,  whose  wife  burnt  his  her- barium. 
Cyr.  Cyrilli.    An  Italian  botanist 2>.  C.,Dec.  Decandolle.  A  celebrated  French  sys- tematic botanist. 
Del.  Delile.    A  French  professor,  and  tra- veller in  Egypt. 
Desf.  Dtfontaines.    A  French  botanist,  and traveller  in  Barbary. 
Dcsv.  Desvaux.  A  French  professor  of  botany. 
Dicks.  Dickson.  An  English  cryptogamic  bo- tanist 
Dill.,  Dillw.  Dilltoyn.  An  English  writer  upon  Con- fervas. 
Dittm.  Dittmarr. 
Dornb.  Dombey.  A  French  traveller  in  South America. 
Donn.  Donn.  An  English  gardener  and  bo- tanist. 

Dufr.  Dufresne.    A  French  writer  upon  Va- lerians. 
Duh.  Duhamel. .  A  celebrated  French  physio- 

logical botanist. Dum.  Dumont  Courset.  A  writer  upon  French 
garden  plants. Dun.  Dunal.    A  French  professor  of  botany. 

Duroi.         Du  Rot.   A  German  writer  upon  plants. 
E.B.,  E.Bot.  English  Botany.  By  Sowerby  and  Smith. Ehr.  Ehrhart.   A  German  botanist 
Ehrenb.  Ehrenberg.  A  German  traveller  in Arabia,  &c. 
Esp.  Esper.   A  German  writer  on  Fungi. Ettl.  Ettlinger.   A  German  writer  on  Salvia, 
Ex.  B.         Exotic  Botany.   By  Smith. 
Fisch.  Fischer.    A  Russian  botanist 
FT.  FlUgge.     A   German .  writer  upon 
FT.  Brit.       Flora  Britannica.    By  Sir  James  Ed- ward Smith. 
Fl.  Dan.      Flora  Danica.   By  Oeder,  Hornemann, and  others. 
FT.  Lond.     Flora  Londinensis.     By  Curtis  and Hooker. 
Flcerke.  Flcerke. 
Fl.Per.,Fl.p.  Flora  Peruviana.   By  Ruiz  and  Pavon. Forsk.         Forskahl.    A  Danish  naturalist,  and traveller  in  Arabia. 
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Forst,         Forster.  A  traveller  in  the  South  Seas 
with  Captain  Cook. 

Fr.  Fries.    A  Swedish  botanist,  and  writer 
upon  F&ngi 

Fraz.  Frazer.    A  gardener  and  collector  of 
plants  in  North  America. 

Frol.  Frolich.    A  German  writer  upon  Gen- tiana. 
Funck.        Funck.  A  German  cryptogamic  botanist. 
Gae.,  Gcert.  Gcertner.   A  celebrated  German  carpo- 

logist Gay.  Gay.   A  French  botanist. Gleditsch.     Gleditsch.   A  German  botanist. 
Gmel.,  Gm.  Gmelin.  A  Russian  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  Siberia. 
Gouan.        Gouan.   A  French  botanist. 
Gr.,  Grev.,  Greville.  An  English  botanist,  and 
Greville.         writer  upon  cryptogamic  plants. 
Hal.  Hales.    A  distinguished  English  writer 

upon  physiological  botany. Hdnke.        Hcenke.    A  German  botanical  writer. 
Haw.  Haworth.   An  English  writer  upon  suc- culent plants. 
Hayne.    •  Hayne.    A  German  botanist. 
Hedw.  Hedtoig.  A  German  cryptogamic  bo- tanist. 
Heist.  Heister.    A  German  botanist. 
Herb.  Of  the  Herbarium. 
Herit.         Heritier.   A  French  botanist 
Hill.  Hill.    An  English  compiler  of  botanical matters. 
H.  K.  Hortus  Kewensis.    A  catalogue  of  the 

plants  growing  in  the  King's  garden at  Kew. 
Hoff.,Hqffm.  Hoffmann.  A  German  writer  upon  Um- belttferae,  &c. 
Holmsk.       Holmskiold.    A  Danish  botanist. 
Hook.  Hooker.   An  English  botanist,  and  pro- fessor at  Glasgow. 
Hoppe.  Hoppe.  A  German  botanist,  and  col- lector of  plants. 
Horn.,  Hor-  Hornemann.  A  Danish  botanist  and nem.  professor. 
Hort.  Of  the  gardens. 
Host.  Host.  An  Austrian  writer  upon  Grapes and  European  plants. 
H.  Par.        Of  the  Paris  garden. 
Hud.,  Huds.  Hudson.  An  English  writer  upon  Bri- tish plants. 
Humb.  Humboldt.  A  celebrated  Prussian  tra- 

veller and  philosopher. 
Jack.,  Jacks.  Jackson.   An  English  botanist. 
Ja.,  Jac.,  Jacquin.  An  Austrian  traveller  in  South 
Jacq.  America,  and  botanist. 
Jon.  Jones.    An  accomplished  writer  upon Indian  matters. 
J.,Juss.  Jussieu.  A  celebrated  French  system- atic botanist. 
Kautf.  Kautfuss.  A  German  writer  upon Ferns. 
Ker.  Ker.    An  English  garden  botanist 
Kit.  Kitaibel.   A  Hungarian  botanist 
Kn.  Pr.       Knight's  Protehcece. Kon.  Konig.   Several  German  naturalists  of this  name. 
Kunth.        Kunth.   A  Prussian  botanist 
Kunz.         Kunze.    A  German  cryptogamic  bo- tanist 
Lag.  Lagasca.   A  Spanish  botanist  and  pro- fessor. 
Lam.  Lamarck.    A  French  botanist 
La  Peyr.,    La  Pey rouse.  A  French  writer  upon  the 
Lap.  plants  of  the  Pyrenees. 

Lawr.  Lawrence  (Miss).  An  English  flower 
painter. Lax.  Laxmann.   A  German  writer  on  Sibe- 

rian plants. 
Ledeb.  Ledebur.  A  botanist,  and  traveller  in Siberia. 
Lehm.         Lehmann.    A  German  botanist. 
L.JU.  Linmeus  the  younger.  The  son  of  the 

great  Linnaeus. 
L'Her.        L'Heritier.    A  French  botanist 
Lighlf.        Lightfoot.   A  writer  upon  the  Scottish Flora. 
Lind.yLindl.  Lindley.  An  English  botanist,  and  pro- fessor in  London. 
L.  K.       1  Link.    A  Prussian  botanist 
Lk.,  Link.S  Link. 
L.,  Linn.  LinruEUS.  The  celebrated  Swedish  re- 

former of  natural  history. 
Lob.  Lobel.    An  old  writer  upon  plants. 
Lodd.  Loddiges.   English  nurserymen  and  bo. tanists. 
Loe.  Loesel.   An  old  Prussian  botanist 

Lois. 
Lour. 
L.  T. 

Lyngb. Marcg. 
Mart. 
Mass. 

Mayer. 
M.B. Med. 

Mert. Mey. 

Mi.,  Mich. Mik. 
Mai. 
Mir. Mohr. 
Mol. 
Monch. Morett. 

Loiseleur  Deslongchamps.  A  French  bo- tanist. 
Loureiro.  A  Portuguese  traveller  in Cochin  China. 
Linnean  Society's  Transactions. 
Lyngbye.  A  Danish  writer  upon  cryp- 

togamic matters. Marcgraan.  An  old  Dutch  traveller  in Brazil. 
Martins.  A  Bavarian  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  Brazil. 
Masson.  A  collector  of  plants  at  the 

Cape,  and  elsewhere. Mayer.  Several  German  botanists  of this  name. 
Marschall  v.  Bieberstein.  A  writer  upon Russian  botany. 
Medicus.  A  German  botanist  of  the  last century. 

Menzies.  A  Scotch  botanist,  and  tra- veller round  the  world  with  Van- couver. 
Mertens.   A  German  professor. 
Meyer.    A  German  botanist 
Michaux.   A  French  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  North  America. 
Mikan.   A  German  writer  on  Brazilian 

Muhl.,  MM. 
Murr. 
Mutis. 
Mx. 

Neck. 
Nees. Nois. 
Nor. 
Nutt. 
Ort. Otth. 
Otto. Pall. 
Panz. 
P.deB.,Pal. de  Beauv. 
Pers. Pet. 
Pet.  Th. 

Ph.,  Psh. 
P.L. 
Plin. 
Plu. 
Poir, 
Poit. 
Poll. 

Pour. P.S. 
Raddi. 
Raf.,  Rafi. 

R.SfS. 
R.B.,R.Br.1 

R.  Brown. 

Rchb. Rebent. 
Red. 

Relh. 
Retz-,  Rtx. 
Rich. 

Miller.  An  English  gardener  and  bo- tanist. 
Mirbel.  A  French  physiological  botanist Mohr.  A  German  cryptogamic  writer. 
Molina.    An  Italian  writer  upon  the 

_  natural  history  of  Chili. Monch.   A  German  botanist. Moretti. 
Mougeot.  A  German  cryptogamic  bo- tanist 

Muhlenberg.  A  North  American  bo- tanist 

Murray.    A  German  botanist 
Mutis.  A  Spanish  botanist,  resident  in New  Grenada. 
Michaux.   See  above. 
Necker.  A  German  writer  upon  botani- cal affairs 
Nees  v.  Esenbeck.    A  German  botanist 
Noisette.    A  French  nurseryman. 
Noronha.  A  Spanish  botanist  who  visited Madagascar. 
Nuttall.    A  North  American  botanist 
Ortega.    A  Spanish  botanist 
Otth.  A  French  writer  in  Decandolle's Prodromus. 
Otto.    A  Prussian  gardener. 
Pallas.  A  Russian  traveller  and  na- turalist. 
Panzer.    A  German  botanist 
Palisot  de  Beauvois.  A  French  botanist, and  traveller  in  Africa. 
Persoon.   A  German  botanist 
Petiver.    An  old  English  botanist 
Du  Petit  Thouars.  A  French  botanist, 

and  traveller  in  Madagascar. 
Pursh.  A  Prussian  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  North  America. 
Paradisus  Londinensis. 
Pliny.  An  ancient  writer  upon  natural 

history. 

Plumier.  A  French  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  the  West  Indies. 
Poiret.   A  French  botanical  compiler. 
Poiteau.  A  French  botanist  and  draughts- 

man. 

Pollich.  A  German  writer  on  the  plants of  the  Palatinate. 
Pourret.   A  French  botanist. 
Persoon's  Synopsis. 
Raddi.  An  Italian  cryptogamic  botanist, and  traveller  in  Brazil. 
Rqfinesque  Schmalz.  A  modern  writer upon  botanical  matters. Romer  and  Schultes.    German  editors  of 

Linnams's  Species  Plantarum. ,  Robert  Brown.  A  distinguished  English 
botanist,  and  traveller  in  New  Hol- land. 

Reichenbach.    A  German  botanist. 
Rebentisch.    A  Prussian  botanist 
Redoutd.   A  French  botanical  draughts- man. 

Relhan.    A  writer  upon  the  Flora  of Cambridgeshire. 
Retzius.    A  German  botanist 
Richard.    A  French  botanist 
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Risso.  Risso.    An  Italian  writer  upon  Oranges. R.  L.  RedoutCs  Liliacies. 
Rose.  Roscoe.  An  English  botanist,  and  writer 

upon  Scitaminese. Rotb.  Rottboll.   A  Danish  botanist 
Roth,  Rth.     Roth.   A  German  botanical  writer. 
Roxb.,  Rox.   Roxburgh.   An  Indian  botanist. 
Roy.,  Royen.  Van  Royen.    A  Dutch  botanist 
Budge.  Budge.  An  English  writer  upon  bo- tanical subjects. 
Rudol.         Rudolph.    A  German  botanist. 
Sab.,  Sabine.  Sabine.    An  English  amateur  of  botany. 
Sal.,  Salisb.  Salisbury.    An  English  botanist 
Salm.  The  Prince  of  Salm  Dyck.    A  noble German  amateur. 
Savi.  Savi.    An  Italian  botanist. 
5c.,  Sch.  Schkuhr.  A  German  writer  upon  Grasses and  Ferns. 
Schceff.        Schtqffer.  A  German  writer  upon  Fungi. Schl.,Schlect.  Schlechlendahl.    A  German  botanist 
Sehleich.      Schleicher.    A  Swiss  plant  collector. 
Schm.,         Schmidt.   A  Bohemian  botanist Schmidt. 
Schneev.       Schneevoght.    A  Dutch  nurseryman. Schott.  Schott. 
Schousb.  Schousboe.  A  writer  upon  the  Flora  oi Morocco. 
Schr.  Schreber.   A  German  botanist. 
Schrad.        Schroder.    A  German  botanist 
Schrank.      Schrank.    A  Bavarian  botanist 
Schult.         Schultes.   A  German  botanist 
Schum.        Schumacher.   A  Danish  botanist 
Schw.,         Schwtegrichen.    A  German  cryptogamic 
Schwcegr.  botanist 
Scop.  Scopoli.    An  Italian  botanist 
Sib.  Sibthorp.    An  English  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  Greece. 
Sims.  Sims.    An  English  garden  botanist. 
S.M.  Sole's  Monograph  of  Mints. Sm.  Smith.    An  English  botanist,  and  pur- chaser of  the  Linnean  Herbarium. 
Smith  Ft.      Smith's  Flora  Britannica. Brit. 
Sol.  Solander.  A  Swedish  botanist,  and  com- 

panion of  Sir  Joseph  Banks  in  Cook's voyage  round  the  world. 
Sowerb.  Sowerby.  An  English  botanical  draughts- man. 
Spar.  Sparmann.    A  Swedish  travelling  bo- tanist 
Spr.,Spreng.  Sprengel.   A  German  botanist St.,  Stev.       Steven.    A  Russian  botanist 
Steph.         Stephan.   A  Russian  botanist 

Stern. St.  Hil. 

Strauss. 
Sturm. 

Sw.,  Swx. 
Ten. 
TA.,  Thunb. Thuill. Tode. 
Tou. 
Trent. 
Trev. Turner. Turp. 
Turr., 
Turra. Tuss. 

Va.,  Vahl. VaiU. 

Vand. Vent.,  Ven., 
V. 

Vig. 

Via. 
Viviani. 
W. Wahl. 
Waldst. 
Wall. 
Walt. 
W.SfK. 
Wats. 
W.E.,W.en. 
Web. 
Weihe. 
Wendl.,Wnl, With. 
Wood. 
Woods. 
Wulf.,  WuU 

fen. 

Sternberg.    A  noble  German  botanist. 
Auguste  St.  Hilaire.  A  French  botanist, and  traveller  in  Brazil. 

-  Strauss.    A  German  writer  on  Coffee. 
Sturm.    A  German  botanical  draughts, man. 

Swartz.    A  Swedish  botanist,  and  tra- veller in  the  West  Indies. 
Tenore.    A  Neapolitan  botanist. 
Thunberg.  A  Swedish  botanical  traveller. Thuillier.    A  French  botanist 
Tode.   A  German  writer  on  Fungi. 
Tourey.   A  North  American  botanist 
Trentepohl. Treviranus. 
Turner.    An  old  English  herbalist 
Turpin.  A  French  botanist  and  draughts- man. 
■Turra.    An  Italian  botanist 
Tussac.    A  French  writer  on.  the  Flora 

of  the  Antilles. Vahl.   A  Danish  botanist. 
Vaittant.   A  French  botanist  and  tra- veller. 
Vandelli.    A  Portuguese  botanist Ventenat.   A  French  botanist. 
Viguier.   A  writer  upon  Poppies. 
Vtuars.   A  French  botanist. 
Viviani.    An  Italian  botanist. 
WiUdenow.   A  German  botanist 
Wahlenberg.   A  Swedish  botanist Waldstein.   A  noble  German  patron  of 

botany. 

Wallroth.    A  German  botanist. 
Walter.  '  A  writer  on  the  Flora  of Carolina. 
Waldstein  and  Kitaibel.  Authors  of  the Flora  of  Hungary. 
Watson.    An  English  writer  upon  Trees and  Shrubs. 
WiUdenow' s  Enumeration  of  the  Plants in  the  Berlin  Garden. 
Weber.  A  German  cryptogamic  botanist Weihe.    A  German  writer  on  Rubi. 
Wendland.   A  German  garden  botanist. 
Withering.    An  English  botanist. Woodville.    An  English  writer  on  Me- dicinal Plants. 
Woods.    An  English  writer  on  Roses. 
Wulfen.    A  German  botanist. 

ADDITIONAL  AUTHORITIES  FOR  GENERIC  AND  SPECIFIC 
NAMES. 

A.  B. 

Adams. 

Aud. 
B.  $  W. 
Barrl. 
Bart. 
Bate. 

Bedf. 

Benth. 

Berl.  MS. 
Bl.  I Blume.  i 
Boj. 

Arboretum  et  Fruticetum  Britannicum. 
By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.S.,  &c. 
8  vols.  8vo.   London,  1835— 1838. 

F.  Adams.  A  Russian  botanist,  who 
travelled  through  Arctic  and  East- ern Siberia. 

Audibert.   A  French  collector. 
Bartling,  M.D.,  and  Wendland,ot  GSt- 

tingen,  botanists. Barrelier.   A  French  botanist  of  1714. 
Barton,  M.D.  Formerly  a  professor  at Philadelphia. 
James  Bateman,  Esq.,  F.L.S.,  &c.  Au- thor of  the  splendid  Orchidaceae  of 

Mexico  and  Guatemala. 
Duke  of  Bedford.  A  great  promoter  of botany. 
Bentham.  An  English  botanist,  secre- 

tary to  the  Horticultural  Society, London. 
Berlandier  MSS. 
Blume,  M.D.   A  Dutch  botanist. 
Bojer.  A  professor  of  botany  in  the Isle  of  France. 

Bot.  7 
Botanists 

Brig. Brong. 
Bunge. 
Caley. 

Carey. Coll.  I 

Colla.i 

Dav. D.  Don. 
Delan. 

William  Beattie  Booth.  Describer  of 
the  camellias  figured  in  Chandler's Illustrations  of  the  Camelries. 

W.  Borrer,  Esq.   A  writer  on  British 
£lants,  and  one  of  the  authors  of lichenographia  Britannica. The  Botanist.   A  monthly  publication, conducted  by  B.  Maund,  Esq., 
F.L.S.,  assisted  by  Professor  Hen- slow. 

J.  Brignoli.   Professor  at  Verona. 
A.  Brongniart.   A  French  botanist. 
Dr.  Alexander  Bunge.   A  botanist  and traveller  in  China. 
George  Caley.  For  ten  years  a  botanical collector  in  New  South  Wales,  and 

afterwards  curator  of  the  botanio 
garden  at  St.  Vincent. W.  Carey,  D.D.,  of  Serampore. 

J.  F.  Colladon.  A  Genevese  botanist. 
H.  Davies,  D.D.  A  Welsh  botanist. 
David  Don.   Librarian  to  the  Linna>an 

Society,  professor  of  botany,  &c. 
Delany.   An  English  artist. 



ADDITIONAL  AUTHORITIES. 

Dens.  John  Demon,  A.L.S.    Curator  of  the 
botanic  garden.  Bury  St.  Edmunds, from  1821  to  1829. 

Deppe.  Deppe.  A  writer  on  the  botany  if Mexico. 
Desp.  Desportes.  A  French  botanist, Dou.  I  David  Douglas.  Late  a  collector  of 
Doug.}  plants  in  California,  &c. Dun.  Dun.    See  Dunal. 
Duval.         Duval.   A  French  botanist. 
Ell.  Elliot.   An  American  botanist. 
Endl.  Stephen  Endlicher.   A  German  botanist and  author. 
F.  Sf  M.        Fischer,  a  Russian  botanist,  and  Meyer, a  German  botanist. 
Feu.  Feuiliie.  A  Chilian  botanist. 
G.  Sf  H.  Dr  Gillies,  and  Sir  W.  J.  Hooker. Gaud.  Gdudichaud.   A  French  botanist. 
G.  Don.  George  Don,  F.L.S.  Author  of  "  A  Ge- neral System  of  Gardening  and 

Botany,  &c.  4  vols.  4to. 
G.  E.  Sm.     Gerard  Edwards  Smith,  Esq.,  &c.  Au- thor of  a  Flora  of  South  Kent. 
Gill.  Dr.  Gillie*.   A  Scotch  botanist. 
Ging.  Gingins.  A  French  botanist. 
Gf.  M.  Gardener's  Magazine.   By  J.  C.  Lou- don, F.L.S.,  1826—1840.  16  vols. 8vo.  (Continued  monthly.) 
Govan.  Dr.  Govan.  Some  time  superintendant 

of  the  botanic  garden  atSaharumpur. 
Graf.  John  Gruffer.    Author  of  a  descriptive catalogue  of  upwards  of  1100  species 

and  varieties  of  herbaceous  or  per- 
ennial plants.    8vo.  1789. 

Grah.  Dr.  Graham.   Regius  professor  of  bo- tany at  Edinburgh. 
Guts.  Joannes  Gussone,  M.D.    Director  of 

the  royal  botanic  garden  at  Pa- lermo, and  a  botanical  author. 
H.  *  A.       Sir  W.  J.  Hooker,  F.R.S.,  &c,  and  Ar- 

nott,  M.A.,  F.R.S.E.,  Sec.  Authors 
of  the  botany  of  Captain  Beechey's Voyage  to  the  Pacific,  &c. Ham.  Dr.  Hamilton.   A  Scotch  botanist  and traveller  in  the  East  Indies. 

H.  B.       ?  Hortus  Britannicus.   By  J.  C.  Loudon, 
Hort.Brit.$        F.L.S.,  &c.   8vo.    New  ed.  1839. 
H.  B.  et  K.  Humboldt,  Bonpland,  and  Kunth.  Ger- man botanists. 
H.  Sf  B.  Humboldt  and  Bonpland.  German  bo- tanists. 
H.  Bel.         Qf  the  Belgian  Garden. Hensl.  Rev.  J.  S.  Henslow.  Professor  of  bo- 

tany in  the  university  of  Cambridge. 
Herb.  Hon.  and  Rev  W.  Herbert.   An  assidu- ous botanist. 
Hogg.  Hogg.   A  nurseryman  at  New  York. 
Hoss.  Franz   Hb'ss.     Author  of  Anleit.  die Baume  und  Strauche  Oesterreichs, 

tec,  1830. 
H.  S.  Of  the  London  Horticultural  Society's Garden,  Chiswick. 
H.  tr.  Transactions  of  the  London  Horticultu- ral Society. 
Hug.  Baron  C.  de  Hugel,  of  Vienna. J.  C.  J.  Cree,  of  the  Addleston  Nursery. 
K.  Sf  W.  Knowles  and  Westcott.  Conductors  of the  Floral  Cabinet. 
Karw.  Baron  Karwinski.  A  zealous  promoter 

of  botany  in  Germany. 
Koch.  Koch.   A  professor  at  Erlang. 
Lab.  Labillardiere.   A  French  botanist. 
Lai.  La  Llave.   A  Mexican  botanist. 
Lamb.  A.  B.  Lambert,  Esq.  The  most  liberal 

botanist  in  England. 
Lar.  Laroche.   A  French  botanist. 
Lee.  Lee.   A  nurseryman  at  Hammersmith. 
Less.     7      C.F.Lessing.   A  writer  on  Composite, 
Lessing.S  and  resident  at  Berlin. Lex.  John  Lexarza.    A  French  botanical author. 
Libotch.       Liboschutz.  A  foreign  botanist. 
Lk.  Sf  0.       Link  and  Otto.   Prussian  botanists. 
Loud.    1     J.  C.  Louden.   Author  of  various  agri- 
Loudon.S  cultural,  horticultural,  and  botani- cal works. 
Lowe.         Rev.  R.  T.  Lowe.   Travelling  bachelor 

of  the  university  of  Cambridge. 
M.  Si  S.        Mocino  and  Sessi.   Mexican  botanists. 
Mast.  W.  Masters,  F.H.S.,  of  the  Canterbury 

Merat. 
Miers. 
Moc. Neck. 
Panz. Pat.  \ 
Patr.  J 

Pax.  I Paxt.  5 

Penny. 

Pf- 
Pohl. Pop. 

Presl. 
R.SjP. 
Reboul. 
Reinw. 
Rh. 
Riv. 
Robil. 
Robs. Roehler. 

Rol. Roll. Ronalds. 
Royle. 

S.  Sf  C. 
S.SfD. 
Sch.JU. 
Schlecht. 
Schrad. SchultesJU. Sesse. 
Sieb. 

Spach. Stack. St.  Hit. 
Str. 

Taurez. 
Thore. 
Thou. 

Tou. 

Trin. Turcz. 

Urv. Vahl. 
Wal. 
Wan. Westc. 

Zea. 
Zuc. Zuccarini. 

Nursery,  and  curator  of  the  Canter- bury Museum. B.  Maund,  F.L.S.,  &c.  Conductor  of 
the  Botanic  Garden  and  the  Bo- 
tanist. 

X.  V.  Merat.  Author  of  the  Nouvelle 
Flore  des  Environs  de  Paris. 

Miers.    A  South  American  collector. 
Mocino.   A  Mexican  botanist. 
Necker.  A  German  writer  upon  bo- tanical affairs. 
George  Wolffg.  Panzer.  A  foreign  bo- tanical author. 
Patrin.   A  Russian  traveller. 
Jcwe*>AP<Mrto»,F.L.S.,H.S.,&c.  Editor 

of  the  Magazine  of  Botany,  and  gar- 
dener to  his  Grace  the  Duke  of  De- vonshire at  Chatsworth. 

Philip  Barker  Webb.  A  traveller  in  the Canaries,  &c. 
George  Penny,  A.L.S.  Botanical  culti- vator in  the  Epsom  Nursery. 
Dr.  Pfeiffer,  of  Cassel,  a  writer  in  the Garten  Zeitung. 
Pohl.   A  German  botanist. 
Poppig.   A  German  botanist. Presl.    A  Bohemian  botanist. 
Ruiz  and  Pavon.  Spanish  botanists and  travellers  in  Peru  and  Chile. 
M.  Reboul.  Author  of  a  monograph  on Tulipa. 
Reinwardt.   A  botanist  of  Frankfort. 
Rheede.  Author  of  Hortus  Malabaricus. 
Rivinus.   A  German  botanist. 
Robillard.   A  French  botanist. 
Robson.    An  English  botanist. 
Roehler.  Author  of  a  Catalogue  of  Gar- den Plants. 
Rolander.   A  Swedish  botanist. 
Rollis  >n.   A  nurseryman  near  London. 
Ronalds.    A  nurseryman  at  Brentford. 
Dr.  Royle,  V.P.R.S.,  &c.  Professor  of 

Mat.  Med.  in  King's  College.  Au- thor of  Illustrations  of  the  Natural 
History  of  the  Himalayas,  &c. Schlechtendahl  end  Chamisso.  German botanists. 

Schiede  and  Deppe.     Writers  on  the 
botany  of  Mexico. Schultesfus.   A  Bavarian  botanist. Schlechtendahl.    A  German  botanist. 

Schroder.   A  German  botanist. 
See  Sch.JU.  above. Scsse.   A  Mexican  botanist. 
Sieber.   A  botanical  collector. 
Spach.   A  writer  in  the  Annales  des Sciences  Naturelles. 
Stackhouse.   An  English  botanist. See  Hil. 
Hon.  W.  F.  Strangways.  A  learned  in- vestigator of  the  Flora  of  Europe. 
Robt.  Sweet.  An  English  botanist,  and author  of  several  botanical,  &c, works. 
Swartz.   A  Swedish  botanist  and  tra- veller in  the  West  Indies. 
See  Turcz. 
Thore.   A  French  botanist. 
Du  Petit  Thouars.  A  French  botanist 

and  traveller  in  Madagascar. 
Tournefort.    An  old  French  botanist and  traveller  in  Greece  and  Asia 

Minor. 
Trinius.   A  writer  on  Grasses. 
Turczaninoff.    A  botanical  collector  in the  service  of  Russia,  in  Irkutzk. 
D'Urville.  A  captain  in  the  French  navy. Vahl.   A  botanical  author. 
Dr.  Wallich.    Superintendant  of  the 

botanic  garden  at  Calcutta. 
Wangenheim.   A  German  botanist. Westcott.    One  of  the  conductors  of  the 

Floral  Cabinet. 
Youell.   A  nurseryman  at  Yarmouth, 

Norfolk. 
Zea.  A  Spanish  botanist. 

~)J.  G.  Zuccarini.  Author  of  a  mono- 
id     graph  on  the  genus  Oxalis,  and  of other  papers. 



TABLE  OF  ABBREVIATIONS  AND  REFERENCES 

Used  in  C  jlumns  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9,  10,  11,  and  12. 

Column  3.  Habit. 
$  Deciduous  tree. 
1  Evergreen  tree. 
£  Palm  tree. Sfc  Deciduous  shrub. 
•  Evergreen  shrub. 
Jt  Deciduous  under-sh  rub. 
n.  Evergreen  under-shrub. 
j|  Deciduous  twiner,  ligneous  or 

herbaceous. 
t_  Evergreen  twiner,  lig.  or  herb. 
_t  Deciduous  climber,  lig.  or  herb. 
fi_  Evergreen  climber,  lig.  or  herb. 
J&.  Deciduous  trailer,  lig.  or  herb. 
!U  Evergreen  trailer,  lig.  or  herb. 
^  Deciduous  creeper,  lig.  or  herb. 
At  Evergreen  creeper,  lig.  or  herb. 
&  Deciduous  herbaceous  plant 
j£  Evergreen  herbaceous  plant 
jllli  Grass. 
If  Bulbous  plant. 
%  Fusiform-rooted  plant 
A  Tuberous-rooted  plant 

Aquatic. 
£  Parasite. 
Column  4.  Duration  and  Habitation. 
A  Perennial. 
Q)  Biennial 
0  Annual. 
1  I  Bark,  or  moist,  stove. 

I  Dry  stove. 
I  |  Green-house. 

 |  Frame. fAI  Bark  stove  perennial. 
23  Dry  stove  perennial. 
i  Al  Green-house  perenniaL 
Al  Frame  perenniaL 
PI  Bark  stove  biennial 
-IB  Dry  stove  biennial. 
OJ  Green-house  biennial. 
H)l  Frame  biennial. 
0  Bark  stove  annual 
•Tfl  Dry  stove  annual 
iQI  Green-house  annual 
01  Frame  annual 

Column  5.  Popular  Character. 
ag  agricultural  m  medicinal 
cl  clothing.  or  ornamental 
clt  cultivated  in  p  poisonous. 

its  native  pr  pretty. 
country.  rk  for  rock- cu  curious.  work, 

cul  culinary.  ro  robust 
de  delicate.  spl  splendid, 
dy  dyeing  plant  tm  timber  tree ec  economical  un  unattractive, 
el  elegant  w  weed,  abund. esc  esculent  ant  in  cul- 
fr  fruit  tree  tivated  soils 
fra  fragrant  in  its  native 
gr  grotesque  country. 

Column  6.  Height. 
At  floating. 

Column  7.    Time  of  Flowering. 
ja  January. f  February. 
mr  March. 
ap  April my  May. 
jn  June. jl  July. 
au  August. 

all  sea 
wet  w 

s  September. o  October. 
n  November. 
d  December. 
sp  Spring. su  Summer. 
aut  Autumn. w  Winter, 

all  seasons, 
wee  weather. 

Column  8.    Color  of  the  Flower. 

Ap  apetalous. iErug  serugi- nous. 
B  blue. 
Bd  blood. 
Bh  blush. Bk  black. 
Bksh  blackish. Br  brown. 
Bri  brick-co- lored. 
Brsh  brownish. Bsh  bluish. 
Bt  bright. 
C  crimson. 
C<es  csesious. 
Ch  chestnut 
Ci  citron. 
Cin  cinereous. 
Cop  copper-co- lored. 
Crea  cream-co- lored. 
D  dark. Din  dingy. 
Dl  dulL 
Dp  deep. F  flesh. 
Fer  ferruginous Fi  fiery. 
Fla  flame-co- lored. 
Ful  fulvid. Fus  fuscous. 
G  green. 
Gl  glaucous. 
Go  golden. 
Gsh  greenish. 
Gy  grey. Hoa  hoary. 
L  light Id  livid. 
Lem  lemon-co- lored. 

Li  lilac. 
Lu  lurid. 0  orange. 
Och  ochraceous 
01  olive. Oliva  olivaceous. 
P  purple. Pa  pale 
Pk    pink  or rose. 
PI  pellucid. R  red. Ro  rosy. 
Rsh  reddish. 
Ru  rufous. 
Rus  russet. 
Rust  rusty-co- lored. 
S  scarlet 
Saf  saffron. Sil  silvery. 
Smo  smoky  ash- color. 
Spot  spotted. St  striped. 
Str  straw. 
Su  sulphur. 
Tan  tan-color- ed. Taw  tawny. 
Test  testaceous. 
Tran  transpa- rent 

Umb  umber -co- lored. 
V  violet 
Va  variegated. Ve  vermilion. 
Vy  veiny. W  white. 
Wsh  whitish. 
Y  yellow. Ysh  yellowish. 

Column  9.   Native  Country. 
C.  G..H.  Cape  of  Good  Hope. E.  Ind.  E.  Indies. 
N.  Amer.  North  America. 
I*.  Eur.  North  of  Europe. 
N.  Hoa  New  Holland. 
N.  S.  W.  New  South  Wales. 
S.  Amer.  South  America. 
S.  Eur.  South  of  Europe. 
V.  Di.  L.  Van  Diemen's  Land. W.  Ind.  West  Indies. 

Column  10.  Year  of  Introduction 
of  Exotics,  and  Localities  of  Bri- tish Species. 

al  bogs  alpine  bogs. 
al.  b.  p.  alpine  bushy  places. al.  hea.  alpine  heaths. 
al.  lak.  alpine  lakes. 
al.  ma.  alpine  marshes. 
al.  me.  alpine  meadows. 
al.  riv.  alpine  rivers. a  2 

alpine  rocks. alpine  rocks  and  trees. banks. 
barren  ground, 
barren  heaths, 
barren  pastures, barren  sandy  places, 

boggy  heaths, 
boggy  places. 

al  roc. a.  r.  tr. ba. 
bar.gr. 
bar.he. bar.  pa. ba.s.  p. 

bog.  h. bog.pl. 

bg's.m}        on  mountains, 
bo.  me.   boggy  meadows, borders  of  fields, 

branches, 
bushy  fields, bushy  hills, 
bushy  places, calcareous  banks, calcareous  rocks, 
chalky  banks, 
chalky  cliffs, chalky  fields, 

ch.  hil   chalky  hills, 
ch.  pa.   chalky  pastures, 
ch.  so.    chalky  soiL chalky  woods, clover  fields, 

cultivated  ground, 
corn  fields, ditches, 
ditch  banks, 
dry  mountainous  places, 
dry  commons, 
dry  fields, dry  heaths, 
dry  pastures, dry  woods, dry  stony  places, d.  st.  w.   dry  stony  woods, 

dungh.  dunghills. ed.of<L  edges  of  ditches, 
gra.  ba.   gravelly  banks. gravelly  heaths, 

gravelly  pastures, 
gravelly  soil heaths. 
heaths  and  woods, hedges, 
hedge  banks, 

hghl.v.    Highland  valleys, 
nil  pa.   hilly  pastures, ir.  bog.    Irish  bogs, 
ir.  mo.   Irish  mountains, 
ir.  roc.   Irish  rocks, 
ir.  sho.   Irish  shores. lakes. 

moist  alpine  places, marshes, 
margins  of  lakes, 
moist  alpine  woods, 
moist  chalky  hills. 

m.ch.s.   moist  chalky  soil 
mea.  meadows, 
me.  pa.  meadows  and  pastures. 

m.  he.  }  m«uritainous  heaths, 
m.hed.  moist  hedges. 
— :         micaceous  rocks, moist  meadows, 

moist  fields, 
moist  ground, 
moist  heaths, 
moist  places, 
moist  rocks, 
moist  woods, 
mountainous  places, mossy  bogs, 
mountains, 
moist  pastures, 

ms.  pas.  mountainous  pastures, m.  r.  h.  mountainous  rocky  heaths. 

bor.  fi. br. 

bu.  fi. bu.  hi. bu.  pi 

cal  ba. 
cal  ro. ch.  ba. 
ch.  cl 
ch.  fi. 

ch.  wo. clov.  fi. clt  gr. cor.  fi. dit 
dit  ba. d.  rn.pl 

dr.  co. dr.  fi. 
dr.  he. dr.  pa. 
dr.  wo. d.  stpl. 

gra.he. gra.  pa. 
gra.  so. 
hea. 
hea.  w. hed. 
hed.  b. 

ir.  mo. 
ir.  roc. ir.  sho. 
ir.  thi. lak. m.alp. 

mar. 
mar.la. 
m.  a.w. 
m.c.  h. 

micro, m.  me. 
moi.  fi. moi.gr. 
moi.  h. moi.  pi. 
moi.ro. 
moi.  w. mo.  pi. 
mos.  b. 
moun. 
m.  pas. 

mrit  r. 
m.  r.  tr. 

maritime  rocks, 
moist  rocks  and  trees. 



GENERAL  INTRODUCTION. 

When  the  beginner  has  a  leaf  or  any  part  of  a  plant  not  in  flower,  he  may  ascertain,  by 
turning  to  the  Introduction  to  the  Natural  System  (p.  1051.),  to  which  of  the  three  grand 
divisions  of  the  vegetable  kingdom  it  belongs,  and  may  learn  other  particulars,  according  to 
circumstances  which  it  is  unnecessary  to  detail.  Without  the  flower,  he  will  not  be  able  by 
the  Natural  System  to  determine  the  name  of  a  plant ;  but,  what  is  often  much  more 
important,  with  a  very  small  portion  of  any  part  of  a  plant  he  will  be  able  to  discover  some- 

thing of  its  nature,  an  advantage  which  does  not  belong  to  the  System  of  Linnaeus. 
The  classification  or  arrangement  of  plants  is  made  by  botanists  with  a  view  to  two 

objects :  the  first,  to  facilitate  the  discovery  of  tbeir  names,  and  thus  to  know  them 
individually ;  the  second,  to  give  general  ideas  respecting  their  natures,  and  thus  to  know 
them  as  belonging  to  large  masses  or  groups.  Hitherto,  no  system  has  been  discovered 
which  has  attained  both  these  objects  in  an  equal  degree  of  perfection ;  but  the  Linnean 
Arrangement  has  made  the  greatest  advances  in  teaching  how  to  discover  the  names  of 
plants,  and  the  Jussieuean  in  teaching  us  their  natures,  and  how  to  recognise  them  as  belong- 

ing to  certain  masses  or  groups.  In  order  that  the  student  may  acquire  both  these  kinds  of 
knowledge,  we  have  given  both  arrangements.  We  have  begun  with  the  Linnean,  not  only 
as  being  best  adapted  for  beginners,  but  because  it  is  necessary  to  know  how  to  discover  the 
name  of  a  plant,  as  well  as  to  be  able  practically  to  recognise  a  number  of  plants,  before 
attempting  to  know  their  natures,  or  to  combine  them  in  masses  or  groups. 

"  The  standing  objection  to  botany,"  says  White  of  Selbourne,  "  has  always  been,  that 
it  is  a  pursuit  that  amuses  the  fancy  and  exercises  the  memory  without  improving  the  mind 
or  advancing  any  real  knowledge ;  and  where  the  science  is  carried  no  farther  than  a  mere 
systematic  classification,  the  charge  is  but  too  true.  But  the  botanist,  who  is  desirous  of 
wiping  off  this  aspersion,  should  be  by  no  means  content  with  a  list  of  names ;  he  should 
study  plants  philosophically,  —  should  investigate  the  laws  of  vegetation,  —  should  examine 
the  powers  and  virtues  of  efficacious  herbs,  —  should  promote  their  cultivation,  and  graft  the 
gardener,  the  planter,  and  the  husbandman,  on  the  phytologist :  not  that  system  is  by  any 
means  to  be  thrown  aside ;  without  system  the  field  of  nature  would  be  a  pathless  wilder- 

ness ;  but  system  should  be  subservient  to,  not  the  main  object  of,  our  pursuit." 
"  After  all  that  has  been  effected,  or  is  likely  to  be  accomplished  hereafter,''  Professor  Lindley 

observes,  "  there  will  always  be  more  difficulty  in  acquiring  a  knowledge  of  the  Natural 
System  of  Botany  than  of  the  Linnean.  The  latter  skims  only  the  surface  of  things,  and 
leaves  the  student  in  the  fancied  possession  of  a  sort  of  information  which  it  is  easy  enough 
to  obtain,  but  which  is  of  little  value  when  acquired ;  the  former  requires  a  minute  inves- 

tigation of  every  part  and  every  property  known  to  exist  in  plants,  but  when  understood  has 
conveyed  to  the  mind  a  store  of  information,  of  the  utmost  use  to  man,  in  every  station  of 
life.  Whatever  the  difficulties  may  be  of  becoming  acquainted  with  plants  according  to  this 
method,  they  are  inseparable  from  botany,  which  cannot  be  usefully  studied  without  encoun- 

tering them."  * The  History  of  Plants  comprehends  every  thing  relating  to  their  use  in  the  arts,  or  in  any  way 
as  connected  with  man,  with  animals,  or  with  civilisation.  The  Geography  of  Plants  relates 
to  the  countries  in  which  they  are  indigenous  or  acclimated,  and  to  the  soils  and  situations  in 
which  they  grow  or  may  be  grown.  Every  thing  essential  in  relation  to  these  points  will, 
as  we  have  already  stated,  be  found  after  the  name  of  each  species  in  the  text,  after  the 
name  of  the  genus  in  the  notes  below,  under  the  natural  order  to  which  the  genus  belongs 
in  the  Natural  Arrangement  (Part  II.  p.  1051.),  in  the  Table  of  Synonymes  (p.  1108.), 
or  in  the  Glossary  (p.  1094.). 

The  General  Index  (p.  1143.)  contains  not  only  the  names  of  the  genera,  and  of  the 
classes  and  orders  of  both  systems,  but  those  of  all  the  remarkable  species,  and  the  more 
important  systematic  and  British  synonymes  both  of  genera  and  species.  The  various 
names  being  included  in  the  same  alphabet,  this  Index  may  therefore  be  consulted  as  a 
Dictionary  of  Plants. 

*  Synopsis  of  the  British  Flora,  arranged  according  to  the  Natural  Orders,  &c,  pref.  p.  xi. 



THE 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA  OF  PLANTS. 

PART  I. 

LINNEAN  ARRANGEMENT. 

X  H  E  main  object  of  the  artificial  system  of  botanical  arrangement  is  to  facilitate  the  discovery  of  the  names 
of  plants.  For  this  purpose  some  one  organ,  common  to  plants  in  general,  is  fixed  on ;  and,  according  to 
certain  conditions  in  which  this  organ  is  found,  individual  species  are  referred  to  their  places  in  the  system, 
as  words,  by  their  initial  letters,  are  referred  to  their  places  in  an  alphabetical  dictionary. 

In  the  progress  of  artificial  systems  different  organs  have  been  fixed  on  by  different  botanists ;  but  those 
which  have  been  most  extensively  employed  are  the  corollas  by  Toumefort,  and  the  stamens  and  pistils,  by 
Linnaws.  The  system  of  Toumefort  has  been  a  good  deal  employed  in  France,  and  may  be  considered  as  the 
artificial  system  of  that  country ;  that  of  Linnaeus  has  been  employed  in  most  other  countries,  and  is  justly 
esteemed  by  far  the  most  perfect  artificial  system  which  has  hitherto  been  produced.  It  is,  therefore,  adopted in  this  work 

The  application  of  the  Linnean  system  in  practice,  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  observes,  is,  above  all  other  systems,  easy 
and  intelligible.  Even  in  pursuing  the  study  of  the  natural  affinities  of  plants,  this  botanist  affirms  "  that it  would  be  as  idle  to  lay  aside  the  continual  use  of  the  Idnnean  system,  as  it  would  be  for  philologists  and 
logicians  to  slight  the  convenience,  and  indeed  necessity,  of  the  alphabet,  and  to  substitute  the  Chinese 
character  in  its  stead."  (Introduct.  to  /lot.)  "  The  student  of  the  Linnean  artificial  system,"  he  elsewhere 
observes,  "  win  soon  perceive  that  it  is  to  be  understood  merely  as  a  dictionary,  to  make  out  any  plant  that 
may  fall  in  his  way."  {Gram,  of  Bot.)  "  If  we  examine,"  says  Decandolle,  "  the  artificial  systems  wnich  have been  hitherto  devised,  we  shall  find  the  most  celebrated  of  them,  that  which  was  proposed  by  Linnaeus,  to 
possess  a  decided  superiority  over  all  others,  not  only  because  it  is  consistently  derived  from  one  simple  prin- ciple, but  also  because  the  author  of  it,  by  means  of  a  new  nomenclature,  has  given  to  his  terms  the  greatest 
distinctness  of  meaning."  (Elements  of  the  Philos.  of  Plants,  by  Decandolle  and  Sprengel.)  Whether  or not  subsequent  advances  in  science  may  enable  botanists  to  dispense  with  the  Linnean  system  altogether,  it 
is  not  for  us  to  affirm ;  but  in  the  meantime  nothing  can  be  more  certain  than  that  the  Linnean  system  is  the 
best  leading  arrangement  for  such  a  work  as  the  present,  in  the  existing  state  of  botanical  knowledge  in 
Britain.  * According  to  the  Linnean  system  all  plants  are  furnished  with  flowers,  either  conspicuous  or  inconspicuous. 
The  plants  with  conspicuous  flowers  are  arranged  according  to  the  number  and  position  of  their  stamens  and 
pistils ;  those  with  inconspicuous  flowers  are  arranged  according  to  the  situation  of  the  flowers  on  the  plant, or  according  to  other  circumstances  in  the  plant  itself. 

To  discover  the  name  of  a  plant  by  the  Linnean  system,  therefore,  all  that  is 
necessary  for  a  beginner  is  to  possess  a  specimen  of  it  in  flower,  and  to  be  able 
to  know  its  different  parts  by  the  names  given  them  by  botanists.  To  discover  the 
class,  order,  and  genus  of  a  plant,  it  is  only  necessary  to  be  able  to  distinguish  and 
name  the  different  parts  of  the  flower.  These  parts  are :  the  calyx  or  cup  (fig.  1.  a),  \ 
which  is  that  leaf,  or  those  leaves,  by  which  the  flower  is  usually  enclosed  when  in  a\ 
bud,  and  which,  when  the  'flower  is  expanded,  appear  under  it  The  corolla (corona,  a  crown)  is  the  coloured  leaf,  or  leaves,  of  a  flower  (fig.  1.  b).   The  stamen 
(or  first  principle  of  any  thing)  is  the  thread-like  process,  or  processes,  imme- diately within  the  leaves  of  the  corolla  (fig.  2.) :  it  consists  of  two  parts,  the  filament 
or  thread  (a),  and  the  anther  (b) ;  this  anther  contains  what  is  called  the  pollen,  or  fructi- 

fying meal  (c).   In  the  centre  of  the  flower  is  the  pistil  (fie.  3. ) :  it  consists  of  »  , 
three  parts,  the  germen,  or  rudiments  of  the  fruit  or  seed  (a),  the  style  (b), 
and  the  stigma  or  summit  (c),  which  crowns  the  style,  and  is  destined  to  receive the  fructifying  pollen. 

The  pistil  and  stamen  are  the  essential  parts  of  a  flower.  The  corolla  or  the  calyx  maybe 
wanting,  and  yet  the  flower  will  be  termed  perfect,  because  the  absence  of  those  parts  is  no 
obstacle  to  reproduction.  Even  the  style  and  the  filament  may  be  absent  without  preventing  the 
formation  or  ripening  of  the  fruit ;  and  there  are  many  flowers  which  have  the  anther  sitting  close 
to  the  corolla,  &c,  without  a  filament,  and  the  stigma  to  the  germen  without  a  style ;  but  the 
anther,  the  germen,  and  the  stigma  are  essential 
The  seed  is  contained  in  the  pericarp,  or  seed-vessel,  which  is  the  germen  when  grown  to  maturity.  The 

name  of  seed-vessel  varies  according  to  its  form,  substance,  &c. ;  but  the  word  pericarp  (peri,  about,  tarpon, 
a  fruit)  is  applicable  to  all  its  varieties.  The  receptacle  is  the  base  or  medium  which  connects  the  other  parts of  the  fructification.    (Magazine  of  Natural  History,  vol.  i.  p.  233.) 
The  degree  of  knowledge  conveyed  by  the  following  Table,  and  the  preceding  observations,  will  enable  a 

beginner  to  discover  the  class,  order,  and  genus  of  any  plant  which  he  may  find  in  flower. 

*  The  best  work  in  the  English  language  for  acquiring  a  knowledge  of  the  Linnean  system  of  botany  is 
Smith's  Introduction  to  Botany ;  there  are  also  various  other  works  nearly  as  good,  and  detailed  and familiar  Introductions  to  both  the  Linnean  and  Jussieuean  Systems  will  be  found  in  the  first  and  second 
volumes  of  The  Magazine  of  Natural  History. 



[2]  LINNEAN  ARRANGEMENT. 
First  Grand  Division.  —  Plants  with  conspicuous  Flowers  (Phanerog&mia). 

"In  the  same  flower, Male  and  female  organs  distinct , "Stamens  not  united  either  above  or  below, ^-Generally  of  equal  length, Classes. One, 

Two, 
V 

{ 

-! 

Si*, 

Seven, 

Bight, 

Nine, 

Twelve, 

Many,    frequently  -% twenty,  attached  t to  the  calyx,       - 1 
Many,  generally  up-1 wards  of  twenty,  C not  attached  to  the  I 
.  calyx,     -  -J "-Of  unequal  length, 

{ Four  long,  and  two  J 
short,       -  -1 

'-Stamens  united, 
by  the  filaments, 

/-into  one  body, 

.into  many  bodies 

by  the  anthers  or  tops,, 
into  a  cylinder,  - 

Monandria  (moms,  one, 
aner,  a  man)  >  Example, filltum  cap!  tat  um.  1 

2.  Dttndrla  (die,  twice,  aner, 
a  man).  Veronica  Cha- nueMrys.  8 

3.  Triandria  {iris,  thrice, 
aner,  man).  Poa  ann.  30 

4.  Tetrandia  (tetra,  four, aner,  a  man).  Cornus 
sangufnea.  76 

5.  Pentandria  (pente,  five, 
aner,  a  man).  I/ysima- chia  epheoaerum.  108 

6.  Hexandria  {hex,  six,  aner, 
a  man).  ScIUa  bifulia. 236 

7.  Heptandrla  {hepta,  seven, aner,  a  man).  jEftcoltit 
Hippocastanum.  296 

8.  Octandria  (okto,  eight, 
aner,  a  man).  Fuchsia coccfnea.  300 

9.  Enneaiidria  (eimea,  nine,  < aner,  a  man).  Aheum  < 
Bhaponticum.  332 

10.  Decandria   (deka,  ten, oner,  a  man) .  Saxlfraga umbrosa.  338 
11.  Dodecandria  (dodeka, twelve,  aner,  a  man). 

SempervWum  tec  to- rum.  392. 
12.  Icosindrla  (eikoei,  twenty, aner,  a  man).  Crataegus 

Oxyacantha.  408 
13.  Polyandria  (polys,  many, oner,  a  man).  Clematis erects.  456 

.  Didynamla  (dtt,  twice, 
dyo,  two,  nemo,  a  fila- ment). jTeacrium  luci- dum.  490 

.  Tetradynamla  (tetra,  four, 
dyo,  two,  nemo,  a  fila- ment). Aaphanus  sati  - vus.  536 

16.  Monadelphia  ( mono*, one,  adefphoe,  brother). M al va  fragrans.  560 
17.  Diadelphia  (Ms,  twice, adeiphoe,  a  brother ). Ononis  arvgnsis.  598 
18.  Poljadelphia  (polys, many, 

adelphos,  brother).  Hy- pericum quadran.  650 
19.  Syngenesia  (syn,  together, 

genesis,  origin),  deli- rium X'ntybus.  660 

Male  organs  (stamens)  atO  20.  Gynandria  (gyne,  a  wo tached  to,and  standing  upon  > 
the  female  (pistil),     -  -J In  different  flowers, 
i  the  same  plant, 

on  different  plants, 

| 
 22. 

Cphrys  apffera.   T  IS 
MonceVia  (monot,  one, 
mkoe,  house).  Cucurbita 
Pepo.  768 

DiceYia  (die,  twice,  oikos, 
house).  Cannabis  sa- tiva.  816 

orttheaameordifferentplanu/  P*B*^^)mS!e.' aftschw  triacanthos. 

2.  Monogynia  (memos,  one,  gyne,  a  woman),  Digynia 
(dis,  twice,  gyne,  a  woman). 

3.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigynia  (Me,  thrice,  gyne, a  woman). 

3.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigynia. 

3.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Tetragynia  (tetra,  four,  gyne, a  woman). 

6.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigynia,  Tetragynia,  Pen- tagjnia  (pente,  five,  gyne,  a  woman)/  Potygynia 
(polys,  many,  gyne,  a  woman). 

4.  Monogyiiia,  Digynia,  Trigynia,  Polygyria. 

Monogynia,  Digynia,  Tetragynia,  Heptagynia 
(hepta,  seven,  gyne,  a  woman). 

4.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigynia,  Tetragynia. 

3.  Monogynia,  Trigynia,  Hexagynia  (hex,  six,  gyne,  a woman). 

5.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigynia,  Pentagynia,  Deca- 
gynia  {deka,  ten,  gyne,  a  woman), 

ft 

6.  Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigfnia,  Tetragfnla*  Pen- tagynia, Dodecagynia  (dodeka,  twelve,  gyne, woman). 

Monogynia,  Dt-pentagynia  (dyo,  two,  pmttrtVre, gyne,  a  woman),  Potygynia. 

Monogynia,  Digynia,  Trigynia,  Pentagynia;  Poly- 

gyhia. Gymnospermia  (gymnoe,  naked,  eperma,  seed), Angiospermia  (aggeion,  a  vessel,  eperma,  seed). 

2.  Siliculosa  (silicula,  a  silicle),  Siliquosa  (sitiqua,  a silique). 

7.  TrUndrla,  Pentandria,  HepMndria,  Octandria, Decandria,  Dodecandria,  Polyandria. 

4.  Pentandria,  Hexandria,  Octandria,  Decandria. 

4.  Decandria,  Dodecandria,  Icosandria,  Polyandria. 

Polygamia  eaqnalis  (equal),  Polygamia  superflua (superfluous),  Polygamia  frustranea  (frustra,  in vain),  Polygamia  necessaria  (necessary),  Poly- 
gamia segregate  (separated). 

3.  Monindria,  DUndria,  Hexandria. 

I  8.  Monindria,  Diandria,  Triandria,  Tetrandria,  Pen- '  tandria,  Hexandria,  Polyandria,  Monadelphia. 
14.  Monandria,  Diandria,  TrUndria,  Tetrandria,  Pen- tandria, Hexttndria,  Octandria,  Enneandria,  De- candria, Dodecandria,  Icosandria,  Polvandria, 

Monadelphia,  Gynandria. 
along  with  hermaphrodite  > 

.   flowers,  -  > <  2.  MonceVia,  DiceYia. 

Second  Grand  Division.  —  Plants  with  inconspicuous  Flowers  (Crt/ptogftmia). 

Reproductive  or, so  that  they tinctly  described, 
24.Cryptogamia  (kryptos,  con- cealed, gamut,  mar- riage), 874 

11.  Gonopterldes  (gonoe,  seed,  pterie,  fern),  St&chy opterides  (stachyt,  a  spike,  pterie,  Hem),  Porop- terides  (pone,  a  pore,  pirn*,  fern),  Fflices  C/Uix, a  fern),  Hvdropterides  (hydor,  water,  pterie,  fern), 
Schism  atopterides  (echsema,  a  cleft,  pterie,' fern), Jfdsd  (mueeue,  moss),  Hepa'tics  (hepar,  a  liver), A'ifttB  (alga,  sea  weed),  Lichens  (Greek  name), Fungi  ( fungus,  a  mushroom). 



MONANDRIA  MONOGYNIA.  1 

To  discover  the  particular  species  or  variety  of  a  plant  it  is  necessary  to  become  acquainted  with  the  forms 
and  different  conditions  of  the,Ieaves,  stems,  and  other  parts  of  the  bodies  of  plants,  as  well  as  with  their  flowers, 
and  this  knowledge,  as  we  have  before  stated  (p.  xix. ) ,  will  be  obtained  with  the  greatest  facility  by  turning  to 
the  Glossary  ip.1094.),  and  comparing  the  definitions  with  the  engraved  figures. 

Class  I.  —  MON A  NDRIA.    1  Stamen. 
This  class,  which  is  not  large,  contains  chiefly  exotic  plants,  and  of  these  the  trine  of  Scitaminese  is  considered 

one  of  the  most  beautiful  families  of  the  vegetable  kingdom.  The  useful  productions  are  chiefly  the  Ginger, 
Cardamom,  and  Turmerick,  spices  highly  esteemed,  and  in  general  use  wherever  they  are  known,  and  can  be 
procured.  The  Salicornia,  a  native  of  our  sea-shores,  is  burned  for  kelp,  and  pickled  for  culinary  purposes. 
Almost  all  the  plants  of  this  class  are  aquatics,  or  grow  in  marshes.  They  chiefly  thrive  best  in  a  sandy  loam, from  which  their  roots  should  be  well  cleaned  every  year. 
The  genera  of  the  Scitamines  and  Cannes  have  been  remodelled  by  Roscoe,  whose  arrangement  has  re- ceived considerable  improvement  from  the  hand  of  the  late  Dr.  Roxburgh.  The  nature  of  the  floral  envelope 

of  those  plants  has  long  been  a  subject  of  dispute  among  botanists,  some  considering  the  colored  inner  segments 
to  be  true  petals  and  to  be  variable  in  numbers ;  and  others,  supposing  them  to  be  part  of  the  calyx  and  con- 

stant in  number,  their  occasional  variation  in  number  being  capable  of  explanation.  Fersoon  {Synopsis,  p.  1.) 
is  of  opinion  that  many  of  the  genera  of  the  first  section  ought  to  be  referred  to  Gynandria.  According  to 
Willdenow  and  others,  the  following  species  belonging  to  other  classes  have  only  one  stamen. 
Monogynia.  Mangifera  indica ;  Alcnemilla  aphanes,  several  species  of  Scirpus,  Cyperus,  Schoenus,  Kylhnga, 

Cryptostomum  monandrum,  Chorizandra,  Polycnemum  monandrum,  Hopea. 
Digynia.    Lacistema,  Leersia,  Salsola,  and  many  grasses. 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.   Jj^     1  Stamen.  1  Style. 
5  1.  Germen  inferior,  anther  simple,  style  erect,  free.  Flowers  spathaceous. 

L  Canna.  Anther  attached  to  the  edge  of  the  petal-like  filament  Style  thick,  club-shaped.  Stigma  linear, obtuse 
2.  Maranta.  Anther  attached  to  the  petal-like  filament.  Style  petal-shaped.  Stigma  three-sided.  Flowers 

panicled. 3.  Calatkea.  Anther  attached  to  the  petal-like  filament.  Style  petal-shaped.  Stigma  cucullate.  Flowers  in 
close  heads. 

4.  Thalia.  Anther  attached  to  its  proper  filament.  Style  depressed.  Stigma  depressed,  perforated,  and  gaping. 
5.  Phrynium.  Anther  attached  to  its  proper  filament  Style  united  to  the  tube  of  the  coroHa,  hooked  at 

the  end.   Stigma  funnel-shaped.   Seeds  with  an  arillus.  , 
§  2.  Germen  inferior,  anther  double,  style  inclosed  in  the  furrow  formed  by  the  anther.  Flowers  spathaceous 

6.  Hedvchium.  Anther  naked.  Tube  of  the  corolla  long  and  slender,  with  both  limbs  3-partite,  the  interior 
one  resupmate.   Capsule  dry. 

7.  Roscoea.  Anther  2-lobed,  incurved,  surrounding  the  style  with  an  appendage  split  at  the  base.  Outer 
limb  of  the  corolla  3-partite,  with  the  upper  segment  erect  and  fornicate.   Inner  limb  2-Iipped. 

8.  Alpinia.  Anther  not  crowned.  Interior  limb  of  the  corolla  with  one  lip.  Capsule  berried.  Seeds  with an  arillus. 
9.  Hellenia.  Anther  in  some  marginal.  Filament  linear,  longer  than  the  anther,  with  a  very  short  rounded 

entire  or  2-lobed  appendage.   Capsules  crustaceous.    Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
10.  Zingiber.    Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  with  one  lip.    Anther  with  a  simple  recurved  horn  at  the  end. 
11.  Costus.  Interior  limb  of  the  corolla  nearly  campanulate,  split  at  the  back.  Filament  lanceolate.  Anther in  the  centre  of  it  or  at  some  distance  from  the  end.   Seeds  naked. 
IS.  Kampferia.  Tube  of  the  corolla  long  and  slender,  with  both  limbs  3-partite.  Anther  with  a  2-lobed  crest 13.  Amomum.  Inner  limb  of  the  corl.  with  1  lip.  Anther  with  an  entire  or  2-lobed  crest.  Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
14.  Curcuma.  Both  limbs  of  the  corolla  3-partite.  Anther  with  two  spurs  at  the  base.  Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
15.  Globba.  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  2-lobed  or  none.  Filament  hollow  at  the  base,  with  a  wedge-shaped 

Bp.   Anther  with  an  appendage  or  none.   Seeds  attached  to  3  parietal  placentas. 
16.  Mantisia.  Outer  limb  of  the  corolla  3-partite,  inner  filiform  with  a  double  trifid  limb,  filament  4-par- tite  at  the  end. 

§  3.  Germen  superior,  corolla  irregular. 
17.  Philydrum.  Calyx  2-leaved  colored.  Filaments  3  united  at  the  base,  the  two  lateral  ones  barren  and 

petal-shaped.   Seeds  numerous,  minute. 
§  4.  Germen  inferior,  corolla  irregular.   Flowers  naked. 

18.  Lopexia.  Cal.  4-leaved.  Cor.  4-petaled,  unequal.  Filaments  two :  one  antheriferous,  the  other  petal- 
shaped  abortive.   Caps.  4-valved,  4-celled,  many  seeded. 

$  5.  Germen  inferior,  corolla  regular,  flowers  naked. 
19.  Boerhaavia.   Cal.  1 -leaved,  ob-conic,  inclosing  the  seed.   Cor.  plaited,  on  the  end  of  the  calyx. 
20.  Centranthus.  Cor.  5-lobed,  regular,  spurred.  Caps.  1-celled,  crowned  with  the  limb  of  the  calyx  ex- panded into  a  plumose  pappus. 

\  6.  Apetalous. 
21.  Pollichia.    Cal.  1  -leaved,  5-toothed.   Seed  1.   Fruit  upon  the  heaped,  berried  scales  of  the  receptacle. 
22.  Salicornia.  Cal.  turbinate,  entire,  fleshy.  Stamen  inserted  into  the  bottom  of  the  cal.  Style  2-fid. 

Utricle  inclosed  in  the  fleshy  calyx.   Seed  vertically  compressed. 
23.  Hippuris.  Cal.  entire,  minute.  Style  in  the  hollow  of  the  anther.  Germen  inferior,  one- seeded,  crowned by  the  rim  of  the  calyx. 
24.  Zostera.  Spadix  linear  in  the  sheath  of  the  leaf,  bearing  seed  on  one  side.  Stamens  opposite  the  ger- 

mens  and  alternate  with  them,  sessile.   Caps,  one-seeded. 
25.  Chloranthus.  Stamen  irregular,  fleshy,  lobed,  fixed  to  the  side  of  the  germen.  Stigma  capitate.  A drupa. 

Orders.  DIGYNIA.  1  Stamen.  2 Styles. 

26.  Corispermum.   Cal.  2-leaved.   Cor.  O.  Seed  one,  oval,  convex-plane.   (Stamens  often 5.) 
27.  Callitriche.   Cal.  2-leaved.    Pet  O.    Caps.  2-celled,  4-seeded. 
28.  Blitum.  CaL  trifid.  Cor.  O.   Seed  one,  immersed  in  a  berried  calyx. 
29.  Aspicarpa.  Cal.  5- par  ted.  Cor.  O.  Stamen  included.  Germen  and  Stigma  2-lobed.  Fruit  cartilagi. nous,  l-seeded. 

*  B 



MONANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. 

Systematic Name  and Authority. 

tl.  CAN'NA.  W. 1  patens  Rose. 2  indica  Rose. 
0  maculate 3  cocclnea  Rose. 
4  lutea  Rose. 
5  Lambert  i  Lind. 
6  gigantea  J?.  L. 7  occiden talis  Rose. 
8  limbata  Hose. 
9  variabilis  TV. 

10  rubra  W 
11  rubricating  XJr. 
IS  edulis  A  R. 
13  speci6sa  B.  M. 
14  pedunculata  S.  M.  stalked 15  flaccida  Rose. 
16  glanca  Rose. 
P  r&Ja 17  iridifl6ra  Fl.  Per. 

t«.  MARAN'TA.  TV. 18  arundinacea  W. 
19  obi  qua  Radge. 
20  lutea  Joc</. 

Nattre 
l"SBJ 

Country.  6*1 

a  S  m 

•si 

ill! 

1778. 1570. 

1731. 

flaccid 
glaucous 
rufous nddding-flow. 
Arrow  Root.  Cannece. 
Indian  ]f  O  or  2  jLau 
oblique  fDor  8  d 
yellow  £  O  or  2  jajl 

21  angustifoua  B.  M.  narrow-leaved  f  Dor  9  jlau 22  Tonchat  TV.          ovate  £  □  or 
23  gibba  L.               gibbous  ]£  □  or 24  comosa  W.            close-spiked  £  □  or 

t&  CALATHE'A.  Mey.  Calathea. 25  zebrlna  Lintf.         striped-leaved  £  □  or 
Mardnta  xebrlna  B.  M. 

4.  THA'LIA  ff.  Thalia. 26  dealbata  Rose,  mealy 
t5.  PHRY'NIUM.  W.  Phrynium 

27  capitatum  TV.  headed 28  dich6tomum  Roxb.  forked 
tfi.  HEDY'CHIUM.  TV.  Garland  Flowers. 29  coronarium  Roxb.    sweet-scented  £  □  or 

30  angustifolium  Rox.  scarlet  f  □« 31  elatum  Br.            tall  □  or 
32  Gardnerianum  Wall.  Gardner's  ]f  □  or 33  flavescens  B.  C.      pale-yellow  £  □  or 
34  spicatum  B.  M.       spiked  £  □  or 
35  gracile  Roxb.         Slender  £  □  or  3 36  flavum  Roxb.         yellow  ]£  □  or  3 
37  heteromfillum  B.R.  variable  £  □  or  3 

i  I  [or 

£  □  or 
£  □  or 

jLau 

4  au 2  jnjl 
Cannece. 

2  ja.d 

Cannece. 
4  JLau Cannece. 5 
5 

17—20. Rio  Jan. India 
India 
S.  Amer. E.  Indies 
Trinidad  1819. 
&  Amer.  1809. W.Indies  1822. 
Brazil  1818. 
India  1822. 
W.  Indies  1820. 

  1821. Peru  1820. 
  1820. 
  1820. S.  Carol  1788. 

S.  Amer.  1732. S.  Amer.  ... 
Peru  1816 

Sp.  7—20. W  a  Amer.  1732. 
Guiana  1803. Caraccas  1809. 
W.  Indies  1820. 
E.  Indies  1819. 
E  Indies  1818. 
Surinam  1812. 

R  r.m R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 

Class  I. 

Reference  to 
Figures. 

Bot.  reg.  576 
Red.  UL  201 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  53 
Bot  mag.  452 
Bot  mag.  2085 Bot  reg.  470 
Bot  reg.  206 Bot  reg.  772 
Bot  reg.  771 

Bot  reg.  775 
Bot  mag.  2317 
Bot.  mag.  2323 
Sal  st  ra.  a  1 2 
Ex.  b.  2. 1 102 
Bot  mag.  2802 Bot  mag.  1968 

R Y.w 
R 
R 
O 
Y.w 
Sp.  1—4. 

R.  y  Brazil 

Sp.  1—2. W     S.  Carol 

R  s.l  Bot  mag.  2307 
R  s.l  Ru.  p.  g.  p.  8.  t.  2 R  s.l  Jade.  r.  2. 201 
R  s.l  Bot.  mag.  2398 
R  s.l  Rumph.  i.  t.  7 R  8.1 

R  s.l 
1815.  R  s.p   Bot  reg.  385 

Sci 5 
5 
5 
7 
6 
3 

aminecE. 
n.s  Y n.s 
n.d 
n.au 

1791. 

Sp.  2. SV  E  Indies  1807. 
W  E  Indies  1810. 

Sp.  9—14. 
E  Indies  1791. 
E.  Indies  1815. E  Indies  1818. 
E  Indies  1819. India  1822. 
E  Indies  1810. 
Bengal  1823. 
Nepal  1822. India  1822. 

R  p.  1  Bot.  mag.  1690 
R  g.1  As.  r.  11.  t  3 
R  8.1 
R  p.l  Bot  mag.  70S R  s.1  Bot  reg.  157 
R  s.l  Bot  reg.  526 
R  r.s  Bot  reg.  771 
R  s.l  Bot  cab.  723 R  co  Bot  mag.  2300 R  s.l 
R  s.l  Bot  cab.  604 R  s.l  Bot  reg.  767 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1.  Canna.  From  a  Celtic  word  signifying  a  cane  or  mat  Le  Balisier,  Fr.  Blumenrohr,  Ger.  Canna,  Ital 

The  first  three  species  are  found  wild  within  the  tropics  on  all  the  continents,  and  chiefly  in  moist  woods,  or 
spongy  woody  wastes  :  in  America  and  the  Brazils,  they  are  known  by  the  name  of  wild  plantain,  and  their 
leaves  are  used  as  envelopes  for  many  objects  of  commerce ;  from  which  circumstance,  the  French  name  of  the 
plant  (balisier)  is  said  to  nave  arisen ;  balija  being  Spanish  for  an  envelope.  Clusius  says  he  saw  the  C.  lutea 
flowering  by  house-sides  in  Spain  and  Portugal,  and  that  the  inhabitants  there  use  the  seed  for  making  their 
rosaries :  in  the  East  Indies  tne  seeds  are  sometimes  used  as  shot.  The  roots  of  C.  edulis  are  eaten,  dressed  in 
various  ways,  in  Peru.  The  seeds  of  .most  of  the  species  are  round,  hard,  black,  shining,  heavy,  and  about 
one  sixteenth  of  an  inch  diameter.  These  grow  readily,  or  the  plants  may  be  propagated  by  dividing  the 
roots ;  Miller  recommends  rich  garden  earth ;  Sweet  (Bot.  Cultiv.  p.  34.)  light  rich  soil  for  all  the  species.  Most 
of  these,  if  planted  in  a  warm  border  early  in  summer,  will  flower  there  during  the  season. 

2.  Maranta.  So  named  from  Bartholomeo  Maranti,  a  Venetian  physician,  who  wrote  three  books  chiefly  to 
illustrate  Diosc. ;  died  1551.  Galangre,  Fr.  Galgant,  Ger.  The  M.  arundinacea  is  called  Indian  arrow-root, 
because  its  thick  fleshy  root  was  thought  to  extract  the  poison  from  wounds  inflicted  by  the  poisoned 
arrows  of  the  Indians.    In  the  West  Indies  it  is  used  as  an  alexipharmic,  to  resist  the  force  of  poisons ; 



Order  I. MONANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. 3 

Essential  specific  Character. 
1  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  3-fid,  Seg.  ovate  equal  sprdg.  with  long  claws.  Lip  bifid,  rev.  Leaves  ovate  lane. 
2  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  trifid,  Segments  lanceolate  acuminate  straight 
3  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  trifid,  Segments  straight  emarginate 4  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  bifid 
5  Peduncle  short  inclosed  in  the  upper  leaf,  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  trifid,  Segments  ovate  lanceolate  sub- erect,  Lip  erect  spreading  entire 
6  Peduncles  elong.  Inner  limb  of  corolla  3fid,  Seg.  lanccol.  spathul.  ref)  exed  spreading,  Lip  oblong  entire 
7  Segments  of  cor.  2  entire  ovate  unequal,  Lip  bifid  bent  down 
8  Segments  of  cor:  3  broad  emarginate  and  crenate :  the  claws  long,  Lip.  2- fid  bent  down 
9  Leaves  of  caL  lanceolate  acute,  Cor.  5  parted,  Leaves  ovate -obi.  acute  at  both  ends  cordate 

10  Leaves  of  cal.  oblong  obtuse,  Cor.  6  parted,  Leaves  ovate-obl.  acute  at  both  ends  cordate 
11  Leaves  sessile  ovate  with  the  sheaths  and  nerves  very  red,  Inner  limb  4  parted 
12  Leaves  smooth  and  stems  colored  at  the  base,  Roots  tuberous  and  large,  Middle  seg.  of  corolla  very  short 
13  Flowers  sessile  in  pairs,  Segments  of  cor.  2  erect  bifid,  Lap  spotted  re  volute 
14  Flowers  on  stalks :  outer  segments  reflexed,  inner  3  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  at  each  end 
15  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  trifid,  Segments  flaccid 
16  Inner  limb  of  the  corolla  trifid,  Segments  ovate  straight,  Lip  three-lobed  fringed 
17  Stem  and  Leaves  beneath  downy,  sheaths  curled  and  colored  at  the  edge,  Flowers  cernuous 

18  Culm  branched  herbaceous,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  somewhat  hairy  underneath 
19  Leaves  ellipt  oblique  at  end,  Spikes  elong.  in  fasc.  Bract  erect,  2- fid.  imbricate  acute  pubesc 90  Culm  branched  knotty  ovate  smooth,  Spikes  terminal  subternate,  Bracteas  colored 
SI  Stem  knotty,  Leaves  lane,  narrow,  Panicle  wavy,  Inner  braits  colored,  Calyx  ovate 
22  Stem  shrubby  branching,  Leaves  ovate  smooth 
23  Leaves  oblong  lane,  pubesc.  Fl.  stalks  2-fid.  Germ  very  hairy 
24  Stemless,  Scape  naked,  Spikes  comose,  Bracteas  reflexed 

25  Flowers  in  dense  heads  shorter  than  the  leaves  which  are  sti  ed  with  purple 

26  Calyx  two-flowered,  Culm  reedy  powdered,  Leaves  ovate  re'  lute  at  the  apex 
27  Stemless,  Leaves  radical 
28  Shrubby,  dichotomous,  Leaves  cordate 

29  Leaves  lanceolate,  Spikes  compact  imbricated,  Segments  of  tht  cleft  lip  of  the  corolla  lunulate 
~  30  Leaves  linear  lane.  Spikes  open,  Fasc.  of  flowers  subtern.  Seg.  of  cleft  lip  obL  the  other  5  segs.  of  cor.  lin. 31  Leaves  obi.  lane,  smooth,  Spikes  loose,  Fascic.  tern.  3  fid.  Inner  segs.  of  the  cor.  linear-cuneate,  Lip  bifid 

92  Spike  many.fl.  loose,  Fascicles  many-fl.  distant,  Lip  obovate  bifid,  Filament  colored  longer  than  corolla 
33  Leaves  lanceolate,  Spike  loose  ovate,  Petals  linear,  Lip  ovate  2- lob.  Fil.  the  same  length  as  petals 
34  Spathes  truncate  1-fl.  Outer  segments  of  cor.  linear,  Lip  roundish  2-lobed  longer  than  the  style 
35  Leaves  lanceolate,  Spike  termL  open,  Flowers  soL  scattered,  Lip  bifid  sessile :  stigm.  f-lancenl.  Pet.  linear 
36  Leaves  broad,  Spike  termL  imbricate,  Bract  4-fl.  Cor.  with  linear  segm.  Lip.  obcordate  retuse 
37  Upper  leaves  wavy  silky  beneath,  Spike  loose  conical,  Filament  much  longer  than  corolla 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
washed,  pounded,  and  blanched,  it  makes  a  fine  powder  and  starch,  and  may  be  used  as  food,  resembling  in 
many  respects  the  salep.   A  light  loamy  soil  suits  all  the  species,  which,  though  tender,  are  readily  propa- 

gated by  dividing  the  root. 
3.  Calathea.  So  named  by  Meyer,  probably  from  the  cup-like  stigma  of  the  genus.  It  is  much  admired  on 

account  of  its  singularly  striped  foliage,  to  which  the  specific  name  alludes,  and  its  ovate  spike  of  purple  flow 
ers,  about  the  size  of  a  large  pine  cone. 

4.  Thalia.  In  memory  of  John  Thalius,  a  German  physician,  at  Nordhuys,  author  of  Plantar  Hercynas,  1588. 
An  aquatic,  and  if  planted  two  or  three  feet  under  water,  will  survive  our  winters,  in  the  open  air.  It  flowers beautifully. 

5.  Phrynium.  f«iwi,  a  plant  which  grows  in  marshes,  the  habitation  of  frogs,  from  fyinos,  a  frog.  The 
leaves  are  used  in  Malabar  and  China,  for  wrapping  up  cakes  in  the  oven ;  before  expansion  they  infuse 
them  in  spirit  of  rice  or  sugar  diluted  with  three  times  its  quantity  of  water,  to  make  vinegar.  Loureiro. 

6.  Hedychium.  From  a  Greek  word  signifying  sweet,  from  the  grateful  odour  it  emits.  This  beautiful  genus 
requires  a  light  rich  soil,  and  large  pots  to  make  the  plants  flower  freely.  H.  angustifolium  deserves  a  place in  everv  collection. 



4 MONANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. Class  I. 

7.  ROSCCEA.  8m. 
38  purpurea  Sm. 

t8.  ALPI'NIA.  W. 39  comosa  Jacq. 
40  Galanga  TV. 41  racemosa  Ros. 
42  occidentals  Sw. 
43  nutans  /»'».?. 44  c.'rnua  B.M. 
45  calcarata 46  malaccensis  Ros. 
47  mutica  iJorf. 48  Cardam6mum  Roxb. 
49  spicata  Roxb. SOtubulata  B.R. 
51  Allughas  W. 

9.  HELLE'NIA.  iJ.fi 52  caerulea  Br. 
10.  ZIN'GIBER  .Rose. 

53  panduratum  Roxb. 
54  Mi6ga  Ros. 55  officinale  Ros. 
56  Zerumbet  Ros. 
57  Casumunar  fieri. 
58  purpureum  Rose. 59  roseum  Roxb. 
60  squamosum  A'o.ii. 11.  COSTUS.  Rose. 
61  arabicus  L. 
62  spicatus  W. 
63  speci6sus  Rose. 
(8  angustifolius. Gtiitcr  fi.  /J. 
,S  hirsutus. 

65  spiralis  i?o.r. 
vl/p.  spiralis. 66  villosissimus  Jiuc^. 

tl2.  KiEMPFE'RIA.  W. 67  rotunda  X. 
68  Galanga  X. 
69  angustifdlia  Jac?, 
70  pandurata  A  .Reg. 71  latif61ia  Down. 
72ovalif61ia  Roxb. 

ia  AMCMUM.  iJosc. 
73  Afzelii  Ros. 
74  grandifl6rum  E.  S. 
75  august  it' 'ilium  Re*. 76  Grana  Paradisi  W. 
77  dealbatum  Roxb. 
78  sylvestre  W. 79  subulatum  Roxb. 

Roscoba. 
purple  ifc  23  or 

A  L  PI  MA. 
close-spiked  £  23  or 
loose-flowered  j£  E2  clt clustered        j£  ED  or 

Scitaminete.  Sp. 
1  P 
Scitaminccc.  Sp. 

occidental nodding 
drooping 

upright 
petiolate 

j£  23  or 
£  23  or 
£  23  or 
j£  23  or £  23  or 
£  23  or 

cardamoms    £  23  clt 

£  23  or 
£  23  or 
£  23  or 

£  23  or 

spiked tubular 
Ceylon Hellema. 
blue Ginger. 
fiddle-lipped  ^  23  or 
Japanese  3t  lAJ  or 
narrow-leaved  23  clt 
broad-leaved  ^  lAJ  or 
downy-leaved  i  Al  or 
purple -bract ed^£  lAJ  or 
rosy  ^  iAl  or squar rose        3l  lAJ  or 

Costus. 
Arabian 
spiked shewy 

narrow-leaved  5  iAl  or 
African         jf  i  Al  or 
hairy  &  iAJ  or 
spiral  iAl  or 
villous  3t  iAl  or 
G  ALAN  GALE. 
round-rooted  4[  iAl  or 
officinal  5  iAl  clt 
narrow-leaved  ^  iAl  or 
fiddle-shaped  %  iAl  or broad-leaved  iAJ  or 
oval  jt  i  Al  or 
Amomum. 

sweet-scented  iAl  or 
large-flowered  ^  i  Al  or narrow-leaved  iAl  °r 
grain  of  parad.5  lAJ  clt insipid  iAJ  or 
wild  »  i  Al  or subulate        5  lAJ  or 

6 oc.f W.Y 
5 

jl.s 

W 
6 w 
13 apjn 

Pk 

6 apjn 
s 

Pk 
3 W 
5 

ap.my 
w 

5 au w 
8 

au W.p 
2 
2 

jl.au 

R 
2 

f.m 
R 

Scitaminete.  Sp. 
2  B 
Scitaminete.  Sp. 
3  my.jn  Pk 2      my.jn  Pk 

jn.au  R au  Y.g 
s.n  W.y 
s  P 
au  Rv 
au  Pk 

Scitaminete.  Sp. 
W 

jn.jl jn.jl n.d 

Y 
W 
W 
W 
w 
Sc 

6  n.d  Y 
Scitaminete.  Sp. 
1  jl.au  Rw 
1  jn.s  W.p 1  m.ap  W.b 
1  apjn  P 
1  apjn  W 
1  jl  W.P 
Scitaminete.  Sp. 
3  my.jn  Pk 
3  jn.jl  W 8  jn.jl  R 1  f.mr  R 
3  mr.ap  W 1  mr.ap  W 
3  mr.ap  Y 

1—5. 

Nepal 13—19. Caraccas  1752. 
E  Indies  ... 
W.Indies  1752. 
Jamaica  1793. 
E.  Indies  1792. E.Indies  1804. 
E  Indies  1800. 
E.  Indies  1799. 
E  Indies  1811. 
E  Indies  1815. Sumatra  1822. 
Demararal820. 
E  Indies  1796. 
1. 
N.  HolL  1820. 8—16. 

E  Indies  1812. 
Japan  1796. E  Indies  1605. 
E  Indies  1690. E  Indies  1807. 
E  Indies  1796. 
E  Indies  1822. E  Indies  1822. 
6—13. 
both  Ind.  1752. W.Indies  1793. 
E  Indies  1799. 
E  Indies  1799. 
S.  Leone  1822. S.  Leone  1822. 
StVinc  ... 
St  Vine.  1822. 6-  8. 

E  Indies  1764. 
E.  Indies  1728. 
E  Indies  1797. 
E  Indies  1797. 
E  Indies  1803. Malacca  1822. 
7— 20. S,  Leone  1795. a  Leone  1795. 

182a  R  s.l  Ex.  b.  1 108 
Ja.  ic.  rar.  v.  3 
K  u.  am.  5. 1 63 
PL  ic.  11.  t.  20 

R  s.l R  s.l 

R  s.l R  s.l R  s.l 
R  s.l 
R  s.l 
R  s.1 
R  s.l 
R  s.l   RmaLll.  t.4,  5 
R  r.m 

R  s.1 R  s.1 

Ex.  b.  2. 1. 106 Bot  mag.  1900 
Bot  rep.  421 
Bot.  reg.  328 

Bot.  reg.  777 
Bot.  rep.  501 

Madagasc.  ... 
Bengal  1819. E  Indies  1819. 

1822. 

R  s.1 
R  r.m  Kasm.  ic.  1 R  r.m  Jac.  vin.  1. 1. 73 R  r.m  Ex.  b.  2.  1. 112 
R  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1426 
R  8.1 R  s.1  Roxb.  cor.  2. 126 
R  s.l 
R  s.1 
R  s.1  Jacq.  am.  1 1 
R  8.1   Jacq.  ic.  1 
R  s.1   Bot  reg.  665 
R  s.1  Bot  reg.  683 
R  s.1 
R  s.l  Jacq.  schb.  1. 1 1 
R  8.1 

R  s.l  Bot  mag.  920 
R  s.1  Bot.  mag.  850 
R  s.1   Red.  10.7.  t.389 R  s.1  Bot.  reg.  173 R  s.1 

R  s.1 
R  r.m  Ann.  bot.  1.  1. 13 
R  r.m  Ex.  bot.  t  111 
R  r.m  Sonn.it  2.  1 137 
R  r.m  Rh.  maL  11.  t6 R  s.1 
R  8.1  Slo.  jam.  1.  1. 105 
R  s.1 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
7.  Roscoea.  Named  by  Sir  J.  E  Smith,  in  honour  of  W.  Roscoe,  Esq.,  the  accomplished  historian  of  the Medicis,  and  the  first  botanist  who  elueidated  the  plants  of  the  order  Scitamineae.  The  species  are  little 

known,  but  are  both  beautiful  and  curious. 
8.  Alpinia.  After  Prosper  Alpini,  an  Italian  physician  and  botanist,  who  practised  at  Cairo  between  1580 

and  1584,  and  died  in  1615.  Canne  de  Riviere,  Fr.  A  splendid  genus,  requiring  rich  soil,  a  moist  heat, 
and  plenty  of  room.  A.  racemosa  answers  best  when  treated  as  an  aquatic. 

9.  Hellenia.  In  honour  of  C.  N.  Hellenius,  Professor  at  Abo,  who,  in  1798,  published  several  academical  dis- 
sertations.  The  same  culture  answers  this  plant  as  recommended  for  Hedychium. 

10.  Zingiber.  From  the  original  Indian  appellation.  Zingembre,  Fr.  Ginfer,  Ger. ;  and  Zinxer,  Ital.  Many 
of  the  specific  names  employed  in  the  genus  are  derived  from  the  vernacular  names  of  the  species.  The  roots 
of  Z.  officinale,  and  zerumbet,  much  used  in  the  kitchen  and  in  medicine,  form  a  considerable  export  from  our 
West  India  Islands.  As  a  medicine,  ginger  is  particularly  useful  in  flatulent  colic,  debility,  and  laxity  of  the 
system,  and  in  torpid  and  phlegmatic  constitutions,  to  excite  a  brisker  action  of  the  vessels.  The  roots  of  gin- 

ger are  taken  up  when  the  stalks  fade,  and,  being  first  washed  and  scalded,  are  afterwards  dried  in  the  sun. 
This  forms  black  ginger ;  the  white  sort  is  never  scalded,  but  only  washed  and  dried.   When  the  root  is  to  be 



Order  I. MONANDRIA  MONOGYNIA* 

SS  Flowers  large  terminal  in  the  sheaths  of  the  top  of  the  stem,  Leaves  ohl.  acute  sm. 

39  Spike  terminal  comose,  Bracteas  colored  longer  than  the  flowers,  Leaves  oblong-ovate  pubescent 
40  Leaves  sessile  broad  lane.  Panicle  termL  Lip  obi.  unguiculated  bifid,  Caps.  obov.  smooth,  Seeds  few 
41  Lip  trifid,  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  apex  revolute,  Caps,  striated 
42  Lip  emarginate,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  very  smooth       fand  bifid,  Caps,  sphaar.  open,  on  sides,  Seeds  few 
43  Leaves  lane,  short  stkd.  small,  Rac.  comp.  droop.  Lip  broad  3-lob.  lateral  incurv.  into  a  tube :  external  curled 
44  Racemes  terminal  drooping,  Lip  bifid,  Leaves  lane,  acumin.  Margins  rough  with  little  spinous  teeth 
45  Leaves  linear-lane,  polished,  Spike  compound  erect,  Lip  ovate-obL  apex  curled  and  bifid 
46  Racemes  spiked,  Lip  round  und.  2-lob.  Caps.  vill.  Leaves  obi.  villous  beneath 
47  Racemes  compound,  lip  3-lob.  no  spur,  Caps,  berried,  Leaves  narrow  shining 
48  Scape  radical  compound  flexuose  procumbent,  Lip  3-lob.  calcarate 49  Spike  terminal  oblong  compactly  imbricated  with  narrow  sharp  bractes 
50  Leaves  bifar.  very  remote  scape  sheathed  radical,  Bracts  dry  pointed  perm.  Cor.  tub.  Lip  included,  Anth.  sess. 
51  Nectary  2-leaved,  Capsules  spongy,  Leaves  smooth  entire 

52  Lip  emarg.  Leaves  and  colored  capsules  smooth,  Style  hairy 

53  Spikes  radical,  Leaves  stalked  broad  smooth,  Ligula  large,  Lip  fiddle-shaped 
54  Segments  of  the  corolla  concave  acute  equal,  Lip  ovate  concave 
55  Leaves  sub-sessile  linear-lanceolate  smooth,  Spikes  elevated  oblong,  Bracteas  acute,  Lip  3-lobed 
56  Stems  decL  Leaves  bifar.  sess.  lane.  Spike  long-ped.  oval  close  obt  Bract  broad  obov.  obt.  margs.  coL  Lip  3-lob. 
57  Stem  erect,  Leaves  narr.  sess.  Spikes  compact  cone-shaped,  Bracteas  ovate-pointed,  Lip  3-lobed 
68  Spikes  lat  Bracteas  ovate  col.  Segm.  of  cor.  erect,  Nect.  2-lob. 
59  Spikes  lat.  Leaves  short-stalked  lane.  Spikes  lax  J  in  the  earth,  lip  entire 
60  Spikes  lat  squarr.  J  in  the  earth,  Bract  narrow  recur  v.  Lip  3-lobed 
61  Nect  ovate  entire,  Leaves  smooth  on  both  sides 
62  Nect  wavy  sub-3-fid.  Leaves  pointed  entire  shining,  Spike  close 
63  Nect.  obsoL  3-lob.  fringed  wavy,  Leaves  silky  beneath 
64  CaL  short  with  3  grnish.  blunt  teeth,  FiL  sm.  at  back,  Leaves  lane,  hairy  or  sm.  Spike  turb.  close,  Br.  obt  herb. 
65  Nect  concave  entire,  Leaves  long-ellipt.  thick  shining 
66  Leaves  rounded  and  stem  very  hairy,  Flowers  crisp 

67  Dorsal  segments  of  nectary  lane,  acute :  frontal  2  part.  Segments  obovate,  Leaves  oblong  colored  beneath 
68  Dorsal  segments  of  nect  obtuse  obsoletely  3-lobed  :  frontal  2-lobed  wavy,  Leaves  ovate  pale  beneath 69  Dorsal  segments  of  nect.  linear  obtuse :  frontal  emarg.  Leaves  lane,  pale  beneath 
70  Leaves  stalked  broad  lane,  smooth,  Spike  central,  Cor.  with  inferior  segment  very  large  and  panda ri form 
71  Leaves  orbiculate  ovate  wavy  woolly  beneath 
72  Leaves  oval,  Spike  central,  Anther  crest  jagged 

73  Scape  very  short,  Flowers  heaped,  Leaves  distant  ovate  acum.  entire  smooth 
74  Scape  short,  Flowers  numerous  close,  Sterile  stem  simple,  Leaves  ellipt  lane,  pointed 
75  Scape  naked  very  short,  Spike  capitate,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 
76  Scape  branching  lax,  Leaves  ovate 
77  Leaves  broad  villous  beneath,  Spikes  radical,  Lip  round  oval,  Crest  broad  truncated,  Caps.  9  winged 
78  Scape  naked,  Spike  elong.  Bract  inflated,  Leaves  broad  lanceoL 
79  Leaves  lanceoL  smooth,  Spikes  obovate  ech mated,  Lip  oblong 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
preserved  in  syrup,  it  is  taken  up  and  scalded  before  fully  grown.   After  steepmg  and  washing  in  water,  it  is 
put  in  jars,  and  covered  with  a  thin  syrup.  (Browne's  Jamaica.)   Z.  zerumbet  is  used  in  the  East  in  cataplasms and  fomentations,  but  not  as  internal  medicine. 

11.  Costus.  From  its  name  in  Arabic,  gosth.  Jacquin  has  shewn  that  the  costus  of  the  moderns  is  not  the 
same  as  the  plant  so  called  by  the  ancients.  Costumrtz,  Ger.,  and  costo,  Ital.  All  the  species  grow  in  woods  in 
their  native  countries,  and  their  roots  partake  somewhat  of  the  qualities  of  ginger. 

12.  Ktempferia.  In  honor  of  Engelbert  Kasmpfer,  the  Japanese  traveller ;  born  in  Lemgow  in  Westphalia  in 
1651 ;  died  in  1716.  Zedoaire,  Fr.  and  Grosse  Gaigant,  Ger.  This  is  a  curious  genus  of  low  stemless  plants, 
with  tuberous  roots,  a  pleasant  aromatic  smell,  and  sharpish  taste.  The  root  is  purple  without  and  white 
within,  and  is  esteemed  a  stomachic  and  cephalic.  When  the  plants  are  not  in  a  growing  state,  they  require 
little  or  no  water  j  otherwise  like  bulbs  which  are  kept  always  moist,  they  will  not  flower  freely. 

13.  Amomum.  From  «,  privative,  and  yuafnot,  impurity,  it  has  always  been  esteemed  a  powerful  counter 
poison  5  or  perhaps  a  corruption  of  phamamd,  the  Arabic  appellation  of  the  plant  L'amome  des  pedes,  Fr. Jngwer  and  Gengiovo,  Ital  Most  of  the  species  formerly  included  under  this  genus  are  placed  by  Roscoe  under 
Zingiber. 



6 MONANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. Class  1. 

14.  CURCU'MA.  W. 80  Zedoaria  Bos. 
81  Zerumbet  Roxb. 
82  aeruginosa  Roxb. 83  rubescens  /ioxfi. 
84  cassia  Roxb. 
85  com6sa  Roxb. 
86  elate  Roxb. 
87  ferruginea  Roxb. 
88  leucorhiza  A'o.r6. 89  xanthorhlza  Roxb.  yellow-rooted 90  rubricatilis  Lk.  red-stemmed 

Turmeric. broad-leaved Zedoary 

green-rooted reddish caesious 
many-floweredl tall 
sweet-rooted  _ 
white-rooted       El  or 

'  (23  or 

rAI  or 
91  angustif61ia  Roxb.  narrow-leaved     EI  or 
92  viridiflora  Roxb.  green-flowered^.  123  or long-stalked  5  El  or 

Mango-ginger  ^  El  clt 
long-rooted     5 123  clt 

Globba. 
round-headed  ^  [23  or 
sessile-flower'dj  E  or 
Dr.  Carey's     ̂   [23  or Mantisi  a. 
opera  girls      ̂   [23  or 

93petiolate  Roxb. 94  Amada  Roxb. 
951onga  Ros. 

15.  GLOB'BA.  Ros. 96  marantina  Ros. 
97  sessilifldra  B.  M. 
98  Careyana  Roxb. 

16.  MANTI'SIA.  Sims. 99  saltatoria  B.M. 
17.  PHIL/YD  RUM.  B.P.  Phiiadrum. 
100  lanuginosum  B.  P.  woolly 

18.  LOPE'ZIA.   CaV.  Lopezia. 101  hirsute  H.K.  hairy 102  racemosa  U.K.  smooth 
103  coronate  H.K.  coronet-flower. 

O  or 

104  cordate  Horn.  cordate 
19.  BOERHAA'VIA.  W.  Hogweed. 
105  erecta   W.  upright 
106  diffusa   W.  spreading 
107  hirsute  W.  scarlet-trailing.*  □  or 
108  scan'dens  W.         climbing        JL  □  or 
109  visci'tsa  Lag.  clammy  J[  (23  or SO.  CENTRANTHUS.  Mich.  Centranthus. 
110  ruber  D.  C.  ̂          red  O  or 
111  angustifolius  D.  C.  narrow-leaved  O 
112  calcitrapa  Dvfr.  cut-leaved 

21.  POLLI'CHIA.    W.  Pollichia. 
113  campestris  W.        short-leaved    S-  |Q|  or 

22.  SALICOR'NIA.  W.  Glasswort. 

Scitaminece.    Sp.  16—18. 
ap.au  R      R  Indies  1797.  R 
ap.au  Y      E.  Indies  1807.  R 
ap.au  Ry    E.  Indies  1807.  R 
my.s    Y      E  Indies  1805.  R 
ap.jn   Y      Bengal     1819.  R my     Ry    E  Indies  1819.  R 
my     Cr     R  Indies  1819.  R my     Y      R  Indies  1819.  R 
my     RY    R  Indies  1819.  R 

4      my     R      Amboyna  1819.  R 
1  my  R  R  Indies  1822.  R 
3      jl        Y      R  Indies  1822.  R 
2  jLau  Y.o  Sumatra  1822.  R 2  au  Y  Pegu  1822.  R 
2  ap.jn  Ry  Bengal  1819.  R 2      au             R  Indies  1759.  R 
Scitaminece.   Sp.  3—11. 

li    jLau    Y      R  Indies  1800.  R 
li    au      Y      Pegu       1807.  R 
li  au  Y  Pegu  1822.  R Scitaminece.   Sp.  1. 
1  jn  P  R  Indies  1808.  R 
Related  to  Juncea?,  R  B.   Sp.  1—2. 

£  Ol  or  3      jn.jl    Y      China      1801.  C 
Onagrarue.   Sp.  4 — 5. £  Ol  or  If    s.n      R      Mexico    1796.  S 

£  OJ  or  l|    au.o    R      Mexico    1792.  S 
O  or  li     jL8      R      Mexico     1805.  S 

l|  jl.s  P  Mexico  1821.  S 
Nyctaginece.    Sp.  5—35. 

r.m  Bot.  mag.  1546 
r.m  Bot  mag.  2000 r.m 
r.m  Rose  scit  ic s.l 

Rose,  scit  ic. Rosa  scit.  ic. 

As.  res.  11.  5 
Rose,  scit  ic. 
Rose,  scit  ic 
Jac.  vind.  3.  t.4 

g.1  Ex.  bot  2.  1 103 
s.l  Bot  mag.  1428 
s.l  Bot.  cab.  691 
s.l  Bot  mag.  1320 

l.p  Bot  mag.  783 
Jac.c.s.5.tl5.f.4 
Bot.  mag.  254 
Bot  rep.  551 

El  or 
£.(23  or 

O  or 114  arabica  W. 
115frutic6sa  W. 
llfiradlcans  E.B. 
117  herbacea  W. 
118  procumbens  E.B. 

23.  HIPPU'RIS.  W. 119  vulgaris  W. 

Arabian shrubby 
rooting 
marsh 
procumbent 
Marestail. 
common 

»l_Jor *i  |  or 

*r  A  or O  clt 
!U  O  clt 

li    jfs      W  "  India  1733.  S 1      au.s    Cr     India  1690.  S 
1      my.au  R      Jamaica  1733.  S 
6      ap.s     G      Jamaica  1691.  S 
3      ap.s     Sc      Peru  1821.  C 
Valerianae.    Sp.  3—4. 

li     my.jl   Cr     Britain  mea.  R 
l|    rnyjl  Cr     &  Europe  1759.  R 1      my.jl  P      Portugal  1683.  S 
Chenopodece.  Sp.  1. 

6      8        Ap    C.  B.  S. 
Chenopodece.   Sp.  5 — 18. 

co  Jac.  vind.  1. 1 5, 6 
co  Her.  par.  2S7.  ic. 
co  Jac.  vind.  1. 17 
co  Jac.  vind.  1. 1 4 

co   Eng.  bot.  1531 
co  FL  graec.  29 co  FL  gra?c.  30 

1780.  C  co  Sm.  spiciL  1. 1 1 

jn.jl 
au.s Ap  "  Arabia  1758.  C 

Ap  Britain  seash.  S Ap  Britain  seash.  S 
Ap  Britain  sea  sh.  S 
Ap    England  sal  m.  S 

s.l Mor.  2.  t33.  f.7 
Eng.  bot.  2467 
Eng.  bot.  J  691 
Eng.  bot  415 Eng.  bot  lfjyi 

Haloragece.   Sp.  1 . 
±  A  clt  1      my.jn  Ap    Britain  dit 

co   Eng.  bot  763 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
14.  Curcuma.  From  the  Arabic  kurkum  or  hercum.  Babttonischer  so/ran,  Ger.  C.  longa  was  formerly 

much  used  in  cookery  to  give  things  a  color,  and  is  still  so  used  in  the  East  Indies,  for  dyeing.  The  root  was 
reputed  aperient  and  resolvent,  and  was  given  in  jaundice :  it  tinges  the  urine  of  a  deep  yellow.  The  roots  of 
C.  zerumbet  powdered  and  mixed  with  the  powdered  wood  of  Csesalpinia  Sappan  is  copiously  thrown  about  by the  Hindoos  during  their  holidays  in  March.  The  tubers  of  many  species  yield  a  very  beautiful  pure  starcb 
like  arrowroot,  which  in  some  places,  especially  Travancore,  forms  a  large  part  of  the  diet  of  the  inhabitants. 

15.  Globba.  Its  Indian  name,  and  that  also  by  which  it  is  known  in  the  Moluccas.  Globee,  Ft.  Most  of  the 
species  produce  spikes  of  smoky-colored  berries  about  the  size  of  grapes,  and  which  are  sometimes  eaten. 

16.  Mantisia.  The  flowers  bear  a  singular  resemblance  to  some  of  the  insects  called  mantis.  The  name  of 
the  species  is  derived  from  a  fanciful  notion  that  the  flowers  are  like  a  dancing  figure  attached  to  a  wire 

17.  Philydrum.  and  Coms,  a  lover  of  water,  in  allusion  to  the  places  in  which  it  grows.  A  pretty 
biennial  plant,  requiring  but  little  protection  from  frost. 

18.  Lopezia.  Dedicated  by  Cavanilles  to  the  memory  of  the  licentiate  Thomas  Lopez,  a  Spanish  botanist, 
who  is  said  to  have  directed  his  attention  to  the  natural  history  of  the  New  World.  The  species  are  chiefly 
elegant  annuals,  and  well  deserving  of  cultivation. 

19.  Boerhaavia.   So  named  in  honor  of  the  famous  Boerhaave  of  Leyden,  bom  at  Voorhoot  in  1668,  and  died 
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80  Spikes  lateral,  Butt*  small  with  long  palm.  tub.  yell,  inside,  Leaves  broad  sessile  silky  beneath  all  green 
81  Spikes  lat  Tub.  palm,  pale  straw-col.  Leaves  gr.  stalk,  brd.  with  a  pur.  cloud  down  the  mid.  Fl.  short,  than  brae. 
82  Spikes  lateral,  Roots  aeruginous  within,  Leaves  stalked  with  a  faint  rusty  cloud  beyond  their  middle  above 
83  Spikes  lat  Roots  pearl  col  inside,  Leaves  broad  on  winged  red  stalks  above  the  sheaths :  rib  and  scape  red 
84  Spikes  lateral,  Roots  green  inside  palmate,  Leaves  narr.  with  a  rusty  cloud  in  middle 
85  Spikes  lateral  clavate  comose,  Roots  ovate  pale  yelL  inside,  Leaves  all  green 
86  Spikes  lateral,  Tubers  large  incurved  pale  yellow,  Leaves  sessile  villous  beneath  all  green 
87  Spikes  lat.  Roots  palm  scented  pale  yell,  inside  palmd.  Leaves  and  sheath  rusty  with  a  pale  red  spot  in  mid. 
88  Spikes  lat  few-flowered  comose,  Tubers  long  spreading  pale  inside,  Leaves  smooth  pure  green 
89  Spikes  lat  Tubers  all  yellow,  Leaves  sessile  green  broad  with  a  purple  cloud  down  the  middle 
90  Spikes  lat  Leaves  stalked  oblong  with  red  sheaths 
91  Spikes  lat  Root  with  pale  pendulous  tubers,  Leaves  stalked  narrow,  Flowers  longer  than  bractes 
92  Spikes  central,  Tubers  palmate  deep  yellow,  Leaves  long  stalked  broad-lanceolate,  Plant  all  green 
93  Spikes  central,  Leaves  on  long  stalks  cordate,  Coma  lilac 94  Spikes  central  few-flowered,  Tubers  palmate  pale  yellow  inside,  Leaves  broad  smooth  on  long  stalks 
95  Spikes  central,  Roots  deep  orange  inside,  Leaves  long  stalked  broad  green 

96  Leaves  lanceolate,  Spike  terminal  sub-sessile  cone-shaped  bulbiferous,  Anther  4-horned 
97  Spike  whorled,  Lateral  segments  of  cor.  longest,  Appendage  cordate,  Bractes  lane,  withering,  Bulbiferous 
98  Leaves  ovate  lane,  villous  beneath,  Racemes  compound  term,  bulbif.  Anther  naked  roundish 

99  The  only  species 

100  Flowers  bright  yellow,  Leaves  hairy 

101  Leaves  ovate  villous,  Stem  round 
102  Leaves  ovate  attenuate  at  base,  with  the  4-cornered  stem  smooth 
103  Leaves  shining,  Stems  angular,  from  the  decurrent  stalks,  Corymbs  leafy  at  the  base 
104  Leaves  roundish  cordate  ciliated  smooth,  Branches  angular 

105  Stem  4-cornered  smooth,  Joints  clammy,  Flowers  panicled,  Leaves  angular  dotted  with  black  beneath 
106  Stem  round  pubescent,  Flowers  in  capitate  corymbs 
107  Stem  roundish  hairy,  Leaves  ovate  acute  sub-repand,  Flowers  in  heads  diandrous 
108  Stem  climbing,  Leaves  all  cordate,  Flowers  in  umbels  diandrous 
109  Villous  viscid,  Leaves  ovate  acute  sub-repand,  Stem  procumbent,  Flowers  in  heads  triandrous 

110  Leaves  entire  lanceolate,  Stem  J-shrubby  at  base,  Flowers  corymbose,  Stamens  nearly  twice  as  long  as  cor. 
111  Leaves  linear,  Stem  herbaceous,  Flowers  corymbose,  Stamens  nearly  thrice  as  long  as  corolla 
112  Rad.  leaves  ovate  cauline  pinnatifid,  Stem  upright  smooth,  Flowers  panicled 

113  Stems  branching  declining,  Flowers  minute  sessile  in  axillary  heads 

114  Leaves  alternate  sheathing  obtuse  gaping  on  one  side 
115  Stem  erect  shrubby,  Joints  of  the  young  branches  2-sided,  Scales  of  flowers  truncate  membranous 
116  Stem  shrubby  procumb.  rooting,  Joints  compressed  emarg.  cylindr.  Spikes  obi.  Style  deeply  divided,  Stem.  2 
117  Herbaceous  spreading,  Joints  emarginate  compressed  at  end,  Spikes  axillary  opp.  stalked,  Scales  blunt 
118  Herbaceous  procumbent,  Joints  obconic,  Branches  simp.  Spikes  fastigiate,  Stamens  2 

119  Leaves  whorled  10-12  linear  acute 

in  1758.  La  Tassole,  Fr.  He  was  the  first  friend  and  protector  of  Linna?us.  All  the  plants  of  this  genus  are 
possessed  of  little  beauty. 

20.  Centranthus.   From  xivr^ey,  a  spur,  and         ,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  calcarate  corolla. 
21.  PoUichia.  In  honor  of  Jean  Ad.  Pollich,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  in  1776,  a  history  of  the  plants 

of  the  Palatinate   The  only  species  is  an  obscure  herbaceous  plant. 
22.  Salicornia.  From  sal,  salt,  and  cornu,  a  horn ;  saltwort,  marsh  samphire.  Le  Christemarine,  Fr.  Glass 

schmaltz,  Ger.,  and  Erba-cali,  ItaL  S.  herbacea  is  gathered  when  in  flower,  and  pickled  in  salt  and  vinegar 
like  samphire,  for  culinary  purposes.  The  whole  plant  has  a  saltish  taste,  and  is  greedily  devoured  by  cattle. 
All  the  species,  excepting  the  S.  arabica,  abound  on  the  shores  of  the  Mediterranean,  and  are  there  burnt  for 
soda,  which  is  much  used  in  the  manufactures  of  soap  and  glass,  especially  at  Marseilles. 

23.  Hippuris.  From  /Vsror,  a  horse,  and  a  tail.  La  Pesse  d'eau,  or  pin  aquatic,  Fr.  Schaftholm,  Ger., and  Hippuride,  Ital.  The  flower  of  this  plant  is  one  of  the  simplest  among  perfect  plants ;  it  has  only  one  stamen 
and  one  pistil,  unprotected  by  either  calyx  or  corolla,  and  it  produces  only  one  seed.  The  situation  of  the  leaves 
in  whom  is  not  usual  in  European  plants,  excepting  in  the  stellatae  of  Linnasus.  The  flowers  in  the  beginning 
of  summer  are  mostly  hermaphrodite,  but  in  autumn  many  of  them  are  female.  By  absorbing  a  great  quantity  of 
inflammable  air,  this  plant  is  reputed  to  assist  in  purifying  the  putrid  air  of  marshes.  It  is  eaten  by  wild  ducks. B  4 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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S4.  ZOSTE'R A.  L.    Sea  Wrackorass. 
120  marina  L,  common  *  A  ec 

25.  CHLORANTHUS.  W.  Chxoranthusv 
121  inconsplcuus  W.  trailing 
122  monostachys  Lindl.  herbaceous 

Fluviales.    Sp.  1. 
an. s     Ap     Britain    sea  sh.  S  • 

Chlorantheai.   Sp.  3—4. 

123  monander  Br. upright 
r~l  cu  1  ap.s  Ap  China 

£  123  cu    1  f.my     Ap  China 
:  O  cu  H  jn        Ap  China 

DIGYNI4. 

1781.  C  co 1819.  C  co 
1817.  C  co 

26.  CORISPER'MUM.  W.  Tickseed.  Chenopodeee. 124  hyss6pif61ium  W.    hyssop-leaved       O  lijl  Ap 
125  squarrdsum  W.  .     rough-spiked        O  1  au.8  Ap 
126  Redowskii  Fitch.     Kedowsky's  O  i  jl.au  Ap 127  intermedium  Sckw.  Intermediate        O  \  jLau  Ap 

27.  CALLIT/RICHE.  W.  Water  Starwort.        Balorageee.  , 
128  aquatica  E.  B.        common  *  O  i  ap.o  W 

28.  BLI'TUM.  W.      Strawberry  Bute.  Chenopodeee. 129  capitatura  W.         berry-headed        O  or  2  my.au  Ap 
130  virgatum  W.  slender  O  or  2  my.s  Ap 
131  cbenopodioidesZaffl.  goosefoot  O  2}  my.au  Ap 

29.  ASPICAR'PA.  Rich.   Aspicarpa.  Malpighiacea. 132  urens  Rich.  stinging  (23  5J  jn.jl  Ap 

1739.  S  co 
1759.  S  co 1822.  S  co 
1822,  S  co 

4—9. Europe 
Russia 
Siberia 
Poland 

Sp.l. 
Britain 

Sp.S. Austria  1633.  S  ru 
S.  Europe  1680.  S  ru Crimea    1797.  S  co 

Sp.l. 
S.  Amer.  1821. 

Eng.  bo t.  467 

Lind.  coll.  17 

Fl.  grasc.  1. 1 1 l'all.  ross.  2.  t.99 

dit.    S  aq    Eng.  bot.  722 
Pt.etT.fl.p.l.t.2 Bot  mag.  276 
M.h.l.t32.f.ll 

C  co    Mem.  m.  2.  ..13 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
24.  Zostera.  From  {oumiq,  a  riband ;  the  leaves  of  Z.  ocean ica  are  a  foot  long  and  an  inch  broad,  resembling 

a  riband.  La  Zostere,  Fr.,  and  Sectang,  Get.  This  plant  abounds  on  the  coast  of  Yarmouth,  where  it  is thrown  on  shore  in  such  abundance  that  mounds  are  made  with  it  to  enclose  the  encroachments  of  the  sea. 
It  is  also  used  as  thatch,  and  said  to  endure  for  upwards  of  a  century;  by  exposure  it  bleaches  white  In 
Sweden  and  Holland  it  is  used  as  a  manure,  and  is  preferred  to  hay  for  stuffing  beds.  Horses  and  swine  eat  it, 
but  cows  are  not  fond  of  it.  The  rush-like  envelopes  of  Italian  liquor-flasks  are  prepared  from  this  plant. 25.  Chluranthus.  So  named  from  %Xa;af,  green,  and  «»//«,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  greenish  hue  of  its 
inconspicuous  inflorescence.  The  structure  of  the  flower  is  very  curious,  and  so  anomalous,  as  to  render  it  diffi- 

cult to  tell  to  what  class  of  Limueus  it  is  referable.  For  further  remarks  upon  this  subject,  see  Mr.  Lindley's Collectanea  Botanica,  p.  17. 
26.  Coritpermurn.  From  k^k,  a  bug  or  tick,  and  nriffnc,  a  seed,   Le  Corrisperme,  Fr.,  and  Her  Wansen- 

Class  II.  —  DIANDRIA.    2  Stamens. 
This  class,  which  is  not  large,  and  so  entirely  artificial  that  no  other  characters  than  those  of  the  Linnxan 

definition  can  be  assigned  to  it,  contains  some  elegant  and  fragrant  plants  belonging  to  Jasmines,  Scrophula- 
rineas,  and  Labiatse :  examples  of  the  two  latter  orders  are  Veronica  and  Salvia,  extensive  genera  chiefly  of 
hardy  herbaceous  plants.  The  most  useful  of  the  class  are  the  pepper  and  the  olive :  the  jasmine  is  used  in  per- 

fumery ;  the  sage  and  rosemary  in  cookery ;  and  the  privet  and  syringa  for  garden  hedges.  One  or  two  species 
are  employed  in  medicine;  several  are  border  flowers;  but  the  greater  number  of  the  class  are  plants  of curiosity. 

Codarium  is  a  leguminous  plant,  and  is  widely  removed  from  its  natural  place,  which  is  Diadelphia ;  so  are 
Salvia,  Monarda,  Rosmarinus,  Veronica,  and  many  others,  which  would  have  been  naturally  referred  to  Didy . namia. 
Under  this  class  Persoon  has  placed  the  genus  Gunnera,  which  Willdenow  injudiciously  referred  to  Gynan- 

ciria.  A  great  variety  of  diandrous  plants  are  scattered  through  the  other  classes  of  Linnaeus ;  but  as  such 
plants  are  chiefly,  with  the  exception,  perhaps,  of  grasses,  diandrous,  on  account  of  the  incomplete  formation  ot 
some  of  their  stamens,  the  rudiments  of  which  are  usually  obvious,  it  is  scarcely  necessary  to  particularise  more 
than  the  following,  viz.  :  — 

D.  MONOGYNI  A.  Viola  diandra ;  Salicornia  herbacea,  virginica ;  Anychia  dichotoma ;  severa>  species  of 
Boerhaavia.  D.  DIGYNIA.  Polycnemum  salsum;  Bufonia  tenuifolia,  D.TRIGYNIA.  Holosteum  diandrum. 

Order  L  MONOGYNI  A.  2  Stamens.   1  Style. 
§  1.  Flowers  complete,  inferior,  monopetalous,  regular. 

30-  Codarium.  CaL  5-cut,  with  a  persistent  tube.  Cor.  flattish.  Legumen  one-seeded,  filled  with  a  soft  faecula, 
31.  Maytenus.  Cal.  5  Iobed.  Cor,  campanula te,  entire.  Caps,  compressed,  2-valved,  with  2  cells,  and 2  seeds, 
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190  Leaves  entire  somewhat  3-nerved,  Stems  nearly  round 

121  Spikes  compound,  Stem  decumbent 
122  Spike  simple  solitary,  Stem  upright 
123  Spikes  2-4  simple,  Stem  upright,  Leaves  thick 

DIGYNIA. 
124  Spikes  terminal,  Flowers  distant,  Leaves  nerveless  and  bractes  unarmed 
125  Spikes  axillary,  Flowers  close  imbricat.  Leaves  nerveless  and  bractes  mucronate  pungent 
126  Spikes  terminal,  Flowers  becoming  remote,  Leaves  nerveless  and  bractes  pungent,  Fruit  incurved 
127  Spikes  terminal  and  axillary,  Flowers  imbricate,  Leaves  and  bractes  mucronate,  Stem  villous 

128  A  small  floating  plant  resembling  Lemna 

129  Heads  in  terminal  spikes 130  Heads  lateral  scattered 
131  Heads  axillary  small  not  juicy,  Stem  very  branching 

132  A  stinging  twining  perennial  plant 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars, 
tame,  Ger.  The  species  abound  in  the  south  of  Russia  in  marshy  steppes  with  Salsola  and  Atriplex.  Round  the 
Caspian  sea  they  grow  six  feet  high,  are  red  in  winter,  and  eaten  by  camels. 

27.  Callitriche.  From  xaXXus  or  xakos,  and  S-fiJ,  hair.  Le  Callitrice,  Fr.  Der  Wasserstirn,  Ger.,  and  Call/, trica,  ItaL  A  little  aquatic  plant,  liable  to  variation  in  its  appearance ;  on  which  account  some  botanists  have 
divided  it  into  several  species. 

28.  Blitum.  From  p\irtn,  insipid,  or,  according  to  Dr.  Theis,  from  the  Celtic  blith,  which  has  the  same  in- 
port.  Le  Elite,  Fr.  Die  Beermelde,  Ger.,  and  Slito,  ItaL  After  the  flowers  are  past,  the  heads  swell  to  the 
size  of  wood-strawberries,  and  when  ripe  have  the  same  color  and  appearance.  They  are  succulent,  stain  the 
hands,  and  were  formerly  used  by  cooks  for  coloring  puddings.  Some  consider  the  B.  virgatum  as  only  a variety  of  the  other. 

29.  Aspicarpa.   From  etffitif,  a  round  shield,  and  *ce^mt,  fruit,  In  reference  to  the  form  of  the  ripe  fruit 

32.  Olea.   Cor.  4-cleft   Segments  subovate.   Drupe  one-seeded. 
33.  Phillyrea.    Cor.  4-cleft   Berry  one-seeded. 
34.  Chionanthus.  Cor.  4-cleft   Segments  very  long.   Drupe  one-seeded,  with  a  furrowed  nut 
35.  Notetea.  Cal.  4-toothed.  Cor.  4  short  oval  petals  united  by  the  base  of  the  stamens.  Filaments 

4-homed.   Style  O.   Stigma  bifid.   Drupe  with  a  papery  putamen. 
36.  Ligustrum.   Cor.  4-cleft   Berry  4-seeded. 
37.  Syringa.    Cat.  4-cleft.   Capsule  of  two  cells. 
38.  Nyctanthes.   Cor.  4-cleft   Segments  truncated.   Caps,  with  two  cells  edged.   Seeds  solitary. 
39.  Jasminum.   Cor.  5  or  8-cleft.   Berry  with  two  divisions.   Seeds  solitary  with  an  arillus. 

§  2.  Flowers  complete,  inferior,  monopetalous,  irregular. 
40.  Veronica.   Car.  4-cleft :  limb  flatfish ;  the  lowest  segment  the  narrowest.   Capsule  2-ecllcd. 
41.  Galipea.    Cor  4  or  5-deft,  hypocrateriform.    St  am.  4 :  2-sterile. 
42.  Schwenkia.  Cat.  nearly  equal :  the  orifice  plaited,  stellate,  and  glandular.  Stain.  5 :  3-sterile.  Capsule 2-celled. 
43.  Gratiola.   Cor.  4-cleft,  2-lipped,  resupinate.   Stamens  4 :  2-sterile.   Caps.  2-celled. 
44.  Schizanthus.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  2-lipped  resupinate:  the  upper  lip  5-parted,  the  lower  3-parted. 

Stam.  4,  2-sterile.    Caps.  2-valved,  2-celled. 
45.  Elytraria.  CaL  4-5-parted.  Cor.  5-cleft,  nearly  equal  Caps.  2-valved,  2-celled.  Seeds  attached  below 

to  a  dissepiment  contrary  to  the  valves. 
46.  Hypoestes.  CaL  5-cleft  equal,  with  a  4-cleft  3-flowered  Involucrum.  Cor.  2-lipped.  Stamens  2.  Anther.. 

1-celled.   Seeds  fixed  by  little  hooks. 
47.  Justicia.  CaL  5-parted  equal.  Cor.  2-lipped  or  ringent :  the  lower  lip  divided.  Anthers  2-celled.  S;eds 

attached  by  little  hooks. 
48.  Dicliptera.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  bilabiate  Caps,  with  two  elastic  valves,  |  2-celled,  the  dissepiment  re- 

taining the  seeds  by  its  inflexed  toothed  edge. 
49.  Eranthcmum.   CaL  5-parted.   Cor.  5-cleft,  with  the  tube  curved  in  the  middle;   Caps,  many  seeded. 
50.  Wulfenia.   Cor.  4-cleft :  smooth  bearded.   CaL  5-parted    Caps.  2-celled. 
51.  Calceolaria.   Cat.  ringent,  inflated.   CaL  4-cleft   Caps.  2-celled,  4-valved. 
52.  Pinguicula.   Cat.  ringent,  spurred.   CaL  5-cleft   Caps.  1-celled. 
53.  UtnctUaria.  Cat.  ringent,  spurred.   CaL  2-leaved.   Caps.  1-celled. 
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54.  Stachytarpheta.  Cal.  tubular,  4- toothed.  Cor.  hypocrateri form,  unequal,  5-cleft,  curved.  Stam.  4 : 2  sterile    Seeds  two. 
55.  Lycopus.    Cor.  4-cleft,  nearly  equal,  with  one  segment  emarginate   Stamens  distant.   Seeds  naked. 
66.  Amethystea.  Cor.  5-cleft,  nearly  equal,  with  the  lowest  segment  concave.  Stamens  near  each  other. Seeds  naked. 
57.  Zixiphora.  CaL  cylindrical  with  ten  lines,  somewhat  2-lipped,  5-toothed,  closed  with  hairs.  Cor.  2-lipped. Seeds  4  naked. 
58.  CunUa.   Cal.  oblong,  5-toothed,  closed  with  hairs.   Cor.  2-lipped.   Seeds  4  naked. 
59.  Hedeoma.   CaL  2-lipped,  gibbous  at  the  base.    Cor.  ringent    Stamens  4 :  2  sterile. 
60.  Monarda.   Cor.  ringent :  helmet  linear,  wrapping  up  the  anthers.   Seeds  naked. 
61.  Rosmarinus.   Cor.  ringent   Helmet  arched,  bifid.   Stamens  curved,  with  a  tooth.   Seeds  naked. 
62.  Salvia.   Cor.  ringent.   Filaments  stalked  cross-wise.   Seeds  naked. 
63.  Collinsonia.    Cor.  somewhat  ringent :  the  lip  very  finely  divided.   Seeds  naked. 
64.  Catalpa.  Cor.  5-cleft,  irregular.  Cal.  2-parted.  Stam.  3  sterile.  Caps.  2-celled.  Seeds  at  each  end  with 

a  membranous  pappus. 
65.  Ghinia.   Cor.  ringent   CaL  with  5  bristles.  Fruit,  a  fleshy  4-celled  nut 

\  9.  Flowers  complete,  inferior,  polypetalous. 
66.  Fontancsia.   Cor.  with  2  petals.   CaL  4-parted.   Caps.  2-celled,  not  opening. 
67.  Linociera.   Cor.  with  4  petals.   CaL  4- toothed.   Berry  with  2  cells. 68.  Ancistrum.  CaL  1-leaved,  armed  with  barbed  spines.  Cor.  4  petals  inserted  into  edge  of  calyx.  Stam. 

2-4-5.  Stigm.  finely  divided.  Seed  one,  inclosed  in  the  calyx. 
MONOGYNIA. 

30.  CODA'RIUM.  Vahl.  Wild  Tamarind. 133  acutifolium  Afz. 
t31.  MAYTE'NUS.  Ma. 134  boaria  Mol. 
32.  CLEA.  W. 
135  oleaster  Hoffm. 
136  europaea  W. 

/3  longtfdlia 

rlatifotia 
ferruginea s  obltqua 

?  buxtfdlia 137  capensis  W.  en. 138  undulata  W.  en. 
139  verrucosa  W. 
140  americfina  W, 
141excelsa  W. 
I42fragrans  W. 

Leguminosce. 20  G 
Sp.  1—2. S.  Leone shining-leaved  J  □  or 

Maytentjs.  Celastrines.   Sp.  1. 
yellow-fruited  J  |  or  15  W  Chili 

1800.  C  Lp  Roe.  arc.  1. 31. 1 6 
C  co  FeuilL.cn.  a  t27 

Olive. 
bastard 
European  olive 
long-leaved broad-leaved 
iron-colored 
twisted-leaved 
box-leaved 
leathery-leav'di wave-leaved  J 
waited  i American       *  i  |  or 
laurel-leaved  4  |  |  or 
fragrant        *  |  |  or 

I  I  or 
l_Jfr 
L_Jfr L_Jfr 
l_|fr 
l_Jfr l_|fr 
i  I  or 

1  |  or 

Olehue.   Sp.  8—12. 5    jn.au   W     Portugal  1821. 

jn.au 
jn.au 
jn.au 
jaau 
jn.au jn.au 

jn.s 

ap.my  W 
ap.my  W 

jn 

my 

jn.au 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 

w 
w 
Y 

S.  Europe  1570. S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... C.B.S.  1730. 
C.  B.  a  1730. 
C.  B.  &  1814. N.  Amer.  1758. Madeira  1784. 
China  1771. 

co r.m  Flora  Grseca  1 3 
r.m r.m  Bot  cab.  456 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m 

C  p.l  Bot  reg.  613 
C  p.l  Bot  cab.  379 C  p.l 
S  s.p  Cat  car.  1. 1  61 S  p.l 
L  p.l  Bot  mag.  1552 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
30.  Codarium.  So  named  by  Dr.  Afzelius,  from  xaiSa^m,  a  leathern  pouch,  in  allusion  to  the  pods  of  the  tree. These  are  filled  with  an  abundant  pithy  fascula,  which  is  eaten  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  coast  of  Guinea,  where 

the  fruit  is  called  wild  tamarinds. 
31.  Maytenus.  The  barbarous  name  of  the  shrub,  and  applied  as  a  generic  name  by  Molina.  It  has  the  habit 

of  a  Rhamnus,  and  will  probably  form  an  hardy  inhabitant  of  our  gardens. 
32.  Olea.  From  ikoutt,  the  Greek  name  for  the  plant ;  a  word  derived  in  its  turn,  as  De  Theis  conjectures,  from 

the  Celtic  olew,  oil.  Olea  is  commonly  put  for  the  tree ;  oliva,  for  the  fruit ;  and  oleum,  for  the  juice  of  the  fruit. 
L'olivier,  Fr.  Oelbaum,  Ger.,  and  Ulivo,  ItaL  The  cultivated  olive  came  originally  from  Asia,  and  grows abundantly  about  Aleppo  and  Lebanon ;  it  is  naturalised  in  different  parts  of  the  south  of  France,  Spain,  and 
Italy,  and  found  in  hedges  and  woods ;  but  the  fruit  of  that  kind  is  small  and  of  no  use.  O.  e.  var.  longifolia,  is 
the  variety  chiefly  cultivated  in  the  south  of  France  and  in  Italy.  O.  e.  var.  latifolia,  is  chiefly  cultivated  in 
Spain ;  its  fruit  is  near  twice  the  size  of  the  common  olive  of  Provence  or  Italy,  but  the  oil  is  so  rank  of  flavor 
as  to  be  too  strong  for  most  English  palates.  The  oil  and  fruit,  in  a  pickled  state,  are  sent  chiefly  from  Lan. 
guedoc,  Leghorn,  and  Naples  to  England ;  the  best  oil  is  from  Leghorn,  and  the  best  pickles  from  Genoa  and Marseilles.  The  tree  seldom  exceeds  thirty  feet  in  height,  is  branchy,  glaucous,  evergreen  ;  and  of  so  great 
-longevity,  that  some  plantations  in  Italy,  as  at  Terni,  are  supposed  to  have  existed  from  the  time  of  Pliny.  The 
tree  delights  in  schistous,  calcareous  steeps,  and  does  not  thrive  in  elevated  situations,  or  at  a  distance  from  the 
sea.  The  best  oil  is  produced  from  fruit  grown  in  calcareous  soils.  Olive  oil  may  be  said  to  form  the  cream 
and  butter  of  Spain  and  Italy ;  and  the  tree  has  been  celebrated  in  all  ages  as  the  bounteous  gift  of  heaven,  and 
as  the  emblem  of  peace  and  plenty. 

Olive  oil  is  made  by  crushing  the  fruit  to  a  paste,  then  pressing  it  through  a  woollen  bag,  adding  hot  water  as 
long  as  any  oil  is  produced.  The  oil  is  afterwards  skimmed  off  the  water,  and  put  in  tubs,  barrels,  and  bottles 
for  use.  The  best  olive  oil  is  of  a  bright  pale-amber  color  without  smell,  and  bland  to  the  taste.  Kept  warm, 
it  becomes  rancid,  and  it  freezes  at  3&9  Fah.  It  is  of  the  same  nature  with  all  mild  expressed  vegetable  oils ;  of these  the  most  fluid  are  preferred,  and  hence  the  oils  of  olives  and  almonds  are  those  chiefly  used  in  medicine. 
Oily  substances  do  not  unite  with  the  contents  of  acid  stomachs  ;  but  to  healthy  patients  they  afford  much 
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69.  Ornus.   Cal.  4-parted.   Cor.  of  4  petals.   Fruit,  a  winged  Samara  of  two  cells. 
$  10.  Flowers  complete,  superior. 

70.  Morina.   Cal.  of  the  fruit  toothed  with  bristles :  of  the  flower  bifid. 
71.  Circeea.   CaL  2-leaved.    Cor.  with  two  obcordate  petals. 
72.  Fcdia.    Caps.  3-locular,  crowned  with  the  upright  (not  involute)  limb  of  the  calyx.   Corolla  irregular. 

\  11.  Flowers  incomplete,  with  no  corolla. 
73.  Fimelea.  CaL  funnel-shaped,  with  a  4-cleft  limb.   Stigma  capitate. 
74.  tiadium.  Cal.  many-valved,  1-flowered :  valves  glumaceous,  imbricated,  the  exterior  smallest  Nut  with a  double  coat. 

Order  2.  DIGYNIA. 2  Stamens.  2  Styles. 
75.  Gunnera.   Cor.  O.  Cal.  2-toothed.   Seed  one,  inclosed  in  a  tough  coat. 
76.  Anthoxanthum.  Glume  membranous,  3-flowered.  Lateral  florets  neuter  with  one  palea  bearded; 

intermediate  floret  hermaphrodite,  much  shorter  than  the  lateral  ones.   Pales  obtuse,  beardless.   Seed  free. 

Order  3.  TRIGYNIA. 2  Stamens.  3  Styles. 
77.  Piper.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  O.  Berry  1-seeded.  Spadix  simple,  slender,  covered  with  little  flower-bearing scales. 

MONOGYNIA. 
133  Leaves  unequally  pinnate,  Leaflets  oval  acute  the  inner  the  smallest 

134  Leaves  sessile  two  inches  long  opposite  or  alternate  oblong  smooth  serrated 

135  Leaves  oblong  pointed  entire :  the  young  ones  only  hoary  beneath,  Branches  spiny 
136  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  entire  hoary  beneath,  Branches  angular  not  spiny 

(3  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  flat  silky  beneath 
r Leaves  oblong  flat  hoary  beneath Leaves  narrow  acute  at  each  end,  rusty  beneath 
i  Leaves  oblong  bent  obliquely  pale  beneath 
'C  Leaves  oblong  ovate,  Branches  divaricate 137  Leaves  oblong,  Flowers  racemose  panicled  terminal 

138  Leaves  elliptical  wavy,  Stalks  of  leaves  green 
139  Leaves  lanceolate  flat  white  beneath,  Branches  warted 
140  Leaves  elliptic-lanceolate,  Bractes  all  persistent  connate  ovate,  Racemes  sub-compound  narrow 
141  Leaves  elliptic  acute,  Bractes  perfoliate :  the  lower  cup-shaped  persistent  the  upper  large  leafy  deciduous 
142  Leaves  elliptic-lanceolate  sub-serrate,  Flowers  single  lateral  in  bunches 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
nourishment,  and  medicinally  are  supposed  to  correct  acrimony,  to  lubricate,  and  relax.  Olive  oil  is  applied  ex- 

ternally to  bites  and  stings  or  poisonous  animals,  and  to  burns  alone,  with  chalk,  or  in  liniments  and  poultices. 
The  ancients  rubbed  their  bodies  with  it  in  dropsies  and  for  various  purposes ;  but  it  is  now  little  used  excepting 
for  coughs  and  in  worm  cases. 

Pickled  olives  are  prepared  from  unripe  fruit  by  repeatedly  steeping  them  in  water,  to  which  quicklime  or  any 
alkaline  substance  is  sometimes  added  to  shorten  the  operation.  Afterwards  they  are  soaked  in  pure  water, 
and  then  taken  out  and  bottled  in  salt  and  water,  with  or  without  an  aromatic.  They  are  eaten  abroad  as  a 
whet  before  and  during  the  principal  meals,  and  in  this  country  chiefly  at  the  dessert  They  are  supposed  to 
excite  appetite  and  promote  digestion.  The  finest  kind  of  the  prepared  fruit  is  called  by  the  merchants  Picholine, 
after  one  Picholini,  an  Italian,  who  first  discovered  the  art  of  pickling  olives. 

The  culture  of  the  olive  abroad  may  be  said  to  resemble  that  of  grass  orchards  in  Britain.  It  is  propagated 
by  suckers,  large  cuttings,  or  truncheons  planted  in  trenches  four  feet  deep,  into  which  it  is  still  the  custom  to 
deposit  stones  for  encouraging  moisture  about  the  roots,  as  described  by  Virgil.  (Georg.  ii.  346.)  It  is  also  pro- 

pagated by  chips  of  the  stool,  in  the  following  manner :  An  old  tree  is  cut  down,  and  the  ceppo,  or  stock,  is  cut 
into  pieces  of  nearly  the  size  and  shape  of  a  mushroom,  and  which,  from  that  circumstance,  are  called  uovoli. 
Care  is  taken  that  each  uovolo  shall  have  a  small  portion  of  bark.  After  being  dipped  in  manure,  the  uovoli 
are  planted  thick  in  a  bed  and  covered  with  earth  to  the  depth  of  three  inches ;  they  soon  throw  up  shoots,  and 
are  transplanted  at  the  end  of  one  year,  and  in  three  more  are  fit  to  be  finally  removed  to  the  olive  plantation. 

The  olive  in  Britain  grows  readily  by  .cuttings,  or  may  be  grafted  on  the  privet  With  protection  during  frost, 
it  may  be  maintained  against  a  wall  in  the  latitude  of  London.  Some  trees  so  treated,  produced  a  crop  in  the 
garden  of  Camden  House,  Kensington,  in  1719 ;  and  in  Devonshire,  some  trees  have  stood  the  winter  for  many 
years  as  standards,  though  without  ripening  their  fruit  Large  plants  are  frequently  imported  from  Genoa, 
along  with  orange  and  pomegranate  trees. 

0.  fragrans  is  highly  odoriferous  both  in  the  leaves  and  blossoms ;  the  plant  is  much  esteemed  on  that  ac- 
count in  China,  and  the  leaves  used  at  once  to  adulterate  and  flavor  teas. 
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Class  II. 

33.  PHILLYRE'A  X.  Phillyrea. 
143  angustif61ia  W.  en.  narrow-leaved 

(3  rosmar. in, 'folia •y  brachiata 144  met! i a  W.  en 
j3  buxijolia 145  virgata  W.  en. 

146  pendula  W.  en. 147  oleaef61ia  W.  en. 
148  laevis  W.  en. 
149  ilicif61ia  W.  en. 
150  latif61ia  W.  en. 
151  obliqua  W.  en. 

rosemary-leav.'  * brachiate  ttk 
twiggy  » box-leaved  » 
privet-leaved  * drooping  * 
olive-leaved  * 
smooth-leaved  * 
holly-leaved  a broad-leaved  it 
oblique-leaved  J* 

Oleince. 8  my. my. 
my. 
my. my. 
my. 
my. 
my. 
my. 
my. 
my.jn 

Sp.  9. n^V W 
in  W 
in  W W W 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

34,  CHIONANTHU&  W.  Fringe-Tree. 
152  virginica  W.  smooth-leaved  ¥  °* 153  maritima  Ph.  pubescent       £  or 
154  axillaris  Br.  axil-flowering  St  or 

35.  NOTELiE'A.  B.  P.  Noteljsa. 
155  longif61ia  B.  P.  long-leaved     *  i_J  or 
156  ligustrina  Vent.       privet-leaved  fti  I  or 
157  rigida  Desf.  rigid  ft  i  I  or 

t36.  LIGUSTRUM.  W.  Privet. 
158  lucidum  H.  K.  wax-tree        *  or 

(3  ftorihundum  flowering        *  or 
159vulgare  W.  common        *  or 

/3  sempermrens y  xanthocdrpum 
f37.  SYRIN'GA.  W. 160  vulgaris  W. 

/3  violdcca 
y  alba 161  chinensis  W. 
h  rothomagensis Turp.  hybrid  S 

162persica  W.  Persian  a 
/3  alba  White  i 
y  laciniata  cut-leaved  fi 

38.  NYCTANTHES.  W.  Nyctanthes. 

evergreen  * 
yellow-berried  ft Lilac. 
common  ft 
purple  ft white  ft 
Chinese  ft 

8 
8 

15 

15 
15 
15 
15 

15 
15 

15 
15  rnyjn  W 
Oleince.  Sp.  3. 
30  my.jl  W 
10  my.jl  W 
7  my.jl  W Oleince.  Sp.  3. 
3  mr.jn  W 
3  jLau  W 3  jLau 
Oleince. 
8  jn.s 8  jn.s 10  jn.jl 8  jn.jl 
8  jn.jl 

S.  Europe 
S.  Europe S.  Europe 
S.  Europe 
S.  Europe 
S.  Europe Si  Europe 
&  Europe 
S.  Europe 
S.  Europe S.  Europe 
S.  Europe 

N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
E  Indies 
N.S.W. V.  DLL. 
V.  DL  L 2-4. 

W  China 
China Britain 

Italy 

Italy 

W 

W 
W 
W 
W 

Oleince.   Sp.  3—4. 

163  arbor  tristis  W. 

t39.  JASMI'NTJM. 164Sambac  W. 
(Sfl.  plena y  trifoliatum 165  hirs utum  Ex.  B. 

W. 
square-stalked  ft  □  or 

Jasmine. 
single  Arabian*  O  or double  ditto     ft  □  or 
Tuscan  ft  I  lor 
hairy  Indian  ft  □  or 

my  B 
my  P my  W 
rnyjn  V mn.jn  V 
my  P 

my 
my 

Jasminece, 

15 

W 
P 

Sp.  1. 

Persia Persia 
Persia 
China 
China Persia Persia 
Persia 

1597. 1597. 1597. 
1597. 1597. 
1597. 
1597. 
1597. 
1597. 
1597. 
1597. 
1597. 

1736. 1736. 
1810. 

1790. 1807. 
1821. 
1794 1794. hedg. 

1597. 

1795. 1640. 

L  s.I    Lam.  UL  1 8.  f.  3 
L  8.1 
L  s.l 

jj  8.p  Duham.  t  27 

L  s.p 

L  8.1 
L  8.1 

U  s.1  Pluk.ilt310.  f.5 L  s.1 
L  s.1 

C  r.m  Fl.  graw.  1. 1. 2 C  r.m 

L  p.1  Cat.  car.  L  t.  60 L  p.1 C  p.1 

C  s.p  Bot.  rep.  1 316 
C  s.p  Ventchoix.26.b 

C  s.p 

g.l  s.1  Bot.  mag.  2565 

g.ls.1 

S  co  Eng.  bot.  64 L  co 
L  co 
Skco   Schk.  han.  1. 1 2 
Sk  co  Bot.  mag.  183 Skco 
L  Lp  Duham.  2.  t  63 

L  Lp 

L  s.p  Bot  mag.  486 
L  s.p 

L  Lp  Schm.  ar.  2. 1 79 

E.  Indies  1781.  C  r.m  Bot  reg. 
Jasminece.  Sp.  18—40. 

166  campanulatum  13c.  campanulate   *  □  or 
167  lauritolium  Boxb.    laurel-leaved  it  □  or 

ja.d  W 
ja.d  W 
ja.d  W my.au  W 

E.  Indies  1665. 
K  Indies  1700. 
E  Indies  1730. 
E  Indies  1759. 

my.s   W     E  Indies  1819. 

C  r.m  Bot  reg.  1 
C  r.m  Bot  rep.  497 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  1785 
C  r.m  Ex.  bot  2.  1 118 
C  r.m C  r.m  Bot  reg.  521 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
33.  Phittyrea.  Said  to  derive  its  name  from  <pvWo>,  a  leaf,  an  etymology  far  from  satisfactory.  The  genus 

consists  of  ornamental  evergreen  shrubs,  the  supposed  varieties  of  which  have  been  considered  distinct  species 
by  most  modern  botanists.  Some  authors  have  united  the  genus  with  Olea;  but  they  have  not  been  followed 
generally. 

34.  Chionanthus.  From  x'*>,  snow,  and  av9es,  a  flower.  Le  Chionanthe,  Fr.  Her  Schneeblume,  Ger.,  and 
Albero  de  neve,  ItaL  Both  species  are  highly  ornamental  shrubs  or  low  trees ;  their  leaves  are  above  half  a  foot 
in  length,  and  1J  inch  in  breadth ;  their  flowers  white,  in  numerous  long  bunches,  and  their  fruit  of  the  size 
and  color  of  a  sloe.  They  are  propagated  by  seeds  or  grafting  on  the  common  ash. 

35.  Notelcea.  From  iotos ,  south,  and  Aeuec,  olive :  the  olive  of  the  south.  A  small  ornamental  genus  of  nearly 
hardy  shrubs,  which  would  probably  endure  the  climate  of  this  country  in  a  favorable  situation. 

36.  Ligustrum.  From  ligare,  to  tie,  on  account  of  its  long  pliable  branches.  La  Fresillon,  Fr.  Her  Liguster, 
Ger.,  and  Legustro,  ItaL  The  privet  in  old  authors  is  called  primprivet,  as  Professor  Mart yn  conjectures,  from 
its  patience  under  the  sheers.  Few  shrubs  exceed  it  as  a  garden  hedge-plant :  it  will  thrive  in  the  middle  of 
coal-burning  cities,  in  the  shade,  and  under  the  drip  of  trees;  though  to  flower  well  it  requires  an  open  airy situation.   Cows,  sheep,  and  goats  eat  it,  but  horses  refuse  it 
The  Sphinx  ligustri,  L.,  or  privet  hawkmoth,  and  Phalaana  syringaria  feed  on  it  in  the  caterpillar 

state :  the  blister  beetle,  Lytta  vesicatoria,  from  which  cantharides  is  formed,  is  also  found  on  it  Fully  grown, 
the  wood  is  lit  for  the  turner,  and  a  rose-colored  pigment  may  be  prepared  from  the  berries,  which,  with  alum, 
dye  wool  and  silk  of  a  durable  green.  The  berries  remain  on  the  tree  during  winter  in  elegant  purple  clusters, 
and  are  not  eaten  by  birds  excepting  in  very  severe  weather,  when  bullfinches  and  some  others  feed  on  them. 
Like  most  plants  that  have  been  long  in  cultivation,  the  privet  varies  in  its  leaves,  flowers,  and  fruit,  and  in  the 
duration  of  the  former.  In  its  Cultivated  state  it  is  always  evergreen ;  found  wild  in  woods  and  hedges,  is  ge- 
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143,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire 

144  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  or  serrate  in  the  middle,  Leaves  3-nerved 
145  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  sub-serrate  in  the  middle  obsoletely  veined,  Branches  erect 
146  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  acute  obsoletely  serrated  at  the  point  veiny,  Branches  veiny 
147  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  nearly  entire  obtuse  narrowed  at  the  base  veiny 
148  Leaves  elliptic  oblong  nearly  entire  veiny  somewhat  obtuse 
149  Leaves  ovate  oblong  rounded  at  the  base  veiny  serrated,  Serratures  with  stiff  points 150  Leaves  ovate  rounded  at  the  base  serrated  acute  veiny 
151 'Leaves  oblong  serrated  acute  at  each  end  veiny 
152  Racemes  terminal,  Stalks  3-flowered,  Petals  linear  lanceolate,  Leaves  coriaceous 153  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  membranaceous  pubescent,  Panicles  very  lax,  Fruit  elliptic 
154  Spikes  axillary  very  short,  Leaves  oblong  elliptic  acute 

155  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  sub-reclinate,  Racemes  length  of  the  leaf-stalks 156  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  sub-erect,  Racemes  as  long  as  the  leaves 
157  Leaves  opposite  rigid  broad  lanceolate  entire,  Bunches  axillary 

158  Leaves  ovate  oblong  pointed  shining  above,  Flowers  spreading 
159  Leaves  ellipt-lanceolate  smooth,  Racemes  compound  dense 

160  Leaves  ovate  cordate,  Branches  stiff  white  colored 

161  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate,  Branches  stiff  mottled 
162  Leaves  lanceolate,  Branches  virgate  mottled 

163  A  delightfully  fragrant  plant,  Leaves  cordate,  Flowers  panicled 

164  Leaves  opposite  sub-sessile  oblong  or  cordate,  Calyx  with  subulate  teeth,  Berries  globular 

165  Leaves  cordate  downy,  Umbels  terminal  sessile  many-flowered 
166  Branches  round  pubescent,  Leaves  ternate  oval  pointed,  Calyx  bell-shaped  with  very  short  teeth 
167  Leaves  opp.  shining  lane.  3-nerv.  FL  1.5  ax.  and  termXaL  6.7  toothed,Cor.  9.12  part.  Seg.  lin.  the  length  of  tube 

164; 

167 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
nerally  deciduous.  Sometimes  the  leaves  grow  by  threes,  are  enlarged  at  the  base  and  variegated.  The  regular 
number  of  stamens  is  two ;  but  sometimes  there  are  three  or  four  in  a  flower.   The  berries  are  usually  purple 
or  black,  but  some  have  been  seen  of  a  white  color ;  and  a  yellow  fruited  variety  is  common  in  the  gardens. 
A  kind  of  vegetable  wax  is  said  to  be  obtained  from  L  lucidum  in  China. 

37.  Syringa.  Some  say  from  2t)«»|,  an  Arcadian  nymph,  or,  more  properly,  here,  a  pipe.  The  tubes  of  the 
finest  Turkish  pipes  are  manufactured  from  the  wood  of  it ;  but  the  true  root  of  the  word  is  to  be  found  in 
sirmx,  its  native  name  in  Barbary.  Lilac  is  a  Persian  word  signifying  a  flower.  Le  Lttas,  Fr.  Die  Syrette, 
Get.,  and  Syringa,  ItaL  All  the  species  are  most  beautiful  flowering  shrubs,  readily  propagated  by  suckers, 
which  they  throw  up  in  abundance.  The  common  lilac  seems  to  have  been  introduced  before  or  during  the 
reign  of  Henry  VIII. ;  for  in  the  inventory  taken  by  order  of  Cromwell  of  the  articles  in  the  gardens  of  the 
palace  of  Nonsuch,  are  mentioned  six  lilackes ;  trees  which  bear  no  fruit,  but  only  a  pleasant  smell.  S.  persica 
is  well  adapted  for  forcing  in  pots ;  but  so. treated  its  flowers  are  without  fragrance. 

38.  Nyctanthes.  From  vu|,  night,  and  ,  flower,  night-flower ;  its  flowers  expanding  and  smelling  only  in 
the  night  L.  Arbor  triste,  Fr.  jber  Trauerige  baum,  Ger.  It  grows  freely  in  loam  and  peat  soil  mixed,  but  sel- 

dom produces  its  exquisitely  fragrant  flowers  in  England.  Sweet  thinks  it  is  generally  kept  too  warm,  and 
recommends  a  trial  in  the  greenhouse  or  open  air ;  but  its  appearance  would  probably  be  little  improved  by any  manner  of  treatment,  as  it  has  but  an  indifferent  aspect  in  its  own  country.  Cuttings  not  too  ripe,  root 
readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

39.  Jasminum.  From  the  Arabian  jasmin  (ysmyn).  Linnams  obtained  a  fancied  etymology  from  la,  a  violet, 
and  ettfini,  smell.  Le  Jasmine,  Fr.  her  Schasmine,  Ger.,  and  II  Gelsomino,  ItaL  The  flowers  of  J.  sambac 
are  of  exquisite  fragrance,  and  in  high  esteem  both  in  the  East  and  West  Indies.  It  grew  in  the  Hampton 
Court  garden  at  the  end  of  the  17th  century ;  but  being  lost  there,  was  known  in  Europe  only  in  the  garden  of 
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168  gr&ile  B.  P. 
169glaucum  W. 170  trinerve  W. 
171  simplicif61ium  W. 
112  paniculatum  Hoxb. 173undulatum  Vahl. 
174  auricula  turn  Vahl. 
175  az6ricum  W. 
176fruticans  W. 
177humile  W. 
178  odorat isshnum  W. 
179  revolutum  B.  R. 
180  officinale  W. 
181  grandiflorum  W. 

*40.  VERCNICA.  W. §182sibirica  W. 
§183  virginica  W. 

ft  incamata 184  foliosa  Schr. 
185  crenulata  Vahl. 
186  mar itima  Schr. 
187  angustiffilia  Fisch. 
188  spuria  Schr. 
189  paniculata  Pall, 
190  complicata  W.  en. 191  azurea  Lk. 
192  polystachya  Lk. 
193  glabra  Schr. 
&  alba 194  amethystina  W.  en. 195elatior  W.en. 

196  acuta  Mart. 
197  arguta  Schr. 198m&lia  Schr. 
199  persicif61ia  Schott. 200  austrflis  Schr. 
901  longif61ia  Schr. 

p  incamata 
y  alba 202  grussa  Mart. 

203  ambigua  Mart. 
204neglecta  W.en. 205  incana  Schr. 
206  rrgens  Jtfart. 
207  elegans  D.  C. 208  brevifolia  Lk. 
209  spicata  ScAr. 210  clusii  Schott. 
211  m  en  t  hatful  ia  Schott 
212  barrelieri  Schott. 
213  orchidia  Crx. 
214  h^brida  Schr. 215  crassif61ia  Kit. 
216  ruthenica  .Tacff. 
217P6naE  W. 
218  villosa  ScAr. 
219pinn£ta  Schr. 220  incisa  ScAr. 
221  laciniata  Schr. 
222  gentianoides  XK 
223  pallida  Hornem. 224  bellidioldea  W. 

DIANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. 

slender  a  i    I  or 
glaucous        St  |  |  or three-nerved  ft_  □  or 
simple-leaved  fl  I  I  or 
panicled  ft.  □  or 
wavy  ft.  □  or auriculated     ft.  O  or 
Azorian         ft.  |  |  or 
comm.  yellow  *  or Italian  a  or sweet-scented  ft.  y  |  or 
curled  floweredft.  i  |  or 
common  white_£  or 

ft_t_Jor 

ja.d jn.jl 

ja 

ja 

my.s  W 
ap.n  Y 

^  A  or 

|t  A  or 5  A  or 

Catalonian 
Speedwell. 
Siberian 
Virginian 
flesh-colored 
leafy 

notch-flowered^  A  or 
sea-side  ^  A  or 
narrow-leaved^  A  or 
bastard  &  A  or 
panicled  ^  ̂   or tblded-leaved  ^  A  or 
sky-blue  ^  A  or 
many-spiked  4fc  A  or 
smooth  ^  A  or 
white  ^  A  °r 
fine  blue  &  &  or 
tall  ^  A  or 
acute  ^  A  o' 
sharp-notched  ̂   ̂   or 
long-spiked  ^  ̂   or 
peach-leaved  i  ̂ or 
{Albescent       5  A  or ong-leaved     &  A  or 

&  A  or 

ap.o 3  jn.s  Y 
3  my.n  W 12  mo  Y 
15  jn.o  W 15  jn.o  W 
Scrophttlarince. 
3  jl.au  B 5  jLs 
1  jl.s 2  jLs 

1*  Jl.8 2  jLs 
1J  jls 2  jl.s 
11  jnjl 2  S.0 
3  jl.s 
2  jl.s 
4  jl.s 4  jls 
4  jLs 
7  jLs 5  jn.jl 
3  jLs 3  jLs 2  jLs 

1J  jLs 3  jLs 3  jLs 
3  jLs 2  jnjl 
3  jn.jl 

W 
F 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Lb 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
W 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
F 
W 
B 
B 

Norfolk  1. 1791. 
C.B.S.  1774. 
Sylhet  180* S.Seas  1800. 
China  1818. China  1819. 
E  Indies  1790. Madeira  1724. 
S.  Europe  1570. 
S.  Europe  1656. Madeira  1656. 
E  Indies  1812. 

  1548. 

E.  Indies  1629.' Sp.  84—136. Siberia  1779. 
Virginia  1714. 
Hungary  1805. a  Europe  1814. Sweden  1570. 
Siberia  1822. 
Siberia  1731. Russia  1797. 
&  Europe  1812. 

  1821,   1821. 
a  Europe  1804. 
a  Europe  1812. 
a  Europe  1808.   1822. 
S.  Europe  1812. Germany  1804. 

  1823. S.  Europe  1812. 
a  Europe  1731. 

1}  jl.au  D.B 
2  jLs  B 2  my.jn  B 
2  my.jn  Pk 1  jn.jl  B 
1  jLs  B 
4  jLs  B 1  jLs  B 1  jLs  B 
1  jLs  B 
1  jls  B 
2J  my.jn  V 2  my.jn  B 

i  myjn  B 1*  jLs  B 1  jn.au  B 
2  jn.au  B 

Crimea  1821. 
Sweden  1823. 
Siberia  1797. 
Russia  1759. 

  1823. 
a  France  1822. 

  1822. England  ch.pa. 
Hungary  1822. Austria  1823. 
a  Europe  182a Europe  1819. 
England  moun. Europe  1822. 
Hungary  1821. 
Pyrenees  1822. S.  Europe  1804. Siberia  1776. 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  s.l 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
I)  co 
D  co 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

Class  II. 

_  • 
Bot.  rep.  127 
SaL  st.  ra.  t  8 
Bot.  mag.  980 
Bot  cab.  469 Bot  reg.  436 Bot  reg.  264 
Bot  reg.  89 
Bot  mag.  461 Bot  reg.  350 
Bot  mag.  285 Bot  reg.  178 
Bot  mag.  31 
Bot  reg.  91 

Am  rut.  20.  t.  4 
Hoffi  got.  15. 1 1 
Wa.&K2.tl02 
Hoffi  ph.  tEf.3 Sc.v.p.29.tl.fl 
GmeL  it  1.  t  39 

Hoffi  ph.tEf.4 

Sc.v.p.25.tl.f.4 

Sc.  v.  p.2 
Sc.  v.  p.2 

.t&£2 
tL  £2 

Sc.v.p.24.t2.  f.3 
Sc.v.p.24.t2.f.l 

Wa.&K.3.t244 
Hoffi  got  15. 1 6 

Eng.  bot  2 

Bot  mag.  2210 
Eng.  bot  673 

Sc.v.p.Sl.tl.f.3 
Hoffigot  15.  tlO 
Jung.  ic.  rar.  f.  2 Bot  mag.  1002 
HalLhist.t.l5.f.l 

mmMmmmm 
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168  Leaves  opposite  simple  ovate  ellipt.  Calyx  smooth  campanulate :  teeth  very  short 
169  Leaves  lanceolate  mucronate  sub-coriaceous,  Flowers  3  terminal 
170  Leaves  polished  3-nerved  pointed,  FL  soL  CaL  6.7  toothed,  Cor.  6.8  part  Seg.  fllif.  longer  than  the  long  tube 
171  Spreading,  Leaves  obL  polished,  Flowers  3  or  many  term.  Cor.  6.8  part  Segm.  linear  acute  equal  to  tube 
172  Erect  every  part  polished,  Leaves  ternate  oval  obtusely  acuminate,  Panicles  terminal 
173  Leaves  simple  cordate  obL  shining,  Branches  and  flower-stalks  hairy,  Racemes  3-flow.  Calyx-teeth  straight 
174  Leaves  sub-ternate,  Leaflets  ovate  the  pair  minute  or  wanting,  Teeth  of  caL  5  gland.  Cor.  7  part  Berr.  glob. 
175  Leaves  compound  ternate  ovate  and  sub-cordate,  Calyx  campan.  smooth,  Segm.  of  corolla  equal  to  its  tube 
176  Leaves  alternate  ternate  and  simple,  Leaflets  sub-cuneate,  Calyx-teeth  subulate 
177  Leaves  alternate  acute  ternate  and  pinnate,  Branches  angular,  Calyx-teeth  very  short 
178  Leaves  alternate  obtuse  ternate  and  pinnate.  Branches  slender,  Calyx-teeth  very  short 
179  Leaves  in  about  3  pairs  ovate  lane  on  short  stalks,  Cym.  term,  few  or  many-fl.  loose,  Anth.  mucr.  partly  exsert 180  Leaves  pinnate  acuminate,  Buds  upright 
181  Leaves  opposite  pinnate  exterior  3  or  5  leaflets  confluent,  Flowers  terminal,  Buds  horizontal 

Racemes  or  Spikes  terminal,  Leaves  whorled  and  opposite. 
182  Leaves  5  6  or  9  together  lanceolate  sessile 
183  Leaves  4  5  together  lanceolate  ovate  stalked,  Flowers  cylindrical 
184  Leaves  3  or  4  together  ovate  or  ovate-lanceolate  sub-biscrrate ;  serratures  unequal 
185  Leaves  ternate  and  opposite  obL-lanc.  serrate,  CaL  acute,  Cor.  notched.  [equal  shorter  than  capsule 
186  Leaves  3  or4  togeth.  lin.  lane,  from  an  ov.  base  acumin.  deeply  doubly  serr.  with  the  stem  sub-pub.  CaL  nearly 
187  Leaves  opp.  linear  narrowed  by  degrees  very  acute  remotely  serrated,  Bractes  longer  than  the  flower-stalks 
188  Leaves  3  or  4  together  nearly  sessile  lanceolate  simply  serrate ;  serratures  equal 
189  Leaves  narrow  Lane,  remotely  serr.  or  lin.  and  very  ent  Bract  much  longer  than  fl. -stalks,  Stem  ascending 190  Spikes  lateral  short  nodding,  Leaves  opp.  folded  together  toothed :  teeth  thick,  Segments  of  corolla  entire 
191  Leaves  lan.  lin.  narr.  by  deg.  to  very  end  finely  serr.  the  serrat  at  base  of  leaf  deep.  Bract  longer  than  flower-  st. 
192  Leaves  sub-sess.  ovate  acute  serrated  pubes.  Flower  bearing  branches  in  bundles,  Flow,  sub-sess.  very  small 
193  Leaves  opp.  3  togeth.  sub-cord.  lane,  simply  serrated  with  the  stem  smooth,  Serratures  remote  nearly  equal 
194  Stem  pubes.  Leaves  opp.  and  tern.  lane,  rather  fleshy  simply  and  remotely  serrate  wedge-shaped  at  the  base 
195  All  over  slightly  pubes.  Leaves  3  togeth.  lane,  acumin.  sub-cord,  at  base  doubly  serrate :  serrat  of  base  deepest 
196  Leaves  very  long  almost  coriaceous  opp.  or  3  together  on  short  stalks  cordate  at  base  acutely  and  unequally dentate  serrate  hanging  down 
197  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  simply  serrate  entire  at  the  end,  Serratures  distant  simple  equal 
198  Leaves  opposite  and  3  together  lanceolate  acute  serrate  with  the  stem  downy,  Serratures  near  unequal 
199  Leaves  opp.  and  tern.  lane,  very  much  lengthened  out  serrated  to  the  very  end.  Bract  longer  than  ft-stalk 200  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  simply  serrate  entire  at  the  end  with  the  stem  pubescent,  Serratures  near  unequal 
201  Leaves  opposite  3  or  4  together  cordate  lanceolate  acuminate  doubly  serrated  with  the  stem  downy 
202  Leaves or  4  tog.  at  base  widely  cord.  lane,  deeply  doubly  acutely  uneq.  dent  serr.  Serr.  sprdg.  lowest  distant 
203  Leaves  3  or  4  tog.  ov.  acum.  cord,  at  base  doubly  acutely  and  uneq.  serr.  beneath  and  with  the  stem  pubesc. 

Racemes  terminal.  Leaves  opposite. 
204  Hoary,  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate  acute  at  the  base  wedge-shaped  and  entire,  Stem  erect 
205  Hoary,  Leaves  lanceolate  crenate  and  nearly  entire  obtuse,  Stem  erect 
206  'Leaves  on  short  stalks  stifflsh  cordate  at  the  base  pointed  closely  acutely  and  doubly  serrate,  Stem  pubescent 207  Leaves  ovate  oblong  crenate  stalked  obtuse  with  the  stem  pubescent,  Spikes  many,  Bractes  very  small 
208  Stem  simp.  pub.  L  vs.  op.  lan.  obL  by  deg.  narr.  fr.  base  point  ser.  ent  at  end,  up.  ones  sub-ser.  Br.  Ion.  than  fl.-st 209  Slightly  pub.  Lvs.  cren.  the  rad.  ov.  obL  running  down  into  stalk,  CauL  lane.  sess.  FL  spkd.  Br.  and  caL  pilose 
210  Toment  with  stlkd.  glands,  Lvs.  tooth,  rad.  ov.  rutin,  down  intost  CauL  lan.  stlkd.  FL  in  spks.  Br.  &  caL  ciL 
211  Villous,  Leaves  serr.  rad.  ovate,  Caul.  obL  acute  stalkd.  at  base  and  end  entire,  Fl.  in  racemes,  Bractes  linear 
212  Villous,  Leaves  cren.  rad.  ov.  CauL  obi.  obtuse  sub-sess.  Flow,  in  racemose  spikes,  Br.  and  caL  smooth  ciliate 
213  Slightly  pubesc.  Leaves  crenulate  radical  oblong  ovate  running  down  into  stalk,  Cauline  lanceoL  acuminate 

sub-sessile,  Flowers  in  close  spikes 
214  Lvs.  uneq.  tooth  serr.  with  stem  pub.  rad.  stlkd.  ov.  CauL  sub-sess.  ellipt  obL  FL  in  spks.  Br.  lin.  Ion.  than  caL 
215  Leaves  opp.  ov.  lane,  rutin,  down  into  st.  the  lower  cren.  the  upp.  ent  Spks.  term,  or  3  tog.  FL  like  an  orchis 
216  Leaves  ov.  lan.  uneq.  ser.  Br.  lan.  as  long  as  caL  Cal.  4  part  uneq.  Seg.  ov.  obL  Caps.  smth.  rather  long,  than  caL 
217  Leaves  cordate  ovate  sessile  very  obtuse  with  the  very  simple  stem  hairy,  Racemes  few-fl.  Calyx  smooth 218  Leaves  oblong  ovate  cut  and  serrated  with  the  stem  somewhat  villous 
219  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  in  fasc.  the  lower  pinnate,  the  upper  pinnatifid  and  simp.  Lean,  and  di  v.  filif.  sprdg. 220  Leaves  in  fasc.  stalked  pinnatifid  lane.  Segm.  nearly  entire,  Racemes  several,  Seg.  of  the  Calyx  lanceolate 
221  Leaves  in  fasc.  on  short  stalks  linear  pinnatifid :  Seg.  entire,  Raceme  nearly  sol.  Seg.  of  calyx  oblong  ovate 
222  Raceme  corymbose  term.  Leaves  radical  obL  connate  sheathing  cartiL  crenate  or  ent  Stem  simp,  ascending 
223  Stem  ascend  feeble,  Lvs.  lane  obt.  sub-  ser  r. :  lower  sheathing,  Rac  loose,  Up.  seg.  of  cor.  wider  than  side  ones 
224  Leaves  obov.  cren.  with  simple  ascend,  stem  pilose,  Cauline  lvs.  remote,  Rac.  corymb,  hairy  about  5-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
rise.  All  the  species  thrive  in  any  light  loamy  soil  or  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under a  hand-glass. 

40.  Veronica.  A  word  said  to  have  been  altered  from  Betonica.  (See  that  name.)  La  Veronique,  Fr.,  and Ehrenfreiso,  Get.  V.  officinalis  has  been  much  recommended  in  Sweden  and  Germany  as  a  substitute  for  tea, than  which  Professor  Martyn  says,  it  is  more  astringent  and  less  gratefuL  Withering  prefers  V.  Chamsedrys  for .the  same  purpose.  Several  species  were  formerly  in  repute  in  medicine,  and  given  in  disorders  of  the  lungs, 
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225  fruticulosa  TV. 
226  saxatilis  W. 
227alpuia  ?F. 

/3  integrijolia 228  depauperate  Kit. 
229  serpyllifolia  TV. 230  hirsute  ZA. 
231  microphy  Ua  A3*. 
232  decussSte  TV. 
233aphylla  TV. 
234  Beccabtinga  TV. 
235  anagallis  W. 236  scuteUfite  TV. 
237  orientalis  TV. 
238  Jacquini  Schott. 239  austriaca  Jac. 
240  multifida  TV. 
241  All  iunii  JF. 
242  officinalis  TV. 
243  prostrate  Jf. 244  micrantha  Hoff. 245  latif61ia  TV. 
246  Teucrium  P.  & 
247  crinite  Kit. 
248  ChamaeMrys  TV. 249  urticaefolia  TV. 
250  montana  TV. 
251  perfoliata  B.P. 252  fabifita  B.  P. 
253  polymorpha  W.  en. 
254verna 
255  digitate 
256  triphyllos  TV. 257  hederif61ia  TV. 
258  cymbalaria  Bertol. 
259peregrina  TV. 260filif6rmis  TV. 
261  crista  gain  Stew. 
262  praecox 263  acinifolia  fP. 
264  arvensis  W. 
265agrestis  TV. 

41.  GALIPE'A.  ^ui. 266  trifoliate  TV. 

DIANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. Class  II. 

flesh-colored  a.  or blue-rock  3t  A  or 
alpine  3t  A  or 
entire-leaved  ^  A  or 

impoverished  " smooth 
hairy 

small-leaved  ^ 

cross-leaved  a. naked-stalked  ^ 
Brook-lime  * 
long-lea  v.-wat.* marsh 
various-leaved  ^ Jacquins  £j 
Austrian 
fine-cut  ^ 
shining-leaved  ifc 
officinal  & 
trailing  3 small-flowered  ^ 
broad-leaved  5 
rugged-leaved  ^ long-bracted  5 
Germander  5 
nettle-leaved  £t 
mountain  ^ 
perfoliate labiated variable 

A  or  i 
A  clt  2 
A  or  2 
A  or  2 A  or  I 

A  or  1 
A  or  1 A  or  $ A  or  i 
A  or  i 
A  or  1 A  or  U 
A  or  1 A  or  2 
A  or  1 
Aw* 

A  or  1 A  or  I 

jn.au  F 
jl  B my  B my.jn  B ap.jl  B 
ap.jl  B 
apjl  W ap.jl  B 
jn.au  B my  B 
my.jn  B 
jl  B 
jn.au  F 
jn.au  L.ii 
my.jn  B jn.au  Lb 
my.jl  L.u jn.au  L.u 
ap.jl  B 
my.jn  B 
my.jn  W my.jn  W.b jn.au  L.u jl.au  B B L.B 

B 

Scotland  Sc.  ah>  D  oo  Eng.  bot  1028 
Scotland  Sc.  alp.  D  co  Eng.  bot  1027 
Scotland  Sc.  alp.  D  co  Eng.  bot  484 
Silesia      1814.  D  co  Krock  siL  28.  t3 
Hungary  182a  Dip  W.  &  K.  3.  t.  245 Britain    me.  pa.  D  co  Eng.  bot  1075   1820.  D  s.p 
Hungary  1822.  D  s.p 

rivuL mar. 

mar. 1748. 
1748. 
1748. 
1748. 

vernal 
digitated fingered 
ivy-leaved twining 
knotgrass-leav. 
long-stalked cocks-comb 
early 

basil-leaved wall 
field 

Galipea. 
three-leaved 

3t  A  or 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 

-*  A  w 

JOor O  or 
Jc  O  or 
«*  O  or 

O  or 
O  or 

«*  O  w 
Jc  O  w 

jl.au jn.jl jl.au  - 
jl.au  B 
ap.jl  Lb 
jn.au  B 

S  Qor 
42.  SCHWEN'CKIA. 267  americana  TV. 

TV.  Schwenckia. American      j£  Qj] 

*43.  GKATI'OLA.  TV.  Hedge-Htssop. 268  officinalis  TV.  officinal         ^  A  m 
§269  ver6nicif61ia  TV.  speedwell-lvd.  *  OI  ot 
270virginica  TV.  Virginian       5  A  or 
271  quadridentata  Mich,  four-toothed    ^  A  or 

t*4.  SCHIZANTHUS.  ft.  per.  Schizanthus. 
272  pinnatus  Fl.  per.      pinnate  Q  or 
273  porrigens  Hook.      spreading  stalk    O  or 

i  ap.my  B i  jl  B 
4  ap.my  B 
i  mr.jn  B 2  au.my  W 

|  mr.jn  W i  my  Lb i  ap.myB 
J  mr  B 
i  ap.my  L.B 
*,  api?,  5 

i    mr.jl  B Rutacce.  Sp.  1. 4      ?...  G 
Primulacea?.   Sp.  1—7. 1       au.s     Li  Guiana 
Scrophularinee.   Sp.  4—45. 

FalkLL  1776. 
Italy  1775. Britain Britain 
Britain Levant 
Austria Austria 
Siberia 
&  Europe  1748. Britain  bar.  gr. 
Germany  1774. 
Portugal  1822. Austria  1748. 
Germany  1596. 
Hungary  1822. Britain  m.  pas. 
Austria  1776. 
Britain  moi.w. N.S.W.  1815. 
N.  HolL  1802. 

  1817. 
Britain    san.  fl. 
S.  Europe  1805. Britain    san.  fi. Britain    clt  gr. 
S.Europe  1821. 
N.  Europe  1680. Levant  1780. 
Caucasus  1813. 
&  Europe  1775. 
S.  Europe  178a Britain    old  w. 
Britain  clt  gr. 

Guiana  1803. 

C  r.m 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co D  co 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  r.m 
C  r.m D  co 

S  s 
S  co 
S  8 D  co 
S  co S  co S  co 
S  co S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Bot  mag.  242 
Seg.  ver.l.  ta  f.2 
Eng.  bot  655 
Eng.  bot  781 
Eng.  bot  782 Bot  cab.  419 
Jac.  aust  4.  t329 
M.  his.2.  t23.f.l7 Bot  mag.  1679 
AlLped.l.t46.f.3 
Eng.  bot  765 Riv.  mon.  95 
FL  port  1 57 Sw.  fl.  gard.  23 Bot  cab.  425 
Eng.  bot  623 Jac  aust  1.  1 59 
Eng.  bot  766 Bot  mag.  1936 
Bot  mag.  1660 

Eng.  bot  25 
Eng.  bot  26 Eng.  bot  784 FLgrasc.  t9 FL  dan.  407 
B.  cen.  1. 140.  f.l 
Linn,  trans 
Aaauc.5.t.l.£l 
P.etT.fl.p.l.t23 
Eng.  bot  734 
Eng.  bot  783 

1781. 

C  p.I 
C  s.p 

Aublet662.t269 

Sch.  bs.  p.328.  tl 

my.au  L.B  Europe     1568.  D  co  FL  dan.  363 
jn.s     B  E  Indies  1798.  C  co  Rh.  maL  9.  1 58 
au      Y  Virginia   1759.  D  co 
my.au  W  N.  Amer.  1821.  D  co  Lam.  ilL  tie.  f.  2 

Scrophularinee.  Sp.  2. 
2  jn.o  W.p  Chili 
2      jn.o     W.p  Chili 

1822.  S  Lp 
1822.  S  1 

Hook  ex.  fl.  73 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  86 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
but  they  are  now  laid  aside  by  regular  practitioners.  V.  Beccabunga  (latinised  from  bachbunge,  its  German 
appellation :  bach  is  a  brook ;  beck,  provincial  English),  is  sometimes  gathered  with  watercresses,  with  which 
it  is  often  found  in  limpid  streams,  and  used  as  a  spring  salad.  Almost  all  the  species  thrive  in  any  soil  or 
situation ;  the  tallest  are  ornamental  border  flowers ;  the  dwarf  spreading  sorts  are  well  adapted  for  rock- work, 
edgings,  or  to  be  grown  in  pots.  A  few  delight  in  peat  soil,  and  some  in  moist  situations  ;  ail  are  increased 
by  seed,  subdividing  at  the  root,  or  cuttings.   V.  decussate  will  endure  the  open  air  if  protected  from  frost 

41.  Galipea.  A  name  framed  by  Aublet  from  the  vernacular  appellation  of  the  plant  in  French  Guiana, where  it  is  a  native 
42.  Schwenckia.  John  Theodore  Schwenck  was  a  professor  of  medicine  at  Jena ;  died  in  1671.  There 

was  another  Schwenck  a  professor  of  botany  to  the  garden  at  Leyden.  The  genus  is,  like  the  merits 
of  the  professors,  but  little  knowa    One  inconspicuous  species  is  occasionally  seen  in  our  stoves.  The 
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225  Upper  leaves  obi.  sub-serr.  Stems  erect  f  shrubby,  Rac.  many-fl.Caps.  roundish  ov.  scarcely  longer  than  calyx 
226  Upper  leaves  obi.  obov.  sub-serr.  Caps,  ovate  larger  than  calyx,  Stems  shrubby  diffuse,  Corymb,  term,  few-fl. 
287  Leaves  smth.  ellip.  ov.  en  t.  or  ser.  Corymb,  term,  somew.  spiked,  CaL  cil.  Caps.  ob.  Stems  tufted  herb,  simple 

/8  Leaves  elliptic  ovate  obtuse  entire 
228  Peduncle  axillary  subracemose  few-flow.  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  sub-serrated,  FL -stalks  and  calyxes  pilose 229  Leaves  opp.  oblong  crenate  with  the  calyxes  smooth,  Racemes  elongated,  Flowers  distant,  Stem  ascending 
230  Glandular  hairy,  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  oblong  acute  sub-crenate,  Raceme  elongated 
2S1  Leaves  opp.  ovate  irregularly  crenate,  Stem  ascending,  Bractes  scarcely  longer  than  flower-stalks Racemes  lateral. 
232  Racemes  few-flowered,  Leaves  elliptical  perennial  entire,  Stem  shrubby 
233  Radical  leaves  roundish  and  oblong,  Stem  naked  very  short,  flower-stalk  like  a  scape  about  3-flowered 
284  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse  on  short  stalks  serrulate,  Cat  4-parted,  Stem  procumbent  below  rooting 
235  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate  stem  clasping,  CaL  4-parted,  Stem  erect  . 
336  Leaves  linear  lanceoL  nearly  entire,  Flow.-stalks  pendulous  or  spreading,  CaL  4-parted,  Stem  nearly  erect 
237  Leaves  lin.  lane,  lower  pectinate  pinnatiiid,  upper  entire,  Cal.  leaves  unequal  subulate,  Stems  procumbent 
238  Leaves  sess.  pinnatifid  and  bipinnatifid,  Lower  bracte  3- fid  longer  than  fl.-st.  CaL  5-part  Stem  nearly  erect 
239  Leaves  sess.  lanceoL  inciso  serrate  and  pinnatifid,  Bracte  entire  shorter  than  fL-st  CaL  4-part  Stem  feeble 
240  Leaves  bipinnatifid,  Segm.  lanceoL  and  lin.  CaL  leaves  unequal  subulate,  Stems  procumh.  woody  at  base 
241  Leaves  oblong  roundish  stiff  shining,  with  the  procumbent  creeping  stem  smooth,  flowers  in  close  spikes 
242  Leaves  obovate  or  roundish  serrate,  Cal.  4-parted,  Stem  rooting  at  the  bottom 
243  Leaves  6essile  oblong  obtuse  serrated :  the  upper  lanceoL  flat,  CaL  4  or  5-part  Flowering  stem  ascending 
244  Stem  erect  hairy  all  over,  Lvs.  sub-sess.  oval  coarsely  and  acutely  cren.  hairy,  CaL  4-part.  larger  than  corolla 
245  Leaves  somewhat  heart-shaped  ovate  sessile  unequally  obtusely  serrate,  Stem  erect,  CaL  5-leaved 
246  Lower  leaves  oblong  coarsely  serrated  with  the  stem  villous 
247  Leaves  sub-sessile  ovate  lanceolate  unequally  serrated,  CaL  5-parted,  Segm.  and  bractea  linear  subulate 
248  Lvs.  cut  serr.  the  upp.  cord,  ovate  sess.  the  low.  ov.  stalk.  Cal.  4-part  Stem  hairy  in  2  rows,Rac.  long,  than  stem 
249  Leaves  sessile  cordate  ovate  acute  serrate,  CaL  4-parted,  Stem  erect 
250  Leaves  cord,  ovate  obtuse  coarsely  serrated  with  the  stem  and  stalks  hairy,  CaL  4-part  Rac.  elong.  filiform 
251  Racemes  lateral  stalked  many-flow.  Leaves  entire  very  smooth  ovate  acuminate  joined  together  at  the  base 
252  Racemes  very  long,  Leaves  elongate  lanceolate  acuminate  unequally  serrate 
253  FL  -stalks  rather  longer  than  bract  Lvs.  lane,  wedge-shaped  at  base  simply  and  doubly  toothed,Stem  prostrate Flower-stalks  one-flowered. 
254  Flowers  sub-sess.  Leaves  finger-parted,  the  upper  undivided,  FL-stalks  shorter  than  the  calyx,  Stem  erect 
255  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  all  finger-parted 
256  Lower  leaves  entire :  middle  finger-parted :  upper  trifid,  FL-stalks  longer  than  calyx,  Stem  erect  spreading 
257  Leaves  as  long  as  stalk  cord,  rounded  5-lobed :  the  upper  3-lobed,  Segm.  of  cal.  cord,  acute,  Stem  procumbent 
258  Leaves  cord  rounded  with  5  or  9  but  generally  7  teeth  obtuse  a  little  fleshy,  CaL  of  fruit  spread.  Caps,  hairy 
259  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  oblong  a  little  serrate  longer  than  calyx,  Stem  erect 
260  Leaves  roundish  cordate  crenate,  Flower-stalks  very  long,  Calyx  leaves  lanceolate 
261  Flower-stalks  as  long  as  the  leaves,  Calyx  2-leaved,  Leaflets  2-lobed  serrate 
262  Low.  lvs.  stalk,  cord.  ov.  serr.  floral  nearly  sess.  short  than  fl.-st.  Caps.  obov.  emarg.  turgid,  Stem  rather  upr. 
263  Flow,  stalked,  Low.  lvs.  stalked  ov.  serr.  floral  s.-sess.  as  long  as  fL-st  Caps,  obcord  comp.  Stem  nearly  simple 264  Flow,  nearly  sess.  Low.  lvs.  stalked  cord.  ov.  serr.  cauL  cren.  floral  lane  sess.  longer  than  stalk,  Cal.  unequal 
265  Leaves  stalked  cord  ovate  serr.  CaL  leaves  ovate,  Stem  procumh.  FL-stalks  scarcely  shorter  than  the  leaves 

266  Leaves  alternate  stalked,  lanceolate  entire 

267  Stem  slender  simple,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Cor.  thrice  as  long  as  calyx 

268  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate  somewhat  3-nervcd,  Flowers  on  stalks 
269  Leaves  oblong  acutely  serrated,  Stem  creeping,  Flowers  racemose.        [acuminate  longer  than  the  calyx 
270  Leaves  obovate  lane,  narrowed  below  remotely  toothed  nerved  smooth,  FL-stalk  alternate  very  short,  Caps. 
271  Leaves  lin.  lane  with  a  few  teeth,  FL-stalks  as  long  as  the  leaves,  Caps,  much  shorter  than  the  subulate  calyx 

272  Stalk  of  fruit  on  one  side  deflexed  at  base 
273  Stalk  of  fruit  spreading  all  ways  straightish 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
appendages  to  the  corolla  are  very  singular,  and  demand  a  better  explanation  of  their  nature  than  has  yet  been 
offered. 

43.  Gratiola.  From  gratia,  grace  (of  God).  Matthiolus  called  it  gratia  Dei,  in  allusion  to  its  effects. G.  officinalis  is  so  bitter  and  obnoxious  to  cattle,  that  Haller  assures  us,  there  are  meadows  about  Yverdun 
rendered  entirely  useless  by  its  abundance.  It  is  a  powerfal  cathartic,  and  was  long  in  use  as  such,  but  now laid  aside. 

44.  Schizanthus.  So  named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  from  to  cut,  and  avd-oi,  a  flower. One  of  the  most  beautiful  of  herbaceous  genera.  Two  species  or  rather  varieties  are  now  known,  and  ornament 
the  green-house  with  their  elegant  panicles  of  lilac  and  white  flowers.  They  are  difficult  of  cultivation,  requir- 

ing a  very  pure  and  moist  atmosphere.  They  may  be  propagated  by  cuttings,  but  the  best  plants  are  raised 
*rom  seeds,  which  have  not  hitherto  been  obtained,  except  from  flowers  artificially  impregnated. 

C 
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45.  ELYTRA'RIA.  M.  Elytraria. 274virg£te  M.  twiggy 
875  crenate  Void,  stemless Justicia  acaulis  Roxb. 

46.  HYPOES'TES.  R.Br.  Hypoestes. 276  in  vol  ucrat  a  Roxb.  involucre;! 
277  purpurea  W.  purple 

t*7.  JUSTI'CIA.  W.  Justicia. 278  bicaly culata  W.  Malabar 

3t  A*r £  El  or 
J»  O  or 

£  El  or 

279  Ecbolium  W. 280  coccinea  W. 
281  quadrifida  H  K. 
282  nigricans  Lour. 283  nitida  W. 
284  bract eolata  Jacq. 
285  picte  W. 
286  paniculate  VahL 287  secunda  FaA/. 
288ciliaris  W. 
289  lticida 290  Gendarftssa  W. 
291  carthaginensis.  W. 
292  pedunculosa  AficA. 
293  procumbens  W. automata  W. 
295  eustechiana  W. 
296nas6ta  W. 
297  pectoralis  W. 298  periplocifolia  IF. 299  furcata  Va. 
300  Uthospermif61ia  W. 
301  caracasana  Jacq. 302  adhatoda  IV. 
S03bet6nica  Va. 
304  hyssopif61ia  W. 305  orchioides  W. 

4a  DICLIP'TERA. 306  hexangularis  W. 
307  scorpioides  L. 
308  resupinate  W. 
389  pectinate  PaW. SlOretusa  Vahl. 

fm  or 

long-spiked  j*  □  or scarlet  J*  □  or 
twiggy  J*  □  or black-striped  jol  \  |  or 
glossy  -ml   I  or small-bracted  J*  □  or 
painted  3t  □  or 
panicled  n.  CD  or 
side-flowering  jh  □  or 
ciliated  O  or 
shining-leaved  J*  CD  or 
willow-leaved  j*  CD  or 
Caribsan  tt.  □  or N.  American 
procumbent balsam  herb 
Eustachian 
white- flowerg.  Jtt  CD  m Garden-balsamjg  [Z3  m 
periploca-leav.  n.  □  or forked  -tt  □  or 
gromwell-leav.Jsk  □  or 

iif  A  or 
3  El  or 

a  taior 
■a  I    I  or 

violet  Jot  □  or 
Malabar-nut  $  □  or 
betony-leaved  j*  CD  or 
Snap-tree       j*  i  |  or broom-leaved  j»  \  1  or 
DlC  LI  ITER  A. 
chickw.-leaved  O  or 
scorpion-like  J*  CD  or 
resupinate  O  or 
small-flowered  J*  □  or blunt  £  [A!  or 

t49.  ERANTHEMUM.  JJ.P.  Eranthemum. 
311  spinosum  B.  P.       thorny  j*  □  or 
312  pulchlllum  B.  R. 313  bicolor  B.  M. 

SO.  WULFE'NIA.  W. 314  carinthiaca  W. 
t51.  CALCEOLA'RIA. 315  pinnate  W 

nervose  j*  CD  or 
two-coloured  j*  CD  or 
WULFENIA. 
annual  O  rk 
W.  Slipperwort. 
wing-leaved        iQ]  or 

316  scabiosa?f61ia  R.    S.  scabious-leav.      iQJ  or 
317  rug6sa  Fl.  per        rugose  J*  |  or 
318  integrif61ia  L.         entire-leaved  jm 

AcanChacets.  Sp.  2 — 5. 
1  jl  W  Carolina  18ia 
\  jl       W     E  Indies  1820. 

Acanihacece.   Sp.  2—10. 
1J   jlau    W     E  Indies  1811. 2  myjn  P  China  1822. 
Acanthacece.   Sp.  28 — 137. 
3  au      Li      R  Indies  1755. 

E  Indies  1759. S.  Amer.  1770. 
Mexico  1795. 
China  1819. 
W.  Indies  1790. Caraccas  1823. 
E  Indies  1780. 
E  Indies  1811. W.  Indies  1793. 
W.  Indies  178a 
W.  Indies  1795. 
E  Indies  1800. 
Carthag.  1792. N.  Amer.  1759. 
E  Indies  1798. 
Jamaica  1795. 
St  Eustac.1799. 
E  Indies  1790. W.  Indies  1787. 
S.  Amer.  1799. 
Peru  1795. Peru  1796. 
Caraccas  1822. 
Ceylon  1699. E  Indies  1737. Canaries  1690. 
GB.S.  1774. 

Acanthacece.   Sp.  5—85. 2  jl        R      S.Amer.  173a 
3  jl  VeraCruz  1802. 
1|  jl        W.p  S.  Amer.  1805. 

1|  jn.jl     B      E  Indies  179a 

3 
mr.au 

5 f 
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mr.s 
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6 
mr.s, W.R 

4 
mr.s 
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jLau 
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jLau 
Cr 
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jLau 
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jLau Li i  jLau Pk 
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jLau 

3 au.s 
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2 f.o W 
3 myjn P 

1*
 

jn 

P 
ap.au 

V 
3 ap.au P 
5 myjn V 

10 myjl P 
3 myjl W 
2 mr.au Y 
2 

au 

D  s.p  Mich.  am.  1. 1 1 
D  s.p  Roxb.  cor.  1. 127 

C  p.1 
C  p.l  Ru.  am  6.22.2 
S  si  Retz.stl77at9 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1847 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  432 
C  p.l  Par.  Ion.  50 C  p.l C  p.1  Bot.  rep.  570 
C  p.1  Jacq.  ic.  t.  205 C  p.1  Bot.  mag.  1870 S  n.l  Rheed.mal.at5l C  p.1  Bot.  mag.  1870 
S  p.1  Rheed.mal.9.t55 
C  p.1  Bot  mag.  2060 
S  s.l  Jacq.  vin.  2.  t J"* C  p.1  Bot  mag.  101 
C  pi  Bot.  reg.635 n     a       1  T!«*  TfV7 

L  s.p  PllcaL  t.  56.  f.  3 R  s.p  SL  jm.1.  tlOa  £2 C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  309 
C  p.1  Bot.  mag.  325 L  s.p  Bot.  reg.  796 
C  s.p  Jac.  coL  s.  t7.  £2 
C  p.1  Bot.  mag.  430 
C  p.1  Jac.  schon.  1. 14 
C  p.1  Jac.pl.r.2.t206 C  si.  Bot.  mag.  861 
S  p.1  Rhccde2.  t.  21 C  pi.  Mill.ic.9.  t.13 
C  pL  Vent.  mal.  51 

2  mr.ap  P 
Acanthacece.  , 

jLau 
2    ja.o  B 

W.  Indies  1821. 
.3—14. 
W.  Indies  1733. 
E.  Indies  1796. 

mv.au  W.r  Luconia 
Scrophularitue.  Sp.  1. 
H  jLau    B  Carinthia  1817. 
Scrophularitue.  Sp.  7 — 55. 2    jLs      Y  Peru  177a 
2     my.o   Y  Chili  1822. 2     au.s     Y  Chili  1822. 
2     au.s     Y  Chili  1822. 

S  s.1 C  p.1 
S  p.1 
C  p.1 C  1. 
C  s.p C  s.p 
C  s.p 

Pluk.  t279.  f.6 R.  Houst.  p.a  tl 
Cav.  ic.  a  1 203 
Rox.cor.2.  t.153 Bot.  cab.  724 
Jc.am.2.  t2.f.l Bot.  rep.  88 
Bot  mag.  1423 

S  co   Jacq.  ic.  1. 1 2 

s.p 

Bot  mag.  41 
Bot  mag.  2405 Hooker  fl.  ex.  99 Bot.  reg.  744 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
45.  Eti/traria.  From  iXvr^et,  an  envelope,  its  stem  being  covered  with  sheaths  or  scaly  envelopes.  Little  her- 

baceous plants  of  no  ornament 
46.  Hypoestes  ;  vxour&ts,  is  an  interior  garment :  it  is  probable  that  the  involucrum  suggested  the  application 

of  the  name  The  plants  have  the  habit  of  Justicia,  from  which  they  have  been  separated,  and  are  chiefly  tro- 
pical weeds. 47.  Justicia.  In  honor  of  James  Justice,  F.RS.,  an  eminent  Scotch  cultivator,  author  of  the  Scotch  Gar. 

dener's  Director,  published  in  1784.  J.  pectoralis  has  the  smell  of  new  hay,  combined  with  a  refreshing aroma.  In  Domingo  and  Martinico  the  inhabitants  make  a  syrup  of  it,  which  they  use  against  disorders 
of  the  breast  The  bruised  leaves  are  good  in  wounds,  whence  the  English  appellation  balsam,  and  the 
French  name  herbe  a  charpentUre.  3.  nasuta  is  said  to  possess  extraordinary  aphrodisiacal  powers,  and 
milk  boiled  in  the  roots  is  much  employed  on  that  account  by  Indian  physicians.  Rubbed  with  lime- 
juice,  the  roots  are  used  to  cure  ring-worms.   Most  of  the  species  are  free  flowerers,  some  as  J.  lucida 
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274  Flowering  scales  ovate  villous  at  edge,  Leaves  lanceolate  .smooth  entire,  Scapes  very  long,  Caps,  obtuse 
275  Stemless,  Flowering  scales  ovate  entire,  of  the  scape  lanceolate  naked  at  the  edge,  Leaves  oblong  crenate 

276 277 

278 

279 280 
281 

290 
291 
292 
293 291 
295 296 297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 

Racemes  axillary  erect  shorter  than  the  leaves  which  are  lanceolate  toothed  and  with  the  stem  hairy 
Spikes  axillary  and  terminal,  Bracteas  lanceolate  smooth,  Branches  pubescent 

Calyx  double. Panicles  axillary  dichotomous 
Calyx  simple,  Rowers  labiate. Spikes  terminal  4-sided  imbricated,  Bracteas  ovaL  Leaves  oblong  ovate  acuminate.  Helmet  linear 

Spikes  terminal,  Bracteas  and  leaves  elliptical,  Helmet  lanceoL  reflex ed  at  the  end,  Stigma  of  two  plates 
Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Flowers  nearly  solitary  sessile  tubular  4-cleft 
Spikes  terminal  2-ranked,  Bractes  setaceous,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 
Racemes  term,  somewhat  branched,  CaL  whorled  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  elliptic,  sharp  at  both  ends  stalked 
Racemes  term.  comp.  Pedunc.  3  or  4-flowered,  Bract  lane.  Leaves  oblong  pointed,  Branches  square  rough Racemes  axillary  and  terminal,  Flowers  inflated  at  the  throat  whorled,  Leaves  elliptical  variegated 
Stems  4-sided  brachiate,  Leaves  sub-sess.  lane.  Flowers  1-sided  erect,  Lip  linear  revolute.  Flowers  downy 
Racemes  terminal  compound  1-sided  many-flowered.  Bract  setaceous.  Leaves  ovate  oblong,  acuminate 
Flowers  axillary  solitary  sessile  opposite,  Calyx  hispid,  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  ciliated  at  the  base 
Spikes  terminal  in  heads,  Leaves  elliptic  .nerved  blistered  shining,  Upper  lip  of  corolla  lanceolate 
Spikes  terminal  leafy,  Flowers  whorled,  Leaves  elongated 
Spikes  axillary  and  terminal,  Bractes  oblong  imbricate  ciliate  obtuse 
Spikes  axillary,  Flowers  close,  Flower-stalks  elongated  alternate.  Leaves  lanceolate. 
Spikes  lateral  and  terminal,  Calyx  4-leaved  linear  hairy,  Lower  lip  ovate,  Leaves  oblong 
Spikes  axillary  and  terminal  filiform,  Spikelets  whorled 
Spikes  axillary  and  terminal,  Flowers  in  pairs  below  single  above,  Bractes  wedge-shaped 
Upper  lip  of  corolla  subulate,  Flower-stalks  axillary  dichotomous,  Leaves  elliptical  entire Panicle  terminal  dichotomous,  Flowers  spiked  distant 
Upper  lip  emarg.  reflex  ed,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  sub-sess.  opposite :  term,  in  spikes,  Lvs.  ovate  lanceolate 
Lower  lip  3-lob.  Flow,  axillary  solitary  and  spiked,  Lvs.  ovate  oblong  narr.  at  each  end,  with  stem  pubescent 
Lower  lip  3-lobed,  Flowers  axillary  sessile  whorled,  Bractes  linear  lanceolate,  Leaves  lanceolate. 

Calyx  simple,  mowers  ringent. Spikes  axillary  and  term.  Flowers  opposite,  Bract  shorter  than  caL  Stem,  and  branc.  round  6-streak.  Leaves 
Spikes  axillary  opposite,  Bractes  ovate  acute  nerved  [ovate  accuminate  wavy-stalked Spikes  terminal,  Bract  ovate  acuminate  netted  with  veins,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  stalked 
Leaves  lanceolate  entire  obtuse,  Peduncles  axillary  3-flowered  2-edged,  Bractes  shorter  than  the  calyx 
Peduncles  solitary  axillary  one-flowered,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end  sessile 

306  Umbels  axillary  3-flowered,  Bractes  2  wedge-shaped,  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  in  loose  spikes 
307  Spikes  axillary  and  terminal  recurved,  Leaves  lane,  ovate  hairy  sessile,  Bractes  2,  Flowers  in  loose 
308  Flowers  axillary  rather  whorled,  Bractes  2-valved  subcordatc,  Leaves  ovate 
309  Spikes  axillary  and  term.  1-sided  villous,  Dorsal  bractes  lane  2-ranked  with  a  membran.  margin  at  the 310  Spikes  terminal,  Bractes  obovate  retuse  imbricated  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate 

311  Flower-stalks  about  1-flowered,  Leaves  oblong,  Spines  axillary 
312  Spikes  axillary  and  terminal  imbricate,  Bractes  oblong  veiny,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate 
313  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  repand,  Corolla  with  a  long  tube  white  with  a  purple  stain 

314  Stemless,  Leaves  radical  very  smooth  coarsely  crenate,  Flowers  on  one  side 

315  Leaves  all  pinnate :  pinna?  toothed,  of  the  lower  leaves  pinnatifid 316  Lower  leaves  pinnate :  superior  pinnatifid  3-lobed  and  simple 317  Leaves  lanceolate  very  rugose  with  spreading  teeth,  Flowers  terminal  dichotomous 
318  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed  rugose,  Flowers  terminal  dichotomous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
are  shewy ;  others  are  the  commonest  weeds  of  the  tropics ;  all  are  readily  propagated  by  cuttings  in  heat 
under  a  glass. 

48.  Dicliptera  ;  Sk,  double,  and  xKuu,  to  shut  The  fruit  being  compounded  of  two  valves.  This  genus  has 
been  formed  like  Hypoestes  out  of  the  Linnasan  Justicia,  with  which  it  agrees  in  habit 

49.  Eranthemum.  A  name  applied  by  the  ancients  to  their  Anthemis,  from  t»j,  spring,  and  ayS-os,  a  flower. The  word  has  been  applied  to  the  present  genus  with  no  apparent  reason.  The  species  are  very  pretty  orna- 
ments of  the  stove 

50.  Wulfenia.  Named  after  F.  X.  WulFen,  a  German  botanist,  and  author  of  a  work  on  the  plants  of  Carin- 
thia.    A  small  and  very  beautiful  herbaceous  plant 51.  Calceolaria.  From  calceolus,  a  slipper,  in  allusion  to  the  shape  of  the  corolla.  C.  pinnata  maybe  raised 
from  seed  in  a  hot-bed  in  spring,  and  transplanted  to  the  borders  with  other  tender  annuals.  The  regions  of 
Chili  and  Peru  abound  in  many  splendid  species,  some  of  which  have  lately  been  introduced  to  this  country. 

C  2 
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319  corymbosa  Can. 
320par£lia  Can. 
321  Fothergillii  W. 

52.  PINGUECULA.  W. 
322  lusitanica  W. 
323  vulgaris  W. 
324alpina  W. 
325  grandiflora  W. 326  lfitea  M. 
327  edeiitula  Hook. 

53.  UTRICULA'RIA. 328  vulgaris  W. 329  minor  W. 
330  intermedia  P.  S. 

corymbose  £H|  or sea-side  £21  or 
FothergilPs     £  _AJ  or 
BlITTEaWORT. 
pale  4  A  cu common  ^  A  « 
alpine  1  A  ™ 
large-flowered  5  A  el 
yellow  lQ)  el 
toothless        jib  Al  el 
W.  Hooded  Milfoil. 
common         *  A  cu 
lesser  A  cu 
intermediate   =fe  A  cu 

1     my.jn  Y 
1     my.jn  Y 

£   my.au  O Lentibularite. 

i  jn.jl  Li i    my  V 
i  ap  W i   ap.my  B 
i  jn.jl  Y 

*   ap  Y Lentibularue. 

i  jn.jl  Y i  jl  Y 
£  my.jn  Y 

1822. 
1822. 
1777. bogs 
bogs 

54.  STACHYTA'RPHETA.   Vahl.  Bastard  Vervain. 331  indica  Vahl. 
332  jamaiccnsis  Vahl. 333or6bica  Vahl. 
334  mutabilis  Vahl. 
335  prismatica  Vahl. 
336  cayennensis  Rich. 337  hirsutissima  Lie. 

55.  LYCCPUa  TV. 
338  europams  W. 339  exaltStus  W. 
340  virginicus  W. 341  intermedins  &A. 

»5&  AMETHYSTEA. 
342caerulea  W. 

57.  ZIZIPH'ORA.  W. 343  capitate  W. 
344  hispanica  W. 345ten(iior  W. 
346acinoldes  W. 
347  serpyllacea  B.  M. 348  media  Lk. 
349  dasyantha  W.  en. Pouschkini  B.  M. 
350  taurica  W.  en. 

5a  CU'NILA.  P.  S. 351  mariana  Ph. 
352  capitate  P.  S. 

59.  HEDECMA.  P.  S. 
353  pulegioides  Ph. 
354  thymoides  P.  S. 

t»60.  MONAR'DA.  W. 355  fistulosa  Ph. 
356  media  W.  en. 
357  m611is  Ph. 

Indian  CB  or 
Jamaica  O  or 
Orubian  [Qj  or 
chang.-flower.  34  □  or Germandleav.  Ol  or 
Cayenne  Jtt  □  or hairy  j£  El  or 

Water  Horehound. 
common 
tall Virginian intermediate 

W.  Amethystea. 
blue-flowering 
Ziziphora. 
oval-leaved 
Spanish spear-leaved thyme-leaved  f  A  ̂  
sweet-scented  jol  A  rk intermediate  Jt  A  * 
hairyfloweringjit  A  rk 
Taurian 

CtlNILA. 
mint-leaved 
headed 
Hedeoma. 

pennyroy.-lvd.     O  or thyme-leaved      O  or 
Monarda. 

hollow-stalked  ^  A  or 
purple-bracted  ̂   A  or soft  5  A  or 321 

O  pr 

O  or 
O  or 

O 

A  or A  or 

au.s 

jn.s  B 
jn.au  V mr.s  O 

my.jn  B 
my.jn  B mr.ap  B 

Labiatte. 
3  jl.au 6  jl.au 3  au.s 
3  jl.au Labiatte. 
li  jn.jl Labiatte. 

i  jl-au 
i  jn *  jn.jl 
I  jLau 

|  jl.au 
i  jn.au 
i  jn.au 

Chili 
Chili Falkl.  I. 

Sp.  6—15. Britain 
Britain 
Germany  1791.  D Britain  ir.  bog.  D 
Carolina  1816.  S 
N.Amer.  1823.  D 

Sip.  3— 6U Britain    sta.wa.  D 
Y  Britain     bogs  D 
Y  Britain     bogs  D 
Verbenaeete.   Sp.  7—13. W     Ceylon     1732.  S B      W.  Indies  1714.  C 
Y  Panama  1699.  C 
O      S.Amer.  1801.  C 

W.  Indies  1699.  C 
Cayenne  1822.  C Brazil  1822.  D 

Sp.  4—6. 
W  Britain W  Italy  . 

W.p  Virginia W  Europe 

Sp.  1. B  Siberia 

Sp.  8— 12. R  Syria 
R  Spain Li  Levant 

Siberia 

riv.  ba.  D 
1739.  D 1760.  D 1820.  D 

co   Bot  reg.  723 
co  Hook.  fl.  ex.  75  » l.p  Bot  mag.  348 

m.8  Eng.  bot  145 m.s  ling,  bot  70 
l.p  Fl.  dan.  453 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  2184 p.l  Bot.  reg.  126 s.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  16 

aq  Eng.  bot  253 
aq  Eng.  bot  254 aq   Eng.  bot  2489 

s.p 

p.l  Bot.  mag.  1860 
Lp  Ehr.  pict.  t5.  f.  1 p.l  Bot  mag.  976 
p.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  t208 

P.l 
P-l 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1105 m.s  Fl.  gnec.  1. 1 12 
m.s 
m.8 

1759.  S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2448 

1752. 
1759. 1752. 
178d Caucasus  1803. 

Caucasus  1822. 
Siberia  1803. 

co  FL  grsec.  1. 1 13 co  Lam.  ill.  tl8.  f.l 
co  Lam.  ill.  1 18.  f.2 
s.l 
s.l  Bot  mag.  906 

S 
S 
s 
D 
C 
C 
C  co  Bot  mag.  1093 

co 

i  jls 

Labiatte. 
1  jl.s 
1  jLau Labiatte. 

i  jn.au 
i 
Labiatte. 
3  jn.au 

jn.s 
jn.s 

Tauria  181& 
%S. 

N.  Amer.  1759. Siberia  1799. 2—3. 
N.  Amer.  1777. 
France  1699. 

Sp.  13—16. P  N.Amer.  1656. 
P  N.  Amer.  1656. 
Li      N.  Amer.  1656. 

co  Mor.  h.3.  tl9.  £7 
co  Mem.  petr.2.tll 
co 

co  Mor.  h.  3.  U9.f.6 

r.m  MU1.  lc.  tl83  f.2 r.m 

r.m 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
crcorymbosa  and  paralia,  are  exceedingly  beautiful  herbaceous  plants  of  difficult  increase.   The  shrubby  and 
branching  herbaceous  kinds  are  easily  propagated  by  cuttings. 

52.  Pinguicula.  From  pinguis,  fat,  on  account  of  the  greasiness  of  its  leaves.  In  P.  vulgaris,  the  structure  of 
the  stigma,  and  its  close  application  to  the  stamens  is  very  remark  able.  Linnasus  says,  that  the  warm  milk  of 
the  rein-deer  poured  on  the  fresh  leaves,  and  set  aside  for  a  day  or  two,  becomes  acescent ;  acquires  consistence 
and  tenacity,  and  neither  the  whey  nor  the  cream  separate.  In  this  state  it  is  considered  a  very  grateful  food 
in  Sweden,  and  Norway.  On  cows'  milk  it  acts  like  common  rennet  The  plant  eaten  by  sheep  has  been  sup- posed to  produce  the  liver-rot ;  but  a  flat  apterous  insect,  the  fasciola  hepatica  or  fluke,  found  adhering  to 
stones  and  plants  in  boggy  grounds,  as  well  as  in  the  liver  and  biliary  ducts  of  sheep  affected  by  the  rot,  is  a  more 
likely  cause,  and  the  more  especially  as  no  animal  whatever  will  feed  on  the  plant  The  «pecies  (except P.  grandifiora)  are  cultivated  with  difficulty  in  artificial  shaded  morass.  P.  grandiflora  will  thrive  well  on  a 
dry  northern  bed  of  bog-mould  among  North  American  shrubs. 53.  Vtricularia.  From  utricula,  a  little  bottle,  from  the  small  inflated  appendages  to  the  root  The  species 
arc  scarcely  susceptible  of  cultivation :  they  are  very  numerous  in  hot  countries,  and  there  form  the  most  ele- 

gant ornaments  of  rivulets  and  pools  of  water.  The  flowers  are  fugacious,  and  so  delicate  as  not  to  be  capable 
of  preservation  as  dried  specimens,  in  which  state  their  naturally  beautiful  colors  of  purple,  pink,  violet,  or 
yellow,  all  change  to  a  dead  and  uniform  black. 
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319  Leaves  radical  ovate  and  cordate  stalked  twice-crenate,  Cauline  cordate  half  embracing  the  stem 
320  Leaves  unequally  toothed :  the  radical  cuneate ;  upper  oblong  connate  with  the  Capsules  tomentose 
321  Leaves  spatulate  entire  hairy  above,  Flower-atalks  like  a  scape  1-flowered 
322  Nectarium  conical  thick  at  the  end,  obtuse  shorter  than  the  flowers.  Scape  villous,  Capsules  globose 
323  Nectarium  subulate  nearly  straight  as  long  as  the  petals,  Upper  lip  2-lobed :  lower  3-parted,  Scape  smooth 324  Nectarium  conical  recurved  shorter  than  the  petals  [dilated 
325  Nectarium  subulate  straight  as  long  as  the  flower.Upper  lip  spreading  emarg.  very  large:  lower  3-lobed  throat 
326  Nectarium  subulate  recurved  shorter  than  the  campan.  flower,  Throat  bearded,  Lips  toothed,  Scape  villous 
327  Nectarium  subulate  recurved  shorter  than  the  campan.  cor.  5-lobed :  lobes  emarg.  entire,  Palate  prominent, 

[Scape  pubescent 328  Nectarium  conical,  Upper  lip  entire  equal  to  the  palate,  Leaves  very  finely  divided 
329  Nectarium  carinate,  Upper  lip  emarg.  equal  to  the  palate,  Lvs.  dichotomously  3-part.  Cor.  with  throat  open 
330  Nectarium  conical,  Upper  lip  entire  twice  as  long  as  the  palate,  Leaves  dichotomously  3-parted 
331  Leaves  lanceol.  obi  narrower  at  the  base  remotely  toothed  with  stem  very  smooth,  Bract  lin.  lanceolate 
332  Leaves  oblong  ovate  tooth-serrated  smooth,  Branches  hairy,  Bractes  ovate  shorter  than  calyx 
333  Leaves  ovate  serrate  rough  rugose,  Stem  shrubby,  Bractes  ovate  larger  than  the  calyx 
334  Leaves  serrate  ovate  rugose  with  the  stem  hoary,  Bractes  lanceolate  shorter  than  the  calyx 
335  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  serrate,  Spikes  lax,  Bractes  subulate  shorter  than  the  calyx 
336  Leaves  ovate  crenate  serrate  smooth  very  obtuse 
337  Leaves  ovate  acutely  crenate  with  the  stem  very  hairy,  Spike  very  long,  Bract  appressd  smaller  than  thecal 
338  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  villous  sinuate  serrate 
339  Leaves  pinnatifld  hairy,  Lobes  oblong  somewhat  toothed 
340  Leaves  lanceolate:  the  lower  pinnatifld  at  the  base :  the  upper  remotely  serrated,  Stem  smooth 
341  Leaves  pubescent  ovate  pinnatifld,  Segments  lanceolate :  lowest  the  shortest,  deeply  cut  at  the  end 

342  Leaves  opposite  stalked  3-parted  coarsely  serrated  smooth 
343  Bractes  ovate  acumin.  ciliate,  Leaves  elliptic  lanceolate 
344  Flowers  in  spiked  racemes,  Bractes  obovate  nerved  acute,  Leaves  ovate 
345  Flowers  lateral,  Leaves  lanceolate 
346  Leaves  lanceolate  naked  nerved  of  one  shape  entire  hoary,  Flowers  in  spikes 
347  Heads  term,  oval,  Leaves  ovate  sub-serrate :  those  of  the  flowers  nearly  of  the  same  shape  entire  ciliated 
348  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  nearly  entire  nerved,  Flowers  in  heads,  Calyx  hairy  pubescent  at  base 
349  Whorls  terminal  and  axillary  close  hispid,  Leaves  ovate  sub-ciliate,  Stems  procumbent  hairy 
350  Flowers  lateral,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  ciliated,  Cor.  with  an  inflated  throat  twice  as  long  as  calyx 

351  Leaves  ovate  serrate  sessile,  Flowers  axillary  and  terminal,  Stems  erect 
352  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Flowers  in  heads,  Stem  decumbent 

353  Pubescent,  Leaves  oblong  serrated,  Flowers  axillary  whorled,  Lower  lip  of  calyx  with  2  ciliated  bristles  • 354  Leaves  oval  entire,  Flowers  whorled,  Stem  square 

355  Leaves  obi.  lane.  cord,  pubesc.  remotely  and  closely  ser.  Flowers  in  heads,  Involucr.  purple  stem  swollen 
356  Leaves  ovate  oblong  cordate  pubesc.  coarsely  serrated,  Flowers  in  heads,  Involucr.  purple,  Stem  fistular 
357  Leaves  obL  cord.  pub.  remotely  serrate :  upper  entire,  Flow,  in  heads,  InvoL  pale,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  bearded 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
54.  Stachytarpheta,  rtvus,  a  spike,  and  ra^tpuos,  dense.  The  name  would  be  better  changed,  as  it  has  been  by 

Link,  to  Stachy  tarpha.  This  genus  is  partly  composed  of  Verbena,  L.  S.  mutabilis  is  a  beautiful  species,  and nearly  always  in  flower.   All  of  them  strike  readily  in  heat  under  glass. 
55.  Lycopus.  From  Xoxas,  a  wolf,  and  urns .  a  foot,  on  account  of  a  fancied  resemblance  between  the  cut  leaves 

and  a  wolf's  foot  he  Marrube  aquatique,  Fr.  Her  Wdlfsfuss,  Get.,  and  Licopo,  ItaL  L.  europsus  is  com- mon in  most  parts  of  Europe  in  meadows,  but  is  not  eaten  by  cattle.  It  dyes  black,  and  gives  a  permanent  color 
to  linen,  wool,  and  silk.  Withering  says,  gypsies  stain  their  skin  with  it  According  to  Adamson,  it  has  two 
barren  filaments ;  and  Pollich  remarks,  that  there  are  sometimes  82  flowers  in  a  whorl. 

56.  Amethystea.  From  afu&vref,  the  amethyst,  alluding  to  the  color  of  the  flower.  A  pretty  annual,  not  very common  in  gardens. 
57.  Zixiphora.  Etymology  uncertain.  This  genus,  and  the  two  following,  consist  of  little  herbaceous  plants 

resembling  thyme  :  they  are  generally  pretty,  and  easily  cultivated.  It  would,  perhaps,  have  been  better  to 
unite,  with  some  writers,  Ziziphora,  Cunila,  and  Hedeoma,  in  one  genus. 

58.  Cunila.  A  Roman  name  applied  by  Linnaeus  to  this  genus.  The  plants  of  Pliny  bore  some  resemblance  to 
those  which  compose  the  Linnaean  Cunila.  (See  No.  57.)  The  leaves  of  C.  mariana  are  used  in  decoction  for  colds. 

59.  Hedeoma,  tjSottft*,  a  Greek  name  for  mint   (See  No.  57.) 
60.  Monarda.  In  honor  of  Nicolas  Monardez,  a  physician  of  Seville  in  the  16th  century.  Most  of  the  species 
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358  oblongata  Ph.  long-leaved     i  Aor  2  JLs  F  N.  Amer.  1761.  D  r.l 
359  clinopodia  Ph.  wlld-basil-leav.^t  A  or  2  jl  P.w  N.  Amer.  1771.  D  r.l 
360  purpurea  Ph.  crimson          *  A  or  3  jn.au  P  N.  Amer.  1789.  D  r.l  Bot  Cab.  1396 
361  altis'sima  W.  tall               5  A  or  4  jn.au  14  N.  Amer.  1821.  D  r.l 362  rug6sa  Ph.  white            5  A  or  1  jl.s  W  N.  Amer.  1761.  D  r.l 
363  kalmiana  Ph.  pub.  flowered  5  A  or  4  jn.au  P  N.  Amer.  1813.  D  p.l  Pursh.  fl.  am.  tl 
364  didyma  W.  Oswego  tea     i  A  or  3  jn.au  R  N.  Amer.  1752.  D  r.l  Bot  mag.  546 
365  ciliata  Ph.  blue  flowered  &  A  or  1  jl  B  N.  Amer.  1798.  D  r.l  Pluk.  aLt.164.  f.3 
366  hirsute  Ph.  hairy            5  A  or  1  jLs  P  K  Amer.  1798.  D  r.l 
367  punctata  Ph.  spotted          5  A  or  2  jn.o  Br  N.  Amer.  1714.  S  s.p  Bot  reg.  87 

61.  ROSMARINUS.  W.  Rosemary.                   Labiate.  Sp.  2. 368  officinalis  W.  common        Jt      or  4  ja.ap  P  S.  Europe  1548.  C  co  Fl.  gnec.  1.  1 14 
/S  variegata  variegated      Jt      or  4 S69chilensis  W.  Chile            Jt      or  4  jl  P  Chile       1795.  C  s.l 

f62.  SA'LVIA.  W.  Sage.   :  Labiate.  Sp.  95—170. 370  pomifera  W.  apple-bearing  -tt      or  2  jl.au  B  Candia     1699.  C  p.l  FL  gnec.  1. 1 15 
371  calycina  Sm.  large  calyxed  Jt      or  1  jl.au  Pk  Levant     1823.  C  co 
372  canadensis  IV.  canary          Jt  \  |or  4  jn.s  P  Canaries  1697.  C  Lp  Tr.  pi.  rar.  2.  tl9 
373  afirea  W.  gold-flowered  Jt  i_J  or  3  ap.n  Y  C.  G.  H.   1731.  C  pi  Bot  mag.  182 
374  dentSte  W.  tooth-leaved  j«  i_J  or    }  dja  C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  p.l 
375  interrupta  Va.  ash-leaved  jcm  or  4  ap.s  B  Barbary  1798.  C  s.l  Schousb.  6. 1 1 
376pilantha  Lk.  hairy-flowered  Jt      or  2  jl.au  B                      1823.  C  co 
377  pinnate  Vahl.  winged-leaved     O  or  1  jl  P  Levant     1731.  C  s.l  Boerh.l.  1 167 378  hablitziana  W.  Siberian        Jt      or  1|  au  B  Siberia    1795.  C  co  Bot  mag.  1429 
379  lanceolate  W.  en.  lanceolate           O  or  1  mv.s  B  ......      1813.  S  co  Jac.  eel.  2.  1. 13 
380  hirs6ta  TV.  en.  hirsute  O  or  1  my.jn  B         .  .      1801.  S  co  Jac.  sen.  3. 1 252 
381  angustifolia  Go.  narrow-leaved     iAI  or  2  Jn.jl  B  Mexico    1806.  C  co  Cav.  ic.  t.  317 
382  azurea  Ph.  azure-flowered    A  or  6  au  B  Carolina  1806.  C  co  Bot  mag.  1728 
383  psefido-coccinea  TV.  pale  scarlet         fAI  or  3  jn.au  P. a  a  Amer.  1797.  C  s.p  Jac.  ic.  2.  t  209 
384  boosiana  Jacq.  blue  Peruvian     lAlor  2  mr.ap  B  Peru      -1821.  C  co  Jac.  eel.  1. 1.  47 S.  amcena  B.  R.  445. 
385  mexicana  W.  Mexican        Jt  i_J  or  2  my.jl  S  Mexico    1724.  C  p.l  Cav.  ic.  1. 1 26 
386  chamsdryoides  Va.  germander     Jt  i_J  or  1}  jn.s  B  Mexico    1795.  C  p.l  Bot  mag.  808 
387  ca2sia  TV.  en.  grey              Jt\  |  or  2  jn.s  B  &  Amer.  1813.  C  p.l 
388  hispanica  TV.  Spanish              O  or    1|  jn.au  Pr.B  Spain       1739.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  359 
389serotina  W.  late-flowering  Ji|  | or  1}  au  B  Ohio        1803.  C  s.l  Jac. ic. rar.  1. 1 3 
390  dominica  TV.  Dominica  ES  or     f  jl  WW.  Indies  1759.  C  s.p  Sw.  ob.18.  tl.  f.l 
391  tiliaefolia  TV.  lime-leaved  iAI  or  4  jn.au  B.c  S.  Amer.  179a  C  p.l  Jac.  sen.  &  1 254 
392 polystachya  W.  many-spiked  lAlor  3  o.d  B  Mexico  1822.  C  co  Jac. sch. 3. t. 318 
S93  micrantha  Vahl.  small-flowered     lAlor  1  my.jn  B  Cuba       182a  C  co 
394  formSsa  W.  shining-leaved  J*  |  |  or  4  ap.o  S  Peru       178a  C  p.l  Bot  mag.  376 
395  cocclnea  W.  scarlet-flower'dJ*  i  ( or  2  ap.o  S  S.  Amer.  1774.  C  p.l  Murr.  1778. 1 1 396  pulchella  Dec.  pretty              iAI  or  2  o.f  S  &  Amer.  1821.  C  co 
397  amarissima  H.  K.  bitter                ■  Al  or  2  jl.au  B  Mexico    1803.  C  s.p  Bot  reg.  347 
398glutin6sa  W.  glutinous           A  or  3  jn.s     Y  Germany  1796.  C  co  Mor.hA  tiaf.18 
399  lincatif olia  Lag.      lime-leaved     Jt  \  I  or  3                B  Mexico     1823.  C  co 
400  tegyptiaca  W.        Egyptian           O  or     \  jnjl    W  Egypt      1770.  S  co  Jac.  vind.  2.  tl08 401  cretica  TV.            Cretan          j*      or    J  jn.au  V  Crete       1760.  C  co  Riv.  mon.  1 128 
402  paniculate  W.  panicled         J*  |  |  or  6  jn.au  V  C.  G.  H.   1758.  C  p.l  Mill.  ic.  t.225.  f.l 
403  africana  W.           African         Jt  \  |  or  2  apjn  V  C.  G.  H.   1731.  C  p.l  Com.  hort.2.  t91 
404  colorata   W.          colored  calyx  Jt  \  |  or  6  jl.au  B  C.  G.  H.   1758.  C  s.p  Mill,  ic,  t225.  f.2 
405  officinalis   IV.         garden           Jt      cul  2  jn.jl     K.c  S.  Europe  1597.  C  co  Ger.  herb.623.f.l 

367 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
are  aromatic,  and  resemble  mint  in  their  habits  and  mode  of  culture.  The  leaves  of  M.  didyma  are  sometimes 
used  as  tea  in  North  America ;  its  flowers  are  of  a  very  brilliant  scarlet 

61.  Rosmarinus.  Two  Latin  words  signifying  dew  of  the  sea.  The  shrub  grows  in  the  southern  parts  of 
Europe  in  the  vicinity  of  the  sea.  R  officinalis  yields,  by  distillation,  a  light-pale  essential  oil  of  great  fra- 

grance, which  is  imparted  to  rectified  spirit  It  was  formerly  recommended  for  strengthening  the  nervous  sys- 
tem, headaches,  &c  as  well  as  to  strengthen  the  memory.  Hence  the  allusion  of  the  poet,  "  there's  rosemary, 

that's  for  remembrance."  Rue  in  former  times  signified  grace ;  and  rosemary,  repentance.  Rosemary  was considered  as  an  emblem  of  fidelity  in  lovers ;  it  was  worn  at  weddings  and  funerals,  and  on  the  latter  occa- 
sions is  still  in  some  parts  of  Wales  distributed  among  the  company,  who  throw  the  sprigs  in  the  grave  along 

with  the  corpse.  It  is  the  principal  ingredient  in  Hungary  water,  and  is  drunk  as  tea  for  headaches,  and  by 
nervous  persons.  It  prefers  a  lean  dry  soil,  or  rubbish  of  old  buildings ;  and  when  it  has  established  itself  on  a 
wall,  will  resist  the  greatest  cold  of  our  winters.  Its  introduction  is  beyond  record,  and  was  probably  by  the 
monks  in  the  dark  ages. 

62.  Salvia.  From  salvere,  to  save,  on  account  of  its  supposed  healing  qualities.   This  large  and  very  natural 
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358  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  rounded  and  narrowed  at  the  base  villous  flat,  Cor.  dotted) 
359  Leaves  ovate  lane,  rounded  and  unequal  at  the  base  pubesc.  remotely  serr.  Flowers  in  heads,  Bractes  pale 
3€0  Smooth,  Heads  large  leafy,  Calyx  colour,  bearded,  Cor.  long  smooth,  Lvs.  ov.  obi.  coarsely  serr.  Stem  smooth 
361  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  rounded  at  base  and  equal  hairy  coarsely  serrated,  Flowers  in  heads,  Bractes  pale 
363  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  cordate  smooth  rugose  [bright  crimson 
363  Leaves  obi .  painted  stalked  ovate,  Flowers  in  heads,  Bract,  small  acute,  Stem  square  pilose,  Flowers  very  long 
364  Leaves  ovate  acum.  sub-cordate  closely  serrated  smoothish,  Flowers  in  headed  whorls,  Involucres  purple 365  Leaves  ovate  attenuated,  Stems  and  whorls  hairy,  Bractes  ovate  as  long  as  the  calyx 
366  Very  hairy  all  over,  Flowers  small  in  whorls,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate  on  long  stalks,  Stem  square 
367  Leaves  lanceolate  remotely  serrated  smooth,  Flowers  in  whorls,  Bractes  pale 
368  Leaves  sessile 
360  Leaves  on  stalks 

Calyx  3-lobed,  enlarged. 
370  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  rugose  crenulate  undulate,  Calyx  blunt  longer  than  ovate  bracte 
371  Leaves  ovate  crenate  flat  hoary  netted  with  veins,  Calyx  3-lobed  dilated  retuse  with  little  lips 372  Leaves  triangular  hastate  oblong  crenated  obtuse 
373  Hoary,  Lower  leaves  roundish  truncate  at  base  smooth :  upper  oblong  entire,  Calyx  of  fruit  large 
374  Leaves  linear  oblong  serrate,  Whorls  2-flowered,  Calyx  obtuse 
375  Leaves  interruptedly  pinnate,  Stem  shrubby  erect 
376  Leaves  pinnate  in  2  or  3  pairs,  Leaflets  sess.  lanceol.  obtuse  crenulate  rugose,  hoary  beneath,  Bract  cordate 
377  Hairy  viscid,  Leaves  interruptedly  pinnate,  Leaflets  oblong  eroded  unequal-sided,  Calyx  inflated 378  Leaves  pinnate  entire,  Leaflets  lanceolate  nearly  equal :  upper  generally  in  pairs 

Calyx  S-toothed,  sub-cylindrical. 
379  Leaves  lane,  obt  remotely  serrate  stalked  beneath  pub.  Spike  racemose  winged,  whorls  2-fl.  Bract  lanceolate 
380  All  hairy,  Leaves  oblong  ovate  crenate,  Flowers  in  spiked  whorls,  Bractes  roundish  acute 
381  Leaves  lanceolate :  the  lower  serrated  outwards,  with  the  stem  hoary,  Lower  lip  very  broad,  Calyx  acute 
382  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  the  lower  serrated  outwards  wi£h  the  stem  smooth,  Segments  of  calyx  rounded 
383  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated  villous  on  each  side,  Stem  hairy 
384  Leaves  obi  ov.  rugose  serr.  smooth  dotted,  Flowers  in  spiked  whorls  on  one  side,  Bract  decid.  Helmet  hairy 
385  Lvs.  some  w.  rhom.  ov.  acum.  serr.  at  base  and  apex  quite  ent  beneath  dev.  above  hoary,  Bract  decid.  hoary 386  I/eaves  ovate  crenate  rugulose  hoary,  Calyx  with  stellate  hairs,  Stem  decumbent 
387  Leaves  ov.  acum  serr.  beneath  hoary,  Spikes  term.  Lower  whorls  remote,  Bract,  decid.  shorter  than  calyx 
388  Leaves  ovate  serrate,  Leaf  stalks  with  a  point  on  each  side,  Spikes  imbricate,  'Bract,  ovate  ciliated  narrowed 389  Leaves  sub-cordate  obtuse  unequally  bluntly  serrated,  Calyx  viscid  villous  as  long  as  corolla 
390  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  rugose  crenated  hoary  beneath,  Calyx  villous  viscid  as  long  as  corolla 
391  Leaves  cordate  rugose  crenate  equally  serrate  acute,  Calyx  smoothish 
392  Leaves  ov.  serr.  glaucous  beneath,  Racemes  comp.  Flowers  on  one  side,  Leaf  stalks  with  2  glands  at  bate 
393  Leaves  cordate  crenate  blistered  wavy  at  edge  obtuse  smooth,  Bractes  ovate  shorter  than  calyx 
394  Leaves  cordate  crenate,  Flowers  axillary  whorled,  Stem  shrubby 
395  Leaves  cordate  acute  tomentdse  serrate,  Corolla  twice  as  long  and  narrower  than  the  calyx 
396  Leaves  cord,  acute  smoothish  cren. :  the  upper  sess.  whorls  6-10  fl.  Helmet  hairy  entire  the  length  of  stamens 397  Leaves  cordate  crenate :  stalks  with  2  calli,  Stem  and  calyx  clammy  with  hair,  Bractes  ovate  ciliated 
398  Villous  viscid,  Leaves  cordate  arrow-headed  coarsely  serrated  acuminated,  Helmet  entire 
399  Leaves  cord,  ovate  acuminate  lucid  serrat  downy  beneath,  Spikes  numerous  axillary  and  term,  very  dense 

Calyx  5-toothed,  generally  3-2. 400  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  toothed  rugose,  Bract  ovate  mucronate 
401  Leaves  linear  lanceolate.  Flowers  nearly  digynous,  CaL  2-leaved 
402  Leaves  obovate  wedge-shaped  toot h  1  et ted 
403  Lower  leaves  spatulate  serrate  truncated  at  base  toothed :  upper  oblong  nearly  entire,  Cal.  hairy 
404  Leaves  obL  nearly  entire  hoary,  CaL  hairy :  of  the  fruit  enlarged  veiny  with  a  membranous  coloured  limb 
405  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  crenulate,  Whorls  few-flowered,  Cat  mucronate  longer  than  bractes 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
genus  consists  of  herbs  or  under-shrubs,  the  leaves  of  which  have  generally  a  rugose  appearance  the  smell  aro- matic, and  the  flowers  commonly  in  spikes,  two  or  three  together  from  a  bracte  or  leaf.  They  are  all  of  easv culture,  and  some  of  them  are  ornamental  as  greenhouse  plants  or  border  flowers.  The  Horminum,  Salvia  and Sclarea  of  Tournefort  are  included  in  this  genus.  The  Sclarea  or  clary  is  derived  from  rx\*eos.  stiffand  Hormi- num from  oetuta, .quod  ad  venerem  stimulat  Of  &  officinalis  there  are  many  varieties/difiering  in  the  size form,  and  color  of  the  leaves.  It  was  formerly  in  great  repute  in  medicine  as  a  sudorific,  aromatic,  astringent' and  antiseptic.  The  Chinese  use  it  as  a  tonic  for  debility  of  the  stomach,  and  strengthening  the  nervous  sys! tern,  and  prefer  it  for  these  purposes  to  their  own  tea.  It  is,  however,  discarded  from  our  pharmacopeia;  but still  used  by  self-practitioners  and  herb  doctors.  In  cookery  it  is  used  for  sauces  and  stuffings  for  luscious  meats S.  grandiflora  is  preferred  for  making  tea.  S.  pomifera  produces  protuberances  as  big  as  oak  galls,  occasioned like  them,  by  the  puncture  of  an  insect  In  the  isle  of  Crete,  S.  officinalis  has  the  same  sort  of  excrescences  and they  carry  them  to  market  there  under  the  name  of  sage-apples.  &  verbenaca  is  a  native  of  all  the  (bur  con- tinents, and  very  aromatic.  A  mucilage  is  produced  from  its  seeds,  which,  put  under  the  eyelids  for  a  few moments,  envelopes  any  sand  or  dust  there,  and  brings  it  out ;  and  hence  the  name  of  officinalis  christi,  clear 

C  4 
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406  Splelmanni  W.  en.  Spielman'g 407  spl  en  dens  Ker.  splendid 
408  phlomoides  W. 409  urticifolia  W. 
410bull£ta  W.en. 
411  rug6sa  W. 412  vert icillata  W. 
413  indica  W. 
414  Tenorii  Spr. 

wrinkle-leaved-i*  i  |  or  2 
whorl-flower 'd^fe  A  or  3 Indian  5  A  or  3 
Tenore's        5  A  "  5 

415  verbascifolia  Bieb.  mullein-leaved^  A  or  3 416  odorata  W.  en. 
417  compressa  Vdhl. 
418  mollis  Dunn. 
419  grandiflora  W. 
420  crassifolia  Desf. 
421  pratensis  W. 
422  variegata  W.  en. 423  nematodes  W. 
424  viscosa  W. 
425  disermas  W. 
426  nutans  jr. 
427  betonicasfolia  FT. 

sweet-scented  j*  i  |  or  3 
compressed  A  or  2 
soft  ^ji  A  or  2 great-flowered  Cfc  A  or  2 
thick-leaved  ^  Am  2 
meadow  ^  A  or  4 
variegated  ^  A  or  2 
bloody-veined  A  or  2 clammy  :3l  A  OT  4 
long-spiked  ^  A  or  2 nodding  ^  A  or  3 
betony-leaved  &  A  or  3 

428  amplexicaulis  jr.  en.  stem-clasping      A  °r  H 429  austriaca  W. 
430syrSaca  W. 431  nubia  W. 
432virgata  W. 
433  campestris  W.  en. 
434  sylvestris  TV. 435  nemorosa  TV. 
436patula  W.en. 
437  tingitana  TV. 438Sclarea  TV. 
439  spinosa  TV. 
440  <ct hiopis  TV. 
441  argon  tea  TV. 
442  applanata  TV. 443  Hormtnum  TV. 

a.  viol  dee  a 
(3  rubra 444  vlridis  JT. 

445  truncata  f  r.  en. 
446  pyramidalis  Pet. 447  verbenaca  TV. 
448  oblongata  VaM. 449  triloba  W. 
4501yrata  TV. 
451  abyssinica  TV. 452nil6tica  TV. 
453  Forskehlii  TV. 
454napif61ia  TV. 455  aurita  TV. 
456bicolor  TV. 
457  Barrelieri  Ettl. 
458  laciniata  FT. 
459  runcinata  TV. 
460  polym6rpha  Lk. 461  clandestina  TV. 
462  ceratophylla  TV. 
463  ceratophylloides  TV.  branchy 

long-bracted 

Austrian"      ^  A  or  1 Syrian  J*  |  or  1| Nubian  tAI  or  2 
long-branched  ̂   A  or  4 
field  ^  A  w  2 
spotted-stalk'd^t  A  or  2 spear-leaved  A  or  3 
spreading       5(Jor  3 
Tangier         j»  i  I  or  3 
common  Clary  ̂   Q)  cul4 
thorny-calyx  ̂   OJ  or  1 
woolly  ^  Q)  or  3 
silvery  4  A<"  3 
flattened  J  O  or  1J 
annual  clary  O  cul  1J 
purple-topped      Q  cul  1  j 

jn.jl  B o.ja  Sc my.jn  Lb 
jnjl  B jl.au  R 
jLau  W j  n.n  B 
myjl  B my.jn  B 
my.jn  Y jl  W 
my.jn  W 
jnjl  R 

jn.s 
jnjl my.n 

jn.au 

jLau 

my.jn 

jl 

jn.au 
jn.au 

jLs 

L.u 

jnjl 

jl 

jnjl 

jLn 

jnjl 

jn.o jn.s 

myjl 

jLs 

myjn  W 
myjl  W 
jnjl 

V 
P 
P 
C 
W 
V 
V 
B 
Ly 
W 
B 
W 
B 
B 
B 
Pk 
W 
L.B 
W 

&  Europe  1813.  C  s.l Mexico     1822.  C  s.l 
Spain       1805.  C  co N.  Amer.  1799.  C  p.l 
Portugal  1804.  D  co C.  G.  H.  1775.  C  co 
Germany  1658.  D  s.l India      1731.  D  co 
Italy       1821.  D  co Iberia  182a 
Bagdad  1804. East  1822. 
Siberia  182a 
a  Europe  1616.  D  co 
a  Europe  1804.  D  co 
England  dr.  pa.  D  co 
Hungary  1814.  D  co Italy        1699.  D  co 
Italy       177a  C  p.1 
Syria  177a  D  co Russia  1780. 

1804. 1813. 

ma 
1759. 
1784. 

D  co 
C  s.l 
D  co D  co 

Scop.deL3.tl5 Bot  reg.  687 
R.pLh.Ltl.f.1 Mor.h.atl3.f.31 

Barr.  ic.  199 
Bot  mag.  395 
Sw.  fl.  gard.  t  i 

C  co 
C  co 
D  co 
D  co C  co C  p.l 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
C  s.l 

W 

rough-leaved  j*  i_J  or various 
cut-leaved horn-leaved 

464bracteata  TV. 
63  COLLINSO'NIA 465  canadensis  TV. 

/3  cord  at  a 
y  ovdta 466  scabridscula  IV. 

ICJor  1 3t  CD  or  1} Q>  or  1J 
&  Q>  or  i 

&  A  or  3 TV.  COLLINSONIA. 
nettle-leaved  it  A  or 
cordate  5  A  or 
ovate  4  A  or 
rough-stalked  %  iAI  or 

jn.jl 

jnjl 

jnjl 
jLau jLau 

myjn 

jn.o 
jn.o 
jnjl jnjl 
jnjl jn.au 
jn.au 
jnjl 

my.jn 

jnjl 
ap.my  B 
ap.my  B 
ap.s  B 
myjl  B apjl  B jl.au  V 
jn.au  V jnjl  P 

P 
R 
Pk 
Pk 

V 
B 
R L.B 

p 
B 
Bk 

D.p 
V.w 

Russia 
Levant 
Austria Levant 
Africa 
Armenia  1758. 
Tauria  1813. Germany  1759 
Germany  1728. 
Portugal  1805. Barbary  1796. 
Italy  1562. 
Egypt  1789. Austria  1570. 
Crete  1759. 
Crete  1821. 
&  Europe  1596.  S  co 

  S  co   S  co 
Italy  1759.  S  co a  Europe  1800.  S  co 
Naples  1823.  D  co 
Britain     pas.    R  co   1820. 
S.  Europe  1596. N.  Amer.  1728. 
Africa  1775. 

1780. 1800. 
1776. 1795. 
1793. 
1821. 

Egypt 
Levant 

Italy 

C.  G.  H. 
Barbary 

Spain 

D  s.l 
D  co 

D  co 

C  co 
C  co 

S  s.p C  Lp 

C.  G.  H.  1774. 

D  co 
C  p.l 

D  co D  co 
D  co C  p.l 

Portugal  1821.  D  co Italy  1739. Persia  1699. 
Egypt  1771. Russia  1821. 

Labiates,  Sp.  5—6. 3      an.o    Lb    N.  Amer.  1735. 
3      au.o    L.u    N.  Amer.  ... 
3      au.o    Lb    N.  Amer.  ... E  Florida  1776. 

S  co 

C  s.l C  s.1 
D  co 

D  p.l 
D  p.1 D  p.1 
D  p.1 

Jacq.  ecL4.  t37 
Jacq.  ecL  4.  1 36 

Eng.  bot  153 
Mor.h.3.tl4.£15 
Jac.  id.  1 5 
Ard.  spec.  1.  1 1 Bot  mag.  2436 

Jac.  aust  2.  t.112 
Bauh.prod.tll4 Murray.  177a  t3 
Jac.  schOn.l.  t37 
Jac.  aus.3.  t212 

Riv.  mon.  1 62 
FL  grajc.  1:  1 25 Jac.  ic.  1.  (.  7 
Jac.  aus.  a  t211 
FL  grasc.  1.  1 27 
FL  gran;.  1.  t.  20 

FL  grasc.  1.  1 19 

Eng.  bot  154 
Jacq.  ecL  2. 1. 14 FL  graec.  1.  1 17 Mor.  3.  tl3.  f.  27 
Jac.  ic.  1.  t  6 
Jac.  vind.  3. 1 92 
Bot  mag.  988 
Jac.  vind.  2.  tl52 
Bot  mag.  1774 
Ten.  fl.  nap.  1 2 
Jac  schon.  1. 1 8 Barr.  ic.  220 
Fl.gr.l.p.l8.t24 Plk.aLtl24.f.5 
Ard.  spec.  2.  1 2 
Bot  mag.  2320 
Hort.  cliffi  1 5 

426^r  %  "  419 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
eye  or  clary.  The  flowers  of  a  glutinosa  are  used  in  Holland  to  give  a  flavor  to  the  Rhenish  wines,   a  Sclarea 
has  a  very  strong  scent,  and  was  formerly  used  in  medicine.    A  wine  is  made  from  the  herb  or  flower,  boiled 
with  sugar,  which  has  a  flavor  not  unlike  Frontignac.    S.  indica  is  a  magnificent  species,  but  rather  tender  in 
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406  Leaves  radical  obi. sub-cord,  bluntly  tooth. :  cauline  tooth  cren.  Whorls  6-fl.  Fl.  horizon,  a  sing,  fl.-st.  term. 407  Leaves  stalked  ovate  lanceolate  flat  smooth  beneath,  Corolla  and  coloured  calyx  downy,  Style  exserted 
408  Leaves  lanceolate  nearly  entire  with  the  stem  woolly  clammy 
409  Villous  viscid,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  toothed  running  down  the  stalk 
410  Leaves  cordate  oblong  crenated  toothed  eroded,  Stem  twiggy,  Whorls  remote,  Helmet  linear 
411  Leaves  cordate  oblong  lanceolate  eroded  crenated  rugose  hairy.  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla 
412  Leaves  cordate  crenate  toothed,  Whorls  nearly  naked,  Style  lying  on  the  lip  of  the  corolla 
413  Leaves  cordate  rather  lobed  at  the  side :  the  upper  sessile,  Whorls  nearly  naked  very  .distant 
414  Leaves  sub-cordate  oblong  crenate  naked  on  each  side,  Helmet  pilose 
415  Leaves  cord,  ovate  doubly  serr.  rugose  woolly.  Upper  whorls  sess.  Bract,  cord,  mucronate  shorter  than  calyx 
416  Leaves  hoary  on  each  side  rep.  and  uneq.  tooth. :  low.  cord.  upp.  ov.  Fl.  in  panic.  Style  twice  as  long  as  helmet 417  Rather  woolly,  Leaves  toothed :  radical  cordate-oblong,  Bract,  roundish  cordate  unarmed:  the  upper  sessile 
418  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  rugose  doubly  crenate  smooth  above  pubescent  beneath,  Branches  in  bundles 
419  Leaves  cordate  oblong  crenate,  Whorls  many-flowered,  CaL  acute  shorter  than  the  bracte 
420  Stem  woolly,  Leaves  cord,  crenulate  hoary  beneath,  Upper  whorls  dense  sessile,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  abbreviate 
421  Lvs.  cord.  obL  cren.  or  cut :  the  upper  stem  clasping,  Bract,  nearly  as  long  as  caL  Helm.  vise.  long,  than  lip 
422  Lvs.  cord.  obi.  rugose  tooth  cren. :  cauline  stalked.  Spikes  twiggy,  Bract  short  than  cal.  Hairs  of  caL  gland. 
423  Leaves  cordate  ovate  rugose  tomentose,  CaL  hispid,  Root  tuberous 
424  Villous  viscid,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  rugose  acutish  crenulate,  Bract  cordate  roundish  acuminate 
425  Leaves  cordate  oblong  eroded,  Leaf-stalks  edged,  Stam.  as  long  as  corolla 
426  Leaves  obL  cordate,  Stem  simple  without  leaves,  Racemes  in  flowers  pendulous 
427  Leaves  cord.  lane.  uneq.  cren.  Stem  4- corn.  Rac.  comp.  term,  nearly  naked  cernuous,  Bract  coloured  ciliate 
428  Leaves  cord.  lane.  I  stem  embracing  uneq.  cren.  Bract  cord.  acum.  shorter  than  the  calyx,  Flowers  spiked 
429  Leaves  cordate  oblong  eroded  sinuated,  Stem  nearly  without  leaves,  Whorls  very  hairy,  Stam.  very  long 
430  Leaves  cordate  toothed  lower  repand,  Bract  short  acute,  CaL  tomentose 
431  Leaves  oblong  sub-cordate  unequal-sided  rugose  crenated  with  a  little  auricle  at  the  base 
432  Leaves  oblong  cordate  rugose  crenated,  Hairs  of  the  calyx  and  stem  glandular  at  the  end 
433  Leaves  cord.  obL  doubly  cren.  somewhat  repand  hairy,  Rac.  twiggy,  Bract  shorter  than  caL  FL-sts.  toment 434  Leaves  cord,  rugose  biserr.  Bract  coloured  pointed  snorter  than  the  flower,  Hairs  of  stem  and  calyx  simple 
435  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate  equally  serrate,  Bract  the  length  of  calyx,  Lower  lip  of  corolla  reflexed 
436  Clammy,  Radical  leaves  cordate  toothed  sinuated :  cauline  sessile  oblong,  Bract  as  long  as  calyx 
437  Leaves  cordate  oblong  eroded  toothed  very  rugose,  Bract,  cordate  mucronate  ciliated,  CaL  spiny 
438  Leaves  rugose  cordate  obL  serrate  villous,  Bract  coloured  longer  than  calyx 
439  Leaves  oblong  repand,  CaL  spiny,  Bract  cordate  mucronate  concave 
440  Leaves  oblong  eroded  with  the  whorls  woolly,  Bract  recurved  somewhat  spiny 
441  Leaves  oblong  toothed  angular  woolly,  Upper  whorls  sterile,  Bract  concave 
442  Lvs.  sub-cord.  obL  obtuse  with  spread,  teeth,  Stem  clammy  with  hairs,  Bract  cord,  entire  equal  to  spiny  caL 
443  Leaves  obtuse  crenated,  Upper  bract  sterile  large  and  coloured 

444  Lvs.  obt  obL  equal,  cren.  stalk. :  those  next  the  fl.  stem-embrac.  the  low.  whorls  dist.  CaL  of  the  fruit  reflex. 
445  Leaves  obL  obt  cren.  stalk.  Floral  stem-emb.  whorls  2  approxim.  the  term.onehaving6fl.  CaLof  fruit  reflexed 
446  Lvs.  cord.  acum.  plait  erod.  cren.  ben.  white  with  hairs,  Bract  coL  cord,  acutelong.  than  cal.  Sp.  term,  conic. 
447  Leaves  serrate  sinuated  smoothish,  Corolla  shorter  than  calyx 
448  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  obtuse  smooth,  coarsely  equally  bluntly  serrated,  Cor.  narrower  than  cal. 
449  Tomentose,  Lvs.  stalked  rugose  sub  3-lobed :  the  intermediate  lobe  longer  and  obL  :  the  lateral  obt  ovate 
450  Radical  leaves  lyrate  toothed,  Helmet  very  short,  Stem  with  very  few  leaves  hairy  downwards 
451  Lower  leaves  lyrate :  upper  cordate,  Flowers  whorled,  CaL  mucronate  ciliated 
452  Leaves  sinuate  angular  crenate  toothed,  CaL  teeth  spiny  with  the  angles  and  edge  of  the  orifice  ciliated 
453  Leaves  lyrate  auricled,  Stem  nearly  without  leaves,  Helmet  bifid 
454  Lvs.  cord,  with  spread,  teeth :  the  low.  hastat  and  lyr.  Whorls  nearly  naked,  Up.  lip  of  cor.  short  cord,  edged 
455  Villous,  Leaves  ovate  toothed  auricled,  Flowers  in  spiked  whorls 
456  Radic.  lvs.  cord.  palm,  or  ent  of  the  stem  arrow-head.  lane.  uneq.  tooth.  Bract  reflex,  short  than  nodd.  caL 
457  Leaves  hastate  lanceolate  unequally  serrated,  Stem  leafy  erect 
458  Leaves  pinnatifid  rugose :  Segm.  lin.  unequal  crenated  obt  Whorls  many-fl.  Bract  roundish  cordate  acute 459  Scabrous,  Leaves  pinnatifid  backwards  toothed,  Flowers  in  spiked  whorls 
460  Lower  lvs.  stalked  sinuated  pinnatifid  rugose  smoothish :  the  upper  sessile  cord.  Bract,  short  than  Sowers 
461  Leaves  serrated  pinnatifid  very  rugose  smooth,  Spike  obtuse,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
462  Leaves  very  rugose  woolly :  the  radical  bipinnatifid  cauline  pinnatifid,  Upper  whorls  sterile 
463  Leaves  pinnatifid  rugose  stalked,  Whorls  all  fertile  and  very  hairy 
464  Leaves  pinnated  hairy,  Segments  of  calyx  subulate,  Bract  leafy  longer  than  caL  Whorls  many-flowered 
465  Leaves  ovate  and  stem  smooth 

466  Leaves  sub-cordate  a  little  hairy,  Stem  rough  ish 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars, 
bevere  winters.  S.  formosa  and  S.  splendens  are  very  ornamental.   All  the  species  thrive  in  light  soil,  some- 

what rich,  and  are  readily  propagated  by  seeds,  cuttings,  and  dividing  the  roots. 
63.  Collinsonia.   In  honor  of  Peter  Collinson,  F.RS.,  a  most  distinguished  promoter  of  botany,  and  a  cor- 
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4  A  or 
*  A  or 
i  A« 
$  or 
ICZIor rm  cu 

467  ovfilis  PA.  oval-leaved 
468  tuberosa  PA.  tuberous 
469  anisata  B.  AT.  anise-scented 

+64.  CATAI/PA.  Just.  Catalpa. 
470  syringifolia  H.  K.  common 
471  longissima  H.  K.  wave-leaved 

*65.  GHI'NIA   W.  Ghinia. 
472  spinosa  W.  thorny-fruited 

*6&  FONT ANE'SI  A.  W.  Fontanesia. 
473  phillyneoides  W.    phillyrea-leav.  S  |  or 

67-  LINOCIE'RA.  B.P.  Linociera. 
474  com  pacta  B.  P.  Caribean  *  □  or 

*6&  ANCI'STRUM.  L.  Ancistrum. 
475  latebrosum  Vahl.     hairy  j£  lAJ  cu 
476  pinnatifidumfZper.  pinnatifld      j£  iAI  cu 
477  ovalifolium  VaU.    creeping        ^  A  cu 
478  adscendens  Vahl.    ascending       £  /\  cu 
479  sanguisorba?  Vahl.  Burnet-leaved  £  A  cu 
480  lueidum  Vahl.        shining  lAJ  cu 
481  argenteum  FL  per.  silky  )£  A  cu 
482  la?v igat um  //.  A',    smooth  £  A  cu 69.  CRNUS.  P.  S.  Flowering  Ash. 
483  europa/a  P.  S.       European       J  or 484  rotundrfoiia  P.  S.    manna  $  or 
485  floribftnda  Wall.     many-flowered$  |  |  or 

70.  MORI'NA.  W.  Morina. Persian         £  iAI  or 
Enchanter's  Nightshade. 

Bignonlacece. 20  jn.au  W 
20 

2     au      Y      Carolina   1812.  D 
2     au      Y      Carolina  1806.  R 
So        Y      Carolina  1806.  D 

&  Amer.  1726.  S W.  Indies  1777.  L 
Verbenacete.  Sp.  1—2. 2     au      PI     W.  Indies  1733.  S 
Jasminece.   Sp.  IS. 

12    au      Y      Syria       1787.  C 
Oleitue.   Sp.  1—7. W     W.  Indies  1793.  C 
Sanguisorbete.   Sp.  8 — 15. 

ap.jn  G my.jn  G 
my.jn  G my.jn  G 
jn  G my.jn  G my.jn  G 
jn.au  G 

C.G.H.    1774.  C 
Chile       1822.  D 
Peru       1802.  D 
Magellan  1822.  D N.  Zeal.    1796.  D Falklandl.1777.  D 
Chile       1822.  D 
Magellan  1790.  D 

Oleitue.   Sp.  a my.jn 

ap 

486  persica  W. 
71.  CIRCJE'A  W. 487  lutetiana  W. 
488  intermedia 
489  alplna  W. 

72.  FE'DIA   D.  C. 490  cornucopia;  D.  C. 
+7i  PIMELE'A.  B.P. 491  linifoha  B.  P. 

492  rosea  B.P. 
493  drupacea  Br. 
494  pauciflora  B.  P. 

common intermediate 
mountain 
Fedia. 
red 
PlMELEA. 

flax-leaved     J*  i  |  or 
rose-coloured  jt  \  |  or 
fleshy-fruited  _u  \  |  or few-flowered  j»  \  |  or 

O  or 

\^  I W  Italy 
W  Nepal 

Hipsacete.  Sp.  1. 
3     jtau    R.W  Persia 

Ottagrarue.   Sj>.  S. 
1    jn.au  R 

)  jn.au  R 
i   jn.s  R 
Valerianae. 

1     jn.jl  R 

1810.  G 1697.  G 

pi 
P-l 

p.l  Bot  mag.  1213 
p.l  Bot  mag.  1094 
s.p  Plum.  ic.  1 57 
s.  1    Bnks.  r.  hous.  t. 2 

s.l   Lab.  syr.  I.tl 
l.s.p  Jac.  col.  2.  t.G.  f.l 

Lp.s Lp.s  FL  per.  1. 1 104 
Lp.s Lp.s 
Lp.s  Lam.  ill.  1 12.  f.l 
Lp.s  Lm.  UL1.  t22.  f.3 
Lp.s  FL  per.  1. 1 103 
Lp.s co    FL  grsc.  1. 1 4 co  Wifld.bm.t.2.f.l 

1740.  C  s.p  FL  graec.  1.  t ! 
Britain  sha.  pL  D 
Europe  1821.  D Britain    moun.  D 

co  Eng.  bot  1056 co  FL  dan.  1 256 
co    Eng.  bot  1057 

Sp.  1—2. 
S.  Europe  1796.  S  co  FL  grax.  1 32 

ThymeUsce.   Sp.  4—39. 2     £au     W     N.  S.W.  1793.  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  891 
2     mr.s    Pk     N.  HolL  1800.  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1458 
2  my      W     N.  HolL  1817.  C  s.p  Bot  cab.  540 
3  my      W     V.  DL  L.  1812.  C  l.p  Bot  cab.  179 

74.  CLA'DIUM.  Schr.  Cladium. 
495  germanicum         prickly-sedge  Jllk  A  w 

75.  GUNNF/RA.    W.  Gunnera. 
496  perpi'-nsa  W.  common         £  |_J  cu 

Cyperacca:  Sp.  1—14. 3    jl.au    Ap  Britain 
XJtiicece.   Sp.  1— a 

\\  jLau    P      C.  G.  H. 

mar.  D  m.s  Eng.  bot.  950 

1688.  D  m.s  Bot  mag.  2376 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
respondent  of  Linnaeus :  he  died  in  1763.  Horse-weed,  Amer.    The  species  are  American  plants  of  easy cultivation. 

64.  Cat  a!  pa.  The  Indian  name  Die  Trompetenblume,  Ger.  C.  syringifolia,  H.K.  is  the  Bignonia  catalpa,  /,. ; 
a  low-spreading,  rather  singular  looking  tree,  with  succulent  shoots  easily  injured  by  winds  or  severe  frosts.  It 
■equires  a  sheltered  situation  and  plenty  of  room.  The  leaves  are  large  and  come  out  late ;  the  flowers  are 
white,  shewy,  and  are  succeeded  by  long  pods,  but  they  seldom  appear  in  this  climate.  One  of  the  oldest  catalpas 
is  England  is  in  Gray's  Inn  gardens,  said  to  have  been  planted  there  by  Lord  Bacon.  C.  longissima  is  an  ele- gant upright  tree,  known  in  the  West  Indies  by  the  name  of  French  oak,  and  the  French  call  it  chette-noir. 65.  Ghinia.    In  honor  of  an  Italian  botanist,  named  Ghini,  who  founded  several  botanic  gardens. 

66.  Fontanesia.  So  named  by  Billardiere,  in  honor  of  M.  Desfontaines,  the  excellent  professor  of  botany  at 
the  Jardin  du  roi  at  Paris.  It  is  rather  a  tender  shrub,  requiring  shelter  in  severe  weather.  It  grows  in  com- 

mon garden  soil,  and  is  increased  by  layers  or  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
67.  Linociera.  Named  after  Geoflroi  Lmocier,  a  French  physician.  A  tropical  genus  of  shrubby  plants,  pro- 

pagated by  cuttings,  and  of  little  beauty  in  a  cultivated  state. 
68.  Ancistrum.  From  mxir^n,  a  hook.  Its  calyx  is  terminated  by  little  hooks.  These  are  small  herbaceous 

plants  with  pretty  foliage,  but  no  beauty  in  their  flowers.  They  are  only  cultivated  as  objects  of  curiosity,  and are  seldom  seen. 
69.  Omus.  In  Greek,  chinas,  from  a  mountain.  The  tree  grows  on  mountains.  La  Frene  a  flairs,  Fr. 

Die  Bluhende  Esche,  Ger. ;  and  Frassmo  florido,  ItaL  O.  europsa,  P.S.  is  the  Fraxinus  omus,  L.  O.  rotun- 
difoiia, or  the  manna  ash,  abounds  in  the  skirts  of  the  mountains  in  Calabria.  From  the  middle  of  June  to  the 

end  of  July  the  manna  gatherers  make  an  incision  across  the  bole  of  the  tree,  which  they  deepen  the  second 
day,  inserting  a  maple  leaf,  so  as  to  form  a  sort  of  cup  to  receive  the  gum  as  it  distils  from  the  incision.  Some- 

times bits  of  reed  ot  twigs  are  applied,  on  which  the  manna  oozes  out,  and  drying  with  the  sun,  forms  tubular 
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467  Leaves  oblong  acute  at  both  ends,  Stem  smooth,  Cal.  teeth  very  short.  Flowers  terminal  naked 
468  Leaves  sub-rhomboidal  ovate,  CaL  teeth  bristly  longer  than  the  tube,  Panicle  leafy,  Stem  much  branched 
469  Leaves  ovate  cordate  rugose,  Flowers  tetrandrous 
470  Leaves  cordate  flat 
471  Leaves  oblong  undulated 

472  Fruit  with  4  spines,  Leaves  smooth 

473  Leaves  ovate-oblong  pointed  at  each  end,  Flowers  racemose 

474  Racemes  compound  and  decompound,  Flowers  sessile  in  threes,  Petals  subulate 

475  Leaflets  oblong  cut,  Flower-stalks  like  scapes,  Spikes  elongated  prickly,  Steins  half  under  ground 
476  Leaves  linear-lanceoL  sub-pinnatifid  hairy  beneath,  Spikes  cylindrical,  Stem  erect 
477  Leaves  oblong  and  a  little  wedge-shaped  serrated  silky  beneath,  Spikes  globose,  Stems  creeping 
478  Leaflets  oblong  and  obovate  serrated  smoothish,  Spikes  round,  Stem  decumbent 
479  Leaves  remote,  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  serrated  silky  beneath,  Spikes  globose,  Stem  decumbent 
480  Leaves  3-5-parted,  Segments  linear- villous  beneath,  Spikes  oblong,  Stem  half  under  ground 
481  Leaflets  ovate-oblong  serrated  silky  beneath,  Spikes  globose,  Stem  creeping 
482  Leaflets  oval  crenate  and  cut  smooth  above  hoary  beneath,  Spike  terminal  cylindrical,  Stem  decumbent 
483  Leaves  lanceolate  attenuated  stalked  serrated 
484  Leaves  roundish  acute  doubly  serrated  nearly  sessile 
485  Leaflets  oblong  tapering  acuminate  acutely  and  unequally  serrated,  Male  flowers  with  a  corolla 

486  A  plant  like  the  Acanthus.  Flowers  in  whorls 

487  Stem  pubescent  erect,  Leaves  ovate  acute  denticulate  sub-pubescent 
488  Stem  erect  simple  nearly  smooth,  Leaves  cordate  with  spreading  teeth  acuminate 
489  Stem  much  branched  erect  smooth,  Leaves  cordate  smooth  shining 

490  Upper  leaves  toothed  and  angular,  Flowers  in  heads 

491  I  n  vol.  4-1  vd.  leafl.  broad  ov.  smth.  on  both  sides  much  short  than  the  head,  Lvs.  lin.-stalk.  1  -nor  v.  Cor.  silky 
492  Invol.  4-lvd.  leafl.  lanceoL  ovate  acute  smooth  on  both  sides,  Leaves  lanceoL  lin.  Cor.  hairy  on  its  lower  half 
493  Leaves  o  val-obl.  flat  pubesc.  beneath,  Floral  lvs.  longer  than  the  head,  Cor.  cylind.  deciduous,  Fruit  berried 
494  Lvs.  smooth  on  both  sides  lin.  lane,  twice  as  narr.  as  the  floral  lvs.  longer  than  the  few-fl.  head,  Cor.  smooth 

495  Culm  round,  Corymbs  dense,  Panicle  contracted,  Flowers  in  bunches 

496  Leaves  uniform  toothed  shorter  than  the  scape  in  seed,  Scape  and  leafstalks  smooth 

ami  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
pieces  called  manna  in  Cannali,  which  being  reckoned  more  pure,  sells  higher  by  one-third  than  the  manna  ins 
Tazzeti.  Manna  is  a  concrete  mucilaginous  juice,  mild,  and  slightly  nauseous.  It  seems  to  have  no  relation  to> 
that  which  nourished  the  Hebrews  in  the  desert,  being,  as  Rozier  observes  (Diet  d'Agr.),  much  more  likely  to- have  purged  than  nourished  them.  The  Fraxinus  virgata,  P.S.  also  affords  manna,  but  from  no  other  species; 
or  ornus  can  it  be  procured.  The  Onus  floribunda  has  lately  been  discovered  in  Nepal,  where  it  is  called* 
kanga  and  tahasee. 

70.  Marina.  In  memory  of  Lewis  Morin,  a  French  botanist,  and  son  of  Peter  Morin,  a  florist  celebrated  in» 
the  17th  century.  This  plant  is  of  very  rare  occurrence  It  is  not  unlike  the  common  acanthus,  but  more- 
beautiful.   Propagated  by  seeds. 

71.  Circtsa.  Poetically  named  after  the  enchantress  Circe.  The  genus  grows  in  damp  shady  places  where 
shrubs  fit  for  incantations  may  be  supposed  to  be  found.  The  Greeks  had  a  plant  named  circsea.  All  the  species 
are  easily  cultivated,  and  are  curious  on  account  of  their  singular  flowers.  C.  lutetiana  has  been  found  in  Nepal. 

72.  Fedia.  A  name  of  Adanson's,  which,  like  many  others  of  the  same  author,  has  probably  no  meaning.  The genus  has  been  very  properly  distinguished  from  Valeriana  by  Decandolle,  as  well  as  from  Valerianella,  with 
which  it  has  recently  been  again  confounded.    A  weed-like  annual  is  the  only  species  yet  in  our  gardens. 

73.  Pimelea.  From  ai(UX.ti,  fat ;  but  if  so,  it  should  be  written  Piraelsa.  A  real  and  extensive  genus  of 
plants,  natives  of  the  southern  hemisphere.  Many  of  the  species  are  from  N.  Holland,  and  are  chiefly  known 
by  the  brief  descriptions  of  Mr.  R.  Brown. 

74.  Gadium.  From  xiM&at,  a  branch  or  twig.  A  tall  sedge-like  plant,  referred  by  Linnaeus  and  his  school  to 
Schcenus.  C.  germanicum  is  the  only  European  species ;  it  is  the  Schoanus  mariscus  of  English  botany.  The 
others  are  chiefly  from  N.  Holland. 

75.  Gunner  a.  After  Ernest  Gunner,  bishop  of  Norway,  of  which  country  he  published  a  Flora.  A  singular  plant, 
cultivated  merely  as  an  object  of  curiosity.  It  likes  a  moist  peat  soil,  and  the  temperature  of  a  cool  greenhouse. 



DIANDRIA  TRIGYNIA. Class  II. 

DIGYNIA. 
76.  ANTHOXANTHUM.  W.   Spring-Grass.      Graminex.  S 
497  odoratum  W.         sweet-scented  a  A  as    1     my  Ap 498  amarum  Brot.  bitter  1  A  cu  1  jl  Ap 
499-ovatum  Lag.         ovate  ilk  O  ou    1     jl  Ap 

TRIGYNIA. 
Piperacete.  i my.jn  Ap 

my.jn  Ap 
my  Ap 

.3—6. Britain   me.  pa.  S  b.I  Eng.  bot  647 
Morocco  1810.  S  co 
Spain       1821.  S  co 

*77.  PITER.  W. 
500  coriaceum  Vahl. 
501nitidum  W. 
502  addncum  W. 
503  inacrophyRum  W. 
504  geniculatum  W. 505  hispidum  W. 506  Amalago  W. 
507Betle  W. 
508  nigrum  TV. 509  discolor  W. 
510  reticulatum  W. 
511  decumanum  W. 
512Sirib6a  W. 
513 16ngum  P.  S. 
514peltatum  W. 515  umbellatum  W. 
516  laurifolium  Mill. 
517  tomentosum  Mill. 
518  glabrum  Mill. 
519  racemosum  Mill. 
520  brachyphf  llum  W. 
521  amplexiclule  W. 
592  magnoliasfoliumFo. 523  obtusifolium  W. 
524  cuneifolium  W.  en. 
525alatum  P.S. 
526  acuminatum  W.  en 
527  distachyon  P.  S. 528  maculiosum  W. 
529  pellucidum  W. 
530  pubescens  H.S. 531  humile  Vahl. 
532  trifolium  P.  S. 
533  pulchellum  W. 
534  pereskiaefolium  W. 535  blandum  W. 
536  rubricaule  Nees. 
537  po'lystachion  W. 538  quadrifolium  W. 
539  inaequalifolium 540  stellatum  P.  S. 
541  incanum  Haw. 
542  subrotundum  Haw 
643  rubellum  Haw. 

Pepper. 
leathery  J* 
shining-leaved  Jk hooked  Jt 
broad-leaved  jtt 
swollen-joint'dJ* hairy-leaved  Jet rough-leaved  * betle  * black  !U 
discoloured  -t* 
netted  J* 
the  great  J* Siriboa 
long 

peltated  J* umbelled  _  J» 
laurel-leaved  Jt 
downy  * smooth  * 
great  racemose  A 

I  cu  4 
□  cu  3 I  cu  5 

IIlcu  12 

~ ]cu  2 

I  cu 
I  cu 

ZDclt 
ZZJclt 

6 
4 

ZD  cu  6 I  cu  6 
6 
6 
2 *Z3clt 

O  cu  3 
O  cu  10 
ZD  cu  14 ZD  cu  10 
ZDcu  10 

Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap Ap Ap 

^P 

Ap 
Ap 

my.jl  Ap 

Ap 

my.jn  Ap 

Ap 

jl 

jl.au 

jl.au 

short-leaved  £  ZD  cu 
stem-clasping  ]£  3]  c 
magnoHa-lvd.  *  ZD  cu 
obtuse-leaved  *  3  011 
wedge-leaved  f  7Q  cu 

j£  ZD  cu 
j£  23  cu 

~A1  cu 

j£  23  cu 

23  cu 23cu £  23  cu 

23  cu £  23  cu 

winged 
acuminate 
two-rowed 
spot-stalked 
pellucid 
pubescent 
low 
three-leaved 
small-leaved 
cactus-leaved  H  23  °u 
villous  "Alcu red-stemmed  j£  23  cu 
many-spiked  £  23  cu four-leaved  j£  23  cu 
unequal-leav'dj£  23  or starry  £  23  cu 
great-downy  j£  23  cu 
sm.  clusia-lvd.  j£  23  cu 
red  £  23  cu 

i  Ap 1  jn.s  Ap 
U  ja.mr  Ap 
1  ap.jl  Ap 
1  jn.jl  Ap 1  mr.ap  Ap 
1  jn.jl  Ap 
lj  jn.jl  Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap 

1  jLo 
i  jn.jl  Ap I  jn.au  Ap 
i  jio  Ap 1  my.jn  Ap 
lj  my.n  Ap 1  my.jn  Ap 

}  jn.jl  Ap i  jn.jl  Ap 1  jl.au  Ap 1  my.jl  Ap 
1  f  Ap 
1  f  Ap 
|  mr.ap  Ap 

a.  44— 250. E  Indies  1815. Jamaica  1793. 
Jamaica  1748. W.  Indies  1800. 
Jamaica  1823. 
Jamaica  1793. 
Jamaica  1759. 
E  Indies  1804. 
E  Indies  1790. 
W.  Indies  1821. W.  Indies  1748. 
Carthag.  1768. E  Indies  1768. 
E  Indies  1788. W.  Indies  1748. 
W.  Indies  1748. W.  Indies  1768. 
W.  Indies  1768. 
Campeac.  1768. 
Campeac.  1768. 
S.  Amer.  18ia W.  Indies  179a 
W.  Indies  179a 
W.  Indies  1739. 
Caraccas  1809. 
S.Amer.  1812. 
W.  Indies  1812. &Amer.  179a 
St  Domin.1790. 
&  Amer.  1748. 
a  Amer.  1809. W.  Indies  1768. 
&  Amer,  1802. Jamaica 
S.  Amer. Caraccas 

Jamaica 
S.  Amer. 
Peru 
Jamaica Brazil W.'Eidies  ] 

1778. 1820. 
1802. 1822. 
1775. 
1818. 
1800. 1802. 
1815. 
1812. 

r.m r.m 
r.m r.m 
r.m 
r.m 

r.m 

r.m 
r.m 
r.m 

r.m r.m 
r.m 

r.m r.m 

Lp 

r.m r.m r.m 

r.m r.m 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m 

r.m 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m r.m 

r.m 
r.m 

r.m 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m r  m 
r.m 

r.m 
r.m r.m 

r.m 
r.m 

Bot  cab.  128 
Jac  ic.  2.  t.  210 
Slo.  jam.  88.  f.  ] 

Slo.histl.t87.f.l 
Rheede.7.  tl5 
Lam.  ill.  79. 1 23 
Bot.  cab.  610 Plumier.  57.  t75 
Jacq.  ic.  2.  1 215 Rumph.  5.  tll7 
Rump.5.tll6.£2 Plumier.  56. 1 74 
Plumier.  5a  1 73 

Jac.  ic  2. 1 213 Tr.  ehrt  54. 1 96 
Jac.  ic.  2. 1 214 
FL  per.  31. 1 48 Bot  mag.  1882 Plumier.  51. 1 67 
Plumier.  60. 1 66 
Plumier.  54. 1 72 

Plumier.  52. 1 68 
Bot  cab.  574 Hook.  ex.  fl.  67 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  21 
Hor.  phys.  br.  t.8 Hook.  ex.  fl.  23 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  22 
FL  per.  1.  1 46.  a Jac.  vind.  2.  t.217 
Bot.  cab.  503 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  59 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
7&  Anthoxanthum.  From  enO-os,  a  flower,  and  |*»ftjj,  yellow,  the  spikes  being  yellow.  This  grass  has  the  valves of  the  calyx  sprinkled  over  with  minute  yellow  dots,  similar  to  those  of  black-currant  berries ;  hence,  possibly, 

its  peculiar  scent.  It  is  this  grass  which  gives  the  peculiar  smell  to  meadow-hay;  that  made  from  ray-grass  or 
other  sown-grasses  having  no  such  odour.  It  is  one  of  the  earliest  flowering  grasses,  grows  on  any  soil,  but  pre- 

fers one  moderately  dry.  Stillingfleet  recommends  its  being  sown  with  a  view  to  improve  the  flavor  of  mutton. 
But  its  seeds  are  collected  with  so  much  difficulty  that  they  are  too  costly  to  be  sown  in  any  great  quantity. 

77.  Piper.  Undoubtedly  from  pippul,  the  Bengalese  name  of  the  long-pepper,  notwithstanding  the  learned 
derivations  of  authors  from  ■snxro,  Tun^i,  to  digest  The  plants  of  this  genus  are  mostly  succulent,  perennial, herbaceous,  or  frutescent ;  often  scandent  as  in  that  species  which  furnishes  the  pepper  of  commerce ;  dichoto- 
mous  and  jointed.  P.'  nigrum  furnishes  the  pepper  of  commerce.  It  grows  wild  in  the  East  Indies,  and  in  Cochin China,  and  is  cultivated  in  Malacca,  Java,  and  especially  in  Sumatra.  The  pepper  or  seed  is  distinguished  in 
the  shops  as  black  or  white ;  the  former  is  the  dried  berry  in  its  natural  state ;  the  latter,  the  berry  deprived 
of  its  skin,  by  steeping  about  a  fortnight  in  water,  and  then  drying  in  the  sun.  Black  pepper  is  the  hottest  and 
strongest  As  a  spice,  pepper  differs  from  most  others  by  its  pungency  residing  not  in  the  volatile  parts  or  es- 

sential oil,  but  in  a  fixed  substance,  which  does  not  rise  in  the  heat  of  boiling  water.  The  culture  of  the  plant 
in  the  pepper  farms  of  the  East  very  much  resembles  that  of  the  hop  in  England.  Holes  are  made  in  prepared 
ground  at  from  six  to  twelve  feet  a-part  every  way ;  in  these  from  two  to  six  cuttings  of  the  pepper  vines  are 
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DIGYNIA. 
497  Spike  ovate  oblong,  Flowers  on  short  stalks  longer  than  the  beard  spreading,  Outer  glumes  ciliated 
498  Panicle  spike-shaped  sub-lanceolate,  Leaves  smooth  glaucous  green,  Nect  adnate  to  the  seed,  Cor.  loose 
499  Spike  orate  dense,  Sheaths  smooth,  Leaves  ciliated 

TRIGYNIA. Shrubby. 
500  Leaves  broad-lanceolate  pointed  coriaceous,  Berries  stalked 501  Lvs.  elliptic  lane,  attenuated  very  smooth  dotted  shining  above  at  the  base  unequal,  Spikes  recurved  at  tips 
502  Leaves  ovate  oblong  or  elliptic  acuminate  unequal  at  the  base  rough  on  each  side,  Spikes  axillary  uncinate 
503  Leaves  ovate  oblong  many-nerved  acuminate  smooth  unequal  at  base,  Leafstalks  margined,  Joints  equal 
504  Leaves  elliptic  oblong  acuminate  many-nerved  unequal  at  the  base,  Joints  knotty 
505  Branches  round  hairy,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  above  rough  :  veins  beneath  and  stalks  hispid 
506  Leaves  ovate  oblong  5-nerved  rugose  on  each  side  smooth  equal  at  the  base 
507  Leaves  ovate  attenuated  7-nerved,  Stalks  2-toothed 
508  Leaves  broad  ovate  acuminate  7-nerved  coriaceous  smooth,  Joints  knotted 
509  Leaves  broad  cordate  5-nerved  at  the  base  unequal,  beneath  discoloured,  Spikes  lax  With  remote  flowers 
510  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  5-9-nerved  very  smooth  equal  to  the  leaf  stalks 
511  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  9-11-nerved  veiny  rather  villous,  Leaf  stalks  partly  winged 
512  Leaves  cordate  oblong  acuminate  about  7-nerved  unequal  at  the  base 
513  Lower  leaves  cordate  stalked  7-nerved :  upper  cordate  oblong  sessile  5-nerved 
514  Leaves  peltate  round  cordate  many-nerved  obtuse  sub-repand,  Spikes  in  umbels 
515  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acute  many-nerved,  Nerves  and  stalks  villous,  Spikes  in  umbels 
516  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  nerved,  Spikes  short 
517  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  tomentose,  Stem  arborescent 518  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  smooth  3-nerved 
519  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  rugose,  Nerves  alternate Stem  fleshy. 
520  Leaves  ovate  acute  obsoletely  3-nerv.  rather  folded  together  at  the  base,  Stalks  ciliated,  Spikes  term,  solitary 
521  Leaves  stem-clasping  broad  lanceolate  narrowed  downwards  many-nerved,  Stem  simple  erect 
522  Leaves  obovate  very  obtuse,  Flower-stalks  terminal  branched,  Stem  and  branches  rooting 
523  Leaves  obovate  nearly  retuse  edged  with  red,  Spike  terminal  solitary,  Stem  decumbent  rooting 
524  Leaves  wedge-shaped  about  7-nerved,  Spikes  terminal  conjugate,  Stem  rooting  nearly  erect 
525  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  attenuated  5-nerved,  Spikes  axillary,  solitary,  the  terminal  in  pairs,  Stem  winged 
526  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  5-nerved  acute  at  each  end,  Spikes  terminal  2  or  3  together,  Stem  nearly  erect 
527  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  5-nerved,  Spikes  conjugate  erect,  Stem  branching  rooting 
528  Leaves  peltate  cordate  ovate  acute,  Stem  creeping 
529  Leaves  cordate  acute,  Spikes  lateral  and  terminal,  Stem  procumbent 
530  Leaves  oblong  nerveless  opposite  spikes  axillary  solitary,  Stem  pubescent  upright 
531  Leaves  oblong  acute  nerveless  opposite  with  the  erect  stem  villous 
532  Leaves  ternate  roundish,  Stem  creeping 
533  Leaves  4  together  sub-sessile  oblong  nerveless,  Spikes  terminal,  Stem  erect 
534  Leaves  3  and  4  together  oblong  3-nerved  smooth  coriaceous,  Spikes  terminal  solitary 
535  Leaves  3  and  4  together  elliptic  lanceolate  3-nerved  with  the  upright  stems  villous 
536  St  erect  round  smth.  Lvs. 4-6  togeth.  ses.  lane,  atten.  at  base  3-nerv.  very  smth.  Sp.  ter.  very  long  sol  or  double 
537  Leaves  3  and  4  together  roundish  rhomboidal  stalked  3-nerved  pubescent,  Branches  erect 
538  Leaves  4  together  wedge-shaped  emarginate  sub-sessile,  Spikes  solitary,  Stem  erect 
539  Very  fragrant,  Leaves  4, 5,  and  6  together  sub-sessile  reflexed  sub-emarginate,  Spikes  terminal  about  4 
540  Leaves  3  and  5  together  oblong  acuminate  3-nerved  smooth,  Stem  erect 
541  Hoary  with  down,  Leaves  alternate  thick  round-ovate  with  a  small  blunt  point,  very  cordate  at  the  base 542  Leaves  obovate  rounded  stalked  very  thick  green  naked 
543  Leaves  about  4  together  roundish  convex  beneath  and  coloured,  Spikes  terminal  and  axillary  sub-solitary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
planted,  and  afterwards  staked  with  any  rough  barked  wood,  on  which  the  plants  climb  and  attach  themselves 
much  in  the  manner  of  our  five-leaved  ivy  ( Ampelopsis).  In  Sumatra,  Marsden  informs  us  (Hist  107.),  a  tree  called 
the  chinkareen  is  planted  for  the  support  of  the  pepper  plant,  as  the  common  maple  and  flowering  ash  is  for  the 
vine  in  Italy.  The  shoots  bear  in  the  third  year ;  the  flowers  appear  in  June,  and  the  berries  are  ripe,  and  of 
a  blood-red  in  September.  The  shoots  are  then  cut  down  to  the  ground,  and  the  berries  gathered,  dried  in  the 
sun,  and  sorted.   In  three  or  four  years  more  the  shoots  have  attained  full  growth,  and  another  crop  is  ready. 

P.  amalago,  longum,  and  various  other  species  afford  berries  differing  very  little  in  quality  from  those  of 
P  nigrum,  and  sometimes  mixed  with,  or  substituted  for  them.  . 

P.  betle  affords  the  betel  leaf  of  the  southern  Asiatics,  which  serves  to  enclose  a  few  slices  of  the  areca 
nut  (thence  commonly  called  the  betle-nut),  and  a  little  shell  lima  This,  the  inhabitants  of  those  countries 
chew  to  sweeten  the  breath,  strengthen  the  stomach,  and  ward  off' the  calls  of  hunger,  as  the  European  working classes  do  tobacco.  It  is  deemed  the  extreme  of  unpoliteness  in  the  east  to  speak  to  a  superior  without  a  quid 
of  betel  in  the  mouth.  The  teeth  of  the  men  in  Malabar  are  ruined  by  it ;  but  the  women  preserve  theirs  to 
an  old  age,  by  staining  them  black  with  antimony.  Such  is  the  consumption  of  betel  in  the  east,  that  it  occa- sions a  branch  of  commerce  nearly  as  extensive  as  that  of  tobacco  in  the  west 

All  the  species  of  pepper  introduced  in  our  stoves  grow  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  require  but  little  water,  and 
are  readily  propagated  by  cuttings. 



so 
TRIANDRIA. Class  III. 

Class  III.  —  TRIANDRIA     3  Stamens. 

This  class,  which  is  larger  than  the  two  preceding,  contains  most  of  the  genera  of  three  considerable  and  very 
natural  orders,  the  iridea?,  Cyperaceae,  and  Gramineae.  The  first  are  chiefly  bulbous-rooted  sword-leaved  plants, 
with  brilliant  but  transient  flowers ;  the  second,  sedgy  grass-like  plants,  more  curious  than  useful ;  and  the 
third,  the  proper  grasses,  an  order  which  contributes  more  extensively  and  effectually  to  the  support  of  man and  domestic  animals  than  any  other,  and,  unless  we  except  Lolium  temulentum,  containing  no  poisonous  plant. 
The  genera  of  the  grasses,  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  observes,  are  not  easily  defined.  Schreber  and  Di.  Host  among  the 
Germans,  and  Stillingfleet  and  Curtis,  and  more  recently,  Mr.  R,  Brown,  in  this  country,  ha  ve  paid  much  attention 
to  the  order ;  but  it  is  among  the  French  that  the  greatest  improvements  have  been  made  in  the  arrangement 
and  distribution  of  the  genera.  The  principal  graminologists  in  that  country  have  been  Messrs.  Desvaux, Palisot  de  Beauvois,  and  Kunth,  each  of  whom  has  divided  the  Linnaean  genera  into  many  others ;  the  greater 
part  of  which  have  been  admitted  by  other  botanists,  and  are  consequently  adopted  here.  It  must,  however,  be 
confessed,  that  if  much  has  been  done  in  remodelling  the  grasses,  yet  more  remains  to  be  effected ;  and  that 
much  more  perspicuity  and  clearness  of  definition  will  be  required  before  their  arrangement  can  be  said  even 
to  approach  perfection.  In  describing  the  essential  characters,  the  phraseology  of  the  continental  botanists  has 
been  adopted.  This  not  being  very  familiar  to  readers  in  this  country,  the  following  explanation  of  terms 
may  be  useful 

The  parts  here  called  Glumes  are  the  Calyx  of  Linnaeus. Paleee  .  .  .  Corolla. 
Scale    .   .   .  Nectary. 

The  terms  calyx  and  corolla  applied  to  the  floral  envelopes  of  grasses  are  improper,  as  they  are  not  analogous 
to  those  organs  in  other  plants,  but  are  rather  to  be  considered  as  a  form  of  Bracteae,  as  are  also  the  inner  scales, 
called  Nectarium  by  Linnaeus.  It  has  been  considered  by  some  writers,  proper  to  place  all  the  grasses  in Triandria,  without  reference  to  the  number  of  their  stamens ;  but  this  is  manifestly  improper,  as  the  whole 
merit  of  the  artificial  system  depends  upon  its  principles  being  closely  followed;  The  grasses  not  in  this  class 
are  to  be  found  in  Monandria,  Diandria,  Hexandria,  and  Polygamia.  The  grasses,  in  an  oeconominal  point  of 
view,  have  been  scientifically  experimented  on  by  Sir  H.  Davy,  and  Mr.  Sinclair,  the  duke  of  Bedford's  gar- dener at  Woburn. 

Galaxia  and  Ferraria,  which  Persoon  has  placed  in  this  class,  we  have,  with  Willdenow,  placed  in  Monadel- 
phia.  Tigridia  will  also  be  found  there.  The  following  plants  are  Triandrous,  but  as  they  belong  to  very  na- tural genera,  botanists  have  deemed  it  better  not  to  separate  them. 
MONOGYNIA.  Narcissus  triandrus.  Juncus  conglomeratus  and  efiUsus.  Rivina  brasiliensis,  and  some 

species  of  Amaranthus,  &c.  Galium  trifidum,  some  Asperulas,  Melothria,  Laurus  triandra,  Fagara  spinosa 
and  acuminata,  Hirtella  triandra,  Tradescantia  jnultiflora. 
DIGYNIA.   Trip&acum  hermaphroditum,  some  species  of  Ehrharta,  &c. 
TRIGYNIA.  Tillaja  muscosa,  Elatine  triandra,  Stellaria  media,  some  species  of  Xanthoxylum,  Triplans americana,  &c. 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.  3  Stamens.  1  Style. 

1.  Flowers  with  Calyx  and  Corolla  distinct  j  or  with  a  trifid  Corolla  only. 
78.  Valeriana.  Cal  very  small,  finally  enlarged  into  a  feathery  pappus.  Corolla  monopetalous,  5-lobed,  re- 

gular, gibbous  at  the  base.    Capsule  1-celled. 
79.  Patrinia.  CaL  -very  small,  finally  enlarged  into  an  irregularly  and  obsoletely  toothed  rim.  Corolla  mo- nopetalous, 5-lobed,  regular,  gibbous  at  the  base.  Capsule  3-celled,  supported  on  one  side  by  an  oval  membra- nous bractea.   Stamens  variable.  (3  or  5.)  .      ,  „ ,  , 
80.  Valerianella.  CaL  very  small,  finally  becoming  a  straight  rim.  Cor.  monopetalous  5-fid,  regular.  Cap- :«ule  3-celled.  ,  , 
81.  Calymenia.  CaL  5-fid  campanulate.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Nut  1 -seeded,  surrounded  by  the  enlarged •calyx. 
82.  Lceflingia.  CaL  5-leaved,  the  leaves  2-toothed  at  the  base.  Cor.  of  5  petals,  which  are  very  minute  and 

«onnivent   Stigma  3-ple.  Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded. 
8a  Hippocratea.  CaL  5-leaved,  very  smalL  Pet  5  dilated  at  the  base,  hooded  at  the  end.  Nut  fleshy,  bear- 

ing the  stamens.    Caps.  3,  compressed,  2-valved,  opening  in  the  middle,  1-celled,  with  2-5  compressed  winged 
84.  Cneorum.    CaL  3-4-toothed,  persistent,  smalL    Pet.  S-4  equaL    Stigma  3-fid.    Drupes  3  or  4  clustered, 

^Ih.  Comocladia.  CaL  S-parted.  Pet  3,  larger  than  the  calyx.  Drupe  with  3  spots  at  the  end,  and  a  mem- <branous  1-seeded  nut   (Stamens  and  petals  vary  to  4.)  „        ,  ,  „    „  . 
86.  Xyris.  CaL  3-valved,  cartilaginous,  clustered  in  a  head.  Cor.  3-petaled,  equaL  Caps.  1-3-celIed, 3-valved.   Stigma  3-fid.  -    „  ,  .      ,  ,  , 
87.  CaUisia.  Calyx  3-leaved.  Petals  3.  Anthers  double  Capsule  superior,  2-celled,  2-seeded,  compressed. .Stigmas  3,  finely  divided.  .         ...  .  _      .  „ 
88.  Commelina.  CaL  3-leaved.  Pet  a  Filaments  3  or  4-stenle,  furnished  with  crossing  glands.  Caps.  2-3. <celled.  Seeds  fixed  to  the  valves.  . 
89  Aneilema.   Like  Commelina,  but  no  involucrum.   Stamens  6.   Anthers  3,  sometimes  2-4,  dissimilar. 
90.  Cartonema.   Cor.  persistent :  the  3  outer  leaves  calycine.   Stamens  persistent,  beardless.   Seeds  2. 

2.  Flowers  with  a  S-parted  Calyx,  and  no  Corolla. 
91.  Ortegia.  Cal  5-leaved.  Stigma  headed.  Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved  at  the  end.  Seeds  many,  affixed  to  the txrttom  of  the  capsule.  Stigma  1-3. 
92.  Polycnemum.  CaL  5-leaved.   Seed  1,  in  an  utriculus. 

a  Flowers  6-parted,  coloured  :  the  Calyx  and  Corolla  not  distinct. 
93.  Crocus.  Spatha  usually  2-valved.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  regular :  the  outer  segments  largest  Tube 

very  long,  partly  under  ground.   Stigma  deeply  trifid,  with  convolute  segments. 
94.  Witsenia.    Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-parted  limb.    Stigma  slightly  trifid  or  emargmate.    Caps.  3-celled, 

m95.y  jxia .^Spatha  2-valved.   Flower  with  a  slender  tube  and  regular  limb.   Stigmas  3,  narrow,  recurved. 

C  96L  IM^matut^  Spatha  2-valved.    Flower  with  a  very  short  tube  and  an  equal  regular  limb  Filaments 

PU97!^e^sa^S^Spa^2^valved.   Flower  tubular,  with  a  &parted  spreading  regular  limb.    Style  inclined. 

CS9&"  Jfrspfw^T^atha  2-valved.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-parted  regular  limb.  Stigmas  3,  divided  as  far down  as  the  tube.   Caps,  oblong  3-cornered. 
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99.  Sparaxis.  Spatha  2-valved,  scarious,  membranous,  torn  at  the  end  Flower  tubular.  Stigmas  3,  recurved. 
Caps,  obiong,  globose. 

100.  Tritonia.  Spatha  2-valved.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-parted  nearly  regular  limb.  Stigmas  3,  spreading. Seeds  neither  winged  nor  berried 
101.  Watsonia.  Spatha  2-valved.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-parted  limb.  Stigmas  3,  filiform,  2-parted,  with 

recurved  segments.   Caps,  cartilaginous,  many-seeded. 
102.  Babiana.  Spatha  2-valved,  the  inner  valve  2-parted.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-parted  limb.  Stigmas 

3,  spreading.   Seeds  berried 
103.  Lapeyrousia.  Flower  hypocrateriform.  Tube  longer  than  the  6-parted  limb.  Stigmas  3, 2-parted  Caps, 

membranous,  many-saeded. 
101.  Melaspheerula.  Spatha  2-valved  Flower  nearly  divided  into  6  petals :  the  segments  pointed  equal 

Stigmas  3,  recurved    Caps.  3-lobed. 
105.  Gladiolus.  Spatha  2-valved.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-parted  irregular  limb.  Stamens  ascending. 

Stigmas  3.   Seeds  winged 
106.  Anomatheca.  Spatha  2-valved  Flower  hypocrateriform.  Stigmas  3, 2-parted  Caps,  frosted  over  with little  warts. 
107.  Antholyza.  Spatha  2-valved.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  ringent  differently  formed  limb.  Stigmas  3,  simple. 

Seeds  nearly  round 
108.  Xiphidium.    Flower  inferior,  6-petaled,  regular.   Caps.  3-celled,  many-seeded 
109.  Leptanthus.  Flower  monopetalous,  with  a  very  long  slender  tube,  a  6-parted  limb,  and  nearly  equal  seg- 

ments.  Stigma  simple. 
110.  Wachendorfia.   Flower  inferior,  6-parted,  irregular.   Caps.  3-celled   Seeds  solitary. 
111.  Hcemodorum.  Flower  6-parted,  persistent,  smooth.  Stamens  attached  to  the  base  of  the  inner  segments 

of  cor.   Ovarium  3-celled.  Cells  2-seeded   Stigma  1.  Caps.  J-superior,  3-lobed,  3-celled.  Seeds  peltate,  edged. 
112.  Aristea.  Flower  superior,  6-petaled,  regular  j  after  flowering  twisted  spirally  and  persistent  Caps. 

3-celled,  many  seeded. 
113.  Dilatris.  Flower  superior,  6-petaled,  regular.  One  filament  shorter  than  the  others,  and  with  a  larger 

anther.   Stigma  simple.   Caps.  3-celled    Seeds  solitary. 114.  Brodkea.  Flower  inferior,  tubular,  with  a  6-cleft  regular  limb,  and  a  3-leaved  corona  in  the  orifice. 
Caps.  3-celled,  many  seeded. 115.  Iris.    Flower  6-parted :  every  other  division  reflexed   Stigmas  shaped  like  petals. 

116.  Morcea.  Flower  6-petaled  j  after  flowering  involute  above,  spirally  twisted  beneath,  finally  falling  off. 
Caps,  many-seeded 117.  Marica.  Flower  6-parted,  or  of  6  petals :  the  3  outer  segments  largest,  the  inner  connivent  and  very 
much  smaller.   Stigma  like  a  petal,  3-fid :  its  segments  undivided.   Caps.  3-celled 

118.  Pardanthus.  Flower  6-petaled,  regular,  equal  Caps,  many-seeded  Seeds  attached  to  a  central  loose 
receptacle. 4.  Flowers  glumaceous. 

«,  Leaves  with  an  entire  Sheath.  Sedges. 
119.  Scluenus.  Spikelets  few-flowered,  distichous :  the  lower  scales  empty,  the  upper  enclosing  flowers.  No 

bristles  under  the  ovarium. 
120.  Rhynchospora.  Spikelets  few-flowered,  slender :  the  lower  nearly  empty,  the  upper  enclosing  flowers. Bristles  under  the  ovarium. 
121.  Fitnbristylis.  Spikelets  imbricated  in  all  directions,  many-flowered,  none  of  the  scales  empty.  Style 

jointed  at  the  base,  and  deciduous.    No  bristles  under  the  ovarium. 
122.  Isolepis.  Spikelets  imbricated  in  all  directions,  many-flowered,  none  of  the  scales  empty.  No  bristles 

under  "the  ovarium.   Style  not  jointed  at  the  base,  and  deciduous. 123.  Scirpus.  Spikelets  imbricated  in  all  directions,  many-flowered,  none  of  the  scales  empty.  Bristles  under 
the  ovarium.   Style  not  jointed  at  the  base,  and  deciduous. 

124.  EUeocharis.  Spikelets  imbricated  in  all  directions,  many-flowered,  none  of  the  scales  empty.  Bristles 
under  the  ovarium.   Style  jointed  at  the  base,  and  deciduous. 125.  Eriophorum.    Glumes  chaffy  imbricated  in  all  directions.    Seed  surrounded  by  very  long  dense  wool 

126.  Trichophorum.  Spikelets  nearly  ovate,  imbricated  in  all  directions.  Bristles  about  the  seed  usually  six, 
capillary,  finally  very  much  lengthened  and  exserted 127.  Cyperus.  Spikelets  in  two  ranks,  imbricated ;  nearly  all  the  scales  enclosing  flowers.  No  bristles  under 
the  ovarium.   Style  deciduous,  not  bulbous. 

128.  Papyrus.  Spikelets  many-flowered  Glumes  imbricated  in  two  rows,  1-flowered  Style  3-fid  Scales  2, 
membranous,  contrary  to  the  glumes.   No  bristles  beneath  the  ovarium.   Seed  3-cornered. 

129.  Kyllinga.  Spikelets  1-flowered.  Glumes  4,  imbricated  in  two  rows,  compressed :  the  2  lower  which  are 
smaller  and  the  upper  one  empty ;  the  intermediate  similar  to  the  upper,  and  including  a  naked  herma- 

phrodite flower.   Style  bifid.    No  bristles  under  the  ovarium.   Seed  lenticular. 
.  130.  Mariscus.  Spikelets  few-flowered  Glumes  imbricated  in  two  rows,  the  lower  empty.  Stamens  some- times 2.   Style  trifid    Neither  scales  nor  bristles  below  the  ovarium.   Seed  triangular. 

/3.  Leaves  with  a  split  sheath,  and  a  membranous  ligule.    True  grasses. 
131.  Remirea.  Spikelets  1-flowered,  with  imbricated  scales ;  the  outer  ones  nerved,  the  upper  which  bears 

the  flower  enclosed  in  them  and  unlike  them.  No  bristles  beneath  the  ovarium.  Seed  oblong,  enclosed  in  the 
uppermost  scale  become  thickened  and  corky. 

132.  Lygeum.  Flowers  2  or  3  together,  with  two  valved  glumes,  at  the  base  united  into  a  2-celled  villous 
pericarpium.   Involucrum  a  convolute  spatha. 

133.  Cornucopia;.  Involucre  1-leaved,  cup-shaped  or  funnel-shaped,  many-flowered  Glumes  2-valved, 
united  at  base,  mitre-formed,  equal  Falea  1,  bladder-like,  split  on  one  side,  with  a  beard  below  the  middle. 
Stigmas  long.   Seed  not  furrowed.  Flowers  in  a  head. 

134.  Cenchrus.  Involucrum  1-3-flowered,  many  parted,  bristly  without,  finally  hardened.  Glume  2-flowered, 
2-valved :  the  outer  valve  smallest  Florets  dissimilar :  the  outer  male  or  neuter,  the  inner  hermaphrodite. No  scales. 

135.  Pennisetum.  Involucrum  doable,  composed  of  many  bristles :  the  outer  unequal,  the  inner  pinnated, 
bearded  Spikelets  2-33.  Glume  2-valved,  unequal  Lower  floret  male,  upper  hermaphrodite,  both  sessile 
Paleae  nearly  cartilaginous.   Spike  compound,  with  sessile  spikelets. 

136.  Spartina.  Glume  3-valved,  1-flowered,  unequal,  keeled,  very  acute.  Palese  2,  beardless,  bifid,  emargin- ate  and  toothed,  shorter  than  the  glumes.  Scales  fringed.  Style  very  long.  Seed  loose,  covered  with  the 
paleae.  Spikelets  1-sided,  inserted  in  a  double  row.   Spike  compound 

137.  Nardus.   Glume  1-valved,  1-flowered.   Palea  1.  Stigma  simple.   Seed  covered  by  the  palea. 
138.  Oryxopsis.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered,  membranous,  a  little  longer  than  the  hardened  paleae.  Palea; 

2,  the  lower  villous  at  the  end  with  a  jointed  beard,  the  upper  entire.  Scales  2,  linear,  the  length  of  the  ova- 
rium.  Panicle  nearly  simple  and  loose 

Order  2.   D1GYNIA.     4^jJ      3  Stamens.  2  Styles. 
1.  Inflorescence  spiked  or  panicled.  Spikelets  either  solitary,  in  pairs,  or  several  together,  one  or  more  usually 2-flowered,  one  of  the  flowers  being  sterile  or  of  only  one  sex.  Glumes  usually  of  a  thinner  texture  than  the 

PaletB,  which  are  more  or  less  cartilaginous,  the  lower  one  half  enfolding  the  upper,  and  cither  beardless  or  oc- 
casionally bearded  ;  neither  <rf  them  with  a  keel.  (Panicea.) 

139.  Paspalum.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered,  closely  pressed  to  the  two  plano-convex  palea;.  Seed  coated 
with  the  palea:.   Flowers  spiked,  attached  to  one  side  of  the  toothed  rachis. 
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140.  Axvnopus.   The  inflorescence  digitate.   Spikelets  simple.   Otherwise,  as  Faspalum. 
141.  Milium.  Glume  naked,  beardless,  2-valved :  the  valves  concave,  larger  than  the  pales,  which  are  two, concave  and  equal   Seed  coated  with  the  indurated  pales. 
142.  Knappia.  Glume  1-flowered,  2-valved,  truncate,  beardless.  Palea  one,  torn,  the  divisions  setigerous 

and  united  at  the  base,  enfolding  the  stamens  and  pistillum.  Flowert  alternate  in  a  flexuose  rachis.  Seed  loose. 
143.  Digitaria.  Inflorescence  digitate  or  fascicled.  Spikelets  1-sided,  flower-stalks  2-,  or  many-flowered. 

Glume  2-valved,  the  lower  valve  very  minute  Of  the  lower  neuter  floret  the  pales  membranous.  Of  the 
upper  hermaphrodite  floret  the  pales  subcoriaceous,  hardened.   Seed  slightly  furrowed. 

144.  Panicum.  Glume  3-valved :  valves  unequal,  the  outer  being  very  small.  Palea;  two,  concave,  equal, 
beardless.   Seed  coated  with  the  hardened  palea;.    Panicle  scattered  and  loose. 

145.  Setaria.    Has  the  same  character  as  Panicum,  except  that  the  panicle  is  spiked. 
146.  Echinochloa.  Has  the  character  of  Panicum,  except  that  the  panicle  is  composed  of  alternate  spike- 

lets,  and  the  third  valve  of  the  glume  is  bearded. 
147.  Orthopogon.  Has  the  character  of  Echinochloa,  except  that  both  the  intermediate  and  third  valves  of 

the  glume  are  bearded. 
148.  Penicillaria.  Involucrum  bristly :  the  bristles  equal,  pinnated,  bearded.  Glume  2-valved,  very  small, 

membranous.  Lower  floret  male,  upper  hermaphrodite :  the  palea;  subcartilaginous  and  entire.  Anthers  vil- 
lous' at  the  end.   Spike  compound,  cylindrical,  with  stalked  involucrated  spikelets. 149.  Lappago.  Glume  2-valved,  valves  unequal :  the  lower  very  minute,  membranous,  the  upper  cartilagi- 

nous, very  large,  with  soft  prickles.  Palea;  2-valved,  membranous,  shorter  than  the  glume.  Scales  very  small, 
fringed.   Panicle  simple  spike-shaped ;  the  branches  3-flowered. 
2.  Inflorescence  panicled.   Spikelets  solitary,  1-flowered.    Glumes  membranous,  the  lower  Palete  coriaceous, bearded,  enfolding  the  upper,  which  has  not  two  Keels.  (Stipacea.) 

150.  Stipa.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered,  membranous,  longer  than  the  two  cartilaginous  pales,  of  which  the 
lower  is  convolute,  with  a  long  beard  at  the  apex ;  upper  entire.  Beard  jointed  at  the  base,  deciduous.  Scales 
oblong,  entire.   Seed  furrowed.  Panicle  almost  simple,  lax. 
3.  Inflorescence  panicled,  sometimes  contracted  into  the  form  of  a  spike.  Spikelets  solitary,  1-flowered.  Glumes 

and  Palete  of  nearly  similar  texture,  most  usually  with  a  Keel.  Lower  Palete  either  bearded  or  beardless,  the 
upper  never  with  two  Keels.    (  Aurostidea.) 
151.  Muhlenbergia.  Glume  2-valved .  valves  very  minute,  fringed,  three  times  as  short  as  the  palea;,  the 

lower  of  which  has  a  bristle.  Scales  ovate,  obliquely  truncate,  gibbous.  Seed  naked,  not  furrowed.  Panicle 
nearly  simple,  contracted  or  spreading. 152.  Chteturus.  Lower  valve  of  the  gluma  with  a  long  bristle,  upper  acute.  Palea;  membranous,  the  lower 
valve  trifid,  upper  bifid.  Flowers  spiked,  inserted  into  the  elongated  teeth  of  the  rachis. 

153.  Lagurus.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered,  each  valve  ending  in  a  villous  beard.  Outer  palea;  with  two 
terminal  beards,  and  a  third,  which  is  dorsal  and  twisted  back.    Panicle  spike-shaped,  ovate,  hairy. 

154.  Polypogon.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered :  valves  nearly  equal,  obtuse  at  the  end  with  a  long  bristle, 
much  longer  than  the  somewhat  cartilaginous  palea;.  Lower  palea  below  its  end,  which  is  entire,  with  a 
straight  short  tender  bristle,  upper  bifid,  toothed.   Panicle  contracted,  like  a  spike. 

155.  Gastridium.  Glume  2-valved :  valves  ventricose  at  the  base,  3  times  as  long  as  the  hardened  coriaceous 
pales.  Palea;  2,  the  lower  3-4-toothed  with  a  bristle  under  the  end,  the  upper  bifid,  toothed.  Panicle  com- 

pound, contracted  like  a  spike. 
15a  Agrostis.  Glume  naked,  beardless,  2-valved :  valves  concave,  longer  than  the  paleae,  which  are  2,  and enclose  the  seed. 
157.  Trichodivm.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered.  Palea  one,  shorter  than  the  glumes,  bearded,  and  supported 

at  the  base  by  one  or  two  fascicles  of  hairs.   Seed  loose,  covered  by  the  palea. 
158.  fristegis.  Glume  naked,  3-valved :  valves  concave,  the  outer  very  small,  the  intermediate  longer  than 

the  palea;,  the  third  bearded.   Pales  2,  concave,  equal,  obtuse,  beardless.    Seed  inclosed  in  the  paleae. 
159.  Sporobokis.  Glume  naked,  beardless,  2-valved :  valves  concave,  much  shorter  than  the  palea;,  which  are 

two,  concave,  nearly  equal,  beardless.   Seed  not  inclosed  in  the  palea;. 
160.  Airopsis.  Glume  2^flowered :  valves  nearly  equal,  navicular,  longer  than  the  florets.  Lower  paleae  trifid 

at  the  end,  upper  entire.   Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.    Panicle  contracted,  compound. 161.  Cinna.  Glume  naked,  beardless,  with  2  concave  valves  shorter  than  the  paleae,  which  are  2,  nearly  equal, 
concave,  with  long  points :  the  outer  one  being  bearded  or  beardless.    Seed  enclosed  in  the  paleae. 

162.  Psamma.  Glumes  nearly  beardless.  Palete  under  the  end  emarginate,  mucronate,  shorter  than  the 
glumes.    Scales  2,  subulate.   Style  3-parted.   Seed  turbinate   Spike  compound,  erect,  cylindrical. 

163.  Crypsis.  Glume  2-valved,  I-flowered,  compressed,  unequal.  Palete  2,  unequal,  longer  than  the  glume. 
Seed  loose,  covered  by  the  paleae. 

164.  Alopecurus.  Glume  2-valved,  1-flowered :  valves  somewhat  equal,  connate,  distinct.  Paleae  united  into a  bladder-like  glume  split  on  one  side,  below  the  middle  (generally),  bearded.  Scales  linear,  entire  Spike  com. 
pound,  contracted,  without  involucrum,  branches  very  small,  branching. 165.  Phleum.  Glume  2-valved,  naked,  with  a  point  or  little  beard  out  of  the  nerve  at  its  back  :  valves  navi- 

cular, including  the  pales,  which  are  2,  navicular  and  beardless.  Beard  of  the  glume  lengthened.  Second floret  sessile 
166.  Achnodonton.  The  character  of  Phleum,  except  that  the  beard  of  the  glume  is  very  minute. 
167.  Chifochloa.   The  character  of  Phleum,  except  that  the  second  floret  is  stalked. 
168.  Phalaris.  Glume  2-valved,  naked,  beardless  :  the  valves  navicular,  inclosing  the  pales,  which  are  two, 

and  navicular  also,  beardless  and  naked  at  the  base,  but  supported  by  hairs  or  accessory  glumes. 

4.  Inflorescence  panicled.  Spikelets  solitary,  2  or  many-flowered.  Glumes  with  a  keel.  Palete  of  nearly  the same  texture  as  the  glumes,  the  lower  carinate  or  concave,  always  bearded,  the  upper  with  two  keels.  (Bromea  ) 
169.  Corynephorut.  Glume  2-flowered.  Valves  membranous,  longer  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  entire, 

having  at  fts  base  a  beard,  jointed  in  the  middle,  woolly,  twisting  and  small  below,  clavate  above ;  upper  bifid- 
toothed.   Panicle  compound. 

170.  Aira.  Spikelets  slender.  Glume  2-flowered,  rarely  3-flowered,  beardless,  2-valved,  equal  to  the  florets or  shorter.   One  of  the  florets  on  a  stalk.   Pales  2,  equal,  enclosing  the  seed  when  ripe 
171.  Avena.  Glumes  membranous,  2-7-flowered,  longer  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  twice  torn,  or,  with 

the  upper,  bifid-toothed,  sometimes  eroded,  having  at  the  back  a  plaited  twisted  beard.  Scales  ovate  Seed 
coated,  furrowed.    Panicle  compound,  loose. 172.  Trisetum.  Lower  palea  with  2  bristles  and  a  tender  flexuose  beard  above  the  middle  of  its  back.  Scale 
lanceolate.   Other  characters  of  Avena. 

173.  Vanthonia.  Lower  palea  2-toothed,  with  a  plaited  twisted  beard  from  between  the  teeth,  upper  obtusely 
truncated.   Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.   Panicle  simple.   Other  characters  of  Avena. 

174.  Gaudinia.  Glume  unequal,  obtuse.  Lower  palea  bifid-toothed,  bearded  at  the  back  above  the  middle : 
the  bearded  twisted  and  plaited.  Upper  palea  2-4-  toothed.  Seed  coated,  furrowed.  Spikelets  sessile,  alter- 

nate, with  9-11  2-ranked  flowers. 175.  Arundo.  Glume  naked,  beardless,  2-valved :  the  valves  wrapping  up  the  pales  which  are  2-bearded  and 
surrounded  by  bristles.   Seed  inclosed  in  the  pales. 176.  Chrysurus.  —  Neuter  spikelet.  Glume  linear,  subulate,  with  remote  florets.  Pales  1,  sterile  Herma- 

phrodite spikelet,  1-flowered.  Glumes  subulate,  linear.  Floret  stalked.  Lower  palea  below  its  end,  which  is 
entire,  setigerous,  the  upper  entire.  Seed  with  two  beards,  not  furrowed.  Panicle  compound,  branching. 

177  Setlcria.    Common  involucrum  many-leaved  :  the  leaflets  sometimes  deciduous.   Glume  3-4-flowered. 
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Valves  unequal,  shorter  than  the  stalked  floret;.  Lower  palea  irregularly  2-toothed,  setigerous.  Scales  longer than  the  ovarium,  subulate.   Spike  compound. 
178.  Cynosurus.  Involucrum  1-leaved,  with  pinnatifid  divisions,  containing  two  spikelets.  Glume  4-5- 

flowered,  shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  very  acute,  upper  bifid-toothed.  Scales  hairy.  Seed  coated, 
furrowed.   Spike  compound. 

179.  Kb'leria.  Spikelets  compressed.  Glume  2  or  3-flowered,  beardless,  2-valved :  the  valves  shorter  than the  lowest  floret.   Palea;  2,  the  outer  beardless  or  bearded  under  the  point. 
180.  Dactylis.  Many  spikelets  heaped  in  a  head,  1-sided.  Glume  2-7-flowered.  Lower  palea  under  the  end, 

which  is  emarginate,  setigerous,  upper  bifid,  toothed.  Scales  hairy.  Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.  Panicle  com- 
pound with  short  branches. 

181.  Glycerin.  Spikelet  slender.  Glume  5-7-flowered.  Valves  2,  truncate,  with  transparent  membranous 
edges,  shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  eroded  or  many-toothed,  navicular,  embracing  the  upper,  which 
is  bifid-toothed.   Scales  connate.   Seed  furrowed.   Panicle  nearly  simple. 

182.  Festuca.  Glume  beardless,  2-valved :  valves  nearly  equal,  shorter  than  the  lowest  floret.  Palea;  2,  the 
outer  one  bearded  at  the  end.   Seed  inclosed  in  the  palea?. 

183.  Mygalurus.  Glume  1  or  2-valved,  many-flowered,  shorter  than  the  spikelet :  one  valve  very  small. 
Palea;  2,  one  of  them  bearded  near  the  end.    Seed  inclosed  in  the  palea;. 

184.  Bromus.  Glume  3-20-flowered.  Valves  shorter  than  the  florets,  which  are  imbricated  in  two  rows. 
Lower  palea  cordate,  emarginate  below  the  end,  sometimes  torn  in  two,  with  a  straight  beard.  Scales  ovate, 
smooth.    Seed  coated,  furrowed.   Panicle  compound. 

185.  Brachypodium.  Spikelets  stalked,  alternate  in  each  tooth  of  the  racbis.  Stalks  broad  and  thick.  Glume 
3-15-flowered.  Valves  shorter  than  the  florets.  Palea;  entire,  lower  setigerous  at  the  end,  upper  bluntly  trun- 

cated, generaUy  edged  with  stiff  reflexed  hairs.    Scales  pilose.   Seed  coated,  furrowed. 
186.  Uniola.  Spikelets  compressed.  Florets  imbricated  in  two  rows,  the  lower  only  abortive  Glume 

3-20-flowered,  shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  navicular  at  the  end,  abruptly  cut  off  and  m.  «ronate  be- 
tween the  lobes,  the  upper  subulate,  somewhat  bifid-toothed.  Scales  bifid.  Seeds  turbinate,  with  two  horns, not  furrowed.   Panicle  compound,  loose. 

187.  Tricuspis.  Glume  5-7-flowered.  Valves  navicular,  shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  bifid-toothed, 
between  the  teeth  and  on  each  side  mucronate :  the  upper  truncate,  almost  emarginate.   Seed  2-horned. 

188.  Hiplachne.  Glume  7-9-flowered :  the  upper  valve  mucronate  at  the  end.  Lower  palea  twice  torn,  with 
a  bristle  beneath  the  divisions,  upper  sub-truncate,  emarginate.  Seed  not  furrowed.  Panicle  simple,  much branching.  Branches  alternate,  filiform. 

189.  Ceratochloa.  Glume  12-18-flowered.  Valves  shorter  than  the  florets.  Pales  bifid-toothed :  the  lower 
mucronate  between  the  teeth.  Ovarium  3-horned.  Seed  coated,  furrowed,  3-horned.  Panicle  nearly  simple. Spikelets  compressed.   Florets  imbricated  in  two  rows. 

190.  Schismus.  Glume  3-6-flowered.  Valves  the  length  of  the  florets,  or  longer.  Lower  palea  cordate, 
emarginate,  its  rib  extended  between  the  lobes  into  a  filiform  mucro,  the  upper  entire.  Seed  obtuse,  nearly 
furrowed.   Panicle  simple,  contracted,  spike-shaped. 191.  Triodia.  Glume  3-5-flowered.  Valves  navicular,  longer  than  the  florets.  Pales  bifid-toothed :  lower 
with  a  thick  tooth-shaped  mucro  between  the  teeth.  Scales  lanceolate,  smooth.  Ovarium  with  a  bifid  diverging beak. 

192.  Beckmannia.  Spikelets  1-sided,  3-5-flowered.  Glumes  unequal,  navicular,  with  a  little  stalk  at  the 
base,  obtuse  at  the  end,  spatulate,  nearly  the  length  of  the  florets.  Palea;  nearly  equal.  Scales  lanceolate. 
Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.   Spike  compound.   3  spikelets  in  each  tooth  of  the  rachis. 

193.  Melica.  Glume  unequal,  2-5-flowered,  membranous,  nearly  the  length  of  the  florets,  of  which  the  upper 
are  incomplete,  abortive  and  stalked.  Scales  truncate,  fringed.  Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.  Panicle  simple  or 
compound. 

194.  Molinia.  Glume  2-4-flowered,  unequal.  Palea;  conical,  lanceolate,  acute,  much  longer  than  the  glume, the  upper  barren  and  abortive,  or  often  in  its  place,  a  formless  rudiment  Scales  subtruncate.  Seed  with  two 
points  from  the  remains  of  the  style,  with  a  broad  furrow.   Panicle  compound.   Spikelets  slender. 

195.  Briza.  Glumes  navicular,  compressed,  nearly  cordate  at  the  base,  many-flowered  (3-14),  shorter 
than  the  florets  which  are  imbricate  in  two  rows.  Lower  palea  cordate  at  the  base,  embracing  the  upper, 
which  is  nearly  round  and  much  shorter.  Seed  with  two  short  filiform  beaks.  Panicle  compound,  loose, branches  pendulous. 

196.  Poa.  Glume  2-20-flowered.  Valves  shorter  than  the  florets.  Palea;  sometimes  woolly  at  the  base,  the upper  bifid-toothed.    Scales  smooth.    Seed  furrowed.    Panicle  more  or  less  branching  or  scattered. 
197.  Eragrostis.  Glume  4-10-flowered.  Valves  shorter  than  the  palea;,  which  are  imbricated  in  two  ranks. 

Upper  palea  reflexed,  its  edges  folded  back,  shell-shaped,  entire,  fringed,  persistent.  Seed  loose,  2-horned,  not furrowed.   Panicle  compound,  more  or  less  scattered. 
198.  Megastachya.  Spikelets  elongated :  the  florets  imbricated  in  two  rows.  Glume  5.20-flowered.  Valves 

shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  emarginate,  with  a  point  between  the  divisions,  upper  bifid-toothed. Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.   Panicle  compound. 
5.  Inflorescence  spiked.  Spikelets  solitary,  seldom  many-flowered,  with  the  upper  flower  abortive  and  differently formed.  Glumes  with  a  keel,  not  opposite.  Lower  palete  generally  bearded,  seldom  beardless,  the  upper  with two  keels.  (Chloridea.) 

199.  Sclerochloa.  Glume  3-5-flowered.  Valves  obtuse,  shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  cordate,  emar- 
ginate, obtuse,  upper  entire  Scales  emarginate.  Seed  with  a  bifid  beak.  Spike  simple.  Spikelets  1-sided  or dichotomous. 

200.  Eleusine.  Glume  5-7-flowered.  Valves  obtuse.  Pales  obtuse,  upper  bifid-toothed.  Scales  truncate, fimbriate.  Seed  inclosed  in  a  separate  membrane,  broadly  and  deeply  furrowed.  Inflorescence  digitate. 
Spikelets  4-5,  erect,  1-sided. 

201.  Dactyloctcnium.  Spikelets  1-sided.  Glume  5-7-flowered.  Lower  valve  with  a  falcate  spine-shaped 
mucro.  Lower  palea  navicular,  ventricose,  subulate,  upper  bifid-toothed.  Scales  truncate,  fringed.  Seed 
square,  warted,  obtuse,  loose.   Spikelets  digitate,  4-5,  erect  or  horizontal. 

202.  Leptochloa.  Glume  3-5-flowered.  Valves  lanceolate,  acute,  nearly  as  long  as  the  florets.  Lower  palea 
navicular,  acute,  upper  bifid-toothed.  Seed  loose,  furrowed.  Panicle  simple.  Branches  alternate,  simple,  with nearly  1-sided  spikelets. 

203.  Cynodon.  Spikelets  1-sided  in  a  simple  row.  Glumes  membranous,  persistent,  shorter  than  the  florets, and  only  embracing  them  at  the  base.  Fertile  floret  with  the  upper  palea  bifid-toothed.  A  rudiment  of  an 
abortive  floret,  stalked,  smooth,  clavate.  Scales  truncate.  Seed  loose,  not  furrowed.  Spike  digitate.  Spike- lets 4^5-filiform,  simple,  slender. 

204.  Binebra.  Glume  2-5-flowered.  Valves  subulate  Palea;  bifid,  emarginate,  the  lower  setigerous  under 
the  end.  Scales  truncate,  or  somewhat  lanceolate.  Inflorescence  spiked,  acuminate,  the  point  of  the  rachis 
protruding  beyond.   Spike  simple  or  compound.   Spikelets  1-sided,  alternate,  remote,  pendulous. 

205  Echinaria.  Spikelets  close  together.  Glume  2-4-flowered.  Valves  mucronate,  shorter  than  the  florets. 
Lower  palea  truncate,  fringed,  terminated  by  5  lanceolate  unequal  bristles,  upper  cordate,  emarginate,  with  two 
similar  bristles.  Scales  truncate.  Seed  loose,  gibbous,  not  furrowed,  with  two  diverging  beaks.  Spike  simple, 
capitate.  ' 
6.  Inflorescence  spiked.    Spikelets  solitary,  in  pairs,  or  several  together,  \-flowered,  or  many-flowered.  Glumes 

opposite,  equal.   Lower  palea  bearded  or  beardless,  upper  with  two  keels.  (Cereali  a.) 
206.  Triticum.   Glume  2-valved,  many-flowered,  shorter  than  the  spikelet :  the  valves  nearly  equal,  beard- 

less, or  with  one  beard  enclosing  the  florets.  Pales  2,  one  of  them  being  bearded  from  the  end   Seed  inclosed 
in  the  palea;,  rarely  otherwise. 
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207.  Lolium.  Spikelets  sessile,  to  the  lowest  a  glume  of  one  valve,  to  the  uppermost  of  two  opposite  valves Lower  palea  with  a  mucro  or  bristle  at  the  end,  upper  membranous,  bifid-toothed.  Scales  with  two  uneouai teeth.    Seed  furrowed.  ^ 
208.  Elymus.  Spikelets  in  each  tooth  of  the  rachis  two  or  more,  3-9-flowered.  Glume  2-valved,  nearly 

equal,  rarely  (as  in  E.  Hystrix)  absent  or  nearly  so.  Lower  palea  entire  with  a  bristle  which  is  sometimes  very 
short,  upper  somewhat  bifid-toothed.   Scales  ovate,  hairy.   Seed  furrowed.   Spike  simple. 209.  Sccale.  Spikelets  in  each  tooth  of  the  rachis  solitary,  2-3-flowered,  the  two  lower  florets  fertile,  sessile 
opposite,  the  upper  abortive.  Glumes  subulate,  opposite,  entire,  shorter  than  the  florets.  Lower  palea  entire' with  a  very  long  bristle,  upper  bifid-toothed.   Scales  obovate,  hairy.   Seed  coated,  furrowed.  ' 210.  Hordeum.  Spikelets  1-flowered,  three  together,  the  two  lateral  often  barren.  Glumes  2,  subulate. Palea;  2,  the  lower  bearded.   Scales  2.   Stigmas  feathery.   Seed  coated  with  the  pales. 211.  Microchloa.  Spikelets  1-flowered.  Glumes  2,  membranous,  beardless.  Palea?  2,  much  shorter  than  the glumes,  villous.    Stigmas  very  finely  divided. 

212.  Ophiurus.  Glumes  cartilaginous,  half  immersed  in  hollows  of  the  rachis,  longer  than  the  floret  Palea? membranous,  transparent.   Ovarium  cordate.    Spike  simple. 
213.  Monerma.  Spikelets  half  immersed  in  hollows  of  the  rachis.  Glume  1-valved,  cartilaginous,  furrowed. 

Pales  membranous,  transparent   Scales  lanceolate,  entire,  smooth.    Spike  simple.   Rachis  jointed,  toothed. 
7.  Inflorescence  spiked,  or  panicled,  Jointed.  Spikelets  generally  in  pairs,  1  or  2-flowered,  the  one  sessile,  the  other 

stalked,  and  usually  of  one  sex  only.  Glumes  of  a  stouter  texture  than  the  palece,  neither  keeled  nor  opposite 
Palete  very  delicate  and  membranous,  not  with  a  keel,  the  lower  commonly  bearded.  (Saccharina.) 
214.  Perotis.  Glume  2-valved  :  valves  with  a  long  bristle  at  the  end.  Palea  1,  nearly  as  long  as  the  calyx. Spike  nearly  simple,  involucrated  at  the  base,  with  woolly  hairs. 
215.  Saccharum.  Glume  2-valved,  2-flowered,  enveloped  in  long  wool.  Lower  floret  neuter  with  one  palea, upper  hermaphrodite  with  two  pales,  the  upper  of  which  is  very  small  or  obsolete. 
216.  Imperata.  Glume  2-valved  :  valves  herbaceous,  at  the  lower  part  of  the  back  clothed  with  very  long hairs  the  length  of  the  pales,  which  are  two,  and  beardless,  the  lowest  only  half  the  size  of  the  other.  Scales none.   Stamens  2-3. 

78.  VALERIA'NA.  W.  Valerian. 544dioica  W. 
545  officinalis  W. 
546  Phu  W. 
547trlpteris  W. 548  montana  W. 
549celtica  W. 
550  tuberosa  W. 
551  saxatilis  W. 
552  elongata  Ja. 
553pyrenaica  W. 554  sambucifolia  Mik. 
555  supina  Vahl. 
9.  PATRI'NIA. 556siblrica  W. 
557  ruthenica  W. 

dioecious 
great  wild 
garden three-leaved 
mountain 
Celtic 
tuberous-root rock 
elongated 
heart-leaved 
elder-leaved 
prostrate Patrinia. 
Siberian 
Russian 

t80.  VALERIANE'LLA.  Lamb's  Lettuce. 558echinata  W. 
559  olit6ria  W. 
560dentSta  IV. 
561  vesicaria  W. 
562  coronata  W. 
563discoidea  W. 
564  carinata  D.  C. 
565  eriocarpa  D.  C. 566radiata  Vahl. 
567  dasycarpa  Af.  B. 568  uncinata  M.  B. 

prickly  capsul. common oval-fruited bladdery 
crowned 
discoid 
keeled 
woolly-fruited radiate 
thick-fruited 
hook-fruited 

MONOGYNIA. 
Valerianece.  Sp.12 — 47. A  or  1      my.jl  F 

i  A  m  3      jn.jl  F 
^  A  or  3      my.jl  W A  or  1  mr.myW 
i  A  or  1      jn.jl  Lr 
At  A  or    I     jn  W 
A  A  or  J      my.jn  Lr 
ik  A  or     J    jl  W 
•fc  A  or      |  jn.jl  Y 
5  A  or  3      my.jn  Pk 
i  A  or  1      my.jn  Pk 
3t  A  or     i    my.jn  Pk Valerianece. 

O  or  1      my.jn  Y 
4A»i  1      jn  Y Valerianece. 

w  i jl.au  Pk ap.my  Bk 
ap.jn  B ap.my  W 
ap.jn  Pk ap.jl.  B ap.my  B 
ap.my  Li ap.my  Pk 
ap.my  Li 
my.jn  Li 

Britain  mar. Britain  mar. Germany  1597. 
Switzerl.  1752. 
Switzerl.  1748. 
Switzerl.  1748. 
S.  Europe  1629. Austria  1748. 
Austria  1812. 
Scotland  sr.  wo. Germany  1819. 
S.  Europe  1822. 

Sp.  2. 
Siberia  1759. 
Siberia  1801. 

Sp.  11— 2a a  Europe  1807. Britain  cor.  fi. 
Britain  cor.  fi. Candia  1739. 
Portugal  1731. 
Italy  1731. France  1819. France 
N.  Amer. Crimea 
Tauria 

1821. 
1821. 
1822. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
S  co 
D  co 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 

Eng.  bot  628 
Eng.  bot.  698 Blackw.  t  250 Jac.  aus.  3.  t.  268 
Bot  cab.  317 
Jac.  coll.  1. 1. 1 
Mor.h.7vtl5.f.20 Jac.  aus.  3. 1 267 
Jac.  aus.  3. 1 219 
Eng.  bot.  1591. 
Jac.  mi.2.t.l7.f.2 

Bot  mag.  714 
Bot.  mag.  2325 

Col.  ecph.l.  t.206 
Eng.  bot  811. Eng.  bot  1370 FL  grsc.  1. 1.  34 Col.  ecph.  l.t.209 Mor.h.7.t.iaf.29 Mor.h.7.t.l6.f.31 
Mor.h.7.tl6.£33 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
78.  Valeriana.  A  word  of  uncertain  import  Linnsus  derived  it  from  a  certain  king  Valerius.  De  Theis 

thinks  it  altered  from  the  verb  valere,  on  account  of  its  medicinal  qualities.  The  species  are  generally  orna- 
mental border  plants,  of  easy  culture  in  common  earth,  and  preferring  shady  moist  situations.  V.  dioica 

has  usually  the  stamens  and  pistils  in  separate  flowers,  situated  on  different  plants.  This  species  and 
V.  officinalis  are  considered  medicinal,  and  prescribed  in  hysterical  cases  and  habitual  costiveness.  Cats 
are  delighted  with  the  roots,  which  are  said  to  smell  like  the  true  Teucrium  marum ;  and  rat-catchers  employ 
them  to  draw  the  rats  together,  as  they  do  oil  of  anise.  V.  Phu  has  something  of  the  same  qualities.  V.  trip- 
teris  derives  its  name  from  rem,  three,  and  rmev%,  a  wing,  in  allusion  to  the  ternary  position  of  its  leaves. 
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8.  Inflorescence  paraded.   Spikelets  solitary,  I -flowered.   Lower  palete  cartilaginous,  compressed,  keeled.  Sta- mens frequently  more  than  3.  (Oryza.) 
217.  Leersia.  Spikelets  1-flowered.  Glumes  O.  Pales  2,  beardless,  keeled,  compressed.  Scales  2.  Stamens 

3-6.   Stigmas  very  finely  cut  Seed  loose,  inclosed  in  the  pales. 
9.  Shrubby.   Inflorescence  panicled.   Spikelets  many-flowered.    Upper  palea  with  two  keels.  (Bambusacea.) 
218.  Diarrhena.  Glume  2-valved :  valves  navicular,  rigid,  the  lower  smaller,  shorter  than  the  florets. 

Lower  palea  navicular,  rigid,  upper  membranous,  the  edges  broad,  folded  back.  Scales  2,  ovate,  entire.  Ova- 
rium with  a  hood.   Seed  furrowed,  hardened,  shining,  loose. 

219.  Arundinaria.  Glume  5-7-flowered.  Valves  unequal,  with  stalked  florets.  Lower  palea  very  acute, 
upper  bifid-toothed.   Scales  3,  smooth.   Stigmas  3,  feathery.  Styles  3. 

Order  a  TRIGYNIA.      ^jj^    3  Stamens.  3  Styles. 
220.  Holosteum.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5.  Caps,  sub-cylindrical,  1-celled,  opening  at  the  end,  6-va.ved, 

many-seeded. 
221.  Polycarpon.  CaL  5-leaved,  5-cornered.  Petals  5,  very  small,  ovate.  Caps.  1-celled,  3-4-valved :  valves 

lanceolate,  twisted  inwards.  Seeds  many. 
222.  Lechea.   CaL  3-leaved.   Petals  3,  linear.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved,  and  as  many  inner  valves.  Seed  1. 
223.  Eriocaulon.    Common  calyx  an  imbricated  head.   Petals  3,  equal.   Stamens  above  the  ovarium. 
224.  Montia.   CaL  2-3-leaved.   Cor.  monopetalous,  irregular,  5-parted,   Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved,  3-seeded. 
225.  Mollugo.   CaL  5-leaved.   Cor.  O.    Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved. 
226\  Mmuartia.   CaL  5-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved.   Seeds  a  few. 
227.  Queria.    CaL  5-leaved  or  5-parted.   Cor.  O.   Caps.  1-celled.   Seed  1. 
228.  Kdnigia.   CaL  3-leaved.   Cor.  O.  Seed  1,  ovate,  naked. 

MONOGYNIA 

544  Radical  leaves  spatulate  ovate  undivided ;  cauline  pinnatifid,  Stem  erect,  Flowers  panicled  dioecious 
545  Leaves  all  pinnate :  pinna;  lanceolate-toothed,  Stem  hollow  furrowed,  Flowers  corymbose 
546  Cauline  leaves  pinnate,  radical  undivided,  Stem  smooth  slender,  Flowers  corymbose 
547  Leaves  toothed  radical  cordate  simple,  cauline  ternate  ovate  oblong,  Leaflets  lateral  lanceoL  Stem  erect 
548  Leaves  oblong  rather  toothed ;  lower  obtuse,  upper  acute,  Stem  erect,  Flowers  panicled 
549  Leaves  undivided  entire  obt  radical  cuneate  obi.  cauline  linear,  Stem  smooth  ascending,  flowers  racemose 
550  Radical  leaves  lanceolate  oblong  entire,  cauline  pinnatifid,  Stem  smooth,  Flowers  pink  corymbose 
551  Leaves  undivided,  radical  elliptical  3-nerv.  entire  and  toothed,  cauL  linear,  Stem  erect,  Corymbs  racemose 
552  Radical  leaves  ovate,  cauline  cordate  sessile  cut  halbert  shaped,  Flowers  racemose 
553  Leaves  cord.  uneq.  toothed :  lower  simple,  upper  ternate  and  pinnate,  Stem  striated,  Flowers  corymbose 
554  Radical  lvs.  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate  coarsely  toothed,  caul  pinnated  downwards,  Segm.  lanceoL  toothed 
555  Leaves  simple  ciliated,  radical  obovate,  cauline  lanceolate,  Flowers  panicled 

556  Leaves  membranous  pinnatifid,  Segm.  lanceoL  :  the  terminal  very  large,  Stem  smooth,  Flowers  corymbose 
557  Leaves  rather  fleshy  pinnatifid,  Segm.  entire  obt  of  nearly  one  shape,  Stem  hairy  in  2  rows,  Flowers  corymb, 

558  Caps,  linear  3-toothed :  the  outer  larger  recurved,  Stem  smooth,  Flowers  in  dichotomous  spikes 
559  Caps,  naked  globose  compressed,  Stem  weak,  Flowers  in  heads 
560  Caps,  polished  ovate,  Limb  of  the  calyx  short  3-5-toothed  crowned,  Stem  smooth,  Flowers  corymbose 
561  Caps,  ovate  villous,  Limb  of  the  calyx  bladdered  crowned,  Stem  a  little  villous,  Flowers  nearly  in  heads 
562  Caps,  villous,  Limb  of  caL  6-10-tooth.  crowned,  Crown  camp.  Teeth  long  straight,  Stem  pubesc.  Fls.  in  heads 
563  Caps.  vill.  Limb  of  cal.  10-12-rayed  crowned,  Crown  rotate,  Teeth  long  acute,  Stem  smooth,  Flow,  in  heads 
564  Caps,  naked  smooth  cleft-keeled  elongated,  Stem  weak,  Flowers  nearly  in  heads 
565  Caps,  ovate  angular  hairy  irregularly  toothed,  Stem  angular,  Flowers  corymbose 
566  Caps,  pubescent  naked  at  the  end,  Leaves  spatulate  oblong  nearly  entire 
567  Stem  scabrous,  Fruit  ovate  acute  1-toothed  at  the  end  pubescent 
668  Caps,  linear  6-toothed,  Teeth  hooked  loose,  Stem  and  radical  leaves  spatulate,  cauline  pinnatifid  pubescent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Phu  is  the  Arabic  name  of  the  species  so  called. 

79.  Patrinia.  Named  by  M.  Jussieu  in  honor  of  M.  Patrin,  an  assiduous  French  botanist,  who  travelled 
in  Siberia,  where  all  the  species  of  the  genus  are  found,  and  whence  he  sent  home  collections. 

80.  ValerianeUa.  A  diminutive  of  Valeriana,  from  which  the  genus  has  been  divided.  V.  olitoria  (Va- 
leriana locusta,  L.)  Mache  salade  depretre,  Fr.,  corn  salad  or  lamb's-lettuce,  from  its  appearing  in  corn  fields about  the  time  when  lambs  are  dropped ;  furnishes  an  agreeable  salad,  the  leaves  tasting  little  inferior  to 

young  lettuce.  To  have  it  early,  it  should  be  sown  in  autumn  on  a  warm  border.  All  the  species  are  of 
as  easy  culture  as  those  of  Valeriana. 
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86 TRIANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. Class  III. 

*81.  CALYME'NIA.  Umbrella-Wort. 569  viscosa  W.  viscid  £  [23  cu 
570  aggregate  Cav.       aggregate  22  cu 
571  glabrifolia  TV.  en.  smooth-leaved  j£  [23  cu 

82.  LCEFLI'NGIA.  W.  Ixeflingia. 
572hispanica  W.  Spanish  O  w 
8a  HIPPOCRATE'A.  Hippocratea. 573volubilis  W.  climbing 
84.  CNECRUM.  W.  Widow-wail. 
574tric6ccum  W.  smooth 
575  pulverulentum  Ven.  powdery 

85.  COMOCLA'DIA.  W.  Maiden-Plum. 

*_CZIor S  i_|or Sfeilor 

Nyctaginete.    Sp.  3 — 7. 6    my.s   P      Peru  1793. 
1     jLau    Pk     N.  Spain  1811. 3     jLau    P       N.  Spain  1811. 
Caryophyllete.   Sp.  1 — 3. £  jn       G      Spain  1770. 
Acerime.   Sp.  1 — 10. 20  W     S.  Amer.  1739. 
Terebintaceee.   Sp.  2. 

6     ap.s     Y      S.  Europe  1793. 

576  integrifolia  W. 577  dentate  W. 
578  ilicifolia  W. 

86.  XY'RIS.  L. 
579  operculata  B.  P. 580  brevifolia  P.  S. 
581  laevis  Br. 

87.  CALLI'SIA  W. 582  repens  W. 

entire-leaved 
tooth-leaved 
holly-leaved Xyris. 
rush-leaved short-leaved 
smooth 
Callisia. creeping 

±  I  Itm I  I  tm I  Itm 

6  ap.s  Y 
Terebintacete. 

Jilt  CZ3pr jllli  A  pr 
Alii  [23  pr 

!U|22pr 

15 
30  jl 
15 
Juncece. 
1  jn.jl 

|  jn.au  Y 1|  jn.au  Y 

Madeira  1822. 

Sp.  3—1. W  Jamaica  1778. 
W  W.  Indies  1790. 
W  Caribeels.1789. 

Sp.  3—96. Y  N.S.W.  180*. Carolina  1812. N.  HolL  1819. 

COMMELI'NA.  B.P.  Commelina. 583  communis  W.        common        !U  O  or S~  A  or 584  caroliniana  W. 
585africana  W. 
586  bengalensis  W. 
587  erecta  W. 
588virglnica  W. 
589  longicaulis  W. 590  mollis  W. 
591  tuberosa  W.  en. 
592coelestis  W.en. 

89.  ANEILE'MA.  B.  P. 593bifl6rum  Br. 
594  ambiguum  Beauv. 
595  sinicum  Ker. 

90.  CARTONE'MA. 596  spicatum 
91.  ORTE'GIA.  W. 597  hispanica  W. 598  dichotoma  W. 

Carolina 
African 
Bengal 
upright Virginian 
long-stalked soft 

*~  lAl  or JU-Elor 

£  A  or !U  A  or JUEjor or 
tuberous-root.  j£  123  or    1  jn.jl 
sky-blue Aneilema. creeping 
doubtful Chinese 
Cartonema. 
spear-leaved Ortegia. 
Spanish forked 

£  123  or S~  iAJ  or 

£[-)or 
£  lA)  or rm  or 

k  A  w 
^  A  w 

92.  POLYCNE'MUM.  W.  Polycnemum. 599  arvense  W, 
BOO  recfirvum  Lois. 

+93.  CRCCUS.  Ker. 
601  vernus  E.  B. 
602albifi6rus  Kit. 

trailing 
recurved       -Jk  O  w 

Crocus. 
spring  $  A  or Austrian  vem.  \<  A  or 

Commelinete.  Sp.  1 — 3. 
i  jn.jl     B      W.  Indies  1776. 
Commelinets.  Sp.  10 — 60. 

2     jn.jl     P.b    America  1732. 
2  jn.jl  P.b  America  1732. 
1     my.o  Y      C.  G.  H.  1759. 
3  jn  B  Bengal  1794. 
1     au.s    B      Virginia  1732. 
i  jn       B      Virginia  1779. 3     au      B      Caraccas  1806. 

B      Caraccas  1804. 
B      Mexico  1732. 

1J  jn.jl    B  1813. 
Commelinets.  Sp.  3 — 12. 1     jLau    B      N.  HolL  1820. 3             V      S.  Leone  1822. 

1     my.jn  P.b    China  1820. 
Commelinets.  Sp.  1. 
£  jLau  B  E.  Indies  1783. 
Caryophyllets.   Sp.  2. 
|   jn.jl     Ap     Spain  1768. 
|au.s     Ap    Italy  1781. 
Chenopodece.  Sp.  2 — 12. 
i  jl        Ap    S.  Europe  1640. 
i)\        Ap    France  1820. Iridetv.    Sp.  17. 
£  f.ap     P      England  mea. 
£  f.mr    W  Austria 

C  Lp  Bot.  mag.  434 S  s.l  Cav.  ic  t  437 
C  s.l     Cav.  ic.  t  379 
S  s.l    Cav.  ic.  1. 1  94 

C  p.l    Jac.  amer.  t  9. 
C  p.l  Lam.  UL  t  27 
C  p.l    Vent  eels.  77 

C  p.l  Slo.ja.2.t222.  f.l 
C  p.l  J.  am.l3.tl73.f.4 
C  p.l   Hum.  t  118.  f.  1 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  1158 
S  s.p 

R  s.p  Jac.  am.  11. 1. 11 
S  co    Red.  1U.  206 
D  r.m R  r.m  Bot  mag.  1431 
R  s.p  Mur.  gotp.18.t5 
R  s.p  Di.  eL94.t.77.f.88 
R  s.p  P.aL135.tl74.f.4 R  s.p  Jac.  ic.  2.  t  294 
R  s.p  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  293 R  r.m  Bot  rep.  399 
R  r.m  Bot  mag.  1695. 

R  co D  r.m  Beauv.  Ow.  1. 15 
D  r.m  Bot  reg.  659 S  s.p 

D  Lp  Cav.  ic.  1.  t  47 
D  Lp  AlLtaur.3.t.4.f.l 
S  s.l  Jac.  aus.  4.  t.  365 
S  s.l 
O  co   Eng.  bot  344 
O  co 

579 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
81.  Calymenia.  So  named  from  xocXul,  a  calyx,  and  Lyurei,  a  membrane,  on  account  of  the  membranous  calyx 

by  which  the  genus  is  distinguished. 82.  Lceflingia.  In  honor  of  P.  Lcefling,  a  Swedish  botanist,  who  published  a  volume  of  travels  in  Spain,  &c» 
These  are  plants  of  no  beauty,  and  are  only  cultivated  in  botanic  gardens. 

83.  Hippocratea.  In  honor  of  the  celebrated  Hippocrates,  the  father  of  physicians,  born  in  the  island  of 
Cos,  who  flourished  450  years  before  the  vulgar  aara.  Plumier,  who  first  fixed  the  genus,  called  it  Coa,  which 
Linnaeus  changed  to  its  present  name. 84.  Cneorum.  K>!s;«»  is  a  plant  described  by  Theophrastus,  as  resembling  the  olive.  This  is  a  low  yellowish 
evergreen  shrub,  which  like  Veronica  decussate,  will  endure  our  winters  in  the  open  air,  with  protection  during 
frost.  It  grows  naturally  in  hot  dry  barren  and  rocky  soils ;  thrives  well  in  an  artificial  state  in  any  light 
earth ;  ripened  cuttings  will  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass,  or  it  may  be  raised  from  seeds,  which  it  produces 
in  abundance. 

85.  Comocladia.  Kou,r„  hair,  and  «>.«)«,  a  branch.  The  branches  are  tufted  at  the  top  of  the  tree.  C.  in- 
tegrifolia is  a  handsome  tree  with  an  erect  trunk,  dividing  into  few  branches,  adorned  with  pinnated  smooth 

leaves,  like  a  frond ;  flowers  numerous,  fruit  a  deep  red,  shining,  eatable,  but  not  inviting.  The  wood  is  hard, 
of  a  fine  grain,  and  reddish  color.  If  C.  dentate  be  ever  so  slightly  wounded,  it  emits  a  strong  smell  of  dung ; 
it  grows  in  Cuba,  where  the  natives  have  a  notion  that  it  is  dangerous  to  sleep  under  its  shade.  This  genus  is 
not  frequent  in  British  collections  :  it  thrives  in  loam  and  peat,  and  may  be  propagated  by  ripened  cuttings, 
placed  under  a  hand-glass  in  moist  heat. 
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569  Villous  viscid,  leaves  cordate,  Flowers  racemose,  Stamens  longer  than  the  corolla 
570  Leaves  lanceolate,  Peduncles  aggregate  axillary  solitary,  Calyxes  3-flowered,  Stem  ascending 
571  Leaves  cordate  ovate  smooth,  Peduncles  terminal  heaped,  Stamens  shorter  than  the  corolla 
572  Flowers  triandrous  monogynous,  Leaves  very  small :  lower  linear,  upper  subulate 
573  Leaves  oblong-ovate  lanceolate  or  elliptical  serrated,  Capsules  oval 
574  Smooth,  Flowers  axillary 
575  Hoary,  Leaves  flower-bearing  powdery,  Petals  and  stamens  4 
576  Leaflets  stalked  ovate-lanceolate  entire 
577  Leaflets  stalked  ovate-lanceolate  prickly-toothed 
578  Leaflets  sessile  angular-spiny 
579  Leaves  linear-subulate,  Head  globose  many-flowered,  Petals  alternate  pencil-shaped 
580  Scape  slender,  Head  globose 
581  Culm  2-edged  and  leaves  smooth  very  narrow,  Head  subovate,  Scales  imbricate  on  each  side,  Keel  of  the 

glumes  cUiate 
582  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  sessile,  Stem  procumbent,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 

583  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  nearly  sessile  acute  with  the  creeping  stem  smooth,  Involucr.  cordate  doubled  together 
584  Flowers  uneq.  Involucres  cord,  folded  together  at  base  with  sheaths  ciliated,  Leaves  lane.  sess.  Stemdecumb. 
585  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile  with  the  decumbent  stem  smooth,  Involucr.  cordate  doubled  together 
586  Leaves  ovate  stalked  obtuse,  Involucres  cordate  hooded  turbinate 
587  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  rough,  Involucres  hooded  turbinate,  Stem  erect 
588  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked  rough  above,  Sheaths  rusty,  Stem  erect  simple 
589  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  sessile  rather  hairy,  Involucres  ovate  doubled  together,  Stem  creeping 
590  Villous,  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Involucres  half  round  folded  in  at  the  edge,  Stem  creeping 
591  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  sessile  ciliated,  Involucres  cordate  folded  together,  Stem  erect 
592  Involucres  cord,  acumin.  folded  together,  Pedunc.  pubesc.  Pedicels  smooth,  Lvs.  obi,  lane.  Sheaths  ciliated 

593  Smooth,  Stem  creeping,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flower-stalks  2-flowered 
594  Stem  solid  woody  with  distant  leafy  knots,  Leaves  long  ovate  acuminate  fascicled  villous 
595  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Leaves  ligulate  acuminate,  Racemes  alternate  about  7  placed  in  a  panicle  form, 

3  Stamens  bearded  3-naked 

596  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  panic-led 
597  Stem  branching,  Branches  and  branchlets  opposite.  Flower-stalks  many-flowered 
598  Flower-bearing  branches  dichotomous,  Flowers  solitary 
599  Leaves  subulate  prismatic,  Spiny  at  the  end 
600  Leaves  subulate  scattered  spreading  distinct  somewhat  recurved,  CaL  nearly  as  long  as  capsules 

1.  Vernal. 
601  Mouth  of  flower  closed  by  hairs,  Segments  obtuse,  Stigmas  dilated.  Flowers  large  early 
602  Segments  of  flower  quite  entire  obt  Anthers  twice  as  long  as  tfte  stigmas,  Mouth  of  flower  closed  by  hairs 

589        ̂   i  ̂      ..         599  ,\  11/  yfife       -      ,  ,,,11)//  596 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
86.  Xvris.  Xuees,  acute.  Its  leaf  terminates  in  a  sharp  point  Under  this  name  a  plant  is  described  by 

Pliny,  which  resembles  an  iris.  Pretty  little  rush-like  plants  with  yellow  flowers ;  uncommon  in  collections, but  easily  cultivated,  though  rarely  flowering.  .       .,  v.        t.-  • 
87.  CaUisia.  From  xaXas,  pretty;  a  name  aptly  given  to  this  plant,  which  is  easily  known  by  its  shining 

leaves  edged  with  purple. 88  Commclina.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  honor  of  the  brothers,  John  and  Gaspar  Commelin,  botanists 
and  Dutch  merchants.  Some  of  the  species,  such  as  C  ccelestis  and  tuberosa,  are  very  showy  herbaceous 
plants ;  others  are  mere  weeds.  They  are  all  easily  cultivated  in  wet  places  in  the  stove  or  greenhouse,  and 
propagated  by  the  rooting  joints  of  their  stem  or  by  division  of  the  roots,  or  by  cuttings. 89.  Anettema.  From  avuXta,  to  evolve,  the  flowers  being  evolved,  as  it  were,  from  the  spatha.  A  genus 
resembling  Commelina,  from  which  it  is  chiefly  distinguished  by  not  having  its  flowers  enclosed  in  a  spatha. 

90.  CarUmema.  From  xa^res,  shorn,  and  vtijua,  a  filament,  in  reference  to  the  stamens.    A  plant  resembling 

^Ij^Ortegia.  In  honor  of  Casimir  Gomez  de  Ortega,  a  Spanish  botanist,  and  professor  of  botany  at Madrid.    An  insignificant  herbaceous  plant 
92.  Polycnemum.  IhXvs,  many,  xmf**i»  knee,  on  account  of  the  number  of  joints  Of  the  stem,  A  decumbent annual  plant  of  no  beauty.  . 
98.  Crocus.  A  name  given  by  Theophrastus.  The  story  of  the  youth  Crocus  being  turned  into  this  flower, 

may  be  read  in  Ovid's  Metamorphoses.  This  is  an  ornamental  genus  of  great  value  in  the  flower-garden,  on 
D  3 
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603  minimus  Red. 
604  versicolor  H.  K. 
605  bi flor us  H.  K. 
606  puslllus  Ten. 
607  susianus  //.  A'. 608  reticulatus  M.S. 
609  striatum  Lk. 
610  sulphureus  H.  K. 

flaws 611  lfiteus  Lam. 
612  lagensflorus  Salhb. 
$  flaws y  penicillatus 61dStellaris  Haw. 

614sativus  W. 
615  serotinus  H.  K. 
616  nudiflorus  H.  K. 
617  Pallasii  M.S. 

t94.  WITSF/NIA.  Ker. 618  maura  H.  K. 
619  corymbosa  H.  K. 

95.  FXIA.  Ker. 
620  linearis  H.K. 
621  capillaris 622ailica  W. 
623  fucata  Ker. 
624  patens  W. 625  leucantha  P.  S. 
626  flexuosa  H.  K 
627  hfbrida  Ker. 628c6nica  H.K. 
629  monadelpha  H.  K. 
P  curia  Andr. 630  columellaris  H.  K. 

631  amsna  /-/,-. a*32  maculata  W. 
^  ochroleUca 633  capitata  P.  S. 634  viridifl6ra  P.  S. 

635erecta  H.K. 
635  crateroides  H.K. 

least 
party-colored Scotch 
Neapolitan cloth  of  gold 
netted  vernal 
striped  vernal sulphur-colored  tf 
pale-yellow common-yell,  tf 
golden  tf 
pale  tf 
pencilled  Tj starry-yellow  ? 

A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 

saffron  $  A  or 
late  autumnal  A  o* 
naked  autumn,  tf  A  or 
Russian  autum.  5  A  or 
Witsenia. 

downy-floweredjg  lAI  or 
corymbose       j£  iAI  or 

Ixia. 
slender 
capillary  j} 
rose-colored  tf 

painted spreading-flow.  tf white-flowered  tf 
bending-stalked 
spurious orange-colored monadelphous 
variegated 
pretty 
spotted cream-colored headed 
green-flowered 
upright crimson 

i  Al  or i  Al  or i  Al  or 
iAI  or i  Al  or 
i  Al  or 
i  Al  or 
iAI  or i  Al  or 
i  Al  or i  Al  or ■  Al  or ■  Al  or 
i  Al  or i  Al  or 
i  Al  or i  Al  or 
iAI  or 
i  Al  or 

|f.mr 
1  £mr 

if.mr ft  f.mr 
if.mr 

i  f.mr Jf.mr i  f.mr 
if.mr 
i  f.mr 

if.mr 
i  f.mr 

if.mr i  f.mr 

i  8.0 
4  s.n 
}  o.n 

i  s.o 

Jridf.r. 4  n.ja 

i  ap  s 
Iridece. 
j«p.my 1}  ap.my 2  ap.my 

i  jn.jl 

1  ap U  my 

2  ap.my 1  ap.my 
1  ap.my 

|  ap.my 
£  ap.my 

i  au 

1  ap.my 
1  my.jn 
1  my.jn 2  my.jn 
1  my.jn 
1J  my.jn 
i  my.jn 

P    1629. 
Ii  S.  Europe  1629. W  Crimea  1629. 
W.br  Naples  1824. 
Y  Turkey  1605. B  Crimea 
W    1820. 
Y  S.  Europe  1629. 
P.t  a  Europe  1629. 
Y  Turkey  1629. D.y  Greece 
P.y  Greece 
P.y   
Y   
Y  England  mea. 
Y  S.  Europe  1629. 
Y  England  mea. 
Id  Crimea  1821. 

Sp.  2-4. 
Y.B  C.G.H.  1790. 
P.B*  C.G.H.  1803. 

Bot.  mag.  1110 
Bot  mag.  845 
Bot  Cab.  1454 Bot  mag.  652 Bot  Cab.  1822 

Bot  mag.  938 
Bot  mag.  1384 
Bot  mag.  45 
FL  gtsecl.  t.35 Bot  mag.  1111 
Hor.  trans,  l.t.6 

Eng.  bot.  343 Bot  mag.  1267 
Eng.  bot  491 

20—30. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. 
CG.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.G.H. 
CG.  H. W.br  C.  G.  H. P.Y  C.  G.  H. 

Lm  C.  G.  H. 
G  C.  G.  H. Va  C.  G.  H. 
D.B   CG.  H. 

1796. 1774. 
1774. 
1779. 1779. 
1767. 
1757. 
1757. 
1792. 
1792. 1790. 
1822. 
1780. 
1780. 1780. 

1780. 1757. 
1778. 

O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  s.l 
O  co O  co 
O  co 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  5 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  895 

Bot  mag.  570 
Bot  mag.  617 
Bot.  mag.  1013 
Bot  mag.  1379 
Bot.  mag.  522 Jac.  ic.  2. 1 278 
Bot  mag.  624 
Bot  mag.  127 Bot.  mag.  539 
Bot.  mag.  607 
Bot.  mag.  1378 
Bot  mag.  630 

O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l O  s.p.l 
O  sp.l O  s.p.l O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.l O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.l 

Bot  rep.  196 
Bot  mag.  1285 
Bot  rep.  159 
Bot  mag.  549 
Bot  m.  623. 1173 
Bot  mag.  594 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
account  of  the  early  season  of  flowering,  and  the  brilliancyof  the  flowers.  Haworth,  who  has  for  thirty  years 
paid  particular  attention  to  the  Crocus,  (Hort.  Trans,  i.  122.)  and  raised  many  varieties  from  seed,  found  that 
the  blue,  purple,  and  white  flowered  kinds,  ripened  their  seeds  much  more  readily  than  the  yellow,  and  that 
the  leaves  of  the  latter  were  narrower  through  all  the  species  and  varieties.  When  this  genus  is  in  flower,  the 
germen  is  situated  underground  almost  close  to  the  bulb,  but  some  weeks  after  the  decay  of  the  flower,  it 
emerges  on  a  white  peduncle,  and  ripens  its  seeds  above  ground.  This  extraordinary  mode  of  semination  is 
peculiarly  conspicuous  in  C.  nudiflorus,  which  flowers  without  leaves  in  autumn,  and  throws  up  its  germen 
the  following  spring  like  the  Colchicum.  Though  some  species  of  Crocus  are,  or  appear  to  be,  naturalized  in  a 
few  places,  yet  they  cannot  be  considered  as  aboriginal  natives.  Allioni  affirms  the  C.  sativus  (the  saffron)  is indigenous  in  Savoy ;  but  Ray  says  nothing  is  certain  as  to  its  native  country.  Professor  Martyn  considers 
Asia  as  its  native  country,  saffron  having  there  first  acquired  that  high  reputation  in  medicine,  which  it  has 
now  almost  lost  in  Europe.  The  Arabic  name  Z'afaran,  and  the  Moorish  and  Spanish  terms  Azafran  and Safra,  seem  to  confirm  this  opinion.  C.  vermis,  the  saffran  printanier,  Fr.,  is  a  native  of  Switzerland  and 
Italy,  and  is  commonly  found  with  white  flowers  and  a  purple  base.  Some  botanists  consider  it  and  C.  sativus  as 
the  only  distinct  species  of  the  genus.  Miller  describes  four,  Willdenow  four,  Sir  J.  E  Smith  three,  as  natives 
of  Britain^  and  Haworth  (Hort.  Trans,  i.  132.)  no  fewer  than  thirteen  species.  Parkinson  certainly  cultivated many  varieties  which  are  not  now  known  in  collections.  Crocus  vernus  and  versicolor,  produce  by  cultivation 
varieties  of  singular  beauty,  both  as  to  size,  color,  and  marking.  C.  sativus,  the  saffron.  Saffran,  Fr.  and  Ger., 
and  Zafrano,  Ital.,  is  said  to  have  been  first  brought  into  England  in  the  time  of  Edward  III.,  and  introduced 
to  Walden  in  Essex,  to  which  town  it  afterwards  gave  the  prasnomen.  It  was  abundantly  cultivated  there,  and 
in  Cambridge,  Suffolk,  and  Herefordshire,  in  the  beginning  of  the  17th  century ;  but  the  article  is  now  so 
little  in  repute,  or  so  much  cheaper  in  foreign  markets,  that  at  present  the  culture  of  saffron  is  confined  to  a 
few  parishes  round  Saffron  Walden.  The  bulbs  are  planted  in  July  in  a  well  pulverized  soil,  not  poor  nor  a 
very  stiff" clay ;  they  are  placed  in  rows  six  inches  apart  across  the  ridges,  and  three  inches  bulb  from  bulb  in the  row.  The  purple  flowers  are  gathered  in  September  and  carried  home,  where  their  yellow  stigmas  and 
part  of  the  style  are  picked  out  and  dried  on  a  kiln  between  layers  of  paper,  and  under  the  pressure  of  a  thick 
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603  Segments  of  flower  acute,  Stigmas  small,  Flowers  small  late,  Mouth  of  throat  closed  by  hairs 604  Stigmas  convolute  hooded  lobed  as  long  as  the  anthers 
605  Leaves  longer  than  flowers,  Stigmas  but  little  longer  than  the  anthers  [membranous 
606  Stigma  inclosed  tri  fid  longer  than  stamens,  Lobes  filiform  cucullate  crisp,  Lvs.  setaceous,  Tunic  of  the  bulbs 
607  The  three  outer  segments  of  flower  revolute 
608  Stam.  as  long  as  the  truncate  torn  stigmas,  Leaves  supporting  the  flowers,  Bulbs  coated  with  net-work 
609  Leaves  longer  than  the  flowers,  Spathes  2  inner  narrowest,  Limb  of  cor.  funnel-shaped,  Stigma  length  of 
610  Stigmas  unequal  much  longer  than  the  anthers  [anthers  flatfish  jagged 
611  Filaments  hairy,  Anthers  longer  than  the  stigma  . 
612  Stigma  enclosed  trifid,  Lobes  somewhat  linear  toothed,  Coat  of  the  roots  membranous 

/3  Pale  cream-coloured  flowers 
y  Pale  cream-coloured  flowers,  with  3  sky-blue  lines  on  the  tube 

613  Leaves  upright-spreading :  their  keel  blunt :  sides  nerveless,  Flower  in  the  sun  campanulate  stellate  • 2.  Autumnal. 
614  Stigmas  very  long  reflexed  crenate  at  the  end 
615  Stigmas  erect  much  divided,  Leaves  coming  out  with  the  flowers 
616  Stigmas  erect  much  divided,  .Leaves  later  than  the  flowers 
617  Bulbs  with  a  thready  skin,  Leaves  later  than  the  fl.  Stam.  as  long  as  the  truncate  stigma^,  Flower  large 

618  Flowers  spiked,  Outer  segments  of  flower  downy  without 
619  Flowers  corymbose  smooth  . 

620  Leaves  linear  very  narrow  convex,  Scape  simple  erect 
621  Leaves  with  a  cartilaginous  edge,  Racemes  1-7-flowered 
622  Leaves  ensiform,  Tube  of  the  flower  turbinate  [Anthers  diverging 
623  Leaves  grassy,  Spike  1-2-flowered,  Flower  hypocrateriform,  Tube  clavate  straight,  Filaments  columnar, 
624  Tube  filiform,  Limb  bell-shaped  spreading,  Stigmas  longer  than  the  anthers 
625  Leaves  linear  ensiform,  Flowers  1-sided,  Spathes  toothed  shorter  than  the  tube 
626  Tube  slender  a  little  enlarged,  Limb  below  bell-shaped  contracted,  Segments  spreading 
627  Leaves  slender,  Raceme  flexuose  many-flowered 
628  Limb  spreading  spotted  at  base,  Stigmas  not  divided  lower  than  the  base  of  the  anthers 629  Filaments  united  in  a  tube 
630  Filaments  united  at  base 
631  Leaves  lanceolate,  Spathe  toothed  much  shorter  than  the  filiform  tube,  Segments  lanceolate 
632  Limb  campanulate  spreading  spotted  at  base,  Stigmas  divided  as  low  as  the  tube 
633  Smooth  with  stalked  bulbs,  Leaves  linear  ensiform,  Flowers  in  spiked  heads,  Tube  shorter  than  segments 
634  Leaves  linear  ensiform  edged,  Scape  many-spiked  many-flowered,  Flowers  spotted  at  base 
635  Limb  spreading  not  spotted,  Stigmas  divided  as  low  as  the  tube 
636  Limb  hemispherical  campanulate,  Stigmas  longer  than  anthers 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
board  to  form  the  mass  into  cakes.   Two  pounds  of  dried  cake  is  the  average  crop  of  an  acre  after  the  first 
planting,  and  twenty-four  pounds  for  the  two  next  years.  After  the  third  crop  the  roots  are  taken  up,  divided, and  transplanted. 

The  uses  of  saffron  in  medicine,  domestic  economy,  and  the  arts,  were  formerly  very  various.  It  is  now 
employed  by  painters  and  dyers,  and  enters  into  sauces,  creams,  biscuits,  conserves,  liqueurs,  &c. 

As  a  garden-flower,  the  C.  vermis  is  the  parent  of  many  varieties,  and  these  may  be  increased  at  pleasure  by 
propagating  from  seeds.  Haworth  directs  to  sow  these  immediately  after  being  gathered  in  light  earth,  in  a 
shady,  but  open  situation.  Sift  over  them  half  an  inch  of  earth  the  first  autumn,  and  the  second  take  them 
up  and  immediately  replant  them.  Add  another  half  inch  of  earth  the  third  autumn,  and  the  following 
spring  most  of  the  plants  will  show  flowers  in  the  midst  of  their  fourth  crop  of  leaves.  Afterwards  they  may 
be  treated  like  old  bulbs,  and  planted  in  the  open  borders  or  shrubbery,  in  patches,  rows,  or  as  fancy  may 
direct.  The  bulbs  of  crocus  being  renewed  every  year,  and  the  new  bulb  formed  on  the  top  of  the  old  one,  it 
follows,  that  at  whatever  depth  they  may  have  been  planted,  they  will  in  a  short  time  rise  to  the  surface, 
unlike  the  tulip  and  the  bulbous  iris,  whose  new  bulbs  being  formed  under  the  old  ones,  soon  sink  the  plants, 
unless  growing  on  a  hard  subsoil.  Crocus  bulbs  should  be  taken  up  every  third  year,  after  the  leaves  decay, 
dried  in  the  shade,  parted,  and  replanted  three  inches  deep,  and  not  later  than  michaelmas.  The  longer  they 
are  kept  out  of  the  ground  after  this  period  they  become  the  weaker  and  flower  the  later.  In  this  way,  and 
by  preserving  them  in  an  icehouse,  they  may  be  retarded  so  as  to  flower  at  midsummer  or  later ;  and  they  may 
be  accelerated  by  heat  or  blown  in  water-glasses,  or  on  fancy  pots  called  cats,  hedgehogs,  &c.  common  in  the 
seed-shops.    The  yellow-flowered  species  force  better  than  the  blue  ones. 

94.  Witsenia.  In  honor  of  Mr.  Witsen,  a  Dutch  consul  in  India,  a  patron  of  botanical  science,  and  of 
Thunberg.  This  genus  and  all  the  succeeding,  as  far  as  Pardanthus,  consist  of  handsome  herbaceous  and 
bulbous  plants,  flowering  for  the  most  part  in  the  spring,  and  not  distinguished  from  each  other  by  very 
distinct  characters.  The  bulbous  sorts  are  easily  cultivated  in  pots,  are  nearly  all  natives  of  the  sandy  wastes 
of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  and  are  capable  of  succeeding  well  in  a  warm  open  border.  To  make  them 
flower  well  in  pots,  they  should  have  no  water  while  they  are  dormant. 

D  4 
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6.57  ret usa  U.K. 
638  scillaris  H.K. 
639crlspa  H.K. 

sweet-scented  •  tf  iAJ  or 
squill-flowered  tf  lAlor curled-leaved     jf  iAl  or 

96.  TRICHONE'MA  Ker.  Trichonema. 640  bulboc6dium  H.  K.  channel-leaved  tf  A  or 
641  cruciatum  H.  K.  square-leaved 

lAJor 
caulescent  iAl  or 
blush  g  i  Al  or 
crimson  lAlor 
rose-coloured       iAl  or 

Ker.  Tile-Root. 
plaid  iAJ  or 
rushy  tf  i  Al  or bristle-leaved  tf  iAl  or 
yellow-flowered  tf  iAl  or one-sided  tf  iAl  or 
short-leaved  tf  iAl  or 
ciliated  tf  iAJ  or 

98.  HESPERA'NTHA.  Ker.  Evening-Flower. 653  radiata  EL  K.         nodding-flower.  tf  lAJ  or 
654  pilosa  B.  M.  hairy  tf  iAJ  or 
655  graminifolia  Sweet,  grass-leaved      tf  iAl  or 
656  falcSta  H.  K.  sickle-leaved      tf  iAl  or 
657  cinnamomea  H.  K.  curled-leaved        iAl  or 

643  caulescens .  B.  M. 
643pudicum  B.M. 
644  speci6sum  B.  M. 645  roseum  B.  M. 

97.  GEISSORHI'ZA. 646  rochensis  H.  K. 
647juncea  Lk. 648setacea  B.M. 
649obtusata  H.K. 
650secunda  U.K. 
651  excisa  H.  K. 
652ciliaris  Sal. 

1    ja.f  Lv. 
1    ja.f  Va 1    ap.my  B 

Irideee.  Sp.  6. 

i  mr.ap  R 
i  my  B i  jnjl  Y i  au  R i  mr.ap  R 

ill  Pk Irideee. 
1  jn.jl 1  jn.jl 1  my 

my 

C.G.H.  1793. 
C.G.H.  1787. C.G.H.  1787. 

S.  Europe  1739. 
C.G.K  1758. 
C.G.H.  1810. 
C.  G.  H.  1808. C.G.H.  1808. 
C.G.H.  1808. 

|p.7.
 

W 
Su 
Y 
W 

ap.my  W 
ap.my 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. 
C.G.H. 
C.G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 

t99.  SPARA'XIS.  Ker. 658  tricolor  H.K. 
(3  sanguineo-vurpurea 
y  vioCaceo-jmrpurea S  roseo-alba 

659blcolor  H.K. 
660  grandiflora  H.K. B  striata 

y  I  ilia  no 661  bulbitera  II.  K. 
100.  TRITO'NIA.  Ker. 
662crlspa  H.K. 663viridis  H.K. 
664  rosea  H.K. 
665  capon  sis  B.  M. 
666 longiflora  H.K. 667  tenui flora  Vahl. 

B  c6n  color  Sweet 
r rochensis  B.  M. pallida  Ker. 6681ineata  H.K. 

669  securigera  H.  K. 670  flava  H.K. 
671  squalida  H.  K. 672  fenestrate  H.  K. 
673crocata  H.K. 
674deusta  H.K. 675  min iata  H.  K. 
676  refract  a  Ker. 

Sparaxis. 
three-coloured 
various-colored 
dark-colored 
light-colored two-colored 
purple-flowered streak-flowered 
My-flowered bulb-bearing 
Tritonia. 

curled-leaved 
green-flowered 

rosy 

Cape 

long-flowered slender-tubed 
self-colored bending-flower. 
pale-flowered 
pencilled copper-colored 
yellow sweet-scented 
open-flowered crocus-flowered 
•potted late-flowered reflexed 

101.  WATSO'NIA.  Ker.  Watsonia. 
677  spicfita  H.  K.  hollow-leaved 
678  plant ag'mea  H.  K.  fox-tail 679  punctata  H.  K. 680  roseo-alba  B.  M. 

8  variegata 
681  marginSta  H.  K. B  minor 

lAlor 
tf  iAl  or 

?  iAl  or fl  iAl  or 

5  lAJor tf  iAJ  or 
U  lAJ  or 
5  lAlor tf  i  Al  or 

i  At  or 
lAtur 

tf  lAJ  or i  Al  or 

tf  iAl  or 
3  lAlor tf  tAJor 
tf  lAJor 
tf  lAJor 

iAl  or 6  iAJ  or 5  iAJ  or 
tf  iA)or 

iAl  or lAlor 
iAl  or tf  iAJ  or 
iAJ  or 

?  LAJor 
If  iAl  or 

Irideee.  Sp.  5. 
i  ap.jn  V      C.  G.  H. 
J  ap.my  V      C.  G.  H. i  au.s.  V      C.  G.H. 
iap.my  V      C.  G.  H. 
i  ap.my  V      C.  G.  H. 
IridecB.  Sp.  4. 

1    my  O 1    ap.my  Rp 
1    ap.my  V.p 
1    ap.my  Pk 

mr.ap  B.Y 

f  ap 

P 
St "f  ap  W 

f  my.jn  V Irideee. 

i  ap.my 

f  jl 

li  jn.jl 1  au.o 1  ap.jn 
1  ap.jn 
1  ap.jn 

dotted-flowered  tf  lAI  or 
two-colored       tf  iAJ  or  1 
variegated        tf  lAJ  or  1 
broad-leaved     tf  iAl  or  3 
shining-leaved    S  lAJ  or  3 

2  my 

i  f.mr 1}  my.jn 
I  my-jn i  my 

i  au 

1  my.jn 
Irideee. 

«*  my  , 2  jnjl 1  ap.my 

1  jl.au 

jl.au 

jn 

r1
 

G 
Pk 
W 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Str 
Br 
Y 
Ru 
Y 
O Ful 
Ful 
Y 

Sp.] Pk 
W 
P 
Pk 
St 
Pk 
Pk 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

't.  G.  H. 

C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

2. 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1790. 1822. 1809. 1801. 
1795. 1789. 

1794. 1811. 
1808. 
1787. 1787. 

1789. 1811. 
1811. 
1811. 
1786. 1758. 
1758. 1758. 
1758. 
1787. 
1788. 1793. 1811. 

1774. 1811. 
1811. 
1811. 1806. 

1774. 
1774. 1780. 
1774. 1801. 1758. 
1774. 
1795. 1815. 

1791. 
1774. 1800. 

o g.p.1 Bot  mag.  629 
o s.p.l Bot  mag.  542 
o B.p.1 Bot  mag.  599 

o s.p.l Bot  mag.  265 o s.p.l Bot  mag.  575 
o s.p.l Bot.  mag.  1392 o s.p.l Bot.  mag.  1244 o s.p.l Bot  mag.  1476 o 

8.p.l Bot  mag.  1225 
R s.p.l Bot  mag.  598 o 

s.p.l 
o s.p.l Bot  mag.  1255 o s.p.l Bot.  mag.  672 
o s.p.l 

Bot  m.  597. 1105 o 

s.p. 

Bot  mag.  584 o s.p.l 
o s.p.l Bot  mag.  573 
o 

s.p.l 
Bot  mag.  1475 

o 
s.p.l Bot  mag.  1254 o s.p.l Bot  mag.  566 

o 

s.p. 

Bot  mag.  1051 

1774. 1812. 

O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  g.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s  p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  s.p. 
O  ap. O  s.p. O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  s.p. 

O  s.p. O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  s.p. 

O  s.p. O  s.p. 
O  s.p. 
O  s.p. O  s.p. O  s.p 
O  s.p. 

Bot  mag.  678 
Bot  mag,  1275 
Bot  mag.  618 Bot  mag.  1531 
Bot  mag.  256 B.m.1502.  f.  maj. 
B.m.l502.f.min. 
Bot  mag.  1503 
Jac.  ic.  r.  2. 1 262 Bot  mag.  487 
Bot  mag.  383 Bot  reg.  747 
Bot  mag.  581 Bot  mag.  704 
Bot  mag.  184 Bot.  mag.  622 Bot  mag.  609 
Bot  reg.  135 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
95.  Ixia.  Derived  from  $yu,  to  fix,  in  allusion  to  the  viscid  nature  of  the  roots  of  some  species. 
96.  Trichonema.   From  dgig,  hair,  and  »d/mc,  a  filament ;  the  filaments  being  hairy. 
37.  Gcissorhiza.   From  ytirrau,  to  shape  like  the  tiles  or  eaves  of  a  house,  and  »'<?*,  a  root 98.  Hesperantha.  From  impi,  evening,  and  au&ts,  a  flower,  in  reference  to  the  time  the  flowers  expand. 
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637  Tube  twice  as  long  as  spa  the,  Segments  oblong,  Stigmas  split  gaping 
.  638  Tube  the  length  of  the  spathe,  Segments  spatulate  concave,  Stigmas  funnel-shaped 639  Leaves  curled 

610  Leaves  linear  channelled 
611  Leaves  linear  nerved  thickened  at  the  edge 
642  Radical  leaves  with  4  furrows,  Outer  valve  of  spathe  convolute  rigid,  Flower  turbinate,  Segments  lane. 
643  Leaves  twisted,  inflated  at  base,  Flower  very  large  spreading,  Segm.  with  a  black  mark  at  the  base, Stamens  bearded  at  base,  Anthers  connate 
644  Leaves  linear,  very  long,  Flowers  veiny,  spreading  on  long  stalks,  Edge  of  spathe  membranous 
645  Leaves  filiform,  Scapes  1-flowered,  shorter  than  the  campanulate  flower 

646  Leaves  radical  linear  acute,  Stem  smooth,  a  little  honey-pore  at  the  base  of  the  divisions  of  the  flower 
647  Leaves  filiform,  Stem  few-flow,  smooth,  spathes  scarious  much  longer  than  tube,  Segments  of  flower  obi. 
648  Stem  simple  few-flowered,  Radical  leaves  bristly 649  Radical  leaves  ensiform-linear  obtuse 
650  Radical  leaves  linear-acute,  Stem  villous 
651  Radical  leaves  ovate  oblong 
652  A  doubtful  species,  known  only  by  name 

653  Leaves  fistulous 
654  Leaves  linear  hairy,  Stem  smooth 655  Leaves  linear  with  stem  smooth 
656  Radical  leaves  falcate  smooth 
657  Radical  leaves  falcate  curled 

658  Spathes  spotted,  Limb  of  flower  regular 

659  Spathes  spotted.  Limb  of  flower  bilabiate 
660  Spathes  lined,  Limb  of  flower  regular :  segments  ovate-oblong 

661  Spathes  lined,  Limb  of  flower  regular :  segments  elliptical 

662  Leaves  waved  curled,  Segments  of  flower  flat 
663  Scape  3-cornered :  angles  membranous 
664  Outer  valve  of  the  spathe  cuspidate,  Tube  of  the  flower  very  long,  Upper  segment  largest 
665  Spathe  lanceolate  pointed,  Flower  striped  :  Upper  segment  erect  largest,  the  rest  linear  oblong 
666  Outer  valve  of  the  spathe  obtuse  3-toothed,  Tube  very  long,  Segments  of  the  limb  equal 
667  Leaves  ensiform,  Flowers  in  two  rows,  Spathes  membranous  shorter  than  tube,  Segm.  of  the  limb  linear 

668  Upper  segment  of  flower  largest,  outer  ret  use 
669  Outer  valve  of  spathe  obtuse  3-toothed  at  end,  Three  lower  segments  of  the  limb  with  a  stalked  perpendi- cular callus  at  base 
670  Outer  valve  of  spathe  cuspidate,  Three  lower  segments  of  limb  with  a  stalked  perpendicular  callus  at  base 
671  Limb  campanulate :  segments  approximated,  transparent  at  the  edge  towards  the  base 
672  Limb  infundibuliform ;  segments  distant,  transparent  at  the  edge  towards  the  base 
673  Limb  campanulate  transparent  at  the  base 
674  Three  outer  segments  gibbous  within,  at  the  base  spotted  and  carinate 
675  Leaves  ensiform,  Scape  many  spiked,  Base  of  the  flower  lined  not  transparent 
676  Spikes  reflexed  one-sided,  Flowers  infundibuliform,  Spathes  very  short,  Leaves  linear  ensiform 
677  Leaves  fistular  slender 
678  Upper  leaves  linear  ensiform ;  lower  fistular  compressed 
679  Leaves  linear  very  narrow 
680  Leaves  linear  ensiform,  Anthers  as  long  as  throat,  Corolla  funnel-shaped  with  elliptical  pointed  segments 
681  Leaves  ensiform  thickened  at  the  edge,  Spikelets  several  appressed,  Flower  funnel-shaped 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
99.  Sparaxis.   From  trxa.°a.<r*u,  to  tear.  The  generic  distinction  consists  in  the  lacerated  spathas. 
100.  Tritonia.  Named  by  Mr.  Bellenden  Ker,  from  Triton,  understood,  as  he  informs  us,  in  the  sense  of  a 

vane  or  weathercock,  in  allusion  to  the  variable  direction  of  the  stamens  in  different  species. 
101.  Watsonia.  Named  by  Miller  in  honor  of  Dr.  Wm.  Watson,  his  friend.   W.  brevifolia  has  its  blossoms 
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682  stricti  flora  B.M. 
683  rosea  H.K. 
684  brevitolia  H.  K. 
685  iridifolia  Jacq. 

f&gida  Sal. 686  meriana  H.K. 
687humilis  H.K. 
688  aletroides  II.  K. 

£  variegata 
102.  BABIA'NA.  Ker. 689  Thunbergii  H.  K. 

690  rlngens  H.K. 691tubifl6ra  W 
ptubdta  W. 

692  spathacea  H.K. 693  sambucina  H.  K. 
691  disticha  B.  M. 
695  plica ta  H.  K. 696  strict  a  H.K. 
697  sulphurea  H.JC "Tvillosa  H.K. 

tf  iAJor tf  lAl  or lAlor 

tf  iAI  or tf  lAlor 

tf  lAJor 

upright-flower,  tf  iAJ  or 
pyramidal        tf  lAJ  or short-leaved 
iris-lea  red 
scarlet 
red-flowered 
lake-colored 
aletris-like 
variegated-flow,  tf  iAJ  or Babiana. 
many-spiked  tf  lAJ  or 
gaping-flowered  tf  lAJ  or tube-flowered  5  lAJ  or 
long-tubed stiff-leaved 
elder-scented 
two-ranked 
sweet-scented 
upright pale-flowered dark-red 

tf  lAJ  or 3  iAJ  or 
5  lAI  or 
tf  lAlor 

tf  iAI  or 
5  lAlor tf  lAJ  or 
tf  iA|or 
tf  iAI  or 699  rubro-cyanea  H.  K.  red  and  blue 

103.  LAPEYRCUSIA.  Ker.  Lapeyrousia. 
700  coryrabosa  H.  K.     level-topped      tf  lA!  or 
701  rissirolia  B.  M.        leafy-spiked      tf  ■Alor 

104.  MELASPH-S/RULA.  Ker.  Melaspmrula. 
702  gramlnea  D.  C.       grass-leaved      tf  i  Al  or 703  iridifolia  D.  C.  iris-leaved  5  iAI  or 

t*105.  GLADI'OLUS.  Ker.  Corn-Flaq. 704  Cun6nia  H.K.        scarlet-flowered 5  i Al  or 
705  Wats6nius  H.  K.     Watson's         tf  iAI  or 706  quadrangularis  H.K.  four-channelled  tf  lAJ  or 707  viperStus  H.  K.       perfumed         tf  iAI  or 
708  alatus  H.  K  winged-flower,  tf  lAI  or 
709  namaquensis  H.  K.  helmet-flower,  tf  iAI  or 710 brevifolius  H.K.     short-leaved     5  lAJor 
711  hirsfitus  H.  K.        hairy  tf  iAJ  or 
712  versicolor  H.  K.      various-colored  tf  iAJ  or 

/8  binervis  B.  M.        two-nerved       tf  iAI  or 713  idulis  Ker.  eatable  tf  tAI  cul 
714  hastatus  B.  M.       spade-spotted    tf  iAI  or 
715  tristis  B.  M.  square-leaved 

/3  cdncolor  Sal.  self-colored 716trichonemif61ius6.»i  violet-scented 
717  gracilis  H.K. 718  recurvus  H.  K. 
719carneus  H.K. 
720  cuspidfitus  H.K. 721bl£ndus  H.K 

tf  lAlor iAI  or 
tf  iAI  or 
tf  iAI°r 

slender 
spotted-sheath,  tf  iAI  or flesh-colored     tf  iAI  °r tall 
blush 

722  campanulatus  P.  S.  bell-flowered noo  Z-t         it   v  .i  1  ~-»*-*> 723  angustus  H.  K. 724  involvitus  Ker. 
725  undulatus  H.  K. 
726  floribnndus  H.K. 
727  MiUeri  H.  K. 
728  cardinaTis  H.K. 
729byzantinus  H.K. 730  communis  H.  K 
731  segetum  H.  K. 

tf  iAI  or 
tf  lAJor tf  iAI  or narrow-leaved  tf  lAJ  or 

involute  tf  iAI  or 
wave-flowered  tf  iAI  °r 
large-flowered  tf  iAI  or 

Miller's superb Turkish 
common 
round-seeded 

tf  LAlor 
tf  lAJor 
tf  lAJor tf  lAJ  °r 
tf  lAJor tl0&  ANOMATHE'CA.  Ker.  Anomatheca. 732  juncea  H.  K.         cut-leaved       tf  iAI  or 

1  jn 

2  jl.au 
1  my 

24  m, 4  my 

1|  my.jn 2  -  my.jl 

If  my.jl 1}  my.jl Iridece. 1  ap 

J  my.jn 

i  jn 

f  * 
i  ap.my 

ijnjl i  my.jn 
1  my.jn 

i  my.jn 

I  au 
i  ap.jn 

Iridece. 

\  my.jn 
\  au.s 
Iridece. 

1  ap.au 
1  ap.au 

Iridece. 2  my.jn 1  f.ap 
2  mr.ap 

\  ap.my 
i  my.jn I  my.jn 
11  dja 

\\  apjn 11  my.jn 

1J  my.jn 11  my.jn 1  ap.my 
1  my.jn 
1  my.jn 

\\  my.jn 2  mr.ap 
2  ap.my 
2  my.jn 
\\  ap.my 

H  jn 

Ijmy 
2  my.jn 

1J  my.jn 
1  ap.my 
1  my.jl 
1J  ap.my 
2  jLau 2  jnjl 
2  jn.jl 2  jn.jl 
Iridets. 

I  ap.my 

R C.  G.H. 
1810. 

P C.  G.  H. 1803. Pk 
C.G.  H. 1794. 

F C.  G.  H. 1795. 
R C.G.  H. 1795. 
P C.G.  H. 1750. 
L C.  G.  H. 1754. 
S C.G.  H. 1774. 

St 

C.  G.  H. 1774. 
Si).  11. 
p C.G.  H. 1774. 
p C.G.  H. 1752. Y.R C.G.  H. 1774. Y.w 

C.G.  H. 1774. L.B C.  G.  H. 1801. B C.  G.  H. 1799 
B C.  G.  H. 1774. P C.  G.  H. 1774. B.w 

C.  G.  H. 
1757! 

Y C.  G.  H. 
1795 D.R C.  G.  H. 1778! B.R 

C.  G.  H. 1794. So.  2. 
B C.  G.  H. 

1791. V C.G.  H. 1809. 

Sp.  2. G C.  G.  H. 17o7. Y.o C.  G.  H. 1787. 
Sp.  28-35. S C.  G.  H. 1756. 
D.R C.  G.  H. 

1791. Y C.G.  H. 1799. Br.Y 
C.  G.  H. 1787. 

O.o 

C.  G.  H. 1795. O.o C.  G.  H. 1800. 
Pk C.  G.  H. 1802. 
Pk C.  G.  H. 17*5. Br C.  G.  H. 1794. 
Pk C.  G.H. 

1806. 
W C.  G.  H. 1816. 
F C.  G.  H. 

1816. 
Br.Y 

C.  G.  H. 1745. Y C.  G.  H. 1790. 
Y C.  G.  H. 

1810. 
F.w 

C.  G.  H. 1800. 
SI C.  G.  H. 1758. 
B C.  G.  H. 1796. 
W.Br  C.  G.  H. 1795. 
Lf C.  G.  H. 

1774. 

Lf C.  G.  H. 1794. L.T 
C.  G.  H. 

1757. 
Pk C.  G.  H. 

1757. 

Pk 
C.  G.  H. 1760. 

Ci C.  G.  H. 1788. V C.  G.  H. 1751. D.R 
C.  G.  H. 1789. 

R 
Turkey 

1629. 
R &  Europe  1596. P S.  Europe  1596. 

Sp.  1. 
Li C.  G.  H. 1791. 

O  s.p.l  Bot. O  s.p.l  Bot 
O  s.p.lBot 
O  s.p.l  Jac. 
O  s.p.l  Bot. O  s.p.lBot O  s.p.lBot. 
O  s.p.lBot 
O  s.p.lBot 

mag.  1406 mag.  1072 
mag.  601 ic.-  2.  t  234 
mag.  600 m.  418.1194 
m.  631.1195 
mag.  441 mag.  533 O  s.p.l 

O  s.p  Com.  hor.  1. 1. 41 O  s.p  Bot  mag.  847 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  680 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  638 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  1019 
O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  626 
O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  576 
O  s.p  Bot  m.  621 O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1053 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  583 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  410 

O  s.p  Bot  mag.  595 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  1246 
O  s.p  Red.  10.  163 O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  615 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l O  s.pL 

O  s.p.l 
O  «.p.l 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.l O  s.pj 
O  s.p;l O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.l 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 

O  s.p 

O  s.p.1 
O  s.p.1 

Bot  mag.  343 Bot  m.  450. 569 
Bot.  mag.  567 
Bot  mag.  688 
Bot  mag.  586 Bot  mag.  592 
Bot  m.  727.  992 
Bot.  mag.  574 
Bot  mag.  a.  1042 Bot  mag.  e  1042 Bot  reg.  169 
Bot  mag.  1564 Bot  mag.  272 
Par.  lond.  8 Bot  mag.  1483 
Bot  mag.  562 Bot.  mag.  578 
Bot.  mag.  591 
Bot  mag.  582 Bot  mag.  625 
Bot  rep.  188 
Bot.  mag.  602 
Roche,  diss.2.  t.3 
Bot  mag.  538 Bot  mag.  610 
Bot  mag.  632 Bot  mag.  135 
Bot  mag.  874 
Bot.  mag.  86 
Bot  mag.  719 

O  s.p.1  Bot  mag.  606 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  a  micacious  hue,  glittering  in  the  sun,  and  not  to  be  represented  by  art   W.  iridifolia  is  a  shewy  border 
flower  of  a  month's  duration.    W.  mexicana  is  also  very  shewy,  and  has  kidney-shaped  bulbs. 102.  Babiana.  A  name  barbarously  derived  by  Mr.  J.B. Ker  from  the  name  babianer,  which  the  Dutch 
colonists  at  the  Cape  have  given  to  the  plant,  because  its  roots  are  the  favourite  food  of  baboons.  B.  ringens has  dark-red  bulbs. 

103.  Lapeyrousia.  So  named  by  Mr.  J.B.  Ker,  in  honour  of  Lapeyrouse  the  celebrated  and  unfortunate  French 
navigator. 
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682  Stem  upright  many  spiked.  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  smooth  edged  with  red 
683  Leaves  ensiform  thickened  at  the  edge,  Spikelets  several  close  together,  Limb  campanulate,  Throat  naked 
684  Leaves  ensiform  very  short,  Limb  spreading ;  inner  segments  widest 
685  Flowers  recurved,  Tube  the  length  of  the  spathe,  Segments  of  limb  acute 
686  Flowers  recurved,  Tube  longer  than  the  spathe,  Limb  with  obtuse  segments 
687  Flowers  recurved,  Tube  the  length  of  the  spathe,  Limb  with  acute  segments 
688  Flowers  recurved,  Throat  nearly  4  times  as  long  as  the  segments  of  the  limb 

689  Leaves  villous,  Flowers  ringent 
690  Leaves  smooth,  Flowers  ringent 
691  Tube  filiform  clavate  three  times  as  long  as  the  irregular  limb :  Upper  segment  divaricating 
692  Tube  filiform  twice  as  long  as  the  regular  limb ;  Segments  obtuse  alternate  with  a  point 
693  Segments  longer  than  the  throat  marked  with  a  darker  linear  longitudinal  spot 
694  Leaves  stiffish  subvillous  plaited,  Flowers  distichous,  Segments  alternately  curled 
695  Segments  length  of  the  tube  nearly  equal,  the  alternate'  ones  wavy :  the  upper  convolute  at  the  end 696  Flowers  funnel-shaped,  regular ;  Segments  scarcely  longer  than  the  tube,  flat 
697  Segments  of  flower  thrice  as  long  as  the  tube 
698  Tube  filiform  the  length  of  the  regular  campanulate  limb :  alternate  segments  obtuse  with  a  point 
699  Limb  much  spreading,  Segments  rhomboidal  spotted  at  the  base 
700  Flowers  corymbose,  Stamens  much  spreading 
701  Flowers  solitary 
702  Tube  very  short,  Segm.  nearly  equal  aristate,  Scape  panicled,  Leaves  linear  rather  shorter  than  the  scape 
703  Many  spiked,  Scape  weak,  Spikes  capiL  flexuose,  Leaves  sword-shaped  smooth  dist.  shorter  than  scape 

704  Leaves  linear  ensiform,  Upper  segment  of  flower  very  long,  lower  very  small 
705  Leaves  linear  ensiform  with  3  ribs  on  each  side,  Throat  of  the  flower  cylindrical,  longer  than  segm.  of  limb 
706  Leaves  4-cornered  4-furrowed,  Upper  segment  of  flower  very  long,  lower  very  small  subulate 
707  Upper  segm.  of  flower  spat  divar.  incurv.  lat.  rhomb-shaped  ovate  spread,  lower  spat,  acute  hanging  down 
708  Upper  segm.  of  fl.  obov.  recurved,  lateral  rhomb-shaped  ovate  spread,  lower  spat  a'cumin.  hanging  down 709  Upper  segm  of  fl.  vaulted,  lat.  rhomb-shaped  ovate  spread,  lower  hanging  down  spat,  obtuse  with  a  point 710  Sterile  bulb  with  a  single  linear  pubescent  leaf,  Flowering  bulb  leafless,  Flowers  subringent 
711  Leaves  linear-ensiform  pubescent,  Flowers  nearly  regular 
712  Leaves  linear-ensiform  3-ribbed  on  each  side,  Segments  of  flower  longer  than  the  throat 
713  Leaves  very  long  linear  glaucous  :  nerves  prominent  on  both  sides,  Segments  of  flower  cordate 
714  Tube  of  the  campan.  fl.  shorter  than  the  spatha,  Segments  ovate  obtuse :  the  3  lower  with  a  hastate  spot 
715  Leaves  4-cornered  4-furrowed,  Segments  of  flower  nearly  equal 

716  Leaves  3  slender  upright  4-cornered,  Spike  2-3  fid.  1-sided,  Fl.  funnel-shaped  nearly  equal  somewhat  nodd. 717  Leaves  linear  the  edge  on  each  side  ribbed,  middle  nerve  nearly  obsolete 
718  Leaves  linear  with  a  rib  on  each  side  in  the  middle,  Sheaths  radical  spotted 
719  Tube  lngr.  than  spathe,  Up.  seg.  wider  than  rest,  con  vol.  and  recurv.  at  end ;  lowest  very  narrow  hang,  down 
720  Tube  twice  as  long  as  the  segments  of  the  limb  which  are  acuminate  wavy  and  reflexed 
721  Tube  shorter  than  the  spatha,  Limb  campan.  subringent :  upper  segm.  concave ;  the  lower  narr.  spotted 
722  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Scape  about  3-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Flower  nearly  campanulate 
723  Leaves  linear  with  a  rib  on  each  side  in  the  middle,  Tube  longer  than  the  spatha,  the  lower  segments  with 

a  stalked  3-angular  spot 
724  Flowers  ringent  remote  in  two  rows,  Tube  shorter  than  spatha,  Segm  lane,  the  lat.  rolled  inwards  at  edge 
725  Flowers  erect  funnel-shaped,  Segments  wavy,  three  lower  nearly  half  as  short  as  the  others 726  Flowers  erect  turbinate  campanulate,  Segments  equal  in  length,  upper  widest 
727  Flowers  erect  campanulate,  Segments  equal  in  length  :  upper  narrower  than  the  lateral  ones 
728.  Spikes  several  one-sided,  three  lower  segments  marked  with  a  white  lanceolate  spot 
729  Spike  2-rowed,  Upper  seg.  covered  by  lateral  ones;  the  3  lower  marked  by  a  white  edged  linear  lane  spot 
730  Spike  1-sided,  Upper  seg.  covered  by  lat  ones;  3  lower  marked  by  a  white  lin.-lancfcspot,  lowest  very  large 
731  Spike  1-sided,  Upper  segm  divaricating,  3  lower  nearly  equal,  marked  with  a  white  edged  I  in.  lane,  spot 
732  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  rather  wavy 

706 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
104.  Melaspheerula.  From  ptkat,  black,  and  a-ifeuea.,  a  globule.  In  allusion  to  the  colour  and  figure  of  the bulblets  figured  by  Jacquin  in  his  representation  of  the  plant 
105.  Gladiolus.  From  the  Latin  gladius,  a  sword,  in  allusion  to  the  shape  of  the  leaves.  G.  communis  is  a 

shewy  border  flower,  of  which  there  are  several  varieties  in  general  cultivation.  G.  cardinalis  is  a  splendid 
plant,  with  scarlet  flowers  spotted  with  white. 

106.  Anomatiieca.  From  two  Greek  words  (a»oues  and  Syxec)  signifying  a  singular  capsule.  The  capsule  of 
the  genus  is  remarkable  for  being,  as  it  were,  frosted. 
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fl07.  ANTHOLY'ZA.  Ker.  Antholyza. 733  arthiopica  B.  K.      flag-leaved  lAlor 
/3  vitttgera  ribband  lAJ  or 

108.  XIPHIDITJM.  W  Xiphidium. 
734  album  W.  white  f  123  or 
735  caeruleum  W.  blue  j£  E2  or 

*109.  LEPTANTHUS.  Mich.  Leptanthus. 736  reniformis  M.        kidney-leaved  ]£  A 
737  gramlneus  Vahl.     grassy  j£  A 

110.  WACHENDORTIA  Ker.  Wachendorfia. 

Iridece.   Sp.  1—4. 
3  my.jn  O      C.  G.  H.  1759. 2  ja.f      O      C.  G.  H  ... 

Hcemodoracece.    Sp.  2. 
li    ...     W     W.  indies  1787. 

U      ...     B       Guiana  1793. 
Fluviales.   Sp.  2—3. 

ijnjl     G      N.  Amer.  1812. 1  jn.au    Y      N.  Amer.  1823. 

738  thyrsiflora  W. 
739  paniciufita  W. 
740graminea  W. 741  hirsuta  W. 
742  brevifolia  H  K, 

tall-flowered 

panicled grass-leaved 
hairy 

short-leaved 
j£  iAI  or 

iAI  or 

£  LAlor 
H  lAlor 
£  lAJ  or 

Hcemodoracece.   Sp.  5—6. 2  my.jn 

2  f 1  jn 
ljjn 1  mr.ap 

C.  G.H 
C.  G.H C.  G.H. 
C.  G.H. 
C.  G.H 

1759. 1700. 
1687. 

1795. 111.  HiEMODCRUM.  Sm.  Hemodorum. 
743  planifolium  B.  P.    plain-leaved     j£  iAI  or 

O  s.p.1  Bot  mag.  561 
O  s.p.1  Bot  mag.  1172 R  s.p 

R  s.p  Aub.  gui.  1. 1 11 

D-  aq  FL  per.  1.  1 71 
D  aq  Hook.  ex.  fl.  t94 
D  r.m  Bot  mag.  1060 
D  r.m  Bot  mag.  616 
D  r.m D  r.m  Bot.  mag.  614 
D  r.m  Bot  mag.  1166 

Hcemodoracece.   Sp.  1—6. 

112.  ARISTE'A  Ker. 
744  cyanea  H.  K, 745capitata  H.  K. 
746  spiral-8  H.  K. 747  melaleuca  H.K. 
748 pusllla  JIM. 

*1U  DILATRIS.  Ker. 
749corymb6sa  W. 750  viscosa  W. 
751  Heritiera  Pers. 

t*114.  BRODIJE'A  Sm. 752  ixioides  Sims. 
tll5.  I'RIS.  Ker. 753  susiana  W. 

754florentlna  W. 
755  germanica  W. 
756  pallida  W. 757  flavescens  Red. 
758  oriental  is  W. 
759sambuclna  W. 
7601Arida  W. 
761squalens  W. 
762  v-arieg£ta  W. 
763neglecta  Horn. 764  Swertii  Lam. 

aphpUa  B.  M. 765bifl6ra  W. 
766  sub-bifl6ra  H.  K. 767cristata  W. 
768  chinensis  W. 
769  arenaria  W.  en. 
7701utescens  W. 
771  flavissima  W. 
772pumila  H.K. 773  dichotoma  W. 
774  hungarica  W.  en. 775  iberica  St. 

776  pseud-acorus  W. 777  foetidissima  W. 
778  versicolor  W. 

Aristea. 
woolly-headed  *f  iAI  or tallest  j£  lAJ  or 
spiral-flowered  £  iAI  or 
three-colored  >f  i  Al  or flat-stemmed    £  tAJ  or 
Dilatris. 

broad-petalled  lAlor 

lJjLn  O I r idea.  Sp.  i 

i  ap.jn  B 3  jl.au  B 
1  ap.my  P.B1 
1  my.jn  P.B1 

Jjn.jl  B 

e.    op.  i— o. N.&W.  1810.  S  s.p  Bot  mag.  1610 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  458 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  605 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  520 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1277 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1231 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H 

1759. 
1790. 
1795. 178a 
1806. 

clammy 

dyers Brodlka. 
Ixia-like 

Iris. 
Chalcedonian 
Florentine 
German 
pale  Turkey 
yellowish red-leaved 
elder-scented 
dingy 

brown-flowered     A  °r 

j£  tAJ  or j£  lAJdy 
lAlor 

*  A  or 5  A  or 4  A  or «k  A  °r 

5  A  or 
A  or 5  A  or 

6  A  or 

Hcemodoracece.   Sp.  3—4. 
1  my      P      C.  G.  H  1790. 
f  ...      B      C.  G.  H  1795. 

1J  jlau    Pk     N.  Amer.  1812. 
S  s.p  Ex.  bot  1.  1. 16 S  s.p  Lam.  ill.  t  34 
S  s.p  Mich,  am  4 

Iridece.  Si 
1  o  Li 

1-4. 
Chili O  s.p  Bot.  mag. 

variegated 
neglected 

Swert's A  or ^  A  or 

Iridece. 2  mr.ap 
2  my.jh 3  myjn 

If  my.jn 2  my.jn 1  my.jn 
4  jn 
2  ap 

2  jn 
2  my.jn 
2  my.jn 
li  ap.my 

Sp.  63-92. 

St 

w 
B L.Y 

Y L.B 

Lb 
Br 
St 
St 
P.B1 W 

Levant  159a 
S.  Europe  1596. 
Germany  1573. 
Turkey  1596. 

  18ia China  179a 
S.  Europe  1658. &  Europe  1758. 
&  Europe  1768. 
Hungary  1597. 1819. 

two-flowered  A  or double-bearing  ^  A  or 
|  ap.my  P |  ap.my  V 
J  my  St i  myjn  P.B Jjn  Br i  ap.my  Y 
^  my.jn  Y i  ap.my  P iau  Lf 
1  my  V 

|  ap.my  Br 

S.  Europe  1596. 
Portugal  1596. N.  Amer.  1756. China  1792. 
Hungary  1802. Germany  1748. 
Siberia  1814. 
Austria  1596. 
Dauria  1784. 
Hungary  1815. Iberia  1821. 

R  s.l R  p.l R  co 
R  co 
R  co R  co 
R  co 
R  co R  co 
R  s.l 
R  co R  co 

R  co R  p.l R  p.l 
R  co R  co 
R  p.l R  co R  p.l 
R  p.l 
R  co R  co 

yellow-water  ^  A  or Gladwyn  5  A  or various-colored  i£  A  or 
3  jn 
ljjn 1  my.jn 

Y 
Ld 
St 

Britain  moi.  pL  R  p.l 
Britain  sha.pl.  R  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1732.  D  .s.1 

Bot  mag.  91 
Bot  mag.  671 
Bot.  mag.  670 
Bot.  mag.  685 Red.  1U.  375 
Bot  mag.  1604 
Bot  mag.  187 
Botmag.669.996 Bot  mag.  787 
Bot  mag.  16 
Bot  mag.  2435 Bot  mag.  870 

Bot.  mag.  1130 Bot.  mag.  412 Bot  mag.  373 
Bot  reg.  549 Red.  Ml  1 263 
Jac.  ic.3.  t.  220 
Bot  mag.  6. 1209 Bot  reg.  246 
W.etk.h.3.t.22G 

Eng.  bot  578 Eng.  bot  596 Bot  mag.  21 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
107.  Anthohjxa.  From  etuS-ts,  a  flower,  and  Xv<r<rx,,  rage.  A  metaphorical  name.  The  flower  has  some  re- semblance to  the  mouth  of  an  animal,  which  by  the  aid  of  a  little  imagination,  may  be  supposed  ready  to  bite. 
108.  Xiphidium.  A  name  of  a  similar  import  with  Gladiolus,  being  derived  from  a  sword,  in  allusion 

to  its  stiff  and  sword-shaped  leaves. 
109.  Leptanthus.  hxxroe,  slender,  and  «vS-af,  a  flower.  The  tube  of  the  flower  is  long  and  slender.  These are  aquatic  floating  plants  of  little  beauty. 
110.  Wachendorfia.   In  memory  of  E.  J.  Wachendorf,  a  Dutchman,  and  professor  of  botany  at  Utrecht 
111.  Hcemodorum.  ■  'Ajftet,  blood,  and  iu^et,  a  gift ;  that  is  to  say,  a  plant  which  produces  a  red  flower. 
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733  Leaves  ensiform  nerved,  Upper  segment  longest  stretched  forward,  the  others  recurved. 

734  Leaves  smooth,  Petals  linear-lanceolate 
735  Leaves  hairy,  Petals  ovate 
736  Leaves  roundish  reniform,  Spathes  oblong  acuminate  many-flowered 737  Leaves  all  linear 

738  Scape  nearly  simple,  Panicle  contracted,  Leaves  ensiform  5-nerved  perennial  plaited  smooth 
739  Scape  many  spiked,  Panicle  spreading,  Leaves  sword-shaped  3-nerved  annual  plaited  smooth 
740  Scape  many-spiked,  Panicle  spreading,  Leaves  sword-shaped  channelled  smooth 
741  Scape  many  spiked,  Panicle  spreading,  Leaves  linear  sword-shaped  3-nerved  plaited  villous 
742  Leaves  elliptic  sword-shaped  hairy 

743  Corymbs  compound,  Branches  spreading,  Leaves  flat 

744  Flowers  headed,  Spathes  many-parted  torn 745  Heads  of  flowers  alternate,  Spathes  entire 
746  Flowers  alternate,  Segments  of  flower  equal 
747  Flowers  alternate,  three  of  the  segments  less  than  the  rest 
748  Scape  about  1-flowered,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  a  little  falcate 

749  Petals  ovate  oblong,  Corymb  level-topped  hairy 
750  Petals  linear,  Corymb  level-topped  villous  viscid 
751  Leaves  ensiform,  Scape  villous  above,  Flowers  spiked  one-sided 
752  Leaflets  of  the  crown  subulate 

1.  Flowers  bearded. 
753  Stem  1-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Smaller  petals  deflexed 
754  Stem  2-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Flowers  sessile 
755  Stem  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  lower  flowers  stalked,  Spathes  colored 
756  Stem  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves.  Flowers  sessile,  Spathes  white 
757  Leaves  lane,  rather  plaited,  half  as  short  again  as  the  branching  stem,  Spathes  leafy,  Tube  length  of  germen 
758  Stem  about  2-flowered  the  length  of  the  leaves,  Germens  3-cornered 
759  Stem  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Petals  emarginate  :  the  outer  flat 
760  Stem  many-flow,  longer  than  the  leaves,  Outer  petals  revolute,  inner  nearly  upright,  wavy  and  inflexed 
761  Stem  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Deflexed  petals  folded  back  upright  emarginate 
762  Stem  many-flowered  as  long  as  the  leaves,  Deflexed  petals  emarginate,  erect  oblong 
763  Stem  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Erect  petals  entire,  deflexed  rather  emarginate 
764  Leaves  shorter  than  the  3-flowered  stem,  Larger  petals  undulate  reflexed,  smaller  emarginate 
765  Scape  round  about  3-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Deflexed  petals  narrower  than  the  erect  ones 
766  Scape  about  1-fl.  scarcely  shorter  than  ensiform  leaves,  Tube  of  corolla  about  equal  to  the  6-streaked  germen 
767  Stem  compressed  about  1-fl.  the  length  of  leaves,  Petals  about  equal,  Beard  crested,  Germens  3-cornered 
768  Scape  compressed  many-flowered,  Stigmas  jagged 
769  Scape  2-flowered  shorter  than  the  ensiform  leaves,  Upper  flower  abortive 
770  Scape  very  short  about  1-flowered,  Spathe  erect  the  length  of  the  tube 
771  Scape  2-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Spathes  the  length  of  the  tube 
772  Scape  very  short  1-flowered,  Spathes  shorter  than  the  tube,  Reflexed  petals  narrower  than  the  erect  ones 
773  Nearly  stemless,  Scape  panicled  round,  Branches  2-4-flowered 774  Leaves  ensiform  smooth  somewhat  falcate  nearly  equal  to  the  many-flowered  scape,  Spathes  inflated 
775  Leaves  ensiform  falcate  smooth,  Scape  1-flowered,  Petals  obovate 2.  Flowers  beardless. 
776  Leaves  flat,  Inner  petals  less  than  the  stigma 
777  Stem  one-angled  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves 
778  Stem  round  flexuose  equal  to  the  leaves,  Germens  nearly  3-cornered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
112.  Aristea.    From  arista,  a  point  or  beard.   The  leaves  are  bearded. 
113.  Dilatris.   A  name  not  satisfactorily  explained. 
114.  Broditea.  Named  in  honor  of  Mr.  Brodie,  of  Brodie  House,  a  Scotch  gentleman,  who  paid  great  atten- 

tion to  the  botany,  especially  Cryptogamia,  of  his  own  country. 
115.  Iris.  The  name  given  by  Theophrastus,  Dioscorides,  and  Pliny,  from  the  variety  of  its  colors.  Accord, 

mg  to  Plutarch,  the  word  iris  signified,  in  the  ancient  Egyptian  tongue,  eye :  the  eye  of  heaven.  This 
beautiful  genus  abounds  in  Europe,  but  is  rare  in  America.  Some  are  bulbous,  but  the  greater  part  tuber- . 
ous  rooted,  of  easy  culture,  and  propagation  by  seed  or  division  of  the  root   The  roots  of  I.  florcntina,  ger. 
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779  cfiprea  Ph. 
780virglnica  TV. 
781  spuria  TV. 782  ochroleuca  W. 

stenogyna  B.  Mag. 783  GuldenstadtiiW.ew. 
784  halophila  TV. 785  alata  Lam. 
786xiphium  TV. 
787  xiphioides  TV. 788  lusitanica  H.K. 
789  tenuifolia  TV. 
790persica  TV. 791  verna  TV. 
792  ventricosa  TV. 
793siblrica  TV. 
794  prismatica  Ph. 
795  graminea  W. 796  humilis  Bieb. 
797  ruthenica  Ker. 
798  tuberosa  TV. 
799  reticulata  Ad. 
800  spathulata 801  caucasica  Hqffm. 
802  furcata  Bieb. 
803trifl6ra  TV. 
804  brachvcuspis  B.  M. 805  Pallasii  B.  M. 

*lld  MORJE'A.  Ker. 806  flexuosa  H.  K. 
807  coUIna  H.K. 

B  miniata  B.  R. 
80Spav6nia  H.K. 
809  tripetala  H.  K. 
810  anguste  B.  M. 
811  tricuspis  H.  K. 812 tenuis  H.K. 
813  unguiculata  H,  K. 814  cdulis  U.K. 
815  longifl6ra  H  K. 
816  spicata  B.  M. 817  tristis  H.  K. 
818crfspa  H.K 819  bit  uminosa  //.  K. 
820  viscaria  H.  K. 
821  ramosa  H.  K. 
822  villosa  H.K. 
823  ciliata  R  K. 

(3  barbigera  Sal. 824  sisyrinchium  H  £ 
825 papilionacea  HA', 826  spathacea  TV. 827  iridioides  H.K 
828  lurida  B.  B. 

1*117.  MA'RICA.  J5?r. 829Northiana  H.K. 

copper-colored  ^  A  or  2  Jn.jl 
Virginian        5  A  or  1  J11-)1 
spurious          i  A  or  If  jl 
sulphur-colored^  A  or  4  jl 

Guldenstedt's  ifc  A  or  4  aP-m long-leaved      ^  A  or  3  jl.  s long-tubed       5  A  or  i  jn small-bulbous  j  ̂   or  ljjn 
great-bulbous    5  A  or  U  jn 
Portuguese      j  A  or  2  ap slender-leaved       A  or  2  my 
Persian           S  A  or  jmr 
spring             i  A»  1  aP-n bellied            4  A  or  1  jn 
Siberian          5  A  or  2  my.j; 
New-Jersey     ^  A  or  1  my.j 
grass-leaved     ^  A  or  f  jn 
low               4  A  or  1  ap.m 
pigmy            5  A  or  imy 
snake's-head     B  A  or  j  mr.a netted                A  or  J  mr.a 
spathulate-fiow.^t  A  or  1  jl.au Caucasian        5  A  or  h  mr 
forked                A  or  Jmr 
three-flowered  ^  A  or  1  jn.jl 
short-petalled  ^  A  or  1 J  jn.jl 
Pallas's           5  A  or  2  jnjl Moilea,  Iride, 
flexuose          tf  lAlor  1  ap.m 
equal-flowered     lAJor  2  my 
mot-flowered     5  iAI  or  2  my.j: Peacock          5  iAJ  or  1  my.j 
three-petalled      iAI  or  1  ap.no narrow-leaved      lAJ  or  f  my.j 
trident-pe tailed     iAI  or  1  jn brown-flowered  tf  lAI  or  1  my.j 
long-clawed        iAI  or  1  my.j 
long-leaved          iAJ  cul  4  my.j 
long-flowered       tAI  or  |  my.j; spiked            tf  lAJ  or  1|  my.j 
dull-colored      tf  iAJ  or  1  my.j: 
short-spathed    tf  iAJ  or  J  my.j; 
clammy              lAJ  °r  1  ap.ir bird-limed        ?  lAI  or  1  jn 
branching           iAI  or  3  my.j villous             $  lAI  or  1  ap.rr. 
fringed-leaved      iAI  or  i  ap.jr 
bearded           5  lAI  or  ̂   ap.n 
Spanish-nut      5  A  cul  i  my.j 
butterfly             lAI  or  J  my.j 
sheathed         tf  iAI  or  f  jl 
sword-leaved    5"  iAI  or  J  my.j lurid               if  lAJ  or  j  jn 
Ma  rica.  Iride 

broad-stemmed  j£  EJ  or  4  ap.ai 

O  N.  Amer.  1812. 
B  N.Amer.  1758. 
SI  Siberia  1759. L.y  Levant  1757. 
Y  Siberia  1757. 
B  Siberia  1780. 
B  Algiers  1801. 
B.Y  Spain  1596. B.Y  Spain  1571. B  Portugal  1796. 
Lb  Dauria  1796. 
B.T  Persia  1629. 
P  Virginia  1748. P.b  Dauria  1800. 
Lb  Siberia  1596. P  N.  Amer.  1812. 
St  Austria  1597. 
B  Caucasus  1812. 
B  Siberia  1804. 
G.B  Levant  1597. 
B  Iberia  1821. 
P.b  Germany  1759. 
Y  Caucasus  1821. 
B  Tauria  1822. 
B  Italy  1821. P  Siberia  1819. 
B  Tartary  1820. 

.   Sp.  23—26. Y  C.  G.  H.  1803. 
P  C.  G.  H.  176a 
P  C.  G.  H.  1768. 
R.B  C.  G.  H.  179a 
Y  C.  G.  H.  1802. 
Fu  C.  G.  H.  1790. 
G  C.  G.  H.  1776. 
P  C.  G.  H.  1807. 
Va  C.  G.  H.  1802. 
Li  C.  G.  H.  1792. 
Y  C.G.  H.  1801. Y  C.G.H.  1785. 
Br  C.  G.H.  1768. 
B  C.  G.  H.  1803. 
Y  C.  G.  H.  1787. 
Li  C.  G.  H.  1800. 
Y  C.  G.  H.  1789. 
P  C.  G.  H.  1789. 
P  C.  G.H.  1587. 
Y  C.  G.  H.  ... 
B  S.  Europe  1597. 
Va  C.  G.H.  1795. Y  C.  G.H.  179a 
W  C.  G.  H  175a 
Cr  C.G.  H  1817. 

.   Sp.  14. Y.b  Brazil  1789. 

R  p.l 
R  8.1 R  co 
R  co 

R  co 
R  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
D  co O  co 
D  co 
D  co 
R  co 
R  p.l 
R  co 
R  co D  co 

O  s.p 

R  co R  co 
R  co 
R  co 
R  co R  co 
R  co 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p D  s.p 
D  s.p D  s.p D  s.p 

D  s.p D  s.p D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 
B  s.p D  s.p D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 

Bot  mag.  1496 Bot  mag.  703 
Bot  mag.  875 
Bot  mag.  1515 
Bot  mag.  1 61 
Bot  mag.  1131 DesfatL  1. 16 Bot.  mag.  686 
Bot  mag.  687 Bot  mag.  679 
PalLitatc.f.2 
Bot  mag.  1 
PLalm.tl96.C6 
PalLit  3.  tb.f.l 
Botmag.  1163 Bot  mag.  1504 
Bot  mag.  681 
Bot  mag.  1123 Bot  mag.  1393 
Bot  mag.  531 Bot  Cab- 1829 
Bot  mag.  58 

Bot  mag.  2361 
Bot  mag.  2326 
Bot  mag.  2331 
Bot  mag.  695 
Bot.  mag.  1033 
Bot  rep.  404 Bot  mag.  1247 Bot  mag.  702 
Bot  mag.  1276 Bot.mag.696 
Bot  mag.  1047 
Bot  mag.  593 
B.  mag.  613. 1238 Bot  mag.  712 
Bot  mag.  1283 Bot  mag.  577 
Bot  mag.  1284 
Bot  mag- 1045 Bot  mag.  587 
Bot  mag.  771 
Bot  mag.  571 
Bot  mag.  1061 
Bot  mag.  1012 Bot  mag.  1407 Bot  mag.  750 
Thunb.  diss.  1. 1 
Bot  mag.  693 
Bot  reg.  312 

D  s.p  Bot  mag.  654 
805 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
manica,  and  pseud-acorus  are  used  in  medicine;  those  of  the  first  are  remarkable  for  communicating  an  odor 
like  that  of  violets,  and  are  the  or  rice- root  (iris- root)  of  the  shops.  The  root  of  I.  pseud-acorus,  in  powder, 
used  as  snuff,  produces  a  great  heat  in  the  mouth  and  nose,  and  occasions  discharge  from  the  nostrils :  it  is 
astringent,  and  used  instead  of  galls  in  making  ink  or  dying  black.  The  fresh  juice  of  the  root  is  one  of  the 
most  powerful  cathartics,  and  in  that  way  has  cured  inveterate  dropsies.  I.  germanica  possesses  similar  qualities, 
and  the  root  of  either  species  suspended  in  wine  or  beer,  keeps  the  latter  from  growing  stale,  and  communicates 
a  pleasant  taste  and  smell  to  the  former.  The  leaves  and  roots  of  I.  foetidissima  are  steeped  in  beer  by  the 
country  people  in  some  places  as  a  purge.  I.  susiana  flowers  well  in  a  warm  border  and  loamy  soil.  I.  fim- 

briate is  rather  tender ;  it  requires  a  rich  light  soil,  and  to  make  it  flower  freely,  it  must  be  planted  in  a  large 
pot,  and  have  the  suckers  removed  from  the  roots  as  soon  as  they  appear.  I.  orientalis  requires  a  similar  treat- 

ment, and  with  the  two  preceding  species  requires  the  protection  of  a  green-house  to  make  it  flower  in  per- fection. Of  I.  xiphioides  there  are  numerous  varieties  procured  from  seeds,  which  are  treated  much  in  the 
same  way  as  those  of  crocus.   This  species,  and  I.  tuberosa  are  very  ornamental;  they  thrive  best  in  a  light 
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779  Stem  round  flexuose  as  long  as  leaves,  Petals  all  emarginate  obovate,  the  inner  shortest,  Capsules  very  large 
780  Stem  2-edged  many-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves 
781  Leaves  linear,  Scape  round,  Germens  6-cornered,  Stigmas  acute,  Petals  rounded 
782  Leaves  linear,  Scape  about  3-flowered  round,  Germens  hexagonal,  Petals  ovate  longer  than  their  claw 
783  Leaves  ensiform,  Scape  nearly  round,  Germens  hexagonal,  Petals  erect  oblong 
784  Radical  leaves  very  long,  Stem  higher  than  the  leaves,  Germens  hexagonal 
785  Stemless,  leaves  channelled,  Three  erect  petals  very  small,  Tube  very  long 
786  Leaves  channelled  subulate,  Stem  2-flowered,  Petals  nearly  as  narrow  as  stigmas,  Germen  round 
787  Leaves  channelled  subulate,  Stem  2-flowered,  Petals  much  wider  than  stigmas,  Germen  acutely  angular 
788  Leaves  channelled,  Scape  2-flowered,  Inner  petals  emarginate 
789  Stemless,  Leaves  filiform  very  long,  Scape  very  short  2-flowered,  Tube  of  the  corolla  filiform 
790  Leaves  linear  subuL  channelled  longer  than  the  very  short  1-flow.  scape,  Inner  petals  very  short  spreading 
791  Leaves  flat,  Scape  1-flowered  shorter  than  the  leaves,  Petals  nearly  equal 
792  A  little  caulescent,  Stem  about  2-flowered  shorter  than  the  leaves,  Spathes  ventricose,  Germens  3-angular 
793  Stem  about  3-flowered  fistulous  longer  than  the  leaves,  Germens  3-angular 
794  Stem  solid  round  as  long  as  the  leaves,  Leaves  very  narrow  long,  Capsules  long  pointed  at  each  end 
795  Stem  about  2-flowered  2-edged  shorter  than  the  leaves,  Germens  hexangular 
796  Leaves  linear-ensiform  very  much  longer  than  the  2-flowered  very  short  scape,  Petals  acuminate 
797  Leaves  linear  longer  than  the  1-flowered  scape,  Alternate  petals  smaller 798  Leaves  4-cornered 
799  Scape  1-flowered  shorter  than  the  4-cornered  leaves,  Tube  filiform,  Root  bulbous 
800  Outer  petals  spatulate,  Stem  branched  at  the  base  shorter  than  the  leaves 
801  Leaves  lanceolate  falcate  edged,  Stem  about  2-flowered 
802  Leaves  ensiform  shorter  than  the  3-flowered  2- forked  scape,  Germen  3-angular  "-cornered 803  Leaves  linear  acute  length  of  the  3-fl.  scape,  Spathes  withered  with  a  long  point,  Flowers  close  together 
804  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  very  long,  Inner  petals  very  short,  Stigmas  spirally  revolute 
805  Leaves  ensiform  doubled  together  striated  incurved  at  end,  Ovaries  very  long  cylindrical,  Stigmas  keeled serrated  at  end 
806  Segments  of  the  flower  nearly  equal  oblong  spreading,  Filaments  united  at  base 
807  Segments  nearly  equal  obovate  very  spreading,  Filaments  united  in  a  cylinder 
808  Segments  spotted  and  dotted  at  base,  The  three  inner  half  as  short  as  the  others  and  much  narrower  erect 
809  Inner  segments  linear,  sometimes  absent 
810  Leaf  filiform  erect  with  1-flowered  scape  smooth,  Spathes  obtuse 
811  Outer  segments  very  spreading  bearded,  Inner  small  3-toothed  at  the  end :  the  middle  tooth  the  longest 
812  Outer  segm.  deflexed  bearded,  Inner  very  small  3-toothed  at  end  :  the  middle  tooth  longest  and  involute 
813  Outer  segments  beardless ;  Inner  very  small  3-toothed  at  the  end 
814  Lower  leaf  longest  of  all,  All  the  segments  of  the  flower  very  spreading :  the  alternate  ones  small 
815  Tube  filiform  very  long :  All  the  segments  reflexed 
816  Beardless,  Flower  uniform  nearly  equal,  Stigmas  petal  shaped 
817  Leaves  very  smooth,  Stem  branches  and  peduncles  villous 
818  Leaves  about  the  length  of  the  scape,  All  the  segments  of  the  flower  spreading ;  the  alternate  ones  smaller 
819  Lower  leaf  spirally  twisted,  Stem  smooth,  Branches  viscid 
820  Leaves  straightish,  Stem  and  branches  viscid 
821  Stem  panicled  much  branching,  Segments  nearly  equal  deflexed 
822  Bearded,  Leaves  on  the  inside  villous  in  lines,  Stem  pubescent,  Invol.  very  smooth,  Alternate  segments 

of  flower  very  small  3-toothed 
823  Leaves  ciliated,  Inner  segments  erect 
824  Tube  filiform  very  long,  Segments  alternate  erect 
825  Leaves  pubescent,  all  the  segments  spreading 
826  Leaves  slender  dependent,  Flowers  terminal  in  close  heads 
827  Leaves  perennial  equitant,  -  Segments  of  flower  spreading :  alternate  ones  much  the  largest 828  One-flowered  a  little  bearded,  Leaves  about?  linear,  Stem  simple,  Outer  segments  of  flowers  rounded: inner  very  narrow  entire 
829  Scape  winged  sword-shaped,  Common  spathe  2-leaved,  partial  2-flowered,  Flower  stalks  simple 

sandy  soil  and  eastern  exposure;  the  bulbs  are  taken  up  every  other  year,  but  must  not  be  kept  longer  out  of 
ground  than  a  month.  I.  persica  is  highly  odoriferous ;  it  is  propagated  by  separating  the  bulbs,  or  from  seeds ; 
but  by  the  latter  mode  no  new  varieties  have  hitherto  been  obtained.  I.  susiana  and  persica  bear  forcing  well : 
supplies  of  them,  and  of  I.  xiphioides  are  annually  imported  from  Holland.  In  a  deep  and  loose  soil  the  roots 
of  the  tuberous  and  bulbous  species  of  this  genus  are  apt  to  run  down  when  they  cease  to  flower,  and  getting 
gradually  weaker  and  weaker,  are  at  last  lost  To  prevent  this,  Miller  advises  to  form  a  stratum  of  rubbish about  a  foot  and  a  half  under  the  surface. 

116.  Mortsa.  So  named  by  Miller,  in  honor  of  Robert  Moore,  of  Shrewsbury,  a  distinguished  botanist,  of 
whom  there  exists  a  memoir  in  the  Philosophical  Transactions.  M.  pavonia  is  one  of  the  most  elegant  species 
of  the  genus.  The  bulbs  of  M.  edulis  are  eaten  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  both  by  men  and  monkeys ;  and 
those  of  M.  sisyrinchium  are  eaten  in  Spain.  Sweet  recommends,  as  the  best  soil  for  these  plants,  "  a  mixture 
of  sandy  loam." 117.  Marica*  A  name  perhaps  obtained  from  (M^etiya,  to  become  flaccid,  in  allusion  to  the  nature  of  the 
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and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 



48 TRI ANURIA  MONOGYNIA. Class  III. 

830  martinicensis  H.  K. 
831gladiata  B.Reg. 
832  paludosa  //.  A'. 833  cali torn lea  B.  M. 
834  palmifolia  W. 

M.  plica  In  B.  M. 835  striata  B.M. 
836anceps  W. 837  micrantha  Cav. 
838  Bermudiana  W. 
839  convoldta  W. 840  torn i folia  Red. 
841  canrfilea  Ker. 
842  semi-aperta  Lodd. 

118.  PARDANTHUS. 
843  chinensis  H.  K. 

*119.  SCHCE'NU&  Vahl. 844  mucronatus  W. 
845  nigricans  W. 846  rufus  E.  B. 
847  monoicus  E.  B. 
848  ferrugineus  Schr. 
849  compressus  Sm. 850  stellatus  W. 

Martinico Cape 
marsh 

yellow palm-leaved 
streaked 
two-edged 
small-flowered 
Iris-leaved 
convolute 
slender-leaved 
blue half-open 
Ker.  Pardanthus. 
Chinese 

jP  PA1  or 
£  lAlor 

tZ3  or 
jfe  Al  or jfeiAlor 

4  A  or 
5  A  or j£  lAJor 
£  lAJor H  lAlor 
±  tAlor )C  lAlor 
j£  lAJor 

2  jn 

2  jn.jl 
1  jl.au 1  my  s 
2  £mr 
2  ap.s 
1  jnjl 1  jnjl 
1  jnjl 

i  my  jn 
1  myjn 
2  my.jn 
1|  myjn 

Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
W 
Y 
B 
Y 
B 
Y 
Y 
B 
Y 

Martinico  1782.  D  s.p 
C.  G.  H.    1816.  D  s.p 
Guiana     1792.  Sk  s.p California  17961  Sk  s.p 
Brazil       1779.  Sk  s.p 
Mexico     1788.  Sk  s.p 
N.  Amer.  169a 
&  Amer.  1815. Bermudas  1732. 
S.  Amer.  1816. S.  Amer.  1816. 
Brazils  1818. 
Brazils  1820. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

Bot  mag.  416 Bot.  reg.  229 
Bot  mag.  646 
Bot.  mag.  983 
Bot  mag.  655 
Bot.  mag.  701 
Bot  mag.  464 
Cv.  diss.  1. 191.  f.2 Bot  mag.  94 
Red.  lil.  t.  47 
Bot.  mag.  2313 Bot.  reg.  713 
Bot  cab.  685 

Bog-rush. 
clustered 
black 
brown 
monoecious 
rusty comp 

star-headed 

£  A  or ilk  A  w 
*  A  w ilk  A  w 
jlk  A  w 
ii  A  w 
a  A» ili  LAJpr 

Iridece.   Sp.  1. 
2  jnjl     O  China 1759.  R  p.l  Bot  mag.  171 

120.  RHYNCHOS'PORA.  Va.  Rhynchospora. 851  alba  H.  K.  white-headed    illi  A  w 
852  fiisca  H.  K.  brown-headed  *  A  w 
853  comata  Lk.  leafy-headed    ilk  US\  cu 

121.  FIMBRISTYLIS.   Vahl.  Fimbristvlis. 
854  dich6toma  V.         dichotomous    ilk  23  w 

*122.  ISOLETIS.   R.  Br.  Isolepis. 
855  flaitans  R.  Br.        floating  ±  A  w 
856  setacea  R.  Br.         bristle-like       *  O  w 
857  Holoschce'nus  Sm.  cluster-headed  illi  A  w 

|3  romanus  W.  Roman  Mi  A  w 
y  austral  is  L.            southern  ilk  A  w 

Cyperacete. 
1  ap.my  Ap 
1  jl  Ap 
jjl  Ap 1  jl.au  Ap 

\  ap.my  Ap 1  ap.my  Ap 

f  s.d  Ap 

Cyperacece. 
1  au  Ap 
1  au  Ap 
lj  Ap 

Cyperacece. 1  jnjl  Ap 

Cyperacece. fit.  jLau  Ap ijl.au 

3  jl 3  jl 
3  jl 

12a  SCIR'PUS.  R.Br. 858  multicaulis  E.B. 
859  caespitosus  TV. 
860  pauciflorus  E.  B. 861  lacfistris  W. 
862  glaficus  E.  B. 
863trlqueter  W. 864  mucrondtus  W. 
865  carinatus  E.  B. 
866  marltimus  W. 
867  Luzula3  W. 
868  sylvaticus  W. 

124.  ELECCHARIS.  R 
869  palfistris  R.  Br. 870  acicularis  R.  Br. 
871  ovSta  W. 

Club-rush. 
many-stalked 
scaly-stalked chocolate-head, 
tall 
glaucous triangular 
sharp-pointed blunt-edged 
salt-marsh 
clustered wood 

ilk  A  w illi  A  w 
ilk  A  w 
*  A  ec iiii  A  w 

M  a  w illi  A  w 
ilk  A  w ilk  a  w 
ilk  [23  w ilk  A  w 

Ap Ap Ap 

Ap 

Cyperacece. 

1  ji 
$  au 

6  jl.au 
2  jLau 
3  au 2  au 
3  jl.au 2  jLs 

lfjl-s li  iU 

Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap 

Sp.  7—79. S.  Europe  1781.  D  co Britain  sp.  bo.  D  co 
Scotland  sc.  bog.  D  co 
England  bogs.  D  co 
Europe  1781.  D  co Britain  bogs.  D  CO 
W.  Indies  1822.  D  co 

Sp.3— 26. Britain  bogs.  D  co 
Britain  bogs.  D  co 
Brazil  1820.  D  co 

Sp.  1—65. E.  Indies  1819.  D  co 

Sp.3— 46. Britain  dit  D  co 
Britain  bogs.  S  co 
England  sea  sh.  Sk  co Austria  ...  Sk  co 
S.  Europe    ...    Sk  co 

Sp.  11— 86. Britain  tur.  bo. 
Britain  tur.  he. 
Britain  bgs.  m. 
Britain  rivers. 
England  sal.  m. 
England  mar. Eur.  Asia 
England  riv.  ba. Britain  sal.  m. E.  Indies  1776. 
Britain    m .  s.  p. 

Sp.3— 24.  " 
Britain 
Britain 

Sk  co 
Sk  co Skco 
Sk  co Skco 

Skco Skco 

Sk  co Sk  co 
Skco 
Skco 

Flgra?c,l.  t43 
Eng.  bot.  1121 
Eng.  bot  1010 
Eng.  bot  1410 Sch.gm.l.t.l.f.4 
Eng.  bot  791 Slo.  jam.  t.78.  f.  1 

Eng.  bot  985 Eng.  bot  1575 

Rottb.gr.  tiatl 

Eng.  bot  216 Eng.  bot  1693 
Eng.  bot.  1612 Jacq.  aust  5. 448 Plk.  pht  t40.  £5 

Eng.  bot.  1187 
Eng.  bot  1029 
Eng.  bot  1122 
Eng.  bot  666 Eng.  bot  2321 
Eng.  bot  1694 
Eng.  bot  1983 
Eng.  bot.  542 P.m.27.t.417.£3 
Eng.  bot  919 

Eng.  bot  131 Eng.  bot  749 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
flowers.  M.  northiana  has  beautiful  and  transient  flowers,  like  the  rest  of  the  species,  all  of  which  grow  freely 
in  a  rich  light  soil,  and  are  readily  increased  by  parting  the  roots  or  from  seeds. 

118.  Pardanthus.  Named  by  Mr.  J.B.Ker.from  tret$os,  a  leopard,  and  ai/9-es,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  spot* ted  flower. 
119.  Schcenus.  From  xM*°e  01  fx"'**  a  cotd,  in  Greek.  From  plants  of  this  kind  the  first  cordage  is  sup- 

posed to  have  been  made  All  the  plants  from  this  genus  to  Mariscus,  No.  130.,  are  sedgy  plants  of  similar 
habit,  of  value  in  an  oeconomical  point  of  view,  but  not  cultivated  for  ornamental  purposes. 

120.  Rhynchospora,  {pvyxtf,  a  snout  or  rostrum,  and  m;<,  a  seed.)   The  seeds  are  beaked. 
121.  Fimbristylis.  So  named  by  Vahl.  The  word  is  constructed  from  the  l^t\n  fimbria,  a  fringe,  and  stylus, 

the  style 
122.  Isolepis.  From  itres,  equal,  and  Xws,  a  scale,  on  account  of  the  relative  form  of  the  scales  which  con- 

stitute the  inflorescence. 
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830  Beardless,  leaves  linear,  Petals  with  glandular  spots,  Ovaries  S-cornered 
831  Flower-stalks  lateral  nearly  equal  to  the  one-leaved  involucrum 
832  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Scape  round  shorter  than  the  plaited  leaves 
833  Leaves  linear-ensate  flat.  Scape  simple  leaf-like  winged,  Flowers  opened  out,  Fit  united  at  base 
831  Scape  2-edged,  Flowers  in  spikes,  Leaves  sword-shaped  nerved-plalted 
835  Scape  2-edged  leafy,  Flowers  in  spikes,  Petals  roundish  ovate  acute,  Leaves  linear  sword-shaped 
836  Scape  2-edged  simple  nearly  leafless,  Spathe  about  4- flowered  unequal  longer  than  the  flowers,  Pet.  muc 
837  Scape  2-edged  branchy  leafy,  Spathe  about  3-flow.  unequal,  Pet  linear  acuminate,  Leaves  grassy  channelled 
838  Scape  2-edged  branched  leafy,  Spathe  about  4-flow.  shorter  than  the  flowers,  Pet.  muc.  Leaves  sword-shaped 
839  Scape  2-edged  branched  leafy,  Spathe  3-flowered  shorter  that  the  flower,  Leaves  sword-shaped 
840  Scape  2-edged  ascending  leafy,  Spathe  3-flowered,  Caps,  hairy,  Leaves  capillary 
841  Stigmas  united  petal  shaped,  Scape  many-flowered  erect,  Spathe  not  viviparous 
842  Leaves  linear-lane,  nerved  a  little  wavy  at  hack,  FL -stalks  nearly  as  long  as  spathe,  Flowers  campanul. 

843  Flowers  spotted  with  orange 

844  Culm  round  naked,  Spikelets  bundled  in  a  roundish  head,  Involucr.  3, 6-leaved  very  long  reflex eit 
845  Culm  naked  round,  Spikelets  in  headed  bundles,  InvoL  2-leaved  longer  than  the  valves,  Sets  none 
846  Culm  round  leafy,  Leaves  channelled,  Spike  compound  2-ranked  longer  than  the  bractea 
847  Culm  round  naked,  Spike  compound.  Flower  monoecious,  Leaves  channelled  rough 
848  Culm  round,  Spikelets  2-3,  Outer  valve  of  involucrum  as  long  as  spikelets,  Setae  several 
849  Spike  distichous,  Spikelets  many-flowered,  Involucre  1-leaved,  Culm  roundish 
850  Involucres  very  long  white.   (Dichromena,  J'a/tl.) 
851  Culm  leafy  3-angular,  Leaves  linear  keeled,  Root  creeping 
852  Culm  3-angular,  Leaves  bristly  channelled,  Root  creeping 
853  Leaves  flat  glaucous  with  hairy  sheaths,  InvoL  longer  than  the  contracted  panicle,  Spikelets  oblong,  Scales 

oblong  carinate  mucronate 
854  Spikes  ovate  oblong,  Involucre  about  3-leaved  decompound  longer  than  the  umbel 

855  Culms  branched  leafy  flaccid,  Spikelets  few-flowered,  Floating 
856  Culm  bristle-shaped,  Spikelets  lateral  sessile 
857  Culm  round  naked,  Heads  terminal  globose  clustered,  Leaves  channelled 

858  Stem  round  sheathing  at  the  base.  Spike  ovate  terminal,  Glumes  obtuse  equal,  Root  fibrous 
859  Stigmas  3,  Spike  enclosed  in  a  2-leaved  involucrum,  Lower  glumes  very  large  as  big  as  the  spike,  Culm round,  Sheaths  bearded 
860  Glumes  unequal  obt  ovate,  one  larger  but  shorter  than  the  2-valved  spike,  Culm  round,  Sheaths  not  bearded 
861  Culm  round,  Inner  sheaths  ending  in  a  short  leaf,  Cyme  terminal  decompound  with  2-4-leaved  involucrum 

Spikelets  ovate  smooth 
862  Top  of  the  3-angular  stem  straight,  Upper  sheaths  leafy,  Panic  lateral  under  the  end,  Spikel.  sess.  &  stalked 863  Culm  straight  naked  pointed,  Lateral  spikes  sessile  or  stalked,  Stigma  bifid 
864  Top  of  the  3-cornered  culm  bent  down  at  end,  Sheaths  leafless,  Spikel.  lateral  sess.  clustered  naked,  Stigmas  3 
865  Culm  naked,  upwards  3-cornered,  Panicle  cymose  terminal,  Bract,  pungent,  Stigma  bifid 866  Panicle  globose  terminal,  Glumes  mucronate  torn  bifid 
867  Spikes  roundish  headed,  Heads  umbelled  globose  proliferous,  In  vol.  many-leaved,  Culm  3-angular 
868  Culm  3-cornered  leafy,  Cyme  term,  supra-decompound  surrounded  with  a  many-leaved  in  vol.  GL  mucronate 
869  Spike  oval  naked,  Scales  lanceoL  acute,  Culms  roundish,  Sheaths  leafless  beardless  lanceol.  acute,  Stigmas  2 
870  Spike  ovate  naked,  Two  lower  scales  scarcely  larger  than  the  rest,  Culms  4-cornered  setaceous 
871  Spike  ovate  naked,  Scales  oblong  obtuse,  Stigmas  2,  Culms  sub-compressed,  Sheaths  leafless,  Root  fibrous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
123.  Sctrpus.  From  ctrs,  a  Celtic  word  for  rushes,  which  is,  in  the  singular,  cors,  whence  the  Latin  chorda. S.  casspitosus  is  the  principal  food  of  cattle  and  sheep  in  the  Highlands  of  Scotland  in  March  and  tin theendnf 

May.  S.  lacustris,  the  bull-rush,  is  used  to  bottom  chairs :  cut  at  one  year  old,  it  makes  the  finest  bottoms ' at  two  years,  a  coarser  sort ;  still  older,  and  mixed  with  the  leaves  of  Iris  pseud-acorus,  it  makes  the  coarsest bottoms.  Cottages  are  sometimes  thatched,  and  pack-saddles  stuffed  with  it,  and  in  severe  seasons  cattle  will eat  it  Of  S.  maritimus  there  are  several  varieties,  natives  of  the  salt  marshes  of  Europe,  Barbarv  and  Sihpri. greedily  eaten  by  cattle;  and  the  roots,  which  are  large,  Withering  says,  have  been  ground  and  used  inst«S 

are  esteemed  both  as  food  and  medicine. 
124  Eleocharis.   From  Elos,  a  march, and  chain,  to  delight. 

E 
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125.  ERICPHORUM. 
872  vaginatum  W. 
873  polystachion  W. 
874  august ifolium  IV. 
875  virginicum  W. 
876  gracile  P.  S. 
877  capitatum  E.  B. 

P.  S.  -Cotton-grass. 
Hare's-tail  ill  A  I"' broad-leaved  Jllli  A  P* 
narrow-leaved  Jllli  A  Pr 
Virginian  M  A  pr 
slender  Mi  A  P>" round-headed  illi  A  pr 

126.  TRICHCKPHORUM.  P.  S.  Trichophorum. 
878  cyperinum  P.  S.      cyperine  *  A  cu 
S79  alpinum  P.  S.         Alpine  Jllli  A  cu 

127.  CYPE/RUS.  W. 
880  dubius  W. 
881  tenellus  Vahl. 
882  conglomerates  Rotb. 
883  pannonicus  W. 884  Lfizula?  W. 
885  dlstans  Vahl. 
886  viscosus  W. 
887  fastigifitus  W. 
888  erubes'cens  Lk. 
889  paniculatus  Vahl. 
890  glomeratus  W.  en. 
891  elegans  W. 892  flavescens  Jr. 
893fuscus  W. 
894  st  rigosus  f  r. 
895vegetus  W. 896  esculentus  W. 
89716ngus  W. 
8981'ria  W. 
899  alopecuroides  P.  S. 900  badius  P.  S. 
901  altemifolius  W. 

Ctperus. 
bulbous-rooted  A 
slender  Jllli 
many-flowered  Jli dwarf  Jli 
compact-flower.Jli distant  Jli 
clammy  M 
lofty  ilk 
pink  M 
panicled  illi round-headed  ilk 
elegant  Jllli 
yellow  illi brown  illi 
bristle-spiked  illi smooth Rush-nut  jfc 
sweet  Jilt tall  Jli 
fox-tail  illi 
brown  illi 
alternate-leav'd  ill 

23  cu iQ/cu 
23  cu 0  cu 23  cu 
23  cu (23  cu 
(23  cu 
1  Al  cu 

(23  cu 
0  cu 
01  cu 
Q)  cu 0  cu 
(23  cu 
A  cu A  cul 
A  cu (23  cu 
1  Al  cu 
iAI  cu 

23  cu 

Cyperacece. 
i  mr.ap  Ap 
1  jffjl  Ap 
|ap  Ap 1  my.au  Ap 
1  jl.au  Ap 
f  au.s  Ap 

Cyperacetz. 
6  my.s  Ap 

ijl  Ap 

Cyperacete. 

Sp.  6—7. Britain  moors.  D  co 
Britain  bogs.  D  co 
Britain  bogs.  D  co N.  Amer.  1802.  D  co 
Scotland  sc.  mo.  D  co 
Scotland  sc.  mo.  I )  co 

Sp.  2. 
N.  Amer.  1802.  D  co 
Scotland  bogs.  D  co 

i  my-jn 
1  my.s 

1  jLau my.s 

jLau 

2 
2 2  my.au  Ap 
1  my.au  Ap 
1  my.jn  Ap 
1  my.jl  Ap 
2  my.au  Ap 
1£  my.s  Ap 1  jn.s  Ap 

jl.8 

my.s 

l'jl 

3  jl 

14  jl 
2  my.au  Ap 
2|jl  Ap 2  f.mr  Ap 

Sp.  22—250. E.  Indies  1802. 
C.  G.  H.  1819. 
Arabia  1820. 
Hungary  1781. W.  Indies  ... 
W.  Indies  1820. Jamaica  1781. 
E.  Indies  1800. 

Ap 
Ap Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 

128.  PAPY'RUS.   Lk.  Papyrus. 
902  antiquorum  Lie  ancient 

129.  KYLLIN'GA.  W. 
903  monocephala  W. 
904  polycephala  Lk. 905  uncinata  Lk. 
906  triceps  W. 

130.  MARIS'CUa  Vahl. 907  umbellatus  W.  en. 
908elatus  W.cn. 
909  con  nexus  Lk. 
910  aggregatus  W. 

131.  REMIRE'A.  Aub. 911  maritima  Aub. 

Kyllinga. 
one-headed 
many-headed hooked 
three-headed 

Mariscus. 
umbelled 
tall contracted 

CyperacetE. :(23or  10  jls  Ap 

Cyperacete. :  (23  w      J  jn.jl  Ap 1  jLau  Ap 
f  jLau  Ap I  s.n  Ap 

E  Indies  1804. 
Italy  1804. Jamaica  1801. 
Germany  1776. 
Europe  1777. W.  Indies  1786. 
America  1790. 
S.  Europe  1597. 
England  mar. E  Indies  1802. 
C.  G.  H.  1804. 
Algiers  1800. Madagasc.1781. 
Sal— 3. Egypt 1803. 

Jllli  (23  w 
Mi  [23  w 

jiui  23  cu 
*  23  cu Ml  23  cu jiiii  23  cu 

So.  4— 12. India 
Brazil 
Brazil 
India 

179a 

1776. 

Cyperacecc. \\  jn.au  Ap 3  jn.au  Ap 

.,  Ap 

1  jn.jl  Ap 
Graminece. 

i  jLau  Ap 

Sp.  4—28. E.  Indies  1789. 
E  Indies  1805. Brazil  1819. 

  1822. 

S/U— 2. 
Florida 

Eng.  bot  873 
Eng.  bot.  563 Eng.  bot.  564 Pk.alm.t.299.f.4 
Eng.  bot.  2402 Eng.  bot  2387 

Plk.mt.  t.419.  f.3 
Eng.  bot  311 

Rot.gr.20.t.tf.5 Pk.aLt.300.f.4.5 Rot  gr.  t.l5.f.7. 
Host.gr.  3.  t.20 
Rottgr.tl3.f.3 
Jacq.  ic.  t.  299 Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  295 
Rt  gm.32.  t.7.£2 

Slo.ja.l.t75.f.l 
Host.  gra.  3.  t.  72 Hostgra.3.t73 
Rtg.40.tll.£8 Jac.  vind.  3. 1 12 
Host.grm.3.t.75 
Eng.  bot  1309 Rheede.  12. 1 56 
Rottg.38.t.8.f.2 DesEat.1.  t7.f.2 
Jac.  ic.  2.  1 298 

D  co  Mic.gen.44.tl9 
Skco  Rott.gr.  t4f  4 
D  co 
D  co Sk  co  Rott  gr.  t.  4.  £  6 

Skco    Rottgr.  t.4.  f.2 Sk  co    Jac.  ic.  2. 1 300 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co    Aub.  guL  1. 16 

»901. 

S  co S  co D  co 
Skco Skco 
D  co Sk  co 

Skco 
D  co D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
Skco 
Skco 
Skco Skco 
Sk  co 
Skco Sk  co 
Sk  co 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
125.  Eriophorum.  From  igM»,  wool,  and  <ps;a,  to  bear.  Its  seeds  are  covered  with  silky  tufts  of  a  wool-like 

substance.  For  the  same  reason  it  is  called  in  English  cotton-grass. 
126.  Trichmhorum.  From  r|«%o$,  hair,  and  <si£i>,  to  bear.  Its  inflorescence  resembles  a  bunch  of  hair.  This 

jgenus  and  Eriophorum  grow  in  peat  bogs,  and  nave  their  seeds  clothed  at  the  base  with  a  white  or  brown silky  down  or  cotton-like  substance,  from  which  specimens  of  cloth  have  been  made,  paper,  and  wicks  for  can- 
dles ;  and  in  Sweden,  pillows  stuffed.  Of  these  genera,  and  of  the  Cyperacete  in  general,  it  has  been  observed 

by  Villars,  that  being  mostly  natives  of  bogs,  marshes,  and  watery  places,  they  have  a  tendency  to  raise 
and  dry  such  spots.  The  roots  and  base  of  the  stems  rot  and  become  peat,  and  thus  are  useful  as  firing  or manure. 

127.  Cyperus.  The  roots  of  some  species  of  this  genus  have  eatable  roots,  and  are  considered  aphrodisiacal  in 
a  high  degree.  It  is,  therefore,  probable  that  the  word  derived  its  origin  from  Cypris,  a  name  of  Venus.  This 
is  a  genus  of  sub-aquatic  or  marsh  sedgy  plants,  more  injurious  than  useful,  and  of  little  or  no  beauty.  The 
root  of  C.  longus  is  agreeably  aromatic,  warm,  and  bitter:  those  ofC  esculentus  {sotichet  comestible,  Fr.)  pro- 

duce round  tubercles  about  the  size  of  peas,  which  are  eaten  in  some  places  in  France  and  Spain ;  and  when 
boiled,  taste  something  like  chestnuts. 

128.  Papyrus.  A  word  of  obscure  origin.  P.  antiquorum  yields  the  substance  used  as  paper  by  the  ancient 
Egyptians.  In  Syria  it  is  called  babeer,  and  hence,  probably,  the  words  papyrus  and  paper.  The  flower-stalk  rises 
about  ten  feet  from  a  long  horizontal  thick  root,  the  lower  part  clothed  with  long  hollow  sword-shaped  leaves 
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872  Spike  solitary,  Culm  very  smooth,  Sheaths  inflated 
873  Spikes  several,  Culms  3-cornered,  Leaves  broadish  keeled 
874  Spikes  several,  Culms  3-cornered,  Leaves  very  narrow  setaceous 
875  Spikes  several,  Culms  round  leafy,  Spikes  sessile  clustered  shorter  than  the  involucrum 
876  Spikes  several,  Culms  3-cornered,  Leaves  nearly  filiform  3-cornered,  Peduncles  rough,  Flowers  erect 
877  Spike  solitary,  Culms  round  spongy  soft,  Sheaths  not  inflated 

878  Umbel  compound,  Culm  branched 
879  Spike  solitary,  Culms  simple  3-cornered  roughish 

880  Head  globose,' Spikelets  oblong  convex  about  8-flowered,  Involucr.  4-1  caved,  Leaves  channelled  lax 881  Spikelets  solitary  and  in  pairs  sessile,  Involucr.  1-leaved,  Culm  setaceous 
882  Spikelets  ovate  much  clustered,  Culm  rather  3-cornered,  Leaves  channelled 
883  Stem  3-cornered  leafless  ascending  or  decumbent,  Spikelets  about  5  oblong  obtuse  very  shortly  stalked 
884  Heads  simple  and  clustered  ovate,  Spikelets  oblong,  Involucr.  very  long 
885  Spikes  distichous,  Spikelets  spreading  filiform,  Florets  distant,  Umbel  upright 
886  Spikelets  aggregate  ovate  rather  squarrose  in  heads,  Involucr.  longer  than  umbel,  Lvs.  and  involucr.  rough 
887  Umbels  many  rayed  compound,  Spikes  elongate,  Spikelets  linear-lanceolate,  Involucr.  4-leaved  long 
888  Lvs.  linear  shorter  than  the  3-cornered  culm,  InvoL  3-leaved,  outer  leaf  very  long,  SpikeL  lane.  Scales  obtuse 
889  Spikelets  linear-lanceolate,  Umbels  corymbose  fascicled,  Involucr.  about  6-leaved 
890  Culm  3-cornered  naked,  Umbel  3-leaved  supra-decompound,  Spikes  clustered  rounded,  Spikelets  subulate 
891  Spikelets  about  3  linear,  Valves  obcordate  mucronate  distinct  spreading,  Umbel  loose 
892  Spikelets  linear-lane,  alternate  clustered,  Glumes  obtuse,  Involucr.  3-leaved  longer  than  the  t ri  lid  umbel 
893  Spikelets  linear-lanc.  alternate  very  close,  Valves  acute,  InvoL  about  3  or  5-leaved  very  long,  Umbel  3-5-fid. 
891  Spikes  oblong  loose,  Spikelets  subulate  alternate  capitate,  In  vol.  very  long  spreading,  Rays  of  umbel  altera. 895  Spikelets  lanceolate  roundish  headed  compact,  Valves  ovate  1 -nerved,  Involucr.  longer  than  the  umbel 
896  Spikelets  lin.-lanc  distant  acute,  Rays  of  the  umbel  about  7  terminal  shorter  than  the  3-5-leaved  involucrum 
897  Spikes  corymb.  SpikeL  lin.-lanc.  flattened,  InvoL  and  rays  of  umbel  very  long  corymbose  with  leafy  stem 
898  Spikes  corymbose,  Spikelets  linear,  Valves  remote  obtuse  obovate  spreading  in  fruit,  Umbels  loose 899  Spikes  nearly  sessile  imbricated  round,  Spikelets  ovate  oblong  spreading 
900  Spikelets  in  corymbose  fascicles,  Spikelets  linear-lanceolate  dense,  InvoL  3-leaved,  Leaves  very  rough 
901  Umb.  6-7-rayed  compound,  Heads  many-spiked,  SpikeL  lin.  many-flowered,  InvoL  3-leaved  reflexed  rough 

902  Stem  tall  terminated  by  a  reflexed  involucrum  of  many  very  long  narrow  leaves 

903  Head  globose  sessile  solitary,  Involucr.  very  long 
904  Umbel  rather  contracted,  InvoL  very  long,  Spikelets  clustered,  Valves  ovate  cannate  acute 
905  Head  1  or  3  sessile  round,  InvoL  many  leaved  long,  Valves  carinate  hooked 
906  Heads  about  3  sessile  clustered,  Spikelets  very  dense  rather  imbricated 

907  Umbel  compound,  Spikes  cylindrical  imbricated  backwards,  Involucres  many-leaved 
908  Umbel  compound,  Spike  cylindrical,  Spikelets  very  spreading,  Bractes  longer  than  the  spikelets 
909  Leaves  shorter  than  the  3-cornered  culm  rough  at  edge,  Umb.  contracted,  Invol.  many-leaved,  SpikeL  sub- re  (lexed,  Scales  keeled  striated 
910  Spikes  cylindrical  sessile,  Spikelets  oblong,  Bract  setaceous  longer  than  spikelets,  InvoL  many-leaved 
911  Common  peduncle  shorter  than  the  spikes 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  a  brown  color.  The  ancients  made  their  paper  from  the  pellicle  found  between  the  flesh  and  bark  of  the 
thick  part  of  the  stalk ;  ribbons  of  which  were  united  till  they  formed  the  size  required,  and  then  pressed  and 
dried  in  the  sun.  The  top  of  the  stalk,  with  the  umbel  of  flowers,  adorned  the  temples,  and  crowned  the Statues  of  the  gods.  Antigonus  used  the  stalks  for  ropes  and  cables  to  his  fleets,  before  the  use  of  spartum 
(Lygeum  spartum,  still  used  on  the  coast  of  Provence  for  small  vessels,  and  also  in  Spain)  was  known.  Pliny 
says,  the  whole  plant  was  used  for  making  boats ;  and  Bruce  says,  they  have  no  other  boat  in  Abyssinia.  That 
traveller  found  it  growing  in  the  rapid  course  of  the  river  Jordan,  and  he  there  remarked  that  it  constantly  op- 

posed one  of  the  angles  of  its  stem  to  the  current,  as  if  to  elude  the  violence  of  the  waves..  Perhaps,  if  the 
observation  were  applied  to  similar  plants  in  our  own  rivers,  the  same  result  would  be  obtained.  The  root  was 
chewed  for  its  juice,  which  is  also  practised  in  Abyssinia  with  various  species  of  cyperus^  and  with  those  of 
maize.  The  papyrus  is  indigenous  in  Calabria  as  well  as  in  Ethiopia  and  Egypt,  in  stagnant  water ;  but  only  in 
the  calishes  or  swamps  of  the  Nile,  and  never  in  the  stream  as  has  been  supposed.  To  thrive  in  our  stoves,  it 
requires  to  be  placed  in  a  cistern  of  water  with  rich  mud  at  the  bottom.  Plants  so  treated,  at  White  Knights, 
near  Reading,  nave  attained  a  large  size,  and  flower  freely. 

129.  Kyllinga.    In  memory  of  P.  Kylling,  a  Danish  botanist,  who  died  in  1696. 
130.  Men  iscus.  A  word  derived  from  the  Celtic  mar,  a  marsh,  in  allusion  to  the  situations  in  which  it  is- found. 
131.  Remirea.  The  Guiana  name  of  the  plant 
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138.  LYGEUM.    W.  Ltgeum. 
912  Spartum  W.  rush-leaved  M 

133.  CORNUCCPI-El  L.  Cornucople. 

A  ec 
913  cucullatum  W. 

*134.  CEN'CHRUS.  P.S. 
914  lapp&ceus  IV. 915echinatus  W. 
916  tribuloides 

hooded 
Cenchrus. 

Bur 
rough-spiked 
spinous 

*  O  cu 

Jk  O  CU Jllli  IT51  cu 
Mi  O  cu 

135.  PENNISE'TUM.  Rich.  Pennisbtum. 917  cenchroides  Rich,  ciliated  Mi  OJ  cu 
136.  SPARTI'NA.  W.  Spartina. 918  stricta  W.  upright  Mt  A  cu 

919  cynosuroides  Rich.  Dog's-tail  Mi  A  cu 920  polystachya  Ph.  many-spiked  Jilt  A  cu 921  juncea  PA:  spreading  Mi  A  cu 
137.  NAR'DUS.   W.  Mat-grass. 922  stricta  W.  upright  Mt  A  cu 
138.  ORYZOP'Sia  Mich.  Obyzopsis. 

923  asperi folia  M.  rough-leaved  Jk  A  cu 

Gramineie. 
\\  my.jn  Ap Grammar. 
\  au  Ap 
Gramineie. 1  jl  Ap 2  an  d  Ap 

1  my.au  Ap 
Gramineie. 

1J  my.au  Ap 
Gramiru'tc. 1  au  Ap 

3  au.s  Ap 
6  au.s  Ap 
H  jl.au  Ap 

Graminece. 1  jn.jl  Ap 
Gramineie. 3  jl.au  Ap 

Sp.1. 
Spain Sp.1. 
Levant 

Sp.3— 21. India W.Indies  1691 
N.Amer.  1818. 

1776.  D  co  CIus.  hist  2.  f.  2 

178a  S  co    R  grasc.  L  1 51 

1773.  S S 
S 

co   Beauv.  tl4.  f.7 
co    C.  ic.5.  p.39. t.462 co    C.  ic.  5.  t.  461 

Sp.1-9. 
C.  G.H. 1777.  S  co 

Sp.4— 8. 
Britain    saL  m.  D 
N.Amer.  1781.  D 
N.Amer.  1781.  D 
N.Amer.  1781.  D 

Sp.  1—2. 
Britain 

co   Eng.  bot  380 co  Lfil.faJ.p.}7.t9 

Sp.1. 
N.  Amer.  1822. 

moL  h.  D  m.8  Eng.  bot  290 

co  Mic,  am.  1. 1  9> 

139.  PASTALUM   W.  P.vspalum. 
924  scrobicula  turn  W.    punctured  Mi 
925  paniculatum  W.     panicled  Ml 
926  stoloniferum  W.     purple  Mi 
927  dlstichum  W.         two-spiked  Mi 
928  serotlnum  FT.         decumbent  Mt 

140.  AXO'NOPUS.  P.  de  R.  Axonopus. 929  cimicinus  P.  de  B.  spotted  Mi 
*141.  MPLIUM.    W.  Millet-grass. 930  effusum  W.  common  Jli 

931  paradoxum  W.       black-seeded  Mi 
932  multifl6rum  W.  en.  many-flowered  Jli 
933  cssrulescens  Detf.    blueish  Mi 
934  frutt'scens  Lie.  shrubby  Mt 

*142.  KNAPTIA.  KB.  Knappu. 
935  agrostidea  E.  B.  smalt  •  Mi 

*143.  DIGITA'RIA.  P.S.  Finger-grass. 
936  sanguineus  P.  S.     slender-spiked  Jli 937  vi!16sa  P.  S. 

DIGYNIA. 
Graminece. 

Ap 
Ap Ap 

Elcu  ljjis fTTl  cu    3  jL« 
iAJcu    2  jLs (TBI  cu  ljjl 
O  CU  1}  jl.au Gramineie. 1  jLs  Ap 

Gramineie. 3  jn.il  Ap 
3  jn.jl 

lijnjl 

O  cu, 

A  w O  cu 
A  cu 

A  cu  l|  jn.jl 

A  cu  1 

938  segyptlaca  W.en. 939  ciliaris  P.  S. 
940  ma rgi nata  Lk. 

144.  PAN'ICUM.  B.P. 
941  colon um  W. 942brizoides  W. 
943  fasciculatum  W. 
944  prollferum  Lam. 912 

villous   ~  Jli 
Egyptian  juii ciliated  Mi 
divaricate  Mi 
Panic-grass. 
purple  Dili Briza-like  Mi 
fascicled  Mi 
proliferous  Mi 

O  cu O  ag 

O  w 
O  w O  w 
O  w O  ag 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
132.  Lffgeum.  From  Xoytet,  to  bend,  in  allusion  to  its  flexibility.  This  plant  is  used  in  Spain,  Provence,  and 

other  places  for  making  ropes,  baskets,  nets,  and  for  filling  their  paillasses  or  lower  mattrasses.   Ropes  were 
made  of  it  by  the  Romans.   Esparto  (spartum)  is  the  Spanish  appellation  of  this  and  other  grasses  used  for  si- 

milar purposes. 
13a  Cornucopue.  The  spike  inclosed  in  the  involucrum  peculiar  to  the  genus,  resembles  the  "  Horn  of 

Plenty."  The  leaves  and  flower  of  C.  cucullatum,  Sir  J.  E  Smith  observes,  are  perhaps  of  all  grasses  the  most singular  and  uncommon.  It  is  a  native  of  the  vales  about  Smyrna,  whence  it  was  sent  to  England  by  Sherard, 
and  is  preserved  in  the  Chelsea  garden  and  at  Kew.  j 

134.  Cenchrus.  Ki»xg4?  is  the  Greek  name  of  the  millet ;  by  which,  it  is  probable,  that  Setaria  italica  was 
intended.  C.  echinatus  is  the  most  common  grass  in  the  pastures  of  Jamaica,  and  is  looked  on  as  a  wholesome 
and  pleasant  food  for  horses  and  cattle. 
•  135.  Pennisetum.  From  penna,  a  pen,  and  seta,  a  bristle ;  a  feathery  bristle,  referring  to  the  nature  of  the involucrum. 
136.  Spartina.  A  word  altered  from  spartum,  the  specific  appellation  of  Lygeum ;  the  plants  being  similar 

to  the  latter  in  habit  The  origin  of  the  word  spartum  has  not  been  satisfactorily  explained.  The  Spaniards 
call  this,  and  similar  tough  grasses,  useful  to  them  in  making  ropes,  esparto. 

137.  Nardus.    The  term  was  applied  by  the  Greeks  to  a  substance  possessing  a  peculiar  per- 
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912  The  only  species 

913  The  only  species 

914  Branches  of  the  panicle  simple,  Pales  hispid  backwards,  Glumes  3- valved  2-fiowered  (Centotheca.  Desv.) 
915  Spikelets  approximated,  Involucres  10-parted  villous 916  Spike  with  alternate  spikelets,  Involucres  entire  spiny 

917  Culm  jointed,  In voL  altern.  twice  as  long  as  flowers,  one  of  the  setae  bristle-chaffy-  longer  than  the  others 
918  Spikes  term,  about  S,  Spikelets  one-sided  loosely  imbricated  Paleae  longer  than  glume,  Leaves  involute 
919  Spikes  altera  remote,  Rachis  ang.  wavy,  Glumes  twice  as  long  as  pales,  Leaves  very  long  glaucous  flat 
920  Leaves  broad  flat,  Spikes  many  turned  all  ways  linear,  Keels  aculeate 
921  Leaves  distichous  shortish  bristly  con  vol.  Spikes  few  remote  spreading,  Glumes  acuminate,  Keels  rough 

923  Spike  bristly  straight  one-sided 

923  The  only  species 

DIGYNIA. 
924  Spikes  few  altern.  Rachis  flat  straight  as  long  as  spikeL  Glumes  roundish  obtuse  smooth,  Upper  lvs.  naked 
925  Spikes  very  num.  Rachis  3-sided  smooth  twice  as  narr.  as  spikel.  Glumes  roundish  obv.  blunt  pub.  3-nerv. 
926  Spikes  numerous  scattered,  Rachis  undulated  broader  than  spikelets,  Glumes  oblong  corrugated,  Leaves 

lanceolate  rough  at  edge 
927  Spikes  2  close  together,  Rachis  flat  narrower  than  spikelets,  Glumes  ovate  obtuse  polished  length  of  paleae 
928  Spikes  5  close  together,  Rachis  flat  rather  broader  than  spikelets,  Glumes  elliptic  lane,  acute  pubescent 
929  Panicles  umbelled,  Racemes  about  4,  One  glume  fringed 
930  Panicles  diffuse,  Florets  beardless  ovate  dispersed 
931-  Pan.  spreading  lax  few-flowered,  Flowers  bearded,  Each  glume  at  least  3-nerved  {Piptatherum.  P,  de  B. 
932  Panicles  spreading  many-flowered,  Flowers  bearded,  Outer  glume  3-5-nerved 
933  Flowers  panicled  bearded,  Beard  shorter  than  glume 
934  Stem  shrubby  at  base,  Panicle  whorled,  Lower  rays  sterile 
935  The  only  species.  The  least  of  grasses 

936  Spikes  digitate  erect  spreading  4,  Leaves  and  sheaths  pilose,  Florets  oblong  pubescent  at  edge 
937  Spikes  many  setaceous,  Leaves  and  sheaths  very  hairy 
938  Spikes  digitate  erect  7,  Leaves  and  sheaths  hairy,  Florets  oblong  acute  smooth 
939  Spikes  digitate  erect  spreading  8,  Leaves  and  sheaths  hairy.  Florets  lanceolate  ciliated 
940  Stem  decumbent,  Sheaths  hairy  at  end,  Spikes  divaricate,  Paleae  fringed  at  end 

941  Spikes  alternate  one-sided  beardless  ovate  rough,  Rachis  roundish 
942  Spikes  alternate  sessile  one-sided,  Glumes  two  much  shorter  than  paleae  retuse,  The  third  as  long  as  they 
943  Spikes  panicled  alternate  erect  in  bunches,  Spikelets  one-sided  roundish 
944  Very  smooth,  Panicles  oblong  erect,  Glumes  striated  largish,  Stem  branching 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
fume   It  is  difficult  to  assign  a  reason  for  the  name  having  been  applied  to  this  insignificant  genus  of 

138.  OryzopaU    Oryza,  rice,  and  v\k,  appearance.  The  plant  resembles  rice. 
139.  Pa $ pedum.    One  of  the  Greek  names  for  millet,  xaorakef. 
140.  Axonopus.  From  «|»,  axis,  and  xbs,  a  foot,  because  the  chief  difference  between  this  genus  and  Pas- palura  consists  in  the  spikes  being  separately  placed,  as  it  were,  upon  little  stalks  or  feet, 
141.  Milium.  Derived  by  some  from  mille,  a  thousand,  on  account  of  its  numerous  grains ;  by  others,  from 

mil,  the  Celtic  for  a  pebble,  in  reference  to  the  hard  shining  nature  of  the  grains.  M.  effusum  is  admired  for the  elegance  of  its  panicle.   M.  paradoxum  resembles  the  Arundo. 
142.  Knappia.  Named  after  Mr.  Knapp,  an  author  of  an  illustrated  work  upon  British  grasses,&c.,  much esteemed.   A  minute  plant,  resembling  an  agrostis. 
143.  Digitaria.  From  digitus,  a  finger,  on  account  of  the  singular  manner  in  which  the  heads  are  divided ; 

or,  as  the  botanists  express  it,  fingered.  D.  sanguinalis  has  its  specific  name,  not  from  the  color  as  might  be 
supposed,  but  from  an  idle  trick  which  the  boys  in  some  parts  of  Germany  have  of  pricking  one  another's  nos- trils with  its  spikelets  till  they  bleed.  It  abounds  by  the  road  sides  in  Poland  and  Lithuania,  where  its  seeds 
are  collected  and  boiled  whole  like  rice,  with  milk,  and  highly  esteemed 

144.  Panicum.   Pliny  says,  so  called,  from  its  flowers  being  in  a  panicle;  but  others  derive  the  name  from E  3 
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945  hispidulum  W.  hispid  *  O  w 
946  coloratum  W.  coloured  m  O  w 
947  ripens  W.  slender  M  Q  w 
948  miliaceum  W.  millet  Jiiii  O  ag 
949muricatum  IV.  prickly  fi  O  m 
950  capillare  TV.  hair-]>anicled  m  O  w 
951  latilolium  TV.  broad-leaved  Jllli  A  w 
952  clandestinuin  W.  hiddcn-flower'dJlUi  A  w 953  arborescens  W.  tree  fl_  □  w 
954  virgatum  W.  long.panicled  Jk  A  w 
955  patens  P.  S.  spreading  ^  Ql  w 
956  brevifolium  W.  short-leaved  in  O  w 
957  divaricatum  TV.  straddling  Mi  (Z3  w 
958  palmifulium  Palm-leaved  m  23  w 

145.  SETA'RIA.  P.deB.  Setaria. 
959  verticiuata  P.  de  B.  rough  Ml  O  w 
960  glaiica  P.  de  B.  glaucous  M  O  w 
961  viridis  P.deB.  green  Jllli  O  w 
962italica  P.deB.  Italian  Jllli  O  ec 
963set6sa  P.deB.  setose  JJi  O  w 
964serJcea  P.deB.  silky  ft-  O  w 
965  gcrmanica  P.  de  B.  German  Jib  O  ag 
966  geniculate  Horn.  knee-jointed  M  O  w 
967  pumila  Lk.  dwarf  m  O  w 
968  macrochae'ta  Lk.  long-spiked  Mi  O  w 969  aspera  Lk.  rough  Mi  a  w 

146.  ECHINOCHLO'A.  P.deB.  Pricklt-grass. 970  stagnina  P.  de  B.  pond  Mi  O  w 
971  cms  crtrvi  P.deB.  crow's-foot  it  O  v 
972  cms  galli  P.deB.  loose'  Mi  O  w Panicum  E  B. 

147.  ORTHOPfyGON.  B.  P.  Orthopogon. 
973  hirt<aius  B.  P.  hairy  •  Mi  Q]  ag 974undulatif61ius.R.$S.  wavy-leaved  Mi  Q  w 

148.  PENICII/LARIA.  P.deB.  Penicillaria. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
pants,  bread,  because  of  its  uses  as  such.  Of  P.  miliaceum  there  are  two  varieties,  the  brown  and  yellow.  They 
are  sometimes  sown  in  this  country  for  feeding  poultry,  and  for  having  the  husk  taken  off,  to  be  used  as 
rice ;  but  the  ample  supplies  received  from  the  shores  of  the  Mediterranean,  render  the  culture  of  the  plant 
unnecessary.  P.  arborescens,  is  said,  by  Linnaeus,  to  contend  for  height  with  the  loftiest  trees  in  the  East  In- 

dies, though  the  culm  is  scarcely  thicker  than  a  goose  quilL  This  culm  resembles  that  of  Commelina,  and 
shoots  up  through  the  branches  of  trees  in  woods  and  jungles. 

145.  Setaria.  From  seta,  a  bristle,  on  account  of  the  bristles  of  the  involucrum.  S.  italica  is  frequently  called 
millet,  and  its  seeds  are  used  for  the  same  purposes.  S.  germanica  is  cultivated  in  Hungary  as  food  for  horses, 
for  which  it  is  preferred  before  all  other  grasses.  The  seeds  may  be  used  as  millet  Sparrows  are  remarkably 
fond  of  the  seeds  of  S.  viridis  ;  and,  according  to  Curtis,  this  and  the  two  preceding  genera,  when  cultivated  in 
gardens,  require  to  be  protected  from  them  from  the  time  they  come  into  flower. 

146.  Echinochloa.  From  s^vos ,  a  hedge-hog,  and  vX*»i,  a  grass,  on  account  of  the  prickly  appearance  of  the  heads  of 
flowers.  E,  crus-galli  is  a  coarse  grass  which  grows  thick  and  close,  and  stands  dry  weather  better  than  most  others. 
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55 945  Spikes  2-3  together  erect,  Glumes  hispid  with  two  beards 
946  Panicles  spreading,  Stamens  and  pistils  coloured,  Stem  branching 
917  Panicles  twiggy,  Leaves  divaricating 
948  Panicles  lax  nodding,  Spikelets  beardless,  Leaves  lanceolate  pilose,  Sheaths  hirsute,  Valves  mucronate 
949  Panicles  spreading,  Flowers  solitary  muricated,  Stem  rooting  ascending 
950  Panicles  capillary  erect  spreading,  Pedunc.  straight,  Glumes  acuminate  smooth,  Sheaths  very  hairy 
951  Panicles  with  simple  lateral  racemes,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  hairy  at  the  neck. 
952  Panicles  few  axillary,  Stem  dichotomous,  Sheaths  dotted 
953  Panicle  much  branched,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate,  Shrubby 
954  Panicles  branched  diffuse,  Glumes  acuminate  smooth  gaping,  Leaves  reedy 
955  Panicles  oblong  flexuose  capillary  spreading,  Glumes  two-flowered,  Leaves  linear-lanc.  Stem  creeping 956  Panicled,  Sheaths  of  the  leaves  ciliated  lengthwise 
957  Pan.  short  beardless,  Stem  much  branched  divaricating,  Flower-stalks  2-flow.  one  shorter  than  the  other 
958  Panicles  simple  upright,  Spikelets  appressed,  Leaves  oblong  lined  plaited,  Sheaths  pubescent 

959  Pan.  spiked  whorl.  In  vol.  1-fl.  with  hairs  in  bundles  toothed  hispid,  teeth  reversed,  Herm.  paleae  smooth  is  h 
960  Raceme  spiked  cylind.  Invol.  2-fl.  with  hairs  in  bundles,  hispid  above,  Herm.  paleae  wavy  crosswise 
961  Pan.  spiked  cylind.  Invol.  2-11.  with  hairs  in  bundles,  hispid  above,  Herm.  paleae  smoothish,  Sheaths  downy. 962  Spike  comp.  interrupted  at  base  nodding,  Spikelets  heaped,  Invol.  setaceous  much  longer  than  flower 
963  Spike  comp.  Spikelets  panicled  in  bundles,  Bristles  mixed  with  the  florets  very  long,  Pedunc.  smoothish 
964  Spike  round,  Involucres  setaceous  villous  1-flowered  as  long  as  florets,  Leaves  flat 
965  Spike  compound  contracted,  Spikelets  heaped,  Invol.  setaceous  longer  than  the  flowers,  Rachis  hairy 
966  Spike  elongated  cylind.  Invol.  2-fl.  bristly,  Herm.  paleae  smoothish,  Stem  ascending,  Sheaths  smooth 
967  Stem  branched,  Sheaths  pubescent,  Spike  dense  snort,  Setae  none,  Paleae  smooth 
968  Spike  compound  erect,  Clusters  remote,  the  lowest  sessile,  Seta?  8  times  as  big  as  florets 
969  Sheaths  very  rough,  Spike  simple  with  naked  setae  longer  than  florets 

970  Spikes  one-sided  alternate,  Glumes  2-fl.  bearded  hispid 
971  Spikes  alternate  one-sided,  Spikelets  subdivided,  Glumes  bearded  hispid,  Rachis  triangular 
972  Spikes  alternate  and  in  pairs,  Spikelets  subdivided,  Glumes  bearded  hispid,  Rachis  5-angular 

973  Spike  compound,  Spikelets  appressed  alternate,  Glumes  torn,  AH  the  valves  bearded  outer  largest 
.974  Bundles  about  ten,  Rachis  very  hairy,  Glumes  bearded  smooth  a  little  fringed,  Leaves  ovate  acum.  wavy 

975  Joints  of  the  stem  smooth,  Involucres  ciliated 
976  Joints  of  the  stem  villous,  Involucres  rough 

977  The  only  species 

978  Beard  feathered 
979  Flowers  panicled  spiked  nearly  included  in  the  sheaths,  Beard  feathered 
980  Beard  naked  straight,  Glumes  longer  than  the  seed,  Leaves  smooth  inside 
981  Panicled,  Beards  naked  twice  as  long  as  glumes,  Seeds  woolly 
982  Beard  naked  rough  twisted  in  various  directions 
983  Beard  hairy  at  base,  Panicle  spiked,  Leaves  filiform 

984  Panicles  branched  compressed,  Leaves  linear  smooth,  Stem  diffuse 

985  The  only  species.   A  plant  looking  like  a  Polypogon 

986  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
.  147.  Orthopogon.  OjS-ey,  straight,  and  ruym,  a  beard,  because  the  beards  of  the  flower  are  straight,  and  not jointed.  This  plant  is  cultivated  in  the  low  and  marshy  lands  of  Jamaica  as  fodder. 

148.  PenicUlaria.  From  penicillus,  a  pencil,  in  allusion  to  the  soft  hairy  appearance  of  the  spikes. 
149,  Lappago.  The  flowers  are  rough,  with  little  prickles  like  Lappa  or  Burdock. 
15a  Stipa.  From  ywi,  silky  or  feathery  material  S.  pennata  has  beautifully  feathered  beards  which  dis- 

tinguish it  from  all  other  grasses.  Gerarde  says,  they  were  worn  in  his  time  by  "  sundry  ladies  instead  of 
feathers."  S.  tenacissima  is  used  in  Spain  for  the  same  purposes  as  Lygeum  spartum,  and  like  it,  is  called  Es- parto.  It  is  supposed  by  some  to  be  the  plant  so  called  by  the  ancients. 

151.  Muhlenbergia.  Named  in  honor  of  Dr.  Muhlenberg,  an  eminent  North  American  botanist  A  North American  genus  of  grasses. 
152.  C/itcturus.  From  %a;r«,  a  head  of  hair,  and  vm,  a  tail.  So  named  by  Link,  from  the  silky  appearance of  the  panicles. 
153.  Lagurus  ;  fatyof,  a  hare,  and       a  tan ;  hare's-tail,  Which  its  heads  resemble. 

E  4 
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154.  POLYPCGON.  W.en.  PotvpoooN. 
987  monspeliehsis  Dcsf.  panic-grass-like  ilk  A  w 

155.  GASTRI'DIUM.  P.deB.  Gastridium. Sp.  1-8. 
Britain 

988  lendlgerum Milium  E.B. 
989  mnticum  Spr. 

*156.  AGROSTIS.  W. 
990  Splca-venti  W. 991  retrofracta  W.  en. 
892  littor&lis  E.  B. 
993  vulgaris  E.  B. 
991  hlspida  W. 
895  stofonifera  W. 
996  alba  fr. 997  verticiUSta  W. 
998  sylvStica  L. 
999  calamagrostis  W. 

yellow 
a  O  ag 

a  O  w 

GrayninCif. 1  jl.au  Ap 
Graminca;.    Sp.  2. 

i  jl.au    Ap  Britain 

ways.  S  co  Eng.  bot  1704 
san.  a  S  co   Eng.  bot  1107 

Bent-grass. 
silky 

broad-leaved 
sea-side fine 
hispid 
Fiorin marsh 
whorl-flowered  jiui  O 
wood  ilk  A  w 
reedy  a  a  w 

iUi  O  w 
JUL  A  w 

W*  A  w 
jui  A  w 
HA* 
n*  A  ag 

r*  A  W 

lin  jl.au  Ap 
Gramincce. 4  jn.jl  Ap 

2  jLau 1 
H  jLau 1  jl.au 

\  * 

1  jnjl 
2  jl 

*157.  TRICHO'DIUM.  Mi.  Trichodium. 

Ap 

1P 

Ap Ap 

AP 

Ap 

1000  decumbens  Mi. 
1001  caninum  W.  en. 
1002  rupestre  Schr. 
1003  setaceum  fl.^-S. 1004  laxiflorum  Mich. 

158.  TRIS'TEGIS.  Nees. 1005  glutinosa  Aee« 

decumbent  jllk  A  ag 
brown  JUi  A  w 
rock  M  A  w 
bristly  Jllk  A  w 
loose-flowered  Jllk  Q)  w 
Tristegis. 
clammy  mk  A  cu 

159.  SPORO/BOLU&  A  P.  Sporobolus. 1006  indicus  B.  P. 
1007  tenacissimus  W. 

160.  AIROP'SIS.  Desv. 1008  involucrata  Ca». 
*161.  CIN'NA.  P.deB. 

1009  mexicana  jr. 
101Q  arundinacea  L. 

•162.  PSAM'MA.  P.deA 1011  arenarium 
Arundo  E.  B. 

163.  CRYP'Sia  W.  Crypsis. 1012acule£ta  W.  prickly 
1013  schttnioides  ham.  rush-like 

164.  ALOPECU'RUS.  W.  Fox-tail-grass. 

Indian tough 
Airopsis. 

involucred 
ClNNA. 

Mexican reedy 

Mat-grass. 
sea 

Jib  O  CU jwi  Ea  cu 

Ml  O  w 

Jllii  /\  w 
m  a  w 
jiui  A  w 

Graminete. 2  jn.jl  Ap 
U  jLau  Ap 
1  jl  Ap 1  jl.au  Ap 
2  jLau  Ap 

GraminccB. 
i  jnjl  Ap Graminete. 2  au.o  Ap 
}  au.s  Ap 
Graminete. 1  jn  Ap 
Graminete. 1  jn.s  Ap 

3  jn.s  Ap 
Graminca;. 2  jnjl  Ap 

Sicily       1819.  S 

Sp.  10—110. England  san.  fi.  S N.HolL  1806.  S 
England  sal.  m.  S Britain  me.  pa.  S 
Europe  1805.  S Britain  moL  m.  C 
Britain  mar.  S 
a  Europe  1800.  S Britain  woods  S Britain      dit  S 

Sp.  5—16. N.  Amer.  1786  S 
Britain  pas.  S 
a  Europe  1815.  S Britain  dr.  he.  S N.  Amer.  1818.  S 

Sp.  1. 
  1822.  S 

Sp.  2—10. India       1773.  S 
E  Indies  1801.  S 

Sp.1—6. Spain       1820.  S 

Sp.2. 
America  1780.  S 
Canada    1799.  S 

SpA— % 
Britain    seaco.  S 

Eng.  bot  951 

1014bulb6sus  W. 
1015  pratensis  W. 
1016  alpinus  E.  B. 
1017agrestis  W. 

bulbous 
meadow 
Alpine slender 

Graminete.  Sp.  2—8. Jllk  O  w      \  au       Ap  a  Europe  1783.  S 
JlUi  O  w    i  au       Ap  a  Europe  1783.  S 

Graminete.  Sp.  8—21. 
■*  A  w    1  jl        Ap  England  saL  m.  S 
Jllk  A  ag    2  my      Ap  Britain     mea.  S 
Jllk  A  w     }  myjn  Ap  Scotland  sc.  mo.  S 
Jllk  O  w   1 J  jl.au     Ap  Britain    ro.  sid.  S 

1  Eng.  bot  1261 
1  Eng.  bot  1671 co  Lers.  hrb.  t.4.  f.3 
h.l  Eng.  bot  1532 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1189 

co 

m.8  Lers.  hrb.  t.4.  £3 

co  Fras.  mo.  cu.  ic. 
co  Eng.  bot.  1856 
co  Schr.ger.l.t3.£5 
co  Eng.  bot  1188 co  Mich.  am.  1. 1 8 
co  Hor.ber.  t7 

co  Slo.jam.l.t73.f.l 
co  Jacq.  ic  rar.  1. 16 
co  Cav.  ic.  t.  44.  f.  1 

l.p 

m.s  Schrb.grara.t49 

a  Eng.  bot  520 

CO  Host.  gra.l.  t.  31 
CO  Host,  gra.l.  t.  30 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1249 
h.l  Eng.  bot  759 
s.l  Eng.  bot  1126 
8.1  Eng.  bot  848 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
154.  Polypogon.  Named  by  M.  Desfontaines  from  nXu,  much,  and  truyen,  beard,  in  allusion  to  its  bearded heads. 
155.  Gastridium.  From  yeuvfiiiM,  a  little  swelling :  the  glumes  are  ventricose  at  the  base.  A  very  small 

grass,  formerly  referred  to  Milium. 
156.  Agrostis.  Derived  from  hyyx,  a  field.  Agrostis  was  the  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  all  grasses. 

Of  this  genus  the  most  remarkable  species  is  the  A.  stolonifera  or  fiorin,  so  much  recommended  by  Dr. 
Richardson ;  but  respecting  which  the  opinion  of  practical  men  is  still  unsettled,  and,  on  the  whole,  rather  un- 

favorable than  otherwise.  It  seems  to  suit  the  climate  and  soil  of  Ireland,  and  to  be  more  productive  and  nutritive 
there  than  any  where  else.  In  the  account  of  the  Woburn  experiments  on  grasses,  it  is  observed  of  fiorin,  that 
it  appears  to  possess  "  merits  well  worthy  of  attention,  though,  perhaps,  not  so  great  as  has  been  supposed,  if  the 
natural  place  of  its  growth  and  habits  be  impartially  taken  into  the  account"  It  is  called  squitch,  quick,  &c like  the  common  couch-grass,  from  the  length  of  time  it  retains  its  vital  power.  Like  other  plants,  which  pro- 

pagate themselves  abundantly  by  extension  of  their  parts,  it  rarely  bears  seeds,  and  is  therefore  propagated  by 
cuttings  of  the  stems  laid  along  drills  an  inch  deep,  and  slightly  covered  with  soiL  A.  vulgaris,  which  in 
dry  arable  land  is  called  the  black  quitch,  is  the  most  common  and  earliest  of  the  bents,  but  inferior  to  several 
in  produce,  and  the  quantity  of  nutritive  matter  it  affords.  The  bents  are  generally  rejected  by  the  agricul- 

turist on  account  of  their  lateness  of  flowering ;  but  this  circumstance,  as  Sinclair  observes  (Davy's  Agr.  Chem. App.  lxxv.)  does  not  always  imply  a  proportional  lateness  of  foliage  A.  vulgaris  is  in  leaf  by  the  middle  of 
ApriL  A.  stolonifera  is  two  weeks  later,  and  A.  nivea,  and  repens,  three  weeks  later.  In  the  south  of  France 
and  Italy,  the  poor'  people  collect  the  stolons  of  different  species  of  agrostis  by  the  roadsides  and  hedges,  and expose  them  for  sole  in  the  market  places  in  small  bundles,  as  food  for  horses. 
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57 B.) 
967  Panicle  contracted,  somewhat  spiked,  Glumes  somewhat  pubescent  with  a  smooth  edge 

988  Panicle  spiked  ventricose  at  base,  Glumes  acuminate  shining,  Flowers  bearded 
989  Flowers  beardless 

990  Panicle  whorled  spreading,  Beard  very  long  below  the  end  of  the  outer  pales  (Apera  P.  de  B.) 
991  Panicle  much  spreading,  Beard  bent  inwards,  Pales  hairy,  Culm  ascending  branched  at  the  base 
998  Glumes  linear-lane,  bearded,  Pales  naked,  Beard  nearly  term,  straight,  Culm  decumbent  (Vilfa  P.  de 
993  Branches  of  pan.  smoothish,  Branch  lets  at  the  time  of  flow,  divar.  Ligula  very  short  t  rune.  ( Vijfa  P.  de 991  Branches  of  pan.  hispid,  Fl.  purple,  Branchlets  much  spreading  rather  lax,  Ligula  oblong  (.Vilfa  P- de 
995  Pan.  contracted,  Culm  branched  creeping,  Flowers  clustered,  Glumes  equal  lane  pubesc.  \Vtlfa  P.  de 
996  Branches  of  pan.  hispid,  FL  white,  Branchl.  much  spreading  rather  lax,  Ligula  oblong  (Fp  P.  de 
997  Whorls  of  the  pan.  approxim.  closely  covered  all  over  with  flowers,  Florets  beardless  {Vilfa  P.  de  B.) 
998  Panicle  contracted  beardless,  Glumes  equal,  Flowers  viviparous  {Vilfa  P.  de  B.) 999  Beard  term,  curved,  Hairs  longer  than  pales,  Panicle  diffused,  Glumes  acumin.  (Achnatherum  P.  de 

1000  Pan.  very  branching,  Branches  trichot  much  sprdg.  hispid,  Glumes  acute,  Pales  beardless,  Stem  decumb. 
1001  Branches  of  panicle  di-trichotomous  roughish,  Glumes  acute,  Leaves  of  stem  wider  than  those  of  root 
1002  Branches  of  panicle  nearly  3-chotomous  roughish,  Glumes  acuminate,  Pales  with  two  short  beards  at  end 
1003  Glumes  lanceolate,  Pales  with  a  jointed  beard  at  their  base,  Radical  leaves  setaceous 
1001  Culms  erect,  Leaves  narrow  short,  Sheaths  roughish,  Panicle  very  capillary  and  loose 

1005  A  little  agrostis-like  plant  The  only  species 

1006  Panicle  contracted  beardless.  Racemes  lateral  erect  alternate 
1007  Pan.  elong.  contr.  nearly  spiked,  Florets  beardless,  Glumes  uneq.  twice  as  short  as  pales  which  are  uneq. 
1008  Panicle  spreading,  with  a  setaceous  involucre,  Florets  beardless 

1009  Panicle  contracted  beardless,  Flowers  acuminate  often  monandrous,  Leaves  flat  rough 
1010  Panicle  much  branched  oblong  close,  Branches  erect,  Pales  beardletted,  Ligula  torn 

1011  Panicle  spiked,  Glumes  acute,  Hairs  3  times  as  short  as  pales,  Leaves  involute 

1012  Stems  branched  compressed,  Panicle  spiked  hemisphsrical  surrounded  by  a  leafy  involucre,  Diandrous 1013  Stems  branched  compressed,  Panicle  spiked  oblong  sheathed  at  base,  Triandrous 

1011  Stem  erect,  Spike  very  simple  attenuated,  Glumes  distinct  villous,  Root  bulbous 
1015  Stem  erect  smooth,  Pan.  subspiked  cylindrical  obtuse  thick,  Glumes  fringed  connate  below  the  middle 
1016  Stem  erect  smooth,  Spike  ovate,  Glumes  villous  bearded  nearly  as  long  as  the  beard  of  the  pales 
1017  Stem  generally  erect  roughish  upwards,  Panicle  spiked  cylind.  acute,  Glumes  connate  below  the  middle 1006 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
157.  Trichodium.  Named  from  0«|  T(iXes,  hair,  on  account  of  its  capillary  inflorescence.  T.  decumbens  is the  famous  Agrostis  cornucopia;  of  Frazer,  respecting  which  so  much  was  said  some  years  aeo-  but  which upoji  trial  did  not  prove  so  valuable  an  agricultural  grass  as  it  was  represented  to  be. 158.  Tristeeis.  From  tSw,  three,  and  sty*,  a  covering,  on  account  of  the  three  glumes  or  valves  of  the  calvx 
thebfhSta  *  Seed'  3X1(1  to  0384  forth-  Its  grains  are  loose,  and  easily  faU  out  of 
^m^Airopsis.   A  word  formed  by  M.  Desvaux,  from  Aira,  and  otyis,  like.  The  genus  resembles  Aira  in  ap- 161.  Cinna.  An  ancient  name  used  by  Dioscorides,  who  ascribes  heating  and  stimulating  qualities  to  this 
ean*  Mses.      "  whence  the  name  (from  *u»,  to  heat).  Linnsus  applied  it  to  this  genus  of  Ameri- 
\SE  Psamrna.  Frorn^as^,  sand,  in  which  this  grass  grows  in  vast  abundance  on  the  sea-coasts  of Europe.  P.arenanum  has  a  strong  creeping  perennial  root  with  many  tubers  at  the  joints,  the  size  of  a  oea. It  m  planted  and  encouraged  on  the  coast  of  Norfolk  to  aid  in  fixing  the  sand  against  the  action  of  the  wind and  tides,  which  it  effects  in  a  surprising  manner.  The  marram,  as  it  is  called,  is  considered  of  so  much  im- portance that  there  are  severe  laws  to  prohibit  its  being  destroyed.  Mats  are  made  of  it,  and  it  is  used  as thatch.  ' 
163.  Crypsis.  From  x(urr»>,  to  conceal ;  the  heads  of  flowers  being  at  one  time  concealed  in  the  sheaths  of the  leaves. 
161  Alopccurus.  AA«n&  a  fox,  and  »f  as,  a  tail :  fox-tail.  A.  pratensis  is  one  of  the  best  of  meadow-grasses possessing  the  three  great  requisites  of  quantity,  quality,  and  earliness,  in  a  superior  degree  to  any  other.  It  is 
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1018  geniculatus  W. 1019  ffilvus  E.  B. 
1020  utriculatus  Pert. 
1021  nigricans  Horn. 

165.  PHLEUM.  IV. 
1022  pratense  W. 
1023alpinum  W. 1024  nodosum  IV. 
1025felinum  Sm. 
1026  Michelii  W.en. 

16S.  ACHNODON'TON.  P.deB. 1027  Bellardi  P.deB.  bulbous 
1028  tenue  R.  $  S.  slender  Jit  O 

♦167.  CHILOCHLO'A.  P.deB.  Chilochloa. 
1029  Bcehmeri  Schr.       Phalaris-like    Mi  O Phleum  E.  B. 
1030  arenaria  Schr.        sea  Mi  O Phalaris  E.  B. 
1031  aspera  Schr.  rough  Mi  O 

Phleum  paniculatum  E.  B. 
*168.  PHA'LARIS.  W.  en.  Canary-grass. 

floating  *  A  w 
orange-spiked  »  A" bladdered  JUL  O  w 
blackish  *  A  »' Cat's-tail-grass. 
common         jIUi  A  ag 
Alpine  JUli  A  w knotted  Mi  A  w 
smooth-spiked  Mi  O  w 
slender-spiked  jIUi  A  w 

ACHNODONTON. 

A  w 

w 

my.au  Ap 
jn  Ap jl.au  Ap 
jn.jl  Ap 
Graminete. 

£P 

Ap 

2  jl 
1  jl 

lijls 1  jl 1  jnjl 

Ap 

1032  arundinacea  P.  S.  reed-like 
1033  canadensis  W.  common 
1034  aquatica  W.  water 
1035  capensis  W.  cape 
1036  caerulescens  Desf.  blue 
1037  parad6xa  W.  bristle-spiked 1038  semineutra  R.&S.  half-barren 
1039bulb6sa  W.  bulbous 

169.  CORYNE'PHORUS.  P.deB. 1040  canescens  P.  de  B.  grey Aira  E  B. 
•170.  AI'RA.  W. 

1041  aquatica  TV. 
1042  caaspit6sa  W. 
1043  laevigata  L.  T. 1044truncata  W. 
1045  media  Gouan. 
1046  pulchella  W. 1047flexu6sa  W. 
1048  caryophf  Ilea  W. 

*171.  AVE'NA.  P.S. 1049brevis  W. 
1050  orientalis  W. 

Graminete. 
J  jn.jl  Ap 1  jnjl  Ap 
Graminete. 

1|  jLs  Ap 
i  jl.au  Ap 
1  jl.au  Ap 

Graminete. 
Mi  A  w Jl  O  ag 
*  O  w jiik  O  w 
jiiii  o  w jilt  O  w 
M  a  w Mi  a  w 

Club-grass, jiiii  a  w 

Hair-grass. 
water  *  A  w 
turfy  *  A  w smooth-sheath.  Mi  A  w 
Pennsylvanian  Mi  A  w 

4  jl 

2  jn.au 
lijnjl 1  jn.jl 1  jnjl 

|  jnjl 

2  jnjl 
1  jnjl 

Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap 

Ap Ap Ap 

intermediate 
pretty waved 
silver 
Oat-grass. short 

Tartarian 

A Ml  o  w Mi  A  w jIUi  O  w 

Graminete. 
)  jl.au  Ap 
Graminete. 

1J  myjn  Ap 3  au 1  jnjl 
1  jnjl 1  jnjl 

1  jl.au 
Graminete. 3  jn.jl  Ap 

3  jnjl  Ap 

Ap 
Ap 

^P 

Ap 

Ap 

Britain  mea. 
England  ponds. Italy  1777. 
Europe  1815. 

Sp.  5 — 8. 
Britain   me.  pa. 
Scotland  scalp. 
Britain  Wales. 
Greece  1819. 
Scotland  aL  roc. 

Sp.% Spain  1798. Mesopota.  1804. 

Sp.3— 6. England  plains. 
England  seaco. 

England  hea. 

Sp.  8—23. 
Britain 
Britain 
Egypt 
C.G.H. 

Spain 
Levant 
Hungary  1813. 
Spain  1798. 

Sp.  1—2. England  san.sh. 

Si>.8-fi5. Britain  pools. 
Britain  m.s.p. Scotland  sc.  alp. N.  Amer.  1819. 
S.  Europe  1820. 
Spain  1820. Britain  hea. 
Britain  sa.pas. 

Sp.  9— 34. Germany  1804. 1798. 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  1250 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  1467 
co  Host  gram.3. 17 co  JacecLgra.t.13 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1076 
h.l  Eng.  bot  519 

Hor.  dan.  1 380 S  co 

dit. unc.  pi. 

1778. 1804. 1818. 1687. 

co  Eng.  bot  2265 
co co  Barr.ic.  tl4.  f.1 

co  Eng.  bot  459 
co  Eng.  bot  222 
co  Eng.  bot  1077 

co  Eng.  bot  402 
r.m  Eng.  bot  1310 
co  Host.gra.2.t.39 
8.1 Buxb.cent4.tS3 

Hostgra.  2.  t.40 
co    Cav.  ic.  1.  1 64 

S  s.l   Eng.  bot  1190 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1557 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1453 
s  Eng.  bot  2102 s     Act  petr.  11.  t7 

Eng.  bot.  1519 

Eng.  bot  812  - Host.  gra.  3.  t.42 
Host  gra.  3.  t.44 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
often  fit  for  the  scythe  by  the  middle  of  May ;  it  flowers  twice  a-year,  and  gives  more  bulk  and  weight  of  hay than  any  other  grass.  At  Woburn  the  produce  was  nearly  three-fourths  greater  from  a  clayey  loam  than  from 
p.  sandy  soil,  and  the  grass  from  the  latter  was  of  comparatively  less  value  in  the  proportion  of  four  to  six. What  is  almost  peculiar  to  this  grass,  Poa  pratensis  and  Anthoxanthum  odoratum,  the  value  of  the  grass  of  the 
latter  math  considerably  exceeds  that  of  the  crop  at  the  time  of  first  flowering.  A.  geniculatus,  and  most  of  the 
other  species  of  this  genus  (A.  agrestis  excepted)  are  valuable  grasses  both  for  hay  and  pasture. 

165.  Phleum.  We  have  no  information  as  to  what  the  tfkios  of  the  Greeks  was.  The  name  being  unoccupied 
has  been  applied  by  Linnams  to  this  plant  Some  think  the  plant  of  the  ancients  was  our  Typha.  P.  pratense, 
the  timothy-grass  (so  named  from  Timothy  Hanson,  who  brought  it  from  New  York  and  Carolina  about  1780), 
varies  much  in  size  according  to  soil  and  situation,  and  the  root  becomes  bulbous  in  very  dry  grounds.  Opi- 

nions are  different  as  to  its  merits.  Dr.  Walker  (Rural  Econ.  Hebrides,  ii.  27.)  thinks  it  may  be  introduced 
into  the  Highlands  with  good  effect.  W.  Salisbury  says,  it  is  coarse  and  late.  At  Woburn,  its  "  comparative merits  were  considered  very  great.  It  produces  abundance  of  fine  foliage  early  in  spring,  which,  as  it  flowers 
late,  may  be  cropped  till  an  advanced  period  of  the  season  without  injury  to  the  crop  of  hay."  Unlike  the Alopecurus  pratensis,  the  value  of  the  grass  as  hay  when  the  seed  is  ripe  is  to  that  when  it  is  in  flower  as  10  to 
123.  P.  nodosum  has  gibbous  joints,  which  might  have  been  expected  to  be  sugary  like  those  of  Fiorin,  which, 
however,  is  not  the  case,  as  Sir  H  Davy  found  them  to  be  less  nutritive  than  those  of  P.  pratense,  in  the  pro- 

portion of  8  to  2a  1 166.  Achnodonton.  From  *%*n,  a  chaff  or  husk,  and  oSus,  a  tooth,  in  allusion  to  the  toothed  paleas  or  inner valves  of  the  flower. 
167.  Chilochloa.  A  genus  formed  by  M.  de  Beauvois,  to  contain  certain  grasses  referable  to  both  Phalaris 

and  Phleum,  as  formerly  constituted.  The  name  is  derived  from  %iXos,  fodder,  and  grass  j  but  none  of 
the  species  are  remarkable  for  their  qualities  as  grasses  useful  in  husbandry. 
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1018  Stem  ascending  knee-jointed,  Panicle  spiked  cylindrical  obtuse,  Glumes  connate  at  base  obtuse 
1019  Stem  ascending  knee-jointed,  Spike  compound  cylindrical,  Glumes  obtuse  fringed,  Anthers  orange  coL 1020  Stem  ascend.  Raceme  spiked  ov.  Glumes  with  a  hairy  keel  beyond  the  mid.  dilated,  Upper  sheath  inflated 
1021  Stem  erect,  Fan.  spiked  cylind.  atten.  at  base,  Glumes  Till,  fringed,  Beards  of  pales  twice  as  long  as  glumes 

1022  Raceme  spiked  cylindrical,  Glumes  truncate  mucronate  with  a  fringed  keel,  Beard  shorter  than  glume 
1023  Raceme  spiked  ovate  oblong,  Glumes  truncate  mucronate  with  a  fringed  keel,  Beard  as  long  as  glume 
1024  Like  P.  pratense,  but  stems  lower,  Raceme  shorter,  Root  knotty.    A  mere  variety 
1025  Spike  ovate,  Beard  longer  than  glume  divaricate  angular  rough,  Root  fibrous 
1026  Panicle  hairy  spiked  cylindrical,  Glumes  lanceolate  acuminate  with  a  fringed  keel 
1027  Glumes  keeled  smooth  membranous  at  edge 
1028  Outer  glume  a  little  prickly  at  the  back 

1029.Panicle  spiked  cylindrical  smooth,  Glumes  lanceolate  mucronate  obtuse  rough  ish 
1030  Panicle  spiked  oblong  ovate,  Glumes  lanceolate  acute  with  a  fringed  keel,  Stems  ascending 
1031  Panicle  spiked  cylindrical,  Glumes  wedge-shaped  mucronate  rough 

1032  Panicle  spreading  heaped,  Outer  palea?  pencilform,  inner  shining 
1033  Panicle  spiked  ovate,  Glumes  navicular  entire  at  the  end,  Outer  paleae  2 
1031  Panicle  spiked  oblong  ovate,  Glumes  navicular  toothed  at  end,  Outer' palea  1 1035  Panicle  spiked  oblong,  Glumes  navicular  nearly  entire,  Outer  palea  1,  Stem  knee-jointed 
1036  Stem  naked  upwards,  Spike  slender  lax,  Glumes  keeled  acute 
1037  Pan.  spiked  cylindrical,  Intermediate  floret  hermaphrodite  acuminate,  the  rest  imperfect  bitten  off 
1038  Panicle  diffuse,  Glumes  acute  shorter  than  florets,  One  floret  hermaphrodite,  one  neuter 
1039  Panicle  beardless  cylindrical  spiked,  Paleae  2  smooth,  Root  bulbous 

1040  Pan.  spreading  afterwards  contracted,  Florets  less  than  glume,  Beard  clavate  less  than  glume 

1041  Pan.  difiUse,  Glumes  obtuse,  Florets  longer  than  glumes  (Catabrosa  P.  de  B.) 
1042  Panicle  diffuse,  Florets  as  long  as  glumes,  Beard  straight  short,  Leaves  flat  (Deschampsia  P.  de  B.) 
1043  Pan.  contr.  Glumes  bearded  villous  at  base,  Rachis  smooth  very  short,  Leaves  flat  (Deschampsia  P.  de  B.) 
1044  Beardless,  Panicle  lanceolate  lax  erect,  One  floret  stalked  the  other  sessile,  Leaves  pubescent 

.  1015  Leaves  bristly,  Stem  naked,  Panicle  lax,  Florets  hairy  at  base,  Beard  nearly  terminal  shorter 
1046  Pan.  divar.  Branches  trichot  Flor.  3-fl.  larger  than  glumes,  Beard  jointed  longer  than  glumes,  Leaves  set. 
1047  Bearded,  Pan.  spreading  trichot  Pedunc.  wavy,  Florets  scarcely  longer  than  glume,  Leaves  setaceous 
1048  Bearded,  Pan.  trichot  divar.  Florets  less  than  glume,  Beard  dorsal  jointed  longer  than  glume 

1049  Fan.  one-sided,  Spikelets  short  2- flowered,  Florets  as  long  as  glume  obtuse  2-toothed  at  end,  Root  fibrous 
1050  Pan.  1-sided  contracted,  Spikelets  2-fl.  less  than  glumes,  One  floret  beardless,  Root  fibrous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
168.  Phalaris.  An  ancient  name  said  to  have  arisen  out  of$«,\<x,  brilliant,  because  the  plant  had  shining 

grains.  P.  canadensis  is  cultivated  for  the  seeds,  which  are  given  to  singing  birds,  and  more  especially  the- 
canary.  It  requires  a  loamy  soil,  well  manured,  clean,  and  in  good  tilth.  The  grain  is  sown  in  February,  in. 
drills,  six  inches  apart,  and  the  plants  are  thinned  to  two  inches  distance  in  the  rows.  The  growth  of  canary 
grass  is  slower  than  that  of  the  common  weeds,  with  which  it  is  in  consequence  liable  to  be  overrun,  if  they 
are  not  kept  under  by  hoeing  and  hand-weeding.  The  culture  of  this  grass  is  chiefly  carried  on  in  the  isle  of 
Thanet,  where  the  chaff  is  esteemed  as  a  horse  food;  but  the  straw  being  short,  it  produces  little  fodder  or manure. 

169.  Corynephorus.  From  xoeuty,  a  club,  and  asgu,  to  bear.  The  beard  is  jointed,  and  the  last  articulation  ia club-shaped. 
170.  Aira,  is  the  name  applied  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Lolium  of  the  Romans,  our  Lolium  temulentum.  It 

signifies  "something  deadly,"  in  allusion  to  the  dangerous  effects  of  that  plant;  but  the  name  has  no  refer- ence to  any  species  of  the  genus  to  which  it  has  been  applied  by  Linnaeus.  A.  aquatica  is  relished  by  cattle and  water-fowl  are  fond  of  the  young  shoots  and  seeds.  It  is  introduced  in  decoys,  by  throwing  plants  in  the water  with  a  weight  tied  to  them.  A.  caespitosa  is  common  in  marsh-meadows,  and  occasions  those  excre- scences called  tussocks  or  hassocks  which  interrupt  the  progress  of  the  scythe.  Though  cows  eat  the  grass, horses  will  not.   The  stiff  erect  stalks  frequently  bear  viviparous  flowers. 
171.  Avena.  A  name  of  obscure  origin.  De  Theis  thinks  it  has  been  derived  from  the  Celtic  word  aten* which  comes  from  elan,  to  eat ;  and  whence  our  common  word  ait,  oat,  has  been  obtained.  A.  sativa  is  the common  cultivated  oat,  and  A.  nuda  and  tartarica  are  also  sometimes  cultivated.  Of  the  first  species  there are  numerous  varieties,  some  more  permanent,  as  the  white  and  black;  others  temporary,  as  the  potatoe  oat, Angus  oat,  &c.  No  botanist  has  been  able  to  ascertain  satisfactorily  the  native  place  of  this  or  any  other  of our  cultivated  grains.  A.  fatua  is  accounted  a  distinct  species ;  but  some  think  the  naked,  tartarian,  common, 
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1051  satlva  W.  common  Ml  O  ag 
1032  nuda  W.  naked  *  O  ag 
1053  fatua  W.  wild  Ml  O  w 
1054  sterilis  W.  Animal-oat  Ml  O  cu 
1055  pratensis  W.  meadow  »  A  «g 
1056pra:'cox  P.deB.  early  HUt  O  w yi  (>«  E.  B. 
1057  hirsfita  Roth.  hirsute 

172.  TRISETUM.  P.  &  Teisbtum. 
1058  striatum  P.  S.  striated 
1059  Loflingianum  W.  Loefling's 1060  flavescens  R.  %  S.  yellowish 

Avena  E.B. 
1061  pensylvfinic.  P.  deS.  Pennsylvanian 
1062  pubescens  R.  %  S.  downy 

Avena  E.  B. 
1063  planiculme  flat-stalked Avena  E.  B. 
1064  dUtichophyllum  Sc.  fan-leaved  *A» 1065  airoides  P.  de  B.  Aira-like  Jilt  O  w 
17a  DANTHCKNIA.  P.deB.  Danthonia. 
1066  strigosa  P.deB.      meagre  Mi  O  w Avena  KB. 

174.  GAUDI'NIA.  P.deB.  Gaudinia. 
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Barbary   1640.  S  co    Host  gra.  2. 1 57 
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Britain     hea.  S  co   Eng.  bot  1296 
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1067fr£gilis  P.deB. 
*175.  ARUN'DO.  With. 

1068epigejos  W. 1069  stricta  E.  B. 
1070  sylvatica  Schr. 1071D6nax  W. 

p  versicolor 1072  phragmites  W. 

brittle  Jft  A  w Reed. 
wood  Jilt  A  w 
upright  Mi  A  w wild  *  A  w 
cultivated  Mt  A  ec 
striped  a  A  »r common  Jk  A  ec 

*17&  CHRYSU'RUa  P.S.  Chrtsurus. 1073  aureus  P.  de  B.       golden-spiked  JJk  O  w 
1074 echinatus  P.deB.  rough  Jft  O  w 

177.  SESLE'RIA.  P.deB.  Sesleria. 
1075  elongfita  Host.        long-spiked  »  A" 
1076  casrfdea  Schr.        blue  Mi  A  w Cunosurus  E  B. 
1077  tenaia  Host.          weak  *  Apr 
1078  sphaerocephala  Ard.  round-headed  Mi  A  P* 
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a  Europe  164a  S  co    Host.  gra.  4.  t38 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
and  wild  oat  originally  the  same.   The  wild  oat  is  remarkable  for  the  length  of  time  the  grain  will  lie  in  the 
soil,  and  retain  its  vegetative  powers ;  its  awns  are  sometimes  used  as  hygrometers,  and  its  seeds  as  artificial 
flies  in  fishing.   Where  it  abounds  naturally  it  is  an  inveterate  weed. 
The  oat,  in  an  agricultural  point  of  view,  is  a  grain  only  calculated  for  cold  climates.  In  Italy  and  France, 

and  even  in  the  southern  counties  of  England,  the  ears  are  small  and  husky,  and  afford  little  meal ;  the  panicle 
is  open,  and  the  foot-stalks  of  the  ears  small ;  and  in  July  and  August  the  neat  dries  them  up,  and  obstructs  the 
progress  of  the  sap  to  the  grain.  On  the  other  hand,  this  naked  airy  panicle  is  better  for  drying  after  rains  and 
dews  than  the  close  spikes  of  wheat  and  barley,  which,  while  they  serve  to  guard  the  ears  from  the  extremes 
of  heat  in  warm  climates,  are  apt  to  rot  or  become  mouldy  (covered  with  fungi)  in  cold  moist  countries  or  sea. 
sons.  The  grain  of  the  oat,  though  chiefly  used  as  food  for  horses,  is  also  more  or  less  a  bread  corn  :in  every 
country  where  it  is  generally  cultivated.  Fourteen  pounds  of  grain  yield  eight  pounds  of  meal ;  in  some  places, 
as  Yorkshire  and  Aberdeenshire,  this  meal  is  ground  nearly  as  fine  as  flour ;  in  others,  as  at  Edinburgh,  it  is 
made  of  a  coarser  quality.  The  kernel  freed  from  the  husk,  and  entire,  is  used  for  gruels,  and  forms  an  article 
of  commerce  with  Embden,  Bremen,  and  some  towns  where  the  grains  are  grown  to  a  large  size  on  the  variety 
known  as  the  Friesland  oat.  The  fine  powder  which  is  produced  by  the  operation  of  husking  the  corn,  or 
making  grist,  forms  a  jelly,  the  so  went  of  the  Scotch,  and  furmerty  of  the  Irish,  an  agreeable  and  wholesome 
food.   Water-gruel  from  a  coarse  oatmeal,  is  esteemed  a  cooling  laxative  drink. 

A.  nuda,  the  naked,  or  hill-oat,  or  peel-corn,  when  ripe  drops  the  grains  from  the  husks.  It  was  generally 
cultivated  in  Worlige's  time  "  in  the  north  of  England,  Scotland,  and  Wales,  because  the  kernel  threshes  clean out  of  the  husk,  and  need  not  be  carried  to  the  mill  to  be  made  into  meal  or  grist"  It  was  made  into  meal  by the  lower  classes,  by  drying  on  the  hearth,  and  bruising  in  a  stone  mortar,  as  still  practised  in  the  Highlands  of Scotland,  in  Lapland,  Ceylon,  China,  and  in  every  country  under  certain  circumstances  of  civilization.  In  the low  country  of  Scotland,  the  quern  mills,  as  they  were  called,  now  no  longer  in  use,  may  be  seen  neglected  or dilapidated,  by  the  doors  or  about  the  gardens  of  cottages  and  villages,  where  they  were  formerly  in  use. Avena  sterilis  is  sometimes  grown  as  an  object  of  curiosity,  under  the  name  of  the  animal  oat,  on  account of  iU  singular  hygrometneal  properties.  After  the  seeds  have  fallen  ofT,  the  strong  beard  is  so  sensible  of  alter. 
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1051  Fan.  equal,  Spikelets  2-fl.  Florets  smaller  than  glumes  at  the  base  naked  1 -bearded,  Root  fibrous 
1052  Pan.  equal,  Spikelets  3-fl.  longer  than  glumes,  Florets  naked  at  base,  Root  fibrous 
1053  Pan.  equal,  Spikelets  3-fl.  Florets  less  than  glumes,  hairy  at  base,  all  bearded,  Root  fibrous  ["fibrous 1054  Pan.  1-sid.  SpikeL  5-fl.  Florets  less  than  glumes  lower  bearded  and  hairy  upper  beardless  and  smooth,  Root 
1055  Rac.  simp.  SpikeL  5-fl.  Flor.  long,  than  guns.  Lvs.  rough  in  tufts  very  narrow  and  complicated,  Root  fibrous 
1056  Pan.  sub-spiked,  Florets  nearly  equal  to  the  glume,  Beard  jointed  longer  than  glume,  Leaves  setaceous 
1057  Pan.  spread.  Glumes  3-fl.  Florets  linear  2-bearded  at  end  very  hairy  below  the  middle,  Beard  dorsal  jointed 
1058  Pan.  equal,  Spikelets  about  3-fl.  Florets  longer  than  the  glume  the  lower  with  a  beard  under  the  end 
1059  Pan.  contracted  1-sided,  Spikelets  "-ft  Outer  glume  bifid  2-bearded,  Dorsal  beard  reflex ed 1060  Pan.  lax,  Outer  glume  bifid,  Spikelets  3-fl.  Ligula  truncate  obsolete,  Lower  sheaths  pubesc.  Root  creeping 
1061  Pan.  slender,  Glumes  3-fl.  Seeds  villous,  Beard  twice  as  long  as  glume 
1062  Pan.  sub-spik.  equal,  Spikelets  about  3-fl.  Florets  longer  than  cal.  hairy  at  base,  Lvs.  pubesc.  Root  creeping 
1063  Pan.  erect  nearly  simp.  Glumes  about  5-fl.  Recept  bearded  at  end,  Leaves  serrulate  naked,  Sheaths  rough 
1064  Pan.  equal,  SpikeL  3-fl.  Flor.  as  long  as  glume,  Lvs.  distichous  smth.  Mouth  of  sheaths  hairy,  Root  creeping 1065  Panicle  nearly  spiked,  Beard  at  length  reflexed  longer  than  glume 

1066  Panicle  one-sided,  Spikelets  3-flowered,  Florets  3-bearded  as  long  as  glume,  Root  fibrous 

1067  Spike  jointed  brittle  3  or  4  inches  long,  Leaves  flat  slightly  hairy 

1068  Pan.  upright  sprdg.  Glumes  acum.  Dorsal  beard  straight  shorter  than  the  hairs  which  are  as  long  as  glume 
1069  Pan.  upright  spreading,  Glumes  acute,  Dorsal  beard  straight  as  long  as  palea  which  is  longer  than  hairs 
1070  Panicle  spreading,  Glumes  acute,  Hairs  very  short,  Dorsal  beard  jointed  longer  than  glume 
1071  Glumes  about  3-5- flowered,  Florets  as  long  as  the  glume,  Stem  woody  at  base  {Donax.  P.  de  B) 
1072  Glumes  5-flowered,  Florets  very  little  longer  than  glumes 

1073  Stems  erect,  Sheaths  very  smooth,  Ligulas  large  elongated,  Panicle  close  many-flowered 
1074  Pan.  contr.  ovate,  Spikelets  bearded,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Bractes  pinnate  scarious  with  very  long  beards 

1075  Raceme  spiked  cylindrical,  Spikelets  3-flowered,  Outer  palea  3-5-bearded,  Root  stoloniferous 
1076  Raceme  spiked  subovate  oblong,  Bractes  entire,  Spikelets  2-3- flow.  Outer  palea  3-5-bearded,  Leaves  flat 
1077  Raceme  spiked  ovate  nearly  naked,  Spikelets  2-flowered,  Bractes  toothletted,  Outer  palea  5-bearded 1078  Raceme  in  a  round  head.  Outer  palea  with  one  beard,  Leaves  fine  keeled 

ation  in  the  atmosphere  as  to  keep  them  in  an  apparently  spontaneous  motion,  when  they  resemble  some  gro- 
tesque insect  crawling  on  the  ground. 

172.  Trisetum.  (Three  bristles) ;  on  account  of  the  three  beards  or  awns  of  the  flower.  Trisetum  pUoescens, 
according  to  the  Woburn  experiments  (vil),  possesses  several  good  qualities,  which  recommend  it  to  parti, 
cular  notice.  It  is  hardy,  early,  and  more  productive  than  many  others  which  affect  similar  soils  and  situ- 

ations. It  appears  well  calculated  for  permanent  pasture  on  rich  light  soils.  Trisetum  flavescens  is  also  a  use- 
ful grass ;  but  the  most  valuable  as  a  grass  is  the  A  vena  elatior,  L.  the  Holcus  avenaceus  of  Eng.  Bot,  which 

will  be  noticed  hereafter  in  its  proper  place    (In  Polygamia  monoecia,  under  Arrhenatherum). 
173.  Daathonia.  A  genus  containing  some  incongruous  species  of  Avena,  and  named  after  M.  Danthoine,  a French  botanist 
174.  Gaudinia.  Named  in  honor  of  M.  Gaudin,  a  Swiss  botanist,  who  paid  great  attention  to  the  study  of 

grasses,  and  who  published  an  Agrostographia  Helvetica  in  1811,  still  a  work  of  reputation. 
175.  Arundo.  An  ancient  name  of  doubtful  origin ;  perhaps,  as  a  recent  author  conjectures,  from  am,  the 

Celtic  word  for  water.  Fhragmites  is  derived  from  <p^a.y/Mx,  a  hedge  or  separation.  A.  donax,  Camne,  Fr., 
Rohr,  Ger.,  and  Canvi  di  Giardini,  ItaL  is  common  in  the  south  of  France' and  Italy,  where  it  is  cultivated  as fence-wood,  for  supporting  the  vine,  for  fishing-rods,  and  a  great  variety  of  purposes.  In  Spain  and  Portugal 
it  forms  an  article  of  commerce,  and  supplies  materials  for  the  looms,  fishing-rods,  &c.  of  this  country.  The 
striped-leaved  variety  (gardener's  garters)  used  formerly  to  be  a  common  inhabitant  of  gardens. A.  phragmites,  Roseau  de  Marais,  Fr.  Gemeine  Rohr,  Ger. ;  and  Canna  palustre,  ItaL  is  used  for  thatch- 

ing, for  protecting  embankments  or  sea-dykes,  for  ceilings  to  cottages,  verandahs,  and  rustic  buildings ;  to  lay 
across  the  frame  of  wood  work  as  the  foundation  for  plaister  floors,  and  for  screens  and  hot-bed  covers  in 
kitchen  gardens.  The  panicles  will  dye  wool  green ;  and  the  roots,  it  is  said,  are  good  in  liver  complaints,  like 
those  of  Triticum  repens. 

176.  Chrysurus.  From  gold,  and  a  tail ;  the  compact  heads  of  flowers  are  of  a  bright  yellow 
color. 

177.  Sesleria.  A  genus  named  by  Scopoli,  after  Leonard  Sesler,  a  physician,  and  botanist,  who  contributed  to 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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178.  CYNOSU'RUa  P.  S. 1079  cristatus  TV. 
179.  KCELE'RIA.  P.  S. 1080  cristeta  P.  S. 
1081  tuber6sa  P.  S. 
1082  pubescens  P.  deS. 
1083  phleoldes  P.S. 
1084  hlspida  D.  C. 

180.  DAC'TYLIS.  TV.  en. 

Dog's-tail-grass. crested 
Kcblzria. 

crested 
tuberous 
pubescent cat's- tail hispid 

JUk  A  ag 

*  Aw 
Jlili  A  w jllk  Q)  w 
ili  O  v Jllk  O  w 

Cock's-foot-grass. 

w. 

1085  glomerate  W. 
1086  hispanica  TV.  en. 
1087  glauca  Rth. 
1088  repens  Desf. 
1089  patens  H.  K. 

181.  GLYCE'RIA. 1090  fluitans  B.  P. 
*182.  FESTU'CA. 1091ten6Ua  Ph. 
1092ovlna  W. 
1093  vivipara  E.  B. 1094  rubra  W. 
1095  duriuscula  TV. 
1096  amethystina  TV. 
1097  cassia  E.  B. 
1098  dumetorum  W. 
1099  calamaria  E.  B. 
HOOtriflora  E.B. 
1101  spadicea  TV. 
1102  pratensis  E.  B. 
1103vaginSte  TV.  en. 1104  mexicana  Bonn. 
1105  pubescens  TV.  en. 1106  flavescens  Bell. 
1107  pann6nica  TVulf. 1108  decidua  E.  B. 
1109elatior  TV. 
1110  diandra  Ph. 
llllloliacea  TV. 
1112  grandiflora  Ph. 1113  r6bens  P.  S. 
1114  glauca  P.  S. 1115ciliata  P.S. 
1116  nutans  Ph. 
1117  heterophyUa  P.  S. 
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Fescue-grass. slender 

viviparous creeping 
hard 
blue 
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sheathed Mexican downy 
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Sp.1-8. 
Britain 

Sp.5— ia 
Britain Europe 

&  Europe  1800. 
Portugal  1802. Mediterr.  1819. 

Sp.5— 19. Britain  mea. 
Spain  1814. Saxony  1800. 
Barbary  1821. 
N.  Amer.  1781. 

Sp.  1. 
Britain  ponds. 

Sp.  27—66. N.  Amer.  1804. 
Britain  dr.  pa.  S 
Britain  sc.  mo.  S 
Britain  me.  pa.  S 
Britain  me.  pa.  S 
S.  Europe  1804.  S 
England  bar.  he.  S Europe  ...  S 
Scotland  m. wo.  S Britain  woods.  S 
Italy  1775.  S Britain  ma  pa.  S 
Hungary  1804.  S Mexico  1805.  S 
Hungary  1822.  S Savoy  1804.  S 
Hungary  1804.  S 
England  m.wo.  S Britain  m.  me.  S 
N.  Amer.  1810.  S 
England  moi.p.  S N.Amer.  1812.  S 
S.  Europe  1776.  S 
S.  Europe  ...  S 
Portugal  1802.  S N.  Amer.  1805.  S 
France     1812.  S 

s 8.1 Eng.  bot  316 
s 

CO 

Eng.  bot.  648 s CO T  avn     111    4  /tC    +'  1 s CO Ger.  prov.  1. 1 s CO Desf.  atLl.  t.23 
s CO SavLpis.  tl.f.5 
s h.l Eng.  bot  335 s 

CO 

s CO 
s CO Desf.  atl.  1. 1. 15 
s CO 

s m.s Eng.  bot  1520 
s 

CO 

s.l  Eng.  bot  585 
s.l  Eng.  bot  1355 
h.l  Eng.  bot.  2056 s.l  Eng.  bot.  470 
CO  Ho.st.gra."  t.  89 co  Eng.  bot.  1917 co  FL  dan.  t.  70O 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1005 
nzs  Eng.  bot.  1373 co  Host  gra.  3.  t.20 
h.l  Eng.  bot.  1592 
CO 

CO co    Host  gra.  4.  t.62 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  2266 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  1593 co    Mich.  amer.  tlO 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1281 co 
co    FL  graec.  1 83 co  Lam.ilU.t46.£3 
co    Host.  gra.  4.  t65 
co    Host  gra  4.  61 
co  Vaill.par.tl9.f.6 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Vitaliano  Donati's  Natural  History  of  the  Adriatic  sea,  published  in  1750.   The  species  were  formerly  part  of Cynosurus. 

178.  Cynosurus.   Kum  xvvof,  a  dog,  and  ut>a,  a  tail :  dog's-tail. 179.  Kceleria.  Named  after  M.  Kohler,  a  professor  of  natural  history  at  Mayence,  and  author  of  some  works 
upon  grasses.   A  pretty  genus  of  grasses,  with  elegant  silky  heads. 

180.  Dactylis.  (AaxivXes,  a  finger :  finger-grass).  The  divisions  of  its  heads  may  be  fancied  to  resemble  the fingers,  and  the  large  cluster  at  the  bottom  the  thumb  of  an  animaL  D.  glomerate  is  a  coarse  grass  of  early 
and  rapid  growth,  and  considered  valuable  as  a  pasture  grass  on  light  soils  from  the  quantity  of  herbage  it  af- 

fords. It  comes  in  from  the  time  turnips  are  over,  till  the  meadows  are  fit  for  grazing ;  but  old  and  dry,  or 
made  into  hay,  neither  horses  nor  cattle  are  fond  of  it  To  reap  the  full  benefit  of  this  grass,  it  must  be  kept 
closely  cropt    It  has  been  of  late  strongly  recommended  by  Mr.  Coke  of  Holkham. 

181.  Glyceria.  (From  ykuxos,  sweet,  in  allusion  to  the  herbage).  This  is  the  Festuca  fluitans  of  L. :  it  is 
found  in  stagnant  water,  and  its  long  narrow  leaves  float  on  the  surface.  Horses,  cattle,  and  swine  are  fond  of 
this  grass,  which  produces  abundance  of  seeds,  which  are  eaten  greedily  by  geese,  ducks,  and  fish,  especially  the 
trout  (Salmofario).  These  seeds  are  very  nourishing,  and  are  collected  in  some  parts  of  Germany  and  Poland, 
under  the  name  of  manna  seeds,  and  used  in  soups  and  gruels.  The  plant  will  not  thrive  unless  on  land  that 
is  constantly  under  water. 

182.  Festuca.  In  Celtic,  the  word  /est  signifies  pasture,  food.  We  may  be  satisfied  with  this  explanation  in 
want  of  a  better.  This  genus  affords  some  valuable  hay  and  pasture  grasses.  F.  ovina  has  a  fine  short  sweet 
foliage,  well  adapted  to  the  masticating  organs  of  sheep,  and  for  producing  delicate  mutton :  it  is  totally  unfit 
for  hay,  and  according  to  Sir  H  Davy's  experiments,  it  does  not  possess  the  nutritive  powers  generally  ascribed to  it  It  is  an  excellent  grass  for  lawns,  requiring  little  mowing,  and  forming  so  thick  a  turf  as  to  suffer  few 
intruding  plants.  It  should  be  sown  about  the  middle  of  August  on  ground  nicely  prepared,  open,  and  not  too 
fight  or  dry.  The  same  remarks  will  apply  to  F.  rubra  and  amethystina. 
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1079  Raceme  spiked  linear,  Spikelets  beardless,  Bractes  pinnatifid,  Leaves  linear 

1080  Pan.  spikeshaped  at  the  base  interrupted  and  smoothish,  Spikelets  3-4-flow.  nearly  beardless  very  acute 
1081  Pan.  closely  spiked,  Spikel.  2-3-fl.  acum.  beardless,  Glumes  fringed  at  back,  Lower  leaves  conv.  setaceous 
1082  Pan.  spiked  oval  cylind.  Spikelets  2-flowered  villous  at  back  acumin.  Outer  glume  bearded  under  the  end 
1083  Panicle  spiked  cylind.  Spikel.  2-5-8-flowered,  Outer  glume  rough  outside,  with  a  soft  beard  under  the  end 
1084  Panicle  spiked  ovate  cylind.  Spikelets  3-4-flowered,  Outer  glume  hairy  with  a«tiffbeard  under  the  end- 
1085  Panicle  one-sided  heaped,  Leaves  keeled 
1086  Panicle  one-sided  headed  spiked,  Spikelets  3-flpwered,  Leaves  keeled  glaucous 
1087  Panicle  equal  before  and  after  flowering  contr.  spiked,  Spikelets  4-fl.  beardless,  Glumes  with  a  rough  keel 
1088  Stem  creeping,  Branches  in  bundles,  Leaves  villous  subulate  stiff",  Flowers  in  spiked  one-sided  heads  ; 1089  Spikes  scattered  one-sided  few,  Flowers  closely  imbricated,  Leaves  much  spreading,  Stem  decumbent 

1090  The  only  species  is  a  floating  creeping  plant  very  common  in  ponds 

1091  Panicle  simple  one-sided,  Spikelets  about  9-flow.  bearded,  Leaves  setaceous,  Culm  upwards  4-comered 
1092  Panicle  contracted,  Spikelets  ovate  4-flowered,  Paleae  roundish,  Leaves  very  narrow  rough 
1093  Panicle  one-sided  contracted,  Florets  compressed  beardless  pubescent,  Leaves  setaceous  smooth 
1094  Pain,  one-sided  erect  spreading,  Florets  roundish  longer  than  beard,  Leaves  pubes.  above,  Root  creeping 
1095  Panicle  erect  spreading,  Florets  longer  than  beard,  Root  fibrous 
1096  Pan.  sprdg.  Spikel.  obL  nearly  beardL  Outer  valve  of  glume  and  pales  ciliated,  Lvs.  setae,  rigid,  Lig.  2-eared 
1097  Glaucous,  Pan.  1-sided  contracted,  Florets  cylind,  bearded,  Stem  square,  Leaves  compound  channelled 
1098  Panicle  spike-shaped  pubescent,  Leaves  filiform 
1099  Panicle  one-sided  erect  branching  contracted,  Florets  oblong  angular  beardless,  Leaves  ensiform  striated 
1100  Panicle  spreading,  Spikelets  3-flowered  with  long  beards 
1101  Panicle  erect,  Spikelets  ovate  4-5-flowered,  Glumes  acum.  beardless,  Leaves  setaceous  smooth  pungent 
1102  Panicle  spreading  branched,  Spikelets  linear  beardless  many-flowered,  Leaves  linear,  Root  fibrous 
1103  Pan.  sprdg.  one-sided,  Spikel.  about  6-fl.  Florets  blunt  beardless,  Leaves  lin.  conv.  glauc.  Stem  round  erect 
1104  Panicle  spike-shaped,  Spikelets  slender  11-flowered  bearded,  Sheaths  rough 
1105  Culm  ascending  angular,  Leaves  rolled  together  smooth,  Pan.  nodding  close,  Spikelets  9-10-flow.  pilose 
1106  Pan.  erect  contracted,  Spikelets  4-5-fl.  verv  smooth,  Paleae  margined  membranous,  Leaves  setaceous 
1107  Pan.  one-sided  oblong,  Spikel.  7-fl.  bearded,  Outer  glume  and  pales  fringed,  Leaves  setae.  Root  fibrous 
1108  Panicle  one-sided  erect  branching,  Florets  ternate  oblong  angular  beardless,  Leaves  linear  striated 
1109  Pan.  spreading  much  branched,  Spikelets  ovate  lane,  somewhat  bearded  4-5-fl.  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 
1110  Pan.  close,  Branches  simple  scattered,  Spikelets  linear  5-fl.  Flowers  acum.  2-androus,  Stem  very  rough 
1111  Raceme  spiked  elongated,  Spikelets  remote  beardless  afterwards  spreading,  Root  fibrous 
1112  Panicle  simple  erect,  Spikelets  very  few  about  7-flowered,  Florets  acute  distant 1113  Panicle  fascicled,  Spikelets  subsessile  villous,  Beard  erect 
1114  Panicle  one-sided  spike-shaped,  Spikelets  5-fl.  smooth  somewhat  bearded,  Leaves  glaucous  rigid  subulate 
1115  Culm  ascending,  Leaves  subconvolute,  Spike  racemose,  One  glume  very  small,  Outer  pales  fringed 
1116  Panicle  one-sided  erect  nodding  at  the  end,  Spikelets  5-flowered  obtuse  beardless 
1117  Panicle  loose  spreading  nodding,  Radical  leaves  very  slender  and  long,  Root  creeping 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
F.  duriuscula,  is  a  good  grass  either  for  hay  or  permanent  pasture :  hares  are  remarkably  fond  of  it :  its  pro- 

duce in  the  spring  is  not  very  great,  but  the  quality  is  fine,  and  the  quantity  is  considerable  at  the  time  of 
flowering.  FV  calamaria  is  subject  to  the  disease  in  the  grain  called  clavus,  in  which  the  seed  swells  to  three times  the  usual  size,  and  the  kernel  is  wanting. 

F.  pratensis  is  one  of  the  six  grasses  (Anthoxanthum  odoiatum,  Alopecurus  pratensis,  Poa  pratensis  and'tri- vialis,  Cynbsurus  cristatus,  and  the  F.  pratensis)  which  Curtis  recommends  before  all  others  for  laying  down 
meadows  orpastures,  on  soil  either  moist  or  moderately  dry.  According  to  the  Woburn  experiments,  the  Value 
of  this  grass  cut  at  the  time  the  seed  is  ripe,  is  to  that  of  the  grass  cut  at  the  time  of  flowering  as  6  to  18  ;  one 
proof,  among  many  others,  of  the  advantage  of  cutting  almost  all  grasses  when  in  flower  rather  than  later. 
W.  Salisbury  says,  "  if  land  intended  for  meadow  could  be  laid  down  with  one  bushel  of  F.  pratensis,  one  of Alopecurus  pratensis,  three  pounds  of  Anthoxanthum,  a  little  Bromus  mollis,  with  white  clover,  the  farmer 
will  seek  no  farther." 

F.  elatior  differs  little  from  F.  pratensis,  but  in  being  larger  in  every  respect  According  to  the  Woburn  ex- 
periments (xL)  "  the  produce  is  nearly  that  of  the  former,  and  the  nutritive  powers  superior  in  the  propor- tion of  8  to  6." 

F.  loliacea  greatly  resembles  the  rye-grass  in  habit  and  place  of  growth :  « it  has  excellencies  which  make  it 
greatly  superior  to  that  grass,  for  the  purposes  either  of  hay  or  of  permanent  pasture.  It  improves  in  propor- 

tion to  its  age,  which  is  directly  the  reverse  of  rye-grass."  (IVob.  exp.  xxxiii.) 
F.  glauca,  cut  at  the  time  of  flowering,  exceeds  in  value  the  same  grass  cut  when  the  seeds  are  ripe  in  the 

proportion  of  6  to  12,  a  strong  proof  of  the  value  of  the  leaves  and  culm  in  grasses  intended  for  the  scythe,  and 
the  loss,  as  we  have  before  observed,  of  leaving  them  for  the  sake  of  the  seed  when  they  become  dry  and  wiry. 
After  this  grass,  and  indeed  most  others,  are  in  flower,  "  the  root  leaves  neither  increase  in  number  nor  in  size ; but  a  total  suspension  of  increase  appears  in  every  part  of  the  plant,  the  roots  and  seed-vessels  excepted." 
{Woo  exper.  xh.)  * 
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•183.  MYGALU'RUa  Lk.  Mouse-tail. 1118  caudatus  Lk.  wall 
Fcstuca  Myurm  E.  B. 
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Ap 1119  bromoides  Lk. Fcstuca  E.  B. 
1120  stipoidea  ZAr.  fine-leaved 1121  delicatulus  Lk.  delicate 
1122  uniglumis  Lk.  single-husked Fcstuca  E.  B. 

*184.  BRO'MUS.  W.  Brome-grass. 
1123secaUnus  W.  smooth-rye  Jllk 
1124  multiflorus  W.en.  downy-rye  J«k 1125  mollis  W.  soft  Jllk 
1126  lanceolatus  W.  spear-leaved  Jk 
1127  squarrosus  W.  corn  Jllk 
1128  Alopecurus  ff.  Fox-tail  Jllk 
1129  purgans  W.  purging  Jllk 1130  InermU  W.  awnless  Jllk 
11,31  asper  W.  hairy  wood  JUL 
1132  pratensis  E.  B.  meadow  Jllk 1133  sterilis  W.  barren  M 
1134arvensis  E.  B.  field  Jllk 
1135  erectus  E.  B.  upright  J* 
1136  tectorum  W.  nodding  Jllk 
1137  altfssimus  Ph.  tallest  Jllk 
1138  racemosus  W.  smooth  Jllk 
1139  maximus  Both.  great  Jllk 1140  madritensis  W.  wall  Jllk 
1141  giganteus  Scttr.  giant  Jllk Festuca  K  B. 

*185.  BRACHYPCDIUM.  P.deB.  Brachtpodium.  Gramineee. 
1142  ciliatum  W.  ciliated  Jllk  A  w  2  jn.au  Ap 
114.3  sylvaticum  R.  wood  Jlk  A  w    2  jn.au  Ap Bromus  E.  B. 
1144  pinnatum  P.  deB.  spiked  heath Bromus  E.  B. 
1 145  dista>.hyon  R.$S.  two-spiked  Jlk  A  w  1  jn.au  Ap U46tenellum  W.  slender  Jllk  O  w     i  jl.au  Ap 
1147  loliaceum  B.&S.  Darnel-like  Jllk  O  w    1  jn.jl  Ap Triticum  E.  B. 
1148  unioloides  Lk.  Uniola-like  Jllk  O  w      JjLau  Ap 
1149  obtusitolium  Lk.  blunt-leaved  Jllk  A  w  1}  jl.au  Ap 
1150  unilaterale  R.  $S.  one-sided  Jlk  O  w      |jn.jl  Ap 
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Spain Britain 

1793.  S  co 1817.  S  co sea  co.  S  co 

1P 

Ap 

^P 

Ap 

Ap 

^P 
AP 

Ap Ap 

^P 
aP 

Ap 
Ap 

Ap 

Sp.  19— 66. England  cor.  fi.  S  co Britain       ...    S  co 
Britain    walls.  S  co 
Crimea    1798.  S  co 
England  cor.  fi.  S  co Barbary    1799.  S  co Canada     179a  S  co 
Germany  1794.  S  co 
England  m.  s.  p.  S  co 
England  cor.li.  S  co Britain     rub.  S  co 
Britain    cor.fi.  S  co 
England  ch.  pa.  S  co 
Europe    1776.  S  co N.  Amer.  1812.  S  co 
England  me.  pa.  S  h.l Morocco  1804.  S  h.l Britain    walls.  S  h.l 
Britain     moa.  D  co 

186.  UNI'OLA.  W.  Sea-side-oat. 1151  latiffilia  Ph.  broad-leaved    Jlk  A  w 
1152  panicuUta  Ph.        panicled  Jllk  a  w 
1153  spicata  W.  spiked  Jllk  A  W 
1154  distichophyllai{.^S.  two-ranked     Jllk  A  w 

187.  TRICUSTIS.  P.deB.  Tricuspid 
1155  quinquefida P.deB.  five-cleft         JHb  A  ag 

188.  DIPLACH'NE  P.deB.  Diplachne. 1156  fasciculiris  P.deB.  bundled  Jllk  O  w 

Sp.  9—25. Canada  1802.  S  co 
Britain     hed.  S  co 

jlk  A  w    3  jn.au    Ap    Britain     hea.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1772.  S  co 
a  Europe  1781.  S  co Britain    seaco.  S  co 

Italy  1758.  S  co Spain  1818.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1800.  S  co 

Sfo.4- 7. N.  Amer.  1809.  S  co N.  Amer.  1793. 
N.  Amer.  1790. 
N.  HolU  1789. 

.1— a 

S  co 
S  co S  co 

Gramineee. 4  jn.jl  Ap 
4  jnjl'  Ap 
|jl  Ap 
f  jn.jl  Ap Gramineee. 2  jn.jl  Ap 

Gramineee.    Sp.  1—2. 
2  jl.au     Ap     N.  Amer.  182a  S  co 

Eng.  bot.  1412 
Eng.  bot  1411 
Barr.  ic.  1 76.  £1 

Eng.  bot  1430 

Eng.  bot  1171 
Eng.  bot.  1884 Eng.  bot  1078 

Eng.  bot  1885 Des£  atl.  1. 1 25 

Host  gra.  1. 1. 9 
Eng.  bot  1172 
Eng.  bot  920 
Eng.  bot.  1030 
Eng.  bot  1984 Eng.  bot  471 Host  gra.  Lt  15 
Eng.  bot  1079 Desf.  atL  1. 1. 26 
Eng.  bot  1006 
Eng.  bot  1820 

Eng.  bot.  729 
Eng.  bot  730 
Host  gra.  1. 1.20 Vi.fragm.t26.Cl 
Eng.  bot  221 
Jacq.  ic.  2.  1 303 

Catos.  car.  1. 1.32 
Lab.X.Holl.t.24 

N.  Amer.  1820.  S  r.ra  Jac.  gr.  ecL  1 16 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
18a  Mygalurus.  Named  by  Link,  from  ptvyaXri,  a  mouse,  and  «;«,  a  tail.  An  alteration  of  the  previous 

specific  name  of  one  of  the  species,  Festuca  my ur  us,  L.  A  natural  genus,  better  distinguished  by  natural  than 
by  artificial  characters. 

184.  Bromus.  Bfw/Ms  is  the  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  sort  of  wild  oat  Most  of  the  species  of  this  genus 
are  of  a  coarse  quality,  and  being  strictly  annuals  are  of  little  value  as  pasture,  and  as  hay  produce  no  after 
math.  Sir  H.  Davy  found  that  the  nutritive  powers  of  the  straws  and  leaves  of  most  of  the  species  were  greatest 
when  the  plant  is  coming  into  flower ;  because,  like  all  other  plants  strictly  annual,  or  which  do  not  shoot  up 
again  from  the  root  the  same  season,  when  left  till  the  seed  is  ripe,  the  leaves  and  straws  become  dried  up. 
B.  secalinus  is  often  found  among  rye  and  wheat  crops ;  the  seeds  when  ground  among  the  flour  are  said  to 
impart  a  bitter  taste  to  bread,  and  to  have  similar  narcotic  qualities  as  Lolium  temulentum.  In  Scania,  the 
panicles  are  used  to  dye  green ;  and  there,  as  formerly  in  Britain,  rye  was  supposed  to  degenerate  into  this 
grass.  The  seeds  of  B.  mollis  are  said  to  bring  on  giddiness  in  the  human  species  and  quadrupeds,  and  to  be 
fatal  to  poultry.  B.  asper  is  the  tallest  of  British  grasses ;  it  has  had  many  names,  but  is  distinguished  from  all 
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1118  Panicle  one-sided  nodding  elongated,  Florets  rough  at  end,  Leaves  setaceous  keeled  very  short 
1119  Panicle  one-sided  erect,  Florets  rough  at  the  end,  Leaves  setaceous  shorter  than  their  sheath 
1120  Panicle  nearly  erect.  Flower-stalks  ensiform  dilated 
1121  Panicle  one-sided  spiked  lanceolate,  Spikelets  spreading  5-flowered,  Leaves  linear  setaceous 
1122  Panicle  one-sided  erect  nearly  simple,  Florets  subulate  compressed,  One  glume  very  short 

1123  Panicle  in  seed  nodding  at  end,  Spikelets  ovate  oblong  compressed  naked,  Florets  at  last  distinct,  Beard 
wavy  shorter  than  glume,  Leaves  nearly  smooth 

1124  Pan.  nodding  at  end,  Spikelets  lane,  compr.  naked,  Beard  straight  longer  than  glume,  Leaves  villous 
1125  Pan.  erect  contr.  Spikelets  oblong  ovate  roundish  pubes.  Outer  pales  bifid,  Beard  straight,  Leaves  soft 
1126  Pan.  nearly  erect,  Spikelet  lane,  somew.  compr.  Flor.  closely  imbr.  smooth,  Beard  straight  afterwards  sprdg. 
1127  Pan.  lax  nodd.  at  end,  Spikel.  lane,  somewhat  compr.  Florets  closely  imbr.  Beard  at  length  very  much  sprdg. 
1128  Panicle  close  erect,  Spikelets  oblong  pubescent  12-15-flow.  nearly  sessile.  Beards  below  spirally  twisted 
1129  Pan.  nodd.  Spikelets  lane,  slender,  Florets  bearded  hairy,  Beards  straight,  Leaves  smooth,  Sheaths  hairy 
1130  Pan.  erect,  Spikes  lin.  slenderish  naked,  Florets  imbr.  nearly  beardless,  Leaves  smoothish,  Root  creeping 
1131  Pan.  nodd.  one-sided,  Spikel.  lin.  lane,  compr.  pubesc.  Beard  straight  shorter  than  glume,  Leaves  vill.  rough 
1132  Panicle  spreading  branching,  Spikelets  ovate  turgid  10-flowered,  Florets  elliptical  3-nerved  on  each  side 
1133  Pan.  spreading  nodding  at  end,  Spikelets  rough  lin.  lane.  Beard  straight  longer  than  glume,  Leaves  pubesc. 
1134  Pan.  at  length  nodding,  Spikelets  lane,  compr.  naked,  Beards  straight  as  long  as  glume,  Leaves  villous 
1135  Pan.  erect,  Spikel.  lin.  lane,  compr.  Florets  imbr.  Beard  shorter  than  glume,  Leaves  tufted  very  narrow  cil. 
1136  Pan.  nodding  at  end,  Spikelets  compressed  and  leaves  pubescent,  Beard  straight  about  length  of  glume 
1137  Pan.  nodd.  Spikelets  oblong  6-fl.  pubesc.  Outer  glume  with  a  short  beard,  Leaves  sheaths  and  stem  smooth 
1138  Pan.  erect,  Spik.  obi.  ov.  compr.  nak.  Flor.  imbr.  Outer  pal.  undiv.  Beard  straight  as  long  as  glume,  Lvs.  pub. 
1139  Leaves  villous,  Panicle  spreading  erect,  Beards  long  straight,  Bachis  pubescent 
1140  Pan.  erect,  Spikel.  rough  tin.  lane.  Flor.  diandr.  Beards  straight  about  length  of  glume,  Lvs.  nearly  smooth 
1141  Pan.  nodd.  at  end  one-sided,  Spikel.  lane,  compr.  naked,  Florets  imbr.  Beard  flexuose  longer  than  glume 

1142  Panicle  loose  capillary  pendulous,  Spikelets  6-fl.  compr.  Outer  palea  with  a  short  beard  villous  at  edge 
1143  Raceme  spiked  distich,  simple  somew.  nodd.  Spikel.  rem.  erect,  Upper  beards  longer  than  glume,  Root  ribr. 
1144  Spike  sim.  distich,  erect,  Spikel.  altera,  pub.  bearded,  Beard  shorter  than  its  valve,  Lvs.  pub.  Root  creeping 
1145  Spikes  in  pairs  terminal  oblong,  Florets  lanceolate  distichous  bearded,  Culm  2-knotted  smooth  equal 
1146  Spikelets  many-flowered  5-9-flowered  beardless,  Glumes  and  palea;  obtuse,  Leaves  setaceous 
1147  Glume  many-fl.  Spike  simple  compressed,  Spikelets  ovate  unilateral,  Glumes  3-nerved,  Florets  beardless 
1148  Spike  distichous  compressed,  Spikelets  lanceolate  oblong  sessile 
1149  Stem  branching  creeping  rough,  Leaves  convol.  obtuse  rigid  smooth,  Alternate  spikel.  bearded  smooth 
1150  Glumes  one-sided  alternate  beardless 

1151  Panicle  lax,  Spikelets  ovate  with  long  stalks,  Glumes  3-valved,  Florets  1-androus,  Keel  pubescent 
1152  Panicle  long,  Spikelets  subsessile.  Glume  many-valved,  Florets  3-androus,  Keel  smooth,  Leaves  convol. 
1153  Nearly  spiked,  Leaves  involute  rigid 
1154  Raceme  spiked  branching  erect,  Spikelets  5-9-flowered  beardless  smooth,  Leaves  involute  subulate 

1155  Panicle  large,  Stem  firm,  Spikelets  lanceolate  6-8-flowered,  Leaves  and  stem  smooth 
1156  Panicle  erect  contracted  oblong,  Branches  chiefly  simple  numerous  setaceous,  Spikelets  appressed  oblong slender  8-10-flowered,  Leaves  very  long  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
others  by  the  hairyness  of  its  stalks.  It  is  found  in  copsewood  in  clayey  moist  soils.  Bromus  giganteus  partly 
resembles  it. 

185.  Brachypodium.  From  (S§ax"S,  short,  and  sthj,  a  foot,  in  allusion  to  the  short  stalks  of  the  spikelets.  An artificial  genus,  made  up  of  various  species  of  Bromus,  Festuca,  and  Triticum  of  former  writers. 
186.  Uniola.  Named  by  Linnaeus,  on  account  of  the  union  of  the  glumes.  A  fine  N.  American  genus,  re- 

sembling a  gigantic  Bromus  or  Festuca.    It  is  chiefly  found  upon  the  sands  of  the  sea-coast 
187.  Tricuspis.  A  word  signifying  three  points,  in  allusion  to  the  structure  of  its  flower.  This  grass  is  called 

Red-top  in  the  southern  states  of  N.  America.  Pursh  says,  "  a  most  excellent  grass.  I  have  seen  mountain- meadows  in  Pennsylvania  where  they  mow  this  grass  twice  a-year,  producing  most  excellent  crops  each  time 
without  manure  or  any  other  trouble  than  the  mowing,  lasting  for  the  space  of  sixteen  years  without  the  least 
decline  in  the  crops,  the  soil  at  the  same  time  being  a  very  indifferent  one." 188.  Diplachne.  AnXof,  divided,  «^;n},  chaff!  The  outer  palea  is  divided  at  the  end.  and  bearded  between the  divisions. 

F 
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189.  CERATOCHLCA.  P.deB.  Horn-grass. 
1157  uniololdes  P.deB.  large-spiked     it  O  w 

190.  SCHIS'MUS.  P.deB.  Schismus. 1158  marginatus  P.deB.  margined        Mi  O  w 
191.  TRIO'DIA.  R.Br.  Triodia. 
1159  decumbeus  R.  Br.    decumbent       Jilt  A  w 

192.  BECKMAN'NIA  Host.  Beckmannia. 11(50  erucseformis  W.  en.  linear-spiked    jilt  O 
193.  ME'LICA.  W. 1161  ciliata  W. 
1162Bauhini  IV.  en. 
1163  nutans  IV. 
1164unifl6ra  W. 
1165  pyramidalis  P.  S. 
1166  glabra  Ph. 1167altissima  W. 

194.  MOLI'NIA.  P.deB. 
1168  ca>rulea  P.  deB. Melica  E.  B. 

195.  BRI'ZA.  W. 1169  minor  W. 
1170virens  W. 
1171  media  W. 
1172  maxima  W. 

•19(5.  PC  A.  W. 
1173aquatica  W. 
J174alpina  W. 1175  flexuosa  E.  B. 
1176  laxa  W. 
1177  cassia  E.  B. 
1178  vivipara  W.  en. 1179  trivialis  W. 
1180  prat ensis  W. 

0  angustifdlia  W. 1181  hOmilis  E.B. 
1182  annua  W. 
1183badensis  W. 
1184sudetica  W. 
1185  cenfsia  W.  en. 
1186  nava  W. 
1187  serotlna  W.  en. 

Melic-grass. ciliated 
Italian mountain 
wood 
pyramidal smooth 
tallest 

MOLINIA. 

purple 

w 
Jill!  A  or jut  a  w 
jut  A  or 
jut  A  w 
Mi  A  w JUL  A  w 
Jilt  A  or 

m  a  w 

Ql'AKING-GRASS. small  JUi  O  or 
green  Jilt  O  or common  Jilt  A  or 
greatest  jilt  Q  or 
Meadow-grass. 
water  i  A  w 
Alpine  Jilt  A  w 
zigzag  M  A  w 
loose-spiked  Jilt  A  w sea-green 
viviparous 

common* 

m  a  w jiui  A  w jut  A  ag 

smooth-stalked  Jilt  A  ag 
narrow-leaved  Jilt  A  ag 
short-blueish annual turfy 

broad-leaved soft 
pale-yellow 

A  w 

Jilt  O  w Jilt  A  w 
jut  A  w jut  A  w 

A 
late-flowering  Jilt  A  w 

1 188  festucaeformis  II*.  <•«.  Festuca-like     Jilt  A  ag 1189  abysstnica  IV.         smooth-upright  lit  O  w 
1190  capillaris  W.  hair-panicled    Jilt  O  w 
1191  Molineri  Balb.        dwarf-glaucous  Jit  A  w 

Graminece. 
l*jJ  Ap Graminece. 
i  jn.jl  Ap Graminece. 1  jl.au  Ap 
Graminece. 2  jl  Ap 
Graminece. 3  jl  Ap 

2  jn.jl  Ap 
1J  jn.jl  Ap li  my.jn  Ap 
3  jn.jl  Ap 
3  jn.jl  Ap 
4  jl.au  Ap 

Graminece. 1  au  Ap 

Graminece. 
\  jl.au  Ap 1|  jl.au  Ap 
H  my.jn  Ap li  jn.jl  Ap 
Graminece. 6  jl  Ap 

iJnjl 
i  jn.jl 
f  jnjl 1  jn.jl 
i  jnjl 

2  jn.au  Ap 
14  myjn  Ap 2  jn.au  Ap 

t  my.jn  Ap 1  mr.o  Ap 

3  jl.au 

Jjl.au 
H  jl.au 2  ji.s 
2  jl.s 
1|  au.o li  o.n 1  jnjl 

Sp.  1—2. 
N.  Amer. 

Sp.l. 
Spain Sp.  1—10. 
Britain 

Sp.  L 

Europe 

Sp.  7—24. Euroj>e  177L  S 
Italy  1806.  S Britain  moun.  S 
Britain  groves.  S 
Barbary  1804.  S N.  Amer.  1812.  S Siberia     177a  S 

178a  S  CO  Hort.  ber.  1. 1.  3 

1781.  S  co  Lam.ill.t46.f.l 

...    S  co    Eng.bot.  792 

177a  S  co    Host  gra.  3.  1 6 

s.l s.l 
Host  gra.  2. 1 12 
Host  gra.  4.  t23 
Eng.  bot.  1059  . m.s  Eng.  bot  1058 co  Barr.  ic.t96.  f.l 

co  Mor.  h.3.  t.7.  f.51 
co    Host.  gra.  2.  t.  9 

Sp.l. 
Britain bogs.  S  p.m  Eng.  bot.  750 
Ap Ap 

Ap Ap Ap 

Ap 
Ap Ap Ap Ap AP 
Ap 
Ap 

Ap 

Sp.  4—9. England  cor.fi. 
Spain  1800. Britain  pas. 
S.  Europe  163a 

Sp.  34—142. Britain  dit 
Scotland  scalp. Scotland  scalp. 
Germany  1800. 
Scotland  sc.  mo. Switzerl.  1800. 
Britain    me.  pa. 
Britain    me.  pa. 
Germany  ... Britain    me.  pa. 
Britain  pas. 
Baden  1800. 
Germany  1802. MtCenis  1791. 
N.  Amer.  1804. 
Germany  1800. Dalmatia  1800. 
Abyssinia  1775. N.  Amer.  1781. 
Italy  1807 

co 
S  m.i 
S  s.l S  h.l 
S  co 
S  s.l 
S  co 
S  h.l S  s.l 
S  co 
S  s.l 
S  h.l 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

S  co 

Eng.  bot.  1316 Hay.trmt.25.f.6 
Eng.  bot  340 Host.  gra.  2.  tSO 

Eng.  bot.  1315 Eng.  bot.  1003 
Eng.  iot,  1123 Host  gra.  3.  t.l 
Eng.  bot.  1719 Fl.  dan.  1 807 
Eng.  bot  1072 Eng.  bot.  1073 Leers,  t.  6.  f.  3 
Eng.  bot  1004 Eng.  bot.  1141 Host.  gra.  2.  t<56 
Host  gra.  a  t  13 
Host.  gra.  3.  t.16 
Lers.  her.  t ft  £4 
Host  gra.  3.  t.17 Jac.  ic.  1.  1. 17 
Mor.  h.3.  t.6.  f.33 

S  co    Bal.  mis.  t.  5. 1 1 
S  co 
S  co 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
189.  Ceratoc'iloa.  The  seed  having  three  little  horns,  the  name  has  been  contrived  in  reference  to  that  cir- cumstance :  x  '.»xs,  a  horn,  and  grass. 
190.  Schismus.   From  r%irfttiit  a  cleft.   The  outer  palea  is  emarginateor  cleft. 
191.  Triodia.  Tjoy,  three,  eSms,  teeth,  on  account  of  the  three  teeth  of  the  palea. .  192.  Beckmannia.  In  honor  of  M.  Beckmann,  the  celebrated  author  of  the  History  of  Inventions,  and  of  a 

Lexicon  Botanicum,  published  in  1801,  besides  other  works. 
193.  Melica.  A  name  applied  in  Italy -to  the  Holcus  sorghum,  L.,  the  pith  of  which  is  like  met,  honey. M.  ciliata  and  nutans  are  curious  grasses,  .deserving  a  place  in  botanic  parterres. 
194.  Molinia.  In  honor  of  Giovanni  Ignatio  Molina,  who  wrote  an  account  of  the  plants  of  Chili,  published 

ill  1782.  Of  M.  carulea,  the  fishermen  of  the  isle  of  Sky  make  ropes  for  their  nets,  which  they  find  will  bear 
the  water  well  without  rotting.    None  of  the  species  are  cultivated. 

195.  Briza.  From  IByS-ai,  to  balance,  the  spikelets  being  continually  in  a  state  of  balance  or  suspension  in  the air.  This  is  an  ornamental  or  curious  genus,  of  little  value  in  agriculture.  The  perennial  species  indicate  a 
poor  soil,  and  are  bitter  in  taste.   B.  maxima  is  sometimes  sown  as  a  border  annual 

196.  Poa.  Thn  is  the  Greek  name  of  herb.  This  genus  affords  several  valuable  pasture,  and  some  good  hay 
grasses.  P.  aquatica  is  one  of  the  tallest  of  British  grasses,  with  a  powerful  creeping  root,  a  native  of  most 
parts  of  Europe,  and  very  common  in  the  fens  of  Cambridgeshire  and  Lincolnshire,  where  it  not  only  affords  rich 
pasturage  in  summer,  but  forms  the  chief  winter's  fodder.  It  is  sometimes  cut  thrice  in  one  season.  It  grows 
not  only  in  very  moist  ground,  but  in  deep  water ;  and  with  cat's  tail,  burr-reed,  &c.  soon  fills  up  ditches,  and occasions  them  to  require  frequent  cleansing.  In  this  respect  it  is  a  formidable  plant  even  in  slow  rivers.  In 
the  isle  of  Ely  they  cleanse  these  by  an  instrument  called  a  bear,  which  is  an  iron  roller  with  a  number  of  pieces 
of  iron  like  small  spades  fixed  in  it  j  this  is  drawn  up  and  down  the  river  by  horses  walking  along  the  bank. 
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1157  Panicle  nodding  spreading,  Spikelets  compressed  6-8-flowered,  Sheaths  of  leaves  bearded  at  end 
1158  Panicle  contracted,  Spikelets  linear,  Glume  longer  than  florets,  Leaves  bearded  at  base 

1159  Panicle  nearly  simple  contracted  few-flowered,  Spikelets  oblong  ovate  3- 4- flow.  Glume  as  long  as  florets 
1160  The  only  species 

1161  Outer  pales  of  lower  floret  fringed,  Panicle  subspicate  equal,  Spikelets  erect  at  length  spreading 
1162  Branches  of  panicle  erect  or  spreading,  Spikelets  3-flowered,  Outer  glume  of  lower  floret  hairy  at  edge 
1163  Lhrula  nearly  none,  Panicle  almost  simple,  Spikelets  nodding  beardless,  Glumes  obtuse 
1164  Paleaj  beardless,  Panicle  branching  one-sided,  Spikelets  ovate  erect  2-flowered  one  imperfect 
1165  Ligula  half-linear,  Panicle  branching,  Spikelets  nodding  smooth.  Glumes  acute 
1166  Panicle  lax  few-flowered,  Branchlets  simple,  Flowers  obtuse  naked,  Stem  erect  smooth 
1167  Paleas  smooth,  Panicle  spiked  branching,  Spikelets  3-flowered  third  flower  imperfect 
1168  A  small  purplish  grass  common  on  moors  with  a  very  narrow  smooth  spikelike  panicle 

1169  Panicle  erect,  Spikelet  3-angular  5-7-flowered,  Glume  larger  than  florets 
1170  Spikelets  ovate,  Glume  equal  to  florets,  Upper  leaf  involute  " 1171  Panicle  erect,  Spikelets  finally  cordate,  about  7-flowered,  Glume  less  than  florets 
1172  Panicle  nodding  at  end,  Spikelets  oblong  cordate  13-17-flowered 

1173  Pan.  equal  erect  diffuse  much  branched,  Spikel.  lin.  5-9-fl.  Florets  obtuse  smooth  7-nerved,  Root  creeping 
1174  Panicle  diffuse,  Spikelets  ovate  5-fl.  Ligule  of  the  stem-leaves  lanceolate  acute,  of  the  rest  obtuse 
1175  Panicle  zigzag,  Spikelets  3-flowered,  Glumes  ovate  villous  at  base,  Ligules  lanceolate 
1176  Panicle  contracted  erect  or  nodding,  Leaves  and  stems  lax,  Ligule  oblong 
1177  Panicle  diffuse,  Spikelets  ovate  5- flowered,  Glumes  lanceolate  rather  silky  loose,  Ligules  very  short 
1178  Panicle  equal  diffuse,  Spikelets  ovate  2-4-flowered  at  length  viviparous 
1179  Pan.  equal  diffuse,  Spik.  obi.  ov.  about  3-fl.  Flor.  viH.  at  base  5-nerved,  Stem  and  sheaths  roughish,  Lig.  obi. 
1180  Panicle  diffuse,  Root  creeping,  'Upper  leaves  much  shorter  than  their  sheaths,  Ligule  short  truncated /3  Panicle  divaricating,  Radical  leaves  very  narrow  and  long 
1181  Panicle  diffuse,  -Spikelets  ovate  about  3-flowered,  Glumes  acute  villous  at  base,  Ligule  very  short  obtuse 1182  Panicle  one-sided  divaricating,  Spikelets  oblong  ovate  5-7-flowered,  Stem  subcompressed 
J183  Panicle  spreading,  Spikelets  ovate  compressed  acute,  Outer  pales  pubescent  at  back 
1184  Panicle  equal  diffuse,  Spikel.  ovate  lane.  3-fl.  Flor.  few,  Sheaths  loose  2-edged,  Ligule  short,  Root  creep. 
1185  Panicle  diffuse  nodding,  Spikelets  oblong  5-7-fl.  Florets  villous  at  base,  Ligule  short 
1186  Panicle  diffuse,  Spikelets  ovate  oblong  shining 
1187  Panicle  equal  diffuse  narrowed  one-sided  spreading  when  in  seed,  Root  nodose 
1188  Pan.  equal  sprdg.  Spikel.  lane.  9-fl.  Flor.  vilL  at  base  obtuse  5-nerved,  Lvs.  rough,  Ligule  obi.  Root  creep. 
1189  Pan.  equal  capill.  lax.  erect  sprdg.  Spikel.  4-5-fl.  smooth  lin.  lane.  Lvs.  smooth  con  vol.  at  end ,  Stem  procumb. 
1190  Panicle  lax  much  spreading  capillary,  Leaves  hairy,  Stem  much  branching 
1191  Panicle  contracted,  Spikelets  7-9-fl.  cordate  lanceolate  shining,  Glumes  green  lax 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
and  tears  up  the  plants  by  the  roots,  which  float,  and  are  carried  down  the  stream.  {Curtis.)    W.  Salisbury 
says,  "  it  is  highly  ornamental,  and  might  be  introduced  into  ponds  for  the  same  purposes  as  Arundo  ph  rag- mites,  or  planted  with  Festuca  elatior,  Poa  sudetica,  and  Phalaris  arundinacea  in  pits  and  water-holding  exca- 

vations, where  it  would  be  useful  as  fodder,  and  form  excellent  shelter  for  game."  (Bot.  Comp.  ii.  11.) P.  alpina,  in  common  with  many  alpine  grasses  which  live  almost  constantly  in  a  moist  vapour,  is  frequently 
viviparous.  Linna-us  says,  it  is  the  rudiment  of  the  germ  en  which  grows  and  forms  the  young  plant;  Sir J.  E  Smith,  that  the  glumes  change  into  leaves,  and  at  length  the  fructification  into  a  bud. 

P.  trivialis  Curtis  considers  one  of  our  best  meadow  and  pasture  grasses,  especially  for  moist  soils  and  shel- 
tered situations;  on  dry  exposed  situations  it  is  not  productive,  and,  as  Sinclair  observes,  dies  off  in  the  space  of 

four  or  five  years.  Contrary  to  what  is  the  case  in  almost  all  other  grasses,  the  hay  of  this  species  is  of  most 
value  cut  when  the  seed  is  ripe.  It  and  P.  annua  are  almost  the  only  grasses  that  will  thrive  in  grass  plats  in. towns  and  small  confined  situations. 

P.  angustifolia  is  a  valuable  grass  for  permanent  pasture,  being  of  rapid  and  early  growth ;  but  the  stalks  and 
leaves  being  subject  to  the  rust,  it  is  obviously  unfit  for  hay.  P.  pratensis  assumes  a  beautiful  verdure  very- early  in  spring ;  but  as  it  sends  up  flower-stalks  only  once  in  a  season,  it  is  less  adapted  for  hay  than  for  early 
and  permanent  pasture.  Cultivated  by  itself,  it  becomes  so  much  matted  by  its  creeping  roots  as  to  be  unpro- 

ductive, unless  on -water  meadows,  for  which  it  is  one  of  the  best  of  grasses.  P.  annua  is  a  diminutive  plant, the  most  common  in  all  temperate  climates,  and  perhaps  in  the  world.  P.  sudetica  is  a  tall  aquatic.  P.  glauca 
is  ornamental  from  its  glaucous  hue.  P.  maritima  Sir  H.  Davy  found  to  be  one  of  the  best  grasses  for  producing 
latter-math.  P.  fertilis  (P.  serotina)  ranks  as  one  of  the  most  valuable  of  grasses.  According  to  the  Woburn 
experiments  it  produces  the  greatest  abundance  of  early  foliage  next  to  P.  angustifolia.  It  prefers  a  clayey 
soif,  and  flowers  late. 
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1193  st&rilis  M.  B. 
1193  angustata  R.  Br. 1194  tenax  Lk. 
1195  maritima  W. 
1196  compressa  W. 
1197  glauca  E.  B. 1198  n  era  oral  is  W. 
1199  amboinensis  W. 
1200  bulb6sa  W. 
1201distans  W. 
1202  retroflexa  E.  B. 
1203  aegypttaca  W.  en. 
1204  peruviana  W, 1205  nervata  W. 
1206  digitate  R.  Br. 

barren  *  A  w 
narrow-spiked  ilk  A  w tough 

sea Hat-stalked 
glaucous wood 
upright bulbous distant 
reflexed 

Egyptian Peruvian nerved 
fingered 

*  A  w ilii.  A  w it  O  # 
Jllk  A  w ill!  A  w 
Ml  A  W 
Mi  A  W Jllli  A  w 
Ml  A  W Jllli  O  W 
Jii  O  w jut  A  w Jilt  O  w 

197.  ERAGROSTIS.  P.  de  B.  Live-grass. 
1207  pilosa  P.  deB.        pilose  Jllk  O  w 1208  ten  ell  a  P.  tic  B.       small  Jllli  E3  w 
1209  purpurascens  Spr.    purple  ilk  O  w 

198.  MEGASTA'CHYA.  P.  deB.  Megastachta. 
1210  Eragrostis  P.  de  B.  Love-grass       ilk  O  or 
1211  amabilis  P.  de  B.     purple  Jilt  O  or 
1212  rigida  P.  de  B.        hard  Jllli  O  w Poa  E.  B. 
1213  elongate  P.  de  B.     long-panicled   Jllli  El  w 1214  ciliaris  P.  deB.        ciliated  Mi  O  w 

199.  SCLEROCHLO'A.  P.  deB.  Hard-grass. 

1  jn.Jl 

ija.f 

2  jl.au 1  jn.jl 
1  jn.au 

jn.au 
2  jn 
1  jn.jl 
1  jl 

14  jLau 
I  jLau 
li  jLau 

*  jLau 
1J  jLau 
1|  jl.au Gramineee. 
li  jLau  Ap 1  jLau  Ap 
li  jLau  Ap 

Gramineee. 2  jl  Ap 
1  jl  Ap 
ijnjl  Ap 

1215  divaricate  P.  deB.  divaricate 
1216  procumbens  P.  de  B.  procumbent Poa  E  B. 
1217  dura  P.  de  B.  coarse 

200.  ELEUSI'NE  R.Br.  Eleusine. 
1218  coracana  P.  S.  thick-spiked 1219  mdica  P.  S.  Indian 

201.  DACTYLOCTE'NIUM.  P.  deB.  Dactyloctenium. 
1220  aegypttacum  P.  de  B.  creeping         SW  O  w 

202.  LEPTOCHLCA.  P.  deB.  Leptochloa. 
1221  virgata  P.  de  B.      slender-spiked  jllli  El  w 

Mi  o  w ill!  C  w 
Jill  O  w 

ill  O  w Mi  o  w 

2  jLau  Ap 
li  jl.au  Ap 
Gramineee. 

i  jLau  Ap 
i  jl.au  Ap 

Taurla     1821.  S 
Melv.Isld.182a  S 

  1817.  S Britain    sal .  m.  S Britain    walls.  S 
Britain    moun.  S 
Britain   woods.  S 
E  Indies  1800.  S 
England  pas. Britain  pas. 
Britain  pas. 

Egypt  1812. Peru  1802. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  SlW.  1800. 

Sp.  3—10. Italy  1804. E  Indies  1781. 
  1817. 

Sp.  5—29. Italy  1699. E  Indies  1802. 
England  san.  pi.  S 
E  Indies  1812.  S Jamaica  1776.  S 

Sp.3. a  Europe  1802.  S Britain   seaco.  S 

h.l 

m.8  Eng.  hot.  1140 s.l    Eng.  bot  365 
s.l    Eng.  bot  1720 
h.l  Eng.  bot  1265 Rumph.6.  t7.f.3 Eng.  bot  1071 
h.l  Eng.  bot  986 
co    Eng.  bot  1532 
co co   Jac.  ic.  1.  1. 18 

co  Host.  gra.  2.  t.ftS co    Bur.  zey.  t47.f.3 

S  co S  co 
s.l Host  gra.  2. 1 69 Lam.  ill.  t45.  f.2 

Eng.  bot  1371 
s.l  Jac.  ecL  gra.  1 3 
s.l    Jacq.  ic.  2.  1 304 
co  Gou.ffl.4.t2.f.l 
h.s  Eng.  bot.  532 

ijnjl  Ap Graminete. 4  jl.s  Ap 
2  jl.s  Ap 1714. 1714. 

.....  J  tenirrima  R.&S. 
1223  domingensis  Lk. 1224  filiformis  P.  deB. 

Poa  chiuensis 
203.  CY'NODON  P.S. 1225  Dfictylon  P.  S. 1226  linearis  W.  en. 

very-slender close-spiked 
Chinese 

Cynodon. creeping 
linear-leaved 

O ilii  A  w 
ilii  O  w 

lijLs Graminete. 3  jl.au  Ap 

lijn 3  jn 

2  jLau 

Europe 

Sp.  2— 1. 
India 
India 

Graminete.  Sp.  1 — 2. 
Ap  Egypt  1770. 

Sp.  4— 5. 
W.  Indies  1727. 
China  1820. 
W.  Indies  1820. China  1820. 

1822.  S  co    Host.  gra.  2.  t73 

Ap 
Ap Ap 

co  Schrb.gra.2.  t35 
co    Rheede.  12.  t.  69 

CO  Sloanc.1.  t.70.  f.2 
co 
co  Jacq.  ic.  t.  22 co  Jacq.  eel.  gra.  t.4 

*i04.  DINE'BRA.  P.  deB.    Dim, bra. 1227  arabica  Jacq.  reflexed 1228  Lima  P.  deB.  imbricated 
205.  ECHINA'RIA.  Desv.  Echinaria. 
1229  capitata  Desv.  headed 

*206.  TRITICUM.  W.  Wheat. 1230  sestivum  W.  summer 
1231  hybernum  W.  Lammas 

Jii  El  w 

ill!  o  w 
ilii  O  ag ilk  O  ag 

Graminete. 1  jl  Ap 
i  jl.au  Ap Gramineee. 
i  jn.jl  Ap 
|  jLau  Ap 

Graminete. 
i  my.au  Ap Graminete. 4  jn.jl  Ap 4  jn.jl  Ap 

Sp.  2— 10. England E  Indies  1796. 

Sp.  2—5. 
E  Indies  1804. 
Spain  1776. 

Sp.  1. 
S.  Europe  1771. 

S  co    Eng.  bot.  850 

co  Jac.frag.t.l21.f.l co    Cav.  ic.  1.  1 91 

S  co  Hostgra.at8 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
P.  abyssinica  is  grown  as  a  bread-corn  in  Abyssinia,  and  furnishes  the  teff  bread ;  that  made  from  wheat 

being  used  only  by  the  superior  ranks.  The  dough  is  allowed  to  turn  sour,  and  by  generating  carbonic  acid  gas, 
answers  instead  of  yeast ;  it  is  then  baked  into  circular  cakes,  which  are  white,  spongy,  of  a  hot  disagreeable 
sourish  taste,  but  light  of  digestion.  The  same  bread,  well  toasted,  and  infused  in  water  for  some  days,  fur- 

nishes the  bouza  or  common  beer  of  the  country,  like  the  quas  (sour,  Rus.)  of  Russia. 
.197.  Eragrostis.  An  elegant  appellation  derived  from  ejo*  and  ay^oris,  Love-grass.  The  pretty  dancing spikelets  are  the  delight  of  children,  and  remembered  by  men  long  after  many  of  their  other  innocent  pleasures 

have  ceased  to  retain  their  charm.   The  plants  resemble  the  Briza  or  quaking-grass. 
198.  Megastachya.   From  u-ya; ,  large,  and  r«x"^,  a  spike,. on  account  of  the  large  panicles  of  the  genus. .199.  Sclerochloa.    Hard-grass  (erxkmos,  rigid,  and  %Ami,  grass).    A  genus  of  hard  worthless  grasses. 
200.  Eleusine.  Eleusis  was  one  of  the  appellations  of  Ceres,  the  goddess  of  grasses.  E  coracana,  according 

to  Thunberg,  is  cultivated  in  Japan  for  its  edible  seeds. 
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1192  Pan.  attenuated,  Branches  very  short,  Spikel.  3-fl.  acute  smooth,  Leaves  short,  of  the  stem  distich,  sprdg. 1193  Pan.  simple  contracted  linear  lanceolate,  Spikelets  4-5-fl.  Lower  glume  shortest,  Palea?  eroded  at  end 
1191  Lvs.  flat  striat.  rough,  Lig.  short,  Branches  of  pan.  quite  sim.  Spik.  obi.  with  distant  flor.  Pal.  acute  smooth 
1195  Pan.  branching  contr.  Spikelets  about  5-flow.  Spikel.  obtuse  slenderish  obsoletely  5-nerved,  Root  creeping 
1196  Pan.  one-sided  diffuse,  Spikel.  obi.  ovate  5-7-fl.  Florets  villous  at  base,  Stem  oblique  compr.  Root  creeping 
1197  Pan.  attenuate  erect,  Spikelets  ovate  3-flowered,  Pales  retuse  villous  at  base.  Stipule  very  short 
1198  Iigules  nearly  none,  Leaves  plaited  at  base  broader  and  longer  than  sheath,  Panicle  elong.  Pales  nerved 
1199  Panicle  contracted  one-sided,  Stem  round 
1200  Panicle  equal  diffuse,  Spikelets  ovate  4-5-fl.  Florets  villous  at  base,  Stem  and  bundles  of  leaves  bulbous 
1201  Pan.  equal  at  length  divar.  Branches  in  seed  bent  down,  Spikel  linear  about  5-fl.  Florets  smooth  obtuse 1202  Same  as  Poa  distans 
1203  Pan.  equal  diffuse,  Spikel.  lin.  9-15-fl.  Florets  smooth,  Liguletrunc.  ciliated,  Stem  much  branched  ascend. 
1204  Pan.  spiked,  Spikel.  5-fl.  ovate,  Flor.  smooth  acute,  Inner  palea?  cil.  at  back,  Stem  procumb.  and  lvs.  hairy 
1205  Pan.  equal  diffuse,  Spikelets  ovate  5-fl.  Florets  smooth  7-nerved  obtuse,  Stem  furr.  ang.  Root  somew.  creep. 
1206  Spikes  fingered  numerous,  Spikelets  imbricated  7-flow.  Outer  glume  obtuse  3-nerved  rather  silky  at  base 

1207  Pan.  equal,  in  fl.  contr.  in  seed  diffuse,  Low.  bran,  at  base  and  rami,  hairy,  Sp.  lin.  7-9-  II .  Flor.  sharpish  smth. 
1208  Panicle  oblong  capillary  whorled-  Florets  6-flowered  very  minute  nodding 
1209  Panicle  erect,  Flower-stalks  stiff.  Leaves  smooth  about  the  mouth  of  the  sheaths 

1210  Panicle  equal  spreading,  Lower  branches  at  base  and  ramifications  hairy,  Spikelets  15-25-flowered 
1211  Panicle  spreading,  Spikelets  18- flowered  linear 
1212  Pan.  distichous  one-sided  contr.  hard,  Spikelets  linear  acute  5-11-fl.  Florets  smooth  obsoletely  5-nerved 
1213  Pan.  elong.  Branc.  sprdg.  distant  abbrev.  Spik.  lin.  7-11-fl.  close  press.  Flor.  smooth  acute  3-nerv.  Lvs.  glauc. 
1214  Panicle  closely  spiked,  Spikelets  ovate  oblong  6-10-flowered,  Florets  smooth  acute,  Inner  pales  fringed 

1215  Panicle  divaricating,  Flower-stalks  thickened,  Spikelets  4-flowered,  Leaves  filiform 
1216  Panicle  lanceolate  contracted  one-sided  rough,  Rachis  round,  Florets  obtuse  nerved 
1217  Panicle  one-sided  broad  contracted  stiff,  Spikelets  lanceolate  obtuse  3-5-flowered 

1218  Spikes  about  7  digitate  at  length  incurv.  Rachis  membranac.  Stem  compr.  erect,  Leaves  close  together 
1219  Spikes  digitate  erect  5-9  on  a  linear  rachis,  Stem  compressed  declining  branching  at  bottom 

1220  Spikes  fingered  4-5  obtuse  much  spreading  mucronate,  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  opposite 

1221  Panicle  with  simple  branches,  Flowers  sessile  6-flowered,  the  last  sterile,  lower  bearded 
1222  Spike  alternate  very  slender,  Spikel.  distich,  beardless,  Leaves  rather  hairy,  Sheaths  compressed  smooth 
1223  Pan.  branched  fringed,  Branches  simple,  Spikelets  5-fl.  subsess.  Florets  all  bearded  (Rnabdochloa:  P.) 1224  Panicle  much  branched  contracted,  Branches  simple  filiform,  Spikelets  alternate  2-4-flowered  beardless 

1225  Stolones  creeping,  Glume  much  spreading  rough.  Leaves  fringed  at  edge 
1226  All  over  hoary,  Spikes  digitate  4,  Glume  erect,  Leaves  naked  rough  at  edge 

1227  Spikes  al tern.  1-sided  panicled,  Glumes  equal,  Spik.  2-fl.  Flor.  stalked  beardl.  hcrm.  Stems  prost  Lvs.  flat 
1228  Spike  one-sided  simple,  Spikelets  many-flowered 

1229  The  only  species 

1230  Spike  paral.  compr.  bearded,  Glumes  gibbous  bearded  trunc  at  base  contr.  with  a  nerve  runn.  thinner  upw. 
1231  Spike  par.  compr.  nearly  beardl.  Glumes  gibb.  trunc.  mucron.  at  base  contr.  with  a  nerve  runn.  thinner  upw. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
201.  Dactyloctenium.  The  spikes  are  digitate,  or  disposed  like  one's  fingers  {laxrvXos,  a  finger). 202.  Leptochloa.   From  kirns,  slender,  and  %Am),  grass,  on  account  of  its  heads. . 
203.  Cy notion.  Kvw,  xmtt,  a  dog,  and  dSne,  a  tooth  j  wherefore  we  know  not  Cynodon  linearis,  the  A grog, 

tis  linearis  of  Konig.,  is  the  famous  durva  grass  of  the  Hindoos,  for  which,  see  Lambert  in  the  Linn,  trans,  vii. No.  22. 
204.  Dincbra.    Its  Arabic  name. 
205.  Echinaria ;  ix'ios,  a  hedge-hog :  the  prickly  round  heads  may  be  fancied  to  resemble  little  hedge- hogs. 
206.  Trilicum.  According  to  Varro,  was  so  named  from  its  grain  being  originally  worn  down  (tritum)  in making  it  eatable.  This  is  by  far  the  most  important  genus  of  the  Graminea?,  as  including  the  wheats,  the 

flour  of  which  is  universally  allowed  to  make  the  best  bread  in  the  world.  For  what  is  man  upon  rice  or  po tatoes  ? 
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1232  composi  turn  W. 
1233  tfirgidum  W. 
1234  polonicum  W. 
1235Spelta  W. 1236  monocdccum  W. 
1237  squarrosum  Roth. 
1238  junceum  W. 
1239repens  W. 1240  caninum  E.  B. 
1241  rigid  um  W.  en. 1242  cnstatum  Schr. 
1243  Zea  Host. 
1244  villosum  P.deB. 
1245  elongatum  Host. 

287.  LOTJUM.  JF. 
1246perenne  W. 1647tenue  W. 
1248  temulentum  W. 
1249  arvense  £.  A 

Egyptian 
Ml O 

ag 

turgid ill o 

ag 

Polish jit o 

ag 

Spelt jllb o 

ag 

one- grained tiit# o 

ag 

Porcupine ill, o w 
rushy 

jili, A w 
Couch-grass * A w bearded jllfi A w rigid Jli A w crested A w maize-like 

jLi. 
o 

ag 

villous 
Jilt 

o w 
long-spiked 

iH 

A w 
Darnel. 

Rye-grass Jilt A 

ag 

slender Jllli A w bearded 

jjli 

O P beardless \iu, O 

ag 

3 
jn.jl 

Ap 

Egypt 1799. S 
3 

jnjl 

Ap 

S 
4 
3 

jn.jl 
jn.jl 

Ap Ap 

1692. s 
s 

3 

jnjl 

Ap 

1648. 
s 

1 
¥ jnjl jnjl 

Ap 
Ap 

Egypt      1800.  S England  sea.  sh.  S 

jLau 

Ap 

Britain rub. s 

jl.au 

Ap 

Britain   ch.  wo.  S 

jnjl 

Ap 

Germany 
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r.m  Mor.  h.3.  tl.  f7 
r.m  Host.  gra.  3.  t.28 
r.m  Host.  gra.  3.  t.  il r.m  Host  gra.  3.  t30 
r.m  Host.  gra.  3.  t. 32 
co    Host  gra.  3.  t.32 
co    Eng.  bot.  814 m  s  Eng.  bot.  909 
s.l    Eng.  bot  1372 
co    Host  gra.  2.  t22 
co    Eng  bot.  2267 r.m  Host.  gra.  3.  t.2J 
co    Fl.  grjec.  1. 1 97 
co    Host.  gra.  2.  t.23 
co    Eng.  bot.  315 
co 

Eng.  bot  1124 
Eng.  bot  1125 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
T.  oestivum,  and  the  five  following  sorts,  are  most  probably  variations  of  the  same  species.  It  is  certain  that 

winter-wheat  sown  in  spring  will  ripen  the  following  summer,  though  the  produce  of  succeeding  generations 
of  spring-sown  wheat  is  found  to  ripen  better.  White,  red,  awned,  and  beardless  wheat  change  and  run  into each  other  on  different  soils  and  in  different  climates ;  and  even  the  Egyptian  wheat  is  known  to  change  in  this 
country  to  the  single-spiked  common  plant  There  is  a  sort  of  summer-wheat  apparently  a  distinct  species  from 
those  which  have  been  mentioned;  the  agricultural  treatment  of  which,  as  well  as  the  general  appearance,  is 
similar  to  that  of  barley.  The  straw  is  short  and  soft,  the  ears  awned,  small,  and  easily  threshed,  and  the  grain 
may  be  sown  in  May  and  reaped  in  August  or  September.  It  is  very  subject  to  the  black  disease,  and  though 
it  has  been  tried  in  a  number  of  places  has  never  come  into  general  cultivation.  A  variety  from  India,  called 
"  hill-wheat,"  and  another  from  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  have  also  been  tried  with  no  better  results.  But  the hill- wheat,  and,  we  believe,  the  hill-barley,  also,  of  the  northern  provinces  of  India  has  been  cultivated  with  suc- 

cess in  Germany,  under  the  direction  of  the  Archduke  John  of  Austria,  T.  monococcum  grown  in  Switzerland, 
is  of  similar  appearance. 

T.  spelta  appears  a  distinct  species,  and  more  hardy  than  common  wheat ;  it  has  a  stout  straw  almost  solid, 
with  strong  spikes  and  chaff  adhering  firmly  to  the  grain.  The  grain  is  light,  yields  but  little  flour,  and  makes 
but  indifferent  bread.  It  is  grown  in  Switzerland  in  elevated  situations,  where  common  wheat  would  not 
ripen.:  also  in  Bavaria  and  other  parts  of  Germany.    It  is  sown  in  spring,  and  ripens  in  July  and  August 

Of  the  common  wheat  there  are  many  varieties,  but  the  most  permanent  are  the  red  and  white  grained,  and 
the  spring-wheat,  which  is  generally  red.  The  Hertfordshire  reds  and  whites,  woolly  eared,  awned,  and  nearly 
fifty  other  names  are  merely  sub- varieties  of  the  red  and'  white.  Wheat  answers  best  when  treated  as  a  bien- nial, though  it  does  not  remain  above  one  year,  in  the  ground.  Provided  the  soil  be  well  prepared  and  dry, 
and  the  grain  sown  in  time,  the  plants  do  not  suffer  from  the  greatest  cold  of  our  climate,  or  even  that  of  Rus- 

sia. In  the  latter  country,  and  in  the  northern  counties  of  Britain,  the  fields  are  covered  with  snow,  which  re- 
taining a  temperature  of  from  30  to<32  degrees,  the  plants  are  found  to  vegetate  and  establish  their  roots  firmly 

in  the  soil.  The  snow  is  not  thawed  off  till  the  weather  is  decidedly  warm  in  spring,  when  the  plants  make 
rapid  progress,  apparently  more  so  than  in  warmer  climates.  Wheat,  like  all  culmiferous  plants,  may  be  said 
to  have  two  distinct  sets  of  roots ;  the  seminal  or  tap-root,  and  the  coronal  or  surface-root,  the  former  proceed- 

ing from  the  embryo,  and  the  latter  from  the  first  joint  of  the  stem.  The  former  seem  intended  to  nourish 
the  plant  while  young,  to  fix  it  to  the  soil,  and  to  penetrate  into  the  sub-soil  for  water ;  the  latter  to  search along  the  surface  among  the  lighter  materials  of  the  soil  for  nutritive  particles.  There  is  in  the  Banksian 
museum,  a  stalk  of  wheat  of  ordinary  length  with  a  tap-root  six  feet  long,  which  had  penetrated  into  a  sub- 

soil of  limestone  brush,  and  was  taken  up  in  digging  a  drain.  It  grew  on  the  estate  of  J.  Fane,  Fsq.  at  Worm- 
ley  in  Oxfordshire,  in  1818.  M.  Sageret,  a  scientific  French  agriculturist,  found  that  when  wheat  or  any  of  the 
other  grains  were  etiolated  immediately  after  germination,  by  growing  too  rapidly  or  being  sown  too  thick,  the 
first  joint  from. which  t  lie  coronal  or  surface  roots  proceed  is  raised  above  the  ground,  and  in  consequence  either 
throws  out  no  roots  at  allj  or  so  few  as  to  nourish  it  imperfectly,  in  which  cases  it  either  dies  before  it  comes 
into  flower,  or  before  the  grains  are  matured.  This  accurate  statement  of  what  takes  place,  is  well  calculated 
to  show  the  bad  effects  of  sowing. winter-wheats  too  early,,  or  spring-corn  too  late,  and  grasses  in  general  too 
thick.  Animal  substances,  and  especially  bones  and  urine,  are  the  best  manures  for  wheat,  as  containing  much 
gluten,  a  substance  found  in  a  greater  proportion  in  that  grain  than  any  other.  Next  to  animal  manures  lime 
is  important,  as  tending  to  the  same  effect  by  chemical  combinations.  Wheat  is  almost  every  where  culti- 

vated, both  in  the  temperate  and  torrid  zone,  to  the  45th  degree  of  north  latitude,  and  the  height  of  20C0  feet above  the  level  of  the  sea  in  southern  latitudes. 
The  insects  and  diseases:  which  attack  wheat  are  various.  The  grubs  of  chaffers  and  beetles,  as  well  as  the 

wire- worm  (the  larva  of  different  speeies  of  Tipula),  attack  the  roots ;  the  wheat-fly  (Tipula  tritici)  the  ears ; the  smut  or  black  the  grains  ;  and  the  mildew,  rust,  or  blight,  different  names  for  the  same  disease,  the  whole 
plant  The  mildew  Sir  J.  Banks  determined  to  be  produced  by  the  growth  of  a  minute  fungus  on  the  straws 
and  chaff  of  the  plant,  and  Dr.  Cartwright  (Phil.  Mag,  Oct  1820.)  ascertained  it  might  be  destroyed  by  water- 

ing with  salt  and  water.  The-smut  converts  the  farinaceous  part  of  the  grain  into-a  black  powder,  and.  is  sup- posed, to  be  prevented  or  lessened  by  steeping  the  grain  previously  to  sowing  in  any  strong  saline  mixture.  If 
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71 1232  Spike  compound  at  the  base,  Spikelets  3-flowered  ventricose  imbricated,  Terminal  floret  beardless  neuter 
1233  Spikelets  4-flowered  ventricose  pubescent  imbricated  bearded,  Terminal  floret  barren,.  Glumes  obtuse 
1234  Spikelets  4-flowered  ventricose  roughish,  Two  middle  florets  sterile,  Paleae  unequal  outer  fringed 
1235  Spikelets  3-flowered  ventricose  roughish,  Intermediate  floret  barren.  Glumes  ovate 
12S6  Spikel.  2-flVventr.  imbr.  bearded,  Barren  floret  with  a  short,  fertile  with  a  very  long  beard,  Glumes  3-tootheil 
1237  Spike  distich.  Spikelets  4-flowered  approxim.  Two  middle  florets  sterile,  Glumes  lin.  lane.  Stem  ascendinx 
1238  Glumes  9-nerved  obtuse  4-5-flowered,  Florets  beardless,  Rachis  smooth,  Root  creeping 1239  Root  creeping  white  jointed  proliferous 
1240  Glumes  shortly  bearded  3-nerved  5-flowered,  Florets  bearded,  Root  fibrous 
1241  Spike  interrupted,  Rachis  hispid,  Leaves  rolled  in  at  edge,  Root  creeping 
1242  Glumes  4-flowered  bearded,  Spikes  lanceolate  imbricated,  Stems  pubescent 
1243  Spikelets  4-flowered  remote,  Two  joints  of  the  hairy  rachis  longer  than  the  spikelct 
1244  Spikelets  3-flowered,  Ribs  of  glumes  fringed  in  tufts,  Leaves  downy 
1245  Spikelets  lanceolate  8-flowered  beardless,  Glumes  truncate  naked,  Leaves  nerved 

1246  Spike  beardless,  Spikelets  longer  than  glume 
1247  Culm  slender,  Leaves  narrow,  Spikelets  3-4- flowered 
1248  Spike  bearded,  Spikelets  less  than  glume,  Culm  rough  upwards- 
1249  Spike  nearly  beardless,  Spikelets  as  long  as  calyx 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
is  not  easy,  however,  to  cure  diseases  in  the  vegetable  kingdom,  and  therefore  the  grand  objects  of  the  culti- 

vator ought  to  be  to  procure  healthy  seed,  and  apply  judicious  culture. 
The  uses  of  wheat  are  well  known.  The  grain  yields  a  greater  proportion  of  flour  than  every  other ;  for, 

while  141bs.  of  barley  yield  121bs.  of  flour,  and  of  oats  81bs.,  the  same  quantity  of  wheat  yields  131bs.  It  is 
also  more  nutritive,  1000  parts  of  barley  yielding  920,  of  oats  743,  and  wheat  955  soluble  parts.  Of  these,  the 
gluten  of  wheat  is  90,  of  barley  60,  and  of  oats  87.  {Daoy.  Ag.  Chem.  138.)  Gluten  is  so  essential  an  ingredient 
in  bread  that  the  pannary  fermentation  cannot  go  on  without  it,  and  hence  the  inferiority  of  that  article  in 
wet  seasons,  when  wheat  is  blighted  or  ill  ripened,  and  the  advantage  of  having  a  stock  of  old  grain,  or  of  grain 
from  the  south  of  Europe,  especially  of  the  Mediterranean  isles  and  coasts. 

Wheat  starch  is  made  from  wheat,  by  steeping  it,  and  afterwards  beating  it  in  hempen  bags.  The  mucilage being  thus  mixed  with  the  water  produces  the  acetous  fermentation,  and  the  weak  acid  thus  formed,  renders 
the  mucilage  white.  After  settling,  the  precipitate  is  repeatedly  washed,  and  then  put  in  square  cakes.  In 
drying,  the  cakes  separate  into  flakes  as  found  in  the  shops.  Starch  is  soluble  in  hot  water,  but  not  in  cold ; 
and  hence,  ground  down,  it  makes  an  excellent  hair  powder.  Its  constituents  are  carbon  43'55 ;  oxygen  49-68 ; hydrogen  6  77  =  100. The  straw  of  wheat,  from  dry  chalky  lands,  is  manufactured  into  hats,  for  which  purpose  the  middle  part  of 
the  tube  above  the  last  joint  is  taken,  and  being  cut  into  lengths  of  8  or  10  inches,  these  pieces  being  spBt  are 
used  to  form  the  plait.  The  operation  of  plaiting  is  performed  by  females  and  children,  who  plait  it  into  rib- bons of  from  one  to  two  inches  broad,  and  these  are  afterwards  sown  together  on  blocks  or  moulds,  beginning 
at  the  crown,  in  various  shapes  according  to  fancy  or  fashion.  The  best  straw  is  produced  on  the  chalky  soil 
about  Dunstable,  where  plaiting  is  a  common  occupation.  Other  grasses  afford  culms  which  have  also  been 
used  and  manufactured  into  much  finer  and  expensive  work  that  those  of  wheat  or  rye.  Leghorn  hats  are 
made  from  the'  straw  of  a  bearded  variety  of  wheat  not  unlike  rye.  It  is  grown  on  poor  sandy  soils  on  the banks  of  the  Arno,  between  Leghorn  and  Florence,  expressly  for  this  manufacture.  It  does  not  grow  above 
18  inches  in  length,  is  pulled  green,  and  bleached  like  flax  on  the  gravelly  bed  of  the  river.  The  straws  are 
not  split  as  in  England,  which  renders  the  plait  tougher  and  more  durable.  The  value  of  wheat-straw  for 
thatching,  litter,  and  other  purposes,  need  not  be  mentioned. 

T.  junceum  grows  in  loose  sand  on  the  sea-coast,  and  by  its  tough  creeping  roots  and  numerous  fibres  co- 
operates with  Carex  arenaria,  Elymus  arenarius,  and  Festuca  rubra,  in  keeping  them  stationary,  accumulating 

more,  and  eventually  rendering  drifting  sands  fit  for  agricultural  purposes. 
T.  repens,  couch,  white  couch,  twitch,  dog-grass,  quickens,  &c.  is  common  in  most  parts  of  Europe,  and  even 

in  Siberia.  It  is  one  of  the  worst  weeds  in  arable  lands  and  gardens,  and  in  the,  former  is  only  to  be  destroyed 
by  fallowing  or  fallow  crops,  or  laying  down  to  grass ;  and  the  latter  by  hand-pickicg  or  very  deep  trenching. 
The  roots  are  sweet,  and  nourishing,  and  are  greedily  eaten  by  horses  and  cattle.  Sir  H.  Davy  found  them  to 
contain  nearly  three  times  the  nourishment  of  the  stalks  and  leaves. 

207.  Lolium.  LoldS  is  the  Celtic  name  of  this  grass.  L.  perenne  is  the  fausse  ivraie  (see  L  temulen  turn)  of 
the  French,  from  which  our  term  ray-grass  is  derived,  the  Dauerende  Lolch,  Ger.,  and  Loglio  vivace,  Ital. 
This  appears  to  be  the  first  grass  which  was  taken  into  cultivation  in  Europe,  but  when  is  uncertain.  Gerarde, 
Parkinson,  Flattes,  and  even  Blythe  in  Cromwell's  time,  take  no  notice  of  it.  It  is  first  mentioned  by 
Dr.  Piott  in  1677.  "  They  have  lately  sown,"  he  says  "  ray-grass,  Gramen  loliaceum,  to  improve  cold  sour 
clayey  weeping  ground  unfit  for  saint-foin."  It  was  first  sown  in  the  Chiltern  parts  of  Oxfordshire,  and  after- wards by  one  Eustace  at  Islip  in  the  same  county.  There  are  two  varieties  of  this  grass ;  the  perennial, which  is  of  shorter  growth  than  the  other,  and  on  sound  dry  soils  will  last  four  or  five  years,  and  on  rich  soils 
longer;  and  the  annual,  or  rather  biennial,  which  is  tall  and  larger  in.  all  its  parts  than  the  perennial,  and 
after  producing  one  bulky  crop  dies  at  the  root,  or,  at  least,  sends  up  no  latter  math.  After  all  that  has  been 
affirmed  of  other  grasses,  none  appear  so  well  adapted  as  the  annual  rye-grass  for  producing  a  bulky  crop  of 
hay,  with  or  without  red  clover ;  or  better  adapted  than  the  perennial  variety  for  sowing  down  with  white 
clover,  to  afford  three  or  more  years  pasture  in  the  rotations  of  what  is  called  convertible  husbandry,  or  the  al- 

ternate corn  and  grass  culture.  Cock's-foot  grass  and  woolly  grass  (Holcus)  may  afford  a  greater  bulk  on  poor soils,,  but  are  far  inferior  to  the  ray-grass  in  regard  to  nutritive  qualities.   Sir  H.  Davy  found  the  value  which 
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208.  E'LYMUS.  W. 1250  arenarius  W. 
1251  geniculates  E.  B. 1252  sabul6sus  W.  en. 
1253  giganteus  W. 
125-1  sibiricus  W. 1255tener  W. 
1256  philadelphicus  W. 1257  canadensis  W. 
1258  virglnicus  W. 1259striatus  W. 
1260  villosus  Ph. 
1261  europse'us  W. 1262  crinitus  Sch. 

LVME-GRASS. 
upright-sea 
pendulous 
glaucous 
gigantic Siberian 
tender 

*r  A  ag Jk  A  w 
jUi  A  w 
m  a  or juii  A  w 
Mi  A  w 

Philadelphian  *  A  w 
Canadian         Jilt  A  w Virginian striated villous 
wood 
long-awned 

1263  Caput- Medusa;  W.  Portuguese 1264junceus  Fisch. 
1265  hystrix  L. 

209.  SECA'LE.  W. 1266cereale  W. 
1267  orientale  W. 

*2£0.  HOR'DEUM. 
1268  vulgare  W. 1259  hexastichon  W. 
1270  distichon  W. 
1271  Ze8criton  W. 
1272bulb6sum  W. 
1273  murinum  W. 
1274  pratense  Roth. 1275  maritimum  W. 
1276jubatum  H.K. 

W. 

rush 
Porcupine 
Rye. 

common 
hairy-spiked 
Barley. spring 

winter 
common 
battledore bulbous 
wall meadow 
sea 
long-bearded 

Mi  A  w 

A  w 
A  w 
A  w 
O  w O  w 

A  w A  w 

jllli 
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JUb  O  ag 
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Mi  A  w 
Mi  O  w JUi  Q)  W 

211.  MICROCHLCA.  R.  Br.  Microchloa. 
1277  setacea  R.  Br.        setaceous         Mi  O  w 

212.  OPHIU'RUS.  P.deB.  Hard-orass. 1278  incurvatus  P.deB.  sea  jUi  O  w 
1279  filif5rmis  P.  de  B.  filiform  Jllli  A  w 
1280 pannonicus  P.deB.  two-flowered    Mi  O  w 

213.  MONER'MA.  P.deB.  Monerma. 
1281  monandrum  P.deB.  monandrous     jUfa  O  w 
1282  subulatum  P.  de  B.  subulate  M  O  w 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

this  grass  cut  at  the  time  it  is  coming  into  flower  bears  to  that  when  the  seed  is  ripe,  to  be  as  10  to  11.  Pacey's perennial  ray-grass,  a  variety  raised  in  Staffordshire,  has  long  been  in  repute,  and  there  has  lately  been  a  new 
variety  raised  in  Bedfordshire,  known  as  the  Russel  ray-grass. 

208.  Elymus.  Linnsus  derives  the  name  from  uXtai,  to  cover,  because  the  leaves  of  his  El ym us  maritimus 
are  formed  into  a  coarse  sort  of  fabric.  The  Elymus  of  the  ancients  was  evidently  a  sort  of  corn.  E.  arenarius 
is  .a  strong  rough  glaucous  plant  common  on  sandy  shores,  and  like  Calamagrostis  arenaria  and  others,  which 
have  been  mentioned  (genus  Lygeum,  Stipa,  Arundo),  prevents,  by  its  matted  roots,  the  shifting  of 
loose  sand  thrown  up  by  the  tides.  In  analyzing  the  soluble  matter  afforded  by  this  grass,  Sir  H.  Davy  found 
it  to  contain  more  than  one-third  of  its  weight  of  sugar.  It  is  not,  however,  eaten  by  any  of  our  domestic  ani- mals. 

209.  Secale.  An  ancient  name,  supposed  to  have  been  derived  from  seco,  to  cut,  which  word  is  said  to  have 
been  formed  from  the  Celtic  sega,  a  sickle.  This  grain,  of  which  there  is  probably  only  one  species,  a  fiords  a 
grain  next  in  value  to  the  wheat  for  making  bread,  and  is  generally  used  for  this  purpose,  alone  or  mixed  with 
wheat,  throughout  Germany  and  the  north  of  Europe.  It  is  hardier  and  earlier  than  wheat  Like  it,  it  will 
ripen  if  sown  in  spring,  but  better  if  treated  like  a  winter-wheat  In  Britain  it  is  little  sown.  Its  grain  yields 
792-1000  parts  of  soluble  matter,  of  which  645  are  mucilage,  190  gluten,  and  38  sugar. 

210.  Hordeum.  Bodajus  a  Stapel  derives  this  word  from  hordus,  heavy,  because  bread  made  with  barley  is 
very  heavy.  Bara  is  the  Celtic  for  bread,  whence  the  English  words  barn  and  barley ;  as  beer  is  a  slight  alter- 

ation of  the  appellation  of  barley  in  that  tongue,  Bere.  Hexastichon  (Sf ,  six,  ovil  ericas,  row)  signifies grain  growing  in  six  rows ;  distichon,  in  two  rows.  Zeocriton  is  derived  from  ?£»,  which  is  supposed  to  have 
been  Spelt,  and  xySii,  barley :  that  is  to  say,  barley  resembling  spelt  wheat  The  four  first  species,  or,  more 
probably,  sub-species,  are  cultivated  as  barleys.  H.  vulgare  or  two  rowed  barley,  is  that  in  general  cultivation, 
and  of  this  the  rath-ripe  and  Thanet  are  preferred  as  varieties.  H  hexastichon  is  the  bear  or  bigg  chiefly  cul- 

tivated in  the  north  of  Scotland,  and  in  Denmark  and  Sweden.  H.  distichon  has  thin  husks,  and  is  preferred 
for  malting.  H.  zeocriton  or  sprat  barley  has  short  broad  ears,  long  awns,  and  short  coarse  straw,  and  is  not 
much  cultivated.  The  native  country  of  barley  is  unknown.  It  was  cultivated  by  the  Romans  as  a  horse-corn, 
and  also,  for  the  army,  and  the  gladiators  were  called  Hordiarii  from  their  feeding  on  this,  grain.  In  the  south 
of  Europe  they  have  sometimes'  two  crops  in  one  season ;  one  sown  in  autumn  and  cu't  in  May,  and  another 
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1250  Spike  erect  close,  SpikeL  3-fl.  pubesc.  Lower  and  upper  in  pairs  middle  in  3s  rather  shorter  than  fring.  glume 
1251  Spike  loose  erect,  SpikeL  3-fl.  pubesc.  lower  remote  shorter  than  the  smooth  glumes,  Leaves  involute  rigid 
1252  Spike  erect  close,  Spikel.  4-fl.  from  middle  to  base  pubesc.  shorter  than  smooth  glume,  Leaves  involute  rigid 
1253  Spike  erect  close,  Spikel.  6-7-fl.  pub.  in  6s  upper  in  3s  or  pairs  shorter  than  smooth  glumes,  Lvs.  invoL  rigid 
1254  Spike  pendulous  close,  Spikelets  2  together  longer  than  the  glumes 
1255  Spike  pendulous,  Spikelets  3-flowered  bearded  in  pairs,  Leaves  flat 
1256  Spike  pendulous  spreading,  Spikelets  6-flowered  bearded  in  threes,  Leaves  flat 
1257  Spike  nodding  spreading,  Spikelets  6-flowered  bearded  the  lower  in  threes  upper  in  pairs,  Leaves  flat 
1258  Spike  erect,  Spikelets  3-fl.  bearded  smooth  in  pairs,  Glumes  lanceol.  nerved  as  long  as  spikelets,  Leaves  flat 
1259  Sp.  erect,  Spt  2-fl.  beard,  hispid  in  pairs,  Gls.  lin.  nerv.  beard,  as  long  as  spikeL  Lvs.  flat  and  sheaths  smooth 
1260  Spike  erect,  SpikeL  3-fl.  villous  bearded  in  threes,  Glumes  bearded  longer  than  spikel.  Leaves  flat 
1261  Spike  erect,  Spikel.  in  3s  1-2-fl.  bearded  rough,  Glms.  linear  subuL  bearded  as  long  as  spikeL  Sheaths  hairy, 
1262  Spikelets  1-fl.  rough,  Involucres  erect  [Leaves  flat 
1263  Spikelets  2-fl.  Involucres  setaceous  spreading 
1264  Lvs.  short  involute  curved,  Spike  erect  rough,  SpikeL  in  3s  2-fl.  longer  than  the  bearded  very  narrow  invol. 
1265  Spike  erect,  Spikelets  spreading,  Involucr.  none  [Outer  glume  with  a  short  beard 

1266  Glumes  and  beard  rough,  Pales  smooth  toothed  at  the  end 
1267  Stem  procumbent  at  base,  Uppermost  leafsheath  tumid,  Glumes  and  pales  subulate  bearded 

1268  All  florets  hermaphrodite  bearded,  Seeds  in  4  rows,  Stems  erect 
1269  All  florets  hermaphrodite  bearded,  Seeds  in  6  rows 
1270  Lateral  florets  male  beardless  hermaphrodite  in  2  rows  bearded 
1271  Lateral  florets  male  beardless  hermaphrodite  in  2  rows,  Spike  short,  Seeds  angular  spreading 
1272  All  florets  fertile  in  threes  bearded,  Involucres  setaceous  ciliated  at  base 
1273  Intermediate  glumes  linear  lanceolate  ciliated  outer  setaceous  rough 
1274  Lateral  florets  male  with  a  short  beard,  All  the  glumes  setaceous  rough 
1275  All  the  glumes  rough,  Inner  glume  of  the  lateral  florets  semi-lanceolate  the  rest  setaceous 1276  Beards  and  involucres  setaceous  very  long 

1277  The  only  species 

1278  Spike  slender  subulate  incurved 
1279  Spike  subulate  somewhat  compressed  erect,  Leaves  channelled 
1280  Spike  subulate  erect,  Leaves  flat 

1281  Spike  subulate  erect,  Glume  minute,  Florets  bearded 
1282  Spike  subulate  erect,  Glume  ensiform  acuminate  appressed 

sown  in  spring  and  cut  in  autumn.  In  Lapland  two  months,  and  in  England  nine  weeks  elapse  between  the 
sowing  and  cutting  of  this  grain. 

Malt  is  the  chief  purpose  for  which  barley  is  cultivated  in  Britain,  but  it  is  also  made  into  flour,  and  pot 
and  pearl  barley.  In  order  to  understand  the  process  of  malting,  it  may  be  necessary  to  observe,  that  the  coty- ledons of  a  seed  before  a  young  plant  is  produced,  are  changed  by  the  heat  and  moisture  of  the  earth  into  sugar 
and  mucilage.  Malting  is  only  an  artificial  mode  of  effecting  this  object,  by  steeping  the  grain  in  water,  and 
fermenting  it  in  heaps,  and  then  arresting  its  progress  towards  forming  a  plant  by  kiln  drying,  in  order 
to  take  advantage  of  the  sugar  in  distillation  for  spirit,  or  fermentation  for  beer.  The  chemical  consti- 

tuents of  mucilage  and  sugar  are  very  nearly  alike :  in  the  process  of  malting  a  part  of  the  mucilage  or 
starch  is  converted  into  sugar,  so  that  the  total  quantity  of  sugar,  and  consequently  the  source  of  spirit,  is  in- creased. 

Of  pot-barley  there  are  two  sorts,  pearl  and  Scotch,  both  produced  by  grinding  off  the  husk,  and  the  former 
variety  by  carrying  the  operation  so  far  as  to  produce  roundness  in  the  kernel.  It  is  used  in  soups,  gruels,  and! medicinal  drinks. 

Barley-flour  is  ground  like  flour,  and  forms  a  light  pudding  or  pottage,  which,  spread  out  in  thin  cakes  and 
slightly  toasted,  forms  a  breakfast  bread  much  esteemed  in  some  parts  of  Scotland.  It  is  brought  to  table  hot 
from  the  baking  plate,  and  eaten  with  butter  and  honey,  or  cream  and  sugar. 

H.  murinum,  squirrel-tail-grass,  is  common  by  way-sides,  and  its  awns  or  heads  are  so  injurious  to  the  gums 
of  horses  in  the  isle  of  Thanet,  that  one  of  the  greatest  recommendations  of  an  inn  is  having  "  hay  without 
any  mixture  of  squirrel-grass." H.  pratense  resembles  rye,  and  to  this,  Professor  Martyn  observes,  the  name  of  rye-grass  belongs,  and  not  to- Lolium  perenne,  which  is  ray  (from  ivraye,  Fr.)  grass. 

211.  Microchloa.   From  puxfos,  small,         grass,  on  account  of  its  size. 
212.  Ophiurus.  A  name  constructed  by  Gsertner  from  &pif,  a  snake,  and  two,  a  tail,  from  a  fancied  resem- 

blance in  the  spikes  of  the  genus  to  the  tail  of  a  viper.  This  is  the  genus  Rottbollia  of  English  botanists  :  but 
no  true  species  of  that  genus  have  yet  been  cultivated  in  this  country. 

213.  Moncrma.  From  fjunos,  one,  and  i$iut,  support ;  there  is  only  one  glume,  which  by  its  rigidity  acts  as 
a  support  to  the  flower. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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214.  PEROTIS.  ft  K.  Perotis. 
1283  latifoha  W.  ■         spiked  Jilt  E2  cu 

215.  SAC'CHARUM  W.  Sugar-cane. 
1284  officinarum  W.       common  M  El  clt 

216.  IMPERATA  Cyr.  Imperata. 
1285  arundinacea  Cyr.    reedy  Jtt  A  ec 

217.  LEER'SIA.  R.  Br.  Leersia. 
1286  oryzoides  W.         rough  jIUi  A  w 
1287  virglnica  W.  Virginian        t  Av 

218.  DIARRHE'NA.  Mich.  Diarrhena. 
1288  americana  M.         American        ilk  A  w 

219.  ARUNDINA'RIA.  Mich.  Cane-brake. 
1289  macrosperma  Mich,  long-seeded      m  A  or 

Sp.  1—2. 
E.  Indies 1777. S s.p  Rheede.  12. 1 62 

Sp.  1—14. India 1597. Sk  r.  m  Sloan,  jam.  1. 1. 66 
S.  Europe 1817. S co    CyriH.ic.2.  t,  11 

Sp.  2. 
Levant 
N.  Amer. 

1793. 
1770. S 

s 
co    Host.  gra.  1. 135 co    Jac.  ic  2.  L  305 

Sp.  1. 
N.  Amer. 1810. 

s Mich.  am.  t.  10 

Sp.  1—2. 
N.  Amer. 1809. s CO 

TRIGYNIA. 
*220.  HOLCKSTEUM.  W.  Holostbiim. 1290  umbellatum  W.  umbelliferous 

1291  cordfitum  W.  cordate 
221.  POLYCAR'PON.  W.    All  seed. 1292  tetraphyllum  W.  four-leaved 

O  pr G3  pr 

O  w 

Jjl.au 
I  jn 

ilece.   Sp.  2—5. 
k     England  oldwa.  S  co W     Jamaica    1814.  S  co 

Eng.  bot.  27 Lam.  ill.  t.51.  f  2 

Caryophylleee.   Sp.  1—3. 
i  jl         W     England  san.pl.  S co    Eng.  bot  1031 

222.  LECHE'A.  W. 1293  major  W. 1294  minor  W. 

Lecrea. 

greater lesser 
3t  A  w 
5  A  w 

Caryophylleee.  Sp.  2. 
3  jl.au  W  Canada 
|  jl.au     W  Canada 

1780. 1802. D  co 
D  co 

Lam.ill.l.t.52.f2 
Lam.  ill.  t.52.f.l 

History,  Use,  Propagation;  Culture, 
214.  Perotis.    From  swar ,  deficient,  some  parts  of  the  flower  being  absent 
215.  Saccharum.  From  its  Arabic  name  soukar,  from  which  the  Greeks  formed  o-ecxx*i,  and  modern  European nations  sugar.  Sucre,  Ft.  Sucker,  Ger.,  &c.  This  grass  or  reed,  though  unknown  to  the  ancients,  has  be- 

come of  immense  importance  in  modern  times.  There  are  many  varieties  or  species  both  wild  and  cultivated, 
natives  of  the  banks  of  rivers  and  meadows  in  both  the  Indies,  China,  Africa,  the  South  Sea  islands,  and 
South  America.  It  is  cultivated  in  a  zone  extending  from  35  to  40  degrees  on  each  side  of  the  equator. 
Where  it  was  first  cultivated  is  unknown ;  in  all  probability,  in  India,  for  the  Venetians  imported  it  from  thence 
by  the  Red  Sea  prior  to  1148.  It  is  supposed  to  have  been;  introduced  into  the  islands  of  Sicily,  Crete,  Rhodes, 
and  Cyprus  by  the  Saracens,  as  abundance  of  sugar  was  made  in  these  islands  previously  to  the  discovery  of 
the  West  Indies  in  1492  by  the  Spaniards,  and  the  East  Indies  and  Brazil  by  the  Portuguese  in  1497  and  1500. 
It  was  cultivated  afterwards  in-  Spain,  in  Valentia,  Granada,  and  Murcia  by  the  Moors,  and  sugar  is  still  made in  these  provinces.  (Townsend  and  Jacob.)  In  the  15th  century  the  cane  was  introduced  to  the  Canary  islands 
by  the  Spaniards,  and  to  Madeira  by  the  Portuguese,  and  thence  to  the  West  India  islands  and  the  Brazils. 
The  Dutch  began  to  make  sugar  in  the  island  of  St.  Thomas,  under  the  line,  in  1610,  and  the  English  in  Bar- 
badoes  in  1643,  and  in  Jamaica  in  1644.  The  culture  of  the  cane  has  since  become  general  in  warm  climates, 
and  the  use  of  sugar  being  universal,  it  forms  one  of  the  first  articles  of  commerce  throughout  the  world.  Su- 

.  gar  is  described  by  Pliny  and  Galen  as  a  sweet  salt,  and  from  the  former  it  appears  to  have  been  used  only  in 
medicine.  Actuarius,  a  physician,  who  wrote  in  the  10th  century,  or  later,  was  the  first  to  substitute  sugar 
for  honey  in  medicinal  compositions.  It  was  called  Indian  salt,  and  a  small  piece  was  recommended  to  be  kept 
in  the  mouth  to  moisten  it  in  fevers.  Different  medical  men  have  written  for  and  against  the  use  of  sugar,  as 
they  have  against  tea,  coffee,  wine,  and  all  with  similar  success.  The  enjoyment  derived  from  these  articles 
to  all  mankind  who  enjoy  them,  is  too  great  to  be  left  off  in  deference  to  the  opinions  of  a  few.  Dr.  Mosely 
is  the  greatest  advocate  for  sugar.  For  the  last  two  centuries  it  has  been  an  ingredient  in  the  popular  diet  of 
Europe.  It  was  in  use  in  England  in  1466,  but  chiefly  in  feasts  and  as  a  medicine,  till  it  was  brought  from  the 
Brazils  about  1580  to  Portugal,  and  imported  from  thence.  The  quantity  consumed  in  Britain  has  always  kept 
increasing,;  the  consumption  of  England  alone  in.  1790  amounted  to  166,573,344'bs. ;  which,  taking  the  popula- 

tion at  eight  millions,  gives  each  individual  at  an  average  about  20  lbs.  a-yeai. The  cane,  as  a  stove  plant,  is  of  easy  culture  in  soft  moist  soil  with  a  good  heat ;  it  grows  seven  or  eight  feet 
high,  but  it  never  flowers.  It  was  grown  in  abundance  in  the  stoves  of  the  Paris  gardens,  and  a  small  sugar 
loaf  was  made  from  the  canes,  and  presented  to  the  Empress  Josephine.  In  the  botanic  gardens  of  Toulon 
and  Naples  it  stands  the  winter  in  the  open  air. 
The  cane  in  the  West  Indies  is  propagated  by  cuttings  from  the  root  end,  planted  in  hills  or  trenches  in 

spring  or  autumn,  something  in  the  manner  of  hops.  The  cuttings  root  at  the  joints  under  ground,  and  from 
those  above  send  up  shoots,  which  in  eight,  twelve,  or  fourteen  months  are  from  six  to  ten  feet  long,  and  fit  to 
cut  down,  for  the  mill.  A  plantation  lasts  from  six  to  ten  years.  Sugar  mills  are  merely  iron  rollers  placed 
vertically  or  horizontally,  between  which  the  canes  are  passed  and  repassed.  The  juice  thus  squeezed  out,  is 
collected  and  boiled  with  quick-lime,  which  being  an  alkali,  imbibes  the  superfluous  acid,  which  would  other- 

wise impede  crystallization :  impurities  are  skimmed  off,  and  the  boiling  is  continued  till  a  thick  syrup  is  pio. 
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1283  Culm  simple,  Leaves  very  smooth,  Joints  smooth 

1284  Flowers  panicled,  Leaves  flat 

1285  Pan.  spiked  cylindrical,  Leaves  convolute,  Joints  smooth,  Flowers  generally  diandrous 

1286  Pan.  diffuse  sheathed,  Florets  3-androus  spreading,  Keel  of  the  glumes  fringed 
1287  Pan.  diffuse,  Branches  horizontally  spreading,  Florets  3-androus,  Keel  of  the  glumes  fringed 

1228  The  only  species 

1289  Smooth,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  distichous,  Flowers  panicled 

1290  Leaves  elliptical  glaucous  smooth,  Flowers  umbelled,  Common  peduncle  viscid 1291  Leaves  cordate 

1292  Stem  branched  4-leaved  prostrate 

1293  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Flowers  lateral  scattered 
1294  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Flowers  panicled 

duced,  when  the  whole  is  cooled  and  granulated  in  shallow  vessels.  It  is  now  the  raw  or  Muscovado  sugar  of 
commerce.  A  further  purification  is  effected  by  dissolving  it  in  water,  boiling,  skimming,  adding  lime,  and 
clarifying  from  the  oily  or  mucilaginous  parts,  by  adding  blood  or  eggs,  which  incorporate  with  them  and  form 
a  scum.  When  boiled"  to  a  proper  consistency  it  is  put  into  unglazed  earthen  vessels  of  a  conical  shape,  with  a hole  at  the  apex,  but  placed  in  an  inverted  position,  and  the  base,  after  the  sugar  is  poured  in,  covered  with 
clay.  When  thus  drained  of  its  impurities,  it  is  taken  out  of  the  mouldy  wrapped  in  paper,  and  dried  or  baked in  a  close  oven.  It  is  now  the  loaf  sugar  of  the  shops,  and  according  to  the  number  of  operations  it  undergoes, 
is  called  single  or  double  refined.  The  operation  of  refining  is  seldom  or  never  performed  by  the  growers ;  but 
in  Europe,  at  least,  generally  forms  a  separate  branch  in  the  mother  country  of  the  colony. 

Sugar  candy,  Shukur  and  khand,  Indian  names  for  sugar  in  general,  is  formed  by  dissolving  loaf  sugar  in 
water  over  a  fire,  boiling  it  to  a  syrup,  and  then  exposing  it  to  crystallize  in  a  cool  place.  This  is  the  only  su- 

gar esteemed  in  the  east. Barley  sugar  is  a  syrup  from  the  refuse  of  sugar  candy,  hardened  in  cylindrical  moulds. Hum  is  distilled  from  the  fermented  juice  of  sugar  and  water. 
Sugar  as  a  chemical  compound  is  described  as  a  neutral  salt,  consisting  of  the  acetic  acid,  united  to  a  small 

quantity  of  oil  and  charcoal,  carbonated  hydrogen,  and  carbonic  acid  gas.  Besides  its  use  in  medicine,  diete- 
tics, and  distillation,  it  is  employed  to- preserve  animal  and  vegetable  substances  from  putrefaction,  and  to  com- municate a  gloss  to  ink,  varnishes,  and  pigments.  When  very  cheap,  it  has  been  successfully  employed  to  fatten 

cattle.  Most  plants  contain  sugar,  and  it  Has  been  extracted  in  considerable  quantities  from  the  beet,  parsnip, 
maple,  birch,  grape,  &c,  but  the  cane  is  preferred  as  affording  it  in  greater  abundance. 

216.  Imperata.  The  derivation  or  application  of  the  idea  not  explained.  The  plants  resemble  in  their,  noble 
port  and  waving  silky  heads  the  plumes  of  a  caR  of  state.- 217.  Leersia.  Named  after  J.  D.  Leers,  an  author  of  the  Flora  Herbornensis,  the  first  edition  of  which,  in  1789, 
is  very  valuable  on  account  of  its  rarity :  but  its  merits  have  been  extolled  much  beyond  reality  by  Sir  James 
Smith.  One  species,  L  lenticularis,  which  has  not  yet  been  introduced  to  this  country,  has  the  power  of 
catching  flies  by  the  singular  structure  of  its  corolla,  which  resembles  the  leaves  of  Dionsea  muscipula. 

218.  Diarrhena.    A  word  signifying  diandrous  ;  hs,  two,  utfrtv,  male. 
219.  Arundinaria.  An  alteration  of  the  word  Arundo,  to  which  genus  this  maybe  compared  with  reference 

to  its  large  size. 
220.  Holosteum.  A  name  derived  from  i\ot,  all,  and  air-net,  bone,  all-bone,  and  applied  by  antiphrasis  to 

this  plant,  which  is  no-bone,  being  very  soft  and  delicate.  The  plant  is  very  common  in  many  parts  of  Britain, 
by  road  sides,  where  protected  by  hedges ;  it  flowers  early  in  the  season,  and  keeps  flowering  for  a  long  time. 
In  coppice  woods  on  loamy  soils  it  grows  with  the  greatest  luxuriance,  and,  along  with  the  yellow  primrose,  and 
the  purple  wild  hyacinth,  forms  a  most  ornamental  clothing  to  the  earth  in  the  end  of  April  and  beginning  o£ May. 

221.  Polycarpon.  From  xtkvs ,  many,  xx(*es,  fruit ;  all-seed ;  one  of  the  names  applied  by  the  ancients  to 
the  Polygonum  aviculare,  and  sufficiently  applicable  to  this  plant. 

232.  Lechea.  In  memory  of  G.  Lecheo,  a  Swede,  professor  of  natural  history  at  Abo,  and  author  of  observ- 
ations on  rare  plants  ;  died  in  1764.   The  genus  consists  of  small  N.  American  plants  of  no  beauty. 

TRIGYNIA. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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*223.  ERIOCAU'LON.  W.  Pipewort. 
1295  septangulare  E.  B.  jointed 1296  australe  B  B. 

224.  MON'TIA.  ;\V. 1297  fontana  W. 
1298  rivularis  GmeU 

225.  MOLLU'GO.  W. 1299  verticillata  W. 
1300  triphy  11a  Lk. 

22&  MINUAR'TIA. 1301  cUch6toma  W. 
1302  campestris  W. 

,  1303montana  W. 
227.  QUE'RIA.  W. 1304  hispfinica  W. 
22a  kcenfgia: 
1305  islandica  W. W. 

australasian 
Chickweed. 

water brook 
Mollugo. 

whorled 
three-leaved 

W.  Minuartia. forked 
field mountain 

Queria. 
Spanish KffiNIGIA. 
Iceland 

Eriocaulete. 
i  s  W iAI  cu  1J  jn  W 
Portulacete. 

\  ap.my  W 
i  jn.jl  W CaryophyUece. \  jn.au  Ap 
i  ii  ap 

A  cu 
*  O  w 
i  O  w 

O  w 

rm  w 

1820. Sp.2— 34. Scotland 
N.  Holl. 

Sp.  2. 
Britain  springs. 
Labrador  182a 

Sp.2— 7. Virginia  1748. Brazil  1821. 

O  w O  w 
O  w 

O  w 
O 

CaryophyUece. ijl  Ap 
Sp.3. 

Spain 
ijnj] 

1  in  jn.jl  Ap 
ijnjl  Ap 
Caryophylleee. lin  my.s    Ap  Spain 
Polygonece.   Sp.  1. 
ap       Ap  Iceland 

1771. 1806. 

Spain  1806. 

Sp.  1—2. Spain  1800. 

D  m.8  Eng.  bot.  773 
D  m.s 

S  aq  Eng.  bot  1206 
D  m.8 
S  co  Ehret.  pict.  t.6 
D  m.s 
S  co  Acstl758.tl.f.2 
S  co  Ac.st.l758.t.l.£3 
S  co  Losf.itrar.tl.f.4 

S  co  Quer.fl.6.t.l5.f.2 
S  co  Lam.  ill.  t.  51 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
993.  Eriocaulon.  E^iov,  wool,  and  xauXes,  a  stem:  in  allusion  to  the  velvety  stem  of  some  species.  Only  one 

kind,  E  scptangulare,  has  been  found  in  Britain.    The  species  are  all  very  curious,  and  deserving  of  more  at- 
tention than  they,  have  received  at  the  hands  of  cultivators. 

224.  Montia.  In  honor  of  Joseph  de  Monti,  professor  of  botany  and  natural  history  at  Bologna  in  the  begin- 
ning of  the  18th  century.   The  plants  are  small  inconspicuous  weeds. 

225.  Mollugo.  The  Roman  name  of  what  is  supposed  to  be  our  Galium  mollugo,  which  the  present  plant 
resembles  in  its  whorled  leaves  and  inconspicuous  appearance 

Class  IV.  —  TETRANDRIA.    4  Stamens. 
This  class  is  neither  so  large  nor  so  important  as  the  last  It  is  composed  chiefly  of  ornamental  or  curious 

plants,  mostly  shrubs,  of  which  the  Proteaces  bold  the  first  rank.  Among  the  few  plants  used  in  the  arts 
which  it  contains,  may  be  mentioned  the  madder  (Rubia),  Fuller's  thistle  (Dipsacus),  the  holly  (Ilex),  one  of the  best  evergreen  hedge  plants ;  and  some  foreign  timbers  and  dyes,  as  the  sandal-wood  and  chayroot 

The  Proteaceae,  of  which  the  first  section  of  the  class  partly  consists,  are  natives  chiefly  of  the  Cape  of  Good 
Hope  and  New  South  Wales ;  and  there  is  this  singular  circumstance  connected  with  their  geographical  dis- 

tribution, that  those  two  continents  do  not  possess  any  one  genus  in  common ;  a  singular  fact,  and  of  the  more 
difficult  solution,  as  the  genera  of  the  order  are  strictly  natural.  They  have  been  described  by  Mr.  Brown,  in  a 
long  and  learned  memoir,  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Linnean  Society,  voL  x.,  where  much  information  respect- 

ing them  may  be  found.  It  has  been  impossible  to  state  the  natural  height  or  color  of  flower  of  many  of  the 
New  Holland  kinds,  as  Mr.  Brown  says  nothing  upon  these  two  points ;  and  he  is  the  only  author  who  has  seen 
the  plants  in  their  native  country,  where  alone  many  of  them  have  flowered.  In  the  conservatory  they  are 
mostly  shrubs  of  from  four  to  seven  feet  in  height 

The  principal  part  of  the  fourth  section  of  Monogynia  consists  of  the  Stellata?  or  Crossworts,  which  are  com- mon weeds  all  over  Europe. 
Many  of  the  genera  in  the  sixth  section,  such  as  Ixora,  Pavetta,  Catesbsa,  are  beautiful  ornaments  of  the 

conservatory.  The  wood  of  Curtisia  in  the  seventh  section  furnishes  the  Caffres  with  materials  for  the  shafts of  their  hassagays. 
With  the  exception  of  Proteacea?,  the  class  is  made  up  of  a  miscellaneous  assemblage  of  species,  with  few 

characters  in  common.  The  genera  have  not  been  combined  in  any  other  than  a  purely  artificial  manner,  and 
among  them  are  to  be  found  plants  belonging  to  almost  all  the  natural  orders  of  Dicotyledonous  plants  of  the 
older  French  botanists.  Pothos,  Potamogeton,  and  Ruppia  are  among  the  rare  instances  of  a  quaternary  divi- 

sion of  the  flower  in  Monocotyledonous  plants. 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.  \  4  Stamens.  1  Style. 
1.  Flowers  incomplete,  (no  corolla),  inferior. 

229.  Petrophila.  Cal.  4-cleft,  all  deciduous.    Style  persistent  at  base.    Stigma  spindle-shaped,  narrowed  at 
end.   Scales  beneath  the  ovary  none.   Cone  ovate.   Nut  lenticular,  comose  at  one  end. 
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1295  Stem  7-angled,  Leaves  acuminate  cellular,  Male  fl.  monopetalous  tetrandrous 
1296  Stem  7-angled,  Leaves  flat  hairy  much  shorter  than  the  stem,  Scales  of  the  head  powdery 

1297  Stem  erect  divaricating,  Leaves  connate-sessile  oblong  ovate 
1298  Stem  weak  dichotomous,  Leaves  opp.  sessile  obtuse  lanceolate  fleshy 

1299  Leaves  whorled  wedge-shaped  acute,  Stem  divided  decumbent,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
1300  Stem  erect,  Leaves  whorled 'three  larger  than  the  rest,  Fan.  terminal  and  lateral 
1301  Leaves  filiform  dilated  at  base,  Branches  terminal  capitate  corymbose,  Flowers  axillary 
1302  Leaves  capillary,  Flowers  terminal  stalked  alternate  longer  than  bracteaj 
1303  Leaves  capillary,  Corymbs  leafy  axillary  stalked,  Flowers  shorter  than  bracteas 

1304  Leaves  opposite  filiform,  Flowers  terminal  heaped,  Bractea;  squarrose 

1305  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
226.  Minuartia.  In  memory  of  John  Minuart,  a  Spanish  botanist,  and  correspondent  of  Linnasus.  He  pub- 

lished some  Opuscula  in  1739. 
227.  Quena.  In  memory  of  Joseph  Quer,  a  Spanish  botanist,  who  published  a  Flor  Espagnol  in  1762,  in  six 

volumes,  quarto, 
228.  Kcenteia.  In  honor  of  Emanuel  Kcenig,  professor  of  botany  at  Bale,  and  called  the  modern  Avicenna ; 

he  died  in  1731.  He  published  several  works  now  forgotten.  The  plant  is  a  curious  inconspicuous  annual,  oc- 
casionally seen  in  botanic  gardens. 

230.  Isopogon.  CaL  4-cleft,  with  a  slender  tube,  persistent  for  a  long  time.  Style  wholly  deciduous. 
Stigma  spindle-shaped  or  cylindrical  Scales  beneath  the  ovary  none.  Nut  sessile,  ventricose,  comose  on  nil sides. 

231.  Protea.  CaL  bipartible,  unequal,  with  the  stamen-bearing  divisions  of  the  broader  lip  cohering. Style  subulate.  Stigma  narrowly  cylindrical.  Nut  bearded  on  all  sides,  with  the  remains  of  the  persistent 
style.   Common  receptacle  with  short  persistent  scales.    Involucrum  imbricated,  persistent. 

232.  Leucospermum.  CaL  irregular,  labiate,  with  three  of  the  segments  (rarely  all)  cohering  at  the  base, 
the  stamen-bearing  divisions  distinct  Style  filiform,  deciduous.  Stigma  thickened,  smooth,  sometimes unequal-sided.  Nut  ventricose,  sessile,  smooth.  Head  indefinitely  many-flowered.  Involucrum  many-leaved, imbricated. 

233.  Mimetes,  CaL  4-parted,  equal,  with  distinct  divisions.  Style  filiform,  deciduous.  Stigma  cylin- drical, slender.  Nut  ventricose,  sessile,  smooth.  Common  receptacle  flat,  with  narrow  deciduous  scales.  In- 
volucrum indefinitely  many-leaved,  imbricated. 

234.  Serruria.  CaL  4-cleft,  nearly  equal,  with  distinct  claws.  Stigma  vertical,  smooth.  Scales  4,  hypo- 
gynous.  Nut  shortly  stalked,  ventricose.  Head  indefinitely  many-flowered,  with  persistent  imbricated scales. 

235.  Nivenia.  CaL  4-cleft,  equal,  wholly  deciduous.  Stigma  clavate,  vertical.  Nut  ventricose,  shin- 
ing, sessile,  entire  at  the  base.  Involucrum  4-leaved  in  a  simple  series,  4-flowered,  when  in  fruit  indurated. 

Receptacle  flat,  without  scales.  > 
236.  Sorocephalus.  CaL  4-cleft,  equal,  wholly  deciduous.  Stigma  vertical,  clavate.  Nut  ventricose  on 

a  very  short  stalk,  or  einarginate  at  base.  Involucrum  3-6-leaved  in  a  simple  series,  definitely  few-flowered  or 
1-flowered,  in  fruit  not  altered.    Recept.  without  scales. 

237.  SpataUa.  CaL  4-cleft,  wholly  deciduous,  the  inner  segment  usually  largest.  Stigma  oblique,  dilated. 
Nut  ventricose  on  a  short  stalk.  Involucrum  2-4-leaved  in  a  simple  series,  1-flowered,  or  definitely  many 
flowered.    Recept  without  scales. 

238.  Persoonia.  CaL  4-leaved,  regular,  the  segments  having  the  stamens  in  their  middle,  recurved  at 
end,  and  deciduous.  Stamens  exserted.  Glands  4,  hypogynous.  Ovary  stalked,  1-celled,  1-2-seeded.  Stigma 
obtuse.   Drupe  berried,  with  a  1-2-celled  nut 

239.  Grevitlea.  CaL  irregular,  with  the  segments  1-sided,  bearing  the  stamens  in  their  hollow  ends.  An- 
thers immersed.  Gland  1,  hypogynous,  halved.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Stigma  oblique,  depressed  (sometimes 

nearly  vertical  and  conical).  Follicle  1-celled,  2-seeded,  with  a  cell  in  the  middle  Seeds  edged,  or  with  a  very short  wing  at  the  end. 
240.  Hakea.  Cal.  4-leaved,  irregular,  with  the  segments  on  one  side.  Stamens  immersed  in  the  con- 

cave ends  of  the  calyx.  Gland  1,  hypogynous,  halved.  Ovary  stalked,  2-seeded.  Stigma  nearly  oblique,  with 
a  conical  point  from  a  dilated  base.  Follicle  1-celled,  woody,  with  a  cell  out  of  the  centre,  falsely  2-valved. 
'Seed  with  a  wing  at  the  end  longer  than  the  nut 241.  Stenocarpu*.  Cal.  irregular,  segments  distinct,  at  one  side.  Stamens  immersed  in  the  concave  ends 
of  the  cal.  Gland  1,  hypogynous,  half-annular.  Ovary  stalked,  many-seeded.  Style  deciduous.  Stigma 
oblique,  orbicular,  flattened.   Follicle  linear.   Seeds  winged  at  base. 
242.  Lambertia.   CaL  tubular,  4-cleft,  the  segments  spirally  revolute.   Stamens  inserted  in  the  segments. 
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Scales  4,  hypogynous,  distinct  or  united  in  a  sheath.  Ovary  2- seeded.  Stigma  subulate.  Follicle  1 -celled, 
coriaceous.  Seeds  emarginate.  Involucrum  1-7-flowered,  imbricated,  deciduous.  Receptacle  flat,  without chaff 

243.  Xylomelum.  CaL  4-leaved,  regular,  the  segments  revolute  at  the  end.  Stam.  inserted  above  the 
middle  of  the  segments.  Glands  4,  hypogynous.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style  deciduous.  Stigma  vertical,  clavate, 
obtuse.    Follicle  thick,  woody,  1-cellea :  the  cell  out  of  the  centre.   Seeds  winged  at  end. 

244.  Telopea.  CaL  irregular,  on  one  side  irregularly  divided,  on  the  other  4-toothed.  Stam.  immersed 
in  the  concave  ends  of  the  calyx.  Gland  none.  Ovary  stalked,  many-seeded.  Stigma  oblique,  orbicular,  di- lated.  Follicle  cylindrical.   Seeds  winged  at  end.    Involucrum  none. 

245.  Lomatia.  Calyx  irregular,  with  distinct  1-sided  segments.  Stamens  immersed  in  the  concave  ends 
of  the  calyx.  Glands  3,  hypogynous  on  one  side.  Ovary  stalked,  many-seeded.  Style  persistent.  Stigma 
oblique,  dilated,  roundish,  flat.   Follicle  oval.   Seeds  winged  at  ends. 

246.  Rhopala.  Cal.  4-leaved,  regular,  segments  recurved  at  end.  Stamens  inserted  above  the  middle  of  the 
segments.  Scales  4,  hypogynous,  distinct  or  connate.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style  persistent  Stigma  vertical,  cla- 

vate.  Follicle  1-celled,  woody.   Seeds  winged  at  both  ends. 
247.  Banksia.  Cal.  4-parted.  Stamens  immersed  in  the  concave  ends  of  the  segments.  Scales  4,  hypogy 

nous.   Ovary  2-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells.   Follicle  2-celled,  woody.   Dissepiment  loose,  bifid. 
248.  Dryandra.  CaL  4-parted  or  4-cleft  Stamens  immersed  in  the  concave  ends  of  the  segments. 

Scales  4,  hypogynous.  Ovary  2-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells.  Follicle  2-celled,  woody,  with  a  loose  bifid  dissepi- 
ment.   Common  receptacle  flat 

249.  Struthiola.    CaL  tubular,  having  8  glands  at  the  mouth.   Berry  without  juice,  1-seeded. 
250.  Opercularia.  Common  calyx  1-leaved,  campanula te,  3-6-flowered,  6-9-toothed,  proper  none.  Seeds 

solitary,  immersed  in  a  closing  receptacle,  which  is  operculiform,  deciduous. 
251.  Cryptospermum.  Common  calyx  6-leaved :  leaflets  spreading,  unequal ;  proper,  3-leaved  from  the  chaff 

of  the  receptacle.  Recept.  globose,  chaffy.  Capsules  1-celled,  united  into  a  sub-globose  receptacle,  opening 
lengthwise  in  the  middle. 

252.  Pothos.  Spa  the  1-leaved.  Spadix  cylindrical,  simple,  covered  with  flowers.  Cal.  4-leaved.  Stamens 
next  the  ovary.   Berry  2-seeded. 253.  Rivina.    Cal.  4-leaved,  persistent.   Berry  1-seeded,  with  a  lentiform  rough  seed. 

254.  Camphorosma.  Calyx  urceolate,  with  two  opposite  and  alternate  teeth  very  small.  Caps.  1-seeded. Stamens  exserted. 
255.  Alchemilla.  Cal.  8-cleft,  the  alternate  segments  smallest  Style  from  the  base  of  the  ovary.  Seed  1, 

naked,  covered  with  the  calyx. 
256.  Sanguisorba.  CaL  coloured,  4-lobed,  with  2  scales  at  the  base.  Caps.  4wcornered,  enclosed  in  the 

calyx,  1-2-celled. 257.  Dorstenia.  Common  receptacle  1-leaved,  fleshy,  dilated,  spreading,  orbicular,  or  angular,  in  which  the 
solitary  seeds  nestle. 

2.  Flowers  incomplete,  superior. 
258.  Isnarda.  CaL  campanulate,  adhering  to  the  ovary,  4-cleft.  Caps.  4-celled,  surrounded  by  the  calyx, 

4-cornered,  many-seeded. 
259.  EUeagnus.  Cal.  4-8-cleft,  campanulate  on  the  outside  rugose,  inside  colored,  deciduous.  Filaments 

very  short  between  the  segments  of  the  calyx.    Style  short   Drupe  ovate,  with  an  oblong  1-seeded  nut 

3.  Flowers  monopetalous,  1-seeded  or  dicoccaus,  inferior. 
260.  Globularia.  Common  calyx  imbricated  :  proper  tubular,  5-toothed.  Cor.  with  the  upper  lip  2-,  the 

lower  3-parted.   Seed  1,  enclosed  in  the  calyx.   Recept.  chaffy. 
261.  Moustonia.    Oil.  E-toothed.    Cor.  tubular.    Caps.  2-celled,  2-valved,  2-seeded. 

4.  Flowers  monopetalous,  1-seeded  or  dicoccaus,  superior. 
DIPSACEf. 

262.  Dipsacus.  Common  calyx  many-leaved,"  proper  superior.  Cor.  tubular,  4-cleft  Seed  1,  crowned  by the  calyx.    Recept  conical,  chaffy.   Pappus  cross-shaped,  entire 
263.  Cephalaria.  Common  calyx  sub-globose,  with  scales  more  or  less  scarious,  .proper  double,  pappus - 

Shaped,  variously  split    Receptacle  chaffy. 
264.  Seabiosa,  Common  calyx  many-leaved,  .proper  double  pappus^haped,  variously  split  Receptacle chaffy. 
265.  Knautia.  Common  cal.  many-leaved,  cylindrical,  oblong,  simple,  5-flowered,  proper  simple,  superior Corolla  irregular.   Seed  1,  crowned  by  the  calyx.   Receptacle  naked. 

STELLATJ2. 
266.  Galium.    Cal.  an  obsolete  superior  edge.    Cor.  rotate.   Seeds  2,  globose. 
267.  Rubia.    CaL  an  obsolete  superior  edge.   Cor.  rotate,  sub-campanulate.   Berries  2, 1-seeded.   Stam.  4-5. 
268.  Aspcrula.  CaL  an  obsolete  edge,  4-toothed.  Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-form.  Seeds  2,  globose,  not crowned  by  the  calyx. 
269.  Sherardia.  CaL  a  4-toothed  edge.  Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-form.  Seeds  2,  3-toothed,  crowned  by the  persistent  calyx. 
270.  Spermacoce.  CaL  a  4-toothed  edge  Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-form.  Caps.  2-celled,  not  divisible  in 

two,  with  2  cells,  2-toothed.   Seeds  with  their  edge  rolled  together  over  their  side. 
271.  Crucianella.  CaL  2-3-leaved.  Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-farm,  with  a  filiform  tube  and  an  unguiculate 

limb.  Seeds  2,  linear. 
5.  Flowers  monopetalous,  many-seeded,  inferior. 

272.  Callicarpa.  Calyx  4-toothed.  Corolla  tubular,  campanulate,  4-cleft  Stamens  exserted.  Berry 4-seeded. 
213.  Witheringia.  Cor.  sub-campanulate,  with  a  tube  having  4  projections.  CaL  very  small,  obsoletely 

4-toothed.   Pericarp  2-celled,  berried.    Anthers  conniving,  opening  laterally. 
274.  Egiphila.    CaL  4-toothed.   Cor.  4-cleft   Style  semi-bifid,  filiform.    Berry  2-celled.    Cells  2-seeded. 
275.  Cephalanthus.  Common  caL  none ;  proper,  as  well  as  corolla,  4-toothed,  tubular  funnel-form.  Recep- 

tacle globose.   Caps.  S-4-celled,  not  splitting.   Seeds  solitary  by  abortion,  oblong. 
276.  ScoparJa.  Cal.  4-parted,  equal.  Cor.  4rparted,  jotate,  with  a  hairy  throat,  regular.  Stamens  equal. 

Stigma  obtuse.  Capsule  .nearly  round,  2-celled,  2-valved,  with  a  dissepiment  from  the  inflexed  margins  of  the valves. 
277.  Centunculus.  Cal.  4-cleft  Cor.  4-cleft,  tubular,  with  a  spreading  limb.  Stamens  short  Caps.  2-celled, 

cut  round,  many-seeded. 228.  Plantago.  CaL  4-cleft  Cor.  quadrifid,  with  a  reflexed  limb.  Stamens  very  long.  Caps.  2-qelled,  cut. round. 
279.  Buddlea.   Calyx  and  corolla  4-cleft.   Stamens  from  the  incisures.   Caps.  2-furrowed,  2-celled,  many- 
280.  Exacum.  CaL  4-leaved.  Cor.  somewhat  bell-shaped,  4-cleft,  wpth  a  globose  tube.  Caps,  compressed, 

2-furrowed,  2-celled,  many-seeded,  splitting  at  the  end. 
281.  Sebtea.    CaL  4-5-parted,  the  sepals  keeled  or  winged.  Cor,  *S-cleft,  withering.   Stamens  exserted, 
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the  anthers  bursting  lengthwise  after  flowering  with  a  recurved  callus  at  the  end.  Stigmas  2.  Caps,  with  the 
valves  indexed  at  the  edge,  inserted  in  a  central  placenta,  which  finally  becomes  loose 

282.  Frazera.  Cal.  deeply  4-parted,  spreading.  Cor.  much  larger  than  the  calyx,  very  deeply  4-parted, spreading,  the  segments  oval,  bearded  with  a  gland  in  the  middle.  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla,  with  anthers 
^divided  at  the  base.  Stigmas  2,  thick,  glandular.  Caps,  oval,  much  compressed,  1-celled,  2-valved  at  the  edge. Seeds  8-12,  elliptical,  with  a  membranous  edge. 

283.  Pentea.  Cal.  2-leaved  deciduous.  Cor.  campanulate.  Style  quadrangular.  Stigma  4-lobed.  Caps. 4-cornered,  4-valved,  8-seeded. 
284.  Bleeria.  Calyx  4-parted.  Corolla  4-cleft,  somewhat  campanulate.  Seeds  inserted  into  a  receptacle. 

Caps.  4-celled,  many-seeded,  opening  at  the  angles. 
6.  Flowers  monopetalous,  2  or  many-seeded,  superior. 

285.  Ckomelia.  CaL  4-parted,  tubular,  with  unequal  segments.  Cor.  hypocraterifonn,  4-parted.  Drupe oval,  inferior,  with  a  2-celled,  2-seeded  nut    Stigmas  2,  thickish. 
286.  Adina.  CaL  4-S-cleft,  with  an  occasional  toothlet  between  the  divisions.  Corolla  infundibular.  FiL*. 

ments  inserted  into  the  mouth  of  corolla.   Stigma  turbinate.    Seeds  2-3  in  each  cell   Flowers  in  heads. 
287.  Bouvardia.  CaL  4-leaved,  with  some  teeth  between.  Corolla  tubular.  Anthers  included.  Caps. 

2-partible,  many-seeded.   Seeds  edged. 
288.  Ixora.  CaL  4-parted.  Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-shaped,  long.  Stamens  above  the  throat.  Berry 4-seeded. 
289.  Catesbeea.  CaL  4-toothed,  very  small  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  very  long.  Stamens  within  the  throat. 

Stigma  simple.   Berry  2-celled,  many-seeded. 
290.  Pavetta.    CaL  4-toothed.    Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-form.    Stigma  thickened,  incurved.  Berry 1-  2-seeded,  1-celled. 
291.  Ernodea.    Cal  4-parted.   Cor.  hypocraterifonn.   Style  simple.   Berry  2-celled.   Seeds  2,  solitary. 
292.  Siderodendrum.  CaL  small,  4-toothed.  Cor.  hypocraterifonn,  4-cleft,  with  an  incurved  tube.  Stig- 

mas 2,  revolute.   Berry  2-coccous,  2-celled,  dry,  with  a  contrary  dissepiment.   Seeds  2,  solitary. 
293.  Coccocypsilum.  CaL  4-parted.   Cor.  funnel-shaped.   Berry  inflated,  2-celled,  many-seeded.    Style  half 2-  cleft. 
294.  Mitchella.  CaL  2,  on  one  ovary,  4-parted.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  hairy  within.  Stigmas  4.  Berry bifid,  4-seeded. 
295.  Oldenlandia.   CaL  5-toothed,  persistent   Cor.  of  5  petals  inserted  into  the  calyx. 
296.  Manettia.  CaL  8-leaved  Cor.  quadrifid,  tubular.  Caps.  2-valved,  1-celled.  Seeds  imbricated,  orbi- culate,  with  a  central  point. 

7.  Flowers polypetalous,  inferior. 
297.  Epimedium.  CaL  4-leaved,  caducous,  opposite  the  petals.  Nectaries  4,  cup-shaped,  incumbent  upon the  petals.  Pod  1-celled,  2-valved,  many-seeded. 
298.  Ptelea.  Cal.  4-parted.  Pet  coriaceous.  Stigmas  2.  Samara  roundish  with  a  1-seeded  centre,  or 2-celled,  2-seeded. 
299.  Monetia.  CaL  4-cleft,  urceolate.  Pet.  -4,  revolute,  linear.  Berry  2-celled,  with  2-seeded  cells,  one  -of which  is  usually  abortive. 
300.  Curtisia.   Cal  4-parted.  Petals  4,  obtuse.  Drupe  roundish  succulent.   Nut  4-5-celled. 
301.  Hartogia.   CaL  4-5-cleft.   Petals  4,  spreading.  Drupe  not  juicy,  ovate.  Nut  rather  fleshy,  2-seeded. 
302.  Ammannia.  CaL  1-leaved,  campanulate,  plaited,  8-toothed.  Pet  4,  inserted  in  the  calyx,  or  very often  none.   Caps.  2-4-celled,  many-seeded. 
303.  Fagara.  CaL  4-5-cleft.  Corolla  of  4-5  petals,  which  are  shorter  than  the  stamens.  CaL  2-valved, 1-2-celled,  1-seeded,  simple  or  compound.   Stam.  4-5-8. 
304.  Zieria.  CaL  4-cleft.  Cor.  of  4  petals.  Stam.  4,  smooth,  with  filaments  inserted  into  a  gland.  Style simple.   Stigma  4-lobed.   Caps.  4,  connivent   Seeds  with  an  arillus, 

8.  Flowers  polypetalous,  superior. 
305.  Cissus.    Cal.  1-leaved,  nearly  entire.   Berry  1-seeded,  rarely  3-4-seeded,  surrounded  by  the  calyx. 306.  Cornus.    Involucre  4-leaved  in  some.    CaL  4-toothed.   Pet.  4.   Drupe  with  a  2-celled  nut 
307.  Santalum.  Cal,  ̂ -superior,  campanulate,  4-cleft.  Pet  4,  squamiform.  Berry  1-seeded.  Embryo  in- verse, albuminous. 
308.  Trapa.  Cal.  4-parted.  Nut  with  2  opposite  spines  proceeding  from  the  leaves  of  the  calyx,  1-celled, 1-seeded. 
309.  Ludwigia.  CaL  4-parted,  superior,  with  long  persistent  sepals.  Cor.  4-petals  or  O.  Caps.  4-cornered, 4-celled,  crowned,  inferior,  many-seeded. 

OrderS,   DIGYNIA.  4  Stamens.  5  Styles. 
310.  Cuscuta.   Cor.  4-fid,  ovate.    Cal.  4-fid.    Caps.  2-celled,  cut  round. 
311.  Bufonia.    CaL  4-leaved.   Pet  4,  shorter  than  calyx.   Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  2-seeded. 
312.  Hamamelis.    Involucr.  3-leaved.   Sepals  4.   Petals  4,  linear,  very  long.    Nut  2-horned,  2-celled. 
313.  Hypecoum.    CaL  2-4-leaved.   Pet.  4,  the  two  exterior  widest   Fruit  a  silique. 

Order  3.   TETRAGYNIA.    j^ffr  4  Stamens.   4  Styles. 
314.  Myginda.  CaL  4-toothed,  very  small,  persistent.  Pet  4,  rounded,  flat,  spreading.  Stamens  shorter  tha« 

corolla.   Style  short.   Stigmas  2-4.   Drupe  globose,  1-celled,  with  a  1-seeded  nut 
315.  Ilex.   Cal.  4-5-toothed.   Cal.  rotate,  4-cleft   Style  O.   Berry  4-seeded, 
316.  Coldenia.    Cor.  1-petalous.   Cal.  4-leaved.   Seeds  2,  2-celled. 
317.  Potamogeton.    Sepals  4.   Pet.  O.   Style  O.   Seeds  4,  sessile. 
318.  Ruppia.    CaL  and  Cor.  O.    Seeds  4-stalked. 
319.  Sagina.    Sepals  4.   Pet.  4.    Caps.  4-celled,  4-valved,  many-seeded. 
320.  Jmtsa.  CaL  3-5-parted.  Pet  3-5,  equal.  Caps.  3-5,  2  or  many-seeded,  opening  inwards  Nectary none. 
321.  Radiola.   CaL  many-cut.   Pet  4.   Caps,  superior,  4-8-valv.ed,  8-celled,  globose.   Seeds  solitary. 
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MONOGYNIA. 
229.  PETRCPHILA.  B. 
1306  pulchella  R.Br. 1307  diversifolia  R.  Br. 

f230.  ISOPCGON.  RBr. 1308  anethifglius  R.  Br. 
1309  formosus  R.  Br. 
1310  anemonifolius/i,  Br. 
1311  trflobus  R.  Br. 
1312  attenuatus  R  Br. 

231.  PROTEA  R.Br. 
1313  cynaroides  R.  Br. 1314  latifolia  Kn.  Pr. 
1315  compacta  R.Br. 
1316  longiflora  R.Br. 
1317  speci6sa  R.  Br 1318  obtusa  Kn.  Pr. 
1319form6sa  R.  Br. 
1320  melaleuca  R.  Br. 
1321  Lepidocarpon  R.Br. 1322  neriif6Ua  ii.  Br. 
1323  pulchella  RBr. 
1324  patens  A  Br. 
1325  magnifica  jK».Pr. 
1326 longifolia  R.Br. 1327  umbonalis  Xn.  Pr. 
1328  ligularfolia  Jfo».Pr. 1329  melllfera  R.  Br. 
1330  grandifiora  R.  Br. 
1331  Sc61ymus  \B..B/\ 1332  mucronifolia  R.  Br. 
1333  incompta  A'.  Br. 1334 nana  RBr. 
133.5  pendula  R.  Br. 1336  tenax  R.  Br. 
1337  canallculSta  iJ.  Br. 
1338  acuminata  2>.  M. 
1339  acaulis  R.  Br. 

fS  glaucophjUa  Kn.  P. 1  !40  fe'vis  A£r. 1341  scabra  Br. 
1342  repens  il.  J?r. 1343  turbinifl6ra  It.  Br. 
1344ScolopendriumiJ.  Br. 

Br.  Pf.trophil  v 
Fennel-leaved  * 
various-leaved  * 
Isopooon. 

DUl-leaved  it 
handsome  * 
Anemone-leav.  ft 
three-lobed  ft 
attenuate  ft 
Protea. 

Artichoke-flrd.  ft 
ray-flowered  * compact milk-colored 
splendid obtuse 
crown-flowered 
black-fringed  41 crested  it 
Oleander-leav'dft wave-leaved  * 
spreading  * 
magnificent  ft 
long-leaved  * 

I  |  or 

ProteacetB. 
5  jl.au  W 5   

Proteacece. 
5  mr.jn  Pa 4  mr.jn 
5  jl.au 4  my.jn 

J  or 
J  or 

6 
1  I  or  7 
I  |  or  2 l_Jor  10 
I  |  or  6 I  lor  6 

Pa 
Y 

Pa 

Pa 

Proteacete. 
H  mr.n  Pu 
7  jLs 

Pu 

1  |  or    6  f.ap 

I  |  or 
J  or 

strap-leaved  * 
honey-bearing  ft great-flowered  1 
small-flowered  ft 
dagger-leaved  ft bearded  ft 
dwarf  ft 
pendulous  ft 
tough  ft channel-leaved 
sharp-pointed  ft short-stalked 
glaucous-leaved smooth-leaved 
rough-leaved  ft 
creeping  ft 
turfy  ft 
Hart's- tongue  ft 

i_Jor  7 

I  |  or 

I  |  or  3 
I  |  or  2 
l  |  or  2 

Sp.  2—10. 
N.S.W. 
N.HolL 

Sp.  5—13. N.  HolL 
N.HolL N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. 

Sp.36— 55. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  II. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. 

D.pu  C.  G.  H. 
D.pu  C.  G.  H. W     C.  G.  H. 

mr.au  Re     C.  G.  H. 
mr.jn   W.pu  C.  G.  H. mr.jn   W     C.  G.  H. mr.au  Pu     C.  G.  H. 
mr.au  W.bk  C.  G.  H 

.  mr.au  Pu     C.  G.  H. 
6  my.d    Pa.Y  C.  G.  H. 
8  my.jn  W     C.  G.  H 
3  my.jn  Pu 
jl.d  W ap.my  W 
ap.jl  Pk 

1790.  S  8.p  Bot  mag.  796 180a  S  s.p 

1796.  S  s.p  Cav.  ic.  &  1 549 1805.  S  s.p 
1791.  S  s  p  Bot  mag.  697 1803.  S  s.p 
1822.  S  s 

ja.mr 

mr.jn 

my.jn mr.jl 
mr.jl 

Pa 
Pu 
Re 
Re 

mr.jn 
I  |  or    2  f.my 
l_Jor    3  f.d I  |  or    3  mrjn I  |  or    1J  my.s 
l_Jor  1J 
1_]  or     i  ... 
Uor    }  ... 

Y 
Pk Pu 
Pu 

G 
G 
Br 

1  |  or    J  ap.my  Pk 

or 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  II. 

1345  cordate  R.  Br.        heart-leaved     ft  |  |  or 
1346  amplexicaulis  R.Br.  stem-clasping    ft  |  |  or 
1347  hfimilis  R.  Br.         low-flowering    ft  |  |  or 
1348  acer6sa  R.  Br.        Pine-leaved      ft  i  |  or 

232.  LEUCOSPER'MUM.  R.  Br.  Leucospebmum. 1349  lineare  R.  Br.         linear-leaved    ft  i  J  or 
1350  t6ttum  R.  Br.        smooth-bractedft  i  |  or 
1351  medium  R.  Br.       oval-leaved      ft  |  |  or 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1J  mr.my  Pu U  ja.mr  Pu 
1  jn.au  Br 3  mr.my  Pk 
Proteaceee,  Sp.  12— 18, 4  au.s     Y  C.G.H. 

3  jn.au  Y 3  my.jn  O 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1774. 1806. 1810. 
1795. 
178d 1786. 1789. 
1786. 1806. 
1806. 
1795. 
178a 
1789. 179a 179a 

1798. 
1774. 1787. 

1780. 1803. 
1822. 1787. 1806. 
1801. 1800. 1809. 
1802. 

1806. 1809. 1800. 1803. 
1802. 

1790. 
1802. 1802. 
1803. 

1774. 1774. 
1794. 

C  s.1 
S  s.l 

C  s.Lp 
C  s.Lp 

S  8.1 
C  s.l.p 

S  p.l C  s.l.p 

S  s.l 

C  s.Lp 

L  s.1 

C  s.1 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 

C  s.Lp 

C  8.1 
S  8.1 
S  p.l C  8.1 8.1 

S.l.p 
s.l.p 

l.p Lp 

s.1 
s.l 

S  8.1 

C  Lp C  Lp 

C  8.1 

C  Lp 

S  8.1 

Bot  mag.  770 
Bot  mag.  1717 

Ex.  bot  2. 1 81 
Bot.  mag.  1183 Bot  rep.  110 Bot.  mag.  1713 
Bot.  rep.  103 
Bot.  rep.  301. 8 Bot.  reg.  208 Bot  reg.  20 
Bot.  rep.  543 
Bot  rep.  438 Bot.  reg.  47 
Bot  rep.  144 
Bot.  rep.  133 Bot  mag.  346 
Bot.  reg.  569 
Bot  mag.  698 
Bot  mag.  933 
Ex.  bot  1. 1. 44 
Par.  lond.  70 
Bot  rep.  437 
Bot  mag.  1694 
Bot.  mag.  2065 Par.  lond.  11 
Bot.  mag.  2439 
Weinm.  t  897.  a 
Par.  lond.  108 

S  8.1  Bot.  rep.  289 
S  p.l  Par.  lond.  67 S  s.1  Bot  rep.  532 C  s.l  Bot  rep.  577 

C  s.1  Th.  prot.  n.35.t4 
S  p.l C  Lp  Bot.  rep.  17 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
229.  Petrophila.  From  rergtt  and  ̂ iXew,  to  love  rocks,  in  allusion  to  the  places  in  which  it  is  found  growing 

in  a  wild  state.  Stiff  shrubs,  with  smooth  leaves  of  various  kinds.  Heads  of  flowers  ovate  or  oblong,  terminal 
or  axillary.    Ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

230.  Isopogon.  This  genus  consists  of  stiff  shrubs,  with  smooth,  flat  or  filiform,  divided  or  entire  leaves. 
Heads  terminal  or  rarely  axillary.  Flowers  sometimes  closely  imbricated  in  a  globose  cone,  sometimes  clus- 

tered in  a  common  fiat  receptacle  which  is  somewhat  involucrated ;  they  thrive  best  in  a  soil  composed  of  one- 
third  loam,  a  third  ot  peat,  and  a  third  of  sand.  The  pots  must  be  well  drained,  and  ripened  wood  may  be 
chosen  for  cuttings  which  will  root  in  sand  and  a  little  earth  under  a  hand-glass.  They  must  be  uncovered  fre- 

quently, and  the  glass  wiped,  as  they  are  liable  to  damp  off  if  kept  too  close.  (Sweet.) 
231.  Protea.  A  mythological  name  of  Proteus  the  son  of  Ocean  and  Thetis,  who  assumed  various  forms 

upon  various  occasions,  to  whom  this  genus,  once  equally  variable  in  its  forms,  has  been  likened.  It,  as  Sweet 
observes,  thrives  best  in  a  soil  composed  of  "  light  turfy  loam,  mixed  with  rather  more  than  one-third  of  fine sand ;  the  pots  must  be  well  drained  with  broken  potsherds  to  prevent  them  from  getting  soddened  with  too 
much  water  j  the  roots  are  also  very  fond  of  running  amongst  the  small  bits  of  sherds.  Care  must  be  taken  not 
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MONOGYNIA. 
1306  Leaves  trifle!  bipinnate.  Segments  erect,  Flowers  silky  their  segments  tomentose  at  end 
1307  Leaves  bi-tri-pinnatifid  plain,  Segments  mucronate,  Flowers  bearded,  Cones  axillary  stalked 

1308  Leaves  pinnatifid  and  bipinnatifid  filiform  furrowed  above,  Segments  erect.  Branches  smooth 
1309  Leaves  bipinnatifid  somewhat  triternate  filif.  chan.  above,  Segments  divaricating,  Branchlets  tomentose 
1310  Leaves  trifid  pinnatifid  or  bipinnatifid,  Leaves  linear  flat  spreading  erect  smooth  beneath 
1311  Leaves  wedge-shaped  flat  3-lobed  attenuated  at  base  stalked  lobes  entire,  Branchlets  tomentose 
1312  Leaves  elongate  oblong  mucronate  attenuate  at  base,  Branches  and  involucres  smooth 

Flowers  terminal. 
1313  Leaves  roundish  stalked,  Invol.  silky,  Inner  bractes  acute  beardless,  Style  pubescent  below  the  middle 
1314  Leaves  broad  ovate  \  cordate  sessile,  I  n vol.  silky  foment.  Inner  bractes  narr.  dilated  at  end  and  bearded 
1315  Leaves  ovate  oblong  cordate  edged  the  callus  of  the  end  prominent,  Invol.  silky  fringed  beardless 
1316  Leaves  ov.  obL  sessile  subcord.  or  simple,  Branches  toment  Invol.  silky,  Inner  bracteelong.  fringed  silky 
1317  Leaves  ov.  obi  narr.  at  base  with  branches  smooth,  All  the  bracteae  sim.  inn.  dilat  at  end  and  beard,  in  mid. 
1318  Leaves  glaucous  obov.  the  adult  smooth,  Bractes  red  the  upper  h  rate  spatuL  fimbr.  obt  Petals  obtuse 
1319  Leaves  narr.  oblong  veiny  oblique  simple  at  base,  the  edges  and  branches  downy,  Involucre  ciliated 
1320  Leaves  linear  ligulate  edged  ciliated.  Branches  hairy,  InvoL  long  turbinate,  Bract  fringed  with  white 
1321  Leaves  linear  ligulate  edged  roughish  shining  with  the  branches  smooth,  Inner  bract,  of  invol.  spatula te 
1322  Leaves  linear  ligulate  smooth  opaque  at  base  outside  with  the  branches  downy,  InvoL  fringed  with  black 
1323  Leaves  linear  ligulate  edged  shining  roughish,  Branches  little  downy,  InvoL  fringed  with  black 
1324  Leaves  narrow  oblong  rather  wavy  attenuated  at  base,  InvoL  hemispn.  inner  bearded  with  black  and  purple 
1325  Leaves  broad  long  elliptical  edged  the  old  ones  pubescent  wavy,  Bractes  pale  yellow,  the  upper  fringed 
1326  Leaves  elong.  lin.  atten.  at  base,  Inv.  turb.  Bractes  smooth  acute  beardL  Beards  of  caL  longer  than  segm. 
1327  Leaves  long  ligulate,  Head  broad  convex  embossed  in  middle,  Upper  bractes  spatul.  the  length  of  flower 
1328  Leaves  long  ligulate,  Head  broad  not  convex,  Upper  bractes  spatulate  longer  than  flowers 
1329  Leaves  lane.  liguL  atten u.  at  base,  Inv.  turb.  Bractes  smooth  beardl.  viscid,  Beards  of  flow,  woolly  white 
1330  Leaves  obL  sessile  and  branches  smooth,  Invol.  hemispherical  beardl.  naked,  Fl.  toment  Style  smooth 
1331  Leaves  lin.  lanceolate  acute  submucr.  attenuated  at  base,  Invol.  hemispherical,  Bractes  smooth  obtuse 
1332  Leaves  lane.  lin.  mucr.  pungent  with  an  obtuse  base,  Bractes  lane.  mucr.  smooth,  Stem  erect  many-flow. 
1333  Leaves  ligulate  oblong  the  upper  and  the  branches  hairy,  Inner  bractes  with  a  round  and  bearded  end 
1334  Leaves  subulate  mucronate,  InvoL  nodding  hemispherical,  Bract,  smooth  obtuse 
1335  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  mucronate,  Flower-bearing  branches  recurved,  Bract  obtuse  at  length  smooth 
1336  Leaves  lin.  lane,  flat  attenuated  at  base  roughish  at  edge,  Branches  decumbent,  InvoL  hemisph. 
1337  Leaves  linear  veinless  smooth  concave  above,  Branches  smooth  decumbent,  InvoL  obtuse 
1338  Leaves  lin.  lane,  acute  flat  veiny  above,  Bractes  obtuse  pubesc.  and  cone,  at  end,  Branches  wavy  colored 
1339  Stems  short  with  depressed  branches,  Leaves  obov.  obL  edged  veiny  attenuat  at  base,  Invol.  hemispher. 

/8  Leaves  more  glaucous  and  narrow 
1340  Stems  dwarf  decumb.  Leaves  elong.  lin.  smooth  veinless  recurved  at  edge,  Invol.  hemispherical 
1341  Stems  dwarf,  Leaves  elong.  lin.  scrabrous  obsoletely  veiny  recurv.  at  edge,  InvoL  turbinate  hemispher. 
1342  Stems  decumb.  dwarf,  Leaves  elong.  lin.  roughish  revoL  at  edge,  Invol.  turb.  Bractes  obtuse  tomentose 
1343  Stems  dwarf,  Leaves  elongate  lane,  edged  subundulate  smooth,  Invol.  turb.  Bractes  tomentose  obtuse 
1344  Stems  dwarf,  Leaves  elongate  lane,  edged  smooth,  InvoL  turbinate,  Bractes  lanceolate  acuminate Flowers  lateral. 
1345  Leaves  cordate  roughish  nerved,  Bractes  smooth 
1346  Leaves  cordate  ovate,  Stem  clasping  divaricate  recurved  at  (he  end,  Bractes  pubescent 1347  Leaves  linear  acute,  Receptacle  conical,  Palese  acute 
1348  Leaves  subulate,  Receptacle  convex,  Paleae  obtuse 
1349  Style  longer  than  the  hairy  flower.  Stigma  gibbous  on  one  side,  Invol.  downy,  Leaves  linear  entire 
1350  Style  a  quarter  longer  than  the  hairy  flow.  Stigma  gibb.  on  one  side.  Leaves  lin.  obL  veiny  ent  obt.  at  base 
1351  Style  nearly  twice  as  long  as  hairy  flow.  Stigma  gibb.  on  one  side,  Leaves  lin.  obL  entire  or  2  or  3-toothe  i 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
to  let  them  droop- for  want  of  water,  as  the  young  roots  are  of  a  very  fleshy  substance,  and  soon  suffer  by  too much  drought,  as  well  as  by  too  much  wet,  so  that  they  seldom  recover  if  suffered  to  flag  much  ;  they  also  like 
to  be  placed  where  they  may  have  a  free  circulation  of  air,  as  they  cannot  bear  to  be  crowded  like  some  more 
rigid-growing  plants.  Ripened  cuttings  taken  off  at  a  joint,  and  pared  quite  smooth,  will  strike  root  if  planted 
thinly  in  pots  of  sand  placed  under  a  hand-glass,  but  not  plunged :  the  glasses  must  be  often  taken  off  to  give 
them  air,  as  they  are  very  liable  to  get  the  damp  amongst  them,  which  soon  spreads  if  not  cleaned  off,  and  de- 

stroys them ;  water  them  regularly  whenever  they  want  it,  but  not  over  the  leaves,  and  let  them  get  a  little 
dry  oefore  the  glasses  are  placed  over  them  again.  Some  of  the  kinds  root  very  soon,  others  are  a  long  time 
before  they  root  The  quickest  rooting  kinds  I  have  met  with  are 'P.  cordata,  cynaroides,  amplexicaulis,  gran- diflora,  acerosa,  nana,  and  acaulis.  P.  mellifera  also  roots  very  quickly  sometimes.  The  same  treatment  will 
agree  with  several  other  genera  belonging  to  this  family,  as  Leucospermum,  Spatalla,  Sorocephalus,  Leuca- 
dendron,  and  Aulax.  (See  Bot.  Mag.  No.  1717.  Bot.  Cult.  244.)  There  are  several"  kinds  in  cultivation,  and 
published  in  Knight's  Proteeae,  which  have  not  been  retained  here :  because,  as  they  are  not  acknowledged  by Mr.  R.  Brown,  it  is  probable  that  they  are  not  distinct  from  some  which  are  here  enumerated." 
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1552  form6sum  Kn.  Pr.  handsome  *  \  |  or  4  my.au  Pk 
1353  effipticum  R.  Br.     elliptic  41  \  |  or  4  my.au  Y 
1354  conocSrpum  R.  Br.  many-toothed  »   |  or  3  ...  Y 
1355  grandi florum  R.  Br.  great-flowered  41  \  |  or  4  my jl  Y 
1356  puberum  R,  Br.      downy-leaved  » 1  |  or  2  my.au  Y 
1357  toment6sum  .Kn.Pr.  cottony  41 1  |or  2  au.s  Y 
1358  pfirile  Kn.  Pr.        matched  41  t_J  or  2  au.s  Y 
1359  candicans  B.  R.       Rose-scented  » 1  |  or  2  au.s  Y 
136u  HypophyllumA.Br.  trifid-leaved  *i_jor  1J    ...  Y 

*  I  I  or 

233.  MIMETES.  R.Br.  Mimetes. 
1361  Mrta  R.  Br.  hairy  * 
1362  paldstris  Kn.  Pr.  marsh  * 1363  cucullata  R.  Br.  three-toothed/  m 
1364  divaricata  R.  Br.  divaricate  41 
1365  vacclniif61ia  Sweet.  Vaccinium-lvd. 
1366  purpurea  R.  Br.  Heath-leaved 

234.  SERRU'RIA.  R.Br.  Serruria. 1367  abr6tanif81ia  Kn.  P.  Southern w  ~1  vd.  41 
1368  millefolia  Kn.  P.  thousand-leav*d4l 1369artemisiaefolia£n.P.  wormwood-lvd.  41 
1370  pinn&ta  R.  Br.        slend-creeping  * 1371  arenaria  R.  Br.       sand  41 
1372  cyanoides  R.  Br.      tri fid-leaved  41 
1373 pedunculate  R.Br,  woolly-headed 
1374  Nivgni  R.  Br.  decumbent 1375  ciliata  R.  Br.  ciliated 
1376 phylicoldes  R.Br.  Phylica-flower. 
1377  ae'mula  R.  Br.  grey-branched 1378p£rilis  Kn.P.  matched 
1379  odorata  Sweet.  sweet-scented 
1380  emarginata  Sweet,  emarginated Serruria  arenaria  Kn.Prot. 
1381  glomerata  R.  Br.  many-headed    41 1  |  or 
1382  declpiens  R.  Br.  deceptive         41 1  |  or 
1383  Roxbthrghi  R.  Br.  Roxburgh's  41  |_J  or 
1384  Burmanni  R.  Br.  Burmann's       4t  \  |  or 
1385  triternata  R.  Br.  silvery-flower'd  41 1  |  or 1386  elongat a  R.  Br.  long-stalked  4t  •_]  or 

235.  NIVE/NIA.  R.  Br.  Nivenia. 
1387  Scep.trum  R.  Br.     sceptre-like      41 1  |  or 
1388  spathulata  R.  Br.    maiden-hair-lv.£  lAJ  or 
1389  spicSta  R.  Br.         spiked  4t  1  |  or 
1390  crithmifolia  R.  Br.  Samph  ire-lea  v.  41  i_J  or 
1*391  media  R.  Br.         middle  41 1  1  or 

236.  SOROCE/PHALUS.  R.Br.  Sorocephalus. 
1392  imberbis  R.  Br.  smooth  m  1  |  or 
1393  diversifolius  R.  Br.  various-leaved  *  1  |  or 
1394  spatalloides  R.  Br.  club-bearing     41 1  |  or 
1395  tenuifolius  R.  Br.  slender-leaved  *  i  |  or 
13961an£tus  R.Br.  woolly  4t|  |  or 
1397  imbricatus  R.  Br.    imbricated       41 1  |  or 

t237.  SPATAL'LA.  R.Br.  Spataixa. 1398  prolifera  R.  Br.       proliferous       41 1  |  or 
1399  ramulosa  R.  Br.      cluster-flowered*  1  |  or 
1400  incurva  R.  Br.        incurved-leav'd  41 1  |  or 
1401  Thunbergii  R.  Br.  Thunberg's      » i_|  or 

Protectees. 
I  I  or  3ijn.au  R 1  I  or       jn.au  Pu 
I  I  or  2     ...  Pu 
I  I  or  \\  jn.8  W 

:  I  I  or  3 
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4  jn.au  Pk 
4  jn.au 5  jn.au 
1  jn.au 1  jn.au 

1}  jn.au 7  jn.au 

I  jn.au 
2  jn.au 

I  I  or    3  jn.au 
I  I  or    3  jn.au 
I  I  or    2  jn.au 
I  I  or    2  jn.au 
I  I  or    2  jn.au 

3  jn.au 4  jn.au 
3  jn.au 

2J  jn.au 7  jn.au 1 1  jn.au Proteacete. 
2  my.jn  W 
2}  jl.au  Pu 

%jaau  Pu
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6  jn.au 
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3  jn.au  Pu 4  ...  Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
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C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
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G.  H. 
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Pu 
Pu 
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Pu 
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Pu 

1803. 
1789. 1803. 
1803. 1803. 1789. 
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p.l  Bot  rep.  507.  f.  4 

l.p 

Bot  rep.  507 
Bot  rep.  545 Bot  rep.  536 
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3  jjn.au 
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Proteacece. 
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Sp.  6—10. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
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sp.  4— ia C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
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1790.  S  p.l 
1790.  C  s.l  Thu.dis.n58.t5 178d  S  p.l 
1797.  S  p.1  Bot.  rep.  243 
1803.  C  s.p  Bot  rep.  234 
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C  Lp 

C  s.p 

1802.  C  Lp 
1790. 
1794. C  Lp  Thu.  dis.n.30.  t3 S  p.l  Bot  rep.  517 
1800.  C  8.1  Thunb.dis.27.t4 1787.  C  l.p 
1789.  S  s.1 1806.  C  l.p 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
232.  Leucosptrmum.  From  Atvxes,  white,  and  <r*i$,u.a,  seed,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  seeds.  The  genus 

is  chiefly  composed  of  low  shrubs,  which  are  usually  downy  or  hairy.  Leaves  entire,  or  with  callous  teeth  at 
the  end.    Heads  terminaL    Flowers  yellow.    The  culture  as  for  Protea. 

233.  Mimetes.  Named  by  Mr.  Salisbury  from  pu/Minis,  a  mimic,  because  it  resembles  various  other  genera. 
The  soil  for  this  genus  is  two-thirds  of  light  loam,  and  one  third  of  sand.  In  other  respects,  the  treatment  is the  same  as  for  Isopogon. 

234.  Serruria.  Named  by  Burmannus  after  Professor  Joseph  Serrurier,  a  foreign  botanist,  of  whom  little  is 
known.  The  species  flower  freely,  and  make  handsome  bushy  shrubs.  The  soil  best  adapted  to  them  is  one- 
third  light  loam,  a  third  of  peat,  and  a  third  of  sand,  with  well  drained  pots.  "  They  also  require  an  airy  situ- ation, as  they  are  so  crowded  with  leaves  thut  the  branches  are  liable  to  damp  and  canker  if  any  wet  settles 
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13S2  Leaves  elliptical  edged,  Bractes  spreading :  upper  spatulate  minutely  fringed,  Petals  downy 
1368  Style  nearly  twice  as  long  as  hairy  flower,  Stigma  conical  ovate  gibb.  on  one  side,  Leaves  obi.  8-4- toothed 
1351  Style  longer  than  the  very  villous  flower,  Stigma  equal-sided  conical,  Leaves  oval  3-9-toothed 
1355  Style  longer  than  very  vilL  ft.  Stig.  equal-sided  obi.  Lvs.  obi.  lane  3-toothed  and  entire,  Branches  very  hairy 
1356  Style  longer  than  hairy  fl.  Stigma  equal-sided  ovate,  Lvs.  lane,  and  ellipt  entire  short  pub.  Branches  hairy 
1357  Leaves  linear  channelled  veinless,  Branches  and  bractes  tomentose,  Segments  of  flower  bearded 
1358  Leaves  linear  flat,  Branches  hairy,  Bractes  smoothish  ciliated 
1359  Leaves  linear  wedge-shaped  flat  veiny  3-5-toothed,  Branches  hairy,  Bractes  and  segments  of  flow,  toment. 
1360  Leaves  linear  3-toothed,  Bractes  rounded  tomentose  twice  as  short  as  tube  of  flower 

1361  Involucr.  equal-sided  colored  acuminate  half  exserted  8-10-flowered,  Leaves  acute  entire 
1362  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  pubescent,  Stigma  short  prominent  at  base 
1363  InvoL  unequal-sided,  Leaves  lin.  oblong  3-toothed  smooth  the  floral  dilated  beneath  with  recurved  edges 
1364  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  oval  obtuse  pubescent,  Style  smooth,  Heads' terminal 1365  Leaves  narrow  obovate  almost  smooth,  Upper  bractes  longer  than  flowers  very  acuminate 
1366  Stem  procumbent,  Branches  ascending,  .Leaves  linear  subulate  channelled,  Segments  of  flower  smooth 

Heads  simple. 
1367  Leaves  from  below  the  middle  bipinnatifid  hairy,  Head  sessile  higher  than  leaves,  Bractes  hairy  outside 
1368  Leaves  from  base  bipinnat  hairy,  Ped.  as  long  as  head  or  longer,  Bractes  hairy  at  end  outside,  Stig.  trunc. 
1369  Leaves  from  the  base  3-pinnatind  pubescent,  Fed.  1-3  long  smoothish,  Bractes  recurved  scarcely  toment. 
1370  Heads  terminal  and  axillary  stalked  clustered,  Leaves  pinnatifid  and  trifid  more  than  an  inch  long 
1371  Heads  terminal  longer  than  the  stalk,  Leaves  pinnatifid  and  trifid  less  than  an  inch  long,  Stem  pubesc. 
1372  Heads  ter.  longer  than  stalk,  Lvs.  sprdg.  upper  less  an  inch  long  nearly  bipin.  lower  shorter  trifid,  Stem  erect 
1373  Heads  terminal  stalked,  Leaves  bi-tripinnatifid  with  the  erect  stem  hairy 
1374  Heads  term,  sessile,  Leaves  bi-pin.  about  an  inch  long  upper  longer  than  heads  with  the  branches  smooth 
1375  Heads  ter.  longer  than  stalks,  Brae.  subuL  smooth  hairy  at  edge,  Lvs.  sub-bipinnate  and  branches  smooth 
1376  Heads  ter.  and  axil,  stalks  branch-like  squarrose,  Outer  bractes  subuL  inner  lane  Lvs.  an  inch  and  half  long 
1377  Bractes  a  little  shorter  than  the  terminal  head,  Outer  lane,  fringed  inner  less  villous,  Leaves  bipinnatifid 
1378  Stem  pubesc.  Leaves  from  below  middle  all  bipinnatifid,  Heads  1-3  shorter  than  ped.  Bracts  reflex,  cilia t. 
1379  Leaves  bipinnatifid  filiform  pointed  hairy,  Flowers  terminal  sweet-scented 
1380  Leaves  from  below  the  middle  bipinnatifid  pubescent,  Heads  1-3  longer  than  leaves,  Bractes  silky  at  base 

Heads  compound. 
1381  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  smth.  bipin.  more  than  an  inch  long,  Partial  heads  many-fl.  outer  brae.  smth. :  inner  silky 
1382  Stem  erect,  Branches  pub.  Lvs.  bipin.  an  inch  and  more  long,  Partial  heads  few-fl.  All  the  bractes  very  v  ill . 
1383  Stem  erect,  Leaves  triternate  bundled  less  than  }  inch  long  common  and  partial  heads  few-flow,  sessile 
1384  Heads  corymbose  10- flow.  Leaves  bipinnatifid  setaceous  scarcely  2  inches  long,  Flowers  silky  clustered 
1385  Corymbs  compound,  Leaves  triternate  J  inch  long  and  stem  very  smooth,  Bractes  and  partial  stalks  silky 
1386  Corymbs  simple  or  compound,  Leaves  bi-tripinnat.  common  flower-stalk  long,  partial  and  bractes  smooth 

1387  Leaves  obovate  or  lanceolate  flatfish  simple  at  edge,  Flower  silky  with  appressed  hairs 1388  Leaves  broader  than  long  hooded  edged,  Leaves  of  invoL  obt.  Flower  bearded  style  smooth,  Stig.  clavate 
1389  Stalks  umbelled  i  as  long  as  the  cylindrical  spike,  Bractes  ovate,  Style  2-3ds  hairy,  Leaves  smooth 
1390  Stalks  umbelled  about  as  long  as  cylind.  spikes,  Leaves  obtuse  divar.  smooth,  Styles  viU.  as  far  as  middle 
1391  Spikes  cylindrical  4  times  as  long  as  their  stalk,  Leaves  of  involucrura  ovate  acute  beardless  at  end 

1392  Involucr.  "-flowered,  Segments  of  flower  and  points  of  bractes  smooth,  Spike  naked 1393  Leaves  spatulate  lanceolate  smooth  beneath,  the  lower  bipinnatifid,  Flower  bearded,  Stigma  cylindrical 
1394  Involucr.  3-flowered  stalked,  Segments  of  flower  bearded,  Spike  naked 
1395  Lvs.  filif.  less  than  }  inch  long,  Heads  t'ew-fl.  Seg.  of  fl.  feathery  except  the  inner  one,  Spike  with  an  in  vol. 1396  Leaves  3-cornered  filiform  more  than  i  an  inch  long  furrowed  above,  All  the  segments  of  flower  feathery 
1397  Leaves  lanceolate  scabrous  beneath,  Claws  of  flower  glandular  hairy,  Stigma  clavate 

1398  Involucr.  4-leaved,  Leaflets  withered  at  end,  Spike  conical  headed,  Flowers  sessile 
1399  Involucr.  2-leaved  the  wider  leaf  trifid,  Spike  sessile  imbricated,  Leaves  with  a  sharp  point 
1400  Spikes  racemose  stalked,  Bractes  shorter  than  the  4-flowered  downy  involucrum,  Leaves  incurved 
1401  Spike  sessile,  Bractes  and  in  vol.  ovate  lane.  vill.  Leaves  longer  than  flow,  acute  charm,  and  branches  hairy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
amongst  them.   Ripened  cuttings  taken  off  at  a  joint  and  planted  thinly  in  a  pot  of  sand,  will  root  without  dif- 

ficulty under  a  hand-glass :  but  the  glass  must  be  taken  off  occasionally  to  give  them  air,  and  dry  therr 
leaves."  (Bot.  Cult.  254.) 235.  Nivenia.  Named  by  Salisbury,  in  compliment  to  Mr.  James  Ki ven,  an  intelligent  collector,  who  dis- 

covered many  new  plants  in  South  Africa  while  in  the  service  of  Mr.  Hibbert.   Culture  as  for  Serruria. 
236.  Sorocephalus.  From  rapt,  a  heap,  and  xupaXfi,  a  head,  on  account  of  the  heads  of  flowers  being  in 

Clusters. 237.  Spatalla.  A  word  formed  by  Mr.  Salisbury,  with  more  wit  than  decency,  from  mra/o,  lascivio,  on 
account  of  its  ample  stigma.   Culture  as  for  Leucospermum. 

G  2 
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f238.  PERSOCNIA.  R.Br.  Persooma 1402  hirsfita  R.  Br. 
1403  linearis  R.  Br. 
1404  lanceolata  R.  Br. 
1405  salicina  R.  Br. 
1406  latifolia  Andr. 
1407  pinifolia  R.Br. 

t239.  GREVII/LEA. 
1408  sericea  R.  Br. 
1409punicea  R.Br. 
1410 juniperfna  R.Br,  juniper-like 1411  linearis  R.  Br.  linear-leaved 
1412  riparia  R.  Br.  river-side 

hairy 

linear-leaved  * 
spear-leaved  * willow-leaved  II 
broad-leaved  * 
pine-leaved  * R.  Br.  GREVILLEA. 
silky  * 
purple 

I  |  or 
I  |  or 
i    I  or 

i  |  or 
1  |  or I  |  or 

I  |  or 
I  |  or 
I  |  or 
I  1  or 
I  |  or 

Proteacete. 
4  myjl  Y 
5  jl.au  Y 4  jn.jl  Y 
7  jnjl  Pk 4  jnjl  Y 

jnjl 

1413  arenaria  R.  Br.       sand  *  |  |  or 
1414  acuminata  R.  Br.    acute-leaved     *  i  1  or 
1415  stylosa  Kn.  P.        long-styled       *  i  I  or 1416  mucr6nulata  R.  Br.  Podalyria-leav.  » i_l  or 
1417  cinerea  R,  Br.        cinereous         *  i  I  or 

Proteacete. 

Pk 
Pu 

Pk 
W 

Pk Pk 

Pk Pk 

6  ap.s 
'i'  '". 
6  ap.s 4  ap.s 

5  ap.s 
4  ap.s 

ap.s 4  ap.s 

?».  6—23. N.S.W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S.W. 
N.S.  W. N.  S.  W. N.  S.  W. 

>.  13—38. S.W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S  W. 
N.  S.  W. 

N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.W. 

1800. 
1794. 
1791. 1795. 
1795. 

1790. 

1790. 1791. 

1805. 1809. 
1809. 

C  lp  Botcab.  327 L  s.p  Botmag.760 lu  s.p  Bot  rep.  74 
C  l.p  Cav.  ic.  4. 1 389 L  s.p  Bot  rep.  280 

L  s.p 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  862 
C  Lp  Sm.N.H.t9.f.5 
C  Lp  Bot  cab.  1003 S  s.p  Bot.  rep.  272 

C  Lp 

Bot.  cab.  857 

1418  buxifolia  R.  Br. 
1419  collina  Kn.  P. 

Box-leaved 
hill 

*i_|or it  i  I  or 6  f.s 
mr.jl Pk 

Pk 

N.  S.  W.  1790.  S  s.p  Bot  rep.  218 
N.  a\V.  1802.  C  l.p 

1420  aspleniifolia  R.  Br.  Asplenium-lvd.  *  |  |  or 
24ft'  HA'KEA.  R.  Br.  Hakea. 
1421  pugioniformis  .R.  .Br.  dagger-fruited  *  i  1  or 
1422  parilis  Kn.  P.         matched         it  \  |  or 
1423  bblfqua  R.  Br.        oblique-flower.  «  \  |  or 
1424  gibb6sa  R.  Br.        gibbous-fruited  *  i  |  or 1425  acicularis  R.  Br.      needle-leaved   « i  1  or 
1426  suaveolens  R.  Br.    sweet-smelling  m  \  |  or 
1427  microcarpa  R.  Br.   small-fruited    *  i  |  or 

many-flowered  *  i  |  or 
Holly-leaved «i_Jor 

«l_|or «L_Jor 

wave-leaved 
olive-leaved 
willow-leaved 
hoary-leaved nerved-leaved  *  i  |  or 
oval-leaved  *  i  I  or 

*L_Jor 
*l_Jor 

1428  fl6rida  R.  Br. 
1429 ilicifolia  R.Br. 
1430  nitida  R.  Br. 
1431  amplexicaulis  R.Br.  stem-clasping 
1432  prostrfita  R.Br.  trailing 
1433  ceratophjlla  R.  Br.  horn-leaved 
1434  acanthophf  11a  Lk.  prickly-leaved 1435  undul&a  R.  Br. 
1436  61eifolia  R.  Br. 
1437  saligna  R.  Br. 1438  cinerea  R.  Br. 
1439  dactylotdes  R.  Br. 
1440  elllptica  R.  Br. 

241.  STENOCAR'PUa  R.  Br.  Stenocarpus. 1441  salignus  R.  Br.       fragrant  *  i  I  or 
242.  L AMBER'TI  A.  R.Br.  Lambertia. 1442  formosa  R.  Br.       handsome        *  \  I  or 
243.  XYLOME'LUM.  R.  Br.  Xylomelum. 
1443  pyriforme  R.  Br.     pear-fruited     £  \  1  or 

244.  TELOPE'A.  R.Br.  Warratah 
1444  speciosissima  R.  Br.  splendid 

245.  LOMA'TIA.  R.  Br.  Lomatia. 1445  siUifolia  R.  Br.  cut-leaved 
1446  longifolia  R.  Br.  long-leaved 

1402 
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w 
7 

jn.au 

w 
4 

jn.au 

w 
Proteacete. 5 

jnjl 

G 
Proteacete. 4 

jn.au 
Re 

N.  S.  W.  1806.  C  Lp 

Sp.20— 40. N.  S.  W.  1796. 
V.  Di.  It.  1796. 
N.  HoU.  1803. N.  a\V.  1790. 
N.  aW.  1790. 
N.  Holl.  1803. 
V.  DLL.  1819. 

I  L_Jor *l_|or 
«V_Jor 

Proteacete. 14   
ProteacetB. 

10  myjl  S 
ProteacetB. 

2  jn.au  O G 

N.  Holl. N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. n.  a  w. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  HolL N.  Holl. 
N.  HolL N.  S.  W. 
N.  HolL 

Sp.  1—2. 
N.  Holl. 

Sp.  1—2. 
n.  a  w. 

So.  1. 
n.  a  w. 

Sp.  1—2. 
n.  a  w. 

Sp.2— 8. 
n.  a  w. 
n.  a  w. 

1803. 
1803. 1803. 
1803. 
1803. 
1803. 
1821. 1803. 

1794. 
1791. 1803. 
1790. 
1794. 

1819.  C  s.l 

1788. 
1789. 
1789. 

1792. 1816. 

C  s.p 

S  s.p 
C  s.p 

Bot  cab.  353 
Bot  cab.  1682 
Cav.  ic.  6.  t.  534 Vent  maL  111 
Bot.  reg.  475 

Bot.  mag.  2579 
Bot  mag.  2246 

Bot.  rep.  215 
Cav.  ic.  6.  t.  535 

Bot  reg.  441 
Bot.  rep.  69 

Cav.  ic.6.  t536 

Bot  mag.  1128 
Bot  mag.  1272 
Bot  reg.  442 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
238.  Persoonia.  So  named  by  Sir  J.  E  Smith,  in  honor  of  C.  H.  Persoon,  the  celebrated  author  of  Synopsis 

Plantarum  and  other  esteemed  works  :  he  is  still  living,  and  about  to  publish  a  new  edition  of  his  most  useful 
Synopsis. 239.  Grevillea.  So  named  by  Mr.  R.  Brown,  after  the  Right  Honorable  Charles  Francis  Greville,  a  great 
promoter  of  natural  history.  He  was  one  of  the  vice-presidents  of  the  Royal  Society.  Some  species  ripen 
abundance  of  seeds ;  all  of  them  thrive  in  an  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  strike  roots  freely  in 
sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

240.  Hakea.  Named  by  Schreber  after  Baron  Hake,  a  patron  of  the  botanic  garden  at  Hanover.  This 
genus  thrives  in  equal  parts  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand  well  drained  ,  and  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a 
hand-glass. 
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1402  Leaves  linear  hairy  scabrous  recurved  at  edge,  Flowers  axillary,  Ovary  one-sided  silky 
1403  Leaves  oblong  linear  mucronate  rather  villous,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
1404  Leaves  lanceolate  or  elliptical  mucronate  glabrous  smooth,  Peduncle  axillary  1-flowered,  Flower  silky 
1405  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  unequal-sided,  Flowers  smooth,  Stem  arborescent,  Bark  scarious  in  layers 
1406  Leaves  obovate  acute  smooth  on  both  sides  without  ribs  thick,  Flowers  axillary  remote  on  long  stalks 
1407  Leaves  filiform  lax,  Spike  leafy  elongated  pyramidal,  Floral  leaves  abbreviated 

Style  smooth.  Follicle  ribless. 
1408  Leaves  ellipt  or  obL  obt  mucr.  broken  back  at  the  edges,  Flower  branches  erect,  Racemes  abbrev.  recurv. 
1409  Leaves  elliptical  oblong  attenuate  at  base  broken  back  at  edges,  Flower  bearing  branches  recurved 
1410  Leaves  subulate  fascicled  divaricating  broken  back  at  the  edge,  Branches  villous  rounded 
1411  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute  mucr.  broken  back  at  edges,  Rac.  abbreviate  erect,  Style  very  smooth  at  end 
1412  Lvs.  elong.  linear  broken  back  at  edges  smooth,  Inner  beard  of  flower  very  dense,  Stalks  longer  than  ovary 

Style  hairy.   Follicle  ribbed. 
1413  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  mucronate,  Racemes  recurved  few-flowered,  Pistils  tomentose 
1414  Leaves  lane,  sub-acum.  mucr.  above  dotted  scabrous  beneath  cinereous,  Branc.  pubes.  Rac.  few-fl.  recurved 
1415  Leaves  lanceol.  hairy  beneath,  Style  very  long  compressed  hairy  at  back  [or  horizontal 
1416  Leaves  obovate  obt  mucr.  above  scabrous  and  shining  beneath  rather  silky,  Hairs  of  flowers  appressed 
1417  Leaves  elliptical  and  obovate  mucronate  above  roughish  beneath  cinereous 

Pistil  woolly.   Follicle  ribleas.  [as  recurved  appendage 
1418  Leaves  elliptical  above  dotted  scabrous  beneath  cinereous  with  close  tomentum,  Stig.  orbic.  scarcely  as  long 
1419  Leaves  elliptic  lanceolate  little  revolute  at  edge,  Flowers  scarcely  higher  than  leaves 

Raceme  thyrsoid.   Leaves  pinnittijid.    (True  Grevillece,  Br.) 
1420  Leaves  elongate  linear  pinnatifid  cut  or  entire  beneath  tomentose,  Racemes  3  times  as  short  as  the  leaf 

Leaves  filiform. 
1421  Leaves  smooth,  Flowers  silky  or  hairy,  Caps,  lanceolate  acuminate  straight  crested  on  both  sides 
1422  Leaves  smooth  with  bloom  not  channelled,  Petals  woolly 
1423  Leaves  terete,  Branches  toment.  Gland  attached  to  oblique  end  of  stalk,  Flow,  silky,  Caps,  gibbous  nodose 
1424  Lvs.  ben.  with  an  obsol.  furr.  at  base  and  branc.  s.-pub.  BranchL  and  fl-stks.  hairy,  Caps.  gibb.  with  cav.  inside 
1425  Leaves  smooth  beneath  below  the  middle  with  an  obsolete  furrow  the  length  of  fruit,  Caps,  gibbous  rugose 
1426  Leaves  furrowed  above  pinnatifid  occasionally  undivided,  Flowers  racemose  smooth,  Caps,  gibbous 
1427  Lvs.  of  upper  branches  filif.  of  lower  flat,  Perianths  very  smooth,  Caps,  with  2  spurs  umbelled  much  shorter 

Leaves  flat,  toothed,  or  entire.  [than  leaf 
1428  Leaves  narrow-lanceoL  prickly  toothed  minutely  dotted  a  little  rough  at  the  edge,  Caps.  2-spurred  convex 
1429  Leaves  oval  opaque  sinuate-toothed  prickly  stalked,  Caps.  2-spurred  ovate  gibbous  compressed  at  end 
1430  Lvs.  lane,  or  obL  attenu.  at  base  with  a  few  prickly  teeth  or  entire  shining  veiny  with  branches  very  smooth 
1431  Lvs.  sinu.  tooth,  shining  veiny  stem-clasp,  with  a  dilated  cord,  base,  Stem  prost.  Bran,  smooth,  Caps.  spurL 
1432  Lvs.  angul.  tooth,  dil  at  end  and  cuneate  at  base  cord,  stem  clasp.  Stem  prost  Branc.  pubes.  Caps,  spurless 
1433  Leaves  pinnatifid  and  bipinnatifid  linear,  Capsules  spurless 
1434  Leaves  pinnatifid  the  anterior  segments  1  inch  long  the  posterior  1\  inch  and  more 
1435  Leaves  obovate  3-nerved  reticulated  wavy  prickly  toothed,  Caps,  spurless  ventricose 
1436  Leaves  lane,  entire  and  nerved  obsoletely  veined  prickly  at  end  upper  pubesc  Caps.  term.  2-spurred  gibbous. 
1437  Lvs.  elongate-lanc  entire  1-nerv.  acute  withered  at  end  with  bran,  very  smooth,  Caps,  keeled  on  both  sides 
1438  Lvs.  lin.-lanc.  elongate  entire  3-nerv.  obsoletely  veined  rough,  wither,  at  end,  Bran,  downy,  Caps,  lanceol. 
1439  Leaves  entire  3-nerved  veiny  obovate-oblong  or  linear  lanceolate  reversed,  Branches  angular,  Bark  warted 
1440  Leaves  entire  5-nerved  reticulated  elliptical  or  oval  pointless,  Stalks  and  flowers  smooth,  Bark  shining 

1441  Leaves  elongate  lanceolate  3-nerved  at  base 

1442  Involucres  7-flowered,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  cuspidate 

1443  The  only  species 

1444  Leaves  wedge-shaped  oblong  toothed  veiny  smooth 

1445  Leaves  bipinnatifid  very  smooth,  Segments  wedge-shaped  or  lanceolate  cut 
1416  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  elongate  smooth  remotely  serrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
241.  Stenocarpus.    A  handsome  genus.   The  name  is  derived  from  mttas,  narrow,  and  xaqros,  fruit. 
242.  Lambertia.  In  honor  of  A.  B.  Lambert,  Esq.  F.  R.  S.,  vice-president  of  the  Linnaean  Society,  and  pos- 

sessor of  a  rich  Herbarium.  This  handsome  plant  thrives  well  in  loam  and  peat  not  over  watered.  Cuttings 
must  be  taken  off  at  a  joint  before  they  begin  to  push,  and  planted  thinly  in  sand  under  a  glass,  and  guarded from  damp. 

243.  Xylomelum.  A  name  derived  by  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  from  the  remarkable  fruit  of  the  plant  which  resembles 
a  wooden  apple ;  |vX«»,  wood,  and  /MjXn,  an  apple. 

244.  Telopea.  From  r?jAa*T<K,  seen  at  a  distance,  in  allusion  to  the  brilliant  crimson  blossoms  which  decorate 
the  plant,  and  make  it  a  conspicuous  object  in  its  own  country,  as  well  as  in  our  conservatories. 

245.  Lomatia.   From  fMfta,  an  edge,  on  account  of  the  winged  edge  of  the  seeds- G  3 
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246.  RHOPA'LA.  R.Br.  Rhopala. 1417  dentate  B.  Br.  tooth-leaved  t 
1448  sessilifolia  B.  Br.  sessile-leaved  J 

247.  BANK'SIA.  B.  Br.  Banksia. 
1449  pulchella  B.Br.  small-flowered  it 
1450  sphserocarpa  R.  Br.  round-fruited  & 1451  nutans  R.  Br.  nodding-flower.il 
1452  erlcifolia  R.  Br.  Heath-leaved  * 
1453  spinulosa  A'.  Br.  spiny  m 1454  colllna  B.  Br.  hill  * 
1455  occidentals  R.Br,  west-coast  it 
1456  littoralis  B.  Br.  sea-side  * 
1457  marginata  B.  Br.  various-leaved  * 1458  australis  R.  Br.  southern  * 
1459  integrifolia  R.  Br.  entire-leaved  t 1460  verticillata  B.  Br.  verticillate  f 
1461  coccinea  B.  Br.  scarlet-flowered • 
1452  paludosa  B.  Rr.  marshy  it 
1463  oblongifolia  R.  Br.  oblong-leaved  t 
1464  latifolia  B.  Br.  broad-leaved  J 
1465  marcescens  B.  Br.  short-leaved  it 
1466  insularis  B.  Br.  Island  it 
1467  attenuate  B.  Br.  smooth-flower,  it 
1468  serrate  R.  Br.  saw-leaved  1 
1469  se'mula  R.  Br.  deeply-sawed  it 
1470  quercifolia  B.  Br.  oak-leaved  it 
1471  dentate  A'.  Br.  toothed  it 1472  speciosa  R.  Br.  long-leaved  it 
1473  grandis  B.  Br.  great-flowered  it 
1474  ripens  R.Br.  creeping  it 

248.  DRYAN'DRA.  R.Br.  Dryandra. 
1475  floribunda  R.  Br.  many-flowered  it 
1476  cuneata  R.  Br.  wedge-leaved 
1477  annate  R.  Br.  acute-leaved 
1478form6sa  R.  Br.  splendid 
1479  plum6sa  R.  Br.  feathered 1480  obtusa  R.  Br.  obtuse-leaved 
1481  nlvea  R.  Br.  white-leaved' 
1482  longifolia  B.  Br.  long-leaved 1483  tenuifolia  B.  Br.  fine-leaved 
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STRUTHI'OLA.  W.  Strothiola. 
1484  juniperina  W. 1485  erecte  W.  en. 
1486  ovate  W. 
1487  imbricate  JSC  K. 
1488  toment6sa  H.  K. 
1489  virgate  H.  K. 
1490  ciliata  Amir. 
1491  pubescens  H.  K. 1492  incana  Lodd. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
246.  Rhopala.  The  vernacular  name  of  one  of  the  species  found  in  Guiana  is  Roupala.  The  species  seldom 

flower,  and  are  remarkable  more  for  the  beauty  of  their  foliage  than  blossoms,  which  are  disposed  in  long  spikes, usually  of  a  greenish  color. 
247.  Banksia.  So  named  by  Linnsus,  in  honor  of  Sir  Joseph  Banks,  Bart,  Pres.  R.S.,  a  distinguished  pro- 

moter of  the  study  of  natural  history,  and  of  science  in  general :  he  died  in  1820.  This  is  an  elegant  genus,  and 
to  be  grown  well  requires  a  soil  composed  of  equal  parts  of  peat,  loam,  and  sand.  The  pots  must  be  well 
drained ;  and  the  following  is  the  mode  recommended  by  Sweet :  "  Place  a  piece  of  potsherd  about  halfway over  the  hole  at  the  bottom  of  the  pot,  then  lay  another  piece  against  it  that  it  may  be  hollow,  afterwards  put 
some  smaller  pieces  all  round  them,  and  some  more,  broken  very  small,  on  the  top  of  these.  All  plants  belong- 

ing to  the  Proteaceae  should  be  drained  in  the  same  manner,  as  the  roots  are  very  fond  of  running  amongst  the 
broken  potsherds ;  and  there  is  not  so  much  danger  of  their  being  overwatered ;  care  must  be  taken  not  to  let 
them  flag  for  want  of  water,  as  they  seldom  recover  if  allowed  to  get  very  dry ;  they  should  also  be  placed  in  an 
airy  part  of  the  green-house  when  in  doors,  as  nothing  is  more  beneficial  to  them  than  a  free  circulation  of  air. Cuttings  are  generally  supposed  to  be  difficult  to  root,  but  they  will  root  readily  if  properly  managed :  let  them 
be  well  ripened  before  they  are  taken  off ;  then  cut  them  off  at  a  joint,  and  plant  them  in  pots  of  sand  without 
shortening  any  of  the  leaves,  except  on  the  part  that  is  planted  in  the  sand,  where  they  should  be  taken  off 
quite  close ;  the  less  depth  they  are  planted  in  the  pots  the  better,  if  they  only  stand  firm  when  the  sand  is  well 
closed  round  them ;  then  place  them  under  hand-glasses  in  the  propagating  house,  but  not  plunge  them  in 
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1447  Leaves  alternate  ovate  lanceolate  complicate  toothed  attenuated  at  both  ends 
1448  Leaves  4  together  subsessile  wedge-shaped  oblong  entire 

1449  Leaves  acerose  entire  not  pointed,  Claws  of  flower  woolly,  Segments  smooth,  Stigma  a  depressed  head 
1450  Leaves  acerose  entire  mucronate,  Flower  all  hairy,  Stigma  subulate,  Cones  globose 
1451  Leaves  acerose  entire  mucronate,  Flower  heads  nodding,  Flowers  silky 
1452  Leaves  acerose  emarginate  2-toothed  entire,  Flower  heads  long,  Flowers  silky,  Stigma  capitate 
1453  Leaves  acerose  3-toothed  at  end,  the  middle  tooth  longest  prickly  or  entire  at  the  edge,  Stigma  subulate 1454  Leaves  linear  prickly  toothed ;  the  terminal  tooth  shortest 
1455  Leaves  linear  beyond  the  middle  prickly  toothed  beneath  veinless,  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  smooth 
1456  Leaves  long  lin.  prickly  toothed  atten.  at  base  veinless  beneath,  Stem  arborescent,  Branchlets  tomentose 
1457  Leaves  linear  truncate  mucronate  entire  or  toothed ;  veins  beneath  inconspicuous,  Ends  of  branches  hairy 1458  Leaves  linear  truncate  mucronate  recurved  at  edge  entire  beneath  netted,  Ends  of  branches  tomentose 
1459  Leaves  whorled  oblong  lane,  entire  mucronulate  with  conspicuous  netted  veins  beneath,  Stem  arboreous 
1460  Leaves  whorled  Ungulate  oblong  obtuse  unarmed  beneath  veinless  white.  Stem  arboreous 
1461  Leaves  altem.  wedge-shaped  obovate  or  obi  toothed  truncated  ribbed  reticulated  at  the  base  transverse 
1462  Leaves  somewhat  whorled  wedge-shaped  obi.  subtrunc.  attenuated  at  base  beyond  middle  toothed  serrate 
1463  Leaves  scattered  narr.  obL  trunc.  toothed  serr.  beneath  ribbed  and  veiny,  Footstalks  and  brancbl  toment 
1464  Leaves  obovate  oblong  prickly  serrate  acute  at  base  beneath  ribbed  reticulated  cinereous 
1465  Leaves  wedge-shaped  flat  scattered  truncate  beyond  the  middle  toothed  serrate  at  the  base  acutish 
1466  Leaves  linear  or  wedge-shaped  oblong  rounded  mucronulate  scattered  or  whorled  beneath  netted 
1467  Leaves  elongate  lin.  trunc.  at  the  base  attenuate  beyond  the  middle  serrated  beneath  ribbed  retic.  toment. 
1468  Leaves  broad  linear  elongate  truncated  serrate  beneath  reticulated  smoothish  at  the  base  attenuated 
1469  Lvs.  broad  lin.  elong.  truncated  deeply  serrate  beneath  reticulated  smoothish,  Stig.  bearded  not  furrowed 
1470  Leaves  oblong  wedge-shaped  subtruncate  smooth  cut  serrate  mucronate,  Segments  of  flower  awned 
1471  Leaves  wedge-shaped  oblong  truncate  sinuate  toothed  undulated  acute  at  base  beneath  ribbed  veiny  snowy 1472  Leaves  linear  pinnatifid,  Lobes  triangular  half  ovate  mucronate  beneath  snowy  obsoletely  nerved 
1473  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Lobes  triangular  ovate  acute  flat  beneath  nerved  smoothish,  Flowers  smooth 
1474  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Lobes  sinuate  or  toothed,  Stem  prostrate 

1475  Leaves  wedge-shaped  cut  serrate,  Bractes  of  involucre  striated  outer  smoothish 
1476  Leaves  wedge-shaped  sinuate  toothed  prickly  stalked,  Bractes  all  smooth  silky 
1477  Lvs.  pinnatifid,  Lobes  triang.  flat  divaricating  straight  prickly  pointed  the  term,  longer  than  those  next  it 
1478  Lvs.  elongate  linear  pinnatifid,  Lobes  triangular  pointless  flat  snow-white  beneath,  Involucres  tomentose 
1479  Leaves  elongate  lin.  pinnatifid,  Lobes  an  equal-sided  triangle  mucron.  recurved  at  edge  beneath  snow-white 
1480  Leaves  lin.  pinnatifid  longer  than  decumbent  tomentose  stem,  Lobes  triangular  obtuse  snow-white  beneath 
1481  Leaves  lin.  pinnatifid  as  long  as  smooth  stem,  Lobes  triang.  acute  mucr.  beneath  white  with  recurved  edge 
1482  Lvs.  lin.  pinnatifid  very  long  acute  beneath  ashy  at  base  attenuated  and  entire,  Lobes  triang.  ascend,  decur. 
1483  Leaves  linear  elongate  pinnatifid  sub-truncate  white  beneath,  Lobes  triangular  decurrent  divaricating 

1484  Leaves  linear  acute  spreading,  Flowers  naked,  Anthers  included 
1485  Leaves  linear  and  4-cornered  branches  smooth 
1486  Leaves  ovate  and  branches  rugose  smooth 
1487  Leaves  ovate  furrowed  quadrifarious  ciliated  at  edge,  Glands  of  flower  4 
1488  Leaves  ovate  tomentose,  Glands  of  flower  12 
1489  Leaves  lanceolate  ciliated,  Bractes  the  length  of  germen 
1490  Leaves  lanceolate  mucronate  ciliate  concave  incurved  at  end 
1491  Leaves  linear  ciliated,  Bractes  longer  than  germen 
1492  Leaves  all  over  hoary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

heat ;  the  glasses  must  be  frequently  taken  off"  to  give  them  air  and  dry  them,  or  they  are  apt  to  damp  off; when  they  are  rooted,  the  sooner  they  are  potted  off  in  little  pots  the  better,  as  the  sand  is  liable  to  canker  their 
roots  if  left  too  long  in  it ;  when  potted  off,  they  should  be  placed  in  a  close  frame,  but  not  on  heat,  as  a  bottom 
heat  will  destroy  their  roots,  when  they  must  be  hardened  to  the  air  by  degrees.  Plants  raised  in  this  way  have 
better  roots,  grow  faster,  and  flower  sooner  than  plants  raised  from  seeds.  In  raising  them  from  seeds  they 
should  be  sown  in  the  same  kind  of  soil  as  the  plants  are  grown  in,  and  placed  in  the  green-house ;  or  if  it  is 
in  summer  they  will  come  up  sooner  if  placed  out  in  the  open  air ;  they  will  soon  make  their  appearance,  when 
they  should  be  potted  off  in  small  pots,  for  if  left  in  the  seed-pots  too  long  they  are  apt  to  die,  and  are  more 
difficult  to  move  with  safety."  (Sot.  Cult.  147.) 248.  Dryandra.  Was  named  by  Mr.  R.  Brown  after  the  famous  Jonas  Dryander,  whose  catalogue  of  the 
Banksian  library  would  alone  be  a  monument  of  talent  and  industry,  if  his  high  botanical  acquirements  had 
been  unknown.  This  genus  is  allied  in  character  and  habits  to  Banksia.  It  thrives  best  in  very  sandy  loam 
and  peat  in  well  drained  pots.  Cuttings  made  from  ripened  wood  taken  off  at  a  joint  before  they  begin  to  push, 
planted  in  sand  without  shortening  any  of  the  leaves,  and  covered  with  a  glass,  will  root  without  difficulty.  The 
pots  should  not  be  plunged,  and  as  soon  as  the  cuttings  are  rooted  they  must  be  potted  off,  as  the  sand  is  apt  to 
injure  their  roots.  Place  them  afterwards  in  a  close  frame  or  under  hand-glasses  till  they  strike  root  afresh, and  then  harden  them  by  degrees.  (Sweet.) 

249.  Strvthiola.   From  rrftiB-of,  a  sparrow :  the  pointed  seed  vessels  have  some  resemblance  to  the  beak  of  a 
G  4 
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230.  OPERCULA'RIA.  W.  Opercularia. 
1493  aspera  W.  rough-seeded   j£  iAI  w 

251.  CRYPTOSPER'MUM.  P.S.  Cryptospermum chaffy 

POTHOS. 
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1497  violacea 
1498  cannarfolia  ff  XI 
1499  crassinervis  W. 
1500  cordate  W. 
1501  sagittate  B.  M. 
1502  macropttflla  W. 1503  obtusifolia  H.  K. 
1504  foetida  H.  K. 
1505  palmate  W. 
1506  penteph^lla  W. 

253.  RIVI'NA.  W. 1507humilis  W. 
(3  canes' cms  W. 1508  purpurascens  W.  en.  purple 

15091a3'vis  W.  smooth 1510  brasiliensis  W.  wave-leaved 
1511  octandra  W.  climbing 

254.  CAMPHOROS'MA.  W.  Camphorosma. 
1512  monspeliaca  W.      hairy  «.  i_J  cu 

*255.  ALCHEMII/LA.  TV.  Ladies-mantle. 1513  vulgaris  TV.  en. 
1514  montana  W.  en. 
1515  pubescens  TV.  en. 1516  sericea  W.  en. 
1517alpina  TV. 
1518  pentaphylla  W. 
1519  A'phanes  W. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
sparrow  or  other  small  bird.  The  species  are  all  slender,  hardy,  green-house  plants,  of  pretty  appearance,  and 
easy  cultivation. 250.  Opercularia.  From  operculum,  a  lid,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  calyx  is  closed.  Plants  of no  beauty. 

251.  Cryptospermum.  From  x^vxru,  to  conceal,  and  trtt^ixa,  seed.  The  seeds,  or  rather  seed-vessels,  are hidden  in  the  involucrum.   Weeds  of  some  tropical  countries. 
252.  Pothos.  From  potha,  the  native  name  of  this  plant  in  Ceylon.  Most  of  the  species  are  sub-parasitic,  and 

found  climbing,  like  ivy,  on  the  trunks  of  trees  in  the  West  Indies  and  America.  In  our  stoves  most  of  the 
species  will  thrive  planted  in  old  bark  and  moss,  and  plunged  in  heat.  P.  palmate  has  leaves  upwards  of  three 
feet  long,  with  a  foot-stalk  nearly  four  feet  long,  palmate,  as  thick  as  strong  parchment,  smooth,  with  a  midrib 
of  a  deep  green  above,  and  the  fructification  on  spikes  more  than  a  foot  in  length.  The  species  are  cultivated 
for  the  sake  of  their  foliage,  which  is  always  of  an  agreeable  green  color,  and  not  liable  to  discoloration  by  damp or  other  accidents  of  a  hot-house. 

253.  Rivina.  In  memory  of  A.  Q.  Rivinus,  a  native  of  Saxony,  born  in  1652,  and  died  in  1722.  He  was  for 
a  long  time  professor  of  botany  and  medicine  at  Leipsig,  and  left  behind  him  some  valuable  botanical  works ;  and 
among  them  a  very  ingenious  attempt  at  a  classification  of  plants  by  the  corolla ;  from  which  some  modern  bo- 

tanists have  profited  more  than  they  have  acknowledged.  The  name,  as  Linnaeus  observes,  with  his  usual 
neatness,  has  been  given  to  a  shrub  always  covered  with  leaves  and  fruits,  in  allusion  to  the  merit  of  the  works 
of  Rivinus.  R.  octandra,  the  Hoop-withy  of  Jamaica,  and  liane  £  baril  of  Martinique,  has  a  very  long  tough 
flexile  stalk  an  inch  or  more  in  diameter,  and  sometimes  made  into  hoops  in  the  West  Indies.  The  berries  con  - 
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1493  Leaves  opposite  ovate  rough,  Flowers  capitate,  Heads  stalked  axillary 
1491  Stem  erect  4-cornered  and  leaves  lanceolate  entire  smooth 

1495  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  nerveless 
1496  Leaves  lanceolate  3-nerved  veiny  entire,  Scape  3-cornered  at  the  end 1497  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire  nerved  dotted 
1498  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  pointed  at  both  ends  ribbed,  Spathe  oblong  acuminate  fiat  stalked 
1499  Leaves  obi.  attenuated  at  both  ends  veiny  entire,  Middle  rib  convex  on  both  sides  with  3  keels  at  its  base 
1500  Leaves  cordate  lobed  imbricated,  Spathe  flat,  Scape  rounded 
1501  Leaves  cordate  acute,  Lobes  spreading,  Spathe  reflexed  as  long  as  the  erect  spadix 
1502  Leaves  cordate  lobes  divaricating,  Spadix  much  shorter  than  the  spatha 
1503  Leaves  cordate  very  obtuse 
1504  Leaves  cordate  acute,  Spadix  subglobose 
1505  Leaves  palmated,  Lobes  9  or  10  lanceolate  obtuse 
1506  Leaves  digitate  quinate  ovate  acuminate 

1507  Leaves  pubescent 
1508  Leaves  ovate  smooth  ciliated,  Petioles  pubescent 
1509  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth  flat,  Stem  round 
1510  Leaves  ovate  wavy  rugose,  Stem  furrowed 1511  Flowers  octandrous  and  dodecandrous 

1512  Tufted  tomentose  hoary,  Stems  ascending  simple 

1513  Leaves  reniform  plaited  serrated,  Stem  and  petiole  smoothish,  Flowers  dichotomous  corymbose 
1514  Leaves  reniform  9-lobed  beneath  with  the  stem  and  petioles  silky,  Flowers  fastigiate  clustered  sessile 
1515  Leaves  reniform  7-lobed  toothed  silky  beneath,  Corymbs  terminal 
1516  Leaves  digitate  in  sevens  lanceolate  acute,  from  the  middle  to  the  end  deeply  serrated  silky  beneath 
1517  Leaves  digitate  in  fives  or  sevens  lanceolate  cuneatc  obtuse  serrated  or  toothed  at  the  end  silky  beneath 1518  Leaves  tbree  together,  Leaflets  ciliated  multitid  smooth 
1519  Leaves  three  parted,  Segments  tri fid  pubescent,  Flowers  clustered  monandrous 

1520  Spike  ovate,  Stamens  shorter  than  the  cor.  Cal.  and  leaves  smooth,  Leaflets  ovate  subcordate 
1521  Leaflets  cordate  lanceolate  crenate  toothed  quite  smooth,  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla 
1522  Leaflets  subsessile  ovate-lanceolate  finely  serrated,  Spikes  cylindrical,  Stamens  longer  than  corolla 
1523  Spikes  cylindrical,  Stamens  longer  than  corolla,  Cal.  somewhat  ciliated 
1524  Spikes  cylindrical  very  long,  Stamens  much  longer  than  corolla 

1525  Leaves  cordate  oval  obtuse  crenulate,  Receptacles  orbicular 
1526  Leaves  cordate  angular  acute,  Receptacles  quadrangular 
1527  Leaves  cordate  or  pinnatifid  palmate  serrated,  Receptacles  quadrangular 
1528  Leaves  cordate  sagittate  undulated  toothed  large,  Receptacles  oval 1507 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
stitute  the  principal  part  of  the  food  of  the  American  thrush  or  nightingale ;  they  contain  a  very  oilv  seed,  and 
2?£r!,thfeb^ha?  ̂ »™edmany  of  them  he  frequently  flies  to  the  next  bird/pepper  bush  (Capsfcum)  and picks  a  few  pods :  mstmct  directing  nun  to  what  is  necessary  to  promote  the  digestion £f  that  oleaginous  heavv  food! 254  Camphorosma.  Barbarously  named  from  two  words,  the  one  Lath?  (camphora),  and  the  othe^O™* (otm),  signifying  a  smell  of  camphor.  The  plant  abounds  with  a  volatile  oily  salt,  and  is  warm  and  stimu^t ing ;  but  its  appearance  has  nothing  to  recommend  it  '      '  &umuiat- 255  AlchemiUa  Named,  as  Linnseus  asserts,  from  its  supposed  alchymical  purposes :  but,  as  others  main tain,  from  its  Arabic  appellation  alkhnelyeh.  (J.  de  Souza,  p.  &)  A.  vulgaris  is  eaten  reWtty  by  horsef  she^n and  goats,  and  is  considered  a  good  herbage-plant  where  it  abounds  in  upland  pastures.  A.  alpma  is  an  elec^nt species,  common  on  many  of  the  Highland  mountains,  and  supposed  by  Lightfoot  and  others  to  aid  consider ably  in  giving  the  peculiarly  excellent  flavor  to  Highland  mutton.   A.  aphahes  is  a  worthless  weed.  aer 256.  Sanguisorba.  From  sanguis,  blood,  and  sorbere,  to  absorb.  The  plant  has  passed  for  an  excellent  vulnp rary.  This  genus  greatly  resembles  Potenum  (Moncecia  Polyan.),  and  ProfessorMartyn  observes  that  it certainly  a  defect  m  the  Linniean  system  that  two  genera  so  similar  in  habit  should  be  placedso apart  u however,  that  the  object  of  the  Linnaan  system  was  less  to  bring  p^nts  ̂ etheJ according  to  all  their  relative  qualities,  than  to  associate  them  according  to  one  quality,  which  mteht  sefve >ll an  index  by  which  to  ascertain  their  names.  wmcn  mignt  serve  as 
<  sS:J)o?'tenia-  In  mem°*y  of  Theodore  Dorsten,  a  German,  author  of  a  work  entitled  Rnbniii<nn  nrint*A in  1740.  Its  flowers,  says  Linnseus,  are  like  the  works  of  Dorsten,  they  hive mtfe  to  recommend  K  Thl roots  are  imported  under  the  name  of  Contrayerva  roots,  and  used  both  in  medicine  and  dyeing. 
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25R  ISNARUA.  W. 
1529palustris  W. 

259.  ELjEACNUa  W. 
1530  angustifolia  W. 
1531  argentea  Ph. 1532  orientalis  W. 
1533  latifolia  W. 
1534  acuminata  Lk. 

260.  GLOBUL  A'RI  A, 1535  longifolia  W. 
1536A1ypum  W. 
1537  vulgaris  W. 
1538  spinosa  W. 1539  cordif61ia  W. 
1540  nudicaulis  W. 

t261.  HOUSTCNIA.  W. 
1541  caarulea  W. 
1542  purpurea  W. 

262.  DIPSA'CUa  W. 1543fuU6num  W. 
1544  sylvestris  W. 1545  laciniatus  W. 
1546  Gmelini  Bieb. 
1547  inermis  (f  Vi//. 
1548  pilosus  W. 

*26a  CEPHALA'RIA 
1549alplna  W. 1550  albescens  W.  en. 
1551  rigida  JF. 1552  attenuate  W. 
1553  transylvanica  W. 
1554  syrlaca  W. 1555  leucantha  W. 
1556tatarica  W. 
1557  uralensis  W. 
1558  laevigata  W.SfK. 

(3  cormculata 1559cretacea  B»e& 
1560  VaUlantii  ScAotf. 
1561  papposa  W. 

*264.  SCABICSA.  W. 
1562  dich6toraa  JF.  e». 
1563Succisa  W. 
1564  integrifolia  W. 1565  arvensis  W. 
1566  sylvatica  W. 
1567  longifolia  P.  S. 
1568ciliata  Spr. 

ISNARDA. 
marsh  *  O  w 
Oleaster. 

narrow-leaved  4  or 
silvery  y  or 
oriental  J  i  |  or 
broad-leaved  it  □  or 
acuminated  *  |  |  or 

W.     (}  LOB  CI- ARIA. 
long-leaved      tt.  i  |  pr three-toothed  tt. 1  |  pr 
common         £  A  Pr 
prickly-leaved  j£  i  |  pr wedge-leaved  £  A  pr 
naked-stalked  £  A  P' 
Houstonia. 

blue-flowered  f  Al* 
purple-flower'd  j£  A  pr Teasel. 
clothier's        ^  Q)  ag wild  CD  w 
cut-leaved  ifjw intermediate    ^  Q) 
unarmed  A 
small  ^  CD 

Schr.  Cephalaria. 
Alpine  A  or whitish  ^  A  or 
stiff-leaved      tt.  i  |  or 
narrow-leaved  tt.  i  |  or 
Transylvanian  O  or 
Syrian  O  or white-flowered  ^  A<" 

Onagrarue. 1  jl  G 
EUeagnete. 15  jl 

10  jLau 10  jLau 
3  jLau 3  ... 

Ap Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 

GlobulariruB. 3  jLau  W 2  au.s  Pa 

}  my.jn  B i  my.jn  B |jn.jl  
B i  jn.jl  B 

Bubiacae.  
H 

i  my.au  L.B 
1  my.au  Pu 

Sp.l— a 
Eur.,  &c  177a 

Sp.  5— 10. a  Europe  1633. N.  Amer.  1813. Levant  174a 
E.  Indies  1712. 

Sp.  6—13. 
Madeira  1775. 
&  Europe  1640. 
Europe  1640. 
Spain  1640. Germany  163a 
Germany  1629. 

%  2— 15. N.  Amer.  1785. N.  Amer.  1800. 

Tartarian 
Uralian smooth horned chalky 

Vaillant's 

^  Q)  or 
O  or k  A  or 

^  A  or 3t  A  or 
O  or 

Dipsaccce.    Sp.  6 — 10. 

jl jl 

jLau 
jLau 

Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
B 
W 
W 

Dipsaccce. 

jn.jl jn.jl 

jl 

jLs 

jl 
jl 

S.O 

jn.au jl.au 
1|  jLau 2  jLau 
4  jl.au 

1|  jLau 

L.Y W 
w 
w 
Li 
W 
W 
L.Y 
Y 
Str 
Str Str 

B 

Britain  hedg.  S 
Britain  m.lied.  S 
Germany  168a  S Caucasus  1820.  S 
Nepal  182a  S Britain  moi.pl.  S 

Sp.  13—30. 

Schk.han.l.  t.25 
PalL  ross.  1. 1 4 
Pall.  ross.  1.  1 5 
Bm.  zeyL  t.39.f.2 
Bot.  reg.  685 
Garid.  aix .  t.  42 
Bot  mag.  2256 
Jac.  aus.  a  1 245 Jac.  aus.  a  1 230 
Bot  mag.  370 Bot  cab.  1621 

Eng.  bot  2080 
Eng.  bot  1032 Jac.  aus.  5. 1 403 

1570. 1804. 

1731. 1774. 

Switzerl. 
Siberia 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
Transylv.  1699. 
Syria  1633. France  1739. 
Russia  1759. 
Siberia  1789. 
Hungary  1805. 
Hungary  1801. Caucasus  1818. 
Aleppo  1822. 

Pi 

Lp 

downy-headed      O  or    1  jl W     a  Europe  1739.  S  co 
Scabious. 

forked 
DevU's-bit red-flowered 
field 
broad-leaved 
long-leaved ciliated 

3t  O  or 
^  A  or 

O  or ^  A  or i  Aw 
i  A  »f 

A  or 

Dipsacece. 1  jn.au  Pk 1  au.o  V 

1|  jn.au  R 2  jLo  Pu 
3  |1  Pu 
1}  jl.au  Li 2  jLau  W 

p.  33— ioa Sicily  ; 
Britain France 
Britain 
Austria 

1804. 

1748. 
cor.  ti. 163a 

Hungary  1802.  D  co Germany  1802.  D  co 

S  co D  co 
S  co S  co 
D 

Eng.  bot  877 

Be.eys.ses.  t.8.  f.l 
Com.hort2.t93 
Jac.  vind.2.  till 
Mor.h.3.tl4.f.l4 Ger.  ema.721.f.8 
Act.ups.1744.  tl 
Co.  gottl782.  t4 Wl.&Kit.3.t.230 
W.  et  Kit  1 13 

Bocc.  mus.  t.120 
Eng.  bot  878 

Eng.  bot  659 Jac.  aus.  4. 1 362 
W.  et  Kit  t5 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
258.  Isnarda.  Antoine  Tristan  Danti  d'Isnard  was  a  French  botanist,  professor  at  the  Jardin  du  Roi,  and member  of  the  Academy  of  Sciences,  to  which  he  communicated  many  memoirs  upon  plants  from  1716  to  1724. 

An  obscure  marsh  plant 
259.  EUsagnus.  From  iXom,  an  olive :  the  tree  having  a  striking  resemblance  to  the  olive  tree.  E.  angus- 

tifolia is  a  low  tree  with  elegant  silvery  leaves  and  a  brown  bark,  but  not  of  long  duration.  All  the  hardy  spe- 
cies are  commonly  propagated  by  layers ;  but  according  to  Sweet  and  Haynes,  "  cuttings  will  strike  if  taken 

off  at  a  joint  in  ripened  wood,  and  planted  in  a  sheltered  situation  early  in  autumn."  The  green-house  and stove  species  strike  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 260.  Globular ia.  From  the  flowers  being  packed  in  globose  heads.  The  species  called  Alypum  has  been  so  named 
from  a,  privative,  and  Xutni,  pain j  used  by  way  of  antiphrasis,  according  to  Dalechamp,  because  it  is  a  dangerous 
purgative.  Bauhin  even  calls  it  Frutex  terribilis ;  but  Clusius  says,  it  was  used  by  the  Spanish  quacks  of  his  day 
as  a  cure  for  venereal  diseases.  It  is  however  doubtful  whether  the  Alypon  of  the  old  botanists  is  the  same  with 
the  plant  so  called  by  the  moderns.  Cuttings  of  the  shrubby  green-house  species,  taken  off  before  they  begin  to 
make  new  shoots,  root  freely  in  loam  and  peat  under  a  bell-glass,  and  in  moderate  bottom  heat  The  hardy  and 
herbaceous  kinds  may  be  propagated  from  seeds,  or  divided  like  daisies.  Miller  says,  they  prefer  a  shady  situation 
and  a  moist  loamy  soil ;  but  Sweet  recommends  a  light  sandy  soil.   The  leaves  of  most  of  the  species  dry  black. 

261.  Houstonia.  Named  after  Dr.  Wm.  Houston,  the  friend  and  correspondent  of  Miller :  he  died  in  173a 
The  plants  are  small,  elegant  in  their  habits,  and  very  fit  for  pots  or  rockwork. 
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91 1529  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute 

1530  Leaves  lanceolate 
1531  Leaves  oblong  acute  at  each  end  silvery,  Flowers  solitary  nodding 1532  Leaves  oblong  ovate  opaque 1533  Leaves  ovate 
1534  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  wavy 

1535  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  entire,  Flowers  axillary  subsessile  solitary 
1536  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  lanceolate  3- toothed  and  entire,  Heads  terminal 
1537  Stem  herbaceous,  Radical  leaves  about  3-toothed  much  longer  than  the  stalk,  Cauline  lanceolate 1538  Radical  leaves  crenate  acuminate,  Cauline  entire  mucronate 
1539  Radical  leaves  wedge-shaped  refuse  toothed  at  end  the  intermediate  tooth  very  small 
1540  Stem  naked,  Leaves  entire  lanceolate 

1541  Leaves  radical  ovate,  Stem  compound,  First  peduncles  2-flowered 
1542  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Corymbs  terminal 

1543  Corona  obsolete,  Head  cylindrical,  Bractes  recurved,  Leaves  connate  entire  subcoriaceous 
1544  Corona  obsolete,  Head  cylind.  Bractes  straight,  InvoL  weak  longer  than  head,  Lvs.  conn,  entire  or  jagged 
1545  Leaves  of  involucre  linear-lanceolate  rigid  about  as  long  as  the  head,  Leaves  usually  sinuately  jagged 1546  Corona  membranaceous,  Head  ovate,  Involucre  weak  deflexed 
1547  Leaves  oblong  serrate  villous  stalked  sublobate,  Cauline  connate,  Heads  globular  villous 
1548  Corona  obsolete,  Head  globose,  Involucre  deflexed  not  quite  so  long  as  bracteae 

Corollas  4-cleft. 
1549  Corona  with  8  nearly  eq.  awned  teeth,  Anth.  strip,  with  green  at  time  of  open.  Br.  acum.  pub.  Corol.  radiant 
1550  Corolla  equal,  CaL  imbr.  Radical  leaves  pinnated,  LeafL  lane,  cut  toothed  ciliat.  Caul.  tern,  and  sim.  lin. 
1551  Corollas  4-fid  unequal,  Scales  of  calyx  obtuse,  Leaves  oblong  serrated  scabrous 
1552  Corollas  equal,  Scales  of  calyx  oblong  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  smooth  entire  trifid  and  at  base  pinnatifid 
1553  Corona  with  8  equal  short  teeth,  Bractes  awned,  Awns  purplish  black 
1554  Corona  with  8  teeth  of  which  4  are  awned  and  the  other  4  very  short,  Br.  awned,  Awns  rufous,  Corol.  equal 
1555  Coroll.  sub-equal,  Scales  of  calyx  ovate,  Leaves  pinnatifid 
1556  Corona  with  8  awned  nearly  equal  teeth,  Anth.  str.  with  green  at  time  of  op.  Br.  acum.  pub.  Corol.  radiant 
1557  Coroll.  radiant,  Radical  leaves  simple,  Cauline  decurrent  pinnated,  Faleee  arid  reflexed  at  end 
1558  Corona  with  4-8  obsolete  teeth,  Bractes  awnless  yellowish  white  the  outer  obtuse  the  inner  acuminate 

(3  Teeth  of  the  corona  distorted 
1559  Coroll.  radiant,  Calyx  imbricated,  Leaves  coriaceous  smooth  lanceolate'  entire :  the  upper  lyrate 1560  Coroll  equal,  Calyx  and  pales  awned,  Stem  simple  smoothish,  Leaves  lanceolate  almost  smooth Corollas  5-cltft. 
1561  CoroU.  unequal,  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Seeds  bearded  and  feathery  pappose 

Corollas  i-jid. 
1562  Coroll.  nearly  equal,  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  oblong  cauline  entire  subsessile  radical  toothed  stalked 
1563  Cor.  equal,  Stem  simple,  Branches  approximated,  Leaves  lane,  ovate  pubescent,  CauL  lin.  nearly  entire 
1564  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  undivided,  Radical  ovate  serrated,  Cauline  lanceolate 
1565  Coroll.  radiant,  Leaves  entire  pinnatifid  and  cut,  Stem  hispid 
1566  Coroll.  radiant,  Leaves  all  undivided  ovate  oblong  serrated,  Stem  hispid 
1567  Coroll.  radiant,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  entire,  Stem  below  smooth  above  pilose 
1568  Coroll  sub-radiant,  Stem  and  leaves  ovate  hispid  the  lower  leaves  stalked  entire  auric,  or  pinn.  Calyx  cil 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
262.  Dipsacus.  From  Sri  as*,  to  thirst  At  the  axillae  of  the  leaves  is  usually  a  quantity  of  limpid  water, 

which  may  be  acceptable  to  people  who  are  thirsty.  This  water  once  had  reputation  as  a  cosmetic.  Chardon 
a  Foulon,  Fr.  Kardendestel,  Ger. ;  and  Dissaco,  ItaL  D.  fullonum  is  cultivated  in  the  west  of  England  for 
raising  the  nap  upon  woollen  cloths,  by  means  of  the  crooked  awns  or  chaffs  upon  the  heads,  which  in  the  wild Teasel  are  not  hooked.  For  this  purpose  they  are  fixed  round  the  circumference  of  a  large  broad  wheel,  which 
is  made  to  turn  round,  and  the  cloth  is  held  against  them.  The  seeds  are  sown  in  March,  on  well  prepared 
strong  clayey  loam,  broad-cast,  and  at  the  rate  of  one  peck  to  the  acre.  They  are  hoed,  like  turnips,  to  a  foot 
distance ;  and  the  second  year,  in  August,  the  heads  are  fit  to  cut.  They  are  sold  by  the  bundle  or  stave, 
twenty-five  in  each,  and  the  ordinary  produce  is  160  staves  per  acre.  In  Essex,  carraway  is  often  sown  along 
with  teasel,  and  the  second  year  after  the  latter  is  pulled,  the  former  is  mown  or  reaped.  {.Young's  Annals, vol.  xxi.  p.  53.) 

D.  pilosus  is  the  handsomest  species ;  the  seeds  are  eaten  by  small  birds,  and  the  flowers  frequented  by  moths 
in  great  numbers. 

263.  Cephalaria.  From  xtifaXti,  a  head,  in  reference  to  the  manner  in  which  the  flowers  grow.  A  mere  ar- 
tificial division  of  the  genus  Scabiosa,  from  which  it  differs  in  no  natural  characters  whatever. 

264.  Scabiosa.  From  scabies,  leprosy.  The  sudorific  qualities  of  this  plant  are  said  to  be  useful  in  cutaneous 
diseases.  This  is  a  vigorous-growing  coarse-looking  genus.  S.  succisa  is  one  of  the  few  examples  of  radix,  pree- 
morsa  or  bitten-off*  root ;  an  appearance,  as  Keith  states,  owing  to  the  point  or  top  of  the  seminal  root 
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1569  can  escens  P.S. 
1570  gramuntia  TV. 1571  columbaria  W. 
1572  grandiflora  P.  S. 1573  lucida  P.  S. 
1574sIoula  TV. 
1575  rutaefolia  P.  S. 
1576  marftima  TV. 
1577  Webbiana  B.R. 
1578  holosericea  Bert. 
1579stelUta  TV. 
1580  prollfera  TV. 
1581  atropurpurea  W. 
1582  argentea  TV. 1583  urceolSta  P.  S. 
1584  africana  W. 
1585nitens  B.  8fS. Scabi6sa  lucida  H. 
1586cretica  TV. 
1587  graminif61ia  TV. 1588  caucasea  B.  M. 
15891yr£ta  W. 
1590  palaestlna  W. 1591  isetensis  W. 
1592  ucranica  TV. 
1593  ochroleuca  W.  en. 
1594banatica  P.S. 

265.  KNAUTIA.  TV. 
1595  orientalis  TV. 
1596  prop6ntica  TV. 

266.  GA'LIUM.  TV. 1597  rubioides  TV. 
1598palustre  TV. 1599  WitheringU  E.  B. 1600  austrfacum  TV. 
1601  Bocc6ni  TV. 
1602  erectum  J5.  B. 
1603pusnlum  TV. 1604  verum  TV. 
1605Mollugo  TV. 
1606  sylvaticum  IV. 1607  linifolium  FT. 
1608  rtgidum  TV. 1609  aristatum  W. 
1610  tyrolense  TV.  en. 
1611  glaucum  TV. 1612  purpureum  fT. 1613rubrum  IV. 
1614  spurium  £.  £ 1615  uligin6sum  TV. 
1616anglicum  E.B. 
1617saxatile  TV. 
1618  tricorae  Sm. 

hoary 

cut-leaved 
fine-leaved 
great-flowered shining 
Sicilian 
Rue-leaved 

Webb's 

silky 

starry 

prolific sweet silvery 

jagged African 

Masson's K. Cretan 
grass-leaved Caucasian 
lyrate-leaved Palestine 
Siberian 
Ukraine 
pale-flowered 
Hungarian 
Knautia. 

red-flowered 

purple-flower'd Bed-straw. 
Madder-leaved  ; 
marsh  ! rough 
Austrian 
Boccone's upright least 
Cheese-rennet  . 
great-hedge 
wood Flax-leaved 
rigid awned 
Tyrolese glaucous 
purple red 
spurious marsh 
wall 
smooth-heath 
three-horned 

4  A  or 
^  A  or 
^  A  or 

O  or k  A  or 
O  or 3t  A  or 
O  or k  A  or 

^Aor 

O  or O  or 5t  Q)  or 3t  A  or 
3t  A  or *i_Jor 

3t  A  or 
tt-l  |  or 

5t  A  or 
5  A  or jfr  i(DI  or *  O  or 

5  0>  or 
1  Aor 

A  or 3t  A  or 

O  or ^  Q>  or 

1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  jl.au 
3  jn.s 
2  jn.s 1  au 
1  jn.au 
2  jl 

.*1U 

Ujl.au 1  jl.au 4  jLs 
2  jn.o 
3  jl.au 6  jLo ...  jn.au 
1  jn.o 
1  jn 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  8 
1  jl.au 
3  jl.au 

Li  Hungary  1802. 
L  B  S.  Europe  1597. 
Pu  Britain    dr.  pa. 
W  Barbary  1804. 
B  Dauphinyl800. 
Pk  Sicily  1783. 

Sicily  1804. 
Pu  Italy  1683. W  Mntlda  1818. 
B  Pyrenees  1818. 
B  Spain  1596. 
Y  Egypt  1683. Br    1629. W  Levant  1713. 
Y  Barbary  1804. W  Africa  1690. Azores  1779. 

D  co D  p.l S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
S  co D  co 

D  co D  co D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
S  co S  p.l 
D  co 

W.&K.hun.  t.53 
Ger.herb.582.f.2 
Eng.  bot.  1311 Sco.  dl  ins.3. 1. 14 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 15 
Bocc.  sic  t.  52 Mor.h.6.U5.f.29 Bot  reg.  717 

Clu.  hist2.p.l.ic 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 
dying  off,  in  consequence  of  which  horizontal  roots  naturally  protrude  themselves.   Why  it  should  rot  off  is 
not  known,  but  is  vulgarly  accounted  for  by  ascribing  it  to  a  bite  from  the  devil   The  same  appearance  is 
found  in  Plantago,  Trifolium,  and  some  other  plants  with  subfusiform  roots.   A  decoction  of  S.  succisa  is  an 
empirical  specific  for  the  gonorrhoea. 

S.  atropurpurea  is  the  handsomest  species,  and  is  cultivated  as  a  border  annual  and  biennial.  It  has  been  so 
long  in  cultivation  that  its  native  country  is  unknown.  Linnsus  and  Miller  consider  it  as  a  native  of  India ; 
Professor  Martyn  of  the  south  of  Europe. 

265.  Knautia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus  in  honor  of  Christopher  Knaut,  physician  at  Halle  in  Saxony  :  born 
in  1636  ;  died  in  1694.  Another  Knaut  (Christian)  published  a  system  of  plants  in  1706,  which  has  nothing  to recommend  it 

266.  Galium.  Derived  from  milk :  because  one  sort  is  used  for  the  purpose  of  curding  milk.  This  is 
a  very  natural  genus ;  the  roots  of  most  of  the  sorts  dye  red,  and  the  herb,  like  madder,  colors  the  bones  of  ani- 

mals that  feed  on  it  The  stems  of  all  the  species  are  four-cornered,  and  the  leaves  in  whorls ;  the  flowers  ge- 
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Corollas  5-fld. 
15C>9  Hoary,  Coroll.  radiant,  Stem  many-flowered,  Radical  leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire,  Cauline  pinnatifid 
1570  Calyx  very  short,  Cauline  leaves  bipinnate  filiform 
1571  Coroll.  radiant,  Radical  leaves  ovate  or  lyrate  pubescent  crenate,  Cauline  pinnate  setaceous 
1572  Coioll.  radiant,  Radical  leaves  oblong  crenated,  Caul,  pinnatifid :  the  pinnas  linear  lanceolate  spreading 
1573  Coroll.  radiant.  Leaves  smooth,  Radical  ovate  oblong  serrate  or  lyrate,  Caul,  pinnate :  the  segm.  lin.  cut 
1574  Coroll.  equal  shorter  than  calyx,  Leaves  lyrate  pinnatifid  hairy,  Stem  branched  divaricating 
1575  Leaves  pinnate :  the  upper  linear,  Calyces  1-leaved  5-cleft 1576  Coroll.  radiant  shorter  than  calyx,  Leaves  pinnated  the  upper  linear  entire 
1577  Silky,  Lower  lvs.  stalked  roundish  or  cuneate  rugose  cren.  upper  pinnat  Florets  uniform  longer  than  invol. 
1578  Hoary  very  soft,  Radical  leaves  obi.  crenated  upper  caul,  pinnatifid  with  ovate  or  lane,  crenated  segm. 
1579  Coroll  radiant,  Lvs.  cut,  Recept.  of  fruit  roundish,  Outer  limb  of  calyx  broad  membran.  Stem  branched 
1580  Coroll.  radiant,  Flowers  subsessile,  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  nearly  entire  pubescent 
1581  Coroll.  radiant,  Leaves  cut,  Receptacles  of  the  flower  subulate 
1582  Coroll.  radiant,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segments  linear,  Peduncles  very  long.  Stem  rounded 
1583  Calyx  multifid  urceolate,  CoroU.  radiant,  Leaves  fleshy  pinnatifid  with  linear  stiff  pinna; 
1584  CoroU.  equal,  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  simple  erect 
1585  Coroll.  radiant,  Leaves  undivided  elliptical  serrated  shining  stalked 
1586  CoroU.  radiant,  Leaves  lanceolate  nearly  entire,  Stem  shrubby 
1587  CoroU.  radiant,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire,  Stem  herbaceous  1-flowered 
1588  CoroU  radiant,  Radical  leaves  lanceolate  stalked  entire,  CauUne  pinnated,  Stem  1-flowered 
1589  CoroU.  radiant,  Segments  entire,  Lower  leaves  oblong  coarsely  serrated  upper  pinnatifid  at  base 1590  CoroU.  radiant,  all  the  segments  trifid,  Leaves  undivided  subserrate  the  upper  pinnatifid  at  base 
1591  CoroU.  radiant  longer  than  calyx,  Leaves  bipinnate  longer  than  stem 
1592  CoroU.  radiant,  Radical  leaves  pinnatifid,  CauUne  linear  fringed  at  base 
1593  Coroll.  radiant,  Radical  leaves  bipinnate  with  linear  leaflets,  Cauline  pinnate  with  perfoliate  stalks 
1594  CoroU.  radiant.  Radical  leaves  lyrate,  Cauline  sub-bipinnate,  Calyxes  as  long  as  disk 
1595  Leaves  cut,  Cor.  5  longer  than  calyx 
1596  Upper  leaves  lanceolate  entire,  Cor.  10  as  long  as  calyx 

Fruit  smooth. 
1597  Leaves  4  ovate  lanceolate  3-nerved  beneath  scabrous,  Stem  erect  simple 
1598  Leaves  4  obovate  unequal  obtuse,  Stems  diffuse 
1599  Leaves  5  reflexed  lanceolate  awned  ciliated,  Stem  erect  simple  scabrous 
1600  Leaves  linear  smooth  mucronate.  Stems  4-comered  diffuse 
1601  Leaves  6  linear  macron,  roughish,  Peduncles  trichot.  Stems  prostrate  diffuse  4  angular  winged  branched 
1602  Leaves  8  lanceolate  prickly  serrate  forwards,  Panicles  trichotomous,  Stems  smootbish  flaccid 
1603  Leaves  8  hispid  lanceolate  linear  acuminate  subimbricate,  Peduncfes  twice  dichotomous 
1604  Leaves  8  linear  furrowed  with  stem  smooth  to  the  touch,  Branches  flexible,  the  flow. -bearing  ones  short 
1605  Leaves  8  elliptical  lanceolate  obtuse  mucronate  at  the  edge  rough  horizontally  spreading,  Stem  flaccid 
1606  Leaves  8  smooth  lane  scabrous  beneath,  Floral  in  pairs,  Panicle  term.  Ped.  capill.  Stem  rounded  smooth 
1607  Leaves  8  linear  lanceolate  very  smooth,  Peduncles  panicled  capillary,  Stem  rounded 
1608  Leaves  whorled  linear  above  scabrous,  Panicle  divaricating,  Stem  erect  rounded  pUose  roughish 
1609  Leaves  8  lanceolate  smooth  mucronate,  Panicle  capiUary,  Petafs  awned,  Stem  4-cornered  weak 
1610  Leaves  8-6  obovate  lane.  mucr.  rough  at  edge,  Peduncles  3-flow.  Petals  awned,  Stem  4-cornered  smooth 
1611  Leaves  whorled  linear,  Peduncles  dichotomous  flower-bearing  from  the  top  of  the  stem  which  is  smooth 1612  Leaves  whorled  linear  setaceous,  Peduncles  capiUary  longer  than  the  leaves 
1613  Leaves  whorled  linear  spreading,  Peduncles  very  short 
1614  Leaves  6  lanceolate  keeled  rough  aculeate  backwards  joints  simple 
1615  Leaves  6  or  8  lanceolate  prickly  serrate  backwards  mucronate  stiff',  Cor.  larger  than  fruit 1616  Leaves  6  linear  lanceolate  mucronate  thin,  edges  and  the  stem  scabrous,  Peduncles  bifid,  Fruit  granular 

Fruit  rough  or  hispid. 
1617  Leaves  4-6  oblong  with  short  point  rough  at  edge,  Panicles  close,  Stem  weak  short  smooth 
1618  Leaves  8  lane  at  edge  and  stem  aculeate  backwards.  Peduncles  axillary  3-fl.  Fruit  granular  nodding 

.1600, 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
nerally  axillary,  but  sometimes  panicled.  G.  verum,  petit  Muget,  Fr.  is  caUed  bed-straw,  from  the  verb  to 
strew,  strow,  or  straw ;  being  one  among  a  variety  of  odoriferous  herbs  which  were  formerly  used  to  strew 
beds  with.  The  bruised  plant  is  sometimes  put  in  milk  intended  for  cheese  to  give  it  a  flavor  and  color.  Boiled 
in  alum-water,  the  flowering  stems  dye  a  good  yeUow  color,  and  the  roots  a  red  equal  to  madder.  They  were 
once  cultivated  like  that  plant,  at  the  recommendation  of  the  Committee  of  Council  for  Trade,  and  yielded 
12J  cwt  of  dried  roots  per  acre.  G.  moUugo,  of  which  there  are  several  varieties,  and  G.  sylvaticum  and borealc  have  similar  qualities,  though  in  a  less  degree. 

G.  aparine,  (from  ccreei^a,  to  lay  hold  of),  has  the  fruit  set  with  hooked  bristles  which  adhere  to  whatever 
they  come  in  contact  with,  whence  it  was  called  by  the  Greeks  Philanthropon  (man-lover),  and  by  us  cleavers, 
catch-weed,  scratch-weed,  &c. ;  and  from  being  a  favorite  food  or  medicine  with  geese,  goose-grass,  &c.  Lin- 

naeus informs  us,  that  they  use  the  stalks  in  Sweden  as  a  filtre  to  strain  their  milk  through.  LMoscorides  re- 
lates, that  the  shepherds  made  the  same  use  of  it  in  his  time ;  and  certainly  it  is  no  bad  thing  to  take  hairs 

from  milk,  where  a  sieve  is  not  at  hand.   It  is  reckoned  to  purify  the  blood,  and  for  that  purpose  the  tops  are 
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an-ingredient  in  spring-broth.  The  expressed  juice  of  the  herb,  taken  to  the  amount  of  four  ounces  or  a  quar- ter of  a  pint  night  and  morning,  during  several  weeks,  is  very  efficacious  in  removing  many  of  those  cutaneous 
eruptions,  which  are  called,  though  improperly,  scorbutic.  The  seeds  have  been  substituted  for  coffee.  The 
roots,  like  those  of  most  of  the  species,  will  dye  red ;  and,  eaten  by  birds,  tinge  their  bones  of  that  color.  It  is 
a  very  troublesome  weed,  particularly  in  young  hedges,  but  being  an  annual  is  easily  eradicated. 

G.  tuberosum  is  cultivated  in  China  for  the  roots,  which  are  eaten  boiled,  either  whole  or  in  meal,  and  Lou- 
reiro  says,  are  esteemed  salubrious.   It  has  not  yet  been  introduced. 

267.  Rubia.  From  ruber,  red.  R.  tinctorum  has  an  annual  stalk,  which  trails  or  climbs,  supporting  itself 
in  the  latter  case  by  its  leaves  and  prickles.  Its  root  is  composed  of  many  long  thick  succulent  shoots  nearly half  an  inch  in  diameter,  striking  deep  into  the  ground,  and  growing  to  the  length  of  three  or  four  feet  From 
them  is  procured  a  well-known  red  and  scarlet  dye  used  by  clothiers  and  callico-printers,  and  employed  to  a 
great  extent,  though  chiefly  from  foreign  roots.  England  was  formerly  supplied  with  this  article  exclusively 
from  Holland,  and  as  in  times  of  political  derangement  the  price  was  greatly  increased,  its  dearness  induced  some 
patriotic  individuals,  who  had  recently  set  on  foot  the  Society  of  Arts,  to  attempt  its  culture  in  England. 
Miller  paid  great  attention  to  the  subject  about  1758,  publishing  separately,  as  well  as  in  his  Dictionary,  the 
Dutch  practice  as  observed  by  him  while  in  Holland.  A.  Young,  in  his  "  Annals,"  details  several  trials ;  the result  of  which,  and  especially  those  of  J.  Arbuthnot  in  1765,  proves,  that  it  could  be  grown  here  to  as  great 
perfection  as  in  Holland,  but  not  sold  at  so  low  a  price.  Its  culture  was  not  therefore  encouraged,  and  we 
are  now  supplied  from  Holland,  France,  Italy,  and  Turkey,  and  the  cochineal  is  very  generally  in  use  as  a 
substitute  Like  others  of  the  natural  order  of  Rubiaceae,  madder  tinges  with  a  florid  red  color  the  milk, urine,  and  bones  of  the  animals  that  feed  on  the  plant  The  hardest  part  of  the  bones  receives  the  color 
first,  which  gradually  extends  through  the  whole  substance  ;  but  if  the  plant  be  alternately  given  and  inter- 
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1619  Leaves  4  lanceolate  3-nerved  smooth,  Stem  erect,  Fruit  hispid 
1620  Leaves  8  lane,  keels  and  edge  scab.  acul.  backw.  Stem  flaccid,  Joints  vill.  Fruit  covered  with  hooked  hairs 1621  Leaves  4  subovate  pilose  nerveless,  Fruit  hairy 
1622  Hairy  leaves  about  6  linear  lanceolate,  Stems  woody 
1623  Leaves  6  lanceolate  smooth  above :  their  edge  and  keel  beneath  scabrous,  Stem  herbaceous  aculeate 
1624  Leaves  4  perennial  lanceolate  above  shining  smooth  their  edge  and  rib  beneath  scabrous 
1625  Leaves  perennial  6  elliptical  shining,  Stem  smooth 
1626  Leaves  perennial  elliptical  at  the  edge  and  keel  very  prickly,  Stem  rough  shrubby 
1627  Leaves  perennial  linear  above  scabrous 
1628  Leaves  perennial  4  cordate  oblong  stalked  3-nerved  above  and  at  the  edges  scabrous 
1629  Leaves  8  lanceolate,  Corymbs  terminal  stalked,  Seeds  echinate 
1630  Lower  leaves  4  obovate,  upper  5-6-8,  Flowers  terminal  sessile  aggregated,  Involucres  ciliated 
1631  Leaves  hairy  acute  6  longer  than  the  joint,  Flowers  terminal  aggregate  sessile  longer  than  involucrum 
1632  Leaves  6  linear  acute  toothletted :  the  lower  hirsute,  Flowers  aggregate  terminal 
1633  Leaves  4  ovate  lanceolate  3-nerved,  Flowers  fascicled  terminal 
1634  Leaves  4  together  oblong :  the  lateral  revolute  obtuse  pubescent 
1635  Leaves  linear  fleshy :  the  lower  4,  Flowers  3  awned 
1636  Cauline  leaves  4  linear  the  lower  elliptical  the  upper  in  pairs  all  rough  awned,  Cor.  rough 
1637  Leaves  linear  the  lower  6  3-nerved,  the  middle  4,  the  upper  opposite,  Stem  flaccid,  Cor.  smooth  3-fid 
1638  Lower  leaves  4  lanceolate  upper  linear  very  unequal  in  pairs,  Stem  erect,  Fruit  smooth  tubercled 
1639  Leaves  4  linear  the  lower  imbricate,  Stem  much  branched  at  base  procumbent,  Flowers  tfid 
1640  Hispid,  Leaves  6  oblong-ovate  acute  revolute  at  edge,  Stems  decumbent 
1641  Leaves  4  elliptical  obsoletely  nerved  smooth  glabrous  at  edge,  Fruit  scabrous 
1642  Leaves  linear  the  lower  t>,  middle  4,  upper  opposite,  Stem  flaccid,  Cor.  4-fid  scabrous  outside 

1643  Lower  leaves  8  and  4,  Flowers  terminal,  Stem  and  branches  scabrous,  Involucres  naked 
1644  Leaves  6  linear :  floral  in  pairs  opposite,  Branches  simple,  Flowers  two,  Fruit  hispid  subsessile 

1645  Smooth,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stamens  included,  Flowers  whorled,  Seeds  hairy 
1646  Smooth,  Leaves  ovate,  Stamens  exserted,  Flowers  whorled  ciliated 
1647  Leaves  and  bractes  oblong  ovate  hispid,  Stalks  stem-clasping,  Flowers  capitate,  Stamens  exserted 
1648  Smooth,  Leaves  subsessile  lanceolate  acute,  Flowers  whorled  small,  Stem  procumbent  rooting 
1649  Smooth,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Whorls  globose 
1650  Hispid,  Leaves  obovate  oblique,  Flowers  axillary  in  pairs 
1651  Hairy,  Leaves  ovate  the  upper  four  together,  Heads  terminal 
1652  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  lined 
1653  Stem  decum.  rounded  smooth,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  atten.  at  base,  Stipules  setose,  Fl.  whorled,  Style  exserted 
1654  Stem  erect  slightly  downy,  Leaves  stalked  oblong  acute  rough  and  pubescent  at  edge,  Stamens  exserted 
1655  Stem  erect  4-cornered  hairy,  Leaves  acute  entire  lined  pubescent  with  very  short  hairs,  Flowers  termina. 
1656  Stem  ascending  very  smooth  4-cornered,  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acuminate  thin,  Flowers  whorled 
1657  Resembles  Sp.  verticillata,  but  the  leaves  are  shorter  and  obtuse  with  a  point,  at  the  edge  and  back  rough 

1658  Erect,  Leaves  6  linear,  Flowers  spiked 
1659  Procumbent,  Leaves  4  lanceolate,  Flowers  spiked 

mitted,  the  bones  are  found  to  be  colored  in  concentric  circles.  In  medicine,  madder  was  formerly  used  in 
complaints  of  the  kidnies. 

To  cultivate  the  madder,  choose  a  deep  sandy  loam,  and  prepare  it  by  trenching  or  very  deep  ploughing. Plant  cuttings  of  the  roots  in  rows,  eighteen  inches  by  one  foot  in  the  row,  in  March,  and  the  third  year  they 
may  be  taken  up  in  September.  The  roots  are  next  kiln-dried,  and  afterwards  threshed  to  clean  them  from 
earth  and  dust  They  are  then  dries,  a  second  time,  and  immediately  afterwards  pounded  or  stamped  in  a  mill. 
It  is  cultivated  extensively  in  Zealand,  and  especially  in  the  isle  of  Schowen :  round  Avignon  and  in  Lombard  v 
it  is  grown  on  narrow  ridges,  and  irrigated  by  directing  water  along  the  furrows. 

268.  Asperula.  From  asper,  rough.  The  species  cynanchica  is  so  called  from  xmxyxut,  to  choak,  it  being  a 
specific  in  cases  of  squinancy.  The  English  name  of  this  genus  is  supposed  to  be  a  corruption  of  the  word  ivoud- 
rowel,  the  whorls  of  leaves,  according  to  Turner,  representing  certain  kinds  of  "  rowelles  of  sporres."  All  the species,  excepting  arvensis  and  cynanchica,  will  thrive  in  the  shade  and  drip  of  trees  in  a  moist  soil.  A.  odorata 
has  a  pleasant  scent  like  Anthoxanthum :  it  imparts  a  grateful  flavor  to  wine,  an  agreeable  perfume  to  clothes, 
and  preserves  them  from  insects.  It  is  eaten  by  cattle  and  horses,  and  from  containing  an  acid  principle,  with 
much  fixed  alkaline  salt,  has  been  thought  useful  in  obstructions  of  the  liver  and  biliary  ducts.  The  roots  of 
A.  tin  et  or  ia  are  used  in  Gothland  to  dye  wool  a  red  color. 

269.  Sherardia.  So  named  in  honor  of  the  famous  Sherard,  of  whose  noble  garden  at  FJtham  Dillenius's Hortus  Elthamensis  is  a  living  monument,  and  whose  herbarium  is  still  one  of  the  few  things  which  recom- 
mend Oxford  to  the  notice  of  a  botanist.  This  is  a  little  insignificant  weed,  by  no  means  worthy  to  be  conse- 

crated to  the  memory  of  so  celebrated;  a  man. 
270.  Spermacoce.  From  trm^yut,  seed,  and  ctxti,  point  The  seeds  have  two  remarkable  points.  The  rubbish 

of  the  tropics. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1660  asgyptlaca  JV.  Egyptian  O 
1661patula  W.  spreading  O 
1662  pubescens  JV.         pubescent        £_  A 1663  ciliata  JV.  ciliated  O 
1664  maritima  JV.  sea  tL  |  | 
1665  monspeliaca  W.      Montpelier  O 
1666  molluginoldes  Jf.cn.  Mollugo-like    £  A 

272.  CALLICAR'PA.  JV.  Caixicahpa. 1667  americana  JV.        American       Ot\  |  or 
1668  cana  JV.  hoary  •□or 
1669  lanata  JV.  woolly  »[    I  or 
1670  macrophylla  JV.     long-leaved      *  I    I  or 
1671  ferruginea  W.  rusty  *  □  or 

27a  WITHERIN'GIA.  W.  Witheringia. 
1672  solanacea  W.         yellow-flower'd  j£  23 

274.  JEGI'PHILA.  JV.  ^giphila. 1673  martinicensis  JV.  Martinique  *  O  or 
^foe'tida  JV.  fetid  « □  or 1675  diffusa  Andr.         diffuse  *  □  or 
1676  obovSta  Andr.        oval-leaved      *  O  or 

275.  CEPHALANTKUa  JV.  Button-wood. 
1677  occidentals  W.  American  Sk  or 

27a  SCOPA'RIA.  JV.  Scopawa. 1678  dulcis  JV.  sweet  EH  cu 
277.  CENTUN'CULUa  JV.  Bastard-pimpernel. 1679  minimus  JV.         least  O  cu 
278.  PLANTA'GO.  JV. 1680  major  JV. 
1681  crispa  Jaeq. 1682asiatica  JV. 
1683  maxima  Jf. 
1684  media  W. 
1685  virglnica  JV. 1686  altissima  JV. 
1687  lanceolata  JV. 
1688  capensis  JV. 
1689Lag6pus  JV. 1690  tumida  Lk. 
1691  mexicana  Lk. 
1692  kamtchatica  Lk. 
1693  tenuifiora  JV.SfK. 1694  salsa  Pall. 
1695  lusitanica  JV. 
1696  albicans  JV. 
1697  patag6nica  JV. 1698  hirsute  JV. 
1699  vUlosa  P.  S. 
1700  Wulfeni  JV.  en. 
1701  alpina  JV. 1702BeMrdi  JV. 
1703cretica  JV. 

Egypt  1800. Spain  1798. Candia  1799. 
Levant  1805. 
France  1640. 
France  1791. 
Caucasus  1800. 

Sp.  5—22. N.  Amer.  1724. E.  Indies  1799. 
E  Indies  1788. 
India  1808. 
Jamaica  1794. 

|jn.jl  Y i  jn.jl  Y 
1  jl.au  Pu 
JjLau  Y 1  jl.au  Y 
ijl.au  Y 1  jl.au  G VerbenacecE. 

6  jn.jl  R 3  ...  Pu 
4  jn.jl  Pu 6     ...  Pk 
2  jn.jl  B Solanacete  Sp.  1 — 12. 1  my.s    Y      &  Amer.  1742. 

Verbenacete. 

S  co- 

S  co 

C  Lp 

S  co 

C  Lp 

S  l.s.p 
D  co  Bux.ca2.t30.Ct C  s.p 
C  s.p C  Lp 
C  s.p C  Lp 

D  Lp 

6  n  W 
2  jn.jl  Li 2  jLau  Y 
2  jl.au  Y 

Rubiaceee.   Sp.  1 — 10. 7  au       W     N.  Amer.  1735. 

Sp.  4—12. W.  Indies  1780. 
W.  Indies  1800. 
W.  Indies  1804. 
W.  Indies  1804. 

Cat  car.  2.  t  47 
Bot.  mag.  2107 

Vah.8ymb.3.t.53 
L'Her.ser.33.  tl 

Jac.  obs.  2.  t.  27 

Bot.  rep.  578.  f.  1 Bot  rep.  578.  f.  2 

S  s.l    Schm.  arb.  1. 1. 45 
ScrophularitUB.  Sp.  1. 

3  jn.8     \V  Jamaica 1730.  S  s.l  Herm.par.t241 
PrimulacetB.   Sp.  1 — 4. 

|  jn.jl     F      Britain  moL  h.  S  p.l  Eng.  bot  531 

Sp.42— 115. Britain  ma  pa. 
&  Europe  1793. Siberia  1787. Siberia  176a 
Britain  me.  pa. 
N.  Amer.  1688. 
Italy  1774. Britain  me  pa. 
C.  G.  H.  1788. 
Spain  1683. Chiii  1819. 
Mexico  1820. 
Kamtsch.  1819. 
Hungary  1802. Siberia  1804. 
Spain  1781. S.  Europe  1776. 
Patagonia  1793. C.  G.  H.  1801. Germany  1804. 
Germany  1802. Austria  1774. 
S.  Europe  1797. 
Candia  1711. 

D  co 
D  8.1 
D  8.1 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co S  co S  co 
C  co 
S  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co S  8.1 
D  8.1 
D  s.l 
D  s.l S  s.l 
S  s.l S  s.l 
D  co 
D  s.l S  co 
S  co 

Eng.  bot  1558 Jc.co.sup.34.tl6 GmeLsib.4.  t.37? 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 26 
Eng.  bot  1559 Mor.h.3.  t.15.  f.8 
Jac.  obs.  4.  t.  83 
Eng.  bot.  507 
W.ph.4.t820.f.2 

PLrar.hn.l.  tS9 
Bar.  ic.119.  t.745 
Cav.  ic.  2. 1 124? 
Jac.  ic  2.  t  306 Jac.schce.S.t.258 

Jac.vind.2.  tl25 
ALped.l.t85.f.3 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
271.  Crucianclla.  A  diminutive  of  crux,  a  cross ;  some  of  the  roots  having  their  leaves  in  whorls  of  four. 

These  are  small  herbaceous  plants  of  little  beauty,  natives  of  the  south  of  France,  and  rarely  seen  in  this 
country  except  in  botanic  gardens. 

272.  Callicarpa.  From  xaXos,  beautiful,  and  xa,%T<%,  fruit  Its  berries  are  of  a  bright  purple  color. 
27a  Witheringia.  In  honor  of  Dr.  W.  Withering,  the  author  of  a  classification  of  English  plants,  which  has 

been  one  of  the  most  popular  of  our  English  botanical  works,  and  deservedly  so,  although  it  has  now  yielded  to others  of  a  more  modern  character. 
274.  JEgipliila.  From  au{  euyos,  a  goat,  and  fiXoe,  friend,  beloved  by  goats.  In  Martinique  the  plant  is  called Boh  de  Cabri. 
275.  Cephalanthus.  From  xiQaXy,  a  head,  and  avBos,  a  flower ;  because  the  flowers  grow  in  heads.  This  is  a low  evergreen  shrub,  with  large  light  green  leaves,  and  the  flowers  in  spherical  heads,  about  the  size  of  a 

musket  bullet.  It  has  a  good  effect  on  lawns  in  scattered  groups,  or  in  the  front  ranks  of  shrubberies.  Sweet . 
says,  "  soil  that  has  some  peat  in  it  suits  them  best,"  and  that  they  are  readily  propagated  by  layers,  or ripened  cuttings  under  a  hand-glass.  MiUer>  in  whose  time  the  art  of  striking  cuttings  was  not  nearly  so  well understood  as  at  present,  recommends  a  moist  light  soil,  and  propagating  from  seeds. 
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1660  Leaves  4  sublinear,  Flowers  spiked  5-cleft 
1661  Diffuse,  Leaves  6  revolute  at  edge,  Bract,  linear  subulate  roughish,  Flowers  scattered 
1663  Erect,  Leaves  6  linear  pubescent,  Heads  stalked  axillary  and  terminal 
1663  Diffuse,  Leaves  4  or  2  tin.  keeled,  Bract,  ciliated  loosely  spiked,  Seeds  oval  covered  with  obtuse  tubercles 
1664  Procumbent  suffhiticose,  Leaves  4'  mucronate,  Flowers  opposite  5-cleft 1665  Procumbent,  Leaves  acute,  of  the  stem  in  4s  ovate,  of  the  branches  6  linear,  Flowers  spiked 
1666  Erect,  Leaves  whorled  8-12  linear  lane.  scab.  Fascic.  of  flowers  stalked  term,  and  axillary,  Cor.  5-cleft 

1667  Lvs.  ovate  acum.  uneq.  obtusely  toothed  at  base  wedge-shaped  atten.  entire  beneath  and  branches  toment. 
1668  Leaves  ovate  toothletted  running  down  the  petiole  beneath  hoary  villous,  Panic,  dichotomous 
1669  Leaves  ovate  rounded  at  base  entire  somewhat  toothletted  rugose  above  beneath  with  the  branches  woolly 
1670  Leaves  ovate  lane,  serrulate  reticul.  hoary  beneath,  Corymbs  axillary  dichotomous  longer  than  petioles 
1671  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  serrate  roughish  beneath,  Cymes  terminal  and  axillary 

1672  Stem  hairy  herbaceous  angular,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  pilose,  Stalks  1-flowered  umbelled  axillary 

1673  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  smooth,  Branches  diffuse,  Panic,  terminal  and  axillary,  Cal.  smooth 
1674  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  beneath  and  the  stalks  hairy,  Peduncles  axillary  solitary 
1675  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  with  a  long  point  smooth  on  both  sides,  Pan.  diffuse  axillary  and  terminal 
1676  Leaves  obovate  acuminate  smooth  on  both  sides,  Pan.  axillary  and  terminal,  Stalks  and  calyxes  less  pub. 
1677  Leaves  opposite  and  tern  ate  oblong  oval  acuminate 

1678  Leaves  3  together,  Flowers  stalked 

1679  Leaves  alternate  ovate,  Flowers  sessile 

1680  Lvs.  ovate  smoothish  generally  shorter  than  footst.  Scape  rounded,  Spike  cyL  slender,  Caps,  many-seeded 
1681  Leaves  obovate  shining  undulated  fleshy  sessile,  Scape  compressed  below,  Flowers  imbric  remote  at  base 
1682  Leaves  ovate  smooth  somewhat  toothed,  Scape  angular,  Spike  with  distinct  flowers 
1683  Leaves  ovate  subdenticulate  9-nerved  pubescent,  Spike  cylindrical  imbricated,  Scape  rounded 
1684  Leaves  ovate  pubescent  longer  than  the  footstalk,  Scape  rounded,  Spike  short  cylindrical,  Filam.  lilac 
1685  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  pubescent  toothletted.  Spikes  cylindrical  pubescent,  Scape  angular 
1686  Leaves  lanceolate  5-nerved  toothed  smooth,  Spike  oblong  cylindrical,  Scape  angular 
1687  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminated  both  ways,  Spike  short  ovate  cy  1  i nd.  Scape  angular,  Caps.  2-seeded 1688  Leaves  elliptical,  Spike  with  distinct  flowers 
1689  Leaves  lanceolate  somewhat  toothed,  Spike  ovate  hairy,  Scape  rounded 
1690  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  toothletted  silky,  Scapes  ascending  with  appressed  hairs,  Caps,  tumid 
1691  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  entire,  Hairs  scattered,  Scapes  erect  rounded,  Spike  cylindrical  dense 
1692  Leaves  oblong  toothed  5-nerved  hairy,  Scapes  ascending  angular  hairy,  Spike  cylindrical  dense 
1693  Leaves  linear  nearly  entire  obtuse  fleshy,  Scape  rounded,  Spike  erect,  Flowers  distant 
1694  Leaves  linear  convex  beneath  a  little  toothed  smooth,  Scape  rounded  hirsute,  Spike  cylindrical  smooth 
1695  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  3-nerved  a  little  toothed  pilose,  Scape  angular,  Spike  oblong  hairy 
1696  Leaves  lanceolate  oblique  villous,  Spike  cylindrical  erect,  Scape  rounded 
1697  Leaves  lane.  lin.  somew.  chan.  ent.  woolly ;  Scape  rounded  hirsute,  Spike  cyl.  Stam.  not  longer  than  flower 
1698  Leaves  linear  ciliated,  Spike  cylindrical,  Stem  hirsute 
1699  Subcaulescent,  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  obsoL  3-nerv.  tooth],  hoary,  Spike  roundish,  Br.  winged  keeled  shorter  than  fl. 
1700  Leaves  linear  attenuated  both  ways  flat  3-nerved,  Scape  rounded 
1701  Leaves  lin.  atten.  remotely  toothed,  Scape  rounded  hairy,  Spike  obL  acute,  Br.  ovate  membranous  at  edge 
1702  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  hairy  longer  than  the  rounded  hairy  scape,  Spike  ovate  erect,  Bractes  lanceolate 
1703  Leaves  linear,  Scape  rounded  very  short  woolly,  Spike  roundish  nodding 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
276  Scoparia.   From  scopa,  a  broom.    In  the  Antilles  brooms  are  made  of  the  twigs.   This  plant  is  treated 

as  a  tender  annual,  and  after  being  raised  in  the  hot-house  or  hot-bed,  is  potted  off,  and  kept  in  the  green- 
house, or  planted  out  in  the  flower  borders. 

277.  Centunculus.  A  name  given  by  the  Romans  to  a  small  plant  found  in  cultivated  lands.  The  present  is 
a  little  mean  weed  of  no  use  or  beauty. 

278.  Plantago.  A  name  of  which  no  satisfactory  explanation  has  been  given.  Of  the  species,  Psyllium  is  de- 
rived from  if/wAAoj,  a  flea,  in  allusion  to  the  appearance  of  its  little  seeds.  Lagopus,  from  Xteyes,  a  hare,  and  mt , 

foot ;  its  velvety  or  silky  spike  resembling  the  foot  of  such  an  animal.  Coronopus,  from  xefmvTi,  a  crow,  and  nut, 
foot ;  its  deeply-cut  leaf  having  been  compared  to  a  bird's  foot.  Cynops,  signifying  dog's-eye,  is  the  name  of  a plant  of  Pliny,  and  one  of  his  plantains.  This  is  a  genus  of  little  beauty,  and  no  great  utility.  Like  all  other 
plants  known  to  our  botanical  forefathers,  they  were  said  to  have  their  medical  virtues ;  but  that  is  nothing, 
or  at  least  but  little  guide  to  their  absolute  use  in  the  arts.  P.  lanceolata  (rib-grass)  has  been  employed  in  agri- 

culture as  a  herbage  plant,  but  to  which  it  appears  to  have  no  great  claim.  Where  it  abounds  naturally,  it  is 
a  certain  indication  of  a  dry  soil.  Haller  attributes  the  richness  of  the  milk  in  the  alpine  dairies  to  this  plant 
and  Alchemilla  vulgaris,  but  Linnaeus  says  cows  refuse  it.   This  every  shepherd  knows  to  be  the  case  as  far  as 
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1704  marltima  W. 
1705  granrinea  P.  S. 
1706  recurvata  W. 
1707subulata  W. 
1708  macrorhlza  W. 
1709Serraria  W. 
1710  Coronopus  W. 
1711  LcefKngii  W. 
1712  Cornfiti  W. 
1713  amplexicaulis  W. 
1714  Psyllium  W. 
1715  arenaria  P.  S. 
1716  squarrosa  W. 1717indica  W. 
1718  stricta  P.  S. 
1719pumila  W. 
1720Cynops  W. 1721  afra  W.  . 

279.  BUD'DLEA.  W. 1722glob6sa  W. 
1723  Neem'da  Buck. 1724  salvifolia  W. 
1725  saligna  W.  en. 

*280.  EX'ACUM.  W. 1726  viscosum  Sm. 
1727  spicatum  Vahl. 1728  filiforme  W. 

281.  SEBiE'A.  R.Br. 1729  cordSta  R.  Br. 
282.  FRASE'RA.  JFatt. 1730  carolinensis  P.  S. 

t283.  PEN.S/A.  W. 
1731  mucronata  W. 
1732  squamosa  W. 

284.  BLiE'RIA.  W. 
,  1733  ericoides  W. 1734  articulata  W. 
1735  purpurea  W. 1736  muscosa  ff. 
1737ciliaris  W. 

285.  CHOME'LIA. 1738spin6sa  W. 
286.  ADl'NA.  Sal. 1739  globiflora  Sal. 
287.  BOUVAR'DIA.  ft 1740  triphylla  H.  K. 
1741  versicolor  B.  Reg. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
respects  the  flower-stalks.    Zappa  of  Milan,  and  A.  Young,  speak  in  high  terms  of  it ;  but  the  general  feeling and  practice  of  scientific  agriculturists  is  against  it,  and  it  is  now  seldom  sown. 

P.  major  is  a  native  of  most  parts  of  Europe  and  of  Japan,  and  always  by  way-sides,  whence  its  name  of  way. 
bread  or  way-bred.  The  seeds  afford  food  to  linnets,  finches,  and  other  small  birds,  and  the  leaves  are  a  com. 
mon  application  to  wounds  and  cutaneous  sores.  An  American  negro  once  received  a  reward  from  an  assembly 
of  South  Carolina  for  a  cure  for  the  bite  of  the  rattle-snake ;  and  in  the  receipt,  it  is  said  by  Woodville  {Med. 
Bot.),  plantain  was  a  principal  ingredient.  There  are  several  varieties  of  this  species  to  be  met  with  in  rich 
pastures  and  in  botanic  gardens,  such  as  the  rose  P.,  in  which  the  flower  appears  changed  into  a  tuft  of  leaves 
expanded  like  a  rose,  and  the  besom  P.,  in  which  the  spike-leaves  are  imbricate  and  pyramidal. 

P.  maritima  varies  in  size  and  situation  more  than  most  plants.  Its  leaves  are  sometimes  scarcely  an  inch, 
and  at  other  times  more  than  a  foot  in  length  ;  and  the  number  of  flowers  in  the  spike  varies  extremely.  Like 
Statice  armeria  and  Sambucus  nigra,  it  is  found  on  the  summits  of  the  highest  mountains,  in  the  clefts  of  rocks, 
on  the  sea-shore,  in  salt  marshes,  and  muddy  banks. 

P.  coronopus  is  a  singular-growing  plant,  with  recumbent  stems  pressing  closely  on  the  ground.  The  leaves 
have  a  very  peculiar  flavor,  and  are  rather  disagreeable,  but  were  formerly  used  in  salads.  P.  psyllium  is 
sometimes  imported  from  the  south  of  France  in  a  dried  state  for  the  druggists. 

279.  Buddlea.  In  honor  of  Adam  Buddie,  a  name  well  known  to  the  English  botanist  as  authority  for  many 
rare  British  plants.  B.  globosa  is  a  very  handsome  shrub,  and  though  rather  tender,  flowers  freely  in  warm 
situations,  or  against  a  wall,  with  protection  in  very  severe  winters.   Its  leaves  are  long,  narrow,  pointed, 
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1704  Leaves  semicylindrlcal  entire  woolly  at  base,  Scape  rounded 
1705  Leaves  lin.  flat  somew.  toothed  smooth  at  base,  Spike  cyl  Scape  rounded  hairy  scarcely  longer  than  leaves 1706  Leaves  linear  channelled  recurved  naked 
1707  Leaves  linear  channelled  entire  beneath  with  rigid  cilia;  hairy  at  base,  Scape  rounded  pubescent 
1708  Leaves  spa  tula  te  cut-toothed,  Teeth  imbricated  mucronated,  Scape  rounded  hairy 
1709  Leaves  lanceolate  5-nerved  toothed  serrate,  Scape  rounded 
1710  Leaves  linear  pinnate  toothed,  Scape  rounded 
1711  Leaves  linear  sub-toothed,  Scape  rounded,  Head  ovate,  Bractes  keeled  membranous 
1712  Leaves  ovate  entire  fleshy  rough  woolly  at  base,  Capsules  4-seeded 
1713  Stem  erect  simple  short,  Leaves  lanceolate  fleshy  entire  stem-clasping  hairy,  Heads  oblong  leafless 1714  Stem  branched  herbaceous,  Leaves  somewhat  toothed  recurved,  Heads  leafless 
1715  Hoary,  Stem  erect  branched  herbaceous,  Leaves  nearly  entire,  Heads  leafy  and  sepals  ovate 
1716  Herbaceous,  Stem  branched  diffuse  decumbent,  Leaves  linear  entire,  Heads  squarrose 
1717  Stem  branched  herbaceous,  Leaves  linear  entire  reflexed,  Heads  leafy 
1718  Stem  branched  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  linear  channelled  entire,  Heads  leafless 
1719  Stem  branched  herbaceous  weak,  Leaves  subulate  entire,  Heads  leafy 
1720  Stem  branched  suflruticose,  Leaves  entire  filiform  straight,  Heads  somewhat  leafy 
1721  Stem  branched  shrubby,  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed,  Heads  leafless 

1722  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  crenulate  beneath  hoary,  Heads  globose  stalked 
1723  Leaves  lanceolate  subserrate  hoary  underneath,  Spikes  terminal  lengthening  with  flowers  threefold 
1724  Leaves  lanceolate  cordate  crenate  rugose  beneath  tomentose,  Flowers  panicled 
1725  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire  revolute  at  edge  tomentose  beneath,  Corymbs  terminal 

1726  Leaves  oblong  nerved  stem-clasping,  Bractes  cordate  perfoliate  longer  than  calyx 
1727  Flowers  spiked  whorled  and  ternary,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Stem  nearly  simple 
1728  Limb  spreading,  Stem  filiform  branched,  Radical  leaves  roundish,  Cauline  subulate 

1729  Flowers  S-cleft,  Sepals  cordate  striated  membranous  keeled,  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  cordate 

1730  A  singular  plant  found  in  morasses  in  North  America,  and  resembling  Swertia 

1731  Flowers  terminal,  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  smooth 
1732  Leaves  rhomboidal  wedge-shaped  fleshy  smooth,  Flowers  terminal 

1733  Anthers  exserted  awnless,  Cal.  4-leaved,  Bract  3  length  of  caL  Leaves  4  oblong  acerose  hairy  imbricated 
1734  Anthers  exserted  awnless,  Leaves  4  ovate  smooth,  Flower- heads  cernuous 
1735  Anthers  included  awnless,  Leaves  4  ovate  subciliated,  Flowers  umbelled,  Stem  fiexuose  erect 
1736  Anthers  subexserted  awnless,  Cal.  1-leaved  pilose,  Cor.  campanulate  pilose  above,  Flowers  axillary 
1737  Leaves  4  smooth,  Calyx  lacerated  ciliated 

1738  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  entire,  Peduncles  axillary 

1739  The  only  species 

1740  Leaves  ternate  lanceolate,  Stamens  included 
1741  Leaves  opp.  Cor.  clavate,  Tube  smooth  inside 1734 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
rugose,  of  the  color  of  the  common  sage,  and  the  flowers  are  very  fragrant    It  is  commonly  propagated  by 
layers  •  but  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  of  all  the  species  root  freely  m  common  earth  under  a  hand-glass. Buddlea  Neemda  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  plants  of  India.  . 
280  Exacum  The  ancient  name  of  a  plant  nearly  related  to  Centaunum  j  said  to  have  been  derived  from 

e£  and  «y«,  to  conduct  out,  on  account  of  its  properties  of  expelling  poison  taken  into  the  stomach. 
281.  Sebaa.   A  genus  nearly  related  to  the  last,  named  after  the  famous  Albert  Seba,  whose  museum  was 

°n^nprazera.  ̂ fte^Mr.  John^aaer,  an  indefatigable  ̂  28a  Peiuea  In  honor  of  P.  Pena,  who  published  Adversaria  Botanica,  1570,  in  conjunction  with  LobeL  A 
handsome  genus,  readily  propagated  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  Many  of  the  finest  species  remain to  be  introduced  from  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope.  .    ,   ,    .     .  _  .     .    ■,.     ,  .  , 

284.  SUeria  In  honor  of  Patrick  Blair,  who  practised  physic  at  Boston  m  Lincolnshire,  and  was  one  of 
thefellows  of 'the  Royal  Society.  He  published  Botanical  Essays  in  1778.  The  species  resemble  some  kinds of  heaths,  and  require  the  same  treatment  ,  ,  ^ 

285.  Chomelia.  Named  after  Pierre  Jean  Baptiste  Chomel,  a  Fiench  botanist,  physician  to  Louis  XV. ;  he died  in  174a   Culture  as  for  Siderodendrum.  f  i  V 
286.  Adina  From  clustered,  its  flowers  being  m  heads.  A  small  Chinese  plant,  with  flowers  looking 

like  those  of  a  Cephalanthus:   It  is  probably  not  different  from  Cephalanthus. 
287  Bauvardia     Named  after  Dr.  Charles  Bouvard,  formerly  a  superintendent  of  the  Jardin  du  Roi  at H  2 
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Ccass  IV. 

288.  IXO'RA.  W. 1742  grandifl6ra  B.  R. 1743  Bandhuca  Roxb. 
1744  cocclnea  W. 
1745  barbate  Roxb. 
1746  parviflora  W. 1747  rosea  Wall. 
1748  alba  W. 
1749strlcta  Roxb. 
1750  blanda  B.  Reg. 
1751  cuneifolia  Roxb. 
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1749 II  1755 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

Paris.    B.  triphylla  is  a  beautiful,  and  not  very  tender  plant,  which  flowers  great  part  of  the  year ;  var.  /3  has 
smooth  shining  leaves,  and  flowers  of  a  deeper  scarlet  than  the  other.  B.  versicolor  requires  the  warmest  part 
of  the  green-house,  and  the  cuttings  require  bottom  heat,  with  the  same  soil  as  the  plants. 288.  Ixora.  A  name  of  doubtful  origin.  Iswara  is  the  name  of  an  Indian  divinity.  According  to  Sweet, 
the  species  of  this  beautiful  genus  "  require  to  be  kept  in  a  moist  heat  to  thrive  well ;  but  not  plunged  in  tan, as  that  is  almost  certain  to  injure  their  roots.  A  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat  is  the  best  soil  for  them. 
Care  must  be  taken  to  keep  them  clean  and  free  from  insects,  or  they  will  not  thrive.  Cuttings  root  very 
freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

289.  Catesbtsa.  So  named  by  Gronovius,  in  honor  of  Mark  Catesby,  author  of  the  natural  history  of  Caro- lina,&c.  who  discovered  the  first  species  of  this  genus.  It  is  very  ornamental.  C.  spinosa  has  flowers  about 
six  inches  long,  in  the  form  of  a  Roman  trumpet,  and  succeeded  by  fruit  the  size  of  a  pullet's  egg ;  the  skin smooth  and  yellow,  and  the  pulp  like  that  of  a  ripe  apple,  with  an  agreeable  teste.  It  does  not  flower  very 
freely,  but  strikes  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass,  and  in  moist  heat 

290.  Pavetta.  The  name  of  the  plant  in  Malabar.  A  small  genus  nearly  related  to  Ixora,  with  flowers  usu- ally white,  as  those  of  Ixora  are  red. 
291.  Ernodea.    From  inu&ris,  branching,  in  allusion  to  the  habit  of  the  plant 
292.  Siderodendrum.  From  tri&r&s,  iron,  and  SevSgoy,  a  tree.  Wood,  compared  for  hardness  to  iron.  This tree  may  be  noticed  on  account  of  an  anomaly  which  occurs  in  the  corolla,  which  is  often  changed,  perhaps  by 

some  insect,  into  an  oblong  bag,  half  an  inch  in  length,  fleshy,  and  hollow  within,  and  ending  in  a  point  at  top 
like  a  fruit    Cuttings  of  ripened  wood  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

293.  CoccocypsUum.  From  xaxmx,  fruit,  and  xv^tiXri,  a  vase,  its  berry  being  surmounted  by  a  corona  resem- 
bling a  little  cup.   Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 

291.  Mitchella.  Named  after  John  Mitchell,  an  Englishman,  who  travelled  in  Virginia,  and  left  some  papers 
upon  North  American  plants  behind  him.  This  is  one  of  those  plants  which  Humboldt  (Dc  Distrib.  Plant.)  calls 
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1743  Shrubby  spreading,  Lvs.  oval  stem-clasping.  Corymbs  crowded,  Segm.  of  cor.  ovate  obt  Berries  crowned 
1744  Leaves  elliptical  acute  cordate  at  base  sessile,  Umbels  terminal  aggregate,  Segm.  of  cor.  ovate  acute 
1745  Corol.  long  bearded  at  mouth,  Lvs.  opp.  obL  entire  smooth  shining.  Floral  lvs.  round  cord.  sess.  Pan.  open 
1746  Leaves  subsessile  oblong  smooth,  Panicles  ovate  oblong  decussated,  Pet.  oval,  Style  hairy 
1747  Leaves  obL  acute  with  a  contr.  emarg.  base  pubesc.  beneath  subsessile,  Corymbs  large,  Pet  cuneate  acute 
1748  Leaves  sessile  broad  lanceolate,  Corymbs  decompound  dense,  Pet  obovate  reflexed 
1749  Shrubby  straight,  Lvs.  subsess.  obi.  Corymbs  dense,  Pet  round  spreading,  Anthers  round  bristle-pointed 1750  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate,  Cyme  trichotomous  contracted 
1751  Leaves  wedge-shaped  lanceolate  acuminate,  Corymbs  terminal,  Sepals  conical 
1752  Leaves  coriaceous  oval  lane.  Cymes  decompound  close,  Petals  wedge-shaped  obovate,  Anthers  sessile 

1753  Tube  of  corolla  very  long,  Berries  oval 
1754  Tube  of  corolla  4-cornered  short,  Berries  roundish 

1755  Leaves  smooth  entire,  Panic,  fastigiate  axillary  and  terminal,  Style  twice  as  long  as  corol.  Stigma  entire 

1756  Leaves  in  4s  oblong  obtuse  smooth,  Stem  shrubby 

1757  The  only  species.   Branches  4-cornered,  Leaves  5-6  inches  long  elliptic  lanceolate 
1758  Stem  herbaceous  creeping,  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  clustered  axillary  sessile 

1759  A  little  creeping  plant  with  flat  round  leaves  and  little  scarlet  berries 
1760  Umbels  naked  lateral  alternate,  Leaves  linear 
1761  Pedunc.  many-flowered,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 

1762  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Racemes  many-flowered,  Stem  twining  shrubby 

1763  The  only  species 
1764  Leaves  on  long  stalks  ternate,  Fruit  with  two  wings 

1765  A  small  prickly  shrub,  Leaves  opposite  ovate  acute  entire.   The  only  species 

1766  The  only  species.   Leaves  ovate  oblong  acute  serrated  opposite 

,  1767  Leaves  opposite  elliptical  obtuse  emarginate  serrated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
social,  being  always  found  in  quantities.   Barton  says,  it  is  the  plant  most  extensively  spread  in  North  Ame- 

rica, covering  the  surface  from  the  28th  to  the  69th  degree  of  north  latitude. 
295.  Oldenlandia.  In  honor  of  H.  B.  Oldenland,  a  Dutch  naturalist,  who  travelled  in  Africa,  where  he  died 

about  the  end  of  the  17th  century.  O.  umbellata,  the  chay-root,  grows  on  light  sandy  ground  near  the  sea, 
and  is  much  cultivated  on  the  coast  of  Coromandel  for  dyeing  red,  purple,  brown,  and  orange,  and  to  paint 
the  red  figures  on  chintz.  The  coloring  matter  resides  in  the  bark,  which  gives  it  out  to  water.  The 
Malabar  physicians  say  that  the  roots  cure  poisonous  bites,  colds,  and  cutaneous  disorders,  and  warm  the  con- stitution. 

296.  Manettia.  In  honor  of  Xavier  Manetti,  an  Italian,  and  professor  of  botany  at  Florence.  Some  of  the 
species  are  rather  pretty,  but  they  are  seldom  seen  in  collections. 

297.  Epimedium.  A  name  of  Dioscorides,  applied  to  this  little  elegant  alpine  plant,  without  any  assignable reason. 
298.  Ptelea.  The  Greek  name  of  the  elm.  It  is  derived  from  trraa,  to  fly,  in  allusion  to  the  winged  seed- 

vessels.   A  hardy  shrub  of  North  America,  not  unlike  a  laburnum  in  foliage,  but  with  small  green  flowers. 
39P.  Monetia.  So  named  by  L'Heritier,  in  honor  of  the  Chevalier  Jean  Baptiste  Monet  de  la  Marck,  a  cele- brated French  botanist,  now  dead ;  who,  unfortunately  for  botany,  many  years  ago  diverted  his  attention  from 

that  science  to  conchology.   Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass,  and  in  bottom  heat 
300.  Curtisia.  Named  in  honor  of  W.  Curtis,  lecturer  on  botany,  author  of  the  Botanical  Magazine  and 

other  works ;  he  died  in  1799.  This  is  one  of  the  largest  trees  of  Africa,  from  which  the  Hottentots  and 
Cadres  make  the  shafts  of  their  javelins.  It  has  fine  broad  leaves,  but  small  flowers,  which,  however,  have  not 
yet  appeared  in  this  country. 
301.  Hartogia.  Named  after  John  Hartog,  a  Dutchman,  who  travelled  in  Southern  Africa  and  Ceylon. 

The  plant  called-by  this  name  in  the  gardens  is  probably  only  a  variety  of  the  common  laurel,  and  nearly as  hardy  as  it  The  flowers  grow  in  axillary  racemes  like  bunches  of  currants. H  8 
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302.  AMMAN'NIA.  W. 1768  latifolia  W. 
1769debilis  W. 
1770  caspica  Ledeb. 1771  bacclfera  L. 
1772  ram6sior  W. 
1773  sanguinolen  ta  W. 

303.  FAGATtA.  W. 
1774Pter6ta  W. 
1775  Piperita  W. 
1776  trag6des  W. 

304.  ZIE'RIA.  Sm. llTl  Smithii  Sm. 
305.  cis'sua  w. 
1778  vitigtaea  W. 1779  antarctica  Vent. 
1780  heterophils  Lk. 
1781  glandulosa  Horn. 
1782  sicyoides  W. 
1783  quadrangulSris  W. 
1784  capensis  W. 1785  cassia  R.B. 
1786  5-folia  B.  M. 
1787  acida  W. 
1788  trifoliata  W. 
1789  pentaphylla  W. 
1790  quinSta  H.  K. 

t306.  COR'NUS.  W. 1791  suecica  W. 
1792  canadensis  W. 
1793fl6rida  W. 
1794mSscula  W. 
1795  sanguinea  W. 
1796  Slba  W. 

(S  ros'sica 1797  sericea  W. 
1798  circinSta  W. 
1799stricta  W. 
1800  paniculita  W. 1801  alternifolia  W. 

307.  SANTALUM.  W. 
1802  album  W. 
1803  myrtifolium  Boxb. 

Ammannia. 
broad-leaved 
cluster-flowered 
Caspian 
berry-bearing branching bloody 

rm  w 

O  w 
O  w 

rm  w 

O  w O  w 

Salicarue.   Sp.  6—20. 
1  jLau 1  jLau 

i  jl.au 
2  jl.au 

jjLau 

W 
Pu 

Ap Ap 

Pu 

R 

W.  Indies  1733. E.  Indies  1778. 
Astracan  1821. 
India  1820. 
Virginia  1759. Jamaica  1803. 

S  s.1 S  s.1 

Fagara.  Terebintaceee.   Sp.  3 — 18. 
Lentiscus-leav.  f  CD  tm  20  au.s     6      Jamaica  1768. 
ash-leaved       ft  |  |  or  10  s         W     Japan  1773. 
prickly-leaved  *  □  or    5     ...     W     W.  Indies  1759. 

C  p.l 
L  p.l 

C  Lp 

Slo.jam.l.  t7.f.4 

Lam.  UL  t77. 15 
Boca  mus.  1 104 

Bro.ja.l46.t5.£l Kaempfr.  t.  893 Jac.  am.  21. 1. 14 
ZlERIA. 

Smith's Cissus. 
vine-leaved 
Kanguru-vine various-leaved 
glandular naked-leaved 
square-stalked Cape 
Sier.  Leo.  grape 
five-leaved 
acid 
three-leaved five-leaved 
wedge-leaved 
Dogwood. 
dwarf  3^  A  or 
Canadian  4  ̂   or 
great-flowered  $  ' or CorneL-cherry  $  or 

»l_Jor 

LCD  or fl_l_Jor 
LOot 6.  □  or 
LCD  or 
i-Qor i_l_|or 
fl.aor 
4.  CD  oi 
fl_  □  or fl_C]or fl_L_|or 
£.l_Jor 

Rubiacece.   Sp.  1. 
2  ap.jl     W     N.  S.  W. C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1395 

Sarmentacece. 
G Sp.  15—50. 20  jn.au 10  ... 

10  ... 10  ... 
30  ... 30  ... 
15  ... 
12  jLau 6  ... 
6  ... 6  ap.s 10  jl 

Caprifolue. 
Jap  Pu i  jn.au  Pu 15  ap.my  W 

15  f.ap  Y 

India n.  aw. 

Jamaica 
£.  Indies C.  G.  H. 
S.  Leone 
Brazil Jamaica 
Jamaica 
Japan 
C.  G.  H. 

1772. 1790. 
1822. 1819. 

1768. 
1790. 
1792. 1822. 1822. 
1692. 
1739. 1790. 
1790. 

Sp.ll— 14. Britain    sc.  alp. 
Canada  1774. 
N.  Amer.  1731. Austria  1596. 

C  p.l 
C  s.1 D  co 
D  co 

C  s.p 

C  p.l 

C  s.p 

D  co 
D  co 
C  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  s.p C  s.p 

R  s.p R  s.p 

L  co L  co 

common          &      or  8  jn.jl  W 
white-berried   $      or  10  jn.s  W 
Russian           sk      or  8  jn.s  W 
blue-berried     <tt      or  5  au  W 
Pensylvanian    it      or  6  jLau  W 
upright           Y      or  10  jnjl  W 
panicled          SI      or  6  jnjl  W 
alternate-leav'd5J      or  15  s  W 
Sandal-wood.  Santalacete. 

true              J  A  tm  10  ...  Pu 
myrtle-leaved   »  A  or  4  ...  R 

Britain    woods  L  co 
Siberia  1741.  L  co 
Siberia  ...  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1683.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1784.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1758.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1758.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1760.  L  co 

Sp.  2— 6. E.  Indies  1804.  C  p.l 
E.  Indies  1804.  C  p.l 

Pl.m.27.  t.337.f.2 
Bot  mag.  2488 

Jac.amer.22.t.l5 
Forsk.  ic.  t.  2 

Bot  mag.  2443 
Jac.schoen.l.t33 Slo.ja.l.t.l45.£2 

Eng.  bot.  310 Bot  mag.  880 
Bot.  mag.  526 
Schm.  arb.2.  t.63 

Eng.  bot.  249 Sch.  arb.  2. 1 65 
Sch.  arb.  2.  t.  64 Sch.  arb.  2.  t.  69 
Sch.  arb.  2.  t.  67 
Sch.  arb.  2.  t  68 
Sch.  arb.  2.  t.  70 

Rum.  amb.2. 1. 11 Roxb.  cor.  1. 1. 2 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
S02.  Ammannia.  Named  in  nonor  of  John  Ammann,  a  native  of  Siberia,  who  was  a  physician  and  professor 

of  botany  at  St  Petersburg.  He  published  a  work  upon  the  plants  of  Finland,  and  some  papers  in  the  Transac- 
tions of  the  Academy  at  St.  Petersburg.  None  of  the  species  have  any  beauty.  They  may  be  treated  like  balsams 

and  other  tender  annuals. 
303.  Fagara.  The  name  of  an  aromatic  plant  mentioned  by  Avicenna.  The  foliage  of  the  present  plant  has 

a  strong  smell  of  turpentine.    Cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 304.  Zieria.  So  called  by  Sir  J.  E.  Smith,  in  honor  of  his  friend  Mr.  Zier,  of  whom  nothing  more  is  known 
than  that  he  was  "  a  learned  and  industrious  botanist."  The  species  is  a  pretty  greenhouse  plant 305.  Cissus.  The  Greek  name  of  the  ivy.  The  Latin  name  hedera  having  been  retained  for  the  real  plant ; 
the  Greek  word  was  given  to  this  genus,  which  climbs  like  the  ivy.  The  species  greatly  resemble  Vitis  in  ge- 

neric character.  None  of  them  are  ornamental,  with  the  exception  of  C.  quinquefolia,  justly  admired  for  its 
quinquefid  leaves,  and  the  different  tints  of  yellow,  red,  and  purple  which  these  take  in  autumn.  It  grows  ra- 

pidly in  any  soil,  and  is  well  adapted  for  covering  naked  wafts,  decorating  old  unsightly  elevations  of  houses, 
ruins,  cottages,  bowers,  &c.    All  the  species  root  freely  by  cuttings  in  any  soiL 

306.  Cornus.  From  cornu,  a  horn :  the  wood  being  thought  to  be  as  hard  and  durable  as  horn.  Its  value  as 
a  material  for  warlike  instruments  has  been  celebrated  by  Virgil  —Jkma  hello  cornus.  The  larger  species  of  this 
genus  are  very  ornamental  and  hardy  shrubs,  not  only  from  their  flower  and  berries  of  different  colors,  but  by 
their  green,  red,  purple,  or  striped  barks,  which  have  a  fine  effect  in  winter,  especially  among  evergreens. 
C.  florida  blossoms  early,  but  does  not  bear  berries  in  this  country.  C.  mascula,  the  Cormier  of  old  authors, 
blossoms  still  earlier,  and  bears  handsome  fruit,  which  were  formerly  made  into  tarts  and  rob  de  corn's  :  the wood  is  very  hard;  and  Evelyn  says,  made  into  wedges,  it  will  last  like  iron.   C.  sanguinea,  alba,  and  sericea, 
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1768  Leaves  stem-clasping,  Stem  square,  Branches  erect 
1769  Leaves  lanceolate  attenuated  at  base,  Stem  branched,  Flowers  fascicled  axillary.  Caps.  2-Iocular 
1770  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  attenuated  at  base,  Flowers  axillary  clustered,  Sepals  rigid  acute 
1771  Leaves  somewhat  stalked,  Caps,  larger  than  calyx  colored 
1772  Leaves  half  stem-clasping,  Stem  square,  Branches  much  spreading 
1773  Leaves  half  stem-clasping  linear  lanceolate  cordate  at  base,  Pedunc.  very  short  many-flowered 

1774  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  obovate  emarginated,  Common  footstalk  margined  jointed  unarmed 
1775  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  oblong  unequal  at  base  crenate 
1776  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  emarginate,  Common  stalk  winged  jointed  prickly  beneath 

1777  The  only  species.   It  may  be  known  by  the  stamens  being  inserted  into  large  glands 

1778  Leaves  cordate  roundish  3-5  lobed  angular  repand  beneath  ferruginous 
1779  Leaves  ovate  loosely  serrated  smoothish,  Nerves  glandular  at  base,  Petioles  and  branches  pubescent 
1780  Branches  rounded  subpubesc.  Petioles  with  a  pubesc.  line,  Lower  lvs.  simple,  middle  tern.,  upper  quinate 
1781  Leaves  ovate  serrate  toothed,  Pedicels  and  cal  hispid  glandular 
1782  Leaves  ovate  cordate  smooth  thickish  bristly  serrated,  Serratures  appressed,  Branches  rounded 
1783  Leaves  cordate  ovate  serrated  fleshy,  Stem  4-cornered  winged 
1784  Leaves  5  angular  toothed  beneath  ferruginous,  Flowers  headed 
1785  Leaves  cordate  serrated,  Branches  very  glaucous 
1786  Leaves  in  fives,  Leaflets  narrowed  each  way  acuminate  stalked,  Branches  rounded  knotted  smooth 
1787  Leaves  ternate  obovate  wedge-shaped  fleshy  smooth  toothed  at  end  entire  at  base 
1788  Leaves  ternate  rounded  hairy  toothed,  Branches  with  membranous  angles 
1789  Leaves  quinate,  Leaflets  undivided  ovate  serrated 
1790  Leaves  quinate,  Leaflets  obovate  wedge-shaped  serrated  above 

1.  Flowers  in  umbels  with  an  involucrum. 
1791  Herbaceous,  Branches  binate,  Umbel  axillary  stalked,  Nerves  of  leaves  distinct 
1792  Herbaceous,  Branches  none,  Upper  leaves  whorled  stalked  veiny 
1793  A  tree,  Involucr.  very  large  colored,  Leaflets  obcordate 
1794  A  tree,  Umbels  as  long  as  involucrum 

2.  Flowers  in  naked  cymes. 
1795  Branches  upright,  Leaves  ovate  whole-colored,  Cymes  depressed  flat 
1796  Branches  recurved,  Branchl.  smooth,  Leaves  broad  ovate  acute  pubesc.  hoary  beneath,  Cymes  depressed 
1797  Branches  sprdg.  Branchl  woolly,  Lvs.  ovate  acum.  beneath  ferrugin.  Cymes  depr.  woolly,  Nuts  compr. 
1798  Branches  warted,  Leaves  orbicular  beneath  hoary,  Cymes  depressed 
1799  Branches  upright,  Leaves  ovate  whole-colored  naked,  Cymes  panicled 
1800  Branches  erect,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth  hoary  beneath,  Cyme  panicled 
1801  Leaves  alternate,  Stem  dichotomously  forked 

1802  Leaves  oblong 1803  Leaves  lanceolate 

1788 1797 
1798 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
have  fine  red  twigs  j  the  wood  of  the  first  is  equal  to  that  of  the  cornel  for  hardness,  and  makes  excellent  mill 
cogs,  bobbins  for  lace,  toothpicks,  and  butchers'  skewers.  An  oil  may  be  extracted  from  the  berries,  by  boil, mg  and  pressing.  C.  sericea  from  its  large  leaves,  whitish  underneath,  and  its  terminating  branches  of  white flowers,  is  valuable  for  the  shrubbery  or  lawn.  All  the  species  may  be  propagated  by  seeds,  layers,  suckers,  or cuttings ;  the  second  is  the  most  common  mode. 

C.  sanguinea  is  very  common  in  woods,  and  after  a  smothered  combustion,  affords  a  charcoal  esteemed  the 
best  for  entering  into  the  composition  of  gunpowder.  It  grows  in  the  shade  and  drip  of  other  trees,  and  is therefore  a  valuable  plant  for  thickening  strips  of  plantations  which  have  become  naked  below. 

C.  suecica  is  called  by  the  Highlanders  Lus-a-chrasia,  or  plant  of  gluttony,  from  its  berries,  which  are  eaten  by the  children,  being  supposed  to  create  an  appetite.  This  plant  is  difficult  to  preserve  in  gardens :  a  bed  of  peat in  a  shady  situation,  and  kept  moist,  is  the  most  suitable  for  it ;  or  it  may  be  planted  in  small  pots  of  peat,  and treated  as  an  alpine. 
307.  Santalum.  From  its  Persian  name  Sundul-sufed  It  is  a  low  tree  in  habits ;  leaves  and  inflorescence a  good  deal  resembling  the  privet.  It  produces  the  white  and  yellow  sandal  wood  of  the  materia  medica formerly  thought  to  be  the  produce  of  different  trees.  But  in  India,  as  in  a  certain  degree  in  every  other country,  most  trees  when  large  and  old,  become  colored  towards  the  centre,  and  when  the  sandal  tree  becomes large,  its  centre  acquires  a  yellow  color,  and  great  fragrance  and  hardness  j  while  the  exterior  part  of  the  same tree  that  covers  the  colored  part  is  less  firm,  white,  and  without  fragrance.  It  is  only  the  yellow  part  that  is  in use,  being  in  universal  esteem  for  its  fragrance.  According  to  Wathen  (Fog.  to  China,  1812,  p.  116.),  it  sells  so high  that  the  tree  is  seldom  allowed  to  grow  more  than  a  foot  in  diameter.  It  is  manufactured  into  musical instruments,  small  cabinets,  escrutoires,  boxes,  and  similar  articles,  as  no  insect  can  exist,  or  iron  rust  fas  it  is H  4 
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m  TRA'PA.  W. 1804  natans  W. 
1805bic6rnis  W. 

309.  LUDWI'GIA.  W. 1806  alternifolia  W. 
1807  hirsute  Ph. 

WaTBR-CALTR0P9. 
European  i  O  clt Chinese 
LuDWlGIA. 

large-capsuled 
hairy *  lAJclt 

O  w 5t  A  w 

Hydrocharidete.   Sp.  2—3. 
jn.au    W.p  Europe    1781.  S  co  Botreg.88 ...     W     China      1790.  S  co  Gtert.sem.2.  t95 
Onagrarite.   Sp.  2—16. 1  jn.jl     Y      Virginia  1752.  S  co  Lara.  ill.  1. 1 77 

1  jaau    Y      N.  Amer.  1812.  D  p.l 

310.  CUS'CUTA.  W. 
1808  europae'a  W. 1809  Epitnymum  W. 1810  cninensis 
1811  chilinsis  B.  M. 
1812  verrucosa  Sweet. 

311.  BUFCNIA.  W. 
1813  tenuif61ia  W. 

312.  HAMAME'LIS.  W. 1814  virglnica  W. 
31&  HYPE'COUM.  W. 
1815  procum'bens  W. 1816  pendulum  TV. 
1817erectum  W. 

Dodder. 
common 
lesser Chinese 

Chiu- 

Nepal 
BuFONIA. slender-leaved  £^ 
Witch-hazel. Virginian  5f 
Hypecoum. 

procumbent  Jt 
pendulous  «± erect  ^ 

DIGYNIA. 
Convolvulaceat.    Sp.  5—10. jl        W     Britain  hea. W     Britain  hea. 

W     China  1803. 
W     ChiU  1821. 
W     Nepal  1821. 

CaryophyUete.  Sp.  1— &. 
Aw      jjn        W     England  seaco. 

Berberidece.   Sp.  1—2. or  10  n.  m    W     N.  Amer.  173a 
Papaveracece.    Sp.  3—6. 

O  or    1  jajl     Y      S.  Europe  1596. 
O  or     i  jn.jl     Y      S.  France  1640. 
Q)  or    i  my.jn  Y      Siberia  1759. 

D  par  Eng.  bot.  378 
D  par  Eng.  bot  55 
D  par D  par  Bot.  reg.  603 
D  par  Scot  fl.  gard.  6. 

S  co   Eng.  bot  1313 

L  p.I  Duh.arb.l.tll4 
Schk.  han.l.  t27 
Par.  thea.372.  f.2 
Am.  ruth.  5a  t.9 

314.  MYGIN'DA.  W. 1818Urag6ga  W. 1819  Rhacoma  W. 
1820  latifolia  W. 

315.  I'LEX.  W. 
1821  Aquif61ium  W. 

/3  heterophyUa 
y  crass /folia B  recUrva 
iferox 

Myginda. 
saw-leaved 
blunt-leaved 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
said)  within  its  influence.   It  is  of  the  dust  of  this  wood  that  the  Bramins  form  the  pigment  which  they  use 
in  giving  the  tilac  or  frontal  mark  to  the  God  Vishnoo :  and  the  oil  used  in  their  ceremonies  is  obtained  from 
the  shavings,  or  at  least  scented  by  them.   Cuttings  root  readily  in  a  pot  of  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 
The  true  sandal  wood  is  the  Santalum  album,  found  chiefly  on  the' coast  of  Malabar,  and  in  the  Indian Archipelago. 
Santalum  myrtifolium,  which  has  been  confounded  with  it,  is  the  kind  which  grows  upon  the  Circar  moun- 

tains, the  wood  of  which  is  of  little  value.  An  amusing  specimen  of  German  critical  puzzling  upon  this  sub- 
ject may  be  seen  in  Messrs.  Romer  and  Schultes,  Species  Plantarum,  voL  iii.  p.  328. 

308.  Trapa.  Abridged  from  calcitrapa,  the  Latin  name  of  a  dangerous  instrument  called  caltrops,  furnished 
with  four  spines,  which  was  formerly  used  in  war  to  impede  the  progress  of  cavalry.  The  fruit  or  this  plant  is 
hard,  and  has  four  spines  also.  T.  natans  is  a  curious  aquatic,  with  long  brown  and  green  roots  and  floating 
leaves,  with  petioles  inflated  into  a  tumour,  as  in  the  marine  algae.  The  seed  is  larger  than  the  kernel  of  the 
filbert,  with  two  cotyledons,  one  large,  and  the  other  very  small,  and  not  increasing  in  size  during  the  germin- 

ation. Hence,  Gaartner  considers  this  plant  like  the  Nelumbium,  as  in  a  sort  of  middle  state  between  the  mo- 
nocotyledonese  and  dicotyledones.  The  nuts  are  farinaceous,  and  are  esteemed  nourishing  and  pectoral.  The 
skin  with  the  spines  being  removed,  there  is  a  white  sweet  kernel  within,  somewhat  like  a  chestnut  They 
are  sold  in  the  market  at  Venice  under  the  name  of  Jesuits'  nuts.  They  are  also  much  eaten  in  Switzerland and  the  south  of  France.  Some  of  the  canals  at  Versailles  are  covered  with  the  plant ;  and  Neill  informs  us 
(Hort.  Tour.),  that  the  nuts  are  sometimes  served  up  like  chestnuts.  Pliny  says  that  the  Thracians  made  them 
into  bread ;  and  Thunberg  states  that  they  (the  seed  of  Trapa  bicornis)  are  commonly  put  into  broth  in  Japan. 
In  this  country  the  plant  is  generally  kept  in  a  cistern  in  the  stove,  and  so  treated,  was  fruited  by  A.  B.  Lam- bert, Esq.  in  1815,  and  specimens  of  the  fruit  sent  to  the  Horticultural  Society. 

T.  bicornis  is  cultivated  by  the  Chinese  in  marshes  j  and  the  nuts  used  as  food. 
309.  Ludwigia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  C.  G.  Ludwig,  professor  of  botany  at  Leipsic,  in  the  mid- dle of  the  last  century.  He  left  behind  him  several  works  which  are  now  almost  forgotten.  The  species  are  of no  beauty. 
310.  Cuscuta.  This  is  a  genus  of  parasitical  plants,  which  fasten  themselves  to,  and  draw  their  nourishment 

from  others.   The  seed  does  not  split  into  lobes,  but  opens  and  puts  forth  a  little  spiral  body,  which  is  the  em- 
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1804  Nuts  4  homed,  Spines  spreading 1805  Nuts  2  horned 

1806  Erect  branched  smooth,  Leaves  altera,  lane,  hoary  beneath,  Caps,  large  crowned  with  the  coL  Its.  of  caL 
1807  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  subsessile,  Stem  rounded  diffuse. 

DIGYNIA. 

1808  Flowers  sessile,  Orifice  of  cor.  naked,  Stigma  acute 
1809  Flowers  sessile.  Stamens  with  a  scale  at  their  base,  Stigma  acute 
1810  A  species  of  which  no  account  has  yet  been  published.  Shoots  short  white 
1811  Flowers  5-cleft,  Segments  oblate  rounded,  Anthers  sessile,  Stigmas  pileate 
1812  All  over  warted,  Color  dull  brown,  Shoots  very  long 

1813  Stem  branched  at  end,  Branches  erect,  Calyx  scariose  at  edge 

1814  Leaves  obovate  acutely  toothed  cordate  with  a  small  sinus 

1815  Pods  jointed  compressed  arcuate,  Pet  3-lobed  the  outside  smooth  at  the  back 
1816  Pods  knotty  rounded  pendulous,  Petals  smooth  the  2  outer  ovate  oblong  pendulous  2  inner  3-parted 
1817  Pods  not  jointed  erect  compressed,  Pet.  smooth  outer  wedge-shaped  about  3-lobed  inner  trifid  the  lateral lobes  2-lobed  the  middle  one  small 

TETRAGYNIA. 
1818  Leaves  ovate  and  subcordate  acuminate  subserrated  pubescent 
1819  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  obtuse  crenated,  Flowers  monogynous,  Style  quadrifid 
1820  Leaves  elliptical  crenated  s ubcor iaceous ,  Stigmas  2-4  sessile 

1821  Leaves  ovate  acute  spiny  shining  waved,  Flowers  axillary  umbel!  ed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bryo.  The  stalk  twines  about  some  other  plant,  contrary  to  the  sun's  apparent  motion,  or  from  right  to  left, sending  out  from  the  inner  surface  a  number  of  little  vesicles  which  attach  themselves  to  the  bark  of  the  sup- 

porting plant.  By  degrees,  the  longitudinal  vessels  of  the  stalk  shoot  from  their  extremities,  and  insinuate 
themselves  so  intimately  with  it,  that  it  is  easier  to  break  than  to  disengage  them.  Plants  raised  from  seed 
soon  die  when  they  have  no  plant  to  which  they  can  attach  themselves.  They  adhere  to  the  ground  by  the 
original  root,  and  draw  a  part  of  their  nutriment  from  thence  at  first ;  but  the  original  root  withers  away  as 
soon  as  the  young  stem  has  fixed  itself  to  any  other  plant 

C.  europsea  may  be  sown  in  peat  soil  by  the  sides  of  other  plants ;  in  a  wild  state  it  is  commonly  found  in 
hedges,  and  on  hops,  brambles,  woody  nightshade,  fern,  thistles,  hemp;  as  also  on  flax,  nettles,  clover, 
grass,  &c.  ' 

C.  epithymum  will  thrive  well  on  any  small  shrub  when  once  it  has  got  hold.  According  to  Sweet,  "  it  will 
flower  freely,  and  be  very  handsome." C.  chinensis  may  be  treated  like  C.  europsea. 

311.  Bufonia.  So  named  after  the  celebrated  Count  de  Buffon.  It  is  slender,  like  the  botanical  acquirements of  that  illustrious  naturalist 
312.  Hamamelis.  From  &put,  with,  and  (uiiKa>,  an  apple,  from  the  fruit  and  flowers  being  on  the  tree  at the  same  time.  This  is  a  low  tree  or  shrub,  in  general  appearance  resembling  the  hazel ;  but  it  has  fine  yellow 

blossoms,  which  appear  in  profusion  in  October  or  November,  and  sometimes  last  till  spring.  The  fruit,  which 
is  a  small  nut,  seldom  ripens  in  England. 

313.  Hypecoum.  From  vr^xstv,  to  rattle,  on  account  of  the  noise  the  seeds  make  in  the  pods.  It  is  not 
impossible  that  Hypecoum  procumbens  is  the  Hypecoon  of  Pliny :  the  wild  cumin  of  Gerarde.  The  juice  of 
all  the  species  is  yellow,  like  that  of  celandine,  and  is  said  to  have  the  same  effect  as  opium. 

314.  Myeinda.  So  named  by  Jacquin,  in  honor  of  Counsellor  Mygind  of  Vienna ;  a  botanical  amateur  and patron.   A  tree  resembling  some  kind  of  Ilex. 
315.  Hex.  A  word  upon  which  much  ingenuity  and  learning  have  been  tortured  in  vain.  De  Tblis  derives 

it  from  ec,  or  ac,  a  point,  in  Celtic;  but  that  explanation  applies  better  to  the  specific  name  Aquifolium. 
I.  Aquifolium  is  one  of  our  most  beautiful  shrubs  or  low  trees,  displaying  either  character,  according  to  situa- 

tion, age,  and  application  of  art.   It  is  found  in  most  parts  of  Europe,  and  in  North  America,  Japan,  Cochin- 
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iflava q  albo-marginata 
3-  a&reo-marginata 
i  medio-picta 1822  chinehsis  B.  M. 

1823  laxifl6ra  PA. 
1824opaca  TV. 1825cr6cea  TV. 
1826Perado  W. 
1827  Prinoides  TV. 
1828  Cassinc  Ph. 
1829  Dah6on  Ph. 
1830  augustifolia  TV.  en, 1831  vomitoria  TV. 
1832  canadensis  Ph. 

316.  COLDE'NIA.  TV. 1833  proctimbens  TV. 
317.  POT AMO  GE"TON. 1834natans  TV. 
I835fluitans  TV. 
1836  heterophyllum  TV. 
1837  perfoliatum  TV. 
1838  den'sum.  TV. 1839  Weens  TV. 
1840  crispum  TV. 
1841  compressum  W. 
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1845  pusillum  TV. 1846  setaceum  TV. 

318.  RU'PPIA.  TV. 1847  marttima  TV. 
319.  SAGI'NA.  TV. 
1848  procum'bens  TV. 1849  cerastoldes  TV. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
China,  &c.  In  Britain,  it  is  found  congregated  in  natural  woods  and  forests.  Some  of  (he  finest  in  England, 
are  in  Medwood  forest,  in  Staffordshire,  and  in  Scotland,  in  the  woods  of  Dumbartonshire,  about  Luss  and 
Lochlomond.  Professor  Martyn's  father  first  discovered  the  difference  of  sexes  in  the  holly ;  some  being  male, others  female,  and  others  hermaphrodite.  It  is  a  tree  of  great  longevity,  and  will  grow  in  any  soil  not  very 
-wet,  but  best  in  a  dry  deep  loam ;  such  is  the  soil  of  Medwood  forest.  By  culture  alone,  a  hundred  varieties and  subvarieties  have  been  produced,  differing  in  the  variegation,  margin,  and  size  of  the  leaves,  and  in  the 
color  of  the  fruit  These  make  gay  and  elegant  shrubs  for  lawns  and  small  groups ;  and  form  an  important 
feature  in  the  general  shrubbery.  The  common  green  prickly-leaved  holly  makes  the  best  of  all  hedges, 
whether  we  regard  its  qualities  for  defence,  shelter,  duration,  or  beauty.  It  has  one  fault,  it  is  very  slow  of 
growth  unless  carefully  cultivated,  and  for  this  reason  hawthorn  is  preferred.  It  was  a  very  general  custom 
about  the  end  of  the  17th  century  to  divide  gardens  by  hedges  of  this  tree,  and  to  keep  them  exactly  shorn. 
Evelyn's  impenetrable  holly  hedge  at  Deptford  has  been  much  celebrated.  It  was  400  feet  long,  9  feet  high, 
and  5  feet  broad  Gibson,  \Archteologia  Brit.  Sfc.)  who  mentions  Evelyn's  hedge,  made  a  tour  of  the  principal gardens  near  London,  and  states,  as  next  in  grandeur,  that  of  Sir  M.  Decker  at  Richmond :  of  neither  does 
there  exist  a  single  plant  The  largest  holly  hedge  in  Scotland  is  at  Tynningham  near  Dunbar,  planted  by  a 
former  Earl  of  Haddington,  author  of  a  Treatise  on  Fruit  Trees.  It  has  for  many  years  past  been  left  uncut,  and 
now  presents  a  noble  phalanx  of  deep  shining  green  leaves,  and  numerous  spiry  tops  with  spikes  of  coral  berries. 

In  cultivating  the  holly,  the  kernel  or  stone  of  the  berries  is  divested  of  its  skin  and  glutinous  pulp,  by  mixing 
With  sand  in  heaps  in  the  open  garden,  and  turning  over  frequently.  The  berries  being  gathered  in  November, 
may  be  rotted  in  this  way  till  the  October  following,  and  then  sown  in  beds,  and  covered  three  quarters  of  an inch  with  fine  mould ;  or  they  may  remain  on  the  trees  till  spring,  then  gathered  and  mashed  in  a  tub  of 
water  to  separate  the  pulp,  after  which  they  may  be  sown.  In  general,  the  stones  do  not  vegetate  till  the 
second  year  from  the  gathering ;  some  will  occasionally  germinate  the  first  year,  and  a  number  not  till  the 
third.  In  transplanting  and  pruning  the  holly,  the  months  of  October  and  April  are  to  be  chosen  :  the  oftener 
young  plants  are  removed  before  planted  in  the  final  site  the  better,  as  it  has  naturally  but  few  roots,  and  those 
chiefly  ramose  and  descending.  Miller  recommends  cutting  holly  hedges  with  a  knife,  as  clipping  renders  them 
unsightly.  The  variegated  and  other  curious  sorts  are  generally  propagated  by  budding  and  grafting  on  the 
common  green.  Evelyn  says  he  raised  some  of  the  variegated  sorts  by  sowing  the  seeds,  and  Miller  always 
found  the  hedgehog  variety  continue  the  same  when  so  propagated.  Some  raise  them  by  layers,  and  Sweet 
says  all  of  them  "  will  root  freely  by  cuttings  taken  off  at  a  joint  in  ripened  wood,  and  planted  in  sand  under  a 
hand-glass  in  a  shady  situation." 
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1832  Leaves  ovate  oblong  edge  with  little  cartilaginous  scarcely  pungent  teeth,  Corymbs  pedunc.  dichotomous 
1823  Leaves  ovate  sinuate-toothed  slightly  spiny,  Stipules  subulate,  Pedunc.  lax  divided 
1824  Leaves  ovate  acute  spiny  smooth  flat,  Flowers  scattered  at  the  base  of  the  older  branches 
1825  Leaves  oblong  serrated,  Serratures  prickly-ciliated 
1826  Leaves  ovate  with  a  point  unarmed  nearly  entire 
1827  Leaves  elliptic-lanceolate  acute  deciduous  serrated,  Serratures  unarmed 1828  Leaves  alternate  distant  evergreen  lanceolate  attenuated  both  ways  serrated  at  the  end 
1829  Leaves  lanceolate  elliptical  nearly  entire  reflexed  at  the  edge,  Rib  villous  beneath 
1830  Leaves  alternate  distant  evergreen  linear  lanceolate  shining  serrated  at  end.  Rib  smooth  beneath 
1831  Leaves  alternate  distant  oblong  obtuse  crenated  serrated,  Serratures  not  prickly 
1832  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  subserrated  at  the  end,  Pedunc.  long  axillary  1-flowered 

1833  Leaves  wedge-shaped  stalked  shorter  on  one  side  coarsely  sawed  and  plaited 

1834  Leaves  all  elliptical  stalked  floating,  Lower  petioles  submersed  leafless 
1835  Leaves  floating  on  long  stalks  lanceolate  ovate  narrowed  at  both  ends 
1836  Upper  leaves  stalked  elliptical  narrowed  at  both  ends  the  lower  close  together  sessile  linear 
1837  Leaves  cordate  stem-clasping  all  immersed 
1838  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  opposite  close.  Stem  dichotomous,  Spike  4-flowered 
1839  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  flat  narrowed  into  the  stalks,  Spike  many-flowered  contracted 
1840  Leaves  lanceolate  alternate  wavy  serrated 
1841  Leaves  linear  obtuse,  Stem  compressed 
1842  Leaves  setaceous  parallel  close  together  in  two  rows 
1843  Leaves  lanceolate  membranous  flat  entire,  Spike  ovate  dense  few-flowered 
1844  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  alternate  sessile  broader  than  their  stipule 
1845  Leaves  linear  opposite  and  alternate  narrower  than  their  stipule  spreading  at  base,  Stem  rounded 
1846  Leaves  lanceolate  opposite  acuminated 

1847  The  only  species 

1848  Branches  procumbent  smooth,  Petals  very  short 
1849  Stem  diffuse  dichotomous,  Leaves  spatulate  and  obovate  recurved,  Fruit-stalks  reflexed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
I.  cassine  and  vomitoria  have  bitter  leaves,  of  which  the  N.  American  Indians  make  a  tea,  which  is  almost 

their  only  physic.  At  a  certain  time  of  the  year  they  come  down  in  droves  from  a  distance  of  some  hundred miles,  to  the  coast,  for  the  leaves  of  this  tree,  which  is  not  known  to  grow  at  any  considerable  distance  from 
the  sea.  They  make  a  fire  on  the  ground,  and  putting  a  great  kettle  of  water  on  it,  they  throw  in  a  large 
quantity  of  these  leaves,  and  setting  themselves  round  the  fire,  from  a  bowl  that  holds  about  a  pint  they  begin 
drinking  large  draughts,  which  in  a  very  short  time  occasion  them  to  vomit  easily  and  freely :  thus  they  con- 

tinue drinking  and  vomiting  for  the  space  of  two  or  three  days,  until  they  have  sufficiently  cleansed  them- 
selves; and  then  every  one  taking  a  bundle  of  the  tree  to  carry  away  with  him,  they  all  retire  to  their habitations. 

316.  Coldenia.  So  named  by  Linnseus,  in  honor  of  Cadwallader  Colden,  an  English  naturalist,  who  published 
in  1742,  an  account  of  the  plants  of  New  York. 

317.  Potamogeton.  From  vorafuf,  a  river,  and  yum,  near.  Most  of  the  species  grow  wholly  immersed  in 
water,  but  IiKe  most  aquatics,  flower  above  its  surface.  It  should  seem,  Professor  Martyn  observes,  that  the 
respiration  of  such  truly-aquatic  vegetables  must  be  as  different  from  those  which  inhale  atmospheric  air,  as 
the  breathing  of  fishes  is  from  that  of  beasts  and  birds.  Accordingly,  they  are,  as  Haller  remarks,  of  a  different 
texture,  pellucid,  like  oiled  paper,  very  vascular,  harsh,  and  ribbed,  but  often  very  brittle;  and  their  surface, like  that  of  aquatic  animals,  destitute  of  hair  or  down  of  any  kind.  The  leaves  of  aquatic  plants  afford  shade 
and  spawning  places  to  fish,  and  habitations  for  aquatic  insects  and  worms  for  their  nourishment.  The  roots 
of  P.  natans  are  a  favorite  food  of  the  swan,  and  that  bird  is  in  consequence  erroneously  considered  as  keeping 
ponds  and  lakes  clear  of  all  aquatics.  Ducks  eat  the  seeds  and  leaves  of  P.  crispum.  Haller  informs  us,  that 
in  the  Swiss  lakes  P.  serratum  grows  from  ten  to  twenty  fathoms  long,  forming,  as  it  were,  immense  woods  in 
the  midst  of  these  immense  reservoirs.  Most  of  the  species  may  be  considered  as  ornamental  in  a  botanic  gar- 

den, when  kept  within  bounds  or  in  pots.  They  are  readily  propagated  by  seeds  or  by  dividing  their  long  roots, 
and  for  the  most  part,  grow  best  on  a  clayey  bottom. 

318.  Ruppia.  Named  after  Henry  Bernard  Ruppi,  a  German.  He  published  in  1718,  a  Flora  Jenensis.  It 
is  remarked  by  Dr.  Goodenough,  that  the  flower-stalk  of  this  plant  is  spiral,  like  that  of  Valisneria,  and  relaxes 
or  contracts  itself  according-  to  the  depth  of  the  water.  The  truth  is,  the  flower  and  leaf-stalks  of  all  aquatics have  a  power  of  accommodating  themselves  to  the  depth  of  the  water,  so  as  just  to  emerge  above  its  surface ; 
but  the  singularity  in  Ruppia  and  Valisneria  appears  to  be  the  employment  of  a  flower-stem  for  that  purpose. (See  Valisneria.) 

319.  Sagina.   This  plant,  says  Linnaeus,  is  so  called  for  its  qualities.   In  Latin,  sagina  expresses  something 
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1850  apetala  W. small-flowered O w 
1851  maritime  E.  B. sea-side o 

w  | 

1852  erecta  Sm. glaucous O 

w  ■ 
320.  TILLiE'A.  W. TlLI^EA. 
1853  muscosa  W. 

mossy 

o 
cu 321.  RADI'OLA.  Sm. Radiola. 

1854  mill  egrana  Sm. all-seed o w 
®>    1841  ft 1842 

|  myjn  W my.au  W 
t  ap.my Semper vivce. 
ijn.o  PI CaryophwUete. 

Britain  rub. Ireland  scalp. 
Britain 

Sp.  1—4. England  sa.he. >.l. 

|  jl.au     W     Britain  san.  pi.  S 

Eng.  bot.  881 Eng.  bof  2195 
Eng.  bot.  609 

Eng.  K>t.  116  - Eng.  bot  893 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
nourishing.  The  species  are  very  common  in  dry  pastures,  where  they  are  valuable  for  sheep-food.  &  procum- 
bens  is  a  small  but  troublesome  weed  in  shaded  garden- walks  and  paved  courts,  and  with  S.  apetala,  seeds  the 
whole  summer.  Curtis  remarks,  that  the  latter  species  ripens  its  seeds  more  rapidly  than  almost  any  other 
plant 

Class  V.  —  PENTANDRIA.    5  Stamens. 

One  of  the  most  extensive  of  the  Linnsean  classes,  and  containing  about  a  fifth  part  of  all  phaenogamous 
plants.  It  includes  the  whole  of  the  Boraginese  or  Asperifolite,  Asclepiadee,  Apocyneae,  and  Umbelliferaa, 
nearly  all  Primulaces,  and  portions  of  a  great  variety  of  other  natural  orders,  among  which  many  are  orna- mental, and  others  valuable  on  account  of  their  relation  to  medicine  and  the  arts. 

The  Boragineas  are,  in  many  instances,  ornamental  plants  ;  a  few,  such  as  Anchusa  tinetoria  are  applied  to 
economical  purposes ;  but  the  principal  part  are  weeds  of  northern  latitudes.  They  have  been  recently  described 
and  re-arranged  in  a  scientific  manner  by  M.  Lehmann,  whose  Monographia  Asperifoliarum  should  have  a 
place  in  every  botanical  library. 

The  curious  genus  Stapelia  is  a  part  of  the  Asclepiadex,  which  order  was  in  so  unsettled  and  confused  a  state 
as  to  be  a  reproach  to  the  science  until  it  was  remodelled  by  Mr.  Brown,  who  first  determined  the  just  limits  of 
its  genera.  The  Apocynea?  contain,  among  some  poisonous  plants,  such  as  Echites  venenata,  the  Oleander  re- 

markable for  the  beauty  of  its  flowers,  and  the  Cream  fruit  and  Picimmons  of  Sierra  Leone,  which  are  said to  be  excellent  fruit-trees. 
Umbelliferous  plants  contain  numerous  species,  some  of  which,  like  the  Cicuta  virosa,  Conium  maculatum,  &c. 

are  dangerous  poisons,  and  others  which  are  useful  to  mankind  either  as  luxuries  or  necessaries.  The  seeds  of 
caraway,  coriander,  &c.  are  commonly  used  by  the  confectioner,  of  dill  and  anise  by  the  distiller;  the  blanched 
stems  of  celery  and  sweet  fennel,  and  the  roots  and  leaves  of  many  others  are  among  the  best  of  British  vegetables. 
The  gum  galbanum  of  the  shops  is  said  to  be  the  produce  of  a  plant  of  this  tribe.  Great  difficulty  exists  in  ascer- 

taining upon  what  principles  the  genera  should  be  divided.  Linnaeus,  contrary  to  his  usual  practice,  attempted 
to  derive  the  characters  from  the  absence  or  presence  of  the  involucrum;  Hoffman,  Link,  and  Sprengel  from 
peculiarities  in  the  fruit,  or,  as  it  is  familiarly  called,  in  the  seeds.  The  characters  of  Sprengel,  who  has,  as 
it  were,  grown  old  in  the  study  of  Umbelliferae,  are  certainly  deserving  of  attention ;  but  botanists  are  much 
divided  in  opinion  upon  their  merits ;  and,  it  is  to  be  feared,  that  notwithstanding  the  labours  of  the  learned 
men  who  have  directed  their  study  particularly  to  the  consideration  of  the  order,  Tittle  real  progress  has  been 
made  in  its  final  arrangement  In  this  work  the  arrangement  of  Sir  James  Smith  has  been  adopted,  as  being" the  most  simple  of  all  that  has  been  published,  and  the  most  easy  of  application. 

The  plants  belonging  to  Primulacea?  are  beautiful  border-flowers,  or  pretty  alpine  plants.  In  the  same  arti- 
ficial section  with  these,  are  found  the  elegant  families  of  Convolvulus  and  Ipomasa,  one  or  several  species 

of  which  produce  the  jalap  of  the  shops ;  the  various  kinds  of  Epacris,  which  in  New  Holland  rival  the  heaths 
of  Southern  Africa,  and  the  splendid  genus  Azalea. 

Other  sections  include  the  teak  wood  of  the  East  Indies ;  the  Sapodilla  plum,  and  the  Star  apple,  fine 
fruits  of  the  West  Indies ;  solanum,  well  digested  by  Dunal ;  the  Jesuit's  bark  (Cinchona),  of  which  no  species has  yet  been  brought  alive  to  Europe ;  the  coffee  tree,  and  many  others. 

Pentandria  Digynia  contains  little  beyond  the  Asclepiadeae  and  Umbelliferae,  already  mentioned.  The  Su- 
mach, Guelder  Rose,  and  Elder  are  contained  in  Trigynia ;  in  Tetragynia  the  paradoxical  and  curious  Parnassia ; 

in  Pentagynia,  Crassula,  Linum,  and  Statice,  all  ornamental  genera ;  and  a  few  obscure  weeds  make  up  the last  order,  Polygyria. 
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1850  Stem  erect  pubescent,  Flowers  alternate  apetalous 
1851  Stems  erect  divaricating  smooth,  Leaves  obtuse  blunt,  Petals  obsolete 
1852  Stem  erect  about  1-flowered,  Sepals  acute,  Petals  entire 

•1853  Procumbent,  Flowers  trifid 
1851  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
320.  TiUcea.  From  Mich.  Aug.  Till  i,  an  Italian,  born  in  1653,  died  in  1740.  He  was  a  foreign  member  of  the 

Royal  Society  of  London,  and  published  a  Catalogus  Horti  Pisani,  in  one  volume,  folio. 
321.  Radiola.  A  diminution  of  radius.  A  little  insignificant  weed,  formerly  referred  to  the  same  genus with  common  flax. 

Order  1.  MONOGYNIA 5  Stamens.   1  Style. 

1.  Flowers  monopctalous,  inferior.   Seed  1,  naked. 
322.  Mirabilis.   Nut  below  the  corolla,  which  is  funnel-shaped.   Stigma  globose,  a  little  warted. 
323.  Abroma.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  cordate  segments,  above  the  germen  contracted,  at  the  orifice  in- 

flated. Stigma  simple. 
324.  Plumbago.   Seed  1.   Stamens  inserted  into  the  valves.   Corolla  funnel-shaped.  Stigma  5-cleft 

2.  Flowers  monopetalous,  inferior.   Seeds  2  or  more,  naked. 
325.  lleliotropium.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  orifice  without  teeth,  limb  5-cleft,  sinuses  plaited, 

simple,  or  toothed.   Stamens  included.   Stigma  peltate.   Nuts  4,  cohering  without  a  common  receptacle. 
,326.  Myosotis.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  closed  with  scales.  Limb  5-parted,  obtuse.  Stamens included.    Anthers  peltate.   Stigma  capitate.   Nuts  4,  distinct,  perforated  at  the  base. 
327.  Echinospermum.  Cal.  cor.  and  other  parts  as  in  Myosotis.  Nuts  united  to  a  central  column,  prickly, 

compressed,  closed  at  the  base. 
328.  Mat  tin.  Cal.  5-parted,  spreading.  Cor.  tubular,  funnel-shaped  at  the  orifice  with  5  scales  as  long  as  the 

tube.   Anthers  sagittate,  conniving,  exserted.   Style  longer  than  stamens.   Stigma  simple.   Seeds  winged. 
329.  Tiaridium.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  an  angular  tube,  the  orifice  contracted  with  5  rays.  Style  very 

short   Stigma  capitate.   Nuts  4,  2-celled,  mitre-formed,  cohering,  closed  at  base.   No  common  receptacle. 
330.  Lithospermum.  Cal.  5-parted,  persistent.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  half  5-cleft  obtuse  limb,  and  an 

open  orifice   Anthers  included.  Stigma  obtuse,  bifid.  Seeds  4,  hard,  smooth,  closed  at  the  base. 
331.  Batschia.  Cal.  deeply  5-parted.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  hairy  ring  at  the  base  inside,  an  open 

orifice,  and  rounded  segments.  Stigma  emarginate  Seeds  hard,  shining. 
332.  Onosma.  Cal.  5-parted,  erect.  Cor.  campanulate,  funnel-shaped,  with  a  ventricose  tubular  5-toothed 

limb,  and  an  open  orifice.  Anthers  sagittate,  connected  at  base  by  their  lobes.  Stigma  obtuse.  Seeds  ovate, 
shining,  stony,  closed  at  base. 

333.  Anchusa.  Cal.  5-cleft,  persistent.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  half  5-cleft  spreading  limb,  orifice  closed 
with  5  prominent  scales.   Anthers  included.   Stigma  emarginate.  Seeds  gibbous,  with  a  sculptured  surface. 

334.  Symphytum.  Cal.  5-parted,  acute.  Cor.  cylindrical,  campanulate,  with  a  short  tube  and  a  tubular  in- 
flated limb,  orifice  with  5  subulate  rays  conniving  into  a  cone.  Stigma  simple.  Seeds  gibbous,  not  pierced at  base. 

335.  Onosmodium.  Cal.  deeply  6-parted.  Cor.  oblong,  campanulate,  with  a  ventricose  halt  5-cleft  limb,  the edges  of  which  are  inflated,  orifice  open.   Anthers  sagittate,  included. 
336.  Cynoglossum.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  short,  funnel-shaped,  with  a  5-parted  obtuse  limb ;  orifice  closed  by scales.   Stamens  included.   Stigma  capitate.   Nuts  depressed,  attached  to  a  central  column. 
337.  Omphalodes.  Cal.  deeply  5-parted.  Cor.  rotate,  shorter  than  the  tube  of  the  calyx,  with  5  short  scales 

crossing  over  the  anthers,  which  are  inserted  into  the  base  of  the  tube.  Style  short.  Stigma  thick.  Seeds  ur- ceolate,  toothed  at  the  edge. 
338.  Pulmonaria.  Cal.  prismatic,  5-cornered,  5-toothed.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  cylindrical  tube,  open 

orifice,  and  obtuse  5-lobed  limb.    Stigma  obtuse.    Seeds  4,  obtuse,  rounded. 
339.  Cerinthe.   Cor.  tubular,  ventricose   Nuts  2,  each  2-celled,  open  at  the  base. 
340.  Borago.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  rotate,  with  acute  segments;  orifice  crowned.  Filaments  conniving. 

Seeds  rounded,  closed  at  base,  rugose,  inserted  lengthways  into  an  excavated  receptacle 
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341.  Trichodeima.  Cor.  rotate,  with  a  naked  orifice  and  subulate  segments.  Stamens  exserted.  Anthers 
villous  at  back.   Nuts  half  immersed  in  the  4- winged  column. 

342.  Asperugo.  Cal.  5-parted,  irregular.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  short  tube,  orifice  closed  by  convex scales.    Stigma  obtuse.    Seeds  oblong,  compressed,  not  perforated. 
343.  Konea.  Cal.  at  length  inflated.  Cor.  funnel-form,  with  a  5-cleft  short  limb,  and  straight  naked  tube. 

Stamens  included.   Orifice  nearly  open.   Seeds  4,  with  parallel  streaks. 
344.  LycopHs.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  5-lobed,  with  a  covered  tube  and  obtuse  limb.  Scales  at  the  orifice. Stigma  emarginate   Nuts  hollowed  at  base. 
345.  Echium.  Cal  5-parted,  subulate.  Cor.  campanulate  with  unequal  obtuse  segments,  the  2  upper  the 

longest ;  orifice  open.  Filaments  unequal,  declinate  Stigma  obtuse.  Seeds  roundish,  warted,  not  open  at base. 
346.  Tournefortia.  Berry  2- celled,  cells  2-seeded,  perforated  at  end.  Cor.  hypocrateriform  or  rotate,  naked at  the  orifice. 
347.  Nolana.   Cal.  turbinate.   Cor.  campanulate,  plaited.   Nuts  5,  2  or  4-celled. 

3.  Viewers  monopetalous,  inferior.  Seeds  in  a  capsule  or  dry  drupe.  ( Vestia,  which  has  a  berry,  is  an  exception, 
but  is  placed  here  on  account  of  its  relation  to  other  genera.) 

348.  Aretia.   Caps.  1-celled.    Corolla  hypocrateriform,  contracted  at  the  orifice.   Stigma  globose. 
349.  Androsace.    Caps.  1-celled.    Corolla  hypocrateriform,  contracted  at  the  orifice.    Stigma  globose. 
350.  Primula.   Caps.  1-celled.   Corolla  funnel-shaped,  pervious  at  the  orifice.   Stigma  globose. 
351.  Cortusa.   Caps.  1-celled,  oblong.   Corolla  rotate.   Stigma  somewhat  capitate. 
352.  Soldanella.    Caps.  1-celled.    Corolla  torn.   Stigma  simple. 
353.  Dodecatheon.   Caps.  1-celled,  oblong.    Corolla  reflexed.   Stigma  obtufe. 
354.  Cyclamen.    Caps.  1-celled,  pulpy  within.   Corolla  reflexed.   Stigma  acute. 
355.  Hottonia.   Caps.  1-celled.    Corolla  with  the  tube  below  the  stamens.   Stigma  globose. 
356.  Lysimachia.   Caps.  1-celled,  10-valved.    Corolla  rotate   Stigma  obtuse. 
357.  Anagallis.    Caps.  1-celled,  cut  round.   Corolla  rotate    Stigma  capitate 
358.  Diapensia.    Caps.  3-celled.    Corolla  hypocrateriform.    Cal.  8-leaved. 
359.  Pyxidanthera.  CaL  deeply  5-parted.  Cor.  campanulate,  much  shorter  than  the  tube  of  calyx,  segments  5, spatulate.    Anthers  with  an  appendage  at  their  base   Style  thick.   Stigmas  3. 
360.  Coris.    Caps.  1-celled,  5-valved.   Corolla  irregular.   Stigma  capitate. 
361.  Galax.   Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved.    Corolla  hypocrateriform.   Stigma  roundish. 
362.  Menyanthes.    Caps.  1-celled.    Corolla  villous  spreading.    Stigma  bifid.    Cal.  5-parted. 
363.  Vittarsia.  Caps,  many-seeded,  2-valved.  Cor.  rotate,  limb  spreading,  5-parted,  flat,  bearded  or  scaly  at the  base.    Glands  5,  hypogynous. 
364.  Chironia.  Caps,  ovate,  seeds  numerous  small.  CaL  5-parted  erect  Cor.  equal,  with  a  5-parted  limb  of 

ovate  equal  segments.   Filaments  from  mouth  of  tube.    Anthers,  after  bursting,  spiral.   Style  declinate. 
365.  Eustoma.  CaL  deeply  5-cleft.  Tube  of  cor.  funnel-shaped,  contracted.  Filam.  short,  regular,  inserted 

about  the  middle  of  the  tube   Stigma  large,  deeply  2-lobed.   Seeds  scurfy. 
366.  Eryihrcea.  Caps,  linear.  CaL  5-cleft  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  short  limb  withering.  Anthers,  after 

bursting,  spiral.   Stigmas  2. 
367.  Sabbatia.  Cor.  with  an  urceolate  tube,  and  limb  5-12-parted.  Stigmas  2-parted,  with  spiral  divisions. 

Anthers  at  length  revolute. 
368.  Logania.  Caps.  2-parted.  Cor.  subcampanulate,  with  a  villous  throat,  and  5-parted  limb.  Stigma clavate 
369.  Phlox.   Caps.  3-celled.   Corolla  hypocrateriform,  with  a  curved  tube   Stigma  trifid. 
370.  Polemonium.   Caps.  3-celled.    Corolla  5-parted.    Stamens  placed  on  the  valves. 
371.  Vestia.  Berry.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  5-parted,  with  a  hairy  throat  Stamens  exserted.  Stigma  nearly entire. 
372.  Hydrophyllum.   Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved.  Corolla  with  5  nectaries.   Stigma  bifid. 
373.  Pnacelia.  Caps.  2-valved,  4-seeded.  CaL  persistent  Cor.  campanulate,  5-cleft,  with  5  furrows  inside 

the  base.   Stam.  exserted.   Style  short   Stigmas  2,  long. 
374.  Ramondia.  Caps.  2-valved,  valves  bent  in  at  edge,  septiferous.  Cor.  rotate,  rather  unequal.  Stamens 

approximated,  perforated  at  end.   Stigma  round. 375.  Verbascum.    Caps.  2-celled.   Corolla  rotate   Stigma  obtuse.    Stamens  declinate 
376.  Datura.   Caps.  2-celled,  4-valved    Corolla  funnel-shaped.   Calyx  deciduous. 
377.  Brugmansia.  Caps,  unarmed.  CaL  bursting  at  side,  persistent  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Anthers  glued 

together.   Stigma  or  line  running  down  each  side  of  style 
378.  Lisianthus.    Caps.  2-celled,  many-seeded.   Corolla  funnel-shaped,  ventricose.   Style  persistent. 
379.  Spigetia.    Caps.  2-celled,  double.   Corolla  funnel-shaped.   Stigma  simple 380.  Nicandra.  Berry  without  juice,  3-5-celled,  covered  by  the  calyx,  which  is  inflated.  Cor.  campanulate 

Stamens  incurved,  distant. 
381.  Hyoscyamus.   Caps.  2-celled,  with  a  lid.    Corolla  funnel-shaped.   Stigma  capitate. 
382.  Nicotiana.   Caps.  2-celled.   Corolla  funnel-shaped.   Stigma  emarginate 
383.  Ipomcea.   Caps.  3-celled.    Corolla  funnel-shaped.   Stigma  capitate. 
384.  Convolvulus.   Caps.  2-celled,  2-seeded.   Cor.  campanulate   Stigma  2-cleft 
385.  Argyreia.  Berry  rounded,  juiceless,  4-celled.  CaL  colored,  persistent,  the  outer  sepals  largest.  Cor. 5-parted,  with  a  short  thick  tube  surrounding  the  nectary.  Stamens  in  the  mouth  of  tube  thickened,  at  base 

hairy.   Anthers  sagittate 
386.  Nemophila.  Ovary  1-celled,  with  2  parietal  placentas,  each  bearing  2  distant  ovules.  Capsule  1-celled, 

with  fleshy  placentas  fixed  to  a  longitudinal  dorsal  axis,  otherwise  loose,  bearing  the  seeds  on  their  inner surface. 
387.  Calystegia.  Ovary  half  2-celled,  4-seeded.  CaL  5-parted,  inclosed  in  two  leafy  bractes.  Cor.  campanulate, 

5-plaited.   Stamens  nearly  equal,  shorter  than  the  limb.   Stigmas  2,  obtuse. 
388.  Cobcea.  Caps,  obovate,  3-5-celled,  3-5-valved.  Seeds  imbricated,  edged.  CaL  5-cleft,  campanulate, 

5-comered,  winged.    Cor.  campanulate,  with  5  blunt  lobes.   Stamens  declinate,  filaments  spiraL 
389.  Cantua.    Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved.    Seeds  winged.  Corolla  funnel-shaped   Stigma  trifid. 
390.  Hoitzia.  Caps,  of  Cantua.  Seeds  not  edged.  CaL  double,  inner  1-leaved,  tubular,  outer  of  4-8  leaves. 

Cor.  funnel-shaped,  4-5  times  as  long  as  calyx,  a  little  incurved.   Stamens  inserted  into  base  of  tube. 
391.  Retxia.   Caps.  2-celled.    Corolla  cylmdrical,  villous  on  the  outside.   Stigma  bifid. 
392.  Lubinia.  Caps,  many-seeded,  mucronate,  when  pressed  of  2-4  valves.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  hypocrateri- 

form, with  a  flat  5-parted  equal  limb.    Filaments  attached  to  middle  of  tube.   Stigma  obtuse 
393.  Epacris.  Caps,  with  placentas  attached  to  a  central  column.  CaL  colored,  with  many  bractese.  Cor. 

tubular,  with  a  beardless  limb.   Stamens  on  the  petals.   Scales  5,  hypogynous. 
394.  Styphelia.  Drupe  juiceless,  with  a  solid  bony  putamen.  Cal.  5-parted,  with  many  bractes.  Cor.  in  a long  tube,  having  within  5  bundles  of  hairs,  and  bearded  reflexed  segments.   Filaments  exserted. 
395.  Lissanthe.  Drupe  berried,  with  a  bony  solid  putamen.  Cal.  with  2  bractes  or  more.  Cor.  iniundibu- 

liform,  not  bearded.   Ovarium  5-celled. 396.  Astroloma.  Drupe  juiceless,  with  a  solid  bony  putamen.  CaL  with  4  or  more  bracteas.  Cor.  ventricose, 
twice  as  long  as  calyx,  with  5  bundles  of  hairs  inside,  and  a  short  spreading  bearded  limb.  Filaments  linear included. 

397.  Sprengelia.  Caps,  with  placentas  attached  to  a  central  column.  Cal.  colored.  Cor.  5-parted,  rotate, beardless.   Stamens  hypogynous.   Anthers  connate  or  not   No  hypogynous  scales. 
398.  Andersonia.    Caps,  of  Sprengelia.   CaL  colored,  with  2  or  more  leafy  bractes.    Cor.  the  length  of  the 
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calyx,  the  segments  of  the  limb  bearded  at  the  base.  Stamens  hypogynous.  Scales  5,  hypogynous,  sometimes connate. 
399.  Lysinema.  Caps,  of  Sprengelia.  CaL  colored,  with  many  bractese.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  tube 

sometimes  5-partible,  with  beardless  segments  bent  to  the  right.   Stamens  hypogynous.   Scales  5,  hypogynous. 
400.  Monotoca.  Drupe  berried.  Cat  with  2  bractese.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  the  limb  and  throat  beard, 

less.   Ovary  1-seeded. 
401.  Leucopogon.  Drupe  berried  or  juiceless,  sometimes  crustaceous.  CaL  with  2  bractea?.  Cor.  funnel- 

shaped,  with  a  spreading  limb  bearded  lengthwise.    Filaments  included.   Ovary  2-5-celled. 402.  Stenanthera.  Drupe  juiceless,  with  a  solid  bony  putamen.  Cal.  with  many  bracteas.  Cor.  tubular, 
longer  than  the  calyx,  ventricose,  with  a  short  spreading  half-bearded  limb.  Filaments  included,  fleshy,  broader than  the  anthers. 

403.  Azalea.    Caps.  5-celled.    Corolla  campanulate.    Stigma  obtuse. 
404.  Chamceledon.  Caps.  2-celled,  opening  at  the  end.  Cal.  S-parted,  equal.  Cor.  campanulate,  5-cleft,  un- 

equal. Stamens  inserted  into  the  base  of  cor.  equal,  straight,  included.  Anthers  opening  lengthwise.  Style straight 
405.  Brexia.  CaL  short,  with  5  rounded  lobes.  Petals  ovate,  spreading,  rounded.  Filam.  dilated  at  base. 

Bristles  shorter  than  the  stamens,  about  the  ovarium. 
408.  Ophiorhim.  Caps.  2-celled,  2-parted.  Corolla  funnel-shaped,  villous  at  mouth,  with  acute  segments. 

Stigma  bifid. 
407.  AUamanda.   Caps.  1-celled,  lens-shaped,  2-valved,  the  valves  being  boat-shaped.   Seeds  imbricated. 
408.  Theophrasta.    Caps.  1-celled,  very  large.   Corolla  campanulate.   Stigma  acute. 
409.  Clavija.  Caps.  1-celled,  very  large  Corolla  rotate,  with  5  prominences  in  the  centre.  Filaments  5, united  into  a  tube  at  the  base  of  the  corolla. 

4.  Mowers  monopetalous,  inferior.   Seeds  in  a  follicle. 
410.  Vinca.  CaL  5-cleft.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  plaited  at  the  orifice,  with  flat  segments,  truncate  at  the  end. 

Filaments  at  the  end  dilated  into  concave  scales.    Glands  2  at  base  of  ovary. 
411.  Nerium.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  crowned  at  the  mouth  with  little  lacerated  appendages,  segments  of  cor. 

twisted.  Filaments  inserted  into  middle  of  tube.  Anthers  sagittate,  adhering  to  the  stigma  by  the  middle, 
little  teeth  at  the  base  of  the  calyx  outside  the  corolla. 

412.  Wrightia.  Cor.  hypocrateriform.  Mouth  crowned  by  10  divided  scales.  Stam.  exserted.  Filaments 
inserted  into  throat  Anthers  sagittate,  adhering  to  the  stigma  by  the  middle.  Scales  5-10,  inserted  into  base of  calyx  outside  of  corolla,  some  hypogynous. 

413.  Echites.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  segments  of  the  limb  unequal-sided.  Ovaries  2.  Style  1,  filiform.. Follicles  slender. 
414.  Ichnocarpus.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  segments  of  limb  halved.  Ovaries  2.  Style  1,  filiform.  Stig- 

ma ovate,  acuminate.    Filaments  5,  hypogynous,  alternate  with  the  stamens. 
415.  Plumieria.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  flat  limb,  and  ovate-oblong  oblique  segments.  Filaments  from 

the  middle  of  tube.   Anthers  conniving.   Styles  scarcely  any. 
416.  Strophanthus.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  segments  caudate,  mouth  crowned  with  10  entire  scales.  Stam 

inserted  into  middle  of  tube.  Anthers  sagittate,  aristate,  or  mucronate.  Style  filiform,  dilated  at  end.  Stigma 
cylindrical. 

417.  Cameraria.  CaL  very  small.  Cor.  funnel-shaped  or  hypocrateriform,  with  a  long  tube  inflated  at  both 
ends,  and  a  flat  limb,  with  5  lanceolate  oblique  segments.  Filaments  in  the  middle  of  tube.  Ovaries,  with, 
appendages  at  their  sides.   Styles  scarcely  any. 

418.  Taberncemontana.  Cor.  hypocrateriform.  Stamens  included.  Anthers  sagittate.  Ovaries  2.  Style 
filiform   Stigma  dilated  at  base,  bifid.    Seeds  immersed  in  pulp. 

419.  Amsonia.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  closed  at  the  orifice,  with  a  5-lobed  limb.  Stigma  capitate,  surrounded 
by  a  membranous  angle.  Seeds  obliquely  truncate,  naked. 

5.  Flowers  monopetalous,  inferior.   Seeds  in  a  drupe  or  berry. 
420.  Cerbera.  CaL  persistent,  5-parted.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  clavate  tube  and  5-cornered  throat,  with 

5  scales,  segments  of  Bmb  oblique  obtuse.  Stigma  fringed,  bifid.  Drupe  bony,  2-celled,  4-valved.  Seeds  1-2, covered  with  a  fleshy  skin. 
421.  Tectona.  Cal.  campanulate,  with  5-6  lobes.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  the  length  of  calyx,  with  a  short  tube, 

and  5-6-parted  crenulate  limb.  Stamens  under  the  throat  of  corolla.  Drupe  globose  in  the  inflated  calyx, 3-4-celled. 
422.  Caldasia.  Cal.  tubular.  Cor.  tubular,  2-lipped,  with  emarginate  segments.  Filaments  declinate. 

Drupe  3-angular,  3-valved,  3-seeded. 
423.  Bumelia.  CaL  5-parted,  very  smalL  Cor.  campanulate,  5-cleft,  or  hypocrateriform,  with  teeth  between 

the  divisions  of  limb.    Nectary  a  5-leaved  crown,  adhering  to  the  tube  of  the  corolla.   Drupe  ovate  or  globose. 
424.  Chrysophyllum.  Cal.  5-parted,  smalL  Cor.  campanulate,  short.  Filaments  on  the  tube  connivent 

Style  very  short   Stigma  obtuse,  5-cleft.  Berry  10-celled,  with  solitary  shining  seeds. 
425.  Sideroxylon.   CaL  5-toothed.   Cor.  5-cleft.   Scales  of  nectary  five.   Stigma  simple.   Berry  5-seeded. 
426.  Jacquinia.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  with  a  campanulate  ventricose  tube,  and  10-cleft  limb.  Stamens  hypo- 

gynous.   Anthers  hastate.   Stigma  capitate.   Berry  roundish,  1-celled,  1-seeded. 
427.  Achras.  CaL  5-6-parted.  Cor.  ovate,  5-6-cleft,  with  as  many  scales  on  the  throat  Berry  or  apple  teated, 

1-celled.   Seeds  solitary,  with  a  marginal  hilum,  and  a  claw  at  the  end. 
428.  Cordia.  CaL  tubular,  4-5-toothed.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  4-5-cleft  Style  dichotomous.  Stigmas  4 

Drupe  covered  by  the  calyx,  1-4-celled.   Cotyledons  plaited. 
429.  Varronia.  CaL  tubular,  5-toothed.  Cor.  tubular,  with  a  5-cleft,  spreading,  plaited  limb.  Style  dicho- 

tomous.  Stigmas  4.   Drupe  4-celIed,  4-seeded. 
430.  Ehretia.  CaL  deeply  5-cleft.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  naked  throat  Stamens  exserted.  Style  semi- 

bifid.   Berry  2-celled,  2-seeded. 
431.  Bourreria.  CaL  campanulate,  half  5-cleft,  very  small.  Cor.  longer  than  calyx,  with  a  plaited  limb. 

Stam.  as  long  as  cor.   Stigma  obtuse  edged.  Berry  roundish,  1-celled,  with  4  convex  seeds. 
432.  Ellisia.  CaL  8-parted.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Stam.  inserted  in  base  of  corolla.  Stigma  simple  or  bifid. 

Berry  dry,  scrotiform,  2-valved,  2-celled,  in  an  enlarged  stellate  calyx.   Seeds  globose,  black,  dotted. 
433.  Sersalisia.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  5-cleft.  Stamens  5,  sterile,  scale-like,  with  as  many  alternate  fertile 

ones.  Ovary  5-celled.  Stigma  undivided.  Berry  1-5  seeded.  Seeds  with  a  crustaceous  skin,  and  longitudinal hilum. 
434.  Manglilla.  CaL  very  small,  5-parted.  Cor.  rotate,  5-parted.  Scales  of  nectary  none.  Drupe  or  berry 1-celled,  1-seeded. 
435.  Ardisia.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  reflexed  limb.  Anthers  large,  erect.  Stigma 

simple.   Drupe  fleshy,  superior,  1-seeded. 
436.  Arduina.    Cor.  funnel-shaped,  curved.    Stigma  bifid.   Berry  2-celled.   Seeds  solitary,  oblong. 
437.  Strychnos.    Cor.  tubular,  5-cleft.   Berry  1-celled,  with  a  woody  coat    A  Contorta. 
438.  Carissa.  CaL  short.  Cor.  tubular.  Stamens  included.  Berry  2-celled.  Cells  1-2  or  many-seeded.  A Contorta. 
439.  Ptsderia.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  infundibuliform,  5-lobed,  hairy  within.  Style  bipartite.  Berry  brittle, 

shining,  2-seeded. 
440.  Gelsemmm.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  infundibuliform.  Limb  spreading,  5-lobed,  nearly  equal.  Caps, 

compressed,  flat,  2-partible,  2-celled.   Seeds  flat,  attached  to  the  margins  of  the  valves. 
441.  Rauwolfia.   Cor.  tubular,  globose  at  base.   Berry  succulent,  2.  seeded.   A  Contorta. 
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442.  VaUesia.  CaL  very  small,  5-fid.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  or  infundibuliform,  with  a  long  slender  tube, 
an  inflated  throat,  and  a  flat  limb  with  5  lanceolate  spreading  segments.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  throat. 
Drupes  2, 1-celled,  1 -seeded.   Nut  fibrose,  striated. 

443.  Beedbotrys.  Cor.  tubular,  5-cleft.  Calyx  double,  superior :  outer  2-leaved,  lower  campanulate,  5-toothed. 
Berry  1-celled,  many-seeded. 

444.  Solandra.   Cal  bursting.   Cor.  clavate,  funnel-shaped,  very  large.   Berry  4-celled,  many-seeded. 
445.  Cestrum.   Cal.  funnel-shaped.   Segments  acute,  edged.   Stamens  with  or  without  a  tooth.  Anthers 

4-  comered.   Berry  1-2-celled.   Seeds  few,  angular. 
446.  Atropa.   Cor.  campanulate.   Stamens  distant   Berry  globose,  2-celled,  sitting  on  the  calyx. 
447.  Mandragora.  CaL  turbinate.  Cor.  campanulate.  Filaments  dilated  at  base.  Ovary  with  2  glands. 

Berry  fleshy,  solid.  Seeds  reniform. 
443.  Physalis.   Cor.  campanulate,  rotate.   Stamens  conniving.   Berry  within  the  inflated  calyx,  2-celled. 
449.  Saracha.   Cor.  rotate,  campanulate.   Berry  1-celled.   Receptacle  fleshy. 
450.  Lycium.   Cor.  tubular,  with  a  closed  orifice.   Filaments  bearded.   Berry  2-celled,  many-seeded. 
451.  Solatium.  Cal.  persistent  Cor.  rotate  or  campanulate,  5-lobed,  plaited.  Anthers  in  some  degree 

united,  opening  by  a  double  pore  at  the  end.   Berry  2-celled,  many-seeded. 452.  Nycterium.  Cal.  4-5-cleft.  Cor.  rotate,  unequal.  Anthers  decimate,  conniving,  the  lowest  longest 
Berry  2-celled,  many-seeded. 

453.  Capsicum.   Cor.  rotate.   Berry  without  juice 
454.  Leea.   Cor.  monopetalous.   Nectary  1-leaved,  placed  on  the  tube  of  the  corolla,  5-cleft,  erect  Berry 5-  seeded,  inferior. 

6.  Flowers  monopetalous,  superior.    Seeds  in  a  capsule. 
455.  Spermadtctyon.  Caps,  inferior,  1-celled,  5-valved.  Seeds  5,  with  a  netted  coat  Cor.  funnel-shaped. 

Stigma  5-cleft 
456.  Dentella.  CaL  5-parted,  superior.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  3-toothed  divisions.  Caps.  2-celled,  many- seeded. 
457.  Macrocnemum  Cal.  campanulate,  cup-shaped.  Cor.  campanulate  or  funnel-shaped.  Caps.  2-celled. Seeds  imbricated. 
458.  Exostemma.  CaL  campanulate,  5-toothed.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Limb  5-parted,  usually  hairy.  Caps, 

oblong,  rounded,  2-celled,  2-partible.   Seeds  numerous,  with  a  membranous  edge. 
459.  BurcheUia.  Heads  of  flowers  in  an  involucrum.  Cor.  clavate,  funnel-shaped,  with  a  5-cleft  short  limb 

and  a  beardless  orifice.  Segments  before  expansion  twisted  together.  Stamens  inserted  above  the  middle  of 
the  tube.  Anthers  subsessile,  included.  Stigma  clavate.  Berry  crowned  by  the  deeply  5-cleft  calyx,  2-celled, 
many-seeded. 

460.  Rondeletia.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Tube  ventricose  at  top.  Segments  rounded,  flattish.  Caps,  round, 
crowned,  2-celled.  Seeds  several  or  solitary. 

461.  Coutarea.  CaL  6-leaved.  Cor.  large,  funnel-shaped,  6-cleft,  with  an  incurved  ventricose  tube.  Fila- 
ments inserted  at  base  of  tube.   Caps.  2-celled,  2-valved,  many-seeded.   Seeds  with  a  membranous  edge. 

462.  Portlandia.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  clavate,  funnel-shaped.  Segments  spreading,  deflexed.  Caps.  5-cor- 
nered,  retuse,  crowned,  2-celled,  2-valved.  Valves  doubled,  2-cleft,  many-seeded. 

463.  Campanula.  Cor.  campanulate,  closed  at  bottom  with  staminiferous  valves.  Stigma  3-5-cleft  Caps, 
inferior,  opening  by  lateral  pores. 

464.  Lobelia.  Cor.  with  the  tube  split  on  one  side,  the  limb  2-lipped,  5-parted.  Stigma  2-lobed,  sometimes 
entire   Caps.  2-S-celled,  2-valved  at  end. 

465.  Phyteuma.   Cor.  at  first  rounded  conical,  afterwards  5-parted  with  linear  weak  segments.  Stigma  2  or 
3-  cleft   Caps.  2-3- celled,  inferior. 

466.  Trachelium.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.   Style  long.    Stigma  globose.    Caps.  3-celled,  inferior. 
467.  Roella.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  closed  at  bottom  with  staminiferous  valves.  Stigma  2-fid.  Caps,  nearly 

2-celled,  cylindrical,  inferior. 
468.  Goodenia.  Cor.  labiate,  5-cleft,  waved,  longitudinally  split,  pushing  forth  the  stamens.  Anthers  linear. 

Stigma  urceolate,  ciliated.   Caps.  1-2-celled,  2-valved,  many-seeded.    Seeds  imbricated. 
469.  Euthahs.  CaL  tubular,  5-cleft,  equal  Cor.  split  at  the  end,  with  a  2-lipped  limb.  Anthers  distinct 

Style  undivided.   Stigma  2-lipped   Caps.  4-valved,  2-celled  at  base. 
470.  Dampiera.  Cor.  2-lipped.  Tube  split  on  one  side  Segments  of  upper  lip  with  an  auricle  upon  the 

inner  edga    Anthers  cohering.   Covering  of  stigma  naked. 
471.  Samolus.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  5-cleft,  with  scales  between  the  divisions.  Stamens  inserted  into  the 

tube.   Caps.  1-celled,  5-toothed,  many-seeded. 
472.  Velleia.  CaL  3-5-leaved,  unequal  Tube  split  at  end  with  a  2-lipped  limb.  Anthers  distinct  Style  un- 

divided.  A  gland  between  the  two  front  stamens. 
7.  Flowers  monopetalous,  superior.   Seeds  in  a  drupe  or  berry. 

473.  ScwvoIa.   Cor.  1-petalous,  with  the  tube  divided  lengthwise.   Limb  5-cleft,  lateral.   Drupe  inferior, 1-  seeded.    Nect  2-celled. 
474.  Caprifolium.  CaL  4-5-toothed  or  entire  Tube  of  cor.  long,  with  a  5-cleft,  regular,  or  2-lipped  limb. 

Stamens  length  of  cor.    Stigma  globose.   Berry  distinct,  3-celled,  many-seeded. 
475.  Lonicera.  CaL  5-toothed.   Cor.  tubular,  5-cleft,  irregular.   Berry  inferior,  2-3-4-celled,  many-seeded. 
476.  Symphoria.  CaL  4-toothed.  Cor.  trifid,  nearly  equal  Berry  crowned,  4-celled,  4-seeded,  2  cells  some- times abortive. 
477.  Diervilla.  CaL  oblong,  5-cleft.   Cor.  twice  as  long,  funnel-shaped,  5-cleft,  spreading.   Caps,  oblong, 

4-  celled,  many-seeded. 
478.  Triosteum.   CaL  5-cleft   Cor.  scarcely  longer,  tubular,  5-lobed.   Berry  3-celled,  3-seeded,  inferior. 
479.  Cqfiea.  CaL  increasing,  5-toothed,  teeth  deciduous.  Cor.  hypocrateriform.  Stamens  above  the  tube. 

Anthers  sagittate.  Berry  2-seeded.  Seeds  with  an  arillus,  on  one  side  convex,  on  the  other  flat. 
480.  Chiococca.    Cor.  funnel-shaped,  equal.   Berry  compressed,  double,  2-seeded.  Seeds  oblong,  compressed. 481.  Serissa.   Cat.  funnel-shaped,  fringed  at  the  throat,  with  segments  of  the  limb  3-lobed.    Berry  2-seeded. 
482.  Canthium.    CaL  5-cleft    Cor.  5-cleft,  spreading.    Style  elevated.    Stigma  capitate    Berry  coated, 

2-  celled,  2-seeded.   Seeds  on  one  side  convex,  on  the  other  flat,  with  a  longitudinal  furrow.  Prickly. 
483.  Psycholria.  CaL  5-toothed,  crowning.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Berry  globose  or  ovaL  Seeds  2,  furrowed, bony. 
484.  Hamelia.   Cor.  5-cleft   Berry  5-celled,  many-seeded.   Racemes  divided.   Flowers  1-sided. 
485.  Posoqueria.  CaL  turbinate.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  long  cylindrical  curved  tube  which  is  dilated 

at  end,  with  long  narrow  reflexed  segments.   Stamens  exserted. 
486.  Vanguiera.  Cor.  campanulate,  globose,  with  a  hairy  throat.  Stigma  of  2  lips.  Berry  apple-shaped, 4-5-celled,  4-5-seeded. 
487.  Gardenia.  Segments  of  the  cal.  vertical  or  oblique.  Cor.  at  first  twisted,  funnel-shaped,  5-9-cleft,  with 

a  tube  usually  long.   Style  elevated.   Stigma  2-lobed.    Berry  2-celled,  many-seeded.    Seeds  in  a  double  row. 
488.  Genipa.  CaL  tubular  or  turbinate,  entire.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  large  5-parted  limb.  Anthers 

sessile  in  the  throat,  exserted.  Stigma  clavate,  entire,  or  simple.  Berry  large,  fleshy,  truncated  at  the  end, 
2-celled,  many-seeded. 

489.  Oxyanthus.  Cal.  contracted  at  top.  Cor.  funnel-sbaned,  with  a  verv  long  rounded  tube,  and  a  5-parted 
limb,  with  very  acute  lobes.    Anthers  exserted. 

490.  Randia.  CaL  5-parted,  with  linear-lanceolate,  twisted  sepals.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  tube  not  much 
longer  than  calyx.  Stigma  2-lobed,  with  oblong  unequal  lobes.  Berry  half  2-cellpd,  with  an  incomplete  par- tition ;  crowned  with  the  tubular  calyx.  Seeds  many. 
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491.  Musscenda.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Stigmas  2,  thickish.  Berry  oblong,  2-celled,  many-seeded.  Seeds  in 4  rows.   Stamens  in  the  inside  of  the  tube. 
492.  Pinckneya.  Sepals  unequal,  one  or  two  pf  them  foliaceous.  Cor.  a  long  tube.  Filaments  in  the  base 

of  the  tube.   Caps.  2-valved,  valves  bearing  the  divisions  in  the  middle. 
403.  Erithalis.    CaL  urceolate.   Cor.  S-parted,  with  recurved  segments.   Berry  10-celled,  10-seeded. 
494.  Webera.    Cor.  funnel-shaped,  spreading.   Stamens  included.   Stigma  clavate.   Berry  rounded,  two- 
495.  Plocama.   CaL  5-toothed.   Cor.  campanulate,  5-cleft.   Berry  3-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells. 
496.  Morinda.  Flowers  collected  in  a  globe  above  a  spherical  receptacle.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  funnel- 

shaped,  5-cleft,  spreading.    Berries  aggregate,  on  account  of  their  mutual  compression  angular. 
497.  Cephaelis.   Flowers  headed  in  an  involucrum.   CaL  5-toothed.   Cor.  tubular.   Stigma  2-parted.  Berry 

2-  seeded.   Receptacle  chairy.    Involucrum  1-5-leaved. 
498.  SarcocepneUus.  Flowers  in  a  naked  head,  5-parted.  Stigma  clavate.  Fruit  united  into  a  great  fleshy tessellated  berry. 

8.  Mowers  polypetalous,  inferior.   Seeds  in  a  drupe,  berry,  or  berried  capsule. 
499.  HirteUa.   Pet  5.   Filam.  very  long,  persistent,  spiral.   Berry  1-seeded.    Style  lateraL 
500.  Triphasia.   Flowers  with  their  parts  ternary.   Stamens  distinct   Anthers  sagittate.   Berry  3-oelled 
501.  Vitis.   Petals  cohering  at  the  end  like  a  calyptra,  withering.   Berry  5-seeded. 
502.  Ampelopsis.  CaL  entire.  Petals  cohering  at  the  end,  withering.  Stigma  capitate.  Ovary  immersed  in 

the  disk,  2-4-seeded. 
503.  Rhamnus.  Cal.  campanulate,  4-5-cleft.  Cor.  scales  protecting  the  stamens,  inserted  into  the  calyx. 

Stigmas  1-2-5-cleft.    Berry  3-4-seeded. 
504.  (Enoplia.  CaL  urceolate,  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  No  fleshy  discus.  Drupe  juicy,  2-celled,  one  cell  being 

usually  abortive,  1-seeded. 
505.  Paliurus.  The  flowers  of  Zizyphus.  Styles  3.  Drupe  dry,  3-celled,  surrounded  by  a  membranous  or- bicular wing. 
506.  Zixypfius.  CaL  spreading,  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Discus  fleshy,  orbicular,  surrounding  the  ovary.  Styles  2. Drupe  with  a  1  or  2-seeded  nut.   Flowers  axillary. 
507.  Celastrus.    Cor.  5  petals,  spreading.   Caps.  3,  angular,  3-celled.   Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
508.  Senacia.  .  CaL  very  small,  5-toothed.  Cor.  5  petals.  Caps,  spherical,  stalked,  2-valved,  4-seeded.  Seeds 

angular,  naked. 
509.  Euonymus.   Pet  5.   Caps.  5-cornered,  3-celled,  3-valved,  colored.   Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
510.  Ceanothm.   Pet.  5,  bagged,  vaulted.   Berry  dry,  3-celled,  3-seeded. 
511.  Staavia.  Flowers  aggregate.  Stamens  inserted  into  the  calyx.  Styles  2,  united.  Berry  5-seeded, 

coated.   Receptacle  chaffy,  villous. 
512.  Pomaderris.  Cal.  turbinate.  Petals  arched,  scale-like,  sometimes  none.  Style  3-cornered.  Stigmas  3, 

capitate.    Caps,  of  3  papery  divisions. 
513.  Mangtfera.    Pet.  5.    Drupe  reniform. 
514.  Schrebera.   Drupe  dry,  with  a  2-celled  nut    Nectary  an  elevated  edge. 
515.  Billardiera.    Petals  5,  alternate  with  the  sepals.   Nectary  O.   Stigma  simple.   Berry  many-seeded 
516.  EUeodendrum.  Sepals  5-10,  with  round  concave  scales.  Cor.  5-parted.  Segments  ovate,  lanceolate, 

concave.  Nect  linear,  subulate,  petal-like.  Drupe  dry,  with  a  2  or  3-celled  nut  Putamen  thick,  hard,  fur- rowed. 
9.  Flower  polypetalous,  inferior.  Seeds  in  a  capsule. 

517.  Diosma.  Cal.  5-parted.  Petals  and  stamens  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Nect.  of  5  plaits.  Ovary  crowned. 
Caps.  5-valved.   Each  end  with  an  elastic  arillus. 

518.  Adenandra.  CaL  5-parted.  Pet.  and  stamens  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Stamens  10,  of  which  every  other one  is  sterile.   Anthers  with  a  gland  at  end. 
519.  Baryosma.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  10,  unequal,  inserted  in  the  receptacle.  Nect.  a  5-lobed  gland  in- setted on  the  receptacle. 
520.  Agathosma.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  10,  unequal,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Nect.  5-lobed,  inserted  in calyx. 
5611.  Nauclea.  CaL  about  5-toothed.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Caps.  3-oornered,  2-celled,  many-seeded.  Flowers in  a  globose  head  upon  a  common  pilose  receptacle. 
522.  Pittosporum.  CaL  deciduous.  Petals  5,  conniving  in  a  tube.  Caps.  2-5-celled,  2-5-valved.  Seeds pulpy. 
523.  Lasiopetalum.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  minute,  gland-like.  Filaments  5,  separate.  Anthers  opening  by two  pores  inwards.   Stipules  none. 
524.  Thomasia.  Cal.  persistent,  veiny.  Pet.  5,  very  small  or  O.  Filam.  united  at  base.  Anthers  opening 

laterally.   Stipules  leafy. 
525.  Scringia.  CaL  withering.  Pet.  O.  Filam.  10,  every  other  one  barren.  Anthers  opening  at  their  back. Stipules  small,  deciduous. 
526.  Buttneria.  Pet.  5.  Nect  5-leaved.  Filaments  inserted  into  the  end  of  the  nectary.  Caps,  of  5  divi- sions, muricated. 
527.  Ayenia.  Cal.  5-parted.  Pet.  5,  connected  at  end  into  a  star,  with  their  claws  slender,  bent  into  the  form 

of  a  crown  Glands  5,  stamen-shaped.  Nectary  cup-shaped.  Caps,  depressed,  5-furrowed,  5-celled,  5-valved. Valves  bifid. 
528.  Calodendmm.  Cal.  5-parted,  short  Petals  lanceolate,  stalked.  Stam.  5,  sterile,  petal-shaped.  Caps. 

5-angular,  5-celled,  5-valved,  with  2-seeded  cells. 
529.  Toddalia.    Cal.  5-cleft   Petals  5.   Stigma  capitate   Caps,  berried,  5-celled.    Cells  2-seeded. 
530.  Bursaria.  CaL  inferior,  Smoothed.  Pet.  5,  linear.  Stigma  simple.  Caps,  cordate,  compressed,  2-part- 

ible,  2-seeded.   Seeds  reniform. 
531.  Cedrela.  CaL  withering.  Cor.  of  5  petals,  funnel-shaped,  at  base  united  &  with  the  receptacle.  Cans, 

woody,  5-celled,  5-valved.   Seeds  with  a  membranous  wing. 
532.  Hovenia.   CaL  5-parted.   Pet  5,  convolute.   Stigma  3-fid.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved.   Cells  1-seeded. 
533.  Brunia.  Flowers  aggregate.  CaL  superior,  5-parted.  Filaments  inserted  into  the  claws  of  the  petals. Stigma  2-fid.   Caps,  small,  2-celled. 
534.  Brosseea.  CaL  fleshy,  superior.  Cor.  conical,  truncated.  Caps.  5-furrowed,  5-celled,  covered  by  the 

persistent  calyx,  with  5-fissures. 
535.  Itea.  CaL  5-cleft,  campanulate.  Pet  5,  linear,  reflexed,  inserted  into  calyx.  Stigma  capitate,  2-lobed. 

Caps.  2-celled,  2-valved,  with  the  valves  bent  inwards. 
536.  Cyrilla.  CaL  very  small,  turbinate,  5-parted,  superior.  Pet  5,  stellate,  stiffish.  Styles  2-fid.  Berry 

dry,  2-celled.   Seeds  solitary,  attached  by  a  little  cord. 
537.  Oaytonia.   CaL  2-valved.   Pet  5.    Stigma  3-fid.    Caps.  3-valved,  1-celled,  3-seeded. 
538.  Impatiens.  CaL  2-leaved,  Pet.  5,  irregular,  with  one  cucullate.  Anthers  at  first  subconnate.  Caps, 

superior,  5-valved. 
539.  Sauvaeesia.   Pet  5,  fringed.   Sepals  5.   Nectary  5-leaved,  alternate  with  the  petals.   Caps.  3-celled, 

3-  furrowed,  3-valved,  with  the  edges  bent  inwards. 
540.  Viola.  Sepals  5.  Petals  5,  irregular,  connate  behind.  Anthem  adhering  at  the  end  by  a  membrane,  or 

distinct.    Caps.  3-valved,  1-seeded. 
541.  Ionidium.  Sepals  5,  produced  at  their  base.  Cor.  2-lipped,  without  a  spur.  Anthers  usually  distinct 

Stigma  simple.    Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved. 
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10.  Flowers  polypetalous,  superior. 
542.  Phylica.  Cal.  5-parted,  turbinate.  Pet  O.  Scales  5,  protecting  the  stamens.  Caps.  3-coccous, inferior. 
543.  Plectronia.  Cal.  turbinate,  5-toothed,  persistent,  closed  by  5  villous  scales.  Pet  5,  inserted  in  the  throat 

of  calyx.   Berry  2-celled,  2-seeded. 544.  Conocarpus.    Pet  5  or  O.   Seeds  naked,  solitary.   Flowers  in  heads. 
545.  Cyphia.  Cal.  5-cleft,  turbinate.  Petals  linear,  dilated  at  base,  connivent,  spreading  at  end.  Filaments 

hairy,  cohering.   Anthers  distinct    Stigma  cernuous,  hollow,  gibbous. 
546.  LightfooUa.  Sepals  5.  Petals  thin,  bottom  closed  by  stamen-bearing  valves.  Stigma  3-5-cleft  Caps. 

3-5-celled,  3-5-valved,  ̂ superior. 
547.  Jasione.  Flowers  in  heads.  Common  involucrum  10-leaved.  Petals  5,  erect.  Anthers  oblong,  coher- ing at  base.    Stigma  bifid. 
548.  Lagoecia.  Umbel  simple  Common  Involucre  about  8-leaved,  partial  4-leaved,  finely  pinnated.  CaL 

5-cleft,  with  many-cut  fine  segments.   Petals  2-fid.    Seeds  crowned  by  the  calyx. 
549.  Hedera.    Petals  5,  oblong.   Berry  5-seeded,  surrounded  by  the  calyx. 
550.  Ribes.   Petals  5,  and  stamens  inserted  into  the  calyx.   Style  2-fid.   Berry  many-seeded,  inferior. 
551.  Gronovia.   Petals  5,  and  stamens  inserted  into  the  campanulate  calyx.   Berry  dry,  1-seeded,  inferior. 

11.  Flowers  incomplete,  inferior. 
552.  Achyranthes.  Sepals  5.  Scales  5,  connate  at  the  base  into  a  tube,  at  the  end  fringed  and  alternate  with 

the  stamens.   Stigma  2-fid.   Seed  solitary,  crowned  by  the  conniving  sepals. 553.  Philoxerus.  Sepals  5,  irregular.  Stamens  6,  united  at  the  base  into  a  little  cup  shorter  than  the  ovary. 
Anthers  1-celled.   Style  1.   Utricle  1-seeded,  without  valves. 

554.  Desmochwta.  Sepals  5.  Stamens  5,  united  at  base  with  a  very  small  cup  with  neither  teeth  nor  chaff 
between.   Stigma  capitate.   Utricle  1-seeded. 

555.  Illecebrum.   Sepals  5,  vaulted  at  the  end.   Pet.  O.   Stigma  simple  nr  bifid.   Caps.  5-valved,  1-seeded. 556.  Alternanihera.  Sepals  5.  Stamens  5,  united  into  a  little  cup,  with  or  without  intermediate  teeth,  one 
or  more  of  the  stamens  usually  abortive.    Anthers  1-celled.   Stigma  capitate. 

557.  Paronychia.  CaL  nearly  5-parted,  colored  inside.  Scales  or  petals  5,  linear.  Style  2-fid.  Stigmas  2. 
Caps.  1-celled,  5-valved. 558.  Chenolea.  CaL  globose,  fleshy,  concave.  Cor.  O.  Filam.  inserted  into  the  base  of  calyx.  Stigmas  2, 
spreading.   Caps,  round,  depressed,  1-celled,  1-seeded. 559.  Anychia.  CaL  connivent,  with  oblong  segments,  bagged  at  the  end.  Pet.  O.  Filam.  distinct,  with  no 
seta;  between.   Stigmas  2,  oblong.   Caps,  an  utricle,  not  opening.   Seed  1,  reniform. 

560.  Mrua.  Sepals  5,  with  2-3-bracteae,  oblnng ;  on  the  outside  white,  hairy ;  inside  smooth.  Stamens  10, 
alternately  barren,  inserted  into  a  little  cup  at  the  base.   Style  larger,  filiform.   Stigma  bifid. 

561.  Lestibudesia.  Sepals  5.  Stamens  5,  united  into  a  little  cup  without  teeth.  Anthers  2-celled.  Ovary 
many-seeded.   Style  short  or  none   Stigmas  3-4,  filiform,  recurved    Caps,  opening  transversely. 

562.  Rhagodia.  Flowers  polygamous.  Perianth  5-parted.  Stamens  5  or  fewer.  Style  bifid.  Grain  de- 
pressed, fleshy,  surrounded  by  the  perianth. 

563.  Deeringia.  Perianth  5-parted.  Stamens  united  at  base  into  a  small  cup.  Anthers  2-celled.  Style 
3-parfed.   Berry  many-seeded. 

564.  Trianthema.  Sepals  oblong,  colored  inside.  Stamens  5-10-12,  with  capillary  filaments.  Ovary  half-su- 
perior.  Style  1  or  2,  filiform.   Stigmas  simple.   Caps,  oblong,  truncate,  cut  round. 

565.  Celosia.  Sepals  3,  like  a  5-petalous  corolla.  Stam.  united  at  base  by  a  plaited  nectary.  Caps,  horizon- 
tally opening.   Style  2-3-cleft. 566.  Gomphrena.  Sepals  5,  colored :  outer  3  conniving,  keeled.  Pet  5,  rude,  villous.  Nect.  cylindrical, 

5-toothed.    Caps,  cut  round,  1-seeded.    Style  half-bifid. 
567.  MoUia.    Sepals  5.   Pet  5,  emarginate.    Style  simple.   Caps.  3-cornered,  1-celled,  3-valved,  many- 
568.  Glaux.  Cal.  1-leaved,  colored,  5-lobed.  Cor.  O.  Caps.  1-celled,  5-valved,  5-seeded,  surrounded  by  a 

calyx. 
12.  Flowers  incomplete,  superior. 

569.  Thesium.  CaL  1-leaved,  into  which  the  stamens  are  inserted.  Nect.  inferior,  1-seeded,  surrounded  by 
the  persistent  calyx. 

570.  Heliconia.  Spathes  universal  and  partial.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  3  petals,  superior.  Nect.  2-leaved.  Stigma  1. 
Caps.  3-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells. 571.  Strelitzia.  Spathes  universal  and  partial.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  superior,  3  petals,  the  larger  segments  hastate. 
Nect  3-leaved,  surrounding  the  stamens.   Stigmas  3.    Caps.  3-celled.    Cells  many-seeded. 

Order  2.   DIGYNIA.    ^^Q^  5  Stamens.   2  Styles. 
1.  Flowers  monopetalous,  inferior.   Fruit  a  follicle  or  capsule.  (AsclepiadejE.) 

572.  Apocynum.  Cor.  campanulate.  Filaments  5,  alternate  with  the  stamens.  Style  none.  Stigma  broad. 
Follicles  long,  linear. 

573.  Melodimis.  CaL  campanulate,  5-toothed.  Cor.  hypocrateriform.  Limb  spreading,  with  falcate,  crenu- 
late  segments.  Corona  5-cleft,  with  short,  stellate,  torn  divisions.  Stigmas  2.  Fruit  a  fleshy  globose,  2-celled, 
many-seeded  berry. 

574.  Periploca.  Anthers  bearded  at  back.  Pollen-masses  solitary,  made  up  of  4  confluent  ones.  Stigma 
blunt   Follicles  cylindrical,  divaricating,  smooth.   Seed  comose. 

575.  Cryptostegia.  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Tube  with  two  included  bifid  scales,  alternate  with  the  divisions  of 
the  limb.  Stamens  included,  inserted  in  the  base  of  the  tube.  Filaments  distinct.  Anthers  cohering  with  th'e stigma  by  their  base   Glands  5,  spatulate.    Pollen  granular,  simple. 576.  Hemidesmus.  Cor.  with  5  blunt  scales  under  the  sinuses.  Anthers  free  from  the  stigma,  simple  at  end. 
Stigma  blunt.   Follicles  cylindrical,  much  spreading,  smooth.    Seeds  comose. 

577.  Secamone.  Corona  5-leaved.  Pollen-masses  20,  smooth,  erect,  fixed  by  fours  to  the  point  of  each  cor- 
puscle of  the  stigma.   Stigma  contracted  at  end. 578.  Microloma.  Tube  of  cor.  inflated,  angular,  shorter  than  the  limb.  Scales  inserted  into  the  middle  of 

the  tube  below  the  sinuses.  Anthers  terminated  by  a  membrane,  sagittate.  Pollen-masses  compressed,  pen- 
dulous.  Stigma  with  a  little  point 579.  Sarcostemma.   Cor.  rotate  Pollen-masses  pendulous.   Stigma  blunt   Seeds  comose. 

580.  Dtemia.  Cor.  rotate,  with  a  short  tube.  Outer  corona  10-parted,  short.  Pollen-masses  pendulous, 
compressed.   Stigma  blunt   Seeds  comose 

581.  Cynanchum.  Cor.  rotate,  5-parted.  Pollen-masses  inflated.  Stigma  with  a  little  point  Follicles smooth. 
582.  Oxystelma.  Cor.  spreading,  rotate,  with  a  short  tube.  Columna  exserted.  Crown  5-leaved,  with  com- 

pressed, acute,  undivided  leaflets.  Pollen-masses  compressed,  pendulous,  fixed  by  a  narrow  end.  Stigma 
blunt    Follicles  smooth.   Seeds  comose 

583.  Gymnema.  Cor.  5-cleft  Scales  or  little  teeth  ot  the  orifice  5,  inserted  in  the  sinuses.  Crown  none 
Masses  of  pollen  erect,  fixed  by  the  base.   Follicle  slender,  smooth. 
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584.  Calotropis.  Cor.  with  an  angular  tube :  the  angles  saccate  inside  Crown  with  carinate  leaflets,  united 
lengthwise  to  the  tube  of  the  filaments.   Pollen-masses  pendulous,  fixed  by  the  narrow  end.   Stigma  blunt 

585.  Dischidia.  Cor.  urceolate,  5-cleft  Corona  with  subulate,  spreading,  recurved  segments.  Pollen- 
masses  erect,  fixed  by  the  base.   Stigma  blunt.   Follicles  smooth.   Seeds  comose 
.  586.  Xysmalobium.  Cor.  5-cleft,  spreading.  Corona  10-parted  in  a  'single  row :  the  5  divisions  next  to  the anthers  fleshy,  round,  simple  within,  the  5  others  small.  Pollen-masses  pendulous,  with  lax  connecting  pro- cesses.  Stigma  blunt 
587.  Gomphocarpus.  Corona  5-leaved,  the  segments  simple  within.  Pollen-masses  compressed,  pendulous, 

fixed  by  a  fine  end.  Stigma  depressed,  blunt.  Follicles  ventricose,  covered  with  innocuous  spines.  Seeds comose. 
588.  Asclepias.  Corona  5-leaved,  with  a  process  on  the  inside.  Pollen-masses  fixed  by  a  fine  end.  Stigma depressed,  blunt 
589.  Gonolobus.  Cor.  rotate,  5-partcd.  Corona  shield-shaped.  Anthers  opening  across,  terminated  by  a 

membrane.   Stigma  flat,  depressed. 
590.  Pergularia.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  an  urceolate  tube.  Pollen-masses  erect,  fixed  by  their  base. Stigma  blunt   Follicles  ventricose,  smooth.   Seeds  comose. 
591.  Marsdenia.  Cor.  urceolate,  5-cleft,  sometimes  rotate.  Pollen-masses  erect,  fixed  by  the  base.  Follicles smooth.   Seeds  comose. 
593.  Hot/a.  Cor.  5-cleft  Pollen-masses  fixed  by  the  base,  conniving,  compressed.  Stigma  depressed,  with an  obtuse  wart   Follicles  smooth.   Seeds  comose. 
593.  Ceropegia.  Outer  corona  short,  5-lobed ;  inner  5-leaved,  with  ligular  undivided  leaflets.  Pollen-masses 

fixed  by  their  base  with  simple  edges.   Stigma  blunt   Follicles  cylindrical,  smooth.   Seeds  comose. 
594.  Stapelia.  Cor.  rotate,  5-cleft,  fleshy.  Column  of  fructification  exserted.  Pollen-masses  fixed  by  the base.   Stigma  blunt.   Follicles  cylindrical,  smooth.   Seeds  comose. 
595.  Piaranthus.  Cor.  fleshy.  Outer  corona  none.  Pollen-masses  fixed  by  the  base,  with  one  edge  cartila- 

ginous, pellucid.   Stigma  blunt. 
596.  Huernia.  Accessory  segments  of  cor.  tooth-like.  Leaflets  of  the  inner  corona  from  a  gibbous  base  su- 

bulate, undivided,  alternate  with  the  outer  segments.  Pollen-masses  fixed  by  the  base,  with  one  edge  cartila- 
ginous, pellucid.    Stigma  blunt   Follicles  cylindrical,  smooth.   Seeds  comose. 

597.  Srachystelma.  Cor.  campanula te,  with  angular  recesses.  Column  included.  Crown  1-leaved,  5-cleft, 
with  the  lobes  opposite  the  anthers,  simple  at  back.  Anthers  without  a  membrane  at  the  end.  Pollen-masses erect,  inserted  by  the  base. 

598.  Caralluma.  Cor.  rotate,  deeply  5-cleft.  CaL  of  fructification  exserted.  Pollen-masses  erect,  fixed  by 
the  base  with  simple  edges.   Stigma  blunt  Follicles  slender,  smooth.   Seeds  comose. 

2.  Flowers  monopetalous,  inferior.   Fruit  a  capsule. 
599.  Swertia.   Caps,  of  1  cell.   Cor.  wheel-shaped,  with  2  nectariferous  pores  at  the  base  of  each  segment 
600.  Gentiana.   Caps,  of  1  cell   Cor.  tubular  at  the  base,  destitute  of  nectariferous  pores. 
601.  Hydrolea.   Caps.  2-valved,  2-celled.   Cor.  rotate,  campanulate.   Stamens  inserted  in  the  tube. 
60S.  Falkia.  CaL  inflated,  5-parted,  5-angular.  Cor.  campanulate,  emarginate,  crenate.  Styles  spreading. Stigma  globose,  woolly.   Seeds  4,  globose,  with  an  arillus  in  the  bottom  of  the  calyx. 
603.  Dichondra.  CaL  5-parted,  with  spatulate  segments.  Cor.  short,  campanulate,  5-parted.  Stigma  peltate, 

capitate.   Caps,  compressed,  2-celled,  2-seeded.   Seeds  round. 
3.  Flowers  pentapetalous,  inferior. 

601.  Velezia.  CaL  slender,  5-toothed.  Cor.  of  5  small  petals.  Caps.  1-celled,  at  the  end  4-valved.  Seeds 
many,  attached  to  a  filiform  central  receptacle. 

605.  Bumalda.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5.   Styles  villous.   Caps.  2-celled,  with  2  bractes. 
606.  Heuchera.   Petals  5.   Caps.  2-celled,  with  2  bractes. 
607.  Cussonia.  InvoL  O.  CaL  1-leaved,  truncated,  crenated.  Pet.  5,  oblong,  acute.  Fruit  twin,  2-celled, 

crowned  by  the  calyx  and  styles. 
608.  Anabasis.   CaL  3-leaved.   Pet.  5.   Berry  1 -seeded,  surrounded  by  the  calyx. 
609.  Salsola.   Caps,  closed,  imbricated  in  the  fleshy  calyx.   Seed  with  a  spiral  embryo. 
610.  Kochia.  CaL  1-leaved,  campanulate,  in  the  fruit  expanding  into  a  leafy  rim  resembling  5  petals.  Cor. 

O.   Stigmas  2-3,  long.    Caps.  1-celled,  1-2-seeded.    Seed  incurved. 
611.  Chenopodium.   Seed  lenticular,  truncated,  superior. 
612.  Beta.   Seed  kidney-shaped,  imbedded  in  the  fleshy  calyx. 
613.  Bosea.   CaL  5-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Berry  1-seeded. 
614.  Herniaria.   Caps,  closed,  membranous,  invested  with  the  calyx.   Stam.  with  5  imperfect  filaments. 
615.  Ulmus.   Caps,  closed,  membranous,  compressed,  bordered,  superior. 
616.  Planera.  CaL  membranous,  subcampanulate,  4-5-cleft  Cor.  O.  Stigmas  2,  oblong,  glandular,  spread- 

ing. Caps,  globose,  membranous,  1-celled,  not  opening,  either  smooth  or  scaly,  not  winged,  1-seeded.  Stamens 4s-6.  Polygamous. 
4.  Flowers  pentapetalous,  superior. 

617.  Phyllis.   CaL  2-leaved.   Pet  5.  Stigmas  hispid.  Seeds  2,  oblong,  fixed  to  a  filiform  axis. 
5.  Flowers  pentapetalous,  superior.   Seeds  2.  (Umbeixifer2E.) 

A.   Fruit  of  a  single  or  double  globe. 
618.  Coriandrum  Fruit  a  single  or  double  globe,  smooth,  without  ribs.  CaL  broad,  unequaL  Petals  radiant. Floral  recept  none. 

B.   Fruit  beaked. 
619.  Scandix.  Beak  much  longer  than  the  seeds,  fruit  somewhat  bristly.  CaL  none.  Pet.  unequal,  undi- vided.  Floral  recept  5-lobed,  colored. 
620.  Anthriscus.  Beak  shorter  than  the  seeds,  even.  Fr.  rough,  with  scattered  prominent  bristles.  CaL 

none.   Petals  equal,  inversely  heart-shaped.   FL  recept  slightly  bordered. 
621.  Cluerophyllum.  Beak  shorter  than  the  seeds,  angular.  Fr.  smooth,  without  ribs.  CaL  none.  Pet.  in- 

versely heart-shaped,  rather  unequaL   FL  recept  wavy. 
C.   Fruit  solid,  prickly,  without  a  beak. 

622.  Eryngium.  Fr.  ovate,  clothed  with  straight  bristles.  CaL  pointed.  Pet.  oblong,  equal,  inflexed,  undi- vided.  FL  aggregate  Common  recept.  scaly. 
623.  Sanicula.  Fr.  ovate,  clothed  with  hooked  bristles.  CaL  acute.  Pet  lanceolate  inflexed,  nearly  equal. FL  separated,  dissimilar. 
624.  Echinophora.  Fr.  ovate,  imbedded  in  the  enlarged  armed  receptacle.  Seed  solitary.  CaL  spinous. Pet.  inversely  heart-shaped,  unequaL    FL  separated. 
625.  Daucus.  Fr.  elliptic  oblong,  compressed  transversely.  Seeds  with  four  rows  of  flat  prickles,  and  rough 

intermediate  ribs.   CaL  obsolete.   Pet.  inversely  heart-shaped,  unequal.    FL  separated. 
626.  Caucalis.  Fr.  elliptic  oblong,  compressed  transversely.  Seed  with  4  rows  of  ascending,  awl-shaped, 

hooked  prickles,  the  interstices  prickly  or  rough.  CaL  grooved,  acute,  unequaL  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped, unequaL   FL  imperfect,  separated. 
627.  TorUis.    Fr.  ovate,  slightly  compressed  laterally.    Seeds  villous,  rough,  with  scattered  prominent, 

I  2 
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ascending,  rigid  prickles.  CaL  short,  broad,  acute,  nearly  equal  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  nearly  equal FL  united. 
628.  Oliveria.  Leaflets  of  the  involucres  3-parted.  Umbels  fascicled,  as  long  as  the  involucres.  Petals  split to  the  base.    Fr.  ovate,  hispid,  with  three  streaks. 
629.  Ledeburia.  Involucres  O.  Fr.  ovate,  with  spreading  bristles.  Bases  of  styles  2,  conical,  connate  at  base Styles  persistent. 
630.  Myrrhis.  Fr.  deeply  furrowed.  CaL  none.  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  rather  unequal  FL  recept none.    Flowers  imperfectly  separated. 
631.  Bunium.  Fr.  slightly  ribbed.  CaL  small,  acute,  unequal  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  equal  FL recept  none.  Flowers  imperfectly  separated. 

D.   Fruit  solid,  nearly  round,  unarmed,  without  wings. 
632.  CEnanthe.  Fr.  ribbed,  somewhat  spongy.  CaL  large,  lanceolate,  acute,  spreading,  unequal  Pefc inversely  heart-shaped,  very  unequaL   FL  recept.  dilated,  depressed.   FL  separated. 
63a  Crithmum.  Fr.  ribbed,  coriaceous.  CaL  small,  broad,  acute,  incurved.  Pet  elliptical,  acute,  in- curved, equaL   FL  recept  none.   FL  united,  all  perfect 
634.  Athamanta.  Fr.  ribbed,  ovate,  hairy.  Styles  short.  CaL  lanceolate,  acute,  incurved.  Pet  inversely 

heart-shaped,  broadly-pointed,  equal   FL  recept  none.   FL  imperfectly  separated. 
635.  Pimpinella.  Fr.  ovate,  ribbed,  with  convex  interstices.  Styles  capillary,  as  long  as  fruit  CaL  none. Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  nearly  equal   FL  recept  none.   FL  either  united  or  dioecious. 
636.  Phellandrium.  Flowers  fertile.  Fruit  crowned.  Fruit  ovate,  smooth,  crowned  by  the  calyx  and  styles. Involucres  partial,  not  universal 
637.  Bondia.  Umbels  capitate.  Involucre  6-leaved,  longer  than  umbeL  Petals  entire.  Fruit  ovate,  solid, with  4  ribs,  and  convex  intervals. 
638.  Trachyspermum.  Leaves  of  involucre  pinnatifid.  Fruit  striated,  with  5  muricated  ribs.  Rudiments  of 

calyx  5.   FL  receptacle  conicaL   Style  withering. 
639.  Ammi.    Involucre  pinnate  or  pinnatifid.   Fruit  oblong,  with  5  obtuse  ribs,  and  convex  intervals. 
640.  Bvibon.  Involucres  O.  Fruit  ovate,  solid,  hispid,  or  villous,  with  5  ribs,  and  broadish  bands  of  the  inter- vals and  raphe. 
641.  Cuminum.  Involucres  5-leaved.  Fruit  ovate,  prismatic,  smoothish,  bladdery,  with  7  ribs,  and  bearded intervals. 
642.  Seseli.  Common  involucre  O  j  partial  5-leaved,  sometimes  1-leaved.  Fruit  ovate,  solid,  with  5  acute ribs,  and  furrowed,  striated  intervals. 
643.  Thapsia.   Fruit  narrow,  but  little  compressed,  scarcely  ribbed,  with  2  dorsal  and  marginal  wings. 
644.  Actinotus.  Umbel  capitate.  Involucre  woolly,  very  large.  Cor.  O.  CaL  5  sepals.  Male  flowers  mixed 

with  hermaphrodite.   Fruit  ovate,  villous,  with  5  stripes,  crowned  by  the  calyx. 
645.  Trinia.  Flowers  dioecious.  Involucre  few-leaved.  Pet  ovate,  lanceolate.  Seeds  roundish,  with  5  ribs, with  the  intervals  once-banded. 

E.  Fruit  solid,  unarmed,  without  wings,  compressed  laterally,  the  diameter  of  its  juncture  being  at  least  twice  as 
narrow  as  the  opposite  diameter. 

646.  Sium.  Ft.  ovate  or  orbicular,  ribbed,  furrowed.  CaL  small,  acute,  unequal,  or  obsolete.  Pet  inversely 
heart-shaped  or  obOvate,  equaL  Styles  cylindrical,  shorter  than  the  petals.  FL  receptacle  none.  FL  uniform, united. 

647.  Sison.  Fr.  ovate  or  nearly  orbicular,  ribbed.  CaL  obsolete  or  blunt.  Pet  elliptical  or  inversely  heart- 
shaped,  with  an  involute  point,  equaL   Styles  very  short  and  thick.   FL  recept  none   FL  uniform,  united. 

648.  Cicuta.  Fr.  nearly  orbicular,  heart-shaped  at  the  base,  with  6  double  ribs.  CaL  broad,  acute,  rather 
unequaL  Pet  ovate  or  slightly  heart-shaped,  nearly  equal  Style  scarcely  tumid  at  the  base  FL  recept  de- pressed, withering.    FL  uniform,  nearly  regular,  united. 

649.  Conium.  Fr.  ovate,  with  10  acute  ribs,  wavy  in  an  unripe  state.  CaL  obsolete.  Pet  inversely  heart- 
shaped,  slightly  unequaL  Styles  a  little  tumid  at  the  base.  FL  recept.  dilated,  depressed,  wavy,  permanent. 
FL  slightly  irregular,  united. 

650.  Smyrnium.  Fr.  broader  than  long,  concave  at  each  side,  with  6  acute  dorsal  ribs ;  interstices  convex. 
CaL  very  small,  acute.  Pet.  equal,  lanceolate,  incurved  or  inversely  heart-shaped.  Styles  tumid  and  depressed at  the  base.   FL  recept  none   FL  nearly  regular,  partly  barren  or  abortive 

651.  Apium.  Fr.  roundish,  ovate,  with  6  acute  dorsal  ribs ;  interstices  flat  Pet  roundish,  with  an  inflexed 
point,  very  nearly  equal  Styles  greatly  swelled  at  the  base.  FL  recept  thin,  orbicular,  wavy.  FL  nearly  re- 

gular, united 
652.  JEgopodium.  Fr.  elliptic-oblong,  with  equidistant  ribs ;  interstices  flattish.  CaL  none.  Pet.  inversely 

heart-shaped,  broad,  a  little  unequaL  Style  ovate  at  the  base.  FL  recept  none  FL  united,  all  perfect,  slightly radiate. 
653.  Meum.  Fr.  elliptic,  oblong,  with  equidistant  ribs ;  interstices  flattish.  CaL  none.  Pet  obovate,  with 

an  inflexed  point,  equal  Styles  tumid  at  the  base,  short,  recurved.  FL  recept  none  FL  united,  all  perfect, 
regular. 654.  Anethum.   InvoL  none.   Pet  involute,  yellow.   Seeds  compressed,  with  3  ribs ;  intervals  once-banded. 

655.  Carum.  Fr.  elliptic,  oblong,  with  equidistant  ribs;  interstices  convex.  CaL  minute,  acute,  often  obso- 
lete Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  unequaL  Styles  tumid  at  the  base,  subsequently  elongated,  widely  spread, 

ing.   FL  recept.  angular,  thin,  wavy,  permanent   FL  separated,  irregular. 
656.  Cnidium.  Fr.  ovate,  acute,  with  equidistant  sharp  ribs ;  interstices  deep,  concave ;  juncture  contracted. 

CaL  none  Pet  equal,  obovate  or  inversely  heart-shaped.  Styles  hemispherical  at  the  base ;  subsequently 
elongated,  spreading,  cylindrical  FL  recept  annular,  thin,  undulated,  erect,  afterwards  depressed.  Flower 
imperfectly  separated,  nearly  regular. 

657.  Bupleurum.  Fr.  ovate-oblong,  obtuse,  with  prominent,  acute,  abrupt  ribs ;  interstices  flat ;  juncture 
contracted.  CaL  none.  Pet.  equal,  broadish,  wedge-shaped,  very  short,  involute.  Styles  very  short,  not  ex- 

tending beyond  the  circumference  of  their  broad  tumid  bases.    FL  recept  none.   FL  all  perfect  and  regular. 
658.  Hydrocotyle.  FL  nearly  orbicular,  rather  broader  than  long,  angular,  much  compressed,  juncture  very 

narrow.  CaL  none.  Pet  equal,  ovate,  spreading,  undivided.  Styles  cylindrical,  shorter  than  the  stamens,  tu- 
mid at  the  base   FL  recept.  none.   FL  all  perfect  and  regular. 

659.  Spananthe.  Umbel  simple,  with  few  rays.  Involucre  few-leaved.  Fruit  ovate,  solid,  smooth,  with  the 
juncture  and  sides  contracted,  and  5  ribs  at  the  back. 

660.  Ulospermum.  Involucre  few-leaved.  Germen  oblong.  Ribs  of  fruit  membranous,  wavy,  curled.  Calyx 
scarcely  any.   FL  receptacle  flattened.   Styles  withering. 
F.  Fruit  solid,  unarmed,  compressed  transversely,  the  diameter  of  the  juncture  being  much  greater  than  the  op- 

posite diameter. 
661.  JEthusa.  Seeds  ovate,  convex,  with  5  tumid,  rounded,  acutely  keeled  ribs ;  interstices  deep,  acute,  an- 

gular ;  border  none.  CaL  pointed,  very  minute.  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  rather  angular.  FL  recept. none.    FL  all  perfect,  slightly  radiant 
662.  Imperatoria.  Seeds  obicular,  with  a  notch  at  each  end,  a  little  convex,  with  3  prominent  dorsal  ribs, 

and  a  dilated,  flat,  even  border.  CaL  none.  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  very  slightly  irregular.  FL  recept 
none.   FL  all  perfect,  scarcely  radiant 

663.  Selmum.  Scales  elliptical,  slightly  convex,  with  3  acute  dorsal  ribs,  and  a  dilated,  flat,  even  border. 
CaL  minute,  pointed,  spreading.  Pet.  inversely  heart-shaped,  involute,  equal.  FL  recept.  obsolete.  FL  per- 

fect, regular,  a  few  occasionally  abortive. 
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661.  Angelica.  Seeds  elliptic-oblong,  convex,  with  3  dorsal  wings,  and  a  narrow,  flat,  even  border.  Cal. 
none.  Pet  lanceolate,  flattish,  undivided,  contracted  at  each  end,  equal.  FL  recept.  thin,  wavy,  narrow,  per- manent  FL  all  perfect, 

665.  Ligusticum.  Seeds  oblong  convex,  with  3  dorsal  and  2  marginal  equal  wings.  Cal.  small,  pointed, 
erect,  broad  at  the  base.  Pet  elliptical,  flattish,  undivided,  contracted  at  each  end,  equal.  FL  recept  none. 
FL  all  perfect,  regular. 

666.  Hasselquistia.  Involucres  various.  Flowers  radiant.  Fruit  compressed  at  edge,  flat,  roundish.  Bark 
turgid  in  the  circumference  with  5  obtuse  ribs.  Fruit  in  the  middle  of  the  umbel  deformed,  navicular,  torn  at 
edge,  with  3  stripes  at  back. 667.  Artedia.  Fruit  oblong,  compressed,  with  the  marginal  wings  sinuated,  5  dorsal  ribs,  and  scaly  juncture. 
Flowers  radiant.    Involucres  pinnatifid. 

668.  Ferula.  Fruit  compressed,  flat,  thickened  at  edge,  with  3  obtuse  dorsal  ribs,  and  banded  intervals  and 
luncture.   Flowers  polygamous   Involucres  various. 

669.  Laser  pit  iunt.  Fruit  oval,  somewhat  compressed,  with  the  3  principal  ribs  acute,  the  secondary  winged. 
Involucres  many-leaved. 

G.  Fruit  thin  and  almost  flat,  compressed  transversely,  without  dorsal  wings. 
670.  Peucedanum.  Seeds  broadly  elliptical,  with  a  notch  at  each  end,  a  little  convex,  with  3  slightly  promin- 

ent ribs,  interstices  striated,  border  narrow,  flat,  even,  smooth,  and  entire.  CaL  pointed,  ascending.  Pet. 
inversely  heart-shaped,  all  very  nearly  equaL   FL  recept  none.   Flowers  regular,  imperfectly  separated. 

671.  Pastinaca.  Seeds  elliptic-obovatc,  with  a  slight  notch  at  the  summit,  very  nearly  flat,  with  3  dorsal  ribs 
and  2  marginal  ones ;  border  narrow,  flat,  thin,  even,  smooth,  and  entire.  CaL  very  minute,  obsolete.  Pet 
broadly  lanceolate,  involute,  equaL  FL  recept  broad,  orbicular,  wavy,  rather  thin,  concealing  the  calyx.  FL 
regular,  uniform,  perfect 

672.  Heracleum.  Seeds  inversely  heart-shaped,  with  a  notch  at  the  summit,  very  nearly  flat,  with  3  slender 
dorsal  ribs,  2  distant  marginal  ones,  and  4  intermediate,  colored,  depressed,  abrupt  lines  from  the  top ;  border 
narrow,  slightly  tumid,  smooth,  even,  and  entire.  CaL  of  5  small,  acute,  evanescent  teeth.  Pet  inversely 
heart-shaped,  radiant   FL  recept  wavy,  crenate,  obtuse.   FL  separated. 

673.  Tordylium.  Seeds  orbicular,  nearly  flat,  roughish,  without  ribs  j  border  tumid,  Wrinkled  or  crenate, 
naked  or  bristly.  CaL  of  5  awl-shaped  unequal  teeth.  Pet  inversely  heart-shaped,  radiant,  variously  unequal and  irregular.   FL  recept  none.   FL  separated. 

674.  Astrantia.  Umbels  fascicled.  Involucres  as  long  as  umbels.  Fruit  oblong,  surrounded  by  furrowed, wrinkled,  little  bladders. 
675.  Zosimia.  Both  involucres  many-leaved.  Petals  obcordate,  with  the  little  segment  involute,  acute 

Fruit  compressed,  villous,  thickened  at  edge,  at  the  back  with  4  bands,  which  are  joint  d  and  conniving. 
H.  Fruit  with  a  coarse,  corky,  or  spongy  bark. 

676.  Rumia.  Partial  involucre,  S-8-leaved.  CaL  5- toothed.  Petals  ovate,  incurved,  with  a  short  crenulate segment  Seeds  ovate,  fleshy,  rugose,  scaly. 
677.  Cachrys.  No  involucre.  CaL  O.  Petals  ovate,  lanceolate,  acute.  Seed  obovate,  oblong,  rounded, smooth,  fungous. 
678.  Hippomarathrum.    Fruit  with  scaly,  rough  ribs,  covered  with  a  thick  bark. 

Order  3.  TRIGYNIA.    ̂ ||^    5  Stamens.  3  Styles. 
1.  Flowers  superior. 

679.  Viburnum.   Cor.  5-cleft  Berry  with  1  seed. 
680.  Sambucus.   Cor.  5-cleft  Berry  with  3  seeds. 

2.  Flowers  inferior. 
681.  Rhus.   CaL  5-parted    Petals  5.  Berry  1  -seeded. 
682.  Cassine.   CaL  5-parted.   Petals  6.  Berry  S-seeded. 
683.  Spathelia.   CaL  5-leaved.   Petals  5.   Caps.  3-angular,  3-celled.   Seeds  solitary. 684.  Staphylea.   Petals  5.   Caps.  2  or  3,  inflated. 
685.  Tamarix.   Pet  5.    Caps,  of  3  valves.   Seeds  numerous,  feathered. 
686.  Turnera.  CaL  5-cleft,  infundibuliform ;  the  outer  2-leaved.  Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Stigmas many-cleft   Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved. 
687.  Drypis.   CaL  5-toothed.    Petals  5.   Caps,  cut  round,  1-seeded. 
688.  Alsine.  CaL  5-leaved.  Pet  5  equal.  Caps,  superior,  1-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded.  Receptacle  cen. tral ,  free. 
689.  Telephium.   CaL  5-leaved.   Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  receptacle.   Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved. 690.  Corrigioia.    Pet  5.   Seed  I,  naked,  triangular. 
691.  Pharnaceum.   CaL  5-leaved.   Cor.  O.    Caps.  3-celled,  many-seeded. 
692.  Portulacaria.   CaL  2-leaved.   Petals  5.   Seed  1,  winged,  3-cornered. 
693.  Basel/a.   CaL  O.  Cor.  7-cleft ;  at  length  berried,  with  the  two  opposite  segments  larger  than  the  rest 

Order  4.   TETRAGYNI  A.  5  Stamens.   4  Styles. 

694.  Parnassia.  Nectaries  fringed  with  bristles  bearing  globes.   Caps,  of  4  valves. ' 695.  Evolvulus.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  rotate,  campanulate,  with  emarginate  ldbes.  Styles  2,  deeply  bifid. Stigma  simple.  Caps.  2-celled,  4-vaIved,  4-seeded.  Seeds  2. 

Order  5.  PENTAGYNIA.  6  Stamens.  5  Styles. 
1.  Flowers  superior. 

696.  Aralia.  Involucre  very  smalL  Umbels  globose.  CaL  very  small,  5-toothed.  Petals  5,  ovate,  oblong, spreading,  or  reflexed.  Stigmas  nearly  round,  5-10.   Berry  roundish,  crowned,  5-seeded.  Seeds  hard,  oblong. 697.  Actinophyllum.  CaL  an  entire  rim.  Cor.  calyptrate,  jumping  off  Stam.  5-6^8-9.  Styles  4-7.  Berry with  7  angles  and  7  cells.   Seeds  solitary,  bony.  Flowers  clustered. 
2.  Flowers  inferior. 

698.  Rochea.   Cal.  5-parted.   Cor.  funnel-shaped,  5-cleft   Scales  5,  at  base  of  ovary.   Caps.  5. 699.  Crassula.   CaL  5-leaved.   Pet.  5.   Scales  5,  nectariferous  at  base  of  ovary.    Caps  5. 700.  Gisekia.   CaL  5-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Caps.  5,  close  together,  roundish,  1-seeded. 701.  Linum.    Pet  5.   Capsule  of  10  cells. 
702.  Drosera.   Pet  5.   Caps,  of  3  valves,  with  many  seeds. I  3 
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703.  Commersonia.  CaL  1-leaved,  bearing  the  cor.   Petals  5.   Nectary  5-parted.   Caps.  5-celled,  echinate. 
704.  Rulingia.  Petals.  5,  with  a  cucullate  base.  Sterile  stamens  5,  undivided.  Ovary  5-celled.  Caps,  with 

double  septa. 
705.  Armeria.  CaL  2-leaved,  entire,  plaited,  scarious.  Petals  5.  Seed  1,  superior.  Flowers  in  heads,  with 

a  common  many-leaved  involucrum. 
706.  Staticc.  CaL  2-leaved,  entire,  plaited,  scarious.  Petals  5.  Seeds  1,  superior.  Flowers  scattered  in  a panicled  or  spiked  scape. 

MONOGTNIA. 

322.  MIRA'BILIS.  W. 1855  dichotoma  W. 
1856  Jalapa  W. 

Pflava •y  alba 
S  rubra- alba 
i  rubro-flava 

1857  hybrida  W.  en. 
1858  longiflora  W. 

t323.  ABRO'NIA.  Juss. 1859  umbellata  J. 
324.  PLUMBA'GO.  W. 1860  europa/a  W. 
1861  zeylanica  W. 1862  rosea  W. 
1863scandens  W. 
1864  tristis  H.  K. 
1865  capensis  W. 
1866  lapathifolia  W. 

325.  HELIOTRO'PIUM. 1867  peruvianum  W. 
1868  corymbosum  B.  M. 
1869  parviflorum  W. 
1870  europas'um  W. 1871  oblongifolium  Lk. 
1872  chenopodioides  W.en. 1873  curassavicum  W. 
1874  In'imile  Lam. 1875indicum  W. 
1876  supmum  W. 

Marvel  of  Peru 
forked 
common 
yellow-flowered white-flowered red  and  white 
red  and  yellow 
close-flowered 
long-flowered Abronia. 
umbelled 
LEADWORT. 

European 
Cingalese Rose-colored climbing 
dark-flowered Cape 
Dock-leaved 

I  |  or 

Nyctaginece. 2  jl.au  Y 
2  jn.s 

jn.s 

R 
Y 
W Rw 
R.Y 
R 
W 

£  A  el 

£  A  or 
a. I  I  or tt.  I  I  or 
M- 1  lor 
M- 1  |  or tt-l  |  or 

£  iAI  or 

2,  jas 

2'  jn.s 

2  jn.s 
2  jn.s 2  jn.s 

Nyctagmets. i  ap.my  R 
Plumbaeinece. 3  s.o  B 

2  ap.s  W : 1  mr.jl  R 
3  jLau  W li  my.jn  Br U  n  B 

1 J  jnjl  W 

So.  4-^5. Mexico  1640. 
W.  Indies  1596. W.  Indies  1596. 
W.  Indies  1596. W.  Indies  1596. 
W.  Indies  1596. 

  1813. Mexico  1759. 

Sp.  1. 

California  182a 

Sp.  7—11. a  Europe  159a E.  Indies  1731. E.  Indies  1777. 
W.  Indies  1699. 
C.  G.  H.  1792. 
C.  G.  H.  1818. 
Iberia  1822. 

R  co R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m 

D  s.p 

Mart  cent.  1.  t.l 
Bot  mag.  371 

Ex.  bot  1.  t  28 

Hook.  ex.  fl.  194 
C  p.l 
Sk  s.p 

Sk  r.m 
Sk  s.p C  l.p 

C  l.p  Botreg.417 

Sk  s.p 

Bot.  mag.  2139 Rhed.maL10.t8 
Bot  mag.  230 
Slo.im.l.tl33.f.l 

Turnsole. 
Peruvian         S~  [  |  or 
large-flowered  S~  i  |  or small-flowered  j£  OS  w 
European  O  or 
oblong-leaved  O  or 
Goose-foot  im  or 
glaucous  £  O]  or dwarf  a.  II  or 
Indian  KS  or 
trailing  -*  O  or 

Boragineee. 
2  my.s  li 4  my.s 

1  jLs 

f  jn.o 
f  jn.o 

1  jnjl 

I  jn  jl 

1  my.jn 
1  jn.au 

J  jnjl 

1757. 1808. 

S.  MYOSCTIS.  B.  P.  Scorpion-grass. 
1877  scorpioides  W. 1878  arvensis  W. 
1879  nana  W. 
1880  obt6sa  W.  en. 
1881  ruplcola  E.B. 1882  stricta  Lk. 
1883  sylvatica  Ehr. 

marsh  A  w 
field  O  w 
dwarf  3t  A  cu 
obtuse-calyxed  5  A  w 
rock  3t  A  or 
upright  O  cu wood  3t  A  cu 

1856 

Boraginete. 
2  ap.au  B.T 
1  ap.au  B 
J? 2  jnjl 

jnjl 
1  jnjl 
2  jnjl 

So.  10—77. 
Peru 
Peru W.  Indies  1732. 
S.  Europe  1562. 
a  Europe  1824. S.  Amer.  182a W.  Indies  1731. 
S.  Amer.  1752. W.  Indies  1713. 
&  Europe  1640. 

Sp.  10—29. Britain  mea. Britain     dry  fi. Europe 

Hungary  1815. Scotland  aLroc 
Germany  1822. 
Europe  1823. 

C  r.m C  r.m 
C  s.1 
C  s.l S  s.l 
S  l.p 

C  s.1 
C  s.1 
S  s.p 

S  co 

D  co 
S  co D  co 

D  co D  co S  co 
D  co 

Bot  mag.  141 
Bot  mag.  1609 
DiLeLt.l46.f.l75 
Jac.  aust3.  t.207 

Mr.s.ll.t31.£12 
Plum.  ic.  227.  f.S 
Plk.phyt245.£4 Goua.rn.17.ctab 

Eng.  bot  1973 
Eng.  bot.  480 Hac.  pL  aLt.2.f.6 PLrar.hu.l.tl00 
Eng.  bot  2559 
FL  dan.  583 

1859  1860 1861 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

322.  Mirabilis,  is  a  Latin  word,  signifying  something  wonderful  or  admirable;  and  applied  with  some 
reason  to  this,  the  most  fragrant  of  flowers.  Clusius  called  it  Admirabilis.  We  from  the  same  cause  call  it 
Marvel  of  Peru.  The  French  botanists  still  call  the  genus  by  Van  Royen's  name,  Nyctago ;  derived  from  »u{, 
night,  and  ago,  to  act,  on  account  of  the  flowers  expanding  at  night  M.  dichotoma  is  called  the  four-o'clock flower  in  the  West  Indies,  from  the  flowers  opening  regularly  at  that  time  of  the  afternoon.  M.  jalapa  is  a  very 

'  ornamental  plant  in  warm  borders.  When  cultivated,  it  sports  into  many  agreeable,  varieties.  It  flowers best  when  treated  as  a  tender  annual,  and  then  planted  out ;  but  if  sown  at  once  in  the  open  air,  it  will  flower 
late  in  the  season  in  favorable  summers.  Its  large  tuberous  roots,  if  taken  up  and  preserved  during  winter  like 
those  of  Dahlia,  or  even  covered  well  with  litter  in  the  open  garden,  will  flower  perennially.  The  powder  of 
these  roots  washed,  scraped,  and  dried,  is  one  of  the  substances  which  form  the  jalap  of  druggists. 

323.  Abronia.  Derived  from  *&$of,  delicate.  The  little  plant  produces  flowers  surrounded  by  an  involucrum 
of  a  charming  rose  color. 

324.  Plumbago.  "Pliny  says  this  plant  was  so  called  from  plumbum,  because  it  possessed  the  power  of  curing a  disorder  in  the  eyes  called  by  that  name, which  appears  to  nave  been  the  same  as  what  we  call  cataract  There 
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Order  6.  POLYGYN1A. 5  Stamens.    Many  styles. 

707.  Myosurus.   Pet  5,  with  tubular  honey-bearing  claws.   Seeds  naked.   Cal.  spurred  at  the  base. 
708.  Ceratocephalus.  CaL  5-leaved,  persistent  Petals  5,  with  a  honey  pore  at  base  covered  by  a  scale.  Seeds 

several,  naked,  attached  to  a  bearded  receptacle. 
709.  Xanthorhixa.   CaL  O.   Petals  5.   Nectaries  5,  stalked.   Caps.  5, 1-seeded. 
710.  Sibbaldia.   CaL  10-cleft.   Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  calyx.   Styles  from  the  side  of  the  ovary.   Seeds  5. 

MONOGYNIA. 
1855  Flowers  sessile  erect  axillary  solitary 
1856  Flowers  clustered  stalked,  Leaves  smooth 

1857  Flowers  clustered  somewhat  stalked,  Tube  of  cor.  4  times  as  long  as  limb,  Leaves  cordate  smooth 
1858  Flowers  clustered  sessile,  Leaves  pubescent 

1859  The  only  species,  resembling  Primula  farinosa.   Very  beautiful 
1860  Leaves  stem-Clasping  lanceolate  rough,  Stem  erect 
1861  Leaves  stalked  ovate  smooth,  Stem  filiform 
1862  Leaves  stalked  ovate  smooth  somewhat  toothed,  Stem  with  swollen  joints 
1863  Leaves  stalked  ovate  smooth,  Stem  flexuose  climbing 
1864  Leaves  obovate  retuse  smooth 
1865  Leaves  stalked  oblong  entire  glaucous  beneath,  Stem  erect 
1866  Leaves  stem-clasping  lanceolate  smooth,  Stem  divaricating 

1867  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate,  Stem  shrubby,  Spikes  numerous  aggregate  corymbose 
1868  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate,  Stem  shrubby,  Spikes  terminal  aggregate  corymbose,  Sepals  long  subulate 
1869  Leaves  ovate  rugose  scabrous  opposite  and  alternate,  Spikes  in  pairs 1870  Leaves  ovate  entire  tomentose  rugose,  Spikes  in  pairs 
1871  Leaves  stalked  oblong  obtuse  entire  rough  with  scattered  hairs 
1872  Leaves  lanceolate  glaucous  smooth  obsoletely  veined  opposite  and  alternate,  Spikes  in  pairs 
1873  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  glaucous  smooth  opposite  and  alternate,  Spikes  in  pairs  or  compound 
1874  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  villous,  Spikes  solitary  lateral  stalked 
1875  Leaves  cordate  ovate  subserrate  rugose,  Spikes  terminal  simple  solitary,  Stem  herbaceous 
1876  Leaves  ovate  entire  tomentose  plaited,  Spikes  solitary  and  in  pairs 
1877  CaL  5-toothed  smoothish,  Teeth  nearly  equal  obtuse  as  long  as  the  tube  of  cor.  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse 

smooth,  Limb  of  cor.  more  than  twice  as  long  as  caL 
1878  Stem  hairy,  Calyx  with  dense  spreading  hairs  hooked  at  the  end 
1879  Seeds  smoothish  sawed  at  edge,  Stem  simple  few-flowered  and  oblong,  Leaves  villous 
1880  Stem  nearly  sim.  with  lane,  nearly  acute  somew.  repandl  vs.  hispid,  Sp.  in  pairs  somew.  corym.  CaL  very  obt. 
1881  Seeds  naked,  Radical  leaves  stalked,  Racemes  without  bracteae,  Hairs  of  calyx  spreading. 
1882  Stem  diffuse,  Branches  and  flower-stalks  much  shorter  than  caL  Leaves  oblong  ovate  obtuse  upright 
1883  Cal.  spreading  5-parted,  Segments  unequal  acute,  Hairs  long  downy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
is  also  a  modern  reason  for  the  application  of  the  name  to  this  genus.  P.  europsa  is  called  tooth  wort ,  and  dente- 
laire,  Fr.,  from  its  curing  the  tooth-ach,  for  which  purpose  the  bruised  root  is  chewed,  when  it  excites  by  its. 
causticity  a  healthy  salivation,  but  stains  the  teeth  of  a  lead  color.  The  species  are  all  pretty,  easily  cultivated, and  almost  always  in  flower. 

325.  Heliotropium.  From  rikiog,  the  sun,  and  tjsjtw,  to  turn.  Both  Pliny  and  Dioscorides  assert  that  the 
flowers  are  always  turned  towards  the  sun.  It  was  called  Verrucaria  by  the  Latins,  because  the  juice  of  the' leaves  mixed  with  salt  was  said  to  be  excellent  in  removing  warts,  verrucce.  H.  peruvianum  and  europasum 
are  popular  plants,  with  the  smell  of  new  hay :  the  former  is  rather  tender ;  but  both  keep  flowering  during 
most  of  the  summer  months.   Curtis  recommends  keeping  H.  peruvianum  in  a  stove  during  winter. 

326.  Myosotis.  So  named  from  /mis,  a  rat,  and  is,  ins,  an  ear.  Its  oval  velvety  leaves  are  like  the  ear  of  a 
rat  or  mouse.  M.  scorpioides,  Forget-me-not,  has  its  specific  name  from  the  racemes  of  flowers,  which,  when, 
young,  bend  in  at  the  top  like  a  scorpion's  tail  It  is  a  well  known  sentimental  flower,  will  grow  any  where,  and varies  more  than  most  plants  with  situation.  On  dry  walls  and  rubbish,  it  is  dwarfish,  rough,  and  hairy,  not 
rising  when  in  flower  more  than  two  or  three  inches;  in  muddy  ditches  it  is  smooth  all  over,  of  a  shining  light I  4 
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1884  suaveolens  Poir.      sweet-scented   ^  A  or 
1885  sparsifiora  Mik.       scattered  O  or 
1886  peduncularis  Trev.  stalked  O  or 

327.  ECHINOSPER'MUM.  Sw.  Echinospermiim. 1887  virginianum  P.  S. 
1888  Lappula  P.S. 
1889  squarrosum  P.  S. 1890  barbatum  Lehm. 

Virginian common 
squarrose bearded 
Mattia. 

umbelled woolly 328.  MAT'TIA.  Sch. 1891  umbellate  Sch. 
18921anata  Sch. 

329.  TIARI'DIUM.  Lehm.  Tiaeidium. 1893indicum  Lehm.  Indian 
330.  LITHOSPERTVIUM.  W.  Gromwell. 
1894  officinale  W.          officinal  ^ 1895  arvense  W.  corn 
1896  apulum  W.  small 
1897  purp.-caeruleum  W.  creeping  ^ 
1898  rrutic6sum  W.       shrubby  j* 
1899  dfetichum  P.  S.  two-rowed 

3t  Q)  or 
O  or 

O  or O  or 
^  A  or j£  iAI  or 

1900  tenuifl6rum  W. 
1901  dispermum  W. 1902  orientale  W. 
1903  canescens  Lehm. 

331.  BAiySCHIA.  Mich 
1904  Gmellni  Ph. 
1905  longiflora  Ph. 

t332.  ONOS'MA.  W. 1906  simplicissimum  W. 1907  tauricum  H.  K. 
1908  orientale  W. 
1909  echioldes  W. 1910  sertceum  W. 
1911  arenarium  W.  K. 
1912  trinervium  Lehm. 

333.  ANCHU'SA.  W. 1913  paniculate  W. 1914  capensis  W. 
1915  officinalis  W. 
1916  ochroleuca  Bieb. 

£  italic  i  W. 
1917  angustifolia  W. 1918  Barrelieri  Dec. 
1919  rupestris  R.  Br. 1920  undulate  W. 
1921  tinctoria  W. 
1922  sempervirens  W. 
1923MUleri  W.  en. 

slender-flower'd two-seeded 

yellow 

hoary  ^ 

iQJ  or 

A  cu 
O  w O  cu 

A  or 

or 
iAI  or 

O  or 

O  or 
A  or 
A  or 

.  Batschia. 
Gmelin's         3t  A  01 long-flowered  ^  A  «' 
Onosma. 

linear-leaved  3t  A  or 
golden-flowered*  A  or oriental  5  lAJ  or 
hairy  3t  A  or 
silky-leaved  *  A  or sand  5  A  or 
three-nerved  5  [23  or 
Bugloss. 

panicled Cape 
common 
pale-flowered Italian narrow-leaved 
Barrelier's rock 
waved-leaved 

dyer's 
evergreen 

pink 

ijn.jl  B 1  my.jn  B 
If  my.jn  B Boraginece. 
2  jn.jl  W 
1  ap.au  B 2  ap.au  B I'  jn.jl  B 

Boraginece. 
1  my.jn  R 
2  jn  Pk 

Boraginece. 
1  jn.jl  B 
Boraginece. 2  my.au  Y 

2  my.jn  W 
ijnjl  Y 1  my  Pu 
2  my.jn  B 
lj  my.jn  W 
}  my.jn  B Ijnjl  B 2  jn.jl  Y 
1  jn.jl  Y 

Boraginece. 

imS  Y 
i  my.jl  Y Boraginece. 

1^  ap.jn  Y 

S  co 
S  co 1802.  S  co 

1823.  S  co 

Hungary  182a  D  co a  France  1822.  8  co 
Astracan  1824.  S  co 

So.  4— 16. 
Virginia  1699. Europe  1656. Siberia 
Tauria 
S».2— 4. 
Hungary  1822.  D  8.1 Levant  1800.  D  s.1 

So.  1—3. W.  Indies  1820.  S  8.1 

Sp.  10—35. Britain  ch.hil.  D  co 
Britain  cor.fi.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1768.  S  co 
England  cn.  so.  D  co 
&  Europe  168a  C Cuba  1806. 

Egypt  1796. Spain  1799. Levant  1713. 
N.  Amer.  1823. 

D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co 

M.h.s.U.t30.£9 
Fl.  dan.  692 

PLrar.hun.tl48 
Anamus.10.t37 

Plk.phyt245.f.4 
Eng.  bot  134 
Eng.  bot  123 CoLecph.l.tl85 
Eng.  bot.  117 Barr.  ic.  1168 

Jac.ic.2.  t313' 
Linn.  dec.  1.  1 7 
Bot  mag.  515 Mich.  am.  1 14 

i  apjn i  my.jn 
1  mr.jn 

ijnjl 

1  apjn 

Sp.2— 4. 
Carolina  1812.  D  co 
Missouri  1812.  D  co 

So.  7— 23. Siberia     1768.  D  s.I 
Caucasus  1801.  D  s.I 
Levant     1752.  D  s.l 
S.  Europe  168a  D  s.l Levant     1752.  D  co 
Hungary  1804.  D  s.l S.Amer.  1824.  C  s.l 

Boraginece. 
2  my.jn  B 

2  jn.o 
2  jl.au 4  jao 2  my.jn  Pu 
2  mv.jn  B 

2  jn.au 
1J  jn.o 
li  my.jn 

1* 

B 
B 
Pu 
B 

my.jn  Pk 

So.  11—50. Madeira  1777. 
B      C.  G.  H.  1800. 
Pu     Britain    sea  co. 
Pa.Y  MCaucas.1810. 
RPu  S.  Europe  1597. 

S.  Europe  1640. 
S.  Europe  1820. Siberia  1802. 
Spain  1752. Montpel.  1596. Britain  rub. Levant  1713. 

C  p.l 
S  p.l 

D  co D  co 
S  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

Bot  mag.  2243 Bot  mag.  889 
Jac.  aust  a  t295 Lehm.ic.asp.t.10 
W.etK.hu.t.279 
Lehm.  icasp.  t.9 

FL  graec  163 Bot.  rep.  336 
Eng.  bot  662 Bot  mag.  1608 Bot  reg.  483 
Bot  mag.  1897 
Bot  mag.  2349 P.i.3.a.71.  tECS 
Bot.  mag.  2119 Bot  rep.  576 
Eng.  bot  45 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
green,  and  two  or  three  feet  high.   In  common  soils,  as  in  a  garden  or  loamy  corn-field,  it  assumes  an  inter- mediate character.    Linnams  considers  the  plant  as  deadly  to  sheep.    In  gardens  it  does  well  in  pots  in  the 
shade,  or  treated  as  a  bog-plant,  than  which  few  better  deserve  the  name  of  pretty. 

327.  Echinospermum.  Named  by  Lehmann  from  ix»os,  a  hedgehog,  and  <nrt$fMi>  seed,  the  seeds  being 
very  prickly,  by  which  character,  and  their  being  compressed,  not  depressed,  and  the  bractex  of  the  inflores- 

cence, the  genus  is  principally  distinguished  from  Myosotis  and  Cynoglossum. 
328.  Mattia.  A  genus  divided  by  Professor  Schultes  from  Cynoglossum,  with  which  it  agrees  in  general 

character.  Named  after  some  unknown  botanist 
329.  Tiaridium.  From  na-^a,  an  episcopal  head-dress,  and  tibtts,  similar ;  on  account  of  the  resemblance 

between  its  seeds  and  a  mitre.  Three  species  have  been  described,  of  which  one  is  the  H.  indicum  of  Linn., 
a  plant  of  no  beauty  or  merit. 

330.  Lithospermum.  From  XtB-os,  a  stone,  and  seed,  the  seeds  being  hard  and  shining,  like  little pebbles.  L.  officinale  has  stony,  brittle,  egg-shaped  nuts,  exquisitely  polished,  grey  or  yellowish ;  and  being considered  like  a  stone,  were  for  that  reason  used  as  a  cure  for  the  disease  so  named.  The  bark  of  L  arvense 
abounds  with  a  deep  red  dye,  which  stains  paper,  linen,  &c.  and  is  easily  communicated  to  oily  substances, 
like  the  alkariet  root,  and  hence  is  called  bastard  alkanet  The  country  girls  in  the  north  of  Sweden  stain 
their  faces  with  the  root  on  days  of  festivity. 
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1884  Stem  nearly  simple  hispid,  Leaves  lane,  acute  hairy  ciliated  at  base,  CaL  very  spreading 
1885  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Lvs.  lane,  acute  hispid,  Racemes  simple  elongated,  Mow.  very  remote,  CaL  acute 
1886  Stem  branched,  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  mucr.  FL -stalks  in  fruit  much  spreading  thickened  under  calyx 
1887  Seeds  all  over  prickly,  Leaves  ovate  oblong,  Racemes  divaricating 
1888  Seeds  with  a  double  row  of  marg.  prickles,  Lvs.  lane,  with  incumb.  hairs,  Limb  of  cor.  camp,  longer  than  cal. 
1889  Seeds  with  a  single  row  of  marginal  prickles,  Leaves  obL  obtuse  with  spreading  hairs,  CaL  as  long  as  cor. 
1890  Seeds  with  a  doub.  row  of  very  short  mar.  prickL  Lvs.  lane,  with  incum.  hairs,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  caL  with a  flat  limb 
1891  Stam.  as  long  as  cor.  Segments  of  cor.  obtuse,  Racemes  terminal  umbelled,  Leaves  hoary 
1892  CaL  woolly,  Limb  of  cor.  acute  deeply  5-cleft,  Racemes  cernuous 

1893  Stem  herbaceous  erect  hairy,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  acute  hairy,  Tube  of  cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 

1894  Seeds  smooth,  Cor.  scarcely  longer  than  calyx,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  veiny 
1895  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  strigose,  CaL  the  length  of  cor.  spreading  in  fruit 
1896  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute,  Spikes  terminal  1-sided,  Bractes  lanceolate,  Seeds  muricated 
1897  Seeds  smooth,  Cor.  much  longer  than  caL  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end,  Stem  herbaceous 
1898  Leaves  linear  hispid  revolute  at  edge,  Stamens  as  long  as  corolla 
1899  Seeds  smooth,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  caL  Lvs.  obL  lane,  acute,  Spikes  leafy  distichous  term,  and  axillary 
1900  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  strigose,  CaL  as  long  as  tube  of  cor.  in  fruit  conniving 
1901  Seeds  smooth,  CaL  spreading  incurved,  Leaves  linear 
1902  Flower  branches  lateral,  Bractes  cordate  stem-clasping 
1908  Stem  nearly  simple  villous,  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  hoary,  Tube  of  cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 

190*  Hairy,  Floral  leaves  ovate,  Cal.  long  lanceolate 
1905  Silky,  Leaves  linear,  CaL  long  linear,  Corolla  crenate,  Tube  long 

1906  Hirsute,  Hairs  prost.  scattered,  Fl. -stems  simp,  aggregate,  Lvs.  lin.  acute,  Anthers  shorter  than  filaments 1907  Flowers  ventricose,  Fruit  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  hispid,  Hairs  stellulate 
1908  Flowers  cylindrical  acute,  Fruit  pendulous,  Leaves  linear  hairy 
1909  Hispid,  Hairs  erect  scattered,  Stem  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Anthers  as  long  as  filaments 
1910  Silky,  Hairs  prostrate  very  minute,  Stems  branched,  Leaves  spatula te,  Anthers  as  long  as  filaments 
1911  Flowers  clavate  cylindrical.  Leaves  oblique  the  lower  lanceolate  obtuse,  Fruit  erect,  Seeds  smooth 
1912  Stem  simple  leafy,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  very  long  acute  3-nerved  above  hispid  beneath  closely  hairy 

1913  Leaves  lanceolate  strigose  entire,  Panic,  dichotomous  divar.  Flower  stalked,  CaL  5-parted  subulate 1914  Leaves  lanceolate  callous  villous,  Racemes  trichotomous 
1915  Leaves  lanceolate  strigose,  Spikes  1-sided  imbricated,  CaL  as  long  as  tube  of  corolla 
1916  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  coarsely  dotted  hispid,  Calyx  in  fruit  camp,  nodding 
1917  Racemes  nearly  naked  in  pairs 
1918  Leaves  oblong  entire  narrowed  at  both  ends  with  the  simple  stem  hispid,  Peduncles  trifid 
1919  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  villous,  Racemes  alternate 
1920  Strigose,  Leaves  linear  toothed,  Stalks  less  than  bractea?,  Cal.  in  fruit  inflated 
1921  Leaves  oblong,  Bractes  longer  than  the  5-parted  calyx,  Valves  of  coroL  shorter  than  stamens 
1922  Leaves  ovate  strigose,  Racemes  somewhat  capitate  in  pairs  leafy,  2-leaved  at  base,  CaL  5-cleft 
1923  Leaves  obi.  toothed  hispid  the  lower  stalked  the  upper  sessile,  Flowers  single  lateral,  Stems  diffuse 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
331.  Batschia.  Named  in  honor  of  John  George  Batsch,  a  German  professor  of  botany  in  the  university  of 

Jena,  in  the  latter  part  of  the  last  century.  His  works  upon  Fungi  are  still  quoted.  The  three  species  known 
are  natives  of  North  America,  and  are  very  pretty  plants. 

332.  Onosma.  An  ancient  name,  the  origin  of  which,  from  eves,  an  ass,  and  ee-fMi,  smell,  as  being  a  plant  with flowers  grateful  in  their  smell  to  asses,  is  not  very  certain.  What  was  intended  by  Pliny  and  Dioscorides  as 
Onosma  has  not  been  satisfactorily  ascertained.  It  was  undoubtedly  a  plant  of  this  family.  This  genus  in  its 
wild  state  is  found  chiefly  on  rocks ;  and,  like  most  temporary  rock-plants,  is  not  easily  preserved  otherwise 
than  on  dry, walls,  heaps  of  rubbish,  or  artificial  rock-work.  The  species  are  pretty,  and  all  have  yellow  flowers. 

333.  Antkusa.  '•  Derived  from  ayvevcet,  paint.  In  early  times,  the  root  of  A.  tinctoria  was  used  for  staining the  features  when  more  delicate  colors  were  unknown.  The  English  name  Bugloss  has  been  formed  from  0us, 
an  ox,  and  yijuvu,  a  tongue,'  in  allusion  to  the  long  rough  leaves.  A  officinalis  is  nearly  allied  in  qualities 
to  Borago.  'The,  tube  of  the  corolla  is  melliferous,  and  very  attractive  to  bees ;  the  leaves  are  juicy,  and  the roots  mucilagjijjras,  and  used  in  Chma  for  promoting  the  eruption  of  the  small-pox.  A.  tinctoria  is  cultivated 
in  the  south  Jor  France  for. the  roots,  which  communicate  a  fine  deep  red  to  oils,  wax,  and  all  unctuous  sub- 

stances,' as  well 'as  to  spirits  of  wine.'-.*'  It  is  used  chiefly  by  the  apothecaries  for  coloring  plaisters,  lip-salves,  &c. 
and  by  vintners  for  staining  the  corks 'of  their  port  wine  bottles,  or  for  coloring  and  flavoring  the  spurious compounds  sold  as  port  wine. 
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334;  SYM'PHYTUM.  W.  Comprey. 1924  officinale  W. 
(3  patens  Sibth. ybohemicum  Stlh. 1925  tuberosum  W. 

1926  orientale  W.  en. 
1927  tauricum  W.  en. 
1928  asperrinmm  H.  K. 1929  cordatum  W. 

common 
spreading 
red-flowered tuberous 
eastern 
blistered 
roughest heart-leaved 

A  A  or 
A  A  or A  A  or 
A  A  or 
3t  A  or 
it  A  or Si  A  or 335.  ONOSMOTJIUM.  Mich.  Onosmodium. 

1930  hispidum  M.  Virginian        ^  ̂   or 
1931  m6Ue  M.  soft  &  A  or 

336.  CYNOGLOS'SUM.  W.  Hound's-tongue. 1932  officinale  W.  common  ^  Q)  or 
1933  sylvaticum  E.  B.     green-leaved     ^  Q) 1934pictum  W. 
1935  amplexicaule  Ph. 1936  cheirif61ium  W. 
1937  apenninum  W.  en. 1938hirsutum  W. 
1939  glomeratum  Fraz. 

Madeira stem-clasping 
silvery-leaved 
Apennine hirsute 
clustered 

£  Olor ^  A 

:3t  O  or 3t  a> o 
3l  A 

Boraginets. 
4  my.jl  W 
4  my.jl  Pk 3  my.jl  R 
4  my.o  Y 
3  myjl  W 
3  my.jl  W 
4  my.s  R.E 2  my.jl  Y 

Boraginets. 
1  jn  Y 

\  jn.au  W Boraginets. 2  jn.jl 
3  jn.jl 
2  au 2  my.jl 
1  jn.jl 6  ap.jl 

1  jl.au 

P.R 
B 
LB 
B 
B 
R 
LB 

337.  OMPHALCDES.  Lehm.  Venus'  Navel-wort,  j 
1940  verna  Lehm.  blue  j£  A  el      }  mr.ap  B 
1941  linifolia  Lehm.       common  O  or    1  :"  —  1 1942  nitida  Lehm.         shining  ^  A  or 

338.  PULMONA'RIA.  W.  Lungwort. 
1943  angustifolia  W. 1944  officinalis  W. 
1945  davunca  Fisch. 
1946  paniculata  W. 1947  lanceolata  Ph. 
1948  virginica  W. 
1949siWrica  W. 
1950  maritima  E.  B. 
1951m611is  Wulf. 
1952  azurea  Bess. 

339.  CERIN'THE.  W. 1953  major  W. 
1954  aspera  W. 1955  minor  TV.  , 
1956maculata  W. 

340.  BORA'GO.  W. 1957  officinalis  W. 
1958  orientalis  W. 
1959  laxifl6ra  B.  M. 
1960  crassifdlia  Vent. 

341.  TRICHODES'MA. 1961  indicum  R.  Br. 
1962  africanum  H.Br. 
1963  zeylanicum  B.  Br. 

narrow-leaved  ^  A  or 
common  ^  A  or 
Daurian 
panicled spear-leaved Virginian Siberian A  or 

A  or j&  A  or 
3t  A  or 4  ̂   or 

5  A  or ^  A  or 
^  A  or 

soft 
sky-blue HONEYWORT. 

great 
rough 
small 
spotted Borage. 
common oriental 
bell-flowered 
thick-leaved 
R.  Br.  Trichodesma. 

O  or 
O  or 
O  or 

O  cul 
^  A  or 
3t  Q)  or 
^  A  or 

Boraginets. 

i  mr.ap  B 1  jn.au  W 3  ap.jn  W 
Boraginets. 

f  ap.my  V 1  my  Pk 
1  my  Li 
1}  my.jn  LB 1  my.jn  Pu 1 ;  mr.my  B 
3  jn.jl  Pu 

ijnjl  B 
f  ap.my  B U  ap.jn  B Boraginets. 
3  jl.au  Y.p 
2  jl.au  Y.p 
lijn.o  Y 2  jn.o 

D  co D  s.l 

D  s.l D  s.l 

D  p.l 

Sp.  6—10. Britain  wet.  pL  D  co 
Britain  wet.  pi.  D  co 
Bohemia  ...  D  co 
Scotland  m.s.pl.  D  co 
Turkey  1752.  D  co Tauria  1806.  D  co 
Caucasus  1799. 
Transylv.  1813. 

Sp.2— 3. N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 

Sp.8— 40. Britain  rub. 
Britain  sha.  la. 
Madeira  1658. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Levant  1596.  S 
Italy  1731.  D  co C.  G.  H.  1806.  S  co 
N.  Amer.  1812.  D  co 

Sp.  3—10. S.  Europe  1633.  D  co 
Portugal  1648.  S  co 
Portugal  1812.  D  co 

Sp.  10—19. Britain  woods.  D  p.l 
England  woods.  D  p.l Dauria  1812.  D  s.l 
Hud.  Bay  1778.  D  p.l 
Louisiana  1813.  D  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1699. 
N.  Amer.  1801. 
Britain  sea  sh, 
N.  Amer.  1805. 
Poland  1823. 

Sp.4— 6. 
S.  France  1596. 
S.  France  1633. Austria  1570. 

D  p.l D  s.l 

D  s.p 

D  co 
D  co 

S 
s 
s 

Y.r    S.  France  1804.  S  co 

Indian African 
Ceylon 

O 
O 

Boraginets. 
3  jn.s  B 2  mr.my  B 
1  mv.au  B 
2  jn.jl  Pk 

Boraginets. 
1  jn.o  B 
1  jl.au  B 
ljjl.au  W 

Sp.  4-7. England 
Turkey 

Corsica 
Persia 

rub. 

1752. 1813. S  co 
D  co C  s.1 
C  s.1 

Sp.  3-4. E.  Indies  1759.  S  co 
C.  G.  H.  1759.  S  co 
E  Indies  1799.  S  co 

Eng.  bot  817 

Eng.  bot  1502 Bot.  mag.  1912 Bot  mag.  1787 
Bot  mag.  929 
PL  rar.  hung.  t7 

M.h.3.s.ll.t.28£3 Mich.  amer.  t.15 

Eng.  bot  921 
Eng.  bot  1642 Bot  mag.  2134 

CoLecph.l.t  70 Jac.  Schon.  t489 

Bot  mag.  7 

H.&Lfl.p.l.  t23 

Eng.  bot  1628 Eng.  bot  118 Bot  mag.  1743 Bot  mag.  2680 

Bot  mag.  160 
G.  sib.4.n.l5.t.39 
Eng.  bot  368 Bot  mag.  2422 

Bot  mag.  333 
FL  graec.  1 170 Jac.  aus.  2. 1 124 

Eng.  bot  36 Bot  reg.  288 Bot  mag.  1798 
Vent  eels.  100 

PL  aL30.  t76.  £3 
Is.acp.1718.tll Jac.  ic.  2.  t  314 

334.  Symphytum.  Named  from  trvftqvtris,  a  union  or  junction,  the  plant  having  for  a  long  time  passed  for  a 
famous  vulnerary.  The  French  name  for  the  plant,  Consoude,  has  the  same  meaning ;  but  that  of  the  English 
term  Comfrey  is  obscure.  S.  officinale  abounds  in  mucilage,  and  may  be  substituted  for  Althaea  officinalis. 
All  the  species  are  large,  coarse,  but  showy  shrubbery  plants,  flowering  for  two  or  three  months  together,  and 
S.  asperrimum  the  whole  season. 335.  Onosmodium.  From  Onosma  and  ulo;,  similar  to  Onosma ;  from  which  it  is  not  very  different  either 
in  habit  or  characters. 

336.  Cynoglossum.  From  xvan  xvrof,  a  dog,  and  yXtutira.,  a  tongue.  Its  long  soft  leaves  have  been  compared 
to  the  tongue  of  a  dog.  C.  officinale  smells  like  mice,  was  considered  anti-scrophulous,  and  is  disliked  by  cattle. 

337.  Omphalodes.  From  oftupccXx,  a  navel,  and  uSof,  resemblance ;  the  round  seeds,  which  are  depressed  in 
the  centre,  may  be  compared  to  a  little  navel ;  for  the  same  cause  it  is  called  Navelwort  in  English.  O.  linifolia 
is  a  common  border  annual  O.  verna  is  a  beautiful  little  plant  with  blue  flowers,  like  the  Forget-me-not,  peep- 

ing from  among  the  snow  in  every  cottager's  garden  in  the  early  spring. 338.  Pvlmonaria.  Derives  its  name,  some  say,  from  tjie  speckled  appearance  of  the  leaves  resembling  dis- 
eased lungs ;  but  others  think  that  its  name  has  arisen  from  the  plant  having  been  used  with  success  in  pulmo- 

nary complaints ;  whence  also,  perhaps,  the  English  name  Lungwort.  It  must  not,  however,  be  inferred  from 
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1924  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  decurrent 

1925  Leares  ovate  oblong  narrowed  at  base  the  lower  stalked.  Segments  of  flower  very  short  obtuse 
1936  Leaves  ovate  obL  narr.  at  base  hairy  the  lower  stalked  the  flor.  opp.  sess.  Cal.  spread.  Segm.  of  fl.  acute 
1927  Leaves  cordate  ovate  hairy  stalked  the  floral  opp.  sess.  Segments  of  flower  obtuse,  Stem  branched 
1928  Lvs.  cord,  ovate  or  lane,  acumin.  stalked  very  rough,  Stem  muric  with  reversed  bristles,  Limb  of  fl.  camp. 
1929  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  hairy,  floral  sessile  nearly  opposite,  Stem  simple 

1930  Hispid,  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  acute  papillose,  Segments  of  cor.  very  acute 
1931  Hoary,  Leaves  oblong  about  3-nerved,  Segments  of  cor.  oval 

1932  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  wavy  hoary  on  each  side  sessile  close  together,  Seeds  warted 
1933  Leaves  spatulate  lanceolate  shining  nearly  naked  scabrous  beneath 
1934  Leaves  lanceolate  tomentose  the  upper  obovate  lanceolate  cordate  stem-clasping,  Sepals  ovate 
1935  Very  hairy,  Leaves  oval  the  upper  stem-clasping,  Corymb,  terminal  leafless  on  a  long  stalk 
1936  Leaves  villous,  Cal.  hairy,  Stamens  longer  than  corolla 
1937  Stamens  longer  than  corolla,  Cal.  villous,  Radical  leaves  ovate  stalked  very  large 
1938  Leaves  lanceolate  villous,  Seeds  with  hooked  prickles 
1939  Leaves  spatulate  obtuse,  Flowers  heaped 

1940  Radical  leaves  ovate  cordate,  Cauline  ovate  stalked,  Shoots  creeping 
1941  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  smooth  roughish  with  little  teeth  at  the  edge,  Seeds  urceolate  rugose 
1942  Leaves  obi.  lane,  nerved  smooth  and  shining  above  pubesc.  beneath  the  lower  on  long  stalks  the  upper  sess. 

1943  Cal.  length  of  the  tube  of  the  cor.  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  the  radical  sessile  cauline  stalked 
1944  CaL  length  of  the  tube  of  the  cor.  Radical  leaves  ovate  cordate  scabrous  cauline  ovate  sessile 
1945  Cal.  short  5-parted  hispid,  Radical  lvs.  ovate  cordate  stalked,  cauline  half  stem-clasping,  Flowers  panicled 
1946  CaL  short  5-parted  hispid,.  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate  hairy 
1947  Smooth  erect,  Radical  leaves  on  long  stalks  lanceolate,  cauline  linear  oblong,  Flowers  panicled,  CaL  short 
1948  Cal.  much  shorter  than  tube  of  cor.  which  is  longer  than  limb,  Radical  leaves  ovate  elliptical  cauline  ob- 
1949  CaL  short,  Rad.  leaves  cordate  [ovate  lanceolate  obtuse 
1950  Smooth,  Leaves  ovate  glaucous  fleshy,  Stem  branching  procumbent 
1951  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  downy  decurrent  radical  stalked,  CaL  longer  than  tube 
1952  Leaves  hispid  radical  obi.  lane,  acuminate  narr.  into  the  stalk,  Cauline  decurrent,  Cor.  campanulate 

1953  Cor.  obtuse  spreading  ventricose  campanulate  at  end,  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla,  Leaves  smooth 
1954  Cor.  obtuse  spreading  cylindrical,  Stamens  as  long  as  cor.  Leaves  rough 
1955  Leaves  stem-clasping  entire,  Cor.  acute  closed  whole  colored,  Segm.  of  caL  unequal 
1956  Leaves  stem-clasping  entire,  Cor.  acute  closed  with  a  red  band  in  middle,  Seg.  of  caL  uneq.  Stems  many 

1957  Leaves  ovate  the  lower  stalked  all  alternate,  Cal.  spreading,  Pedunc.  terminal  many-flowered 
1958  Leaves  cordate  stalked,  Pedunc.  many-flowered,  Stamens  exserted  villous 
1959  Leaves  alternate  oblong  sessile,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-flowered,  Cor.  campanulate  nodding 
1960  Glaucous,  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  decurrent  rough  above,  Segments  of  cor.  lin.  lane,  spreading  unequal 

1961  Leaves  of  stem  and  branches  lane,  half  stem-clasping,  Pedunc.  1-flowered,  Sepals  auriculated  at  base 
1962  Leaves  opposite  stalked  ovate,  Pedunc.  many-flowered,  Sepals  ovate  acute  erect 
1963  Sepals  not  auriculated,  Nuts  smooth  without  an  edge,  Leaves  sessile  attenuated  at  the  base 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
English  names  of  this  sort  having  been  applied  to  plants,  either  that  lungwort  was  ever  used  in  this  country 
for  the  lungs,  or  liverwort  for  the  liver.  The  truth  is,  that  the  old  herbalists,  or  translators  of  the  classical 
writers  upon  natural  history,  made  English  names  after  their  Latin  denominations,  without  enquiring  whether 
such  continued  to  be  applicable  or  not,  and  their  less  informed  successors  had  no  difficulty  in  finding  those virtues  in  the  plants  which  were  indicated  by  the  names  of  the  translators.  P.  virginica,  sibirica,  and  maritima 
are  elegant  plants,  greatly  resembling  each  other,  and  considered  by  some  as  most  probably  only  varieties. 
They  are  among  the  most  elegant  ornaments  of  the  flower-garden  in  dry  springs ;  but  they  require  some  care 
in  keeping,  unless  in  a  soil  almost  entirely  of  sand.  '  • 339.  Cerinthe.  From  xr^os,  wax,  and  flower,  because  there  is  great  attraction  for  bees  in  the  flowers. 
The  French  word  melinet  and  the  English  honeywort  have  been  formed  in  the  same  sense.  C.  major  is  a 
shewy  border  annual,  much  frequented  by  bees.    In  Italy  and  Sicily  it  is  very  common,  and  a  biennial. 

340.  Borages  is  said  by  Apuleius  to  be  an  alteration  of  corago,  and  to  have  been  named  on  account  of  its 
cordial  qualities.  Pliny  says  that  wine,  with  this  infused  in  it,  cheers  the  spirits.  B.  officinalis  was  formerly 
in  great  repute  as  a  cordiaL  According  to  Withering,  the  young  leaves  may  be  used  as  a  salad  or  as  a  pot-herb, 
and  the  flowers  form  an  ingredient  in  cool  tankards.  . 

341.  Trichodesma.  From  S-j/J  ryxps,  hair,  and  iif/Mi,  a  bond,  the  stamens  being  united  by  interwoven  hairs j 
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342.  ASPERIPGO.  W. 
1964  procdmbens  W. 

t343.  NO'NEA.  Monch 1965  pdlla  Dec 1966  1  utea  Dec. 
1967  rosea  Lk. 
1968  nigricans  Dec. 1969  violacea  Dec. 
1970ciliata  W. 

344.  LYCOP'SIS.  W. 1971  variegata  W. 1972  arvensis  W. 
1973  orientalis  W. 

German-madwort. 
procumbent     -*  O  w 
Nonba. 

dark-flowered  3l  A  cu 

yellow 
rose-colored 
black-flowered violet 
ciliated 
WlLD-BOGLOSS. 
variegated 
small 
oriental 

O  cu 
O  cu O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 

O  cu 
O  w O  cu 

Boraginete. 3  ap.my  B 
Boraginete. 

fjn.jl  l)k 2  jn.jl  Y 
2  jnjl  Pk 3  my.jn  Dk 
2  jn.jl  Pu 
1  jn.jl  Pu 
Boraginete. 

1  jnjl  B 1  my.au  B 
ljjnjl  B 

Sp.l. Britain rub.  S  co    Eng.  bot  661 

Sp,6— 8. 
Germany  1648. Crimea  1805. 
Crimea  1823. 
Barbary  1822. 
S.  Europe  1686. Levant  1804. 

Sp.  3— 12. 
Candia  1683. 
Britain  cor.  fi. 
Levant  1796. 

D  8.1 S  s.l 
S  s.l S  s.l 
S  co 
S  co 

S  co S  co 
S  co 

345.  E'CHIUM.  W.  Viper's-bugloss. 1974  fruticosum  W.       shrubby  tt.  i_J  or 
1975  candicans  W.         hoary-tree       a. 1  |  or 
1976  grandinorum  H.  K.  great-flowered  a.  |  |  or 
1977  ferocissimum  B.  R.  prickly-stalked  a.  \  |  or 
1978  giganteum  W. 1979strictum  W. 
1980  argen'teum  W. 1981  Uevigatum  W. 
1982glabrum  W. 
1983  fastuosum  H.  K. 
1984  nervosum  H.  K. 
1985spicatum  W. 

gigantic  a.  |  |  or 
upright  OJ  or 
silvery  a.  \  |  or 
smooth-stalked  a.  i  |  or 
sea-green        a.  i  |  or noble  tL  i  |  or 
sinewy  a_  i  I  or 
spiked-dwarf 

£  i_J  or 
1986  glaucophyllumJocg.  glaucous         a.  |  |  or 
1987  plantaglneum  W.    Plantain-leaved  Q 

Boraginete. 
3  my.jn  Pk 
3  myjn  Pu 
3  jnjl  Pk 6  jnjl 
10  jLn 3  my.d 3  jn.jl 
1  jnjl 1  my.jn 
4  ap.au 
4  jn.au 

B 
W 
B 
B 
B 
W 
Pu 

Pu 

1988italicum  W. 
1989  rfibrum  W. 
1990  vulgare  W. 
1991  violaceum  W. 
1992  maritimum  W. 
1993  pyrenaicum  W.  en.  Pyrenean 1994  creticum  W.  Cretan 

white  Q)  or 
red  ^  Q)  or common  5  Q)  or 
violet-flowered  O  or 
sea  O  or 

3t  C2)  or O  or 
1995  orientale  W.  oriental  O  or 
1996  lusitanicum  W.       Portugal  O  or 
1997  parviflorum  H.  K.  small-flowered  O  or 

t*S46.  TOURNEFORTIA.  B.Br.  Tournefortia. 1998  Messerchmiilia/i.  Br.  shrubby 
1999  Argfizia  R. 2000  foetidissima  W. 
2001  cymosa  W. 2002bicolor  W. 
2003  suffruticosa  W. 
2004volubais  W. 
2005  laurifolia  Vent. 

t347.  NOLA'NA.  W. 2006  prostrata  W. 
1348.  ARETIA.  W. 

2007  helvetica  W. 
2008alpina  W. 2009  Vitaliana  W. 

herbaceous 
Tobacco-leaved 
broad-leaved 
two-colored 
hoary-leaved climbing 
laurel-leaved 
Kolana. trailing 
Aretia. 

imbricated 
linear-leaved 
Grass-leaved 

£  A  or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 

fa 
 or 

□  or 
«*  O  or 

£  A  or •  A  or 
£  A  or 

Sp.  24-80. C.  G.  H.  1759. Madeira  1777. 
Madeira  1787. 
Madeira  1794. Canaries  1779. 
Canaries  1779. 
C.  G.  H.  1789. 
C.G.H.  1774. 
C.  G.  H.  1791. Canaries  177a 
Madeira  1777. 

*  mr.my  W     C.  G.  H.  1799. 
2  jl        B      C.  G.  H.  1792. 
1  jl.o      V      Italy  1776. 
4  jl        W     Jersey  ... 
4  jl.au    R      Hungary  1791. 
2  jl.au     R      Britain  sto.fi. 
3  jl.au  B  Austria  1658. 
Jjl.au    B      Italy  1815. 

1  jLau    W      Pyrenees  1815. 
1  jLs  V  Levant  1683. 
3  jl.au  Pa.B  Levant  1780. 
3  jl.au    W     S.  Europe  1731. 
2  jLau  W  Barbary  1798. 

Boraginete.   Sp.  8—36. 6  jn.o     G  Canaries W 

S  p.l 

C  s.l 
C  8.1 C  s.l 
S  p.l C  s.l 
S  Lp 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  s.l S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

i  jn.o 
9  s 9  jl 

Pk 
Pk 
G 
W 
G 
Y 

4  ... 12  jl.au| 
12  jn.jl 

Boraginete. 

|  jLs  B 
Primulacete. 

£  my.jn  W J  my.jn  Pk 
J  my.jn  Y 

1779. 
1780. 1739. 
1777. 1812. 
1759. 
1752. 

Siberia Jamaica 
Jamaica 
Jamaica 
Jamaica Jamaica 
Porto  Ricol819. 

Sp.  1—7. Peru  1761. 

Sp.3—0. SwitzerL  1775. SwitzerL  1775. 
Pyrenees  1787. 

Jac.aust2.tl83 Nocca  tr.S 

Zanon.  hist.  t3S 
Mor.h.at26.£ll 

Mo.  s.ll.t.2R.f.lO 
Eng.  bot  938 Bux.  cent5.  t30 

Bot.  reg.  86 
Bot.  reg.  43 
Bot  reg.  124 Bot  rep.  39 
Vent  maL  71 
Jac.schcen.l.t35 
Bot.  rep.  154 Lehm.  ic.  asp.  t.3 
Bot  rep.  165 
Jac.  eel.  41 
Lehm.  ic.  asp.tl 
Jacq.  ic.  2. 1 312 Barr.  ic.  1 1026 
Eng.  bot.  2081 Jac.  aus.5.  t.  ap.3 
Eng.  bot  181 
Boc.  mus.  2.  t.78 
Bot.  mag.  1934 
TrewpLrar.l.tl 

Bot  reg.  464 
Plu.  ic.226.  t230 
Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  31 
Slo.jm.2.tl62.£4 
Slo.jm.l.tl43.£2 Vent  chx.  1 2 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  731 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p Schk.  han.l.  t32 Bot.  cab.  297 

Par.  lond.  107 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
the  principal  feature  in  the  generic  character.  This  has  been  separated  from  Borago  by  modern  botanists ;  it is  a  plant  of  no  beauty.  .    .  ,    ...  „ 

342.  Asperugo.  So  called  from  its  asperity.  The  only  species  is  a  procumbent  annual  with  small  blue  flow- ers, found  all  over  Europe,  from  Lapland  to  the  Mediterranean. 
343.  Nonea.  A  name  contrived  by  Monch,  in  his  Methodus  Plantarum,  to  distinguish  the  dark  flowered  species 

of  Lycopsis.    The  genus  was  long  neglected,  but  has  recently  been  adopted  by  both  Decandolle  and  Lehmann. 
34i  Lycopsis  From  Juuxtt,  a  wolf,  and  «4<,  the  eye.  Ingenious  people  have  found  a  similarity  between  the 

small  blue  flowers  of  this  plant  and  the  eye  of  a  wolf.    AU  the  species  are  weed-like  plants. 345.  Echium,  is  an  ancient  name  applied  to  some  plant  of  this  family,  and  derived  from  ivis,  a  viper,  from 
the  resemblance  between  its  seeds  and  the  head  of  a  viper.  The  spotted  stem,  which  may  be  likened  to  a  snake's skin  aflbrds  a  reason  for  the  application  of  the  name.  All  the  species  are  beautiful  in  their  flowers,  but  rough 
and  unpleasant  in  their  foliage.  The  common  E.  vulgare  of  our  downs  is  perhaps  the  handsomest  of  European 
plants. 
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1964  The  only  species.  Stem  climbing  very  rough,  Flowers  small  axillary 

1965  Leaves  entire,  Stem  erect,  CaL  of  fruit  inflated  pendulous 
1966  Leaves  obi.  lane,  strigose  floral  cordate  longer  than  the  caL  Cal.  acute,  in  fruit  inflated  pendulous 
1967  CaL  5-cleft,  in  fruit  inflated  pendulous,  Leaves  obL  hispid  floral  cordate  longer  than  caL  Stems  procumb. 
1968  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  entire,  CaL  of  fruit  pendulous,  Cor.  shorter  than  calyx 
1969  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stem  prostrate,  CaL  of  fruit  inflated  nodding  10-angular,  Cor.  longer  than  calyx 1970  Leaves  lanceolate  denticulated  hispid  ciliated,  CaL  of  fruit  inflated  pendulous 

1971  Leaves  repand  toothed  callous,  Stem  decumbent,  Corollas  nodding 
1972  Leaves  lanceolate  hispid,  CaL  always  erect 
1973  Leaves  ovate  entire  scabrous,  CaL  erect 

1974  Pubescent,  FL  in  loose  corymb.  Fan.  at  end  of  branches,  Tube  closed  by  a  S-lobed  fringe,  Stam.  included 
1975  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  lane,  nervose  and  branches  hairy,  Sepals  oblong  and  lanceolate  acute,  Styles  hairy 
1976  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  lanceolate  rough  above,  Flowers  cymose  equal,  Tube  of  flower  very  long 
1977  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  and  leaves  prickly,  Flowers  in  spikes,  Corollas  nearly  equal 
1978  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  lane,  atten.  at  base  hairy,  Hairs  very  short,  Bract,  and  cal.  strigose,  Stam.  exserted 
1979  Stem  shrubby  upright  branched,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  hairy,  Cor.  campanulate  small,  Stamens  exserted 
1980  Stem  and  lanceolate  acute  leaves  silky,  Spike  terminal  nearly  simple  leafy 
1981  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  ciliated  prickly,  Cor.  equal 
1982  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  scabrous  at  edge 
1983  Stem  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  nerved  and  branches  silky,  Styles  hairy,  Racemes  cylindrical 
1984  Leaves  lanceolate  nerved  and  branches  silky,  Styles  hairy,  Racemes  ovate 
1985  Stem  villous,  Leaves  sword-shaped  elliptical  villous,  Spike  compound  linear  oblong 
1986  Stem  shrubby,  Branc.  and  cal.  smooth,  Lvs.  lane,  glauc.  veinL  smooth  above  with  a  few  coarse  hairs  at  back 
1987  Leaves  radical  ovate  lined  stalked  [towards  the  end 
1988  Stem  herbaceous  hairy,  Leaves  linear  lane,  strigose  hairy  lower  nerved,  Cor.  equal,  Stamens  exserted 
1989  Stem  erect  hispid.  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  hispid,  Spike  compound  terminal,  Cor.  nearly  equal 
1990  Stem  warted  hispid,  Cauline  leaves  lanceolate  hispid,  Flowers  spiked  lateral 
1991  Cor.  as  long  as  stamens,  Tube  shorter  than  calyx 
1992  Leaves  spatulate  lanceolate  villous,  Stam.  shorter  than  corolla 
1993  Stem  herb,  erect  panic,  hisp.  dotted,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  strigose,  Flowers  remote,  Stamens  j  as  long  again  as  cor. 
1994  Stem  herb,  echinate,  Lvs.  obL  lanceoL  hispid  little  narrowed  at  base,  Stam.  as  long  as  cor.  CaL  of  fr.  distant 
1995  Stem  branched,  Cauline  leaves  ovate,  Flowers  solitary  lateral 
1996  Stem  nearly  simple,  Lvs.  lane,  rather  silky,  the  radical  very  long  on  stalks,  Spikes  axillary  bent  backwards 
1997  Stamens  shorter  than  cor.  CaL  as  long  as  limb,  Leaves  lanceolate  strigose 

1998  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  stalked,  Flowers  hypocrateriform 
1999  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  sessile,  Flowers  funnel-form 
2000  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  hairy,  Peduncles  branched,  Spikes  pendulous 2001  Leaves  ovate  entire  naked,  Spikes  in  cymes 
2002  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth  above  rugose,  Spike  cymose  erect  recurved 
2003  Leaves  nearly  lanceolate  hoary,  Stem  half  shrubby 
2004  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  nearly  smooth,  Leafstalks  hairy,  Stem  climbing,  CaL  5-parted 
2005  Stem  climbing,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acute  repand  smooth,  Berry  with  4  projections  bipartible 

2006  Leaves  ovate  oblong,  Cal.  pyramidal,  Sepals  triangular  sagittate 

2007  Stems  rounded,  Leaves  imbricated,  Flowers  sessile 
2008  Villous,  Scapes  1-flowered 2009  Stem  branching,  Leaves  smooth  above,  Pedunc.  short,  Petals  conniving 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
346.  Tournefortia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  after  Joseph  Pitton  de  Tournefort,  author  of  an  elegant  arrange- 

ment of  plants  under  the  title  of  Institutions  ret  Herbaria,  and  the  father  of  the  French  school  of  botany.  The 
system  of  Jussieu  is  founded  upon  that  of  Tournefort,  or  is  rather  an  adaptation  of  the  principles  of  that  botan- 

ist to  the  actual  state  of  the  science.  The  species  are  by  no  means  handsome  either  in  flowers  or  foliage,  and in  some  cases  the  latter  is  even  fetid. 
347.  Nolana.  Is  a  diminution  of  nolo,  signifying  a  bell  in  low  Latin.  The  name  has  been  applied  to  this 

plant  on  account  of  its  bell-shaped  corolla.  The  species  are  hardy  annuals,  of  beautiful  appearance  when  in 
flower.    They  may  be  sown  in  the  spring  in  the  open  border,  where  they  will  grow  without  protection. 

348.  Arctia.  In  honor  of  Benoit  Aretio,  a  Swiss,  professor  in  the  university  of  Berne  He  died  in  1574.  He 
published  a  work  upon  alpine  plants,  and  his  name  has  been  applied  to  a  charming  alpine  genus,  said  by  some, 
with  little  reason,  not  to  be  distinct  from  Primula.  The  species  are  very  delicate,  and  require  good  air  and 
skilful  cultivation  to  succeed  welL  They  are  peculiarly  suitable  for  rock- work  or  growing  in  pots,  well  drained, and  filled  with  turfy  loam  and  peat 
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t349.  ANDROSA'CE  W. 2010  maxima  W. 
2011elongata  W. 
2012  septentrionalis  W. 2013  villosa  W. 
9014  lactifl6ra  Fisch. 
2015  Chamsjasme  W. 
20161actea  W. 
2017  carnea  W. 
2018  obtusifolia  W. 
2019  nana  ifor*. 

t350.  PRI'MULA.  W. 
2020  vulgaris  E.B. 

/3  plcna-carncii  B.  M. 

r plena-alba plena-sulphu'rea t  plena-ruora 
£  plena-cfiprca *i  plena-atropurp&r

ea 
9-  plena-violacea 2021  elatior  JP. 

2022  veris  W. 
2023  farinosa  W. 
2024  da v urica  Fisch. 
2025  cortusoldes  W. 
2026  dentiflora  Andr. 
2027  longifolia  H  K. 2028  vill6sa 

pflore-albo 2029  nivalis  W. 
2030  marginata  W. 2031  Auricula  W. 
2032  Palinuri  W.en. 
2033  integrjfoUa  W. 2034  finmarchica  IP. 
2035  minima  L. 
203(5  sinensis  Lindl. 
2037  strlcta  J/ora. 
20S8  scotica  Hook. 
2039  Pallasii  ieAra. 
2040  pusilla  Hook. 2041  viscosa  W. 

!  decora  £  3/. 

Androsace, 
oval-leaved 
cluster-flowered 
tooth-leaved villous  3t 
Buckshom-lvd.  5 
Grass-leaved white-flowered awl-leaved  3t 
blunt-leaved 
dwarf 

O  or O  or 
O  or A  or Q)  or 

A  or A  or A  or 
O  or 
O  or 

W 
Pk 
W 
F 
Pk 

Primrose. common  £  A  °r 
flesh-col.-double^  A  or double-white     £  A  or 
doub.-brimstone  j£  A  or 
double-red        j£  A  or 
double-copper    ]£  A  or 
doub.-drk-purp.  j£  A  or 
double-lilac      £  A  or 
Oxlip  £  A  or 
Cowslip  £  A  or 
Bird's-eye       i  Aor 
Siber.  bird's-eye^  A  or Cortusa-leaved  ^  A  or 
tooth-flowered  ^  A  or 
long-leaved  ^  A  or 
villous-leaved  ^  A  °r 
uihite-flowered  A  01 

Primulacece. 

\  mr.jn  W $  ap.my  W i  ap.my  W 

i  jn-jl  Pk 

ijn.s 
J  jn.au 
£  jn.au 
i  jlau i  ap.jn |  ap.my  W Primulacece. 

J  mr.my  Y 
J  mr.my  Pk 
J  mr.my  W 
J  mr.my  Y 
J  mr.my  R J  mr.my  O 
|  mr.my  Pu i  mr.my  Li 1  mr.my  Y 

i  my.jn  Y 
i  jn.jl  R 

my.jn 
1  my.jl  R 
1  my.jl  R 

£  ap.my  R J  ap.my  Pu 
J  ap.my  W 
i  ap.my  Pu 
i  mr.ap  Pk J  ap.my  Y 
|  ap.my  Y 
i  jn.jl  Pk 
i  my.jn  V i  ap  Pu 1  ja.d  Pk 
1  ap.my  Pk 

i  jn.jl 
Jap 
i  ap 

Sp.  10—35. Austria  1597. Austria  1776. 
Russia  1755. 
Pyrenees  1790. Siberia  1806. Austria  1768. 
Austria  1752. SwitzerL  1768. 
Italy  1817. 
Denmark  1803. 

S  p.l  Jac.  aus.  4.  t.  331 S  p.l  Jac.  aus.  4.  t.  330 
S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2021 D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  743 
D  s.p  Bot  mag.  2022 
D  s.p  Bot  cab.  232 D  s.p  Bot  mag.  868 
D  s.p  Bot.  cab.  40 S  s.p  AU.ped.l.t46.f.l S  p.l 

R 
Y 

Pu 

Sp.23— 55. Britain  woods.  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  ...  D  s.1 
Britain  woods.  D  s.1 
Britain  m.  pa.  D  s.1 Britain  m.  pa.  D  p.l 
Siberia  1806.  D  p.l 
Siberia  1794.  D  p.l 
Siberia  1806.  D  p.l 
Levant  1790.  D  p.l 
SwitzerL  1768.  D  p.l 
SwitzerL  1768.  D  p.l 
Dauria  1790.  D  s.1 
SwitzerL  1777.  D  s.1 
SwitzerL  1596.  D  h.l 
Naples  1816.  D  h.l Pyrenees  1792.  D  p.l Norway  1798.  D  p.l 
&  Europe  1819.  D  s.1 China  1820.  S  s.1 
Denmark  1822.  D  s.1 
Scotland  aLhea.  D  s.1 
Altai  1823.  D  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1822.  D  s.1 Piedmont  1792.  D  p.l 

  1800.  D  p.1 

Eng.  bot  4 Bot  mag.  229 

Eng.  bot  518 
Eng.  bot  5 Eng.  bot  6 Bot.  mag.  1219 
Bot.  mag.  399 Bot.  rep.  405 
Bot  mag.  392 Bot  mag.  14 
Bot.  mag.  1161 
PaLittG.*£2 Bot.  mag.  191 
Jac.  aus.  5.  t.  415 
Sweet  fl.  gard.  8 
Bot  mag.  942 
Flor.  dan.  188 Bot  reg.  581 Lind.  colL  t.  7 
Fl.  dan.  1. 1385 
Bot.  cab.  652 Lehm.  mon.  1 3 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  68 
AU.ped.1.  t5.  f.1 Bot  mag.  1922 

2015' 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

349.  Androsace.  From  anSjaj ,  a  man,  and  <raxot,  a  buckler ;  the  large  round  hollowed  leaf  of  the  com- mon Androsace  has  been  compared  to  the  buckler  of  the  ancients.  The  Androsace  of  Pliny  and  others  must 
have  been  something  very  different  These  are  elegant  mountaineers  which  may  be  treated  in  all  respects  as Aretia. 

350.  Primula,  is  derived  from  primus,  the  first,  —  to  flower ;  the  delicate  blossoms  of  many  of  the  spe- 
cies appearing  when  all  nature  is  otherwise  inert  This  genus  consists  of  beautiful  dwarf  alpine  plants,  valu- 
able in  horticulture,  on  account  of  their  flowering  early  in  spring,  and  being  prolific  in  variation. 

P.  vulgaris  is  a  native  of  most  parts  of  Europe  in  woods  and  hedges  on  a  moist  clayey  soiL  It  is  generally 
found  with  brimstone-colored  flowers,  and  single ;  but  in  some  places,  though  rarely,  it  is  found  of  a  white,  and 
again,  of  a  purple  hue,  and  occasionally  double.  The  leaves  and  roots,  which  smell  of  anise,  when  dried, 
ground,  and  used  as  snuff,  act  as  a  sternutatory,  and,  taken  internally,  as  an  emetic.  The  varieties  and  subva- 
rieties  of  this  plant  are  very  numerous.  Some  consider  P.  veris  and  elatior  as  sprung  from  it,  and  only  more  per- 

manent varieties.  The  Hon.  W.  Herbert  says,  he  raised  from  the  seed  of  one  umbel  of  a  highly-manured  red 
cowslip,  a  primrose,  a  cowslip,  and  oxtips,  of  the  usual  and  other  colors ;  a  black  polyanthus,  a  hose-in-hose 
cowslip,  and  a  natural  primrose  bearing  its  flower  on  a  polyanthus  stalk ;  and  from  the  seed  of  the  hose-in-hose 
cowslip  he  raised  a  hose-in-hose  primrose.  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  19.)  But  this  requires  confirmation,  as  the  circum- 

stance was  never  before  recorded.    For  distinction's  sake  we  shall  consider  them  as  species  or  subspecies. The  varieties  of  P.  vulgaris  are  arranged  by  florists  in  two  classes ;  the  first  contains  all  those  whose  flowers 
are  on  separate  pedicels,  rising  from  the  root  upon  a  common  stem,  so  short  as  not  to  be  seen  without  separating 
the  leaves  of  the  plant,  and  are  called  primroses.  The  second  class  includes  all  those  whose  flowers  are  in  um- 

bels on  a  scape  or  flower-stalk  rising  from  three  to  six  inches  or  more,  and  are  called  polyanthuses.  Of  the  prim- 
roses there  are  about  a  dozen  beautiful  varieties  in  cultivation ;  and  of  the  polyanthus  an  astonishing  number, 

readily  added  to  by  propagation  from  seed.  The  names  of  the  varieties,  with  the  exception  of  the  double  sorts 
riven  above,  are  entirely  arbitrary.  The  rules  for  judging  of  the  beauty  or  merits  of  a  variety  are  also  wholly 
artificial,  and  founded  on  an  imaginary  form  far  removed  from  ordinary  nature.   These  rules  or  canons  are 
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2010  All  villous,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  and  sepals  toothed,  Involucres  very  large,  Flowers  very  small 
2011  Much  branched  rough,  Branches  spreading,  Leaves  obi.  somew.  toothed,  Sepals  lane  ent  FL  very  small 
2012  Roughish  erect,  Lvs.  lane,  tooth  atten.  at  base,  Prop.  ped.  elong.  upright,  Cor.  longer  than  cal.  Pet.  ov.  ent 
2013  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  villous,  Umb.  few-flowered,  Cor  longer  than  the  ovate  campanulate  calyx 
2014  Smooth,  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  tooth,  at  end,  Ped.  sprdg.  elon.  Cor.  longer  than  caL  pet  obcord.  {A.  coronopif.  B.  M.; 
2015  Pubescent,  Leaves  lane,  nearly  entire  ciliated,  Umb.  few-flowered,  Cor.  longer  than  the  turb.  calyx 
2016  Caul  esc.  smooth,  Lvs.  lin.  shining  ent  oil.  at  end,  Umb.  few-fl.  Stalks  elong.  Cor.  longer  than  turb.- calyx 
2017  Caulesc.  pubesc.  Lvs.  scattered  lin.  subulate  ciliat  Umb.  few-fl.  Stalks  short,  Cor.  longer  than  turb.  calyx 
9018  Leaves  elliptical  lanceolate  smooth,  Scapes  umbellate 
2019  Lvs.  ov.  lane,  from  middle  to  end  acutely  toothed,  Scape  lvs.  and  stalks  rather  long,  than  invol.  Cor.  shorter 

than  angular  cal.  {A.  Bocconi  of  Gardens.) 
2020  Leaves  obovate  oblong  toothed  rugose  villous  beneath,  Umb.  radical,  Flower-stalks  as  long  as  lvs.  Cor.  flat 

2021  Leaves  toothed  rugose  hairy  on  both  sides,  Umbel  many-flowered  with  outer  flowers  nodding,  Cor.  flat 
2022  Lvs.  toothed  rugose  hairy  beneath,  Umb.  many-flowered,  Flowers  all  nodding,  CaL  angular,  Cor.  concave 
2023  Lvs.  cuneatelanc.  rug.  cren.  tooth,  powdery,  Umb.  many-fl.  Ped.  spread.  Tube  gland,  at  end,  Limb  flat  the 
2024  Leaves  sessile  lane,  spatul.  entire  smooth  on  both  sides,  Outer  fl.  nodding  [length  of  tube 
2025  Lvs.  cordate  stalked  doubly  crenate  smooth  beneath  hairy  at  the  veins,  Stalks  villous,  Umb.  many-fl.  erect 
2026  Leaves  cordate  crenate-lobed  very  rugose,  Corolla  acutely  toothed 
2027  Leaves  oblong  spatulate  toothed  green  on  each  side,  Leaves  of  involucre  auricled  at  base 
2028  Leaves  obi  oval  serrulate  villous  pale  green,  Scape  2-3- fl.  erect  rounded,  Cal.  globose,  Tube  of  cor.  villous 
2029  Leaves  lane,  flat  finely  toothed  smooth,  Umb.  many-fl.  erect,  Leaves  of  invol.  connate  at  base 
2030  Leaves  smooth  on  each  side  crenate  powdery  at  edge,  CaL  very  short  (P.  crenata,  Lehm.) 
2031  Leaves  obov.  ent.  or  serr.  fleshy,  Scape  central  as  long  as  lvs.  Umb.  erect,  Inv.  with  short  lvs.  CaL  powdery 
2032  Leaves  spatulate  serrated  smooth,  Scape  lateral,  Umbel  nodding,  Involucre  with  large  leaves 
2033  Leaves  elliptical  nearly  entire  thickish  cartilaginous  at  edge,  Umb.  2-3-fl.  erect,  Cal.  tubular  obtuse 
2034  Leaves  ovate  entire  stalked  smooth,  Umb.  erect  3-fl.  CaL  campanulate,  Cor.  cyathiform 
2035  Leaves  wedge-shaped  shining  many-toothed  at  end,  Scape  about  1-fl.  Petals  half  bifid  like  a  Y 
2036  Leaves  stalked  ovate  cordate  rugose,  Umbel  proliferous,  CaL  inflated 
2037  Lvs.  Ian.  obov.  tooth,  stlk.  beneath  nearly  nak.  Um.  few-fl.  erect,  Lvs.  of  inv.  Ian.  Pet.  obov.  short,  than  tube 
2038  Resembles  P.  farinosa.   Distinguished  by  its  flat  corolla,  and  more  robust  habit 
2039  Leaves  obovate  oblong  close  toothed  smooth  somewhat  wavy,  Umb.  pubesc.  CaL  ovate  gaping,  Cor.  flat 2040  Leaves  obovate  spatulate  beneath  and  scape  mealy,  Segments  obcordate  toothed 
2041  Leaves  obovate  tongue-shaped  entire  vilL  viscid,  Umb.  many-fl.  erect,  Leaves  of  inv.  ovate  short  membr. 
2042  Leaves  flat  coarsely  serrated  acute,  CaL  viscid,  Pedicels  longer  than  scape 

agreed  on  by  the  general  consent  of  florists ;  they  were  first  brought  forward  by  the  Dutch,  and  are  now  to  be 
found  in  the  treatises  on  florists'  flowers  of  all  countries  :  one  of  the  best  in  this  country  is  Maddocks's  Florist's Directory. 
•"  The  culture  of  P.  veris  as  a  border  flower  is  abundantly  simple,  as  it  will  grow  any  where,  but  best  in  a  situ- ation shaded  from  the  mid-day  sun,  and  in  a  loamy  soil ;  but  its  culture  as  a  florists'  flower,  the  crossing  to procure  new  varieties,  and  all  the  various  cares  of  the  florist  involve  details  much  too  tedious  for  this  work,  if 
they  were  to  be  given  at  such  length  as  to  be  of  real  use.  We  refer  to  Maddocks,  Emerton,  and  Hogg,  and  to 
the  Encyclopedia  of  Gardening. 

P.  elatior  is  found  in  the  same  situations  as  the  primrose,  but  is  much  less  common  than  either  it  or  Pi  veris, 
It  has  little  or  no  smell.  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  considers  it  as  probably  a  hybrid  between  the  cowslip  and  primrose. 
There  are  two  or  three  varieties  of  oxlip,  but  they  are  not  considered  as  florists'  flowers. P.  veris  smells  more  strongly  of  anise  than  the  primrose.  Its  leaves  have  been  used  as  a  pot-herb,  and  in 
salads,  and  are  recommended  for  feeding  silk-worms.  The  flowers  make  a  pleasant  wine,  flavored  like  mus- 
cadel,  but  considered  somniferous.  Liquors  and  syrups  are  sometimes  tinctured  with  the  leaves.  Having  been 
less  cultivated  than  the  primrose,  there  are  but  few  varieties  of  this  plant  in  gardens.  They  may  be  raised 
from  seed,  however,  to  any  extent,  as  Messrs.  Gibbs,  of  the  Brompton  nursery,  and  others,  have  lately  proved. 

P.  auricula  is  a  well  known  favorite  of  the  florist  It  is  a  native  of  the  alpine  regions  of  Italy,  Switzerland, 
and  Germany,  and  found  also  about  Astracan.  The  most  common  colors  in  its  wild  state  are  yellow  and  red, 
sometimes  purple,  and  occasionally  variegated  or  mealy.  The  cultivated  are  innumerable,  and  many  of  them 
of  exquisite  beauty  and  fragrance.  The  leaves  in  different  varieties  differ  almost  as  much  as  the  flowers,  a 
circumstance  which  does  not  take  place  to  the  same  extent  in  the  variations  of  P.  vulgaris, or  veris.  Near 
most  of  the  manufacturing  towns  of  England,  and  many  in  Scotland,  the  culture  of  this  flower  forms  a  favorite 
amusement  of  weavers  and  mechanics.  Lancashire  has  been  long  famous  for  its  auriculas :  it  is'  no  uncommon thing  there  for  a  working  man  who  earns,  perhaps,  from  18s.  to  30s.  per  week,  to  give  two  guineas  for  a  new 
variety  of  auricula,  with  a  view  to  crossing  it  with  some  other,  and  raising  seedlings  of  new  properties. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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351.  CORTU'SA.  W.        Bear's-eah  Sanicle. 
2043MattMoli  W.  common  ^  A  or 

352.  SOLD  ANEI/L A.  W.  Soldanella. 
2044  alp  in  a  W.  en.  Alpine  £  A  or 
2045  montana  W.  en.  mountain  £  A  or S.  Clusii  B.  M. 

135a  DODECA'THEON. 
2046Meadia  W.  Mead's 

t354.  CY'CLAMEN.  W.  Cyclamen. 2047  c6um  W.  round-leaved  A  A  or 
2048  europse'um  W.  common  A  A  or 2049  persicum  TV.  Persian  jt,  |  |  or 
2050  hederafSlium  W.  Ivy-leaved  A  A  or 
2051  vertlum  Mill.  spring  &  A  or TV. 

American  Cowslip. 

k  A  or 

Primulacete.  Sp.  1. 
jap.jn    R  Austria    1596.  D  s.l  Bot.  mag.  987 
Primulacete.  Sp.  2 — 3. 

J  ap       Pu  Switzeri.  1656.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  49 
i  ap       Pu  Bohemia  1816.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  2163 
Primulacete.  Sp.  1. 

1  ap.jn    LPu  Virginia  1744.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  12 
Primulacete.  Sp.  5. 

i  ja.ap     L.  It  S.  Europe  1596.  S  s.p  Bot  mag.  4 LR  Britain    banks.  S  s.p  Eng.  bot  548 
R.W  Cyprus     1731.  S  p.l  Bot  mag.  44 
W  Austria    1596.  S  p.l  Bot  mag.  1001 
Pu    S  s.l  Sweetfl.gard.9 

355.  HOTTCNIA 
2052  palastris  TV. 

356.  LYSIMA'CHIA, 2053  vulgaris  TV. 
2054  Ephemerum  TV. 
2055  angustif61ia  Mich. 2056dfibia  TV. 
2057  stricta  TV. 
9058  thyrsifl6ra  TV. 
2059  capitita  Ph. 
2060  punctata  TV. 2061  verticillSta  Pall. 
2062  quadrifolia  Ph. 2063  ciliata  Ph. 
2064  longifolia  Ph. 
2065  hf  brida  Ph. 
2066  Llnum-stellatum  TV.  small 

Water,  violet. 
marsh  *  ̂   or 

TV.  Loose-strife. 
common  4  A  m 
Willow-leaved  5  A  or 
narrow-leaved  ^  A  or 
purple-flowered^  Q)  or upright tufted headed 
dotted 
whorled 
four-leaved 
ciliated 
four-flowered 
hybrid 

2067  nemorum  TV. 
2068  Nummularia  TV. 

t357. ANAGAI/LIS.  TV. 
2069  arvensis  W. 
2070  caerfilea  E.  B. 
2071  fruticosa  H.  K. 
2072  latif&Tia  TV. 

wood 
Moneywort 
Pimpernel. 
common 
blue 
large-flowered  ^  Ol  or 
broad-leaved    &  Ol  or 

i  au 
i  f  ap 

iap 

i  mr 
Primulacete. 

1  jl.au  F 
Primulacete. 

Y 
W 
Y 
Pu 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
G 
Y 
Y 

1—2. 

England dit    S  aq    Eng.  bot  364 

3  jLs 2  jLs 

ljjLs 14  jis 

1|  jl.au 

1  my.jl 
1  my.jl 

1$  jLau 1  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  jl.au 
2  jLau 
1£  jLau 

i  jn 
i  my.jl 

i  jn.jl 
Primulacete. 

ijas  S 
f  jn.s  B 
3  my.jl  Ve 
1  my.jl  Pu 

Sp.  16—29. Britain  watsh. 
Spain  1730. N.  Amer.  1803. Levant  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1781. England  bog.  pi. 
N.  Amer.  1813. 
Holland  1658. 
Crimea  1820. N.  Amer.  1794. 
N.  Amer.  1732. 
N.  Amer.  1798. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
Italy  1658. Britain  m.s.pL 
Britain  m.me. 

D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  m.s D  p.l 
D  co 
S  s.l D  m.s 

D  m.s 
Sp.  4—12. Britain    cor.  fl.  S  co 
Britain    cor.  fl.  S  co 
Morocco  1803.  L  p.l 
Spain       1759.  L  p.l 

Eng.  bot  761 Bot.  mag.  2346 
M.co.go.1782.  tl Bot.  mag.  104 
Eng.  bot.  176 
Jac.  aus.  4.  t.  366 
Bot.  mag.  2295 Lm.ilLl.tlOl.f.2 
Walth.  horttl2 
Bot  mag.  660 

Mag.  b.  mo.  1. 162 Eng.  bot  527 
Eng.  bot  528 

Eng.  bot  529 
Eng.  bot.  1823 Bot.  mag.  831 
Meerb.  ic.  1. 1.2 

2044 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
As  to  the  soil  proper  for  auriculas  and  polyanthuses,  much  has  been  written,  and  some  highly  artificial  com- 

positions of  bullock's  blood,  sugar-baker's  scum,  night-soil,  fuller's  earth,  &c.  recommended.  Many  of  the  most successful  growers,  however,  use  nothing  more  than  a  loam  from  an  oM  pasture  or  hedge-row,  kept  and  turned 
over  occasionally  during  a  year,  and  then  mixed  with  hot-bed  dung  rotten  to  a  mould,  or  with  leaf-mould,  and 
some  sand  to  keep  it  open.  The  soil  and  manure  must  be  well  mellowed  by  time  before  using,  and  not  mixed 
till  it  is  wanted,  as  that  is  said  to  generate  worms.   (See  Encyc.  of  Gard.  art  Primula.) 

P.  auricula,  helvetica,  nivalis,  and  viscosa,  are  considered  by  Herbert  as  only  varieties  of  one  original,  for  he  says 
he  raised  apowdered  auricula  and  a  P.  helvetica  from  P.  nivalis,  and  a  P.  helvetica  from  P.  viscosa.  (Hort. 
Trans,  iv.  20.)  These,  and  the  other  species  of  this  genus,  are  well  adapted  for  being  kept  in  pots  of  loam  and 
leaf-mould,  or  loam  and  peat  well  drained,  and  in  frosty  or  wet  weather  during  winter,  protected  by  a  frame  to 
imitate  their  natural  covering  of  snow  in  alpine  regions.  Sweet  says,  "  they  require  to  be  shifted  and  parted 
frequently,  for  if  left  too  long  without  these  being  done,  they  will  dwindle  away  and  die"  The  best  time  for parting  and  shifting  is  after  they  have  done  flowering. 

P.  scotica,  a  pretty  plant,  resembling  P.  farinosa,  has  lately  been  discovered  in  Scotland  by  Dr.  Hooker,  pro- 
fessor of  botany  at  Glasgow. 

351.  Coriusa.  So  named  by  Mathiolus,  in  honor  of  his  friend  J.  A.  Cortusus,  who  first  noticed  it  This  is  a 
handsome  little  alpine,  requiring  a  similar  treatment  to  the  Swiss  Primula?. 

352.  Soldanella.  The  diminutive  of  solidus,  a  shilling.  The  round  leaves  of  these  plants  are  very  like 
pieces  of  money.  Tliey  are  among  the  least  and  most  beautiful  of  alpine  plants,  and  remarkable  for  the  man- ner in  which  their  corolla  is  cut  or  lacerated.   Culture  as  in  the  Swiss  Primula;. 

353.  Dodecatkeon.  A  name  of  the  Romans,  signifying  12  gods  or  divinities,  applied  with  apparent  inaptitude 
by  Linnaeus  to  a  plant,  native  of  a  world  the  Romans  did  not  know,  and  resembling  in  no  particular  that  of 
their  writers.  It  was  originally  named  Meadia  by  Mark  Catesby,  in  honor  of  Dr.  Mead,  but  the  name  was 
continued  only  as  a  specific  appellation  by  Linnaeus.  It  is  very  ornamental  when  in  flower ;  afterwards  the 
leaves  die  away,  and  the  root  only  remains  till  next  season.  It  is  not  easily  kept ;  but  thrives  better  in  a  bed 
of  light  loamy  soil,  in  a  shady  and  rather  moist  situation,  than  in  pots. 

354.  Cyclamen.  Derived  from  xvzXes,  a  circle,  on  account  of  the  numerous  coils  of  the  fruit-stalks.  This 
genus  consists  of  humble  plants  with  very  beautiful  flowers.   In  the  north  of  Italy  wild  swine  feed  on  its 
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2043  The  only  species 

9044  Cor.  funnel-shaped  spreading  out  beyond  the  middle,  Calyx  erect,  Style  shorter  than  corolla 
2045  Cor.  cylindrical  bell-shaped  not  cut  so  far  as  the  middle,  CaL  spreading,  Style  longer  than  corolla 

2046  The  only  species.   Leaves  radical  flat  on  the  ground,  Scape  bearing  at  top  an  umbel  of  drooping  flowers 
2047  Leaves  orbicular  cordate  entire,  Segments  of  cor.  ovate 
2048  Leaves,  orbicular  cordate  crenate  or  toothed,  Segm.  of  cor.  lanceolate 
2049  Leaves  oblong  ovate  cordate  or  reniform-cordate  crenated,  Segm.  of  cor.  oblong  obtuse 
2050  Leaves  cordate  oblong  acuminate  angular  toothed,  Segm.  of  cor.  oblong  lanceolate  rather  acute 
2051  Leaves  cordate  crenulate  emarginate,  with  the  base  overlapping,  Flower  short,  Style  exserted 

2052  Flowers  vertical  stalked,  Leaves  under  water  all  finely  cut 

2053  Racemes  terminal  compound,  Leaves  opposite  3-4  together  oblong  lanceolate 
2054  Racemes  terminal,  Petals  obovate  spreading,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  sessile 
2055  Smooth  branching,  Leaves  opp.  or  whorled  long  linear  spotted.  Raceme  terminating  a  short  scape 
2056  Racemes  terminal,  Petals  conniving,  Stam.  shorter  than  corolla,  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked 
2057  Racemes  terminal,  Petals  lanceolate  spreading,  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile 
2058  Racemes  axillary  stalked  ovate  compact,  Leaves  opp.  lanceolate 
2059  Smooth,  Stem  simple  spotted,  Leaves  opp.  sess.  lane,  acute  spott.   Flowers  in  close  heads 
2060  Leaves  3-4  together  ovate  lane  stalked  pub.  beneath,  Ped.  ax  ill.  whorled,  Pet  ovate  fringed  with  glands 
2061  Leaves  whorled  obi.  lane,  stalked,  Pet.  ovate  acute  glandular,  Stem  pubescent 
2062  Leaves  subsessile  4-5  together  oval  acuminate  dotted,  Beduncles  four,  1-flowered,  Petals  oval  entire 
2063  Pub.  Lvs.  opp.  on  long  stalks  cord,  ovate,  FL -stalks  axiH.  in  pairs,  FL  cernuous,  Petals  rounded  crenulate 2064  Smooth  much  branched,  Leaves  linear  very  long,  Segments  of  cor.  serrulate 
2065  Smooth,  Leaves  opp.  on  long  stalks  lane.  Petioles  ciliated,  FL  cernuous,  Cor.  shorter  than  cat.  Pet  cren. 
2066  Leaves  lane,  sessile,  Peduncles  axillary  opp.  Stem  much  branched  smooth,  CaL  longer  than  corolla 
2067  Leaves  ovate  acute,  Flowers  solitary,  Stem  procumbent,  Stamens  smooth 
2068  Leaves  opposite  roundish  cordate,  Pedunc  axillary  1-flow.  Stem  smooth  creeping,  Stamens  glandular 

2069  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  3-nerved  ovate  lanceolate  petals  dilated  at  end  crenate  with  glands 
2070  Leaves  5-nerved  ovate  lanceolate,  Stem  erect  a  little  winged,  Petals  toothed  at  end 
2071  Leaves  lanceolate  about  3  together  sessile,  Stem  shrubby  at  base  rounded,  Branches  diffuse  angular 
2072  Leaves  cordate  stem-clasping,  Stem  bracniate  erect 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bulbs,  which  are  round,  flattened,  and  solid,  and  as  large  as  pigeons'  eggs.    When  the  flowers  fade  the  pedicels twist  up  like  a  screw,  inclosing  the  germen  in  the  centre,  and,  lying  close  to  the  ground  among  the  leaves, 
remain  in  that  position  till  the  seeds  ripen.   The  plant  is  peculiarly  adapted  for  pots,  and  for  chamber  decora- 

tion in  spring.   C.  hederafolium  is  very  scarce,  and  agreeably  fragrant   C.  persicum  is  tender ;  the  others  are 
quite  uaruy. 355.  Hotlonia.  In  honor  of  Peter  Hotton,  a  professor  in  the  university  of  Leyden,  born  in  1648,  died  in  1709. 
He  wrote  several  academical  dissertations,  and  published  remarks  upon  medicinal  plants,  valuable  in  their  day. 
Plume  d'eau,  Fr.  Wasscrviole,  Ger.,  and  Miriofillo  aquatica,  ItaL  This  singular  aquatic  has  roots  consisting of  white  capillary  fibres,  which  strike  deep  into  the  mud.  The  leaves  grow  m  tufts  under  the  water,  and  only 
the  upper  part  of  the  flowering  stem  rises  above  it,  producing  a  showy  spike  of  white  and  blue  flowers.  It 
affords  refuge  to  the  fresh- water  periwinkle  (Turbo  LUtoreus),  and  other  small  shellfish.  The  seeds  being 
sown  in  a  pond  when  ripe,  the  plants  will  rise  in  the  water  the  spring  following. 

356.  Lysimachia.  From  Xvris  u*x>i,  of  which  the  English  name  Loose-strife  is  a  translation ;  it  has  been  given to  this  plant  fjrom  the  quality  absurdly  ascribed  to  it  by  the  ancients,  of  quieting  restive  oxen  when  put  upon 
their  yokes.  Linnaeus  says  it  was  named  after  king  Lysimachus  of  Sicily,  who  first  used  it,  which  account  is 
nearly  the  same  as  that  of  Pliny.  Most  of  the  species  are  bog  or  fen  plants,  of  the  easiest  culture  L  nummu- laria  is  ornamental  on  moist  rock-work  or  hanging  from  a  pot  in  a  northern  exposure.  Though  one  of  the 
hardiest  natives,  it  seldom  produces  ripe  seeds,  like  most  plants  which  multiply  themselves  much  by  the 
roots  or  stem.  The  flowers  of  L  thyrsiflora  come  out  in  lateral  bunches  from  the  axils  towards  the  top  of  the 
stem,  which  Linnaeus  notices  as  a  singular  circumstance  in  an  upright  plant  L  stricta,  after  flowering,  throws 
out  bulbs  from  the  axils  of  the  leaves,  which,  if  allowed  to  lie  on  a  moist  surface,  will  produce  young  plants 
the  following  spring.   L.  dubia  requires  to  be  treated  like  a  tender  annual. 

357.  Anagal/is.  From  ayayeXeuu,  to  laugh ;  the  name  expressing  the  medicinal  qualities  of  the  plant,  which, by  removing  obstructions  of  the  liver,  removed  a  cause  of  low  spirits  and  despondency ;  so  at  least  say  Pliny and  Dioscorides.  A.  arvensis  is  a  beautiful  trailing  weed,  and  one  of  the  Floras  horologicae,  opening  its  flowers 
regularly  about  eight  minutes  past  seven  o'clock  in  our  latitude,  and  closing  about  three  minutes  past  two 
o'clock.  It  also  serves  as  an  hygrometer,  for  if  rain  fall,  or  there  be  much  moisture  in  the  atmosphere,  the flowers  either  do  not  open,  or  close  up  again.  Small  birds  are  very  fond  of  the  seeds.   A.  monelli  is  a  very 
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2073  MonelU  TV. 
2074  linirolia  TV. 
2075tenella  TV. 

358.  DIAPEN'SIA.  TV. 
2076  lapponica  W. 

blue-Italian 
Flax-leaved 

bog 

DlAPENSIA. 
obtuse-leaved 

jfc  lAlor 
3t  Ol  or 
i  A»r 
£  A  or 359.  PYXIDANTHE'RA.  Mi.  Ptxidanthera. 2077  barbulata  Mh        bearded  tt.  or 

360.  CCRIS.  TV.  Coris. 
2078  monspelignsis  TV.    Montpelier       ̂   or 

361.  GA'LAX.  TV.  Galax. 
2079  aphylla  TV.  heart-leaved     3t  A  or 

362.  MENYANTHE&  TV.  Buck-bean. 
2080  trifoliata  TV.  common  *  A  or 

363.  VILLAR'SIA.  R.  Br.  Villaesia. 
2081  nympholdes  TV.      fringed  *  A  or 
2082  lacunosa  V.  smooth-flower.  *  iAI  or 
2083  sarmentosa  B.  M.    running  =fe  lAJ  or 
2084  indica  TV.  Indian  Jt  [rg  or 2085  pamassiifolia  B,Br.  tall  .  *  1AI  or 
2086  ovata  V.  oval-leaved      ^  lAI  or 

364.  CHIRCNIA.  X.  Chihonia. 
2087  jasminoides  Thunb.  Jasmine-leaved  Ml  |  |  or 
2088  lychnoides  Thunb.  Lychnis-flower,  tt.  1  |  or 2089  lmoides  TV.  Flax-leaved     tt.  1   I  or 
2090  baccifera  TV.  berry-bearing  tt.  1  |  or 
2091  angustifolia  H.  K.    narrow-leaved  tt.  \  |  or 

1  my.g    B      Italy  1648. 
1  jn.jl     B      Portugal  1796. 
Jau.s     Pk     Britain  bog.pl. Ericete.   Sp.  1. 
if.mr     W     Lapland  1801. 
Ericete.   Sp.  1. 

Jjl        W     Carolina  1806. 
Primvlacece.   Sp.  1. 
i  jn.jl     Li     S.  Europe  1640. 
Saxifragece.   Sp.  1. 
i  jajl     W     N.  Amer.  1786. 

Sp.  1—2. Britain  moi.pl. 

L  p.l C  8.1 

D  Lp 

D  Lp 

Rot.  mag.  319 
Bot  mag.  2389 
Eng.  bot  530 
Bot.  mag.  1108 
Mich.  amer.  t.17 

shrubby 
cross-leaved 
Eustoma. 

silene-leaved 

2092  frutescens  TV. 
2093  decussata  H.  K. 

365.  EUSTOMA.  P.  L. 
2094  silenifolium  P.  L. 

366.  ERYTHR2EA.  P.S.  Erythbjea. 
2095  Centadrium  P.  S.  common 
2096  pulcheUa  E.  B. 2097  litt oralis  E.  B. 
2098  maritima  P.  S. 
2099  conferta  Pen. 

367.  SABBATIA.  P.L. 
2100  gracilis  Ph. 
2101  calyc6sa  Ph. 2102  chloroides  Ph. 
2103  paniculata  Ph. 

368.  LOGA'NIA.  Tt.  Br. 2104  latifSlia  R.  Br. 
2105  floribtinda  R.  Br. 

Euosma  alb/Jlora  B.  Rep! 
.  2076  2078 

tt.  1  I  or tt-  I  I  or 

O  or 
dwarf-branched dwarf-simple 
procumbent clustered 
Sabbatia. 

slender dichotomous 
chlora-like 
panicled Logania. 
broad-leaved    tt.  1  |  or 
many-flowered  tt.  1  |  or 

GenlianecB. 
1  jl  W Gentianete, 
1  jn.jl  Y 

»  1  jnjl  .W 1  jn.jl  Y 1  1  my.au  W 
2  jn.o  Y 1  my.jl  O 

Gentianete. 
2  ap.jl  Pu 2     ...  Pu 
2  jl.s  R 2  jnjl  Y 
I  jn.au  R 
I I  jn.s  R H  jn.s  R Gentianete. 
1  jl  W Gentianete. 

ijLau  Pk i  au.s  Pk 

ijn.jl  Pk 
i  jl.au  Y ijl.au  Pk Gentianete. 
1  jl  Pu 
1  jn.au  Pk 
I  jl.au  Pk 1J  my.jn  W 

S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2131 
D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  754 

C  p     Eng.  bot  495 
Sp.  6—12. England  rivers. N.  Amer.  1812. N.  HoU.  1806. 
C.  G.  H.  1792. 
N.  S.  W.  1805. C.  G.  H.  1786. 

Sp.  7—14. C,  G.  H.  1812. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.l. 
LProvid.  1804. 

Sp.5— 39. Britain  heaths. 
England  seaco. Britain   sea  co. 
S.  Europe  1777. 
Spain  1821. 

Sp.  4— 6. N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1817. 
N.  Amer.  1817. 

S  p.l S  p.I 

S  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  p.l S  p.l 

Eng.  bot  217 Vent  choix.  9 
Bot  mag.  1328 Bot  mag.  658 
Bot.  mag.  1029 
Bot  mag.  1909 

1816. 
1787. 1759. 
1800. 
1756. 1789. 

p.l  Bot.reg.197 

p.l 

s.p 
s.p s.p s.p 
s.p 

Bot  mag.  511 
Bot  mag.  233 
Bot  mag.  818 Bot  mag.  37 
Bot  mag.  707 

S  s.l   Par.  lond.  241 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 
S  s.l 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 
C  co 
C  co S  co 
C  co 

Gentianete.   Sp.  2—11. 3     ...     W         Hoa   18ia  C  Lp 
2  ap.my  W     N.  S.  W.  1737.  C  Lp 

Eng.  bot  417 
Eng.  bot  458 
Eng.  bot.  2305 Cav.ic.3.t296.f.l 

Par.  lond.  32 
Bot.  mag.  1600 

Lb.nov.ho.l.t.51 
Bot  rep.  520 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
beautiful  small  plant,  and,  with  A.  latifolia  and  linifolia,  require  the  protection  of  a  frame  during  winter. 
A.  tenella  is  a  delicate  bog-plant,  but  not  a  very  certain  tenant  of  the  genus.    It  is  probably  botanically distinct 

358.  Diapensia.  An  ancient  Greek  name  of  the  Sanicle,  and  signifying  a  plant  which  removes  pain  ;  the 
Sanicle  being  a  vulnerary.  Linnams  applied  the  name  to  this  plant,  which  is  neither  a  Sanicle  nor  a  vulnerary, but  a  pretty  alpine  species,  requiring  the  same  cultivation  as  similar  things,  and  retaining  its  deep  green  leaves 
through  the  severest  winters. 

359.  Pyxidanthera.  From  -rvh;,  a  box,  and  a»B^i^a,  an  anther,  the  anthers  bursting  across  like  a  little  box. A  small  plant  resembling  Azalea  procumbens,  with  heath-like  leaves  and  minute  white  flowers.  It  is  found  on 
the  White-Mountains  of  New  Hampshire,  and  in  Pine-barrens  in  other  parts  of  North  America,  but  is  very rare  in  cultivation. 

360.  Coris.  A  name  of  Dioscorides,  for  which  even  the  etymological  ingenuity  of  a  Linnasus  or  a  De  Theis 
have  been  unable  to  provide  a  meaning.  It  was  given  to  a  plant  analogous  to  Hypericum,  and  resembling  the 
heath.  Tournefort  applied  the  name  to  this  plant,  whose  fine  leaves,  and  purple  or  pink  flowers,  clothe,  like 
the  heath,  the  places  wnere  it  grows  wild. 

361.  Galax.  From  yaXct,  milk,  in  allusion  to  its  milk-white  spikes  of  flowers.  This  is  a  neat  little  plant, 
and  thrives  best  in  a  moist  situation  ;  where  alone  it  flowers  freely. 

362.  Menyanthes.  From  ,u.-o?,  a  month,  and  a»3-os,  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  power  which  the  plant  is  sup- posed to  possess  of  exciting  menstruation.  Buck-bean  or  Bog-bean,  Eng.,  Bachsbohne,  Ger.  An  infusion  of 
the  leaves  is  bitter,  and  is  frequently  recommended  in  dropsy  and  rheumatism.   In  Sweden  the  plant  is  used 
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2073  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  opp.  or  whorled,  Stems  ascending 
2074  Leaves  sessile  opposite  3-4  together  lanceolate  3-nerved,  Sepals  linear  acute,  Cor.  twice  a.«  big  as  calyx 2075  Leaves  ovate  acute,  Stem  creeping,  Stigma  acute 

3076  The  only  species.  Plant  growing  in  dense  tufts 

2077  A  small  plant  resembling  Azalea  procumbens 
2078  The  only  species 

2079  The  only  species.   Roots  deep  red.   Flowers  in  long  slender  spikes 
2080  Leaves  ternate 

2081  Leaves  cordate  orbicular  floating,  Flowers  umbelled,  Corollas  fringed 
2082  Leaves  ren  i  form  subpeltate  beneath  full  of  holes  floating,  Petioles  flower-bearing,  Corollas  smooth 
2083  Runners  creeping,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  repand  dotted  beneath,  Panic,  opp.  the  leaves,  Seeds  smooth 
2084  Leaves  cordate  roundish  nerved  floating,  Petioles  flower-bearing,  Corolla  hairy  within 
2085  Leaves  radical  cordate  roundish  spreading  toothed,  Stem  long  naked,  Flowers  panicled 
2086  Leaves  ovate  erect,  Flowers  in  panicled  racemes  fringed 

2087  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Stem  herbaceous  4-cornered  cernuous 
2088  Stem  simple,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate 
2089  Herbaceous,  Leaves  linear  erect,  Branches  fastigiate,  Peduncles  elongated 
2090  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  smooth  spreading,  Stem  much  branched  shrubby,  Fruit  a  berry 
2091  Leaves  linear  spreading,  Cal.  ovate  closed,  Cor.  clammy,  Segm.  cuneate  pointed 
2092  Shrubby,  Leaves  lanceolate  subtomentose,  Calyxes  campanula te 
2093  Shrubby  subtomentose,  Leaves  close  together  decussate  oblong  obtuse,  Cal.  globose  5-parted 

2094  The  only  species 

2095  Stem  herbaceous  dichotomously  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Cal.  shorter  than  tube 
2096  Flowers  stalked,  Segments  of  cal.  shorter  than  tube,  Style  simple,  Leaves  ovate 
2097  Stem  nearly  simple  dwarf,  Flowers  clustered  sessile,  Cal.  as  long  as  tube  of  cor.  Leaves  lin.  lane. 
2098  Herbaceous,  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate,  Stem  dichotomous  corymbose  rounded,  Flowers  stalked  digynous 
2099  Dwarf  upright  much  branched,  Lvs.  oval  obtuse,  Fl.  sessile  fasc.  clustered,  Cal.  i  as  long  as  tube  of  cor. 

9100  Weak,  Branches  lax  elongated  1  -flowered,  Leaves  linear  ellipt.  Pet.  obovate,  Stem  angular 
2101  Erect  leafy,  Leaves  oblong,  Flowers  solitary  about  7-parted,  Cal.  leafy  longer  than  cor. 
2102  Weak,  Leaves  lane,  erect,  Branches  few  1-flowered,  Flowers  7-13-parted,  Sepals  linear  shorter  than  cor 
2103  Erect,  Leaves  lane,  linear,  Pan.  many-flowered  brachiate,  CaL  subulate  thrice  as  short  as  cor. 

2104  Leaves  obovate  acute  at  each  end,  Flowers  corymbose,  Branches  smooth,  Stem  erect 
2105  Leaves  lanceolate  attenuate  at  each  end  smooth,  Stipules  lateral  setaceous.  Racemes  axillary  compound 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
as  a  substitute  for  hops,  two  ounces  of  the  leaves  being  substituted  for  a  pound  of  hops.   The  powdered  roots are  sometimes  eaten  in  Lapland.    The  only  species  cultivated  is  the  wild  plant  of  our  rivulets. 

363.  Villarsia.  A  genus  divided  from  the  last,  and  named  after  Villars,  a  French  botanist  of  repute,  who  wrote 
the  Flora  of  Dauphiny,  in  1786,  a  work  used  even  at  the  present  day.  This  is  an  aquatic  genus  of  easy  culture 
and  increased  by  seeds  or  dividing  at  the  root.  V.  nymphoides  is  one  of  the  most  elegant  of  British  water-plants! 

364.  Chironia.  Named  after  Chiron,  one  of  the  fathers  of  medicine,  botany,  and  surgery.  He  is  mythologically 
represented  to  have  been  the  son  of  Saturn,  or  of  Time  and  Experience  Many  plants,  the  virtues  of  which  he- 
is  believed  to  have  first  discovered,  have  borne  his  name.  The  genus,  however,  to  which  it  is  now  applied,  is 
probably  not  one  of  those.  It  consists  of  pretty  plants  of  short  duration,  generally  with  pink  flowers.  The 
species  are  not  long-lived  plants,  and  therefore  require  to  be  frequently  raised  from  cuttings.  Peat  mould  suits 
them  best,  and  a  little  loam  mixed  with  it ;  and  young  cuttings  planted  in  the  same  kind  of  soil,  under  hand- glasses, strike  root  readily. 

365.  Eustoma.  From  ai,  well,  and  mouth  or  orifice,  in  allusion  to  the  colored  aperture  of  the  tube  of the  flower.   A  pretty  little  plant  rarely  seen  in  gardens.   It  resembles  a  Sabbatia. 
366.  Erythreea.  From  sju&jey,  red,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers.  This  is  a  pretty  genus  of  herbace- 

ous and  annual  flowers,  but  impatient  of  cultivation,  and  therefore  rarely  seen  in  gardens. 
367.  Sabbatia.  Named  after  Liberatus  Sabbati  an  Italian  botanist,  author  of  many  works  on  botany.  In 1772  he  published  the  first  volume  of  the  Hortus  Romanus,  a  fine  work,  in  folio,  of  which  the  seventh  and  last 

volume  appeared  in  1784.   A  pretty  N.  American  genus  of  plants  resembling  Chironia. 
368.  Logania.   Named  by  Mr.  Brown,  after  a  Mr.  James  Logan,  said  to  have  been  the  author  of  some  experi- K  2 
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t369.  PHLOX.  TV. 
2106  paniculSta  TV 

/S  alba 2107undulata  W. 
2108  acuminata  Ph. 
2109  suaveolens  TV. 
2110  maculata  TV. 
2111  pyramidalis  H.  K.  pyramidal 
2112  pilosa  TV.  hairy-leaved 2113  amoe'na  B.  M. 2114  Carolina  TV. 
2115  triflora  Mi. 
2116  suffruticosa  Vent. 
2117  glaberriraa  IV. 2118  divaricata  TV. 
2119  stolonifera  H.  K. 
2120ovata  TV. 
*121subulata  TV. 
2122  seracea  TV. 

0  nivalis 2123  carnea  B.  M. 
t370.  POLEMCNIUM.  TV. 
2124reptans  TV. 
2125  cjeruleuro  TV. 

/3  album y  macula  turn 2126  mexioanum  Cav. 
371.  VES'TIA.  TV.  en, 2127  If  cioides  TV.  en. 

Lychnidea. 
panicled  -\  A  or white  i  A  or 
waved-leaved  ^  ̂   or 
Lyons's  3t  A  or white-flowered  A  or 
spot-stalked  £i  A  or 

k  A  or •k  A  or Fraser's-hairy  5  A  or 
rough-stemmed^  A  or 
pubescent  ^  A  or 
shining-leaved  i  A  or 
smooth  ^  A  or 
early-flowering  ^  A  or 
creeping  ^  A  or ovate-leaved     ^  A  or 
awl-leaved 
fine-leaved 
snow-white 
flesh-colored 

PotemoniaceeB.   Sp.  18—24. 3  au.s     Pk     N.  Amer.  1732. 

4  A  or 
kAor 
it  A  or 
k  A  or 

3  au.s  W 
3  jl.au  R 4  my.au  Pu 
2  jLau  W 4  jLau  R 
4  jn.au  F 1  my.jn  Pk 

ijn.jl  Pk 1  jLs 1  jLs 

lJjLs 3  jn.au 1  ap.jn 

J  jn.s 

li  my.jl 

i  ap-jn |  ap.my  F I  ap.my  W I  au.s  Pk 
Greek-valerian. 

creeping  „*  A  or blue-flowered  ^  A  or 
white-flowered  i  A  or 
spotted-flowered^  A  or Mexican  «^  iAI  or 
Vestia. 

Box-thorn-like  3fc  \  |  or 

N.  Amer.  181& 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1766. N.  Amer.  1740. 
N.  Amer.  1800. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1809. 

D.Pu  Carolina  1728. 
Pu  Carolina 
D.Pu  N.  Amer.  1790. 
R      N.  Amer.  1725. 
LB    N.  Amer.  1746. 

N.  Amer.  1800. N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1786. 
N.  Amer.  1786. 
N.  Amer.  1820. 
N.  Amer.  1816. 

Polemoniaceee.    Sp.  3 — 12. 
J  ap.my  LB    N.  Amer.  1758. 

R 
Pu 
F 

jn  B 
jn  W 
jn  St ap.my  B 

Britain    bu.  pL 

Mexico  1817. 

D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.1 D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.1 
D  pj 

D  p.l D  p.1 
D  p.1 
D  p.1 D  p.1 
D  p.1 
D  p.1 
D  p.1 
D  p.1 D  p.1 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

MU.ic.2.  t205.f.2 

Bot.  mag.  1880 
Jac.  vind.2.  t.127 
Bot  cab.  342 Bot  mag.  1307 
Bot  mag.  1308 
Bot.  mag.  1344 
Sweet  fl.gard.  29 Bot  reg.  68 
D.  elt  tl66.f.202 Bot  mag.  163 
Bot.  mag.  563 Bot.  mag.  528 
Bot  mag.  411 
Bot  mag.  415 
Bot  cab.  780 
Bot  mag.  2155 
Mill,  ic  2.  1 209 
Eng.  bot  14 
Bot  reg.  460 

Sp.l. 
1815. 

372.  HYDROPHYI/LUM  TV.  Water-leap. 
2128  append  irula  turn  Ph.  appendaged      ^  A  cu 2129  virginicum  TV.  Virginian 2130  canadense  TV.  Canadian cul 

3  jn        Y  CV- Boraginere.  Sp.  3 — 6. 
i  my.jn  P.B  N.  Amer.  1813. 
i  rnyjn  W  N.  Amer.  1739. 
i  my.jn  W  Canada  1759. 

t373.  PHACE'LIA.  Mich.  Phacelia. 2131  bipinnatifida  Mich,  bipinnatifld Boragineie.   Sp.  1—4. i  A  cul  2  jn.jl     B      N.  Amer.  1824. 
374.  RAMON-DA.  P.S.  Ramonda. 
2132  pyrenaica  TV.  en.     Borage-leaved  3t  A  or 

Verbascum  Mycdni  Linn. 

Solanece.  Sp.  1 

375.  VERBAS'CUM.  TV. 2133  thapsus  TV. 
2134  thapsiforme  Sohr. 
2135  phlomoides  TV. 2136  sin uat urn  TV. 
2137  bipinnatlfidumB.M 2138  australe  Schr. 
2139  condensation  Schr. 
2140niveum  Ten. 
2141  cuspidatum  Schr. 
2142  macranthum  Hgg. 

Mullein. 
Shepherd's-club bastard woolly 

scollop-leaved cut-leaved 
southern 
close-flowered  ^  Q)  or 
snow-white  Q)  or 
pointed  CD  or 
large-flowered  ^  Q  or 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  299 
D  p.1 
D  m.s  Bot.  reg.  331 
D  nxs  Bot  reg.  242 

D  co    Mich.  am.1. 1 16 

D  8.1    Bot  mag.  236 

r  o .  sid.  S  co 
Europe      ...  S  co 
Italy       1739.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1570.  S  co "Fauna     1813.  S  p.1 
&  Europe  1815.  S  co Austria    1820.  S  co 
Naples     1823.  S  co Vienna     1817.  S  co 
Portugal  1820.  S  co 

Eng.  bot  549 
Mcench.n.l70.t4 
FL  graec.  t.  227 Bot  mag.  1777 
Schr.  mon.  1 2 
Schr.  mon.  1 3 
Ten.  neap,  t  22 Schr.mon.  tl.f.l 
FL  port.  t27 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
ments  upon  the  generation  of  plants.    Small  bushes  or  herbaceous  plants  with  opposite  entire  leaves,  and  ter- 

minal or  axillary  bunches  of  white  flowers.  Eleven  species,  natives  of  New  Holland,  are  described.  Ripened 
cuttings  may  be  struck  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

369.  Phlox.  From  vv.o|,  flame.  The  plant  so  named  by  the  ancients  is  supposed  to  have  been  an  Agrostemna. 
The  genus  now  so  called  is  a  native  of  North  America  only,  and  is  one  of  the  handsomest  in  cultivation.  It 
consists  of  most  elegant  border  flowers,  valuable  for  blossoming  late  in  the  season,  and  for  their  lively  colors  of 
red,  white,  and  purple,  while  the  majority  of  plants  that  flower  in  autumn  have  yellow,  and  generally  synge- nesious  blossoms.  Most  of  the  species  delight  in  a  rich  moist  soil,  or  loam  and  leaf  mould  or  peat  The  dwarf 
species  are  admirably  adapted  for  pots,  or  a  select  rock-work :  they  require  some  protection  in  severe  winters. 

370.  Polemonhtm.  From  rf.-mc,  war.  Pliny  relates,  that  the  plant  which  he  called  by  this  name  received its  appellation  from  having  been  the  cause  of  a  war  between  two  kings,  who  could  not  agree  which  of  them  first 
discovered  its  virtues.  It  was  also  called  Chilodynamia  (from  riXiei,  a  thousand,  and  Swapis,  power),  on  ac- 

count of  its  extraordinary  merit  The  plant  which  possessed  all  these  good  qualities  is  now  forgotten.  Its 
name  has  descended  to  a  flower  which  ornaments  the  garden,  but  which  preserves  nothing  of  the  virtue  of  its 
progenitor,  beyond  a  slight  vulnerary  quality.  P.  cseruleum  is  a  border  flower  of  long  standing,  and  of  the easiest  culture. 

371.  Vestia.   Named  by  Willdenow,  in  his  Enumeratio  Plantarura,  in  honor  of  his  friend  Dr.  Vest  of  Clagen- 
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2106  Leaves  lane,  flat  rough  at  edge,  Stem  smooth,  Corymbs  panicled,  Segments  of  cor.  rounded 
2107  Leaves  obi.  lane,  somewhat  wavy  rough  at  edge,  Stem  smooth,  Corymbs  panicled,  Segm.  of  cor.  blunt 
2108  Erect  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate  acum.  beneath  pubescent  decussate,  Cor.  panic.  Segm.  of  Cor.  rounded 
2109  Erect,  Stem  smooth  not  spotted,  Leaves  ovate  lane,  quite  smooth,  Raceme  panic.  Teeth  of  cal.  erect 
2110  Erect,  Stem  rough  spotted,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  smooth  rough  at  edge,  Pan.  obi.  close.  Teeth  of  cal.  recurved 
2111  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  smooth,  Flowers  densely  pyramidal,  Teeth  of  cal.  upright,  Stem  spotted 
2112  Hairy,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Sepals  subulate,  Tube  of  cor.  curved  pubescent 
2113  Hairy,  Stems  assurgent,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Sepals  subulate,  Tube  of  cor.  smooth  straight 2114  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile  smooth  thick,  Stem  erect  rough,  Flowers  whorled  terminal 
2115  Stems  erect  subpubescent,  Leaves  lane,  smooth,  Branches  of  corymb  3-flowered,  Teeth  of  cal.  linear 2116  Leaves  lane,  shining  on  both  sides  acute  nearly  without  veins,  Stem  smooth  trifid  above  shrubby  at  base 
2117  Tufted  assurgent  smooth,  Leaves  linear  lanceol.  smooth,  Corymb  term,  fastigiate,  Teeth  of  cal.  mucron. 
2118  Dwarf  diffuse  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate  lane  chiefly  alternate,  Branches  few-fl.  lax,  CaL  subuL  Pet  cord. 
2119  Stolon  iferous  pubescent,  Fertile  stems  erect  simple  few-leaved,  Leaves  oval,  Corymb  few-flowered 
2120  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  solitary 
2121  Dwarf  tufted  pubescent,  Leaves  fascicled  subulate  pungent  ciliated,  Pedicels  few  terminal 
2122  Leaves  ciliated  lowest  setaceous  upper  lin.  ianc.  Branches  3-5-fl.  at  end,  CaL  spreading  hairy,  Pet  retuse 
2123  Stem  erect  rounded,  Leaves  lane,  smooth  half  stem-clasp.  Cal.  edged,  Tube  of  cor.  twice  as  long  as  limb 

2124  Pinnae  7,  Flowers  terminal  nodding 
2125  Leaves  pinnate,  Flowers  erect,  CaL  longer  than  tube  of  corolla 

2126  Pinna;  many  the  terminal  3-lobed,  Flowers  nodding,  CaL  viscid 
2127  The  only  species 

2128  Very  hairy,  Radical  leaves  subpinnatifid,  cauline  lobed  angular,  Sinus  of  calyx  with  reflexed  appendages 
2129  Leaves  pinnate  or  pinnatifid,  Segm.  ovate  lanceol.  cut  serrate,  Fascicles  of  flowers  clustered 
2130  Smoothish,  Leaves  lobed  angular,  Fascicles  of  flowers  close  together 

2131  Erect,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segments  cut  lobed,  Racemes  generally  bifid 

2132  A  stemless  plant  with  hoary  leaves  and  short  scapes  of  purple  flowers.  The  only  species 
Leaves  decurrent. 

2133  Lvs.  cren.  toment  upper  acute.  Raceme  spiked  dense,  Cor.  rotate  with  obL  out.  segm.  Anth.  nearly  equal 2134  Lvs.  cren.  toment  upper  acumin.  Raceme  spiked  dense,  Cor.  rotate  with  obov.  round  segm.  2  of  anth.  obi. 
2135  Lvs.  cren.  torn,  radic.  elL  stlkd.  CauL  obi.  ac.  upper  brd.  ov.  cusp,  slightly  decur.  Fa?<\  remotish,  Two  an.  obi. 
2136  Leaves  toment  radical  and  lower  cauline  sinuated  upper  crenate  slightly  decurr.  Spikes  pan.  Fl.  clustered 
2137  Leaves  bipinnatifid  TFasc.  of  rac.  remote,  Two  anth.  obi. 
2138  Leaves  crenate  torn.  Radic.  obL  lane.  narr.  to  stalk,  CauL  obL  acute  decurr.  upper  broad  ov.  cusp.  |  decur. 
2139  Leaves  torn,  radic.  ellipt  narr.  at  base  uneq.  doubly  crenate,  CauL  obL  acute  simply  crenate  upper  round. ovate  cusp,  slightly  decurr.  Racemes  dense,  Two  anthers  oblong 
2140  Leaves  |  decurrent  crenate  snow-white,  Raceme  spiked  dense,  Anthers  equal 
2141  Leaves  crenulate  tomentose  the  upper  cuspidate,  Fascicles  of  raceme  remote,  Two  anthers  oblong 
2142  Leaves  cren.  torn.  rad.  ellipt  obL  narr.  at  base  cauL  obi.  acute  }  decurr.  Fase  of  rac.  rem.  Two  anth.  obL 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
furth.   A  native  of  Chili,  with  pale-green  smooth  leaves,  and  pale  yellow  flowers.   It  is  very  nearly  related  to 
Lycium. 

372.  Hydrophyllum.  From  i&uj,  water,  and  fuXKu,  a  leaf.  This  plant  grows  in  the  marshes  of  North  Ame- rica, and  in  the  spimg  time  has  a  small  quantity  of  water  in  the  cavity  of  each  leaf.  The  species  are  two  only, 
both  humble  plants,  with  neat  foliage,  which  protects  the  small  white  flowers.  H.  virginicum  is  used  as  a 
salad,  under  the  name  of  Shawanese  salad  in  North  America. 

873.  Phacelia.   From  p«*eA«j,  a  bundle,  the  flowers  being  disposed  in  fascicled  spikes. 
374.  Ramonda.  Named  after  M.  L  Ramond,  a  French  botanist,  who  discovered  many  new  plants  in  France. 

A  very  pretty  dwarf  plant,  kept  in  a  frame  with  other  alpine  plants.  Formerly  a  species  of  Verbascum, 
(V.  myconL) 375.  Verbascum.  An  alteration  of  barbascum,  on  account  of  the  beard  (barba)  with  which  all  the  leaves  and 
stems  are  closely  covered.  The  species  are  all  very  fine  looking  plants,  well  calculated  for  shrubberies,  among 
other  tall  plants.  They  have  been  well  illustrated  by  M.  Schrader  in  a  learned  Monograph.  V.  thapsus  has 
been  so  called  from  its  native  place,  the  Isle  of  Thapsos.  Y.  blattaria  is  said  to  have  the  power  of  driving 
away  the  blatta  or  cockroach.  V.  pulverulentum  is  one  of  the  most  magnificent  of  native  herbaceous  plants, 
sending  up  a  stem  a  yard  high,  covered  with  many  hundreds  of  gold  colored  flowers.  Correa  observes  of  this 
golden  rod,  that  in  still  weather  two  or  three  blows  with  a  stick  will  bring  down  all  the  corollas.   The  nap  of 
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2143  ovalifolium  H.  K. 
2144  Boerhaavii  W. 
2145  elongatum  W.  en. 
2146  pyramidatura  W.en. 2147  haemorrhoidale  W. 
2148  floccosum  P.  S. 
2149  lychnitis  W. 
2150  pulverulentum  KB. 
2151  ferruglneum  W. 
2152  cupreum  B.  M. 
2153  nigrum  W. 
2154  phoenlceum  W. 
2155  virg&um  E.  B. 2156  Blattaria  W. 
2157glabrum  W.  en. 
2158  repandum  W.  en. 
2159  pinnatifidum  W. 2180Osbeckii  W. 
2161  orientate  M.  B. 
2162  spectaMe  M.  B. 
2163  spinosnm  L. 

576.  DATU'RA.  W. 2164ferox  W. 
2165  Strani6nium  W. 
2166Tatula  W. 
2167fastu6sa  IV. 2168  Metel  W. 
21691as'vis  W. 2170  ceratocaulon  Ort. 

t377.  BRUGMAN'SIA.  P. 2171  suaveolens  W.  en. 
2172arb6rea  W.en. 

t378.  LISIAN'THUS.  W. 2173  longifSlius  W. 
2174  glaucifolius  Jac. 2175  exsertus  W. 
2176  cordifolius  W. 

379.  SPIGE'LIA.  W. 2177  Anthelmia  W. 
2178  marilandica  W. 

380.  NICAN'DRA.  J. 
2179  physalodes  P.S. 

oval-leaved annua] 
long-stalked 
pyramidal Madeira 
wool-bearing 
white 
powdered 
rusty 

copper-colored black-rooted 
purple-flowered slender moth 
smooth 
waved 
pinnatifld 
Osbeck's eastern shewy 
spiny 

Thorn-apple. 
Chinese 
common 
blue 

purple 
downy 

smooth-fruited 
horn-stalked 
5.  Brugmansia. 
smooth-stalked  t  □  or 
downy-stalked  J  O  or 
Lisianthus. 

long-leaved      ill   I  or 
glaucous-leaved*  □  or oval-leaved      {  □  or 
heart-leaved     H  □  or 
Worm-grass. 
annual  OQ]  w 
perennial         ^  A  oi 
Nicandra. 

blue-flowered 

O  Caucasus  1804. 
Y.Pu  S.  Europe  1731. 
Y    18ia Y  Caucasus  1804. 
W.pu  Madeira  1777. 

Hungary  1805. Britain  ro.sid. 
England  bor.fi. a  Europe  1683. Caucasus  1798. 
England  ch.  so. 
S.  Europe  1596. Britain  gra.pL 
Britain  gra.pl. 

  1805.   1813. 
ArchipeL  1788. 
Spain  1752. Caucasus  1821. 

Y.Pu  Tauria  1820. 
Pu     Crete  1824. 

Sp.  7—10. 1731. rub. China 
England N.  Amer.  1629. 

Egypt  1629. Asia  1596. 
Africa  1780. 
S.Amer.  1805. 

D  p.l S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.l S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  p.l S  p.l 
S  co 
S  co S  co 

S  s.l 
S  s.l 
S  s.l S  r.m 
S  r.m S  r.m 
S  r.m 

Bot  mag.  1037 
Mill.  ic.  2.  t.  273 

Sweet  fl.  gard.  31 
Pl.rar.hung.t79 

Eng.  bot.  58  • Eng.  bot  487 Bot  rep.  162 
Bot  mag.  1226 
Eng.  bot  59 Bot  mag.  885 
Eng.  bot,  550 
Eng.  bot  393 

Tourn.  it.  2. 1 83 
Bot  reg.  558 
Alp.  exot  1 36 
Zanah.212.tl62 
Eng.  bot  1288 Meerb.  ic.  2.  tl3 
Kno.the.l.tS.11 
Bot  mag.  1440 Jac.  vind.  a  1 82 
Jac.  sen.  3.  t.  339 

Solaneee.  Sp.  2—3. 15  au.s  W  Peru 
10  au.s     W  Peru 

1733.  C  l.p 
1813.  C  l.p   Fl.  peruv.2.  t.128 

Gentianece.   Sp.  4 — 29. 
ljjnjl     Y      Jamaica  1793.  C  Lp  Brow.jam.t.9.f.l 
2  jnjl     Pu    C  Lp  Jac.  ic.  rar.l.t33 

12     ...     Y      W.  Indies  1793.  C  Lp 
2     ...     Y      Jamaica   1816.  C  l.p   Br.  jam.  1 9.  f.  2 

Gentianeee.   Sp.  2 — 4. ljjl        G.r    W.  Indies  1759.  S  s.l    Bot  mag.  2359 1  jl.au     S       N.  Amer.  1694.  D  Lp  Bot  mag.  80 
Solaneee.   Sp.  1 — 1. 2  jl.s       Pu  Peru 1759.  D  s.l    Bot  mag.  2458 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
this  species,  of  V.  lychnitis,  and  of  several  others,  may  be  used  as  tinder,  and  to  make  wicks  for  lamps ; 
whence  the  name  Lychnitis  applied  to  one  of  the  species,  from  >.vx*of,  a  lamp.    Several  mules  have  been 
produced  between  the  species  of  this  genus ;  and  it  has  been  questioned  whether  those  accounted  species  are 
not  productions  of  this  kind. 

376.  Datura.  An  alteration  of  the  Arabic  name  tatdrah,  ForskahL  About  Goa  and  Canara,  it  is  called 
Daturo,  Rumphius.  Stramonium  is  an  abbreviation  of  the  Greek  word  rrev%»of&anxov,  or  mad-apple,  on 
account  of  the  dangerous  effects  of  the  fruit  of  that  species.  Metel  or  Methel,  is  an  Arabic  name  employed  by 
Serapion,  ch.  375,  and  expresses  the  narcotic  effect  of  the  plant  Tatula  is  altered  from  Satula,  a  name  given 
to  the  Datura  by  the  Turks  and  Persians.  D.  stramonium  is  an  instance  of  a  South  American  plant,  natural- 

ized within  a  comparatively  short  time,  the  seeds  having  been  introduced  from  Constantinople  in  Gerarde's 
time,  and  by  him  "  dispersed  through  this  land."  Kalm  says,  that  this  plant  and  a  species  of  Phytolacca  are 
the  worst  weeds  in  America.  Professor  Martyn  observes,  that  "  in  the  earth  brought  with  plants  from  various 
parts  of  that  extensive  country,  we  are  sure  to  have  the  thorn-apple  come  up."  At  night,  the  leaves  next  the flowers  rise  up  and  enclose  them.  The  whole  plant  smells  strongly  of  bean  meaL  Every  part  of  the  plant 
is  poisonous,  bringing  on  delirium,  tremors,  &c.  but  under  proper  regulations  it  is  a  useful  medicine  in asthma,  &c. 

D.  fastuosa  has  a  fine  polished  purple  stalk,  varied  with  dots  or  lines ;  the  leaves  are  large,  the  flowers  of  a 
beautiful  purple  outside,  and  a  satiny  white  within ;  some  are  single,  others  semidouble.  They  have  an  agree- 

able odor  at  first,  but  if  long  smelt  to  become  less  agreeable,  and  are  narcotic.  D.  ceratocaulon  is  a  fine  spe- cies ;  its  seed  will  sometimes  remain  in  the  ground  several  years  before  it  will  vegetate. 
377.  Brugmansia.  So  named  by  Persoon,  in  honor  of  Professor  S.  J.  Brugmans,  author  of  some  botanical 

works,  and  especially  of  a  dissertation  "  De  Plantis  Inutilibus,  et  Venenatis,"  published  at  Groningen,  in  1783. B.  arborea  is  one  of  the  greatest  ornaments  of  the  gardens  of  Chili.   The  flowers  which  come  out  at  the 
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Leaves  sessile. 
2143  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  oval  sessile  tooth-crenate  smooth  above,  Flowers  spiked 
2144  Leaves  sublyrate,  Flowers  sessile 
9145  Leaves  j  decurrent  tomentose  on  both  sides,  Stem  branched,  Three  filaments  hairy  in  the  middle 
2146  Leaves  nearly  naked  lower  oblong  attenuated  at  base  upper  cord.  acum.  sess.  Racemes  panic.  Stain,  beard. 
2147  Leaves  ovate  oblong  at  base  atten.  toment.  obsoletely  cren.  Racemes  spiked  elongate,  FL  without  bractes 
2148  Leaves  ovate  sessile  beneath  closely  woolly,  Stem  branched,  Filaments  bearded 
2149  Leaves  wedge-shaped  oblong  naked  above,  Stem  angular  panicled 
2150  Leaves  ovate  oblong  subserrate  powdery  on  both  sides,  Stem  rounded  panicled,  Hairs  of  stamens  white 
2151  Leaves  subvillous  rugose  cauline  subsessile  equally  crenate,  Radical  oblong  cordate  doubly  crenate 
2152  Stems  virgate  simple,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  rugose  crenate  woolly  beneath,  Pedunc.  with  1  bract,  solitary 
2133  Leaves  oblong  cordate  stalked  wavy  crenate  subpubescent 
2154  Leaves  naked  radical  uneq.  toothed,  Caul.  lane,  toothed  wedge-shaped  at  base,  Stem  naked,  Rac.  elong. 
2155  Leaves  oblong  lane,  toothed  sessile  radical  sublyrate  pubescent,  Stem  branched,  Flowers  aggreg.  sessile 
2156  Leaves  stem-clasping  oblong  smooth  doubly  serrated,  Peduncles  1-flowered  solitary 
2157  Leaves  naked  lower  obi.,  stalked  upper  obi.  lane.  Stem  simple  pub.  Raceme  term.  Stalks  altem.  very  short 
2158  Leaves  naked  radical  sinuated  cauline  oblong  cordate  stem-olasping  coarsely  toothed,  Pedunc.  alternate 
2159  Leaves  tomentose  radical  bipinnatifid  cauline  pinnatrfid,  Flowers  clustered  sessile 
2160  Leaves  cut  naked,  Stem  leaty,  Calyxes  woolly,  Pedunc.  2-flowered 
2161  Leaves  ovate  oblong  beneath  hoary  the  lower  narrowed  at  base  upper  subcordate,  Racemes  lax  panicled 
2162  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Spike  lax  downy,  Two  lower  stamens  dechnate  smooth 
2163  Stem  leafy  prickly  shrubby 

2164  The  upper  spines  very  large  converging  at  the  top  of  the  pericarp 
2165  Leaves  ovate  smooth  angular  toothed,  Pericarp  prickly 
2166  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  smooth  angular  toothed,  Stem  spotted,  Pericarp  prickly 
2167  Leaves  ovate  angular,  Pericarps  tuberculated  nodding 
2168  Leaves  cordate  nearly  entire  pubescent,  Pericarps  prickly  globose  nodding 
2169  Leaves  ovate  angular  toothed  smooth,  Stem  hollow  herbaceous,  Pericarps  smooth  erect 
2170  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  wavy  beneath  hoary,  Stems  dichotomous  comute,  Pericarps  obovate  pendulous 

2171  Leaves  oblong  entire  smooth,  Calyxes  5-toothed 
2172  Leaves  oblong  entire  powdery,  Stalks  and  branches  pubescent,  CaL  spathaceous  acuminate 

2173  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  pubescent,  Stem  rounded 
2174  Leaves  ellipt  lanceolate  obtuse  smooth,  Stem  rounded,  Peduncles  long  1-flowered 2175  Leaves  ovate  lane,  pedunc.  trichotomous,  Genitals  very  long 
2176  Leaves  cordate 

2177  Stem  herbaceous  the  upper  leaves  4  together 
2178  Stem  simple,  All  the  leaves  opposite  sessile  lanceolate  oval 

2179  Leaves  sinuated,  Calyxes  closed  acute-angled 
2170 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
divisions  of  the  branches,  have  a  loose  tubular  calyx  nearly  four  inches  long,  which,  opening  like  a  gpathe,  a 
corolla  is  protruded,  with  a  narrow  trumpet-shaped  tube,  which  spreads  wide  at  the  brim,  where  it  is  divided 
into  five  angles,  which  terminate  in  very  long  points :  they  are  white  within,  pale  yellow  outside,  and  one  tree 
will  tierfume  the  air  of  a  large  garden.   It  flowers  freely  in  the  bark-stove,  in  a  moist  heat 
378? Lisianthus.  From  Xvns,  dissolution,  and  mS-ts,  a  flower  ;  a  name  given  to  the  plant  on  account  of  the 

medical  virtues  possessed  by  it  of  dissolving  humours.  It  is  a  powerful  cathartic.  The  species  are  very  hand- 
some stove  plants.   Cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  beU-glass.  . 

37a  Spigelia  So  named  by  Linnams,  in  honor  of  Adrian  Spigehus,  born  at  Brussels  in  1578;  professor  of 
anatomy  and  surgery  at  Padua ;  author  of  Isagoge  in  rem  Herbariam ;  died  in  1625. 

S  «ithelmia  is  so  named  from  its  peculiar  efficacy  in  destroying  worms,  for  which  it  has  been  long  m  use 
among  the  negroes  in  the  West  IndieVDr.  Browne,  after  a  number  ofsuccessful  experiments,  says  it  operates in  so  extraordinary  a  manner,  that  no  other  simple  can  be  of  equal  efficacy  in  any  other  disease,  as  this  is  in 
those  which  proceed  from  these  insects.  (Hist,  of  Jamaica.)  The  same  plant  procures  sleep  almost  as  cer- tainly, and  m  an  equal  degree  with  opium.  ^   _^    _    ,      /T_u      .   ~.    TT  , 

S.  marilandica  is  used  as  a  vermifuge  in  North  America,  and  according  to  Dr.  Garden,  (Letters  to  Dr.  Hope,) 
with  very  powerful  effects.  The  annual  plant  may  be  treated  like  other  tender  annuals ;  but  &  manlandwa  is 
rather  difficult  to  preserve;  according  to  Sweet,  it  requires  to  be  grown  in  a  pot.  that  it  may  be  protected 
from  severe  frosts,  or  too  much  wet :  it  will  sometimes  survive  the  winters  when  planted  in  the  open  ground 
in  a  bed  of  peat :  the  best  soil  for  it  is  an  equal  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  and  young  cuttings,  planted  under  a 

h^n8S^  who  lived  about  a  century  and  half  before  Christ.  The 380.  Mcarufra    Nirander  w as  a  ureeK  PJ^uu ,  -d     f  Lmnaius.  xhe  mdians  of  Peru  make 

S    IS  tSSS^SSS  toS™1X£$&  relieve  persons  who  have  a  stoppage  of  urine. 
K  4 
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t*381.  HYOSCY'AMUS. 2180  niger  W. 
/3  annuiis 218l£lbus  W. 

2182  reticulatus  W. 
2183  Senecionis  W.en. 
2184  aureus  W. 
2185  canadensis  Ker. 
2186pusiUus  W. 
2187  physaloides  W. 
2188  Scopolia  W. 
2189  agrestis  Kit. 
2190paUidus  W.SfK. 2191  muticus  L. 
2192  orientalis  Bicb. 

W.  Henbane. common  ^  Q)p 
annual  O  p 
white  O  w 
Egyptian  O  w yellow-flowered  3t  iAI  w 
golden  5  iAJ  w 
various-leaved  O-  \  |  cu 
dwarf  O  w 
purple-flowered^  A  w 
Nightsh.-leav'd  if  A  w field  O  w 
pale  O  w blunt-calyxed  JQ)w 
eastern  &  A  or 

SoUmete.  Sp.  13—14. 
1  jn.jl     St      Britain  rub. 

St  Europe  1818. Pa.  W  &  Europe  1570. 
R      Egypt  1640. 

1  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1$  mr.o 1  mr.o 

li  ja.d 

t382.  NICOTIA'NA.  W. 2193Tabacum  IV. 
2194  maeroph  vlla  W.  en. 
2195  fruticosa  W. 
2196 undulata  R.Br. 
2197rustica  W. 
2198  paniculata  W. 
2199  glutin6sa  W. 
2200 plumbaginifolia  W.en. 
2201  pusllla  W. 
2202  quadri  val  vis  Ph. 2203  nana  Limit . 
2204  Langsdorffii  W.  en. 2205  cerinthoides  Lehm. 
2206  repanda  W. 

Y  Egypt  1812. Y  Levant  1640. 
Y  Canaries  181(5. Y  Persia  1691. 

1  mr.ap  Pu  Siberia  1777. 
1  ap.my  D.Pu  Carolina  1780. 
1  ap.my  Y.Vy  Hungary  1820. 
1  ap.mv  Y  Hungary  1815. 
1  mr.ap  Y.Pu  Egypt  1822. 
ljap       Pu     Iberia  1821. 

Tobacco.  Solancw.  Sp. 
Virginian  O  clt  4  jl.au  Pk 
large-leaved  O  or  6  jl.au  Pk 
shrubby          a.  i  |or  3  jl.au  Pk 
sweet-scented  £  iAI  clt  2  my.s  W 
common-green      O  clt  3  jLs  G 
panicled  O  or  3  jLs  G 
clammy  O  or  4  jl.s  S 
.curled-leaved  ^  lAI  or  2  my.jn  W 
Primrose-leav'd^  OB  or  3  au  W four-valved  O  or  2  jl.au  W 
Rocky-mount  iQJ  cu  Jjn  W 
LangsdorfFs  O  or  5  au  G 
Honeywort  O  or  2  au  G 
Havannah  Q  clt  2  jn.jl  W 

1570. 

1699. 
1800. 

14—26. 
America America 
China 
N.  S.W.  _ America  1570. 
Peru  1752. 
Peru  1759. America  1816. 
Vera  Cruz  173a 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1823. Chili  1819. 

  1821. 
Havannahl823. 

2184 2185 

S  s.l S  s.1 
S  co 
S  co 
C  s.1 
S  r.m 
D  s.l D  s.1 
D  p.l D  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  p.l S  p.l 
D  s.1 

S  r.m 
S  r.m 
C  r.m 
D  r.m 
S  co 
S  r.m 
S  r.m D  r.m 
S  r.m 
S  r.m 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 2187 

Eng.  bo t.  591 Bot  mag.  2394 Blackw.  till 
Com.hort77.t22 
Bot  mag.  87 
Bot  reg.  180 Plk.  aim.  t37.  £5 
Bot  mag.  852 
Bot  mag.  1126 
Sweet  fl.  gard.27 

Bot  mag.  2414 
Blackw.  1 146 

Bot  mag.  673 Blackw.  t  437 
Flor.  per.2.  tl29 Bot.  rep.  484 
Jacq.  fragm.  t.84 MiLic.2.tl85.f.2 Bot  mag.  1778 
Bot  reg.  833 
Bot  mag.  2221 Lehm.  nic.  1 2 
Bot  mag.  2484 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
381  Hyoscyamus.  From  it  Us,  a  pig,  and  xvaiun,  a  bean ;  the  fruit  has  been  thought  to  resemble  a  bean, 

ami,  although  dangerous  to  other  animals,  is  said  to  be  eaten  by  pigs  with  safety.  H  niger  is  a  well-known 
fetid  weed,  which  follows  civilized  man,  growing  on  rubbish  of  old  houses,  dunghills,  &c.  It  has  a  strong 
peculiar  odor,  greatly  affecting  the  heads  of  some  persons,  and  the  whole  plant  is  reputed  poisonous.  Sir 
J.  E  Smith  and  Professor  Mart yn  say  they  have  often  eaten  the  seeds  without  suffering  inconvenience. 
Lightfoot,  on  the  contrary,  says,  a  few  of  them  have  been  known  to  deprive  a  man  of  his  reason  and  limbs. 
A  species  of  bug  (Cimex)  and  of  beetle  (Chrysomela)  take  their  specific  names  from  feeding  on  the  plant ; 
but  no  quadruped  is  known  to  eat  it,  unless  the  goat  and  sheep,  and  that  very  rarely  and  sparingly.  As  a  medi- 

cine, henbane  is  of  immemorial  use,  and  is  still  continued  in  the  Pharmacopoeias.  It  is  given  with  or  without 
opium  in  coughs,  epilepsy,  convulsions,  &c.   Country  people  sometimes  smoke  the  leaves  for  the  toothach. 

382.  Nicotiana.  So  named  from  John  Nicot  of  Nismes,  in  Languedoc,  ambassador  from  the  king  of  France 
to  Portugal;  who  procured  the  seeds  from  a  Dutchman  who  had  received  them  from  Florida.  The  first  plant 
was  said  to  have  been  presented  to  Catherine  de  Medicis,  whence  the  French  name  Herbe  a  la  Heine.  The 
name  tobacco,  which  has  superseded  all  others,  is  the  appellation  of  a  district  of  Mexico.  Petum  or  Petume, 
Bras.,  Tabac,  Fr.,  Tdback,  Get.,  and  Tabac,  Ital.  The  species  grown  as  tobacco  are  the  N.  tabacum  and 
rustica ;  the  former  greatly  preferred.  The  popular  narcotic  which  it  furnishes  is  probably  in  more  extensive 
use  than  any  other,  and  its  only  rival  is  the  betel  of  the  east  According  to  Linnaeus,  tobacco  was  known  in 
Europe  from  1560.  It  was  brought  to  England  from  Tobago  in  the  West  Indies,  or  Tobasco  in  Mexico,  (and 
hence  the  name,)  by  Ralph  Lane,  in  1586,  but  only  the  herb  for  smoking.  Afterwards,  according  to  Hakluyt, 
seeds  were  introduced  from  the  same  quarter.  Sir  Walter  Raleigh  first  introduced  smoking ;  in  the  house  in 
which  he  lived  at  Islington  are  his  arms  on  a  shield,  with  a  tobacco  plant  on  the  top.  Smoking  has  consequently 
been  common  in  Europe  for  upwards  of  two  centuries.  It  is  a  powerful  narcotic,  and  also  a  strong  stimulant 
with  respect  to  the  whole  system,  but  especially  to  the  stomach  and  intestines,  to  which,  in  small  doses,  it 
proves  emetic  and  purgative.  The  smoke  thrown  up  the  anus  acts  as  a  glyster :  an  infusion  of  the  leaves 
forms  a  powerful  lotion  for  obstinate  ulcers :  the  oil  applied  to  a  wound,  is  said  by  Redi  to  be  as  fatal  as  the 
poison  of  a  viper.  The  divot  ion,  powder,  and  smoke  of  tobacco,  are  used  in  gardening  to  destroy  insects,  and 
in  agriculture  for  the  same  purpose,  and  to  cure  cutaneous  eruptions  in  domestic  animals. 

Tobacco,  as  used  by  man,  says  Du  Tour,  (Nouveau  Coins  <f  Agricultures  &c)  gives  pleasure  to  the  savage  and 
the  philosopher,  to  the  inhabitant  of  the  burning  desert  and  frozen  zone.  In  short,  its  use  either  in  powder,  to 
chew,  or  to  smoke,  is  universal ;  and  for  no  other  reason  than  a  sort  of  convulsive  motion  (sneezing)  produced 
by  the  first,  and  a  degree  of  intoxication  by  the  two  last  modes  of  usage  A  hundred  volumes,  he  adds,  have 
been  written  against  it,  of  which  a  German  has  preserved  the  titles.  Among  these  books  is  that  of  James 
Stuart,  king  of  England,  who  violently  opposed  it  The  Grand  Duke  of  Moscow  forbade  its  entrance  into  his 
territory  under  pain  of  the  knout  for  the  first  offence,  and  death  for  the  next.  The  emperor  of  the  Turks, 
king  of  Persia,  and  Pope  Urban  VIII.  issued  similar  prohibitions,  all  of  which  were  as  ridiculous  as  those 
which  attended  the  introduction  of  coffee  or  Jesuit's  bark.  At  present,  all  the  sovereigns  of  Europe,  and  most of  those  of  other  parts  of  the  world  derive  a  considerable  part  of  their  revenue  from  tobacco. 

Tobacco  is  cultivated  in  Europe  as  far  north  as  Sweden,  and  is  also  grown  in  China,  Japan,  and  other  eastern 
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2180  Radic.  leaves  sinuated  pinnatifid  upper  stem-clasping,  Flowers  nearly  sess.  Cor.  netted 
2181  Leaves  stalked  the  lowest  rounded  entire  the  rest  cordate  ovate  sinuate  toothed,  FL  axilL  sess.  or  stalked 2182  Cauline  leaves  stalked  cordate  sinuate  acute,  Flowers  entire  inflated 
2183  Leaves  stalked  3-lobed  cut-toothed,  Flowers  stalked,  Segm.  of  cor.  equal  flat 
2184  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  angular  toothed,  Flowers  stalked,  Three  upper  segm.  of  cor.  wavy 2185  Lower  leaves  cordate  ovate  angular  obtuse,  floral  ovate  entire 
2186  Leaves  stalked  oblong  lane,  toothed,  Flowers  stalked,  Calyx  teeth  mucronate 
2187  Leaves  stalked  ovate  cordate  entire,  Flowers  stalked  axillary  solitary  terminal  in  umbels,  Cal.  inflated 
2188  Leaves  stalked  ovate  obi.  entire,  Flowers  axillary  stalked  nodding,  Cor.  camp,  trunc.  (Scopolina-,  Schul.) 
2189  Stem  simple  pubescent,  Leaves  sessile  i  decurrent  sinuate  toothed  smoothisb,  Flowers  sessile 
2190  Leaves  stem-clasping  angular,  radical  angular  toothed,  Flowers  sessile  1-colored 2191  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  angular,  CaL  pointless,  Bractes  undivided 
2192  Leaves  deltoid  ovate  repand,  CaL  of  fruit  tumid,  Stamens  exserted 

2193  Leaves  sessile  obL  lane,  acumin.  the  lower  decurr.  Mouth  of  cor.  inflated,  Segm.  acuminate 
2194  Leaves  stem-clasping  ovate  acute  auricled  at  base,  Mouth  of  cor.  inflated,  Segm.  short  acuminate 
2195  Stem  shrubby  simple,  Lvs.  stalked  lane,  obliquely  acuminate,  CorolL  inflated  at  mouth,  Segm.  acumin. 
2196  Stem  nearly  sim.  Lvs.  soraew.  stlkd.  ov.  lane,  wavy,  Tube  of  cor.  cyl.  much  longer  than  caL  Seg.  uneq.  round 
2197  Stem  rounded,  Leaves  stalked  ovate  entire,  Tube  of  cor.  cylind.  longer  than  caL  Segment  rounded  obtuse 
2198  Stem  nearly  sim.  Lvs.  stlkd.  ov.  subcord.  entire,  Tube  of  cor.  clav.  very  sm.  much  longer  than  caL  Seg.  obt 2199  Leaves  stalked  cordate  entire,  FL  racemose  1-sided,  CaL  2-lipp.  upper  hp  longest,  Cor.  ringent,  Segm.  acute 
2200  Leaves  sessile  lower  obovate  spatula te  obtuse  upper  i  stem-clasping  wavy,  Tube  of  cor.  very  long  clavate 
S201  Stem  dichot  Lvs.  sess.  radic.  obL  ovaL  Cal.  very  short,  Tube  of  cor.  cyL  thrice  as  long  as  caL  Segm.  acute 
2202  Stem  herbac.  branching,  Lvs.  stalked  obL  Tube  of  cor.  twice  as  long  as  caL  Segm.  obt  Caps.  4-valv.  round 
2203  Leaves  lanceolate  hairy,  radical  longer  than  the  solitary  flowers,  Petals  obtuse 
2204  Lower  leaves  ovate  obtuse  stalked  upper  sessile  decurrent,  Tube  of  cor.  clavate  long,  Limb  obtuse 
2205  Stem  branc.  at  base,  Lvs.  stlkd.  all  cord,  ent  Tube  of  cor.  clav.  pub.  much  long,  than  caL  Seg.  very  sh.  acute 
2206  Leaves  stem-clasping  cord,  spat  roundish  repand,  Tube  of  cor.  slender  very  long,  Segm.  ovate  acute  plic. 

and  hot  countries.  The  sort  preferred  is  the  N.  tabacum,  which  is  an  elegant  plant,  grown  also  in  gardens  as 
a  border  flower.  N.  rustica,  fausse  tabac,  Vt.,  Bauer n  taback,  Get.,  and  Tabacca  cimarosa,  Span.,  is  also  fre- 

quently cultivated,  especially  in  Europe,  it  being  considered  hardier  than  the  Virginian  sort  Parkinson  says, 
he  has  known  Sir  Walter  Raleigh,  when  prisoner  in  the  Tower,  prefer  it  to  make  good  tobacco,  "  which  he 
knew  so  rightly  to  cure."  Tobacco  has  been  successfully  cultivated  and  cured  in  this  country,  but  its  growth is  prohibited  to  encourage  our  commerce  with  America.  It  is  now  only  grown  for  curiosity  as  a  border  flower, 
or  by  gardeners  for  the  destruction  of  insects.  In  Germany  and  other  northern  countries,  most  families  who 
have  gardens  grow  enough  of  N.  rustica  for  their  own  use ;  but  as  they  do  not  know  how  to  cure  it,  it  is  not 
much  valued,  and  is  never  made  into  chewing  tobacco  or  snuff 

In  the  culture  of  Tobacco  in  America,  the  plants  are  raised  on  beds  early  in  spring,  and  when  they  have 
acquired  four  leaves,  they  are  planted  in  the  fields  in  well  prepared  earth,  about  three  feet  distance  every  way. Every  rooming  and  evening  the  plants  require  to  be  looked  over,  in  order  to  destroy  a  worm  which  sometimes 
invades  the  bud.  When  four  or  five  inches  high  they  are  moulded  up.  As  soon  as  they  have  eight  or  nine 
leaves,  and  are  ready  to  put  forth  a  stalk,  the  top  is  nipped  off,  in  order  to  make  the  leaves  longer  and  thicker, 
by  directing  all  the  energies  of  the  plant  to  them.  After  this,  the  buds  which  sprout  from  the  joints  of  the 
leaves  are  all  plucked,  and  not  a  day  is  suffered  to  pass  without  examining  the  leaves,  to  destroy  a  large  cater- 

pillar, which  is  sometimes  very  destructive  to  them.  When  they  are  fit  for  cutting,  which  is  known  by  the 
brittleness  of  the  leaves,  they  are  cut  with  a  knife  close  to  the  ground,  and,  after  lying  some  time,  are  carried 
to  the  drying  shed,  where  the  plants  are  hung  up  by  pairs  upon  lines,  having  a  space  between,  that  they  may 
not  touch  one  another.  In  this  state  they  remain  to  sweat  and  dry.  When  perfectly  dry,  the  leaves  are  stript 
from  the  stalks  and  made  into  small  bundles  tied  with  one  of  the  leaves.  These  bundles  are  laid  in  heaps, 
and  covered  with  blankets.  Care  is  taken  not  to  over-heat  them,  for  which  reason  the  heaps  are  laid  open  to 
the  air  from  time  to  time,  and  spread  abroad.  This  operation  is  repeated  till  no  more  heat  is  perceived  in  the 
heaps,  and  the  tobacco  is  then  stowed  in  casks  for  exportation.   (Long.  Jam.  in.  719.) 

In  the  manufacture  of  tobacco,  the  leaves  are  first  cleansed  of  any  earth,  dirt,  or  decayed  parts  ;  next,  they 
are  gently  moistened  with  salt  and  water,  or  water  in  which  salt  along  with  other  ingredients  has  been  dis- 

solved, according  to  the  taste  of  the  fabricator.  This  liquor  is  called  tobacco  sauce.  The  next  operation  is  to 
remove  the  midrib  of  the  leaf;  then  the  leaves  are  mixed  together,  in  order  to  render  the  quality  of  whatever 
may  be  the  final  application  equal :  next,  they  are  cut  into  pieces  with  a  fixed  knife,  and  crisped  or  curled 
before  a  fire ;  the  succeeding  operation  is  to  spin  them  into  cords,  or  twist  them  into  rolls  by  winding  them 
with  a  kind  of  mill  round  a  stick.  These  operations  are  all  performed  by  the  grower,  and  in  this  state  (rolls) the  article  is  sent  from  America  to  other  countries,  where  the  tobacconists  cut  it  into  chaff-like  shreds  for 
smoking,  by  a  machine  like  a  straw-cutter ;  form  it  into  small  cords  for  chewing ;  or  dry  and  grind  it  for snufF.  In  manufacturing  snuffl  various  matters  are  added  for  giving  it  an  agreeable  scent,  and  hence  the 
numerous  varieties  of  snuffs.  The  three  principal  sorts  are  called  Rappees,  Scotch  or  Spanish,  and  Thirds. 
The  first  is  only  granulated,  the  second  is  reduced  to  a  very  fine  powder,  and  the  third  is  the  sittings  of  the 
second  sort  The  best  Havannah  segars  are  made  from  the  leaves  of  N.  repanda.  The  Indians  of  the  Rocky 
Mountains  of  N.  America  prepare  their  tobacco  from  N.  quadrivalvis  and  N.  nana. 

*    2198  W  2202 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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t*383.  IPOM^'A.  R.  Br. 
2207  quamoclit  W. 2208  dissecta  Ph. 
2209  Carolina  Ph. 
2210tuber6sa  W. 
2211  paniculata  B.  Beg. 
2212  pentaphylla  Jac. 2213  umbellata  L. 
2214  tuberculata  B.  Reg. 
2215  pendula  R.  Br. 
2216  Pes-tigridis  W. 
2217  platensis  Ker. 
2218  chryseides  Ker. 2219  caerfilea  Ker. 
2220  setosa  Ker. 
2221  scabra  Gm. 
2333  Turpethum  Br. 22231uteola  W.  en. 
2224  coccinea  W.  en. 
2225  lacunosa  W. 
2226  gossypii  folia  W. 

I.  insignia  B.  K. 2227  Bona-nox  W. 
2228  sanguinea  Vahl. 
2229  mutabilis  R.  Reg. 2230  candicans  B.  M. 
2231  Jalapa  Ph. 

0  rosea 2232  hepatici  folia  W. 
S23S  solanifolia  ff. 
2234  campanulata  W. 9335  violacea  W. 
2236  carnea  W. 
2237  repanda  W. 2238  sibirica  P.  S. 
2239  speciosa  P.  S. 
2240  purpurea  P.  S. 

P incarnata 
y  varia 2241  discolor  Jac. 

2242  triloba  W. 
2243  hederifolia  W. 
2244  Nil  P.  S. 
2245  hederacea  B.  Reg. 
2246  cuspidata  P.  S. 2247  tamnifolia  W. 
2248  grandiflora  B.Rep. 2249  murirata  Joe. 
2250 obscftra  B.Reg. 
2251  sagittif61ia  .Ker. 
2252  medium  W. 
2253 denticulate  R.Br. 
2254  glaucifolia  W. 
2255  angustitolia  Jac 

I  POM  K.\ . 
wing.leaved  f  RTI  or cut-leaved  $  i  Al  or 
Carolina  r  j  a  m tuberous-rooted  J4,  El  or 
panicled  A  B2  m 
five-leaved  _&  O  or 
umbel-flowered  _§  E]  or 
tubercled  _<|  □  or 
pendulous  iAI  or 
palmated         _£  [Q]  or 

Convoltmlacete.  Sp.  53 — 170. 6  jl.s       D.R   E.  Indies  1629. 
S  Georgia  1813. Pu  Carolina  1732. 
Pa.Y  W.  Indies  1731. 
Pk     R  Indies  1799. 

Plata  j> 
Mr.  Herbert's  i pale-blue  jf bristly 
rough 
square-stalked crimson-scarlet bright-scarlet  _& starry 
splendid  _J 

(Z3  or 
i  Al  or 

O  or 0  or 
rm  or 1  I  or 

O  or 
rm  or 

O  or 
□  or 

10  jn.s 
10  jl.au 10  ... 
20  jn.s 20  au.s 20  jnjl 
10  au.s 10  my.o 
6  au 

10  jn.s 4  jn.s 
9  jn.s 9  au 
10  s 
5  jl.s 10  jn.s 10  jn.s 
10  jLau 
15  jn.s 

W 
S 
Pu 
Pk 

R 

W.  Indies  1739. 
W.  Indies  1739. 
K.  Indies  1815. 
N.  S.  W.  1808. E.  Indies  1732. 

prickly  *  O  or  10  jLau 
blood-flowered  5  O  or  10  f.n 
changeable      j;i  1  or  10  my.s 
hoary  ^  iAJ  or  15  jn.au Jalap  lAJ  m  10  au.s 
rose-colored      _|  iAI  m  10  au.s 
Hepatica-leav'd5  O  or  10  au.s 

V  S.  Amer.  1817. 
Y  China  1817. 
L.B  E.  Indies  1818. Pu  Brazil  1817. 
W  S.  Amer.  1804. 
W  Ceylon  1759. S  Carolina  1759. 
D.R  W.  Indies  1713. W  N.  Amer.  1640. Pu   
W  W.  Indies  1773. 
D.R  W.  Indies  1812. 
Pu  S.  Amer.  1812. 
W  N.  Amer.  1776. Li  America  1733. 
R 
Pu  E.  Indies  1759. 

Nightshade-lvcLjg  EE  or 
bell-flowered  jOof 
purple-flowered  J;  O  or flesh-colored  EE  or 
scolloped  _J  O  or 
Siberian  O  or 
broad-leaved  j;  □  or 
great-purple  J  O  or 
flesh-colored  O  or striped  j|  O  or 
spotted  j  O  or 
three-lobed  j  O  or 
Ivy-leaved  j  O  or 
blue  j;  rm  or five-lobed  _$  O  or 
sharp-pointed  _J  O  or Tamn us-lea veil  j|  O  or 
great-flowered  _J  □  or rough-stalked  _§  m]  or 
hairy  _$  mi  or 

Catesby'8  J  A  or arrow-headed  j>  rX3  or denticulate  rm  or 
glaucous-leaved  (23  or narrow-leaved  ^  [Ql  or 

8  jl.au 
8  au.s 
8  au.s 
10  au.s 10  au 
8  jl.au 
8  il.au 10  jn.s 10  jn.s 
10  jn.s 
20  jn.s 10  jnjl 
10  jl 
10  jLs 10  jLs 
10  jnjl 10  jl 

8  s 8  jLau 
8  jn.au 
3  jn.s 
6  jl.au 
6  jLau 
6  myjl 

6  jLau 

Pk 
Pu.w Pu 

F 
S 
F 
Pu 
D.Pu F 
St B.w 
V 
V 
L.B B L.Pu 
B 
W 
Pu 
W 

America  1759. 
E.  Indies  1800. 
S.  Amer.  1732. S.  Amer.  1799. W.  Indies  1793. 
Siberia  1779. 
E.  Indies  1778. America  1629. 
America  1629. 
America  1629. 
W.  Indies  1752. &Amer.  177a 
America  1597. 
N.  Amer.  1729. 
S.  Amer.  1732. 
Carolina  1732. 
E  Indies  1802. E.  Indies  1777. 
E.  Indies  1732. 

Pu  Carolina  1819. 
Pa  E  Indies  1778. 
Y  E  Indies  177a 
Pk  Mexico  1732. 
Pk  India  1800. 

S  r.m  Bot.  mag.  244 
C  s.p  WiLphy.l.t2.f.3 C  r.m  Dill,  elt,  t.84.f.98 
C  s.p  Bot  reg.  768 
C  s.p  Bot  reg.  62 
S  s.p   Jac.  ic.  2  t.  oJ9 R  r.m  Plu.am.88.tl02 
C  l.p  Bot.  reg.  86 
R  Lp  Bot  rep.  613 
C  s.p  DaeLt.318.C411 
S  r.m  Bot  reg.  333 S  r.m  Bot.  reg.  270 
S  r.m  Bot  reg.  276 
S  r.m  Bot  reg.  335 
S  r.m S  r.m  Bot  mag.  2093 
S  r.m  Bot  mag.  221 
S  r.m  Bot.  rep.  499 
C  r.m  DiU.eltt87.f.l02 
C  s.p  Bot  reg.  75 
S  s.l    Bot  mag.  752 
C  s.l    Bot.  reg.  9 
C  p.l    Bot  reg.  39 
R  p.l   Bot  mag.  1603 C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1572 
C  r.m  Bot.' reg.  621 S  co  Bu.in.50.t.20.f.2 

Plum.  ic.  t94.f.l 
Rhd.mal.ll.t56 
Plum.ic.t93.f.l 
Jac.  am.  2a  1 18 
Par.  lond.  81 
Pa.it.3.p.723.t.K 
Bot.  mag.  2446 
Bot.  mag.  113 
Bot  mag.  1682 
Bot  mag.  1005 
PL  ic.82.  t.93.  f.2 Bot  mag.  188 
Bot.  reg.  85 
Fl.per.2.t.ll9.f.a D.elt.t.318.f.410 
Bot.  rep.  403 Jac  schce.3.t.323 Bot  reg.  239 
Bot  reg.  437 
Bot  reg.  317 
DO.  ett.t87.fl01 
Jac.  ic.  rar.  t317 

C  s.p 

S  s.l S  8.1 S  s.l 

C  s.p 

S  co 
C  p.l 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  8.1 S  8.1 
S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p 

S  co 
S  s.l S  co S  s.p 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

R  s.p 

S  s.l 
2256  tridentata  P.  S.  trifid 
2257  maritima  R.  Br. 
2258  brasiliensis  L. 

£  H3  or  10  jl.au 
Rhd.mal.ll.t.65 
Bot  reg  319 
Plu.  amA  tlO* 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture.. 
3S3.  Iponuea.  From  rlt  mix,  a  bindweed,  or  something  analogous,  and  ofjuuat,  similar.  This  genus 

is  nearly  allied  to  Convolvulus  and  Calystegia.  It  consists  chiefly  of  twining  stove  plants,  free  flowerers, 
and  of  the  easiest  culture.  I.  tuberosa  is  a  plant  of  great  beauty  and  fragrance.  In  Jamaica  it  is 
evergreen,  thickly  covered  with  leaves  and  large  flowers,  and  much  used  to  shade  arbors.  Browne 
says  it  may  be  carried  over  an  arbor  of  300  feet  in  length.  Every  part  of  the  plant  abounds  with  milk, 
and  is  purgative.  Long  thinks  Scammony  might  be  made  from  its  tubers,  and  Loureiro  affirms  them  to  be edible. 
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§  1.  Leaves  pinnate,  digitate,  or  palmate. 
2207  Leaves  pinnate  pinna;  filiform,  Pedunc.  a  little  longer  than  leaf  1-flowered 
2208  Leaves  palmate,  Segments  narrow  pinnatifid  toothed,  Pedunc.  about  2-flowered 
2209  Leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  stalked,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
2210  Leaves  palmate,  Lobes  7  lanceolate  acute  entire,  Pedunc.  3-flowered 
2211  Smooth,  Leaves  palmate,  Lobes  7  oblong  lane,  entire,  Cymes  dichotomous,  Cal.  equal  obtuse,  Caps,  erect 2212  Leaves  digitate  in  5s  hairy  entire,  Seeds  smooth 
2213  Leaves  digitate  in  7,  Peduncles  umbelled  very  short 
2214  Leaves  digitate  or  nearly  pedate  7-parted  smooth,  Stalks  waited  rough,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
2215  Leaves  palmate  pedate,  Lobes  ciliate  mucronatc  at  end,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
2216  Leaves  palmate,  Flowers  aggregate 
2217  Branches  peduncles  and  petioles  tubercled,  Leaves  palmate,  Lobes  7  narrow  oblong  with  a  short  point 

\  2.  Leaves  cordate,  angular,  or  lobed. 
2218  Leaves  obi.  cordate  rarely  obsoletely  3-lobed,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  shorter  than  leaf,  Calyx  very  smooth 
2219  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed  villous,  Pedunc.  2-3-fl.  Edge  of  cor.  nearly  entire.  Stigmas  3-lobed 
2220  Branches  petioles  peduncles  and  calyxes  bristly,  Leaves  naked  cordate  3-lobed,  Lobes  tooth  sinuated 
2221  Stem  twining,  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed,  Pedunc.  longer  than  petiole,  Fruit  nodding 
2222  Leaves  cordate  angular,  Stem  membranous  square.  Peduncles  many-flowered 
2223  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  angular,  Pedunc,  first  dichotomous  afterwards  branching 
2224  Downy,  Lvs.  cord  acum.  at  base  angular,  Pedunc.  5-flowered,  CaL  warted  bearded,  Limb,  of  cor.  entire 
2225  Smooth,  Lvs.  cord  below  obscurely  repand  or  ang.  Pedunc.  short  1-fl.  CaL  hairy  ciliated,  Cor.  small  short 
2226  Leaves  cordate  at  the  end  5-lobed  smooth,  Peduncle  many-flowered  corymbose 
2227  Very  smooth,  Leaves  cordate  entire  or  angular,  Pedunc.  1-3-fl.  CaL  aristate,  Cor.  undiv.  Tube  very  long 
2228  Pedunc.  upwards  cymose  trichotomous  longer  than  the  5-lobed  cordate  or  hastate  leaves 
2229  Leaves  cordate  entire  or  3-lobed  acuminate  above  pubescent  beneath  villous,  Flowers  numerous  in  cymes 
2230  Smooth,  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  entire.  Peduncles  many-flowered  without  bractese 
2231  Stem  warted,  Leaves  cord,  ovate  rugose  villous  beneath  entire  or  lobed,  Pedunc.  1  many-fl.  Seed  woolly 
2232  Leaves  3-lobed,  Flowers  aggregate 

%  3.  Leaves  cordate  entire. 
2233  Leaves  cordate  acute  entire,  Pedunc.  1-flowered  solitary  as  long  as  leaves 
2234  Leaves  cordate,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Outer  calyx  orbicular.  Cor.  campaniilate  lobed 2235  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Flowers  close  together,  Cor.  undivided 
2236  Leaves  roundish  cordate  smooth,  Pedunc.  many-flowered,  Cot.  edged 
2237  Leaves  cordate  oblong  repand  acuminate,  Peduncles  branched  cymose 
2238  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  smooth.  Peduncles  2-flowered 
2239  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  above  hairy,  beneath  silky,  Pedunc.  longer  than  the  stalks  in  umbels 
2240  Leaves  cordate  undivided,  Fruit  cemuous,  Stalks  thick,  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Ped.  many-fl.  CaL  hispid 

2241  Stem  very  tall,  Leaves  orbicular  rounded,  Flowers  spotted  with  eyes 
2242  Leaves  3-lobed  cordate,  Peduncles  3-flowered 
2243  Leaves  3-lobed  cordate,  Peduncles  many-flowered  racemose 
2244  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed,  Flowers  half  5-cleft,  Peduncles  shorter  than  the  petioles 
2245  Hairy,  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed,  lateral  lobes  acuminate  intermediate  acute,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Cal.  hairy 
2246  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed,  Lobes  cuspidate,  Peduncles  1-fl.  Sepals  linear  very  hairy  at  base 2247  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  hairy,  Flowers  aggregate 
2248  Leaves  cordate  ovate  obtuse  entire,  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Cal.  coriaceous,  Stem  and  petioles  pubescent 
2249  Leaves  cordate  roundish  with  a  long  point  smooth,  Pedunc.  thick  3-fl.  and  cal.  smooth,  Stem  muricated 
2250  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Pedunc.  filiform  1-fl.  and  caL  smooth,  Stem  very  hairy 

\  4.  Leaves  sagittate  or  hastate. 
2251  Very  smooth,  Leaves  oblong  sagittate  with  a  very  deep  sinus.  Auricles  acuminate,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
2252  Leaves  linear  hastate  pointed,  Auricles  toothed,  Flowers  solitary,  CaL  sagittate 
2253  Smooth,  Leaves  hastate  lanceol.  or  linear  acute,  Lobes  toothed,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Sepals  oblong  lane,  ovate 
2254  Leaves  sagittate  truncate  behind,  Peduncles  2-flowered 
2255  Leaves  linear  hastate  obtuse  mucronate  smooth,  Auricles  nearly  entire,  Peduncles  1-flowered 

$  5.  Leaves  oblong,  entire,  or  lobed. 
2256  Leaves  oblong  3-pointed  dilated  at  base  toothed,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  thick  4-cornered 

$  6.  Leaves  rounded. 0357  Creeping  smooth,  Lvs.  roundish  emarginate  or  2-lobed  thickish  at  base  beneath  with  2  glands,  CaL  obt. 
2258  Leaves  emarginate  with  2  glands  at  base,  Peduncles  3-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
I.  bona-nox,  like  most  of  the  species  of  this  genus  and  Convolvulus,  varies  much  in  the  leaves,  which  it  pro. 

duces  cordate,  lobed,  or  panduriform. 
1.  nil  is  a  highly  beautiful  plant,  with  the  corollas  of  a  clear  blue  color,  whence  its  name  of  Anil  or  Nil  (Indigo 
I.  quaraoclit  is  a  most  beautiful  tender  annual.  Its  name  has  been  formed  from  xuetfMs,  a  bean,  and  »Xitc(, 

dwarf,  because  it  resembles  the  kidney-bean  in  its  climbing  stem,  but  is  less  talL 
I.  jalapa  is  found  wild  near  Mexico,  at  Xalapa,  whence  probably  the  name  of  the  drug  which  its  root  affords 

It  is  said  to  have  been  first  brought  to  Europe  in  1610.   Its  virtue  as  a  purge  resides  chiefly  in  the  resin. 
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t384.  CONVOI/VULUa  W.  Bind-weed. 2259arvensis  W. 
2260  scammonia  W. 
2261  erubescens  B.  M. 
2262  japonicus  Vahl. 
2263 pannifoliuf  U.K. 2264  Batatas  Vv. 
2265blcolor  Vahl. 
2266  panduratus  W. 

small  _$  A  w 
scammony  _3i  A  m Maiden-blush  _$  Ol  or 
Japanese  J  A  " 
cloth-leaved 
tuberous 

Convolvulaccti:    Sp.  34—185. 
1}  jn.s      F       Britain    cor.  ft  R  co 
2  jl.au     W.pu  Levant  1596. 
6  jLs       Pk     N.  aW.  1803. 
6  jl.au     Pu     China  1817. 

Eng.  bot.312 R  s.l    Mill.  ic.  1.  t.  102 C  r.m  Bot  mag.  1067 
D  co    Bot  reg.  322 

$1  |  or  15  jn.s 

SI-
 

,123  clt  12 

B 
W.pu  India 

1805. 1597. R  s.l   Bot  reg.  222 
R  r.m  Rhed.mal.7.t50 

involucrated 
Virginian 

JUor    6  jn.au    W.pu  IsL  Francel818.  Bot  mag.  2205 
j;  A  or  12  jn.g      W.pu  N.  Amer.  1732.  R  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1939 

2267  althaeoides  W.        Althaea-leaved  -*  A  or  1  jn.s  Pk 
2268  bryonisefolius  B.  M.  Bryony-leaved  «*  |  |  or  1J  jl.au  Pk 
2269  macrocarpus  W.  long-fruited  _$  0  or  10  jl.au  Pu 
2270gl£ber  W.             smooth           JDor  12  my.jn  W 

LB Pu 

Levant  1597.  R  s.l  Bot.  mag.  359 
China  1802.  R  s.l  Bot  mag.  943 S.  Amer.  1752.  S  co  Plum,  ic.t.91.  f.1 
Cayenne  1806.  C  p.l  Aub.  gui.  1 53 

2271  pentanthus  B.  M.    five-flowered       □  or    6  jl.s 2272  canadensis  W. 
2273  farinosus  W. 
2274  ciliatus  W.en. 
2275  maximus  W. 
2276  Hermannix  W. 
2277  slculus  W. 
2278  elongatus  W.  en. 
2279  Imperati  Vahl. 
2280  reptans  W. 2281  hlrtus  W. 
9382  suffiruticosus  H.  K. 
2283  pentapetaloides  W. 2384  lineatus  W. 
2285  saxatilis  W. 
2286  Cneorum  W. 
2287  linearis  W. 
2288  cantabrica  W. 
2289  Dorycnium  W. 
2290  scoparius  W. 2291  floridus  W. 
2292  tricolor  W. 

385.  ARGYREIA.  Lour. 
2293  cuneata  Ker. 

\m  NEMOTHILA 
2294  phacelioides 

387.  CALYSTEGIA.  R. 
2295  sepium  R.  Br. 

P incarnata 2296 sylvestris  W.en. 
2297  spithamai'a  Ph. 2298  SoldaneUa  R.  Br. 

Canary  i  |  or  20  my.s 
mealy-stalked  *  iAI  or    6  my.jn  Pk 
hairy  2  O  or    6  jLs  Pk 
great-Ceylon  _$IZDor  20  jl  Pk Peruvian  iAI  or    5  au.s  W 

E  Indies  1808. Canaries  1690. 
Madeira  1777.  R  s.l 

  1816.  S 
Ceylon  1799. Peru  1799. 

C  s.l    Bot  mag.  2151 
R  s.l    Bot.  mag.  1223 Par.  lond.  45 
R  r.m  Rhd.maLll.t53 
R  r.m  Jac.  ic.2.  t315 

small-flowered  -*  O  or 
long-peduncled O  or 

1  jn.au  L.B  a  Europe  1640.  S  co  Bot  reg.  445 
1  jl.au    W     Canaries  1815.  S  co   Bot  reg.  498 

Imperati's 
creeping 
hairy-stalked shrubby 
Majorca 
dwarf rock 
silvery-leaved narrow-leaved Flax-leaved 
silky-leaved Broom 
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2276 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
384.  Convolvulus.  From  convolvere,  to  entwine.  This  is  an  extensive  genus  of  some  beauty,  and  the 

C.  batatas  is  of  known  utility  as  an  edible  root  The  stems  in  the  greater  number  of  species  are  herbaceous 
and  twining,  a  few  are  shrubby,  and  one  or  two  very  low  herbs. 

C.  arvensis  has  white  jointed  worm-like  roots,  very  difficult  to  eradicate  in  gardens  or  corn-fields :  it  is  con- 
sidered as  a  certain  indication  of  a  dry  soil. 

C.  scammonia,  named  in  Arabia  Scamunia  (Forsk.  Golius),  affords  the  gummy  resin  of  that  name  from  the 
roots,  which  are  three  or  four  feet  long,  from  nine  to  twelve  inches  in  circumference,  and  contain  a  milky 
juice.  The  top  of  the  root  being  bared  of  earth,  it  is  cut  through  in  a  sloping  direction,  and  a  shell  or  cup 
placed  close  to  the  section  for  the  juice  to  run  into.  This  juice  hardened  is  the  true  scammony,  chiefly  used 
as  a  stimulating  cathartic 

C.  turpethum  is  derived  from  turbid,  its  name  in  Arabia  (Golius.) 
C.  batatas,  (Batatas  is  Malay  according  to  Rumphius,  Mexican  according  to  Nieremberg)  skirrets  of  Peru, 

or  Spanish  potatoes,  is  a  native  of  both  Indies  and  China.  It  came  first  to  Spain  from  the  West  Indies,  from 
thence  it  was  imported  here  annually,  and  sold  as  a  delicacy.  It  is  the  potatoe  of  Shakspeare  and  contemporary 
writers,  the  Solanum  tuberosum  being  then  scarcely  known  in  Europe.  The  batatas  is  cultivated  in  all  the  tro- 
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&  1.  Clhnbingi  leaves  sagittate  or  hastate. 
2259  Leaves  sagittate  acute  at  each  end,  Peduncles  about  1-flowered 
2260  Leaves  sagittate  truncate  behind,  Peduncles  rounded  3-flowered 
2261  Leaves  cordate  sagittate  behind  sinuate  repand,  Pedum-,  axillary  solitary  about  2-flowered 2262  Leaves  lanceolate  hastate  acute,  Auricles  1-toothed  behind,  Stem  simple,  Peduncles  1-flowered 

$2.  Climbing;  leaves  cordate  hastate. 
2263  Leaves  cordate  hastate  hirsute,  Pedunc.  about  3-flowered,  Bract,  linear  remote  from  calyx 
2264  Leaves  cordate  hastate  angular  lobed  5-nerved  smoothish,  Fed.  long,  Fl.  fasc.  Sepals  lam-col.  acuminate $  3.  Climbing  ;  leaves  cordate  lobed. 
2265  Leaves  cordate  villous  at  the  base  angular  lobed,  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Outer  sepals  bract-like 
2266  Pubescent,  Leaves  broad  cordate  entire  or  lobed  fiddle-shaped,  Pedunc.  long,  Flowers  fascicled 

k  4.  Climbing  s  leaves  quinate  or  palmate. 
2267  Leaves  cordate  sinuate  silky  lobes  repand,  Pedunc.  2-flowered 
2268  Leaves  7-lobed  palmate  hispid  middle  lobe  sinuated  drawn  out,  Pedunc.  axiU.  solitary  very  long  jointed 
2269  Leaves  palmate  pedate  5-parted,  Pedunc  1-flowered 2270  Very  smooth,  Leaves  digitate  quinate,  Leaflets  stalked  acuminate  entire,  Pedunc.  branched  divaricating 

J  5.  Climbing  ;  leaves  cordate  or  subcordate. 2271  Leaves  oblong  cordate  acuminate  subrepand  smooth,  Pedunc.  umbelled  5-flowered,  Flowers  sessile 
2272  Leaves  cordate  pubescent,  Stem  perennial  villous,  Pedunc.  many-flowered 
2273  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  repand,  Pedunc.  3-flowered,  Stem  mealy 
2274  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  ciliated,  Heads  stalked  very  hairy  with  an  involucrum 
2275  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  entire  smooth,  Stem  and  leaf-stalks  smooth 
2276  Tomentose,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  obtuse  subrepand,  Pedunc;  longer  than  stalk,  Limb  acute 

§  6.  Prostrate  s  leaves  cordate. 
22T7  Leaves  cord,  ovate  upper  acute,  Ped.  1-fl.  shorter  than  leaves,  Bractes  obi.  lane,  longer  than  ciliated  cal. 
2278  Leaves  cordate  ovate  cusp.  Ped.  2-fl.  longer  than  leaves,  Bractes  tin.  subul.  shorter  than  parted  ]>eduncle 

\~.  Prostrates  leaves  cordate  lobed  or  hastate. 2279  Leaves  panduriform  or  entire  emarginate  cordate  at  base,  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Stem  creeping 
2280  Leaves  hastate  lanceolate,  Auricles  rounded,  Stem  creeping,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
2281  Leaves  cordate  and  somewhat  hastate  villous,  Stem  and  leaf-stalks  hairy,  Peduncles  many-flowered 

$  8.  Prostrates  leaves  ovate  or  oblong  and  linear. 
2282  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Stem  ascending  villous,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered  3  times  as  long  as  leaf 
2283  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  naked  lined,  Branches  declinate,  Flowers  silky  1 5-cleft 
2284  Leaves  lanceolate  silky  lined  stalked,  Peduncles  2-fl.  Cal.  silky  leafy 
2285  Very  hairy,  Leaves  linear,  Flowers  capitate,  Calyxes  acuminate 
2286  Leaves  lanceolate  tomentose,  Flowers  capitate,  Calyxes  hairy,  Stem  nearly  erect 
2287  Stems  erect  shrubby,  Leaves  linear  acute  silky,  Flowers  terminal  umbelled  panicled,  Cal.  hairy 
2288  Leaves  linear  lane,  acute,  Stem  branched  nearly  erect,  CaL  hairy,  Pedunc.  2-flowered 
2289  Leaves  nearly  linear  silky,  Stem  panicled,  Cal.  naked  obtuse 
2290  Leaves  linear  hairy,  Peduncles  about  3-flowered,  Cal.  silky  ovate  acute,  Branches  twiggy 
2291  Prostrate  hoary,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  smooth,  Thyrse  terminal  pyramidal  compound 
2292  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  smooth,  Stem  declinate,  Flowers  solitary 

2293  Leaves  wedge-shaped  emarginate  beneath  silky,  Peduncles  2-flowered 

2294  The  only  species 

2295  Leaves  sagittate  very  acute,  behind  obtuse  or  trunc.  entire,  Bract,  ac.  longer  than  cal.  twice  as  short  as  cor. 
2296  Leaves  cordate,  Lobes  angular  truncated,  Pedunc.  rounded  1-fl.  Bract  ovate  obt  inflated,  Sepals  obtuse 2297  Leaves  cordate  pubescent,  Stem  erect,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
2298  Leaves  reniform,  Peduncles  1-flowered,  the  angles  winged 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
pical  climates  much  in  the  same  manner  as  our  potatoe,  but  with  more  room  for  its  trailing  stalks.   Not  only 
the  tubers,  but  the  young  leaves  and  tender  shoots  are  boiled  and  eaten ;  and,  as  is  the  case  with  all  plants  long in  cultivation,  there  are  several  varieties. 

C.  tricolor  is  a  well  known  border-annual,  commonly  called  C.  minor,  with  reference  to  another  border- 
flower,  Ipomcea  purpurea,  which  gardeners  and  seedsmen  commonly  call  C.  major. 

C.  reptans.,  is  a  common  potherb  in  the  East  Indies  and  in  China. 
385.  Argyreia.  From  euyvein,  silver,  in  allusion  to  the  silvery  texture  of  the  leaves  of  the  plant.  A  beau- tiful genus  nearly  related  to  Convolvulus. 
386.  Nemophila.  From  nt/tat.,  a  grove,  and  <pi\vu,  to  love  j  the  species  growing  in  shady  woods.  A  small hardy  N.  American  plant,  with  bright  blue  flowers  and  divided  leaves. 
387.  Calystegia.  From  xecXot,  pretty,  and  siyn.  a  covering,  in  allusion  to  the  two  bractea?  in  which  the  calyx 

is  inclosed.  A  very  artificial  genus,  distinguished  from  Convolvulus  and  Ipomcea,  only  by  the  presence  of 
bractes,  and  by  its  capsule  being  one-celled.  C.  sepium,  the  Convolvulus  sepium  of  Willdenow,  has  medical 
properties  similar  to  Scammony,  for  which  Withering  thinks  it  may  serve  as  a  substitute.  Swine,  it  is  said, 
eat  the  roots  in  large  quantities,  and  yet  are  not  purged  by  them.   C.  soldanella  is  an  acrid  purge. 
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t390.  HOITZIA.  Cav.  Hoitzia. 
2302  coccinea  Cav.  scarlet 
2303ca?rulea  Cav.  blue 

391.  RET'ZIA.  Tk.  Retzia. 
2301  spicata  Th.  spiked 

392.  LUBI'NIA  Comm.  Lubinia. 
2305  atropurpurea  Lk.  dark-purple 
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395.  LISSANTHE  B.Br.  Lissanthe. 
2316  daphnoldes  B.  Br.    Daphne-leaved  *  i  |  or 
39d  ASTROLCKMA.  B.Br.  Astroloma. 
2317  humiffisum  B.  Br.  Juniper-leaved  *  i  |  or 

397.  SPRENGE'LIA.  B.Br.  Sprengelia. 2318  incarnate  B.  Br.     flesh-colored     *  i_J  or 
398.  ANDERSCNIA  B.  Br.  Andersonia. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
388.  Cobeea.  In  honor  of  Barnadez  Cobo,  a  Spanish  Jesuit,  who  wrote  upon  subjects  of  natural  history 

about  the  middle  of  the  17th  century.  The  name  arose  with  Cavanilles.  This  is  the  most  rapid  growing 
greenhouse  climber  known,  having  been  found  to  grow  200  feet  in  length  in  one  summer  in  a  conservatory. 
It  will  thrive  almost  equally  well  in  the  open  air  during  summer,  but  is  destroyed  by  frost ;  and  its  shoots  are 
only  of  annual,  or  at  most  of  biennial  duration.  It  strikes  in  sand  in  moist  heat,  but  it  generally  ripens 
seeds,  which,  sown  early  in  spring,  and  forwarded  in  a  stove,  will  flower  in  the  greenhouse  or  open  air  the  same season. 
-  389.  Cantua.  From  Canto,  the  native  name  of  the  genus  among  the  Peruvians.  Pretty  greenhouse  plants, rarely  seen  in  gardens. 
390.  Hoitzia.  Hoitzit  is  the  name  of  this  plant  in  Mexico.  A  handsome  plant  with  brilliant  scarlet  flowers. 

It  is  occasionally  raised  from  Mexican  seed,  but  is  very  rare  in  collections. 
391.  Betzia.  Named  after  John  Retzius,  professor  of  botany  at  Lund,  in  Sweden.  His  Observationes  Bo- 

tanies is  a  work  of  reputation.  A  small  upright  shrub  with  whorled  lanceolate  leaves,  and  clustered  brown 
flowers,  almost  hidden  among  the  leaves. 

392.  Lubinia.  A  genus  dedicated  by  Commerson  to  M.  de  Saint  Lubin,  a  French  officer  who  travelled  in  the 
East  Indies.   A  small  plant  with  ascending  stem  and  fleshy  smooth  leaves,  of  little  merit. 

393.  Epacris.  Named  by  Forster  from  csn,  upon,  and  ax^es,  the  top  of  a  thing ;  because  in  New  Zealand 
the  species  grow  on  the  top  of  the  mountains.  A  most  ornamental  genus,  which  Sweet  observes,  thrives  "  best in  a  sandy  peat  soil ;  the  rougher  and  more  turfy  the  soil  is,  the  better  the  plants  will  thrive :  these  should 
always  be  shifted  in  fresh  pots  before  they  are  turned  out  of  doors  in  spring,  as  their  roots  are  so  very  fine,  and are  generally  matted  round  the  pots,  so  that  the  hot  sun  coming  against  the  pots  destroys  them,  and  they  look 
brown  all  through  the  summer,  and  are  very  difficult  to  recover.  Young  cuttings  planted  in  pots  of  sand  under 
bell-glasses  in  autumn  or  winter,  or  early  in  spring,  will  strike  root  readily,  but  they  will  not  strike  so  readily 
in  summer :  when  rooted,  they  should  be  potted  singly  in  small  pots,  and  set  in  it  close  frame,  and  must  be 
hardened  to  the  air  by  degrees."  (Bot.  Cult.  186.) 394.  Styphelia.   A  name  derived  from  rtvfos,  dense,  in  allusion  to  the  compact  habit  of  the  genus.  Erect 
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2299  The  only  species 

2300  Lobes  of  leaves  linear  entire  oblong,  Flowers  panicled  terminal,  Cor.  tubular  twice  as  long  as  cal. 
2301  Plant  smaller  than  the  last,  Leaves  very  narrow,  Cor.  short  blue 

2302  Stem  half  shrubby,  Leaves  sessile  ovate  acute  pubescent 
2303  Stem  half  shrubby,  Leaves  subsessile  linear  toothed  spinous 

2304  Leaves  in  fours  linear  sessile  erect,  Flowers  clustered  hidden  among  the  leaves 

2305  Leaves  fleshy  dark-green  glabrous  obovate,  Stem  ascending 

2306  Sepals  acuminate  as  long  as  tube  of  cor.  Leaves  cucullate  subsess.  with  a  recurved  end  longer  than  base 
2307  Sepals  acum.  as  long  as  tube  of  cor.  Lvs.  cone,  their  base  longer  than  spreading  point,  Spike  flow,  at  base 
2308  Cor.  cylindrical  4  times  as  long  as  cal.  Flowers  pendulous,  Leaves  acuminate  flat 
2309  Flowers  nodding,  Leaves  lanceolate  erect  imbricated  with  a  callous  obtuse  end,  Stamens  included 
2310  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  erect  above  flat  beneath  convex,  Cal.  obtuse  as  long  as  tube,  Stamens  exserted 
2311  Sepals  obtuse  as  long  as  tube  of  cor.  Leaves  cucullate  acute  spreading,  Spike  flowering  at  end 

2312  Leaves  long  lanceolate  attenuated  at  end,  above  concave  smooth  at  edge,  Branches  pubescent 
2313  Leaves  obovate  oblong  obtuse  mucronate  flat  smooth  above  roughish  at  edge,  Flowers  spreading 
2314  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  flat  glaucous  smooth,  Branches  smooth,  Flowers  corymbose,  Fed.  1-3-flowered 2315  Leaves  linear  obovate  mucronate  rough  above  revolute  at  edge,  Flowers  nodding 

2316  Leaves  ellipt  lanceolate  concave  with  a  short  callous  point,  Segm.  of  cor.  smooth 

2317  Prostrate  much  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  convex  above  ciliated  at  edge 

2318  Anthers  connate  bearded,  Cal.  colored,  Leaves  long  acuminate 

2319  Leaves  spreading  with  a  flat  point 

2320  Cor.  monopetalous,  Tube  entire  as  long  as  caL  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  spreading 
2321  Leaves  sessile  cordate  acuminate  pungent  recurved,  CaL  imbric.  as  long  as  narrow  tube  of  cor. 

2322  Spikes  erect  subterminal  aggregate  or  axillary  solitary,  Leaves  ellipt  oblong  4  times  broader  than  long 
2323  Spikes  axillary  few-flowered  nodding  stalked,  Leaves  oblong  acute  flat  mucronate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
branched  shrubs,  natives  of  New  Holland,  with  scattered  mucronate  leaves,  and  axillary,  nodding,  very  showy flowers.   Culture  as  for  Andersonia. 

395.  Lissanthe.  A  New  Holland  genus  of  shrubs  with  small  white  flowers,  the  segments  of  which  are  smooth, 
not  bearded  as  in  Leucopogon,  to  which  the  genus  is  next.  From  this  difference  its  name  has  been  contrived ; 
Xtttfot,  smooth,  and  avS-os,  a  flower. 396.  Astroloma.  From  «r$«v,  a  star,  and  Xa/za,  a  fringe,  in  allusion  to  the  stellate  disposition  of  the  little bundles  of  hairs  at  the  bottom  of  the  tube.  A  genus  of  neat  little  bushes,  with  axillary  erect  flowers.  Culture as  for  Andersonia. 

397.  Sprengelia.  So  called  in  honor  of  Curt  Sprengel,  professor  at  Halle,  in  Saxony,  a  learned  man 
and  respectable  botanist  His  Historia  Rei  Herbaria?  is  a  monument  of  industry  and  information.  This  is  a 
handsome  half-hardy  genus,  delighting  in  a  shady  aspect,  sandy  peat  soil,  and  dry  bottom.  They  must  be 
watered  sparingly  when  not  growing  freely.    Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 

398.  Andersonia.  Named  by  Mr.  Browne,  first,  after  William  Anderson,  a  navy  surgeon,  who  died  in  Cook's last  voyage ;  secondly,  after  Dr.  Anderson,  formerly  director  of  the  botanical  garden,  St.  Vincents ;  and  lastly, 
after  William  Anderson,  the  curator  of  the  apothecaries'  garden,  Chelsea.  According  to  Sweet,  this  genus "  grows  freely  in  a  sandy  peat  soil  with  the  pots  well  drained ;  and  care  should  be  taken  not  to  over- water  it, as  they  are  very  liable  to  get  sodden,  when  they  seldom  recover.  The  very  young  tops  put  in  for  cuttings, 
under  a  bell-glass  in  sand,  will  root  readily.  When  first  potted  off,  they  should  be  put  singly  in  small  thumb- 
pots,  and  kept  close  in  a  frame  for  a  few  days,  and  hardened  to  the  air  by  degrees."   (Bot.  Cult.  133.) 399.  Lysinema.  Perhaps  derived  from  Xvtris,  a  separation  or  solution,  and  vriyun,  a  stamen ;  but  the  applica- tion of  the  name  is  not  obvious.  Shrubs  with  the  habit  of  Epacris.  They  prefer  rough  turfy  soil,  and  cuttings 
root  readily  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 

400.  Monotoca.  From  ftmtt,  one,  and  raxas,  birth,  because  only  one  ovulum  is  borne  by  the  ovarium,  a remarkable  circumstance  in  the  natural  order  of  the  genus.  The  species  are  little  shrubs,  with  axillary  or 
terminal  spikes  of  white  flowers.  They  require  well  drained  pots,  and  their  cuttings  must  be  taken  off  when 
very  young,  and  planted  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 
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401.  LEUCOPCKGON.  R.Br.  Leucopogon. 
2324  lanceolatus  R.  Br.  small-flowered  *i_ 
2325 ericoides  R.Br.       Heath-leaved  »i_ 
2326  amplexicaulis  R.Br.  stem-clasping    *  l 
2327  juniperinus  R.  Br.    Juniper-leaved  *  i_ 

402.  STENANTHE'RA.  R.  Br.  Stenanthera. 
2328  pinifolia  R.Br. 

tm.  AZA'LEA.  W. 2329indica  W. 
(3  purpurea  plena v  variegata 
S  alba 
t  aurantiaca 

2330p6ntica  W. 

p  glauca y  aU)i flora 2331  calendulacea  Ph. 

(3  flam  me -a 2332  canescens  Ph. 
233Snudifl6ra  W. 

a.  cocci nca 
/3  specidsa y  aura nt ia B cuprea i  rutilans 
?  cornea *i  alba 
J9-  papilionacea 
i  partita X  semi  plena 
\flore  plena 2334  tricolor  PA. 

3335  viscosa  Ph. 
a.  odordta 
/3  vittata 
yf'tssa 2336  nitida  Ph. 

2337  glafica  Ph. 
2338  hispida  Ph. 

Pine-leaved 
Azalea. 

Indian double-purple 
variegated 
pure-white orange 

yellow glaucous white-flowered orange 
flame-colored  St downy  9k naked-flowered  3fe 
small-scarlet  9k 
large-scarlet  St 
orange  St 
copper-colored  St 
deep-red  St 
pale-red  St early-white  St 
variegated  St 
Jive-parted  St setm-double  St 
double-flowered  St two-colored  5k 
viscid  3k 
common-white  9k 
striped-floweredSt narrow-petaled  St 
shining-leaved  9k 
dwarf-glaucous  9k 
tall-glaucous  9k 

9k 

Epacridete. 12  my.au  W 6  ...  Pk 
3     ...  W 
3  ap.jn  W 

Epacridete. 6  my.jl  S 
Rhodoracece. 4  mr.my  S 

4  mr.my  Pu 
4  mr.my  St 4  mr.my  W 4  mr.my  O 
6  my.jn  Y 6  mygn  Y 
6  my.jn  W 
4  my.jn  O 
4  my.jn  R 
3  my.jn  Pk 
3  my.jn  Pk 4  my.jn  S 
4  my.jn  S 
3  my.jn  O 
3  my.jn  Ful 4  my.jn  D.R 
3  my.jn  L.R 
3  my.jn  W 
4  my.jn  St 
4  my.jn  W 
4  my.jn  W 4  myjn  W 4  mv.jn  St 

2  jl.au  ™ 
3  il.au 
3  jl.au 
3  jl.au 4  jl.au 2  jn 
15  jn 

Sp.4— 48. N.  S.  W. 
n.  aw. 
n.  aw. n.  a  w. 

So.  1. 
n.  s.  w. 

Sp.  10—14. 
China China 
China China China Turkey 

1790. 1815. 
1815. 
1804. 

1811.  C  s.p 

1808. 1819. 
1824. 1819. 
1822. 

179a 

W 
W 
St 
Pk 
Pk 
W 
Pk 

404.  CHAM-ELE'DON.  Lk.  Chamjeledon. 
2339  procumbens  Lk.     trailing  «- 

405.  BREX'IA.  Nor.  Brexia. 
2340madagascariensisP.&  Madagascar 
406.  OPHIORHI'ZA.  L.  Snake-root. 
2341  Mungos  L.  common 

2324  . ,  2527 

Rhodoracece. 

i  ap.my  Pk 

N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 

Sp.  1. 
Britain    sc.  mo 
So.  1— a Mauritius  1812. 

1806. 
1812. 
1812. 
1734. 1734. 
1734. 1734. 
1734. 
1734. 1734. 
1734. 
1734. 
1734. 1734. 

1734. 1734. 
1734. 
1734. 
1734. 
1734. 1812. 
1734. 
1734. 

1  O  or  30  jn  G Rubiaceee.   Sp.  1. 
M.  I   I  or    3  my.d    W     E.  Indies 

L  s.p 

C  s.p 

C  s.p 

Bot  rep.  287 
Cav.ic.4.t347.£l Linn.  trans.8.t.8 
Bot  cab.  447 

Bot.  reg.  218 

Bot  mag.  1480 

Bot  reg.  811 
Bot.  cab.  1255 
Bot  mag.  433 
Bot  mag.  2383 
Bot  mag.  1721 
Bot  reg.  145 

Bot  mag.  180 
Bot.  cab.  624 

Bot  reg.  120 

Trew.ehret  t.48 
Meerb.  ic.  2.  1 9 

Bot  reg.  414 Deuel,  brit.  6 

Eng.  bot  865 
Bot  reg.  730 

2325^N|ff  2326  2328  /^JfVV  '**~sa£fcfc5ss^3     ^  2330 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
401.  Leucopogon.  From  Xtuxos,  white,  and  naym,  a  beard,  because  the  segments  of  the  white  flowers  are 

bearded.  A  very  extensive  genus  of  small  shrubs,  with  spiked  axillary  or  terminal  flowers.  Culture  as  for 
Andersonia. 

402.  Stenanthera.  From  mm,  narrow,  and  an  anther;  the  anther  being  in  this  genus  not 
so  broad  as  its  filament  A  bush  with  pine-like  leaves,  and  erect  large  scarlet  blossoms.  Culture  as  in 
Andersonia. 
403.  Azalea.  From  «?itAs«,  dry,  arid;  either  in  allusion  to  the  places  where  the  plant  grows,  or  to  the 

brittle  dry  nature  of  its  wood.  This  is  a  very  ornamental  genus,  from  its  abundance  of  flowers  of  almost  all 
colors,  and  the  fragrant  smell  of  most  of  the  species.  A.  indica  is  the  most  delicate,  but  flowers  well  in  a  moist 
heat  in  rough  peat  well  drained.  According  to  Sweet,  "  it  thrives  best  in  a  sandy  peat,  and  the  pots  to  be  well drained  with  small  pieces  of  potsherd :  it  should  be  set  in  an  airy  part  of  the  greenhouse  in  winter,  and  great 
care  must  be  taken  not  to  over- water  it :  in  summer  it  should  be  exposed  to  the  open  air,  but  not  in  a  very 
sunny  situation.  Young  cuttings  taken  off  close  to  the  plant,  and  planted  in  pots  of  sand,  will  root  readily,  if 
plunged  in  heat  under  a  bell-glass."  {Bot.  Cult.  144.)  T.  Blake  keeps  his  plants  "  in  peat  and  leaf-mould, always  in  the  greenhouse  till  they  are  in  a  flowering  state,  and  then  he  removes  them  to  the  hothouse,  the 
sudden  heat  causing  the  blossom  to  open  the  better."  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  133.)  J.  Nairn  uses  the  most  fibrous part  of  peat-earth  and  sand  ;  he  places  them  in  a  considerable  heat,  and  always  in  the  shade,  and  when  the 
plants  exhibit  blossom  buds  in  March,  he  then  raises  the  temperature  from  50°  to  60°.  This  species  strikes  by cuttings  of  the  young  wood,  taken  off  close  to  that  which  is  ripened,  planted  in  pots  of  sand,  and  plunged 
under  a  bell-glass. The  hardy  Azaleas  are  best  grown  in  compartments  or  groups  by  themselves,  or  with  other  American  or 
European  plants  requiring  a  moist  peat  soil,  and  rather  shady  situation.   Where  peat  is  not  to  be  had,  the 
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2324  Spikes  nodding  aggregate,  Ovaries  2-cellcd,  Drupes  oval.  Leaves  lanceolate  flat  S-nerved 
2385  Spikes  axillary  close  together  3-4-flowered.  Leaves  obi  lin.  moderately  spreading  mucronate 
2326  Spikes  axillary  and  terminal  spreading  stalked  longer  than  the  leaves,  Leaves  cordate  stem  clasping 2327  Flowers  subsessile  solitary  or  2  together,  Leaves  divaricating  lanceolate  linear  bristly  pointed 

2328  The  only  species.  Leaves  like  those  of  a  fir  very  close  together 

2329  Flowers  nearly  solitary,  Calyx  hairy 

2330  Leaves  oblong  narrowed  at  the  end  shining  ciliated  smooth,  Corymb,  terminal,  Tube  of  cor.  glandular 

2331  Nearly  naked  flowered,  Leaves  oblong  pubescent  on  both  sides,  Flowers  large  not  viscid,  CaL  teeth  obi. 
2332  Leaves  beneath  thinly  downy  nerve  not  bristly,  Flowers  rose-colored  not  viscid,  CaL  very  minute 
2333  Leaves  oblong  narrowed  at  the  base  ciliated  smooth,  Corymb  terminal,  Cor.  hairy  outside,  Stam.  exsert 

233*  Naked  flowered,  Leaves  oblong  slightly  pubescent  on  both  sides,  Flowers  small  not  viscid,  One  segment 
of  corolla  linear  4  times  as  long  as  the  others 

2335  Branches  hispid,  Leaves  same  color  on  both  sides  with  the  nerve  hispid,  CaL  teeth  very  short  round 

2336  Branches  smooth,  Leaves  small  oblanceolate  mucronate  coriaceous  with  a  hispid  nerve,  Flowers  viscid 
2337  Branches  hispid,  Leaves  acute  smooth  on  both  sides  glauc.  beneath  with  a  hispid  nerve,  FL  very  viscid 
2338  Branches  upright  very  hispid.  Leaves  long  lanceolate  hispid  above,  Flowers  very  viscid 

2339  The  only  species 

2340  Leaves  long  narrow  entire  with  a  brown  edge 

2341  The  only  species 

,2333.- 2334 
8335 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
next  best  soil  is  a  soft  black  sandy  loam  with  leaf-mould,  or  mould  from  any  decayed  vegetable  matter  unmixed 
with  animal  remains,  as  the  mould  of  decayed  thatch,  or  the  sweepings  of  stack-yards,  wood-piles,  &c.  Seeds 
are  obtained  from  many  of  the  sorts,  and  should  be  sown  in  pans  or  shallow  wide  pots  thinly  covered,  placed  in 
a  shady  situation,  and  kept  moderately  moist.  When  fit  to  transplant,  they  should  be  pricked  into  other  pots, 
and  placed  under  a  glass,  and  shaded  till  they  have  struck  roots  afresh.  They  may  then  be  hardened  by  de- 

grees, and,  when  their  roots  fill  the  pots,  planted  out  in  beds,  or  where  they  are  finally  to  remain.  Most  of  the 
hardy  Azaleas  are  well  adapted  for  growing  in  pots,  and  for  forcing  early  in  spring.  The  deciduous  sorts  flower 
better  than  those  which  are  subevergreens. 

By  intercrossing  with  Azalea  and  Rhododendron,  some  new  and  curious  varieties  or  hybrid  species  have  been 
produced,  especially  in  Colvill's  nursery,  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Sweet :  and  from  some  thousands  of  seed- lings which  nave  not  yet  flowered,  many  more  are  expected.  (See  Encyc.  of  Gard.  part  IL  b.  L  ch.  viit  sect  7. 
The  juice  in  the  bottom  of  the  flower  of  A.  pontica  is  poisonous,  and  communicates  its  bad  properties  to  the 
unwholesome  honey  of  Fontus.  Several  fine  varieties  of  the  Azalea  indica  have  lately  been  brought  to  this 
country :  but  many  of  the  best  varieties  are  still  among  the  desiderata  of  English  cultivators. 

404.  Chamceledon.  From  reuuu,  dwarf,  and  Xiin,  a  kind  of  cistus.  This  has  been  formed  from  the  well 
known  Azalea  procumbens  of  Linnaeus,  one  of  the  most  interesting  of  our  northern  plants. 

405.  Brexia.  So  named  by  Noronha,  perhaps  from  /3{${fr,  rain,  in  allusion  to  the  protection  afforded  by  the 
fine  large  leaves  of  the  genus  against  rain.  Fine  stove  plants  with  firm,  spiny,  or  entire,  leaves,  and  axillary 
green  flowers.   In  the  garden  they  are  commonly  called  Theophrastas. 

406.  Ophiorhiza.  From  t$n,  a  snake,  and  a  root,  from  the  use  which  is  made  of  the  roots  in  the  East 
Indies  for  curing  the  bites  of  dangerous  snakes.  Mungos  is  an  Indian  name.  A  pretty  stove  plant,  whose 
white  flowers  are  well  relieved  by  the  dark  red  back  ground  of  the  calyxes  and  pedicels. 
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407.  AIXAMAN'DA.  W.  Allamanda. 2342  cathartica  W:  willow-leaved  »  O  or 
406.  THEOPHRASTA.  L.  Theophhasta. 
2343 .1 ussia-'i  Lindl.        prickly  41  □  or 

409.  CLAVIJA.  Fl.per.  Clavua. 
2844  macrophylla  FLper.  long-leaved      J  □  or 

410.  VIN'CA.  W.  Periwinkle. 

Apocynece. 12  jnjl  Y 
Myrsinece. 3     ...  W 

Myrsineee. 30     ...  W 

Sp.  1. 
Guiana  1785. 

Sp.l. Hispanio.  1818. 

Sp.  1—4. a  Amer.  181& 

2345  herbacea  W.  en.  herbaceous 
2346  minor  W.  lesser 

ii  argenteo  variegata  silver-striped 
y  aureo  variegata  gold-striped 
Sflore  plena double 

greater variegated small-flowered  fjQ]  or 
Madagascar  tt.  □  or 
white-flowered  n.  CZI  or 

or 

a.  I   I  or 

2347  major  W. 
fi  variegata 23+8  parvifl6ra  W. 2349  rosea  W. palba  ̂  
y  ocellata 

411.  NE'RIUM.  R.  Br. 2350  oleander  W. 
$  album 

r splendent 
variegdtum 2351  odorum  W. 

/3  cdrneum 
y  plenum 412.  WRIGH'TIA.  R.Br.  'Wrightia. 2352  antidysentericafl  br.  oval-leaved      J  □  or 

Apocynece.   Sp.  5 — 6. ljjnjl     Pu     Hungary  1816. Britain    bu.  pi. 
Britain Britain  ... 
Britain 
England  groves, 

red-eyed 
Oleander. 

common 
white-flowered double-hybrid 
variegated sweet-scented 
flesh-colored double-flowered  «  □  or 

mr.s 4  mr.s 4  mr.s 
4  mr.s 
6  mr.s 6  mr.s 

|  au 

1  mr.o 
1  mr.o 
1  mr.o 

V 
V 
V 
V 
B 
B 
B R.W 
W 
St 

E  Indies  1778. 
E  Indies  1756. E  Indies  ... 
E  Indies  ... 

C  r.m 
S  r.m 

C  r.m 

D  s.l S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  s.l 
C  r.m 
C  r.m C  r.m 

Bet  mag.  338 

Lind.  coll.  26 

Bot  mag.  2002 
Eng.  bot  91f 

Eng.  bot  514 
M.c6-got.  t.2.  f.l Bot  Sag.  248 

*  I  |  or 
«l_Jor 
»  I  |  or 
*l_Jor 
«l_|or 

2353  zeylanica  RBr. 
9354,  tinctoria  7.'.  Br. 

t*413.  ECHI'TES.  R.Br. 2355bifl6ra  W. 
2356  suberecta  W. 
2357tor6sa  W. 
2358  umbellata  W. 
2359  difformis  Ph. 
2360  bispin6sa  W 

spear-leaved 

dyer's 
Echites. 

twin-flowered  _ 
Savanna-flower  %_  □  or 

Apocynece.  Sp-  2—5. 8  jn.o     R  &  Europe  1596. 
8  jn.o     W  S.  Europe  ... 
7  jno     R    1814. 8  jn.o  St   
6  jn.au    Pa.R  E  Indies  1683. 
6  jn.au  Pk  E  Indies  1683. 
5  jn.au    Pa.R  E  Indies  1683. 
Apocynece.  Sp.  3—5. 10     ...     W  E  Indies  1778. 

10     ...     W  E  Indies  ... 
15     ...     \V  E  Indies  1812. 

Apocynece.  Sp.  10 — 60. 
t,Qor  20  jl         W  W.  Indies  1793. 

Lam.  ill.  1 174 
Bot  cab.  700 
Bot  cab.  666 
Rheed.  mal.9.t2 

r.m 
r.m r.m r.m 
r.m 
r.m 

r.m  Bot  reg.  74 

t  dor 

1  a  or 

C  r.m 
C  r.m 

L  l.p 

climbing 
umbelled 
deformed 
twin-spined 

S_l— l°r 
JL  LZIcul 
S.aor 

2361  caryophyllita  Roxb.  clove-leaved 
2362  grandiflora  Rth.      large-flowered  J_  □  or 
2363  antidysenterica  Rth.  Medicinal  J_  □  m 

$2364  sanguinolenta  Tuss.  red-veined  i_  □  or 
414.  ICHNOCAR'PUS.  R.Br.  Ichnocarpus. 
2365  frutescens  H.  K.      shrubby  *  □  or 

10  jn.au  Y  Jamaica  1759. 
10  jn.au  Y  Jamaica  1778. 
15  jl  W  Jamaica  1733. 
8  jl  P.y  Carolina  1806. 
1  jLn  Pk  C.G.  H.  1795. 6  o  Pa.Y  E  Indies  1812. 
8     ...  Pk  E  Indies  1823. 
6     ...  Pk  E  Indies  1821. 
20  jn.au  Y  W.  Indies  1821. 

Apocynece.   Sp.  1 — 2. 10  jl.au  Pu  E  Indies  1759. 

Rhed.  mal.l.t47 
Bur.  zeyLtl2.£2 Bot  reg.  933 

Jac.amer.30.t21 
Bot  mag.  1064 Jac.amer.33.t27 
Jac.amer.30.t22 

Bot  mag.  1919 

Bot  mag.  2473 

Bur.zeyLtl2.tl 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
•407.  Allamanda.  In  memory  of  Dr.  Frederick  Allamand,  a  professor  of  natural  history  in  the  university  of 

Leyden,  who  went  to  Guiana  about  1769,  and  to  Russia  about  1776,  and  sent  descriptions,  figures,  and  specimens 
of  plants  to  Linnsus.   It  is  a  milky  shrub,  of  cathartic  qualities ;  flowers  freely,  and  strikes  with  ease  in  a moist  heat 

408.  Theophrasta.  Theophrastus  was  born  at  Eresus  in  Lesbos,  310  years  before  Christ,  and  died  at  the  age 
of  83.  Linnaeus  has  justly  termed  him  the  prince  of  botanists.  The  genus  which  has  been  selected  to  comme- 

morate his  name,  is  a  curious  prickly-leaved,  low  plant,  native  of  St  Domingo,  where  it  is  called  by  the  negroes 
wild  cocoa.  In  the  collections  of  this  country  it  is  rare,  and  no  means  has  yet  been  discovered  of  propagating 
it,  except  by  seeds. .409.  Clavija.  Named  in.  honor  of  Joseph  Clavijo  Faxardo,  a  Spanish  naturalist,  who  translated  into  his  own 
language  the  works  of  Bufibn.   A  fine  genus  of  plants,  exceedingly  rare  both  in  gardens  and  herbaria. 

410.  Vmca.  From  vinculum,  a  bond,  in  allusion  to  its  twining  shoots.  The  origin  of  its  English  name  is, 
however,  quite  unknown.  The  Anglo-Saxons  called  it  peruince ;  the  English,  periwinkle ;  the  French,  per- 
venche.  This  is  a  genus  of  well-known  little  shrubs,  valued  for  their  early  and  long  continued  flowering, 
and  the  hardy  species  as  being  evergreens  which  thrive  under  the  shade  and  drip  of  trees.  V.  minor  and 
major,  like  other  plants  which  run  much  at  the  root,  very  rarely  produce  seeds.  V.  rosea  is  continually  in 
flower,  and  is  easily  propagated  by  cuttings  under  a  hand-glass. 

411.  Nerium.  From  nifot,  damp,  the  plant  growing  upon  the  borders  of  rivulets,  in  the  southern  parts  of - Europe.  This  is  a  genus  of  beautiful  evergreen  shrubs  of  easy  culture  and  propagation,  and  free  flowererb 
great  part  of  the  year.  N.  tinctorium  affords  a  blue,  equal  to  that  of  indigo,  and  it  is  thought  by  Dr.  Roxburgh 
might  be  cultivated  for  that  purpose. 

N.  oleander  is  very  common  in  the  Levant,  and  especially  in  the  Isle  of  Candia,  and  in  Sicily,  Magna  Graecia, 
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2342  The  only  species.   Leaves  4  together  subsessile  ovate  oblong,  Flowers  In  villous  fascicles 

2343  A  small  prickly-leaved  bush  without  branches  and  with  terminal  clusters 

2344  Leaves  very  long  lanceolate  retuse  toothed  spinous 

2345  Stems  herbaceous  prostrate,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  smooth,  Flowers  stalked,  Cat.  ciliated 
2346  Stems  procumbent,  Leaves  ellipt  lane,  smooth  at  edge,  Flowers  stalked,  Teeth  of  cal.  lanceolate 

2347  Stems  nearly  erect,  Leaves  ovate  ciliated,  Flowers  stalked,  Teeth  of  calyx  setaceous  elongated 
2348  Stem  herbaceous  erect  square.  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  twin  or  solitary  stalked 
2349  Stem  erect,  Flowers  twin  sessile,  Leaves  ovate  oblong,  Stalks  2- toothed  at  the  base 

2350  Leaves  lin.  lane.  3  together  ribbed  beneath,  Sepals  squarrose,  Nect.  fiat  3-toothed 

3351  Leaves  linear  lane.  3  together,  Corona  filamentose,  Anthers  at  end  feathery 

9352  Leaves  ovate  oblong  shortly  acuminate  smooth,  Corymbs  terminal,  Tube  of  cor.  6  times  as  long  as  calyx 
2353  Leaves  obi.  lanceoL  subacuminate  smooth,  Corymbs  terminal,  Tube  of  cor.  4  or  5  times  as  long  as  calyx 
2354  Leaves  ellipt  lane,  and  ovate  arum,  smooth,  Branches  and  corymbs  divar.  Tube  of  cor.  twice  as  long  as  cal. 

2355  Stems  sarmentose,  Leaves  oblong,  Pedunc.  2-flowered 
2356  Pedunc.  many-flowered,  Cor.  cylindrical  hairy  outside.  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  pubescent  beneath 
2357  Pedunc.  racemose,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate,  Follicles  torulose  very  long 
2358  Pedunc.  umbel  led,  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  'mucronate 2359  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  acute  at  base  the  lowest  linear,  Flowers  in  fascicled  corymbs 
2360  Prickles  two  extra-foliaceous,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Cor.  hypocrateriform 

.  2361  Panicle  terminal,  Cal.  spreading  as  long  as  corolla,  Leaves  ovate  mucronate 
2362  Stem  erect  rounded,  Leaves  oval  acuminate  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  in  threes 
2363  Stem  erect  angular,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  obsoletely  crenate,  Corymbs  axillary  dichotomous 
2364  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire  strongly  marked  with  crimson  veins 

2365  Stem  erect  shrubby,  Leaves  lanceolate  oval,  Cor.  acute,  Throat  villous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
&c.  by  rivers  and  torrents  :  the  leaves  are  acrid  and  poisonous.   Young  cuttings  planted  under  a  hand-glass, 
and  placed  on  a  little  heat,  root  freely. 

N.  odorum  and  its  varieties,  though  treated  as  a  greenhouse  plant,  requires  a  stove  to  make  it  flower  freely. 
412.  Wright ia.  Named  after  Dr.  William  Wright,  a  Scotch  physician,  who  resided  some  years  in  the  West 

Indies  at  the  end  of  the  last  century,  and  the  author  of  one  or  two  botanical  tracts.  W.  antidysenterica  is reputed  to  be  a  specific  in  the  dysentery.  The  wood  is  well  adapted  for  the  turner,  and  to  make  cabinets  and 
other  elegant  furniture.  It  is  very  white,  and  of  a  fine  grain  like  ivory,  only  much  lighter.  It  mixes  admir- 

ably with  ebony. 
W.  zeylanica  is  an  elegant  branched  shrub,  with  whitish  yellow  flowers  and  an  agreeable  odor.  Both  species may  be  treated  like  Nerium. 
413.  Echites.  A  name  employed  by  Pliny  as  the  designation  of  a  kind  of  Clematis ;  it  is  derived  from  ivtf,  a 

viper,  on  account  of  the  twisting  nature  of  its  shoots.  This  is  a  genus  of  plants  somewhat  singular  in  habit, 
with  opposite,  veined,  shining  leaves,  and  flowers  in.  peduncles  void  of  scent  They  all  flower  freely,  and  root 
readily  under  a  hand-glass  in  sand. 

E.  biflora  supports  itself  partly  by  stems,  and  partly  by  twining  on  trees,  hence  frequently  acquiring  the  aijf of  a  tree.  It  grows  in  salt  marshes. 
E.  suberecta  climbs :  when  it  grows  in  savannahs  it  does  not  rise  above  three  feet,  and  sometimes  not  more than  one  foot  high. 
K  sangu  indent  a  is  remarkable  for  the  beauty  of  its  foliage,  the  veins  of  which  are  stained  with  crimson. 
414.  Ichnocarpus.  From  ichnos,  a  vestige,  and  carpos,  fruit.  Climbing  shrubs  of  Sierra  Leone  and  the 

East  Indies,  with  long  branches  covered  with  smooth  entire  leaves,  and  white  sweet-scented  flowers.  Cuttings root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. L  2 
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t«5.  PLUMIB/RIA.  W. 2366  rubra  TV. 

2367  acumin&a  H.  K. 2368  alba  W. 
2369  obtusa  TV. 
2370  pudica  Jac 
2371  bicolor  Fl.per. 
2372  tricolor  Fl.per. 

Apocy 

15  jl.au I  |  or  20  jn.s 

f"  □  or  15  jLau □  or  10  jLau 
•  □  or    5  jLau 
t  □  or  15  jLo 
$  □  or  15  jl.o 

nets. 
R 
R.Y 
W 
W 
Y 

Apocynece. 3  f.mr  Y 

Plumiebia. red 
acuminated white 
blunt-leaved wax-flowered 
two-colored 
three-colored 

416.  -  STROPH  AN'THUS.  Dec.  Strophanthus. 
2373 dichotomus  Dec.     yellow  trior 

417.  CAMERA'RIA.  W.  Bastard-Manchineel.  Apocynece. 2374 latifolia  W.  broad-leaved    }Qor  30  au  W 
2375  Tamaqu&rina  Aub.  yellow-flowered*  Q  or    4  o.n  Y 
2376  dubia  B.  M.  doubtful  *  □  or    6  my.au  Or 
2377  angustifolia  TV.       narrow-leaved  *  □  or    8  a  W 

fUS.  TABER'NEMONTA'NA.  W.  Tabernjsmontana-  Apocynece 2378  citrifSlia  W.  Citron-leaved    t  □  or  15     ...  Y 
2379  laurifolia  TV.  Laurel-leaved  J  □  or  13  my  Y 
2380  coronaria  H.  K.      Rose-bay-like   •  □  or    4  my.s  V 
2381  amygdalif6lia  Jacq.  almond-leaved  •  □  or 

419.  AMSCNIA.  Mich.  Amsonia. 2382  latifolia  Ph. 
2383  salicif61ia  Ph. 
2384  angustifolia  Ph. 

420.  CER'BERA.  TV. 2385Ahouai  TV. 
2386  Manghas  TV. 2387  maculata  IV. 
2388  ovate  Can. 
2389Thevetia  TV. 
2390  frutic6sa  Roxb. 

421.  TECTONA.  TV. 
2391  grandis  TV. 
2.  CALDA'SIA.  W.en. 

broad-leaved  ^  A  or 
Willow-leaved  ^  A  <r 
hairy-stalked    i  A  or 
Cerbera. 

oval-leaved 
spear-leaved waved-leaved 
oval-leaved linear-leaved shrubby 

Tear- wood. 

great Caldasia. 
2392  heterophylla  TV.  en.  various-leaved 

6  my.s  W 
Apocynece. 2  my.jn  B 

2  my.jn  B 2  my.jn  B 
Apocynece. t  □  or  20  jn.jl  Y 

f  □  or  20  s  W •  □or    4  jn.jl  W 
•  □or  3  ...  Y 
1  □  or  12  jn.jl  Y •  □or    4  my  R 

Verbenacece. 
J  □  tm  100   ...  W Verbenacece, 

ITTl  or    2  my.d  B 

Sp.  7—14. Jamaica  1690. E.  Indies  1790. 
Jamaica  1733. W.  Indies  173a S.  Amer.  ... 

W.t  S.Amer.  1815. Va     W.  Indies  1815. 

Sp.  1—5. China  1818. 

Sp.4— 6. 
Havannahl733. 
Cayenne  1793. E  Indies  1813. 
&  Amer.  1752. 

Sp.  4— 3-1. 
Jamaica  1734. 
W.  Indies  1768. 
E  Indies  1770. 
&  Amer.  1780 

Sp.  3—4. N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1812. N.  Amer.  1774. 

Sp.  6—10. Brazil 
India Bourbon 
N.  Spain S.  Amer. Pegu 
Sal. 
E.  Indies  1777. 

Sp.  1. 
N.Spain  18ia 

C  r.m  Bot  mag.  279 
C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  114 
C  r.m  Ja&am.tl74.£2 C  r.m  Cat  car.  1.  t  93 
C  r.m C  r.m  Bot  reg.  480 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  510 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  469 

r.m  Bot  rep.  261 
r.m  Aub.  cuiJ.  t.102 
r.m  Bot  cab.  406 r.m  Plum,  ic  t72.  £2 

1739. 1759. 
1782. 

1735. 1819. 

423.  BUME'LIA.  W. 
2393  lycioides  Ph. 2394tenax  W. 

BUMELIA. 
Boxthorn-leav. 
silvery-leaved 

Sapotece.   Sp.  8—26. ft      or  10  au       W     N.  Amer.  1758. 
$      tm  20  jl.au    W     Carolina  1765. 

C  rm  PIum.ic.t.248.f.2 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  716 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  1865 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  338 

D  co   Bot  reg.  151 D  co    Bot  mag.  1873 
D  co    Vent,  choix.  29 

C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  737 
C  r.m  Bot  rep.  655 C  r.m  Bot  rep.  130 
C  r.m  Cav.ic3.  t270 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  2309 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  391 

S  Lp  Roxb.  cor.  1.  1 6 
S  r.m  Bot  reg.  92 

L  s.l  Duha.  arb.2.  t.RS 
C  p.l   Jac.  obs.  3.  1 54 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture 
415.  Ptumieria.  So  named  by  Tournefort,  in  honor  of  Charles  Plumier  of  Marseilles,  a  Franciscan  friar, 

who  travelled  into  South  America.  He  is  distinguished  for  the  accuracy  of  his  observations,  and  for  the  fide- 
lity of  his  drawings,  which  are  the  only  representations  of  many  of  the  most  curious  plants  of  the  West  Indies 

and  South  America.  His  drawings  of  flowers  have  seldom,  even  in  these  days  of  pictorial  excellence,  been 
equalled.  He  was  the  author  of  Plants  Americana;,  1693,  and  other  excellent  works.  This  is  a  fine  flowering 
genus.  "  It  succeeds  best  in  a  light  loamy  soil,  and  requires  but  little  water.  Large  cuttings  taken  off  and laid  to  dry  for  a  considerable  time,  may  be  stuck  in  the  tan  in  a  moderate  heat,  or  planted  in  pots,  and  they 
will  root  freely ;  they  must  not  be  covered  with  a  glass,  or  it  will  rot  them.  To  have  the  plants  flower 
well,  they  should  be  kept  very  dry  when  not  in  a  growing  state,  which  will  throw  them  into  bloom." (Bot.  Cult.  95.) 

416.  Strophanthus.  From  rrfvpai,  to  turn  or  twist,  and  *v$-os,  a  flower ;  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which the  segments  of  the  corolla  are  twisted  together  before  expansion.  A  most  beautiful  genus  of  tropical  shrubs, 
with  bright  yellow  flowers  more  or  less  spotted  with  red.   They  require  the  same  treatment  as  Ecnites. 

417.  Cameraria.  So  named  by  Plumier,  from  Joachim  Camerarius,  a  physician  and  botanist  of  Nuremberg, 
who  was  born  in  1534,  and  died  in  1598.  He  published  an  edition  of  Matthiolus,  in  Latin  and  German, with  new  figures,  and  many  observations ;  but  the  most  celebrated  man  of  the  name  was  Ralph  James  Came- 

rarius, a  German  botanist,  who  published  in  1719,  a  tract,  in  which  the  first  principles  of  the  arrangement  of 
plants  by  their  seeds  were  propounded.  This  is  a  fine  flowering  genus,  of  easy  culture,  and  cuttings  root  freely 
under  a  hand-glass  in  a  pot  of  sand. 

418.  Taberruemoniana.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  memory  of  James  Theodore,  surnamed  Taberna?montanus, 
from  Berg-Zabern,  the  place  where  he  was  born.  He  published  "  Krauterbuch,"  and  figures  of  plants  in 1589-90 ;  was  physician  to  the  Elector  Palatine,  and  died  in  1590.  This  is  a  genus  of  easy  culture  but  little 
beauty.    All  the  species  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
4%  Amsonia.  So  named  by  Clayton  in  his  Flora  Yirginiana ;  referred  to  Taberna?montana  by  Linnwus, 

now  separated  again.  These  are  pretty  plants,  which  grow  in  any  soil ;  and  may  be  propagated  by  cuttings 
under  a  hand-glass,  or  dividing  at  the  root 

420.  Cerbera.  A  poetical  name  formed  in  allusion  to  the  mythological  dog  Cerberus,  whose  bite  was  poison, 
ous,  as  is  the  juice  of  this  genus.   Ahouai  and  Manghas  are  vernacular  names  of  the  countries  where  the  spe- 
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2366  Leaves  ovate  oblong  flat,  Leaf-stalks  with  two  glands S367  Leaves  scattered  lanceolate  acute,  Flowers  corymbose  terminal 
8368  Leaves  lanceolate  revolute,  Peduncles  tuberous  above 
2369  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked  obtuse 
9370  Flowers  always  with  the  limb  closed  very  sweet-scented 
2371  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  flat  at  edge,  Cor.  white  and  yellow 
2372  Leaves  oblong  acute,  margins  flat  veiny,  Cor.  tube  red,  throat  yellow,  limb  white 

2373  Branches  dichotomous,  Leaves  mucronate-acuminate,  Cor.  infundibuliform 

2374  Leaves  rounded  ovate  acuminate  at  the  base  transversely  striated,  Flowers  terminal  corymbose 
2375  Leaves  ovate  oblong  netted,  Umbel  stalked  few-flowered,  Flowers  large  yellow  sweet  (C.  luten.) 2376  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  wavy,  Corona  10-cleft :  alternate  segm.  shorter  obtuse 
2377  Leaves  linear 

2378  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  lateral  in  clustered  umbels 
2379  Leaves  ovate,.  Peduncles  few-flowered,  Stamens  included 
2380  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate,  Branches  divaricating 
2381  Leaves  oval  lanceolate.  Stamens  longer  than  tube  of  corolla 

2382  Stem  smoothish,  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  the  upper  acuminate  beneath  a  little  hairy 
2383  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end  quite  smooth 
2384  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  close  erect  pubescent,  Stem  obviously  pubescent 
2385  Leaves  ovate  acute 
2386  Leaves  lanceolate,  Nerves  transverse 
2387  Leaves  lanceolate  attenuate  at  each  end  veiny  spotted,  Cymes  axillary  branched 2388  Leaves  ovate  scattered  subsessile,  Flowers  terminal  about  5 
2389  Leaves  linear  very  long,  Flowers  subsolitary  axillary,  Fruit  roundish 
2390  Dichotomous,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate,  Corymbs  terminal,  Drupes  obliquely  cup-shaped  gaping 
2391  Leaves  obovate  scabrous  very  large  whitish  beneath 

2392  The  only  species.   A  pretty  stove  annual 

2393  Prickly,  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  acute  at  base  attenuate  smooth 
2394  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  beneath  silky,  Peduncles  axillary  clustered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
ctes  so  called  are  found.  Thevetia  is  named  after  Andrew  Thevet,  a  French  monk,  who  travelled  in  Brazil  about 
1530.  C.  Ahouai  has  thick  succulent  leaves  about  three  inches  long,  and  near  two  broad,  of  a  lucid  green, 
smooth,  and  very  full  of  a  milky  juice,  as  is  every  part  of  the  shrub.  The  flowers  are  in  loose  bunches  at  the 
ends  of  the  branches,  and  are  succeeded  by  nuts,  the  kernels  of  which  are  a  most  deadly  poison.  The  wood 
stinks  abominably,  and  is  not  used  even  by  the  Indians  for  fuel.  They  put  small  stones  into  the  empty  nuts, 
string  them,  and  fasten  them  about  their  legs  when  they  dance. 

C.  Manghas  is  a  milky  tree  with  broad  lanceolate  leaves  a  foot  in  length ;  flowers  in  terminal  racemes,  and 
the  drupe  ovate,  the  size  of  a  goose's  egg,  inclosing  two  seeds  resembling  two  large  chestnuts,  poisonous  and emetic. 

C.  Thevetia  is  an  elegant  shrub  or  small  tree,  with  acuminate  leaves,  and  large,  specious,  nodding,  yellow, 
sweet-smelling  flowers.  The  fruit  is  a  green  drupe,  containing  a  nut  with  a  single  kernel  in  it  Cuttings  of 
all  the  species  strike  very  readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

421.  Tectona.  Altered  by  Linnaeus  from  Tekka,  its  name  in  Malabar.  This  is  a  timber-tree  of  immense  size 
and  great  durability,  and  is  justly  called  the  oak  of  the  east  The  trunk  is  erect,  and  the  bark  ash-colored ; 
the  leaves  are  obovate,  downy  underneath,  and  on  young  trees  from  12  to  24  inches  long,  and  from  8  to  16  broad. 
The  flowers  are  in  panicles,  small,  white,  and  fragrant  Hie  seeds  are  lens-shaped  in  4-cellcd  drupes.  The tree  abounds  in  the  vast  forests  of  Java  and  Ceylon,  Malabar,  Coromandel,  &c,  and  especially  in  the  empires 
of  Birman  and  Pegu.  The  wood  has,  by  long  experience,  been  found  to  be  the  most  useful  in  Asia.  It  is 
easily  worked,  and  at  the  same  time  both  strong  and  durable.  It  is  considered  superior  to  all  others  for  ship- 

building. Calcutta  and  Madras  draw  all  their  supplies  of  wood  for  ship-building  from  the  teak  forests  of  Ava and  Pegu.  Some  of  the  finest  vessels  that  have  ever  arrived  in  the  Thames  have  been  of  teak  tree,  built  in 
Bengal.  The  tree  was  introduced  to  the  British  possessions  by  Lord  Cornwallis,  and  is  now  planted  with  a 
view  to  timber  in  the  mountainous  parts  of  Bengal  In  our  stoves  it  thrives  in  loam  and  peat,  and  ripened 
cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

422.  Caldasia.  A  pretty  stove  herbaceous  plant,  with  handsome  small  blue  flowers.  It  was  named  by  Will- 
denow,  after  the  MSS.  of  Baron  Humboldt,  in  honor  of  Joseph  Caldas,  a  meritorious  Spanish  botanist,  residing 
at  Popayan  in  South  America.    It  may  be  propagated  by  cuttings. 

423.  Bumclia.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  our  common  ash.  Swartz  applied  the  name  to  this  West  Indian 
L  3 
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2395  saliclfolia  TV. 
2396  nigra  TV. 
2397  lanuginosa  Ph. 2398  reclinata  PA. 
2399  serrfita  Ph. 
2400  rotundifolia  Sum. 

Willow-leaved black 
woolly-leaved reclinate  St 
serrated  ft 
round-leaved    St  □  or  12 

S.  Amer.  1758. 
W.  Indies  1806. 
Carolina  1806. Carolina  1806. 
Missouri  1812. 
Jamaica  1823. 

p.l  Cat  car.  2.  1 75 r.m 
r.m r.m  Vent  cholx.  22 r.m 
r.m 

t*24.  CHRYSOPHYI/LUM.  TV.  Star-apple. 
2401  Cainito  TV.  common 
2402  argent  cum  TV.  narrow-leaved 
2403  monopyrenum  Swz.  one-seeded 
2404  glabrum  Jacq.  smooth 

425.  SIDEROOCYLON.  TV.  Iron-wood. 

Sapoteee.   Sp.  4 — 14. C]fr  50  my.jn  W W 
Br 
W 

W.  Indies  1737. Martiniq.  1758. 
W.  Indies  1812. 
Martiniq.  1823. 

C  r.m  Jc.anL51.t37.Cl 
C  r.m  Jc.am.53.t38.£l 
C  r.m  Burm.amer.t69 
C  r.m  Jacq.  am.t38.C2 

2405  inerme  TV. smooth 
«l_Jor    5  jl 

Sapotete.   Sp.  1—8. W     CG.H   1692.  L  p.l  Lm.ilL2.tl20.Cl 
426.  JACQUINI  A. 2406  annularis  TV. 
2407  aurantlaca  H.  K. 
2408  ruscifolia  TV. 

TV. Jacquinia. 
obtuse-leaved      □  or 
orange-flower'dH  □  or 
prickly  *  I    1  or 

Sapotae.   Sp.  3—8. 6  jnjl     W     W.  Indies  1768. 4  ap.s 
3  ... O 

W 
Sapota. 

Mammee 
common 
Naseberry-tree 
Cordia. 

smooth-leaved 
Birch-leaved 
rough-leaved 

*427.  A'CHRAS.  TV. 2409  mammosa  TV. 
2410  Sapota  TV. 
2411  Zapotllla 

t*428.  COR'DIA.  TV. 
2412  Myxa  TV. 
2413  monoica  Roxb. 
2414  Sebestena  TV. 
2415  Geraschanthus  TV.  Spanish-elm 
2416  macrophylla  TV.  broad-leaved 2417  Collococca  TV. 
2418  nodosa  Lam. 
2419  eUiptica  Sw. 

§2420  Patagonula  TV. 
429.  VARRONIA.  TV. 
24211inefita  TV. 
2422  mirabUoldes  TV. 

Sapoteee.  S □  fir  40     ...  W 
□  fir  30     ...  W 
□  fr  10     ...  W 

Cordiacece. 
11  □  or  30    ...  W '  [  □  or  15  mr.ap  W "  EE  or  15  jn.au  O "  □  tm  30  my  Pk 1 !  □  tm  60     ...  W 
' 1  □  tm  30     ...  G 
■  □or  6  jn.jl  W 
□  tm  50  ...  W 
I  |  tm  20  jn.au  W 

1739. 
1731. 
1731. 

Sandw.  1.  1796. 
&Amer.  1729. 

>.3— 4. 
S.  Amer. S.  Amer. S.  Amer. 

Sp.'j— no. E.  Indies  1640. E.  Indies  1799. W.  Indies  1728, 
W.  Indies  1789. W.  Indies  1752. Jnn.lca  1759. Guiana  1803. 
W.  Indies  1804. S.  Amer.  1732. 

C  p.l  Jac.amer.53.t39 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1639 
C  p.l  D.elttl29.£149 
C  r.m  Jac.am.tl82.C19 
C  r.m  Jac.  am.  57.  t  .41 
C  l.p    Jac.am.57.  t.41.b 

C  p.l  Rhed.mal.4.  t.37 C  p.l  Roxb.  cor.  1. 158 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  794 
C  p.l  Bro.jam.t29.C3 
C  p.l  SLjam.2.t.221.f.l 
C  p.l  SLjam.2.t.203.f.2 C  p.l  Aub.guia.l.t86 

Cordiacece.  Sp.4 — 30. 4     ...     W     W.  Indies  1795. 
12  s         W  Hispaniolal798. 

C  8.1 C  8.1 

Lam.  ill.  t.  96 

Bro.jam.tl3.C2 
Jacq.  am. 41.  t.33 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
genus.  These  are  plants  with  good  foliage,  but  no  beauty  of  blossom.  Some  of  the  species  are  robust  enough 
to  bear  our  winters  in  the  open  air ;  but  they  are  rather  tender,  and  require  to  be  placed  in  a  sheltered  situation 
or  against  a  warm  wall,  and  covered  with  mats  during  winter.  Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  The 
stove  species  are  low  West  Indian  trees,  and  known  there  under  the  name  of  Bully  tree.  They  thrive  well 
in  loamy  soil,  or  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  will  root,  but,  according  to  Sweet,  "  not  freely,  in  sand  under  a 
hand-glass,"  being  well  ripened  before  they  are  taken  off: 424.  Chrysophyltum.  From  wrot ,  gold,  and  fvXkm,  a  leaf ;  all  the  species  having  their  leaves  covered  on  the under  surface  with  dense  shining  hairs  of  a  bright  yellow  or  white  color.  C.  cainito  has  large  elegant  leaves, 
ferruginous  underneath ;  it  forms  a  tree  of  considerable  size,  with  slender  flexible  branches.  The  leaves  and 
fruit,  like  the  Achsas,  to  which  the  tree  is  very  nearly  allied,  arc  full  of  milk,  which  the  fruit  retains  even  in  the 
most  perfect  state.  This  milk  is  rough  and  astringent  before  the  fruit  ripens ;  but  when  it  grows  to  full  perfec- tion, it  becomes  sweet  and  gelatinous,  with  an  agreeable  clamminess.  Being  mixed  with  a  small  quantity  of 
orange  juice,  it  binds  the  body  extremely.  The  tree  is  of  general  and  easy  culture  in  Jamaica,  and  is  here 
grown  chiefly  for  its  foliage.  Sweet  says,  ripened  shoots  of  all  the  species  taken  off  and  planted  in  sand,  will 
root  under  a  hand-glass  with  a  strong  moist  neat 

425.  Sideroxylon.  From  aiSri^os,  iron,  and  wood ;  in  allusion  to  the  hardness  of  the  wood.  The  specific 
name  melanophleum  (ju&ms  ipXoios)  means  black-bark.  The  wood  of  this  tree  is  very  close  and  hard,  and  so heavy  as  to  sink  in  water.  It  grows  well  in  loam  and  peat ;  and  cuttings  somewhat  ripened  may  be  struck  in 
sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

426.  Jacquinia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  James  Nic.  Jos.  de  Jacquin,  professor  of  botany  at  Vienna, 
born  at  Leyden,  in  1727,  author  of  many  splendid  works.  A  noble  genus,  well  devoted  to  perpetuating  the 
memory  of  one  of  the  first  of  botanists.  The  name  of  one  of  the  species  arm  i  liar  is,  (from  a  r  mill  a,  a  garland,) 
has  been  applied  in  consequence  of  the  shoots  being  used  by  women  in  America  as  garlands.  This  beautiful genus  requires  some  care  in  propagation,  but  is  of  easy  culture  in  the  bark-stove,  in  loam  and  peat,  and 
with  a  moist  heat  "  Cuttings,"  Sweet  observes,  "  will  strike  root  with  ease  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in 

heat" 
427.  Achras.  The  Greek  name  of  the  wild  pear.  The  root  of  the  word  has  been  thought  to  have  been  found 

in  ac,  the  Celtic  for  a  point,  in  allusion  to  the  many  stout  spines  with  which  the  tree  is  covered.  The  word 
Sapota,  applied  to  one  of  the  species,  is  derived  from  its  Mexican  name  Cochit-zapotl.  This  is  a  genus  of  fruit- 
bearing  timber-trees,  chiefly  natives  of  the  West  Indies.  A.  mammosa,  or  American  marmalade,  grows  in 
America  to  the  height  of  35  or  40  feet,  having  a  straight  trunk  covered  with  an  ash-colored  bark.  The  branches 
form  a  regular  head ;  the  leaves  a  foot  in  length,  and  near  three  inches  broad  in  the  middle.   The  flowers  are 
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3395  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  acuminate,  Peduncles  clustered  axillary  and  lateral 
2396  Leaves  terminal  oblong  lanceolate  smooth  wavy  at  edge,  Branches  lax 
2397  Spiny,  Branches  spreading  pubescent,  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  smooth  above  beneath  woolly 
2398  Spiny  bushy  loosely  reclinate,  Sterile  branches  divaricate  divided,  Leaves  small  obovate  smooth 2399  Unarmed,  Leaves  evergreen  oblong  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end  prickly  serrate,  Berries  large 
2400  Leaves  rounded  edged  veiny  coriaceous  smooth  on  both  sides 

2401  Leaves  ovate  with  parallel  veins  beneath  tomentose  shining 
2402  Leaves  falcate  ovate  beneath  downy  shining 
2403  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  beneath  downy  gold  color,  Fruit  ovate  1-seeded 2404  Leaves  ovate  oblong  smooth  on  both  sides,  Fruit  elliptical  smooth 

2405  Leaves  oblong  ovate  obtuse,  Flowers  lateral  and  axillary 

2406  Leaves  wedge-shaped,  Branches  at  the  ramifications  nodose  whorled 2407  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  acuminate  pungent 
2408  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate 

2409  Flowers  solitary,  Leaves  cuneiform  lanceolate 
2410  Flowers  solitary,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate 
2411  Brachiate  difluse,  Fruit  rounded  with  the  mucro  of  the  hilum  shorter 

2412  Leaves  ovate  smooth  above.  Corymbs  lateral,  Calyxes  10-striated 
2413  Leaves  roundish  ovate  toothed  veiny  scabrous,  Corymbs  axillary  monoecious 
2414  Leaves  ovate  subcrenate  subrepand  rough,  CaL  cylindrical  shorter  than  the  tube 
2415  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  rough,  Panicle  terminal,  CaL  tomentose  10-striated 2416  Leaves  ovate  villous  a  foot  and  half  long 
2417  Leaves  oblong  ovate  entire,  Flowers  corymbose,  CaL  downy  inside 
2418  Leaves  in  3s  ovate  oblong  acuminate,  Branches  nodose  hispid,  CaL  bearded 
2419  Leaves  oblong  attenuated  at  the  end  entire  coriaceous,  Racemes  comp.  diffuse 
2420  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  smooth  on  each  side  the  upper  serrate,  Branches  pilose 
2421  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  acuminate  hoary  beneath,  Pedunc  lateral  axillary  naked 
2422  Leaves  ovate  on  long  stalks,  Stalk  above  the  base  bent  inwards  and  jointed,  Cor.  hypocrateriform 

cream-colored,  and  are  succeeded  by  large  oval  or  top-shaped  fruit,  covered  with  a  brownish  skin,  under  which  is 
a  thick  pulp  of  a  russet-color,  very  luscious,  called  natural  marmalade,  from  its  likeness  to  marmalade  of  quinces. 
It  is  commonly  planted  in  gardens  for  the  fruit  in  Jamaica,  Barbadoes,  Cuba,  and  most  of  the  West  India 
islands.  In  this  country  it  has  been  hitherto  grown  only  as  a  part  of  botanic  collections,  but  some  attempts 
have  been  lately  made  to  cultivate  it  as  a  stove  fruit,  and  we  have  no  doubt  they  will  be  attended  with  success. 
"  Cuttings  root  readily  in  a  pot  of  sand  'plunged  in  heat,  under  a  common  hand-glass.  The  cuttings  should  be taken  off  as  near  the  stem  of  the  plant  as  possible,  not  being  so  apt  to  rot  as  when  cut  off  in  the  middle  of  the 
shoot   No  leaves  should  be  taken  off  or  shortened  above  the  sand."  (Sweet.) A.  sapota  is  a  large,  tall,  straight  tree,  without  knots  or  branches,  for  twenty  feet  or  more.  The  head  spreads 
into  many  small  branches ;  the  bark  is  dark-grey  and  full  of  cracks;  the  fruit  is  bigger  than  a  quince,  round, 
and  covered  with  a  thick  grey  rind,  yellow  when  ripe.  The  flesh  is  as  yellow  as  a  carrot,  with  two  stones  the 
size  of  almonds,  of  a  rich  smell  and  taste.  The  variety  called  the  Naseberry  has  fruit  as  big  as  a  bergamot  pear, 
and  similarly  shaped.  When  it  is  green  or  first  gathered,  the  juice  is  white  and  clammy,  and  will  stick  like 
glue ;  then  the  fruit  is  hard ;  but  when  it  has  been  gathered  two  or  three  days,  it  grows  soft  and  juicy,  and  then 
the  juice  is  clear  as  spring- water  and  very  sweet ;  in  the  midst  of  the  fruit  are  two  or  three  black  stones  or 
seeds,  about  the  bigness  of  a  pompion  seed.  It  is  esteemed  an  excellent  fruit  in  the  West  Indies.  In  our  stoves 
it  is  propagated  like  the  mammee  tree. 
•  428.  Cordia.  So  named  by  Flumier  after  E.  Cordus,  a  German  botanist  of  the  16th  century.  Valerius  Cordus, his  son,  was  born  in  1515,  and  died  in  1544.  He  left  a  History  of  Plants,  and  was  the  author  of  some  Observa- 

tions upon  Dioscorides.  Sebestena,  the  name  of  a  species,  is  sebestdn  in  Persian.  Myxa  is  derived  from  itujj 
a  viscidity,  on  account  of  its  viscid  mucous  juice,  which  is  used  for  glue  in  the  east  Geraschanthus,  from 
yi^arxu,  to  grow  old,  and  anB-es,  a  flower,  is  in  allusion  to  the  long  duration  of  the  flowers ;  collococca,  (xoXXy, glue,  and  xoxxof ;  glutinous  fruit)  in  allusion  to  the  fruit.  This  is  not  a  delicate  genus,  but  flowers  freely.  The  tim- 

ber of  C.  myxa  is  tough  and  solid,  and  used  in  the  east  for  procuring  fire  by  friction.  The  leaves  bruised  with 
those  of  Datura  metel  are  applied  to  the  forehead  in  the  headach ;  children  eat  the  fruit,  from  which  also  a  glue  is 
prepared.  C.  sebestena  is  very  ornamental,  on  account  of  its  large,  tubular,  scarlet  flowers ;  the  most  beautiful 
and  agreeable,  says  Browne,  of  any  I  have  seen  in  America.  A  small  piece  of  the  wood  put  on  a  pan  of  Ifghted 
coals,  will  perfume  a  whole  house.  From  the  juice  of  the  leaves,  with  that  of  a  species  of  fig,  is  prepared  the 
fine  red  color  with  which  they  dye  tneir  clothes  in  Otaheite.  Poultry  in  the  West  Indies  feed  on  the  berries 
of  C.  collococca,  which  is  there  called  the  clammy  cherry,  or  Turkey  berry-tree.  All  the  species  grow  readily in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  strike  in  sand,  under  a  glass,  in  heat. 

429.  Varronia.   Named  after  Marcus  Terentius  Varro,  a  most  learned  Roman,  born  116  years  before  Christ' L  4 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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Martinique 
narrow-leaved 
Eheetia. Tmus-leaved 

rough-leaved 

dry-fruited Ellisia. 
cut-leaved 

2423  martinictrisia  TV. 
2424  angustifolia  TV. 

430.  EHRE'TIA.  TV. 
242;")  tini folia  TV. 
2426  Sspera  Boxb. 

431.  BOURRE'RI  A.  Oeert.  Boirreria. 
2427  succulenta  Jac.  fleshy-fruited 2428  exsucca  Jac. 

432.  ELLI'SIA.  TV. 
■  2429  Nyctelea  TV. 
433.  SERSALI'SI  A  R.  Br.  Sersalisia. 
2430  sericea  R.  Br.  silky-leaved 

434.  MANGLILLA  Juss.  Manglilia. 
2431  milleriana  Pars.  Miller's 

t435.  ARDI'SIA.  TV. 2432  acuminata  TV. 
2433  aolanacea  Boxb. 
2434  crenulata  P.S. 
2485  lateriflora  TV. 
2436  littoralis  B.  R. 
2437  elegans  And. 2438  colorata  Lk. 
2439  excelsa  TV. 
2440  paniculata  Boxb. 
2441  pyramidalis  Rth. 2442  lentigin6sa  Ker. 
2443  punctata  Lindl. 2444  coriacea  Sum. 

436.  ARDUI'NA.  TV. 2445  bispinosa  TV. 
437.  STRYCH'NOS.  TV. 2446  Nux  - vomica  TV. 
2447  potatorum  TV. 

438.  CARIS'SA.  TV. 2448  Carfodas  W. 
2449  spinarum  TV 

439.  PJEDETUA  TV. 
2450  foe'tida  TV. 

SB 

iB 
I 

Martinico  1795. S.Cruz  1808. 

Sjp.  2— 20. 
Jamaica  1734. E  Indies  1795. 

Sp.S. 
W.Indies  175a 
W.Indies  1804. 

or    6  au.9  W or  15     ...  W 
CordiacetE. tm  30  jnjl  W or  10     ...  W 
Coratacae. 

□  tm  45     ...  W 
□  or  15     ...  W 

HydrophyUea.  Sp.  1—2. O  cu   2  jl.au    W     Virginia  1755. 
Sapotw.    Sp.  1—2. «l_Jor    6     ...     W     N.Holl.  1772. 
Sapoteee.   Sp.  1 — 11. ±  |_J  tm  30  jn.jl     W     C.  G.  H.  ... 
Myrsincee.    Sp.  13— 2a 

Jaoq.am.41.tS2 

Trew.  ehr.4.  t25 
Roxb.  cor.  1. 1.55 

Ja.  obs.2.p. 2.  t. 26 Jac.am.tl7af.l7 
S  co   Eh.n.cu.2.  t7.f.l 

Guiana  1803. 
E  Indies  1798. 
W.  Indies  1809. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
E  Indies  1809. 
E  Indies  1809. 
E  Indies  181& 
Madeira  1784. 
E  Indies  1818. SantaCruzl818. 
China  1814. China  182a 
Antilles  1824. 

C  p.1 

C  co 
C  p.l S  p.1 
S  p.1 
S  p.1 
C  p.1 
S  p.1 
C  8.1 

Bo t.  mag.  1858 

Bot  mag.  1678 Bot  mag.  1677 
Vent  choiz.  1 5 
Bot  rep.  630 Bot  rep.  49 
Bot  cab.  465 Gart.sem.  1. 1.77 
Bot  reg.  638 
Bot  cab.  448 
Bot  reg.  533 Bot  reg.  827 

Apocynece.  Sp.  1. 2  mr.au  W     C.  G.  H. 176a  C  p.1  Bot  cab.  387 
ApocynetE.   Sp.  2—9. 15     ...     G.w  E  Indies  177a 

15     ...     W     E  Indies  1794. 

Apocynece.   Sp.  2—10. 15  jl        WE  Indies  1790. 20  au.d     W     E.  Indies  1809. 

S  p.1 S  p.1 C  s.p 
C  s.p 

Roxb.  cor.  1. 1 4 Roxb.  cor.  1. 1 5 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
and  lived  a  hundred  years.  The  work  he  left  upon  the  agriculture  of  his  time  is  invaluable    In  French  a 
species  is  called  Monjoli,  (my  beauty)  on  account  of  its  beauty. 430.  Ehretia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus  in  honor  of  D.  G.  Ehret,  a  famous  French  botanist  and  draughtsman. 
He  made  all  the  drawings  for  Patrick  Browne's  History  of  Jamaica ;  and  a  large  collection  of  his  drawings is  now  extant  in  the  Banksian  collection.  Large  trees  of  the  Tropics,  with  handsome  foliage  and  white 
flowers,  which  are  not  often  produced  in  Europe. 

431.  Bourreria.  A  genus  divided  from  Ehretia,  with  which  it  nearly  agrees.  It  was  named  after  one  Bourer, 
an  apothecary  at  Nuremberg. 432.  Ellisia.  Joseph  Ellis  was  an  English  naturalist,  fellow  of  the  London  Royal  Society,  and  correspondent 
of  Linnaeus.  He  published,  besides  his  Natural  History  of  Corallines,  many  papers  in  the  Transactions  of  the 
Royal  Society. 433.  Sersalisia.  Named  after  John  Baptiste  Sersalis,  a  Neapolitan  clergyman,  much  praised  by  Fabius 
Columna.   Culture  the  same  as  for  Sideroxylon. 

434.  Manglilia.  This  genus  is  called  in  Dombry's  Manuscript  Papers,  from  which  M.  de  Jussieu  obtained his  knowledge  of  it,  Manglille  de  Perou.  The  original  species  was  a  Peruvian  shrub,  with  alternate  leaves  and 
bunches  of  numerous  axillary  flowers. 435.  Ardisia.  A  name  derived  from  tteiis,  a  point,  on  account  of  the  acute  segments  of  the  corolla.  An 
ornamental  genus  of  plants,  much  valued  by  collectors  for  the  beauty  of  their  foliage,  flowers,  and  berries. 
They  are  of  easy  culture :  cuttings  strike  root  freely  in  a  pot  of  sand,  plunged  in  a  moist  heat,  under  a  hand, 
glass. 436.  Arduina.  In  honor  of  Pietro  Arduini,  curator  of  the  economical  garden  of  Padua.  A  genus  scarcely 
distinct  from  Carissa.  It  is  a  pretty  little  plant  not  unlike  the  box,  easily  propagated  by  cuttings  under  a  bell- 
glass  in  sand. 437.  Strychnos.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Solanum.  The  root  of  the  name  has  been  found  in  the  verb 
nan,  to  strew,  to  throw  down ;  the  property  of  the.  original  and  modern  plants  being  narcotic.  &  nux- vomica 
is  a  middling  sized  tree  with  a  crooked  trunk  and  smooth  ash-colored  bark :  the  leaves  round,  shining,  smooth, 
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It 

242.3  Leaves  broad  ovate  serrate  rugose.  Spikes  terminal,  Flowers  clustered,  Col  large  inflated 2424  Leaves  linear  toothed  obtuse  revolute  at  edge  rough  above  tomentose  beneath,  Spikes  linear  oblong 

2425  Leaves  oblong  ovate  entire  smooth,  Flowers  panicled 
2426  Leaves  orate  roughish,  Flowers  corymbose  spiked  1-sided 
2427  Leaves  ovate  entire  smooth,  Flowers  corymbose,  CaL  smooth 
2428  Leaves  ovate  very  smooth  reflexed  at  edge,  Berry  juiceless  4-comered 
2429  The  only  species,  resembling  a  Hydrophyllum 

2430  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  downy  beneath,  Cor.  villous  outside,  Barren  filaments  lanceolate 

9131  Leaves  oblong  acute  at  each  end,  Flowers  solitary  lateral 

2432  Panicles  axillary  and  terminal,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  narrowed  at  base 
2432  Corymbs  axillary  3-parted,  Leaves  oblong  narrowed  towards  each  end 2434  Panicles  terminal,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  repand  crenate  acuminate  attenuated  at  base 
2435  Racemes  lateral  axillary  compound,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  entire 
S436  Corymbs  axillary  simple,  Leaves  entire  ovate  elliptical  coriaceous 
2437  Leaves  oblong  entire  coriaceous  shining,  Pan.  terminal,  Sepals  rounded,  Cor.  thrice  as  long  as  cal 
2438  Leaves  oblong  entire  coriaceous  shining,  Pan.  terminal,  Sepals  round,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 2439  Racemes  axillary  simple,  Leaves  obovate  at  the  edge  cartiliginous  serrated 
2440  Leaves  wedge-shaped  oblong  nearly  sessile  entire  smooth  reflexed,  Panicles  decompound 
'2441  Raceme  terminal  pyramidal,  Pedunc.  altem.  umbelliferous,  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  smooth  entire 2442  Leaves  lane,  crenate,  Corymbs  compound,  Flowers  spotted 
2443  Leaves  lanceolate  coriaceous  sinuate  narrowed  towards  the  base,  Cor.  campan.  dotted :  Lobes  obtuse 
2444  Flowers  panicled,  Leaves  oblong  entire  veinless  coriaceous 

2445  Leaves  cordate  ovate  mucronate  subsessile,  Spines  bifid  at  end 

2446  Unarmed,  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Cymes  subterminal 
2447  Leaves  opp.  ovate  acute  5- nerved  veiny,  Cymes  axillary 

£448  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  netted  veiny,  Segm.  of  cor.  lanceolate 
2449  Leaves  ovate  acute  veiny,  Segments  of  cor.  oblong 

2450  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate,  panicles  short  opp.  few-flowered,  Bractes  very  small 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
entire ;  and  the  berry  the  size  of  a  pretty  large  apple.  The  wood  is  hard,  durable,  and  very  bitter.  The  seeds, 
which  form  the  officinal  nux- vomica,  are  employed  in  the  distillation  of  country  spirits,  to  render  them  more 
intoxicating.  The  pulp  of  the  fruit  seems  perfectly  innocent,  being  eaten  greedily  by  many  sorts  of  birds. 
The  seed  consists  chiefly  of  a  gummy  matter  with  a  little  resin,  the  latter  intensely  bitter.-  It  is  reckoned amongst  the  most  powerful  poisons  of  the  narcotic  kind.  It  proves  fatal  to  dogs  in  a  very  short  time,  and  to 
most  other  quadruped  vermin,  and  even  some  birds,  as  crows  and  ducks  From  dissections  both  of  the  human 
subject  and  of  dogs  that  have  been  poisoned  by  it,  no  injury  appears  done  to  the  stomach  or  intestines,  which 
proves  that  it  acts  upon  the  nervous  system,  and  destroys  life  by  the  virulence  of  its  narcotic  influence. 

S.  potatorum  is  a  larger  tree  than  the  other.  The  pulp  of  the  fruit  when  ripe  is  eaten  by  the  natives :  the 
ripe  seeds  are  dried  and  sold  in  every  market  of  the  Fast  Indies  to  clear  muddy  water.  A  precious  quality  in 
countries  where  the  water  is  rarely  of  a  good  quality.  Hence  the  English  name  of  clearing-nuts.  The  natives 
never  drink  clear  well-water,  if  they  can  get  pond  or  river  water,  which  is  always  more  or  less  impure  One  of 
the  seeds  is  rubbed  very  hard  for  a  minute  or  two  round  the  inside  of  the  vessel  containing  the  water,  which  is 
generally  an  unglazed  earthen  one,  and  the  water  left  to  settle;  in  a  very  short  time  the  impurities  fall  to  the 
bottom,  leaving  the  water  clear,  and  perfectly  wholesome.  These  nuts  are  constantly  carried  about  by  the 
more  provident  part  of  our  officers  and  soldiers  in  time  of  war,  to  enable  them  to  purify  their  water;  they  are easier  to  be  had  than  alum,  and  are  probably  less  hurtful  to  the  constitution. 

438.  Carissa.  A  word  of  no  known  meaning.  Carandas  is  a  slight  alteration  of  Caraunda,  the  Bengalese 
name  of  the  tree.  C.  Carandas  is  a  small  tree,  with  dichotomous  branches,  and  entire,  glossy,  ovate  leaves,  flowers 
like  those  of  Jasminum  grandiflorum,  and  berries  black  when  ripe,  eatable,  and  of  a  sweet  acid  flavor.  Cur. 
rant-jelly  is  made  of  them  in  the  East  Indies. 

C.  spinarum  is  a  diceceous  plant  with  horizontal  branches,  coriaceous  glossy  leaves,  and  terminal  peduncles 
■of  five  or  six  small  flowers.  Neither  of  the  species  require  much  water,  and  the  pots  should  be  well  drained to  prevent  their  getting  sodden.   Cuttings  strike  root  freely  under  a  bell-glass  in  sand  plunged  in  heat 

439.  Pcederia.  From  pcedor,  stink,  in  allusion  to  the  foetid  smell  of  the  flowers.  A  climbing  smooth  shrub, 
-with  opposite  stalked  entire  leaves,  and  dull  purple  flowers. 
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440.  GELSETMIUM.  J.  Gelsemium. 
2451  sempervirens  H,  K.  evergreen 

441.  RAUWOL'FIA.  W.  Raiwolfia. 2452nitida  W.  shining 
2453  canescens  W.  hoary 
2454  t omen 1 6sa  IV.  downy 
2455  ternifolia  Kunth.     three-leaved     ft  ~£j  cu 442.  VALLE'SIA.  Fl.per.  Vallbsia, 2456  glabra  Lie.  smooth 

443.  BCEOBOTRYS.  Vahl.  Bosobotrys. 

Sp.l. 
N.  Amer.  164a  C Apocynete. 6  jitjl  Y 

Apocynete.  Sp.  4—12. 12  jn.s      W  S.  Amer.  1752.  C Pk  Jamaica   1739.  C 
W  W.Indies  1823.  C 
W  W.Indies  1823.  C 

•  □or 

§2457  indica  Roxb. 
t444.  SOLAN'DRA.  W. 2458  grandiflora  W. 2459  viridiflora  B.  M. 
445.  CES'TRUM  W. 2460  laurifolium  W. 

Indian 
Solandra. 

great-flowered  i  □  or 
green  *  I   I  or 
Cestrum 

Laurel-leaved  ft  □  p 

Sp.  1—2. 3  my.jn  W     N.Spain  1822. 
Rhamnece.  Sp.  1. 

ft □  or    3  n        W     E  Indies  1817. 

s.p  Cat.  car.  1. 1, 53 

s.p  Botcab.  339 
Lp  Plum.ic.t236.f.2 

Lp 

Lp  Bot  mag.  2440 
C  r.m  Cav.  ic.  3. 1 297 

C  co   Bot  mag.  2032 

2461  macrophyllumFijnf.  large-leaved     *  I  lp 2462  fcetidissimum  W.en.  stinking  ft  □  p 2463  noctfirnum  W. 
2464Parqui  W. 2465  auriculatum  W. 
2466vespertinum  W. 
2467  fastigiatum  J  acq. 2468di6mum  IV. 
2469  venenfitum  W. 
2470  salicifolium  Jacq. 2471  toment6sum  W. 
2472  hirsntum  Jacq. 
2473  pendulinum  Jacq.  _ 
2474  odon tospermum  Jac.  tooth-seeded 
2475  tinctorium  Jacq.  dyer's 2476  undulatum  FLper.  wavy 
2477  caulifl6rum  Jacq.  stem-flowering 2478  citrifolium  Retz.  lemon-leaved 

446.  A'TROPA.  W.  Atropa. 
2479  Belladonna  W.  Deadly-Nights. 
2480  i'rutescens  W.  shrubby 2481  aristata  Poir.  bearded 
2482  arborescens  L.  tree 

night-smelling  ft  □  p Willow-leaved  *  i  |  p 
ear-leaved  *  □  p 
cluster-flower'd  ft  C3  p Honeysuckle  M  □  p 
day-smelling  ft  □  p 
poisonous  ft  t_J  p 
sallow-leaved downy hairy 

pendulous 

"  Solanece.    Sp.  2—3. 
15  mr      Pa.Y  Jamaica  1781. 
3  my.jl    G      a  Amer.  1815. 

Solanece.  Sp.  19—50. 
7  my.au  W  W.  Indies  1691. 
7  my.au  W  W.  Indies  1812. 
10  my.au  Y  E  Indies  ... 
7  n  W  E  Indies  1732. 
7  jnjl     Pa.Y  Chili  1787. G      Peru  1774. 

•□p 
*CZ1P 
*Op 
«CDP 
*OP 
*Qdy 

1  UP 
•UP ftl_lp 

^  A,p 

*l_lp *l_jp 

1  l_jp 

12  jnjl 
12  my.jl 
4  n 
10  n 7  f.ap 
5  ap.jn 
6  jn.jl 8  jnjl 
6  jnjl 
6  jl.au 
4  apjn  W 15     ...  Y 
4  my.jn  W 
6  jnjl  Y SolanecB.  < 
5  jnjl  V 
5  ja.mr  Y 5     ...  Y 
15  jn.au  W 

447.  MANDRAGCRA.  W.en.  Mandrake. 
2483  officinalis  W.  en.      officinal  3t  A  P 

W.  Indies  1759, 
W  W.Indies  ... W  W.  Indies  1732. 
W  C.  G.  H.  1787. 
G.w  Caraccas  ... 
Y      a  Amer.  1790. 
G    1818. 
G.w  Caraccas  1824. W     W.  Indies  179a 
W     Caraccas  1823. 

Peru  1822. 
  1821.   1820. 4—14. 

Britain  rub.  R 
Spain  1737.  C Canaries  1779.  C 
Jamaica  1733.  C 

Solanece.  Sp.  L 
3  mr.ap  W     Levant    154a  R 

2459 

r.m  Jac.scham.l.t.45 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1918 

Smith  spfc.2.  t2 Ventchoix.  Ifr 
Jac.schce.3.  t.399 
Dieltt.l53.£185 Bot  mag.  1770 L'Her.s.n.l.t35 
Jac.schoe.3.t.328 
Bot  mag.  1729 
Di.elttl54.f.l86 

Jac.schce.3.  t.326 
Jac,scboe.3.  t.S34 
Jac.  schoe.3.t327 
Jac.  sch.  3. 1 332 
Fl.per.2.  tl5S 

p.l  Jacq.sch.at.325 

p.l 

Eng.  bot.  592 Cav.  ic.  2. 1. 102 
Plum.  ic.  46.  f.  1 

co    Bull.  herb,  t.145 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
440.  Gelsemium.  One  of  the  ancient  names  of  the  jasmine.  A  beautiful  climbing  evergreen  shrub,  rather 

too  delicate  to  bear  the  cold  of  our  winters ;  but  with  a  little  protection  it  produces  in  abundance  its  charming 
yellow  flowers  of  delicious  fragrance. 

441.  Ilauwolfia.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  honor  of  Leon  hard  Rauwolf,  physican  at  Augsburg,  who  travelled 
through  Palestine  and  other  countries  of  the  east,  in  1753^5.  His  travels  were  translated  into  English,  under 
the  revision  of  Mr.  Ray,  and  with  additions  by  him.  The  species  abound  in  a  milky  juice,  which  is  considered 
more  or  less  of  a  deleterious  nature.  They  produce  berries  about  the  size  and  color  of  those  of  the  privet 
Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

442.  Vallesia.  In  honor  of  Fr.  Vallesio,  principal  physician  to  Philip  II.,  king  of  Spain.  He  wrote  upon  the 
plants  of  holy  writ   Small  Peruvian  shrubs. 

443.  Bceobotrys.  From  Patos,  small,  and  /Sar^u?,  a  bunch:  the  flowers  growing  in  little  bunches.  An 
elegant  shrub  with  white  flowers,  produced  freely  from  the  axilla;  of  the  leaves. 

444.  Solandra.  In  honor  of  the  celebrated  and  excellent  Daniel  Solander,  whose  botanical  merits  win 
never  be  forgotten  in  this  country.  He  accompanied  Sir  Joseph  Banks  in  his  voyage  with  Captain  Cook,  and 
the  information  afforded  by  his  manuscript  notes  made  at  that  time  has  not  yet  been  exhausted.  The  species 
are  very  beautiful,  and  remarkable  for  the  extraordinary  size  of  their  flowers.  Sweet  observes,  "  if  allowed 
plenty  of  room  and  moisture,  they  grow  very  rapidly,  but  produce  no  flowers.  The  best  way  is  to  plant  them 
in  a  loamy  soil,  and  allow  them  to  grow  fast  at  first,  till  they  have  made  a  great  many  snoots ;  then  keep 
them  very  dry  till  their  leaves  drop  off,  and  they  will  produce  plenty  of  flowers.  Cuttings  taken  off"  and  stuck in  a  pot  of  mould,  will  root  without  any  further  care.  The  best  way  to  have  plants  flower  young,  is  to  take 
the  cuttings  from  the  flowering  shoots."   (Bot.  Cult.  107.) 445.  Cestrum.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Betony,  but  having  no  relation  whatever  to  the  plant 
which  bears  the  name  now.  Cestreau,  Fr.  This  is  a  genus  of  easy  cultivation,  but  of  little  beauty.  The 
flowers  are  all  white,  and  in  some  cases  sweet-scented ;  the  fruit  of  all  poisonous. 

446.  Atropa.  A  mythological  name.  Atropos  was  one  of  the  Fates,  and  it  was  her  especial  duty  to  cut  the 
thread  of  human  life.  The  fruit  of  this  genus  is  well  adapted  to  fulfilling  her  office.  A.  belladonna  (tine  lady)  has 
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3451  Scandent  quite  smooth,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  axillary  subsolltary 

2452  Leaves  3  or  4  together  lanceolate  acuminate  shining,  Flowers  terminal 
2453  Leaves  4  together  oblong  ovate  acuminate  pubescent,  Flowers  terminal  and  axillary 
2454  Leaves  4  together  oblong  narrowed  both  ways  tomentose,  Flowers  terminal  and  axillary 
2455  Leaves  3  together  oblong  acuminate  smooth,  Flowers  between  the  petioles  corymbose 

2456  Leaves  lanceolate  cymbiform  incurved  at  end 

2457  Leaves  oblong  ovate  acuminate  coarsely  serrated 

2458  Leaves  smoothish  stalked,  Anthers  of  the  same  shape 
2459  Flowers  stalked,  Segm.  of  flower  long  acuminate  re  volute 
2460  Filaments  toothed  or  naked,  Leaves  elliptical  coriaceous  shining,  Flowers  fascicled  stalked 
2461  Filam.  toothed,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate  smooth,  Flowers  fascicled  sessile 
2462  Filam.  naked,  Segm.  of  cor.  emarginate,  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  ovate  and  lanceolate 
2463  Filam.  toothed,  Peduncles  racemose  as  long  as  leaves 
2464  Filam.  toothed  or  naked,  Flower-bearing  stem  panicled,  Stipules  linear 
2465  Filam.  naked,  Stipules  amplexicaule  lunate,  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  panicled  terminal 
2466  Filam  naked  shorter  than  throat  of  cor.  Flowers  aggreg.  sessile  terminal  and  lateral,  Leaves  elliptical 
2467  Filam.  naked,  Pedunc.  elong.  as  long  as  leaves  spiked  at  end,  Leaves  oblong,  Stip.  elliptical 2468  Filam.  naked,  Segm.  of  cor.  rounded  reflexed,  Leaves  lanceolate 
2469  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  coriaceous,  Flowers  sessile 
2470  Filam.  toothed,  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 
2471  Flowers  clustered  sessile  terminal,  Branches  leaves  and  calyxes  downy 
2472  Filam.  toothletted,  Spikes  axillary  longer  than  leafstalks,  Leaves  obi.  pub.  on  Both  sides,  Stip.  falcate 
2473  Filam.  naked  the  length  of  the  tube  of  the  corolla,  Flowers  aggreg.  sessile  terminal,  Leaves  elliptical 
2474  Filam.  naked,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Racemes  short  axillary  and  terminal,  Cor.  revolute 
2475  Filam  naked,  Leaves  lane  ovate,  Racemes  axillary  and  terminal,  Flowers  pedicellate,  Cor.  acum.  reflex 
2476  Filam.  toothed,  Leaves  ovate  acute  wavy,  Pedunc.  axillary  and  terminal  few  flowered 
2477  Filam.  naked  exserted,  Flowers  stalked  clustered,  Cor.  campanulate,  Leaves  elliptical 
2478  Leaves  large  ovate  acute  entire  shining  naked  on  both  sides  coriaceous  nerved,  Petioles  black  shining 
2479  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  ovate  entire 
2480  Stem  shrubby,  Peduncles  clustered,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  obtuse 
2481  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  oblong  entire  smooth,  Branches  downy,  Sepals  aristate 
2482  Stem  shrubby,  Peduncles  clustered,  Cor.  revolute,  Leaves  oblong 

2483  The  only  species 

its  specific  name,  according  to  some,  from  its  being  used  as  a  wash  among  the  ladies,  to  take  off  pimples  or  other 
excrescences  from  the  skin ;  or,  according  to  others,  from  its  quality  of  representing  phantasms  of  beautiful  wo- 

men to  the  disturbed  imagination.  The  inspissated  juice  of  the  berries  is  used  in  the  form  of  extract  for  anointing 
the  eyelids  in  some  opthalmic  complaints.  Its  effect  in  dilating  the  pupil  is  quite  remarkable.  It  has  branch- 

ing stems  with  the  root  leaves  often  a  foot  long  and  five  inches  broad,  and  the  whole  plant  is  more  or  less 
tinged  with  purple.  The  flowers  are  void  of  scent ;  the  berries  are  larger  than  cherries,  at  first  green,  but 
when  ripe  of  a  beautiful  shining  black  color,  full  of  purple  juice,  with  roundish  dotted  channelled  seeds.  The 
whole  plant,  and  especially  the  berries,  is  poisonous.  Buchanan  relates  the  destruction  of  the  army  of  Sweno 
the  Dane,  when  he  invaded  Scotland,  by  the  berries  of  this  plant,  which  were  mixed  with  the  drink  which  the 
Scots,  according  to  truce,  were  to  supply  the  Danes  with.  The  Danes  became  inebriated,  and  the  faithless 
Scots  fell  on  them  in  their  sleep.  Dr.  Milne  (Indigenous  Botany)  remarks,  that  nature  has  been  more  parsi- 

monious in  her  warnings  with  respect  to  this  plant,  than  to  others  of  the  same  natural  family.  Neither  the 
smell  nor  the  taste  is  offensive  j  and  if  the  color  of  the  flowers  proves  in  some  degree  a  repellant,  that  of  the 
fruit,  on  the  other  hand,  is  in  an  equal  degree,  at  least,  attractive  and  inviting. 

447.  Mandragora.  From  ftattya,  something  relating  to  cattle,  and  ayav-o;,  hurtful :  dangerous  to  cattle. It  is  a  venomous  plant,  and  was  an  important  engine  in  the  days  of  medical  charlatanry,  from  the  roots  being 
supposed  to  bear  a  resemblance  to  the  human  form.  In  eld  herbals  the  figures  display  the  male  mandrake 
with  a  long  beard,  and  the  female  with  a  prolix  head  of  hair.  Miller  says,  "  mountebanks  carry  about  ficti- 

tious images,'  shaped  from  roots  of  bryony  and  other  plants,  cut  into  form  or  forced  to  grow  through  moulds 
of  earthenware,  as  mandrake  roots."  'Happily  such  mountebanks  have  ceased  to  exist  in  Britain.  On  the continent  they  are  still  common,  and  Box  tells  us  (in  1810),  that  by  means  of  a  few  cuts  with  a  knife,  they 
add  the  image  of  the  exterior  organs  of  generation,  male  or  female,  to  mandrake  roots,  and  then  sell  them  to 
ensure  boys  or  girls  to  pregnant  women,  procure  happy  births,  &c.  We  have  ourselves  seen  them  exposed 
by  mountebanks  in  sea-port  towns  of  France.  For  an  ingeniously  indelicate  figure  of  a  mandrake  root,  see 
the  Flora  Grasca,  the  plates  for  which  have  been  all  selected  by  Sir  James  Smith.  The  plant  is  of  easy  culture, 
but  is  the  better  for  the  protection  of  a  frame  or  shelter  of  a  south  wall  during  winter. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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44a  PHY'SALia  W. 2484  somnS fern  W. 
2485  flexuosa  W. 
8486  curassavica  W. 
2487  viseosa  W. 
2488  pensy Ivan ica  W. 
2489  Alkekengi  W. 
2490  peruviana  W. 
2491  pubescens  W. 
S492  angulata  W. 
2493  chenopodifolia  W 
2494  barbadensis  W. 
2495  minima  W. 
2496  pruinosa  W. 
2497  prost rata  W. 2498  tuberosa  W.E. 
2499  par viflora  IF.  E. 2500  dubia  X*. 
2501  fcetidlssima  Lag. 

449.  SA'RACHA,  F/.per, 2502  procumbens  P.p. 
2503  umbellata  J  acq. 

450.  EY'CIUM.  W. 2504afrum  W. 
2505  rigidum  W. 2506  ruthenicum  W. 
2507  barbarum  P.  S. 
2508  t urbinat urn  P.  5. 
2509  curopae'um  P.  S. 2510  lanceolatum  Poir. 
8511  chinense  AfifiL 
2512  h6rridum  W. 
2513  rjoerhaaviajfolium  J  V. 
2514  carolinianum  PA. 
2515  trewianum  Dull. 

t*45L  SOLA'NUM.  JT. 

!2516  peruvianum  L. 2517  Lycopersicum  W. 2518  cerasiforme  Dun. 
2519  Humb61dti  W. 

$2520  pyriforme  Dun. 

Winter  Cherry. 
clustered flexuose 
Curacao clammy 

Pensylvanian common 
eatable downy 

angular-branch 

j*  \  |  w 
-t*  I  |  w 

jfr  lAl  w 
4Aw 
Saw 
i  A  Of 
SiAlfr 

O 
O 

Goose- foot-lvd.  ̂   A  W 
Barbadoes  O  w 
small  O  w 
hairy-annual  O  w 
trailing  O  w tuberous         3t  A  w 
small-flowered doubtful stinking 

Saracha. 
procumbent umbclled 
Box-thorn. 

African  %  I  lor 
rigid  31  (  |  or Russian  -*  or 
Willow-leaved  _^  or 
top-shaped  6  or 
European  3<  or 
spear-leaved  or Chinese  -4  or 
succulent-lvd.  J*  |  |  or 
glaucous-leavedj*  i  |  or Carolina  Jet  or 
Trew's  -*  or 
Nightshade. 

Peruvian Love-apple Cherry 

Humboldt's Pear-shaped 
k  A  w O  clt 

O  clt O  clt 
O  clt 

Solaneee.  Sp.  18 — 37. 2  jl.au  G.v    Mexico  1796. 
2  jl.au  G.T    E.  Indies  1759. 
l^jn.s  St.Y    S.  Amer.  1699. 
2  jl  StY  America  1732. 
1  jis  Y      N.  Amer.  1726. 1  jl.s  W  S.  Europe  154a 
ljap.o  W     a  Amer.  1772. 
2  jl.au  Y  America  1640. 
2  jn.s  W  India  1732. 
2  jlau  Y  Peru  1798. 
2  jl.au  Pa.Y  W.  Indies  179& 
Ujl.au  Pa.Y  E.  Indies  175a 1  jl.au  Pa.Y  America  1726. 
1  jlau  L.B   Peru  1782. 
2  jl.au  W    1815. 
ljjl.au  Y    1820. 2  jl.au  Y      Brazil  1821. 
2  jl.au  Y  N.Spain  1820. 
Solanccc.  Sp.  2. 
3  n.jl  Pa.Y  Peru  1822. 
4  jn.jl  Pa.Y  Peru  1822. 
Solaneee.   Sp.  12— 28. 

10  jn.jl  V      C.  G.  H.  1712. 
4  ap.my  V      C.  G.  H.  1795. 6     ...  Pk     Siberia  1804. 
12  my.au  V      Barbary  169a 
12  my.au  V      China  1708. 
12  my.au  Pk     &  Europe  1730. 
12  my.au  Pk     S.Europe  ... 6  mv.au  Pu  China 
3  jLau  W  C  G.  H.  1791. 
6  ap.my  P.Pu  Peru  1780. 
4  jl.s  B  Carolina  1806. 
15  my.au  Pu     China  1818. 

Solaneee.   Sp.  79—360. 

C  CO C  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  p.l D  8.1 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 
S  8.1 
S  s.l S  1.1 S  8.1 
S  8.1 S  s.p D  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p 
S  s.p 

D  co  Fl  per.  2. 1 180 D  co 

Cav.  ic.  2. 1 103 Rhed.  malAt.55 
Plu.alm.t.lll.f.5 
Jac.  vind.2.  U36 

Bot.  mag.  1068 
Feuill.it  3.  tl 
D.eltiat.l2.£l2 
Jac.  ic.  L  1 39 Rhed.ma.lO.t.71 
DiaeltlO.t9.C9 
Bot  rep.  75 

C  p.l C  p.l C  p.l 
R  co 
C  co 
C  co 
C  co 
C  co C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 
C  co 

Bot  reg.  354 Tre.  ehr.  t24.  £1 
M.co.go.1779.  t2 Dend.  brit  9 
Du.ed.n.H9.t31 
Mic,gen.tl05.f.l Duh.  ed.  n.  1 32 
Dend.  brit  8 
L'He.s.n.45.  t.23 

Duh.  ed.  n.  t  30 

2  my.jn 

3  jl.s 
3  jl.3 
2  jl.s 2  jl.s 

2521  tuberosum  W.  Potatoe 
Commcrsoni  Poir.    'Wild- Potatoe 2522  Seaforthifinum  And.  Seaforth's 2523  betaceum  P.  S. 

2524  muricfitum  W. 
2525  laciniatum  W. 
2526  quercifolium  W. 2527  radlcans  W. 

Beet-leaved 
warted 
cut-leaved Oak-leaved rooting 

A  A  as    -  jn.au A  A  cul  2  my.o or  20  jLs I    I  or    4  jn.jl 
•  □or 
*  I  |  or 

4  Aor 

3  jl.au 3  jLau 2  jnjl 

3  jl.au 

Peru &  Amer.  1596. 1800 
a  Amer.  1822! 

Peru  1597. &  Amer.  1822. 
Barbadoesl804. 
S.  Amer.  1803. 
Peru  1785. 
N.  HoU.  1772. Peru  1787. 
Peru  1771. 

D  co    Feuill.  a  1 25 S  r.m  R.am.5.tl54.f.l 
S  r.m  Jac.  vind.  1. 1 11 
S  co   W.hortber.  t27 
S  co    Dun.  sol.  t.  26 

R  r.m  Bau.prod.89.t89 R  co    Hort  trans. 
C  Lp  Bot.  rep.  504 
C  l.p  Bot  rep.  511 
C  lp  Feu.per.772.tl5 S  s.p  Bot  mag.  349 
C  r.m  Feu.per.772. 1. 15 
D  s.p  Lin.UL  de.1.  tlO) 

2496 
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448.  Pkysalis.  From  Qvmi,  a  bladder.  The  fruit  is  enclosed  in  an  inflated  calyx.  The  berries  of  P. 
alkekengi  are  acidulous  and  slightly  bitter ;  they  were  esteemed  detergent  and  aperient  by  the  ancients.  In 
Spain,  Germany,  and  Switzerland,  they  are  eaten  as  a  common  fruit.  Phy.  peruviana  produces  a  pleasant 
fruit  for  tarts,  and  is  in  some  countries,  and  even  English  gardens,  cultivated  for  that  purpose. 

449.  Saracha.  A  plant  resembling  Atropa,  or  Physalis,  to  which  it  is  too  nearly  related.  It  was  named  by 
the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana  after  Isidore  Saracha,  a  Spanish  botanist 

450.  Ltfdum.  So  called  because  the  original  species  was  a  native  of  Lycia,  a  country  of  Asia  Minor.  Some  of 
the  Cape  species  of  this  genus  have  elegant  flowers  and  merit  cultivation,  and  L.  barbarum  is  valuable  for  cover- 

ing naked  walls,  arbors,  &c.  It  grows  four  or  six  feet  in  a  season,  flowers  freely,  and  is  readily  propagated  by 
cuttings  at  any  season  of  the  year.  L.  europaeum  is  used  for  hedges  in  Tuscany,  being  armed  with  small 
thorns.  Clusius  says  they  eat  the  small  shoots  in  Spain  with  oil  and  vinegar.  L.  ruthenicum  is  an  ornamental 
shrub  from  its  very  white  bark.  The  greenhouse  species  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 451.  Solanum.  By  some  ingenious  commentators  this  word  has  been  derived  from  solari,  to  comfort  The 
derivation  may  be  possible,  but  the  application  is  not  evident.  This  extensive  genus,  which  belongs  to  the 
Lii rids  of  Linnffius's  system  of  natural  orders,  does  not  contain  many  handsome  plants ;  but  it  includes,  besides the  Tomato  and  egg  plant,  celebrated  in  cookery,  the  potatoe,  whose  tubers,  as  a  human  food,  if  equalled,  are 
not  surpassed  by  those  of  any  other  plant  Some  of  the  species  are  singular  on  account  of  their  leaves  and 
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2484  Stem  shrubby  rounded,  Branches  upright,  Flowers  clustered 
2485  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  flexuose,  Flowers  clustered 
2486  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  ovate  tomentose 
2487  Leaves  in  pairs  repand  obtuse  subtomentose,  Stem  herbaceous  panicled  above 
2488  Leaves  ovate  subrepand  obtuse  nearly  naked,  Flowers,  in  pairs,  Stem  herbaceous 2489  Leaves  in  pairs  entire  acute,  Stem  herbaceous  branching  below 
2490  Pubescent,"  Leaves  cordate  entire 2491  Pubescent,  Stem  angular,  Leaves  in  pairs  cordate  nearly  entire  soft,  Teeth  of  caL  acuminate 
2492  Much  branched,  Branches  angular  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  toothed 
2493  Pubescent,  Stem  erect  i  shrubby,  Leaves  subcordate  toothed  angular,  Petioles  decurrent 
2494  Much  branched,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  pub.  Flowers  pendulous,  Calyx  in  fruit  ovate  acuminate  angular 
2495  Much  branched,  stalk  of  fruit  much  longer  than  the  villous  leaf 
2496  Much  branched,  Leaves  villous,  Peduncles  erect 
2497  Much  branched,  Stem  procumbent  rounded  hairy.  Leaves  rather  fleshy 
2498  Pubescent,  Leaves  ovate  angular.  Stem  herbaceous,  Berries  viscid,  Root  tuberous 
2499  Hairy,  Leaves  cordate  acute  toothed,  Pedunc.  at  length  reflex ed,  CaL  with  segm.  twice  as  short  as  cor. 
2500  Leaves  oval  unequal  acute  toothed  smoothish,  Flowers  solitary,  Calyx  powdered,  Cor.  tomentose 
2501  Leaves  in  pairs  toothed  repand  tomentose- viscid  oval,  Stem  herbaceous  panicled  above 
2502  Leaves  in  pairs  unequal  ovate  smooth,  Flowers  in  umbels 
2503  Stem  erect  hairy,  Umbels  axillary  stalked  cernuous,  Flowers  plaited 

2504  Branches  diffuse  spiny,  Leaves  linear  fleshy  attenuated  at  base  fascicled,  Pedunc.  longer  than  caL 
2505  Branches  upright  spiny,  Leaves  linear  fascicled,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  calyx,  Stam.  as  long  as  tube  of  cor. 2506  Branches  droop,  spiny,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  at  ten.  at  base  fasc.  Ped.  longer  than  caL  Stam.  as  long  as  limb  of  cnr. 
2507  Branches  drooping,  Buds  spiny,  CaL  trifid,  Stam.  as  long  as  limb  of  cor. 
2508  Branches  drooping  spiny  rounded,  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  acuminate,  CaL  trifid,  Berry  turbinate 
2509  Branches  lax  spiny,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  obtuse  obliquely  bent,  Stam.  shorter  than  limb  of  cor. 
2510  Branches  erect  flexuose  at  end  recurved  rounded  much  spreading  spiny.  Leaves  subsessile  lane,  acute 
2511  Stem  and  branc.  droop,  striated  rarely  spiny,  Lvs.  stalked  ov.  obt  CaL  5-toothed,  Style  longer  than  stam. 
2512  Spiny,  Leaves  obovate  fleshy  smooth,  Peduncles  very  short 
2513  Spiny,  Leaves  ovate  entire  acute  glaucous,  Flowers  panicled 
2514  Unarmed,  Leaves  narrow  spatulate  oblong,  Flowers  4-cleft  tetrandrous 
2515  Erect  spiny,  Branc.  dif.  angular,  Lvs.  stalked  lane,  acute,  CaL  2  or  3- fid,  Style  scarcely  longer  than  stam. 

5  1.  Lycopersicon  {Love  Apples.)   Anthers  conical,  joined  at  end.  Berry  many-celled. 
£516  Villous  hoary,  Leaves  stipulaceous  unequally  pinnatifid,  Segm.  obtuse,  Pedunc.  and  pedicel  bracteated 
2517  Hairy,  Leaves  unequally  pinnatifid,  Segments  cut  glaucous  beneath,  Berries  torulose  furrowed  smooth 
2518  Hairy,  Lvs.  unequally  pinnat.  Segm.  cut  glauc.  beneath,  Sepals  as  long  as  cor.  Berries  round  rather  hairy 
2519  Hairy,  Lvs.  unequally  pinnat.  Segm.  cut  glauc.  beneath,  Pedunc.  with  bract  Sepals  twice  as  long  as  cor. 
2520  Hairy,  Lvs.  unequally  pinnatifid,  Segm.  cut  glaucous  beneath,  Pedunc.  without  bract  Berries  obconical 

\  2.  Unarmed.   Leaves  pinnate,  pinnatifid,  or  entire. 
2521  Root  tuberous,  Stem  herbac  Segm.  of  lvs.  unequal,  the  alt  cm.  ones  minute.  Pedicels  stalked,  cor.  5-ang. 

/3  Root  tuberous,  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  pinnate  sublyrate  pilose,  Pedic.  jointed,  Cor.  5-cleft 
2522  Leaves  pinnate  waved,  upper  simple  lane.  Racemes  in  panicled  cymes  sometimes  longer  than  petioles 
2523  Leaves  cordate  ovate  oblong  hairy  on  each  side  waved  at  edge,  Racemes  pendulous  as  long  as  petioles 
2524  Stem  half  shrubby  rooting  ascending  runners  muricated,  Lvs.  obL  lane,  pubescent  simple,  Racemes  2-fid 
2525  Smooth,  Leaves  pinnatifid  segments  linear  lanceolate  terminal  elongated,  Racemes  lateral  corymbose 
2526  Stem  angular  wavy  rough,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Racemes  cymose 
2527  Stem  rounded  prostrate  rooting,  Lvs.  deeply  pinnat  Sinuses  obtuse,  Racemes  cymose  as  long  as  petioles 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
spines ;  and  others  retain  their  fruit  in  our  stoves  during  winter,  which  may  be  a  recommendation  to  some  to admit  them  in  collections. 

S.  dulcamara  has  roots  which  smell  like  the  potatoe ;  being  chewed,  a  sensation  of  bitterness  is  first  felt,  and 
then  of  sweetness,  whence  the  specific  name.  The  berries  excite  vomiting  and  purging,  and  the  twigs  and 
leaves  have  been  used  in  rheumatic  and  scorbutic  cases  with  good  effect 

S.  tuberosum,  Pomme  de  Terre,  Fr.,  Kartqffel,  Ger.,  Porno  de  Terra,  ItaL,  Potades,  Span.,  &c.  is  supposed 
to  be  a  native  of  South  America,  and  to  be  found  in  a  wild  state  in  elevated  places  in  the  tropical  regions,  and 
in  the  more  temperate  districts  of  the  western  coasts  of  that  country.  Some  tubers,  said  to  be  of  the  wild  po- 

tatoe, have  been  received  from  these  parts  by  the  Horticultural  Society,  and  cultivated  by  them ;  their  produce 
differs  very  little,  if  at  all,  from  that  of  the  common  cultivated  sort ;  they  are  small,  roundish,  and  pink  and 
white  colored.  (Hort.  Trans.  5.  257.)  It  appears  probable  that  the  potatoe  was  first  brought  into  Europe  from 
the  mountainous  parts  of  South  America  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Quito,  where  they  were  called  papas,  to 
Spain,  early  in  the  16th  century.  From  Spain,  where  they  were  called  battatas,  they  found  their  way  to  Italy, and  there  received  the  same  name  as  the  truffle,  taratoufii.  From  Italy  they  went  to  V  i  en  na,  through  the  governor 
of  Mons  in  Hainault,  who  sent  some  to  Clusius  in  1598.  To  England  the  potatoe  found  its  way  from  North 
America,  being  brought  from  Virginia  by  the  colonists  sent  out  by  Sir  Walter  Raleigh  in  1584,  and  who  re- 

turned in  July  1586;  and,  "probably,"  says  Sir  Joseph  Banks,  "brought  with  them  the  potatoe."  Gerarde, 
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2528  corymb6sum  W. 
2529  oliganthum  Lk. 2530  Dulcamara  W. 
2531  macrocarpon  W. 2532  sethifoicum  W. 
2533  Zuccagnianum  Dun. 
2534  Pseudo-capsicum  W. 
2535  nodiflorum  Jacq. 
2536  guineense  W.en. 2537melanocerasum  W.en. 
2538  suffhiticosura  W.en. 
2539  nigrum  W. 2540  min  iatum  Bern. 
2541  humile  Bern. 
2542vU16sum  W.en. 

2543  patulum  W. 
2544  crispum  .FY.  per. 
2545  bombense  Jacq. 
2546  Cervantesii  Lag. 2547  verbascifolium  W. 
2548  auriculatum  W. 
2549  diphyllum  W. 2550  havanense  W. 
2551  lycioides  W. 
2552  uniflorum  Lag. 
2553  stellatum  Jacq. 

2554  elasagnifolium  Cav. 2555  racemosum  IV. 
2556  Igneum  )T. 2557  subarmatum  W. 
2558  bahamense  W. 
2559  tomentosum  W. 
2560  lancetefolium  Jacq. 2561  bonariense  Jr. 
2562  subinerme  W. 
2563  lanceolatum  Caw. 
2564  giganteum  W. 

corymbed few-flowered 
Bitter-sweet 
large-fruited Ethiopian 
scabrous 
Winter-cherry 
thick-jointed 
large-berried small-berried 
fringed-leaved black-berried 
red-berried 
green-berried orange-berried 
spreading Natre 
Bomba 
Cervantes's Mullein-leaved ear-leaved 
two-leaved Havannab spiny 
one-flowered stellate 

Oleaster-leaved wave-leaved 
red-spined half-armed 
Bahama woolly 
lance-leaved 
Buenos  Ayres 
spear-leaved lanceolate 
tall 

•  □or 
ill  |  or 
•  |  I  or 

O  or O  or 

2  jl.au 3  ... 3  jnjl 
1  my.s 

lftJLa 
Hjnjl 
4  jn.s 10  jnjl 
4  jn.s 
2  jn.s 4  my.s 

3  jn.s O  w-v  4  jn.jl 
O  w  1  jn.jl 
O  w    5  jn.s 

O  w 

O  P 
O  P 

i|_Jor 
O  P 

O  or I  _|or •  l__|or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
*l_Jor •  l_Jor 

•  □or •  □or 
•  □or 
•  l_Jor 
•  l_Jor •  □or 
«i_|or •  □or 
•  □or 

1 1-Jor 

4  jn.s 18  jn.jl 
12  jnjl 4  my.jn 

jn.jl 
jnjl 
jl.au myjn 
my.jn 

jnjl 

V Peru  1786. D  co Jac.  ic.  1.  t.40 
w C CO 
V Britain  hed. C 

s.l 

Eng.  bot  565 B Peru  1759. C 

s-P 

Millie.  2.  t294 
W Ethiopia  1597. 

C  l.p 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1.12 

W s 

CO 

Dun.  sol.  1. 11 
w Madeira  1596. s r.m  Sabb.  rom.  t 59 
w I.  France  1822. s CO Jacq.  ic.  2.  t.  326 G Guinea  ... s 

S.1 

DLeltt274.f.354 W Virginia  ••■ s 

S.1 

Di.elt.t  275.C356 
w Barbary  1804. c 
w Britain  rub. s s.li Eng.  bot.  566 w S.  Europe  1833. s CO 
w S.  Europe  1823. g CO 
w Barbadoes s s.l Di.eltt274.f.353 
V India  ... s s.l Di.eltt275.f.355 w Chili  1824. c 

CO 

EL  per.  2. 1 158 w Mexico  1822. c CO 
w Mexico  1818. c CO 
w W.'  Indies  1749. s 

pi 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1.13 
V Madagasc.1773. s 

pi 

Scop,  insub.3.  t.S w W.  Indies  1699. c 

s.1 

Jac.  ic.  2.  1 322 B W.  Indies  1793. c CO Jac.amer.49.t35 
Pa.B Peru  1791. c 

s.p 

Jac.  id.  1 46 
B N.Spain  1820. D CO 
B c 

CO 

Jac  ic.  2.  t.  325 

6  jnjl 
4  jl.au 3  mr.n 6  my.jn 
6  jnjl 2  jnjl 
10  jl.au 10  jn.s 
7  jLau 7  jnjl 15  jnjl 

Chili  1823. W.  Indies  1781. 
EAmer.  1714. 

1820. Bahama  1732. 
C.  G.H.  1662. 
W.  Indies  ... 
B.  Ayres  1727. W.  Indies  1752. Pa.B  Mexico 

V      G  G.  II.  1792. 

p.l 
Pi 

co 
8.1 
ir 

s.p 

2542 

Cav.  ic.  3  t  243 
Jac.amerJ0.t36 
Jac  vind.  1.  1. 14 
Di.eltt.27Lf.350 
Bocc.  sic  8.  t  5 
Jacq.  ic.  2.  1 239 D.e.364.t272f351 Jac.amer.t40.£3 
Bot  mag.  2173 
Bot.  mag.  1921 

2535 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

in  his  Herbal,  published  in  1597,  gives  a  figure  of  the  potatoe,  under  the  name  of  Potatoe  of  Virginia,  whence 
he  says  he  received  the  roots ;  and  this  appellation  it  appears  to  have  retained,  in  order  to  distinguish  it  from 
the  battatas  or  sweet  potatoe  (Convolvulus  battatas)  till  the  year  1640,  if  not  longer.  "  The  sweet  potatoe,"  Sir Joseph  Banks  observes,  "  was  used  in  England  as  a  delicacy  long  before  the  introduction  of  our  potatoes ;  it was  imported  in  considerable  quantities  from  Spain  and  the  Canaries,  and  was  supposed  to  possess  the  power 
of  restoring  decayed  vigor.  The  kissing  comfits  of  Falstaff,  and  other  confections  of  similar  imaginary  quali- 

ties, with  which  our  ancestors  were  duped,  were  principally  made  of  these  and  of  eringo  roots."  Gough  says the  potatoe  was  first  planted  by  Sir  Walter  Raleigh  on  his  estate  of  Youghall  near  Cork,  and  that  they  were 
soon  after  carried  into  Lancashire.  Gerrarde  and  Parkinson,  however,  mention  them  as  delicacies  for  the 
confectioner,  and  not  as  common  food.  Even  so  late  as  Bradley's  time  they  are  spoken  of  as  inferior  to  skirrets and  radishes. 

The  use  of  potatoes,  however,  became  more  and  more  known  after  the  middle  of  the  18th  century,  and  has 
greatly  increased  in  all  parts  of  Britain  within  the  last  thirty  years.  It  is  also  very  general  in  Holland,  and 
many  parts  of  France  and  Germany,  and  is  increasing  rapidly  in  Russia.  In  Spain,  and  the  East  and  West 
Indies  they  are  not  much  cultivated,  owing  to  the  heat  of  the  climate ;  but  in  all  the  temperate  parts  of  North 
America,  Australasia,  and  South  America  they  are  grown  by  the  colonists.  In  China  they  are  cultivated,  but 
not  extensively,  owing  to  the  slow  progress  which  every  thing  new  makes  in  that  country.  Indeed,  no  root 
hitherto  discovered  is  so  well  adapted  for  universal  use  as  the  tubers  of  the  potatoe ;  for,  having  no  peculiarity 
of  taste,  and  consisting  chiefly  of  starch,  their  farina  is  nearly  the  same  as  that  of  grain.  Hence,  with  the 
flower  of  potatoes,  puddings,  and  such  preparations  as  do  not  call  the  gluten  of  wheat-flower  into  action,  may 
be  made  equal  to  those  of  millet  or  rice,  and  excellent  bread  with  a  moderate  proportion  of  good  wheat-flour. 
Potatoe  starch,  independently  of  its  use  in  the  laundry,  and  as  a  hair  powder,  is  considered  an  equally  delicate 
food  as  sago  or  arrow-root  As  starch  and  sugar  are  so  nearly  the  same,  that  the  former  is  easily  converted 
into  the  latter,  the  potatoe  yields  a  spirit  equal  to  that  of  malt  by  distillation,  and  a  wine  or  beer  by  the  ferment- ative process. 

The  varieties  of  the  potatoe  are  very  numerous,  differing  in  earliness,  lateness,  form,  size,  color,  and  quality. 
The  names  for  these  are  quite  arbitrary  or  local.  In  general,  every  district  has  its  peculiar  or  favorite  varie- 

ties. Some  of  these  degenerate,  and  others  improve  when  removed  from  one  district  to  another.  New  varieties 
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§  3.  Unarmed.   Leaves  lobed,  sinuate,  angular,  toothed,  or  entire. 
9598  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire  or  lobed,  Racemes  cymose  opp.  to  the  leaves,  Cor.  5-parted 
2529  Leaves  lanceolate  sinuate  tomentose  bright-green,  Pedunc.  few-flowered,  Sepals  ovate  acute 
2530  Stem  wavy,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  upper  lanceolate,  Corymbs  opposite  the  leaves 
2531  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  cuneate  at  the  base  sinuate  smooth,  Peduncles  few-flowered  short 
2532  Leaves  ovate  repand  angular  smooth,  Peduncles  1-flowered  cernuous,  Berries  torulose 
2533  Leaves  ovate  angular  repand  smooth  unequal  at  base,  Pedunc.  1-flowered  cernuous,  Berries  round 
2534  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  subrepand,  Peduncles  1-flowered  outside  the  leaves. 

.  2535  Branches  rounded,  and  leaves  smooth  ovate  entire,  Flowers  umbelled 
2536  Branches  smooth  angular  toothed,  Leaves  ovate  smooth  entire,  Flowers  numerous  umbelled 
2537  Stem  and  branches  angular  toothed,  Leaves- subovate  sinuate  angular,  Flowers  umbelled 2538  Leaves  ovate  toothed  angular  ciliated,  Umbels  extrafoliaceous  stalked 
2539  Stem  angular,  Leaves  ovate  toothed  naked,  Flowers  in  umbels 
£540  Branches  strigose  pubescent  angular  winged,  Wings  toothed,  Leaves  ov.  rep.  smooth,  Flowers  in  umbels 
2541  Branches  angular  toothed  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate  repand  upper  entire,  Flowers  in  umbels 
2542  Stem  rounded  villous,  Leaves  ovate  angular  toothed  villous  hoary,  Flowers  in  umbels 

•  $  4.  Unarmed.    Leaves  quite  entire. 
2543  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  powdery,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  powdery  on  both  sides,  Racemes  spreading 2544  Leaves  ovate  and  subcordate  waved  curled  acuminate,  Flowers  corymbose 
2545  Leaves  oval  pointed  at  each  end  smooth,  Racemes  cymose 
2546  Stem  erect,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  attenuated  at  each  end  pubescent,  Racemes  2  and  S-chotomous 2547  Leaves  ov.  obi  acuminate  entire  downy,  Surface  djscoL  Axils  leafless,  Corymbs  terminal  dichotomous 
2548  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate  woolly  axillary,  Leaflets  semicircular,  Corymbs  di-trichotomous 
2549  Lvs.  in  pairs  one  obi.  narrow,  towards  each  end  obt.  other  smaller  obov.  ellipt.  Cymes  stalk  opp.  the  lvs. 
2550  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acute  shining  smooth,  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Berries  oval 
2551  Branches  spiny,  Leaves  elliptical,  Peduncles  filiform  1-flowered 2552  Stalks  axillary  1-flowered,  Cal.  10-cleft,  Leaves  mostly  in  pairs  subsessile  elliptical 
2553  Stem  climbing  flexuose,  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  smooth  acuminate,  Pedunc.  in  pairs,  Cal.  unequally  toothed 

§  5.  Prickly.   Leaves  entire  or  sinuate-angular. 
2554  Leaves  discolored  the  lower  sinuate  prickly  upper  entire  unarmed,  Pedunc.  few-flowered 
2555  Stem  unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate  repand  undulated  acute 
2556  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  revolute  on  both  sides  at  the  base 
2557  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  lanceolate  pubescent  beneath  entire  edge  revolute  at  base 2558  Leaves  lanceolate  repand  obtuse  reflexed  at  edge 
2559  Stem  prickly,  Prickles  acerose,  Leaves  cordate  unarmed  repand  wavy,  the  young  ones  purple 
2560  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  attenuate  at  each  end  roughish  beneath  prickly,  Raceme  short  unarmed 
2561  Stem  nearly  unarmed,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  sinuate  repand  rough,  Corymb  extrafoliaceous  stalked 
2562  Stem  nearly  unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate  ellipt  entire  above  smooth  beneath  tomentose,  Cymes  mealy 
2563  Stem  downy,  Leaves  lanceolate  long  entire  hoary  beneath,  Racemes  terminal,  Sepals  subulate 
2564  Stem  with  downy  prickles,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  unarmed  above  smooth  beneath  hoary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
are  readily  procured  by  sowing  the  seeds,  which,  with  care,  will  produce  tubers  the  third  year,  apd  a  full  crop the  fourth.  As  few  of  the  early  sorts  produce  blossoms,  to  procure  seeds  from  them  deprive  the  plant  of  its 
tubers  as  they  appear,  and  keep  the  runners  from  which  they  proceed  above  ground,  by  not  earthing  up  the 
plant,  and  blossoms  and  seeds  will  soon  be  produced.  This  Mr.  Knight  completely  proved,  and  the  rationale 
is  developed  in  the  Philosophical  Transactions  for  1806.  It  appears  that  the  same  sap  gives  existence  both  to 
the  tuber  and  blossom,  and  that  whenever  a  plant  of  the  potatoe  affords  either  seeds  or  blossoms,  a  diminution 
of  the  crop  of  tubers,  or  an  increased  expenditure  of  the  richness  of  the  soil,  must  necessarily  take  place.  This 
led  Mr.  Knight  to  attempt  the  practice  adopted  by  the  Dutch  florists  with  their  bulbous  flowers,  viz.  to  pinch 
Off  the  flowers  to  strengthen  the  bulbs.  This,  in  the  potatoe,  Mr.  Knight  thinks  may  add  an  ounce  in  weight 
to  the  tubers  of  each  plant,  or  considerably  above  a  ton  per  acre.  The  practice  is  now  general  among  scientific cultivators  even  in  field  culture. 

The  curl  is  a  well  known  disease  of  potatoes,  which  frequently  disappoints  the  cultivator  of  a  crop,  or  renders 
that  produced  of  little  value.  A  great  variety  of  opinions  exist  as  to  this  disease :  without  enumerating  these, 
we  may  state,  as  the  general  result  of  experiments  by  different  persons,  that  the  curl  arises  in  most,  or  at  least 
in  many  cases,  from  using  over  ripe  tubers  as  seed  stock,  or  from  the  employment  of  seed  stock  which  has been  injured  or  improperly  kept  during  the  winter;  that  is,  kept  exposed  to  the  light  and  air  instead  of  being 
covered  with  earth,  or  sand,  or  straw,  so  as  to  preserve  their  juices.  The  experiments  of  various  farmers  and 
gardeners,  as  recorded  in  the  Farmer's  Magazine  and  Caledonian  Hort.  Mem.,  lead  to  the  above  conclusions. The  culture  of  the  potatoe,  both  in  the  field  and  garden,  is  universally  known.  It  may  be  forced  in  pots  or 
on  dung  or  tan  beds ;  and,  for  this  purpose,  using  sets  from  tubers  that  have  been  retarded  a  year  in  an  ice- 
house  or  cold  place,  is  found  a  great  advantage.  Thus,  in  planting  in  December  1823,  use  tubers  of  crop 
1822.  These,  from  the  long  period  of  repose  which  they  have  hat},  will  be  found  highlv  exciteable  by  heat,  and 
Of  much  more  rapid  growth  than  sets  of  the  preceding  crop.  A%  matter  of  curiosity,  boxes  containing  alter- 

nate layers  of  light  earth  and  potatoes  of  the  last  season  but  one  may  be  placed  in  any  dry  covered  place,  free 
from  frost,  in  November,  and  they  will  produce  a  brood  of  young  tubers  in  contact  with  the  old  ones  on  the 
December  following,  without  either  leaves,  roots,  or  runners.  (Hort.  Trans,  i.  225.} 
.  Potatoes  are  best  preserved  by  burying  in  pits  in  dry  ground,  so  deep  as  to  be  under  the  influence  of  surface 
temperature,  or  so  enveloped  with  thatch  as  to  produce  the  same  effect.   At  a  certain  depth,  they  will  keep 
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2565  Melongena  \V. 2566  insanum  P.  S. 
2567  ovigerum  Dun. 2568  sodomeum  W. 
2569indicum  W. 
2570  coagulans  W. 
S571  marginatum  W. 
2572  campechiense  W. 2573  aculeatissimum  Jew. 
2574  mammosum  W. 
2575  stram6nif61ium  W. 
2576ferox  W. 
2577Millen  W. 
2578  trilobatum  W. 
2579  carolinense  W. 
2580  Pyracantha  Sw. 
2581  virginianum 
2582Jacqulni 
2583  BalMsii  Dun. 
2584  tectum  P.  S. 

plant ipple oval-egg-plant 
black-spined  i Indian  1 
scollop-leaved 
white-edged  I 
purple-spined most-prickly  t nipple 
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orange-t  homed! 
Virginian 
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Africa,  &c. 1597. 
E  Indies  1815. Arabia  1597. 
Africa  1688. 
India  1732. 
Arabia  Fe.1802. Africa  1775. 
America  1732. 
S.  Amer.  1816. 
W.  Indies  1699. W.  Indies  1778. 
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452.  NYCTE'RIUM.  Vent.  Nyctbrium. 2585  cordifSlium  Vent,    heart-leaved     *i  |  or 
2586  amazonium  purple  « □  or 
2587  lobatum  Nutt.        yellow  O  or 
2588  fontanesianum  Dun.  Desfontaines'       O  or 

45a  CAP'SICUM.  W.  Capsicum. 
2589  annuum  W.  common  O  cul 
2590  sphao'ricum  W.  en.  globular-fruited-tt  □  cul 2591  bacc&tum  W.         Bird-pepper     J*  O  cul 

S.  Amer.  1816.  C Mexico  1824.  C 
SolanccB.    Sp.  4—7. 

2  ap.my  Pu     Can.  IsL  1779.  C 
3  jn.au  Pu  Mexico  1800.  C 
2  jLau  Y  Louisiana  18ia  S 
2  jl.s       Y       Brazil  1813.  8 

2592sinense  W. 
2593  gr6ssum  W. 2594  frutescens  W. 
2595  blcolor  Jacq. 2596  cerasiforme  W. 
2597  pendulum  W.  en. 
2598  longum  Dec. 2599  cordiforme  Mill. 
2600  tetrag6num  Mill. 
2601  anguldsum  Mill. 2602  conoidea  Mill 
2603  pyramidSle  Mill. 
2604  microcfirpum  Dec. 2605  cerasifl6rum  Lk. 
2606  micranthum  Lk. 

oval-fruited large 
shrubby 
dark-fruited Cherry-pepper 
pendulous long-fruited heart-fruited 
quince-fruited angular-fruited 
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for  years  without  vegetation.  Where  there  is  an  ice-house,  they  may,  when  taken  out  of  the  pits,  be  kept  in 
small  quantities  in  it  till  wanted  for  use. 

S.  lycopersicum.  (From  kuxef,  a  wolf,  and  persica,  a  peach,  in  poetical  allusion  to  the  beautiful  appearance 
and  deceitful  value  of  the  fruit)  Tomate,  Ft.,  and  Porno  tforo,  Hal.,  is  cultivated  extensively  about  Naples 
and  Rome  for  the  use  of  the  berry  in  sauces,  stewing,  and  soups.  It  is  one  of  the  most  common  articles  used 
in  Italian  cookery,  and  makes  an  excellent  sauce  for  fish,  meat,  and  general  purposes.  Its  use  for  sauce  in  this 
country  is  greatly  on  the  increase,  and  it  is  cultivated  to  considerable  extent  near  London,  against  walls  and 
artificial  banks,  being  raised  on  a  hot-bed,  and  transplanted  like  other  tender  annuals. 

S.  nigrum,  a  very  common  plant  on  dunghills,  is  narcotic  and  poisonous  like  S.  dulcamara  and  Atropa  bell a- 
donna.  A  Spanish  cure  for  the  consumption  is  burying  up  to  the  chin  in  garden  earth,  and  afterwards  rub- 

bing the  body  over  with  an  ointment  made  from  the  leaves  of  this  plant 
S.  sthiopicum  is  cultivated  in  China  for  the  fruit,  which  is  served  at  the  tables  of  mandarins  like  our, cherries. 
S.  melongena,  (M.  from  bydendjan,  its  Arabic  name,  according  to  Forskahl)  is  cultivated  both  in  Europe 

and  the  East  and  West  Indies  for  its  fruit,  which  is  used  boiled,  stewed  in  sauces,  &c.  like  that  of  the  love-ap- 
ple. The  plant  is  more  tender,  and  in  this  country  requires  to  be  matured  under  glass,  like  the  balsam  and 

other  tender  annuals.   S.  muricatum  resembles  it  in  habit,  and  may  be  cultivated  for  the  same  purpose 
452.  Nycterium.  From  »■>{  tuxm,  night  A  small  tribe  of  plants  cut  off  from  their  ancient  genus  Solan  um. 

N.  amazonium  is  quite  a  beautiful  shrub,  growing  well  in  pots  in  a  moderate  stove. 
45a  Capsicum.  From  x«r7«,  mordeo,  to  bite,  on  account  of  the  biting  heat  of  the  seed  and  pericarp. 

Poivre  d'Inde  ou  dc  Guinee,  Fr.  The  fruit  of  C.  baccatum,  commonly  called  bird  pepper,  is  gathered  when 
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\  6.  Prickly.  Leaves  sinuate,  angular  and  lobed. 
2565  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  ovate  subsinuate  downy  prickly,  Flowers  many-parted,  Seeds  naked 
5566  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  ovate  tomentose,  Pedunc.  pendulous  thick,  CaL  prickly 
5567  Stem  nearly  unarmed,  Leaves  ovate  subrepand  tomentose  unarmed,  Berries  ovate  oblong,  Seeds  pulpy 
2568  Stem  diffuse,  Prickles  straight  dilated  at  base,  Lvs.  obi  sinuate  pinnatifid,  Pedunc.  2-fid,  Berries  globose 
2569  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  oblong  tomentose  sinuate  angular,  Segm.  sinuate  toothed,  Sepals  reflexed 
2570  Leaves  ovate  oblong  sinuate  repand  downy  white  beneath,  middle  nerve  beneath  with  smooth  prickles 
2571  Leaves  subcordate  sinuate  lobed  beneath  hoary  above  white  at  edges,  Berries  3-celled  globose 
2572  Stem  very  prickly  hairy,  Lvs.  cord.  obi.  lob.  Lobes  tooth.  Fertile  caL  very  prickly,  Berries  cher.-shaped 
2573  Stem  very  prickly,  Lvs.  cordate  lob.  Lobes  acute  toothed  villous  and  prickly  on  both  sides,  Berries  round 
2574  Stem  viL  with  scat.  prickL  Lvs.  subcord.  lob.  prickly  on  both  sides  very  viL  Ber.  like  the  teat  of  an  animal 
2575  Stem  prickly,  Lvs.  cordate  sinuate  acutely  lob.  viL  and  prickly  on  both  sides,  Pedunc.  and  caL  unarmed 
2576  Stem  prickly,  Lvs.  cord,  angular  toment  with  the  racemes  and  calyxes  prickly,  Ber.  hairy  cov.  by  calyx 
2577  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  smoothish  lobed  obtuse  prickly,  Peduncles  in  pairs 
2578  St<>rn  prickly,  Leaves  3-lobed  obtuse  smooth,  Flowers  racemose  violet 
2579  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  tomentose  sinuate  angular  acuminate,  Racemes  simple .  ax 
2780  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  oblong  acute  sinuate  pinnatifid  downy,  Prickles  straight  scarlet 
2581  Stem  erect  prickly,  Lvs.  pinnat  sinuated  prickly  on  both  sides,  Segm.  sinuated  obtuse,  Racemes  prickly 
2582  Stem  decumbent  diffuse  prickly,  Leaves  sinuate  pinnatifid  prickly  on  both  sides  smooth,  Calyxes  prickly 

J 7.  Prickly.   Leaves  pinnatifid  or  bipinnat(fid,  Berries  covered  by  the  enlarged  and  prickly  calyx. 
tern  villous  prickly,  Lvs.  pinnatifid,  Segm.  acute  sinuate  toothed,  Racemes  cymose  lateral  and  terminal 

2584  Stem  shrubby  rounded  prickly,  Leaves  tupinnatifid  prickly  on  both  sides  villous 

2585  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Racemes  divided,  CaL  unarmed 
2586  Leaves  elliptical  sinuate  tomentose,  Flowers  several  large  terminal 
2587  Stem  and  leaves  prickly,  Leaves  ovate  pinnatifid  hairy  on  both  sides 
2588  Stem  woody  prickly  hairy,  Leaves  deeply  pinnatifid,  Anthers  small 

2589  Fruit  oblong  pendulous  and  erect  their  stalks  smooth,  Stem  herbaceous 
2590  Fruit  globose  pendulous,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  shrubby 
2591  Fruit  globose  ovate  erect  in  pairs,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  shrubby 
2592  Fruit  ovate  pendulous  in  pairs,  Stalks  pubescent,  Stem  shrubby 
2593  Fruit  oblong  ovate  subcompressed  erect,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  herbaceous 
2594  Fruit  oblong  obtuse,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  erect 
2595  Fruit  oblong  mucronate,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  shrubby 
2596  Fruit  globose,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  shrubby 
2597  Fruit  oblong,  Stalks  pubescent,  Stem  shrubby 
2598  Fruit  oblong  acuminate  incurved,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  herbaceous 
2590  Fruit  heart-shaped,  Stem  herbaceous 
2600  Fruit  very  large  angular  obtuse,  Stem  herbaceous 
2601  Fruit  heart-shaped  angular,  Stem  herbaceous 
2602  Fruit  ovate  conical  erect,  Stem  half  shrubby 
2603  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Fruit  pyramidal  erect  yellow,  Stem  shrubby 
2604  Fruit  ovate  erect,  Footstalks  and  leaves  pubescent,  Teeth  of  the  calyx  5  subulate  spreading 
2605  Young  stalks  ciliated,  Berries  erect  globose 
2606  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Stalks  ciliated,  CaL  obtuse 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
ripe,  dried  in  the  sun,  pounded  and  mixed  with  salt :  it  is  then  kept  stopt  in  bottles,  and  is  commonly  known 
by  the  name  of  Cayenne-pepper.  A  mixture  of  sliced  cucumbers,  shallots  or  onions  cut  very  small,  a  little  lime 
juice  and  Madeira  wine,  with  a  few  pods  of  bird  pepper,  well  mashed  and  mixed  with  the  liquor,  seldom  fails 
to  provoke  the  most  languid  appetite  in  the  West  Indies.  It  is  there  called  Man-dram.  Gathered  fresh  from 
the  plant,  the  pods  of  all  the  species  are  liberally  used  both  in  the  East  and  West  Indies,  to  assist  digestion  and correct  flatulencies. 

C.  frutescens  and  minimum,  the  latter  by  many  considered  only  a  variety  of  the  former,  low  shrubs  with 
an  oval  red  berry  more  sharp  and  biting  than  any  of  the  others,  furnish  the  Cayenne  pepper  of  the  shops. 
The  ripe  pods  are  dried  in  the  sun,  and  then  in  an  oven  after  bread  is  baked,  in  an  earthen  or  stone  pot,  with 
flour  between  the  strata  of  pods.  When  quite  dry  they  are  cleaned  from  the  flour,  and  beaten  or  ground  to 
fine  powder.  To  every  ounce  of  this,  a  pound  of  wheat  flour  is  added,  and  it  is  made  into  small  cakes  with 
leaven ;  these  are  baked,  cut  into  small  pieces,  baked  again  that  they  may  be  as  dry  and  hard  as  biscuit,  and 
then  are  beaten  into  powder  and  sifted.  It  is  then  fit  for  use  as  a  pepper,  or  for  being  packed  up,  in  a  com- 

pressed state,  and  so  as  to  exclude  air,  for  exportation. 
C.  annuum,  Piment,  Fr.,  Spanischer  Pfeffer,  Get.,  Peberone,  ItaL,  is  cultivated  for  its  fruit,  which  is  used 

in  a  green  state  for  pickling,  and  ripe  for  mixing  with  other  ingredients,  as  Tomatos,  &c.  to  form  sauces. 
They  are  also  dried  and  ground,  and  used  like  Cayenne  pepper.  The  seed  is  sown  in  the  end  of  March  or  beginning 
of  April  on  a  moderate  hot-bed,  and  covered  a  quarter  of  an  inch.  When  the  plants  are  two  or  three  inches  in 
growth,  some  are  transplanted  into  a  new  slight  hot-bed  to  forward  them  for  final  planting  ;  or  in  default  of 
such  a  hot-bed,  they  are  placed  in  a  bed  of  light  rich  earth,  from  twelve  to  eighteen  inches  apart,  where  they 
are  finally  to  remain  in  the  end  of  May,  and  protected  during  night  by  mats,  They  will  flower  in  July,  and 
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454.  LEE' A.  W.  Leea. 
2607  sambucina  W.        Elder-leaved     41  □  cu 
2608  ajquata  IV.  shrubby  *  I  I  cu 
2609 crlspa  L.               curled  ail  leu 
2610  macrophylla  Roxb.  long-leaved  4t  □  cu 

t455.  SPERM ADICTYON.  Roxb.  Spermaihctyon. 
2611  suaveolens  Roxb.     sweet-scented   41  □  or 

456.  DENTEL'LA.  W.  Dentella. 
2612  repens  W.  creeping  n.  □  or 

457.  MACROCNE'MUM.  TV.  Macrocnemum. 2613  jamaicense  W.  Jamaica  I  □  or 
,2614  strictum  Roxb.        upright           41  □  or 
458.  EXOSTEM'MA.  Rich.  Exostemma. 
°615  caribte'um  W.        caribaean  t  □  or 2616  floribtindum  W.      many-flowered  J  □  tm 

459.  BURCHEL'LIA.  R.  Br.  Bukchellia. 2617  bubalina  R.  Br.  Cape  41  i_J  or 
tWO.  RONDELE'TIA.  W.  Rondeletia. 2618  americana  W. 

2619  lasvigata  H.  K. 2620  hirta  H.  K. 
461.  COUTARE'A.  Aub. 2621  speciosa  Aub. Port/andia  hexandra  W. 

American  4H  □  or 
smooth-leaved  41  □  or 
hairy  4t  □  or 

Coiitarea. 
laurel-leaved  41  □  or 

Mrliacctv. 
10    ...  w 
10     ...  G 
3  o  W 4  o  G 

Rubiacece. 
4  o  W 

Rubiacece. 

ill  W Rubiacece. 
14     ...  W 
10    ...  w 

Rubiacae. 
20  in.s  W 40     ...  W 

Rubiacece. 
3  my.jn  S 

Rubiacece. 
10  au  W 
12  jl.au  W 
10  jn.au  Pk 

RubiacetB.   Sp.  1. 
12     ...    Pu  Guiana 

Sp.  4-6.. E  Indies  1790.  C  l.p 
E  Indies  1777.  C  l.p 
C.  G.  H.   1767.  C  l.p 
K  Indies  1806.  C  l.p 

Sp.  1—2. 
E  Indies  1818.  C  l.p 

Sp.  1. 
N.  Holl.  1802.  S  co 

Sjb.2-6. 
Jamaica  1806.  C  p.l 
E  Indies  1804  C  p.l 

Sp.  2—12. W.  Indies  1780.  C  l.p 
W.  Indies  1794.  C  l.p 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H.   1818.  C  r.m 

Sp.  3—18. W.  Indies  1752. 
W.  Indies  1790. 
Jamaica  1776. 

Cav.dis.7.t218 
Bot  rep.  355 

Bot  reg.  348 
Lam.  ill.  f.  118 

Sw.  obs.68.t3.f  1 

Bot.  rep.  481 Lamb,  ci  11.27. t.7 

Bot.  mag.  2339 

Plu.  ic.  1 242.  £1 
Bot  cab.  350 

1803.  C  s.p  Aub.  gui.  1 122 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

t462.  PORTLAN'DIA.  W.   Portlandia.  Rubiacece.  Sp.2. 2622  grandiflora  W.       great-flowered  36  O  or  12  jn.au    W     Jamaica  1775.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag. 
2623  coccinea  P.  S.        scarlet  iQor    3     ...     S       Jamaica  1812.  C  s.p 

*463.  CAMPA'NULA  W. 2624cenisia  W. 
2625  microphf Ua  Kit. 2626  Bellardi  All. 
2627pfilla  W. 
2628Zoysii  W. 
2629  carpatica  W. 2630  rotundifolia  E.  B. 
2631  pusilla  Hanke. 
2632  pfimila  B.  M. 
2633  pubescens  W. 
2634  gracilis  R.  Br. 2635  Scheuchzeri  Fill. 
2636i>atula  W. 
2637  Rapdnculus  W. 
2638  iiersicifolia  W. 

(3  maxima 2639  pyramidalis  W. 2640obliqua  W.  en. 2641  americana  W. 

Bell- Flower. ciliated 
small-leaved 
BeUardi's russet 
blunt-leaved 
Carpathian round-leaved 
diminutive 
dwarf 
pubescent slender 
Scheuchzer's spreading 
Rampion  - Peach-leaved 
large-peach-lvd. 
pyramidal oblique  ^ 
American  ^ 

Campanulacece.  Sp.  75 — 240. 
ijnjl     B      Switzetl.  1775. B 

B 
B 
D.B 
B 
B  Britain 
Pa.B  Switzerl 

Hungary  1820. 
Italy  18ia Austria  1779. 
Carniola  18ia 
Carp.  Alps  1774.  D hea.  D 1821. 

R  co  AlLped.l.t6.£2 
R 
R 
R 
D 

Switzerl.  ... 
Bohemia  1813. 
N.S.W.  1794. 
Europe  18ia Britain  past. 
Britain  hed.  b. 
Europe  1596. 
Euroiie  159a Pa.B  Carniola  1596. 

B    1813. 
B      Pensylv.  1763. 

co  AlLped.l.t85.C5 co    Bot  cab.  554 
co   Jac.  ic.  2. 1 334 
p.l   Bot  mag.  117 
p.l   Eng.  bot  866 Bauh.  pr.  34.t.34 

Bot  mag.  512 

p.l 

Bot.  mag.  691 
Bot.  cab.  485 
Eng.  bot  42 r.m  Eng.  bot  283 

p.l  Fl.  dan.  1067 p.l  Bot.  mag.  397 

p.l 

Jacvsch.  3.  t! 

2618 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

produce  plenty  of  pods  from  August  till  the  end  of  September.   They  may  be  also  raised  under  hand-glasses, 
and  in  very  warm  situations  treated  as  common  annuals.   C.  qerasiforme  is  sometimes  cultivated  for  the  same purposes  as  the  common  capsicum. 

454.  Leea.  Named  after  the  first  James  Lee,  of  the  Hammersmith  Nursery,  an  excellent  cultivator  and 
most  worthy  man.  The  plants  have  little  more  beauty  than  a  hemlock.  Cuttings  root  easily  under  a  hand, glass  in  heat. 

455.  Spermadictyon.  From  «ws{A"!>  *eedt  and  Sixrvn,  a  net,  on  account  of  the  manner  in  which  the  seeds cover  the  placenta.   A  pretty  stove  plant  with  sweet  white  flowers. 
456.  Dentella.   A  diminution  of  dens,  a  tooth  ;  the  divisions  of  the  corolla  having  each  three  little  teeth. 
457.  Macrocnemum.   From  fjucx^et,  long,  and  v-<a«,  a  stamen. 
458.  Exostemma.  From  e£,  out,  and  tm/A/juc,,  a  crown,  in  allusion  to  the  protrusion  of  the  stamens ;  one  of the  characters  on  account  of  which  the  genus  has  been  separated  from  Cinchona. 
The  genus  Cinchona,  which  was  so  named  after  the  Countess  of  Cinchon,  who  being  cured  by  the  use  of 

this  plant,  first  brought  it  into  notice,  is  very  nearly  related  to  this,  and  is  a  most  important  genus,  as  fur- 
nishing the  Peruvian  or  Jesuit's  bark.  The  bark  is  taken  from  various  species;  but  that  which  produces the  best  is  said  to  be  C.  officinalis,  a  native  of  Peru,  and  not  yet  introduced  to  this  country.  The 

Jesuit  8  bark  tree  of  Jamaica  is  the  Exostemma  caribxum,  but  land  there  is  too  valuable  for  its  culture. 
Pur  species  are  not  very  common  in  collections,  being  of  slow  growth,  and  not  very  easily  propagated.  Sweet 
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2607  Stem  furrowed  angular  smooth,  Leaves  nearly  bipinnate 
2608  Stem  rounded  pubescent,  Leaves  pinnated 
2609  Stem  angular  fringed,  Leaves  pinnated 
2610  Stem  angular,  Stalks  smooth,  Leaves  broad  ovate  serrated 

2611  Leaves  opposite  ellipt.  Flowers  terminal  in  umbels 
2612  Stem  creeping  much  branched  smooth,  Leaves  stalked  opposite  oval  flat  entire 
2613  Corymbs  axillary  long  naked 
2614  Leaves  elliptical  acute  opposite,  Flowers  whorled  sessile 

2615  Peduncles  axillary  and  terminal  1-flowered,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 
3316  Flowers  terminal  panicled  smooth,  Caps,  terminal  smooth,  Leaves  elliptical  acuminate  smooth 

2617  The  only  species.   A  fine  plant  with  tubular  red  flowers  like  a  honeysuckle 
2618  Leaves  sessile,  Panicle  dichotomous 
2619  Leaves  stalked  elliptical  acute  smooth 
2630  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  hairy  rigid  nerved  beneath,  Stalks  axillary  erect 

2621  The  only  species.   An  hexandrous  plant 

2632  Flowers  pentandrous,  Leaves  lanceolate  elliptical 
2623  Flowers  pentandrous,  Leaves  ovate  coriaceous 

§  1.   Leaves  smooth. 
2624  Stems  1-flowered,  Leaves  ovate  smooth  subciliated 
2625  Lower  leaves  obovate  wedge-shaped  crenate,  Upper  linear  entire,  Stem  simple  1-flowered 
2626  Stem  1-flowered  naked,  Leaves  stalked  elliptical  lanceolate  deeply  toothed 
2627  Little  stems  1-flowered,  Radical  and  cauline  leaves  ovate  subcrenate,  Cal.  cernuous 
2628  Stems  about  3-fl.  Lvs.  entire,  the  rad.  ov.  on  tong  stalks,  the  cauline  obi.  ov.  sessile  obtuse,  Fls.  nodding 
2629  Lvs.  all  cordate  serrate  stalked  smooth,  Branches  filiform  1-flow.  CaL  reflex,  glutinous,  Cor.  spreading 2630  Smooth,  Radical  leaves  oblong  and  kidney-shaped  serrate :  cauline  linear  entire 
2631  Smooth,  Leaves  all  serrate :  radical  cordate  ovate  firm  shining ;  cauline  linear  alternate  remote 
2632  Radical  leaves  ovate  crenate  with  flattened  stalks,  Flowers  racemose  1-sided  cernuous 
2633  Stem  hairy  decumb.  angular,  Lvs.  stalk,  ser.  smooth,  rad.  cordate,  lower  cauline  ovate,  Cor.  short  large 
2634  Stem  filiform  angular  striated,  Branches  about  1-flowered,  Leaves  lanceolate  or  linear,  Flowers  5-cleft 
2635  Pubescent,  Lvs.  rather  hairy :  rad.  obov.  rounded  serrated ;  cauline  clustered  lia  entire,  Sepals  setaceous 2636  Leaves  upright :  radical  lanceolate-oval,  Panicle  spreading 
2637  Leaves  wavy :  radical  lanceolate-oval,  Panicle  contracted 
2638  Stem  angular,  Lvs.  stiff  obsoletely  crenate  serrate :  rad.  obi.  obovate ;  cauline  lane.  lin.  Flow,  large 
2639  Lvs.  smooth  ov.  cord,  cartilaginous-serrated,  the  caul.  lane.  Stem  upright  elong.  branch.  Lower  ped.  3-fl. 
2640  Lvs.  obL  lane,  point,  at  each  end  serr.  with  veins  hairy  beneath,  Stem  erect,  Rac.  term.  Seg.  of  cor.  obliq. 
2641  Lvs.  cord,  and  lane.  serr.  lower  stalks  ciliated,  Fls.  axilL  sessile,  Cor.  5-parted  flat,  Style  longer  than  cor. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
advises  cuttings  to  be  "  taken  off  when  ripe,  planted  in  a  pot  of  sand,  plunged  in  moist  heat,  and  covered  with 
a  bell-glass." 459.  Burchellia.  Named  by  Mr.  Robert  Brown,  after  William  Burchell,  a  traveller  in  the  southern  part  of 
Africa,  from  whom  we  have  two  volumes  of  travels,  and  the  promise  of  other  works  hereafter.  The  spe- cies is  a  beautiful  dwarf  shrub  with  scarlet  flowers  in  terminal  clusters. 

460.  Rondeletia.  Plumier  established  this  genus  in  memory  of  William  Rondelet,  a  scientific  physician,  whose 
attention  was  chiefly  occupied  by  fishes  and  algse.  He  was  born  in  1507,  and  died  in  1566.  Rabelais  ridicules 
him  under  the  name  of  Rondibilis.  He  is  said  to  have  given  a  disgusting  proof  of  his  fondness  for  anatomy 
by  dissecting  his  own  son. 

461.  Coutarea.  So  named  by  Aublet  from  its  vernacular  name  in  Guiana,  Coutari.  A  most  beautiful  plant, 
requiring  the  utmost  heat  of' the  stove;  but  very  rare  in  gardens,  if  it  indeed  exists  in  cultivation  at  all now. 

462.  Portlandia.  In  honor  of  the  Duchess  of  Portland,  once  a  famous  patroness  of  botany.  Splendid  plants 
of  the  natural  order  RubiaceEe.  Portlandia  grandiflora  is  common  and  easily  grown.  P.  coccinea  is  perhaps 
not  in  the  country,  although  stated  to  have  been  introduced  in  1775. 

463.  Campanula.  A  diminution  of  campana,  a  bell ;  on  account  of  the  form  of  the  corolla,  which  resembles 
a  little  bell.  Rapunculus  is  a  diminution  of  rapa,  a  radish,  in  allusion  to  the  nature  of  its  root  C.  speculum 
U  so  called  because  the  corolla  in  its  form  resembles  a  little  round  and  elegant  mirror  (speculum),  whence  in 

M  2 
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£642nltida  W. 
2643aurea  JV. 
2644  versicolor  H.  K. 
2645  lilifolia  JV. 
2616  stylosa  Lam. 

$2647  grandifl6ra  JV. 2648  rhomboidea  JV. 
$2649  verticillata  JV. 
{2650  marsupii  flora  Fisch. 2651  Lobelioidea  JV. 
2652  excisa  ScW. 

2653  latifolia  W. 
2654  eriocarpa  Bieb. 
2655  urticifoUa  W. 
2656  Trachelium  IV. 
2657  Rapunculoidea 
2658  macrostachya  Panx. 
2659  sarmatica  B.  Beg. 2660  bononiensis  W. 
2661  ruthenica  W.  en. 
2662  glomerata  'K 2663  speclosa  Horn. 2664  Cervicaria  (r. 
S665  colli na  B.  M. 
2666  azurea  B.  M. 
2667  lactiflora  .Kefi. 
2668  aggregata  jr.  en. 
2669  thyrsoidea  JV. 
2670  peregrina  JV. 2671  cernua  Th. 
2672  capensis  W. 
2673  barbata  JV. 
2674  punctata  W. 2675  Medium  JV. 
2676  longifolia  La  Peyr. 
2677  spicata  JV. 
2678a1pina  JV. 2679  mollis  JV. 
2680  saxatilis  JV. 
2681  alliariaefolia  JV. 
2682  lamiifolia  Bieb. 
2683sibirica  TV. 
2684  divergens  JV.  en. 
2685  lingulata  JV.  en. 2686  caucasica  Bieb. 
2ti87  laciniata  <F. 
2688  coronSta  B.  Beg. 2689  cichoracea  Sibt. 

capitata  B.  M. 
2690  lanuginosa  JV.  en. 
2691  Erin  us  JV.  en. 
2692  hederacea  JV. 

A  or 

smooth-leaved  ^ 
golden-floweredH various-colored  <fc 
Lily-leaved long-styled  ^ 
great-flowered  jfc 
Germander-1  vd.  ̂  whorled  ^ 
ceniuous  £^ 
small-flowered bitten  ^ 

giant woolly-fruited  ^ 
Nettle-leaved  5^ Throatwort  ^ creeping  ^ 
large-spiked  ^ 
Betony-leaved  ^ panicled  ^ 
Russian  ^ 
clustered  ^ showy  ^ 
wave-leaved 
Sage-leaved  % azure  S milk-colored  5 
crowded-flower.  i£ 
long-spiked rough-leaved  3t 
nodd.-flowered  ^ 
Cape  i 

bearded  ^  ̂   or 
dotted- flowered^  A  or 
Canterb.-bells   £s.  Q)  or 
long-leaved 
spiked alpine soft 
rock 

3t  A  or 3t  O  or 
3t  A  or j£  lAI  or j£  iAJ  or Alliaria-leaved     A  or 

Nettle-leaved  ^  A  or Siberian  ^[  Q)  or 
spreading  ^  Q>  or 
tongue-leaved  A  or Caucasian  A  or 
jagged-leaved  j£  iAI  or crowned  3t  A  or 
headed  3t  A  or 

iJl 

3  jl.s 4  jl.s 2  my.s 
1J  my.jn 1  jaau 

1  ? 

2  jn 

lijnjl 1  jl.au 

i  my.jn 4  jl 2  jn.jl 
3  au 
4  jn.au 3  jn.jl 
lijnjl 2  jn.au 2  au.8 
2  jn.au 2  my.s 2  myjn 3  jl 

1  jl.au lijnjl 2  jLs 
2  jLs 2 '  jn.au 

2  jn.au 

i  jn.au 
1  jn.au 

lijnjl 
1  my.jn 

4  jn.s 4  jn.s 1  jl 
ljjl 1  my.au 
1  my.au 1  jLs 
3  jn.jl 1  jl.s 
lijnjl 1  jLau 

fjl.au 

2  my.au 2  jl 
2  jnjl 

W 
Y 
St Pa.B 
Pa.  15 
B Pa.B 
LB 
Pa.B W.p 

B 

Pu 
B 
Pu 

V 
B 
B Pa.B 
B 
B 
V 
Pu 
LP 
B 
LB 
W Pa.B 
B 
B 
W 
B 

LB 
W 
B 
D.B 
LB 
B 
Pu 

B 
B Pa.Y 
B 
B 
V 
V 
S.B 
B 
B 

N.  Amer. 
Madeira Greece 
Siberia 
Siberia 
Siberia 
SwitzerL Siberia 

Madeira SwitzerL 

1731. 1777. 178a 

1784. 1820. 

1782. 
1775. 1783. 1818. 
1777. 
1820. 

D  p.l  Dod.me.4.  till S  s.p  Bot  reg.  57 
D  8.1  Bot  rep.  396 
D  p.l  Bot  reg.  236 R  co  GmeL  sib.  3. 1 27 
D  p.l  Bot  mag.  252 
D  p.l  Bot  cab.  603 D  s.l  PaLit3.  tG.f.1 R  co 
S  s.l R  co 

Britain  s.  m.  p. 
Caucasus  182a 
Germany  1800. 
Britain  woods. 
England  woods. 
Hungary  1814. Siberia  1803. 
Italy  1773. 
Caucasus  1815. Britain  eh.  pL 
Siberia  1824. 
Germany  1768. Caucasus  1803. SwitzerL  1778. 
Siberia  1814. Bavaria  1817. 
SwitzerL  1785. 
C.  G.  H.  1794. 
C.  G.  H.  1804. 
C.  G.H.  1803. 

Italy  1752. Siberia  1813. 
Germany  1597. 
Pyrenees  1820. SwitzerL  1786. SwitzerL  1779. 
Sicily  1788. Candia  1768. 
Caucasus  1803. 
Iberia  1823. 
Siberia  1783. 
Hungary  1814. 
Hungary  1804. Caucasus  1804. 
Greece  1788. 
Siberia  1815. 
Greece  1768. 

S  p.l R  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
R  co 
S  s.p 

D  p.l D  p.l 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

S  s.p 

S  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  s.p 

R  p.l 
D  co 
S  co R  co 
S  s.p 

D  p.l 
C  8.1 
D  p.l C  p.l 
R  co 
C  s.p 

S  s.l D  co D  co 
D  p.l 
D  s.l D  co 

Bot  cab.  561 

Eng.  bot  302 

Eng.  bot  12 
Eng.  bot.  1369 
Bot  reg.  237 
M.h.2.s.5.t.4.f.38 Bot  mag.  2653 

Eng.  bot  90 
Bot  cab.  452 Bot  mag.  927 
Bot  mag.  551 
Bot  reg.  241 
Bot  cab.  505 Bot  mag.  1290 
Bot  mag.  1257. 
Bot.  mag.  782 

Bot  mag.  1258 
Bot.  mag.  1723 Knor.th.  l.tG.2 
La.  peyr.  pyr.  t.6 
AIL  p.  Lt  46.  £2 Bot  mag.  957 
Bot  mag.  404 Barr.  ic.79.  t.813 
Bot.  mag.  912 
Buxb.cen.5.tl8 Bot  mag.  659 
Sweet  fl.  g.  256 
Pl.rar.hun.  1 64 
Sweet  fl.  g.  s 
PL  rar.  hun. 
Bot.  rep.  385 
Bot  reg.  149 Bot  mag.  811 

woolly-leaved   Jfc  Q)  or    2  my.au  B 1814.  S  8.1 

forked 
Ivy-leaved 

O  or 3t  A  or 2645 

ijl.au  Pa.B  S.Europe  1768.  S  8.1  M.  h.  s.  5.  t3.f.25 
J  my.jn  B      England  m.s.p.  D  co    Eng.  bot  73 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
English  it  is  called  Venus'  looking-glass.  Ancient  mirrors  were  always  round,  on  which  account  the  astro- logical sign  of  Venus  was  9  ,  or  a  figure  of  the  antique  mirror  and  its  handle.  This  is  a  shewy  genus ;  some 
of  the  species  are  beautiful,  and  all  of  them  of  easy  culture  in  the  borders  of  the  flower  garden  or  shrubbery. 
One  or  two  species  are  used  in  dietetics,  and  probably  the  roots  of  the  whole  might  be  eaten.  Almost  all  the 
species  have  long  thick  white  roots,  which  abound  in  an  acrid  milky  juice. 

C.  rapunculus  is  much  cultivated  in  France  and  Italy,  and  sometimes  in  Britain,  for  the  roots,  which  are 
boiled  tender  and  eaten  hot  with  sauce,  or  cold  with  vinegar  and  pepper.  It  is  sown  in  Spring  on  deep  light 
soil  in  drills,  and  will  be  ready  for  use  by  the  autumn  of  the  same  year.  C.  persicifolia  and  Rapunculoides 
may  also  be  cultivated  for  the  same  purpose. 

C.  pyrainidalis  was  a  very  fashionable  plant  thirty  years  ago,  and  is  still  cultivated,  but  has  given  way  to 
Lobelia  splendens  and  fulgens.  It  is  still  in  demand  in  Holland  as  an  ornament  to  halls,  staircases,  and  for 
being  placed  before  fire-places  in  the  summer  season ;  for  which  purpose  it  is  planted  in  large  pots,  and  trained in  the  fan  manner,  so  as  to  cover  a  large  surface.    In  the  shade  it  will  continue  in  flower  for  two  or  three 
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2642  Leaves  oblong  crenulate  rigid  sessile,  Flowers  erect  flat 
2643  Caps.  5-celled,  Leaves  elliptical  serrate  smooth,  Flowers  panlcled  5-parted,  Stems  shrubby  fleshy 2644  Leaves  cordate  serrate  smooth,  Thyrse  terminal,  Sepals  subulate,  Corolla  rotate  spreading 
S645  Leaves  lanceolate :  cauline  acutely  serrated,  Flowers  panicled  nodding 
2646  Leaves  stalked  subcordate  acutely  serrated,  Flowers  small  nodding,  Style  exserted 
2647  Leaves  ternate  oblong  finely  serrated,  Stem  1-flowered,  Flower  spreading 
2648  Leaves  rhomboidal  serrated,  Spike  one-sided,  CaL  toothed 
2649  Leaves  about  6  lanceolate  toothed,  Flowers  whorled  [very  long 
2650  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  altera,  opp.  and  ternate  lin.  lane,  entire,  Pan.  pyram.  Flowers  cernu.  glob,  trunc.  Style 
2651  Stem  branched  upright  twiggy,  Lvs.  lin.  lane  toothed,  Pedunc.  filiform  long,  Cor.  funnel-shaped  34-cleft 2652  Smooth,  Stem.l-ti.  Lower  lvs.  obi.  cauline  lin.  subsetaceous,  Cor.  cernuous  with  the  bott  of  seg.  cut  out 

§  2.  Leaves  rough. 
2653  Stem  rounded  striated  smooth,  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  doubly  serrated,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-fl.  erect,  CaL  smooth 
2654  Stem  furrowed  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  doubly  serrate,  Pedunc.  axillary  solitary,  CaL  woolly 
2655  Stem  angular  hispid,  Lvs.  ov.  lane,  coarsely  serrated,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-flowered  cernuous,  Cal.  hispid 
2656  Stem  angular,  Leaves  stalked,  CaL  ciliated,  Peduncles  trifid 
2657  Leaves  cordate-lanceolate,  Stem  branched,  Flowers  one-sided  scattered  nodding,  Cal.  reflex ed 
2658  Leaves  oblong  unequally  toothed  rough  beneath,  Stem  panicled,  Bractes  and  calyx  ciliated 
2659  Leaves  downy :  lower  cord.  lane,  stalked,  Flower  nodding,  Germens  woolly 
2660  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  beneath  scabrous  sessile,  Stem  panicled  [very  long 
2661  Stem  rounded  and  lvs.  beneath  tomentose,  Lower  lvs.  cordate  lane,  stalked,  upper  sessile,  Raceme  term. 
2662  Stem  angular  simple  smooth.  Leaves  scabrous  oblong  lanceolate  cordate  sessile,  Head  clustered 
2663  Stem  angular  subsimple  hispid,  Rad.  lvs.  ovate  cordate  stalked :  cauline  cordate  sessile,  Flowers  clustered 
2664  Hispid,  Flowers  sessile,  Head  terminal,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  wavy  ■ 
2665  Stem  simp,  few-fl.  Lvs.  hairy,  lower  cord.  lane,  stalked,  upper  obL  sessile,  Flowers  nodding,  Cal.  hispid 
2666  Leaves  ovate-oblong  sessile  serrated,  Stem  simple  angular,  Flowers  panicled 
2667  Leaves  lane,  twin  serr.  and  branched  stem  hispid,  Flowers  panicled,  Calyxes  hispid,  Seg.  dilated  serrated 
2668  Stem  angular  smooth,  CauL  leaves  sessile  equally  toothed  wavy  lanceolate,  Floral  cordate,  Cor.  tubular 
2669  Hispid,  Raceme  ovate  oblong  terminal,  Stem  quite  simple,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 
2670  Leaves  ovate  rugose,  Leafstalks  with  a  dilated  and  serrated  edge,  Stem  simple  hispid,  Flowers  spreading 
2671  Leaves  oblong  waved  hairy,  Flowers  terminal  cernuous,  CaL  smooth 
2672  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed  hispid,  Pedunc.  very  long  1-flowered  with  strigose  capsules 

%  3.  Capsules  covered  by  the  reflexed  recesses  of  the  calyx.  Medium. 
2673  Stem  simple  erect  pubescent,  Lvs.  lane,  crenate,  Racemes  simple  with  nodd.  flowers.  Cor.  bearded  inside 
2674  Hairy,  Radical  leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  serrate,  Flowers  cernuous  dotted  inside  villous 
2675  Stem  undivided  erect  hispid.  Leaves  lanceolate  obtusely  serrated  sessile  3-nerved  at  base,  Flowers  erect 
2676  Hispid,  Caps.  5-celled,  Branches  pyramidal,  Peduncles  axillary,  Flowers  erect  solitary 2677  Hispid,  Spike  lax,  Flowers  alternate,  Leaves  linear  entire 
2678  Stem  simple,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-flowered  2-leaved 
2679  Caps.  5-celled  covered  stalked,  Stem  prostrate,  Leaves  very  soft  nearly  round 
2680  Caps.  5-keeled  covered,  Flowers  alternate  nodding,  Leaves  obovate  crenate 
2681  Radical  leaves  reniform  coarsely  doubly  serrate :  cauline  ovate  toothed  sessile 
2682  Leaves  reniform  cordate  doubly  crenate  stalked  tomentose  beneath,  Flowers  one-sided  reflexed 
2683  Stem  panicled  pubescent,  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  wavy 
2684  Stem  simple  diverging  pubes.  Lvs.  lane  obtusely  serrated  sessile  veiny,  Pedunc.  ax  ill.  3-fl.  and  terminal 
2685  Hispid,  Stem  simple,  Flowers  capitate  terminal,  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  crenate 
2686  Lvs.  obovate  wavy  rough,  Stem  creeping,  Branches  erect  few-flow.  Segm.  of  the  hispid  caL  nearly  equal 
2687  Caps,  stalked,  Leaves  serrated :  radical  lyrate ;  cauline  lanceolate  nearly  wedge  shaped 
2688  Radical  leaves  stalked  cord,  doubly  serr.  Raceme  few-flowered  lax 
2689  Caps,  covered,  Leaves  oblong  wavy  hispid ;  radical  sinuated,  Flowers  clustered  sessile  terminal 
2690  Leaves  woolly :  radical  lyrate ; .  cauline  rounded  ovate  serrate,  Flowers  cernuous 

5  4.  Corolla  in  some  degree  unequal,  Stigma  nearly  simple,  Capsule  opening  at  the  end. 2691  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  sessile,  the  upper  opp.  3-toothed 
2692  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  stalked  smooth,  Stem  lax 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
months.  The  art  of  producing  a  very  large  plant  is  to  begin  with  pots  of  a  small  size,  and  shift  frequently 
during  two  years,  till  at  last  the  plant  occupies  a  pot  of  a  foot  or  more  in  diameter.  Rich  light  soil  should  be 
used,  but  no  animal  manures  or  recent  dung,  as  these  are  found  very  injurious.  Cuttings  of  the  roots 
flower  the  second,  and  seedlings  the  third  year.  C.  carpatica  and  grandiflora  may  be  treated  in  a  similar manner. 

C.  lilifolia  has  a  singular  anomaly  in  the  leaves,  which  before  the  panicle  is  produced  come  out  in  a  kind  of 
rose  on  the  summit  of  the  stem,  but  are,  through  its  prolongation,  afterwards  dispersed.  The  flowers  vary much  both  in  size  and  color,  and  the  roots  are  eaten  in  China  both  raw  and  boiled. 

C.  glomerata  is  a  handsome  rock  or  pot  plant ;  it  requires  a  dry  lean  soil,  otherwise,  as  in  most  plants,  the flowers  lose  the  intensity  of  their  color  in  that  which  is  very  rich. 
C.  hederacea  is  a  very  small  plant,  with  the  leaves  so  much  resembling  those  of  Veronica  hederifolia,  that Linnaeus  suspected  it  to  be  a  hybrid. 
C.  medium  is.  a  very  ornamental  border  flower  of  the  easiest  culture,  and  with  varieties,  double  and  singlet M  3 
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$2693  fruticosa  TV.  shrubby 
t2694  Prismatocarpus  TV.  shining 
$2695  Speculum  TV. 

P  alba $2696  hybrids  TV. 
\ |2697  penteg6nia  TV. 
$2698  perfoliate  P.  S. 

t*464.  LOBE'LIA  W. 
2699  simplex  W. 2700  linearis  TV. 
2701  pinifolia  TV. 2702  unidcntata  H.  K. 
2703  Dortmanna  TV. 
2704  salicif61ia 

Venus,Look.-gL«*  O  or white 
corn 
five-angled 
perfoliate 

Lobelia. 
simple-stalked  iQJ  or linear-leaved    n.  \  |  or 
Pine-leaved     **- 1  |  or 
single-toothed  j£  lAI  or 

ja  I  |  or    1  au  B 
O  ot     f  my.au  B 

1  my.au  Pu 
1  my.au  W 1  my.au  Pu 
1  my.au  B.p 
1  my.au  Pu 

Campanulacete.   Sp.  46—170. 
}  my.au  B      C  G.  H.  1794. 

-*  O  or 
«*  O  or 
-*  O  or -*  O  or 

C.G.H.  1787.  S  p.l 
C.  G.  H.   1787.  S  s.1 
S.  Europe  1596.  S  s.1 
England  cha.  fi.  S  s.1 
Turkey    1686.  S  s.1 N.  Amer.  1680.  S  s.1 

water . 
willow-leaved 

TCva  H.  K.  gigantea  B.  M. 2705  Kfflmii  L. 
2706  racemosa  B.  M. 
2707  bellidifolia  TV. 
2708  triquetra  TV. 
S709  longiflora  TV. 2710secunda  TV. 

Kalm's 
racemose 
Daisy-leaved 
triangular 
long-flowered side-flowering  j£  iAl  or 

A  or 

*L_lP 

O  or 
»i_Jor lAlor 

£.  lAlor 
£  (Z3  or 

1     ...  B 
1*  my.au  V 

}  my.au  V Hjl.au  B 6  jn.au  S 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H Britain 
Chili 

1791. 1752.  S  s.p 1794.  R  Lp lakes.  R  Lp 
1794.  R  s.p 

S711  goodenioldes  H.  K.  Goodenia-like       A  or 
2712  assur'gens  TV. 2713  fulgens  TV.  en. £714  verbascifolia  Sm. 
2715  cardinalis  TV. 
2716  splendens  TV.  en. S717debilis  W. 
2718  alSta  R.  Br. 
2719  siphilitica  W. 2720  surinamensis  TV. 

fi  rubra 2721  gracilis  R.Br. 
2722  purpurascens  R.  Br.  purplish 
2723  inflate  TV. 
2724  cliffbrtifina  TV. 
2725  micrantha  Hook. 
2726urens  W. 
2727  amoe'na  Mich. 2728  min6ta  TV. 
2729  Laurentia  TV. 
2730  tenella  Biv. 
2731  campanuloldes  Th.  Chinese 2732Erinus  TV.  ascending 
2733  erinoldes  W. bicolor  H.  K. 
2735  ilicifolia  B  M. 
2736  pubescens  TV. 
27371<itea  TV. 
2738  hirsute  TV. 

purple fulgent  ^  ̂|  or Mullein-leaved  5  A  or 
Cardinal-flower  5  -Al  01 
splend id  ^  -Al  or 
feeble  iQJ  or 
winged-stalked  £  iAl  or 
blue-cardinal    &  A  or 
shrubby  »  r^  |  or red  *\  |  or 
slender  iQJ  or 

£  lAlor 
bladder-podded 
purple-flowered small-flowered 
acrid beautiful-blue small Italian 
slender 

trailing 

spotted Holly-leaved 
downy-leaved 

yellow 

hairy 

O  cul 
O  or 
O  cu 

^  A  cul 5  A  or £  lAJcul iQI  or 

3t  A  or £  123  or £  lAlor 
l£  Ol  or iDI  or 

H  iAJ  or 
j£  iAl  or 
£  lAlor 
±  lAlor 2701 

1  jl.au 5  jl.au 

\  my.au 
1  my.au 1  my.au 

\  my.au ljjn.au 3  jn.o 3  my.s 6  my.jn 
3  my.s 
3  my.s 

1  jl.au \\  my.au 2  au.o 2  jajl 
2  ja.jl 
1  jLo 
1  jn.au 

H  jl.au 

4jl.au i  jlau 
Ijjn.jl 
3  jn.au 

lin  jn.s 

iii 

i  my.jl 
i  my.au 

i  jn.s ijn.au f  jn.au 
i  my.s 

i  jn.au 

ijnjl i  my.s 

B 
G 
B 
B 
W 
W 
Pa.B 
S 
S 
R 
S 
S 
B 
B 

LB O 
R 
D.B 
B Pa.B 
Pk 
B 
B 
B 
W 
B 
P.v 
W 
B 
B Pa.B 
Pk 

B 
Y 
B 

Carolina  1820. 
W.Indies  1818. 
C.  G.  H.  1790. C.  G.  H.  1774. Jamaica  1752. 
C.  G.  H.  1790. 
N.  Amer.  1799. W.  Indies  1787. 
Mexico  1809. 
Nepal  1822. Virginia  1629. Mexico  1814. 
C.  G.  H.  1774. 
N.S.W.  180*. 
Virginia  1665. W.  Indies  1786. 
W.  Indies  1820. 
N.aW.  1801. 
N.  S.  W.  1809. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1733. 
Nepal  1822. 
England  hea. N.  Amer.  1812. 
C.  G.H.  1772. 
Italy  177a 
Sicily  1821. China 
C.  G.  H C.  G.H 
CG.K 
C  G.  H. 
C  G.H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

S  co 
C  co 

1820. 
1752. 1759. 

1795. 1815. 
1780. 
1774. 
1759. 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p 

D  s.1 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 

D  r.m 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p C  s.p 
C  s.p 

C  s.p S  s.p D  s.p S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p 

S  s.f 
D  8.1 

R  s.p 
S  s.p 

D  co D  co 
S  s.p R  s.p C  s.p 
D  s.p R  s.p 
S  s.p C  s.p 

L'Her.  s.an.2.L3 
Bot  mag.  102 

Eng.  bot  375 Bot  reg.  56 
M.h.2.s.5.t.2.f.23 

Bot  rep.  273 Hot.  mag.  1484 
Eng.  bot.  140 Bot.  mag.  1325 
Bot  mag.  2238 Bot  mag.  2137 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 27 
Will.  hor.  ber.SO 
Bot.  rep.  553 Bot  rep.  659 
Bot  mag.  320 
Bot  reg.  60 
La.  no.hoL  l.t72 
Bot.  reg.  537 
Bot.  mag.  225 
Bot  cab.  749 
Bot  mag.  741 
Li.ac.up.1741.tl 
LLh.cL426.t26 
Hook.  ex.  fi.  44 
Eng.  bot  953 Ann.  mus.  18.t.l Bot  mag.  2077 
Mich.  ge.  18.U4 
Bot  reg.  733 Bot  mag.  901 
Her.lugd.tl09 
Bot  mag.  514 Bot  mag.  1896 
Jac.  sch.  2. 1 178 
Bot  mag.  1319 Bot  rep.  444 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  blue,  red,  purple,  and  white  flowers.  Like  other  biennials,  it  may  either  be  sown  where  it  is  to  remain  any 
time  after  midsummer,  or  sown  in  beds  in  spring  for  transplantation. 

C.  speculum  and  hybrida  are  annual  border  flowers  of  considerable  beauty. 
464.  Lobelia.  In  honor  of  M.  Lobel,  author  of  various  works,  and  particularly  of  that  called  Icones  Plant- 

arum  ;  he  was  born  at  Lisle  in  1538,  became  physician  and  botanist  to  James  I.,  and  died  in  London  in  1616. 
This  genus  furnishes  some  of  our  most  splendid  herbaceous  plants,  as  L  cardinalis,  fulgens,  and  splendens. 
The  predominant  color  of  the  corollas  is  red. 

L.  Dortmanna  (from  Dortmann,  an  apothecary,  who  first  sent  it  to  Clusius),  is  a  beautiful  aquatic  with 
leaves  reflected  into  an  elegant  curve  at  the  end,  and  the  flowers  in  loose  spikes. 

L  longiflora,  which  grows  by  moist  places  and  rivulets  in  the  West  Indies,  is  a  very  poisonous  plant 
Taken  internally  it  brings  on  an  invincible  purging.  If  the  plant  be  handled,  and  the  hand  be  unawares 
applied  to  the  eyes  or  lips,  it  brings  on  an  inflammation.  In  the  Spanish  West  Indies  it  is  called  Reventa- 
cavaUos,  because  horses  are  reported  to  burst  with  eating  it 

L.  fulgens,  splendens,  and  cardinalis,  are  the  three  grand  ornaments  of  the  genus.  They  are  readily  mul- 
tiplied by  cuttings  or  slips,  or  by  seeds  when  they  ripen,  and  grow  well  in  light  rich  soiL  The  culture  of  L. 

cardinalis  is  given  at  length  by  Justice,  who  designates  it  "  a  flower  of  most  handsome  appearance,  and  which should  not  be  wanting  in  curious  gardens,  on  account  of  the  rich  color  of  its  flowers."  The  culture  of  L. 
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§  5.  Capsules  prismatical.  Prismatocarpus. 
2603  Caps,  columnar  5-celled,  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  linear  subulate,  Peduncles  very  long,  Panicles  terminal 
2694  Caps,  linear  2-celled,  Leaves  lanceolate  coarsely  serrated  smooth,  Stem  decumbent 
2695  Stem  very  much  branched  diffuse,  Leaves  oblong  crenate,  Flowers  solitary 
2696  Stem  branched  at  base  upright,  Leaves  oblong  crenate,  CaL  aggregated  longer  than  corolla 
2697  Branching  diffuse,  Lower  leaves  oblong  obtuse,  Upper  lanceolate,  Flower  solitary,  Cor.  longer  than  calyx 
2698  Stem  simple,  Leaves  cordate  toothed  stem-clasping,  Flowers  sessile  clustered 

2699  Leaves  linear  villous,  Stem  erect 
2700  Leaves  linear  smooth,  Stem  erect 
2701  Shrubby,  Leaves  linear  erect  close  together 2702  Leaves  linear  one  toothed  on  each  side 
2703  Leaves  linear  2-celled,  Scape  simple  naked  racemose 
2704  Leaves  lanceolate,  Raceme  spiked 
2705  Stem  erect,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  obtuse  alternate  entire,  Raceme  terminal 
2706  Stem  half  shrubby  erect,  Leaves  lane,  ovate  serrate  toothed,  Rac.  term.  Pedic.  as  long  as  flowers 
2707  Leaves  ovate  toothed  hairy,  Stem  simple 
2708  Leaves  lanceolate  pinnatifid  toothed,  Raceme  terminal 
2709  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed,  Peduncles  very  short  lateral,  Tube  of  cor.  filiform  very  long 
2710  Smooth,  Lower  leaves  oblong  toothed,  upper  lanceolate  entire,  Peduncles  racemose  1-sided 
2711  Erect  simple  slightly  pubescent,  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  almost  entire,  the  lower  spatulate,  Spike  naked  small  flow. 
2712  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  serrate  below  toothed  decurrent,  Racemes  compound  terminal 
2713  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  toothed  revolute  at  edge  and  stem  pubescent,  Raceme  terminal 
2714  A  tall  plant  with  rugose  coarse  leaves,  and  a  long  spike  of  fine  red  flowers 
2715  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  cartilaginous-toothed  and  erect  stem  smooth,  Raceme  terminal  1-sided  leafy 2716  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  toothletted  flat  at  edge  and  stem  quite  smooth,  Raceme  terminal 
2717  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  smooth,  Peduncles  lateral  longer  than  the  leaf 
2718  Flowers  axillary,  Stem  winged,  Radical  leaves  ovate  lanceolate  with  glandular  reflexed  teeth 
2719  Lvs.  ovate-obl.  acute  at  each  end  unequally  serrated,  Flowers  axillary  solitary,  Recesses  of  calyx  reflexed 
2720  Lvs.  obL  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Pedunc.  ax  ill.  1-fl.  Sepals  linear  lane,  spreading,  Anthers  bearded 
2721  Leaves  ovate  cut,  Stem  divided,  Racemes  terminal  naked,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  bearded 
2722  Smooth,  Stem  ascending  4-cornered,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  cut  serrate  twice  as  short  as  leafstalk 
2723  Stem  hairy,  Lvs.  toothed  serrate,  the  lower  ov.  obi.  the  upper  ovate,  Pedunc  axillary  1-fl.  Caps.  Inflate 
2724  Stem  erect,  Leaves  cordate  obsoletely  toothed  stalked,  Corymb  terminal 
2725  Smooth  erect.  Stem  3-cornered,  Leaves  ovate  round  repand,  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaves 
2726  Stem  erect,  Lower  leaves  obovate  toothletted,  upper  lanceolate  serrate,  Raceme  terminal  1-sided 
2727  Quite  smooth,  Lvs.  broad  lane.  serr.  Spike  many-flowered  1-sided,  Sepals  entire,  Lower  petals  ov.  acute 2728  Radical  leaves  ovate,  Scapes  capillary 
2729  Stem  prostrate,  Leaves  lanceolate  oval-crenate,  Stem  "branched,  Peduncles  solitary  1-flowered  very  long 2730  Radical  leaves  spatulate  repand,  Cauline  setaceous,  Stems  simple  1-flowered  erect 2731  Leaves  somewhat  stalked  lanceolate  oblong  toothed,  Stems  decumbent,  Peduncles  elongated 
2732  Stem  spreading,  Lvs.  toothed,  lower  ellipt.  stalked,  upper  sess.  narrow  lane.  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaves 
2733  Stems  prostrate  filiform,  Leaves  stalked  oblong  toothed 
27S4  Stems  spreading,  Lower  leaves  oblong  toothed  pubescent  subsessile.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  reflexed 
2735  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  deeply  toothed,  Peduncles  axillary  2  or  3  times  as  long  as  leaves 
2736  Stems  angular  prostrate  and  leaves  lanceolate  toothed  hairy,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered 
2737  Stems  procumbent,  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated,  Flowers  sessile  spiked 
2738  Shrubby  hairy  prostrate.  Leaves  ovate  toothed,  Flowers  lateral  with  very  long  stalks  2  or  3-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
fulgens  is  given  by  J.  B.  Van  Mons,  and  W.  Hedges,  in  the  Hort.  Trans.  Both  confess  that  very  little  art  is 
required.  Hedges,  to  procure  strong  flower  stalks,  keeps  the  plants  in  pots,  shifts  very  frequently  from  a 
smaller  to  a  larger  size,  places  them  first  in  cucumber  frames,  and  when  they  begin  to  flower  in  a  stove.  The 
pots  in  which  they  are  allowed  to  flower  are  nine  inches  in  diameter,  and,  in  order  to  supply  abundant  mois- 

ture, pans  are  placed  under  the  pots  constantly  filled  with  water.  The  soil  used  is  equal  parts  of  loam  and 
leaf-mould,  with  a  third  of  the  whole  of  sand.  They  begin  to  flower  in  July,  and  continue  flowering  through 
the  autumn.  One  plant  so  treated  produced  a  flower-stalk  which  measured  six  inches  in  circumference  at  the 
base ;  the  height  of  the  centre  spike  of  flowers  was  five  feet  and  a  half ;  the  shoots  from  the  bottom  and  sides 
of  the  main  stem  were  in  number  seventeen,  and  rising  four  and  a  half  feet. 

L.  splendens  and  cardinalis  may  either  be  treated  as  above,  or  as  a  tender  border,  or  as  frame  plants.  Van 
Mons  observes,  that  L.  cardinalis  perishes  in  sandy  soil,  but  becomes  strong  and  multiplies  in  loam,  while,  at 
the  same  time,  it  produces  the  most  brilliant  colors  in  the  former.  The  same  thing  may  doubtless  be  pre- 

dicted of  the  other  species ;  it  being  a  well  known  law  of  nature  as  to  living  beings,  that  their  energies  are 
concentrated  in  proportion  to  the  obstacles  thrown  in  the  way  of  their  expansion. 

L.  siphilitica  has  its  specific  name  from  its  supposed  efficacy  in  the  cure  of  siphilis,  among  the  North 
American  Indians.  Sir  William  Johnston  purchased  the  secret  from  them,  but  WoodviUe  says,  its  virtues 
have  not  been  confirmed  by  any  instances  of  European  practice. M  4 
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2739  variifolia  B.  M. 
2740  coronopifolia  W. 2741  crenata  W. 

$2742  speculum  B.  M. 
2743  pedunculata  B.  M. 2744  decumbens  B.  M. 
2745  pyramidalis  B.  M. 

•465.  PHYTEU'MA.  W. 
2746  pauciflorum  L. 2747  Scheuchzeri  W. 
2748  scorzonerifoliumFS/. 
2749  Michelii  All. 
2750  hemisphte'ricum  W. 2751  comosum  Wulf. 2752  orbiculare  W. 
2753  cordfitum  B.  M. 
2754  betonicifolium  Fill. 
2755  spicatum  W. 
2756ovatum  W. 

PENTANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. Class  V. 

various-leaved  £ 
Buck's-horn  £ notched-leaved  £ 
Looking-glass long-stalked  £ decumbent  j£ 
pyramidal  ]£ 

Rampion. 
few-flowered 
Scheuchzer's scorzonera-lvd. 
Micheli's linear-leaved 
tufted round-headed 
heart-leaved 
Betony-leaved 
spiked oval-spiked 

C.  G.  H.    1812.  C  e.p  Bot  mag.  1692 
C.  G.  H.   1752.  S  t.p  Bot  mag.  644 

i  ap.mv  B       C.  6.  H.    1794.  C  s.p JjLau    Pu     CG.H.   1812.  S  s.p  Bot  mag.  1499 I  o.n      B      C.  G.  H.   1819.  Deo  Bot  mag.  2251 
J  o.n      B      C.  G.  H.   1820.  D  co  Bot  mag.  2277 
t  s        Pu     Nepal      1822.  D  co  Bot  mag.  2367 
Campanulaccce.    Sp.  16—35. 

*  myjn  B      SwitzerL  182a  D  p.l  _ 
SwitzerL  18ia       co  Bot  mag.  1797 
Alps        1819.  D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2271 
SwitzerL  1822.  D  p.l  AlLped.l.t7.f.5 
SwitzerL  1752.       p.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  333 Austria    1752.  S  s.1  Jac.  au.5.  tap.50 
England  ch.  pa.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot  142 
Hungary  1804.       co  Bot  mag.  1466 Pa.B  S.  Europe  18ia  D  p.l  Vill.  deL  2. 12. 3 B      Europe    1597.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  2347 D.V  Europe    1814i  D  p.l 

2757  virgfitum  W.         twiggy  Q)  pr 
2758campanuloideum&./r.Campanula-fl.  5t  A  pr 
2759  can&cens  W.  en.     hoary  5  A  pr 

\  2760  pinnat'um  W.  winged-leaved  iAI  pr 2761  strictum  B.  M.       upright  5  A  P» 
46a  TRACHE'LIUM.  IV.  Throatwort. 2762  cseruleum  W. 
2763  dirfusutn  W. 

f467.  ROEI/LA.  W. 2764cttMta  W. 
2765  squarr6sa  W. 2766  decfirrens  W 
2767  musc6sa  W. 

blue 
spreading 

ROELLA. 
ciliated trailing 
decurrent 
Moss-like 

Q)  or £  lAlcul tt.  i  |  or 
1U  iAJ  or 

iQJ  or 
iQJ  cu 468.  GOODE'NIA.  B.  Br.  Goodenia. 

2768  ovSta  B.  Br.          oval-leaved  «.  i_J  or 
2769  grandiflora  B.  Br.    large-flowered  tt.  i_J  or 
469.  EU'THALES.  B.  Br.  Euthales. 
2770  trinervis  B. Br.      three-nerved  <f  iAI  or 

f470.  DAMPIE'RA.  B.  Br.  Dampieba. 2771  stricta  M.Br.          upright  iAI  or 
471.  SAMCLUa  W. 
2772  Valerandi  R.  Br. 
2773  littorfilis  JR.  Br. 

472.  VELLE'IA.  Sm. 
2774 1 y rata  B.  Br. 

473.  SCS/VOLA.  B.Br. 
2775  Lobelia  H.  K. 
2776  crassi folia  B.  Br. 
2777  microcSrpa  B.  Br. 2778  suaveolens  B.  Br. 

Brook-weed. 

Velleia. 

lyrate SCEVOLA. 
Purslane-lvd. 
thick-leaved small-fruited 

k  Apr *.  lAJpr 

±  lAJor a.  I  lor 

j£  iAJ  or 

Lebanon  1820. Caucasus  1804. 
Hungary  1804. Candia  1640. 
a  Europe  1819. 

Campanulacetc.    Sp.  2 — 4. 
2  jl.s      B      Italy  1640. 
JjLs      B      CG.H.  1787. 
Campanulacetc.   Sp.  4— a 1  jn.s      Pu    CG.H  1774. 

Jjl        B      CG.H  1787. 1  jLs  B  CG.H  1787. 
JjLs      B      CG.H.  1802. 
Goodenovus.  Sp.  2— 3a 2  jn.o  Y  N.aW.  1793. 

4  jn.au    Y      N.  a  W.  1803. 
Goodcnovhv.    Sp.  1. 

1  my.s    P.Y  nTHoIL  1803. 
GoodenovUc.    Sp.  1 — 13. 

1  jn.au   B      N.aw.  1814. 
Primulacetsi  Sp.  2— a 

fjn.au    W     Britain  mar. 

sweet-scented  lAlor 

J  jLs 

Goodenovus. 

lap  Y Goodcnovhc. 
2  ...  W 
3  au.o  W 

1}  my.s 2  au.s 

W     N.  &W.  1806. 
Sal— 6. N.HolL  1819. 

Sp.*-35. W.  Indies  1724. 
N.  Holl  1805. 

P.V   N.aw.  1790. B       N.aw.  1793. 

D  p.l  Bot  cab.  667 D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1015 
D  p.l  PL  rar.  hu.  1 14 
D  pJ  Vent  eels.  52 D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2145 
S  r.m  Bot  reg.  78 
S  r.m 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  378 
S  s.p 

S  Lp  L'He.  se.an.4.t.6 S 

S  s.p  Bot  rep.  68 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  890 

C  Lp  Bot  mag.  1137 

C  Lp  Ann.mus.iat2 

D  co  Eng.  bot  703 D  s.1    Bot  cab.  435 

D  s.p  Bot  reg.  551 

C  Lp  Plaic.tl65.f.l C  s.p  La.  no.  hoLl.t.79 
D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  287 D  s.p  Bot  rep.  22 

6761 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
465.  Phyteuma.  ih-rtv/ut,  was  the  name  of  a  plant  much  used  among  the  ancients  for  apbrodisiacal  pur- poses. No  qualities  of  such  a  kind  have  been  ascribed  to  the  modern  plant  This  is  a  handsome  genus,  and 

with  Roella  is  well  adapted  for  rock-work  or  pots.  The  roots  of  P.  spicatum  are  edible,  and  used  in  Switzer- land like  those  of  the  rampion. 
46a  Trachelium.  From  rfavvf,  rough,  which  its  leaf  is  in  a  high  degree.  A  pretty  little  favorite  of  the 

flower  border,  easily  cult ivated  and  preserved. 
467.  Boella.  Named  after  G.  Roelle,  professor  of  anatomy  at  Amsterdam.  He  procured  this  plant  for 

Clitfort.  A  pretty  little  leafy  bush,  with  beautiful  flowers  of  blue  and  white 
468.  Goodenia.  So  named  by  Sir  J.  E.  Smith,  in  honor  of  his  friend  Dr.  Goodenough,  Bishop  of  Carlisle, 

and  a  lover  of  natural  history.  Herbs  or  small  shrubs,  with  alternate  leaves,  and  terminal  or  axillary  flowers, 
which  are  generally  yellow,  sometimes  blue. 

469.  Euthales.  From  tv,  well,  and      >.a,  to  push  or  sprout   Very  like  the  last  in  all  external  characters. 
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2739  Stems  erect,  Leaves  linear  entire  and  toothed,  Flowers  solitary  terminal 
£740  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed,  Peduncles  very  long 
2741  Leaves  lanceolate  crenate  smooth,  Stem  twining 
2742  Stem  prostrate,  Fed.  axillary  solitary  Lflow.  very  long,  Cor.  hypocrateriform 
2743  Leaves  stalked  recurved  pinnatifid,  Pedunc.  elong.  lat.  solitary  Si-flowered 
2744  Leaves  obovate  toothed  shorter  than  the  axillary  solitary  peduncles 
2745  Leaves  lane,  serrulate  with  long  points,  Racemes  leafy  panicled,  Cal.  as  long  as  cor. 

§  1.  Flowers  in  heads. 
2746  Head  leafy,  Leaves  all  lanceolate 
2747  Head  rather  leafy  shorter  than  the  linear  bractes,  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed 
2748  Spike  elongated  cylindrical,  Lower  flowers  remote,  Leaves  lanceolate  crenated,  Upper  linear 
2749  Head  roundish,  Bractes  oblong  lanceolate,  Leaves  linear  rigid  nearly  entire 
2750  Head  roundish,  Bractes  ovate,  Leaves  linear  nearly  entire  scarcely  shorter  than  stem 
2751  Head  terminal  sessile,  Leaves  toothed :  radical  cordate 
2752  Head  roundish  longer  than  bractes,  Radical  leaves  ovate  cordate  bluntly  serrated,  Cauline  11b.  lanceolate 
2753  Bractes  cordate  acum.  shorter  than  the  roundish  head.  Rad.  lvs.  obL  cord,  crenate,  Caul.  }  stem-clasping 
2754  Spike  oblong,  Leaves  simply  crenate :  radical  lanceolate  cordate ;  cauline  lanceolate 
2755  Spike  oblong  lengthened,  Styles  downy  trifid,  Radical  leaves  cordate  doubly  toothed 
2756  Spike  ovate,  Styles  hairy  longer  than  the  flower  bifid,  Radical  leaves  cordate  doubly  toothed 

$  2.  flowers  axillary  scattered. 
2757  Branches  twiggy,  Lvs.  lane,  acute  at  each  end  uneq.  toothed  roughish,  Flowers  deeply  divided  in  pairs 
2758  Lvs.  ovate  acute  sessile  serrated  rough,  Stem  angular  quite  simple,  FL  racemose  sessile,  lower  clustered 
2759  Leaves  sessile,  Lower  obovate  crenate-serrate,  Upper  lanceolate  entire,  Flowers  racemose 
2760  Leaves  pinnate,  Flowers  very  large  in  cymes 
2761  Rad.  leaves  lin.  spatulate  entire,  Flowers  J-whorled  in  3-flowered  alternate  parcels 

2762  Branches  erect,  Leaves  ovate  serrated  flat 
2763  Much  branched  diffuse,  Branches  divaricating  recurved,  Leaves  subulate 

2764  Leaves  linear  ciliated  upright,  Flowers  sessile 
2765  Diffuse,  Leaves  ovate  recurved  toothed,  Flowers  terminal  aggregate 
2766  Leaves  lanceolate  ciliated  entire  decurrent,  Flowers  solitary  terminal 
2767  Leaves  ovate  toothed  reflexed  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 

2768  Erect  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  acute  toothed  serrated.  Axillae  bearded,  Sepals  subulate  filiform 
2769  Erect  pubescent,  Branches  angular,  Lower  leaves  lyrate,  Upper  obovate  acute 

2770  A  small  herbaceous  plant  with  large  entire  radical  leaves 

2771  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  or  toothed  fleshy  smooth,  Cor.  hairy  outside 

2772  Stems  diffuse  branching,  Racemes  axillary  and  terminal 
2773  Stem  rounded  branched  leafy,  Radical  leaves  spatulate :  cauline  lanceolate 

2774  Smooth,  Bractes  of  the  dichotomies  distinct,  Leaves  lyrate  or  toothed-cut  at  base 

2775  Leaves  obovate  smooth  entire 
2776  Spikes  terminal  and  axillary,  Leaves  fleshy  obovate  toothed 
2777  Leaves  alternate  obovate  toothed  smooth,  Fruit  very  small 
2778  Leaves  entire  obovate  thick  rough,  Drupe  berried  {Goodenia  calendulacea.) 

2764  m\tmn        2769  ̂   2771 

2768       2770  ̂   2773 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

470.  Dampiera.  Named  by  Mr.  Robert  Brown,  in  honor  of  Captain  William  Dampier,  a  famous  voyager whose  knowledge  and  attention,  in  matters  connected  with  botany,  are  attested  by  the  remains  of  the  collec! Hons  made  during  his  voyages,  and  now  preserved  in  the  Sherardian  Herbarium  at  Oxford. 471.  Samdus.  Derived  from  two  Celtic  words,  sun,  salutary,  and  mot,  pig :  a  plant  which  is  salutary  to  pigs. Pliny  says,  it  was  considered  among  the  Gauls  as  a  specific  in  all  maladies  of  swine.  The  plant  was  collected With  mystic  ceremonies.  S.  Valerandi  was  named  after  Dourez  Valerand,  a  botanist  of  the  16th  century,  men- tioned by  Bauhin.   Small  marsh,  plants  with  white  flowers. 
472.  Felleia.  Named  by  Sir  James  Smith,  after  Major  Velley,  a  gentleman  who  paid  much  attention  to marine  alga?.  The  genus  resembles  Goodenia  in  appearance. 
473.  Sccevola.  So  named  from  scteva,  the  Latin  word  to  express  the  left  hand,  the  flower  having  the appearance  of  being  defective  of  one  half  of  its  corolla.    An  extensive  New  Holland  genus  resembling 
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T474.  CAPRIFCLIUM.  B.S.  Honey-sucklb. 
2779  itfflicum  B.  S. 

8  r  lib  rum 
£780  etru  scum  B.  S. 
S781  dioicum  R.  S. 
S78S  sempervlrena  R.  S. 8  minus 
2783  grat  urn  R.  S. 2784  flavum  B.  M. 
2785  pubescens  Hook. 
2786  implexum  B.  S. 
2787  Periclymenum  B.  S.  Woodbine 8  serotinum  late-red 
rbilgicum  Dutch quercifolium  Oak-leaved 

S788  jap6nicum  B.  S.  Japanese 2789  flexuosum  Ker.  flexuose 
475.  LONI'CERA.  R  S. 
2790  Xyl6steum  W. 
2791  pyrenfuca  W. 
2792  alplgena  W. 2793  caerulea  W. 
2794  nigra  L. 
2795  tatarica  L. B  riibra 
2796  ciliata  Psh. 

8  alba 
2797  iberica  Bieb. 

476.  SYMPHCRIA.  PA. 
2798  glomerSta  PA. 2799  racemosa  Ph. 
2800  punicea  Sims. 

477.  DIERVIL'LA.  J. 2801  h<imUis  P.  S. 
t478.  TRIOSTEUM.  IF. 

2802  perfoliatum  W. 
2803  angustifolium  W. 

*479.  COFFE'A.  W. 2804arabica  W. 
§2805  occidentals  W. 

white-Italian 
red-Italian  5  or Roman  J£  or 
small-flowered  jg  or 
trumpet  %_  or 
small-trumpet  %  I  or 
evergreen  S  or 
bright-yellow hairy-yellow Minorca 

[or 
J!  or 
JL  or 

or 
JL_Jor 
*__|or 

LONICERA. 
Fly               ft  or 
Pyrenean        ft  or red-berried      ft  or 
blue-berried     ft  or 
black             ft  or 
Tartarian        ft  or 
red               ft  or 
ciliated           ft  or 
white-berried    fits  or Iberian  ft  or 
St.  Peteb's  Wort. common         ft  or 

Snow-berry      ft  or crimson           ft  or 
DlERYILLA. 

yellow-flowered  ft  or 
Fevbrwort. 

perfoliate        ft  m narrow-leaved  ft  cu 
COPFEE-TREE. 
Arabian  ±  □  clt 
western  *  □  or 

Caprifoliacece.    Sp.  11. 
10  my.jn  P.Y  England  woods. 10  my.jn  R  S.  Europe  ... 
15  my.jn  O  Italy 
6  jn.jl     Pu  N.  Amer.  1766. 
15  my.au  S  K.  Amer.  1656. 
15  my.au  S  Carolina  1656. 
20  jn.au    R  N.  Amer.  1730. 
10  my.jn  Y  Carolina  1810. 
20  my.jn  Y  Canada  1822. 8  jas      Rt  Minorca  1772. 
20  my.jl    Y  Britain  hedg. 
20  my.jl  Y.R   
20  my.jl  Y.R   
20  my.jl  Y.R   
15  jl.s       O  China  1806. 
15  jl.s       O  China  1806. 

Caprifoliacece.    Sp.  8—19. 
8  jn.jl     Y  England  woods. 
4  my      W  Pyrenees  1739. 6  ap.my  Y  Switzerl.  1596. 
4  mr.ap  Y  Switzerl.  1629. 4  mr       Pa.Y  Switzerl.  1597. 
10  ap.my  Pk  Russia  1752. 
10  ap.my  R  Russia  1752. 
4  ap.my  W.r  N.  Amer.  1824. 
4  ap.my  W.r  N.  Amer.  1824. 
6  ap.my  O  Iberia  1824. 

Caprifoliacece.   Sp.  3. 4  au.§     Pk  N.  Amer.  1730. 
4  jLs       Pk  N.Amer.  1817. 
4  jLs       R  N.  Amer.  1815. 

Caprifoliacece.   Sp.  1. 
3  jn.jl     Y  N.Amer.  1739. 

Caprifoliacece.    Sp.  2—3. 
2  jn.jl     D.R  N.  Amer.  1730. 
1  jn.jl     Y  Virginia  1699. 

Bubiacece.   Sp.  2—28. 20  au.n     W  Yemen  1696. 
6     ...     W  W.  Indies  1793. 

s.l 

Eng.  bot.  799 Schm.  arb.  1 106 
Bot.  reg.  138 
Bot  mag.  781 
Bot  mag.  1753 
H.  an.l5.n.l0.t8 
Bot.  mag.  1318 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  27 
Bot  mag.  640 
Eng.  bot  800 Schm.  arb.  1 108 
Ho.  aal5.a5.t6 
Bot  reg.  70 
Bot  reg.  712 

Eng.  bot  916 Magn.  hort.  209 Schm.  arb.  1 112 
Bot  mag.  1965 Schm.  arb.  110 
Bot  reg.  31 

Schm.  arb.  1 115 
Bot  mag.  2211 
Bot  mag.  2469 

C  s.1    Bot  mag.  1796 

D  p.1  Schk.  ha.  1.  1 41 
D  p.l   Plu.  aL  1 104.  f.2 
S  r.m  Bot  mag.  1303 
C  l.p  Jac.  amer.  t.  47 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
474.  Capi-tfblium.  A  poetical  name,  signifying  goat-leaf;  that  is  to  say,  a  leaf  which  climbs  like  a  goat Chevrefeuille,  Fr.,  Gcisblatt  or  Baumlilic,  Ger.,  and  Caprefoglio,  ItaL  This  is  a  beautiful  genus  of  flowering 

odoriferous  mostly  twining  shrubs,  valuable  in  the  flower  garden,  shrubbery,  and  against  walls,  arbors,  or 
trunks  of  trees.  Like  most  British  twiners,  the  honeysuckle  follows  the  sun.  Like  other  twiners,  it  bears 
pruning  well,  for,  as  Professor  Martyn  observes,  "  those  plants  which  in  a  state  of  nature  cannot  ascend  without the  assistance  of  others,  are  often  liable  to  lose  large  branches ;  they  have  therefore  a  proportionate  vigor  of 
growth  to  restore  accidental  damages."  Against  a  wall,  the  climbing  kinds  are  very  liable  to  attacks  from aphides,  and  the  caterpillar  of  Phalcena  tortrix  ;  and  the  sphinges,  or  hawkmoths,  according  to  Withering, 
extract  the  honey  from  the  very  bottom  of  the  tubular  flowers  with  their  long  tongues. 

In  raising  the  honeysuckle  from  seeds,  they  should  be  sown  the  autumn  after  they  are  ripe,  otherwise 
they  will  not  come  up  the  first  year.  Cuttings  are  sometimes  apt  to  rot,  owing  to  water  lodging  in  their 
tubular  stems  above  the  last  joint  To  obviate  this  inconvenience,  some  make  the  cuttings  of  double  the  usual 
length,  and  insert  both  ends  in  the  ground,  leaving  the  part  above  ground  in  the  form  of  a  semicircle.  Com- monly, however,  such  cuttings  root  only  at  one  end:  or  if  at  both,  but  very  weakly  at  what  was  the  top  end. 

475.  Lonicera.  Named  after  Adam  Lonicer,  a  German,  who  was  born  in  1528,  and  died  in  1586.  There 
was  another  Lonicer,  John,  who  wrote  commentaries  upon  Dioscorides.  A  section  of  what  was  formerly  called 
I.onicera,  comprising  the  species  with  a  shrubby  upright  stem,  neither  climbing  nor  prostrate  plants.  All 
hardy  and  easily  increased  by  layers  or  cuttings. 

476.  Symphoria,  is  a  syncope  of  symphoricarpos,  from  am,  together,  ftfu,  to  bear,  and  xa^xoe,  fruit;  a  plant which  bears  its  fruit  together  in  clusters.  A  small  genus  of  low  branching  shrubs,  formerly  constituting  part 
of  Lonicera. 

477.  Diervilla.  Dierville,  a  French  surgeon,  travelled  in  Acadia,  whence  he  sent  this  plant  to  his  friend 
Tournefort,  who  named  it  after  him.   A  pretty  low  shrub,  with  yellow  flowers  appearing  in  the  spring. 

478.  Triosteum.  From  "reus,  three,  and  arwv,  bone,  three  bones,  on  account  of  its  three  hard  seeds.  The roots  of  this  genus  and  of  Diervilla  are  used  indiscriminately  in  N.  America  for  Ipecacuana.    ( Viola.  Ipec.) 
479.  Cqffea,  An  alteration  of  the  Arabic  name  qahoueh,  which  is  the  name  for  the  liquor  of  coffee ;  the  grain 

i*  called  boun.   Cahwa,  Pers.,  Cahvey,  Turk.,  and  Eleave,  Egypt 
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2779  Flowers  whorled  terminal,  Leaves  deciduous,  the  upper  perfoliate 
2780  Heads  term,  generally  3  together,  Lvs.  decid.  pubes.  opp.  upper  perfo.  smooth,  lower  with  stalks  only  conn. 2781  Whorls  in  heads,  with  bracteae,  Lvs.  deciduous  glaucous  beneath,  Upper  perfoliate,  Cor.  gibbous  at  base 
2782  Spikes  nearly  naked  terminal,  Lvs.  oblong  evergreen,  the  upper  perfoliate,  Tube  of  cor.  ventricose  above 
2783  Flowers  whorled  terminal,  Leaves  evergreen  obovate  glaucous  beneath,  Upper  perfoliate 
2784  Whorls  in  heads,  Cor.  ringent,  Segm.  obi.  obt  Lvs.  deciduous  ovate  glaucous  beneath,  Upper  perfoliate 
2785  Whorls  terminal  capitate  glandular,  Leaves  pubescent  the  upper  connate  perfoliate 
2786  Flowers  capitate  terminal,  Leaves  evergreen  all  distinct 
2787  Flowers  capitate  terminal,  Leaves  deciduous  all  distinct 

2788  Flowers  in  pairs  terminal  sessile,  Leaves  evergreen  all  distinct 
2789  Flowers  sessile  with  distinct  berries,  Leaves  ovate  entire  smooth,  Stem  wavy 

2790  Pedunc.  2-flowered  longer  than  flowers,  Leaves  entire  ovate-elliptical  pubescent 
2791  Pedunc.  2-flowered,  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  smooth  glaucous  beneath 
2792  Berries  united,  Leaves  oval-lanceolate 
2793  Berries  globose  united,  Styles  undivided 
2794  Leaves  elliptical  entire 2795  Leaves  cordate  obtuse 
2796  Leaves  ovate  and  cordate  ciliated,  Cor.  with  an  evident  spur 
2797  Pedunc.  2-flowered  shorter  than  flowers.  Berries  twin,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  tomentose 

2798  Flowers  axillary  capitate  clustered 
2799  Raceme  terminal,  Cor.  bearded  inside 
2800  Leaves  cordate  ovate,  Berries  distinct,  Pedunc  axillary  2-flowered  shorter  than  leaf 
2801  The  only  species.  Racemes  terminal,  Leaves  serrated 

2802  Leaves  oval  acuminate,  Leaves  abruptly  narrowed  at  base,  Axilla?  1-many-flowered 
2803  Stem  hispid,  Leaves  oval-lanceolate  somewhat  connate,  Axilla?  1-flowered 

2804  Leaves  oblong  ovate  acuminate,  Peduncles  axillary  aggregate,  Cor.  5-cleft 
2805  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  acuminate,  Panicle  few-flowered  trifid  terminal,  Cor.  4-cleft 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
C.  arabica  is  an  erect,  conical-shaped,  low  tree,  with  a  light  brown  bark,  and  opposite,  oblong,  wavy,  shining, 

light  green  leaves ;  flowers  in  clusters  at  the  base  of  the  leaves,  white,  of  a  grateful  odor,  but  of  short  duration ; 
berries  green,  red  when  fully  grown,  and  black  when  ripe.  A  decoction  of  this  berry  forms  the  well  known 
beverage  which  is  said  to  have  been  drank  in  Ethiopia  from  time  immemorial.  It  was  introduced  into  Arabia 
from  Persia  about  the  middle  of  the  15th  century,  and  proceeded  by  Mecca,  Medina,  and  Grand  Cairo, 
Damascus,  and  Aleppo  to  Constantinople,  where  two  coffee-houses  were  opened  in  1554.  It  is  thought  to nave  been  introduced  to  Venice  soon  after  1615  :  it  was  known  at  Marseilles  in  1644,  and  Thevenot,  a  French 
traveller,  brought  it  to  Paris  in  1657.  Till  1660,  it  was  drank  by  such  only  as  had  been  accustomed  to  it  in  the, 
Levant  About  the  end  of  the  17th  century  a  coffee-house  was  opened  at  Paris,  by  one  Pascal,  an  Armenian, 
who,  not  succeeding,  came  to  London,  where  coffee  had  been  previously  introduced  by  Daniel  Edwards,  a 
Turkey  merchant,  who  brought  home  with  him  a  Greek  servant,  Pasqua  Roffee,  who  understood  the 
roasting  and  making  of  coffee,  and  afterwards  set  up  a  coffee-shed,  which  he  was  enabled  in  time  to  turn  to  a 
house  in  the  churchyard  of  St.  Michael's,  Cornhill,  In  1688  Ray  affirms  that  London  might  rival  Grand Cairo  in  the  number  of  its  coffee-houses. 

The  coffee-tree  was  first  introduced  to  Europe  through  the  Dutch,  who  procured  some  berries  at  Mocha  to 
be  sown  at  Batavia ;  which  being  done  in  the  year  1690,  Governor  Witsen  presented  a  plant  to  the  botanic 
garden  of  Amsterdam,  where  it  bore  fruit  and  produced  many  young  plants.  From  these  the  East  Indies  and 
most  of  the  gardens  of  Europe  have  been  furnished.  Coffee  was  afterwards  cultivated  by  the  Dutch  in 
Surinam  in  1718,  and  by  the  French  in  Cayenne  and  the  Mauritius  soon  afterwards.  It  was  next  grown  in Martinique,  and  so  spread  to  the  neighbouring  islands  and  to  Jamaica  in  1730,  or  earlier.  The  plants  are  raised 
from  seeds,  then  transplanted  into  nursery  lines.  Plantations  are  made  chiefly  on  hills  and  the  skirts  of 
mountains,  and,  if  possible,  where  the  soil  is  moist  and  shaded.  The  trees  are  planted  from  five  to  ten  feet 
apart,  according  to  the  goodness  of  the  soil  and  situation.  They  produce  fruit  the  next  year  after  planting ; 
and  the  produce  of  a  good  tree  is  from  1J  to  2  lbs.  of  berries.  The  berries  are  gathered  when  they  begin  to 
fall,  and  in  this  state  their  pulpy  bark  begins  to  shrivel  They  are  further  dried  under  sheds,  and  there  passed 
between  wooden  rollers  to  separate  the  husk  from  the  kernel ;  and  afterwards  sifted,  winnowed,  and  put  into 
casks  for  sale.    In  Arabia  the  plant  and  berries  are  much  smaller  than  in  the  West  Indies,  and  the  flavor  in 
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480.  CHIOCOC'CA 2806  racemosa  W. 
481.  SERIS'SA.  W. 
2807  fce'tida  IV. 

/3  fl  ore -pie  no 
482.  CAN'THIUM.  Pers.  Canthium. 
2808  chinense  Pers.  spiny 2809  dumetorum  Ro.tb.  thicket 

»483.  PSYCHOTRIA.  W.  Psychotria. 

Snow-berry. 
cluster-flower'dll  □  or Serissa. 
Japanese         tt.  i  \  or 
double-flowered  *L  i  | 

i|  |  or il  lor 

2810  asiatica  W. 
2811  citrifolia  W. 
2812  parasitica  W. 2813  brachiSta  W. 

$2814  herbacea  W. 
2815  pubescens  W. 2816  undata  J  acq. 
2817  elliptica  B.R. 

484.  HAMEL'LIA, 2818  patens  W. 
2819  sphaerocarpa  P.  S. 2820  ventric6sa  Swz. 
2821  chrysantha  Sua. 

W. 

Indian  -  it  I  I  or 
Citron-leaved  •  I  I  or 
parasitic  £  □  cu 
cross-branched  *  □  01 
herbaceous  tt-  or 
pubescent 

wavy 

elliptical 
Ham  elli  a. 

spreading 
round-fruited 
large-flowered  *  □  or 
yellow  *  □  or 

•  □or 
•  □or 

•  □or 
•  □or 

485.  POSOQUE'RIA.  Aub.  Posoqueria. 2822  longiflora  Aub.       long-flowered  •  □  or 
486.  VANGUIE'RA.  W.  Vanguiera. 2823edulis  W.  eatable  •□& 
2824  spinosa  HorU         prickly  *  □  cu 

487.  GARDE'NIA.  P.S. 2825radicans  W. 
2826fl6rida  W. 

jl  flare  pie  no 2827  Thunbergia  W. 28281atif6Ua  W. 
2829  Rothmannia  W. 
2830  uliginosa  W. 2831  armata  Sw. 
2832  micrantha  W. 
2833  amce'na  B.  M. 2834  hexandra  W. 
2835  carapanulata  Roxb. 
2836  angustifolia  Lodd. 

488.  GENI'PA.  P.  S. 2837  americana  P.  S. 
2838  Merianaj  P.  S. 

Gardenia. rooting 

Cape  Jasmine double starry 
broad-leaved 
spotted-flower, marsh armed 
small-flowered 
crimson-tipped 
hexandrous 
bell-flowered 
narrow-leaved 

Genip-treb. 
American hairy 

•  □or 
•  □or 
•  l  |  or •  □or 
•  l_Jor •  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or •  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or •  □or 

JCJ 
 tm 

□  fr 
489.  OXYAN'THUS.  Dec.  Oxyanthus. 
2839  spccr6sus  H.  K.      tube-flowered  •  □  or 

2806  2810 

Rubiacece.   Sp.  1—7. 6  {  W  Jamaica  1729. 
Rubiacece.   Sp.  1. 

2  my.s  W  Japan  1787. 
my.s  Japan  1787. 
Rubiacete.  Sp.  2 — i. 

3  jLs  China  1804. 3  jLs  .  E.  Indies  1777. 
Rubiacece.   Sp.  8—100. 4  ...     W     W.  Indies  1806. 

4  ...  W  W.  Indies  1793. 
i  my.au  W     W.  Indies  1802. 7  ...  W.y  W.  Indies  1793. 
Jap.jn    W     Jamaica  1793. 6  ...  Y.o.  Jamaica  1812. 
3  my.jn  W     Bahamas  182a 
3  rnyjn  G      Brazils  1821. 
Rubiacece.  Sp.  4—7. 

5  jl.au  S  Hispaniolal752L 
10  jl.au    O  Mexico  1811. 8  s.n  Y  W.  Indies  177a 
8  o.d      Y  Jamaica  1822. 
Rubiacece.   Sp.  1 — 3. 6  ...     W  Guiana 
Rubiacece.   Sp.  2. 

15     ...     G      India  1809. 
4  jn.jl      G      Madagas.  1816. 

Rubiacece.   Sp.  12—41. 1  mr.jn   W     China  1804. 
5  jLo      P.Y    China  1754. 
5  jlo      P.Y    China  1754. 
6  ja.mr    W     C.  G.  H.  1773. 
7  ...  W  E  Indies  1787. 
10  jl        P.Y    C.  G.  H.  1774. 
3  jLs  W  E.  Indies  1802. 10     ...     W     W.  Indies  18ia 
4  ...  W  China  1806. 
4  jn.au    Pk  China 6  jLs      W     S.  Amer.  1803.   E.  Indies  1815. 
3  jl        W    1823. 

Rubiacece.   Sp.  2—5. 30     ...     P.Y    S.  Amer.  1779. 
10     ...     W     Cayenne  1800. 

Rubiacece.   Sp.  1. 
3  jl        W     &  Leone  1789. 

2817 

C  p.l   Hook,  ex.fi.  93 
L  r.m  Bot  mag.  361 
L  r.m 
C  r.m  Thun.  G.  t.  2.  f.4 
C  r.m  Roxb.  cor.  1. 136 

C  Lp  Lam.iU.tl61 C  r.m 

C  Lp 
C  Lp 

C  Lp  Jac.amer.t46 

C  Lp 

C  Lp  Jac.  sch.  3.  t.  260 
C  Lp  Bot  reg.  607 

C  p.l  Ex.  bot.  1.  t24 
C  p.l  FLper.  2.  t  221 C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1894 
C  p.1  Jacq.ic.2.  t335 

1822.  C  p.1  AubLgui.t51 

C  p.1  Lam.  ill.  1 159 C  p.1 

Bot.  reg.  73 
Bot  reg.  449 
Ehret  pict  1 15 
Bot  mag.  1004 Rox.cor.2.t.l34 
Th.ac.st.  1776.  t.2 Roxb.cor.2.tl35 

Th.g.n.8.tl.f.l Bot  mag.  1901 

Bot  cab.  512 

C  Lp  PL  ic.  127. 1 136 

C  Lp 

C  p.1  Li nd.  colL  13 

2807  flf^l  2809^1  11      _JfK,  jT'jx  2616^^^.  ̂ ^^^<m\  ̂  
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

consequence  greater;  bulk  being,  in  these  richer  soils  and  more  humid  climates,  obtained  at  the  expence  of 
flavor.  In  our  stoves  the  coffee-tree  is  raised  from  the  berry,  which  must  be  sown  soon  after  being  gathered ; 
otherwise  if  kept  six  weeks  it  loses  its  vital  powers.  Cuttings  of  ripened  wood  root  in  sand  under  a 
glass  in  moist  heat :  transplanted,  and  furnished  with  plenty  of  water  and  pot  room,  they  flower  and  fruit abundantly. 

480.  Chiococca.   Snowberry,  (%ia»,  snow,  and  xtxxot,  berry).    Its  berries  are  of  a  bright  whiteness. 
481.  Serissa.  A  name  of  Commerson's,  the  meaning  of  which  is  not  known.  The  genus  is  remarkable  for the  trifid  segments  of  corolla. 
482.  Canthium.  From  canti,  the  Malabar  name  of  the  plant  Spiny  rigid  plants  with  small  opposite  leaves, 

and  solitary,  sessile,  usually  fragrant,  white  flowers. 
483.  Psychotria.  From  ̂ vx*t,  life;  in  allusion  to  the  powerful  medicinal  effects  of  one  of  the  species,  P. 

emetica ;  or,  as  others  say,  from  if/vx*reoQof,  an  ancient  name  for  an  herb  loving  shade.  The  genus  consists  of 
a  great  number  of  stove  plants,  nearly  all  bearing  white  flowers.  Some  of  them  are  very  beautiful  on  ac- 

count of  their  foliage :  one  species,  P.  parasitica,  is  parasitical  upon  trees  in  the  West  Indies. 
484.  HameUia.  In  honor  of  the  celebrated  Henry  Louis  Du  Hamel  Du  Monceau.born  in  1700,  died  in  1782, 

author  of  numerous  works  on  vegetable  physiology.  The  genus  consists  of  handsome  shrubs  of  the  West 
Indies,  with  tubular  yellow  or  orange-colored  flowers. 

485.  Posoqueria.  The  Galibis  in  French  Guiana  call  this  plant  aymara-posoqueri.  A  fine  shrub,  with  white 
flowers  more  than  a  foot  long,  and  an  eatable  yellow  berry  as  big  as  a  hen's  egg. 
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2806  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Racemes  subdivided  axillary  1-sided  nodding 

2807  Leaves  opposite  ovate  lanceolate,  Stipules  spiny,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 

2808  Spiny,  flowers  sessile  hairy 
2809  Spiny,  Leaves  ovate  wedge-shaped  obtuse,  Sepals  leafy,  Berries  crowned 
2810  Stipules  emarginate,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate 
2811  Stipules  ovate  persistent,  Leaves  elliptical  acuminate  subcoriaceous,  Berries  ribbed  ' 2812  Stipules  stem-clasping  retuse,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  succulent  veinless,  Cymes  stalked  as  long  as  leave* 2813  Stipules  ovate  oblong  bifid,  Raceme  terminal  compound,  Flowers  clustered  sessile 
2814  Stem  herbaceous  creeping,  Leaves  cordate  stalked 
2815  Stipules  2- toothed,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  acuminate  pubescent,  Panicles  cymose  spreading 
2816  Stipules  connate  entire  deciduous,  Leaves  oblong  ribbed  wavy  acuminate 
2817  Leaves  ellipt.  narrowed  each  way,  Panicles  term,  erect  lax  brachiate  shorter  than  the  leaves 

2818  Racemes  terminal  colored,  Leaves  3  together  villous  pubescent 
2819  Branches  rounded,  Leaves  ternate  oblong  hairy  on  both  sides,  Flowers  corymbose 
2820  Racemes  terminal  and  axillary,  Cor.  campanula te  ventricose,  Leaves  ternate 
2891  Racemes  terminal,  Leaves  oblong  wedge-shaped  acuminate  smooth,  Flowers  stalked 

2822  Stipules  and  leaves  oblong-acuminate,  Corymbs  terminal  about  6-flowered,  Tube  of  cor.  much  curved 
2823  Stem  unarmed,  Leaves  large  ovate  stalked 
2824  Stem  spiny,  Leaves  small  nearly  sessile 

2825  Leaves  lanceolate,  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  Cal.  angular,  Stem  rooting 
2826  Leaves  elliptical,  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  Sepals  subulate  lanceolate  vertical 
2827  Leaves  elliptical,  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  Calyx  bursting  at  side,  iSepals  dilated  at  end 
282S  Leaves  obovate  roundish,  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  Sepals  subulate  bluntly  keeled 
2829  Leaves  oblong,  Stipules  subulate.  Sepals  subulate  rounded,  Tube  smooth  dilated  short 
2830  Branches  scarred  with  two  spines  at  the  end,  Leaves  oblong  ovate  obtuse,  mouth  of  cor.  villous 
2831  Terminal  spines  of  the  branches  4,  Sepals  linear  wedge-shaped,  Flowers  clustered 
2832  Leaves  elliptical  acute  at  each  end  longer  than  the  spines,  Flowers  sessile  smooth 
2833  Spines  axillary  straight  shorter  than  the  oval  smooth  leaf,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 
2834  Unarmed,  Lvs.  ovate  pubescent  beneath,  Fls.  usually  hexandrous,  Cor.  hairy  on  each  side,  Tube  short 2835  A  fine  species,  of  which  no  detailed  character  has  yet  been  given 
2836  Very  like  G.  florida,  from  which  it  chiefly  differs  in  being  smaller  with  narrower  leaves 

.  2837  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate,  Peduncles  axillary  many-flowered,  Tube  short 
3838  All  over  hairs,  Leaves  oblong-obovate,  Flowers  clustered  on  the  summit,  Fruit  rounded  flat 

2839  The  only  species,  with  very  long  white  flowers 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
486.  Vanguiera.  An  abbreviation  of  the  Madagascar  name  of  one  species,  Voa-vanguier.  A  fine  looking 

bush,  with  broad,  green,  entire  leaves.   It  is  said  to  bear  a  fine  fruit  as  big  as  an  orange. 
487.  Gardenia.  So  named  by  Ellis,  in  honor  of  his  friend  and  correspondent  A.  Garden,  M.  D.  of  Charleston, 

in  Carolina,  who  sent  home  many  new  species  of  plants.  This  is  a  beautiful  genus,  and  most  of  the  species 
are  highly  odoriferous,  and  free  flowerers.  G.  florida,  on  the  first  approach,  smells  like  the  flower  of  the 
orange,  but  on  being  more  closely  smelled  to,  like  Narcissus.  According  to  Thunberg,  there  are  hedges  of  it 
in  Japan,  and  the  Japanese  are  very  fond  of  it  near  their  houses,  and  in  the  walks  of  their  gardens.  The 
fruit  and  seeds  are  used  there  to  dye  yellow.  G.  Rothmannia  smells  most  during  night :  it  bears  an  ovate, 
fleshy,  angular  berry,  black  when  ripe,  and  about  the  size  of  a  small  pear.  Almost  all  the  species  are  spiny 
in  th^ir  wild  state ;  but  lose  their  spines  at  an  advanced  age,  or  under  high  culture  and  keeping.  Jn  the  stove 
they  require  a  moist  heat  to  make  them  flower  freely,  as  do  the  cuttings  to  make  them  strike.  According  to Sweet,  the  best  way  to  flower  the  greenhouse  species  is  to  set  them  in  a  close  frame  on  a  little  bottom  heat, 
but  not  to  plunge  the  pots. 

488.  Genipa.  A  name  contrived  by  Plumier  from  the  name,  Genepapo,  it  bears  in  Guiana  and  Brazil 
G.  americana  is  an  exceedingly  rare  plant  in  collections.  It  bears  an  excellent  fruit,  in  much  request  in 
Dutch  Guiana,  where  it  is  called  Marmalade-box. 
.  489.  Oxyanthus.  From  acute,  and  anS-cf,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  acute  segments  of  the  corolla  A genus  divided  from  Gardenia,  from  which  it  is  readily  distinguished  by  the  long  tube  of  the  flower. 
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490.  RANT)!  A.  P.  &  Randia. 
52840  longifl6ra  P.  L.  long-flowered 3841  lat ifolia  P.  S.  round-leaved 

t491.  MUSS-EN'DA.  W.  Mussjjnda. 
2842  pubescens  B.  K.  pubescent 

492.  PINCKNE'YA.  Mi.  Pinckneya. 
2843  pubens  Mi.  downy 

493.  ERI  THALIS.  W.  Erithalis. 
2844  frutic6sa  W. 

494.  WEBE'RA.  W. 2845  corymboaa  W. 
2846  eymosa  IV. 

405.  PLCCAMA.  W. 
2847  pendula  W. 

t496.  MORIN'DA.  W. 2848  umbellate  W. 
2849  citrifiolia  W. 
2850  Roy  oc  W. 

497.  CEPHAE'LIS.  w. 2851  elate  IV. 
2852  pedunculate  P.  L. 
2853  calycina  Lindl. 

•  □or 

Id  or 

shrubby 
Weber  a. 

corymbose 
cymose Plocaha. 
pendulous Morinda. umbelled 
broad-leaved 
Laurel-leaved 

*l_Jor 
1 

tm 

•  □or 

IQor «l_Jor 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 

Cbphaelis. 
teU 
long-peduncled  *  □  or 
calycine  •  □  or 

•  □or 

498.  SARCOCE'PH ALUS  Aft.  Guinea-peach. 2851  esculentus  AJz.       common         •  □  fr 
499.  HIRTEL'LA.  IV.  HlRTBLLA. £855  americana  W.  American  J  □  tm 
60tt  TRIPHA'SIA.  Lour.  Triphasia. 2856  Aurantiola  Lour,    three-leaved    •  i  I  f  r 

Li  mo  nia  trijoliata  W. 

Rubiaeecc.    Sp.  2—10. 4  au.s     W     E.  Indies  1796. 
12  my.jn  W     W.  Indies  1733. 
Rubiacce.    Sp.  1—18. 
3  my.s  Y  China  1805. 
Rubiaceie.   Sp.  1. 
20  ju.jl  Georgia  1786. 
Rubiaceie.  Sp.  1—4. 15  jLaii    W     Jamaica  1793. 
Rubiaceie.   Sp.  2 — 4. 6  ...  W  E.  Indies  1759. 
20     ...     W     E.  Indies  1811. 
Rubiaceie.  Sp.  1—3. 2     ...    W     Canaries  1779. 
Rubiaceie.   Sp.  3—8. 6     ...     W     E.  Indies  1809. 
8  ...WE.  Indies  1793. 
10  jl.o      W     W.  Indies  1793. 
Rubiaceie.   Sp.  3—34. 15     ...     Pu     Jamaica  1793. 
2  f         W     S.  Leone  ... 
4  ap  my  W     Brazil  1816. 
Rubiaceie.  Sp.  1. 
15     ...    Pk     S.  Leone  1822. 
Rosacea.   Sp.  1 — 13. 25     ...     V      W.  Indies  1782. 
Aurantiacae.   Sp.  1. 
2  jn.jl     W     China  1798. 

C  Lp  Par.  lond.  93 
C  Lp  Br.  ja.  143.t8.f.l 
C  p.1  Bot.  mag.  2099 

L  p.l  Mich.  amer.tl3 

C  p.l  Br.  jam.  t.  17.f.3 
C  l.p  Rh.mal.2.  t23 
C  l.p C  Lp 
C  Lp 

C  Lp  Rhe.maLl.t52 C  r.m  Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 16 

C  Lp 

C  Lp  Par.  lond.  99 C  Lp  Lind.  coU.21 

C  p.l  Hor.trans.5.t.l8 

C  Lp  Aub.gui.l.t98 
C  r.m  Bot  rep.  143 

501.  VITIS.  P.  & 
2857vinifera  W. 
28581ndica  IV. 
2859  Labrflsca  W. 

fibdcois  dibit 
8860  vulpina  JV. £841 

Vine. 
common  Grape  J,  fr 
Indian             ft  □  or 
downy-leaved  T  fr 
Bland's  Grape  jL  fr Fox-grape        J[  or 2842 

Viniferte. 30  jrujl 20  ... 
10  ... 10 Sp.  9—24. G  Various  ... 

G  Indies  1692. G  N .  Amer.  1656. 
G  N.  Amer.  1805. 
G      N.  Amer.  1656. 

C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 50 C  s.l    Rhed.  mal.  7.  t6 
L  s.p  Jac.  schoen.  426 

L  s.p 

C  s.p  Jac.  schoen.425 

2840    ̂ ■^tiP^^^si^iflgb^S5-''^  2844  ^^2848  2847 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
490.  Randia.  So  named  in  honor  of  Isaac  Rand,  F.R.S.,  who  published  the  first  catalogue  of  the  Apothe- 

caries' Garden  at  Chelsea. 
491.  Musscenda.  A  name  by  which  Burmann  designates  a  plant  of  this  genus.  V.  ft.  Zeyl.  1 76.  The  species 

are  all  of  singular  beauty,  and  especially  distinguished  by  the  large  colored  segment  of  the  calyx,  which  is either  white  or  purple,  and  very  remarkable. 
492.  Pincknepa.  So  named  by  Mich  a  ux,  after  some  American  gentleman  of  the  name  of  Pinckney,  who  is 

now  forgotten.  The  genus  is  nearly  the  same  as  Mussaenda.  It  thrives  best,  according  to  Sweet,  when 
turned  out  against  a  south  wall,  and  protected  by  a  mat  in  frosty  weather. 

493.  Erithalis.  A  name  given  by  Pliny  to  a  plant  remarkable  for  the  verdure  of  its  foliage ;  t*i,  a  particle 
signifying  augmentation,  and  S-aXXa,  to  be  green.  It  is  now  applied  to  a  pretty  genus  of  South  American 
plants. 494.  Webera.  In  honor  of  G.  Henry  Weber,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  Flora  Gottingensis,  in 
1778,  and  other  works  of  merit.  He  is  chiefly  known  for  the  attention  he  bestowed  upon  muscology.  Small 
plants  with  bunches  of  white  flowers. 

495.  Plocama.  From  xXoxafttf  interwined  hair,  on  account  of  its  pendulous  twisted  branches.  A  little 
bush  with  the  habit  of  some  kind  of  Galium.  The  flowers  are  very  small,  and  not  much  longer  than  the 
calyx. 

496.  Morinda.  Moras  indica,  Indian  mulberry  ;  so  named  by  Vaillant,  from  the  shape  and  color  of  its  fruit. 
The  bark  of  the  roots  of  this  genus  is  used  in  the  E.  Indies  to  dye  yellow. 

497.  Cephaelis.  From  xtQakti,  a  head,  on  account  of  the  flowers  being  united  in  heads,  remarkable  for  the 
large,  often  colored,  involucrum  in  which  they  are  enveloped.  Species  are  very  rare  in  collections ;  and  require 
a  high  temperature. 

498.  Sarcocephalus.  From  e-afxet  flesh,  and  xf^«Xi),  a  head,  in  allusion  to  the  large  fleshy  fruit  of  the genus.  This  is  like  a  pine-apple  without  its  crown,  of  a  dull  uniform  color,  and  consisting  of  a  solid  fleshy 
mass  containing  many  minute  seeds.  The  flavor  is  said  to  be  excellent  A  plant  now  common  in  gardens 
near  London,  but  it  has  not  yet  fruited. 

499.  Hirtella.  Derived  from  nirtus,  hairy.  Its  branches  are  covered  with  fine  hair.  Some  of  these  are  tell 
trees  of  the  tropics,  usually  supporting  themselves  upon  other  plants.  Flowers,  which  are  generally  blue  or 
purple,  are  rarely  seen  in  this  country.  Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
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2840  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Spines  curved,  Flowers  in  terminal  umbelled  cymes 
2841  Spines  of  the  branches  terminal  in  pairs,  Leaves  ovate  roundish,  Cor.  hypocrateriform 

2842  Branches  and  leaves  pubescent,  Tube  of  corolla  much  longer  than  calyx 

2843  A  large  tree  with  downy  long  leaves  dividing  but  little  into  branches 

2844  Leaves  obovate,  Cymes  compound  stalked  terminal 

2845  Leaves  oblong  acute,  Corymb  terminal  i 
2846  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Cymes  many-flowered  axillary  stalked 

2847  A  small  shrub  with  the  appearance  of  Galium 

2848  Erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate,  Flowers  clustered 
2849  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth  on  both  sides,  Flowers  solitary 
2850  A  long  trailing  plant  with  ovate  entire  smooth  leaves 

2851  Heads  globose  terminal,  Peduncles  elongated,  Involucre  2-leaved,  Leaves  smooth 2852  Leaves  coriaceous  lanceolate  smooth,  Heads  on  very  long  stalks 
2853  Heads  not  in  an  involucrum  so  long  as  the  flowers,  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy 

2854  The  only  species 

2855  Racemes  simple  axillary  solitary,  Common  peduncle  villous,  Leaves  oblong,  acuminated 
2856  Leaves  3-leaved 

2857  Leaves  sinuated  naked 
2858  Leaves  cordate  toothed  villous  beneath,  Tendrils  bearing  the  fruit 
2859  Leaves  cordate  angular  3-lobed  toothed,  beneath  downy  clear  white 
2860  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed  coarsely  toot  lied  smooth,  Teeth  unequal  with  long-pointed  division* 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
500.  Triphasia.  A  name  of  Loureiro,  derived  from  t^iOMm,  triple,  on  account  of  the  triple  divisions  of  its 

flowers,  and  ternary  disposition  of  its  leaves.  It  is  the  Limonia  trifoliata  of  gardens,  a  common  bush,  some-* 
times  covered  over  with  the  little  orange  berries,  which  have  an  agreeable  orange-like  taste. 

501.  litis.  From  the  Celtic  gwyd,  a  tree  or  shrub.  The  G  being  suppressed  in  the  pronunciation,  according, 
to  the  usage  of  Celtic  nations,  the  Latins  have  made  of  it  vitis ;  the  Spaniards  vid;  the  French  vignes  and 
the  English  vine.  The  term  muscat,  applied  to  particular  kinds  of  grape,  is  not  derived  from  the  perfumed  or 
musky  flavor  of  those  varieties,  but  from  the  berries  attracting  flies,  muscat,  for  which  reason  the  Latins  called 
the  kind  vitis  apiaria. 

V.  vinifera  is  universally  known  for  its  fruit,  and  for  producing  the  first  liquor  in  the  world ;  a  liquor  which, 
notwithstanding  all  that  is  said  of  its  dangerous  qualities,  is  yet  eagerly  drank  by  all  who  can  procure  it,  and 
preferred  before  all  others  by  those  who  are  unlimited  in  their  means  and  choice.  The  grape  vine  is  among 
fruits  what  wheat  is  among  the  cereal  grasses,  or  the  potatoe  among  the  farinaceous  roots ;  and,  like  them,  in 
every  country  where  it  will  grow,  it  is  cultivated  with  pre-eminent  care.  In  Britain,  its  culture  is  now  con- 

fined to  the  garden  as  a  dessert  fruit;  though  formerly  grown  in  many  places  for  the  wine-press.  Besides  the 
V.  vinifera,  the  V.  labrusca  (from  busca,  the  Hebrew  for  grape)  and  laciniosa  are  all  cultivated,  and  both  are 
now  so  intermingled  with  the  first  species  by  hybrid  products,  that  for  all  practical  purposes  they  may  be  con- 

sidered as  only  varieties. 
The  varieties  of  the  grape  in  countries  where  it  is  grown  for  the  wine-press,  are  almost  as  numerous  as  the 

vineyards ;  for  as  these  for  the  most  part  differ  in  soil,  aspect,  elevation,  or  otherwise,  and  as  the  vine  is 
greatly  the  child  of  local  circumstances,  its  habits  soon  become  adapted  to  those  in  which  it  is  placed.  When 
it  is  considered  that  a  vineyard  once  planted  will  last  two  or  three  centuries,  it  will  readily  be  conceived 
that  the  nature  of  a  variety  may  be  totally  changed  during  only  a  part  of  that  time.  The  varieties  most  in 
esteem  for  wine  making,  are  small  berries,  and  bunches  with  an  austere  taste.  The  Burgundy,'  as  modified by  different  soils  and  situations,  may  be  considered  the  most  general  vineyard  grape  of  France,  from  Cham- 

pagne or  Marne  to  Marseilles  and  Bourdeaux.  The  best  wine  in  Italy  and  Spain  is  also  made  from  grapes  of 
this  description ;  but  in  both  countries  many  of  the  larger  berried  sorts  are  grown  as  being  more  productive 
of  liquor.  The  sweet  vines,  as  the  Malmsey,  Madeira,  Constantia,  Tokay,  &c.  are  made  from  sweet-berried 
grapes  allowed  to  remain  on  the  plants  till  over  ripe.  That  wine  is  the  strongest,  and  has  most  flavor,  in 
which  both  the  skins  and  stones  are  bruised  and  fermented.  The  same  thing  is  the  case  in  making  cider ; 
but  in  both  processes  bruising  the  stones  or  kernels  is  often  neglected. 
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2861  cordifolla  Ph.  Winter-grape  ±  or  10     ...  G 
2862  riparia  Ph.  sweet-scented  _|  or  20  my.jn  G 
2863  rotundifolia  Ph.  BuU-grape       j[  or  20     ...  G 
2864  laciniosa  W.  Parsley-leaved  J  fr  20  jnjl  G 
2865  caVsia  Sab.  Sierra-Leone    fl_  or  10     ...  G 

502.  AMPELOP'SIS.  Mich.    Ampelopsis.                 Viniferce.  Sp. 2866  cordSta  Mich.  heart-leaved     X  or  20  ap.my  P.G 
2867  bipiun£ta  Mich.  Pepper- vine  or  15  jl.au  P.G 
2868  quinquefolia  Mich.  Virgia-creeper  or  60  jn.jl  P.G 
2869  hirsute  Donn.  hairy              _|_  or  60  ap.my  P.G 

*503.  RHAM'NUS.  W.  Buck-thorn.                    Bhamni.  Sp. 42870  colubrlna  L.  Bahama  red  wd.£  □  tm  20  jn  G 
{ 2871  elliptica  H.  K.  oval-leaved      »[Z]or  5  au 
2872  erythroxylon  Pall.  Red-wood        SI  or 2873  longifolia  Desf. 
2874  cath'artica  W. 2875  infectoria  W. 
2876  lycioides  W. 
2877  oleoides  W. 2878  crenulata  W. 
2879  saxatilis  W. 
2880Theezans  W. 
2881  tetrag6na  W. 2882  lanceolate  Ph. 
2883alpina  W. 
2884pumila  W. 
2885  Frangula  W. 2886  latifolia  W. 
2887  glandulosa  W. 
2888  prinoides  W. 

$2889  m'ystecina  W. 2890alnif6Ha  W. 
2891  hytoida  P.  S. 2892  Alaternus  W.  en. 
2893  Clusii  W. 

*504.  CENOP'LIA. &28941ineata  W. 
\  2895  voltibilis  W 

Mich. 

long-leaved  3£ 
purging  * vellow-berried  36 
Boxthorn-like  £ Olive-leaved 
Teneriffe rock 
Tea 
square-branch, 
spear-leaved Alpine dwarf 
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2864  2870 
Bistort/,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

The  varieties  of  dessert  grapes  on  the  continent  are  few :  the  best  they  have,  as  the  Muscats  and  Frontignacs, 
have  been  obtained  from  this  country.  The  Chasselas  or  frame  grape  (our  Muscadine),  is  almost  the  only, 
eating  grape  known  in  the  Paris  fruit  market  In  Britain,  we  have  not  only  the  best  varieties,  but  we  grow 
the  fruit  to  a  larger  size  and  of  a  higher  flavor  than  is  done  any  where  else  in  the  world.  This  is  owing  to  the 
perfection  of  our  artificial  climates,  and  the  great  attention  paid  to  soil  and  subsoil,  and  other  points  of  culture. 
The  vine  is  universally  propagated  by  cuttings,  either  a  foot  or  more  long,  with  a  portion  of  two  year  old 

wood,  or  short  with  only  one  bud,  or  one  bud  and  half  a  joint,  &c.  Varieties  without  end  are  raised  from 
seed;  and  it  is  thought  that  by  propagating  from  the  seeds  of  successive  generations  some  sorts  may  ultimately 
be  procured  better  adapted  for  ripening  their  fruit  in  the  open  air  than  now  known.  A  seedling  vine  carefully 
treated  will  show  blossoms  in  its  fourth  or  fifth  year ;  say  that  it  produces  a  fair  specimen  of  its  fruit  in  the 
sixth  year,  then  a  new  generation  may  be  obtained  every  sixth  year. 

The  vine  will  thrive  in  any  dry  soil,  or  in  any  soil  with  a  dry  subsoil ;  but  it  produces  the  best  flavored  fruit 
among  granitic  and  calcareous  fragments,  and  loamy  soil  in  thin  strata,  with  little  manure,  and  when  the 
vine  is  old  and  the  berry  and  bunch  small :  on  the  contrary,  the  most  luxuriant  crops,  large  bunches  and 
berries,  in  a  good  depth  of  friable  loam,  dry  below  and  richly  manured  with  the  strongest  of  animal  manures. 

There  are  three  methods  of  pruning  the  vine  in  hot-houses ;  the  fruit  tree  method,  in  which  the  plant  is 
spread  out  in  the  fan  manner,  and  treated  like  a  common  fruit  tree ;  the  long  or.  young  wood  method,  in 
which  all  the  wood  above  a  year  old  is  cut  out  down  to  the  stool  or  stock ;  and  the  spurring-in  method,  in. 
which  the  fruit  is  produced  from  young  wood  grown  annually  from  the  sides  of  a  main  shoot  or  shoots  of  old 
wood.   The  two  last  methods  are  the  best.. 

Vitis  vulpina,  the  foxgrape,  (so  called  from  the  foxy  flavor  of  its  berries)  is  cultivated  much  in  North 
America,  of  which  country  it  is  a  native.  Many  improved  varieties  have  been  raised  by  the  American 
gardeners,  and  have  been  sent  to  Europe  under  the  name  of  the  Bland,  the  Isabella,  the  Oswego  Tokay, 
&c.  &c. ;  but  they  are  all  tainted  with  the  bad  taste  peculiar  to  the  species,  and  can  be  in  no  estimation  when 
even  an  early  July  grape  is  to  be  procured. 

502.  Ampelopsis.  From  a,ptnXos,  a  vine,  and  v^/if,  resemblance.  The  genus  resembles  the  vine  in  habit, leaves,  ana  flowers ;  is  commonly  employed  for  covering  old  walls,  for  which  the  rapidity  of  its  growth  renders 
it  very  suitable. 
'  503.  Rhamnus.  From  the  Celtic  ram,  signifying  branching.  From  this  word  the  Greeks  have  gained fctftm,  the  Latins  ramus,  and  the  French  rame,  or  in  old  French  reim  ;  for  which  reason  the  arms  of  the 
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2861  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  nearly  equally  toothed  smooth  on  both  sides,  Racemes  loosely  pi  any-fruited 
2862  Leaves  unequally  cut  toothed  shortly  tnfld,  Stalk  nerves  and  edge  pubescent 
2863  Leaves  shining  on  both  sides  reniform  cordate  equally  toothed,  Flowers  in  many  little  heads 
2861  Leaves  quinate,  Leaflets  many-cleft 
2865  Shoots  very  caesious,  Leaves  cordate  angular 
2866  Leaves  cordate  acute  toothed  3-Iobed,  Nerves  villous  beneath,  Racemes  twin  bifid 
2867  Leaves  bipinnate  smooth,  Leaflets  cut-lobed,  Racemes  stalked  twin  bifid 
2868  Leaves  palmate  3-5-leaved  smooth  on  both  sides,  Leaflets  stalked  oblong  acuminate 
2869  Leaves  palmate  3-5-leaved  on  each  side  pubescent,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate  coarsely  toothed 

2870  Flowers  monogynous  hermaphrodite  erect,  Caps.  3-coccous,  Stalks  rusty  tomentose 2871  Flowers  hermaphrodite  trigynous  axillary  in  umbels,  Leaves  elliptical  acute  entire  villous  beneath 
2872  Spines  terminal,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  serrate  acute 2873  Unarmed,  Leaves  lane,  acute  at  each  end  serrated  with  hairs  at  the  axillae,  Flowers  axillary  clustered 
9874  Spines  terminal,  Flowers  4-cleft  dioecious,  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  erect,  Berry  4-seeded 
2875  Spines  terminal,  Flowers  4-cleft  dioecious,  Stems  procumbent 
2876  Spines  terminal,  Leaves  linear  entire  obtuse 
2877  Spines  terminal,  Leaves  oblong  entire 
2878  Branches  spiny,  Flowers  4-cleft  or  trifid  dioecious,  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  evergreen 
2879  Spines  terminal,  Flowers  4-cleft  hermaphrodite 
£880  Spines  terminal,  Leaves  ovate  serrulate,  Branches  divaricating 
2881  Leaves  ovate  entire  smooth  sessile,  Branches  square 
2882  Unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate  serrulate  acute  at  each  end  pubescent  beneath 
2883  flowers  dioecious,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  glandular  crenulate 
2884  Creeping,  Flowers  hermaphrodite,  Leaves  stalked  ovate  crenate 
2885  Flowers  monogynous  hermaphrodite,  Leaves  entire  smooth,  Berry  2-seeded 2886  Flowers  monogynous  hermaphrodite,  CaL  villous,  Leaves  elliptical  entire  acuminate  rounded  at  base 
2887  Flowers  hermaphrodite  racemose,  Leaves  ovate  bluntly  serrated  smooth  at  the  base  glandular 
2888  Flowers  polygamous,  Style  triple,  LeavesMvate  serrated 
2889  Flowers  hermaphrodite,  Stigma  triple,  Leaves  cordate,  Branches  with  tendrils 
2890  flowers  hermaphrodite,  Leaves  oval  acuminate  serrated  veiny  beneath 
2891  Flowers  hermaphrodite,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  scarcely  perennial 
2892  Flowers  dioecious,  Stigma  triple,  Leaves  evergreen  elliptical  serrated  acute  at  the  base  obtuse 
2893  Flowers  dioecious,  Stigma  triple,  Leaves  evergreen  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end  mucronate  toothed 

2879  1 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

town  of  Rheims  are  two  branches  intertwined.  R.  catharticus  was  formerly  used  in  medicine,  and  is  still 
employed  in  color-making,  and  sometimes  in  dying.  The  juice  of  the  unripe  berries  has  the  color  of  saffron, 
and  is  used  for  staining  maps  or  paper.  They  are  sold  under  the  name  of  French  berries,  as  those  of  R  Clusii 
are,  under  the  name  of  Avignon  berries.  The  juice  of  the  French  berries  when  ripe,  and  mixed  with  alum, 
is  the  sap  green  of  the  painters ;  but  if  the  berries  be  gathered  late  in  the  autumn,  the  juice  is  purple.  The 
bark  affords  a  beautiful  yellow  dya  The  inner  bark,  like  that  of  elder,  is  said  to  be  a  strong  cathartic,  and  to 
excite  vomiting.  The  berries  operate  briskly  by  stool,  but  occasion  thirst  and  griping.  It  is  said  by  Woodville that  the  flesh  of  birds  which  feed  on  them  is  purgative. 

R.  lycioides  furnishes  the  wood  of  which  the  Monguls  make  their  images,  on  account  of  its  hardness  and orange  red  color.  . 
R.  saxatilis  greatly  resembles  R  catharticus.  The  berries  are  used  to  dye  the  Maroqum  or  Morocco  leather 

yellow. R.  theezans  has  leaves  like  the  common  tea,  which  are  used  as  such  by  the  poor  of  China,  and  called  Ha. 
(Osbeck.) 

R.  frangula  has  dark  purple  berries,  which  are  purgative,  like  those  of  the  common  buckthorn.  Gathered 
before  tjiey  are  ripe  they  dye  wool  green  and  yellow ;  when  ripe,  blue-gray,  blue,  and  green.  The  bark  dyes yellow,  and  with  preparations  of  iron,  black  From  a  quarter  to  half  an  ounce  of  the  inner  bark  boiled  in 
small  beer,  Is  a  sharp  purge.  In  dropsies  or  constipations  of  the  bowels  in  cattle,  it  is  a  very  certain  purgative. 
The  flowers  are  particularly  grateful  to  bees.  Goats  devour  the  leaves  voraciously ;  and  sheep  will  eat  them. 
Charcoal  prepared  from  the  wood  is  used  by  the  makers  of  gunpowder.  The  berries  of  this  species,  and 
also  of  the  cornus,  are  said  to  be  brought  to  market  and  sold  for  those  of  the  buckthorn ;  but  they  are  easily 
distinguished,  the  true  buckthorn  having  four  seeds,  this  two,  and  the  cornus  one. 

R.  hybridus  is  the  offspring  of  R  alpinus  and  alaternus,  first  procured  by  L'Heritier  about  1778. R.  alaternus  is  an  ornamental  evergreen,  with  mellifluous  blossoms,  much  frequented  by  bees.  It  is  some- 
times confounded  with  the  Phillyrea;  but  they  may  be  easily  distinguished  by  the  position  of  their  leaves, 

which  are  alternate,  in  these,  but  placed  opposite  by  pairs  in  that  It  is  a  rapid  growing  shrub,  and  useful  foi 
thickening  screens,  clothing  walls,  &c. 

504.  (Enoplia.  From  «»«rXw|,  vinous.  Its  little  fruit,  full  of  juice,  resembles  the  berry  of  a  grape.  The 
Rhamnus  volubilis  and  lineatus  belong  to  this  genus,  and  are  beautiful  little  climbing  plants,  but  rather impatient  of  cold. 

N 
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t505.  PALIU'RUS.  Gxrt. 2896  australis  G<srt. 
506.  ZI'ZYPHUS.  W. 2897  Lotus  W. 
2898  Napeca  W. 
2899Jujuba  W. 
2900  vulgaris  W. 

507.  CELAS'TRUS.  W. 29011ucida  W. 
2902bullfita  IV. 
2903 scandens  W. 
2904  cassinoides  W. 
2905  tetragona  P.  S. 
2906  buxif61ia  W. 
2907  pyracantha  TV. 
2908  cym6sa  B.M. 

508.  SENA'CIA.  Lam. 2909  undulata  Lam. 
2910  octogona  Lam. 

t509.  EUCNYMUS.  W. 
2911jap6nica  W. 
2912  europa/a 

(3  pumila 2913  verrucosa  fF. 
2914  latifolia 
2915  atropurpurea 2916  americana  W. 
2917  angustifolia  Ph. 

t*510.  CEANO'THUS.  W. 2918  americana  W. 
2919  intermedia  Ph. 
2920  sanguinea  Ph. 
2921  microphylla  Ph. 
§2922  asiatica  JF. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
505.  Paliurus.  JlaXiuei^  is  the  Greek  name  of  a  place.  The  city  of  Paliurus  was  situated  on  the  coast  of 

Africa  over  against  Candia.  Paliurus  australis  is  a  handsome  free  flowering,  but  very  prickly  shrub :  it  has  broad 
roundish  buckler-shaped  seed-vessels,  which  have  borders  like  the  brims  of  a  hat,  the  footstalks  being  fastened 
to  the  middle.  From  this  singular  appearance  of  the  fruit,  like  a  head  with  a  broad-brimmed  hat  on,  the 
French  call  it  parte  chapeau.  This  shrub  is  by  many  persons  supposed  to  be  that  from  which  the  crown  of 
thorns  which  was  put  upon  the  head  of  Jesus  Christ  was  composed ;  the  truth  of  which  is  supported  by  many 
travellers  of  credit,  who  affirm  that  this  is  one  of  the  most  common  shrubs  in  the  country  of  Judea ;  and  from 
the  pliableness  of  its  branches,  which  may  easily  be  wrought  into  any  figure,  it  may  afford  a  probability. 
Hasselquist,  however,  is  of  opinion,  that  it  was  a  species  of  Rhamnus,  called  therefore  by  Linnaeus  R.  Spina Christi. 
506.  Zizyphus.  A  name  altered  by  the  Greeks  from  asafifa,  its  name  in  the  East  Vide  Shaw's  Voyage, 47.  SuppL  It  is  called  Zizoitf  in  Arabic,  Gotius.  Z.  Lotus,  is  the  true  Lotus  of  the  Lotophagi.  It  is  a  prickly branching  shrub,  with  alternate,  small,  blunt,  three-nerved  leaves,  solitary  flowers,  and  the  fruit  a  spherical 

drupe,  the  size  of  a  wild  plum,  sweet  and  harmless ;  inclosing  a  small,  round,  bony,  two-celled  nucleus ;  first 
green,  but  when  ripe  tinged  with  saffron-color.  It  is  found  on  the  eastern  as  well  as  the  western  extremity  of 
the  African  desert ;  and  Major  Rennel  thinks  he  has  seen  it  on  the  Ganges.  Dr.  Shaw  found  the  fruit  com- 

mon in  Barbary ;  it  was  sold  in  the  markets,  cattle  fed  with  it,  and  a  liquor  drawn  from  it  Mr.  Park  found  it 
very  common  in  all  the  kingdoms  which  he  visited :  he  describes  the  fruit  as  small  farinaceous  berries,  of  a 
yellow  color  and  delicious  taste.  The  natives,  he  says,  convert  them  into  a  sort  of  bread,  by  exposing  them 
some  days  to  the  sun,  and  afterwards  pounding  them  gently  in  a  wooden  mortar,  until  the  farinaceous  part  is 
separated  from  the  stone.  This  meal  is  then  mixed  with  a  little  water,  and  formed  into  cakes,  which,  when 
dried  in  the  sun,  resemble  in  color  and  flavor  the  sweetest  gingerbread.  A  gruel  is  next  made  from  the  meal 
which  still  adheres  "to  the  stones.  The  Greeks  supposed  the  people  who  ate  the  lotus  to  be  confined  to  an extent  of  sea-coast  on  the  north  of  Africa,  including  the  gulphs  of  Syrtes.  The  plant  grows  readily  in  our 
greenhouses,  and  might  be  fruited  if  thought  desirable.  It  is  propagated  by  ripened  cuttings  planted  in  sand 
under  a  hand-glass. 
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2896  Prickles  stipulary  twin,  one  straight  one  recurved,  Leaves  ovate  crenulate  smooth  stalked 

2897  Prickles  twin,  one  recurved.  Leaves  ovate  oblong  obsoletely  crenate 
2898  Prickles  in  pairs  recurved,  Pedunc.  corym.  Fls.  half  digynous,  Leaves  ov.  oblique  smooth  on  both  sides 
2899  Prickles  solitary  recurved,  Leaves  rounded  ovate  obtuse  downy  beneath,  Peduncles  aggregate 2900  Prickles  in  pairs,  one  recurved,  Leaves  ovate  retuse  toothed  smooth 

2901  Leaves  oval  acute  shining  margined  smooth,  Flowers  axillary 2902  Leaves  ovate  acute,  Panicles  terminal 
2903  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  serrated,  Racemes  terminal,  Stem  twining 
2901  Leaves  ovate  acute  at  each  end  serrated  evergreen,  Flowers  axillary 
2905  Leaves  ovate  serrated,  Branches  square 
2906  Spines  axillary,  the  larger  leafy,  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  serrated  obtuse,  the  younger  acute 2907  Spines  naked,  Branches  rounded  acute 
2908  Spines  naked,  Branches  angular,  Leaves  obovate  serrate  toothed,  Cymes  axillary 

2909  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked  wavy  at  edge,  Cymes  umbel  led  terminal,  Caps.  2-celled  2-seeded 
2910  Leaves  elliptical  angular  nerveless  evergreen.  Caps.  1-seeded 

2911  Flowers  4-cleft,  Leaves  rounded  ovate  toothed 
2912  Flower-stalks  compressed  3-flowered,  Flower  usually  tetrandrous,  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  smooth 
£913  Flower-stalks  filiform  rounded,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth.  Branches  warted 
2914  Flower-stalks  filiform  rounded  many-fl.  Lvs.  ovate  oblong  acuminate,  Branches  smooth,  Petals  roundish 
2915  Flower-stalks  compressed  many-flowered,  Stigmas  square  truncated,  Lvs.  obL  acuminate  pubes.  beneath 
2916  Flower-stalks  rounded  3-flowered,  FL  pen  tan.  Lvs.  obL  lane,  smooth  subsess.  acute  serr.  Branches  square 2917  Branches  square,  Leaves  subsessile  long  linear  elliptical  subfalcate  entire,  Fruit  warted 

2918  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acute  subcordate  serrate  3-nerved  beneath  soft  with  hairs,  Corymbs  contracted 
2919  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  mucronate  serrulate  3-nerved,  Corymbs  loose 
2920  Leaves  obovate  serrated  pubescent  beneath,  Panicles  on  very  short  stalks,  Branches  deep  red 
2921  Decumbent  smooth,  Leaves  very  small  in  bundles  oblong  entire,  Corymbs  of  the  branches  terminal 
2922  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  veiny,  Cymes  axillary 
2923  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  netted  with  veins,  Panicle  terminal 
2924  Leaves  obovate  tomentose  beneath,  Heads  of  flowers  in  panicles 
2925  Leaves  oblong  somewhat  cordate  serrate  tomentose  beneath,  Racemes  compound  stalked 

2926  Leaves  lanceolate  3-cornered  spreading,  Ray  of  calyx  shorter  than  the  head 
2927  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  3-cornered  spreading,  Ray  of  calyx  longer  than  the  head 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Z.  jujuba  is  a  middle-sized  tree,  with  ovate  leaves,  pale  yellowish  flowers,  and  red  oval  fruit,  about  the  size 

of  olives,  inclosing  a  stone  of  the  same  shape.   They  are  sweet,  and  eaten  in  the  East  Indies  and  China. 
Z.  vulgaris  is  a  middle-sized  branching  tree,  bearing  a  saffron-colored  drupe  shaped  like  an  olive,  but  smaller. 

The  plant  grows  wild  in  Calabria,  and  is  cultivated  in  other  parts  of  Italy,  and  in  Spain.  The  fruit  is  eaten 
green  or  dried  as  a  sweatmeat.  It  is  common  in  China,  Japan,  Syria,  &c.  and  is  said  to  have  been  first  intro- 

duced into  Italy  from  the  latter  country  in  the  time  of  Augustus.  All  the  species  are  readily  increased  by 
ripened  cuttings  planted  under  a  hand-glass. 

507.  Celastrus.  From  xijkctf,  the  latter  season.  The  ancients  considered  the  holly,  the  Genista,  and  the 
Celastros,  the  trees  which  ripened  their  fruit  latest  The  Celastros  of  the  ancients  is  thought  to  have  been  a 
kind  of  Euonymus,  to  which  this  genus  is  nearly  allied.  It  consists  of  shrubs  or  small  trees,  with  alternate 
leaves,  and  numerous  small  flowers.   The  plants  are  of  easy  culture,  but  of  no  great  beauty. 

508.  Senacia.  A  genus  divided  by  M.  de  Lamarck  from  Celastrus,  and  founded  upon  the  Celastrus  undu- 
latus  of  L'Heritier. 

509.  Euonymus.  From  w,  well,  and  ete/xa,  a  name,  well  named.  The  application  of  the  name  is,  however, 
obscure  to  us.  Euonymus  was  also  a  Heathen  divinity ;  according  to  Epimenides  she  .was  the  mother  of  the 
Furies  by  Saturn.  Fusain,  or  Sonnet  de  Pretre,  Fr.,  Spindelbaum,  Get.,  and  Fusaggine,  ItaL  The  species  form 
neat  little  trees  of  no  great  beauty  or  use.  E.  europaea  is  called  prick-wood,  from  the  use  of  the  wood  for- 

merly as  skewers.  E  americana  best  merits  culture,  and  next,  E  latifolia.  They  are  easily  increased  by 
seed  or  ripened  cuttings. 

510.  Ceanothus.  KiavaS-ef  is  a  name  used  by  Theophrastus  to  designate  a  prickly  plant,  from  xiu,  to  prick. This  is  a  genus  of  North  American  plants,  one  species  of  which,  C.  americana,  is  very  common  in  gardens. 
The  leaves  are  dried  in  Carolina  and  used  as  tea,  and  the  root  to  dye  wool  a  Nankeen  cinnamon  color.  The 
species  are  of  the  easiest  culture,  but  of  very  little  beauty. 

511.  Staavia.  Named  after  Martin  Staaf,  a  correspondent  of  Linnaeus.  Little  Cape  shrubs,  with  heads  of 
flowers  resembling  those  of  some  compound  plant  Young  cuttings  in  sand,  and  covered  with  a  bell,  soon strike  root. 
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512.  POMADER'RIS.  Lab.  Pomaderms. 
2928  apetala  H.  K.  apetalous         *  i  1  or 
2929  elUptica  H.  K.        oval-leaved      *  I  I  or 
2930  lanigera  B.  M.        woolly  *  i  I  or 
2931  phylicifolia  Lodd.    Phylica-leaved  *  i  I  or 

513.  MANGI'FERA.  W.  Mango-tree. 
2932  Indica  W.  Indian  1  □  fr 

514.  SCHRE'BERA.  Ret*.  Schrbbera. 2933  albens  Retx.  whitish  *  O  or 
f515.  BILLARDIE'RA.  Sm.  Apple-berry. 2934  scandens  W.  climbing   |or 

2935  mutabilis  H.  K.       changeable      £_  i  |  or 
2936  longifl6ra  Lab.        blue-berried     J_  |  I  or 
2937  fusiformis  Lab.       spindle-fruited  |_  l  |  or 

*516.  ELJEODEN'DRUM.  W.  OuvE-wooa 
A'rgam  W. 

"2939  orientate  W. 2940  aust  rale  H.  K. 

spiny 
oriental 
thick-leaved 

I  Dor 

Rhamni.   Sp.  4. 
7  my.jn  Pa.Y  N.  HolL  180a 10  my.jl    Pa.Y  N.  HoU.  1805. 
3  ap.jn    Pa.Y  N.  Holl.  1806. 
2  ap.jn    Pa.Y  N.  HolL  1819. 

Terebintacece.   Sp.  1—3. 
20jn.s      R.G    E  Indies  1690. 

Celastrirue.   Sp.  1. 
6     ...     G  Ceylon 

Pittosporeee.    Sp.  4. 
12  jaau    G      NV  S.  W.  1790. 
8  jas  Pu  N.  S.W.  1795. 20  jn.s      G      V.  Di.  L.  1810. 
8  jn.au    B      V.  Di.  L.  1823. 

Rhamni.   Sp.  3—6. 
15  jl  G.Y  Morocco  1711. 12     ...     W     Mauritius  1771. 
3  jaau    W     N.  S.  W.  1796. 

C  s.p  Lab.  no.  h.  l.t.87 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1510 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1823 
C  s.p  Bot  cab.  120 

S  r.m  Bot.  rep.  425 

C  p.l  N.ac.h.2.t4.f.l 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  801 
S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1313 
S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1507 
S  s.p  Lab.  n.  h.  1. 1  90 

C  l.p  Com.  hor.  1. 1 83 
C  p.l  Jac.  ic.  I.t48 C  s.1  Vent  malm.  117 

*517.  DIOS'MA.  W.en.  Diosma. 
2941  oppositifolia  W.  opposite-leaved  *  i  |  or 2942  linearis  W.  linear-leaved    *l  i  |  or 
2943  hirsfita  W.  hairy-leaved     »  i  |  or 
2944  pectinata  W.  en.  pectinated       «.  i  |  or 
2945  ericoides  W.  Heath-leaved   »  i  |  or 
2946  cupresslna  W.  Cypress-leaved  *L\  |  or 2947  tenuifolia  W.  en.  slender-leaved  *  i  |  or 
2948  succulenta  W.  en.  succulent-lvd.  *  i  1  or 
§2949  capitata  W.  pale-purple      *  I  I  or 

t518.  ADENAN'DRA.  W.  en.  Aden&ndra. 2950  uniflora  W.  en.  one-flowered    n.  i  |  or 
2951  umbellata  W.  en.  umbel-flowered*  |  |  or 
2952  frSgrans  B.  M.  red-flowered     *  i  |  or 
2953  alba  Th.  white-flowered  *  |  |  or 
2954  marginata  Th.  margined        *  i  |  or 

519.  BARYOS'MA.  W.en.  Bartosma. 2955  serratif61ia  W.  saw-leaved       *  i 
2956  latifolia  W.  broad-leaved  »i 

Diosmecc. 
3  mr.jl  W 1  mr.jl 
4  mr.jl 1  apjn 
2  mrjl 
2  ap.jn 
2  ap.jn 
2  my.jn  Pu 

Diosmea. 
1  apjl  Pic 2  ap.jl  Pic 3  my  jl  Pk 2  mr.jl  W 
2  mr.jl  Pk 

Diosmea. 
3  mr.jn  Pk 
2  jLau  W 

.9930 

W 
Pk 
W 
W 
Pk 
W 
w 

Sp.9— 36. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.5- 8. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.H. 
C.  G.H. 

Sp.2— 3. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1752. 
1800. 

1731. 
1812 
1756. 1790. 

1790. 

1775. 1789. 
1812. 
1800. 1806. 

Com.  rar.  1.  1. 1 

Com.  rar.  3. 1 3 
We.  co.  pi.  1. 1 8 
Bot  mag.  2332 PL  al.  t.  279.  f.  2 
We.  co.  pi.  1. 1 1 Bot  cab.  860 

Bot  mag.  273 
Bot  mag.  1271 
Bot  mag.  1519 
PLal.  t411.  f.3 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
512.  Pomaderris.  From  x£um,  a  lid,  and  l$pts ,  a  skin,  on  account  of  the  membranous  lid  with  which  the 

cells  of  the  capsule  are  covered.  New  Holland  shrubs,  with  the  habit  of  Ceanothus,  from  which  they  are  dis- 
tinguishable only  by  their  fruit   Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

513.  Mangifera.  From  Manga  or  Manghos,  the  vernacular  name  of  the  fruit,  and  fero,  to  bear.  This  is 
a  large  spreading  tree,  bearing  a  fruit  in  great  estimation  in  the  East.  The  wood  is  brittle,  brown,  and  used 
only  for  indifferent  works.  The  leaves  are  seven  or  eight  inches  long,  and  two  or  more  broad,  lanceolate, 
entire,  of  a  shining  green,  and  sweet  resinous  smell.  The  flowers  are  produced  in  loose  bunches  at  the  ends  of 
the  branches.  The  fruit  is  a  berried  drupe,  large,  flattened  like  a  lens,  kidney-shaped ;  the  flesh  soft  and 
pulpy,  like  a  damascene  plum ;  the  shell  almost  kidney-shaped,  of  a  leathery  crustaceous  substance,  and  one- celled.  This  fruit,  when  fuUv  ripe,  is  yellow  and  reddish,  replete  with  a  fine  agreeable  juice :  some  are  full  of 
fibres,  and  the  juice  runs  out  of  these  on  cutting,  or  with  a  little  handling ;  but  those  which  have  few  or  no 
fibres  are  much  the  finest ;  they  cut  like  an  apple,  but  are  more  juicy,  and  some  are  as  big  as  a  large  man's fist  It  is  esteemed  a  very  wholesome  fruit,  and,  except  very  fine  pine-apples,  is  preferable  to  any  fruit  in 
India ;  gentlemen  there  eat  little  other  fruit  in  the  hot  months ;  but  if  no  wine  be  drank  with  it,  the  Mango 
is  apt  to  throw  out  troublesome  boils,  at  least  with  new  comers,  which  are,  however,  conducive  to  health.  In 
Europe  we  have  only  the  unripe  fruit  brought  over  in  pickle. Loureiro  remarks,  that  there  are  many  varieties,  differing  chiefly  in  the  figure,  size,  color,  and  taste  of  the 
fruit,  as  apples  and  pears  do  in  Europe.  Retzius,  on  the  contrary,  affirms,  that  there  are  certainly  several  dis- 

tinct species ;  the  number  of  stamens  in  some  being  double ;  the  racemes  in  others  compound ;  the  fruit  kidney, 
shaped,  globular,  fleshy,  almost  juicelesg,  &c. 

According  to  Sweet,  "  the  Mango  ripens  fruit  in  this  country,  when  the  plants  are  of  a  good  size.  Sandy  loam, or  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  is  most  suitable  to  it,  and  the  pots  should  be  well  drained,  as  the  plants  are  apt  to 
get  sodden  with  too  much  water.  Fresh  seeds  from  the  West  Indies  vegetate  freely.  The  plant  may  also  be 
increased  from  cuttings,  which  root  best  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass."  (Bot.  Cult.  77.) Knight,  Hallet,  and  some  other  horticulturists  are  at  present  cultivating  this  tree  with  a  view  to  its  fruit 
Knight  recommends  for  such  trees,  training  the  shoots  downwards,  and  at  no  great  distance  from  the  glass. 
There  are  trees  in  the  garden  of  Earl  Powis  which  must  bear  very  soon. 

514.  Schrebera.  Named  after  John  Chr.  Daniel  Schreber,  a  German  botanist,  chiefly  known  by  an  edition  of 
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2928  Leaves  ovate-oblong  doubly-serrated  tomentose  beneath,  Flowers  apetalous  in  racemes 2929  Leaves  oval  tomentose  beneath,  Heads  of  flowers  in  umbels  panicled 
2930  Cymes  panicled  terminal,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire  coriaceous  rusty  beneath 
2931  Leaves  linear,  Flowers  in  axillary  clusters  as  long  as  leaves 

2932  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy,  Panicles  terminal  many-flowered,  Stamen  1 

2933  The  only  species 

2934  Peduncles  solitary  1-flowered,  Leaves  somewhat  hairy 
2935  Leaves  lanceolate  linear,  Peduncles  solitary  1-flowered  smooth,  Fruit  smooth 
2936  Leaves  smooth,  Cor.  cylindrical,  Peduncles  solitary  1-fl.  Petals  very  long  rolled  inwards  at  edge 
2937  Panicles  few-flowered,  Leaves  somewhat  hairy,  Anthers  connivent 

2938  Branches  spiny,  Leaves  ovate  obtuse 2939  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  with  red  veins 
2940  Leaves  elliptical  coriaceous  toothletted,  Petals  and  stamens  four 

2941  Leaves  3-cornered  obtuse  ciliated,  Flowers  terminal 
2942  Leaves  linear  obtuse  smooth  spreading,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 
£943  Leaves  linear  carinate  mucronate  villous,  Peduncles  1-flowered  terminal  corymbose 2944  Leaves  3-cornered  acute  dotted  ciliated 
2945  Leaves  3-cornered  obtuse  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 
2946  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  carinate  appressed  rough  at  edge,  Flower  terminal  nearly  solitary 
2947  Leaves  linear  carinate  mucronate  ciliated  upright,  Peduncles  1-2  flowered  corymbose  terminal 
2948  Leaves  linear  carinate  acute  thickish  fringed  upright,  Flowers  terminal  subsessile  solitary  or  4  together 
2949  Leaves  3-cornered  villous-hispid  imbricated,  Flowers  in  spiked  heads 

2950  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  solitary,  Calyxes  fringed 
2951  Leaves  oblong  smooth  ciliated,  Flowers  terminal  in  umbels,  Calyxes  smooth 
2952  Leaves  ovate  oblong  glandular  scattered,  Peduncle  glutinous  aggregate  terminal  twice  as  long  as  leaves 
2953  Leaves  linear  carinate  mucronate  at  the  edge  cartilaginous  and  rough,  Flowers  axillary  and  solitary 
2954  Leaves  cordate,  Lower  ovate,  Upper  lanceolate,  Umbels  terminal 
2955  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  serrulate 
2956  Leaves  ovate  eremite  pubescent,  Peduncles  lateral  1-flowered,  Branches  downy 

Linnaeus's  Genera  Plantarum,  which  he  published  in  1789,  in  which  he  unadvisedly  altered  all  the  names  of Aublet,  without  ever  having  seen  the  plants. 
515.  BiUardiera.  Named  in  honor  of  Jacques  Julien  Labillardiere,  a  French  botanist,  who  visited  Syria,  and 

afterwards  New  Holland,  in  D'Entrecasteaux's  expedition.  His  reputation  as  a  botanist  was  almost  annihilated by  the  Prodromus  Nova;  Hollandia?  of  Brown.  The  species  of  this  genus  are  desirable  as  climbers  for  a  con- 
servatory, especially  B.  longiflora,  which  is  a  fast  grower  and  an  abundant  flowerer ;  and  when  in  fruit,  its  fine 

blue  berries  make  a  handsome  appearance.  They  thrive  well  in  an  equal  portion  of  loam  and  peat ;  and  cut- 
tings root  readily  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass :  they  may  also  be  raised  from  seeds,  which  are  produced  in  abund- ance. (Hot.  Cult.  149.) 

516.  Elceodendrum.  From  =;.«/«,  an  olive,  and  Se t $; «v,  a  tree ;  a  tree  resembling  an  olive  E.  argam  furnishes 
an  oil  by  expression  from  the  fruit  as  in  the  common  olive :  it  is  used  at  table  by  the  Moors,  and  in  various 
works  by  Europeans.   The  tree  is  rather  tender,  and  requires  protection  during  winter. 

E.  australe,  and  the  stove  species,  "  grow  freely  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat ;  and  ripened  cuttings  will 
soon  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass."  (Sweet.) 

517.  Diosma.  From  hef,  divine,  and  ao-fm,  smell ;  that  is  to  say,  a  smell  divine  among  the  Hottentots,  who rub  their  greasy  bodies  with  the  powdered  leaves  of  all  the  species,  which  they  call  Bucku.  To  Europeans  the 
smell  is  unpleasant  This  is  a  genus  of  handsome  shrubs,  bearing  a  general  resemblance  to  heaths,  but  with 
larger  leaves.  The  flowers  are  in  corymbs  at  the  ends  of  the  branches.  D.  ericoides,  and  other  species,  are  the 
kinds  chiefly  used  by  the  Hottentots  to  scent  the  ointments  with  which  they  anoint  their  skin.  Young  cut- 

tings root  freely  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 
518.  Adenanara.  From  aStit,  a  gland,  and  amj  *»$(«(,  a  male ;  or,  in  composition  of  botanical  names,  a 

stamen ;  on  account  of  the  appendage  of  the  stamens.  This  is  a  very  natural  genus,  easily  recognized  by  its  gland- 
ular anthers.  Sweet  "  found  it  succeed  best  in  sandy  peat,  but  some  prefer  mixing  a  little  sandy  loam  with  it. The  young  tender  tops  strike  best,  made  into  cuttings,  and  planted  in  a  pot  of  sand  under  a  bell-glass :  it  does  not 

require  to  be  plunged  in  heat."  (Bot.  Cult.  127.) 
519.  Baryosma.  From  frayis,  strong,  and  itr/ty,  smell,  in  allusion  to  its  fetid  leaves.  Plants  with  the  habit 

of  Diosma.   Cuttings  root  readily,  taken  off  in  ripened  wood,  and  planted  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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520.  AGATHOS'MA.  W.  en.  Agathosma. 2957  hispidum  W.  rough-leaved    tt. 1  ]  or 2958  ciliatum  W.  ciliated  *  i  I  or 
2959  villosum  W.  shaggy  O-  i  |  or 
2960  imbricatum  W.       imbricated       *  i  |  or 
2961  acuminatum  W.  en.  acuminate       it  \  |  or 
2962  cerefolium  Fen.  Chervil-scented*! «.  |  |  or 

«l_Jor pubescent crenated 
oval-leaved 
blunt-leaved    *  i  |  or 
red  at  i  lor 
square-branch,  n.  \  |  or 
Nauclea. 
oriental  £  □  or 

2963  pub&ceng  W.en. 2964  crenfitum  W. 
2965ovatum  W. 
2966  pulchellum  W. 2967  rubrum  W. 
2968  tetrag6num  W. 

521.  NAU'CLEA.  W. 2969  orientalis  W. 
522.  PITTOSTORUM.  W.  Pittosporum. 
2970  coriaceum  W.        thick-leaved     it 1  |  or 
2971  vfridiflorum  B.  M.  green-flowered  *  i_J  or 
2972Tobira  H.  K.         glossy-leaved    Jt|  |  or 
2973  undulatum  H.  K.     wave-leaved     it  |  ]  or 
2974  revolfttum  H.  K.     downy-leaved   it  lJ  or 2975  ferrugineum  H.  K.  rusty-leaved     it  Q  or 

523.  LASIOPE'TALUM.  Smith.  Lasiopetalum. 
2876  parviftfrum  L.  T.  small-flowered  it  i_J  or 2977  ferrugineum  B.  R.  rusty  K  |  |  or 

524.  THOMA'SIA.  Gay.  Thomasia. 2978  purpurea  Gay. 
2979  solanacea  Gay. 
2980  quercifolia  Gay. 

525.  SERIN'GIA.  Gay. 2981  platyphylla  Gay. 

purple  it  i  |  or Solanum-like    it  |  |  or 
oak-leaved      it  |  |  or 

Seringia. 
Nettle- tree-lvd.: El_Jor 

526.  BUTTNERIA 
2982scSbra  W. 
2983  microphjlla  W. W. 

BUTTNERIA. 
rough-leaved small-leaved 

527.  AYE'NIA.  W.  Atenia. 
2984  pusllla  W.  small  £  CO  cu 
2985  laevigata  P.  S.         smooth  tLflcu 

528.  C ALODEKPDRU  M.  W.  Calodendrum. 
2986  capense  W.  Cape  i_l  or 

t529.  TODDA'LIA.  Lam.  Toddalia. 
2987  asiatica  Lam.         prickly  it  I   I  or 

Scopolia  aculeata  Sm. 
530.  BURSA'RIA.  Cav.  Bursaria. 
2988  spinosa  Cav.  thorny  *  i  |  or 

531.  CEDRE'LA.  W. 2989odors;ta  W. 
2990  Toona  Roxb. 

DiormccE.    Sp.  12. 
J  jn.au    V      C.  G.H.  1786. 
2  ap.my  W  C.  G.  H.  1774. Ujn.au    V       C.  G.  H.  1786. 
3  ap.jn    Pk     C.  G.  H.  1774. 
5  ap.jn  V  C.  G.  H.  1812. 
2  ap.jn    W     C.  G.H.  1790. 1  my.au  W     C.  G.  H.  1798. 
2  ja.mr  W     C.  G.  H.  1774. 2  f.s       W     C.  G.  H.  1790. 
3  f.s       Pu     C.  G.  H.  1787. 
2  f.my  R  C.  G.  H.  1752. 
1  jLau    W     C.  G.H.  178a 

Rubiaceat.   Sp.  1 — 12. 30     ...     Y      E.  Indies  1800. 
Pittosporece.    Sp.  6—11. 

10  my      B      Madeira  1787. 
6  my.jn  G  C.  G.  H  1806. 6  mr.au  W     China  1804. 
3  f.jn  W.y  N.  S.  W.  1789. 
6  f.ap  Y  N.S.  W.  1795. 
6  £my    Y      Guinea  1787. 

BUttneriacea.   Sp.  2. 
3  apjl     Br     N.HolL  1810. 
4  apjl     Y      N.HolL  1791. 

Biittneriacea.   Sp.  3. 
3  apjl     Pu     N.  Holl  1803. 
3  apjl    Pu     N.  Holl.  1803. 
3  apjl     Br     N.  Holl.  1803. 

BUttneriacece.   Sp.  1. 
12  apjl     W     N.  Holl.  1802. 

ButtneriacetB.   Sp.  2—14. 6  jl        Pu     W.  Indies  1793. 
5  ...     W.pu  S.  Amer.  1816. 

Malvacea.   Sp.  2—4. 1  jl.s      Pu     Jamaica  1756. 2  ...     S  Jamaica 
Rutacece.   Sp.  1. 

40     ...     Pk     C.  G.  H  1789. 
Terebintacece.   Sp.  1—5. 6  ...     W     E.Indies  1790. 

Bot.  cab.  210 
We.co.pLl.t.S 
We.co.pLl.t9 
Waco.  pl.l.  t28 Vent  malm.  93 
We.c.p.l.t  13,14 
Bot  cab.  404 
Bot  mag.  1616 Bot  mag.  1357 
Bot  rep.  451 

L  r.m  Rhe.  mal.  &  t.33 

L  p.l  Bot  rep.  151 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1684 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1396 
C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  16 
G  s.p  Bot.  reg.  186 
G  s.p  Bot  mag.  2075 

C  l.p  L.t.v.l0.tm£2 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1766 

C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1755 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1486 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1485 

C  s.p  Mem.  mu.  vol  7 

C  p.l  Ca.d.5.tl48.f.l 
C  Lp  Ca.d.5.t.l48.£2 
C  r.m  MUl.ic.79.tll8 
C  r.m 

C  Lp  H.na.h.4.  t22 

C  s.p  Lam.ilLtl39 
thomy 

Bastard-cedar. 
Barbadoes        t  □  tm 
E.  Indian        f  ntm 

Pittosporece.   Sp.  1. 
10  au.d    W     NS.W.   179a  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1767 

Cedrelece.    Sp.  2. 
50     ...    Pk     W.  Indies  1739. 
50     ...     Pk     E.  Indies  1823. C  Lp  Brja.l58.tl0.f.l 

C  Lp 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
520.  Agathosma.  From  ayxS-os,  good,  and  a?/**),  smell ;  to  be  understood  as  Diosma.  This  genus  resembles that,  and  requires  the  same  culture.  The  Hottentots  use  the  leaves  of  A.  pulchella  dried  and  powdered,  under 

the  name  of  Bucku,  to  mix  with  the  grease  with  which  they  anoint  themselves.  It  gives  them  so  rank  an 
odor,  that  Thunberg  says,  he  sometimes  could  not  bear  the  smell  of  the  men  who  drove  his  waggon. 

521.  Nauclea.  A  noble  genus  of  Rubiaceous  plants,  bearing  their  flowers  in  round  heads.  The  meaning  of 
the  name  is  nowhere  explained.   One  species,  N.  Gambir,  is  said  to  yield  the  gamboge  gum  of  the  shops. 

522.  Pittosporum.  From  vnmi,  resin,  and  «r«j«,  a  seed.  The  capsule  is  resinous.  These  are  handsome 
shrubs,  with  good  foliage  and  pretty  flowers.  P.  tobira,  a  native  of  Japan,  is  nearly  hardy.  Ripened  cuttings 
root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass,  or  one  species  may  be  grafted  on  another. 

523.  Lasiopetalum.  From  Xeurios,  woolly,  and  xvraXtn,  a  petal ;  in  allusion  to  the  flowers.  Ripened  cuttings 
planted  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass  will  root  freely. 

524.  Thomasia.  Named  by  M.  Gay,  after  M.  Thomas,  an  industrious  collector  of  Swiss  plants.  Divided 
lately  from  Lasiopetalum. 

525.  Seringia.  Also  named  by  M.  Gay,  in  honor  of  M.  Scringe,  an  ingenious  Swiss  botanist,  author  of 
Melanges  de  Botanique,  and  other  useful  works.  Divided  from  Lasiopetalum,  with  which  it  agrees  in  habit  and 
appearance. 526.  BUttneria.   David  Sigismond  Augustus  Buttner,  was  a  professor  of  botany  at  Gottingen,  who  published, 
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2957  Leaves  3-ccvnered  blunt  villous  hispid  spreading,  Umbels  terminal 2958  Leaves  lanceolate  carinated  ciliated,  Umbels  terminal 
2959  Lvs.  aggregate  linear  lanceolate  channelled  glandular  villous  imbricated,  Heads  of  branches  terminal 
2960  Leaves  aggregate  ovate  acuminate  imbricated  dotted  fringed,  Heads  of  branches  terminal  umbel  led 
2961  Leaves  alternate  aggregate  subcordate  acuminate  pubesc.  dotted,  Flowers  in  terminal  umbelled  branches 
2962  Leaves  imbricate  spreading  lanceolate  ciliated,  Heads  terminal,  Five  stamens  sterile 
2963  Leaves  aggregate  oval  obtuse  glandular  ciliated  spreading.  Heads  of  branches  terminal 
2964  Leaves  ovate  crenate  dotted  beneath,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
2965  Leaves  opposite  smooth  ovate  entire  revolute  at  edge  beneath  rusty  with  dots 
2966  Leaves  ovate  glandular-crenate  smooth,.  Flowers  axillary  in  pairs 
2967  Leaves  3-cornered  mucronate  smooth  below  dotted  in  two  rows,  Segments  of  calyx  smooth 
2968  Leaves  ovate  carinate  ciliated  imbricated  4  ways,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 

2969  Leaves  oblong  acute,  Peduncles  equal,  Stamens  the  length  of  corolla 

2970  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  smooth  coriaceous,  Capsules  2-valved 
2971  Leaves  obovate  blunt  shining  netted  beneath,  Panicle  globose  terminal 
2972  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  smooth  coriaceous,  Capsules  3- valved 2973  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end  and  stalks  smooth,  Peduncles  of  the  branches  terminal 
2974  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse  pubescent  beneath  revolute  at  the  edge 
2975  Leaves  elliptical  acuminate  smooth,  Leafstalks  rusty  with  down 

2976  Sepals  smooth  inside 
2977  Sepals  hoary  on  both  sides 

2978  Leaves  linear  elliptical  entire,  Stipules  leafy,  Petals  5,  Stamen* 
2979  Petals  5,  Stamens  10 
2980  Leaves  3-lobed  beneath  hispid  downy,  Petals  O 

2981  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  coarsely  toothed 

2982  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed  hastate  at  base,  Rachis  stem  and  leafstalks  angular  prickly 
2983  Leaves  elliptical  entire  emarginate,  Prickles  stipulary,  Branches  wavy  smooth 

2984  Leaves  cordate  smooth 
2985  Leaves  ovate  entire  smooth,  Ovary  stalked,  Nectary  10  cleft  rayed 

2986  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  entire  with  parallel  veins,  Flowers  terminal  panicled 

2987  Stem  branches  and  leaves  prickly,  Leaflets  ovate  lanceolate  subserrated 

2988  Stem  spiny,  Leaves  emarginate,  Flowers  racemose 
2989  CaL  and  cor.  naked 
2990  CaL  and  cor.  fringed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
in  1750,  a  catalogue  of  the  plants  in  the  garden  of  an  amateur  named  Cunoa  Ripened  cuttings  planted  in  sand 
under  a  hand-glass  will  root  freely. 

527.  Ayenia.  In  honor  of  the  Duke  D'Ayen,  of  the  house  of  Noailles.  He  was  a  great  patron  of  botany. Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  in  a  moist  heat. 
528.  Calodendrum.  From  xaXos,  fine,  and  Sev^ov,  a  tree.  Fine  indeed,  with  its  beautiful  foliage  and  splendid 

flowers.  This  is  a  Cape  genus,  and  is  generally  supposed  to  be  one  of  the  finest  trees  known  there ;  its  fruit 
bears  great  resemblance  to  a  chestnut,  but  seldom  arrives  here  perfect.  It  grows  freely  in  an  equal  mixture  of 
loam  and  peat ;  and  ripened  cuttings  root  readily  in  pots  of  sand  under  a  hand-glass.   (Bot.  Cult.  159.) 529.  Toddalia.  Kaka  Toddali  is  the  Malabar  name  of  the  shrub.  Cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a 
bell-glass. 

530.  Bursar  ia.  From  bursa,  a  pouch ;  the  capsules  resemble  those  of  Thlaspi  Bursa  Pastoris  so  much,  that 
LabUlardiere  fancied  he  had  found  a  cruciferous  tree  when  he  discovered  the  plant  in  New  Holland.  "  This  is  a pretty  plant.  It  is  very  desirable  for  a  greenhouse  or  conservatory,  being  an  abundant  flowerer,  and  very  showy 
when  covered  all  over  with  its  elegant  little  white  flowers ;  an  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat  is  the  best 
soil  for  it ;  and  young  cuttings  are  not  difficult  to  root  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass."  (Bot.  Cult.  155.) 531.  Cedrela.  From  cedrus,  the  cedar-tree.  The  wood  of  plants  of  this  genus  is  one  of  the  kinds  of  cedar  of 
commerce.    All  that  comes  from  New  Holland  in  the  form  of  packing  cases,  is  supposed  to  be  the  wood  of  a  spe- 
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fiS2.  HOVENIA.  Th.  Hovenia. 
2991  dulcis  Don.  sweet 
'2992  acerba  Lindl.  sour 

|fr 

*£S3.  BRU'NIA.  TV. 2993nodifl6ra  W. 
§2994  paleacea  TV. 
§2995  lanuginosa  TV. 2996  verticillata  TV. 
2997deusta  Th. 
52998  microphylla  Th. 
2999  laxa  Th. 
3000  alopecuroldes  Th. 

§3001  abrotanoldes  TV. 
3002  supcrba  Donn. 
3003  fragarioides  TV. 
§3004  ciliata  L. 3005  ericoides  Wendl. 
§3006  phylicoSdes  Th. 
534.  BROSS.K'A.  L. 3607  coccinea  L. 
635.  I'TEA.  L. 
3008  virginica  TV. 

536.  CYRII/LA.  i. 
3009  caroliniana  Ph. 

537.  CLAYTO'NIA.  W. 3010  virginica  Ph. 3011  caroliniana  A.  £ 
3012  lanceolata  Ph. 
3013sibirica  TV. 
3014  alsinoides 
3015  perfoliate  Donn. 

*538.  IMPA'TIENS.  W. 
§3016  Balsamina  TV. 
§3017  cocclnea  H.  AT. 3018  biflora  Ph. 
3019  Nolitfagere  W. 

2991 

Brunia.  ' imbricated  it  \  |  or 
chaffy  it  i  I  or 
woolly  it  i  |  or whorled  *  i  |  or 
black-tipped  tt.  i  |  or small-leaved  ml  i  |  or 
spiked  *  i  |  or 
Fox-tail  M.  i  |  or 
Thyme-leaved  «-  >  |  or 
.superb  it  |  |  or 
Strawberry-like  *L  i  |  or ciliated  a.  i  |  or 
heathy  it  |  |  or 
Phylica-like  it  |  |  or 
Bros&ea. 
scarlet  it  □  or 

I  TEA. 
Virginian  3fc  or 
Cyrilla. 
Carolina  it  |  |  or 
Claytonia. 
Virginian  3t  A  pr 
spatula-leaved  ^  A  pr 
spear-leaved  3t  A  pr Siberian  O  pr 
Chickweed-like  O  cu 
small-flowered      O  cu 
Balsam. 
garden  O  or 
glandular-leav.  O  or 
two-flowered  O  or 
Touch-me-not      O  or 

Rhamni.  Sp. 
8  jLau  W 8  jl.au  W 
Rhamni.  Sp. 

6  jl.au  W 
2  jn.au  W 3  jn.au  W 
3  jn.au  W 1  jn.au  W 
1  jn.au  W 
2  jn.au  W 1  ...  W 

1|  my.jl  W 4  my.jl  W 
1  my.jl  W 
1  my.jl  W 
3  jLau  W 
2  jn.au  W 

Japan Nepal 
14—24. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1812.  C  p.i 
...    C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  501 

1786. 1791. 
1774. 
1794. 1804. 
1804. 
1805. 1816. 1787. 
1791. 
1794. 1812. 
1804. 1805. 

Ericece.   Sp.  1. 4     ...     S       S.  Amer. 
EricetE.  Sp. 

6  jn.au  W 

C  p.l   Bre.  cent.22.  U0 
C  p.l  Wendl.  cokt.21 C  p.l  Bot  cab.  572 C  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  p.I  Bot.  cab.  355 C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 
C  p.l  Wend.coll.2.t57 
C  p.l 

C  Lp   Plum,  ic  64.  f.  2 

2993 

N.  Amer.  1744.  L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2409 

1. 

Carolina  1765.  C  Lp  Bot  mag.  2456 

f.6— 11. 

Amer.  1748. 
N.  Amer.  1789. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Siberia  1768. 
Nootk.Sd.17

94. 
N.  Amer.  1794.  S  s.p 

Balsaminece.   Sp.  4—16. 3  jLo      R      E.  Indies  1596.  S  r.m  Blackw.  1 583 
2  jn.s      R      E.  Indies  1808.  S  r.m  Bot  mag.  1256 
2  jn.s  O  N.  Amer.  ...  S  r.m  Sweet  fl.  g.  43 
2  jn.s      Y      England  w.s.pL  S  s.p  Eng.  bot  937 3007 

Ericece.  Sp. 

6  jn.au  W Portulacete. 

i  mr.my  St 
i  mr.my  Pk |  mr.my  W 
$  my.au  R i  mr.jn  W 
}  my.au  W 

U    Jl.l  -L  U1S1I.  £1111.  1.  U0 
S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2243 S  p.l  Bot  mag.  1309 "  Bot  mag.  1336 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
cies  of  Cedrela.  This  tree  shoots  out  many  side  branches  towards  the  top,  which  are  furnished  with  winged 
leaves,  composed  of  16  or  18  pair  of  leaflets,  so  that  they  are  sometimes  near  three  feet  long.  The  flowers  are  on 
a  branching  raceme,  and  the  fruit  a  woody  capsule  about  the  size  of  a  pigeon's  egg.  The  bark,  leaves,  and  fruit have,  when  fresh,  a  smell  like  assafoetida,  but  the  timber  has  a  pleasant  smell.  In  the  British  West  India 
islands  the  tree  has  the  common  name  of  cedar.  The  trunk  is  so  large  as  to  be  hollowed  out  into  canoes  and 
periaguas,  for  which  purpose  it  is  extremely  well  adapted ;  the  wood  being  soft,  it  may  be  cut  out  with  great  faci- 

lity, and  being  light,  it  will  carry  a  great  weight  on  the  water.  There  are  canoes  in  the  West  Indies  which  have 
been  formed  out  of  these  trunks  forty  feet  long  and  six  broad :  the  wood  is  of  a  brown  color,  and  has  a  fragrant 
odor,  whence  the  title  of  cedar  has  been  given  to  it.  It  is  frequently  cut  into  shingles  for  covering  houses,  and 
is  found  very  durable ;  but  as  the  worms  are  apt  to  eat  this  wood,  it  is  not  proper  for  building  ships,  though  it  is 
often  used  for  that  purpose,  as  also  for  sheathing  of  ships.  It  is  often  used  for  wainscoting  of  rooms,  and  to 
make  chests,  because  vermin  do  not  so  frequently  breed  in  it,  as  in  many  other  sorts  of  wood,  this  having  a  very 
bitter  taste,  which  is  communicated  to  whatever  is  put  into  the  chests,  especially  when  the  wood  is  fresh ;  for 
which  reason  it  is  never  made  into  casks,  because  spirituous  liquors  will  dissolve  part  of  the  resin,  and  thereby 
acquire  a  very  bitter  taste.   Cuttings  of  Cedrela  strike  root  under  a  hand-glass  in  sand. 

532.  Hovenia.  Named  after  David  Hoven,  a  Dutch  commissary  in  Japan,  who  gave  facilities  and  encourage- 
ment to  Thunberg  while  in  that  country.  A  small  tree,  nearly  hardy.  Its  fruit  is  eaten  in  China  and  Japan,  and 

is  said  to  resemble  a  Bergamot  pear  in  taste. 
533.  Brunia.  So  named  after  Cornelius  Brun,  a  traveller  into  the  Levant  and  Russia  at  the  end  of  the  last  and 

beginning  of  the  present  century.  This,  Sweet  observes,  "  is  a  pretty  Cape  genus ;  its  species  are  pretty  bushy shrubs,  with  heath-like  leaves,  and  are  handsomest  while  young.  The  flowers  are  not  so  showy  as  in  many  other 
genera,  but  some  of  them  are  very  elegant.  A  sandy  peat  soil  suits  them  best,  with  a  moderate  supply  of  water; 
and  young  cuttings  planted  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass  will  strike  root  freely."  (Bot.  Cult.  153.) 534.  Brosscea.  Gui  de  la  Brosse  was  physician  to  Louis  XIII,  and  in  1626  procured  the  establishment  at 
Paris  of  the  Jardin  des  Plantes,  of  which  he  was  the  first  director.  A  very  doubtful  plant.  It  is  said  to  be  a 
shrub  like  a  Cistus,  with  scarlet  flowers  half  an  inch  long. 

535.  Itea.  From  Ina,  the  Greek  name  of  the  willow.  The  name  Salix  having  been  given  to  the  modem 
willow,  that  of  Itea  has  been  applied  to  a  plant  resembling  the  willow  in  leaves  and  place  of  growth.  This  is  a 
handsome  plant  which  thrives  well  either  in  peat-soil  or  sandy  loam,  and  is  increased  by  layers. 
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3991  Fruit  sweet  fleshy,  Leaves  glabrous  a  little  shining 
2992  Fruit  austere,  Leaves  downy  quite  opaque 

2993  Leaves  3-cornered  incurved  acute,  Flowers  terminal  on  the  lateral  branches 
2994  Leaves  3-cornered  brown  at  end,  Chaff  of  the  heads  exserted  colored 
2995  Leaves  half  round  erect-spreading  withered  at  end  at  the  base  and  branches  hairy,  Heads  round  lateral 
2996  Leaves  3-cornered  obtuse  smooth,  Heads  terminal,  Branches  whorled  clustered 
2997  Leaves  3-cornered  black  at  the  end  smooth,  Heads  terminal 
2998  Leaves  ovate  3-cornered  fleshy  smooth,  Heads  terminal,  Branches  divaricating 
2999  Leaves  3-cornered  and  spiked,  Flowers  smooth 
3000  Leaves  3-cornered  acute  smooth,  Heads  lateral  globose  smooth 
3001  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  reflexed  spreading  :  their  edge  fringed  at  base,  Heads  terminal  corymbose 
3002  leaves  half  rounded  spreading  incurved  hairy  at  the  end  with  a  withered  beard 
3003  Leaves  3-cornered  appressed  ciliated  at  edge 
3004  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  ciliated.    A  very  doubtful  species 
3005  Leaves  short  acute  3-cornered  at  the  end  spreading  fuscous  and  callous,  Heads  round  at  end  of  branches 
3006  Leaves  ovate  convex  imbricated,  Heads  terminal  hairy 

3007  A  little  shrub  like  a  Cistus,  with  ovate  stalked  alternate  pale-green  leaves 

3008  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated,  Spikes  pubescent 

3009  Leaves  wedge-lanceolate  acute  membranous  nerved,  Spikes  slender 

3010  Leaves  very  long  linear,  Petals  entire 
3011  Leaves  short  oval  abruptly  narrowed  into  the  stalk 
3012  Leaves  lanceolate,  Raceme  solitary  elongated,  Root  tuberous 
3013  Leaves  nerved  :  radical  and  cauline  ovate,  Raceme  1-sided,  Petals  bifid 
3014  Radical  leaves  spatulate  ovate :  cauline  ovate  distinct,  Root  fibrous 
3015  Radical  leaves  spatulate  rhomb-shaped :  cauline  perfoliate 

3016  Flower-stalks  clustered,  Leaves  lanceolate :  the  upper  alternate,  Spur  shorter  than  flower 
3017  Leaves  alternate  oblong  oval  serrated.  Leafstalks  with  many  glands,  Spur  incurved  as  long  as  flower 
3018  Flower-stalks  generally  2-flowered,  Leaves  ovate  serrated,  Flowers  orange-brown  spotted  inside 3019  Flower-stalks  clustered,  Leaves  ovate,  Points  of  stem  tumid 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
536.  Cyritta,  In  honor  of  Dominico  Cyrilli,  professor  of  medicine  at  Naples,  and  a  fellow  of  the  Royal 

Society  of  London.  He  published,  in  1788,  a  work  upon  the  rare  plants  of  Naples,  which  is  now  one  of  the 
scarcest  of  botanical  works.  This  is  a  pretty  shrub.  Young  cuttings  will  root  under  a  bell-glass  in  sand,  but not  very  freely. 

537.  Claytonia.  In  memory  of  Mr.  John  Clayton,  who  collected  plants  chiefly  in  Virginia,  and  sent  them  to 
Gronovius,  who  published  them  in  his  Flora  Virginica.  C.  perfoliata  is  very  hardy,  and  is  not  easily  eradicated where  once  introduced.  It  grows  on  the  poorest  soil,  vegetates  early,  and  the  whole  of  the  herbage  gathered 
and  boiled  makes  a  very  tender  spinage. 

538.  Impatiens.  A  metaphorical  name  given  to  these  plants  on  account  of  the  elastic  force  with  which  their 
capsules  burst,  and  scatter  their  seeds  upon  the  slightest  touch.  I.  Balsamina  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  of 
popular  annuals,  forming  a  shewy  cone  of  finely  variegated  carnation-like  flowers.  The  prevailing  colors  of  the 
petals  are  red  and  white,  the  former  extending  to  every  shade  of  orange,  purple,  scarlet,  lilac,  pink,  and  espe- 

cially carnation  or  flesh  color.  Those  are  esteemed  the  most  beautiful  varieties  which  have  the  flowers  double, 
and  striped  in  the  manner  of  a  flake  or  bizarre  carnation  :  but  none  of  the  varieties  are  permanent  or  can  be 
continued  by  seeds,  and  the  plant  does  not  root  readily  by  cuttings.  The  way  to  procure  very  large  plants  is  to 
sow  early  in  the  season,  as  in  March,  to  commence  transplanting  into  3-inch  pots  as  soon  as  the  plants  have  two 
proper  leaves,  and  to  shift  every  week  or  ten  days  into  pots  a  size  larger  every  time,  till  at  last  they  are  in  pots  of the  largest  or  of  a  very  large  size,  and  in  the  richest  light  mould.  The  plants  should  be  kept  all  the  time  in  a 
hot-bed  or  pit,  plunged,  and  with  abundance  of  room  and  air,  and  the  heat  of  the  melon  or  pine.  Fairweather, 
by  transplanting  only  three  or  four  times  from  No.  48.  pots  to  those  of  eight  inches  diameter  raised,  produced 
balsams  "four  feet  high,  and  fifteen  feet  in  circumference,  with  strong  thick  stems,  furnished  with  side 
branches  from  bottom  to  top,  and  these  covered  with  large  double  flowers."  (Hort.  Trans,  iii.  40&) The  juice  of  the  balsam,  prepared  with  alum,  is  used  by  the  Japanese  to  dye  their  nails  red.  (Thunberg.) 

I.  Nolitangere,  Ne  me  touchezpas,  Fr.,  Springsame,  Ger.,  and  Erba  Impatienta,  Hal.,  is  the  only  species  found 
wild  in  Europe.  When  the  seeds  are  ripe,  upon  touching  the  capsules,  they  are  thrown  out  with  considerable 
force :  hence  the  names  Impatiens  and  Nolitangere.  In  the  day-time  the  leaves  are  expanded,  but  at  night  they 
bang  pendent,  contrary  to  what  is  observed  in  plants,  which  from  a  deficiency  of  moisture,  or  a  too  great  per- 
spirat  ion  from  heat,  commonly  droop  their  leaves  during  the  day.   Only  the  goat  is  said  to  eat  this  plant. 

I.  biflora,  the  American  Noii-me-tangere,  resembles  this  plant,  but  is  handsomer. 
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539.  SAUVAGE'SIA. 3020  erecta  L. 
t*540.  VI'OLA.  W. 3021  palmata  W. 

3022pedata  W. 
3023pinnata  W. 
3024  sagittata  W. 3025  lanceolata  W. 
3026obliqua  W. 3027  cucullata  W. 
3028  sororia  Ph. 
3029  papilionacea  Ph. 
3030  ambigua  W.  K. 
3031  uliginosa  Schr. 3032  clandestina  Ph. 
3033  blanda  Ph. 
3034  primulifolia  Ph. 3035hirta  W. 
3036  collina  Bess. 
3037  campestris  Bieb. 
3038  pah'istris  Sm. 3039  SchmidtiSna  Sch. 
3040  odorata  W. 

a.  purpurea 
pdlba y  coerUdea 3  purpdrea  plena 
t  alba  plena 
?  ceerwea  plena 
ri  pallida  plena 3041  alpina  Jacq. 

3042canina  W. 
3043  sylvestris  Kit. 
3044  neglecta  Schm 
3045  glaGca  Bicb. 3046  lactea  E.  B. 
3047montana  W. 
3048  Nuttallii  Ph. 
3049  debilis  Mich. 
3050  valderia  W.  en. 
3051  cenSsia  W. 
3052  canadensis  Jf '. 3053  striata  W. 
3054  pubesccns  W. §3055  concolor  L.  T. 
3056  mirabilis  W. 
3057  biflora  W. 
3058unifI6ra  W. 
3059  arborescens  W. 

Jacq.  Sadvagesia. erect 
Violet. palmated  ^ 

cut-leaved  5 
winged-leaved  5 arrow-leaved  ifc 
spear-leaved  ^ 
oblique-flower.  ^ 
hollow-leaved  ^ 
white-rooted 
variegated doubtful  5 swamp  ^ 
small-flowered  3t 
white-flowered  ^ 
Primrose-lea  v. hairy 

hill  £ 
field  ^ 
marsh  ^ 
Austrian  ^ sweet  ft, 
purple-flowered  ft, white-flowered  ft, 
blue-flowered  ft, double-purple  ft, 
double-while  ft, 
double-blue  ft, 
Neapolitan  ft, 
Alpine  ^ 

HI)  cu 

A  or A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  ft A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  ft 
A  ft A  ft 

ft 

ft 
ft 

ft 
ft 

Violacea:    Sp.  1 — 6. 
1  my.jn   Pk     &  Amcr.  1820.  S 

Violaceee.    Sp.  50—120. 
i  my.jn  Pu     N.  Amer.  1752 

co    Jacq.am.  t.51.  f.3 

B 
V 
W.B 

w Y.B 

B 
B 

my.jn 

i  my.jn 

iJnJl i  my.jn 
i  my.jl i  ap.jn  _ 
i  my.jn  B i  ap.my  P.V 
i  ap.my  Pu 
i  my  Br .4  my.jl  W 

i  ap.jn  P.B 
i  ap.my  B i  mr.my  B 
i  ap.my  Pu 
\  my.jn  B 
i  my.jn  B i  mr.my  Pu 
i  mr.my  Pu i  mr.my  W 
i  mr.my  B i  mr.my  Pu 
i  mr.my  W 
i  mr.my  B 

N.  Amer.  1759. 
S.  Europe  1752. N.  Amer.  1775. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1762. 
N.  Amer.  1772. 
N.  Amer.  1802. 
N.  Amer.  1800. 
Hungary  1823. Carinthia  1823. 
Pensylv.  1800. N.  Amer.  1802. 
N.  Amer.  1783. 
England  ch.  so Poland  1822. Tauria Britain 
Austria 
Britain 

A 
A 
A 
A 

A  or    J  my.jn  D.Pu  Austria  l! 

Britain 
Britain Britain 
Britain 
Britain Britain 

i  mr.my  Pa.B  Britain 

1824. 
mos.b. 1821. sha.pL 

gard. 
gard. 
gard. 
gard. 
gard. gard. gard. 

i  ap.jn  B 
|  my.jn  B |my.jn  P.B i  my.jn  P.B 
i  my  Cr 1  my.jn  L.B 

i  my.jn  B i  ap.my  W 
|  my.jn  P i  jnjl  B i  myjn  L.B 
i  jnjl  St 

i  jnjl 

1  jn.jl 

i  jn.au 
J  ap.my 

>jn.jl 

B 
G 
L.B Y 

"*  jn-jl  '  Y 
l}ap.my  P.B 

Britain  hea. 
Hungary  1820. Crimea  1821. Poland  1822. 
England  moi.h. AL  of  Eur.  1683. 
Missouri  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1820. Ml  Cenis  1805. 
Mt  Cenis  1759. N.  Amer.  1783. 
N.  Amer.  1772. N.  Amer.  1772. 
N.  Amer.  1788. Germany  1732. 
Al.ofEur.1752. Siberia  1774. 
Spain  1779. 

D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  pi D  p.I 
D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l D  p.l D  pi 
D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  co 
D  p.l D  p.I 
D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l D  co 

D  p.1 D  co D  co 
D  co D  p.l D  p.l 

B  co 
D  co D  p.I D  p.l 
D  p.I 
D  p.l D  p.l 
D  co D  p.l D  p.l 
D  co 
L  r.m 

Bot.  mag.  535 
Bot  mag.  89 
Gm.sib.4.t49.f.4 Bot.  cab.  1471 
Gm.sib.4.t49.f.2 
Bot.  mag.  1795 
Willhort.ber.72 
W.K.hung.t.190 

Will.hort.ber.24 

Eng.  bot  894 

Eng.  bot  444 
Eng.  bot  619 

Jac.  a ust .  t. '. 

Eng.  bot  i 

Eng.  bot  445 Bot  mag.  1595 
Bot  cab.  1378 
Al.p.2.  1 24.  f.3 
Alp. 2.  t22.£6 
Bot  reg.  390 Linn.  tr.  &  1 28 
Flor.  dan.  1045 Bot.  mag.  2089 
Gm.  si.4. 1 48.f.5 15a  rr.  ic.  568 

3060  tricolor  Z. 
3061  banatica  Kit. 
3062  arvensis  Murr. 
3063  altaica  Pall. 
3064  rothomagensis  P.  S. 3065  sudetica  W.  en. 
3066  lGtea  E.  B. 
3067  grandiflora  L. 
3068  Zoysii  W. 

3020 

O  or 
O  or 
O  or &  A  or 

Heart's-ease Banatlan 
corn Tartarian Rouen 
tooth-flowered  A  /\  or 
yellow-flowered  5  A  °r 
great-flowered  ^  A  or crenated  ^  A  or 

3021 

Jap.s I  ap.s fap.s I  mr.jn |  my.au  B i  my.au  Y 
i  my.au  Y i  my.au  D.B *jl.s  Y 

Y.Pu  Britain  co.fi. 
Y.Pu  Germany  1820. 
Y  Britain 
P.Y  Siberia  1805. France  1783. 

Germany  1805, 

S  co 
S  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

Britain    m.pas.  D  p.l   Eng.  bot.  721 
Switzerl.     ...    D  p.l   Ha.  hel.  566.  t.17 Carinthia    ...    Deo    Jac.  co.  4.  til.  f.l 

Eng.  bot  1287 
Bot  reg.  54 
Bot  mag.  1498 

3041 

'3022  <P»it^  3023  3040' 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

539.  Sauvagesia.  In  honor  of  Jacques  Boissier  de  Sauvages,  a  French  botanist,  who  died  in  1767.  He  pub- lished a  Flora  of  Montpellier,  and  other  works.  A  genus  of  small  herbaceous  plants,  more  singular  than beautiful. 
540.  Viola.  The  ancients  feigned  that  violets  were  the  first  food  of  the  cow  Io,  one  of  Jupiter's  mistresses. This  is  an  extensive  genus  of  low  herbs,  mostly  with  violet  and  white  flowers,  and  well  adapted  for  the  flower- 

border,  rock-work,  or  for  growing  in  pots.  V.  odorata  is  a  favorite  flower,  on  account  of  its  fragrance  and  early 
appearance.    It  is  a  native  of  every  part  of  Europe,  in  woods,  amongst  bushes,  in  hedges,  and  on  warm  banks. 
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30-20  Stem  simple,  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate,  Stipules  very  long 
J i  1.  Stemless,  Stipules  membranous. obed  toothed  ana  undivided 

3022  Leaves  pedate  7-parted 
3023  Leaves  many-cleft,  Segments  lobed 3024  Leaves  obi.  acute  cord,  sagittate  serr.  cut  at  base,  Flowers  inverted,  Three  lower  petals  bearded  at  base 
3025  Smooth,  Leaves  shining  lanceolate  obsoletely  toothed  or  crenulate,  Flowers  whitish  [middle 
3026  Smth.  Lvs.  cord.  ac.  cren.  serr.  flattish,  Fls.  erect,  Pet.  obliquely  turned  :  lateral  longer  bearded  below  the 
3027  Smooth,  Leaves  cordate  serrate  smooth  hooded  at  base,  Petals  obliquely  turned :  lateral  bearded 
3028  Leaves  cordate  crenated  pubesc.  beneath,  Lower  petal  bearded  at  base,  Flower-stalks  shorter  than  leaves 
3029  Lvs.  triang.  cord.  ac.  cren.  somewhat  hood.  Pet.  obov. :  3  low.  beard,  below  mid.  conniv. ;  2  upper  reflexed 
3030  Leaves  oblong  cordate  obtuse  crenate  naked  at  the  base  with  unequal  inflexed  hooded  lobes 
3031  Stemless,  Leaves  cordate  smooth,  Peduncles  bracted  above  the  middle 
3032  Smoothish,  Lvs.  roundish  obt  at  base  cord.  cren.  serrate,  Runners  flowering,  Pet.  lin.  not  longer  than  cal. 
3033  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  acutish  flat  smooth,  Petals  not  bearded,  Flower-stalks  as  long  as  leaves 
3034  Leaves  oblong  subcordate,  Stalks  membranous 
3035  Leaves  cordate  and  stalks  hispid  with  hairs,  Cal.  obtuse 
3036  Subhirsute,  Runners  none,  Leaves  cordate,  Calyxes  obtuse,  Flowers  sweet-scented 
3037  Leaves  cordate  vertilinear  at  base  pubescent,  Runners  none 
3038  Leaves  reniform  smooth,  Root  creeping,  Calyx  obtuse 
3039  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  subcrenate  smooth,  Bractes  close  under  the  flower,  Lower  petal  truncate 
3040  Creeping  runners  and  stalks  smoothish,  Cal.  obtuse 

3041  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  roundish  elliptical  crenate  stalked,  Stipules  lin.  serrated,  Spur  as  long  as  calyx 
\  2.  Caulescent,  Stipules  membranous. 

3042  Old  stem  ascending,  Leaves  oblong  cordate  obt  dotted,  Stipules  setaceous  toothed,  Cal.  lanceolate  acute 
3043  Stem  square  erect,  Radical  leaves  cordate  reniform,  Flower-stalks  longer  than  the  leaves 
3044  Stem  erect  angular,  Lvs.  cord,  toothed  crenat.  smooth,  Stip.  tooth,  on  one  side,  Bract,  above  mi  dd.  of  stalk 
3045  Stem  spread,  compressed,  Lower  lvs.  cord,  ovate :  upper  ovate-lanceoL  crenul.  Stip.  toothed  on  each  side 
3046  Stem  ascending  rounded.  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Stipules  cut  serrated 
3047  Stem  erect,  Leaves  cordate  oblong,  Stipules  toothed  on  one  side,  Anthers  free 
3048  Pubescent,  Stem  simple  erect,  Leaves  ovate  obL  acute,  Petals  lane,  entire,  Flower-stalks  length  of  leaves 
3049  Caulescent  weak,  Stipules  membranous  lanceolate  slightly  torn,  Leaves  shortly  cordate  toothed 
3050  Stems  erect  and  procumbent,  Leaves  oblong  entire  sinuated  ciliated  hispid,  Stipules  undiv.  Calyxes  acute 
3051  Stems  filiform  undiv.  procumb.  Leaves  ovate  stalked :  their  edge  at  the  base  ciliated,  Stipules  undivided 
3052  Smoothish,  Leaves  subcordate  acuminate  serrated,  Flower-stalks  length  of  leaves,  Stipules  short  entire 
3053  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  serrated  flattish,  Stipules  lanceolate  serrated  ciliated 
3054  Villous  pubescent,  Stem  erect  leafy  at  top,  Leaves  broad  cordate,  Stipules  oblong  serrated  at  end 
3055  Erect,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate,  Stipules  linear  lane,  entire,  Flower-stalks  axillary  in  pairs  very  short 
3056  Stem  erect  and  leaf-stks.  3-corner.  Rad.  fl.  with  cor.  but  sterile :  caul.  apet.  fertile,  Lvs.  reniform  cord.  cren. 
3057  Stem  weak  about  2-rlo wered,  Leaves  reniform  serrate,  Calyxes  acute,  Stipules  entire 3058  Stem  1-flowered,  Leaves  cordate  toothed 
3059  Leaves  linear  lane,  toothed,  Stipules  linear  entire,  Spur  very  obtuse  much  shorter  than  calyx 

%  3.  Stipules  pinnatifid,  Stigma  cup-shaped. 
3060  Stem  ang.  diffuse,  Leaves  oblong  toothed  crenate,  Stipules  ly rate  pinnat.  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  smooth  caL 
3061  Stem.  ang.  dec.  diffuse,  Lower  lvs.  cord,  upper  ovate  obi  toothed  cren.  Cor.  scarcely  longer  than  smooth  caL 
3062  Stem  angular  decumb.  diffuse,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  toothed  crenate,  Cor.  scarcely  longer  than  hairy  caL 
3063  Caulesc.  smooth,  Leaves  thickish  ovate  and  oval  cren.  Flowers  inverted  wavy,  Petals  rounded  broad  renif. 
3064  Stem  angular  diffuse  and  leaves  oblong  serrated  hairy,  Stipules  lyrate  pinnatifid,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  caL 
3065  Stem  3-cornered  simple,  Lvs.  obi.  toothed,  Stipules  palm,  many-cleft,  Petals  crenate,  Spur  as  long  as  caL 
3066  Stem  3-cornered  simple,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  crenated  ciliated,  Stipules  palmate  cut 
3067  Stem  3-cornered  simple.  Leaves  oblong,  Stipules  pinnatifid 
3068  Stem  very  short  erect,  Leaves  roundish  crenate,  Stipules  entire,  Flower-stalks  3-cornered 

ami  Misceilatteuus  Particulars. 
Desfontaines  says  it  is  frequent  about  Cassa  and  Tozzer,  in  Barbary,  in  the  palm  groves ;  the  blue  and  white 
growing  promiscuously  and  flowering  in  winter.  Hasselquist  found  it  in  Palestine,  Thunberg  in  Japan,  and 
Loureiro  in  China,  near  Canton.  The  double  purple  and  the  Neapolitan  are  the  most  esteemed  varieties :  the 
latter  forces  well,  and  where  there  is  a  stove  or  warm  pit,  may  be  had  from  Christmas  to  April,  when  others  are in  flower  in  the  open  air. 

In  medicine,  the  flowers  of  violets  act  as  a  laxative,  and  the  syrup  is  used  by  chemists  to  detect  an  acid  or  an 
alkah :  for  this  purpose  the  V.  odorata  is  cultivated  to  some  extent  at  Stratford  upon  Avon.  (Withering.) 
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spurred horned 306V  calcarfite  W. 
3070  corndU  W. 

t*541.  IONI'DITJM.  Vent.  Ionimum. 3071  polygalsefolium  V.  whorl-leaved 
£3072  Ipecacuanha  Vent.  New  Ipecac 

A  A  or 

*542.  PHY'LICA.  W. 3073  ericoides  W. 
3074  parvifl6ra  W. 3075  lanceolate  W. 
3076  capitate  W.  en. 
S077  pubescens  W. 
3078  eri6phora  W. 

«- 1  |  or tt- 1    )  m 
Phyxica. 

Heath-leaved 
sm  all-flowered 
lance-leaved 
headed downy 

pale-flowered 

*l_|or 
*l_Jor »l_|or 

1 
2 

l_|or  3 3079  rosnjarinif61ia  P.  S.  Rosemary-lvd.  *  i  |  or I  axillaris  P.  S. 
3081plum6sa  W. 3082vill6sa  W. 
3083  stipularis  W. §3084  cordite  W. 
§3085  buxifolia  W. 
3086spicSte  L. 

§3087  myrtifolia  P.  S. 3088  callosa  W. 
3089  imbricate  W. 
3090  cyllndrica  fV.en. 3091  racemosa  W. 
3092  pinifolia  W. 
3093  squarrosa  W. 

543.  PLECTRO'NIA.  W. 

axillary-flower, feathered villous 
horned 
heart-leaved 
Box-leaved 
spiked Myrtle-leaved callous-leaved imbricated 
cylindrical cluster-flower. 
Pine-leaved 
squarrose Plectronia. 

t|  |  or 
1 1  1  or 
1 1  |  or  2 !l_Jor  2 
\\  |  or  3 

«l_Jor «l_|or 
»l_Jor 
»l_Jor 

3094  corymbosa  P.  S.      corymbed        f_  \  |  or 
544.  CONOCAR'PU&  W.  Button-tree. 

|  mr.jn    LB  Switzerl. 
i  my.jn  B  Pyrenees 
Violacece.    Sp.  2—30. 

1  ap.au  G.t  S.  Amer. 
ljjl.       W     &  Amer. 

Rhamni.    Sp.  21—  . 
3  ap.s      W      C.  G.H 
2  ap.jl  W 3  ap.ray  W 

my.au  W Cap  W n  W 
...  W il  my.jn  W 2  mr.my  W 

2  my  W 
3  my.s  W 
2  my.jn  P.Y 

my.s  W 2  n.d  W D.Y 
1  mr.ap  W 
I  au.n  W 

W 
w 
w 
w 

Rhamni.    Sp.  1—2. ...     W.a  C.  G.  H. 

2  ap.au 5  my.s 6  my 

2  au.n 

C.  G.H. C.  G.  H 
C6.E 
C.  G.  H. C.G.H C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H C.  G.  H 
C.G.  H 
C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. 

1752. 
177& 
1797. 1822. 

1731. 
1790. 1790. 
1800. 
1774. 
1774. 1815. 
1812. 
1752. 1790. 
1786. 
1789. 
1759. 
1774. 
1816. 
1774 1801. 
1790. 
1789. 1800. 

D  pj 

D  p.l 

C  l.p C  Lp 

1816.  C  p.l 

3095erecta  W. 
3096  procumbens  W. 

545.  CYTHIA.  W. 
3097  volubilis  W. 
3098bulb6sa  W. 
3099  Phyteuma 

upright 
procumbent 

Cyphia. twining 
bulbous 
Rampion 

1  Otm *[Zlor 

iQI  or 

A  iDJor A  i  AJ  or 

Combretacece.   Sp.  2—4. 
30     ...     Pa.Y  Jamaica  1752. 
6     ...     Pa.Y  Cuba  1730. 

Campanulacece.   Sp.  3 — 8, 
i  au.s 

it 

P.B  C.  G.  H. 
P.B  C.  G.  H. 
Pk     C.  G.  H. 

1795. 1791. 1822. 

54&  LIGHTFOO'TIA.  L'Her.  Lightfootia. 3100  oxycoccoldes  W.     lance-leaved     H.  or 
3101  subulate  W.  awl-leaved       tL\  |or 

C  p.l 
C  p.l 
D  l.p D  Lp 
D  l.p 

C  s.l 
D  s.l 

547.  JASI'ONE  W. 3102  montana  W. 
3103perennis  W. 

548.  LAGCE'CIA.  W. 3104  cuminoides  W. 
549.  HE'DERA.  W. 3105  Helix  W. 

fi  poetica '  veeeta 
i  arodrea 
i  chrysocarpa 

3106  capitate  Swx. 

Sheep's  Scabious. mountain 
perennial Cumin. wild 

Ivy, 
common 

poet's 

Irish 
tree 

O  pr £  Apr 

O  cu 

Campanulacece.    Sp.  2. 
i  jl        B.w  C.  G.  H  1787. Jau       B      C.  G.  H.  1787. 

Campanulacece.   Sp.  2 — 5. 
1  jn.jl     B      Britain    sa.  pa.  S  co 
1  jn.jl     B      France     1787.  D  co 

Umbelltferce.   Sp.  1. 
1  jn.jl      G.t  Levant 

Bot  mag.  791 

Vent  malm.  27 
Bot  mag.  2453 
Bot  mag.  224 

Bot  reg.  711 
Bot  cab.  695 PL  am.  t.  445.  f.  1 
Bot  cab.  849 

Bot  cab.  253 
Bur.  afr.  t43.  £2 
Com.  rar.  62.tl2 
Bot  cab.  848 
Bot  mag.  2704 

WendlcolL  t 

Bot.  cab.  36 
Burin,  afr.  t  94 

Cat  car.  2.  t  33 Jac.  am.  t.  52.  f.  2 

Bur.afr.t38.f.l 
Bot  reg.  625 

Ex.  bot  2.  t.  69 L' He.  s.  an.4. 1 5 

Eng.  bot  882 Bot  mag.  2198 

9n 

*, 
trr 

yellow-berried capitate  ■ 

1640.  S  co   Lam.  UL  1 142 
Caprifoliacece.   Sp.  2—8. 40  o.n      G      Britain    woods.  L  co   Eng.  bot  1267 

  L  co Madeira 
20  o.n 
50  o.n 
8  o.n o.n 
12  o.n Jac.  am.  t  61 

3076  W  3093 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

V.  hirta  and  canina  bear  a  considerable  resemblance  to  V.  odorata ;  but  the  Arst  may  be  distinguished  by  its 
hairy  petioles,  and  the  last  by  its  flowers  being  inodorous. 

V.  arborescens  is  readily  propagated  by  young  cuttings  planted  under  a  hand-glass. 
541.  Ionidhim.  From  m,  a  violet,  and  cities,  similar,  on  account  of  its  resemblance  to  a  violet,  from  which  it 

is  by  some  thought  not  to  be  genetically  distinct. 
542.  Phylica  ;  in  Greek  (fiXuxri,  and  should  therefore  be  written  PhUyca.  The  plant  of  the  ancients  is  not 

known.  Some  think  it  was  the  Holly.  P.  ericoides  occupies  large  tracts  of  ground  about  Lisbon,  in  the  same 
manner  as  heath  occupies  many  lands  in  England.  Young  cuttings  of  all  the  species  root  readily  in  sand  under 
a  bell-glass. 

543.  Plectronia.   From  srXixr^et,  a  spur.   The  tree  is  furnished  with  stifF spines  like  the  spurs  of  a  cock. 
544.  Conocarpus.  From  xanos,  a  cone,  and  xa^rae,  a  fruit :  its  fruit  resembles  the  cone  of  an  alder.  Tropical trees,  with  alternate  entire  leaves  and  small  heads  of  yellowish  flowers. 
545.  Cyphia.   From  xupof,  curved,  on  account  of  its  curved  stigma.  Small  Cape  plants  resembling  Lobelia. 
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3069  Stem  short,  Spur  subulate  longer  than  petals,  Leaves  somewhat  ovate,  Stipules  toothed 
3070  Stem  ascending  3-corncred,  Leaves  cordate  crenate,  Spur  subulate  longer  than  calyx,  Upper  petal  acum. 
3071  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  opposite  sessile  and  stipules  lanceolate,  Flowers  nodding  longer  than  leaves 
3072  Leaves  ovate  obi.  Pedunc  axillary  solitary  drooping,  Lower  lip  very  large  emarginate 
3073  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  obtuse  revolute  at  edge  smooth,  Branches  umbelled,  Heads  round  downy 
3074  Leaves  subulate  acute  rough  somewhat  hairy,  Branches  panicled  many-flowered 
3075  Leaves  scattered  linear  lanceolate  hoary  beneath,  Heads  terminal  hairy 3076  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  villous,  Bractes  woolly,  Heads  terminal 
3077  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute  spreading  villous  hoary  beneath,  Bractes  colored  villous  very  long 
3078  Leaves  linear  hairy  tomentose  beneath  revolute  at  edge,  Heads  terminal,  Flowers  downy 
3079  Leaves  linear  flattish  hoary  beneath  erect,  Heads  ovate  downy 
3080  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  revolute  at  edge  hoary  beneath,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  racemose 
3081  Leaves  linear  subulate  very  villous,  Flowers  terminal  axillary,  Cor.  spreading 3082  Leaves  linear  upper  villous,  Flowers  racemose 
30&3  Leaves  linear  revolute  at  edge  rough  hoary  beneath,  Stipules  filiform  colored,  Bractes  bifid  naked 
3084  Leaves  cordate  ovate  spreading,  Stem  proliferous 
3085  Leaves  ovate  scattered  opposite  and  three  together  beneath  netted  veiny  tomentose 
3086  Leaves  oblong  cordate  acuminate  beneath  hoary,  Spikes  cylindrical,  Flowers  length  of  bractes 
3087  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  smooth  above  and  shining  beneath  hoary,  Racemes  leafy  panicled 
3088  Leaves  oblong  cordate  acuminate  hairy  beneath  white,  Flowers  in  heads 
3089  Leaves  cordate  ovate  smooth,  Flowers  racemose 
3090  Leaves  linear  lane,  revolute  at  edge  villous  hairy  beneath,  Flowers  cylind.  Bractes  as  long  as  flowers 
3091  Leaves  ovate  smooth,  Flowers  simple  panicled  racemose 
3092  Leaves  acerose  flat  on  each  side  very  smooth,  Flowers  panicled  racemose 
3093  Leaves  linear  ciliated  arcuate  spreading,  Head  terminal 

3094  Branches  square,  Leaves  opposite  stalked  lanceolate  ovate  entire  smooth 

3f.<)5  Erect,  Leaves  lanceolate 3096  Procumbent,  Leaves  obovate 

3097  Leaves  entire  and  toothed  linear,  Stem  twining 
3098  Leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  pinnatifid,  Stem  erect 
309a  Leaves  oblong  crenated  ciliated,  Scape  erect 

3100  Leaves  and  petals  lanceolate 
3101  Leaves  subulate,  Petals  linear 

3102  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  narrow  at  the  base  hispid  wavy  curled 3103  Leaves  linear  smoothish  flat  obtuse 

3101  The  only  species 

3105  Leaves  ovate  3-5-angular  and  3-5-lobed  floral  ovate  acuminate  veiny,  Umbels  erect 

3106  Leaves  elliptical  entire,  Racemes  compound  terminal,  Flowers  sessile  in  small  heads 

546.  Lightfootia.  Named  after  the  Rev.  John  Lightioot.an  English  clergyman.and  author  of  the  first  Flora 
Scotica.   The  genus  is  very  nearly  related  to  Campanula,  from  which  it  is  by  some  thought  not  different. 

547.  Jasione.  A  name  applied  by  Pliny  to  an  eatable  plant  J.  montana  so  resembles  Scabiosa,  as  to  be  often 
mistaken  for  a  plant  of  that  genus.  Linnaeus  gives  a  curious  account  of  the  process  of  fecundation  in  this 
plant,  from  which  may  be  observed  its  affinity  to  Syngenesia,  where  it  was  first  placed. 

548.  Lagcecia.  From  Xxyuf,  a  hare,  and  oixes,  a  residence.  The  little  seeds  enveloped  in  the  downy  involu- 
crum  have  been  likened  to  young  leverets  in  a  hare's  form.  The  seeds  should  be  sown  in  autumn  soon  after they  are  ripe,  otherwise,  if  this  is  deferred  till  spring,  they  commonly  remain  a  year,  and  sometimes  two  or 
three  years,  before  they  grow. 

549.  Hedera.  A  name  for  which  many  etymologies  have  been  offered.  The  best  explanation  is,  that  it  has 
been  derived  from  hedra,  cord,  ih  Celtic.  Lierre,  Fr.  H.  helix  is  a  valuable  ornamental  evergreen  for  cover- 
ingnaked  buildings  or  trees,  for  training  into  fanciful  shapes,  as  of  human  figures,  &c.  on  skeletons  of  wire- 
work,  or  trained  up  a  stake  so  as  to  form  a  standard.  Flowering  so  late  in  the  season,  it  is  much  resorted  to  by 

3102  'nrv  3103* 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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t>50.  RIBES.  W. 
3107rfibrum  W. 

(2  album 
y  sylvestrc 3108  petne'um  W. 3100  multifl6rum  Kit. 

3110  spicatum  Sm. 3111  trifidum  Mich. 
3112  procumbens  Pall. 
3113rigen8  Mich. 
3114  prostratum  Ph. 
3115alpmum  TV. 3116  adreum  Ph. 
3117  nigrum  W. 3118fl6iidum  W. 
3119  laxiflorum  PA. 
3120  resinosum  PA. 

Currant. 
red  ft 
white  ft 
wild  ft 
rock  ft 
many-flowered  £ acid 
trifid trailing 
stiff 
glandulous 
Alpine 
golden black  at 
Pensylvanian  ft loose-flowered  ft 
clammy  ft 

Grossulacece. 
4  ap.my  G 4  ap.my  G 
4  ap.my  G 
4  my  R 
5  ap.my  Gr 4  ap.my  G 
4  ap.my  Pu 

£  my.jn  Pu 6  ap.my  G 
1J  ap.my  Pu 3  ap.my  G 
8  ap.my  Y 5  ap.my  G 
4  ap.my  G 
4  ap.my  Y.G 
3  ap.my  Y.g 

Sp.  25— 49. Britain  riv.  ba.  C Britain  ...  C 
Britain  ...  C 
England  moun.  C 
Hungary  1822.  C England  m.  wo.  C 

Buebec  1823.  C 
anuria  1804.  L 

N.  Amer.  1812.  C 
N.  Amer.  1777.  L 
Britain  woods.  C 
Missouri  1812.  C 
Britain  m.hed.  C 
N.  Amer.  1729.  C 
N.  Amer.  1812.  C 
N.  Amer.  1800.  L 

r.m  Eng.  bot  1289 r.m 

r.m co  '  Eng.  bot  705 
co    Bot.  mag.  2368 
co    Eng.  bot  1290 
co m.s  Pall.  ross.  2. 1 65 
co 
s.1    L'Her.  st  1. 1  2 
co    Eng.  bot  704 r.m  Bot  reg.  125 
r.m  Eng.  bot  1291 
co  DU.eLt244.f.315 

co 
co    Bot  mag.  1583 

3121  hirtellum  Ph. 
3122  gracile  PA. 3123  trifldrum  Ph. 
3124  orientate  Dcsf. 3125  diacantha  W. 
3126  reclinatum  W. 
3127  Grossularia  W. 
3128  Uva-crispa  W. 
3129  oxyacantholdes  W. 3130  lacustre  PA. 
3131  Cyndsbati  W. 

551.  GRONO'VIA.  W. S132scfindens  W. 
552.  ACHYRANTHES. 
3133argentea  W. 
3134aspera  W. 
3135  pOrrigens  H.  K. 8136nlvea  W. 
3137  frutic&sa  Lam. 
3138  pub&cens  Roth. 

hairy             ft  or slender           ft  or 
three-flowered  ft  or 
eastern           ft  or 
two-spined      ft  or procumbent     ft  or 
rough-Gooseb.  ft  fr smth.-Gooseb.  ft  fr 
Hawthom-lvd.  3fc  or 
swamp            ft  or 
prickly-fruited  ft  or 
Gbonotia. 

climbing  fi_  □  cu 
W.     Aci!  YRWTHF.S. 
upright  *L  □  cu 
rough  tt.  rj  cu 
crimson-flower. «-  £3  cu 
white  tL  i  |  cu 
shrubby  tt.  \  \  cu 
pubescent        it- 1  |  cu 

3  ap.my 
4  ap.my 4  ap.my 
4  my.jn 
4  my.jn 2  ap.my 
4  mr.ap 4  mr.ap 
3  ap.my 
4  ap.my 
4  ap 

Y.G Y.G 

G.R 
G.Y 

G.Y PG 
G 
G W.Y 
Y.G 
G 

N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Syria  1824. Siberia  1781. 
Germany  1683. 
England  hed. 
England  hed. N.  Amer.  1705. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Canada  1759. 

W.  ho.  be.  1. 161 
Schm.  arb.  1 97 

r.m  Eng.  bot  1292 
r.m  Eng.  bot  2057 co  D.eLtl39.fl66 

p.l 

s.  1    Schmidt,  arb.  98 
Cucurbit  acccc.    Sp.  1—2. 

6  jn.jl      G.r    Jamaica  1731. 
Amaranthacca;.    Sp.  6 — 28. 

1  my.o    W     Sicily  17ia 

C  p.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  338 

3  my.o 
2  ap.au 2  my.jl 
6  my.jl 

1  i  ap.jl 
3110 

Pk 

Pu 
W 
Pu 

Pk 

India  1751. 
  1802. Canaries  1780. 

E  Indies  1820. 
1821. 

Ls    Bocc.  sic  16. 1 9 
Ls  MUl.ic.l.t.ll.f.2 r.m  Bot  mag.  830 r.m 

r.m r.m 
3117 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
bees  and  flies,  when  little  other  food  is  to  be  had.  The  berries  increase  during  the  winter,  are  full  formed  in 
February,  and  ripen  in  April ;  furnishing  food  for  wild  pigeons,  blackbirds,  thrushes,  &c.  in  the  spring.  Black- 

birds, and  several  other  birds,  build  their  nests  in  the  stumps  of  ivy  tufts.  Sheep  are  fond  of  the  leaves,  espe- 
cially during  severe  weather.  The  ancients  held  ivy  in  great  esteem,  and  Bacchus  is  represented  crowned  with 

it  to  prevent  intoxication. 
H.  Helix  vegeta,  the  giant  or  Irish  ivy,  perhaps  a  distinct  species,  is  a  native  of  the  island  of  Madeira.  * 550.  Rides.  The  name  of  an  acid  plant  mentioned  by  the  Arab  physicians,  and  supposed  to  be  the  plant  now 

called  Rheum  Ribes.  R.  grossularia  is  so  called  because  its  berries  resemble  little  half- ripe  figs,— grossi.  This is  a  genus  of  well  known  shrubs ;  some  of  them  much  cultivated  for  their  fruit  R  rubrum,  the  common  red 
currant,  is  the  GroseUles  en  grappes,  or  Groseilles  cToutre  mer,  Fr.,  Gemeine  Johannisbecrc,  Ger.,  and  Uvetta, 
Ital.  The  English  name  currant  is  evidently  from  the  similitude  of  the  fruit  to  that  of  the  grape  of  Zante, 
which  dried  forms  the  corinths  or  currants  of  the  shops.  The  fruit  has  an  agreeable  sub-acid  taste,  and  is  gene- 

rally relished  both  at  the  dessert  and  in  pies  and  tarts.  Equal  weights  of  fruit  and  pure  sugar,  put  over  the 
fire,  yield  a  liquor  which  forms  a  most  agreeable  jelly,  used  as  a  sweetmeat  to  eat  with  hare,  venison,  and 
Welch  mutton,  to  flavor  punch,  and  as  a  medicine.  It  is  also  much  used  for  making  wine,  and  is  grown  to  a 
considerable  extent  for  that  purpose  in  Essex,  Kent,  and  about  Pershore  in  Worcestershire.  The  prin- 

cipal varieties  are  the  white,  and  pale  or  Champagne;  but  any  number  of  varieties  may  be  procured 
from  sowing  the  seeds ;  from  which,  however,  none  superior  to  those  in  general  use  have  been  hitherto 
originated. 

The  culture  of  the  red  currant  is  known  to  every  countryman.  It  grows  freely  by  cuttings  of  last  year's wood,  which  should  be  of  sufficient  length  to  form  a  handsome  plant,  with  a  clean  stem,  ten  inches  high.  It 
grows  in  any  soil,  but  prospers  best  in  one  loamy  and  rich.  The  best  flavored  fruit  is  produced  from  plants  in 
an  open  free  situation,  but  they  will  grow  under  the  shade  of  walls  or  trees,  and  either  as  low  bushes  or  trained 
against  walls  or  espaliers.  They  bear  chiefly  from  spurs,  and  therefore,  in  pruning,  most  of  the  young  wood 
is  cut  to  within  two  or  three  buds  of  that  where  it  originated. 

R.  nigrum,  the  black  currant,  is  common  in  moist  woods  in  Russia  and  Siberia,  where  a  wine  is  made  of  the 
berries  alone,  or  fermented  with  honey,  and  with  or  without  spirits.  In  Siberia  they  make  a  drink  of  the 
leaves :  these  tincture  common  spirits  so  as  to  resemble  brandy ;  and  a  few  of  them  dried  and  mixed  with  black 
tea,  answer  all  the  purposes  of  the  green  material.  Many  persons  dislike  the  very  peculiar  flavor  of  the  berries 
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1.  Unarmed.  Currants. 
310?  Leaves  smooth  pendulous,  Flowers  flatfish,  Petals  obcordate,  Leaves  obtuse  5-lobed,  Stem  erect 

j8  Berries  yellow 
y  Lobes  of  leaves  shortish,  Leaf-stalks,  Flower-stalks,  and  Flowers  pubescent  [Stem  erect 

3108  Rac.  rather  hairy  when  in  flow,  erect  afterw.  pendul.  Brae,  shorter  than  flow.  Lvs.  acum.  lob.  cut  toothed, 
3109  Racemes  spiked  pendulous,  Petals  oblong,  Bractes  shorter  than  flowers 
3110  Spikes  erect,  Petals  oblong,  Bractes  shorter  than  flower 
3111  Leaves  moderately  lobed  smoothish  above  pub.  beneath,  Flowers  small,  Sepals  trifid,  Berries  red  harry 
3112  Racemes  erect,  Flowers  flat,  Leaves  obtusely  lobed,  Stem  procumb.         [fruit  stiffly  upr.  Ber.  rough  red 
3113  Branc  upr.  Leaves  smooth  above  beneath  pub.  nett  Lob.  and  teeth  acute,  Rac.  loosely  many-fl.  always  in 3114  Stems  prost.  Lvs.  lobed  smoothish  younger  pub.  Rac  nearly  erect,  Petals  deltoid,  Bract  mm.  Berr.  hispid 
3115  Racemes  erect,  Bractes  as  long  as  flowers  or  longer,  Peduncles  hairy  with  glands,  Lvs.  shining  beneath 
3116  Very  smooth,  Lvs.  3-lobed,  Lobes  spreading  with  a  few  teeth,  Bract  lin.  as  long  as  fl.-stalks,  Berries  smooth 
3117  Lvs.  dotted  beneath,  Racemes  hairy  loose,  Flow,  campan.  Brae  shorter  than  fl.-stalks,  Fed.  simple  at  base 
3118  Leaves  dotted  on  each  side,  Racemes  pendulous,  Flowers  cylindrical,  Bractes  longer  than  germen 
3119  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  cut-toothed  smooth,  Stalks  slender,  Racemes  loose  erect  the  length  of  leaves 
3120  Glandular  hairy,  Rac.  erect,  Lvs.  5-lobed  obtuse  cren.  roundish,  Bractes  Ungulate  longer  than  fi -stalk 

2.  Prtckly.  Gooseberries. 
3121  Spine  one  under  the  axilla,  Branches  hispid,  Lvs.  small  J-trifid :  lobes  toothed,  Berr.  solitary  smooth  red 
3123  Spine  under  axillary  very  short,  Lvs.  on  slend.  stalks  pub.  on  both  sides :  lobes  acute  cut  and  toothed,  Ped. 
3123  Prickles  solitary,  Peduncles  2  or  3-flowered,  Berries  polished  [capillary 
3124  Somewhat  prickly,  Leaves  round  cut-lobed  hairy,  Racemes  short,  Berries  rough  with  hairs 
3125  Prickles  twin  or  solitary,  Leaves  wedge-shaped  3-parted  and  obsoletely  3-lobed  toothed,  FL  racemose  erect 
3126  Branches  somewhat  prickly  reclinate,  Bract  of  the  peduncle  3-leaved 
3127  Leaf-stalks  hairy,  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Bractes  2,  Fruit  hairy 
3128  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Bractes  connate-tubular,  Fruit  smooth 3129  Branches  prickly  all  over 
3130  Spine  sub-axillary  compound,  Stem  hispid  all  over,  Leaves  lobod  beyond  middle,  Berries  racemose  hispid 
3131  Prickles  sub-axillary,  Berries  prickly  racemose  dull  brown 

3132  Leaves  like  those  of  the  vine  stinging  cirrhose 

3133  Leaves  roundish  ovate  acuminate,  Calyxes  reflexed  pressed  close  to  the  spike 
3134  Leaves  obovate  acute  narrowed  at  base,  Calyxes  reflexed  pressed  close  to  the  spike 
3135  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  opposite,  Spikes  elliptical  corymbose  on  long  stalks,  Stem  shrubby 
3136  Leaves  whorled  ovate  downy,  Corymbs  compact  dichotomous,  Flowers  with  corollas 
3137  Stem  erect,  Ovate  leaves  and  calyxes  smooth 
3138  Stem  erect  rounded  and  elliptical  oblong  leaves  pubescent,  Spikes  axillary  and  terminal  stalked 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  the  black  currant,  which  are  therefore  not  much  used  in  the  kitchen  or  dessert,  and  seldom  in  wine  making. They  make  a  jelly  or  jam  in  estimation  as  a  gargle  for  inflammatory  sore  throats. 
The  culture  of  the  black  currant  is  similar  to  that  of  the  red :  but  as  it  is  less  apt  to  bear  on  spurs  than  on young  wood,  the  shoots  are  not  so  much  shortened  in  this  as  in  the  other.  It  is  singular  that  no  varieties  have 

been  raised  of  this  species,  nor  will  it  produce  hybrids,  as  far  at  least  as  has  been  tried  with  the  other  cultivated sorts  of  Rlbes. 
R.  Grossularia  and  R  uva  crispa  are  the  rough  and  smooth  gooseberries;  Groseille,  Fr.,  Johannisbeere,  Ger. and  Uvaspina,  Ital. ;  in  universal  culture  and  estimation  in  Britain,  but  not  much  known  or  esteemed  in  any other  country.  The  climate  of  France,  Italy,  and  Spain  is  too  warm:  and  the  summers  of  many  parts  of  the north  of  Europe  too  rapid  for  their  attaining  a  good  size.  They  are,  however,  more  in  vogue  now  in  the  latter 

countries  than  they  have  ever  been  before ;  but  as  the  quality  of  the  fruit  soon  degenerates  when  the  plants are  not  kept  in  high  cultivation,  it  can  never  become  very  popular  in  countries  where  the  pear,  vine,  fig,  and olive  grow  freely,  and  which  being  planted  and  once  established  in  the  soil,  grow  and  bear  for  ages  with  very little  care. 
The  varieties  of  the  gooseberry  are  very  numerous,  and  yearly  increasing  in  Lancashire  and  other  counties 

where  the  fruit  is  grown  for  prizes,  by  raising  from  the  seed.  These  new  varieties,  however,  are  valued  more  ac- 
cording to  the  size  of  the  berry,  than  its  flavor,  or  the  prolificacy  of  the  plant ;  so  that  few  so  originated  are  fit 

to  be  added  to  the  list  of  table  or  kitchen  fruit  Twenty-five  pennyweights  is  considered  a  great  weight  for  a gooseberry,  but  some  have  been  raised  a  few  dwts.  heavier.  (See  the  Manchester  Gooseberry  Book,  pub.  annually.) The  gooseberry  is  generally  propagated  by  cuttings,  and  trained  as  a  dwarf  bush,  or  sometimes  on  espalier rails  :  one  variety,  the  green-gage,  makes  very  neat  half-standards,  and  bears  better  in  that  state  than  as  a  bush. 
They  require  a  loamy  soil,  an  open  airy  situation,  and  yearly  attention  to  pruning,  and  refreshing  their  roots with  manure  and  stirring  the  surface. 

551.  Gronovia.  In  honor  of  John  Frederick  Gronovius,  a  learned  botanist  at  Leyden.  This  is  a  trailing  plant like  the  cucumber,  with  broad  hairy  leaves,  which  sting  like  the  nettle.  Treated  like  the  melon,  it  will  pro- duce ripe  seeds,  but  is  a  plant  of  neither  beauty  nor  use. 
552.  Achyranthes.  From  ixu^ov,  chaff,  and  avd-es,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  chaffy  nature  of  the  floral envelopes.  This  genus  is  of  easy  culture,  but  little  beauty.  All  root  freely  by  cuttings.  A.  porrigens  is  the  only n<mcisome  species* 
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55a  PHlLOXETtUa  R.  Br.  Phtloxerus. 
3139  vermicuUtus  R.  Br.  creeping         £  CZ3  cu 
3140  brasiliensis  R.  Br.    upright  tt.  □  cu 

*554.  DESMOCHjETA.  D.  C.  Desmocii.eta. 
3141  lappacea  J.  Bur  tt-  □  or 
3142  prostrate  D.  C        prostrate         tt.  □  or 
3143  muricata  D.  C.  prickly  tt- 1  I  or 
§3144  alternifolia  D.  C.  alternate-leav'd  HU  or §3145  patula  B.  S.           spreading        j£  [2X1  or 
555.  ILLECE'BRUM.  Juss.  Knot-grass. 3146  verticillatum  W.     whorled  3t  A  w 
3147  cymosum  Fill.        cymose  O  w 
3148  echinatum  Pair.     prickly  O  w 

556.  ALTERNANTHE'RA.  R.  Br.  Alternanthera, 3149  Achyrantha  R.  Br.  creeping         £  (23  cu 
3150  polygonoldes  R.  Br.  Persicaria-leav.]£  iAI  cu 
3151  sessilis  R.  Br.         sessile-flowered  j£  O]  cu 
3152  ficoldes  R.  Br.        fleshy-leaved    £  (23  cu 
3153  spinosa  Horn.         spiny  >       (O  cu 

557.  PARONY'CHIA.  Juss.  Paronychia. 

Amaranth accw.    Sp.  2—6. 
2  jLo      Pk     a  Amer.     ...  C 
3  jLo      W     Brazil      1790.  C 

Amaranthacete.   Sp.  5 — 12. 1  au.o     Pu     E.  Indies  1759.  C 
2  jl.au     G.Pu  E.  Indies  1793.  D 3  au.n     G      India       1777.  C 
2  jLau     P      E  Indies  1789.  S 3  au.o     W     E  Indies  1823.  C 
Amaranthacece.   Sp.  3 — 15. Ijl        W     England  bog.pl.  S 

I  jl        W     a  Europe  1820.  S ijl         G      Barbary    1821.  S 
Amaranthacete.   Sp.  5 — 25. W     Buenos  A.  1732.  D 

W     America  1731.  C 
Br     E  Indies  1778.  S 
G      a  Amer.  1821.  S 
Y    182a  S 

r.m  Her.  parad.  1 15 
r.m  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  346 

Rhd.  maL10.t59 
Rumph.  6. 1 11 
Rumph.  5. 1 83 Plk.ahn.t.260.fl 

4  jn.a 1  jn.a 

ijl-o 

I  jn.jl 
1  my.jn 

p.l  Eng.  bot.  895 p.l  Fl.  grasc.  1 245 p.l  Bocc.  sic.  t.20.f.3 

Lp  DilLelt8.t7.f.7 r.m  Herm.  par.  17 
r.m  Rhd.  mal.10.tll 
r.m  Jacq.am.  L60.f.4 
r.m 

capitate  £  tAI  w villous  £  iAI  w 
Chickweed-lvd.  O  w 
Spanish Chenolea. 
silky 

Antchia. 
forked 
woolly 

spear-leaved 

j£  iAI  w it  i  |  w 

£  CD  w 
cu 

3154  cantata  Juss. 
3155  nivea  D.  C. 
3156  alsinitolia  J. 
3157  hispanica  Z>.  C 

558.  CHENCKLEA.  W. 
3158  diffusa  W. 

559.  ANY'CHIA.  Mich. 3159  dich6toma  Mich. 
560.  JE'RUA.  Juss. 3160  lanata  J. 
Sltil  javanica  J. 

561.  LESTIBUDE'SIA  R.  Br.  Lestibudesia. 
3162  paniculate  R.  Br.    panicled  £  OS  cu 
3163  trigyna  R.  Br.        oval-leaved      j£  O]  cu 
3164  virgata  R.  Br.        wave-leaved     tt.  £3  cu 

562.  RHAGCDIA.  R.  Br.  Rhagodia. 
3165  hastate  R.  Br.        spear-leaved     tt- 1  |  cu 
3166  BUlardieri  R.  Br.    LabiUardiere's  tt.  |  |  cu 

563.  DEERIN'GIA.  R.Br.  Deeringia. 
3167  celosioides  R.  Br.    Berry-bearing  •f  ITB1  cu 

564.  TRIAN'THEMA.  L.  Trianthema. 3168  monogyna  L.  monogynous  K2  w 
t565.  CELO'SIA.  R.  Br.  Cock's-comb. 

Amaranthacete.   Sp.  4—18. 
fjn.au    W     Spain  1683. 
1  jn.au  W 
3  jn.au  W 
1  jn.au  W Chenopodete. 1  au.s  G 

1812. 

Spain 
Spain Spain 
Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H.  1758.  C  r.m 

168a 

p.l  Lobelia 420. fl s.l 
8.1  Scop.  del.  ins.  1. 13 
8.1 

Amaranthacete.   Sp.  1—3. 
i  my.au  G      N.  Amer.  1806. 
Amaranthacete.   Sp.  2. 

1  ap.au  W     E  Indies  1691. 
2  ap.au  W     E  Indies  176& 

Amaranthacece.   Sp.  3—5. 
jn.s      P.Y    Jamaica  1733. 

S  Lp   Ort.  dec.  t.J 

1|  au.o  W 4  au.o  G 
Chenopodete. 

1  jn.jl  G 
5  jn.jl  G 

Senegal 

Sp.2—7. N.  HoU. 
N.  HoU 

C  r.m  MilL  icl.  tll.f.1 
C  r.m  Bur.ind.t.65.f^ 

C  r.m  Slo.jam.l.t91.f.I C  r.m  Jac.  vind.  3. 1. 15 
C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  339 

1823.  C  co 
182a  C  co  Lab.n.holLl.t95 

1777. 
1815. 

3169argentea  W. 3170  cristate  W. 
3171  com6sa  W. 
3172  coccinea  W. 
3173  cernua  B.  Rep. 3174  castrensis  W. 
3175  Mons6niae  W. 
3176nodifl6ra  W. 

3141 

silvery-spiked common 
tufted scarlet drooping 
branched downy 

knotted 

im  or 

O  or j£  [OD  or 
O  or 
KB  or 
rm  or 
nm  or 

EH  or 

Amaranthacete.   Sp.  1. 
6  au.o     W     E.  Indies  1804. 

Portulacete.   Sp.  1—6. 
1  my.jn  P.G  Jamaica  1820. 
Amaranthacete.   Sp.  8 — 22. 1  jn.s      L.F   China  1714. 

2  jn.s 
1  jn.s 
5  jn.s 
3  jLau 
2  jLs 3  jLs 
2  jLs 

D.R 
Pk 
Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
W 

Gr 

Asia  1570. 
E.  Indies  1802.  S 
China  1597.  S 
E  Indies  1809.  S 
K  Indies  1739.  S 
E  Indies  1778.  S 
E  Indies  1780.  S 

8.1   Bot.  mag.  2717 
co  Her.para.2.t.213 
r.m  Mart.  dec.  1.  t.  7 
r.m  Lam. ill.  t.KiS.f.l 
r.m r.m 
r.m  Bot.  rep.  635 
r.m  Bar.  rar.  1. 1195 
r.m  PLaLll.  t334.f.4 
r.m  Jac. vind.  1. 1.  98 

3142 3154 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
553.  Philoxerus.  From  $o.o; ,  a  lover,  and  Z-^o;,  arid ;  a  plant  delighting  in  sandy  soil.  The  species  resemble Gomphrena  or  Achyranthes. 
554.  Desmochteta.  From  ittrpet,  a  bond,  and  a  sheath,  in  allusion  to  the  coherence  of  the  flowers  in 

their  heads.  It  was  called  Pupalia  by  Jussieu,  from  its  Malabar  appellation.  Plants  nearly  related  to  Achyr- 
anthes, in  which  they  were  included  by  Linnaeus. 

555.  Blecebrum.  A  name  of  Pliny,  designating  a  kind  of  wild  purslane.  It  is  now  applied  to  singular  little 
weed-like  plants,  with  white  scarious  stipules  to  their  leaves. 

556.  Alternanthera  ;  that  is  to  say,  alternate  anthers,  those  organs  being  by  turns  fertile  and  barren. 
557.  Paronychia.  Something  which  cures  whitlows,  or  maladies  of  the  finger  nails,  called  by  the  Greeks 

aaemvxta..   These  are  dwarf  plants  which  grow  in  light  soil,  and  are  well  adapted  for  pots  or  rock-work. 
558.  Chenolea.  From  a  goose,  and  olea,  an  olive.  The  leaves  are  silvery,  like  those  of  the  olive ;  the  plant 

humble  like  the  Goosefoot.  This  plant  is  noticed  for  its  silvery  leaves :  it  is  propagated  by  young  cuttings 
planted  under  a  hand-glass. 

559.  Anychia.   A  word  with  the  same  meaning  as  Paronychia  (in  No.  557.),  and  a  genus  with  similar  habits. 
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3139  Stems  creeping,  Leaves  rounded  fleshy,  Heads  solitary  terminal  oblong 
3140  Stem  erect  shrubby,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate,  Heads  round  stalked  leafless 

3141  Stem  i-shrubby  spreading  smooth,  Leaves  opp.  ovate  acum.  roughish,  Flowers  with  long  purple  bristles 3142  Stems  shrubby  prostrate,  Leaves  opposite  ovate,  Fascicles  of  flowers  remote  spreading  at  length  reflexed 
3143  Stem  shrubby  spreading,  Leaves  alternate  ovate  naked,  Fasc  of  flowers  remote  ovate,  Bristles  callous 
3144  Stem  erect,  Leaves  alternate  ovate  smooth,  Racemes  many,  Fascicles  ovate  remote,  Bristles  callous 
3145  Stem  shrubby  spreading  pubescent,  Flowers  in  round  prickly  spikes 

3146  Stems  filiform  smooth,  Leaves  roundish,  Calyxes  5-cornered  bearded 
3147  Stem  branched  erect,  Leaves  rounded  smooth  bearded,  Flowers  cymose,  Bractes  very  short 
3148  Stem  branched  prostrate,  Flowers  clustered  axillary  naked,  Calyxes  ventricose  beneath  hairy 

3149  Heads  sessile,  Flowers  smooth  three  times  as  long  as  utricle,  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  unequal 
3150  Stems  creeping  hairy,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  stalked,  Heads  round  naked 
3151  Heads  subsessile,  Calyx  ovate  acuminate  nearly  as  short  again  as  utricle,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 
3152  Stems  creeping  smooth,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  stalked,  Heads  round  pubescent 
3153  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  deflexed,  Flowers  axillary  clustered,  Cal.  spiny,  Stem  tomentose  dichotomous 

3154  Stems  rising,  Leaves  carinate  oblong  ciliated  at  base,  Flowers  terminal  mixed  among  the  bractes 
3155  Stems  sub-erect  much  branched,  Leaves  spreading  villous,  Bractes  very  large  concealing  the  flowers 
3156  Stems  diffuse,  Leaves  ovate.  Flowers  heaped,  Bractes  shining 
3157  Flowers  surrounded  by  shining  bractes,  Stems  procumbent,  Leaves  smooth 

3156  The  only  species 

3159  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  lanceolate :  of  the  stem  opposite,  of  the  branches  a  It  cm.  Flowers  sol.  axillary 

3160  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Flowers  lateral  woolly,  Leaves  alternate  ovate 
3161  Leaves  lanceolate  downy,  Spikes  cylindrical  numerous  terminal 

3162  Leaves  ovate  oblong,  Stem  rising  panicled,  Spikes  alternate  terminal  remote 
3163  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  flat,  Raceme  loose,  Bractes  scarious,  Pistil  trifid 
3164  Shrubby  smooth,  Cauline  leaves  spatulate,  Stem  leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  heaped  spiked 

3165  Half  shrubby  erect,  Branches  diffuse,  Leaves  nearly  opp.  hastate  entire  smooth 
3166  Shrubby  erect,  Branches  unarmed,  Leaves  entire  linear  oblong  and  lanceolate  flat  beneath  powdery 

3167  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Raceme  spiked  loose,  Flowers  trigynous 

3168  Stems  depressed  jointed  smooth,  Leaves  oval  obtuse  entire  red  at  edge 

3169  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Stipules  falcate,  Peduncles  angular,  Spikes  scarious  ovate  cylindrical 
3170  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Stipules  falcate,  Common  peduncle  striated,  Spike  oblong  compressed 3171  Spikes  cylindrical  comose,  Leaves  lanceolate 
3172  Leaves  ovate  upright  without  auricles,  Stem  furrowed,  Spikes  multiple  crested 
3173  Flowers  panicled  nodding,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stem  ribbed 
3174  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  lined  very  much  acuminate,  Spikes  crested,  Stipules  falcate 
3175  Leaves  subulate  whorled,  Stem  branched  straggling,  Spikes  compact  cylindrical 
3176  Leaves  wedge-shaped  acutish,  Spikes  globose  lateral 

3175 

3166 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

560.  JErua.   From  its  Arabic  name  eroitd.   Little  weeds  like  Illecebrum. 
561.  Leaibudesia.  Named 1  by  M.  du  Petit  Thouars,  after  Fr.  Jos.  Lestiboudois,  a  Flemish  botanist,  author 

or  cuttings        Botanographie  Belgique,  published  in  1781.  The  species  are  readily  increased  either  breeds 

A^SSJS^tiSt!^  fruit  is  a  smaU      by  which  «*— *« the  *enus  18 
Pf??!!6!0-  ■  ?aK?i     Mri5rowni  in  memory  ofDr.  Charles  Deering,  author  of  a  Flora  of  Nottingham, 

"mS  ̂   "  «tamst  °£lM        ̂ eak  "H"8'  ̂ith  terminal.*pikes  of  flowers,  and  a  berried  inflated  periclrp 

•XrftffivS  SeTfetairwe^.de6'^'fl0WerS-   ̂ e  flowe"      gently  placed  in  threes  in^the ;„  ̂JPS?*0-  FrT  *«Xs<*»,bu5nt»  because  the  flowers  of  some  species  appear  as  it  were  singed.   C.  cristata 
»  ?vwill  known  tenJler  an5Ual»  of  which  there  are  many  varieties,  as  in  the  balsam,  and  which,  like  that  plant. 

Jt^Jt?**8?  *??  ™d  singular  beau^  by  repeated  shiftings.  Thunberg  states  that  the  flowers  or  crests are  frequently  a  foot  in  length  and  breadth  in  Japan.   T.  A.  Knight  sent  a  flower  to  the  Horticultural  Society 
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666.  GOMPHRE'NA.  R.Br.    Globe  Amaranth. 
3177  globosa  W. 
3178perennis  W. 3179  arborescens  W. 
$3180  interrfipta  W. 

*567.  MOL'LIA.  W. §3181  difftisa  H.  K. 
$3182  aristata  H.  K. 
568.  GLA'UX.  W. 3183  maritima  W. 
569.  THE'SIUM.  W. 
3184  linophyllum.  W. 
3185  alplnum  Hayne. 

annual 
perennial tree trailing 
Mollia. 

forked 
bearded 

O  or 
jr  fAlor 
tt- 1  I  or 

£  O!  or iDI  w 
«-l  |  w 

Black  Saltwort. 
sea  IU  A  cu 
Bastard  Toad  Flax. common 
Alpine 

Jjn.jl  W Salicarite. 

\  my.jn  F Santalacets. 

Jjnjl  W 3186  ebracteatum  Hayne.  obtuse-leaved 
^!187  umbellatum  W. 3188  amplexicaule  W. 

fc?70.  HELICCNIA.  W. 
3189Bihai  W. 
3190  htimilis  W. 
3191  Psittac6rum  W. 

571.  STRELITZIA, 
3192  augtista  H.  K. 
3193  regina?  H.  K. 3194  ovata  H.  K. 
3195  farinosa  H.  K. 
3196  aqgustifolia  H.  K. 
3197  parvifolia  H.  K. 3198  humilis  Lk. 
3199 juncea  Lk. 

umbelled 
heart-leaved 
Heliconia. 

Plantain-leav'd  j£  fAl  or dwarf  £  EJ  or 
Parrot-beaked  j£  El  or 

H.  K.  Strelitzia. 
august  Mg  I   I  or Canna-leaved  ]£  23  or 
ovate-leaved  £  El  or 
mealy-stalked  £  El  or 
narrow-leaved  >f  fAI  or small-leaved  £  El  or 
dwarf  j£  El  or 
rush-leaved     j£  El  or 

Amaranthacete.   Sp.  i — 25. 
Umy.o    P.W  India       1714.  S 2  jlo      P.Y   &Amer.  1732.  C 
3  jLo  "W  S.  Amer.  1802.  C 2  jl.au    Gr     W.  Indies  1733.  C 

AmaranthacecE.    Sp.  2—3. 
Jjl.au     W     Canaries  1779.  S Canaries  1780.  C 

Sp.  1. 

Britain  salt  m.  S 

Sp.5— 33. England  ch.pa.  D 
Germany  1814.  D 
Germany  1814.  D N.  Amer.  1782.  D 
C.  G.  H.  1787.  C 

Musaceee.   Sp.  3 — 12. 12  jl.au     O      W.  Indies  1786.  S 
6  jl.au     S       Caraccas  1798.  D 8  au.s     O       W.  Indies  1797.  S 

Musacete.   Sp.  8. 
18  f.my    W     C.  G.  H.  1791. C.  G.  H.  1773, 

C.  G.  H.  1777. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

8  ap.my  Y 

8  Cap  "! 
5  f.mr  Y 
6  my.jn  Y 
6  my.il  Y 6  my.jn  Y 
6  myjn  Y 

S 
S 
s 

1795.  S 1778.  S 
1796.  S 
...  S 
...  S 

r.m  Rhd.maL10.t37 r.m  Di.eL24.t20.£22 r.m 

r.m  Jac.  ic.  1. 1 51 

Lp  Wi]Lhort.ber.ll 

l.p 

s.1    Eng.  bot  13 

p.l  Eng.  bot.  247 
p.l  Jac.  aus t.5.  t416 
p.l  Sch.bo.j.l800.t.7 
p.l  PL  man. t.342.f.  J s.1 

s.p  Sw.ob.96. 15.  f.2 s.p  Jac.sch.l.t48,49 
s.p-  Bot.  rep.  124 

p.l 

p.l  Red.liL77,78 
p.l  Bot.mag.119,120 

P! 

p.1 

p.l   Bot  reg.  516 

p.l 
p.l 

DIGYNIA. 

572.  APCCYKUM.  R.Br.    Dog's- bane.  Apocynece.  Sp.*—8. 3200  androsaemifolium  W.  Tutsan-leaved  ^  A  or  2  jLs       Str     N.  Amer.  1688. 
3201  cannablnum  W.      Hemp-like       ^  A  or  3  jLs       W     N.  Amer.  1699. 
3202  hypericif61ium  W.  Hyperic-lvd.   ^  A  or  2  jnjl     W     N.  Amer.  1758. 
3203  venetum  W.       *  Venetian        5  A  or  2  jnjl     W     Adriat  Is.1690. 

573.  MELODIOIUS.  Forsi.   Melodinus.  Apocynecr.    Sp.  2. 
3204  scandens  W.          climbing         i_  □  or  15  jLau    W     N.  Caled.  1775. 
3205  monogynus  Roxb.  East  Indian  J.  □  or  10  jl  W  E  Indies  1820. 

A74.  PERIPLCCA.  R.Br.   Perifloca.  Asclepiadea.  Sp.2— 1& 
3206  grar'ca  W.            common         \      or  10  jLau    Br     Syria  1597. 3207  laevigata  W.          smooth           %  \  |or  6     ...     G.t    Canaries  1779. 

3178  (em.  sin 

S  p.l  Bot  mag.  280 S  co  Mor.  h.  15.taf.14 
S  co  Jac.  vind.  3.  t.66 S  co  LobeL  ic.  1 372 

C  s.p  Lam.  ill.  1 179 C  r.m  Bot  reg.  834 

R  s.1 C  p.l 
3190 

Bot  reg.  803 
Cav.  ic.  a  t  217 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
which  measured  eighteen  inches  in  width,  and  seven  inches  in  height  from  the  top  of  the  stalk,  thick,  full,  and 
of  the  most  intense  purplish  red.  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  322.)  To  produce  this,  the  great  object  was  to  retard  the 
protrusion  of  the  flower-stalk.  Hence,  a  rich  compost  was  employed,  the  plants  put  first  into  pots  of  four  inches 
diameter,  and  then  transplanted  to  others  a  foot  in  diameter ;  the  object  being  not  to  compress  the  roots,  as  that 
has  a  tendency  to  accelerate  the  flowering  of  all  vegetables.  The  plants  were  placed  close  to  the  glass  in  a  heat 
of  from  70  to  100  degrees,  all  side  branches  removed,  and  pigeon-dung  water  used  in  watering.  Had  the 
thiftings  from  pot  to  pot  been  more  frequent,  it  appears  probable  the  size  might  have  been  still  greater. 

566.  Gomphrena.  Gromphrena  is  a  name  applied  by  the  ancients  to  a  plant  bearing  red  and  green  leaves  on 
the  same  stem;  probably  our  Amaranthus  tricolor.  G.  globosa  is  a  popular  tender  annual,  valued  for  its 
heads  of  flowers,  which,  if  gathered  before  they  are  too  far  advanced,  will  retain  their  beauty  several  years. 
The  other  species  propagate  readily  by  cuttings  under  a  glass. 

567.  Mollia.   So  called  from  its  softness.   The  species  are  small  weeds. 
568.  Glaux.  From  yXttuxm,  a  name  under  which  Dioscorides  describes  a  maritime  plant  with  glaucous 

leaves.  This  plant  is  maritime,  and  has  glaucous  leaves.  A  pretty  little  plant,  and  well  adapted  for  pots  and 
rock  work.   It  will  grow  at  a  considerable  distance  from  the  sea  in  sand  kept  moist 

569.  Tkeihtm.  Atnenseus  says,  on  the  authority  of  Timachides.  that  this  plant  was  called  S-  *i  <r  ti » »,  because  it formed  part  of  the  garland  presented  by  Theseus  to  Ariadne.  If  this  be  so,  the  accent  should  be  placed  on  the 
penultimate  and  not  on  the  antepenultimate  syllable.  It  is,  however,  very  certain  that  the  Thesion  of  the  an- 

cients had  no  resemblance  to  that  of  the  moderns,  which  is  a  genus  of  little  obscure  plants  or  weeds. 
570.  Heliconia.  A  name  given  to  this  plant  in  an  ingenious  sense,  as  indicating  its  affinity  with  Musa. 

H.  Bihai  is  a  large  herbaceous  plant,  bearing  considerable  resemblance  to  Strelitzia.   It  grows  in  rich  well 
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3177  Stem  erect  hairy,  Leaves  oblong  pubescent,  Heads  globose  solitary  2-leaved,  Keels  of  braetee  winged 3178  Leaves  lanceolate,  Heads  2-leaved,  Florets  distinguished  by  a  peculiar  perianthium 
3179  Hairy  twining 
3180  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  oblong  silky  beneath,  Spikes  clustered  panicled  terminal  interrupted 

3181  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Leaves  spatulate  whorled  about  7,  Calyxes  with  a  membranous  margin 3182  Stem  branched  diffuse,.  Leaves  lanceolate  silky  bearded 

3183  The  only  species 

3184  Spike  branched,  Bractes  3,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  with  a  very  short  tube  to  the  calyx 
3185  Stems  prostrate  simple,  Raceme  terminal  leafy  1-sided,  Flowers  sessile  surrounded  by  braetee 3186  Stem  erect  simple,  Raceme  leafy,  Flowers  stalked  without  smaller  bractes 
3187  Leaves  obovate  mucronate,  Flowers  racemose 
3188  Leaves  cordate  stem-clasping,  Racemes  terminal 

3189  Leaves  at  the  base  and  end  acute,  Spadix  erect  radical,  Spathes  3-ranked  many-flowered 
3190  Leaves  narrowed  at  base  at  end  acumin.  Spadix  erect  flexuose  radical,  Spathes  2-ranked  many-flowered 
3191  Leaves  very  smooth  nerved  rounded  at  base,  Inflorescence  very  smooth,  Spadix  erect  without  bractes 

3192  Scape  half  as  short  as  leaf-stalks  which  are  hardly  twice  as  long  as  the  6  feet  leaf 
3193  Scape  scarcely  longer  than  the  leaf-stalks  which  are  three  times  as  long  as  the  oval  leaf 3194  Scape  longer  than  leaf-stalk  and  leaves,  Leaf-stalk  twice  as  long  as  the  ovate  oblong  leaf 
3195  Scape  a  little  longer  than  the  leaf-stalks  which  are  half  as  long  again  as  the  ohL  leaf  unequal  at  the  base 3196  Scape  as  long  as  leaf-stalk  which  is  7  times  longer  than  the  lanceolate  leaf 
3197  Scape  the  length  of  the  leaf-stalk  which  is  20  times  longer  than  the  linear  lanceolate  leaf 
3198  Scape  as  long  as  leaf-stalk  which  is  twice  as  long  as  the  ovate  concave  leaf 
3199  Leaf-stalk  very  long  with  no  leaf 

DIGYNIA. 

3200  Stem  upright  herbaceous,  Leaves  ovate  smooth  on  each  side,  Cymes  terminal  smooth 
3201  Stem  upright  herbaceous,  Leaves  oblong  tomentose  beneath,  Cymes  lateral  longer  than  the  leaves 
3202  Stem  erect  herbaceous,  Leaves  oblong  cordate  smooth,  Cymes  shorter  than  the  leaves 
3203  Stem  erect  herbaceous,  Leaves  elliptical  lanceolate  mucronate  at  the  edge  rough  with  little  teeth 

3204  Leaves  oblong  ovate  thick  at  edge,  Panicle  downy 
3205  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  acuminate,  Panicle  smooth 

3206  Flowers  terminal  hairy  inside 
3207  Flowers  smooth,  Segments  obtuse.  Cymes  trichotomous.  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  veiny  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
shaded  gullies  in  moist  woods.  The  berries  are  small  and  succulent,  and  each  contain  three  hard  rugged seeds. 

H.  Psittacorum  bears  a  great  resemblance  to  Carina :  it  grows  in  the  wet  parts  of  woods,  and  on  the  highest 
mountains.   All  the  species  require  a  strong  heat  to  make  them  flower  freely. 

571.  Strelilzia.  So  named  by  Sir  Joseph  Banks,  in  honor  of  Charlotte,  queen  of  George  III.,  of  the  family  of 
Mecklenburgh  Strelitz,  and  said  to  have  patronized  botany.  This  is  a  splendid  genus,  generally  kept  in 
the  stove ;  but  which,  Sweet  observes,  "  will  thrive,  and  flower  as  well  in  the  greenhouse  or  conservatory.  A light  sandy  loam  is  the  best  soil  for  the  species,  and  they  may  be  increased,  but  slowly,  by  suckers.  By  rubbing 
the  pollen  on  the  stigma,  when  the  plants  are  in  bloom,  perfect  seeds  are  readily  obtained."  (Bot.  Cult.  111.) 572.  Apocynum.  From  «*e,  away,  and  a  dog ;  that  is  to  say,  a  plant  from  which  dogs  must  be  driven. 
Pliny  says  his  Apocynum  is  mortal  to  them.  This  is  a  genus  of  plants  of  little  beauty,  but  of  easy  culture  in 
any  soil.  The  first  species  is  acrid  and  blisters  the  skin.  From  the  stalks  of  A.  cannabinum  the  Indians  of 
North  America  prepare  a  substitute  for  hemp,  of  which  they  make  twine,  bags,  fishing-nets  and  lines,  and  linen for  their  own  wear. 

573.  Melodinus.  So  named  by  Forster,  from  jtutAsv,  an  apple,  and  to  turn  round;  this  plant  bearing  a 
round  fruit  like  an  apple,  and  having  a  twining  stem  by  which  it  climbs  trees.  It  is  a  very  smooth  shrub,  with 
oblong-ovate  leaves,  and  nearly  allied  to  Rauwolfia.  Cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  This, 
and  the  succeeding  genera,  as  far  as  No.  592,  are  all  Asclepiadeous  plants,  and  require  nearly  similar  manage- ment 

574.  Periploca.  From  ir^nrXtxti,  intertwining,  in  allusion  to  the  habit  of  the  plants.  P.  grsca  is  a  handsome 
climber,  and  grows  freely  in  common  garden  soil,  and  is  propagated  by  cuttings  under  a  glass,  or  by  layers. 

O  2 
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575.  CRYPTOSTE'GIA.  R.  Br.  Cryptosteqia. 3208  grancfrflora  R.  Br.    large-flowered  *  C3  or 
576.  HEMIDES'MUS.  R.Br.  Hemidesmus. 3209  indicus  H.  K.  Indian  j_  I    I  or 
577.  SECAMCNE  R.Br.  Secamone. 
3210  segyptiaca  H.  K.      Egyptian         $_  U  cu 
3211  emetica  R.  Br.  narrow-leaved  J_  □  m 

t578.  MICROLO'MA.  R.Br.  Microloma. 
3212  sagi  ttatum  H.  K.     arrow-leaved    J_  |  |  cu 

t579.  SARCOSTEM'MA.  R.  Br.  Sarcostemma. 3213  viminale  H.  K.        twisting  fc.  □  cu 
580.  DiE'MIA.  R.  Br.  D.icmia. 
3214  extensa  H.  K.         smooth-leaved  £_  □  or 

581.  CYNAN'CHUM.  R.  Br.  Cynanchum. 
3215  acutum  R.  Br.        acute-leaved     4  A  M 
3216  monspeliacum  ii.  .Br.  Montpelier      5  A  ™ 
3217  crassif61ium  R.  Br.  obtuse-leaved   J.  i  |  or 
3218  pilosum  R.  Br.        hairy  ^  i 3219  vineet6xicum  R.  Br.  officinal 

(i  lute um 3220  nigrum  R.  Br. 3221  siblricum  R.  Br. 
3222  medium  R.  Br. 
3223  undatum  B.  Rep. 
3224mucronatum  B.R 
3225  viridiflorum  B.  J 

A  or 
yellow-flowered  A  or black  i  A  o' 
Siberian  5  A  or 
intermediate  3t  A  or 
wave-leaved  J_  □  or 

,  sharp-pointed  %_  □  or 
green-flowered  %_  □  or 

582.  OXYSTEI/MA.  R.Br.  Oxystelma. 
3226  esculentum  R.  Br.   esculent  j£  US  cu 

583.  GYMNE'M  A.  R.  Br.  Gymnema. 
3227  sylvestre  R.  Br.       netted-leaved   f_  I  lor 

584.  CALCTROPIS.  R.Br.  Calotropis. 
3228  procera  H.  K.         bell-flowered    £  □  or 
3229  gigantea  H.  K.       curled-flowered  j£  □  or 

585.  DISCHPDIA.  R.  Br.  Dischidia. 
3230 bengalensis  Coleb.    Bengal  *L  I  lor 

586.  XYSMALCBIUM.  R.  Br.  Xysmalobium. 
3231  undulfitum  H.  JSC     waved-leaved    «-  \  |  cu 

587.  GOMPHOCAR'PUS.  R.  Br.  Gomphocarpus. 3232  arborescens  H.K.    broad-leaved    «-t  |  or 
3233  crlspus  H.  K.  curled-leaved    ml  i  |  or 
3234  fruticosus  H.  K.      Willow-leaved  a.  i  |  or 

588.  ASCLE'PIAS.  R.Br.  Swallow-wort. 
3235  syriaca  W.  Virginian  A  or 
3236  phytolaccoldes  Ph.  Phytolacca-like^t  A  or 
S237  amce'na  W.  oval-leaved       ^  A 

3212 

Asclepiadete. 
6  jn  jl  Pk Asclepiadece. 6     ...  G 

Asclepiadete. 
6  jl  W 6     ...  W 

Asclepiadete. 
3  jLau  G.p 

Asclepiadete. 
6  jl  W 

Asclepiadete. 
3  jLau  W 

Asclepiadete. 
3  jl  W 3  au.s  Pk 3     ...  G 
2  jn.s  W 2  my.au  W 2  my.au  Y 
3  jn.au  W 3  jl.au  G 
3  my.au  W 
6  jLau  G 
6  jl.au  G 6  o.d  G 

Asclepiadete. 4  ...  Y 
Asclepiadete. 8     ...  Gr 
Asclepiadete. 

6  jLs  W.p 
6  jLs  W.p 

Asclepiadete. 
i    ...  W Asclepiadete. 
jl  Gr Asclepiadete. d  W 
jl  Y 
jn.s  W Asclepiadete. 
jLau  Pu jLau  Pu 

1818. 

1796. 
1752. 
1816. 

1775. 

Sp.  1. 
India 

Sp.  1—2. Ceylon 
Sp.2-4. Egypt 
India 

Sp.  1—2. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1—12. E.  Indies  1731. 

Sp.  1—4. 
E  Indies  1777. 

Sp.  11—50. Spain  1596. &  Europe  1596. C.  G.  EL  1816. 
C.  G.  H.  172d 
Europe  1596. Europe  1596. S.  Europe  1596. Siberia  1775. 
W.  .Indies  1803. 
Trinidad  1804. 
E  Indies  1814. 

Sp.  1—2. 
E.  Indies  1816. 

Sp.  1—4. Ceylon  1816. 

Sp.2. 
Persia  1714. 
E  Indies  1690. 

Sp.  1— 2. 
India  1818. 

Sp  1—2. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  3—4. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1783. 
1714. 
1774. 1714. 

3  jl.au  Pu 
3213 

Sp.  15—65. N.  Amer.  1629. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1732. 

C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  435 

C  Lp  Bur.zeyLt83.  f.l 
C  s.l  Alp.aBg.t.134 
C  s.Lp  Waph.l.t5.f.2 
C  s.l    Jac.  sch.  1.  t.  38 

C  r.m  Alp.  asg.  1. 190 

C  p.l   Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  54 
D  co  Tre.  eh.  44.  1 82 
D  co  Jac.  ic.  2.  t  340 
C  co C  p.l  Bot  reg.  Ill D  s.l  Flor.  dan.  849 
D  s.l D  s.l  Bot  mag.  2390 
D  co  Mur.  gott  2.  1 7 

D  co C  Lp  Bot  rep.  410 C  Lp  Bot  rep.  515 
C  Lp  Bot  mag.  1929 

D  s.l    Rox.  cor.  1.  1 11 

C  Lp  Wa  ph.  1.  t5.f.3 
C  s.l  Bot  rep.  271 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  58 

C  s.l    Lin.  trans.  12.t  15 

C  p.l  Comm.  rar.  1 16 

C  Lp  Jac.  sch.  1.  1 50 C  p.l  Comm.  rar.  1 17 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1628 
D  co   Blackw.  t.  521 
D  co 
D  p.l   DU.  el.  t  27.  f  30 

3224 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
575  Cryptostegia.   From  x^vrrtt,  concealed,  and  sty*,  a  covering.   The  name  was  suggested  to  Mr.  Brown 

by  the  circumstance  of  the  enclosure  of  the  corona  within  the  tube  of  the  corolla,  and  its  not  being  exposed  to 
view,  as  in  the  other  neighbouring  genera. 

576.  Hemidesmus.  From  %/movs,  half,  and  hr/xas,  a  bandage;  in  allusion  to  the  incomplete  coherence  of  the 
anthers  With  the  stigma,  by  which  the  genus  is  principally  distinguished  from  Periploca.  Cuttings  root  readily in  sand  in  heat. 
577.  Secamone.  The  meaning  of  this  word  is  very  obscure.  None  of  the  explanations  which  have  been 

offered  of  it  are  even  tolerable.    Culture  as  in  Periploca. 
578.  Microloma.  From  fux^os,  small,  and  xSfttc,  a  fringe ;  but  the  application  is  unexplained  by  the  author 

of  the  name.    Small  climbing  shrubs,  with  opposite  leaves  and  interpetiolar  umbels. 
579.  Sarcostemma.  From  ra^xos,  flesh,  and  rc/^ua,  a  crown ;  on  account  of  the  thick  succulent  nature  of 

the  coronal  processes. 
580.  DteirUa.  Daemia  appears  to  be  an  Arabic  name.  It  has  been  applied  by  Forskahl  to  a  species  of  Asclepias 

referred  hither.    A  genus  of  twining  plants.' '  581.  Cynanchum.  From  xvm,  a  dog,  and  ttyxuv,  to  strangle.  A  word  having  the  same  meaning  and  appli- cation as  Apocynum;  This  is  a  genus  of  low  shrubs  and  herbaceous  plants,  for  the  most  part  twining,  and  all 
of  easy  culture  and  propagation. 

582.  Oxystelma.   From       sharp,  and  rO  u-?.,  a  crown ;  the  corona  being  very  much  pointed. 
583.  Gymnema.   From  yv/MOf,  naked,  and  ni/tcc,  a  thread,  or,  in  botanical  language,  stamen ;  in  allusion  to 
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3208  The  only  known  species 

3209  Spikes  axillary  imbricated,  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse  mucronate,  Stem  smooth 

3210  Flowers  hairy  inside  panicled,  Leaves  lanceolate  elliptical 
3211  Flowers  smooth.  Corymbs  few-flowered  axillary,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  without  vein* 
3212  I-eaves  sagittate  pubescent,  Limb  of  the  corolla  acute 

3213  Stem  twining  perennial  leafless 

3214  Stem  twining  shrubby,  Leaves  cordate  acute,  Flowers  hairy  at  edge 

S215  Leaves  oblong  ovate  cordate  acute,  Segments  of  cor.  oblong  obtuse 
3216  Leaves  reniform  contracted  at  end  J  lanceolate,  Segm.  of  cor.  lanceolate  obtuse 
3217  Leaves  cordate  ovate  obtuse  fleshy  with  a  little  point  smooth,  Crown  KXcIeft  as  long  as  corolla 
S218  Leaves  ovate  acute  and  calyxes  hairy,  Crown  10-cleft  as  long  as  corolla 
3219  Stem  erect,  Flowers  beardless,  Partial  stalks  of  umbel  twice  as  long  as  common  stalks,  Crown  5-Iobed 
3220  Stem  climbing  upwards,  Fl.  bearded,  Partial  stalks  of  simple  umbel  scarcely  longer  than  common  stalk 
3221  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  opposite  and  three  together,  Stem  decumbent 
3222  Stem  twining  upwards,  Corollas  beardless,  Stalks  of  umbel  divided,  Corona  5-lobed 
3223  Leaves  oblong  cordate  acuminate  wavy,  Umbels  axillary  proliferous 
3224  Stem  hairy,  Leaves  heart-shaped  mucronate,  Umbels  axillary  proliferous 
3225  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate,  Umbels  simple  solitary,  Partial  flower-stalks  longer  than  common  one 

3226  Cor.  smooth  rotate,  Racemes  axillary,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  veiny 

3227  Leaves  rounded  ovate  netted  pubescent  beneath,  Flowers  in  umbels 
3228  Segments  of  cor.  spreading 
3229  Segments  of  cor.  reflexed  involute 

3230  Leaves  thick  fleshy  ovate 

3231  Leaves  sessile  oblong  lanceolate  wavy  smooth,  Umbels  lateral,  Petals  ciliated 
3232  Leaves  ovate  oblong  smooth  obtuse  with  a  point 
3233  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate  wavy  hispid 3234  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  smooth 

3235  Leaves  oval  downy  beneath,  Stem  simple,  Umbels  nodding 
3236  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  broad  ovate  oblong  acute  smooth  paler  beneath,  Umbols  nodding 3237  Stem  simple  downy  in  two  rows,  Leaves  subsessile  oblong  oval  downy  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  peculiar  structure  of  the  stamens.  The  milk  of  Gymnema  lactiferum  is  used  instead  of  the  Vaccine  ichor, 
and  the  leaves  are  employed  in  sauces  in  the  room  of  cream. 

584.  Calotropis.  From  xaXa,  beautiful,  and  r(ixa,  to  turn,  in  allusion  to  the  beauty  of  the  flowers,  which 
continually  turn  towards  the  sun.  This  is  a  handsome  free-flowering  genus.  Young  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand 
under  a  hand-glass,  but  not  crowded,  as,  if  the  leaves  are  injured,  they  are  very  apt  to  damp  and  get  mouldy. 

585.  Dischidia.  From  $n,  twice,  and  to  split ;  but  the  application  is  unexplained.  Little  trailing 
plants  with  small  opposite  fleshy  leaves. 

586.  Xysmalobium.  From  Ivrux,  a  fragment  of  a  thing,  and  >o-i;,  a  division,  on  account  of  the- minute alternate  divisions  of  the  corona.  The  flowers  of  this  genus  are  very  large;  those  of  X.  grandiflorum  are  of 
the  size  and  color  of  Fritillaria  meleagris. 

587.  Gomphocarpus.  From  yttjupas,  a  club,  and  xxqrof,  fruit.  A  genus  resembling  Asclepias  in  habit,  but 
well  distinguished  by  the  inflated  club-like  fruit. 

588.  Asclepias.  The  name  of  many  ancient  physicians.  It  is  the  Greek  name  of  the  iEsculapius  of  the  La- 
tins. This  is  a  genus  of  tall-growing  herbaceous  plants,  which  thrive  best  in  peat  or  any  very  light  soiL  They 

require  a  good  deal  of  room  to  show  their  characters,  and  are  readily  propagated  by  seeds  or  dividing  the  roots.  A. 
syriaca  is  very  odoriferous,  and  in  Canada,  when  in  flower,  charms  the  traveller,  especially  when  passing  through 
woods  in  the  evening.  The  French  there  eat  the  tender  shoots  in  spring  as  we  do  asparagus.  The  natives  make  a 
sugar  of  the  flowers,  gathering  them  in  the  morning  when  they  are  covered  with  dew,  anil  collect  the  cotton  from 
the  pods  to  fill  their  beds.    On  account  of  the  silkiness  of  this  cotton,  Parkinson  calls  the  plant  Virginian  silk. 

A.  nivea  has  jointed  fleshy  roots,  the  juice  of  which  is  very  effective  in  bringing  away  worms.   The  root O  3 
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3238  purpurSscens  W. 
3239  variegata  IV. 3240  curassavica  W. 

(3  alba 3241nivea  W. 
3242  parviflora  W. 3243  incarnata  W. 
32-H  pulchra  W.  en. 3245  decumbens  W. 
3246  verticillata  W. 
3247  longifdUa  Ph. 
3248tuber6sa  W. 
3249linaria  W. 

purple  A  or variegated  :k  A  or 
Curassavian  ^  A  or 
white  3l  A  or 
Almond-leaved^  A  or 
small-flowered  |t  lAI  or flesh-colored  5  A  M 
hairy  i  A  ot decumbent  ik  A  or 
whorl-leaved  ^  A  or 
long-leaved  4  A  or tuberous-rootedS  A  °r 
Flax-leaved  ^  iAI  or 

S89.  GONO'LOBUS.  R.Br.  Gonolobus. 

JAM 
J  A  or 
*_LZlor _3  A  or 
i_{Z)or 
tCZJor 

3250  hirsutus  Mich.  hairy 3251  laevis  Mich.  smooth 
3252  suberosus  U.K.  Cork-barked 
3253  discolor  B.  M.  Virginian 
3254  crispiflorus  H.  K.  curled-flower 3255  diadematus  Ker.  red-crowned 

t590.  PERGUL  A'RI A.  R.Br.  Fergularia. 3256  odorati ssima  H.  K.  large  O  ft 
3257  minor  H.  K.  small  i_  □  ft 
3258  sanguinolenta  land,  bloody  £_  □  cu 

591.  MARSDE'NIA.  R.Br.  Marsdexu. 3259  erecta  R.  Br.  upright  a.  I  Ift 
3260  suaveolens  if.  Br.    sweet-scented  a.  i  J  ft 

3  il.au 
4  jl.au 3  jn.s 3  jn.s 3  jLs 
3  jl.o 2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  jl.au 
3  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  jl.s 
2  ... 

Asclepiadete, 

P.Q 

W 
s 
w 
w 
w 
Pu 
Pu 

o W.G 
P.Pu 
O 
w 

p 
G 
G 
G W.G 
G 

t592.  HOT  A.  R.  Br. 3261  carnosa  R.  Br. 
3262  lanceolate  Hort. 
3263  crassifolia  Haw. 
3264Pottsii  Hort 
3265  trinervis  Hort. 

S93.  CEROPE'GIA.  Roxb. 3266  dichotoma  Haw. 
3267 juncea  Roxb. 3268  africana  Hort. 

*594.  STAPE'LIA  R.  Br. 3269  grandiflora  Mass. 
3270  spectabilis  Haw. 

grandiflora  B.  M. 3271  amblgua  W. 3272  sororia  W.  en. 
8273  patula  W.  en. 3274  reflexa  Haw. 
3275  lucida  D.  C. 
3276  Juvencula  W.  en. 
3277  Massdnii  Haw. 
3278  Asterias  W. 
3279  stellaris  Haw. 
3280  hirsvita  W. 

/3  atra  Jacq. 
3281  hamata  Jacq. 
3282  comata  Jacq. 

8  multiflora  D.  C. 3283  rufa  (K 
3284  pulvinata  ff. 

L  Dor tCDor tOor 
tQor 
iDor 

HOYA. 
fleshy-leaved lanceolate 
thick-leaved 
cordate 
three-nerved 

Crropbgia. 
dichotomous rushy 

African 
Stapelta. 

great-flowered  «-  ̂ ]  cu 
showy  a.    I  cu 

a-ZDcu 

6  jn 
6  jn 

6  jl.s 
8  jl.au 
2  jl.au 12  s.o 

Asclemadece. 
15  jn.jl  G 
8  my.au  Y.o 
6  jl.au  G.y 

Asclepiadeee. 
2  jl.au  W 
3  jLau  W 

Asclepiadete. 
10  jLau  Pk 2  ... 
10  ... 10  ... 
10  ... 

a-ZDcu a.  icu 

t  3  cu 

Asclepiadete. 
jl.s  Y ...  Y 

...  Y 
Asclepiadete. s.d  D.Pu 
n.ja  D.Pu 

X.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
S.  Amer. 
S.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. Mexico 

Sfp.6— 

N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
America 
N.  Amer. S.  Amer. 
Mexico 

Sp.  3—  . E  Indies 
E  Indies S.  Leone 

Sp.  2— 
Syria 
N.  S.  W. 

Sp.  5— 

Asia 
E  Indies 
China China China 

Sp.  3—  . E  Indies 
E  Indies E  Indies 

Sp.  65— 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 

1732. 
1597. 

D  p.l  Da  eL  t.  28.  f.  31 D  p.l   Bot.  mag.  1182 S  r.m  Bot.  reg.  81 
S  r.m D  p.l   Bot  mag.  1181 C  r.m  Jacq.  ecL  1 28 
D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  250 D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  s.l 
D  8.1 

1730. 
1774. 
1710. 
1731. 1759. 
1816. 1690. 
1802. 

1806. 1806. 
1732. 1809. 
1741. 1812. 

1784. 
1790. 
1822.  C  r.m 

PI.  ma.  1 336.  f.  3 
Bot  reg.  76 
Cav.  ic.  1. 1.  57 

Bot  cab.  365 
D.  eL  t.  229.C296 Bot  mag.  1273 
PL  ic.  1 216.  f.  1 

LP l.p 

p.l 
p.l 

s.p 

s.p  Bot  reg.  252 
C  r.m  Bot  rep.  185 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  755 T  \  mag.  2532 

«-  3]  cu «-  ZD  cu 

ambiguous 
sister 
spreading reflexed shining 
short-flowered  tt.  Z3  cu 
Masson's  «.  Z3  cu Star-fish  tL     I  cu 
starry  «.  ̂   cu 
hairy  a.     I  cu dark-flowered hooked  «.  ZD  cu 
shaggy  *-  ZD  cu 
many-flowered  tL  Z]  cu 
rusty-brown  «.  ZD  cu cushioned       ml     I  cu 

3250 

2  jn.n 1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 

i  jn.au 
1  jn.au 1  jn.au 

P.Br  C.  G.H. 
D.Pu  C.  G.  H. 
O 
G.p 
P 
Br.p 

f  my.n  P.St 

i  jn.au  P 

\  jLau 

1  s 
1  s 

ijn.n i  jn.n 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H 

BAR  C.  G.  H. Y.Br  C.  G.  H. 
V.r  C.  G.  H. 
Br  C.  G.  H. 
D.V   C.G.  H. 

1597. 
1816. 

1802. 1815. 
1821. 
1824. 1824. 

1804. 
1822. 1823. 

1795. 
1802. 

1795. 
1797. 

1795. 

1710. 
1820. 
1819. 1817. 
1795. 
1795. 
3256 

C  s.l    jac.  vind.  1.  t.  3S C  s.l    Bot  reg.  489 
jL  r.m  Bot  mag.  788 
C  r.m 
C  r.m C  r.m  Bot.  cab.  1969 
C  r.m 
C  s.l  Roxb.cor.l.tl0 C  s.l   Bot  reg.  626 
C  s.l   Bot  cab.  906 

C  s.l    Mass.  stap.  1 11 
C  s.l    Bot  mag.  585 

Mass  stap.  1. 12 Bot.  cab.  94 
Jac.  stap.  c.  ic. Bot  mag.  1890 
Jac.  stap.  a  ic. 
Bot  mag.  536 
Bot.  cab.  1312 
Jac.  misc.  1. 1. 3 Bot.  reg.  156 
Bot.  cab.  242 

Bot.  cab.  239 
Bot  mag.  1240 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
dried  and  reduced  to  powder,  is  frequently  used  by  the  negroes  as  a  vomit,  and  hence  its  name  of  wild  or 
bastard  Ipecacuanha. 

.  A.  vincetoxicum  (tame-poison)  is  so  named  because  it  was  formerly  esteemed  an  alexipharmick ;  and  it  is 
called  swallow-wort  from  the  fancied  resemblance  of  the  follicles  or  seeds  to  a  swallow  flying. 

589.  Gonolobus.  The  derivation  and  meaning  of  this  word  have  not  been  explained.  The  genus  consists 
chiefly  of  climbers  of  tittle  beauty  but  easy  culture. 

590.  Fergularia.  From  PergiUa,  trellis-work,  which  the  plants  are  very  proper  for  covering.  This  is  a 
climbing  genus,  much  valued  for  the  fragrance  of  its  flowers.  It  grows  well  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings 
toot  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

591.  Marsdenia.   So  named  by  Mr.  R.  Brown,  after  William  Marsden,  Esq.  the  author  of  the  excellent 
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3238  Stem  simple,  Leaves  ovate  villous  beneath,  Umbels  erect,  Nect  resupinate 
3239  Leaves  ovate  rugose  naked,  Stem  simple,  Umbels  subsessue,  Flower^stalks  downy 
3240  Leaves  stalked  lanceolate  smooth  shining,  Stem  simple,  Umbels  erect  solitary  lateral 
3241  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  smooth,  Stem  simple,  Umbels  erect  lateral  solitary 
3242  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  smooth  narrowed  at  base,  Stem  half  shrubby  erect,  Umbels  lateral  solitary 3243  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Stem  divided  upwards,  Umbels  erect  in  pairs 
3244  Leaves  lanceolate  pubescent  beneath,  Stem  divided  upwards,  Umbels  erect  in  pairs 3245  Leaves  villous,  Stem  decumbent 
3246  Stem  erect  simple  downy  in  lines,  Leaves  very  narrow  linear  mostly  whorled 
3247  Stem  decumbent  and  leaves  very  long  linear  pubescent,  Appendages  of  crown  without  horns 
3248  Stem  erect  hairy  with  spreading  branches  at  end,  Leaves  scattered  lanceolate  hairy 
3249  Leaves  linear  subulate  channelled,  Umbels  stalked  nodding :  lateral  many-flowered 

3250  Runners  and  leafstalks  very  hairy,  Lvs.  acum.  by  degrees  perceptibly  hairy  on  both  sides,  Foil,  muricated 
3251  Runners  smoothish,  Leaves  conical  cordate  acute  by  degrees,  Flowers  and  follicles  smooth 
3252  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  with  the  sinus  open 
3253  Leaves  cordate,  Corymbs  axillary,  Common  flower-stalk  longer  than  the  leafstalks  Cor.  discolored 
3254  Leaves  oblong  cordate  with  the  sinus  closed,  Petals  crisp  at  end 
3255  Villous,  Leaves  oblong  elliptical  lanceolate  cordate,  Crown  at  bottom  of  tube 

3256  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Cal.  shorter  than  tube  of  cor. 
3257  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  with  a  point,  Cal.  as  long  as  tube  of  cor. 
3258  Leaves  ovate  lane,  very  smooth,  Cymes  shorter  than  leaves,  Sap  blood-colored 
3259  Stem  erect,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute,  Cymes  umbellate,  Flowers  not  bearded 
3260  Stem  somewhat  erect,  Leaves  oval-lanceolate  smooth  veinless,  Tube  inflated,  Orifice  bearded 
3261  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  bearded 
3262  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acute  small 
3263  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  very  thick 3264  Leaves  cordate 
3265  Leaves  oblong  slightly  cordate  at  base  with  3  distinct  nerves 
3266  Stems  upright  jointed  rounded,  Leaves  linear  acute 
3267  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile,  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Stem  fleshy 
3268  Leaves  smooth  with  an  edge,  Peduncles  simple,  Calyx  very  smooth 
§  1.  Cor.  5-clcfl  with  no  ball.    Crown  double  :  the  outer  with  the  ligules  united  at  base;  inner  with  the  append- ages united  upwards  into  a  beak,  downwards  expanded  into  a  wing.    (True  Stapelia.) 
3369  Branches  quadrangular  clavate :  angles  with  remote  incurved  teeth,  Seg.  of  cor.  lane,  acute  fringed  at  edge 
3270  Segments  of  cor.  fringed  with  white  covered  at  base  with  very  close  long  red  hairs  black  at  end,  beyond  mid. 

striped  with  pale 
3271  Branches  erect  4-ang.  clav.  Angles  toothed  rem.  incurv.  Cor.  large  flat  with  lane.  hisp.  seg.  fring.  at  edge 
3272  Branches  spreading  4-ang.  Angles  toothed,  Teeth  remote  acute  incurved,  Cor.  whole  color.  viL  in  middle 
3273  Cor.  flat  ciL  rugose  above  in  mid.  hairy  otherwise  smooth,  Beak  sub.  ac.  Wings  obL  obt.  1-tooth.  inside 
3274  Stam.  deltoid  with  inner  process  recurved  unguiculate,  Top  of  style  impressed  with  the  mark  of  a  cross 
3275  Branches  sq.  erect  velvety,  Teeth  erect,  Disc,  of  fls.  shining  hairy  with  ovate-acum.  revolute  ciliated  seg. 
3276  Fls.  flat  smooth  rugose  crosswise,  Beaks  subul.  gibb.  Ligules  lane.  acum.  Bran,  fl.-bearing  about  the  mid. 
3277  Branches  four  together  large  equal  sided  with  flat  pubescent  angles 
3278  Branches  several  erect  square  toothed,  Teeth  short  erect,  FL  large,  Segm.  lane,  ciliated  revolute  at  edge 
3279 'An  obscure  species  said  to  be  cultivated  in  the  gardens,  but  of  which  nothing  is  known 3280  Flowers  flat  ciliated  hairy  all  over  the  disk,  Beaks  subulate  acute  with  a  broad  acute  wing  at  the  back 
3281  Fls.  flat  cil.  rugose  above  hairy  in  centre,  One  or  more  of  teeth  hooked,  Wings  parallel  with  erect  beaks 
3282  FL  ciL  Disk  flat  shaggy  in  mid.  Segm.  at  first  deflexed  afterwards  spreading,  Wings  obi.  trunc.  crenulate 

6  Differs  chiefly  in  the  dark  color  of  the  flowers  which  are  clustered  and  not  solitary 
3283  Segm.  of  fl.  lane.  acum.  Ligules  linear  lane,  wavy,  Branches  erect  square  with  erect  teeth 
3284  Branches  reclinate,  Segm.  of  fl.  rounded  rugose  acuminate  ciliated:  the  bottom  elevated' closely  hairy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
History  of  Sumatra,  in  which  one  species,  used  as  Indigo  in  the  island  is  figured. .  Little  neat  shrubs,  with axillary  bunches  of  small  white  sweet-scented  flowers. 

592.  Hoya.  Named  after  Mr.  Thomas  Hoy,  for  many  years  gardener  to  the  Duke  of  Northumberland. 
He  died  about  1821.  H.  carnosa  is  of  easy  culture,  flowers  freely,  and  is  propagated  by  cuttings  in  a  moist 
heat.  Its  flowers  are  very  mellifluous,  and  it  has  been  said  that  one  or  two  plants,  placed  when  in  flower  in 
a  vinery  of  ripe  grapes,  will  entice  the  wasps  from  eating  the  fruit. 

593.  Ceropegia.  From  x'/igef,  wax,  and  miyr„  a  fountain ;  literally,  a  fountain  of  wax,  poetically,  a  candelabre ; on  account  of  the  umbels  of  bright  yellow  flowers.  Curious  naked  plants  with  tumid  fleshy  stems.  Same culture  as  Hoya. 
yP4.  Stapelia,  So  named  by  Linnams,  in  memory  of  BocUeus  a  Stapel,  a  physician  of  Amsterdam,  com. 

O  4 
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3285  fissirostris  Jacq. 3286  conclnna  W. 
3287  glanduliflora  W. 
3288  glandulifera  Haw. 3289  acuminata  W. 
3290  hispidula  Horn. 
329laperta  W. 3292ram6sa  W. 
3293arida  W. 
3294  incarnata  W. 
3295  parviflora  W. 
3296pilifera  W. 3297  Gordoni  Mass. 
3298  mammillaris  W. 

3*299  articulfita  W. 
$3300  gemmiflora  Mass. 
$3301  stygia  Haw. 

p  moschata  Haw. 
§3S02hirc6sa  W.en. 
§3303vetula  W. 3301  Simsii  Haw. 

vetula  B.  M. 
83305 rug6aa  W.en. 
3306 paniculate  W.en. 

§3307  divaric&a  W. 

3308  pfilchra  Haul. 

!3309  irrorata  W. 
3310  verruc6sa  W. 
3311  roriHua  W.  en. 
3312  pulchella  W. 
33131epida  W.en. §3314ciMta 

 
W. 

$3315  revolfita  W. 
§3316  glauca  W.  en. 
§3317  pruinosa  W. 

split-beaked  a.  Icu spruce  a.     I  cu 
gland-flowered  «.  ZD  cu airy-glanded  St  ZD  cu acuminated  «-  ZD  cu 
hispid  O-  ZD  cu 
open-flowered  tt-  I  cu branched  a.  ZD  cu 
dry  a.  ZD  cu flesh-colored  a.  ̂   cu 
small-flowered  «_  I  cu 
hairy-tubercleda.  ZD  cu 
Gordon's  a.  ZD  cu 
prickly  si.  ZD  cu 
jointed  St.  ZD.  cu 
gem-flowered 
Stygian 
musky 
stinking 
pur.  smooth.-fl. 

Sims's 

a.  ZD  cu 

i  jn.au £  au.n j  au.n 

f  jLs ijl.au 

2  jl.au 
1$  jajl 

i  au 

1  ap.au 

I  jn.au 1  jn.au 1  ... 
1  jn.jl 

JjLn 
£  o.n 

JjLs $  jn.au £  my.n J  my.n 

Y.o  C. Gr  C. 
Br  C. 
Br  C. 
P.St  C. 
Gr  C. 
Y.p  C. D.P  C. 
Y  C. F  C. 
Y.Gr  C. 
D.P  C. 
Y.Br  C. 
Br  C. D.P  C. 
D.P  C. 
D.P  C. 
...  C. Br.PuC. 

D.Pu  C. 
D.Pu  C. 

G.  H. 
G.H. G.H. 
G.H. 
G.H G.H. G.H 
G.  H G.H. 
G.H. G.H. G.  H 
G.H. 
G.H. 
G.H G.H. 

G.H G.  H 
G.H. 
G.H. G.  H 

1823. 1795. 1795. 

1795. 1824. 
1795. 
1795. 
1795. 
179a 1795. 
1790. 1796. 
1774. 
1774. 
1795. 1810. 

1793. 1800. 

Jac.  s tap.  a  la 
Mass.  stap.  t 18 
Mass.  stap.  1. 19 
Mass.  st  15. 1. 17 
Mass.  stap.  1 37 
Mass.  stap.  1 32 
Mass.  stap.  t.  33 
Mass.  stap.  t.  34 
Mass.  stap.  t.  35 
Mass.  stap.  t.  23 
Mass.  stap.  t.  40 Bur.  afr.  27. 1. 11 
Mass.  stap.  t.30 Mass.  stap.  1. 15 

Jac  stap.  c.  ic. Mass.  stap.  1. 16 
Bot  mag.  1234 

wrinkled 
panicled 
straddling 

n.  ZD  cu  £  my.s 
a.  ZD  cu   j  jn.s 

«*-  ZZJ  cu   f  jan 

beautiful  Sulph  a-  ZD  cu     -h  au.s 
dewy  a.  ZD  cu  £  jLs 
wart-flowered  a.  ZD  cu     i  au.o 
dew-bearing  n.  ZD  cu  J  jl.s 
beautiful  n.  3  cu     j  my.n 
pretty  M-  ZD  cu  J  jl.au 
ciliated  a.  ZD  cu     £  o.d 

revolute-flower.tt.  ZD  cu  t  jn^ 
glaucous  a.  ZD  cu  2  jn.n 
frosted  a.  ZD  cu    1J  jn.jl 

§3318obllqua  W.en. 
$3319  maculosa  Jacq. $3320  bisulca  Donn. 
§3321  variegata  Ham. $3322  Curtisii  Haw. 

variegata  B.  M. 
$3323planifl6ra  W.en. 
}  3324  marginata  W.  en. 
53325 conspurcfita  W.en. 
1 3326  normalis  Jacq. S3327  orbicularis  B.  Rep. 53328 buf6nia  W.en. 
53329  anguina  Haw. ~~0  picta  H.  K. 

$3332  decora  W. 

§3,333  reclinata  W 3287 

oblique-flower,  a. ' spotted  a. . two-furrowed  a. ; 
variegated  a. ; 
Curtis's  «- ; 
plain-flowered  a. ; 
red-edged  a. ; 
white-edged  a. ; 
regular-spotted  a. ; orbicular  a.  \ 
toad  a. ; 
snake-speckled  a. ; 
painted  a. ; 

reclining 

]  cu  1  jn.s 
j  cu  1  jn.s ]  cu  1  jn.s 
]  cu  1  jn.s ]  cu  1  jn.s 
leu  Jjl.n 
j  cu  |  jn.s }  cu     £  jn.o 
]  cu  £  jl.au ]  cu     £  jl.n 
]  cu  1  jn.s ]  cu     £  jnjl 
]  cu  £  jn.s 

P.St C.  G.  H. 1805. C 

S.1 

Jac.  stap.  c  ic. V C.  G.  H 1805. C S.1 

D.F 
C.  G.  H. 1793. c s.1 Bot  mag.  1007 

Y.St C.G.H 1800. c s.1 Bot.  mag.  786 
Y.St C  G.H. 1795. c s.1 Bot  cab.  127 
Y.St C.  G.  H 1795. c s.1 Mass.  stap.  t  8 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1802. c s.1 Jac.  stap.  c  ic. 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1795. c s.1 Mass.  stap.  t.  36 
G.St C.  G.  H c s.1 Jac.  stap.  c  ic. G.St C.  G.H 1795 Q s.1 ^Vlass.  stap.  t  X 

Pu C.G.  H 1790. c 

8.1 

Bot  mag.  724 
R.Pu  C.  G.  H 1799. c 

S.1 

Jac.  stap.  c  ic 
D.Br C.G.  H. 1795. 

c S.1 Mass.  stap.  t  41 

Pa.V C.  G.  H. 1805. c S.1 
Br.v C.G.H 1804. c s.1 Bot.  mag.  1833 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1805. c s.1 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1727. c s.1 Jac.  stap.  t  3 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1690. c s.1 Bot  mag.  26 
P.Y C.  G.  H. 1805. c s.1 Bot.  cab.  191 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1805. c s.1 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1795. c s.1 Jac.  stap.  c.  ic. 
YSt C.  G.  H. 

1821. 
c s.1 Bot.  reg.  755 

Y.St C.  G.  H. 
1799. 

c s.1 Bot  cab. Sll Y.St C.  G.  H 
1806. 

c 8.1 Bot  mag,  1676 
Y.St C.  G.  H. 1812. c s.1 Bot  cab.  828 
Y.St C.  G.  H 1799. c s.1 Bot  mag.  1169 

P.St C.  G.  H. 1795. c 

s.1 

Bot.  mag.  1326 
Y.St C.  G.  H 

1795. 
c s.1 Mass.  stap.  t.  26 

Pu C.  G.  H. 1795. c 

S.I 

Mass.  stap.  1 28 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
mentator  on  Theophrastus,  1644.   This  is  a  genus  of  singular  plants,  without  leaves,  diminutive,  very  succul- 

ent, and  some  of  them  with  flowers  large' in  proportion  to  the  plant,  curious,  and  often  smelling  very disagreeably.    They  are  mostly  natives  of  the  deserts  of  Africa,  and  have  been  chiefly  discovered  by  Masson, 
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3285  Flowers  cuspidate  rugose  scabrous  ciliated,  Beaks  half  split 
3286  Branches  and  branchlets  upright  square  quite  smooth,  Angles  toothed,  Teeth  erect,  Flower  flat  hispid 
3287  Branches  many  erect  square,  Angles  toothed,  Teeth  erect  acute,  Cor.  covered  with  clavate  glands 
3288  Cor.  very  villous  with  white  spatulate  hairs,  Ligules  minute  rhomboid-oblong  entire  . 
3289  Branches  several  suberect  4-cornered  toothed,  Flower  flat  smooth  rugose,  Segments  caudate 
3290.Pedunc  aggreg.  rad.  much  longer' than  cor.  Segm.  acum.  hispid  with  clavate  hairs,  Beaks  subuL  conniving 3291  Branches  many  divaricating  square  toothed,  Flower  flat  with  ovate  obtuse  rugose  segments 
3292  Branches  many  erect  square  toothed,  Flowers  clustered  sessile,  Segm.  lane,  acute  folded  back 
3293  Branches  many  erect  square  with  spreading  acute  teeth,  Flowers  solitary  stalked,  Segm.  setaceous 
3294  Branches  erect  square  toothed,  Teeth  spreading  acute,  Flowers  sessile,  Segm.  lane,  flat 
3295  Branches  several  square  toothed  recurved,  Flower  small,  Segm.  narrow  flat  spreading  fringed  at  edge 
3296  Branches  several  rounded  furrowed  tubercled  hairy,  Flower  solitary  sessile 
3297  Branches  and  branchlets  rounded  tubercled  spiny,  Flowers  solitary  large  10-cleft 
3298  Cor.  smooth,  Seg.  lane.  Fl.  stalks  shorter  than  cor.  Branches  flowering  in  mid.  6-sid.  with  prickly  tuber. 
3299- Joints  of  branches  obi.  round,  nett.  obscurely  waited,  Spines  sin.  Cor.  wart,  above  with  triangular  segm. 3300  Branches  several  erect  sq.  with  nearly  upright  acute  teeth,  Fl.  flat  rough  5-cleft  with  ov.  lane,  ciliate  seg. 
3301  Cor.  rugose  dark  with  pink  hairs,  Branches  thick  short  yellowish  green 
3302  Cor.  ciliated  rough  above  dotted  beneath,  Ligules  erect  3-parted :  middle  lanceoL  longer  than  sides 
3303  Branches  many  erect  square  smooth,  Cor.  flat  smooth  with  lanceolate  obtuse  segments 
3304  Teeth  of  branches  rounded,  Fls.  closed  ventricose  with  5-nerved  ov.  acum.  seg.  Beaks  split  open 
3305  Ball  spurious  depressed  5  eremite  in  the  circumference,  Beaks  and  wings  rounded  obtuse,  Tube  of  cor.  O. 
3306  Cor.  5-parted  flat  hairy  warted  across,  Appendages  obtuse  obscurely  toothed,  Beaks  subulate  conniving 
$2.  Cor.  5-cleft  with  no  ball.   Ligules  not  connate  at  base  spreading.  Appendages  lengthened  into  incurved  beaks, 
3307  Branches  several  sq.  divaricat.  smooth  tooth,  narr.  by  deg.  Cor.  very  smooth  5-cleft,  Seg.  lane,  spreading 
§  3.  Cor.  5-cleft  with  a  bolt.  Ligules  connate  spreading.  Appendages  lengthened  into  incurved  beaks,  not  winged. (PODANTHES.  Haw.) 
3308  Much  branched  weak,  Flowers  in  pairs  wrinkled  minutely  hairy  at  bottom 
3309  Branches  many  suberect  toothed,  Teeth  spreading  acute  crossing,  Cor.  flat  rugose,  Segm.  lane,  acute 
3310  Branches  many  erect  with  acute  crossing  teeth,  Cor.  flat  wart  elevated  in  the  middle  into  a  rough  table 
3311  Cor.  5-cleft  camp,  smooth  dotted  even  at  bottom,  Segm.  of  outer  crown  ob.  emarg.  Inner  hooked  2-lobed 3312  Branches  several  reel  in  ate  with  acute  teeth,  FL  clustered,  Segm.  triangular  acute  with,  a  round  centre 
3313  Rim  obsolete,  Beaks  rounded  obtuse,  Wings  conical  subulate  acute  spreading,  Ligules  retuse 
3314  Stem  square  with  spreading  teeth,  Flower  stalked,  Segm.  ovate  scaly  ciliated 
$  4.  Cor.  5-cleft  re  flexed  with  no  ball.  Ligules  connate  at  base.  Appendages  lengthened  into  long  beaks  with  short 

.■  wings.    (Tromotriche.  Haw.) 3315  Branches  square  erect  with  spreading  teeth,  Cor.  smooth,  Segments  ciliated  acute  revolute 
3316  Segm.  of  cor.  ovate  acute  fringed  revolute,  Beaks  clavate,  Branches  square  with  rounded  angles 
3317  Branches  square  toothed,  Teeth  recurved,  Segm.  of  cor.  flat  ovate  hairy 
$  5.  Cor.  5-cleft,  with  a  large  ball  in  the  middle.  Ligules  connate  at  base.   Appendages  produced  into  long beaks,  and  subulate  or  filiform  wings.   (Orbea.  Haw.) 
3318  Cor.  5-cleft  rugose  smooth,  Segm.  ovate-acumin.  bent  obGquely,  Marginal  fringe  clavate  white  and  violet 
3319  Ball  solid,  Beaks  and  wings  rounded  obtuse,  Ligules  trifid,  Cor.  flat  beneath  fringed  at  mouth 
3320  Cor.  5-cleft,  Ligules  oblong  emarginate,  Sepals  broad  ovate  acuminate,  Branches  thick  green  not  spotted 3321  Ball  spurious,  Beaks  rounded  obtuse,  Wings  subulate  obtuse  spreading,  Ligules  bifid  acute 
3322  Cor.  sulphur  colored  with  entire  ligules 
3323  Ball  spurious,  Beaks  rounded  obtuse,  Wings  subulate  obtuse  spreading,  Ligules  bifid,  Cor.  flat  beneath 
.3324  Ball  5  angular,  Ligules  2-toothed  obt  Appendages  diverging  the  inner  clavate  the  outer  subulate  obtuse 
3325  Cor.  fringed  at  edge  with  clavate  hairs,  Ball  tumid,  Appendages  bifid  diverging 
3326  Cor.  rugose  across  fiat  dotted  in  a  regular  manor,  Inner  horns  hooked  obtuse,  Ball  round  tumid 
3327  Branches  several  erect  spreading  4-cornered  toothed,  Ball  closely  dotted,  Segm.  rugose  cordate  striated 
3328  Ball  spurious,  Beaks  round,  obt  Wings  filiform  obt  spreading,  Ligules  bifid  obt  Cor.  flat  with  no  tube 
3329  Ball  large,  Ligules  half  divided,  Speckles  of  flower  wavy  tortuous 
3330  Branches  simple  4- furrowed  torn  lose,  Seg.  ov.  acum.  logose,  Ball  elevated  rugose  depressed  in  middle 
$  6  Cor.  5-cleft  flat  with  no  ball.   Ligules  none.  Appendages  produced  into  a  short  beak  and  a  longer  incumbent 

wing.   (Obesia.  Haw.) 3331  Cor.  5-cleft  strigose,  Seg.  revolute  at  edge,  Wings  hooked  incumbent  on  their  beak,  Shield  5-lobed  fleshy 3332  Joints  of  stem  obi.  rounded,  Fls.  in  pairs,  Seg.  of  cor.  lanceolate  acuminate  rough  above  revolute  at  edge 
S  7  Cor  5-cleft,  with  ibe  segments  folded  back.   Ligules  none.   Appendages  or  beaks  simple,  with  no  wings. (Dirt  alia.  Haw.) 
3333  Branches  several  4-cornered  reclinate  with  acute  spreading  teeth,  Segm.  of  flower  folded  back  fringed 

a  collector  for  Kew  gardens  about  the  er  d  of  the  last  century,  and  who  published  a  monograph  of  the  genus. 
They  have  been  divided  into  several  genera  by  Haworth,  who  has  not  been  followed  by  other  writers.  Some 
of  the  species,  as  S.  pilifera  and  articulata,  are  eaten  by  the  Hottentots  and  by  the  Dutch  settled  at  the  Cape 

i  3314 
ard  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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3334  elegans  W. 
3335  caespitosa  TV. B  hirtella  W.  en. 
33.36  radiata  H.K. 
3337  Jacquini radiata  J.  S. 
3338  deflexa  J.  S. 

elegant tufted small  hairy (tarry 

Jacquin'* deflexed 

«-Z3cu 
«.  ZD  cu 
tt_  Z3  CU 
«.  ZD  cu M-  ZD  CU 

i  lis  Pu 
\  uiy.au  Pu 

ijLs 

Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1795. 
1790. 

1795. 1802. 

Hot.  mag.  list 
Mass.  stap.  t .  29 
Jac.  stap.  c.  ic. Bot  mag.  619 
Jac.  stap.  c.  ic. 

a.  ZD  cu    1  jn.au   Y      C.  G.  H.   1806.  C  s.1   Bot  mag.  1890 

$3339  pedunculate  W. 3340  serrulate  JV.cn. 
595.  PIARANTHUS.  B.Br.  Piaranthub. 
3311  pullus  R.  Br.  many-flowered  «. 3342  punc t atus  R.  Br.  dotted  «- 

59d  HUER'NIA.  B.Br.  Huebnia. 3343  reticulata  Haw.  netted 
3344  campanulata  Haw.  bell-shaped S345  venusta  Ham.  handsome 
3346  lentiginosa  Haw.  freckled 
3347  guttata  Haw. S348  humilis  Haw. 
3349  tubata  W.  en. 
3350  barb&te  Haw. 

8  crispa  Haw. 
3351  cla vSgera  Haw. 

597.  BRACHYSTEI/MA.  B.Br. 
3352  tuberosum  R.  Br.  tuberous 

598.  CARALLU'MA.  R.  Br.   Caballuma.  _ 3353  adscendens  R.  Br.    ascending       n.  ZD  cu 3354  umbellata  R.  Br.  umbelled tL  leu 
591  SWERTIA.  W. 
3355perennis  W. 

t600.  GENTIA'NA.  W. 3356  lu tea  W. 
3357  purpurea  W. 
3358  pannonica  W. 
3359  punctata  W. 
3360  sept emfida  Pall. 
3361  asclepiadea  TV. 
3362  macrophy  11a  TV. 3363  cruciate  TV. 
S364  ochroleuca  Frol. 
3365  incarnate  B.  M. 
3366  Saponaria  TV. 3367  Catesbal  H.  K 
3368  Pneumonanthe  W. 
3369  caucasea  H.  K. 
3370  adscendens  TV. 
3371  trifl6ra  Pall. 
3372  fflgida  Pall. 3373acafilis  TV. 
3374  verna  W. 
3375  bavarica  TV. 
3376  nivalis  TV. 
3377  viscusa  H.  K. 

Felwokt. 
marsh 

A  or 

Bot  mag.  793 
Jac.  stap.  c.  ic. 

Bot  mag.  1648 
Mass.  stop.  t.  24 
Bot  mag.  1662 Bot  mag.  1227 Mass.  stap.  1 3 
Bot  mag.  506 Mass.  stap.  1 4 
Mass.  stap.  1 5 
Bot  cab.  225 Mass.  stap.  1 7 

Jac.  stap.  a  ic. 
Bot  reg.  722 

Roxb.  cor.l.  t.30 

Gcntlancv.    Sp.  1—15. 
1  jl.au     Pu     England  alma.  D  m.s  Eng.  bot  1441 

Gentian. yellow  3t 
purple  »r 
round-pctalled  ^ 
spotted-flower'd^t crested  if 
Swallow-wort-1.5 
long-leaved Cross-wort  S 
pale-flowered  5 
flesh-colored  ^ 
barrel-flowered  ^ 
Catesby's Calathian  Violet^ 
Caucasian 
porcelain-flow, three-flowered narrow-leaved 
dwarf 
spring Bavarian small  Alpine clammy 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
Q>  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
O  or tf.  I  I  or 

GentianeeB. 
4  jn.jl  Y 3  jn.jl 
1  jnjl 3  jnjl 

iinjl 
1  jl.au 1  jl.au 1  jnjl 
2  au.s 2  o 
2  au.s 
lijnjl 
i  au.s 

*jl  - 

f  jnjl 
J  jnjl i  jnjl \  mr.my  B 
\  ap.my  B 
ijl  B \  au  B jn.au  Y 

B 
Pu 
Y 
L.B 
B 
D.B 
D.B P.Y Pk 

B 
B 
B 
V 
B 
B 
W 

Sp.  28—110. Al.ofEur.1596. 
AL  of  Eur.  1768. AL  of  Eur.  ... AL  of  Eur.1775. 
Persia  1804. Austria  1629. 
Siberia  1796. 
Austria  1596. 
N.  Amer.  1803. 
N.  Amer.  1812. N.  Amer.  1776. 
N.  Amer.  1803. 
England  moi.h.  D Caucasus  1804.  D Siberia  1799.  D 
Siberia  1807.  D 
Siberia  1808.  D 
Wales  walls.  D 
England  moun.  D Germany  1775.  D 
Scotland  sc.  alp,  D 
Canary  Isl.  ...  S 

Mill  ic.  1 139 Bot.  rep.  117 
Jac.  aus.  2. 1 136 
J.  aus.5.  t.  a  pp.  28 
Bot  mag.  1229 Bot  mag.  1078 
PaH.ross.2.t96 
Jac.  aus.  4.  t.  372 
Bot  mag.  1551 Bot  mag.  1856 Bot  mag.  1039 
Bot  rep.  418 
Eng.  bot  20 Bot.  mag.  1038 
B.mag.70S.&723 
PalLross.  t93.f.l Pall,  r oss.  2.  t.  95 
Eng.  bot.  1594 
Eng.  bot  493 VilLdelph.2.  tlO 
Eng.  bot  896 Bot  mag.  2135 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
pickled  in  vinegar ;  but  in  general  they  are  without  use.  According  to  Sweet,  "  the  best  soil  for  them  is  a sandy  loam,  mixed  with  old  lime  or  brick  rubbish ;  if  planted  in  a  richer  soil,  they  wiU  thrive  better  for  a 
time,  and  produce  larger  flowers ;  but  then  they  are  very  apt  to  rot  off",  particularly  if  they  chance  to  get  a  little too  much  water :  a  very  little  water  serves  them,  except  when  in  flower,  when  it  may  be  given  more  freely. 
'They  are  readily  increased  by  cuttings,  which  should  be  laid  to  dry  in  the  stove,  till  they  begin  to  shrivel; then  planted  in  pots  they  will  root  immediately.  If  planted  as  soon  as  taken  off,  when  full  of  juice,  they  are 
likely  to  rot  {Bot.  Cult.  109.) 

595.  Piarantkus.  From  xwof,  fat,  and  euS-ef,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  fleshy  nature  of  the  corolla.  The species  are  only  artificially  distinguished  from  Stapelia. 
596.  Hucrnia.   Named  after  Justus  Huernius,  an  obscure  botanist.  The  species  have  the  same  appearance 
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3334  Branches  several  clustered  oblong  toothed,  Segm.  of  cor.  3-angular  hispid  fringed  at  edge 
3335  Branches  clustered  procumbent  4-cornered  with  spreading  acute  teeth,  Seg.  of  cor.  folded  back  fringed 
S336  Branches  clustered  short  with  conical  acute  teeth,  Segm.  of  cor.  distant  folded  back  naked 
3337  Cor.  with  seg.  refl.  at  edge  and  fringed  with  simple  hairs,  Bottom  rounded  elevated,  Lig.  falcate  hooked 
3338  Cor.  rugose  ciliat  pubes.  in  midd.  Seg.  revolute  at  edge  all  bent  down,  Beaks  subuL  Wings  scarcely  any 
$  8.  Cor.  5-cleft  with  no  ball.  Li  gules  not  connate  at  base,  spreading.  Appendages  elongated  into  a  bifid  rostrum, 

with  globose  fungous  Hps.    (Caruncularia.  Haw.) 
3339  Branches  several  divar.  4-corn.  toothed.  Fed.  very  long,  Seg.  of  cor.  lane.  rev.  at  edge  with  fringed  angles 
3340  Branches  oblong  jointed,  Peduncles  twin,  Cor.  revolute  at  edge  with  wings  and  lobes  serrated  at  end 

3341  Six-cornered  erect  with  spreading  prickles,  Flower  sessile  clustered,  Segm.  of  cor.  lanceolate  silky  above 
3312  Joints  4-cornered  toothed,  Flowers  fascicled,  Segm.  of  cor.  lanceolate  papillose 

3343  Branches  5-comered  toothletted,  Cor.  with  10  angles,  Tube  bearded  inside  and  elevated  into  a  ball 
3344  Cor.  campanulate  closed  at  bottom  by  clavate  horizontal  hairs,  Ligules  spreading  truncate  dark 
3345  Branches  4  and  5-cornered,  Young  branches  very  much  spreading,  Cor.  10-cleft,  Tube  smooth 
3346  Cor.  10-toothed,  Alternate  segments  obsolete,  Branches  5-cornered  spreading  with  hooked  tubercles 
3347  Cor.  concave  at  bottom,  Stems  simple  above  glaucous,  The  teeth  of  the  branches  horizontal 
3348  Branches  several  4-5  angular  spreading,  Cor.  rounded  10-cleft,  Segm.  alternately  longer,  Flowers  solitary 
3349  Branches  simple  very  thick  4-5-cornered  with  very  large  teeth 3350  Branches  several  4-5-cor.  clust.  nearly  erect,  Teeth  of  branches  acute  spreading,  Cor.  campamiL  10-cleft 
3351  Cor.  campanulate  dotted  inside ;  not  dotted  outside,  Beaks  gibbous,  Shield  low  with  5  emarginate  lobes 

3352  The  only  species 

3353  Branches  distant  4-cornered  long  slender  ascending,  Flowers  with  segments  tipped  with  purple 
3354  Branches  clustered  4-cornered  short  thick  erect,  Flowers  in  close  terminal  heads 

3355  Cor.  5-cleft,  Peduncle  4-cornered,  Stem  undivided,  Radical  leaves  oval 

3356  Cor.  5-cleft  rotate  whorled,  Whorls  cymose,  Calyxes  spathaceous,  Leaves  broad  ovate 
3357  Cor.  5-cleft  campanulate  dotted  in  streaks  whorled,  Cat  membranous  spathaceous 
3358  Cor.  6-cleft  campanulate  much  dotted  whorled,  CaL  coriaceous  truncate 
3359  Cor.  6-cleft  campanul.  much  dotted  whorled,  Cal.  membr.  truncated,  Lobes  shorter  than  tube  of  caL  uneq. 
3360  Cor.  hypocrateriform  5-7-cleft,  Intermediate  segments  torn,  Leaves  cruciate  3-nerved 
3361  Cor.  5-cleft  campanulate  opp.  axillary  subsessile,  Leaves  stem-clasping  ovate-lanceolate 
3362  Cor.  4-5-cleft  sessile  whorled,  Radical  leaves  as  long  as  stem  which  is  naked  beneath 
3363  Cor.  4-cleft  naked  hypocrateriform  whorled  subsessile,  Stem  two  edge  narrowed  at  base 
3364  Flowers  terminal  sessile,  Cor.  10-cleft  ventricose  acute,  Alt  segm.  shorter  entire,  Leaves  lanceolate 
5365  Flowers  clustered  terminal  tub-shaped  with  an  unequal  lacerated  mouth,  Leaves  oval  I 
5366  Flowers  in  wborled  heads  sessile,  Cor.  10-cleft  ventric.  closed,  Alt  s.:gm.  fringed  smaller,  Lvs.  ovate  lane. 
3367  Flowers  whorled  ventricose  10-cleft,  Segm.  altern.  unequally  bifid  and  torn,  Lvs.  remote  oppos.  and  ternate 3368  Cor.  5-cleft  campanulate  acuminate  terminal  and  axillary  stalked,  Leaves  linear  obtuse 
3369  Cor.  5-cleft  hypocrat  beard.  Seg.  ovate,  CaL  trunc.  with  eq.  subul.  teeth,  Lvs.  ov.  lane,  as  long  as  branches 
3370  Cor.  campanulate  5-cleft  toothed  between  the  segments,  Cal.  3-toothed  opening  on  one  side,  Lvs.  lanceolate 
3371  Cor.  campanulate  5-cleft  clustered  sessile,  Leaves  linear :  floral  alternate  lengthened 
3372  Cor.  campanulate  5-cleft  terminal  stalked  3  together,  Segm.  acute,  Leaves  lanceolate  3-nerved 
3373  Cor.  5-cleft  campanulate  as  long  as  the  square  stalk 
3374  Cor.  5-cleft  funnel-shaped,  Leaves  ovate  acute :  radical  spreading  larger  than  th°  cauline 3375  Cor.  5-cleft  funnel-shaped.  Leaves  ovate  obtuse :  radical  clustered  imbricated  less  than  the  cauline 
3376  Cor.  5-cleft  funnel-shaped,  Branches  alternate  1-flowered,  Cauline  leaves  lanceolate 
8377  Cor.  5-cleft  monogynous,  Panic  trichotomous,  Bractes  perfoliate,  Leaves  oblong  3-nerved 

as  Stapelia,  require  the  same  culture,  and  are  natives  of  the  barren  blowing  sands  of  the  Cape  of  Good Hope. 
'597.  Brachystelma.  From  Ptax"*,  short,  and  s-o.ua,  a  crown,  in  allusion  to  the  shortness  of  the  coronal processes  in  the  flower  of  this  plant 598.  Caralluma.   The  Indian  name  of  this  plant,  which  exactly  resembles  Stapelia  in  appearance. 
599.  Swertia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  Eman.  Sweert,  a  cultivator  of  bulbs  and  flowers  in  Holland, 

and  author  of  Florilegium,  1612.    Pretty  herbaceous  plants,  with  blue  flowers. 
600.  Gentiana.  From  Gentius,  King  of  Illyria,  who,  according  to  Pliny,  first  discovered  the  tonic  virtues  of 

plants  of  this  genus.  "  This  is  a  very  handsome  genus  of  herbaceous  plants :  most  of  the  species  succeed  well in  a  light  rich  soil,  but  a  few  require  peat,  and  some  must  be  grown  in  pots  to  be  protected  by  frames  in  winter. 

■rf^T  337.'J  3364  m 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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3378  intermedia  B.  M. 
3379  gelida  Bid. 3380  Amarglla  W. 
3381  campestris  W. S382ciliata  W. 
3383crinita  Ph. 

601.  HYDRCLEA.  W. 
3384  spinosa  IV. 

602.  FALKIA.  L. 
3385  repens  W. 

603.  DICHONDRA.  W. 
3386  repens  B.  Br. 
3387sericea  W. 

604.  VELEZIA.  W. 
3388rlgida  W. 

605.  BUMAL'DA.  Th. 3389trif61ia  Th. 

t60&  HEUCHE'RA.  W. 3390  americana  W. 
3391  pubescens  Ph. 3392  villosa  Ph. 
3393  caulescens  Ph. 

607.  CUSSCNIA  L. 
3391  thvrsi flora  L. 
3395  spicata  L. 

608.  ANA'BASia  W. 3396  tamariscifolia  W. 
609.  SALSO'LA. 3397  Kali  W. 
3398  rosacea  W. 
3399  Soda  W. 
34O0sativa  W. 
3401  hirsuta  W. 
S4021anifl6ra  W. 
3403  vermieulata  W. 
3404  muricata  W. 

610.  KCCHIA.  Both. 
3405  hyss6pif61ia  & 340(i  den  tat  a  Ph. 
3407  trigyna  Link. 

clavate 
pale-flowered autumnal 
field fringed 

jagged Hydrolea. thorny 

F.M.KIA. creeping 

Dichondra. creeping silky 

Velezia. 
rigid 
BUMALDA. 

three-leaved 

i  A  of 
5  A  of 

O  or O  or i  A  or 
Q)  or 

£  I  |  or 

iAI  or )U.  iAI  cu 
sucacu 

2  o 1  jn.jl 

j  au 
j  au f  au.s t  jn  jl 

Pu 
P.Y 
Pu 
Pu 

LB 
L.B 

N.  Amer.  1820.  D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2303 Siberia     1807.  D  p.l 
Britain    ch.  pa.  S  co  Eng.  bot  236 
Britain   gra  pa.  S  co  Eng.  bot  237 
Germany  1759.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  639 
N.  Amer.  1801.  S  p.l  Bot  mag.  2031 

Convolimlacece.   Sp.  1 — 6. 1  jnjl     P.B    S.  Amer.  1791. 
Convolvulacete.   Sp.  1. 

i  my.au  Pk     C.  G.  H. 
Convolvulacete.  Sp.  2 — 5. 

1J  jn.au    W     N.  S.  W.  1803. 
lj  jn.au    W     Jamaica  1793. 

Caryophyllete.   Sp.  1. 
O  cu      Jjl        W.p  Spain 

Lp 

1774.  C  p.l 

Bot.  reg.  566 

Bot  rep.  257 

Smith.  ined.l.t8 

1683.  S  co    Barr.  rar.  1 1018 

1 1  |cu    2  jn.s 
Sp.  1. 
Japan 1812.  S  co 

Heuchera. 
viscid  3t  A  or 
pubescent  3t  A  or villous  3t  A  or 
caulescent  ^  A  or 
Cussonia. 

thyrse-flower.   •  i  |  or spike-flowered  *  i  |  or 
Anabasis. 

Tamarisk-leav.  a.  i  |  w 
Saltwort. 
prickly  O  ec rose-colored  O  cu 
long  fleshy-lvd.  O  ec cultivated  H  A  ec 
hairy  O  w 
woolly  O  cu 
small-leaved  O  w 
Egyptian  O  w 
Kochia. 

Hyssop-leaved tooth-leaved 
slender-leaved 

O  w 
O  w O  w 

1  niy.jl 
1  my.jl 

$  myjl 
1  my.jl 

Sp.' 

"Pu     N.  Amer.  1656.  D  s.l Pk.v  N.  Amer.  1812.  D  l.p 
Pk     N.  Amer.  1812.  D  Lp 
W     N.  Amer.  1812.  D  Lp 

PUtalm.  t58.£3 

Araliacex. 
6  ...  Gr 
6     ...  Gr 

ClienopodecB. 
2  jn  jl  G 

ChentpodecE. 
1  jLau  F 

|  jLau 

3  jLau 
1  jLau 1  jLau 
2  jn.au 
ljjl.au 1  jLau 

Sp.2. 
C.  G.  H.  1795. 
C.  G.  H.  1789. 

C  Lp 

C  s.l 

Pk 
W 
Pk 
Gr 
Y 
Gr 

Gr 

Sp.  1—9. Spain  1752.  C  Lp 

Sp.  8—50. Britain    seash.  S  s.l Asia        1759.  S  s.1 
S.  Europe  1683.  S  s.l 
Spain       1783.  D  s.l Denmark  1791.  D  s.l 
Siberia     1797.  D  s.l Siberia     1759.  S  s.l 
Egypt      1773.  S  s.l 

Thun.ups.3.tl2 Thun.ups.3.tl3 

Cav.ic.3.t283 

Chenopodete.  Sp.  9—11. lfjn.au    G  Siberia     1801.  S  co 
2  jn.au    G  N.  Amer.  1803.  S  co 
3  jLau     G  Spain       1804.  S  s.l 

Eng.  bot.  634 Schk.ban.l.t.57 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1 68 Cav.  ic.  3. 1 291 
FL  dan.  187 
Pa.it.2.p.736.tP. Cav.  ic  3.  1 287 
AU.  taur.at.4.f.2 

P.it.l.p.491.tH. Wi.ho.ber.l.t.28 
Cav.  ic.  3.  t  289 
3385 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Some  of  them  may  be  increased  by  dividing  at  the  root,  but  most  of  them  seed  freely ;  the  seeds  should  be 
sown  as  soon  as  ripe,  they  will  then  quickly  vegetate,  but  if  left  till  spring  before  they  are  sown,  they  will  not 
come  up  till  the  second  year.    (Bot.  Cult.  371.) 

G.  lutea  has  a  thick  root  of  a  yellowish  brown  color,  and  very  bitter  taste.  In  Switzerland  and  Germany  it 
occupies  extensive  tracts  of  ground  untouched  by  any  cattle.  It  was  formerly  used  as  hops  in  brewing,  and  is 
at  present  the  principal  European  bitter  used  in  medicine.  The  root  of  G.  purpurea  is  as  thick  as  a  man's arm  and  two  feet  long ;  it  is  extremely  bitter,  and  used  as  a  substitute  for  G.  lutea. 

G.  acaulis  and  verna  are  two  beautiful  edging  plants,  and  answer  well  in  pots. 
601.  Hydrolea.  From  u'Sag,  water,  and  tkeua,  oil.  It  is  a  water  plant,  and  its  leaves  are  viscous,  as  if  they wore  smeared  with  old  oil.    A  very  pretty  plant  with  bright  blue  flowers. 
602.  Falkia.  Named  after  John  Falk,  a  Swede,  born  in  1725,  died  in  1774.  He  was  professor  of  botany  in  the 

apothecaries'  garden  at  St  Petersburg,  and  followed  Pallas  during  a  part  of  his  journey  in  Siberia.  Upon  his return  he  committed  suicide ;  perhaps  the  only  instance  upon  record  of  suicide  among  naturalists. 
603.  Dichondra.  From  Sk,  double,  and  £ov5»«,  grain:  on  account  of  the  double  nature  of  the  capsule. 

Little  inconspicuous  trailing  plants,  seldom  seen  or  desired  in  collections. 
604.  Velezia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  memory  of  Christoval  Velezius,  examiner,  first  physician,  and demonstrator  of  botany  in  the  college  of  apothecaries  at  Madrid.  A  small  weed,  native  of  the.  south  of 

France,  resembling  a  dried  up  Gentiana. 
605.  Bumalda.  Named  after  Ovide  Montalban,  better  known  under  the  name  of  Jean  Antoine  de  Bumalda, 

born  at  Bologna,  published  in  1657  a  Bibliotheca  Botanica,  and  in  1668  a  Dendrologia. 
606.  ■  Heuchera.   In  memory  of  Jean  Henry  de  Heucher,  archiater,  and  professor  of  medicine  at  Wittcberg, 
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3378  Leaves  obovate  oblong  3-nerved,  Flowers  terminal  clustered,  Cor.  ventricose  not  opening 
3379  Cor.  campanulate  5-cleft  terminal  and  axillary  clustered,  Intermed.  segm.  torn,  Leaves  lane.  3-nerved 
3380  Cor.  5-cleft  hypocrateriform  bearded,  Segm.  lane,  acute,  Leaves  lane.  Branches  shorter  than  joints 
3381  Cor.  4-cleft  hypocrateriform  obtuse,  Orifice  bearded,  Two  outer  sepals  very  large 
3382  Cor.  4-cleft,  Segm.  serrated  finely  cut  in  the  middle,  Leaves  lanceolate  and  linear,  Stem  flexuose  angular 
3383  Cor.  4-cleft,  Segm.  finely  cut,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute,  Stem  erect  rounded 

3384  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  terminal  corymbose,  Capsules  a  little  hairy 

3385  A  creeping  plant  with  cordate  obtuse  stalked  leaves 

3386  Pubescent,  Leaves  reniform  retuse  and  emarginate 
3387  Leaves  reniform  emarginate  pubescent  beneath 

3388  The  only  species 

3389  A  slender  branched  purple  shrub 

3*80  Viscid,  Scape  and  leaves  roughish.  Leaves  rounded  lobed  toothed,  Pet  lane.  Stam.  much  exserted 3391  Powdery,  Scape  and  lvs.  below  smooth,  Lvs.  acutely  lobed  toothed,  Pet  spatulate,  Stam.  scarcely  exserted 
3392  Very  villous,  Leaves  acutely  lobed,  Pet.  shorter  than  calyx,  Stamens  exserted 
3393  Shrubby  at  base,  Lvs.  smooth  above  acutely  lobed  toothed,  CaL  short  villous,  Pet  linear,  Stam.  exserted 

3394  Leaves  digittate,  Leaflets  sessile  wedge-shaped  truncate  3- toothed,  Flowers  racemose 
3395  Leaves  digittate,  Leaflets  7-3-parted  wedge-shaped  acuminated  serrated  at  end,  Flowers  spiked 

3396  Leaves  subulate,  Pericarps  not  juicy 

3397  Spreading  hairy,  Leaves  subulate  mucronate,  Calyxes  solitary,  Appendages  opened  out  colored 3398  Leaves  subulate  mucronate,  Calyxes  opened  out 
3399  Smooth,  Branches  ascending,  Lvs.  half  round  acute,  CaL  in  fruit  keeled  across  the  middle  membranous 
3400  Herbaceous,  Leaves  rounded  smooth,  Flowers  clustered 
3401  Erect  spreading  hairy,  Leaves  oblong  half  round  obtuse,  Flowers  twin  axillary 
3402  Leaves  rounded  pubescent,  Flowers  axillary,  Anthers  colored 
3403  Pubescent,  Branches  panicled,  Leaves  filiform  with  an  axillary  tuft,  Floral  very  short,  Cal.  solitary 3404  Tomentose,  Cal.  with  5  angles  and  5  awns,  Leaves  lanceolate  flat 

3105  Pubescent,  Leaves  linear  flat,  CaL  clustered  woolly  with  a  hooked  dorsal  spine 
3406  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  toothed,  CaL  surrounded  by  a  toothed  crown,  Seed  round  emarginate  on  one  side 
3407  Erect,  Leaves  filiform  obtuse  fleshy,  Flowers  axillary  sessile  3  together,  Style  trifid 

author  of  Hortus  Wittebergensis,  1711-13.  Very  neat  North  American  plants,  requiring  the  culture  of  alpine 
plants. 607.  Cussonia.  In  memory  of  Cusson,  a  celebrated  botanist,  who  after  laboring  to  complete  the  order  of 
umbellate  plants,  had  all  his  labor  annihilated  by  his  wife,  who  in  his  absence  used  the  paper  upon  which  his 
plants  had  been  glued  for  household  purposes.  It  is  a  genus  of  easy  culture,  and  readily  increased  by  cuttings 
planted  in  sand  and  placed  under  a  hand-glass. 

608.  Anabasis.  One  of  the  names  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Equisetum.  A  small  plant,  quite  similar  to 
some  species  of  Chenopodium. 

609.  Sal  sol  a.  From  sals  us,  salt  From  these  plants,  which  are  chiefly  maritime,  is  obtained  the  kelp  of  our 
shores.  This  is  a  genus  of  plants  producing  the  alkaline  salts  called  barilla,  soda,  potash,  and  kelp.  Most  of them  are  herbaceous  and  annual,  but  some  have  shrubby  stems. 

S.  kali,  (Qa/tf  or  alqtdy,  Arabic.  Bochart,)  is  found  on  the  sandy  shores  of  most  parts  of  the  world,  and  is  very generally  burned  for  soda  for  the  glass  manufacture. 
S.  soda  is  cultivated  in  Languedoc  and  also  in  Spain  for  making  barilla ;  but  is  reckoned  inferior  to  S.  sativa, 

which  grows  on  the  Spanish  shores  of  the  Mediterranean,  and  affords  all  the  best  soda  consumed  in  Europe. 
It  is  called  by  us  Spanish  oi  Alicant  soda.  In  September,  the  crop  is  cut  and  laid  in  small  heaps  to  dry.  These heaps  are  then  collected  and  burned,  forty  or  fifty  of  them  in  a  hole,  in  the  ground. 

Soda  is  in  common  use  in  the  manufacture  of  glass  and  soap ;  with  sulphuric  acid,  it  forms  Glauber's  salts ; with,  marine  acid,  common  salt;  with  the  salt  of  Homberg,  borax;  and  with  cream  of  tartar,  Rochelle  salt. 
610.  '  Kochia.  A  genus  divided  from  Salsola  by  Roth,  and  named  by  him  after  his  friend  Koch,  a  German botanist. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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S408  prostrata  Schrad. 3409arenaria  Roth. 
3410  sedoldes  Schr. 
3411  eriophora  Schr. 3413  sericea  Schr. 
3413  sccparia  Schr. 

611.  CHENOFCDIUM. 
3414  Bonus-  Henricus  W. 
3415  tirbicum  W. 
3416  AtrlpUcis  W. 
3417  rubrum  W. 
3418  guineense  W. 3419murale  W. 
S420  Quinoa  W. 

/9  rubrum 3421  rhombifolium  W.en. 
3422  serotinum  L. 
3423  fici folium  H.  K. 
3424  album  W. 
3425  hfbridum  W. 
3426  Botrys  W. 
3427  botryoides  Sot. 3428  foetidum  Schr. 
3429  multtfidum  W. 
3430  ambrosioldes  W. 

/3  suffruticosum 3431  anthelmin'ticum  W. 3432  graveolens  W. 
3433  glaucum  fK. 3434  crassifulium  H.Par. 
8435  olidum  5m. 

trailing 
sand stonecrop woolly silky 

summer  Cypress 
W.  Goose-foot. Engl.  Mercury  j£ 
upright 
purple 
red 
Guinea 
nettle-leaved 
green  Quinoa red  Quinoa 
angular-leaved late 
Fig-leaved white 
Maple-leaved cut-leaved 
many-clustered fetid Buenos  Ayres  j£ 
Mexican 
hay  shrubby American  tL 
strong-smelling Oak-leaved 
thick-leaved 

I  |  w 
O  w O  cu 
O  w 

n.  i  |  cu 

O  or 

A  cu 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w O  cul 
O  cul 

O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w O  ft 

3+36  poly spermum  W. 3437  caudatum  W. 

stinking 
Allseed 
oval-leaved 

3438  laterale  W.  oblong-leaved 
3439 lanceolatum  W.en.  spear-leaved 3440  aristatum  W.  bearded 
3441  sepium  Mayer.  hedge 
3442  acutifolium  E.  B.  acute-leaved 
3443  maritimum  W. 
3444  fruticosum  W.  en. 

Salsola  fruticosa  E. 3445  altissimum  W.  en. 
3446  salsum  7?.  Br. 
3447  setlgerum  D.  C. 

612.  BETA  W. 
3448  vulgaris  W. 
3449  patula  W. 3450cicla  W. 
3451  trfgyna  H.  K. 3+52  maritima  W. 

613.  BO'SEA.  W. 3453  Yervamora  W 
3408 

Sea  Blite shrubby B. 

grass-leaved Saltwort bristly 

Beet. 
common 
spreading white 
Hungarian sea 
Golden  Rod. tree 

i  Al  w 

O  ft 
.  i  1  w 

O  w O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w O  w 
O  w O  w 

O  w O  w 

O  w 

O  w 
O  w 
O  w 

CD  cul £  C3)  w 
£  Q)  cul *i_Jor 

2,  jn.au  G 
1  my.jn  W.a 
2  jn  G 
ijn.jl  G i  jl  G 3  jn.s  G 
Ckenopodcce. 

1  my.au  G 1  au  G 
3  au.s  S 
2  au.s 2  au.s 
H  au.s 3  jl 3  jl 

2  jLs 
2  au.s 
lJjLs 
1|  au.s 1»  jn.s 
1  jn.au 
4  jn.au 
2  jn.o 
lj  jn.o 3  jl.au  G 4  jl.au  G 

ljjl.au'  G 
2  jl  G 

1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 2  jl.au 1  au.s 2  jl 

1  jn.s 2  jn.jl 

1  jl.au 3  au 
2  au.s 
6  jl.au  G 1  au.s  G 
2  jn.jl  G 

Chenopodece. au  G 4 
1  au  G 
6  au  G 
3  jl.au  G 1  au  G 

Chenopodece. 
6      ...  Ru 

3419 

&  Europe  1780. 
Hungary  1822. Crimea  1821. 
Spain  1823. C.  G.H.  1824. Greece  1629. 

Sp.  34—72. Britain  rub. 
Britain China 
Britain Guinea Britain Peru 
Peru N.  Amer.  1807. 
Spain  1821. England  dungh. Britain  rub. 
Britain  rub. 
S.  Europe  1548. 
Britain    sea  sh. 

dungh. 
1780. dungh. 
1790. rub. 
1822. 1822. 

Buenos  A.1732. 
Mexico  1640. 

C  8.1 
S  s.l S  8.1 
S  8.1 

C  s.l S  co 

D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
D  co S  co 

America  1732.  C  co Mexico  1823.  S  co 
England  rub.  S  co 

  1809.  S  co 

Jac.  aust.3.  t294 
PaU.ill.t.35 Schrad.  hal.  tS 
Schrad.  hal.  t.  2 Schr.haLtl.£l 

Eng.  bot.  1033 Eng.bot.717 Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  80 
Eng.  bot  1721 Jac.ic.rar.2.t345 
Eng.  bot  1722 
FeuilL  per.  1 10 

Eng.  bot.  1724 
Eng.  bot  1723 
Eng.  bot  1919 Fl.  graec.  1 263 
Eng.  bot  2247 
DilLelt.  t.66.f.77 
Moris.s.5.t35.f.8 
DilLelt  t66.f.76 

Eng.  bot  1454 

Britain  rub. 
Britain  rub, 
Guinea 

S  co  Eng.  bot  1034 S  co  Eng.  bot.  1480 1806.  S  co  Jac  ic.  2.  t.  344 
1781.  S 

Pensylva.  1809.  S  co 
Virginia  177L  S  co Moravia  182a  S  co 
Britain  unc.gr.  S  co 

Gm.sib.at.15.Cl 

Eng.  bot  1481 
Britain    sal.m.  S  co   Eng.  bot.  633 
England  seash.  C  co    Eng.  bot  685 
Italy       1775.  S  co    Schr.  halop.1.  f.3 Astracan  1782.  S  co    Jac. vind.  3.  t.  83 
S.  Europe  1822.  S  co 

Sp.  5-7. S  Europe  1548.  S  r.m  Schk.  han.l.  t.56 Madeira  1778.  C  r.m 
Portugal  1570.  S  r.m 
Hungary  1796.  S  r.m  P.rar.hun.l.  t.35 Britain    sea  co.  S  s.l    Eng.  bot.  265 

Sp.  1—2. Canaries  1728.  C  pi    Wal. hor.24.tl0 

£411  3423 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

611.  Chenopodbtm.  From  x*i*t  »  goose,  and  xeus,  foot ;  many  species  having  large  angular  leaves  ex- 
tremely similar  to  the  webbed  feet  of  a  water-fowl.  This  is  a  genus  of  succulent  herbs,  with  their 

leaves  for  the  most  part  covered  with  powdery  granules ;  the  whole  plant  of  no  beauty,  but  generally  edible  as 
a  pot-herb. 

C.  Bonus  Henricus  is  cultivated  in  some  gardens  as  a  perennial  spinage,  it  being  hardy  and  of  early  growth. 
The  leaves  are  sometimes  applied  to  wounds,  and  for  cleansing  old  ulcers. 

C.  album  is  the  most  common  of  the  species,  and  used  to  be  boiled  and  eaten  as  greens ;  but  C.  maritimum 
is  preferred  to  all  the  species  for  this  purpose.  The  foreign  species  are  of  the  easiest  culture,  and  increased 
either  by  seeds  or  cuttings. 

C.  maritimum,  where  it  abounds,  is  burned  with  Salsola  kali  and  other  marine  plants,  to  produce  soda. 
612.  Beta.  From  belt,  red,  in  Celtic.  B.  vulgaris,  Betterave,  Or  beet-radish,  Fr. ;  Bathe  RUbe,  Ger. ;  and Barba  Brettola,  Ital.,  is  a  well  known  culinary  root,  used  in  salads  either  raw  or  boiled ;  forming  a  beautiful 

varnish  j  very  much  used  as  a  pickle;  preserved  as  a  confiture ;  made  a  substitute  for  coffee;  and  yielding  a 
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3408  Hoary,  Leaves  linear  flat,  Calyxes  about  3  downy  with  opened  obovate  appendages 
3409  Leaves  linear  somewhat  fleshy  pubescent,  Flowers  axillary  about  3  together,  CaL  with  blunt  appendages 
3410  Herbaceous  very  hairy,  Leaves  linear  fleshy,  Dorsal  spine  of  cal.  straight 
3411  All  woolly,  Leaves  linear  fleshy  spreading,  Cal.  in  fruit  stellate  with  5  prickles  hooked  at  end 
3412  Branches  diffuse,  Leaves  lanceolate  silky,  Calyxes  not  prickly 
3413  Pubescent,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  ciliated,  CaL  in  pairs,  Appendages  very  short  acute 

$  1.  Leavet  flat  angular. 
3414  Leaves  triangular  hastate  entire,  Spikes  compound  clustered  leafless  axillary  and  terminal 
3415  Leaves  triangular  toothed,  Racemes  clustered  very  upright  close  to  the  stem  very  long  and  leafless 
3416  Leaves  rhomboid-ovate  and  lanceolate :  the  lower  sinuate  toothed,  Pan.  axillary  branched,  Stem  erect 
3417  Leaves  cordate  triangular  rather  obtuse  toothed,  Racemes  erect  compound  leafy  shorter  than  the  stem 
£418  Leaves  ovate  unequally  toothed  acute,  Racemes  branched  naked  and  simple  stem  erect 
3419  Lvs.  ov.  uneq.  tooth,  acute  shining,  Race,  corym.  naked  shorter  than  the  leaf,  Stem  branched  spreading 
3420  Lvs.  triangular  ovate  obsoletely  toothed  the  younger  powdery,  Racemes  clustered  shorter  than  leafstalk 
3431  Leaves  triangular  acute  repand  toothed,  Racemes  axillary  erect  nearly  leafless,  Bractes  minute  inflexed 
34%  Leaves  deltoid  sinuate  toothed  rugose  smooth  uniform,  Racemes  terminal 
3423  Leaves  hastate  sinuate  eroded  entire  behind,  Upper  oblong  entire,  Seeds  dotted 
3424  Leaves  rhomboid  ovate  eroded  entire  behind,  Upper  oblong  entire,  Seeds  smooth 
3425  Leaves  ovate-acuminate  subcordate  angular  toothed,  Racemes  panicled  naked  terminal  and  axillary 
3426  Leaves  oblong  sinuated,  Racemes  naked  multifid,  Upper  bractes  entire  lanceolate 
3427  Leaves  ovate  acute  entire,  Stem  erect,  Racemes  cymose  elongated  nearly  leafless 
3428  Leaves  oblong  sinuated,  Racemes  naked  many-cleft,  Upper  bractes  3-lobed  at  end 
3429  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segm.  linear  the  lower  toothed,  Clusters  of  flowers  axillary  sessile 
3430  Leaves  lanceolate  remotely  toothed,  Racemes  leafy  simple 
3431  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  sparingly  toothed,  Spikes  simple  slender  long  leafless,  Flowers  trigynous 
3432  Leaves  oblong  sinuate-toothed  wedge-shaped  at  base,  Clusters  of  flowers  axillary 
3433  Leaves  oblong  repand  glaucous  beneath,  Spikes  clustered  simple  naked  axillary  and  terminal 
3434  Leaves  thick  rhomboid-angular  somewhat  sinuated  entire  behind,  Racemes  erect  compound  leafy 

J 2.  Leavet  flat  entire. 
axillary 

3436  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  decumbent,  Cymes  dichotomous  leafless  axillary 
3437  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  entire,  Panicle  terminal  naked  elongated,  Stem  simple  erect 
3438  Cauline  leaves  lanceolate  obtuse,  Branch-leaves  oblong,  Peduncles  lateral  solitary.l-flowered 
3439  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acute  entire,  Racemes  axillary  compound  naked,  Stem  divaricating 
3440  Leaves  lanceolate  fleshy  entire,  Corymbs  dichotomous  arista te  axillary 
3441  Leaves  ovate  sinuate,  Racemes  leafy  simple 
3442  Leaves  wavy  half-round,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 

§  3.  Leaves  rounded. 3443  Stems  diffuse,  Leaves  oblong  J  rounded,  Flowers  axillary  clustered 
3444  Erect  shrubby,  Leaves  semicylindrical  obtuse  blunt 
3445  Quite  smooth,  Branches  panicled  erect,  Leaves  filiform  acutish,  Flowers  in  threes  stalked 
3446  Herbaceous  nearly  erect,  Leaves  linear  fleshy  unarmed,  Cal.  succulent  transparent 
3447  Leaves  rounded  thick  smooth  terminated  by  a  straight  long  bristle 

3448  Flowers  clustered,  Lower  leaves  ovate,  Root  fleshy 
3449  Flowers  clustered,  All  the  leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Branches  divaricating 
3450  Leaves  with  very  thick  ribs,  Flowers  three  together,  Root  scarcely  any 
3451  Racemes  erect  panicled  leafless,  Flowers  trigynous  twin  and  solitary,  Lvs.  cordate  acute  unequal  at  base 
3452  Flowers  in  pairs,  Stem  diffuse,  The  branches  much  interwoven,  Root  scarcely  any 

3453  Leaves  alternate  stalked  ovate  acute  with  the  veins  and  nerves  purple 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
sugar  equal  to  that  of  the  cane.  There  are  several  varieties ;  those  most  esteemed  for  salads  are  the  small  red 
and  Castelnaudary,  and  for  extracting  sugar,  the  green-topped.  The  seed  is  sown  in  March  or  April,  on  deep 
well  comminuted  soil.  When  the  plants  show  two  or  three  proper  leaves  they  are  thinned  out,  so  as  that  each 
plant  may  occupy  or  be  allowed  a  square  foot  of  surface.  By  September  or  October  the  roots  are  fit  for  use, 
and  may  either  be  taken  up  as  wanted,  or  taken  up  and  buried  in  sand  in  the  root-cellar. 

B.  Cicla,  (Cicla  is  said  by  De  Theis,  to  be  a  corruption  of  sicula,  under  which  name  it  is  spoken  of  by 
Catullus,)  Bette,  or  Poiree  a  ranks,  Ft.  ;  Mangold  Kraut,  Ger. ;  and  Biettola,  ltal.,  Is  employed  in  horticul- 

ture as  a  spinage  plant,  and  for  being  used  as  chard  or  asparagus  j  and  in  foreign  agriculture  for  the  production of  sugar.  It  is  much  grown  in  the  south  of  Germany  and  Switzerland,  where  the  lamina  of  the  leaves  is 
used  as  spinage  or  put  in  soups,  and  the  midrib  is  boiled  and  eaten  with  melted  butter  or  gravy  as  chard.  The 
culture  is  the  same  as  for  the  red  beet ;  but,  as  the  leaves  are  larger,  the  space  allowed  each  plant  is  proportion- ally increased. 

B.  maritima  is  or  may  be  used  as  a  spinage  plant  or  as  green?. 
613.  Bosea.  Ernest  Gottlieb  Bose,  a  German,  published  at  Leipsig,  in  1775,  a  work  upon  the  secretions  of 
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614.  HERNIA'RIA.  W. 3*5*  glabra  W. 3455  hirsute  W. 
3456  fruticosa  X. 
3457  polygonoides  Can. 3458  incana  Bieb. 
3459alpina  Fill. 

t615.  UI/MUS.  L. 
3460  campestris  L. 3461  suberosa  Monch 
3462  fruticosa  W. 
3463  glabra  E.  B. 3464  montana  E.  B. 
3465  americana  Ph. 
3466  alate  Mich. 
3467  alba  Kit. 
346S  humilis  Amm. 
3469  cri  spa  W. 
3470  fulva  Ph. 

U.  pendula  W. 
3471  pumila  Pull. 3472  chingnsis  P.S. 

Rupture- wort. smooth  £ hairy  £ 
shrubby  «_ 
Knot-grass  «- 
hoary  ~f alpine  £ 

Elm-tree. comm.  English  j£ 
cork-barked  ¥ 
shrubby  ai smooth  ¥ 
Wych  $ white  Amer.  $ 
winged  V white  Hungar.  $ 
low  $ curled  J 
slippery  $ 

dwarf China 

AmaranthacetB.  '  Sp.  ft— 11. 
Aw      J  jl  G  England  sa.  gr. 
Aw  \  jLau  G  England  sa.gr. 

w      \  my.au  G  Spain  1814. 
I  I  w  \  my.au  G  8.  Europe  1752. 
Aw      $  jl.au  G  S.  Europe  1822. 
Aw  J  my.au  G  S.  Europe  1822. 

tm  80 
tm  40 
or  8 tm  60 
tm  40 tm  40 tm  30 
tm  30 or  6 
or  SO tm  60 

Ulmaeece. 
ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br 
ap.my  Br 
ap.mj  Br 

i  or 
tl_Jor 

2  ap.my  Br 3   

Sp.  13. 
Britain 
Britain Europe 
Britain Britain 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. Hungary 

Siberia 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
Siberia 
China 

S  co 
S  co 
C  l.p C  Lp 
C  l.p C  Lp 

L  co 
L  co G  co L  co 
S  co 
G  co G  co 
G  co 
G  co G  co 
G  co 

1771.  L  p.l ...    C  Lp 

hed. bed. 
hed. hed. 

1752. 1820. 
1824. 

Eng.  bot.  206 Eng.  bot  1379 
Lob.  ic  85 Cav.  ic.  2. 1 131 
PL  aim.  t.  53.  f.3 
Lob.  ic.t85.£  1 

Eng.  bot  1886 
Eng.  bot  2161 
Eng.  bot  2248 
Eng.  bot  1887 
Mich.  arb.  3.  t.  5 

Mich.  arb.  3. 1 6 
PalLross.  Lt48 

616.  PLANE'RA.  Mich.      Planera.  Ulmaeece.   Sp.  2. 3473  Richardi  Mich.       Hornbeam-lvd.  a      or  12  ap.my  Br     N.  Amer.  1760.  G  co    Pall.  ross.  2.  t  60 Vim.  nemoralis  W. 
3474  parvifolia  small-leaved     £      or  12  my      Br    1822.  G  co    Jacq.  sch6. 1 262 U.  parvifolia  Jacq. 

617.  PHYL'LIS.  W. 3475N6bla  W. Bastard  II are's  Ear.         Rvbiacete.   Sp.  1. Canary  it      cu    3  jn.jl  t  G      Canaries  1699.  C  r.m  D.  eL  t.299.  f.386 
»618.  CORIAN'DRUM.  W.  Coriander. 3476  sativum  W.  common 
$  3477  testiculatum  W.  twin-fruited 
619.  SCAN'DIX.  P.  S. 
3478pecten  W. 3479  australis  W. 
3480  pinnatifida  Vent. 

SCANDIX. 
Venus's  Comb radiated 
cut-leaved 

UmhellifercE.  Sp.  2—3. 
O  clt  2  jn       W  England  fields.  S  co    Eng.  bot  67 O  w    2  jn.jl     W  S.  Europe  1640.  S  co    PLaL  1 169.  f. ! 

UmbeWferte.  Sp.  3—10. 
O  w     |  jn.jl     W  Britain    co.fi.  S  co 
O  w    1  my.jn  W  S.  Europe  17ia  S  co 
O  w    1J  my.jn  W  Persia      1805.  S  co 

Eng.  bot.  1397 Col.  ecph.  1. 1 90 
Vent.  eels.  14 

620.  ANTHRIS'CUS.  P.  S.  Rough  Chervil.  UmbelUfenc.   Sp.  2—9. 3481  vulgaris  P.  S.         common  O  w     1  my.jn  W     Britain    he.  ba.  S  co 
3482-nodosa  P.  S.  Knotted         ^  A  w    1  my.jn  W     Sicily      1656.  D  co 

*621.  CELEROPHYL'LUM.  P.  S.  Chervil. 3483  sylvestre  W.  smooth 
3484  sativum  P.  S.  garden 

Sc.  cerefolium  W. 
3485  procumbens  Ph.  procumbent 

3460 

XJmbeUifer<B.   Sp.  11— & 
k  A  w    3  my.jn  W     Britain     hed.  D  co 

O  cul  1J  my. j  n  W     England  he.  ba.  D  co 

Eng.  bot  818 Jac.  vind.  3.t25 

Eng.  bot  752 Eng.  bot.  1268 
1  jn.jl Virginia  1699.  D  co    M.  s.  9.  til  Cult. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
plants.  Another  Bose  (Caspar)  was  a  professor  of  botany  at  Leipsig,  where  he  published,  in  1728,  a  dissertation 
upon  the  motions  of  plants.   Ripened  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass,  without  heat 

614.  Herniaria.  From  hernia,  a  rupture,  for  which  disorder  it  was  formerly  imagined  to  be  a  cure,  but  has 
long  since  been  rejected  even  by  the  herbalists.  H.  fruticosa  is  well  adapted  for  growing  in  pots  or  for  rock- 
work,  and  is  readily  increased  by  seeds  or  cuttings ;  cuttings  of  the  greenhouse  species  root  freely  under  a 
hand-glass. 
615.  Ulmus.  From  Elm,  its  name  in  Anglo-Saxon,  Teutonic,  Gothic,  and  nearly  all  the  dialects  of  Celtic. 

This  is  a  genus  of  hardy  trees,  most  of  them  valued  for  their  timber.  The  species,  like  those  of  the  genus 
Salix,  are  so  nearly  related  as  to  be  often  confounded.  Linnaeus  considered  all  the  European  elms  as  forming 
only  one  species.  The  U.  campestris  and  glabra  are  those  most  generally  cultivated  in  Europe.  U.  campestris 
grows  also  in  Palestine,  and  Dr.  Walker  conjectures  that  it  was  originally  brought  from  that  country  by  the 
Crusaders.  It  is  a  tall  elegant  tree,  but  produces  much  less  valuable  timber  than  the  U.  glabra.  U.  suberosa, 
often  called  the  Dutch  elm,  is  frequently  grafted  on  the  U.  glabra,  as  is  also  the  U.  campestris  in  the  Scotch nurseries. 

616.  Planera.  In  honor  of  John  James  Planer,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  in  1788  an  Index  Plant- 
arum  Agri  Erfordiensis,  in  one  volume  8vo.  A  genus  closely  related  to  Ulmus,  from  which  it  is  perhaps 
scarcely  distinct 

617.  Phyllis.  From  fuXXot,  a  leaf :  the  plant  is  remarkable  for  the  beauty  of  its  leaves.   Phyllis,  who  was 
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3454  Smooth,  Clusters  many-flowered 
3455  Hairy,  Clusters  few-flowered 
3456  Leaves  obovate  acute  hairy,  Flowers  clustered  4-cleft  hispid,  Stem  shrubby 
3457  Smooth,  Stem  erect  dichotomous,  Leaves  ovate  cuspidate,  Flowers  terminal  and  axillary 
3458  Half  shrubby,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  hoary,  Calyxes  Dairy 
3459  Clusters  few-flowered  hairy,  Root  thick  woody 

3460  Leaves  doubly  serrate  unequal  at  base,  Flowers  subsessile  clustered  5-andr.  Fruit  smooth 
3461  Lvs.  doubly  serr.  nearly  equal  at  base,  FL  subsessile  clustered  4-andr.  Fruit  smooth,  Bark  corky  winged 
3462  The  branches  only  corky  not  the  stem,  Stature  little  more  than  that  of  a  man,  otherwise  like  the  last 
3463  Leaves  doubly  serrated  smooth  unequal  at  base,  Flowers  nearly  sessile  5-cleft,  Fruit  obovate  naked 
8464  Leaves  doubly  serrated  unequal  at  base,  Flowers  6-8-andr.  stalked,  Fruit  fringed  at  edge  [at  edge 
3465  Lvs.  nearly  doubly  serr.  uneq.  at  base,  Axil,  of  veins  ben.  unit  by  a  membr.  Fls.  5-8-andr.  stalked,  Fruit  viL 
3466  Br.  with  cork,  wing  here  and  there  on  each  side,  Lvs.  obi.  ov.  by  deg.  ac.  nrly  eq.  at  base,  Fr.  hairy  closely  frin . 
3467  Leaves  doubly  serrated  unequal  at  base  acuminated  pubescent  beneath 
3468  Leaves  equally  serrated  equal  at  base 
S469  Leaves  irregularly  doubly  serrated  equal  at  base  with  a  long  point  rough  above  beneath  soft  downy 
3470  Lvs.  doubly  ser.  uneq.  at  base,  Axil,  of  veins  bearded  beneath,  Fl.  dust  5-andr.  Fruit  pubes.  not  fringed 
3471  Decumbent,  Branches  smooth,  Leaves  very  small  equal  at  base 
3472  Leaves  small  coriaceous  shining  shortly  serrated  ovate  oblique  at  base 

3473  Leaves  subsessile  oblong-cordate  subcrenately  coarsely  toothed  emarginate  at  base,  Caps,  short 
3474  Leaves  lane,  equally  serrate  equal  at  base  shining,  Flowers  stalked  tetrandrous,  Fruit  smooth 

3475  The  only  species.  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  opp.  4  inches  long,  Corymbs  axillary 

3476  Fruit  globose 
3477  Fruit  twin 

3478  Seeds  with  a  very  long  beak,  Leaflets  many-cut 3479  Seeds  subulate  hispid,  Flowers  radiant,  Cauline  leaves  smooth 
3480  Stem  scabrous,  Leaves  decompound  smooth.  Umbels  fascicled  with  a  single  leaf 

3481  Seeds  ovate  hispid,  Cor.  of  one  shape,  Stem  smooth 
3482  Seeds  cylindrical  hispid,  Stem  hispid,  Joints  tumid 

3483  Stem  striated  with  tumid  joints 
3484  Seeds  shining  ovate  subulate,  Umbels  lateral  sessile 
3485  Stem  hairy  decumbent,  Leaves  bipinnatifid,  Umbel  simple  few-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
turned  to  a  bare  tree  by  the  gods  for  having  hung  herself  for  love  of  the  absent  Demophoon,  became  a  tree 
covered  with  verdure  upon  receiving  in  that  form  the  embraces  of  her  lover  returned. 

618.  Coriandrum.  From  xa^ie,  a  bug,  in  allusion  to  the  smell  of  the  leaves  of  the  plant.  C.  sativum  has 
been  long  cultivated,  chiefly  in  Essex,  and  is  considered  as  naturalized.  The  leaves  are  strongly  scented ;  the 
seeds,  which  are  slightly  aromatic,  are  used  to  cover  the  taste  of  senna,  and  in  spices  as  currie  powder,  and 
seasoning  for  black  puddings :  also,  covered  with  sugar,  as  a  sweetmeat ;  formerly  they  were  steeped  in  wine  or 
vinegar,  and  then  dried,  to  render  them  milder. 

619.  Scandix.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  plant  used  as  an  eatable,  which  appears  to  be  that  now  called 
Scandix  pecten.   It  is  derived  from  txw,  to  prick,  on  account  of  the  sharp  points  of  the  seeds. 

620.  Anthriscus.  The  name  of  a  plant  resembling  Scandix,  described  by  Pliny.  A.  vulgaris  bears  a  near 
resemblance  to  the  common  chervil  (Chserophyllum  sativum),  and  being  gathered  as  such,  and  put  into  soups, 
by  the  Dutch  soldiers  who  were  in  England  in  1745,  some  of  them  were  poisoned  by  it. 

621.  Cheerophyllum.  An  ancient  Greek  name  of  the  Chervil,  derived  from  to  rejoice,  and  ? vXXov,  leaf, 
that  is  to  say  a  plant  whose  leaves  have  an  agreeable  smell.  C.  sylvestre  has  poisonous  roots ;  though  the 
leaves  are  occasionally  used  as  a  pot-herb,  and  are  much  liked  by  cows.  The  stems  and  leaves  dye  a  beautiful 
green,  and  the  umbels  a  yellow :  the  plant  in  a  wild  state  is  found  only  on  fertile  soils. 

C.  sativum  is  cultivated  in  gardens  for  the  leaves,  which  are  used  in  soups  and  salads.  To  have  a  succes- 
sions supply,  sow  in  February  and  August  in  shallow  drills  from  six  to  nine  inches  apart. r 
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348(5  bulbCisum  W. 
3487  temulum  W.  rough 
3488  hirsutum  W.  hairy-leaved 3489  aromaticum  W.  aromatic 

§3490  canadense  Ph.  three-leaved Stson  canadense  W. 
§3491  Claytoni  Ph.  sweet-rooted 3492  coloratum  W.  yellow 
3493  aftreum  W.  golden 

bulbous-rooted  Q)  w 

§1  Q>  w 3l  A  w 
3t  A  or i  A  w 

i  A  (» 
^  Am 

lijnjl 3  jl.au 
lijnjl 3  jn.au 

H  jLau 

W 
W 
W 
W 
w 

Europe     1726.  D  co Britain     hed.  D  co 
Switzeri.  1759.  D  co 
Germany  1726.  D  co N.  Amer.  1699.  D  co 

2  jLau  W  N.  Amer.  1806.  D  co 
1  jLau  Y  Illyria  1806.  D  co 
1  jLau     Fk     Scotland  b.  of  fi.  D  co 

622.  ERYN'GIUM.  W. 
3494  foe'tidum  W. 3495  aquaticum  W. 
3496  virginianum  Ph. 
3497  virgatum  PA. 
3498  planum  W. 
3499  puslllum  W. 
3500  tricuspidatum  W. 3501  comiculatum  B.  M. 
3502  maritimum  W. 
3503  campestre  W. 
3504  galioides  P.  S. 
3505  amethystinum  W. 3506  caeruleum  P.  S. 
&507  rigidum  P.  S. 
3508  alplnum  W. 
3509Bourgati  W. 

623.  SANI'CULA.  W. 
3510  europas'a  W. 3511  canadensis  W. 
3512  marilandica  W. 

624.  ECHINCPHORA. 
3513  spin6sa  W. 3514  tenuifolia  W. 

*625.  DAU'CUS.  W. 3515  Carota  W. 
B  hortensis 

3516  maritimus  P.  S. 
3517  mauritanicus  W. 
35181ucidus  W. 
3519  crinitus  Desf. 
3520  Gingidium  W. 3521  muricatus  W. 
3522  hispidus  P.  S. 

•626.  CAU'CALIS.  W. 
§3523  grandifl6ra  W. 3524  daucoldes  IV. 
§3525  latifolia  W. 
S526p6mila  W. 3527  orientalis  W. 

6  pulchirrima  W.  en. 
§3528  platvcarpos  Spr. 
3529  leptophf  Ua  W. 

Eryngo. stinking 
marsh 
Virginian oval-leaved 
flat-leaved 
dwarf 
trifid horned sea-holly 
field 
Galium-leaved 
amethystine blue-flowered 
stiff 
Alpine cut-leaved 

j£  EJor 
j£  A  or 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or Q>  or 
A  or A  ec A  ec 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

Umbelltfera:. 
1  auio  W 
4  jLs 2  jl.s 1  jn.jl 
3  jl.s 

f  jn.au 

2  s 
1  jn.au 
lJjl.o 2  jl.au 

Jjl.au 

3  jLau 
2  jLau 

Jj}-au 

2  jLau 
2  jn.au 

W 
G 
L.B L.B 
G 
G 
G 
B 
B 
G 
I*B B 
B 
B 
Pa.B 

Sp.  1&-55. W.  Indies  1714. N.  Amer.  1699. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1810. 
Europe  1596. 
Spain  1640. 
Spain  1699. Portugal  1803. Britain  seash. 
Britain  pas. 
Portugal  1810. 
Styria  1648. Caspian  1816. France  181& 
SwitzerL  1597. 
S.  France  1731. 

D  s.l 
D  s.l 
D  s.1 
D  s.I D  s.l 
D  s.l D  s.1 
D  s.1 
D  s.I D  s.l D  s.1 D  s.1 

D  s.1 
D  s.1 D  s.1 
D  s.1 

ik  A  w &  A  w 3t  A  w 

Sanicxe. 
wood Canadian 
Maryland 
W.  Sea-Parsnbp. 
prickly  £  A  w fine-leaved       j£  A  w 

Carrot. 
wild Garden sea-side 
fine-leaved shining 
whorl-leaved 
shining-leaved 
prickly-seeded hispid 
Bur-Parsley. 

great-flowered small 
broad-leaved 
dwarf 
oriental beautiful 
broad-seeded fine-leaved 

UmbeUiferte. 
1  jnjl  W 
2  jnjl  W 
ljjnjl  W.g 

Sp.  3—2. 
Britain  woods.  D  s.1 
Canada  1800.  D  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1765.  D  s.1 

Sp.  2—3. England  seaco.  D  s 
Apulia     1731.  L>  s.l 

Sp.  8—17. Britain    b.  of  fi.  S  s.1 
Britain  Cornw.  S  s.l 
Spain  1768.  S  s.l S.  Europe  1807. 
Barbary  1804. France  1722. 
Barbary  1683. 
Barbary  1804. 

s.1 

s.1 
s.1 

S  s.1 S  s.1 

Sp.7-27. S.  Europe  1648.  S  co 
England  ch.  fi.  S  co England  ch.  fi.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1640.  S  co Levant     1699.  S  co Caucasus  1816.  S  co 
a  Europe  1800.  S  co 
Europe    1739.  S  co 

Jac.  aust.  1. 1 63 
Eng.  bot.  1521 Jac.  au.  2. 1 148 
Jac.  au.  2. 1 150 Mor.  h.  s.  9. 1. 11 

Spr.  umb.t.3.f.6 Mor.  s.  9.  t.lO.f.6 
Eng.  bot  2103 
Her.  lugd.  1 237 
Bot.  reg.  372 
DeL  eryng.  1. 19 
Del.  eryng.  t.  90 Jac.  aus.  4.  t.  391 
DeL  eryng.  t,  16 
DeL  eryng.  t.  9 
Bot  mag.  1427 
Eng.  bot.  718 Eng.  bot  57 
Mo.s.7.t.35.f.2 
M.s.7.t.37.f.l3 VilL  delph.  t  17 
Bot  mag.  922 
Gouan.  ilL  7. 1 3 

Eng.  bot  98 
Jac.  ic.  2. 1 348 

Eng.  bot  2413 Mor.  s.  9. 1. 1.  f.  2 

Eng.  bot  1174 
Eng.  bot  2560 
Al.  pe.2.t.61.f.l Mo.3.s.9.tl3.f.4 
Desf.  atL  1 62 Mo.  s.  9.  tl3.f.l0 
Mo.  s.  9. 1. 14.  f.  4 DesC  atL  1 63 

Jac.  aus.  1. 1 54 
Eng.  bot  197 
Eng.  bot  198 Cav.  ic.  2. 1 101 
Mo.  s.  9. 1 14.  f.5 
Bux.  cen.  3.  t.  33 
Mo.  s.  9. 1 14.  f.2 
Sch.  han.  1. 1  61 

History.  Use.  Propagation,  Culture, 
622.  Eryngium.  From  the  Greek  verb  leuyuv,  to  belch.  Dioscorides  positively  declares  that  the  plant  is  a 

specific  for  all  complaints  arising  from  flatulence.  These  are  singular  plants,  somewhat  like  thistles  in 
general  appearance  :  they  are  generally  of  a  bluish  hue,  prickly,  and  with  large  involucres,  and  dry  coriaceous 
leaves.  E.  maritimum  has  long  been  in  esteem  as  an  aphrodisiac;  the  roots  were  formerly  and  are  now,  in 
some  cases,  kept  in  the  shops  candied,  and  formed  in  Shakspeare's  time  the  kissing  comfits  of  FalstafT.  The Arabs  regard  the  plant  as  an  excellent  restorative,  and  English  grooms  often  mix  the  dried  plant  with  the  corn 
they  give  to  stallions  in  the  covering  season.  The  virtue  is  said  to  reside  chiefly  in  the  roots :  the  tops,  Linnaeus 
says,  are  eaten  like  asparagus  in  Sweden. 

623.  Sanicula.  From  sanare,  to  cure.  This  a  vulnerary,  to  which  marvellous  virtues  were  formerly  ascribed. 
S.  europaja  used  to  be  considered  a  powerful  vulnerary,  but  is  now  wholly  rejected  in  medicine.  Sir  J.  Smith 
;ays  it  partakes  of  that  virose  acrimony  which  is  found  in  most  umbelliferous  plants  growing  in  a  moist  fat soil. 

(!•..'  i.  Echinophora.   From  trno;,  a  hedgehog,  and  ft*u,  to  bear.    In  allusion  to  the  strong  rigid  spines  of  the 
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3486  Stem  smooth  with  tumid  joints,  hairy  at  base 
3487  Stem  scabrous,  joints  tumid 
3488  Stem  equal,  Leaflets  cut  acute,  Fruit  with  two  awns 
3489  Stem  equal,  Leaflets  cordate  serrate  entire,  Fruit  with  two  awns 
3490  Leaves  ternate  smooth,  Radical  leaflets  about  3-lobed,  Cauline  rhomb,  ovate  cut  finely  serrate 
3491  Stem  above  smooth,  Joints  tumid,  Leaves  biternate  pubescent,  Styles  persistent 
3492  Stem  equal,  Leaves  supra-decompound,  Involucres  colored 3493  Stem  equal,  Leaflets  cut,  Seeds  furrowed  colored  awnless 

3494  Radical  leaves  lanceolate  serrate,  floral  many  cut,  Stem  dichotomous 
3495  Leaves  gladiate  serrate  spiny,  Flowers  undivided,  Stem  simple 
3496  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  ensiform  very  long,  Leaflets  reflexed  and  paleas  trifid,  Heads  panicled 
3497  Leaves  all  ovate  cordate  on  very  short  stalks  toothed,  Stem  virgate  colored  upwards 
3498  Radical  leaves  oval  flat  crenate,  Heads  stalked 
3499  Radical  leaves  oblong  cut,  Stem  dichotomous,  Heads  sessile 
3500  Radical  leaves  cordate :  cauline  palmate  with  the  auricles  reflexed,  Palea?  tricuspidate 
3501  Rad.  lvs.  obL  lane,  toothed  spiny,  Stem  trichotomous,  Lvs.  of  involucre  entire  larger  than  the  heads  spiny 
3502  Radical  leaves  roundish  plaited  spiny,  Heads  stalked,  Paleae  3-toothed 
3503  Radical  leaves  stem-clasping  pinnate  lanceolate 
3504  Leaves  sessile  digitate  spiny  very  small.  Stem  slender  and  weak  dichotomous,  Heads  sessile 3505  Radical  leaves  trifid  at  the  base  somewhat  pinnate 
3506  Rad.  lvs.  cordate  obL  obt  cren.  lobed,  Branches  coL  Lvs.  of  the  involucrum  very  long  stiff  pungent  entire 
3507  Leaves  palmate  cut,  Bractes  stiff  pinnatifid  pungent,  Stem  thick 
3508  Radical  leaves  cordate :  cauline  ternate  cut,  Involucres  spiny  pinnated  ciliated 
3599  Radical  and  cauline  leaves  alternate  3-parted  twice  trifid,  Involucres  subulate  many-leaved  spiny 

3510  Lower  leaves  palmate.  Lobes  trifid  cut-serrate,  Florets  all  sessile 
3511  Leaves  all  compound  subternate,  Leaflets  ovate  attenuate  at  base  mucronate  serrate,  Florets  all  sessile 3512  Leaves  all  digitate,  Leaflets  oblong  cut-serrate,  Male  flowers  numerous  stalked 

3513  Leaflets  subulate  prickly  entire 3514  Leaflets  cut  unarmed 

3515  Seeds  hispid,  Stalks  nerved  beneath 
3516  Fruit  hispid  with  compressed  bristles,  Leaflets  dilated  rounded  fleshy  hairy,  Umbels  in  fruit  convex 
3517  Seeds  hispid.  Central  floret  sterile  fleshy,  Common  receptacle  hemispherical 
3518  Leaves  shining,  Stem  hairy,  Leafstalks  smooth,  No  sterile  central  floret 
3519  Stem  rough  simple,  Lvs.  bipinn.  Leaflets  rather  whorled  many-cleft  rigid,  Bristles  of  fruit  hairy  purple 
3520  Rays  of  the  involucre  flat,  Segments  recurved 
3521  Fruit  large  very  prickly 
3922  Stem  and  lvs.  bipin.  vil.  Leaf],  ovate  lobed  toothed,  Involucres  very  broad,  Prickles  of  fruit  dilated  at  base 

35S3  Involucres  each  5-leaved,  One  leaflet  twice  as  large  as  the  others 
3524  Umbels  trifid  leafless,  Umbellules  3-leaved  3-seeded 
3525  Universal  umbel  trifid,  partial  5-seeded,  Leaves  pinnated  serrated 
3526  Universal  umbel  about  5-cleft,  partial  3-seeded,  Leaves  supra-decompound,  and  decumbent  stem  villous 
3527  Umbels  spreading,  Partial  leaflets  supra-decompound  cut  with  linear  segments,  Fruit  woolly 

0  Fruit  bristly 
3528  Universal  involucre  about  3-leaved,  Umbel  trifid,  Involucels  3-leaved 
3529  Common  involucre  scarcely  any,  Umbel  bifid.  Involucres  5-leaved 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
involucrum,  and  indeed  of  the  whole  plant  Very  much  like  an  Ervngium,  once  said  to  have  been  found  in 
England. 625.  Daucus.  From  Setia,  to  make  hot ;  on  account  of  its  effects  in  medicine.  D.  Carota  (from  Kar,  red,  in 
Celtic),  is  well  known  for  its  esculent  root  There  are  several  varieties  :  the  largest,  and  that  best  adapted  for 
field  culture,  is  called  the  Altrincham,  from  a  village  of  that  name  in  Cheshire.  The  early  horn  and  orange 
are  the  best  garden  sorts.  The  seeds  do  not  retain  their  vegetative  powers  more  than  a  year,  for  which  reason 
the  cautious  cultivator  ought  to  prove  them  before  sowing.  The  last  week  of  March  and  first  of  April  is  the 
best  season  for  sowing  for  a  main  crop.  On  farms  where  a  deep  sandy  loam  occurs,  few  crops  of  the  root  kind 
afford  a  more  valuable  return.  In  Norfolk  and  Suffolk  they  are  a  good  deal  in  use  as  a  field  crop,  and  especially 
near  Lowestoft  in  the  latter  county. 

626.  Caucalis.  According  to  Linnaws,  derived  from  xiu,  to  trail  along;  on  account  of  the  low  habit 
of  the  plants.  It  is  supposed  that  Pliny's  Caucalis  was  the  same  as  the  Caucalis  grandiflora  of  the  present day. 

P  2 
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627.  TORILIS.  Gtsrtn.  Torilis. 
3530  Anthriscus  W.  uptight                O  W 
3531  infesta  H.K.  spreading             O  w arvensis  W. 
3532  nodosa  W.  knotted               O  w 

628.  OLIVE'RIA.  Vent.  Oliveria. 
3533  decumbens  Vent.  Thyme-scented      O  cu 

629.  LEDEBU'RIA.  Lk.  Ledeburia. 
3534  pimpinelloides  Lk.  bristly            ik  A  w 

630.  MYR'RHIS.  P.  S.  Myrrh. 
3535  odorata  P.  S.  sweet-scented  A  A  k 

631.  BU'NIUM.  W.  Earth.nut. 3536  Bulbocastanum  W.  great              A  A  w B.  Ftexuomm  Sm. 
3537  rlgens  Spr.  fine-leaved      tt-i   I  w Coniumrigens  W. 

632.  (ENAN'THE  W. 353S  fistulosa  IV. 
3539crocata  W. 
3540  prolifera  W. 
3541  globul6sa  W. 
3542  apiifolia  Brot. 

UmbeUiferee.    Sp.  3—9. 
2ijl.au     R      Britain  hed.  S  co    Eng.  bot  987 
1  jl.au     Y      Britain  co.fi.  S  co    Eng.  bot  1314 
1J  my.jl    W     Britain  co.  fi.  S  co    Eng.  bot  199 

UmbeUiferee.    Sp.  1. 
1  my.jl    Pu     Bagdad  1816.  S  co    Vent  eels.  21 UmbeUiferee.   Sp.  1. 
2  jn.jl     W    1823.  S  co 

UmbeUiferee.   Sp.  1—20. 
1}  my.jn  W     Britain  m.pas.  D  co    Eng.  bot  697 

UmbeUiferee.   Sp.  2 —  . 
2  my.jn  W     Britain  past  D  co   Eng.  bot  988 
1  jn.jl     W     C.  G.  H.  1787.  C  co 

Water-dropwort. common  1  ̂   p Hemlock  J  A  P 
proliferous  A  w 
globe-headed  ^(Jw Parsley-leaved      A  w 

3543  peucedanifolia  W.  Sulphurwort    ^  A  w 
3544  pimpinelloides  W.  Burnet-Saxifr.  ^  A  w 3545  inebrians  W.  various-leaved  lAIn 

633.  CRITH'MUM.  W.  Samphire. 3546  maritimum  W.  sea 
3547  latifolium  W.  wedge-leaved 

634.  ATHAMAN'TA.  W.  Spigneix. 3548  Libanotis  W. 
3549  Cervaria  W. 
35S0sibirica  W. 
3551  condensata  W. 
3552incana  W. 
3553  Oreoselinum  W. 
3554sicula  W.  ■ 3555  Matthloli  W. 
S556  cretensis  W. 

/3  annua  W. 

mountain 
broad-leaved 
Siberian 
close-headed 
hoary 

divaricated 
Flixweed-leav.  i  A  w 
fine-leaved  ^  A  w 
Candy-carrot  ^  A  w 
annual  ^  O  w 

A  w 
At  A  w 

5  A  w 
A  w ^  Aw 

A  w 

UmbeUiferee. 
2  jn.au  F 2  jn.au  W 
1J  jn.au  W li  jn.au  W 
2  jn.au  W 
If  jn.au  Pk 

I  jn.au  W 1  au.s  W 
UmbeUiferee. 

1  jLs  W 
lijl  Y UmbeUiferee. 

jn.jl  W 

*635.  PIMPINEI/LA.  W.  iBurnbt-saxifrage. 
3557  Saxifraga  W.         common         4  A  cu 

jl.au jl.au 

jLs 

jl.au 
jl.au jn.jl 

2  jn.jl 1  jn.jl 
1  jn.jl 

P.Pu 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 

3558  nigra  W. 
3559  magna  W. 
3560  diss 6c ta  W. 
3561  peregrina  W. 

d3562  A'nisum  W. 3663  dichotoma  W. 

black-rooted 

great 
cut-leaved nodding 
Anise dichotomous 

&  A  w $L  A  w 

£  A  w 
ik  A  w i  O  « 

A  w 

UmbeUiferee. 
1  jn.au  W 
1  jn.au  W 
2  jn.au  W 
1}  jn.au  W 2  jn.au  W 1  jn.au  W 

\  jn.au  W 

Sp.  8—20. Britain  dit.  D Britain  dit  D 
Italy  1739.  S 
Portugal  1710.  D Portugal  1806.  D 
England  dit  D 
England  sal.m.  D C.  G.  H.  1816.  D 

Sp.2—i. Britain  s. cliffs.  D Canaries  1780.  D 

Sp.  9—14. England  ch.pa.  D 
Europe  1597.  D Siberia  1771.  D 
Siberia  1773.  D 
Siberia  1802.  D 
Germany  1768.  D 
Sicily  1686.  D Carniola  1802.  D 
Austria  1596.  D Candia  1731.  D 

#>.7-9. 

Britain  dry  pa.  D 
Germany  1683.  D 
England  woods.  D France  ...  D 
Italy  1640.  D 
Egypt  1551.  D 1798.  D 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  363 
m.s  Eng.  bot  2313 co    Jac.  vind.  3. 1 62 
co    Gouan.  ill.  18.  t.9 co    Sabb.  rom.  t  84 

aq    Eng.  bot.  348 m.s  Eng.  bot  347 

co 
r.m  Eng.  bot  819 

r.m eo    Eng.  bot  138 co    Jac.  aust  1. 1. 69 
co  G.sib.l.t40.f.l,2 
co  Gouan.ilL83.t26 

co 

co  Jac.  aust.  1. 1 68 co  Zano.his.70.  t48 
co  Jac.  ic.  rar.  1. 1 . 57 
co   Jac.  aust  1.  1 62 

co  Eng.  bot  407 
co 
co  Eng.  bot  408 co  Retz.  obs.  3.  1 2 
co  Jac.  vind. 2.  tl31 
co  Woodville.tl80 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
627.  Torilis.  A  name  contrived  by  Adanson  and  adopted  by  Gsertner,  and  other  botanists.  It  probably,  like 

many  of  Adanson's  words,  has  no  meaning. 628.  Oliveria.  Named  in  honor  of  G.  A.  Olivier,  a  French  botanist,  who  travelled  in  the  East.  He  pub- 
lished a  splendid  work  on  insects,  by  which  he  is  better  known  than  by  his  botanical  merits. 

629.  Ledeburia.  So  named  by  Professor  link,  after  M.  Ledebure,  the  author  of  a  Catalogus  Horti  Dorpa- 
tensis,  published  in  1819 ;  in  which  work  this  plant  stands  as  Tragium  tauricum. 

630.  Myrrhis.  This  plant  has  been  long  in  cultivation.  Formerly  the  young  leaves  were  put  into  salads ; 
and  the  roots  were  boiled  and  eaten  cold,  or  in  tarts,  and  in  a  variety  of  sauces,  or  candied.  The  seeds  are  put 
into  soups  in  Germany,  and  in  the  north  of  England  employed  in  polishing  and  perfuming  oak  floors  and furniture. 

631.  Bunium.  From  Pvvits,  a  hill,  because  the  plant  grows  in  dry  and  elevated  situations.  Terre  Noix,  Fr., 
F.rdnuss,  Ger.,  Castagno  di  terra,  ItaL  The  roots  of  B.  Bulbocastanum  are  or  used  to  be  dug  up  and  eaten 
raw  by  the  poorer  classes.  They  are  farinaceous,  sweet,  and  supposed  to  be  very  nourishing.  Swine  are  very 
fond  of  them,  and  will  soon  become  fat  by  feeding  on  them. 

632.  (Enanthe.  From  am,  a  vine,  and  »»8es,  a  flower.  The  CEnanthe,  says  Pliny,  smells  like  the  vine  in 
flower,  and  it  is  from  that  that  it  takes  its  name.  This  genus,  like  most  of  the  aquatic  umbelliferss,  is  chiefly 
poisonous.  CE.  crocata  is  considered  eminently  so.  The  juice  of  the  root  or  an  infusion  of  the  leaves  is  very 
efficacious  in  cutaneous  diseases :  in  large  doses  it  produces  a  fatal  tetanus.  The  herb  is  applied  in  poultices to  those  ulcers  that  form  in  the  cleft  of  the  hoof  of  kine. 



Order  II. PENTANDRIA  DIGYNIA. 

3530  Involucres  many-leaved,  Seeds  ovate,  Styles  reflexed,  Leaves  decompound,  Outer  leaflet  lin.  lanceolate 
3531  Universal  involucre  scarcely  any,  Seeds  ov.  Styles  reflexed,  Leaves  decompound,  Stem  much  branched 
3532  Umbels  simple  subsessile,  Leaves  supra-decompound 

3533  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  sessile  3-5-cleft,  Segm.  3-fid  ciliated,  Flowers  fascicled  villous 

3534  Radical  leaves  pinnate,  Pinna;  ovate  serrated  cut,  The  upper  3-pinnatifid  with  linear  3- forked  segments 
3535  Villous,  Leaves  ternate  decompound,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  pinnatifid,  Central  tl.  male 

3536  Leaves  uniform,  Involucre  many-leaved 
3537  Seeds  somewhat  muricated,  Peduncles  furrowed,  Leaflets  channelled  obtuse 

3538  Stoloniferous,  Cauline  leaves  with  filiform  fistulous  pinnae 
3539  All  the  leaves  many  cut  obtuse  nearly  equal 
3540  Outside  stalks  of  the  umbels  longest  branched  male 
3541  Leaves  bipinnate,  Fruit  globose 
3542  Leaves  bi-tripinnate ;  the  upper  pinnate,  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  cut  serrate  striated 
3543  Cauline  leaves  pinnate ;  radical  bipinnate,  Leaflets  linear 
3544  Radical  leaves  caudate  split :  cauline  entire  very  long  simple 
3545  Lower  pinnae  of  the  leaves  ovate;  upper  linear,  Stalks  angular 

3546  Leaflets  lanceolate  fleshy 
3547  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  split  (Tenoria,  Spr.) 

3548  Leaves  bipinnate  flat,  Umbel  hemispherical,  Seeds  hairy 
3549  Leaves  pinnate  decussate  cut  angular,  Seeds  naked 
3550  Leaves  pinnate  cut  angular 
3551  Leaves  subpinnate,  Leaflets  imbricated  downwards,  Umbel  lens-shaped 
3552  Pubes.  hoary,  Lvs.  supra-decompound,  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  4- toothed,  Umbel  with  many  rays  globose 
3553  Leaflets  divaricating,  Leaves  thrice  pinnate 
3554  Lower  leaves  shining,  First  umbels  subsessile,  Seeds  hairy 
3555  Leaves  capillary,  Styles  persistent  erect,  Seeds  oblong  hairy 
3556  Leaflets  linear  flat  hairy,  Petals  divided,  Seeds  oblong  hairy 

j3  Leaves  many-parted,  Segm.  linear  rounded  acuminated 

3557  Stem  furrowed  smooth,  Leaves  pinnated  smooth  :  radical  roundish  finely  toothed ;  cauline  linear 
3558  Stem  furrowed  pubescent.  Leaves  pinnate  pubescent :  radical  cordate  cut  obtuse  toothed ;  cauline  linear 
3559  Leaves  all  alike  pinnate,  Leaflets  lobed,  the  odd  one  3-lobed 
3560  Leaves  pinnate,  Pinna;  many-parted,  Segments  falcate  acute 
3561  Radical  leaves  pinnate  crenate;  upper  wedge-shaped  cut,  Umbels  nodding 3562  Radical  leaves  trifiU  cut 
3563  Peduncles  opp.  the  leaves,  Flower  leaves  bifid  or  trilid,  Leaf-stalks  winged  membranous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
633.  Crithmwn.  From  barley.  Its  seed  is  very  similar  to  a  grain  of  barley.  Saint  Pierre,  Fr., 

Meerfenchel,  Ger.,  and  Finochio  marino,  I  til  The  C.  maritimum  is  found  on  stone  walls,  as  well  as  by  the 
sea  shore.  The  inhabitants,  where  it  abounds,  not  only  use  it  as  a  pickle,  but  as  an  ingredient  in  salads, 
and  as  a  pot-herb.  In  the  garden  it  may  be  grown  on  beds  of  sand  and  rubbish,  or  in  pots.  Braddick,  an 
ingenious  horticulturist,  cultivated  it  at  Thames  Ditton,  in  a  sheltered  dry  situation  screened  from  the 
morning  sun  :  he  protected  it  by  litter  during  winter,  and  in  spring  sprinkled  the  soil  with  a  little  powdered 
barilla.  "  This  I  do,"  says  he,  "  to  furnish  the  plant  with  a  supply  of  soda,  since  in  its  native  place  of  growth it  possesses  the  power  of  decomposing  sea  water,  from  which  it  takes  the  fossil  alkali,  and  rejects  the  muriatic 
acid."  With  this  treatment  it  flourished  abundantly,  producing  an  ample  supply  of  leaves  and  shoots,  which were  cut  twice  in  the  season.   {Hort.  Trans,  ii  232.) 

634.  Athamanta.  A  plant  found  upon  Mount  Athamas  in  Thessaly,  as  some  say  j  others,  however,  believe 
it  to  have  been  named  after  King  Athamas,  a  king  of  Thebes,  who  first  brought  it  into  use. 

635.  Pimpinella.  According  to  Linnaeus,  this  name  has  been  altered  from  bipennula,  twice  pinnate,  in 
allusion  to  the  leaves.  P.  saxifraga  differs  surprisingly  in  size  and  foliage  in  different  situations,  insomuch 
that  some  make  several  species,  as  P.  minor,  major,  and  dissecta.  The  root  is  acrid,  and  used  as  a  masticatory 
in  tooth-ache,  also  externally  to  take  away  freckles,  and  in  gargles  to  dissolve  viscid  mucus. 

P.  anisum  [dnysitn,  Arabic ;  GoUus.)  is  cultivated  in  Malta  and  Spain,  whence  the  seeds  are  annually  im- ported into  England  for  their  use  in  medicine  They  are  aromatic  and  carminative,  and  yield  an  oil  both  by 
distillation  and  expression,  which  is  much  used  in  flatulencies,  as  are  the  seeds  in  substance.   The  oil  is  also 

P  3 
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636.  PHELLAN'DRIUM  TV.  Water-hemlock. 
3564  aquaticum  TV.        common  SL  Q)  P 

637.  DON'DIA.  Spreng.  Dondia. 3565  Epipactis  Spr.        yellow  ^.  A  P* 
638.  TRACHYSPER'MUM  Lk.  Trachyspermum. 
3566  cop'ticum  Spr. 

639.  AM'MI.  TV. S567Visna^a  TV. 
3568majus  TV. 
3569  glaucifolium  TV. 3570  daucifolium  W. 

640.  BU'BON.  TV. 3571  macedonicum  TV. 
3572  rigidum  TV. 

/3  gummiferum  Sm. 3573  Gal'banum  TV. 3574  la?vigatum  TV. 
3575  gummiferum  W. 

641.  CU'MINUM.  TV. 
3576  Cyminum  TV. 

*642.  SE'SELI.  TV. 
3577  pimpinelloides  TV. 

Egyptian Ammi. 
Carrot-like  O  w 
great  O  w 
glaucous-lea v'd^t  A  w Carrot-leaved       A  w 
Bubon. 

Macedonian     ^  Q)  cu 
stiff-leaved  ^(Jca 
gummy  3t  O  cu Lovage-leaved  *  i_J  m smooth  it  |  |  cu 
gum-bearing    *  i  |  ec Cumin. 
common  O  clt 
Meadow  Saxifrage. 

nodding-flow.       A  w 
3578  leucospermumW.etK, woolly-headed  &  A  w 
3579  montanum  TV.       mountain       3t  A  w 
3580  glaucum  TV.  glaucous  at  A  w 

§3581  ammoides  TV.        Milfoil-leaved       O  w 
3582  tortuosum  TV.        crooked  ^  Q)  w 
3583  divaricatum  Ph.      shining-leaved  ̂   ̂   or 
3584  Hippomarathrum  ff.  various-leaved  3t  A  w 3585  gracile  TV.  en. 3586  datum  TV. 

643.  THAP'SIA.  TV. 3587vill6sa  TV. 
3588  fce'tida  TV. 
3589  Asclepium  TV. 
3590  garganica  TV. 

644.  ACTINOTUa  Lab. 
3591  Hdian't hi  Lab. 

645.  TRI'NIA  Hoffim. 
3592  Hoflman'ni  Bieb. Pimpinetta  dioica  E  Bot 
3593  Hennin'gii  Bieb.  Henning's 

*646.  SITJM.  TV. 3594  latif61ium  TV. 
3595  angustifolium  TV. §3596  nodiflSrum  TV. 

§3597  repens  TV. 3598  Sisarum  TV. 

slender  J  A  * 
taU  ^  A  w 
Deadly  Carrot. villous stinking 

oriental 
Garganian 
Actinotus. 
Sun-flower 
Trinia. 

Hoffmann's 

k  A  P 
3t  A  P 

4  Am 

UmbeUiferce. 
3  jn.jl  W UmbeUiffertB. 
j  mr.ap  Y UmbeUiferce. 
2  jnjl  W 

UmbeUiferce. 
2  jn.au  W 
2  jnjl  W 
lijajl  W 
2  jLau  P.Y 

UmbeUiferce. 
2  jn.au  P.Y 
3  jn.au 3  jl.s 
6  jl.au 4  mr.d 

7  jl UmbeUiferce. 
.  jnjl  W UmbeUiferce. 1  jl 

H  Jl 

1  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 
ijnjl 1  o 1  jnjl 2  jl 

lijnjl 
1|  jLau UmbeUiferce. 
2  jnjl  Y 
2  jLau  Y 
2  jl.au  Y 
2  jLau  L.Y 
UmbeUiferce. 

Sp.\. 
Britain rivul. 

Pk 
Pk 
Y.o 
Y P.Y 

W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
Y 
Pu 
Y 
W 

1823. 

1773. 

1596. 
1710. 1804. 
1596. 1774. 
1731. 

3t  A  w 
4  Aw 

Water-pa  rsnip. broad-leaved  ^  AP 
narrow-leaved  ^  A  w 
procumbent  3  A  w creeping  ^  A  w 
Skirret  &  A  cul 

£  lAI  cu    2  jn  W 
UmbeUiferce. 
my.jn  W 
jn.au  W 

Sp.l. 

Alps 

Sp.  1. 
Egypt 

Sp.4— 8. S.  Europe  1596. 
S.  Europe  1551. France  1816. 
Pyrenees  1734. 

Sp.  5-7. 
Greece 
Sicily 

Crimea 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.l. Egypt 

Sp.  10—14. S.  Europe  1796. 
Hungary  1805. 
Italy  1658. France  1759. 
a  Europe  1759. S.  Europe  1597. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Austria  1656. 
Hungary  1805. Austria  1710. 

Sp.  4—9. 
&  Europe  10. Spain  1596. Levant 
Barbary  1683. 

Sp.  1 
N.  I 

C  aq 

D  p.l 

D  co 
S  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

S  co S  co S  co 

S  s.l S  s.l 
S  s.l 

1594.  S  co 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

D  s.l 
D  s.l D  s.1 D  s.1 

Eng.  bot  684 
Jacq.  aust.5.  t.ll 
Jac.vind.2.tl96 
Gae.defr.l.t.107 
Blackw.  t.  447 

Scop.  cam.  1. 10 
Blackw.  1 382 Bocc.  mus.2.  t76 
Ex.  bot.  120 Bot  mag.  2489 
Com.  hort2.  t58 
Cav.  ic.  4.  t  360 

PL  rar.  hung.  80 
Jac.vind.2.tl29 
Jac  aust.1. 1 144 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1 52 Bau.h.3.2.16.f.2 
Bot  mag.  1742 
Jac.  aust2.  tl43 P.ra.hun.2.tll7 
Gouan.  ill.  16.  t.8 
Moris.s.9  tl8.£3 
Moris.8.9.tl8.f.7 
Moris.s.9.tl8.f.9 
Gouan.il.18.  tlO 

UmbeUiferce. 
3  jl.au  W 
1  jLau 

i  jLau 
1  jl.au 

W 
W 
W 
W 

Holl.  1821.  D  s.1  Bot  reg.  654 

England  rocks.  D  co  Eng.  bot.  1209 
Hungary  1803.  Pl.rar.hung.t27 

Sp.  8—28. Britain    rivuL  D'  aq  Eng.  bot  204 Britain     rivul.  D  aq  Eng.  bot  139 
Britain     rivul.  D  aq  Eng.  bot  639 
Britain  moi.gr.  D  m.s  Eng.  bot  1431 
China      1548.  D  rm  Schk.  han.l.  tS9 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
used  by  vermin-killers  to  scent  poisonous  baits,  or  to  neutralize  or  obliterate  other  smells.   Anise  is  sometimes 
sown  in  gardens  for  the  leaves,  to  be  used  as  a  garnish,  or  for  seasoning,  like  fennel. 

636.  PheUandrium  A  name  under  which  Pliny  describes  an  umbelliferous  plant,  of  similar  nature  to  the 
one  now  so  called.  In  running  streams  the  leaves  of  this  plant  become  divided,  like  those  of  Ranunculus 
aquatilis  in  the  same  situation.  When  the  plant  grows  in  an  angle,  out  of  the  rapid  course  of  the  stream,  it 
produces  its  flowers ;  but  it  flowers  best  on  the  muddy  banks  of  ditches  and  ponds.  According  to  Linnaeus it  renders  horses  paralytic,  the  disease  being  brought  on  by  a  Coleopterous  insect,  the  Curculio  paraplecticus, 
which  breeds  in  the  stalks,  and  is  cured  by  pigs'  dung    The  seeds  are  sometimes  used  in  agues. 637.  Dondia.  A  curious  little  plant  resembling  Astrantia,  and  named  from  Dondie  Dupree,  a  French  botanist. 

638.  Trachyspermum.  From  T{«vuf,  rough,  and  e-Tifitti,  seed ;  on  account  of  the  roughness  of  the  seeds. Nearly  related  to  Ammi,  with  which  it  agrees  in  habit 
639.  Ammi.  From  ot,f/.fjbos,  sand ;  because  it  grows  in  sandy  places.  Plants  with  a  delicate  habit,  very  finely cut  leaves,  and  white  flowers. 
640.  Bubon.  Bubonion  is  a  name  of  Pliny's,  now  applied  to  this  plant ;  as  Pliny's  was  used  in  medicine,  so is  this,  and  there  the  resemblance  ceases.  B.  macedonicum  is  put  among  clothes  to  scent  them,  in  some  parts 

of  the  East  From  B.  Galbanum  (derivation  obscure)  the  drug  of  that  name  is  obtained,  though  it  is  not 
clear  that  it  may  not  also  be  got  from  other  species.    It  is  collected  from  the  spontaneous  exudation  of  the 



Order  II. PENTANDR1A  DIGYNIA. 

3564  Ramifications  of  leaves  divaricating 

3565  Leaves  stalked  digitate  3-lobed,  Scape  angular  with  only  one  umbel 

3566  Leaves  supra-decompound,  Leaflets  filiform,  Umbels  opp.  the  leaves,  Leaves  of  involucre  unequal 
3567  Universal  umbel  united  at  base 
3568  Lower  leaves  pinnate  lanceolate  serrate ;  upper  multifid  linear 
3569  Segments  of  all  the  leaves  lanceolate 
3570  Leaves  supra-decompound,  Leaflets  3-parted  pinnatifld 

3571  Leaves  rhomb-ovate  cut-toothed,  Teeth  acuminate,  Umbels  numerous,  Seeds  hairy 3572  Leaflets  linear 
3573  Leaflets  ovate  wedge-shaped  acute  finely  serrate,  Umbels  few,  Seeds  smooth,  Stem  glaucous 
3574  Leaflets  lanceolate  very  obtusely  and  obscurely  crenate,  Seeds  smooth 
3575  Leaflets  cut  acuminate  :  lower  broadest,  Seeds  smooth 

3576  The  only  species.  Lower  leaves  broad,  Upper  capillary 

3577  Stem  decimate,  Umbels  nodding 
3578  Stem  erect  flexuose,  Leaves  decompound  very  fine,  Umbels  dense  very  downy 
3579  Leaf-stalks  branch-bearing  membranous  oblong  entire,  Cauline  leaves  very  narrow 
3580  Leaf-stalks  branch-bearing  membranous  obi.  entire,  Leaflets  single  and  two  together  channelled  smooth 3581  Radical  leaves  with  imbricated  leaflets 
3582  Stem  tall  rigid,  Leaflets  linear  fascicled 
3583  Stem  procumbent  branched,  Leaves  bipinnatifid  shining,  Involucels  halved 3584  Involucels  connate  one-leaved 
3585  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  triternate  very  fine,  Umbel  nodding  with  long  rays 
3586  Stem  elongated  with  callous  points,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinnae  linear  distant 
3587  Leaflets  toothed  villous  united  at  base 
3588  Leaflets  many-cut  narrowed  at  base 
3589  Leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  bipinnate  finely  many-cut 
3590  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  pinnatifld,  Segm.  lanceolate 

3591  Downy,  Leaves  decursively  pinnated,  Invol.  soft  long  with  10-18  rays 

3592  Seeds  rough  with  sharp  ribs 
3593  Seeds  smooth  with  blunt  ribs 

3594  Leaves  pinnate,  Umbel  terminal 
3595  Leaves  pinnate,  Umbels  axillary  stalked,  Common  invol.  pinnatifld 
3596  Leaves  pinnate,  Umbels  axillary  sessile 
3597  Stem  creeping,  Leaflets  roundish  toothed  angular 
3598  Leaves  pinnate :  floral  temate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
stem,  or  by  an  incision  in  the  stalk  a  little  above  the  root,  from  which  it  immediately  flows,  and  soon  becomes 
sufficiently  concreted  for  gathering.   Medicinally  considered,  this  gum-resin  is  said  to  hold  a  middle  place between  Asafoetida  and  Ammoniacum ;  but  it  is  far  less  foetid  than  the  former. 

641.  Cuminum.  From  the  Arabic  name  of  the  plant  qamoim.  {Golius.)  This  is  a  dwarf  fennel-looking 
plant,  cultivated  in  the  south  of  Europe  and  lesser  Asia  for  its  seeds,  which  are  hot  and  aromatic,  and  used like  those  of  Anise,  Caraway,  &c. 

642.  Seseli.  Golius  (p.  167.)  says,  a  plant  related  to  this  is  called  Seycelyous  in  Arabia  There  is  also  a Greek  tntnXi. 
643.  Thapsia.  The  Thapsia,  says  Dioscorides,  derives  its  name  from  the  isle  Thapsus,  where  it  was  first  dis- 

covered.  Plants  resembling  Smyrnium  in  habit. 
644.  Actinotus.  From  uxtiv,  a  ray,  in  allusion  to  the  ray-like  appearance  or  the  involucrum.  Curious  New Holland  plants  with  the  habit  of  Astrantia. 
645.  Trinia.  Named  by  Hoflmann  after  Dr.  Trinius,  a  celebrated  Russian  botanist,  who  has  published 

some  works  upon  grasses.   Plants  resembling  Pimpinella  in  appearance. 
646.  Stum.  Shu  signifies  water  in  Celtic.  This  is  a  genus  of  aquatic  plants.  S.  nodiflorum  bears  a  good 

deal  of  resemblance  to  the  water-cress  (Nasturtium  officinale),  and,  unless  when  in  flower,  is  not  very  easily 
distinguished  from  it  by  the.inexperienced.    It  is  commonly  considered  poisonous,  though,  according  to  Dr. P  4 
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Glass  V. 

§3599rigidum  W. §3600  FalcSria  W. 
§3601  slculum  W. 

*647.  SI'SON.  W. 8602  Amomum  W. 
3603  segetum  W. 

§3604  inundatum  W. 
3605  verticillatum  W. 
360fi  salsum  W. 

648.  CICU'TA.  W. 3607  virosa  W. 
3608maculata  W. 

*649.  CCNIUM.  W. 3609  maculatum  W. 
§3610  africanum  W. 

*650.  SMYR'NIUM.  W. 3611  perfoliatum  W. 3612  Olusatrum  W. 
3613  apiifolium  W. 3614  cordaium  Ph. 

Thapsia  trifoliata  W. §3615a&reum  W. 
3616  integerrimum  W. 

*651.  A'PIUM.  JT. 3617  Petrosellnum  W. 
3618  graveolens 

652.  jEGOPCKDIUM.  W. 
3619  Podagraria  W. 

653.  MEUM.  Jacq. 
3620  Bunius  Jacq. 3621  Mutellina  P.  S. 
3622  athamanticum  Jac. 

Virginian decurrent 
Sicilian 
Honewort. hedge 

corn 
water 
whorl-leaved 
fine-leaved 

COVVBANE. 
long-leaved 
spotted Hemlock. 
common 
Rue-leaved 

|t  A  w 

SAP 

S  A  w 

O  w 
O  w 
O  w 4  A  » 

i  A  " 

|t  A  m 

SAP 

3t  Q)  m 
O  w 

Alexanders. 
perfoliate        ̂   A  cul 
common  3j  Q)  cul 
Smallage-lvd.  5  A  cu 
heart-leaved    5  A  or 

2  jl.au  W 
2  jLau  W 1  jLau  Y 

UmbeUiferce. 
3  jLau  W 
2  jLau  W 
1  my.jn  W 
1  jl.au  W 
1  jLau  P.t 

UmbellifertE. 
3  jl  W 
lJjLau  W Umbelltferee. 

jn.jl  W 
jn.s  W UmbeUtferie. 
my  Y 
my.jn  G 
my.jl  P.y 

Virginia Europe Sicily 

Sp.  5—16. Britain 
England Britain Britain 

1774. 1726. 
1686. 
hed. 
ch.fi. dit 

m.  me. 
1804. Siberia 

Sp.2—3. Britain  ditch. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 

Sp.2—3. Britain 
C.G.H. 

D  i.p  Moris.s.9.  t7.f.l 
D  s.p  Jac,  aust.  3.  t.257 
D  s.p  Jac.  vind.2.t,133 
S  m.s  Eng.  hot.  954 
S  m.s  Eng.  bot  228 
S  aq  Eng.  bot  227 D  m.s  Eng.  bot  395 
D  co  P.a.p.l779t8.fL3 
D  m.s  Eng.  bot.  479 
D  co  PLalm.t76.£l 

hed. 

1759. 
S  co C  s.l 

Sp.6—7. 

Italy 

Britain 
Candia 

159&  D  s.l 
sea  co.  S  s.l 1731.  D  s.l 

Eng.  bot  1191 Jac.  vin.  2. 1 194 

PL  rar.  h.  1. 1 23 
Eng.  bot  230 

ljjnjl     D.Pu  N.  Amer.  1597.  D  s.1 

golden entire-leaved 
Parslev. 

garden 
Celery 

Gout-weed. 
common 

4  A  cu 
SAw 

*  O)  cul £  Q>  cul 

SAw 

1  my.jn  Y 
l*jn  Y 

N.  Amer.  1699.  D  r.m 
N.  Amer.  1759.  D  r.m 

Bawd-money. 
Coriander-lvd.  3t  Q)  w 
alpine  5  A  or common  SAw 

3602 

Umbelliferce.  Sp.  2—5. 
3  jn.jl      L.Y  Sardinia  1548. 
4  jn.au    W  Britain  ditch. 

UmheUiferte.  Sp.  1. 
2  my.jl    W  Britain 

UnibeltifertE.  Sp.  3—7. 
1  jl        W  Pyrenees  1778. 1  jLau    Pu  Austria  1774. 

S  r.m S  m.s  Eng.  bot  1210 

sh.pl.  D  m.s  Eng.  bot  940 

li  apjn 

S  co 
D  co 

Jac.  vin.  2. 1. 198 
AIL  pe.  1 60.  f.  1 Britain    me.pa.  D  m.s  Jac.  aust 4.  t803 

3600 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Withering,  the  juice,  in  doses  of  from  two  to  four  ounces,  either  alone  or  with  milk,  every  morning,  is  an  excel, lent  alterative  in  cutaneous  diseases. 

S.  sisarum  (from  Dgixer,  its  Arabic  name,  in  which  language  it  signifies  carrot),  Chervis,  Fr.,  Zuckerwlirizel, 
Ger.,  and  Sisaro,  ItaL,  is  cultivated  for  its  roots  or  tubers,  which,  boiled  and  eaten 'with  butter,  are  sweet  and agreeable.  A  crop  may  either  be  raised  from  seed  or  offsets ;  if  from  the  former,  sow  in  March  or  the  begin- 

ning of  April,  and  when  the  plants  come  up,  whether  in  rows  or  broadcast,  thin  them,  so  as  nine  or  ten  square 
inches  may  be  allowed  to  each  plant  With  the  usual  summer  culture  the  roots  will  have  attained  their  full 
size  in  September,  and  may  be  taken  up  as  wanted  for  use  In  growing  from  oflsets,  allow  about  the  same  dis- 

tance planting  about  the  end  of  April,  and  giving  the  usual  culture  afterwards. 
647.  Sison.  From  the  Celtic  sizun,  which  signifies  a  running  stream.  Many  of  the  plants  grow  in  such 

situations.  This  genus  is  called  Honewort,  from  its  being  used  formerly  to  cure,  a  swelling  in  the  cheek  called the  Hone. 
648.  Cicuta.  A  word  used  by  Virgil  {Eel.  2  and  5.),  but  of  unknown  meaning.  C.  virosa  is  poisonous  to 

mankind  and  kine,  but  not  to  horses,  sheep,  or  goats ;  the  smell  being  weak  in  the  spring,  cows  are  apt  to  be 
killed  by  it,  but  afterwards  the  odour  enables  them  to  avoid  it  C.  maculata  is  used  in  medicine  like Conium  maculatum 

649.  Conium.  Said  by  Linneeus  to  be  derived  from  xevie,  powder,  dust ;  but  the  application  of  the  term  is 
not  evident  C.  maculatum  is  a  well  known  poisonous  plant,  lately  admitted  into  the  Materia  Medica.  Ac- 

cording to  Linnasus,  sheep  eat  the  leaves,  but  horses,  cows,  and  goats  refuse  them.  Ray  informs  us,  that  the 
thrush  will  feed  upon  the  seeds,  even  when  corn  is  to  be  had.  Curtis  says  hemlock  is  eaten  by  tew  or  no 
insects.  The  dried  fistulous  stalks  of  this  and  several  other  umbelliferous  plants  are  called  by  the  country 
people  kecksies.   As  a  medicine,  hemlock  seems  to  act  on  the  constitution  in  a  great  measure  like  opium. 

650.  Smyrnium.  Iwuoytt,  is  a  synonym  of  puj^x,  myrrh.  Its  juice  smells  like  myrrh,  saith  Pliny.  Maceron, Fr.,  Smyrnerkraut,  Ger.,  and  Macerone,  Ital.  S.  perfoliatum  and  olusatrum  are  or  may  be  cultivated  as 
Asparaginous  and  salad  plants,  though  they  are  now  almost  entirely  supplanted  by  the  celery,  which  they  some- 

what resemble  in  flavour.  The  seeds  are  sown  in  March  in  rows  two  feet  apart,  and  afterwards  thinned  out 
to  six  inches.  As  the  plants  advance,  they  are  earthed  up  like  celery,  and,  like  it,  are  ready  for  use  during 
autumn  and  winter.  Olusatrum  is  from  olus,  pot-herb,  and  atrum,  black,  from  the  dark  colour  of  its  foliage. 
Our  English  name,  Alexanders,  is  certainly  a  mere  corruption  of  Olusatrum. 

651.  Apium.  From  upon,  water,  in  Oltic ;  from  the  place  where  the  plantfgrows.  A.  Petroselinum,  (snrja, 
stone,  and  selinum  —  Stone  Selinum)  Persil,  Fr.,  Petersilie,  Ger.,  and  PetroseUna,  ItaL,  is  a  well  known  season- 

ing herb,  and  it  is  also  sown  among  pasture  grasses  as  likely  to  counteract  the  liver  rot  in  sheep.  There  is  a 
variety  called  the  Hamburgh  or  large  rooted  parsley,  which  is  cultivated  for  its  roots,  which,  as  well  as  the 
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3599  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  nearly  entire 3600  Leaves  linear  decurrent  connate 
3601  Radical  leaves  temate  j  cauline  bipinnate 

3602  Leaves  pinnate,  Umbels  erect 
3603  Leaves  pinnate,  Umbels  cemuous 
3604  Creeping,  Umbels  bifid 

3606  Rad.  lvl'comptmndf  "iSets  whorled  fascicled  lane.  Stem  leafless,  Umbellif.  branches  dlchotomous 
3607  Umbels  opp.  to  the  leaves,  Leaf-stalks  edged  obtuse 
3608  Serratnres  of  leaves  mucronate,  Leaf-stalks  membranous  two-lobed  at  end 

3609  Seeds  unarmed,  Stem  branched  shining  spotted 
3610  Seeds  muricated,  Petioles  and  peduncles  smooth 

3611  Cauline  leaves  simple  stem-clasping 3612  Cauline  leaves  ternate  stalked  serrate 
3613  Cauline  leaves  wedge-shaped  obtuse  trifid  toothed  .»,..,.      •  . 
3614  Radical  leaves  simple  cordate  crenate ;  cauline  temate  serrate,  Umbels  terminal 
3615  Leaves  pinnate  serrate,  All  the  florets  fertile 
3616  Cauline  leaves  doubly  temate  entire 

3617  Cauline  leaves' linear -with  minute  involucres 3618  Cauline  leaves  wedge-shaped 

3619  Upper  leaves  ternate,  Lower  biternate  sessile 

3620  Stem  diffuse  branching,  Radical  leaves  broad;  cauline  very  narrow 
8621  Stem  simple,  Sheaths  of  leafstalks  dilated  membranous,  Leaflets  mult  i  fid  pinnatifid 3622  All  the  leaves  very  finely  cut 

3618 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
roots  of  the  other  varieties,  communicate  an  agreeable  flavor  to  soups  and  stews.  The  curled  thick-leaved 
variety  is  that  most  esteemed  for  soups  and  as  a  garnish  :  it  is  sown  in  drills,  and  should  be  thinned  out  when 
it  is  so  far  advanced  as  to  shew  the  finer  curls  of  the  leaves.  It  is  too  commonly  left  to  grow  as  it  came  up which  makes  it  but  a  very  inferior  article  for  garnishes.  The  Hamburgh  sort  should  be  thinned  so  as  each 
plant  may  occupy  ten  or  twelve  square  inches  of  surface. 

A.  graveolens  is  one  of  our  most  valuable  salad  plants,  and  is  a  remarkable  instance  of  the  effect  of  cultiva- 
tion, being  in  its  wild  state,  rank,  coarse,  and  unfit  to  eat ;  and  blanched  in  the  garden,  sweet,  crisp,  juicy,  and 

of  a  most  agreeable  flavor.  The  green  leaves  are  used  in  soups,  and  in  Italy  and  the  Levant,  where  the  plant 
is  grown,  but  not  blanched,  this  is  its  principal  application.  Here  both  the  leaves  and  seeds  are  used  in  soups and  stews,  and  the  blanched  stalks  in  that  way  and  also  as  a  salad,  either  alone  or  in  composition.  One  variety, 
the  Celeriac,  is  grown  entirely  for  the  root  or  base  of  the  leaves,  which  assumes  a  bulbous  form,  is  solid  and 
white,  and  used  either  in  soups  or  as  a  salad. 

In  order  to  produce  excellent  celery,  a  deep  rich  light  soil  is  required,  and  especially  a  soil  on  a  dry  bottom.  The 
seed  in  the  main  crop  is  commonly  sown  in  the  beginning  of  April  on  a  bed  for  transplantation  ;  the  plants  so raised  are  commonly  pricked  out  into  other  beds,  and  placed  four  or  six  inches  asunder.  At  eight  or  twelve 
inches  height  the  plants  so  brought  forward  are  transplanted  into  trenches  for  blanching.  These  trenches  are 
small  open  ditches  of  from  six  inches  to  a  foot  deep,  and  they  are  dug  from  two  and  a  half  to  three  feet  apart 
from  each  other,  in  order  to  admit  of  earthing  up  the  plants  to  the  height  of  two  feet  or  more  above  the 
natural  surface.  The  excavated  earth  is  laid  in  the  intervals,  and  some  dung  is  dug  into  the  bottom  of  the 
trenches.  Along  these  the  plants  are  inserted  at  four  or  five  inches  apart,  and  as  they  grow,  the  earth  from 
the  sides  of  the  trenches  and  from  the  wide  intervals  between  them  is  applied  to  the  plants  in  small  layers  at  a time,  till  at  the  end  of  the  autumn  the  ditches  have  become  banks  two  or  three  feet  high.  The  celery  is  now 
fit  to  use,  and  by  earlier  and  later  crops  this  salad  is  had  in  perfection  from  August  or  September  till  May 
following.  Celery  is  grown  to  great  perfection  in  Lancashire,  where  blanched  stalks  have  been  dug  up  four 
feet  six  inches  long,  and  weighing  nine  or  more  pounds,  of  the  best  quality.  A  variety  of  modes  of  cultivating 
the  celery  are  brought  together  in  the  Encyclopedia  of  Gardening,  which  well  deserve  the  perusal  of  those 
who  aim  at  growing  this  root  in  the  best  manner. 

652.  JEgopodium.  From  nug  eayot,  a  goat,  and  m{,  a  foot  Each  of  the  parts  of  the  leaf  is  split  so  as  to  re- 
semble the  cloven  foot  of  a  goat  The  leaves  of  E  Podagraria  smell  like  those  of  Angelica,  and  may  be  eaten 

in  spring  salads. 
653.  Meum.  From  fiuov,  very  small,  in  allusion  to  the  extreme  delicacy  of  the  leaves,  which  are  as  fine  as hairs. 
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651.  ANETHUM.  TV. 
3623  graveolens  W. 
3624segetum  TV. 3625  Sowa  Boxb. 
3626  Foenlculum  TV. 

j3  dulce 
655.  CA'RUM.  W. 3627  Carui  TV. 
S628  simplex  TV. 

*656.  CNIDIUM.  Cuss. •  3629  Monnieri  TV. 
§3630  Silaus  TV. 3631  alsaticum  TV. 
3632  aristatum  TV. 
3633  pyrena/um  TV. 

t*657.  BUPLEU'RUM.  TV. 3634  rotundifolium  TV. 
3635  Btellatum  TV. 
3636  petrse'um  TV. 

Dill. 
common Portugal Indian 
Fennel 
Finochio 
Caraway. 

common simple-stalked  ^ 
Cnidium. 

annual 
meadow 
small-headed 
bearded 
Pyrenean 
Hare's-ear. 

Thorough-wax starry  j£ 
rock  £ 

3637  graminifolium  TV.  Grass-leaved angular-leaved  j£ 
Pyrenean  £ long-leaved  j£ 
twisted-stalked  £ tall  £ 

narrow-leaved  " 

3638  angulosum  W. 
3639  pyrenaicum  W. 
3640  longifolium  W. 3641falc£tum  W. 
3642  exaltatum  -Biefc 
3643  odontites  TV. 
3644  semicompositumTK  dwarf 
3645  ranunciiloides  TV.  Crowfoot-like 
3646  tenuissimum  TV.  slender 
3647  Gerardi  TV.  branching 
3648junceum  TV.  linear-leaved 
3649n<idum  TV.  naked-stalked 

§3650  frutic6sum  TV.  shrubby 
§3651  coriaceum  TV.  thick-leaved 
§3652  fruticescens  TV.  Grass-lvd.-shr. 
§3653  canescens  P.  S.  hoary 
§3654  spinosum  TV.  thorny 
§3655  diflorme  TV.  various-leaved 
658.  HYDROCGTYLE.  TV.  Pennywort. 
3656  vulgaris  TV. 
3657  nitldula  Rich. 
3658  nepalensis  Hook. 3659  americana  Ph. 
3660  umbeUata  Ph. 
3661  asiatica  W. 
3662  repanda  Ph. 3663  vlUosa  W. 

marsh 
shining  j^, 
Nepal  fL tuberous  & 
umbelled  ^ 
thick-leaved 
Pilewort-leavedj^. hairy-leaved  jfc. 

A  w 

659.  SPANANTHE.  Jac.  Spanantbe. 
3664  paniculata  Jacq.      panicled  j£ 

660.  ULOSPER'MUM.  Lk.  Broad-seed. 3665  dichotomum  Lk.  dichotomous 
661.  ̂ THU'SA.  TV. 3666  Cynapium  TV. 3667fatua  W. 

EM  w 
A  w 
A  w 

iAI  w 

iAJ  w 
i  Al  w 

O]  w 

VmbeUiferce. 

\  my.jn  R i  my  G 

|jl  G 
\  my.au  R |  jl.au  G 1  jl.au  G 1  jnjl  G 1  au  G 

UmbellifercB. 
2  jl.au  W 

Sp.  4— 5. Spain  1570. Portugal  1796. 
E.  Indies  1810. 
England  ch.  pL 

Italy 

Sp.2. 
Britain  ma  pa. Siberia  1816. 

Sp.5— 6. 
S.  Europe  1771. 
England-  mea. Austria  1774. 
Pyrenees  1739. 
Pyrenees  1731. 

Sp.  22— 34. England  co.  fl. Switzeri.  1775. 
SwitzerL  1768. 
SwitzerL  1768. 
Switzeri  1759. 
Pyrenees  1814. SwitzerL  1713. 
Germany  1739. Tauria  1807. 
Italy  1749. 
Spain  1778. Pyrenees  1790. 
England  seash. S.  Europe  1804. 
S.  Europe  1722. C.  G.  K  1778. 
&  Europe  1596. Gibraltar  1784. 
Spain  1752. Barbary  1809. 
Spain  1752. C.  G.  H.  1752. 

Sp.8— 54. Britain  wa.  pL 
Java  1820. 
Nepal  1820. N.  Amer.  1790. 
N.  Amer.  1795. 
C.  G.  H.  169a 
N.  Amer.  1806. 

S  r.m 
S  co 
S  co S  s.l    Eng.  bot  1208 S  s.l 

S  8.1 
S  8.1 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  s.l 
D  8.1 S  co 
S  co 

D  Lp 

S  s 
co 
CO 

Eng.  bot  1503 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1 62 
Eng.  bot  2142 Jac.  aust  1. 1. 70 
Gou.  ill.  11.  t.5 

Eng.  bot  99 Ha.h.n.771.  tl8 
Plu.ph.t50.£5 Jac.  ic  1. 1  56 
Go.  ill.  1 4.  f.  1.2 
Cam.  hort  1 38 
Jac  aus.  2. 1 158 
Jac.  vind.  3. 1 91 
Gou.  ilL  t.  7.  f.  1 Park,  theat  f.  7 
Eng.  bot  478 Jac.  aus.  3. 1 256 
Mor.  ox.  9.  12. 3 
Dend.  brit  14 
Jac.  ic  2.  t  351 Cav.  ic.  2. 1 106 
Desf.  atL  1. 1 57 
Go.  ill  8.  t  2.  f.3 

C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1. 
Caracas 

1795. 

D  c.p 

D  co 
D  co 

2  p 

D  p 

D  p D  p 
D  p 

1795.  D  s.l 

Eng.  bot  751 Hook.  ex.  fl.  29 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  30 
Spr.  hid.  t.  2.  f.  3 
Spreng.  urn.  1 1 Rh.  maL  10. 1 46 
Spr.  urn.  t.  2.  f.  4 

Jac.  ic.  2. 1 350 
Desf.  atl.  1.  1 66 

Eng.  bot.  1192 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
654.  Anethum.  From  eu9a,  to  burn,  the  plant  being  very  heating.  Large  quantities  of  the  seeds  are  yearly 

imported  into  this  country  from  the  south  of  France.  They  are  used  in  medicine  as  carminatives,  and,  as  it 
is  said,  in  the  manufacture  of  the  British  gin.  No  one  has  succeeded  in  growing  the  plant  for  a  crop  in  this country. 

655.  Carum.  A  native  of  Caria,  according  to  Pliny,  b.  xix.  c.  8.  Carvi,  Fr.,  Kiimmel,  Ger.,  and  Carvi,  ItaL 
C.  Carvi  is  cultivated  both  in  agriculture  and  horticulture :  in  the  former  for  its  seeds,  which  are  used  to  flavor 
cakes,  to  form  sugar  plums,  to  flavor  spirits,  and  form  a  carminative  distilled  water.  In  the  culinary  art  the 
leaves  are  sometimes  used  as  an  ingredient  in  salads,  or  as  a  pot  herb,  like  parsley ;  and  the  roots  are  said  to  be 
superior  in  flavor  to  those  of  the  parsnip. 

656.  Cnidium.  The  ancient  name  of  an  herb,  supposed  to  have  been  an  Orach,  and  certainly  having  no  affi- nity to  the  plants  now  called  Cnidium. 
657.  Bupleurum.  From  fiuf,  an  ox,  and  <rXcv$w,  a  rib.  How  applied  is  not  apparent  These  are  plants  re- markable among  the  Umbelliferous  tribes  for  having  simple  leaves. 
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3633  Fruit  compressed " 3624  Cauline  leaves  three,  Fruit  oval 
3625  Leaves  supra-decompound,  Umbel  with  5-15  rays,  Fruit  obi.  flat  with  three  ribs  at  base 3626  Fruit  ovate 

3627  Stem  branched,  Sheaths  of  leaves  ventricose,  Common  involucre  O. 
3629  Stem  quite  simple,  Sheaths  of  leaves  appressed,  Common  in  vol.  many-leaved 
3629  Umbels  close,  Comm.  invoL  reflexed,  Seeds  with  5  membranous  ribs 
3630  Leaves  thrice  pinnated,  Pinnules  distinct  with  a  nerve  lanceolate  3-lobed  with  an  odd  one 
3631  Leaflets  pinna  find,  Segm.  trifid  blunt  is  li 
3632  Leafstalks  of  the  branches  somewhat  membranous  loose  entire,  Lvs.  supra-decom.  Leaflets  lane,  awned 
3633  Leaves  doubly  pinnate  Leaflets  cut  acute,  Involucels  bristly  longer  than  the  umbel 

3634  Common  involucres  none,  Leaves  perfoliate 
3635  Involucels  joined  together :  the  universal  three-leaved 
3636  Involucels  about  5-leaved  joined  together,  universal  5-leaved,  Caul,  leaves  cord.  lane,  stem-clasping 
3637  Involucels  7-leaved ;  universal  about  3-1  caved,  Radical  leaves  linear,  Scape  one-leaved 
3638  Involucels  5-leaved  orbicular ;  universal  3-leaved  ovate,  Leaves  cord.  lane,  stem-clasping 
3639  InvoL  5-leaved  roundish  emarginate  con. ;  universal  3-leav.  cut  at  base,  Lvs.  lane,  cordate  stem-clasping 3640  Involucels  5-leaved  ovate  j  universal  about  5-leaved,  Leaves  stem-clasping 
3641  Involucels  5-leaved  acute;  universal  about  5-leaved,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stem  flexuose 
3642  Stem  branched  leafy,  Lvs.  lin.-lanc.  chan.  nerved,  InvoL  4-leaved  uneq.  very  narrow  shorter  than  umbel 
3643  Involucels  5-leaved  acute,  universal  3-leaved,  Central  florets  tallest,  Branches  divaricating 3644  Leaves  lanceolate,  Umbels  terminal  and  axillary.  Seeds  rough 
3645  Involucels  5-leaved  lanceolate  longer;  universal  3-leaved,  Leaves  cauline  lanceolate 
3646  Umbels  simple  alternate  5-leaved  about  3- flowered 
3647  Stem  erect  branching,  Lvs.  lin.  acum.  InvoL  5-leaved,  Involucels  5-leaved  lin.  subuL  longer  than  umbel 
3648  Stem  erect  panicled,  Leaves  linear,  Involucr.  3-leaved  as  long  as  umbel,  Involucels  5-leaved 
3649  Stem  branched  leafless,  Radical  leaves  decompound  flat  cut,  Involucres  and  involucels  lanceolate-oblong 3650  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  entire  sessile 
3651  Leaves  lanceolate  narrowed  each  way  entire  sessile 
3652  Leaves  linear,  Involucre  common  and  partial 
3653  Lvs.  peren.  lane,  mucronate  nerved,  Flowering  branches  branched  striated,  Involucr.  subulate  appressed 3654  Branches  of  panicle  sessile  naked  spiny,  Leaves  linear 
3655  Vernal  leaves  decompound  flat  cut,  Summer  leaves  filiform  angular  trifid 

3656  Leaves  peltate,  Umbels  5- flowered 
3657  Leaves  orbicular  reniform  5-7-lobed,  Flowers  capitate  sessile,  Peduncle  shorter  than  petiole 
3658  Leaves  orbicular  reniform  7-lobed  crenated,  Flowers  in  numerous  heads  on  short  stalks 
3659  Root  tuberous,  Leaves  peltate  roundish  lobed  unequally  crenate,  Clusters  subsessile  few-flowered 
3660  Leaves  crenate  peltate  emarginate  at  base,  Umbels  many-flowered  and  flowers  stalked 
3661  Leaves  cordate  reniform  equal  toothed  crenate  smooth,  Umbels  axillary  sessile  many-flowered 
3662  Lvs.  rounded  cordate  repand  toothed  beneath  and  stalks  hairy,  Umbels  capitate  about  3-fl.  Fruit  netted 
3663  Stem  decumbent  and  erect  branches  villous,  Lvs.  ov.  cordate  cuspidate  3-nerved,  Umbels  axillary  sessile 

3664  Stem  erect  smooth,  Leaves  triangular  acuminate  crenate  bearded  at  base,  Umbels  axillary  spreading 
3665  The  only  species 

3666  Leaves  all  of  one  shape 
3667  Leaflets  very  fine  whorled,  Stem  very  leafy,  Comm.  invol.  many-leaved 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
658.  Hydrocotyle.  From  iiaf,  water,  and  xvrvk-n,  vessel ;  its  leaf  is  round  and  a  little  depressed  in  the 

centre,  so  as  to  hold  a  drop  of  water.  This  is  a  genus  of  aquatics  and  marsh  plants  of  no  great  beauty,  their 
flowers  being  obscure  and  of  dull  colors.  H.  vulgaris,  the  Wassemabel  of  the  Germans,  has  been  supposed  to communicate  the  liver  rot  to  sheep.  This  is  a  vulgar  error,  arising  from  the  circumstance  of  the  fluke  or 
flounder  insect  (Fasciola  hepatica)  being  found  in  marshes  where  this  plant,  and  also  the  Drosera  and  Pingui- 
culaf  abound,  as  well  as  in  sheep's  livers.  It  is  a  known  fact,  however,  that  sheep  never  feed  on  any  of  these plants. 

659.  Spananthe.  From  rxavos,  rare,  and  avS-os,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  small  number  of  flowers  in  the umbel. 
660.  Ulospermum.  From  T uXos,  curled,  and  e-irsj/**,  seed,  on  account  of  the  membranous  curled  ribs  of  the seed.   A  plant  referred  to  Coniumby  Desfontaines,  and  to  Cachrys  by  Sprengel,  but  very  distinct  from  both. 
661.  JEthusa  From  euS-tu,  to  burn,  on  account  of  its  dangerous  acridity.  M.  Cynapium  {xmos  xxtm,  dog- parsley)  is  a  common  weed  in  gardens,  and  sometimes  mistaken  for  parsley ;  from  which,  however,  it  is  easily 
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662.  I MPER  ATCRI  A. 
3668  Ostruthium  W. 

*663.  SELI'NUM.  W. 
§3669  palustre  W. 3670  montanum  W.  en. 
3671  austriacum  W. 
3672  Carvifolia  TV. 
3673  Chabne'i  W. 3674  Seguieri  W. 3675  latifolium  Bieb. 
§S676  declpiens  W 

*664.  ANGE'LICA.  W. 
§3677  Archangelica  W. 
3678  sylvestris  W. 
S679  Razoulii  W. 
3680  verticillaris  W. 
§3681  atropurpurea  IV. 36821Gcida  IV. 
665.  LIGUSTICTJM.  W. 
§3683  Levisticura  W. 3684  scot icum  W. 
§3685  peloponense  W. §3686  austriacum  W. 
$3687  cornubien'se S688  pyrenSicum  W. 3689  candicans  W. 
3690  peregrinum  W. 3691  balearicum  W. 
3692  longifolium  W. 

W.  Masterwout. 
common         ^  Acu 
Milk-  Parsley 
marsh  ii  A  w 
mountain        3e  A  w Austrian  £^ 

Caraway-leaved " fine-leaved 
Fennel-leaved broad-leaved shrubby 

Angelica. 

garden wild 
decurrent-lvd. 
whorled-flower. dark-purple shining 

LOVAQE. 
common 
Scotch 
Hemlock-Ivd. Austrian 
Cornish 
Pyrenean 

pale 

Parsley-leaved  3t  Q>  w 
Minorca  •  ^1  A  cu long-leaved      3t  A  w 

Sp.l. 
Scotland  m.al.p.  D  co 

Sp.  8—15. Britain  mar. 
1816. 
1804. 
1774. 

D  c.l D  co 
D  co D  co 

W 

P.T w 
W 
W 
P.T 
LY 
Y P.Pu 

666.  HASSELQUISTIA.  W.  Hasselquistia. 
3693  ajgyptiaca  W. 3694  cordate  W. 

667.  ARTE'DIA.  W. 
3695  squamata  IV. 

*668.  FE'RULA.  W. 3696  communis  IV. 
3697siblrica  W. 
3698glauca  IV. 
3699  tingitana  W. 3700  orientalis  W. 

§3701  nodiflora  W. 
370§persica  W. 

Egyptian heart-leaved 
Artedia. 

Fennel-leaved 
Giant-Fennel. 

common 
Siberian 
glaucous Tangier eastern knotted 
Assa-foetida 

O  w 

*669.  LASERPITIUM.  W.  Lasebwort. 3703  latifolium  W.  broad-leaved 
§3704  trilobum  W.  three-lobed 
3705  aquilegifolium  W.  Columbine-lvd. 
3706gaUicum  W.  French 
3707  triquetrum  P.  S.  winged  ^ 3708  angustifolium  W.  narrow-leaved 
3709  prutenicum  IV.  Prussian  ^ 

jn.jl 
myjl 

jn.au li  jLau 3  jLau 
2  jLau 2  jnjl 
1  jn.jl 
3  jn.jl 

Umbelltferte. 

H  ji  w li  jl  w UwibeUiferte. 
ljjl  W VmbeUifcrcc. 
10  jn.jl  Y 4  jn.jl 8  jnjl 
8  jn.jl 
3  jl.au 
3  jn.jl 
2  jLau UmbeUifercB, 
3  jnjl  W 3  myjl 
5  myjl 
3  jnjl 
3  jnjl 2  jnjl 
3  jLau 

SwitzerL 
Austria Austria 
Austria    1791.  D  co 
Italy       1774.  D  s.1 Caucasus  1816.  D  s.l 
Madeira  1785.  C  s.l 

Sp.  6—10. England  wa.j?L6  m.s 
Britain    m.  wo.  D  m.s 
Pyrenees  1816.  D  co 
Italy       1683.  D  co Canada  1759. 
Canada  1640. 

Sp.  10— SO. Italy  1596. Britain     sc.  sh.  S 
SwitzerL  1596.  D  co 
Austria    1596.  S  co 
England  bu.  fl.  S  co 
Pyrenees  1804.  S  co   1780.  S  co 
Portugal  163a  S  co Minorca   1804.  D  co 
Siberia  1804.  D  co 

Sp.2. 

D  co S  co 

D  co 

Eng.  bot  1380 
Eng.  bot.  229 
Jac  aus.  1. 1 71 Jac.  aust  1. 1 16 
Jac.  aust  1. 1 72 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1.01 
Sch.  se.h.3.t.l.  13 
Flor.  dan.  1 906 
Eng.  bot.  1128 Gou.  ilL  13.  t.  6 Jac.  vin.  2. 1 130 Cor.  can.  1. 199 
Jac.  vind.  &  1 24 
Black w.  t  275 
Eng.  bot.  1207 J.  au.  5.  t  ap.  13 
Jac.  aus.  2. 1 151 
Eng.  bot  683 Go.  iL  p.  14. 1 10 
Jac.  vin.  3. 1. 18 
M.  s.  9. 1 15.  £  1 

Egypt 1763.  S 1787.  S 
co 

Y 
P.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

W 
W 
Y 
P.Y 
Pk 
W 

Sp.l. 
Levant  1740.  S  co 

Sp.7— 26, S.  Europe  1597.  D  s.l Siberia  1816.  D  s.l 
Italy  1596.  D  s.l 
Barbary  1680.  S  s.l Levant  1759.  D  s.p 
S.  Europe  1596.  D  s.1 Persia  178a  D  s.1 

Sp.  14—17. Europe  1640. Levant  1640. Austria  1796. 
S.  Europe  1683. 
Constant  1816. 
S.  Europe  1738.  D  co 
Germany  1759.  D  co 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 

Jac.  vind.2. 1. 133 
Lam.  ilL  1 193 

Moris.s.9.tl5.f.3 PalLit2.app.tN 
Mor.  ox.  9. 151 
Herm.  par.  1. 165 Tourn.it.3.  t239 
Jac.aust.u.t.ap. ) 
Bot  mag.  2096 
Jac.  aust.  2.  1. 140 
Jac.  aust. 2.  tl47 
Plu.phy.tl98.f.6 Vent  eels.  1 97 
Moris.s.9.t.l9.f.9 
Jac.  aust  2.  tl53 

3687 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
distinguished  by  being  of  a  darker  green,  a  different  shape,  flat,  and  not  curled,  and  of  a  disagreeable  smell. 
When  eaten  in  mistake  for  parsley  it  occasions  vomiting,  which  may  be  stopped  by  a  very  large  dose  of  brandy. It  is  deleterious  to  geese. 

662.  Imperatoria.  A  metaphorical  name  given  to  this  plant  to  express  its  many  virtues.  For  the  same 
reason  the  English  call  it  Masterwort.  The  root,  which  is  very  acrid,  is  sometimes  used  in  toothache,  and  an 
infusion  of  it  in  wine  instead  of  bark  in  quartan  agues. 

663.  Selinum.  From  etXwti,  a  name  of  the  moon,  in  allusion  to  the  crescent-like  form  of  the  seeds  when  cut 
across.  The  Greeks  seem  to  have  used  the  word  selinon,  with  reference  to  the  same  plants  as  we  call  umbel- liferous. 

664.  Angelica.  So  called,  in  allusion  to  its  agreeable  smell  and  medicinal  qualities.  A.  archangelica  (from 
«$X«i>  superior,  an  augmentative  prefix),  is  sometimes  cultivated  in  gardens  for  its  leaf-stalks,  to  be  blanched 
and  eaten  as  celery,  or  candied  with  sugar.    It  is  considered  stimulant  and  anti-pestilential. 

665.  Ligusticum.  This  plant,  says  Dioscorides,  grows  in  great  abundance  in  Liguria,  near  Mount  Appen- 
nine,  from  which  circumstance  it  derives  its  name.  L  levisticum  and  scoticum  are  sometimes  used  as  pot- 

herbs or  ingredients  in  salads,  and  are  accounted  emmenagogue.  The  root  is  carminative ;  and  an  infusion  of 
the  leaves  is  used  as  a  purgative  to  calves  in  the  Isle  of  Sky. 

666.  Hasselquistia.    So  named  by  Linnsus,  in  memory  of  his  pupil,  Frederick  Hasselquist,  M.  D.,  who 
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3668  The  only  (pedes 

3669  Stem  striated,  Root  Auriform  divided,  Rays  of  umbel  hispid 
3670  Leaves  3-parted  thrice  sinuated.   A  doubtful  species,  scarcely  distinct  from  the  next 
3671  Stem  furrowed,  Common  involucre  many-leaved.  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  cut 
367S  Stem  furrowed  with  acute  angles,  Comm.  in  vol.  O,  Leaflets  lanceolate  cut  at  the  end  with  a  callous  point 
3673  Stem  rounded  striated,  Comm.  invol.  O,  Sheaths  of  leaves  loose,  Leaflets  filiform  linear 
3674  Stem  rounded  striated,  Comm.  invol.  O,  Leaflets  tri fid  linear  mucronate 
3675  Stem  striated,  Lvs.  pinnat  subcor.  Leaflets  ov.-obl.  at  base  cartil.  serrate,  Upper  sheaths  enlarged  leafless 
3676  Stem  woody  naked  beneath,  Lower  leaves  bipinnate,  Finns  lanceolate  entire  and  cut  serrate 

3677  Leaves  doubly  pinnate  ovate  lane,  serrated  with  the  odd  leaflet  lobed 
3678  Leaflets  equal  ovate  lanceolate  serrated 3679  Leaflets  lanceolate  serrated  decurrent 
3680  Leaves  very  much  divaricating,  Leaflets  ovate  serrate,  Stem  with  the  pedun&es  whorled 
3681  Outer  pair  of  leaflets  united  together;  terminal  leaflet  stalked 
3682  Leaflets  equal  ovate  cut  serrate 

3683  Leaves  multiple,  Leaflets  cut  upwards 3684  Leaves  bi  tern  a  to 
3685  Leaves  many  times  pinnate,  Leaflets  pinnately  cut 
3686  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  confluent  cut  entire 
3687  Leaves  decompound  cut :  cauline  ternate  lanceolate  entire,  Furrows  of  seed  obsolete 
3688  Lvs.  supra-decompound,  Leaflets  pinnatifid,  Seg.  linear  mucronate.  Comm.  invol.  scarcely  any  deciduous 
3639  Lvs.  supra-decom.  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  cut  smooth,  Comm.  invol.  2-leav.  leafy,  Ribs  of  seed  mem.  smooth 
3690  Invol.  of  the  1st  umbel  scarcely  any :  of  the  lateral  umbels  membranous  at  base,  Rays  branched 
3691  Leaves  pinnate,  Lower  leaflets  acute  with  a  smaller  one 
3692  Leaves  bite  mate ;  radical  decompound,  Leaflets  lin.  lane,  entire 

3693  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  pinnatifid 3694  Leaves  cordate 

3695  Seeds  scaly 

3696  Leaflets  linear  very  long  simple 
3697  Leaflets  linear  subulate  rounaed,  Comm.  invol.  O 
3698  Leaves  supra-decompound,  Leaflets  lane,  linear  flat 
3699  Leaves  cut,  Segm.  3- toothed  unequal  shining 3700  Pinna;  of  leaves  naked  at  base,  Leaflets  setaceous 
3701  Leaflets  with  appendages,  Umbels  nearly  sessile 
3702  Leaves  supra-decompound  many  cut  acute  decurrent,  First  umbel  sessile 

3703  Leaves  obliquely  cordate  toothed,  Teeth  mucronate,  Wings  of  seeds  crisp 
3704  Leaflets  3-lobcd  cut 3705  Leaves  obtuse  ovate  at  base  lobed 
3706  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  trifid,  Segm.  oblong  bluntish  with  a  callous  point  at  end 
3707  Stem  naked  3-comered,  Branches  angular,  Leaflets  obi.  toothed  crenate,  Involucres  many-leaved  short 3708  Leaflets  lanceolate  obtuse  mucronate  entire  sessile 
3709  Leaves  lanceolate  entire :  the  outer  joined  together 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
travelled  into  the  Holy  Land,  &c.  and  died  at  Smyrna  in  1752.  Author  of  Travels  in  Palestine  A  remarkable 
genus,  supposed  with  some  reason  to  be  a  monstrous  alteration  of  a  species  of  Tordylium. 

667.  Artedia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  Peter  Artedi,  a  Swedish  naturalist,  one  of  the  first  who 
attempted  to  divide  umbelliferous  plants  into  genera.  His  method  was  followed  by  Linnaeus,  and  was,  perhaps 
not  more  defective  than  many  of  those  which  nave  been  proposed  in  modern  days.   He  died  in  1735,  ' 668.  Ferula.  From  ferire,  to  strike.  The  stalks  were  used  as  a  rod  for  children,  because  they  made  more- 
noise  than  harm.  F.  communis  is  one  of  the  tallest  of  herbaceous  plants.  The  flower-stalk  goon  becomes 
dry  after  the  seeds  ripen,  and  then  the  Sicilians  take  out  the  pith  and  use  it  for  tinder.  It  is  very  abundant  in 
Apulia,  where  it  is  eaten  by  buffaloes.  Gerarde  says,  it  grew  to  the  height  of  fifteen  feet  in  his  garden  in Holborn.  The  drug  asafoetida  is  obtained  from  one  or  more  species  of  this  genus  natives  of  Persia :  and  one 
species,  the  F.  asafoetida,  though  introduced  to  our  gardens  in  1782,  is  now  lost.  The  drug  is  the  inspissated 
juice  of  the  root,  which  being  bared  of  earth  and  cut  across  at  the  top,  it  oozes  out,  and  when  dry,  is  scraped  off 
as  opium  is  from  the  capsule  of  the  poppy.  The  plant  grows  three  feet  high,  with  yellow  flowers  and  hemlock, like  leaves  and  habit. 

669.  Laserpitium.  The  Latin  name  of  the  Silphion  of  the  Greeks.  D'Herbelot  says,  that  the  natives  of 
Africa  called  the  plant  silphi  or  serpi,  whence  the  Latins  formed  lac  lerpithim  and  Laserpitium.  {Bibl.  Or. 
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3710  silaifolium  W. 
3711  peucedanoides  W. 3712  SHer  W. 
371316cidum  W. 
3714  ferulaceum  W. 
3715  pilosum  W.  en. 
3716  hirsutum  W. 

Sulphurw.-Ivd.  3t  A  w 
fine-leaved  ^  A  w 
mountain  »fc  A  w 
shining  J  (J  cu 
Fennel-leaved       A  w 
sulphur-colored^  Q)  w  _ hairy  ^  A 

P.Y 
Pk 

\V 
P.Pu W 
P.Y 
P.Y 

670.  PEUCE'DANUM.  W.  Sulphuhwort. 3717  officinale  W. 
3718  arenarium  P.  S. 
3719  italicum  P.  S. 
3720alpestre  W. 3191  sibiricum  W. 
3722aureum  W. 

*671.  PASTINA'CA. 37231ucida  W. 3724sa«va  W. 
3725  Opopanax  W. 3726dissecta  Vent. 

officinal sand 
Italian 
Alpine Siberian 

golden W.  Parsnep. 
shining-leaved  Q>  w 
garden  ft  Q)  cul 
rough  j;  A  cu cut-leaved       ^  Q)  w 

t672.  HERA'CLEUM.  W.  Cow-parsnep. 
3727  Sphondylium  W.     common         ^  A  ec 3728  flavescens  W. 
3729  angustifSlium  W. 
3730elegans  W 3731  sibiricum  W. 
3732  Panfices  W. 
3733  austriacum  W. 
3734alpinum  W. 
3735  pyrenfiicum  Cusson.  Pyrenean 
3736  pumilum  W. 

*673.  TORDY'LIUM.  TV. 
3737  syrlacum  W. 3738  officinale  W. 
3739  peregrinum  W. 
3740apulum  W. 3741  maximum  W. 
3742  siifolium  W. 

674.  ASTRAN'TIA, 3743  maxima  B.M. 
3744  major  W. 3745  minor  W. 
3746  carni61ica  W. 

675.  ZOSI'MIA.  Hqffni. 3747  absinthifolium  P.  S. 
676.  RU'MIA.  Hqffm. 
3748  t a i'i r ica  Hqffm. 3749  capensis  Lk. 

yellowish  A 
narrow-leaved  ^  A  w 

2  jn.jl 2  jn.jl 3  myjl 

ill 

li  jn 

1  jnjl 
1  jnjl 

UmbeUiferce. 6  my.jl  Y 5  jnjl 8  myjl 

li  jn.jl 
3  jnjl 3  jn 

UmbeUiferce. 
1 J  jnjl  Y 4  jl  Y 
6  jnjl  Y 
1  i  jnjl  W UmbeUiferce, 
4  myjn  W 
4  jnjl  W 4  myjn  W 
3  myjn  W 2  myjn 

3  jl.au 2  jnjl 

1 J  jnjl 3  jnjl 

i  myjl 

1791. D  co 
D  co D  co S  co 
D  co S  co 

D  co' 

Masterwort. 
Hellebore-lvd.      A  Pr great-black      ^  A 
small  A  pr Carniolian       ^  A  pr 
ZOSIMIA. 

Wormwood-lvd.    O  w 
RUMIA. 
Taurian  ^  A  cu 
Cape  O  cu 

Y 
Y P.Y 
Y 
Y 

G 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 

UmbeUiferce. 

f  jl  W 
F 

\V 
W 
W 
R 

UmbeUiferce. 
2  jnjl  Pk 
2  my.s  Str 

\  myjn  Pk 1  myjn  Str 
UmbeUiferce. 

2  jLau  W UmbeUiferce. 
1  jl  W 
1  s  W 

Italy 
Italy 

Austria  1640. Switzerl.  1775. 
Levant  1752. 

  1759. 
Alps  1759. 
Sp.  6—21. England  saltm.  D  cl 
Hungary  1816.  D  d 

Italy 

France  1739. 
Siberia  1804. 
Canaries  1779. 

Sp.  4— a 
S.  Europe  1771.  S  s.l 
England  ch.pl.  S  s.l 
&  Europe  1640.  D  co Levant  1816.  S  co 

Sp.  10—19. Britain  hed. 
Austria 

D  cl 
D  cl D  cl C  co 

Britain 
Austria Siberia 
Siberia 
Austria 
SwitzerL 

1789. D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

D  co 

1800. 

1768. 1596. 
1752.  D  co 
1739.  D  co 

Pyrenees  1798.  D  co 
Dauphinyl800.  D  co 

Sp.6— a Syria  1597.  S  co 
England  com  fi.  S  co Levant     1596.  S  co 
Italy  1739.  S  co 
England  corn  fi.  S  co Carniola  1816.  S  co 

Sp.4. 
Caucasus  1804. 
AL  of  Eur.1596. SwitzerL  1686. Carniola  1812. 

Sp.  1. • 

Persia 

D  s.p 

D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.l 

Jac.aus.app.  t.44 
Jac.  ic.2.  t.850 
Jac.  aust2.  tl45 
Tourn.it.2.  t.121 

Eng.  bot.  1767 P.rar.hun.l.  t.20 Lob.  ic.  781 
P.rar.hun.1.  t.60 

Jac.  vind.2.  tl99 
Eng.  bot  556 Gou.iL19.tl3,14 
Vent  eels.  1 78 

Eng.  bot  939 Jac.  aust.  2.  tl73 
Jac.  aust.2.  tl74 
GmeL  sib.l.  1 50 
Lobel.  ic.  701 
Jac.  aust  1.  t.  61 
Barr.  ic.  55 Hort  ber.  1 53 
Vill.delph.2.  U4 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 54 
Eng.  bot  2440 Cam.hor.S7.  t.ll Jac.  vind.  1. 1 53 
Eng.  bot  1173 
Scop.  car.  194.  t8 

Bot  mag.  1553 Ex.  bot.  2.  t76 
Bot.  cab.  93 
Jac.aus.app.  t.10 

1816.  S  co  Ventchoix.t7 

Sjo.2. 
Crimea C.  G.  H. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
670.  Peucedanum.  From  tnvxri,  a  pine-tree,  and  txvtf,  dwarf;  a  diminutive  fir.   The  plant  was  so  called on  account  of  its  strong  smell,  which  resembles  resin. 

,  671.  Past i mica.  One  of  the  names  given  by  the  Latins  to  the  Daucus  of  the  Greeks.  It  is  derived  from 
pastus,  nourishment  P.  sativa  is  a  well  known  culinary  root,  and  grown  also  in  agriculture  for  feeding  cattle. 
It  was  much  in  use  during  Catholic  times  to  eat  with  salted  fish.  In  the  north  of  Ireland  a  sort  of  beer  is 
brewed  from  the  roots  mixed  with  hops ;  a  very  good  wine  is  also  made  from  them ;  and  by  distillation  they 
yield  an  ardent  spirit,  similar  to  that  afforded  by  the  potatoe.  The  parsnep  is  much  cultivated  in  Jersey  and Guernsey,  chiefly  for  feeding  milch  cows.  The  variety  preferred  is  called  the  Coquaine,  the  roots  of  which,  Dr. 
Macculloch  informs  us  {Ceded.  Hort.  Mem.  i.  408.),  sometimes  run  four  feet  deep,  and  are  rarely  so  small  in  cir- 

cumference as  six  inches.  The  time  of  sowing  is  February  and  March,  in  drills  to  admit  of  stirring  the  soil 
between  the  rows.  They  should  be  thinned  so  as  that  each  plant  may  have  a  surface  of  twelve  or  fourteen 
square  inches,  and,  with  the  usual  routine  culture,  the  crop  will  be  mature  in  October.  They  may  be  taken  up 
and  housed  like  the  carrot,  or  as  wanted  for  use :  as  they  are  not  easily  injured  by  frost,  the  latter  mode  is  the 
best,  where  they  are  grown  only  for  the  table. 

P.  opopanax  («r«f,  juice,  a-aw,  all,  and  axof,  cure :  a  cure  for  all  complaints)  produces  from  its  stem,  when it  is  cut,  a  gum  resin  which  is  a  famous  cure  in  the  East  for  all  sorts  of  maladies. 
672.  Heracleum.  Named  after  the  hero  Hercules,  who,  according  to  a  modern  French  author,  was  not  only 

a  warrior  but  a  great  doctor  and  botanist  H.  Sphondylium  (from  <r<pon$uKts,  a  vertebra,  in  allusion  to  the 
jointed  stem),  the  Heilkraut  of  the  Germans,  is  common  in  most  parts  of  Europe.  The  seeds  smell  somewhat 
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3710  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segm.  lanceolate,  Common  involucre  scarcely  any,  Stem  smooth 3711  Leaflets  linear4anceolate  veiny  striated  distinct 
3712  Leaflets  oval-lanceolate  entire  stalked 
3713  Leaves  supra-decompound  linear-subulate  smooth,  Comm.  invol.  pinnated 3714  Leaflets  linear 
3715  Hairy,  Stem  rounded  simple,  Lvs.  tern,  bipinnate,  Leaflets  alternate  ovate  pinnatifid  cut  wedge-shaped 
3716  Leaves  supra-decompound  hairy,  Leaflets  many  cut,  Leaves  of  many-leaved  invol.  membranous  at  edge 

3717  Leaves  5  times  3-parted  filiform  linear 
3718  Leaves  ternate  decompound,  Leaflets  linear  obtuse  stiflish,  Comm.  invol.  scarcely  any 
3719  Leaves  3-parted  filiform  longer,  Umbels  deformed 3720  Leaflets  linear  branched 
3721  Leaflets  linear  acute,  First  umbels  sessile 
3722  Leaves  thrice  pinnate,  Cauline  leaflets  linear  lanceolate :  radical  oblong  many-cut 

3723  Leaves  simple  cordate  lobed  shining  acutely  crenate 
3724  Leaves  simply  pinnate 
3725  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  with  their  front  base  cut  out 
3726  Stem  rounded  rough  branched,  Leaves  bipinnatifid,  Peduncles  rigid  villous 

3727  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  5  oblong  pinnatifid  acute  toothed,  Cor.  of  one  shape 
3728  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  5  oblong  pinnatifid  acuminate  toothed  rough  at  edge,  Flowers  radiant 
3729  Leaves  cruciate  pinnate,  Leaflets  linear,  Corollas  flosculous 
3730  Leaflets  pinnatifid  crosswise  toothed 
3731  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  5 :  the  intermediate  sessile,  Cor.  of  one  form 
3732  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  5 :  the  intermediate  sessile,  Flowers  radiant 
3733  Leaves  pinnated  rugose  on  each  side  scabrous,  Rowers  somewhat  radiant 
3734  Leaves  simple  cordate  obsoletely  lobed  serrated 
3735  Leaves  simple  3-leaved  cordate  toothed  beneath  pubescent 
3736  Leaves  simple  and  ternate  many  cut  torn,  Segments  linear 

3737  Involucres  longer  than  the  umbels 
3738  Partial  involucres  the  length  of  flowers,  Leaflets  ovate  laciniate 
3739  Seeds  furrowed  wrinkled  plaited,  Universal  involucre  1-leaved  trifid 
S740  Umbellules  remote,  Leaves  pinnated  with  roundish  cut  pinna; 
3741  Umbels  clustered  radiant,  Leaflets  lanceolate  cut  serrated 
3742  Umbels  clustered  radiant,  Leaflets  angular  toothed  pubescent 

3743  Radical  lvs.  palmate  3-lobed  unequally  twice  serrated ;  cauline  sessile  lobed,  Involucre  longer  than  umbel 
3744  Radical  leaves  5-lobed,  Lobes  trifid  acute  toothed,  Involucres  lin.  lanceolate  entire 
3745  Radical  leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  about  7  lanceolate  acute  deeply  toothed 
3746  Radical  leaves  5-lobed,  Lobes  oblong  acutish  trifid  mucronate-toothed,  Involucres  entire 

3747  Hoary,  Leaves  decompound,  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  trifid,  Flowers  angular,  Fruit  villous 
S748  Stem  dichotomous  knotty,  Leaves  decompound,  Involucre  short,  Female  flowers  with  a  long  ray 
3749  Stems  decumbent,  Sheaths  loose,  Seeds  smooth 

like  a  bug.  Gmelin  .informs  us,  that  the  inhabitants  of  Kamtchatka,  about  the  beginning  of  July,  collect  the 
footstalks  of  the  radical  leaves,  and  after  peeling  oft  the  rind,  which  is  very  acrid,  dry  them  separately  in  the sun,  and  then  tying  them  in  bundles,  lay  them  up  carefully  in  the  shade  in  bags ;  in  this  state  they  are  covered 
with  a  yellow  saccharine  efflorescence,  tasting  like  liquorice;  this  being  shaken  off;  is  eaten  as  a  great  delicacy. 
From  the  stalks  thus  prepared  and  fermented  with  bilberries  the  Russians  distil  an  ardent  spirit,  which,  Gmelin 
says,  is  more  agreeable  to  the  taste  than  spirits  made  from  corn.  A  kind  of  ale  is  brewed  from  the  leaves  and 
seeds  in  Poland  and  Lithuania,  and  attempts  have  been  made  to  extract  sugar  from  this  plant,  but  forty  pounds 
of  the  dried  stalks  only  yielded  a  quarter  of  a  pound  of  powdery  sugar.  The  young  shoots  may  be  eaten  as 
asparagus.  Rabbits  and  swine  are  fond  of  the  leaves,  but  not  horses.  H.  sibiricum  is  used  in  the  same  man- ner in  the  north  of  Siberia  and  Kamtchatka 

673.  Tordylium.  Bodaeus  a  Stapel  thinks  that  the  derivation  of  the  name  is  to  be  found  in  neyuf,  a  lathe, 
and  iXXoi,  to  turn,  because  the  seeds  seem  as  if  turned  in  a  lathe.  But  this  seems 'to  be  a  commentator's guess  only. 

674.  Astrantiet.  From  ag-eeii,  a  star,  and  «v«,  similar ;  so  called  with  reference  to  the  beautiful  starlike  dis- positon  of  the  involucrum  of  all  the  species,  and  of  A.  minor  in  particular. 
675.  Zosima.  Named  by  Hoffmann,  in  honor  of  the  three  famous  brothers  Zosimades,  the  celebrated  patrons 

of  so  many  fine  editions  of  the  Greek  classics.  A  remarkable  plant,  formerly  referred  to  Heracleum,  native  of 
most  of  the  eastern  parts  of  the  world. 

676.  Rumia.  Named  by  Hoffman  after  Ruraia  or  Bumina,  the  goddess  who  presided  over  suckling,  on 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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(577.  CA'CHRYS.  W.        Cachrys.  UmbeUtfertB.   ft>.  3_10. 
3750  Libanotis  W.         smooth-seeded  |[  A  w    3  jl.au    Y      Sicdy       1570.  D  co 
3751  Moris6ni  W.  Morison's        5  A  cu     J  jLau     Y      S.  Europe  1710.  D  co 
3752  panacifolia  W.        Parsnep-leaved  i  A  w    4  jLau    Y      Sicily       1752.  D  co 

678.  HIPPOMA'RATHRUM.  Lie.  Hippomarathrum.    UmbeWferce.  Sp.l. 
3753slculum  Lk.  hairy  k  A™   3  jLau    Y      Sicily      1640.  Deo  Bocc.sic.tl8 

Schk.  han.l.  t.65 
Mor.umb.  t.S.f.l 
Boc  sic.  1 .  t.  1 

TRIGYNIA. 
tc79.  VIBUR'NUM.  W. 3754  TInus  P.  S. 

a  Mrtum 
(2  virgdtum 
y  strict  it m 3755  ldcidum  P.  S. 

3756  rugosum  P.  S. 
Z1S1  prunifolium  W. 3758  odoratlssimum  Ker. 
3759  squamat  um  Muhl. 
3760  pyrifolium  PA. 8761  Lentigo  W. 
3762  nudum  W. 
3763  dauricum  Pall. 
3764  obovfitum  Walt. 

(3  punicifolium 3765  cassinoides  IV. 
3766  laevigStum  W. 
3767  nitidum  W. 
3768  dentatum  PA. 
3769  pubescens  Ph. 3770  lantanoides  Mich. 
3771  Lantana  W. 
3772  m6Ue  AficA. 
3773  acerifolium  W. 
3774  CKpulus  W. 

p  rdseum 3775  Ox vcoccos  Ph. 
3776  edule  PA. 

680.  SAMBU'CUS.  W. 3777  Etiulus  W. 
3778  chinensis  Lmdl. 
3779  nigra  W. 

/3  viridis 
3780  laciniata 3781  canadensis  (T. 
3782  pubens  MicA. 3783  racemosa  fT. 

681.  RHUS.  W. 
3784Coriana  W. 
3785typhlna  W. 

pfrutescena 
3750 

VlBOBNUM. 
co.  Laurestine  *  or 
hairy              *  or slender            *  or 
upright           a  or sn.-lvd.-Laures.  *  or 
large-lvd.-Laur.»  |  |  or 
Plum-leaved 
sweet-scented 
scaly  at Pear-leaved  SI 
tree  & 
oval-leaved  Sk 
Siberian  £ 
obovate-leaved  Sk 
narrouiieaved  St thick-leaved  * 
Cassiober.-bu8h  St 
shining-leaved  St tooth-leaved  St 
downy  tooth-lv.  St Lantana-like  St 
Wayfaring-tree  St soft  St 
Maple-leaved  SI Guelder  Rose  St 
Snowball-tree  St 
Cranberry-like  St eatable-fruited  SI Elder. 
dwarf  3t 
Chinese  j£ 
common  Y 

f-een-fruited  $ 

ai  ■ 

or  6 or  6 
or  8 
or  8 or  2 
or  2 or  2 
or  3 or  10 
or  2 
or  5 or  3 
or  5 or  10 
or  6 or  4 
or  10 
or  14 
or  12 
or  12 

cu 

Parsley-leaved  St  or Canadian 
pubescent red-berried 
Sumach. 

Elm-leaved 
Virginian dwarf 

3751 

or  12 

Caprifoliacete, mr.d  W 
mr.d  W 
mr.d  W 
mr.d  W 
mr.d  W 
...  W 

myjn  W f  W 

jl  W my.in  W 
jl  W my.jn  Pa.Y 
jn.jl  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W 
jn.jl  W jLau  Pa.B 
my.jn  W 
jn.jl  W 
jnjl  W my.jn  W my.jn  W 
jnjl  W jn.jl  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W 
jl  W 
jl  W Caprifoliacete, 
jnjl  P.Pk s.o  W 

my.jl  W 
my.jl  W 
myjl  W jn.au  W ...  W 
my.jn  Gr.Y Terebintaeece. 
jl  G 
jLau  G 
jl  G 

Sp.  23—36. &  Europe  1596. S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... 
Spain  1596. Canaries  1796. 
N.  Amer.  1731. 
China  1818. 
N.  Amer.  1822. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1761. 
N.  Amer.  1752. 
Dahuria  1785. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1812. N.  Amer.  1761. 
N.  Amer.  1724. N.  Amer.  1758. 
N.  Amer.  1736. N.  Amer.  1736. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
Britain  bed. 
N.  Amer.  1812. N.  Amer.  173d 
Britain  moi.w. 

L  co 
L  co L  co L  CO 
L  co L  p.l L  p.l 

L  p.l L  p.l 

N.  Amer.  ... N.  Amer.  1812. 

Sp.7-9. 
Britain  wa.gr. 
China  1823. 
Britain  hed. 

N.  Amer.  1761. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
S.  Europe  1596. 

Sg.33— 75. 

S.  Europe  " 
N.  Amer.  1629. 

L  p.l 
L  p.l 

L  p.l L  p.l L  p.l L  co 
L  p.l 
L  p.l X.  p.l 

L  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
C  co C  co C 
C 
c 
c 

Bo t.  mag.  38 

Clus.  hist  49 Hot.  mag.  2082 
Dend.  brit  23 
Bot.  reg.  456 
Dend.  brit.  24 
Dend.  brit  22 
Dend.  brit  21 
Bot  mag.  2281 Pall.ross.L  t.38 Bot  cab.  1476 
PIu.  aim.  381.  3 
MiLid.t83.f.l 
Dend.  brit  25 
Bot  cab.  1570 
Eng.  bot  331 
Dend.  brit  118 
Eng.  bot  332 
Bot  cab.  1123 

Eng.  bot  475 
Eng.  bot  476 
Schm.  arb.  1 144 
Sch  mid.  arb.  142 

s.l 
8.1 
co   Jac.  ic.  1. 1  59 

co   Dend.  brit  136 Dend.  brit  17,18 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
which  account  all  vascular  substances,  with  firm  outside  but  very  cellular  structure  inside,  were  said  to  be 
Ruminosa.  The  seeds  of  this  genus  are  of  that  nature.  There  was  also  a  Dr.  Rumy,  professor  of  agriculture 
in  some  Polish  university. 

677.  Cachrys.  One  of  the  names  given  by  the  Romans  to  the  Rosemary.  According  to  Morison,  the  name 
was  derived  from  xeua,  to  grow  hot,  on  account  of  the  carminative  qualities  of  the  plant  The  Cossacks  of 
the  J'aik  chew  the  seeds  of  C.  odon talgica  for  pain  in  the  teeth,  and  obtain  relief  by  the  copious  salivation which  follows  their  use.  This  genus  is  well  known  by  its  corky  large  smooth  seeds. 

678.  Hippomarathrum.  From  Inros  fut^a^n,  horse-fennel,  on  account  of  its  size  compared  with  that  of common  fen n el. 
679.  Viburnum.  This  name  is  derived,  according  to  the  account  of  Sebastian  Vaillant,  from  the  Latin  word 

were,  to  tie,  on  account  of  the  pliability  of  the  branches  of  some  species.  Y.  tinus  {mov,  small,  dwarf,  tiny) 
is  one  of  the  most  ornamental  of  evergreen  shrubs,  with  shining  leaves  and  shewy  .white  flowers,  which 
appear  during  the  winter  months.  V.  lucidum  and  strictum  are  taller  and  more  tender  than  the  common 
species,  of  which  they  are  by  many  considered  as  only  varieties. 

V.  lantana  (from  lento,  to  tie)  grows  chiefly  on  calcareous  soils :  it  has  pliant  mealy  twigs,  and  the  bark affords  a  bird  lime. 
Y.  opulus,  (alteration  of  populus)  var  roseum,  is  a  most  ornamental  shrub,  producing  large  white  bunches  of 
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3750  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinna;  opposite  linear  rather  pungent,  Seeds  furrowed  smooth 
3751  Leaves  supra-decompound  setaceous  many-cut,  Seeds  even  smooth 
3752  Leaves  pinnate  and  tenia te,  Leaflets  oblong  crenate 

3753  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  linear,  Stem  furrowed 

TRIGYNIA. 
3751  Leaves  ovate  oblong  entire,  Divisions  of  the  veins  and  the  young  branches  glandular  hairy 

a  Leaves  oval  oblong  beneath  and  at  edge  hairy 
£  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  at  the  edge  and  veins  beneath  hairy 
y  Leaves  ovate  hairy  on  both  sides  stiff 

3755  Leaves  coriaceous  ovate  lanceolate  shining  entire 
3756  Leaves  broad  ovate  rugose  hairy  beneath,  Common  involucre  7- leaved 3757  Leaves  obovate  roundish  and  oval  smooth  finely  serrated  with  edged  stalks 
3758  Evergreen  smooth,  Leaves  coriaceous  elliptical  oblong  distantly  toothed 
3759  Leaves  oblong  obtusely  serrated,  Stalks  and  peduncles  with  scaly  pubescence 
3760  Smooth,  Leaves  ovate  nearly  acute  subserrate,  Leaf-stalks  smooth,  Fruit  ovate  oblong,  Cymes  stalked 
3761  Leaves  broad  ovate  acuminate  finely  serrated,  Stalks  edged  crisp 
3762  Leaves  obi  narr.  at  base  rather  blunt  entire  revolute  at  edge  smooth  above  shining  with  netted  veins 
3763  Leaves  ovate  serrate  dotted  with  hairs,  Cymes  dichotomous  few-flowered 
3764  Smooth,  Leaves  obovate  crenate  toothed  or  entire  obtuse,  Umbels  sessile,  Fruit  roundish  ovate 
3765  Smooth,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end  crenate  revolute  at  edge,  Stalks  keeled  glandular 
3766  Leaves  obL  lane,  unequally  and  finely  serrated  at  base  wedge-shaped  and  entire,  Branches  compr.  square 
3767  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  shining  above  obsoletely  serrated  or  entire,  Branches  square 
3768  Leaves  ovate  tooth-serrated  plaited 
3769  Leaves  oval  acuminate  tooth-serrated  plaited  pubescent 
3770  Somewhat  decumbent,  Lvs.  rounded  cord,  abruptly  acumin.  toothed  with  the  stalks  and  nerves  powdery 
3771  Leaves  ovate  oblong  cordate  serrate  beneath  rugose  with  veins  downy 
3772  Leaves  roundish  cord,  furrowed  with  plaits  beneath  downy  with  a  very  soft  pubescence,  Cymes  radiant 
3773  Leaves  cord,  ovate  generally  3-lobed  loosely  serrat  stalks  without  glands  at  base  with  stipules  and  downy 
3774  Leaves  3-lobed  acuminate  toothed,  Stalks  glandular  smooth 
3775  Leaves  3-lobed  acute  behind  3-nerved  divaricating  rarely  toothed,  Stalks  glandular,  Cymes  radiant 
3776  Leaves  3-lobed  behind  obtuse  3-nerved,  Lobes,  very  short  tooth-serrated,  Serrat  acumin.  Cymes  radiant 

3777  Cymes  3-parted,  Stipules  leafy,  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  pubescent  beneath 3778  Cymes  with  many  abortive  fleshy  flowers,  Stem  herbaceous  warted,  Leaves  quite  smooth 
3779  Cymes  5-parted,  Stem  arborescent 
3780  Flowers  umbelled.  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Stem  shrubby 
3781  Cymes  5-parted,  Leaves  about  twice  pinnated,  Stem  shrubby 
3782  Panicle  ovate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  unequal  at  base,  Leaf-stalk  hairy,  Stem  shrubby 3783  Panicle  ovate,  Leaflets  oblong  acuminate  nearly  equal  at  base,  Stalks  smooth,  Stem  arborescent 

3784  Leaflets  ovate  oblong  obtuse  mucronate  scabr.  above  villous  beneath,  The  last  joints  of  stalkmembranoiis 
3785  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  finelv  serrated  hairy  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
white  flowers,  resembling  those  of  Hydrangea,  and  like  them  abortive.   With  lilac,  laburnum,  and  scarlet 
thom  it  forms  an  elegant  group. 

680.  Sambucus.  A  musical  instrument  called  by  the  Latins  sambuca,  is  supposed  to  have  been  made  of  the 
wood  of  this  tree,  on  account  of  its  hardness.  The  tree  was  always  famous  for  this  quality ;  so  that  Pliny  says  it 
consists  of  nothing  but  skin  and  bones,  (p.  xvi.  c.  39.)  S.  ebulus  is  supposed  to  prevent  diseases  in  swine  if 
used  as  litter :  the  root  is  violently  cathartic,  the  leaves  drive  away  mice,  and  the  berries  dye  blue. 

S.  nigra  with  its  varieties,  and  S.  racemosa,  are  very  shewy  trees  in  shrubberies  when  in  flower  and  fruit 
S.  nigra  is  narcotic,  purgative,  and  acrid ;  the  flowers  in  decoction  are  diaphoretic  and  expectorant ;  used  to 
flavor  vinegar,  and  deleterious  to  turkeys.  The  French  put  layers  of  them  in  heaps  or  casks  of  apples,  to  which 
they  communicate  a  most  agreeable  odor.  The  berries  are  poisonous  to  poultry ;  but  make  a  powerful  wine 
much  in  esteem  among  country  people.  As  the  common  elder  will  grow  either  exposed  to  the  sea  breeze  or  on 
high  mountains,  it  is  recommended  as  a  nurse-plant  in  forming  plantations.  To  thrive  and  be  productive  as a  fruit  tree  however,  it  requires  a  deep,  rather  moist,  and  rich  soil. 

681.  Rhus.  Derived  from  the  same  root  as  Rosa,  rhudd,  in  Celtic,  signifying  red,  on  account  of  the 
color  of  the  fruit  Yus,  in  Greek.  Sumach,  its  English  name,  is  an  alteration  of  strndq,  its  name  in  Arabic. 
(Forsk.)  In  some  of  the  species  of  this  genus  the  flowers  are  hermaphrodite ;  in  others,  as  R.  elegans, 
pentaphyllum,  and  Toxicodendron,  the  male  and  female  are  on  separate  plants.  In  R,  toxicodendron,  they 
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are  polygamous  males,  being  mixed  with  the  hermaphrodites.  The  species  from  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope 
rarely  flower  in  this  country,  and  are  chiefly  cultivated  for  the  sake  of  their  foliage,  which  is  neat  and  not 
susceptible  of  injury  from  bad  management. 

R.  Coriaria  is  used  instead  of  oak  bark  for  tanning  leather,  and  it  is  said  that  that  of  Turkey  is  chiefly  tan- 
ned with  this  plant  The  seeds  are  in  common  use  at  Aleppo  at  meals  to  provoke  an  appetite.  Both  leaves 

and  seeds  are  used  in  medicine  as  astringent  and  styptic. 
R.  javanica  in  China  affords  an  oil  by  bruising  the  berries  and  boiling  them  in  water :  they  use  it  as  a 

varnish,  but  it  does  not  keep  its  polish  so  well  as  the  oil  of  R.  vernix. 
R.  glabra  has  berries  which  dye  red,  and  the  branches  boiled  with  the  berries  afford  a  black  ink-like 

tincture.  This  plant  is  like  a  weed  in  some  parts  of  North  America,  where  it  overruns  land  left  for  a  few 
years  in  pasture. 

R.  vernix  affords  the  true  Japan  varnish,  which  oozes  out  of  the  tree  on  its  being  wounded,  and  grows  thick 
and  black  when  exposed  to  the  air.  It  is  so  transparent,  that  when  laid  pure  and  unmixed  upon  boxes  or 
furniture,  every  vein  of  the  wood  may  be  clearly  seen.  With  it  the  Japanese  varnish  over  the  posts  of  their doors  and  windows,  their  drawers,  chests,  boxes,  scymitars,  fans,  tea-cups,  soup-dishes,  and  most  articles  of 
household  furniture  made  of  wood.  The  milky  juice  .of  the  plant  steins  linen  a  dark  brown.  The  whole sh  rub  is  in  a  high  degree  poisonous ;  and  the  poison  is  communicated  by  touching  or  smelling  any  part  of  it 
Jnibrty-eight  hours  inflammation  appears  on  the  skin,  in  large  blotches,  principally  on  the  extremities,  and  on 
the  glandular  parts  of  the  body :  soon  after  small  pustules  rise  in  the  inflamed  parts,  and  fill  with  watery 
matter,  attended  with  burning  and  itching.  In  two  or  three  days  the  eruptions  suppurate;  after  which  the 
inflammation  subsides,  and  the  ulcers  heal  in  a  short  time.   It  operates,  however,  somewhat  differently  upon 
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3786  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate  serrate  beneath  downy 
3787  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  with  close  serratures  smooth  on  both  sides  whitish  beneath. 
3788  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  in  the  middle  distantly  serrated  smooth  on  both  sides,  Flowers  dioecious 
3789  Smoothish,  Leaflets  lanceolate  oblong  serrated  downy  beneath,  Racemes  erect  green 
3790  Dwarf,  Branches  and  leaf-stalks  pubescent,  Leaflets  oval,  Fruit  very  downy 
3791  Leaflets  entire  annual  opaque,  Leaf-stalk  entire  equal 
3792  Leaflets  entire  perennial  shining,  Leaf-stalk  entire  equal 
3793  Leaves  very  large  coarse  rugose  and  downy 
3791  Leaves  pinnated  in;  9  pair  rugose  smooth  above 
3795  Leaflets  obcordate,  some  of  them  very  glaucous 
3796  Stem  shrubby  unarmed,  Leaves  ternate  hoary  cuneate  ovate,  the  middle  one  longest 
3797  Prickly,  Leaves  ternate  smooth,  Leaflets  narrow  wedge-shaped  at  the  end  3-lobed  and  entire 
3798  Spiny,  Leaflets  wedge-shaped  toothed  beyond  the  middle,  above  shining  with  prominent  nerves 
3799  Leaflets  unequally  serrated,  Outer  petioles  with  membranous  joints 
3800  Leaflets  entire,  Leaf-stalk  membranous  jointed 3801  Stem  rooting 

a,  Leaves  large  entire  or  rarely  toothed,  Creeping 
/S  Dwarf,  Leaves  variously  sinuated  downy  about  flowering  time,  Erect 
y  Leaflets  oblong  oval  with  a  long  point,  Fruit  very  small 

3802  Leaflets  sessile  ovate  rhomb-shaped  cut  serrate  hairy 
3803  Leaflets  lanceolate  entire  sessile  smooth  on  each  side  ciliated,  Common  stalk  pubescent,  Branches  pend. 
3804  Leaflets  obovate  mucronate  toothed  smooth,  Stem  scabrous 
3805  Leaflets  sessile  wedge-shaped  very  smooth  7-toothed,  Teeth  mucronate 
3806  Leaflets  sessile  wedge-shaped  cut  pinnatifid  beneath  downy  and  veiny 
3807  Leaflets  stalked  rhomb-shaped  angular  downy  beneath 3808  Leaflets  obovate  entire  sessile  hairy  on  both  sides 
3809  Leaflets  obovate  mucronate  smooth,  Branches  villous 3810  Leaflets  linear  lanceolate  entire  smooth  narrowed  at  base :  the  intermediate  one  stalked 
3811  Leaflets  stalked  linear  lanceolate  entire  downy  beneath 
3812  Leaflets  sessile  linear  rcvolute  rusty  beneath  ' 3813  Prickly,  Leaves  fingered,  Leaflets  linear  lanceolate  at  the  end  toothed  or  entire 
3814  Leaflets  oblong  entire  sessile  acute  on  each  side  smooth,  Panicle  terminal  long 
3815  Leaflets  obovate  sessile  very  narrow  at  the  base  smooth  on  both  sides,  Corymbs  axillary 
3816  Leaves  obovate 

3817  Leaves  stalked  ovate  ret  use  crenated,  Panicle  twice  as  short  as  leaf 3818  Leaves  stalked  ovate  subserrate  entire  at  base 
3819  Leaves  sessile  entire  obovate  coriaceous 
3820  Leaves  stalked  ovate  subserrate,  Peduncles  dichotomous  shorter  than  the  leaves,  Fruit  ovate 

S821  Leaves  like  the  mountain  ash,  Flowers  in  long  erect  panicles  from  among  the  leaves 

3822  Leaves  pinnate 3823  Leaves  ternate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
different  constitutions ;  and  some  are  incapable  of  being  poisoned  with  it  at  all.   Persons  of  irritable  habits are  most  liable  to  receive  it 

Rhus  aromatica  and  suaveolens,  the  male  and  female  of  one  species,  have  been  made  into  a  distinct  genus 
called  Schmattzia,  by  Desvaux  and  Turpinia,  and  afterwards  Lobadhtm,  by  the  ingenious  M.  Rafinesque 
Schmaltz.  The  expressed  oil  of  the  seed  of  this  species,  and  also  of  R  succedanea,  acquires  the  consistence 
of  suet  and  serves  for  making  candles. 

R.  Toxicodendron  is  poisonous  to  some  persons,  like  R.  vernix,  but  in  a  less  degree.  Kalm  relates,  that  of 
two  sisters,  one  could  manage  the  tree  without  being  affected  by  its  venom,  whilst  the  other  felt  its  exhalations 
as  soon  as  she  came  within  a  yard  of  it,  or  even,  when  she  stood  to  windward  of  it,  at  a  greater  distance :  that  it 
bad  not  the  least  effect  upon  him,  though  he  had  made  many  experiments  upon  himself,  and  once  the  juice 
squirted  into  his  eye ;  but  that  on  another  person's  hand,  which  he  had  covered  very  thick  with  it,  the  skin, a  few  hours  after,  became  as  a  piece  of  tanned  leather,  and  peeled  off  afterwards  in  scales. 
R  pumila  is  another  dangerous  species.  Lyons,  the  collector,  suffered  severely  for  several  weeks,  after  only 

collecting  the  seeds. 
R  cotinus  is  cultivated  for  tanning  leather  near  Valcimara  in  the  Apennines,  where  it  is  called  Scotino. 
682.  Cassine.  An  American  name.  These  are  shrubs  with  handsome  foliage,  but  generally  inconspicuous 

white  or  green  flowers.  C.  Maurocenia  has  its  specific  name  in  honor  of  the  Venetian  senator  F.  Mauroceni, 
who  had  a  fine  garden  at  Padua. 

683.  SpatheUa.  The  upright  habit  and  want  of  branches  make  this  tree  resemble  a  palm-tree,  anciently 
called  2t«  3-t;.   A  very  handsome  stove  shrub,  rarely  flowering. 684.  Staphylca.   From  <rr«f  v\m,  a  bunch,  in  which  form  its  fructification  is  disposed.   Handsome  hardy 

Q  2 
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*685.  TA'MARIX.  W. 
3824gallica  W. 3825  articulate  W. 

§3826  germanica  W. 
686.  TURNE'RA.  W. 3827  ulmifolia  W. 

(3  angustifolia  B.  M. 3828  elegans  Otto. 3829  tr  ion  i  flora  Sims. 
3830  Pumilea  W. 
3831  cistoides  W. 
3832  racemosa  W. 

687.  DRY'PIS.  W. 
3833  spinosa  W. 

688.  A  I/SINE.  W. 
3834  media  W. 
3835  segetalis  L. 3836  mucronata  L. 

689.  TELE'PHIUM.  W. 
3837  Imperati  W. 

690.  CORRIGI'OLA.  W. 

Tamarisk.  Portulacete. 
French  *      or  12  my.o  F 
Indian  f  □  or  30     ...  Pk 
German  at      or    8  jn.s  Pk 
Turnera.  Portulacete, 

Elm-leaved      *  □  or    8  jn.s  Y 
narrow-leaved  *  □  or    8  ap.s 3 

2  ja.d 

ill 

1  jn.o 2  jl.au 

elegant Ketmia 
Nettle-leaved 
Betony-leaved clustered 
Drypis. 

prickly 
Chickweed. 

common 
corn bristly 
Orpine. true 
Strapwort. 

*Dor 
fAlor 

O  cu O  cu 
rm  or 

Q)  cu 

O  w 
O  w 
O  w 

3t  A  w 

Sa3— 18. 
England  so.  co. E  Indies 
Germany  1582. 

Sp.  6— 23. 
Jamaica  1733. 

Pa.Y  Jamaica  173a 
Pa.Y  Brazil  1821. 
Pa.Y  Brazil  1812. 
Y  Jamaica  1796. 
Y  America  1774. 
Y  Siberia  1789. 

Caryophyllete.   Sp.  1. 
|jn.jl     P.Pu  Italy  1775. 
Caryophylleee.    Sp.  3—6. 1  jLs       W     Britain  fields. 

1  jLs       W     France  1805. 
1  jn.jl     W     &  Europe  1777. 

Portulacete.   Sp.  1 — 2. S.  Europe  1658. 

C  s.1   Eng.  bot.  1318 
C  Lp    Van.  svm.  2.  t.32 C  m.5  Ma  ic.t262.C2 

p.l  HortclifF.  t.10 s.p  Hot.  mag.  281 

s.p 

s.p  Bot  mag.  2106 s.I  SLja,l.tl27.£6 
s.1  PLic.tl50.  f.l 
8.1  Jac.Tind.at91 

3888  littoralis  W.  sand 
3839  telephiifolia  Pourr.  Orpine-leaved  ^  A  cu 

691.  PHARNA'CEUM  W.  Pharnaceum. 3840  Cerviana  W. 
3841  lineare  W. 
3842MoUugo  W. 3843  inoanum  W. 
3844  dichotomum  W. 

umbelled  O  cu 
linear-leaved    tt.  i  1  cu 
Ladies'  Bedstr.  tt  □  cu hoary  a.  |  |  cu 
forked  [QJ  cu 

692.  PORTULACA'RIA  W.  Purslane-tree. 
W. 

3845  afra  W. 
693.  BASE'LLA, 3846rfibra  W. 
3847  nigra  Lour. 3848  alba  W. 
38491ucida  W. 
3850  cordilolia  P.  S. 

African 
Malabar- Nightshade. red black white shining 
heart-leaved 

-*  ns  cui 
-*  [Q]  cul 
-*  oa  cui J:  O  cul -i  O  cul 

1  jn.au  W Portulacete. 
Jjl.au  W 
1  jLau  W 

^  CaryophyUete. i  my.jn  W 
i  jLau  W 1  my.o  W 
Jjl  W Portulacete. 

3     ...  Pu 
Chenopodete. 

Sp.2—3. England  so.  co. 
Spain  1822. 
Sp.5— 22. Russia  1771. 

C.  G.  H.  1795. 
E  Indies  1752. 
C.  G.  H.  1782. 
C.  G.  H.  178a 

Sp.l. 
Africa 

S  s.1  Bot  mag.  2216 

S  co  Eng.  bot  537 
S  co 
S  co  FL  graec.  293 
D  s.1  Lam.  ill.  1 213 

S  8  Eng.  bot  668 S  8 

Gm.sL3.t.20.f.2 
Bot  rep.  326.329 
Bur.  ind.  1 5.  f.4 Bot  mag.  1883 

1732.  C  r.m  Jac.  coL  1.  t ! 

8  jLs 
3  jl.s 8  jLn 
6  jLn 
6  jLn 

Pk 
W 
W 
W 

Sp.5. 
E.  Indies  1731. China  1822. 
E  Indies  1688. E  Indies  1802. 

P.Pu  E  Indies  1802. 

S  r.m 

S  rim  Plu.  aL  1 63.  f.  1 S  r.m S  r.m 

TETRAGYNIA. 
694.  PARNAS'SIA.  W.  Grass  of  Parnassus.  Hypericinete. 3851  palustris  W.  marsh            3t  A  pr  i  jLau  W 
3852  caroliniana  Ph.  Carolina         3t  A  pr  i  my.jn  W 
3853  asarifolia  Ph.  Asarum-leaved^  A  pr  Jjl.au  W 

Sp.3—5. 
Britain    bogs.  D  m.s  Eng.  bot.  82 
N.  Amer.  1802.  D  m.s  Bot  mag.  1459 N.  Amer.  1812  D  m.s  Yent  maL  1 3S 

695.  EVOI/VULUS.  L. 
3854  linifolius  L. 
3855  emargin£tus  L. 3856  nummularius  L. 

PENTAGYNIA. 
Evolvulus.  Convolvulaceee.  Sp.  5—21. 

flax-leaved  Opt  2  au.s     B      Jamaica  1732.  S  co  Br. jam. tlO. f. 2 
emarginate  E]pr  1  s         B      E  Indies  1816.  S  co  Bur.  incLt  30.f.  1 
Money-wort  QJ  pr  |  s         B      Jamaica  1816  S  cu 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
shrubs.   S.  pinnata  has  hard  smooth  nuts,  which  are  strung  for  beads  by  the  Catholics  in  some  countries, 
while  in  others  the  kernels,  though  bitter,  are  eaten  by  the  inhabitants. 
•  685.  Tamarix.  Tamarisci  were  people  who  inhabited  the  Spanish  side  of  the  Pyrenees,  where  one  species grows  abundantly  on  the  banks  of  the  Tanaris,  now  called  the  Tambra.  T.  gallica,  as  it  stands  the  sea  breeze, 
is  sometimes  used  as  a  hedge  plant  in  such  situations. 

686.  Turnera.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  memory  of  William  Turner,  M.  D.  Prebendary  of  York,  &c  author 
of  "  A  new  Herball,"  London,  1551 :  died  in  1568.  All  the  species  are  of  the  easiest  culture,  but  few  of  tham of  any  beauty.   They  are  chiefly  weeds  with  yellow  Cistus-like  flowers. 

687.  Drypis.   From  to  tear.   Its  leaves  are  armed  with  stiff  spines. 
688.  Alsine.  From  aktros,  shady  place,  where  alsine  loves  to  grow.  Little  weeds  of  no  beauty.  Marge- 

line,  Ft. 
689.  Telephium.  Pliny  says,  Telephus  was  a  king  of  Mysia,  and  had  his  wounds  cured  by  Achilles  with  this 

plant    A  tittle  inconspicuous  weed,  with  the  appearance  of  a  minute  Euphorbia. 
690.  Corrigiola.    A  diminutive  of  corrigia,  a  thong ;  and  applied  to  the  plant  we  call  Polygonum  avioulare, 
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3824  Bractes  shorter  than  flower-stalks,  Spikes  lateral  panicled,  Leaves  lanceolate  subulate  stem-clasping 
3825  Flowers  sessile,  Spikes  lateral,  Leaves  very  short  sheathing,  Branches  with  turbinate  mucronate  joints 
3826  Spikes  terminal  solitary,  Bractes  longer  than  flower-stalks,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  sessile 
3827  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  oblong  acute  serrate  pubescent  with  two  glands  at  base 
3828  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  ellipt  cuneate  obtusely  serrated  scabrous  with  two  glands  at  base 
3829  Bractes  subulate,  Leaves  ovate  acute  at  each  end  with  two  glands  at  the  base 
3830  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  without  glands 
3831  Peduncles  axillary  leafless,  Leaves  serrated  at  end 
3832  Raceme  terminal  long,  Leaves  ovate  unequally  obtusely  serrated 

3833  A  small  glaucous  plant  with  rigid  prickly  leaves 

3834  Petals  bipartible,  Leaves  ovate  cordate 
3835  Petals  entire,  Leaves  subulate 
3836  Petals  entire  short,  Leaves  bristly,  Calyxes  awned 

3837  Leaves  alternate 

3838  Flowers  stalked,  Calyxes  membranous  at  edge 
3839  Stem  diffuse  procumbent,  Leaves  oblong  ovate,  Branches  leafless 

3840  Peduncles  umbelled  lateral  as  long  as  linear  leaves 
3841  Umbels  unequal,  Leaves  linear  distant 
3842  Peduncles  1-flowered  lateral,  Flowers  as  long  as  leaves,  Stem  depressed 
3843  Common  peduncles  very  long,  Leaves  linear,  Stipules  hairy 
3844  Peduncles  axillary  elongate  dichotomous,  Leaves  whorled  linear 

3845  A  fleshy  shrub  with  many  small  opposite  fleshy  roundish  leaves 

3846  Leaves  flat,  Peduncles  simple 
3847  Leaves  round  ovate,  Spikes  lateral 
3848  Leaves  ovate  wavy,  Peduncles  simple  longer  than  the  leaf 
3849  Leaves  cordate,  Peduncles  clustered  branched 
3850  Leaves  cordate  roundish,  Peduncles  simple  shorter  than  the  leaf 

TETRAGYNIA. 

3851  Radical  leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Nectaries  many-parted 
3852  Radical  leaves  nearly  orbicular,  Nectaries  with  3  bristles 
3853  Radical  leaves  reniform,  Petals  unguiculated,  Nectaries  3-parted 

PENTAGYNIA. 
3854  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  sessile,  Peduncles  1-3-fl.  a  little  longer  than  the  leaves 3855  Leaves  renifprm  repand 
3856  Leaves  roundish,  Stem  creeping,  Flowers  nearly  sessile 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars, 
in  allusion  to  the  long  and  slender  shoots  of  that  plant   The  Corrigiola  of  modem  times  is  related  to  the 
Polygonum. 691.  Pharnaceum.  Named  after  Pharnaces,  king  of  Pontus,  who  is  .said  by  Pliny  to  have  been  the  first  to 
use  the  plant   Pretty  little  herbaceous  plants,  with  fine  leaves,  and  elegant  umbels  of  usually  white  flowers. 

692.  Portulacaria ;  that  is  to  say,  a  Portulaca-like  plant  The  leaves  of  this  plant  resemble  purslane, 
whence  also  the  English  name,  as  well  as  the  Latin  name. 

693.  Basella.  A  Malabar  name.  The  species  of  this  genus  are  used  in  China  as  spinage  plants :  they  are 
also  raised  on  a  hotbed  at  Paris  in  spring,  and  transplanted  into  a  warm  border  for  the  same  purpose,  and  are 
said  to  furnish  a  summer  spinage  equal  to  that  of  the  orache. 

694.  Parnassia.  From  Mount  Parnassus,  the  abode  of  grace  and  beauty,  where,  on  account  ,of  the  elegance 
of  its  form,  this  plant  is  feigned  to  have  first  sprang  up.  P.  palustris  is  one  of  the  most  elegant  of  marsh  plants, 
weft  deserving  a  place  in  aquatic  collections. 

695.  Evolvulus.  Derived  from  evolvo,  to  turn ;  in  the  same  sense  as  Convolvulus,  which  this  genus  entirely resembles  in  habit 

Q  3 
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3857  a lsinoides  L. 3858  latiffilius  Ker. 
€96.  ARA'LIA.  TV. 
S859spin6sa  TV. 
3860  hispida  Ph. 3861  racemosa  Ph. 
3862  nudica61is  Ph. 

PENTANDRIA  PENTAGYNIA. 

Opr 

Chickweed 
broad-leaved 

ARALIA. 
Angelica-tree  &  or 
hispid  3fc  or berry-bearing  A  or 
naked-stalked  _|  A  or 

I  Jnjl  B 2  jnjl  W Araliacecc. 
8  W 
2  jn.jl  W 
4  jn.s  W 
4  jnjl  W 

*£B7.  ACTINOPHYL'LUM.  R.fyP.   Acttoophylltjm.  Araliacae. 3863  digitatum  Wail. 
*S9S.  RCCHEA.  Dec. 3864  falcata  P.  S. 
§3865  cocclnea  P.  S. 
§3866  cymosa  Haw. §3867  flava  Haw. 

i  □  or 
jfct  i  |  or 
.**  i  |  or 
J*  I  |  or J*  |  |  or 

;  odoratissima  Haw.  sweet-scented  jtt  i  |  or 

finger-leaved Rochba. 
sickle-leaved 
scarlet 
cymose 
yellow §3869  jasminea  Sims. 

§3870  versicolor  Surch. 
*699.  CRAS'SULA.  TV. 

3871  perfolifita  L. 3872ram6sa  TV. 
3873  tetrag6na  TV. 
§3874m611is  W. 3875  acutifolia  P.  S. 
§3876  nudicaulis  TV. 

3877  arborescens  TV. 
S378obliqua  TV. S8791actea  TV. 
§3880  cultrata  W. 
S881ciliata  TV. 

§3882  undulata  Haw. 3883scabra  TV. 
§3884  biconvexa  Haw. 
§3885  obvallata  TV. 3886  ramuliflora  Li: 
3887  corymbuldsa  Lk. 

jasmine-like changeable Crassula. 
perfoliate branching 
square-leaved soft 
acute-leaved 

ja  |  |  or 

Jok  i  |  or 
j±  |  |  or 
J*  i  |  or 

naked-stemmedj*  i  |  or 

tree  Jtt  l_I  or 
oblique-leaved  H  i_l  or white  jtt  i  |  or 
sharp-leaved  Jtt  [  |  or 
ciliated  Jt  \  |  or 
wave-leaved     J*  i  |  or 
rough-leaved    jet  \_J  or 
double-convex  jet  |  |  or 
Houseleek-lvd.  Jit  \  |  or 
branch-flower,  jtt  \  |  or 
corymbulose     -ut  i  ]  or 

10      ...  G 
Crassulacete. 

2  jn.s  R 
1  jn.au  S 
J  an  R 1  au.s  Y 

1  jnjl  Pk 

f  ap.my  W 2  mr.s  R 
Semperviva. 

3  jl.au  W 2  jLau 2  au 
1  au 

£  s.n 
i  my.s 

E.  Indies  173a 
Brazil  1819. 

Sp.  4—32. Virginia  1688. N.  Amer.  1799. 
ST.  Amer.  1658. 
N.  Amer.  1731. 

Sp.  1-6. 
E.  Indies 

Pk 
W 
W 
W 
G 

Sp.7. 
C.G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 

Sp.  44— S3. CG.  H.  1725. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
Greece? 
C.  G.  H. 

1785. 1710. 
1800. 
1802. 179a 
1815. 1817. 

S  co D  co 
R  p.l 
R  p.l 

D  s.p 
D  s.p 

C  8.1 
C  s.l 

C  8.1 C  8.1 
C  8.1 
C  8.1 C  s.l C  8.1 

Class  V. 

Bur.  zeyl.  1 6X1 
Bot  teg.  401 

Dend.  brit.  46 
Bot  mag.  1085 
Mor.  s.  1. 1.2.  f.9 
PL  aL  t  238.  f.  5 

1774. 1711. 
1774. 
1795. 
1732. 

Bot  mag.  2035 
Bot  mag.  495 
PLal.  t314.  f.  2 
Bot  rep.  26 Bot.  mag.  2178 
Bot  reg.  320 

Plant  grass.  13 
Plant  grass.  19 
Plant  grass,  t.2 
Plant  grass.  133 

myjn  Pk ap.mv  R W 
w 

C.  G.H.  1739.  C  s.l   Bot  mag.  384 
C.  G.  H.  1759.  C  8.1    Plant  grass.  79 ~""\.  C  8.1    Bot  mae.  1771 

f  s.o 

1  jl.au 
C.G.K.  177i 

C.G.H.  - 

8.i    riant,  grass.  n> -  8.1   Bot  mag.  1771 
1732.  C  s.l   Bot  mag.  1940 

3888  columniris  TV  columnar 
S889  imbricata  W.  imbricated 
§3890  canescens  grey Globulea  canescens  Haw. 
S891  perfilata  P.  S. 
3892  punctata  W. 3893  marginalis  W. 
3894  pelldcida  TV. 

threaded 
dotted 
margined 
pellucid 

j*  |  |  or J*  i  |  or 

f  lAlor Jtt  i  |  or jet  |  |  or 
J*  |  |  or -t*  i  |  or 

i  jlau i  au.n 
ijnjl 

i  au 

i  jLau 1  jnjl 
1  jlau 
l*jnjl 

i  jLau 

W P.Y 

W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
Pk 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.G.H. 

1732. 
1797. 1730. 
1800. 
1795. 1822. 
1822. 

3895  spathul£ta  TV.        notched-leaved  j*  y  |  or 
3896  cordata  TV.  heart-leaved    -t*  i  |  or 
§3897  toment6sa  TV. 
§3898  lingusfolia  Haw. 
3899  Cotyledonis  TV. 3900  orbicularis  TV. 

3901  retroflexa  TV. 
3902  lineolata  TV. 
3903  centauroides  TV 

§3904  dich6toma  TV. 
3905  glomerata  TV. 

3868 

downy  £  lAJ  or 
tongue-leaved  j£  lA)  or 
Cotyledon-leav.  £  iAI  or 
starry  \f  lAlor 
Orange-flower.  iQJ  pr channelled  j£  O)  pr 
Centaury-flow.  £  O)  pr 
forked  iQJ  pr 
rough-clustered    iQJ  pr 

1  s 
1  ap.au  W 
2  jLau  P.Y 
1  jn.s  Pk 

JjLs  W i  my.au  Pk 1  ap.my  W 
1  au  W 
1      ...  W 
i  jl.s  Pk 

C.G.H.  1789.  C  s.l 
C.  G.  H.  1760.  C  s.l 
C.  G.  H.  1800.  C  s.l 
C  G.  H.  1785.  C  s.l 
C.  G.H.  1759.  C  s.1 
C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  s.l 
C.  G.  H.  1732.  C  8.1 

Plant  grass.  7 
Bot  cab.  584 
DLel.t.99.£117 
Plant  grass.  61 

Burm.  afr.  1 9 

Sc.  del.  ins.  3.  t.6 

Di.eLtlOO.f.119 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 1774.  C  8.1  Plant  grass. 
1774  C  s.l    Bot  cab.  359 

C.  G.H  1790.  C  8.1 
C.  G.  H.  1803.  C  s.l 
C.  G.H  1800.  C  8.1 
C.  G.H.  1731.  C  8.1 

i  jn  Y 
ijn.au  Y i  myjn  Pk 

ijnjl  Y i  au.o  W 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1788. 1774. 
1774. 1774. 
1774. 

C  s.l C  s.l 
S  8.1 
S  8.1 S  s.1 

Bot.  mag.  1765 
Herm.  lug.  t.553 
Plant  grass.  67 

3864 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 

696.  Aralia.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning,  under  which  one  species  was  sent  to  Fagon  from  Quebec,  in 
1764,  by  one  Sarrazin,  a  French  physician.  A.  spinosa  is  an  ornamental  low  tree  for  lawns,  on  account  of  its 
Angelica-like  leaves. 

697.  Acttnophyllum.  From  axnt,  a  ray,  and  <pv\Xt»,  a  leaf ;  because  the  leaflets  are  disposed  at  it  were  in 
rays  round  a  centre.  Fine  Aralia- like  plants,  with  beautiful  foliage,  but  not  with  any  attraction  in  the  appear- ance of  the  flowers. 
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3857  Procumbent  villous,  Leaves  oval  subsessile,  Capsules  deflexed 
3858  Very  hairy,  Leaves  subsessile  oblong  cordate  acuminate,  Flowers  sessile  3  together 
3859  Arborescent,  Stem  and  leaves  prickly 
3860  Stem  suffruticose  and  leaf-stalks  hispid,  Leaves  decompound 
3861  Stem  herbaceous  smooth,  Leaves  decompound,  Peduncles  axillary  branched  umbelled 
3862  Stemless,  Leaves  decompound,  Scapes  leafless 

3863  Leaflets  5  very  smooth  shining  elliptical  entire 
3864  Leaves  opposite  nearly  connate  oblong  with  an  auricle  on  one  side,  falcate 
3865  Leaves  ovate  oblong  flat,  edge  with  a  cartilagin.fringe,  at  the  base,  connate  sheathing,  Flowers  term,  sessile 
3866  Leaves  linear  with  a  cartilaginous  fringed  edge,  Stem  shrubby,  Cyme  terminal 
3867  Leaves  flat  connate  perfoliate  smooth,  Flowers  in  corymbose  panicles 
3868  Leaves  linear  flat  fringed  with  cartilage  connate  sheathing  at  base,  Flowers  terminal  sessile 
3869  Stem  decumbent,  Leaves  ovate  cruciate,  Head  2-flowered,  Petals  connate 
3870  Erect,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  with  cartilaginous  teeth  at  base  sheathing,  Umbels  double  many-flow. 

5  1.  Shrubby,  Leaves  subulate. 3871  Leaves  lanceolate  subulate  sessile  connate  channelled  convex  beneath 
3872  Leaves  subulate  above  flat  connate  perfoliate  smooth  much  spreading,  Pedunc.  long,  Flowers  cymose 
3873  Leaves  subulate  incurved  obscurely  4-cornered  spreading,  Stem  erect  shrubby  rooting 
3874  Leaves  |  cylindrical  acute  gibbous  beneath  smooth  nearly  erect,  Cymes  terminal  compound 
3875  Leaves  connate  rounded  subulate  spreading,  Cymes  few-flowered  on  long  stalks,  Stem  shrubby  decumbent 
3876  Leaves  subulate  radical,  Stem  naked 

$  2.  Shrubby,  Leaves  broad,  smooth. 3877  Leaves  roundish  acute  glaucous  fleshy  dotted,  Cyme  trichotomous 
3878  Leaves  opposite  ovate  oblique  entire  acute  distinct  somewhat  cartilaginous  at  edge 
3879  Leaves  ovate  attenuate  at  base  connate  entire  dotted  inside  the  edge,  Cymes  panicle-shaped 
3880  Leaves  opposite  obovate  cultrate  oblique  connate  entire 

\  3.  Shrubby,  Leaves  broad,  distant,  ciliated, 
3881  Leaves  opposite  oval  flatfish  distinct  fringed,  Corymbs  terminal 
3882  Leaves  connate  ovate  expanded  cartilaginous  crenated  j  upper  ovate  elliptical  wavy,  Stem  dichotomous 
3883  Leaves  opposite  spreading  connate  rough  fringed,  Stem  rough  backwards 
3884  Leaves  linear  obtuse  sheathing  convex  on  both  sides,  Flowers  cymose,  Stem  decumbent 
3885  Leaves  obi.  con.  obtuse  falcate  with  a  cartilaginous  fringed  edge,  Pan.  long,  Pedunc.  opposite  clustered 
3886  Leaves  obovate  subconnate,  Branches  axillary  few-flowered,  Petals  lanceolate  reflexed 
3887  Leaves  lanceolate  convex  beneath,  Corymbs  small  axillary,  Petals  lanceolate 

5  4.  Shrubby,  Leaves  broad,  very  closely  imbricated. 
3888  Leaves  round  imbricated,  Fascicle  round  terminal 
3889  Leaves  ovate  acute  smooth  imbricated  in  rows,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 
3890  Leaves  radical  decussately  imbricated  fringed  lanceolate  cultrate  hoary 

§  5.  Shrubby,  Leaves  broad,  very  much  perfoliate. 
3891  Leaves  connate  perfoliate  cordate  dotted 
3892  Leaves  opposite  ovate  dotted  fringed,  Lower  oblong 
8893  Leaves  cordate  perfoliate  acuminate  flat  spreading  dotted  within  the  edge 
3894  Stein  flaccid  creeping.  Leaves  opposite 

§  6.  Shrubby,  Leaves  stalked. 
3895  Leaves  stalked  cordate  roundish  acute  crenate,  Corymbs  panicle-shaped 
3896  Leaves  stalked  cordate  obtuse  entire,  Cymes  panicle-shaped 

$  7.  Herbaceous. 3897  Villous,  Leaves  connate  lanceolate  fringed,  Stem  nearly  naked  terminal,  Spike  whorled 
3898  Lower  leaves  distinct  opposite  tongue-shaped  ciliated  pubescent,  Flowers  whorled  sessile  close,  Stem  leafy 
3899  Leaves  connate  oblong  downy  fringed,  Stem  rather  naked,  Flowers  corymbose  close 
3900  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  cartilaginous-fringed  tufted,  Scape  panicled,  Branches  opposite  cymose 

$  8.  Annual  or  biennial. 
3901  Leaves  connate  oblong  remote  flat,  Stem  simple,  Cyme  compound,  Flower  stalks  bent  backwards 
3902  Leaves  cordate  sessile,  Peduncles  terminal  axillary  approximate  umbellate 
3903  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  sessile  oblong  ovate  cordate  flat,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered 
3904  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  sessile  ovate  oblong  channelled  recurred,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered 3905  Stem  dichotomous  rough,  Leaves  lanceolate,  End  flowers  in  bundles 

ivJudflULditot 3877  v      3882  -jnvH^?*&*  3888         s«*fe»        3836  ASiJ/ 

3879  ~VimWr*'  38801/JJM^.    *«i|f"S891  3904' 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

698.  Bochea.  Named  after  M.  de  la  Roche,  author  of  «  Historia  Eryngiorum"  a  work  of  reputation^ 
This  succulent  genus  thrives  well  in  sandy  loam,  and  requires  but  little  water.  "  Young  cuttings  taken  on and  laid  to  dry  a  few  days,  and  then  potted,  or  stuck  in  the  tan,  will  root  directly."  [Sweet.) 

699.  Crassula.  From  crassus,  thick,  in  allusion  to  the  fleshy  nature  of  the  leaves  and  stems  of  all  the 
species.  These  plants  grow  best  in  sandy  loam  and  brick  rubbish,  with  the  pots  well  drained.     Cuttings  root 

Q  4 
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3906  glabra  Haw. 
§3907  Aloides  W. 
$3908  capitella  W. 3909r6bens  W. 3910  verticillaris  W. 
3911  expansa  W. 
3912sparsa  W. 3913di9risa  W. 
3914  mosch£ta  W. 

smooth-cluster. Aloe-like  £ 
square-spiked  £ 
annual  red 
whorl-flowered 
awl-leaved alternate-lvd.  j£ diffuse musky 

Opr. 
pi  pr iQIpr lOJpr 
lOJpr 
Opr OJpr lOlpr 
lOJpr 

ijn.o t  jn.au 
i  jl.au 

i  my.jn 

i  jn.jl i  jn.jl 
J  my.n 

W 
W 
W 
Pk 

Pk 
W 
W 
Pk 
W 

700.  GISE'KIA.  W.  Gisekia. 3915  phamaceoides  W.  trailing 
t701.  LFNUM.  W.  Flax. 

3916  usitatissimum  IV.    common  O  ag 
3917  nervosum  fV.S/K.  nerved  3l  A  or 
3918  perenne  W.  perennial        i  A  <» 
3919  trigynum  Stn.        three-styled     *  |  |  or 
3920  hirsutum  W.         hairy  3l  A  or 

$  hypiridfolium  Sims. Mallow-flower.  &  A  or 3921  ascyrifolium  II  A.  blue  and  white  5  A  or 
3922  narbonense  W.       Narbonne        £  .A]  or 
3923  reflexum  W.  reflex-leaved    ^  A  or 3924  tenuifolium  W      slender-leaved  5  A  or 
3925  angustifolium  H.  K.  narrow-leaved      A  °r 

Portulacete.  & 
fTTI  cu    1  jn        P.Gr  1 

Caryophylltw. 

|l  jn'jl 

B 
B 
Y 
B 
Pu 

W 

3926gallicum  W. 3927  maritimum  W. 
3928alplnum  W. 3929  austriacum  W. 
3930  Virginian  um  W. 
3931  rigidum  Ph. 3932  flavum  W. 

annual-yellow       O  or sea 
Alpine Austrian 
Virginian stiff-leaved 

yellow 

A  A  or 3t  A  or 
A  or 
CD  or 
O  or k  A  of 3933  campanulatum  W.  glaucous-leaved^  A  °r B  ta&ricum  W.  en. 

3934  8trlctum  W. 
3935  suflruticosum  W. 
3936  arboreum  W. 
3937  africanum  W. 
3938  nodiflorum  W. 

'  3939  catharticum  W. 3940  quadrifolium  W. 
702.  DRCSERA.  W. 
3941  rotundifolia  W. 
3942  longifolia  W. 
3443  anglica  H.  K. 3944  fiUformis  Ph. 

Taurian 
upright 
Spanish tree 
African 
knotted 
purging four-leaved 
Sun-dew. 

round-leaved 
long-leaved 

great 

A  or 3t  CD  or 
it*  (  |  or 
«- 1  |  or a.  i  |  or 

lAw 
O  w 

n.  i  |  or 

*  A  pr *  Apr 
*  A  pr 

thready-leaved  i  A  pr 
703.  COMMERSCNI  A.  W.  Commersonia. 
3945  platyphVlla  B.  M.    broad-leaved     41 0  or 
3946  dasyphylla  B.  Sep.  hairy-leaved        i_J  or 3918 

3  jn.au 2  ja.o 

1}  jl.au 1*  jn.jl 1  jl.au 2  my.jl 
1  jl 

ljjn.jl 1  Jl 
1  jl.au 
2  jl.au 1  jnjl 
1  jl 
r  ji 

I  jn.au 
i  jn.au 
1  jaau 1  my.jl  Y 1  au  Pk 
2  my.au  Y 
1  jnjl  Y 
ijl.au  W 1  jn.au  W 2  my.jn  Y 
Droseracete. 

JjLau  W 
i  jl.au  W 
JjLau  W 
f  my.jn  Pu Bvttneriacece. 
3  jnjl  W 4  ap.my  W 

Pk 
Pu 

Y 
Y 
B 
B 
Y P.Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 

C.  G.  H.  1774. 
C.  G.H.  1774. 
C.G.  H.  1774. 
Italy  1759. a  Europe  1788. C.  G.  H.  1774. 
C.  G.  H.  1774. 
C.  G.  H.  1774. 
N.S.W.  1794. 

1—5. 
Indies  178a 

Sp.  25—54. Britain  co.  fi. 
Hungary  1822. England  ch.  so. E  Indies  1799. 
Austria  1759. 
Caucasus  1807. 
Portugal  1800. S.  France  1759. 
S.  Europe  1777. 
Europe  1759. 
England  sa.  pa. France  1777. 
S.  Europe  1596. Austria  1739. 
Austria  1775. 
N.  Amer.  1807. 
Missouri  1807. 
Austria  1793. 
Europe  1795. Tauria  1795. 
S.  Europe  1759. 
Spain  1759. Candia  1788. 

S  s.l 

S  s.l 
S  s.l S  s.l 
S  s.l 
S  s.1 
S  s.l S  s.l 
S  s.l 

S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
C  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
S  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co 
S  co 

1771. 1759. dr.  pa. 
1787. 

C.  G.  H. 

Italy 

Britain 
C.  G.H. 

Sp.4— 32. Britain  tur.bo. 
Britain  tur.bo. 
England  tur.bo. N.Jersey  1811. 

Sp.2—3. 
Moluccas  1806. N.  HolL  1808. 

S  p.l 
D  s.1 S  p.l 
S  p.l 

Plant,  grass.  55 

Rox.cfr.2.tl83 

Eng.  bot  1357 WaL&kit.t.l05 
Eng.  bot  40 Bot  mag.  1100 Jac  aust  1. 1 31 
Bot  mag.  1043 Bot  mag.  1087 Bot  cab.  190 
Jac.  au s.  3.  t.215 
Eng.  bot.  381 Ger.  pr.  tl5.  f.  1 Jac.vin.2.t.  154 Sweet  fl.  g.  17 
Bot  mag.  1086 

Bot  mag.  312 
Bot  cab.  1254 

Cav.  ic.  2. 1. 108 
Bot  mag.  234 Bot  mag.  403 Moris.8.5.t&Cll 
Eng.  bot  382 Bot  mag.  431 

Eng.  bot  867 
Eng.  bot  868 
Eng.  bot  869 

Bot  mag.  1813 Bot  rep.  603 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
easily  if  laid  to  dry  a  few  days  after  cutting  off,  before  they  are  planted,  to  dry  up  the  wound,  that  they  may  not 
rot  They  require  no  covering,  but  may  be  placed  in  any  convenient  situation."  (Sweet.) 700.  Gisekia.  In  honor  of  P.  D.  Giseke,  a  Danish  botanist,  who  lived  about  the  end  of  the  last  century. 
A  small  weed-like  plant,  with  the  habit  of  Chenopodium. 

701.  Linum.  Llin,  in  Celtic,  signifies  thread,  whence  Xivm,  in  Greek,  and  linum,  and  its  derivations,  in 
Latin.  L.  usitatissimum,  is  a  well  known  thread  or  clothing  plant,  which  has  been  cultivated  from  the 
remotest  antiquity  for  its  cortical  fibres,  or  boon,  which,  when  separated  from  the  woody  matter  or  harl,  as  it  is 
technically  called  by  the  growers,  forms  the  lint  and  tow  which  is  spun  into  yam,  and  wove  into  linen  cloth. 
The  seeds  are  sown  on  well  comminuted  loamy  soil,  which  is  in  good  heart,  in  April,  broadcast:  during 
summer  weeds  are  carefully  removed ;  and  when  the  plant  is  in  full  flower,  or  (if  seed  is  desired)  when  the 
seed  capsules  are  ripe,  it  is  pulled  up  by  the  roots,  the  capsules  torn  ofT  by  a  comb,  and  the  stalks  tied  in 
bundles  and  carried  to  a  pond  or  pool  of  stagnated  water.  Into  this  water  the  bundles  are  thrown,  and  kept 
under  the  surface  by  being  loaded  with  planks,  stones,  &c.  for  ten  days  or  a  fortnight,  till  an  appearance  of 
decay  or  softness  is  indicated  by  the  bark ;  they  are  then  taken  out  and  spread  on  the  grass,  or  on  the  gravelly 
banks  of  a  river  for  a  fortnight,  where  the  alternate  dews  and  heats  accelerate  the  progress  of  decay.  It  is 
next  taken  up,  and  when  quite  dry  tied  into  bundles  and  stacked  till  wanted  by  the  flax-cleaner.  Some  cul- 

tivators do  not  steep  the  flax  in  water,  but  only  spread  it  on  the  surface  of  grass  ground,  which  is  called  dew- 
retting,  and  has  nearly  the  same  effect  as  the  other ;  but  the  more  recent  practice,  not  yet  however  very  ge- 

neral, is  neither  to  steep  or  dew-ret,  but  to  dry,  bind,  and  stack  as  in  saving  a  crop  of  corn,  and  afterwards  to 
separate  the  capsules  and  the  fibre  by  machinery.  By  this  process  the  fibre  is  obtained  of  much  greater 
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3906  Stem  dicbotomous  pubescent,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  End  flowers  in  bundles 
3907  Leaves  ovate  acute  distinct  ciliated,  Stem  simple  downy,  Raceme  compound,  Branches  panicled 
3908  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  acute  connate  ciliated,  Stem  smooth,  Raceme  elongated,  Fl.  in  bundles  sessile 
3909  Leaves  fusiform  depressed,  Cyme  4-fid  leafy,  Flowers  sessile,  Stamens  reflexed 3910  Leaves  spreading,  Flowers  whorled  awned 
3911  Leaves  half  cylindrical  subulate  channelled  above  spreading,  Peduncles  axillary  solitary  1-flowered 
3912  Leaves  alternate  somewhat  spatulate  acute  entire,  Raceme  compound 
3913  Leaves  oblong  narrowed  at  base  remotely  crenate,  Peduncles  opposite  the  leaves  and  axillary  solitary 
3914  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  connate  oblong  acute,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered,  Flowers  tetrandrous 

3915  Leaves  elliptical  lanceolate 

3916  Sepals  ovate  acute  3-nerved,  Petals  crenate,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stem  nearly  solitary 
3917  Sepals  and  leaves  lanceolate  subulate  3-5  nerved  smooth,  Stems  branched  at  end 
3918  Sepals  obovate  obtuse  about  5-nerved  smooth,  Stems  numerous  ascending 
3919  Leaves  elliptical  acute  nearly  entire,  Styles  3,  Capsules  6-celled 3920  Sepals  hairy  acuminate  sessile  alternate,  Leaves  alternate  j  of  the  branches  opposite 
3921  Sepals  hairy  acuminate,  Flowers  spiked,  Spikes  revolute,  Leaves  cordate-ovate  pubescent 
3922  Sepals  acuminate,  Leaves  lanceolate  scattered  upright  rough  acuminate,  Stem  rounded  branched  at,  base 
3923  Sepals  acuminate,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  reflexed  smooth,  Filaments  connate 
3924  Sepals  acuminate,  Leaves  scattered  setaceous  rough  backwards 
3925  Sepals  elliptical  3-nerved  and  capsules  acuminate,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  3-nerved,  Stems  numerous 
3926  Sepals  subulate  acute,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Peduncles  of  panicle  about  2-flowered,  Flowers  sessile 
3927  Sepals  ovate  acute  blunt.  Leaves  lanceolate  lower  opposite 
3928  Sepals  rounded  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  acutish,  Stems  decimate 
3929  Sepals  rounded  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  straight  acute 
3930  Sepals  acute  alternate,  Capsules  pointless,  Stem  panicled,  Leaves  lanceolate :  radical  ovate 
3931  Sepals  ovate  acuminate  3-nerved  fringed,  Leaves  very  stiff  short,  Petals  oblong  very  narrow 
3932  Sepals  acuminate  scabrous,  Leaves  with  two  glands  at  base,  smooth  at  edge,  Cor.  monopetalous 
3933  Base  of  the  leaves  dotted  with  glands  on  both  sides 
3934  Sepals  subulate,  Leaves  lanceolate  upright  mucronate  rough  at  edge 
3935  Leaves  linear  acute  rough,  Stems  half  shrubby 
3936  Leaves  wedge-shaped,  Stems  arborescent 
3937  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Flowers  terminal  stalked 
3938  Flower  leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  alternate  sessile,  CaL  as  long  as  leaves 
3939  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  entire,  Stem  dichotomous  upwards,  Petals  acute 
3940  Leaves  4- together 

3941  Leaves  orbicular  radical,  Scape  racemose  erect 
3942  Scapes  radical  ascending,  Leaves  oval,  Stigmas  emarglnate 
3943  Scapes  radical  erect,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate,  Stigmas  clavate 
3944  Scapes  radical  branched,  Leaves  filiform  very  long 

3945  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  unequally  tooth-serrated,  rough  above  downy  beneath 3946  Leaves  long  cordate  unequally  serrate  hairy  on  both  sides 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
itrength ;  there  is  less  loss  of  seed,  less  demand  for  labor  at  a  busy  season,  and  the  refuse  of  the  operation  forms an  excellent  food  for  horses  or  cattle.  The  machines  for  breaking  and  cleaning  flax  are  worked  by  hand  and the  best  at  present  is  considered  that  of  Bundy.  The  process  of  steeping  and  spreading  flax  has  the  further effect  on  the  fibre  of  bleaching  it :  when  the  machine  is  used,  the  bleaching  progress  is  effected  by  steeping  in soft  soap.  Flax  seed  yields  by  expression  a  valuable  oil  j  in  powder  it  is  much  used  in  poultices:  and  the 
refuse,  after  pressing  for  oil,  forms  a  cake  fit  to  feeibroken-winded  horses,  to  fatten  cattle,  and  for  manure. 
L  perenne  may  be  used  for  the  same  purpose  as  the  other  :  both  species  have  been  proposed  by  some  gar- deners to  be  adopted  as  border-flowers. 
702.  Drosera.  From  dew,  on  account  of  the  pellucid  dew-like  glands  on  the  surface  of  the  leaves, whence  also  our  English  name  sun-dew.  The  famous  Italian  liqueur  is  called  Rossoli,  on  account  of  the  usage of  this  plant  in  its  composition.  D.  rotundifolia  is  an  acrid  caustic  plant,  by  some  supposed  to  occasion  the rot  in  sheep :  it  curdles  milk,  removes  warts  and  corns,  and  takes  away  freckles  and  sunburn :  distilled 

with  wine  it  produces  a  very  stimulating  spirit,  and  it  was  formerly  much  used  as  a  tincture  spiced  and sweetened.  The  leaf  hairs  support  globules  of  clear  liquor  even  in  the  hottest  weather,  are  very  irritable and  close  upon  small  insects  that  touch  them,  after  which  the  leaf  itself  bends  and  holds  the  dead  insect imprisoned. 
703.  Commersonia.  Named  by  Forster  in  memory  of  M.  Commerson,  the  French  traveller  and  botanist 

who  accompanied  Bougainville  in  his  voyage  round  the  world.  He  stopped  at  the  Isle  of  France,  where  he died  in  1774,  after  having  discovered  an  immense  quantity  of  new  plants.  C.  dasyphylla  is  a  pretty  flowering shrub :  both  species  grow  freely  from  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
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704.  RULINGIA.  B  Sr.  Rulinoia. 
3947  pann6sa  JR.  Br.      cloth-leaved     tL  i  |  or 

705.  ARME'RIA.  W.en.  Thrift. 
3948 vulgaris  W.en.      common  £  A  or 
3949  maritima  W.  en.     sea-side  £  A  or 
3950 alplna  W.en.         flat-stemmed  £  A  or 3951  arenaria  P.  S.         sand  £  A  or 
3952 littorfflis  W.en.      ciliated  £  A  or 
3953  alliacea  W.            Garlic-leaved  £  A  or 
3954denticulata2%Tfa&ms'.toothed  £  A  or 3955 plantaginea  W.en.  Plantain-leav'd j£  A  or 3956  scorzoncraefoliatu.en. large- headed  £  A  or 
3957  latifolia  W.  en.      broad-leaved  £  A  or 
3958  fasciculate  W.  en.   bundled  £  A  or 

Buttrteriaceee.  Sp.  1. 
1  my      W  N.Holl 1819.  C  Lp   Bot.  mag.  2191' 

t70&  STATICE.  W.en. 
3959  graminifolia  W. 3960  Lim6nium  W. 
3961  Gmellni  W. 
3962scoparia  W. 3963  latifolia  W. 
3964  oleifolia  W. 
3965  auriculsefolia  W. 
3966  emarginate  W.en. 3967  cordate  W. 
3968scabra  W. 
3969 virgata  W.en. 3970  reticulata  W.  en. 
3971  caspia  W.  en. 3972  echioldes  W. 
3973  spathulata  Desf. 
3974  speciosa  W. 
3975  consplcua  B.  M. 3976  tat arica  W. 
3977  flex uosa  W. 
3978  purpurata  Thunb. 3979  minuta  W. 
3980  pectinate  W. 3981  sufflruticosa  W. 
3982  monopetala  W. 3983  fend acea  W. 
3984  sinuate  W. 
3985  all t a  W.en. 
3986  mucronate  W. 
3987  globularifolia  Detf. 3988  incana  L. 
3989  macrophylla  Link. 
3990  asgyp t iaca  I) disk: 

Sea-lavender. 
Grass-leaved  £ common  £ 
Gmelin's  £ Broom  £ 
broad-leaved  £ Olive-leaved  )£ 
Auricula-leaved }£ emarginate  £ 
blunt-leaved  £ 
rough-branched^ twiggy  £ 
matted  £ 
Caspian  j£ 
rough-leaved  £ 
spatula-leaved  £ Plan  tain-leaved  )£ showy  £ 
Tartarian  j£ 
zigzag  j£ 
purple  £ small  £ 
triangular-stlk.  j£ 
narrow-leaved  j£ 
Sicilian-shrubb.£ 
Fennel-leaved  £ 
scollop-leaved winged 
curled 
tough-leaved 
hoary 

large-leaved 
Egyptian 

A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

Ai  or 
Al  or 
AI  or i  Al  or 

A  or A  or A  or 
iO)l  or 
Al  or 
Al  or 
Al  or 

A  or 
A  or I  |  or 

A  or 
I  |  or 
I  |  or 
I  |  or 
A  or 

lAlor 
iAI  or 
i  Al  or iAI  or 

A  or 

iAI  or iAI  or 

Plumbagineee.  Sp.  11—30, 

i  jn.au  R 
i  my.jl  R imy.au  Pu I  my.au  Pk 
1  my.au  Pk 1  my.jn  W 
14,  my.jn  F 1  my.jn  R 1  my.jn  S 2  myjl 

1  ap.au L.R 
Pu 

Europe  ...  D  co Britain    sea  co.  D  s.l Carinthia    ...  D  s.l 
France       ...  D  s.l 
S.  Europe   ...  D  s.l 
Spain      1798.  D  s.l Naples     1816.  O  s.l 
S.  Europe  1816.  D  s.l 
&  Europe  1816.  D  8.1 Algarbia  1740.  D  p.I 
Portugal    ...  D  s.l 

Sch.bothaat.87 
Eng.bot.2iti 

Cav.  ic.  2. 1 109 

Jac  vind.  L  1 48 
Vent  eels.  1 38 

Plumbagineee.    Sp.  32—70. 
1  jn.jl  R 
1  my.au  B 
1  jn.au  B 
1  jn.au  B 1  my.jl  B 
1  my.au  R 

i  jl.au  R 
I  myjl 
f  myjl 

1  my.jl 

1J  jn.au i  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  jn.au 
1  jl.au 1  jl.au 
ljjn 1  jl.au 6  jn.jl 

ijnjl 

s.o 

3  jl.au 
1  my 

1  my.s 
1  jn.au 

I  jn.au 

1  my.s 
1  jn.au  _ 2  my.jn  W 
1J  my  W 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

P.B 
P.B Pu 

W 
Pk 

Pk 
Pu 
Pu 

R 
B 
B 
Pu 

Y P.Y P.Y 
R 
W 
Pk 

Siberia  1780.  D 
England  mud.  a  D Siberia     1796.  D 
Siberia Siberia 

Italy 
179d  D 
1791.  D 
1688.  D 

Barbary  1781.  D Gibraltar    ...  D 
a  Europe  1752.  D C.  G.  It  1788.  S 
Spain  ...  D 
England  muds.  D Caspian  Sea ...  S 
S.  Europe  1752.  D 
Barbary  1804.  D Russia     1776.  D 
Russia Russia 
Siberia 

1804.  D 
1731.  D 
1791.  S C.  G.  H.  1800.  S 

Mediterr.  1658.  S Canaries  1780.  S Siberia  1779.  C 
Sicily  1731.  C Siberia  1796.  D 
Levant  1629.  S 

  1806.  D 
Barbary  1784.  C 
Sicily  1822.  C 
Egypt  1823.  D Canaries  1824.  C 
Egypt  1823.  D 

s.l 
s.l 

s.l 
8.1 

Pl 

8.1 8.1 
8.1 
8.1 
r.m 

s.l 
8.1 

s.l 
s.l 
s.l 

pl 

8.1 

p.l 
p.l 
pl 

p. 

P-l 

r.m 
r.m s.l 
r.m 8.1 

r.m 
r.m 

r.m 
r.m 

r.m  Bot.  mag.  2363 

Eng.  bot  102 GmeL  sib.2.  t.90 

Scop.  ins.  1. 1. 10 
Barr.  ic.  805 

Eng.  bot  328 Gm.sib.2.t89.£2 
FL  graec.  298 Bot  mag.  1617 
Bot.  mag.  656 
Bot  mag.  1629 
Sweet  fl.  g.  37 

Plu.aLt200.f3 
Gm.s.2.t88.£2,3 
Boc.  sic.  1 16, 17 
Plu.alm.t28.  £4 Bot  mag.  71 
L'Her.stirp.  tl3 
Barr.ic.  t.793 

707.  MYOSU'RUS.  W. 
3991  minimus  W. 

POLYGYNIA. 
Mouse-tail  Ranunculacete.  Sp.  1. 
small  O  cu     \  ap.my  Y      Britain    cor.  fi.  S  co   Eng.  bot  435 

708.  CERATOCF/PHALUS.  P.  S.   Ceratocephalus.    RanunctUacetB.   Sp.  1—2. 
3992  falcatus  P.  S.         sickle-leaved        O  w      J  my      Y      &  Europe  1739.  S  co    Jac.  aust  1 48 

3947        cftkrf®      ,  3953  newtto  3948 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
704.  Rulingia.  Named  in  honor  of  J.  P.  Rilling,  author  of  an  Essay  on  the  Natural  Orders.  A  plant  re> 

,  lated  to  Commersonia. 
705.  Armeria.  Derivation  unexplained.  This  is  a  genus  of  handsome  plants,  for  the  most  part  well 

.  suited  for  rock-work,  or  growing  in  pots.   A.  vulgaris  is  considered  the  most  valuable  edging  plant  next  to the  box. 
70S.  Stat  ice.   From  mnC«i  to  stop.  This  plant,  says  Pliny,  stops  diarrhoea.   This  is  a  very  ornamental 
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3917  The  only  species 

3948  Scape  rounded  smooth,  Outer  leaves  of  involucrum  acute,  Leaves  linear  flat  obtuse 
3949  Scape  rounded  pubescent,  Leaves  of  involucr.  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  flat  obtuse  ciliated  at  base 
3950  Scape  compressed  smooth,  Leaves  of  involucr.  ellipt  rounded,  Leaves  tin.  flat  acute  membr.  at  edge 
3951  Scape  long,  Bractes  2  or  3  longer  than  head,  Leaves  linear  still'  smooth 3952  Scape  rounded  smooth,  Outer  leaves  of  involucr.  lanceoL  acute  as  long  as  head,  Leaves  tin.  flat  fringed 
3953  Scape  rushy,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute  flat  narrowed  downwards 
3954  Quite  smooth,  Scape  simple,  Leaves  linear  flat,  the  first  toothletted,  Leaves  of  involucr.  ovate  lane.  acum. 
3955  Scape  rounded  roughish,  Outer  leaves  of  in  vol.  obi.  ov.  acute :  inner  obi.  obtuse,  Leaves  lane,  flat  3-nerved 
3956  Scape  rounded  smooth,  Outer  leaves  of  involucr.  elliptical  mucronate,  Leaves  lane,  flat  acute  3-nerved 
3957  Leaves  long  lanceolate  entire  smooth  3-nerved  acute  soft,  Leaves  of  involucr.  acute  edged 
3958  Scape  rounded  smooth,  Leaves  of  involucr.  elliptical  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  acute  channelled 

3959  Branches  3-cornered,  Leaves  linear  channelled 
3960  Scape  panicled  rounded,  Leaves  wavy  at  edge  oblong  smooth  obtuse  mucronate  beneath 
3961  Scape  panicled  pubescent,  Leaves  elliptical  mucronate  beneath  and  nearly  smooth 
3962  Scape  panicled  much  branched  and  lvs.  ovate  oblong  obtuse  somewhat  wavy,  beneath  mucronate  smooth 
3963  Scape  panicled  much  branched  rough,  Leaves  pubescent,  Hairs  in  starry  bundles 
3964  Scape  panicled  rounded,  Lower  branches  sterile,  Leaves  oblong  spatula te  obtuse  smooth  nearly  blunt 
3965  Scape  simple  rounded,  Spikes  lateral  and  terminal  1-sided,  Leaves  spatulate  acute 
3966  Leaves  spatulate  emarginate,  Scape  erect  panicled,  Upper  branches  simple,  Lower  bifid,  Flow.  1-sided 
3967  Scape  panicled,  Leaves  spatulate  retuse 
3968  Leaves  somewhat  radical  obovate-oblong  obtuse,  Branches  rough 
3969  Lvs.  lane,  wedge-shaped  acute,  Scape  erect  roughish  branched  panicled,  FL  1-sided,  CaL  at  edge  membr. 
3970  Lvs.  lane,  cuneate  obtuse,  Scape  decumbent  branched  panicled,  FL  branches  long,  Bractes  mem.  at  edge 
3971  Lvs.  spatuL  ret  Scape  erect  branched  roughs  Sterile  branches  pectinate,  FL  very  close,  Brae,  transparent 
3972  Rough  with  hoary  dots,  Scape  panicled  rounded  jointed  much  branched  divaricating,  Leaves  spatulate 
3973  Radical  leaves  spatulate  obtuse  glaucous  entire  on  long  stalks.  Scape  rounded,  Flowers  racemose  1-sided 
3974  Scape  branched  nearly  round,  Branches  2-edged  winged,  FL  imbricated,  Lvs.  obov.  cuspidate  mucronate 
3975  Scape  leafy,  Branches  3-cor.  winged,  FL  aggregate  in  interrupted  spikes,  Bractes  acum.  longer  than  caL 
3976  Scape  dichotomous,  Leaves  lanceolate  mucronate,  Flowers  alternate  distant 
3977  Scape  dichotomous  corymbose,  Spike-headed,  FL  imbricated,  Lvs.  Ianc.  wedge-shaped  mucronate  3-nerved 
3978  Stem  leafy,  Leaves  obovate  wedge-shaped  3-nerved  mucronate 
3979  Stem  shrubby  leafy,  Leaves  clustered  wedge-shaped  smooth  pointless,  Scape  few-flowered 3980  Stem  and  branches  panicled  3-cornered,  Leaves  obovate  stalked,  Spikes  1-sided 
3981  Stem  shrubby  naked  above  and  branched,  Heads  sessile,  Leaves  lanceolate  sheathing 
3982  Stem  shrubby  leafy,  Flowers  solitary,  Leaves  lanceolate  sheathing 
3983  Stem  shrubby  branched,  Branches  imbricated,  Palea?  with  a  bristle  at  end 
3984  Stem  herbaceous  two-edged,  Radical  leaves  lyrate ;  cauline  linear 
3985  Stem  winged,  Radical  leaves  sinuate  ;  cauline  lanceolate,  Peduncles  cuneate  3-winged 
3986  Stem  crisp,  Leaves  elliptical  entire,  Spikes  1-sided 3987  Scape  panicled  rounded,  Branches  clustered,  Leaves  obovate  spatulate  mucronate  smooth,  Cal.  acute 
3988  Scape  panicled,  Leaves  lanceolate  3-nerved  wavy  mucronate  at  end,  Branches  of  panicle  3-cornered 
3989  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  glaucous  mucronate,  Scape  winged,  Flowers  close  corymbose 
3990  Radical  leaves  alternately  pinnatifid  sinuated,  Intermediate  segments  of  cor.  linear 

POLYGYNIA. 

3991  Leaves  quite  entire 

3992  Horns  of  the  pericarp  falcate  ascending 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
genus ;  the  species  are  not  common,  and  require  a  tittle  care  in  cultivation.  Statice  speciosa  and  tatarica,  are 
among  the  prettiest  of  hardy  border  flowers.  S.  limonium  is  an  inhabitant  of  salt  marshes  in  many  parts  of 
England,  whence  its  name,  from  a  marsh. 

707.  Myosurus.  From  yon  urns,  a  mouse,  and  a  tail.  Its  seeds  are  situated  upon  a  very  long  slender 
receptacle,  which  looks  exactly  like  the  tail  of  a  mouse. 

708.  Ceratocephaius.  From  a  horn,  and  xvpu.\r„  a  head,  on  account  of  the  horn-like  ends  of  the  seeds to  the  heads  of  the  capsules. 
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709.  XANTHORHI'ZA.  W.  Yellow-root. 3993  apiifolia  W. 
710.  SIBBAI/DIA.  W. 
3994  procumbens  P.  S. 
3995  parvlflora  P.  a. ""erecte  W. 

Parsley-leaved  J* 
StBBALDIA. 

procumbent  )U  A  cu small-flowered  3t  A  cu 
upright  5  A  c« 

Ranunculacete.    Sp.  1. 
i  Cap    Pu.Gr  N.  Amer.  1766.  Sks.p  Bot  mag.  1736 
Rosacac.    Sp.  3—  . 

1 jn.au    Y      Britain    sc. al.  I)  si jn.au    Y      Cappadocia ...  D  s.I 
jn.au    Pk     Siberia     1806.  D  s.I 

Eng.  bot  897 
Am.rut.  1 12. 1. 15 

3994 

3990    *  T  S993 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture,  and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

709.  Xanthorhiza.  From  Z«.v3-o;,  yellow,  and  pi'ia.,  a  root,  on  account  of  the  deep  yellow  color  of  the  roots. A  small  shrub,  with  much  cut  leaves,  and  branches  of  dull  purplish  brown  small  flowers. 
710.  Sibbaldia.  So  named  by  Linnteus,  in  memory  of  Sir  Robert  Sibbald,  professor  of  physic  at  Edinburgh ; 

author  of  Scotia  Ulustrata,  &c.  1684.  Small  alpine  plants,  with  the  aspect  of  Alchemilla. 

Class  VI.  —  HEXA  NDRIA.    6  Stamens. 

This  class  contains  the  most  beautiful  of  the  herbaceous  plants  of  our  gardens.  With  a  few  exceptions,  it 
is  to  a  considerable  degree  a  natural  assemblage,  comprehending  a  large  proportion  of  those  favorites  of  gar- 

deners, the  orders  Amaryllidea?,  Asphodeleae,  Bromeliaceae,  Liliacea?,  and  Melanthaceae.  The  class  also 
includes  a  few  grasses  and  palms,  some  genera  of  Berberidea?,  all  Hypoxides,  and  many  Juncese. 
The  Amarylliilea?,  or  lilies  of  the  hot-houses,  consist  of  a  number  of  beautiful  species,  the  generic  dis- 

tribution of  which  is  uncertain,  and  difficult  to  determine.  Much  attention  has  been  paid  to  the  subject 
by  Messrs.  Ker,  Herbert,  and  others ;  by  the  former,  perhaps,  with  the  most  success ;  a  great  deal  still 
remains  to  be  done.  The  limits  of  the  genera  are  very  obscure,  and  their  extreme  characters  similar.  Among 
the  Bromeliaceae  are  found  the  delicious  pine-apple,  and  the  curious  TiUandsias,  some  of  which  are  called air-plants.  The  asparagus  and  the  officinal  squill  are  included  in  Asphodeleee.  To  the  same  class  are 
related  the  lily  of  the  valley,  the  Solomon's  seal,  and  many  other  curious  little  plants.  The  Phormium  tenax, which  produces  the  strong  flax  of  New  Zealand ;  the  aloes,  curious  for  their  fantastic  foliage ;  the  fragrant 
tuberose ;  the  plantains,  so  valuable  as  an  important  article  of  food  in  all  the  tropics,  are  all  contained  in  this 
class.  Hither  also,  are  referred  the  valuable  rice,  the  curious  bamboo,  and  the  rush,  some  of  the  species  of 
which  are  well  known  for  their  use  in  oeconomical  purposes,  others  as  the  most  worthless  weeds  of  our heaths. 

Hexandria  Trigynia  is  chiefly  made  up  of  the  natural  order  Melanthaceae,  among  which  the  Colchicum 
and  Trillium  are  found. 

Order  1.  MONOGYNIA. 6  Stamens.  1  Style. 

L  Monocotyledons.  Perianth  superior,  colored. 
A.  Perianth  with  the  orifice  surmounted  by  a  corona  or  nectary. 

711.  Narcissus.  Sepals  6,  equal.    Cup  funnel-shaped,  of  a  single  leaf.   Stamens  inserted  within  the  cup. 
712.  Pancratium.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  with  a  long  tube.  Sepals  6.  Cup  12-cleft,  membranous. 

Stamens  inserted  on  the  edge  of  the  cup. 
7 1.3.  Eucrosia.  Flower  ringent  nodding.  Crown  formed  by  the  dilated  bases  of  the  stamens.  Stamens 

declinate,  united  into  a  tube,  which  is  split  on  its  upper  side. 
714.  Eurycles.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  regular.  Crown  fleshy,  short  Stamens  inserted  into  the  edge  of  the cup. 
715.  Chlidanthus.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  irregular.  Stamens  erect,  included,  united  by  their  dilated  bases ; 

the  short  filaments  2-toothed.  Anthers  innate.  Ovary  3-ceUed,  many-seeded.  Style  filiform.  Stigma  3-lobed. 
Capsule  cartilaginous,  3-valved.   Seeds  membranous. 

716.  Calostemma.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  with  a  6-parted  limb.  Crown  tubular,  with  a  12-toothed  mouth, 
the  alternate  teeth  anther-bearing.  Ovary  1-celled,  2-3-seeded.  Style  filiform.  Stigma  obtuse.  Berry 1-2-seeded. 

717.  Chrysiphiala.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  with  a  tube  narrowed  downwards  thickened  at  the  base,  with  a 
dilated  6-cleft  limb.  Crown  6-cleft  Stamens  erect,  upright  Stigma  thickened,  obsoletely  trifid. 
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3993  Roots  very  yellow,  Leaves  compound 

3994  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  smooth  above  hairy  beneath,  Flowers  corymbose,  Petals  as  long  as  calyx 
3995  Procumbent,  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  3-toothed  on  each  side  rough  with  hairs,  Flowers  clustered 3996  Leaflets  linear  multifid,  Plant  erect 

B.  Perianth  with  the  orifice  naked. 
*  Stigma  undivided. 

718.  Lophiola.  Flower  woolly,  6-parted,  bearded  inside.  Anthers  erect  Filaments  naked.  Ovary  nearly 
superior. 

719.  Argolasia.   Flower  woolly,  longer  than  the  filaments :  limb  6-parted,  spreading.   Pericarp  3-celled. 
720.  Anigozanthus.  Flower  tubular,  incurved :  with  a  6-parted  irregular  limb.  Stamens  inserted  into  the. 

mouth,  ascending. 
*  Stigma  3-lobed.    Guzmannia  has  Perianth  inferior. 

721.  Musa.  Spathe  superior.  Cor.  of  2  petals :  one  of  which  is  erect  and  5-toothed ;  the  other  concave 
and  honey-bearing.   Berry  oblong,  3-cornered,  many-seeded. 

722.  Urania.  CaL  O.  Cor.  3  petals.  Nect  2-leaved ;  one  of  the  leaves  bifid.  Caps.  3-celled,  many-seeded. Seeds  in  two  rows  with  an  arillus. 
723.  Bonapartea.  Calyx  2-leaved.  Petals  3  convolute.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  receptacle  Anthers 

exserted.   Style  3-cornered.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved.   Seeds  numerous,  terminated  by  a  bristle. 
724.  Agave.  Flower  erect,  tubular,  or  funnel-shaped.  Filaments  longer  than  flower,  erect.  Capsule  trian- 

gular, many-seeded. 725.  Furcrcea.  Flower  campanulate,  6-parted.  Stamens  inserted  in  a  gland,  thickened  downwards,  com- 
pressed, subulate  at  end.   Capsule  3-valved,  3-celled,  many-seeded. 

726.  Bromelia.   CaL  3-fid.   Petals  3.    A  honey-bearing  scale  at  base  of  petal.   Berry  3-celled. 
727.  Gwzmannia.  CaL  3-parted,  not  superior,  with  convolute  segments.  Petals  3,  rolled  together  into  a 

tube.   Anthers  united  in  a  cylinder.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved.   Seeds  numerous,  oblong,  naked. 
728.  Pitcairnia.  CaL  3-leaved,  half  inferior.  Petals  3.  Stigmas  3,  twisted  together.  Caps.  3,  opening inwards.   Seeds  winged  or  terminated  at  each  end  in  a  long  bristle. 
729.  Tillandsia.  CaL  3-fid,  persistent,  convolute.  Cor.  3>fid,  campanulate  Caps.  1-3-celled.  Seeds comose. 
730.  Pontederia.  Flower  monosepalous,  6-cleft,  2-lipped.  Stamens  inserted  into  the  tube  of  flower  at  the 

top.   Caps.  3-celled. 731.  Hcemanthus.    Involucre  many-leaved,  many-flowered.   Flower  6-parted.   Berry  3-celled. 
732.  Galanthus.   Sepals  3,  concave.   Cup  formed  of  3  small  emarginate  sepals.   Stigma  simple, 
733.  Leucoium.    Flower  campanulate,  5-parted,  with  the  ends  of  the  sepals  thickened.   Stigma  simple. 
734.  Strumaria.  Sepals  6,  spreading.  Style  thickened  below  the  middle,  and  cohering  occasionally  with  the 

filaments.   Stigma  trifid.   Capsule  inferior,  roundish,  3-celled. 
735.  Crinum.  Flower  funnel-form,  half  six-cleft,  with  a  filiform  tube,  and  a  spreading  recurved  limb.  Sepals subulate,  channelled.   Seeds  fleshy. 
736.  Cyrtanthus.  Flower  incurved,  tubular,  clavate,  6-cleft:  segments  ovate,  oblong.  Filaments  inserted into  the  tube,  conniving  at  end. 
737.  Brunsvigia.   Flower  6-parted.   Capsule  turbinate,  3- winged,  nearly  transparent,  many-seeded. 
738.  Nerine.  Sepals  6,  spreading,  wavy.  Stamens  declinate,  unequal  in  direction  or  proportion.  Capsule few-seeded.   Seeds  round  like  peas. 
739.  Amaryllis.  Flower  nodding,  irregular,  funnel-shaped,  ringent  Filaments  declinate,  unequal  in  pro- Dortion  or  direction.    Seeds  flat,  numerous. 
740.  Vallota.   Flower  vertical,  regular.   Stamens  regularly  spreading.    Seeds  numerous,  flat 
741.  Griffinia.  Flower  6-parted,  ringent  Stamens  declinate,  with  the  upper  one  erect,  and  away  from  the rest   Seeds  few,  round,  fleshy. 
742.  Sternbergia.  Flower  vertical,  regular,  funnel-shaped,  with  an  erect  limb.  Stamens  slightly  declinate Anthers  versatile.   Seeds  round  like  peas. 
743.  Zephyranthes.  Flower  vertical,  nearly  regular,  funnel-shaped,  with  an  erect  limb.  Stamens  nearly regular.    Anthers  versatile.   Seeds  flat 
744.  Habranthus.  Flower  campanulate,  nodding  Stamens  declinate,  unequal,  inserted  into  a  fleshy  rim  of the  base  of  the  tube  Stigma  3-lobed. 
745.  Doryanthes.  Flower  6-parted.   Filaments  shorter  than  flower.  Anthers  erect. 
746.  GethyUis.  Flower  6-parted,  with  a  filiform  very  long  tube  Spathe  obliquely  truncated.  Berry  clavate. radical,  1-celled.  ' 
747.  Polyanthes.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  incurved.  Filaments  inserted  into  the  throat  Ovary  at  the bottom  of  tube. 
748.  Alstrcemeria.  Sepals  6.  campanulate  or  2-lipped,  the  two  lower  half-tubular  at  the  base.  Stamens 

declinate  or  erect  Stigmas  3,  linear.  Caps,  roundish-oval,  3-6-angular,  3-valved,  or  pulpy  within,  and  not opening. 
749.  Conanthera.  Sepals  6,  reflexed.  Anthers  united  In  an  acute  cone.  Caps,  oblong,  3-celled,  3-valved. Seeds  few,  roundish. 
750.  Hypoxis.  Spathe  2- valved.  Flower  6-parted,  superior.  Caps,  long,  narrow  at  the  base.  Seeds  roundish, naked. 
751.  Curculigo.  Sepals  6,  flat  Spathe  of  one  valve.  Style  very  short  Stigmas  3,  diverging.  Caps  1-celled, 4-seeded,  spongy,  beaked. 

2.  Monocotyledons.  Perianth  inferior. 
A.  Perianth  glumaceoui,  irregular. 

752.  Bambusa.   Scales  3,  covering  the  5-flowered  spikelets.   Glume  2- valved.  Style  bifid    Seed  1 753.  Calamus.   Sepals  6.   Berry  dry,  1-seeded,  imbricated  backwards. 
754.  Ehrharta,   Glume  2-valved,  abbreviated,  1-flowered.   Paleie  4,  in  pairs,  the  outer  compressed  acinaci form,  transversely  wnnked. 
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B.  Perianth  not  coloured,  regular.   Stems  herbaceous.   Aroideae  and  Junceae. 
755.  Acorns.   Spadix  cylindrical,  covered  with  florets.   Sepals  6,  naked.   Style  O.   Caps.  3-celled. 
756.  Orontium.   Spadix  cylindrical,  covered  with  florets.   Sepals  6,  naked.   Style  O.   Follicles  l-seeded. 
757.  Tupistra.  Cor.  1-petalous,  6-fld,  nearly  equal.  Anthers  sessile  in  middle  of  sepals.  Style  3  cornered, 

thick.   Stigma  clypeate,  3-lobed. 
758.  Tacca.  CaL  6-parted.  Cor.  6-petalous,  inserted  into  the  calyx,  bearing  the  anthers.  Stigma  stellate. 

Berry  dry,  hexangular,  many-seeded. 759.  Aspidistra.  Cor.  1-petalous,  6-fid,  equal.  Anthers  at  bottom  of  tube.  Style  stipitate.  Stigma  cly- 
peate. 760.  Juncus.   Sepals  6,  persistent   Stigmas  3.   Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved,   Seeds  very  numerous. 

761.  Luzula.  Sepals  6.  Stigmas  3.   Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved,  3-seeded.  Seeds  fixed  to  a  central  receptacle. 
C.  Perianth  not  colored,  regular.   Fruit,  a  drupa.   Stems  arborescent.  Palms. 

762.  Corypha.   CaL  3-leaved.   Cor.  of  3-petals.   Berry  l-seeded.   Seed  large,  round,  bony.  • 763.  Licuala.   CaL  3-parted,   Cor.  3-parted.   Cup  truncated,  band-like.   Drupe  l-seeded. 
761.  Thrinax,  CaL  6-toothed.   Cor.  O.   Stigma  funnel-form,  oblique.  Berry  l-seeded. 

D.  Perianth  partly  or  wholly  colored,  regular. 
765.  Tradescantia.   CaL  3-leaved.   Petals  3.   Filaments  with  jointed  hairs.   Caps.  3-celled. 
766.  Dichorizandra.   CaL  3-leaved.   Petals  3.   Two  of  the  stamens  separate  from  the  rest    Caps.  3-celled. 
767.  Agapanthus.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  regular,  six-parted.  Stamens  declinate. 
768.  jBandfordia.  Flower  tubular,  withering,  with  a  6-lobed  mouth.  Stamens  inserted  on  the  tuba 

Anthers  fixed  to  a  base  like  an  extinguisher.  Ovary  stalked.  Stigma  simple.  Capsule  3-partible.  Seeds  in 
two  rows,  with  a  loose  downy  skin. 

769.  Hemerocallis.  Flower  campanulate,  with  a ,  cylindrical  tube.  Stamens  declinate.  Stigma  small, 
simple,  villous. 770.  Aloe.  Flower  tubular,  with  a  6-cleft  spreading  mouth,  and  honey  at  the  bottom  of  the  tube  Filaments 
inserted  into  the  receptacle.  Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded.  Seeds  in  two  rows,  with  a  membranous 
edge. 

771.  Lilium.  Sepals  6,  campanulate,  with  a  longitudinal  honey-line,  and  generally  reflexed.  Valves  of  the 
capsule  connected  by  a  mesh  of  hairs. 

772.  Tulipa.  Sepals  6,  campanulate.  Style  O. 
773.  Fritillaria.  Sepals  6,  campanulate,  with  a  honey-pore  above  the  claws. 
774.  Dracaena.  Flower  6-parted,  erect  Filaments  thickest  in  the  middle,  or  simple.  Berry  3-celled, l-seeded. 
775.  Phylloma.  Flower  6-parted,  tubular.  Sepals  imbricated.  Stamens  hypogynous,  included.  Style  seta- 

ceous.  Stigma  simple   Berry  coriaceous,  many-seeded. 776.  Aletrts.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  wrinkled.  Stamens  inserted  into  base  of  segments.  Capsule  3-ceHed, 
with  many  seeds. 

777.  Tritoma.  Flower  6-toothed.  Stamens  inserted  into  the  receptacle,  exserted,  alternately  longer.  Cap. 
sule  3-celled,  many-seeded. 

778.  Vettheimia.  Flower  tubular,  6-toothed.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  tube.  Caps,  membranous,  3- winged, with  l-seeded  cells. 
779.  Sanseviera.  Cor.  monosepalous,  with  a  filiform  tube,  and  a  6-parted  revolute  limb.  Stamens  inserted 

into  the  limb.  Berry  l-seeded. 
780.  Tulbaghia.  Flower  funnel-shaped,  with  a  6-cleft  limb.  Crown  of  the  throat  3-leaved ;  the  leaves  bifid 

as  large  as  the  segments. 
781.  Yucca.  Flower  campanulate,  spreading.   Style  O.   Caps.  3-6-celled,  with  a  hole  at  the  end. 
782.  Erythronium.  Sepals  6,  campanulate.  Two  little  tubercles  attached  to  the  base  of  every  other 

sepal. 783.  Gloriosa.   Sepals  6,  wavy,  reflexed.   Style  oblique,  trifid  at  end. 
784.  Bulbocodium.   Sepals  6,  funnel-shaped,  with  narrow  claws  bearing  the  stamens. 
785.  Uvularia.  Sepals  6,  erect  A  hollow  at  the  base  of  the  sepals.  Filaments  very  short  Flowers 

solitary,  axillary.   Capsule  compressed,  3-cornered.   Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
786.  Streptopus.  Sepals  6,  campanulate.  Stigmas  very  short  Berry  globose,  polished,  papery.  Seeds naked. 
787.  Convallaria.  Flower  6-cleft,  campanulate  Berry  spotted,  3-celled. 
788.  Smttacma.  Flower  6-parted,  spreading.  Filaments  diverging,  fixed  to  the  base  of  the  segments. 

Berry  globose,  3-celled.   Flowers  terminal,  panicled,  or  umbelled. 
789.  Polygonatum.  Flower  6-cleft,  cylindrical.  Filaments  inserted  into  top  of  tube.  Berry  globose,  3-celled, with  2-seeded  cells.   Flowers  axillary. 
790.  Ophiopogon.  Flower  half  superior,  persistent.   Anthers  sessile.   Stigma  simple  Berry  l-seeded. 
791.  Eucomis.  Flower  6-parted,  persistent,  spreading.  Filaments  united  at  base  into  a  circle  Capsule 

3-celled.   Seeds  ovate   Scape  with  a  leafy  crown. 
792.  Brodieea.  Flower  campanulate,  6-parted.  Filaments  inserted  into  the  throat  Ovary  stalked.  Capsule 

3-celled,  with  many-seeded  cells. 
793.  Peliosanthes.  Flower  rotate,  6-parted ;  sepals  vaulted  at  base.   Ovary  3-celled,  with  2-seeded  cells. 
794.  AphyUanthes.  Spathe  glumaceous,  imbricated.  Flower  6-parted,  with  a  spreading  limb.  Capsule 

3-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded. 
795.  Sowerbtea.  Sepals  6.  Filaments  3,  each  bearing  two  anthers,  with  three  sterile  filaments  between them. 
796.  Allium.  Flower  6-parted,  spreading.  Spathe  many-flowered.  Umbel  clustered. 797.  Albuca.  Sepals  6 :  the  inner  conniving ;  the  outer  spreading,  generally  with  a  green  stripe  at  their 

back.  Style  3-cornered.  Seeds  flat 
798.  Xanthorrfuea.  Sepals  6,  persistent  Filaments  flat,  naked.  Caps.  3-cornered.  Seeds  two,  compressed, 

edged. 
799.  Thysanotus.  Flower  6-parted,  spreading,  persistent;  with  the  inner  segments  fringed.  Stamens 

6-declinate   Filaments  smooth.   Ovary  with  two  seeded  cells.   Seeds  2,  one  erect,  one  pendulous. 
800.  Eriospermum.  Sepals  6,  campanulate,  persistent  Filaments  dilated  at  base  Caps.  3-celled  Seeds enveloped  in  wooL 
801.  Gagea.  Stamens  adhering  to  base  of  sepals.  Style  clavate  Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved,  covered  by  the remains  of  flower.   Seeds  small,  numerous,  round. 
802.  Omithogalum.  Sepals  6,  erect,  persistent,  spreading  above  the  middle.  Filaments  dilated  at  base,  or 

subulate.   Caps,  roundish,  angular,  3-celled.  Seeds  roundish,  naked.   Flowers  white  or  green. 
803.  Scilla.  Sepals  6,  spreading,  deciduous.  Filaments  filiform,  attached  to  base  of  sepals.  Flowers  blue or  pink. 
804.  Puschkinia.  Flower  6-parted.  Cup  very  short,  6-toothed,  covering  the  throat.  Stamens  within  the cup. 
805.  Massonia.  Iamb  of  flower  6-parted.  Filaments  attached  to  the  neck  of  the  tube.  Capsule  3-celled, 3- winged,  many-seeded. 
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806.  Eremurut.  Sepals  6,  after  flowering,  rolled  together.  Stamens  naked,  rolled  together  inside  the  flower, 
barren,  much  exserted.  Style  after  fecundation  reflexed. 

807.  Buttine.  Sepals  6,  spreading,  filaments  smooth.  Caps,  ovate.  Seeds  angular.  Leaves  flat  Flowers 
generally  white  or  purple. 

808.  Asphodelus.   Flower  6-parted,  spreading.   Six  valves  covering  the  ovary. 
809.  Anthericum.  Sepals  6,  spreading.  Filaments  bearded.  Caps,  ovate.  Seeds  angular.  Leaves  succulent, fistular.   Flowers  yellow. 
810.  ArthropodHan.  Sepals  6,  spreading :  the  three  inner  wavy  at  the  edge  or  fringed.  Filaments  bearded. Capsule  nearly  round. 
811.  Chlorophytum.  Flower  6-parted,  spreading,  equal,  persistent  Stamens  6.  Filaments  filiform,  smooth. 

Ovary  with  many-seeded  cells.  Style  filiform.  Stigma  1.  Capsule  deeply  3-lobed,  with  compressed  veiny lobes ;  three-celled,  3-valved.  Seeds  few,  compressed. 
812.  Ccesia.  Flower  6-parted,  spreading,  equal,  deciduous.  Stamens  &  Filaments  beardless,  narrowe.'  at each  end.  Anthers  inserted  by  an  emarginate  base.  Ovary  3-celled,  with  2-seeded  cells.  Style  filiform. Capsule  lobed,  or  clavate  at  end.   Seeds  ventricose. 
813.  Narthecium.  Sepals  6,  spreading,  persistent  Filaments  filiform,  hairy.  Caps,  prismatical.  Seeds with  an  appendage  at  each  end. 
814.  Dianella.  Sepals  6,  spreading.  Filaments  thickened  at  end.  Berry  3-celled,  many-seeded. 
815.  Eustrephus.  Flower  6-parted,  the  3  inner  sepals  fringed.  Capsule  berried,  3-celled,  3-valved,  many- seeded. 
816.  Asparagus.  Flower  6-parted  erect ;  the  3  lower  sepals  reflexed  at  end.  Berry  3-celled,  many-seeded. 
817.  Drimia.  Flower  campanulate,  6-cleft,  with  revolute  segments.  Stamens  inserted  into  the  sepals. 

Stigma  capitate. 
818.  Vropetalon.  Flower  six-cleft,  with  the  alternate  segments  shortest  Capsule  membranous.  Seeds black,  shining. 
819.  Hyacinthus.  Flower  erect,  6-cleft,  with  equal  segments.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  middle  of  the  flower. 

Cells  of  capsule  2-seeded. 
820.  ZuccagtUa.  Sepals  cylindrical :  the  3  outer  longest,  lanceolate,  setaceous,  reflexed.  The  other  charac- 

ters of  Hyacinthus. 
821.  Muscari.  Flowers  ovate  or  cylindrical,  very  shortly  divided.  The  other  characters  of  Hyacinthus. 
822.  LacheruUia.  Sepals  6,  obtuse,  the  3  inner  the  longest  Stamens  erect  Capsule  3-winged.  Seeds 

globose. 823.  Phormxum.  Sepals  6,  the  3  inner  the  longest  Stamens  ascending,  exserted.  Capsule  oblong,  3-cor- nered.  Seeds  compressed. 
824.  Cyanella.  Sepals  6 :  the  3  lower  h  Aging  down.  Style  and  lowest  stamen  decimate.  Capsule  roundish, 3-celled. 

3.  Dicotyledons. 
825.  Leontice.  Cal.  6-leaved,  deciduous.  Petals  6.  Six  leaves  inserted  upon  the  claws  of  the  corolla,  spread- 

ing at  end. 
826.  Caulophyllum.   CaL  6-leaved.   Petals  6,  opposite  the  calyx.   Cells  of  anther  opening  at  edge. 
827.  DiphyUeia.  CaL  3-leaved,  deciduous.  Petals  6,  opposite  the  calyx.  Anthers  opening  with  a  membrane 

dividing  from  the  base  to  the  tip.   Berry  1-celled.   Seeds  2-3,  roundish. 
828.  Frinos.   CaL  6-cleft    Cor.  monopetalous,  rotate.   Berry  6-seeded. 
829.  Berberis.  Cal.  S-leaved.  Petals  6,  with  glands  upon  their  claws.  Style  O.  Stigma  umbilicate.  Berry 

1  celled,  2-4- seeded. 
830.  Nandina.   CaL  many-leaved,  imbricated.   Petals  6.   Berry  juiceless,  2-seeded. 
831.  Cossignda.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  4  or  5.  Capsule  3-celled,  opening  at  end  with  about  3-seeded  cells. Flowers  in  panicled  racemes. 
832.  Hillta.  CaL  double,  the  lower  6-leaved,  the  upper  superior,  2  or  4-leaved.  Cor.  6-cleft,  with  a  very  long, cylindrical  tude.    Anthers  sessile,  in  the  throat  of  the  corolla.   Seeds  comose. 
833.  Richardia.  CaL  6-parted,  persistent,  superior.  Cor.  funnel-form,  6-cleft  Stigmas  3,  capitate.  Fruit 3-partible.   Seeds  5,  truncate. 
834.  Canarina.  CaL  6-leaved.  Cor.  6-c  eft,  campanulate.  Stigmas  6.  Capsule  inferior,  6-celled,  many- seeded. 
835.  Frankema.    CaL  5-cleft,  funnel-shaped.   Petals  5.   Stigma  2-3-parted.   Caps.  1-celled,  3-valved. 836.  Peplis.  CaL  campanulate,  with  a  12-cleft  mouth.  Petals  6  or  O,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Caps.  2-celled, 

many-seeded. 

Order  2.   DIGYNIA.  6  Stamens.  2  Styles. 
837.  Oryxa.    Glumes  2,  1-flowered.    Palea;  2,  nearly  equal,  adhering  to  the  seed. 
838.  Atraphaxis.   Cal.  2-leaved.    Petals  2,  sinuated.   Stigmas  capitate.   Seed  1. 

Order  a   TR1GYNIA.     wyCT°   6  Stamens.   3  Styles. 
1. 

839.  Flagellaria.   Sepals  5.   Berry  3-1-seeded. 
840.  Scheuchxeria.   Sepals  6.    Anthers  linear.   Stigmas  sessile,  lateral.  Capsules  inflated,  distinct,  2-seeded. 
841.  Triglochin.  Sepals  6,  the  3  outer  in  a  different  row  from  the  inner.  Style  O.  Capsule  opening  by  the base. 
842.  Lichtensteinia.  Sepals  6,  withering,  persistent,  wavy,  spreading.  Stamens  hypogynous,  shorter  than 

the  sepals.   Capsule  many-seeded,  half  3-valved. 
843.  Myrsiphyllum.  Flower  6-parted,  revolute.  Styles  3,  contiguous,  straight  Ovary  stalked.  Berry 3-celled,  with  2-seeded  cells. 
844.  Tqfieldia.  Bractes3.  Sepals  6.   Capsules  3,  superior,  united  at  the  base,  many-seeded. 
845.  Melanthium.  Polygamous.  Flower  rotate,  6-parted,  with  2  glands  at  the  base  of  each  segment  Fila- 

ments from  the  elongated  claws  of  flower.   Capsule  3-fid,  3-celled.   Seeds  membranous. 
846.  Medeola.   Flower  6-parted,  revolute.  Berry  3-seeded. 
847.  Xerophyllum.  Flower  6-parted.  Stigmas  3,  oblong,  sessile.   Caps.  3-celled,  with  2-seeded  cells. 
848.  Wurmbea.  Flower  6-parted,  with  an  hexangular  tube.  Filaments  inserted  in  the  throat  Styles  con- 

niving.   Caps,  oblong,  3-cornered.   Seeds  round. 849.  Androcymbium.  Sepals  6,  unguiculate,  cucullate.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  middle  of  sepals.  Ovaries  3. 
Styles  filiform. 

850.  Trillium.   Cal.  spreading,  3-leaved.   Petals  3.   Berry  3-celled. 
851.  Colchicum.  A  spatha.  Flower  6-parted,  with  a  tube  proceeding  directly  from  the  root  Anthers  in- 

cumbent.   Caps.  3,  connected,  inflated. 
852.  Helonias.   Sepals  6.   Styles  3,  distinct   Capsule  3-celled,  3-horned,  few-seeded. 
853.  Nolinea.  Flower  6-parted,  spreading.  Style  very  short  Capsule  3-cornered,  membranous,  3-celled, 

opening  by  bipartible  dissepiments.   Seeds  solitary,  convex  on  one  side. 
854.  Aponogeton.  An  amentum  composed  of  scales.  Neither  calyx  nor  corolla.  Capsules  4,  3-seeded.  Sta- 

mens varying  from  6  to  7  and  12. 
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855.  Sabal.  Spathes  partial  Filaments  free,  thickened  at  base.  Berry  1-3-seected.  Seed  bony.  Embryc lateral    A  palm. 
2.  Dicotyledons. 

856.  Rumex.   Calyx  3-leaved.    Petals  3,  conniving.   Seed  1, 3-cornered. 
857.  Oxyria.   Calyx  2-leaved.    Petals  2.   Styles  2. 

Order  4.  POLYGYNIA. 6  Stamens.   Many  Styles. 

858.  Wendlandia.   Sepals  6.  Petals  6,  succulent.  Style  reclinate.   Caps.  6, 1 -celled,  many-seeded. 
859.  Damasonium.  Spathe  1-leaved,  half-bifid,  winged.  Flowers  superior,  6-parted,  with  the  3  inner  seg- 

ments petaloid.  Stamens  6-12.  Ovary  with  6-8-parietal  prominent  placentas.   Style  short.  Stigmas  6-12. 
860.  Actinocarpus.  Flower  6-parted :  the  3  outer  sepals  falling  off  late,  the  inner  petaloid.  Stamens  6. 

Ovaries  6-8,  connate  at  base,  2-seeded.   Capsules  connate  at  base,  stellate  above. 
861.  Alisma.  Flower  6-parted :  the  3  outer  sepals  falling  off  late,  like  a  calyx ;  the  3  inner  petaloid.  Sta- 

mens 6.  Ovaries  indefinite  in  number,  1 -seeded.   Capsules  distinct,  not  opening. 

MONOGYNIA. 
t*711.  NARCISSUa  W. 

3997  poeticus  Sal. 3998  recfirvus  Haw. 
3999  patellaris  Sal. 4000  angustifolius  H.  K. 4O01bifl6rus  W. 

§  4002  tenuior  H.  K. 
§4003  crenulatus  Haw. 
§4004  Trewianus  B.  M. 
§  4005  floribfindus  Sal. 
§4006  fistulous  Haw. 
§4007  cerinus  Haw. 
§4O08Tazetta  W. 
§4009  Macleaii  Lindl. 
§  4010  orientalis  L. 
§  401 1  papyraceus  B.  M. 
§4012  italicus  B.  M. 
§4013  tereticaulis  L.  T. 
§  1014  compressus  L.  T. 
§4015bifrons  B.  M. 
§  4016  primulinus  Haw. 
§  4017  Jonqullla  W. 

(iflore-pleno §4018  gracilis  Lindl. 
§4019  viridi  floras  B.  M. 
%  4020  serotinus  W. 
§  4021  calathmus  L. 
§  4022  odurus  L. 
§4023nVitans  H.  K. 4024  infundibularis  Sal. 
§4025  pulchellus  B.  M. §4026  triandrus  B.  M. 
§  4027  capax  Sal. 
§4028  montanus  B.Reg. 
§4029  galanthifolius  Haw. 
§  4030  albicans  Haw. 
§4031  Bulbocodium  W. 4032  inflStus  Haw. 
§40331obulatus  Haw. 
§  4034  tenuifolius  /..  T. 
i 4035  incomparabilis  W. 
§  4036  tort uf.sus  Haw. 
§  4037  moschatus  L. 

Narcissus. 
Poet's  ? 
drooping-leav'd spreading-flow.  tf narrow-leaved  if 
two-flowered  i slender  i 
Bazelman-min.  3 
Bazelman-maj. 
Grand-  Monarq.  3 
hollow-stalked  tf waxen-cupped 
Polyanthus 
Mac  Leay's oriental 

paper 
Italian 
round-stalked 
flat-stalked 
Jonquil-scent. Cowslip-cupped 
Jonquil double 
slender 
green-flowered late-flowered 
great  Jonquil sweet-scented nodding 
funnel-flowered  ? 
neat  5 
Rush-leaved  3 
capacious  3 mountain  3 
Snowdrop-leav. whitish  3 
Hoop-petticoat  ? inflated  3 
lobed  3 
slender-leaved  3 Butter  &  Eggs 
twisted-petaled musk  3 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 

A  or 
A  01 A  or 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

Amaryllid&e. 1  my  W 
1  my  W 
1  my  W 1  ap.my  W 
1  ap.my  W 
1  my  L.Y 1  mr.ap  \V 
\\  mr.ap  W.Y 

Sp.  55—59. S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... 
England S.  Europe  1570. 
Britain  mea. 

......  1789. 
Spain 1J  mr.ap  W.y  Spain 

1  ap  W 1  mr.ap  W 

|  ap.my  W 1  mr.ap  W 
1  mr.ap  W 
1  mr.ap  P.Y 
1|  mr.ap  P.Y 1  mr.ap  LY 
1  mr.ap  Y 1  mr.ap  Y 

f  ap. my  Y 1  ap.my  Y 
1}  ap.my  Y k  au.o  G 
I  au.o  P.Y 1  ap.my  Y 1   ap.my  Y 1  mr.my  Y 

£  mr.my  Y i  mr.my  Y 
f  ap.my  W i  ap.my  P.Y 1  ap.my  W 

f  my  W i  mr.ap.  P.Y 
J  mr.ap  Y i  mr.ap  Y 
|  ap.my  Y f  ap.my  W 1  ap.my  Y 

ljap  W 1  mr.ap  W 

Spain  1759. Mediterr.  1815. Levant 

S.  Europe  ... 

Spain 
Spain 
S.  Europe  ... 

Spain"  1596. Spain  1596. 
Barbary  1629. 
Barbary  1629. S.  Europe  1629. 
S.  Europe  1629. &  Europe  1789. 

Spain 
Portugal  1629. 
Portugal 

1789. 
Portugal  1629. 

Portugal  1629. 
Spain  1629. 
Spain  1759. 

O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  s.l O  s.l O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 

O  co O  r.m 
O  r.m O  co 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l 
O  8.1 
O  s.l 
O  8.1 
O  s.l O  s.l 
O  s.l 
O  s.l 
O  s.l O  8.1 
O  s.l O  co 
O  co 
O  co 

Park.  par.  76 

Eng.  bot.  275 Bot.  mag.  193 
Eng.  bot.  276 Bot  mag.  379 

Bot  mag.  940 

Bot.  mag.  925 

Bot  mag,  948 Bot  mag.  947 
Bot  mag.  1188 

Bot  mag.  1186 Bot  mag.  1299 Bot.  mag.  15 

Bot  reg.  816 
Bot  mag.  1687 
Clu.  hist  t  252 Bot  mag.  78 
Bot  mag.  934 
Bot  mag.  945 
Park.  par.  92 
Bot.  mag.  1262 Bot.  mag.  48 Red.  1U.  177  ? 
Bot  reg.  123 Park.  par.  73 
Park.  par.  106 Bot  mag.  88 

Bot.  mag.  121 
Bot  mag.  924 
Bot  mag.  1300 4022. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
711.  Narciisus.   From         stupor,  on  account  of  the  dangerous  effects  produced  by  the  smell,  even,  of  the 

least  perfumed  kinds,  upon  the  nerves.   For  this  reason  Narcissus  was  consecrated  to  the  Furies,  who  by 
means  of  it  were  accustomed  to  stuptfy  those  whom  they  wished  to  punish.  JonquiUa,  a  name  applied  to  one 
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M0N0GYN1A. 
3997  Segm.  refl.  imbr.  at  base,  Cup  expanded  flat,  Three  anthers  shorter  than  the  tube,  Leaves  erect  narrow 
3998  Lvs.  i  an  inch  broad  glauc.  at  end  rec.  Seg.  imbr.  Cup  plait  with  scarlet  rim,  Stig.  as  long  as  inner  stamens 
3999  Lvs.  erect  glauc.  Seg.  imbric.  with|deflexed  edges,  Cup  yeL  minutely  plaited,  Stig.  as  long  as  inner  stamens 
4000  Seg.  horizontal  obo.  not  imbric.  Cup  saucer-shaped  with  very  red  edge,  Lower  anth.  half  included  in  tube 
4001  Scape  kneed  before  flowering  usually  2-3-flowered,  Cup  all  yellow 
4002  Very  slender,  Spathe  1-2-fl.  Seg.  white,  Cup  yellow  cup-shaped  3  or  4  times  as  long  as  segm. 
4003  About  3-flowered,  Seg  reflexed  white,  Cup  spreading  plaited  crenulate  yellow 
4004  Like  N.  Tazetta,  differing  in  the  3-lobate  cup,  and  in  the  edges  of  the  upper  leaves  not  being  turned  up 
4005  Flowers  about  16,  Seg.  round-oval  reflexed  incurved  white,  Cup  large  straight  yellow  entire 
4006  Segm.  white  almost  twice  as  long  as  the  straight  inflated  nearly  entire  yellow  cup 
4007  2-3-fl.  Cup  very  large  thick  truncate  entire  waxen  twice  as  short  as  white  segm. 
4008  Spathe  many-flowered,  Cup  camp,  truncate  shorter  than  petals,  Leaves  flat 
4009  Spathe  1-2-fl.  Scape  compr.  2-edged,  Sepals  spread,  imbricated  a  little  longer  than  truncated  entire  cup 
4010  About  10-fl.  Seg.  white  round  ov.  thrice  as  long  as  pale  yeL  spread,  irreg.  cut  cup,  Scape  striat.  rounded 
4011  Few-flowered,  Seg.  stellate  as  long  as  tube,  Cup  cupulate  crenate,  Style  within  the  crown 
4012  Many-flowered,  Cor.  bent  back,  Segm.  stellate,  Cup  spreading  cupulate  slightly  trifid 
4013  About  6-fl.  Seg.  round-ovate  imbr.  white,  Cup  citron  spreading  entire  or  lobed,  Scape  rounded  below 
4014  Many-fl.  Pedunc.  nearly  erect,  Seg.  imbr.  3  times  as  long  as  the  erect  eroded  cup,  Lvs.  remarkably  broad 
4015  Scape  obtusely  compressed  smooth,  Segm.  very  yellow  ovate  imbr.  3-4-times  as  long  as  cup 4016  Like  the  last,  but  the  cup  is  more  entire  and  the  leaves  broader 
4017  Spathe  1-3-flowered,  Seg.  reflexed  spatulate,  Cup  much  shorter  than  seg.  saucer-shaped  spreading  crenate 
4018  12-18  inches  high,  Lvs.  linear  subulate  chann.  Scape  rounded  1-2-fl.  Ovary  inflated,  FL  sulphur-colored 4019  Leafless  at  flowering,  Flowers  green  with  acute  segm. 
4020  Spathe  1-flowered,  Cup  6-parted  very  short,  Leaves  subulate 
4021  About  3-flow.  Cup  obsoletely  curled  outside  obtusely  angular  not  twice  as  short  as  seg.  Scape  1$  ft  high 
4022  Segm.  of  starry  cor.  distinct  at  base,  Cup  even  distinctly  6-lobed 
4023  About  2-fl.  Seg.  refl.  pale  yellow,  twice  as  long  as  cup  which  is  deeper  col.  trun.  cylind.  Style  exserted 
4024  A  slight  variety  of  N.  incomparabilis 
4025  1-7-fl.  Leaves  erect,  Segm.  reflexed  lanceolate  longer  than  cup  which  is  cyathiform  6- fid  repand 4026  All  white,  Cup  twice  as  short  as  segm.  which  are  reflexed 
4027  A  very  obscure  plant  of  which  no  description  is  anywhere  given 
4028  Cor.  pendulous  white  with  straight  half-expanded  segm.  Cup  cyathiform  with  a  crenulate  mouth 4029  Segm.  twisted  stellate,  Cup  cyathiform  much  plaited  twice  as  short  as  segm. 
4030  Sulphur-colored  or  nearly  white,  Cup  turgid  entire  as  long  as  segm.  Style  protruded,  Leaves  obtuse 
4031  Flower  yellow,  Crown  turgid  truncate  entire,  Style  included,  Leaves  erect  before  flowering 
4032  FL  yel.  Crown  inflated  at  the  end  contracted  entire,  Style  exserted,  Lvs.  always  spreading  on  the  ground 
4033  Crown  undulate  lobed  at  end,  Style  included 
4034  Crown  deeply  6-lobed,  Style  very  long,  Leaves  shining  erect  before  flowering 
4035  Segm.  sulphur,  Crown  campanulate  yellow  at  the  end  spreading  6-lobed,  Lobes  inbricated 
4036  Leaves  flat  and  scape  striated,  Segm.  much  twisted  shorter  than  crown,  Germ.  6-furrowed ' 4037  Leaves  twisted,  Scapes  and  germens  smooth.  Segm.  twisted  the  length  of  crown 

4011 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  the  species,  is  a  diminution  of  hmcus,  a  rush  ;  as  Taxxetta-ia  of  taxza,  the  Italian  name  for  a  cup    This  is 
a  popular  flower  of  great  beauty,  some  species  very  fragrant,  and  all  of  them  of  the  easiest  culture    1  hey  also 
force  well,  either  in  pots  of  earth  or  on  glasses  of  water.  Their  forcing  may  be  greatly  accelerated  by  retard. R 
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(4038  serrStus  Haw. 
4039  spurius  Haw. §4040  Pseudo-NarcissusX. 

84041  tubiflfirus  Sal. 
§4042  tricolor-  B.  M. §4043  Sabini  Li  mil. 4044  niveus  W.  en. 
§4045  obvallaris  Sal. 
§4046  major  B.  M. 
§4047  proplnquus  Sal. §4048  nobilis  Ifsu. 
4049  Ajax  Sal. 

§4050  pumilus  Sal. §4051  minor  W. 
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t*712.  PANCRA'TIUM.  W.  Pancratium. 4052  zeylanicum  W.  one-flowered    8  E  or 

4053  verecfindum  K.  R.  Narcissus-leav.  8  E  or 
4054  maritimum  L.  sea                 3  A  or 
4055  carol i nianum  K.  R.  Carolina          8  iAI  or 
4056  canariense  K.  R.  Canary            3  lAlor 
4057  illyncum  L.  Illyrian  3  A  or 
§4058  Amancaes  K.  R.  Narcissus-flow.  3  E  or 
§4059  calathlnum  K.  R.  cup-flowered  8  E  or 
§4060  nutans  K.  R.  nodding           j  E]or 
4061  undulatum  K.  R.  wave-leaved     3  El  or 
4062  littorale  L.  fan-leaved        8  El  or 
4063  DrySndri  K.  R.  tall                8  E  or 
4064  angustum  K.  R.  narrow-leaved  3  E  or 
4065  rotatum  K.  R:  large-crowned  3  23  or 
4066  mexicanum  K.  R.  Mexican          3  El  or 
4067  guianense  Ker.  Guiana           3  EI  or 
4068  patens  Red.  spreading         3  El  or 
4069  pediale  Lodd.  long-flowered    3  El  or 
4070  fragrans  Red.  fragrant          3  El  or 
4071  biflorum  Roxb.  two-flowered    3  E  or 
4072  caribae'um  L.  Caribean         8  E  or 
4073  amaj'num  W.  handsome        8  E  or 4074  ovatum  K.  R.  oval-leaved      8  El  or 
4075  speci6sum  L.  large               8  E  or 

713.  EUCRO'SIA.  B.Reg.  Eucrosia. 4076  bicolor  B.  Reg.       two-colored      8  E  or 
t714.  EU'RYCLES.  Salisb.  Eurycles. 

4077  amboinensis  Sal.     heart-leaved     8  E  or 
4078  australasica  Cunningham's  8  E  or Pancratium  australasicum  Ker. 

715.  CALOSTEMMA.  R.  Br.  Caiostemma. 
4079  lfiteum  Ker.         yellow  3  E  or 
4080  purpureum  Ker.     purple  8  E)  or 

716.  CHLIDANTHUS.  Herb.  Cuxidanthus* 
4081  fragrans  Lindl.       fragrant  3  lAJ  or 

t717.  CHRYS1PHIALA.  Ker.  Chrysiphiala. 
4082  flava  Ker.  yellow  8  iAI  or 
4083  paucifl6ra  Lindl.     few-flowered     3  iAI  or 

Amaryllidece. 1  jajl  W 
U  jn.au 
2  my.jl 
2  jnjl 

Hjnjl 

W 
W 
W 
W ll  my.jn  W 

11  jnjl  Y 2  jn-jl  W 
2  jnjl  W 1  jnjl  W 
2  my.au  W 2  my.au  W 
li  my.au  W 
1  jl.s  W 1  au  W 
2  n  W 
2  jl.au  W 3  au  W 
1  my.au  W 
1  my.au  W 
1J  my.au  W 1  my.au  W 1  my.au  W 
1}  my.au  W 

Sp.24. Ceylon  1752. E  Indies  1776. 
S.  Europe  1597. Carolina  1759. 
Canaries  1815. 
S.  Europe  1615. Peru  1804. 
Brazils  ... 
Brazils S.  Amer. 
S.  Amer. 1758. 

Amaryllidete. 1  ap.my  O 
Amaryllidece. 

2  my.jn  W 
1  my  W 

Carolina  1803. 
Mexico  1732. 
Guiana  1815. 
W.  Indies  1822. Brazil  1820. 
W.  Indies  1819. 
E  Indies  1820. 
W.  Indies  1730. Guiana  1790. 
W.  Indies  ... W.  Indies  1759. 

Sp.l. Cape  Hor.  1816. 

Sk  r.m Skr.m 
Sks.p 

Skr.m Skr.m 

Sks.p 

Sk  r.m Skr.m Skr.m 
Skr.m 
Skr.m 
Skr.m 
Skr.m 
Sk  r.m Sk  r.m 
Skr.m Skr.m 
Skr.m Skr.m 
Skr.m Skr.m 
Sk  r.m Skr.m 
Skr.m 

Eng.  bot.  17 
Bot.  mag.  1187 
Bot  reg.  762 
B.  m.1301.  £  inf. Bot.  mag.  51 
B.  m.  1301.  £  su. 

Pass.  hort.  8 Bot.  mag.  6 
Bot  reg.  479 
Bot  reg.  413 
Bot  reg.  161 
Cat  car.  3. 1 5 Bot.  reg.  174 
Bot.  mag.  718 
Bot.  reg.  600 
Bot.  reg.  215 
Bot.  mag.  1561 
Bot.  mag.  1879 
Bot  mag.  825 
Bot  reg.  221 
Bot.  mag.  1082 Bot  cab.  274 
Bot.  reg.  265 
Bot  cab.  558 Bot.  cab.  809 
Bot  cab.  834 
Bot  mag.  826 Bot.  mag.  1467 
Bot  reg.  43 
Bot  mag.  1453 

O  lt.l  Bot.  reg.  207 

Sp.2— 3. Amboyna  1759.  O  Itl  Bot  mag.  1419 N.  Holl.   1821.  O  ltl  Bot  reg.  715 

Amaryllidece.   Sp.  2—3. In        Y       N.  HolL  1819. 
In        Pu     N.  HoU.  1819. 

Amaryllidece.   Sp.  1. 
1  my.jn  Y      B.  Ayres  1820. 

Amaryllidece.   Sp.  2—5. 
1  my      O      Peru  1820. 
imy      O      Peru  1822. 

O  s.l 
O  s.1 

Bot  reg.  421 
Bot.  reg.  422 

O  ltl  Lindl.  coll.  S4 

O  ltl   Bot  reg.  778 
O  ltl   Hook.  ex.  fl.t.132 

H4051    4052 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

ing  the  bulbs  one  season  in  an  ice-house.   Many  fine  bulbs  of  this  genus,  are  annually  imported  from  Holland, 
and  some  from  Naples,  especially  the  italicus,  which  grows  wild  round  that  city  in  great  beauty.   The  genu* 
has  been  injudiciously  separated  into  several  by  Haworth,  whom  however  no  one  has  followed. 

712.  Pancratium.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  kind  of  Scilla.  The  word  signifies  all-force,  from 
■rut  and  in  allusion  to  its  powerful  effects  in  medicine.   This  is  a  free-flowering  genus  j  several  of  the species  are  very  handsome  and  fragrant,  and  are  met  with  in  most  collections  of  stove  plants.  A  mixture  of 
light  loam  and  rich  vegetable  mouldsuitsthem  best,  and  care  must  be  taken  not  to  give  them  much  water, 
when  they  are  not  in  a  growing  state.  They  are  to  be  increased  by  suckers,  or  from  seeds,  which  often  ripen 
freely.  If  any  plant  happen  to  lose  its  heart,  if  it  be  kept  dry,  it  will  throw  out  abundance  of  suckers,  which 
is  the  readiest  way  of  propagating  it  (Bot.  Cult.  89.)  P.  maritimum,  illyricum,  and  carolinianum,  are 
hardy ;  the  other  species  are  stove-plants.  P.  amancaes  has  yellow  flowers,  and  is  not  less  beautiful  than rare. 
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4038  Scape  striated  compressed,  Segm.  flat :  the  outer  ovate1  acuminate  not  so  long  as  the  serrated  crown 4039  Scape  smooth  compressed,  Crown  very  yellow  deeply  6-cleft  spreading,  Segm.  |  erect  lanceolate 
4040  Scape  two-edged  straight  striated,  Segm.  sulphur,  Crown  yellow  with  serrate  crenate  orifice 
4041  Segm.  incurved  horizontal  a  little  twisted,  Crown  funnel-shaped  ventricose  at  base  very  short 
4042  Like  the  last,  but  the  crown  is  yellow,  the  segm.  of  flower  yellowish 
4043  Spathe  1-fl.  Scape  2-edged,  Cup  columnar  plaited  shorter  than  the  sepals,  Tube  about  as  long  as  sepals  ' 4044  Scape  2-edge  nearly  trian.  Spat.  1-2-fl.  Seg.  of  cor.  lane,  acute,  Crown  plaited  crenate  thrice  as  long  as  limb 
4045  Segm.  half  as  long  as  tube  ovate,  Crown  funnel-form  6-cleft  plaited  upwards  . 
4046  Leaves  twisted  very  glaucous,  Crown  campanulate  very  large  very  open  at  orifice 
4047  Segm.  i  erect  twisted  incurved  spreading,  Crown  as  long  as  segm.  deeply  and  irregularly  cut 
4048  Scape  deeply  striated,  Seg.  much  spread,  twisted  ellipt  shorter  than  crown  which  has  a  very  open  orifice  . 
4049  Scape  deeply  striated,  Mouth  of  crown  6-cleft  expanded  deeply  and  irregularly  crenate 
4050  Pet.  narrow  obcuneate  not  imbricating  at  base,  Crown  6-cleft  at  mouth  spreading  minutely  rugose 
4051  Spathe  1 -flowered,  Crown  curled  waved  lobed,  Scape  6  inches  high 

4052  One-flowered,  Leaves  lig.  lane.  Segments  of  limb  longer  than  tube,  Stamens  incurved  conniving 
4053  Spathe  2-4-fl.  Lvs.  lin.  acute,  Limb  of  cor.  shorter  than  tube,  Altera,  div.  of  crown  deeper,  Stain,  incurved 
4054  Many-fl.  Lvs.  sheath,  downw.  very  glauc  with  an  obt.  point,  Cr.  much  unit,  to  turb.limb,  Anth.  bent  inw. 
4055  Many-flowered,  Leaves  neither  glaucous  ?  nor  sheathing  downwards,  Anthers  incumbent 
4056  Many-fl.  Lvs.  strap-shap.  somew.  glauc.  obt.  Tube  twice  as  short  as  limb,  FLL  not  longer  than  teeth  of  cr. 
4057  Many-fl.  Lvs.  strap-shap.  cces.  Scape  2-edged,  Pet.  lane.  conv.  longer  than  tube,  Cr.  short  with  very  deepdiv. 
4058  Many-fl.  Leaves  bright-green,  Tube  as  long  as  stellate  nodding  limb,  Stamens  short  abruptly  bent  inwards 
4059 1  or  many-fl.  Spat.  herb.  Limb  erect  turb.  a  little  shorter  than  blunt.  3-cor.  tube,  Cro.  not  much  shorter  than 
4060  Few-flowered,  Leaves  obt  Spathe  dry,  Cor.  nodding,  Anthers  longer  than  filaments  [limb 
4061  Lvs.  stalked  ellip.  shortly  pointed,  Scape  compressed,  Petals  linear  wavy,  Racemes  of  crown  1-toothed 
4062  Many-flowered,  Leaves  many  lorate  narrowed  each  way,  Tube 'rounded  twice  as  long  as  limb 4063  Leaves  lane,  lorate,  Petals  little  shorter  than  tube,  5  times  as  long  as  crown 
4064  Many-fl.  Lvs.  lorate  with  long  points  shin.  Petals  spread,  longer  than  tube  3  times  as  short  as  nar.  crown 
4065  Two  or  many-flowered,  Leaves  linear-lorate  obtuse  many,  Crown  turbinate  rotate  longer  than  filaments 
4066  Two-flowered,  Lvs.  few  linear-lanceolate  with  long  points,  Crown  rotate  turbinate  longer  than  filaments 
4067  Many-flowered,  Leaves  oval-oblong  stalked,  Spathe  4-valved,  Cup  narrow  4  times  as  short  as  the  limb 
4068  Lvs.  broad-lin.  Flowers  many  sessile  with  linear  straightish  segments  longer  than  tube,  Crown  obconical 
4069  Leaves  lanceolate  dark-green,  Flowers  a  foot  long,  Stamens  short 
4070  A  slight  variety  of  P.  amaaium,  No.  4073 
4071  One  or  3-fl.  Leaves  linear  cuneate,  Tube  as  long  as  lin.  petals,  Seg.  of  crown  eroded,  Fil.  length  of  crown 
4072  Many-fl.  Lvs.  many  lin.  lane.  Tube  twice  as  short  as  limb,  Cr.  twice  as  short  as  stam.  with  1-tooth.  recesses 
4073  Lvs.  many  oval-lanc.  3  or  4  times  as  broad  as  stalk,  Umbel  sessile  spreading,  Tube  shorter  than  limb 
4074  Compactly  many-fl.  Lvs.  oval  stri.  nar.  each  way,  Tube  round,  nearly  as  long  as  limb,  Teeth  of  crown  entire 
4075  Lvs.  many  lane,  elliptical  with  a  point  three  times  as  broad  as  their  stalk,  Tube  twice  as  short  as  limb 

4076  The  only  species 

4077  Leaves  stalked  cordate  rounded  with  concentric  distant  nerves 
4078  Like  the  last,  but  is  smaller  with  a  6-parted  crown 

4079  Flowers  yellow 
4080  Flowers  purple 

4081  A  small  plant  with  bright  yellow  flowers  appearing  before  the  leaves 

4082  Leaves  linear  ligulate,  Flowers  6-7-cylindrical,  with  oblong  obtuse  segments 
4083  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  stalked,  Flowers  2  campanulate  funnel-shaped 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
713.  Eucrosia.  From  tv,  well,  and  *j«mf,  a  fringe,  in  allusion,  we  presume,  to  the  beautiful  fringe  to  the 

flower,  formed  by  the  cup  of  united  stamens.   A  pretty  half-hardy  bulbous  plant,  extremely  rare. 
714.  Eurycles.  From  iv^vs,  wide,  and  xXarput,  a  portion  of  a  thing,  in  allusion  to  the  broad  divisions  of  the 

crown.  A  genus  formerly  included  in  Pancratium,  from  which  it  is  distinguished  not  only  by  its  flowers,  but 
by  its  broad  leaves,  which  are  like  those  of  the  Hemerocallis. 

715.  Calostemma.  From  xi\ot,  beautiful,  and  rcuu.ee,  a  crown,  in  allusion  to  the  beauty  of  the  colored 
corona  of  the  flower.  Very  pretty  New  Holland  bulbs,  requiring  the  cultivation  of  other  greenhouse bulbs. 

716.  Chlidanthvs.  From  x>j%ue>;,  delicate,  and  avB-os,  a  flower ;  on  account  of  the  dedicate  color  and  tex- ture of  the  beautiful  yellow  flowers.  The  plant  requires  a  stove,  and  produces  the  scape  before  the  leaves. 
717.  Chrysiphiala.  So  named  by  Mr.  Ker,  in  allusion  to  the  golden  cup-like  flowers ;  gold,  and fix/.z.  a  goblet.   Bulbous  plants  from  the  same  country  and  with  the  same  habits  as  the  last. 
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718.  LOPHI'OLA.  B.  M.  Lophiola. 
4084  aurea  B.  M.  golden-flower.  ]£  A  or 

719.  ARGOLA'SIA.  Juss.  Ahcolasia. 
4086  plumosa  W.  woolly  <f  lAI  or 

t720.  ANIGOZAN'THOS.  R.Br.  Amgozanthos. 4086  flavida  R.  Br. 
721.  MU'SA.  W. 4087  paradisiaca  W. 
4088  sapientum  W. 4089  rosacea  W. 
4090coccinea  W. 

722.  URA'NIA.  W. 4091  speci6sa  W. 

russet-green-fl.  j£  |  | 
Piantain-Tree. 
common  t  □  clt 
Banana-tree  J  □  clt 
rose-colored  □  or 
scarlet-flowered  I  □  or 

Urania. 
Plantain-leaved^  □  or 

*723.  BUONAPAR'TEA.  F.P.  Buonapartea. 
4092jtfncea  Fl.p. 

724.  AGA'VE.  H.  K. 
4093  yuccarfolia  Haw. 4094  americana  W. 
4095  Milleri  Haw. 
4096  flSccida  Haw. 
4097  lurida  Jacq. 
4098  angustifolia  Haw. 4099  Karatto  Mill. 
4100vivipara  W. 
4101  virglnica  W. 

§  4102  geminiflora  Ker. 4086 

Rush-leaved     <f  Q  or 
Agave. 

Yucca-leaved    it  □  or 
common  Amer.it  □  or 
Miller's  it  f^i  or flaccid 
Vera  Cruz 
narrow-leaved Karatto 
viviparous 
Virginian 
pair-flowered 

it  ZD  or it  ZD  or 
it  i  |  or 
*  IDec it  US  or 
*  _AJ  or it  lAlor 

Hcemodoraceie.    Sp.  1. 
1J  my.jl    Y      N.  Amer.  1811. HtemodoracetB.   Sp.  1. 
1J    ...     W     C.  G.H.  1787. 

Hcemodoracece.   Sp.  1—2. 
my.s  N.  HolL  1803. 
Musacece.   Sp.  4—5. 20  o.d      Pk     India  1690. 

20  mr.o    Pk     W.  Indies  1729. 
20  f.my     Pu     Mauritius  1805. 20  mr.d    S       China  1792. 

Musacece.        Sp.  1. 
20     ...     R      Madagasc.  ... 

Bromeliacete.   Sp.  1—2. 
1}    ...     B      Peru  1800. 

Bromeliacete.   Sp.  10. 
6     ...     Y.w    1819. 
20  au.o     Y      S.  Amer.  1640. 
C     ...     G    1768. 
6  ...  G  S.  Amer.  1790. 
8  jn.il     G      Vera  Cruz  1731. 6     ...     G    1790. 
5  ...  G  S.  Amer.  1768. 
15  au.o  G  S.  Amer.  1731. 
3  s  P.G  N.  Amer.  1765. 

10     ...     B       America  1810. 

D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1596 D  s.l.p 

R  s.p  Bot  mag.  1151 

Sks.p  Tr.  eh.3.U8.20 Sks.p  Tr.eh.4.  t.21.  23 Sk  s.p  Bot  reg.  706 
Sk  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1559 

Sk 

p.l   Jac.  sen.  1.  t.  93 
C  s.l  Fl.  per.  3.  t.  262 

Sk  r.m 
Sk  r.m  Bot.  rep.  433 
Skr.m Skr.m 
Sk  s.p  Bot  mag.  1522 Sk  r.m Sk  r.m 
Sk  s.p  Com.  prael.  1 15 Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1157 
Skr.m  Jo. ofsc.No.3.tl 

4090 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
718.  Lophiola.  From  a  crest,  on  account  of  the  little  crest  of  the  petals.  It  is  a  very  rare  North 

American  plant,  and  thrives  best  in  pots  set  in  saucers  of  water. 
719.  Argolasia.  From  eceyoe,  white,  and  Xeurite,  wool,  on  account  of  its  calyx,  which  is  white  and  velvety  on 

the  outside.    It  requires  the  same  culture  as  the  last 
720.  Anigoxanthus.  Named  by  Labillardiere,  from  mitrvu,  to  raise  up,  and  *»S-os,  a  flower.  Its  flowers  are raised  upon  very  long  conspicuous  scapes.   Curious  New  Holland  plants,  with  yellow  or  green  flowers. 
721.  Musa.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  memory  of  Antonius  Musa,  the  brother  of  Euphorbias,  and  the 

the  freedman  of  Augustus.  Such  is  the  sense  in  which  Linnaeus  admits  the  word.  But  the  Arabic  name  for 
the  plant,  mauz,  is  a  much  more  likely  derivation.  This  splendid  genus  consists  of  species  which  have 
perennial,  roundish,  solid,  watery  bulbs,  with  biennial,  and  sometimes  longer  enduring  stems.  The  stems  are 
straight,  erect.varying  from  five  to  twenty-five  feet  in  height,  simple,  thick,  round,  smooth,  fungous,  watery, and  lamellated.  The  leaves  are  oblong,  entire,  from  three  to  ten  feet  in  length,  and  under  two  feet  in  width. 
The  flowers  are  in  large  terminating  racemes,  without  a  calyx  or  perianthium,  generally  whitish  :  the  fertile 
flowers  occupying  the  lower,  and  the  barren  the  upper,  part  of  the  raceme.  The  former  are  succeeded  by 
oblong,  angular,  fleshy  berries,  sweet,  eatable,  and  containing  many  black  seeds.  They  are  natives  of  the  old 
world,  and  for  the  most  part  cultivated  there :  none  appear  to  be  natives  of  America. 

M.  paradisiaca  rises  with  a  soft  herbaceous  stalk  fifteen  or  twenty  feet  high,  with  leaves  often  more  than 
six  feet  long,  and  near  two  feet  broad.  When  the  plant  is  full  grown,  the  spike  of  flowers  appears  from  the 
centre  of  the  leaves;  it  is  near  four  feet  in  length,  and  nods  on  one  side.  The  fruit  which  succeeds  the  fertile 
flowers  on  the  lower  part  of  the  spike  is  eight  or  nine  inches  long,  and  above  an  inch  in  diameter,  a  little  in- 

curved, with  three  angles  ;  at  first  green,  but  when  ripe  of  a  pale  yellow  color.  The  skin  is  tough,  and 
within  is  a  soft  pulp  of  a  luscious  sweet  flavor.  The  spikes  of  fruit  are  often  so  large  as  to  weigh  upwards  of 
forty  pounds.  Gerarde,  and  other  old  authors,  name  it  Adam's  apple,  from  a  notion  that  it  was  the  forbidden fruit  of  Eden  ;  whilst  others  supposed  it  to  be  the  grapes  brought  out  of  the  promised  land  by  the  spies  of 
Moses.  It  is  certainly  one  of  the  most  useful  fruits  in  the  world,  and  seems  to  have  migrated  with  mankind 
into  all  the  climates  in  which  it  can  be  cultivated.  The  fruit  is  so  much  esteemed  by  all  Europeans  who 
settle  in  America,  that  the  first  thing  they  do  in  establishing  a  plantation  is  to  begin  with  a  Plantain  walk ; 
enlarging  it  as  their  family  increases.  Some  or  other  of  the  trees  are  bearing  most  part  of  the  year ;  and 
their  fruit  is  often  the  whole  food  on  which  a  family  subsists.  When  used  instead  of  bread,  it  Is  roasted  or 
boiled  when  just  full  grown :  it  is  also  eaten  boiled  with  salt-meat  or  fish,  and  when  ripe  it  is  made  into  tarts, 
sliced  and  fried  with  butter,  or  dried  and  preserved  as  a  sweetmeat.  A  fermented  liquor  is  made  from  them, 
and  in  some  places  a  cloth  from  the  fibres  of  the  trunk ;  the  leaves  make  excellent  mats,  or  serve  for  stuffing 
mattrasses.  Long  (Jam.  788.)  says,  this  fruit  and  the  banana  are  among  the  greatest  blessings  bestowed  by 
Providence  upon  the  inhabitants  of  hot  climates.  Three  dozen  plantains  are  sufficient  to  serve  one  man  for 
a  week  instead  of  bread,  and  will  support  him  much  better. 
M  sapientum  is  by  some  considered  a  variety  of  the  plantain,  from  'which  it  differs  in  having  its  stalks marked  with  dark  purple  stripes  and  spots.  The.  fruit  is  shorter  and  rounder,  with  a  softer  pulp,  of  a  more 

luscious  taste.  An  excellent  marmalade,  and  a  drink  like  the  best  Southnam  cider,  are  made  from  it  There 
are  many  varieties  both  of  the  plantain  and  banana. 

M.  rosacea  and  coccinea,  are  very  ornamental  plants,  on  account  of  the  color  of  the  flowers,  but  scarcely  to 
be  distinguished  from  M.  paradisiaca.   The  culture  of  all  the  species  is  easy  in  lofty  houses,  with  abundance 
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4084  The  only  species 

4085  Leaves  linear  carinate  smooth,  Scape  angular  corymbose,  Flowers  woolly 

4086  Stem  and  leaves  smooth,  Down  of  branches  deciduous,  Anthers  with  a  reflex ed  end 

4087  Spadix  nodding,  Male  flowers  persistent 
4088  Stem  spotted,  Spadix  nodding,  Male  flowers  deciduous 
4089  Spadix  nodding  or  erect,  Male  flowers  deciduous,  Spathes  elliptical  obtuse,  Fruit  oblong 
4090  Spadix  erect,  Flowers  capitate,  Spathes  clustered  scarlet  very  large  yellow  at  end 

4091  A  plant  like  a  Banana 

4092  Leaves  multifarious  csespitose  recurved  very  narrow  and  rigid 

4093  Lvs.  lorate  atten.  erect  recurved  glaucous  above  chan.  with  marginal  minute  dense  white  serrulations 
4094  Stemless,  Lvs.  toothed  spiny,  Scape  branched,  Tube  of  cor.  contracted  in  middle,  Stem  longer  than  cor. 
4095  Leaves  toothed  spiny,  Scape  quite  simple 
4096  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  flaccid  recurved,  Spines  marginal  minute 
4097  A  little  stemmed,  Leaves  toothed  spiny,  Scape  branched,  Stam.  longer  than  cylind.  cor. 
4098  With  a  stem,  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  glaucous  tooth-serrated 
4099  Leaves  erect  bright  green  with  an  entire  brown  edge 
4100  Stemless,  Leaves  toothed.  Scape  branched,  Tube  of  cor.  narrowed  in  middle,  Stem  as  long  as  cor. 
4101  Stemless,  Leaves  cartilaginous  sawed,  Scape  simple 
4102  Leaves  thready  at  edge,  Flowers  of  spike  approximating  by  pairs 

of  room  for  the  roots,  and  a  rich  loamy  soil  kept  rather  moist.  A  plant  of  the  banana  was  planted  in  the 
pit  of  a  stove  about  1811.  "  It  was  then  about  six  feet  high,  with  a  single  stem.  In  each  succeeding  year  it has  produced  a  bunch  of  fruit ;  and  in  1819  two  bunches ;  the  first  ripe  in  May,  the  other  in  August,  having 
about  four  dozen  of  fruit  on  each  bunch.  The  plant  is  now  sixteen  feet  high,  and  measures  three  feet  round 
at  the  bottom."   (Hort  Trans,  iv.  138.) 722.  Urania.  A  name  of  one  of  the  muses,  unjustifiably  applied  to  this  genus  by  Schreber,  in  the  room  of 
that  of  Ravenala,  which  it  bears  in  Madagascar.  To  grow  this  plant  luxuriantly,  a  strong  heat  and  a  good 
supply  of  water  are  required.   Fresh  imported  seeds  will  grow  freely. 

723.  Buonapartea.  So  named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  after  Napoleon  Bonaparte,  emperor  of 
the  French.  Fine  plants  like  Bromelia,  with  long,  narrow,  recurved  leaves,  and  spikes  of  simple  blue  flowers, 
which  were  never  yet  seen  in  this  country. 

724.  Agave.  Altered  from  wyauos,  admirable,  which  this  genus  may  well  be  said  to  be,  considering  its 
appearance,  its  size,  and  the  beauty  of  its  flowers.  In  mythology,  Agave  is  the  name  of  one  of  the  Nereids 
A.  americana  is  a  popular  succulent  throughout  Europe.  It  grows  wild  or  is  acclimated  in  Sicily,  the 
south  of  Spain,  and  Italy,  and  is  much  used  in  the  latter  country,  planted  in  vases  as  an  ornament  to  piers, parapets,  and  about  houses.  About  Milan  and  other  towns  in  Lombardy,  where  it  will  not  endure  the  winter, 
they  use  imitations  of  copper  so  well  formed  and  painted,  as  to  be  readily  mistaken  for  the  original.  In  France 
and  Germany  it  is  still  very  common ;  and  in  this  country  formerly  used  to  be  the  regular  companion  of  the 
orange,  myrtle,  and  pomegranate,  then  our  principal  greenhouse  plants.  An  idea  used  to  prevail  that  the 
American  Aloe  only  flowered  once  in  a  hundred  years ;  but,  independently  of  this  unnatural  application  of 
time  to  the  inflorescence,  it  has  long  been  known  to  flower  sooner  or  later,  according  to  the  culture  bestowed 
on  it  Many  have  flowered  within  these  few  years  in  this  country ;  and  if  the  plant  had  the  same  treatment 
as  the  pine-apple,  it  would  probably  flower  nearly  as  often.  There  is  a  variety  with  striped  foliage,  and  some- 

times the  stripes  are  of  different  shades  of  white,  yellow,  and  red,  as  in  the  queen  pine-apple.  There  are 
hedges  of  the  plant  in  Spain,  Portugal,  Sicily,  Calabria,  and  the  West  Indies.  According  to  Long,  {Jamaica, 
iii  710.)  the  leaves  are  useful  as  a  succedaneum  for  soap.  For  this  purpose,  after  being  cut,  they  are  passed 
between  the  rollers  of  a  mill  with  their  point  foremost ;  and  the  juice  being  conducted  into  wide  shallow 
receivers,  through  a  coarse  cloth  or  strainer,  it  is  exposed  to  a  hot  sun,  until  the  aqueous  part  being  exhaled, 
it  is  reduced  to  a  thick  consistence.  It  may  then  be  made  up  into  balls,  with  the  help  of  ley  ashes.  It  will 
lather  with  salt  water  as  well  as  fresh.  This  soap  may  also  be  prepared  by  pounding  the  leaves  in  a  wooden 
mortar,  and  then  expressing  the  juice,  which  may  be  brought  to  a  consistence  by  the  sun  or  by  boiling.  One 
gallon  of  juice  thus  prepared,  will  yield  about  one  pound  of  a  soft  extract  The  juice,  in  both  these  ways, 
must  be  carefully  strained ;  and  the  extract  must  never  be  combined  with  tallow  or  other  unctuous  materials. 
The  leaves  are  also  used  for  scowering  pewter,  and  other  kitchen  utensils,  and  floors.  The  inward  spongy 
substance  of  the  decayed  stalk  is  used  for  tinder.  The  fibres  of  the  leaves,  separated  by  bruising  and  steeping 
in  water,  and  afterwards  beating  them,  make  a  strong  thread  for  common  uses.  All  the  species  greatly  re- 

semble each  other,  and  it  is  doubted,  whether,  in  the  works  of  several  travellers,  different  species  of  Agave 
Aloe,  and  even  Bromelia,  are  not  confounded  in  their  descriptions  of  their  uses.  There  is,  for  example,  a 
variety  of  the  Agave  americana,  called  Karatas  by  Long,  and  there  is  a  species  of  Bromelia  of  that  designa- 

tion ;  hedges  of  Karatas  are  frequently  mentioned  without  noticing  the  generic  name  of  the  plant. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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725.  FURCR-K'A.  V. 4103gigantea  Vent. 4104  tuberosa  H.  K. 
4105  cubensis  W. 
4106rigida  Mill. 4107  australis  Haw. 

*726.  BROME'LIA.  W. 44108  Ananas  W. 

gigantic tuberous 
Cuba 
rigid 
entire-leaved 
PlNE-APPLE. 

common 

)g  ~A1  or 
£  23  or 
£  23  or 
£  23  or 
£  23  or 
£  CZ3  fr 

4109  semiserrata  JT.  en,  half-sawed-lvd.  j£  E  or §41101ucida  JKen. 
4111  Plnguin  W. 
4112  sylvestris  W. 4113  fastuosa  Lin dl. 
4114Karatas  W. 

§4115  nudicaulis  W. 
pyramidalis  B.  M. 4116  pallida  Ker. 

4117  chrysantha  Jacq. 
4118  lingulata  W. §4119bracteata  W. 
4120  Acanga  L. 4121  exsudans  Lodd. 
4122humilis  W. 
§4123  melanantha  Ker. 

King-Pine  £  E  fr broad-leaved  £  E  ec 
wild  £  IZ3  or 
noble  j£  E  or 
upright-leaved  E  or naked-stalked  j£  E  or 
pale  jg  El  or 
golden-floweredj£  El  or 
tongue-leaved  £  El  or 
red- brae  ted  £  El  or 
recurved  )f  E  or 
sweating  j£f  E  or 
dwarf  £  E  or 
black-flowered  j£  E  or 

727.  GUZMAN'NIA.  Ft.  Per.  Guzmannia. 
4124  tricolor  Ft.  Per.  three-colored  jg  E  or 

t728.  PITCAIR'NIA.  W.  Pitcairnia. 4125  bromeiiaefolia  W.  scarlet 
4126  angustifolia  W. 
4127  integrifolia  B.  M. 412S  latifolia  jr. 
4129  bracteata  H.  K. 
4130  sulphGrea  B.  E. 4131  furfurScea  W.  en. 
4132  coarctata  iJ.  *  P. 
4133  stamlnea  £  M. 

t*729.  TILLAN'DSIA.  Jf.  Tillandsia. 4134  utriculata  W.  bladder 
4135  serrata  W.  saw-leaved 

£  Eor 
£  E  or 

narrow-leaved 
entire-leaved broad-leaved 
large  bract-red  ]£  E  or 
yeffow-flower'd  IA1  or drooping-leav'dj£  E  or contracted  )£  E  or 
long-stamened  £  Elot 

Bromeliaceee. 
20  ja.s  Gr 
10  au.s  Gr 6     ...  Gr 

Bromeliaceee 
4  ja.d  P 3  ja.d  Gr 
4  ja.d  Pk 3  tnr.ap  R 
3  jl  ,Cr 4  au.s  Pu 
2  ...  Pk 2  f.mr  Cr 

lj  n  G.y 2     ...  Y 
\\  my.jn  Y 2  s.o  Pk 2   
2  s.o  Y 
1  mr  Pk 

\\  my  Bl Bromeliaceee. 
1  my  G.3 Bromeliaceee. 

2  jn        S  ' 
2  ja.d  S 2  au  R 

1768. 1811. 

2  au.s  S 2  ap.my  R 
2  jn.au  Y 
2  jn.au  R 2  my.jn  Y 
2  ja  S 

Bromeliaceee. 2 2  jn 
P.Y 

Sp.  5—7. S.  Amer.  1690. 
S.  Amer.  1739. 
&  Amer.  1739. S.  Amer. 
N.Holl. 

Sp.  16—29. S.  Amer.  1690. 
S.  Amer. &  Amer. 
W.  Indies  1690. 
S.  Amer.  1820. S.  Amer.  1815. W.  Indies  1739. 
K.  Janiero  ... 
&  Amer.  1817. Caraccas  1819. 
S.  Amer.  1759. 
Jamaica  1785. 
Brazil  1822. 
W.  Ind.  1820.   1789. 
Trinidad  1824. 

Sp.l. 
a  Amer.  1820. 

Sp.  9—14. Jamaica  1781. Sant  Cruz  1777. 
W.  Indies  1800. 
W.  Indies  1785. W.  Indies  1799. 
W.  Indies  1797. 
S.  Amer.  1816. 
Chile  1822. 
S.  Amer.  1823. 

Sp.  11—27. S.  Amer.  1793. 
Jamaica  1793. 

Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2250 
Sk  r.m Sk  r.m  J.  am.  t.  260.E  25 Skr.m 
Skr.m 

Sk  r.m  Bot  mag.  1554 
Sk  r.m Skr.m  D.el.25.t.21.f.22 
Sk  r.m  Jac.  am.  pic.  t91 
Sk  r.m  Bot  mag.  2392 
Sk  s.p  LindL  coll  1. Sk  r.m  Jac.  v.  1. 1 31, 32 
Sk  r.m  Bot.  reg.  203 

Sk  s.p  Bot  reg.  344 
Sk  s.p  Jacq.  sch.  1. 1 55 Sk  r.m  Plum.  ic.  t.64.f.l 
Sk  r.m  Par.  lond.  40 
Sk  s.p  Pis.  bras,  t  91 Sk  r.m  Bot  cab.  801 
Sk  r.m  Jac.  ic.  1. 1  60 
Sk  r.m  Bot  reg.  766 

Sk  r.m  Lindl.  coll.  8 

Sk  s.p  Bot  mag.  824 
Sk  s.p  Bot  mag.  1547 
Sk  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1462 Sk  s.p  Bol.  mag.  856 Sks.p  Red.  lit  73, 74 
Sk  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1416 
Skr.m Sk  r.m  Feuill.  cha  1 39 
Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2411 
Sks.p 

Sks.p  PLic.63.t.75.f.l 4121 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
725.  Furcreea.  Named  in  honor  of  M.  Fourcroy,  the  famous  French  chemist  A  noble  genus  resembling the  last 
726.  Bromelia.  So  named  by  Linmeus,  in  memory  of  Olaus  Bromel,  a  Swede,  author  of  Lupulogia,  and 

other  works,  1694,  &c.  Ananas,  Fr.,  Ger.,  and  ItaL ;  and  Nonas  among  the  Peruvians,  where  it  was  origin- 
ally found  by  Europeans.  This  fruit  may,  without  hesitation,  be  pronounced  the  first  in  the  world,  though 

it  has  not  been  known  in  Europe  above  two  centuries,  and  has  only  been  cultivated  about  a  century  as  a  fruit 
plant  in  Britain.  It  passed  from  Brazil  to  the  West,  and  thence  to  the  East  Indies,  where  it  has  long  been 
successfully  cultivated.  About  the  middle  of  the  seventeenth  century  it  was  brought  to  Holland,  by  Mr. 
La  Court,  a  merchant,  and  cultivated  at  Driehoek,  his  seat,  near  Leyden ;  and  from  thence  it  was  imported 
into  this  country,  and  first  fruited  by  Sir  Matthew  Decker,  at  Richmond,  about  1715,  or  earlier.  La  Court 
began  by  growing  his  pines  without  bottom  heat,  as  dry  stove  plants ;  but  afterwards  had  recourse  to  low  pits 
and  tanner's  bark.  Plans  of  his  pits,  and  an  account  of  his  mode  of  culture,  are  published  in  his  work, entitled,  Aenmerkingen  over  Lusthoven,  Plantagion,  &c.  (See  Ency.  of  Gard.  p.  1129,  Anno.  1737.)  Sir 
M.  Decker,  Bradley  informs  us,  adopted  pits ;  and  soon  after  pine  stoves,  or  larger  and  more  commodious  pits, 
were,  by  the  year  1730,  in  most  of  the  first  English  gardens,  and  some  also  in  Scotland,  where  the  pine-apple was  first  fruited  by  Justice,  at  Crichton,  near  Edinburgh,  in  1732.  The  pine  is  now  cultivated  very  generally  in 
Britain,  in  several  places  in  Ireland,  and  at  most  of  the  capital  cities  on  the  continent.  In  one  or  two  of  the 
southern  provinces  of  Spain,  it  is  grown  in  sheltered  situations  in  the  open  air. 

There  are  many  varieties  of  the  pine  in  the  West  Indies,  procured  by  raising  from  seed :  in  this  country 
there  are  upwards  of  thirty  sorts,  but  the  queen,  New  Providence,  and  one  or  two  others,  are  most  esteemed. 
The  plants  are  propagated  by  suckers,  and  by  that  singular  production,  proceeding  from  the  summit  of  the 
fruit,  called  a  crown  :  from  large  suckers  fruit  is  sometimes  obtained  in  eighteen  months,  but,  in  general,  a 
period  of  two  or  three  years  is  required,  and  for  the  New  Providence  sometimes  longer.  Loamy  soil  well  en- 

riched with  rotten  dung,  and  the  pots  sufficiently  drained,  with  abundance  of  heat  without  sudden  extremes, 
will  ensure  large  and  well  flavored  fruit.  (See  The  various  Modes  of  cultivating  the  Pine-Apple  from  its  first 
Introduction  to  the  Improvements  of  Mr.  Knight,  Sjc.  8vo.  1822.) 

Some  of  the  other  species  of  true  Bromelia  have  crowns,  and  the  fruit  of  most  of  them  is  eatable,  though 
small.  B.  Pinguin  has  the  fruit  separately  in  clusters,  and  not  in  a  cone  or  pine,  as  in  the  Ananas.  It  is  very 
common  in  Jamaica,  in  most  of  the  Savannahs,  and  on  the  rocky  hills.    It  is  used  there  for  fencing  pas- 
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4103  leaves  entire,  Scape  branched 
4104  Root  tuberous,  Leaves  very  long  spiny  at  edge 
4105  Cor.  hexapetalous,  Leaves  ciliate  spiny 
4106  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire  upwards,  at  the  base  serrate  spiny 
4107  An  obscure  plant  described  by  Haworth  only  and  supposed  to  be  Doryanthes  excelsa  !  I 
4108  Leaves  fringed  with  spines  mucronate,  Spike  comose 
4109  Leaves  at  the  end  toothed  spiny,  Spike  comose 
4110  Leaves  entire,  Spike  comose 
4111  Leaves  ciliated  spiny  mucronate,  Raceme  terminal 
4112  Leaves  ciliated  spiny  with  a  very  long  point,  Raceme  term,  comp  Flowers  sessile  shorter  than  bractea 
4113  Leaves  ciliated  spiny  with  a  very  long  point,  Raceme  rigid  compound,  Flow,  in  numerous  lateral  spikes 4114  Leaves  erect,  Flowers  stemless  sessile  aggregate 
4115  Radical  leaves  toothed  spiny :  cauline  entire 
4116  Panicle  lax  few-fl.  spreading,  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Upper  spathes  fertile  as  long  as  flower  spreading 
4117  Leaves  serrate  spiny,  Bractes  lanceolate  toothed,  Raceme  compound  shorter  than  leaves 
4118  Leaves  serrated  spiny  obtuse,  Spikes  alternate 
4119  Leaves  serrate  spiny,  Bractes  ovate  lanceolate,  Scape  elongated,  Raceme  compound 
4120  Panicle  diffuse,  Leaves  ciliate  spiny  mucronate  recurved 
4121  Raceme  compound,  Flowers  heaped  shorter  than  the  long  red  entire  bractes,  Calyx  acute 
4122  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  aggregate  sessile,  Axilla1  stoloniferous 4123  Leaves  ligulate  oblong  very  blue,  Spike  oval  woolly  with  small  sessile  flowers 

4124  Scape  upright,  Spike  imbricated,  The  lower  bractea;  green  ;  the  upper  scarlet 

4125  Leaves  ciliate  spiny,  Peduncles  and  ger mens  quite  smooth 
4126  Leaves  ciliate  spiny,  Peduncles  and  germens  downy 
4127  Leaves  narrow  glaucous  entire,  Calyx  villous 
4128  Leaves  entire  somewhat  spiny  at  base 
4129  Leaves  entire  a  little  spiny  at  base,  Bractes  as  long  as  peduncle  and  calyx 
4130  Leaves  entire  white  beneath,  Raceme  imbricated  dense 
4131  Leaves  toothed  spiny  recurved,  above  shining  smooth,  beneath  mealy 
4132  Spike  compound  contracted,  Leaves  ensiform  aculeate,  Cor.  with  a  black  spot  at  bottom 
4133  Leaves  linear  lane,  entire,  Petals  revolute,  Stamens  longer  than  cor. 

4134  Culm  panicled 
4135  Leaves  upwards  serrate  spiny,  Spike  comose 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
ture  lands,  on  account  of  its  prickly  leaves.   These,  stripped  of  their  pulp,  soaked  in  water,  and  beaten  with  a 
wooden  mallet,  yield  a  strong  thread  which  is  twisted  into  ropes  and  whips,  and  manufactured  by  the  Spaniards 
into  a  good  cloth.   The  juice  of  the  fruit  in  water  makes  a  cooling  draught  in  fevers ;  it  is  extremely  diuretic, 
destroys  worms,  and  makes  a  good  vinegar. 

B.  Karatas,  so  called  from  its  Brazilian  name,  Karaguata-acanga,  generally  grows  at  the  root  of  some  shady tree,  in  hilly  and  woody  places  in  America  and  the  Caribbee  islands.  It  is  an  elegant  plant,  producing  nume- 
rous radical  leaves,  which  are  of  a  subulate-linear  shape,  sharp  pointed,  and  edged  with  spines.  The  flowers 

are  scentless,  seated  in  the  bosom  or  middle  part  of  the  plant,  rose  colored,  with  the  calyx  and  germ  ,downy. 
The  length  of  the  leaves  is  six  or  seven  feet  The  fruits  are  oval,  two  or  three  hundred  in  number,  and  grow 
sessile  in  a  heap  or  central  group,  surrounded  by  paleaceous  expanded  leaves  or  bractes :  they  contain  a 
succulent  whitish  or  yellowish  flesh,  under  a  coriaceous  and  yellowish  bark.  When  ripe,  they  are  far  from 
unpleasant ;  but  when  unripe  they  set  the  teeth  on  edge,  and  excoriate  the  mouth.  The  economy  of  this 
plant  in  the  preservation  of  its  fruit  to  maturity  is  wonderful :  being  so  protected  by  the  spines  of  the  sur- 

rounding leaves,  as  to  be  secure  from  all  injuries. 
B.  humilis  propagates  itself  by  runners  or  shooting  processes,  which  proceed  from  the  axilla?  of  the  lower 

leaves,  and  produce  a  young  plant  from  their  extremities. 
Bromelia  fastuosa  is  the  most  beautiful  of  the  genus.  It  has  never  flowered  more  than  once  in  this  country, 

when  the  figure  in  Mr,  Lindley's  Collectanea  Botanica  was  obtained.  Bromelia  sylvestris  resembles  this,  but is  less  beautiful. 
727.  Ouxmannia.  Named  after  Anastatio  Guzman,  an  industrious  apothecary,  and  zealous  collector 

of  objects  of  natural  history  in  South  America.  A  beautiful  evergreen  herbaceous  plant,  With  the 
foliage  of  Tillandsia,  and  a  spike  of  bractese,  the  uppermost  of  which  are  richly  colored  with rose. 

728.  Pitcaimia.  So  named  by  Mons.  L'Heritier,  in  honor  of  William  Pitcairn,  M.  D.  an  eminent  physician of  London,  and  a  collector  of  foreign  plants,  particularly  from  the  Alps.  The  species  are  remarkable  for  their 
long,  narrow,  green,  prickly  leaves,  and  for  their  uniform  panicles  of  bright  red.  Pitcaimia  staminea  is  very 
handsome.   They  require  the  same  treatment  as  Bromelia. 

729.  Tillandsia.   So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  memory  of  Elias  Tillandsius,  professor  of  physic  at  Abo,  author 
R  4 
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§4136  amoe'na  Lodd. 4137  usneoldes  W. 
$4138  lingulata  W. 41S9flexu6sa  fV. 

/3  pallida 4140anceps  Lodd. 4141  nutans  W. 
4142  strlcta  B.  M. 
4143  recurvata  W. 
4144  xiphioides  B.  Reg.  Air-plant  fXl  or 

t730.  PONTEDE'RIA.  W.  Pontederia. 4145  cordata  Ph.  heart-leaved    *  A  or 
4146  angustifoiia  Ph.      narrow-leaved  *  A  » 4147  dilatata  H.  K.        spreading        a=  TA1  or 
4148  lanceolSta  Lodd.     lanceolate       *  E]  or 

731.  H^MANTHUS.  W.  Blood-flower. 
4149  coccineus  W.         salmon-colored     tAI  or 
4150  coarctatus  W.        compressed  iAI  or 
4151  rotundifdlius  B.  M.  round-leaved    tf  iAI  or 
4152  puniceus  W.  wave-leaved     tf  iAI  or 
4153  multifl6rus  W.       many-flowered     22  or 
4154  tigrinus  W.  tiger-spotted       iAI  or 
4155  quadrivalvis  W.      four-valved      tf  iAI  or 
4156  pubescens  W.         pubescent        tf  iAI  or 

j8  albiflus  W.  white-flowered       iAI  or 
4157  maculatus  Jacq.      spotted-leaved      iAI  or 
4158  lanceasiolius  W.      spear-leaved        lAJ  or 
4159  carinfitus  W.  keel-leaved  tf  iAI  or dwarf  lAlor 

flesh-colored     tf  iAI  or 
4162  Hyalocarpus  Jacq.  china-fruited       tAI  or 

732.  GALAN'THUS.  W.  Snowdrop. 

Commelinece. 
jn.au  B 
jn.au 

my 

au 
Amaryllidcce. au.o  R 1 

1  f.mr 
1  jn.o 1  my.g 
1  my.s 
1  f.d 

W.  Indies  1819. 
W.  Indies  1823. Jamaica  1776. 
W.  Indies  1790. 
W.  Indies  1815. 
W.  Indies  1820. Jamaica  1793. 
Brazil  1810. Jamaica  1793. 
Buen.  Ay.  ... 

Sp.4— 7. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
E  Indies  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1815. 

Sp.  14—16. 

Sk  s.p  Bot  cab.  76 
Sk  p  PL  aim.  t.  96.  1.5 
Sk  s.p  Jac.  amer.  t.  62 
R  s.p  Jac.  amer.  t.  63 R  8.d  Bot  reg.  749 
R  s.p  Bot.  cab.  771 

R  s.p 

R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1529 
R  s.p  SLja.l.tl21.f.l R  s.p  Bot  reg.  105 

D  1  Bot  mag.  1156 
D  1 D  I  Bot.  rep.  490 
D  1  Bot  cab.  613 

4160pumilio  W. 4161  carneus  Ker. 

Pk 

S 
S 
D.R 
F 
F 
W 
W 
R 
Pk 
Pk 
Pk 

R 

4163  nivalis  IV.  common 
4164plicatus  Bieb.  plaited 

t*733.  LEUCCJUM.  W.  Snow-flake. 
4165  vernum  W.  spring 4166  ajstivum  W.  summer 
4167  pulch  ellurn  P.  L.  neat 

H168  autumn&le  W.  autumnal 
S4169  trichophyllum  P.  S.  narrow-leaved 

4148 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

1  ap.au 
ap.au 1  s.o 

i  au.s 
au.8 

Jjn.jl 
1  jl 
Anuuryllidece. 

|  ja.mr  W A  ja.ap  W 
AmaryUidete. 

\  ja.mr  W \\  ap.my  W li  ap.my  W 
is  Pk 
Jja.f  W 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.G.  H. S.  Leone 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.H. 

Sp.  2. 
Britain 
Crimea 

1629. 

1795. 
1790. 1722. 
1783. 
1790. 
1790. 
1774. 
1791. 
1790. 
1794. 1759. 1789. 1819. 
1822. 

O  r.ra O  r.m 

O  s.Lp 

O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.ra O  s.l.p 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 

O  s.Lp 
O  s.Lp 
O  s.l.p 

Bot  mag.  1075 
Bot  reg.  181 
Bot  mag.  1618 
Bot.  mag.  1315 Bot  mag.  961 
Bot  mag.  1705 
Bot.  mag.  1523 Bot.  cab.  702 
Bot  mag.  1239 
Jac.  sch.  1. 1 60 
Jac  sch.  1. 1 61 
Bot  reg.  509 
Jacq.  sch.  1 409 

mea. 
1818. O  co  Eng.  bot  19 O  co    Bot  reg.  545 

Sp.5. 
Germany  1596. 
England  m.me. 
Portugal  1629. 
Barbary  1812. 

O  s.l O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l O  8.1 

Bot  mag.  46 
Eng.  bot  621 Par.  lond.  1 21 Bot  mag.  960 
Bot  reg.  544 
4152 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  Flora  Aboensis,  1673.  Several  species  of  this  genus  are  parasitical,  and  others  require  the  same  treatment 
as  Pitcairnia  or  Bromelia.  • 

T.  utriculata  is  a  valuable  plant  in  the  woods  of  the  West  Indies,  as  containing  a  supply  of  water  in  dry 
seasons.  The  seed  being  pappose,  is  carried  about  by  the  wind,  and  sticks  readily  on  the  bark  of  trees : 
there,  especially  on  decaying  ones,  it  sends  out  small  brown  fibres  which  take  hold  of  the  bark,  and  weave  and 
mat  themselves  among  one  another :  from  this  foundation  rise  several  leaves  on  every  side,  like  those  of 
Aloes  or  Ananas ;  they  are  folded  or  inclosed  one  within  another,  each  three  feet  and  a  half  long,  and  three 
inches  broad  at  the  base,  but  ending  in  a  point,  having  a  very  hollow  or  concave  inward  side,  and  a  round  or 
convex  outward  one,  forming  a  bason  or  cistern,  containing  about  a  quart  of  water,  which,  in  the  rainy  season 
falls  upon  the  upper  parts  of  the  spreading  leaves,  and  being  conveyed  down  them  by  channels,  lodges  in  the 
bottom  as  in  a  bottle ;  for  the  leaves,  having  swelled  out  at  the  base,  bend  inwards  close  to  the  stalk,  thus 
hindering  the  evaporation  of  the  water  by  the  heat  of  the  sun.  From  the  midst  of  the  leaves  rises  a  round, 
smooth,  straight,  green  stalk,  three  or  four  feet  high,  having  many  branches,  and  when  wounded  yielding  a 
clear  white  mucilaginous  gum.  The  flowers  come  out  here  and  there  on  the  branches.  The  corolla  is  of  a 
yellowish-white  or  herbaceous  color ;  and  the  calyx  is  made  up  of  three  green  viscid  leaves  with  purple  edges. 

Men,  birds,  and  insects  supply  themselves  with  water  from  this  plant  Dampier  says,  he  has  many  times,  to his  great  relief,  stuck  his  knife  into  the  leaves  just  above  the  roots,  and  let  out  the  water  into  his  hat 
T.  usneoides  deserves,  for  its  appearance  and  uses,  to  be  shortly  described.  The  stem  is  no  bigger 

than  a  thread;  the  skin  whitish,  as  if  covered  with  hoar-frost,  within  tough  and  black  like  a  horse 
hair.  Many  of  these  together  stick  on  the  branches  of  the  ebony  or  other  trees  superficially  by  the  mid- 

dle, and  send  down  on  each  side  some  of  the  same  stems,  very  often  a  yard  long,  hanging  on  both  sides, 
curled,  or  turning  and  winding  one  within  another,  and  resembling  an  old  man's  beard,  whence  its common  name  in  Jamaica.  The  stems  are  branched,  and  the  branches,  which  are  two  or  three  inches 
long,  are  set  with  roundish,  white,  frosted  leaves.  The  flowers  come  out  at  the  end  of  the  branches.  This 
slender  parasitical  plant  is  found  among  the  trees  in  many  parts  of  Jamaica,  but  does  not  grow  so  com- 

monly there,  nor  so  luxuriantly,  as  it  does  in  the  more  northern  provinces  of  the  main  continent,  where  it  is 
said  to  overrun  whole  forests.   It  is  frequently  imported  from  Jamaica  to  North  America,  for  the  use  of  the 
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4136  Leaves  lanceolate  channelled  slightly  prickly,  outer  acute  inner  retuse 4137  Filiform  branched  twisted  rough 
4138  Leaves  lanceolate  ligulate  entire  ventricose  at  base 
4139  Leaves  linear  subulate  entire  imbricate,  Spike  lax 
4140  Leaves  narrow  channelled  recurved,  Spike  imbricated  simple  oval  two-edged 
4141  Spikes  subdivided  nodding,  Flowers  distinct  ovate,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  membranous 
4142  Leaves  radical  stiff  frosted,  Flowers  imbricated  in  an  ovate  spike  of  whitish  bractes 
4143  Leaves  subulate  rough  reclinate,  Stems  1-flowered,  Glumes  2-flowered 
4144  Flower  tubular  trfiid,  Segments  of  the  tripetaloid  limb  reflexed  twice  as  short  as  tube,  Lvs.  entire 
4145  Leaves  cordate,  Flowers  spiked 
4146  Leaves  long-triangular  narrowed  by  degrees,  at  the  base  truncate  cordate,  Petals  lin.  lane. 4147  Leaves  sagittate  obtuse,  Flowers  in  crowded  umbels 
4148  Leaves  lanceolate  elliptical  cordate,  Spike  oblong 

4149  Leaves  linguiform  flat  smooth  pressed  on  the  ground  2- ranked,  Umbel  shorter  than  the  spathe 
4150  Leaves  linguiform  oblong  flat  smooth  callous  at  end,  Umbel  contracted  shorter  than  spathe,  Limb  erect 
4151  Leaves  rounded  fringed  with  pink  hairs,  Umbel  few-flowered,  Leaves  of  spathe  cordate  blunt 
4152  Leaves  oblong  elliptical  acute  retuse  wavy,  Umbel  contracted,  Limb  and  stamens  erect 
4153  Leaves  ellipt  lanceol.  acute  concave  erect,  Umbel  longer  than  spat  ha,  Limb  spreading,  Stam.  ascending 
4154  Leaves  linguiform  flat  smooth  fringed  at  edge  depressed,  Umbel  contracted,  Limb  and  stamens  erect 
4155  Leaves  lanceolate  ciliated  villous  above  smooth  beneath,  Spathe  campanulate  4-valved 
4156  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  hairy  all  over,  Umbel  fastigiate  rounded,  Limb  and  stamens  erect 
4157  Leaves  broad  much  spotted  with  brown 
4158  Lvs.  ellipt  atten.  at  base  depressed  flat  smooth  ciliated  at  edge,  Pedunc.  longer  than  spathe  and  flower 4159  Leaves  linear  carinated 
4160  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  erect  smooth,  Peduncles  length  of  spathe  and  flowers,  Limb  spreading 
4161  Leaves  2  round  ovate  acuminate  and  scape  hairy  backwards,  Spathe  reflexed  withered,  Stam.  included 
4162  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  smooth  erect  not  spotted,  Umbel  rounded,  Limb  erect 

4163  Leaves  smooth 
4164  Leaves  plaited 

4165  Spathe  1-flowered,  Style  clavate 
4166  Spathe  many-flowered,  Style  clavate 
4167  A  slight  variety  of  the  last 
4168  Spathe  many-flowered,  Style  Aliform 
4169  Vernal,  Sepals  entire,  Style  filiform  with  a  blunt  stigma 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
sadlers  and  coachmakers,  who  commonly  stuff  their  pannels,  cushions,  &c.  with  it.  In  Louisiana  and  the 
neighbouring  settlements,  this  plant  being  very  carefully  gathered  and  stripped  of  the  bark,  is  made  into 
mattrasses,  cushions,  pannels,  &c.  It  is  manufactured  by  tying  the  stalks  in  bunches,  and  sinking  them  in 
water,  or  burying  them  under  ground  in  a  moist  place,  until  the  bark  rots  :  they  are  then  taken  up,  boiled  in 
water,  and  washed,  until  the  fibres  are  quite  cleared  of  the  pulp.  These  are  not  only  used  instead  of  horse- 

hair, but  are  so  very  like  it,  that  a  man  cannot  distinguish  them,  without  a  strict  examination,  and  that  even 
with  a  glass,  unless  he  observes  the  branchings  of  it 

The  Bonana  bird's  nest  is  always  made  of  the  fibres  of  this  plant,  and  is  generally  found  hanging  by  a few  threads  from  the  tops  of  the  most  expanded  branches  of  the  most  lofty  trees,  especially  those  that  spread 
over  ponds  or  rivers. 

In  cultivating  Tillandsia  in  our  stoves,  the  parasitica]  species  may  either  be  hung  up  in  baskets  of  moss,  or 
fastened  in  moss  to  some  plant,  or  to  the  stump  of  a  tree  set  up  on  purpose :  if  planted  in  pots,  they  require 
but  little  water,  and  a  sandy  loam,  with  bits  of  sticks  and  small  pieces  of  potsherds  mixed  with  it  (Sweet.) 
They  are,  however,  extremely  difficult  to  manage  under  any  mode  of  treatment. 

730.  Pontederia.  So  named  in  memory  of  Julius  Pontedera,  professor  of  botany  at  Padua,  author  of 
Tabulse  Botanies,  1718,  &c.  This  is  a  genus  of  aquatic,  herbaceous,  perennial  plants,  with  fibrous  roots 
sheathing  stem-leaves,  and  blue  flowers  in  spikes  or  umbels,  from  the  cloven  sheath  of  the  leaves.  A  loamy 
soil  in  a  cistern  of  water  grows  them  well,  and  they  are  not  without  beauty. 

731.  Htemanthus.  From  aifMt,  blood,  and  atS-os,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  brilliant  red  colors  of  the flowers.  An  ornamental  genus,  which  thrives  best  in  sandy  loam  and  a  little  peat,  and  placed  in  a  dry  stove  or 
bulb-house  near  the  glass.  The  species  require  no  water  when  in  a  dormant  state,  as  the  bulbs  then  ripen, 
and  afterwards  flower  freely.  (Sweet.) 

732.  Gatanthus.  From  yotXa,  milk,  and  aw&ss,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  milky  whiteness  of  the  blossoms. 
It  is  rather  singular,  and  also  to  be  regretted,  that  no  variations  or  hybrids  have  been  produced  from  this  early 
and  pretty  little  flower. 

733.  Leucojum.  From  teuxos,  white,  and 'm,  a  violet  A  genus  resembling  the  last  in  habit,  but  differing  in technical  characters.  The  little  autumn  species  is  very  pretty,  but  difficult  to  cultivate. 
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734.  STRUMA'RIA.  Jac.  Strumaria. 4170  truncata  W.  truncated  iAI  or AmaryUidecB.    Sp.  9 — 11. 
pale-red  tf  lAJ  or narrow-leaved  tf  lAJ  or 
tongue-leaved  5  lAJ  or 
fine-leaved  tf  lAI  or 
spiral  tf  lAJ  or 
curled-flower'd  tf  iAI  or starry  ?  lAJ  or 
Jewel-flowered  tf  iAI  or 
Crinum. 

American 
blush-colored 
Commelin's marsh 
delightful Sumatra 
long-leaved rediflowered 
Poison-bulb 

4171  rubella  W. 
4172  angustifSlia  W. 
4173  linguarfolia  W. 4174  filifolia  H.  K. 
4175  spiralis  H.  K. 
4176  crlspa  B.  M. 
4177  stellarls  Jacq. 
4178  gemma ta  B.  M. 

t735.  CRI'NUM.  W. 4179  americanum  W. 
4180  erubescens  W. 
4181  Commelini  Ker. 
4182  deflxum  Ker. 
4183  amoe'num  Roxb. 4184  sumatranum  Ker. 
4185  longi  folium  Ker. 4186  omentum  Aer. 
4187  asiaticum  W. 

C.  toxicarium  Roxb. 
4188  amabile  Bonn.  beautiful 
4189  bracteatum  W.  bracteated 
4190  canaliculatum  Ker.  channelled-lvd.  if  El  or 
4191  pedunculittum  B.  R.  long-peduncled  tf  iAI  or 
4192  ensifolium  Roxb.     sword-leaved    tf  El  or 
4193  lorifolium  Roxb.      strap-leaved         El  or 
4194  augfistum  .Board,      noble  tf  El  or 
4195  brachyandrum  /fero.short-stamened     E)  or 
4196  plicatum  Hort.       plaited  tf  iAI  or 
4197  declinatum  Herb,    sloping  $  El  or 
4198  submersum  Herb,    lake  E  or 
4199  Careyanum  Herb.   Carey's  E  or 4200  confertum  .Herd,     crowded  tf  E  or 
4201  aquaticum  Burch.   water  (23  or 
4202  arenarium  Herb,     sand  i  E  or 
4203  mauritianum  Herb.  African  tf  El  or 
4204  scabrum  Herb.       rough  tf  E  or 

t*736.  CYRTAN'THUS.  H.  K  Cyrtanthus. 
4205  angustifolius  W.     narrow-leaved      iAI  or 

i  ap.my  W 
i  my.jn  Pk i  ap.my  Pk i  ap.my  W W 

$  ap.au 
i  ap.au 

!■  o.n 

Pk 

Pk 
Pk 

C.G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.G.  H. 

Pa.Y  C.  G.  H. 

1795. 
1795. 1795. 1774. 1774. 
1790. 1794. 
1812. 

tf  E]or 
5  23or 
KEIor 

El  or 
El  or tf  El  or 

5  EJ  or 5  El  or 
Elp 

El  or 
«  Eor 

1  au 

Amaryllidece.   Sp.  26—28. 2  jl.au  W  S.  Amer.  1752. 
2  jn.au  Pa.w  W.  Indief  1789. 
2  jn.au  W  S.  Amer.  1798. 2  au.s  W     E.  Indies  1810. 
2  ...  W  E.  Indies  1810. 
5  ...  W     Sumatra  1810. 
3  ...  W     Bengal  1810. 
4  jn.au  R  E.  Indies  1810. 
3  jn.au  W     China  1732. 
5  jn.au 
2  jn.au 4 
3  jn.au 3 
5 
4  jn.au 
5  jn.au 
2  jn.au 

2  my 

lijl 2  jl 2  jn 

4  au.s 
2  my 

4  mr 
4  my 

Pu 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
Pk 
W 
W 
W 
Pk 
W 
W 
Pk 
W 
Pk 
Pk 

4206  colllnus  B.  Reg. 
4207  spiralis  B.  Reg. 
4208obliquus  W. §4209  uniflorus  Ker. 
4210  odorus  Ker. 
4211  pallidas  Sims. 

737.  BRUNSVI'GIA. 4212  Josephinas  R.  L. 
jS  minor  B.  Reg. 4213  multiflora  H.  K. 

4214  marginata  H.  K 4215  Radula  H.  K. 
4216  striata  H.  K. 
4217  falcfita  B.  M. 
4218  toxicaria  Ker. 

(3  coranica  Ker. 4219  ciliaris  Ker. 

hill  iAI  or 
spiral-leived  tf  lAI  or 
oblique-ieaved  lAI  or 
one-flowered  tf  iAI  or  , 
sweet  lAI  or  f  my.jl 
pale  tf  iAI  or  1  my.jl 

Amaryllidete. 
1  my.jn  O 

f  my.au  Cr 1  my.au  S 
2  my.au  G.o 

my.au  W.r Cr 
Pk 

E  Indies  1810. 
Mauritius  1810. 

  1810. N.  S.  W.  1790. 
Pegu  1819. 
Pegu  1819. Mauritius  1818. 
N.  Holl.  1819. 
China  1818. 
Silhet  1818. 
Rio  Janei.  1820. 
Mauritius  1821. 
N.  Holl.  1822. 
C.  G.  H.  1820. 
N.  Holl.  1822. 
Mauritius  1812. Azores  1810. 

Sp.  7—8. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1774. 181& 
1790. 
1774. 1816. 
1818. 

Heist.  Brunsvigia. 
Josephine's smaller 
many-flowered  i 
red-margined rasp-leaved  tf striated 
sickle-leaved Poison-bulb  $ 
cor.  Poison-bulb  tf fringed 

O  s.l  Jac.  jc  2. 1 357 O  s.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  358 
O  s.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  t  359 
O  s.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  356 
O  s.l  Bot  reg.  440 O  s.l  Bot.  mag.  1388 
O  8.1  Bot.  mag.  1368 
O  s.l  Jac.  sch.  1. 1. 71 
O  s.1  Bot  mag.  1620 

O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1031 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1232 
O  r.m  Jac.  sch.  2.  fc  202 
O  r.m  Rhe.  m.  11.  t  38 
O  r.m 
O  r.m  Bot  reg.  1049 
O  r.m O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  171 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1073 

Bot  mag.  1605 Bot  reg.  179 

Bot  reg.  52 

Bot.  reg.  679 

Bot.  mag.  2231 
Bot  mag.  2463 
Bot.  mag.  2466 Bot.  mag.  2522 
Bot.  mag.  2352 
Bot  mag.  2355 Bot.  cab.  650 
Bot.  cab.  529 

O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  271 
O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  162 O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  167 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1133 O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  168 
O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  503 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  2471 

O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 

i  Al  or 
iAI  or 
iAI  or 
iAI  or 
i  Al  or 
iAI  or i  Al  or lAlP 
lAlP 
i  Al  or 

Amarylliaeee. 
\\  jn.au  S 1  jn.au 1  jn.au 1  S.O 

£  ap.au 
£  s.o 
f  my.jn  R 
1  s.o  Pk 
1  s.o  Pk 1      ...  Pk 

R 
S 
R 
Pk 

Sp.S. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1814. 
1814. 

1752. 
1795. 
1790. 
1795. 1774. 
1774. 1815. 
1752. 

O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 

Red.  lil.t.370.372 Bot.  r.  192, 193 
Bot  mag.  1619 
Jac.  sch.  1. 1. 65 
Jac.  sch.  1. 1. 68 Jac.  sch.  1. 1. 70 
Bot.  mag.  1443 Bot  reg.  567 
Bot.  reg.  139 
Breyn.  cent  t39 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
734.  Strumaria.  From  struma,  a  tubercle ;  a  name  given  by  Jacquin,  on  account  of  the  swelling  of  the middle  of  the  style.   Pretty  little  delicate  plants ;  their  culture  as  in  Hsmanthus. 
735.  Crinum.  Kern*  is  Greek  for  a  Jjly.  Its  limits  as  a  genus  are  defined  by  the  hypocrateriform  flower with  linear  reflexed  segments.  Some  unwise  attempts  have  been  made  to  destroy  this  distinction,  by  admitting 

into  this  genus  plants  with  the  characters  of  Amaryllis.  We,  however,  have  adhered  to  the  old,  and.aswe 
think,  most  intelligible,  mode  of  understanding  the  genus.  This  is  a  fine  stately  genus  of  the  Amaryllideae : 
several  beautiful  species  have  lately  been  introduced.  They  grow  best  in  rich  loam,  mixed  with  a  little  rotten 
dung,  and  potted  in  large  pots  they  will  flower  abundantly.  They  may  be  increased  by  suckers  from  the  root, 
or  by  seed.  If  the  plant  be  shy  in  producing  suckers,  it  may  be  cut  down  near  to  the  root,  and  it  will  send out  plenty.    (Bot.  CuH.  46.J 
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4X70  Leaves  linear  ensiform  rounded  obtuse  flat,  Scape  compressed,  Stamens  longer  than  cor. 4171  Leaves  linear  obliquely  bent,  Petals  flat 
4172  Leaves  linear  flat,  Germen  with  three  glands 
4173  Leaves  linear  ensiform  rounded  obtuse  flat,  Scape  rounded,  Stamens  as  .ong  as  cor. 
4174  Leaves  filiform,  Petals  acute 
4175  Leaves  filiform  spiral,  Petals  acute  colored  outside 
4176  Leaf  filiform  straight,  Umb.  many-flowered,  Petals  wavy  flat 
4177  Sepals  spreading  alternately  bearded  beneath  the  ends 
4178  Scape  flexuose  much  longer  than  the  lanceoL  ciliated  leaves,  Pedunc.  very  long,  Petals  wavy  channelled 

4179  Leaves  striated,  Umbel  sessile  many-flowered,  Tube  furrowed  about  as  long  as  limb 
4180  Lvs.  lane.  lor.  with  cartil.  teeth,  Umb.  subs,  many-fl.  Tube  longer  than  limb,  Stam.  little  long,  than  style 
4181  Ends  of  sepals  hooked  inwards,  Leaves  linear  channelled,  Scape  4-fl. 
4182  Bulb  with  a  very  long  tap-root,  Leaves  stiff  erect  with  long  points  smooth  at  edge,  Umb.  sess.  many-fl. 
4183  Bulb  spherical,  Leaves  narrow  with  a  nearly  smooth  edge,  Umb.  few-fl.  sets.  Sep.  lin.  lane,  as  long  as  tube 
4184  Bulb  oval  not  with  a  neck,  Lvs:  broad  lin.  lane,  straight  with  a  white  cartil.  toothed  edge,  Umb.  of  fl.  sess. 
4185  Bulb  round,  Leaves  narrowed  lax  channelled  hispid  at  edge,  Umb.  sess.  many-fl.  Seg.  shorter  than  tube 
4186  Bulb  ovate  with  a  neck,  Leaves  broad  subulate  roughish  at  edge,  Spathe  herbaceous 
4187  Bulb  cylind.  above  ground,  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  at  edge  longer  than  scape,  Umb.  stalk.  Sep.  lon^  lin.  reflexed 

4188  Bulb  very  large  with  long  red  neck,  Lvs.  broad  glauc.  smth.  at  edge,  Umb.  many-fl.  Tube  shorter  than  limb 4189  Bulb  with  long  neck,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  with  obt.  point  smooth  wavy  at  edge,  Umb.  many-fl.  with  pale  bractes 
4190  Bulb  cylindrical  scarcely  with  a  neck,  Leaves  lorate  with  a  smooth  edge,  Umb.  on  a  very  long  stalk 
4191  Bulb  cylindrical  like  a  leek,  Scape  central  broad  compressed,  Umb.  many-fl.  lax  stalked 
4192  Bulb  ovate,  Leaves  scattered  straight  of  one  form 
4193  Bulb  cylindrical  ovate,  Leaves  lorate  very  long,  Umb.  many-fl.  stalked 
4194  Bulb  colum.  above  ground,  Lvs.  many  lane,  with  smooth  edge,  Scape  as  long  as  lvs.  Umb.  stalk.  30-30-fl. 
4195  Bulb  columnar,  Leaves  many  bluntly  acuminate.  Flowers  sessile,  Segments  longer  than  tube 
4196  Like  C.  asiaticum,  but  with  leaves  strong  plaited  backwards  about  their  middle 
4197  Bulb  oblong,  Leaves  acute  wavy  smooth  at  edge,  Flowers  many  stalked  declinate 
4198  Bulb  oblong  ovate  red,  Leaves  rough  at  edge,  Flowers  spreading,  Sepals  lanceolate  flat  not  revolute 
4199  Bulb  round,  Lvs.  wavy  rough  at  edge,  Sepals  obov.  flat,  Flowers  very  large  with  a  tinge  of  pink  at  back 
4200  Bulb  ovate,  Leaves  narrow  channelled  acute,  Flowers  upright  crowded 
4201  Bulb  ovate,  Leaves  very  long  narrow  green  twisted,  Flowers  campanulate,  Stamens  spreading 
4202  Bulb  ovate,  Leaves  a  little  rough  at  edge,  Umbel  5-flowered  shortly  stalked,  Sepals  lane,  flat 
4203  Leaves  long  narrow  weak,  Scape  shorter  than  leaves,  Umbel  5-6-flowered 
4204  Leaves  long  narrow  recurved  rough  at  edge,  Scape  2- edged,  Umb.  5-fiowered,  Sepals  broad 

4205  Leaves  linear  channelled,  Flowers  cernuous,  Tube  cylindrical 
4206  Leaves  3  linear  glaucous,  Pedunc.  somewhat  shorter  than  flower,  Stamens  included 
4207  Many-flowered,  Leaves  3  ligulate  spiral  obtuse  glaucous 
4208  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  flat  oblique,  Cor.  pendulous  obversely  conical 
4809  Leaf  solitary  linear  glaucous,  Limb  as  long  as  throat 
4210  Flowers  about  4  straight ish  nodding,  Anthers  included,  Leaves  linear  not  glaucous 
4211  Leaves  linear  lane,  keeled  appearing  after  the  flowers,  Cor.  nodding,  Limb  as  long  as  tube 

4212  Lvs.  strap-shaped  erect  spreading  glaucous,  Scape  twice  as  long  as  the  rays  of  the  many-flowered  umbel 
4213  Leaves  linguiform  lying  on  the  ground  smooth 
4214  Leaves  Ungulate  pressed  on  the  ground  with  a  cartilaginous  edge 
4215  Leaves  elliptical  pressed  on  the  ground  rough  with  little  pustules 4216  Leaves  elliptical  ovate  erect  edged 
4217  Leaves  falcate  with  a  muricated  discolored  cartilaginous  edge 
4218  Umbel  hemispherical  close,  Leaves  many  erect  oblique  glaucous 
4219  Leaves  strongly  fringed  with  white  hairs 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
736.  Cyrthanthus.  From  xv^ros,  cun  ed,  and  avB-os,  a  flower.  The  tube  of  the  flower  is  long  and  round. This  is  an  elegant  genus,  and  the  species  grow  well  in  sandy  loam  mixed  with  a  little  peat  They  require 

plenty  of  water  when  in  a  growing  state,  but  scarcely  any  when  dormant;  and  they  should  be  fresh  potted 
just  before  they  begin  to  grow,  when  they  will  flower  freely.  They  may  be  increased  by  offsets  from  the  bulbs, or  from  seeds.    {Bat.  Cult.  176.) 

737.  Brunsvigia.  Named  after  the  noble  family  of  Brunswick.  This  is  a  splendid  genus ;  some  of 
the  bulbs  grow  to  a  great  size,  and  require  large  pots  to  have  them  thrive  and  flower  in  perfection.  They 
require  plenty  of  water  when  in  a  growing  state :  but  must  when  dormant  be  kept  so  by  wholly  withholding water. 
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t738.  NERl'NE.  Herb. 4220  curvifolia  TV. 
4221  corusca  B.  M. 
4222  sarniensis  TV. 
4226  venusta  B.  M. 
4224fiexu6sa  TV. 
4925  humilis  TV. 
4226  undulata  TV. 
4227aurea  TV. 
4228  radifita 
4229  rosea  Herb. 
4230  latic6ma  Ker. 
4231  pulchella  Herb. 

t*739.  AMARYL'LIS.  TV. 4232  Pumtlio  TV. 
4233  pudlca  Ker. 4264  formoslssima  TV. 
4235  afilica  Ker. 
4236  psittacina  Ker. 
4237  oalyptrata  .Ker. 
4238  equestris  TV. B  major 
4239  regina?  W. 4240  ad  vena  £  M. B  carina  LindL 
4241  solandraeflora  Lindl.  Solandra-flow. 
4242  pulverulenta  Herb,  pointed acuminata,  Ker. 
§4243  cyrtanthoides  Sims.  Cyrtan thus-like?  CZ3  or 
§4244  ignea  Lindl.  fiery  tf  [23  or 
4245  can'dida  Lindl.       white  3  A  or 4246  marinensis  Ker.      Maranhio       tf  123  or 
4247  reticulata  TV.         netted- veined    tf  123  or 

Mbrine. 
Fothergill's  tf  lAlpr 
glittering  tf  lAf  ibr Guernsey  Lily  tf  lAIor 
poppy-colored  tf  iAfor Zigzag  5  iAl  or small  tf  lAJ  or 
waved-flowered  tf  iAJ  or 
golden  tf  iAJ  or 
Snowdrop-leav.  tf  iAl  or rose-colored      tf  iAJ  or 
broad-headed 
pretty Amaryllis. 
dwarf 
modest 
Jacobea  Lily 
crowned 

parrot green-flowered  tf  123  or 
Barbadoes  lily  tf  [23  or 
larger  tf  [23  or Mexican  Lily    tf  (23  or 
streaked-flow. 

pale 

tf 
tf  _ 

tf  [23  or 
tf  [23  or 

Amaryllidece. 
1  my.s  P 
1  jl.au  S 

rnjl  S s.o  Pk 
R 

tf  lAJ  or 
tf  iAl  or 

tf  iAl  or 
tf  iAl  or tf  iAJ  or 
tf  [23  or tf  [Z3or 

2  jnjl 

f  my.jn  Pk 
1   au.s  Y 
ljjnjl  Pk 
1  au  Pk 
2  jl  Pk 

Sjo.  12. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
Japan C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. China 
China C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H 
C.G.H. 

1777. 1809. 
1659. 1806. 
1795. 
1795. 1767. 1777. 
1758. 1818. 

1818. 
Amaryllidetz.   Sp.  33—39. 

in        Pk     C.  G.  H.  1774. 
i  my.jl    Pk     C.  G.  H  1795. 
f  my.au  D.R  N.  Amer.  1658. li  my.au  G.s  Brazil 

1}  my.au  G.s 
1}  my.au  G 1  jLo  S 
lijLo  S 2  my.jn  S 

f  my.jn  S 
§  my.jn  P.y li  ap  P.y 1  ap.niy  R 

Cr 

Brazil  1816. 
Brazil  1816. 
W.Indies  1710. 
W.  Indies  1710. 
America  1725. Chili  1807. 
Chili  1821. 
S.  Amer.  1820. 
Brazil  1819. 

saffron-flower. 

B  striatifolia  striped-leaved 4248  aus tralasica  Ker.     New  Holland 
4249  insignis  Ker.  noble 

Crinum  hitifoUum  Roxb. 4250  moluccana  Molucca 
4251  croc&ta  K.  R. 
4252  rutila  K.  R. 
4253  fulgida  B.  Reg. 4254  blanda  K.  R. 
4255  Belladonna  TV. 

8  pallida 4256vitt£ta  TV. 
8  major  LindL 4257  coranica  K  R. 

4258  longiffilia  TV. B  Govenia 
4259  revoluta  TV. 
4260  zevlan  ica  TV. 
4261  ornata  TV. 
4262  gigantea  K.  R.  gigantic 4263  latif&lia  TV.  broad-leaved 
4264  tatarica  Pall.  Tartarian 

740.  VALLCTA.  Herb. 
4265  purpurea  Herb. B  minor 

tf  [23  or tf  lAJ  or 
tf  EJor 
tf  IZ30' 
tf  E  or tf  123  or 
tf  [23  or 
tf  lAlor 

striped-tubed charming 
Belladonna  Lily  tf  A  °* 
pale-flowered    tf  A 
superb large 
sickle-leaved 
long-leaved 

Gouien's 
revolute 
Ceylon 

tf  lAlor lAlor 

tf  lAlor 
tf  A  or 
tf  A  or tf  iAl  or 
tf  E3or Yucca-flowered  tf  [23  or 

tf  [23  or 
tf  [23  or 
tf  A  or 

In  a 

js  W 1  my.jn  R 
1  ap.my  Pu 1  ap.my  Pu 
2  jl.au  W 
3  jlau  Pk 
2  jl.au  Pk 1  ap.my  Ve 

f  ap.my  S 
f  ap.my  Ve 1J  my.jn  Pk 2  jls  F 
2  jl.s  F 1  ap.my  St 

2  my.jl  * 2  jl.au 2  jl 2  jnjl 

2  s 3  jlau 2  jn.jl 
2  jlau 
3  jl.s 

t  •• 

Amaryllidece. 
li  my.jn  S 1  my.jn  S 

1821. 
1824. Chili 

Chili Peru 
Maranhaol821. Brazil  1777. 
Brazil  1815. 
N.  HolL  1816. 
E.  Indies  1819. 
Moluccas  1819. 
Brazil  1815. Brazil  1815. Brazil  ... 
C.  G.  H  1754. W.  Indies  1712. C.  G.H 

St P.Pu 
Pk 
Pk 
Pk 
Pu 
W.pu 

W 
w 
B 

C.  G.  K 
C.  G.  H C.G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
Ceylon Guinea S.  Leone 
E.  Indies 
Siberia 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H 

1769. 
1774. 1816. 1752. 

1774. 1771. 1774. 
1792. 1806. 

O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m O  r.m 

O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 

O  r.m O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m i O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m O  r.m 
O  p.l 
O  p.l 
O  r.m O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m 

r.m 

Bot  mag.  725 
Bot.  mag.  1089 
Bot  mag.  204 Bot  mag.  1090 Bot  reg.  172 
Bot.  mag.  726 
Bot  mag.  369 
Bot  mag.  409 
Bot  rep.  95 
Bot  mag.  2124 Bot.  reg.  497 
Bot  mag.  2407 

Ker'srev.pl.8.f.8 
Bot  mag.  47 
Bot  reg.  444 Bot  reg.  199 
Bot  reg.  164 
Bot.  mag.  305 
Bot  reg.  234 Bot  reg.  453 
Bot  reg.  1125. 1 Bot  reg.  1125.  2 
LindL  coll.  11 Bot  reg.  534 
Bot  mag.  2399 
Bot  reg.  809 
Bot  reg.  724 Bot  reg.  719 
Bot  reg.  657 
Bot  reg.  426 Bot  reg.  579 
Bot  mag.  2299 Bot  reg.  38 
Bot  reg.  23 
Bot.  reg.  226 
Bot  mag.  1450 Bot.  mag.  733 
Red.  HI.  470 
Bot  mag.  129 
Bot  reg.  139 
Bot  mag.  661 
Bot  reg.  623 
Bot.  mag.  1171 
Bot  mag.  1253 Bot  mag.  923 
Rh.  maL  11.  t39 

O  r.m  Bot  reg.  552 
O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1430 

4240 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
738.  'Serine.  A  fanciful  name.  Nerine  was  the  daughter  of  Nereus.  The  plant  has  become  naturalized in  Guernsey,  having  been  part  of  the  cargo  of  a  Cape  ship,  which  was  cast  away  many  years  ago  on  the 

coast  of  the  island.  N.  sarniensis  is  a  popular  autumnal  bulb,  imported  annually  from  the  islands  of  Jersey 
and  Guernsey,  where  it  is  grown  in  the  open  air  in  a  sandy  soil.  Here  it  requires  the  protection  of  a  frame 
to  perfect  the  bulbs,  so  as  it  may  flower  the  following  year.  The  reason  is,  that  the  leaves  on  which 
the  perfection  and  future  flowering  of  every  bulb  depends,  are  protruded  in  the  beginning  of  winter,  and 
our  winters  are  too  long,  gloomy,  and  severe,  to  admit  of  these  leaves  performing  their  functions 
properly.  Hence  two  or  more  winters  in  a  very  mild  situation  in  the  open  air  are  required  to  do  what in  Jersey  is  done  in  one  winter ;  or  two  winters  (as  W.  Williamson  experienced)  in  a  cold  frame,  or  one 
winter  only  (agreeably  to  Knight's  experience)  in  a  frame  with  artificial  heat  {Hort.  Trans,  iii.  450.  iv.  177, and  Caled.  Mem.  ii.  62.) 
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4220  Leaves  narrow  sub-involute  glaucous  falcate,  Petals  lin.-lanc.  wavy,  Stamens  erect  sub-exserted 4221  A  mere  variety  of  the  foregoing,  from  which  it  differs  in  having  crimson  flowers 
4222  Many-fl.  Leaves  many  narrow  sub-involute  not  glaucous  upright 4223  Like  the  last,  but  the  flowers  are  scarlet  and  appear  at  the  same  time  as  leaves 
4224  Lvs.  very  narrow  obt  min.  pustulate,  Sepals  recurved  divaricating :  the  one  bearing  the  stamens  remote 
4225  Leaves  few  ligulate  channelled,  Sepals  turned  upwards  oblique,  Stem,  declinate  shorter  than  cor. 
4226  Laxly  many-fl.  Lvs.  few  lin.  Cor.  recurved  steL  irregular,  Sepals  curled ;  the  lowest  placed  under  the  stem. 
4227  FL  stalked  erect,  Cor.  infundibulif.  clavate,  Sepals  linear  lanceolate,  Stamens  straight,  Leaves  quite  blue 
4228  Five  sepals,  or  all  rising  in  a  semicircular  ray  wavy,  Stam.  deflexed  twice  as  long  as  cor. 
4229  Leaves  broad  nerved  lying  on  the  ground,  Sepals  equally  revolute,  Stamens  very  long 
4230  Leaves  linear  lorate,  Scape  flat  smooth,  Peduncles  upright  hispid  3-cornered  twice  as  long  as  flower 
4231  Leaves  glaucous,  Cor.  deformed  pale  streaked  with  red 

4232  Flower  sessile,  Leaf  one  linear,  Sepals  longer  than  tube  ovate  obi.  reflexed  acute,  Stamens  inclined 
4233  One-flowered,  Cor.  regular  erect  turbinate  conniving,  One  sepal  pushed  aside  by  the  stamens 
4234  Tube  fringed,  Cor  nodding  with  a  very  ringent  limb,  Stam.  included  in  the  involute  lower  segments 
4235  Tube  crowned  by  a  short  entire  green  membrane 
4236  Two-flowered  half  ringent,  Membrane  of  the  tube  very  short  two-colored  toothletted,  Stamens  included 
4237  Mem.  of  orifice  entire,  Limb  half  ringent  nodding  with  outer  seg.  incurved  at  end,  the  inner  recurved 
4236  Tube  fringed,  2-3- fl.  Stalks  shorter  than  the  erect  spatha,  Tube  horizontal,  Limb  curved  upwards 
4239  Tube  fringed,  2-4-fl.  Lvs.  few  lorate  acum.  with  a  keeled  rib,  Cor.  cernu.  deeply  turbin.  Tube  short  thick 
4240  Many-fl.  Tube  fringed,  Leaves  1  or  more  linear  ligulate  involute  glaucous,  Stalks  as  long  as  nodding  cor. 
4241  Flowers  about  2  with  a  very  long  tube  and  a  nearly  regular  limb 
4242  Leaves  long  strap-shaped  with  the  scape  very  coesious,  Flowers  4  ringent  with  taper  pointed  segments 
4243  Cor.  funnel-shaped  campanulate  drooping,  Stamens  straight  exserted,  Leaves  green  lorate  obtuse 
4244  Umbel  6-fl.  Sepals  rolled  into  a  cylindrical  tube,  Flower-stalks  the  length  of 'flowers,  Stigma  simple 4245  Flower  solitary  erect,  Sepals  conniving,  Stamens  ascending,  Anthers  innate,  Leaves  linear  fleshy 
4246  Flower  nodding  ringent,  Outer  sepals  broadest,  Throat  naked,  Tube  the'length  of  the  ovary 4247  Leaves  several  lorate-oblong  narrow,  towards  the  base,  Flower  cernuous  cuculL  tubular  obliquely  ringent 
4248  Leaves  linear  very  long  and  weak,  Limb  nodding  2-lipped,  Flower-stalks  many  times  longer  than  ovary 
4249  Lvs.  numerous  spreading  flat  with  rough  edge,  Fl.  about  10  with  nodd,  spreading  obsoletely  2-lipped  limb 
4250  Bulb  spherical,  Spathe  bifid  erect  obtuse,  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  with  a  long  point  wavy  downwards 
4251  Spathe  withered  scarcely  as  long  as  stalks,  Cor.  corn.  uneq.  Tube  as  long  as  germen,  Upper  sepal  remote 
4252  About  2-fl.  Spathe  arid  refl.  Limb  turbin.  bilabiate :  three  upper  sep.  conniv.  recurv.  lower  narr.  remote 
4253  Leaves  obi.  lane,  not  glaucous,  Flowers  nodding  with  an  oblique  mouth,  the  upper  one  much  reflexed 
4254  Lvs.  many  obL  obtuse,  Pedunc.  divaricating  as  long  as  fl.  Tube  short  turbin.  Limb  recurved  spreading 
4255  With  many  fl.  on  stalks,  Lvs.  ligul.  Cor.  regular  turbin.  nodd.  Sepals  recurv.  at  end,  Tube  scarcely  any 
4256  Cor.  cucul.  campanulate,  Outer  sepals  separate  to  the  bottom  j  inner  united  half  way  by  the  interior  ribs 
4257  Lvs.  altern.  turn,  both  ways  fal.  Scape  flat,  Cor.  reguL  Tube  twice  as  short  as  revol.  limb.  Stam.  erect  spread. 
4258  Umb.  many-fl.  shortly  stalked,  Leaves  attenuated  glaucous,  Tube  about  twice  as  long  as  limb 
4259  Many-fl.  Leaves  acuminate  glaucous,  Flowers  erect  recurved  stalked  cucullate,  Limb  spreading  revolute 4260  Leaves  many  lorate  lanceolate  wavy  thick  in  the  middle,  Limb  cemuous  as  long  as  tube 
4261  Lvs.  many  lorate  atten.  channelled  rough  at  edge,  Limb  obsoletely  2-lipped  shorter  than  tube  nodding 
4262  Leaves  obL  lanceolate  narrowed  both  ways  wavy  rough  at  edge,  Limb  nodding  shorter  than  tube 
4263  Spathe  many-fl.  Flowers  stalked  tubular  at  base,  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate 
4264  Spathe  2-fl.  Cor.  campan.  deeply  6-parted,  Upper  seg.  very  narr. ;  lower  ob.  acum.  Lvs.  lin.  longer  than  scape 
4265  The  only  species,  Amaryllis  purpurea  of  Willd 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
739.  Amaryllis.  Name  of  a  nymph  celebrated  by  the  poets,  and  especially  by  VirgiL  Derived  from 

a,futfvov*>,  to  be  resplendent  This  is  a  superb  genus :  the  greenhouse  sorts  thrive  best  in  a  rich  loamy  soil, 
and  should  have  but  little  water  given  them  after  they  have  done  flowering,  so  that  the  bulbs  may  harden,  to 
produce  more  flowers  the  following  season.  Most  of  them  are  increased  freely  by  offsets,  and  ripen  plenty  of 
seed.  A  shell  taken  from  the  bulb,  with  a  leaf  on  it,  and  planted  in  a  pot  of  mould,  will  produce  a  bulb :  as Will  almost  any  bulbous-rooted  plant   (Sot.  Cult.  131.) 
The  stove  Amaryllises  grow  best  in  light  loam  and  rich  soil,  and  the  strong  growing  kinds  require  large  pots  to 

flower  in  perfection ;  they  are  increased  by  offsets  and  by  seeds,  which  they  bear  plentifully,  if  care  be  taken  to shake  some  pollen  on  the  stigma  at  the  proper  period. 
740.  Vallota.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning.  The  only  species  of  this  genus  is  a  beautiful  Cape  plant,  with bright  purple  flowers,  of  which  two  varieties  are  known  in  gardens. 
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741.  GRIFFI'NIA.  Ker.  Griffima. 
4266  hyactnthina  Ker.    blue  tf  123  or 
4267  parviflsra  Ker.       small-flowered     22  or 

742.  STERNBER'GIA  W.  Sternbergia. 
4268colchicifl6raW.|:X.  Colchicum-fl.    tf  A  or 
4269  clusiana  Ker.  Eel  use's  tf  A  or 42701utea  Ker.             yellow  A  or 
4271  chloroleuca  Ker.  one-leaved  5  A  or 

t743.  ZEPHYRAN'THES.  Herb.  Zephyranthes. 
4272  tubispatha  Herb.     tube-sheathed  tS  fAlor 
4273  atamas'co  Herb.      Atamasco-Lily     A  or 4274  rosea  Lindl.  rosy  tf  EI  or 

t744  HABRANTHUS.  Herb.  Habranthus. 
4275  versicolor  Herb.      changeable       If  A  ft 
4276  gracilifolius  Herb,  slender  tf  A  ft 

745.  DORYAN'THES.  R.Br.  Doryanthes. 
4277  excelsa  R.  Br.        gigantic  j£  i  |  or 
74a  GETHYI/LIS.  H.  K  Gethyllis. 

AmaryUidece.    Sp.  2. 
1  jn.s      B       S.  Amer.  1815. 
ijn.s      Pa.P  S.Amer.  1815. 
AmaryUidece.   Sp.  4—5. 

4278  spiralis  W. 4279ciliaris  W. 
4280vill6sa  W. 
4281  lanceol£ta  W. 

747.  POLIAN'THES. 4282tuber6sa  W. 
ffjhire  pic  no 4283  gracilis  Lk. 

spiral-leaved  iAI  or 
fringed  tf  lAJ  or 
hairy  lAJ  or 
spear-leaved        lAI  or 

L.  Tuberose. common  &  lAJ  or 
double  A  iAI  or 
slender  A  23  or 

t748.  ALSTRCEME'RIA.  W.  Alstrckmeria. 
4284  Pelegrina  W.         spotted-flower.  ^hA|  or 
4285  Ligtu  W.  striped-flower'dA  L5  a 4286salsilla  W.  eatable-rooted  *E3clt 
4287  Flos  Martini  Ker.   Flor  de  St  Mar.  A  !Z3  or 
4288  pulchella  Sims.      red-flowered     A  E3  or 

t749.  CONANTHE'RA.  Ft.  per.  Conanthera. §4289  campanulata  Lindl.  bell-flowered     tf  |  |  or 

i  au.s  Y i  au.s  P.Y 
i  au.s  Y Jmy.au  P.Gr   AmaryUidece.   Sp.  3. 
i  my.jl    W     S.  Amer. i  my.jn  W     N.  Amer.  1629. ■i  my.jn  R      Havann.  1823. 

AmaryUidece. Is  Pk 

Jja  W AmaryUidece.   Sp.  1. 
20  jl.au     Cr     N.  S.  W.  1800. 

AmaryUidece.   Sp.  4—10. 
|jn.jl     W     C.  G.  H.  1780. 
i  jn.jl     W     C.  G.  H.  1788. 
|  jn.jl     W     C.  G.  H.  1787. 
i  jn       W     C.  G.  H.  1790. 

HemerocaUidece.   Sp.  2. 
3  au.s     W     K  Indies  1629. 

Hungary  1816. Constant.  ... 
S.  Europe  1596. 

Sp.Z. 
a  Amer.  1821. S.  Amer.  1821 

W P.Y Brazil 
AmaryUidece, 

1  jn.s 

f  f.mr 

6  jn.jl 

ljjn 
3  jn 

750.  HYPOX'IS.  W. 4290erecta  W. 
4291  sobolifera  W. 
4292vill6sa  W. 
4293  decumbens  W. 
4294obliqua  W. 
4295aquatica  W. 4296  alba  W. 
4297  obtusa  B.  Reg. 4298ov£ta  W. 
4299stellata  W. 

/3  ilegans  P.  S. 

l£  A  or 
£  iAI  or £  lAlor ]£  EZ2  or 

Hypoxis. 
upright creeping 
villous 
decumbent 
oblique-leaved  j£  lAI  or 
water  ^  lAJ  or 
white  lAJ  or 
obtuse  <f  i  Al  or smooth-leaved  j£  lAI  or 
star-flowered  iAI  or 
white  star-flow,     iAI  or 
4274 

AmaryUidece. 
|mr  B Hyvoxidece. 
}  jn.jl  Y 

1822. 

Sp.  5—14. Peru  1753. S  Peru  1776. 
G.Cr  S.Amer.  1806. 
w.p.y  Chili  1822. S  Chili  1822. 

Sp.  1—2. 

O  r:m  Bot  reg.  163 
O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  511 

O  r.m  W.&Kit2.t.l57 
O  r.m  Clu.  hi3t.  1.  U63 
O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  290 
O  r.m  Ker.  rev.  pl.8.f.2 

O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1586 O  r.m  Bot  mag.  239 
O  r.m  Bot  reg.  821 

O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2485 
O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2464 

Sk  s.p  Bot  mag.  1685 

s.p   Bot.  mag.  1088 
s.p  Jac.schoen.l.t.79 

s.p s.p 

O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  63 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 
S  r.m  Bot.  mag.  139 
R  l.s.p  Bot.  mag.  125 
R  l.s.p  Bot  mag.  1613 
S  Ls.p  Bot.  reg.  731 
S  Ls.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  64 

i  jn.s 

fjn.8 i  jn.s ijnjl jn.jl 

J  jn 
i  jn 

|f.my 

f  apon f  apjn 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
Y W.B 
W.B 

Chili        182a  R  Ls.p  Bot  mag.  2496 

Sp.  15—19. N.  Amer.  1752. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
Jamaica C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1774. 
1774. 
1755. 1795. 1787. 
1806. 
1816. 
1806. 1752. 
1752. 

p.l  ici.  t.ay O  p.l  Bot.  rep.  195 
O  p.l 
O  p.l  Jac.  coll.4.  t2.f.l 
O  p.l  Bot  reg.  159 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  1010 O  s.p  Bot  mag.  662 
O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1223 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
741.  Griffinia.  Named  by  Mr.  Ker,  after  William  Griffin,  Esq.  of  South  Lambeth,  an  amiable  man,  and 

most  assiduous  and  successful  collector  of  bulbous  plants.  His  collection  is  even  now  one  of  the  finest  in 
Europe.  These  species  resemble  Amaryllis,  but  have  broad-stalked  leaves,  and  blue  flowers. 

742.  Sternbergia.  Named  after  Count  Caspar  Sternberg,  a  celebrated  botanist  and  patron  of  botany.  The 
species  consist  of  the  hardy  plants  formerly  referred  to  Amaryllis ;  they  are  all  hardy,  and,  with  the  exception 
of  S.  lutea,  very  rare. 

743.  Zephyranthes.  A  fanciful  name  employed  by  Mr.  Herbert.  It  seems  to  mean" wind-flower.  These  are pretty  plants,  with  solitary  white  or  pink  flowers.  The  species  are  so  nearly  hardy,  as  to  survive  in  a  warm border  all  but  our  severest  winters. 
744.  Habranthus.  From  &,3eos,  delicate,  and  euS-tf,  a  flower.  Small  Chilian  plants  resembling  the  last  in habit,  and  principally  distinguished  by  their  very  unequal  declinate  stamens. 
745.  Doryanthes.  So  called  by  Correa  de  Serra,  from  So;w,  spear,  and  av&o«,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  long 

straight  stem,  surmounted  by  a  head  of  crimson  flowers.  This  is  a  fine  plant  from  New  South  Wales.  It 
grows  freely  in  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat,  but  does  not  flower  till  it  gets  large :  a  conservatory  is  the 
most  proper  place  for  it,  as  the  flower-stem  grows  to  a  great  height  before  the  flowers  expand.  It  may  be 
increased  by  suckers  from  the  roots,  but  these  are  sparingly  produced.   (Bot.  Cult.  181.) 

746.  Gethyllis.  From  yvfriu,  to  rejoice.  The  flowers  are  much  valued  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope  for  the 
delicious  perfume  of  their  flowers.  The  species  are  very  curious :  but  few  have  been  introduced.  Their  bulbs  re- 

quire the  usual  attention  as  to  not  watering  them  when  in  a  dormant  state ;  they  are  increased  by  offsets  or 
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4266  Leaves  with  a  flat  stalk,  The  three  lower  sepals  wavy,  Scape  with  a  prominent  line  along  each  side 
4267  Leaves  oval-lanceol.  with  a  stalk  two-edged  crosswise,  Umbel  remarkably  stalked,  Sepals  uniform 
4268  Leaves  linear  obliquely  twisted  shining 
4369  Leaves  lorate  flat  very  glaucous  laxly  spiral 
4270  Leaves  many-keeled,  Flower  sessile  on  a  two-edged  scape,  Sepals  oval-oblong  obtuse 
4271  About  2-flowered,  Leaf  linear,  Tube  very  short,  Sepals  rounded  at  end 

4272  Leaves  few  linear,  Spathe  1  -leaved  sheathing  erect  bifid  twice  as  short  as  stalk 
4273  Leaves  many  ligulate,  Spathe  bifid  longer  than  stalk,  Sepals  acuminate 
4274  Leaves  lying  flat  on  the  ground  shorter  than  the  one-flowered  scape,  Spathe  bifid  fleshy  at  end 
4275  Leaves  linear 
4276  Leaves  cylindrical 

4277  The  only  species 

4278  Leaves  linear  spiral  smooth,  Sepals  ovate  oblong 
4279  Leaves  linear  spiral  ciliated,  Sepals  ovate  oblong 
4280  Leaves  linear  filiform  spiral  villous,  Sepals  ovate  oblong 
4281  Leaves  lanceolate  flat,  Sepals  lanceolate 

4282  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Sepals  oblong 
4283  Leaves  linear,  Scape  racemose,  Sepals  linear 

4284  Stem  erect,  Cor.  spreading,  Three  outer  sepals  wedge-shaped  3-toothed,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  sessile 
4285  Stem  erect,  Leaves  spatulate  oblong,  Pedunc.  longer  than  involucr.  Cor.  2-labiate 
4286  Stem  twining,  Cor.  cylindrical  in  branched  umbels 
4287  Stem  erect,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Flower-stalks  twisted,  Outer  sepals  obcordate  mucronate 
4288  Stem  weak,  Leaves  spatulate  ciliated,  Umbel  many-flowered,  Peduncles  2-flowered 

4289  Flower  campanulate  spreading 

4290  Hairy,  Scape  4-fl.  shorter  than  lin.  lane,  leaves,  Pedunc.  twice  as  short  as  leaves 
4291  Like  the  last,  but  the  leaves  are  shorter  more  villous  and  incurved,  Petals  more  obtuse 
4292  Villous,  Scape  4-fl.  shorter  than  lin.  lane.  lvs.  Pedunc.  shorter  than  flower,  Fruit  cylindrical 
4293  Pilose,  Scape  2-fl.  decumbent  shorter  than  lin.  lane,  leaves 
4294  Scape  3-fl.  pilose  as  long  as  leaves,  Pedunc.  thrice  as  long  as  fl.  Leaves  lane,  smooth  obliquely  bent 
4295  Leaves  linear,  Scapes  umbelliferous  or  1-fl.  Height  depending  on  depth  of  water 
4296  Scape  1-flowered  shorter  than  filiform  rounded  smooth  leaves 
4297  Leaves  at  the  edge  and  keel  hairy,  Scape  hispid  many-flowered  racemose,  Sepals  obtuse 
4298  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  entire  smooth.  Scapes  1-flowered 
4299  Scape  1-flowered  shorter  than  the  lin.  lane,  loose  keeled  smooth  leaves 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
747.  Polianthes.  From  roXvs,  many,  and  atS-es,  a  flower  ;  in  allusion  to  the  abundance  of  the  blossoms. This  is  a  very  popular  bulb,  on  account  of  its  highly  odoriferous  flowers.  It  is  imported  annually  from  Italy 

and  America,  and  flowers  freely  in  pots  of  sandy  loam  and  some  rotten  dung  or  leaf  mould.  R,  A.  Salisbury 
is  of  opinion  that  we  might  grow  our  own  bulbs,  by  planting  the  offsets  in  such  a  situation  as  would  obtain  for 
them  a  "  sufficient  degree  of  heat  in  summer  to  bring  their  leaves  out  to  their  full  magnitude,  that  of  the 
roots  following  of  course."  "  The  theory,"  he  adds,  "  which  I  would  recommend  any  intelligent  gardener  to adopt  in  its  general  management  is,  to  keep  the  roots  growing  as  vigorously  as  possible  from  May  to  October, 
but  in  a  state  of  complete  rest  and  drought  for  the  rest  of  the  year."  (Hort.  Trans,  i.  53.) 748.  Alstrcemeria.  So  named  from  Baron  Claudius  Alstrcemer,  of  Sweden,  who  in  his  travels  through 
Europe  sent  many  plants  to  Linnaeus.  The  species  are  beautiful,  and  A.  Ligtu  is  as  fragrant  as  mignionette.  A. 
Salsilla  is  cultivated  in  Peru  and  the  West  Indies  for  its  roots,  which  are  used  like  the  tubers  of  the  potatoe. 

A.  Ligtu,  Sweet  observes,  "  is  generally  considered  difficult  to  flower;  but  it  will  blossom  well  by  letting  the pots  be  dry  for  a  considerable  time  till  the  shoots  are  all  dried  up :  then  give  it  a  good  watering,  and  put  it  in 
a  moist  heat,  and  it  will  flower  abundantly.  It  may  be  increased  by  parting  the  roots  or  by  seed."  (Bat.  Cult. 15.)  The  finest  kinds  have  not  yet  been  introduced  to  this  country. 

749.  Conanthera.  From  xmos,  a  cone,  and  avS-^a,  an  anther  j  their  anthers  being,  which  is  singular  among these  plants,  united  into  a  cone.   A  pretty  little  Peruvian  genus,  of  which  two  species  are  now  known. 
750.  Hypoxis.  From  u'sra,  beneath,  and  o%vs,  pointed,  in  allusion  to  the  sharp  points  of  the  inferior  sepals. The  species  are  plants  with  yellow  flowers  of  little  beauty,  if  we  except  H.  stellata,  which  has  a  dark  spot  at 

the  claws  of  its  white  petals.  They  increase  fast  by  seeds  or  offsets. 
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4300  stellipllis  Ker. 4301  veratrifolia  W. 
4302  linearis  B.  Rep. 4303  serrata  W. 
4304juncea  W.  . 

751.  CURCU'LIGO.  H. 4305  suraatrana  Roxb. 
4306  plicata  H.  K. 4307  orchioides  W. 
4308  brevifolia  H.  K. 
4309  latifolia  H.  K. 
4310  recurvata  H.  K. 

752.  BAMBU'SA.  W. 4311  arundinacea  W. 
4312  verticillata  W. 

753.  CA'LAMUS.  W. 
4313  ruden'tum  W. 4314Zalacca  W. 

754.  EHRHAR'TA  W. 4315pantcea  W. 
755.  A'CORUS.  W. 4316  calamus  W. 
4317  gramlneus  W. 

»756.  ORONTIUM.  W. 
4318  aquaticum  W. 

§4319  japonicum  W. 
757.  TUPISTRA.  B.  M. 
4320  squaUda  i?.  M. 

758.  TAC'CA.  W. 
4321  pinnattfida  W. 
4322  integrifolia  jff.  M 

4302 

HEXANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. 

starry-haired  £  iAI  or 
plaited-leaved  £ linear-leaved  j£   
saw-leaved  j£  lAJ  or 
rushy  j£  .AJ  or 

X.  CUBCULIGO. 
Sumatra  .  £  or 
plaited-leaved  i  Al  or narrow-leaved  fAl  or 
short-leaved  £  El  or 
broad-leaved  £  [2D  or 
recurved-leav'd£  (2D  or 
Bamboo  Cane. 

common         £  □  ec 
whorl-flowered  f  ncu 
Calamus. 

common 
Java 
Ehrharta 

Panic-grass 
Acorus. sweet-flag 

C.  G.  H. C.G.  H. 
C.  G.H C.  G.  H. 
Carolina 

.  6—10. 
Sumatra 
C.  G.H. 
E.  Indies 
E.  Indies Poolo  Pin. 
Bengal 

Sp.  2—10. India India 

£  Dec 
£  LZJcu M  lAJ  cu 

Orontium. 
aquatic Japan TtTPISTRA. 
Amboyna 
Tacca. Salep 

entire-leaved 

=fe  A  m 

£  A  cu i  A  cu *  A  ec 

£  EJcu 

-  jl 
1|  jn.jl  Y 
i  jn.jl  Y imy.jl  Y li  my.au  Y 1  ...  Y 
Gramineee. 40  ...  Ap 

20     ...  Ap 
Palmce.    Sp.  2—10. 

50     ...     Ap     E.  Indies 
20     ...     Ap     E  Indies 

Gramineee.   Sp.  1 — 8. 
2  my.jl    Ap     C.  G.  H. Aroideez.    Sp.  2—3. 
2  jn.jl     Ap  Britain 
if        Ap  China Aroidea?.   Sp.  2—4. 
Jjn        Ap    N.  Amer. 2  ja.ap    Ap  Japan 
Aroidece.   Sp.  1. 

2  ap       Ld  Amboyna Aroidece.   Sp.  2. 
2     ...     Pu     E.  Indies 
2  my.jl    Pu     E  Indies 4308 

1821. 
178a 
1792. 1788. 1787. 

1818. 1788. 1800. 

1804. 1804. 1805. 

1730. 1802. 

1812. 1812. 

Class  VI. 

O  s.p  Bot.  reg.663 
O  Lp  Jac  ie.  2.  t  367 
O  Lp  Bot  rep.  171 O  l.p  Bot  mag.  700 
O  Lp  Snn.spic.15.tl6 

O  Lp  Bot  cab.  443 
O  Lp  Botreg.  345 O  Lp  Roxb.  cor.l.  t!3 
O  Lp  Bot  mag.  1076 
O  Lp  Bot  mag.  2034 
O  Lp  Botreg. 770 
1  Roxb.  cor.l.  t.7S 
1      Roxb.  cor.l.  t80 

S  s.l  Rumph.  5. 1 53 
S  s.l    Rumph.  t.57.  f.2 

1790.  S  co    Smith  ined.1.  t.9 

pools. 

1786. 
1775. 
1783. 

D  m.s  Eng.  bot  356 
D  s.p  Smi.  spic.15.tl7 

D  s.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  19 D  s.p  Bot  mag.  898 
1810.  R  Lp  Bot.  reg.704 
179A 1810. R  Lp  Bot.  cab.  692 Sk  Lp  Bot.  mag.  1488 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
751.  Curculigo.  From  CuraUio,  the  weevil,  one  of  the  Coleopterous  insects ;  the  seed  having  a  process 

resembling  the  rostrum  or  beak  of  that  animal.  The  species  are  .of  the  easiest  culture  and  increase,  but  of 
little  beauty.   They  in  most  respects  resemble  Hypoxis. 

752.  Bambusa.  Latinized  from  the  Indian  name  Bambos.  B.  arundinaoea  has  a  woody,' Ii  olio w,  round,  straight culm,  forty  feet  high  and  upwards,  simple  and  shining ;  the  internodes  a  foot  in  length  and  circumference ; 
sheaths  thick,  hairy,  rough,  convolute,  deciduous ;  branches  alternate,  slender,  solid,  spiny,  reclining,  springing 
out  from  the  base  to  the  very  top ;  the  lower  ones  being  usually  cut  off   Panicle  of  flowers  diffused  in  spikes 

It  grows  naturally  almost  every  where  within  the  tropical  regions.  Over  a  great  part  of  Asia  it  is  very 
common;  in  China,  Cochin-China,  Tonquin,  Cambodia,  Japan,  Ceylon,  the  peninsula  of  India,  and  the islands.    It  has  been  long  introduced  into  the  West  Indies,  and  is  said  to  flourish  likewise  in  South  Carolina. 

There  is,  perhaps,  scarcely  any  plant  that  serves  for  such  a  variety  of  domestic  purposes.  In  the  East  Indies 
great  use  is  made  of  it  in  building,  and  the  houses  of  the  meaner  people  are  almost  entirely  composed  of  it  Dr. 
Patrick  Brown  mentions,  that  it  was  yet  strong  and  perfect  in  some  of  the  houses  which  had  been  built  by  the 
Spaniards  in.  Jamaica  above  a  hundred  years  before.  Bridges  also  are  made  of  it,  masts  for  their  boats,  boxes, 
cups,  baskets,  mats,  and  a  great  variety  of  other  utensils  and  furniture,  both  domestic  and  rural.  Paper  also 
is  made  from  it,  by  bruising  and  steeping  it  in  water,  and  thus  forming  it  into  a  paste  It  is  the  common 
fence  for  gardens  and  fields ;  and  is  frequently  used  as  pipes  for  conveying  water.  The  leaves  are  generally 
put  round  the  chests  of  tea  which  are  sent  to  Europe  from  China,  as  package,  fastened  together  so  as  to  form 
a  kind  of  mat  The  tops  of  the  tender  shoots  are  frequently  pickled  in  the  West  Indies. 

In  the  cavities  or  tubular  parts  of  the  bamboo  is  found  at  certain  seasons  a  concrete  white  substance,  called 
Tabasheer  or  Tabachir,  an  article  which  the  Arabian  physicians  hold  in  high  estimation.  It  is  commonly 
found  in  what  are  called  the  female  or  large  bamboos.  The  bamboos  which  contain  this  concrete  are  found 
on  shaking  to  contain  a  fluid,  which,  after  some  time,  gradually  lessens,  and  then  they  are  opened  in  order  to 
extract  the  Tabasheer.  The  nature  of  this  substance  is  very  different  from  what  might  have  been  expected in  the  product  of  a  vegetable.  Its  indestructibility  by  fire,  its  total  resistance  to  acid,  its  uniting  by  fusion 
with  alkalies  in  certain  proportions  into  a  white  opaque  mass,  into  a  transparent  permanent  glass,  and  it  being 
again  separable  from  these  compounds  entirely  unchanged  by  acids,  &c.  seem  to  afford  the  strongest  reasons 
for  considering  it  as  very  nearly  identical  with  common  siliceous  earth.  As  to  its  medical  virtues,  though  the 
drug  be,  as  before  observed,  in  much  esteem  with  the  orientalists,  yet  they  are  not  such  as  to  cause  it  to  have 
any  regard  paid  it  in  the  modern  practice  of  physic  in  Europe. 

The  bamboos  grow  rapidly  to  a  great  height  in  our  stoves  in  moist  loamy  soil,  and  they  are  readily  increased 
by  suckers. 753.  Calamus.  From  xaXetfMt,  a  reed,  in  Greek ;  qalem,  in  Arabic ;  calam,  in  Sclavonic ;  calamus,  and 
eulmus,  in  Latin.  This  genus  seems  to  form  the  connecting  link  between  the  palms  and  the  gramineous 
plants,  having  the  inflorescence  of  the  former,  and  the  habit  of  the  latter.  It  furnishes  the  rattan  canes,  of  which 
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4300  Leaves  radical  numerous  white  beneath  with  slellate  hairs,  Umbel  few-flowered 
4301  Scape  1-fl.  shorter  than  the  oblong  elliptical  smooth  plaited  leaves 4302  Leaves  linear  smooth  channelled,  Flower  solitary  green  outside 
4303  Scape  1-fl.  shorter  than  the  linear  ciliate  serrate  keeled  leaves,  Flowers  out  of  flower  reflexed 
4304  Leaves  channelled  hairy  entire,  Scapes  1-fl. 

4305  Leaves  lanceolate  on  long  stalks,  Head  sessile,  Flowers  shorter  than  bractes 
4306  Leaves  linear  subulate,  Flowers  sessile 
4307  Leaves  linear  subulate,  Flowers  stalked 
4308  Leaves  lanceolate,  Tube  of  flower  very  long 
4309  Leaves  elliptical,  Head  sessile,  Tube  of  flower  scarcely  longer  than  limb 
4310  Leaves  elliptical  recurved,  Head  stalked  cernuous.  Tube  of  flower  very  short 

4311  Panicle  branched  divaricating 
4312  Spike  terminal  simple  whorled 

4313  Prickles  of  stem  reflexed,  Spadix  divaricating  straight 
4314  Prickles  spreading;  Spadix  radical 
4315  Culm  divided,  Panicle  branched,  Flowers  erect  digynous 

4316  Point  of  scape  very  long  leafy 
4317  Point  of  scape  scarcely  longer  than  spadix 
4318  Leaves  lanceolate-ovate 
4319  Leaves  ensiform 

4320  The  only  species 

4321  Leaves  tripartite  multifid 4322  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire  stalked 

ana  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
there  are  several  species  or  varieties,  all  distinguished  by  a  stem  which  is  perennial,  unbranched,  long,  round, 
solid,  jointed,  scandent  when  near  trees,  but  without  prickles  or  tendrils,  extremely  tough  and  pliable.  The 
diflerent  sorts  grow  on  the  banks  of  rivers  in  the  East,  like  our  reeds,  and  furnish  valuable  props  for  plants, 
cables,  ropes,  withs,  wicker  and  wattled  work,  baskets,  hoops  for  petticoats,  walking-sticks,  &c. 

C.  Zalacca,  the  Saixck,  is  cultivated  for  the  fruit,  which  is  about  the  size  of  a  walnut,  and  covered  with 
scales  like  those  of  a  lizard ;  within  the  scales  are  two  or  three  sweet  yellow  kernels.  This  tree  is  supposed  to 
yield  the  dragon's  blood. 754.  Ehrharta.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  Frederick  Ehrhart,  a  native  of  Switzerland,  a  very 
diligent  and  acute  observer.  These  are  very  curious  grasses,  of  which  an  account  has  been  published  in  the Transactions  of  the  Linnean  Society. 

755.  Acorns.  From  «,  privative,  and  the  pupil  of  the  eye,  maladies  in  which  are  supposed  to  be  cured 
by  the  virtues  of  this  plant  Acorus  Calamus,  Linnaeus  observes,  is  the  only  native  aromatic  plant  of  northern 
climates ;  the  root  powdered  might  supply  the  place  of  foreign  spices.  It  has  a  strong  aromatic  smell,  and  a 
warm,  pungent,  bitterish  taste.  The  flavor  is  greatly  improved  by  drying.  The  roots  are  commonly  imported 
from  the  Levant ;  but  those  of  our  own  growth  are  full  as  good.  The  Turks  candy  them,  and  regard  them  as 
a  preservative  against  contagion.  In  many  counties  of  England,  in  which  the  plant  abounds,  it  was  formerly  used 
to  strew  the  floors  of  houses  instead  of  rushes ;  a  purpose  for  which  its  fragrant  leaves  made  it  very  suitable. 
The  aromatic  principle  is  an  essential  oil,  which  can  be  obtained  by  distillation.  The  root  has  been  em- 

ployed in  medicine  since  the  time  of  Hippocrates.  By  the  moderns  it  is  successfully  used  in  intermittent 
fever  even  after  bark  has  failed,  and  is  certainly  a  very  useful  addition  to  Cinchona.  It  is  also  a  useful  adjunct 
to  bitters,  and  stomachic  infusions.  Thomson  says,  {Mat.  Med.  134.)  it  is  too  seldom  prescribed.  Though  the 
plant  is  abundant  in  the  fenny  districts  of  England,  yet  what  is  used  by  the  druggists  is  imported  from  the Levant   No  cattle  whatever  eat  the  plant 

756.  Urontium.  The  Greek  name  of  a  plant  now  unknown  to  us  as  such.  It  is  thought  co  have  been  so 
called  from  growing  on  the  edge  of  the  Orontes,  a  river  of  Asia  Minor.  O.  japonicum  has  broad  leaves  like 
those  of  the  lily  of  the  valley,  green  on  the  upper  side,  and  covered  with  very  minute  hairs,  so  that  they  look  like 
a  fine  velvet.  Cattle,  hogs,  and  stags,  are  very  fond  of  these  leaves  in  the  spring,  and  they  come  out  among 
the  earliest.  Kalm  states,  that  the  Indians  gather  the  seeds  and  eat  them  when  dried  like  peas,  boiling  them repeatedly  in  water  before  they  are  fit  for  use ;  they  also  boil  them  in  milk  or  butter,  and  use  them  instead  of 
bread.  They  call  the  plant  Tawkee.  It  grows  in  marshes,  near  moist  and  low  grounds,  very  plentifully  in Virginia,  Canada,  and  other  provinces  of  North  America. 

757.  Tupistra.  A  diminutive  of  rvxas,  a  mallet,  on  account  of  the  peculiar  form  of  the  flower.  An  obscure 
plant,  supposed  to  belong  to  the  order  Aroidea?.  It  has  long  lanceolate  broad  leaves,  and  radical  spikes  of 
dingy  purple  flowers.  It  requires  the  heat  of  a  bark-bed. 

758.  Tacca.  The  Malay  name  of  the  plant.  T.  pinnatifida  has  a  red  root,  the  size  of  a  man's  fist,  roundish. 
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759.  ASPIDISTRA.  Ker.  Aspidistra. 
4323  lurida  Ker.  dingy  £  [22  cu 

Aroidece.    Sp.  1. 
1  jl        Fu  China 182&  Skco    Bot.  peg.  628 

760.  JUN'CUS.  L. 4324  acutus  W. 
4325  maritimus  P.  S. 
4326  conglomerates  W. 4327effusus  W. 
4328glaficug  W. 4329balticus  W. 
4330  arcticus  L. 
4331  filirormis  W. 
4332trffidus  W. 
4333  squarrosus  W. 
4334  gracilis  E.  B. 
4335  capitatus  W. 
4336  lampo carpus  L.  T. 4337  acutifl6rus  L.  T. 
4338  obtusiflorus  L.  T. 
4339  uliginosus  H.  K. 4340  aristatus  Mich. 
4341  subverticillatus  W. 
4342  bulbosus  W. 
434  3  baton ius  W. 
4344  triglumis  W. 
4345biglumis  W. 4346  cast  uncus  H.  K. 

761.  LU'ZULA.  Dec. 
4,347  pilosa  W. 4348  Forsteri  E.  B. 
4349  maxima  W. 
43501utea  W. 
4351  fflbida  W 
4352nlvea  W. 
4353  campestris  TV. 
4354  congesta  W.  en. 
4355spic£ta  W 4356  flavescens  Lk. 

*762.  CO'RYPHA.  W. 4357  umbraculifera  W. 
§4358  Taliera  itari. 

Rush. 
great  sharp  sea  <£ lesser  sharp  sea  £ common  j£ 
soft  £ 
hard  £ 
coast  £ 
arctic  £ 
least  £ 
three-leaved  £ 
Goose-corn  £ slender  j£ 
headed 
shining-fruited  £ sharp-flowered  j£ 
blunt-flowered  £ 
little-bulbous  £ bearded  £ 
half-whorled  j£ 
bulbous-rooted  j£ 
toad three-flowered  £ two-flowered  j£ 
black-spiked  £ 
Luzula. 

hairy 

Forster's wood 

yellow 
white-headed snowy 
field 
close-headed 
spiked 
yellowish 

A  ec A  ec 
A  ec 
A  ec 
A  ec A  cu A  cu 
A  cu 
A  cu 

A  w A  cu 
O  cu 
A  w 

A  w A  w 
A  w A  cu 
A  cu 

A  w O  w 
A  cu 
A  cu 
A  cu 

Juncete, 

6  jl.au 4  au 2  jn.jl 
3  my.au 

?  il 

1  my 

4  au 
U1  •, 

Ijn.jl 
1  JLau 
jjl.au 

2  jn.au 
2  jl.au 14  au 

it* 

fjl.au 

1  jLau 

i  jl.au 
i  il 

i  au 1  jl 

Sp.23— 39. Ap  Britain    sea  co. 
Ap  Britain    sal.  m. Ap  Britain  moi.p. 
Ap  Britain  moi.p. 
Ap  England  moi.p. 
Ap  Europe  1820. 
Ap  Norway  1822. Ap  Britain  tur.bo. 
Ap  Scotland  scalp. 
Ap  Britain  sa.hca. Ap  Scotland  scalp. 
Ap  Europe  1823. Ap  Britain  moi.p. 
Ap  Britain  moi.p. 
Ap  Britain  mar. 
Ap  England  tur.he. Ap  N.  Amer.  1823. 
Ap  Europe  1821. 
Ap  Britain Ap  Britain  w.s.gr. 
Ap  Britain  bgs.m. 
Ap  Scotland  bgs.m. 
Ap  Scotland  scalp. 

S  8 
S  s S  m.s 
S  m.s 
S  m.s S  8 

S  m.s 
S  m.s 
S  m.s 
S  m.s S  m.s 
S  s 
S  m.s S  m.s 
S  m.s 
S  m.s S  8 
S  m.s 
S  m.s 
S  m.s 
S  m.s S  m.s 
S  m.s 

Eng.  bot  1614 Eng.  bot  1725 
Eng.  bot  835 Eng.  bot  836 
Eng.  bot  665 
Flor.Dan.tl094 
Eng.  bot  1175 
Eng.  bot  1482 
Eng.  bot  933 Eng.  bot  2174 

Eng.  bot.  2143 
Eng.  bot  238 Eng.  bot.  2144 
Eng.  bot  801 Fl.  dan.  817 

Eng.  bot.  934 
Eng.  bot  802 
Eng.  bot  899 Eng.  bot.  898 
Eng.  bot  900 

Ml  A  w 
m  A  w 
*  A  w 
M  a  cu 
M  a  cu Mi  a  cu 
ail  A  w Mi  a  w 
Mi  a  cu 
Mi  A  cu 

Juncete.  Sp h  mr.my  Ap 
f  my.jn  Ap 2  my  Ap 
1  my.jn  Ap 
1  my.jn  Ap 
1  my.jn  Ap 
h  ap.my  Ap 

i  Jl  Ap 
i  jl  Ap 

10—25. 
Britain  groves.  S 
England  woods.  S Britain  woods.  S Switzerl.  ...  S 
SwitzerL  ...  S 
Switzerl.  1770.  S 
Britain  bar.  pa.  S 
France  1805.  S 
Scotland  scalp.  S 
Europe    1820.  S 

Fan-palm. 

great Taliera  Palm 
Palnue.   Sp.  2—10. 

£  □  ec  100    ...     Y      E.  Indies  1742.  S 
£  □  or  100    ...     W.gr  E.  Indies  182a  S 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  736 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1293 m.s  Eng.  bot.  737 m.8 

m.s  Leer.her.tl3.f.6 
m.8  Sen. gram.  t7.f.7 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  672 
m.s  Hos.gr.3.  t97.C5 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1176 
m.s  Hos.gram.S.UM 

r.m  Rheedc3.tl.12 
r.m 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
In  its  natural  state  it  is  one  of  the  most  bitter  and  acrid,  but  loses  something  of  these  qualities  by  culture. 
The  raw  root  is  rasped,  and  washed  frequently  in  water,  when  a  white  meal  falls  to  the  bottom  like  starch ; this  is  again  washed  twice  or  thrice,  till  no  more  acrimony  can  be  perceived  in  the  water.  The  meal  is  then 
dried  in  the  sun.  The  first  infusions  are  thrown  away  carefully,  being  looked  upon  as  noxious  and  even 
deadly.  In  Otaheite  and  the  other  Society  isles,  they  make  of  this  meal  a  tasteful,  nourishing,  gelatinous 
cake-like  salep.  In  Banda,  where  sago  bread  is  not  common,  they  use  this  as  a  succedaneum,  and  it  is  even 
preferable  to  the  other.  They  also  apply  it  as  a  plaster  to  deep  wounds.  The  petioles  and  stalk  boiled  a  long 
time  lose  their  acrimony,  and  are  rendered  fit  for  food,  as  well  as  the  roots,  in  China  and  Cochin- ch ina. 

759.  Aspidistra.  From  ourxt; ,  a  little  round  shield,  on  account  of  the  form  of  the  flower.  A  plant  with  the 
same  habit  as  Tupistra,  but  with  solitary  radical  flowers  half  buried  in  the  earth. 

760.  Juncus.  From  the  Latin,  jungo,  to  join  :  the  first  ropes  were  made  of  rushes.  The  Juncese  and  Cype- 
racea:  form  intermediate  links  between  the  Graminea!  and  the  Liliaceas ;  some  of  the  latter,  as  Anthericum, 
bearing  considerable  resemblance  to  the  Juncese. 

J.  acutus  and  maritimus  are  planted  on  the  sea-embankments  of  Holland,  and  also  in  some  parts  of  our  own 
coasts,  and  in  America.  The  roots  run  deep  into  the  sand,  and  form  a  matted  body  which  holds  it  together. 
In  Holland,  when  the  plants  are  fully  grown  and  in  flower,  they  are  cut  down  down,  dried,  and  bound  up  like 
corn.  The  J.  acutus,  being  very  rough,  is  used  for  scouring  copper  and  other  vessels,  and  is  one  of  the  plants 
imported  into  this  country  for  that  purpose,  under  the  name  of  the  Dutch  rush.  The  other  species,  and  often 
both,  are  plaited  into  mats,  baskets,  chair-bottoms,  ropes,  &c. 

J.  conglomerates  and  effbsus  are  used  when  green  for  making  little  baskets  and  children's  ornaments  j  and 
the  pith  of  this  and  other  species  is  used  as  wicks  for  watch-lights,  and  children's  toys. J.  glaucus  and  conglomerates  are  bad  weeds  in  wet-bottomed  clayey  pastures.  The  best  way  of  removing 
them  is  to  dig  them  out,  and  to  prevent  their  growth,  to  lay  the  land  dry  by  surface  and  under-drainage. 
These  species,  and  some  others,  are  gathered  green  by  the  Dutch  gardeners,  and  used  when  dry  as  tyes  for 
fruit-trees.  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  says,  "  they  both,  probably,  served  for  strewing  floors  in  England,  as  mentioned  by Shakspeare  and  Sir  Thomas  More,  about  the  time  of  Edward.IV.,  and  later ;  till  more  refined  manners  wrought 
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4323  The  only  species 

4324  Culm  rounded  mucronate,  Panicle  terminal,  Invol  2-leaved  spiny 
4325  Panicle  terminal  proliferous,  Involucre  2-leaved  spiny,  Caps.  obi.  acute  as  long  as  sepals 4326  Culm  upright,  Pan.  lateral  globose,  Caps,  retuse,  Flowers  triandrous 
4327  Culm  upright,  Pan.  lateral  decompound  effuse,  Caps,  clavate  truncate  at  end 
4328  Culm  glaucous  at  the  end  bent  inwards  and  rounded,  Pan.  lat  erect,  Caps,  oblong  acute 4329  Culm  pungent,  Panicle  effuse 
4330  Culm  erect,  Umbel  lateral,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Flowers  sessile 
4331  Culm  filiform  nodding,  Panicle  lateral 
4332  Leaves  and  flowers  ternary  terminal 
4333  Leaves  setaceous,  Heads  clustered  leafless 
4334  Leaves  linear  flat,  Stem  dichotomous  racemose  higher  than  leaves,  Flowers  solitary 4335  Culm  filiform,  Head  terminal  sessile  solitary  in  an  involucre 
4336  Leaves  jointed  compressed,  Culm  not  jointed,  Panic,  erect,  Caps,  colored  shining 
4337  Leaves  jointed  compressed,  Culm  not  jointed,  Panic,  compound  dichotomous,  Sepals  acute 4338  Leaves  and  stem  jointed  round,  Panic,  divaricating,  Sepal  obtuse  as  long  as  capsule 
4339  Leaves  bristly  somewhat  knotty,  Heads  3-flowered  proliferous,  Culm  bulbous  rooting 4340  Bulbous,  Culm  leafy  erect  compressed,  Flowers  3-androus  and  bracteae  bearded 
4341  Culm  procumbent,  Leaves  setaceous  jointed,  Corymb  dichotomous  divaricating,  Head  5-fl.  sessile 
4342  Leaves  linear  channelled,  Culm  leafy  at  base,  Pan.  cymose,  Caps,  obtuse 
4343  Leaves  linear  channelled,  Culm  dichotomous  racemose,  Flowers  solitary 
4344  Leaves  flat,  Head  3-flowered  terminal  erect  leafless  with  bracteae 
4345  Leaves  flat,  Head  2-flowered  terminal  one-sided  leafy  at  base 
4346  Leaves  flat  stem-clasping,  Head  terminal  double  many-flowered  leafy  at  base,  Bractes  acute 

4347  Leaves  pilose,  Panic,  cymose  divaricating,  Flowers  solitary,  Caps,  obtuse 
1348  Leaves  pilose,  Panic,  cymose  erect,  Flowers  solitary,  Caps,  pointed 
4349  Leaves  pilose  taper-pointed,  Panic,  cymose  decompound,  Flowers  in  bundles 
4350  Leaves  and  sheaths  smooth,  Corymb  comp.  close,  Pedunc.  many-flowered,  Sepals  acute  shining 
4351  Leaves  pilose,  Corymb  decomp.  spreading  shorter  than  leaves,  Sepals  mucronate  equal,  Root  fibrous 
4352  Leaves  pilose,  Corymb  comp.  contracted  shorter  than  leaves,  Sepals  acute  unequal,  Root  creeping 4353  Leaves  pilose,  Spikes  terminal,  Capsules  obtuse 
4354  Like  the  last,  but  the  culm  is  panicled  with  ovate  spikes 
4355  Leaves  flat.  Spike  racemose  nodding  compound  at  base,  Capsules  acute 
4356  Like  Luzula  pilosa,  but  heads  are  yellower,  Leaves  broader,  Flowers  and  capsules  larger 

4357  Fronds  pinnate  palmate  with  a  thread  between  the  segments,  Spadix  erect 
4358  Seeds  roundish  dark-colored  rugose  the  size  of  a  nutmeg 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
them  into  mats,  and  foreign  commerce  at  length  introduced  carpets.  For  the  former  purpose,  indeed,  as  well 
as  for  chair-bottoms  and  hassocks,  Scirpus  lacustris  has  superseded  their  use.   {English  Flora,  p.  162.) 

761.  Luzula.  These  plants  were  called  by  the  ancient  botanists  Gramen  Luzula; ;  whence  this  name  has 
been  contrived  by  Decandolle  to  distinguish  the  rushes  with  flat  leaves,  from  those  which  have  leaves  resem- 

bling the  stem. 
762.  Corypha.  From  xe&pn,  the  summit  of  any  thing ;  a  name  applied  by  Linnxus  to  this  noble  genus  of palms,  the  topmost  leaves  of  which  form  immense  fans  twenty  feet  long  and  fifteen  wide.  In  Ceylon  this  palm 

is  called  Tallipot,  and,  according  to  Knox  {Hist,  of  Ceylon.),  it  grows  as  big  and  tall  as  a  ship's  mast,  and  very straight  The  leaves  are  of  great  use,  one  being  so  broad  and  large,  that  it  will  cover  fifteen  or  twenty  men. 
Being  dried  it  is  very  strong  and  limber ;  and  though  it  be  very  broad  when  open,  yet  it  will  fold  close  like  a 
fan,  and  then  is  no  bigger  than  a  man's  arm.  The  whole  leaf  spread  is  round,  but  is  cut  into  triangular  pieces for  use :  these  they  lay  upon  their  heads  as  they  travel,  with  the  narrow  end  foremost,  to  make  their  way 
through  thickets.  Soldiers  all  carry  them,  not  only  to  shade  them  from  the  sun,  and  to  keep  them  dry  in  case 
of  rain  on  their  march,  but  to  make  their  tents  for  them  to  lie  under.  These  leaves  all  grow  on  the  top  of  the 
tree.  It  bears  no  fruit  until  the  last  year  of  its  life,  and  then  yellow  blossoms,  most  lovely  to  behold,  but 
smelling  very  strongly,  come  out  on  the  top,  and  spread  abroad  in  great  branches ;  these  come  to  a  fruit,  round 
and  very  hard,  as  big  as  our  largest  cherries ;  in  such  abundance,  that  one  tree  will  yield  seed  enough  for  a 
country ;  but  not  good  to  eat  The  flowers  smell  so  strong,  that  they  cut  down  the  trees  when  they  are  near 
houses.  The  trunk  within  is  a  pith  only,  which  they  beat  in  a  mortar  to  flour,  and  bake  cakes  of  it,  which 
taste  much  like  white  bread.  The  leaves  also  serve  for  covering  their  houses,  and  for  writing  on  with  an  iron 
style.  Most  of  the  books  which  are  shown  in  Europe  for  the  Egyptian  papyrus,  are  made  from  the  leaves  of 
this  palm.  In  Malabar  it  is  called  Codda-pana.  Rumphius,  Loureiro,  and  Adanson  mention  several  other species  of  this  palm. 

The  C.  taliera  is  a  fine  tree  of  prodigious  use  in  the  northern  provinces  of  India  for  covering  houses  and  for 
other  useful  purposes. S  2 
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763.  LICUA'LA.  W. 4359  spinosa  W. 
76*.  THRPNAX.  W. 
4360  parviflora  W. 

t*765.  TRADESCANTIA 
4361  virginica  W. 4362  rosea  Ph. 
4363  subaspera  B.  M. 4364  crassifolia  W. 
4365erecta  W. 
4366  discolor  W. 
4367  malabarica  W. 
4368  fuscata  Lodd. 
4369  parviflora  Fl.per. 
4370  geniculate  W. §4371  cristata  W. 
§4372  Zanonia  Red. 

Licuala. 
spiny  i  □  ec 
Thrinax. 
small  £  D  ec 
W.  Spiderwort. 

common 
rose-flowered 

Lyon's- 

thick-leaved 
upright 
purple-leaved Grass-leaved 
rusty 

3t  A  or i  A  or 
k  A  or 
k  A  or 

O  or ±  Dor if  iai  or f  EM  or 

Palmce.   Sp.  1—2. 6     ...     W.gr  E.  Indies  1802.  S  r.m  Rump.amb.l.  t 
Palmce.   Sp.  1—3. 15     ...     W.gr  Jamaica  1778.  S  r.m 
Commelinete.   Sp.  12 — 29. 

1}  my.o 
1  my.o 

my.o 
3  jl.o 
2  jl.au 1  ap.s 

1  jl.au 

i  8.0 

1  au.s 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.s 
lijLd 

B 

Pk 
Pu 
B 
B 
W 
Pu 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

small-flowered  £ knotted  £ 
crested  O  or 
Gentian-leav'd  £  E£]  or 

766.  DICHORIZAN'DRA.  Vand.   Dichorizandra.  Commettnea, 4373  thyrsiflora  Vand.    thyreoid  )£  El  or    4  au  B 
767.  AGAPAN'THUS.  W.   African  Lilv. 4374  umbellatus  W.       large-flowered  lAlor 

fl  variegatus  striped-leaved    tf  i  At  or 
4375  praVcox  W.  en.       small-flowered  tf  lAJ  or 

768.  BLANDFOR'DIA.  R.Br.  Blandfordia. 4376  nobilis  R.  Br.  noble  £  iAI  or 
4377  grandifl6ra  R.  Br.   large-flowered  j£  iAI  or 

t*769.  HEMEROCAL'LIS.  W.   Day  Lily. 
4378  graminea  H.  K.  narrow-leaved  j£  A  or yellow  £  A  or 

fan-like  £  A  or 
copper-colored  ]£  A  or 
Savoy-Spiderw.  j£  A  or 

N.  Amer.  1629. 
Carolina  1802. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Mexico  1796. 
Mexico  1794. 
S.Amer.  178a 
E.  Indies  1776. 
S.  Amer.  1820. Peru  1822. 
W.  Indies  1783. 
Ceylon  1770. W.  Indies  1759. 

Sp.  1—4. 
Brazil  1822. 

p.l  Bot  mag.  105 

r.m  Bot  cab.  370' 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1597 
s.p  Bot  mag.  1598 r.m  Bot.  mag.  1340 
s.p  Bot.  mag.  1192 r.m  Rheed.ma.9.t.fx 
r.m  Bot  reg.  482 
r.m  Fl.  per.  1 272 
s.p  Jac.  amer.  1 64 r.m  Bot.  mag.  1435 
r.m  Red.  10. 192 

R  r.m  Bot.  reg.  i 

4379  flava  H.  K. 
4380  dlsticha  Bonn. 
4381  fulva  W. 
4382  Liliast rum  IV.  en. 

Anthericum  Liliastrum  L. 
§4383  Jap6nica  B.  M.      white-flowered  £  A  or 
§4384  caerulea  H.  K.        blue-flowered  £  A  or 

Hemerocallidece.   Sp.  2 — 3. 
3  ja.au  B  C.  G.  H.  1692.  R 
2  ja.au    B    R 
4  ja.au    P.B    C.  G.  H.     ...  R 

Hemerocallidece.   Sp.  2 — 3. 2  jLau     Or     N.  a  W.  1803.  S 
2  jl.au     Cr     N.  S.  W.  1812.  S 

HemerocaUidete.   Sp.  7—9. 
1  jn.jl     L.Y   Siberia     1759.  R Siberia     1596.  R 

China      1798.  R 
Levant    1596.  B 
SwitzerL  1629.  B 

2  jn 
2  my.jl 

4  jn.au 
1}  my.jn 

Y 

Or 
Ful 
W 
W 

*770.  A'LOE.  W. 

!4385  atrovirens  Dec. 4386  tortuosa  Haw. 
4387  rigida  Dec. 
4388  aspera  Haw. 4389  viscosa  Haw. 
4390  albicans  Haw. 
4391  cymbiformis  Haw.  boat-leaved 4392  reticulata  Haw.  netted 
4393  recur va  Haw. 
4394  retusa  W. 
4395  mirabilis  Haw. 
4396  translucens  H.  K. 

Aloe. 
dark-green twisted 
rigid rough clammy 
white-edged 

4374 

«-l_Jgr 
«-l_Jgr *-l_Jgr 
«-  l_Jgr «-Z]gr 

£  lAJ  gr 
£  lAJgr recurve-leaved  j£  El  gr 

smooth  cushion^  i  Al  gr 
rough  cushion  £  tAJ  gr transparent     j£  3  8T 

4363 

I  au.s 

II  my-ji Hemerocallidece. 

Japan 
Japan 

1790. 1790. 

Sp.  99— 116. 
1  my  G 

1  my.s  G 
1  my.s  G 
I  jn  G II  jn.jl  G 
1  jl  G 

fmy.au  G i  my.au  G 1  au  G 
1  my.jl  G 

fmy.au  G 
f  my.au  G 4360 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C  G.  H. 

S 
1794.  S 1795.  C 
1795. 1727. 
1795. 1795. 
1794. 
1795. 
1720. 1795. 
1795. 4371 

r.m  Bot  mag.  500 

r.m 
r.m  Bo*,  cab.  42 

s.lp  Ex.  bot  1. 14 
s.Lp  Lab.  no., ho. t. Ill 
s.l  Bot.  mag.  873 
s.l  Bot.  mag.  19 
s.l  Sweet  fl.  gar.  28 
8.1  Bot  mag.  64 
8.1  Bot.  mag.  313 

p.l  Bot  mag.  1433 
p.l  Bot  mag.  894 

s.l  Bot  mag.  1361 s.l  Bot.  mag.  1337 
s.l    Plant  grass.  63 8.1 
s.l  Bot  mag.  814 
8.1  Bot.  mag.  1452 s.l  Bot  mag.  802 
s.1  Bot.  mag.  1314 
8.1  Bot.  mag.  1353 
s.l  Bot.  mag.  455 
s.l  Bot.  mag.  1354 s.l  Bot  mag.  1417 

4373 

.  4376 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
763.  Licuala.  The  Macassar  name  of  this  plant  in  the  Moluccas.  The  fruit  of  this  palm  is  a  fleshy  oval 

drupe,  about  the  size  of  sweet-bay  berries  ;  it  continues  long  green,  but  finally  becomes  brown  or  blackish  : 
the  nut  is  oblong,  hard,  and  striated.  In  the  Isle  of  Celebes,  and  in  Macassar,  they  make  much  use  of  the 
narrow  leaves  for  tobacco  pipes,  and  of  the  middle  broad  one  for  wrapping  up  fruit,  &c.  The  wood,  if  the  pith 
and  hard  rind  may  be  so  called,  like  that  of  most  palms,  is  of  little  use. 

764.  Thrinax.  From  Byva!-,  a  fan.  The  leaves  of  this  little  palm  form  a  sort  of  fan.  Brown  (Hist,  of Jamaica.)  says,  that  this  tree  covers  whole  fields  in  many  parts  of  Jamaica ;  that  it  grows  both  in  the  rocky 
hills  and  low  moist  plains  near  the  sea,  but  seems  to  thrive  best  in  the  former.  It  shoots  by  a  simple  stalk, 
and  rises  generally  from  four  or  five,  to  ten  or  fourteen  feet  in  height.  It  is  always  furnished  with  leaves  in 
form  of  a  fan,  sustained  by  slender  compressed  foot-stalks,  and  bears  a  great  abundance  of  small  berries,  whieh 
serve  to  feed  both  the  birds  and  beasts  of  the  wood,  when  they  are  in  season.  The  trunk  seldom  exceeds  four 
or  five  inches  in  diameter :  it  is  much  used  for  piles  in  wharfs,  and  other  buildings  made  in  the  sea ;  for  it 
stands  the  water  well,  and  is  never  touched  by  the  worms.  The  foot-stalks  of  the  leaves  split  and  pared,  serve 
to  make  baskets,  bow-strings,  ropes,  &e.  where  strength  and  toughness  are  required.  The  leaves  are  called 
thatch,  and  are  used  as  such,  especially  for  out-houses,  and  stand  the  weather  many  years ;  but  such  coverings 
are  apt  to  harbour  rats  and  other  vermin. 

765.  Tradescantia.  So  named  by  Ruppius,  in  memory  of  John  Tradescant,  gardener  to  Charles  I.  He  in- 
troduced the  first  species  to  Europe.  The  museum  of  the  Tradescants  is  celebrated  as  one  of  the  earliest  ever 
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4359  Frond  palmate,  Segments  linear  toothed  truncate  at  end,  Stem  spiny 

4360  Fronds  flabelliform  palmate  plaited  with  stiff  lanceolate  segments,  Stem  compressed  not  prickly 

4361  Erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Flowers  umbelled  clustered  terminal 
4362  Erect,  Leaves  grassy  very  long,  Peduncles  few-flowered,  CaL  smooth 
4363  Erect  smooth  branched,  Leaves  long  recurved  ciliated,  Pedunc.  lat.  and  term. 
4364  Leaves  ovate  at  the  edge  and  under  woolly,  Flowers  umbelled  clustered  terminal 
4365  Erect,  Leaves  ovate  narrow  at  base  smooth,  Peduncle  terminal  naked  bifid  racemose 
4366  Stemless  smooth,  Bractes  equitant  compressed,  Leaves  lanceolate  colored  beneath 
4367  Erect  smooth,  Peduncles  solitary  very  long 
4368  Stemless  with  rusty  hairs,  Leaves  elliptical  acuminate  radical 
4369  Creeping,  Leaves  ovate  oblong :  under  the  flowers  cordate,  Pedunc.  umbelled  axillary 
4370* Procumbent  hairy 4371  Creeping  smooth,  Spathes  2-leaved  imbricated 
4372  Erect,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate,  Pedunc.  lateral  solitary  many-flowered,  Bractes  double 

4373  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  whole-colored,  Racemes  thyrsoid  many-flowered 

4374  Peduncles  length  of  corolla,  Leaves  linear 
4375  Peduncles  twice  as  long  as  corolla,  Leaves  linear 

4376  Bractes  twice  as  short  as  flower-stalks,  Leaves  very  narrow 
4377  Bractes  as  long  as  flower-stalks  :  the  inner  much  the  shortest 

4378  Leaves  linear  keeled,  Three  inter,  petals  wavy,  Nerves  of  the  petals  undivided 
4379  Leaves  linear  keeled,  Petals  flat  acute,  Nerves  of  the  petals  undivided 
4380  Leaves  linear  keeled  distichous,  Sepals  wavy  acute  spreading  reflexed,  Nerves  branched 
4381  Leaves  linear  keeled,  Three  inner  petals  obtuse  wavy,  Nerves  of  outer  petals  branched 
4382  Leaves  linear  flat,  Scape  simple,  Nerves  of  petals  undivided 
4383  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Cor.  funnel-shaped 
4384  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Limb  of  cor.  campanulate 

5  1.  Flowers  small.    Cor.  bilabiate.    (Apicra.  W.) 
4385  Leaves  spreading  ovate  3  cornered,  Edge  and  keel  with  short  subulate  teeth 
4386  Leaves  spirally  trifarious  spreading  blackish,  on  the  outside  smooth,  Stem  much  twisted 
4387  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  multifarious  green  not  spotted :  the  upper  horizontal  rugose 
4388  Leaves  trifarious  orbicular  ovate  acuminate  green  beneath  very  rough.  Stem  erect 
4389  Leaves  trifarious  ovate  acute  very  green  not  warted,  Stems  upright  simple 
4390  Leaves  polished  mucronate  whitish,  Edges  and  keel  cartilaginous 
4391  Leaves  cymbiform  obtuse  glaucous  very  hollow  above,  Suckers  numerous 
4392  Leaves  equilaterally  triquetrous  obtuse  glaucous  netted  above  concave 
4393  Leaves  subulate  thick  erect  recurved  concave  above  warted  beneath.  Edges  obscurely  pearly 
4394  Leaves  6-farious  at  the  end  retuse  deltoid  pale-green  lined  above 
4395  Leaves  ciliate  spiny  5-farious  deltoid  cuspidate  at  the  edge  and  keel  ciliate  spiny,  Obsolete!  y  netted  below 
4396  Proliferous,  Leaves  multifarious  lanceolate  rounded  elegantly  ciliated ;  at  end  with  obi.  pellucid  spots 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
formed  in  this  country  :  it  was  left  to  Ashmole,  from  whom  it  came  to  the  university  of  Oxford,  bearing  his 
name  All  the  species  are  of  the  easiest  culture,  but  few  of  them  can  be  called  beautiful  T.  virginica  is 
usually  admitted  as  a  border-flower. 

766.  Dickorixandra.  A  name  contrived  by  Mikan,  from  Sis,  two,  x*V*>  separately,  and  ay»g,  in  botanical 
composition,  a  stamen ;  to  express  the  separation  of  two  anthers,  upon  which  the  character  of  the  genus 
depends.   Beautiful  herbaceous  stove  plants,  with  the  foliage  of  Comraelina  or  Tradescantia. 

767.  Agapanthus.  From  ctyarcuu,  to  love,  and  atS-es,  a  flower ;  lovely-flower.  The  blossoms  are  of  a  bright agreeable  blue  color,  and  the  plant  itself  much  prized.  It  is  nearly  hardy,  and  cultivated  without  any  trouble, in  large  pots  of  common  earth. 
768.  Mandfordia.  In  compliment  to  George,  Marquis  of  Blandford,  son  of  the  second  Duke  of  Marlborough, 

a  lover  of  plants,  but  not  of  honor.  Beautiful  New  Holland  liliaceous  plants,  very  rarely  seen  in  collections. Their  flowers  resemble  those  of  Cyrtanthus. 
769.  Hemerocallis.  From  ijuEga,  the  day,  and  xaXos,  beautiful :  beautiful  day-lily.  This  is  an  ornamental 

genus  of  the  easiest  culture.  The  species  are  remarkable  among  border  flowers  for  their  line  orange,  yellow, or  blue  flowers.  The  Hemerocallis  casrulea  has  been  considered  a  distinct  genus  by  Mr.  Salisbury,  and  called Saussurea. 
770.  Aloe.  A  word  for  which  several  derivations  have,  been  offered.  That  it  has  been  obtained  from  the 

Arabic  alloeh,  seems  most  probable.  The  genus  has  been  divided  by  Mr.  A.  H.  Haworth  and  others  into S  3 
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4397  pumila  Haw. 4398  arachnoldes  Haw. 
4399radula  Haw 
4400  attenuata  Haw. 
4401  minima  Haw. 
4402  minor  Haw. 
4403  margaritifera  H.  K. 

§4404  Haworthii  Hort. 
§4405  bullulata  Jacq. 
§4406  pseudo-Tigida  Salm. $4407  bicarinata  Haw. 

§4408  spiralis  Haw. 
§4409  spirella  Haw. 
§4410  pentag6na  Haw. 

&  torta §4411  imbricata  Haw. 
§4412  foliol6sa  Haw. 
§4413  semiglabrata  Haw. 
§4414  erecta  Haw. 
§4415  brevis  Haw. 
§4416  fascist  a  Haw. 
4417  scabra  Haw. 

§4418  papulosa  Salm. 
§4419  pseudo  tortuosaSo/. 
§4420  concinna  Haw. 
§4421  cordifolia  Haw. 
§4422  asperiuscula  Haw. 
§4423  cfirta  Haw. 
§4424  tort 611a  Haw. 

144
25 

 
nltida 

 Salm. 
4426  set  at  a  Haw. 
4427  obliqua

  
Haw. 4428  maculat

e  
H.  K. 

4429  nigrica
ns  

Haw. 
4430  glabra 

 
Haw. 4431  carinat
a  

W. 
4432  lingua 

 
W. 

4433  angulat
a  

Haw. 
§4434  acinaci

folia  
Haw. 

§4435  brevifo
lia  

Haw. §4436  interme
dia  

Haw. 
§4437  verruco

sa  
W. 

§4438ni
tens  

Haw. 
§4439  subcari

nata  
Salm. 

§4440  tdrgida
  
Haw. 

small-cobweb 
cobweb 
raspy-pearl chalky-pearl 
least-pearl 
lesser-pearl 
larger-pearl 
largest-pearl blistered 
gunpowdered double-keeled 

great-spiral small-spiral five-sided 
twisted 
rough-flowered small-leaved 
half-smoothed 
erect-pearl 
short-pearl barred-pearl rough 

papillose twisted-triang. mat 
heart-leaved 
small-thick 
short-twisted 
little- twisted 

£  lAlgr 
£  ZDgr 
£  tAlgr 
j£  tAlgr 
l£  lAlgr 
H  lAJgr 
H  LAlgr j£  tAJgr 
j£  lAlgr 
£  LAJgr 
tt.l_|gr 

«-l_Jgr *-l_|gr 
n-Ljgr 

gr 

tt.|_|gr 
«-l_Jgr «-  l_lgr 
tt|  Igr «- 1  I  gr 
«-i_|gr **- 1  I  gr 
tti_|gr 
tti_]gr 
tt  i  I  gr M-l_Jgr 
«-i_Jgr 
M-l_Jgr 
a.l_Jgr 

shining  tt  |  ,  gr 
bristle-edged    tt.  (  |  gr 
broad-marbled  tt.  □  gr 
narr.-marbled  tt  Q  gr dark-tongue  £  (Al  gr 
smooth-keeled  j£  lAJ  gr 
rough-keeled  )C  iAI  gr 
acute-tongue  £  i  Al  gr retuse-tongue  j£  gr 
longsword-lvd.  tt  ̂ 3  gr Bht-lvd.-tonguej£  iAI  gr 
middle-tongue  j£  iAJ  gr 
waited  £  lAlgr 
shining  j£  iAJ  gr 
obscure-keeled  j£  tAJ  gr 
turgid-cushion     i  Al  gr 

1  my 

1  au 

ljau 1  my.au 

f  my.s 

1  my.au 1  my.s 
1  au 
1J  my.jn 

iap.my  G 

jn 

1  au.s 

1}  au 

Jfjnjl 

Ujn.il 
1  jn.au 

i  ... 
iJnJl 
1  jl.au 

1  ji li  m.au 

3  jl.au 2  jn.jl 3  jn.jl 2  jnjl 
3  mr.n 
2  mr.n 
3  mr.s 
3  jl.au 2  mr.n 
2  mr.n 
3  mr.n 2  jnjl 

is 

o C.  G.  H. 1752. Sk  s.l Bot  mag.  1361 G C.G.H 1727. Lss.l Hot.  mag. 756 
G C.  G.  H. 1805. 

Sk  s.l 
Jac.  schcen.  t.  35 G C.  G.  H. 1790. Sk  s.l Bot  mag.  1345 G C.  G.  H. 1725. Sk  s.l 

G C.  G.  H. Sk  8.1 Bot.  mag.  815 G C.  G.  H. 1739. Sk  s.1 Brad.succ.3.  t.21 
G C.  G.  H. 1801. Sk  s.l 
G C.  G.H 

... 

Sks.l 
G C.  G.  H. jit 

Sk  s.l G C.  G.  H . loxO. 
S  s.l 

G C.  G.H. 1790. S  8.1 
G C.  G.  H 1808. 

S  s.l G C.G.H 1731. Sks.l Bot  mag.  1338 
G C.  G.  H. 

1731. 
Sk  s.l 

Bot  mag.  1455 G C.G.H 1795. C  s.l Bot  mag.  1352 G C.  G.  H. 1811. Sk  s.l 
G C.  G.H. 1818. Sk  s.l PI.  grasses,  57 G C.  G.  H. 

1810. Sk  s.l Bot  mag.  1360 G C.  G.  H. 1818. Sk  s.l 
G C.  G.  H. 1818. Sk  s.l 
G C.  G.H 1820. Sk  s.l 
G C.  G.  H 1818. 

^  *•} 

G C  G.  H 1818. Sk  s.1 
G C.  G.  H 1817. 

Sk  8.1 G C.  G.  H. 1818. 
Sk  s.l G C.  G.  H. 1816. Sk  s.1 G C.  G.  H 1817. Sk  s.1 

G C.G.  H Sks.l Bot  mag.  2304 
G C.  G.  H. 1818. Sk  s.l 
R C.  G.  H 1759. Ls  s.l Bot  mag.  979 
R C.  G.H 1759. C  8.1 

Bot  mag.  765 
R C.  G.  H 1790. Lss.l Bot  mag.  838 
R C.G.H 1796. Sk  s.l R C.G.H 1731. Lss.l Bot  mag.  1331 R C.  G.H 

Ls  s.l R C.G.  H 
1791. Sk  s.l 

Or C.  G.  H 1819. Sk  s.l Bot  mag.  2369 
R C.  G.  H 1809. Sk  s.l 
R C.G.H 1790. Sks.1 
R C.  G.  H 1731. Sk  s.l Bot  mag.  837 Or C.  G.  H 1818. Sk  s.l Or C.  G.  H. 1818. Sks.1 
P.Gr  C.  G.  H. 18ia Sks.l 

4441  acuminata  Haw. 
4442  tuberculata  Haw 
4443humilis  W. 
4444  can'dicans  Haw. 4445  vlrens  Haw. 
4446  dich6toma  W. 
§4447  pseudo-africana  Sal. 
§4448  Prin'cipis  Haw. 4449  echinata  Salm. 

mid.-hedgehog 
tuberc.-hedgeh 
dwarf-hedgeh. 
marbled-white 
apple-green 
smooth-stem'd. narrow-tongue 
the  Prince's great  tuberc. 

j£  iAJ  gr 
j£  lAlgr 
£  LAlgr 
j£  lAlgr 

£  lAI  fa- 

tt-d  gr 

£  lAlgr 
£  tAlgr 
ttZlgr 

3  mr.my  Or 
2  mr.my  Or 
1  mrjn  Or 
1  jl  R 3  au.8  Y 
6  mr.n 
5  mr.n 
6  ... 

4450  vulgaris  H.  K.  yellow-flower'dtt  (  |  m 4451  purpurascens  Haw.  purple  *  i_J  m 4452  soccotrina  Haw.  soccotrine        *  i  |  m 
4453  arborescens  H.  K.  tree  «  |  |  m 

§4454  ferox  H.  K.  great-hedgeh.  tt  |  |  gr 
§4455  suprala/vis  H.  K.  uprig.-hedgeh.  tt  |  |  gr 
4397  //    i  ft  4402 

G.H.  1795.  Sks.1  Bot  mag.  757 
G.H.   1796.  Sks.1 C.  G.  H.  1731.  Sks.1  Plant  grass.  39 

C.  G.  H.   1796.  Sk  s.1 
CG.  H.  1790.  Sks.1  Bot  mag.  1355 
C.  G.  H   1780.  Lss.1 C.  G.  H.  1731.  Sks.1  Bot  mag.  1322 
C.  G.  H.   1821.  Sk  s.1 
C.  G.  H   1821.  Sks.1 
Levant     1596.  Sks.l  Plant  grass.  27 -    C  s.1  Bot  mag.  1474 C  s.1  Bot  mag.  472 

C  8.1  Bot  mag.  1306 C  s.I  Bot.  mag.  1975 
S  s.l  Com.prae.71.t20 

4411 

«J.  li.  xl.  x.^. 
C.  G.  H   179d  Sks.1 '    Sk  s.1    Plant  grass. 

Sks.1 Sk  s.l    Bot  mag 
G.H   1780.  Lss.1 G.H.  1731.  Sks.1    Bot  mag. 
G.H.   1821.  Sks.1 

4128  H§iM\    4454  M  *>7-TWW        "^^BiPifV'"  4410 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
many  genera,  but  their  opinion  has  not  been  adopted  by  men  of  science.  The  species  consist  of  odd  looking 
succulents ;  some  of  them  may  be  classed  as  trees,  others  as  shrubs,  but  the  greater  number  have  more  the 
habit  and  appearance  of  evergreen  herbaceous  plants.   One  or  two  species  are  used  in  medicine  or  the  arts. 

A.  vulgaris  purpurascens ,  soccotrina,  and  arborescens,  which  some  consider  as  not  specifically  different 
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4397  Leaves  very  green.  Spines  marginal  herbaceous,  Tubercles  numerous 
4398  Leaves  expanded  lanceolate  flat  above,  with  the  edges  cartilaginous  thick  ciliated 
4399  Leaves  erect  recurved  subulate  all  over  rough,  Tubercles  very  minute  numerous  and  pearly 
4400  Leaves  erect  recurved  subulate,  Tubercles  above  large  pearly  below  very  minute 
4401  Leaves  spreading  ovate  acuminate  with  very  numerous  small  warts 
4402  Leaves  long  oblong  acuminate  with  middle-sized  pearly  warts  in  rows 
4403  Dichotomous,  Leaves  long  ovate  acuminate  with  great  pearly  warts,  Capsules  wrinkled  across 
4404  Stemless,  Lvs.  ovate  acum.  cuspidate  upw.  3-cor.  keeled,  Edges  and  keeled  cren.  with  coarse  pearly  warts 
4405  Leaves  rigid  spirally  5-farious  ovate  acuminate  sparingly  waited  with  dark-green  tubercles 
4406  Leaves  spirally  trifarious  recurved  at  end  covered  all  over  with  minute  dark-green  warts 
4407  Lvs.  multifarious  cordate  very  hard  deep-green  twice  keeled,  with  dark-green  raised  warts  on  under  side 

§  2.  Flowers  small.    Cor.  regular. 
4408  Leaves  very  spiral  5-farious  ovate  acum.  smooth  dark-green  with  some  obscure  spots  beneath 
4409  Leaves  very  spiral  5-farious  lane,  acumin.  smooth  pale-green  with  some  obscure  spots  beneath 
4410  Leaves  5-farious  and  spiral  smooth  green  obsoletely  spotted  beneath 
4411  Erect  rounded,  Cor.  rugose,  Leaves  multifarious  erect  polished  not  spotted 
4412  Leaves  multifarious  very  short  and  close  together  orbic.  ovate  horizontal  polished  bright-green 
4413  Stemless  dichotomous,  Leaves  dark-green  erect  ovate  obL  acum.  mucronate 
4414  Leaves  upright  straight  the  old  ones  incurved  ovate-obL  abruptly  acuminate  with  small  warts 4415  Soboliferous,  Leaves  spreading  ovate  acute  with  large  warts 
4416  Leaves  erect  lane,  acuminate  above  flat  and  smooth  barred  with  large  warts  beneath 
4417  Leaves  semi-cylindrical  3-cornered  thickened  upwards  very  rough  except  at  base 
4418  Leaves  attenuated  erect  with  large  white  warts  depressed  in  the  centre 
4419  Stem  twisted,  Leaves  trifarious  spiral  imbricated  spreading  ovate  acute  smooth 
4420  Leaves  nearly  trifarious  densely  imbricated  spreading  with  an  obtuse  recurved  point 
4421  Leaves  very  rigid  cordate  stem-clasping  thick  dark-green  above  keeled  and  rough,  Edge  rough 
4422  Leaves  rigid  rounded  cordate  closely  indexed  dark-green  edged  a  little  rough  above 
4423  Leaves  spirally  trifarious  blackish-green  equilaterally  triangular  very  rough 4424  Leaves  close  spirally  trifarious  blackish  quite  smooth  outside,  Stem  much  branched 

§  3.  Flowers  curved.    (Gastehia.  Haw.) 
4425  Differs  from  A.  acinacifolia  only  in  having  blunter  points  to  the  leaves 
4426  Leaves  lorate  lanceolate  with  a  long  bristly  point  keeled  above  at  the  edge  fringed  with  mcmb.  bristles 
4427  Leaves  spirally  multifarious  mottled  narrow  lingui form  obtuse  with  a  point 
4428  Leaves  tongue-shaped  smooth  pointed,  Flowers  racemose  cernuous  curved 
4429  Differs  from  A.  lingua  only  in  having  broader  and  shorter  leaves 
4430  Smooth,  Lvs.  multifarious  acuminate  spotted  deeply  keeled  beneath  with  a  cartilaginous  edge  and  keel 4431  Stemless,  Leaves  acinaciform  papillose 
4432  Leaves  distichous  tongue-shaped  acute  spotted  serrated  with  tubercles  at  edge 
4433  Leaves  distichous  tongue-shaped  retuse  with  a  point  obscurely  spotted  curved  to  one  side 
4434  Stemless,  Leaves  distichous  acinaciform  with  cartilaginous  prickly  edges 
4435  Leaves  exactly  distichous  parabolically  tongue-shaped  short  obtuse  with  edges  smooth  upwards 4436  Leaves  bifarious  ensiform  bright-green 
4437  Leaves  ensiform  acute  papillose  distichous 
4438  Leaves  spiral  multifarious  shining  deeply  keeled  at  the  sides  obscurely  spotted,  Edges  cartilaginous 
4439  Lvs.  bright-green  multifarious  spreading  with  white  warts  obtuse  with  a  point,  Edges  densely  cartilaginous 4440  Leaves  oblong  acute  entire  above  towards  the  end  swollen  pellucid  with  darker  markings 

§  4.  Flowers  large.  (Aloe.) 
*  Stemless. 

4441  Leaves  acuminate  glaucous  above  flat  smooth  sparingly  prickly  beneath  very  rough 
4442  Leaves  acuminate  above  a  little  hollow  very  prickly  all  over 
4443  Stemless,  Leaves  spiny  ascending  3-cornered  subulate 
4444  Leaves  distichous  ensate  lean  smooth  beneath  white  with  warts  running  together 
4445  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  green  sparingly  spotted,  Edges  with  a  few  distant  green  spines 
4446  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  ensiform  serrated,  Stamens  longer  than  cor. 
4447  Stem  shrubby  simple,  Lvs.  revol.  recurved  narrow  ensiform  glauc.  Warts  prickly  scatt.  over  both  sides 
4448  Leaves  very  green  erect  recurved,  marginal  and  dorsal  spines  at  the  end  red 
4419  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  spiny  toothed  beneath  white  with  warts,  Petals  unequal 

**  With  a  stem. 
4450  Leaves  spreading  ascending  spiny  at  edge,  Pedunc.  branched,  Branches  with  a  double  bract 
4451  Leaves  ensiform  glaucous  recurved  at  end,  Marginal  serratures  white 
4452  Leaves  oblong  ensiform  somewhat  spotted,  Edges  cernuous  white  with  straight  spines 
4453  Leaves  stem-clasping  reflexed  spiny  at  edge 
4454  Leaves  ovate  ensiform  glaucous  deflexed  covered  over  especially  beneath  with  scattered  spines 
4455  Leaves  oblong  ensiform  glaucous  incurved  above  smooth  beneath  covered  with  scattered  prickly  warts 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
are  cultivated  in  Barbadoes  and  other  West  India  islands,  to  obtain  the  hepatic  aloes,  which  are  brought  to 
England  and  used  chiefly  for  horses.  The  aloes  known  by  the  name  of  Succotrine,  is  made  chiefly  from  the 
species  of  that  name,  and  A.  spicata ;  being  originally  manufactured  in  the  island  of  Zocotra  or  Socotora,  in 
the  straits  of  Babelmandel  it  retains  the  name :  this  drug  is  lighter  colored,  and  not  so  coarse  as  the  horse  or 

S  4 
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4456  flavisplna  Haw. 
4457  picta  H.  K. 4458  lat i folia  Haw. 
4459  saponaria  Haw. 4460  serrulate  H.  K. 
4461  mitraformis  Dec. 
4462  nobilis  Haw. 
4463  distans  Haw. 
4464  albispina  Haw. 4465  distans  H.  K. 
4466  depressa  //.  A'. 4467  suberecta  Haw. 
4468  paniculata  Jacq. A.  striata  Haw. 
44691ineata  H.K. 
4470  glauca  H.  K. 
4471  spicSta  if. 

§4472  africana  H.  K. 
/3  ang&stifolia §4473  plicatilis  W. 4474  variegata  W. 4475  Commellni  Salm. 

4476  mficra  Haw. 
4477  albocincta  Haw. 
4478  serra  Dec. 
4479  chinensis  for/. 
4480  rufocincta  Haw. 
4481  cee'sia  Salm. 
4482  micracan'tha  5.  Af. 4483  xanthacantha  Salm. 

t771.  LI'LIUM.  W. 4484  candidum  W. 
4485  jap6nicum  W. 
4486  longiflorum  Thunb. 4487  carolinianum  PsA. 

autumnale  Lodd. 
4488  bulblferum  JF. 

W3  umbel  latum 9  dafiricum  JCer. 
pensylvanicum  B.  M. 

4490  con'color  £  £ 
4491  Catesbas'i  (K 4492  philadelphicum  Jr. andinum  Ker. 
4493  canad^nse  W. 

/S  rubrum 4494  superbum  W. 
4495  Martagon  W. 4496  croceum  Bernh. 
4497  spectfibile  Li»A\ 4498  cnalcedonicum  fT. 
4499  pyrenaicum  If.  en. 
4500  pomp6nium  W. 4501  monadelpbum£M. 
4502  tigrinum  H.  K. 
4503  pumilum  It.  L. 

4470 

yellow-spined great-soap broad-lvd.-soap 
common-soap 
saw-leaved 
common-mitre 
great-mitre small-mitre 
white-spined short-leaved 
flat-leaved 
lesser-hedgeh. streaked 

«-i_Jgr *-i_Jgr 
«-  l_Jgr 
«-i_|gr 
«-i_Jgr «-  L_l  gr 
*-L_|gr 
«-  l_Jgr 

£  123  gr 
£  G3gr 
£  IZ3gr 
«-L_Jgr tt-i_Jgr 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 

1790. 1727. 
1795. 1727. 

1789. 
1732. 1800. 
1732. 1796. 
1731. 1731. 1789. 
1795. 

lined  a.  I   I  gr 
glaucous         tt.  |  |  gr 
spike-flowered  tt-  Q  m African  *L\  |  gr 
narrow-leaved  «-  (  |  gr 
fan  «.  i  |  gr 
partridg.-breastn- 1  |  gr 
Commelin's     «- 1  |  gr lean  a.     1  gr 
white-edged     tL  \  |  gr 
saw-leaved      n.  \  |  gr Chinese 
rosy-edged 
caesious 
small-spined 
yellow-spined 

tt-i_|gr 
«-i_]gr 
«-l_Jgr 
«-i_Jgr «-L_lgr 

Lilt. 
white  A  <" 
Japan  i  A  or 
long-flowered  5  iAI  or 
Carolina  5  A  <,r 
orange  9  A  or 
umbel -Ji.  orange  %  A  or Daurian  tf  A  or 

5  au 
4  au.o 
6  jLau 
4  jl.au 
7  jl.au 6  au 5  au 
6  au 
7  ... 
2  jn.au 
6  au 5  mrjn 5  ... 

5  ... 
4  ja.s 4 
8  ja 
7  ja 8  jn.jl 
4  mr.s 
3  ... 3  jn 
3  jn 4  jl 
3  ... 
3  jn 
5  jl 
3  jl 3  jn 

Li  line  etc.    Sp.  20—24. 
3  jnjl     W     Levant  1596. 2  jLau     W     China  1804. 
2  my.jn  W     China  1820. 
2  jLau     O      N.  Amcr.  1819. 

Pk 

o"
 

o 
o 
Y 
o 
o 
Pk 
O 

C.  G.  H.  1789. 
C.  G.  H.  1731. 
C.  G.  H.  1795. 
C.  G.  H.  1731. 
C.  G.  H.  1819. Africa  172a 
C.  G.  H.  1720. C.  G.  H.  1819. 
Mauritius  1817. 

  1812. C.  G.  H.  1818. China  1821. 
E.  Indies  1818. 
C.  G.  H.  1818. 
C.  G.  H.  1819. 
C.G.  H.  1817. 

C  s.l 
C  8.1 Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l 
C  S.1 C  s.l Sks.l Sk  s.l 
Ls  s.l 
C  8.1 
Lss.l 
S  8.1 Sks.l 
Sk  s.p 

Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.p 

Sk  s.l Sk  s.l 
C  s.l Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l 

Sks.1 Sk  s.l 
Sks.1 Sk  s.l 

Sks.1 Sks.1 

Hot .  mag.  1323 
Bot  mag.  1346 
Bot  mag.  1460 
Bot.  mag.  1270 
Bot  mag.  1362 
Plant  grass.  81 
Bot  mag.  1332 

Jacq.  fragm.  t.6'2 
Bot  mag.  1278 

Bot  mag.  2517 Bot.  mag.  457 
Bot  mag.  513 

Bot  mag.  2272 

self-colored 

Catesby's  •*■ Philadelphian 
Louisiana  red 
Canadian 
red-flowered 
superb Turk's  Cap 

yellow 
showy 

Scar. -Martagon 
Pyrenean Scar.-Pompone 
monadelphous 
tiger-spotted dwarf 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  °r A  or 

A  or 
A  or 

4472(9 

3  jnjl 
3  jn.jl 
2  jnjl 

2  jl 1  jl.au 
5  jl.au 4  jLau 
4  jl.au 
4  jl.au 6  jn.au 3  jl.au 
3  jLau 
3  jLau 
4  jl.au 2  jt.au 2  my.jn 
2  jnjl 
6>  jl.s 1  jn 

O  Italy O  Italy 
L.O  Dauria 

1596. 1596. 
1754. 

O  r.m  Bot  mag.  278 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1591 O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  560 
O  r.m  Bot  reg.  580 
O  p.l  Bot.  mag.  36 
O  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1018 O  p.l   Bot  mag.  872 

R 
O 
L.O 
Sc 

L.O 
O L.O 
Pu 
Y 
O 
R 
D.O 
R 
Y 
O 
Sc 

China  1806. Carolina  1787. 
N.  Amer.  1757. 
N.  Amer.  1819. 
N.  Amer.  1629. 
N.  Amer.  1629. 
N.  Amer.  1727. 
Germany  1596. 

  159d 
Levant  1596. 
Pyrenees  1596. Siberia  1629. 
Caucasus  1800. 
China  1804. Dauria  1816. 

O  p.l 
O  p.l 
O  r.l O  r.l 
O  p.l 
O  p.l O  p.l 

O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  p.l 
O  p.l 
O  r.l O  r.l O  r.l 
O  r.l 

Bot.  mag.  1165 Bot  mag.  259 
Bot  mag.  519 
Bot  reg.  594 
Bot  mag.  800 
Bot  mag.  858 Bot  mag.  936 
Bot  mag.  893 Bot.  cab.  784 

Bot  mag.  30 
Red.  lil.  145 Bot  mag.  971 
Bot.  mag.  1405 Bot  mag.  1237 
Bot  reg.  132 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
hepatic  aloes.  A.  spicata  is  cultivated  extensively  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  and  a  considerable  part  of  what 
is  sold  as  coming  from  Socotora  is  from  that  quarter.  All  the  medicinal  aloes  are  grown  on  the  poorest  soil. 
In  preparing  the  drug,  the  leaves  are  cut  off  close  to  the  stem,  then  cut  in  pieces,  and  the  juice  expressed ; 
this  is  allowed  to  remain  at  rest  for  forty-eight  hours,  during  which  time  a  feculent  matter  is  deposited ; 
after  which  the  supernatant  liquor  is  poured  off  into  flat  dishes  and  evaporated  in  the  sun.  At  the  Cape,  in 
the  month  of  July,  the  leaves  are  pulled,  then  cut  into  pieces,  the  juice  expressed,  and  inspissated  by  means  of 
heat.  i 
The  month  of  March  is  the  period  for  cutting  the  aloes  in  the  island  of  Barbadoes.  The  leaves  are  cut  off 

close  to  the  stem,  and  disposed  in  tubs,  in  such  a  manner  that  the  juice  runs  out  After  a  sufficient  quantity  of 
it  is  collected,  it  is  exposed  to  heat  in  copper  boilers ;  and  as  it  becomes  more  inspissated  by  a  constant  and 
regular  fire,  it  is  ladled  from  one  boiler  to  another,  and  fresh  juice  added,  until  that  in  the  last,  which  is  called 
the  tcachc,  acquires  the  consistence  of  honey ;  when  it  is  poured  into  calabashes,  and  hardens  by  age.   It  is 
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4456  Suckers  from  the  root,  Lvs.  obL  acum.  glauc.  spread,  cover,  at  side  and  back  with  very  broad  brown  spines 
4457  Caulescent,  Leaves  ensiform  toothed  mottled  spreading 
4458  Leaves  ovate  lane,  pale-green  with  obi.  obsolete  whitish  barred  spots,  Spines  rufous 
4459  Leaves  obL  lane,  dull  green  rather  glaucous  with  obi.  large  transverse  spots  and  rufous  spines 4460  Leaves  spotted,  Edges  and  keel  serrulate  at  end 
4461  Leaves  thick  spiny  at  edge  below  spinulose  appressed  not  dotted,  Racemes  in  umbels 
4462  Leaves  erect  broadly  ovate  acute,  Spines  marginal  numerous  white 4463  Leaves  erect  spreading  remote  ovate  acute,  Spines  marg.  few  large  yellow 
4464  Leaves  ovate  acum.  green,  Edge  and  keel  very  spiny,  Spines  long  very  white 
4465  Leaves  caespitose  very  short  glaucous  3-cornered  at  end,  Angles  with  numerous  white  spines 4466  Distinguished  from  A.  serra  by  the  spines  not  being  united  at  base 4467  Leaves  acuminate  above  flat  smooth  beneath  warted 
4468  Leaves  glaucous  streaked,  Edges  obsoletely  toothletted 
4469  Leaves  green  lined,  Spines  red 
4470  Leaves  very  glaucous,  Spines  red 
4471  Leaves  lorate  ensiform  downward  spotted  with  white,  Marginal  spines  middle-sized  red 
4472  Leaves  broad  ensiform  recurved  smooth  hard,  Spines  marginal  and  dorsal  red  at  end 
4473  Leaves  tongue-shaped  smooth  distichous,  Flowers  racemose  pendulous  cylindrical 4474  Leaves  trifarious  painted  channelled,  Angles  cartilaginous 
4475  Leaves  ovate  oblong  attenuate  spreading  glaucous,  The  edge  and  keel  upwards  with  white  spines 
4476  Caudex  leafy,  Leaves  lorate  ensiform  channelled  spreading  green  serrulate 
4477  Glaucous  polished,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  with  a  deep  white  entire  cartilaginous  edge 
4478  Leaves  tufted  with  the  spines  of  the  edge  united  at  base,  Scape  toothed 
4479  Leaves  smooth  pale-green  straight  erect-spreading  soft 
4480  Leaves  lorate  lanceolate  acuminate  green,  Edge  red  with  many  white  teeth 
4481  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  long-lanceolate  recurved  at  end  glaucous  smooth  spotted  with  red  spines 
4482  Lvs.  narrow  sword-shaped  beneath  spotted  with  white,  Spots  warty  scatt  Edge  with  minute  white  spines 
4483  Caulescent,  Lvs.  ovate  acum.  glaucous  spreading  at  the  edge  and  back  spiny,  Spines  very  broad  yellow 

4484  Leaves  lane,  scattered  narrowed  at  base.  Cor.  camp,  smooth  inside 
4485  Leaves  scattered  lane.  Cor.  cernuous  campanulate 
4486  Leaves  scattered  lanceolate,  Cor.  tubular  campan.  Stem  smooth 
4487  Leaves  nerveless  whorled  cuneate-lanceolate.  Flowers  solitary  with  revolute  spotted  sepals 
4488  Leaves  scattered,  Cor.  campan.  upright  rough  inside 
4489  Leaves  scattered  lane. :  the  upper  whorled,  Stem  1-flowered  winged 
4490  Leaves  scatt  lane.  obi.  Cor.  erect  revoL  camp,  within  papillose  without  smooth 
4491  Leaves  scatt  lin.  lane.  Stem  1-flowered,  Cor.  erect,  Pet  with  long  claws  wavy  at  edge  reflexed  at  end 
4492  Leaves  whorled,  Flowers  erect,  Cor.  campan.  Petals  clawed 
4493  Leaves  whorled  linear,  Flowers  reflexed,  Cor.  revolute  campanulate 
4494  Lower  leaves  whorled ;  upper  scatt  Flowers  racemose  reflexed,  Cor.  revolute 
4495  Leaves  whorled  ovate  lanceolate,  Flowers  reflexed,  Cor.  revolute 
4496  Leaves  ternate  or  scattered  lin.  falc.  3-nerved  ciliated,  Pedunc.  pubes.  Cor.  erect  rough  inside 
4497  Leaves  ternate  or  scattered  linear  3-nerved  ciliated,  Pedunc.  tomentose,  Flowers  erect  rough  inside 4498  Leaves  lin.  lane,  scattered,  Flowers  reflexed,  Cor.  revolute  dotted  inside 
4499  Leaves  scattered  linear,  Pedunc  long,  Flowers  reflexed,  Cor.  revolute  papillose  inside 
4500  Leaves  scattered  lin.  subulate,  Flowers  reflexed,  Cor.  revolute  toothed  and  warted  inside 
4501  Like  a  Martagon,  but  the  stamens  are  united  in  a  tube 
4502  Leaves  scattered  sessile  5-nerved,  The  upper  cord,  ovate,  Cor.  revolute  papillose  inside 
4503  Leaves  linear  subulate  scattered  smooth,  Flowers  reflexed,  Sepals  revolute  smooth  inside 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
brought  home  in  these  calabashes,  or  large  gourd-shells,  which  contain  from  sixty  to  seventy  pounds  weight 
each.    {Thomson's  Mat.  Med.  141.) In  the  West  Indies,  the  Cape,  and  most  countries  where  the  woody  prickly  species  abound  naturally,  they 
are  planted  as  hedges,  and  the  fibres  of  the  leaves,  after  being  macerated  for  juice,  manufactured  into  cordage or  coarse  cloth 

A.  picta,  latifolia,  and  saponaria  are  so  named  from  the  spots  of  the  leaves,  which  are  of  the  color  of  soft soap. 
The  curious  species  of  aloes,  inhabitants  of  the  greenhouse,  require  but  little  water :  sandy  loam,  mixed  with 

a  little  lime  rubbish  or  gravel,  suits  them  best ;  and  they  flower  more  abundantly  by  being  exposed  to  the 
open  air  in  summer.  They  are  increased  by  suckers ;  or  leaves,  stripped  off  the  plants  and  laid  on  a  pot  of 
mould,  or  planted  shallow  in  it,  will  produce  young  plants.    (Bot.  Cult.  130.) 

771.  LUium.   From  the  Celtic  word  Li,  which  signifies  whiteness.   The  lily  has  always  been  considered  the 
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1772.  TU'LIPA.  W. 4504  sylvestris  W. 4505  turcica  Roth. 
4506  6c ul us  sol i s  B.  L, 
4507  Gesnerifina  W. 
4508  suaveolens  W. 
4509  clusiana  B.  M. 
4510  celsiana  P.  S. 
4511  cornuta  R.L. 
4512  biflora  L. 

Tump. 
wild 
nar.-waved-lvd. 
Agon common 
Van  Thol 

Clusius's 
Cels's 
horned 
two-flowered 

fT73.  FRITILLA'RIA.  W.  Fritillary. 

LiKaceee.   Sp.  9—11. 
tf  A  or    1  ap.my  Y      England  ch.  pit.  O 
9  A  or    2  ap.my  St    O 
tf  A  or  1  ap  Kb  Italy  1816.  O 
tf  A  or  2  ap.mv  St  Levant  1577.  O 
5  A  or  |  mr.ap  Rt  S.  Europe  160a  O 
3  A  or  1  jn  W.pu  Sicily  1636.  O 
tf  A  or  lijnjl  Y  Levant  ...  O 
tf  A  or  2  my  St  Levant  1816.  O 
tf  A  or  Jap  Y  Russia 

Lilioceee.  Sp.  12—19. 
4  mr.ap  Persia 
4  mr.ap  R  Persia 
4  mr.ap  Y  Persia 
1£  ap.my  Br  Persia 
|  a  p.  my  Br  Persia 1  ap  Br.p  Caucasus 1  my      Br.p  Crimea 

1806.  O 

8.1    Eng.  bot.  63 s.l  Sw.fl.gar.t.186 s.l    Bot.  reg.  204 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1135 
r.m  Bot  mag.  839 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1390 r.m  Bot  mag.  717 
r.m  Bot  reg.  127 
r.m  Bot  reg.  535 

my 

la  Pu  Crimea l-i-mv.jn  D.P 

4513  Imperialis  W.  Crown  Imper.  tf  A  or 
a,  rupra  red-flowered  tf  A  or 
fiflava  yellow-flowered  5  A  or 4514  persica  W.  Persian  tf  A  or 
$  minima  Swcrt.  dwarf-Persian  j  A  or 

4515  obliqua  B.  M.  oblique-leaved  tf  A  or 
4516  tulipifolia  Bieb.  tulip-leaved  A  or 
4517  verticillfita  W.  whorled          tf  A  or 
4518  pyrenaica  H.  K.  cluster-flowered  tf  A  or 
4519  nigra  B.  M.  Pyrenean        tf  A  or 
4520  nervosa  W.  en.  nerved-leaved  tf  A  or 
4521 lutea  Bieb.  yellow-flower,    tf  i  |  or 
4522  la t i folia  W.  broad-leaved     tf  A  or 
4523  Meleagris  W.  chequered        tf  A  or 
4524  lanceolata  Ph.  spear-leaved  A  or Lilium  kamchaisense  W. 

t774.  DRAOdE'NA.  TV.  Dragon-Tree.  Asphodelece. 4525  Draco  W.  common          £  O  or  10     ...  W 
4526  ensifolia  W.  sword-leaved    £Qor    2     ...  W 

4504 

1596.  O 
1596.  O 1596.  O 
1596.  O 1596.  O 

O 1822.  O 
1823. 

co co  Bot 
co  Bot co  Bot. co  Bot. co  Bot 

co 

co 

mag.  194 
mag.  1215 mag.  1537 
mag.  962 mag.  857 

1605.  O  co  Bot 
Y.Pu  Pyrenees  1596.  O  co  Bot 

1  my 

limy      D.P  Caucasus  '1826.  O 1  ap.my  Y      Caucasus  1812.  O Caucasus  1604.  O Britain    moi.p.  O Kamschat.  17.59.  O 
1  ap.my  R 
1  mr.my  Pu 

fmy 

mag.  952 
mag.  664 mag.  853 
mag.  1538 
mag.  853 

_  .bot  622 co    Lin.  tr.  10.  1. 11 

co  Bot, co  Bot co  Bc£. co  Eng. 

Sp.  7—20. 
E.  Indies  1640.  C  p.l  Blackw.  t.  358 

  1800.  C  p.l 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
emblem  of  whiteness.  This  is  a  splendid  genus,  all  the  species  of  which  are  considered  border  flowers  of  great 
beauty.  The  more  common  sorts,  species,  and  varieties,  will  thrive  in  any  soil  and  situation,  even  under  the 
shade  of  trees.  The  Canadian,  Pomponian,  and  Philadelphian  martagons  are  somewhat  tender,  and  require 
the  protection  of  ashes  or  rotten  bark  in  winter.  They  are  generally  planted  in  borders,  and  need  not  be 
taken  up  oftener  than  every  three  or  four  years  in  September,  and  replanted  six  inches  deep  in  the  October 
following.  None  of  the  species  can  be  safely  transplanted  after  they  have  pushed  leaves,  without  weakening 
them  so  as  to  prevent  their  flowering  for  several  years.  This  remark,  indeed,  will  apply  to  most  bulbous 
rooted  plants.  Mr.  Griffin,  of  South  Lambeth,  whose  superior  skill  in  the  cultivation  of  bulbous  plants  is  well 
known  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  544.),  has  been  in  the  practice  of  keeping  the  lilium  japonicum  in  pots,  protected  by  a 
greenhouse  or  garden  frame :  but  he  thinks  they  thrive  best  in  the  former.  He  places  the  bulb  in  twenty-four 
sized  pots,  not  lower  than  an  inch  from  the  surface  of  the  mould,  which  is  composed  of  about  two-thirds  peat 
and  one-third  loam,  the  bottom  of  the  pot  being  covered  to  the  depth  of  two  inches,  with  broken  pieces  of 
tile  and  the  rough  sittings  of  peat  The  plants  are  kept  entirely  from  frost,  and  are  watered  very  little  when 
in  a  dormant  state,  for  they  are  then  very  impatient  of  wet  in  excess.  The  pots  kept  in  the  greenhouse  are 
placed  at  a  distance  from  the  flue  to  prevent  the  mould  drying  quickly.  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  554.)  Mr.  S.  Brooks 
grows  in  a  brick-pit,  which  he  can  cover  with  mats  or  glasses  at  pleasure ;  but  he  says,  it  "  appears  to  be sufficiently  hardy  to  endure  our  winters,  as  I  have  had  a  bed  of  them  two  years  in  the  open  ground  without 
protection."   (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  552.} 772.  Tulipa.  Linnaeus  classed  this  among  barbarous  names.  In  Persian  it  is  called  thotUyban  (De  Souxa), 
whence  undoubtedly  its  origin.  In  old  French  it  is  called  tulipan.  T.  Gesneriana  (Gesner,  a  Zurich  botanist), 
may  be  called  the  king  of  florists'  flowers,  having  been  a  prime  object  of  attention  with  this  class  of  cultivators for  nearly  three  centuries.  It  appears  to  have  been  brought  to  Europe  from  Persia  by  way  of  Constantinople 
in  1559,  and  in  a  century  afterwards  to  have  become  an  object  of  considerable  trade  in  the  Netherlands,  and 
a  sort  of  mania  among  the  growers,  who  bought  and  sold  bulbs  at  prices  amounting  to  500/.  sterling  and 
upwards ;  in  those  days  an  immense  sum.  The  taste  for  tulips  in  England  was  at  its  greatest  height  about 
the  end  of  the  seventeenth  and  the  beginning  of  the  eighteenth  century.  It  afterwards  declined,  and  gave 
way  to  a  taste  for  rare  plants  from  foreign  countries.  The  tulip,  however,  is  still  extensively  cultivated  in 
Holland,  from  which  all  Europe  is  supplied  with  bulbs,  and  also  to  a  considerable  extent  in  England,  both  in 
tradesmen's  gardens  and  in  those  of  the  opulent  It  is,  however,  like  the  auricula,  pink,  &c.  more  the  poor 
man's  flower  than  that  of  the  botanists  or  country  gentleman. 

The  varieties  of  the  tulip  are  endless,  and  their  names  arbitrary,  like  those  of  all  florists'  flowers.  One  of 
the  latest  London  catalogues  (Mason's)  enumerates  six  sorts  of  early  blowing  tulips  ,  four  perroquets  or  middle blowers ;  twenty-two  double  sorts ;  and  upwards  of  600  single  late  sorts ;  the  last  being  the  only  sorts  valued 
Dy  florists  as  competition  flowers.   These  late  sorts  are  classed  by  the  Dutch  as  under :  — 

Prime  baguets  (baguette,  Fr.,  a  rod  or  wand) ;  very  tall ;  fine  cups  with  white  bottoms,  well  broken  with fine  brown,  and  all  from  the  same  breeder. 
Baguets  Rigaut's  (supposed  from  Rigaud,  some  eminent  florist's  name,  or  rougeaude,  red  face) ;  not  quite so  tall,  but  with  strong  stems,  and  very  large  well-formed  cups,  with  white  bottoms,  well  broken  with  fine brown,  and  all  from  the  same  breeder. 
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4504  Stem  1-fl.  smooth,  Flower  nodding.  Petals  acute  bearded  at  end,  Leaves  lanceolate 
4505  Flower  erect,  Petals  lanceol.  acuminate,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear 
4506  Coat  of  bulb  woolly  inside,  Leaves  ciliated  glaucous,  Stem  and  flower  smooth 
4507  Stem  1-fl.  smooth,  Flower  erect,  Petals  obtuse  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 
4508  Stem  1-fl.  pubescent,  Flower  erect,  Petals  obtuse  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 4509  Flower  erect  stellate  with  a  dark  eye,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 
4510  Leaves  lin.  lane,  convolute,  Petals  lanceolate  greenish  outside 
4511  One-flowered,  Flower  from  fusiform  spreading,  Sepals  very  long  caudate 
4512  Flowers  erect  flat,  Stem  2-leaved  2-3-flowered,  Leaves  linear  subulate 
4513  Raceme  comose  naked  below,  Leaves  entire 

4514  Raceme  naked,  Leaves  oblique 
4515  Leaves  glaucous  numerous  oblique,  Cor.  turbinate 
4516  Leaves  lane,  alternate  remote,  Stem  1-flowered  naked  upwards,  Angles  of  caps,  obtuse 
4517  Leaves  linear  whorled  opp.  and  alternate  when  old  cirrhose,  Stem  many-flowered,  Capsule  winged 4518  Lower  leaves  opp.  Inner  flowers  among  the  leaves 
4519  Leaves  scattered  flat  coriaceous  glaucous,  Cor.  campanulate  revolutc  at  end 
4520  Leaves  alternate  linear  nerved  flat,  Stem  1-flowered 
4521  Leaves  lin.  lane,  alternate;  the  upper  approximated  shorter  than  the  terminal  solitary  flower 
4522  Leaves  lane,  approximated,  the  upper  opp.  as  long  as  the  terminal  solitary  flower,  Capsule  obtuse  angled 4523  Leaves  alternate  linear  channelled,  Stem  one-flowered 
4524  Leaves  whorled,  Flower  erect,  Cor.  campanulate,  Petals  sessile 

4525  Leaves  fleshy  spiny  at  end 
4526  Herbaceous  caulescent,  Leaves  ensiform 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Incomparable  Verports;  very  perfect  cups,  cherry  and  rose,  and  white  bottoms,  well  broken  with  shining brown. 
Byblomens,  or  mixt  flowers,  the  flamands  of  the  French  florists,  with  bottoms  white,  or  nearly  so,  from 

different  breeders,  and  broken  with  variety  of  colors. 
Bizarres  {bizarre,  Fr.  odd,  irregular) ;  ground  yellow,  from  different  breeders,  and  broken  with  variety  of colors. 
What  are  called  breeders  are  procured  from  seed,  and  consist  of  one  plain  color  on  a  white  or  yellow  bottom. 

These  being  cultivated  on  a  dry  and  rather  poor  soil,  become  broken  or  variegated,  and  produce  new  varieties. 
The  time  that  elapses  before  they  break,  varies  from  one  to  twenty  years  or  more,  and  sometimes  this  change 
never  takes  place,  so  that  whoever  thinks  of  raising  new  varieties  of  tulips  from  seed,  must  be  possessed  of  an 
ample  fund  of  patience  and  perseverance.  The  early  dwarf  tulip,  known  among  florists  as  the  Van  Tholl,  is 
a  distinct  species,  T.  suaveolens. 

In  raising  tulips  from  seed,  the  florists  pursue  a  mode  in  some  respects  the  reverse  of  that  practised  with 
other  plants.  Instead  of  saving  the  seed  to  be  sown  from  the  finest  variegated  tulips,  they  prefer  unbroken 
flowers  or  breeders,  selecting  such  of  these  as  have  tall  strong  stems,  with  large  well-formed  cups,  clear  in  the 
bottom.  Plants  raised  from  seed  saved  from  the  finer  variegated  sorts,  form  poor  weak  breeders  of  no  value. 
The  seed  is  sown  on  fine  light  soil,  thinly  covered,  and  protected  and  shaded  by  a  frame  At  the  end  of  the 
second  year  the  bulbs  are  taken  up  and  replanted  three  inches  apart ;  and  again  at  the  end  of  the  fourth  year. 
Some  will  bloom  the  fourth  year,  most  the  fifth,  and  all  of  them  the  seventh  year.  Being  now  furnished  with 
a  set  of  breeders,  all  that  the  florist  can  do  is  to  take  up  and  replant  till  they  break  or  shew  variegation,  which, 
as  already  observed,  some  will  do  in  a  year  or  two,  and  some  not  for  a  long  period,  or  never.  Some  vary  the 
soil  to  promote  breaking,  but  in  doing  this  there  is  often  danger  of  weakening  the  strength  of  the  flower. 

In  cultivating  choice  tulips,  an  open  airy  situation,  dry  at  bottom,  is  made  choice  of ;  there  excavations  are 
made  commonly  in  the  form  of  beds  four  feet  broad,  of  any  convenient  length,  and  two  and  a  half  or  three feet  deep.  In  the  bottom  a  layer  of  well  rotten  hot-bed  dung  is  laid  and  well  trod  in,  and  on  this  two  or 
two  and  a  half  feet  of  rich  fresh  sandy  loam.  On  this  the  roots  are  planted  six  inches  apart,  and  covered  four 
inches.  The  best  season  is  the  beginning  of  November.  In  very  severe  winters,  protection  by  mats  or  by 
a  layer  of  decayed  tanner's  bark,  may  be  requisite ;  but  the  tulip  is  very  hardy,  and  almost  the  only  protection it  requires  is  shading  and  shielding  from  rain  and  winds  during  full  bloom.  The  bulbs  should  be  taken  up 
annually,  as  soon  as  the  flowers  are  decayed,  and  kept  in  a  dry  airy  situation  till  wanted  for  planting.  (See 
Madocks,  Hogg,  Emerton,  &c.) 

T.  clusiana  and  T.  celsiana  are  both  elegant  little  border  bulbs,  inferior  indeed  to  their  prototypes  in  splendour 
of  coloring,  but  more  elegant  in  their  simplicity. 

773.  FritUlaria.  Fritillus  signifies  a  dice-box,  and  is  said  to  have  been  the  origin  of  this  name.  This  is  a 
genus  with  flowers  shewy  and  singular  in  appearance.  They  require  a  deep  loamy  soil,  and  are  readily  in- 

creased by  offsets  or  seeds.  They  will  grow  in  the  shade  of  trees  and  shrubs,  and  do  not  require  to  be  taken 
up  above  once  in  three  years. 

774.  Draecena.  From  A^axaivx,  the  female  of  S^axm,  a  dragon,  because  the  inspissated  juice  becomes  a 
red  powder  very  like  the  eastern  dragon's  blood   D.  draco  has  the  habit  of  a  palm.  The  trunk  is  nearly 
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4527  umbracullfera  W.  umbel- flowered  t  O  or  10     ...     W     Mauritius  1788. 
4528  cernua  W.  drooping  $  O  or  10  my      W     Mauritius  ... 
4529  ferrea  H.  K.  purple  f  □  or  8  mr.ap  W     China  1771. 
4530  fragrans  H.  K.  sweet-scented  J  O  or  6  f.my    W     Africa  1768. 
4531  ovata  B.  M.  oval-like  £  □  or  2  au.s     Pk     S.  Leone 

775.  PHYLLO'MA.  B.M.   Phylloma.  Asphodelete.   Sp.  1. 4532  alorflorum  B.  M.  aloe-like  t  □  or  10  ap       Or     Bourbon  1766. 
776.  ALETRIS.  W.  Aletris.  Hemerocallidece.  Sp.Z-3. 
4533  farinosa  W.  colic-root  k  A  or  J  jn  W  N.  Amer.  1768. 

'  4531  aiirea  Ph.  golden-tipped  3t  A  or  J  jLau     Y      N.  Amer.  1811. 
777.  TRITCMA.  B.  M.  Tritoma.  HemerocaUidete.   Sp.  3. 
4535  Uvaria  H.  K.  great  l£  -Al  or  2  au.s     O      C.  G.  H.  1707. 
4536  media  H.  K.  lesser  £  _AJ  or  2  jn.d     O      C.  G.  H.  1789. 
4537  pumila  H.  K.  least  £  _AJ  or  1  s.n      O      C.  G.  H.  1774. 

778.  VELTHE'IMI  A.  H.  K.   Veltheimia.  HemerocaUidece.   Sp.  2—4. 4538  viridifolia  W.  green-leaved  £  |AI  or  2  ap.n     F.w  C.  G.  H.  1768. 
4539  glauca  W.  glaucous  £  tAI  or  2  ja.ap    F.a    C.  G.  H.  1781. 

779.  SANSEVIE'RA.  W.  Sanseviera.  HemerocaUidece.  Sp.  12—14. 
•1540  glauca  Haw.  sprdg-glaucous  £  23  cu    2      ...  W.G   4541  stenophf  11a  L.  K.  narrow-leaved  £  23  cu    3      1818. 
4542  polyphylla  Haw.  upright-glauc.  £  23  cu   2      ...    W  g   
4543  guineensis  W.  Guinea  £  23  cu  2  jn.n      G      Guinea  1690. 
4544  laete-virens  Haw.  light-green  £  23  cu    2      ...  W.g   
4545  fulvocin'cta  Haw.  fulvous-edged  H  O  cu    1    Brazil  1818. 4546  spicata  Haw.  spiked  £  23  cu  2      ...    W.o  E  Indies  1790. 
4547  zeylfinica  W.  Ceylon  £  23  cu  2  jn.n      W.o  Ceylon  1731. 
4548  lanuginosa  W.  woolly  £  O  cu    2    E  Indies  ... 
4549  grandicuspis  Haw.  large-pointed  £  G51  cu    3      ...  W.a   4550  pfimila  Haw.  dwarf  £  23  cu  1      ...     W.g  C.  G.  H.  1796. 
4551  carnea  H.  K.  flesh-colored  £  A  or  \  mr.jn   F.      China  1792. sessilijiora  B.  M  \ 

780.  TULBA'GHIA.  W.      Tulbaghia.  Hemerocattidete.   Sp.  2—5. 4552  alliacea  W.  Narcissus-lvd.       iAJ  or  1  my.jl    Br     C.  G.  H.  1774. 
4553  cepacea  W.  onion-scented  5  lAI  or  \  ap       Br     C.  G.  H.  1795. 

781.  YUCCA.  W.  Adam's  Needle.  LiUacece.  Sp.  12. 4554  glori6sa  W.  superb  *      or  4  jLau     W.gr  America  1596. 
4555  aloifolia  W.  Aloe-leaved  «  i  |  or  2  au.s     W.gr  S.  Amer.  1696. 
4556  tenuifolia  Haw.  slender-leaved  41      or  1      ...     W.gr  Malta  1817. 
4557  drac6nis  W.  drooping-lvd.  *  |  |  or  8  au.s     W.gr  S.  Amer.  1732. 
4558  concSva  Haw.  hollow-leaved  *      or    1J  au       W.gr    1816. 
4559  obliqua  Haw.  oblique-leaved  *  □  or    4      ...  W.gr   

1  major  large  *  Q  or    4     ...  W.gr   
4560  flat/cida  Haw.  flaccid  m       or    2      ...     W.gr    1816. 
4561  serrulata  Haw.  rough-edged  *  i  |  or  10      ...     W.gr  Carolina  1808. 
4562  recur'va  Haw.  recurve-lvd.  H.      or  3  au       W.gr  Georgia  1794. 4563  superba  Haw.  superb  *  |  |  or  10  au  W.gr   
4561  glaucescens  Haw.  glaucous  H-      or  2  jl.au     W.gr  N.  Amer.  1819. 
4565  filamentosa  W.  thready  St      or  2  s.o       W.gr  Virginia  1675. 

45S0  Steffi.*  1533,«7  j^t-     /    HM,  ̂ ^^+538 

C  p.1  Bot.  cab.  289 
C  p  1  Jac.  sch.  1.  t  96 
R  p.l  Bot  mag.  2053 R  p.l  Bot  mag.  1081 
R  p.l  Bot  mag.  1180 

R  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1585 

R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1418 
R  s.p  Willd.  ho.  ber.  8 

R  p.l  Bot  mag.  758 
R  p.l  Bot  mag.  744 
R  p.l  Bot  mag.  764 

Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  501 
Sk  r.m  Bot  mag.  1091 
Sks.l Sks.l Sks.l 
Sk  s.p  Bot  mag.  1179 
Sk  s.p Sk  s.p 

Sk  s.p  Cav.  ic.  3.  t.  246 Sk  s.p  Bot  reg.  160 
Sk  s.p  Rheed.  11.  t  42 

Sk  s.p 

s-P 

Lp  Bot.  rep.  361 

r.m  Bot  mag.  806 
r.m 

Bot  mag.  1260 
Bot  mag.  1700 
Dl.el.t324.f.417 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
equal  in  size,  which  is  rarely  more  than  eight  or  ten  inches  the  whole  length ;  the  inner  part  very  pithy,  next to.  this  a  circle  of  strong  fibres,  and  the  outside  soft ;  the  same  diameter  the  whole  length ;  circular  marks 
or  rings  are  left  the  whole  length  where  the  leaves  have  fallen  oflE  The  top  sustains  a  large  head  of  these, 
coming  out  singly  all  round  it. 

775.  Phylloma.  From  QvXXet,  a  leaf,  and  Xoj/mc,  an  edge,  in  reference  to  the  broad  red  edge  of  the  leaves.  The 
plant  resembles  an  aloe  in  foliage  and  flowers,  and  requires  the  same  culture. 

776.  Aletris.  From  meal,  in  allusion  to  the  powdery  dust  with  which  the  whole  plant  appears  to  be 
covered.   Small  North  American  plants,  which  may  be  cultivated  with  a  little  attention  in  rich  leaf  mould. 

777.  Tritoma.  From  «w,  three,  and  mu.ua,  to  cut,  in  allusion  to  the  three  sharp  edges  of  the  ends  of  the 
leaves,  (v.  Ker,  in  Bot.  Mag.  fol.  744.)  The  species  of  this  genus  thrive  best  in  peat  soil,  but  will  do  very 
well  in  any  other  light  earth.  They  are  hardy  enough  to  endure  our  mildest  winters  in  the  open  air,  and 
only  require  the  protection  of  a  frame  in  severe  frosts.  There  being  also  a  genus  of  insects  called  Tritoma, 
Professor  Link  calls  this  genus  Tritomanthe. 

778.  Veltheimia.  Frederick  Augustus  de  Veltheim  was  a  German  botanical  amateur,  of  whom  nothing  more 
is  known.   This  genus  resembles  the  last,  and  is  of  easy  culture  in  any  light  loamy  soil ;  and  readily  increased 
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4527  Leaves  lanceolate  narrowed  each  way,  Corymb  very  short  terminal  many-flowered 
4528  Leaves  lane,  obliquely  bent,  Panicle  hanging  down  divaricating 4529  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  discolored 
4530  Leaves  lanceolate  lax,  Flowers  very  fragrant 4531  Head  of  flowers  sessile  in  the  centre  of  the  ovate  leaves 

4532  Leaves  tooth-spiny,  Racemes  axillary 

4533  Flowers  stalked  oblong  tubular,  Cor.  in  fruit  smooth  mealy,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  mucronate 
4534  Flowers  sub-sessile  campanulate,  Cor.  in  fruit  rugose  very  rough,  Leaves  lane,  ensiform  acute 

4535  Leaves  with  the  keel  and  edge  rough,  Cor.  clavate  cylindrical 
4536  Leaves  with  keel  and  edge  smooth,  Cor.  clavate  cylindrical 
4537  Leaves  with  keel  and  edge  rough,  Cor.  globose  at  end 

4538  Leaves  lane,  plaited  wavy  obtuse,  Teeth  of  the  limb  rounded  straight 
4539  Leaves  lane,  glaucous  curled  at  edge  mucronate  at  end,  Limb  spreading 

4540  Leaves  about  11  spreading  flaccid  broadly  lanceol  ensiform  glaucous  obscurely  barred 4541  Leaves  beneath  convex  lined  channelled  not  barred 
4542  Leaves  about  19  sub-erect  rigid  brittle  broad  lanceolate  ensiform  glaucous  obscurely  barred 
4543  Leaves  lane,  uniform,  Style  twice  as  long  as  stamens,  Bractes  thrice  as  short  as  tube  of  cor.  Flow,  sessile 
4544  Leaves  about  three  flaccid  lane,  ensiform  pale-green  with  scarcely  any  bars 4545  Leaves  lane,  revolute  recurved  dull  green  slightly  edged  with  fulvous 
4546  Leaves  about  eleven  nearly  erect  rigid  brittle  lane,  ensif.  with  very  obscure  bars 
4547  Leaves  smooth  oblong  acute  flat  and  lin.  lanceolate  channelled,  Style  the  length  of  stamens 
4548  Leaves  with  woolly  nerves  :  lower  oblong ;  rest  lin.  Pedunc.  without  bracteae 4549  Leaves  about  12  sub-erect  lane,  ensif.  much  barred  with  a  small  bristle  at  end 
4550  Leaves  about  20  spreading  lane,  ensif.  much  barred,  with  4-6  strong  lines  beneath 
4551  Leaves  distichous  lanceolate  ensiform  keeled,  Flowers  solitary  sessile 

4552  Nectary  1-leaved  6- toothed 
4553  Nectary  3-leaved 

4554  Leaves  quite  entire 
4555  Leaves  crenulate  straight 
4556  Leaves  linear  very  narrow  stiff  closely  curved  back  into  a  semicircle  serrulate  at  edge 
4557  Leaves  crenate  nodding 
4558  Leaves  erect  incurved  rough  on  both  sides  dull  glaucous  with  strong  white  marginal  threads 
4559  Leaves  lorate  linear  lane,  obliquely  bent  glaucous,  Suckers  tuberous 
4560  Leaves  all  very  flaccid  weakly  recurved  with  very  strong  brownish  threads 
4561  Leaves  in  a  close  head  very  stiff  green  rough  at  edge 4562  Leaves  recurved  deflexed  with  a  few  threads 
4563  Leaves  a  little  plaited  mucronate,  Flowers  very  close  together  camp,  not  opening  curved  outwards  at  end 
4564  Leaves  linear  lane,  narrow  glaucous  with  fine  white  marginal  threads 
4565  Leaves  erect  recurved  broadly  channelled  with  very  strong  twisted  brown  marginal  threads 

by  offsets  from  the  bulbs ;  or  by  pulling  off  the  leaves  close  to  the  bulb,  and  then  planting  them  in  pots  of 
mould,  when,  like  most  other  bulbous  rooted  plants,  they  will  produce  bulbs  at  their  base.  The  species  are 
quite  hardy,  although  usually  treated  as  greenhouse  plants. 

779.  Sanseviera.  This  is  a  succulent  genus,  of  the  easiest  culture  and  propagation  in  sandy  loam  with 
little  water.  It  is  probable  that  nearly  all  the  numerous  kinds  adopted  here  from  the  works  of  Mr.  A.  H. 
Ha  worth,  are  varieties  of  one  common  stock,  which  in  the  woods  of  Guinea  sports  into  an  infinite  number  of forms. 
780.  Tvlbaghia.  This  was  named  in  honor  of  —  Tulbagh,  a  Dutch  governor  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope, 

who  patronized  travelling  naturalists.  Very  pretty  plants,  less  fragrant  than  beautiful;  they  are  rarely  seen 
in  collections,  but  may  be  cultivated  in  very  light  sandy  peat  in  a  good  greenhouse. 

781.  Yucca.  The  inhabitants  of  St  Domingo  call  this  plant  Yuca.  The  species  are  considered  highly 
desirable  from  their  palm,  or  oriental  pine-apple,  or  aloe  character,  and  as  being  evergreens.  For  this  reason 
they  make  a  striking  contrast  in  gardens  and  shrubberies,  with  European  shrubs.  They  grow  slowly,  and  do 
not  flower  freely.  They  are  well  adapted  for  a  conservatory,  as  even  the  reputed  hardy  species  do  not  thrive generally  in,  the  open  air. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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4566  rufo-cin'cta  Haw.  rufous-edged    •  or 
4567  stricta  Sims.  Lyons'*           »  or 4568  conspicua  Salm.  conspicuous     «  I — I  or 
4569  angustifolia  PA.  narrow-leaved  •  or 
4570  crenulfita  flow.  rough-edged     *  or 
4571  arcuate  Haw.  bowed  m  or 

1782.  ERYTHRO'NIUM.  W.   Dog's-tooth  Violet. 4572  Dens  canis  W.  common          tf  A  °r 
0  albiflurum  white-flowered  tf  A  or 

4573  americanum  EL  K.  yellow-flowered  tf  A  or 
783.  GLORIO'SA.  W.  Gloriosa. 
4574  superba  W.  superb            tf  E]  or 
4575  simplex  L.  blue-flowered    tS  rA1  or 784.  BULBOCCDIUM.  W.  Bclbocodium. 

spring-flower,    tf  A  or 
Uvularia. 

perfoliate deep-yellow 
spear-leaved large-yellow sessile-leaved 
brown-flower'd 

4576  vernum  W. 
785.  UVULA  RIA.  W. 
4577  perfoliate  W. 4578  flava  PA. 
4579  lanceolate  W. 
4580  grandifl6ra  H.  K. 4581  sessilifSlia  W. 
4582  chinensis  B.  M. 

786.  STREPTOPUS.  M.  Streptopus 
4583  amplexifAlius  R.  L.  heart-leaved 4584  roseus  Ph. 
§4585  lanugin6sus  Ph. 
787.  CONV  ALL  A'RI  A 4586majalis  W. 

/3  rdbra 
•yJUreplino 

ljjl        W.o    1816. 1  jl  W.g  Carolina  1817. 3     ...     W.o    1816. 
2  jl.au  W.a  Missouri  1811. 2     ...     W.o  1818. 
1  ,  W.g    *^L..  1817. IMiacece.    Sp.  2. 
$  mr  Pu  Europe  1596. 
J  mr  W i  ap.my  Y      N.  Amer.  1665. 

Liliaceee.    Sp.  2 — 3. 
6  jl.au     Or     E.  Indies  1690. 
2  jl.au     B      Senegal  1756. 

Melanthacece.   Sp.  1. 
i  f.mr     D.Pu  Spain  1629. 
Melanthacete.    Sp.  6 — 9. 

i  my.jn  Pa.Y  N.  Amer.  1710. i  my.jn  Y      N.  Amer.  ... 1  jn.au    Y      N.  Amer.  1710. 
1  my.jn  Y      N.  Amer.  1802. 
Jjn  LY  N.  Amer.  1790. 1  s.n  Pk 

Sk  r.m 
Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2222 
Sk  r.m 
Sk  r.l    Bot  mag.  2236 Sks.l 
Sks.1 

O  p.1  Bot  mag.  5 
O  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1113 
O  s.p  Bot  reg.  77 
O  s.p 

O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  153 

Smilacete. 
1  my  W 
1|  jnjl  Pk 

China 

Sp.3. Hungary  1752. N.  Amer.  1806. 

Skp.l 
Skp.l Sk  p.l 
Sk  p.l 

Sk  p.l 

Ex.  bot  1. 1 49 
Ex.  bot  1. 1  50 
Corn.  can.  1 41 
Ex.  bot  1. 1  51 Ex.  bot  1. 1. 

1801.  Skp.l  Bot  mag.  916 

3t  A  or rose-colored     i  A  or 
woolly  ^  A  or  If  jnjl     Y.Gr  N.  Amer.  1812. 

Lilt  of  the  Valley.   SmUacete.  Sp.  1. Desf. 
common 
red-flowered double 

k  A  or 
A"  or 

A  or 
788.  SMILACI'NA.  Desf.  Smilacina. 
4587  umbellate  Desf.      umbel-flower'd  ^  A  or 4588  borealis  Desf. 
4589  bifolia  Desf. 
4590  trifolia  Desf. 
4591  stellate  Desf. 
4592  racemosa  Desf. 

oval-leaved least 
three-leaved  i 
star-flowered  i 
cluster-flo  wer'd  i 

A  or A  or 

A 
A 
A 

789.  POLYGON  A'TUM.  Desf.  Solomon's  Seal. 4593  verticillatum  Desf.  whorl-leaved 4594  canaliculatum  Ph.  channelled 
4595  pubescens  PA.  pubescent 
4596  vulgare  Desf.  angular 
4597  multifl6rum  Desf.  common 
4598  latifolium  Desf.  broad-leaved 

A 

A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A 

i  my.jn  W i  my.jn  F 
I  my.jn  W Smilaceie. 

i  my.jn 
1  my.jn  W 

i  my.jn  W 
i  jnjl  W i  my.jn  W 1  my.jn  W 

SmUacete. 
1  my.jn  W 
1  jn  W 1  my.jn  W 

Britain  woods. 
Britain  gard. 
Britain  gard. 

Sp.6. 
N  Amer.  1778. 
N.  Amer.  1778. 
N.  Eur.  1596. 
N.  Amer.  1812. N.  Amer.  163a N.  Amer.  1640. 

Sp.7— 8. 
Scotland  woods. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 

4599  oppositif6HumXod<t  opposite-leaved  jfe  ,AI  or 
4572  41 

2  my.jn  W.g  England  moun. 
2  my.jn  W  Britain  woods. 
1  myjn  W  Germany  1802. 
1  ap  W  Nepal  1822. 

Skits  Red.  1U.  259 
Sk  Its  Bot.  mag.  1489 
Sk  Its  Bot  mag.  1490 

R  s.l  Eng.  bot  1035 R  s.l R  s.l 

R  s.1  Bot  mag.  1155 
R  8.1  Bot  mag.  1403 R  s.l  Bot  mag.  510 
R  s.l  GmeL  sib.  1. 1. 6 
R  s.l  Bot  mag.  1043 
R  s.l  Bot  mag.  899 

Eng.  bot  128 
WUld.ber.45 
Eng.  bot  280 
Eng.  bot  279 Jac.  aus.  3.  t.  232 
Hook.  ex.  &  125 

R  8.1 
R  s.l 
R  8.1 
R  s.l 
R  s.l R  s.l 
R  s.l 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
782.  Eryttironium.  From  tfvS-fas,  red,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flower  and  leaves.  Beautiful  little  vernal 

bulbs,  the  favorites  of  gardeners,  from  the  cottager's  border  to  the  nobleman's  flower  garden.  The  E. americanum  runs  very  much  at  the  root,  and  will  not  flower  unless  confined  and  prevented  wasting  its 
vigour  in  long  subterraneous  surculi. 

783.  Gloriosa.  So  named  on  account  of  the  glorious  colors  of  its  flowers,  and  the  elegance  of  their  form. 
This  is  a  splendid  and  curious  genus,  which  requires  considerable  care  in  its  treatment  so  as  to  make  it  flower 
freely.  The  late  John  Sweet,  of  Bristol,  has  given  the  following  directions ;  "  When  the  stalks  and  foliage have  decayed  in  the  autumn,  and  left  the  root,  like  a  well-ripened  potatoe,  in  a  dormant  state,  the  pot  in 
which  it  is,  must  be  removed  from  the  bark-bed  (to  a  dry  part  of  the  house)  at  some  distance  from  the  fire : 
all  the  warmth  at  this  time  necessary  being  merely  what  is  sufficient  to  keep  the  earth  in  the  pot  free  from 
damp :  and  to  prevent  the  waterings  of  the  house,  or  other  moisture,  falling  on  the  earth  in  the  pot,  it  should 
be  covered,  by  inverting  upon  it  another  pot  of  the  same  size;  or  if  larger,  it  will  hang  over  its  edges,  and 
more  effectually  exclude  the  wet  If  the  roots  are  small,  two  or  three  may  be  placed  together  in  the  same 
pot,  whilst  in  their  dormant  state ;  but  if  they  are  thus  shifted,  the  mould  must  be  well  shaken  down  in  the 
pot,  in  order  to  prevent  the  access  of  air  to  them  :  the  old  mould  in  which  they  grew  must  also  be  used;  for 
fresh  earth  or  sand  would  stimulate  them  to  move  too  early.  About  the  second  week  in  March,  the  roots 
must  be  replanted,  putting  one  or  two,  according  to  their  size,  into  pots  measuring  six  inches  over.  The  best 
compost  for  them  is  fresh  loam,  mixed  with  an  equal  quantity  of  peat-mould,  of  good  quality ;  the  loam 
should  be  good,  not  over  rich  with  dung,  nor  too  heavy.  The  roots  are  to  be  covered  about  two  inches  deep ; 
and  care  must  be  taken  not  to  break  them,  unless  nature  has  shown  where  it  is  practicable  to  divide  them 
easily.  The  pots,  when  filled,  must  be  plunged  into  the  bark-bed,  where  the  heat  should  be  equal  to  ninety- 
five  degrees  of  Fahrenheit's  scale.  Water  is  to  be  given  very  sparingly  at  first ;  and  though,  as  they  grow, 
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4566  Leaves  erect  lia  lane,  flaccid  glaucous  green  quite  smooth  with  a  slight  red  edge 
4567  Stemless,  Leaves  linear  very  straight,  Scape  branched  at  base,  Cor.  round  campanulate 
4568  Leaves  few  loosely  headed  long  lanceolate,  their  edges  rough 
4569  Leaves  erect  rigid  narrow  ensifarm  glaucous  with  a  broad  white  edge  and  a  few  threads 
4570  Leaves  a  little  recurved  glaucow  lin.  lane,  at  the  edge  and  keel  rough,  beneath  glaucous 
4571  Leaves  lin.  lanceolate  recurved  almost  into  a  circle  deep  green  7-8  lines  broad  roundish  at  edge 
4572  Style  filiform 
4573  Style  clavate  3-cornered 
4574  Leaves  cirrhiferous 
4575  Leaves  acuminate 

4576  A  small  plant  like  a  Crocus 

4577  Leaves  perfoliate  ovate 
4578  Leaves  perfoliate  elliptic  oblong  obtuse,  Cor.  narrowed  at  base  scabrous  within,  Anthers  cuspidate 4579  Leaves  perfoliate  ovate  lanceolate  acute 
4580  Leaves  perfoliate  oblong  acute,  Petals  smooth  on  both  sides,  Nect  roundish 4581  Leaves  sessile 
4682  Leaves  stalked 

4583  Leaves  stem-clasping  and  stem  smooth 
4584  Smooth  shining.  Leaves  stem-clasping  serrulate  ciliated,  Anthers  short  2-horned 
4585  Downy  hoary,  Leaves  sessile  cordate  acuminate,  Pedicels  in  pairs  on  a  very  short  stalk 

4586  Scape  naked  smooth,  Leaves  ovate 

4587  Leaves  ovate  oblong  obtuse  ciliated,  Scape  leafless,  Umbel  capitate 4588  Leaves  radical  elliptical,  Umbel  terminal 
4589  Leaves  cordate,  Flowers  tetrandrous 
4590  Leaves  stem-clasping  in  threes,  Raceme  terminal  simple 
4591  Leaves  alternate  stem-clasping  elliptical  acute,  Raceme  terminal  simple 4592  Leaves  alternate  sessile  ovate  acuminate,  Panicle  terminal  naked 
4593  Leaves  whorled 
4594  Stem  furrowed,  Leaves  alternate  amplexicaul.  oblong  pubescent  at  edge,  Pedunc.  axillary  2-fl. 
4595  Stem  rounded  furrowed.  Leaves  amplexicaul  ovate  downy  beneath,  Pedunc.  axill.  about  2-fl. 
4596  Leaves  alternate  stem-clasping,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-fl. 
1597  Leaves  alternate  stenijdasping,  Stem  round,  Pedunc.  axillary  man y-fl. 
4598  Leaves  alternate  stem-clasping  acuminate,  Stem  angular,  Pedunc.  axillary  many-fl. 4599  Stem  round,  Leaves  opposite  oblong  acuminate  shining,  Pedunc.  umbell.  3-5-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
they  will  require  a  more  liberal  supply,  yet  it  is  necessary  at  all  times  to  be  very  moderate  in  giving  it  The 
heat  must  be  well  kept  up;  and  as  the  roots  extend,  they  must  be  supported.  Under  such  treatment  as  I 
have  described,  I  have  known  one  plant  grow  ten  feet  in  the  course  of  a  season,  and  to  have  numerous 
blossom-stems  upon  it."  It  is  readily  increased  by  dividing  the  roots.  (Hort.  Trans,  iii.  2,  3.)  The  flowers are  at  first  green,  they  afterwards  assume  those  beautiful  markings  of  yellow  for  which  they  are  so  much esteemed. 

784.  Eulbocodium.  From  /3v\(los,  a  bulb,  and  xuhm,  wool ;  its  bulb  is  enveloped  in  a  rough  and  vclvetty 
covering.   A  beautiful  little  vernal  flower  resembling  a  small  species  of  Colchicum. 

785.  uvularia.   A  diminutive  of  uva,  a  bunch  of  grapes,   A  genus  of  little  beauty  and  of  easy  culture, 
786.  St  re/ >t  opus.  From  ?{&tt»,  to  turn,  and  tnti,  a  foot,  or,  in  botanical  language,  stalk.  Its  flower-stalks  are constantly  twisted.   A  plant  like  an  Uvularia  in  habit. 
787.  Convallaria.  From  convallis,  a  valley,  in  allusion  to  the  places  where  it  grows.  {Muguet,  Fr.)  C. 

majalis  is  an  elegant  and  delicate  scented  plant,  which  has  long  been  a  favorite  of  the  florist ;  though,  as  it  is  not 
a  native  of  hot  countries,  it  is  not  likely  to  be  the  Lily  of  the  Valley  of  Solomon.  Notwithstanding  the  fragrance 
of  the  flowers  when  green,  yet  when  dried  they  have  a  narcotic  odour,  and  if  reduced  to  powder  excite  sneez- 

ing. An  extract  prepared  from  the  flowers  or  from  the  roots  partakes  of  the  bitterness,  as  well  as  of  the 
purgative  properties,  of  aloes.  A  beautiful  and  durable  green  colour  may  be  prepared  from  the  leaves  with  lime. 

The  plant  is  very  common  in  the  woods  about  Woburn  in  Bedfordshire,  and  from  thence  the  London 
markets  are  supplied  with  the  flowers.   It  forces  freely,  and  few  plants  are  more  eligible  for  that  operation. 

788.  Smilacina.  A  diminution  of  Smilax,  another  genus  of  plants,  which  see  in  its  place.  These  are  very 
pretty  little  hardy  American  flowers,  requiring  some  delicacy  in  their  management. 

789.  Polygonatum.  From  xo\os,  many,  aud  yotv,  a  knee;  on  account  of  the  numerous  articulations  of  its 
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790.  OPHIOPO'GON.JKer.    Snake's  Beard. 4600  japonicus  Ker.        Japan  £  _A1  cu 
4601  spicatus  Ker.         spiked  Al  cu 

791.  EUCCMIS.  W.  Eucomis. 
4602  nana  W.  dwarf  <f  lAlor 
4603 purpureocaulis/7..£.  purple-stalked  •f  lAlor 
4604bifolia  »' 4605regia  IV. 4606undulata  W. 
4607  punctata  W. 4606  striata  U.K. 

*792.  BRODI-E'A.  L.  T. 4609  grandifl6ra  i.  T. 4610  ixioides  s. 
4611  congesta  L.  T. 

two-leaved  )£  lAJ  or 
tongue-leaved  i  Al  or waved-leaved  ]£  tAJ  or 
spotted  £  or streaked  j£  lAI  or 
BRODIjEA. 

large-flowered  tAJ  or 
Ixia-like  5  or 
close-headed  tf  lAI  or 

793.  PELIOSANTHES.  B.  R.  Peliosanthes. 
4612  humilis  B.  M.        small  £  G3  cu 
4613  Teta  B.  M.  green-flowered  £  El  cu 

794.  APHYLLANTHES.  W.   Lily  Pink. 
4614  monspeliensis  W.  Rush-like  £  A  pr 

t795.  SOWERB^'A.  L  T.  Sowerbssa. 
4615  juncea  R.  Br.         Rush-leaved     <f  iAI  or 

Smilaceee.  Sp.  2—3. 
ljjn        LY   Japan  1784 1  au.s     V      China  1820. 

Asphodelece.   Sp.  7—9. 
>fmy      Br     C.  G.  H.  1774. 2  mr.ap  G.b  C.  G.  H.  1794. 
iap.my  L.G  C.  G.  H.  1792. 2  mr.ap  G      C.  G.  H.  1702. 

2  mr.ap  G      C.  G.  H.  1760. 
2  jl         G.b    C.  G.  H.  1783. 
2  jn.d  G  C.  G.  H.  1790. 

Hemerocallidece  ?    Sp.  3. 
fjn       B      Georgia  1806. 
I  jl         B       Chili  •  1821. f  my      B       Georgia  1806. 

Asparagete.    Sp.  2. 
i  my.jn  G      E  Indies  1809. 

li  ap  G.Pu  E.  Indies  1807. 
Asphodelete.   Sp.  1. 

1  jn.jl     R      France  1791. 
Asphodeleee.    Sp.  1. 

1  my.jl    Pk     N.S.W.  1792. 

D  s.p.l  Bot  mag.  1063 
D  s.p.l  Bot  reg.  593 

O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1*95 O  r.m  Bot  rep.  369 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  840 
O  r.m  DLel.t.92.  f.109 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1083 O  r.m  Bot  mag.  913 
O  r.m  Bot  mag.  1539 

O  p.l  Par.  lond.  t.  98 O  p.l  Bot  mag.  2382 
O  p.l  Lin.  tr.  v.  10. 1 1 
D  r.l  Bot.  mag.  1532 
Sk  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1302 

R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1132 
R  s.p  Bot  mag.  1104 

*796.  AI/LIUM.  W. 
4616  Ampeloprasum  W. 4617  Porrum  W. 
46181inefire  W. 
4619  suaveolens  IV. 4620  Victorious  W. 
4621  subhirsfitum  W. 
4622obliquum  W. 
4623migicum  W. 4624  roseum  IV. 
4625deflexum  W. 
4626strictum  Schrad. 
4627  neopolitanum  Cyr. 
4628  ciliitum  Cyr. 

Garlic. 
gt. -round-head,  tf Leek 
linear-leaved  % 
sweet-smelling 
long-rooted  5 hairy  3 
oblique-leaved  5 Homer's  Moly Rose-colored  tf 
deflexed  i 
upright  3 Neapolitan  5 ciliated  3 

A  cu 
CD  cul A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  Pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 

Asphodelece, 2  jl.au  Pu 
2  ap.mv  W 
1  jn.jl  W 1  jn.jl 

Ji  my 

1  my 

lijnjl 1  jnjl 1  jn 

J  jnjl 

1  jl 
1  jl 
f  my 

W 
W 
W 
G.w 
Pa.pu 
Pa.pu Pk 

W 
W 

Sp.  76— 107. England  sun.hi.  O SwitzerL  1562.  S 
Siberia  1752.  O Austria  1801.  O Austria  1739. 
S.  Europe  1596. Siberia  1759. Austria France 

Naples 
Naples 

O 
O 
o 159a  o 

1752.  O 1820.  O 
1821.  O 
1823.  O 1820.  O 

co  Eng.  bot.  1637 r.m  Blackw.  1 421 
co  Gmel.  sib.  1.  tl3 
co  Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  364 
co  Bot.  mag.  1222 co  Bot.  mag.  774 
co  Bot.  mag.  1408 
co  Bot  mag.  1148 co  Bot  mag.  978 

4629  tatSricum  L. 
4630  descendens  W. 
4631  flavum  W. 
4632pallens  W. 
4633  paniculatum  L. 4634  caucasicum  Bieb. 
4635  rotundum  L. 
4636  globosum  Bieb. 4637  moschatum  L. 
4638  guttatum  Fisch. 
4639  rupestre  Bieb. 
4640pusillum  W.  en. 
4641  sphasrocephalon  W. 
4642  parviflorum  W. 4643  cameum  W.  en. 

Tartarian 

A  pr i  jn.jl 

purple-headed 

A  pr 

1  jl sulphur-colored  3 

A  pr 

1  jnjl 
pale-flowered tf 

A  pr 

2  jnjl 

panicled 
A  pr 

2  jnjl Caucasian tf 

A  pr 

1  jnjl 
round 

A  pr 
li  jl globose 

A  pr 

1  au.s musky 
5 

A  pr i  au.s 
spotted 

A  pr 

14  jl 
rock tf 

A  pr 

Ujn 

diminutive tf 

A  pr 

J  jn 

small-headed 

A  pr 
li  jl small-flowered tf 

A  pr 

1  jnjl 
flesh-colored tf 

A  pr 

1  jnjl 

W  Siberia  1787. 
Pu  SwitzerL  1766. 
Y  Austria  1759. 
Pa.Y  S.  Europe  1779. 
Pu  S.  Europe  1780. 
Pk  Caucasus  ... 
Pu  S.  Europe  1820. Pu  Caucasus  1821. 
W.pu  &  Europe  1823. W  Odessa  1819. 
Pu  Crimea  1824. 
Pk  Siberia  1821. 
R  Europe  1759. Pu  S.  Europe  1781. 
Pa.pu    1816. 

O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 

Bot  mag.  1142 Bot  mag.  251 
Bot  mag.  1330 
Bot.  mag.  1420 Bot  mag.  1432 Bot.  mag.  973 
Gmel.  sib.  1. 1.10 
Wald.&K.l.  t.68 

Bot  mag.  1764 

4644  arenarium  W.        sand  A  pr     I  jn        Pu     Britain   moi.w.  O  co    Eng.  bot.  1358 
4645  carinStum  W.        mountain        tf  A  pr     i  my.jn  Pu     England  rocks.  O  co    Eng.  bot.  1658 
4646  controversum  fV.en.  barren  tf  A  Pr    1  jnjl     Pu    1816.  O  co 

stem.  The  English  name  arises  from  the  roots,  which  in  P.  vulgare  are  full  of  knots,  and  a  transverse  section  of 
them  shews  characters  which  dreamers  have  discovered  to  represent  the  impress  of  the  famous  seal  of  Solomon. 

790.  Ophiopogon.  From  apis,  a  snake,  and  truym,  a  beard :  snake's- beard.  This  plant  is  best  grown  in  pots, as  it  requires  the  protection  of  a  frame  during  severe  frosts. 
791.  Eucomis.  From  iu,  well,  and  xquq,  hair ;  on  account  of  the  fine  tuft  of  leaves,  in  botanical  language 

called  coma,  by  which  the  stem  is  surmounted.    Handsome  herbaceous  plants  which  are  nearly  hardy. 
792.  Broditea.  Named  by  Sir  James  Smith,  after  James  Brodie,  Esq.  of  Brodie  House,  a  gentleman  to  whom 

the  botany  of  Scotland  is  indebted.    Highly  curious  little  plants  with  blue  flowers. 
793.  Peliosanthes.  From  mXiof,  livid,  and  avd-es,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers.  Teta  is  the 

name  of  the  plant  in  India';  and  having  been  adopted  by  Dr.  Roxburgh,  ought  not  to  have  been  neglected  in this  country. 
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4600  Scape  naked,  Leaves  linear  thrice  as  long  as  scape 
4601  Scape  naked,  Raceme  spiked,.  Flowers  aggregate 

4602  Scape  clavate,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  acute 
4603  Scape  clavate,  Leaves  multifarious  expanded 
4604  Scape  clavate.  Leaves  elliptical  acute  twin  lying  on  the  ground 
4605  Scape  cylindrical,  Leaves  tongue-shaped  obtuse  lying  on  the  ground 
4606  Scape  cylindrical,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  wavy  spreading,  Crown  as  long  as  raceme 
4607  Scape  cylindrical,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  channelled  spreading,  Crown  short,  Racemes  long 
4608  Scape  cylindrical,  Leaves  lanceolate  spreading  striped,  Crown  snort,  Raceme  long 
4609  Flowers  large  lax,  Leaves  of  corona  lanceolate  undivided 
4610  Leaves  of  the  corona  subulate  , 
4611  Flowers  clustered,  Leaves  of  corona  bifid 

4612  Scape  shorter  than  ovate-lanceolate  leaves 
4613  Scape  branched  longer  than  leaves 

4614  The  only  species 
4615  The  only  species 

A.  Stem  leafy.  Leaves  notfistular. 
Umbel  not  bulbiferous.    Leaves  flat. 

4616  Umb.  globose,  Stam.  3  cusp.  Sepals  with  a  rough  keel 4617  Stam.  tricuspidate,  Root  tunicated 
4618  Umb.  globose,  Stam.  tricuspidate  twice  as  long  as  flower 
4619  Umb.  capitate,  Stam.  subulate  twice  as  long  as  flower 
4620  Umb.  capitate,  Stam.  lanceolate  longer  than  flower,  Leaves  elliptical 
4621  Umb.  fastigiate,  Stam.  subulate,  Leaves  linear  ciliated 
4622  Stam.  filiform  thrice  as  long  as  flower,  Leaves  oblique 
4623  Cauline  leaves  lanceolate,  Umbel  dense  depressed,  Stamens  subulate  shorter  than  flower 
4624  Umb.  fastigiate,  Sepals  emarginate,  Stamens  very  short  simple 
4625  Stam.  3-pointed  as  long  as  flower,  Leaves  very  narrow,  Scape  decimate 
4626  Very  upright,  Leaves  channelled 
4627  Umb.  loose  few-flowered,  Leaves  smooth 
4628  Very  like  Allium  subhirsutura  differing  only  in  the  smallness  of  the  flowers,  Sepals  3  lines  long 

Umbel  not  bulbiferous.   Leaves  not  flat. 
4629  Stamens  simple,  Umbel  flat,  Leaves  half-rounded 
4630  Outer  peduncles  shorter  than  the  rest,  Stamens  3-pointed 
4631  Flowers  pendulous,  Sepals  ovate,  Stam.  longer  than  flower 
4632  Flowers  pendulous  truncated,  Stam.  simple  as  long  as  flower 
4633  Pedunc.  capillary  effuse,  Stam.  simple,  Spathe  very  long 
4634  Stam.  simple  twice  as  long  as  flower,  Spathe  as  long  as  flower-stalks :  one  valve  shorter 
4635  Umbel  globose,  Stam.  3-pointed,  Flowers  lateral  nodding,  Leaves  half-round 
4636  Stamens  simple  twice  as  long  as  flower,  Umbel  globose,  Spathe  subulate  very  long 
4637  Umbel  fastigiate  about  6-flowered,  Sepals  acute,  Stamens  simple,  Leaves  setaceous 
4638  Umbel  globose  very  dense,  Spathcs  lane,  as  long  as  flow.-stalks,  Stam.  3-pointed  longer  than  fl.  Lvs.  |  round 
4639  Flower-stalks  nearly  equal,  Sepals  ovate  conniving  as  long  as  simple  stamens,  Style  longer  than  stamens 4640  Spathe  ovate  shorter  than  umbel,  Stamens  simple  shorter  than  flower 
4641  Leaves  half-round,  Stamens  3-pointed  longer  than  flower 
4642  Umbel  globose,  Stamens  simple  longer  than  flower,  Spathe  subulate 
4643  Umbel  sub-globose,  Stamens  3-pointed  shorter  than  flower 

Umbel  bulbiferous.   Leaves  flat. 
4644  Sheaths  of  leaves  rounded,  Spat  he  blunt,  Stamens  3-pointed 
4645  Umbel  spreading,  Peduncles  nodding,  Stamens  subulate,  Spathes  with  very  long  points 
4646  Flowers  all  male.  Stamens  3-pointed,  Spathe  with  a  very  long  point 

4621  Mt,  4624  .MMtattUft*  4629/ 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
794.  Aphyllanthes.  From  a,  privative,  $vX\ov,  leaf,  and  ttties,  a  flower ;  leafless  flower.  Its  stems  are  naked 

like  a  rush,  and  bear  on  their  summit  a  little  tuft  of  blue  flowers.  ' 795.  Sowerbcea.  So  named  in  honor  of  the  late  James  Sowerby,  an  excellent  draughtsman  and  ingenious naturalist  The  power  he  possessed  of  representing  the  general  features  of  plants  within  the  compass  of  a  few inches,  as  in  his  English  Botany,  has  never  been  possessed  in  the  same  degree  by  any  other  individual  than the  late  Sydenham  Edwards.  His  execution  as  an  artist  is  fully  attested  by  the  superb  plates  of  the  Flora Londinensis,  of  his  own  Fungi,  and  indeed  of  almost  every  botanical  work  of  merit  which  appeared  durine his  life.  His  talents  and  his  reputation  are  inherited  by  his  sons.  This  plant  requires  plenty  of  water  and  is easily  increased  by  dividing  the  roots.  ' 796.  Allium.  From  the  Celtic  all,  which  signifies  hot  or  burning.  This  is  a  genus  of  strongly  scented bulbous  plants,  all  of  them  edible,  and  some  of  them  of  the  greatest  antiquity  as  potherbs. 
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4647  sativum  TV.  cultivated  A  cul  1  j  jn.jl 
4618  Scorodoprasum  TV.  Rocambole  !  A  cul  3  jl 
4649  monspessulan.  W.cn.  Montpellier  If  A  Pr  1  Jn 4650  violaceum  TV.  en.    violet  ?  A  pr  I  jn 

W     Sicily      1548.  O  r.m  Moris.s.4.t15.f.9 L.Pu  Denmark  1596.  O  co  Moris.».4.tl4.f.l 
Pa.pu  S.  France  1822.  O  co V      S.  Europe  1823.  O  co 

4651  fce'tidum  TV. 
4652vineale  TV. 
4653  oleraceum  TV. 

stinking  tf  A  pr 
crow  tf  A  pr 
purple-striped  tf  A  Pr 

4654  odorum  L.  sweet-scented 
4655atropurp  ureum  w.  jfc  dark-purple 
4656  nigrum  L.  black 
4657  caspium  Bieb.  Caspian 

Amaryllis  caspia  L. 4658  albidum  Fitch.  whitish 
4659  saxatile  Bieb.  strong 
4660  Cowani  Lindl.  Cowan's 4661  acutangulum  W.  en.  acute-angled 
4662spirale  IV.  en.  spiral 4663  nutans  TV.  nodding 
4664  ascal6nicum  TV.  Shallot 4665  senescens  TV. 
4666  gracile  H.  K. 
4667  angulosum  IV. 466S  striatum  TV. 
4.869  narcissi  florum  TV. 
4670  canadense  TV. 
4671  ursinum  TV. 
4672  triquetrum  TV. 4673  Clusianum  TV. 
4674  Molv  W. 
4675  tricoccum  TV. 
4676  cernuum  Roth. 
4677  stellatum  B.  M. 
4678  bisulcum  B.  M. 
4679  baicalense  W.  en. 
4680  rubens  IV.  en. 
4681  fragrans  Vent. 

tf 
tf 
tf 
tf 

Narcissus-leav.  3 
Carolina  tf 
angular-stalked streaked-leaved  tf 
Narcissus-flwd.  tf Canadian  tf 
Ramson  $ 
triangular-stkd. 
Clusius's great-yellow three-seeded drooping 
Missouri furrowed 
Baical red 
fragrant 

A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  cul 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 

A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

J  jl 1  in 
1  jl 
1  jn 
1  jl 

fjl.au 

1  ap 

f  jn.jl 

1  jLau 

f  jn 

1  jn.jl 

f  jn.jl 

1  jLau 

|jn.jl i  jn-jl 

3  mr.ap 

1  jn.jl 1  my.jn 

1  jLau 

Jjnjl 

1  ap.my 

f  my.jn 
f  jn.au 

2  jn 
1  jn 

f  jn I  jl 
f  jn.jl 

1  jn.jl 

l}s.o 

D.Pu    O  co Pu     Britain    raea.  O  co  Eng.  bot.  1974 
Pa.pu  England  corn  fi .  O  co  Eng.  bot.  488 

W     a  Europe  1820.  O  co  Bot.  mag.  1142 
D.Pu  Hungary  1821.  O  co  Wald.&K.l.U7 
W     Barbary   1818.  O  co  FL  graet  323 
\V     Crimea    1000  n  "n W 
\v 
w 
w 
w 
R 
Pu 
W 
W 

Crimea  1820. Crimea  1823. 
Chili  1823. 

  1816. 
Germany  1802. Siberia  1785. 
Palestine  1548. 
Germany  1596. Carolina  1776. 

LPu  Germany  1739. C.  G.  H.  1800. 
France N.  Amer.  1739. 
Britain  woods. 
Spain  1759. S.  Europe  1803. 
&  Europe  1604. N.  Amer.  1770. 

W.pu  N.  Amer.  1806. Li  N.  Amer.  1811. Pu  Siberia 
Pu  Siberia  1816. 
Pa.pu  Germany  1805. W     W.Indies  1822. 

O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  r.m 
O  co O  r.m O  co 
O  co O  r.m 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co O  co 
O  co 
O  co 
O  co 

Bot  reg.  758 

Bot  mag.  1143 M.his.s.4.t.l4.f.3 
Bot.  mag.  1150 Bot  mag.  1129 
Bot  mag.  1149 
Botm.1035. 1524 
VilL  delph.  2.  t6 

Eng.  bot  122 Bot  mag.  869 Clus.histl.p.192 
Bot  mag.  499 

Bot  mag.  1324 Bot  mag.  1576 
Bot  mag.  1381 

Vent  eels.  t.  36 

4682  acutum  Spr. 
4683  foliosum  Fisch. 
4684  proliferum  Schr. 4685  ochroleucum  W.en. 
4686  Cepa  W. 
4687  fistulosum  W. 
4688  Schoenoprasum  W. 4689  sibiricum  W. 
4690  setaceum  W.  en. 
4691  Chama?-M61y  W. 

797.  ALBU'CA  W. 4692  altissima  W. 
4693  major  TV. 

acute leafy 

Tree-Onion 
pale-yellow common-onion 
Welsh-Onion  " Chives Siberian bristly 
dwarf-Moly 
Albuca. 

tall 

great 

A  pr 
A  pr 
A  cu A  pr 
Q)  cul 
A  cul A  cul 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 

lAlor tf  lAJor 

1  jl  Pa.pu 
1  jl  Pu 
3  jLo  W 
1  jnjl  Pa.Y 
3  jnjl  W H  ap.my  6r I  my.jn  F 
1  jLau  W 
i  jLau  G.W 
4  ja.f  G.w 

AsphodelecE. 4  ap.my  W 
3  ap.my  G.t 

4660 

  1819.  O   1817.  O   1820.  O 
Hungary  1816.  O 
Siberia     1629.  O 
Britain    m.pas.  S Siberia     1777.  O 
Hungary  1805.  O S.  Europe  1774.  O 
So.  17—19. 
C.G.  H  1780.  O 
C.  G.  H.  1759.  O 

co  Bot.  mag.  1469 
co  PLrar.hu.2.tl86 
r.m  FL  graec.  1 326 co  Bot  mag.  1230 
r.m  Eng.  bot  2438 co  Bot  mag.  1141 co  WalcL&Kit  168 
co   Bot  mag.  1203 

r.m  Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 36 r.m  Bot  mag.  804 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
A.  Porrum.  (From port,  in  Celtic,  to  eat.)  Leek,  Engl.,  Poireau,  Ft.,  Lauch,  Get.,  and  Poro,  Ital.,  ha 

a  cylindrical  scaly  imperfect  bulb,  whioh  is  blanched  in  gardens,  and  much  used  in  soups  and  stews.  It  is  sown 
in  March,  transplanted  in  May  in  shallow  drills,  and  being  slightly  earthed  up  as  it  advances,  is  fit  for  use  in 
October,  and  remains  in  that  state  till  April  or  May  following. 

A.  sativum,  Ail,  Fr.,  Knoblauch,  Ger.,  and  Aglio,  Ital.,  has  soboliferous  bulbs,  which  are  used  in  season- 
ing, and  sometimes  in  medicine  It  is  cultivated  by  dividing  the  bulb,  and  planting  the  soboles  in  February 

or  March.  They  are  fit  to  take  up  in  the  September  following,  and  laid  up  in  a  dry  situation  till  wanted  for  use. 
A.  scorodoprasum.  (From  <rxctotor,  onion,  and  xictrm,  leek,  as  if  both  leek  and  onion.)  Ail  d'Espagne,  Fr., Rockenbolben,  Ger.,  and  Scorodopraso,  ItaL,  has  bulbs  like  garlic,  but  the  soboles  or  cloves  are  smaller.  It 

is  cultivated  for  the  same  purposes  as  that  species,  and  is  considered  as  having  a  more  delicate  flavor. 
A.  ascalonicum  (growing  near  Ascalon).  Eschaldte,  Fr.,  Schalotte,  Ger.,  and  Scalogni,  ItaL,  is  the  mildest 

of  cultivated  Alliums.  It  has  a  soboliferous  bulb,  small  fistular  leaves,  and  seldom  flowers.  It  is  propa- 
gated by  the  clove,  planted  in  autumn  or  spring,  and  taken  up  for  use  in  August  or  September.  It  is  very 

subject  to  insects,  which  "autumn  and  shallow  planting  are  found  to  counteract.  (Caled.  Mem.  i.  109.  and Hort.  Trans,  il  98.  Kncyc.  ofGard.  3847.) 
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4647  Bulbs  compound,  Stamens  3-pointed 
4648  Leaves  crenulate,  Sheaths  2-edged,  Stamens  3-pointed 
4649  Like  Allium  carinatum,  but  the  stamens  are  three-pointed 
4650  Stamens  subulate  twice  as  long  as  flower,  Spathe  longer  than  umbel 

Umbel  bulbifcrous.   Leaves  not  fiat. 
4651  Leaves  half  round,  Spathes  much  longer  than  umbel,  Sepals  obtuse,  Stamens  simple  exserted 4652  Stamens  3-pointed 
4653  Leaves  rough  half-round  furrowed  beneath,  Stamens  simple 

B.  Leaves  radical,  not  fistular. 
4654  Scape  rounded,  Umb.  many-fl.  fastigiate,  Leaves  linear  channelled  angular  beneath,  Stam.  subulate 4655  Scape  rounded,  Leaves  lin.  lanceoL  Umb.  fastigiate,  Sepals  very  narrow,  Stamens  simple 
4656  Scape  rounded,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Umb.  hemispherical,  Sepals  spreading,  Stamens  simple 
4657  Scape  rounded,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  wavy,  Umb.  hemispherical,  Roots  very  long,  Stam.  simple  twice  as  long  as  fl. 
4658  Scape  oblique  4  cornered.  Leaves  linear,  Umb.  fastigiate,  Stamens  simple  as  long  as  fl. 
4659  Scape  rounded,  Leaves  half-round,  Spathe  acum.  longer  than  umbel,  Stam.  simple  longer  than  flower 
4660  Scape  i  rounded,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  flaccid  ciliated  sheathing,  Umbel  fastigiate,  Sepals  obtuse 
4661  Scape  2-edged  angular,  Umbel  clustered.  Stamens  simple  as  long  as  flower,  Leaves  linear  oblique 
4662  Scape  nearly  2-edged,  Umbel  capitate,  Stamens  longer  than  flower,  Leaves  linear  spiral 
4663  Scape  2-edged,  Umb,  drooping  before  flowering,  after  w.  erect,  Lvs.  lin.  flat,  Stam.  3-pointed  longer  than  fl. 
4664  Scape  rounded,  Leaves  subulate,  Umbel  globose,  Stamens  3-pointed 
4665  Scape  2-edged,  Leaves  linear  convex  and  smooth  beneath,  Umbel  roundish,  Stamens  subulate 
4666  Scape  rounded  very  long,  Leaves  linear  channelled,  Stamens  subulate  connate  at  base 
4667  Scape  2-edged,  Leaves  linear  channelled  angular  beneath,  Umbel  fastigiate 
46S8  Scape  3-cornered  shorter  than  the  lin.  furrowed  leaves,  Umb.  fastigiate,  Stamens  simple,  Sepals  obtuse 
4669  Scape  rounded  longer  than  the  linear  .subulate  leaves,  Umb.  fastig.  Stamens  simple,  Sepals  mucronate 
4670  Scape  rounded,  Leaves  linear 
4671  Scape  3-cornered,  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked,  Umbels  fastigiate 
4672  Scape  and  leaves  3-cornered,  Stamens  simple 
4673  Scape  rounded,  Leaves  linear  flat  ciliated,  Umb.  few-flowered,  Sepals  obovate  concave 
4674  Scape  nearly  cylindrical,  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile,  Umbel  fastigiate 
4675  Scape  half-round,  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  flat  smooth,  Umbel  globose,  Seeds  solitary 
4676  Scape  4-cornered,  Umb.  fastigiate  cernuous,  Leaves  linear  flat,  Stamens  subulate  longer  than  flower 
4677  Leaves  twisted  linear,  Umbel  loose,  Filam.  subulate  as  long  as  flower 
4678  Scape  rounded  longer  than  leaves,  Umb.  compact,  Stam.  subuL  as  long  as  flower 
4679  Scape  rounded  at  end,  Umbel  half  globose,  Leaves  linear  flat  chann.  at  base,  Stam.  subul.  longer  than  fl. 
4680  Scape  rounded,  Umb.  fastigiate,  Leaves  half-round  compressed,  Stam.  lanceolate  shorter  than  fl. 
4681  Scape  rounded,  Umb.  few-flowered  fastigiate,  Leaves  lin.  channelled,  Stam.  lanceolate  shorter  than  fl. 

C.  Leaves  fistular. 
4682  Scape  leafy,  Umb.  fastigiate,  Spathes  nearly  equal,  Sepals  mucronate 
4683  Scape  leafy  at  base 
4684  Scape  fistular  twisted,  Umb.  bulbiferous  proliferous,  Stamens  3-pointed 
4685  Scape  rounded  with  an  angle,  Leaves  linear  obtuse,  Umb.  rounded,  Stamens  setaceous  twice  as  long  as  fl. 
4686  Scape  ventricose  beneath  longer  than  the  round  leaves 
4687  Scape  as  long  as  the  round  ventricose  leaves 
4688  Scape  as  long  as  the  round  subulate  leaves 
4689  Scape  not  quite  naked  round,  Leaves  half-round,  Stamens  subulate,  Sepals  lanceolate  acute 
4690  Scape  round,  Leaves  setaceous  subulate  ciliated,  Sepals  ovate  lanceolate  emarginate  at  ends 
4691  Scape  scarcely  any,  Capsules  cernuous,  Leaves  flat  ciliated 

\  1.  Three  stamens  fertile. 4692  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  inflexed,  Leaves  subulate  channelled  recurved 
4693  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  inflexed,  Peduncles  spreading,  Leaves  linear  lane,  flat  reflexed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
A.  cepa.  (Op  signifies  head  in  Celtic.)  Oignon,  Ft.,  Zwiebel,  Get.  and  Cipolla, Ital.,  is  universally  culti- 

vated for  the  kitchen,  and  is  used  as  a  pot-herb,  salad,  and  pickle.  It  is  commonly  raised  from  seed,  which 
is  sown  on  rich,  loamy,  and  rather  moist  soil,  in  March ;  and  being  thinned,  weeded,  and  the  soil  stirred,  the 
bulbs  will  be  fit  to  take  up  in  September,  when  they  may  be  kept  through  the  winter  like  potatoes  or  apples. 
It  is  also  grown  from  small  bulbs,  which  are  planted  on  the  surface  of  the  soil  in  March,  and  swell  to  a  large 
size  (if  not  earthed  up)  in  the  course  of  the  season.  Sometimes  onion-seeds  are  sown  in  autumn  in  a  very  dry 
situation,  and  the  young  plants  are  taken  up  and  transplanted  in  spring :  or  a  sowing  is  made  very  early  in 
spring  on  a  warm  border  or  on  a  hot-bed,  and  the  crop  transplanted  from  that. 

There  is  a  variety  called  the  underground-onion,  which  multiplies  its  bulbs  by  offsets  below  the  surface.' The  species  called  the  tree  onion,  like  several  others,  produces  its  bulbs  instead  of  or  among  the  umbel  of 
flowers.   It  is  occasionally  cultivated,  but  chiefly  as  matter  of  curiosity. 

A.  fistulosum  is  grown  chiefly  as  a  scallion,  or  spring  salad  onion.  It  has  almost  no  bulb,  but  large  succu- 
lent fistular  leaves,  strong  in  flavor.   It  is  sown  in  autumn,  and  fit  to  be  used  in  spring. 

797.  Albuca.  Derived  from  albus,  white,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers  of  this  genus.  Not  a  very 
happy  allusion  though,  because  the  flowers  are  mostly  green.   The  stem  of  the  Asphodel  was  called  albuca  by 

T  2 
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4694  minor  W. 
4695  flaccida  Jac. 
4696  viridifl6ra  W. 
4697  coarctata  W. 

small  tf  iAJ  or 
flaccid  tf  iAJ  or 
green-flowered  tf  lAI  or 
channel-leaved  5  lAJ  or 

1  my.jn  Y  C.  G.  H.  1768.  O  s.l    Bot.  mag.  720 
2  my.jn  Y.w  C.  G.  H.  1791.  O  r.m  Jac.  ic  2.  1. 144 
1  jn  jl  G  C.  G.  H.  1794.  O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1656 
2  my.jn  Y  C.  G.  H.  1774.  O  r.m 

4698  fastigiata  W. 4699  caudata  IV. 
4700  setosa  W. 
4701  vittata  B.  M. 
4702  phys6des  B.  M. 4703  exuviata  B.  M. 
4704  aurea  Jacq. 
4705  abyssinica  Jacq. 4706  fragrans  TV. 
4707  viscosa  TV. 
4708  spiralis  TV. 

level-topped 
upright-flower,  tf bristly 
ribbon  tf 
dingy-flowered Adder's-skin  tf 

golden Abyssinian  tf 
sweet-scented 
clammy-leaved 
spiral-leaved  ? 

i  Al  or 
i  Al  or iAI  or 
lAJw ■  Al  or 
i  Al  or 
i  Al  or 
i  Al  or 
iAI  or 
■  Al  or i  Al  or 

1}  my.jn 2  my.jl 1  my.jl 

i  jl-au 
f  jn.jl 

1  my.jl 

If  my.jl 2  au 
1  jn.jl 1  my.jn 

|  jn 

1774. 
1791. 
1795. 1802. 1804. 
1795. 
1818. 

t798.  XANTHORRHGS'A.  R.  Br.  Xanthorrhosa. 4709  hastilis  R.  Br.         yellow-gum      £  iAJ  cu 
4710  minor  R.  Br.         small  |g  iAIcu 
4711  bracteata  R.  Br.     long-bracted        iAI  cu 

799.  THYSANCTUS.  R.  Br.  Thysanotus. 
4712  jftnceus  R.  Br.        Rush-like         &  lAI  pr 
4713  isant herns  R.  Br.    even-anthered  5  iAI  pr 

800.  ERIOSPER'MUM.  TV.  Eriospermum. 
4714  latifolium  TV.        broad-leaved        lAI  cu 
4715  pubescens  Jacq.  downy  tf  cu 
4718  lanceaefolium  IV.    spear-leaved     tf  lAI  cu 
4717  parvifolium  TV. 4718  folioliferum  B.  R. 

801.  GA'GEA.  Sal. 4719  lutea  B.  M. 
4720  sylvatica  TV.  en. 
4721  spathacea  TV. 4722  minima  P.  S. 
4723  circinata  L. 
4724  serotina  B.  M. 

small-leaved  lAI  cu 
leaflet-bearing  ^  i  Al  ru 
Gagea. 

bundle-flower'd     A  Pr wood  5  A  Pr 
sheathed  tf  A  pr 
starry  $  A  Pr 
netted  5  A  P' 
mountain  5  A  Pr 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
Abyssinia  1818. C.  G.  H.  1791. 
C.  G.  H.  1779. 
C.  G.  H.  1795. 

Sp.  3—7. n.  a  w. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 

Sp.  2—21. N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 

Sp.5—9. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  6—7. Britain  woods. Europe 
Germany  1759. 
Sweden  1759. 
Siberia  1789. Wales 

Bot.  rep.  450 Jac.  1c.  2.  t.  442 
Bot  mag.  1481 
Bot.  mag.  1329 
Bot.  mag.  1046 Bot  mag.  871 

Jacschoen.l.t.81 
Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  445 
Jac.  ic.2.  t.439 

1803. 
1804. 
1810. 
1804. 

1800. 
1820. 
1795. 
1795. 1806. 

O  r.m 
O  r.m 
O  r.m 

O  s.p 

O  r.m 
O  r.m O  r.m O  r.m 
O  s.p 

O  r.m 

O  s.p 

Sk  s.p Sks.p 
Sk  s.p 

O  s.p  Bot  reg.  656 
O  s.p  Bot.  reg.  655 
Sks.p  Bot  mag.  1382 
Sks.p  Bot.  reg.  578 
Sks.p  Jac.  ic.2.  1 421 
sks.p  Jac.  ic.2. 1 422 Sks.p  Bot.  reg.  795 

O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1200 
O  s.p  P.i.u.N.a.5.tl.f.l 
O  s.p  H.in.us.an.15.  tl 

O  s.p 

O  s.p  Pall,  it  t  D.  f.  2 
O  s.p  Eng.  bot  793 

2.  ORNITHO'GALUM.  W.   Star  of  : 4725unifl6rum  W. 
4726  ixioides  H.  K. 
4727  nlveum  W. 
4728  umbellatum  W. 
4729  vtrens  Lindl. 
4730  narbonense  W. 
4731  fimbriatum  Bieb. 
4732  pyrendicum  W. 4733  stachyodes  W. 47341acteum  W. 
4735  revolfitum  TV. 
4736  elatum  B.  Rep. 4737  latif6lium  W. 
4738  scilloides  W. 
4739  prasinum  B.  Reg. 4740  com6sum  W. 
4741  pyramidale  W. 

,4703 

one-flowered 
Ixia-like  ' snowy 

common  : 
greenish Narbonne 
fringed 

spiked close-spiked milk-white 
revolute-flower. taU 
broad-leaved 
squill-like green-flowered short-spiked 

pyramidal 

[  my.jn  W my.jn  W ap.jn  W 

Sp.  29—47. Siberia     1781.  O 
California  1796.  O 
C.  G.  H.   1774.  O 
England  me.pa.  O 
Del  Bay  182a  O 
a  Europe  1810.  O Crimea    1820.  O 
England  past  O 
S.  Europe  1771.  O C.  G.  H.  1796. C.  G.  H. 
Egypt Egypt 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
Austria 

Spain 

1795. 1804. 1629. 

1795. 1816. 
1596. 1752. 

s.p  N.c.p.18.  t.6.f.3 

s.p 

r.m  Bot  reg.  235 
co    Eng.  bot  130 co    Bot  reg.  814 
co    Bot  mag.  2510 
co    Lindl.  coll.  28 
co    Eng.  bot.  499 
co    Ren.  spec,  t  90 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1134 
r.m  Bot.  mag.  653 
r.m  Bot  rep.  528 
r.m  Bot  mag.  876 
r.m  Jac.  sch.  1.  1 888 
r.m  Bot.  reg.  158 
p.l  Jac.  ic.  2. 1 426 r.m  Jac.  ic.  2. 1 425 

4701 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
the  Latins.    A  genus  of  little  beauty,  but  of  easy  management  in  sandy  loam  and  decayed  vegetable  soil,  and 
propagation  is  effected  by  suckers  from  the  old  bulbs ;  or  by  taking  off  leaves  with  a  scale,  and  planting  them 
round  the  edge  of  a  pot  of  sandy  loam. 

798.  Xartihorrhcea.   From  f«>3-iv,  yellow,  and  pita,  to  flow.  The  plant  produces  a  yellow  gum. 
799.  Thysanotus.  From  S-uo-«»ej,  a  fringe,  on  account  of  the  fringe  of  the  sepals.  Elegant  little  New Holland  plants,  with  bright  purple  blossoms  and  slender  grassy  leaves. 
800.  Eriospermum.  From  t%iov,  wool,  and  «ws«/tM),  seed,  on  account  of  the  envelope  of  the  seed.  Very curious  little  Cape  plants,  with  deformed  or  unusually  shapen  leaves. 
801.  Gagea.  Named  by  R.  A.  Salisbury,  Esq.,  after  his  friend  Sir  Thomas  Gage,  a  great  amateur 

of  botany.  A  genus  of  curious  little  bulbous  plants,  none  of  which  exceed  the  height  of  more 
than  three  or  four  inches,  and  principally  distinguished  from  Ornithogalum  by  the  yellow  color  of  their flowers. 
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4694  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  in  flexed,  Scape  erect,  Fl.  nodding,  Lvs.  linear  subulate  channelled  smooth 
4695  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  inflexed,  Peduncles  spreading  at  right  angles,  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  obliquely  bent 
4696  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  in  H.  Scape  erect  wavy,  fl.  cernuous,  Lvs.  lin.  subuL  chann.  outside  hairy 
4697  Inner  sepals  vaulted  at  end,  Leaves  smooth,  Peduncles  the  length  of  bractes 

$  2.  Six  stamens  fertile. 
4698  Inner  sepals  vaulted  at  end,  Leaves  lin.  flattish,  Scape  shorter  than  leaves,  Pedunc.  very  long  spreading 
4699'  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  inflexed,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  convol.  upright  shorter  than  scape 4700  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  reflexed,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  flattish,  Pedunc.  at  right  angles,  Flowers  erect 
4701  Scape  shorter  than  leaves  few-flowered,  Flowers  nodding,  Filam.  2-toothed 4702  Leaves  lanceolate,  Raceme  pyramidal  before  the  leaves,  Filam.  glandular  at  base 
4703  Leaves  lin.  subulate  channelled,  Scape  simple  shorter  than  leaves,  Scales  of  root  wrinkled  across 
4704  Inner  sepals  glandular  at  end  inflexed,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  flat,  Pedunc.  very  long  erect  spreading,  Fl.  upright 
4705  Inner  sepals  vaulted  at  end,  Leaves  lin.  lanceol.  channelled  upright,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  nodding  flow. 
4706  Inner  sepals  vaulted  at  end,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  channelled,  Pedunc.  spreading  the  length  of  nodding  flow. 
4707  Inner  sepals  vaulted  at  end,  Lvs.  lin.  subul.  chann.  hairy  clammy,  Ped.  spread,  twice  as  long  as  nodd.  fl. 
4708  Inner  sepals  vaulted  at  end,  Leaves  lin.  subulate  convolute  at  the  end  spirally  twisted  villous 

4709  Stem  very  short,  Leaves  2-edged  lengthwise,  Scape  very  long  higher  than  the  spike 
4710  Stemless,  Leaves  3  cornered  flat  in  front  beyond  the  middle  hollowed,  Scape  very  long  higher  than  spike 4711  Stemless,  Leaves  3  cornered  below  the  middle  in  front  little  raised  above  middle  concave,  Bracts  very  long 

4712  Roots  fibrous,  Stems  branched  diffuse  rounded  striated,  Branches  somewhat  angular,  Anthers  unequal 
4713  Bulbs  fascicled,  Leaves  radical  channelled  nearly  as  long  as  the  rounded  simple  stem 
4714  Leaves  roundish  acuminate  cucullate  at  base 
4715  Leaf  sub-cordate  acute  cucullate  pubescent 
4716  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  at  the  edge  wavy  involute 
4717  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse  flat 
4718  Leaf  proliferous,  Leaflets  filiform  undivided  sessile 

4719  Radical  leaf  linear  flat,  Peduncles  simple  umbellate,  Sepals  obtuse  smooth,  Bulbs  clustered 
4720  Radical  leaf  linear  lane,  flat,  Pedunc.  simple  somewhat  umbellate,  Sepals  obtuse  smooth,  Bulb  solitary 
4721  Leaves  linear  filiform  upright,  Pedunc.  about  3  with  a  three-leaved  involucrum 
4722  Scape  angular  naked,  Pedunc.  umbellate  branched  pubescent,  Sepals  lane,  acute 
4723  Scape  naked,  Pedunc.  3  umbell.  pubescent.  Leaves  filiform,  Three  outer  sepals  longer  than  the  others 
4724  Leaves  half  cylindrical,  Cauline  dilated  at  base 

4725  Scape  2-leavcd,  Leaves  opp.  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Outer  sepals  lane,  retuse :  inner  ellipt.  twice  as  broad 
4726  Scape  naked,  Flowers  umbelled,  Filam.  all  2-forked  bearing  the  anther  in  the  middle 
4727  Raceme  few-flowered,  Sepals  lanceolate,  Leaves  filiform  channelled,  Filam.  subulate 
4728  Corymb  few-flowered,  Pedunc.  longer  than  bractes,  Filam.  subulate 
4729  Raceme  spiked  many-fl.  Lvs.  lin.  lane  weak,  Every  other  stamen  with  two  teeth,  Bractes  longer  than  fl. 
4730  Raceme  oblong,  Filam.  lanceolate  membranous,  Pedunc.  and  fl.  spreading 
4731  Corymb  few-flowered  shorter  than  lanceolate  strongly  fringed  leaves 4732  Raceme  very  long,  Sepals  linear  obtuse,  Filam.  lanceol.  equal,  Style  the  length  of  stamens 
4733  Raceme  very  long,  Sepals  lane,  oblong,  Filam.  broad  lanceol.  alternately  shorter 
4734  Raceme  long,  Filam.  subulate  alternate  lanceolate,  Bractes  membranous  ovate  twice  as  long  as  pedunc. 
4735  Raceme  few-flowered,  Sepals  linear  oblong  obliquely  bent  emarginate,  Filam.  lane,  subul.  Leaves  linear 
4736  Leaves  short  oblong  erect,  Scape  very  long,  Flowers  campanulate  the  length  of  stamens 
4737  Raceme  very  long,  Filam.  subulate,  Pedunc.  much  longer  than  flower,  Leaves  lanceolate 
4738  Raceme  very  long,  Filam.  subul.  Pedunc.  length  of  fl.  Bractes  the  length  of  pedunc.  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  loose 
4739  Lvs.  glaucous  twisted  upwards,  Raceme  divaricating  on  a  long  scape,  Filaments  with  an  ovate  base 
4740  Raceme  very  short,  Bractes  lane,  the  length  of  flowers,  Sepals  obtuse,  Filam.  subulate 4741  Raceme  conical,  Fl  numerous  ascending,  Sepals  oblong  flat,  Stam.  lane,  equal,  Style  very  short 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
802.  Ornithogalum.   From  «;wJ«,  a  bird,  and  milk.   No  good  explanation  has  been  offered  of  the  ap- 

plication of  this  word ;  that  of  Toumefort  is  not  worth  quoting.  O.  squilla  is  the  officinal  squilL  It  has  a 
bulb  almost  as  big  as  the  human  head,  pear-shaped,  and  tunicate  like  the  onion.  From  the  middle  of  the  root 
arise  several  shining  leaves  a  foot  long,  and  two  inches  broad  at  their  base,  lessening  all  the  way  to  the  top, 
where  they  end  in  points.  They  continue  green  all  the  winter,  and  decay  in  the  spring ;  then  the  flower- 
stalk  comes  out,  rising  two  feet  high,  naked  about  half  way,  and  terminated  by  a  pyramidal  thyrse  of  white flowers. 

The  squill  is  one  of  the  few  medicines  known  in  the  early  ages  of  Greece,  which  is  still  held  in  great  estima- 
tion. It  is  very  nauseous,  intensely  bitter  and  acrimonious,  without  any  perceptible  smell  It  is  poisonous  to 

several  animals :  if  much  handled  it  exulcerates  the  skin ;  and  in  large  doses  frequently  repeated,  it  not  only 
excites  nausea,  but  strangury,  bloody  urine,  and  haemorrhoids,  with  fatal  inflammation  and  gangrene  of  the 
stomach  and  bowels.  Under  proper  management,  however,  it  is  a  medicine  of  great  practical  utility.  In T  3 
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4742  odoratam  W. 
4743  barbStum  W. 
4744  juncifolium  IV. 
4745  rupestre  W. 4746  aribicum  W. 
4747  thyrsoides  W. 
4748  ai'ireum  W. 4749  flavlssimum  Joe. 
4750  coarctatum  W. 
4751  caudatum  W. 
i752  uniiolium  B.  At. 
4753  Squilla  B.  M. 

t*803.  SCIL'LA.  W. 4754italica  W. 
4755  peruviana  W. 4756  lusi tanica  W. 

HEXANDRIA  MONOGYN1A. 

4757Lilio-HyacinthusW.  Lily-rooted 

sweet-scented  tf  lAlor bearded  tf  iAI  or 
Kush-leaved  tf  _AI  or 
rock  tf  lAJor 
great-flowered  tf  AJ  or 
thyrse-flower.    tf  iAI  or 
golden great-yellow close-flowered 
long-spiked one-leaved 
officinal  Squill 
Squill. Italian 

corymbose Portugal 

tf  lAJ  or tf  lAlor 
tf  lAJ  or t  iAI  or 

tf  lAJ  or tf  Al  or 

1J  myjn 1  my.jl 

fjl.au 

|  my.au 
\\  mr.ap 

f  jn.jl 

1  jn.jl 

li  jn.jl 3  f.au 

Jjnjl 

3  ap.my 

P.Y 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
Y 
Y 
W.o 
W.o 

W 
\V 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
Egypt C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1795.  O 1795.  O 1794.  O 
1795.  O 1629.  O 
1757.  O 
1790.  O 1804.  O 1804.  O 
1774  O 

4758  amoe'na  W. 4759  sibirica  H.  K. 
4760pra?'cox  W. 4761  verna  W. 
4762  unifolia  L. 
4763  hyacinthoides  W. 4764  autumnalis  W. 
4765bif61ia  W. 
4766  umbellata  W.  en. 
4767  cernua  Lk. 
4768  Indica  Roxb. 
4769  campanulata  IV. 
4770  non  scripta  Sm. 

@  carnea 
y  alba 4771  brevifdlia  B.  M. 

4772  corymbosa  B.  M. 4773  esculenta  B.  M. 
§4774  romana  B.  M. 

nodding 
Siberian 
early-flowering  tf 
vernal 
one-leaved 
Hyacinth autumnal two-leaved 
umbel  led cemuous 
Indian 
Spanish 
Harebell's flesh-colored while 
short-leaved Cape 

Quamash Roman 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
i\  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or tf  GSor tf  A  or 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  ec A  or 

Asphodelcte. 

f  apjl  B 1  my  D.B 
|  my  L.B 1  my.jl  B 
1  mr.ap  L.B 
i  Cmr  B i  mr.ap  D.B 
$  ap.my  B 
i  my.jn  W i  au  B 4  au.s  Pk 
i  f  »P  B 
iap  B 

|  ap.my  Pk 
1  myjn  D.P 

f  mr.jn  B 5  mr.jn  Pk 
f  mr.jn  W i  ja  Pk £  aud  Pk 1  my.jl 
1  my 

Gibraltar  1805.  O 
A  Europe  1629.  O 

Sp.  21—35. SwitzerL  1605.  O 
Spain       1607.  O Portugal  1777.  O 
S.  Europe  1597.  O Levant    1596.  O 
Siberia     1796.  O 

  179a  O Britain  rocks.  O 
Portugal    ...  O Madeira   1585.  O 
England  dr.  pa.  O 
England  woods.  O 
Pyrenees  1822.  O 
Spa  in      1815.  O E.  Indies  1816.  O 
Spain       1633.  O Britain   woods.  O 

P.B 

W 
804.  PUSCHKI'NIA.  Bieb.  Puschkixia. 4775  scilloides  Bieb. 
t805.  MASSCNIA.  W. 4776  latifolia  W. 

iTll  longifdlia  Jaca. 
IS  Candida  Burchell 4778  muricata  H.  K. 

4779  scabra  H.  K. 
pust ulnta  B.  M. 4780echinfita  W. 

4781  pauciflora  H.  K. 
4782  angustifolia  W. 4783  undulata  W. 
4784  ensifolia  B  M. 

little 
tf  A  or Massonu. 

broad-leaved    tf  iAI  cu 
long-leaved      i  iAIcu white  i  Al  cu 
prickly-leaved  tf  iAJcu 
shagreen-leaved  tf  iAIcu 
rough-leaved  tf  iAIcu 
few-flowered  tf  i  Al  cu 
narrow-leaved  tf  lAJ  cu 
waved-leaved  tf  lAI  cu 
trumpet-flower,  tf  i  Al  cu 

806.  EREMU'RUS.  Bieb.  Eremurus. 
47S5  spectabilis  Bieb.      channelled-lvd.  ^  A  or 

4748  u^l^tM  4746 

Asphodelete. 
i  my.jn  P.b Aiphodelecc. 
I  mr.ap  W 
i  mr.ap  W 
i  mr.ap  W i  ap.my  W 

I  ja.ap  W 
imy  W 
i  my  \V i  mr.ap  W 
i  ap  W 
i  t'.s  L 
Asphodeleee. 1  myjn  Y 

4756 

Britain 
Britain 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
Italy  1596. 

Sp.  1. 

Siberia 

woods.  O woods.  O 1811.  O 

1793.  O O 
o 

Class  VI. 
r.m  Bot.  rep.  260 r.m  Jac.  sell.  1. 1  91 
r.m  Bot.  mag.  972 
r.m r.m  Bot  mag.  728 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1164 r.m  Bot  mag.  190 
r.m  Jac.  ic  t  436 
r.m  Jac.  ic.  t  435 
r.m  Bot  mag.  805 
r.m  B.  mag.  935. 953 r.m  Bot  mag.  918 

p.l  Bot.  mag.  663 r.m  Bot.  mag.  749 
p.l  Bot.  mag.  1999 
co  Red.  HI.  205 
p.1  Bot  mag.  341 p.l  Bot  mag.  1025 

p.l 

s.l  Eng.  bot  23 
s.l 

r.m  Bot.  mag.  1140 
p.l  Eng.  bot.  78 
p.l  Eng.  bot  24 p.l  B.ph.n.41.t.8.f.6 

p.l 

p.; 

p.l  B.mag.  127. 1102 eo  Eng.  bot  377 s.l  Bot  mag.  1461 
s.1 s.l  Bot.  mag.  1468 
s.l  Bot  rep.  345 
s.l  Bot  mag.  1574 s.l  Bot  mag.  939 

1819.  O  s.l    Lindl.  coll.  24 

Sp.  9—10. C.  G.  H.  1775.  O  8.1  Bot  mag.  843 
C.  G.  H.  ...  O  s.l  Jac.  sch.4.t457 
C.  G.  H.  ...  O  s.l  Bot  reg.  694 
C.  G.  H.  1790.  O  s.1  Bot  mag.  559 
C.  G.  H.  1790.  O  s.1  Bot  rep.  220 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.l 
Siberia 

1790.  O  s.1 
1790.  O  s.1 
1775.  O  s.1 1791.  O  s.1 
1790.  O  s.1 

1800.  O  s.1 

4763 

Bot  mag.  736 

Bot  mag.  554 

Bieb.  cent,  t  61 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
dropsy  it  has  long  been  esteemed  the  most  certain  and  effectual  diuretic  with  which  we  are  acquainted,  and  it 
is  usually  employed  in  asthma. 

803.  Scilla.  From  trxu?.).M,  to  injure,  according  to  Miller,  because  its  root  is  a  violent  poison  as  well  as  an 
article  of  medicine.  In  Arabic  it  is  called  dsqyl ;  has  not  the  name  scilla  been  obtained  rather  from  this  root  ? 
The  genus  is  so  ill  defined  that  botanists  are  more  guided  by  their  blue  colour  than  by  any  precise  mark,  in 
referring  plants  to  this  rather  than  Oraithogalum. 

S.  peruviana  or  hyacinth  of  Peru  is  erroneously  named,  being  a  native  of  Spain.  It  is  valuable  as  an  ever- 
green, or  rather  wintergreen,  its  fine  lucid  green  leaves  appearing  before  winter  and  continuing  through  that 

season,  till  it  sends  up  its  thick  succulent  scapes  about  the  end  of  April.  There  are  two  varieties,  one  with  a 
deep  blue,  and  the  other  with  a  white  flower.  Like  other  Spanish  bulbs  it  is  liable  to  be  destroyed  by  an 
extraordinary  severe  winter. 

S.  verna  is  a  maritime  plant  found  on  the  coast  of  Cornwall,  Wales,  the  Isle  of  Man,  and  the  Hebrides. 
S.  non-scripta  is  the  Hyacinthus  of  that  name  of  Linrueus,  the  Jacinie  det  bois,  of  the  French,  and 

Niederlandische  or  Bnglische  Hyacinthe,  of  the  Germans.    The  fanciful  specific  name  of  non-script  us  was 
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4742  Raceme  long,  Filam.  subuL  Sepals  lane,  at  the  end  callous  inflexed,  Leaves  linear  depressed  flat 
4743  Raceme  few-fl.  Filam.  subulate,  Sepals  lin.  obtuse:  3  outer  bearded  at  end;  inn.  mucron.  Leaves  filiform 
4744  Raceme  long  many-fl.  Filam.  subulate,  Sepals  lane,  acute,  Leaves  filiform  subulate 
4745  Leaves  filiform  fleshy,  Scape  few-flowered 4746  Corymb  many-flowered,  Filam.  subulate,  Cor.  broadly  campan.  Outer  sepals  obsoletely  3-toothed 
4747  Corymbs  many-fl.  racemose,  Filam.  alternately  forked,  Leaves  lanceolate 
4748  Raceme  contracted  corymbose,  Filam.  alternately  emarg.  Leaves  lane,  with  cartilaginous  teeth 
4749  Like  the  last,  but  the  flowers  very  yellow,  and  the  bractes  very  narrow  the  length  of  the  flower-stalk 
4750  Raceme  many-fl.  contracted,  Altern.  filam.  emarginate,  Leaves  linear  channelled 
4751  Raceme  very  long,  Leaves  lane,  linear,  Flowers  spreading,  Stam.  dilated  alternately  wedge-shaped 
4752  Leaf  solitary  longer  than  scape,  Flowers  few  spiked  sessile 4753  Flowers  without  the  leaves,  Bractes  reflexed 

4754  Raceme  conical  oblong 
4755  Corymb  clustered  conical 
4756  Raceme  oblong  conical,  Sepals  lined 
4757  Raceme  few-flowered,  Peduncles  without  bractes,  Leaves  lanceol.  lying  on  the  ground 
4758  Scape  angular,  Peduncles  alternate  shorter  than  flower,  Bractes  obtuse  very  short 
4759  Four-leaved,  Scapes  many  half-rounded  striated  2-flowercd  decumbent  after  flowering 4760  Scape  angular,  Raceme  corymbose,  Peduncles  twice  as  long  as  fi.  Bractes  obsolete 
4761  Raceme  few-flowered  with  bractes,  Flowers  campanulate,  Leaves  linear  channelled :  radical  many 
4762  Leaf  roundish  somewhat  spiked  on  one  side 
4763  Raceme  cylindrical  many-flowered,  Sepals  half  as  long  again  as  the  ovaries,  Peduncles  colored 
4764  Leaves  filiform  linear,  Flowers  corymbose,  Peduncles  naked  ascending  the  length  of  the  flower 
4765  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  about  two  elevated  on  a  scape 
4766  Scape  rounded,  Corymb  few-flowered  umbelled,  Bractes  filiform  the  length  of  peduncles 
4767  Flowers  campanulate  6-parted,  Raceme  cernuous 
4763  A  species  which  has  not  yet  been  seen  in  flower,  nor  described 
4769  Raceme  many-fl  obi.  conical,  Flowers  campan.  erect,  Bractes  2-parted  longer  than  peduna  Lvs.  lanceol. 
4770  Flowers  campanulate  6-parted  revolute  at  end 

4771  Flowers  6-parted,  Raceme  cernuous,  Leaves  shorter  than  scape 
4772  Flowers  funnel-shaped  corymbose  erect,  Scape  shorter  than  the  leaves 
4773  Scape  longer  than  keeled  linear  leaves,  Spike  racemose,  Five  sepals  ascending  ;  the  lower  deflexed 
4774  Flowers  campanulate  half  six-cleft  racemose,  Stamens  membranous 

4775  The  only  species,  like  a  pale-flowered  variety  of  ScUla  sibirica 

4776  Leaves  roundish  smooth 
4777  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  acuminated 
4778  Leaves  roundish  smooth  towards  the  end  muricated 
4779  Leaves  roundish  veiny  waited  rough 
4780  Leaves  ovate  and  lanceolate  with  hairy  tubercles.  Sepals  filiform 
4781  Leaves  lanceolate  and  elliptical  veinless  waited,  Warts  naked,  Sepals  ovate 
4782  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  flat  smooth 
4783  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy  smooth 
4784  Leaves  lanceolate,  Sepals  much  shorter  than  the  tube,  Filam.  capillary  alternately  longer 

4785  Scape  naked  simple,  Stamens  twice  as  long  as  flower,  Leaves  linear  channelled 
4775  %  4%  ^St^^S»A\  to  4776  Jfev  4782 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
applied  to  this  plant  by  Dodonams,  because  it  has  not  the  marks  of  Ai,  Ai,  on  the  petals,  as  other  hyacinths 
are  supposed  to  have,  and  therefore  is  not  the  Hyacinthus  poeticus.   This  idea  has  its  origin  in  the  Roman 
mythology,  in  which  Apollo,  being  much  grieved  for  the  death  of  the  youth  Hyacinthus,  changed  his  blood 
into  a  flower  which  bore  his  name,  &c   It  is  a  native  of  almost  every  part  of  Europe  and  of  Persia. 

804.  Puschkinia.  Named  after  Count  Mussin  Pouschkin,  a  Russian  botanist  and  patron  of  botany.  A  very 
remarkable  little  plant,  resembling  a  Scilla  in  appearance,  but  well  defined  by  the  very  curious  union  of  its stamens  into  a  cup. 

805.  Massonia.  So  named  by  Thunberg,  after  Mr.  Francis  Masson,  author  of  Stapelis  Novae ;  a  successful 
botanical  collector  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  Madeira,  the  West,  Indies,  and  finally  North  America,  into 
whose  wildernesses  he  went  to  die.  Very  singular  plants,  with  broad  leaves  lying  flat  on  the  ground,  and  com- pact umbels  of  flowers. 

806.  Eremurus.  From  2^iju<k,  desert,  and  ita,,  a  tail :  tail  of  the  desert.  Its  long  spikes  of  yellow  flowers 
may  be  easily  imagined  to  merit  such  an  appellation  in  their  native  abodes. 

T  4 
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807.  BULBI'NE.  W.  en. 4786  frutescens  W.  en. 
4787  rostrata  W.  en. 
4788  alooides  W.  en. 
1789  pugioniforme  Lk. ' 4790  longiscapa  W.  en. 4791  annua  W.  en. 
4792  ciliata  Lk. 

BULBINE. 
shrubby  tt.  |  |  or 
beaked  «- 1  |  or Aloe-leaved  j£  lAl.or 
dagger-leaved  £  iAI  or 
glaucous-lea  ved]£  iAI  or annual 
ciliated 

O  or £  lAJ  or 
808.  ASPHCKDELUS.  W.  Asphodel. 
47931<iteus  W. 
4794  tauricus  W.  en. 
4795  ramosus  W. 
4796albus  W. 
4797  fistulous  W. 
4798  clavatus  Roxb. 
4799  creticus  Lain. 4800  intermedius  Horn,  intermediate 

t*809.  ANTHE'RICUM.  W.  Anthericum 4801n6tans  W. 
4802  latifolium  W. 
4803  serotinum  L. 

§4804  ramosum  L. 
4805  pendulum  Horn. 4806  albucoides  Ait. 

yellow Taurian branched 
upright onion-leaved 
club-seeded 
Candian 

nodding 
broad-leaved 
late-flowering 
branched 
pendulous Albuca-like 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
tm  or or 
lAlor 

£.  lAJor 
H  lAI  or ifc  A  or 
^  A  or 3t  iAI  or ■fy  iAI  or 4807  sulphtireum  W.fyK.  sulphur-colored A  or 

4808  glaucum  Fl.  per.     glaucous  J  iAI  or 4809  semibarbatum^.jBr.  half-bearded 
4810  filifoliuni  Jacq.  thread-leaved 
4811  pomeridianum  Ker.  afternoon 

Scilla  pomeridiana 
4812  physoaes  B.  M.  dingy-flowered 
4813  asphodelo'ides  P.  S.  upright-leaved 4814  hlspidum  P.  5, 
4815fragrans  W. 4816  flexifolium  W. 
4817  filiforme  W. 
4818  floribundum  W. 
4819  revolfitum  W. 
4820  vespertlnum  W. 
4821  graminifolium  IV.  waved-leaved 4822  triflorum  W.  three-flowered 

Asphodelece. 2  mr.au  Y 
2  mr.au  Y 
1  ap.au  Y 
1  ap.jn  Y 
1  ap.au  Y 

|  my.jn  Y 2  my  Y 
Asphodelece. 3  my.jn  Y 

3  my.jn  W 
2  my  W 

2  my 

1J  jn.s 
1  jl.au 2  jn 

Ujl 

Asphodelece. 1  ap.au  W 2  ap.au 

$  au.s 

2  my.jn 

1*  jl 
1  ap.au 

1|  ... 1  jl 

f  my 

2  jn 

W 
W 
w 
Y 
W 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W P.Y 
W 
Y 
W 
W 

1702. 
1812. 
1732. 
1793. 1759. 
1731. 
1596. 
1812. 

Sp.  7—19. C.G.E 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  8—10. 

Sicily 

Tauria a  Europe  1551. S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  1596. E.  Indies  1808. 
Candia  1821. 
Canaries  1822. 

Sp.  25— 50. C.  G.  H.  1812. 
C.  G.  H.  1812. 
England  moun. 
Europe  1570. N.  HolL  1822. 
C.  G.  H.  1788. 
Hungary  1823. Peru  1823. 
N.  Holl.  1820. 
C.  G.  H.  1820. 
C.  G.H.  1819. 

hairy-leaved sweet-scented  _ 
flexuose-leaved  ^  lAI  or 
thread-leaved  ^  iAJ  or thick-spiked  5  iAJ  or 
curled-flowered  jfr  i  Al  or afternoon-flow,  ifc  lAI  or 

iAI  or iAI  or 
4823  canaliculatum  W.  channelled -lvd.  Af  iAI  or 

$4834  Liliago  W.  grass-leaved     4t  A  or 
§4825  Lilias'trum  W.       Savoy  5  A  or 

t810.  ARTHROPCDIUM.  R.Br.  Abthbopodium. 
4826  paniculatum  H.  Br.  panicled  £  lAJ  or 
4827  cirrStum  R.  Br.  New  Zealand  £  lAJ  or 

811.  CHLORCKPHYTXJM.  Ker.  Chlorophytum. 
4828  inornatum  Ker.      dwarf  £  C3  cu 4829  elatum  R.  Br.         taU  X  lAI  cu 

Anthericum  elatum  H.  K. 
4830  orchidastrum  Lindl.  Orchis-like 

1  jn.jl  W 
2  jn.au  W 
1|  my.jn  G.w 1   ap.my  W 

f  my.jn  W 1  ap  W 1  mr.ap  W 
2  s.d  W 
2  my.s  W 
l£jn  W 1  au.o  W 
1  ap.my  W.g 
1  my.jn  W 
1J  my.jn  W Asphodelece. 
3  my.s  W 3  my.jn  W 
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C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 
a  Europe  1596. S.  Europe  1629. So.  2— 6. N.a  w. 
N.  Zeal. 

Sp.  3—5. S.  Leone 
C.  G.H 

1795. 1759. 
1774. 
1795. 
1795. 1774. 1774. 1731. 1803. 

1794. 1782. 
1774. 

1800. 
1821. 

1751. 

C  s.l 
C  8.1 
O  s.l Sks.l 
Skr.m 
S  s.p S  s.p 

R  co R  co 

R  co R  co 
R  co 
S  co 
R  co 
R  co 
Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l Sks.I Sk  s.l Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l Sk  s.l 
Sks.l Sk  s.l Sk  s.l 

O  r.m 
O  r.m 

O  s.p 
Sk  s.p Sk  s.p 
Sk  s.p 
Sks.p 

Sk  s.l 
Sk  s.l 
Sks.l Sk  s.l Sk  r.m Sk  s.l 
Sk  co C  s.p 
Sk  s.p 

D  co 

S  Lp 

Bot  mag.  816 
Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  403. 
Bot.  mag.  1317 
Bot  mag.  1454 
Bot  mag.  1339 
Bot  mag.  1451 

Bot.  mag.  773 
Bot  cab.  1102 Bot  mag.  799 
Blackw.  1 238 
Bot  mag.  984 
Bot.  cab.  915 

Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  407 
Jac.  ic.  2.  t  408 
Eng.  bot  793 Bot  mag.  1055 

Bot.  mag.  2623 
Bot.  cab.  1580 
Bot  cab.  330 
Bot  reg.  557 
Bot.  reg.  564 
Bot  mag.  1046 Jac  vind.  t  181 
Jac.  ic.  2. 1 409 
Bot.  reg.  311 
Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  412 

Bot  mag.  1044 
Bot  mag.  1040 
Jac.  ic.  2.  t  411 
Jac.  ic.  2. 1 410 
Bot.  mag.  1124 
Bot.  mag.  914 
Bot  mag.  318 

Bot  mag.  1421 Bot  reg.  709 

Bot  mag.  1071 
Red.  111.  191 

ft  iAI  cu    2  ja.d     W     a  Leone S  Lp  Bot.  reg.  813 
812.  C^E'SIA  R.Br. 4831  vittata  R.Br. 

Gesia. 
nodding- flower,  ft  iAI  or 

*813.  NARTHE'CIUM.  B.  M.  Narthecium. 4832  ossifragum  Ph.   Lancash.-Asphodelft  A  cu 4833  americanum  B.  M.  American        ft  A  cu 
.  4786 

Asphodelece.  Sp.  1 — 5. 1  jl.au    Pa  B  N.aW. 
181ft  S  Lp 

Asphodelece. 
ijLau  Y 

J  jl.au  'Y 

4804, Sp.2— 3. 
Britain. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 

4809 

tur.bo  D  m.s  Eng.  bot.  535 
D  p     Bot  mag.  1505 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
807.  Bidbine.  From  PaXfief,  a  bulb.  The  species  are  deservedly  common  in  flower  gardens,  being  at  once 

shewy,  fragrant,  of  easy  culture,  and  rapid  increase  by  suckers. 
808.  Asphodelus.  From  a,  privative,  and  tnfaXXai,  to  supplant :  that  is  to  say,  a  flower  which  cannot  be  sup- 

planted or  surpassed.  Linn.  The  yellow  and  white  species  are  old  inhabitants  of  our  gardens,  of  easy  culture 
and  rapid  increase.  Immense  tracts  of  land  in  Apulia  are  covered  with  the  latter  species,  which  affords  very 
good  nourishment  to  the  sheep.    It  was  sacred  to  Proserpine,  and  used  in  funeral  ceremonies. 

809.  Anthericum.  A  name  applied  by  the  Greeks  to  the  stem  of  the  asphodel,  and  not  misapplied  to  this 
set  of  plants,  which  in  some  sort  resemble  the  asphodel.  Plants  with  fleshy  leaves,  and  spikes  of  bright  yellow 
flowers ;  easily  cultivated  if  kept  dry. 
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4786  Leaves  fleshy  rounded,  Stem  shrubby  erect  branched 
4787  Leaves  fleshy  rounded  glaucous,  Stem  shrubby  short  rooting 
4788  Leaves  fleshy  tongue-shaped  lanceolate  flat  on  both  sides 
4789  Leaves  fleshy  linear  acuminate  channelled,  Scape  twice  as  long  as  leaves 
4790  Leaves  fleshy  subulate  half  rounded  flexuose  glaucous  3  times  as  short  as  scape 
4791  Leaves  fleshy  subulate  roun'ded,  Scape  racemose 4792  Leaves  ensiform  fleshy  3  cornered  fringed,  Scape  simple,  Raceme  very  long 

4793  Stem  leafy,  Leaves  3  cornered  striated 
4794  Stem  leafy,  Lvs.  subul.  3  cornered  striated,  Bractes  membranous  lanceoL  :  the  upper  longer  than  flowers 
4795  Stem  naked  branched,  Pedunc.  altern.  longer  than  bract,  Leaves  ensiform  carinate  smooth 
4796  Stem  naked  simple,  Pedunc.  clustered  the  length  of  bractes,  Leaves  linear  keeled  smooth 
4797  Stem  naked,  Leaves  upright  striated  subulate  tistular 
4798  Leaves  linear  weak,  Scape  erect  branched,  Flowers  small 
4799  Stem  leafy  naked  above  branched,  Leaves  filiform  striated  toothed  ciliated 
4800  Stem  nearly  naked,  Leaves  upright  cylindrical  fistular 

4801  Leaves  fleshy  lanceolate  flat  concave  at  base  reflexed  at  end,  Raceme  nodding  at  end 
4802  Leaves  fleshy  oblong  lanceolate  acuminate  nerved  straight  4  times  as  short  as  scape 
4803  Leaves  flattish,  Scape  1-flowered 
4804  Leaves  flat,  Scape  branched,  Flowers  flat,  Pistils  straight 
4805  Leaves  linear  keeled  shorter  than  the  branched  scape,  Flowers  clustered  in  threes  pendulous 
4806  Leaves  linear  channelled  smooth  cartilaginous  at  edge,  Scape  simple 
4807  Leaves  lane,  linear  channelled  with  an  obtuse  concave  end,  Scape  and  raceme  simple,  Flowers  spreading 
4808  Raceme  simple  long  many-flowered,  Pedunc.  spreading  in  flower,  appressed  in  fruit 
4809  Roots  fibrous,  Filaments  declinatc :  the  outer  not  bearded 
4810  Leaves  filiform  flexuose  reflexed  longer  than  scape,  Scape  simple  filiform,  Raceme  few-flowered 

*4811  Leaves  flaccid  glaucous  with  the  edge  and  nerves  rough,  Stem  panicled  branched,  Filam.  not  bearded 
4812  Leaves  oblong,  Raceme  corymbose,  Stamens  dilated  in  middle  papillose 
4813  Leaves  fleshy  linear-subulate  half-rounded  upright 4814  Leaves  fleshy  compressed  hispid 
4815  Leaves  rounded  filiform  upright  shorter  than  scape,  Scape  simple 
4816  Leaves  linear  filiform  flexuose  reflexed  at  base  ciliated  the  length  of  the  branched  scape 
4S17  Leaves  filiform  rounded  roughish,  Filaments  smooth,  Sepals  lanceolate 
4818  Leaves  flat  smooth  linear  lanceolate  acute,  Scape  simple,  Raceme  many-flowered  cylindrical  compact 
4819  Leaves  3-cornered  rough,  Scape  branched,  Flowers  revolute 
4820  Leaves  linear  ensiform  keeled  3-cornered  shorter  than  the  branched  scape 4821  Leaves  linear  flat  depressed  shorter  than  the  branched  scape,  Alternate  sepals  wavy 
4822  Leaves  channelled  sword-shaped,  Scape  simple,  Bractes  remote  3-flowered 
4823  Leaves  fleshy  hairy  sword-shaped  3-cornered  channelled  on  the  narrow  side,  Scape  simple 4824  Leaves  fiat,  Scape  simple,  Flowers  flat,  Pistil  declinate 
4825  Leaves  flat,  Scape  simple,  Flowers  campanulate,  Stamens  declinate 

4826  Racemes  divided,  Pedicels  clustered,  Inner  sepals  crenulate,  Capsules  pendulous 
4827  Raceme  divided,  Bractes  leafy,  The  bearded  half  of  filam.  with  2  appendages  at  base,  Lvs.  lane,  ensiform 

4828  Stemless,  Leaves  lanceolate  radical  little  longer  than  simple  scapes 
4829  Leaves  flat,  Scape  branched,  Peduncles  clustered,  Flower  flat 
4830  Lvs.  lanceoL  acuminate  upright  spreading,  Panicle  branched  upright  many-flowered,  Branches  smooth 

4831  Flowers  nodding,  Stamens  propendent,  Filaments  striped,  Leaves  flat,  Bulbs  clustered 

4832  Leaves  ensiform,  Filaments  woolly 
4833  Bractes  unequal :  the  lower  embracing  the  stalk ;  the  upper  setaceous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
810.  Arthropodium.  From  iefyo,  a  joint,  and  me,  a  foot,  on  account  of  the  jointed  footstalks  of  the  flowers. Distinguished  by  its  bearded  filaments. 
811.  Chlorophytum.  From  z^u^m,  green,  and  fvrcv,  a  plant  Very  inconspicuous  flowers  requiring  a  bark- bed,  but  easily  cultivated  under  such  circumstances. 
812.  Cccsia.    Named  after  Frederick  Csesius,  who  lived  in  1703. 
813.  Narthecium.  From  v«§.9-Jig,  a  rod  or  wand,  in  allusion  to  the  slender  spike  of  flowers.  This  genus resembles  a  small  Anthericum,  from  which  genus  it  has  been  separated. 
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814.  DIANEL'LA.  Lam.  Dianella. 
4834  lse'vis  R.  Br.  smooth 4835  longifSlia  R.  Br. 4836  strum6sa  Ker. 
4837  nemorosa  Lam. 

D.  ens/folia  W. 
4838  caerfilea  R.  Rr. 
4839  divaricSta  It.  Br. 

long-leaved strumous 
wood 
blue 
divaricated 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 

815.  EUS'TREPHUS.  R.  Br.  Eustrephus. 
4840  latifolius  /{.  Br.      broad-leaved  $ 
4841  angustifolius  R.  Br.  narrow-leaved  %_ 

t816.  ASPAR'AGUS.  L.  Asparagus. 4842  officinalis  L.  common 
4843  sylvaticus  W.tc  K.  wood 4844  verticillaris  Bteb.  whorl-leaved 
4845  declinfitus  W.  long-leaved 4846  maritimus  Bieb.  maritime 
4847  decumbens  W.  decumbent 
4848sc£ndens  W.  climbing 4849  dah  (incus  Fitch.  Dahurian 
4850  falcatus  W.  sickle-leaved 
4851  racemosus  W.  branching 
4852  Broussoneti  Jacq.  Broussonet's 4853  retrofractus  W.  Larch-leaved Asiatic 

i  Al  or 
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i  Al  or 
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A  cu 

4854  asiaticus  W. 
4855  sathiopicus  W. 4856  a!  bus  W. 
4857  acutifolius  W. 
4858  flexuosus  W. 
4859  aphyllus  W. 4860  subulatus  W. 
4861  capensis  W. 4882  sarmentosus  W. 
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England  seaco. 
Hungary  ... Caucasus  1752. 
C.  G.  H.  1759. 
Caspian  1823. C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
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E  Indies  1792. 
E  Indies  1808. 
Canaries  1822. 
Africa  1759. Asia 
C.  G.  H. 
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Sk&p 

Sks.p  Botreg.734 
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181& 1540. 
1640. 

817.  DRI'MIA.  Jacq.  Drimia. 4863  altissima  Jacq.  tallest  If 
4864  elata  B.  M.  tall  tf 
4865  ciliaris  B.  M.  ciliated  5 
4866  puslUa  TV.  dwarf  tf 
4867  lancessfiSlia  B.  M.  Copperas-leav'd  tf 4868  revoluta  B.  M.  reflex-flowered  5 
4869  media  Jacq.  intermediate 

818.  UROPETALON.  Ker.  Uropetalov. 
4870  glaucum  Burchell  glaucous-leaved  tf 
4871  crispum  Burch.  curled-leaved  tf 
4872  serotinum  Ker.  late-flowering 4873  f ulvum  Hart.  tUe-red 
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Ceylon  1710. 
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Eng.  bot  339 Pl.rar.hu.S.t.201 
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4863 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
814.  Dianella.  A  diminution  of  Diana,  the  name  which  the  genus  originally  received  from  Commerson. 

The  species  are  found  in  the  recesses  of  forests,  where  the  goddess  of  hunting  may  be  supposed  to  inhabit 
815.  Eustrephus.   From  tu,  well,  and  r?s?<f,  to  turn,  in  allusion  to  the  twining  habit  of  the  species. 
816.  Asparagus.  From  trxa%tur<rn>,  to  tear,  on  account  of  the  strong  prickles  with  which  some  of  the  species 

are  armed.  Some  are  dioecious,  and  others  are  prickly  evergreen  climbers.  A.  officinalis,  Asperge,  Fr., 
Sparge  I,  Ger.,  and  As  para  go,  ItaL,  is  one  of  the  oldest  and  most  delicate  of  culinary  vegetables.  It  is  found 
on  the  sea-shores  in  different  parts  of  Britain  and  in  many  parts  of  Europe,  and  is  abundant  in  the  inland 
sandy  plains  in  Russia,  Turkey,  and  Greece.  Asparagus  was  in  much  esteem  both  among  the  Greeks  and 
Romans.  It  is  much  praised  by  Cato  and  Columella,  and  Pliny  mentions  a  sort  which  grew  near  Ravenna,  a 
deep  sandy  country,  three  shoots  of  which  would  weigh  a  pound.  It  is  equally  admired  by  the  moderns,  and 
assiduously  cultivated  in  private  gardens  everywhere,  and  to  a  great  extent  round  London,  Paris,  and  Vienna. 
In  no  part  of  the  world  is  it  grown  to  such  perfection  as  in  the  market  gardens  round  London.  That  of  the 
parish  of  Mortlako  is  particularly  strong  and  succulent :  the  soil  is  a  sandy  loam,  deeply  trenched,  and  well 
manured ;  the  seed  is  sown  in  drills  and  thinned  out  till  the  plants  stand  six  inches  apart  in  the  row,  and  the  rows 
are  a  foot  asunder.  Round  Paris  and  Vienna  more  pains  are  taken  in  preparing  the  soil,  by  forming  excava- 

tions and  filling  them  with  layers  of  turf,  durable  manure,  as  bones,  wood-chips,  &c,  sand,  manure,  loam, 
&c. ;  but  though  plantations  on  such  beds  last  longer  than  on  out's,  they  do  not  yield  better  shoots,  and  it  may justly  be  questioned  whether  they  are  equally  profitable  to  the  cultivator. 

The  culinary  preparations  of  asparagus  are  few,  its  very  delicate  flavor  rather  being  deteriorated  than 
improved  by  powerful  tastes.  It  is  best  boiled  and  served  alone,  to  be  eaten  with  butter  and  salt ;  or  with  the points  of  the  shoots  cut  in  small  pieces,  and  served  up  as  green  pease.   It  is  esteemed  diuretic,  and  in  Paris 
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4834  Radical  leaves  sword-shaped  flat  shorter  than  the  stem  with  the  keel  and  edges  smooth,  Panicle  simple 
4835  Radical  leaves  ensiform  long  smooth  at  the  edge  and  keel,  Panicle  upright 
4836  Leaves  bright-green  smooth,  Panicle  lax  decomp.  Sepals  of  pendulous  flower  reflexed,  Filam.  strumous 
4837  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  at  the  edge  prickly,  Keel  smooth 
4838  Stem  leaves  numerous  long  ensiform  rough  at  the  edge  and  keel,  Branches  of  panicle  short 
4839  Leaves  radical  lin.-lanceolate  at  the  keel  and  edges  smooth,  Panicle  decompound  straggling 

4840  Leaves  ovate  or  elliptical-lanceolate,  Anthers  after  flowering  twisted 
4841  Leaves  linear  or  linear-lanceolate,  Anthers  after  flowering  straight 

4842  Stem  herbaceous  round  erect,  Leaves  setaceous 
4843  Stem  herbaceous  erect  rounded,  Leaves  setaceous  J-whorled  and  whorled,  Stipules  solitary  unarmed 
4844  Stem  half-climbing,  Branches  straggling,  Leaves  setaceous  curved,  Flowers  globose 
4845  Stem  unarmed  rounded,  Branches  deelinate,  Leaves  setaceous 
4846  Stem  much  branched  wavy,  Leaves  setaceous  pungent,  Flowers  campanulate 4847  Stem  herbaceous  unarmed  decumbent  much  branched,  Branches  wavy,  Leaves  setaceous 
4848  Herbaceous  unarmed  twining.  Leaves  lanceolate  falcate 
4849  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Branches  straight,  Leaves  bundled  setaceous  long,  Pedunc.  sol.  nodding 
4850  Prickly  solitary  recurved,  Branches  round,  Leaves  fascicled  linear  falcate,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  clustered 
4851  Prickles  solitary,  Branches  striated,  Leaves  bundled  linear-subulate  falcate,  Racemes  many-fl.  axillary 4852  Branches  striated,  Leaves  linear  falcate  unequal,  Flowers  few 
4853  Prickles  solitary,  Branches  round  reflexed  bent  back,  Leaves  setaceous  bundled 
4854  Prickles  solitary,  Stem  erect,  Branches  filiform,  Leaves  bundled  setaceous 
4855  Prickles  solitary  reversed,  Branches  angular,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear 
4856  Prickles  solitary,  Branches  angular  wavy,  Leaves  bundled  3-cornered  blunt  deciduous 
4857  Stem  unarmed  angular  shrubby,  Leaves  needle-like  rigid  perennial  mucronate  equal 
4858  Herbaceous  unarmed,  Branches  wavy,  Leaves  lanceolate 
4859  Stem  unarmed  angidar  shrubby,  Leaves  subulate  striated  unequal  diverging 
4860  Unarmed,  Branches  bent  back,  Leaves  rounded  subulate 
4861  Spines  4,  Branches  clustered  rounded,  Leaves  setaceous 
4862  Leaves  solitary  linear  lanceolate,  Stem  wavy,  Prickles  recurved 

4863  Leaves  oval  sub-erect  plain,  Raceme  long  cylindrical,  Bractes  hooked  back  upon  themselves 
4864  Leaves  linear  lane,  obliquely  bent  smooth,  Flowers  nodding 4865  Leaves  linear  keeled  ciliated 
4866  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  channelled  at  base,  Flowers  erect 
4867  Leaves  wedge-shaped  smooth,  Scape  few-flowered 4868  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  wavy,  Peduncles  horizontal 
4869  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  half-round 

4870  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  erect  much  shorter  than  scape,  Peduncles  very  long 
4871  An  undescribed  species,  said  to  be  in  the  gardens  about  London 
4872  Leaves  bright  green  channelled  striated,  Sepals  oval  the  length  of  stamens 
4873  Leaves  glaucous,  Raceme  lax,  Sepals  linear  much  spreading  longer  than  stam. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
is  much  resorted  to  by  the  sedentary  operative  classes,  as  taylors,  weavers,  &c.  when  they  are  troubled  with 
symptoms  of  gravel  or  stone. 

There  are  some  varieties  and  subvarieties  of  asparagus,  but  excepting  the  red-topped  and  green-topped,  the 
others  are  merely  local  varieties,  and  can  hardly  be  said  to  be  obtainable  by  seed. 

In  the  kitchen  garden  asparagus  is  generally  grown  in  beds  four  feet  broad,  and  in  rows  a  foot  or  eighteen 
inches  apart  by  nine  inches  in  the  row.  The  plants  are  either  raised  from  seed  where  they  are  to  remain,  or 
raised  on  a  seed-bed  the  preceding  year  and  transplanted.  The  value  of  the  crop  depends  on  the  soil  being 
dry,  sandy,  trenched  two  and  a  half  or  three  feet  deep,  and  powerfully  manured.  During  winter  the  beds  are 
covered  with  dung  or  litter  to  protect  them  from  the  frost  In  spring  this  is  raked  off  into  the  alleys  and  dug 
in,  while  the  beds  are  stirred  with  a  fork,  to  admit  the  air,  heat,  rain,  &c.  to  stimulate  the  rising  shoots. 
Asparagus  from  seed  will  be  fit  to  cut  the  third  year,  in  perfection  the  fifth,  and  will  continue  good  for  ten  or 
twelve  years.  The  season  for  cutting  is  from  the  middle  of  April  to  the  middle  of  June. 

Asparagus  is  extensively  forced,  generally fcy  taking  up  the  roots  and  placing  them  on  dung  or  tan  beds; 
but  sometimes  a  more  gentle  forcing  is  given  by  covering  the  beds  with  dung  in  the  manner  of  forcing  sea-cale. 
By  the  former  mode  earlier  crops  are  obtained,  but  the  roots  are  lost ;  by  the  latter,  the  crop  is  only  forwarded 
a  week  or  two,  but  the  roots  remain  to  produce  the  following  year. 

817.  Drimia.  So  called  from  the  Greek  word  typut,  caustic,  because  the  juice  of  the  roots  is  so  very  acrid, as,  when  applied  to  the  skin,  to  cause  inflammation  and  even  blisters. 
818.  Uropetalon.  From  a  tail,  and  srsroAey,  a  petal,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  divisions  of 

the  flower  are  lengthened  out.  Curious  and  rare  bulbous  plants,  very  nearly  related  to  Zuccagnia ;  perhaps 
not  genetically  distinct 
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819.  HYACIN'THUS.  B.  M.  Hyacinth. 
4874  amethystinus  W.     Amethyst-col.   tf  A  or 4875  orientalis  W. 

820.  ZUCCAG'NIA.  Ti 4876viridis  Thurib. 
garden 

A  or 

unb.  ZUCCAGNIA. 

green 
iAI  or 

Gbape-hyacintb. 
musk. tf 

A  or 
yellow 

S 

A  or 

ciliated tf 

A  or 
purple 

A  or 
feathered 

A  or pallid 
A  or 

blue If 

A  or 

starch 

A  or 

Asphodelete. 
f  ap.my  B f  mr.ap  B Asphodelete. 
f  au  G 

Sp.  2^3. S.  Europe  1759. Levant  1596. 

Sp.  1—2. 
C.G.  H. 

O  l.p    Red.  til.  14 O  r.m  Bot  mag.  937 

1774.  O  l.p  Red.ia.20S 

4877  moschatum  B.  M. 
fiflavum  B.  M. 4878citifitum  Cyr. 

4879  comosum  R.  L. 
/3  monstrosum 4880pallens  Fisch. 

4881  botryoides  B.  AT. 4882  racemosum  B.  M. 

t822.  LACHENA'LIA.  W.  Lachenama. sea-green Orchis-like  tf 
pale-flowered  3 
Hyacinth-flow,  tf 
narrow-leaved contaminated 
spreading-flow.  tf sweet-scented  5 self-colored 
glossy-leaved starch 
blistered 

Asphodelete.    Sp.  6—8. 
\  ap.my  B      Levant  1596. i  ap.my  G.y    Levant  1596. 
1  my  Br.pu  Crimea  1822. 
}  ap.my  B       S.  Europe  1596. 
i  ap.my  B      S.  Europe  1596. 
imy  Pa.B  Crimea  1822. 
i  ap.my  B       Italy  1596. 
J  ap  B  Europe 

4883glauclna  W. 4884  orchioides  W. 
4885  pallida  W. 
4886  hyacinthoides  W. 
4887  angustifolia  W. 4888  contaminate  W. 
4889patula  W. 
4890fragrans  W. 
4891  unlcolor  B.  M.  self-colored 
4892  lucida  B.  M.  glossy-leaved  tf 4893  racemosa  B.  M.  starch  A 
48.94  pustulate  W.  blistered  tf 
4895  purpureo-caerul.&.»«.  purple-blue 4896  nervosa  B.  M.  nerved-leaved  5 
4897  violacea  W.  violet 
4898  bifolia  B.  M.  cowled-leaved  tf 
4899  r6sea  B.  Bep.  rose-colored 4900unifolia  W.  one-leaved  tf 
4901  sessilifl6ra  B.  Rep.  sessile-flowered 
4902  isopetala  W. 4903  tricolor  W. 
4904  luteola  J  acq. 
4905  pendula  Jacq. 
4906rubida  W. 
4907  quadricolor  Jacq. 
4908  serotina  Jacq. 

4882 

equal-flowered  tf three-colored  5 
yellow  ?f 
pendulous dotted-flower'd  tf four-colored  tf late 

lAlpr 
lAlpr LAlpr 
lAlpr 
LAlpr LAlpr 
LAlpr lAlpr 
lAlpr 
lAlpr LAlpr 
LAlpr lAlpr 
lAlpr LAlpr lAlpr 
lAJpr iAI  pr 
LAlpr 
lAJ  pr 
LAJpr 
LAlpr 
lAlpr 
lAJ  pr 
LAlpr 

pr 

Asphodelete. 1  mr.ap  G.w 
1  f.ap  G.y 
|  mr.ap  Pa,B 
|  mr.ap  W.r 1  ap.my  W 
i  f.mr  Pk 
§  ap.my  W.pk 1  mr.my  W.r 

\  my.jn  Pk I  mr.my  Pk 
1J  my  W.g 1  ja.ap  W.o 
1  ap.my  B.p 

f  jn  Pk 1  mr.ap  LB 

\  mr.ap  Pk 1  ap.my  Pk 
|  mr.ap  W.b 
I  my.jn  R f  my.jn  W.pt 1  ap.my  R.Y 
1  ap.my  Y.b 
f  mr.my  R.Y 
|  s.o  R 

Sp.  96—29. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1795. 
1752. 1782. 
1812. 
1793. 
1774. 1795. 
1798. 1806. 
1798. 

1811. 1790. 
1798. 1810. 
1795. 
1813. 
1800. 
1795. 1804. 
1804. 
1774. 1774. 
1789. 1803. 
177*. 
1820. 

O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l O  s.l 
O  6.1 
O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l 

O  s.l O  s.l 
O  s.l 
O  s.1 
O  s.l 
O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l 
O  s.l 
O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l 
O  s.l O  s.l O  s.l 
O  s.1 O  s.1 
O  s.1 O  s.1 
O  s.1 
O  s.1 
O  s.1 

O  3.1 

O  s.1 O  s.1 
O  s.1 

Bot.  mag.  734 
Bot.  mag.  1565 Bot  reg.  394 
Bot  mag.  133 
Moris.s.4.t.ll.f.2 
Bot.  mag.  157 
Bot  mag.  122 

Jac.  ic.  2. 1 391 
Bot  mag.  1269 
Bot.  reg.  287' Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  382 Bot.  mag.  735 
Bot  mag.  1401 
Jac.  ic.  2.  t.  384 Bot  reg.  302 Bot.  mag.  1373 
Bot  mag.  1372 
Bot.  mag.  1517 
Bot  mag.  817 
Bot.  mag.  745 Bot  mag.  1497 
Jac.ic.2.  t394 
Bot  mag.  lfill Bot.  rep.  1 296 Bot.  mag.  766 
Bot  rep.  460 
Jac.  ic.  2.  1 401 Jac.ic.rar.l.t.61 
Bot  mag.  1704 
Bot.  cab.  267 
Bot.  mag.  993 
Bot.  rep.  148 

4879        ~^4875         '  4887 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

819.  Hyacinthus.   Every  one  knows  the  fable  of  Hyacinthus,  who  was  killed  by  Apollo  and  changed  to  this 
flower.   Bochart,  however,  remarking  that  the  ancients  applied  the  name  to  a  red  flower,  concludes  that  the 
Arabic  yagbut,  which  signifies  red,  has  something  to  do  with  the  name.    A  conjecture  certainly  sufficiently 
learned,  but  less  plausible. 

H.  orientalis  is  the  origin  of  one  of  our  finest  florist's  flowers,  and,  like  the  tulip  and  narcissus,  of  a  consi- derable commerce  to  the  Dutch.  It  is  a  native  of  the  East,  and  abundant  about  Aleppo  and  Bagdat,  where  it 
flowersin  February.  It  seems  to  have  been  first  cultivated  as  a  flower  by  the  Dutch  ;  but  when  is  unknown. 
Most  probably  in  the  beginning  of  the  sixteenth  century,  soon  after  the  revival  of  commerce  in  the  west  of  Eu- 

rope, when  the  merchants  of  Holland  traded  to  the  eastern  shores  of  the  Mediterranean  and  the  Archipelago. 
About  the  end  of  the  sixteenth  century  there  were  seven  or  eight  varieties  known  in  England.  In  1620, 
Swertius,  in  his  Florilegium,  figured  forty  varieties ;  Miller  gays  the  Haarlem  florists  in  his  time  (say  1720) 
had  above  2000  varieties,  and  though  the  passion  for  this  flower  has  greatly  declined,  they  have  still  upwards  of 
half  that  number.  In  England  three  or  four  hundred  sorts  are  annually  imported  from  the  Dutch  florists 
by  the  seedsmen. A  fine  double  hyacinth  is  cnaracterized  by  strength  and  enlargement  of  all  the  parts,  and  by  bright  distinct 
colors.  The  fundamental  varieties  are  double,  semidouble,  single,  red,  white,  purple,  blue,  and  yellow,  in 
many  different  shades  and  variegations.  A  variety  degenerates  in  a  few  years ;  but  some  have  existed  un- 
deteriorated  upwards  of  a  century.  Varieties  are  raised  from  seed,  and  flower  the  fourth  or  fifth  year :  their 
names  are  after  the  growers  or  their  patrons,  favorite  friends,  public  characters,  or  the  celebrated  names  of 
history  and  antiquity. The  seeds  of  the  hyacinth  are  sown  in  October,  after  they  have  ripened,  or  in  the  following  March.  They 
remain  three  years  with  no  other  culture  than  covering  with  a  little  earth  in  autumn,  but  the  fourth  season 
they  are  transplanted  into  beds,  where  they  remain  two  or  three  years  longer  till  all  the  bulbs  have  flowered. The  soil  is  essentially  a  very  sandy  loam  and  vegetable  mould ;  and  if  in  forming  the  beds  this  soil  can  be 
made  to  the  depth  of  two  feet,  and  at  the  bottom  of  the  bed  a  layer  of  six  or  nine  inches  of  cow-dung 
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4874  Flowers  campanulate  half  6-cleft  cylindrical  at  base 
4875  Flowers  funnel-shaped  half  6-cleft  ventricose  at  base 

4876  Leaves  linear  channelled  longer  than  scape 

4877  Flowers  cylindrical  ovate  uniform  horizontal  subsessile 
4878  Flowers  camp,  cylindrical  half  6-cleft,  Pedunc.  in  fruit  very  long  and  horizontal 
4879  Flowers  cylindrical  angular  on  long  stalks,  the  upper  sterile  on  very  long  stalks 
4880  Flowers  campan.  cylindrical,  Limb  erect  shorter  than  tube,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  erect 
4881  Flowers  globose  uniform :  the  lower  remote,  Leaves  linear  upright  channelled 
4882  Flowers  ovate  uniform  clustered :  the  upper  sessile,  Leaves  lax  dependent  linear 

4884 
4885 
4887 

4891 
4892 
4893 4S94 
4895 4896 4897 

4900 
4901 
4902 
4903 
4904 4905 4906 4907 

Flowers  campanulate  sessile,  Inner  sepals  longer  spreading  obtuse,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  smooth 
Flow.ers  campanulate  sessile,  Inner  sepals  longer  spreading  obtuse,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  with  cartila.  cren.  edge 
Flowers  campanulate  sessile,  Inner  sepals  longer  spreading  obt.  Scape  ang.  at  end  short,  than  lin.  obL  lvs. 
Ft  campanulate  sessile,  Inner  sepals  longer  spreading  emarg.  Lvs.  lin.  chann.  lax  twice  as  long  as  scape 
FL  campan.  sessile,  Inner  sepals  longer  spreading  obov.  obt.  Lvs.  lin.  channelled  lax  longer  than  scape 
FL  camp,  cylind.  on  short  stalks  erect,  Inner  sep.  long  lane,  obt  erect,  Lvs.  lin.  chann.  lax  long,  than  scape 
Flowers  camp,  stalked,  Inner  sepals  longer  obovate  spreading,  Lvs.  lane,  channelled  shorter  than  scape 
FL  camp,  stalked  horizontal,  Inner  sep.  longer  obt.  Stam.  longer  than  fl.  Lvs.  lane,  twice  as  short  as  scape 
Leaves  two,  Scape  not  longer  than  leaves,  FL  short  horizontal,  Stamens  long  declinate 
Leaves  two  oblong,  Raceme  compact,  Flowers  short  campanulate  nearly  as  long  as  stamens 
Leaves  three  lanceolate  blistered  shorter  than  scape,  Flowers  campanulate  erect 
Flowers  camp,  on  short  stalks,  Inner  sep.  long,  obtuse,  Scape  3  cornered  reclinate,  Leaves  blistered 
FL  camp,  stalked,  Inner  sep.  long  obt.  revoL  Stam.  longer  than  fl.  Scape  angular  at  end,  Leaves  blistered 
Leaves  two  oval-edged,  Flower  erect  conical  shorter  than  spreading  stamens 
Fl.  camp,  flat  at  base  length  of  stalk,  Inner  sep.  long,  obt  Stam.  longer  than  fl.  Scape  ang.  at  end,  Lvs.  obi. 
Leaves  lanceolate  erect  unequal :  the  larger  cucullate  at  base,  Scape  few-flowered  shorter  than  leaves 
Lvs.  lin.  lane,  two-spreading,  Flowers  whole-colored  with  the  outer  sepals  nearly  as  long  as  the  inner 
Flowers  cylindrical  length  of  stalks,  Inner  sepals  longer  obtuse  unequal,  Leaf  one  lin.  lanceoL 
Lvs.  two  fin  lane,  spreading,  Fl.  erect  sessile  clust  ovate  with  inner  sep.  much  the  narrowest  and  longest 
Flowers  cylind.  stalked,  Sepals  linear  obtuse  equal,  Scape  angular  at  end,  Leaves  lane,  deflexed 
Flowers  cylind.  stalked  pendulous,  Inner  sepals  longer  emarginate,  Leaves  lanceolate 
Flowers  cylind.  stalked  pendulous,  Inner  sepals  longer  emarginate  spreading,  Leaves  obi.  spreading 
Leaves  twin  obi.  not  spotted,  Scape  erect  not  spotted,  Flowers  cylindrical  pendulous 
Flowers  cylind.  on  short  stalks  pendulous.  Inner  sepals  longest,  Leaves  oblong 
Leaves  twin  lin.  lane,  spotted,  Scape  erect,  Flowers  pendulous  with  the  inner  limb  of  sepals  spreading 
Flowers  camp,  stalked,  Outer  sepals  long  spreading :  inner  connate,  Leaves  long  channelled 

4385  erth    4906  rUfctc  4901 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
deposited,  the  plants  will  thrive  the  better.  The  season  of  planting  is  from  the  middle  of  October  to  the middle  of  November.  The  bed  should  be  protected  from  heavy  rains  and  severe  frosts  by  the  usual  means  • and  about  the  beginning  of  April,  when  the  flowers  begin  to  open,  an  awning  of  canvass  should  be  fixed  over them,  to  exclude  all  extremes  of  weather,  and  the  more  brilliant  moments  of  sunshine.  In  three  weeks  or  a month  after  blooming  the  bulbs  should  be  taken  up,  unless  they  are  intended  to  remain  for  seed  Thev should  be  dried  in  the  shade,  or  under  a  few  inches  of  dry  earth,  kept  dry,  and  afterwards  cleaned  and  wrapped up  in  separate  papers,  or  laid  on  open  airy  shelves  till  wanted  for  replanting. The  hyacinth  forces  well,  especially  some  of  the  blue  sorts ;  it  also  does  better  than  most  bulbs  when  planted on  water.  r 
820.  Zuccagnia.  This  plant  was  named  in  honor  of  Attili  Zuccagni,  superintendant  of  the  garden  at Florence.    It  is  scarcely  a  different  genus  from  Uropetalon. 
821.  Muscari.  Something  which  smells  of  musk,  called  ftocrvcf  in  Greek,  muscus  in  Latin,  misk  in  Arabic (Forskahl.)  M.  comosum,  /3  monstrosum,  is  a  most  ornamental  border  flower.  The  bulb  is  large  ovate  and solid :  the  leaves  narrow,  a  foot  long,  with  obtuse  points  :  the  flower-stalks  rise  near  a  foot  and  a  half  high  • they  are  naked  at  the  bottom  for  about  seven  or  eight  inches,  above  which  the  panicles  of  flowers  begin  and terminate  the  stalks.  The  flowers  stand  upon  peduncles  which  are  more  than  an  inch  long,  each  sustaining three,  four,  or  five  flowers,  whose  petals  are  cut  into  slender  filaments  like  hairs ;  they  are  of  a  purplish  blue color,  and,  having  neither  stamina  nor  germ,  never  produce  seeds.  The  other  species  are  very  pretty  hardv flowers.  3 
M.  racemosum  was  named  starch  hyacinth  by  William  Curtis,  from  the  smell  of  the  flower 
822.  Lachenalia.  So  named  in  honor  of  Wernerus  de  la  Chenal,  of  Switzerland,  author  of  some  medical and  botanical  tracts  printed  at  Basle.  The  numerous  species  of  this  genus  were  chiefly  introduced  from  the Cape  by  Masson:  they  bear  a  strong  general  resemblance,  and  are  yet  individually  different :  they  may  be styled  diminutive,  but  pretty;  they  grow  readily  in  sand  and  peat,  and  maybe  forced  or  retarded  so  as  to flower  at  almost  any  season.   They  must  he  very  sparingly  watered  when  not  in  a  growing  state 
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Flax-lily. 
Iris-leaved  j£  lAJ  ec 
Cyaxella. 

purple-flower,  S  iAI  pr yellow-flowered  tf  lAI  pr 
Leoxtice. 

oak-leaved  A  A  cu 

823.  PHOR'MIUM.  W. 4909tenax  W. 
824.  CYANEI/LA.  W. 
4910  capensis  W. 4911  lutea  W. 

825.  LEONTICE.  W. 
4912  chrys6gonum  TV. 
4913  Leontopetalon  IV.  Lion's-leaf       A  lAJ  cu 826.  CAULOPHYI/LUM.  Mich.  Caulophyllum. 
4914  thalictroides  Ph.     Columbine-lvd.  3t  A  cu 
827.  DIPHYLLE'IA.  Mich.  Diphylleia. blue-berried     3l  A  Pr 

WlNTBR-BERRY. 
deciduous  3k  or 
Carolina  Sk  or 
smooth  St  or 
scarlet-berried  A  or 
evergreen  *  or 
shining  *  _J  or 
Berberry. 
common  A 
purple-fruited  Sk 

4915  cymosa  Mich. 
828.  PRI'NOS.  W. 4916  verticillatus  JV. 
4917  amblguus  Ph. 
4918  lasvigatus  Ph. 4919  lanceolStus  Ph. 
4930  glaber  TV. 
§49211ucidus  TV. 

t*829.  BER'BERIS.  TV. 
4922  vulgaris  TV. 

13  violacea 
y  alba  white-fruited 4923  canadensis  Ph.  Canada 

4924  ilicifolia  TV.  Holly-leaved 
4925  cretica  TV.  Cretan 
4926sibirica  TV.  Siberian 
4927  emarginSta  TV.  en.  emarginate 
4928  sinensis  Desf.  Chinese 
4929  fascicularis  Dec. 
4930  aristata  Dec. 
4931  heterophylla  Jim. 

830.  NANDI'NA.  JV. 4932  domestica  TV 
831.  COSSIG'NIA.  Juss. 4933  pinnata  Lam. 
832.  HII/LIA.  JV. 
4934  longifl6ra  TV. 
4935  tetrandra  JV. 

,4910 

clustered 
Nepal 
various-leaved 
Nandina. 

garden CoSSIGXIA. 
pinnated Htl.LlA. 
long-flowered mountain 

•  □or 

Asphodelece.  Sp.  1. 6  au       G.\v  N.  Zeal.  1788. 
Asphodelece.  Sp.  2—4. 1  jl.au     B  C.  G.H  1768. 

1  jLau     Y  C.  G.H.  1788. 
Berberidece.  Sp.  2—3. 

1  mr.jn    Y  Levant  1740. 
1  ap.my  Y  Levant  1597. 

Berberidece.  Sp.  1 — 2. 
|  my      Y.o  N.  Amer.  1755. Berberidece.  Sp.  1. 
f  my.jn  W  N.  Amer.  1812. 
Rhamnece.  Sp.  6 — 1 1. 

6  jLau     W  ft.  Amer.  1736. 4     ...     W  Carolina  1812. 
4  jl.au    W  N.  Amer.  ... 
4  jn.jl     W  Carolina  1811. 
ljjl.au    W  Canada  1759. 2  jn.jl     W    1778. 

Berberidece.  Sp.  10—38. 
8  ap.my  Y  England  bu.  pi. 
8  ap.my  Y    *"... 8  ap.mv  Y   
8  ap.my  Y  Canada  1759. 
4  jLau    Y  T.delFue.1791. 
6  ap.my  Y  Candia  1759. 
1  jn.jl     Y  Siberia  1790. 
3  ap.my  Y  Siberia  1790. 
4  ap.my  Y  China  1815. 
10  ap.my  Y  California  1819. 
6  ap.my  Y  Nepal  1820. 
4  ap.my  Y  Magellan  1805. Berberidece.  Sp.  1. 
6  jn.jl     G.Br  China  1804. 

Sapindacece.  Sp.  1. 10    Mauritius  1824. 
Rubiaceee.  Sp.  2. 

1J  f.mr    W  W.  Indies  1789. 1  jn.jl     W  Jamaica  1793. 

4932 

R  Ls.p  Cook,  it  v.2.  t96 
O  s.p 
O  s.p 
D  8.Lp 

D  s.l.p D  s.p D  Lp 

Bot.  mag.  568 Bot.  mag.  1252 

M.his.atl5.f.7 
M.  his.  3.  t.15.  f.6 
Mic.  Am.  1. 1  21 

Bot.  mag.  1666 

Dend.  brit  SO 
Dend.  brit  29- Dend.  brit  28 Bot  cab.  450 

L  co   Eng.  bot  19 
L  co 
L  co 
L  co L  r.m L  co  Fl.  grssc  342 
L  co  Bot  reg.  487 
G  co 

Dend.  brit  26 
Bot  mag.  2396 Hook.  ex.  fl.  98 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  14 

G  co 
C 
C 
L 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1109 
C  p.l 

C  s.p  Bot  mag.  721 
C   S.p  S'.VZ.  fl  oc.  t.ll 

4934 

4913 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
823.  Phormium.  Prom  $o%fM{,  a  basket  This  plant  sends  up  numerous  leaves,  which  in  New  Zealand 

and  Norfolk  Island  are  manufactured  into  matting ;  or  a  coarse  thread  is  separated  from  them  and  made  into 
cordage  and  coarse  linen,  as  is  done  from  different  species  of  Aloe,  Agave,  and  Liliaceae  in  the  Levant  and  south 
of  Europe.  The  plant  thrives  in  any  rich  light  soil,  increases  readily  by  offsets,  and  is  said  to  stand  the  ooen 
air  about  Cork,  where  thoughts  are  entertained  of  using  it  as  a  substitute  for  flax.  The  experiments,  now- 
ever,  which  have  been  made  in  New  Holland  by  some  spirited  individuals  respecting  its  cultivation,  have  all failed. 

824.  Cyanella.  Derived  from  xtmvof,  blue,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers  of  some  species ;  all  are 
very  pretty  and  easily  cultivated. 825.  Leontice.  An  abridgment  of  Leontopetalum,  its  ancient  name ;  from  Xun,  a  lion,  and  sytoXw,  a  leaf, 
because  the  shape  of  the  leaves  was  thought  to  resemble  the  print  of  a  lion's  foot 826.  Caulophyllum.  From  zavXev,  a  stem,  and  ipuXkm,  a  leaf.  Its  leaves  are  so  terminated  by  the  stalk,  as 
to  appear  a  mere  continuation  of  a  stem. 

827.  Diphylleia.   From  Sis,  two,  and  fu'O.ov,  a  leaf  The  plant  has  never  more  than  two  leaves. 828.  Prinos.  This  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  evergreen  oak;  from  srgja,  to  saw,  on  account  of  the 
strongly  toothed  leaves  of  that  plant  The  species  are  low  shrubs  of  little  beauty ;  but  of  the  easiest  culture 
in  any  light  sou. 829.  Berberis.  Berberys,  according  to  Golius,  (p.  246),  is  the  Arabic  name  of  this  plant  B.  vulgaris  is  at 
once  an  ornamental  shrub,  a  fruit  tree,  a  hedge  plant,  a  dye,  a  drug,  and  a  reputed  enemy  to  the  corn  farmer. 
When  covered  with  flowers  in  spring,  or  with  fruit  in  autumn,  it  is  a  fine  object  The  leaves  are  of  a 
yellowish  or  bluish  green,  and  gratefully  acid  to  the  taste.  The  smell  of  the  flowers  is  offensive  when  near, but  pleasant  at  a  certain  distance.  The  berries  are  so  very  acid,  that  birds  seldom  touch  them.  The  berberry, 
however,  is  cultivated  for  the  sake  of  these,  which  are  pickled  and  used  for  garnishing  dishes ;  and  being 
boiled  with  sugar,  form  a  most  agreeable  rob  or  jelly ;  they  are  used  likewise  as  a  sweetmeat,  and  are  put  into 
sugar-plums  or  comfits.  As  a  medicine  the  fruit  is  considered  a  mild  restringent  acid,  agreeable  to  the 
stomach,  and  of  efficacy  (like  other  vegetable  acids)  in  hot  bilious  disorders,  and  in  a  putrid  disposition  of  the 
humours.   The  roots  boiled  in  a  lye  yield  a  yellow  colour :  and  in  Poland  they  dye  leather  of  a  fine  yellow 
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4909  The  only  species,  resembling  an  Agave 

4910  Stem  leafy  panicled,  Racemes  divaricating,  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy 
4911  Scape  naked  branched,  Racemes  erect,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  flat 

4912  Leaves  pinnated.  Leaflets  whorled  lanceolate  acute  3-pointed 
4913  Radical  leaves  biternate ;  cauline  t ornate,  Fruit  ovate 

4914  Cauline  leaf  triternate ;  floral  biternate 

4915  Quite  smooth,  Leaves  palmate  angular  lobed  serrated  with  taper-pointed  lobes 
4916  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  acuminate  doubly  serrated,  Veins  beneath  hairy 
4917  Leaves  oval  pointed  at  each  end  mucronate  serrulate  pubescent  beneath,  Female  flowers  solitary 
4918  Leaves  lanceoL  serrated  acuminate  smooth  on  each  side,  Flowers  all  6-cleft 
4919  Leaves  lanceol.  very  finely  and  distantly  serrated  acute  at  each  end  quite  smooth,  Male  flow.  3-androus 4920  Leaves  lanceol.  out.  smooth  serrated  at  end 
4921  Leaves  elliptical  acuminate  smooth  somewhat  serrated  at  end 

4922  Racemes  simple  pendulous,  Leaves  obovate  ciliate- toothed 

4923  Branches  dotted,  Prickles  in  3s,  Lvs.  simple  obovate  remotely  toothed,  Racemes  short,  Fruit  globular 
4924  Spines  3-parted,  Leaves  oval  with  a  few  large  spiny  teeth,  Fed.  short  4-fl.  Pedicels  elongate  corymbose 
4925  Spines  3-5-parted,  Leaves  oval-oblong  entire  or  serrated,  Racemes  3-8-flow.  almost  shorter  than  leaves 
4926  Spines  3-7-parted,  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  ciliate-toothed,  Peduncles  1-flowered  shorter  than  leaf 
4927  Spines  3-parted,  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  ciliate  serrate,  Racemes  pendulous,  Petals  emarginate 
4928  Spines  3-parted  very  few,  Leaves  obi.  obtuse  entire  or  a  little  toothed,  Racemes  many-fl.  nodding 
4929  Lvs.  pinnated  in  4  or  5  pairs,  Leaflets  ovate  lanceolate  spreading  toothed,  Racemes  erect  much  clustered 
4980  Spines  simple  scarcely  two-toothed  at  base,  Lvs.  obL  with  4  or  5  spiny  teeth,  Racemes  spreading  many-fl. 
4931  Spines  3-parted,  Lvs.  ovate  lanceolate  smooth  some  entire  some  three-toothed,  Pedicels  solitary  one-flow. 

4932  Leaves  supra-decompound  with  lane,  entire  leaflets 

4933  Leaves  pinnate  lanceolate  emarginate 

4934  Cor.  6-cleft,  Segments  lanceolate  revolute,  Leaves  ovate  acute 
4935  Cor.  4- cleft,  Segments  ovate,  Leaves  obovate 

m     4926  jv         4916         _      JL/Z^  *917  4918  .j* 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
with  the  bark  of  the  root  The  inner  bark  of  the  stems  also  will  dye  linen  of  a  fine  yellow,  with  the  assist, ance  of  alum.  Kine,  sheep,  and  goats  are  said  to  eat  it}  horses  and  swine  to  refuse  it  This  species  varies with  red,  purple,  pale  yellow,  and  stoneless  fruit 

Insects  of  various  kinds  are  remarkably  fond  of  the  flowers  of  the  barberry ;  and  the  JEcidium  Berberidis. its  particular  inhabitant,  is  supposed  to  generate  the  dust  which,  carried  from  the  bush  by  winds,  and  lighting on  wheat  and  other  growing  corns,  gives  rise  to  the  Puccinia,  a  minute  fungus,  which  closes  up  the  pores  of  the leaves,  and  appears  like  rust  or  mildew.  (Sir  J.  Banks  on  Slight,  %c.)  Many  highly  respectable  authorities in  Bntain,  on  the  continent,  and  in  America,  are  in  favor  of  and  against  this  opinion.  Willdenow,  Withering, and  Dwight  have  stated  various  remarkable  cases  on  good  authority.  Six  J.  Banks  and  his  draughtsman Bauer  proved  the  fact  of  the  mildew  being  a  fungus. 
Linnaeus  observed,  that  when  bees  in  search  of  honey  touch  the  filaments,  the  anthers  approximate  to  the stigma  and  explode  the  pollen.  Sir  J.  Smith  ascertained  that  the  same  effect  is  produced  by  touching  the inside  of  the  filaments  with  a  small  bit  of  stick.  (Phil.  Trans,  vol  lxxviii.  1. 158.) 

n  A,V  .'j1?. other,  species  are  much  esteemed  as  ornamental  plants.  B.  aristata  is  a  fine  hardy  evergreen  shrub. B.  lhcifoha  and  emarginata  are  also  hardy,  but  less  ornamental  B.  fascicularis  is  a  beautiful  ornamental nearly  hardy  shrub,  remarkable  for  its  pinnated  leaves. 
830.  Nandma.  Nandin  is  the  name  of  this  shrub  in  Japan,  where  it  is  a  garden  shrub :  the  flowers  are  in panicles,  and  succeeded  by  berries  of  the  size  of  a  pea.  In  the  greenhouse  it  grows  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and ripened  cuttings,  with  their  leaves  on,  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
831.  Cossignia.  Named  by  Commerson,  after  M.  de  Cossigny,  a  French  naturalist,  then  living  at  Pondicherrj fine  plants  with  handsome  pinnated  leaves.  * 832.  HiUia.  So  named  by  Jacquin,  in  honor  of  Sir  John  Hill,  author  of  many  large  works  on  botany  and other  parts  of  natural  history,  as  well  as  general  literature.  Owing  to  some  differences  with  his  contemporaries, and  writing  against  the  Royal  Society,  after  being  rejected  as  a  fellow,  his  memory  in  England  has  not  met  with much  respect ;  in  truth  it  was  but  little  that  it  deserved.  The  species  are  of  easy1  culture,  and  cuttings  root readily  in  sand. 
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t*833.  RICHAR'DIA.  L. 
§4936  scabra  L. 
834.  CANARI'NA.  W. 4937  Campanula  W. 

RlCHARDIA. rough 

Canarina. Canary 

835.  FRANKE'NIA.  W.  Sea-Heath. 4938^13  W. 
4939N6thria  W. 
4940hirsuta  W. 
4941  pulverulenta  W. 

t836\  PEP'LIS.  W. 4942  P6rtula  W. 

smooth Cape hairy 

powdery 

Q- 1    I  w RubiacetE. 2  s  W 
Sp.  1. 
Vera  Cruz C  l.p   Lam.  m.  t.  254 

Campanulacece.    Sp.  1. 
!U.  lAJ  or    3  ja.mr    O  Canaries 1696.  R  r.m  Bot.  mag.  444 

£  A  cu a  iaj  cu 
£  A  cu j£  A  cu 

Frankeniacece.  Sp.  4—16. 

ijl.au i  jn.au 
ijnjl 

F 
F 
LB 
R 

England  sal.  m.  D  s.l C.  5.  H.  1816.   D  s.l Siberia  1789.  D  s.l 
England  seaco.  D  8.1 

Eng.  bot.  205 Be.c.l71.t.l.f.2 
FL  grasc.  343 
Eng.  bot.  2222 

Water  Purslane. 
common  =fc  Q  cu Salicarice.  Sp.  1 — 2. 

i  jLs       Pu  Britain wat.  pi.  S  aq   Eng.  bot.  121 

DIGYNIA. 

837.  ORY'ZA.  W.  Rice.  Graminea;.    Sp.  1. 4943  sativa  W.  common  Mi  S3  ag    2  jl        Ap     E.  Indies  1596.  S  aq  Cat.  car.  1. 1.  14 

838.  ATRAPHAX'IS.  W.   Atraphaxis.  Polygcmece.   Sp.  2—3. 4944spin6sa  W.  prickly  tt.  tAJ  cu  2  au  Ap  Levant  1732.  C  l.p  Dend.  brit.  119 
4945  undulata  W.  waved-leaved   n.  |  |  cu    2  jn.jl      Ap     C.  G.  H.   1732.  C  l.p  Dil.  el.  1 32.  f.36 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
833.  Richardia.  So  named  by  Houston,  after  Richard  Richardson,  an  English  botanist.  Cuttings  root  in sand  under  a  glass. 
834.  Canarina.  That  is  to  say,  a  plant  native  of  the  Canaries.  This  plant,  Sweet  observes,  "  is  very  desir- able, as  it  flowers  in  autumn  and  winter,  when  few  other  plants  are  in  bloom.  After  flowering,  the  stem  lies 

down,  and  the  roots  continue  dormant  all  the  summer,  when  they  need  but  little  water.  When  they  begin  to 
grow  they  had  better  be  placed  in  the  stove,  as  they  will  not  flower  so  abundantly  in  the  greenhouse.  A  light 
loamy  soil  suits  them  best,  or  a  mixture  of  loam  arid  peat ;  and  they  are  readily  increased  by  dividing  the  roots, 
or  from  cuttings  planted  in  the  same  kind  of  soil  under  a  hand-glass  "   \.Bot.  Cult.  p.  162.) 835.  Frankcnia.  In  honor  of  John  Frankenius,  professor  of  botany  at  Upsal,  who  first  enumerated  the  plants 
of  Sweden  in  Speculum  Botanicum,  1638,  and  Speculum  Botanicum  Ken  ova  turn  in  1659. 

836.  Peplis.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  Purslane.  The  plant  now  so  called  resembles  the  Purslane  in 
some  points. 

837.  Oryxa.  From  the  Arabic  word  Sru%,  the  Greeks  coined  their  word  »£u&*,  and  the  various  modern nations  of  Europe  their  rice,  riz,  reis,  &c.  O.  sativa,  the  common  rice,  has  the  culm  from  one  to  six  feet  in 
length,  annual,  erect,  simple,  round,  jointed.  Leaves  subulate-linear,  reflex,  embracing,  not  fleshy.  Flowers 
in  a  terminating  panicle.  Calycine  leaflets  lanceolate.  Valves  of  the  corolla  equal  in  length ;  the  inner  valve 
even,  awnless ;  the  outer  twice  as  wide,  four-grooved,  hispid,  awned.   Style  single,  two-parted. O.  mutica,  the  dry  or  mountain  rice,  cultivated  in  Ceylon,  Java,  and  of  late  In  Hungary,  has  the  culm  three 
feet  high,  and  more  slender.  Fruit  longish,  with  awns  the  longest  of  all.  It  is  sown  on  mountains  and  in 
dry  soils ;  rots  with  a  long  inundation,  and  perishes  with  sea  water. 

The  varieties  of  rice,  as  of  other  cultivated  grain,  are  as  numerous  as  the  different  soils,  climates,  and  other 
physical  circumstances,  in  which  it  is  cultivated :  besides  the  dry  rice,  the  chief  sorts,  by  some  considered  spe- 

cies, are  the  O.  praecox,  or  early  rice,  and  the  O.  glutinosa,  or  clammy  rice,  both  cultivated  in  irrigated  lands. 
The  native  place  of  rice,  like  that  of  the  other  sorts  of  grain  in  common  use,  is  unknown ;  it  is  cultivated  in  great 

abundance  all  over  India,  where  the  country  will  admit  of  being  flooded ;  in  the  southern  provinces  of  China, 
in  Cochinchina,  Cambodia,  Siam,  Japan,  &c.  In  Japan  it  is  very  white,  and  of  the  best  quality.  It  has  also 
been  introduced  into  cultivation  in  the  southern  kingdoms  of  Europe,  Italy,  Spain,  the  south  of  France,  and 
within  a  few  years  into  Hungary  and  Westphalia.  In  Carolina  it  has  long  been  a  staple  commodity. 
Houghton's  account  of  its  introduction  there  is,  that  Ashby  was  encouraged  to  send  a  hundred  pound  bagfull of  rice  to  that  province,  from  which,  in  1698,  sixty  tons  were  imported  into  England.  Dalrymple  says,  that 
rice  in  Carolina  is  the  result  of  a  small  bag  of  paddy,  given  as  a  present  from  Dubois,  treasurer  of  the  East 
India  Company,  to  a  Carolina  trader.  A  Dutch  vessel  also,  from  Madagascar,  brought  rice  into  the  same  pro- 

vince; and  to  this  is  attributed  their  having  two  kinds.    (Oriental  Repertory,  1.) 
In  the  hilly  parts  of  Java,  and  in  many  of  the  Eastern  islands,  the  mountain  rice  is  planted  upon  the  sides  of 

hills,  where  no  water  but  rain  can  come ;  it  is,  however,  planted  in  the  beginning  of  the  rainy  season,  and 
reaped  in  the  beginning  of  the  dry  season.  The  natives  call  it  Paddy  Gunung,  which  signifies  mountain  rice. 
It  is  entirely  unknown  in  the  western  parts  of  India,  but  it  is  well  known  in  Cochinchina,  where  it  thrives  in 
dry  light  soils,  mostly  on  the  sides  of  hills,  not  requiring  more  moisture  than  the  usual  rains  and  dews  supply, neither  of  which  are  frequent  at  the  season  of  its  vegetation. 

There  is  a  kind  of  hill  rice  which  is  hardy  enough  to  grow  on  the  edge  of  the  Himalayan  snows.  It  is  al- 
most to  be  expected,  that  this  will,  at  some  future  time,  prove  an  acquisition  of  value  to  the  European cultivator. 

Rice  is  extensively  cultivated  in .  the  East  Indies  and  China,  and  chiefly  on  low  grounds  near  large  rivers, 
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4936  The  only  species,  Leaves  lanceolate  orate  rough 

4037  The  only  species,  Leaves  stalked  hastate  toothed 

4938  Flowers  solitary,  Petals  repand  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  ciliated  at  base 
4639  Flowers  fascicled,  Petals  acute,  Leaves  linear  ciliated  at  base 
4940  Flowers  fascicled,  Petals  repand  obtuse,  Leaves  linear  oblong  hairy  at  base 
4941  Flowers  solitary,  Petals  subrepand,  Leaves  roundish  ovate  powdery  beneath 

4942  Flowers  hexandrous  axillary  solitary,  Flowers  stalked  rounded  ovate 

DIGYNIA. 

4943  The  only  species 

4944  Prickly 
4945  Unarmed,  Leaves  wavy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
which  are  liable  to  be  annually  inundated,  and  enriched  by  the  deposition  of  mud.  According  to  Sir  George 
Staunton's  account,  the  Chinese  obtain  two  crops  of  rice  in  a  year  from  the  same  ground,  and  culti  vate  it  in this  way  from  generation  to  generation  on  the  same  SOU,  and  without  any  other  manure  than  the  mud  de- posited by  the  water  of  the  river  used  in  overflowing  it.  After  the  waters  of  the  inundation  have  withdrawn, 
a  few  days  are  allowed  for  the  mud  to  get  partially  dry  ;  then  a  small  spot  is  enclosed  by  a  bank  of  clay  slightly ploughed  and  harrowed,  and  the  grain,  previously  steeped  in  dung,  diluted  with  animal  water,  is  then  sown 
very  thickly  on  it  A  thin  sheet  of  water  is  immediately  brought  over  it,  either  by  a  led  stream,  or  the  chain- 
pump.  Thus  a  seed-bed  or  nursery  is  prepared,  and,  in  the  meantime,  the  remainder  of  the  tract  is  preparing 
for  being  planted.  When  the  plants  are  six  or  seven  inches  high,  they  are  transplanted  in  furrows  made  by 
the  plough,  so  as  to  stand  about  a  foot  apart  every  way ;  water  is  then  brought  over  them,  and  kept  on  till  the 
crop  begins  to  ripen,  when  it  is  withheld ;  so  that  when  harvest  arrives  the  field  is  quite  dry.  It  is  reaped  with 
a  sickle,  threshed  with  a  flail  or  the  treading  of  cattle,  and  the  husk  taken  off  by  beating  it  in  a  stone  mortar, 
or  passing  it  between  two  flat  stones,  as  in  a  common  meal  mill.  The  first  crop  being  cut  in  May,  a  second  is 
immediately  prepared  for  by  burning  the  stubble,  and  this  second  crop  ripens  in  October  or  November.  After 
removal,  the  stubble  is  ploughed  in,  which  is  the  onlyvegetable  manure  such  lands  can  be  said  to  receive  from 
man.  In  Japan,  Ceylon,  and  Java,  according  to  Thunberg,  Davis,  and  Baffles,  aquatic  rice  is  cultivated 
nearly  in  the  same  manner.  Mountain-rice  is  grown  much  in  the  same  way  as  our  barley. 

In  Lombardy  and  Savoy  rice  is  sown  on  rich  lands,  the  sower  often  wading  to  the  knees  in  water :  one  crop 
a  year  only  is  obtained ;  but  four  crops  are  often  taken  in  succession.    In  America  a  similar  practice  obtains. 

In  Westphalia,  and  some  other  parts  of  the  south  of  Germany,  rice  has  long  been  cultivated ;  there  it  is sown  on  lands  that  admit  of  irrigation ;  but  the  water  is  not  admitted  till  the  seed  has  germinated,  and  it  is 
withdrawn,  as  in  Italy,  when  the  crop  comes  into  flower.  From  long  culture  in  a  comparatively  cold  country, 
the  German  rice  has  acquired  a  remarkable  degree  of  hardiness  and  adaptation  to  the  climate;  a  circumstance 
which  has  frequently  been  alluded  to  as  an  encouragement  to  the  acclimating  of  exotics.  It  is  found, 
Dr.  Walker  remarks  {Essays  on  Nat.  Hist.),  that  rice  seeds  direct  from  India  will  not  ripen  in  Germany  at  all, 
and  even  that  Italian  or  Spanish  seeds  are  much  less  early  and  hardy  than  those  ripened  on  the  spot 

In  Hungary  rice  has  not  been  long  cultivated :  the  mountain  sort  has  chiefly  been  tried,  and  that  in  the 
manner  of  our  barley  or  summer-wheat. 

In  England  a  crop  of  rice  has  been  obtained  near  Windsor,  on  the  banks  of  the  Thames. 
In  the  stove,  or  in  a  hot-bed,  rice  may  be  grown  in  pots  of  rich  soil  placed  in  pans  of  water,  and  in  August 

they  may  be  set  in  the  greenhouse,  or  under  any  glass  roof  open  at  the  sides,  and  they  will  produce  perfect 
grains. By  far  the  best  imported  rice  is  that  from  Carolina :  it  is  larger  and  better  tasted  than  that  of  India,  which 
is  small,  meagre,  and  the  grains  frequently  broken.  As  an  article  of  diet,  rice  has  been  extolled  as  superior 
almost  to  any  other  vegetable :  but,  whatever  it  may  be  in  warmer  climates,  where  it  is  a  common,  and  to 
many  persons  almost  their  only  food,  it  does  not  appear  so  well  calculated  for  European  constitutions  as  the 
potatoe ;  for  we  find  that  the  poor  constantly  reject  the  use  of  rice  when  potatoes  are  to  be  had;  and  whilst 
these  can  be  obtained,  we  may  venture  to  predict,  that  rice  will  always  be  considered  in  this  country,  rather  as 
a  dainty,  to  be  eaten  with  sweet  condiments,  spices,  fruit,  &c.  than  as  ordinary  food.  [WUUch's  Family Cyclojksdia.) 

838.  Atraphaxis.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Atriplex  of  the  Latins ;  derived  from  «,  privative,  and 
reeupuv,  to  nourish ;  that  is  to  say,  a  plant  yielding  no  nourishment  Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a glass ;  but  the  plants  are  of  neither  beauty  nor  curiosity. 

U 
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TRIGYNIA. 

839.  FLAGELLA'RIA.  W.  Flagellaria. 4946Indica  W.  Indian  Ik  I  leu 
840.  SCHEUCHZETUA.  W.  Scheuchzebia. 
4947  palustris  W.  marsh  £  A  cu 

841.  TRIGLCCHIN.  TV.   Arrow  Grass. 
4948  palustre  W.  marsh  £  A  « 
4949  bulb6sum  B.  M.      bulbous-rooted  3  uAJ  cu 
4950  maritimum  TV.      sea  j£  A  ec 

842.  LICHTENSTEI'NIA.  TV.  Lichtensteinia. 4951  laevigata  TV.  smooth  £  iAI  pr 
843.  MYRSIPHYI/LUM.  TV.  en.  MyrsiphyllUm. 
4952  asparagotdes  TV.  en.  broad-leaved        lAJ  cu 
4953  angustifolium  TV.    narrow-leaved      lAI  cu 

844.  TOFIEI/DIA.  Hud.  Topieldia. 
4954  alpina  Smith  Scotch  £  A  ™ 
4955  pubescens  Mich.     downy  £  A  cu 

t»845.  MELANTHIUM.  L.  Melanthium. 

Juncete  t  Sp.  1. 
7  jn.jl     W  India 

Sp.  1. 

1782.  Skp.I  Red.  1U.  277 
AlismacecB. 

}  my.jn  Br Alismaceee. 
1  jl.au  G 1  o  Pu 
1  my.au  G 

Melanthacets.  Sp.  1. 
1      ...     B      C.  G.  H. 

Smilacece.   Sp.  2. 6  mr.o     G.w  C.  G.  H. 
6  mr.d    G.w  C.  G.  H. 

England  sp.  bo.  S  m.s  Eng.  bot  1801 

Sp.S— ~. 

Britain   va.mc.  S  m.s  Eng.  bot.  366 
C.  G.  H.   1806.  S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1445 
Britain    saL  m.  S  m.s  Eng.  bot  255 

1824.  S  s.l   Bot.  mag.  994 

1702. 
1752. 

R  s.p  Her.  lugd.  t  681 
R  s.p  Til.  p.  17.  t.12.  f.2 

4956  ptfmilum  TV. 
4957  gramincum  Cav. 4958 junreura  TV. 4959  secundum  TV. 
4960unifl6rum  TV. 
4961viride  TV. 

846.  MEDE'OLA.  TV.  en. 

dwarf  j£  iAI  cu 
grassy  j£  lAI  cu Rush-leaved  j£  iAJ  cu 
side-flowering  £  iAI  cu 
yellow  iAI  cu branching  j£  iAI  cu 

Medeola. 

Melanthacets.   Sp.  2 — 7. 
Jjl.au     G      Britain   bgs.m.  S  ms  Eng.  bot  536 

J  ap.my  W     N.  Amer.  1790.  S  m.s  PL  ma.  1 342.  f.3 
Melanthacets.   Sp.  6 — 12. 

jmyjn  W     C.  G.  H.  1800. 1  my.jn 

iin.n 

1  jn.n 

f  jn.jl |  o.n 

W 
Pk 
W L.Y 
G 

Mogador  1823. 

"  1788. 

1812. 
1787. 
1788. 

4962  virginica  W.  Indian  Cucum.  £  A  «i 
847.  XEROPHYL'LUM.  Mich.  Xerophyllum. 4963  setifolium  W. 
84a  WURMBE'A.  L. 4964  longiflora  W. 
4965  spicata  B.  M. 
4966  capensis  W. 

bristle-leaved 
Wurmbea. 

bell-flowered  ]£  iAJ  cu 
spiked  j£  lAI  cu 
spotted-flower.  ]£  iAI  cu 

849.  ANDROCYM'BIUM.  W.  Androcymbium. 
4967  eucomoides  IV.       dwarf  £  lAJ  cu 

850.  TRII/LIUM.  W.  Triliium. 
4968  sessile  W.  sessile-leaved    A  A  or 
4969  petiolatum  Ph.       Plantain-leaved&  A  or 
4970  erythrocarpum  Mi  painted-flower.  A  A  or 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G  H. C.G.  H. 

Smilacece.  Sp.  1. 
f  jn        Y.q  Virginia Melanthacets.  Sp.  1. 
2  my.jn  W 

Melanthacets, 

f  my.jn  W my.jn  Pu 
f  my.jn  Br.r Melanthacets. 

f  mr.my  G 

1759. 

O  8.1 O  s.l  Cav.  ict  587.  f.l 
O  s.p  Bot  mag.  558 
O  s.p  La.  ill  1 269.  f.2 O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  767 
O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  994 

R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1316 
N.  Amer, 

Sp.  a C.  6.  H. C.G.  H. 
C.G.  H. 

Sp.l. 
C.  G.  H.   1794.  O  s.p 

1788. 1788. 
1768. 

R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  748 
O  s.1  Bot  mag.  1291 O  s.1  Bot  mag.  694 

O  s.p 

4971  ovatum  Ph. 
4972  pumilum  Ph. 4973  cernuum  TV. 
4974  erectum  W. 

/3  album 4975  pendulum  Ph. 
4976  grandiflorum  PA. 

purple-flower, dwarf drooping-flow. stinking 
white-flotuered 
pendulous 
large-flowered 

Melanthacets.  Sp.  9—10. 
I  ap.my  Br     N.  Amer.  1759. 
I  ap.my  Br     N.  Amer.  1811. 
i  my.jn  W     N.  Amer.  1811. 
i  my.jn  P.Pu  N.  Amer.  1812. 
"  my.jn  R      Carolina  1812. ap.my  W      N.  Amer.  1758. 

R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 

R  s.p 
R  s.p 

Bot.  mag.  641 

Bot  mag.  40 
Bot.  mag.  3002 

Bot  mag.  954 

Bot  mag.  470" 
Bot  mag.  1027 
W.  ho.  b.  1. 1 35 
Par.  lond.  1 

4949'-=^^^^^=  /r^/tf\4954 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

839.  FlageUaria.  From  flagcllum,  a  thong,  in  allusion  to  the  length,  toughness,  and  slenderness  of  its shoots. 
840.  Scheuchxeria.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  memory  of  the  two  brothers,  John  James  Scheuchzer,  pro- 

fessor of  mathematics  at  Zurich,  author  of  Itinera  Alpina ;  and  John,  professor  of  physic  at  Zurich,  author  of a  famous  Treatise  on  Grasses.    A  curious  little  marsh  plant 
841.  Triglochin.  From  reus,  three,  and  y\avis,  a  point,  in  allusion  to  the  three  angles  of  the  capsule.  AU 

domestic  cattle  are  fond  of  tne  hardy  species,  which  afford  an  early  bite  on  the  sides  of  Highland  mountains, and  are  greedily  eaten  where  they  occur  in  salt  marshes. 
842.  Lichtensteinia.   Named  after  M.  Von  Lichtenstein,  a  Prussian  traveller  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope. 
843.  Myrsiphyllum.  From  /uverlwi,  a  myrtle,  and  fvXXot,  a  leaf,  in  allusion  to  the  resemblance  between  the 

leaves  of  the  species  and  those  of  myrtle. 
844.  Tqfieldia.  Named  by  Hudson,  after  a  Mr.  Tofield,  a  country  gentleman  living  near  Don- caster. 
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TRIGYNIA. 
4946  A  shrub  with  distichous  branches,  Leaves  cirrhous  at  end 

4947  A  rushy  aquatic  plant 

4948  Capsules  3-celled  linear 
4949  Capsules  3-celled  smooth  linear  narrowed  at  end 
4950  Capsules  6-celled  ovate 

4951  The  only  species,  Sepals  very  narrow 

4952  Leaves  ovate  cordate  at  base  oblique 
4953  Leaves  alternate  ovate-lanceolate 

4954  Smooth,  Flowers  clustered  in  spikes,  Sepals  obtuse,  Capsules  oblong 
4955  Scape  rachis  and  leaf-stalks  downy  all  over 

4956  Leaves  lanceolate  bearded  at  base,  Stem  3-flowered,  Sepals  sessile 
4957  Stemless,  Leaves  imbricated  grassy,  Flowers  sessile 
4958  Leaves  linear  subulate,  the  upper  dilated  at  base,  Spike  wavy,  Sepals  with  claws 
4959  Leaves  linear,  Spike  one-sided,  Sepals  with  claws 
4960  Leaves  lin.  lane,  longer  than  one-flowered  stem,  Sepals  lane,  with  claws 
4961  Peduncles  one-flowered  cernuous 

4962  Leaves  whorled  in  the  middle  of  stem,  in  threes  at  the  summit 
4963  Leaves  of  the  stem  setaceous 

4964  Spike  many-flowered  longer  than  leaves,  Tube  twice  as  long  as  limb 
4965  Leaves  lanceolate  channelled  upright,  Tube  shorter  than  stellate  limb 4966  Leaves  lanceolate  hooded 

4967  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  cucullate 

4968  Flower  sessile  erect,  Petals  lanceolate  erect  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
4969  Flower  sessile  erect,  Petals  linear  lanceolate  erect  a  little  longer  than  calyx 
4970  Stalk  of  flower  nearly  erect,  Petals  oval-lanceolate  acute  recurved  about  twice  as  long  as  narrow  calyx 4971  Stalk  of  flower  erect,  Petals  oblong  acute  spreading  a  little  longer  than  calyx 
4972  Stalk  of  flower  erect,  Petals  scarcely  longer  than  calyx,  Leaves  oval  oblong  obtuse  sessile 
4973  Stalk  of  flower  recurved,  Petals  lanceolate  acuminate  flat  reflexed  the  length  and  breadth  of  calyx 
4974  Stalk  of  flower  inclining,  Flower  nodding,  Petals  scarcely  longer  but  much  broader  than  calyx 
4975  Flower  pendulous,  Petals  ovate  with  a  short  point,  Leaves  rounded  rhomboid  acuminate  subsessilo 
4976  Flower  cernuous,  Petals  spatulate-lanceolate  erect  at  base  much  Ioniser  than  calyx 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
845.  Mela nthium.  A  name  applied  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Nigella  of  the  Latins.  What  resemblance  the 

modern  plant  bears  to  the  ancient  has  not  been  stated. 
846.  Medeola.  A.  name  in  remembrance  of  Medea,  the  famous  sorceress,  given  to  this  plant  on  account  of 

supposed  powerful  effects  in  medicine,  but  which  it  is  now  thought  not  to  possess. 
847.  Xeropkyllum.  From  (t^ts,  dry,  and  fvXXtt,  a  leaf :  its  leaves  appear  as  if  withered.  An  American 

plant  with  a  long  spike  of  white  flowers,  resembling  Helonias. 
848.  Wurmbea.  So  called  by  Thunberg,  in  gratitude  for  services  rendered  him  at  Batavia  by  one  Wurmb, 

a  Dutch  agent  there;  Jussieu  considers  this  not  generically  distinct  from  Melanthium. 
849.  Androcymbium.  From  avr,«  avfyo;,  a  man,  or,  in  botanical  language,  a  stamen,  and  zvpZot,  a  little boat,  in  allusion  to  the  peculiar  conformation  of  the  stamens  and  their  appendages. 
850.  Trillium.  From  trilix,  triple ;  the  calyx  has  three  sepals,  the  corolla  3  petals,  the  pistil  3  styles,  and 

the  stem  3  leaves.  These  are  curious  Kttle  plants,  somewhat  difficult  to  keep.  Sweet  says  they  do  best  on  a 
bed  of  peat,  and  may  be  increased,  though  slowly,  by  the  division  of  the  root  or  by  seeds. 

U  2 
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t851.  COI/CHICUM.  W. 
4977  autumnfile  W. 

/3  album 4978  arenarium  W.  en. 
4979  byzantinum  B.  M. 
4980  variegatum  L. 4981  umbrosum  Fitch. 
4982  versicolor  Ker. 
4983  montanum  L. 

*852.  HELO'NIAS.  L. 
§4984  lfitea  £  M 4985bullata  W. 
4986  lae'ta  A  M. 

§4987  glaberrima  5.  K 84988  bracteata  B.  M. 
4989  tenax  Ph. 
4990  angustifolia  MicA. 
4991  graminea  B.  M. 
853.  NOLI'NA.  Mich. 
4992  georgiana  M 

854.  APONOGE'TON. 4993  monostachyon  W. 
4994  distachyon  W. 
4995  angustifolium  W. 

t855.  SABAL,  P.  S. 4996  Adansoni  B.  M. 
*856.  RU'MEX.  W. 4997  Patientia  W. 

4998  sanguineus  W. 
*999crispus  W. 5000  Britannica  W. 
5001  persicarioides  W. 
5002  segyptiacus  W. 5003  den tatus  W. 
5004  maritimus  W. 
5005  pal ust ris  Sm. 5006  divaricatus  W. 
5007acutus  W. 
5008  obtusifolius  ff. 
5009pulcher  W. 5010  confertus  W. 
5011  nemorosus  Schr. 
5012  condylodes 
5013  brasiliensis  Lk. 

Meadow-Saffron. 
common  tf  A  m 
white-flowered  A  m sand  tf  A  or 
broad-leaved  A  or 
chequer-flower.  3  A  or 

MelanthacecE.   Sp.  7. 

Crim 
changeable mountain 

Helonias. 
spiked-flower, 
spear-leaved 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

A  or A  or 

i  8.0 i  s.o 
i  8.0 $  s.o 4  au.o i  au.o A  au 

channel-leaved  £  A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

tf  A 

Jt  ED  or 

smooth 
large-bracted 
tough-leaved narrow-leaved 
panicled Nolina. 
Georgian 
W.  Aponogetojt. 
simple-spiked   =fc  E]  cu broad-leaved     *  lAJ  cu 
narrow-leaved  i  lAJ  cu 

Sabal. 

Adanson's Dock. 
Patience 
bloody-veined curled 
Virginian Persicaria-like 
Egyptian dentated 

golden yellow-marsh spreading sharp 

broad-leaved 
Fiddle 
close-headed 
wood 
whole-colored 
Brazilian 

Pu 
W 
Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
Pk 

Pu 
Pu 

MelanthacecE. 
2  jl.au  Y 1  ap.my  Pu 

i»  W 
I  my.jn  Y 
II  my.jn  G 
li    ...  W 1  my.jn  W 2  my.jn  W 

Mclanthacece. 

Britain  mead. 
Britain  mead. 
Hungary  1816. Levant  1629. 
Greece  1629. 
Crimea  1819. 
Crimea  1820. 
S.  Europe  ... 

Sp.8. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1758. N.  Amer.  1770. 
N.  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1823. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 

Sp.  1. 

O  s.p  Eng.  bot  133 
O  s.p O  s.p 
O  s.p 

O  p.l O  p.l 
O  p.l O  p.l 

PI.  rar.  h.  2.U79 
Bet  mag.  1122 
Bot  mag.  1028 Bot.  reg.  541 
Bot,  re£.  571 
AIL  p.  1. 1 74.  £2 R  s.p R  s.p 

R  s.p R  s.p 

R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 

Bot.  mag.  1062 Bot.  mag.  747 
Bot.  mag.  803 
Bot  mag.  1680 
Bot  mag.  1703 Ph.  amer.  1. 1 9 

2J  jl.au     W  Georgia Fluviales.   Sp.  3. 
i  au.o     Pk    E  Indies  1803. 
i  my.jl    W     C.  G.  H.  1788. 
iap.s      W     C.  G.  H.  1788. Palmcv.    Sp.  1. 

Florida  1810. 

Bot  mag.  1599 

1812.  R  s.p  PL  ma.  1 342.  f.l 
O  p.l 
O  p.l 
O  p.l 

Bot  rep.  406 
Bot.  mag.  1293 
Bot  mag.  1268 

A  cul 
A  cul 

A  m A  m O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 

A  w 
A  w O  w 
A  dy 

A  w A  w A  cu 
A  cu 
O  cu 
A  cu 

6    jn.au  G 
Polygomece, 4  jnjf 

3  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 2  jn.jl 

lijn-jl 

i  jl  au 
1  jl.au 
2  jLau 2  jLau 
2  jn.jl 
3  jn.au 2  jn.au 4  jn.jl 
2  jl 3  jl 

Sp.  37—79. Italy  1573. 
England  sha.pl. Britain  rubble. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer.  1773. 

Egypt  1734. 
Egypt  1732. Britain  salt  ma. 
England  mar. Italy  1793. Britain  wat.pL 
Britain  rubble. 
Britain  gra.pa. 

  1796. 
Germany  ... 
Caucasus Brazil 

S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  1434 
R  co 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
R  co 
R  co 
S  co R  co 
R  co 
R  co R  co 
R  co S  co 
R  co 

Blackw.h.  t.489 
Eng.  bot  1533 
Eng.  bot  1998 Plu.alm.t354.f.l 

TilL  pis.  t37.  f.l Di.eLt.l58.f.l91 
Eng.  bot  725 
Eng.  bot  1932 Til.  pis.  1 37. 1 2 
Eng.  bot  724 Eng.  bot.  1999 
Eng.  bot  1576 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
851.  Colchicum.  From  Colchis,  saith  Dioscorides,  where  this  plant  grows  in  abundance ;  but  it  is  probable 

that  the  term  Colchicum  was  applied  to  all  poisonous  plants,  among  which  this  certainly  held  no  inconsiderable 
place.  The  economy  of  this  plant  in  regard  to  its  bulbs,  flowers,  and  seeds,  is  singular,  and  may  be  classed 
with  other  anomalies  found  in  Crocus,  &c.  The  bulb,  which  in  C.  autumnale  is  about  the  shape  and  size  of 
that  of  a  tulip,  is  formed  in  the  following  manner :  — From  the  permanent,  striated,  dilated  tuber  of  the  old  root,  sinuated  on  one  side,  and  clothed  with  the  coats 
of  the  preceding  root-leaves,  a  new  plant  springs,  which  is  tuberous  at  the  base,  throws  out  fibres  at  bottom 
like  other  bulbs,  and  is  received  into  the  bosom  of  the  former  tuber,  which  embraces  it  half  round.  This  has 
an  outer  radical  spathe,  which  is  cylindric  and  tubulai,  cloven  at  top  on  one  side,  and  half  under  ground. 
From  two  to  six  flowers  half  emerge  from  this  spathe  without  leaves.  In  the  mean  time  the  fruits,  much  later 
than  the  flowers,  sit  on  the  stem  rising  out  of  the  spathe.  As  the  plant  advances  the  new  tuber  increases,  the 
old  one,  deprived  of  its  nutriment,  perishes,  and  at  the  same  time  the  former  pushes  forth  from  its  base  the 
germ  of  a  succeeding  plant  There  are  commonly  two  lateral  germs  from  the  same  tuber ;  one  lower,  just  de- 

scribed, bearing  the  flower  and  seed  ;  the  other  superior,  caulescent  like  the  former,  but  more  slender,  and 
scarcely  floriferous. 

The  flowers,  which  arise  with  long  slender  tubes  from  the  root,  die  off  in  the  end  of  October,  without 
leaving  any  external  appearance  of  seeds.  These  lie  buried  all  the  winter  within  the  bulb ;  in  spring  they 
grow  up  on  a  fruit-stalk,  and  are  ripe  about  the  time  of  hay-harvest  May  not  the  very  great  length  of  the 
styles  account  in  some  measure  for  the  delay  in  the  ripening  of  the  seeds  ?  As  this  plant  blossoms  late  in  the 
year,  and  probably  would  not  have  time  to  ripen  its  seeds  before  winter,  Providence  has  contrived  its  structure 
such,  that  it  may  be  performed  at  a  depth  within  the  earth,  out  of  the  reach  of  the  usual  effects  of  frost ;  and 
as  seeds  buried  at  such  a  depth  are  known  not  to  vegetate,  a  no  less  admirable  provision  is  made  to  raise  them 
above  the  surface  when  they  are  perfected,  and  to  sow  them  at  a  proper  season. 
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4977  Leaves  flat  lanceolate  erect 
4978  Leaves  linear  channelled  erect,  Styles  shorter  than  flower 
4979.  Leaves  5  ovate-oblong  very  broad,  Flowers  very  numerous 4980  Leaves  wavy  spreading 
4981  Two  or  many-flowered,  Sepals  linear  oblong  obtuse,  Leaves  small  oval  grassy-green 4082  Leaves  4  glaucous  spiral,  Flowers  small  very  dwarf,  Style  one 
4983  Leaves  appearing  with  flower  linear  much  spreading 

4984  Scape  leafy,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate,  Flowers  dioecious 
4985  Leaves  lanceolate  ensiform  nerved,  Bractes  linear-lanceolate 
4986  Scape  leafy,  Raceme  oblong,  Bractes  short  oblong,  Leaves  smooth  lanceolate  linear 
4987  Leaves  channelled  nerved,  Segments  of  flower  broad  ovate  with  a  transverse  nectary  at  base 
4988  Root  horizontal,  Leaves  lane,  erect,  Bractes  longer  than  flower,  Nectaries  distinct 
4989  Scape  leafy,  Raceme  showy  lax,  Bractes  membranous,  Leaves  subulate  setaceous  very  long 
4990  Raceme  oblong  lax,  Leaves  very  long  and  narrow,  Caps,  oblong 
4991  Leaves  grassy,  Panicle  loose,  Segments  of  flower  ovate  acute 

4992  Leaves  very  long  narrow  dry,  Flowers  racemose 

4993  Leaves  oval,  Spike  one  cylindrical 
4994  Spike  bifid,  Leaves  linear  oblong  floating,  Bractes  entire 
4995  Spike  bifid,  Leaves  linear  lane,  erect,  Bractes  bipartite 
4996  The  only  species 

§  1.  Hermaphrodite,    halves  marked  with  a  grain. 
4997  Valves  cordate  entire  :  one  grained,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 
4996  Valves  entire :  one  grained,  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate 
4999  Valves  entire  all  grained,  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy  acute 
5000  Valves  ovate  entire  veinless  all  grained,  Fruit-stalks  pendulous,  Leaves  lanceolate 5001  Valves  toothed  all  grained,  Leaves  lanceolate 
5002  Valves  trifid  setaceous  :  one  grained 
5003  Valves  toothed  all  grained,  Leaves  lanceolate 
5004  Valves  toothed  grained,  Leaves  linear 
5005  Valves  lanceolate  grained  toothed  at  base,  Leaves  linear  lane.  Whorls  distant 
5006  Valves  toothed  all  grained,  Leaves  cordate-oblong  obtuse  pubescent 
5007  Valves  toothed  all  grained,  Leaves  cordate-oblong  acuminate 5008  Valves  toothed  all  grained,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  obtuse  crenate 
5009  Valves  toothed :  one  grained,  Radical  leaves  panduriform 
5C10  Valves  rounded  cordate  repand :  one  grained,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  wavy  at  edge 
5011  Valves  oblong  obtuse  entire :  one  grained,  Leaves  lanceolate 
5012  Valves  entire  lanceol.  one  grained,  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate 
5013  Valves  entire  lanceolate  acute  grained,  Upper  leaves  linear-lanceolate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
There  are  a  few  varieties  of  common  Colchicum  cultivated  by  florists ;  viz.  the  white,  striped-flowered, 

striped-leaved,  broad-leaved,  many-flowered,  and  double-flowered.  No  cattle  are  said  to  eat  it;  though  it  is' remarkably  abundant  in  the  meadows  of  the  Italian  Alps,  and  the  leaves  must  certainly  be  frequently  made, into  hay. 
C.  autumnale,  as  a  medicine,  has  been  known  since  the  days  of  Hippocrates.  It  possesses  diuretic,  purga- 

tive, and  narcotic  properties  :  and  on  the  continent,  where  it  was  recommended  to  notice  by  Baron  Stoerck, 
it  is  a  favorite  remedy  in  dropsy,  particularly  hydrothorax,  and  in  humoral  asthma.  But  as  it  does  not  differ 
in  its  mode  of  action  from  squill,  and  is  more  uncertain  in  its  operation,  it  has  not  been  much  used  in  that 
complaint  in  this  country.  In  gout  and  rheumatism,  however,  its  efficacy  has  been  fully  ascertained :  and 
in  allaying  the  pain  it  may  be  almost  said  to  possess  a  specific  property.  It  operates  on  the  bowels  chiefly, 
and  the  nerves,  diminishing  the  action  of  the  arterial  system.   {Thomson's  Mat.  Med.  257.) All  the  species  are  ornamental  as  border-flowers,  and  may  be  blown  in  water-glasses. 

852.  Helonias.  Derived  from  ixot,  a  marsh.  Some  of  the  species  grow  in  bogs  in  N.  America.  These 
plants  delight  in  a  moist  situation  and  peat  soil :  they  increase  slowly  by  dividing  at  the  root  or  by  seeds. 853.  Nolina.  Named  after  an  American  botanist  of  French  extraction,  called  P.  C.  Nolin.  This  plant  is 
best  grown  in  pots,  as  it  requires  protection  during  winter. 

854.  Aponogeton.  A  name  of  the  same  meaning  as  Potamogeton  (see  that  genus),  of  which  it  is  probably 
an  incomplete  anagram.  These  plants  are  bulbous  aquatics,  and  grow  freely  in  loam  and  peat  plunged  in  a 
cistern  of  water.    They  are  very  pretty  ornaments  of  the  aquarium. 

855.  Sabal.   A  name  employed  by  Adanson.   It  is  supposed  to  have  no  meaning. 
856;  BumeK.   A  name  given  by  the  Latins  to  a  root  of  thorn. 
R.  patientia  (so  called  from  the  slowness  of  its  operation  as  a  medicine)  and  sanguineus,  were  formerly 
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5014  purpureua  Lk.  purple 6015Strictus  Lk.  upright 
5016  ucranicus  Horn.  Ukraine 

6017  aquSticus  H.  K.  great- water 
5018  bucephalophorusfK  Basil-leaved 

Aw    4  jl 
Aw    2  jn.jl O  cu   2  jn 

5019  Lunaria  W. 
5030  vesicarius  L. 
5021  roseus  W. 
5022,tingitanus  W. 5023  scutatus  W. 
5024  sarcorhizus  Lk. 
6025  hastifolius  Bieb. 

6026alpmus  W. 
6027  aculeatus  W. 
§5028  spinosus  W. 
5029  giganteua  H.K. 5030  tuberosus  W. 
5031  acetosa  W. 
5032  acetosella  W. 
5033  arifolius  W. 

*857.  OXY'RIA.  Dec. 
§5034acida  R.Br. 

tree bladder 
rose 
Tangier French-sorrel 
fleshy-rooted 
spear-leared 

I  Aw 
.  O  cu 
ML  |  |  CU 

O  cu 
O  cu ,*  A  cu 

5  jl.au 1  jn 
2  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  j  jn.au 

A  cul  1^"  jn.jl 
X.  iAIcu 

£  A  cu Alpine  -x  A  m small-prickly  £  A  cu 
large-prickly  O  cu tall  £  iAIcu 
tuberous-root  A  A  cu 
common-sorrel  ^  A  cul 
Sheep's-sorrel  3t  A  w 
halberd-leaved  3t  I  I  cu 
Mountain  Sorrel. 

common         ^  A  cu 

jl 

1J  au 1  jn.jl 
1  jl 2  jn.jl 
6  jn.au 

1£  jn.au 2  jn.jl 1  my.jl 

U  ap.d  u 
PolygonecB. 

jjn.fl  G 

G 

G 

Ukraine 

Britain 

Italy 

Canaries Africa 
Egypt 
Barbary 

France 
C.  G.  H. 
Crimea 

...    R  co 
1823.  R  co 
1822.  S  co 
riv.ba.  R  co 1683. 
1698. 1656. 
1737. 168a 
1596. 

1824. 

C  8.1 
S  co 
S  co 
R  co R  co 
C  co 
R  co 

France  15971-  R  Lp 
Candia  ...  R  co 
Candia  1656.  S  co 
Sandw.  Is.  1796.  R  co 
Italy  1752.  R  co Britain  me.pa.  R  co era. pa.  R  CO 

1775.  C  s.l 
Britain Africa 

Eng.  hot.  2104 Cav.id.  t41.f.l 
Plu.alm.t252.f.3 Moris.s.5.t28.£7 
Fl.  graec.  346 Zanon.hist.9.  t6 
Mor.ox.5.t28.£9 

Zorn.  ic.  261 
Bauh.prodr.  t.55 
FL  graec.  347 
FLgra3c.34S 
Eng.  bot  127 
Eng.  bot,  1674 Jac.  vind.3.  t.93 

Sp.l. 
Britain alp. pa.  R  p.l   Eng.  bot  910 

P0LYGYNIA. 
858.  WENDLAN'DIA.  W.  Wendlandia. 
6035 populifolia  W.       Poplar-leaved  fc_  I  |  or 

859.  DAMASCNIUM.  W.  Damasonium. 
5036  indicum  W.  Indian  *  tZ3  or 

860.  ACTINOCAR'PUa  R.Br.  Actinocarpus. 5037  minor  R.Br.         small  *  lAI  or 
5038  Damasonium  Il.Br.  common         i  A  or 

861.  ALIS'MA.  W.  Water  Plantain. 
5039  Plantago  W.         greater  *  A  or 
5040  lanceolate  With.     spear-leaved     *  A  or 5041  trivialis  Ph. 
5042  nS tans  W. 
5043  ranunculoides  W. 

blunt-leaved  *  A  or 
floating  i  A  or lesser  =  A  01 

Menispermae.   Sp.  1. 
6  jn.jl     W     Florida  1759. 

Hydrocharidece.   Sp.  1—2. 1  jl.s       W     E.  Indies  1800. 

Sp.2— 4. 
N.  S.  W.  ... 
England  dit. 

Sp.S—9. Britain 
Britain 

AlismacecE. 

J  my.au  W J  jn.au  W Alismacece. 

li  jn.jl  Pu li  jn.jl  Pu li  jn.jl  W 

\  jl.au  W Jau  Pu 

C  co  DiLeLtl78.f.219 

S  aq   Bot.  mag.  1201 

S  s.l S  m.s  Eng.  bot  1615 

pools,  aq  r.m  Eng.  bot.  837 pools,  aqc.1   Peten.pl.  t43.f.7 N.  Amer.  1816.  aq  d 
Wales     allak.  aq  r.m  Eng.  bot  775 
Britain    tur.bo.  aq  p     Eng.  bot  326 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
used  as  spinage  plants.  The  former  is  still  used  on  the  continent,  and  mashed  with  a  small  proportion  of  R. 
acetosa  or  scutate,  makes  a  very  good  spinage. 
R  crispus  has  a  fusiform  yellow  root,  which,  taken  in  a  recent  state,  and  bruised  and  made  into  an  ointment 

or  decoction,  is  said  to  cure  the  itch.  . 
R  obtusifolius  is  a  domestic  weed  of  the  worst  description :  it  is  found  in  every  country  of  Europe,  but 

almost  confined  to  cultivated  grounds  or  rubbish,  rick-yards,  neglected  gardens,  and  places  used  as  retiring 
grounds  by  men  or  cattle.  It  is  never  found  on  poor  or  wet-bottomed  land.  It  is  refused  by  cattle ;  but  the 
leaves  were  formerly  used  for  wrapping  round  butter  and  cream-cheese  j  and  the  roots,  along  with  those  of 
R  acutus,  by  the  dyers.  In  powder,  the  roots  of  most  docks  are  said  to  be  one  of  the  best  articles  for  cleaning the  teeth.  The  leaves  of  all  of  them  are  considered  laxative  rather  than  otherwise. 

R.  acetosa  has  been  long  cultivated  in  gardens  for  its  leaves  as  spinage  and  salad  ;  but  R.  scutatus  is  much 
more  delicate.  The  Laplanders  use  the  leaves  of  the  R.  acetosa  to  turn  their  milk  sour :  in  Ireland  they  are 
eaten  with  fish  and  other  alkalescent  food.  The  root  is  powerfully  astringent,  and  considered  antiscorbutic : 
dried  and  boiled  it  gives  out  a  beautiful  red  color.  All  domestic  cattle  eat  this  and  most  other  species  of  the 
genus. R  acetosella,  where  it  abounds  naturally,  is  a  certain  indication  of  dry,  poor,  gravelly,  irony  soil. 

R  alpinus,  monk's  or  bastard  rhubarb,  was  formerly  used  as  true  rhubarb,  but  in  larger  doses. 
The  different  species  of  Rumex  attract  the  cultivator's  attention  as  weeds  more  powerfully  than  as  culinary, medicinal,  or  dying  plants.  The  sorts  vulgarly  known  as  docks  produce  a  large  quantity  of  seeds,  and  ripen 

them  rapidly  and  perfectly.  Fortunately  they  are  heavy,  and  are  not  carried  to  a  great  distance  from  the 
parent ;  but  almost  every  one  grows,  and  once  a  year  old  they  are  tedious  and  expensive  to  eradicate.  The 
first  season  they  may  be  destroyed  by  hoeing;  but  when  the  tap-root  is  established,  unless  it  be  wholly  eradi- 

cated by  the  weeding,  or  dock-nook,  or  spade,  the  ground  cannot  be  considered  aa  cleared.   Any  part  of  the 
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6014  Valves  veiny  toothed  grained.  Lower  leaves  cordate  oblong,  upper  oval,  all  with  colored  veins 
5015  Valves  toothed  one  grained,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  repand  entire 
6016  Like  B.  persicarioides  but  differing  in  having  auricled  leaves  and  longer  teeth  to  the  valves 

§  2.  Hermaphrodite.    Valves  naked. 
5017  Valves  entire,  Leaves  cordate  smooth  acute 
5018  Valves  toothed,  Flower-stalks  flat  reflexed  thickened 
5019  Valves  smooth,  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  cordate 
5020  Flowers  in  pairs,  All  the  valves  very  large  membranous  reflexed,  Leaves  undivided 
5021  Flowers  distinct,  Wing  of  one  valve  very  large  membranous  veiny,  Leaves  eroded 5022  Flowers  distinct  Valves  cordate  obtuse  entire,  Leaves  hastate-ovate 5023  Leaves  cordate  hastate 
5024  Stem  shrubby,  Root  tuberous,  Leaves  roundish  running  down  into  the  stalk 
5025  Valves  entire  reniform,  Leaves  hastate,  Middle  lobe  cordate,  Stem  much  branched  diffuse 

§  3.  Flowers  dioecious. 
5026  Valves  entire  naked,  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  rugose 
5027  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked,  Fruit  reflexed,  Valves  fringed 
5028  Female  calyx  1-leaved,  Outer  valves  reflexed  hooked 
5029  Flowers  monoecious,  Valves  naked,  Leaves  oblong  ovate 
5030  Leaves  lanceolate  sagittate,  Lobes  spreading 5031  Leaves  oblong  sagittate 5032  Leaves  lanceolate  hastate 
5033  Leaves  stalked  hastate  serrated  acute  with  simple  spreading  auricles,  Valves  naked  entire 
5034  Leaves  sagittate  reniform 

POLYGYNIA. 

5035  Leaves  alternate  stalked  cordate  ovate  with  a  glandular  point 
5036  Leaves  cordate 

5037  Fruit  8-cleft,  Leaves  3-nerved 
5038  Leaves  cordate  oblong,  Fruit  6-cleft 

5039  Leaves  ovate  acute,  Capsules  bluntly  3-cornered 5040  Leaves  lanceolate 
5041  Leaves  oval  cordate  9-nerved 
5042  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse,  Capsules  striated 
5043  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Capsules  5-cornered  incurved 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
root'left  will  generate  buds  and  send  them  to  the  surface,  and  if  the  plough  or  spade  cut  a  root  into  pieces  an inch  long,  each  piece  will  grow,  whether  near  the  surface  or  buried  to  some  depth.  The  less  careful  agricul- 

turist often  receives  dock-seeds  with  his  grass-seeds,  brought  from  the  stable-keepers  and  not  properly  cleaned : 
these  come  up  the  first  year,  and  establish  themselves  along  with  the  clover  unobserved.  The  second  year 
they  flower,  and  if  the  crop  is  not  early  cut  the  seed  ripens,  and  in  using  the  hay  is  either  mixed  with  the  litter 
of  the  stable  or  with  the  hay-seeds,  to  be  again  carried  to  the  field.  Such  as  purchase  town-manure  cannot 
avoid  receiving  dock-seeds ;  but  they  may  destroy  them  by  fermenting  the  manure  well  before  using  it : 
others,  who  desire  to  get  rid  and  keep  clear  of  this  weed,  should  be  most  particular  in  their  choice  of  seeds 
of  every  kind,  especially  of  grass-seeds ;  should  weed  them  out  as  soon  as  they  can  be  discovered ;  and,  for  such 
as  remain  till  the  second  year,  they  may  be  pulled  by  hand  when  in  the  flower-stalk,  and  during  or  after  a 
day's  rain.    (See  Encyc.  Agr.  art.  Peren.  Weeds.) 857.  Oxyria.  From  efrs,  acid,  in  allusion  to  the  qualities  of  its  leaves.  The  plant  is  one  of  those  singular 
individuals  which  has  the  character  of  two  distinct  genera,  and  yet  is  referable  to  neither.  Wahlenberg  made 
It  a  Rheum,  Linnaeus  a  Rumex,  Mr.  Brown  what  it  now  is.    It  was  formerly  used  as  a  salad. 

858.  Wendlandia.  Named  in  honor  of  J.  C.  Wendland,  a  German  botanist.  He  has  published  various 
works  upon  plants,  many  of  them  illustrated  with  numerous  colored  figures.  This  is  a  climbing  plant,  referred 
by  DecandoUe  to  Cocculus. 

859.  Damasonium.  From  tiaftxa,  to  take  away  or  diminish.  This  plant  had  the  reputation  of  removing 
the  effects  of  the  venom  of  the  sea-dog.   Handsome  floating  aquatics. 

860.  Actinocarpus.  From  axrtt,  a  ray,  and  xctfsres,  fruit,  in  allusion  to  the  radiate  disposition  of  the  little 
carpella  round  a  common  axis.   Pretty  floating  aquatics. 

861.  Alisma.  Derived  from  alts,  water,  in  Celtic.  Alisma  Plantago  grows  in  watery  places,  and  is  called 
water-plantain,  from  the  resemblance  between  its  leaf  and  that  of  the  common  plantain. 
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Class  VII.— HEPTANDRIA.    7  Stamens. 

A  small  class,  of  which  the  Parinarium,  which  is  a  good  tropical  fruit,  and  the  valuable  Horse-chesnut, ^Escul  us,  are  the  only  remarkable  genera.  The  Astranthus  is  a  curious  genus  of  the  natural  order  of  Homalineae. 

Order  1.  MONOGYNIA. 7  Stamens.   1  Style. 

862.  Trientalis.    Cal.  7-leaved.   Cor.  7-parted,  equal,  flat   Berry  without  juice. 
863.  Disandra.    CaL  about  7-parted.   Cor.  rotate,  7-parted.   Caps.  2-celled,  many-seeded. 
864.  Pisonia.   Cal.  campanulate,  5-cleft.    Cor.  O.    Berry  1-celled,  1 -seeded. 
865.  Petiveria.  Cal.  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Style  lateral.  Stigma  pencil-shaped.  Seed  1,  with  four  reflexed awns  at  the  end. 
866.  JEsculus.  CaL  1 -leaved,  inflated.  Cor.  4^5-petaled,  unequal,  pubescent,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Caps. 3-ceIled.   Seeds  large,  chesnut-like. 
867.  Jonesia.  CaL  2-leaved.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  a  closed  fleshy  tube  and  4-cleft  limb.  Nectary,  a ring  inserted  in  the  throat  of  the  tube.   A  Legumen. 

MONOGYNIA. 
862.  TRIENTA'LIS.  W. 
5044  europae'a  W. 5045  americana  Ph. 

863.  DISAN'DRA.  W. 
5046  pros t rata  W. 

864.  PISO'NIA.  W. 5047  aculeata  W. 
5048  fragrans  Lk. 
5049  macroph vlla  Lk. 
5050  nigricans  W. 5051  obovata  Lk. 
5052  mexicana  W. 
5053  nitida  W. 
5054  grandis  R.  Br. 

865.  PET1VF/RIA.  W. 
5055  alliacea  W. 
5056  octandra  W. 

1*866.  .SS'CULUS.  W. 
5057  Hippocastanum  W. §5058  Pfivia  W. 
5059  discolor  Ph. 

§5060  flava  IV. 
5061  glabra  W.  en. 

Winter-Green. 
oval-leaved  A  CU 
spear-leaved      3l  A  CU 
Disandra. 

JU  iAl  or 

•  acu •  a  cu 
•  □cu 
•  □cu 
•  □cu •  □cu 

5035 

trailing 
Pisonia. 

prickly 
fragrant 
long-leaved black obovate 
Mexican shining 

large  m  .  |  or 
Petiveria. 

Garlic-scented  tt.  □  cu dwarf  a.  I    I  cu 
Horse-Chesnut. common  y 

red-flowered  V 
dwarf  m 
yellow-flowered  V smooth-leaved  y 

5036 

PrimvlacetB.  Sp.  2. 
}  my.jn  W  Britain    m.  wo.  R i  jl.au     W  N.  Amer.  1816.  R 
Scrophula  rinete.   Sp.  1. 

i  my.au  ¥  Madeira  1771. 
Nyctaginece.  Sp.  8.  — 12. 10  mr.ap  G  Jamaica  1739. 

R  p.l 

3  ...  G.w 3   
4   
3   
12   

Chenopodete. 
2  jn.jl  W 2  jn.jl  W 

tm 

  182a W.  Indies  1806. 
  1823. Mexico  1824. 

Madagas.  1824. N.  HoU.  1805. 

Sp.  2. 
Jamaica  1759.  C W.Indies  1737.  C 

Hippocastanea.  Sp.  8.— 10. 40  ap.mv  W  Asia  1629.  S 
20  my.jn  Sc  N.  Amer.  1711.  G 
8  my  R  Georgia  1812.  G 

20  myjn  Y  N.  Amer.  1764.  G 
12  myjn  G.y    N.  Amer.  1812.  G 5038 

Eng.  bot  15 

Bot  mag.  218 
Lam.  ill.  t.  861 

Tr.  ehr.  33.  t.  67 Pl.ic.213.  t.219 

Sch.  arb.  1.  t  38 
Dend.  brit.  120 
Dend.  brit.  163 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
862.  Trientalis.  From  triens,  the  third  of  a  thing ;  why  so  named  we  do  not  understand.  Sir  J.  E.  Smith 

says,  "  Few  persons  have  seen  the  fruit  of  this  plant,  and  it  was  most  unaccountably  mistaken,  even  by Linnaeus  and  Gartner.  The  valves  of  the  ripe  capsule  become  concave  externally,  convex  and  polished 
within,  and  have  been  taken  fur  a  permanent  corolla.  But  they  are  opposite  to  the  calyx  leaves,  which  the 
segments  of  the  corolla  are  not.  The  beautiful  tunics  of  the  seeds  were  supposed  to  be  the  skin  of  a  dried 
berry,  and  are  not  faithfully  represented  by  Gsertner.    (English  Flora,  vol.  ii.  208.) 

863.  Disandra.  From  Sus,  difficult,  and  <gy«j;  avSgor,  a  male,  or,  in  botanical  composition,  a  stamen ;  that  is to  say,  a  plant  of  which  the  stamens  are  subject  to  vary,  and  therefore  difficult  for  botanists.  A  trailing  plant 
with  bright  yellow  flowers. 

864.  Pisonia.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  honor  of  William  Piso,  a  physician  at  Amsterdam,  author  of  the 
Nutural  History  of  Brazil,  1648,  fol.  P.  aculeata  is  an  inelegant  tree  with  round  reclining  spiny  branches, 
wanting  support   It  is  common  in  the  savannahs  and  other  low  places  in  the  island  of  Jamaica,  and  in 
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868.  Draconiium.  Spathe  cymbiform.   Spadix  covered.   CaL  O.   Petal*  5.  A  berry. 
869.  Calla.   Spathe  ovate.  Spadix  covered.   CaL  O.  Cor.  O.   A  berry. 
870.  Parinarium.  Cat  5-cleft  Petals  5.  Stamens  14,  of  which  7  are  barren.  Drupe  fleshy  cribrose.  Nut 2-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells. 

Orderg.  D1GYNIA.  w^i^3    7  Stamens.  2  Styles. 
871.  Litneum.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5,  equal.   Caps,  globose,  2-celled. 

Order  3.  TETRAGYN1A.  7  Stamens.  4  Styles. 

872.  Saururus.   CaL  a  spike  of  1  -  flowered  scales.    Cor.  O.   Ovaries  4.   Berries  4,  1  -seeded. 
873.  Astranthus.   CaL  O.   Cor.  hypocra tor i form,  with  a  14-cleft  limb.  Seed  1,  small,  superior. 

Order  4.   HEPTAOYNIA.  7  Stamens.  7  Styles. 

874.  Septus.   Cal.  7-parted.   Petals  7.   Ovaries  7.  Caps.  7,  many  seeded. 

MONOGYNIA. 

5044  Leaves  lanceolate  entire 
5045  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  acuminate  oblique 

5046  Leaves  reniform  crenate,  Flower-stalks  in  pairs 

5047  Spines  axillary  horizontal,  Leaves  ovate  narrowed  at  each  end,  Corymbs  axillary 
5048  Unarmed,  Leaves  opposite  acuminate  narrowed  into  a  short  stalk  very  smooth  fleshy 
5049  Unarmed,  Leaves  opposite  a  little  narrowed  towards  the  base  entire  smooth,  Lateral  nerves  parallel 
5050  Unarmed,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Flowers  cymose  erect,  Fruit  berried 
5051  Unarmed,  Leaves  opposite  acute  scarcely  narrowed  at  the  base  entire  smooth  with  parallel  nerves 5052  Leaves  ovate  entire  villous,  Flowers  in  umbels 
5053  Leaves  shining  pointed  (Lilac  de  Madagascar.) 
5054  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  smooth,  Cymes  compound,  Flowers  polygamous,  Fruit  spiny 
5055  Flowers  hexandrous 
5056  Flowers  octandrous 

5057  Leaves  digitate  7,  Petals  5  spreading 
5058  Leaves  quinate  smooth  unequally  toothed,  Petals  4  with  connivent  claws  the  length  of  the  calyx 
5059  Leaves  quinate  pointed  at  each  end  downy  beneath  unequally  toothed,  Petals  4 
5060  Leaves  quinate  beneath  at  the  rib  pubescent,  Petals  4  with  connivent  claws  longer  than  the  calyx 
6061  Leaves  quinate  quite  smooth,  Petals  4  spreading  with  claws  the  length  of  the  calyx,  Fruit  spiny 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
several  other  islands  in  the  West  Indies,  where  it  is  very  troublesome  to  whoever  passes,  fastening  itself  by 
its  strong  crooked  thorns  to  the  clothes ;  and  the  seeds  being  glutinous  and  burry,  also  fasten  themselves  to 
whatever  touches  them :  so  that  the  wings  of  the  ground-doves  and  other  birds,  are  often  so  loaded  with  the 
seeds,  as  to  prevent  their  flying,  by  which  means  they  become  an  easy  prey. 

865.  Petiveria.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  honor  of  James  Petiver,  apothecary  of  London,  and  fellow  of 
the  Royal  Society,  author  of  Museum,  1695 :  Gazophylacium,  1702,  collected  into  one  volume  folio,  with  many 
plates.  P„  alliacea,  is  common  in  savannahs  and  woods  in  the  West  Indies,  where  it  is  a  troublesome  weed, 
and  tastes  the  milk  of  cows  that  feed  on  it.  It  is  so  acrid,  that  on  chewing  a  little,  it  bums  the  mouth  and 
leaves  the  tongue  black,  dry,  and  rough,  as  it  appears  in  a  malignant  fever.  It  is  thought,  however,  to  be coveted  by  Guinea-hens,  and  hence  its  vulgar  name  of  Guinea-hen  weed. 

866.  JEsculus,  or  Esculus,  as  Pliny  writes  it  A  name  which  the  Latins  gave  to  a  tree  which  furnished 
them  with  an  esculent  nut :  that  plant  was  the  Quercus  Esculus  of  Linnams.  Marronier,  Ft.,  Marronien- 
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5062  carnea  Hart.  flesh-colored  ¥  or 
5063  pallida  TV.  en.  pale-flowered  $  or §5064  parvi  flora  H.  K.  small-flowered  st  or 

867.  JONE'SIA.  W.  Jonesia.  : 
5065  pinnata  W.  winged-leaved  f_  □  ft 

868  DRACON'TIUM.  W.  Dragon. 
5066  polyphyllum  W.  purple-stalked  £Elcu 5067  spinosura  W. 
5068  pertfisum  W. 

869.  CAL'LA.  W. 
§5069  asthi6pica  W. 
5070  paKistris  W. 6071  aromatica  Roxb. 

prickly 
perforated Calla. 
Ethiopian 
marsh aromatic 

£  ESJcu 
a_G2cu 
]£  lAJor 
i  A  cu 

£.  lAlor 870.  PARINA'RIUM.  Juss.  Parinarium. 
5072  excelsum  Sab.        Guinea  Plum    1  n  fr 
5073  macrophyllum  Sab.  Gingerbr.  Tree  II  □  fr 

-G  co  Dend.  brit  121 
G  co L  B.1 7  Jn       Pu     N.  Amer.  1823. 

12  jn       G.y    N.  Amer.  1812. 
6  jl.au    W     N.  Amer.  1786. 

Leguminoste.   Sp.  1. 
20     ...     O      E.  Indies  1796.  C  p.l  Rh.  maL5.  tS9 

Aroidete.   Sp.  3—9. 
2  mr.jn   Ap     India  1759. 
2  ap.my  Ap  Ceylon  1759. 
6  ap.jn    Ap     W.  Indies  1752. AroidecE.    Sp.  3 — 5. 
3  ja.my  Ap  C.  G.  H.  1731. 
i  jl.au    Ap    N.  Europel768. 
2  jl        Ap     China  1813. 
Chrusobalanete.   Sp.  2—5. 60     ...      W     S.  Leone  1822. 

6    ...     W     S.  Leone  182a 

R  ltl  Bot  reg.  700 

R  ltl R  p.l  J.  sen.  2. 1 184. 5 
Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  832 
D  p  Bot  mag.  1831 D  r.m  Bot  mag.  2279 

C  1 
C  r.l 

871.  LI'MEUM.  W. 5074  africanum  W. 

DIGYNIA. 
Liheum. 

African 
£  iAI  w 

Portulacea. 

Jjn.jl  W Sp.  1-4. CG.H.  1774. 
R  s.p 

TETRAGYNIA. 

872.  SAURU'RUS.  W.  Lizard's-tail. 5075  cernuus  W.  drooping  i 
5076  lucidus  Jacq.         shining  i 
5077  chinensis  lin  t.       Chinese  g 

873.  ASTRANTHUa  L.  Astra nthus. 
5078  cochinchinensis  iour.  Cochinchinesel 

A  cu 
A  cu 

Aroideee.    Sp.  3. 
Ap  Virginia lis  Ap 

l|   ...  Ap 
Homalinea. 

4  jnjl  W 

1759.  D  s.p 
N.  Amer.  1791.  D  1     Jacq.  eel.  1. 18 China      1819.  D  1 

Sp.  1—2. 
China      1823.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  894 

HEPTAGYNIA. 
874.  SEPTAS.  W. 
5079  capcusis  W. 
5080  globifl6ra  B.  M. 5081  umbella  H.  S. 

Septas. 
Cape  j£  tAJ  cu 
globe-flowered  if  iAI  cu skreen  j£  iAJcu 

Sempervivete. 
f  au.s  W 
|  mr.ap  W 
ijl  W.o 

Sp.3. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1774. 1809. 
1800. 

R  s.p  Bot.  rep.  90 
R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1472 
R  s.p 

'5065 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
baum,  Get.,  and  Marrone,  Ital.  M.  hippocastanum  [h-o;,  horse,  horse-chesnut ;  because  it  was  formerly  a veterinary  medicine)  is  a  magnificent  tree,  at  once  grand  from  its  magnitude  and  massy  form,  and  beautiful  when 
in  blossom,  from  being  covered  with  spikes  of  delicate  white  and  pink  flowers,  protruding  from  among  elegant 
digitate  leaves.  It  is  a  rapid  growing  tree,  and  speedily  produces  a  considerable  bulk  of  timber,  which,  how. 
ever,  is  of  little  value  as  such.  The  plant  is  best  adapted  for  an  ornamental  tree  in  the  outskirts  of  plantations, 
in  avenues,  or  singly  on  lawns.  It  is  much  prized  by  the  French  as  an  ornamental  avenue  tree,  and  when  the 
geometric  style  of  gardening  was  in  vogue  in  this  country  was  a  good  deal  planted,  as  at  Bushy  park,  Canons, 
Castle  Howard,  &c.  During  the  rage  for  the  picturesque,  it  fell  into  disrepute  from  its  "compact  lumpish 
parabolic  form ;"  but  the  public  are  now  convinced -that  there  are  other  beauties  besides  those  peculiarly adapted  for  representation  by  painters,  and  the  taste  for  trees  beautiful  or  interesting  from  their  flowers, 
foliage,  or  other  details,  is  now  reviving.  The  nuts  or  capsules  are  large  and  mahogany  colored,  and  have 
often  occasioned  regret  that  they  are  not  edible,  like  those  of  the  Spanish  chesnut  Deer  eat  them  greedily, 
and  may  be  seen  watching  about  the  trees  for  their  fall  during  windy  weather.  In  Turkey  they  are  ground 
and  mixed  with  horse  provender.  According  to  some,  swine  and  sheep  may  be  fattened  on  them,  and  poultry 
when  they  are  boiled.  They  are  of  a  saponaceous  nature,  and  broken  and  steeped  in  hot  water  might  save 
soap,  where  that  article  is  excessively  dear.  This  tree  migrated  from  the  northern  parts  of  Asia  into 
England  by  Constantinople,  Vienna,  Italy,  and  France.  Parkinson  in  1629  places  it  in  his  orchard  as  a  fruit 
tree,  and  describes  the  nuts  as  superior  to  the  ordinary  sort. 

E.  Pavia  was  so  named  by  Boerhaave,  in  honor  of  Peter  Paw,  a  Dutchman,  and  professor  of  botany  at 
Leyden,  in  1601. 
The  other  species  have  beautiful  flowers,  but  are  not  free  growing  trees. 
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5062  Leaves  6-7-nate  obov.  acuminate  2-serrate,  Petals  4  connivent  with  claws  shorter  than  caL  Ant  h.  smooth 
5063  Leaves  quinate,  Petals  spreading  with  claws  shorter  than  calyx,  Stam.  twice  as  long  as  cor.  Fruit  spiny 5064  Leaves  quinate,  Petals  4,  Stamens  twice  as  long  as  corolla 
5065  The  only  species 

5066  Leaves  supradecompound,  pedate,  Segments  pinnatifid,  Scape  much  shorter  than  leaf-stalki 5067  Leaves  sagittate,  Peduncles  and  petioles  prickly 
5068  Stem  climbing,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  bored  through 

5069  Leaves  sagittate  cordate,  Spathe  cucullate,  Spadix  male  upwards 
5070  Leaves  cordate,  Spathe  flat,  Spadix  hermaphrodite  all  over 
5071  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Spathe  boat-shaped  hiding  the  spadix 

6072  Leaves  ovate-oblong  green  above  white  beneath 
5073  Leaves  long  oblong-lanceolate  very  white  all  over 

DIGYNJA. 
5074  Leaves  oblong  stalked 

TETRAGYNIA. 
5075  Leaves  cordate  stalked 
5076  Leaves  deeply  cordate  ovate-lanceolate  shining 
5077  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  shining  nerved 

5078  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  serrated 

HEPTAGYNIA. 

5079  Leaves  connate  crenate  roundish,  Stem  nearly  leafless 
5080  Floral-leaves  4  spatulate  doubly  crenate,  Umbel  compound 
5081  Stem-leaves  about  two  hooded  and  connate  into  a  skreen,  Flowers  many  minute 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
867.  Jonesia.  Named  in  honor  of  the  famous  Sir  W.  Jones,  who  to  his  other  accomplishments  added  the 

knowledge  of  botany.  The  most  fragrant  tree  of  India.  Large  cuttings  root  well  in  sand  under  a  hand- 
glass. 868.  Dracontium.   From  Sg«xaiv,  a  dragon.  The  stems  of  some  species  are  mottled  like  the  skin  of  a  snake. 

869.  Calla.  A  name  of  one  of  Pliny's  plants,  which  probably  was  applied  to  something  of  the  same  natural order  as  that  now  called  Calla. 
870.  Parmarium.  The  Guiana  name  of  the  genus  is  Parinari.  Very  fine  trees  with  fine  bunches  of 

terminal  flowers,  which  are  succeeded  by  plum-like  fruits,  that  in  hot  climates  are  esteemed  and  served  up 
at  table.  It  has  been  called  Petrocarya  by  Schreber  and  other  Linnsean  botanists,  who  fancy  science  to  depend 
upon  names. 

871.  Limeum.  An  ancient  name  of  a  poisonous  plant  It  is  derived  from  ku/tes,  pest,  poison.  It  was  used, 
says  Pliny,  to  poison  arrows  with.  The  plant  to  which  modern  botany  has  applied  this  name  is  a  dangerous 
poison. 872.  Saururus.  From  rcait at,  a  lizard,  and  a  tail ;  on  account  of  its  long  and  pyramidal  tail,  which  may 
be  compared  to  the  tail  of  a  lizard.   Aquatic  plants  with  neat  foliage,  but  with  no  beauty  in  their  flowers. 

873.  Astranthus.  From  aygen,  a  star,  and  etud-tf,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  star-like  disposition  of  the segments  of  the  flower.  A  small  Chinese  bush  with  serrated  leaves,  and  spikes  of  pale  whitish  green flowers. 
874.  Septas.  From  septem,  seven.  All  the  parts  of  the  flower  are  tn  seven.  Very  neat  little  Cape  plants, with  umbels  of  white  flowers. 
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Class  VIII.  —  OCTANDRIA.    8  Stamens. 

This  is  a  class,  which,  with  reference  to  the  plants  which  compose  it,  is  of  much  consequence  to  the  botanist 
and  gardener.  To  the  former  it  is  recommended  by  the  singular  Melastomaceous  plants  which  it  contains,  the 
curious  Michauxia,  and  the  Jeflfersonia,  remarkable  for  its  capsule,  which  opens  like  a  snuff-box.  To  the  gar. 
dener  it  possesses  irresistible  attraction,  not  only  in  the  delightful  Tetrathecas,  Boronias,  and  Correas  of  New 
Holland,  in  the  Dimocarpus  of  China,  celebrated  for  its  truly  excellent  fruit,  and  in  the  Fuchsias,  Cfinotheras, 
Combretums,  and  Vacciniums,  some  of  which  form  the  pride  of  our  hardy  gardens ;  but  also  in  the  magnificent 
tribe  of  Heaths,  which  are  certainly  the  most  beautiful  of  plants,  under  cultivation.  This  is  abundantly  at- 

tested by  the  splendid  collections  of  Lee  of  Hammersmith,  Rollison  of  Tooting,  and  last,  but  not  least,  of  Lod. 
diges  of  Hackney,  where  the  precision  of  science  is  combined  with  the  allurements  of  form  and  coloring. 

Order  1.  MONOGYNIA. 8  Stamens,  1  Style. 

\  1.  Ovary  superior 
875.  Tropaolum.  CaL  1-leaved,  5-cleft,  spurred.  Petals  5,  unequal.  Nuts  coriaceous,  furrowed.  Seed  1, roundish. 
876.  Roxburghia.  CaL  4-leaved.  Petals  4.  Nectary  4  lanceolate  leaves  inserted  in  the  middle  of  the 

petals.  Anthers  2,  hanging  down  from  the  base  of  each  nectarial  leaf.  Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  many  seeded. 
Seeds  on  a  spongy  placenta. 

877.  Grislea.  CaL  4-cleft  Pet  4,  from  the  recesses  of  the  calyx.  Filaments  very  long,  ascending. 
Capsule  globose,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 

878.  Boronia.  Cal.  4-cleft,  persistent  Petals  4,  ovate.  Nect  coronate.  Filam.  ciliated,  incurved.  Stigma 
capitate.   Caps.  4,  2-valved.   Seeds  solitary,  with  an  arillus. 

879.  Tetratheca.  Cal  4-cleft  Petals  4.  Anthers  4-celled.  Caps.  2-celled,  5-valved :  with  valves  bearing the  septa  in  their  middle.   Seeds  about  2. 
880.  Corrcea.   CaL  campanulate.   Petals  4.   Caps.  4-celled,  opening  with  4  valves.   Cells  1 -2-seeded. 
881.  Mimusops.   CaL  4-leaved.   Petals  4.   Nectary  16-Ieaved.   Drupe  pointed. 
882.  Ornitrophe.   CaL  4-parted.   Petals  4,  bearded  in  the  middle.    Ovary  double.   Berries  S,  1 -seeded. 883.  Dimocarpus.  Sepals  5.  Petals  5,  reflexed,  villous  inside.  Berries  2,  one  of  which  is  often  abortive, 

barked,  tubercled,  1-celled,  1 -seeded. 
884.  Melicocca.  CaL  3-parted.  Petals  4,  reflexed  below  the  calyx.  Stigma  peltate.  Drupe  with  a oark. 
885.  Blighia.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5.  Style  very  short.  .Stigmas  3.  Seed  solitary  with  a  very  large arillus. 
886.  Metaiba.   Cal.  5-parted.   Petals  5,  with  two  scales  at  their  base.   Caps,  oblong,  1-celled,  2-seeded. 
887.  Kblreuteria.   Sepals  5.  Petals  4,  irregular.   Nect  4  bifid  scales.  Caps,  inflated,  3-celled,  with  2-seeded 
888.  Guarea.  Cal.  4-toothed.  Petals  4.  Nectary  cylindrical,  bearing  the  anthers  on  the  orifice.  Caps. 

4-celled,  4-valved.   Seeds  solitary. 
889.  Amyris.  CaL  4-toothed.  Petals  4,  oblong,  spreading..  Stigma  capitate.  Berry  drupaceous,  by abortion  1-seeded. 
890.  Xhnenia.   CaL  4-cleft   Petals  4,  hairy,  revolute.   Drupe  1 -seeded. 
891.  Beeckia.   CaL  5-cleft   Petals  5.   Caps.  3-4-celled,  many-seeded,  covered  with  the  calyx.    Seeds  few. 
892.  Erica.  Sepals  4,  persistent  Cor.  4-cleft,  persistent  Filaments  inserted  in  the  receptacle.  Anthers 

bifid.-  Caps,  membranous,  4-8-ceUed. 893.  Menziesia.  Cal.  1-leaved.  Cor.  l-petalous,  ovate.  Filam.  inserted  in  the  receptacle.  Caps.  4&celled, 
with  the  septa  from  the  indexed  edges  of  the  valves.   Seeds  many,  numerous. 

894.  (Mora.   Sepals  8  or  10.   Cor.  l-petalous,  8-cleft   Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  many-seeded. 
895.  Michauxia.  Cal.  many-cleft  Cor.  rotate,  8-10-parted,  revolute  Nect  8-valved,  staminiferous.  Caps. 

8-10-celled,  many-seeded. 
896.  Jeffersonia.  Sepals  5,  colored,  deciduous.  Petals  8,  incurved  spreading.  Stamens  surrounding  the 

ovary.   Caps,  obovate,  stipitate,  1-celled,  opening  below  the  end. 
897.  Dodoncea.  Sepals  4.  Cor.  O.  Filaments  very  short  Anth.  oblong.  Caps.  3-celled,  3-winged. Seeds  2* 
898.  Lawsonia.  CaL  4-cleft  Petals  4.  Stamens  in  4  pairs.  Caps.  4-celled,  many-seeded.  Seeds  angular. 

§  2.   Ovary  inferior. 
A.   Seeds  many. 

899.  Osbeckia.  CaL  4-cleft :  its  lobes  separated  by  a  fringed  scale.  Cor.  of  4  or  5-petals.  Anthers  rostrate. 
Caps.  4-5-celled,  surrounded  by  the  truncated  tube  of  the  calyx.   Recept  compressed,  half  ovate. 

900.  Rhexia.  Cal.  urceolate,  4-5-cleft  Petals  4,  inserted  in  the  calyx,  oblique.  Anthers  declinate.  Caps, 
setose,  4-celled,  inside  the  calyx.   Recept  lunate.   Seeds  numerous  cochlea te. 

901.  (Enothera.  Cal.  tubular,  4-cleft,  with  deciduous  deflexed  segments.  Petals  4,  inserted  in  calyx. 
Stigma  4-cleft   Caps.  4-celled,  4-valved,  inferior.   Seeds  naked,  affixed  to  a  4-cornered  central  receptacle. 

902.  Gaura.   Cal.  4-cleft,  tubular.   Petals  4,  ascending  towards  the  upper  side.   Nect  inferior,  1-seeded. 
903.  Epilobium.   CaL  4-cleft,  tubular.   Petals  4.   Caps,  oblong,  inferior.   Seeds  comose. 
904.  fuchsia  CaL  funnel-shaped,  colored,  deciduous.  Petals  4,  in  the  throat  of  calyx,  alternate  with  its 

segments.    Nectary  an  8-furrowed  gland.   Stigma  capitate.    Berry  oblong,  obtuse,  4-cornered,  4-celled. 
905.  Jambolifera.  CaL  4-toothed.  Petals  4,  funnel-shaped.  Filaments  flattish.  Stigma  simple.  Fruit  a 4-celled  drupa. 
906.  Oxycoccus.  CaL  4-cleft  Cor.  4-parted,  with  linear  revolute  segments.  Filaments  conniving.  Anthers 

tubular,  2-parted.   Berry  many-seeded. 
907.  Vaccinium.  Cor.  urceolate  or  campanulate,  4-5-cleft,  with  reflexed  segments.  Filaments  inserted  on 

the  ovary.  Berry  4-5-celled,  many-seeded. 
B.   Seed  one. 

908.  Memecylon.  CaL  with  a  striated  bottom,  and  an  entire  edge.  Cor.  l-petalous.  Anthers  inserted  on the  side  of  the  end  of  the  filament   Berry  crowned  with  the  cylindrical  calyx. 
909.  Lagetta.   Cor.  caducous,  tubular,  4-toothed,  with  4  petal-like  glands.   Drupe  hairy,  pisiform,  1-seeded. 
910.  Daphne.   Cor.  4-cleft,  like  a  corolla,  withering,  including  the  stamens.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
911.  Dirca.  Cor.  tubular,  with  an  obsolete  limb.  Stamens  longer  than  tube.  Berry  1-seeded. 
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912.  Gnidia.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  4-cleft;  with  4-8-petaloid  scales  at  the  orifice.  Nut  somewhat  drupa- 
ceous. 

913.  Stettera.   Cor.  4-cleft,  inflated  in  middle.   Stem,  inserted  in  throat,  very  short    Nut  1,  beaked. 
914.  Passerina.  Cor.  4-cleft,  naked.  Style  filiform,  lateral,  long.  Stamens  inserted  on  the  tube.  Nut  1, coated. 
915.  Lachtuea.  Flowers  in  heads.  Cor.  4-cleft,  with  an  unequal  limb  Filaments  long,  with  an  unequal  in- 

sertion.   Nut  somewhat  drupaceous. 
916.  Combretum.  Cal.  4-toothed,  campanulate,  superior.  Petals  4,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Stamens  very 

long.   Caps.  4-angular,  with  membranous  angles,  1 -celled.   Seed  1,  oblong. 

Order  a  DIGYNIA.  ^£^b  8  Stamens.  S  Styles. 
917.  Galenic.   CaL  4-cleft.   Cor.  O.   Capsule  roundish,  2-seeded. 
918.  Aphananthe.  Sepals  5.  Two  stamens  opposite  2  sepals,  6  opposite  and  alternate  with  three  other 

sepals. 
919.  Weinmannia.   Sepals  4.   Petals  4.   Caps.  2-celled,  2-beaked. 
920.  Mohringia.  Sepals  4.   Petals  4.   Caps.  1-celled,  4-valved. 

Order  3.  TRIGYNIA.  8  Stamens.  3  Styles. 
921.  Polygonum.  CaL  O.  Cor.  5-parted,  like  a  calyx.  Seed  1,  angular,  covered.  (Stamens  and  styles  un- certain in  number.) 
922.  Coccoloba.  Cal.  5-parted,  colored,  finally  becoming  berried.  Cor.  O.  Berry  formed  of  the  calyx, 1-seeded. 
923.  Paullinia.  Sepals  5.  Petals  4.  Neck  4-leaved,  unequal.  Caps,  turbinate,  3-cornered,  3-celled,  with 1-seeded  cells.   Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
924.  Seriana.  Sepals  5.  Petals  4.  Nect.  4-leaved.  Samara  3,  longitudinally  united,  globose,  connected 

downwards  in  a  membranous  wing. 
925.  Cardiospermum.  Sepals  4.   Petals  4.   Nect  4-leaved,  unequal.  Caps.  3,  connate,  inflated. 
926.  Sapindus.  Sepals  4.  Petals  4.   Caps,  fleshy,  connate,  ventricose. 

Order  4.   TETRAGYN1A.  8  Stamens.  4  Styles. 

927.  Verea.   Sepals  4.   Cor.  hypocrateriform,  4-cleft,  with  acute  segments,  and  a  ventricose  tube.  Scales  4, at  the  base  of  the  ovaries,  linear.    Capsules  4,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
.  928.  Bryophyllum.   Sepals  4.   Petals  4,  connate  into  a  cylinder.   Seeds  many. 
929.  Paris.   Sepals  4.   Petals  4,  narrower.    Anth.  attached  to  the  middle  of  filament.   Berry  4-celled. 
930.  Adoxa.  CaL  2-3-cleft,  inferior.  Cor.  4-5-cleft,  superior.  Berry  1-celled,  4-5-seeded,  united  with  the calyx. 
931.  Elatine.  Sepals  4.  Petals  4.  Caps.  4-celled,  4-valved,  depressed,  many  seeded ;  the  dissepiments 

opposite  the  sutures. 
'  932.  Haloragis.   Sepals  4,  superior.   Petals  4,  caducous.   Drupe  dry.   Nut  4-celled. 963.  Forskdhlea.  CaL  4-leaved.  Petals  8  spatulate.  Seeds  4  enveloped  in  wooL 
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MONOGYNIA. 
t875.  TROP.ffi'OLUM.  TV.  Indian  Cress. 5082  minus  W.  small  -*  O  or 

,3  flare pleno  double-flowered     iQI  or 5083majus  W.  great  J,  O  cul 
fSflore  pleno  double-flowered  *  lAl  or 5064  aduncum  5m.        fringe-flowered  3  iQJ  or 
T.  peregrinum  B.M. 

5085  pinnatum  A  B.      pinnate-flower.  !U  iAI  or 5086hybridum  TV.        hybrid  JUOlor 
876.  ROXBURCHIA.  TV.  Roxburgh  i  a. 
5087  glorio  strides  Roxb.    Gloriosa-leaved  J_  E3  or 

877.  GRIS'LEA.  TV.  Grislea. 5088  tomentosa  TV.        downy  *  Opr 
878.  BORCNIA.  Sm.  Boronia. 
5089  ledifSlia  Gay.         Ledum-leaved  «  i  I  or 
5090  pinnata  Sm.  Hawth.-scent  « i  |  or 5091  serrulata  Sm.         Rose-scented    *  |  |  or 

879.  TETRATHE'CA.  TV.  Tbtratheca. 5092  jfincea  W.  rushy 
880.  CORRiE'A.  W. 
5093  alba  B.  Rep. 
5094  speciosa  B.  Rep. 5095virens  U.K. 

881.  MI'MUSOPS.  TV. 5096  Elengi  TV. 5097Kauki  W. 
5098  hexan'dra  itorft. 

•882.  ORNITROPHE  TV.  Ornitrophe. 55099  serrata  TV.  saw-leaved  it 
§5100  comlnia  TV.  yellow-berried  £ 

*883.  DIMOCARTUS.  TV.  Dimocarpuu. 
55101  Litchl  TV.  Lee-Chee  ♦ 
§5102  Longan  B.  K.        Longan  ± 
881.  MELICOC'CA.  TV.  Honey-Berry. 
5103  bijuga  TV.  winged-leaved  ± 

885.  BLIG'HI  A.  H.  K  Akee-Tree. 
5101  sapida  H.  K.  Ash-leaved  f 

5084 

Tropeeolete.  Sp.  S— 13. ijn  o     O.y  Peru  1596.  S  s.l    Bot  mag.  98 
1  jn.o     O.y  Peru  1596.  C  s.l 
6  jn.o     O.Y  Peru  1686.  S  s.l    Bot  mag.  23 
6  jn.o     O  Peru  1686.  C  r.m 
3  jn.o     O      Peru  1775.  S  r.m  Bot  mag.  1351 
2  jn.o 
4  jn.au 

C  r.m  Bot  rep.  535 
C  r.m  Ber.  ac.  h.  32.  t.l 

Aroidece.  Sp.  1. 
6  ap       Pk.<;  E.  Indies  1803. 

Salicarke.   Sp.  1—3. 
3  my.jn  R      E.  Indies  1804. 

Rutacece.    Sp.  3—13. 
Umr.ap  W     N.  S.  W.  1814. 
2  f.my     Pu     N.S.W.  1794. 
3  jujl     R       N.  S.W.  1816. 

Sk  p.l  Bot  mag.  1500 

C  s.p  Bot.reg.30 

L  s.p  Vent  malm.  59 L  s.p  Bot  rep.  58 
L  s.p  Bot  reg.  842 

2  jl.au  Pu S.W.  1803.  C  s.p  Sm.nov.  h.  1. 1.2 
Rutacece.    Sp.  3 — 4. 
ap.jl     W     N.  S.W. 
apjl     R      N.  a  W. my.n    G      N.  &  W. 

1793. 1806. 1800. 

Sapotece.  Sp.  3—6. ...     W     E.  Indies  1796. 
...     W     E  Indies  1796. 
...     W     India  1804. 

Sapindacete.   Sp.  2—9. 12     ...     W     E.  Indies  1804. 
20     ...     W     Jamaica  1759. 

□  fr Ofr 

□  fir 

□  ft 

Sapindacete. 
15  my.jn  W 
15  my.jn  W 

Sapindacete. 16  ...  Y 

S;>.  2—  6. China 
China 

Sp.l. 
Jamaica 

1786. 1786. 

C  s.p  Bot.  rep.  18 Li  s.p  Bot  reg.  26 
C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  3 

C  p.l  Rox.cor.  1.  tl4 
C  p.l   Rum.  am.  3.  t.  8 
C  p.l  Rox.  cor.  1. 1. 15 

C  p.l  Rox.  cor.  1. 1. 61 
C  p.l  SLja.2.t.208.f.l 
L  r.m  Lam.  ill.  1 306 L  r.m  Buchoz.  ic.  t  99 

1778.  C  1U  Ja.am.106.  t72 
Sapindacete .    Sp.  1. 20     ...     W     Africa  1793. S  r.m  An.  hn.2.  tl6,17 

5091 

5085 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
875.  Tropceolum.  From  tropteum,  a  trophy.  The  leaf  resembles  a  buckler,  and  the  flower  an  empty  helmet, 

of  which  trophies  were  formed.  X.  majus  is  an  ornamental  annual,  and  also  a  culinary  plant  The 
flowers  are  eaten  in  salads,  and  are  very  grateful :  they  are  also  used  as  a  garnish.  The  seeds,  which  consist 
of  three  conjoined  berries  or  nuts,  with  grooved  wrinkled  gibbous  husks  that  become  fungous  when  dry,  are 
pickled  in  salt  and  vinegar,  and  used  as  a  substitute  for  capers,  to  which  some  prefer  them.  In  the  evening the  flowers  emit  spontaneously  at  certain  intervals  visible  sparks  like  those  of  an  electric  machine.  This  was 
first  observed  by  the  daughter  of  Linnaeus. 

876.  Roxburghia.  In  honor  of  William  Roxburgh,  M.  D.  born  in  Scotland,  and  settled  in  the  East  Indies ; 
author  of  a  splendid  work  on  the  plants  of  the  coast  of  Coromandel.  A  singular  plant,  the  natural  affinities  of 
which  are  yet  obscure ;  it  grows  in  loam  and  peat,  and  may  be  increased,  though  but  slowly,  by  dividing  at  the  root 877.  Grislea.  So  named  after  G.  Grisley,  a  Portuguese  surgeon,  author  of  Viridanum  Lusitanicum,  1661. 
A  free  flowering  shrub  of  considerable  beauty ;  it  grows  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a 
hand-glass  in  heat. 878.  Boronia.  So  named  after  Francis  Borone,  an  Italian  servant  of  Dr.Sibthorp,  who  perished  from  an  accident 
at  Athens.  Pretty  little  New  Holland  plants,  generally.with  red  flowers.  These  are  valuable  plants,  as  flowering 
nearly  all  the  year.  "  They  thrive  best  in  sandy  peat,  with  the  pots  well  drained  with  broken  potsherds. They  may  be  propagated  by  layers  or  ripened  cuttings,  taken  off  at  a  joint  and  planted  in  sandy  peat,  and 
placed  under  a  bell-glass,  will  strike  root,  if  properly  managed :  the  glass  must  be  taken  off*  occasionally  to  dry 
them,  as  they  are  very  liable  to  damp  off." 879.  Tetratheca.  From  rtr;o,  four,  and  Shxy,  a  cell,  in  allusion  to  the  four  cells  of  the  anthers,  for  which 
the  plants  are  remarkable.  Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 880.  Cornea.  So  named  after  Joseph  Correa  de  Serra,  a  learned  Portuguese,  who,  without  publishing  much, 
was  one  of  the  most  profound  theoretical  botanists  of  this  age.   He  died  at  Lisbon  in  1823.  "  Ripened  cuttings 
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MONOGYNIA. 
5082  Leaves  peltate  rcpand  mucronate,  Petals  acute 
5083  Leaves  peltate  repand,  Petals  obtuse 
5084  Leaves  peltate  5-lobed  palmate  toothed,  Petals  jagged 
5085  Leaves  peltate,  Lobes  obtuse  unequal,  Flowers  pinnate 
5086  Leaves  peltate  5-lobed,  Lobes  obtuse  repand,  Petals  cuneate  toothed  at  end 

5087  Leaves  cordate  many-nerved 

5088  Leaves  minute  tomentose  beneath,  Corymbs  axillary  spreading 

5089  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire  tomentose  beneath 
5090  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one  in  2-4-pairs  very  smooth,  Leaflets  linear  acute,  Pedunc.  dichotomous 
5091  Leaves  simple  trapezifbrm  acute  serrulate  at  end  smooth 

5092  Leaves  alternate  few  lanceolate  and  branches  smooth 

5093  Leaves  ovate  downy  beneath,  Teeth  of  calyx  small  acute  distant 
5094  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  beneath  rusty  with  down,  Flowers  erect,  Calyx  truncate 
5095  Leaves  ovate-oblong  cordate,  Flowers  pendulous,  Calyx  with  4  acute  teeth 

5096  Leaves  alternate  ovate  acuminate 
5097  Leaves  alternate  clustered  at  the  ends  of  the  branches  oblong  very  obtuse 
5098  Leaves  alternate  obovate  emarginate,  Flowers  hexandrous 

5099  Leave?  ternate  rough,  Leaflets  stalked  ovate  acuminate  serrate,  Racemes  simple 
5100  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  stalked  oblong  narrowed  at  each  end  pubescent  beneath,  Racemes  compound 

5101  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  flat  acute,  Fruit  scaly.  Flowers  apetalous 
5102  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  rugose  blunt,  Fruit  hispid,  Flowers  pentapetalous 

5103  The  only  species 

5104  The  only  species 
5094     KJ.  W    5096  g.      5099   JUjtfffc  5101  «' 

will  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  bell  or  hand-glass.  The  cuttings  must  not  be  planted  too  thick,  or  they  will  be 
liable  to  damp.  C.  speciosa  has  generally  been  reckoned  difficult  to  strike  from  cuttings,  but  it  roots  as  freely  as 
the  others  if  properly  managed,  and  requires  the  same  treatment." 881.  Mimusops.  From  fu/*os,  an  ape,  and  v\it,  figure.  The  flowers  are  thought  to  resemble  the  coun- 

tenance of  a  monkey.   Ripened  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
882.  Ornitrophe.  From  o^m,  a  bird,  and  rfofri,  nourishment.  Its  fruit  is  much  eaten  by  small  birds.  In  the 

Isle  de  France  it  is  called  bois  de  merle,  or  thrush-wood.   Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
883.  Dimocarpus.  From  hSv/tos,  double,  and  xapres,  fruit ;  its  fruit  grows  in  pairs.  These  are  fruit-bearing 

trees,  cultivated  in  China.  The  fruit  is  a  berry  in  Tranches  of  a  red  color,  and  rather  larger  than  the  grape. 
The  bunches  are  small ;  the  skin  of  the  berry  is  tough  and  leathery ;  the  pulp  is  colorless,  semitransparent, 
and  of  a  slightly  sweet  subacid  taste.  The  fruit  of  D.  Litchi  is  frequently  brought  to  England  dried  like 
raisins ;  that  of  D.  Longan  has  been  ripened  by  John  Knight,  Esq.  of  Lee  Castle,  in  a  lofty  stove,  erected  for 
the  purpose  of  growing  tropical  fruits.  A  bunch  was  presented  to  the  Horticultural  Society,  in  September 
1816,  "  supposed  to  be  the  only  one  ever  produced  in  Europe,  and  which  persons  well  acquainted  with  the long-yen  m  its  native  places  of  growth,  pronounced  to  be  quite  as  good  as  those  grown  within  or  near  the 
tropics."  (Hort.  Trans,  ii.  408.) 884.  Melicocca.  From  fuXi,  honey,  and  xtxxae,  fruit;  its  fruit,  which  resembles  the  yolk  of  an  egg,  has  a 
very  sweet  flavour  mixed  with  a  little  acid.  This  tree  is  cultivated  in  some  parts  of  South  America  and  in 
Jamaica  for  its  fruit,  which  grows  to  the  size  of  a  large  plum,  and  is  very  mellow.  The  natives  suck  it  for  the 
sake  of  the  salivation  which  it  produces.  In  our  stoves  it  thrives  well  in  light  loamy  soil,  and  cuttings  root  in 
sand  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat 

885.  Slighia.  Named  in  honor  of  the  famous  Captain  Bligh,  who  first  carried  the  bread-fruit  to  the  West 
Indies.  This  is  an  esteemed  African  fruit  tree  with  a  reddish  or  yellow  pome,  about  the  size  of  a  goose's  egg, 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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88d  METAIUA.  Aubl.  Metaiba. 
5105  guianen'sis  Aubl.  Ash-leaved Ephielisfraxmea  W. 

887.  KOLREUTE'RIA  W.  Kolreoteria. 
5106  paniculata  W.  panicled  Si 

888.  GUAHEA.  W.  Guarea. 
5107  trichilioides  W.  Ash-leaved 

889.  AMY'RIS.  W.  Amyris. 
5108  polygama  W.  simple-leaved 5109  sylvatica  W.  wood 

890.  X1ME/NIA.  W.  Ximenia. 
5110  americana  W.  American 

891.  BiEC'KIA.  Sm.  B^eckia. 5111  frutescens  Sm.  Chinese 
5112  virgata  Sm.  twiggy 

"  «-l« 

Sapindacece.   Sp.  1. 
1  □  tm  60     ...     W     Guiana  1803. 

Sapindacae. 10  jl.au  W 

Sp.l. 

China 1763. 
MeliacetE.   Sp.  1—5. 

i  □  tm  15  my.jn  W     a  Amer.  1752. 
Tcrcbintacccc.    Sp.  2—28. 

12  jn.jl     W     Chili  1790. 
16  jn.jl      W      Carthag.  179a 

IS: 
f  □  or  15 

Olatinctr.    Sp.  1—3. ...     W     W.  Indies  1759. 

5113  densifolia  Sm. 
t*892.  ERI'CA.  W. 

§5114  Plukenitii  L. 5115Petiverii  W. 
5116Banksia  W. 
6117  penicillifl6ra  Sal 

calycvlala  Wendl 5118  folficularis  Salisb. 
melastoma  Andr. 

5119  verticillata  Andr. 
5120  Sebana  Dorm. 
5121  Ewerana  H.  K. 
5122  socciflora  Salisb. 
5123  densifolia  W. 
5124  grandifiora  L. 
5125  cephalotes  Thumb. 5126  cruenta  H.  K. 
5127  perspicua  W. 
5128  speciosa  Andr. 
5129  ignescens  Andr. 5130  discolor  Andr. 
5131  versicolor  W. 
5132  fascicularis  H.K. 

octophpUa  L. coronata  Andr. 
5133  splendens  P.  S. 5134  mammdsa  L. 
5135pr6cera  W. 
5136gelida  Andr. 5137  serratif olia  Andr. 5106 

close-leaved 
Heath. 

Plukenet's 
Petiver's 
Banks's 

ll_Jpr l|_|pr 
it_Jpr 

1 1  |spl t  |  |  spl 
!l_Jel white-pencilled  *  i  |  or 

yellow-pencill.  *  i  |  or 
verticillate 

Seba's Ewer's green-pencilled dense-leaved 
great-flowered 
purple-headed bloody-flowered clear-flowered 
specious 
fiery 

different-color. 
various-colored  *  i  |  or 
cluster-flower,  at  \  |  spl 

i\  |  spl 
!|  |  or 
si_Jel 
!l_Jel :  i  |  or 

I  |  or 

3  s.d 
3  au.o 
3  au.o 

2  mr.il 
0*fj1., 
2  ap.jl 
2  f.jl 

1  jl.o 2  mr.jn 

2JjLn 
2  ap.my 

2  mr.au 3  my.s 
1  mr.jl 
2  my.s 

1J  mr.jn 2  jn.s 
li  mr.jn 2  mr.n 2  my.n 

1J  f.jn 

splendid nipple 
lofty 

green  verticil!, saw-leaved 
5108 

•  l_Jspl 
*i_Jel 
«L_|or «l_Jspl 

2  ap.s 
2  jLo 6  ap.jn 
3  ap.jl 

li  au.d 5110 

eee. 

Sp.3— 7. W China 
1806. T 

Ij 

W N.  Caled.  1806. c 
w N.&  W. c 
.  Sp 

294-300. R C.  G.  H. 1774. c 
Y C.  G.  H. 1774! c 
W.pu  C.  G.  H. 17871 c 
W C.  G.  H. 1774. c 
Y C.  G.  H. 1794. c Sc 

C.  G.  H. 1774. c 
O C.  G.  H. 1774. c Pk.o 

C.  G.  H. 1793. 
c 

G C.G.H. 1799. c 
C.  G.  H. 

1811. 
c 

Y C.  G.  H. 
1775. 

c 
Pu C.  G.H. 

1812. 
c 

D.R C.  G.H. 
1774. 

c 
W.pu  C.  G.  H. 1790. c Rg 

C.  G.H. 1800. c 
R C.  G.  H. 

1792. 
c Ro 

C.  G.  H. 178a c O.R 
C.  G.  H. 1790. c 

Pu C.  G.H. 1787. c 

S C.  G.H. 1792. c 
Pu 

C.  G.H 1762. c 
W C.  G.  H. 1791. c 
G.w Q6.E 179a c 
O C.  G.H 1790. c 5112 

C  p.l  Au.guLl.tl2S 

R  co  Bot.reg.320 

L  r.m  Cav.di.7.  t210 

C  p.l  Cav.  ic.  3. 1 239 
C  Lp  J.  a.  ed.  pi.  t.  188 

C  s.p  J.  am.  pic.  1 107 

s.1  Osb.  iter.  1 1 
s.p  Bot  rep.  598 

s.l.p 

And.  hca.  vol.  1 
L.  ill.  t  288.  f.  3 
And.  hea.  voL  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 

s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 And.  hea.  vol.  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
Bot  mag.  189 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
W.  er.l.  p.7.c.  ic. Bot  cab.  575 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
And.  hea.  voL  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 And.  hea.  vol.  1 

s.p  W.  er.  8.  p.5.c.  ic s.p  And.  hea.  voL  1 

s.p 

s.p  Bot.  cab.  699 
s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  1 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
with  the  arillus  of  the  seed  of  a  grateful  subacid  flavor.   In  the  West  Indies  it  is  esteemed  very  wholesome 
and  nourishing.    Here  it  grows  well  in  loam  and  peat,  and  ripened  cuttings  with  all  their  leaves  on  root  best 
in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

886.  Metaiba.  The  vernacular  name  of  the  plant  in  French  Guiana.  Large  cuttings  root  best  under  a 
hand-glass  in  sand. 

887.  Kolrevteria.  So  named  by  Laxmann,  in  honor  of  Joseph  Gottlieb  Kolreu  t  cr,  who  published  De  plan  I  is 
quibusdam  Rarioribui,  Tubing,  1755,  with  a  dissertation  De  Insectis  Coleopteris.  He  also  made  many  experi- 

ments on  the  pollen  of  flowers,  hybrid  plants,  &c.  published  in  the  Petersburgh  Transactions. 
This  shrub  Should  be  planted  in  as  sheltered  a  situation  as  possible,  as  it  will  not  flower  if  too  much  ex- 

posed ;  and  if  the  wood  is  not  well  ripened,  the  tops  of  the  shoots  will  be  injured  by  the  frost 
888.  Guarea.  The  natives  of  Cuba  call  the  plant  Guara.  This  tree,  though  it  has  an  inconspicuous  flower, 

vet  has  fine  large  leaves.  All  parts  of  the  plant,  especially  the  bark,  smell  strong  of  musk,  and  may  be  used 
instead  of  that  perfume  for  many  purposes.  The  wood  is  full  of  a  bitter  resinous  substance,  which  renders  it 
unfit  for  rum-hogsheads,  being  observed  to  communicate  both  its  smell  and  taste  to  all  spirituous  liquors : 
but  it  is  often  cut  for  staves  and  heading,  when  there  is  a  scarcity  of  other  timber.  The  powder  of  the  bark 
is  said  to  be  a  good  emetic ;  and  is  sometimes  used  among  the  negroes  for  that  purpose.  Ripened  cuttings 
root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

889.  Amyris.  Derived  from  ftufex,  myrrh.  Its  resinous  gum  has  an  excellent  perfume  Almost  every 
species  of  this  genus  produces  some  valuable  gum  or  resin.  A  gileadensis  produces  the  celebrated  balm  of 
Gilead.  It  is  a  shrub  with  purplish  branches,  striated  a  little,  with  crowded  ternate  leaves,  and  protuberant buds  loaded  with  balsamic  resin. 
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5105  Leaves  alternate  abruptly  pinnated  in  2-3  or  4  pairs 

5106  The  only  species.  Leaves  pinnated  toothed  torn 
5107  Stalks  of  the  leaves  short  tumid  inflated 

5106  Leaves  simple  lanceolate  entire,  Racemes  simple  axillary  numerous 5109  Leaves  temate  eremite  acute 

5110  Peduncles  many-flowered,  The  lower  usually  changed  into  spines 

5111  Leaves  opposite  beardless,  Teeth  of  calyx  membranous  colored 
51  IS  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Peduncles  axillary  umbelled 
6113  Leaves  imbricated  four  ways  obtuse  with  a  little  reflexed  point,  Teeth  of  calyx  leafy 

A.  Tubifloiub.    Corollas  long  and  cylindrical. 
5114  Stamens  long  connivent  colored,  Leaves  in  threes,  Calyx  imbricated,  Bractes  distant  from  calyx 
5115  Stamens  loig  connivent  colored,  Leaves  in  threes,  Calyx  imbricated,  Flowers  solitary,  Cor.  cylindrical 
5116  Stamens  long  connivent  colored.  Leaves  in  threes,  Calyx  imbricated,  Segments  of  cor.  reflexed 
5117  Stamens  long  connivent  colored,  Lvs.  in  3s,  CaL  imbricated,  FL  3,  Cor.  globose  scarcely  longer  than  caL 
5118  Stamens  long  connivent  colored,  Leaves  in  threes,  Calyx  imbricated,  Flowers  solitary,  Cor.  conical 
5119  Anth.  bearded,  Style  incl.  Cor.  cylind.  contracted  above  the  base,  Fl.  pend.  Leaves  4  whorled 
5190  Stamens  long  connivent  colored,  Leaves  in  threes,  Cal.  imbricated,  Flowers  3,  Cor,  cylindrical  incurved 
5121  Anthers  bearded,  Leaves  in  threes.  Flowers  terminal  solitary 
5122  Stamens  exserted  colored,  Leaves  in  3s,  CaL  imbricated,  Flowers  3,  Cor.  conical.  Leaves  recurved 
5123  Anth.  bearded  inci  Style  exsert  Cor.  tubular  clavate  pubes.  FL  ax  ill.  Leaves  3  imbricated 
5124  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  incurved  smooth,  Style  long,  Flowers  axillary  stalked,  Lvs.  6  smooth 
5125  Anth.  beardless  included,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  tubular  clavate,  CaL  pubescent,  Fl.  capitate,  Leaves  6 
5126  Ant.  beard,  includ.  Style  exsert  Cor.  tub.  incurv.  Cal.  simple  gland,  tooth.  Fl.  axilL  whorl.  Lvs.  3  rough 
5127  Anthers  beardless,  Lvs.  3,  Flowers  solitary  or  3  term.  Cal.  imbric.  Cor.  villous  [at  edge 
5128  Cor.  cylind.  Anthers  bearded,  Lvs.  3,  FL  term.  3,  Cal.  imbric.  Style  exserted  rounded  at  end 
5129  Anthers  beardless,  Lvs.  4,  FL  term.  Bractes  ovate  distant  from  cal.  Sepals  ovate  acumin. 
5130  Anthers  bearded  included,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  tubuL  clav.  CaL  double,  FL  term.  3,  Lvs.  3  smooth 
5131  Anthers  beardless,  Leaves  3  smooth,  FL  3  term.  CaL  imbric  Corolla  smooth 
5132  Anth.  bearded,  Style  incl.  Cor.  cylind.  ventric  Flowers  umbelled  capitate,  Lvs.  8  linear  truncate 

5133  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  tub.  clavate  pubescent,  FL  term,  racemose,  Leaves  5  or  more  smooth 
5134  Anth.  bearded,  Style  includ.  Cor.  clav.  cylind.  Flow.  umbelL  Lvs.  6  linear  reflexed 
5135  Anth.  beardless  included,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  ventricose  at  base,  FL  term.  Lvs.  4  pubescent  erect 
5136  Anth.  bearded,  Lvs.  4-6,  FL  ax  ill.  CaL  imbr.  Bract  lane.  Sepals  broad  lanceoL 
5137  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4  ciliated,  FL  term.  Two  bractes  next  cal.  one  distant,  Cor.  smooth 

5132 

5136 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

A.  Opobalsamum  produces  the  balsam  of  Mecca.  It  has  pinnate  leaves,  with  sessile  leaflets.  It  grows  near Bederhunin,  a  village  between  Mecca  and  Medina,  in  a  sandy  rocky  soil,  confined  to  a  small  tract  about  a  mile in  length,  and  attains  the  height  of  fifteen  feet  The  balsam  is  obtained  by  incision.  Neither  of  these  species are  yet  introduced  to  Britain :  those  we  possess  grow  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  freely  in  a  pot  of sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
890.  Ximcnia.  Francis  Ximenes  was  a  Spanish  naturalist  from  whom  we  have,  published  in  1615,  four  works upon  the  plants  and  animals  useful  in  medicine  in  New  Spain.  The  flowers  of  this  tree  have  an  odor  like frankincense :  the  fruit  is  yellow,  shiny,  the  size  of  a  pigeon's  egg,  with  a  thin  rind  and  sweet  subacid  pulp  • it  is  eaten  by  negroes  and  children  in  the  West  Indies.   Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 891.  Bteckia.  From  Abraham  Back,  who  was  physician  in  ordinary  to  the  king  of  Sweden*and  who  com- municated plants  to  Linnaeus,  by  whom  the  genus  was  dedicated.  These  plants  are  of  free  growth  in  sandv loam  and  peat,  and  so  hardy  as  to  require  little  more  than  protection  from  frost  during  winter.  Young  cuttings root  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 
892.  Erica.  From  irixa,  to  break,  in  allusion  to  the  brittle  branches  of  the  plant.  It  was  also  reputed  a specific  for  breaking  the  stone  in  the  bladder.  La  bruyire,  Fr.,  Heide,  Ger.,  Erica,  ItaL,  and  Brexo,  Span Ling  or  common  heath  abounds  in  barren  wastes  in  every  part  of  Europe,  and  especially  in  the  northern countries.  Though  little  regarded  in  warm  climates,  the  different  species  of  native  Erica  are  made  sub- servient to  a  great  variety  of  purposes  in  the  bleak  and  barren  highlands  of  Scotland,  and  other  northern countries.  The  poorer  inhabitants  cover  their  cabins  with  them  instead  of  thatch,  or  else  twist  them  into ropes,  and  bind  down  the  thatch  with  them  in  a  kind  of  laUxe  work.  They  also  make  the  walls  with  alternate layers  of  heath,  and  a  sort  of  cement  made  of  black  earth  and  straw.  The  hardy  Highlanders  frequently 
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5138  clavjcflora  Salisb. 
sessilifldra  Andr. 

5139  spicata  Thunb. 5140  transparens  W. 5141  virescens  Lodd. 
5142  flam'mea  Andr. 5143  Patersonia  Andr. 
5144  glandulosa  W. 
5145  gilva  HM. 

§5146  Sparman'ni  W. 5147  perspicua  Wendl. 5148  costata 
5149  purp&rea  W. 5150  elata  ̂ »<ir. 
5151  sulphurea  Lodd. 5152  laniflora  Wendl. 

sordida  Andr. 
5153  tubiflora  L. 
5154  simpliciflora  Sonn. 5155  Archeria  Andr. 
5156  spuria  ̂ rarfr. 
5157  Hibber'tia  Andr. 5158  consplcua  H.  K. 5159  curviflora  Z. 
5160  triphylla  Lk. 
5161  monadelpha  B.  M. 5162  concinna  A  K. 
5163  pellucida  ̂ n<2r. 5164  Linneana  H.  K, 
5165  hirsuta  Lodd. 
5166  erubescens  jfndr. 
5167  Leeana  H.  K. 
5168  colorans  Lodd. 
5169  onosmaefiora  So/. 
5170  viridis  Andr. 

§5171  sanguinea  iorfd. 
5172  Iongif61ia  Bonn. 
5173  pinea  W. 5174  aurea  .dfufr. 
5175  elongata  Lodd. 51761anata  Wendl. 
5177  Bowieana  Lodd. 
5178  coccinea  Z. 
5179  extidans  Lodd. 
5180  Mass6ni  Thunb. 
5181  gemmlfera  LotM. 5182  bicolor  Andr. 
51S3  exs6rgens  ̂ nrfr. 

§5184  vestlta  Thunb. a  alba 
/3  incarnata 
■y  purp&rea 6  rSsea 
ifulgida i  coccinea 
vi  16  tea -5185  rosea  Andr. 

5186  Nivenia  Andr. 
5187  aspera  Andr. 
5183  cylindrica 

club-flowered :  i  1  el      }  au.o C.  G.  H.   1799.  C  s.p  And.  hea.  voL  2 
!|_Jpr spiked transparent 

greenish  *  i  |  or 
flame-flowered  »  i  |  or 
Paterson's        *  i  |  or 
glandul.-haired  *  i  |  or 
dull-yellow       M  \  |  or 
Sparrmann's     ill  |  |  spl 
glassy  »  |  |  or ribbed-flowered  *  i  |  or 
purple-flower.   *  i  |  el taU  *  i_J  or 
sulphur  it  |  |  el sordid  *  |  |  or 
tube-flowered 
single-flowered 
Lady  Archer's spurious 
Hibbert's conspicuous curve-flowered 
three-leaved 
monadelphous blush 
pellucid 
Linnaeus's 
hairy 

reddish 

Lee's 

coloring 
onosma-flower. 
green-flowered bloody 

long-leaved  ' Pine-tree-leav. 
gold-colored turbinate woolly 

Bowie's scarlet-flower'd 

dewy 

Masson's gem-bearing two-colored 
quiver-formed tremulous 
white 
flesh-colored 
purple 

rosy 

bright-red scarlet 

yellow 
rose-colored 

Niven's 
rough 
cylindric 

»l_Jde 

*l_Jor «i_|or »  I  |  spl 

«i_Jor 

*  i_J  el 
»i_Jcu 
«l_]el 
m\  |  or 
»l_Jor 
*i_jel *i  |  de 

»i_J  spl 
*l_|or m  i  |  spl 
m  i  |  spl «i_Jel, 

*l_jspl *  l  I  spl 
jfKLjde at  l  |  spl 

»l_jspl 
»l_Jel *  l_J  spl 
«l_Jor 

2ija.d limy 1  my 

1}  my.o 
2|  mr.au 
1  myjn 
1  my.jn 
1  mr.s 
lj  myjn 2  f.jn 
2  ja.d 
3  jLs 2  jnjl 
1  mr.au 
£  ap.jl 2  mr.jl 
H  au.n 
2  ap.au 
2  jn.s 2  my.au 
2  jLo 
2  jl.n li  myjn 

2£s.o 
2  jn.n 1J  ja.my 1  mr.ap 

li  mrjl 
2j  ja.au 
2  apjn 

1J  mr.s 21  my.s 
1  ja.d 2  f.jl 
2  au.d 
2  jLs 

lif.n 

1  f.my 

1  au.d 1 J  ja.d 
11  o.n 

B  jl.o 
1  myjl 
2  mr.o 

ljja.d 
3  ja.d 
2  ja.d 2  ja.d 
2  ja.d 
3  ja.d 
3  ja.d 3  ja.d 
3  ja.d 2ijn.o 

f  ̂  . 

1  my.jn 
2  my.jn 

LY 
W 

Y.o L.Y 
Y R.0 

Y 
D.O 
Pk 
Pk 

L.Pu 
O 
Y L.S 
Pk  C. 
O  C. 
D.S  C. Pu  c. 
O.Y  C. D.Y  C. 
Y  C. K.Y  C. 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H: C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1789.  C  s.p 
1800.  C  s.p 1820.  C  s.p 
1798.  C  s.p 1791.  C  s.p 
1801.  C  s.p 1820.  C  s.p 
1794.  C  s.p 
1819.  C  s.p 
1795.  C  s.p 
1789.  C  s.p 1790.  C  s.p 
1805.  C  s.p 
1790.  C  s.p 

W.pu  C. F  C. O.Y  C. 
W.e  C. 
Y  C. D.G  C. 

Cr 

D.R  C. 
R  C. R.G  C. 
s  c. G.r  C. 
D.O  C. 

C. 

W  C. 
Pk  C. 
Pu  C. 
L.R  C. 
O  C. 
D.R  C. 
Y  C. LR  C. 
Pu  C. 
Y  C. W  C. 

G.  H. 
G.  H. G.H. 
G.H. G.H. 
G.H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.H. G.H. 
G.  H. G.H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.H. G.  H. 
G.H. G.H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.H. G.  H. 
G.  H G.H. 
G.H. G.H. 
G.H. 
G.H. 
G.H. 
G.H. G.H. G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.H. G.  H. G.  H 
G.H. 

And.  hea.  voi  1 Bot.  cab.  177 
Bot  cab.  233 And.  hea.  voL  2 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 

And.  hea.  voL  3 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 Bot.  cab.  703 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Bot.  mag.  1984 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 

1775.  c  s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  1 1774.  C  s.p  W.  er.  17.  p.  69 
1796.  C  s.p  And.  hea.  vol  2 
1796.  c  s-P  And.  hea.  vol.  1 ~    L  s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  3 

C  s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  2 And.  hea.  vol.  1 

1800. 

1774.  - 1774.  C  s.p 1822.  C  s.p 
1789.  C  s.p 177a  C  s.p 
1800.  C  s.p 
1790.  C  s.p 
1800.  C  s.p 
1800.  C  s.p 
1788.  C  s.p 
1817.  C  s.p 
1789.  C  s.p 1800.  C  s.p 
1815.  C  s.p 
1787.  C  s.p 
1790.  C  s.p 
1799.  C  s.p 1810.  C  s.p 
1775.  C  s.p 1822.  C  s.p 
1783.  C  s.p 1810.  C  s.p 
1787.  L  s-P 
1802.  C  s.p 
1790.  C  s.p 1792.  C  s.p 
1789.  C  s.p 1789.  C  s.p 

"  C  s.p 
C  s.p 

1789. 
1789, 
1789.  C  s.p 
1789.  C  s.p 1789.  C  s.p 
1789.  C  s.d 1798.  C  s.p 1799.  C  s.p 1802.  C  s.p 

-  C  s.p 

Bot  mag.  1370 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
And.  hea.  vol.  3 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Bot.  cab.  754 And.  hea.  vol.  3 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
Bot  cab.  224 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Bot  cab.  86 
Ic.  hor.  kew.  4 Bot.  cab.  1259 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Bot.  cab.  738 
W.eric5.  p.5.c.ic 
Bot  cab.  842 And.  heaths,  v.l 
Bot.  cab.  287 
Bot.  mag.  356 
Bot.  cab.  457 
Bot.  cab.  1001 
Bot.  cab.  835 
And.  heaths,  v.l 
And.  heaths,  v.2 
And.  heaths,  v.l 
And.  heaths,  v.2 
And.  heaths,  v.2 
And.  heaths,  v.l And.  heaths,  v.3 
Bot  cab.  782 
And.  heaths,  v.2 And.  heaths,  v.3 
And.  heat hs.c.ic 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
make  their  beds  with  it  In  most  of  the  western  isles  they  dye  their  yarn  of  a  yellow  color,  by  boiling  it  in 
water  with  the  green  tops  and  flowers  of  this  plant  j  and  woollen  cloth  boiled  in  alum  water,  and  afterwards  in 
a  strong  decoction  of  the  tops,  comes  out  a  fine  orange  color.  In  some  of  these  islands  they  tan  their  leather 
in  a  strong  decoction  of  it  Formerly  the  young  tops  are  said  to  have  been  used  alone  to  brew  a  kind  of  ale ; 
and  Boethius  relates  that  this  liquor  was  much  used  by  the  Picts.  In  some  of  the  isles  it  is  said  they  still  brew 
ale  with  one  part  malt,  and  two  parts  of  the  young  tops  of  heath,  sometimes  adding  hops.  In  many  parte 
of  Great  Britain  besoms  are  made  of  it.  The  turf,  with  the  heath  growing  on  it,  is  cut  up  and  dried  for  the 
fuel  of  the  cottager,  for  heating  ovens,  covering  under-ground  drains,  &c.  Sheep  and  goats  will  sometimes  eat 
the  tender  shoots,  but  thev  are  not  fond  of  them.   Cattle  not  accustomed  to  browse  on  heath  give  bloody 
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5138  Anth.  bearded,  Lvs.  1-6,  Fl.  axill.  CaL  imbr.  Sepals  orbicular  obovate 
5139  Anthers  bearded,  Lvs.  4-6,  Flow,  axillary,  CaL  imbric.  Sepals  rhomboid  with  long  claws 
5140  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4  3-cornered  ciliated,  Flowers  terminal  subsolitary 
5141  Anthers  included  bearded,  CaL  leafy,  Leaves  4  hairy,  Flowers  terminal,  Style  cx sorted 
5142  Anthers  beardless  included,  Lvs.  3-4,  Flowers  terminal  few,  CaL  imbr.  Cor.  pubescent 
5143  Anthers  bearded,  Lvs.  4-6,  FL  axillary,  Cal.  imbric.  Sepals  subulate  from  a  broad  base 
5144  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4  linear  glandular  hairy,  Cor.  clavate,  CaL  hispid 
5145  Anthers  bearded,  Style  incL  Cor.  cylind.  Sepals  membran.  FL  axill.  whorl.  Lvs.  4  lin.  smooth 
5146  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4,  Fl.  term.  4  closely  packed  in  a  4-comered  head,  Sep.  lin.-subul  Fed.  very  short 5147  Anthers  beardless.  Flowers  solitary  or  3,  CaL  imbric.  Cor.  villous 
5148  Anthers  beardless,  Flowers  3,  Cal.  imbricated,  Cor.  smooth,  Leaves  pubescent 
5149  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Ovary  turbinate,  Lvs.  4-6,  Fl.  axillary,  Two  bractes  close  to  caL  one  remote 
5150  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Lvs.  4-6,  Flowers  axilL  Bractes  remote,  Ovary  with  8  furrows  smooth 
5151  Anthers  beardless  included,  Bractes  next  calyx,  Cor.  hairy  solitary,  Leaves  4  hairy 
5152  Anthers  exserted  gibbous  at  base,  Bractes  remote,  CaL  leafy,  Lvs.  4,  Branches  hairy,  FL  terminal 
5153  Anthers  beardless,  Lvs.  4,  Bractes  a  little  distant  from  caL  Sepals  oblong  revolute  at  edge 
5154  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Lvs.  4,  Bractes  linear  distant  from  caL  Sepals  ovate  acuminate 
5155  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4-6,  FL  axill.  Two  bractes  next  cal.  one  remote,  Ovary  cylind.  Cor.  pubescent  viscid 5156  Anthers  beardless  included,  Lvs.  4,  FL  term  few,  Bractes  lin.  remote,  Sepals  ovate  acuminate 
5157  Anthers  beardless,  Lvs.  4-6,  FL  axilL  Two  bractes  next  caL  one  remote,  Ovary  cylind.  Cor.  smooth  viscid 
5158  Anthers  beardless  included,  Lvs.  4,  FL  term,  few,  Bractes  remote,  Sepals  ovate  obtuse 
5159  Anth.  beardless,  Cor.  curved  clavate  smooth,  FL  solitary  term.  Leaves  4  linear  smooth 
5160  Anth.  beardless  included,  CaL  leafy  imbricated,  Leaves  3  smooth  spreading,  Style  exserted 
5161  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  cylind.  ovate.  Sepal  coL  obL  obt.  Leaves  3  appressed  erect,  FL  3  terminal 
5162  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  cylindrical  narrowed  at  base,  FL  term,  umbell.  Leaves  6  smooth 
5163  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4,  FL  term.  4  closely  packed  in  4-cornered  head,  Sepals  lin.  subuL  Fed.  length  of  fl. 
5164  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4,  Fl.  term.  4  closely  packed  in  a  4-cornered  head,  Sepals  lanceolate 
5155  A  handsome  species  with  tufted  hairy  leaves.    It  resembles  E.  linnseana 
5166  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4,  Fl.  term.  4  closely  packed  in  a  4-cornered  head,  Sepals  ovate  roundish 
5167  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4,  Fl.  axillary,  Cor.  ribbed,  Bractes  nearly  as  long  as  calyx 5168  Anth.  beardless  included,  Leaves  6  ciliated,  Flowers  terminal,  Cor.  clavate  at  first  white  afterwards  red 
5169  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4-6,  FL  axillary,  Cor.  ribbed  cylind.  with  a  spreading  limb,  Bractes  J  length  of  caL 
5170  Anth.  beardless,  Lvs.  4-6,  Fl.  axilL  Cor.  ribbed  widest  in  middle  with  a  revoL  limb,  Bractes  length  of  caL 
5171  Leaves  spreading  smooth,  Flowers  clavate  incurved  smooth 
5172  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4-6,  FL  axillary,  Cor.  not  ribbed,  Sepals  linear 
5173  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4-6,  FL  axillary,  Cor.  not  ribbed,  Sepals  from  a  broad  base  linear  subulate 
5174  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4-6,  FL  axillary,  Cor.  not  ribbed,  Sepals  ovate  acuminate 
5175  Leaves  upright  smooth,  Fl.  term.  4  turbinate  hairy 
5176  Anth.  includ.  beardless,  Bractes  remote  from  flower,  Leaves  very  short  imbricated 
5177  Leaves  3  smooth  spreading  distant,  FL  axillary  pendulous  cylindrical  smooth 
5178  Anth.  beardless  included,  Leaves  4-6,  FL  axilL  Two  bractes  next  cal. :  one  remote,  Ovary  turbinate 
5179  Leaves  4  hairy  clammy,  Fl.  cylindrical  terminal  curved  smooth,  Style  exserted 
5180  Anth.  heardless,  Leaves  4-6  hairy,  FL  axilL  Two  bractes  next  cal. :  one  remote,  Ovary  clavate 
5181  Leaves  short  with  long  hairs,  FL  large  axillary  pendulous  cylindrical  with  a  green  mouth 
5182  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  3  ovate  rough,  Fl.  3  cernuous  smooth,  Cal.  villous  colored 
5183  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Leaves  4-6,  FL  axilL  Bractes  remote,  Ovary  with  4  furrows  smooth 
5184  Anth.  beardless  included,  Lvs.  4-6,  Fl.  axill.  Bractes  remote,  Limb  of  cor.  revolute,  Ovary  with  8  furrows 

[silky  upwards 

5185  Anth.  beardless  included,  Leaves  4-6,  FL  axilL  Bractes  remote,  Limb  of  cor.  erect  spreading 
5186  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Leaves  3,  FL  terminal  numerous,  Bractes  remote 
5187  Anth.  beardless  included,  Leaves  3  hairy,  FL  capitate,  Cal.  imbr.  Cor.  very  hairy 
6188  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4  triangular  smooth,  FL  term,  cylindr.  smooth 

5182  W  5184 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

milk,  but  are  soon  cured  by  drinking  plentifully  of  water.  The  branches  of  heath  afford  shelter,  and  the  seeds 
a  principal  part  of  their  food  to  many  birds,  especially  those  of  the  grouse  kind :  and  for  this  purpose  the  seed- vessel  is  formed  and  protected  in  such  a  manner,  that  the  seeds  are  preserved  a  whole  year,  or  even  longer. 
Bees  collect  largely  from  the  flowers,  and  honey  made  from  them  was  anciently  supposed  to  be  of  a  bad 
quality,  but  in  fact  it  is  only  of  a  darker  color.  The  foliage  affords  nourishment  to  the  Phalaaia  quercus  or 
great  egger  moth.   Dodder  frequently  entwines  itself  about  this  plant,  and  gives  it  a  singular  appearance. 

Till  the  latter  end  of  the  last  century,  this  genus  consisted  of  three  or  four  humble  British  shrubs,  and  the 
heath  of  Spain  (E.  mediterranean  a  slow  growing  tree.  But  when  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope  fell  into  the  hands 
of  the  British,  collectors  were  sent  out,  and  soon  brought  to  light  some  hundreds  of  species.   It  may  serve  as X  2 
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5189  Mons6nia  Thunb. 
§5190  Halicacaba  L. 
5191  lanugin6sa  Andr. 
5192  glabra  Lk. 5193  cerinthoides  L. 
5194  pect in i folia  Sal. 
6195  princeps  Andr. 5196  blanda  Andr. 
5197  inflata  W. 
5198  ferruglnea  Andr. 5199  metulasflora  B.  M. 
5200  tumida  Ker. 5201  fistulaeflora  Sai. 
5202  obbata  Andr. 
5203  acuminata  Andr. 

Lad;  Monson'sJ bladder-flower,  i 
large  brown-fl.  i smooth  i 
Honey-wort-fl.  i 
pectinated fine- red charming 
inflated rusty 

nine-pin 
tumid 
white  slender-fl. bottle  *  i  |  or 
pointed-leaved  *  \  |  el 

I  |  or 
I  |  or 

I  |  el 
I  |  or i_J  de 

4  ap.g 
1  my.au 

14ja.s 
1  my.au 
4  my. n 
2  jn.n 

H  n>y.jl 
|  ap.s 
1}  my.s 
1  my.jl 
1  jn.au 
1)  my.s 
2  s 
If  ap.jl 
14  jlo 

w C. g.  h. 1787. C 

s.p 

Bot  mag.  1915  ~ 
Y 

C. 

G.  H. 1780. c 

s.p| 

And.  heaths, v.2 
P.v C. G.  H. 

1803. c 

s.p 

And.  heaths, v.3 
w C. G.  H. 1820. c 

s.p 

D.S C. G.  H. 1774. c 

s.p 

Bot.  mag.  220 
R C. G.  H. 1800. c 

s.p 

S 

C. 

G.  H. 1800. c 

s.p 

Bot.  cab.  647 
LP c. G.  h. 1800. c 

s.p 

And.  beaths,T.3 
Th.eric.67.t2  £2 W.H 

c. 

G.H. 1800. c 

s.p 

R c. G.  H. 1798. c 

s.p 

And.  heaths, v.3 
O 

c. 

G.  H. 1798. c 

s.p 

Bot.  mag.  612 
So c. G.  h. 1812. c 

s.p 

Bot  reg.  65 
w 

c. 

G.  H. 
1800. 

c 

s.p 

And.  heaths,  v.3 W.B 
G  G.  H. 1796. c 

s.p 

And.  heaths,v.2 
R 

C. 

G.  H. 1800. c 

s.p 

Bot  cab.  216 

5204  Laws6n  i  B.  M. 
5205  ventric6sa  Thunb.] 
5206  praVgnans  Andr. 
5207  glutinosa  IV. 

j3  droseroides  Lam. 5208  tetrag6na  Thunb. 
5209  Irbyana  Andr. 
5810  jasminifldra  Andr. 
5211  ampul  lacea  Curt. 51212  Shannon  i  an  a  Lodd. 
5213  retorta  Thunb. 
5214  ten ui flora  Andr. 5215  Cliftordia  Lodd. 
5216  hyacinthoides'ylndr. {5217  fastigiata  L. Walkiria  Andr. 
5218  infundibulSris  Lk. 

$5219  Aitonia  Andr. 5220  lu  tea  L. 
5221  comosa  L. a.  rubra 

f3  alba 5292  muscari  W. 
5223  daphnaefl6ra  Sal. 5224  Parmentieri  Lodd. 
5225  Bonplandia  Lodd. 5226  Humeana  Lodd. 
5227  denticulata  L. 5228  radiata  Andr. 
5229  aristata  Andr. 
5230  primuloides  Andr. 

jS  mundula  Lodd. 5231  moschata  Lodd. 
5232  concava  Lodd. 
5233  Coventryana  Lodd. 5234  erosa  Lodd. 
5235  juliana  Lodd. 5236  trossula  Lodd. 

i  |  el 
I  |  cu 

I  |  or 

red  slender-fl Porcelain 
swelled 
glutinous sundew-like 
square-flower'd  *  i  |  or Irby's  .  *  i  |  or Jasmine-flower.*  |  |  de 
flask  *  i  |  or 
Lady  Shannon's*  t  |  el recurved-leav'd  *  |  |  or yellow-slend-fl.  *  i  |  or 
Lady  Clifford's  *  lJ  de Hyacinth-flow.  *  i  |  or 
clustered         *  i  |  or 
funnel-shaped 

Aiton'g 
yellow tufted 
red-flowered white-flowered 
musk 
Daphne-flower. 
Parmen  tine's 
Bonpland's Sir  A.  Hume's toothletted radiated 
awned 
Cowslip-flower. 
neat musk-scented 
concave 
Lord  Coventry's bitten July 

neat 

*L_Jor 
*l_Jor 
*i_|or *i_|or 
*l_|de 
*l_Jel *l_|fr 
*l_|de 
*l_Jde *l_Jpr 
*  i  |  el 
*  i_)  or 
*  i_|  or 
*  l_J  or *  l  |  or *L_Jpr 
*  i_J  ft 
*l_|el ;*l_|pr 
*  i    I  de 
*  i_Jel *l_Jpr 

3  ap.jn 
1  ap.s 
2  my.jl 

2  jn.o 2  jlo 

IJjLs 
14  jn.o 2  jn.n 
2  jn.au 
14  jn 1  my.au 

14  ap.jn 
1  ap.my 

1  jn.au 
14  my.s 
1  ap.my 

2  jn.s 
if.my 

f  ap.au 
f  ap.au f  ap.au 14  mr.jl 14  ap.my 
1  jl.au 1  mr.s 
14  mr.ap 14  ap.my 1   a  11.  ii 

14  mr.au 
4  ap  jl 
14  my.jl 
~  mr.ap 

1  jn.jl 

f  ap.my 
14  ap.my 

F 
F 
R 
Pu 

Pu 
L.Y 
W.G 
W.pk  C. W.n  C. 
W.pu  C. Pk.w  C. 
LY  C. W  C. 
Pk  C. 
Pu  C. 
Pu  C. 
W.pu  C. 
P.Y  C. 

C. 

Pk  C. W  C. W  C. 

Pa.pu  C. 
Pa.pu  C. Pa.Y  C. Pk  C. 
Pu  C. 
C  C. 
D.P.W  C. P.w  C. 
R.w  C. G  C. 
Pa.pu  C. Pk  C. 
Pa.pk  C R  C. 
W.pk  C. 

G.  H. G.  H. 

G.  H G.  H. G.  H. G.  H. G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 

G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
&  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  II. 
G.  II. G.  H. 
G.  H. 

1802. 
1787. 1796. 1787. 
1787. 
1789. 1800. 
1794. 
1790. 1806. 
1787. 1800. 
1812. 
1798. 
1797. 
1821. 179a 
1774. 
1787. 
1787. 
1787. 
1790. 1791. 
1810. 
1812. 1808. 
1821. 1798. 
1801. 1802, 

1805. 1808. 
1808. 1817. 1800. 
1800. 

Bot  mag.  1720 
Bot.  mag.  350 And.heaths,cic 
Ico.  hor.Kew.17 
Pet  thus.  1 161 
And.  heaths, v.3 And.  heaths,  v.3 
And.  heaths, v.l Bot  mag.  303 
Bot  cab.  168 
Bot  mag.  362 And.  heaths, v.3 
Bot  cab.  34 And.  heaths, v.3 
Bot  cab.  256 
Bot.  cab.  589 
Bot.  mag.  429 
And.  heaths, v.l 
Ico.  hor.Kew.  18 W.eri.l2.p.7.c.ic 
And.  heaths, v.2 
And.  heaths,v.l 
Bot  cab.  154 Bot  cab.  197 
Bot  cab.  345 Bot  cab.  389 
Bot  cab.  1090 
And.  heaths,  v.l 
And.  heaths,  v.3 
Bot  mag.  1548 Bot  cab.  114 
Bot  cab.  614 
Bol.  cab.  134 
Bot.  cab.  423 Bot  cab.  133 
Bot  cab.  799 
Bot  cab.  668 

§5237  coriifolia  L.            Coris-leaved  *  i_J  pr  1J  au.d  Pa.pu  C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  423 
calycina  W. 

5238  andromedajflc'.ra  An.  Andromc>da-fl.  *i  |  pr  2  mr.jn  Pk     C.  G.  H.  1803.  C  8.p  Bot.  mag.  1250 5239  elegans  Andr.         elegant  *  |_J  el      J  mr.n  G      C.  G.  H.  1799.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  966 
5240  trifl6ra  L.              three-flowered  *  i_J  or  14  my.jn  W     C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  s.p  Wen.erU2.p.lS 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
an  easily  recollected  date,  to  say  that  all  of  them  were  sent  home  during  the  reign  of  George  III.,  and  as  a 
tribute  to  merit,  that  most  of  them  were  gathered  by  Mr.  Francis  Masson.  Their  beauty  needs  no  encomium ; 
many  are  pretty,  some  are  graceful  or  elegant,  a  few  splendid,  and  there  are  curious,  grotesque,  and  odori- 

ferous species.  Their  culture  and  propagation  is  one  of  the  most  delicate  branches  of  the  art  of  gardening : 
it  may  be  said  to  have  been  invented  in  England,  and  in  the  Hammersmith  nursery,  and  places  Britain  far 
before  all  countries  in  this  art  as  in  so  many  others. 

The  only  soil  in  which  heaths  will  grow  is  earth  of  peat :  if  any  substitute  can  be  found,  it  is  in  leaf-mould 
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B.  Ventricos.k.    Corolla  inflated. 
6189  Anthers  bearded,  Bractes  oblong  next  cal.  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
5190  Anthers  bearded,  Bractes  ovate  next  cal.  Cor.  4-cleft  thrice  as  long  as  calyx 
£191  Anthers  bearded,  Bractes  ovate  next  cal.  Cor.  4-parted  scarcely  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
5192  Anthers  bearded  included,  Cal.  leafy,  Bractes  remote  from  fl.  Leaves  4  spreading  smooth 
5193  Anthers  beardless,  Flowers  terminal,  Two  bractes  next  fl. :  one  remote,  Cor.  viscid-hairy 
5191  Cal.  rhomboid-spatulate,  Cor.  woolly  inside,  Leaves  nairow-ovate  cuneate  pectinate 
5195  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  Two  bractes  next  fl. :  one  remote,  Cor.  smooth,  Sepals  lin.  lanceolate 
5196  Anth.  bearded,  Two  bractes  next  fl. ;  one  remote,  Leaves  6,  Beards  of  anth.  very  short 
5197  Anth.  bearded*,  Bractes  remote,  Leaves  4  smooth,  Beards  of  anth.  very  long 5198  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  8,  Bractes  remote,  Leaves  4,  Sepals  terminated -by  3  or  more  bristles 
5199  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  Two  bractes  next  cal. ;  one  remote,  Cor.  smooth,  Sepals  ovate  acuminate 
5200  Pubescent,  Two  subul.  bractes  next  cal.  Leaves  decussate  4,  Cor.  villous  many  times  longer  than  calyx 
5201  Cal.  minutely  ciliated,  Tube  narrow-cylindrical  urceolate,  Anthers  beardless 
5202  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  4,  Cal.  imbric.  Sepals  ovate  oblong  acute,  Leaves  recurved  ciliated 
5203  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term,  many,  Cal.  imbric.  Leaves  recurved  terminated  by  a  bristle 

C.  Limbatjs.   Corolla  elongated,  narrowed  upwards,  with  aflat  limb. 
5204  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  ciliated  and  flowers  4,  Sepals  subulate,  Stigma  exserted 
5205  Anth.  bearded,  Bractes  remote,  Leaves  4  ciliated,  Beards  of  anth.  very  short 
5206  Anth.  bearded  included,  Leaves  4  ciliated,  Fl.  capitate,  Bractes  remote 
5207  Anth.  bearded  included,  Cor.  globose  ovate,  Leaves  opposite  and  scattered  fringed  with  glands  linear 
5208  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  terminal  3,  Leaves  3,  Bractes  remote,  Sepals  subulate,  Cor.  4-cornered 
5209  Anth.  included  beardless,  FL  umbelled,  Bractes  remote 
5210  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  3,  Leaves  3,  Bractes  remote,  Sepals  ovate  oblong 
5211  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  4,  Leaves  4,  Bractes  remote 
5212  Flowers  long  conical  striped,  with  a  flat  limb,  The  whole  surface  of  corolla  shining 
5213  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term  8,  Leaves  4,  Bractes  remote,  Sepals  terminated  by  a  long  bristle 
5214  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  4,  Cal.  imbricated,  Sepals  from  a  broad  base,  subulate,  entire 
5215  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  Leaves  4  smooth,  Cor.  slender,  Style  included 
5216  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  term.  4,  Cal.  imbricated,  Sepals  ovate  acuminate  serrulate 
5217  Anth.  beardless  included,  Flowers  fascicled,  Style  included,  Leaves  4 
5218  Anth.  included  beardless,  Leaves  4  smooth  erect,  Fl.  term.  Cal.  imbricated  leafy 
5219  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3,  Fl.  term.  FL  3,  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  viscid 
5220  Anth.  bearded,  Style  included,  Flowers  terminal,  Leaves  lin.  2  smooth,  Branches  deflexed 
5221  Anth.  beardless  included,  Style  included,  Leaves  4,  Flowers  clustered 

5222  Anth.  beardless,  Cor.  somewhat  4-cornered,  Sepals  lanceolate  entire,  FL  term,  sessile,  Leaves  4  smooth 
5223  Cal.  ovate  cuspidate  scarcely  serrated,  Cor.  three  lines  long,  Limb  twice  as  short  as  tube  recurved 
5224  Leaves  4  spreading,  Fl.  4  terminal 
5225  Leaves  4  erect,  Fl.  simple  on  little  axillary  branches,  Cor.  ovate 
5226  Leaves  3  smooth  erect  imbricated,  Fl.  3  terminal,  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  Tube  slender 
5227  Anth.  beardless  included,  Sepals  membranous  ciliate  toothed,  Fl.  term,  sessile,  Leaves  4  smooth 
5228  Anth.  beardless  included,  Leaves  4-6,  Fl.  axill.  Bractes  remote,  Limb  of  cor.  rcvolute,  Ovary  smooth 
5229  Anth.  beardless,  Fl.  terminal,  Cal.  imbricated,  Fl.  4.  Sepals  oblong  obtuse,  Leaves  recurved  setose 
5230  Anth.  beardless,  Flowers  terminal  subsessile  5,  Bractes  next  calyx,  Leaves  spreading  5 
5231  Leaves  short  erect,  imbricated,  Flowers  terminal  solitary,  Tube  ovate,  Limb  recurved 
5232  Leaves  3  filiform  spreading,  FL  3  term,  rotate,  Stamens  and  styles  exserted 
5233  Leaves  dense  acerose  smooth  erect,  FL  axillary,  Tube  cylindrical 
5234  Leaves  densely  imbricated  erect,  Flowers  large  axillary,  Petals  sawed 
5235  Leaves  dense  spreading,  Fl.  4  terminal,  Tube  ovate  longer  than  limb 
5236  Leaves  4  narrow  erect  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  4  very  numerous,  Tube  ventricose 

D.  CalyciNjE.    Corolla  inclosed  in  the  inflated  calyx.  . 
5237  Anthers  crested,  Cor.  ovate,  Style  included,  Cal.  turbinate,  Leaves  3,  Flowers  umbelled 
5238  Anthers  crested,  Bracteas  remote,  Leaves  3  much  longer  than  the  joints  green 
5239  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3,  Cal.  imbricated,  Style  included,  Flowers  terminal,  numerous 
5240  Anth.  crested.  Leaves  3,  Cal.  imbricated,  Style  included.  Flowers  terminal  three 5237 

S235* 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
sifted  very  fine  and  mixed  with  fine  sand.  Earth  of  peat  is  obtained  by  collecting  peats  from  bogs  or  turf 
from  the  surface  of  peaty  wastes  and  moist  places,  and  laying  the  peats  or  turves  in  a  heap  to  rot  and 
moulder  into  earth.  This  they  will  require  several  years  to  do ;  but  in  the  meanwhile  a  portion  of  mould 
may  be  obtained  whenever  it  is  wanted,  by  turning  the  turves  and  sifting  the  fragments.  Sometimes  this 
peat  is  found  without  any  mixture  of  sand ;  at  other  times,  where  streams  have  run  into  the  bog  or  lake 
while  the  peat  was  forming,  it  is  mixed  with  fine  sand  that  had  been  held  suspended  in  the  water.  This  last 
is  the  best  sort  of  peat  for  the  Erica  family;  and  therefore  where  peat  is  not  sandy  naturally,  fine  white  sand. X  8 
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5241  flagellars  Lk.  wiry 5242  bracteata  Thunb.  red-bracted 
5243  tfirgida  Lk.  turgid 
5244  lachneasfolia  Andr.  Lachnea-leav'd 
5245  nigrlta  L.  black-tipped 5246baccans  L.  Arbutus-flower. 
5247  fugax  Salisb.  fugacious 
5248  trifimphans  Lodd.  conquering 
5249  phylicoides  W.  phylica-like 5250  incurva  Wendl.  incurved 
5251  tenuifolia  L.  slender-leaved 
5252  Thunbergia  W.  Thunberg's 5253  taxifolia  H.  K,  Yew-leaved 
5254  petiolata  Thunb.  Kosemary-leav.  i 5255  imbricata  L.  imbricated  i 
5256  vellerifl6ra  Salisb.  woolly-flower'd  1 5257  Bruniades  L.  Brunia-like  i 

§5258  capitata  L.  downy-headed  i 
5259  patens  Andr.  spreading  i 
5260  fimbriate  Andr.  fringed  i 
5261  melanthera  Thunb.  dark-anthered  i 
5262  flaccida  Lk.  flaccid  t 
5263  sexfaria  H.  K.  six-angled  i 
5264  fragrans  Andr.  fragrant  i 
5265  oppositifolia  Andr.  opposite-leaved  i 5266  bifl6ra  Lk.t  two-flowered  I 
5267  spumosa  L.  frothy  i 

§5268  vulgaris  L.  common  t 
Calluna  vulgaris  Sal. 

P  alba  white-flouiered  i 
•yftore  plena  double-flowered  i §5269  glauca  Sal.  glaucous  i 

5270  pyrolajflora  Sal.  Pyrola-flower'd  i 5271  laxa  Andr.  loose-flowered  i 
52721ucida  Andr.  lucid  i 
5273  squam6sa  Andr.  scaly-cupped  i 
5274  togat  a  B.  M.  large-cupped  i 5Z75  canaliculate  Andr.  channelled  i 
5276  horizontals  Andr.  horizontal-lvd.  i 
5277  globosa  W.  globular-flower,  i 
5278  gnaphalodes  W.  Gnaphal-like  i 5279  rubella  Lodd.  thrift-flowered 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
or  sand  of  any  color,  provided  it  be  free  from  irony  impregnation,  should  be  procured  and  mixed  with  it. 
This  sand  admits  the  water  to  penetrate  into  the  soil  and  reach  the  roots  of  the  plant,  and  also  to  drain  away 
from  the  roots  so  as  not  to  rot  them.  Pots  filled  with  pure  peat-earth  are  apt  to  be  either  hard,  dry,  and  im- 

penetrable to  water,  or  otherwise  as  wet  as  a  saturated  sponge.  The  free  growing  kinds  (according  to  Sweet) 
thrive  best  in  good  black  peat,  and  like  largish  pots  to  grow  in.  The  dwarf  and  hard-wooded  kinds  like  a 
very  sandy  peat,  and  smaller  pot,  well  drained  with  broken  potsherds  and  rough  bits  of  turfy  peat ;  they  also 
require  less  water  than  the  free  growing  kinds,  as  they  grow  chiefly  at  the  Cape  on  the  tops  and  sides  of  moun- 

tains, and  in  the  crevices  of  rocks,  &c.  chiefly  in  very  sandy  soil,  and  but  little  of  it 
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5241  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3,  Cal.  imbricated,  Sepals  carinate,  Flowers  terminal  three.  Style  Included 
5242  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3  lanceolate  smooth,  Fl.  urabelled  surrounded  by  colored  bractes 
5243  Anthers  crested,  Leaves  3  mucronate  smooth  with  a  white  edge,  Sepals  lanceolate,  Flowers  terminal 
5244  Anthers  bearded,  Leaves  3  oval  imbricated,  Flowers  capitate 
5245  Anthers  bearded,  Leaves  3  smooth,  Cor.  campanulate,  Style  included,  Flowers  3  sessile 
5246  Anthers  bearded,  Leaves  4,  Appendages  subulate  pectinate  longer  than  the  anther 
5247  Anthers  bearded,  Style  included;  Cor.  ovate  4-cornered,  Fl.  terminal  3,  Leaves  3  or  4,  Stem  pubescent 
5248  Leaves  long  ciliated  spreading,  FL  axiU.  Cor.  cylindrical,  Cal.  with  keeled  sepals 
5249  Anth.  bearded  included,  Style  included,  Cor.  campan.  FL  axilL  nodding.  Leaves  3  imbricated  6  ways 
5250  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  campan.  FL  terminal  capitate,  Leaves  4-incurved  ciliated 5251  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  and  calyx  scarlet,  Leaves  opposite 
5252  Anth.  beardless,  Cor.  flat,  Tube  globose,  Style  exserted,  Leaves  3 
5253  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  ovate,  Flowers  in  umbelled  corymbs,  Lvs.  3  triangular  cartilagin.  at  edge 
5254  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  campanulate,  Flowers  3  terminal,  Lvs.  3  lane,  smooth 
5255  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  campanulate,  CaL  imbricated,  Style  exserted,  Leaves  3 
5256  Anthers  much  exserted  beardless,  Cor.  campanulate  length  of  the  very  hairy  calyx,  Leaves  spreading 
5257  Anthers  much  exserted  beardless,  Cor.  campanulate  longer  than  the  very  hairy  calyx,  Leaves  ereot 
5258  Anthers  beardless  included,  Cor.  globose  campan.  Cal.  woolly,  Flowers  sessile,  Lvs.  3  lin.  obtuse  villous 
5259  Anthers  beardless  included,  Leaves  broadish,  FL  terminal,  Cal.  imbricated 
5260  Anthers  beardless  included,  Leaves  3  lines  long,  Fl.  capitate,  CaL  ciliated 
5261  Anthers  beardless  of  middle  length,  Cor.  campan.  longer  than  cal.  Style  exserted,  Leaves  3 
5262  Leaves  4  hairy,  Fl.  capitate,  Sepals  and  bractes  very  hairy,  Cor.  globose,  Anthers  beardless  exserted 
5263  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  campan.  Leaves  3  imbricated  in  6  rows 
5264  Anthers  beardless,  Leaves  linear  3  smooth,  Limb  of  cor.  revolute 
5265  Anthers  beardless,  Leaves  appressed,  FL  capitate,  Cor.  limbate 
5266  Leaves  2  channelled,  Fl.  term,  on  short  stalks,  Sepals  ovate  acute,  Anth.  included  crested 
5267  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  3,  Style  exserted,  Leaves  3 
5268  Anthers  bearded,  Leaves  opposite  sagittate 

5269  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  erect  spreading  much  longer  than  joints  glaucous,  Bractes  remote  from  calyx 
5270  Leaves  wedge-shaped,  Cal.  ovate  cuneate,  Cor.  4-cornered  spherical,  Anthers  bearded 5271  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  ciliated,  Cal.  imbricated,  Style  exserted 
5272  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  smooth,  Cal.  imbricated,  Style  exserted 
5273  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  4 
5274  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  opp.  appressed,  Cal.  large  cup-shaped,  Sepals  rounded  mucronate 5275  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3,  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  campan. 
5276  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  and  flowers  4 
5277  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4,  Flowers  8 
5278  Anth.  crested,  Cor.  ovate  covered,  Style  included,  Leaves  3,  Stigma  4-parted 
5279  Arith.  beardless,  Leaves  opposite  imbricated  appressed,  Umbels  terminal  many-flowered 

E.  Gloeos.e.    Corolla  small,  globose. 
5280  Cor.  globose,  Anth.  crested,  Two  bractes  next  the  calyx,  the  third  remote 
5281  Cor.  globose,  Anth.  crested,  All  bractes  close  to  calyx 
5282  Cor.  globose,  Anth.  crested,  Bractes  remote  from  cal.  Leaves  glandular  at  edge,  Sepals  ovate 
5283  Anthers  bearded,  Cor.  campanulate,  Style  included,  Leaves  3,  Flowers  scattered 
5284  Anth.  bearded,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  camp,  globose,  Leaves  3  or  4  roughish,  Branches  pubescent 
5285  Cor.  globose  glutinous,  Anth.  crested,  Bractes  remote,  Leaves  roughish 
5286  Cor.'globose,  Leaves  quite  smooth,  Anth.  crested 5287  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  ovate  smooth,  Flowers  umbelled  ovate,  CaL  entire,  Branches  villous 
5288  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  linear  smooth^FL  umbelled  globose,  CaL  lanceolate  short,  Branches  smooth 5289  Leaves  3  or  4  spreading  finely  ciliated,  FL  terminal,  Bractes  remote,  Sepals  ovate,  Anth.  included  crested 
5290  Anth.  beardless.  Leaves  3  triangular  smooth,  FL  racemose  globose,  Branches  downy 
5291  Anth.  crested,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  globose  campanulate,  Fl.  terminal  umbelled,  Leaves  4  smooth  erect 
5292  Anth.  crested,  Style  included,  Cor.  ovate,  Umb.  many-fl.  terminal,  Leaves  4  or  5,  Branches  pendulous 
5293  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  globose  camp.  CaL  appressed  ciliated,  FL  term,  and  axill.  1-sided,  Lvs.  4  horizontal 
5294  Anth.  bearded,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  campanulate,  FL  whorled,  Leaves  6  linear  hairy 
5295  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  campanulate,  FL  term,  capitate,  Leaves  4  incurved  ciliated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  climate  for  the  heaths  is  not  required  to  be  warm  during  winter ;  if  the  frost  is  excluded,  that  will  be 

enough.  Some  species,  as  the  E.  persoluta  for  example,  will  even  bear  to  have  the  ground  about  their  roots 
frozen  without  injury,  provided  it  is  not  thawed  in  the  sun,  or  too  suddenly,  or  in  a  very  warm  temperature. 
In  general  the  heaths  may  be  kept  in  the  coldest  part  of  the  greenhouse,  and  those  not  in  flower  in  pits,  well 
covered  at  night  with  mats  or  prepared  coverings  of  reeds  or  straw.  Too  much  fire-heat  in  winter  will  hurt 
them  as  much  as  any  thing,  as  they  only  require  to  be  kept  from  frost :  most  of  the  kinds  might  be  preserved 
through  the  winter  in  frames :  the  only  difficulty  is  to  keep  the  damp  from  them. 

Heaths  require  a  great  deal  of  air  and  light,  and  therefore  should  be  placed  near  the  glass  and  near  such 
X  4 
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5296  planifolia  L. 
5297  serpyllifolia  Lodd. 5298  mari folia  Thunb. 
5299  hispidula  Thunb. 5300  Scholhana  Lodd. 
5301  Blandfordia  Andr. 
5302  sanguinolenta  Lodd. 5303  SaviUeia  Andr. 
5304  aggregate  Wendl. 

/3  alba 5305  conges ta  Wendl. 
5306  paniculata  L. 

Palba 5307  suaveolens  Lodd. 
5308  amce'na  Wendl. plumosa  Andr. 5309  Wis  Andr. 
5310  Peziza  Txxid. 
5311  gracilis  »'«■/»//. 5312  nidularia  7.«<M. 
5313  persolu ta  L. 
5314  grandinosa  7,orf<i. 
5315  pubescens  L. 5316hirtifl6ra  H.  K. 

mitrceformis  W. 
5317  cistifolia  Lit. 
5318  mucosa  L. 
5319  ramentacea  7,. 
5320  mellifera  Lk. 
5321  odorata  Andr. 
5322  canescens  -/«</;•. eriocephala  A.  H. 
5323  pura  7,o< id. 5324  racemosa  Thunb. 
5335  absinthoides  L. 
5326  scariosa  TAhh/j. 
5327  campanulata  Wendl. 
5328  scoparia  L. 
5329  triceps  ££. 5330  coarctata  Wendl. 
5331  aetata  7/.-. §5332  conferta  Andr. 
5333  penicilliflSra  5a;. 

calyculata  Wendl. 5334  villosa  Andr. 
5335  tianerlora  Andr. 
5336  mutabilis  Andr. 
5337obllqua  W. 5338  flava  Andr. 
5339  decora  Andr. 
5340  cordata  Andr. 
5341  Passerina  W. 
5342  setaeea  Andr. 
5343  tenuissima  P.  S. 
5344  floribunda  Lo*". 

flat-leaved  *  ,  |  or 
thyme-leaved  *  i  |  pr 
Marum-leaved  *  |  |  or 
bristly-stemmed*  i  |  el 
Scholl's  *  i  |  cu 
Ld.  Blandford's  *  i  |  or blood-colored  *  j_J  pr 
Savile's  *  i  |  or clustered  *  |  |  el 
white  flowered  *  i  |  el close-headed  *  i  |  de 
panicled  *  |  |  or 
white-flowered  *  i_J  or sweet-scented  *  i  |  el 
feathery  *  i  |  or 
smooth  *  |  |  de 
mushroom       *  i  |  de 
gracile  it  i  |  or nestling  *  i  |  pr 
garland  *  i  |  or hailstone         *  i  |  pr 
pale-downy      *  |  |  or 
hairy-flowered  *  |  |  cu 
cist us-lea ved     *  i  |  cu 
mucous  it  i  |  el 
slender-branch,  it  \  |  el 
honey-bearing  it  |  |  or 
perfumed        it  t  |  de 
hoary  *  |  |  el 
pure  it  |  |  pr racemed         it  |  |  el 
wormwood-like  it  i  |  or 
many-flowered  it  i_J  or 
bell-flowered     it  i  |  el 
small-green- fl.   it  |  pr 
three-headed    it  i  |  de 
crowded  it  |  |  cu 
Actason  it  i  |  pr 
crowded-flower.il  |  |  de 
white-pencilled  it  i_j  cu 
villous  it  |  |  cu 
turban-flowered*  |  |  pr 
mutable  *  i  |  pr 
oblique-leaved  *  |  |  or 
three-lvd.-yelL  *  i  |  el 
graceful  *  i  |  el heart-leaved     *  i  |  de 
Sparrow- wort   it  i  |  cu bristly-leaved    *  |  |  pr slender  it  |  |  pr 
many-flowered  it  |  |  cu 

2  jls  Pu 
*jn.jl  W 2  my.jn  W 
1  jn.au  Pu 
H  my.jn  Pu 
limr.jn  Y 

I  jn.jl 
I  jn.jl 1  f.ap 
1  f.ap 

1  au 1  mr.jl 

Cr 
R 
Pu 
W 
W 
R 
W 
Pk 

Pu 

C.G.H. C.G.H 
C.G.H 
C.G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.G.H 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1  my.jn  W  C.  G.  H. 1  mr.s  W  C.  G.  H. 
|  f.jn      W  C.  G.  H. 2  mr.ap  Pk  C.  G.  H 

li  f.my    Pu  C.  G.  H. 
i  mr.ap  W  C.  G.  H. 1J  f.d       Pu  C.  G.  H 
liapjn    Pu*  C.  G.H. 
1  myjn  W  C.G.H. 
li  f.au     R  C.  G.  H. 
lijl.d      D.R  C.  G.  H. 
1  ap.my  Pu  C.G.H. 
1  ap.jl     W  C.  G.  H. 
limy.au  Pk  C.G.H. 

1795. 1810. 

ma 1791. 
1810. 
1803. 1818. 
1800. 
1820. 1822. 
1820. 
1774. 
1774. 1800. 
1795. 
1812. 
1794. 1809. 
1774. 1810. 
1790. 
1790. 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p C  s.p 

1787. 

1786. 1804. 
1790. 

f.jn  \V  C.  G.  H. 
my.au  R  C.  G.  H. 

i  f.o  Cr  C.  G.  II. 
li  au.o  Pu  C.  G.  H. 
l|  s.ap  Y  C.  G.  H. 2  ja.n  Pu  C.  G.  H. 
f  ap.jn  W  C.  G.  H. my.n  W  C.  G.  H. 

If  Cap  W  C.  G.  H. f.au  R  C.  G.  H. 
1  my.jn  Pa.pu  C.  G.  H 

1800. 1800. 179a 

1789. 
1795. 1790. 
1799. 
1800. 179a 
1803. 
1800. 

W.  er.  ap.7.c.ic 
Bot  cab.  744 And.  hea.  voi.  1 

Bot  cab.  538 And.  hea.  vol.  3 Bot.  cab.  468 
And.  hea.  c.  ic. Bot  cab.  1678 
Bot.  cab.  1743 
Bot  cab.  1  i !  4 
Bot  cab.  24 
W.e.l7.p.73.c.ic 
Bot  cab.  1393 
Bot  cab.  265 
W.er.&  p^.oia 
Bot  cab.  764 
Bot.  cab.  342 Bot  cab.  627 
Bot  cab.  167 
Bot  mag.  481 

And.  hea.  vol.  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
Bot.  cab.  633 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Bot.  cab.  72 
W.er.l0.p.3.c.ic. 
Bot.  oab.477 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 L.e.n.l4.c.fig.fl. Bot  cab.  962 

And.  hea.  vol.  2 
W.er.4.p.5.cic. 

And.  hea.  voi.  3 
And.  hea.  vol.  3 Bot.  cab.  46 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
Bot.  cab.  882 And.  hea.  vol.  3 
And.  hea.  voL  3 
Pet.  gaz.  1 3.  f.  7 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
W.  er.  &p.9.cic. Bot.  cab.  176 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
glass  as  may  be  opened  to  admit  air  every  mild  day  in  the  year.  They  require  also  very  regular  supplies  of 
water ;  not  much  at  a  time,  but  so  frequently  that,  the  earth  may  never  get  dry  or  the  plant  droop.  Many 
kinds  of  plants,  if  they  have  suffered  for  want  of  water,  may  be  recovered  by  an  abundant  supply,  and  placing 
them  under  a  bell-glass  on  a  little  heat;  but  if  once  the  roots  of  a  heath  are  thoroughly  dried,  no  art  of  the 
gardener  will  recover  the  plant  This  is  the  true  reason  why  so  many  heaths  are  destroyed  when  introduced 
as  chamber  plants,  and  also  by  gardeners  who  are  ignorant  of  their  nature. 

Heaths  are  propagated  by  cuttings,  seeds,  and  a  few  by  layers.  In  propagating  by  cuttings,  the  tender  tops 
are  taken  at  whatever  season  of  the  year  they  begin  to  grow,  which  with  most  sorts  is  about  the  month  of 
June.  The  strong  growing  kinds  require  the  cuttings  to  be  rather  larger  than  the  others,  and  some  of  the 
stuntedgrowing  kinds  should  be  kept  in  the  hot-house  a  little  while  when  they  begin  to  grow,  to  draw  them 
to  a  sufficient  length  of  young  wood,  or  cuttings  cannot  be  procured.  Then  take  the  extreme  points  of  the 
shoots,  and  with  a  sharp  penknife  cut  off  their  lower  ends  at  right  angles,  placing  the  cutting  on  the  nail  of 
the  thumb,  as  in  cutting  the  nib  of  a  pen.  The  cutting  will  be  from  three  quarters  to  an  inch  long :  strip  off 
the  leaves  from  the  lower  end  to  nearly  half  the  length  of  the  cutting ;  and,  in  order  that  this  may  be  done 
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SIS 

5296  Anth.  bearded  exserted,  Cor.  campanulate,  Leaves  3  or  4  ovate  acute  fringed  with  glands 
5297  Leaves  3  ovate,  Fl.  very  minute  3-6  term.  Style  long  exserted 
5298  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  ovate  conical,  Style  middling,  Leaves  3  ovate  pubescent  white  beneath 
5299  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  roundish,  Leaves  3  ovate  acute  ciliated,  Stem  hispid 
5300  Shoots  long,  Leaves  smooth  erect  imbricated,  n.  axillary,  Cor.  globose  shorter  than  stalk  nodding 
5301  Tube  of  cor.  cup-shaped,  FL  axillary,  Cal.  imbric.  Leaves  4 
5302  Leaves  3  spreading  acerose,  Cor.  campanulate  rough  with  short  hairs 
5303  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  with  a  short  open  limb,  Anth.  included  bearded 
5304  Flowers  capitate,  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  hairy,  Anth.  included  bearded 
5305  Leaves  hairy,  Flowers  capitate,  Anth.  included  bearded 
5306  Bractes  remote,  Flowers  very  abundant,  Anth.  included  bearded,  Style  exserted 
5307  Leaves  3  ovate  ciliated  spreading,  Fl.  term.  3,  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  ovate  shorter  than  its  stalk 
5308  Anth.  bearded,  Style  included,  Cor.  camp.  Cal.  villous,  Fl.  axilL  whorled,  Leaves  4  imbric.  villous 
5309  Anth.  included  bearded,  FL  capitate,  Bractes  remote 
5310  Leaves  3  narrow  spreading,  Cor.  4  globose  campanulate  [quite  smooth 
5311  Anth.  bearded,  Style  exserted,  Cor.  camp.  Sepals  linear  smooth,  Fl.  terminal  umbelled,  Leaves  4,  Stem 
5312  Branches  slender  upright,  Leaves  3  short  smooth,  FL  clustered  terminal,  Cor.  globose  campanulate 
5313  Anth.  bearded,  Style  included,  Cor.  camp.  Sepals  ciliated,  Leaves  3-4  smooth,  Branches  pubescent 
5314  Leaves  2  spreading  very  narrow,  Leaves  3  terminal,  Cor.  globose  smooth 
5315  Anth.  bearded,  Style  included,  Cor.  oyate  pubescent,  Leaves  3  hairy,  Stem  hairy 
5316  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  4  or  more  hairy,  FL  terminal,  Cor.  pubescent 
5317  Leaves  4  covered  with  glandular  hairs,  Fl.  capitate,  Bractes  none,  CaL  hairy,  Anth.  included  bearded 
5318  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  globose  mucous,  Ped.  3  term,  longer  than  fl.  Leaves  4  linear  with  a  cart il.  serrul.  edge 
5319  Anth.  crested,  Style  included,  Cor.  globose,  FL  umb.  Leaves  4  linear  3-comered  smooth 
5320  Leaves  4  and  branches  hairy,  FL  capitate  4  or  more,  CaL  leafy,  Anth.  exserted  bearded,  Style  long  exserted 5321  Anth.  beardless,  Bractes  remote 
5322  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  linear  3  smooth,  Limb  of  cor.  revolute 
5323  Leaves  3  short  smooth,  FL  solitary  term.  Cor.  ovate  smooth,  Anth.  a  little  exserted 
5324  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4  lanceolate  villous,  FL  racemose,  CaL  downy 
5325  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  ovate  campanulate,  Style  exserted,  Stigma  funnel-form,  Leaves  3 
5326  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3  linear  smooth,  FL  camp,  racemose,  Bractes  remote 
5327  Anth.  beardless.  Leaves  linear  3  smooth,  Limb  of  cor.  spreading  recurved 
5328  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  linear  3  smooth,  Limb  of  cor.  erect 
5329  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Leaves  3  ciliated  at  base,  FL  term.  3,  Sepals  scarious 
5330  Anth.  beardless  included,  Stigma  calypteate,  Cor.  dilated  upwards,  Bractes  remote 
5331  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  Leaves  3  smooth,  FL  term.  Style  exsert  Stigma  peltate 
5332  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  linear  4  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  nearly  12 
5333  Anth.  beardL  exsert  Cor.  urceoL  smooth,  FL  term.  umb.  Leaves  3  pointed  ciliated  imbricated 
5334  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  FL  urceolate  villous,  Leaves  3  revolute  villous 
5335  Anth.  beardless  exserted,  FL  cemuous  turban-shaped  covered  by  calyx,  Leaves  3 
5336  Leaves  3  or  4,  FL  terminal  2,  Cor.  downy  changing  from  green  to  crimson 
5337  Anth.  crested,  Cor.  ovate  viscid,  Fl.  term.  umb.  Leaves  scattered  arcuate  truncate 
5338  Leaves  3  erect  imbricated  smooth,  Fl.  axilL  Cor.  urceolate,  Style  exserted 
5339  Anth.  beardless  included,  FL  axillary  spiked,  Cor.  campan.  ribbed,  Leaves  6  obtuse 5340  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3  ovate  villous 
5341  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3,  CaL  4-cleft  very  densely  downy 
5342  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  3  hispid,  Sepals  hairy  upwards,  Cor.  smooth 
5343  Anth.  bearded  included,  Cor.  very  small  obov.  obt  smooth,  Fl.  umb.  erect  and  cernuous,  Lvs.  3-4  smooth 
5344  Leaves  two  distant,  FL  numerous  very  minute  globose  campanulate,  Style  exserted 

without  injuring  the  shoot,  use  a  sharp  penknife  or  a  pair  of  small  scissors,  for  the  least  bruise  or  wound 
spoils  the  cutting.  This  done,  dibble  the  cuttings  into  pots  filled  with  moistened  white  sand  from  pits,  or  with 
any  small  sand  from  pits  or  rivers,  or,  in  default  of  that,  with  powdered  sandstone.  When  they  are  all  planted, 
water  the  whole  to  fix  them  still  better,  and  when  the  moisture  has  subsided,  cover  them  with  a  small  crystal 
or  greenish  crystal  bell-glass  fitted  within  the  rim  of  the  pot,  and  place  them  in  the  shade  on  a  spent  hot-bed, 
keeping  them  quite  close  till  rooted.  The  free-striking  sorts  will  have  roots  in  two  months,  and  the  others  at 
different  periods  from  three  to  twelve  months,  most  of  them  will  be  ready  for  transplanting  into  pots  of  the 
smallest  size  in  the  following  March.  Their  rooting  is  easily  known  by  their  beginning  to  shoot,  and  then  the bell  should  be  taken  off  an  hour  or  two  daily. 
Many  Ericas  ripen  their  seeds  in  this  country,  and  of  other  sorts  seeds  are  regularly  obtained  by  the  nursery- 

men from  the  collectors  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope.  Imported  seeds  generally  arrive  in  the  winter,  and 
should  be  sown  early  in  the  spring  following,  in  pots  filled  with  equal  parts  of  peat  and  sand  well  incorporated ; 
the  seeds  should  be  thinly  covered  with  earth  gently  pressed  down,  and  bell-glasses  placed  over  them  as  over 
the  cuttings.  The  soil  must  be  kept  moderately  moist  by  gentle  waterings,  and  in  about  six  or  seven  weeks 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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5345  australis  L. 
5346  cinSrea  H.  K. 

/3  alba 
5347  stricta  "Down. 5348  reflexa  Lk. 
5349  cernua  L. 5350  lanceolata  Pers. 
535X  leucanthera  Andr. 
5352  tetralix  L. 

P  alba 5353  cinerascens  W.  en. 
§5354  urceolaris  Thunb. 5355  cdbica  L. 
5356  assurgens  Lk. 5357nudifl6ra  W. 
5358incana  Wendl. 

rubra 
5359  reger'minans  W. 5360  scabriuscula  Lk. 
5361  bracteolaris  Lam. 
5362  protrudens  Lk. 5363  flexu6sa  Andr. 

divaricdta  Wendl. 
5364  umbellata  L. 
5365  stamlnea  Andr. 
5366  latifolia  Andr. 
5367  cfirnea  L. 

/3  herbdcea  Wendl. 5368  mediterranea  L. 
5369  arbuscula  Lodd. 

§5370  vfigans  L. 
5371  longipedunculata  L. 5372  ciliaris  L. 
5373  pilosa  iorfd. 5374albens  W. 
5375  propendens  jinrfr. 
§5376  pyramidalis  B.M. 5377  echiifl6ra  .4ndr. 
5378  filamentosa  Andr. 
5379  pulchella  Thunb. 5380  viscaria  W. 
5381  flexicatflis  H.  K. 

glandulosa  Andr. 5382  tenella  Andr. 
5383  alopecuroides  Wim. 5384  furfurosa  Sal. 
5385  multifl6ra  W. 
5386  depressa  W. 

rupestris  Andr. 5387  nana  Sal. 
5388  palus'tris  Andr. 
5389  fprmosa  W. «  alba 

8  rubra 5390fl6rida  TV. 

Spanish fine-leaved 
white-flowered 
straight-branc. reflexed 
drooping-flow. 
spear-leaved white-tipped 
cross-leaved 
white-flowered ash-colored 
pitcher-flower. cube-flowered rising 

small-bracted hoary 

red-flowered cluster-flower. 
roughish 
many-bract  ed protruding zigzag 

umbelled 
reflexed-stam. 
broad-leaved 
early-fl. -dwarf herbaceous 
Mediterranean 
little  tree 
Cornish 
white-flowering 
long-stalked ciliated 

pilose 
pallid pendent 
pyramidal Echium-flower. 
long-peduncled neat 
clammy-flower, crook-stalked 

91 1  |  or *  ec 
*  or 
«l_Jor *L_|or 
*i_Jor *i_|de 
*i_Jor at  I  |  cu 
*i_Jcu *i_|or 
«t_lel 
*i_Jor m  i  |  de at  i  lor 

*i_Jor 

I  mr.Jl 1  jn.3 
1  jn.s 2  au.n 
If  my.jn 1  au.d 
1  jn.d 
|ja.my 1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 
1  ap.my 

1|  my.jl 1  apjl 
1  my.jn 
2  jl.au 
1£  jn.au 

1J  jn.au 1J  my.au 1  my.jn 1  mr.jl 1  ap.my 

If  apjl 

Pu 
Pu 
W 
Pu 
W 
Pu 

W 
W 
F 
W 
Pu 

W 
Pu 
W D.Y 
W 
R 
R 
W 
R 
W 
W 

Spain  1769. Britain  hea. Britain  hea. 
a  Europe  1765. C.  G.  H.  1820. 
C.  G.  H.  1791 
C.  G.  H  1791 C.G.  H. 
Britain 1803. moLh 

3  my.jl  Pu 
2  jn.s  R 2  my.au  R 
J  ja.ap  Pa.pu 

|  jn.ap  Pk 
4  mr.my  Pu 
1  f.au  R 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
Portugal 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. Germany 

*  l_J  or *l_Jpr 
*i_Jel 
*  i_Jor 
*i_J  de 
»i_Jel »l_Jor 

delicate  *  i  |  or 
scurfy  *  i  |  el 
column.-thread.it  i  |  or 
many-flowered  at  |  |  or 
depressed        at  el 
dwarf marsh 
beautiful         it  |  |  or 
white-flowered  St  |  |  or 
red-flowered     at  i  |  or florid  it  |  |  or 

5351 

1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  jl.s 

f  jn 

1J  mr.au  W li  jl.au  Pu li  fmy 

H  fjn 
2  ja.d 

1|  jn.s 2J  mr.jl 

R 
W 
Pk 

Pu 
G 

Pk 
Sc 
Pu 

R 
R 

Portugal 
C.  G.  H. Cornwall 

c.  g.'h. 

Portugal 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

i  ja.my  Pu 
|  my.au  Pu     C.  G.  H. 
my.jn  Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. au.d  R      C.  G.  H. 
jn.n  F 

f  jn.au  Y 

1810. 
1778. 
1790. 1821. 
1783. 1810. 
1810. 
1791. 
1805. 1800. 
1805. 1792. 

1782. 1799. 
1800. 

1763. 1648. 1810. 
hea. 

1805. 
1759. 1800. 
1789. 1800. 
1787. 
1798. 
1800. 

1792. 1774. 1800. 

And.  hea.  vol.  3 
Eng.  bot  1015 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 Bot.  cab.  1787  ; 
Bot.  cab.  822 
W.er.8.p.l3.c.ic. 

Eng.  bot  1014 
Ic.  hor.kew.  16 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 
Sm.  ined.  3.  t.  57 

Bot  cab.  1728 Bot  cab.  517 

And.  hea.  vol  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 And.  hea.  vol.  3 And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Bot  mag.  11 
Bot  mag.  471 
Bot  cab.  843 
Eng.  bot  3 
Bot.  cab.  103 Bot.  mag.  484 
Bot.  cab.  606 
Bot.  mag.  410 
And.  hea.  voL  2 
Bot.  mag.  366 
And.  hea.  voL  3 Bot  reg.  6 
Th.  er.  n.  24 1 4 
Ic.  hort  kew.  1 
And.  hea.  vol.  2 
And.  hea.  voL  2 
Bot.  cab.  874 
And.  hea.  vol.  1 And.  hea.  vol.  2 
And.  hea.  voL  2 

And.  hea.  vol.  2 
Thu-eri.  n.82.  t3 

5357  ̂   536$W  S366"5 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

the  seeds,  if  fresh,  will  begin  to  come  up,  when  the  glasses  may  be  removed  by  degrees,  and  the  pots  kept  near 
the  glass,  and  shaded  from  the  mid-day  sun  till  autumn,  when  they  may  be  transplanted  into  pots  of  the smallest  size.  .      ,  .„  t,       .         ,     XT  , 

Seeds  which  are  saved  in  this  country  may  be  sown  as  soon  as  gathered,  if  they  ripen  before  November ; 
but  if  after  that  period,  it  will  be  better  to  preserve  them  till  spring,  and  then  treat  them  like  foreign seeds.  . 

Only  a  few  heaths  are  propagated  by  layers,  such  as  E  Massoni,  retorta,  petiolata,  and  one  or  two  other 
delicate  sorts,  which  when  layed  require  two  years  to  throw  out  roots.  On  the  continent  most  sorts  of  heaths 
are  propagated  by  layers,  because  there  they  are  ignorant  of  the  easiest  mode  of  managing  cuttings. 

One  of  the  best  growers  of  heaths  in  Britain  is  a  gardener  of  the  name  of  Henderson,  at  Woodnall,  in 
West  Lothian.  This  judicious  cultivator  has  had  an  extensive  collection  of  Ericse  for  upwards  of  thirty 
years  under  his  care,  and  has  given  some  account  of  his  mode  of  management  in  a  late  volume  (voL  in.  p.  323.) 
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F.  Oyata    Corollas  small,  not  globose. 
5345  Anthers  crested,  Cor.  cylindrical,  Style  exserted,  Leaves  3  spreading 
5346  Anthers  crested,  Cor.  ovate,  Leaves  3,  Stigma  capitate 

5347  Anth.  bearded,  Style  included,  Cor.  ovate,  FL  term,  umbelled,  Leaves  4  lia  horizontal 5348  Anth.  crested  included,  Leaves  3  recurved  rough  at  edge,  Cal.  short,  Cor.  campanulate  viscid 
5349  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  4  ovate  ciliated,  Fl.  capitate,  CaL  ciliated 
5350  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  4  lane,  erect  smooth,  FL  capitate  cemuous 
5351  Anth.  crested  included,  Fl.  capitate,  Leaves  3  or  4  lines  long 
5352  Anth.  crested,  Cor.  ovate,  Style  included,  Leaves  4  ciliated,  FL  capitate 
5353  Very  like  E.  cinerea,  but  the  branches  and  calyx  are  downy  with  long  hairs,  Leaves  5  ciliated 5354  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  ovate-conical  villous,  Style  included,  Sepals  lanceolate,  FL  umb.  Leaves  3 
5355  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  camp  acute,  Style  included,  CaL  4  cornered,  Leaves  4  spreading 
5356  Anth.  bearded  included,  Leaves  4  spreading  hairy,  Cor.  dilated  at  end,  Fl.  terminal 5357  Anth.  beardless  exsert.  Style  exsert.  Leaves  3,  Branches  downy 
5358  Anth.  bearded  included,  Leaves  obtuse  hairy,  Fl.  capitate,  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  silky 
5359  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  ovate,  Style  included,  Cal.  acute,  FL  racemose  . 
5360  Anth.  bearded  included,  Style  included,  Cor.  slender.  Leaves  4  obtuse  glandular,  FL  capitate 
5361  Anth.  crested  included,  Cor.  prismatical,  Leaves  3,  FL  in  bundles,  Bractes  many  imbne.  involving  the  fl. 
5362  Anth.  beardless  nearly  exserted,  Leaves  4  spreading  hairy,  FL  terminal  umbelled,  Sepals  ovate 5363  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  oval  twice  as  long  as  smooth  calyx 
5364  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Cor.  campan.  Style  exserted,  Leaves  3  acerose 
5365  Anth.  exserted,  FL  axilL  Leaves  linear  3,  Filam.  very  long  reflexed 5366  Anth.  exserted,  FL  axill.  Leaves  3  ovate  . 
5367  Anth.  exserted,  FL  axilL  Leaves  linear  3  or  4,  Bractes  in  middle  of  flower-stalks,  Cor.  conical 
5368  Anth.  exserted,  FL  axilL  Leaves  4-5,  Bractes  above  the  middle  of  flower-stalk,  Cor.  urceolate 
5369  Leaves  short  spreading,  FL  terminal  urceolate,  Style  a  little  spreading 
5370  Anth.  exserted,  FL  axill.  Leaves  4-5,  Cor.  campanulate,  Pedunc.  the  length  of  cor. 
5371  Anth.  and  style  much  exserted.  Flowers  axillary  on  very  long  slender  hairy  stalks 5372  Cor.  conical,  Leaves  3  ovate  ciliated,  Anth.  beardless 
5373  Plant  all  over  hairy,  Cor.  ovate,  Sepals  brown  at  end,  Stamens  and  style  exserted 
5374  Cor.  conical,  Leaves  3  linear  smooth,  Anth.  beardless 
5375  Cor.  cylindrical,  Fl.  term.  Bractes  remote,  Anth.  beardless,  Sepals  ovate 
5376  Cor.  cylind.  dilated  upwards,  FL  term.  Bractes  remote,  Anth.  beardless,  Sepals  subul.  from  a  broad  base 
5377  Cor.  cylindrical  dilated  upwards,  Fl.  axill.  Two  bractes  next  caL  Sepals  ovate  oblong 
5378  Cor.  cylindrical  dilated  upwards,  FL  axilL  Sepals  subulate,  Peduncles  longer  than  flower 
5379  Cor.  cylindrical  dilated  upwards,  Fl.  axilL  Sepals  subulate,  Peduncles  much  shorter  than  flower 5380  Cor.  cylindrical  dilated  upwards,  Fl.  axilL  Sepals  linear 
5381  Cor.  conical,  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  4,  Limb  of  cor.  erect 
5382  Anth.  beardless,  Leaves  linear  4  smooth,  Fl.  terminal  4 
5383  Anth.  beardless  included,  FL  term.  Bractes  remote,  Cor.  narrowed  upwards 
5384  Leaves  3,  Anthers  beardless  exserted,  Flowers  terminal 
5385  Anth.  exserted,  Fl.  axill.  Bractes  remote,  Leaves  lin.  5,  Cor.  camp.  Limb  reflex.  Ped.  twice  as  long  as  cor 5386  Cor.  cylindrical,  Fl.  term.  Bractes  remote,  Anth.  bearded 
5387  Stem  spread  on  the  ground,  Leaves  obtuse,  Cor.  dewy  outside  clavate,  Anth.  bearded 5388  Anth.  beardless  included,  Cor.  linear  downy,  Leaves  downy  4 
5389  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  ovate  entire  smooth,  FL  umb.  furrowed,  CaL  spreading  entire 

5390  Anth.  bearded,  Style  included,  Cor.  globose,  CaL  villous  reflexed,  Fl.  term,  umbelled,  Leaves  4  hairy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  the  Caledonian  Horticultural  Society's  Memoirs.  He  keeps  his  Ericas,  be  says,  "  at  all  times  cool  and  airy, opening  the  glasses  in  winter  when  there  is  no  frost,  and  letting  the  wind  blow  on  them,  and  using  no  fire  but 
in  time  of  frost"  "  Never,"  he  says,  "  shift  any  plant  till  the  pot  is  quite  full  of  roots.  When  the  plants  get large,  several  of  them  will  continue  in  good  health  for  three  or  four  years  without  shifting,  and  flower  well. 
I  have  plants  of  E  retorta  here,  in  pots  seven  inches  in  diameter,  which  are  very  bushy,  being  eighteen  inches 
across,  and  fourteen  inches  high  above  the  pot ;  E.  infundibuliformis,  two  feet  and  a  half  in  diameter,  and 
two  feet  nine  inches  high ;  Erica  pilosa  between  five  and  six  feet  high  and  three  feet  across,  in  pots  eleven 
inches  in  diameter :  these  have,  not  been  shifted  for  five  years,  and  are  in  high  health,  and  covered  with  strong 
fine  flowers  from  the  mouth  of  the  pot  to  the  top  of  the  plant"   {Caled.  Mem.  iU.  327.) 

"  A  prejudice,"  Page  observes,  "  having  spread  that  the  culture  of  heaths  is  difficult,  one  of  the  greatest ornaments  of  the  greenhouse  has  hence  of  late  been  neglected ;  although  the  method  of  culture  is  as  easy 
and  nearly  as  certain  as  that  of  the  Geranium,  but  requiring  a  little  more  delicacy  in  the  execution." 
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5391  Solan'dra  Andr. 5392  acVite  Andr. 
5393  empetroldes  Andr. 
5394  turrJgera  Sal. 

§5395  Bergiana  TV. 
qvadrifi6ra  Andr 5396  barbata  Andr. 

5397  retroflex'a  Wimrf/. 
pulchella  Andr. articularis  Thunb. 

5398  thymif61ia  ̂ nrfr. 5399  tenuis  TV.  en. 
5400hirte  TV. 
5401  strigosa  TV. 5402  mollearis  Sal. 
5403  racemifera  -linor. 
5404  pilulifera  TV. 5405  catervsefolia  So/. 
5406  tardiflora  Sal. 

E.  pubescent  B.  M. 
5407  parviflora  Sal. 5408  exigua  5a/. 

*893.  MENZIESIA.  Sm. 
5409  ferruginea  Ph. 
5410  globulins  Ph. 
5411  pil6sa  <(' 5412  polif61ia  H.  K. 

8  nana 5413  caerulea  L.  T. 
894.  CHLO'RA.  TV. 5414  perfoliate  TV. 

Solander's  i 
pointed-cupped  >. close-flowered  ; 
Cypress  i 
Bergius's  .' 
bearded  < jointed  i 

1 1  |  el  1  mr.s !  i  I  de     £  my.jl 
'■\  I  or  li  my.au 
!  I  I  or  If  jn.s 
!  i  |  cu  1J  ap.au 
:  |  |  or 

l_Jel 

jl.s 

Pk CG.H. 
1800. 

C 

s.p 

And.  hea.  vol  2 
R C.  G.  H. 1799. C 

s.p 

And.  hea.  vol.  2 
L.F C.  G.  H. 1788. c 

s.p 

And.  hea.  vol.  2 
R C.  G.  H. 179a c 

s.p 

Pu 
C.  G.  H. 1787. c 

B.p 

And.  hea.  vol.  2 
W C.  G.  H. 1799. e 

s.p 

And.  hea.  vol.  2 W C.  G.  H. 
1787. L 

s.p 

W.  er.8.p.7.c.ic. 

Thyme-leaved slender-flower, 
hairy-leaved dwarf-downy 
soft-leaved 
compact-flow, ball-bearing  * huddled-leaved  * 
pubescent  * 
small-fl. -downy  * 
small-downy  « 
Menziesia. 

ferrugineous  n. 
globular-flow.  n. 
pilose  » Irish  it 
dwarf  a. Yew-leaved  a. 
Yellow-wort. 

perfoliate 

il_|de 

«Ljor 
» I_J  de « ,  |  or 

f  my.au  Pu     C.  G.  H. 1  f.o  Pk  CG.H. 
2  ap.jn  R.Pk  C.  G.  H 
1J  mr.ap  Pa.R  C.  G.  H. 1  ap.o  R 
If  ap.jn  R 1  ap.my  R 

f  ap.jn  R lj  mr.s  Pu 

CG.H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1789. 
1790. 
1795. 1775. 1803. 
1803. 
1789. 
1790. 1790. 

s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  2 

s.p 

s.p  Th.  er.  n.  56. t 2 

s.p 

s.p   Seh ne.  ie.  n.  17 
s.p  And.  hea.  vol.  3 

s.p s.p 

mr.s 
mr.s Pk 

Pk 
CG.H  1790. CG.H.  1790. 

sp.  5— a 
NT  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 

O  or 
895.  MICHAUX'IA.  TV.  Michauxia. 
5415  campanuloldes  TV.  rough-leaved 

Rhodoraceee. 

i  niy.jn  Br 
1  my.jn  Br 
I  my.jn  Br 2  jn.s  Pu 

ijn.s 

i  jn-jl  B Gentianece. 
1  jn.jl  Y 

CampanvlacetB.  Sp.  1. 
4  jn.au    L.B  Levant 

Ireland  moun. 
Ireland 
Scotland  hea. 

Sp.  1—2. 
Britain  ch.  so. 

1787. 

896.  JEFFERSCNIA.  Ph.  Jeffebsonia.  Papaveracea.   Sp.  1. 
5416  diphylla  Ph.  two-leaved      i  A  P'     i  my      W     N.  Amer.  1792. 

897.  DODON^EA  TV. 
5417  viscosa  TV. 
5418  bialata  Kth. 
5419  oblongifolia  Lk 
5420  triquetra  TV. 
5421  angustifolia  TV. 

898.  LAWSCNIA.  TV. 
5422  inermis  TV. 
5423spin6sa  TV. 
5424  purpurea  Lam. 

899.  OSBECK'IA.  TV. 5425  zeylaiiica  TV. 5426  Chinensis  TV. 
5427  stellata  Don. 
5428  nepalensis  Hook. 

5396 

DODONAA. clammy 
two- winged oblong 
three-sided 
narrow-leaved 
Lawsonia. 

Henna-plant 
prickly 
purple 

Terebintacete.   Sp.  5—17. 
jn.jl     G      S.  Amer.  1690. G      S.  Amer.  1822. 

jn.au my.au 
N.&W.  1790. 
Jamaica  1758. 

C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  480 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

L  s.p  Sm.  xc  in.  1. 1 56 
L  s.p  Par.  lond.  44 

L  s.p 

L  s.p  Eng.  bot  35 
li  s.p 

L  s.p  Eng.  bot.  2169 
S  s.l    Eng.  bot  60 

S  r.l   Bot  mag.  219 

D  s.l    Bot  mag.  1513 

C  p.l   Cav.  ic.  p.4.t327 C  co 
C  co 
C  s.p  Bot  rep.  230 
C  s.p 

Sal  tea  rice.  Sp.  3—6. 
10     ...     W  Egypt  1759. 18     ...     W  E.  Indies  1759. 
12     ...     Pu  E.  Indies  1820. 

Melastomacete.   Sp.  4—7. 2  jl.au     Y      Ceylon  1799. 

S  s.p  Rauw.  ic.  60.t  7 
S  s.p  Rh.  mai  1.  t  40 

S  s.p 

C  s.p.l  Bot  reg.  565 
C  s.p  Bot  reg.  542 
C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  674 
C  p.l  Hook.  ex.  fl.  31 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
[Prodromus,  &c.  art  Erica.)    Those  who  complain  of  the  difficulty  of  growing  the  heath,  are  often,  as 
Loddiges  remarks,  ignorant  people  who  have  never  had  a  heath  to  grow. 
One  circumstance  in  favor  of  the  culture  of  heaths  is,  that  they  are  not  subject  to  insects,  or  at  least  very 

rarely  so.   {Greenhouse  Companion,  p.  62.) 
The  number  of  species  is  here  reduced  to  those  which  are  certainly  different  from  each  other.  Of  those 

enumerated  in  garden  catalogues  many  are  mere  repetitions  of  each  other. 
893.  Menziesia.  Named  in  honor  of  Mr.  Archibald  Menzies,  an  assiduous  and  successful  botanist,  who 

accompanied  Vancouver,  in  the  capacity  of  his  surgeon,  in  his  voyage  round  the  world.  He  is  still  living,  and the  ornament  of  the  private  circle  in  which  he  moves.  Small  heath-like  plants,  all  hardy,  and  requiring  the same  cultivation  as  Erica. 
894.  Chlora.  From  %Aa<{o*,  green,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  dried  flower  of  C.  perfoliate.  The  whole 

plant  dyes  yellow. 895.  Michauxia.   In  memory  of  Andrew  Michaux,  botanist  to  the  king  of  France,  who  travelled  into  Syria, 
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5391  Anth.  crested  included,  Flowers  capitate  campan.  cernuous,  Leaves  4  cernuous 
5392  Anth.  crested  included,  Fl.  3,  Leaves  4  subulate  erect  mucronate 
5393  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  campan.  FL  whorled,  Leaves  6  hairy  spiral 
5394  Leaves  narrow,  Cal.  recurved  horizontal,  Cor.  globose  with  segm.  imbricated  at  base 
5395  Anth.  crested,  Leaves  3  lanceolate  rough,  FL  3,  Cal.  ciliated  reflexed 
5396  Anth.  crested  included,  Cor.  urceolate  hairy,  FL  umbelled,  Leaves  4  ovate 
5397  Anth.  bearded  included,  Cor.  globose  much  less  than  colored  calyx,  Leaves  3  with  a  membranous  edge 

5398  Anth.  2  horned  included,  Cor.  axilL  solitary,  Leaves  3  ovate  cordate  ciliated 
5399  Anth.  bearded  included,  Style  ex  sorted,  Cor.  camp,  smooth,  Fl.  term.  soL  Leaves  3  lin.  Branches  hairy 
5400  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  3  linear  hispid,  Fl.  umbelled,  Cal.  rough 
5401  Anth.  bearded,  Cor.  camp,  smooth,  Leaves  4  pubescent  ciliated 
5402  Cal.  4-cleft,  Cor.  linear  smooth  urceolate  with  a  recurved  limb,  Capsule  hairy 
5403  Anth.  bearded  included,  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  6  clustered 
5404  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  4  ciliated,  Fl.  umb.  Cal.  navicular  ciliated  at  end 
5405  Anth.  bearded  perforated,  Leaves  4,  Stem  angular  downy,  Cor.  narrow  obovate 
5406  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  4,  CaL  appressed,  Cor.  linear  pubes.  with  a  very  short  recurved  limb,  Caps,  hairy 
5407  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  4,  Cal.  appressed,  Cor.  linear  pubescent,  Capsule  smooth  [smooth 
5408  Anth.  bearded,  Leaves  4,  CaL  appressed,  Cor.  linear  pubes.  with  an  oval  tube  and  very  short  limb,  Caps. 

5409  Leaves  obov.  lane,  beneath,  beyond  the  nerves  smooth,  CaL  4-cleft,  FL  urceol.  8-androus 
5410  Leaves  pubescent  beneath,  Calyx  4-fid,  Cor.  with  a  globose  tube 5411  Leaves  oval  pubescent,  Fl.  term,  aggregate  nodding 
5412  Leaves  beneath  densely  downy,  CaL  4-parted,  Tube  of  cor.  oval 
5413  Leaves  linear  obtuse  with  cartilaginous  teeth,  Flowers  5-cleft  decandrous 

5414  Leaves  perfoliate 

5415  The  only  species 

5416  The  only  species 

5417  Leaves  obovate  oblong  viscous,  FL  racemose,  Fruit  with  2  or  3  wings  longer  than  stalk 5418  Leaves  Una  narrowed  at  both  ends  viscid,  Racemes  branched,  Fruit  always  with  2  wings  length  of  stalk 
5419  Leaves  obi.  mucronate  entire,  Fl.  term,  sessile 
5420  Leaves  lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end,  Branches  S-cornered,  Fruit  with  narrow  wings 
5421  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  with  revolute  edge,  rather  clammy,  Flowers  in  short  racemes 

5422  Unarmed,  Leaves  subsessile  ovate  acute  at  each  end 5423  Branches  spiny 
5424  Leaves  subsessile  lanceolate  with  terminal  corymbs  of  flowers 

5425  Leaves  stalked,  Calyx  hispid 
5426  Leaves  sessile,  Calyx  smooth 
5427  Leaves  lane.  obi.  acumin.  5  nerved  and  branches  hispid,  Cal.  covered  with  entangled  radiate  hairs 
5428  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile,  Tube  of  calyx,  ciliate  scaly 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Persia,  and  North  America,  and  discovered  this  his  genus.  It  is  a  handsome  biennial,  which  bears  a  profusion 
of  shewy  flowers  bearing  some  distant  resemblance  to  those  of  the  Passion-flower. 

896.  Jejfersonia.  Named  after  Mr,  Jefferson,  the  celebrated  President  of  the  United  States.  A  very  curious 
plant,  remarkable  for  the  peculiar  mode  of  dehiscence  of  its  capsule. 

897.  Dodoncea.  So  named  in  honor  of  Rambert  Dodoens,  professor  of  medicine,  a  famous  botanist  of  the 
sixteenth  century,  author  of  Fragum  Historia,  1552 ;  and  Pemptadcs,  1583.  He  was  born  at  Malines,  in  1518, 
and  died  in  1585.   The  species  are  ugly  tropical  shrubs,  of  neither  use  nor  beauty. 

898.  Lawsonia.  In  memory  of  Isaac  Lawson,  M.  D.  author  of  A  New  Voyage  to  Carolina,  London,  1709. 
L  inermis  is  the  Henna  plant,  with  the  leaves  of  which  the  Egyptian  women  dye  their  nails  pink.  It  is  of 
easy  culture  and  propagation. 

899.  Usbeckia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  Peter  Osbeck,  a  Swedish  clergyman,  member  of  the 
academy  of  Stockholm,  and  of  the  society  of  Upsal :  author  of  a  voyage  to  China  and  the  East  Indies,  in  1751. 
Englished  by  Forster,  in  1771.  Little  plants  resembling  Melastoma.  Young  cuttings  strike  freely  under  a hand-glass. 
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w. 

t*900.  RHEX'IA.  W 5429  mariana  W. 
§5430  viminea  Don. 5431  ciliosa  Ph. 
5432  bival'vis  W. 5433  virgtnica  W. 
§5434  aquatica  W. 5435  holosericea  Hrnnb. 
§5436  glomerata  U. 

t901.  CENOTHE'RA. 5437  biennis  W. 
5438  grandiflora  W. 
5439  parviflora  W. 5440  muricata  JT 
5441  longifl6ra  W. 5442  mdlllssima  IV. 
5443  odorata  W. 
5444  nocttirna  W. 
5445vill6sa  W. 
5446  dentata  Li  mil. 
5447  frutic6sa  JF. 
5448  pftmila  W. 5449  rosea  W. 
§5450  purpurea  W. 

'  (E.  Romanxom  Bot  "reg.  562. 5451  corymbosa  B.  M.  corymbose 5452  stricta  Ledebure 
5453  media  Link. 
5454  linearis  Mich. 
5455  sinuata  W. 
5456  tetraptera  W. 
5457  caespitosa  B.  M. 5458  macrocarpa  B.  M. 
5459  glauca  Ph. 5460  Fraseri  Ph. 
5461  tenui  folia 
5462  acaulis  Cav. 

§5463  tenella  Ft.  per. 
5464  speciosa  Hook. 5465  virgata  i7.  per. 5466  hirta  Lk. 
5467  triloba 
5468  albicau  lis  Ph. 

Rhexia. 
Maryland 
twiggy 

ciliated 
two-valved 
Virginian marsh 
silky 

headed 
OENOTHERA. 

common 
great-flowered  i  Q)  or 
small-flowered  Q>  or 
prickly-stalked  ^  Q)  or 
long-flowered  ^  Q)  or 
soft  wave-leav.  ^  Q)  or sweet-scented  A night-smelling  j£ 

»Qor 

j£  .AJpr rm  cu 

3t  A  pr •  □pr 
•  □or tt.  I    I  or 

^  Q)  or 

Melastomacets.   Sp.  7—50. 
f  jn.au    Pu     N.  Amer.  1759. 

jn.au 
1  jn.au 2  mjr.jn 

f  jn.au 

Pu 
Cr 
W 
Pu 
B 
W 

villous 
toothed shrubby 
dwarf 
rosy-flowered 
purple-flowered 

<£  iDa  or 

^  A  or 
^  A  or 
jfr  Alor 

O  or 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
D.Y D.Y 

t902.  GAU'RA.  W. 5469  biennis  W. 
5470  coccinea  Ph. 
5471  frutic6sa  W. 
5472  mutabilis  W. 
5473  tripetala  Cav. 

903.  EPILCBIUM.  W. 
5474  angustifSlium  W. 
5475  angustissimum  W. 5476  latif61ium  W. 5441 

Gaura. 
biennial 
scarlet shrubby 
changeable 
three-petalled 
Willow-herb. 

Rose-bay         4  A  or 
linear-leaved    5  A  or 
Orache-leaved  i  A  or 

^  O  or ^  A  or 

"•□pr 

^  OHpr 
O  cu 

Brazil  1821. 
Carolina  18T2. Guiana  1893. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
S.  Amer.  179a 
Brazil  1816. ' W.  Indies  1818. 

Sp.  32—41. N.  Amer.  1629. N.  Amer.  1778. 
N.  Amer.  1757. 
N.  Amer.  1789. 
B.  Ayreg  177a 
B.  Ayres  1732. S.  Amer.  1790. 
C.  G.  H.  1790. 
C.  G.  H  1791. 
Peru  .1818. N.  Amer.  1737. 
N.  Amer.  1757. 
Peru  1783. 
N.  Amer.  1794. 
Mexico  1816. 

  1822. N.  Amer.  1823. 
N.  Amer.  1822. N.  Amer.  1770. 
Mexico  1796. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1811. Peru  1824. Chili  1821. 
Chili  1822. 
N.  Amer.  1821. 
Peru  1823. 
California  1823. 
N.  Amer.  1822. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 

Onagrarice.   Sp.  5—7. Rw  N.  Amer.  1762. 

10  jl 

Onagrarice, 4  jn.s  Y 
4  jn.au 

4  jn.au" 

3  jl.au 
3  jl.s 2  jn.o 2  ap.au 
2  ap.au 
2  jl.au 

£  jn.au 
3  jn.au 

i  my.s 
1  my.au  Pk 
1  my.au  Pu 

5  au.o 

|  au.o 

3 

1 J  jl.au 1  au 

S  Louisiana  1811. 
Rw  S.  Amer.  1816. 
Y  N.  Amer.  1795. 
Pk  Mexico  1804. 

Onagrarice.  Sp.  15 — 20. 4  jl.au    Pu  Britain  mea. 
2  jl.au    Pu  Al.ofEur.1775. 
4  jl.au     R  N.  Eur.  1779. 

D 

s.p S.p 

Bot  cab.  366 
D Bot.  reg.  664 
D 

p! 

Ph.  am.  1. 1. 10 
S 

p.l 

D  p.l Bot.  mag.  968 
C 

p.l 

Aub.  gui.  l.t.169 C 

p.] 

Bot.  reg.  323 C 

p.l 

Pnt  A9h doc  cao.  o*¥* 

s CO Flor.  dan.  446 
s 

CO 

Bot.  mag.  2068 
s CO Meerb.  ic.  1. 134 
s CO M.  co.  got  6.  tl s CO Bot.  mag.  365 
s 

CO 

Sch.  han.  1.  tl05 
D CO Bot.  reg.  147 
s CO Jac.  ic.  3.  t  455 
s CO 
D 

'JO 

Lindl.  coll.  10 
D 

sp 

Bot.  mag.  332 
D  p.l Bot.  mag.  355 
D  p.l 

Bot.  mag.  347 
C 

CO 

Bot.  mag.  352 

D CO Bot  mag.  1974 
S CO 
D  p.l D 

CO 

S S.1 M.  co.  got.  5.  t  9 
S S.I Bot  mag.  468 D  p.l Bot  mag.  1593 
D 

s.p 

Bot  mag.  1592 
D 

s.p 

Bot  mag.  1606 
D 

s.p 

Bot.  mag.  1674 
D CO 
D 

CO 

Bot.  reg.  763 
S CO Bot  mag.  2424 
s CO Hook.  ex.  fl.  80 
D CO y\.  per.  t  i)15 S CO 
D 

CO 

S 

s.p 

S 

p.l 

Bot  mag.  389 
s s.1 
s s.1 Jac.  ic.  3.  t  457 
s s.1 

Bot  mag.  388" 
s s.1 Cav.ic.4.t396.£l 

D  m.s Eng.  bot.  1947 D  m.s  JSot.  mag.  73 
D 

CO 

Par.  lond.  58 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
900.  Rhexia.  A  Greek  name  employed  by  Pliny  to  designate  a  Boragineous  plant.  It  is  derived  from 

ffrtru,  to  burst  j  that  is  to  say,  good  against  ruptures.  The  hardy  species  thrive  best  in  a  bed  of  peat ;  or 
they  will  grow  very  well  in  pots. 

901.  Oenothera.  Derived  from  uvos,  wine,  and  to  hunt  The  roots  of  this  plant,  O.  biennis,  eaten 
after  meals,  are  incentives  to  wine-drinking,  as  olives  are.  This  is  an  ornamental  genus  of  easy  culture  in 
light  rich  soil,  and  they  increase  either  by  seeds  or  cuttings.  O.  biennis  is  called  the  night  primrose,  because 
the  flowers  usually  open  between  six  and  seven  o'clock  in  the  evening.  The  mode  of  their  expanding  is curious.  The  petals  arc  held  together  at  top  by  the  hooks  at  the  end  of  the  calyx,  the  segments  of  which 
first  separate  at  bottom  and  discover  the  corolla,  a  long  time  before  it  acquires  sufficient  expansive  force  to 
unhook  the  calyx  at  top ;  when  it  has  accomplished  this,  it  expands  very  fast,  almost  instantaneously,  to  a 
certain  point,  and  then  makes  a  stop,  taking  a  little  time  to  spread  out  quite  flat :  it  may  be  half  an  hour  from 
the  first  bursting  of  the  calyx  at  bottom  to  the  final  expansion  of  the  corolla ;  which  commonly  becomes 
flaccid  in  the  course  of  the  next  dav,  sooner  or  later  according  to  the  heat  or  coolness  of  the  weather.  The 
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5429  Lvs.  sess.  lane.  S-nerved  villous  ciliated,  CaL  stellate  hairy 
5*30  Leaves  ovate  lane.  5-nerved  hairy  on  each  side,  Panic,  term,  loosely  many-fl. 
5431  Leaves  finely  hispid  "at  edge,  Stem  quadrangular  smooth,  Flowers  solitary  in  an  involucre 5432  Decandrous,  Lvs.  sessile  smooth  ovate  obtuse  3-nerved,  Caps.  2-valved 
5433  Lvs.  sessile  lanceolate  3-nerved  serrate  ciliated,  Cal.  glandular  ciliated 
5434  Lvs.  opp.  cordate  crenulate  hairy,  Pan.  term,  trichotomous,  Branches  filiform  much  spreading 
6435  Leaves  cordate  oval  .silky  on  each  side  7-nerved  sessile,  Pan.  term.  Flowers  with  bractes  10-andr. 5436  Lvs.  stalked  ovate  entire  3-nerved  villous,  FL  terminal  clustered 

5437  Lvs.  ovate-lanceolate  flat,  Stem  muricated  villous,  Stamens  shorter  than  cor. 
5438  Lvs.  ovate-lanceolate,  Stamens  decimate,  Stem  shrubby 
5439  Lvs.  ovate-lanceolate  flat,  Stem  smooth  sun  villous,  Stamens  longer  than  cor. 
5440  Lvs.  lane,  flat,  Stem  purp.  muricated,  Stamens  length  of  cor. 
5441  Lvs.  toothletted,  Stems  simple  hairy,  Petals  distant  2-lobed 5442  Lvs.  lanceolate  wavy 
5443  Lvs.  linear  lanceolate  toothletted  wavy  pubescent  glaucous,  Stem  hairy 
5444  Lvs.  lane,  repand  .toothed  pubescent,  Stem  rounded  pubescent 
5445  Lvs.  lane,  villous,  Stem  angular  hairy 
5446  Lvs.  sublinear  toothletted,  Caps,  cylindr.  very  narrow  toothed 
5447  Lvs.  lanceol.  somewhat  toothed  acute,  Caps,  stalked  obi  clavate  angular 
5448  Lvs.  lane,  entire  obtuse,  Caps,  somewhat  stalked  ellipt  ovate  angular 
5449  Lvs.  ovate  narrowed  at  each  end  toothed ;  lower  lyrate,  Caps,  stalked  obovate  angular 
5450  Lvs.  glaucous  smooth  lanceolate  entire,  Caps,  sessile  ovate  angular 
5451  Stem  upright  hispid  furrowed,  Leaves  lane,  repand  toothletted,  Caps.  sess.  angular  cylindrical 5452  Stem  muricated,  lower  lvs.  linear  very  long  toothletted ;  cauhne  lanceolate 
5453  Stem  erect  pubescent,  Lvs.  land  lin.  soft  pubescent,  "Caps.  obi.  rounded  sessile 5454  Pubescent,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  acute  at  each  end  entire,  FL  term,  aggregate,  Caps,  clavate  4-cornered 5455  Lvs.  toothed  sinuated,  Caps,  prismatical 
5456  Lvs.  lane,  pinnatifid  at  base,  Caps,  obovate  with  4  wings 
5457  Lvs.  lane,  cut-toothed,  Caps.  obi.  sessile,  Tube  of  caL  very  long,  Pet.  2-lobed 
5458  Stem  branched,  Lvs.  lane,  stalked  with  distant  glandular  teeth,  Caps,  ellipt.  4-winged  on  short  stalks 
5459  Leaves  broad-oval  repand  toothed  Uevigated  glaucous,  Caps,  ovate  4-comered 
5460  Stem  simple  below,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  glandular  toothletted,  Racemes  leafy,  Caps,  obovate  4-cornercd 5461  Lower  leaves  oblong,  upper  linear,  Caps,  cylindrical  straight,  Petals  crenulate 
5462  Leaves  pinnatifid,  with  the  terminal  segment  large  and  toothletted 
5463  Leaves  linear  obovate,  Caps,  cylindrical  curved 
5464  Downy,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  toothed  subpinnatifid,  Raceme  naked,  Caps,  obovate  angular 
5465  Leaves  lyrate  and  lanceolate  toothed,  Caps,  stalked  clavate 
5466  Hairy,  Leaves  lane  toothletted,  Caps,  axillary  curved  angular  acute 
5467  Very  like  CEnothera  acaulis,  from  which  it  is  chiefly  distinguished  by  its  yellow  flowers 
5468  Finely  pubescent,  Stem  and  nerves  of  leaves  white,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Fl.  spiked 

5469  Leaves  lane,  toothed,  Pet.  obovate  ascending  spreading,  Style  and  stamens  declinate 
5470  Leaves  lin.  lane,  toothletted,  Spike  close,  Petals  as  long  as  caL  Stigma  entire 
5471  Leaves  lin.  lane,  toothletted,  Style  and  stamens  straight 
5472  Leaves  ovate  toothed,  Pet.  ovate  acute  cruciate,  Style  and  stamens  straight 
5473  Leaves  lin.  lane,  deeply  toothed,  Pet  3  ascending,  Stamens  6  declinate 

5474  Leaves  scattered  lin.  lane,  entire  veiny,  Fl.  unequal 
5475  Leaves  scattered  lin.  obsoletely  toothletted  veinless,  Petals  unequal  entire 
5476  Leaves  altern.  and  opposite  lane,  ovate  nearly  entire  pubescent  veinless,  FL  unequal 

5463  ̂  ,  »  I   uis/,A5472 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
uppermost  flowers  come  out  first  in  June ;  the  stalk  keeps  continually  advancing  in  height,  and  there  is  a  con , 
stant  succession  of  flowers,  till  late  in  autumn.   The  roots  are  eaten  in  some  countries  in  the  spring. 

O.  longifiora  has  flowers  uncommonly  large  and  shewy,  which  continue  from  July  to  October. 
The  dwarf  North  American  herbaceous  kinds,  are  among  the  most  beautiful  plants  of  our  borders. 
902.  Gaura.  A  very  curious  genus,  so  called  from  yav^s,  superb.  Its  flowers  are  rose  colored,  in  fine 

terminal  spikes.   Plants  with  the  habit  of  CEnothera,  and  requiring  the  same  management 
903.  Epilobium.  From  mi,  upon,  and  X«/2oj,  a  pod  ;  that  is  to  say,  a  flower  growing  upon  a  pod.  E. 

angusti  folium  is  a  native  of  most  parts  of  Europe,  from  Lapland  to  Italy.  It  is  valuable  in  shrubberies  as 
thriving  under  the  drip  of  trees,  and  succeeds  every  where,  even  in  the  smoke  of  cities,  and  in  parks :  it  is  a  good 
plant  to  adorn  pieces  of  water,  being  hardy,  of  rapid  increase,  not  much  relished  by  cattle,  and  very 
shewy  when  in  flower.  According  to  Haller,  the  young  shoots  are  eatable,  although  an  infusion  of  the  plant 
stupines  :  the  pith  when  dried,  is  boiled,  and  becoming  sweet,  is  by  a  proper  process  made  into  ale,  and  this 
into  vinegar  by  the  Kamtschatdales ;  it  is  also  added  to  the  cow-parsnip,  to  enrich  the  spirit  that  is  prepared 
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5477  hirsfitum  If. 
5478  parviflorum  E.  B. 5479vill6sum  W. 
5480  montanum  W. 
5481  roseum  Sm. 
5482  alsinifolium  Sm. 
5483  tetrag6num  W. 5484  coloratum  W. 
5485  alpestre  Schmidt. 5486  dahuricum  Fisch. 
5487palustre  W. 
5488  alplnum  W. 

Codlins&Creamgfc  A  or small-flowered  3t  A  pr 
Cape  j£  lAI  or broad-smth.lv.  A 
pale-smooth-lv.  ^ 
Chickweed-lvd.  5 
square-stalked  ^ 
Pink-flowered 
alpine Daurian 
round-stalked 
Alpine 

A  w A  w 
A  w _  A  or CD  pr 
O  pr 3t  A  w j£  A  w 

4  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  iLau 
2  jn.jl 
ii! 2  jl 

iJnJl 

f  J1 

3  jl 

Pu Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

Pk 
Pk 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

W 
Pu 

R 

Britain  wat.pl.  D 
Britain  wat.pl.  D 
C.  G.  H.  1799.  D Britain  woods.  D 
England  mar.  D Britain  sc.  ai.  D 
Britain  mar.  D 
N.  Amer.  1805.  D 
Switzerl.  1820.  S 
Dauria  1822.  S 
Britain  mar.  D 
Britain    aL  ri v.  D 

co  Eng. co  Eng. 
co co  Eng. m.s  Eng. 
m.s  Eng. m.s  Eng. 

Lp 
Lp 

c* co  Eng. 
s.l  Eng. 

bot  838 bot  795 
bot  1177 bot  693 
bot  2000 bot.  1948 

bot  346 
bot  2001 

t904.  FUCH'SIA.  W.  Fuchsia. 5489  coccinea  W.  scarlet  *  i  |  or 
5490  gracilis  Lindl.        slender  *  i  |  or decussata  B.  M. 
5491  excorticata  W.       barked  tt  (  )  or 
5492  lycioides  W.  Boxt  horn-lea  v.  m  \  |  or 

*905.  JAMBOLI'FERA.  L.  Jambolifera. 
§5493  pedunculata  Dec.    peduncled       M  O  cu 
906.  OXYCOC'CUS.  P.  S.  Cranberry. 5494  palustris  P.  S.        common         !U  fr 
5495  macrocarpus  Ph.    large-fruited    tU  fr 
5496  erythrocarpus  P.  S.  upright  tt.  fr O.  erectus  Psh. 

Santalacccp.    Sp.  4 — IS. 
6  my.au  S.Pu  Chili        1788-  C  p.I  "Bot  mag.  97 3  my.o    S.Pu  Chili. ...  1823.  C  p.l   Bot  reg.  847 

jn.o 

ap.o 

G.Pu  N.  Zeal. 
S  Chili 

1824. 
179a p.l  Bot  reg.  857 

p.l    Bot  mag.  1024 
Terebintacece.   Sp.  1—3. f.d       G      E.  Indies  1800. C  ltl  Vah.  sym.3.t61 
Ericete.   Sp.  3. 

4  myjn  Pk     Britain  tur.bo.  L  p  Eng.  bot.  319 
|  my.jn  Pu     N.  Amer.  1760.  L  p  Dend.  brit  122 2  my.m  Pk     N.  Amer.  1806.  L  p  Dend.  brit  31 

907.  VACCINIUM  L. 
5497  myrtillus  L. 

pfructualbo 5498  pallidum  H.  K. 5499  stamineum  L. 
5500  album  L. 
5501  ca?spitosum  Mich. 
5502  uliginosum  L. 5503  difltisum  H.  K. 

arb&reum  Mich. 
5504  angustifolium  H.K. 

myrtilloides  Mich. 5505  dumosum  B.  M. 
hirtellum  H.  K. 

5506  fuscatum  H.  K. 
formosum  Andr. 

S  angustifolium 5507  frondosum  L. 
gla&cum  Mich. ,?  vends/ inn  H.  K. 

5508  ligustrinum  X. 

Whortle-berry, 
Bilberry  dfe white-fruited 
pale  St long-stamened  9k white-flowered  Sk 
turfy  j* 
Bleaberry  St tree  St 
Bluets  St 

bushy  Sk 
clustered-flow.  Hi 
narrow-leaved  £ 
Blue  Tangles  & 
redUwigged  St Privet-leaved  91 

Ericece 
Sp.  27—30. fr 

Uap.jn 
R Britain  hea. L P Eng.  bot  456 fr apjn G Britain    moors.  L P or my.jn W N.  Amer.  1772. L P or 2 my.jn W N.  Amer.  1772. L, P PI.  al.  t.  339.  C  3 

or 
2 my.jn W N.  Amer.  1772. L P Bot.  rep.  263 or 
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w Hud.  Bay  1823. L P Bot  mag.  3429 

fr 
ap.my 

Pk Britain L P 
Eng.  bot  581 or 20 my.jl 

Pk 
Carolina  1765. L P 

Bot  cab.  1885 or 2 
ap.my 

Pk N.  Amer.  1776. L P Bot  mag.  3447 
or 3 my.jn W N.  Amer.  1774. L P Bot  mag.  1106 
or 2 my.jn Pk N.  Amer.  1770. L P 

B)t.  rep.  97 

or 2 myjn Pk N.  Amer.  ... L P or 3 my.jn W N.  Amer.  1761. L P Bot  rep.  140 
or 3 my.jn Pk N.  Amer.  1770. L P or 3 myjn Pu N.  Amer.  ... L P 

5480  "%^r^P^"  III  5481 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

from  that  plant ;  as  fodder,  goats  are  said  to  be  extremely  fond  of  it,  and  cows  and  sheep  to  eat  it ;  the  down  of 
the  seeds  mixed  with  cotton  or  fur  has  been  manufactured  into  stockings  and  other  articles  of  clothing. 

E  hirsutum  is  found  only  in  rich  moist  soil  by  water.  The  leaves  smell  like  scalded  codlings  or  gooseberry 
pye  when  green,  but  lose  that  odor  when  dry.  '  Cattle  are  rather  fond  of  the  plant  both  recent  and  dried. 904.  Fuchsia.  So  named  in  honor  of  Leonard  Fucbs,  a  famous  German  botanist,  author  of  Historia 
Stirpium,  in  1542,  with  516  excellent  engravings  in  wood.  F.  coccinea  is  one  of  the  most  elegant  of  deciduous 
greenhouse  shrubs ;  the  young  wood  and  nerves  of  the  leaves  are  tinged  with  purplish  red :  the  pendent 
blossoms,  like  most  produced  from  the  axils  of  the  leaves,  as  the  shoots  grow,  continue  during  the  greater 
part  of  the  growing  season,  and  are  succeeded  as  they  fade  by  a  purple  berry.  The  finest  specimen  in  England 
of  this  species  is  at  Salt-Hill. Many  other  species  have  been  lately  introduced,  some  of  which  will  probably  be  very  handsome.  South 
America  contains  some  most  splendid  species,  of  which  we  know  nothing  in  this  country. 

905.  Jambolifera.  From/ere,  to  bear,  and  Jambol,  the  name  of  a  Malabar  fruit  Cuttings  strike  freely  in 
sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

906.  Oxycoccus.  From  «gt*,  acid,  and  xaxxcf,  fruit ;  on  account  of  its  acidity.  A  genus  well  distinguished 
from  Vaccinium,  by  the  narrow  revolute  segments  of  corolla.  These  are  pretty  little  trailing  evergreen  plants, 
to  which  a  peat  soil  and  rather  a  moist  situation  are  absolutely  necessary :  they  are  very  little  changed  by culture. 

O.  palustris  bears  edible  berries  which  are  gathered  wild  both  in  England  and  Scotland,  and  made  into 
tarts    Lightfoot  says,  twenty  or  thirty  pounds  worth  are  sold  each  market  day,  for  five  or  six  weeks  together, 
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5477  Leaves, opp.  anrt  altern.  subamplexici  iL  ovate-lanceolate  hairy,  Stem  much  branched  hairy 5478  Leaves  sessile  lane,  pubescent,  Stem  simple  villous,  Root  fibrous 
5479  Leaves  altern.  lanceolate  serrated  hairy 
5480  Leaves  opp.  ovate  toothed 
5481  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  toothed,  Stem  erect  br  .ched  square,  Petals  bifid 
5482  Leaves  on  short  stalks  ovate  acute  toothed  shini'  ,  Stem  ascending  simple,  Petals  half  bifid 
5483  Leaves  lanceolate  toothletted :  the  lower  oppor*  ,  Stem  square 5484  Stem  round  pubescent,  Leaves  lane,  serrul.  ef    ved  opp.  upper  alternate  smooth  veiny 
5485  Leaves  opp.  and  alt  ovate  toothletted  sess.  s-    Ah,  Fl.  axill.  sess.  Caps.  4-cornered 5486  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  toothed  pubescc     Ovary  with  scattered  hairs 
5487  Leaves  sessile  lane,  toothletted,  Stem  rou'    ,-d,  Stigma  undivided 5488  Leaves  on  short  stalks  opp.  lane,  ellipt.  r     entire,  Stem  ascending  few-flowered 

5489  Peduncles  1-flowered  axillary,  Leaves  in  threes  serrated 
5490  Branches  slightly  downy,  Leaves  opposite  stalked  smooth,  Flowers  much  longer  tnan  leaves 
5491  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered,  Leaves  ovate  alternate 
5492  Flowers  stalked  axillary,  Sepals  reflexed,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  about  3 

5493  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  smooth,  Cymes  terminal  shorter  than  the  leaves 

5494  Leaves  oval  revolute  at  edge  acute  white  beneath,  Segm.  of  cor.  oval 
5495  Leaves  oblong  flat  obtuse,  Segm.  of  cor.  lanceolate 
5496  Leaves  oval  acuminate  serrulate  ciliated,  Flower  not  revolute  at  first 

5497  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Leaves  serrate  ovate  deciduous,  Stem  angular 
5498  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrulate  smooth,  Racemes  with  bractes,  Cor.  cylind.  camp. 
5499  Leaves  oval  ac.  cut.  glauc.  beneath,  Pedic.  sol.  axill.  filif.  Cor.  open  camp.  Anth.  exserted  [exserted 
5500  Lvs.  oval  or  obov.  acute  ent.  glauc.  ben.  Nerves  and  veins  pub.  Ped.  axill.  sol.  filif.  Cor.  open  camp.  Anth. 
5501  Dwarf  tufted  glabrous,  Leaves  cuneate  rounded  deeply  sawed  membranous,  FL  sol 
5502  Leaves  small  obov.  obt  ent.  above  smooth,  beneath  veiny  pubescent  glaucous,  Fl.  sol.  cor.  urceolate 
5503  Leaves  stalked  obovate  acute  at  each  end  serrate,  Racemes  nodd.  Cor.  cylind.  camp.  Anth.  included 
5504  Leaves  narr.  lanceoL  membr.  ent  Nerves  and  edge  pubescent  beneath,  FL  scatt.  sol.  nearly  sessile 
5505  Branches  and  lvs.  covered  with  resin,  dots,  Lvs.  obov.  ent  Rac.  with  bractes,  Cor.  camp,  with  round,  seg. 
5506  Lvs.  obL  acute  serrul.  smooth,  Racemes  aggreg.  term,  corym.  Cor.  cylind.  with  short  erect  seg.  Style  exsert 

5507  Leaves  obov.  blunt  ent.  glaucous  and  resinous  beneath,  Racemes  loose,  Cor.  ovate  campanulate 

5508  Branches  ang.  Leaves  subsess.  erect  mucron.  lane.  Clusters  sessile,  Cor.  oblong  ovate,  Fl.  stalks  none 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
in  the  town  of  Langtown,  on  the  borders  of  Cumberland.  The  plant  might  no  doubt  be  cultivated  with  equal 
ease  as  the  American  species. 

O.  macrocarpus  furnishes  the  cranberries  sent  from  America :  it  was  first  cultivated  in  this  country  by 
Sir  J.  Banks,  on  the  margin  of  a  pond  {Hort.  Trans,  i.  71.),  and  subsequently  both  in  moist  and  dry  situations 
by  different  cultivators.  Peat  earth  is  essential  to  every  mode  of  culture ;  but  a  much  less  degree  of  moisture 
will  do  than  was  at  first  believed.  Salisbury  found  it  do  very  well  in  pots  of  bog  earth  set  in  the  shade ;  and 
Milne  found  "  vigorous  shoots  and  abundant  crops  produced  on  dry  beds  of  peat  earth,  even  in  the  warm 
summer  of  1822."  The  American  cranberry  he  found  easier  to  cultivate  than  the  common  sort :  but  Hallet found  both  the  cranberry  and  bilberry  succeed  perfectly  under  such  treatment.  {Hort.  Trans,  iv.  483,  and  v.  279. 

907.  Vaccinium.  A  name,  the  derivation  of  which  is  not  known.  Neither  are  commentators  more  decided 
as  to  what  was  the  Vaccinium  of  the  Latins.  The  only  conclusion  to  which  they  have  come,  is  that  the 
Vaccinia  nigra  of  Virgil  are  the  same  as  the  ptXeu  uetxn&es  of  the  Greeks.  The  species  are  neat  little  ever- 

green under  shrubs,  and  inhabitants  of  moist  alpine  or  subalpine  regions  in  peat  earth. 
V.  Myrtaius  is  an  elegant  and  also  a  fruit-bearing  plant  The  young  fresh  green  leaves,  and  wax-like  red 

flowers  appear  in  May,  and  towards  autumn  the  leaves  grow  darker  and  more  firm,  and  the  ripe  berries  are 
gathered  in  the  north  for  tarts,  and  in  Devonshire  and  Poland  are  eaten  with  clotted  cream.  (Eng.  Bot.) 
The  berries  are  very  acceptable  to  children,  either  eaten  by  themselves  or  with  milk,  or  in  tarts.  The  moor- 
game  live  upon  them  in  the  autumn.  The  juice  stains  paper  or  linen  purple.  Goats  browse  upon  the  plant ; 
sheep  are  not  fond  of  it ;  horses  and  cows  refuse  it  (Withering.)  The  berries  have  an  astringent  quality ; 
and  m  Arran  and  the  Western  Isles  are  given  in  diarrhoeas  and  dysenteries  with  good  effect   The  High. 
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my.jn 

my 

6  my.jn  Pk or  3 

fr    4  jn.au  Pk 

5509  resinosum  H.K.      clammy  *      or    4  my.jn 
a  viridiscens  '          green-flowered  Sk      or    3  mv.in B  rubes' ecus              red-flowered  * 
y  parvtflSrum  Andr.  small-flowered  it 5510  corymbosum  L.      corymbose  * 
disomorphum  Mich. 

5511  amce'num  H.  K.     broad-leaved  S 
5512  virgatum  H.  K.  twiggy  * 
5513galezans  Mich.       Gale-leaved  * 
5514  tenellum  H.  K.      Pensylvanian  * 

pensylvanicum  Mich. ramulSsum  W. 
k&mile  W. 

5515  paditolium  Sin.       Madeira  * 
arctostaphylos  B.  M. 

5516  meridionale  Swx.    Jamaica  * 
5517  myrtifolium  Mich.  Myrtle-leaved  )U 5518  crassifolium  Andr.  thick.leaved 
5519  Vitis  Idtea  L. 

B  mdjus 
y  maximum 5520  hispidulum  W. 
Gaultheria  serpyllifolia  Psh 5521  nltidum  Psh. 

B  decumbent 
5522  myrsinites  Mich. B  hi nc  col  at  urn 

y  obtusum 5523  buxifolium  An  Jr. 
brachjjeerum  Mich. 

908.  MEME'CYLON.  W.  Memecylon. 

N.  Amer.  1772. L P W.am.  t30.f.69 
Y.g Canada  1772. L P Pk N.  Amer.  1772. L P Bot.  mag.  1288 
R.Y N  Amer  1804 L P Bot.  rep.  125 
W n!  Amer!  1806! L P Bot  mag.  3433 
Pk N.  Amer.  nob. L P doc.  rep.  loo 
Pk N.  Amer.  1767. L P Bot  rep.  181 
W N.  Amer.  1806. L P Pk N.  Amer.  1772. L P Bot  mag.  3434 

Pk Madeira  1777. L P Bot  mag.  974 

Cow-Berry large 
largest Snowberry 

n. 
decumbent  tt- 
Myrsine-leaved  «. lanceolate  ts. 
obtuse  tL 
Box-leaved  l~ 

Jpr 

pr 

pr 

P"" 

?r 

Pr 
pr 
pr pr 

pr 

2  mr.jn  W.o  Jamaica  1778. 
1  my.jl    W     Carolina  1812 
1  jnjl 

I  ap.jn 
i  ap.jn 
|  apjn 

Pk 

Pk 
Pk 
Pk 

L  p 
L  p 

Carolina  1787.  L  p Britain 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

Skp Skp 
Skp 

i  ap.my  W     Huds.Bay  1815.  L  p 
2  my.jn  Pk 

f  my.jn  Pk li  my.jn  Pk u 

Carolina  1794.  L  p 
Carolina  1794.  L  p 

my.jn  Pk 
my.jn  Pk 
my.jn  Pk 

Carolina 
Florida 
Carolina 
N.  Amer.  1794.  L  p 

Lp 

L  p 
Bot  mag.  1152 
Eng.  bot.  598 
Bot.  cab.  616 
Pursh  am.  t  23 
Bot  rep.  480 
Bot  mag.  1550 

Bot  mag.  928 

5524  capitellatum  IV. 
909  LAGETTA.  J. 
5525  lintearia  P.  S. 

910.  DAP'HNE  W. 5526  Mezereum  W. 
a.  rUbrum B  album 

5527  ThymelaVa  W. 5528  Tarton-ralra  W. 
5529alpma  W. 5530  Laureola  W. 
5531p6ntica  W. 55S2  tiniKlia  W. 
5533  Gnidium  W. 
5534od6ra  W. 
5535  Cneorum  W. 
5536altaica  W. 
5537  oleoides  B.  M. 
5538  collina  W. 

B  neapolitana  Hort . 
T5509 

Ceylon Lagetta. 
lace-bark 
Daphne. 

Mezereon 
red-flowered white-flowered smooth-leaved 
silvery-leaved 
Alpine 
Spurge  Laurel Pontic 
Bonace-bark Flax-leaved 
sweet-scented trailing 
'Altaic 

Olive-leaved hairy 

Neapolitan 

Santalacex. 
*rZ]or  10  jl 

ThymeUetE. *Dcu  6  jid  W 
ThymeUece. f.ap  Pk 
f.ap  Pk 
f.ap  W f.ap  Y 
my.jl  W my.jl  W 

ja.mr 

Indies  1796.  L  p.l  Bur.  zeyL  1 30 

•  □or m  or 
«l_Jor 

4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 

6  . 

or    3  "ap.my  G 6 

Sp.  1. 
Jamaica  1793. 

Sp.  13—34. England  woods. 
England  woods. 

C  Lp   Lam.  ill.  t ! 

2  jn.au  W 3  mr.d  Pu 
1  ap.s  Pk 3  ap.my  W 
2  ja.d  W 
3  jajn  Pu 2  ja.jn  Pu 

Spain France 

Italy 

Britain 
Pontus Jamaica 

Spain China Austria Siberia Crete 
Italy 

Naples 

5' 

1815. 1640. 
1759. woods. 1759. 
1733. 1597. 
1771. 1752. 1796. 
1815. 

1752. 1822. 

C  p.l C  p.l 

C  p.l 
G  8.1 S  p.l S  8.1 C  s.l 

G  p.l 
G  p.l 
L  s.l 
L  s.l 

Eng.  bot.  1381 

PLalt329.  £2 
FLgrasc.  354 Bot  cab.  66 
Eng.  bot  119 Bot  mag.  1282 
Bot  cab.  150 
Bot  mag.  1587 
Bot  mag.  313 
Bot  mag.  1875 Bot  mag.  1917 
Bot  mag.  428 
Bot.  reg.  8ii2 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
landers  eat  them  with  milk,  and  make  them  into  tarts  and  jellies,  which  last  they  mix  with  whisky  to  give  it 
4  relish  to  strangers. 

V.  uliginosum  grows  taller  than  the  common  bilberry,  and  has  large  globular,  black,  glaucous  fruit  These 
have  less  flavor,  but  abound  with  a  weak  acid  juice.  (Eng.  Bot.)  In  large  quantities  it  occasions  giddiness, 
and  a  slight  head-ache,  especially  when  full  grown  and  quite  ripe.  (Linn.  Suec.  and  Withering.)  Many 
vintners  in  France  are  said  to  make  use  of  the  juice  to  color  their  wines  red.  ( Withering.)  They  furnish  an 
ardent  spirit  which  is  highly  volatile  and  intoxicating.  The  Alpine  birds  feed  upon  the  fruit,  and  it  is  very 
common  in  their  haunts.  (ViHars.) 

V.  Vitis  idaea  is  of  very  humble  growth  and  almost  herbaceous,  though  evergreen.  The  berries  are  red, 
acid,  astringent,  and  bitter.  They  are  scarcely  to  be  eaten  raw,  and  though  made  into  pies  in  Derbyshire, 
where  they  are  called  cow-berries,  their  flavor  is  far  inferior  to  the  cranberry.  Their  best  use  is  for  making  a 
rob  or  jelly,  which  is  eaten  with  all  kinds  of  roast  meat  in  Sweden,  and  is  far  preferable  to  that  of  the  red 
currant  as  a  sauce  for  venison.  It  is  also  an  excellent  medicine  in  colds,  sore  throats,  and  all  irritation  of  the 
mouth  or  fauces.  (Smith,  Brit,  and  Eng.  Bot.)  Linnaeus  says,  that  they  are  sent  in  large  quantities  from 
West  Bothnia  to  Stockholm  for  pickling,  and  the  same  thing  is  confirmed  by  Dr.  Clarke.  Miller  was  in- 

formed that  this  plant  was  used  for  edgings  in  Norway. 
V.  tenellum  is  a  very  good  fruit. 
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5509  Lvs.  stalked  obL  oval  blunt  entire  beneath  resin.  Racemes  lateral  one-sided,  Cor.  ovate  conical  5  angular 

5510  Fl.  branches  leafless,  Lvs.  obL  oval  acute  at  each  end  ent  young  ones  downy  on  both  sides,  Rac.  short  scaly 
5511  Flowering  branches  leafless,  Lvs.  obL  acute  at  each  end  smooth,  Racem.  clust.  bract  Cor.  cylind.  Cal.  refl. 
5512  Flowering  branches  oblong  leafl.  Lvs.  lane,  acute  at  each  end  serruL  smooth,  Rac.  sess.  corym.  obL  bract. 

Cor.  cylind.  contracted  at  mouth 
5513  Lvs.  sessile  cuheate-lanc  serruL  veiny  pubes.  Clust.  sess.  Cor.  ov.  much  contracted  at  mouth,  Style  exsert. 
5514  Branches  angular  green,  Leaves  sess.  ovate  lane,  mucronate,  Fasc.  clustered  term,  sessile,  Cor.  ovate 

5515  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  erenulate  ovate  smooth 
5516  Leaves  ovate  obL  acute  serrate  flat  shining,  Racemes  terminal  erect,  Cor.  prisma tical 
5517  Creeping  very  smooth,  Leaves  stalked  oval  shining,  Clusters  ax  ill.  sessile  few-flowered,  Cor.  glob.  camp. 5518  Spread.  Lvs.  obL  lane,  acute  at  each  end  serr.  rigid  smooth,  Racem.  term,  corymb.  FL  nodd.  Cor. open  camp. 
5519  Dwarf,  Leaves  obovate  emarginate  serrulate  shining  above  dotted  beneath,  Cor.  cylind.  camp. 

5520  Stem  creeping  hispid,  Leaves  roundish  oval  acute  bristly  at  edge 
5521  Erect  much  branched,  Leaves  evergeen  obi.  lane,  acute  at  each  end  rigid,  Cor.  open  camp,  deeply  5-toothed. 
5522  Leaves  very  small  sessile  oval  mucron.  beneath  hairy  dotted,  Clusters  term,  and  lat.  Cor.  obL  ovate 

5523  Dwarf,  Leaves  obovate  crenate  toothed  smooth,  Filam.  gland.  Stigma  cap.  Cor.  short  ovate 

5524  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Umbels  capitate  axillary  sessile 

Spikes  panicled  terminal,  Leaves  ovate  acute 
5526  Flowers  sessile  three  on  the  stem,  Leaves  lanceolate  deciduous 

5527  Flowers  sessile  axillary,  Leaves  lanceoL  Branches  simple 
5528  Flowers  sessile  lateral  aggregate  at  the  base  scaly,  Leaves  obovate  nerved  silky 
5529  Flowers  sessile  lateral  aggregate,  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse  downy  beneath 
5530  Racemes  axillary  5-flowered,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth 
5531  Pedunc  lateral  2-flowered,  Leaves  lanceoL  ovate 
5532  Racemes  compound  erect,  Flowers  terminal  clustered,  Leaves  oblong 
5533  Racemes  term  panicled,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  cuspidate 
5531  Head  terminal  sessile  many-flowered,  Leaves  scattered  obL  lanceol.  smooth 
5535  Flowers  fascicled  term,  sessile,  Leaves  lanceol.  naked  mucronate 
5536  Flowers  term,  subsessile,  Leaves  opp.  obi.  lanceoL  obtuse  narrowed  at  base  glabrous 
5537  Flowers  twin  terminal  sessile,  Leaves  elliptic  lanceol.  smooth 
5538  Flowers  fascicled  terminal,  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  above  very  smooth  beneath  villous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
908.  Memecylon.  The  Greek  name  of  the  fruit  of  the  Arbutus.  The  shrub  now  so  called  has  a  certain 

degree  of  resemblance  to  the  Arbutus.  Young  cuttings  plunged  in  sand  in  heat  and  covered  with  a  hand- 
glass will  root  freely. 

909.  Lagetta.  This  plant  in  Jamaica  is  called  Lagetto.  Ripened  cuttings  will  root  in  sand  under  a  hand- 
glass. 910.  Daphne.  The  Greek  name  of  the  Laurel.  This  is  a  genus  of  diminutive  shrubs,  mostly  evergreens 
Of  great  beauty  and  fragrance  in  the  flower,  and  with  a  peculiar  velvet  texture  in  the  leaf.  It  is  mentioned  by 
Linnanis  as  a  characteristic  of  the  genus,  that  the  terminating  buds  of  the  shoots  produce  leaves,  and  th6 lateral  ones  flowers.    This  affords  a  hint  to  the  cultivator  to  be  sparing  of  his  knife. 

D.  Mezereum  ( Mddzaryoitn  is  the  Persian  name  according  to  Richardson),  Laureole  gentille,  Fr., 
Kellerhals,  Ger.,  and  I, a  areola  femina,  Ital.,  is  an  old  inhabitant  of  the  shrubbery,  and  deservedly  much admired  for  its  precocity  and  fragrance.  It  thrives  well  in  loamy  soil,  and  will  grow  in  the  shade  and  even 
drip  of  other  trees.  It  is  a  native  of  all  parts  of  Europe  from  Lapland  to  Sicily,  but  was  first  received  from 
Killing  before  it  was  observed  to  be  a  native  The  roots  of  Mezereon  acquire  a  very  large  size  in  proportion  to 
the  branches,  and  have  more  the  character  of  the  fusiform  or  ramose  roots  of  a  herbaceous,  than  of  a  ligneous 
vegetable.   They  are  remarkably  hot  and  acrid,  and  have  long  and  in  most  countries  been  a  popular  topical 

Y  2 
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911.  DIR'CA.  w. 5539  paltistris  W. 
912.  GNI'DIA.  W. 
5540  pinifolia  W. 5541  imberbis  H.  K. 
5542  simplex  W. 
5543  capitate  W. 
5544  oppositifolia  H.  K. 5545  sericea  H.  K. 
5546  denudata  Lindl. 
5547  laevigata  Thunb, 
9U  STELLE'RA.  W. 5548  Passerina  W. 
914.  PASSERPNA.  L. 
5549  filiformis  W. 
5550  hirsfita  W. 
5551  tenuiflora  W.  en. 
5552  capitate  JF. 5553unifldra  W. 
5554  grandi  flora  rF. 5555  spicata  W. 5556  lax  a  IV. 

915.  LACHNiE'A.  W. 5557  conglomerate  W. 
5558  eriocephala  W. 
5559  purpurea  H.  K. 
5560glauca  H.K. 5561  buxifolia  Lam. 

Leather-wood. 
marsh  at  ec 
Gnidia. 

Pine-leaved      tt 1  |  pr 
smooth-scaled  tt  i  |  pr 
Flax-leaved     tt  |  |  el 
purple-twigged  tt- 1  |  cu opposite-leaved  tt.  i  |  pr silky  tt  |  |  pr shaven  tt  |  |  pr 
polished         tt  |  |  pr 
Steixera. 

Flax-leaved  O  cu 
Sparrow- wort. 

filiform  tt  |  |  cu 
shaggy  tt  i  |  cu slender-flower,  tt  i  |  cu 
headed  tt  |  |  cu 
one-flowered    tt  i  |  cu 
great-flowered  tt  i  |  cu spiked  tt  |  |  cu 
lax  tt  i  |  cu 

ThymelcetB.    Sp.  1. 
6  mr.ap  Y      Virginia  1750. 

ThymeUets.   Sp.  8—13. 1  my.jn  Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1768. 
1}  ap.au   Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1792. 1  my.jn  Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1786. 
1  jn.jl     Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1788. 
1  my.jl    Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1783. 
limyjl    Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1786. 
li  my.jl    Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1820. 
1  my.jl    Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1822. 

r — iidr.  Sp.  1—3. 1  jl.au    W  S.  Europe  1759. 
Thymeltece.  Sp.  8—19. 1  jn.au    W  C.  G.  H.  1752. 

\\  jas      W  S.  Europe  1759. 
f  jn.s      W  C.G.  H.  ... 1  jn.o     W  C.G.  H.  1789. 
Jap.my  W  C.  G.  H.  1759. 1  my.jn  W  C.  G.  H.  1789. 
1  my.jn  W  C.  G.  H.  1787. 
|jn.jl     W  C.  G.  H.  1804. 

IiACBN£A. 
clustered  « 
woolly-headed  * 
purple-flowered  * 
glaucous  it 
green-box-leav. « 

+•916.  COMBRETUM.  W.  Combeetum. 5562  purpureum  W.       purple  J.  \ 
5563  comosuin  Hort.      comose  J_  | 

ThymeUeie.  Sp.  5—28. l_Jor    2  jn.jl      W  C.  G.  H.  1773. 
l_Jor    2  jnjl      W  C.  G.  H.  1793. 
1_J  or    2  jnjl     Pu  C.  G.  H.  1800. 
i_Jor    2  my.jl    W  C.  G.  H.  1800. 
L_|or    2  my.jl    W  C.  G.  H.  1800. 

Combretaceee.    Sp.  2—20. 
15  jn.d      S  Madagasc.1818. 20    ...      Pu  S.  Leone  1821. 

S  s.l  Bot.  reg.  292 

C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  19 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1463 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  812 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  2 
C  s.p  Bot  rep.  225 C  s.p  Bot  reg.  757 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Jac.  ic.  1. 1  68 
C  s.p  Wen.  ob.  t.2.f.l5 C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1949 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Wen.ob.t2.f.l7 C  s.p  Wen.  ob.  t2.f.l8 
C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  292 
C  p.l  Bot  cab.  311 
C  p.l  Bot.  cab.  755 

S  r.m 
C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1295 C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1594 
C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1658 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1657 

C  r.m  Bot  mag.  2102 
C  r.m 

DIGYNIA. 
917.  GALE'NIA.  W. 5564  africana  W. 

Galbnia. 
African tt  I  |  cu 

918.  APHANANTHE  Lk.  Aphananthe. 
5565  celosioides  Lk.        Cock's-comb     tt  i  |  cu 

919.  WEINMAN'NIA.  L.  Wkinmannia. 
£566  pinnate  L.  pinnate  *  □  or 
920.  MCEHRIN'GIA.  W.  Moshrincia. 5567  musc6sa  W.  mossy  3t  A  w 
5539  vx  fy  *tjBM&ii>  5540 

Chenopodece.    Sp.  1 — 3. 
2  jn.au    W     C.  G.  H.    1752.  C 

Amaranthaccce.    Sp.  1. 
Ujl        W.a  Brazil 

p.l  Lam.  iU.  t.  31 1 
1813.  C  p.l 

SaxifraKce.   Sp.  1 — 12. 6  my.jn  W     Jamaica   1815.  C  r.m 
Caryophyllece.   Sp.  1 — 3. i  jnjl     LPu  S.  Europe  1775. s.l   Sch.  ha  1. 1  ] 

5544 

5554 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
application  for  the  toothach.  The  whole  plant  is  extremely  acrid,  especially  when  fresh,  and  if  retained  in 
the  mouth  excites  great  heat  and  inflammation,  particularly  of  the  throat  and  fauces.  The  berries  when 
swallowed  prove  a  powerful  poison,  not  only  to  man,  but  to  many  quadrupeds.  Both  the  bark  and  the  berries 
of  Mezereon  in  different  forms  have  been  long  used  externally  in  cases  of  obstinate  ulcers  and  ill-conditioned 
sores.  In  France  the  bark  is  used  as  an  application  to  the  skin,  which,  under  certain  management,  produces 
a  serous  discharge  without  blistering,  and  is  thus  rendered  useful  in  chronic  cases  of  a  local  nature,  answer- 

ing the  purpose  of  what  is  called  a  perpetual  blister,  while  it  occasions  less  pain  and  inconvenience.  In  our 
own  country  the  Mezereon  has  been  principally  employed  in  syphilitic  cases.  The  branches  make  a  good 
yellow  dye. 

D.  Laureola  is  valuable  in  the  shrubbery  as  thriving  under  the  shade  and  drip  of  other  trees,  and  never 
growing  to  an  unshapely  size  and  figure,  and  in  the  nursery  as  affording  stocks  for  the  more  rare  species.  The 
roots  and  other  parts  of  the  plant  possess  similar  qualities  to  those  of  the  Mezereon. 

911.  Direct.  From  a  fountain.  A  plant  which  grows  in  watery  places.  Bois  de  Plomb,Yx.  This  shrub 
grows  in  hilly  swamps  in  North  America :  it  is  in  all  its  parts  remarkably  tough,  and  the  twigs  are  in  con- 

sequence used  for  rods,  and  the  bark  for  ropes,  baskets,  &c  Layers  are  generally  two  years  in  rooting ; 
cuttings  do  not  succeed,  and  it  does  not  ripen  seeds  here.  Snails,  Sweet  observes,  are  particularly  fond  of 
this  plant 

912.  Gnidia.  One  of  the  names  given  by  the  ancients  to  the  Daphne.  These  plants  "  thrive  wen  in  a sandy  peat  soil,  with  their  pots  well  drained  with  broken  potsherds :  care  must  be  taken  not  to  over  water 
them,  or  to  let  them  flag  for  want  of  water,  as  their  roots  are  very  tender  and  cure  easily  killed ;  the  tenderest 
iiads  are  G-  oppositifolia,  and  G.  pinifolia.   [Bot.  Cult.  p.  198.) 
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5539  The  only  species.  Flowers  appearing  before  the  leaves 

5510  Leaves  scattered  3-cornered,  Flowers  in  umbellate  heads,  Scales  four  bearded 
5541  Leaves  scattered  3-quetrous  linear  acute :  floral  lin.  lane,  shorter  than  heads.  Scales  eight  beardless 
5542  Leaves  all  linear  acute,  Flowers  terminal  sessile,  Scales  four  and  cor.  smooth 
5543  Leaves  scattered  lane,  smooth,  Flowers  capitate  surrounded  by  bractes,  Peduncle  naked 
5544  Leaves  opp.  lanceolate  tomentose,  Flowers  terminal,  Scales  4 
5545  Leaves  opp.  ovate  tomentose,  Flowers  terminal,  Scales  8 
5546  Leaves  ovate  oblong  imbricated  hairy  with  naked  nerves 
5547  Leaves  opp.  ovate  smooth,  Fl.  terminal  subcapitate 

5548  Leaves  linear,  Flowers  axillary  sessile  4-cleft 
5549  Leaves  lin.  convex  imbricated  in  4  rows,  Branches  downy 
5550  Leaves  fleshy  smooth  outside,  Stems  downy 
5551  Leaves  linear  smooth,  Fl.  sessile  in  terminal  filiform  silky  heads 
5552  Leaves  linear  smooth,  Heads  stalked  downy 
5553  Leaves  lin.  opposite,  Flowers  term,  solitary,  Branches  smooth 
5554  Quite  smooth,  Leaves  oblong  acute  concave  rugose  outside,  FL  term,  sessile  solitary 
5555  Leaves  ovate  villous,  Flowers  lateral  solitary 
5556  Leaves  ovate  scattered,  Flowers  capitate,  Branches  lax  cernuous 

5557  Heads  clustered,  Leaves  loose 
5558  Heads  solitary  woolly,  Flowers  imbricated  in  four  rows 
5559  Leaves  opp.  imbricated  4  ways,  Heads  smooth 
5560  Leaves  scattered  elliptical  ovate,  Heads  woolly 
5561  Leaves  oval  sessile  very  smooth,  FL  capitate  woolly 

5562  Leaves  opposite  ovate  acute,  Racemes  one-sided  bracteate,  Bractes  shorter  than  peduncle,  Fl.  decandrous 
5563  Leaves  opp.  oblong  hairy,  Racemes  numerous  terminal  one-sided 

DIGYNIA. 

5564  Erect  shrubby,  Leaves  linear  fleshy 

5565  Flowers  loosely  spiked  very  minute,  Bractes  lanceolate  membranous 

5566  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  obovate  crenate  smooth 

5567  Leaves  linear  connate,  Sepals  flat  the  length  of  the  stem-joints  lanceoL  acute 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
913.  Stellera.  So  named  by  Gmelin,  in  memory  of  Georg.  Wilh.  Steller,  adjunct  of  the  academy  at 

Petersburg,  who  collected  plants  in  Kamtschatka,  and  died  in  Siberia,  in  1746.  An  inconspicuous  plant resembling  the  next  genus  and  requiring  the  same  culture. 
914.  Passerina.  From  passer,  a  sparrow.  Its  seed  has  an  appendage  at  the  end  like  the  beak  of  a  sparrow. 

Young  cuttings  root  freely  under  a  bell-glass  in  sand. 
915.  Lachtuea.   Derived  from  Xax**i,  wool,  on  account  of  the  woolly  heads  of  flowers. 
916.  Omtbretum.  A  name  employed  by  Pliny.  The  plant  of  the  ancients  could  have  no  relation  to  the 

plant  now  called  by  this  name,  which  is  a  genus  of  splendid  climbing  shrubs,  with  beautiful  branches  of 
flowers  which  are  often  crimson  or  purple,  and  sometimes  white.  A  number  of  species  are  found  at  Sierra Leone.  They  are  all  stove  plants. 

917.  Galenia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus  from  the  famous  physician  Claudius  Galenus,  born  at  Pergamus 
133  years  before  the  Christian  aera.  A  coarse-looking  shrub,  with  the  leaves  obscurely  papillose  or  bladdery' and  the  stem  round. 

918.  Aphananthe.  A  name  contrived  from  as,  privative,  ipouvai,  to  be  remarkable,  and  ew&es,  a  flower- 
that  is  to  say,  a  plant  which  is  not  remarkable  for  the  beauty  of  its  flowers.    A  curious  little  Brazilian  weed 

919.  Weinmannia.  In  honor  of  John  William  Weinmann,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  in  4  vols, 
folio,  his  Phytanthoza  Iconographica,  about  the  middle  of  the  last  century.  Handsome  shrubs,  with  pinnated leaves. 

920.  Mcehringia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  from  Paul  Henry  Gerard  Moehring,  a  physician,  author  of  Hortus 
Proprius,  1736.  A  little  inconspicuous  weed-like  plant  It  suits  very  well  for  rock-work,  or  to  be  grown  in small  pots.  » 

Y  3 
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*<JS1.  POLY'GONUM.  W.  Persicaria. 
5568  amphibium  L.  amphibious 
5569  ocreatum  L.  spear-leaved 
5570  virginifinum  L.  Virginian 

TRIGYNIA. 

Polygonete.    Sp.  36—60. ^  w     1  jn.au    Pk     Britain      dit  D  s.1 
i  pr    2  jn.s      W.o  Siberia     1780.  D  s.l \  w    3  au.s     W     N.  Amer.  1610.  D  s.1 

5571  lapathifSlium  H.  K.  pale-flowered  O  w 
5572  Hydroplper  L.        Water  Pepper  i  O  w 
5573  tinctoriumicam'ro  dyer's  i  Ol  dy 5574  minus  W.             small  O  w 
5575  Persicaria  L.         spotted  O  w 
5576  incanum  Schmidt    hoary  O  w 
5577  barbatum  L. 

5578  orientate  L. 
/2  album 

bearded 

common 
white-flowered 

Jt  A  cu 

O  or 
O  or 

1  jn.s 1  jLs 
2  jl.au 

i  au.s 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  jn 

6  jLo 

4  jl.o 

G 
R 
R 
Pk 
Pk 
W 
W 

England  dungh.  S  s.1 Britain    wat.  pi.  S  8.1 
China      1776    C  s.l 
England  watco.  S  s.1 Britain      dit    S  s.l 
Germany  1804.  S  s.1 China      1819.  S  s.1 

R  E  Indies  1707.  S  co 
W.o  E  Indies  1781.  S  co 

Eng.  hot.  436 Gmel.  sib.  3.  t.  8 Pa.th.857.  f.6 

Eng.  bot.  1382 Eng.  bot  989 

Eng.  bot  1043 Eng.  bot.  756 Pet  h.  br.  t.  3.f.8 

Bot.  mag.  213 

5579  frutescens  W. 
5580  aviculare  L. 
5581  arenarium  Bieb. 
5582  elegans  Tenor c. 5583  erectum  L. 
5584  chinense  W. 
5585  sagittatum  W. 5586  arifolium  W. 
5587  Conv61vulus  L. 
5588  dumetorum  L. 
5589  scan  dens  L. 
5590  littorale  Lk. 
5591  BeUar'di  All. 5592  acetosum  Bieb. 

5593  crispulum  B.  M. 5594  Bistorta  L. 
5595  viviparum  L. 5596  divaricStum  L. 
5597  undulatum  L. 
5598  acldulum  W.  en. 
5599  salignum  W.  en. 
5600  tataricum  L. 
5601  emarginatum  Roth. 
5602  Fagopyrum  L. 
5603  alpinum  All. 

922.  COCCOLO'BA.  W. 5604uvlfera  W. 
5572 

J  O  or 

3  O  w 

O  w 
-x  O  w 

J  O  dy 

iOcu 
i  O  cu 
_1  O  w 

bush  J  O  in 
American-clim._§  A  un 
sea-shore  _$  A  un 
Bellardi's  J  A  un sour  j  O  un 

shrubby 
Knot-grass sand 
elegant 
upright Chinese 
arrow-leaved 
Arum-leaved 
common-climb. 

2  jl.au 3  ap.o 
1  my.au 
2  ap.au 
1  jl.au 6  jl.au 
6  jLau 6  my.o 
3  my.s 
12  my.s 12  jLs 1  jn 

1  Jnjl 

id 

Pk 
G 
Pu 

W.o 
P.R 
W.o 
W.o 
W.o 
W.o 
W 

Pk 
W.o 
W.G 
W.o 

Siberia  1770. 
Britain  rubble. 
Hungary  1807. 

Naples  182'. N.  Amer.  1792. China  1795. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1816. Britain  corn.fi. 
S.  Europe  1803. N.  Amer.  1749. 
S.  Europe  ... 
S.  Europe  ... 
Crimea  1820. 

L  s.1 S  co 

S  co D  co 
D  s.1 S  s.1 S  8.1 
S  s.1 S  8.1 S  co 
D  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 

upright  tL Snake's-weed  ^ Alpine-Bistort  3t divaricating  ^ 
wave-leaved 
narrow-leaved Willow-like 
Tartarian notch-seeded 
Buck- Wheat 
alpine 
Seaside-Grape. round-leaved  J 6578 

□  fir 

5_-80 

pk  Siberia     1800.  C Britain   me.  pa.  U 
o  Britain   aL  pas.  D 
o  Siberia     1759.  D 

1789.  D 1816.  D 
1816.  D 
1759.  S 
1796.  S 

England  corn.fi.  S Swiuerl.  1816.  D 
.   Sp.  8—20. o  W.  Indies  1690.  C 

5575 

s.1 

Bot  reg.  254  . 
Eng.  bot  1252 PL  rar.  hu.  1 67 

Bur.  in.  1 30.  f.  3 
Lin.  hor.  cL  t.12 
PI.  am.  t.  398.  £3 
Eng.  bot.  941 Flor.  dan.  1 756 
PL  aL  t  177.  f.  7 
Al.  ped.t.90.f.2 

Bot.  mag.  1065 
Eng.  bot  509 
Eng.  bot  669 

Gm.sL3.t.ll."l 
Gmel.sib.atl0 

6m.  si.  3.t.l3.  f.l 

Eng.  bot  1044 AL  ped.  t  68.  f.l 
r.m  Jac.  amer.  t.  73 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
921.  Polygonum.  From  croXvt ,  many,  and  ymv,  knee,  many  joints.  These  are  nearly  all  common  weeds 

of  temperate  climates.  P.  Bistorta,  being  one  of  the  strongest  vegetable  astringents,  might  well  be  applied  to 
the  purpose  of  tanning  leather,  if  it  could  be  procured  in  sufficient  quantity.  The  young  shoots  were  formerly 
eaten  in  herb-puddings  in  the  north  of  England,  where  the  plant  is  known  by  the  name  of  Easter  Giant,  and 
about  Manchester  they  are  substituted  for  greens  under  the  name  of  Patience  Dock.  {Curtis,  Withering.) 
The  root  was  formerly  considered  to  be  alexipharmic  and  sudorific. 

P.  viviparum  is  so  named  on  account  of  the  flowers  frequently  changing  into  vegetable  bulbs.  The  roots 
have  the  same  qualities  as  those  of  P.  Bistorta,  and  are  eaten  in  Sweden  and  Lapland,  Siberia  and  Tartary. 

P.  amphibium  is  one  of  the  most  difficult  weeds  to  eradicate  from  recovered  alluvial  lands,  and  has  no 
equal  in  this  respect  unless  Equisetum.  The  roots,  which  in  the  water  are  properly  stems,  are  found  to  a 
great  depth  in  such  soils ;  and  though  by  fallowing  or  otherwise  stirring  the  surface,  the  leaves  may  be  pre- 

vented from  showing  themselves  for  several  years ;  yet  if  the  field  be  allowed  to  lie  a  year  in  grass,  the  surface 
will  be  found  abounding  with  Polygonum.  Many  tracts  in  Scotland  which  have  been  recovered  from  rivers 
and  estuaries  for  an  unknown  series  of  years  still  abound  with  this  plant,  and  as  under  such  circumstances  it 
never  advances  so  far  as  to  flower  and  seed,  the  individuals  must  be  the  same  which  formerly  were  suspended 
in  the  water.   As  an  aquatic,  it  has  a  gay,  showy  appearance,  when  in  flower. 

P.  Hydropiper  is  a  powerful  diuretic,  and  will  dye  woollen  cloth  of  a  yellow  color. 
P.  tinctorium,  and  also  chinense  and  aviculare,  are  cultivated  in  China  for  dying  cloth  of  a  beautiful  blue 

or  green. 
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5  1.  Flowers  pentandrous. 
5568  Half  digyn.  Spike  ovate,  Stipules  lacerate,  Leaves  oblong  or  lanceolate 
5569  Flowers  trigynous,  Leaves  lanceolate 
5570  Flowers  half  digynous,  Cor.  4-cleft  unequal,  Leaves  ovate 

§  2.  Flowers  hexandrous. 
5571  Flowers  digynous,  Stipules  unarmed,  Pedunc.  rough,  Seeds  depressed  on  each  side 
5572  Flowers  half  digynous,  Leaves  lane,  wavy  not  spotted,  Spikes  filiform  nodding 
5573  Flowers  trigynous,  Spikes  twiggy,  Stipules  smooth  truncate  ciliated,  Leaves  ovate  acute  smooth 
5574  Flowers  nearly  monogynous,  Leaves  lin.  lanceol.  flat,  Spikes  filiform  erect,  Stem  rooting  at  base 
5575  Flowers  half  digynous,  Spikes  ovate-oblong  erect,  Pedunc.  smooth,  Stipules  ciliated 5576  Flowers  digynous,  Spikes  oblong,  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate  pubescent  beneath 
5577  Flowers  trigynous,  Spikes  twiggy,  Stipules  truncate  ciliated,  Leaves  oblong  acute  smoothish 

\  3.  Flowers  heptandrous. 
5578  Flowers  digynous,  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  erect,  Stipules  hairy  hypocrateriform 

§  4.  Flowers  octandrous. *  Stem  twining. 
6579  Leaves  lanceolate  narrowed  each  way,  Stipule  lanceol.  snorter  than  the  joint  —  Tragopyrum.  Bieb. 
5580  Flowers  axill.  Leaves  ellipt  lanceol.  rough  at  edge,  Nerves  of  stipules  remote 
5581  Flowers  trigynous,  Spikes  term,  leafless,  Leaves  lane.  lin.  Stems  angular  declinate  herbaceous 
5582  Flowers  large  axillary,  Spike  compact,  Stem  stout  sheathed 
5583  Flowers  trigynous  axillary,  Leaves  oval,  Stem  erect  herbaceous 
5584  Flowers  trigynous,  Peduncles  rough,  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Bractes  cordate  sessile 
5585  Leaves  sagittate,  Stem  prickly 
5586  Leaves  hastate,  Stem  prickly 
5587  Leaves  cordate  sagittate,  Stem  angular,  Segm.  of  cal.  obtusely  keeled 
5588  Leaves  cordate,  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  keeled  winged 
5589  Leaves  cordate,  Raceme  simple  axillary,  Stem  smooth 
5590  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  oblong  acute  veiny  fleshy,  Stipules  ciliated  much  shorter  than  the  joints 
5591  Flowers  axill.  trigynous,  Leaves  ellipt.  lanceol.  Sheaths  ciliated 
5592  Flowers  trigynous  axillary,  Leaves  lanceolate  fleshy  veinless,  Stipules  2-parted 

*  Stem  not  twining. 
5593  Leaves  stalked  obovate  mucronulate  smooth  with  a  crisp  revolute  edge 
5594  Stem  simple  one-spiked,  Leaves  ovate  wavy  running  down  the  stalk 
5595  Stem  simple  one-spiked,  Leaves  revolute  lanceolate  at  edge 
5596  Flowers  trigynous  racemose,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Stem  divaricating  spreading  smooth 
5597  Flowers  trigynous  panicled,  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy  rough  above  pubescent  beneath 
5598  Flowers  trigynous  racemose-panicled,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  smooth 
5599  Flowers  trigynous  racemose-paniclcd,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  smooth  acuminate  ciliated  at  edge 
5600  Leaves  cordate  sagittate,  Stem  unarmed,  Seeds  toothed 
5601  Leaves  cordate  sagittate,  Stem  unarmed,  Seeds  truncate  at  end  emarginate  winged 
5602  Leaves  cordate  sagittate,  Stem  unarmed,  Angles  of  seeds  equal 
5603  Flowers  trigynous  racemose-panicled,  Leaves  ovate  lane,  smooth  ciliated  at  edge 
5604  Leaves  cordate  roundish  shining 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
P.  orientate  is  a  well  known  annual,  showy,  and  fit  for  shrubberies.  The  seeds  were  first  sent  to  Europe  by 

Tournefort,  who  saw  it  growing  in  the  garden  of  the  monks  of  the  three  churches  near  Mount  Ararat  They 
cultivate  this  plant  there,  not  only  for  the  beauty  of  the  flowers,  but  for  its  medicinal  qualities,  which  are  the 
same  with  those  attributed  to  our  common  species.  (Mill.  Fig.)  The  seeds  are  farinaceous. 

P.  aviculare  is  so  named  from  the  gratefulness  of  its  seeds  to  small  birds ;  the  English  name,  knot-grass, 
from  the  knottiness  of  the  stem,  and  because  it  is  eaten  by  cattle ;  many  such  plants  having  obtained  the  name 
of  grass,  though  they  bear  no  similitude  to  real  grasses.  Hogs  eat  it  with  great  avidity,  and  hence  it  is  known 
in  many  countries  by  the  name  of  hogweed.  All  other  domestic  quadrupeds  are  said  to  eat  it  The  seeds  are 
useful  for  every  purpose  in  which  those  of  buckwheat  are  employed,  but  they  are  much  smaller. 

P.  Fagopyrum,  (Fagus,  beech,  and  xv(es,  com,  its  grain  is  like  the  mast  of  beech,)  properly  beech  wheat,  Sled 
noir  or  Sarrazin,  Ft.  Buckwheat  is  considered  a  native  of  Asia  and  not  of  Europe,  though  sometimes  found 
in  a  seemingly  wild  state.  It  will  not,  however,  bear  the  frosts  of  our  springs  or  the  severity  of  winter.  In 
China  and  other  countries  of  the  East,  it  is  cultivated  as  a  bread  com.  The  flower  is  also  used  in  cookery  and 
bread-making  in  various  parts  of  Europe,  to  make  cakes  and  crumpets  in  England,  and  as  rice  or  gruel  in 
Germany  and  Poland.  The  seed  is  said  to  be  excellent  for  horses  and  poultry,  the  flowers  for  bees,  and  the. 
plant  green  for  soiling  cows,  cattle,  sheep  or  swine.  As  an  agricultural  plant  it  is  valuable,  as  standing  only  a 
short  time  on  the  ground ;  but  it  produces  little  straw  for  manure. 

922.  Coccoloba.  From  xoxxot,  fruit,  and  \o£o;,  a  lobe ;  the  fruit  has  three  lobes.  C.  uvifera  is  a  common 
tree  in  most  of  the  sugar  colonies,  generally  near  the  sea.   It  is  remarkable  for  its  large  leaves,  and  When  of Y  4 
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5605  latifolia  Lam.  broad-leaved  t  O  or  20 
5606  pubescens  W.  downy  f  dtm  70 
5607  excoriata  W.  oval-leaved  J  □  tm  80 5608  punctata  W.  spear-leaved  T  E3  or  15 
5609  barbadensis  W.  Barbadoes  t  CD  tm  60 
5610  diversif61ia  Jacq.  various-leaved  J  r_Z)  or  20 5611  lauxifoiia  Jacq.  laurel-leaved  J  □  or  20 

923.  PAULLI'NIA.  W.  Paullinia. 
5612  pinnata  W.  winged-leaved  fl_  □  or  15 
5613  curassavica  W.  shining-leaved  fi_  CJor  18 
5614  barbadensis  W.  Barbadoes  J_  □  or  16 
5615 polyphyUa  W.  Supple-Jack  fl  I — lor  20 5616  caribse'a  Jac.  Cariba»an            □  or  10 5617  meUaefolia  Juss.  Beadtree-lvd.  ft.  n  or  12 

924.  SERIA'NA  W.  Seriana. 
5618sinuata  W.  sinuate-leaved  fl_Oor  15 
5619  caracasana  W.  tooth-leaved  fl_  □  or  15 

925.  CARDIOSPER'MUM.  W.  Heart-seed. 
5620  Hal  icacabum  W.  smooth-leaved  _fc  0  cu  4 
5621  Corlndum  W.  Parsley-leaved  _|  El  cu  4 
5622  pubescens  Lag.  downy  ft_  □  cu  6 

926.  SAPINTrtJS.  W.  Soap-Berry. 
5623  Saponaria  W.  common  t  □  ec  20 
5624  marginatus  W.  en.  edged  J  □  or 5625  rigidus  W.  Ash-leaved  f  I    I  or  25 
5626  longifolius  VaU.  long-leaved  T  □  or  16 
5627  emarginatus  VahL  emarginated  ¥  Q  or  12 
5628  rubiginosus  Roxb.  rusty  J  □  or  15 

W.G W.o 
W.G W.G 
W.G W.G 
W.G 

Sapindacete. ...  W.o 
...  W.G 
...  W.G 
...  W.G 
...  W.G ...  W.G 

Sapindacete. ...  W.G 
...  W.G 

Sapindacea?. 
jl  W.G jl.au  W.o jn  Sx 

Sapindacece. ...  W.o W.G W.G 
W.G 
W.G W.G 

jl.S 

S.  Amer.  1812. 
W.  Indies  1690. 
W.  Indies  1733. 
W.  Indies  173a 
Barbadoesl790. 
St  Dom.  1818. Caraccas  1822. 

Sp.&— 39. W.  Indies  1752. 
S.  Amer.  1739. 
W.  Indies  1786. W.  Indies  1739. 
W.  Indies  ... Brazil  1819. 

Sp.  2—21. S.  Amer.  ... 
Caraccas  1816. 

Sp.  3—12. India  1594. 
Brazil  1750. 
N.  Spain  1823. 

Sp.  6—18. W.  Indies  1697. 
Carolina America  1759. 
E.  Indies  1820. 
E.  Indies  1822. E.  Indies  1 

C  r.m  La.  il.  1 316.  f.  4 
C  r.m  Pl.phy.222.  f.8 
C  r.m  Pl.ic.tl46.  f.  1 
C  r.m  Jac.  am.  114.t77 
C  r.m  Jac.  obs.  1. 1  8 
C  r.m  Hook.  ex.  fl.  102 
C  r.m  Jac.  sen.  3.  t.  267 

C  r.m  Jacob.3.t62.f.l2 
C  r.m  Jac.  ob.  3. t. 61. f.8 
C  s.p  Jac.  ob.  3.t62.f.9 
R  s.p  Jac.ob.3.t.()l.f.l0 
C  s.p  Jac.  ob.3.  t.62.C7 
C  s.p   Hook.  ex.  fi.  110 
C  co   Jac  ob.3.t61.  £2 
C  co   Jac.  sch.  1.  t  99 

S  co    B6t  mag.  1049 
S  co S  co 

S  p.l  Com.  hort.  t  94 S  p.l 
S  pJ  PL  aim.  t217.  £7 S  co S  r.m 

p.l    Rox.  cor.  1. 62 

TETHAGTNIA. 
*927.  VE'REA.  W.  Verba  Semper vivece.  Sp.3S. 5629  laciniata  P.  S.  cut-leaved       «.  Z2  or  2  jLau     Y      E.  Indies  1781.  Ls  s.l    Plant  grass.  100 

5630  crenfita  W.  Vere's            n.  ZD  or  2  jl.s       Y      S.  Leone  1793.  Ls  s.l    Bot  mag.  1436 5631  acutiflora  Haw.  white-flowered  tt-     I  or  2  jls       W     E  Indies?  1806.  Ls  s.l    Bot  rep.  560 
928.  BRYOPHYI/LUM.  Sal.  Bryophyllum.  Sempervivea?.   Sp.  1. 
5632  calycinum  Sal.  large-cupped    a.  ZD  cu  2  ap.jt     G.Pu  E  Indies  1800.  Ls  s.l    Par.  lond.  3 

929.  PA'RIS.  W.  Paris.  Asphodelex?   Sp.  1—2. 5633  quadrifolia  W.  Herb              ^  A  cu  \  myjn   G      Britain    woods.  D  p.l   Eng.  bot.  7 
930.  ADOX'A.  W.  Moschatel.  Saxifrages.   Sp.  1. 5634  Moschatellina  W.  tuberous          A  A  cu  \  mr.my  G.w  Britain    woods.  D  s.p   Eng.  bot  453 
931.  ELA'TINE  W.  Water-wort.  CaryophyUece.   Sp.  1—4. 
5635  Hydroplper  W.  small              *  O  cu"  I  an       G      England  mar.la.  S  s.l    Eng.  bot  955 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
a  considerable  size,  its  wood  is  valued  for  cabinet  work.  The  berries  are  of  the  size  of  grapes,  reddish  brown 
or  purplish  without,  with  a  thin  pulp,  rather  astringent,  and  a  large  stone  within.  All  the  species  grow  freely 
in  light  loamy  soil ;  and  ripened  cuttings,  taken  off  at  the  joint,  and  placed  under  a  hand-glass,  in  a  pot  of sand,  will  root  freely :  one  cutting  under  a  glass  is  sufficient,  as  the  leaves  must  not  be  shortened.  (Bot. Cult  41.) 

923.  Paullinia.  So  named  by  Linnams,  from  Simon  Paulli,  professor  of  botany  at  Copenhagen  ;  author  of 
Botanicum  Quadripartitum,  1640,  and  Flora  Danica,  1648.  P.  polyphyUa  affords  a  well  known  walking-stick. 
In  the  woods  of  Jamaica  it  rises  with  a  slender,  woody,  tough,  flexile  stalk,  and  ascends  among  the  bushes  to 
a.  considerable  height  When  the  wood  is  ripe  it  is  cut  down,  barked,  and  used  as  riding  or  walking  sticks. 

All  the  species  succeed  well  in  a  light  loamy  soil;  and  large  sized  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand- 
glass. 924.  Seriana.   Named  by  Schumacher,  after  one  Paul  Serjeant.   Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

925.  Cardiospermum.  From  xouSm,  a  heart,  and  tnrte/jut,  seed,  in  allusion  to  its  round  seeds,  which  are 
marked  with  a  spot  like  a  heart  The  plant  is  remarkable  for  its  inflated  membranous  capsule,  from  which it  is  sometimes  called  balloon  vine. 

926.  Sapmdus.  A  syncope  of  sapo-indicus,  Indian  soap.  Its  fruit  is  covered  with  a  pulp,  which  is  used  in 
America  for  washing  linen,  S.  Saponaria  bears  a  berry  as  large  as  a  cherry,  inclosing  a  nut  of  a  shining  black 
when  ripe.  These  nuts  were  formerly  brought  to  England  for  buttons  to  waistcoats ;  some  were  tipped  with 
silver,  and  others  with  different  metals ;  they  were  very  durable,  as  they  do  not  wear,  and  seldom  broke.  The 
skin  or  pulp  which  surrounds  the  nut  is  saponaceous,  and  is  used  in  America  to  wash  linen ;  but  it  is  very  apt 
tn  burn  and  destroy  it,  if  often  used,  being  of  a  very  acrid  nature. 
The  whole  plant,  especially  the  seed-vessel,  being  pounded  and  steeped  in  ponds,  rivulets,  or  creeks,  is  ob- ; 
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5605  Leaves  entire  very  broad  contracted  at  base 
5606  Leaves  orbicular  pubescent  ' 5607  Leaves  oblong-ovate  acute  cordate  at  base,  Racemes  pendulous 5608  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate 
5609  Leaves  cordate  ovate  wavy 
5610  Leaves  of  the  branchlets  ovate,  of  the  branches  ovate  cordate 
5611  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  at  each  end  coriaceous  flat 

5612  Caps,  pyriform,  Leaves  in  2  pairs  with  an  odd  one.  Leaflets  ovate  lanceolate  sessile  crenate 
5613  Valves  of  caps,  half  obcordate,  Leaves  2  ternate,  Leaflets  oval  crenate,  Footstalk  edged 
5614  Valves  of  caps,  half  ovate  villous,  Leaves  2  ternate,  Leaflets  oval  entire  and  serrated  coriaceous 
5615  Valves  of  caps,  obovate,  Leaves  supradecompound,  Leaflets  ovate  cuneate  crenate  at  end 
56.16  Leaves  biternate,  Leaflets  oval  toothletted  at  end,  Branches  prickly 
5617  Caps,  pyriform  3- winged  at  end,  Leaves  in  3  pairs  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  subsessile  pubescent  beneath 
5618  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  oyate  lanceoL  toothed  sinuated,  Wings  of  fruit  dilated  behind 5619  Leaves  biternate,  Leaflets  oblong  remotely  toothed  quite  smooth,  Wings  of  fruit  rounded  behind 
5620  Stem  stalks  and  leaves  smooth,  Leaves  bitemately  cut,  Segm.  stalked  cut-toothed 
5621  Leaves  beneath  downy  bitemately  cut,  Segments  stalked  cut  obtuse 
5622  All  over  pubescent,  Capsules  obtuse 

5623  Rachis  of  leaves  winged,  Leaflets  entire  lanceoL  of  3-4  pairs :  the  terminal  with  long  points 5624  Rachis  of  leaves  winged  unarmed,  Leaflets  lanceolate  of  6  pairs 
5625  Rachis  not  winged,  Leaflets  ovate  oblong  smooth  of  3  pairs 
5636  Rachis  not  winged,  Leaflets  lanceolate  smooth  of  5  pairs :  one  terminal 
5627  Rachis  not  winged,  Leaflets  oblong  emarginate  villous  beneath 
5628  Rachis  not  winged,  Leaflets  oblong  lanceolate  acute  villous  beneath  of  3-5  pairs 

TETRAGYNIA. 

5629  Leaves  3-parted  toothed  :  the  floral  linear  entire 
5630  Leaves  obovate  doubly  crenate 
5631  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  opposite  crenate  thick,  Segm.  of  cor.  acute 

5632  Leaves  oval  crenate,  Flowers  long  pendulous  cylindrical 
5633  All  the  parts  of  the  plant  green  and  in  fours 
5634  The  only  species 

5635  Leaves  opposite,  Flowers  alternate  stalked  tetrapetalous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
served  to  intoxicate  and  kill  the  fish.   Loureiro  celebrates  the  berries,  slightly  bruised  and  steeped  in  water,  as 
a  very  excellent  soap ;  and  remarks  that  it  is  only  required  to  use  them  with  prudence,  all  abstergents  being  in some  degree  corrosive. 

927.  Verea.  So  named  after  the  late  James  Vere,  Esq.,  a  gentleman  of  fortune,  who  patronized  gardening,, and  had  once  a  fine  collection  of  living  plants.  The  species  thrive  best  in  sandy  loam,  and  should  be  plunged, 
in  the  bark  pit  to  make  them  flower.  The  leaves  placed  on  a  pot  of  mould,  or  on  the  tan,  will  shoot  out  young plants  from  the  notches  of  the  margin.    {Bot.  Cult.  35.) 

928.  Bryophyllum.  From  /9;v«,  to  grow,  and  <puXXo»,  a  leaf.  If  the  leaves  are  laid  upon  damp  earth  their 
notches  push  forth  roots,  whence  proceed  young  plants.  This  plant  requires  very  little  water,  and  the  pot  to 
be  well  drained :  it  flowers  best  plunged  in  a  tan  heat ;  rich  loamy  soil  suits  it  best. 

929.  Paris.  According  to  some  authors,  this  word  is  derived  from  par,  equal ;  in  allusion  to  the  regularity 
of  the  parts  of  the  plant  Few  plants  are  more  readily  distinguished  than  this,  by  the  proportion  and  regu- larity of  all  the  parts. 

The  regular  number  is  four,  or  some  aliquot  part  or  multiple  of  that  number.  There  are,  however,  some- 
times only  three  leaves,  and  they  are  even  said  to  vary  from  one  to  seven.  The  calyx  also  has  sometimes 

three  leaves.  The  leaves  and  berries  are  said  to  partake  of  the  properties  of  opium ;  and  the  juice  of  the 
latter  to  be  useful  in  inflammations  of  the  eyes.  Linnxus  says,  the  root  will  vomit  as  well  as  ipecacuanha, 
given  in  a  double  quantity.  It  is  a  suspicious  plant,  which  has  nevertheless  been  used  in  medicine  in  a  great variety  of  ways. 

960.  Adoxa.    Irom  a,  privative,  and        glory  —  inglorious.   This  plant  is  minute,  and  by  no  means  beau- tiful, and  grows  in  obscure  places. 
931.  Elatine.   From  sXwtj?,  a  fir,  in  Greek.    Its  fine  leaves  have  been  compared  to  those  of  a  fir-tree. 
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1932.  HALO'RAGIS.  W.  Haloragis. 5636  Cercodia  W.  whorl-flowered  tt.  |_J  cu 
933.  FORSKOH'LEA.  Forskohlea. 5637  tenactssima  W.       clammy  O  cu 
5638  Candida  W.  rough  <f  iAIcu 5639  angustifdlia  W.      narrow-leaved      Q  cu 

5615 

Haloragete.  Sp.  1—5. 
2  ap.s      G.R    New  Zeal.  1772. 

Urticeee.   Sp.  3—5. 
It  jl.au     G      Egypt  1767. 

C  s.p  Jac.  ic  1. 1  ( 

ljjn.jl 2  jl.au 
W.o  C.  Of.  H.  1774. 
G.w  Tenerifte  1779. 

S  ltl 
C  lt.l S  ltl 

Jac.  viud.  1. 1.  48 

M.c.g.  p.24.t2 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
932.  Haloragis.  From  iks,  aXes,  the  sea,  and  {«{,  the  berry  of  a  bunch  of  grapes.  This  plant  grows  on  the sea  shore,  and  its  fruit  is  globular  like  a  berry. 
933.  Forskohlea.    In  memory  of  Peter  Forskohl,  a  Swede,  born  in  1732  j  he  was  professor  at  Copenhagen  j 
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5636  Leaves  serrate,  Flowers  whorled 

5637  Pilose  hispid,  Leaves  elliptical  unarmed,  Sepals  oblong  lanceolate  acute 
5638  Rough,  Leaves  elliptical  wavy  unarmed,  Sepals  ovate  obtuse 
5639  Strigose,  Leaves  lanceolate  with  spiny  teeth,  Sepals  lanceolate  subulate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
travelled  at  the  expence  of  the  king  of  Denmark  into  Egypt  and  Arabia,  and  died  in  the  latter  country  of  the plague  in  1763.   Inelegant  plants,  with  the  aspect  of  a  nettle. 
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Class  IX.  —  ENNEANDRIA.    9  Stamens. 

One  of  the  smallest  of  the  Linnean  classes ;  containing,  however,  three  important  genera :  the  Laurel,  famous 
for  the  valuable  spices  it  produces,  and  for  the  beautiful  foliage  of  its  insipid  species ;  the  Cashew  nut,  well known  at  the  tables  of  the  great  or  luxurious ;  and  the  Rhubarb,  one  of  the  most  valuable  of  medicines. 

The  class  itself  is  extremely  unnatural,  and  the  assemblage  of  genera  most  incongruous. 

Order  1.  MONOGYNIA 9  Stamens.   1  Style. 

934.  T.aurus.  CaL  4-6-parted.  Nect  3  glands,  with  2  bristles  surrounding  the  ovary.  Anthers  opening, 
transversely.   Valves  hinged  to  the  upper  side. 

MONOGYNIA. 

f*934.  LAU'RUS.  W. 5640  Cinnamomum  W. 
5641  Cassia  W. 
5642  Malabatrum  P.  S. 
5643  cSraphora  W. 
5644  chloroxylon  IV. 
5645  aggregate  Sims. 5646n6bilis  W. 

/3  undid  at  a 
y  Sid ici folia 5647  Culilfiban  Z. 

Laurel. 
Cinnamon 
Bastard-Cinn. 
tall Camphire-tree 
Cogwood-tree 
glauGous Sweet-Bay 
wave-leaved 
willow-leaved 
Culilaban 

Lauriwe.   Sp.  18 — 68. 
jn.s      G.Y  Ceylon  1763. my.s     W  E.  Indies  1768. 

G.y  E.  Indies  1805. 
mr.jn   G.w  Japan  1727. G.w  Jamaica  1778. 
ja.f      G.Y  China  1806. 
ap.my  Y.w  Italy  1561. 
ap.my  Y.w   
ap.my  Y.w   ...     G.y  E.  Indies  1823. 

L  s.p  Bot  rep.  596 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1636 
C  s.p  Rhe.mal.  5.  t5S 
C  s.p  Jac.  col.  4.  t.3.  f.2 
C  s.p  Bro.jam.  t.  7.  f.l L  s.p  Bot  mag.  2497 C  8.1  Zorn.  ic.  52 
C  R.1 
C  s.l 
C  8.1  Rumph.  2.  t.  14 5641 

5645 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
934.  Laurus.   From  the  Celtic  Naur  (the  b  is  dropped  in  pronunciation,  laur),  green.   The  laurel  is  perpe- 

tually green.  This  genus  contains  several  important  spice  or  drug-bearing  trees,  besides  the  poetical  laurel  and a  fruit  tree. 
L.  Cinnamomum  (or*.  China  Amomum)  has  a  smooth  ash -colored  bark,  a  short  erect  trunk,  and  wide 

spreading  branches,  which  form  an  elegant  head.  The  leaves  are  of  a  bright  green  above,  pale  beneath,  and 
white  veined ;  the  flowers  are  in  panicles,  have  no  shew,  and  are  inodorous,  or  perhaps  somewhat  foetid ;  the 
fruit  is  the  size  of  a  middling  olive,  soft,  insipid,  and  of  a  deep  blue ;  it  encloses  a  nut,  the  kernel  of  which 
germinates  soon  after  it  falls,  and  therefore  cannot  easily  be  transported  to  a  distance.  The  timber  is  white, 
and  not  very  solid ;  the  root  is  thick  and  branching,  and  exudes  abundance  of  camphor.  The  inner  bark  forms 
the  cinnamon  of  commerce.  There  are  many  varieties,  and  probably  some  of  them  species,  especially  in  the 
island  of  Ceylon,  but  only  four  are  said  to  be  barked.  Besides  Ceylon,  the  tree  grows  plentifully  in  Malabar, 
Cochin  China,  Sumatra,  and  the  Eastern  islands.  It  has  been  cultivated  in  the  Brazils,  the  Mauritius,  India, 
Jamaica,  and  other  places.  The  soil  in  which  it  thrives  best  is  nearly  pure  quartz  sand.  That  of  the  cinna- 

mon garden  near  Colombo  in  Ceylon,  was  found  by  Dr.  Davy  to  consist  of  98-5  of  silicious  sand,  and  of  1-0 
only  of  vegetable  matter  in  100  parts.  "  The  garden  is  nearly  on  a  level  with  the  lake  of  Colombo ;  its  situ- ation is  sheltered ;  the  climate  is  remarkably  damp ;  showers  are  frequent,  and  the  temperature  is  high  and 
uncommonly  equable."   {Davy's  Ceylon,  p.  39.) The  trees  that  grow  in  the  valleys,  in  a  white  sandy  soil,  are  fit  to  be  barked  when  four  or  five  years  old,  but 
those  in  a  wet  soil  or  in  shady  places,  require  to  be  seven  or  eight  years  of  age.  The  bark  is  good  for  nothing  if 
the  tree  be  older  than  eighteen  years.  The  tree  was  formerly  propagated  by  a  species  of  pigeon  that  ate  the 
fruit  and  voided  the  seed ;  but  since  Falck,  one  of  the  Dutch  governors,  about  the  middle  of  the  eighteenth 
century,  raised  it  from  berries  sown  in  his  garden,  it  has  been  regularly  cultivated. 

The  barking  commences  early  in  May,  and  continues  until  late  in  October.  Branches  of  three  years  old  are 
selected,  and  topped  off  with  a  pruning  knife  or  bill  hook.  To  remove  the  bark  a  longitudinal  incision  is  made 
through  it  on  both  sides  of  the  shoot,  so  that  it  can  be  gradually  loosened  and  taken  off  entire,  forming  hollow 
cylinders.  The  bark  in  this  state,  tied  up  in  bundles,  is  allowed  to  remain  for  twenty-four  hours,  by  which  a fermentation  is  produced  that  facilitates  the  separation  of  the  epidermis,  which,  with  the  green  pulpy  matter 
under  it,  is  carefully  scraped  off.  The  bark  now  soon  dries,  contracts,  and  assumes  the  quilled  form,  after 
which  the  smaller  pieces  are  put  within  the  larger.  The  cinnamon,  when  dry,  is  tied  up  in  bundles  of  30  lbs. 
weight,  and  carried  to  the  Government  store-house,  where  the  quality  is  determined  by  inspection  of  the 
bundles.   It  was  formerly  chewed  for  this  purpose ;  and  the  surgeons  who  used  to  be  thus  employed,  had  their 
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935.  Anacardium.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5,  reflexed.  Anthers  9,  and  one  filament  barren.  Nut  reniform, 
upon  a  flesh;  receptacle. 

936.  Cassytha.  Cal.  6-parted.  Nect  3  truncate  glands  surrounding  the  ovary.  Inner  filaments  glandu- liferous.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
987.  Eriogonum.    CaL  campanulate,  6-cleft.   Xut  1,  3-cornered,  covered  by  the  calyx. 

Orders.  TRIGYNIA. 9  Stamens.  3  Styles. 

938.  Rheum.    Cor.  6-cleft,  persistent.    Nut  1, 3-cornered. 

Order  a  HEXAGYNIA. 9  Stamens.  6  Styles. 

939.  Butomus.   Sepals  6.   Caps.  6,  many-seeded. 

MONOGYNIA. 

5640  Leaves  3-nerved  ovate-oblong,  Nerves  vanishing  towards  the  end 
5641  Leaves  triple-nerved  lanceolate 
5642  Leaves  opp.  very  long  acute  at  each  end  triple-nerved  veiny  across 
5643  Leaves  triple-nerved  lanceolate  ovate 
5644  Leaves  3-nerved  ovate  coriaceous,  Nerves  reaching  the  end 
5645  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  3-nerved  glaucous  beneath,  Flowers  axillary  numerous 
5646  Leaves  lanceolate  veiny  perennial,  Flowers  4-fid  dioicous 

5617  Leaves  triple-nerved  opposite 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
mouths  so  excoriated,  as  to  be  unable  to  continue  the  process  longer  than  two  days  together :  but  tasting  is now  seldom  had  recourse  to. 

Cinnamon  bark  is  astringent,  cordial,  and  tonic.  But  the  principal  use  of  cinnamon  is  to  cover  the  nauseous 
state  of  other  remedies.   ( Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  354.) An  oil  is  procured  from  the  leaves  and  roots  of  cinnamon ;  the  former  is  called  the  oil  of  cloves,  and  the  latter 
the  oil  of  camphor :  both  are  powerfully  stimulant,  and  used  in  cramps  of  the  stomach,  flatulent  colic,  hiccough, 
toothach,  and  nervous  langour. 

According  to  Sweet  L.  Cinnamomum  is  the  hardest  plant  of  the  genus  to  cultivate  in  our  stoves.  "  I  have 
scarcely,"  he  says,  "  ever  seen  it  do  well  any  where  but  at  Messrs.  Loddiges,"  who  generally  keep  their  stores warmer  than  other  gardeners  usually  do ;  and  the  cinnamon  likes  a  warm  atmosphere,  and  very  little  water  in 
winter.  It  grows  best  in  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat,  the  pots  being  well  drained  with  small  potsherds. 
Ripened  cuttings  soon  take  root  in  a  pot  of  sand,  plunged  under  a  hand-glass,  in  a  good  moist  heat.  (Bot. <Cutt.  74.) 

The  plant  has  regularly  flowered  and  ripened  seeds  in  the  hothouse  of  the  Bishop  of  Winchester  for  several 
years  past. L.  Cassia  is  also  decorticated  like  the  cinnamon,  but  it  is  considered  of  inferior  value,  on  account  of  containing 
•a  greater  proportion  of  mucilage.  What  arc  called  Cassia  buds,  are  not  obtained  from  this  tree,  but  are  the 
hexangular  fleshy  receptacles  of  the  seed  of  the  L.  Cinnamomum.  Cassia  bark  and  buds  are  used  in  the  same 
manner  as  cinnamon  bark :  the  tree  also  affords  an  oil  of  similar  use.  In  our  stoves,  the  cassia  grows  more 
readily  than  the  cinnamon ;  the  same  kind  of  soil  suits  it ;  and  cuttings  root  freely  treated  in  the  same  manner. 
{.Bat.  Cult.  74.) 

L.  Camphora,  an  alteration  of  the  Arabic  name,  leaf  our,  is  nearly  allied  to  the  cinnamon  tree.  The  roots, 
wood,  and  leaves  of  this  tree  have  a  very  strong  odor  of  camphor ;  and  from  the  roots  and  smaller  branches  it 
is  obtained  by  distillation.  They  are  cut  into  chips,  which  are  suspended  in  a  net  within  a  kind  of  still  or  iron 
pot,  the  bottom  of  which  is  covered  with  water,  and  an  earthen  head  fitted  to  it ;  heat  is  then  applied,  and  the 
steam  of  the  boiling  water,  penetrating  the  contents  of  the  net,  elevates  the  camphor  into  the  capital,  where  it 
concretes  on  straws,  with  which  this  part  of  the  apparatus  is  lined.  Camphor  is  stimulant,  narcotic,  and 
diaphoretic,  but  its  stimulant  powers  are  very  transitory,  and  followed  by  sedative  effects.  In  moderate  doses 
it  operates  as  a  cordial,  increasing  the  heat  of  the  body,  and  exhilarating,  besides  softening,  and  rendering 
fuller  the  pulse,  and  promoting  diaphoresis ;  in  large  doses  it  allays  irritation  and  spasm,  abates  pain,  and  in. 
duces  sleep.  But  in  immoderate  doses  camphor  produces  vomiting,  vertigo,  delirium,  convulsions,  and  other 
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5648mdica  IV. 
5649  fastens  W. 5650  canariensis  W.  en. 
5651  Persea  W. 
5652Borb6nia  W. 
5653  carolinensis  P.  S. 
6654  geniculate  Ph. 5655  Diospyrus  Ph. 5656  Benzoin  W. 
5657  Sassafras  W 

935.  ANACAR'DIUM. 5658  occidentale  W. 
936.  CASSY'THA. 5659  filiformis  W. 

+937.  ERIO'GONUM.  Mi 5660  tomentosum  Ph. 
5661  sericeum  Ph. 

Royal-bay 
Madeira,  or  TiL  J Canary 
Alligator  Pear  ¥ brd.-lvd.-CaroL Red-Bay 
flexuose 
twiggy  it 
Benjamin-tree  Sis Sassafras-tree 
W.  Cashew-nut. 
common Cassytha. filiform  £ 

,  Eriogonum. woolly 
silky  ^ 

I  |  tm 
I  |  tm 
1  |  or 

□  fr I  |  or I  |  tm 
or 

□  fr 

□  cu 
A  cu 
A  cu 

mr.o  G.y 
mr.o  G.y 
...  G.Y ...  G.Y 

ap.my  Y.o ap.my  Y.o 
ap.my  Y 
ap.my  G.y ap.my  Y.o 
my.jn  G.y Terebintacece. 

Madeira  1665. 
Madeira  1760. 
Canaries  1815. 
W.  Indies  1739. N.  Amer.  1739. 
N.  Amer.  1806. N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1810. 
N.  Amer.  1683. 
N.  Amer.  1633. 

Sp.  1. 

Lp  PL  aim.  t 304X1 

Lp 

p 

lp 
Lp 

1-P Lp Lp 

p.8.1 
p.S.l 

PLalm.t267.f.l 
Cat  car.  1. 1  63 
Bot  mag.  1471 
Bot.  mag.  1470 Com.  hort.l.t.97 
Cat  car.  1. 1.  55 

R  India  1699.  C  r.m  Cat.  car.  3.  t.  9 
LaurincB.   Sp.  1—2. ap.au  W  E.  Indies  1796.  C  s.p  PL  aL  1 172.  £  2 
Polygonets.    Sp.  2 — 3. my.jn  Y      Carolina  1811. jl        Y      Missouri  1811. 

S  Lp  Mich.  am.  t.  24 

S  Lp 

TRIGYNIA. 
938.  RHE'UM.  W.  Rhubarb. 5662  Rhap6nticum  W.  common 5663  undulatum  W.  Bucks 

gonece.   Sp.  7 — 10. %  A  cul  4  my.]n  W.o  Asia       1573.  R  co  Sabb.  hort  l.t.34 
|  A  cull  my.jn  W.o  China      1734.  R  co  Amaen.  ac.  3. 1 4 

5655 

5656 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
deleterious  effects.  The  greater  part  of  the  camphor  brought  to  Europe  is  obtained  in  Sumatra  from  the 
Dryobalanops  Camphora.  This  tree  is  cut  and  split,  and  the  camphor  which  is  found  concreted  in  the  heart  of 
it  is  picked  out  and  washed  in  a  ley  of  soap.  Zea  describes  a  variety  of  camphor  which  is  procured  in  South 
America  from  a  tree,  the  botanical  characters  of  which  are  not  yet  known,  but  which  is  termed  caratta  by  the 
natives.   The  camphor  exudes  from  the  bark  in  the  form  of  tears.   (Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  356.) L.  Chloroxylon  has  its  specific  from  the  color  of  the  wood,  xXa^w,  green,  and  gvAen,  wood ;  it  is  esteemed one  of  the  best  timber  trees  in  Jamaica,  and  used  on  all  occasions  where  strength  and  durability  arc  required : 
being  both  hard  and  tough,  it  answers  better  than  any  other  wood  for  the  cogs  of  sugar  mills. 

L  nobilis,  the  Laurier,  Fr.,  Lorbecrbaum,  Ger.,  AUoro,'  ItaL,  Laurel,  Span.,  the  Lauras  of  the  Romans, and  Daphne  of  the  Greeks,  was  designated  nobilis  by  Linnaeus,  because  it  was  consecrated  to  priests,  sacrifices, 
and  heroes  in  the  ages  of  antiquity,  and  has  been  celebrated  accordingly.  To  the  poet  and  sculptor  it  still 
affords  emblems  for  victorious  heroes ;  and  it  is  also  used  in  cookery  and  medicine.  In  the  south  of  Italy  it 
grows  to  a  sufficient  height  to  be  considered  a  tree ;  but  is  so  prolific  in  suckers  and  low  shoots  as  always  to 
have  the  character  of  a  shrub.  It  forms  a  dense  and  yet  broken  and  picturesque  mass  of  a  very  fine  deep 
green,  inclining  to  olive,  and  is  abundantly  covered  with  berries,  which  are  dark  purple  or  black,  when  ripe. 
Oil  is  obtained  from  the  latter  by  boiling  water.  Both  the  leaves  and  the  berries  have  a  sweet  fragrant  odour, 
and  an  aromatic,  astringent  taste ;  and  the  oil,  which  is  of  a  yellowish  green  color,  has  a  stronger  but  similar 
odor  and  taste  Water  distilled  fiom  the  leaves  shews  traces  of  prussic  acid ;  and  it  is  probably  on  this 
component  that  their  medicinal  and  poisonous  property  depend.  Leaves,  berries,  and  oil  are  narcotic  and 
carminative.   {Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  360.) I*  indica  grows  in  the  Canary  Isles  and  Virginia.  The  wood  is  of  a  yellow  color,  not  heavy,  good  for 
building,  but  better  still  for  furniture :  it  is  called  Vigniatico  in  the  island  of  Madeira,  and  is  probably  what  is 
imported  into  England  under  the  name  of  Madeira  mahogany.  It  is  hardly  to  be  distinguished  from 
mahogany,  except  that  it  is  somewhat  less  brown.    (Uaviksm.  Voy.  iL  p.  5.) 

L.  Persea  (Persea  is  a  name  under  which  Theophrastus  describes  an  Egyptian  tree  not  now  known,)  has  a 
trunk  as  large  as  our  common  apple  tree ;  the  bark  is  smooth,  and  of  an  ash  color ;  the  branches  are  very 
succulent  and  soft,  beset  with  pretty  large  oblong  smooth  leaves,  like  those  of  laurel,  of  a  deep  green  color. 
The  flowers  are,  for  the  most  part,  produced  towards  the  extremities  of  the  branches.  The  fruit  is  the  size  of 
one  of  our  biggest  pears.  The  pulp  of  the  fruit  is  covered  with  a  tough  skinny  coat,  and  contains  a 
large  rugged  seed,  which  is  wrapped  up  in  one  or  two  thin  membranous  covers.  This  fruit  is  held  in 
great  esteem  in  the  West  Indies :  the  pulp  is  of  a  pretty  firm  consistence,  and  has  a  delicate  rich 
flavor ;  it  gains  upon  the  palate  of  most  persons,  and  becomes  soon  agreeable  even  to  those  who  cannot 
like  it  at  first;  but  it  is  so  rich  and  mild,  that  most  people  make  use  of  some  spice  or  pungent  substance 
to  give  it  a  poignancy ;  and,  for  this  purpose,  some  make  use  of  wine,  some  of  sugar,  some  of  lime- 
juice,  but  most  of  pepper  and  salt  This  fruit  seems  equally  agreeable  to  the  horse,  the  cow,  the  dog,  and 
the  cat,  as  well  as  to  all  sorts  of  birds;  when  plentiful,  it  makes  a  great  part  of  the  delicacies  of  the  negroes. 
(Browne.) 

L.  Borbonea  was  regarded  by  Phimier  as  a  genus  distinct  from  Laurus,  and  he  applied  what  is  now  its  specific 
name,  in  memory  of  Gaston  Bourbon,  son  of  Henry  IV.  and  uncle  of  Louis  XIV.  It  is  a  very  common  tree 
in  swamps  in  Carolina,  and  affords  a  fine  grained  .wood  excellent  for  cabinets ;  some  of  the  best  resembles watered  satin. 

L.  Sassafras  (Sassafras  is  an  alteration  of  the  Spanish  word  Salsafras,  which  signifies  Saxifrage,  the  virtues 
of  which  are  attributed  by  the  Spanish  Americans  to  this  plant,)  has  the  flowers  often  imperfect  as  to  the  male 
and  female  organs,  which,  before  observation  was  so  accurate  and  scientific  as  at  present,  led  to  the  conclusion 
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5648  Leaves  veiny  lanceolate  perennial  flat,  Branches  scarred,  Flowers  racemose 
5649  Leaves  veiny  elliptical  acute  perennial,  Axils  of  veins  villous  beneath,  Racemes  panicled 
5650  Leaves  veiny  oblong  acute  at  each  end  perennial  shining,  Pedunc.  axilL  3-4-flowered 
5651  Leaves  ovate  coriaceous  transversely  veiny  perennial,  Flowers  corymbose 
5652  Leaves  lanceolate  perennial,  Calyx  of  fruit  berried 
5653  Leaves  oval  lane,  perenn.  glaucous  beneath,  Berries  globose 
5654  Branches  divaricating  flexuose,  Leaves  oval  obtuse  smooth  at  the  base  beneath  bearded,  Anth.  4-celled 
5655  Twiggy  naked-flowering,  Leaves  decid.  oblong  beneath  veiny  downy,  Flowers  clustered,  Buds  villous 5656  Leaves  nerveless  ovate  acute  at  each  end  entire  annual 
5657  Leaves  entire  and  3-lobed 

5658  The  only  species 

5659  Branches  filiform  lax 

5660  Leaves  sessile  cauline  3-4  cuneate  obovate  smooth  above 
6661  Leaves  radical  stalked  lane,  oblong  villous  above 

TRIGYNIA. 

5682  Leaves  obtuse  smooth,  Veins  beneath  hairy,  Leafst  furrowed  above  rounded  at  edge 
5663  Leaves  villous  wavy,  Leafst.  flat  above  with  an  acute  edge 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
that  one  plant  bore  only  males  and  the  other  only  hermaphrodites ;  it  is  now  found  the  alleged  males  are  only 
imperfect  hermaphrodites.  The  wood,  root,  and  bark  have  a  fragrant  odor,  and  a  sweetish  aromatic  taste : 
their  sensible  qualities  and  virtues  depend  on  an  essential  oil,  which  can  be  obtained  separate  by  distilling  the 
chips  or  the  bark  with  water :  it  is  a  stimulating  diaphoretic  and  diuretic,  and  has  been  employed  in  cases  of 
scurvy,  chronic  rheumatism,  gout,  and  in  cutaneous  affections  ;  but  its  effects  are  very  uncertain ;  and  even  the 
diaphoresis  which  it  is  supposed  to  occasion  may  rather  be  ascribed  to  the  guaiac,  and  other  more  powerful 
medicines,  with  which  it  is  generally  combined.    {Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  361.) The  species  are  well  divided  into  several  genera,  such  as  Lauras,  Tetranthera,  Cinnamomum,  and  others : 
but  as  this  division  has  not  been  applied  to  the  old  species  of  Lauras  generally,  it  has  not  been  practicable  to adopt  it  here. 

935.  Anacardium.  From  mm,  in  composition,  like,  and  heart,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  nut 
This  is  an  elegant  tree,  bearing  panicled  corymbs  of  sweet-smelling  flowers,  succeeded  by  an  edible  fruit  of  the 
pome  kind,  of  a  yellow  or  red  color.  This  fruit  or  apple  has  an  agreeable  sub-acid  flavor,  with  some  degree  of 
astringency.  The  juice  expressed  and  fermented  yields  a  pleasant  wine  ;  and  distilled,  a  spirit  is  drawn  from 
it,  far  exceeding  arrack  or  rum,  making  an  admirable  punch,  and  powerfully  promoting  urine.  The  dried 
and  broken  kernels  are  occasionally  imported  for  mixing  with  old  Madeira  wine,  the  flavor  of  which  they 
improve  prodigiously.  Some  planters  in  the  West  Indies  roast  the  ripe  fruit,  or  slice  one  or  two  into  a  bowl 
of  punch,  to  give  it  a  pleasant  flavor.  The  astringency  of  the  juice  has  recommended  it  as  a  very  signal 
remedy  in  dropsical  habits. 

The  nut  protrudes  from  one  end  of  the  apple.  (Long.)  It  is  of  the  size  and  shape  of  a  hare's  kidney,  but  is much  larger  at  the  end  next  the  fruit  than  at  the  other.  The  outer  shell  is  of  an  ash  color,  and  very  smooth, 
under  this  is  another  which  covers  the  kernel ;  between  these  there  is  a  thick  inflammable  oil,  which  is  very 
caustic ;  this  will  raise  blisters  on  the  skin,  and  has  often  been  very  troublesome  to  those  who  have  in- 

cautiously put  the  nuts  into  their  mouths  to  break  the  shell  This  oil  has  been  used  with  great  success  in 
eating  off  ring-worms,  cancerous  ulcers,  and  corns  j  but  it  ought  to  be  applied  with  caution.  The  kernel  when 
fresh,  has  a  most  delicious  taste,  and  abounds  with  a  sweet  milky  juice.  It  is  an  ingredient  in  puddings,  &c. 
When  older  it  is  generally  roasted ;  and  in  this  state  is  not  so  proper  for  costive  habits.  Ground  with  cacao, 
it  makes  an  excellent  chocolate  When  kept  too  long  it  becomes  shrivelled,  and  loses  its  flavor  and  best 
qualities.  The  thick  oil  of  the  shell  tinges  linen  of  a  rusty  iron-color,  which  can  hardly  be  got  out ;  and  if 
any  wood  be  smeared  with  the  oil,  it  prevents  the  wood  from  decaying. 
From  the  body  of  the  tree  is  procured,  by  tapping  or  incision,  a  milky  juice,  which  will  stain  linen  of  a 

deep  black,  that  cannot  be  washed  out  again. 
This  tree  also  annually  transudes  from  five  to  ten  or  twelve  pounds  weight  of  a  fine  semi-transparent  gum, 

similar  to  gum  arabic,  and  not  inferior  to  it  in  virtue  or  quality,  except  that  it  has  a  slight  astringency,  which, 
perhaps,  renders  it  in  some  respects  more  valuable.   (.Long's  Jam.  iii.  725,  &c.) As  a  stove-plant  it  grows  in  light  loam  or  rich  mould,  and  ripe  cuttings  with  their  leaves,  planted  in  a 
pot  of  sand,  and  plunged  under  a  hand-glass,  will  strike  root. 936.  Cassytha.  The  Greek  name  of  the  Cuscuta,  which  this  plant  much  resembles  in  habit  and  characters 
of  analogy.  Its  affinity,  however,  is  very  curious ;  from  a  minute  analysis  of  its  constituent  parts  it  has 
been  decided  by  the  most  learned  botanists  to  be  referable  to  Laurinse. 

937.  Eriogonum.  From  ij/a»,  wool,  and  yem,  a  knee.  The  stem  of  this  plant  is  very  woolly  at  the  joints. The  species  thrive  best  in  pots,  and  are  principally  to  be  increased  by  seeds. 
938.  Rheum.  This  name  was  ingeniously  supposed  by  Linnaeus  to  have  been  derived  from  ps«,  to  flow,  because 

the  root  causes  a  discharge  of  bile.   It,  nevertheless,  was  formed  from  Rha,  the  ancient  name  of  the  Volga. 
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5664  palmatum  W. 
5665  compactum  W. 5666  tataricum  W. 
5667  Ribes  W. 
5668  hylwidum  W. 

officinal A m 5 
thick-leaved A m 3 
Tartarian A m 3 
warted-leaved i A cul 2 
bastard * A cul 

5 

ap.my  W.g  Bucharia  176a  R  co 
myjn  W.g  Tartary    1758.  R  co 
my.jn  W.o  Tartary    1793.  R  co my.jn  W.o  Levant     1724.  R  co 
myjn  W.g  Asia        1778.  R  co 

Lin.  fasc.  7.  t.  4 
MilLi&2.t218 
An.  mus.  2. 1 49 
Mur.  co.  got  1. 1 

HEXAGYNIA. 
939.  BU'TOMUS.  W.     Flowering-Rush.  Butomece.   Sp.  1—2. 
5669  umbelUtus  W.       umbeUed        *  A  el    2  jn.jl     Pk     Britain     dit    D  r.l    Eng.  bot.  651 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Ammianus  Marcellinus,  lib.  xii.,  says,  "  the  Rha  is  a  river,  on  the  border  of  which  grows  a  root,  which  bears 
its  name,  and  is  much  renowned  in  medicine."  The  construction  of  the  specific  names  confirms  this ;  Rha ponticum,  Rha  barbarum,  whence  the  name  Rhubarb  was  obtained. 

R.  Rhaponticum  was  thought  to  be  the  true  rhubarb  of  druggists,  till  Dr.  Hope  of  Edinburgh  described  the 
R.  palmatum,  some  seeds  of  which  he  had  received  from  Russia,  as  of  the  genuine  species.  It  is  not,  however, 
finally  settled,  whether  these  species  or  the  R.  compactum  yield  the  foreign  roots,  nor  does  it  appear  of  much 
consequence,  as  these  three  species  agree  so  nearly  in  their  medical  properties,  that  any  of  them  may  be  used 
with  equal  certainty  of  success.  All  the  rhubarb  of  commerce,  known  under  the  names  Turkey  or  Russian,  and 
East  Indian  or  Chinese,  grows  on  the  declivities  of  the  chain  of  mountains  in  Tartary  which  stretches  from 
the  Chinese  town  Sini  to  the  lake  Kokonor  near  Thibet.  The  soil  is  light  and  sandy ;  and  the  Bucharians 
assert  that  the  best  grows  in  the  shade  on  the  southern  side  of  the  mountains.  Rhubarb,  however,  is  also 
cultivated  in  China,  in  the  province  of  Chen-See,  where  it  is  called  Hai-houng.  In  Tartary,  the  roots  are  taken 
up  twice  a-year,  in  spring  and  in  autumn,  and  after  being  cleansed  and  decorticated,  and  the  smaller  branches 
cut  off*,  the  body  of  the  root  is  divided  transversely  into  pieces  of  a  moderate  size,  which  are  placed  on  tables, and  turned  three  or  four  times  a-day,  during  five  or  six  days.  A  hole  is  then  bored  through  each  piece,  by 
which  it  is  hung  up  to  dry,  exposed  to  the  air  and  wind,  but  sheltered  from  the  sun.  In  about  two  months, 
the  roots  have  lost  seven  parts  in  eight  of  their  weight,  and  are  fit  for  the  market.  In  China,  the  roots  are  not 
dug  up  till  winter ;  and  the  cultivators,  after  cleaning,  scraping  off"  the  bark,  and  cutting  them,  dry  the  slices by  frequently  turning  them  on  stone  slabs  heated  by  a  fire  underneath  ;  after  which,  the  drying  is  completed  by 
hanging  them  up  in  the  air  exposed  to  the  greatest  heat  of  the  sun.   (Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  471.) Rhubarb  has  been  cultivated  in  different  parts  of  Britain  with  a  view  to  drying  the  root  for  medical  pur- 

poses with  the  most  perfect  success;  but  such  is  the  prejudice  in  favor  of  the  foreign  article,  that  sufficient  do 
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3*7 

5664  Leaves  palm,  acute  roughish,  Leaftt.  above  obscurely  furrowed  rounded  at  edge 
5665  Leaves  somewhat  lobed  very  obtuse  shining  finely  toothletted  smooth 
5666  Leaves  cordate  ovate  entire  flat  smooth,  Leafst  naif-round  angular,  Panicle  furrowed 
5667  Leaves  very  obtuse  somewhat  warted,  Veins  beneath  spinulose,  Leafst  flat  above  rounded  at  edge 
5668  Leaves  smooth  above  somewhat  lobed  acute,  Recess  of  base  contracted 

HEXAGYNIA. 
5669  Flowers  in  handsome  terminal  umbels 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
mand  was  not  produced  to  encourage  the  cultivator.  The  only  point  in  which  British  culture  was  rather 
deficient  was  in  the  drying,  but  that  a  little  experience  would  soon  have  overcome. 

K.  Rhaponticum  and  hybridum,  indeed  any  of  the  species,  are  or  may.  be  cultivated  for  the  petioles  of  the 
leaves  in  a  green  state,  to  be  used  in  tarts  and  pies,  as  a  substitute  or  along  with  gooseberries.  All  that  is  re- 

quired is  a  dry  soil  well  enriched  and  trenched  two,  or  better,  three  feet  deep.  The  plants  the  year  after  plant- 
ing  may  have  half  their  leaves  slipped  off  for  the  cook,  as  soon  as  they  arrive  at  full  growth.  Keeping  the 
plants  from  flowering  will  obviously  strengthen  the  leaves. 

Tart  rhubarb  may  be  forced  either  by  taking  up  the  roots  and  planting  them  in  pots,  or  by  covering  them 
with  dung  where  they  grow  in  the  open  garden,  as  is  done  with  sea-kale.  It  may  also  be  blanched,  as  is  done 
with  that  vegetable.   (See  Encyc.  qf  Gard.  art.  Rheum.) 

R.  Ribes  is  so  called  from  a  rob  made  from  its  stalks,  and  called  Bybes  qf  Scrap/as. 
It  is  thought  that  all  the  supposed  species  are  reducible  to  Rhaponticum,  undulatum,  palmatum,  and  ribes. 

It  is  certainly  very  difficult  to  distinguish  the  others. 
939.  Butomus.  From  fine,  an  ox,  and  nyaiu,  to  cut ;  the  sharp  leaves  of  the  plant  cut  and  cause  to  bleed  the 

mouths  of  cattle  feeding  upon  it 
This  is  the  only  plant  of  the  class  Enneandria  that  grows  wild  in  Britain.  It  is  an  elegant  aquatic.  "  The 

water- Gladiole,  or  grassie-Rush,"  says  Gerarde,  "  is  of  all  others  the  fairest  and  most  pleasant  to  behold,  and 
serveth  very  well  for  the  decking  and  trimming  up  of  houses,  because  of  the  beautie  and  braverie  thereof." The  corolla  varies  in  different  shades  of  red,  or  purple  mixed  with  white,  and  is  sometimes  entirely  white. 
The  stem  at  bottom  and  the  peduncles  at  top  are  often  tinged  with  red.  The  number  three  is  evidently  pre- 

dominant in  the  fructification ;  the  corolla  being  doubly  tripetalous,  the  stamens  thrice  three,  the  pistils  six, 
the  capsules  six,  in  a  hexagon  form,  the  involucre  three-leaved. 

Z 
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Class  X.  —  DECANDRIA.    10  Stamens. 

This  is  the  last  of  the  Linnean  classes  in  which  the  stamens  are  distinct,  and  bear  any  determined  relation 
to  the  other  parts  of  the  flower.  It  is  composed  of  portions  of  a  considerable  number  of  natural  orders,  of 
which  the  most  important  is  Leguminose,  with  which  the  class  usually  is  made  to  commence  These  are  of 
two  kinds :  those  which  are  papilionaceous,  and  those  which  have  a  regular  expanded  flower.  The  former 
are  remarkable  in  their  kind  for  bearing  distinct  stamens  combined  with  a  papilionaceous  corolla ;  the 
greater  part  are  natives  of  New  Holland  or  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  a  very  few  of  the  Northern  Hemisphere ; 
and  all  of  them  ornamental  plants.  Of  those  with  regular  flowers  the  most  beautiful  genus  is  the 
Bauhinia,  which,  in  the  latitudes  of  the  tropics,  constitutes  the  most  formidable  obstacle  to  the  passage  of 
human  beings  through  the  woods,  which  are  interlaced  in  every  direction  by  the  climbing  or  leaning  steins 
of  these  and  other  plants  commonly  called  Lianes  ;  the  most  extensive  genus  is  Cassia,  the  species  of  which 
are  little  esteemed  as  objects  of  ornament,  but  of  material  importance  in  medicine ;  the  famous  Senna  of  the 
shops  being  the  produce  of  at  least  three  species.  The  Haematoxylon  and  Swietenia,  the  one  producing 
Logwood,  the  other  Mahogany,  are  included  in  this  class,  as  are  the  important  Quassia  drug,  and  the  beautiful 
tribes  of  Kalmias,  Rhododendrons,  and  Andromedas. 

The  second  and  succeeding  orders  are  chiefly  occupied  by  the  most  important  of  the  genera  of  the  natural 
order  of  Caryophylleas,  the  whole  of  which  have  lately  been  remodelled  and  arranged,  under  the  direction  of 
Decandolle,  by  M.  Seringe,  an  ingenious  Swiss  botanist  Of  this  order  the  most  extensive  genus  is  Silene, 
and  the  most  beautiful  Dianthus,  out  of  which  the  fine  carnations,  pinks,  and  piccotees  of  the  florist  have been  obtained 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.    fizsg*    10  Stamens.   1  Style. 
4  1.  Leguminosce.   Flowers  papilionaceous. 

940.  Edwardsia.  CaL  5- toothed.   Pod  -1- winged,  many-seeded. 
941.  Sophora.   CaL  5- toothed.  Pod  necklace-shaped,  not  winged,  many-seeded. 
942.  Ormosia.  Cal.  5-cleft,  2-lipped.  Stigmas  2,  approximate,  obtuse :  one  on  one  side.  Pod  compressed, 

woody,  1-3-seeded. 
943.  Anagyris.  Cal.  5-toothed,  2-lipped.  Keel  of  2  petals,  which  are  larger  than  the  wings,  which  are 

longer  than  the  standard.   Pod  compressed,  many-seeded. 
944.  Thermopsis.  CaL  oblong  J-5-cleft,  2-lipped,  convex  behind.  Petals  of  equal  length.  Standard  re- 

flexed  at  edges.    Keel  obtuse.   Stamens  persistent   Pod  compressed,  linear,  many-seeded. 
945.  VireUia.  Cal.  5-cleft.  Petals  of  equal  length ;  standard  not  reflexed  at  edges.  Stigma  beardless.  Pod 

compressed,  oblong,  many-seeded. 
946.  Cyclopia.  CaL  5-cleft,  unequal,  pushed  inwards  at  base.  Standard  with  longitudinal  wrinkles :  wings 

with  a  transverse  plait   Stamens  deciduous.   Stigma  bearded  on  one  side.   Pod  compressed,  many-seeded. 
947.  Baptism.  Cal.  half  4-5-cleft,  2-lipped.  Petals  of  equal  length.  Standard  reflexed  at  edges.  Stamens 

deciduous.   Pod  ventricose,  stalked,  many-seeded. 
948.  Podalyria.  CaL  5-cleft,  unequal,  pushed  inwards  at  base.  Standard  larger  than  the  rest  Stamens 

persistent,  connate  at  base.   Pod  ventricose,  many-seeded. 
949.  Chorozemia.  CaL  half-5-cleft,  2-lipped.  Keel  ventricose,  shorter  than  wings.  Style  short,  hooked. 

Stigma  oblique,  obtuse.   Pod  ventricose,  many-seeded. 
950.  Podolobium.  Cal.  5-cleft,  2-lipped.  Keel  compressed,  the  length  of  the  wings,  which  are  equal  to  the expanded  standard.  Ovary  many-seeded  in  a  single  row.  Style  ascending.  Stigma  simple.  Pod  stalked, 

linear,  oblong,  moderately  ventricose,  smooth  inside. 
951.  Oxylobium.  CaL  deeply  5-cleft,  rather  2-lipped.  Keel  compressed,  the  length  of  the  wings,  which  are 

equal  to  the  open  standard.   Style  ascending.   Stigma  simple.   Pod  many-seeded,  ventricose,  ovate,  acute. 
952.  Callistachys.  CaL  2-lipped.  Standard  erect,  keel  and  wings  drooping.  Style  incurved.  Stigma  simple. 

Pod  stalked,  woody  before  ripening,  many-celled. 
953.  Brachysema.  CaL  5-cleft,  but  little  unequal,  with  a  ventricose  tube.  Standard  shorter  than  the 

compressed  keel,  which  is  as  long  as  the  wings.  Ovary  with  a  stalk,  surrounded  at  base  by  a  little  sheath. 
Style  filiform,  long.  Pod  many-seeded,  ventricose 

954.  GoTnpholobtum.  CaL  5-parted,  nearly  equaL  Standard  unfurled.  Stigma  simple.  Pod  many-seeded, 
nearly  spherical,  very  obtuse,  smooth. 

955.  Burtonia.  CaL  deeply  5-cleft  Cor.  deciduous.  Petals  nearly  equaL  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style  subulate, 
dilated  at  base.   Stigma  blunt,  beardless.   Pod  roundish,  moderately  inflated.   No  appendage  to  the  seed. 

956.  Jacksonia.  CaL  5-parted,  nearly  equaL  Corolla  and  stamens  deciduous.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style 
subulate,  filiform.  Stigma  simple.  Pod  moderately  inflated,  ovate  or  oblong,  with  valves  downy  inside.  No 
appendage  to  the  seed. 

957.  Viminaria.  CaL  5-toothed,  angular.  Style  capillary,  a  little  longer  than  the  2-seeded  ovary.  Stigma simple.   Pod  valveless,  ovate.   No  appendage  to  the  seed. 
958.  Spheerolobium.  CaL  5-fid,  2-lipped.  Style  on  one  side  at  the  end,  with  a  membranous  appendage,  on 

the  other  beardless.   Stigma  terminal.   Pod  spherical. 
959.  Aotus.  CaL  5-cleft,  2-lipped.  Stamens  deciduous.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style  filiform.  Pod2-vaIved.  No 

appendage  to  the  seed. 
960.  Dillwynia.  Cal.  5-cleft,  2-lipped,  narrow  at  base.  Petals  and  stamens  deciduous,  inserted  into  the 

middle  of  tube  of  calyx.  Standard  twice  as  broad  as  long,  spreading,  2-lobed.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style  hooked. 
Stigma  capitate.   Pod  inflated.   Seeds  with  an  appendage. 

961.  Eutaxia.  Cal.  2-lipped.  Standard  a  little  broader  than  long.  Ovary  2-seeded.  Style  hooked.  Stigma 
capitate   Pod  moderately  ventricose  Seed  with  an  appendage.   Leaves  opposite 

962.  Sclerothamnus.  CaL  5-cleft,  2-lipped,  with  2  bractes  at  base  Keel  as  long  as  wings.  Ovary  2-seeded, stalked.   Style  ascending  filiform.   Stigma  simple.   Pod  ventricose. 
*  963.  Gastrolobmm.  Cal.  5-cleft,  2-lipped,  without  bractes.  Petals  of  equal  length.  Ovary  2-seeded,  stalked. 
Style  subulate,  ascending.   Stigma  simple.    Pod  ventricose.   Seeds  with  an  appendage. 

964.  Euchilus.  CaL  deeply  5-cleft,  2-lipped,  the  upper  lip  very  large,  with  2  bractes  at  base.  Keel  as  long  as 
wings.  Ovary  2-seeded,  stalked.  Style  subulate,  ascending.  Stigma  simple  Pod  compressed.  Appendage of  the  seed  with  the  hind  lobes  entire. 

965.  Pultentea.  CaL  5-cleft  with  even-sized  Hps,  2-bracted.  Ovary  sessile,  2-seeded.  Style  subulate,  ascend- ing. Stigma  simple   Appendage  of  the  seed  with  the  hind  lobes  cut 
966.  Daviesia.  Cal.  angular  without  bractes.  Keel  shorter  than  standard.  Ovary  stalked,  2-seeded.  Style 

straight  Stigma  simple  Pod  compressed,  angular,  opening  with  elasticity.  Appendage  of  seed,  entire behind. 
967.  MhbeHa.   CaL  5-cleft,  2-lipped.  Pod  2-celled,  with  each  suture  bent  inwards. 
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968.  Cercis.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Pod  compressed  with  the  seed-bearing  suture  winged.  Seeds  obovate,  with  a straight  embryo. 
969.  Schotia.  Cal.  5-cleft  Petals  5,  inserted  on  the  calyx,  and  approaching  the  papilionaceous  form.  Pod stalked. 

§  2.   Leguminoste.   Flowers  nearly  regular. 
970.  Bauhinia.  CaL  5-cleft,  deciduous.  Petals  spreading,  oblong,  clawed ;  the  upper  one  more  distant ;  all inserted  in  the  calyx. 
ff71.  Afzelia.  Cal.  tubular,  with  a  4-cleft  deciduous  limb.  Petals  4,  with  claws :  the  upper  very  large.  The upper  filaments  sterile.  Pod  many-celled.   Seed  with  an  arillus  at  base. 
972.  Hymerusa.   CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5,  nearly  equal.   Pod  rilled  with  a  powdery  faecula. 
973.  Oynometra.   CaL  4-leaved :  the  opposite  leaves  largest.   Pod  1-seeded,  fleshy. 
974.  Cassia.   Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.   The  three  upper  anthers  sterile :  three  lower  beaked. 
975.  Cathartocarpus.  CaL  5-parted,  deciduous.  Cor.  regular,  of  5  petals.  The  lower  filaments  bowed. 

Pod  long,  round,  woody,  many-celled.   Cells  filled  with  pulp. 
976.  Parkinsonia.   CaL  5-cleft.   Petals  5,  ovate,  the  lowest  reniform.   Style  O.   Pod  necklace-shaped. 
977.  Poinciana.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5,  clawed;  the  upper  dissimilar.  Stamens  very  long,  all  fertile. 

Pod  piano-compressed. 
978.  desalpinia.  CaL  5-parted,  with  the  lowest  segment  largest  and  vaulted.  Petals  5.  Stamens  woolly at  base,  all  fertile.   Pod  unarmed.   Seeds  compressed. 
979.  Guilandina.  CaL  5-cleft,  the  lowest  segment  largest.  Petals  inserted  in  the  neck  of  the  calyx,  nearly 

equaL   Pod  prickly.   Seeds  stony. 
980.  Hyperanthera.  Cal.  5-parted.  Petals  inserted  in  calyx,  unequal.  Pod  3-valved,  torulose.  Seeds 

winged. 
981.  Hqffmannseggia.  CaL  5-parted,  persistent  Petals  5,  clawed,  spreading :  the  upper  broader,  glandular 

at  base.    Filaments  glandular.   Stigma  clavate.   Pod  linear,  compressed,  many-seeded. 
982.  Adenanthera.  CaL  5-toothed.  Petals  5.  Anthers  with  a  globose  gland  at  their  extremity.  Pod membranous.   Seeds  lentiform. 
983.  Cadia.    Cal.  5-cleft   Petals  5,  equal,  obcordate.   Pod  many-seeded. 
984.  Prosopis.    CaL  hemispherical,  4-toothed.   Pod  many-seeded. 
985.  Hcematoxylon.   CaL  5-parted.   Petals  5.   Caps,  lanceolate,  1-celled,  2-valved ;  valves  navicular. 
986.  Copaifera.  Cal.  O.  Petals  4.   Pod  1-seeded. 

$  3.    Ovary  superior.   Stamens  united  in  a  tube.   Flowers  complete. 
987.  Trichilia.  CaL  4-5-toothed.  Petals  4-5,  ovate  or  oblong.  Stamens  sometimes  nearly  distinct  Caps. 

3-celled,  3-valved,  with  one  or  two  seeded  cells.   Seeds  with  a  berried  arillus. 
988.  Melia.   CaL  5-toothed.   Petals  5.   Drupe  with  a  five-celled  nut 
989.  Quivisia.  CaL  urceolate,  4-5-toothed.  Petals  4-5,  short,  silky  outside.  Stamens  with  a  short  tube. 

Stigma  capitate.   Caps,  coriaceous,  4-5-celled,  opening  at  the  end  into  4-5-valves. 
990.  Swietenia.   CaL  5-cleft.   Petals  5.   Caps.  5-celled,  woody,  opening  at  base.   Seeds  imbricated,  winged. 
991.  Ekebergia.   CaL  4-parted.   Petals  4.   Nect  a  ring  surrounding  the' ovary.   Berry  5-seeded. 992.  Heynea.  CaL  5-toothed.  Petals  5.  Style  1.  Ovary  2-celled.  Caps.  2-valved,  1-celled,  1-seeded.  Seed with  an  arillus  not  winged. 

§  4.   Ovary  superior.  Stamens  separate.   Flowers  complete. 
993.  Guaiacum.   CaL  5-parted,  unequal.   Petals  5,  equal.   Caps,  angular,  2-5-celled. 994.  ZygophyUum.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Petals  5.  Nect  10-leaved,  covering  the  ovary  and  bearing  the  stamens. 

Caps.  5-celled. 
995.  Fagonia.   CaL  5-leaved.   Petals  5,  cordate.   Caps.  5-celled,  10-valved ;  with  1-seeded  cells. 
996.  Tnbulus.   CaL  5-parted.   Petals  5,  spreading.   Style  O.   Caps.  5,  gibbous,  spiny,  many-seeded. 
997.  Dictamnus.  Cal.  5-leaved,  deciduous.  Petals  5,  clawed,  unequal.  Filam.  declinate,  with  glandular dots.  Caps.  5,  united. 
998.  Buta.    Cal.  5-parted.   Petals  concave.   Recept.  surrounded  by  10  honey-spots.   Caps,  lobed. 
999.  Crowea.  Cal.  5-parted.  Petals  5,  sessile  Stamens  flat,  subulate,  connected  by  entangled  hairs. 

Anthers  united  lengthwise  to  the  filaments  on  their  inner  side.  Style  from  the  base  of  the  ovary.  Caps.  5, united.   Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
1000.  Codon.  CaL  10-parted.   Cor.  campanulate,  10-cleft.   Caps,  many-seeded. 
1001.  Gomphia.  Petals  5.  Filaments  scarcely  any.  Anthers  long,  pyramidal,  erect,  opening  at  end  by  a double  pore. 
100%  Quassia.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Petals  5.  Nect  5-leaved.  Drupes  5,  distant,  2-valved,  1-seeded,  inserted  on a  fleslTy  receptacle. 
1003.  Limonia.  Parts  of  the  flower  4  or  5.  Stamens  free,  twice  as  numerous  as  petals,  or  sometimes  as 

many  only.   Fruit  berried,  pulpy,  4-5-celled,  with  1-celled  seeds. 1004.  G/ycosmis.  Parts  of  the  flower  5.  Stamens  with  flat  subulate  filaments,  and  elliptical  anthers.  Style 
short,  cylindrical.   Ovary  5-celled.   Fruit  fleshy,  1-2-ceUed,  1-2-seeded.   Coat  of  the  seed  membranous. 1005.  Murraya.  Parts  of  the  flower  5.  Cor.  campanulate.  Stamens  with  linear  subulate  stamens,  and 
roundish  anthers.   Fruit  fleshy,  berried,  1-2-celled,  1-2-seeded.   Coat  of  the  seed  thick,  woolly. 

1006.  Cookia.  Parts  of  the  flower  5.  Petals  navicular,  villous.  Stamens  with  linear  distinct  filaments,  and 
roundish  anthers.   Fruit  berried,  globose,  1-5-celled,  with  one-seeded  cells. 

1007.  Geertnera.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5  torn.  Filaments  slightly  cohering  at  base :  one  longer  than  the 
rest   Samara  1-seeded,  with  four  unequal  wings. 

1008.  Monotropa.  Cal.  like  a  corolla,  gibbous  at  the  base.  Capsule  5-celled,  many-seeded. 
1009.  Diontea.   CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5.   Capsule  1-celled,  gibbous,  many-seeded. 
1010.  Garuga.   CaL  campanulate,  5-cleft,  bearing  the  stamens.  Petals  equaL  Stigma  5-lobed.   Drupe  with 2-  5  1-seeded  nuts. 
1011.  Kalmia.   Cal.  5-parted.   Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  limb  having  5  horns  beneath.   Caps.  5-celled. 
1012.  Ledum.    CaL  5-cleft.    Cor.  flat,  5-parted.   Caps.  5-celled,  bursting  at  base. 
1013.  Rhodora.   Cal.  5-toothed.   Petals  3.   Stamens  declinate   Caps.  5-celled. 
1014.  Rhododendron.   CaL  5-parted.   Cor.  somewhat  funnel-shaped.   Stamens  declinate.   Caps.  5-celled. 
1015.  Epigcrn.   Outer  calyx  3-leaved,  inner  5-parted.  Cor.  salver-shaped.  Caps.  5-celled. 
1016.  Andromeda.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  ovate,  with  a  5-cleft  orifice.  Caps.  5-celled :  valves  contrary  to  the dissepiment. 
1017.  Enkianthus.  CaL  small,  persistent  Cor.  campanulate,  with  a  5-cleft  limb.  Nectaries  5,  at  base  of 

corolla.    Anthers  2-horned.   Capsule  1. 
1018.  Gualtheria.  Outer  calyx  2-leaved :  inner  5-cleft,  ovate  Nect  with  10  points.  Caps.  5-celled,  clothed with  an  inner  berried  calyx. 
1019.  Arbutus.   Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  ovate,  with  a  5-cleft  orifice ;  pellucid  at  base.   Berry  5-celled. 
1020.  Oethra.   CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5.  Stigma  S-fid.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved. 
102L  Mylocaryum.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Petals  5.    Stigma  capitate,  3-cornered,  sessile.  Caps.  3  or  4-winged, 3-  celled. 
1022.  Pyrola.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5.   Capsule  5-celled,  opening  at  the  angles. 
1023.  ChimaphUa.  Cal.  5-parted.  Petals  5.  Stigma  sessile,  tlrick,  orbicular,  sunk  in  the  ovary.  Anthers 

beaked,  opening  by  a  2-valved  cleft.   Caps.  5-celled,  opening  at  the  angles. Z  2 
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1024.  Inocarpus.   Cal.  bifid.   Cor.  funnel-shaped.   Stamens  in  a  double  row.   Drupe  1 -seeded. 
1025.  Styrax.   CaL  inferior.   Cor.  funnel-shaped.   Drupe  2-seeded. 

\  5.    Ovary  inferior.    Flowers  complete. 
1026.  Jussuea.  Cal.  4-5-parted.  Petals  4-5.  Caps.  4-5-celled,  oblong,  opening  at  the  angles.  Seeds  nu- 
merous, minute.  .         ,     , .  .t      .„  ,       „  _ 

1027.  Gctonia.  Cal.  5-leaved,  persistent.  Filaments  alternately  broader,  5  in  the  orifice  of  the  calyx.  Seed 
coated,  oblong,  crowned  by  the  calyx. 

1028.  Quisqualis.   Petals  5,  inserted  on  a  filiform  calyx. 
1029.  Melastoma.  Cal  5-cleft,  campanulate.   Petals  5,  inserted  in  calyx.  Berry  5-celled,  surrounded  by 

C3io30.  Petaloma.   Petals  5,  between  the  segments  of  the  calyx.    Berry  1-celled. 1031.  Adsanthera.  CaL  ventricose,  5-cleft  Petals  5.  Anthers  sagittate,  versatile.  Caps,  crowned,  2-celled, 
many-seeded. 

\  6.  Flowers  incomplete,  or  apctalous. 
1032.  Dais.   Involucre  4-leaved.   Cor.  4-5-cleft.   Berry  1-seeded. 
1033.  Bucida.   Cal.  5-toothed,  superior.   Berry  Useeded.   
1034.  Samyda.  Cal.  5-parted,  colored.  Nect.  campanulate,  stamen-bearing.  Caps,  berried  inside,  4-valved, 1-celled.  Seeds  nidulant 

Order  2.  D1GYNIA.  10  Stamens.  2  Styles. 

1035  Royena    Cal.  urceolate.   Cor.  1-petalous,  with  a  revolute  limb.   Caps.  1-celled,  4-valved. 
1036!  Trtanthema.    CaL  mucronate  under  the  end.    Cor.  O.    Stam.  5-10.    Ovary  blunt.    Caps,  cut 

TO10S7.  Scleranthus.    Cal.  1-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Seeds  2,  included  in  calyx. 1038  Cunonia.    Petals  5.   Sepals  5.   Capsule  2-celled,  acute. 
1039.  Hydrangea.   Cal.  superior,  5-toothed.    Petals  5.    Caps.  2-celled,  2-beaked,  opening  by  a  hole  between 

^lW^Chrvsosplenium.    CaL  4-5-cleft,  colored.    Cor.  O.    Caps.  2-beaked,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
1041  Saxifraga.   Cal.  5-parted.    Petals  5.   Caps.  2-beaked,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
1042!  TiareUa.  Cal  5-parted.  Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  calyx,  entire.  Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved:  one  valve 

18 104a  Mitella.   CaL  5-cleft.   Petals  5,  inserted  in  calyx,  pinnatifid.    Caps.  1-celled.  2-valved ;  with  equal 

1-celled. 

t940.  EDWARD'S!  A.  Sal.  Edwardsia. 
5670  grandi flora  Sal. 
5671  chrysophylla  Sal. 
5672  micropnylla  Sal. 

941.  SOPHO'RA.  H.  K. 5673  tomentosa  W. 
5674  japonica  W. 
5675  alopecuroldes  W. 5676  flavescens  W. 

942.  ORMO'SIA.  Jacks. 5677  dasycarpa  Jacks. 
5670 

large-flowered 
golden-leaved small-leaved 
SOPHORA. downy 

Japanese Fox-tail Siberian 
Ormosia. 

smooth-leaved  t  □  or 

MONO  G  YNIA. 
Leguminosa;. 12  my.jn  Y 12  my.jn  Y 

6  my.jn  Y 
Leguminosee. 12     ...  W 

40  au.s  W 
4  jLau  B 2  rnyjl  Y 

Leguminosee. 10  jn.jl  B 
5671 

1772. So.  3. 
N.  ZeaL N.  ZeaL 
N.  ZeaL  1772. 

Sp.4—  . India  1690. 
Japan  1753. Levant  1731. 
Siberia  1785. 

Sp.  1—4. 
W.  Indies  1793. 

C  s.p 
C  s.p C  s.p 

C  p.l S  s.l 
D  r.l 
D  r.l 

Bot  mag.JC7 
Botreg.738 
Bot  mag.  1442 

Trew.  ehret  t59 
Bot  rep.  585 Pall.  astr.  1 87 

C  lt.1  Lin.tran.10.t26 
5672 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture 
940.  Edwardsia.  Named  after  the  late  Mr.  Sydenham  Edwards,  a  celebrated  botanical  draughtsman.  The 

reputation  of  the  Botanical  Magazine  has  arisen  almost  wholly  from  the  skill  he  displayed  in  the  management 
of  the  figures  of  that  work.  .These  plants  are  hardy  enough  to  survive  through  our  winters  out  of  doors, 
when  they_  are  not  very  severe  :  but  are  best  protected  under  a  frame,  or  planted  in  a  conservatory:  they 
generally  ripen  seeds,  by  which,  or  by  young  cuttings  planted  under  a  bell-glass  in  sand,  they  may  be  readily encreased.   {Bot.  Cult.  183.) 
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Order  a   TRIGYN1A.      W     10  Stamens.   3  Styles. 

1047.  Cucubalus.   Cal  1-leaved,  inflated.   Petals  5,  clawed.   Berry  superior,  1  -celled,  many-seeded. 1018.  SUaw.    Cal.  1-leaved,  ventricose.   Petals  5,  clawed.    Caps.  l-3-celled,  opening  at  end,  many-seeded. 
1049.  Stellaria.   Cal  5-leaved,  spreading.   Petals  5,  2-parted.   Caps.  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
1050.  Arenaria.   Cal.  5-leaved,  spreading.   Petals  5,  entire.   Caps.  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
1051.  Cherleria.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Nectaries  5,  bifid,  petal-like.  Every  other  anther  sterile  Caps.  3-valved, 

S-celled,  3-seeded. 
1052.  Brunnichia.    Cal.  ventricose,  5-cleft    Cor.  O.    Caps,  ."-cornered,  1-celled,  1-seeded. 1053.  Garidella.    CaL  5-leaved,  petaloid.    Nect.  5,  two-lipped,  bifid.    Caps.  3,  united,  many-seeded. 
1054.  Malpighia.  Sepals  5,  with  two  honey  pores  at  base.  Petals  5,  roundish,  clawed.  Filaments  cohering 

at  base.  Drupe  1-celled,  with  3  one-celled  nuts. 
1055.  Banisteria.  Cal.  5-parted,  with  two  honey  pores  outside  at  the  base.  Petals  roundish,  clawed.  Fila- 

ments cohering  at  base.   Samaras  3, 1-seeded,  with  a  single  wing  at  end. 
1056.  Hirtsa.   CaL  without  glands.   Petals  5,  with  claws.   Samara;  3,  surrounded  by  two  opposite  wings. 

Order  4.  PENTAGYNIA.  ^jjHP*  10  Stamens.  5  Styles. 
1057.  Cnettis.  Petals  5.  Capsules  5,  one-seeded. 
1058.  Averrhoa.  Sepals  5.  Petals  5,  spreading  upwards.  Stamens  inserted  in  a  nectariferous  ring :  every 

other  one  shorter.   Apple  5-comered,  5-celled. 
1059.  Spondias.    CaL  5- toot  lied.    Petals  5.   Drupe  with  a  5-celled  nut. 
1060.  Cotyledon.   CaL  5-cleft   Cor.  1-petalous.   Five  honey  scales  at  the  base  of  ovary.   Caps.  5. 
1061.  Sett ii  m.    CaL  5-cleft   Petals  5.   Five  honey  scales  at  base  of  ovary.   Caps.  5. 
1062.  Penthorum.   CaL  5-cleft   Petals  O.  to  5.   Caps.  5-pointed,  5-celled. 
1063.  Grielum.   CaL  5-cleft   Petals  5.   Filaments  persistent   Pericarps  5,  one-seeded. 
1064.  Biophyton.  Sepals  5.  Petals  5.  Stamens  all  distinct ;  the  five  tiuter  shortest  Styles  5,  emarginate 

at  end.   Capsule  ovate,  round,  somewhat  5-cornered. 
1065.  Oxalis.  Sepals  5,  distinct  or  united  at  base.  Petals  5.  Stamens  united  at  base,  the  five  outer  shortest 

Styles  5,  pencil-shaped,  or  capitate  at  end.    Capsule  oblong  or  cylindrical. 
1066.  Agrostemma.  CaL  1-leaved,  coriaceous.   Pet  5-clawed.   Limb  obtuse,  undivided.   Caps.  1-celled. 
1067.  Lychnis.  CaL  1-leaved,  oblong,  smooth.   Petals  5-clawed,  with  a  nearly  2-fid  limb.   Caps.  5-celled. 
1068.  Cerastium.   Sepals  5.   Petals  bifid.   Capsule  1-celled,  opening  at  end. 
1069.  Larbrtea.  Cal.  5-cleft,  urceolate  at  base.  Petals  5,  biparted,  perigynous.  Styles  5.  Ovary  1-celled, 

many-seeded.   Capsule  6-valved  at  end. 
1070.  Spergula.   Sepals  5.   Petals  5,  entire.   Capsule  ovate,  1-celled,  5-valved. 

Order  5.  DECAGYNI A.  10  Stamens.   10  Styles 

1071.  Phytolacca.  Sepals  5.   Berry  superior,  10-celled,  10-seeded. 

MONO  G  YNIA. 
5670  Leaflets  13-19  lanceolate  oblong 
5671  Leaflets  8-10  lines  long  obovate,  Pubescence  yellowish  brown 
5672  Leaflets  25-41  obovate 

5673  A  tree,  Leaflets  roundish  or  oval  very  obtuse  at  each  end  as  well  as  the  calyx  downy 
5674  A  tree,  Leaflets  oblong  ovate  acute  and  pods  smooth 
5675  Herbaceous,  Leaflets  oblong  when  full-grown  silky  above 
5676  Herbaceous,  Leaflets  ovate-oblong  smoothish 
5677  Leaflets  9-11  acuminate  smooth  on  each  side,  Pods  downy 

5708  axSuj  fc,  mc  5689 

5687      fffl  *~     '       F5T^f5702    ^e^g^'   I'fl&feST  5680 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
941.  Sophora.  An  alteration  of  the  Arabic  name  Sophera.  This  genus  has  been  much  altered  from  what  it 

formerly  was.   It  now  consists  chiefly  of  fine  trees,  some  of  which  are  hardy. 
942.  Ormosia.  From  o^pun,  a  necklace,  for  making  which  the  handsome  seeds,  red  with  a  black-eye,  of  the 

species  are  well  adapted.  The  kind  cultivated  in  England  is  exceedingly  rare. Z  3 
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Class  X. 

I  |  or  8 

*943.  ANAGY'RIS.  TV.  Bean-trefoil. $5678foetida  W.  stinking  J 
5679  latifolia  W.  en.  broad-leaved  ? 
56801ndica  Wall.  Nepal  f 

Baptisia  ne pal  ens  is  Hook. 
944.  THERMOPSIS.  R.Br.  Thermopsis. 
5681  lanceolata  R.  Br.    sharp-leaved  ^ 

Podaltjria  lupinotdes  W. 
945.  VIRGI'LIA.  Lam.  Virgima. 
5682  lutea  Ph.  yellow-flower'd  $ 5683  aurea  H.  K.  great-flowered  * 5684  intrusa  H.  K.  small-flowered  « 
5685  capensis  H.  K.  vetch-leaved  * 

946.  CYCLOPIA.  R.  Br.  Cyclopia. 
5686  genistoides  H.  K.  Genista-leaved 

947.  BAPTI'SIA.  R.Br.  Baptisia. 
5687  perfoliate  H.  K.      perfoliate        £  lAI  pr 

Sp.  S. 9  apTmy  Y  Spain  1570. 
10  ap.my  Y  Tenerifle  1815. 
"  jl        Y      Nepal  1821. 

C  p.l  Bot  cab.  740 
C  p.l S  p.l    Hook  ex.  fl.  131 

A  pr 

A  or 

Leguminous.   Sp.  1—3. 1  jn.jl     Y      Siberia  1776. 

Leguminoste. 15  jn.jl  Y 
6  jl  Y 

my.au  Y.w 2  jLau  W 

Sp.  4—7. N.  Amer.  1812. 
Abyssinia  1777. C.  G.  H.  1790. 
C.  G.  H.  1767. 

Leguminoste.    Sp.  1—2. 2  jLau    Y      C.G.  H  1787. 

villous  3l  A  or 
blue-flowered  ^  A  or 
white-flowered  ^  A  or 
dyer's  5  A  or 
silky 

wedge-leaved two-flowered 
one-flowered 
Storax-leaved Box-leaved 
Olive-leaved 
hairy 

heart-leaved 

5688  villosa  Ph. 
5689  australis  H.  K. 
5690  alba  H.  K. 
5691  tinct6ria  H.  K. 

948.  PODALVRIA.  R.  Br.  Podalybia. 
5692  myrtilhfiSlia  W.  Myrtle-leaved 5693  serlcea  H.  K. 
5694  cuneif61ia  V. 
5695bifl6ra  W. 
5696  calyptrate  H.  K. 
5697  styracifolia  B.  M. 5698  buxifolia  W. 
5699  oleaefolia  P.  L. 
5700  hirsute  H.  K. 
5701  cordite  H.  K. 

t949.  CHOROZE'MIA.  Lab.  Chorozemia 
5702  ilicifolia  H.  K.        Holly-leaved     •  i_|  or 
5703  nana  H.  K.  dwarf  »  i_J  or 
5704  rhdmbea  H.  K.  few-flowered  >i  |  or 

t950.  PODOLCBIUM.  H.  K.  Podolobium. 
5705  trilobatum  H.  K.     common         It  \  |  or 

*851.  OXYLCKBIUM.  H.K.  Oxylobium. 5706 arborescens  H.  K.    tall  Hi  lor 
5707  elllpticum  Jff.  Jt     oval-leaved      *  i  |  or 5708  cordifolium  H.  K.   heart-leaved    *  i  lor 

952.  CALLISTA'CHYS.  Vent.  Callistachys. 5709  lanceolata  V.  spear-leaved     *  j  |  or 
5710  ovata  B.  M.  oval-leaved       m  \  |  or 

953.  BRACHYSE'MA.  H.K.  Brachysema. 5711  latif&lium  H.  K.      broad-leaved    *~  i  lor 
5712  undulatum  Ker.      wavy-leaved     !U  i  |  cu 

5685 

:  i  I  or 

»l_Jor 
»l_Jor  6 »l_|or  2 

I  |  or  2 

Leguminoste. 3  au  Y 
2  jnjl  Y 
4  jnjl  B 
2  jnjl  W 
\\  jl.au  Y Leguminoste. 
6  apjl  Pu 
6  ja.o  Pu 6  my.au  W 
6  fjn  Pu 6  apjl myjl 

my.jl 

my 

jl.au 
myjl 
Leguminoste. i  mr.o  Y 

|  mr.o  Y !  ap.jn  Y 
Leguminoste. !  apjl  Y 
Leguminoste. 

i  apjn  Y :  my.s  Y 
:  ap.s  Y 
Leguminoste. I  jn.au  Y 

I  jn.au  Y 
Leguminoste. i  apjl  Cr <  mr.ap  G 

Pu 
Pk 

B 
Pu 
B 
B 

Sp.  5—7. 
Carolina  1732. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1758. 
N.  Amer.  1724. N.  Amer.  1759. 

Sp.  10—13. C.  G.  H.  1795. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 

Sp.3. 
N.  Holl. N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. 

D  Itl  Bot.  mag.  1389 

C  p.l  Mich.  arb.  c.  ic. 
C  p.1  L'H.st.  no.l.t.75 C  p.l 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1590 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1259 

D.elttl02.f.l22 
Bot  mag.  509 Bot.  mag.  1177 
Bot  mag.  1099 

D  c D  c 

D  c 

D  c D  c 

1778. 1804. 
1789. 
1792. 
1790. 1804. 
1774. 
1794. 
1803. 1803. 
1803. 

S  s.p S  s.p 
S  s.p 

Sp.  1—2. N.  &  W. 

Sp.3— 5. V.  DLL. 
V.DLL. 
N.  S.  W. 

Sp.  2— 3. 
N  HoU. 
N.  HolL 

Sp.2. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  S.  W. 

Bot.  mag.  1923 Vent.  eels.  t.  99 
Bot  mag.  753 
Bot.  mag.  1580 
Bot  reg.  869 
Par.  lond.  114 Bot  rep.  525 

Lab.  voy.  1. 1 21 
Bot  mag.  1032 Bot.  cab.  1619 

1791. 
1805. 1805. 1807. 

1815. 
1815. 
1803. 
1820. 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  1477 

S  s.p  Bot  reg.  392 
S  sp  Lab.n.ho.l.t.135 S  s.p  Bot  rep.  492 

S  s.p  Bot  reg.  216 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  1925 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  118 
C  s.p  Bot  reg.  642 

5691 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Anagyns. 

native  of  the  South  of  Europe  and  Nortn  of  Africa,  and  one  doubtful  species  of  NepaL  Young  cuttings  root 
in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

944.  Thermopsis.  So  named  from  the  resemblance  of  the  flower  to  that  of  a  Lupine.  This  genus  is  culti- 
vated with  difficulty :  it  grows  best  in  a  light  loamy  soil,  and  may  be  increased  by  seed ;  dividing  the  root  is 

liable  to  injure  the  plant,  so  that  it  is  increased  with  difficulty  by  that  means.   (Bot.  Cult.  427.) 
945.  Virgilia.  A  genus  dedicated  by  Lamarck  to  the  poet  Virgil,  whose  Georgics  contain  many  things interesting  to  botanists. 
946.  Cyclopia.  Named  by  Ventenat,  from  xvxkes,  a  circle,  and  r»s,  a  foot,  in  allusion  to  the  replicate  circle 

which  is  found  about  the  base  of  the  pods. 
947.  Baptisia.  So  named  from  {Saurm,  to  dye,  in  allusion  to  the  economical  properties  of  some  species. 

Herbaceous  plants  of  easy  cultivation,  and  as  border  flowers  ornamental. 
948.  Podalyria.  Podalyrus  was  a  son  of  JEsculapius.  Small  Cape  shrubs,  with  simple  silky  leaves  and 

purple  blossoms.  The  species  may  be  grown  in  leaf  mould  and  peat,  or  peat  loam,,  and  rooted  by  cuttings  in sand,  or  raised  from  seeds. 
949.  Choroxemia.   M.  Labillardiere  originally  discovered  this  plant  upon  the  south-west  coast  of  New 
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5678  Leaves  lanceolate  acute 
5679  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse 
5680  Leaves  lanceolate  shining  silky  beneath 

5681  Leaflets  oblong-lanceolate,  Stipules  lanceolate  twice  as  long  as  stalk,  Pedicels  whorled 

5682  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  with  a  short  point  smooth,  Racemes  long  pendulous 
5683  Stamens  persistent,  Ovaries  downy,  Leaflets  oval  obtuse  pointless 
5684  Stamens  persistent,  Ovaries  smooth,  Base  of  calyx  pushed  inwards,  Leaflets  oval  obt.  with  a  little  point 
5685  Stam.  decid.  woolly  at  base,  Ovaries  downy,  Keel  acuminate,  Leaflets  lanceolate 

5686  Leaflets  subulate  and  sepals  pointless,  Bractes  oblong  ovate  shorter  than  peduncle,  Branchlets  smooth 

5687  Leaves  perfoliate  entire  roundish 
5688  Stem  and  leaves  very  hairy,  Leaflets  oval  obtuse,  Raceme  terminal  spiked 
5689  Leaves  ternate  stalked,  Leaflets  cuneate  lanceolate,  Stipules  longer  than  stalk  lanceolate 
-5690  Leaves  ternate  stalked,  Leafl.  ellipt  obL  Stipules  deciduous  subulate  shorter  than  stalk,  Ovaries  smooth 
5691  Leaves  ternate  stalked,  Leafl.  roundish  obovate,  Stipules  setaceous  obsolete 

5693  Leaves  oblong  obovate  on  both  sides  with  the  calyxes  silky,  Pedunc.  one-fl.  as  long  as  leaves 
5693  Leaves  oblong  obovate  on  both  sides  with  the  calyxes  silky,  several  times  longer  than  the  1-flow.  fl-stalk 
5694  Leaves  cuneiform  emarginate  silky,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  leaf 
5695  Leaves  oval  silky  on  both  sides  shorter  than  2-fl.  peduncle,  CaL  downy  rough 
5696  Lvs.  oval  and  obov.  pubes.  beneath  netted :  when  full-grown  not  silky,  CaL  vilL  with  a  scarioui  refl.  limb 
5697  Leaves  ovate  reticulate,  Branches  hairy  angular  striated,  Peduncles  as  long  as  leaves 
5698  Leaves  simple  ovate  downy,  FL  axillary,  Peduncles  longer  than  leaf 
5699  Leaves  elliptical-lanceolate,  Peduncles  1-fl.  shorter  than  leaves,  Calyx  deeply  split 
5700  Leaves  villous  stalked :  upper  ovate;  lower  roundish,  Cal.  villous  with  segments  as  long  as  wings 
5701  Leaves  cordate  roundish  subsessile  very  villous,  Segments  of  villous  calyx  shorter  than  wings 

5703  Leaves  pinnati fid-toothed  spiny  oblong-lanceolate :  with  an  entire  point  longer  than  the  teeth 
5703  Leaves  sinuate-toothed  spiny  oblong  obtuse,  Bractes  below  the  end  of  stalk 
5704  Leaves  entire  flat  mucronate :  lower  rhomboid  orbicular ;  the  upper  elliptical  lanceolate 

5705  Lvs.  opp.  spiny  toothed  3-lobed  with  a  transverse  base,  Lateral  lobes  much  shorter  than  term,  toothed  one 

5706  Leaves  lin.  lane.  Bractes  adhering  to  top  of  the  footstalk,  Corymb,  clust.  Pods  scarcely  longer  than  cal. 
5707  Leaves  oval.  obL  Bractes  deciduous  below  the  end  of  footstalk,  Corymb,  clust  Pods  twice  as  long  as  cal. 
5708  Leaves  ovate  cordate  hairy,  Umb.  terminal  sessile 
5709  Leaves  lanceolate  acute 
5710  Leaves  ternate  obovate  mucronate  silky  beneath 

5711  Leaves  ovate  flat,  Standard  oblong  obovate 
5713  Leaves  elliptical  wavy  mucronate,  Standard  oblong  cordate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Holland,  at  the  foot  of  the  mountains,  in  a  loamy  soil,  near  a  spot  where,  after  having  been  tantalized  with 
finding  many  salt  springs,  his  party  had  just  met  with  an  ample  supply  of  fresh  water.  This  welcome  refresh- 

ment, of  which  he  speaks  feelingly  in  his  book,  seems  to  have  suggested  a  name  for  this  plant,  which  he  had 
properly  determined  to  constitute  a  new  genus.  He  called  it  ChorozSma,  evidently  from  a  dance  or 
joyous  assembly,  and  ?s,<**,  a  drink,  in  allusion  to  the  circumstance  just  mentioned.  (Smith.) 

This  genus  ripens  abundance  of  seeds,  from  which  it  may  be  readily  increased,  and  also  by  young  cuttings in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 
950.  Podolobium.  This  and  the  succeeding  names  ending  in  labium,  refer  in  that  part  of  their  derivation  to 

their  pod ;  this  genus  is  called  from  srm  *»6ot,  a  foot,  the  pod  being  on  a  stalk.  The  species  may  be  treated  as Chorozemia. 
951.  Oxylobhim.   From  e&s,  pointed,  the  pods  being  pointed.  See  Podolobium. 
952.  Callistachys.  From  xctXoi,  beautiful,  and  s-*x«s ,  a  spike,  in  reference  to  the  fine  spikes  of  yellow flowers.  These  are  handsome  conservatory  shrubs,  which  grow  rapidly  and  flower  freely.  They  may  be raised  from  seeds  or  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 
95a  Brachy tenia:  From  0f»xvf}  short,  and  ati/uc,  a  standard.  The  standard  of  the  flower  of  the  genus  Is very  short.  This  is  a  handsome  climber,  increased  by  layers,  cuttings  in  sand,  or  by  seeds. Z  4 
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..uon, ....  U^WAfflUNP.     op.  I  —  IV. 
U4e   2  mr.s    Y      N.  S.  W.  1803.  C  i.p.  Ex.  bot  58 

»t_Jde 
«l_]de 
*i_Jde 

de 
de 

964.  GOMPHOLOBIUM.  H.  K.  Gompholobium.  Leguminous.  So.  7— 10. 
57131atif61ium^.£      broad-leaved    -     ■•     -  *- G.fimbri&tum  Sm. 6714  grandiflorum  Sm.  large-flowered 5715  marginatum  H.  K.  small-flowered 
5716  polym6rphum  H.  JC  variable 
5717  minus  Sm.  hairy-stalked 5718  toment6sum  H.  K.  tomentose 
57J9  venustum  H.  K.      purple-flowered  «  i  |  de 

t955.  BURTO'NIA.  H.K.  Burtonia. 
5720  scabra  H.  K.  rough-leaved    *  i   I  pr 

956.  JACKSONIA.  H.  K  Jacksonia. 
5721  scoparia  H.  K.         Broom-like       «i    I  pr 
5722  spinusa  H.  K.         spinous  m  |  |  pr 

957.  VIMINA'RIA.  H.K.  Rush-bboom. 5723  denudata  H.  K.       leafless  «  (  |  cu 
5724  laterifl6ra  Link.       side-flowering  «  i  |  cu 

958.  SPHjEROLO'BIUM.  H.  K.  Sphjsrolobium. 5725  vimineum  H.  K.     yellow-flowered  m  i_]  or 5726  medium  H  K. 
959.  AOTUS  H.  K. 
S1ZJ  vill6sa  H.  K. 

red-flowered 
Aotus. 

villous 
960.  DILLWY'NIA.  H.K.  Dillwynia. 

•  i_|or  2 
5728  floribunda  H.  K. 
5729  ericifolia  H.  K. 
5730  glaberrima  H.  K. 
5731  parvifolia  B.  M. 5732  cinerascens  R.  Br. 
5733  juniperina  Lodd. 

961.  EUTA'XIA.  H.K. 5734  mvrtifulia  //.  K. 

close-flowered 
Heath-leaved 
smooth small. leaved 
grey 
juniper-leaved Ectasia. 
Myrtle-leaved 

*  1_J  or 

I  |  or 
*  L_J  or 

:  L_Jpr 

mr.s     Y      N.  S.  W.  1803. 
mr.s    Y      N.  HolL  1803. 
mr.au  Y      N.  HoU.  1803. 
mr.au  Y      N.  S.  W.  1812. 
apjl     Y      N.  HolL  1803. 
ap  jl     Pu     N.  HolL  1803. 
Legummota.  Sp.  1 — 3. 
myjl    Y      N.  HolL  1803. 
Leguminosce.   Sp.  2—4. jn.au   Y      N.  S.  W.  1803. 
ap.s     Y      N.  HolL 
Legumtnoue.   Sp.  2. 
jn.s      Y      N.  HolL 
jn.s      Y      N.  HolL 
Leguminoste.   Sp.  2—4. my.au  Y      N.  HolL  1802. 
jn.au    R      N.  HolL  1803. 
Leguminoste.   Sp.  1 — 3. 
apjn    Y      N.  HolL  1790. 
Leguminosce.   Sp.  6—10. 
apjl     Y       N.  S.  W.  1794. N.  S.  W.  1794. 

N.  &W.  1800. N.  S.  W.  1800. 
N.  a  W.  1819. V.  Di.  L.  1818. 

1803. 
1789. 1824. 

962.  SCLEROTHA'MNUS.  H.  K.  Sclerothamnus. 

mrjl 
mrjl 

2  mrjl  Y 
2  mr.jl  Y 
2  ap.my  Y 

Leguminoste. 
Umrjn  Y Sp.  1—2. 

N.Holl.  1803. 

5735  microphallus  H.  K.  small-leaved 
L_lpr  1 

Leguminosce.   Sp.  1. 
my.jn  Y      N.  HolL  1803. 

963.  GASTROLCBIUM.  B.K.  Gastrolobium. 
5736  bilobum  H.  K.        two-lobed  ii  lor 

964.  EUCHl'LUS.  H.K.  Euchilus. 5737  obcordatus  H.  K.     heart-leaved  «  \  |  or 
t965.  PULTENiE'A.  H.  K.  Pitltenjsa. 

5738  daphnoides  H.  K.    Daphne-leaved  *  i   I  or 
5739  obcordSta  H.  K.      heart-leaved  m  t  |  or 
5740  scibra  H  K.  rough-leaved  il  i   I  or 
5741  retusa  H.  K.  blunt-leaved  «  i  |  or 
5742  stricta  S.  M.  upright  •  ■   I  or 
5743  linophylla  H.  K.      Flax-leaved  «  |  |  or 
5744  paleacea  Sm.  chaffy  4t  |_J  or 
5745  stipularis  H.  K       scaly  il  |  |  or 
5746  vestita  H.  K.  awned  *  (  |  or 
6747  viU6sa  H.  K.  villous  *  .  I  or 

Leguminosce.   Sp.  1—3. 2  mr.my  Y      N.  HoU.  1803. 
Leguminoste.   Sp.  1. 

2  mr.jn   Y      N.  HoU.  1803. 
Leguminosce.    Sp.  13—19. 

8  jn.jl     Y      N.  S.W.  1792. 2  myjl 

14  myjl 1  ap.my 
2  apjn 
2  myjl 

\\  ap.jl 
2  apjl 
3  apjl 
2  ap.my 

V.  Di.  L.  1808. 
N.  a  W. 
N.  a  W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S  W. 
n.  a  w. n.  a  w. 
N.  HolL n.  a  w. 

1803. 
1789. 
1803. 
1789. 
1789. 
1792. 1803. 
1790. 

C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  484 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1533 

C  8.p 

C  s.p  Lab.n.ho.l.tl34 
C  s.p 

C  s.l.p 

C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  427. 
C  s.p  Lab.n.ho.l.t.136 
C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1190 
C  s.p 

S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  969 
S  s.p 

S  s.p  Bot.  mag. 949 

C  s.l.p  Ex.  bot.  t.  26 
C  s.l.p  Ex.  bot.  t  25 C  s.Lp  Bot.  mag.  941 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  1527 
C  s.Lp  Bot.  mag.  2247 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  cab.  401 
C  ».Lp  Bot.  mag.  1274 
C  s.l.p 

C  s.l.p  Bot.  reg.  411 

C  s.l.p  Bot.  cab.  60 

C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  1394 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  574 C  s.l.p 

C  s.Lp  Bot  reg.  378 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  1588 
C  s.l.p  Sch. s. ban  3.  t.18 
C  s.l  p  Bot.  cab.  291 C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  435 
C  s.l.p 

C 

s.l.p 

s.l.p  Bot  mag.  967 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 
954.  Gompholobium.  The  name  of  this  genus  alludes  to  the  tumid  shape  of  the  legume,  which  swells  from 

a  narrow  base  upwards ;  according  to  the  primary  signification  of  yo/uQae,  a  word  thence  used  to  signify  a club  or  wedge,  or  any  thing  formed  upon  a  similar  principle.  Delicate  plants,  difficult  to  preserve,  requiring 
a  large  proportion  of  sand  in  the  peat,  and  moderate  watering.  Young  cuttings  root  under  a  bell-glass  in sand. 

955.  Bur  tarda.  A  genus  defined  in  the  Hortus  Kewensis,  without  an  explanation  of  the  origin  of  the  name This  plant,  Sweet  observes,  requires  more  than  ordinary  treatment  to  keep  it  in  good  health ;  an  equal  mixture 
of  very  sandy  loam  and  peat  is  the  best  soil  for  it,  and  the  pots  to  be  weU  drained  with  small  potsherds,  that 
the  water  may  pass  off  freely,  as  nothing  is  more  injurious  to  it  than  too  much  water.  Young  cuttings  are  not 
difficult  to  root,  planted  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass ;  it  may  also  be  raised  from  seeds,  which  are  sometimes  pro- duced.  (Bot.  Cult.  156.) 

956.  Jacksonia.  Named  after  Mr.  Jackson,  formerly  librarian  to  Aylmer  Bourke  Lambert,  and  an  excellent 
practical  botanist,  of  whom  too  little  is  known.  Young  cuttings  will  root  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass,  or  ripened ones  under  a  hand-glass. 

957.  Viminaria.  From  vimen,  a  twig.  The  appearance  of  the  species  which  have  no  leaves  is  that  of  a bundle  of  naked  twigs. 
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5713  Leaves  term.  Leafl.  lin.  or  obL  lin.  an  inch  and  more  long,  Stem  erect,  Keel  fringed,  CaL  in  fruit  reflexed 
6714  Leaves  ternate  linear  mucronate  straight,  Branches  angular  smooth 
5715  Leaves  ternate,  Leafl.  obovate  edged  flat,  Stipules  as  long  as  leafstalk,  Cor.  length  of  calyx 
5716  Lvs.  tern,  and  quinate,  Leafl.  linear  recurved  at  edge,  somewhat  dilated  at  end,  Stem  procum.  or  twining 5717  Leaves  ternate  linear  smooth  mucronate,  Branches  round  hairy.  Keel  hairy 
5718  Leaves  pinn.  Leafl.  subulate  linear  mucronate  rough  above,  Cal.  hairy  shorter  than  pod,  Keel  silky  ciliate 
5719  Leaves  pinn.  of  many  pairs,  Leafl.  subulate  veiny  revolute  at  edge  and  calyxes  smooth,  Cor.  purple 
5720  Leaves  ternate,  Cal.  smooth,  Style  beyond  the  middle  beardless 

5721  Arborescent  unarmed,  Branches  angular,  Racemes  terminal 
5722  Shrubby,  Branches  spiny  2-3-chotomous  spreading  angular,  Bractes  very  short 
5723  Segments  of  calyx  straight  ovate 
,5724  Flowers  racemose,  Segments  of  calyx  lanceolate  reflexed 

5725  Tube  of  cal.  a  little  shorter  than  lips,  Style  included  bowed  from  the  base,  Cor.  yellow 
5726  Tube  of  cal.  twice  as  short  as  the  lips,  Cor.  red 

5727  CaL  silky  with  appressed  hairs,  Pods  stalked,  Seeds  dotted  rugose,  Leaves  rough  above 

5728  Flowers  axillary  ternate,  Leaves  subulate  mucronate 
5729  Corymbs  terminal  sessile,  Leaves  subul.  rough  with  dots  divaricate  twisted,  Branches  pubescent 
5730  Corymbs  terminal  stalked,  Leaves  filiform  erect  smooth,  Mucro  weak  recurved 
5731  Leaves  short  spreading  decussate,  Fl.  capitate,  Pedunc.  with  two  bractes,  Stigma  capitate 
5732  Corymbs  terminal  sessile,  Leaves  filiform  erect,  with  a  weak  short  point,  Branches  silky 
5733  Leaves  acerose  horizontal,  Branches  weak,  Heads  3-9-flowered 

5734  Leaves  lanceolate  or  lanceolate-obovate,  Peduncles  axillary  twin,  Appendages  of  wings  very  short 
5735  The  only  species 

5736  Lvs.  beneath  somew.  silky  ret  use,  Lobes  round,  longer  than  little  point,  Stalk  of  pod  as  long  as  tube  of  cal. 

5737  The  only  species 

5738  Heads  terminal,  Leaves  obovate  oblong  flat  quite  smooth  3  times  as  long  as  broad,  Point  pungent 
5739  Heads  term.  Leaves  cuneate  obcord.  retuse  flat  smooth  scarcely  twice  as  long  as  broad,  Point  pungent 
5740  Heads  teran.  few-fi.  Leaves  cuneate  truncate  bristly  pointed  recurved  at  edge  rough  above  villous  beneath 5741  Heads  term.  Leaves  linear  retuse  blunt  flat  smooth,  Bractes  a  little  longer  than  cal. 
5742  Heads  term.  Leaves  obovate  mucronate  smooth,  Stem  upright,  Calyx  and  pods  hairy 
5743  Bractes  shorter  than  6-8- fl.  head,  Lvs.  lin.  with  a  little  point  and  recurv.  edge,  Stip.  shorter  than  footstalk 
5744  Leaves  linear  mucronate  revolute  recurved  at  end,  Stipules  solitary  2-nerved  with  membr.  torn  sheaths 
5745  Heads  many-fl.  Bractes  about  as  long  as  cal.  Leaves  flat  linear  acute.  Stipules  bifid  flat  imbricated 5746  FL  axilL  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  mucronate  smooth,  Stip.  imbric.  ciliated,  Cal.  and  bractes  bearded 
5747  Racemes  leafy,  Leaves  linear  oblong,  above  concave,  beneath  caL  and  branchlets  pilose 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
358.  Sph&rolobium.  From  trtptufci,  a  sphere ;  the  pods  being  nearly  spherical.   See  Jacksonia. 
959.  Joins.  From  «,  privative,  and  ara,  ears,  in  allusion  to  the  want  of  the  appendages  to  the  calyx  in this  genus.   In  Pultenssa,  to  which  it  is  most  nearly  allied,  they  are  very  distinct. 
960.  DUlvaynia.  Named  by  Sir  James  Edward  Smith,  after  Mr.  Lewis  Weston  Dillwyn,  whose  labors  upon 

Confervas  and  other  parts  of  British  botany  are  well  known.  These  plants  being  liable  to  suffer  from  wet,  the 
pots  must  be  well  drained  with  sherds  and  refuse  peat  sittings.  Young  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a bell-glass. 

961.  Eutaxia.  From  toragnc,  modesty,  in  allusion  to  the  humble,  modest  appearance  of  the  plant  Mr. 
Sweet  directs  to  top  the  plants  frequently  when  young,  otherwise  they  are  apt  to  run  up  naked  and unsightly. 

962.  Sclerothamnus.  From  a-xXti(os,  hard,  and  B-antos,  a  shrub.  The  species  are  rigid  plants  with  stiff hard  leaves. 
"fB.  Gastrolobium.   From  the  belly ;  or,  in  botanical  composition,  something  inflated.   The  pods  of the  genus  are  much  swollen. 
964.  Euchilus.   From  su,  well,  and  £u\of,  a  lip ;  well  lipped.   The  upper  lip  of  the  calyx  is  very  large. 
965.  Fulleruea.   Named  after  Wilham  Pulteney,  M.  D.,  author  of  a  view  of  the  writings  of  Linnaeus,  and 
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5748  flexilis  H.K. 
5749  tenuifolia  R.  Br. 
5750blloba  R.Br. 

966.  DAVIB/SIA.  L.  T. 
5751  acicularis  Sm. 
5752  ulicina  Sm. 
5753  corymbosa  Sm. 5754  mimosoides  H.  K. 

D.glauca  Lodd. 
5755  latifolia  H.  A'. 5756  alata  Sm. 

t967.  MIRBE'LIA.  L.  T. 5757  reticulata  L.  T. 
5758  dilatata  H.  K. 

968.  CER'CIS.  W. 5759  Siliquastrum  W. 5760  canadensis  W. 
969.  SCHOTIA.  »K. 
5761  speci6sa  H.  K. 
5762  tamarin'difoliaHX. 5763  stipulata  H.  K. 

970.  BAUHI'NIA.  W. 5764scandens  W. 
5765  raeem 6sa  W. 
5766aculeata  W. 
5767  divaricata  W. 
5768aurita  W. 
5769  porrecta  W. 
5770  pacviflora  W. 
5771  variegata  W. 
5772  Candida  W. 
5773  purpurea  W. 5774  tomentosa  W. 
5775  acuminata  W. 
5776  forficata  Link. 

971.  AFZE'LIA.  S»». 5777  africana  Sm. 
t972.  HYMENS' A  W. 5778  Courbaril  W. 

6779  verrucosa  W. 

DECANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. Glass  X. 

H  |  or 

shining-leaved  *  i_J  or 
thin-leaved      <l  i  |  or 
two-lobed         *  |  |  or 
Daviesia. 

needle-leaved   *  i  |  or 
Furze-leaved    *  i  1  or 
glaucous-leav'd  » i  |  or green-leaved    *  i_J  or 
broad-leaved    *  i  |  or 
winged  *  i  I  or 

MlBBEMA. 
reticulated 
lobed-leaved 
Judas-Tree. 

European        *f  or American       5  or 
Schotia. small-leaved  *Qor 

Tamarind-leav.  *  D  or 
large-stipuled  •  □  or 
Mountain-Ebony. small-lvd.  clim.  %_  □  or 
great-leaved  %_  □  spl 
prickly-stlkd.  fc.  O  or 
dwarf  t_  I   I  or long-eared  J_  □  pr 
smooth-leaved  i.  □  pr 
small-flowered  J_  □  pr 
variegated  fc_  O  or white, 
purple tomentose 
acute-leaved 
pincer-leaved   Jj_  □  or 

Afzelia. 
african  J  □  tm 

li  ap.jn  Y 
N.  S.W.  1801.  C  s.l.p 

N.  S.W.  1817.  " 
1*  ap.mv  Y 
2  ap.my  Y  N.  S.  W.  1817. 

Leguminosce.    Sp.  6 — 10. 
2  jnjl     Y  N.  aw.  1804. 3  ap.au  Y  N.  S.  W.  1792. 
2  my.au  Y  N.  &  W.  1804. 
2  jn.au    Y  N.  S.  W.  1809. 
3  my.au  Y 
3  my.au  Y 

Leguminosce. 3  myau  B 
3  my.au  B 

Leguminosce. 20  my.jn  Pu 
18  my.jn  Gr 

Leguminosce. 
5  jLd  Cr 6  my.s  Cr 
5  my.s  Cr 

Leguminosce. ...  W.T 

1759. 1795. 
1794. 

jn.au 

jn.s 

JLlZ]or 
*_C]or 
t.  CD  or 

30 
20 
6 
5 
6 15  jl 
20  ... 20  jn.jl 10  my.jn 
25  ... 
12  ... 8  ... 
6  ... 

W 
W 
W 
St 
w 
St 
w 
p 
Y.w 
W 
W 

N.  S.  W.  1805. 
N.  S.  W.  1818. 

Sp.2— i. N.S.W.  1792. 
N.  Hoa  1803. 

Sp.2. 
S.  Europe  1596. N.  Amer.  1730. 

Sp.  3-7, C.  G.H. 
C.G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
Sp.  13—30. E  Indies  1799. 

E  Indies  1790. W.  Indies  1737. 
W.Indies  1742. 
Jamaica  1756. W.  Indies  1737. 
E  Indies  1808. 
E  Indies  1690. E  Indies  1777. 
E  Indies  1778. 
E.  Indies  1808. 
K  Indies  1808. Brazil  1823. 

C  s.l.p 

C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  2086 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  2091 C  s.l.p 

C  s.l.p  Bot  cab.  44 

C  s.Lp 

C  s.l.p  Bot  rep.  611 
C  s.l.p  Bot  mag.  1757 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  reg.  728 
C  s.l.p  Bot  mag.  1211 C  s.l.p 

L  co    Bot  mag.  1138 L  co   j&iU.  ic  t  2 

C  Lp  Bot  rep.  348 
C  Lp  Bot  mag.  1153 

C  Lp 

Rhe.  maL  8.  t.29 
Vah.  sym.  a  t62 Flu.  ic.  t  44.  £  1 
Hort.  cliff  t  15 
Mill.  ic.  1. 1 61 Bot  mag.  1708 

Rh.  maL  1. 1  32 
Rh.  maLl.  t33 
Rh.  maL  1. 1 35 Rh.  maL  1. 1  34 

30 Leguminosce. 
...  Cr 

Sp.  1. 
a  Leone  1821. 

Locust-Thee. 
leathery-leaved  t  □  or 
warted-podded  J  □  or 

5752 

Leguminosce.  Sp.  2. 
20     ...     Y.p  W  Indies  1688. 
20    Madagas.  1808. 

,5755 

C  p.l  La.ill.t330.  f.l 
C  p.l   La.  ill.  t.  330.  £  2 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  various  other  works  of  merit  These  are  small  New  Holland  bushes,  with  numerous  yellow  flowers,  fre- 

quently brown  on  the  outside. 
966.  Daviesia.  Named  after  the  Rev.  Hugh  Davies,  a  Welsh  botanist  Plants  like  furze.  The  species 

root  best  when  the  cuttings  are  somewhat  ripened  and  planted  in  pots  of  sand,  and  covered  with  a  hand-glass without  bottom  heat 
967.  Mirbelia.  In  honor  of  Mr.  Mirbd,  a  distinguished  French  physiological  botanist,  whose  elucidations  of 

the  reticulated  structure  of  vegetables  make  it  proper  to  consecrate  to  his  merits  plants  remarkable  for  their reticulation. 
968.  Cercis.  K=«xi;  is  a  name  of  Theophrastus,  supposed  to  have  appertained  to  the  tree  now  so  called. 

Gainier  or  Arbre  de  Judie,  Fr.,  Arbold  Amor,  Span.  Handsome  low  trees,  with  singular  leaves  and 
fine  shewy  flowers.  These  having  an  agreeable  poignancy,  and  being  abundant  on  the  branches,  are  fre- 

quently eaten  in  salads  on  the  continent,  and  those  of  the  C.  canadensis  are  pickled  by  the  French  families  in 
Canada.  The  wood  of  both  species  is  finely  veined  with  black  and  green,  and  takes  a  good  polish ;  and  the 
young  branches  of  the  Canadian  species  are  said  to  dye  wool  of  a  fine  nankeen  color.  They  may  be  pro- 

pagated either  by  layers  or  seeds :  the  latter  make  the  best  plants.  Gerarde,  in  compliance  with  the  popular 
notions  of  his  time,  says,  "  this  is  the  tree  whereon  Judas  did  hang  himselfe ;  and  not  upon  the  elder  tree,  as 
it  is  said." 969.  Schotia.  So  named  by  Jacquin,  in  memory  of  Richard  van  der  Schott,  a  Dutchman,  gardener  at 
Schoenbrunn,  and  his  companion  in  his  travels.  This  beautiful  genus  has  lately  been  increased  by  Burchell, 
the  African  traveller.  "  They  require,"  Sweet  observes, "  rather  more  warmth  than  a  common  greenhouse, to  keep  them  in  good  health  through  the  winter.  The  coldest  part  of  the  stove  will  suit  them  better ;  but they  should  not  be  plunged  in  the  tan,  as  they  want  no  bottom  heat  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  is  the  best 
soil  for  them ;  and  cuttings  planted  in  sand,  and  plunged  in  mould  (not  in  tan),  under  a  hand-glass,  will 
strike  root"  {Bot.  Cult.  105.) 970.  Bauhmia.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  honor  of  the  two  famous  botanists,  John  and  Caspar  Bauhin. 
The  species  consist  of  trees  or  shrubs,  most  of  them  climbing.  The  leaves  are  simple,  but  two-lobed  or  two- 
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5748  Very  smooth,  FL  axill.  Leaves  oblong  linear  mucronate  flat 
5749  Heads  terminal  2-flowered,  Fruit  lateral,  Leaves  subulate  linear  hairy  above  concave 
5750  Heads  terminal  few-fl.  Leaves  wedge-shaped  at  the  end  dilated  2-lobed  above  rough  beneath  silky 
5751  Leaves  linear  revolute  pungent  straight  rough,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
5752  Branches  spiny  smooth  spreading,  Leaves  lanceolate  or  linear,  Pedunc.  axill.  1-fl.  Bractes  8  imbricated 
5753  Leaves  linear  oblong  flat  pointless,  Pedunc.  axilL  twin  corymbose  many-fl.  Calyx  regular 
5754  Branches  unarmed,  Lvs.  long-lanc.  with  a  very  short  weak  point,  Corymbs  axill.  Upper  lip  of  calyx  retuse 
5755  Branches  unarmed,  Leaves  ellipt  or  oval  veiny  attenuated  at  base,  Racemes  axillary  many-fl. 5756  Stem  leafless  winged,  Umbels  lateral,  Calyx  and  bractes  fringed 

5757  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  veiny,  Ovaries  2-seeded 
5758  Leaves  wedge-shaped  at  the  end  dilated-trifid 
5759  Leaves  orbicular  cordate 
5760  Leaves  cordate  acuminate 

5761  Leaves  7-10  pairs  oval-lanceolate  mucronate,  Stipules  subulate 
5762  Leaves  8-10  pairs  oval  obtuse  mucronate  or  not,  at  the  base  in  front  a  little  swollen 
5763  Leaves  5  pairs  oval  acute  mucronate,  Stipules  half-ovate  falcate  mucronate 

5764  Stem  tendril-bearing.  Lobes  of  leaves  attenuated 
5765  Stem  tendril-bearing,  FL  triandr.  on  outside  with  stam.  at  base  hairy,  Lvs.  downy  beneath,  Lobes  rounded 5766  Stem  prickly 
5767  Leaves  smooth,  Lobes  divaricate  acute  2-nerved,  Petals  lanceolate 
5768  Leaves  at  the  base  nearly  transverse.  Lobes  lanceolate  porrect  3-nerved,  Petals  lanceolate 
5769  Leaves  cordate,  Lobes  porrect  acute  3-nerved,  Petals  lanceolate 
5770  Racemes  axill.  and  term,  nodding,  Petals  linear,  Lobes  of  leaves  rounded  smooth 
5771  Cal.  1-1  caved  bursting,  Petals  sessile  ovate,  Lobes  of  leaves  ovate  obtuse 
5772  Leaves  cordate  downy  beneath,  Lobes  ovate  obtuse,  Cal.  narrowed  upwards  lengthened 
5773  Flowers  triandrous,  Lobes  of  leaves  oval  obtuse 
5774  Leaves  cordate.  Lobes  half  orbicular  downy 
5775  Leaves  ovate,  Lobes  acuminate  half-ovate  spreading 
5776  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  cordate  with  porrect  4-nerved  lobes 

5777  Leaves  alternate  abruptly  pinnated,  Pod  woody,  Seeds  black  with  a  scarlet  arillus 

5778  Leaflets  coriaceous  veinless  unequal  at  base,  Flowers  of  panicle  stalked 
6779  Leaves  veiny  unequal  at  base,  Panicle  wavy  spreading,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  warted 

5761 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
parted,  which  circumstance  gave  occasion,  it  is  said,  to  Plumier  to  name  this  genus  from  the  two  brothers. 
They  merit  a  place  in  the  stove,  where  they  are  easily  cultivated  in  light  loamy  soil,  and  cuttings  taken  off 
when  the  plants  are  in  a  growing  state,  not  over  ripened,  nor  yet  quite  succulent,  with  their  leaves  on,  will  do 
well  in  sand  under  bell-glasses  in  moist  heat  The  species  rarely  flower  in  this  country.  Ia  their  native 
woods  they  are  great  ornaments  of  the  trees,  among  which  they  climb  in  every  direction.  The  stem  of 
Bauhinia  scandens,  which  had  twined  around  a  smaller  plant,  is  said  to  have  been  the  origin  oiUEsculapius's 
snaken  rod,  which  he  brought  from  India.        '  - 971.  Afxelia.  Named  by  Sir  J.  E.  Smith,  after  Dr.  Adam  Afzelius,  an  amiable  and  excellent  Swedish 
botanist,  resident  for  many  years,  in  the  service  of  the  African  Company,  at  the  colony  of  Sierra  LeonS&ind 
now  living  at  UpsaL  ^ 972.  Hymentea.  A  poetical  application  of  this  plant,  the  leaves  of  which  grow  in  pairs,  to  Hymen,  the  god 
of  marriage.  Courbaril  is  a  vernacular  American  name.  This  tree  is  abundant  in  the  West  Indies,  where  it 
grows  to  a  large  size,  with  a  spreading  head.  It  has  stifF  sub-perfoliate  leaves  obliquely  placed,  and  terminal spikes  of  flowers,  which  are  succeeded  by  thick,  fleshy,  brown  pods,  shaped  like  those  of  the  garden  bean ;  they 
are  six  inches  long,  and  two  inches  and  a  half  broad,  of  a  purplish  brown  color,  and  a  ligneous  consistence, 
with  a  large  suture  on  both  edges ;  they  contain  three  or  four  roundish  compressed  seeds,  divided  by  transverse 
partitions,  and  inclosed  in  a  whitish  substance  of  fine  filaments,  as  sweet  as  honey.  The  Indians  eat  this 
substance  with  great  avidity,  though  it  is  apt  to  purge  when  fresh  gathered,  but  it  loses  this  quality  as  it 
grows  old. Between  the  principal  roots  of  the  tree  exudes  a  fine  transparent  resin,  yellowish  or  red,  which  is  collected 
in  large  lumps,  is  called  gum  Anime,  and  makes  the  finest  varnish  that  is  known,  superior  even  to  the 
Chinese  lacca :  for  this  latter  use  it  is  dissolved  in  the  highest  rectified  spirits  of  wine.  It  burns  readily,  and 
with  a  clear  flame,  emitting  a  grateful  and  fragrant  smell,  for  which  reason  it  is  sometimes  ordered  by  way  of 
fumigation  in  the  chambers  of  persons  laboring  with  asthmas  or  suffocative  catarrhs.  Its  vapours  not  only 
strengthen  the  head,  but  all  parts  of  the  body  affected  with  cold.  Some  apply  it  outwardly,  dissolved  in  oil  or 
spirits  of  wine,  to  strengthen  the  nerves.   An  oil  may  be  distilled  from  it,  useful  in  palsies,  in  cramps,  and 
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973.  CYNOMETRA.  W.  Cynometra. 
5780  cauliflora  W.         stem-flowering  ±  □  or 

Lcguminosic.    Sp.  1 — 2. ...     Y.p    E.  Indies  1801  C  s.Lp  Lam.  111.  t  831 
974.  CAS'SIA.  W. 5781diphylla  W. 
5782  Ab"sus  W. 5783vimtnea  W. 
5784  bacillaris  W. 
5785Tagera  W. 
5786  Tora  W. 
5787  bicapsularis  W. 5788  sennoides  W. 
5789  acuminata  W. 
5790  mollissima  W.  en. 
5791  corymbosa  W. 
5792  emarginata  W. 5793  obtusifolia  H.  K. 
5794  pendula  W.  en, 5795  laevigata  W.  en. 5796serfcea  W. 
5797dispar  W.en. 5798  occiden talis  W. 
5799pStula  W. 
5800  pros t rata  W.  ffn. 5801  arborescens  JK 
5802  italica  Laws. 
5803  Senna  H.  K. 
5804  oriental  is  P.  S. 
5805  ruscifolia  ;r. 
5806  purpurea  Roxb. 
5807  aegyptlaca  W.  d». 5808bifl6ra  W. 
5809  chinensis  W. 
5810  hirsute  H.  K. 
5811  coromandeliana  W.en, 
5812  lanceolata  P.  & 
5813  bracteata  W. 
5814  tomentosa  W. 
5815  glandul6sa  W. 
5816gr£ndis  W. 
5817  planisiliqua  P.  S. 5818  robinioldes  W.en. 
5819  stipulacea  W. 
5820  cuspidata  W.  en. 5821  marilandica  W. 
5822  al St a  W. 
5823  ligustrlna 
5824  multiglandul6sa  W. 5825frond6sa  W. 
5826S6phera  W. 5827  reticulata  W.en. 
5828  auriculata  W. 
5829  Chamaecrfsta  W. 
5830hirta  W.en. 
5831  marginata  W.  en. 5832  mimosoides  W. 
5833  microphylla  W. 5834  nictitans  W. 
5835capensis  Th. 
5836  procumbens  W. 

5780 

Cassia 
two-leaved 
four-leaved 
twiggy 

rod 
long-podded oval-leaved 
six-leaved 
Senna-leaved 
pointed soft-leaved 
corymbose notoh-leaved blunt-leaved 
pendulous smooth 
silky-leaved 
unequal occidental shining 

prostrate tree 
Italian  Senna 
false  Senna 
true  Senna 
Ruscus-leaved 

purple 
Egyptian two-flowered Chinese woolly 

,  (.'or  om  an  del lanceolate 
bracteate 
tomentose 
glandular fine 
flat-podded 
Robinia-like 
large-stipuled 
cuspidate 
Maryland broad-leaved Privet-leaved 
glandular smooth-shrub, 
round-podded 
Matapasto eared 
dwarf 
long-haii  ed white-edged 
Mimosa-leaved 
small-leaved 
Virginian Cape 
procumbent 
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Si>.  56—149. 
Vf.  Indies  1781. India  1777. 
W.  Indies  1786. 
E  Indies  1782. 
E.  Indies  1803. 
E  Indies  1693. 
W.  Indies  1739. 
E  Indies  1808. 
Surinam  1820. 
S.  Amer.  1816. 
B.  Ayres  1796. Jamaica  1759. 
Jamaica  1732. 
&  Amer.  1820. 
Jamaica  1731. 
a  Amer.  1824. 
W.  Indies  1759. 
W.  Indies  1778. 
S.  Amer.  1819. 
E  Indies  1800. 
&  Europe  ... 
Egypt  1640. Levant Madeira  1816. 
E  Indies  1821. 
Egypt  1822. W.  Indies  1766. 
China  1807. 
America  1778. 
E  Indies  1822. 
W.  Indies  1822. W.  Indies  1822. 
W.  Indies  1822. 
W.  Indies  1822. W.  Indies  1822. 
W.  Indies  1822. 
a  Amer.  182a Chili  178& 
a  Amer.  1820. 
N.  Amer.  172a 
W.  Indies  173L Baham.Is.1726. 
Teneriffe  1779. 
W.  Indies  1769. 
E  Indies  1658. 
a  Amer.  1821. E  Indies  1777. 
America  1699. 
a  Amer.  1820. 
Surinam  1823. 
Ceylon  1806. Santa  Cr.  1810. 
N.  Amer.  1800. 
C.  G.  H.  1816. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
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5788 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
contractions  of  the  sinews.  The  solution  in  spirits  has  been  thought  not  inferior  to  Guaiacum  in  venereal 
cases.  A  decoction  of  the  leaves  expels  flatulency,  and  gives  ease  in  colicky  pains,  by  gently  opening  the 
bowels ;  and  the  inward  bark  is  an  excellent  vermifuge  in  substance  or  decoction. 

The  tree  is  excellent  timber ;  but  it  must  be  very  old  before  it  is  cut,  otherwise  the  heart  will  be  but  small. 
It  is  in  great  request  for  wheel-work  in  the  sugar-mills,  particularly  for  cogs  to  the  wheels,  being  extremely 
hard  and  tough :  it  is  so  heavy,  that  a  foot  cube  weighs  about  a  hundred  pounds,  and  it  will  take  a  fine  polish. 
It  is  much  inhabited  by  wild  honey  bees.  (Browne.) 

Besides  this  locust-tree,  there  is  the  American  tree  of  that  name,  Robinia  Pseud-acacia,  and  the  locust-tree of  scripture,  Ceratonia  siliqua. 
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5780  Flowers  growing  upon  the  trunk 

5781  Leaves  1  pair  and  calyxes  smooth,  Stipules  cordate-lanceolate 
5782  Leaves  2  pairs  obovate,  Two  subulate  glands  between  the  lower  pair 
5783  Leaves  2  pairs  ovate  oblong  acuminate,  An  obL  gland  between  the  lower  pair,  Spines  obsolete  3-toothed 
5784  Leaves  2  pairs  ovate  oblique,  An  obtuse  gland  between  the  lowest,  Racemes  axilL  stalked 
5785  Leaves  3  pairs  :  with  a  gland  on  the  footstalk,  Stipules  ciliate  cordate  acuminate 
5786  Leaves  3  pairs  obovate :  outer  largest,  A  subulate  gland  between  the  lower  pair 
5787  Leaves  3  pairs  obovate  smooth :  the  inner  roundest  with  a  globose  gland  between 
5788  Leaves  3  pairs,  Leaflets  obtuse  elliptical,  A  gland  between  the  lower  leaves 
5789  Leaves  3  pairs,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate,  A  sessile  gland  between  the  leaflets 
5790  Leaves  3  pairs  ovate  acuminate  with  soft  down  on  each  side 
5791  Leaves  3  pairs  lanceolate  subfalcate  smooth,  A  gland  between  the  lowest,  Corymbs  stalked,  Pods  cylind. 
5792  Leaves  about  4  pairs  ovate,  Flowers  racemose  irregular,  Stem  arborescent 
5793  Leaves  3  pairs  obovate  obtuse  beneath  very  villous  outer  largest,  A  gland  between  lowest,  Pods  recurved 
5794  Leaves  3  or  4  pairs  obovate  the  outer  largest,  A  gland  between  the  lower  pairs,  Pods  pendulous  rounded 
5795  Leaves  4  pairs  ovate  hairy  with  a  subulate  gland  between  the  leaflets,  Peduncles  4-flowered 
5796  Leaves  4  pairs  obovate  pubescent  ciliated,  A  stalked  gland  between  all,  Pedunc.  4-fl.  Pod  jointed 
5797  Leaves  4  or  5  pairs  oblong  obtuse :  the  outer  the  largest  with  a  gland  between  every  pair 
5798  Leaves  5  pairs  ovate  lanceolate  rough  at  edge :  outer  largest,  A  gland  at  foot  of  leafstalk 
5799  Leaves  5  pairs  oblong  acute  smooth,  A  gland  at  base  of  footstalk,  Branches  smooth 
5800  Leaves  5  pairs  elliptical  smooth  with  an  obi.  gland  between  the  lower,  Stip.  subuL  falcate,  Rac.  axillary 
5801  Leaves  5  pairs  elliptical  smooth,  An  oblong  gland  between  the  lower,  Racemes  axillary 
5802  Leaves  5  pairs  cordate  obtuse.  Stalks  without  glands 
5803  Leaves  6  pairs  obovate  smooth,  Stalks  without  glands,  Spikes  racemose,  Pods  leafy  compressed  falc.ite 
5804  Leaves  5  pairs  lanceolate  equal,  Gland  above  the  base  of  the  leafstalks 
5805  Leaves  6  pairs  ovate  lanceolate  smooth  with  a  gland  at  the  base  of  the  stalk,  Pod  compressed  edged 
5806  Leaves  8-9  pairs  ovate  lanceoL  hairy  with  a  gland  at  base  of  stalk.  Racemes  many-fl.  shorter  than  leaves 5807  Leaves  6  pairs  lanceolate  acute  the  outer  largest,  A  gland  on  leafstalk,  Peduncles  2  flowered 
5808  Leaves  6  pairs  obL  smooth :  lower  smaller  with  a  subulate  gland  between  the  lowest,  Stalks  2-floWered 
5809  Leaves  6  pairs  ovate  acute  smooth,  with  a  gland  at  the  base  of  the  stalk,  Pod  cylindrical  hooked 
5810  Leaves  5-6  pairs  ovate  acuminate  woolly :  the  outer  largest 
5811  Leaves  6  or  8  pairs  lanceolate  acute  smooth,  with  a  gland  on  the  leafstalk,  Pod  round  smooth 
5812  Leaves  2  pairs  obovate  veiny,  Stipules  lanceolate  appressed,  Leaflets  .nearly  equal 
5813  Leaves  10  pairs  oblong  obtuse  without  glands,  Racemes  long,  Bractes  ovate  tumid  imbricated 
5814  Leaves  6-8  pairs  linear  obliquely  rounded  at  base  above  hairy,  Panic,  axillary,  Pod  villous 
5815  Leaves  in  many  pairs  with  many  glands,  Stipules  subulate 
5816  Leaves  2  pairs  velvety  without  glands 
5817  Leaves  5  pairs  ovate  lanceolate  smooth  with  a  gland  at  the  base  of  the  leafstalk 
5818  Leaves  6-9  pairs  lanceolate  acuminate  smooth,  A  gland  on  the  leafstalk 
5819  Leaves  8  pairs  ovate-lanceolate,  A  gland  between  the  lower,  Stipules  ovate  very  large 
5820  Leaves  10  pairs  ovate-lanceolate  obtuse  mucronate  smooth,  Stalk  without  gland 
5821  Leaves  8  pairs  ovate-oblong  equal,  Gland  at  the  base  of  the  leafstalk 
5822  Leaves  8  pairs  oval-oblong :  the  outer  smaller,  Leafstalks  without  glands,  Stipules  spreading 
5823  Leaves  7  pairs  lanceolate  :  the  outer  smallest,  A  gland  at  base  of  leafstalk 
5824  Leaves  6  pairs  oval-obL  obt.  hairy :  the  outer  largest,  A  subulate  gland  between  each  pair,  Pods  linear 
5825  Leaves  9  pairs  oval-obi  smooth  obt.  A  cylindrical  gland  between  the  lowest,  Foots!  with  no  gland  at  base 5826  Leaves  10  pairs  lanceolate  with  an  oblong  gland  at  the  base 
5827  Leaves  10  pairs,  Leaflets  oblong  rounded  at  each  end  beneath  hoary,  No  gland  on  stalk,  Pod  compressed 5828  Leaves  12  pairs  obtuse  mucronate,  Glands  many  subulate,  Stipules  reniform  bearded 
5829  Leaves  many  pairs.  Gland  of  the  footstalk  stalked,  Stipules  ensiform 
5830  Branches  hairy,  Stipules  lanceolate  linear  with  elevated  lines,  Leaflets  cuspidate 
5831  Leaves  15  pairs,  Leaflets  with  a  cartilaginous  white  edge  and  a  subulate  gland  between  every  pair 
5832  Leaves  many  pairs  linear,  with  an  obsolete  gland  at  the  base  of  the  leafstalk,  Stipules  setaceous 
5833  Leaves  many  pairs  linear  mucronate  with  a  gland  between  the  lowest,  Pedunc.  solitary  1-  H. 5834  Leaves  many  pairs,  Flowers  pentandrous,  Stem  erect 
5835  Leaves  many  pairs  linear,  Stem  flexuose  erect  villous.   The  plant  in  Bot  Cab.  is  something  else  ? 
5836  Leaves  many  pairs  without  glands.  Stem  procumbent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
973.  Cynometra.  A  name  contrived  to  indicate  the  peculiar  form  of  the  pods  of  this  genus,  which  grow 

from  the  old  stems  and  branches  of  the  tree.  Large  cuttings  root  best  planted  in  sand,  and  plunged  in  heat under  a  hand-glass. 
974.  Cassia.  According  to  Olaus  Celsus,  this  name  is  to  be  traced  to  the  Hebrew,  Ketxioth,  rendered  by 

Kcurian  in  the  Septuagint,  and  Latinized  by  Cassia.  Cuttings  of  the  species,  which  do  not  seed  freely,  root  in pots  of  sand,  in  moist  heat,  and  covered  by  a  hand-glass. 
Of  the  trivial  names  of  different  species  of  Cassia,  that  of  Absus  is  the  name  under  which  it  is  described  by 

Professor  Alpinus,  and  is  supposed  to  have  arisen  from  a  river  of  Palestine  of  that  name.  Tagera  is  a  Malabar 
name,  Sophera,  an  Egyptian  name,  and  Senna,  the  Arabic  name  of  the  plant  —  Scenna. 
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375.  CATHARTOCAR/PUS.  P.  S. 
5837  Fis'tula  P.  S.  purging 5838  javanicus  P.  S.        Java  *  □  m 

97&  PARKINSO'NIA  W.  Parkinsonia. 
5839 aculeata  W.  prickly  it  I — lor 

t977.  POINCIA'NA.  B.K.  Poinciana. 
5840  pulcherrima  H.  K.  Flower-fence    *  O  or  10  jn.l 
5841  elata  H.  K.  smooth  it  O  or  15 

Catha RTOCAEPU9.    Leguminosce.    Sp.  3—5. 
» □  m    3  jn.jl     Y      E  Indies  1731. 4     ...     Pk     E.  Indies  1779. 

Leguminosce.  Sp.  1. 12     ...    Or     W.  Indies  1739. 
Leguminosce.   Sp.  2. 

R.y.0  E  Indies  1691. 
Y      E  Indies  1778. 

t978.  CiES  ALPI'NI  A.  H.  K.  B  r  asiletto. 5842bijuga  W. 
5843  brasiliensis  W. 
5844  Sap'pan  W. 5845  Crista  Sw. 
5846  miraosoides  W. 
5847  Nuga  B.  K. 
5848  cassioldes  JV.  en. 
5849  mucronSta  W.  en. 
5850  punctata  W.en. 

15 

I  Dec 
I  Dec 

|  IZ 

broad-leaved 
smooth narrow-leaved 
oval-leaved  f  □  ec  15 
Mimosa-leaved  *  O  pr  6 
acute-leaved  *  □  ec  10 
Senna-like  it  □  or  6 
mucronate  *  □  or  6 
dotted  «  □  or  6 

Leguminosce. 
...  Y Or 

Y W.Y 
Y 

979.  GUILANDFNA.  B.  K.  Nicker-Tree. 
5851  B6nduc  H.  K.         oval-leaved      1  O  or  12 

»980.  HYPERANTHE'RA.  W.  Hobse-Radish-Tree. §5852  Morlnga  W.  smooth  1  □  or  10 
981.  HOFFM  ANSEG'  GI A.  Cav.  Hopfmanseggia. 5853  falcaria  Cav.  sickle-leaved     at  I    I  cu  2 
982.  ADENANTHE'RA.  W.  Adenanthera. 

Sp.  9— ia 
Jamaica  1770. 
Jamaica  1739. E  Indies  1773. Jamaica 
E  Indies  1806. 
E  Indies  1801. 
S.  Amer.  1821. Brazil  1823. 
Brazil  1820. 

Leguminosce.  Sp.  1—7. ...  Y  India  1640. 
Leguminosce.   Sp.  1—2.   E.  Indies  1759. 

5854  Pavonina  W. 
5855  falcata  W. 

983.  CA'DIA.  W. 5856  purpurea  W. 
984.  PRCSOPIS.  Box, 
5857  spicigera  L. 

985.  HiE  M  ATOXTLO  N, 

yellow-flowered*  □  or 
woolly-leaved  it  Q  or Cadia. 
purple  it  I  leu Prosopis. 
eatable-podded  {  □  ec 
W.  Logwood. 

Leguminoste. 
jl.au  ... 
Leguminosce. 
my.au  Y ...  Y 

Sp.  1—2. 
Chili  1806. 

Sp.2— 5. 
E  Indies  1759. 
E  Indies  1812. 

Leguminosce.  Sp.  1. 
jajl      W.pu  Arabia 1775. 

20 Leguminosee. ...  W.G 

5858  campechianum  W.  common  i  □  dy  20 
986.  COPAITERA.  W.    Balsam  of  Capevi. 
5859  officinalU  W.         officinal  f  l~~lm  20 5837 

Y 
Leguminosce. 

Sp.l. 
E  Indies  1812. 

Sp.  1. 
S.  Amer. 

Sp.  1. S.  Amer. 
1724. 
1774. 

C  Lp  Rh.  mal.  1. 1  22 
C  Lp  Co.  hortl.tlll 

C  Lp  Jac.  amer.  t  80 
S  r.m  Bot.  mag.  995 
S  r.m 

S  p.l  SLh.2.tl81.f.2,3 S  p.l 
S  p.l  Roxb.cor.l.t.16 
S  p.l  Plu.  gen.  t.  68 
S  p.l   Rh.  mal.  at.  8 
S  p.l    Rum.  am.  5.  t. 50 S  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  p.l 
C  s.p  Lam.  ill.  t.  336 
C  p.l   Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  461 

C  s.Lp  Cav.  ic.  t.  392 C  s.Lp 

C  s.Lp  Ru.  amb.  3.  t.lll 

C  lt.l  Pic.  h.p.  9.  c.  ic. 

C  r.m  Roxb.  cor.l.  t63 
C  r.m  Cat.  car.  2.  t.66 

C  s.  1    Jac.  amer.  t  i 

Bistort/,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
975.  Cathartocarpus.  From  x«,3-cuev,  to  purge,  and  zn««,  fruit ;  the  fruit  of  the  species  being  a  strong cathartic.   The  species  may  be  treated  as  Cassia. 
976.  Parkinsonia.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  memory  of  John  Parkinson,  apothecary,  of  London,  author  of 

Paradisus  Terestris,  1629,  and  Theatrum  Botanicum,  1640.  It  is  a  handsome  low  tree,  not  unlike  the  Labur- 
num, and  planted  in  the  West  Indies  near  houses,  as  the  latter  is  in  this  country. 

977.  Poinciana.  So  named  by  Tournefort,  in  memory  of  De  Poinci,  governor  of  the  Antilles,  placed  by 
Linnaeus  among  the  promoters  of  botany. 

P.  pulcherrima  is  a  low  spiny  tree,  with  an  odor,  when  the  leaves  are  bruised,  like  savin.  It  is  a  native  of 
both  Indies,  and  in  Barbadoes  is  planted  in  hedges,  whence  the  name  of  flower-fence,  or  Spanish  carnations, 
which  it  is  there  called.  In  our  stoves  they  require  a  strong  heat  to  make  them  flower  welL  They  are  readily 
increased  either  by  cuttings  or  seeds. 

978.  Ccesalpinia.  So  named  by  Plumier,  in  honor  of  Andreas  Cassalpinus,  chief  physician  to  Pope 
Clement  VIII.,  and  the  father  of  systematic  arrangement  inplants,  in  his  now  very  scarce  work,  entitled, 
De  Plantis,  libri  sedecim,  Flor.  1583.  He  died  at  Rome  in  1602.  The  wood  of  all  the  genus  may  be  used  in 
dying.  In  our  stoves  the  plants  are  thorny,  and,  therefore,  not  being  much  liked,  are  seldom  suffered  to  grow 
large  enough  to  flower  freely. 

C.  sappan  is  a  prickly  tree,  with  the  heart  of  the  wood  red,  heavy,  and  very  hard :  it  dyes  a  beautiful  red, 
which,  however,  is  said  not  to  stand.  It  is  very  durable  in  sea-water,  and  exported  abundantly  by  the  Chinese 
for  trenails  in  ship-building,  and  as  a  dye. 

C.  crista  and  brasiliensis  afford  the  Brazil  wood  used  in  dying,  and  extensively  imported  to  England  from 
the  West  Indies.  The  timber  of  the  last  species  is  elastic,  tough,  and  durable,  and  takes  a  fine  polish ;  it  is  of 
a  beautiful  orange-color,  full  of  resin,  and  yields  a  fine  full  tincture  by  infusion.  The  best  Brazil  wood  is 
said  to  be  produced  by  Caesalpinia  echinata.  Cuttings,  Sweet  observes,  will  not  root  freely,  but  will  sometimes 
succeed  if  taken  off  in  a  growing  state,  but  not  too  young,  and  plunged  in  a  pot  of  sand,  under  a  hand-glass, in  moist  heat   {Bot.  Cult.  32.) 

979.  Guilandina.  Named  after  Melchior  Guilandin,  a  Prussian  traveller  in  Africa,  and  demon- 
strator of  Botany  at  Padua.  He  died  in  1590.  The  species  are  all  fine  trees,  with  large  compound leaves. 

980.  Hyper  anther  a.    From  vste;,  upon,  and  av%r,*a,  an  anther.    The  five  barren  stamens  of  this 
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5837  Leaves  5  pairs 
5838  Leaves  12  pairs 

5889  The  only  species 

5840  Prickly,  Calyxes  unequal  smooth 
5841  Unarmed,  Calyxes  equal  downy 

5842  Prickly,  Leaves  doubly  in  2  pairs,  Leaflets  obcordate  and  calyxes  smooth,  Stem,  as  long  as  corolla 
5843  Unarmed,  Leaflets  ovate-oblong,  Rachis  pubescent,  CaL  downy,  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla 
5844  Prickly,  Leafl.  obL  oval  uneq.  sided  obt.  and  caL  smooth,  Stamens  longer  than  cor.  Upper  petal  very  small 
5845  Prickly,  Leaflets  oval,  Racemes  simple,  Petals  ovate  shorter  than  the  smooth  calyx 
5846  Prickly,  Leaflets  oblong  obtuse,  Stamens  shorter  than  cor.  Pods  woolly 
5847  First  petiole  prickly  beneath,  Leaflets  acute  and  cal.  smooth.  Pods  1-2-seeded 
5848  Stipules  spiny,  Leaflets  oblong  retu.se,  Leafstalks  hairy 
5849  Prickly,  Leaflets  oblong  obtuse  mucronate  smooth 
5850  Unarmed,  Leaflets  unevenly  bipinnate,  Leaflets  elliptical  obtuse  mucronate  dotted 

5851  The  only  species 

5852  Flowers  half  decandrous,  Leaves  about  bipinnate,  Lower  leaflets  temate,  Pods  ."-cornered 
5853  Stem  decumbent,  Leaves  bipinnate  ovate  glaucous 

5854  Leaves  decompound  smooth  on  each  side 
5855  Leaves  decompound  downy  beneath 

5856  The  only  species 

5857  The  only  species.  Branches  spiny,  Leaves  alternate  conjugate 

5858  The  only  species.  Leaves  abruptly  pinnated,  Leaflets  obcordate 

5859  The  only  species 

genus  are  surmounted  by  the  five  fertile  ones.  (Vahl.)  Cuttings  root  best  under  a  hand-glass  In sand. 
981.  Hqffmanseggia.  Named  by  Cavanilles,  after  John  Charles  Hoffmansegg,  whom  he  calls  a  distinguished 

naturalist.  It  may  be  with  some  propriety  be  employed  to  commemorate  the  merits  of  the  present  distinguish, 
ed  Count  Hoffmansegg.  Cuttings,  somewhat  ripenec,  root  under  a  hand-glass  in  sand. 

982.  Adenanthera.  From  odip,  a  gland,  and  acS-jjia,  an  anther.  The  essential  character  of  the  genus  is  to have  each  anther  tipped  with  a  gland.  Large  cuttings,  with  the  leaves  not  shortened,  root  best  in  a  pot  of 
sand  plunged  in  heat  under  a  hand-glass.  (Sot.  CulL  13.) 

983.  Cadi  a.   Contrived  by  Forakanl,  from  the  Arabic  name  of  the  plant, — qadhy. 
984.  Prosopis.  One  of  the  names  under  which  Didscorides  described  the  Arctium  Lappa.  The  present  plant 

has  no  sort  of  resemblance  to  that  of  the  ancients.  It  is  a  leguminous  plant,  and  the  pods  are  eaten  as  a  con- diment in  India. 
965.  Hccmatoxylon.  From  kiput,  blood,  and  fuXov,  wood,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  an  infusion  of  its  wood. 

The  logwood  of  commerce.  This  is  a  crooked  stemmed  low  tree,  with  pinnate  leaves,  originally  from  the  Bay  of 
Carapeachy ;  the  inner  bark  and  wood  red,  the  latter  dark  and  very  hard.  It  mtkes  an  excellent  fence,  the 
smaller  shoots  are  cut  for  hoops,  and  the  stems  for  exportation  for  dying.  The  gum  is  a  gentle  subastringent 
In  our  stoves  it  grows  well  in  loam  and  leaf-mould,  kept  rather  moist,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand- 

glass in  heat. 
986.  Copaifera.  This  tree  is  so  called  from  bearing  the  drug  Copaiba,  which  is  the  name  given  to  the  tree 

itself  by  the  people  of  Brazil.  Beau  me  de  Co pah  u,  Fr.,  Kopaiva  Balsam,  Ger.,  BaUamo  del  Coppaiba,  ItaL 
This  is  a  lofty  elegant  tree,  with  a  handsome  branching  head,  the  extreme  branches  flexuose  at  the  axils,  the 
bark  ash-colored,  and  the  leaves  pinnate.  It  grows  abundantly  in  the  woods  of  Tolu,  near  Carthagena,  and  of 
Quito,  in  Brazil.  The  copaiba  balsam  of  the  shops  is  procured  by  wounding  or  boring  these  trees  to  the  pith, 
near  the  base  of  the  trunk,  when  it  flows  abundantly,  in  the  form  of  a  clear  colorless  liquid,  which  is  thick, 
ened,  and  acquires  a  yellowish  color  by  age.  The  operation  is  performed  two  or  three  times  in  the  same  year, and  from  the  older  trees  the  best  balsam  is  obtained. 

Copaiba  balsam  is  stimulant,  diuretic,  and  gently  purgative.  It  has  been  recommended  in  pulmonary  com. 
plaints,  and  it  certainly  affords  considerable  relief  m  hemorrhoidal  affections.  (Thompson's  London  Dispensa- tory, 265.)  It  may  be  increased  by  ripened  cuttings  in  sand  under  cover. 

W    VfiSSBl  J1 5858 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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987.  TRICHI'LIA.  W. 5860  glabra  W. 5861  odorata  B.  R. 
988.  ME'LIA.  W. 5862  Azedarach  W. 
5863  sempervirens  W. 5864  Azadirachta  W. 

989.  QUIVI'SIA.  Cav. 5865  heterophylla  Cav. 
990.  SWIETE'NIA.  W. 5866  Mahagoni  W. 
5867  febrlfuga  W. 

991.  EKEBER'GIA.  W. 
5868  capensis  W. 

992.  HEY'NEA.  Rox. 
5869  trijuga  .Boa*. 
99i  GUAI'ACUM.  W. 5870  officinale  Jf. 

Trichilia. smooth 
sweet-scented 
Bead-tree. 

common 
evergreen 
Ash-leaved 

Quivisia. various-leaved 
Mahogant-tree. 

common Febrifuge 

•  Dot 
•  □or 

I    I  or 

□  or 
:  □  cu 

tm  80 
m  60 

Meliacece. 
10  jnjl  W 
10  jnjl  W MeliaceiE. 
40  jn.au  B 40  jn.au  B 
60  jn.au  W Meliacece. 

...  W 
Meliacece. 
...  R 
...  R 

Sp.  2— 18. 
W.  Indies  1794. 
W.  Indies  1801. 

Sp.  3—7. Syria  1656. Jamaica  1656. 
E.  Indies  1759. 

Sp.  1-4. 
Is.  France  1822. 

Sp.%- 3. 
W.  Indies  1734. E.  Indies  1796. 

J.amer.tl75.f.38 
Bot  rep.  637 

Bot  mag.  1066 
Bot.  reg.  643 Cav.  dis.  7. 1 208 

C  p.l  Cav.  diss.  1 213 
Cav.  dis.  7.  t.  209 
Rox.  cor.  1  1 17 

Ekebergia. Cape 

Hevnea. 
Walnut-like     f  I    I  or 

Meliacece.  Sp.  1. 
1  1_J  or  20  jLau     W  C.  G.  H.  1789. 

Meliacece.  Sp.  1. 
20  s         W  Nepal  1812. 

Lignum-vit.e-tree. 
officinal  *  □  m Rutacece.   Sp.  1 — 4. 40  jLs       B       W.  Indies  1694. 

*994.  ZYGOPHYL'LUM.  W.  Bean-caper. 5871  cordifolium  W.       heart-leaved  * 
§5872  Fabago  W. 
5873  foe'tidum  W. insaave  B.  M. 
5874  maculatum  W. 
5875  album  W. 

common 
foetid 

im    \  5861 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

987.  Trichilia.  From  ryx,a,  ternary,  nearly  all  the  parts  of  the  plant,  the  leaves,  the  stigmas,  the  cells  of 
capsule,  the  seeds,  being  produced  by  threes.  T.  glabra  is  a  tall  branching  tree,  with  an  unpleasant  foetid smell.   The  species  are  rarely  seen  in  collections,  and  seldom,  when  cultivated,  flower. 

988.  Melia.  Ma/«  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  manna  ash,  from  /mXi,  honey.  This  tree  has  been  thought 
to  resemble  the  ash  in  its  foliage. 

M.  azedarach  (azadaracht,  Arab.)  grows  to  a  large  tree  in  the  south  of  Spain  and  Italy,  producing  long  loose 
bunches  of  blue  flowers,  succeeded  by  pale  yellow  berries,  about  the  size  of  a  cherry.  These  berries  consist  of 
a  pulp,  which  is  poisonous  in  a  high  degree,  and  mixed  with  grease,  will  kill  dogs,  enclosing  a  nut  which  is 
bored  and  strung  as  beads  by  the  Catholics. 

M.  sempervirens  is  considered  by  some  as  only  a  variety  of  the  Azedarach. 
989.  Quivisia.  The  tree  is  called  Bots  de  Quivi  in  the  Isle  of  France 
990.  Swietenia.  So  named  by  Jacquin,  in  honor  of  the  illustrious  Gerard  L.  B.  Von  Swieten,  archiater  to 

Maria  Teresa,  Empress  of  Germany,  who  at  his  persuasion  founded  the  botanic  garden  at  Vienna. 
S.  mahagoni.  The  mahogany  tree  is  a  lofty  branching  tree,  with  a  wide  handsome  head,  the  flower  of 

Melia,  and  the  fruit  of  Cedrela,  about  the  size  of  a  turkey's  egg.  It  grows  in  the  wannest  parts  of  America,  at in  Cuba,  Jamaica,  Hispaniola,  &c.  The  trees  on  the  Bahama  islands  are  not  so  large,  but  are  more  curiously 
veined,  and  are  known  in  Europe  as  Madeira  wood.  They  generally  grow  on  the  solid  rock,  where  there  seems 
to  be  no  earth  for  their  nourishment  Mahogany,  like  other  timber,  varies  in  durability,  firmness  of  grain, 
and  other  circumstances,  with  the  soil  on  which  it  is  grown.  The  best  is  furnished  from  the  rocky  soils  of 
St.  Domingo  and  the  Bahama  islands. 

S.  febrifuga  is  a  lofty  tree,  in  general  apearance  like  the  Mahogany.  The  wood  is  of  a  dull  red  color, 
remarkably  hard  and  heavy ;  it  is  reckoned  by  the  natives  the  most  durable  wood  they  know,  and  on  that 
account  is  used  for  all  the  wood-work  in  their  temples ;  it  is  also  very  serviceable  for  various  other  purposes. 
The  bark  is  internally  of  a  light  red  color :  a  decoction  of  it  dyes  brown  of  various  shades,  according  as  the 
cloth  has  been  prepared.  Its  taste  is  a  bitter  and  astringent  united,  and  very  strong,  particularly  the  bitter ;  at 
the  same  time  not  any  way  nauseous  or  otherwise  disagreeable.  In  India  it  is  used  for  the  cure  of  intermit- 
tents  with  considerable  advantage,  and  has  also  been  found  efficacious  in  most  of  the  diseases  in  which  the 
cinchona  bark  proves  serviceable.    ( Thompson's  London  Dispensatory,  533.) 991.  Ekebergia.  Charles  Gustavus  Ekeberg  was  a  Danish  naturalist,  who  travelled  in  Asia  from  1770  to 
1771.   Cuttings  to  succeed  must  have  their  leaves  entire,  and  be  planted  in  sand  and  covered. 

992.  Heynea.  Named  after  Dr.  Benjamin  Heyne,  a  learned  German  botanist  and  physician,  who  travelled 
many  years  in  India,  where  he  formed  a  large  collection  of  dried  plants. 

993.  Guaiacum.  From  guaiac,  the  name  given  to  the  tree  by  the  natives  of  Guiana.  Gijuac,  Fr., 
Gujakgummi,  Get.,  Gujaco,  ItaL  This  tree  rises  forty  feet  high,  and  is  four  or  five  feet  in  circumference,  with 
many  divided  knotted  branches,  greyish  bark,  and  abruptly  pinnate  leaves.  It  has  blue  flowers,  which  are 
succeeded  by  compressed  berries  of  a  roundish  form.  The  tree  takes  many  years  to  arrive  at  its  full  growth. 
The  roots  run  far  into  the  ground  perpendicularly,  contrary  to  the  usual  growth  of  timber  trees  in  the  West 
Indies,  which  generally  shoot  the  largest  prongs  of  their  roots  in  a  horizontal  direction,  and  are  commonly 
observed  to  run  very  near  the  surface.  The  bark  is  thick  and  smooth,  the  wood  of  a  dark  olive  color,  and 
cross  grained,  the  strata  running  obliquely  into  one  another,  in  form  of  an  X.   It  is  a  valuable  timber  where 
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5860  Leaves  pinnated  smooth,  Outer  leaflets  largest 
5861  Leaflets  lanceolate  undulate,  Flowers  with  4  petals 

5862  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  smooth  somewhat  quihate 
5863  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaves  cut  rugose  shining  about  9,  Petiole  rounded  at  base 
5864  Leaves  pinnate 

5865  Leaves  alternate  oval  and  obovate  entire  sinuate-toothed  or  pinnatifid,  Pedicels  twin  axillary  1-fiowered 

5566  Leaves  pinnate  in  four  pairs,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate  equal  at  base,  Panicles  axillary 5867  Leaves  pinnate  in  four  pairs,  Leaflets  elliptical  roundish  emarginate  unequal  at  base,  Panicle  terminal 

5868  The  only  species,  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Panicles  axillary 

£869  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one  in  3  pairs,  Pan.  axill.  on  long  stalks 

5870  Leaflets  of  2  or  3  pairs  obtuse,  Capsules  2-celled 

5871  Leaves  simple  opposite  sessile  roundish 
5872  Leaves  conjugate  stalked,  Leaflets  obovate,  Peduncles  erect,  Calyx  smooth 
5873  Leaves  conjugate  stalked,  Leaflets  obovate,  Flower  nodding,  Calyx  pubescent 
5874  Leaves  conjugate  stalked,  Leaflets  linear-lanceolate 5875  Leaves  conjugate  stalked,  Leaflets  clavate  fleshy  with  a  cobweb  surface 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
strength  and  duration  is  required,  and  weight  no  object  It  takes  a  fine  polish,  turns  well,  and  is  much  used 
for  ship  blocks.  It  is  one  of  the  most  valuable  trees  of  the  West  Indies ;  since  the  timber,  the  bark,  fruit, 
leaves,  and  blossom,  are  all  applicable  to  some  useful  purpose.  The  wood  yields  by  incision  the  peculiar substance  called  Guaiacum,  erroneously  termed  a  gum,  of  great  importance  in  medicine 

All  the  parts  of  this  tree  possess  medicinal  qualities ;  but  the  wood  and  the  peculiar  substance  afforded  by 
it  are  the  only  parts  used :  the  virtues  of  the  wood  depend  altogether  on  the  peculiar  matter  it  contains. 
This  is  spontaneously  exuded  from  the  tree,  and  is  called  native  gum :  it  concretes  in  tears,  which  are  semi- 
pellucid,  and  very  pure ;  but  the  greater  part  of  it  is  obtained  by  making  incisions  into  the  trunk,  or,  as  it  is 
termed,  jagging  the  tree.  This  operation  is  performed  in  May ;  and  the  juice  which  flows  copiously,  is  con- 

creted by  the  sun.  It  is  also  obtained  by  sawing  the  wood  into  billets,  and  boring  a  hole  longitudinally  through them ;  so  that,  when  one  end  of  a  billet  is  laid  on  a  fire,  the  guaiac  melting  runs  through  the  hole  from  the 
opposite  end,  and  is  collected  in  a  calabash.  Boiling  the  chips  or  raspings  in  salt  and  water  also  separates 
the  guaiac,  which,  as  it  rises  to  the  surface,  may  be  collected  by  skimming. 

Both  the  wood  and  the  guaiac  are  stimulant,  diaphoretic,  diuretic,  and  purgative.  The  wood  was  intro- 
duced into  Europe  by  the  Spaniards  as  a  remedy  for  lues  venerea  in  1508,  and  gained  much  celebrity  from 

curing  Van  Hutten ;  but  it  had  long  before  been  used  for  the  same  purpose  by  the  natives  of  St  Domingo. 
It  obtained  so  much  reputation,  that  the  exhibition  of  mercury  was  discontinued  for  a  considerable  length  of 
time,  and  even  in  the  eighteenth  century  its  specific  powers  over  this  disease  were  maintained  by  Boerhaave ; but  frequent  disappointments  and  more  correct  observations  have  shown  that  it  possesses  no  powers  of 
eradicating  the  venereal  virus ;  and  that  it  is  useful  only  after  a  successful  mercurial  course,  for  repairing  the 
strength  and  vigor  of  the  system,  "  and  where  a  thickened  state  of  the  ligament,  or  of  the  periosteum,  remains, 
or  where  there  are  foul  indolent  ulcers ;"  {Pearson's  Observations,  &c.  p.  10.)  or  in  suspending  the  progress  of some  of  the  secondary  symptoms  for  a  short  time,  as  ulcers  of  the  tonsils,  eruptions,  and  nodes.  The  decoc- 

tion of  the  wood  has  been  found  more  useful  in  cutaneous  diseases,  scrofulous  affections  of  the  membranes 
and  ligaments,  and  in  ozena  The  guaiac  itself  is  an  efficacious  remedy  in  chronic  rheumatism  and  arthritic 
affections,  as  well  as  those  diseases  for  which  the  decoction  of  the  wood  is  usually  given :  and  in  every  respect it  may  be  regarded  as  the  active  ingredient  of  the  wood.  Its  sensible  effects  are  a  grateful  sense  of  warmth  in 
the  stomach,  dryness  of  the  mouth  and  thirst,  with  a  copious  flow  of  sweat,  if  the  body  be  kept  externally 
warm,  or  if  the  guaiac  be  united  with  opium  and  antimonials :  but  when  the  body  is  freely  exposed,  instead  of 
producing  diaphoresis,  it  augments  considerably  the  secretion  of  urine.  ( Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  318.) 

Lignum  vita?  in  the  stove  grows  freely  in  loam  and  peat  "  Cuttings,"  Sweet  observes, "  are  generally  sup. posed  to  be  difficult  to  root ;  but  I  find  ripened  cuttings,  taken  off  at  a  joint,  root  readily,  planted  thin  in  a  pot 
of  sand,  and  plunged  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat.  When  the  cuttings  are  rooted,  which  will  be  easily  per- ceived by  their  growing  at  the  top,  they  should  be  potted  off;  when  great  care  must  be  taken  not  to  break  off 
the  young  roots  in  taking  the  sand  from  them,  as  they  are  very  small  and  easily  broken.  Pot  them  off  in  very 
small  pots,  and  keep  them  under  a  close  glass  or  a  few  days,  till  they  have  struck  fresh  root,  when  they  must 
be  exposed  to  the  air  by  degrees."  {Sot.  Cult.  63.) 994.  Zygophyllum.  From  Xpyoi,  a  jjair,  and  QvXXty,  a  leaf ;  all  the  leaves  grow  in  pairs.  Morgsana,  which 
is  the  name  of  one  species,  is  the  Syrian  name  of  the  plant  These  are  plants  of  little  ornament,  generally 
with  fleshy  leaves,  and  flowers  of  a  yellow  or  whitish  yellow  color. A  a 
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5876  Morgsana  W. 5877  sessUifolium  W 
5878  coccineum  L. 

995.  FAGO'NIA  W. 5879  cretica  W. 
5880arabica  IV. 

996.  TRI'BULUS.  W. 5881  maximus  W. 
5882  terrestris  W. 
5883  cistoides  W. 

997.  DICTAM'NUS.  W. 5884  Fraxinella  Link. 5885  albus  L. 
*998.  RUT  A.  JF. 

5886  graveolens  W. 5887  montana  W. 
5888  chalepensis  P.  ,S. 
5889  angustifolia  P.  S. 
5890  pinnata  W. 5891  pubescens  W.  en. 5892  linifolia  W. 
5893  patavlna  L. 
5894  macrophflla  Sol. 5895  albiflora  Hook. 

t999.  CECWEA.  Sm. 
5896  saligna  <S>«. 
1000.  CCKDON.  W 
5897  Royeni  W. 
1001.  GOM'PHIA  W. 5898nitida  W. 
5899  obtusifolia  Dec. 

**002.  QUAS'SIA.  W. 5900  amara  W. 
§5901  Simaruba  W. 

:  |  I  CU 

tQI  CU 
*lQ]cu 

E2pr 

O  cu ±  GSpr 

3t  A  or ^  A  or 

four-leaved 
sessile-leaved 
scarlet 
Fagonia. 

Cretan 
Arabian 
Caltrops. 

great 
small 
Cistus-like 
Fraxinella. 

red 
white 
Rue. 
common  tL  m 
mountain  3t  A  un 
brd.-lvd\-Afric.  tt.  i  1  un 
narrow-leaved  tt.  |_J  un 
winged-leaved  tt.  |  |  un pubescent  J  A  Bn 
Flax-leaved  4  A  ™ 
Paduan  5  A  un 
large-leaved  4A«n white-flowered  j£  iAI  pr 
Crowe  a. 

Willow-leaved  It  i  |  or 
Codon. 
prickly  £  OJ  cu 
Button-flower. 

glossy-leaved    *  □  el obtuse-leaved    *  O  el 
Quassia. bitter  f  I   I  m 

winged-leaved  *  O  or 

3  my.8  Y 3  jl.au  Y 3     ...  S 

Zygopkylle<E. 
If  jn.au  Y 2  jn.au  Y 

C.  G.  H.  1732. 
C  G.  H.  1713. 
Egypt  1823. 
Sp.  2—10. Candia  1739. 
Arabia  1759. 

ZygophylletB.    Sp.  3—7. 1|  jri.jl     Y      Jamaica  1728. 1  jn.jl     Y      S.  Europe  159a 
ljjl         Y      S.  Amer.  1752. 

Rutacete.   Sp.  2. 
3  my.jl    Pu     Germany  1596. 3  my.jl    W     Germany  1596, 

Rutacete.    Sp.  10—24. 3  jn.s      G.y    S.  Europe  1562. au.s  G.y 
2  jn.s  G.Y 
2  jn.s  G.Y 2  mr.au  G.y 

1J  my.au  G.y li  jn.s  G.Y 
li  jn.jl  G.Y 
3  jl  G.Y 2  jLau  W 

Rutacete. 
3  jLd  Pu 

S.  Europe  1596. Africa  1722. 
Africa Canaries 

Spain Spain 

Italy 

Africa 
Nepal 

p.l. 

N.  S.  W. 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H. 

1722. 
1780. 1816. 
1752. 1819. 1820. 
1823. 

1790. 
1801. 

Ochnacete.   Sp.  2 — 24. 4     ...     Y      Jamaica  1803. 
3     ...     Y      Jamaica  1803. 

Simarubacece.   Sp.  2—4. 
90  jn.jl     R      Guiana  1790. 6     ...     R      W.  Indies  1789. 

C  Lp  Di.eltt.ll6.f.l41 
C  Lp  Bot  mag.  2184 
C  s.p  Forsk.  ic.  1 11 
S  lt.l  Bot  mag.  241 
S  lt.l 
S  s.1    Jac.  ic.  3. 1 462 
S  co    Lam.ill.  t346.f.l 
C  lt.l  Botreg.791 

R  p.l  Jac.  aust5.  t428 R  p.l 

C  co    Lam.  ill.  345. 1 1 C  co   Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  76 
C  r.m 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  2311 C  r.m 
C  co 
C  r.m  Bot  rep.  565 
C  r.m  Michel,  gen.  1 19 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  2018 
C  r.m  Hook.  ex.  fl.  79 

C  s.l.p  Bot  mag.  989 

S  lt.l  Bot  rep.  325 

C  s.l    Ann.  m us.  1 13 
C  8,1    Ann.  mus  1 8 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  497 
C  p.l  Aub.gu.2.t331.2 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
995.  Fagonia.  So  named  by  Tournefort,  in  honor  of  Mons.  Fagon,  archiater  to  Louis  XIV ,  and  a  great 

patron  of  Dotany.   Small  prickly  plants  of  no  beauty. 
996.  Tribulus.  From  r^us,  three,  and  /3«X«r,  a  point,  in  reference  to  the  points  of  the  capsules.  La  Croix 

du  Chevalier,  Fr.  The  term  Caltrops  is  taken  from  the  form  of  the  fruit,  which  resembles  the  machines 
that  were  formerly  cast  in  the  way  to  obstruct  an  enemy's  cavalry.  It  is  composed  of  five  nuts,  united  into a  subglobular  whorl  armed  with  prickles. 

T.  turri'stris  is  a  native  of  most  of  the  hot  and  temperate  parts  of  the  world  :  it  is  common  about  Kingston 
in  Jamaica,  where  it  is  called  Turkey  o'ossom,  and  planted  in  gardens  for  the  sake  of  its  flowers,  which  have  an agreeable  smell.  The  fowls  are  observed  to  feed  much  on  them,  which  is  thought  both  to  fatten  them  and 
heighten  their  flavor.  In  the  south  of  Europe,  it  is  a  common  weed  in  arable  land,  and  is  troublesome  to 
cattle  by  the  prickly  fruit  running  into  their  feet   All  the  species  are  pretty,  though  seldom  cultivated. 

997.  Dictamnus.  An  ancient  name  of  what  is  now  supposed  to  be  the  Origanum  Dictamnus.  Fraxinella, 
Fr.,  in  allusion  to  the  remarkable  similarity  which  exists  between  the  leaves  of  the  plant  and  Fraxinus, 
the  ash.  The  whole  plant,  especially  when  gently  rubbed,  emits  an  odor  like  that  of  lemon-peel,  but  when bruised  it  has  something  of  a  balsamic  scent  This  fine  scent  is  strongest  in  the  pedicels  of  the  flowers, 
which  are  covered  with  glands  of  a  rusty  red  color,  exuding  a  viscid  juice  or  resin,  which  exhales  in  vapor, 
and  in  a  dark  place  may  be  seen  to  take  (ire.  The  root  is  used  in  medicine,  and,  it  is  said,  with  much  suc- 

cess, as  an  opiate  and  drastic. 
998.  Ruta.  This  name  is  nearly  the  same  in  all  languages.  Pvm,  in  Greek ;  Ruta,  in  Latin ;  ruz,  in 

Runic ;  rude,  ruta,  or  rutu,  in  Anglo-Saxon ;  rutiza,  in  Sclavonic ;  in  French  and  English,  rue,  &c.  The 
root  of  the  word  is  beyond  the  ingenuity  of  etymologists.  R  graveolens  was  formerly  in  much  repute  as  a 
medicinal  plant,  and  also  as  emblematical  of  repentance  and  grace.  In  Shakspeare  and  other  old  authors,  it 
is  called  herb  of  grace,  as  rosemary  is  called  herb  of  remembrance.  The  leaves  have  a  powerful  unpleasant 
odor,  and  a  hot,  bitter,  nauseous  taste.  In  the  recent  state  they  will  inflame  and  blister  the  skin ;  but  much 
of  this  is  dissipated  in  drying.  Medicinally,  rue  is  stimulant  and  antispasmodic,  and  is  supposed  to  possess 
emmenagogue  powers.  It  was  in  high  estimation  as  early  as  the  time  of  Hippocrates,  who  frequently  ordered 
it  in  female  complaints.  In  modern  practice,  it  is  chiefly  used  in  hysteria  and  flatulent  colic.  {Thomson's London  Dispensatory,  487.) 

999.  Crowea.  So  named  by  the  president  of  the  Linnean  Society,  after  his  friend  James  Crowe  of  Norwich, 
an  excellent  British  botanist,  whose  collection  of  willows  we  believe  still  exists.  This  plant  continues  in 
flower  the  greater  part  of  the  year.  An  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat  is  the  best  soil  for  it,  and 
care  must  be  taken  not  to  over  water  it,  or  it  will  look  yellow  and  unhealthy.   It  likes  an  airy  situation, 
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5876  Leaves  conjugate  stalked,  Leaflets  obovate,  Stem  shrubby 
5877  Leaves  conjugate  sessile,  Leaflets  lanceolate  oval  rough  at  edge,  Stem  shrubby 
5878  Leaves  with  double  leaflets  stalked,  Leaflets  cylindrical  fleshy  smooth,  Petals  acuminate 

5879  Spiny,  Leaflets  lanceolate  flat  smooth 
5880  Spiny,  Leaflets  linear  convex 

5881  Leaflets  in  4  pairs :  the  outer  larger,  Pericarps  10-seeded  blunt 
5882  Leaflets  in  6  pairs  nearly  equal,  Seeds  with  four  horns 
5883  Leaflets  in  8  pairs  nearly  equal 

5884  Leafstalk  obscurely  edged 
5885  Leafstalk  scarcely  edged  at  all 

5886  Leaves  supradecompound,  Leaflets  oblong  terminal  obovate,  Petals  entire 
5887  Leaves  supradecompound,  Leaflets  all  linear,  Petals  entire 
5888  Leaves  supradecompound  oblong,  Terminal  leaflet  obovate,  Petals  toothed 
5889  Leaves  supradecompound,  Lobes  oblong  cuneate  nearly  equal,  Bractes  very  small  ovate,  Petals  filiate 
5890  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaves  lanceolate  attenuate  at  base  serrate  crenate.  Petals  entire 
5891  Leaves  mostly  ternate  lanceolate  pubescent :  lateral  very  short,  Cal.  and  ovaries  villous 
5893  Leaves  simple  lanceolate  smooth,  Filaments  ciliated,  Stem  simple  herbaceous 
5893  Leaves  in  middle  ternate  linear  narrowed  at  the  base  entire,  Calyxes  villous 
5894  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segments  oblong  somewhat  stalked :  the  terminal  very  large,  Petals  ciliated 
5895  Leaves  bipinnate  with  obovate  refuse  leaflets,  Flowers  4-petalous  8-androus 

5896  The  only  species 

5897  The  only  species 

5898  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  serrated  at  end,  Cal.  as  long  as  cor.  Berries  ovate 
5899  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  very  obtuse  at  end,  Branches  of  panicle  short  angular 

5900  Flowers  hermaphrodite,  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  opposite  sessile,  Stalk  jointed  winged 
5901  Flowers  monoecious,  Leaves  abruptly  pinnated,  Leaflets  alternate  stalked,  Stalk  naked 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
and  not  to  be  crowded  amongst  other  plants.  Cuttings  strike  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass.  (Bot. Cult.  173J 

1000.  Codon.  From  xoi&tm,  a  bell.  The  corolla  of  this  plant  is  globular,  and  formed  like  a  bell  in  its  upper 
part.  A  scarce  Cape  shrub,  of  which  Thunberg  speaks  in  terms  of  great  delight  upon  finding  a  solitary  indi- 

vidual growing  by  the  side  of  a  precipice  in  its  native  country. 
1001.  Gomphia.  From  yeuQos,  a  club;  but  the  application  is  not  obvious.  These  are  most  beautiful 

tropical  bushes,  with  long  spikes  of  brilliant  yellow  flowers,  and  neat  serrated  shining  entire  leaves. 
H0SL.  Quassia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  memory  of  Quassi,  a  negro  slave  of  Surinam,  who  found  and 

discovered  to  Kolander,  a  Swede,  the  wood  of  Q.  excelsa,  which  he  had  employed  with  success  as  a  secret 
remedy  in  the  malignant  endemic  fevers  of  Surinam. 

o.  amara  is  a  lofty  tree  with  strong  branches,  white  light  wood,  their  bark  and  leaves  not  unlike  those  of 
the  common  ash.  The  flowers  are  in  terminal  racemes,  of  a  bright  red.  The  root,  wood,  bark,  and  indeed 
all  the  parts  of  this  tree  are  intensely  bitter.  Linnaeus  says  that  the  wood  of  the  root  is  a  noble  remedy,  but 
that  the  wood  of  the  small  branches,  which  has  since  been  substituted  for  it,  is  good  for  nothing.  The  wood  of 
both  is  now  thought  to  be  less  intensely  bitter  than  the  bark,  which  is  at  present  regarded  as  the  most  power-- fill  medicine.  Quassia  has  no  sensible  odor ;  its  taste  is  that  of  a  pure  bitter,  more  intense  and  durable  than 
that  of  almost  any  other  known  substance :  it  imparts  its  virtues  more  completely  to  watery  than  spirituous 
menstrua,  and  its  infusions  are  not  blackened  by  the  addition  of  martial  vitriol.  It  is  said  that  considerable 
quantities  of  this  drug  are  used  by  the  brewers  instead  of  hops. 

O.  Simaruba,  or  mountain  damson,  as  it  is  called  in  Jamaica,  is  a  tall  tree  with  alternate  branches,  and  a 
smooth  grey  bark,  maculated  with  yellow  spots.  The  leaves  are  pinnate ;  the  flowers  are  male  and  female  on 
the  same  axillary  panicles,  yellowish  white ;  the  fruit  consists  of  five  smooth,  ovate,  black,  one-celled  berries, 
on  a  common  receptacle,  and  open  spontaneously  when  ripe. 

The  officinal  part  of  this  tree  is  the  bark  of  the  root ;  it  is  inodorous,  and  has  a  bitter,  but  not  disagreeable 
taste.  The  pieces  are  of  a  very  fibrous  texture,  rough,  scaly,  warty,  and  of  a  full  yellow  color  in  the  inside 
when  fresh.  Alcohol  and  water  take  up  all  its  active  matters  by  simple  maceration,  at  a  temperature  of  sixty 
degrees  of  Fahrenheit  better  than  at  a  boiling  heat ;  it  is  tonic,  and  has  been  employed  with  advantage  in 
intermittent  fever,  obstinate  diarrhoea,  dysentery,  and  dyspeptic  affections.  (Thomson's  London  Dispensatory, 462.) 

The  different  species  of  quassia  flower  freely  in  the  stove ;  are  of  easy  culture  in  loam  and  peat,  and  are 
increased  by  ripened  cuttings  taken  off  at  a  joint,  and  not  deprived  of  their  leaves,  and  planted  in  a  pot  of 
tand  under  a  hand-glass. A  a  2 
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*100a  LIMCNIA.  W.  Limonia. 
§5903  monophylla  W.       simple-leaved   *  O  or 5903  crenulata  H.  K.      crenulate        *  I    I  or 
1004.  GLYCOSIHia  Corr.  Gltcosmis. 
5901  citrif51ia  Lindl.      various-leaved  *  □  fr 

Limonia  parvijiura  B.  M. 
5905  pen taph vlla  Corr.    five-leaved       ±  I    1  or 
5906  arborea  Corr.         tree  f  I   I  or 
1005.  MURRA'YA 5907  exotica  W. 
5908  paniculata  Wall. 

W. MURRAYA. 
Ash-leaved      *  i  |  ft 
panicled  *  i  |  ft 
Wampee-tree. 
Chinese  f  I   I  fr 100&  COOK'IA.  w. 

5909  punctata  IV. 
1007.  G-ERTNE'RA.  W.  Gjsrtnera. 5910  racemosa  W.  clustered 

1  CJot 1008.  MONOTROPA  W.  Yellow  Bird's-nest. 5911  uniflora  Mich.  one-flowered  ^  A» 
§5912  Hypopithys  W.       common  ^  A  cu 

Aurantiaceee. 
4     ...  W 
4     ...  W 

Aurantiaceee. 
6  ja.d  W 

20  jnjl  W 30  my.au  W. 
Aurantiaceee. 

8  aas  W 
8  jl  W 

Aurantiacea. 
15     ...  W 

Malpighiacea, 15  mr.ap  W 
Monotropece. 
i  W 

i  jnjl  W 

Sp.  2—11. E.  Indies  1777. 
E.  Indies  1808. 

Sp.  3. 

China 
E  Indies  1790. 
E  Indies  1796. 

Sp.  2. 
E.  Indies  1771. 
E.  Indies  1823. 

Sp.  1—2. 
China  1795. 

Sp.  1—3. 
E  Indies  1796. 

Sp.  2—1. N.  Amer.  1824.  S Britain    woods.  S 

r.m  Rox.  cor.  1.  t.  83 r.m  Rox.  cor.  1.  t.  86 

C  r.m  Bot  mag.  2116 
r.m  Rox.  cor.  1. 1 84 
r.m  Rox.  cor.  1. 1 85 

It.l  Botreg.431 
r.m  Hook.  ex.  fl.  134 

ltl  Jac.schoe.l.t.101 

p.l  Bot.  rep.  600 

s.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  85 
s.p  Eng.  bot  69 

1009.  DIONiE'A.  W. 
{5913  Musclpula  W. 
1010.  GARU'GA.  Rox. 
5914  pinna t a  H.  K. 

*1011.  KAI/MIA.  W. 5915  latiiolia  W. 
5916  angustifolia  W. 8  rubra 
5917  glauca  W. &  rosmarinifolia  Ph. 
5918  hirsuta  W. 

5904 

DlON.EA. 
Venus's  Flytrapj£  iAl  cu 
Garuga. 

winged-leaved  J  □  or 
Kalmia. 

Calico-bush  *  or 
Sheep-Laurel  it  or 
red-flowered  *  or 
glaucous  tL  or 
RosemaryUeav.  ti- 
ll airy  n. 

Droseraceee.   Sp.  1. 
|  jl.au     W     Carolina  1768.  L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  785 

Terebintacete. 
20  ... 

Rhodoracece. 
8  my.jl  R 
5  my.jl  R 5  my.jl  R 
2  ap.my  Pu 2  ap.my  R 
H  au.s  R 

Sp.l. 
E.  Indies  1808. 

Sp.  4— 5. 
N.  Amer.  1734. 
N.  Amer.  1736. 
N.  Amer.  N.  Amer.  1767. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1786. 

S  p.1  Rox.oor.at.5 

Bot  mag.  175 Bot.  mag.  331 
Bot  cab.  502 Bot.  mag.  177 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1003.  Limonia.  Hie  general  denomination  of  the  citron  in  Arabia  is  If/molm,  whence  limon  and  lemon, 

to  which  fruits  this  genus  is  nearly  related.  L.  monophylla  is  a  small  thorny  tree,  with  a  berry  the  size  of  a 
small  nutmeg,  very  like  a  lime,  and  called  by  the  Hindoos  wild  lime.  Ripened  cuttings  of  the  species  root 
in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass  plunged  in  a  moist  heat 

1004.  Glycosmis.  From  yXoxus,  sweet,  and  »,«>;,  smell ;  all  the  parts  of  the  plant,  leaves,  flowers,  fruit,  having 
an  agreeable  perfume.  G.  pentaphylla  is  an  elegant  fragrant  shrub,  very  common  in  most  uncultivated  land* 
in  Coromandel,  but  chiefly  under  large  trees,  where  birds  have  dropped  the  seeds.  It  flowers  all  the  year 
there.  The  whole  plant,  when  drying  in  the  shade,  diffuses  a  pleasant  permanent  scent ;  the  flowers  are  ex- 

quisitely fragrant ;  birds  eat  the  berries  greedily. 
G.  arborea  has  also  very  fragrant  flowers. 
G.  citrifolia  is  a  beautiful  stove  plant,  not,  indeed,  remarkable  for  the  shewiness  of  its  flowers,  but  most valuable  on  account  of  its  fruit,  which  is  about  the  size  of  a  hazel  nut,  very  juicy  and  sweet,  and  produced  in 

profusion  in  our  stoves. 
1005.  Murraya.  So  named  by  Koenig,  in  honor  of  John  Andrew  Murray,  knight  of  the  Swedish  order  of 

Vasa,  professor  of  medicine  and  botany  at  Gottingen,  and  an  editor  of  Linnseus's  Systema  Vegetabilium.  The species  are  trees  of  the  smallest  size,  with  dotted  pinnated  leaves  and  fragrant  white  flowers,  quite  like  those 
of  an  orange. 

1006.  Cookia.  Named  by  Sonnerat  in  honor  of  our  celebrated  Captain  Cook.  The  fruit  is  much  esteemed 
in  China,  where  it  arrives  at  the  size  of  a  pigeon's  egg,  growing  in  bunches,  and  it  is  called  Wampee.  It  grows well  in  light  loam,  and  ripened  cuttings  with  their  leaves  on  root  in  sand  in  a  moist  heat 

1007.  Gtcrtnera.  In  memory  of  Joseph  Gartner,  M.  D.  F.  R.  S.  Acad.  Imp.  Petrop.  Mcmb.,  author  of  a 
most  excellent  work  on  the  fruits  and  seeds  of  plants,  Stutg.  1788.  It  is  a  large  climbing  woody  shrub, 
cultivated  all  over  the  coast  of  Coromandel,  on  account  of  the  beauty  and  fragrance  of  its  flowers.  In  the 
stove  it  requires  a  good  deal  of  room  to  flower  freely.  It  is  easily  increased  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  The 
genus  is  now  referred  to  the  natural  order  of  Malpighiaceae,  among  which  it  is  remarkable  for  its  white flowers. 

1008.  Mono/ropa.  From  umoc,  one,  and  t«et«,  to  turn :  its  flowers  are  all  turned  one  way.  It  is  parasitical 
and  without  leaves,  of  a  pale  uniform  hue,  having  a  simple  scaly  stem  ;  allied  in  habit  to  Orobanche,  to  some of  the  Orchis  tribe  in  its  peculiarity  of  scent,  which  is  like  that  of  primrose,  or  beans  in  blossom.  The  root  is 
fibrous,  much  branched,  and  somewhat  creeping,  growing  among  dead  leaves  or  in  half  decaying  vegetable 
mould.  Sir  J.  E  Smith  says,  he  could  never  find  it  truly  parasitical  In  Sweden,  Linnaeus  informs  us,  it  is given  dry  to  sheep  affected  with  a  cough. 

Its  natural  affinity,  which  is  certainly  to  the  heath,  Pyrola,  and  similar  plants,  is  very  singular  and  unex- 
pected. 
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5902  Leaves  simple,  Spines  solitary 
5908  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  oblong  lanceolate  crenulate,  Spines  solitary 

5904  Leaves  simple  and  3-leaved,  Leaflets  ovate-oblong  acuminate,  Peduncles  axillary  shorter  than  stalk 
5905  Leaves  pinnate  in  2  pairs,  Leaflets  elliptical  entire 
5906  Leaves  pinnate  in  2  pairs,  Leaflets  oblong  obsoletely  serrate 

5907  Leaflets  ovate,  Peduncles  many-fl.  corymbose 5908  Leaflets  ovate-aeuminate,  Pedunc.  axili.  and  solitary 

5909  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  nearly  equal  at  base 

5910  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate 

5911  Large  cernuous,  Scales  close  together 5912  Flowers  smooth  lateral  octandrous 

5913  The  only  species 

5914  The  only  species 

5915  Leaves  ovate-elliptical  ternate  and  scattered,  Corymbs  terminal 
5916  Leaves  oblong,  Corymbs  axillary,  Bractes  linear-lanceolate,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  downy  with  glands 

5917  Leaves  opposite  oblong  polished  beneath  glaucous  revolute  at  edge,  Branches  2-edged 8  Leaves  linear  more  revolute  green  beneath  . 
5918  Leaves  alternate  and  opposite  ovate-lanceolate  and  branches  hairy,  Pedunc  axili.  1-flowered 

5912 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1009.  Dioncca.  One  of  the  names  of  Venus.  It  is  a  singular  plant  in  respect  of  its  leaves,  which  are  of  an 

anomalous  form,  and  have  a  singular  motion  by  which  they  catch  insects,  whence  the  specific  name, 
muscipula,  a  fly-trap.  The  root  is  scaly,  almost  like  a  bulb,  and  not  prolific  in  fibres.  The  leaves  have  the 
petiole  winged  as  in  the  orange ;  the  extreme  part,  or  proper  leaf,  is  the  part  that  operates  as  a  trap.  Linnseus 
affirms,  that  when  the  entrapped  insect  ceases  to  struggle  and  is  quiet,  the  leaf  opens  and  permits  it  to  escape. 
This  does  not  agree  with  Ellis's  account,  for  he  affirms  that  the  lobes  never  open  again,  so  long  as  the  animal continues  there. .  He  thinks  it  probable,  that  a  sweet  liquor  discharged  by  the  red  glands  tempts  the  insect 
to  its  destruction.  He  adds,  that  if  a  straw  or  a  pin  be  introduced  between  the  lobes,  they  will  grasp  it  as  fast 
as  if  it  were  an  insect  The  flowers  grow  in  a  corymb  resembling  an  umbel.  It  is  rather  difficult  to  preserve. 
Sweet  finds  it  "  thrive  best  when  planted  in  a  pot  of  Sphagnum  with  a  little  mould  at  the  bottom  of  the  pot, 
and  placed  in  a  pan  of  water."  Shepherd,  of  the  Liverpool  botanic  garden,  finds  that  leaves  of  Dionaea  so placed  will  root  and  form  new  plants.  In  all  cases  it  is  necessary  that  an  abundance  of  fresh  cool  air  should 
be  supplied  to  the  plants. 

1010.  Garuga.  Garugo  is  the  Telinga  name  of  the  plant,  which  is  rare  in  our  stoves,  although  not  of  recent introduction. 
1011.  Kalmia.  So  named  by  Linnseus  in  honor  of  Peter  Kalm,  professor  at  Abo  in  Sweden,  author  of 

Travels  in  America.  The  species  are  beautiful  peat  earth  shrubs,  deserving  a  place  in  every  American  ground. 
K.  latifolia  is  a  native  of  Carolina  and  other  parts  of  North  America,  of  Pennsylvania,  New  York,  &c.  but 
only  in  particular  places  :  on  rocks,  hanging  over  rivulets,  and  on  the  sides  of  barren  hills  on  the  most  sterile 
soil.  The  noxious  qualities  of  this  elegant  shrub  lessen  that  esteem  which  its  beauty  claims ;  for  though  deer 
feed  on  its  green  leaves  with  impunity,  yet  when  cattle  and  sheep,  by  severe  winters  deprived  of  better  feed, 
eat  the  leaves,  many  die  annually.  It  blossoms  in  May,  and  continues  in  flower  a  great  part  of  the  summer. 
(Catesby.)  The  flesh  of  the  American  partridge  is  said  to  be  poisonous  in  the  winter  from  its  feeding upon  the  buds  of  this  plant.  But  Wilson  denies  this  statement.  The  Indians  use  a  decoction  of  the  leaves 
for  purposes  of  self-destruction.  A  few  drops  of  the  tincture  poured  upon  the  body  of  a  large  and  vi- 

gorous rattle-snake,  killed  the  reptile  in  a  snort  time.  An  ointment  made  of  the  powdered  leaves  has 
been  used  with  much  success  in  tsenia  capitis,  and  some  other  cutaneous  affections.  (See  Bigelow's  Medical Botany.) 

The  wood,  being  very  hard,  is  very  useful  in  smaller  works.  The  Indians  are  said  to  make  small  dishes, 
spoons,  and  other  domestic  utensils  out  of  the  roots :  these  are  large,  of  a  soft  texture,  and  easily  wrought 
when  green  j  but  when  dry  become  hard  and  smooth.  (Curtis.) 

K.  angustifolia  is  also  reputed  poisonous  to  sheep  and  cattle. 
A  a  3 
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1012.  LE'DUM.  W. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1012.  Ledum.  A*j3w  was  the  name  applied  by  the  ancients  to  the  plant  producing  the  substance  called 

Ladanum,  and  now  known  by  the  name  of  Cistus  Ledum.  In  foliage  the  Ledum  of  modern  botanists  agrees 
with  the  plant  of  the  ancients.  Pretty  American  plants,  very  commcnly  cultivated  for  the  beauty  of  their flowers. 

1013.  Rhodora.  A  name  of  the  same  meaning  as  Rhododendron.  It  is  \%  ell  known  in  shrubberies  as  remark- 
able for  its  purple  flowers  appearing  on  the  naked  shoots  before  the  leaves  come  out 

1014.  Rhododendron.  From  fe&w,  a  rose,  and  imSftn,  a  tree,  because  the  flowers  resemble  in  color  bunches 
of  roses.  Some  of  the  species  form  beautiful  and  even  splendid  ornaments  to  the  shrubbery  or  American 
ground ;  and  all  of  them  are  interesting  and  deserving  of  culture. 

R.  ferrugineum  and  hirsutum  abound  on  the  high  mountains  of  Switzerland,  Austria,  Savoy,  Piedmont, 
Dauphine,  and  terminate  ligneous  vegetation  as  we  ascend,  and  furnish  the  shepherds  with  their  only  fueL The  grouse  are  said  to  eat  them ;  and  the  white  hares  sometimes  gnaw  the  bark  in  hard  weather ;  but  anima.s 
do  not  seem  to  feed  on  them,  except  from  want  of  other  food ;  and  they  are  suspected  of  being  in  a  small 
degree  poisonous.  The  galls  of  some  small  insect  are  frequent  on  them. 

R.  dauricum  is  almost  peculiar  to  the  subalpine  tracts  of  eastern  Asia ;  it  appears  first  at  the  mouth  of  the 
river  Jenisea,  and  beyond  that,  especially  from  the  river  Uda,  in  the  pine  woods,  it  begins  to  be  common  ;  but 
about  Baikal  it  is  most  abundant,  and  extends  through  the  deserts  of  the  Mongols  to  China  and  Tibet :  at  the 
Lena  it  becomes  more  rare,  and  beyond  that  it  is  much  lower,  with  a  more  slender  flower  and  narrower  leaves. 
{Pallas.) 

R.  Camtschaticum  is  an  elegant  evergreen  under  shrub ;  it  grows  abundantly  in  the  peninsula  of  Kamt- 
chatka and  Bebring's  island  in  muddy  places  on  the  mountains. R  caucasicum  is  a  native  of  the  higher  rocks  of  Caucasus,  near  the  perpetual  ice,  in  the  highest  range  of 

shrubby  vegetation,  with  Myrtillus  and  Vitis  idaea. 
R  chrysanthum  is  a  beautiful  evergreen,  resembling  R  dauricum,  and  like  it  is  a  native  of  the  alpine 

regions  of  Siberia,  where  it  is  a  noted  remedy  for  rheumatism.   It  is  cultivated  in  this  country  with  the 
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5919  Leaves  linear  revolute  at  edge  beneath  downy 
5930  Leaves  oblong  revolute  at  edge  beneath  downy,  Flowers  about  pentandrous 
5921  Leaves  ovate  oblong  flat  smooth 

5922  The  only  species 

5923  Leaves  smooth  leprous  beneath.  Corolla  funnel-shaped 
5924  Leaves  elliptical  acute  ciliated  dotted  beneath,  Corolla  funnel-shaped 5925  Leaves  smooth  dotted  naked,  Corolla  rotate 
5926  Leaves  ciliate  nerved,  Corollas  rotate,  Calyxes  leafy 
5927  Leaves  elliptical  acute  glandular  ciliated  naked,  Cor.  rotate,  Petals  obtuse 
5928  Leaves  scabrous  rusty  with  down  beneath,  Umb.  terminal,  Cor.  rotate,  Petals  roundish 

<  5929  Leaves  oblong  scabrous  beneath  discolored  smooth.  Umbels  terminal,  Cor.  rotate,  Pet  obovate  irregular 5930  Leaves  oblong  smooth  beneath  dotted  with  resin,  Umbels  terminal,  Cor.  funnel-formed 
5931  Leaves  oblong  glabrous  discolored  beneath,  Umb.  terminal,  Cor.  rotate,  Petals  roundish 

$  Leaves  cuneate- lanceolate  flat 
y  Leaves  larger  oblong-elliptical  flattish 

5932  Leaves  short  oval  rounded  at  each  end  smooth  discolored  beneath,  Sepals  elong.  obL  Cor.  campanulate 
5933  Leaves  oblong  smooth :  of  the  same  color  on  both  sides,  Corymbs  terminal,  Cor.  campan.  rotate 

5934  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  silvery  beneath,  Flowers  clustered  campanulate,  Calyxes  woolly 
,  5935  Leaves  thin  rugose  lanceolate  smooth  subdeciduous 
5986  Leaves  oval  coriaceous  glaucous  beneath 

5937  Leaves  cordate  ovate  entire,  Cor.  cylindrical 

5938  Leaves  imbricated  subulate  smooth,  Pedunc.  solitary  terminal,  Cor.  globosc-campanulatc 
5939  Pedunc.  aggregate  on  the  branches,  Cor.  ovate  cylindrical,  Leaves  oblong-ovate  entire  deciduous 

5940  Pedunc.  aggregate  axillary,  Cor.  globose,  Leaves  ellipt  entire  beneath  mealy  scaly 
5941  Arborescent,  Lvs.  coriaceous  cuneate-lanc.  acute  entire  with  downy  scales  beneath,  Fl. -stalks  scurfy  rusty 5942  Pedunc.  aggregate,  Cor.  ovate  transparent,  Lvs.  altera,  broad  lane,  obtuse  entire  cinereous  beneath 
5943  Pedunc.  aggregate,  Cor.  globose  campanulate,  Leaves  oval  subserrate  shining 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
greatest  difficulty.  The* leaves  have  an  austere,  astringent,  bitterish  taste,  and  are  stimulant,  narcotic,  and diaphoretic.  When  taken,  they  first  increase  the  arterial  action  and  the  heat  of  the  body,  producing 
diaphoresis ;  and  these  effects,  according  to  Dr.  Home's  observations,  are  followed  by  a  proportional  diminution of  excitement,  the  pulse  in  one  case  having  been  reduced  thirty-eight  beats.  It  has  not  been  much  used  in 
this  country.   {Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  477.) R.  maximum  grows  on  rocks  and  in  barren  soils,  where  it  continues  flowering  great  part  of  the  year,  and  is very  ornamental. 

R.  ponticum  grows  in  wet  places  in  beech  and  alder  coppices,  on  rocky  mountains,  but  not  on  high  alps. 
Rhododendrons  are  commonly  propagated  by  layers,  but  some  sorts  produce  seeds,  and  seeds  of  others  are 

obtained  from  America.  The  seeds  "  should  be  sown  early  in  spring,  in  flat  pans  or  pots  of  peat  soil,  and  very thinly  covered :  they  may  then  be  set  in  a  close  frame,  or  at  the  front  of  a  hothouse,  till  they  come  up,  water, 
ing  them  slightly  when  dry ;  as  soon  as  they  are  high  enough  to  be  laid  hold  of,  they  must  be  pricked  out  hi 
other  pots,  which  should  be  placed  in  a  shady  situation ;  they  may  stand  in  a  frame  a  few  days  till  they  have 
taken  fresh  root,  but  they  must  not  remain  long,  or  it  will  spoil  them.  The  small  kinds  may  be  propagated 
freely  by  cuttings,  taken  off"  in  the  young  wood,  and  planted  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass."  (Bot.  Cult.  81o\) 1015.  Epigcea.  From  art,  upon,  and  yr„  the  earth.  The  stem  grows  flat  upon  the  ground,  and  throws  out roots  all  the  length  of  its  branches.   A  very  pretty  little  American  plant  with  delicate  white  flowers. 

1016.  Andromeda.  Named  in  allusion  to  the  virgin  Andromeda,  who,  like  this  plant,  was  confined  in  a 
marsh,  and  surrounded  by  monsters  of  the  waters.  For  an  ingenious  explanation  of  this  application,  see 
Linnaeus's  Flora  Lapponica.  The  species  are  neat  little  plants,  and  some  of  them  considerable  shrubs  and trees.  They  all  require  peat  earth,  and  a  moist  situation ;  for  those  of  them  which  do  not  grow  naturally  in 
bogs  are  mostly  inhabitants  of  alpine  regions,  where  the  air  is  always  more  moist  than  on  plains. 

A.  hypnoides  has  the  appearance  of  a  moss,  spreads  over  great  tracts  of  ground  in  the  Lapland  alps,  and 
adorns  them  with  its  beautiful  red  flowers.  The  Andromeda  is  generally  increased  by  layers,  but  may  be  also 
raised  from  seeds.  "  These  must  be  very  thinly  covered,  as  they  are  small,  and  would  rot  if  covered  deep  • A  a  4 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
when  about  an  inch  high  they  should  be  planted  out  thinly  in  other  pots,  where  they  will  grow  strong,  and, 
when  large  enough,  may  be  planted  in  the  open  ground.   Spring  is  the  best  time  to  plant  them  out,  as  the 
frost  and  worms  are  apt  to  throw  them  out  of  the  ground  in  winter,  if  planted  out  in  autumn.  (Bot. Cult.  278.) 

1017.  Enkianthus.  From  iyxvos,  a  pregnant  woman,  a  name  given  to  the  plant  by  Loureiro,  because  the 
great  colored  buds  appear  as  if  pregnant  with  the  flowers  which  afterwards  appear.  This  beautiful  genus,  as 
Sweet  observes,  has  generally  been  considered  difficult  to  propagate :  the  difficulty  is  now  removed,  as  ripened 
cuttings  root  readily  planted  in  pots  of  sand,  and  placed  under  a  hand-glass,  without  bottom  heat  The  best 
soil  for  it  is  an  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  care  must  be  taken  not  to  overwater  it  when  not  in  a 
growing  state  :  when  it  gets  pretty  large  it  is  one  of  the  most  ornamental  plants  for  the  greenhouse  or  con- 

servatory. (Bot.  Cult.  186.)  There  are  several  species  confounded  under  the  common  name  Enkianthus 
quinqueflora. 1018.  Gauttheria.  Named  after  one  Gaulthier,  a  French  physician  at  Quebec.  A  small  evergreen  plant, 
cultivated  in  the  American  border  for  the  sake  of  its  ornamental  bright  scarlet  berries.  The  species  may  be 
increased  by  dividing  at  the  root,  by  suckers,  layers,  or  from  seeds. 

1019.  Arbutus.  An  ancient  name  of  this  plant,  said  to  be  traceable  to  the  Celtic  ar  boise,  austere  bush,  in 
allusion  to  the  roughness  of  the  fruit  In  like  manner  Unedo  is  said  by  Pliny  to  have  been  so  called  from 
unum  edo,  I  eat  one,  because,  being  found  disagreeable,  no  one  could  eat  a  second.  L'Arbousier,  Fr. ,  Landbeere, 
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5944  Pedunc.  aggregate,  Cor.  ovate,  Leave*  alternate  lanceolate  revolute a,  Leaves  oblong 
/3  Leaves  lanceolate 
y  Leaves  linear-lanceolate 
t  Leaves  subulate 

5945  Racemes  1-sided  panicled  terminal,  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  acute  serrulate  at  end 
5946  Racemes  terminal  panicled,  .Cor.  roundish,  Leaves  ovate  entire 
5947'  Raceme  compound,  Leaves  lanceolate  subserrulate  hairy  shining 5948  Spikes  terminal  1-sided,  Leaves  membranous  smooth  oval-lanceolate  serrulate  acute 
5949  Raceme  compound  terminal  crowded,  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  rough  at  edge  pilose  beneath 
5950  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy  beneath  rusty  scaly,  Cor.  campan.  finally  of  5  petals,  Anthers  awned 
5951  Hispid  with  pubescence,  Leaves  obov.  lane,  acute  serrul.  Cor.  globose  hispid,  Anthers  awned 
5952  Panicles  terminal,  Cor.  pubescent,  Leaves  elliptical  acuminate  toothletted 
5953  Racemes  term,  simple  bracted,  Cor.  cylindrical,  Leaves  obl.-lanceolate  serrated 
5954  Racemes  terminal  and  axillary  1-sided,  Cor.  ventricose  tubular,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  finely  serrated 
5955  Racemes  axillary  simple,  Cor.  oblong,  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrulate 
5956  Racemes  axillary  simple,  Leaves  ovate  entire  shining,  Branchlets  3-cornered 

5957  Racemes  axillary  simple,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  serrate 

5958  Quite  smooth,  Leaves  obi.  ovate  acute  finely  serrulate,  Racemes  axillary  and  terminal  clustered 
5959  Peduncles  solitary  axillary  1-sided  Bractes  2,  Leaves  oval  scaly  dotted  obsoletely  serrated a  Cor.  ventricose,  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate 

/S  Cor.  obi.  cylindrical,  Leaves  oblong  oval  obtuse 
y  Very  dwarf 5960  Pedunc.  solitary  axillary,  Bractes  2,  Leaves  narrow  oblong  lanceolate,  Corolla  oblong  oval 

5961  The  only  species 

5962  Leaves  oblong  obovate  mucronate  toothed  crowded,  Stem  procumbent 

5963  Stem  arborescent,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate,  Panicles  smooth  nodding,  Berries  many-seeded 

5964  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  serrated,  Panicles  vertical  hispid  glutinous 
5965  Stem  arborescent,  Leaves  ovate  entire  or  serrated,  Pan.  pubescent  erect,  Berries  many-seeded 
5966  Stems  procumbent,  Leaves  rugose  serrated 5967  Stems  procumbent.  Leaves  entire 
5968  Stem  much  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  acutely  serrate,  Flowers  axillary 
5969  Bark  deciduous,  Ovary  smooth.  The  same  as  next  ? 
5970  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  very  thin  a  little  wavy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Get.,  and  Arbuto,  ItaL  This  genus  includes  one  of  the  most  elegant  of  hardy  shrubs,  the  A.  unedo.  This 
evergreen  is  peculiarly  beautiful  in  October  and  November,  covered  at  once  with  blossoms  and  ripe  fruits.  It 
is  a  native  of  the  south  of  Europe,  and  is  found  also  near  Killamey  in  Ireland,  where  it  has  probably  been 
brought  from  Spain  or  Italy  at  an  early  period  by  the  priests.  It  grows  there  on  limestone  rocks,  in  greater 
luxuriance  than  it  is  often  to  be  met  with  in  the  woods  of  Italy :  in  both  countries  the  fruit  is  eaten ;  and  in 
Spain  both  a  sugar  and  spirit  is  extracted  from  it. 

A.  uva  ursi,  La  Susserole,  Fr.,  Barrenbeere,  Ger.,  and  Uva  d'ono,  ItaL,  is  abundant  in  many  parts  of  the continent,  especially  the  alpine  regions.  It  dyes  an  ash  color ;  tans  leather ;  the  berries  are  food  for  grouse  and 
other  game,  and  the  leaves  are  used  in  medicine.  The  fresh  leaves  are  inodorous,  and  have  a  slightly  bitter 
astringent  taste,  leaving  a  sweet  sensation  in  the  mouth.  When  properly  dried  and  powdered,  they  acquire 
an  odour  similar  to  that  of  hyson  tea ;  but  the  taste  remains  the  same,  the  degree  of  bitterness  only  being 
increased.    (Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  163.) It  is  used  sometimes  in  calculous  complaints  and  ulcerations  of  the  urinary  organs. 

The  dwarf  species  of  this  genus  and  those  of  Rhododendron  and  Andromeda,  are  very  fit  plants  for  rock 
work.  A.  alpina  thrives  best  in  peat  kept  moist  and  shaded.  All  the  species  may  be  increased  by  seeds,  or  by 
budding  and  inarching  on  each  other :  the  dwarf  kinds  root  readily  by  layers. 

The  Uva  ursi  has  been  brought  into  notice  in  modern  times  as  an  efficient  remedy  in  nephritic  and  even  in 
calculous  cases.  European  practitioners  have  doubted  its  powers,  but  it  has  found  many  supporters  of  respec- 
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102a  CLE'THRA.  W. 5971  alnifolia  Ph. 
5972  toment6sa  Ph. 
5973  scfibra  PA. 
5974  paniciilfita  W. 5975  acuminata  PA. 
5876  arborea  W. 

,2  minor 

Clethba. 
Alder-leaved 
woolly-leaved 
rough-leaved 
panicled acute-leaved 
tree dwarf 

or 
4  au.o 4  au.o 
4  au.o 4  au.o 8  au.o 
2  au.o 

1021.  MYLOCA'RYUM.  W.en.   Buckwheat-Tree.  Ericete. 

Ericete.    Sp.  6—8. 4  au.o     W     N.  Amer.  1731. 
SI  or 
&  or 
St  or 

»l_Jor *  I  I  or 
5977  ligustrlnum  Ph. 

1022.  PY'ROLA.  W. 5978  rotundifolia  W. 
5979  media  E.  B. 
5980  minor  W. 
5981sec6nda  W. 
6982  rosea  E.B. 
5983  uniflora  W. 

Privet-like 
Winter-Green. 
round-leaved 
intermediate  £ lesser  £ 
serrated  j£ 
rose-colored  j£ 

or 

N.  Amer.  1731. 
Georgia  1806. N.  Amer.  1770. 
Carolina  1806. 
Madeira  1784. Madeira 

Sp.  1. 

Lam.  ill  t  389 Dend.  brit  39 

Bot  cab.  1427 
Bot  mag.  1057 

A  cu 
A  cu 
A  cu A  cu 
A  cu 

single-flowered  l£  A  cu 

8  my.jn  W  Georgia 
Ericeee.   Sp.  6—10. 

*  jn.jl     W  Britain W 
R 
W 
Pk 
W 

L  p.l  Bot  mag.  1625 

i  jn 

1023.  CHIMATHILA.  Ph.  Chimaphila. 
5984  maculata  PA.         spotted-leaved  f  A  pr 
5985  cor ymbosa  Ph.       corymb-flower.  )£  A  Pr 

Pjjrala  umbeUata  B.  M 
1024.  INOCAR'PUS.  W.  Otaheite-Chestnot. 
5986  gdulis  W.  eatable  1  □  fr 

1025.  STY'RAX.  W.  Storax. 
5987  officinale  W.  officinal  HI      or  12  ji 
5988  grandifolium  W.     great-leaved     A       or    6  jl 
5969  pulverulentum  PA.  powdery  SI 
5990  laevigatum  W.        smooth  SI 

S.  glabrum  Cav. 

i  jnjl 
i  jnjl $  jnjl 

4  jl.au i  jnjl 
Ericeee.   Sp.  2. 

ijn        W     N.  Amer.  1752. 

woods. 
England  woods. Britain  moi.  w. 
Britain  moi.  w. 
England  woods. Britain    al.  wo. 

Pk     N.  Amer.  1752. 

Sk  s.p 
8k  s.p 

Eng.  bot.  213 
Eng.  bot  1945 Eng.  bot  158 
Eng.  bot  517 
Eng.  bot.  2543 
Eng.  bot  146 
Bot  mag.  897 
Bot  mag.  778 

Sapotece.  i ...  W Ebenaceee. 
W 
w 
w 
w 

4  jnjl 

4  jl.au p.l- 

South  S.Is.1793. 

Sp.  i — G. Italy  1597. N.  Amer.  1765. 
N.  Amer.  1794. N.  Amer.  1765. 

C  l.p  Lam.  ill.  1 1 

fiOSS.  JUSSIiE'A.  W. 5991  grandiflora  W. 5992  suftruticosa  W. 
5993  octovalvis  P.  S. 
5994  erecta  W. 
5995  scabra  IV.  en. 

1027.  GETO'NIA.  Roxb. 5996  floribunda  Roxb. 

SS72 

JUSSLEA. 
great- flowered  ±  iAl  or taU  jfe  PA1  or 
spear-leaved  *  O!  or 
upright  *  Ol  or 
rough  *  El  or 

Getonia. 
many-flowered  a  I  lor 5976 

Onagrarue. 
lJjl.o  Y U  au.s  Y 
2  jls  Y 3  jLs  Y 
4  jLs  Y 

Combretaceee, 6     ...  Ap 5977 

So.  5-34. Carolina 
India 
S.  Amer. S.  Amer. 
S.  Amer. 

1812. 
1808. 
1739. 
1816. 

Sp.  1—2. E.  Indies  1815. 

Bot.  rep.  631 
Dend.  brit  129 Dend.  brit  41 
Dend.  brit  40 

Bot  rep.  621 
PL  ic.  1 175.  f.  2 

Rox.  cor.  t  87 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
tability  in  North  America.   The  late  professor  Barton  found  the  plant  of  much  service  in  his  own  case  of 
nephritic  paroxysms  alternating  with  gout  in  the  feet  It  has  also  been  recommended  as  a  remedy  in  pulmonary 
complaints.    (See  Eigelow's  Med.  Botany.) 1020.  dethra.  Ka-<.9-»*  was  the  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Alder,  to  which,  in  its  leaves,  this  bears some  resemblance  Pretty  upright  North  American  plants,  with  white  flowers.  One  species  is  a  native  of Madeira. 

1021.  Mylocaryum.  From  fiv\*i,  a  mill,  and  xtteu*,  a  kernel  or  stone ;  the  four  wings  of  the  nut  may  be 
easily  likened  to  the  four  sails  of  a  small  milL  A  North  American  plant,  with  the  habit  of  Andromeda,  or rather  of  Cloth  ra. 

1022.  Pyrola.  A  diminution  of  Pyrus,  to  which,  in  the  leaves,  this  is  thought  to  be  similar.  A  genus  of 
elegant  little  plants,  mostly  evergreens.  They  grow  naturally  in  the  shade,  and  in  rocky  or  very  poor  soils ;  in 
the  garden  on  sand  or  gravel  shaded ;  and  they  are  increased  by  seeds  or  young  cuttings,  planted  under  a  hand- 

glass. AU  the  species  are  powerfully  astringent  and  tonic,  and  one  or  more  of  the  American  sorts  is  said  to 
constitute  the  chief  ingredient  in  the  scorbutic  draughts  of  Whitlaw. 

P.  uniflora,  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  says  is  one  of  the  most  curious  and  elegant  of  British  flowers. 
1023.  Chimaphila.  From  xu/jm,  winter,  and  aiXuu,  to  love;  a  sort  of  translation  of  the  English  name 

winter-green.   The  species  may  be  treated  as  Pyrola,  which  they  much  resemble. 
1024.  Inocarpus.  From  is  nos,  fibre,  and  xa^os,  fruit  The  envelope  of  the  nut  is  composed  of  tough 

interwoven  fibres.  It  is  a  lofty  tree,  with  alternate  subcordate  leaves,  and  flowers  in  racemes  succeeded  by 
by  nuts  called  Ratta  in  Otaheite.  The  kernel  of  these,  which  is  kidney-shaped,  and  about  an  inch  in 
diameter,  is  eaten  roasted  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  Society  and  Friendly  Isles,  the  New  Hebrides,  New 
Guinea,  the  Molucca  isles,  &c.  It  is  sweetish,  but  less  pleasant  than  the  chesnut,  harder  and  less  farinaceous. 
The  bark  is  astringent,  and  is  used  in  the  dysentery.  In  New  Guinea  they  smear  the  heads  of  their  arrows 
with  the  expressed  resinous  juice.    {Font.  Eicul.) 

1025.  Styrax.  A  name  altered  by  the  Latins  from  the  Arabic  assthirak.  Pliny  says,  that  the  Arabs  in  his 
time  used  the  resin  to  flavor  the  perfumes  of  which  they  are  so  fond.  S.  officinale  is  a  low  tree  with  slender 
branches,  ovate  leaves,  flowers  in  racemes  from  the  sides  of  the  branches,  succeeded  by  ovate  globular  juice, 
less  drupes,  containing  one  or  two  angular  nuts.  From  this  tree  storax  is  obtained  in  Asiatic  Turkey.  It 
issues  from  incisions  made  in  the  bark  ;  and  as  it  was  formerly  the  custom  to  collect  and  export  it  in  reeds,  it 
was  named  Styrax  calamita.  It  has  a  fragrant  odour,  and  a  pleasant  subacidulous,  slightly  pungent,  and 
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'  5971  Leaves  obovate  serrate  beneath  pubescent,  Raceme  simple  bracted 5972  Leaves  cuneate  obovate  acute  upwards  finely  serrated  beneath  white  with  down 5973  Leaves  broad  cuneate  obovate  acute  coarsely  serrated  rough  on  each  side 
5974  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  serrated  smooth,  Panicle  narrow  bracted 
'5975  Leaves  oval  acuminate  smooth  on  each  side  glaucous  beneath,  Racemes  white  with  down 5976  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Racemes  panicled,  Peduncles  hairy 

5977  Leaves  cuneate  lanceolate  acute,  Racemes  spiked  terminal 

5978  Stamens  ascending,  Style  declinate,  Raceme  many-flowered 
5979  Stamens  straight,  Style  declinate  long,  Peduncle  twisted,  Raceme  many-flowered 
5980  Stamens  and  styles  straight,  Flowers  racemose  spreading 
5981  Raceme  1-sided 
5982  Stamens  and  styles  straight,  Flowers  racemose  closed,  Petals  rounded  obtuse,  Peduncle  straight 
5983  Peduncle  1-flowered 

5984  Peduncles  2-flowered 5985  Peduncles  umbelled 

5986  The  only  species 
5987  Leaves  ovate  beneath  villous,  Racemes  simple  shorter  than  the  leaf 
5988  Leaves  obovate  villous  beneath,  Lower  peduncles  axillary  solitary  1-flowered 5989  Leaves  subsessile  oval  or  obovate  beneath  powdery,  Fl.  ax i  11.  and  term,  in  threes  on  short  stalks 
5990  Leaves  oblong  smooth  on  each  side,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered  solitary  or  twin 

5991  Root  creeping,  Stems  erect  with  peduncles  and  calyxes  villous,  Lower  leaves  spatulate  upper  lanceolate 
6992  Erect  villous,  Flowers  tetrapetalous  octandrous  stalked 
5993  Erect,  Flowers  tetrapetalous  octandrous  stalked,  Caps,  many- valval,  Leaves  lanceolate 5994  Erect  smooth,  Flowers  tetrapetalous  octandrous  sessile 
5995  Flowers  tetrapetalous  octandrous,  Stem  erect  angul  hairy,  Leaves  oblong  hairy 

5996  Leaves  opposite  ovate,  Flowers  panicled,  Bractes  lanceolate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
aromatic  taste ;  is  stimulant,  and  in  some  degree  expectorant.   It  was  formerly  much  prescribed  in  asthma, 
catarrh,  phthisis,  and  menstrual  obstructions ;  but  it  is  now  scarcely  ever  employed,  except  as  an  adjunct  on account  of  its  fragrance. 

Benzoin  is  obtained  from  the  S.  Benzoin,  by  wounding  the  bark  near  the  origin  of  the  lower  branches.  The 
tree  is  never  wounded  under  six  years  of  age ;  and  cannot  sustain  these  annual  incisions  above  twelve  years. 
(Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  525.) 

As  shrubs  this"  genus  affords  some  plants  that  may  be  considered  pretty  and  desirable,  on  account  of  their small  size  and  free  flowering.  They  grow  best  in  sandy  loam,  are  commonly  propagated  by  layers,  and  may 
also  be  increased  by  seeds,  which  they  occasionally  ripen. 

1026.  Jussuea.  An  obscure  and  most  uninteresting  genus  of  plants,  selected,  not  very  happily,  to  com. 
memorate  the  family  of  the  Jussieus,  which  has  for  more  than  a  century  and  a  half  been  at  the  head  of 
botanical  science.  Antoine  de  Jussieu,  bom  in  1686,  and  died  in  1758,  was  professor  of  botany  at  the  Jardin 
du  Roi,  and  member  of  the  academy  of  sciences.  He  published  various  papers  upon  exotic  plants,  and  a discourse  upon  the  progress  of  botany.  He  also  edited  the  works  of  Barrelier.  Bernard  de  Jussieu,  his 
brother,  bom  in  1698,  died  in  1777,  was  professor  at  the  same  garden,  and  member  of  the  same  academy.  He 
also  was  author  of  various  papers  upon  plants,  a  second  edition  of  Tournefort's  History  of  the  Plants  growing near  Paris,  and  an  arrangement  of  the  plants  growing  in  the  garden  of  Trianon,  which  was  published  by  hia 
nephew.  Joseph  de  Jussieu,  a  third  brother,  bom  in  1704,  and  died  1779.  He  was  sent  to  South  America  by 
Louis  XV.,  and  remained  there  for  six  and  thirty  years.  He  made  many  discoveries,  and  brought  home  many 
new  plants.  Lastly,  Antoine  Laurent  de  Jussieu,  their  nephew,  bom  in  1748,  and  still  living,  as  demonstrator 
of  botany  at  the  Jardin  du  Roi,  member  of  the  Institute  and  of  every  learned  body  in  Europe.  He  brought, 
in  his  Genera  Plan  tarum,  published  in  1789,  to  a  degree  of  extraordinary  perfection,  that  system,  the  outlines  of 
which  had  been  traced  by  the  hand  of  Tournefort,  and  partially  filled  up  by  his  uncle  Bernard.  That  system 
has  now  superseded,  among  men  of  science,  all  ot  hers,  and  if  as  yet  inapplicable  to  merely  popular  purposes, 
can  never  be  dispensed  with  in  all  philosophical  investigations. 

1027.  Getonia.  A  Malabar  plant,  the  meaning  of  whose  name  has  not  been  explained.  Cuttings  root 
freely  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  and  plunged  in  heat 
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1028.  QTJISQUA'LIS.  W.  Qcisquams. 5997  Indica  W.              Indian  fi_Oor 
5998 pubescens  Burnt,  pubescent  LDor 

1*1029.  MELAS'TOMA.  W.  Melastoma. rough 
velvettr-leaved  ■ 

•  □or 

•  □or »  LDor 
•  □or 
•  □or 

5999£spera  W. eOOOvelutina  W. 
§6001  trinervia  W. 
6002  octandra  W. 
§6003  tetrandra  W. 56004  hlrta  W. 
§6005  Acinodendron  IV. 
6006  cymosa  IV. §6007r6bra  W. 

§6008  purpurea  W. 6009gr6ssa  W. 6010  malabSthrica  W. 
6011  corymbosa  H.  K. 6012  ecost&ta  H.  K. 
§6013  Tamonea  Aubl. 

Fothergillia  Hort 
§6014  albicans  Sum. 
§6015  Uevigata  JV. 
§6016  discolor  W. 
6017  nepalensis  Lodd. §6018  heteromflla  Don. 

§6019  granulosa  £awi. 6020  osbeckioides  Sims,  osbeckia-like 
6021  sanguinea  Sims.  bloody 

*1030.  PETALOMA.  W.  Petaloma. 
6022  myrtilloides  Swz.  Bilberry-like 

1031.  ACISANTHE'RA.  J.  Acisanthera. 
6023  quadr&ta  P.  S.        four-sided       •  □  cu 

Combretacete.  Sp.  1—4. 
SO  my.au  O.r    E.  Indies  1815. 20    ...     O.a    E.  Indies  1815. 

MelaMomacece.  Sp.  23—196. 6  au.n     P      E.  Indies  1815. 
three-nerved octandrous 
tetrandrous 
hairy 

oval-leaved 
cyme-flowered  *  □  or red  •  □  or 
purple  *  □  or large-leaved  •  I  I  or 
bristly  •  I    I  or 
corymb-flower.  •  □  or ribless  *l   I  or 
Fothergill's      ±  □  or 

8  jLo 8  jl 3 
2 

6  s.d 6 

Pu 
Pu 
W 

Pu'
 

Pu 
2  ap.au  Pu 6  my.jn  Pu 8     ...  Pu 12   
6  jn.au  Pu 2  mr.o  Pk 
4  my.jn  Pu 

20     ...  Pu 

W.Indies  1815. Jamaica  1793. 
Ceylon  1815. Jamaica  1815. Jamaica  1740. 
Jamaica  1804. 
&  Amer.  1792. Guiana  179a 
Guiana  1804. 
S.  Amer.  ... E  Indies  1793. 
S.  Leone  1792. 
Jamaica  1793. 
S.  Amer.  1815. 

white-leaved 
smooth two-colored 
Nepal Brazil 
Commerson's 

•  □or 
•  □cu 
•  □or 
•  |  or •  □or 
•  □or •  □pr 
•  □or 
•  □or 

6  ... 
6  ... 
15  ... 
2  au 

6  ja.d 10  an.  8 
2  8.0 
6  s.o 

Pu  Jamaica  1815. 
W.o  S.  Amer.  1815. 
Pu  W.  Indies  1793. 

Nepal  1820. Brazil  1819. 
Brazil  1819. 
Mauritius  1817. 
China  ISIS. 

Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

Pk 

1032.  DA'IS.  W. 6024  cotinifolia  W. 
1033.  BUCPDA.  TV. 
6025Buceras  W. 

tl034.  SAMYDA.  W. 
6026nitida  W. 
6027  pubescens  W. 6028  serrulata  W. 
6029  r6sea  H.  K. 

Dais. 
Cotin  us-leaved 
Omve-Bark-Tree. 
Jamaica 

Samtda. 

pubescent Elm-leaved 
rose-colored 

1  □«* •  I  lun 
•  □un •  □pr •□pr 

Melastomacete.   Sp.  1—2. 10     ...     W.Y  W.  Indies  1823. 
SaticaruB.   Sp.  1. 
3    Jamaica  1804. 

ThymeUscB.   Sp.  1—7. 10  jn.jl     W.o  uG.E  1776. 
Santalacete.   Sp.  1—2. 25  au.s     Y.w   Jamaica  1793. 
Samudeee.  Sp.  4—12. 7      ...     W.o  W.  Indies  1793. 

4  my.au    ...   W.  Indies  1793. 
3  jl         WW.  Indies  1723. 
4  jn.jl     Pk     W.  Indies  1793. 

C  Up  Bot.  mag.  2033 C  Lp  Bur.ind.tS5.£2 
Bur.  zeyi  1 79 

PI.  aL  t  264.  £  1 Plu.ic.142.f-2 

Au.guLl.tl61 
Au.  gu  i.  1. 1. 154 
Bot  mag.  529 
Bot  mag.  904 

Au.  gull.  1 175 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  663 
C  s.p  Plu.  ia  1 42.  C 1 
C  p.l  Bot  cab.  707 
C  p.l  Bot  reg.  644 
C  p.l  Bot  reg.  671 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  2235 
C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2241 

C  p.l  SI.  hist.  1 187. f .3 
C  p.l  Br.  jam.  1 22.  f.1 
R  s.1  Bot.  mag.  147 

C  l.p  Lam.  ill.  t.  356 

C  Lp  Br.  jam.  1 23.  f.3 
C  Lp  Jac.  amer.  132 
C  s.p  Ja.  co.  2. 1. 17.  £1 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  550 

DIGYNIA. 
1035.  ROYE'NA.  W. 6030  lacida  W. 6031  villosa  W. 
6032  pfiUens  TV. 6033  glabra  W. 
6034  pubescens  W.  en. 6035  hirsnta  IV.  en. 
6036  angustifolia  W. 
6037  amb igua  Vent. 
6038  polyandra  W. 

Rotena. shining-leaved  •  |  |  cu heart-leaved     •  |  |  cu 
pale  *  i  I  cu 
Myrtle-leaved  •  |  |  cu 
pubescent        •  |  |  cu 
hairy-leaved     •  |  |  cu 
Willow-leaved  •  •  |  cu obovate-leaved  *  i_J  cu 
oval-leaved      *  i  |  cu 6010 

Ebenacete. 
4  my.jn  W 6  jnjl 
4  jnjl 

4  jl.au 
7  jl  au 4  jn.jl 6  jn.jl 
6  ... 

W 
W 
W 
W.a 
W 
W 
W 
W 

Sp.  9—15. C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1690. 

1774. 1739. 
1731. 1752. 
1752. 
1789. 1815. 
1774. 

La.  ill.  t  370.  £  1 

Com.  hor.  1.  tS5 
Bot.  reg.  500 
La.ilLt370.  £2 

Vent  mal.  1 17 

6020 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1028.  Quisqualis.  A  Latin  word,  expressive  of  uncertainty.  It  was  given  by  Rumphius  to  a  tree  of Amboyna,  because  it  was  subject  to  variation.  It  is  a  fine  climbing  genus  of  easy  culture.  The  best  soil 

for  the  species  is  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat ;  and  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass.  {Bot. Cult.  100.) 
1029.  Melastoma.  From  fuXat,  black,  and  mouth.  Many  of  the  species  produce  black  berries 

similar  to  gooseberries,  and  which  stain  the  mouth  black.  This  is  a  very  numerous  genus  of  shrubs  and  low 
trees ;  the  species  display  great  unity  of  character,  and  may  be  considered  ornamental.  They  require  but 
little  water  in  winter,  and  are  easily  increased  in  sand,  plunged  in  a  moist  heat. 

1030.  Petaloma.  From  snraXn,  a  petal,  and  Xufta,,  an  edge.  Flowers  of  which  the  petals  are  inserted  on  the 
edge  of  the  calyx.    A  small  plant  with  the  leaves,  but  not  flowers,  of  Melastoma. 

1031.  Acisanthera.   From  tueit,  a  point,  the  anthers  being  pointed.   Plants  with  the  habit  of  Melastoma. 
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5997  Leaves  ovate 
5998  Leaves  subcordate  pubescent 

5999  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  entire  3-nerved  rough,  FL  terminal  subcorymbose 
6000  Leaves  3-nerved  entire  sessile  ovate  acute  villous  silky,  Racemes  brachiate,  Stems  square 
6001  Leaves  3-nerved  without  a  marginal  one  entire  smooth  on  each  side  thin,  Racemes  term.  Fls.  sessile 
6002  Leaves  entire  3-nerved  ovate-lanc.  smooth,  Margin  and  nerves  hispid  beneath,  FL  terminal 
6003  Leaves  entire  3-nerved  oblong  emarginate  at  base,  Raceme  erect  term.  Fl.  tetrandrous 
6004  Leaves  toot hletted  5-nerved  ovate-lanceolate,  Stem  hispid 
6005  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  toothletted  5-nerved,  Cymes  axillary 
6006  Leaves  cordate  acumin.  5-nerved  serrulate  pubescent,  Cymes  terminal,  Sepals  roundish,  Stamens  5  sterile 
6007  Leaves  cordate  subcrenate  beneath  rusty  with  down,  flowers  axillary  and  lateral  solitary  sessile 
6008  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  5-nerved  pilose  somewhat  toothletted,  Branches  bifid,  Panic,  term. 
6009  Leaves  entire  5-nerved  subcordate  scabrous,  Cor.  little  hairy  outside 
6010  Leaves  entire  5-nerved  lanceolate  ovate  rough 
6011  Leaves  7-nerved  ovate  subcordate  acuminate  ciliated  with  teeth,  Corymb  terminal,  Flowers  1-sided 
6012  Leaves  3-nerved  without  ribs  ovate-lanceol.  acuminate  toothletted,  Corymbs  term,  trichotomous  powdery 
6013  Leaves  5-nerved  obi.  lanceoL  acute  entire  hoary  beneath,  Pedunc  umbelled,  Bractes  double 
6014  Leaves  5-nerved  entire  ovate  acute  smooth  above  beneath  hoary,  Flowers  clustered  sessile 
6015  Leaves  entire  5-nerved  ovate-oblong  smoothish  acuminate  smooth  at  edge 
6016  Leaves  5-nerved  nearly  entire  oblong  acuminate  smooth  beneath  yellowish,  Racemes  cymose 
6017  Leaves  lanceolate  ciliated  3-nerved  obtuse  at  base,  Stems  square,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 
6018  Leaves  cordate  oval  entire  stalked  beneath  woolly,  Petals  obcordate,  Petals  bowed  at  base 
6019  Branches  winged.  Leaves  oval-lanceol.  with  a  long  point,  Petals  obovate  pointed,  Filam.  woolly  above 
6020  Leaves  oblong  elliptical  3-nerved  ciliated,  Calyx  setose  at  end 
6021  Stamens  12,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  5-nerved,  Stems  and  globose  ovaries  very  hispid 

6022  Peduncles  solitary  1 -flowered 

6023  Leaves  3-nerved  ovate  crenate  opposite 

6024  Leaves  obovate  obtuse,  Flowers  5-cleft  decandrous 

6025  Spikes  elongated,  Leaves  wedge-shaped  smooth 
6026  Flowers  octandrous,  Leaves  cordate  smooth 
6027  Flowers  dodecandrous,  Leaves  ovate  downy  beneath 
6028  Flowers  12-androus,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  serrulate 
6029  Flowers  12-androus  clustered,  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  serrated  pubescent  on  each  side 

6030  Leaves  ovate  roughish 
6031  Leaves  cordate  oblong  downy  beneath 
6032  Leaves  oblong  obovate  obtuse  smooth 6033  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth 
6034  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  pubescent 
6035  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  very  villous 
6036  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  hairy  beneath 
6037  Leaves  obovate  villous  coriaceous,  FL  stalked  polyandrous  polygynous 
6038  Leaves  elliptical,  Flowers  polyandrous  polygynous 

1032.  Dais.  A  name  of  unknown  application.  The  plant  resembles  in  its  leaves  the  Rhus  cotinus,  whence 
its  specific  naraa   It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings  of  the  roots  placed  in  a  warm  situation. 

1033.  Bucida.  From  t-vs,  an  ox.  The  form  of  the  fruit  when  ripe  resembles  the  horn  of  such  an  animal. This  tree  grows  in  Jamaica  in  low  swampy  lands  near  the  coast ;  it  is  remarkable  for  its  slender  crooked 
branches,  and  the  tufted  disposition  of  the  leaves :  it  grows  to  a  considerable  size,  is  reckoned  an  excellent 
timber  tree,  and  the  bark  is  greatly  esteemed  by  the  tanners. 

Well  ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand,  plunged  in  heat,  and  covered. 
1034.  Sana/da.  "Sjctyaiba.  is  the  Greek  name  of  the  birch,  to  which  this  genus  may  be  likened  in  its  leaves. The  species  are  rather  tardy  in  growth,  but  not  difficult  to  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
1035.  Boyena.  So  named  by  Linnams,  in  honor  of  Adrian  Van  Royen,  who  with  his  son  David  Were 

successively  professors  of  botany  at  Leyden.  It  consists  of  shrubs  of  little  beauty,  which  are  increased  by 
ripened  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  They  are  chiefly  natives  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope. 

DIGYNIA. 
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1036.  TRI  ANTHEM  A.  TV.  Trianthema. 
6039raon6gyna  W.        Purslane-leav.  -*Ow 
6040 decandra  TV.         trailing  iOw 

tl037.  SCLERAN'THUS.  TV.  Knawel. 6041  animus  TV.  annual  O  w 
6042  percnnis  TV.  perennial  A  w 

1038.  CUNCNIA.  TV. 
6043capensis  TV. 

Cunonia. Cape 

1U 

Portulacete. 
2  jl.au  G 
1  j  jl.au  G 

Portulacece. 

I  jl.au  b i  au.s  i 
Cunoniacev. 

20  au  W 

Sp.  2—12. 
Jamaica  1710.  S  co 
India      1762.  S  co 

Sip.  2— a 
Britain  sa.fi.Sco 
Britain    sa.hca.  D  co 

Sp.  1—2? C.  G.  H.   1816.  C 

Class  X. 

Plant,  grass.  100 
Bur.  in.  1 31.  f.  3 

Eng.  bot  351 
Eng.  bot  352 

co   Bot  reg. 

tl039.  HYDRAN'GEA.  TV.  Htdrangea. 6044  arborescens  W.      shrubby  & 6045  cordata  Ph. 
6046  nlvea  Ph. rail iata  W. 
6047  quercifoUa  TV. 6048  hortensis  TV. 

heart-leaved 
white-leaved 
Oak-leaved 
changeable 

Saxifrages?    Sp.  5. 
6  jl.au    W.a  Virginia  1736.  L  p.l 
8  jl.au 
5  jl.au 
4  jn.s 3  ap.s 

W.a  Carolina  1806.  L  p.l 
W.o  Carolina  1786.  L  p.l 
W.q  Florida 
Pk  China 1803. 

1788. 
1040.  CHRYSOSPLE'NIUM.  TV.   Golden  Saxifrage.    Saxifrageee.  Sp.  2. 6049  altermfolium  TV. 
6050  oppositifolium  TV. 

altemate-leav. 
opposite-leaved  ; 

A 

A  cu 

4  ap.my  Y i  ap.my  Y 
Britain  w.sh.p.  D 
Britain  w.sh.p.  D 

•1041.  SAXI'FRAGA.  TV.  Saxifrage. 
6051  ligulSta  Wall. 6052  crassi£61ia  TV. 
6053  cordifolia  M.  n. 
6054  Cotyledon  TV. 6055  recta  P.  S. 
6056  Aizoon  P.  S. 
6057  in t acta  TV.  en. 
6058  mutata  IV  en. 
6059  pensylvanica  TV. 6060  hieraci folia  TV. 
6061  erosa  Ph. 
6062  punctata  TV. 6063  umbr6sa  TV. 
6064hirsuta  TV. 
6065  Geum  TV. 
6066  cunei folia  TV. 
6067  leucantbemifolia  Ph.  Stock-leaved 
6068  sarmentosa  TV.  Chinese 
6069  cuscntiformis  Lodd.  Dodder-like 
6070  virginiensis  Ph.  Virginian 
6071  conges ta  Sweet  ' nivalis  Ph. 

H  i_Jor 
f  A  of ±  A  or 
£  A  or 

ligulate thick-leaved 
heart-leaved 
pyramidal straight-leaved  j£  A  or 
large-margined  ]£  A  or small-margined  £  A  or 
Saffron-colored  £  A  or Pensylvanian  j£  A  or 
Hawkweed-lvd.j£  A  or 
jagged-leaved  j£  A  or dotted- Hon  ored  £  A  or 
London-pride  jg  A  or 
hirsute  ]£  A  or 
kidney-leaved 
wedge-leaved 

Saxifrageee. 
ap.jn  W 
mr.my  P 
mr.my  P 
my.jl  W.o 

Sp.  56—70. Nepal  1821. Siberia  1765. Siberia  1779. 
AL  of  Eur.1596. 
A  I.  of  Eur.  ... 

W.o  AL  of  Eur.1731. 
W.o  Tyrol LY   Switzerl.  1779. 
G.y    N.  Amer.  1732. 

2  my.jn  W.o  Hungary  1789. 
1  my.jn  Y.o    N.  Amer.  1812. 

my.jl 1  my.jl 1  my.jl 

ijnjl 

2  my.jn 

W.o 

j£  A  or )£  A *  A  or 
£_£J  or *«.  A  pr 

j£  .Alor 
close-flowered  ]£  .AJ  or 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D W     Siberia     1699.  D 

F       Britain  mount  D 
F       Ireland  ir.raou.  D 
W     Ireland  ir.mou.  D 

imyjn  W.o  Switzerl.  1768.  D 
jn        W     N.  Amer.  1812.  D 
jn.jl     W.b  China      1771.  D W     China      1815.  D 

W     N.  Amer.  1790.  D 
W     N.  Amer.  1812.  D 

1  my.jn 
1  ap.jn 1  my.jn 
1  jn.jl 

I  jn.jl i  my.jl 

Bot.  mag.  437 
Dend.  brit.  42 
Dend.  brit  43 
Bot  mag.  975 
Bot  mag.  43S 

Eng.  bot  54 
Eng.  bot.  490 
Bot.  cab.  747 
Bot  mag.  196 

FL  dan.  241 
PL  ph.  1 221.  £  1 Jac.  aus.  5. 1 438 
Hort  ber.  2.  t75 
Bot  mag.  351 
DLeLt253.f.328 PL  rar.  h.  1.  tl8 
Mo.h.3.t9.£17 

Eng.  bot  663 Eng.  bot  2322 
Eng.  bot  1561 PL  rar.  h.  1. 1 44 Bot  mag.  2959, 
Bot  mag.  92 
Bot  cab.  186 
Bot  mag.  1664 

6039 6041 6042 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1036.  Trianthema.  From  rgur,  three,  and  mS-eg,  flower;  the  flowers  growing  by  threes  in  the  axilhe  of  the leaves.  The  species  are  weeds  in  their  native  countries,  and  of  little  interest  here. 
1037.  Sclera nthus.  From  <rx>.r,to;,  hard,  and  aiiB-es,  a  flower ;  when  in  seed  the  envelopes  of  the  flower appear  very  much  indurated.  S.  annuus  is  common  throughout  Europe  and  Siberia  on  a  sandy  soil.  It 

flowers  about  the  middle  of  summer,  and  sows  its  seeds  very  abundantly  in  autumn,  which  produce  a  crop  of 
young  plants  that  generally  survive  the  winter,  or,  if  destroyed,  are  replaced  by  another  crop  arising  from 
those  seeds  that  happen  not  to  vegetate  till  spring.  (Eng.  Bot.)  The  Swedes  and  Germans  receive  the  vapour 
arising  from  a  decoction  of  it  into  their  mouths,  to  cure  the  tooth-ache.   ( Withering.) 

S.  percnnis  in  several  parts  of  Europe  has  its  roots,  attacked  by  the  insect  Coccus  Polonicus,  Lin.  which 
yields  a  fine  crimson  dye,  and  is  said  likewise  to  live  on  S.  annuus  and  some  Potentilhe.  Sir  J.  Smith  has  "  never 
been  able  to  find  this  insect  on  these  plants  in  England."   (Flora  Brit.  ii.  283.) These  two  species  are  occasionally  found  in  abundance  upon  barren  heathy  wastes. 

1038.  Cunonia.  In  memory  of  John  Christian  Cuno,  of  Amsterdam,  who  described  his  own  garden  in  Dutch 
verse  in  1750.  This  is  a  handsome  tree,  with  fine  shining  green  foliage,  contrasted  by  numerous  dense 
elongated  branches  of  small  milk-white  flowers,  and  twigs  of  a  red  color :  having  the  habit  of  a  tropical 
rather  than  of  a  Cape  plant  Its  colonial  flame  is  Rood  Elze  (red  alder),  although  the  tree  has  not  in  any 
point  of  view  the  least  resemblance  to  the  alder  of  Europe. 

1039.  Hydrangea.  From  water,  and  nyyun,  a  vessel  The  common  garden  species,  H.  hortensis,  is 
quite  a  marsh  plant,  and  to  be  managed  well  should  have  a  very  copious  supply  of  water  in  summer.  A  large 
plant  will  consume  ten  or  twelve  gallons  daily,  in  warm  weather. 

H.  quercifoUa  is  an  elegant  plant  when  in  leaf ;  but  as  it  is  barely  within  the  limits  of  ligneous  plants,  it  dies 
down  to  the  ground  on  the  approach  of  frost  H.  hortensis  is  much  valued  on  account  of  the  great  profusion  of 
its  very  elegant  flowers,  which  are  monstrous  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Viburnum  opulus."  It  has  never 
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6039  Flowers  pentandrous  monogynoua 
£040  Flowers  about  decandrous  digynous 

6041  Calyx  of  fruit  spreading 
6042  Calyx  of  fruit  closed 

6043  The  only  certain  species 

6044  Cymes  naked,  Leaves  oblong  ovate  acuminate  toothed  smooth 
6045  Cymes  radiate,  Leaves  cordate  toothed 
6046  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  toothed  beneath  white  with  down,  Serratures  mucronate 
6047  Cymes  radiate,  Leaves  oblong  sinuate-lobed  toothed 6048  Cymes  radiate,  Leaves  elliptical  narrowed  at  each  end  toothed  smooth 

6049  Leaves  alternate 
6050  Leaves  opposite  roundish  hairy,  Stems  decumbent 

6051  Leaves  orbiculate  or  oval  stalked  pimpled  ciliate  cordate  at  base,  Petals  round,  Sepals  mucronate 
6052  Leaves  oval  retuse  obsoletely  serrated  stalked,  Stem  naked,  Panicle  bearded 
6053  Leaves  cordate  orbicular  serrated  stalked,  Panicle  headed 
6054  Leaves  radical  ligulate  with  cartilaginous  teeth,  Stem  panicled  leafy,  CaL  hairy  with  glands 
6055  Radical  leaves  rosed  straight  glaucous  supine  crenate,  Panicle  simple 
6056  Leaves  radical  Ungulate  with  cartilag.  teeth,  Stem  simple  racemose  leafy,  CaL  smooth  - 
6057  Radical  leaves  aggreg.  lane.  obov.  with  cartilaginous  teeth,  Stem  leafy  clammy,  Calyxes  glandular 
6058  Leaves  rad.  Ungulate  with  a  cartilaginous  repand  edge,  Stem  racemose  leafy,  CaL  with  gland,  hairs 
6059  Leaves  obL  lane  hairy  toothletted,  Stem  naked,  Peduncles  alternate  in  corymbose  heads 
6060  Leaves  obi.  lane,  smooth  repand  toothed,  Stem  naked,  Peduncles  1-flowered  aggregate 
6061  Smoothish,  Leaves  oblong-lanc.  acute  eroded,  Stem  naked,  Panicle  oblong 6062  Leaves  roundish  toothed  with  long  stalks,  Stem  naked 
6063  Leaves  obovate  retuse  with  cartilaginous  crena^  Stem  naked  panicled 
6064  Leaves  cordate  oval  retuse  with  cartilaginous  crenx,  Stem  naked  panicled 
6065  Leaves  reniform  toothed,  Stem  naked  panicled 
6066  Leaves  cuneiform  very  obtuse  repand,  Stem  naked  panicled 
6067  Very  hairy,  Lvs.  elongate  spatulate  acutely  toothed.  Stems  divaricate  dichotomous,  Panic,  capillary  lax 6068  Leaves  roundish  toothed  hairy,  Runners  creeping,  Two  petals  long 
6069  Leaves  rhomboid  toothed  variegated  hairy.  Runners  very  weak.  Petals  nearly  equal 
6070  Leaves  cuneate  obovate  somewhat  toothed  shorter  than  stalk,  Stem  panicled 
6071  Leaves  roundish  cuneate  crenate  in  front,  Stem  naked  simple,  Flowers  clustered  racemose 

been  found  in  a  wild  state,  but  is  extensively  cultivated  in  the  gardens  of  China  and  Japan,  from  whence  it 
was  introduced  to  Kew  by  Sir  Joseph  Banks.  The  flowers  are  almost  always  barren ;  they  are  naturally  of  a 
rose  color,  but  under  certain  circumstances  of  culture  they  become  blue.  The  yellow  loam  of  Hampstead 
Heath  and  some  other  places,  and  some  sorts  of  peat  earth  are  found  to  produce  this  effect ;  but  the  cause  is 
not  yet  ascertained.  Dr.  Daalen,  of  Antwerp,  finds  that  turf-ashes,  and,  still  more  effectually,  those  of  the 
Norway  spruce,  the  wood  generally  used  as  fuel  by  him,  applied  to  the  roots  of  Hydrangea,  produced  the  blue 
color  of  the  petals.  {Neil's  Hurt.  Journ.  122.)  According  to  Busch,  of  Petersburgh,  "  the  hydrangea  will  be turned  blue  by  watering  the  young  plant,  the  summer  before,  with  alum  water.  Our  grey  colored  earth, 
under  the  black  moor-earth,  has  the  same  effect,  being  combined  with  aluminous  salt"  {Ho'rt.  Trans,  vol.  iv. 568.)  Sweet  recommends  a  bed  of  peat,  and  says,  the  longer  it  remains  there  the  bluer  will  be  the flowers. 
The  hydrangea,  to  flower  freely,  must  not  be  allowed  more  than  three  or  four  strong  shoots  from  the 

same  root ;  it  must  have  abundance  of  pot  room,  and  plenty  of  water  when  in  flower.  It  is  a  good  plan  to 
shift  the  plants  twice  or  oftener  during  the  early  part  of  the  season.  If  plunged  and  turned  out  of  the  pot 
into  an  open  border  in  the  end  of  May,  they  will  flower  vigorously,  and  will  even  stand  the  winter  around  and 
south  of  London,  and  flower  yearly,  and  if  well  protected  in  winter  very  freely  and  strongly.  The  flowers  are 
produced  from  the  extremities  of  the  shoots  of  the  current  year. 

1010.  Chrysospla0um.  From  xguros,  gold,  and  re-Atp,  the  spleen ;  a  figurative  name  applied  to  this  plant, with  reference  to  its  medicinal  qualities.  It  is  said  to  be  a  powerful  cathartic.  In  the  Vosges  the  plants  are 
used  copiously  as  a  salad,  under  the  name  of  Cresson  de  Roche. 

1041.  Saxtfraga.  Saxum-frango,  to  break  the  stone j  a  name  contrived  in  reference  to  supposed  medicinal 
qualities  which  are  now  forgotten. 
An  elegant  genus  of  alpine  plants,  which  have  long  been  favorites  in  gardens.  Many  of  the  species  are 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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6072  nivalis  TV. 
6073  stellaris  TV. 
6074bryoldes  TV. 6075  cassia  TV. 
6076  androsacea  TV. 
6077  oppositifolia  TV. 
6078  aspera  fF. 6079  Hlrculus  fT. 6080  Aizoidos  Haw. 
6081  autumnalis  flaw. 
6082  rotundifolia  TV. 
6083  granulate  TV. 

@  plena 6084  cernua  TV. 
6085  rivularis  TV. 
6086  hederacea  (K 
6087  pentadactyla  Lap. 
6068  geranioldes  TV. 
6089  pedatifida  £.  T. 
6090  ceratophylla  H.  K. 
6091  ajugifolia  TV. 
6092  platypetala  X.  T. 6093  sibirica  W. 
6094  tridactylites  TV. 
6095  pet ne'a  TV. 6006  adscendens  IF. 
6097  Sternbcr 'gii  TV.  en. 6098  hirta  E.  B. 
6099  palmate  E.  B. 6100  elongeUa  i.  T. 
6101  hypnoides  W. 6102  moschata  TV. 
6103  pygma?/a  7fo  w. moschata  E.  B. 
6104  caaspitosa  JF 
6105  grcenlandica  fl.  A'. 6106  muscoldes  TV. 

clustered- Alp.  £ starry  £ 
thrd.-mose-like  £ 
gray  £ 
Androsace-lvd.  £ 
opposite-leaved  £ rough  £ 
yellow-marsh  £ 
smaller-mount  £ 
larger-mount  £ 
round-leaved  £ 
grain-rooted  £ 
double-flowered  £ drooping  £ 
Alpine-brook  £ 
Ivy-leaved  3; five-fingered  £ 
Crane's-bill-lvd.£ pedatifid  £ 
shining-calyx  ed£ 
Bugle-leaved  £ 
broad-pe tailed  £ Siberian  £ 
Rue-leaved rock  £ ascending  £ 
large-flowered  £ hairy  £ 
palmate  £ 
long-stalked  £ mossy  £ 
musky  £ 
pigmy  £ 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
.QJor 
A  or 
A  or 

A  or 
A  or A  °r A  or 

A  or O  w 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 

i  jnjl 
ijnjl J  jnjl J  my  jn 
J  myjn I  mr.ap 

I  au 

}  au 
i  jl.au 
Jjl.au 

1  myjn 
1  my 

1  apjl 

ijl 

I  jnjl 

ijl  . 

i  my.jn i  ap.my 
i  myjn 
i  myjn 1  jnjl 1  jn 
1  myjn 

J  ap.my 

J  ap.mv 

imy 
1  my 

1  jn 

i  myjn 

1  ap.my 

i  apjn i  my.jn 
i  myjn 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
Pu 
W 
Y 
Y 
Y.R 
W.R 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L.Y W.T 

Britain  sc.  alp.  D  s. 
Britain  aL  riv.  D  s. 
SwitzerL  175S.  D  s. Switzerl.  1752.  D  s. 
Austria  1792.  D  s. 
Britain  aL  roc.  D  s. 
SwitzerL  1752.  D  s. 
England  tu.bo.  D  s. Britain  aL  riv.  D  s. 
Britain  ...  T)  8, 
Austria  1596.  D  s. 
Britain  me.  pa.  D  s. 

  D  s Scotland  sc.  alp.  D  s. 
Scotland  sc.  alp.  D  s 
Levant  1752.  S  s. 
Pyrenees  1815.  D  s. 
Pyrenees  1770.  D  s. Scotland  sc.  alp.  D  s. 
Spain  1804.  D  s. 
Pyrenees  1770.  D  s. Scotland  aL  roc.  D  s. 
Siberia  1802.  D  s. 
Britain  walls.  S  s. 
Norway  1752.  D  s. 
Pyrenees  1752.  D  s. Germany  ...  D  s. Scotland  sc.  alp.  D  s. 
Wales  wal.  p.  D  s. 
Scotland  sc.  alp.  S  s. 
Britain  aL  roc.  D  s. 
Pyrenees  ...  D  s. Scotland  sc.  alp.  D  sl 

1042.  TIAREL'LA. 6107  cordif61ia  PA. 
6108  Menziesii  Ph. 
§6109  biternata  Vent. 

TV. tl043.  MITEL'LA 6110diphylla  TV. 6111  cordifoiia  Ph. 
6112  nuda  TV. 

1044.  GYPSCPHILA. 
6113  Struthium  L. 
6114  fastigiata  L. 6U5arenaria  TV.SfK. 6116  viscosa  Murr. 
6117  altissima  L. 
6118  perfoliata  L. 6119  acutifulia  Finch. 
6120  paniculate  L. 
6121  glauca  Bieb. 
6122  elegans  Bieb. 

tufted  £  A  or 
Greenland  £  A  or 
Moss-like        £  A  or 

TV.  Tiarella. 
heart-leaved  £  A  or 
leafy-stemmed  £  A  or biternate        £  .AJ  or 
MlTBLLA. 

two-leaved  £  A  Pr 
heart-leaved  £  A  pr 
Kidney-leaved  £  A  pr 

4  my.jn  Cr  Wales  w.  alp.  D  s. 
i  jl  W  Pyrenees  1732.  D  s. |  my.jn  W.T  Pyrenees    ...  D 

Saxifragete. 

J  ap.my  W 1  ap.my  W 
2  myjn  W 

Sp.  3—10. N.  Amer.  1731.  D  s.p 
K.  Amer.  1812.  D  s.p 
Carolina  1812.  D  s.p 

Eng.  bot  440 Eng.  bot.  167 Jac.  m.  2.  t.  5.  f.l 
Bot  cab.  421 Jac.  aus.  4. 1 389 
Eng.  bot  9 Jac.  aust.  5.  t.  31 
Eng.  bot  1009 

Eng.  bot  39 Bot  mag.  424 
Eng.  bot  500 
Eng.  bot  664 
Eng.  bot  2275 

Lapey.  fl.  t  40 Lapey.  fl.  t  43 Eng.  bot  2278 Bot  mag.  1651 
Lapey.  fl.  t  31 Eng.  bot  2276 
Eng.  bot  501 FL  dan.  68 
Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  81 

Eng.  bot  2291 
Eng.  bot  455 Eng.  bot  2277 
Eng.  bot  454 
Lapey.  fl.t.37,38 
Eng.  bot.  2-114 
Eng.  bot  794 
Lapey.  fl.  t.  19 
Lapey.  fl.  1 34 
Bot  mag.  1589 
Vent  malm.  54 

TV.  Gypsophila. fleshy-leaved  3t 
one-rowed 
sand clammy 

upright 
perfoliate acute-leaved 
panicled glaucous elegant 

Saxifragete.  Sp.  S — 10. 
J  ap.my  W  N.  Amer.  1731.  D  p.l 1  ap.my  W  N.  Amer.  1812.  D  p.l 
Jjn.au    W  N.  Amer.  1758.  D  p.l 
Caryophyllctc.    Sp.  16 — 36. 

2  jLau    W  Spain  1729. W  Germany  1759. 

Bot.  ree.  166 
La.ilLt373.f.3 La.  ill.  1 373.  f.  2 

Bar.  ic.  1 119 
G.sib.4.t61.f.l 
PL  rar.  h.  t.  41 Mur.  co.  g.  t  3 
Gm.  sib.  4.  t.  60 Dill,  elt  t  276 

6094 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
quite  easy  to  cultivate,  and  although  naturally  mountaineers,  not  incapable  of  breathing  the  more  impure  air 
of  towns  and  vallies.  The  greater  part  known  are  delicate  and  difficult  to  rear :  they  are  regardless  of  cold, 
but  suffer  from  mild  and  humid  weather  during  the  winter  months.  Most  of  the  species  are  perennial,  with 
either  fibrous  or  granular  roots,  and  a  few  are  annual.  Of  the  latter  one  species,  S.  tridactylites,  is  common 
upon  very  old  walls  in  England,  flowering  in  the  beginning  of  the  spring.  The  parts  of  fructification  are 
extremely  variable  in  this  genus,  and  have  given  rise  to  the  construction  of  many  supposed  genera,  the 
constituents  of  which  have  the  recommendation  of  agreeing  with  one  another  pretty  well  in  habit  The 
limits,  however,  of  these  genera  are  too  obscure,  and  the  gradations  by  which  they  are  united  so  obvious,  that 
they  have  not  yet  been  adopted  by  men  of  science  generally.  Without  interfering  with  that  question,  the 
old  mode  of  considering  Saxifrage  has  been  here  adhered  to,  as  being  the  most  popular  and  the  best  under- 
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6072  Leaves  obovate  crenate  subsessile,  Stem  naked,  Flowers  headed 
6073  Leaves  serrate,  Stem  naked  branched,  Petals  acuminate 
6074  Leaves  lane,  mucronate  with  a  cartilaginous  ciliated  edge,  Stem  naked  few-fl.  CaL  obtuse 
6075  Leaves  linear  perforated  dotted  aggregate  recurved,  Stem  many-fl. 
6076  Leaves  lane  obtuse  hairy,  Stem  naked  2-flowered 6077  Leaves  ovate  opposite  imbricated :  the  upper  ciliated 
6078  Cauline  leaves  lane  alternate  ciliated,  Stems  procumbent 
6079  Cauline  leaves  lane,  alternate  naked  unarmed,  Stem  erect 
6080  Cauline  leaves  lin.  subuL  scattered  naked  unarmed,  Stem  decumbent 
6081  Cauline  leaves  linear  alternate  ciliated :  radical  aggregate 
6082  Cauline  leaves  reniform  toothed  stalked,  Stem  panicled 
6083  Cauline  leaves  reniform  lobed,  Stem  branched,  Root  granular 
6084  Cauline  leaves  palmate  stalked,  Stem  very  simple  1-fl.  bulbiferous 
6085  Cauline  leaves  palmate :  the  upper  floral  ovate.  Stem  simple  about  2-flowered 6086  Cauline  leaves  ovate  lobed,  Stem  filiform  weak 
6087  Leaves  cuneiform  3-parted  with  t r i  fid  linear  segments.  Stem  simple  ascending,  Petals  lanceolate 
6088  Radical  leaves  reniform  5-lobed  many-cleft,  Cauline  linear,  Stem  nearly  naked  branched 
6089  Rad.  1  vs.  reniform  pedatifid  7-lobed,  Caul,  palmate  and  lin.  Stem  nearly  naked  branched,  Pet  lin.  obov. 
6090  Smooth,  Radical  leaves  3-lobed,  Lobes  many-cut ;  lateral  segments  falcate,  Stem  panicled,  CaL  colored 
6091  Radic.  leaves  palm.  5-parted,  Cauline  linear  undivided,  Stems  ascending  many-fl. 
6092  Leaves  hairy  trifid  or  5-fid  bearded,  Runners  procumbent,  Stem  leafy,  Petals  obovate  rounded 
6093  Leaves  reniform  palm,  hairy,  Stem  and  flower-stalks  filiform 
6094  Caul,  leaves  wedge-shaped  triritl  alternate,  Stem  erect  branched 
6095  Leaves  wedge-shaped,  Radic.  entire  and  3-toothed,  Cauline  5- toothed ;  upper  trifid,  Pedunc  about  3-fl . 
6096  Leaves  palmate  3-parted,  Segments  subtrifld,  Stem  branched  ascending 
6097  Leaves  cuneiform  palmate  5-fid  ciliated  longer  than  the  linear  petiole,  Runners  very  short  tufted 
6098  Leaves  hairy  3  or  5-parted,  Lobes  elliptical  acute,  Runners  ascending,  Petals  obovate  3-nerved 
6099  Leaves  hairy  palmate  5-cleft  and  trifid,  Stem  leafy  panicled,  Petals  roundish 
6100  Leaves  ciliated  cuneate  trifid  nearly  5-cleft,  Pedunc.  solitary  elongate  1-fl. 
6101  Cauline  leaves  lin.  entire  and  trifid,  Runners  procumbent,  Stem  erect  nearly  naked 
6102  Radic.  leaves  aggregate  entire  and  trifid  acute  linear,  Stem  viscid  nearly  racemose,  Petals  length  of  caL 
6103  Radio,  leaves  aggregate  membranous  lin.  lanceolate  entire  or  trifid,  Stem  nearly  naked  about  2-fl. 
6104  Radic.  leaves  aggr.  linear  obtuse  trifid  cut,  Stem  erect  many-fl.  Petals  twice  as  long  as  caL 
6105  Leaves  imbric.  cuneate-palmate  ciliated,  Petals  round,  Styles  spreading,  Stigmas  flat  woolly 
6106  Radical  lzaves  aggregate  entire  and  trifid  oblong  obtuse,  Stem  filiform  about  2-fl,  Pet.  as  long  as  calyx 

6107  Leaves  cordate  acutely  lobed  toothed,  Scape  racemose 
6108  Leaves  ovate  cordate  acute  shortly  lobed  toothed,  Raceme  filiform  spiked 6109  Leaves  bitemate 

6110  Leaves  cordate  about  3-lobed  toothed,  Scape  9-leaved 
6111  Leaves  orbiculate  reniform  doubly  crenate  lucid,  Scape  setaceous  lucid 
6112  Leaves  reniform  repand  ciliated,  Scape  naked 

1.  Calyxes  not  scaly. 
6113  Flowers  clustered,  Stems  simple  roughish,  Leaves  linear  fleshy 
6114  Flowers  corymbose,  Stem  ascending,  Leaves  lane.  lin.  obsoletely  3- cornered  obt  1-sided,  St  am.  cx  sorted 6115  Flowers  corymbose,  Petals  rarely  subemarginate,  Leaves  linear  fleshy  smooth  flat 
6116  Flowers  corymbose,  Branches  divaricating,  Leaves  ovate  lane,  smooth  at  the  base  cordate  amplexicauL 6117  Branches  spreading,  Flowers  panicled  small,  Pan.  much  branched,  FL-stalks  viscid 
6118  Flowers  panicled,  Panic,  much  branched  polished,  Leaves  ovate  lane  half  stem-clasping 
6119  FL  trichotomous  panicled,  Pedunc.  villous  viscid,  Petals  emarginate  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
6120  FL  panicled  very  minute  dioecious,  Peduncles  smooth  filiform  divaricating,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  rough 
6121  FL  panicled,  Panic,  divaricating,  Branches  few-flowered  pubescent  viscid,  Leaves  lin.  lane  obtuse 
6122  FL  dichotomous,  Panie  smooth,  Pet  emarg.  twice  as  long  as  caL  Leaves  lanceolate  fleshy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
stood.   The  species  are  subject  to  great  variation  in  appearance,  and  to  much  diversity  of  opinion  among 
those  who  profess  to  be  best  acquainted  with  them.    A  middle  course  has  here  been  taken,  by  which  the 
doubtful  kinds  have  been  omitted,  and  those  which  are  recognized,  if  not  defined,  satisfactorily,  are  alone admitted. 

1042.  Tiarella.  From  tiara,  a  particular  kind  of  head-dress,  a  mitre,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  its  capsule. 
Pretty  little  North  American  herbaceous  plants,  related  to  saxifrage,  and  easily  cultivated  in  pots  of  light 
sandy  peat  and  loam. 

1043.  Mitella.  A  diminutive  of  mitra,  a  mitre ;  so  named  for  the  same  reason  as  the  last  genus,  which  it altogether  resembles  in  habit  and  constitution. 
1044.  GypsophUa.  From  ywpet,  chalk,  and  tfikw,  to  love;  most  of  the  species  delight  in  chalky  districts. 
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6123  Stcveni  Fisch. 
6124  repens  X. 6125dfibia  W. 
6126  prostrata  L. 6127  muralis  L. 

6128  Saxifraga  X. 
fi  rigida  Dec. 

fl045.  SAPONA'RIA. 6129  officinalis  W. 
,      ,2  plena '  6130  vaccaria  W. 

6131  porrigens  W. 
6132  ocymoides  W. 6133  orientals  W. 
61341utea  W. 

DECANDRIA  DIGYNIA. Class  X. 

Steven's 
creeping 
doubtful trailing 
wall 
small 
rigid 

W.  SOAPWORT. 
common 
double-JUmier. 
perfoliate 
hairy 

Basil-leaved small-annual 

yellow 

Iberia      1822.  D  co 
Siberia     1774.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1448   1815.  D  p.1 
Siberia     1759.  D  p.l   Bot  mag.  1281 
Germany  1739.  D  s.l    La.  ill.  t.  375.  f.  1 

3t  A  or 3t  A  or 

A  or A  or 
O  or 
O  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

1  jl.au  Pk  Germany  1774. 
Jjn.au    Pk     France  1769. 
CaryophyUete.   Sp.  6 — 17. 2  jl.o      Pk     England  hed. 

Pk 

tl046.  DIANTHUS.  W.  Pink. 
6135  pr61ifer  X.  proliferous  O  pr 6136  diminutus  X.         small-flowered      O  pr 

6137  armeria  X.  Deptford  O  or 
6138  pseud-armeria  Bieb.  false  Deptford  £  A  or 6139  discolor  Sims.        two-colored     £  A  or 

6140  barbatus  X. 
6141  latifolius  W. 
6142  japonicus  Tltunb. 
6143  cephalotes  Ser. 
6144  capit&tus  Dec. 
6145  polym6rphus  Bu  b. 

/3  diutinus  Lk. 
6146  ferrugi'neus  X. 6147  Carthusian6rum  X. 
6148  atrorubens  All. 
6149  arb6reus  X. 
6150  fruticosus  X. 
6151  suffrutic6sus  W. 
6152  carolinianus  Walt. 

Sweet- William  £  A  or 
broad-leaved    £  A  or 
Japanese headed 
capitate variable £  .A]  or 

£  A  or £  A  or 
£  A  or 

rusty 

Carthusian 
dark-red 
tree 
Meshy-leaved shrubby 
Carolina 

£  Q>  or 
£  A  or 
£  A  or 
n.  |  or n.  |  or 
n.  |  or 

£  _A]or 

f  jLau 
i  Jl 

1  jLs 
1  jLau 
1  jn.s 

l*jn.jl lijU 
1  jn.o lijn.o 
l}jn.o 1  jn.o 

2  jl.o 
2  jLau  Pk 
1  jl.au  Pk 

i  my.jl  R 1  jn.au  Pk 

J  jn.au  Y 

Germany  1596. 
Levant  1680. 
France  1768. Levant  1732. 
SwitzerL  1804. 

D  p.l  Ex.  bot  2.  t.  90 

D  s.l 
D  co  Eng.  bot  1060 
D  co S  s.l  Mor.ox.5.21.27 
S  8.1  J.  vino.  2.  1. 109 
R  s.p  Bot.  mag.  154 
R  s.p  DLeLU67.f.204 R  s.p  Smith  spic.  t.  5 

'Uece.   Sp.  60— 113. k     England  gra.pa.  S  p.l  Eng.  bot.  956 
Pk    S.  Europe  1771.  S  p.l 

R      England  gra.pa.  S  p.l  Eng.  bot  317 Pu     Crimea    1820.  C  p.l  Bot  mag.  2288 
Pu     Caucasus  1803.  C  s.1  Bot  mag.  1162 
Pk 
Pk 

Pk Pk Pu 
R 

Germany  1573. 
China  1804. 

1}  jl.s  Br 
l| jLau  R 1  jLs  Cr 
li]n.au  Pk 
l|  jn.s  Pk li  jn.jl  Pk 1  jn.s  Pu 

Caucasus  1822. 
Crimea  1822. 

Italy  1756. Germany  1573. 
Italy  1802. Greece  1820. 
Greece  1815, Siberia  1804. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 

r.m  Bot  mag.  207 
s.1  Sw.  fl.  gard.  2 
p.1  Thunb.  jap.  1 23 

p.l 
p.1 
p.1 

p.1  MLic.l.t81.f.l s.1  Loes.  pruss.  1 7 
s.1  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 467 s.l  Bot.  cab.  459 
r.m  Tourn.  it  1.  1 9 

p.1 

r.m 

6153Ssper  W. 
6154colUnus  W.&K, 
6155  campestris  Bieb. 6156nttidus  W.SfK. 
6157  diffusus  Sibth. 
6158hir/tus  VUl. 
6159  guttatus  Bieb. 6160  versicolor  Fisch. 
6161  pratensis  Bieb. 6162  chinensis  X. 

6124 

rough-stalked hill 
field shining 
diffuse hairy 

rough-leaved changeable meadow 
China 

£  A  or £  A  or £  A  or 
£  A  or 
£  A  or 
£  A  or £  A  or 
£  A  or 

A  or £  Q)  or 

f  jLs 

f  jLs 

1  jLau 1  jl.au 

li  jLau 
1  jLau 1  jLs 

lJjLs 1  jl.s 1  jLs 
6128 

Pk     SwitzerL  1822. 
W     Hungary  1800. 
W.R  Tauria  1815. 
R      Carpath.  1822. 

Cyprus  1820. France  1821. 
Caucasus  1816. 
Russia  1823. 

W.Y  Crimea  1820. R 

R 
R 
R 

Ry 

Par.  lond.  62 
Bot.  mag.  1876 

China      17ia  S  r.m  Bot  mag.  26 
6134  6135 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Some  of  the  species  are  fine  border  plants,  but  the  greater  part  are  of  little  beauty,  and  only  grown  in  botanic 
gardens. 1045.  Saponaria.  In  allusion  to  its  mucilaginous  sap,  which  is  said  to  be  fit  for  supplying  the  place  of  soap, 
sapo.  S.  officinalis  plena  is  considered  a  border  flower,  but  is  inconvenient  unless  kept  in  pots,  from  its  spread- 

ing very  much  by  the  roots,  which  are  underground  creepers,  like  those  of  couch.  The  leaves  form  a  lather 
with  soap,  and  take  out  spots  of  grease  in  the  same  manner.  The  whole  plant  is  bitter,  and  was  formerly  used to  cure  the  itch  and  the  venereal  disease. 

1046.  Dianthus.  Aus  cttB-os,  the  flower  of  God,  or  divine  flower ;  so  named  on  account  of  its  pre-eminent beauty.  Most  of  the  species  of  this  genus  are  highly  valued,  not  only  for  the  beauty  of  their  flowers,  but  also 
as  being  evergreens ;  their  foliage  during  winter  being  as  abundant  and  vivid  as  in  summer.  The  fragrance 
of  some  of  the  species  is  peculiarly  grateful,  and  no  plant  in  this  respect  surpasses  the  carnation.  D.  barbatus 
is  an  old  inhabitant  of  the  flower  garden,  and  was  much  esteemed  in  Gerarde's  time  "  for  its  beauty  to  deck 
up  the  bosoms  of  the  beautiful,  and  garlands  and  crowns  for  pleasure."  The  varieties  are  numerous,  but  as  the plant  has  never  been  treated  by  florists  as  a  leading  flower,  they  have  not  been  named  or  improved.  A  hybrid 
variety  called  the  Mule,  or  Fairchild's  Sweet-William,  is  supposed  to  have  been  produced  from  seeds  of  the 
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6133  Fl.  panic.  Stem  diffuse,  Leaves  lin.  lane  grassy  carinate  caesious 
6124  Stems  panic,  few-fl.  Stain,  shorter  than  emarginate  petals,  Leaves  linear  smooth 6125  Petals  obovate  emarginate  campan.  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla,  Leaves  linear  somewhat  fleshy 
6126  Stems  panicled,  Styles  longer  than  emarginatepetals,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  smooth 
6127  Stem  dichotomous  panicled  much  branched,  FT.  axill.  solitary,  Leaves  lin.  flat  as  long  as  fl. -stalks 

2.  Calyxes  supported  by  2-4  scarious  scales. 6128  Stems  numerous  erect  stiff,  Fl.  panicled  terminal,  Leaves  linear  rigid 

6129  Flowers  fascicled  panicled,  Cal.  rounded  villous  yellowish,  Leaves  ovate  lane,  acute  or  not 
6130  Fl.  panicled,  Cal.  pyramid.  5-ang.  smooth,  Bractes  membranous  acute,  Leaves  ovate  lane,  sessile 6131  Stem  erect,  Branches  divaric.  with  clammy  hairs,  Fl.  on  long  stalks  axill.  Leaves  lane,  linear 
6132  Stems  erect  branched,  Fl.  panic,  and  corymbose,  Cal.  slender  glandular  purple,  Lvs.  ovate  lane.  1-nervcd 6133  Stem  dichotomous,  Branches  divaricating,  FL  axill.  Cal.  hispid  round,  Leaves  linear  spatulate 
6131  Tufted,  Stems  2-leaved,  Flowers  headed  with  an  involucre,  Cal.  woolly 

§  I.  Flowers  capitate  or  corymbose,  sessile  or  stalked. 
,  *  Bractes  ovate,  blunt. 6135  Scales  of  calyx  ovate  pointless  longer  than  tube,  Leaves  serrulate 

6136  Like  the  last,  but  the  flowers  nearly  solitary 
**  Bractes  lanceolate,  acute,  Calyxes  villous. 

6137  Flowers  loosely  bundled,  Scales  lane.  subuL  as  long  as  tube,  Leaves  subulate,  Calyxes  hairy 
6138  Flowers  densely  bundled,  Scales  ovate  subuL  as  long  as  tube,  Pet  beard.  Lvs.  subul.  pub.  rough  upright 
6139  Fls.  aggreg.  Scales  long,  than  cal.  striat.  rough,  Lvs.  lin.  short  than  joints  rough,  Stem  simple  rough  upw. 

***  Bractes  ovate  or  lanceolate,  Calyxes  smooth. 
6140  Flowers  aggregate  fascicled,  Scales  ovate  subulate  as  long  as  tube,  Leaves  lanceolate 
6141  Flowers  aggregate  racemose  corymbose,  Scales  ovate  lanceolate  finally  longer  than  calyx,  Lvs.  obi.  lane 
6142  Flowers  aggregate  fascicled,  Scales  acute  ciliated  twice  as  short  as  tube,  Leaves  ovate  short 
6143  Fls.  subsess.  capitate,  Scales  imbric.  mucron.  at  end  spreading  a  little  short  than  tube,  Lvs.  long  narrow 
6144  Glaucous,  Fls.  sess.  capitate,  Scales  broad  ovate  with  a  long  awn  longer  than  head,  Upper  lvs.  dilat  at  base 
6145  Dark  green,  Flowers  sessile  capitate,  Scales  ovate  very  snort  pointless,  Leaves  narrow  rough 

/S  Flowers  panicled  fastigiate  and  solitary  stalked 
6146  Fl.  aggregate,  Involucres  and  scales  scarious  rufous  oblong  awned  a  little  shorter  than  cal. 
6147  FL  aggregate  sessile  and  stalked,  Scales  ovate  awned  shorter  than  tube,  Leaves  linear  3-nerved 6148  Like  the  last,  but  flowers  aggregate  headed  sessile  3-8 
6149  Flowers  aggregate,  Claws  of  petals  very  long,  Scales  mucronulate  closely  imbricated,  Leaves  subul.  fleshy 
6150  Flowers  aggregate,  Claws  of  pet  as  long  as  caL  Scales  mucr.  closely  imbric.  very  short,  Leaves  lane.  obt. 
6151  Flowers  aggregate,  Scales  ovate  subulate  thrice  as  short  as  tube,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end 
6152  Flowers  aggregate  on  long  stalks,  Scales  twice  as  short  as  tube 

fj  2.  Flowers  panicled  or  solitary. *  Petals  toothed. 
6153  Flowers  fascicled,  Scales  ovate  lanceolate  shorter  than  tube,  Petals  acutely  toothed,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  rough 
6154  Like  the  last,  but  the  flowers  more  numerous,  and  the  leaves  linear  lane 
6155  Stem  panicled  somewhat  hairy,  FL  sol.  Scales  ovate  acute  twice  as  short  as  cal.  Leaves  subuL 
6156  Flowers  fascicled  twin,  Scales  awned  as  long  as  calyx,  Petals  crenate,  Stem  decumbent,  Lvs.  anc.  obt 
6157  Flowers  somewhat  corymbose,  Scales  furrowed  mucron.  twice  as  short  as  tube,  Stems  diffuse  smoothish 
6158  Flowers  nearly  sol.  Scales  6  ovate  mucron.  much  shorter  than  cal.  Pet.  crenate,  Lvs.  subul.  rough  at  edge 
6159  Stem  panicled  smooth,  Flowers  solitary,  Scales  ovate  awned  as  long  as  tube,  Leaves  subulate  nerved 
6160  Stem  many-fl.  smooth,  Scales  cuspid,  spreading  shorter  than  tube,  Pet.  downy  at  orifice,  Lvs.  lin.  rough  L-h 6161  Stem  panicled,  FL  sol.  Scales  acuminate  appressed,  Petals  acutely  toothed,  Leaves  subul.  lane. 
S162  Stem  branched,  FL  soL  Scales  linear  leafy,  Petals  toothed,  Leaves  lin.  lane 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

carnation  impregnated  by  a  Sweet-William.  D.  caryophyllus  is  considered  the  source  whence'  have  sprung the  numerous  varieties  of  the  carnation,  and  some  think  those  also  of  the  pink.  The  pink,  however,  is 
more  probably  derived  from  some  of  the  smaller  growing  species,  as  plumarius,  deltoides,  armeria,  carthu- sianorum,  &c. 

The  carnation  is  rarely  found  wild  in  England,  but  it  may  be  gathered  on  the  south  side  of  the  Swiss 
Alps.  It  seems  to  have  been  unknown  to  the  ancients,  at  least  in  its  cultivated  state,  not  being  mentioned  by 
Pliny,  or  sung  by  any  of  the  Roman  poets.  It  has,  however,  been  cultivated  from  time  immemorial  in  Europe, 
and  is  in  the  highest  favor  for  its  beauty  and  rich  spicy  odour.  It  is  the  principal  florist's  flower  of  Germany and  Italy,  from  which  countries  the  British  florists  procure  their  best  carnation  seed,  and  also  some  esteemed varieties. 
The  varieties  of  carnation  amounted  to  nearly  400  named  sorts  in  the  beginning  of  the  eighteenth  century, 

and  the  number  has  not  since  diminished.  They  are  arranged  in  three  classes ;  flakes,  bizarres,  and  picotees. 
Flakes  have  two  colors  only,  and  their  stripes  large,  going  quite  through  the  leaves ;  bizarres,  Fr.  (odd,  irre- 

gular) are  variegated  in  irregular  spots  and  stripes,  and  with  no  less  than  three  colours ;  picotees,  Fr.  (piquettee, 
pricked  or  spotted)  have  a  white  ground,  spotted  or  pounced  with  scarlet,  red,  purple,  or  other  colors.  Of 

B  b  2 
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6163'montarius  Bieb. 6164  caryophy llus  L. 
/3  ft ore  pie no 
yfrutieosus o  imbriedtus 

6165  virglneus  Sims. 
D.sylvestris  J  acq. 

6166  monadelphus  Vent. 
D.  procHmbens  Pers. 

6167  sylvSticus  Hoppe 
6168  pomeridianus  L. 
6169  leptopgtalus  W. 
6170  pungens  L. 6171  deltoides  L. 
6172  glaucus  L. 6173  crenatus  Thanh. 
6174  rlgidus  Bieb. 

.  6175  clavatus  Spr. 
6176suavis  W. 
6177  caesius  Sm. 
6178  alpinus  L. 6179  Hornemanni  Ser. 
fi 1 80  St ernbergi  i  &«A. 
6181  petrous       #  A'. 
6182  gallious  Pers. 6183  alliens  //.  K. 
6184  plumarius  Z. 6185  hortensis  W. 
6186  caucasicus  Siwi*. 
6187  fragrans  Bieb. 
6188  pundit  us  Spr. 
6189  serotinus  It*.  ̂   A". 6190  arenarius  L. 
6191  fimbriates  Bieb. D.  orientalis  Sims. 
6192  plumosus  Spr. 
6193  monspessulaaus  L. 
6194  superbus  L. 

two-colored  a  A  or 
Clove  £  ̂   or 
Carnation  £  A  or 
tree-Carnation  tt_  or 
wheat-ear  j£  A  or 
virgin  ]£  A  or f  jn.s 

2  jn.au 
2  jn.au 3  jn.au 
11  jn.au 1  jn.jl 

procumbent     £  A  or    1  jn.jl 
wood 
afternoon  £ 
narrow-petalledj£ 
pungent  j£ maiden  £ 
glaucous-leaved^ long-cupped 
rigid clavate sweet 
mountain 
alpine 
Horneraann's 
Sternberg's rock 

French Cape 
feathered 

garden Caucasian 
fragrant dotted 
late-flowering 
sand fringed 
feathered 
Montpelier 
superb 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

i  Al  or 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  °r 
A  or A  or 

A  or A  or 
£  A  or j£  lAJor 
j£  A  or 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or £  A  w 

£  A  or £.  A  or 

l^jn.s 1  jn.jl 
1  au.o 

f  jn.o 

ijno 1  au 

f  jn.o 

1  jn.o 1  jn.o 

i  jn.jl 
i  jn.jl 
1  jn.jl 
li  jn.jl 

JjLau 

f  jn.au 
f  au i  jn.au 
1  jl.au 1  jn.s 1  jn 1  jn 

1  jl.s 

if  my 

1}  jn.au 

Hjl.8 

1  jlau 
2  jl.s 

1047.  CUCU'BALUS.  L.  Campion. 
6195  baccifer  H.  K.  berry-bearing 

6171 

TRIGYNIA. 

Cart k  A  »  Hinjl 6165  6177 

R Caucasus  1803. C 8.1 
F England  walls. C r.m Eng.  bot  214 

Cr 
England C r.m Bot.  mag.  39 

Cr 
England 

C 
r.m 

F England C r.m  Bot.  mag.  1662 
W S.  Europe  1732. C s.l Bot  mag.  1740 

Pk Levant  ... C 8.1 Vent  eels,  t  39 

R Batisbon  1815. s 

P.1 

Y Levant  1804. C 8.1 Par.  lond.  57 
W Caucasus  1814. c s  1 Bot  mag.  1739 
Pk Spain  1781. c 

s.l 

F Britain  grapa. c 8.1 Eng.  bot  61 W Britain c 8.1 Di.eit298.f.348 
F C.  G.  H.  1817. c 8.1 Bot  reg.  256 
R Casp.  Sea  1802. c S.1 
F c 8.1 Pa.pk 

c 

8.) 
F Britain  rocks. c 8.1 Eng.  bot  62 H Austria  1759. c 8.1 Bot  mag.  1205 
B 

Italy 

c 8.1 R c 8  1 
Pk Hungary  1804. c U Bot  mag.  1204 

Pu S.  France  ... c 8.1 
W C.  G.  H.  1787. c 

pi 

W.pu  Europe  1R29. 

S.l 
St 

Hungary  1805. c r.m 
Pu 

Caucasus  1803. c s.1 Bot  mag.  795 
Pu Austria  1804. c r.m Bot  mag.  2067 
PaLi c 

r.m 
Bot  cab.  896 Pu 

Hungary  1804. c s.1 PLrar.h.2.U72 Pu 
Europe 

c s.1 

Li 

Iberia  1815. c 8.1 Bot  mag.  1069 

W.Li  M.  Bald.  ... c 8.1 
R MontpeL  1764. c 

pi 

W Europe  1596. c 

s.l 

Bot.  mag.  1148 

Sp.l. England  hed. D 

CO 

Eng.  bot  1577 6178 

6169  D6164  —  ̂      "V  6173' History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
each  class  there  are  numerous  varieties,  arranged  under  the  farther  subdivisions  of  scarlet  flake,  pink  flake, 
purple  flake,  yellow  flake,  &c. ;  scarlet  bizarre,  crimson  bizarre,  &c ;  and  purple  picotee,  yellow  picotee,  &c. 

Picotees  are  rather  smaller  flowers  than  carnations,  and  are  distinguished  by  the  serrated  margins  of  their 
petals ;  the  colors  are  principally  yellow  and  white  spotted,  and  the  plants  are  considered  hardier  than  the 
other  sorts.  Whatever  colors  the  flower  may  be  possessed  of,  they  should  be  perfectly  distinct,  and  disposed  in 
long  regular  stripes,  broadest  at  the  edge  of  the  lamina,  and  gradually  becoming  narrower  as  they  approach 
the  unguis,  or  base  of  the  petal,  there  terminating  in  a  fine  point.  Each  petal  should  have  a  due  proportion 
of  white,  i.  e.  one  half,  or  nearly  so,  which  should  be  perfectly  clear  and  free  from  spots.  Bizarres,  or  such  as 
contain  two  colors  upon  a  white  ground,  are  esteemed  rather  preferable  to  flakes,  which  have  but  one, 
especially  when  their  colors  are  remarkably  rich,  and  very  regularly  distributed.  Scarlet,  purple,  and  pink 
are  the  three  colors  most  predominant  in  the  carnation ;  the  two  first  are  seldom  to  be  met  with  in  the  same 
flower,  but  the  two  last  are  very  frequently. 
New  varieties  are  procured  from  seeds,  and  thousands  of  seedlings  are  annually  blown  by  florists  and 

amateurs,  sometimes  without  one  being  found  worth  keeping.  Established  or  approved  varieties  are  con- 
tinued by  layering  and  cuttings,  or,  as  they  are  commonly  called,  pipings.  The  soil  in  which  the  carnation 

thrives  best  is  a  rich  loam  rather  sandy  than  otherwise ;  the  climate  should  be  free  from  extremes  of  every  kind, 
for  which  reason  they  are  commonly  grown  in  pots,  and  protected  by  a  frame  during  winter,  and  covered  by 
an  awning  while  in  bloom.  Carnations  grow  exceedingly  well  in  beds  of  properly  prepared  soil,  over  which 
frames  are  placed  in  winter,  and  an  awning  of  canvass  or  bunting  when  the  plants  are  in  blossom.  Those  who 
are  curious  in  blowing  their  carnations  ha\  e  a  great  many  nice  and  curious  operations  to  perform  when  they 
come  into  flower.  Such  petals  as  are  plain,  or  run  from  the  proper  colors  of  the  variety,  are  extracted  by  a 
particular  instrument ;  the  remaining  petals  are  next  arranged  so  as  to  form  a  convex  imbricated  surface ; 
the  calyx  being  slit  down  or  tied  up  as  may  be  necessary  to  aid  this  end.  Then  the  flowerstalks  are  neatly 
tied  to  sticks,  and  the  flower  supported  in  a  pendant  attitude  by  means  of  properly  formed  brass  wires. 
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6163  Stem  branch,  upw.  closely  dlchotom.  FL  sol.  Bract,  with  a  spread.  leafy  point,  Lvs.  lin.  subul.  3-nerv.  hairy 
6164  Stem  branched,  FL  sol.  Scales  very  short  ovate,  Petals  very  broad  beardless,  Lvs.  lin.  sub.  channelled  glauc 

6165  Stem  branched  or  simple,  FL  sol.  Scales  very  short  4  ovate,  Pet  broad  beardless  toothed 
6166  Stem  dichotomous  panicled  many-fl.  glaucous,  FL  soL  Scales  4  pungent  spreading  shorter  than  tube 
6167  FL  sol.  subcorymb.  Scales  ov.  lane,  short,  than  tube,  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  obsoL  3-nerv.  smooth,  Pet.  twice  toothed 
6168  FL  sol.  Scales  ovate  acute  very  short,  Petals  emarginate  or  nearly  entire  . 
6169  Stem  branched,  FL  soL  Scales  ovate  acute  very  short  awned,  Pet.  lane,  narrow,  Leaves  subuL  roughish 
6170  Stem  few-fl.  FL  sol.  Scales  very  short  mucron.  spreading,  Tube  gibbous,  Pet.  entire,  Lvs.  csspitose  subul. 
6171  Stem  decumb.  branched,  FL  soL  Scales  ovate  lane,  acute  twin,  Upper  leaves  narr.  acute:  lower  oblong  obt. 
6172  Like  the  last,  but  flowers  white,  Leaves  and  stem  glaucous 
6173  Stem  branched,  FL  soL  Scales  6  lane,  appressed,  Pet  smooth  cuneate  obovate,  Lvs.  lin.  acum.  channelled 
6174  Stems  tufted  few-fl.  FL  soL  Scales  ovate  acute  short,  Leaves  subul.  spreading  downy  rough 
6175  Stem  1-fl.  Scales  2  ovate  acute  short  spreading,  CaL  contracted  in  middle,  Lvs.  lin.  chann.  roughish  at  edge 
6176  Stem  1-fl.  Scales  4  acute  short,  Petals  bearded  doubly  serrated,  Leaves  lin.  spreading. 
6177  Stems  tufted  about  1-fl.  Scales  roundish  short,  Pet  crenate  downy,  Leaves  bluntish  rough  at  edge 
6178  Stem  1-fl.  Outer  scales  as  long  as  tube :  inner  much  shorter,  Pet  crenate.  Leaves  obi.  obtuse 
6179  Pedunc.  bitid  term.  Scales  lane.  cusp,  erect  short  than  tube,  Pet  cut,  Lvs.  lin.  nerved  serrul.  rough  at  edge 
6180  Stems  about  2-fl.  Scales  4  ovate  acute  twice  as  short  as  tube,  Petals  serrate  downy,  Leaves  linear 
6181  Stem  about  1-fl.  Scales  obovate  mucronate,  Pet  beardless  many-cut,  Leaves  subul.  entire  smooth  nerved 

**  Petals  fringed. 
6182  Stems  ascending  about  1-fl.  Scales  short  ovate,  Pet  toothed  many-cut,  Leaves  lin,  ciliated 
6183  FL  soL  Scales  4  lane,  short,  Petals  emarginate  at  the  end  fringed  toothed 
6184  Glaucous,  Stems  2-3-fl.  Teeth  blunt,  Bractes  ovate  very  short  pointed,  Leaves  lin.  rough  at  edge 
6185  like  the  last,  but  the  petals  bearded  at  their  orifice 
6186  Stem  pan.  few-fl.  FL  sol.  Scales  ovate  acum.  Petals  equally  cut  crenate,  Leaves  glaucous  rough  at  edge 
6187  Stems  1-fl.  Scales  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  shorter  than  tube,  Pet  beardless,  Lvs.  subuL  rough  at  edge 
6188  Stem  branched  few-fl.  Scales  4  blunt  short,  Petals  beardless  dotted,  Leaves  glaucous  linear  flaccid 
6189  Stems  1-fl.  Scales  ovate  obtuse  four  times  as  short  as  calyxes,  Pet  naked,  Leaves  subul.  glauc.  ciliated 
6190  Stems  1-fl.  Scales  ovate  obtuse,  Leaves  linear 
6191  Stem  half-shrubby  branched  at  base  2-fl.  Scales  6  lane,  shorter  than  caL  Leaves  subul.  rough 
6192  FL  scattered  solitary,  Scales  lane.  lin.  spreading  a  little  shorter  than  tube,  Leaves  lin.  nerved  flaccid 
6193  Stem  panicled  few-fl.  FL  sol.  Scales  subul.  straight  twice  as  short  as  tube,  Petals  digitate,  Lvs.  lin.  serrul. 
6194  Stem  panic,  many-fl.  FL  fastigiate,  Scales  short  ov.  mucron.  Pet  beyond  the  middle  pinn.  many-cut  hairy 

[at  orifice 
TRIGYNIA. 

6195  Branches  divaricating,  Leaves  ovate,  CaL  campanulate,  Pet  distant 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Behind  the  petals  a  circle  of  card  paper  is  sometimes  fixed  to  keep  them  in  position,  and  the  pot  in  which  the 
plant  grows  is  placed  on  a  particular  description  of  saucer,  by  which  it  is  surrounded  by  water,  in  order  to 
prevent  the  approach  of  ground  insects,  and  especially  of  the  earwig.  These  and  a  number  of  other  opera- 

tions will  be  found  described  at  length  in  Haddock's  Florist's  Directory,  and  in  the  Encyclopaedia  of Gardening.  (Sec  6406.) 
The  pink,  as  a  florist's  flower,  is  of  much  less  antiquity  than  the  carnation  :  it  is  scarcely  mentioned  by Gerarde,  and  Parkinson  has  given  very  few  varieties.  It  was  chiefly  grown  as  a  border  flower  till  within  the 

last  fifty  years,  since  which  it  has  been  greatly  improved  and  many  fine  varieties  originated.  Being  one  of the  hardiest  and  least  expensive  of  fine  flowers,  it  is  much  cultivated  by  operative  mechanics  and  manufac- 
turers round  large  towns,  and  no  where  to  such  an  extent  as  about  Paisley,  by  the  muslin  weavers  there. 

The  varieties  of  pink  most  cultivated  are  chiefly  those  called  pheasant's  eyes,  which  seem  to  have  sprung from  D.  plumarius.  Cob  pinks  are  a  large  sort  seemingly  intermediate  between  pinks  and  picotee  carnations; 
red  early  pinks  are  smaller  plants  than  cobs,  but  larger  than  pheasant's  eyes,  and  seem  to  have  sprung  from 
cobs  and  D.  armerius  or  deltoides.  The  Paisley  growers  reckon  above  three  hundred  varieties  of  the  pheasant's eyes.   To  garden  pinks  in  general  Wildenow  gives  the  appellation  of  D.  hortens is. 

The  propagation  and  culture  of  the  pink  is  the  same  as  that  of  the  carnation,  excepting  that  it  is  less 
frequently  kept  in  pots  or  frames,  but  planted  in  beds  of  fresh  loamy  soil,  and  the  small  side  shoots  reduced  in 
the  autumn  in  order  to  throw  more  strength  into  those  intended  to  produce  flowers  the  following  season. 
Some  cover  their  pink  bed  with  an  awning.  Not  more  than  eight  or  ten  flowers  are  ever  allowed  to  expand 
on  one  plant,  and  these,  if  they  shew  a  tendency  to  bursting  at  the  calyx,  are  to  be  tied  as  in  carnation 
culture. 

1047.  Cucubalus.  A  name  signifying  a  bad  subject ;  an  evil  weed.  According  to  Miller,  the  berries  of  this 
plant  are  no  le*s  deadly  than  those  of  Nightshade. 

BbS 
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1048.  SILE'NE  L. 6196  acaulis  L. 
6197  pumilio  Sturm. 
6198  fimbriata  Sims. 
6199Iacera  Sims. 
6200  stellata  H.K. 
6201  inflata  Sm. 
6202  marttima  W. 
6203-fabSria  H.  K. 
620*  Behen  L. 
6205  indica  Roxb. 
6206  viscaginoides  Horn. 
6207  procumbens  Murr. 
6208  rubella  L.  '  ■ 6209apetala  W. 
6210  spergulifolia  Bieb. 

vffill  Gypsophila  Desf.  - 6212  carnosa  Mooch. 

Catchfly. 
8temless  3t  A  Pr 
dwarf  5t  A  pr 

fringed-flower. torn 
four-leaved inflated 
sea thick-leaved bladder 
Nepal simple 
procumbent small-red 
petal  less spurrey-like little fleshy 

CaryophyUece.   So.  107—217. ijn.au    Pk     Britain    scalp.  D  p.l 
|  jn.au    Pu     Germany  1823.  D  co 

Caucasus  1803. Caucasus  1818. 
N.  Amer.  169a 
Britain  co.  fi. 
Britain  seash, 
Sicily  1731. Crete  1713. 
Nepal  1823. Dauria  1824. 
Siberia  1823. 
Portugal  1732.   1801. 
Armenia  1824. 

  1822. 
  1823. 

D  8.1 
D  co 
D  co 
C  co D  8.1 
S  co S  co 
C  co 
D  co 

D  co S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co 

Eng.  bot  1081 Stur.cLf.  l.tll 
Bot  mag.  908 
Bot  mag.  2255 Bot  mag.  1107 
Eng.  bot.  164 Eng.  bot  957 Boc.  m.  133. 1 92 
DLeLt317.£409 

Di.eLt314.f406 

6213  Otites  Pers. 
6214  volgensis  Otth. 
6215  parvifl6ra  Pers. 6216  effusa  Otth. 
6217  sibirica  Pers. 
6218  multiflora  Pers. 
6219  tatarica  Pers. 
6220  gigantea  L. 6221  viscosa  Pers. 

Spanish Volga 
small-flowered 
effuse 
Siberian 
many-flowered 
Hyssop-leaved 
gigantic 
clammy 

i  A  cu k  Apr k  A  pr 
4  Apt 
3t  A  cu 
i  Apr £  Ol  pr 

iQor 

2  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  jl.au 

1  i  jn.au 1  jn.au 
2  jn.au 3  jnjl 
2  jl 

Y 
Pk 
Pk 
Pk 
Pk 

R 
Pk 

R 
R 

England  gra.so.  D  co Volga      1824.  D  co 
Hungary  1796.  D  co Volga      182a  D  co Siberia     1773.  D  co 
Hungary  1794.  S  co Russia     1769.  D  co 
Africa      1738.  C  s.l 
Levant     1739.  Deo 

Eng.  bot.  85 

H.  go.  I.p.l50.ic. PLrar.  h.  1. 156 
Walt  ho.  1 11 
Tour.  it.  2.  p.  361 

6222  conica  L. 
6223  conoidea  L. 
6224  undulata  H.  K. 

corn conoid 
wave-leaved 

O  w O  pr 
j£  Ol  cu 

1  jnjl  Pu 
1  jnjl  Pu 
ljau  R 

England  san.fi.  S  s.l S.  Europe  1683.  S  8.1 C.G.H.   1775.  S  p.l 
Eng.  bot.  922 Mor.  s.5.t36L£6 

6225  anglica  L. 6226  lusitanica  /,. 
6227  tridentfita  Desf. 
6228  gallica  L. 
6229  ocymoides  Desf. 6230disticha  TV. 
6231  cerastoides  L. 
6232  quinquevulnera  L. 623,3  nocturna  L. 
6234  reflex  a  L. 
6235  micropetala  Dec. 
6236  micrantha  /-/,. 
6237  canescens  Ten. 
6238  dich6toma  Ehr. 
6239  nyctantha  W. 
6240  bcllidifSlia  Jacq. 
6241  vespertina  Retz. 6242  crassifolia  L. 
6243  gracilis  Dec. 
6244  jeniseensis  W. 6245  ciliSta  Pourr. 
6246  pendula  L.  , 

English Portugal 
three-toothed 
French 
Basil-like 
two-ranked 
Cerastium-lvd. variegated 
spiked reflexed  ^ 
small-petaled 
minute-flower'd 

O  w O  pr O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 
O  cu 
O  or 
O  cu 
A  cu O  un 
O  un 

hoary  ifc  A  un 
dichotomous  O  un 
various-leaved  O  cu 
Daisy-leaved  O  pr 
evening  O  cu 
thick-leaved  £  Ol  cu slender  O  pr 
two-colored  A  pr 
ciliated  O  cu 
pendulous  O  or 

fjnjl  W 1  jnjl  Pk 

f  myjn  Pk 1  myjn  Pk 1  mrjn  Pu 
1 J  jnjl 

j  jLau 

1  jn.au 
2  jn.au 
1  jl.au 

f  jnjl 
fjnjl I  jnjl 

lijnjl 
II  jn.au 1  jnjl 2  jl.au 
1  jLau 1  jLau lijnjl 

f  jn.au 

1  myjl 

R 

Pk 
Br 
Pk 
Br 

Br 
W 
Pk 

Pu 
R 

Britain  san.fi. 
Portugal  1732. 
Barbary  1823. France  1683. 

  1817. S.  Europe  1732. 
England  san.fi. S.  Europe  1683. 
S.  Europe  1726. 

  1821. 
Portugal  1823. 

S  co 
S  co S  s.l 
S  s.l S  co 
S  8.1 
S  s.1 S  co 
S  s.l 
D  co S  co S  co 

Naples  1822.  D  co 
Hungary  1791.  S  s.l   1815.  S  co 

  1794.  S  s.1 
Barbary  1796.  S  co C.G.E  1774.  R  p.l 

  1823.  S  co Siberia  1817.  D  8.1 
Crete  1804.  S  s.1 
Sicily  1731.  S  8.1 

Eng.  bot  1178 DL  eLt311.f  401 
DL  el.t310.f.399 
Schra.  pL  r.  t39 
DL  eLt.309.  £397 
Eng.  bot  86 DL  el.t310.f.400 
Mag.  mo.  171.ia 

PI.  rar.  h.  1 29 
Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  81 Bot  mag.  677 

Bot  mag.  114 

6247  quadridentata  Dec. 
6248  pusilla  W.SfK. 
6249  alpestris  Jacq. 
6250  rupestris  L. 

6200 

four-toothed 
dwarf Austrian rock 

Alps  1822. 
Hungary  1804. Austria  1774. Switzerl.  1774. 

D  co D  8.1  PL  rar.  h.  3.t212 
D  8.1  Jac.  aus.  1. 1.  96 
D  8.1  FL  dan.  4 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1048.  Silene.    A  poetical  name,  after  the  God  Silenus,  who  is  represented  as  always  drunk  and  covered  with 

slaver,  as  the  species  of  this  genus  usually  are  with  a  viscid  secretion.   This  is  a  large  family  of  small  plants, 
neither  remarkable  for  use,  beauty,  or  as  bad  weeds.  S.  inflata,  the  Cucubalus  Behen  L.,  may  be  used  as  a  sub- 

stitute for  asparagus  or  green  pease,  the  young  shoots  having  the  flavor  of  both.    They  ought  to  be  gathered 
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11.  Tufted,  Stems  scarcely  any,  Calyx  somewhat  inflated,  Peduncles  1-flowered. 6196  Smooth,  Stems  dense,  Leaves  lin.  lane.  Flowers  dioecious,  Calyx  campanulate 
6197  Stems  less  dense,  Leaves  lin.  spatulate  pubescent,  Cal.  inflated  hairy 

\  2.  Caulescent,  Flowers  solitary  or  pan  hied,  Calyx  bladdery  inflated. 
6198  Pubescent,  Leaves  large  ovate-lanc.  Fl.  in  large  panicles,  CaL  much  inflated,  Petals  fringed 
6199  Hispid,  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  on  long  stalks  wavy,  CaL  much  inflated,  Pet.  lacerated  crowned 
6900  Stems  erect  branched  pubescent,  Leaves  4  whorled  lane  with  long  points  smooth,  FL  pan.  CaL  bladdery 
6201  Stems  branched,  FL  pan.  CaL  bladdery  ovate,  Pet.  bifid  naked,  Styles  very  long 6302  Like  the  last,  but  hairy  with  ovate  lane,  leaves 
6203  Like  the  last,  but  creeping  with  smaller  nearly  spatulate  leaves 
6204  Smooth  branch.  Lvs.  lane. :  the  lower  stalk.  Fl.  pan.  CaL  ovate  veiny,  Pet.  with  2  very  short  lobes  crowned 
6205  Pubescent,  Stems  very  tall  branch.  Lvs.  large  lane.  Fl.  pan.  Cal.  ov.  netted,  Pet.  with  a  claw  hairy  at  base 
6206  Smooth,  Stem  erect  simple  rather  leafy,  Lvs.  lin.  scarcely  ciliat  FL  in  pan.  spikes,  Claws  of  pet.  not  ciliated 
6207  Smooth  with  very  leafy  branched  procumbent  stems,  Leaves  lane.  FLaxill  opp.  and  terminal,  Petals  bifid 
6208  Nearly  smooth,  Stems  little  branched,  Leaves  obovate  serrulate-ciliated,  Fl.  pan.  Pet  obcordate  crowned 
6209  Hoary,  Stem  erect  branched.  Leaves  lane. :  the  upper  linear,  Fl.  few  term.  Petals" O 6210  Stems  procurab.  diffuse  2-3-chotomous  branched,  Lvs.  small  lin.  Petals  half-bifid  with  an  obcorcL  crown 
6211  Nearly  smooth,  Stems  wavy  branched  leafy,  Leaves  lin.  lanceolate,  Petals  2-lobed 
6212  Smooth,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  acute  glaucous,  FL  solitary,  Pet  lanceolate  with  a  2-lobed  crown  ' 

§  3.  Caulescent,  Flowers  spiked  in  whorls.  [FL  small  dioecious 
6213  Leaves  erect,  with  a  few  branches,  which  are  scarcely  pubesc.  or  leafy,  Lower  lvs.  numerous  spat  ul.  fleshy, 
6214  Stem  pubesc.  branched,  Lower  leaves  large  lane,  spatulate :  upper  lin.  long,  FL  panicled  With  linear  petals 
6215  Hoary,  Stems  assurgent  nearly  simple,  Leaves  spatulate  lane.  CaL  spherical  10-striped 
6216  Stems  erect  nearly  simple,  Lvs.  lin. :  lower  obt  Fl.  very  numerous  and  small,  Cal.  obov.  clavate  10-striped 
6217  Half-shrubby  smooth,  Stems  much  branch.  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  shortly  ciliat  numerous,  CaL  inn.  clav.  10-striped 
6218  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  lin.  lane. :  lower  broader  stalk.  CaL  clavate  cylindr.  10-strip.  Pet  2-part.  St  am.  very  long 
6219  Smooth,  Stems  erect  simple  very  leafy,  Lvs.  lane,  small,  Spike  dense,  Cal.  clavate  netted,  Stam.  very  long 
6220  Velvety,  Radical  leaves  cochleate  smooth,  CaL  tubular  10-striped,  Pet.  --fid,  Stamens  very  long 
6221  Pubescent  very  viscid,  Stem  simple  thick  leafy,  Leaves  large  On.  lane,  wavy,  Fl.  large  nodding 

J  4.  Caulescent,  Calyx  conoid,  at  the  bottom  retracted,  with  very  long  teeth. 6222  Pubescent,  Leaves  linear  soft,  Cal.  short  conical 
6223  Stems  pubescent,  Leaves  lane  lin.  nearly  smooth,  Cal.  long  conical 
6224  Pubescent,  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy :  the  lower  stalked,  FL  large  in  loose  dichotomous  panicles 

\  5.  Caulescent,  Flowers  spiked,  axillary,  not  opposite,  Calyx  with  10  stripes. 
*  Calyx  cylindrical. 6225  Hairy,  Stems  branched.  Leaves  lane,  acute,  Cal.  ventricose  with  very  long  teeth,  Petals  small  crowned 

6226  Very  hairy,  Stems  much  branched,  Lower  leaves  obovate  spat. :  upper  lane,  obtuse,  Petals  undivided 
6227  Stems  branched,  Leaves  lin.  lane  Spike  1-sided,  Cal.  cylindrical  with  10  ribs,  Teeth  long,  Pet.  3-  toothed 
6228  Hairy,  Stems  branched,  Lower  lvs.  spatulate :  upper  lane,  obtuse,  CaL-teeth  short,  Pet  obov.  crowned 
6229  Hairy,  Stems  branched,  Leaves  spatulate,  Spike  1-sided  few-fl.  Cal.  very  hairy.  Pet  obovate  crowned 
6230  Hairy,  Stem  much  branched,  Leaves  lane.  cusp.  Spikes  twin  dense,  Pet.  small  bifid 
6231  Stems  simple  v  ill.  Leaves  pub. :  lower  spatul. ;  upper  lane.  Spike  2-ranked  few-fl.  Pet  obc v.  retuse  crowned 
6232  Pubesc.  Stems  branch.  Lvs.  lane. :  lower  obt.  Spike  1-sid.  Cal.  vilL  with  short  teeth,  Pet  roundish  crowned 
6233  Stem  branch,  hairy  below,  Lvs.  pubesc.  with  a  long  fringe  at  base,  Cal.  cyl.  nearly  smooth  ribbed  and  netted 
6234  Like  the  last,  but  flowers  few  distant,  Petals  smaller 
6235  Hairy,  Stem  branched  leafy,  Leaves  lin.  lane.  Flowers  terminal,  Cal.  cylindr.  Pet  bifid 
6236  Hairy,  FL  sessile  1-sided,  CaL  cylindr.  appressed,  Petals  small  deeply  emarginate 

*  **  Calyx  clavate. 
6237  Hoary,  Stems  prostrate  branched,  Lvs.  obovate  spatulate  ciliated  at  base,  FL  1-sided  erect,  Pet  bifid 
6238  Stems  branch,  pubesc.  Lvs.  scabrous  cil.  at  base :  lower  spatul. ;  upper  lane.  Fl.  sess.  nodding,  Pet.  2-parted 
6239  Pubescent,  Lvs.  somewhat  fleshy :  lower  spatulate ;  upper  lanceolate,  Cal.  long  clavate,  Petals  2-fid 
6240  Hairy,  Stem  erect  slender  branched,  Lvs.  lane.  Spikes  twin  2-sided,  Cal.  cylindr.  clavate,  Pet.  bifid 
6241  Pubesc.  Stems  branch.  Lvs.  spatul.  obt  Spikes  twin  1-sided,  Cal.  bladdery,  Pet.  2-parted  with  ov.  lobes 
6242  Velvety,  Stem  procum.  branch,  leafy,  Lvs.  ov.  spatul.  fleshy,  Bract  very  small,  Pet.  with  long  claws  emarg. 
6243  Smth.  Stem  erect  slend.  branch.  Lvs.  lin.  scarcely  ciliat. :  low.  ov.  FL  on  long  stks.  Pet  2-part  with  lin.  lobes 
6244  Smooth,  Stems  usually  simple,  Lvs.  somewhat  fleshy  lin.  lane  Cal.  ov.  ventric.  Pet  bifid  with  4-lob.  append. 
6245  Pubesc.  Stems  numerous  prostrate  very  leafy  at  base,  Lvs.  lin.  setaceous  ciliated,  Recesses  of  calyx  deflexed 
6246  Pubescent  branched  supine,  Leaves  ovate  lane  FL  axillary  pendulous,  Petals  bifid  crowned 

§  6.  Caulescent,  Stems  upright,  Peduncles  filiform,  Calyx  campanulate  or  cylindrical. 
6247  Tufted,  Stems  erect  slender  branched,  Lvs.  small  linear  very  narrow,  FL  small,  Petals  short  4-toothed 
6248  Like  the  last,  but  the  radical  leaves  broader,  Peduncles  long  upright 
6249  Root  branched,  Stems  simple  leafy,  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  obt.  Fl.  large  panicled,  Petals  broad  4-cleft,  Seed  ciliated 6250  Smooth,  Stems  erect  branched,  Leaves  ovate  lane.  Fl.  panicled  very  small.  Petals  obcordate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
when  about  two  inches  long,  and  the  more  they  are  blanched  the  better.    Bryant  (Flora  Dietetica)  says  its 
culture  would  well  reward  the  gardener's  trouble   S.  viscosa  is  a  popular  border  flower,  especially  the  double variety. 

S.  quinquevulnera  was  formerly  in  culture  as  a  border  flower,  but  is  now  seldom  used  for  that  purpose  : B  b  4 
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6251  Inaperta  L. 
6252  clandestlna  Jacq. 6253  antirrhlna  L. 
6254  geminiflora  W. 6255  flavescens  W.&K. 
62561inif61ia  W. 
6257  cretica  L. 
6258  sedoides  Jacq. 
6259  saxifraga  L. 
6260  petrae'a  W.SfK. 6261  campanula  Pert. 

6262  longipetala  Vent 6263  nutans  L. 
6264  saxatilis  Sims. 
6265  llvida  W. 
6266  tenuis  W. 
6267  viridifl6ra  L. 
6268  chlorantha  W. 

1  jn.au 2  jn.jl 

ijn.jl 
1  jn.jl 

f  jl 

2  jn.jl 

1}  jn.au 

G.w 
W 
G 
W G.w 
G.w G.w 

Barbary  1822.  S  CO 
Britain  caL  ro.  D  co 
Siberia  1800.  D  s.l 
Carniola  1816.  D  s.l 
Baical  1816.  D  p.l 
Spain  1739.  S  p.l 
Germany  1732.  D  s.l 

Di.eltS15.C407 Jac.  col.  s.  t.  3.  f.3 
Di.  eL  t313.f.403 
Pl.rar.h.2.tl75 
D.e.t314.f.404,5 

Jac.  co.  s  t.H.t'.l Bot  cab.  454 

Vent  eels.  83 
Eng.  bot  465 Bot  mag.  68S 

Herm.  par.  199" 
Di.eLt316.f.408 

6269  cat  holica  Otth. 
6270  elegans  Brot. 
6271  repens  Dec. 
6272  virginica  L. 
6273  stricta  L. 
6274  muscipula  L. 6275  noctiSdra  L. 
6276  ornate  H.K. 
6277  ffigyptlaca  L. 6278  sericea  All. 
6J7!)  picta  Pert. 
6280  portensis  Bon. 
6281  reticulata  Desf. 
6282  pennsylvSnica  Mich. 6283  vallesia  L. 
6284  fruticosa  L. 
6285  cas'pica  Pert. 
6286  amce'na  L. 6287  supina  Bieb. 
6288  parad6xa  L. 6289  chloraefolia  Sm. 
6290  italica  Dec. 
6291  patula  Desf. 
6292  polyphylla  L. 6293  nemoralis  W.$K 
6294  longiHora  .EAr. 
6295  bupleuroldes  L. 6296  mollls8ima  Pen. 
6297  regia  Siww. 
6298  ascendens  Lag. 

6299  ca;spit6sa  Sta>. 
6300  atocion  Murr. 

orchidia  L.  f. 
6301  armeria  X. 
6302  compacta  F«cA, 

1049.  STELLA'RIA.  W. 6303  nemorum 
6304  latifolia  P.  S. 
6305  media  E.  B. Alsine  media  W. 

,6258 

panicled  3l  A  cu 
elegant  O  pr 
creeping  3t  A  pr 
Virginian  5  A  or 
upright  O  pr 
Spanish  O  or night-flowering     O  cu dark-colored  ^  OB  cu 
Egyptian  O  cu silky  O  cu 
painted  O  pr 
Oporto  O  cu 
netted  O  cu 
Pennsylvanian  A  or 
Woolly-leaved  4  A  cu shrubby  J*  |  pr 
Caspian  3t  A  P' Tartarian  4  A  pr 
trailing  i  A  P' 
Dover  i  A  cu 
Armenian  ^  A  cu 
Italian  ^  Q>  cu spreading  ^  A  f 
many-leaved  i  A  pt 
grove  iOpr 
long-flowered  3t  A  or 
spear-leaved  4  O  cu velvet  5  A  cu 
splendid  i  A  ™ 
ascending  O  cu 
tufted  3t  A  pr 
orchis-flowered     O  pr 

Lobel's ivhite-flowered compact 
Stttch-wort. 

wood broad-leaved duckweed 

14  jl.s  G.w 
14  jLs  W 
1  jLs  Pk 1  my.au  Pu 
1  jn.jl  Pu 

Hjl.au 
2  jl 
1  my.s 

1  jl.au 

1}  jn.au 
1  jn.au 
1  jl.au 

R 
Pk 
Pu 
Pk 
Pk 
Pk 

Pk 

Italy  1711. Portugal  1819. 
Siberia  1822. 
N.  Amer.  1783. 
Spain  1802. 
Spain  1596. England  san.fi. C.  G.  H.  1775. 
Egypt  1800. S.  Europe  1801. 

  1822. 
Portugal  1759. 

1  jl.au 
1  )n.jl 

Jjn.a
u 

jn.jl 

f  jn.jl 
1  jl 

f  jn.au 
1  jl 
1  au.s 

1|  my.jn 
1  my.jn 
1  jn.jl 

1  jn.jl 
lijU 2  jn.jl 
1  jl.s 
H  my.au 

f  my.au 

Pk  Barbary  1804. R  N.  Amer.  1806. 
F  SwitzerL  1765. 
Pk  Sicily  1629. Pk  Caucasus  182a 
W  Tartary  1779. 
Pk  Caucasus  1804. Pk  Europe 
L.Y  Armenia  1796. 
W  Italy  1759. 
Pk  Barbary  1823. 
R  Germany  ... 
R  Hungary  1822. 
L.Pu  Hungary  1793. 
W.pu  Persia  1801. Pk  Italy  1739. Cr  N.  Amer.  1811. 
Pk  Spain  1822. 

D  co S  co 
D  co 
D  p.l S  co 
S  p.l S  s.l 
S  p.l S  s.l 
S  s.l S  co 
S  8.1 

S  p.l 
D  p.1 D  s.l C  p.l 
D  co D  p.1 
D  8.1 D  p.1 
D  p.1 
S  co 
D  co D  p.1 
S  co D  p.1 e  p.i 
D  co D  p.1 
S  co 

i  my.au  Pk 
f  my.jl  Pk 

Caucasus  1824.  D  co 
Levant     1781.  S  s.l 

O  or    1}  jl.s       Pk     England  cor.fi.  S  s.l 
O  or    1J  jLs       Pk     Caucasus  1823.  S  co 

CaryophyttetB.   Sp.  18 — 56. 1  ap.jn    W     Britain  moi.wo.  D  co 
3t  A  w 
k  A  w 

O  w 

1}  jn.au 

f  ja.d 

Germany  1816.  D  co 
England  rubb.  S  co 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1 59 

PI.  aim.  t.203.  f.l 

Eng.  bot  291 Bot  mag.  382 

Alt  ped.  t.79.  £3 

Desf.  atl  1. 1. 99 
Bot  reg.  247 
Boc  mus.  1 54 
Com.  hort  t  33 

Bot.  mag.  1997 
Jac.  vind.  3. 1 84 Bot.  mag.  807 
Jac.  obs.  4.  t.79 
CL  hist  1. 1  290 
PLrar.  h.  l.t.8 
Tourn.  it  1 154 
Bot  mag.  1724 

Jac.  vind.  3.  t.32 
Eng.  bot  1398 
Bot  cab.  1638 

Eng.  bot  92 
Eng.  bot  537 

6300 

6257 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
being  very  low  and  prolific  in  flowers,  it  is  well  adapted  for  sowing  in  pots.   S.  Armeria  is  one  of  the  annual border  flowers  of  the  seed  shops. 

1049.  Stcllaria.  The  parts  of  the  flower  are  stellate.  The  species  are  grassy-looking  plants  of  the  easiest 
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S77 

6251  Smooth,  Stems  erect  branched,  Lvs.  lana  acute :  lower  obt  Petals  not  opening  obcordate,  St  am.  usually  5 
6252  Pubesc.  Stem  erect  much  branched  slender,  Lower  lvs.  obi.  obt. :  upper  lane,  narrow,  Pet.  short  erect  bifid 
6253  Nearly  smooth,  Stem  erect  branched  somewhat  leafy,  Leaves  lane,  acute  ciliated,  FL  small  panicled 
6254  Pubescent,  Stems  branched,  Lower  leaves  ellipt  spatulate :  upper  lana  FL  term,  twin,  Petals  bifid 
6255  Pubescent,  Stems  erect  branch,  straight,  Low.  lvs.  lana  spat :  up.  linear,  FL  loosely  panicled,  Pet  2-lobed 
6256  Stems  branched,  Leaves  lin.  spatulate,  FL  term.  CaL  cylindr.  clavate,  Petals  2-fid 
6257  Smooth,  Stems  erect  branched,  Low.  lvs.  ov.  stalked  obt :  up.  lin.  acute,  Fl.  loosely  panic.  Cal  ov.  clavate 
6258  Viscid  pubesc.  Stems  erect  much  branch.  Lvs.  fleshy :  low.  spatul.  ;  up.  ov.  FL  small,  Pet  obcord.  crowned 
6259  Tufted,  Steins  assurgent,  Lvs.  lin.  acute,  Peduncles  very  long,  CaL  long  clavate,  Petals  2-parted  crowned 
6260  Tufted  shortly  bristly,  Stems  assurgent,  Leaves  lin.  with  bristly  teeth,  Fl.  small,  Petals  2-fid  crowned 
6261  Smth.  Stems  erect  or  assurg.  somew.  branch,  leafy  at  base,  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  acute :  low.  spat  Pet  2-part  naked 

$  7.  Caulescent,  Flowers  panicled,  rarely  solitary,  Pedicels  opposite  short,  Calyx  tubular. 
*  Flowers  nodding,  Calyxes  cylindrical.  [reflexed 

6262  Smooth  viscid,  Stems  erect,  Lvs.  somewhat  fleshy  lin.-lanc.  fringed  with  fine  bristles,  Pet  very  long  2-part 
6263  Pubesc.  Stems  leafy  at  base,  Radical  lvs.  spatul.  :  upper  lane.  lin.  Pet.  2-parted  reflexed  with  a  long  crown 6261  Like  the  last,  but  smooth,  less  branched,  and  less  leafy,  Leaves  linear,  Petals  often  green 
6265  Like  the  last,  but  stems  flexuose  broken  down,  Petals  white  above  beneath  livid  green 
6266  Smooth,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  ciliated  at  base,  FL  pan.  erect,  Cal.  ventricose  cylindr.  Petals  2-parted 
6267  Hairy  soft,  Stem  branch,  leafy,  Lvs.  large  ov.  acum.  FL  in  large  nodding  panicles,  Pet  with  very  long  claws 
6268  Smooth,  Stems  erect  simple  scarcely  leafy,  Petals  2  parted  with  filiform  lobes  [crowned 

**  Flowers  erect,  Calyxes  clavate. 
6269  Velvety  glutinous  upwards,  Stem  erect  branched  leafy,  Ft  small  loosely  panicled,  Stamens  very  long 6270  Stem  short  about  2-flowered  pubescent,  Radia  leaves  lane.  lin.  acute,  Cauline  very  short,  Pet  bifid 
6271  Scarcely  pubesc  Root  long  creeping,  Stem  erect  almost  simple,  Lvs.  lin.  grassy  acute,  FL  few  erect  panic. 
6272  Viscid  pubesc.  Stem  procumb.  assurgent  branch.  Fl.  large  panic.  CaL  large  clavate,  Pet  broad  bifid  crowned 
6273  Scarcely  pubesc.  Stem  upright  branched,  Lvs.  lin.  lana  FL  panicled  erect,  CaL  netted,  Pet.  small  emarginate 
6274  Smooth' ish  viscid,  Stem  erect,  Alternate  branches  long,  Cal.  large  clavate  netted,  Petals  bifid 6275  Vise,  pubes.  Stems  erect  branch.  Lvs.  large,  Fl.  large  panic. :  every  other  stripe  of  caL  veiny,  Teeth  very  long 
6276  Pubes.  Stems  erect  branch.  Lvs.  lane,  obt  FL  panic. :  every  other  stripe  of  cal.  veiny.  Pet  with  broad  toot  1 1 1. 
6277  Subtomentose,  Stems  branch.  Lvs.  obov.  stalked,  FL  term,  erect,  Pet.  obcord.  2  -toothed  at  base  [lobes 
6278  Silky,  Stems  branched,  Lvs.  with  a  long  fringe  at  base,  FL  large  term.  Pet  2-parted  crowned 
6279  Stems  much  branch,  scarcely  pubesc.  Lower  lvs.  obov.  spatul.  Lvs.  lin.  acute,  Cal.  clavate  striped  with  red 
6280  Tufted  smooth  subviscid,  Stems  branched  at  base,  Lvs.  lin.  FL  panic.  CaL  netted,  Pet  bifid  with  lana  lobes 

***  Flowers  erect,  Calyxes  long  clavate.  [at base 
6281  Smooth  visa  Stems  branch.  Lvs.  lana  lin.  CaL  very  long.  clav.  nett  Pet.  obcord.  with  a  tooth  on  each  side 
6282  Viscid  pubescent,  Stems  procumbent,  Leaves  lin.  long,  CaL  long  tubular,  Petals  slightly  emarg.  crenate 
6283  Tufted  viscid  pubesc  Root  woody,  Stems  low  assurgent  little  branched,  CaL  long  netted,  Petals  bifid 
6284  Suffruticose,  Stems  suberect  smooth  branched  at  base,  CaL  long  cylindr.  viscid- villous,  Petals  2-lobed 
6285  Scabrous,  Stems  bran.  FL  term,  in  the  dichotomies,  CaL  long  cylin .  Pet  2-part  tooth,  on  each  side  at  base 
6286  Pubescent,  Root  woody,  Stems  diffuse  branched,  Leaves  soft  numerous  below,  Petals  half  bifid 
6287  Tufted  viscid  pubescent,  Stems  woody  supine  branched,  Lvs.  lin.  acute,  Petals  with  narrow  diverging  lobes 
6288  Stems  erect  pub.  Lvs.  rough  ish  scarcely  ciliat.  Fl-  large  pan.  Pet  with  broad  obov.  lobes  &  2-part.  append. 
6289  Very  smooth  glaucous,  Stems  branched,  Leaves  roundish  acuminate,  FL  large,  Cal.  not  striped 
6290  Pilose  pubesc.  Stems  much  branch.  Lower  lvs.  ovate-spatul :  up.  lin.  Fl.  in  large  panic.  Pet  2- lob.  naked 
6291  Pubesc.  visa  Stems  erect  branch.  Branch,  spread.  Low.  lvs.  ov.  spatul  CaL  long  narrow,  Pet  J  bifid  crowned 
6292  Pubescent,  Stems  assurgent  much  branched  leafy,  Leaves  linear  acute,  CaL  clavate,  Petals  bifid 
6293  Stem  simple  pubescent,  Leaves  pubescent :  lower  large  rounded  stalked,  Petals  2-parted  crowned 
6294  Smooth,  Stem  twiggy,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  radical  very  long,  Cal.  very  long.  Petals  2-parted  crowned 
6295  Smooth  clammy,  -  Stem  assurgent  branch.  Lvs.  lin.  lane  acute :  lower  very  long,  Upper  bractes  with  a  broad 
6296  Silky,  Stems  erect  branch.  Lvs.  wavy,  Calyxes  long  clavate,  Pet  2-part  crowned     [membranous  margin 6297  Viscid  pubescent,  Lvs.  lanceoL  CaL  long  tubular,  Petals  lanceolate  crowned,  Stamens  very  long 
6298  Villous  viscid,  Lvs.  lin.  lanceoL  obt  ciliated,  Peduncle  1-fl.  spreading  in  seed,  Cat  circularly  reflexed  at  base 

$  8.  Caulescent,  Flowers  corymbose,  Cal.  clavate,  10-striped. 
6299  Tufted  roughish,  Root  thick  woody  branch.  Stems  simple  slender  very  leafy  at  base,  Lvs.  small  lin.  acute 
6300  Viscid,  Stem  much  branch,  pubesc.  Lvs.  round  subciliated :  the  lower  on  long  stalks,  FL  loosely  corymb. 
6301  Very  smooth  glaucous  viscid,  Leaves  ovate-lane.  FL  in  panicled  corymbs,  Petals  obcordate  crowned 
6302  Smooth,  Stems  erect  branched,  Upper  leaves  lanceolate :  lower  linear  lane.  Umbel  dense,  Petals  obovate 

6303  Lower  leaves  cordate  stalked  :  upper  lane,  sessile,  Petals  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
6304  Stems  diffuse  dichotomous  rooting  at  base,  Lower  lvs.  ovate  stalked  cord. :  upper  sess.  Pet  shorter  than  cat 
6305  Stems  procumbent  with  a  lateral  1-sided  hairy  line,  Leaves  lane  very  tender,  Fruit  deflexed 
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6306  dich6toma  W. 
6307  bulb6sa  Wulf. 
6308  vis'cida  Bieb. 6309  Holostea  TV. 
6310  Laxmanni  Fitch. 
6311  gramlnea  W. 
6312  glauca  H.  K. 6313  crassifolia  Ehr. 
6314  uligin6sa  H.  K. 6315  cerastoides  W. 
6316  Arenaria  W. 
6317  scapigera  TV. 6318  dahfirica  W. 
6319mur£lis  Link. 
6320  longipes  Hook. 

fbrked  ^ 
bulbous  ^ clammy 
greater  ^ 
Laxmann's lesser  ^ 
glaucous  marsh  ̂  thick-leaved 

bog 

Alpine  3l 
sand 
naked-stalked  ^ daurian  )£ 
wall 
long-stalked  C£ 

1050.  ARENA'RIA.  W.  Sandwort. segetalis  Lam. 
Als/ne  segetalis  W. 

!  purpurea  Pers. !  rubra  L. 
•  marina  Both. 
i  media  L. 
I  canadensis  Pers. 

corn 

purple red marine downy 

Canada 

A  w 
A  w 
O  w 
A  w 
O  w 
A  w A  w 
A  w 
O  w 
A  w 
O  w 
A  w Q)  w O  w 
Q)  w 
O  w 
O  cu 
O  cu 5t  A  cu 
O  w 
O  w 

1J  ja.d  W 1  ja.d  W 
1  ja.d  W 1  ap.jn  W 
1  apjn  W 
1  ap.jn  W 

f  my.au  W 1  my.au  W 
1  jn.jl  W 

Jjnjl  W i  jn  W ijnjl  W 1  jnjl  W 

J  jn.jl  W 
|  jajl  W Caryophyllece. 

|  jn.au 

ijn.il 

fjn.jl 

Pu Pu 

Pu 
W 
W 

Britain  clt.  gr.  S  co Carinthia  1833.  S  co 
Hungary  1820.  S  co Britain  woods.  D  co 
Siberia  182a  S  co 
Britain  bed.  b.  D  CO 
Britain  moi.m.  D  p.l 
Germany  ...  D  co Britain  rival.  S  co 
Scotland  sc.  alp.  D  co 
Spain  1799.  S  co Scotland  sc.rivu.  D  co 
DahUria  1818.  S  co 
Candia  1824.  S  co 
N.  Amer.  1820.  S  p.l 

Sp.  45—140. France    1805.  S  co 

Spain  1823.  S  s.l Britain  san.fi.  S  s.l 
Britain  sea  co.  D  s.l 
France  1795.  S  co 
N.  Amer.  1812.  S  p.l 

Jacq.  icon.  1 468 WaL&Kitt22 
Eng.  bot  511 
Eng.  bot  803 
Eng.  bot  825 
Eng.  bot.  1074 
Eng.  bot  911 
Eng.  bot  1269 

Vail.  par.  t3.  £3 

Eng.  bot  852 Eng.  bot  958 

6327  graminifolia  Schr. 
6328  longifolia  Bieb. 
6329  rlgida  Bieb. 
6330  pinifolia  Bieb. 6331  subulata  Ser. 

grass-leaved long-leaved stiff 
pine-leaved subulate 

£  Apr 
£  Apr 
£  Apr 
j£  A  cu £  Apr 

i  jnjl 
Jjnjl 

ijl.au i  jl-au 

W 
w 
w 
w 
w 

Siberia     1815.  D  co 
Siberia     182a  D  co 
Siberia     1823.  D  co 
Caucasus  1823.  D  s.p 
Caucasus  1822.  D  s.p 

Sch.  gott  1 5 GmeL  si.  t.63.  £2 

6332  juniperina  L. 6333strlcta  Mich. 
6334  laricifolia  L. 

rostrata  W.&K. 
6335  striata  Fill. 
6336  Austriaca  Jacq. 6337  trifl6ra  L. 

§6538  grandiflora  L. 
6339  ver n a  L. 
63-10  Cera rdi  TV. 
6341  sax  at  ilis  L. 
6S42pendula  TV.  §  K. 6343  tenuifolia  L. 
6344  mediterranea  Lit. 
6345  recurva  All. 
6346  setacea  Thuill. 
6347  fasciculata  Gouan. 
6348  filifolia  Forsk. 
6349  mucronata  Dec. 

A/sine  mucronata  W. 
6350  polygonoides  Jacq. 6351  verticillata  W. 

6552  tetraquetra  L. 6353  lanceolata  All. 
€354  cherlerioides  Fill. 
6355  montana  L. 
6356  serpvllifolia  L. 
6357  pubescens  Dec. 
6358  brevicai'ilis  Stern. 6359  scabra  Poir. 
6360  ciliata  X. 
6361  multicaulis  Jacq. 6362  trine  rvis  L. 

Juniper-leaved  £  A  pr  }  jn.jl  W 
upright  j£  A  Pr    J  my.jn  W 
Larch-leaved   j£  A  pr     iau  W 
striated  j£ 
Austrian  £ 
three-flowered  j£ 
great-flowered  j£ vernal  £ 
Gerard's  j£ rock  j£ 
pendulous  £ 
fine-leaved 
Mediterranean 
recurved 
setaceous 
level-topped 
thread-leaved  ^ bristly  3f 
knotgrass-like  ^( 
whorled  J* 
square  ^ lanceolate  3l 
cherleria-leaved^t 
mountain 
thyme-leaved pubescent  3[ short-stalked  5 
rough  3j fringed  5 
many-stalked  3t 
Plantain  -leaved 

A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 

A  w 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
O  pr 
O  cu A  pr 

A  w 
O  w 
A  cu Q>  pr 

i  jn.au  W 
I  jn.s  W i  ap.jl  W 
I  jn.s  W J  my.au  W i  my.au  W 

i  jLau  W 
i  jn.jl I  jn.jl 
i  jn.jl i  jn.jl 
i  jn.jl 

i  in i  jn.jl 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 

A  cu  i  jLau  W 
_Jpr  |  jl  W i 
A  pr  J  au  W A  cu  J  au  W 
A  pr  i  jl.au  W A  cu  J  apjl  W 
O  w  i  jnjl  W 
O  pr     i  jl  W 
A  pr  I  jn.jl  W A  cu     J  jn.jl  W 
A  pr  i  mr.au  W 
A  pr     J  jl.au  W O  w  f  my.jn  W 

6314 

Armenia  1800.  D  s.p N.  Amer.  1812.  D  s.p 
Britain      ...     D  s.p 
SwitzerL  168a  D  s.p 
Austria  1793.  D  s.p 
S.  Europe  1816.  D  s.p 
SwitzerL  1783.  D  s.p 
Britain  mount  D  s.p 
France  1822.  D  s.p 
Germany  1732.  D  s.p 
Hungary  1816.  D  co England  san.fi.  S  co Mediterr.  1823.  S  co 
Alps  1822.  D  co France  ...  S  co 
Scotland  sc. mo.  S  s.p Arabia  ...  D  s.p 
S.  Europe  1777.  S  co 
SwitzerL  1822.  S  co 
Armenia  1823.  C  s.p 

Pyrenees  1731.  D  s.p 
SwitzerL  1823.  D  s.l France  ...  D  s.p 
France  1800.  D  s.p 
Britain     walls.  S  co 

  S  co 
Alps  1823.  D  co 
Alps  1822.  D  co Ireland  ir.mou.  S  s.p 
Europe  1794.  D  s.p Britain    woods.  S  s.p 

Sm.  ined.  1.  1 35 
Jac.  aus.  a  1 272 

AH  pe.  2.t26.f.4 Jac.  aus.  3. 1 270 
C.ic.3.t249.f.2 
All.  ped.  10.  f.  1 
Eng.  bot  512 
Gm.si.4.t63.£2 Pl.rar.h.2.t87 
Eng.  bot  219 
Jac.  coL  t  16 

Eng.  bot  1744 Vah.  sym.1.  tl2 Hall,  hist  1.  tl7 

ALped.t64.f.4 

All.  p.  2. 1 89.  £1 
Al.  ped.  t.  26.  f.5 
Bot  mag.  1118 
Eng.  bot  923 

Eng.  bot  1745 J.  co.  1. 1 17.  £1 
Eng.  bot  1483 

6362 

6817 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1050.  Arenaria.   From  arena,  sand,  in  which  most  of  the  species  are  found.  They  are  of  most  difficult 

discrimination,  and  are  chiefly  diminutive  weeds  found  almost  exclusively  on  sandy  soils.  The  flowers  vary 
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6306  Hairy,  Lvs.  cord,  ovate  stem-clasping,  Stem  dichotomous,  Fl.  solitary,  Sepals  lane.  ac.  longer  than  petals 
6307  Leaves  ovate  lanceol.  nearly  veinless,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Sepals  lane,  acute  twice  as  short  as  petals 
6308  Villous  viscid,  Leaves  lin.  fane.  Stems  dichotomous  diffuse,  Petals  and  capsule  longer  than  calyx 
6309  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  serrulate  roughish :  the  upper  broader  and  shorter,  Pedunc.  filiform  very  long,  Pet.  2- fid 
6310  Stem  erect  few-fl.  Lvs.  linear  acute  entire  smoothish,  Pedunc.  filiform  very  long,  Petals  2-parted 
6311  Leaves  linear  smooth  at  edge,  Stems  diffuse,  FL  panicled  divaricating,  Petals  the  length  of  calyx 
6312  Glaucous,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  smooth  at  edge,  Floral  scarious,  Petals  twice  as  lone  as  cat.  Stem  erect  weak 
6313  Leaves  ovate-lanceoL  entire  smooth  thick,  Sepals  ovate-lanceol.  much  shorter  than  petals 
6314  Leaves  ovate-obl.  Pet  deeply  divided  shorter  than  calyx,  Caps,  ovate  oblong  longer  than  calyx 
6315  Leaves  obi.  pubescent,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  twin,  Pet.  larger  than  cat  Caps.  obi.  nearly  twice  as  long  as  sepals 
6316  Leaves  spatulate,  Stem  erect  bifid  viscid,  Branches  alternate,  Petals  emarginate 
6317  Leaves  linear  lane,  obtuse  very  dense,  Pedunc  1-fl.  and  umbelled.  Pet.  scarcely  longer  than  calyx 
6318  Leaves  lane,  entire  sessile  acute,  Base  and  stem  pubescent,  Fl.  axil),  solitary 
6319  Glandular  pubescent,  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  ovate  fleshy,  Petals  scarcely  longer  than  calyx  cut 
6320  Very  smooth,  Leaves  linear-lane.  Pedunc.  terminal  dichotomous  bracted,  Pet  broad  obovate  2-parted 

$  1.  Caps.  3-valved,  Leaves  linear,  with  scarious  stipules  at  base. 
6321  Smooth,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  subulate  1-sided,  Petals  shorter  than  calyx 

[calyx 
6322  Hispid,  Stem  erect,  Branches  divaricating,  Lvs.  setaceous  twice  as  short  as  joints,  Pet  obt.  shorter  than 
6323  Stems  prostrate  hairy,  Leaves  filiform  shorter  than  the  joint,  Sepals  lanceolate  obtuse  scarious  at  edge 
6324  Like  the  last,  but  nearly  smooth 
6325  Stems  prostrate,  Leaves  half  cylindrical  fleshy  as  long  as  joints,  Seeds  with  a  membranous  wing 
6326  Pilose  subhispid,  Leaves  filiform  longer  than  joint,  Stamens  5,  Seeds  obcord.  compressed,  Caps,  globose 

$  2.  Leaves  grassy,  linear,  lanceolate  or  rounded,  without  stipules,  Caps.  3-valved. *  Leaves  grassy. 
6327  Stems  erect  simple,  Lvs.  subul.  filiform  rough,  Panic,  trichotomous  pubescent  lax,  Calyxes  very  obtuse 
6328  Leaves  subulate-filiform  serrulate,  Stems  erect  simple,  Panicle  trichotomous  smooth  compact 
6329  Leaves  lin.  setaceous  ciliated  rough,  Stems  erect  rigid  simple.  Sepals  acute  scarcely  longer  than  corolla 
6330  Stems  ascending  few-fl.  pubescent,  Lvs.  setaceous  rigid,  Cauline  straight,  Sepals  obtuse  striated  villous 
6331  Leaves  setaceous  rigid  mucronate  striated,  Stems  panicled  few-fl.  Sepals  lane,  much  shorter  than  corolla 

**  Leaves  subulate  or  linear. 
6332  Lvs.  subulate  rigid  spiny :  lower  fascicled ;  upper  distant,  Stems  erect  firm,  Pet.  obov.  twice  as  long  as  cat 
6333  Erect  smooth  many-stemmed,  Leaves  subulate  linear  erect,  Pan.  few-fl.  Petals  conspicuously  striated 
6334  Leaves  subulate  tooth-ciliated,  Stems  ascending  3-6-fl.  roughish,  Cal.  cylindrical,  Sepals  3-nerved  hairy 
63. 35  Like  the  last,  but  stems  rigid  few-fl.  Leaves  long  straight,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  viscid  hairy 
6336  Lvs.  lin.  subul.  3-nerved,  Stem  panicled,  Pedunc.  terminal  very  long  twin  downy,  Pet  obt  emarginate 
6337  Like  the  last,  but  stems  2-4- fl.  Leaves  narrow  recurved 
6338  Lvs.  subulate  broadish  flat  3-nerved  ciliated,  Radical  clustered,  Stems  1-fl.  Pedunc.  very  long  pubescent 
6339  Tufted  many-stemmed,  Leaves  subulate  obtuse  nerved,  Stems  panicled  elongated 
6340  Erect  branched,  Leaves  linear  subulate  3-nerved,  Pedunc.  twin  terminal  1-flowered 
6341  Leaves  subulate,  Stems  panicled,  Sepals  ovate 
6342  Stems  filiform  rooting  very  long  diffuse,  Flowering  branches  erect  few-fl.  Lvs.  lin.  flat  acute  fascicled 6343  Leaves  subulate  setaceous,  Stem  branched  dichotomous.  Sepals  subulate  striated  much  longer  than  petals 
6344  Stem  much  branched,  Leaves  lin.  recurved,  Sepals  with  a  long  point  and  membranous  edge 
6345  Radical  lvs.  clustered  recurved  subul.  1-sided,  Stems  tufted  simple  3-fl.  Sepals  and  peduncles  hairy  gland. 
6346  Stem  much  branched,  Fl.  panicled  fastigiate,  Leaves  setaceous  fascicled  1-sided  ciliated  at  base 6347  Leaves  subulate  fascicled  setaceous,  Stems  erect  straight  simple,  Sepals  acuminate  with  2  lines 
6348  Leaves  setaceous  fascicled  with  2  stripes,  Stems  suftruticose  dichotomous,  Pedunc.  term.  1-2-flowered 
6349  Lvs.  setaceous  not  ciliated  at  base,  Stems  tufted  prostrate  at  base,  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaf,  Sepals  awned 
6350  Procumbent,  Leaves  linear  obt  Peduncles  2  or  3  1-flowered  with  2  bractes  at  base,  Sepals  without  nerves 
6351  Leaves  subulate  rigid  spiny  and  flowers  whorled,  Pedunc.  4-fl.  capitate 

***  Leaves  lanceolate,  oval  or  rounded. 
6352  Leaves  ovate  carinate  recurved  edged  imbricated  4  ways,  Stems  straight  downy,  Sepals  rigid  acute  keeled 
6353  Tufted  villous,  Branches  ascending,  Leaves  lanceolate  narrow  acute  rigid  nerved 
6354  Like  the  last,  but  smaller,  with  creeping  and  tufted  stems,  and  imbricated  leaves 
6355  Pubescent,  Leaves  lane,  linear,  Barren  stems  very  long  procumbent,  Pedunc.  terminal  long  1-flowered 
6356  Leaves  ovate  acute  sessile  regular  ciliated  and  smooth,  Sepals  lanceolate  3-nerved  acute  green  opaque 
6357  Pubescent,  Lvs.  ovate  acute  stalked,  Stems  spreading  branched  elongated,  Sepals  acute  shorter  than  cor. 
6358  Leaves  oblong  acute  3-nerved  ciliated  imbricated,  Stem  prostrate,  Sepals  lanceolate  acuminate  striped 
6359  Leaves  lane,  acute  spreading  hard  rough,  Stem  simple  short,  Sepals  ovate  acuminate  striped 
6360  Leaves  ovate  and  obovate  blistered  rugose  more  or  less  nerved  and  ciliated,  Stems  procumbent 
6361  Like  the  last,  but  leaves  pulpy  thick  and  sepals  scarcely  nerved 
6362  Stem  slender  branched,  Lvs.  ovate  acute  stalked  ciliated  nerved,  Pedunc,  long  bent  down  after  flowering 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
considerably  in  the  number  of  their  stamens,  more  generally  falling  short  of  than  exceeding  the  regular number. 
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6363  balearica  L.  Maj  orca  ^  A  pr 
6364  peploides  L.  Sea-chickweed  1  Apr 6365  procumbens  Vahl.    procumbent     3  l£J  pr 

1051.  CHERLE'RIA.  W.  Chkrleria. 6366  sedoides  W.  dwarf  ^  A  or 
1052.  BRUNNI'CHIA.  W.  Brunnichia. 6367  cirrhosa  W  Carolina         fi.  (_J  or 
1053.  GARIDEL'LA.  W.  Garidella. 6368  Nigellastrum  W.  Nigella-leaved  O  or 

*1054.  MALPI'GHIA.  W.    Barbadoes  Cherry. 
6369  glabra  W.  smooth-leaved  JDfr 
6370  punicifolia  W.  Pomegran.-lvd.  1k  O  or 
§6371  polystachia  H.  K.  many-spiked  *  CD  or §6372  media  H.  K.  intermediate  *  □  or 
§6373  glandulifera  Jacq.  quadriglandular*  □  or §6374  glandul68a  W.  biglandular 
$6375  nitida  W.  glossy-leaved 
6376  fucfta  B.  Reg.  painted 

M.  macropht/Ua  Desf. 

|mr.au  W     Majorca  1787. 
I  mv.jl    W     Britain  seash. ijl.au     R      Egypt  1801. 

Caryophylleie.   Sp.  1-41. I  jl.au     Y.w   Scotland  sc.  alp. 
Polygonete.   Sp.  1. 

6     ...     Pk     Carolina  1787. 
Ranunculacciv.    Sp.  1 — 2. 

ljjn.jl     B.o    France  1736. 
Malpighiacete.   Sp.  18—70. 16  mrjl    R      W.  Indies  1757. 12  ...  Pk 10  mr.my  Y 

10  mr.my  Y 
10  mr.my  Y 
10  ...  Y 
6  mr.au  Pk 

mr.au  R 
6377  urens  W. 
6378  angustif&lia  W. 

16379 
 canescens  

W. 6380  crassiffilia  W. 
6381  Moureila  Aubl. 
6382  lucida  W. 
638,3  coriacea  IV. 
6384  volubilis  Sims. 
6385  aquifolium  W. 6386  cocci  fera  W. 

t*1055.  BANISTERIA.  W. 6.587  ciliata  IV. 
§6388  purpurea  W. 
§6389  chrysophf  Ua  W. 6390  laurifolia  W. 
§6391  nitida  IV. 6392  sericea  P.  5. 
6893  f ulgcns  IV. 
6394  heterophf  Ua  W. §6395  brachiata  W. 
1056.  HIRjE'A.  W. 6396  reclinata  IV. 
1057.  CNES'TI&  Lam. 
6397  glabra  Lam. 

W.  Indies  1690. 
W.  Indies  1806. 
W.  Indies  1790. 
W.  Indies  1806. 
W.  Indies  1804. 
W.  Indies  1733. 

  1814. stinging 
narrow-leaved 
downy-leaved thick-leaved 
yellow-spiked wedge-leaved leathery-leaved  ±  □  or 
twining  i_  □  or 
Holly-leaved  »  □  or 
Kermes'Oak-lv.JI  £3  or 

Banisteria. 
ciliated  J_  □  or 
purple  A  I   I  or Star-apple-lvd.  1_  □  or 
Bay-leaved  fl_  □  or 
glossy  M  O  or silky  «  O  or 
shining-fruited  □  or 
various-leaved  □  or 
cross-branched  fl_  □  or 

HlRJiA. 
reclined  H  □  or Cnestis. 
smooth  it  □  or 

Pk 
Pk 
Y 
Y 

6  my.au  Pk 30  my.au  Pk 
10  au.s  Y 
7  au.s  Pk 2     ...  Pk 

S.  Amer.  1737. 
W.  Indies  1737. 
W.  Indies  1742. 
&  Amer.  1793. S.  Amer.  1823. 
W.  Indies  1759. 
Jamaica  1814. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
S.  Amer.  1759. W.Indies  1733. 

Malpighiacete.   Sp.  9—60. Y  Brazil  1796. 
Pu  W.Indies  1759. Brazil  179a 

Jamaica  1733. 
S.  Amer.  1809. 
Brazil  1810. 
W.  Indies  1759. 
&  Amer.  1812. W.  Indies  1759. 

10 
10  ... 10  ... 
10  jl.au 10  ... 
10  ... 
6  ... 10  ... 
10  ... 

Malpighiacete.    Sp.  1—19. ...  Y  W.Indies  ... 
Connaracete.   Sp.  1—9. ...     W.u  Mauritius  1823. 

D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 

D  s.l 

C  Lp 

L.  h.  stir.  1. 1. 15 
Eng.  bot  189 VanLsy.2.  t33 

Eng.  bot  1213 
Gxr.  s.  1. 1.  45.f.2 

S  co   Bot  mag  1266 
Bot  mag.  813 
Plum.ic.tl66.C2 
Bot  rep.  604 
Jac.  ic.  a  t.  469 
Ca.dis.8.t239.f.2 Ca.dis.8.t239.£l 
Bot  reg.  189 

C  p.l  Bot  reg.  96 
C  p.l  Bot.  cab.  321 C  p.l 
C  p.l  Aub.gu.l.tl82 
C  p.l  Aub.gu.l.tl83 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  2462 C  p.l  Slo.h.2.t.l63.f.l 
C  p.l  Bot  mag.  809 
C  p.l  C.di.8.t236.£S C  p.l  Bot  reg.  568 

s.  1  Cav.  d is.  9.  t.  254 s.1  CdL9.t24o.Cl r.m  Jac.  sen.  1. 1 105 
s.1 s.l  Cav.  diss.  1 244 
s.1  Cav.  dis.  9. 1 258 
r.m s.1    Cav.  dis.  t  253 
8.1 

C  s.1  Jac.  am.  1 176 

C  s.l    Lam.  il.  t.  387.  1 

PENT  A  G  YNIA. 
1058.  AVERRHCXA. 
6398BUimbi  W. 
6399  Carambola  IV. 

6364 

W.  AVERRHOA. 
Bilimbi-tree  «  O  fr 
Carambola- tree  st  r^J  fr 

6366 

Terebintaceee.    Sp.  2—3. 8  au.s     R.T    E  Indies  1791.  C  s.1    Cav.  dis.  7. 1 219 
14     ...     G.r    E  Indies  1793.  C  s.1    Cav.  dis.  7. 1 220 

6367 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1051.  Chcrleria.  John  Henry  Cherlcr  was  an  assistant  of  John  Bauhin  in  preparing  his  Historia  Plan  tar  um. A  little  obscure  weed. 
1052.  Brunnichia.  A  catalogue  of  the  books  upon  natural  history  was  published  by  one  Mr.  F.  Brunnich, a  Danish  naturalist,  in  1793. 
1053.  Garidella.  So  named  by  Tournefort,  in  honor  of  Pierre  Garidel,  M.  D.,  physician  at  Aix  in  ''rovence, author  of  Histoire  des  Plantes  qui  naissent  en  Provence,  1719,  with  many  figures.  A  plant  of  little  curiosity 

or  beauty.   Small  inconspicuous  plants  of  the  easiest  management 
1054.  Malpighia.  So  named  by  Plumier  in  honor  of  Marcello  Malpighi,  professor  of  medicine  at  Bologna, 

author  of  Anatome  Plan tarum,  1765  and  1769 ;  a  celebrated  work,  the  best  of  its  time  on  the  structure  of 
vegetables.  The  species  are  handsome  evergreen  trees  and  shrubs,  some  of  them  fruit-bearing  and  others 
climbers.  M.  glabra  is  grown  for  its  fruit  in  the  West  Indies,  and  the  fruit  of  M  urens  is  also  eaten  under 
the  name  of  Barbadoes  cherry,  but  that  of  both  species  is  much  inferior  to  European  cherries.  All  the 
species  have  the  under  sides  of  their  leaves  covered  with  prickly  bristles  which  when  handled  run  into  the 
fingers.    Ripened  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  cover. 

1055.  Banisteria.  So  named  by  Dr.  Houstoun,  in  memory  of  the  Rev.  John  Banister,  a  curious  botan- 
ist, who  lost  his  life  in  search  after  plants  in  Virginia.  The  species  are  chiefly  evergreen  climbers  and 

twiners ;  some  of  them,  as  B.  fulgens  and  cbrysophylla,  have  fine  shewy  foliage  as  well  as  beautiful  flowers. 
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636S  Tufted  creeping,  Leaves  ovate  shining  fleshy  ciliated,  Fedunc.  long  1-fl.  Flowers  cernuous 
6364  Leaves  ovate  acute  fleshy  approximated,  FL  solitary  on  short  stalks,  Sepals  obi.  acute  as  long  as  cor. 
6365  All  over  pubescent,  Leaves  I  'm.  LanceoL  Stems  prostrate  much  branched,  Seeds  very  minute 
0366  Leaves  spreading 

6367  Leaves  cordate  sagittate 

6368  Petals  sessile  spreading,  Stamens  10-12 
6369  Leaves  ovate  entire  smooth,  Peduncles  umbelled 
6370  Leaves  ovate  entire  smooth,  Peduncles  1-flowered 6371  Leaves  entire  oblong  acute  smooth  shining  with  2  glands  beneath  at  the  base 
6372  Leaves  entire  oblong  lanceolate  acute  smooth  with  2  glands  at  a  distance  from  the  base 
6373  Leaves  ovate  nearly  entire  with  hairs  on  both  sides,  FL -stalks  with  a  truncate  gland  at  top 6374  Leaves  ovate  elliptical  acuminate  entire  smooth  with  2  glands  at  base 
6375  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  entire  smooth,  Racemes  axillary,  Fl.  monogynous 
6376  Leaves  elliptical  shining  hairy  beneath,  Fl  axillary  corymbose 

6377  Leaves  obL  ovate  with  decumbent  stiff' bristles,  Peduncles  1-fl.  aggregate 6378  Leaves  lin.  lanceoL  with  decumbent  bristles  on  each  side,  Peduncles  umbelled 
6379  Leaves  obL  obtuse  pubescent,  Racemes  axillary  compound 
6380  Leaves  ovate  entire  obtuse  downy  beneath,  Racemes  terminal 
6381  Leaves  ovate  downy  beneath  acute,  Flowers  yellow  spiked 
6382  Leaves  obovate  wedge-shaped  entire  veinless  shining,  Raceme  terminal 
6383  Leaves  ovate  acute  entire  smooth  on  each  side,  Racemes  terminal  spiked 
6384  Leaves  oval  acuminate  shining,  Racemes  corymbose  terminal 
6385  Leaves  lanceoL  toothed-spiny  hispid  beneath 
6386  Leaves  subovate  toothed-spiny 
6387  Leaves  orbicular  cordate  ciliate  toothletted  smooth.  Petioles  with  2  glands 
6388  Leaves  roundish  ovate  obtuse  smooth,  Racemes  axillary  and  terminal,  Seeds  erect 
6389  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acutisn  towards  the  end  obsoletely  ciliated  beneath  shining  gold-colored 
6390  Leaves  ovate-oblong  rigid,  Racemes  terminal 6391  Leaves  ovate  oblong  entire  beneath  shining,  Panicle  terminal  leafy 
6392  Branches  2-edged,  Leaves  ovate  downy  beneath,  Petioles  with  2  glands 6393  Leaves  subovate  downy  beneath,  Racemes  brachiate,  Peduncles  umbelled 
6394  Leaves  downy  beneath  orbicular  cordate,  Branches  divaricating  roundish,  Petioles  with  2  glands 
6395  Leaves  subovate,  Branches  brachiate,  Seeds  narrower  inwards 

6396  Leaves  simple  obovate  obtuse  pubescent  above  smooth  beneath 

6397  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate  stalked  smooth  on  each  side,  Racemes  fascicled 

PENTAGYNIA. 
6398  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate,  Fruit  oblong  with  obtuse  angles 
£399  Leaflets  ovate  unequal  acuminate,  Fruit  obi.  acute-angled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
All  of  them  root  freely  in  ripened  wood  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.   In  most  respects  they  resemble  the  last 
genus. 1056.  Hireea.  Named  after  John  Nicholas  de  la  Hire,  a  French  physician,  who  died  in  1727;  Plants  with  the- appearance  of  Banisteria. 

1057.  Cnestis.  From  xwS-v,  to  scratch.  The  capsules,  covered  with  hairs,  excite  a  troublesome  itching. Fine  evergreen  stove  shrubs. 
1058.  Averrhoa.  So  named  in  honor  of  Ebn  FJvelid  Elm  Rushad,  commonly  called  Averrhoes,  of  Corduba 

in  Spain,  a  famous  commentator  on  Aristotle  and  Avicenna.  He  also  published  Calliget,  or  the  plants  used 
in  food,  &c.  He  died  at  the  beginning  of  the  thirteenth  century.  The  specific  names  are  vernacular 
appellations.  The  species  are  evergreen  trees,  singular  for  the  fruit  growing  frequently  on  the  trunk 
itself,  below  the  leaves :  the  flowers  grow  in  racemes :  the  fruit  is  a  five-celled  pome.  A.  Bilimbi  is  a 
beautiful  tree  with  a  green  fleshy  oblong  fruit  the  thickness  of  the  finger,  filled  with  a  grateful  acid 
juice;  the  substance  and  seeds  not  unlike  those  of  cucumber.  They  make  a  syrup  of  the  juice,  and 
a  conserve  of  the  flowers,  which  are  esteemed  excellent  in  fevers  and  bilious  disorders.  A.  carambola 
bears  a  fruit  the  size  of  a  hen's  egg,  with  a.  pulpy  subacid  juice,  used  ripe  and  also  pickled  green,  and employed  also  in  dying,  and  other  economical  purposes.  The  petioles  and  branches  of  this  tree  are  said  to 
have  a  peculiar  sensitive  quality,  of  which  an  account  is  given  by  Dr.  Bruce  in  the  Philosophical  Transactions, 
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1059.  SPON'DIAS.  W. 6400M6mbin  W. 
6401  Myrobalanus  W. 
6408dtilcis  W. 

t*1060.  COTYLE'DON.  W. 6403  orbicu  lata  Haw. 
6401  o  vat  a  Haw. 
6405  papillaris  L. 
6406  oblonga  Haw. 6407  curviflora 
6408  ramosissima  'Mill. 6409  fascicularis  W. 

§6410  coccinea  W. 
6411  decussata  Sims. 
6412  hcmispha?'rica  W. 6413  spuria  W. 

§6414  csespitosa  Haw. 
lingutefdrmis  H.  K. §6415  serrata  W. 

§6416  hispanica  W. 6417  Malacophfllum  W. 
§6418  umbilicus  W. 

(3  Mucixdni  Brot 
16419  lutea  n-'. 1*1061.  SE'DUM.  JT. 6420  verticillatum  FP. 

5.  triphyllum  Haw. 6421  maximum  /7aw. 
6422  albicans  Ha  w. 
6423  Telephium  E.  B. 
6424  Telephioides  MicA. 
6425  Anacampseros  W. 6426  divaricatum  W. 
6427  Aizoon  W. 
6428  spurium  W.  en. 
6429  oppositifolium  B.M. 
6430h?bridum  W. 
6431  populifolium  W. 6432  ternatum  PA. 
6433  stellatum  W. 
6434  spathulatum  f  F.  en. 
6«5  Cepaea  fF. 

§6436  spinosum  W.  en. Vi  a. is ul a  spindsa  W. 
6437  dasyphyllum  W. 6438  reflexum  E.  B. 
6439  glaficum  E.  B. 6440  colllnum  JF.  en. 
6441  virescens  FT.  en. 
6442  septangulare  Haw. 6443  virens  W. 
6444  rupestre  fF. 
6445  Forsterianum  //.  A". 6446  caeruleum  Vahl. 
6447  sempervivoides  Bieb. 

Tcrcbintacete.    Sp.  3—7. 
Bpr  10     ...     Y.o    W.  Indies  1817.  C pr  30     ...     Yo    W.  Indies  1739.  C 
□  pr  50      ...     Yo    Society  Is.  179a  C 

SI o.  his.  2.  t.  219 
Mer.  sur.  1 13 Lam.  ill.  t  384 

Navel-wobt. 
round-leaved 
ovate-leaved 
conical 
oblong-leaved curve-flowered  «- 
many-branched  tL cluster-leaved 
scarlet 
cross-leaved 
thick-leaved 
narrow-leaved 
tongue-leaved  j£  lAJ  cu 

cu 

- 1  i  cu .  |  |  cu 

- 1  |  cu 
.  |  |  cu 

Sempervivete. 

notch-leaved 
Spanish annual 
Penny-wort Portuguese 

yellow Stone-crop. 
whorl-leaved 

A  cu CD  pr 
O  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 

2  jl.au 
2  jl.o 
U  au 2  jl.s 

1  jl.s 2  o 

U  au 1  jn.jl 
1  jl.au 1  jn.au 
1  jn.jl 

ijnjl 
i  jn.jl 
i  jn.jl 
i  jn.jl 
ijnjl 

R 
R 
R 
R 
Or 

r"
 

Sc 
Sc 

Y 
Y 
P.r 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Sp.  17—! 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
California 

1789. 1789. 
1822. 1690. 
1818. 
1768. 
1759. 1816. 
1819. 
1731. 
1731. 
1796. 

£  A  or  1 

Sempervivete. 
jLs  Pk 

Siberia  1732.  C 
Spain  1796.  C Davuria  1815.  C 
Britain  sha.roc.  C 
Portugal  1823.  S 
England  moi.ro.  C 

Sp.  41—60. a  Europe  ...  D 
great-purple  £ great-white  j£ 
common  Orpinejg 
Rhodiola-lvd.  £ evergreen  j£ 
spreading  £ 
yellow  j£ 
fringed  £ 
opposite-leaved  f Germander-lvd.j£ 
Poplar-leaved  £ 
Purslane-leaved  j£ starry 

spathulate  j£ 

panicled spiny  j£ 
thick-leaved  £ 
reflex-leaved  £ 
glaucous  t£ hill  a 
greenish-flower.  )£ seven-rowed green  ]£ rock  j£ 
Forster's  jg 
pale-blue  -f Sempervi  v.-like  j£ 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
I  |  or 
A  or A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or O  or 
Q)  or O  or 
_AI  or 
A  pr 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  pr 

A  or A  or 
A  or 

2  jLs 
2  jl.s 2  jl.s 
1  jl.s 

Jjl.au i  jn.jl 
1  jLs 

iiLs i  jLs 
i  my.jl  Pu 1  jl.au  W 

ijLau  W 
i  jn.jl  W 
i  jajl  W 1  jl.au  W 

Spain 

Europe 
Britain 
N.  Araer. 
France Madeira 
Siberia Caucasus 
Caucasus Siberia 
Siberia 
N.  Amer. S.  Europe Hungary 
France 
Siberia 

1794.  D 
1794.  D bor.fi.  D 1810.  D 
1596.  D 
1777.  R 1757.  D 
1816.  D 
...  D 1766.  D 

1780.  D 
1789.  D 
1640.  S 
1815.  S 1640.  S 

1790.  D 

ijn.jl 

1  jn.jl 

ijLau 
1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 

ijn-jl i  jn.jl 
Jjl.au 
i  jl.au ijLau i  jl.au 

6404 

W  England  walls.  D Y  Britain    walls.  D 
Y  England  bar.sa.  D Y    1815.  D 
G.Y    1815.  D 
Y    1795.  D 
Y  Portugal  1774.  D 
Y  England  rocks.  D Y  Wales  w.  roc.  D 
P.b  Africa  1822.  D 
R  Iberia      1823.  D 6407 

Bot.  mag.  321 Bot  mag. 

Bot.  mag.  2044 
Burm.  afr.  1. 18 
Bot  cab.  832 
Bot  mag.  2518 
Plant,  grass.  87 
Com.  rar.  t.  23 

Di.eLt95.f.ll2 
Plant,  grass.  122 
P.it.3.ap.tG.f.l 
Eng.  bot.  325 

Eng.  bot  1522 
Am.  ac.2.t4.£14 

Eng.  bot  1319 
Bot  mag.  118 
Plant,  grass.  101 
Bot  mag.  2370 Bot.  mag.  1807 
Mur.  c.  go.  6. 1 5 Bot.  mag.  211 
Bot.  reg.  142 Cam.  ho.  7.  ic.  2 
PL  ra.  h.2.tl04 
Gm.  sib.  1 67.  f.2 

Eng.  bot.  656 
Eng.  bot  695 Eng.  bot.  2477 Plant  grass.  115 

Eng.  bot.  170 
Eng.  bot  1802 Bot.  reg.  520 
Bot.  mag.  2474 6410 

Y  64K History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

6419 

Both  species  form  handsome  plants  in  our  stoves ;  they  grow  freely,  and  ripened  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand 
under  a  hand  glass. 

1059.  Spondias.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  plum.  The  plants  of  this  genus  bear  fruit  like  plums, 
which  are  also  called  hog  plums  in  the  West  Indies.  These  are  deciduous  fruit-bearing  trees,  natives  or  culti- 

vated in  both  Indies.  S.  Mombin  (the  South  American  name)  flowers  from  the  sides  of  the  branches,  and 
is  known  by  its  oblong  or  ovate  fruit  like  a  plum,  having  a  luscious  thin  pulp  covering  a  large  fibrous  stone. The  skin  is  yellow,  purple,  or  variegated ;  the  pulp  is  yellow  and  thin,  havmg  a  singular  but  not  unpleasant 
taste,  and  a  sweet  smell.  The  seed  scarcely  ever  ripens,  but  it  is  so  easily  increased  by  cuttings,  that  if  a 
branch  laden  with  young  fruit  be  set  in  the  ground,  it  will  grow,  and  the  fruit  will  soon  come  to  maturity.  In 
St  Domingo  they  make  hedges  of  the  boughs,  which  flower  and  bear  fruit  in  a  few  months.  It  is  also 
cultivated  for  the  sake  of  the  fruit,  though  it  is  not  in  much  esteem  in  Jamaica. 

The  flowers  of  S.  Myrobalanus  (the  Myrobalanus  of  Dioscorides  was  an  Egyptian  or  Arabian  tree,  which 
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6400  Common  petiole  compressed 
6401  Common  petiole  round,  Leaves  shining  acuminate 
6402  Common  petiole  round  with  6  pairs  of  leaflets  which  are  serrated  and  ribbed 

6403  Leaves  orbicular  spatulate  powdery  obtuse  with  a  point,  Fl.  panicled,  Stem  erect  branched 
6404  Leaves  ovate  spatulate  obtuse  powdery  with  a  point  edged  with  red,  Fl.  panicled,  Stem  erect  branched 
6405  Leaves  opp.  rounded  ovate,  Flowers  corymbose 
6406  Leaves  obi.  spatulate  obtuse  smooth  with  a  point,  FL  panicled,  Stem  erect  branched 
6407  Leaves  semicylindrical  scattered,  FL  panicled  nodding,  Tube  curved 
6408  Leaves  ovate  spatulate  obtuse  with  a  point  powdery,  FL  panicled,  Stem  much  branched  divaricating 
6409  Leaves  wedge-shaped  fascicled.  Stem  thickened,  Branches  fleshy  conical 
6410  Leaves  obovate  acute  fleshy,  Spike  leafy  terminal 
6411  Leaves  crossing  rounded  mucronate  glaucous,  Fl.  panicled  pendulous 
6412  Leaves  half  orbicular  scurfy  dotted  flat  above,  FL  few  small  sessile 
6413  Leaves  spatulate  obtuse  naked  with  a  point 
6414  Leaves  glaucous  narrow  tongue-shaped  at  the  end  obcuneate  mucronate,  Fl.  cymose,  Stem  leafy 
6415  Leaves  oval  crenate,  Stem  spiked 
6416  Leaves  oblong  nearly  round.  Flowers  fascicled 
6417  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  fleshy,  Spike  cylindrical  terminal  leafless 
6418  Leaves  peltate  crenate,  Stem  nearly  simple,  Fl.  pendulous,  Bractes  entire 
6419  Leaves  peltate  crenate,  Stem  nearly  simple,  Flowers  erect,  Bractes  toothed 

6420  Leaves  whorled  4 
6421  Leaves  amplexicaul.  cordate  ovate  obtuse  unequally  and  deeply  serrated 
6422  Leaves  amplexicaul.  cordate  oblong  obtusely  serrated  whitish 
6423  Leaves  flatfish  serrated,  Corymb  leafy,  Stem  erect 
6424  Leaves  flat  ovate  acute  at  each  end  toothed,  Flowers  in  corymbose  fascicles 
6425  Leaves  wedge-shaped  narrowed  at  the  base  subsessile,  Stems  decumbent,  Fl.  corymbose 
6426  Leaves  wedge-shaped  rhomboid  emarginate  stalked,  Stems  branched,  Pan.  term,  divaricating 
6427  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  flat,  Stem  erect,  Cyme  sessile  terminal 
6428  Leaves  roundish  obovate  flat  crenated  at  end  with  a  cartilaginous  muricated  edge 
6429  Leaves  flat  opposite  spatulate  toothed 
6430  Leaves  wedge-shaped  concave  somewhat  toothed  aggregate,  Branches  creeping,  Cyme  terminal 
6431  Leaves  flat  cordate  toothed  stalked,  Corymbs  terminal 
6432  Leaves  whorled  obovate  entire  smooth,  Cyme  in  three  divisions 
6433  Leaves  flattish  angular,  Fl.  lateral  subsessile  solitary 
6434  Stems  branched,  Leaves  entire :  lower  spatulate,  Stigmas  acute 
6435  Leaves  flat  lanceolate,  Stem  branched,  Flowers  panicled,  Petals  acute  awned 
6436  Radical  leaves  obovate  with  a  long  mucronate  point,  Stem  simple,  Spike  term,  long 
6437  Leaves  opposite  ovate  obtuse  fleshy,  Stem  weak,  Fl.  scattered 
6438  Leaves  subulate  scattered  separate  at  base :  the  lower  recurved 
6439  Leaves  glaucous  subulate  scattered  separate  at  base,  Fl.  cymose,  Cal.  lanceolate 
6440  Lvs.  rounded  subulate  acute:  those  of  the  barren  branches  glaucous  spreading,  Branches  of  cyme  recurved 
6441  Lvs.  rounded  subulate  acute :  those  of  the  barren  branches  glaucous  spreading,  Branches  of  cyme  compact 
6442  Leaves  subulate  in  7  rows  glaucous  very  close  distinct  at  base  [erect 
6443  Leaves  subulate  scattered  separate  at  base,  Fl.  in  cymes,  Petals  half  as  long  as  lanceolate  calyx 
6444  Leaves  subulate  scattered  separate  at  base  glaucous,  Fl.  in  cymes,  Petals  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
6445  Leaves  subulate  spreading  in  many  rows  close,  Cal.  short  obtuse 6446  Leaves  oblong  alternate  obtuse  separate  at  base,  Cyme  bifid  smooth 
6447  Leaves  flat  spatulate  ovate  acute  entire  pubescent,  Corymb  hemispherical 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bore  a  perfumed  fleshy  fruit  Jacquin  applied  the  name  to  this  South  American  plant,  which  is  nearly  similar 
in  properties)  come  out  before  the  leaves  make  their  appearance,  and  are  succeeded  by  yellow  plums  the  size  of 
a  pigeon's  egg,  which  are  eaten  by  children,  and  considered  excellent  food  for  hogs.  It  grows  by  large  cuttings as  freely  as  the  other.  S.  dulcis  is  a  handsome  tree ;  the  pulp  of  the  fruit  is  firmer  than  that  of  the  others, 
and  tastes  like  a  Reinette  apple.  It  is  cultivated  in  the  Society  and  Friendly  islands,  especially  in  Otaheite ; 
the  fruit  is  of  a  gold  color,  hangs  in  little  nodding  bunches,  and  is  esteemed  both  tasteful  and  wholesome : 
its  flavor  resembles  that  of  the  pine-apple. 

1060.  Cotyledon.  From  *eruX«j,  a  vessel  or  cup.  Many  of  the  species  of  this  genus  have  cup-shaped  leaves. 
The  species  are  succulents  of  little  beauty,  and  of  the  easiest  culture  in  light  earth  and  lime  rubbish,  or  in sand  and  loam. 

1061.  Sedum.  From  sedere,  to  sit :  these  plants  growing  upon  the  bare  rock,  look  as  if  sitting  upon  it.  The 
species  are  low  succulents,  some  of  them  pretty,  others  curious ;  but  none  of  them  remarkable  in  any  way. 
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6448  altfssimum  P.  S.  tall 
Sempervivum  sediforme  W. 

6449  quadrffidum  W.  four-cleft 6450  hispanicum  W.  Spanish 6451  album  W.  white 
6452  acre  IV.  biting 6453  sexangulare  W.  insipid 
6454anglicum  W.  English 6455  annuum  W.  annual 
6456  villusum  W,  hairy 
6457  monregalense  P.  S.  clammy 
6458  atratum  )('.  dark-annual 6459  nudum  W.  naked-branch. 

±  A  or        jl.au     F.T    S.  Europe  1769.  D  1.1    Jac.  vind.  1. 181 

A  or 
A  °r A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
O  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
O  pr 

«.l_Jpr 

6464  perennans  Haw. 
6465  Dillenii  Jacq. 

{2  florid  a  Salisb. 6466  stricta  L. 
6467  corniculata  L. 
6468  microphylla  Poir. rObens  Haw. 
6469  repens  Thunb. 6470  rosea  Jacq. 
6471  lateriflora  Jacq. 

6472  macrostylis  Jacq. 
6473  tubiflora  Jacq. 
6474  secunda  Jacq. 
6475  hirta  L. 
6476  multi flora  Jacq. 
6477  rubella  Jacq. 
6478  rosacea  Jacq. 

6479  reptatrix  Jacq. 
6480  incarnata  L. 
6481  sericea  L. 
6482  violacea  L. 
6483  caprina  L. 5484  cernua  Thunb. 
6485  eompressa  Jacq. 
6486  dentata  Jacq. 
6487  livida  Jacq. 
6488  lobata  Sims. 

perennial annual 
free-flowering 
upright 
procumbent red-flowered 

tf  lAlor 
O  pr 

O  pr 
tf  A  pr 
tf  A  pr 

Opr creeping-stalk,  tf  lAJ  pr 
rosy  tf  ■  Al  pr lateral  tf  lAJpr 

long-styled  tf  i£J  or tube-flowered  tf  lAJ  or 
side-flowering  tf  lAJ  or 
hairy-stalked  tf  lAJ  or 
many-flowered  tf  lAJ  or 
branching-red  tf  i  Al  or 
rose-colored  tf  i  Al  pr 

creeping-rooted  tf  i  Al  pr 
flesh-colored  tf  i  Al  pr silky 

violet-colored 
Goat's-foot drooping 
compressed toothed 
livid 
lobed 

tf  lAJor 
tf  A  or tf  iAI  or 
tf  lAJor 
tf  iA)  or tf  lAlor 
tf  lAJor tf  lAJpr 

t't* 

Jjnjl 
Jjnjl 
i  jl.au 1  au 
J  jnjl 
Jjn.jl 
J  au 
f  jl.au 

Y 
P.? W 
Y 
Y 
W 
W 
Pk 

W 
Pu 
W 

X.  Asia    1800.  I)  s.l 
Spain       1732.  D  8.1 England  rocks.  D  8.1 Britain    walls.  D  8.1 
England  walls.  D  s.l Britain    rocks.  D  s.l 
N.Europe  1739.  S  s.l 
Britain    m.al.p.  D  s.l 
S.  Europe  1816.  D  s.l 
Italy        1795.  S  s.l Madeira  1777.  R  s  i 

Pa.itaa.tP.f.1 
Jac  au.  5.  t.  a. 47 
Eng.  hot.  1578 
Eng.  bot  839 
Eng.  bot  1946 
Eng.  bot  171 
Eng.  bot  394 Bot  cab.  464 
Jac.  aus.  1. 1.8 

1062.  PENTHCRUM.  W.  Penthorum. 
6460  sedoides  W.  American        j£  A  cu 

1063.  GRIE'LUM.  W.  Grielum. 6461  tenuifolium  W.      slender-leaved  tf  .Aiun 
1064.  BICPHYTUM.  D.  C.  Biophytum. 
6462  sensitivum  D.  C.     sensitive  O  pr 

Oxalis  sensitioa  L. 
tl065.  OX'ALIS.  W.  Oxalis. 

6463  Plumieri  Jacq.       Plumier's        a.  □  or 

Semperviveee.   Sp.  1. 
1  jLau     G.y   Virginia  1768.  D  s.1 

Rosacea: 
2  ap.my  Y Sp.  1. C.G. 

Oxalidece.  Sp.  1—2. 
i  j  1.  s      Y  China 

Lam.  ill.  t  390 

H.  1790.  R  p.1  Sw.ger.2.t  171 

1823.  S  s.l    Jac.  ox.  t.  78.  f.  4 

Oxalidece.    Sp.  72—154. 
2  ja.d      Y       S.  Amer.  1823.  C  p.l  Bot  reg.  810 
2  my.s  Y 
2  my.au  Y 
2  my.au  Y 
lJjn.o  Y 

J  my.o  1 1  mr.ap 

|  o.n 

1  o.n 

I  o.n f  o.n i  t'.mr 

I  s.n 
i  s.n 
i  n.d 
i  ap  jn 

i  tip.  ray 
i  my.jn 
i  mr.jn 

4  f.my 

i  ja.d 
i  n.d i  o.n 

i  o.n 

N.  S.  W.  ... America  1798. 
America  1798. 
N.  Amer.  1638. 

s.p 

s.p  DU1.  eltt221 

s.p 

s.  p  Jac.  ox.  1 4 
Y N.S.  W. 
Y C.  G.  H. 1793. R Chili 

182& Pu 
C.G.H. 1824. 

Pu C.  G.  H. 
179a 

Pk C.  G.  H. 1790. 
Li C.  G.  H. 1790. 
Li C.  G.  H. 1787. Li 

C.  G.  H. 1789. 
Pk C.  G.  H. 1791. Pk C.G.  H. 

1793. 
F C.  G.  H. 1795. F C.G.H. 1739. 
Y C.  G.  H. 1794. L.Pu  N.  Amer.  1772. 
F C.  G  H. 

1757. 
Y C.  G.  H. 1757. 
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6450'  2T  6460 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
They  seem  destined  by  nature  to  clothe  rocks  and  dry  arid  places,  after  a  certain  portion  of  vegetable  soil  has 
been  generated  by  lichens  and  mosses. 

Orpine  is  the  French  name  of  two  or  three  species.  S.  album  is  said  to  have  the  same  virtues  as  used  to  be 
attributed  to  the  houseleek,  Sempervivum  tectorum :  it  is  pickled  by  some  in  the  manner  of  samphire. 
S.  acre  is  considered  antiscorbutic ;  its  juice  applied  to  the  skin  blisters  it,  taken  inwardly  it  vomits,  and  applied 
externally  to  gangrenes  promotes  suppuration. 

1062.  Penthorutn.  From  xura.,  five,  in  allusion  to  the  five-marked  angles  of  the  capsules.  Succulent  North 
American  plants  of  no  beauty  whatever. 

106a  Grielum.  A  small  uninteresting  Cape  plant,  with  yellow  flowers  and  hoary  leaves  like  southernwood. 
Derived  from  ye-oas,  old,  in  allusion  to  its  hoary  aspect. 1061  Biophytum.  Bin  tpvroii,  plant  of  life,  in  allusion  to  the  lively  irritable  nature  of  the  foliage.  This 
genus,  the  Oxalis  sensitiva  of  Jacquin,  has  been  lately  divided  by  M.  De  Candolle  from  Oxalis,  chiefly  on 
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6148  Petals  8,  Leaves  scattered :  the  lower  rounded ;  upper  depressed 
6449  Leaves  scattered  rounded  obtuse,  Stem  simple,  Fl.  in  umbels,  with  4  petals 
6450  Leaves  linear  rounded  depressed  scattered,  Cyme  open,  Petals  4 
6451  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  roundish  sessile  spreading,  Cyme  branched 
6452  Leaves  subovate  adnate-sessile  gibbous  nearly  erect  alternate,  Cyme  trifid 
6453  Leaves  subovate  adnate-sessile  gibbous  nearly  erect  imbricated  six  ways 6454  Leaves  subovate  adnate-sessile  gibbous  alternate,  Cyme  branched  bifid 
6455  Stem  erect  solitary  annual,  Leaves  ovate  sessile  gibbous  alternate,  Cyme  recurved 
6456  Leaves  oblong  flattish  above  and  peduncles  axillary  about  1-fl.  pubescent,  Petals  ovate  obtuse 6457  Leaves  whorled  linear,  Stem  procumbent  panicled,  Peduncles  villous  viscid 
6458  Stem  erect,  Flowers  corymbose  fastigiate 
6459  Leaves  scattered  oblong-cylindrical  obtuse,  Stems  shrubby  much  branched,  Cymes  terminal 

6460  The  only  species 

6461  Peduncles  simple  1-fl.  Leaves  tripartite  multifid  linear  downy 

6462  Peduncles  many-fl.  at  end 
$  1.  Peduncles  many-flowered,  Stems  suffruticose,  Cells  of  ovary  usually  1  seeded. 

6463  Stem  erect  leafy,  Umbel  4-ft.  the  length  of  leaves,  Leaflets  entire  ovate  obtuse 
%  2.  Caulescent,  Leaves  palmate  3-foliate,  Leaflets  all  sessile,  obcordate. 6464  Pedunc.  2-3-fl.  somewhat  longer  than  leaf-st.  Lvs.  2-lobed  obcord.  ciliated,  Styles  a  little  longer  than  inner 

6465  Stem  hairy,  Umb.  5-6-fl.  longer  than  leaves,  Lvs.  obcordate,  Styles  longer  than  both  stamens  [stamens 
fi  Stem  decumbent,  Peduncles  2  or  3-flowered 

6466  Stem  erect,  Umbels  2-6-fl.  about  as  long  as  leaves,  Leafl.  obcord.  Styles  the  length  of  inner  stamens 
■  6467  Stem  rooting.  Peduncles 'shorter  than  leafst.  Leafl.  obcordate,  Styles  the  length  of  inner  stamens 6468  Smooth ish ,  Pedunc.  2-fl.  longer  than  leafst  Leafl.  2-lobed,  Styles  the  length  of  inner  stamens 
6469  Stem  rooting,  Pedunc.  2-fl.  the  length  of  leafst  Leaflets  obcordate,  Styles  middling 
6470  Stem  erect,  Pedunc.  axill.  four  times  as  long  as  leaf  at  the  end  corymbose  racemose,  Leafl.  obcordate 
6471  Stem  naked  at  base,  Pedunc.  lateral  umbel!  at  end,  Leafl.  cun.  emarg.  Styles  shorter  than  outer  stamens 

§  3.  Caulescent,  Leaves  sessile,  3-leaved,  villous,  not  glandular,  Pedunc.  axillary,  1-flowered. 
6472  Stem  branch.  Ped.  much  long,  than  lvs.  Bractes  next  cal.  Leafl.  fin.  emarg.  Styles  long,  than  inner  stam. 
6473  Ped.  4  times  as  long  as  lvs.  Bractes  appressed  to  cal.  Leafl.  lin.  cun.  obt.  Styles  shorter  than  outer  stamens 
6474  Stem  declined,  Branches  1-sided,  Leafl.  lin.-cuneiform,  Peduncles  scarcely  longer  than  leaves 
6475  Leafl.  lin.  cun.  ret  Ped.  much  long,  than  lvs.  Bractes  remote  from  cal.  Stam.  with  neither  teeth  nor  glands 
6476  Stem  much  branched,  Leafl.  lin.  cuneate  obt  Pedunc.  much  shorter  than  lvs.  Bractes  remote  from  cal. 
6477  Leafl.  lin.  cuneate,  Pedunc.  much  longer  than  leaves,  Bractes  remote  from  cal.  Styles  intermediate 
6478  Leafl.  obL  cuneiform,  Pedunc.  much  longer  than  leaves,  Bractes  remote  from  caL  Styles  intermediate 

4  4.  Caulescent,  sparingly  leafy,  Leaves  stalked,  3SJeaved,  Pedunc.  axill.  1-flowered. 6479  Stem  short,  Leaves  on  long  stalks,  Leafl.  3  ovate-rounded,  Styles  very  short 
6480  Stem  branched,  Leaves  stalked  in  fascicled  whorls  with  3  obcordate  leaflets,  Styles  very  long 

^  5.  Stemless,  Pedunc.  1-2  or  many-flowered,  Leaves  radical,  many-leaved,  usually  3-leaved. 6481  Leafl.  3  obcordate  silky,  Umbel  longer  than  leaves,  Fl.  nodding,  Styles  intermediate 
6482  Leafl.  3  obcordate  smooth,  Umb.  3-9.  fl.  Styles  very  short,  FL  nodding 
6483  Leafl.  3  obcordate  2-lobed  smooth,  Umb.  2-4-fl.  Flowers  erect,  Styles  very  short 
6484  Leafl.  3  obcordate  2-lobed  smooth  subciliated,  Umb.  many-fl.  FL  drooping,  Styles  very  short 
6485  Petiole  flattish,  Leafl.  3  obcordate  pubescent,  Umb.  2-fl.  Sepals  entire,  Styles  very  long 
6486  Leafl.  3  obcordate  smooth  subciliate,  Umb.  2-5-fl.  Sepals  3-toothed  at  end,  Styles  very  long 
6487  Leafl.  3  obcordate  2- parted  beneath  violet,  Umbel  2-fl.  Styles  middling 
6488  Smooth,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf;  Leaflets  obcordate,  Root  tuberous 
6465  CVh      fl     A  Ai  0k  6483  ^     ̂   6477 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
account  of  its  irritable  pinnated  foliage,  and  its  stamens  being  distinct  and  five  of  them  only  being  perfect  It 
is  a  very  pretty  annual,  and  if  well  managed  so  as  to  acquire,  as  in  China,  a  stem  six  or  nine  inches  high,  is 
quite  a  remarkable  object    Cultivated  in  common  earth,  and  propagated  by  seeds,  which  it  produces  in abundance. 

1065.  Oxalis.  The  Oxalis  of  the  ancients,  which  was  named  from  «£vt,  sharp,  or  sour,  was  a  very  different 
plant  from  this,  which  is  thought  to  have  been  the  Oxys  of  Pliny.  The  name  employed  by  Linnaeus  has, 
however,  been  adopted  by  his  followers,  although  Clusius,  Ray,  Plumier,  Tournefort,  Haller,  and  others, called  the  genus  Oxys. 

This  is  a  tribe  of  prettjf  little  plants,  of  which  most  of  the  species  flower  freely,  but  all  of  them  are  without 
their  leaves  half  the  year.  The  root  is  commonly  bulbous;  in  some  species  only  thick  and  fleshy;  in  a  few 
branched :  the  bulbs  consist  of  fleshy  scales,  sometimes  closely  imbricate,  sometimes  loose  and  diverging.  In 
a  few  the  subterraneous  stipe  and  the  terminating  fibre  of  the  bulb  produce  little  dog-toothed  bulbs,  in  such 

Cc 
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6489  monophylla  L. 
6490  ros  t ra t a  Jacq 

6491  cri  spa  Jacq. 
6492  leporina  Jacq. 
6493  asinina  Jacq. 
6494  lanceasfolia  Jacq 
6495  fabaefolia  Jacq. 

6496  laburni  folia  Jacq. 
6497  sanguinea  Jacq. 
6498  tricolor  Jacj. 
6499  ciliar is  Jacq. 
6500  arcuata  Jacq. 
6501  flaccida  <7oc?. 
6502  ambigua  Jacq. 
6503  undulate  Jacq. 
6504  fuscata  Jac?. 
6505  sulph  urea  Jacq. 
6506  speciosa  W. 
6507  variabilis  Jacq. 

/3  grand/ flora  Jacq. 
y  Simsii  D.  C. 6508  purpurea  W. 

6509  convexula  Jacq. 
6510  marginata  J<rc</. 
6511  pulchella  Jacq. 
6512  obt usa  Jacq. 
6513  lanata  L. 
6514  acetosella  L. 
6515  americana  Dec. 
6516  tenella  Jacq. 
6517  natans  L. 6518  filicaolis  Joe?. 
6519  bifida  Thunb. 
6520  cuneifolia  Joe?. 
6521  linearis  Jbcg. 
6522  reclinate  Joe?. 

6523  glabra  Thunb. 6524  versicolor  L. 
6525  elongate  Jacq. 
6526  tenuifolia  Joe?. 
6527  polyphylla  Jacq. 6528  fili  folia  Jacq. 
6529  pentaphylla  S»«s. 

6530  lupinifSlia  Jacq. 
6531  flava  L. 
6532  pectinate  Jacq. 
6533  flabellifolia  Jac q. 
6534  tomentosa  X. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
abundance  as  to  fill  the  whole  pot  to  the  very  bottom,  as  in  purpurea,  cernua,  reptetrix.  Sometimes  the  bulb 
strikes  very  deep,  as  in  tomentosa ;  the  original  bulb  near  the  surface  striking  a  radical  fibre  downright  from 
its  base,  which  puts  out  from  its  side  a  new  bulb,  producing  the  next  year's  plant,  whiist  the  former  perishes. Sometimes  fusiform,  thick  and  long  fibres  spring  in  a  monstrous  form  from  the  bulbs,  as  in  glandulosa  and 
some  others.  Some  of  the  species  have  a  proper  stem  {Caulis),  when  it  bears  all  the  leaves  and  peduncles 
alternately,  and  not  in  a  terminating  umbel :  this  is  either  branched  or  quite  simple,  and  that  for  the  most 
part  inconstantly.  Others  have  a  stipe ;  the  leaves  and  flowers  being  aggregate  together  at  the  end  of  the 
stalk ;  this  bears  none  or  very  few  leaves  along  it,  seldom  many.  In  some  species  the  stipe  is  always  subter- 

raneous, as  in  breviscapa,  purpurea,  &c. ;  in  others  it  is  always  above  ground,  as  in  gracilis,  versicolor,  tenuifolia. 
Stipes  are  commonly  quite  simple ;  some,  however,  are  branched,  the  branches  terminating  in  umbels,  as  in 
incarnate  and  polyphylla.  Hence  the  division  of  the  species  into  caulescent  and  stipitete.  The  leaves  are  not, 
perhaps,  truly  sessile  in  any  of  the  species ;  they  are  subsessile  in  a  few,  but  in  most  are  petioled.  They  are 
simple  in  three  species,  binate  in  four,  digitate  in  six,  in  the  rest  ternate :  almost  all  of  them  have  an  acid 
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5  6.  Stemless,  Leaves  simple. 
6489  Leaves  ellipt  obtuse,  Scape  1-fl.  Filam.  smooth,  Styles  middling  covered  with  glandular  hairi 6490  Leaves  obovatc  retuse,  Scape       Styles  very  short,  Filaments  glandular 

t)  7.  Stemless,  Leaves  2  or  3-leaved,  Stalks  winged. 
6491  Leafl.  2  roundish  obovate  emarginate  wavy  at  edge,  Styles  very  long  and  filaments  glandular 
6492  Leafl.  2  ellipt.  emarg.  with  a  cartilaginous  toot  hlettod  edge,  Filam.  glandular 
6193  Leafl.  2  lanceolate  with  a  cartilaginous  toothletted  edge,  Filam.  glandular 
6494  Leafl.  2-3  with  a  cartilaginous  scabrous  edge,  Filam.  smooth 
6495  Leafl.  3  obovate  emarg.  mucronate,  Styles  and  filaments  glandular 

$  8.  Stemless,  Leases  stalked,  SJeaved,  Stalks  not  winged. 6196  Pubescent,  Lateral  leaflets  obliquely  oblong :  middle  lanceolate,  Scapes  higher  than  petiole* 
6497  Pubescent,  Leafl.  obi.  obt :  middle  cuneate  at  base,  Scapes  length  of  petiole 
6498  Pubesoent,  Leafl.  obi.  obt :  middle  subcuneate,  Scapes  longer  than  petiole 
6499  Pubesc.  Leafl.  obL  obt  subemarg.  Pedunc.  longer  than  petiole  with  2  bractes  immediately  below  the  cal. 
6500  Pubescent,  Leafl.  obi.  emarg.  Pedunc.  length  of  petiole  with  2  bractes  immediately  below  the  caL 
6501  Pubescent,  Leafl.  obi.  ret  use  :  middle  cuneate,  Peduncles  twice  as  long  as  leaves  with  2  bractes  in  middle 
6502  Subhirsute,  Leafl.  obov.  obi.  obt  Pedunc.  equal  to  petiole  with  2  bractes  in  their  middle,  Styles  glandular 
6503  Subhirsute,  Leafl.  obov.  obL  obt  Ped.  longer  than  petioles  with  2  bractes  below  their  middle,  Styles  hairy 
6504  Pubesc.  Leafl.  obt  lateral  ovate :  midd.  cuneate,  Pedunc.  twice  as  long  as  petiole  with  2  bractes  in  midd. 
6505  Pubesc.  Leafl.  roundish,  Pedunc.  as  long  as  pet  with  2  bractes  at  base,  Calyx  with  clavate  hairs  at  edges 
6506  Pub.  Leafl.  roundish,  Fed.  as  long  as  pet  with  2  bractes  below  mid.  Cal.  with  simple  and  glan.  hairs  mixed 
6507  Pub.  Leafl.  round. :  mid.  cun.  at  base,  Ped.  as  long  as  lvs.  or  long,  with  2  bractes  below  mid.  Styles  very  short 

(3  Flowers  large,  Leaves  red  beneath 
y  Flowers  large,  Leaves  green  on  both  sides 

6508  Pubesc.  Leafl.  roundish,  Scapes  longer  than  leaf  with  2  bractes  below  the  middle 
6509  Smooth,  Leafl.  roundish  dotted,  Stipules  dilated  acuminate,  Bractes  alternate 
6510  Pub.  Leafl.  obcor.  roundish , .Scapes  nearly  twice  as  short  as  pet  with  2  bractes  in  mid.  Styles  intermediate 
6511  Pub.  Leafl.  obcor.  roundish,"  Scapes  thrice  as  short  as  petiole  with  2  bractes  in  midd.  Styles  very  long 6512  Densely  pubesc.  Leafl.  obcordate,  Scape  longer  than  leaves  with  2  bractes  above  middle,  Cal.  obtuse 
6513  Woolly,  Leafl.  obcordate,  Cai.  acute 
6514  Root  toothed  creeping,  Leafl.  obcord.  downy,  Scape  longer  than  leaves,  Petals  oval  obtuse 
6515  Root  toothed  creeping,  Leafl.  obcord.  downy,  Scape  longer  than  leaves,  Pet  obL  unequally  emarginate 
6516  Smoothish,  Leaflets  obcordate,  Scape  longer  than  the  leaves.  Styles  very  short 
6517  Leaflets  obcordate  smooth,  Pedunc.  the  length  of  leaves,  Styles  very  short 
6518  Leafl.  obcord.  2-lobed,  smooth,  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaf,  Styles  intermediate 
6519  Leafl.  obcord.  2-lobed  smooth,  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaf,  Styles  very  long 
6520  Leafl.  cuneate  emarg.  hairy,  Pedunc.  the  length  of  petiole,  Styles  very  short,  Filam.  glandular 
6521  Leafl.  lin.  emarg.  downy,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  petiole  with  2  bractes  at  summit,  Styles  very  long 
6522  Leaflets  linear  subcuneate  emarginate,  Pedunc.  as  long  as  petiole,  Style  intermediate 

$  9.  Leaves  3  or  5-1  caved,  glandular  at  end. 6523  Leaflets  3  linear  cuneiform  emarginate  ciliated  with  many  glands  beneath 
6524  Leaflets  3  linear  emarginate  with  2  glands  beneath,  Styles  and  filaments  glandular 
6525  Leaflets  3  linear  emarginate  with  2  calli  at  end,  Styles  very  short 
6526  Leaflets  3  linear  emarginate  with  many  glands  beneath,  Styles  very  short,  Inner  filaments  glandular 
6527  Leaflets  3  linear  emarginate  with  2  glands  beneath,  Styles  intermediate  and  filaments  glandular 
6528  Leaflets  3  linear  entire  at  end  and  glandular,  Styles  very  long  and  inner  filaments  glandular 
6529  Leaflets  5  linear  at  the  end  nearly  entire  with  2  callous  glands,  Styles  intermediate 

J  10.  Leaves  palmate  or  peltate,  many-leaved,  not  glandular  at  end. 
6530  Leaflets  7  lanceolate  acutish  smooth  spotted  at  base,  Petioles  compressed,  Styles  very  short 
6531  Leaflets  6-7  smooth  linear  channelled  acute,  Styles  very  short,  Filam.  glandular 
6532  Leaflets  7  smooth  lin.  lane,  obtuse,  Cal.  appressed,  Styles  very  long  and  filaments  glandular 
6533  Leaflets  7-9  smooth  lin.  emarg.  Cal  re  flexed  at  end,  Styles  intermediate 
6534  Leaflets  9-19  all  over  downy  lanceolate  cuneate  emarginate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
taste ;  whence  their  names  of  Oxalis  or  Oxys,  wood  Sorrel,  &c  The  partial  stem  bearing  the  flower  is  a 
peduncle  in  the  caulescent,  a  scape  in  the  stipitate  species. 
Many  of  the  species  ripen  seeds,  from  which,  or  from  offsets,  they  are  readily  propagated,  and  grown  in  light 

sandy  soil ;  care  being  taken  to  give  the  pots  little  or  no  water  when  the  plants  are  in  a  dormant  state.  An 
excellent  work  has  been  written  on  the  genus  by  Jacquin,  in  which  ninety-six  species  are  described.  All  that 
were  known  in  Europe  at  that  time,  were  cultivated  in  the  Imperial  gardens  of  Schdnbrunn  with  great  success, 
under  the  immediate  inspection  of  Jacquin,  by  whom  the  following  directions  are  given  for  their  manage, 
ment.  They  are  best  kept  in  pots  which  will  hold  a  good  many  roots.  The  earth  should  be  so  light  and  sandy  as 
never  to  become  hard,  but  always  to  be  soft  enough  not  to  resist  the  point  of  the  finger  when  pressed  upon  it  j 
when  the  flowering  time  is  passed,  the  pots  should  be  placed  aside,  where  they  require  neither  care  nor  water ;  but 
are  well  protected  from  mice.  In  the.  beginning  of  August  they  should  be  placed  in  the  open  air  and  moderately watered.  About  the  end  of  that  month,  or  a  little  later,  the  leaves  should  appear.  About  the  middle  of 
September,  earlier  or  later,  according  to  the  weather,  they  should  be  placed  in  a  very  sunny,  airy  greenhouse. 
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tl06&  AGROSTEM'MA.  JV.  Rosb-Campiow, Corn-cockle  O 
Italian  O 
common  £  A  °r 
white-flowered  ]f  A  or 
double-flowered  £  A  or innbelled 
smooth-leaved 

Lychnis. 
scarlet 
white-flowered  _ 
double-flowered  ^  A  or 
Bagged-Robin  A 

£  A  or 
o 

A  or A  or 

6535  Githago  W. 
/3  niaeen'sis  W. 6536  coronaria  W. 
S  alba 
y  plena 6537  Flos-jovis 6538  Casli-rosa 

1067.  LYCH'NIS.  W. 6539  chalcedonica  W. 
[3  alba 
y  plena 6540  Floscficuli  W. 

6541  coronata  W. 
6542fulgens  Fisch. 6543viscaria  W. 

8  plena 6544alplna  W. 654518^1*  W. 
6546diuma  With. 

sijlvestris  W.  en. 
6547  vespertina  With, dioica  W.  en. 

1068.  CERASTIUM.  W. 
6548  perfoliatum  W. 6549vulgatum  W. 6550  viscosum  W. 
6551  diffusum  P.  S. 
6552  brachypetalum  .P.  S.  small-flowered  £  A  w 

Caryophyllete. 
3  jn.jf  Pu 3  jnjl  W 3  jn.s 
3  jn.s 

lijn.s 
U  jl 1  jLai 

R 
W 
R 
R 
F 

^  CaryophyllecE, 
2  jnjl  W 

co    Eng.  bot.  741 
Bot  mag.  24 Sp.*. 

Britain    cor.  fi.  S 
Italy       1794,  S 
Italy       1596.  S   S 

  C  r.m 
Germany  1726.  S  co    Bot  mag.  398 Levant    1713.  D 

Sp.  9— 12. 
Russia      1596.  D 

Chinese 
splendid viscid 
double 
Alpine 
small red-flowered 

i  Al  or 

^  A  or £  A  or 

£  A  or 
O  or k  A  or 

2  jnjl 

ljjn.s U  jn.s 

lijn, 

jl 

B 
Pk 
R 
Sc 

Russia Russia 

1  my.jn  Pk 

1  ap.mv  Pk 
ijl  F 2  jn.jl  Pu 

co  uot.  mag.  ays 
B.l  Bot.  mag.  295 

p.l  Bot  mag.  257 

p.l 

Pi 

co  Eng.  bot  573 
p.l  Bot  mag.  223 
p.l  Bot  mag.  478 
co  Eng.  bot  788 

Scotland  sc.  roc.  D  p.l   Eng.  bot  2254 
Portugal  177&  C  8.1 
Britain      ...     D  co    Eng.  bot.  1579 

Britain  m.  ma  D 
China  1774  C 

1822.  C rocks.  D Siberia 
Britain 

white-flowered  ^  A  or    2  jn.jl     W     Britain  wa.&fi.  D  co   Eng.  bot  1580 
Mouse-ear  Chickweed. 

perfoliate  O  w common  O  w 
narrow-leaved  £  A  w 

£  A  w 6553  semidecandrum  W.  least 
6554  tetrandrum  //.  K.  tetrandrous 
6555  arvense  TV.  field  £ 
6556  dich6tomum  W.  forked 
6557  alpinum  W.  Alpine  j£ 
6558  ovatum  TV.  en.  oval-leaved  jg 
655!)  strictum  TV.  upright  j£ 

/3  svffrviicomm  W.    suffruticose  £ 
6560  maximum  TV.  greatest 
6561  dahuricum  Fisch.   glaucous  £ 

amplexicaule  B.  M. 
6562  dioicum  TV.  Spanish  £ 
6563  latifolium  TV.        broad-leaved  £ 
6564  tomentosum  TV.     white  £ 
6565  manticum  TV.  long-peduncled 

1069.  LARBRF/A.  St.EBl.  Larbbea. 
6566  aquatica  St.  HiL     water  £ 

6535 

O 

O  w 

A  w O  w 

A  w A  w 
A  w 
A  w 
O  w 
A  w A  w 
A  w A  w O  w 

CaryophyUece. 
2  jnjl  W 

\  apjn  W 
\  ap.s  W 
i  ap.s  W I  ap.my  W 
i  mr.ap  W 
i  my.jn  W 
i  my.au  W 

f  jn.jl  W f  myjl 1  myjl 
2  jnjl 
U  my.s 

Sp.  18—69. Greece  1725. Britain  san.pL 
Britain  pas. 

W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 

  1816. Britain  walls. 
Scotland  san.sh. 
Britain  cor.  fi. 
Spain  1725. Britain  w.  alp. 
Carinthia  1816. Austria  1793. 
S.  Europe  1796. 
Siberia  1792. 
Siberia  1815. 

S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co S  co S  co 
D  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
S  co 
D  co 

i  jnjl  W  Spain  1766.  D  co i  jn.jl  W  Britain  w.  alp.  D  co 
i  jnjl  VV  S.  Europe  1648.  D  co 
jjnjl  W  Hungary  1801.  S  co 

CaryophyUece.  Sp.  1. jl        W     Britain  wat  pL  D  co 

Di.  eL  t217.f.284 
Eng.  bot  789 Eng.  bot  790 

Eng.  bot  1630 
Eng.  bot  166 
Eng.  bot.  93 
Eng.  bot  472 
Sc.  car.  1. 19.  f.  1 
Gm.  sL4.t.62.f.2 Bot  mag.  1789 

Eng.  bot.  473 
PL  rar.  h.  1 96 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
when  they  will  flower  well.   Oxalis  monophylla  and  rostrata  will  not,  however,  blossom  unless  placed  in  a 
very  hot  stove. O.  Acetosella,  la  petite  oseitte  or  surelle,  Fr.,  is  used  as  a  salad  plant,  and  is  more  delicate  than  the  Rumex 
salads :  its  acid  approaches  nearly  to  that  of  the  juice  of  lemons,  or  the  acid  of  tartar,  with  which  it  also  corresponds 
in  its  medical  effect  s,  being  esteemed  refrigerant,  antiscorbutic,  and  diuretic.  An  infusion  of  the  leaves,  or  a  whey made  by  boiling  the  plant  in  milk,  given  in  ardent  fevers,  is  said  to  allay  inordinate  heat,  and  to  quench  thirst. 

The  expressed  juice  depurated,  properly  evaporated,  and  set  in  a  cool  place,  affords  a  crystalline  acid  salt  in 
considerable  quantity,  which  may  be  used  whenever  vegetable  acids  are  wanted.  It  is  employed  to  take  iron 
moulds  and  ink  stains  out  of  linen,  and  is  sold  under  the  name  of  essential  salt  of  lemons.  ( Withering.)  This 
salt  when  genuine,  which  it  seldom  is,  consists  of  the  vegetable  alkali  and  a  peculiar  acid,  which,  according 
to  Bergman,  seems  more  allied  to  the  acid  of  sugar  than  that  of  tartar.  What  is  sold  for  it  in  this  country, 
appears  sometimes  to  consist  of  C.  Tart.,  with  the  addition  of  a  small  quantity  of  vitriolic  acid.  For  taking 
out  spots  in  linen,  the  stained  part  is  dipped  in  water,  sprinkled  with  a  little  of  the  salt  powdered,  then  rubbed 
on  a  pewter  plate,  after  which  the  spot  is  washed  out  with  warm  water.  (Curtis,  from  Newm.  Chem.  by  Lewis.) 
Twenty  pounds  of  leaves  fresh  yield  six  pounds  of  juice,  from  which  two  ounces,  two  drachms,  and  one 
scruple  of  salt  have  been  obtained.  (Lewis.) 

1066.  Agrostemma.  Aye*  stf if*,  crown  of  the  field.  The  beauty  of  the  flowers  of  the  common  cockle 
weed  well  en  tit  1  es  it  to  such  a  distinction.  The  foreign  species  are  very  pretty  annuals.  A.  Githago  (git  or 
gith  was  the  name  of  certain  black  and  aromatic  grains,  supposed  to  have  been  of  Nigella  sativa,  which  were 
employed  by  the  Romans  in  cookery.  The  seeds  of  the  plant  Githago  are  externally  similar)  is  an  orna- 

mental weed,  and  along  with  corn  poppy  and  blue  bottle  makes  a  fine  appearance  in  the  fields  of  the  slovenly husbandman,  where  the  soil  is  dry  and  gravelly. 
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6535  Hairy,  Stem  dichotomous,  Flowers  on  long  stalks,  Leaves  linear 
?  A  slight  variety,  with  longer  divisions  to  the  calyx 

6536  Downy,  Stem  dichotomous,  Peduncles  long  1-fl.  CaL  campanulate  ribbed 

6537  Downy,  Flowers  in  umbellate  heads,  Cal.  cylindr.  clavate  ribbed 
6538  Smooth,  Stem  dichotomous  pan ic led  erect,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 

6539  Smoothish,  Flowers  fascicled,  Cal.  cylindr.  clavate  ribbed,  Petals  2-lobed 

6540  Steins  ascending  smoothish,  Fl.  dichotomous  fascicled,  CaL  camp.  10-ribbed,  Pet.  torn  with  an  appendage 
6541  Smooth,  Flowers  terminal  and  axillary  1-3,  Cal.  rounded  clavate  ribbed,  Petals  torn 
6542  Hairy,  Fl.  2-3  fastigiate,  CaL  rounded  clavate  woolly,  Petals  4-cleft 
6543  Stem  viscid  about  the  joints,  Limb  of  petals  nearly  entire,  Leaves  linear  spatula te 
6544  Smooth,  Stems  tufted  upright,  Fl.  in  dense  capitate  umbels,  Cal.  camp.  Petals  bifid 
6545  FL  solitary,  CaL  with  ten  keels,  Petals  bifid,  linear-lane,  subciliated 
6546  FL  dichotomous  panicled  dioecious,  Petals  J-biful,  Lobes  narrow  diverg.  Caps,  round 
6547  FL  dichotomous  panicled  dioecious,  Petals  J-bifid,  Lobes  broad  aoorcximating,  Caps,  conical 

6548  Smooth  glaucous,  Stem  erect  branched  or  simple,  Leaves  lanceolate  connate  obtuse 
6549  Hairy  pale  green  viscid,  Leaves  ovate,  Petals  length  of  calyx,  FL  longer  than  fl. -stalk 6550  Hairy  viscid  diffuse,  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong 
6551  Stem  much  branched  villous,  Leaves  ovate-Ianc.  hispid,  Flowers  numerous  in  dichotomous  panicles 
6552  Leaves  ovate,  flowers  panicled,  CaL  villous  longer  than  petals,  Caps,  scarcely  longer  than  sepals 
6553  Hairy  viscid,  Flowers  pentandrous,  Petals  emarginate 
6554  Hairy  subviscid,  Flower  4-fid  4-androus,  Pet.  bifid  shorter  than  calyx 
6555  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  obtuse  ciliated  at  base,  Pet.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
6556  Glutinous  hairy,  FL  solitary  in  the  dichotomies,  Sepals  lane,  acute  the  length  of  petals,  Leaves  lane 
6557  Leaves  ellipt.  naked  or  hairy,  Pan.  dichotomous  few-fl  with  bract es,  Caps,  oblong  recurved 
6558  Stems  prostrate,  Leaves  ovate  acute  subciliated  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  subcorymbose 
6559  Leaves  sublinear  acuminate  smooth,  Peduncles  glandular,  Pet  twice  as  large  as  calyx 

/8  Leaves  very  narrow  and  smooth 
6560  Downy,  Leaves  lanc.-lin.  acute,  Flowers  very  large  in  dichotomous  umbels,  Pet  crenate  and  2-lobed 6561  Leaves  cordate  ovate,  Stem  clasping,  Peduncles  in  fruit  very  long  deflexed 
6562  Hairy  viscid,  Leaves  lanceolate,  FL  dioecious,  Petals  thrice  as  long  as  calyx 
6563  Leaves  elliptical  scabrous,  Pedunc.  terminal  simple  subsolitary,  Capsule  ovate 
6564  Leaves  oblong  spatulate  hoary,  Sepals  hoary  scarious  at  edge,  Caps,  cylindr.  longer  than  calyx 
6565  Very  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  linear,  Pedunc.  very  long,  Caps,  acute  shorter  than  corolla 

6566  This  is  the  Cerastium  aquaticum  of  English  botany 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
A.  coronaria  and  flos-jovis  are  shewy  border  flowers,  the  first  generally  increased  by  seeds,  and  the  other by  cuttings  or  division  of  the  plant. 
1067-  Lychnis.  From  Xv%»af,  a  lamp,  in  allusion  to  the  cottony  leaves  of  some  species,  which  have  been used  as  wicks  to  lamps.  L  chalcedonica,  Croix  de  Malthe,  Fr.  and  Portug.,  Croce  de  Cavaliere,  ItaL,  and C.  de  Jerusalem,  Span.,  is  an  old  and  much  esteemed  border  flower,  the  double  varieties  of  which  require  some care  in  cultivation,  to  prevent  their  returning  to  the  single  state,  and  to  propagate  them  by  cuttings.  L fulgens  and  coronata  are  also  very  handsome  species.  "  They  do  best  in  a  light  rich  loamy  soil,  but  they  must be  often  taken  up  and  divided,  or  they  dwindle  away ;  the  best  time  of  doing  this  is  early  in  spring.  L  coro- nata thrives  and  flowers  abundantly  if  planted  out  in  the  open  ground  in  spring;  but  it  requires  to  be  taken up  in  autumn  and  potted,  or  the  severe  frosts  in  winter  will  kill  it,  or  injure  it  very  much.  All  may  be  raised by  cuttings  planted  under  hand-glasses,  or  by  seeds,  which  often  ripen  in  abundance.    (Bot.  Cult.  389.) L  viscaria  and  floscuculi  are  more  hardy,  and  grow  in  common  garden  soil,  and  increase  abundantly  by division :  they  are  both  old  inhabitants  of  the  flower  garden.  L  diurna  and  vespertina  are  also  border flowers  in  their  double  varieties. 
1068.  Cerastium.  Derived  from  xifxs,  a  horn,  in  allusion  to  the  cornute  form  of  the  capsule  of  many species.  Most  of  the  annual  species,  and  some  of  the  others,  are  weeds ;  a  few  may  be  grown  in  pots  or  on rock-work,  for  both  of  which  they  seem  well  adapted.  They  are  very  prolific  in  seeds,  and  contribute materially  to  the  support  of  small  birds. 
1069.  Larbrea.  A  genus  founded  by  Aug.  St.  Hilaire,  in  the  second  volume  of  Memoires  du  Museum,  upon 

the  Cerastium  aquaticum  of  Linnaeus.  He  named  it  after  the  Abb§  de  Larbre,  who  at  the  age  of  80,  published a  Flora  of  Auvergne. 
C  c  3 
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1070.  SPER'GULA.  W. 6567arvensis  W. 
6568  pentandra  W. 6569  nodosa  IV. 
6570  saginotdes  W. 
6571  subulata  W. 

Spurrry.  Caryophyllete.   Sp.  5—14. 
rough-seeded        O  w  i  jl.au     W     Britain    san.  fl.  S  co  Eng.bot.  1535 
smooth-seeded      O  w  i  jn.jl      W     England  san.  fl.  S  co  Eng.  bot  1536 
knotted          £  A  w  J  jl.au     W     Britain  san.he.  D  co  Eng.  bot  694 
smooth-awl-sh.  £  A  w  I  jn.au    W     Scotland  scalp.  D  co  Eng.  bot  2105 
ciliated-awl-sh.  £  A  w  J  jn.jl     W     Britain   san.he.  D  co  Eng.  bot.  1082 

DECAGYNIA 
1071.  PHYTOLACCA.  W.  Phytolacca. 
6572  octandra  W.  white-flowered  j£  (23  or 
6573  abyssinica  W.  African  «.  O  or 
6574  dodecandra  W.  en.  recurved-leavedjf  E3  or 
6575  decandra  W.  Virginian  Pokej£  A  cul 
6576  icosandra  W.  red  j£  E3  or 
6577diolca  W.  tree  «- 1   I  or 

Chetiopodete.   Sp.  6. 
6  jLn  W.o  Mexico 
6  my.jn  W.o  Africa 
6  my.jn  R   5"  au.s  L.Pu  Virginia 
3  jLn  W     E.  Indies  1758. 8     ...  W.o  S.  Amer.  1768. 

1732. 
1775. 
1615. 

DLel.t239.f.308 Hoflf'.  c  goet  t.2 C  8.1 R  s.l 
C  8.1 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  931 MilL  ic.  1 207 L'her.  st  no.  t .70 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 

6565 

6560 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1070.  Spergula.  From  tpargere,  to  scatter,  because  it  scatters  its  seeds  abroad,  to  the  great  profit  of  the 

farmer  in  Holland,  who  obtains  from  it  meadows  affording  the  most  delicious  butter.  S.  arvensis  is  a  common 
weed  in  sandy  soils,  in  Scotland  called  yarr,  and  in  Norfolk  pickpurse.  In  the  Netherlands  and  in  Germany  it 
is  sown  on  corn  stubbles,  to  supply  a  bite  for  sheep  during  winter.  It  may  be  sown  and  reaped  in  eight  weeks, 
either  in  autumn  or  spring.  It  is  said  to  enrich  the  milk  of  cows,  so  as  to  make  it  a  fiord  excellent  butter;  and 
the  mutton  fed  on  it  is  preferable  to  that  fed  on  turnips.  Hens  eat  spurry  greedily,  and  it  is  supposed  to  make 
them  lay  a  great  number  of  eggs,  whether  in  hay,  or  cut  green,  or  pasture.  Von  Thaer  observes,  it  is  the 
most  nourishing,  in  proportion  of  its  bulk,  of  all  forage,  and  gives  the  best  flavored  milk  and  butter.  It  has 
been  recommended  to  be  cultivated  in  England ;  but  it  is  not  likely  that  such  a  plant  can  ever  pay  the  expense 
of  seed  and  labour  in  this  country,  even  on  the  poorest  soil  j  or  at  all  events,  as  Professor  Martyn  observes,  we 
have  many  better  plants  for  such  soils. 

1071.  Phytolacca.  From  ipvrtn,  a  plant,  and  lacca,  lac ;  that  is  to  say,  a  plant  whose  fruit  gives  out  a  fine 
red  color  like  lac.  The  English- American  name  Poke,  applied  to  one  species,  is  a  corruption  of  Pocan,  the name  by  which  it  was  formerly  known  in  Virginia. 

P.  decandra  has  large  ramose  roots,  shoots  half  an  inch  in  diameter,  and  five  or  six  feet  high  ;  the  leaves 
five  inches  long,  and  two  and  a  half  inches  broad,  smooth  and  of  a  deep  green.  It  grows  vigorously  in  a  good 
deep  soil,  and  furnishes  ample  supplies  of  young  shoots,  which  in  America  and  the  West  Indies  are  boiled 
and  eaten  as  spinage   (Correa  de  Serra,  in  Hort.  Trans,  iv.  446.) 
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6567  Leaves  whorled,  Fedunc.  in  fruit  reflexed,  Seeds  reniform  angular  rough 
6568  Leaves  whorled,  Flowers  pentandrous,  Seeds  depressed  winged  smooth 
6569  Leaves  opposite  subulate  smooth :  upper  fascicled,  Cat.  not  nerved 
6570  Leaves  opposite  subulate  blunt  naked,  Pedunc.  solitary  very  long  smooth 
6571  Leaves  opposite  subulate  awned  ciliated,  Pedunc.  very  long  solitary  hairy 

DECAGYNIA. 
6572  Flowers  octandrous  octogynous 
6573  Flowers  decandrous  pentagynous 
6574  Flowers  dodecandrous  octogynous.  Leaves  ovate  obL  with  a  recurved  point 
6575  Flowers  decandrous  decagynous 
6576  Flowers  icosandrous  decagynous 
6577  Flowers  dioecious 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
An  ounce  of  the  dried  root,  infused  in  a  pint  of  wine,  and  given  to  the  quantity  of  two  spoonfuls,  operates 

kindly  as  an  emetic,  and  is  preferable  to  most  others,  as  it  hardly  alters  the  taste  of  the  wine.  In  its  medicinal 
properties,  the  Phytolacca  approaches  nearer  to  Ipecacuanha  than  to  any  other  vegetable ;  but  it  is  slower  in 
its  effects,  and  it  remains  longer  in  action,  although  it  may  be  checked  by  an  opiate.  Sometimes  its 
operation  produces  vertigo  and  stupor.  The  powder  of  the  leaves  possesses  the  same  virtues  as  the  root,  but 
in  a  weaker  degree.  It  is  one  of  the  plants  which  have  had  a  temporary  reputation  for  the  cure  of  cancer, 
and  some  sensible  men  have  been  converts  to  its  efficacy.  The  fermented  berries  give  out  a  liquor  which 
yields  alcohol  by  distillation.  From  half  a  bushel  of  the  berries,  six  pints  of  spirits  were  obtained,  sufficiently 
strong  to  take  fire  and  burn  with  readiness.  Two  ounces  of  this  given  to  a  dog  occasioned  nausea  and  drow- 

siness, with  slight  spasmodic  motions,  but  no  vomiting.  Poultry  are  fond  of  the  berries,  but  if  eaten  in  large 
quantities,  they  give  the  flesh  a  disagreeable  flavor.  The  juice  stains  paper  and  linen  of  a  beautiful  purple 
color,  but  it  will  not  last  long ;  if  a  method  could  be  found  of  fixing  the  dye,  it  might  be  very  useful  The 
vignerons  in  Portugal  for  many  years  used  the  juice  of  the  berries  of  the  cider-bush  to  give  a  deep  color  te the  Port  wines,  to  which  it  was  thought  to  communicate  a  disagreeable  taste  when  mixed  in  too  great 
a  quantity.  Complaint  of  this  practice  having  been  made  to  government,  orders  were  given  that  the  stems  of 
that  plant  should  be  cut  down  and  destroyed  before  they  produced  berries  :  but  they  forgot  to  include  the 
Phytolacca  in  the  proscription,  so  that  the  berries  of  that  plant  supply  the  same  purpose  in  a  much  worse manner. 

CO  4 
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Class  XI.  —  DODECANDRIA.    12  Stamexs. 

This  is  a  small  incongruous  class,  containing  no  extensive  genus  of  importance  except  Euphorbia.  Some 
botanists  have  been  of  opinion  that  it  ought  to  be  cancelled,  but  it  is  probable  that  Linnaeus  understood  the 
application  of  his  own  principles  as  well  as  some  of  his  more  pretending  followers,  and  it  is  certain  that  if  the 
Linnean  plan  can  be  made  to  act  successfully,  its  artificial  arrangement  must  be  rigorously  observed. 
Euphorbia  and  Reseda,  which  are  usually  referred  hither,  should  more  properly  be  referred,  the  former 
to  Moncecia,  and  the  latter  to  Polygamia. 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.  12  Stamens.   1  Style. 

1072.  Asarum.  CaL  3-4-cleft,  superior.  Cor.  O.  Capsule  coriaceous,  crowned. 
1073:  Bocconia.  CaL  2-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Style  bifid.  Caps.  2-valved,  1-seeded. 
1074;  Bassia.   Sepals  4.   Cor.  8-cleft,  with  an  inflated  tube.   Stamens  16.   Drupe  5-seeded. 
1075.  Blakea.   Sepals  6,  inferior,  with  a  superior  entire  calyx.  Petals  6.   Caps.  6-celled,  many  seeded. 
1076.  Bejaria.   CaL  7-cleft   Petals  7.   Stamens  14.   Berry  7-celIed,  many-seeded. 
1077.  Agathophyllum.   Petals  6.   Calyx  truncate.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
1078.  Rnizophora.   CaL  4-parted.   Cor.  4-parted.   Stigmas  2.   Seed  1  very  long,  fleshy  at  base. 
1079.  Garcinia.   Sepals  4,  inferior.   Petals  4.   Berry  8-seeded,  crowned  by  the  peltate  stigma. 
1080.  Grangeria.  .  CaL  5-cleft.    Petals  5.   Stamens  15.   Drupe  3-comered.   Nut  3-comered,  bony,  1 -seeded. 
1081.  Halesta.   CaL  4-toothed,  superior.   Cor.  4-cleft.    Nut  quadrangular,  2-seeded. 
1082.  Decumaria.   Sepals  8-12,  superior.   Petals  8-12.   Caps.  8-celled,  many-seeded. 
lCi83.  Eurya.    CaL  5-leaved,  with  2  bractes  at  base   Petals  5.   Caps.  5-celled,  many-seeded. 
1084.  Aristotelia.   Sepals  5.   Petals  5.   Style  trifid.   Berry  3-celled.   Seeds  twin. 
1085.  CaneUa.  CaL  3-lobed.  Petals  5.  Anthers  16,  united  to  an  urceolate  nectary.  Berry  1-celled, 

2-4-seeded. 
1086.  CraUeva.   Petals  4.   CaL  4-cleft   Berry  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
1087.  Triumfetta.   Petals  5.   Sepals  5.   Capsule  hispid,  opening  in  four. 
1088.  Peganum.   Petals  5.   Sepals  5,  or  O.  Capsules  5-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded. 
1089.  Hudsonia.   Petals  5.   Sepals  3,  tubular.   Stamens  15.   Capsules  1-celled,  3-valved,  3-seeded. 
1090.  Nitraria.   Petals  5,  vaulted  at  end.   CaL  5-cleft   Stamens  15.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
1091.  Portulaca.   Petals  5.   CaL  2-fid.   Capsule  1-celled,  cut  across. 
1092.  Talinum.  Petals  5.  Sepals  2.  Capsule  S-6-valved,  many-seeded.  Leaves  without  stipules.  Seeds 

not  winged. 1093.  Anacampseros.   Like  Talinum,  but  having  stipules  and  winged  seeds. 
1094.  Lythrum.  CaL  12- toothed,  tubular,  unequal  at  base  Petals  6,  inserted  in  calyx.  Caps.  2-celled, 

many-seeded. 1095.  Nestea.    Lake  Lythrum,  but  calyx  campanula  te. 
1096.  Heimia.    CaL  12-toothed.    Petals  a   Capsule  4-celled. 

MONO  G  YNIA. 
1072.  A'SARUM.  W. 6578  arifblium  Mich. 
6579  europae'um  W. 6580  canadense  W. 
6581  virgtnicum  W. 

*1073.  BOCCCKNIA.  W. 6582  frutescens  W. 
§6583  cordata  W. 

ASARABACCA. arum-leaved  j£ common  j£ 
Canadian  £ 
sweet-scented  j£ 

Bocconia. 
A  cu 
A  m A  cu 
A  cu 

Aristolochue. 

i  in  Br 

* mv.,  E 

f  apjl  Br f  ap.my  Br Papaveracete. 

Sp.  4— 5. 
N.  Amer.  1823.  D  pJ  Hook.  ex.  fl.40 
England  woods.  D  p.l   Eng.  bot  1083 1713. 

1759. 
Tree  Celandine  »  □  or  10  ja.ap  W.y 
heart-leaved     ^  A  or    6  my.au  W.y 

Canada 
Virginia 

Sp.Z—3. 
W.  Indies  1739. 
China  1795. 

D  p.l  Bot  cab.  889 
D  p.l  Sweet  fl.  gard.18 
S  r.m  Bot  cab.  83 C  s.l    Bot  mag.  1905 

6578 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1072.  Asarum.  An  ancient  name,  said  to  have  been  formed  from  a,  privative,  and  mea,  bandage,  because  it 

was  not  used  in  garlands  of  which  the  ancients  were  so  fond ;  in  that  case  it  should  be  Asarum.  The  common 
name,  Asarabacca,  is  Latin,  qu  :  the  berry  of  Asarum?  Little  inconspicuous  herbaceous  plants.  The  leaves  of 
A.  europaeum  are  emetic,  cathartic,  and  diuretic ;  and^  perhaps,  as  Dr.  Cullen  has  remarked,  they  form  the 
most  useful  species  of  errhine  stimulants.   A  proper  dose  snuffed  up  the  nose  for  a  few  successive  evenings  at 
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1097.  Cuphea.  Cal.  6-12-toothed,  occasionally  gibbous  at  base.  Pet.  6,  inserted  in  calyx,  or  O.  Caps.  1-celled, 
opening  on  one  side  longitudinally  along  with  the  calyx. 

1098.  Kleinhovia.  Sepals 5.  Petals  5.  Neck  campanulate,  5. toothed,  staminiferous,  united  to  the  column 
of  ovary.  Ovary  stalked.  Caps,  with  5-angles  and  5-cells  inflated,  cells  1-seeded. 

Order  &   DIGYNIA    mnP/    12  Stamens.  2  Styles. 

1099.  Callicoma.   Flowers  in  round  heads.   Calyx  4-5-leaved.   Corolla  O. 
1100.  Seliocarpus.  Sepals  4.  Petals  4.  Styles  simple.  Caps.  2-cellcd,  compressed,  radiating  on  each  side longitudinally. 
1101.  Agrimonia.   Cal.  5-toothed,  surrounded  by  another.  Petals  5.   Grains  2,  in  the  bottom  of  the  calyx. 

Order  3.   TRIGYNIA.   4$(jkz    12  Stamens.  3  Styles. 

1102.  Reseda.  Involucre  many-leaved  spreading.  Hermaphrodite  flower  central,  apetalous,  surrounded 
by  several  fringed  petaloid  barren  flowers. 

1103.  Euphorbia.  Involucre  1-leaved,  ventricose,  regular.  Flowers  naked,  aggregate.  Female  floret surrounded  by  many  monandrous  male  florets. 
1104.  Pedilanthus.   Like  Euphorbia,  but  involucre  ealceiform. 
1105.  Visnea.   CaL  5- leaved,  inferior.   Petals  5.   Stigmas  3.    Nut  2-3-celled,  half  inferior. 

Order  4.  TETRAGYN1A.  12  Stamens.  4  Styles. 

1106.  Calltgonum.  CaL  5-parted.  Corolla  O.  Filaments  about  16,  united  at  base.  Ovary  superior, 
4-corncred.   Styles  4.    Nut  with  a  many  winged  crust,  1-celled. 

Order  5.  PENTAGYNIA  12  Stamens.  5  Styles. 

1107.  Glinus.  Sepals  5.  Cor.  O.  Nectary  with  bifid  bristles.  Caps.  5-angular,  5-celled,  5- valval,  many, seeded. 
1108.  BlackweUia.  Cal.  ̂ -superior,  persistent,  at  the  base  turbinate,  many-parted;  with  villous  ciliated 

segments.   Petals  15.   Capsule  1-celled,  many-seeded. 
1109.  Gastonia.  Cal.  entire.  Petals  5-6.  Stam.  10-12 :  two  opposite  each  petal.  Styles  10-12,  very  small, 

united  at  base.   Capsules  10-12-celled. 

Order  &  DODECAGYN1A.  12  Stamens.   12  Styles. 

1110.  Sempervivum.   Cal.  12-parted.   Petals  12.   Caps.  12,  many-seeded. 

MONOGYNIA. 
6578  Leaves  subhastate  cordate,  Calyx  tubular  shortly  tri lid 6579  Leaves  reniform  obtuse  twin 
6580  Leaves  reniform  mucronate 
6581  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  smooth  stalked 

6582  Leaves  oblong  sinuated 6583  Leaves  cordate  somewhat  lobed 

6589 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bed  time  occasions  a  copious  discharge  from  the  nostrils,  which  continues  to  flow  for  several  days.  {.London 
Dispensatory,  185.)  The  herb  was  formerly  employed  to  correct  the  effects  of  excessive  drinking,  whence to  French  it  is  still  called  cabaret.  _       „.  .,.  .  .      . „OTV1„  „f 

107a  Bocconia.  In  memory  of  Paolo  Boccone,  M.  D.,  a  Sicihan,  and  Cistercian  monk  under  the  nam*  of 
Sylvius;  author  of  Icones  et  Descriptiones  rariorum  Plantarum  Sicibae,  MelitB?,  Gallia,  et  Italia;  pub- 
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1074.  BAS'SIA.  W. 6584  longifolia  W. 6585  latifolia  W. 
1075.  BLA'KEA.  W. 6586  trinervia  W. 
1076.  BEJA'RIA.  Ph. 6587  racemosa  Ph. 

Bassia.  Sapdece.   Sp.  2—4. long-leaved  t  O  or  40    E.  Indies  1811. 
broad-leaved  J  □  or  40     ...     Y      E.  Indies  1799. 
Blakea.  Melastomece.   Sp.  1—4. 

three-ribbed  I  O  or  14  jn.jl     W     Jamaica  1789. 
Bejaria.  Rhodoracece.    Sp.  1 — 3. 

sweet-scented  •  i  |  or  4  jnjl     Pu    Florida  1810. 
1077.  AGATHOPHYI/LUM.  W.  Madagascar-Nutmeg.    Sp.  1. 
6588  aromfiticum  W.      aromatic         £  □  of  30     ...     W  Madagasc.1823. 
1078.  RHIZCPHORA.  W.  Mangrove. 

common 
1  [Zlcu  10 1079.  GARCPNIA.  W. 

6590  Mangostana  W. 
Gvttiferte. 20     ...  Pu 

iMan'gle  W. 
Mangosteen. 
common  □  fir 

1080.  GRANGE'RIA  Lam.  Grangeria. 6591  borbonica  Lam.      Bourbon         £  □  or  40 
1081.  HALE'SIA.  W.      Snowdrop-Tree.  Ebenacete. 
6592  tetraptera  W.  four-winged  Sfe  or  6  ap.my  W 
6593dlptera  W.  two-winged     <tt      or    6  ap.my  W 

Rhizophorete.  Sp.  1 — 9. E.  Indies  1820. 

Sp.  1— a 
Java  1789. 

W     Bourbon  1823. 

S/>.2— 4. 
Carolina  1756. 
N.  Amer.  1758. 

1082.  DECUMA'RIA.  W.  Decumaria. 6594  barbara  Ph. 
6595  sarmentosa  Ph. 

1083.  EU'RYA.  Thunb. 6596  chinensis  Abel. 

smaller 
larger 
Eurta. 

Chinese 

Myrtaecte. or  4  jLau  W 
or  30  jLau  W Sp.  2. 

Carolina  1785. 
Carolina  1758. 

Ternstromeacete.   Sp.  1—4. 
*l_|pr    2  f.d       W     China  1823 

1084.  ARISTOTEUA.  W.  Aristotelia. 
6597  Macqui  W. 

1085.  CANEL'LA.  W. 6598  alba  W. 

shining-leaved 
Canella. 

6591 
Laurel-leaved  J  O  or  40 

6592 

Rhamnete?   Sp.  1. 
4  ap.my  W.a  Chili  1733. 

GuttifercB.   Sp.  1. ...     W     W.  Indies  1735. 

C  p.1  Lam.  ill.  1 398 
C  p.l  Rox.  cor.  1. 1. 19 
L  s.p  Bot  mag.  451 

C  Lp  Vent  eels.  t.  52 

C  p.l  Sonn.  it.  1 127 

C  p.l  Jacq.  am.  t.  89 
C  r.m  Bot  cab.  845 

C  p.l  Lam.  ill.  t.  427 
C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  910 
C  p.l  Cav.  dis.  6.  1. 187 
L  p.l 
L  p.l  Act  par.  1.  1 13 
C  p.l  Abel.China.c.fig 

C  Lp  Dend.brit.  44 
L  r.l  Linn. trans.  1. 1.8 

6597 

*  6598 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
lished  by  Morrison  at  Oxford,  1764,  quarto,  and  other  works.   B.  frutescens  is  very  ornamental  in  its  foliage. 
The  Indian  kings,  Hernandez  tells  us,  planted  it  in  their  gardens,  which  must  have  been  for  its  beauty,  as  it  is 
neither  culinary  nor  medicinal,  though  the  juice  is  acrid,  and  used  in  the  West  Indies  to  take  off  warts. 

1074.  Bassia.  So  named  by  Koenig,  in  honor  of  Ferdinando  Bassi,  curator  of  the  botanic  garden  at 
Bologna.  Tall  trees,  natives  of  the  hottest  parts  of  the  East  Indies,  with  tufted  alternate  leaves  growing  only 
at  the  end  of  the  shoots.   Ripened  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand. 

1075.  Blakea.  So  named  by  Dr.  Patrick  Browne,  after  Mr.  Martin  Blake  of  Antigua,  a  great  promoter  of 
useful  knowledge,  and  a  patron  of  the  doctor's  Natural  History  of  Jamaica.  This  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful plants  of  the  West  Indies.  It  supports  itself  for  a  time  by  the  help  of  some  neighboring  shrub  or  tree,  but  it 
grows  gradually  more  robust,  and  at  length  acquires  a  pretty  moderate  stem,  which  divides  into  a  thousand 
weakly  declining  branches,  well  supplied  with  beautiful  rosy  blossoms  on  all  sides.  It  cannot  display  itself  to 
so  great  advantage  in  our  stoves ;  but  it  flowers  freely,  and  thrives  well  in  loam  and  peat,  well  supplied  with 
water.  Ripe  cuttings  root  in  sand  in  moist  heat  and  covered. 

1076.  Bejaria.  So  named  by  Mutie,  in  honor  of  Bejar,  a  Spanish  botanist  The  original  species  are  natives 
of  New  Grenada.  That  in  gardens,  which  is  a  native  of  the  southern  states  of  North  America,  is  a  beautiful 
shrub  from  three  to  four  feet  high,  with  pink  flowers  of  an  agreeable  scent  It  is  found  upon  the  banks  of swamps  and  ponds,  and  requires  the  protection  of  a  frame  or  greenhouse. 

1077.  Agathophyllum.  From  ayah-tn,  good,  and  <puXXov,  a  leaf.  The  leaf  has  a  pleasant  smell  like  cloves. In  Madagascar,  where  it  is  called  Ravendsara,  it  forms  a  large  tree  with  a  rufous  aromatic  bark,  and  a  heavy insipid  wood.   The  leaves  are  alternate  and  coriaceous.  The  dried  fruit  is  very  aromatic. 
1078.  Rhizophora.  From  p<  J«,  a  root,  and  0sga>,  to  bear,  in  allusion  to  the  numerous  roots  which  are  emitted 

by  the  seeds,  which  vegetate  among  the  branches  of  the  tree  while  yet  adhering  to  their  footstalk.  This  is  the 
common  Mangrove,  which  covers  immense  tracts  of  coast  within  the  tropics,  rooting  and  vegetating  even  as far  as  low  water  mark. 

1079.  Garcinia.  So  named  in  honor  of  Laurent  Garcin,  M  D.,  F.  B.  S.,  who  travelled  into  the  East  Indies. 
Mangostans  is  the  Malayan  name.  This  tree  bears  a  fruit,  which  in  the  East  Indies  ranks  with  that  of  the 
pine-apple  It  rises  with  a  taper  stem,  sending  out  many  branches,  not  unlike  a  fir-tree,  with  oval  leaves, 
seven  or  eight  inches  long.  The  flower  is  like  that  of  a  single  rose ;  the  fruit  round,  the  size  of  a  middling 
orange;  the  shell  is  like  that  of  the  pomegranate,  the  inside  of  a  rose  color,  divided  by  thin  partitions,  as  in 
oranges,  in  which  the  seeds  are  lodged,  surrounded  by  a  soft  juicy  pulp,  of  a  delicious  flavor,  partaking  of  the strawberry  and  the  grape,  and  is  esteemed  one  of  the  richest  fruits  in  the  world.  It  is  a  native  of  the  Molucca 
islands,  whence  it  has  been  transplanted  to  Java  and  Malacca.  The  head  of  the  tree  is  in  the  form  of  a 
parabola,  so  fine  and  regular,  and  the  leaves  so  beautiful,  that  it  is  looked  upon  in  Batavia  as  the  tree  most 
proper  for  adorning  a  garden,  and  affording  an  agreeable  shade.  It  was  introduced  to  England  in  1789. 
According  to  Dr.  Garcin,  {Phil.  Trans.)  "  it  is  esteemed  the  most  delicious  of  the  East  Indian  fruits,  and  a 
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6584  Leaves- lanceolate,  Peduncles  1-flowered  very  long  horizontal  axillary 
6585  Leaves  elliptical  acute.  Peduncles  1-flowered  nodding  terminal 
6586  Calyxes  two,  Leaves  with  three  nerves  finely  striated  across  beneath 

6587  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  in  panicled  racemes 

6588  Leaves  stalked  alternate  obovate  obtuse  coriaceous  entire  smooth 

6589  Leaves  acute,  Fruit  subulate-clavate 

6590  Leaves  ovate,  Peduncles  1-flowered 

6591  Leaves  alternate  stalked  ovate  entire  smooth  veiny 

6592  Leaves  ovate  acuminate,  Veins  hairy  beneath,  Wings  of  the  fruit  equal 
6593  Lvs.  obi  ovate  obtusely  pointed  green  on  both  sides  very  soft  beneath,  Wings  of  fruit  alternately  larger 

6594  Leaves  all  ovate,  Stem  climbing 
6595  Lower  leaves  rounded :  upper  ovate-lanceolate,  Stem  sarmentose 

6596  Branches  at  end  pubescent,  Leaves  cuneate  oval,  Flowers  axillary 

6597  Leaves  opposite  evergreen  ovate  shining  serrated 

6598  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  shining,  Racemes  terminal 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
great  deal  of  it  may  be  eaten  without  any  inconvenience ;  it  is  the  only  fruit  which  sick  people  are  allowed  to 
eat  without  scruple.  It  is  given  with  safety  in  almost  every  disorder ;  and  we  are  told  that  Dr.  Solander,  in 
the  last  stage  of  a  putrid  fever  in  Batavia,  found  himself  insensibly  recovering  by  sucking  this  delicious  and 
refreshing  fruit  The  pulp  has  a  most  happy  mixture  of  the  tart  and  sweet,  and  is  no  less  salutary  than 
pleasant  It  is  propagated  by  ripe  cuttings  in  sand  in  moist  heat  But  the  plant  rarely  survives  long  after  its importation. 

1080.  Grangeria.  Named  after  N.  Granger,  a  traveller  in  Egypt,  Persia,  &c.  who  died  at  Bassora  in  1733. 
His  voyage  into  Egypt  was  published  in  1745.  This  is  a  tree  the  size  of  an  oak,  with  alternate  ovate  entire 
leaves.  The  flowers  are  small,  in  small  terminal  and  axillary  racemes. 

1081.  Ha/csia.  So  named  by  Ellis,  in  honor  of  the  learned  and  venerable  Stephen  Hales,  D.  D.,  F.  B,  S., 
author  of  Vegetable  Staticks,  1727.  The  species  are  very  ornamental  shrubs,  valuable  for  blossoming  early  in 
the  season.  The  flowers  hang  in  small  bunches  all  along  the  branches,  each  bud  producing  from  four  to  eight 
or  nine ;  they  appear  before  the  leaves,  are  of  a  pure  snowy  whiteness,  and  last  for  two  or  three  weeks ;  they are  succeeded  by  pretty  large  winged  juiceless  drupes,  hanging  likewise  in  bunches.  The  leaves  of  H.  dipt  era 
are  six  times  the  size  of  those  of  H.  tetraptera,  and  the  fruit  has  two  large  wings  and  two  minute  ones. 
They  are  propagated  by  cuttings  of  the  roots. 

1082.  Decumaria.  Derived  from  decern,  ten,  all  the  parts  of  fructification  answering  to  the  number  10. 
It  is  commonly  propagated  by  layers,  but  will  grow  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1083.  Eurya.  A  name  of  Thunberg's,  supposed  to  have  been  formed  from  atfvs,  broad;  its  application  no one  has  been  able  to  discover.  The  Eurya  chinensis  is  a  little  evergreen  bush,  bearing  many  whitish  flowers 
on  the  under  side  of  the  branches  and  hidden  by  the  leaves.   It  is  easily  propagated  by  cuttings. 

1084.  Aristotelia.  After  the  celebrated  ancient  philosopher  and  naturalist  Aristotle.  Macqui  is  the  name 
of  this  shrub  in  Chill  It  grows  freely  in  a  sheltered  situation ;  but  its  flowers  are  of  little  beauty.  They  are 
succeeded  by  small  berries  of  a  purple  or  black  color,  slightly  acid  and  eatable :  the  inhabitants  of  Chili  make 
a  wine  from  them,  which  they  give  in  fevers,  and  for  curing  the  plague.  It  is  increased  by  layers  or  ripened cuttings. 

1085.  Canetta.  A  name  given  by  Murray,  on  account  of  the  resemblance  between  its  wood  and  the  aromatic flavor  of  Canrlla,  Cinnamon.  This  tree  rises  very  straight,  from  ten  to  fifty  feet  in  height  The  branches 
are  erect,  not  spreading,  and  only  at  the  top  of  the  tree;  furnished  with  petiolated  leaves  of  a  dark  green 
color,  thick,  and  shining  like  those  of  the  laurel,  and  emitting  a  similar  odor.  The  flowers,  which  exhale  a 
powerful  aromatic  perfume,  are  small,  seldom  open,  and  in  bunches.  The  inner  bark  of  the  branches  is  freed 
from  the  cuticle,  and  dried  in  the  shade.  This  bark  is  stimulant,  and  slightly  tonic.  It  is  a  useful  adjunct  to 
bitters  in  some  cases  of  dyspepsia  and  atonic  gout;  but  it  is  employed  chiefly  on  account  of  its  flavor,  and  to 
correct  the  griping  quality  of  the  resinous  cathartics.  It  is  said  to  prove  useful  in  scurvy  (London 
Dispensatory*  207-) 
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*1086.  CRAT-E'VA.  TV. 
6599  gynandra  W. 6600Tapia  W. 
§6601  f'ragrans  H.  K. 
1087.  TRIUMFETTA. 
6602  Lappula  TV. 6603  Bartramia  W. 
6604  semitrfloba  TV. 
6605  grandi flora  TV. 
6606an'nua  TV. 6607  rhomboldea  Jacq. 
6608  macrophylla  Vanl. 6609  trichoclada  Link. 
6610  oblongata  Wall. 

DQDECANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. 

Capparidece.   Sp.  3—12. 12     ...     W.pu  Jamaica  1789. t\7  T  — J :  „  1TCO 
Garlick-Pear. 

thin-leaved      t  □<* 
smooth  I'CJor  30     ...     W     India  1752. sweet-scented  or    6  jn.jl      W     S.  Leone  1795. 

Class  XI. 

C  r.m  Plu.alm.tl47.f.6 C  r.m  Com.hort.1.  t,67 
C  r.m  Botmag.  596 

1088.  PE'GANUM. 6611  Harmala  TV. 
6612da6ricum  TV. 

1089.  HUDSCNIA. 
6613  ericoldes  TV. 

W. 

TV.  Triumfbtta. 
prickly-seeded  • 
Currant-leav'd  * mallow-leaved  * 
large-flowered  1k annual 
rhomboidal  * 
large-leaved  * hairy-branched oblong 

Peganum. 
Syrian- Rue Milkwort-lvd 

Tiliaceee.   Sp.  9—29. 
jl.au     Y.o    Jamaica  1739. R  Indies  1739. W.  Indies  1773. 

W.  Indies  1810. 
E  Indies  1760. 
Peru  1818. 1820. 
Nepal  1823. 
Nepal  1823. 

3t  A  cu 

Rutacete.   Sp.  2. 
1  jLau     W  Spain 
1  jl.au     W  Siberia 

1570. 
1816. s.l 

Plum.  ic.  t.  255 
Ru.  am.6.t25.£2 Jac.  vind.  a  t.76 
Bot.  mag.  2296 
Lind  coll.  29 

Lam.  ill  401 
6m.  sib.  4.  t  ( 

TV.  Hudsonia. 
Heath-leaved  «- . 

1090.  NITRA'RIA.  TV.  Nitraria. 6614Schoberi  W.  thick-leaved  St 
tl091.  PORTULA'CA.  TV.  Purslane. 

Cislinece.   Sp.  1. 
|  myjl   Y      N.  Amer.  1805. 
Ficoidas.    Sp.  1—3. 

\\  my.au  P.b    Siberia  1778. 

L  s.p  Bot  cab.  192 

6615  sativa  H.  S. 
6616  oleracea  H.  S. 
6617  parvif61ia  //.  S. 
6618  pil6sa  TV. 
6619  quadrifida  TV. 6620  Meridiana  TV. 
6621  folios  a  Lindl. 
6622  mucronata  Link. 

garden small 
small-leaved 
hairy 

creeping noonday 
Guinea 
mucronate 

O  cul 
O  cul 
EH  cu 
im  cu iTTi  cu 

O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 

Y 
Y 
Pk 
Y 

t*1092.  TALFNUM.  flaw. 6623  teretifSlium  Psh. 
§6624  ciliatum  E.  &P. 
6625  triangul£re  TV. 6626  crassifolium  TV. 
6fW7  patens  TV. 6628  reflexum  H.  S. 

^  A  pr £  A  pr 
£  apr 

Talinitm. 
round-leaved 
ciliated 
triangular thick-leaved 
spreading-flow.  £  O!  pr 
yellow-flower.  j£  Ol  pr 

1093.  ANACAMP'SEROS.  L.  Anacampseros. 6629  rotundif61ia  B.  M.  round-leaved    tt.  i    I  cu 
Talinum  Anacampseros  W. 6630  arachnoides  B.  M.  cobweb 

6631  rubens  Haw.  red-leaved 
6632  filament6sa  B.  M.  thready 
6633  lanceolata  Haw.  spear-leaved 

«.  |  |  cu 
n.  t_J  cu 
tL  |  |  CU 

]£  iA)  cu 

PortiUacete. 
1J  au.s  Y 

I  jn.jl 
4  au 

ijn 

I  au.s 
i  my.in  Y 

i  in  Y ijn  Y Portvlace<B. 
1  au  Pu 1  au  Pu 

f  au.s  W 1  au.s  R 
1  au.o  R 
1  au.o  Y 

Portulacciv. 

fjLs  Pk 
f  jls  Pk 
fjLs  R 
1  au.s  Pk 
1  au.s  Pk 

Sp.  8—12. S.  Amer.  1652. 
Europe  1582. Jamaica  1799. 
W.  Indies  1690. 
E  Indies  177a 
E  Indies  1791. 
Guinea  1822. 

C  s.l    Demi,  brit  130 

S  co 
S  r.m  Plant  grass.  123 S  s.l S  s.l   Bot  reg.  792 
S  s.1    Jac.  coL2.t.l7.£ 4 
S  8.1 S  s.l   Bot.  reg.  793 
S  8.J 

f~  .  6—18. 
Amer.  1823. Chili  1823. W.Indies  1739. 

  1800. S.  Amer.  1776. 
S.  Amer.  1800. 

Sp.  5—7. C.  G.  H.  1732. 
C.  G.H.  1790. 
C.  G.  H.  1796. C.  G.  H.  1795. C.  G.  H.  1796. 

D  s.1 
S  s.p 

Bot.  cab.  819 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  82 

p.l   Jac.  obs.  1. 1 23 
p.l  Jac.  vind  3. 1 52 
p.l  Bot.  rep.  253 p.l   Bot  mag.  1543 

C  s.l    Bot  cab.  591 
C  s.l    Bot  mag.  1368 
C  s.I 
C  s.1    Bot  mag.  1367 
C  s.l 

6611 6612 

6613, 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1086.  CraUeva.  In  honor  of  Cratsevus,  a  Greek  botanist  and  contemporary  of  Hippocrates.  C  Tapia,  an 

American  name,  produces  a  fruit  about  the  size  of  an  orange,  with  a  mealy  pulp  and  a  strong  smell  of  garlic, 
which  is  communicated  to  the  animals  that  feed  on  it  All  the  species]  prefer  a  rich  loamy  soiL  and  may  be 
increased  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1087.  Trivmfetta.  So  named  by  Phrmier,  in  memory  of  Giov.  Battista  Triumfetti,  prefect  of  the  botanic 
garden  at  Rome,  author  of  Hortus  Roraanus,  1681,  and  other  works.  T.  semitrtloba  has  a  tough  strong  bark 
which  serves  for  ropes  and  other  conveniences  of  that  kind  in  the  inland  parts  of  the  West  Indies.  The 
whole  plant  is  mucilaginous  and  emollient  Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  All  the  species  are 
uninteresting  weed-like  shrubs  of  tropical  countries. 

1088.  Peganum.  TJ-nyatm  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  rue,  which  the  modern  plant  resembles.  Harmala is  the  Arabic  name  {hharmet)  of  the  species  so  called  The  species  are  of  easy  culture  and  propagation  in  any 
light  soil. 1089.  Hudsonia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  William  Hudson,  apothecary  ef  London,  F.  R  S., 
and  author  of  Flora  Anglica,  1762  and  1778,  octavo.  It  is  a  heath-like  plant  which  grows  in  peat  soil,  and 
young  cuttings  are  rooted  in  saad  under  a  bell-glass.   It  is  extremely  rare  in  gardens. 

1090.  Nit  ra  ris.  So  named  by  Schreber,  who  first  found  it  in  Siberia  near  the  nitre  works,  with  other  saline 
vegetables.  This  is  a  curious  thorny  shrub,  peculiar  to  the  salt  deserts  of  Siberia.  Pallas  informs  us,  that  the 
berries,  though  saltish  and  insipid,  are  eaten  in  the  Caspian  desert,  but  in  that  arid  soil  they  are  almost  the 
only  luxury.   Camels  feed  on  the  twigs.   Linnaeus  had  the  shrub  twenty  years  before  it  flowered  in  Sweden.; 
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6599  Unarmed,  Leaves  entire,  Flowers  gynandrous 
6600  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate,  Petals  ovate  roundish  obtuse  with  globose  ovaries 
6601  Stem  twining,  Cor.  regular,  Petals  very  long  wavy,  Peduncles  capitate-racemose 

6602  Leaves  emarginate  at  base,  Flowers  without  calyx 6603  Leaves  entire  at  base  undivided 
6604  Leaves  half  three,  lobed,  Flowers  complete 
6805  Leaves  subcordate  ovate  entire  serrated  rather  hairy :  the  floral  ones  lanceolate,  Branches  hairy 6606  Leaves  ovate  undivided  rarely  lobed 
6607  Leaves  rhomboid:  the  upper  lanceolate  ovate,  Flowers  complete 
6608  Leaves  ovate  cordate  entire  unequally  serrated  acuminate  downy  glandular  at  base,  Fl.  complete 
6609  Leaves  ovate  cordate  7-nerved  acuminate  serrate  hairy,  Flowers  clustered 
6610  Leaves  oblong  serrate  5-nerved  softly  hairy,  Fl.  terminal  clustered 

6611  Leaves  multifid,  Stem  herbaceous 
6612  Leaves  oblong  acute,  Stem  herbaceous 

6613  Leaves  subulate  acerose  hairy,  Calyx  erect  pubescent 

6614  Leaves  entire  obtuse 

6615  Leaves  wedge-shaped  fleshy,  Fl.  sessile,  Stem  and  branches  nearly  erect 6616  Leaves  wedge-shaped  fleshy,  Fl.  sessile,  Branches  prostrate 
6617  Much  branched  prostrate,  Leaves  wedge-shaped  minute  fleshy,  FL  on  long  stalks  and  sessile 
6618  Leaves  subulate  alternate  hairy  at  the  axilla;,  Flowers  sessile  terminal 
6619  Bractes  4,  Flowers  4-fid,  Joints  of  the  stem  hairy 6620  Leaves  elliptical  fleshy  flat,  Joints  hairy,  Flowers  sessile  terminal 
6621  Leaves  subulate,  Cal.  hairy,  Involucre  many-leaved,  Flowers  about  3,  Petals  retuse 
6622  Axils  hairy,  Leaves  obversely  oblong,  Involucre  8-leaved 

6623  Leaves  cylindrical  fleshy,  Corymbs  terminal  stalked 
6624  Leaves  linear  oblong  ciliated,  Flowers  solitary 
6625  Leaves  flat  chann.  wedge-shaped  emarg.  mucronate,  Raceme  simple  with  a  3-cornered  peduncle 
6626  Leaves  flat  obovate  mucronate,  Corymb  long,  Peduncle  3-cornered 6627  Leaves  ovate  flat,  Panicle  terminal,  Peduncle  dichotomous 
6628  Leaves  lane,  ovate  sessile  opposite,  Panicle  branched 

6629  Leaves  ovate  diffbrm  smooth  green,  Peduncles  round  long  panicled 
6630  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  diffbrm  green  shining  cobwebbed,  Raceme  simple,  Peduncles  round  long 
6631  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  diflbrm  shining  cobwebbed  dark-red,  Rac.  simple,  Pedunc.  very  long 
6632  Leaves  imbricated  expanded  dark-green  cobwebbed  rugose  above,  Threads  axillary  longer  than  leaves 
6633  Leaves  lanceolate  fleshy  convex  beneath,  Scape  leafy  short  1-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
and  during  ten  years  having  in  vain  tried  to  make  it  flower  in  the  garden  at  Upsal,  he  at  length  succeeded  by watering  the  plant  with  salt  water;  it  flowered,  however,  at  Gottingen  without  this  assistance.  Murray 
expresses  a  surprise  that  it  has  not  been  used  in  its  native  soil  for  making  soda :  but  perhaps  it  does  not  grow 
in  sufficient  quantity,  or  there  may  be  an  ample  harvest  in  that  salt  region  of  plants  that  answer  the  same 
purpose. In  this  country  it  thrives  in  sandy  loam  with  a  little  salt  put  round  it,  and  is  increased  by  layers,  or  cuttings in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1091.  Portulaca.  An  ancient  name  of  unknown  origin.  The  species  are  Succulents  of  the  easiest  culture. 
P.  sativa  and  oleracea  were  formerly  cultivated  as  potherbs,  salads,  for  garnishings  and  pickling,  though  now 
little  used  for  any  of  these  purposes. 

1092.  Talinum.  One  of  those  names  invented  by  Adanson,  which  probably  were  the  mere  creations 
of  that  botanist's  erratic  brain.  This  is  a  succulent  genus  allied  in  habits  to  Portulaca,  and  of  the  easiest culture. 

1398.  Anacampseros.  Ataxa/j^t^m  was  the  name  of  a  plant,  to  which  the  ancients  attributed  the  quality  of restoring  the  passion  of  love,  for  which  purpose  it  was  used  in  philtres  and  incantations :  from  Bitztwira,  to 
return,  and  t^uf,  love.  The  species  are  succulents,  and  grow  freely  in  a  sandy  loam  mixed  with  a  little  lime 
rubbish,  and  require  but  little  water.  Cuttings  root  readily,  but  should  be  laid  to  dry  a  few  days  before  being 
planted.  Leaves  taken  oft'  close  to  the  plants,  and  laid  to  dry  a  few  days,  and  then  planted,  will  root,  and shoot  out  young  plants  at  their  base. 
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1094.  LYTH'RUM.  TV. 6634  Salicaria  IV. 
66.35  virgatum  W. 
6636  alatum  Ph. 
6637  lineare  W. 
6638  hyssopifolium  W. 

*1095.  NESiE'A.  Kunth. 6639  tri flora  Kunth. 
Lythrum  tritlnrum 

'  6610  verticil  lata  Kunth. 
1096.  HEI'MIA.  Link. 6641  galicifolia  Link. 
1097.  CU'PHEA.  Jacq. 6642  viscosissima  W. 
664.3  procumbens  Can. 6644  lanceolate  H.  K. 
6645  decandra  H.  K. 
6646  circ  a-oides  .S'/ms. 6647  multiflora  Lodd. 
6648  MeMUa  Unit. 

1098.  KLEINHOT1A. 
6649H6spita  W. 

Lythrum. 
common  3t  A  or 
fine-branched  ^  A  or 
winged-stalked  £  lAJ  or 
white-flowered  ^  A  or 
Hyssop-leaved  O  or 

> 
three-flowered  4  A  or \V. 
whorl-flowered  3t  A  or 

Heimia. 
willow-leaved   H  □  or 

Cuphba. 
clammy  Ol  or 
procumbent  iQJ  or 
smooth-styled  ]£  OS  or 
decandrous  n.  CD  or 
Ciraea-like  El  or 
many-flowered  tt_  □  pr 
scarlet  &  green  *  □  or 
W.  Kleinhofia. 
heart-leaved    I  O  or 

Salicarue. 
4  jLau  Pu 
3  jn.s 3  my.n 

U  jl.au 1  au 

Pu 
Pu 
W 
Pu 

Salicarue. 2  au  B 

Sp.  5—10. Britain  r i  v.  ba.  D  co Austria  1776.  D  co 
N.  Amer.  1812.  D  s.1 N.  Amer  1812.  D  s.1 
England  watpL  S  s.1 

Sp.2— 3. 
America  1802.  D  p.l 

2  jLs      Pu     N.  Amer.  1759.  D  p.l 
SalicaruE.  Sp.  1. 

5  au.i     Y  Mexico 
Sal/carle.  Sp.  7—19. 

1  jLau     Pu  America 
1  jLs  Pa.pu  Mexico 
1J    ...     Pu  Mexico 
1J  jn.o     Pu  Jamaica 

f  s         Pu  S.  Amer. 1}  s         Pu  Trinidad 2  au       Sc  Guiana 

1821.  C  p.] 

1776.  C  s.1 1816.  S  s.1 
1796.  C  s.1 1789. 
1821. 
1820. 
1823. 

Eng.  bot  1061 Bot  mag.  1003 Bot  mag.  1812 

Eng.  bot  292 

Sw.  fl.  gard.  60 
Bot  reg.182 

Bot  mag.  2201 Bot  cab.  808 
Bot  reg.  852 

Malvacas.   Sp.  1. 
...    Pu     E  Indies  1800.  C  p.l  Cav.  dis.  5. 1. 146 

DIGYNIA. 
1099.  CALLI'COMA.  B.  B.  Callicoma. 6650  serrfitifolia  B.  B.     saw-leaved       it  |  |  or 
1100.  HELIOCAR'PUS.  W.  Heliocabpus. 6651  americanus  W.       American        »  □  or 
1101.  AGRIMCKNIA.  W.  Agrimony. 
6652  Eupatoria  W.  common          ^  A  m 
6653  odorata  IV.  sweet-scented   £t  A  or 
6654  repens  W.  creeping              A  or 
6655  parvifl6ra  W.  small-flowered  ^  A  or 
6656  strifita  PA.  white-flowered  ^  A  or 

§6657  Agrimonoldes  W.  three-leaved    ^  Aor 

Cunoniacece.    Sp.  1. 
4  my.au  Y      tfs.  W.  1793. 

Tiliacece.   Sp.  1—2 16     ...     Pu     Vera  Cruz  1733. 

C  s.p  Bot  rep.  566 

C  p.l  Lam.ilLt.409 
Rosacea;.    Sp.  6—9. 3  jn.jl 

4  A 

2  .jLs 2  jl 

.2  jn.au 1 J  jn.au 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y 

Britain 
Italy  1640. Levant  1737. 
N.  Amer.  1766. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Italy  1739 

bor.  fl.  D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

Eng.  bot.  1335 

CoL  ecp.  1.  tl44 

1102.  RE'SEDA.  W. 6658  Luteola  W. 
6659crispata  Link. 

TRIGYNIA. 
Betedaccte. 2  jn.jl  Ap 

2  jn.jl  Ap Sp.  19—23. Britain  wa.gr.  S  8.1  Eng.  bot  320 

Portugal  1823.  ~ 

6647 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1091.  Lythrum.  From  Xu3-;w,  black  blood,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers.   L.  Salicaria  (willow- like, from  Salix)  although  a  common  British  plant,  is  considered  a  handsome  border  flower,  and  several 
varieties,  differing  chiefly  in  size,  are  in  cultivation.  The  whole  plant  is  astringent,  and  has  been  used  in 
medicine  and  tanning. 

1095.  Nestea.  Plants  formerly  referred  to  Lythrum,  from  which  they  seem  to  be  satisfactorily  dis- 
tinguished. 1096.  Heimia.  Named  by  Link,  in  honor  of  Dr.  Heim,  a  celebrated  Berlin  physician  A  beautiful  stove 
shrub  with  fine  spikes  of  yellow  flowers. 

1097.  Cuphea.  From  xtxpos,  curved,  in  reference  to  the  form  of  its  capsule.  Pretty  herbaceous  or  shrubby 
plants,  resembling  Lythrum  in  aspect  C  Melvilla  is  a  very  handsome  stove  shrub  resembling  Bouvardia coccinea. 

1098.  Kleinhofia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  after  Kleinhoff,  formerly  director  of  the  botanic  garden  in  Java. 
The  leaves  when  bruised  smell  like  violets ;  the  flowers  appear  the  greater  part  of  the  year,  and  the  tree  is 
seldom  without  fruit  in  all  its  different  stages.   Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1099.  Callicoma.  From  xaXos,  beautiful,  and  *e/w„  hair,  in  allusion  to  the  tufted  yellow  heads  of  flowers, 
for  which  the  plant  is  remarkable.   Ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1100.  Hcliocarpus.  From  riKies,  the  sun,  and  xat^sttt,  fruit  The  valves  of  its  round  and  elegantly  ciliated 
capsule  resemble  a  little  sun  surrounded  by  its  rays.  Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass ;  and  Miller found  the  seeds  to  vegetate  after  being  kept  ten  years. 

1101.  Agrimonia.  A  corruption  of  the  word  Argemone,  by  which  name  the  ancients  distinguished  a  plant 
reputed  useful  in  cataract  of  the  eye,  which  in  Greek  was  termed  argema.  A.  Eupatoria  was  formerly 
regarded  as  a  remedy  of  much  importance  as  a  tonic  and  de obstruent ;  but  though  still  retained  in  the  London 
Materia  Medica,  is  seldom  or  never  prescribed.  The  root  in  spring  is  sweet  scented,  and  the  flowers  fresh 
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6634  Leaves  opp.  cordate  lanceolate,  Flowers  spiked  12-androus 
6635  Leaves  opp.  lane.  Panicle  virgate/  Flowers  12-androus  3  together 6636  Leaves  opp.  ovate  obi.  acute  cordate  at  base  closely  sessile,  Branches  4-winged,  FL  axiL  soL  6-androus 6637  Leaves  opposite  linear,  Flowers  opp.  hexandrous 
6638  Leaves  alternate  linear,  Flowers  hexandrous 

6639  Smooth,  Leaves  opp.  subsessile  lanceolate  entire,  Pedunc.  axill.  opposite,  Head  3-flowered 
6640  Leaves  opp.  somewhat  downy  stalked,  Flowers  whorled  linear 

6641  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  acute,  Flowers  axillary 

6642  FL  axill.  solitary,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  scabrous  above,  Stem  erect  hispid,  Style  hairy 6643  Branches  decumbent  viscous,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  hispid  on  short  stalks 
6644  FL  axilL  soL  Lvs.  lane,  hairy,  Stem  erect  hairy,  Style  smooth,  The  2  long  filam.  having  a  tuft  of  wool  longer 6645  Raceme  term.  Leaves  ellipt  and  branches  pubesc.  Stem  shrubby,  FL  decandrous  Tthan  anthers 6646  Raceme  term.  Pedicels  scattered,  Bractes  linear,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  pubescent 
6647  Leaves  small  lanceolate,  Flowers  small  solitary  terminal,  Bush  compact 6648  Leaves  lanceolate  scabrous  narrowed  at  each  end,  Racemes  term.  Cal.  long  bowed,  Petals  O 
6649  A  smooth  tree,  with  broad  cordate  acuminate  entire  leaves 

DIGYNIA. 

6650  The  only  species 

6651  The  only  species 

6652  Fruit  hispid,  Cauline  leaves  pinn.-with  obi.  ovate  leaflets,  Spikes  elevated,  Pet  twice  as  long  as  calyx 6653  Fruit  hispid,  Leaves  pinnate  with  obL  leaflets  the  lower  veiny  short,  Pet  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
6654  Fruit  hispid,  Cauline  leaves  pinnate  with  obi.  leaflets,  Spikes  subsessile,  Petals  3  times  as  long  as  calyx 
6655  Fruit  hispid,  Cauline  leaves  pinnate  with  many  lanceol.  leaflets,  Petals  half  as  long  again  as  calyx 6656  Spikes  virgate,  Fruit  refiexed  turbinate  furrowed  crowned  with  hairs 
6657  Fruit  smooth,  Cauline  leaves  ternate,  Stamens  usually  8 

TRIGYNIA. 

6658  Leaves  lane,  entire  with  a  tooth  on  each  side  at  base,  CaL  4-fid 
6659  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy  entire  with  two  glands  at  base 

6641 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
gathered  smell  like  apricots.   When  the  plant  is  coming  into  flower  it  will  dye  wool  a  full  nankeen  color  and 
gathered  in  September  a  darker  yellow.   It  has  been  used  for  dressing  leather.  Sheep  and  goats  eat  it'  but kine,  horses,  and  swine  refuse  it 

1102.  Reseda.  From  resedo,  to  calm,  to  appease.  The  Latins  thought  it  useful  as  a  topical  application  in 
external  bruises.  R  Luteola,  a  diminutive  of  lutea,  yellow,  is  used  by  dyers,  especially  in  France.  (Chaptal'g 
Chimie  applique  a  l'Agriculture,  &c.)  It  aflbrds  a  most  beautiful  yellow  dye  for  cotton,  woollen,  mohair,  silk and  linen.  Blue  cloths  are  dipped  in  a  decoction  of  it,  in  order  to  become  green.  The  yellow  color  of  the 
paint  called  Dutch  Pink,  is  obtained  from  this  plant  The  entire  plant,  when  it  is  about  flowering,  is  pulled 
up  and  employed  both  fresh  and  dried.  Mr.  Swayne  observes,  that  it  is  one  of  the  first  plants  which  grow  on the  rubbish  thrown  out  of  coal  pits.  It  flowers  in  June  and  July.  The  root  and  bottom  leaves  are  formed 
from  the  fallen  seeds  before  winter ;  and  thus  it  happens  in  this,  as  in  many  other  cases,  that  the  wild  plant  is biennial,  whilst  the  cultivated  plant,  growing  from  seeds  sown  in  the  spring,  is  annual.  It  is  an  observation 
of  Linnaeus's,  that  the  nodding  spike  of  flowers  follows  the  course  of  the  sun,  even  when  the  sky  is  covered  • pointing  towards  the  east  in  a  morning,  to  the  south  at  noon,  westward  in  the  afternoon,  and  to  the  north at  night. 
R  odorata  is  a  well  known  and  universal  favorite.  The  flowers  are  highly  odoriferous,  and  there  are  very 

few  to  whom  this  odor  is  offensive.  The  plant  is  in  great  demand  in  London  for  rooms  and  placing  in 
balconies,  and  forms  for  these  purposes  an  extensive  article  of  culture  among  the  florists  and  market  gar- 

deners. The  plants  are  in  many  cases  sown  and  transplanted  into  pots,  three  or  four  plants  to  a  pot  four inches  in  diameter.  To  obtain  plants  for  blowing  from  December  to  February,  a  sowing  should  be  made  in 
July  in  the  open  ground,  and  the  plants  potted  in  September.  The  crop  for  March,  April,  and  May,  should  be 
sown  not  later  than  the  twenty-fifth  of  August,  the  plants  from  this  sowing  will  not  suffer  by  exposure  to  rain 
whilst  they  are  young  j  they  must,  however,  be  protected  from  early  frosts,  like  the  winter  crop ;  they  are  to 
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6660  canescens  W. 
6661glanca  W. 
6662  dipetala  W. 
6663  scoparia  Brouss. 6664  sesamoides  IV. 
6665  virescens  Horn. 
6666  fruticulosa  W. 
6667  alba  W. 
6668  pruinosa  Delisle. 6669  undata  W. 
6670  bip.innfita  W. 6671  saxatilis  Pourr. 
6672  ramosis'sima  W. 6673  Mtea  W. 
6674  Phyteuma  W. 6675  mediterrfinea  W. 
6676  odorata  W. 

Bfmtescens 

hoary  i  A  nn  1  my.jl  Ap 
glaucous         £  iAI  un  1  my.jl  Ap 
Flax-leaved     £  OJ  un  14  au  Ap 
Broom-like      «_  i  |  un     §  au.s  Ap 
spear-leaved         O  un  1  jLau  Ap 
green  O  un  lfjl.au  Ap 
shrubby  «.  i  |  un  1  s  Ap 
upright-white  ^.  Q)  un  3  my.o  Ap 
frosted  ^  A  cu  1  in  -Ap 
ware-leaved     ^  A  1111  1  jn.au  Ap 
bipinnate-leav.  «.  |  |  un  2  jn.au  Ap 
rock  ^  A  un  lfjn.au  Ap 
branching        ^  A  un  2  jn.au  Ap 
Base-rocket      ^  Q)  un  3  jLau  Ap trifid  O  un  lijn.s  Ap 
Mediterranean      O  un  1*  jn.s  Ap 
Mignonette         Oft  1  jn.o  Ap" tree-mignonette «- 1  |  or  2  jn.o  Ap 

Spain  1597. D S.1 
S.  Europe  1700. D S.1 
C.  G.  H.  1774. C s.1 
Teneriffe  1815. C 8.1 
France  1787. S 

s.1 

Spain  1820. s CO 
Spain  1794. c s.1 
&  Europe  1596. c s.1 

Egypt  1824. 
c s.1 

Spain  1739. D s.1 
Spain  1816. s  1 
Spain  1816. D s.1 
Spain  1816. D 

s.1 

Britain    ch.  so. C s.1 
S.  Europe  1752. s 8.1 Palestine  1791. s s.1 
Egypt  1752. 

s 
r.m 

Egypt  1752. 
s r.m 

CL  his.  1.  1 295 PL  aim.  t.107.  £2 

All.  p.  2. 1 88.  f.3 
Jac.  ic.  3. 1 474 
Lob.  ic.  222 
Bar.  rar.  t  587 

Eng.  bot.  321 Jac.  aust  2.  t.l< Lind.  coR  22 Bot  mag.  29 
Bot  reg.  227 

tllOS.  EUPHOR'BIA.  W. 6677  uncinate  Dec. 
6678  trigona  Haw. 
6679  antiqudrum  Haw. 6680  lactea  Haw. 
6681  canadensis  W. 
6682  heptag6na  W. 
6683  enneagona  Haw. 6684  mammillaris  W. 
6685  cereiformis  W. 
6686  officinarum  W. 
6687  polygona  Haw. 6688  nerlifolia  W. 
6689  Hystrix  W. 6690varians  Haw. 
6691  grandifolia  Haw. 
6660  6 

Spurge. 
twin-spined      n.  ZD  gr 
upright,  triang.  •  ZD  gr 
sprcading-trian.lt  ZD  gr marbled  It  ̂ 3  gr 
Canary  it  ZD  gr 
seven-angled  It  ZD  gr 
nine-angled  it  ZD  gr 
warty-angled  n.  ZD  gr 
naked  tt.  ZD  cu 
officinal  *  ZD  m 
many-angled  it  ZD  gr Oleander-lvd.  it  ZD  Sr 
Porcupine  it-  ZD  gr 
variable-stem'd  a.  ZD  gr great-leaved     it  ZD  cu 

EupAorbiacece.   Sp.  135—160. C.  G.  H.  1794. $  jn.au  Ap 9  jl.au  Ap 
9  jLau  Ap 
4  jLau  Ap 20  mr.ap  Ap 
3  jLn  Ap 
3  jl.o 
2  jl.au 2  jnjl 
6  jnjl 

3  jLs 3  jn.jl 
6  jn.au 4 
6  ... 

Ap Ap 
Ap Ap 

AP 

Ap Ap E  Indies  1768. 
E  Indies  1688. 
R  Indies  1804. Canaries  1697. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
Africa C.  G.  H. 
India C.G.  H. 
E  Indies  1800. S,  Leone  1798. 

1731. 
1790. 
1759. 
1731. 1597. 

1790. 
1690. 
1695. 

C  8.1  Plant,  grass.  151 
C  s.1 C  s.p  Rh.  mal.  2.  t  42 

C  s.p 

C  s.p  Plant  grass.  140 
C  s.p  Brad.  sue.  2.  13 

C  s.p 

C  s.p  Com.  pra?L  1 9 
C  s.p  Bur.  afr.  t  9.  f.3 
C  s.p  Plant  grass.  77 
C  s.p  Bot  cab.  1344 
C  s.p  Plant  grass.  46 
S  s.p  Jac.  sch.  2. 1 207 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 

6674  v,V, 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
be  thinned  in  November,  leaving  not  more  than  eight  or  ten  plants  in  each  pot ;  and  at  the  same  time,  the 
pots  being  sunk  about  three  or  four  inches  in  some  old  tan  or  coal  ashes,  should  be  covered  with  a  frame,  which  it 
is  best  to  place  fronting  the  west :  for  then  the  lights  may  be  left  open  in  the  evening,  to  catch  the  sun  whenever 
it  sets  clear.  The  third,  or  spring  crop,  should  be  sown  in  pots,  not  later  than  the  twenty-fifth  of  February ; 
these  must  be  placed  in  a  frame,  on  a  gentle  heat,  and  as  the  heat  declines  the  pots  must  be  let  down  three  or 
four  inches  into  the  dung-bed,  which  will  keep  the  roots  moist,  and  prevent  their  leaves  turning  brown,  from 
the  heat  of  the  sun,  in  April  and  May.  The  plants  thus  obtained,  will  be  in  perfection  by  the  end  of  May, 
and  be  ready  to  succeed  those  raised  by  the  autumnal  sowing.    (Rishon  in  Hort.  Trans,  ii.  372.) 

R.  odorata  frutescens,  if  left  to  itself,  hardly  appears  a  distinct  variety,  but  trained  against  a  wall  or  to  a  stick 
it,  and  also  the  common  mignonette,  may  be  made  to  assume  a  frutescent  character.  According  to  Sabine,  the 
tree  mignonette  is  to  be  propagated  from  seeds  sown  in  spring ;  it  may  also  be  increased  by  cuttings,  which 
will  readily  strike  The  young  plants  should  be  put  singly  into  small  pots,  and  brought  forward  by  heat,  that 
of  a  gentle  hot-bed  being  preferable,  but  they  will  grow  well  without  artificial  heat  As  they  advance,  they 
must  be  tied  to  a  stick ;  taking  care  to  prevent  the  growth  of  the  smaller  side  shoots,  by  pinching  them  off, 
but  allowing  the  leaves  of  the  main  stem  to  remain  on  for  a  time  to  support  and  strengthen  it.  When  they 
have  attained  the  height  of  about  ten  inches  or  more,  according  to  the  fancy  of  the  cultivator,  the  shoots 
must  be  suffered  to  extend  themselves  from  the  top,  but  must  be  occasionally  stopped  at  the  ends,  to  force 
them  to  form  a  bushy  head,  which  by  the  autumn  will  be  eight  or  nine  inches  in  diameter,  and  covered,  with 
bloom.  Whilst  the  plants  are  attaining  their  proper  size,  they  should  be  shifted  progressively  into  larger  pots, 
and  may  ultimately  be  left  in  those  of  about  six  inches  in  diameter  at  top.    (Hort.  Trans,  iii.  181.) 

Mr.  Lindley's  theory  of  the  nature  of  the  inflorescence  of  this  genus  being  remarkable,  and  only  explained in  his  Collectanea  Botanica,  which  is  in  few  hands,  it  is  here  transcribed  entire.  "  The  usual  idea  of  the  flower of  Reseda  has  been,  that  it  is  furnished  with  a  calyx  of  a  variable  number  of  divisions,  with  as  many  petals, 
producing  from  their  surface  certain  anomalous  appendages,  and  with  an  ovary  and  stamens  inserted  on  a 
great  fleshy  body,  called  nectary  by  L'mnoean  botanists,  squama  by  others,  and  raised  to  the  rank  of  a  distinct organ  by  M.  Mirbel,  under  the  name  of  Gynophore.  To  us,  however,  it  has  always  appeared,  that  this  could 
by  no  means  be  the  real  structure  of  the  plant,  and  that  by  a  slight  alteration  of  terras  it  not  only  might  be much  more  satisfactorily  explained,  but  its  real  affinity  ascertained  with  some  degree  of  probability.  For 
even  allowing  for  a  moment  an  analogy  between  the  nectary  of  this  plant  and  the  discus  of  others,  particu- 

larly of  some  Tiliacea?,  there  is  still  a  great  difficulty  remaining  to  be  overcome  in  the  anomalous  structure  of 
the  supposed  petals,  of  which  we  can  imagine  no  probable  explanation.  We  are  therefore  of  opinion,  that a  much  more  natural  mode  of  understanding  Reseda  is  to  consider  it  as  having  compound  flowers ;  taking  the 
calyx  of  authors  for  an  involucrum,  their  petals  for  neutral  florets,  and  their  nectary  for  the  calyx  of  a  fertile 
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6660  Leaves  lanceolate  wavy  hairy 
6661  Leaves  linear  toothed  at  base,  Styles  4 
6662  Leaves  linear  entire,  Styles  4,  Barren  florets  2 
6663  Leaves  linear  entire,  Fl  trigynous,  Fruit  clavate,  Stem  twiggy ,6664  Leaves  lanceolate  entire,  Fruit  stellate 
6665  Nearly  related  to  R  luteola,  but  the  leaves  are  not  toothed  at  base 
6666  Leaves  pinnate  recurved  at  end,  Styles  4,  Involucre  5-parted  spreading,  Stem  half  shrubby 6667  Leaves  pinnate,  Styles  4,  Involucres  6-parted 
6668  Branches  above  and  younger  leaves  covered  with  large  distinct  blisters 6669  Leaves  pinnate  wavy,  Styles  3  or  4 
6670  Leaves  bipinnatifid  very  rough,  Flowers  spiked 
6671  Leaves  all  trifid :  segments  of  the  upper  leaves  linear  flat ;  of  the  lower  lanceol.  wavy,  Stem  quite  simple 6672  Leaves  linear  simple  or  trifid.  Stem  erect  branched,  Fruit  obovate 6673  Leaves  all  trifid :  the  lower  pinnate 
6674  Leaves  entire  and  3-lobed,  Involucres  6-parted  very  large 
6675  Leaves  entire  and  3-lobed,  Involucres  shorter  than  florets 
6676  Leaves  entire  and  3-lobed,  Involucres  as  long  as  florets 

|  1.  Stem  thick,  fleshy,  naked,  or  with  a  few  leaves,  Flowers  dispersed. *  Prickly. 

6677  Fleshy  prickly  compressed  channelled  inflexed  at  end,  Prickles  twin  diverging 6678  Naked  erect  prickly  triangular  jointed,  Branches  erect  somewhat  channelled 
6679  Prickly  nearly  naked  triangular  jointed,  Branches  spreading 
6680  Naked  prickly  jointed  with  3-cornered  expanded  branches  obsoletely  marbled  with  white 
6681  Prickly  naked  nearly  quadrangular,  Prickles  twin  hooked,  Fl.  subsessile 
6682  Prickly  naked  with  <  angles,  Prickles  solitary  subulate  flower-bearing 
6683  Prickly  naked  erect  with  9  angles,  Prickles  solitary  flower-bear,  ascending  fuscous,  Branches  pendulous 
6684  Prickly  half  naked,  Angles  warted  with  spines  between,  The  young  warts  leafy 6685  Prickly  naked  with  many  angles,  Prickles  solitary  subulate 
6686  Prickly  naked  with  many  angles,  Prickles  twin 
6687  Prickly  naked  with  numerous  simple  erect  10-13-angled  stems,  Prickles  dark 
6688  Prickly  half  naked,  Prickles  twin,  Angles  obliquely  warted  leafy  upwards,  Leaves  oblong 
6689  Stem  round  half  naked  leafy  upwards,  Leaves  lane,  linear,  Peduncle  1-fl.  at  length  spiny 
6690  Prickles  twin,  Stem  rounded  or  angular,  Angles  obliquely  warted,  Leaves  nearly  oblong 
6691  Prickles  twin  horizontal,  Stem  rounded  simple,  Leaves  oblong  spatulate  very  large 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
floret  in  the  middle.  In  support  of  this  opinion,  we  may  observe,  firstly,  that  there  is  a  difference  in  the 
time  of  expansion  of  the  neutral  florets,  and  of  the  stamens  of  the  fertile  one ;  the  former  being  quite  open, 
in  very  many  capituli,  before  one  anther  of  the  latter  has  burst  in  a  single  flower.  Secondly,  that  there  is  an 
evident  analogy  between  the  appendages  of  the  neutral  florets,  and  the  stamens  of  the  perfect  florets; 
inasmuch  as  in  Reseda  odorata  those  of  the  upper  sterile  florets  are  of  nearly  the  same  number  as  the  real 
stamens ;  because  in  Reseda  alba,  and  some  others,  in  which  a  union  of  filaments  takes  place  in  the  perfect  floret, 
there  is  a  corresponding  but  more  complete  union  of  the  sterile  appendages  ;  and  because  occasionally,  in 
Reseda  odorata,  stamens  are  changed  into  bodies  altogether  similar  to  the  sterile  appendages,  and  in  Reseda 
Phyteuma  the  same  appearance  is  always  assumed  by  the  perfect  stamens  after  the  anthers  nave  performed 
their  functions,  Thirdly,  that  there  is  an  equal  analogy  between  the  calyx  of  the  neutral  florets,  and  that  of 
the  perfect  floret ;  because  both  have  a  peculiar  glandular  margin ;  the  same  form j  both  produce  their 
stamens  from  their  surface :  and  because  the  upper  edge  of  the  calyx  in  sterile  florets  has  the  same  relation  to 
the  axis  of  each  particular  head,  as  that  of  the  perfect  floret  has  to  the  axis  of  the  whole  inflorescence.  In 
Reseda  Phyteuma,  which  has  the  margin  of  its  neutral  florets  rolled  back,  the  same  thing  occurs  in  the 
perfect  floret.  Fourthly,  that  there  is  no  instance  of  the  same  analogy  existing  between  the  discus  and  petals 
of  other  plants.  We  may  also  observe,  that  in  Reseda  Phyteuma,  there  is  a  campanula te  tube  to  the  calyx, into  the  upper  edge  of  which  the  stamens  are  inserted. 

"  To  determine  the  affinity  of  Reseda  to  other  orders,  will  not  be  so  easy  as  to  explain  its  structure.  One cannot  avoid  remarking  the  resemblance  between  its  calyx  and  the  squama  of  Amentaceae  and  Ulmacea?. 
Ficoideae,  Grossulacea?  and  Cacti,  on  account  of  placentation  and  structure  of  seed,  may  be  supposed  to 
have  a  certain  relation  to  it :  as  may  Chenopodeae  with  regard  to  inflorescence,  absence  of  petals,  and  habit 
But  we  are  disposed  to  believe  its  real  place  in  the  system  is  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Eupnorbiacese,  where 
we  have  placed  it  in  Flora  Scot ica.  They  agree  with  it  in  having  the  same  sort  of  aggregation  of  flowers, 
similar  habit,  no  corolla,  and  ternary  division  of  ovarium.  The  insertion  of  their  ovula  is  the  same,  as  is  also 
the  direction  of  the  radicle.  They  differ,  however,  firstly,  in  the  presence  of  albumen ;  which  yet  is  not 
entirely  absorbed  in  Reseda  till  the  seed  is  perfectly  ripe,  and  which  exists  even  after  that  time  in  the  seed  of 
R.  alba,  where  it  is  fleshy  as  in  Euphorbiacea?.  Secondly,  in  their  solitary  seeds ;  in  Which  respect  Resedaceae 
may  be  supposed  to  bear  the  same  relation  to  Euphorbiacea;  as  Campanulaceae  do  to  Composite ;  or  as  some 
sections  of  Rubiacese  to  the  others.  In  R  suffruticulosa  the  ovules  appeared  to  be  reduced  to  a  single  row, 
and  the  same  is  said  to  obtain  in  Ochradenus.  Thirdly,  in  elastic  dehiscence  of  capsule ;  but  as  this  is  not 
universal  in  Euphorbiacea;,  it  is  not,  strictly  speaking,  an  objection  of  importance."   (Lindley's  Coll.  Sot.) 1103.  Euphorbia.  Euphorbus  was  physician  to  Juba,  king  of  Mauritania,  and  first  used  this  plant  in 
medicine.   This  is  a  genus  of  grotesque  and  curious  plants,  few  of  them  of  either  beauty  or  use,  and  most  of 

D  d 
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6692  cucumerlna  W.      Cucumber-like  tt.  ZD  gr  \ 
6693  magnimam'ma  ffinu.large-warted     *  !□  gr  3 6694  lanifera  Haw.        wool-bearing    m      gr  3 
6695  geminispina  Haw.  double-spined   *      gr  3 
6696  melof6rmis  W. 
6697  Caput-medfisae  W. 6698  tessellata  Haw. 
6699  fructusplna  Haw. 
6700  procfimbens  Haw. 6701  anacantha  W. 
6702clava  W. 
6703  bupleurif61ia  W. 
6704  mauritanica  11". 6705  hamata  Haw. 
6706  Omithopus  Jacq. 
6707  aphJUa  Brouss. 6708  balsamifera  W. 
6709  Tirucalli  W. 

6710  atropurp6rea  W.  en. 
6711  piscat6ria  W. 6712  bracteata  Jacq. 
6713pendula  Haw. 6714  dendroides  W. 
6715  cyathophora  W. 
6716repantia  Haw. 
6717  biglandulosa  Haw. 6718  nudifl6ra  Jac. 
6719  cotinifolia  W. 
6720  petiolaris  Sims. 6721  mellifera  W. 
6722  hnarifolia  IF. 
6723  variegata  B.  M. 
6724  prunifiSlia  Jacq. 

6725  ocymoidea  W. 6726  den tata  Mich. 
6727  hypericifolia  JF. 6728  Humboldt ii  W.en. 
6729  prostrSta  W. 6730  rosea  IK 6731  maculata  W. 
6732plcta  W. 6733  niluUfera  W. 
6734  hyssopifolia  W. 6735  thymifolia  W. 6736  chamaesyce  IT. 
6737PepHs  W- 
6738  polygonifSlia  W. 
6739  Ipecacuanha?  W. 6740  canaliculate  Pers. 

Melon-like      tt.  ZD  gr 
gr.  Med.  Head  tt.  i  I  gr 
chequer'd  M.H.M.  |  |  gr small  Med.  Hd.  tt.  i_J  gr 
least  M.  Hd.     tt.  i_J  gr 
scaly 

club 
cone-shaped Barbary 
hooked 
Bird's-foot 
leafless 
Balsam 
Indian-Tree 

f  my.s 
a-L_|gr 
"•Ugr 
a-3gr 
IX-  |  |  cu tt-|  leu 
*-t_Jgr 
tt,  |  |  cu 
tt.  i  I  cu W-ZDgr 

Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap C.  G.  H.  ... 
Mexico  1823. Mexico  182a 
Mexico  1823. 

J  au 

1  s.o 1  mr.au  Ap 
ljjnjl  Ap 

14  jn.au 

!».  - 

1  jn.au 

If  jn.au 
1 3  ... 

Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap 

AP 
Ap 

dark-purple 
smth.  spear-lvd bracteated 
pendulous tree-like 
colored 
waved 
twin-glanded naked-rlowered 
Cotinus-leaved 
long-stalked honey-bearing 
Toad-flax-lvd. 
pie-bald Plum-leaved 
Basil-leaved 
toothed 
Hypericum-lv. 
Humboldt's trailing  red 
resv 
spotted 
painted globular 
Hyssop-leaved thyme-leaved scollop-leaved 
purple knot-grass-lvd. 
Ipecacuanha channelled 

tt.  i  |  cu tt.  |  |  cu 
tt.  I  1  cu 
tt.     I  cu tt.  CU 

£_Ipr 
l£  Ol  cu 
tt.  O  cu 
tt.1  I cu 
tt.1    I  or 
tt-       I  CU 

i_|pr 
tt.  □  cu 

O  cu £  Oi  cu rm  w 

O  w 
O  w 

£  rza  w rm  w 
rrn  w 

O  w 
£  B]  w 
)£  El  w 
j£  O  w 

rrn  w 

O  w O  w 
O  w £  A  w 
O  w 

3  ... 

1J  ... 1 

li  ... 14  jl.au 

6  au 
10  jl.au 3  my.jn 

Ap 
Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 
Ap Ap 

ap.my  Ap ...  Ap 
8  Ap 
jnjl  Ap 

1  jaau 1  jn.jl 

H  jn.s 1  jl.o 

#jUo 

i  au 1  my.jl 

|  jn.au 

1  au.s 
4jl.au 
i  Jlau 
1  jLau 

o*W> 

2  jn.jl 
1  jnjl 

Ap 
Ap Ap 

Ap 

AP 

Ap AP Ap AP 

Ap AP Ap Ap AP Ap 

C  s.p C  s.p 
C  s.p C  s.p 

C.  G.  H. Africa 

c.  g.'h. 
C.  G.  H C.  G.  H C.G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
Africa 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
Teneriffe Canaries 
India 

1774. 
1731. 1788. 
1731. 
nea 1727. 1774. 
1791. 
1732. 1795. 1816. 

1815. 1779. 1690. 

Teneriffe  1815. Canaries  1777. 

  1808. 
Italy  1768. S.  Amer.  1806. 
K.  Indies  1808. 
Bourbon  1808. 

  1800. S.  Amer.  169a 
W.Indies  1800. 
Madeira  1784. 

  1794. 
Louisiana  1811. 

  1799. 
S.  Amer.  1733. 
N.  Amer.  1806. America  1727. 
S.  Amer.  1809. 
W.  Indies  1758. 
£.  Indies  1808. 
S.  Amer.  1660. 
S.  Amer.  1789. 
E.  Indies  1800. 
W.  Indies  1787. India  1699. 
S.  Europe  1752. 
England  sea.sh. N.  Amer.  1704. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Carthagin.1819. 

S  s.l 
S  s.l 
S  8.1 
C  s.1 

S  s.l S  s.l 

S  s.l S  s.1 
S  s.l S  s.1 D  s.l S  co 

Vail,  it  t.  5 

Bot  rep.  617 
Com.  prsL  t.  7 
Plant,  grass.  150 Bur.  air.  t.10.  f.l 
Plant,  grass.  144 Jac.  ic.  1. 1  85 
Jac.  sen.  1. 1 106 Di.eLt.289.f.373 
Bur.  af'r.  t.  6.  f.  3 Jac.  frag.  t.  120 

Rh.  mal.  2.  1 44 
Bot  mag.  3321 
Jac.  sell.  2.  t.  276 
Mo.lO.tl.f.11,12 Bot  reg.  765 

Jac.  ic.  3. 1 470 Hook.  ex.  fl.59 
Bot  mag.  883 
Bot  mag.  1305 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 86 
Bot  mag.  1747 Jac.  sen.  3.  t.  277 

Hook.  ex.  fl.36 

Jac.  vin.  2.  t.186 Jac.  ic.  3.t477 
Jac.  ic  a  1 478 
PL  alm.t  113.  £2 Mo.h.  10.  t.2.£19 
Eng.  bot  2002 Jac  co.  s.  1. 13.  f.3 Bot  mag.  1494 Bot  cab.  727 

6741Peplus  W.  petty  O  w     fjl.au     Ap     Britain  cltgr.  C  s.1    Eng.  bot  959 6742  falc&ta  W.  sickle-leaved        O  w    1  jn.au    Ap    &  Europe  1699.  C  s.1   Jac.  aus.  2. 1 121 
6743  exigua  W.  dwarf  O  w      i  jl         Ap     Britain    cor.  fi.  C  s.l    Eng.  bot  1336 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
the  annuals  poisonous  weeds.  One  species  (E  edulis),  not  yet  introduced,  is  said  to  be  used  as  a  pot-herb  in 
Cochin  China ;  one  (E  punicea)  is  a  very  splendid  plant,  and  the  E  officinarum,  and  one  or  two  other  species 
gathered  along  with  it,  are  used  in  medicine.  They  are  all  milky,  mostly  herbaceous,  several  however 
shrubby,  upright  for  the  most  part,  very  few  of  them  creeping ;  some  are  leafless,  but  most  of  them  are  leafy. 
Stems  angular  or  tubercled,  or  more  frequently  cylindric  or  columnar;  unarmed,  or  in  the  angular  sorts 
resembling  the  upright  Cactuses,  and  armed  with  prickles,  which  are  either  solitary  or  in  pairs,  placed  in  a 
single  row  on  the  top  of  the  ridges.  Such  as  have  leaves  nave  them  simple,  most  frequently  alternate  and 
naked ;  in  some  sorts,  however,  they  are  opposite,  and  are  then  commonly  attended  with  stipules,  and  in  a  few 
they  are  placed  by  threes  in  whorls.  Peduncles  in  the  leafless  sorts  naked,  bearing  from  one  to  three  flowers.; 
in  the  leafy  ones  axillary,  but  more  frequently  from  tyro  to  five  or  more  in  a  terminating  umbel ;  each  some. 
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6692  Prickly  elliptical  obtuse  furrowed,  Prickles  subsolitary,  Peduncles  3-flowered 
6693  Warts  very  large  green  downy  at  end,  Spines  about  4  strong  black  at  end 
6694  Simple  rounded  obovate  with  warts  woolly  at  end  [than  the  rest 
6695  Columnar,  Warts  Small  numerous  with  many  small  spines  between,  Two  spines  in  each  cluster  longer 

**  Unarmed. 6696  Unarmed  globose  with  many  angles 
6697  Unarmed  imbricated,  Warts  with  one  leaf,  Flowers  somewhat  stalked,  Divisions  palmate 
6698  Stem  closely  tessellated  with  warts  upwards  thickly  branched 
6699  Unarmed  imbricated  with  warts  bearing  a  linear  leaf 
6700  Unarmed  with  round  procumbent  branches,  Warts  4-cornered 
6701  Unarmed  imbricated,  Warts  with  a  roundish  leaflet,  FL  term,  solitary  sessile  with  palmate  segments 
6702  Unarmed  imbricated,  Warts  with  a  lanceolate  leaflet,  Fl.  stalked  with  entire  segments 
6703  Unarmed  imbricated  capitate,  Warts  rhomboid  with  lanceolate  stalked  leaves,  Segm.  of  flower  entire 
6704  Unarmed  half  naked  shrubby  filiform  flaccid,  Leaves  alternate 
6705  Warts  large  imbricated  hooked  at  end :  the  upper  having  an  oval  leaflet  at  length  withering 
6706  Unarmed  warted,  Warts  with  a  deciduous  leaf,  Pedunc.  solitary  or  3  terminal  1-flowered 
6707  Unarmed  naked  leafless  branched,  Branches  square,  Fl.  solitary  terminal 
6708  Unarmed  shrubby  upright,  Head  terminal,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  glaucous 
6709  Unarmed  half  naked  shrubby  filiform  erect.  Branches  spreading  regularly  clustered 

$  2.  Stem  uniform,  shrubby,  upright,  Flowers  scattered  or  aggregate,  not  in  umbels. 
6710  Unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate  clustered  entire,  Umbel  terminal  sessile,  In  vol.  connate  colored 
671 1  Unarmed  shrubby  upright,  Umbel  5- lid  term.  InvoL  oblong,  Leaves  lane  smooth 
6712  Unarmed  shrubby,  Leaves  oblong  alternate  distichous,  Bractes  persistent 
6713  Unarmed  shrubby  naked,  Branches  rounded  effuse  dependent  jointed 
6714  Umbel  multifld  dichotomous,  InvoL  subcordate :  the  first  3-leaved 
6715  Unarmed,  Leaves  panduriform  ovate,  FL  term,  suberect,  InvoL  colored 
6716  Villous,  Leaves  with  long  stalks  alternate  broadly  ovate  repand-toothed,  Stem  erect  striated 
6717  Leaves  opp.  minute  stalked  obovate  entire,  Two  glands  on  the  stem  at  the  base  of  petioles 
6718  Unarmed  shrubby,  Leaves  ovate  entire,  Cyme  axillary  naked 
6719  Leaves  opp.  subcordate  stalked  emarginate  entire,  Stem  shrubby 
6720  Stalks  wnorled  longer  than  the  orbicular  leaf,  FL  solitary,  Stem  unarmed  naked 
6721  Leaves  scattered  lanceolate  acute  smooth,  Pedunc.  dichotomous,  Caps,  muricate 
6722  Unarmed  shrubby,  Leaves  scattered  lane,  mucron.  FL  solitary  term,  with  a  3-leaved  invol.  Caps,  muricate 
6723  Leaves  oval  entire  wavy  edged  with  white,  Caps,  smooth,  Stem  hairy 
6724  Dichotomous,  Leaves  ovate  serrate  acute  villous,  Fl.  solitary,  Upper  dichotomies  cymose 

\  3.  Dichotomous,  herbaceous,  Flowers  solitary  or  aggregate,  not  umbelled. 
6725  Unarmed  branched,  Leaves  subcordate  entire  shorter  than  their  stalk,  Fl.  solitary 
6726  Dwarf  hairy,  Leaves  opp.  oval  toothed,  Flowers  clustered  at  the  end  of  branches 
6727  Dichotomous,  Leaves  serrate  oval-obl.  smooth,  Corymbs  terminal,  Branches  divaricate 
6728  Dichotomous,  Leaves  ovate  obL  acute  at  each  end  smooth  stalked  entire,  Capsules  smooth 
6729  Dichotomous, .  Leaves  oval  obsoL  serrated,  Pedunc.  ax  ill.  3-flowered,  Stems  diffuse  smooth 
6730  Dichotomous  diffuse,  Lvs.  obov.  oblique  somewhat  cord,  at  base  toothletted  at  end,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  axillary 
6731  Dichotomous,  Leaves  serrate  oblong  hairy,  Fl.  axill.  solitary,  Branches  spreading 
6732  Dichotomous,  Leaves  ovate  hairy  stalked  entire,  Pedunc  axill.  1-fl.  Caps,  smooth 
6733  Dichotomous,  Leaves  serrate  oval  oblong,  Pedunc.  2-headed  axillary,  Stem  erect 6734  Dichotomous,  Leaves  subcrenate  linear,  Fl.  fascicled  term.  Stem  erect 
6735  Dichotomous,  Leaves  serrate  oval-obl.  Heads  axill.  clustered  subsessile,  Stems  procumbent 6736  Dichotomous,  Leaves  crenulate  roundish  smooth,  Fl.  solitary  axill.  Stems  procumbent 
6737  Dichotomous,  Leaves  entire  half  cordate,  Fl.  solitary  axillary,  Stems  procumbent 
6738  Leaves  opp.  entire  lanceolate  obtuse,  Fl.  solitary  axillary,  Stems  procumbent 
6739  Dichotomous,  Leaves  entire  lanceolate,  Peduncles  axillary  1-fl.  as  long  as  leaves,  Stem  erect 
6740  Branches  alternate  dichotomous  channelled  filiform,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  pubescent 

\  4.  Flowers  umbelled  with  an  inwlucre. *  Umbel  trifld. 
6741  Dichotomous,  Invol.  ovate,  Leaves  entire  obovate  stalked 
6742  Dichotomous,  InvoL  subcordate  mucronate,  Leaves  lanceoL  obtuse 
6743  Dichotomous,  Invol.  lanceolate,  Leaves  linear 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
times  in  a  many-flowered  head,  but  more  often  dichotomous,  trichotomous,  or  even  tetrachotomous,  with 
single  flowers  between  the  divisions  at  the  base  and  in  the  forkings ;  having  bractes  in  number  the  same  with 
the  peduncles,  forming  a  sort  of  involucre.  The  juice  of  every  species  of  Spurge  is  so  acrid  that,  it  corrodes 
and  ulcerates  the.  body  wherever  it  is  applied  ;  so  that  it  is  seldom  used  internally.  Externally  it  is  dropped 
on  warts  or  corns  to  remove  them,  and  in  the  hollow  of  a  decayed  tooth,  to  remove  the  pain  by  destroying 
the  nerve,  or  it  is  rubbed  behind  the  ears  to  give  relief 'in  the  tooth-ache  by  blistering. E.  officinarum,  and  also  antiquorum  and  canadensis,  furnish  the  Euphorbium  of  the  Materia  Medica.  In 
the  lower  regions  of  Mount  Atlas,  the  inhabitants  collect  the  concreted  gum  resin,  which  they  call  furbinne, 
in  September.  It  is  obtained  by  making  slight  incisions  in  the  branches  of  the  plant  with  a  knife,  from  which 
a  milk-like  juiee  exudes,  and  forms  into  tears  of  an  oblong  or  roundish  form.    The  quantity  yielded  is  so Dd  2 
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6744  minima  Haw. 
6745  micrantha  W. 
674Stuber6sa  W. 
SJfl  acuminata  Bieb. 

6748  Lathyris  W. 6749  valentina  Pers. 
6750  diffusa  W. 
6751  A'pios  W. 67521a/ta  W. 
6753  genistoides  W. 
6754  spinosa  IV. 

least  O  « 
small-flowered  O  w 
tuberous  tL  \  |  cu 
pointed  O  w 
Caper  £  Q)  w 
Spanish  O  w 
diffuse  O  w 
Pear-rooted  £  A  w 
Mezereon-lvd.  n.  |_|  cu 
Genista-like     O- 1  |  cu 
prickly  V.  _J  cu 

i  jU 
I  Jl. 

Ap 

jl.s  Ap 
f  o.d  Ap 1  o.d  Ap 

......  1800.  C  S.I 
Persia  1803.  C  s.l 
Ethiopia  1800.  C  s.l  Bur.  afr.  9.t4 Albania  1820.  S  co  Boc.  sic.  1. 13.  f.l 

6755  nummularisefoliaW.cn.  Moneyw.lvd.tt- 1  |  cu 
6756  epithymoides  W.    broad-leaved    }£  A 6757dulcis  W. 
6758  carni61ica  W. 
6759Pithyusa  W. 
6760  portlandica  W. 
6761  Paralias  W. 

p  suffruticbsa 6762  rigida  Haw. 
6763juncea  W. 
6764aleppica  W. 
6765  segetalis  W. 6766  biumbellata  Pers. 
6767  angustifolia  Haw. 

sweet 
Carniolian 
Juniper-lvd. Portland 
sea 
shrubby-sea 
rigid 
rushy 
Aleppo 
corn 

£  A  cu 
£  A  cu 
tL   (  CU 

£  Apr O-  |  cu 
cu  2 

£  lAJcu if  Alcu 

O  w 
double-umbelL  £  A  cu 
narrow-leaved  £  A  cu 

6768  multicorymb6sa  Ha.  many-flowered  £  A  cu 
6769  provincialis  W. 
6770  juncoides  Haw. 
6771  helioscopia  W. 6772serrata  W. 
6773  erotica  Haw. 
6774  punicea  W. 6775  verrucosa  W. 
6776  corollata  W. 

linear-leaved  O 
Rush-like  [Q)  w 
Wart-wort  O  w 
narr.  notch -lvd.£  (Al  cu 
Cretan  hoary    •£  A  un scarlet-flowered*  |  |  spl 
waited  j£  a  un great-flowered  ]£  A 

6777  spathuliefolia  Haw.  spatula-leaved  n.  \  |  cu  2 

3  my.o 

1£  jl.au 

i  jLa« 
ijn.jl 

1  jnjl 
1  jl.au 2  my.s 
1  my.jn 
1  my.jn 

1  au 

n.jl 

§my.s il.s 
il.s 

l.au 
l.au 
l.au 

„  jl.au 

V  au 
1 
1 

1*
 

2 

1* 

3 
6 2 

li 

6778  corallioSdes  W.  Coral-stalked 
6779  androsajmifoliaDonn.  Tutsan-leaved 
6780pil6sa  (V.  hairy 6781  orientalis  W.  oriental 
6782  platyphyllos  W.  annual-warty 

/3  stricta  E.  B.  upright-warty 67831iterata  W.  blotch-leaved 
6784E'sula  W. 6785  svlvatica  W.  wood 
6786  Erythrina  Link.  fleshy 
6787  glare6sa  Bieb.  sandy 
6788  bialata  Link.  two- winged 6789  uralensis  Fisch.  Ural 
6790  micrantha  Bieb.  small-flowered 
6791  crispata  Horn.  crisp 
6792  condyloc&rpa  Bieb.  Heart-leaved 
P793  fraglfera  Link.  berry-bearing 

A 
A 
A 

A  un 
O  w 
O  w O  w 

leafv-branched  )£  A  cu «-  |  un 

£  lAl  cu 
£  A  w 

O  w 
A  w O  un 
A 
A 

au.n 

il 

Lau 
1 

ia.s 

in 

1.8 

Ap Ap 

Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 

Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap Ap 

Ap Ap Ap Ap 

Ap Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 

Ap 

in.s 

jl.s 

my.au  Ap 

in.jl 
jl.au 

.  j'-au 

1"  au 

i  my.jl 
2  jl.s 

6794  Gerardiana  W. 
6795  Cyparissias  W. 
6796  virgata  W.  $  K. 
6797  myrsinites  W. 6798  imbricata  P.  S. 
6799  nicxensis  W. 

Gerard's Cypress 
twiggy 

glaucous imbricated 
sharp-leaved 

j£  _AI  un 

£  A  un £  A  pr 
£  A  un 
£  A  un 
«-  J  cu 
>f  Al  un 

1  jl.s 1  jl.s 

f  jl.s 

3  jl.s 
|  my 

3  my 

s  my 

2  my 

1  jl 2  my.s 
1  jl 1  ap.jn 
1  au.s 

li  ... 

Ap 
AP Ap Ap Ap 
Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap Ap Ap Ap 

Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 

Ap 
Ap 

England  d.  st.pl. 
Spain  1804. Austria  1798. 
Candia  1596. 

  1758. 
C.  G.  H.  1808. Levant  1710. 

  1800. 
Austria  1805. 
S.  Europe  1759. Carniola  1795. 
S.  Europe  1741. 
Britain  sca.sh. 
England  sea  sh. 

!!""  1795. 

Madeira  1779. Crete  1739. 
S.  Europe  1699. Barbary  1780.   1780. 

  1805. 
S.  Europe  1800. 1800. 
Britain  cor.fi. 
S.  Europe  1710. Levant  1768. 
Jamaica  1778. 
France  1800. 
N.  Amer.  1803. 

  1800. 
S.  Europe  1752. 
Hungary  1804. Siberia  1758. 
Levant  1739. 
England  cor.fi. England 

  1790. Britain  woods. 
S.  Europe  1768. 
C.  G.  H.  1823. Tauria  1822. 

  1823. Ural  1821. 
Tauria  1822.   1821. 
Caucasus  1823. 
Italy  1820. 

S  co S  s.l 
S  s.l 
D  s.1 
C  s.1 
C  s.1 C  s.1 
C  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
C  s. 
D  s, 
C  s C  s 

C  s 
D  s 1)  s D  8. D  8. 
D  s. 
D  s. S  8. 
S  8. 
S  8. 
D  s. 
C 
C 
C 

D  s. C 

D  s 

D  s 
D  s. D  s. S  co 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
S  co D  co 
S  co D  co 
D  co D  co 

Eng.  bot.  2255 
Jac.  ic  1. 1  88 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1.  87 
Dend.  brit  45 
Bot  rep.  616 
Jac.  aus.  3.  t.  213 
Scop.  earn,  t  21 Boc.  sic.  t.  5 
Eng.  bot  441 Eng.  bot.  195 

Jac  sen.  1. 1. 107 
Alp.  exot.  t.  64 Jac.  aus.  5.  t.450 
Po.  it.  ed.  ger.t.1 

m 

Germany  1801.  C  co 
England  woods.  D  co 
Hungary  1807.  D  co S.  Europe  1570.  D  s.l 
Portugal  1804.  C  s.l 

1809:  D  s.1 

Eng.  bot  883 Jac.  ic.  3.  t  488 
Bot  reg.  190 
Mor.  s.  10.  tS.f.8 
Bot.  cab.  390 

Gm.  sib.  2.  t  93 
Jac.  aust  t.  376 
Eng.  bot  333 Jac.  ic.  3.  t  482 
Eng.  bot  1399 

Bux.  cen.  2. 1 25 

Jac.  aust.  1 436 
Eng.  bot.  840 PI.  rar.  h.  t  162 LobeUc.t355.f.l 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t  485 

history,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
considerable,  that  the  plants  are  cut  once  only  in  four  years ;  the  supply  then  obtained  being  sufficient  for  that 
space  of  time  for  all  Europe.  The  recent  juice  is  so  corrosive  as  to  erode  the  skin  wherever  it  touches ;  and 
the  people  who  gather  the  gum  are  obliged  to  tie  a  cloth  over  their  mouth  and  nostrils,  to  protect  them  from 
the  acrid  dust  of  the  withered  branches,  which  induces  the  most  violent  sneezing.  It  is  inodorous ;  and,  when 
first  chewed,  has  little  taste,  but  it  soon  gives  a  very  acrid  burning  impression  to  the  tongue,  palate,  and  throat, 
which  is  very  permanent,  and  almost  insupportable.  Euphorbium  possesses  powerful  cathartic,  emetic, 
errhine,  and  rabefacient  properties.  It  has  been  given  as  a  hydragogue  in  dropsies ;  but,  owing  to  the  violence 
of  its  effects,  its  internal  use  is  now  exploded  :  neither  as  an  errhine  can  it  be  used  alone,  for  it  occasions  so 
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6744  Dichotomous,  Umbel  trifld,  I  n  vol.  broad  obovate,  Leaves  entire  obovate  spatulate  on  long  stalks 
6745  Dichotomous,  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  serrate,  Invol.  cordate,  Caps,  warted 
6746  Invol.  4-leaved,  Stem  naked,  Leaves  oblong  emarginate 
€747  Umbel  subtrifid,  Leaves  mucronate,  Cauline  spatulate  lane.  Invol.  ovate,  Caps,  smooth 

**  Umbel  4  or  5-fid. 
6748  Umbel  4-fid  dichotomous,  Leaves  opposite  entire 
6749  Umbel  4-fid  trifid,  InvoL  ovate  acute,  Leaves  lane. :  lower  spatulate 
6750  Umbel  4-fid  dichotomous,  Invol.  obtuse,  Leaves  altern.  lin.  cuneate  emarginate  mucron.  Stem  diffuse 
6751  Umbel  4-fid  bifid,  InvoL  renifbrm :  the  first  obcordate 
6752  Umbel  4  or  5-iid  twice  dichotomous,  First  invol.  oblong :  upper  rhomboid-roundish,  Leaves  lin.  lanceoL 
6753  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  Invol.  ovate,  Leaves  linear  erect 
6754  Umbel  5-cleft  simple,  InvoL  ovate :  first  3-leaved,  Leaves  oblong  entire 
6755  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  Upper  leaves  rounded  obovate  serrulate  mucronate :  lower  lane,  reflexed 
6756  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  InvoL  ovate  toothletted,  Leaves  entire  lane,  oblong  villous  beneath 
6757  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  InvoL  subovate  toothletted,  Leaves  lane,  obtuse,  Caps,  warted  hairy 
6758  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  Rays  nodding,  Invol.  ovate  entire,  Leaves  lane,  acute,  Caps,  warted  smooth 
6759  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  InvoL  ovate  mucronate,.  Leaves  lane  :  the  lower  involute  imbricated  downwards 
673)  Umbel  5-cleft  dichotomous,  InvoL  subcordate  concave,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  acute  smooth  spreading 
6761  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  InvoL  cordate  reniform,  Leaves  imbricated  upwards 
6762  Branches  filiform,  Leaves  numerous  linear  oblong  refuse  Rib  mucronate,  Fl.  solitary  terminal 
6763  Umbel  5-cleft  dichotomous,  Leaves  and  invol.  linear  lanceolate  acute 
6764  Umbel  5-cleft  dichotomous,  Invol.  ovate  lanceolate  mucronate,  Lower  leaves  setaceous 
6765  Umbel  5-cleft  dichotomous,  InvoL  cordate  acute,  Leaves  lin.  lanceolate :  the  upper  broadest 
6766  Umbel  multifid  double,  Invol.  subcordate,  Leaves  linear 
6767  Umbel  multifid  clustered,  InvoL  subcordate,  Leaves  numerous  close  very  narrow 
6768  Umbel  multifid  dichotomous,  Invol.  half  orbicular  cordate,  Sterile  branches  many,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  obtuse 
6769  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  Invol.  cordate  mucronate,  Leaves  oblong 
6770  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  InvoL  half  orbic.  cordate  submucronate,  Leaves  linear  imbricated  backwards 
6771  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid  dichotomous,  InvoL  obovate,  Leaves  cuneiform  serrate  smooth,  Caps,  smooth 
6772  Umbel  5-cleft  trifid  dichotomous,  InvoL  2-Ieaved  reniform,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  cordate  serrate 
6773  Umbel  multifid  bifid,  Invol.  orbicular,  Leaves  linear  lane,  villous 
6774  Umbel  5-cleft  trifid,  InvoL  oval  acuminate  colored,  Caps,  smooth,  Leaves  glaucous  beneath 
6775  Umbel  5-cleft  trifid,  Invol.  ovate,  Leaves  lane,  serrulate  villous,  Caps,  warted 6776  Umbel  5-cleft  trifid  dichotomous,  Invol.  and  leaves  oblong  obtuse,  Divisions  of  invol.  white 
6777  Umbel  4-fid  bifid,  Invol.  obovate,  Leaves  spatulate  lane,  entire  reflexed,  Stem  half  shrubby  branched 
6778  Umbel  5-cleft  trifid  dichotomous,  InvoL  ovate,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Caps,  woolly 
6779  Naked  smooth,  Umbel  5-cleft  bifid,  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  veiny  on  each  side 
6780  Umbel  5-eleft  trifid  bifid,  InvoL  ovate  entire,  Leaves  lane,  hairy  subserrulate  at  end 
6781  Umbel  5-cleft  4-fid  dichotomous,  Invol.  roundish  acute,  Leaves  lanceolate 
6782  Umbel  5-cleft  3-fid  dichotomous,  Invol.  with  a  hairy  keel,  Leaves  serrate  lanceolate,  Caps,  warted 
6783  Umbel  5-cleft  3-fid  dichotomous,  Invol.  lanceolate,  Leaves  lane,  toothed  pubescent,  Caps,  smooth  warted 
6784  Umbel  multifid  bifid,  InvoL  subcordate  2-horned,  Barren  branches  with  l-shaped  leaves 
6785  Umbel  5-fid  bifid,  Invol.  perfoliate  cordate  acute,  Leaves  lane,  entire 
6786  Leaves  lane,  obtuse,  Umbel  5-fid  dichotomous,  InvoL  ovate  obtuse  2-horned 
6787  Umbel  5-fid  bifid,  Leaves  spatulate  lane,  mucronate  coriaceous  serrulate,  Invol.  ovate,  Caps,  smooth 
6788  Leaves  obversely  obL  Invol.  oblong  and  ovate  serrulate  at  end,  Umbel  5-fid  dichotom.  Caps,  keeled  twice 
6789  Leaves  linear  with  long  points  entire  smooth,  Umbel  5-fid  bifid,  Invol.  lanceolate,  Leaves  2-horned 
6790  Umbel  trifid  dichotomous,  Leaves  serrate  somewhat  hairy :  lower  spatulate ;  upper  and  invol.  spatulate 
6791  Upper  branches  hairy,  Leaves  smooth  lanceolate,  Caps,  warted,  InvoL  cordate 6792  Umbel  sub-5-fid  bifid,  Caul,  leaves  and  invol.  cordate  lanceolate  obtuse  toothletted,  InvoL  reniform 
6793  Leaves  lanceolate,  Umbel  5-fid,  InvoL  oval  obtuse,  Caps,  ramentaceous  hairy 

***  Umbel  &-many-fid. 
'6794  Umbel  multifid  dichotomous,  Invol.  roundish  entire,  Branches  none 6795  Umbel  multifid  dichotomous,  InvoL  subcordate,  Branches  sterile,  Leaves  setaceous,  Cauline  lanceolate 
6796  Umbel  multifid  bifid,  InvoL  subtriangular,  Leaves  sessile  erect,  Caps,  rough 
6797  Umbel  8-fid  bifid,  InvoL  subovate,  Leaves  spatulate  spreading  fleshy  mucronate  rough  at  edge 
6796  Umbel  dichotomous  bifid,  InvoL  roundish  mucronate,  Leaves  obovate  imbricate  serrulate 
€799  Umbel  5-fid  bifid,  Invol.  cordate  roundish  entire,  Leaves  lanceolate  mucronate  coriaceous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
much  inflammation  as  to  produce  haemorrhage  from  the  nostrils,  and  swells  the  integuments  of  the  head. 
When  properly  diluted,  however,  with  starch  or  any  other  inert  powder,  and  cautiously  used,  it  is  an  effectual 
and  excellent  errhine  in  lethargy,  deafness,  palsy,  amaurosis,  and  similar  cases.    (London  Dispensatory,  298.) E  Lathyris  has  seeds  about  the  size  and  color  of  caper  buds,  and  in  Paris  is  sometimes  substituted  for  that 
pickle.    Eaten  in  any  quantity  they  must  prove  highly  deleterious. 
E  helioscopia  has  a  peculiarly  acrid  milky  juice,  which  is  often  applied  by  country  people  to  eat  off  warts ; 

but  should  be  used  with  caution  where  the  parts  are  tender.  According  to  Linnseus,  sheep  eat  it,  and  are purged  by  it,  and  their  flesh  acquires  a  bad  taste ;  but  this  is  not  the  case  with  cows. D  d  3 
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6800  paldstris  W. 
6801  emarginata  W. 6802  hitemica  W. 
6803  salicifolia  W. 
6804  amygdaloides  W. 6805  characias  W. 
6806  glaucescens  W. 
6807  agraria  Bieb. 
6808  pallida  W. 
6809  procera  Bieb. 
6810  ceratocar'pa  Ten. 6811  salicif61ia  J?orfc 
1104.  PEDILAN'THUS. 
6812  tithymaloides Kuntk. 6813  car  in  at  us  Dunn. 

1105.  VIS'NEA.  W. 6814  Mocangra  W. 

marsh  £  A 
freckled  f  A"" 
Irish  £  A  cu 
willow-leaved        A  w 
Almond-leav.  «1  or 
upright-red  tt.  pr glaucous  f  a™ 
field  j£  O  w 
pale  j£  A  un 
tall  A  un horn-fruited  £  A"» 
willow-leaved  j£  A  un 
.Afecfc.    Slipper  Plant. 
Myrtle-leaved  a.  cu keeled  tt.  ̂   cu 
Visnea. 
Canary  *  |  |  or 

Sweden  1570.  D  s.l 
Italy  1758.  D  co Britain  fields.  D  co 
Hungary  1804.  D  co 
England  woods.  D  co England  mo.  pi.  C  co   1823.  D  co Crimea  1821.  S  co 
Hungary  1822.  D  co Crimea  1819.  D  co 
Naples  1823.  D  co 
Hungary  1820.  D  co 

Euphorbiaceee.  Sp.  1 — 3. Uil.au     Ap    S.  Amer.  1820.  C  co 
1|  jlau     Ap    1817.  C  co E  hen  ace  a:    Sp.  1. 
5     ...     W     Canaries  1815.  C  Lp 

4  my.au  Ap 
2  jlau  Ap 
1  my.jn  Ap 2  my.jn  Ap 2  mr.jn  Ap 
4  mr.jn  Ap 
1  rnrjn  Ap 1  jn 

2  au 
1  jl.au 

ljjn 

Ap 

Ap 
Ap Ap Ap FL  dan.  866 

Eng.  bot  1337 PI.  rar.  h.  t  S5 
Eng.  bot  256 Eng.  bot  442 

GmeL  sib.  t.  94 
Ten.  neap.  1 63 

Bot  reg.  837 
Bot  mag.  2514 

TETRAGYNIA. 
1106.  CALLI'GONUM.  W.   Calligonum.  Polygonece.  Sp.1—5. 6815  Pallasia  W.  Caspian  tt.      or    4  au       G.w  Casp.  Sea  1780.  C  Lp  Pall.ros.2.t77,78 

PENTAGYNIA. 
1107.  GLI'NUS.  W.          Glinus.  Ficoidece.    Sp.  1—3. 68161otoides  TV.            hairy                 O  un  l|jl        Y      S.  Europe  1788.  S  s.I    Boc.  sic.  21. 1 11 
1108.  BLACKWEL'LIA.  Jung.    Blackwellia.  Homalincie.   Sp.  1—6. 6817  integrifolia  Lam.    entire-leaved    « O  or  6     ...     W     Madagasc.1823.  C  s.p  Lam.ill.  t.412.f.2 

tll09.  GASTCNIA.  Juss.   Gastonia.  Araliacece.   Sp.  1—2. 
6818palmata  Wall.        palmate  *  □  or    4  f.mr     W.g    18ia  C  p.l    Bot.  reg.  894 

D  OD  EC  A  G  YNIA. 
'1110.  SEMPERVrVUM. 6819arb6reum  W. 

/3  variegatum 6820  canariense  W. 
6821  glutisdsum  W. 
6822  glandulosum  W. 6823ciliatum  W.en. 
6824  Smithii  Sims. 
6825  tabukef6rme  I  law. 
6826  flagelliforme  Fitch. 6827  tortuosum  W. 
6828vill6sum  W. 
6829  stellatum  Sm. 
6830  tectorum  IV. 
6831  africanum  Haw. 
6832  dodrantale  W.en. 
6833  hirtum  L. 
6834  sobollferum  B.  M. 

W.  HOUSELEEK. 
tree  tt. 
striped-leaved 
Canary  tt. 
clammy  tt. 
glandulous-lvd.  tt. white-flowered  tt. 
Smith's  tt. 
table-shaped  tt. running  £ 
gouty  tt. villous starry 
common  £ 
African  £ 
smth.-lvd.-ann. hairy  £ 
Hen  &  Chickcn£ 

SempervivecB. 9  mr.d  Y Sp.90. Levant 1640.  C  s.l   Bot.  reg.  99 

I  |  or 
I  |  or 
1  |  or 
1  |  or 
A  or I  |  or 
O  or 
O  or 
A  or 

■  Al  or iQI  or 

A  or 
A  or 

6804 

llJ'n.jl li  jl.au 1  mr.my 

li  ... 1  jlau 

ljjl.au 

f  jl.au 
f  jl.au i  jnjl 
i  jl  au 

1  jn.s 
1 
1 

jl.au 

-  jn  jl 

ijnjl 

Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y Pa.Y 
R 
Y 
Y 
Y 
F 

pic"
 

w Pa.Y 

Canaries  1699. Madeira  1777. Madeira  1777. 
Teneriffe  1815. 
Tenerifte  1815. Tenerifte  1817. 
Siberia  1823. Canaries  1779. 
Madeira  1777. 
M.  Baldo  1790. 
Britain  roofs. 
C.  G.  H  1768. 
Teneriffe  1815. 
Italy  1804. Germany  ... 

R  s.l C  s.1 

D  s.l 
D  s.I 

S  s.l 

D  s.p D  s.p 

Plant  grass.  141 Bot  mag.  1963 
Bot  mag.  1978 
Bot.  mag.  1980 
Bot.  cab.  1328 

Bot  mag.  296 Bot.  mag.  1809 
Seg.veron.2.tl7 
Eng.  bot.  1320 
Schmidt  ic.  tl7 
Bot  mag.  1457 

6805 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Many  of  the  stove  species  of  this  genus  are  succulents,  and  will  thrive  the  better  if  a  little  lime  rubbish  be 

added  to  their  sandy  loam.   They  are  somewhat  difficult  to  strike.   Sweet  says,  "  The  way  I  have  succeeded 
best,  is  to  stick  them  in  the  tan  amongst  the  pots  in  a  good  heat,  and  not  cover  them  with  any  glass." (Bot.  Cult.  55.) 

The  inflorescence  of  this  genus  is  not  now  considered  to  consist  of  twelve  stamens  surrounding  an  ovary ; 
but  almost  as  in  Reseda,  of  a  number  of  monandrous  naked  male  florets  surrounding  a  naked  female  floret. 
This  manner  of  understanding  Euphorbia  was  first  indicated  by  Jussieu,  and  afterwards  correctly  explained 
by  Mr.  Brown. 

1104.  Pedilanthus.  From  -rihXm,  a  slipper,  and  mS-os,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  involucre. A  genus  resembling  Euphorbia  in  properties  and  appearance 
1105.  Visnea.  This  seems  to  be  a  blunder  of  the  younger  Linnaeus  for  Vismea,  which  now  is  the  name  of  a 

distinct  genus,  which  see.    Ripened  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand. 
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6800  Umbel  multifid  3-fid  bifid,  Invol.  ovate,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Branches  barren 
6801  Umbel  multifid  bifid,  Invol.  broadly  cord.  Leaves  obi.  emarg.  smooth,  Stem  branched,  Capsules  waited 
6802  Umbel  6-fid  dichotomous,  Invol.  oval,  Leaves  entire,  Branches  none,  Capsules  warted 
6803  Umbel  multifid  dichotomous,  Invol.  reniform  cordate.  Leaves  lanceolate  villous 
6804  Umbel  multifid  dichotomous,  Invol.  perfoliate  orbiculate,  Leaves  obtuse 
6805  Umbel  multifid  bifid,  Invol.  perfoliate  emarginate,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire 
6806  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire  close  together,  Capsules  smooth 
6807  Umbel  multifid  bifid,  Cauline  leaves  and  involucres  cordate  oblong  rough  at  edge  subserrulate 
6808  Umbel  multifid  trifid,  Invol.  roundish,  Leaves  lane,  attenuated,  Stem  simple,  Caps,  smooth 
6809  Umb.  5-fid  3-fid  dichotomous,  Leaves  lanceolate  hairy  serrulate  at  end,  Capsules  smooth 
6810  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  smooth,  Caps,  warted  smooth,  otherwise  like  E.  palustris 
6811  Leaves  entire  lanceolate  villous,  Umb.  multifid,  Inv.  reniform  cordate 
6812  Leaves  ovate  acuminate 
6813  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  keeled  beneath 

C814  The  only  species 

TETRAGYNIA. 
6815  Fruit  winged,  Wings  membranous  crisp  toothed 

PENTAGYNIA. 

6816  Stem  hairy,  Leaves  obovate 

6817  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  usually  entire,  FL  terminal  panicled 

6818  Leaves  palmate,  Stem  aculeate 

DODECAGYNIA. 
6819  Stem  arborescent  smooth  branched,  Leaves  cuneiform  smoothish  ciliated,  Cilia?  spreading  smooth 
6820  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  orbicular-spatulate  villous,  Nectaries  nearly  square  truncate 6821  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  cuneiform  viscid  ciliated,  Cilia;  cartilaginous  appressed 
6822  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  orbicular-spa tul.  glutinous  at  edge  with  globose  glands  and  cuneiform  trunc.  nee ts. 
6823  Leaves  obovate  acute  smooth  with  a  cartilaginous  edge,  Cymes  clustered 
6824  Stem  with  dense  spreading  bristles,  Leaves  curved  with  longitudinal  green  spots  beneath 
6825  Leaves  closely  packed  together  in  a  broad  fiat  disk 
6826  Suckers  spreading  lateral,  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  warted,  Branches  of  cyme  bifid 
6827  Leaves  obovate  gibbous  beneath  villous,  Noels.  2-lobed 
6828  Leaves  spatuiate  cuneiform  obtuse  villous,  Nects.  palmate 
6829  Stem  pubescent,  Leaves  spatuiate  scattered 
6830  Leaves  ciliated,  Suckers  spreading,  Nects.  cuneiform  with  a  swelling 
6831  Margins  of  leaves  serrate  toothed,  Offsets  spreading 
6832  Leaves  entire  oblong  ovate  smooth  stalked,  Cymes  spreading,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  hairy 
6833  Leaves  stem  and  petals  hairy  at  end 
6834  Leaves  ciliated,  Offsets  short  round  nearly  sessile,  Petals  6  fringed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1106.  Calligonum.  From  xaX»s,  beautiful,  and  ymv,  a  knee  or  joint.  This  plant  produces,  instead  of  leaves, 

curious  greenish  excrescences  disposed  in  joints,  which  give  it  a  remarkable  appearance. 
1107.  Glinus.  A  name  employed  by  Theophrastus  to  designate  a  kind  of  maple.  This  plant  is,  however, 

more  like  a  purslane.'. 1108.  Blackwellia.  Named  after  Elizabeth  Blackwell,  who  published  an  Herbal  in  1735,  containing  figures 
of  between  two  and  three  hundred  plants,  drawn  and  engraved  by  herself  Curious  stove  plants  with  pretty 
foliage,  but  inconspicuous  spikes  of  whitish  green  flowers. 

1109.  Gautama.  Named  by  Commerson  after  Gaston  de  Bourbon,  son  of  Henry  IV.  In  the  Isle  de  Bourbon 
it  is  called  Bois  d'eponge. 1110.  Sempervivum.  iFrom  semper  vivere,  to  live  for  ever,  in  allusion  to  the  tenacity  of  life  common  to 
plants  of  the  genus.  This  is  a  succulent  genus,  some  species  of  which  are  ornamental  or  singular,  and  others 

Dd  4 
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6835  gloMferum  W. 6886  montanum  W. 
6837  arachnoideum  W. 
6838  monanthos  W. 
6819 

globlferous  £  A  or  \  jn.jl  Y  Germany  1731.  D  s.p  Bot  mag.  507 
mountain  j£  A  or     jjnjl  R  SwitzerL  1752.  D  8.1  Plant  grass.  105 
cobweb  f  A"  i  jnjl  R  Italy       1699.  D  s.p  Bot  mag.  68 
one-flowered       iA|cu     J  jl.s  R  Canaries  1777.  D  s.l  Bot.  mag.  93 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
curious.   S.  tectorum,  common  on  the  roofs  of  buildings,  is  used  by  country  people  as  an  application  to  burns, 
inflammations,  and  ulcers,  alone,  in  a  bruised  state,  or  mixed  with  cream.    Linnams  informs  us,  that  house. 

Class  XII.  — ICOSANDRIA.     Stamens  many,  perigynous,  or  inserted  into  the  Calyx. 
To  gardeners  this  is  one  of  the  most  interesting  of  the  Linnean  classes,  containing  a  greater  proportion  than 

any  other  of  objects  which  come  within  their  observation  and  management  It  also  consists  of  genera  for  the 
most  part  naturally  allied ;  and  comprises  not  only  the  most  remarkable  portion  of  Ficoidea?,  all  Cacti,  and  the 
chief  of  the  Myrtaceae,  but  almost  every  genus  of  the  beautiful  and  hardy  tribes  of  Rosaces.  Its  characters 
are  well  defined,  and  depend  upon  the  insertion  of  a  number  of  distinct  stamens,  exceeding  twenty,  into  the 
inner  surface  of  the  calyx ;  modifications  of  which  organ  are  here  found  to  be  of  more  than  ordinary  import- ance in  characterising  the  genera. 
The  genera  are  extremely  natural,  and  have  been  all  studied  with  unusual  attention.  Some  difference  of 

opinion  exists  among  botanists  as  to  the  limits  which  ought  to  be  assigned  to  them,  and  great  diversity  of  no- 
menclature has  thence  arisen.  "  But,"  as  has  been  observed  by  a  modern  author,  "  in  a  class  so  strictly natural  as  this  is,  greater  difficulty  is  always  to  be  expected  in  finding  characters  for  genera,  than  in  those  of 

which  our  knowledge  is  more  imperfect,  and  whose  series  of  individuals  may  therefore  be  considered  less  com- 
plete" In  the  apple  and  pear  tribe,  Pomaces,  where  the  greatest  difficulty  is  thought  to  exist,  we  adopt 

Mr.  Lindley's  arrangement,  as  published  in  the  Transactions  of  the  linnean  Society,  which  we  find  admitted by  all  botanists  of  authority. But  if  it  is  difficult  to  ascertain  the  definite  limits  of  the  genera  of  Icosandria,  it  is  yet  more  perplexing  to  arrive 
at  a  satisfactory  conclusion  respecting  the  species  of  which  the  genera  are  constituted.  Having  all  been,  as  long 
as  gardens  have  existed,  the  objects  of  cultivation,  it  has  happened  that  many  individuals  have,  under  the 
action  of  domestication,  wandered  so  far  from  their  original  types,  as  to  have  acquired  new  characters  for  them- 

selves, of  so  peculiar  a  kind  as  to  have  rendered  it  impossible  at  the  present  day  to  refer  them  with  certainty  to 
the  source  from  which  they  originally  sprung.  To  remedy  this  confusion,  which  has  been  thus  increasing  for 
ages,  some  persons  have  thought  it  necessary  to  distinguish  the  species  by  such  artificial  characters  as  they  are 
now  found  to  possess,  without  reference  to  any  changes  the  genera  may  have  undergone ;  but  it  has  been  found 
that  no  facilities  of  discrimination  have  been  gained  by  multiplying  distinctions  in  consideration  of  differences 
which  are  neither  permanent  or  remarkable,  nor  connected  with  natural  habit,  but  purely  artificial.  To  others 
it  has  appeared  proper  to  endeavour  to  reduce  the  aberrant  forms  which  now  exist  to  those  from  which,  upon 
mature  consideration,  they  may  be  presumed  to  have  been  derived,  and  to  simplify  the  arrangement  and  dis- 

crimination of  the  species  by  confining  them  within  their  primitive  limits.  As  we  think  the  latter  to  be  the 
most  simple  principles  of  arrangement,  and  as  they  are  certainly  the  most  philosophical,  we  shall  here  follow 
those  authors  who  have  adopted  them. 

It  is  usual  in  this  class  to  distinguish  the  orders  with  two  and  three  styles  from  that  with  five :  but  the  dif- 
ferent species  vary  so  much  in  the  same  genus  in  this  respect,  that  we  have  only  separated  the  genera  into  those 

with  one  style,  Monogynia ;  with  two,  three,  or  five  styles,  Di-Pentagynia ;  and  with  many  styles,  Polygy nia. 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.  lEsSf  Many  perigynous  Stamens.  1  Style. 

§  1.  Ovary  inferior. 
1111.  Cactus.  CaL  imbricated.  Petals  numerous,  in  many  rows  :  the  mner  the  largest  Stigma  many-cleft 

Berry  many-seeded. 
1112.  Rhipsalis.  CaL  3-4-parted,  very  short  Teeth  acuminate,  membranous,  very  fine  Berry  1-celled,  pel- 

lucid.  Seeds  12,  in  the  centre. 
1113.  Bartonia.  CaL  5-cleft.  Petals  many.  Caps,  cylindrical,  1-celled  at  the  end  with  3-5  lid-like  valves. 

Placentas  3-5,  parietal,  bearing  seeds  in  a  double  row. 
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6835  Leaves  ciliated,  Offsets  globose 
6836  Leaves  entire,  Offsets  spreading 
6837  Leaves  with  entangled  hairs,  Offsets  round 
6838  Leaves  rounded  clavate  clustered,  Pedunc.  naked  1-fl.  Nects.  obcordate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
leek  is  a  preservative  to  the  coverings  of  houses  in  Smoland.    It  may  easily  be  made  to  cover  the  whole  root 
of  a  building,  whether  of  tiles,  thatch,  or  wood,  by  sticking  the  offsets  on  with  a  little  earth  or  cow  dung. 

1114.  Philadelphia,  Cal.  4-5-parted.  Petals 4-5.  Style 4-cleft.  Caps,  half-superior,  4-5-ccllctl,  many-seeded. Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
1115.  Leptospermum.  Cal.  persistent  at  base,  5-cleft,  half-superior.  Petals  5,  clawed,  round,  longer  than 

stamens.   Stigma  capitate.   Caps,  depressed,  4-5-celled.  Seeds  angular,  slender. 
WIS.  Fabricia.  CaL  5-cleft,  half-superior.  Petals  5,  sessile.  Stigma  capitate.  Capsule  many-celled.  Seeds 

winged. 
1117.  Metrosideros.  Cal.  5-cleft,  half-superior.  Petals  5.  Stamens  very  long,  separate.  Stigma  simple. 

Caps.  3-4-celled. 1118.  Psidium.  Cal.  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Berry  soft,  pulpy,  many-seeded.  Cotyledons  leafy,  very  small. Radicle  very  large,  arcuate.   Testa  bony. 
1119.  Eugenia.  Cal.  4-5-parted,  superior.  Petals  4-5.  Fruit  fleshy,  1-celled,  1-seeded.  Cotyledons  half- cylindrical.    Radicle  very  small.   Testa  membranous.  , 
1120.  Caryophyllus.    Cal.  funnel-form.    Fruit  dry,  1  or  2-celled.  -  Otherwise  like  Eugenia. 
1121.  Myrtus.    Cal.  5-cleft    Petals  5.    Berry  2  or  3-celled,  many-seeded.    Radicle  and  cotyledons  distinct. 1122.  Calyptranthus.  CaL  truncate,  before  flowering  covered  with  an  hemispherical  deciduous  lid.  Cor.  O. 

Berry  1-celled,  4-seeded. 1123.  Pimenta.  Cal.  5-fld.  Petals  5.  Ovary  2-celled.  Ovules  solitary,  appense.  Style  straight.  Stigma 
somewhat  capitate.  .-, 

1124.  Olynthia.  Cal  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Stigma  hooked.  Berry  1-celled.  Seeds  angular.  Embryd  con- -ferruminate. 
1125.  Stravadium.  CaL  4-cleft.  Petals  4.  Fruit  4-cornered,  1-seeded.  Flowers  in  terminal  racemes. 

Leaves  alternator-  
1126.  Eucalyptus.  Cal.  truncate,  covered  with  an  entire  deciduous  lid.  Cor.  O.  Capsule  4-cellecV  opening 

at  end,  many-seeded. 
1127.  Punica,  CaL  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Berry  many-celled,  many-seeded.  Seeds  berried.  Placenta* 

parietal. %  2.  Ovary  superior. 
1128.  Amygdalus.   Cal.  5-cleft.   Petals  5.    Drupe  with  a  nut  perforated  on  its  surface. 1129.  Prunus.   Cal.  5-cleft.   Petals  5.   Drupe  with  a  hard  smooth  nut. 
1130.  Chrysobalanus.    CaL  5-cleft.   Petals  5.   Style  lateral.    Drupe  with  a  5-furrowed,  5-valved  nut. 

Order  2.  DI-PENTAGYNIA.  "^W^    Many  perigynous  Stamens.  2  to  5  Styles 

\  1.  Ovary  inferior 
1131.  Mespilus.  CaL  5-parted,  with  leafy  divisions.  Disk  arge,  honey-bearing.  Styles  smooth.  Apple 

turbinate,  open,  5-celled,  with  a  bony  putamen. 
1132.  Crataegus.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Petals  spreading,  orbicular.  Ovary  2-5-celled.  Styles  smooth.  Apple 

fleshy,  oblong,  closed  by  the  teeth  of  thecal.,  or  by  the  thickened  disk.    Putamen  bony. 
1133.  Pyrits.  CaL  5-toothed.  Petals  roundish.  Apple  closed,  5-celled,  with  a  cartilaginous  putamen.  Cells 

2-seeded.   Testa  cartilaginous. 
1134.  Cydonia.   CaL  5-parted,  with  leafy  divisions.   Apple  closed,  many-seeded.   Testa  mucilaginous. 
1135.  Photinia.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Petals  reflexed.  Ovary  half-superior,  villous,  2-celled.  Styles  2,  smooth. 

Pericarp  2-celled,  included  in  the  fleshy  calyx.   Testa  cartilaginous. 
1136.  Raphiolepis.  Cal.  with  a  funnel-shaped  deciduous  limb.  Filaments  filiform.  Ovary  2-celled.  Apple 

closed  by  the  thickened  discus,  with  a  papery  putamen.    Seeds  gibbous. 
1137.  Eriobotrya.  Cal.  woolly,  bluntly  5-toothed.  Petals  bearded.  Stamens  erect,  the  length  of  teetb. 

Styles  5,  filiform,  included,  hairy.  Apple  closed,  3-5-celled.  Chalaza  none.  Radicle  included  between  tbe bases  of  cotyledons. 
1136.  Amelanchier.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Petals  lanceolate  Ovary  10-cellecL  Ovules  solitary.  Apple  3-5-celled, 

"with  a  cartilaginous  putamen. 
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1139.  Cotoneaster .  Flowers  polygamous.  CaL  turbinate,  bluntly  5-toothed.  Petals  short,  erect.  Stamens length  of  teeth.   Styles  smooth,  shorter  than  stamens.    Achenopses  parietal,  included  in  calyx. 

§  2.  Ovary  superior. 
1140.  Waltisteinia.  CaL  10-deft;  the  alternate  segments  smaller.  Petals  5.  Styles  clavate,  deciduous, brains  2,  oboyate.  ■ 
Hf «  S?L,  spreading,  5-cleft.   Petals  5.   Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  opening  inwards,  1-3-seeded^ 1142.  GtUema.   CaL  infundibuliform,  S-toothed.    Petals  5.   Stamens  very  short   Capsule  5-celled.  ' 1143.  Semmum.   Cal.  5-parted,  colored.   Petals  O.   Caps,  ovate,  3-celled,  cut  round,  many-seeded. 1144.  Aixoo*.   CaL  5-parted.  Pet.  O.  Caps.  5-celled,  5-valved. 

Order  a  POLYGYNIA.  ̂ |||^  Stamens  Xuaiiy.-peiigyiiovis.  Styles  many. 
1145.  Tetragon/a.    Cal-  3-5-parted.   Petals  O.   Drupe  inferior,  with  a  3-8-celled  nut 

^1M6.  Mesembrya.wtheff.vm-.    CaL  5-cleft.    Petals  many,  linear:    Capsule  turbinate,  fleshy,  inferior,  many- 
1147.  Hymenogyne.  Styles  about  12,  united  in  a  delicate  tube.  Caps.  1-celled,  many-seeded.  Otherwise like  Mesembryanthemum.  _ 

MONO  G  YNIA. 
1*1111.  CACTUS.  W.  Cactus. 

6839  mammillaris  L.      small  red-spin'dtt. ' 6840  coronfitus  W.  garland 
6841  depressus  Dec.  depressed 
6842  stellaris  W.  hoary 
6843  vivlparus  Pursh.  viviparous 
6844  gibbosus  Haw.  gibbous 
6845  magnimam'musffaw.large-teated 6846  lanifer  Haw.  woolly 
6847  geminisplnus  ■Haw.  two-spined 6848  Melocactus  L 
6849  recurvus  Mill. 
6850  nobilis  Haw. 
6851  senilis  Haw. 
6852  latispinus  Haw. 

Turk's  Cap 
recurved 
crook-spined 
old 
broad-spined 

6853  macrac&nthus  Haw.  long-spined 
6855 

6839 

a-ZDgr 
tt.  ZH  cu 
B-  ZD  cu 
e-ZJgr tt-ZDgr 
«-ZDgr 
a-ZDfr 
O-  ZH  gr 
«.  ZJ]  gr 
«-  Z3  gr 

Gictf. 

jLau my.jn 

jl.au 

1J  jl.au 

2f  ::: 

68-80. 
W.Indies  1688.  C  s.p  Plant  grass.  Ill S.  Amer.  1890.  C  s.p 
S.  Amer.  1789.  C  s.p  Bot  cab.  1673 a  Amer.  1815.  C  s.p  Bot  cab.  79 
Louisiana  1811.  C  s.p   1808.  C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  137 
Mexico    1823.  C  s.p 
Mexico    1823.  C  s.p 
Mexico    1823.  C  s.p 
W.  Indies  1688.  C  s.p  Plant  grass.  112   1768.  C  s.p 
Mexico    1796.  C  s.p 
Mexico    1823.  C  s.p 
Mexico    1823.  C  s.p 
&Amer.  1820.  C  s.p 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1111.  Cactus.  A  name  under  which  Theophrastus  describes  a  spiny  plant,  an  article  of  food,  which  grew  in 

Sicily.  This  genus  consists  of  succulent  plants,  permanent  in  duration,  singular  and  various  in  structure ; 
generally  without  leaves,  and  having  the  stem  or  branches  jointed ;  for  the  most  part  armed  with  spines  in 
bundles,  with  which,  in  many  species,  bristles  are  intermixed.  These  bundles  of  spines  are  placed  on  the  top 
of  the  tubercles  in  the  smaller  melon  thistle,  which  is  tubercled  all  over,  and  produces  its  flowers  between  the 
tubercles.  In  the  great  melon  thistle  the  spines  are  ranged  in  a  single  row  on  the  ridge  of  the  ribs.  These 
are  of  an  ovate  or  globular  form.  The  torch  thistle,  on  the  contrary,  are  slender,  rise  up  high,  are  jointed  and 
branched ;  many  of  them  are  almost  cylindrical,  with  from  five  to  ten  shallow  ribs ;  some,  however,  are  square 
or  three  cornered.  The  structure  of  the  creeping  Cereuses  is  the  same  with  these,  except  that  the  steins  are 
weak  and  cannot  support  themselves ;  they  therefore  seek  support  from  trees,  and  throw  out  roots  from  the 
stem,  like  ivy.  In  the  Indian  figs  the  branches  are  jointed,  and  flatted  like  the  sole  of  a  shoe ;  the  bundles  of 
spines  or  bristles  are  scattered  over  the  surface,  and  the  flowers  are  produced  from  the  edge  of  the  extreme 
branches.  In  the  PhyUanthus  the  branches  are  thinner,  they  are  indented  along  the  edge,  and  the  flowers 
come  out  singly  from  the  indentures.  This  seldom  has  any  spines.  Pereskia  has  a  round  stalk  with  leafy 
branches ;  the  leaves  alternate,  flat,  and  thick ;  the  prickles  are  large  and  stiff,  and  come  out  in  bundles  on 
the  stalk  and  branches,  chiefly  at  the  axils;  the  flowers  are  produced  several  together  from  the  axils  also. 
In  this  and  the  Indian  figs  the  flowers  are  pitcher-shaped :  in  the  other  species  they  are  subcylindrical  and 
longer ;  in  Phyllanthus  very  long.  The  fruit  in  some  of  the  sorts  is  small,  like  currants ;  but  in  most  it  is 
larger,  and  shaped  like  a  fig,  whence  their  name  of  Indian  fig. 

C.  melocactus,  the  great  melon  thistle  or  Turk's  cap,  appears  like  a  large  fleshy  green  melon,  with  deep  ribs, set  all  over  with  strong  sharp  thorns.  When  it  is  cut  through  the  middle,  the  inside  is  found  to  be  a  soft, 
green,  fleshy  substance,  very  full  of  moisture.  The  flowers  and  fruit  are  produced  in  circles  round  the  upper 
part  of  the  cap.  Some  of  those  which  have  been  brought  to  England,  have  been  more  than  a  yard  in  circum- 

ference, and  two  feet  and  half  high  including  the  cap.  But  in  the  West  Indies  there  are  plants  near  twice  as 
large.  Linnaeus  observes,  that  this  plant  resembles  a  hedge-hog  in  its  form  and  spines ;  and  on  the  top  has  a 
discoid,  conyex,  villous  body,  from  which  the  flowers  pro 
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1148.  Rosa.  CaL  urceolate,  5-cleft,  fleshy,  contracted  at  orifice.  Petals  5.  Grains  bony,  hairy,  included  in 
the  fleshy  tube  of  calyx. 

1149.  hubus.  CaL  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Berry  composed  of  many  cohering  fleshy  grains.  „  Receptacle  nearly dry. 
1150.  Dcdibarda.   Cal  5-cleft.   Petals  5.    Berry  dry.   Styles  5,  long,  deciduous. 
1151.  Fragaria.   CaL  10-cleft.   Pet.  5.   Grains  inserted  upon  a  fleshy  deciduous  receptacle 1152.  Comarum.    CaL  10-cleft.    Petals  5,  less  than  calyx.    Receptacle  ovate,  spongy,  persistent. 
1153.  PotentiUa.    CaL  10-cleft.   Petals  5.    Grains  rugose,  roundish,  naked,  fixed  to  a  small  dry  receptacle. 
1154.  Tormenttila.   Like  Potentilla,  but  cal.  8-cleft    Petals  4. 
1155.  Geum.   Cal.  10-cleft.   Sepals  unequaL    Petals  5.    Grains  generally  with  a  jointed  awn. 
115a  Kerria.  Cal.  5-cleft.  Pet  5,  orbicular.  Ovaries  5-8,  smooth,  globose.  Ovules  solitary.  Styles  filiform.. 

Capsules  globose. 
1157.  Cahfcanthus.   Stamens  unequal,  deciduous ;  the  12  outer  fertile.    Grains  many. 1158.  Chimonanthus.  Stamens  equal,  persistent ;  the  5  outer  fertile,  in  maturity  closing  the  orifice  of  the 

calyx  by  their  united  bases. 
1159.  Druas.   CaL  simple,  8-cleft.   Petals  8.    Grains  with  a  hairy  taiL 
1160.  Coluria.  Like  Sieversia,  but  the  style  jointed  with  the  top  of  ovarium  and  deciduous,  and  the  achenia 

glandular,  included  in  the  long  turbinate  tube  of  the  calyx. 1161.  Sieversia.  CaL  10-cleft.  Petals  5.  Stamens  indefinite.  Ovaries  indefinite,  with  an  ascending  ovule. 
Styles  terminal,  continuous.    Achenia  awned  with  the  persistent  style   Embryo  erect 

MONO  G  YNIA. 
6839  Roundish  covered  with  ovate  bearded  tubercles 
6840  Simple  clavate,  Tubercles  ovate  with  woolly  spines  at  end,  Wool  shorter  than  spines 6841  Roundish  depressed  with  ten  angles 
6842  Proliferous,  Warts  small  cylindrical,  Spines  fine  whitish  the  lowest  like  hairs 
6843  Roundish  multiplex,  Warts  cylindrical  bearded  above  furrowed  proliferous 
6844  Roundish  deeply  16-angled,  Angles  with  a  remarkable  swelling  below  each  parcel  of  spines 
6845  Warts  large  very  green  downy  at  end,  Spines  about  4  strong  expanded 
6846  Simple  rounded  obovate,  Warts  woolly  at  end  with  more  than  20  spines 
6847  Columnar,  Warts  small  very  numerous  with  little  spines  between,  2  in  each  parcel  much  longer  than  rest 6848  Roundish  with  about  14  angles 
6849  Roundish  with  15  angles,  Spines  broad  recurved  numerous 
6850  Oblong  with  many  angles,  Angles  and  spines  middle-sized  straight 6851  Oblong  with  about  20  angles,  Rays  of  spines  capillary  long 
6852  Depressed  spheroidal  with  about  21  angles,  Rays  of  spines  variable  the  lowest  very  broad  flat  deflexed 
6853  Rounded  bright  green  with  14  angles,  Ribs  straight  with  long  thick  white  spines 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
C.  melocactus,  mammillaris,  and  proliferus,  by  many  thought  to  be  but  one  species,  grow  upon  the  steep 

sides  of  rocks  in  the  hottest  parts  of  America,  where  they  seem  to  be  thrust  out  of  the  apertures,  having 
little  or  no  earth  to  support  them :  their  roots  shooting  down  into  the  fissures  of  the  rocks  to  a  considerable 
depth,  so  that  it  is  troublesome  to  get  the  plants  up.  As  they  delight  in  such  rocky  places,  they  seldom  live 
long  when  transplanted  into  a  better  soil.  In  times  of  great  drought  the  cattle  repair  to  the  barren  rocks 
where  these  plants  grow,  rip  them  up  with  their  horns,  tear  off  the  outside  skin,  and  greedily  devour  all  the 
fleshy  moist  part  The  fruit  is  frequently  eaten  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  West  Indies.  It  is  about  three 
quarters  of  an  inch  in  length,  of  a  taper  form,  drawing  to  a  point  at  the  bottom,  but  blunt  at  the  top :  the 
taste  is  an  agreeable  acid. 

C  repandus  has  a  fruit  about  the  size  and  shape  of  a  Bergamot  pear,  having  many  soft  spines  on  the  skin ; 
the  outside  is  a  pale  yellow,  the  inside  very  white,  full  of  pulp,  having  a  great  number  of  small  black  seeds 
lodged  in  it.  It  frequently  flowers  in  July,  and  in  warm  seasons  will  perfect  its  fruit,  which  has  very  little 
flavor  in  this  country,  but  is  frequently  served  up  at  table  in  the  West  India  islands. 

The  fruit  of  lanuginosus  and  peruvianus  are  also  occasionally  eaten  where  they  are  natives. 
C.  grandiflorus  and  flagelliformis  have  flowers  remarkable  for  their  beauty  and  sweetness.  C.  grandiflorus, 

when  arrived  to  a  sufficient  strength,  will  produce  many  exceeding  large,  beautiful,  sweet  scented  flowers, 
like  most  of  this  kind,  of  very  short  duration,  scarcely  continuing  six  hours  full  blown :  nor  do  the  flowers  ever 
open  again  when  once  closed.  They  begin  to  open  between  seven  and  eight  of  the  clock  in  the  evening,  are 
fully  blown  by  eleven,  and  by  three  or  four  in  the  morning  they  fade,  and  hang  down  quite  decayed ;  but  during 
their  short  continuance,  there  is  scarcely  any  flower  of  greater  beauty,  or  that  makes  a  more  magnificent 
appearance ;  for  the  calyx  of  the  flower,  when  open,  is  near  a  foot  diameter ;  the  inside  of  which,  being  Of  a 
splendid  yellow  color,  appears  like  the  rays  of  a  bright  star ;  the  outside  is  of  a  dark  brown ;  the  petals  being  of 
a  pure  white  add  to  the  lustre;  the  vast  number  of  recurved  stamens  surrounding  the  style  in  the  centre  of 
the  flower  make  a  fine  appearance :  add  to  all  this  the  fine  scent  of  the  flower,  which  perfumes  the  air  to  a considerable  distance.  There  is  scarce  any  plant  which  deserves  a  place  in  the  hothouse  so  much  as  this, 
especially  as  it  may  be  trained  against  the  wall,  where  it  will  not  take  up  any  room.   The  usual  season  of  its 
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6854  hexagonus  Z.  four-angled 
6855  peruvianus  W.  Peruvian 
6856  tetragonus  Z.  six-angled 
6857  speciosissimus  Desf.  beautiful 
6858  pentagonus  L. 
6859  Royeni  Z. 
6860  albisplnus  Salm. 
6861  lanuginosus  Z. 
6862  repandus  Z. 6863  obtusus  Haw. 
6864  imbricatus  Haw. 
6865  Alger  Salm. 
6866  cylindricus  Z. 
6867  serpentinus  W. 
6868  multangularis  W. 
6869  heptagOnus  W. 
6870  triangularis  Z. 
6871triqueter  W. 
6872  trigonus  Haw. 
6873  grandinorus  Z. 
6874reptans  W. 
6875  flagelliformis  Z. 

five-angled  a. 
nine-angled  a. 
white-spined  it- 
woolly  a. wavy-angled  it blunt  it- imbricated  a. 
black  a. 
cylindric  tt 
serpentine  tt- 
many-angled  «- seven-angled  tt 
great-triangul.  a. least-triangular  a. 
small-triangul.  o_ 
night-floweringa. 
trailing  a. creeping 

35  Jl.au 
3  au 
3  jl 
3  jl 

1  jl 
30  at) 
3 

leu  3 

pi 

:u 

I  |  or 6876  quadrangularisifow.quadrangular  a.  ZD  or 

mr.jn 

6877elatior  W. 
6878  Tana  Z. 
6879  nigricans  Haw. 
6880  polyanthus  Haw. 6881  brasiliensis  W. 
6882  hfimilis  Haw. 
6883DiUenii  Ker. 
6884  opnntia  Z. 6885  st rictus  Haw. 
6886  decuman  us^  W. 

Opttntia  maxima  Haw, 6887  tuberculatus  W.  warted 
6888  cocliinillifer  Z. 
6889  monacanthus  W. 
6890  elongatus  W. 
6891  triacanthos  W. 
6892  lanceolat  us  Haw. 
6893  tomentosus  Link. 
6894  subinermis  Link. 
6895  spinosissimus  Z. 6896ferox  W. 
6897  curassfivicus  L. 
6898fragilis  Nutt. 6899foli6sus  W. 
6900puslUus  Haw. 
6901  phyllanthus  Z. 
6902  phyllantholdes  Dec.  winged C.  til  at  us  W. 

great-bk.-spin'da. yellow-spined  a. lesser-bk.-spin.  a. 
many-flowered  a. thin-branched  a. 
humble  a. 
Dillenius's  it- Indian  Fig  a. 
oval-upright  a. 
great-oblong  a. ^gr 

ZDclt 

ZZ]  cu 

l_Jfr 

qgr
 

Z3gr 

4  ... 

I  ... 

?  jl 

1  jl.au 3 
1 
1  jn.au 2 
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6  jl.au 3  jl.au 3  au 

3  jl.au 
6  jl.au 
H  ... 
5  o 

2  jl.au 
3  jl.au 10  ... 

Cochineal  Fig 
single-spined  a. 
long  tl three-spined  tt. 
spear-shaped  a. 
downy  a. few-spined  a. 
cluster-spined  a. 
ferocious  tt. 
Pin-pillow  a. brittle  tt 
glaucous  tt small  Indt  Fig  a. 
Spleenwort  a. 

a.  ZD  i 
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ZJ  gr 
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jl.s 
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2 
3 
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W     Surinam  1690. "W     Peru  1728. 
W     S.  Amer.  1710. 
Cr     S.  Amer.  1816. W     S.  Amer.  1769. 
...    S.  Amer.  1728. 
...  S.  Amer.  1820. W  W.  Indies  1690. 

W     W.  Indies  1728. 
  1820. 
  1820. 
  1820. ...    Peru  1799. 

...  Peru 

...  S.  Amer.  1815, 
W  W.  Indies  1728. 
W     W.Indies  1690. 
...    S.  Amer.  1794. W     S.  Amer.  1809. 

W.y  Jamaica  1700. 
  1813. Pk     Peru  1690. 

...    S.  Amer.  1809. 
Y  a  Amer.  1731. 
Pa.Y  S.  Amer.  1731. Pk     a  Amer.  1795. 
Y  S.  Amer.  1811. 
Y  Brazil  1816. 

  1795. Pa.Y    1810. 
Y  a  Europe  1596   1796. 
...    a  Amer.  1768. 

  1818. Pu     a  Amer.  1688. 
...    a  Amer.  1816. 

  1817. 
...    S.  Amer. 
Y  a  Amer.  1796. 

  1820. 
  1819. 

...    Jamaica  1732. 

...    a  Amer.  1817. 

...  Curassao  1690. 

...    N.  Amer.  1814. 
Y  a  Amer.  1817. Y  a  Amer.  1805. 
Pk  a  Amer.  1710. 
Pk     Jamaica  1817. 

Bot  rep.  513 
Plant,  grass.  58 

Bot.  reg.  486 

Herm.  par.  tll5 Bot  reg.  336 

Bot.  mag.  3301 

Bot.  mag.  1884 
Plu.am.t200.f.2 
Bot.  rep.  508 
Bot  mag.  17 
Plu.am.tl99.fl 
Dil.eL  t.294.f.379 
Plant,  grass.  138 Bot.  mag.  1557 
Plant. grass,  c.ic. 

Bot  mag.  2393 
Plan t. grass,  c.  ic. 8.1 

s.1    Bot.  rep.  533 
s.l 
s.l s.l s.l 

8.1 
s.1 

s.p 
s.p 

s.p  Knor.the.2.  ts.2 

s.p 
s.p 

s.p 

s.p  Plant  grass.  145 s.p  Bot  mag.  2092 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
flowering  is  in  July,  and  when  the  plants  are  large,  many  flowers  will  open  the  same  night,  and  there  will  be  a 
succession  of  them  for  several  nights  together.   Sometimes  six,  eight,  or  ten  flowers  open  at  the  same  time  on 
one  plant,  making  a  most  magnificent  appearance  by  candle-light :  but  none  of  them  are  succeeded  here  by 
any  appearance  of  fruit, 

C.  flagelliformis  produces  a  greater  number  of  flowers  than  the  foregoing  sort :  they  come  out  in  May,  and 
sometimes  earlier,  when  the  season  is  warm.  The  petals  are  of  a  fine  pink  color  both  within  and  without ;  they 
are  not  so  numerous,  and  the  tube  of  the  flower  is  longer  than  that  of  the  other.  These  flowers  keep  open 
three  or  four  days,  provided  the  weather,  or  the  place  where  the  plants  stand,  be  not  too  warm ;  and  during 
their  continuance  they  make  a  fine  appearance.  This  sort  has  very  slender  trailing  branches,  which  require 
a  support :  they  are  not  jointed,  nor  do  they  extend  so  far  as  those  of  the  other  sort.  Fruit  sometimes 
succeeds  the  flowers,  but  seldom  ripens. 

C.  triangularis,  the  strawberry  pear,  Poirer  de  Chardon,  Fr.,  bears  the  best  flavored  fruit  of  any  of  the. 
sorts;  it  is  slightly  acid,  and  at  the  same  time  sweet,  pleasant,  and  cooling;  in  Martinique  and  other  Wew India  islands  it  is  much  esteemed.  . 

C.  opuntia,  native  of  the  country  of  the  Opuntiani,  whose  chief  town  was  Opus,  in  the  vicinity  of  Phocis, 
though  like  the  others  a  native  of  America,  is  now  found  growing  wild  on  the  sides  of  the  roads  between 
Rome  and  Naples  and  other  parts  of  Italy,  and  even  in  the  Valais.  Gerarde  says,  it  was  brought  from 
Virginia  into  England,  and  Collinson  had  it  from  Newfoundland.   It  was  fruited  in  Scotland  in  a  stove  by 
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6854  Erect  with  deep  furrows  long  with  6  distant  angles 
6855  Erect  with  deep  furrows  long  with  about  8  obtuse  angles 
6856  Erect  with  deep  furrows  long  with  4  compressed  angles 
6857  Erect  with  deep  furrows  long  slightly  quadrangular  with  toothed  angles 
6858  Erect  with  deep  furrows  long  jointed  with  about  5  angles 
6859  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows  jointed  with  9  angles,  Joints  ovate,  Spines  as  long  as  wool 
6860  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows  jointed  with  9  angles  not  glaucous,  Spines  white ;  a  variety  of  the  last 
6861  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows  long  with  9  obsolete  angles,  Spines  shorter  than  wool 
6862  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows  long  with  8  compressed  wavy  angles,  Spines  longer  than  wool 
6863  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows,  Branches  jointed  few  bluntly  triangular 
6864  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows,  Scarcely  ang.  Surface  covered  with  variously  imbric.  lobed  divisions 
6865  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows  black  with  numerous  brown  spines  longer  than  the  wool 
6866  Erect  slender  with  shallow  furrows  weak  cylindrical,  Surface  covered  with  netted  crossing  furrows 
6867  Erect  rounded  below  long  elegant  with  about  9  angles,  Spines  snow-white  weak,  Wool  very  short 
6868  Erect  with  18  close  obtuse  angles  with  bristly  yellowish  spines  longer  than  the  wool 
6869  Erect  with  deep  furrows  oblong  with  7  angles 
6870  Creeping  triangular  rooting 
6871  Decumbent  rooting  3-cornered,  Spines  fascicled  divaricating  seven  two  or  three  lines  long 
6872  Creeping  rooting  3-cornered  with  scarcely  channelled  angles,  Spines  5-7  in  stellate  fascicles 
6873  Creeping  rooting  with  about  5  angles 
6874  Creeping  5-cornered  with  subulate  spines  longer  than  the  wool 
6875  Creeping  rooting  hispid  with  10  angles 
6876  Creeping  with  3  or  4  angles  which  are  scarcely  channelled,  Spines  5-7  in  stellate  parcels 
6877  Erect,  Joints  broadly  ovate-oblong,  Spines  subulate  very  long  blackish 
6878  Erect,  Joints  broadly  ovate-oblong,  Spines  subulate  long  yellow 
6879  Erect,  Joints  oblong  and  lanceolate,  Spines  of  various  shapes  brownish  black 
6880  Joints  oblong  and  ovate,  Spines  of  various  shapes  yellow,  Fl.  numerous  solitary 
6881  Stem  rounded,  Branches  ovate  compressed  flat,  Spines  solitary  or  3  together  subulate  strong 
6882  Joints  cuneate  obovate  decumbent,  Spines  variously  shaped  yellow 
6883  Erect,  Joints  obovate  roundish  glaucous,  Stigma  6-lobed 
6884  Creeping  prostrate,  Joints  ovate,  Spines  even  numerous  hair-shaped 
6885  Erect,  Joints  ovate  elliptical,  Spines  even  numerous  short 
6886  Joints  ovate  oblong  very  thick,  Spines  unequal 
6887  Jointed  proliferous,  Joints  oval,  Warts  with  a  cluster  of  spines  the  length  of  the  wool 
6888  Joints  ovate  oblong  unarmed 
6889  Erect,  Joints  lanceolate-oblong,  Clusters  of  spines  fuscous  weak  with  one  strong  white  spine 
6890  Erect,  Joints  oblong  or  oval,  Spines  numerous  variable  brown ;  one  very  long  straw-colored 6891  Jointed  proliferous,  Joints  ovate  oblong  with  strong  white  spines  longer  than  wool 
6892  Nearly  erect,  Joints  lanceolate  with  even  short  spines,  Leaves  3  lines  long 
6893  Branches  oblong  with  short  soft  hairs,  Spines  small 
6894  Branches  oblong  scarcely  spiny 
6895  Joints  very  long  slender  compressed,  Spines  very  long  slender  clustered  white 
6896  Joints  oblong  with  numerous  stiff  spines  of  which  one  is  very  long  and  white  at  base 
6897  Joints  brittle  cylindrical  ventricose  compressed  much  divaricating 
6898  Joints  brittle  compressed  short,  Spines  numerous  variable  white  erect 
6899  Jointed  proliferous,  Joints  lanceolate-glaucous,  Spines  bristly  longer  than  wool 
6900  Joints  brittle  linear-lanceolate  divaricating,  Spines  unequal 
6901  Proliferous  smooth  branched  ensiform  compressed  serrated  with  a  central  woody  rib 
6902  Branches  ensiform  compressed  obovate  with  spreading  teeth,  Spines  few  setaceous  longer  than  wool 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Justice,  in  1750,  and  recently  by  Braddick,  near  London,  in  the  open  air.  This  active  horticulturist,  having 
eaten  with  pleasure  of  the  prickly  pear  in  Virginia,  was  desirous  of  cultivating  it  here.  He  recollected  that 
the  plant  in  its  wild  state  delighted  in  a  dry  soil,  amongst  rocks,  near  the  skirts  of  the  sunny  sides  of  the 
forests ;  and  having  heard  that  it  would  stand  the  open  air  in  this  country,  he  planted  it  in  the  compost 
described  below,  placed  in  a  sheltered  situation  open  to  the  sun.  "The  first  plant  that  I  turned  out  has  lived  in the  open  ground  of  this  country  for  six  or  seven  years,  during  which  period  it  has  endured  one  exceeding  hard 
winter,  and  several  trying  springs ;  and  in  all,  except  the  two  first  years,  it  has  never  failed  to  ripen  its  fruit 
and  seeds,  so  that  it  may  be  now  considered  decidedly  acclimated.  The  compost  used  by  me  for  growing  the 
Cactus  Opuntia,  is  the  following :  one  half  is  carbonate  of  lime,  for  which  lime-rubbish  from  old  buildings 
will  answer :  the  remaining  half  consists  of  equal  portions  of  London  clay  and  peat-earth,  having  the  acid 
neutralised  by  barilla :  these  are  intimately  blended  and  sifted.  One  square  yard  of  this  compost  I  conceive 
to  be  sufficient  for  one  plant,  which  must  be  placed  in  the  middle  of  a  small  artificial  hillock,  raised  eighteen 
inches  above  the  surface  of  the  ground,  which  ground  should  be  rendered  perfectly  dry,  if  not  naturally  so, 
by  under-draining.  Neither  the  leaves,  flowers,  nor  fruit  should  ever  be  suffered  to  touch  the  ground;  but  they 
should  as  constantly  as  they  are  produced  be  kept  from  the  earth  by  placing  stones,  pebbles,  flints,  or  bricks 
under  them,  in  imitation  of  artificial  rock-work."  (Hort.  Trans,  ii.  238.) C.  Ficus  indica  is  very  common  in  Jamaica,  and  on  it  feed  the  Wild  sort  of  cochineal  insect.  The  fruit  is 
Targe  and  of  a  deep  purple  color,  and  when  eaten  dyes  the  urine  of  a  bloody  color. 
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6903  truncatus  Link.      truncate         «-  ZD  gr 
6904  Peres'kia  L.  Barbad.Gooseb.tt  □  gr 
6905  grandif61ius  Haw.  large-leaved     n.     I  gr 
6906  longispinus  Haw.  long-spined  «_  I  I  gr 

tU12.  RHIP'SALia  Ga?rt.  Rhipsalis. 6907  Cassfitha  G.  naked  !U.  ZD  cu 
Cactus  pendulus  W. 

6908  parasiticus  Haw.     parasitic         )U  ZD  cu 
6909  grandiflorus  Haw.  large-flowered  !U  ZD  cu 6910  fasciculatus  W.  en.  bundled  iU  ZD  cu 
6911  salicornoides  Haw.  salt- wort  «L  ZD  cu 

tllia  BARTONIA.  Ph.  Bartonia. 
6912  ornata  Ph.  naked-seeded    £  OJ  or 
6913  nfida  Ph.  winged-seeded  ]£  Ol  or 

tlll4.  PHILADEL'PHUS.  W.  Syrinca. 6914  coronarius  W.        common  =6  or 
/3  nanus                  dwarf  Si  or 6915  inod6rus  W.  scentless  ft  or 

6916  grandiflorus  PA.     large-flowered  31  or 

5  o.n 3  ... 
2  ... 

Cadi. 1  s 

Pk 
W Brazil  1818. W.  Indies  1696. 

Brazil  1818. 
&  Amer.  1808. 

s.p  Bot.  reg.  695 
s.p  Dil.eLt227.f.2S4 

s.p s.p 

W.  Indies  1758.  C  s.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  20 
1     ...     Y      S.  Amer.  1800. 
1  jl         W    1818. 1  ...  Y  S.  Amer.  1817. 
ljjn        Y      E  Indies  1817. Loasete.  Sp.S. 
2  jl.s       W     Missouri  1811. 

6917  hirsutus  Nutt. 

hairy 

1115.  LEPTOSPER'MUM.  W. 
at  oi 

Leptospermum. 
6918  scoparium  W. 6919  flavescens  W. 
6920  attenufitum  W. 
6921  lanigerum  H.  K. 

pubescens  W. 

New  Zeal.  Tea 
yellowish fine-branched hoary 

pubescent 6923  grandifolium  L.  T.  large-leaved 
6924  parvifolium  W. 0925  stellatum  Cav. 
6926  arachnoideum  W. 
6927  flexuosum  Link. 
6928  juniperlnum  W. 6929  baccatum  W. 
6930  porophyllum  Cav, 6931  triloculare  V. 
6932  amblguum  W. 

1116.  FABRI'CIA.  W. 6933  myrtifolia  W. 
6934  laevigata  W. 

6911 

:  i  I  or 

»L_|or 
«l_Jor 
«  L_J  or 
»t_Jor 

small-leaved 
short-leaved 
cobweb 
flexuose 
Juniper-leaved berry-fruited    *  i  |  or 
dotted  *  i  |  or 
trilocular        *  i  |  or 
hook-leaved     H  \  |  or 

Fabricia. 
opposite-leaved  *  i   f  or smooth-leaved  *  t_J  or 

2  jLs  W 
Myrtacece. 8  my.jn  W 

2  my.jn  W 
2  jn.jl  W 

6  jn.jl  "W 
3  jn  W 

Myrti. 
6  jn.jl 5  my.jl 
5  my.jl 
5  jn.jl 
5  jn.jl 5  jnjl 
5  jnjl 5  jnjl 3  myjl 
10  my.jl 
2  jnjl 
3  jnjl 
3  jnjl 2  jnjl 
3  jnjl 

Missouri  1811. 

Sp.  1  6. S.  Europe  1596. 

W*
 

Y 
W 

W 
W 

W 
W 

Y 

w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 

Myrtaceee.   Sp.  2. 3     ...     Y      N.  HoU. 
3  myjn  Y 

Carolina  1738. 
Carolina  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1820. 

16—20. 
New  Zeal  1772. 
N.  S.  W.  1787. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S.  W. 
N.S.W. 
N.a  w. N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. N  S.  W. 
n.  aw. 
N.&  W. N.aw. 

C  s.p  Plant  grass.  59 

C  s.p C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  mag.  2461 

C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1487 
C  s.p 

L  co   Bot  mag.  391 L  co 
L  co    Bot  mag.  1478 L  co    Bot  reg.  570 
L  co   Dend.  brit  47 

1795. 1774. 
1774. 1803. 
1789. 1790. 
1795. 182a 

1790. 
1790. 1800. 
1800. 
1791. 

N.aw.  1788. 
6914 

Bot  rep.  622 Sch.s.  ha.24.t.U 
Bot.  cab.  1192 
Bot  mag.  1810 
Cav.  ic  4. 1 330 Ga>r.  sem.  1. 135 

Vent  malm.  89 
Ca.ic.4.t331.f.2 
Bot  cab.  791 
Exotbot  l.t59 

C  s.p  Gae.  se.l.t355.f.4 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1304 

6915, 

6916 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

C.  tuna  {tun  the  Arabic  name  for  fig)  is  used  as  a  hedge  plant  in  Spain,  South  America,  and  the  West 
Indies.  When  the  island  of  St  Christopher  was  to  be  divided  between  the  English  and  the  French,  three  rows 
af  the  tuna  were  planted  by  common  consent  between  the  boundaries.  (Sloane.)  Sir  J.  E.  Smith  informs  us,  that 
the  stamens  of  the  flower  are  very  irritable ;  and  that  if  a  feather  be  drawn  through  them,  in  two  or  three  seconds 
they  begin  to  lie  down  gently  on  one  side,  and  in  a  short  time  become  recumbent  at  the  bottom  of  the  flower. 

C.  cochinillifer  is  the  species  on  which  the  cochineal  insect  chiefly  feeds.  The  insect  feeds  on  other  succu- 
lent plants  besides  those  of  the  Cactus  genus,  but  this  species  is  cultivated  because  least  annoying  by  its 

prickles.  It  produces  an  edible  fruit  larger  than  that  of  C.  opuntia.  On  the  top  of  the  fruit  there  grows  a  red 
flower :  this  when  the  fruit  is  ripe,  falls  down  on'  the  top  of  it,  and  covers  it  so  that  no  rain  or  dew  can  wet the  inside.  A  day  or  two  after,  the  flower  being  scorched  up  by  the  heat  of  the  sun,  the  fruit  opens  wide,  and 
the  inside  appears  full  of  small  red  insects.  The  Indians,  when  they  perceive  the  fruit  open,  spread  a  large 
linen  cloth,  and  then  with  sticks  shake  the  plant,  to  disturb  the  insect,  so  that  they  take  wing  to  be  gone,  but 
keep  hovering  over  the  plant,  till  by  the  heat  they  fall  down  dead  on  the  cloth,  where  the  Indians  let  them  - remain  two  or  three  days  till  they  are  dry.  The  cochineal  plants  are  called  by  the  Spaniards  Toona.  They 
are  planted  in  the  country  about  Guatimala,  Chiape,  and  Guaxaca,  in  the  kingdom  of  Mexico. 

The  difference,  in  point  of  goodness,  observable  in  the  cochineal,  is  entirely  owing  to  the  plant  it  feeds 
upon.  The  prickly,  pear  (C.  tuna)  so  abundant  in  Jamaica,  is  covered  with  the  insects,  but  not  having  their 
proper  food,  they  are  in  general  diminutive,  and  have  very  little  red  tincture  in  their  bodies.  The  delicate  red 
colored  juice  of'  the  fruit  is  the  natural  food  of  the  insect  The  exuviae  and  animal  salts  of  the  insect  are, from  the  minuteness  of  its  parts,  inseparable  from  the  essential  principles  of  the  dye,  and  must  diminish  the brilliancy  of  the  color :  and  this  has  put  some  persons  upon  inspissating  the  juice  of  the  fruit  itself.  The 
ripe  fruir  is  said  to  check  fluxes  by  its  mild  restringency ;  it  is  also  a  powerful  diuretic,  and  sometimes  imparts 
a  tinge  to  the  urine. 

C.  pereskia,  so  called  from  the  generic  name  of  Plumier,  who  made  this  species  a  distinct  genus,  in  memory 
of  N.  F.  Peiresk  of  Aix,  whose  name,  as  Tournefort  says,  is  his  only  monument,  has  fruit  about  the ,  size 
of  a  walnut,  having  tufts  of  small  leaves  on  it,  and  within  a  whitish  mucilaginous  pulp. 

In  our  stoves,  according  to  Sweet,  "  sandy  loam,  or  loam  mixed  with  a  little,  brick  rubbish,  is  the  best  soil 
for  all  the  Cacti :  the  pots  should  be  as  small  as  the  plants  will  allow,  and  well' drained  with  potsherds.  They 
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6905  Spines  numerous  variauie  strong,  i*avra  uuc  uuiuug  wim  »  »uu 
6906  Leaves  elliptical  fleshy,  Spines  J  an  inch  long,  Buds  very  woolly 

6907  Branches  pendulous  whorled  round  smooth  naked  green 

6908  Branches  pendulous  whorled  round  green  the  younger  covered  with  bundles  of  white  hairs 6909  Branches  round  as  thick  as  a  quill,  Spines  scarcely  any 
6910  Pendulous,  Branches  "rounded  fascicled,  Hairs  bundled  in  six  lines 
6911  Jointed  erect,  Branches  round  and  angular,  Young  spines  in  minute  inconspicuous  parcels 

6912  Ovary  leafy,  Seeds  naked 
6913  Ovary  naked,  Seeds  winged 
6914  Leaves  somewhat  toothed  ovate  oblong 
6915  Leaves  quite  entire 
6916  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  toothletted,  Axils  of  veins  hairy,  Stigmas  4  linear 
6917  Leaves  hairy  oblong-ovate  acute  sharply  and  angularly  toothed 

6918  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  obsoletely  3-nerved,  CaL  smooth  with  colored  membranous  teeth 6919  Leaves  lin.-lanc.  obtuse  nerveless,  Cal.  smooth  with  membranous  naked  teeth 
6920  Leaves  lane  lin.  acute  3-nerved,  CaL  silky  villous,  with  membr.  colored  naked  teeth 
6921  Leaves  oblong  or  oval  mucr.  pubescent  on  each  side  obsoletely  3-nerved,  Branches  villous,  CaL  very 6922  Leaves  lane,  oblong  hairy  oblique  reflexed  at  end 
6923  Leaves  oval  lanceolate,  Young  shoots  colored,  Flowers  large,  Teeth  of  calyx  colored 
6924  Leaves  obovate  nerveless,  Branches  and  calyxes  hairy  with  membranous  colored  teeth 6925  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  short  three  nerved,  Fl.  sol.  sessile,  CaL  entire  persistent 
6926  Leaves  subulate  pungent,  Branches  hairy,  Calyxes  and  teeth  villous 
6927  Branches  flexuose,  Flowers  sessile  fascicled,  CaL  hairy 
6928  Leaves  lin.-lanc.  pungent,  Branches  silky,  CaL  smooth  with  membranous  colored  naked  teeth 
6929  Leaves  lin.-lanc.  pungent,  Branches  hairy,  Cal.  smooth  with  membranous  col.  pubescent  teeth 6930  Leaves  oblanc.  densely  dotted,  FL  sol.  terminal,  Sepals  deciduous 
6931  Leaves  acicular  rigid  fascicled,  Flowers  solitary,  Teeth  of  calyx  colored 
6932  Leaves  linear  recurved  at  end,  CaL  smoothish,  Teeth  leafy  lane,  naked,  Stamens  longer  than  cor. 

6933  Leaves  lanceolate  obovate  opp.  Teeth  of  calyx  round 
6934  Leaves  obovate  altera,  glaucous,  Teeth  of  calyx  triangular 

require  very  little  water.  The  best  way  to  flower  them  is  to  expose  them  to  the  air  all  the  summer,  which 
makes  them  get  plump  and  throws  them  into  flower-bud.  Most  of  the  species  are  fine  flowers.  Cuttings,  after 
they  are  taken  on,  should  lie  left  to  dry  a  few  weeks  till  they  are  shrivelled,  then  pottedy  and  they  will  root 
immediately.   (Bot.  Cult.  31.) 

1112.  Rhipsalis.  From  j»4»  a  willow  branch,  in  allusion  to  the  flexible  decumbent  branches  of  the  genus. 
Curious,  branched,  jointed,  leafless,  prostrate  plants.   Culture  as  in  Cactus. 

1113.  Bartonia.  Named  by  Pursh,  in  honor  of  Dr.  B.  S.  Barton  of  Philadelphia,  an  American  botanist. 
Beautiful  plants,  with  alternate  pinnatitid  rough  glaucous  leaves,  and  large  white  flowers,  which  open  during 
the  night,  and  spread  a  most  agreeable  odor.   Very  rare,  if  they  yet  exist,  in  collections. 

1114.  Philadelphus.  A  name  used  by  Athensus  for  a  tree  which  is  now  unknown.  Bauhin  applied  it  to  this 
genus.  The  species  are  free  flowerers,  well  adapted  for  the  shrubbery.  The  native  country  of  P.  coronarius 
is  not  known ;  it  is  generally  referred  to  the  south  of  Europe,  but  it  has  only  been  found  twice  in  Italy,. and 
then  in  situations  where  it  might  have  been  planted.  The  flowers  have  the  appearance  and  odor  of  those of  the  orange,  but  the  odor  in  near  contact  is  much  more  powerful.  Seeds  arc  seldom  produced  in  this 
country.  The  leaves  taste  like  fresh  cucumbers.  P.  grandi  floras  is  a  very  shewy  plant  All  the  species  grow* freerw  in  common  soil,  and  arc  increased  by  layers. 

1115.  Leptospermum.  From  hirrm ,  slender,  and  <r*iyjvr„  seed,  in  allusion  the  extreme  tenuity  of  the  seeds. Pretty  New  Holland  plants.  L  scoparium  grows  commonly  in  dry  places  near  the  shores  in  New  Zealand, 
and  the  underwood  in  Adventure  Bay,  Van  Dieman's  Land,  chiefly  consists  of  this  shrub.  The  leaves  were 
used  by  Captain  Cook's  ships'  crews  as  tea,  whence  they  named  it  the  tea  plant.  The  leaves  have  a  very agreeable  bitter  flavor,  with  a  pleasant  smell,  when  fresh;  but  lose  something  of  both,  when  dry;  If  the 
infusion  was  made  strong,  it  proved  emetic  to  some,  in  the  same  manner  as  green  tea.  It  was  also  used  with 
spruce  leaves,  in  equal  quantity,  to  correct  their  astringency  in  brewing  beet  from  them  ;  and  they  rendered 
the  beer  exceedingly  palatable 

Young  cuttings  of  all  the  species  will  root  readily  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass:  the  species  may  also  be  rawed 
from  seeds ;  but  plants  from  cuttings  are  besty  as  they  flower  young,  and  the  seedlings  do  not  flower  till  they 
attain  a  considerable- size  (Bot.  Cult.  214:) 

1116.  Fabricia.  Dedicated  by  Gxrtner  to  John  Christian  Fabricius,  the  famous  Entomologist   The  species' 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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*11I7.  METROSIDE'ROS.  W.  Metrobideros. rough 
many-flowered ribbed 
cluster-flowered 
narrow-leaved 
margined 
linear-leaved 
Pine-leaved 
long-leaved willow-leaved 
spear-leaved 
splendid 

$6935  hispida  Sm. (6936  floribunda  Sm. 
§6937costata  Sm. 6938  glomulifera  W. 
6939  angustifolia  (('. 6910  marginata  P.  S. 

169
41 

 
linearis

  W. 
6942  pinifoli

a  
W.  en. 6943  viminal

is  
W. 

6944  saligna
  

W. 6945  lanceol
ata  

W. 
6946  specios

a  
B.  M. 

6947  vera  Limit. 
6948sem

perfl6r
ens  

Lodd.  ever-bl
owing 

$6949  linearif
olia  

Link, 
 
linear-

leaved 

§6950  rugulos
a  

W. 
1118.  PSI'DI

UM.  
W. 

6951  pyrlferum  W. 
6952  pomtferum  W. 6953  aromaticum  W. 
6954  cordatum  B.  M. 
6955  montanum  W. 
6956  polycarpum  And. 6957  Cattleianum  Lindl.  purple 

*1119.  EUGE'NIA.  W.  Eugenia $6958  malaccensis  W. 
§6959Jambos  W. 
6960  baruensis  IV. 

§6961  royrtifolia  Ker. M.  austrdlis  B.  M. 
6962  axillaris  W. 
6963  fragrans  W. 6964  Mini  W. 
6965eUiptica  W. 
6966  Ugustrina  W. 6967  uniflora  W. 

§6968  zeylanica  W. 6969  latifolia  W. 

I  |  or 
1 1  |  or 

true  Iron-wood  J  D  or 

wrinkled 
Guava. 

white 
red aromatic cordate 
mountain clustered 

Malay  Apple-tr.J  fr narrow-leaved  J  Cj  fir 
many-flowered  *  □  or 
myrtle-leaved   *  □  or 

Myrtacece. 6  my.au  Y 
6  jLau  W 6     ...  Y 
15  my.jn  Y.a 
6     ...  Y.o 
6     ...  P.v 
6  jn.jl  W 6  jnjl  G 10  mr.jn  R 
6  my.jn  R 
10  jn.n  Cr 10  mrjn  Cr 
20  mr.jn  G 
6  mr.jn 10  mr.jn 
6  mr.jn 

Myrtacete. 7  jnjl  W 20  jnjl 
5  ... 5  myjl 

4  ... 
3  my 

my.jn 

Myrtacete. 

Cr 
R 
Pk 

Sp.  16— sa N.&W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.&W. N.  S.  W. 
C.  G.  H. 
N.&W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S.  W. N.&  W. 
N.&  W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S.  W. 

i78a 

nsa 
1816. 
1805. 1787. 
181& 
1788. 
1800. 
1788. 
1788. 1803. 

C  s.l 
C  s.l 

E  Indies  1819. 
1818. 1820. 1821. 

W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 

my.! 

fjl 

axillary 
sweet-scented 
small-fruited 
round-fruited 
privet-leav»d one-flowertd 
Ceylon  I broad-leave  1 

•  □or 
•  a  or 
•  □or 
•  l  |  or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 

G.V 
W 

8  apjl  W 
10  s  W 
10  ap.my  W 
10     ...  W 
8  my.s  W 
8  au 

1120.  CARYOPHYI/LUS.  P.  S.  Cl&ve-Tree. 
6970  aromaticus  P.  S.      aromatic  J  □  cul 

1*1121.  MYR'TUS.  W. 6971  communis  W. a.  romana 
S  tare/it ina 

Myrtle. 
common 
broad-leaved 
Box-leaved 

»l_Jor •  l_Jor •  i    |  or 

7  ja.mr  W 10  jnjl  W 10     ...  W 
Myrtacece. 20     ...  W 
Myrtacece. 

6  jLau  W 6  jl.au  W 
6  jLau  W 

N.  S.  W. N.&W. N.  S.  W. 

Sp.  7—10. 
W.  Indies  1656. 
W.  Indies  1692. 
W.  Indies  1779. 
W.  Indies  1811. W.  Indies  1779. 
Trinidad  1810. 
&  Amer.  1818. 

Sp.  14—37. E  Indies  1768. 
E  Indies  1768. 
S.  Amer.  ... N.  Holl.  1818. 
Jamaica  1793. 
Jamaica  1790. 
Guiana  1803. 
N.&W.  1790. 
Hispaniol.1798. Brazil  1759. 
Ceylon  1798. Guiana  1793. 

Sp.l 

Moluccas  1797. 

Sp.  10—35. &  Europe  1597. &  Europe  1597. 
&  Europe  1597. 

Exot.  bot.  1. 1-42 Vent.maLt.75 
Gee.  se.  ].t34.f.2 

Cav.  ic.  4.  t.  332 
Ser.  han.  19.  til 
Wen.  coL  1.  tl6 
Gse.  sa  1. 134.£4 
Bot.  mag.  1821 Bot  mag.  260 
Bot  mag.  1761 
LindL  colL  18 
Bot  cab.  523 

r.m  Rum.  am.  1. 1.47 
r.m  Rhe.  mal.  3. 1 35 
r.m  Aub.  gui.  l.t.191 r.m  Bot  mag.  1779 r.m 

r.m  Bot  reg.  653 
r.m  LmdL  coll.  16 

C  s.p  Bot  rep.  458 L  s.p  Bot  mag.  1696 
L  s.p  Jac.  ic.  3.  t  486 L  s.p  Bot  reg.  627 C  s.p 

C  s.  p  Bot  mag.  1242 
C  s.p  Au.  gui.  1. 1. 197 C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1872 

C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  mag.  473 
C  s.p  Bot  rep.  619 
C  s.p  Aub.  guL  l.tl99 

C  l.p  Ru.  amb.  2.  tl.2 
C  r.m  Du.  ar.  e.  n.  1 43 C  r.m  Mil.  ic.tl84.Cl 
C  r.m 

6935 

6940^8  ̂ *  6946 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
requiring  to  grow  to  a  good  size  before  they  produce  flowers  are  well  adapted  for  a  conservatory :  the  culture 
and  propagation  as  in  Leptospermum. 

1117.  Metrosideros.  From  jutjrgoe,  the  heart  of  a  tree,  and  cri^ov,  iron,  in  allusion  to  the  hardness  of  the 
wood.  One  species  (M.  vera)  is  called  Iron  wood.  The  Chinese  make  their  rudders  and  anchors  of  it ;  and 
among  the  Japanese  it  is  so  scarce  and  valuable  that  it  is  only  allowed  to  be  manufactured  in  the  service  of 
their  king.  The  bark  is  used  as  a  remedy  for  fluor  albus  and  diarrhoea,  being  mixed  with  Pinang,  and  a 
small  quantity  of  cloves  and  nutmegs.  This  is  a  genus  distinguished  at  sight  by  the  peculiar  character  of  the 
shrubs  of  Australasia,  with  both  sides  of  the  leaf  alike.  M  hispida,  lanceolata,  and  speciosa,  are  beautiful 
plants,  but  not  free  flowerers.  They  are  rather  difficult  to  strike.  Sweet  recommends  "  ripened  wood  planted 
under  a  bell-glass  in  sand." 1118.  Psidium.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  Pomegranate.  In  English  it  is  called  Guava,  a  corruption 
of  the  American  name  Guayaba.  Most  of  the  species  are  cultivated  in  the  tropics  for  their  fruit,  which  also 
ripens  freely  in  this  country,  though  it  is  of  little  merit.  P.  pyriferum  bears  fruit  the  size  of  a  hen's  egg, yellowish,  with  a  peculiar  smell.  The  rind  is  brittle  and  fleshy ;  pulp  rather  firm,  full  of  bony  seeds,  flesh 
colored,  sweet,  aromatic,  and  pleasant  In  the  West  Indies  it  is  eaten  with  avidity,  not  only  by  the  natives, 
but  by  Europeans :  with  those  who  are  not  accustomed  to  it,  the  Guava  is  apt  to  occasion  a  slight  flux  ;  but 
Jacquin  affirms,  that  when  he  has  been  thirsty  on  a  journey  he  has  eaten  of  it  to  satiety  without  suffering  any 
barm.  It  is  eaten  raw  in  the  dessert,  but  the  seeds  are  scarcely  separable.  It  is  also  preserved  with  sugar. 
F.  pomiferum  has  fruit  like  a  pomegranate,  which  is  seldom  eaten,  though  eatable,  and  being  astringent  is  counted 
Strengthening  for  the  stomach.  P.  Cattleianum  is  reckoned  one  of  the  best  of  the  Guavas ;  the  fruit  is  of  a  fine 
deep  claret  color,  and  the  pulp  in  consistence  and  flavor  bears  a  considerable  resemblance  to  the  strawberry. 

AU  the  species  are  of  easy  culture  in  light  and  rather  rich  loam,  and  are  increased  readily  by  seeds,  layers,  or 
Cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
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6935  Leaves  opposite  cordate  at  base  stem-clasping,  Branches  calrae^ud  peduncles  hispid 
6936  Leaves  opposite  stalked  ovate  lanceot^e,Fpanicle  brachiate,  Pedic.  umbjfled 
6937  Leaves  opposite  stalked  lin.-lanc  acuminate  oblique,  Panicl^||fl|SStff3ecompound 6938  Leaves  opposite  ovate  netted  veiny  beneath  pubescent,  Heads  lateral  stalked  and  bractes  downy 
6939  Leaves  opposite  lin.-lanc.  naked,  Pedunc.  axillary  umbelled,  Bractes  lane,  smooth 
6940  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  3-nerved,  Fl.  racemose  clustered  terminal  smooth 
6911  Leaves  scattered  linear  channelled  acute  rigid,  FL  lateral  clustered  sessile 
6942  Leaves  alternate  lin.  filiform  rigid  mucronate  channelled  rough,  FL  clustered  sessile 
6943  Leaves  alternate  linear-lanceolate,  FL  clustered  lateral  pubescent 
6944  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end  mucronate,  FL  lateral  clustered  sessile  smooth 
6945  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  mucronate,  Fl.  lateral  clustered  sessile  pubescent 
6946  Leaves  scattered  lanceolate  veiny  glandular  mucronate,  Caps,  downy  at  end 
6947  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  quite  smooth,  Cymes  stalked  many- flowered 
6948  Very  like  M.  lanceolata,  but  the  blossoms  appear  more  copiously 
6949  Leaves  alternate  lin. -lanceolate  with  a  long  acute  point 
6950  Leaves  lin.-lanceolate  with  a  long  point  dotted  rough 

6951  Leaves  elliptical  pubescent  beneath,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
6952  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  pubescent  beneath,  Peduncles  3-flowered 
6953  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  smooth,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
6954  Leaves  sessile  cordate  rounded  smooth  on  each  side,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  clustered 
6955  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  crenulate  shining,  Peduncles  many-fl. 
6956  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acute  sub-crenate,  pubescent  above  rugose  beneath,  Branches  reclinate 
6957  Leaves  obovate  smooth  coriaceous,  Fruit  purple 

6958  Leaves  entire  oblong.  Peduncles  4-fl.  lateral 
6959  Leaves  entire  lanceolate,  Pedunc.  4-fl.  terminal 
6960  Leaves  entire  ovate-lanceolate.  Ped.  many-fl.  axillary  shorter  than  petiole 
6961  Leaves  elliptical,  Pedunc.  trichotomous  lateral  and  terminal,  Stamens  much  longer  than  petals 
6962  Leaves  entire  oblong  acuminate  obtuse  flat,  Pedunc.  ax  ill.  many-fl.  the  length  of  petioles 
6963  Leaves  entire  roundish  ovate  obtuse,  Pedunc.  axilL  many-fl.  trichotomous  the  length  of  leaves 
6964  Leaves  entire  oblong-lanceolate  acuminate,  Pedunc.  axillary  many-fl.  racemose  shorter  than  leaf 
6965  Leaves  entire  elliptical  acuminate,  Pedunc.  panic.  axilL  and  terminal,  Fruit  globose 
6966  Leaves  entire  lanceolate  narrowed  at  base  obtuse  veinless,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  solitary  terminal 
6967  Leaves  entire  ovate-lanceolate,  Pedunc.  1-flowered  solitary  lateral 
6968  Leaves  entire  oblong  acuminate  coriaceous  not  dotted,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  filiform 
6969  Leaves  entire  ovate  oblong  acuminate  netted  with  veins,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  about  3  in  fruit  nodding 
6970  The  only  species 

6971  Flowers  solitary,  Involucre  2-leaved 
a.  Leaves  ovate  longer  than  the  peduncles $  Leaves  ovate  with  round  berries 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1119.  Eugenia.  In  honor  of  Prince  Eugene  of  Savoy,  who  was  a  protector  and  encourager  of  botany,  and 

possessed  a  botanic  garden.  Some  of  the  species  bear  edible  fruits :  that  of  E.  malaccensis  is  ovate,  an  inch 
and  a  half  in  diameter,  flesh  smelling  like  the  rose,  agreeable  to  the  taste,  and  wholesome.  It  is  generally 
cultivated  between  the  tropics.  £.  Jambos  bears  smaller  fruit,  edible,  but  not  so  much  esteemed ;  it  is  never- 

theless excellent,  resembling  in  appearance  and  flavor  a  Brussels  apricot,  and  produced  in  great  abundance  in 
the  stove.  All  the  species  grow  freely  in  two-thirds  loam  and  one-third  peat,  and  flower  abundantly  when 
the  plants  are  of  a  good  size.    Ripened  cuttings  strike  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1120.  CaryophyUus.  The  Arabs,  who  have  been  acquainted  from  all  antiquity  with  the  clove,  called  it 
qarunfel,  which  the  Greeks  altered  into  Caryaphyllon.  Girqflier,  Fr.  The  fruit  is  thought  to  bear  some 
resemblance  to  a  nail,  and  hence  is  called  clove,  clou,  Fr.,  Chiode,  Ital,  Clavo,  Span.,  Naghel,  Ger.  and  Dutch. 
The  whole  tree  is  aromatic,  and  the  fruit  or  clove  is  considered  as  one  of  the  hottest  and  most  acrid  sub- 

stances of  the  aromatic  class,  and  as  such  is  often  used,  not  only  internally,  but  externally,  as  a  stimulant ; 
as  in  paralytic  cases  for  example,  in  which  the  oil  of  cloves  has  been  administered  to  advantage :  it  is  also 
made  use  of  in  the  tooth  ache,  in  which  it  often  succeeds  in  suddenly  abating  and  subduing  the  pain.  A 
tincture  of  cloves  in  rectified  spirit  is  kept  in  the  shops,  as  well  as  the  essential  oil,  which  latter  is  perhaps 
seldom  free  from  sophistication.  For  culinary  purposes,  the  uses  of  cloves  are  innumerable.  The  Dutch, 
who  had  for  a  long  time  the  monopoly  of  the  spice  trade,  prevented  while  they  could  the  tree  from  being 
removed  from  the  Moluccas  and  other  islands,  where  it  grows  naturally ;  but  the  French  now  cultivate  it  in 
Cayenne  and  St.  Domingo.  There  are  a  few  specimens  in  the  British  gardens.  It  grows  freely  in  loam  and 
peat,  and  ripened  cuttings  are  not  difficult  to  root  in  sand,  in  moist  heat  under  a  hand-glass. 

1121.  Myrlus.  From  /mmmi,  perfume.  Mupras  of  the  Greeks.  Le  Mirte,  Fr.,  Myrle,  Ger.,  Myrtus,  Dutch, 
Mirto,  Ital.  and  Span.,  Myrta,  Portug.,  Myrter,  Dan.  and  Myrten,  Swed.  The  common  myrtle  is  a  well 
known  popular  shrub,  which  has  been  in  English  gardens  for  an  unknown  length  of  time;  evidently  from 

E  e 
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6972  tomentosa
  

W. 
6973bifl6r

a  
W. 

69741ucid
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W. 
6975dum6

sa  
W. 

6976Gregi
i  

W. 
6977  virgultosa

  
W. 

§6978acri
s  

W. 6979  coriacea  W. 

Italian,  or  upr. 
Orange-leaved Portugal 
broad-lvd.  Dutch 
Rosemary-lvd. 
woolly-leaved two-flowered shining bushy 

Greg's 

twiggy 

Wild  Clove-tree*  □  or 
Sumach-leaved  J  □  or 

s  i  |  or s  i  |  or 
i  i  |  or 

•  □or 

[  |  or •  □or 

jLau 
jLau jl.au 
jLau 
jLau jn.jl 

W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
Pu 

ap.my  W ...  W 
jn.jl  W ...  W 
jLau  W 
my.jl  W ...  W 
my  W 
Myrtacete. 
my.jl  W ...  W mr.my  W 
...  W 

§6980  pimentoides  Lindl.  Allspice- like     *  I    I  or  20 
*1122.  CALYPTRANTHES.  W.  Calyptranthes. 

6981  Zuzygium  W.  oval-leaved  ?  □  tm  20 
§6982  Jambolana  IV.        Jambolana-tree  f  I    I  or  20 
6983  Chytracfilia  W.      forked  t  □  or  20 

§6964  caryophyllifolia  W.  clove-leaved     J  □  or  20 
1123.  PIMEN'TA.  Lindl.    Pimenta.  Myrtacete. 
6985  vulgaris  Lindl.       Allspice-Tree   i  □  cul  30  my.jl  W 

Myrtus  Pimenta  h. 
1124.  OLYNTHIA.  Lindl.    Olynthia.  Myrtacete. 
6986  disticha  Lindl.       globe-berried    1  □  or    2  ap.jl  W 

Myrtus  distich  a  W. 
1125.  STRAVA'DIUM  Juss.    Stra vadium.  Myrtacete. 6987  acutangulum  Juss.  sharp-angled     ±  □  or  20   

S.  Europe  1597. 
S.  Europe  1597. 
S.  Europe  1597. 
S.  Europe  1597. S.  Europe  1597. 
China  1776. 
Jamaica  1759. 
Surinam  1793. W.  Indies  179a 
Dominica  1776. 
Jamaica  1787. 
Jamaica  1759. 
Hispaniol.1759. W.Indies  ... 

Sp.4— 6. 
W.  Indies  1778. 
E  Indies  1796. 
Jamaica  1778. 
E  Indies  1822. 

Sp.  1. 
W.  Indies  1723. 

Blackwell,  1 114 Clus.  hist  1. 1 1 

Bot.  mag.  250 
Br.  jam.  t.  25.  £3 

Gae.  se.  1. 1.33  f.3 
Plu.  ic.  t208. f. 1 
PL  aim.  1 155.f.3 
PI.  ic  t.  208.  f.  2 Bot.  cab.  178 

L  s.p  Br.  jam.  1 7.  £2. 
L  s.p  Ru.  amb.  1. 1 42 
L  s.p  Br.  jam.  1 37.  f.2 
L  s.p  Ru.  amb.  1. 1 41 

L  s.p  Bot  mag.  1236 

1126.  EUCALYP'TUS. 6988  robusta  Sot. 
6989  rostrata  Cav. 
6990  pilularis  Sot. 6991  tereticornis  Sm. 
6992  resinifera  Sm. 
6993  marginata  Sot. 
6994  capitellata  Sot. 
6995  saligna  Sot. 
6996  botryoides  Sot. 
6997  botryoides  Sm. 6998  haemastuma  Sot. 
6999  piperita  Sot. 
70()0obllqua  W. 
7001  corymbosa  W. 

W.  Eucalyptus. 
Brown  Gum-tr.; beaked 
narrow-leaved  ; 
long-horned Red  Gum-tree thick-edged headed 
willow-like 
bunched 
glaucous-leaved red-mouthed 
Peppermint-tr.  ; 
oblique-leaved  ' corymbus-flow.  ] ' 

1  |  tm 
I  |  tm 
I  |  tm 
I  |  tm I  |  tm 
I  |  tm I  |  tm 
I  1  tm 
I  |  tm I  |  tm 
I  |  tm 
1  |  tm 1  |  tm 
I  1  tm 

Myrtacete. 30  aas  W 
30 

30 
30  ap.jl 30  apjl 
30  ... 
30  ... 
30  ... 30  apjl 

100jl.au 

Sp.  1. 
Jamaica  1793.  L  s.p  Bot  mag.  867 

Sp.  1—2. E.  Indies  1822.  L  s.p  Rumph.  3.  t  116 

Sp.  30— 40. N.  S.W.  1794. 
N.S.W.  1804. 
N.S.W.  1804. 
N.S.W.  1804. 
N.S.  W.  1788. N.  HoU.  1794. 
N.  HoU.  1804. 
N.S.W.  1804. 
N.S.W.  1804. 
N.  Holl.  1803. 
N.  HolL  1803. 
N.  aW.  1788. V.  Diem.  1774. 
N.S.W.  1788. 

L  Lp  Sm.  no.  hoL  1 13 
L  Lp  Cav.  ic.  4. 1 342 

L  Lp L  Lp 

L  Lp  Bot  rep.  400 

L  Lp 

L  Lp  Sm.  n,  holl.  42 

L  Lp 
L  Lp 
L  Lp 
L  Lp 
L  Lp L  Lp 
L  Lp 

Cav.  ic.  4.  t  341 
Cav.  ic.  4.  1 341 

Par.  lond.  15 
Cav.  ic,  4.  t340 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
what  Gerarde  and  Evelyn  say,  before  the  invention  of  greenhouses,  and  probably  in  that  case  preserved  by 
covering  or  housing  in  rooms.  It  was  a  great  favorite  among  the  ancients,  for  its  elegance,  and  its  evergreen 
sweet  leaves.  It  was  sacred  to  Venus,  either  on  this  account,  or  perhaps  because  it  flourishes  most  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  the  sea.  Myrtle-wreaths  adorned  the  brows  of  bloodless  victors,  and  were  the  symbol  of 
authority  for  magistrates  at  Athens.  Both  branches  and  berries  were  put  into  wine,  and  the  latter  were  used 
in  the  cookery  of  the  ancients.  The  myrtle  was  also  one  of  their  medicinal  plants.  All  parts  of  it  are 
astringent,  but  it  is  discarded  from  modern  practice. 

M.  coriacea,  sometimes  called  wild  cinnamon,  is  a  most  elegant  tree,  with  a  handsome  ash-colored  straight 
trunk,  and  pyramidal  head.  It  grows  slowly,  and  flowers  late  twice  a  year  In  old  trees,  the  bark  becomes 
white,  and  hangs  down  in  shreds  which  have  an  aromatic  quality.  The  timber  is  red,  very  hard,  and  used  in 
mill-work  The  berries,  which  are  the  size  of  peas,  and  of  an  agreeable  aromatic  smell  and  taste,  are  used 
in  culinary  purposes. 

1122.  Calyptranthes.  From  xaXuxr^n,  a  lid,  and  ecvB-os,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  peculiar  manner  in which  the  segments  of  the  calyx,  being  grown  together,  fall  off! 
Zuzygium,  is  so  called  from  tnXjuytf,  coupled,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  branches  and  leaves 

are  united  by  pairs.  C.  Jambolana,  frequently  called  the  Java  plum,  bears  a  black  esculent  berry.  Cuttings  of 
this  genus,  Sweet  observes,  "  do  not  strike  freely  ;  ripened  ones'  strike  best  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass ;  but  the plants  root  best  from  layers."   {Bot.  Cull.  34.) 1123.  Pimenta.  A  genus  readily  distinguishable  from  Myrtus  by  the  structure  of  its  ovarium.  It  is  a 
handsome  tree,  common  in  the  hilly  parts  of  the  north  side  of  Jamaica.  The  flowers  are  without  shew,  and 
are  succeeded  by  spherical  purple  berries  crowned  with  a  persistent  calyx :  they  are  called  Jamaica  pepper  or 
all-spice,  from  their  taste  being  thought  to  resemble  a  composition  of  all  other  spices.  The  berries  are 
gathered  before  being  ripe,  and  are  carefully  dried  on  mats  or  terraced  floors  in  the  shade.   In  ten  or  twelve 
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v  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acute 
.  *  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  close  together i  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  acute 
|  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate 
q  Leaves  lin. -lanceolate  acuminate.  Very  small 

6972  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Leaves  3-nerved  downy  beneath 
6973  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Leaves  lanceolate 
6974  Peduncles  about  3-fl.  Leaves  subsessile  lanceolate  attenuated 
6975  Racemes  axillary  very  short,  Leaves  stalked  broad  lanceolate  acuminate 
6976  Peduncles  axillary  many-fl.  Leaves  ellipt  acute  entire  pubescent  beneath 6977  Racemes  lateral  and  terminal,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  attenuated 
6978  Peduncles  axillary  terminal  and  corymb,  trichotomous,  Leaves  ellipt  convex  coriaceous  veiny  dotted 
6979  Peduncles  3-chotomous  terminal,  Leaves  roundish  elliptical  convex  coriaceous  veinless  dotted 
6980  Leaves  elliptical  flat  with  close  parallel  transverse  veins,  Cymes  stalked  few-flowered  shorter  than  teaveB 

6981  Pedunc.  axillary  3-chotomous  spreading,  Leaves  ovate  obtuse,  Branches  dichotomous 6982  Panic,  subterminal,  Leaves  ovate  emarginate 
6983  Peduncles  terminal  panicled  trichotomous  downy,  Leaves  ovate  attenuated  at  end 
6984  Panicles  lateral,  Leaves  elliptical  ovate  entire 

6985  Flowers  trichotomous  panicled,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  acuminate 

6986  Leaves  distichous  deflexed  ovate-lanceolate 

6987  Leaves  crenate,  Raceme  very  long,  Drupe  ovate 

6988  Lid  conical  contracted  in  middle  broader  than  calyx,  Leaves  ovate 
6989  Lid  rostrate,  Umbels  lateral,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  attenuate  oblique 
6990  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Lid  conical  contracted  in  middle,  Umb.  lateral 
6991  Lid  conical  rounded  very  smooth  membranous,  Umb.  lateral  solitary 
6992  Lid  conical  rounded  coriaceous  twice  as  long  as  calyx,  Umb.  lateral  solitary 
6993  Leaves  ovate  thickened  at  edge,  Umbels  lateral 
6994  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate.  Heads  lateral  solitary,  Fruit  globose 
6995  Leaves  Un.-lanceolatc,  Heads  lateral  solitary,  Fruit  turbinate 
6996  lad  hemispherical  obtuse,  Heads  lateral  solitary,  Fruit  turbinate 
6997  Heads  lateral  solitary,  Pedunc.  cuneate  compressed,  Fruit  turbinate 
6998  Umb.  lateral  and  terminal,  Pedunc.  compressed,  Branches  angular 
6999  Pedunc.  compressed,  Branches  angular,  Umbels  lateral  panicled  or  solitary 
7000  Pedunc  and  branches  round,  Umb.  lateral  solitary 
7001  Umb.  corymbose  panicled  terminal,  Calyx  round,  Lid  hemispherical  mucronulate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
days  they  become  wrinkled,  dry,  and  of  a  dark  brown  color,  and  are  then  packed  in  bags  or  casks  for  sale. 
Some  kiln-dry  them  by  which  the  same  object  is  sooner  effected.  The  berries  have  an  agreeable  aromatic 
subastringent  taste,  resembling  that  of  a  mixture  of  cinnamon,  cloves,  and  nutmegs,  with  the  warm  pungent 
taste  of  the  cloves ;  qualities  which  reside  chiefly  in  the  cortical  part  of  the  dried  berry,  and  are  better extracted  by  a  watery  infusion,  than  by  spirit  or  distillation.  They  are  much  used  in  the  kitchen,  and  also  by 
the  druggists  to  cover  the  disagreeable  taste  of  other  remedies,  or  to  give  them  warmth.  An  oil  is  obtained 
by  distillation  which  is  said  to  be  nearly  equal  to  that  of  oil  of  cloves,  and  sometimes  substituted  for  it. 

1124.  Olynthia.  So  named  from  o/.w&os,  a  little  fig  or  berry.  A  genus  separated  from  Myrtus  on  account 
of  the  singular  manner  in  which  all  the  parts  of  the  seed  are  consolidated.  A  small  stove  plant  common  in 
collections. 

1125.  Stravadium.  The  Malabar  name  of  this  plant  is  Tsjera  samstravadi,  from  which  Stravadium  has 
been  contrived.  A  fine  tree  with  racemose  flowers,  and  large,  four-cornered,  oblong  fruit  A  delicate  stove 
plant  rarely  seen, 

1126.  Eucalyptus.  From  w,  well,  and  xaXtaru,  to  cover  as  with  a  lid ;  a  name,  therefore,  with  the  same meaning  as  Calyptranthes,  No.  1122.  This  genus  consists  of  the  loftiest  timber  trees  of  New  Holland. 
Botanists  knowing  them  principally  from  dried  specimens,  their  respective  heights  cannot  be  stated  correctly. 
They  are  all  of  the  tallest  habit,  and  soon  grow  beyond  the  limits  of  our  stoves.  In  Van  Dieman's  Island  a manufactory  has  been  established  for  the  preparation  of  extract  of  tannin  from  the  bark  of  various  species  of 
Eucalyptus.  A  considerable  quantity  of  the  substance  has  been  imported  into  England  recently,  and  it  is 
said  to  nave  been  found  by  the  tanners  to  be  twice  as  powerful  in  its  operation  as  oak-bark. 

E.  resinifera  produces  a  gum  resin  something  like  the  Kino  of  druggists  (obtained  from  a  species  of 
Pterocarpus),  and  for  all  medical  purposes  full  as  efficacious. 

All  the  species.  Sweet  observes,  "  are  fine  plants  for  a  large  conservatory,  as  they  grow  very  fast,  and  are Ee  2 
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generally  well  clothed  with  beautiful  foliage ;  they  will  also  flower  freely,  when  of  a  moderate  size  The  best 
soil  for  them  is  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat;  and  cuttings  of  them  may  be  struck  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass ; 
but  they  are  not  so  free  to  root,  as  most  of  this  natural  order  are.    {But.  Cult.  189.) 

1127.  Punica.  This  fruit  was  called  by  the  ancients  Malum  Punicum,  Carthaginian  apple ;  because,  as  Pliny 
tells  us,  the  tree  was  first  known  to  grow  in  the  vicinity  of  Carthage.  Hence  has  the  term  Punica  been  con- 

structed. P.  nana  has  very  small  fruit  and  flowers,  and  is  used  in  the  West  Indies  as  a  hedge-plant,  as  P.  Granatum 
(from  gran  urn,  grain,  on  account  of  the  numerous  grains  of  its  fruit)  is  in  the  south  of  France  and  in  Italy.  The 
latter,  in  its  wild  state,  is  a  thorny  bush  not  unlike  our  hawthorn :  the  flowers  have  a  fine  appearance,  and  the 
fruit  is  very  ornamental.  It  will  produce  fruit,  trained  against  a  south  wall,  in  many  parts  of  England  ;  and 
under  a  glass-case,  or  against  a  flued  wall,  it  is  probable,  the  fruit  might  be  as  highly  flavored  as  that  imported 
from  Genoa  and  Leghorn.  The  flowers  come  out  at  the  ends  of  the  branches,  singly,  or  three  and  four  together ; 
and,  therefore,  in  pruning,  care  must  be  had  to  bring  into  action  only  the  strongest  buds.  For  this  purpose,  all 
the  weak  shoots  should  be  cut  out,  and  the  stronger  ones  shortened,  so  as  to  produce  bearing-shoots  over  the whole  tree   The  best  soil  is  a  rich  strong  loam. 

The  double-flowering  varieties  are  to  be  treated  in  the  same  manner,  and  are  highly  ornamental. 
1128.  Amygdalus.  The  Greek  name  of  the  almond.  The  species  are  fruit-trees,  or  ornamental  trees  and shrubs,  both  much  esteemed  for  the  gay  color  and  early  appearance  of  their  flowers.  A.  Persica,  the  peach 

and  nectarine,  bears  the  most  exquisitely  delicious  of  European  fruits  ;  it  is  more  gratifying  to  the  palate  by  its 
mass  of  juicy  pulp  than  the  grape,  and  more  delicate  than  the  melon.  Some,  however,  prefer  the  grape  and  melon 
to  the  peach  and  nectarine ;  but  the  most  delicate  of  taste  consider  the  latter  as  surpassed  only  by  the  pine-apple. 
The  varieties  of  peach  and  nectarine  are  numerous,  and  by  raising  from  seed  might  easily  be  rendered  innumer- 

able. The  best  varieties  have  been  raised  in  France,  at  MontreuU,  a  village  of  peach  growers  for  the  Paris  market 
Some  good  varieties  have  been  raised  in  England  by  Mr.  Knight,  and  other  members  of  the  Horticultural  So- 

ciety. The  peach,  to  attain  its  proper  flavor,  must  be  protected  by  glass  during  the  spring  and  earlier  summer 
months,  and  exposed  to  the  direct  influence  of  the  weather  during  the  ripening  process.  Ripened  under 
glass,  unless  very  liberal  supplies  of  air  are  given,  the  flavor  will  be  very  inferior.  Mr.  Knight  considers  that 
the  direct  rays  of  the  sun  (without  the  intervention  of  glass)  are  of  great  advantage  to  the  proper  ripening,  and 
essential  to  the  coloring  of  the  peach. 

Linnieus  divides  the  A.  Persica  into  two  varieties ;  that  with  downy  fruit,  or  the  peach,  and  that  with  smooth 
fruit,  or  the  nectarine  There  are  various  instances  on  record  (Hort.  Trans,  vol.  L  p.  10a)  of  both  fruits  growing 
on  the  same  tree,  even  on  the  same  branch  ;  and  one  case  has  occurred  of  a  single  fruit  partaking  of  the  nature 
of  both.  The  French  consider  them  as  one  fruit,  arranging  them  in.  four  divisions ;  the  peches,  or  free-stone 
peaches,  the  flesh  of  whose  fruit  separates  readily  from  the  skin  and  the  stone ;  the  peches  lisses,  or  free-stone 
nectarines,  or  free-stone  smooth  peaches ;  the  pa  vies,  or  cling-stone  peaches,  whose  flesh  is  firm,  and  adheres 
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7002  Lid  hemispherical  obtuse,  Cal.  angular,  Umb.  panicled  terminal 
7003  Lid  very  long  and  cornute,  Heads  lateral  solitary,  Style  persistent  3-4- fid  at  base,  Leaves  lin.  lanceolate 
7004  Leaves  lanceolate  subfalcate  acuminate  subovate  at  base  oblique  netted  with  veins  beneath 
7005  Leaves  lanceol.  unequal  at  base,  on  one  side  rounded  with  an  incurved  point,  Branches  axillary  many-fl. 
7006  Leaves  lanceolate  with  a  long  point  at  the  base  subovate  oblique  with  parallel  nerves  beneath 
7007  Leaves  lanceol.  with  a  short  point  wavy  with  parallel  nerves  beneath  and  a  marginal  nerve  on  both  sides 
7008  Leaves  obL  unequal  at  base  attenuated  somewhat  falcate  with  axillary  3-fl.  peduncles  and  sessile  flowers 
7009  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked,  Pedunc.  short  axillary  6-12-flowered 
7010  Leaves  amplexicauL  with  a  short  point  glaucous  beneath 
7011  Leaves  lane,  attenuated  with  a  filiform  point  netted  with  veins  beneath 
7012  Leaves  acute  reticulated,  the  nerves  united  at  the  margin 
7013  Leaves  falcate  at  end,  those  on  the  branchlets  small  clustered 
7014  Leaves  linear  narrowed  at  base  obtuse  veiny  with  nerves  united  on  this  side  the  edge 
7015  Leaves  6  lines  long  and  li  broad  with  the  lateral  parallel  nerves  united  on  this  side  the  edge 
7016  Leaves  stalked  cordate  obtuse  with  nerves  downy  beneath,  Branches  and  peduncles  strigose 
7017  Leaves  amplexicauL  lanceolate  with  a  long  point  glaucous  beneath 

7018  Leaves  linear,  Stem  shrubby 
7019  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stem  arborescent 

7020  Leaves  with  all  the  serratures  acute,  Flowers  sessile  solitary 

7021  Lower  serratures  of  the  leaves  glandular,  Flowers  sessile  in  pairs 
7022  Leaves  ovate  attenuate  at  base  simply  and  finely  serrate 
7023  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  serrate  downy  beneath 
7024  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  silvery  perennial  shorter  than  footstalk 
7025  Leaves  lanceolate  doubly  serrated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
both  to  the  skin  and  stone ;  and  the  brugnons,  or  nectarines,  or  cling-stone  smooth  peaches.  Knight.  (Hort. Trans.  Hi.  1.) 

The  double-blossomed  peach  is  one  of  the  most  ornamental  of  spring-flowering  trees ;  its  blossoms  appear 
about  three  weeks  later  than  those  of  the  common  peach. 

A.  communis  and  amara,  and  especially  the  former,  are  employed  as  ornamental  trees  in  front  of  shrubberies, 
and  in  suburban  gardens.  In  the  south  of  France,  Italy,  Spain,  and  different  parts  of  the  Levant,  they  are  culti- 

vated for  their  fruit  In  France  they  have  above  a  dozen  species  or  varieties,  besides  a  hybrid  called  the  almond- 
peach.  (See  Duhamel.)  The  common  and  bitter  almond  are  only  to  be  distinguished  by  the  taste  of  the  kernels 
of  their  fruit  The  Jordan  almonds,  which  come  from  Malaga,  are  the  best  sweet  almonds  brought  to  England ; 
the  bitter  come  chiefly  from  Magadore.  The  bitter  cuticle  of  almonds  is  taken  off  by  immersion  in  boiling 
water.   The  almond  eaten  as  food  is  not  very  digestible,  and  requires  to  be  well  masticated. 

Robertson  (Hort.  Trans,  iii.  382.)  and  various  botanists  consider  the  peach  and  almond  as  one  species. 
Four  distinguished  and  ingenious  attempts  have  been  made  to  class  the  varieties  of  peaches  and  nectarines 

by  the  leaf  and  flower  as  well  as  the  fruit :  the  first  is  by  Poiteau,  in  the  Bon  Jardinier ;  the  next  by  Count 
Lelieur,  in  his  Pomone  Francaise ;  the  third  by  Robertson,  nurseryman,  of  Kilkenny,  whose  arrangement  is 
founded  on  the  glands  of  the  leaves ;  and  the  fourth,  and  most  important,  by  Mr.  George  Lindley,  in  the  fifth 
volume  of  the  Horticultural  Society's  Transactions.  The  latter  writer  has,  in  a  peculiarly  distinct  manner, arranged  no  fewer  than  155  sorts  of  peaches  and  nectarines  in  well  defined  divisions  or  sections. 
The  bitter  almond  contains  less  fixed  oil,  than  the  sweet  almond,  and  a  portion  of  prussic  acid  or 

hydrocyanic  acid,  upon  which  its  narcotic  power  is  supposed  to  depend.  This  variety  is  said  to  operate 
as  a  poison  on  dogs  and  some  other  animals,  but  not  generally  on  the  human  species.  The  distilled  water 
exerts  an  action  not  less  deleterious  than  that  of  laurel  water  on  the  human  frame.  It  produces  vertigo, 
head-ache,  tinnitis  aurium,  dizziness  of  sight,  and  vomiting,  when  taken  to  the  extent  of  thirty  drops  only ; 
and  a  drachm  of  it  has  killed  a  stout  dog.  When  a  large  doze  is  taken,  death  almost  instantly  follows.  In 
order  to  counteract  its  poisonous  effects  recourse  is  had  to  diffusibles,  as  brandy  and  ammonia';  or  three  or four  spoonfuls  of  oil  of  turpentine  may  be  given  at  intervals  of  half  an  hour.  The  fixed  oil,  which  both  varieties 
of  the  almond  yield  by  expression  in  large  quantity,  is  insipid  and  inodorous  when  heat  has  not  been 
employed. 
Sweet  almonds  are  used  more  as  food  than  as  medicine,  but  they  afford  little  nourishment  Heartburn  is 

said  to  be  relieved  by  eating  six  or  eight  of  them  decorticated.  When  triturated  with  water,  milky  mixtures 
or  emulsions  are  formed ;  and  they  are  also  used  in  pharmacy  for  assisting,  by  trituration,  the  combination  of 
substances,  such  as  camphor  and  the  resins  with  water.  Bitter  almonds  are  scarcely  ever  used  medicinally. 
{London  Dispensatory,  151.) 

A.  nana  and  pumila  are  very  ornamental  shrubs,  both  in  their  double  and  single  varieties. 
E  e  3 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1129.  Prunus.  The  origin  of  this  name  is  wholly  unknown.  The  Greeks  called  it  rgwy*),  and  the  Latins prunus.  From  this  genus  have  been  obtained  the  principal  characters  of  that  section  of  the  natural  order  Ro- 

sacea;, which  is  called  Amygdales  or  Prunaces,  and  which  is  curiously  and  chemically  known  by  the  presence 
of  Prussic  acid  all  in  the  species,  and  in  all  their  parts. 

P.  Padus  (a  name  of  Theophrastus),  the  bird-cherry,  is  an  ornamental  tree,  by  its  purple  bark,  leafy  bunches of  white  flowers,  and  berries  successively  green,  red,  and  black.  It  is  common  in  the  native  woods  of  Scotland 
and  Sweden,  and  in  both  countries  the  berries  are  infused  in  spirits  in  order  to  give  them  an  agreeable  flavor. 
The  fruit  is  nauseous  to  the  taste,  though  greedily  eaten  by  birds.  The  bark  is  used  by  the  Finlanders  to  cure 
venereal  complaints,  and  also  with  success  by  regular  practitioners  in  Stockholm  for  the  same  purpose.  (Stock- 

holm Acts.)  The  tree  is  very  leafy,  and  dislikes  a  wet  soil ;  but  bears  lopping  as  copsewood.  The  wood  is 
beautifully  veined,  and  used  for  cabinet  work  in  France,  as  is  that  of  P.  virginiana  in  America. 

P.  rubra  greatly  resembles  P.  Padus.   P.  caroliniana  is  an  imperfect  evergreen. 
P.  Lauro-cerasus  is  one  of  our  most  popular  evergreens.  It  was  first  brought  from  Constantinople  to  Hol- 

land in  1576 ;  the  first  we  read  of  in  England  was  one  at  Highgate,  in  the  garden  of  Mr.  James  Cole,  a  merchant 
of  London,  who,  as  Parkinson  informs  us.  used  to  cover  it  in  winter  with  a  blanket  In  less  than  half  a  cen- 

tury afterwards  (1688),  Ray  informs  us,  the  laurel  was  common  in  English  gardens.  It  is  now  as  universal  in 
shrubberies  as  the  rose.  The  kernel-like  flavor  of  the  fresh  leaves  has  led  to  their  use  in  flavoring  custards  and 
other  culinary  preparations ;  but  as  these  leaves  are  poisonous,  they  ought  to  be  used  with  caution.  To  brute 
animals  the  effect  of  the  distilled  water  of  laurel  leaves  is  almost  instant  death ;  and  two  women  in  Dublin, 
and  Sir  T.  Boughton  in  England,  have  been  poisoned  by  it. 

P.  lusitanica  is  a  most  beautiful  evergreen  shrub,  nearly  as  universal  as  the  lauro-cerasus.  It  was  brought 
to  England  from  Portugal,  but  does  not  appear  to  be  a  native  of  that  country;  probably  of  Madeira  or  some 
other  islands  possessed  by  the  Portuguese  in  the  sixteenth  or  seventeenth  centuries. 

P.  Mahaleb  (Mahhaleb  the  Arabic  name)  flowers  profusely,  and  disperses  an  odor  resembling  that  of 
Clematis  for  a  considerable  distance  around.  Its  fruit  is  round,  shining  black,  and  so  hard  that  it  has  been 
bored  for  beads  by  the  catholics.  The  wood  is  perfumed  and  used  by  the  French  in  cabinet-work,  especially 
in  the  village  of  St.  Lucie,  near  Commercy,  whence,  among  the  French,  the  plant  has  obtained  the  name  of 
Bois  de  St.  Lucie. 

P.  Cerasus,  the  cultivated  cherry,  is  by  some  considered  a  distinct  species,  and  by  others  only  a  variety  of 
P.  avium,  the  gean  or  wild  black  cherry  Lucullus  is  said  to  have  first  introduced  the  cultivated  cherry  to 
Italy,  in  73  A.  C.  from  a  town  in  Pontus  in  Asia,  called  Cerasus,  whence  its  specific  name,  and  it  was  introduced- 
to  Britain  120  years  afterwards.  Many  suppose  that  the  cherries  introduced  by  the  Romans  into  Britain  were 
lost,  and  that  they  were  re-introduc$d  in  the  time  of  Henry  VIII.  by  Richard  Haines,  the  fruiterer  to  that 
monarch.  But  though  we  have  no«proof  that  cherries  were  in  England  at  the  time  of  the  Norman  conquest, 
or  for  some  centuries  after  it ;  yet  Warton  has  proved,  by  a  quotation  from  Lidgate,  a  poet  who  wrote  about 
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7026  Flowers  racemose,  Racemes  pendulous,  Lvs.  decid.  doubly  serrat  somewhat  rugose,  Petioles  with  2  glands B  Serratures  of  leaves  less,  Racemes  more  erect 
7027  Flowers  racemose,  Racemes  erect,  Leaves  deciduous  doubly  toothed  smooth,  Stalks  with  4  glands 
7028  Flowers  in  loose  racemes,  Lvs.  decid.  simply  serrated :  lower  serratures  glandular,  Rib  beard,  towards  base 
7029- Flowers  in  lateral  racemes,  Leaves  without  glands  oblong  acuminate  entire  smooth  on  each  side 7030  Flowers  racemose,  Racemes  lateral,  Leaves  evergreen  without  glands  oblong  acuminate  entire 
7031  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  evergreen  ovate-lanceolate  serrated  without  glands 
7032  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  evergreen  with  two  glands  at  back 
7033  Flowers  corymbose  terminal,  Leaves  ovate 
7034  Umbels  sessile  aggregate  few-flowered,  CaL  acute,  Branches  virgate  round.  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate 
7035  Umbels  sessile  aggregate  few-fl.  Sepals  lane.  Stipules  setaceous  compound,  Lvs.  obi.  oval  suddenly  pointed 
7036  Umbels  sessile,  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  smooth  with  glandular  serratures 
7037  Umbels  somewhat  stalked,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  smooth  folded  together 7038  Leaves  obovate  acuminate  flat  serrated,  Racemes  pubescent 
7039  Flowers  racemose,  Calyxes  serrated,  Leaves  ovate  serrated  glandular  at  base 
7040  Umbel  sessile,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  pubescent  beneath  folded  together 
7041  Umbel  subsessile  aggregate  many-fl.  at  length  panicled,  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate  serrated  smooth 
7042  Umbel  sessile  solitary  few-fl.  Leaves  deciduous  ovate  acuminate  finely  serrated,  Petioles  with  2  glands 
7043  Peduncles  solitary,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth,  Branches  unarmed 
7044  FL  lateral  clustered,  Leaves  doubly  serrated  roundish  acute 
7045  Peduncles  subsolitary,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  convolute,  Branches  not  spiny 
7046  Peduncles  twin,  Leaves  ovate  villous  beneath  convolute,  Branches  spiny 
7047  Peduncles  solitary,  Leaves  elliptical  smooth,  Fruit  pendulous,  Branches  nearly  unarmed 
7048  Umbel  sessile  clustered  few-fl.  Cal.  obtuse,  Branches  angular  prostrate,  Lvs.  cun.  lane,  glaucous  beneath 
7049  Buds  clustered  2-fl.  Ped.  very  short,  Cal.  smooth,  Leaves  oblong  acum.  serrulate,  Branches  spiny 
7050  Pedunc.  subsolitary,  Leaves  ovate-oblong  acuminate  doubly  serrated 
7051  Peduncles  solitary,  Leaves  obovate  obi.  beneath  glaucous  serrated  entire  at  base 
7052  Peduncles  solitary,  Leaves  ellipt  lanceolate  pubescent  beneath,  Branches  spiny 
7053  Peduncles  twin,  Leaves  ovate  cut  serrate  without  glands  beneath  white,  Stem  prostrate 
7054  Flowers  corymbose,  Ped.  elongated,  Leaves  oval  oblong  eroded  membranous  smooth 
7055  Umbels  sessile  aggregate  few-fl.  Leaves  ovate  ellipt  acute  smooth  on  each  side  with  2  glands  at  base 
7056  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  subcordate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
or  before  1415,  that  the  hawkers  in  London  were  wont  to  expose  cherries  for  sale  in  the  same  manner  as  is 
now  done  early  in  the  season.  The  tree  is  now  very  generally  cultivated  both  as  a  wall  and  standard  fruit, 
and  has  been  forced  for  upwards  of  two  centuries. 

The  Romans  had  eight  varieties  of  cherry :  in  the  British  gardens  are  upwards  of  forty  sorts.  The  French 
divide  their  cherries  into  griottes,  or  tender-fleshed ;  bigarreaux,  or  hard-fleshed ;  and  guignes,  or  small  fruits. 
The  fruit  of  many  varieties  is  somewhat  heart-shaped,  hence  the  very  general  cognomen  ;  why  some  sorts  are 
called  dukes  is  not  as  obvious.  The  Morello  cherry  is  very  distinct  from  the  other  varieties,  bearing  almost 
exclusively  on  the  preceding  year's  wood,  and  the  pulp  of  the  fruit  having  the  consistence  and  flavor  of  the Morel,  whence  the  name  Cherries  are  grafted  or  budded  on  seedlings  from  cherry-stones,  or  better  from 
seedlings  of  the  wild  cherry.  For  dwarfing,  they  are  worked  on  the  bird  cherry  or  perfumed  cherry :  the 
latter  is  preferred  in  Holland. 

Cherry  trees  are  very  ornamental  in  shrubberies  and  woods,  and  valuable  as  encouraging  the  different 
species  of  thrush.  The  gum  of  cherry  trees  is  eatable,  and  equal  to  that  of  gum  arabic ;  the  wood  is  hard 
and  tough,  and  used  by  the  turner  and  cabinet  maker. 

Prunus  Pseudo-Cerasus,  the  Chinese  cherry,  is  of  recent  introduction,  and  most  valuable  on  account  of  its 
bearing  an  excellent  fruit,  and  producing  it  abundantly  in  a  forcing-house. 

P.  avium,  the  gean,  guigne,  Fr.,  attains  a  large  size,  and  its  timber  is  of  considerable  value :  the  black 
corone  cherry  is  supposed  to  be  an  improved  variety  of  it,  as  are  the  different  geans. 

P.  domestica  is  generally  considered  the  original  of  the  plum  tree,  Prune,  Fr.,  Pflaumen,  Get.,  and 
Prugno,  Hal.  Many,  however,  conjecture  that  P.  insititia,  spinosa,  and  domestica,  are  the  same  species.  There are  several  sorts  of  plums  found  wild  in  Britain,  independently  of  the  sloe,  such  as  the  bullace,  damson, 
muscle,  and  winesour.  The  plum  is  said  to  love  a  lofty  exposure,  and  to  be  favorable  to  the  growth  of  grass 
under  it  The  bark  dyes  yellow,  the  wood  is  used  in  turnery,  and  the  dried  fruit  or  prune  is  formed  into 
electuaries  and  gentle  purgatives.  Prunes  were  originally  brought  from  Damascus,  whence  their  name  of 
damask,  but  are  now  chiefly  imported  from  France. 

There  are  a  great  many  varieties  of  the  plum  in  France,  and  in  British  gardens  nearly  a  hundred  sorts.  By 
far  the  best  dessert  plum  is  the  greengage,  Heine  Claude,  Fr.,  Regina  Claudio,  ItaL  It  is  well  known 
throughout  Europe,  and  perfectly  distinct  from  every  other  variety.  The  damson  is  the  best  baking  plum, 
and  the  winesour  the  best  for  sweetmeats.  Plums  are  generally  grafted  or  budded  on  muscle  or  damson stocks. 
Prunus  Armeniaca,  Abricot,  Fr.,  Abricosenbaum,  Get.,  Albicocco,  ItaL,'  Albarcoque,  Portug.  is  a  fruit tree  next  in  esteem  to  the  peach.  From  its  trivial  name,  it  is  generally  supposed  to  have  originated  in 

Armenia,  but  Regnier  and  Sickler  assign  it  a  parallel  between  the  Niger  and  the  Atlas ;  and  Pallas  states  it 
to  be  a  native  of  the  whole  of  the  Caucasus ;  the  mountains  there,  to  the  top,  being  covered  with  it, 
Thunberg  describes  it  as  a  very  large,  spreading,  branchy  tree  in  Japan.  Grossier  says,  that  it  covers  the 
barren  mountains  to  the  west  of  Pekin,  that  the  Chinese  have  a  great '  many  varieties  of  the  tree  doublc- E  e  4 
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§7057  sibirica  if.             Siberian-apric.  it      fir  6  ap       Pk     Siberia  1788. 
57038  dasycarpa  Ehr.       Black-apricot    $      fir  15  ap       W     Siberia  1800. 
tll30.  CHRYSOBA'LANUS.  W.   Cocoa  Plum.  Rosacea.   Sp.  2—4. 7059  Icaco  W.              West  Indian    1  □  ft  15  ...     W     W.  Indies  1752. 

7060  oblongifolius  PA.     American        *  |_I  or  3  my.jn  W     Georgia  1812. 

L  r.m  Pall.  ross.  1.  1 8 
B  co 

L  r.m  Jac.  amer.  t  94 
C  Lp  Bartr.  iter.  c.  ic 

1131.  MES'PILUS.  Lindl. 
7061  germanica  W. 
7062  grandifldra  H.  K. 

t*H32.  CRATAEGUS.  L. §7063  coccinea  W. 
7064cordata  W. 
7065  pyrifolia  W. C.  edulis  Hort. 
7066  elliptica  W. 
7067  glandulosa  W. 7068flfiva  W. 
7069  parviffflia  W. 
7070  punctata  W. 
7071  Crus-galli  W. 

I?  pyracanthifulia y  salici folia 7(f}2  Pyracantha  Lindl. 
7073  spathulata  Ph. 
7074  apiif6Ua  Ph. 
7075  Oxyacantha  E.  B. 

/?  rosea 

r major
 

prtecox (  plena |  a&rea 7076  eriocarpa  Lindl. 
7077  monogyna  Pall. 7078  Azarolus  W. 
7079  tanacetif61ia  B.  R. 
7080  odoratissima  B.  R. 
7081  pentagyna  W.SfK. 
7082  torminalis  L. 
7083  nigra  W.SfK. 

Medlar. 
common-eatab].; 
large-flowered  ' Hawthorn. 
Scarlet.fr.  Haw.: Maple-leaved Pear-leaved 
oval-leaved 
hollow-leaved 
yell.  Pear-berr. Gooseberry-lvd. 
spotted-fruited Cockspur-thorn 
Pyracantha-lv. Willow-leaved 
Evergr.-thorn 
spatula-leaved 
Parsley-leaved common- Haw. 
red-flowered 
great-fruited Glastonbury 
double-flowered 
yellow-berried woolly-fruited one-styled 
Azarole 
Tansy-lv.Azar. sweet-sc  Azar. 
five-styled Wild-service 
black 

DI-PENTAGYNIA. 
RosacetB.   Sp.  2. 

fr  12  my.jl   W     England    hed.  G  h.l 
or  12  my.jn  W    1800.  L  co 

Rosacea;.   Sp.  21—32. 
or  20  ap.my  W     N.  Amer.  1683.  B  co 
or  20  my      W     N.  Amer.  1738.  B  co N.  Amer.  1765.  B  co or  15  jn W 

tll33.  PY'RUS.  Sm.  Ptrus. 7084  arbutifolia  Ph.       red-berried  SI 
7085  melanocarpa  Ph.    black-fruited  * 

7057  7080 

or  20 or  20 
or  20 
or  15 
or  15 
or  20 or  20 
or  20 
or  10 
or  15 or  15 
or  15 
or  15 
or  15 or  15 or  15 
or  15 or  15 
or  15 or  15 
or  15 
or  15 
or  15 tin  50 
or  20 

or  4 
or  4 

my  W 
my.jn  W my  W 
my.jn  W 
my  W 
my.jn  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W 
my  W 
myjn  W my.jn  W 
myjn  W 
myjn  R my.jn  W 
my.jn  W myjn  W 
myjn  W my.jn  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W 
my.jn  W 
myjn  W 
my.jn  W ap.my  W 
ap.my  W 

N.  Amer.  1765. 
N.  Amer.  1750. 
N.  Amer.  1724. N.  Amer.  1704. 
N.  Amer.  1746. 
N.  Amer.  1691. 
N.  Amer.  ... N.  Amer.  ... 
a  Europe  1629. N.  Amer.  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Britain  hed. 

Britain  woods. 
Siberia 
a  Europe  1640. Greece  1789. 
Crimea  ... 
Hungary  1820. 
England  woods. Hungary  1819. 

Rosacea.   Sp.  24—30. 
myjn  W     N.  Amer.  1700. 
myjn  W     N.  Amer.  1700. 

7079 

B  co B  co B  co B  co 
B  co 

B  co B  co 
B  co 
S  s.l B  co B  co 
S  co 
B  co B  co 
B  co B  co 
B  co 
B  co 
B  co 
B  co B  co B  co 

B  co S  co 
G  co 

G  co 
S 

Eng.  bot  1523 Ex.  bot.  1. 1. 18 

Dend.  brit.  62 Demi,  brit  63 
Dend.  brit.  61 

Dend.  brit  58 
Dend.  brit  59 
Dend.  brit  65 Dend.  brit  57 
Dend.  brit  56 

Schm.  arb.  t  90 

Eng.  bot.  c.  ic. 

Pall.  ross.  1. 1.  IS Bot  rep.  579 
Bot.  rep.  591 
Bot  rep.  590 

Eng.  bot.  298 Dend.  brit.  64 

Mill  ic.  100 
Schm.  arb.  1 86 
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blossomed,  which  they  plant  on  little  mounts  for  ornament,  and  dwarfs  in  pots  for  their  apartments.  It 
appears  from  Turner's  Herbal,  that  the  apricot  was  cultivated  here  in  1562 ;  and  in  Hackluyt's  Remembrancer, 1582,  it  is  affirmed,  that  the  apricot  was  procured  out  of  Italy  by  Wolfe,  a  French  priest,  gardener  to 
Henry  VIII.  The  fruit  seems  to  have  been  known  in  Italy  in  the  time  of  Dioscorides,  under  the  name  of 
Prcecocia,  probably,  as  Regnier  supposes,  from  the  Arabic,  Berkoch  ;  whence  the  Tuscan,  Bacoche  or 
Albicocco,  and  the  English  Apricock  ;  or,  as  Professor  Martyn  observes,  a  tree  when  first  introduced,  might 
have  been  called  a.  precox,  or  early  fruit ;  and  gardeners,  taking  the  article  a  for  the  first  syllable  of  the  word, 
might  easily  have  corrupted  it  to  apricocks.  The  orthography  seems  to  have  been  finally  changed  to  apricot 
about  the  end  of  the  last  century. 

There  are  fifteen  or  twenty  excellent  varieties  of  apricot,  besides  the  peach  apricot,  a  large  fruit  supposed 
to  be  a  hybrid  between  a  peach  and  an  apricot  The  trees  are  generally  budded  on  plum  stocks,  and  always 
trained  against  walls.    Apricots  do  not  force  freely. 

1130.  Chrysobolanus.  From  rjwaj ,  gold,  and  SatXetnos,  an  acorn ;  in  allusion  to  the  size,  color,  and  form  of 
its  fruit  C.  Icaco  (the  West  Indian  name)  bears  flowers  and  fruit  not  unlike  the  plum,  which  is  sold  in 
the  markets  of  the  West  Indies,  and  eaten  both  raw  and  preserved.  Both  species  grow  well  in  a  sandy  loam. 
Large  cuttings  root  best,  taken  off  at  a  joint,  and  planted  thinly  in  a  pot  of  sand,  without  having  their  leaves 
injured,  and  a  hand-glass  placed  over  them.   {Bot.  Cult.  39.) 

1131.  Mespilus.  In  Greek  fuwtkn,  from  imvos,  half,  and  xiXos,  bullet ;  the  fruit  resembling  half  a  bullet  or 
round  ball.  In  French  it  is  called  nefle,  from  the  Celtic  naff,  which  also  signifies  truncate.  M.  Germanica, 
bears  a  turbinated  berry,  which  is  eaten  raw  in  a  state  of  incipient  decay.  It  is  little  cultivated,  but  one  or 
two  trees  are  generally  introduced  in  shrubberies  or  in  complete  orchards.  There  are  one  or  two  varieties 
besides  the  wild  sort ;  what  is  called  the  Dutch  medlar  is  reckoned  the  best   It  is  grafted  on  seedlings  of  the 
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7067 
7058 

Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  orate  acuminate  simply  serrate,  Petioles  without  glands 
Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  doubly  serrate,  Petioles  with  glands 

7059 
7060 

Leaves  orbicular  alternate,  Flowers  in  loose  racemes 
Leaves  wedge-shaped  hoary  beneath,  Stamens  smooth,  Flowers  in  large  panicles 

DI-PENTA  G  YNIA. 

7061  Unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate  downy  beneath,  Flowers  sessile  solitary 
7062  Leaves  cuneate  oblong  woolly  beneath,  Petals  roundish  or  oval,  Stamens  smooth,  Fruit  obi.  ovate 

7063  Spiny,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  cut  angular  smooth,  Petioles  and  caL  glandular,  Styles  5 
7061  Spiny,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  cut  angular  smooth,  Pet  and  cal.  without  glands,  Styles  5 
7065  Spiny  or  not,  Lvs.  ovate  ellipt.  cut  serrate  somewhat  plaited  and  hairy,  CaL  villous,  Sep.  lin.-lanc.  Styles  3 
7066  Spiny,  Leaves  ellipt.  unequally  serr.  smooth,  Pet.  and  cal.  glandular,  Berries  round  with  5  seeds 
7067  Splay,  Lvs.  ov.  wedge-shaped  ang.  smooth  shining,  Pet  stip.  and  cal.  glandular,  Berries  oval  with  5  seeds 
7068  Spiny,  Lvs.  obov.  cuneiform  angul.  smooth  shining,  Pet  stip.  and  cal.  glandular,  Berries  turbin.  4-seeded 7069  Spiny,  Leaves  cuneiform  ovate  cut  serrate,  Sepals  lane,  cut  the  length  of  pet.  Styles  5 
7070  Spiny  or  not,  Leaves  obovate  cuneiform  smooth  serrated,  Cal.  villous,  Sepals  subulate  entire 
7071  Spiny,  Leaves  obovate  cuneiform  subsessile  shining  coriaceous,  Sepals  lane,  serrate,  Styles  2 

7072  Spiny,  Leaves  lane,  ovate  crenate,  CaL  of  fruit  obtuse 
7073  Spiny,  Leaves  fascicled  small  very  much  narrowed  downwards  subspatulate  trifid,  CaL  downy 
7074  Spiny,  Leaves  deltoid  cut-lobed,  Tube  of  calyx  oblong  with  serrated  sepals 7075  Leaves  obtuse  subtrifid  serrated  smooth,  Pedunc.  and  caL  nearly  smooth,  Sepals  lane,  acute 

7076  Leaves  obtuse  3-lobed  serrated  smooth,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  covered  with  wool 
7077  Spiny,  Leaves  5-cleft  cut  wedge-shaped,  Lower  lobes  divaricating,  Stipules  half  cordate 7078  Leaves  obtuse  subtrifid  toothed  pubescent,  Sepals  ovate 
7079  Leaves  pinnatifid  hairy  on  both  sides,  Segments  serrate,  Flowers  with  bractes 
7080  Leaves  pinnatifid  downy  on  both  sides,  Segments  trifid 
7081  Leaves  ovate  trifid  serrated :  at  the  axillae  of  the  veins  beneath  hairy,  Pedunc.  and  cal.  pubesc.  Styles  5 
7082  Leaves  cordate  ovate  cut-lobed  serrated,  Lower  lobes  divaricating,  Flowers  corymbose 
7083  Leaves  lobed  sinuate  serrated :  at  the  base  truncate  cuneate  beneath  villous,  Calyxes  villous,  Styles  5 

7084  Unarmed.,  Lvs.  obovate  obi.  acute  crenate  toothed  downy  beneath,  Rachis  glandular  above,  CaL  downy 
7085  Unarmed,  Leaves  obovate  obL  acuminate  serrated  smooth  beneath,  Rachis  glandular  above,  Cal.  smooth 

wild  medlar,  or  on  any  other  species  of  the  same  genus :  often  on  the  common  thorn.  The  other  species  bears 
fruit  similar  to  M.  germanica,  but  more  dry. 

1132.  Crateegus.  From  x^ares,  force,  on  account  of  the  extreme  hardness  of  the  wood  of  the  original 
Crataegus,  which  appears  to  be  what  is  now  called  Pyrus  aria,  the  beam-tree.  This  is  a  very  ornamental 
genus  of  small  hardy  trees,  valuable  for  the  neatness  of  their  foliage,  the  earliness  of  their  flowers  in  spring, and  the  rich  colors  of  their  berries  in  autumn. 

C.  oxyacantha,  »|uf,  ttxatd-a,  sharp-spine,  is  the  best  hedge  plant  in  Europe,  and  also  furnishes  some  highly ornamental  varieties,  especially  the  double-blossomed  and  scarlet-blossomed. 
The  fruit  of  C.  odoratissima  is  very  agreeable.  That  of  the  Azarole  (al  z'arour  Arabic,  according  to Cast  el  and  John  de  Souza)  is  much  esteemed  in  the  South  of  Europe.  In  this  country  it  rarely  arrives  at 

perfection. 
1133.  Pyrus.  From  the  Celtic  peren,  the  Anglo-Saxons  made  pere,  the  English,  pear,  the  French,  poire,  and 

the  Latins,  pyrus,  or  for  the  fruit,  pyrum.  From  the  Celtic  word  api,  which  also  signified  a  fruit  resembling 
an  apple,  the  Greeks  obtained  airios,  the  English,  apple,  the  Germans,  apfel.  To  this  day  the  French  dis- 

tinguish a  tribe  of  small  fruited  apples  by  the  name  api. 
P.  malus,  Pomme,  Fr.,  Apfel,  Get.,  and  Porno,  Hal.,  is  the  most  popular  of  British  fruits.  None  can  be 

brought  to  so  high  a  degree  of  perfection  with  so  little  trouble ;  and  of  no  other  are  there  so  many  excellent 
varieties  in  general  cultivation,  calculated  for  almost  every  soil,  situation,  and  climate,  which  our  islands 
afford.  Very  good  apples  are  grown  in  the  Highlands  and  Orkneys,  and  even  in  the  Shetland  isles,  (Caled. 
Hurt.  Mem.  vol  ii.)  as  well  as  in  Devonshire  and  Cornwall ;  some  sorts  are  ripe  in  the  beginning  of  July,  and 
others,  which  ripen  later,  will  keep  till  June.   Unlike  other  fruits,  those  which  ripen  latest  are  the  best 

The  tree  attains  a  great  age,  is  in  general  very  prolific,  and  the  timber  is  valuable  for  the  turner,  millwright 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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7086  commfinis  W. 
7087  Pollveria  W. 
7088  salicif&lia  W. 
7089  nivalis  W. 
7090  Mains  W. 
7091  spectabilis  W. 
7092  pruni  folia  W. 7093  baccata  W. 
7094  coronaria  W. 
7095  angustifolia  W. 
7096  A'ria  W. 7097  intermedia  W. 
7098hjrbrida  Monch. 
7099  pinnattfida  A.  B. 

S&rbus  hybrida  W. 
7100  domestica  K  B. 
7101  aucuparia  E.B. 7102  americana  Ph. 
7103  microcarpa  PA. 

common.  Pear 
woolly-leaved Willow-leaved 
white-leaved 
Apple-tree Chinese-apple 
Siberian-crab 
small-fruited 
sweet-sc.  crab 
narrow-leaved 
white  Beam-tr. 
Swedish  Bm-tr.  ' 
hybrid Bastard  Serv. 
True  Service 
Mountain  Ash 
purple-berried small-fruited 

or  SO 
or  15 
or  20 
or  6 fr  20 fr  20 
fr  20 
or  15 
or  20 
or  20 
tm  40 tm  40 
tm  40 
tm  40 
fr  30 
or  30 
or  15 or  10 
or  8 
fr  20 fir  10 
cu  10 
fr  20 
or  4 or  4 
fr  15 

|or  10 

7104  Chamje  Mespilus  Li.  Bastard  Quince  I 
7105  sinaica  Thouin.       Mt.  Sinai  MedL  : 7106edulis  W.  eatable 
7l07diolca  W.  dioecious 

1134.  CYDCNIA.  Juss.  Quince. 
7108  vulgaris  W.  en.       common  3 
7109  japonica  P.  S.         Japan  a /S  alba  white  i 
7110  chinensis  Thouin.    Chinese  1 

tll35.  PHOTI'NIA  LmdL  Photima. 7111  serrulate  Lindl.      smooth-leaved  * 
Crataegus  glabra  B. 

7112  arbutilolia  LindL    Arbutus-lvd.     t   |  or  10  jl.au 
7113  dfibia  Lmdl.  doubtful  I  L_J  or  10 

Mesp.  bengalensis  Hort. 
1136.  RAPHIOLE'PIS.  Lmdl.   Indian  Hawthorn. 7114  indica  LindL         common  *  i  |  or  4 
7115  rubra  LindL  red  m  i   j  or  4 
7116  phasostemon  Lmdl.  long-stamened  *  i  |  or  4 
7117  salicifolia  Lindl.     willow-leaved   m  \  |  or  3 

tll37.  ERIOBOTRYA.  LindL  Loquat. 7118  japonica  Lindl.  common 
7095 

ap  W 
ap.jn  W 
my.jn  W 
my  W ap.my  W 
my  Pk ap.my  Pk ap.my  Pk 
my  Pk 
my  Pk 
my.jn  W ap.my  W 
ap.my  W 
my.jn  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W my.jn  W 
my.jn  W 
my.jn  W 
my.jn  W ap.my  W 
ap.my  W 
Rosacea'. 
my.jn  W ja.d  S 
ja.d  Pk 
my.jn  Pk Mosacete. 

ap.jl  W 
W 
W 

England  woods.  O  co    Eng.  bot  1784 Germany  1786.  G Russia  1780. G 
L 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G N.  Amer.  1750.  G 

Britain  moi.w.  G 
Sweden    1789.  G 

  S 
England  rocks.  S 

Austria Britain 
China 
Siberia 
Siberia 
Virginia 

woods. 1780. 
1758. 
1784. 
1724. 

co  Bot  reg.  514 
p.l  Jac.  aus.  2.  t.  107 r.m  Eng.  bot  179 co  Bot  mag.  267 
co  Mill  ic.  2.  t  269 
co  Dend.  brit.  51 
co  Bot  mag.  2009 
co  Dend.  brit  132 
co  Eng.  bot.  1858 co  FL  dan.  301 
co  Monch  weis.  t.  9 
co  Eng.  bot  2331 

England  moi.w. Britain  moi.w. Canada  1782. N.  Amer. 
Pyrenees  1683. Levant  1820. 
France  1816. 

  1818. 

Sp.  3-4. 
Austria  1573. 
Japan  1815. 

1818. 

S  co S  co 
L  co 
L  co L  co 

G  co G  co 
G  co 

China 

Sp.  3—5. 

Eng.  bot.  350 
Eng.  bot  337 Dend.  brit  54 
Schm.  arb.  1 87 Dend.  brit  49 
Dend.  brit  5£ 

Jac.  aus.  4. 1 342 
Bot  mag.  622 Bot  cab.  541 
Bot  reg.  1248 

China      1804.  C  p.l  Bot  mag.  2105 
California  1796.  G  p.l  Bot.  reg.  491 
Nepal      1821.  L  p.l  Linn.  tr.  U.  t.10 

Ifr  15 

Rosacea.   Sp.  4 — 6. 
f.au     W  China 

W  China W  China 
W  China 

Bosacete.   Sp.  1 — 4. o         W  Japan 

7089 

f.au 
f.au 
f.au 

1806. 

1820. 1820. 
1821. 

1787. 

p.l  Bot  mag.  246: 
p.l  LindL  coll.  3 p.l  Bot.  reg.  468 
p.l  Bot  reg.  652 

Vent  malm.  19 

7102         )'l  """  '    7105      "^^W  7106 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
and  cabinet  maker.  The  Romans  had  twenty-two  varieties,  and  there  are  now  several  hundreds  in  Britain 
and  France,  and  some  excellent  sorts  from  America.  They  are  usually  divided  into  dessert,  baking,  and  cyder 
fruits ;  the  first  high  flavored,  the  second  such  as  fall  or  become  mellow  in  baking  or  boiling,  and  the  third 
austere,  and  generally  fruits  of  small  size.  Besides  this  division,  apples  are  classed  as  pippins  or  seedlings, 
pearmains  or  somewhat  pear-shaped  fruits,  rennets  or  queens,  specked  fruits,  calvilles  or  white-skinned 
'fruits,  russets  or  brown  fruits,  codlings  or  falling  fruits,  and  burknots,  which  grow  readily  by  cuttings.  Most sorts  of  apple  form  ugly  trees  as  standards,  but  are  otherwise  very  ornamental  in  shrubberries  from  their 
blossoms.  The  crabs,  and  especially  the  varieties  obtained  from  the  Siberian  crab,  form  much  the  handsomest 
heads,  and  have  also  more  brilliant  blossoms.  The  apple  may  be  propagated  by  layers,  and  many  sorts  by 
cuttings;  but  the  usual  mode  is  by  grafting  on  crab-stocks,  and  for  dwarfing  on  stocks  of  the  paradise 
apple. P.  communis,  Poirier,  Fr.,  Birnbaum,  Ger.,  and  Pero,  Ital.,  is  a  fruit-tree  next  in  popularity  and  value  to 
the  apple  tree.  It  is  a  greatly  superior  dessert  fruit,  but  not  so  valuable  for  culinary  purposes  and  the  press. 
There  are  fewer  good  sorts  of  pears,  in  proportion  to  the  number  of  current  varieties,  than  of  apples ;  but  a 
few,  as  the  Jargonelles,  Bergamots,  Beurrees,  Chaumontelles,  &c.  are  most  exquisite  dessert  fruits,  and  are 
much  easier  of  digestion  than  the  apple.  It  arrives  in  greater  perfection  in  France  and  the  north  of  Italy 
than  in  England.  The  Chaumontelles  of  Guernsey  are  in  high  repute,  as  are  the  St  Germain's  and  other  sorts of  Picardy,  and  the  Beurrees  of  Milan.  The  Romans  had  thirty-six  varieties,  and  there  are  many  hundreds in  the  French  and  British  nurseries,  most  of  them  good  for  little.  Professor  Van  Mons,  of  Brussels,  and 
M.  Duquessie,  of  Mons,  fruited  about  8000  seedling  pears,  from  which  they  obtained  nearly  800  sorts  worth 
cultivating.  (Neill's  Hort.  Tour.)  The  var  .eties  are  divided  into  dessert  and  baking  fruits ;  and  also  into  melting or  butter  pears,  beurrees,  Fr.,  breaking  pears,  crevers,  Fr.,  and  perry,  poirie,  Fr.,  fruits.  The  tree  is  grafted 
on  seedlings  of  the  same  species,  and  for  dwarfing  and  precocity  on  the  quince.  It  is  a  much  handsomer 
upright  growing  tree  than  the  apple,  more  durable,  and  its  wood  hard  and  valuable  for  the  turner  and 
millwright ;  but  its  blossoms  being  white,  are  less  shewy  than  those  of  the  apple. 

P.  domestica,  and  the  other  species  of  service  are  very  ornamental  trees ;  their  leaves  are  mostly  white 
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7086  Leaves  ovate  serrated,  Pedunc.  corymbose 
7087  Leaves  serrated  downy  beneath,  Flowers  corymbose 
7088  Leaves  lin.  lane,  hoary  white  with  down  beneath,  Fl.  axillary  solitary  subsessile 
7089  Leaves  ovate  stalked  entire  silky  beneath,  Flowers  corymbose 
7090  Umbel  sessile,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Claws  shorter  than  cal.  Styles  smooth 
7091  Umbel  sessile,  Leaves  oval  oblong  serrated  smooth,  Claws  longer  than  cal.  Styles  woolly  at  base 
7093  Umbel  sessile,  Pedunc.  pubescent,  Styles  woolly  at  base,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate 
7093  Leaves  equally  serrulate,  Pedunc.  clustered,  Apples  like  berries,  CaL  deciduous 
7091  Leaves  cordate  cut-serrate  angular  smooth,  Pedunc.  corymbose 
7095  Leaves  lane,  oblong  shining  tooth-serrated  narrowed  at  base  entire,  Pedunc.  corymbose 7096  Leaves  roundish  ovate  cut  serrate  hoary  beneath,  Flowers  corymbose 
7097  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  cut-lobed  toothed  beneath  snow-white,  Flowers  corymbose 
7098  Leaves  pubescent  beneath  pinnated  with  the  last  pinna  very  large  pinnatilid  and  simple 
7099  Leaves  half  pinnated  downy  beneath 
7100  Leaves  pinnated  villous  beneath 
7101  Leaves  pinnated  smooth  on  both  sides 
7102  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  acute  almost  equally  serrated  and  common  petiole  smooth 
7103  Lvs.  pinnated,  Leaflets  acuminate  unequally  cut  serrated  and  common  petiole  smooth,  Serratures  bristly 
7101  Leaves  oval  acutely  serrated  smooth,  Fl  in  corymbose  heads  [mucronate 
7105  Leaves  ovate  oblong  entire  somewhat  downy,  Peduncle  simple  downy  corymbose 
7106  Leaves  oblong  cuneate  at  base  unequally  and  doubly  serrated  hoary  beneath,  FL  corymbose 
7107  Leaves  oval  serrated,  FL  solitary  dioecious,  Pet  linear  the  length  of  calyx 

7108  Leaves  downy  deciduous 
7109  Leaves  smooth  shining  evergreen 
7110  Leaves  smooth  deciduous 

7111  Leaves  oblong  acute  serrulate,  Pedicels  longer  than  calyx 
7112  Leaves  oblong  lane,  distantly  toothed,  Pedicels  shorter  than  calyx 
71 13  Leaves  lanceolate  distantly  serrated,  Panicle  hairy 

7114  Raceme  imbricated  with  persistent  foliaceous  bractes,  Petals  roundish 
7115  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  at  each  end,  Pet  lane.  Stamens  upright  shorter  than  calyx 
7116  Leaves  long  lanceolate,  Stamens  spreading  longer  than  the  calyx 
7117  Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Sepals  subulate  much  longer  than  stamens,  Panicle  contracted 
7118  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated 

underneath,  and  they  are  generally  profusely  covered  with  blossoms  and  fruit.  Of  P.  domestica  there  are  two- varieties,  the  pear  and  apple-shaped,  cultivated  in  some  parts  of  France  and  near  Genoa  for  their  fruits. Those  like  the  medlar  and  quince  are  not  eaten  till  in  a  state  of  incipient  decay.  There  are  but  few  of  the 
true  service  in  English  gardens,  but  the  P.  hybrida  and  pinnatifida  are  common,  and  their  fruit,  which 
resembles  that  of  the  mountain  ash,  is  sometimes  made  use  of. 

P.  aucuparia  and  Americana  are  handsome  trees  for  shrubberies,  the  former  very  popular  in  suburban 
gardens. 1134.  Cydonia.  So  called  from  being  native  of  the  ancient  town  Cydon  in  the  Island  of  Crete ;  or  perhaps 
it  may  be  a  corruption  of  mahis-cotonea,  by  which  the  Latins  designate  the  fruit.  C.  vulgaris  is  a  deformed 
low  tree,  sometimes  cultivated  for  its  fruit,  which  is  a  pome  with  a  persisting  calyx  like  the  medlar.  It  is  used 
as  a  marmalade  for  flavoring  apple-tarts.  It  prefers  moist  loam,  and  is  raised  by  layers.  It  is  most  in  use, 
however,  as  a  stock  for  the  pear.  C.  japonica  is  a  beautiful  low  bush,  remarkable  for  the  brilliancy  of  itb 
blossoms',  which  vary  from  the  richest  scarlet  to  the  most  delicate  blush  color.  It  is  hardy,  and  well  adapted for  single  plants,  upon  grass,  or  for  forming  ornamental  hedges  in  flower  gardens. 1135.  Photinia.  So  named,  we  believe,  from  if  a;  Oura,  light,  in  allusion  to  the  lucid  surface  of  the  leaves 
of  the  species.  P.  serrulate  and  arbutifolia  are  elegant  shrubs,  and  nearly  hardy.  The  latter  succeeds 
perfectly  against  a  south  walL  .... 

1136.  Raphiolepis.  From  a  needle,  and  Xeshj,  a  scale,  in  allusion  to  the  numerous,  subulate,  persistent 
bractese,  which  are  mixed  among  the  racemes  of  flowers.  Pretty  Chinese  small  shrubs,  formerly  known  under 
the  collective  name  of  Crataegus  indica. 

1137.  Eriobutrya.  From  ui»,  wool,  and  Zar«vs,  a  bunch  of  grapes,  in  allusion  to  the  woolhness  of  its  raceme. 
This  genus  is  excellently  characterized  by  the  structure  of  its  seed,  of  which  the  radicula  is  retracted  within 
the  cotyledons,  not  exserted  as  in  all  the  other  genera  of  Pomaceas.  E.  Japonica  produces  an  agreeable  fruit 
about  the  size  of  a  gooseberry,  of  a  fine  yellow  color,  and,  according  to  Sir  Joseph  Banks,  as  good  as  the 
mango.  To  ripen  it  with  flavor,  it  requires  the  temperature  of  the  stove,  and  comes  into  use  in  March.  It 
may  be  grafted  on  any  species  of  the  genus,  or  on  the  hawthorn. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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tll38.  AMELAN'CHIER  Lindl.  Amelanchier. 7119  vulgaris  Lindl.       Alpine  fit  or 
7120  Botryamum  Lindl.  snowy  fife  or 7121  oviilis  Lindl.  oval-leaved      A  or 

tH39.  COTONEASTER.  Lindl.  Cotoneaster. 
7122  vulgaris  Lindl.        dwarf  A  or 
7123  tomentosa  Lindl.     quince-leaved   fit  or 
7124  acuminata  Lindl.    taper-pointed    St  or 
7125  aff'mis  Lindl.         downy  Nepal    St  or 

J140.  WALDSTE'INIA.  W.  Waldsteinia. 7126  geoides  W.  Avens-like       5t  A  pr 

Rosacea:.    Sp.  3—4. 6  ap.my  W     S.  Europe  1596.  L  co 
12  ap.my  W     N.  Amer.  1746.  L  co 
8  ap.my  W     N.  Amer.  1800.  L  co 

Rosacea.   Sp.  4—5. 
4  ap.my  Pk  Europe 
4  ap.my  Pk 
4  ap.my  Pk 
4  ap.my  Pk 

Nepal Nepal 

1656.  L  co 
1759.  L  co 
182a  L  co 
1820.  L  co 

Bot  mag.  2430 Sch  m.  arb.  t.  84 

Schm.  arb.  t 

Linn.  tr.  13.  t.  9 
Bot  cab.  1522 

tll41.  SPIR^E'A.  W. 7127  lssvigfita  W. S.  altaica  Pall. 
7128  sal icifolia  IV.cn. 

P  alba 7129  carpinifolia  W.en. 7130  tomentosa  W. 
7131alplna  W. 
7132  hypericif61ia  W. 7133  chamaedrifolia  W. 
7134  ulmifolia  W. 
7135  betulifolia  Pall 
71S6crenSta  W. 
7137 oblongifolia  W.en. 7138  triloba  W. 
7139thalictroides  W. 
7140 obovata  W.en. 
7141  opulifolia  W. 7142  sorbi  folia  W. 

a  I  pin  a 7143  bella  Sims. 
7144  corymbosa  Lodd. 
7145  crategifoiia  Link. 
7146  Aruncus  W. 
7147  Filipendula  W. 

j8  plena 7148Ulm£ria  W. 

P  plena 7149lobata  W. 

Spir.ea. 
smooth-leaved  fife 
willow-leaved  fife 
white-flowered  fit Hornbeam-lvd  St 
tomentose  fit 
Alpine  fit Italian  May  fife 
Germander-1  vd  fit 
Elm-leaved  fit 
Birch-leaved  fit 
Hawthorn-lvd  fife 
oblong-leaved  ft three-lobed  fife 
Meadow  Kue-lv.  fit 
obovate-leaved  fit 
Gueld  Hose-lv.  fit 
pinnated  fife 
large-flowered  fit 
pretty  fife 
corymbose  fife Hawthorn-lvd  * 
Goat's-beard  ^ Dropwort  X 
double-flowered  A 
Meadow-sweet  A 
double-flowered  & 
palmated  ifc 

Rosacea. 

fjn.jl  Y Rosacea. 
ap.jn  R 

.  1. Hungary  1804.  D  l.p  Bot  cab.  492 

1774.  L  p.l  Sch.arb.  1.  t.49 Sp.  23—34. Siberia 

or 
or 

A  or A  °r 
A  °r A  or 
A  or 

5  jn.au 
5  jn.au 
4  jn.au 5  au.s 3  jl 
5  ap.my  W 

Ujn.jl  " 

3  jnjl 2  jnjl 2  ap.my 

3  my.jn  W 
3  my 
2  my 

3  my.jn  W 5  jnjl 
4  au 
3  au 
2  jl.au 

Hjl.au 3  jl.au 4  jnjl 
2  jn.o 

li  jn.o 2  jn.o 2  jn.o 
2  jl.au 

W 
W 
Pk 

W 

W 
W 
W 
R 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
R 

Britain  moLh. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  ... N.  Amer.  1736. 
Siberia  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1640. Siberia  1789. 
Camiola  1790. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Siberia  1739. 
Hungary  1816. Siberia  1801. 
Siberia  1790. 
Hungary  1816. N.  Amer.  1690. 
Siberia  1759. 
Siberia  1817. 
Nepal  1820. N.Amer.?1819. 

  1823. Siberia  1633. 
Britain   m.  pas. 
Britain  m.  me. 
Britain  m.  me. Siberia  1765. 

L  co L  co 
L  co Skp.l Sk  p.l 

L  co 
L  p.l 
L  p.l 
L  p.l 
L  p.l I.  p.l 
L  p.1 8k  p.l Sk  pi 
L  co Sk  co 
Skco 

L  co L  co 
L  co 
D  p.l n  co 

D  co D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 

Eng.  bot  1468 Mil.  ic.  t.257.  f.2 
Dend.  brit  66 
Sch.  arb.  1. 1.51 Pall.  ros.  1.  tSO 
Sch.  arb.  1.  1 26 PaU.  ros.  1. 1. 15 Jac.  vin.  2. 1 140 
Dend  brit  67 
Sch.  arb.  1. 1 55 Pl.rar.h.at235 
Dend.  brit  68 
PalL  ros.  1.  1. 18 

Sch.  arb.  1. 1 52 
Sch.  arb.  1. 1  58 PaU.  ros.  1.  t.  25 
Bot.  mag.  2426 
Bot  cab.  671 
Pall.  ros.  1.  t  26 
Eng.  bot.  284 
Eng.  bot  900 
Jac.  via  1.  t  88 

1142.  GILLE'NIA.  Monch.  Gillenia. 
7150  trifoliata  Monch.     three-leaved     ^  A  or 
7151  stipulacea  W.         large-stipuled    is  A  or 
1143.  SESU'VIUM.  W. 7152  Portulacastrum  W. 
7153  sessile  P.  S. 
7154  revolutifolium  W.en. 
7155  longifolium  W.  en. 
7156rgpens  W.en. 

1144.  AIZCON.  W. 
7157  canariense  W. 
7158  glinoldes  W. 
7159  nispanicum  W. 7160  lanceolatum  W. 

Sesuvium. 
Purslane-lvd  £  O  or 
sessile-flowered  fAl  or re  vol  u  te-lea  ved  j£  El  pr 
long-leaved  O  pr creeping  fO  pr 

Aizoon. 
Purslane-lvd  iQJ  or 
hairy  o.  \  |  or 
Spanish  iQJ  or 
spear-leaved  £  Ol  or 

Rosacea.    Sp.  2. 
2  jn.au    R.w  N.  Amer.  1713.  D  p.l  Bot  mag.  489 2  jn.au    R.w  N.  Amer.  1805.  L  co 

Ficoidea.   Sp.  5 — 7. 
2  jnjl     R.w  W.  Indies  1692. R.W  W.Indies  ... 

R.W  S.  Amer.  ... 
R.W  S.  Amer.  1816. R.w  E  Indies  1816. 

3  jnjl 

li  jl.au 

lljl.au 1  jl.au Ficoidea.  , 
1  jLau  Y 
1  jn.au 
f  jLau  Ap 
f  au  Pk 

C  r.m  La.  ill  1 434.  f.l 
C  r.m  Plant,  grass.  9 
D  Lp   Bot  mag.  1701 
S  l.p 

S  Lp  R.am.5.t72.f.l 

p.  4— ia 
Canaries  1731.   S  r.m  Bot  rep.  201 
C.  G.H.   1774.  C  r.m 
Spain       1728.  C  r.m  Plant  grass.  30 C.  G.  H.  1752.  S  r.m 

7130  I  7134 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1138.  Amelanchier.    According  to  Clusius,  Amelancier  is  the  old  Savoy  name  of  the  plant   It  has  been 
adopted  by  Mr.  Lindley  as  the  title  of  a  small  group  of  plants  nearly  related  to  Pyrus,  but  curiously  distin- 

guished by  the  10-cells  of  the  ovary. 1139-  Cotoneaster.  Named  in  allusion  to  the  cottony  nature  of  the  fruit  and  young  branches  of  the  most 
common  species.   Small  inconspicuous  bushes,  with  solitary  pink  flowers  almost  hidden  among  the  leaves. 

1140.  Waldsteima.  Named  by  Willdenow,  in  honor  of  Franz  de  Waldstein,  a  distinguished  German 
botanist   Plants  with  the  aspect  of  Potentilla  or  rather  Geum. 

1141.  Spiraa.  ~2eeu^a,  signifies  a  cord  Spireon  is  Pliny's  name  for  a  plant  the  blossoms  of  which  are  used in  garlands.  That  plant  is  thought  to  have  been  the  Viburnum  Lantana.   This  genus  affords  some  orna- 
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7119  Leaves  roundish  elliptical  acute  pubescent  beneath,  Sepals  smooth,  Gormen  villous 7120  Leaves  oblong  elliptical  cuspidate  smooth,  Sepals  smooth,  Germen  pubescent 
7121  Leaves  roundish  elliptical  acute  smooth,  Petals  obovate,  Sepals  and  germen  pubescent 

7123  Leaves  ovate  rounded  at  base,  CaL  and  pedunc.  naked 
7123  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse  at  each  end,  CaL  and  pedunc.  woolly 
7124  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  a  little  hairy  on  each  side,  CaL  and  pedunc.  naked 
7125  Leaves  ovate  attenuate  at  base,  CaL  and  pedunc.  woolly 

7126  Leaves  radical  stalked  5-lobed 

7127  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  sessile,  Racemes  compound 
7128  Leaves  oblong  serrated  smooth,  Racemes  decompound 
7129  Leaves  ovate  elliptical  acute  at  each  end  smooth  coarsely  serrated,  Racemes  spreading  panicled 
7130  Leaves  lanceolate  unequally  serrate  downy  beneath,  Flowers  doubly  racemose 
7131  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  toothletted  smooth,  Corymbs  lateral 
7132  Leaves  obovate  entire,  Umbels  sessile 
7133  Leaves  obovate  cut-toothed  at  end,  Corymbs  stalked 7134  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  doubly  toothed,  Corymbs  stalked 
7135  Leaves  broad  ovate  cut-serrate  smooth,  Corymbs  terminal  compound  leafy 
7136  Leaves  obovate  acute  toothed  at  end  3-nerved,  Corymbs  close  stalked 
7137  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  serrated  at  end  and  entire,  Corymbs  stalked 
7138  Leaves  roundish  bluntly  lobed  toothed,  Umbels  stalked 
7139  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  3-lobed,  Umbels  lateral  sessile 
7140  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  at  the  end  bluntly  and  unequally  3-nerved,  Corymbs  axillary  sessile 
7141  Leaves  ovate  3-lobed  serrated,  Corymbs  stalked 
7142  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  even  serrated,  Flowers  panicled 
7143  Leaves  ovate  acute  smooth  serrated  stalked  glaucous  beneath,  Cymes  pubescent 
7144  Leaves  oblong  bluntly  and  irregularly  serrated,  Flowers  in  dense  corymbs 
7145  Leaves  obovate  obtuse  forwards  doubly  serrated  smooth,  Corymbs  terminal  compound,  Flowers  capitate 
7146  Leaves  supra-decompound,  Spikes  panicled,  Flowers  dioecious 
7147  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  even  serrated,  Flowers  corymbose 
7148  Leaves  pinnated  downy  beneath,  The  end  lobe  larger  and  3-lobed ;  the  side  ones  undivided 
7149  Leaves  pinnated  smooth,  The  end  lobe  7-lobed  j  the  lateral  3-lobed,  Corymbs  proliferous 

7150  Stipules  linear  entire,  Calyx  tubular  campanulate 
7151  Stipules  leafy  ovate  cut-toothed,  Calyx  campanulate 

7152  Leaves  spatulate  oblong,  Joints  of  stem  tumid,  FL  stalked 
7153  Flowers  sessile,  Leaves  linear  oblong  flat 
7154  Leaves  linear  lane,  revolute  at  edge,  FL  terminal  sessile 
7155  Leaves  lin.  spatulate,  Joints  of  stem  equal,  FL  stalked 
7156  Leaves  lane,  spatulate,  Joints  of  stem  creeping  filiform,  FL  stalked 

7157  Leaves  cuneiform  ovate,  Flowers  sessile 
7158  Leaves  roundish  cuneiform  pilose,  Fl.  sessile,  Cal.  hairy 
7159  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  sessile  apetalous 
7160  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  panicled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
mental  shrubs,  free  flowerers,  and  of  easy  culture;  as  &  salicifolia,  hypericifolia,  tomentosa,  &c.  The herbaceous  species,  especially  filipendula,  ulmaria,  and  aruncus,  are  also  very  ornamental. 

1142.  Gillenia.  A  genus  well  divided  by  Mrinch  from  Spira?a,  from  which  it  differs  in  so  many  respects  as  to make  it  astonishing  that  the  species  should  ever  have  been  referred  to  that  genus,  even  by  the  most unreasonable  advocate  of  the  exploded  doctrines  of  synthetical  botany.  Pretty  North  American  plants  with lobed  discolored  leaves,  and  white  flowers. 
1143.  Sesuvhtm.   Meaning  of  the  name  unknown.   Inelegant  plants  with  the  habit  of  purslane. 
1144.  Aixoon.  From  ««,  always,  and  alive,  always  alive,  or  evergreen.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks 

to  the  Semper vivum.  This  is  an  uninteresting  genus,  only  known  among  the  curious. 
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1145.  TETRAGCNIA. 
7161  expansa  W. 
7162  crystfllina  W. 7163  frutic6sa  W. 
7164  decumbens  W. 
7165  Tetrapteris  Haw. 
7166spicata  W. 7167  herbacea  W. 
7168echinata  W. 
7169  linearis  Ham. 
7170  obovata  Haw. 

W.  Tetragonia. 
N.  Zeal,  spinage    iQ|  cul 
Diamond  O  un 
shrubby  It.  i_J  un 
trailing  tt.  |  |  un 
winged-seeded  tt.  |  |  un 
spiked 

Ficoidece. 

herbaceous 
Hedge-hog linear 
obovate 

lAlun i(DI  un tt.  I  |  un 
tt.  |  |  un 

6  au.s G 
2  jn G 

2  jl.s 
G 

1  jl.s 
G 

2  jl.s 
G I  jl G 

f  jn.jl 

G 

f  my.au 

G 
1  s G 

li  ... 

Sp.  10—16. N.  Zeal. 
Peru C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. .    C.  G.  H. 

1772. 178a 
1712. 1758. 
1795. 
1795. 
1752. 1774. 1819. 
182L 

1146.  MESEMBRYAN'THEMUM.  L. 7171  minutum  Haw.  minute 
7172  minimum  Haw.  small 
7173  perpusillum  Haw.   very  small 7174  obcordellum  Haw.  obcordate 
7175  obconellum  Haw.  conical 
7176  ficiforme  Satm.  fig-like 7177  truncatellum  Haw.  truncated 
7178  fibuliforme  Haw.  cloth-button 
7179  uvajforme  Haw.  berry-like 
7180  nucifSrme  Haw.  Nut-shaped 
7181  testiculfire  Ait.        short  white-lvd.]f_  |AJ  cu 
7182  octoph^Uum  Haw.  eight-leaved         iAI  cu 7183  obtusum  Haw.  obtuse-cloven 
7184  f  issum  Ha  w.  cleft-leaved 
7185  digitirorme  Thumb,  finger-leaved 
7186  magnipfinctum  Sal.  large-dotted 

jS  unciale  small 
y  a  (fine  allied 

7187  dnum  Haw.  hoary 
7188  aloides  Haw.  aloe-like 
7189  caninum  Haw.  dog-chap 
71901upinum  Haw.  wolfs-chap 
7191  vulpinum  Haw.  fox-chap 7192  hjrbridum  Haw.  bastard 7193  albidum  L.  white 
7194  tigrinum  Haw.  tigcr-chap 7195  felinum  Haw.  cat-chap 
7196  mustellinum  Haw.  weasel-chap 
7197  murinum  Haw.  mouse-chap 
7198  dolahriforme  Haw.  hatchet-leaved  tt.  i  |  gr 
7199  scaplgerum  Haw.  great-scaped  tt.  tAl  cu 
7200  carinans  Haw.  keeled  jf_  lAJ  cu 
7201  denticulatum  Haw.  toothed  jf  tAJ  or 

£  glaucum  glaucous  $  i  A!  or y  candidissimum  fair  £  iAI  or 
7202  robustum  Haw.  robust  <£ [  ,  A I  or 7203  compactum  H  K.  compact  tt.  |  |  or 
7204  quadrifidum  Haw.  quadrifid         tt.  i  |  or 
7205  bifidum  Haw.  bifid  £  iAI  or 
7206  bibracteatum  Haw.  double-bracted  tt.  i  j  or 
7207  rostratum  L.  heron-beaked  £  iAI  or 7208  tuberculatum  Mill,  warted  tAl  or 
7209  ramulosum  Haw.  small  heron-be.  tt.  i  |  or 
7210  pisifSrme  Haw.  Pea-shaped  *f  i  Al  or 

Fig-Marygoid.  Ficoidav. 
jf_  lAJ  cu  lin  s.n £  lAJ  cu  lin  s.d 

lAI  cu  i  s.d 
£  iAI  cu  t  to If  i  Al  cu  |  Co 
]£  lAJ  cu  lin  f.o 
jf_  iAI  cu  lin  Co 
£  iAI  cu  lin j£  lAJ  cu  lin  . 
j£  lAlcu  lin  . 

in 
i  n \  mi 

!'  : 

p.  291—350. 

■f  iAI  cu 

If  i  Al  cu )C  lAlcu lAICU 

if  lAICU 
If  iAIcu £  lAlcu  lin £  lAJcu  i tt.  lAlgr 
tt.  iAI  gr tt-  lAJ  gr 

j£  lAlgr 
Jf_  LAlgr 
£  lAJgr £  LAlgr 
£  lAlgr £  lAlgr 

I  au.o 
|  au.o 

\  jl.au \  s.n i  au.n 

'.. 

i  my.n 

£  au.s 

*  ... 

i  ap iap 

!•
•"
 

i  ap.n 
Jap 
i  ap £  mr.n 
s 

Pk C.  G.  H. 1795. 
c s.l 

Pa.Y c!  G.  H. 1776. c Pa.Y 
C.  G.  H. I8I9] c 8.1 

W c!  g.  h 1776. c 
W 

c'.  g!  H 

1786. c 

S.1 

c.  g.  h! 
1819. c Pa.Y 

c!  g!  h! 

1795.' 

c si 

... 

c'.  G.  H. 

1795. c si 
... 

c!  G.'  H. 

182o! 
8  1 

c!  g'.  h. 

1790l si 
W c!  G.  H. I774! 

s'l 

Y c!  g!  h. 18191 Q 

s'l 

Pk c!  g!  h. 1792. c 8.1 
... 

c'.  g!  h. 
177& 

Q 
C.  G.  H. 

1775. 
Q si 

y C.  G.  H. 1822. Q si 

•j 

Y 

c*  g'  h. 

1822. Q 
Y 

c'  g"  h. 

1822. Q si 
Y 

c"  g'  h 
1795. 

Cj 

al 
Y 

C*  G*  H 
1819 0  1 

Y 

C*  G  H. 

1717* 

111/. a  1 
Y 

C*  G  H 

Q a  1 
Y 

C*  G  H. 

17QR S  1 
Y c!  g!  h. c 

S.l 

Y C.  G.  H. 1714. 
c s.l 

Y C.  G.  H. 1790. c s.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 1730. c s.l 
Y C.  G.  H. 1820. c 

s.l 

Y C.  G.H. 1790. c s.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 1705. c s.l 
Y C.  G.  H. 1823. c 

s.l 

C.  G.  H. 1818. c 

s.l 

y'"
 

C.  G.H. 1793. c s.l 
Y C.  G.  H. c s.l 
Y C.  G.  H. c s.l 
Y C.  G.  H. 1795. c 8.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 1780. c 8.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 1795. c 8.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 1795. c 8.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 

1803. c 8.1 
Y C.  G.  H 1732. c S.l 
Y C.  G.H 1732. c S.l 
Y C.  G.  H. 1791. c S.l 
W C.  G.  H. 1796. c s.l 
7167 7179 

7161       "  7171 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1145.  Tetragonia.  From  rtr^as,  quaternary,  and  ymia,,  an  angle,  in  allusion  to  the  four  angles  of  the  bony 
pericarpium.  The  species  are  succulent  trailers  of  no  beauty,  but  possibly  all  fit  to  be  used,  like  Chenopodium, 
as  a  spinage.  T.  expansa  has  been  so  used  by  Captain  Cook  when  visiting  New  Zealand,  and  lately  intro- 

duced for  the  same  purpose  in  British  gardens ;  as  a  summer  spinage,  it  is  as  valuable  as  the  orache,  or  perhaps 
more  so.  Every  gardener  knows  the  plague  that  attends  the  frequent  sowing  of  common  spinage  through  the 
the  warm  season  of  the  year ;  without  that  trouble  it  is  impossible  to  have  it  good,  and  with  the  utmost  care 
it  cannot  always.be  obtained  exactly  as  it  ought  to  be,  (particularly  when  the  weather  is  hot  and  dry,)  from 
the  rapidity  with  which  the  young  plants  run  to  seed.  The  New  Zealand  spinage,  if  watered,  grows  freely, 
and  produces  leaves  of  the  greatest  succulency  in  the  hottest  weather.  Anderson,  one  of  its  earliest 
cultivators,  had  only  nine  plants,,  from  which,  he  says, "  I  have  been  enabled  to  send  in  a  gathering  for  the kitchen  every  other  day  since  the  middle  of  June,  so  that  I  consider  a  bed  with  about  twenty  plants  quite 
sufficient  to  give  a  daily  supply,  if  required,  for  a  large  table." 
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7161  Herbaceous,  Leaves  ovate  rhomboid,  Fruit  with  4  horns 
7162  Frosted,  Leaves  Ovate  sessile,  Fruit  not  horned 
7163  Shrubby,  Leaves  linear,  Fruit  winged 
7164  Shrubby  frosted,  Leaves  obovate,  Fruit  winged 
7165  Procumbent,  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  decumbent,  Wings  of  fruit  8  alternately  smaller 
7166  Smooth  herbaceous  erect,  Lower  leaves  ovate :  upper  lanceolate  smooth,  Fl.  racemose 
7167  Smooth  herbaceous,  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Fruit  winged 
7168  Herbaceous,  Leaves  rhomboid  ovate,  Fruit  ubinate 
7169  Leaves  alternate  linear  revolute  at  edge  with  a  dorsal  line  above 
7170  Leaves  alternate  frosted  obovate  with  winged  decumbent  stalks 

k  1.  Stem  none  or  very  short,  Root  perennial,  Leaves  large. 
7171  Whitish  polished  unarmed,  Flower  with  a  long  tube 
7172  Smooth  rather  glaucous  with  branched  confluent  spots,  Ovary  exserted 
7173  Smooth  green  with  great  confluent  branched  spots,  Ovary  included 
7174  Glaucous,  Spots  branched  confluent,  Ovary  included 
7175  Green,  Spots  confluent  wart-like,  Ovary  included 
7176  Pyriform  glaucous  retuse  at  end,  Spots  generally  distinct  green  and  obsolete 
7177  Very  depressed  and  rather  glaucous,  Spots  nearly  distinct,  Ovary  exserted 
7178  Somewhat  hoary  and  pubescent  much  depressed 
7179  Nearly  globose  pale  green  berry-shaped  with  little  dark  scarcely  confluent  spots 
7180  Glaucous  smooth,  aids  of  the  leaves  unequally  distinct  flat  above 
7181  Leaves  about  4  broadly  ovate  or  parabolical  half  rounded  expanded 
7182  Leaves  6-8  oblong-ovate  half  round  erect 
7183  Green,  Leaves  unequally  half  rounded  acinaciform  obtuse 
7184  Whitish,  Leaves  equally  half  rounded  very  blunt 
7185  Stemless,  Leaves  rounded  very  smooth 
7186  Leaves  perfect  about  4  clavate  3-cornered  very  thick  glaucous  with  many  large  dots 

7187  Leaves  hoary  at  the  base  half  rounded  and  thin  upwards  gibbous  and  keeled 
7188  Stemless,  Leaves  entire  half  round  green  marbled  at  the  end  keeled  3-cornered 7189  Stemless,  Lvs.  glaucous  towards  the  end  and  the  bractes  incurved  and  toothed,  Pedunc.  length  of  leaves 
7190  Leaves  glaucous,  Marginal  fringes  numerous  very  deep 
7191  Nearly  steml.  Lvs.  glauc.  towards  end  entire  or  with  large  teeth,  Bractes  entire,  Pedun.  longer  than  leaves 
7192  Stemless  smooth  whitish,  Lvs.  half  round  entire  at  end  keeled  3-cornered  little  thickened  with  a  recurved 
7193  Stemless  very  smooth  white,  Leaves  thick  subulate  3-cornered  obtuse  with  a  point  [point 7194  Green  stemless,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  expanded  marbled  with  white  and  with  a  deep  fringe 
7195  Stemless  glaucous,  Leaves  deeply  tooth-fringed  obsoletely  dotted  with  a  cartilaginous  keel  at  end 
7196  Stemless  green  with  clear  spots,  Leaves  3-cornered  towards  the  end  with  a  shortly  toothed  fringe 
7197  Nearly  stemless  glaucous,  Leaves  with  3  rows  of  toothed  fringe  and  small  dots 
7198  Leaves  exactly  hatchet-shaped,  The  old  stem  nearly  six  inches  high  and  erect 
7199  Leaves  keeled  3-cornered  green,  Scape  strong  panicled  2- edged 
7200  Leaves  erect  incurved  keeled  upwards  long  glaucous  rugose  with  large  dots 
7201  Leaves  very  glaucous  triquetrous  compressed  at  the  end  with  a  dilated  keel  which  is  often  toothletted 

7202  Leaves  obt.  dotted  with  gibbous  pustules  at  the  base  in  the  inside,  Stem  strong  short  decumbent  branch. 
7203  Stemless,  Leaves  connate  dotted  half  round  at  the  end  triquet.  reflexed  acute,  FL  sessile,  CaL  cylin.  6-lid 
7204  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  hoary  glaucous  obtuse  towards  the  end  with  a  few  spots,  CaL  4-fid 
7205  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  glaucous  very  blunt  with  many  dots,  CaL  2-4-fid 7206  Nearly  stemless  branched,  Leaves  subuL  elong.  dott.  very  glauc.  Bractes  4  crossing  shorter  than  scape 
7207  Stemless,  Leaves  subulate  elongated  acute  glauc.  much  dott.  Bractes  2  longer  than  scape 
7208  Like  the  last,  but  leaves  half  cylindr.  connate  wart ed  outside 
7209  Leaves  obL  at  the  base  inside  with  elevated  pustules,  Old  stem  three  inches  long  decumbent 
7210  Leaves  papulose  iced,  the  first  pisiform,  the  next  half  round,  Stem  much  branched  corky 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  seed  should  be  sown  in  the  latter  end  of  March  in  a  pot,  which  must  be  placed  in  a  melon-frame ;  the 

seedling  plants,  while  small,  should  be  set  out  singly  in  small  pots,  and  kept  under  the  shelter  of  a  cold  frame, 
until  about  the  twentieth  of  May,  when  the  mildness  of  the  season  will  probably  allow  of  their  being  planted 
out,  without  risk  of  being  killed  by  frost  The  plants  must  be  put  out  three  feet  apart  in  very  rich  soil.  In 
five  or  six  weeks  from  the  planting,  their  branches  will  have  grown  sufficiently  to  allow  the  gathering  of  the 
leaves  for  use.  In  dry  seasons,  the  plants  will  probably  require  a  good  supply  of  water.  They  put  forth  their 
branches  vigorously  as  soon  as  they  have  taken  to  the  ground,  and  extend  before  the  end  of  the  season  three feet  on  each  side. 

1146.  Mesembryanthemum.  From  futxu&ia,  the  mid-day :  on  account  of  the  flowers  usually  expanding  at 
that  time :  the  termination  antkemum,  which  signifies  flowering,  is,  to  say  the  least  of  it,  superfluous.  The 
species  of  this  extensive  genus  are  singular,  yet  beautiful,  and  some  even  splendid  plants.  Their  leaves  are  of 
odd  shapes,  and  the  habits  of  most  of  the  sorts  slovenly  and  insignificant,  though  some  are  grotesque ;  but  the 
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7211  moniliforme  Haw. 
7212  scalpratum  Haw. 
7213  fragrans  Saint. 
7214  praspin'gue  Haw. 7215  medium  Haw. 7216  cultratum  Haw. 
7217  lficidum  Mill. 
7218  adscendens  Haw. 
7219  pustulatum  Haw. 
7220  longum  Haw. 

a.  depression  B.  M. 
(3  declive  Haw. 
r audits' tius  Haw. purpuras/ 'cens  Haw. i  uncatum  Haw. 
J  attol'lens  Haw. 7221  linguaeforme  Haw. 
/S  rufescens  Haw. 
rsubcruciatum  Haw. prostration  Haw. 
t  asstirgens  Haw. 

7222  latum  Haw. 
f!  breve  Haw. 

7223  depressum  Haw. 
/3  Hvidum  Haw. 7224  cruciatum  Haw. 

7225  taurinum  Haw. 
7226  Salmii  Haw. 

/3  semicruciatum  Sal. 
y  angusttfolium  Haw. 7227  surrectum  Haw. 
/3  breuijo/ium  Haw. 

7228  heterophy  Hum  Haw. 
7229  angustum  Haw. 

$  pallidum  Haw. 
7  heterophyllum  Jack. 7230  dirt  orme  Haw. 

7231  biden tatum  Haw. 
j3  mdjus  Haw. 7232  semicyUndricumHa. 

7233  gibbosum  Haw. 7234  luteoviride  Haw. 
7235  pervlride  Haw. 
7236  pubescens  Haw. 7237  calamiforme  L. 
7238  obsubulatum  Haw. 
7239  cylindricum  Haw. 7240  teretifolium  Haw. 
7241  teretiusculum  Haw. 
7242  bellidi  riorum  L. 

@  subuldtum  Mill, 
y  viride  Haw. 7243  acutum  Haw. 

7244  punctatum  Haw. 7245  diminutum  Haw. 
jS  cauliculatum  Haw. 

£  lAJor 
£  lAlor 
£  lAlor IP  lAlor 
£  lAlor £  iAI  or 
£  iAlor 

£  iAI  or 
£  lAJor 
£  lAlor 
£  lAJor 
£  iAJor £  lAlor 
£  lAI  °r 

bracelet 
great.tongue fragrant soft-tongue 
intermediate 
cultrate shining 

ascend. -tongue  £  lAI  °r 
blistered  £  iAJ  or long-tongue 
depressed sloping 
tufted 
purple-green leaden-green narrow-drop 
common-tong.  £  iAI  or 
reddish-green  £  iAJ or 
subcruciale  £  iAI  or 
prostrate  £  iAI  °r 
upright  £  iAlor blunt-tongue  £  iAlor 
short  £  iAJ  »r 
depressed- tong.  £  iAI  or 
«o»d  £  lAJ  or cross-leaved     n.  I  I  or 
Bull's-horn      tL  i  I  or 
Salmian  tt.  I  I  or 
half -crossed     «-t  l°r narrow-leaved  H-  l  I  or 
erect  tt.  i  |  or 
short-leaved     *-\  I  or 
various-leaved  £  lAI  or 
slender-tongue  £  tAJ  or 
pale  £  iAJ  or variable  £  iAJ  or 
deformed        n.  i  |  or 
two-toothed  *L  i_J  or 
large  «-  |_J  or 
semi-cylindric  *«- 1  |  or 
gibbous  £  lAJ  or 
yellow-green    «- 1  |  or dark-green  £  iAJ or 
downy  £  iA)  or 
quill-shaped     £  iAJ or 
reverse-quilled  a.  |  |  or 
cylindrical  £  iAI  or round-quilled  £  iAJ  or 
turgid  £  tAI  °r 
Daisy-flowered  £  iAI or great-green  £  iAI  or 
Pea-green  £  lAJ  or 
great-awl-leav.  £  lAI  or 
spotted  awl-lvd.£  lAI  or diminutive  £  iAI or 
small-stemmed  £  iAI or 

I  mr.ap  W }  au.o  Y 

|  au.o 
J  au.o i  au.o 
|  au.o 

i  au.n 

|  au 
f  au.o 
f  au.o 
f  au.o f  au.o |  au.0 
f  au.o f  au.o i  mr.n 
J  mr.n 
}  mr.n i  mr.n i  mr.n 
i  mr.n 5  mr.n 

i  s.n 
i  s.n i  my.n 

f  s.n 

f  s.n 

1  s.n 
1  s.n 
1  s.n 

f  s.n }  mr.o i  mr.o 
i  mr.o 

f  au 

1  au 

li  au 
f  mr.n i  ja.ap 

i  j» 
J  ja.my 

J  ja.my 

1  ji.s 

i  f.s"
" 

i  £» i  ... i  jn.au 
I  jn.au i  jn.au 
jap.n ?  ap.n lap i  »P 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
CG.H 
CG.  H. CG.H, C.  G.  H. 
C.G.K 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. CG.H 
CG.H. CG.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
CG.H C.  G.  H. 
CG.H. CG.H 
C.  G.  H. CG.H 
CG.H CG.H. 
CG.H 
C.  G.  H 
CG.H 
CG.H G.H. 

G.H. 
G.  H 
G.H. G.H. 
G.H G.H 

CG.H 
CG.H 
C  G.H. C.  G.  H. 
C  G.H. CG.H 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
CG.H 
C.  G.  H. 
CG.H C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G  H C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. CG.H 
CG.H. CG.H 
CG.H. CG.H 
CG.H. 

1791. 
1714. 
1792. 
1820. 

1732. 1805. 1818. 

1725. 

1819. 
1819. 1819. 

1732. 1732. 

1819. 
1620. 
1802. 
1795. 
1819. 
1792. 1795. 1818. 
1818. 
1823. 1819. 1819. 
1795. 
1790. 
1790. 179tt 
1732. 1818. 
1818. 

1732. 1780. 1795. 
1792. 
1792. 1717. 
1796. 1792. 1794. 
1794. 1717. 1717. 
1717. 

1793. 1793. 
1789. 1789. 

Di.el.M83.C224 

Plant  grass.  71 

Di.eLtl84.t225 
Bot.  mag  1866 

s.l 
s.1 
s.1 

s.l 
s.l 

s.l 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 

s.1 
s.1 
s.1 

s.1 

s.) 
s.1 

s.1 
s.1   Bot.  cab.  1307 
8.1 
8.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 

s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 

s.1 

s.l 

s.1 

s.l 

s.l 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
8.1 
s.1 
s.1 s.1 

s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 
s.1 

s.1 
s.1 

s.1 
s.1 s.1 
s.1 
8.1 
8.1 
s.1 

Bot  rep.  540 
Dl  el.  t.l94.f.242 

DLel.tl94.C241 

Plant,  grass.  5 

Di.  eL  189.  £  233 

724616reuro  Dill. 
7247  diversifolium  L. 

figlaucius  Haw. 
rbreuiJoHum  Haw, Ibete-virens  Haw. 
e  atro-virens  Haw. 

7248  decipiens  Haw. 7249  dubium  Haw. 
7212 

leathery-stlkd.  £  iAI  or 
short  horned-lv.£  lAI  or 
glaucous short-leaved 
bright-green dark-green 
middle 
round-stalked 

£  iAI  or £  LAlor 
£  iAJ  or £  iAI  or 
£  lAI  or £  iAI  or 

7220 

1 8 
Pa.Y 

CG.H 
1732. C s.1 DLeLt200.C255 

1 
mr.o 

Pa.Y C.  G.  H. 1819. C s.1 Di.eLU98.C252 
1 

au 
Pa.Y CG.H 1726. c 

s.1 

1 
au 

Pa.Y C.  G.  H. c s.1 
1 

au 
Pa.Y C.  G.H c 

s.1 

1 au 
Pa.Y 

CG.H c s.l 
1 au Pa.Y C.  G.  H 1820. c s.1 
1 my.n Pa.Y C.  G.  H. 

1800. 
c 

s.1 

Brad.suc4.t40 

7223  -*Zjy    7229  y    "  "  72^9 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

flowers  make  ample  amends  by  their  profusion,  the  brilliancy  of  their  colors,  and  the  length  of  time  ;the 
species  continue  in  flower.  Few  arc  annual,  fewer  biennial,  many  are  perennial,  but  most  arc  shrubby, 
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7211  First  leaves  connate  spheroidal,  next  half  round  subulate  very  long  recurved  green 
7212  Leaves  sloping  graver-shaped  very  broad  thickest  on  one  edge  at  the  base  inside  pimpled,  Fl.  sessile 
7213  Nearly  steml.  Lvs.  tongue-shaped  thick;  one  convex  blunt  at  end,  the  other  with  a  long  keel,  Fl.  stlkd.  frag. 
7214  Leaves  obliquely  tongue-shaped  pale  green  very  soft,  the  younger  ciliated  pubesc.  hooked  inwards  at  end 
7215  Nearly  stemless,  Lvs.  tongue-shaped  sloping  4-inches  long,  1-broad  cultrate,  Fedunc.  an  inch  long 
7216  Nearly  stemless,  Lvs.  distichous  tongue-shaped  at  the  edge  and  end  cultrate,  Fl.  stalked 
7217  Leaves  long  very  green  and  polished,  Pedunc.  longer  than  calyx,  Caps,  small  depressed 
7218  Leaves  broad  tongue-shaped  ascending  obtuse  green  longer  than  peduncles 
7219  Leaves  tongue-shaped  ascending  5-6-in.  long,  3-11-lines  broad,  with  large  pimples  at  the  base  inside 
7220  Leaves  long  tongue-shaped  shining  thinner,  Flowers  subsessile,  Caps,  large  depressed 

7221  Leaves  unequally  tongue-shaped  thick  green  partially  keeled;  Caps.  Tittle  elevated  subsessile 

7222  Leaves  tongue-shaped  obtuse  thick  often  sloping  and  a  little  hollowed,  Caps,  large  conical  subsessile 
7223  Prostrate,  Lvs.  narr.  tongue-shaped  obt.  recurved  depressed  variously  bent  inwards  at  end,  Caps,  depressed 
7224  Leaves  lin.  tongue-shaped  half  cylindr.  very  soft  cruciate,  Old  stem  three  inches  long 7225  Leaves  bifarious  obliquely  crossed  half  round  obt  very  thick  yellowish  green  incurv.  Old  stem  6  in.  high 
7226  Stemless,  Lvs.  i  cylin.  subuL  variously  obliquely  hooked  blunt  with  broad  smooth  spots  at  base,  Caps,  flat 

[half  included 
7227  Lvs.  crossing  suberect  or  spreading  half  round  subulate  acute  soft  often  pustulate  at  base,  Ovary  exserted 

[stalked 7228  Stemless,  Leaves  green  deformed  the  upper  longest 
7229  Leaves  linear  linguiform  half  cylindrical  very  long 

7230  Lvs.  obliquely  cruciate  long  variously  obliquely  deformed  with  one  or  more  obscure  teeth,  Old  stem  3-6-in. 
7231  Lvs.  i  cylin.  thick  soft  with  two  large  opp.  fleshy  teeth  beyond  the  midd.  at  the  end  variously  and  obliquely 

[deformed 7232  Lvs.  very  narr.  tongue-shap.  J  round  towards  end  oblique  with  1  or  2  obsolete  teeth,  Old  stem  branch.  6  in. 
7233  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  yellowish  green  spreading  ovate  half  cylindrical  rarely  keeled  at  end 
7234  Stem  weak  two  or  three  inches  long,  Lvs.  obL  j-cylindr.  upwards  3-cornered  yellowish  green 
7235  Stem  weak  two  or  three  inches  long,  Leaves  half-cylindr.  3-cornered  or  subovate  very  green 7236  Leaves  downy  hoary  or  silky  smooth 
7237  Leaves  subulate  glaucous  at  the  base  above  flat,  Styles  8 
7238  Leaves  obsubulate  thick  obtuse  green 
7239  Leaves  3-cornered  cylindr.  subglaucous  dotted  3  inches  long.  The  old  stem  3  inches  closely  branched 
7240  Lvs.  4  in.  long  green  roundish  or  cylindr. :  the  younger  polished  §  round  very  green  the  old  stems  6  in. 
7241  Leaves  3-cornered  rounded  very  thick  green  dotted  two  inches  long  [polished 7242  Leaves  3-cornered  blunt  with  three  rows  of  teeth  at  end,  The  old  stem  branched  half  shrubby 

7242  Leaves  half  round  subulate  incurved  with  clear  spots,  Spots  obsolete  not  wrinkled 
7244  Leaves  half  round  subulate  incurved  with  clear  spots,  Spots  large  numerous  with  a  white  head 
7245  Leaves  half  round  subulate  incurved  with  clear  spots,  Spots  nearly  middle  sized  with  a  little  white  point 

$  2.  Cluster-leaved.    Stem  about  a  foot  high  decumbent  perennial,  Leaves  in  capitate  clusters,  Flowers 
polygamous,  Calyx  a-leaved. 

7246  Lvs.  capit.  closely  clustered  §  cylindr.  3-cornered  elong.  recur  v.  somewhat  glaucous,  Stems  roundish  white 
7247  Lvs.  capitate  closely  clustered  long  3-cornered  half  cylindr.  glaucous  or  green,  Stems  angular  red 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
especially  towards  the  base.    Leaves  mostly  opposite,  seldom  alternate,  thick,  or  succulent,  of  various 
forms.  Flowers  solitary,  axillary,  or  extra-axillary,  but  more  frequently  terminating.  The  fruit  is  tome. 

F  f 
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7250  corniculatum  Haw. 
fi  isophyllum  Dec. 7251  procambens  flaw. 7252  tricol6rum  flaw. 

7253  pugioniforme  L. 8  cdrneum  Haw. 
ypurpUreum  Hair. S  bienne  Haw. 

7254  capitatum  Haw. 1255  brevicaule  Haw. 
7256  coruscans  Haw. 
7257  elongatum  Haw. 8  minus  Haw. 

y  fusiformc  Haw. 

7258  geminiflbrum  flaw. 7259  simile  flaw. 
7260  laxum  W. 
7261  sarmentosum  Haw. 
7262  rigidicaule  Ha  w. 7263  Schollii  Salm. 
7261  filament osum  Haw. 
7265  serrulatum  Haw. 

8  viridius  Haw. 
7266  rubricafile  Haw. 8  densius  Haw. 

y  subvirens  Haw. 7267  acinaciforme  £. 
(1  Ion  gum  Haw. 

7268  lffivigatura  flaw. 7269  rubroclnctum  Haw. 
8  compression  Haw. 
y  tenerum  Haw. 7270  subulatum  Haw. 

7271  edule  I.. 7272  dimidi&tum  Haw. 
7273  glaucescens  Haw. 
7274  R6ssi  Haw. 
7275  virescens  Haw. 
7276  asquilaterale  flaw. 
7277  virens  Haw. 
7278  reptans  H.  K. 7279  australe  flaw. 
7280  crassifolium  L. 
7281  clavellatum  flaw. 8  minus  Haw. 

7282  forficatum  L. 
7283  geminatum  flaw. 
7284  marginatum  flaw. 7285  rostellum  flaw. 
7286  perfol&tum  Mill. 8  monacanthum  Bradl 
7287  uncinellum  flaw. 
7288  uhcinatum  flaw. 
7289  semidentatum  flaw. 
7290  viride  flaw. 
7291  acutangulum  flaw. 
7292  curtum  flaw. 

8  majus  Haw. 
rpolitum  Haw. minus  Haw. 

7293  vagina  t  um  Haw. 
8  parviflorum  Haw. 

7250 

long-honied  j£  lAJ  or 
equal-leaved  j£  lAJ  or 
procumbent  £  iAI  or 
three-colored    ]£  iAJ  or 
longdagger-lvd.tt.  i  |  or 
flesh-colored    tt.  i  I  or 
purple  tt.  i  |  or biennial  tt-  i  |  or 
short  dagger-lv.  tt.  \  |  or 
dwarf  dagg.  lvd.lt.  i  |  or 
glittering-dagg.  tL  |  |  or dwarf-tuberous  J(»  i  |  or 
small  jfc  I  I  or 
fusiform         A  i  |  or 

small  pale  !U  i  |  or 
short-jointed  lv  i  |  or 
long-jointed  !U  i  |  or sarmentose  )U  i  |  or 
stiff-stemmed  IU  i  |  or 
large-rough  !U  i  |  or 
thready  !U  |  |  or saw-leaved 

greener red-stalked 
crowded 
tall-green 

its.  i  I  or 
*~l  I  or !Ui  |  or 
!U|  |  or 
!Ui  |  or scymetar-leav.  !U  i  |  or 

long  )U|  |  or polished  8- 1  |  or 
red-bordered       \  |  or 
compressed      J~.  i  |  or delicate  t-  i  (  or 
pale  Daisy-flow.!U  iAI  or 
Hottentots'  fig  )U  i  |  or Lesser  Hot  fig  !U  i  |  or 
glaucescent 

Ross's 
virescent 
equal-sided 

i~  i  |  or 
)U|  |  or 
!U  I  |  or 

i  (  or 
upright-green  *».  |  |  or 
creeping  1U  \  |  or New  Zealand  fL.  |  |  or 
thick-leaved  )U  (  |  or 
club-leaved  !U.  i  1  or 
small  )U  |  |  or 

scissar-leaved  tL  i  |  or 
twin-shooted    tt- 1  |  or 
white-edged     n.  i  |  or 
little-beak       tt.  |  |  or 
grea  t-per  folia  ten.  \  |  or one-spined        tt.  |  |  or 
small-hooked    tt.  |  )  or 
lesser-perfoliatett.  |  |  or 
slender-hooked  tt.  |  \  or 
grecn-perfoliatett.  |  |  or acute-angled    M-.i  |  or 
short-sheathed  tt.  |  |  or 
large  tt.  |  |  or pohshed  tt.  |  |  or small  tt.  |  |  or 
sheathed         tt.  |  |  or 
small-flowered  tt.  i  |  or 

1  mr.my 1  mr.my 
1  mr.my 
1  o 
1  jl.s 
1  jl.s 1  jl.s 1  jl.s 
1  jl.s 

ijLs 

1  jLs 
1  my 1  my 
1  my 

Pa.Y 
Pa.Y Pa.Y 

Y.R Pa.Y Pk 
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7267 

Plant,  grass.  108 
Bot.  mag.  2144 
DilL  elth.  f.  269 

Bot  rcg.  494 

Bot  reg.  493 

Jacq.  frag.  50 

Jac.  frag.  t51.f.2 Di.el.  t212.  £273 

Bot  rep.  580 

Plant  grass.  41 Di.eLt212.f.272 
Plant  grass.  89 

DLeLt.201.f.257 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1 26 

DiLeLtl92.f.240 
DilL  elth.  f.  239 
Plant  grass.  54 

7253  7264 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

times  shaped  like  a  fig.  Linnsus  arranged  the  species  from  the  color  of  the  flower ;  Haworth  chiefly  from  the leaves. 



Order  II.  ICOSANDRIA  DI-PENTAGYNIA-  4S5 

7250  Leaves  clust.  3-cornered  I  cylindr.  very  long  glaucous  incurred,  Stems  scarcely  angular,  Joints  distant 
7251  Leaves  in  pairs  corniculate  incurved  i  cylindr.  3-cornered  glaucous,  Stems  flexuose  procumbent 
7252  Leaves  exactly  cylindr.  three  inches  long  acute  green,  Styles  20 
7253  Leaves  glaucous  about  a  foot  long  3-cornered,  Angles  dilated  with  a  broad  furrow,  Stem  simple 

7254  Leaves  somewhat  glaucous  6-7  inches  long  3-cornered,  Old  stem  simple 
7255  Leaves  green  3-4  inches  long  3-cornered,  Old  stem  two  inches  high  simple  erect 
7256  Leaves  dagger-shaped  long  glittering,  Stem  shrubby  perennial 
7257  Leaves  glauc.  about  a  span  long  bluntly  3-cornered  channelled  or  half  round,  Root  large  tuberous  fleshy 

\  3.  Trailers.  Stem*  prostrate  or  creeping,  angular,  Calyx  5-leaved,  Flowers  poly gy  nous,  Leaves  connate  at base  acutely  3-cornered. 
7258  Branches  long  slender  spreading,  Lvs.  equilateral  3-corn.  green  hooked  a  little  outwards  at  end,  FL  3  or  2 
7259  Lvs.  equilateral  3-corn.  glauc.  much  dotted  straight  at  end  Ion.  than  joints,  Edges  not  serr.  Stems  firm  proc. 
7260  Lvs.  conn.  comp.  3-corn.  very  green  war  ted  often  short  than  joints,  Edges  finely  tooth.  Branches  very  slen. 
7261  Runners  1£  foot  long  slender  rooting,  Lvs.  clustered  compressed  3-corn.  bright  green  not  rough  at  edge 
7262  Leaves  long  equilateral  3-cornered  straight  roughish  at  edge,  Stem  firm  procumbent 
7263  Leaves  compressed  3-cornered  large  recurved  serrulate  very  rough,  Old  stems  firm  decumbent  [deeum. 
7264  Lvs.  bright  green  clust  thick  comp.  3-corn.  acinacif.  dott.  Ion.  than  joints  with  rough  edges,  Stems  short 7265  Lvs.  comp.  3-corn.  acinacif.  glauc.  not  serrated  and  scarcely  cartilaginous  at  edge  generally  Ion.  than  joints 
7266  Lvs.  comp.  3-corn.  greenish  rugose  the  edges  with  cartilaginous  serratures  generally  shorter  than  joint* 

7267  Leaves  acinaciform,  Edges  curled  wavy  rough 
7268  Leaves  acinaciform  polished  glaucous  with  entire  cartilaginous  edges 
7269  Leaves  acinaciform  with  the  edges  and  keel  rough  and  red 

7270  Leaves  compressed  3-cornered  acinaciform  and  equilateral,  Every  edge  roughish 7271  Old  leaves  equilateral  3-cornered  green  incurved  three  inches  long  blistered  inside  at  base,  Keel  serrulate 
7272  Leaves  about  two  inches  sharply  3-cornered,  the  old  ones  comp.  with  their  keel  upwards  serrulate  burnt 7273  Young  lvs.  incurved  equilateral  3-cornered  soft  glauc.  with  a  cartilaginous  smootbish  white  edge,  Styles  7 
7274  Leaves  acinaciform  or  compressed  3-cornered  glauc.  with  a  pink  smooth  cartilag.  edge,  Stems  prostrate 
7275  Leaves  not  equilateral  3-cornered  greenish,  Stems  prostrate,  Pedunc.  terminal  solitary  winged,  Styles  8 
7276  Leaves  equilateral  3-cornered  greenish,  Edges  smooth  cartilaginous,  Stems  weak  prostrate 
7277  Lvs.  comp.  3-corn.  acinacif  smooth  dotted  green,  in  the  inside  at  the  base  blistered,  Keel  roughish  at  edge 
7278  Leaves  clustered  3-cornered  acute  glaucous  with  large  rough  pellucid  dots,  Stems  filiform  very  weak 
7279  Leaves  glaucous  dotted  3-cornered  incurved  smooth 
7280  Leaves  3-cornered  not  dotted  smooth  very  green  half  cylindrical  at  base 
7281  Leaves  clustered  expanded  obsolete!  y  3-cornered  clavate  obtuse  green  with  a  little  point 

5  4.  Perfoliate.  Leaves  connate  sheathing  generally  three-cornered  upwards,  usually  hooked  at  end, 
Calyx  SJeaved. 7282  Leaves  3-cornered  compressed  green  prickly  at  end.  Stem  2-edged  decumbent 

7283  Leaves  erect  white  smooth  3-cornered  thick  sheathing  beyond  their  middle  with  a  cartilaginous  edge 
7284  Leaves  3-cornered  subacinaciform  white  at  edge,  Keel  dilated 
7285  Leaves  beaked  connate  half  round  subulate  recurved  dotted  green,  Stems  prostrate  branched  knotty 
7286  Leaves  white  thick  hard  dotted  usually  with  about  three  spines  beneath,  Branches  few 
7287  Leaves  whitish  thick  dotted  recurved  at  end  usually  with  one  spine  beneath,  Branches  many 
7288  Leaves  greenish  with  two  spines  beneath  at  the  end 
7289  Branches  simple  slender  upright  hard,  Lvs.  3-cornered  dotted  white  with  1-4  teeth  at  the  back  upwards 7290  Leaves  quite  entire  very  green  smooth  thick  hooked  backwards  at  the  end 
7291  Leaves  acute-angled  3-cornered  acum.  incurved  recurved  green  rough  at  edge 
7292  Erect,  Lvs.  usually  close  recurved  smooth  green  with  the  angles  roughish  above,  Sheath  often  sharp 

[rough  upwards 7293  Erect  roughish,  Lvs.  about  an  inch  long  spreading  straight  recurv.  at  end,  Sheaths  green  smooth,  Angles 

and  Miscellaneous-particulars. 
Most  of  the  species  are  so  hardy,  that  on  dry  rock-work,  in  a  sheltered  part  of  the  garden,  they  will  endure  ordi- 

nary winters.   Every  thing,  however,  depends  on  keeping  them  dry.   Among  the  hardy  sorts  may  be  reckoned Ff  2 



436 icosandriaT^i-pentagynia. 
Class  XII, 

7294  pafvlfl6rura  Haw. 
7295  rigidum  Haw. 7296  ten€lluih  Haw. 
7297  imbricatum  H.  K. 

j3  medium  Haw. 
•y  vtride  Haw. 7298  multifl6rum  Haw. 
2  minus  Haw. 

rr&brum  Haw. patens  W. t  ni tens  Haw. 
7299  umbellatum  Haw. 

fi  animal u in  W. 7300  tumidulum  Haw. 
/3  minus  Haw. 7301  foli6sum  Haw. 

7302  lineolatum  Haw. 
/S  te'ue  Thunb. y  rittens  Haw. 

7303  serratum  L. 
7304  gladiatum  Jaca. 
7305  heteropetalumHaw. 
7306  glaucinum  Haw. 

/3  crass  um  Haw. 7307  mutabile  Haw. 
7308  inclafidens  Haw. 
7309  caulescens  Mill. 
7310  deltoldeum  Haw. 7311  muricatum  Haw. 

/3  minus  Haw. 7312  microphyllum  Haw. 
7313  mucronatum  Haw. 
7314  pygmas'um  Haw. 7315  pulchellum  Haw. 

/S  revoliitum  Haw. 

7316  maximum  Hate. 
7317  lunatum  W. 
7318  falcatum  L. 
7319  dec^mbens  Haw. 
/320  inctirvum  Haw. 

£  dildtans  Haw. 
y  pdllidius  Haw. J  densifolium  Haw. s  rdseum  W. 

7321  confertum  How. 
7322  falciforme  Haw. 
7323  glomeratum  i. 7324  inflexum  Haw. 
7325  scabrum  i. 
7326  versicolor  Haw. 
7327  retroflexum  Haw. 
7328  imbricans  Haw. 
7329  deflexum  H.  X. 
7330  leptaleon  Haw. 
7331  polyanthon  Haw. 7332  flexile  Haw. 
7333  polyphyllum  Hato. 
7334  vipiaceum  Dec. 
7335  emarginatum  L. 7336  dilatatum  Haw. 
7337  virgatum  Haw. 7338  bracteatum  Haw. 
7339  anceps  Haw. 

(£  pallidum  Haw. 

small-flowered  a.  \  I  or 
rigid  *t_Ljor 
least-perfoliate  «_  i  |  or 
imbricated       ft.  \  |  or 
intermediate     tt.  \  |  or 
green  tt- 1  |  or 
many-flowered  tt.  i  |  or 
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red-flowered     tt_  (  |  or 
spreading         tt.  \  |  or 
shining  tt_  i_J  or 
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lined 
smooth shining 

saw-keeled 
purple-serrate various- petaled 
glaucine thick-leaved 
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less 
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pigmy neat 
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clustered inflexed 
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Plu.phy.t.ll7.f.l 
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DU.eLtl92.C238 

Plant,  grass.  60 
Bot.  rep.  388 
D.e.t.l95.f.243-4 
Plant,  grass.  53 
D.e.  tl95.f.245-7 

Bot.  reg.  358 

D.e.t213.f.275-6 

DM.  elt  f.  274 
DilL  elt  £  251 

Bot  cab.  1281 

Dil.el.tl97.f.250 

Bot  cab.  251 
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729 1-  Leaves  half  an  inch  long  smooth  suberect,  Keel  not  serrulate,  Stem  three  feet  high  and  branches  erect 7295  Lvs.  about  three  lines  long  horiz.  and  sheaths  smooth,  Keel  rough  at  end,  Branches  very  stiff  and  spread. 
7396  Lvs.  3  lines  long  and  more  spreading  thin  and  sheaths  rough  at  edge.  Branches  filiform  decumbent 
7397  Lvs.  somewhat  compressed  3-cornered  glauc.  about  one  inch  long,  Branches  many  erect,  CaL  turbinate 

7398  Leaves  somewhat  compressed  3-cornered  glaucous  and  the  branchlets  spreading 

7299  Leaves  distant  roundish  somewhat  glaucous  roughish  with  dots,  Sheaths  tumid  at  end 
7300  Leaves  remote  greenish  smooth  about  an  inch  and  half  long  recurved  at  end,  Sheaths  tumid  at  end 
7301  Leaves  somewhat  glaucous  smooth  clustered  obtuse  an  inch  long  with  a  recurved  point 
7302  Leaves  connate  incurve-recurved  blunt,  Keel  roughish  at  end  with  a  sheathing  line  at  base 

\  5.  Delta-leaved.  Leaves  more  or  less  deltoid  or  hatchet  formed.   Flowers  pink. 
7303  Leaves  subulate  3-cornered  dotted  with  the  keel  serrated  backward 
7304  Leaves  glaucous  compressed  3-cornered  gladiate,  Keel  cartilaginous  torn,  Petals  much  longer  than  calyx 7305  Lvs.  clust  not  dotted  glauc.  shortly  falcate  gladiate,  Angles  cartilag.  Petals  much  shorter  than  calyx 
7306  Lvs.  clust.  compressed  3-cprnered  shortly  acinaciform  glauc.  entire  dotted  with  a  cartilaginous  edge 

7307  Leaves  distinct  clust  equilaterally  ."-corn,  shortly  acinaciform  green  dotted  with  <t  cartilaginous  edge 7308  Lvs.  subdelt  smooth  very  green  with  a  gibb.  entire  keel,  Pet  not  closing :  the  inner  imbricate  very  short 
7309  Leaves  clustered  glaucous,  long  3-cornered  deltoid,  The  sides  not  toothed,  Keel  entire  . 
7310  Leaves  clust  very  glauc.  3-corn.  deltoid  toothed  in  three  rows,  Keel  of  the  bractes  and  sepals  entire 
7311  Leaves  clust  deltoid  with  the  bractes  and  sepals  3-cornered  glaucous  toothletted  in  three  rows 
7312  Leaves  3-corn.  acuminate  awncd  green  blistered  inside  at  the  base,  Branches  much  clustered 
7313  Leaves  obi.  ovate  acute  glaucous  3-corn.  with  a  little  white  point  at  end 
7314  Leaves  connate  at  base  oblong  ovate  half  round  not  pointed,  the  winter  leaves  joined  almost  to  the  end 
7315  Leaves  acute  equilaterally  3-corn.  cymbiform  grey  obsoletely  dotted  with  a  downy  fringe  and  recurv.  point 

$  6.  Triquetrous.   Leaves  more  or  less  Z-cornered  distinct.  Col.  54eaved.  Styles  5. 
7316  Leaves  large  clustered  much  compressed  3-corn.  incurved  very  glaucous,  Stem  woody  erect  bushy 7317  Leaves  small  much  clust.  somewhat  connate  compressed  3-corn.  closely  incurved,  Branches  clustered 
7318  Leaves  minute  distinctly  compressed  3-cornered  falcate,  Branches  numerous  filiform 
7319  Leaves  much  compressed  3-corn.  very  glauc.  attenuate  at  each  end  incurved,  Branches  much  clustered 
7320  Leaves  compressed  3-corn.  very  glaucous  attenuate  at  each  end  acinaciform,  Stem  erect 

7321  Leaves  3-corn.  clust.  robust  incurved  very  glaucous,  Stem  erect  much  branched 
7322  Leaves  much  clustered  thick  acinaciform  falcate  with  large  spots  glaucous 
7323  Lvs.  bluntly  3-corn.  comp.  glauc.  incurv.  atten.  at  each  end,  Pedunc.  and  branches  erect  filiform  comp. 
7324  Lvs,  clustered  falcate  indexed  from  3icornered  half  round  compressed  subglaucous  smooth 
7325  Leaves  subtriquetrous  green  shining  warted  very  rough,  Sepa's  ovate  acuminate,  Petals  crenate  at  end 
7326  Leaves  subtriquetrous  glaucescent  warted  very  rough,  Sepals  ovate-acuminate,  Petals  two  toothed  at  end 
7327  Leaves  subtriquetrous  very  glaucous  rough,  Sepals  and  petals  distant  reflexed,  Stamens  clust.  Bark  white 
7328  Erect  woody,  Leaves  lin.  .obsoletely  3-corn.  smoothish  glauc.  white  imbricated  at  the  ends  of  old  branches 
7329  Leaves  subtriquetrous  glauc.  roughish  attenuated  downwards,  Stems  clust  deflexed,  Pet.  very  numerous 
7330  Leaves  subtriquetrous  glauc.  attenuated  upwards  smooth,  Keel  roughish,  Branches  distant  filiform  ■ 
7331  Leaves  small  glauc.  3-corn.  rough,  Branches  bushy  clust  The  young  bark  brown,  Flowers  panicled 
7332  Leaves  small  often  longer  than  the  joints  but  inwards  by  pairs  glauc.  3-corn.  obtuse  smooth 
7333  Leaves  much  clust  strong  incurved-recurved  clavate  compressed  dotted  glaucous,  Branches  bushy 
7334  Leaves  compressed  bluntly  3-corn.  roughish  with  dots  glaucous,  Sepals  like  spines  spreading 
7335  Leaves  subglaucous  subtriquetrous  rough,  Calyxes  spiny,  Petals  deeply  emarginate 
7336  Leaves  distinct  remote  subrecurved  triquetrous  much  comp.  dotted  glauc.  Keel  gibbous  above  middle 
7337  Leaves  distinct  distant  triquetrous  compressed  acute  subglaucous  dotted,  Branches  twiggy 
7338  Leaves  green,  Bractes  4  broadly  ovate  keeled  embracing  the  calyx,  Pet,  white  at  base,  Branches  fuscous 
7339  Branches  decumbent  2- edged  brown,  Leaves  acinacif.  3-corn.  with  sides  membranous  downwards,  Dots 

[[large  pellucid  elevated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
flower  vigorously  if  planted  in  a  bed,  in  the  open  air  and  protected  during  winter,  or  if  planted  in  a  common 
pit,  and  matted  over  during  frost. Ff  S 
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73*0  gracile  Haw. stcllatum  Haw. 7341  radiatum  Haw. 
7342  comprcssum  Haw. 
7343  patulum  Haw. 
7344  asperum  Ham. 

(3  carulescens  Haw. 7345  formosum  Haw. 
7346  spcctabile  Haw. 
7347  conspicuum  Haw. 
7348  blandum  I  law. 
7349  curviflorum  Haw. 
7350  atireum  L. 
7351  cymbifolium  Haw. 7352  aurantium  Haw. 
7353  glat'icum  L 7354  strictum  w. 
7355  cymbiforme  //mi'. 7356  grani  forme  Haw. 
7357  mollc  i/.  K. 

(tarry 

rayed 
compressed spreading rough 
blue 
white-eyed showy 
dark-showy 
bland 
curve-flowered  tL 1  |  or 
golden-flower'd  «.  i_|  or boat-leaved      tL 1  |  or 
orange-flowcr'dti.  i  |  or 
glaucous- lea v'd  tL  \  |  or erect  «- 1  |  or 
boat-shaped  tL 1  |  or 
grain-leaved  *■  i  |  or 
soil-leaved  tL  \  |  or 

tL  |  |  or  li  au.n 
a.  I  |  or 
tL  |  |  or tL  |  |  or 
tL  |  |  or tL  |  |  or 
tL  |  |  or 
tL  |  |  or 
tL  i  |  or tL  |  |  or 

1*  au.n 
1*  jl.s H  o.n 

H,  ::: 1  au.s 1  my.au 
1  s.o 
14  jn 2  jn 
1  mr.o 
1 
14  jn.au 

*3 

U  
... 

7353  cocctaeum  Haw.  scarlet-floweredtL  i  |  or 
7359  bicolorum  L.  two-colored      tL  \  i  or 

0  patulum  Haw.  spreading        tL  \  |  or 
y  minus  Haw.  small  tL  \  |  or 

7 360  insquale  Haw.  unequal-cuppedtt.  i  |  or 7361  tenuifoiium  L.  slender-leaved  tL  |  |  or 
(3  erect um  Haw.  erect  tL  |  |  or 

7362  variabile  Haw.  variable  tL  i  |  or 
7363  spinifdrme  Haw.  thorn-leaved     tL  i  |  or (3  subaduncum  Haw.  hooked  tL  i  |  or 
7364  curvifolium  W.  crooked-leaved  tL  i  |  or 
7365  flexifolium  Haw.  bent-leaved      tL  |  |  or 
7366  addncum  Haw.  hook-leaved     tL  i  |  or 
7367  fllicaule  Haw.  thread-stalked  tL  i  |  or 
7368  spinosum  L.  thorny  tL  i  |  or 
7369  stipulaceum  L.  upright-shrub.  tL  |_j  or 7370  coralllnum  Thunb.  coral  tL  \  |  or 
7371  prodfictum  Haw.  long-calyxed     tL  i_J  or 
7372  Haworthii  Donn.  Ha  worth's       tL  \  |  or 
7373  Ue've  H.  K.  white-wooded  tL  t 
7374  verruculatum  L.  spot-leaved      tL  i 

/3  Candollii  PI.  gr.  Decandalle's     tL  | 7375  insititium  W.  purple  and  sa  IF.  tL  \ 
pirpuro-crdceum  Haw. j3  fldvo-croceum  Haw.  yellow  and  saff.n.  \ 
y  minus  small  tL  \ 

li  my.s l|  my.s 1  my.s 

i  my.s 

1  my.s 
1  jn.s 
Ujn.s 

li  jn.au 
1  s.o 
1  8.0 
1  o 

ljo 1  f.mr 

li  jn.s 

7376  crystallinum  L. 
7377  glaciale  Haw. 
7378  pinnatifidum  L. 7379  sessili riorum  H.  AT. 

j3  album  Haw. 
7380  humifi'isum  U.K. 7381  Aitoni  Jacq. 7382  lanceolatum  Haw. 

j2  rdseum  Haw. 7383  cordifolium  L. 
7384  pomeridianum  L. 

/3  gldbrum 7385  Candollii  Haw. 
7386  pildsum  Ha  w. 7387  calendulaceum  Haw. 
7388  Helianthoides  H.K. 
7389  Umpidum  H.  K. 

7346 

Ice-plant frozen 

jagged sessile-flowered 
white narrow-lvd.  icy 

Aiton's spear-leaved 

pink 

heart-leaved 
great  yellow-fl. 

Ol  or iQI  or -*  iQI  or Jc  iQI  or 
Jk  iQI  or 
a.  |  |  or 

]£  iQI  or iDlor 

iQJ  or 

tL  |  |  or 
iQI  or 
iQI  or 

iQJ  or 
iDI  or 
iQI  or 

lQ)  or 

iQI  or 
7356 

1  jajn 

,i*iLs  • 
1}  my.jn 
1 2  my.jn 1  au.o 

1  au.o 

f  au.o 1  my.au  W 

fmy.au  W 1  my.o  Y 

iJl.au 
i  jn.o 
f  my.au  W 
f  my.au  Pk i  my.s  Pk 1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 

i  au 
{  jn.au 

f  au 

{  au.o 
I  jl 

R C.  G.  H. 1794. C S.1 
R C.  G.  H. 1732. C 

S.1 

D.R 
C.  G.  H. 1792. c S.I 

Pk C.  G.  H. 1811. c S.I 
C.  G.  H. 1818. c 

s.1 
... 

C.  G.  H. 1820. c 

s.1 

Cr C.  G.  H. 1820. c s.1 
Cr C.  G.  H. 1787. c 

S.I 

Cr 
C.  G.  H. 1806. c 

s.1 

Pk C.  G.  H. 1810. c s.1 W C.  G.  H. 
1818. c s.1 

Y C.  G.  H. 1750. c s.1 
Y C.  G.  H. 

1822. 
c 

s  1 
Y C.  G.  H. 1793. c 

s.1 Or 
C.  G.  H. Q 

Y C  G  H 1795 
Q e  1 S.1 Y C.  G.  H. 1793. Q S.1 

Y C.  G.  H. 1727. c S.1 
Pk 

C.  G.  H. 
1774. c S.1 

S C.  G.  H. 1696. c s.1 
Or C.  G.  H. 

1732. 
c s.1 

Or C.  G.  H. ... c 

s.1 
Or C.  G.  H. 

... 

c s.1 
Or C.  G.  H. 1716. c 

s.1 

S C.  G.  H. 1700. c 

s.1 

s C.G.  H. c 

S.I 

Y C.  G.  H. 1796. c s.1 
Pk C.  G.  H. 1793. c 

s.1 
Pk 

C.  G.  H. c s.1 
Pk C.  G.  H. 1799. c s.1 Pk C.G.  H. 1820. c s.1 

Pk 
C.  G.  H. 1795. c s.l 

Pk 
C.  G.  H. 

1800. 
c s.1 

Pk C.  G .  H. 1714. c 

s.1 
Pk C  G  H 1723. c s.l 
Pk c!  g!  h. 1820. c s.1 
Pk C.  G.  H. 

1822. c s.1 
Br C.  G.  H. 1793. c S.l 

C.  G.  H. 1774. c s.1 

y'"
 

C.  G.  H. 1731. c s.1 
Y C.  G.  H. c s.1 
Pu C.  G.  H. 1780. c s.1 
Y C.  G.H. 

1816. c s.l 
Y C.  G.  H. c s.1 

Dil.cl.t.l97.r.249 

Bot  cab.  1293 
Bot  mag.  396 
Bot.reg.582 

Bot  mag.  262 

Plant  grass.  146 

Brad,  sue  2.  t20 

Bot  mag.  59 
Di.  eL  t202.f.25S 

Brad.  sue.  1.  f.  7 
Plant  grass.  82 

Di.el.t20af.965 
D.eU209.f.267,8 

Plant  grass.  36 

Plant,  grass.  128 
Bot  mag.  67 

Jac.  vind.  3. 1 7 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
M.  nodiflorum  grows  wild  in  Italy  and  Egypt,  and  in  the  latter  country  is  burnt  for  potash,  which  it  pro- 

duces in  excellent  quality. 
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7340  Leaves  glauc.  slender  roughish,  Bractes  ovate  acute  almost  surrounding  the  calyx,  Branches  very  slender 

[straight 7341  Leaves  glaucous,  Bractes  broad  ovate,  Branchlets  clustered,  Stem  hoary 
7343  Leaves  glauc.  equilateral  3-corn.  very  rough,  Bractes  ovate  acute  embracing  the  peduncles  upwards 
7343  Leaves  6-12  lines  long  half  erect  glauc.  with  little  pellucid  rough  dots 
7344  Leaves  compressed  3-corn.  longish  bluish-green  with  rough  pellucid  dots,  Keel  usually  onetoothed 
7345  Low,  Leaves  green  sparkling  in  the  sun  and  branches  very  dense,  Flower-stems  decumbent 
7346  Lowish,  Lvs.  glauc.  3-corner.  and  branches  very  close,  Fl.-stems  ascending  or  erect,  Styles  obovate  twice 
7347  Leaves  green  sparkling  in  the  sun  and  branches  close,  Flower-stems  erect  [as  short  as  stamens 
7348  Lvs.  close  compressed  3-cornered  very  green,  Ped.  longer  than  bract,  Flowers  spreading  flat  in  the  sun 
7348  Leaves  compressed  3-cornered  glaucous,  Branches  stout,  Pedunc,  clavate,  Corolla  incurved 
7350  Leaves  cylindrical  3-cornered,  Petals  orange,  Styles  dark  purple 
7351  Leaves  cymbiform  pale-green  with  large  dots,  Branches  few  2-edged  hoary 
7352  Lvs.  very  glauc  3-corn.  compressed,  Sepals  obL  ovate,  Pet.  deep  orange  imbricated,  Styles  purple  outside 
7353  Lvs.  acutely  3-corn.  much  compressed  glauc.  roughish,  Sepals  ovate  cordate,  Pet.  sulphur,  Styles  yellow 
7354  Leaves  3-cornered  obtuse  expanded  glaucous  with  large  spots,  Stem  much  branched  woody  stiff  erect 
7355  Leaves  3-cornered  spreading  cymbiform  glaucous,  Stems  branched,  Branches  filiform  nearly  erect  close 
7356  Lvs.  distinct  3-corn.  ovate  granular  3  lines  long,  Flowers  yellow  opening  in  the  evening,  Stems  expanded 
7357  Leaves  spreading  turgid  3-cornered  hoary  bluntly  dotted  at  edge,  Branches  clustered  2-edged  decumbent 
$  7.  Slender,  Leaves  distinct,  dotted,  rounded,  without  warts,  Flowers  opening  in  the  morning,  red,  orange,  or 

yellow. 7358  Lvs.  rounded  3-corn.  somewhat  compressed  obt  glauc.  Pedunc.  smooth  at  base,  Sepals  obt.  nearly  equal 
7359  Leaves  3-cornered  acute  green,  Pedunc.  and  cal.  unequal  rough,  Petals  yellow  inside 

7360  Leaves  about  3-cornered  very  green,  Pedunc  in  fruit  clavate,  -Sepals  very  unequal,  Branches  loose 7361  Leaves  half  round  subcompressed  subulate  green  smooth  longer  than  joints,  Stems  erect  or  procumbent 
7362  Lvs.  3-corn.  compressed  glauc.  rough,  Sepals  unequal,  Petals  changing  from  yellow  to  pink,  Stems  effuse 
7363  Branches  and  lvs.  cylindrical  subul.  spiniform  erect  recurved  at  end,  Pedunc.  and  keels  of  bractes  rough 
7364  Lvs.  distant  expanded  at  base  incurv.  half  round  subul.  Branch,  firm  suberect  roughish  anguL  compressed 
7365  Lvs.  3-cornered  subulate  incurved  below  hooked  at  end,  Branches  filiform  compressed  wavy  decumbent 
7366  Leaves  clustered  half  cylindrical  acuminate  much  recurved  at  end,  Branches  erect  very  close 
7367  Tufted,  Leaves  clustered  half  cylindrical  acuminate  with  filiform  very  weak  creeping  stems 
7368  Leaves  rounded  3-comered  dotted  distinct,  Spines  branched 
7369  Leaves  long  rounded  3-cornered  subulate  incurved  glaucous  edged  at  base 
7370  Leaves  rounded  incurved  smooth  thickest  in  middle  glaucous,  Stem  straight  branched 
7371  Flowers  terminal  3,  Two  sepals  deeply  divided 
7372  Leaves  subulate  rounded  3-cornered  acute  somewhat  incurved  very  glaucous,  Bark  chestnut-colored 
7373  Leaves  clustered  cylindrical  obtuse  arcuate  glaucous  smooth 
7374  Leaves  connate  at  base  very  close  and  glaucous  3-cornered  cylindrical  soapy,  Flowers  afternoon 
7375  Leaves  clustered  3-cornered  half  cylindrical  mealy  obtuse  shorter  than  joint  soapy,  Sepals  very  unequal 

\  8.  Warted,  heaves  and  branches  almost  always  more  or  less  waiter/,  Boot  biennial  or  annual. 
7376  Leaves  large  ovate  acute  wavy  frosted  with  three  nerves  beneath,  Root  biennial 
7377  Leaves  large  altera,  ovate  much  wavy,  as  are  the  stems  and  caL,  bespangled  with  ice  drops,  Root  annual 
7378  Leaves  oblong  pinnatifid  pimpled,  Petals  minute  yellow 7379  Leaves  flat  spatulate  and  stems  pimpled,  Branches  divaricating,  FI  sessile 
7380  Leaves  amplexicaul.  spatulate  keeled,  Pimples  conical  rough,  Petals  very  minute 
7381  Leaves  opp.  and  altern.  ovate  spatulate  wavy  pimpled,  Branches  and  calyxes  angular,  Fl.  afternoon 7382  Leaves  altern.  lanceolate  bluntish  pimpled,  Calyxes  stalked  crystalline 
7383  Leaves  stalked  cordate  ovate.  Stems  procumbent  spreading,  Cal.  4-cleft  2-horned 
7384  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  flattish  smooth  ciliated  distinct,  Stem  peduncle  and  ovaries  hairy 
7385  Leaves  opp.  lane  acute  subciliate,  Pedunc.  solitary  subterminal  very  long  hairy,  Sepals  lanceolate 
7386  Lvs.  In i  - lane,  ciliated,  Stems  branched  effuse,  Pedunc.  bractes  and  cal.  snorter  than  flower  woolly  villout 
7387  Leaves  lin.-lanc.  scarcely  spatulate  and  calyx  ciliated,  Sepals  linear  thick  or  turgid,  Pedunc.  scabrous 7388  Leaves  spatulate  flat  smooth,  Pedunc.  very  long,  Cal.  flat  at  base  angular 
7389  Leaves  opp.  spatulate  blunt  rough,  Pimples  oblong,  Sepals  oblong  blunt  contracted  in  middle 

M.  crystallinum  is  a  popular  hothouse  annual,  which  does  well  in  the  open  air  in  the  summer  season. 
M.  umbellatum  forms  one  of  the  handsomest  shrubs  of  the  genus,  standing  without  support  with  a  stout Ff  4 

7388 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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7390  tricolor  Haw. rdseum  Haw. 
y  lineare  Thunb. 

7391  villfisum  L. 
7392  cad  nc  um  H.  K. 
7393  apetal urn  H.  K, 7394  nodifl6rum  L. 
7395cili£tum  H.  K. 
7396  geniculifl6rum  L. 
7397  Tripolium  L. 
7398  expansum  L. 
7399  varians  Haw. 
7400  tortuosum  L. 
7401  pallens  H.  K. 7403  loratum  Haw. 
7403  relaxatum  W. 7404  crassicaule  Haw. 
7405  anat Smicum  Haw. 

/9  fragile  Haw. 7406  rectum  Haw. 
7407  crassuloides  Haw. 
7408  inc6mptum  Saw. 
7409  splendens  L. 7410  flexuosum  //aw. 
7411  acuminatum  Haw. 
7412  sulcatum  Haw. 
7413  fast igiat um  Haw. 

/3  reflexum  Haw. 7414  umbel  lirlorum  jr. 
7415  pallescens  Haw. 7416  micranthon  Haw. 

parvijiorum  Jacq. 
7417  junceum  Haw. 
7418  granulicaule  Haw. 7419tenue  Haw. 

longispinulum  Haw. 
7421  spinufiferum  Haw. 
7422  grossuin  Haw. 
7423  salmoneum  Haw. 
7424  canaliculatum  Haw. 
7425  viridifiorum  H.  A". 7426  tenuifl6rum  Jacq. 
7427  nitidum  Haw. 
7428  brachiat  um  //.  K. 
7429  subincanum  Haw. 
7430  t es taceum  Haw. 
7431  tuber6sum  L. 
7432  noctiflorum  X. 

13  stramineum  Haw. 7433  fftlvum  Haw. 
7434  det'oliatum  Haw. 7435  horizont4le  Haw. 
7436  speciosum  Haw. 7437  micans  L. 
7438  raaculatum  Haw. 
7439  flavum  Haw.' 7440  obliquum  Haw. 
7441  parvifolium  Haw. 7442  brevifolium  H.K. 
7443  subglobosum  Haw. 
7444  pulverulent  ura  Haw, 
7445  bispidum  L. ; 

/3  platypetalum  Haw. 7446  hirtellum  Haw. 
7447  candens  Haw. 
7448  floribundum  Haw. 

three-colored 

pink 
linear 
villous 
deciduous 
dwarf-spread, knot-flowered ciliated 
joint-flowering 
Aster-leaved 
Houseleek-lvd. varying 
twisted-leaved 
pale- flowered Iorate 
livid  strap-lea  v. thick-leaved 
skeleton-leaved 
brittle 
straight 
Crassula-like 
persistent shining 

acuminate 
sulcate 
level-topped 
reflexed umbellate 

pallid 
small-blossom. 

iQI  or 
iQI  or 
iQI  or tt  i  |  or 

iQJor iQJ  or 
iQI  or 
iDI  or 

iQJ  or 

tt.  i  |  or 
a.  i  |  or 
«-L_|or tt.  |  |  or 
tt  i  (  or tt.  i  |  or 
tt.  i  |  or tt.  |  |  or 
tt-i  |  or tt.  |  |  or 
tt.  |  |  or 
tt  |  |  or tt.  i  |  or 
tt  i  lor 
tt.  |  |  or 
H- 1  |  or tt.  |  |  or 
tt.  |  |  or 
tt.  i_j  or 
tt  I  |  or 
tt  |  |  or tt  I  |  or 

f  jl 

f  1 

1  jl 

jl.au 
jl.au 
au.o 

tt  |  |  or tt  |  |  or 
tt  |  |  or 
tt  |  |  or 
tt  (  |  or 
tt  |  |  or 

Rush-leaved 
granulated slender 
long-spined 
spinulescent gouty 
salmon-colored  tt  |  |  or 
channel-leaved  tt  \  |  or 
green-flowered  tt  \  |  or 
slender-flower,  tt  |  |  or 
nitid  tt  |  |  or 
three-forked    tt  |  j  or 
hoary  tt  \  |  or 
tile-colored      tt.  |  |  or 
tuberous-rootedtt  |  |  or 
night-flowering  tt  i  j  or 
straw-colored  tt  i_j  or 
grey-barked     tt  lJ  or clubbed  tt  |  |  or horizontal-1  vd.  tt  |  |  or 
specious         tt  l_J  or 
glittering        tt  j  |  or 
spotted-stalked  tt  (  |  or 
small-yellow     tt  |  |  or 
oblique  tt  \  |  or small-leaved 
short-leaved 
globular dusty-leaved hispid 
broad-petalled  fU  \  |  or 
dwarf-bristly    *-  |  |  or 
glowing-icy      !U  |  |  or 
pale-bristly      !U  \  |  or 
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Plant  grass.  17 DLeLtl79.f.22p 
Plant  grass.  94 
Pet  gaz.t78.f.l0 DL  eL  tl81.f.222 Plant  grass,  47 

Bot  cab.  1311 
Plant  grass.  35 

Bot  mag.  326 

Dill.  elth.  f.  264 
Bot  cab.  495 

Bot.  mag.  448 

Bot  reg.  t.  863 

Dill.  elth.  t  278 

Di.eLt.214.£280 

7400 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

stem,  two  or  three  feet  high,  with  terminating  white  flowers,  which  open,  when  the  sun  shines,  from  seven  or 
eight  in  the  morning  to  two  or  three  in  the  afternoon,  and  smell  like  those  of  the  hawthorn.  The  fruit  of 
M.  cdule  is  eaten  by  the  Hottentots  and  Dutch  inhabitants  of  the  Cape,  and  is  called  Hottentots'  figs, 
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7390  Leaves  linear  inflexed  channelled  blunt  rough,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  jewelled  with  crystals 

7391  Leaves  pubescent  connate  not  dotted,  Stem  hairy  [of  leaves 
7392  Leaves  filiform  half  round  distinct,  Pimples  ovate,  Fl.  lateral  sessile :  the  terminal  surrounded  by  a  pair 
7393  Leaves  amplexicaul.  distinct  linear  flat  above  pimpled  longer  than  joints,  FL  stalked 7391  Leaves  alternate  roundish  obtuse  ciliated  at  base 
7395  Leaves  opp.  connate  half  round.  Stipules  membranous  reflexed  torn  fringe-like 
7396  Leaves  half  round  papulose  distinct,  FL  sessile  axilL  Cal.  4-cleft 
7397  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  flat  not  dotted,  Stems  lax  simple,  Cal.  5-cornered 
7398  Leaves  flattish  lanceolate  not  dotted  spreading  distinct  opp.  and  a  1  tern,  remote 
7399  Leaves  lane,  acuminate  keeled  fleshy  bluntly  3-cornered  channelled,  Pedunc.  very  thick 
7400  Leaves  flattish  oblong  ovate  papulose  clustered  connate,  Cal.  3-leaved  2-horned 
7401  Leaves  amplexicauL  glaucous  distinct  obL  lane,  inflexed  concave,  Sepals  ovate  obi.  longer  than  cor. 
7402  Leaves  lorate  long  channelled  inflexed  blunt  very  glaucous  convex  beneath,  Sepals  obtuse  as  long  as  cor. 
7403  Lvs.  lorate  obL  blunt  glauc.  livid  channelled  dotted  papulose  keeled,  Stems  branched  rounded  decumbent 
7404  Leaves  lorate  acuminate  green  smooth,  Stem  very  short  and  thick 
7405  Leaves  lane,  elliptical  crystalline  when  dead  having  only  the  nerves  remaining,  Steins  procumbent 
7406  Leaves  connate  ovate  papulose,  Branches  erect  clustered 
7407  Leaves  lane.  lin.  somewhat  channelled  convex  beneath,  FL  solitary  terminal  [acute 
7408  Lvs.  clustered  papulose  erect  somewhat  imbricate  subul.  half  round,  Fl.  ternate  cymose,  Sepals  digitiform 
7409  Leaves  half  round  not  dotted  recurved  distinct  close,  Cal.  terminal  finger-shaped 
7410  Lvs.  close  flexuose  recurved  very  green  half  round,  Sepals  finger-shaped,  Stems  flexuose  shining  slender 7411  Leaves  acuminate  green.  Sepals  2  much  elongated 
7412  Leaves  close  linear  subulate  naif  i f  round  pale  green  deeply  channelled,  Sepals  acute 
7413  Leaves  close  flexuose  reflex  subulate  half  round  glaucous,  Sepals  equal  3  membranes  on  each  side 
7414  Leaves  distinct  roundish  pimpled.  Stem  erect,  Branchlets  1-flowered 
7415  Leaves  opposite  amplexicaul.  distichous  oblong-lanceolate  acute  bluntly  keeled,  Pimples  minute 7416  Leaves  lane,  linear  keeled  not  dotted  distinct,  Flowers  stalked,  Two  sepals  very  long 
7417  Lvs.  subulate  half  round  acute  remote,  FL  term,  dichotomous,  Sepals  very  unequal,  Branches  sometimes 
7418  Branches  round  granular  closely  dotted  [rush-formed 
7419  Leaves  very  slender  1-sided  effuse,  Leaves  erect  linear  very  fine 7420  Branches  procumbent  knotted  at  the  base,  Spines  of  the  leaves  very  long 
7421  Leaves  close  half  round  channelled,  Stem  and  branches  erect  thick 
7422  Leaves  lin.  round  obtuse  narrowed  at  each  end,  Old  stem  strumose  at  base,  Branches  effuse 
7423  Branches  filiform  weak  long  prostrate,  Old  roots  strumose  above,  Leaves  lin.  furrowed  longer  than  joints 
7424  Leaves  lin.  half  round  with  shining  pimples,  Stems  procumbent  filiform 
7425  Leaves  half  round  pimpled  hairy,  Cal.  hairy,  Stem  thick,  Branches  diffuse  knotty 
7426  Leaves  half  round  blunt  channelled  spreading  iced,  Branches  diffuse  weak  cinereous 
7427  Beautifully  pimpled  all  over,  Leaves  naif  round,  Branches  knotty  slender,  FL  small  dichotomous 
7428  Stems  and  leaves  cylindrical  pimpled,  Branches  dichotomous 
7429  Leaves  expanded  compressed  3-cornered  somewhat  hoary  soft  recurved  at  end  mucronate 
7430  Leaves  half  round  somewhat  triquetrous  glaucous,  Fl.  e-chotomous  testaceous,  Stem  erect  shrubby 
7431  Leaves  subtriquetrous  compressed  minutely  pimpled  recurved  at  end,  Old  root  tuberous  large 
7432  Leaves  remote  obsoletely  cylindrical  glaucous,  FL  2  ternate  cymose,  Bark  white 
7433  Leaves  remote  subcylindrical  glaucous  exactly  half  erect,  Fl.  ternate,  Bark  cinereous 
7434  Leaves  half  round,  Pedunc.  terminal  aggregate  clavate  cymose 
7435  Leaves  remote  half  cylindrical  glaucous  exactly  horizontal,  Fl.  ternate 
7436  Leaves  half  cylindrical  subul.  subacute  incurved  sparkling,  Sepals  and  petals  obtuse,  Cor.  funnel-shaped 7437  Leaves  half  cylindrical  obtuse  subrecurved  much  sparkling,  Sepals  and  petals  subacute 
7438  Leaves  expanded  remote  blunt  compressed  subcylindrical,  Stems  very  rough  spotted 
7439  Leaves  half  round  narrowed  at  each  end  sparkling  incurved  erect  variously  bent,  Branches  filiform 
7440  Leaven  distant  cylindrical  blunt  small  shining  pimpled  :  one  of  each  pair  deflexed,  Branches  hard  suberect 
7441  Leaves  graniform  expanded  bluntly  3-cornered  papulose  shining,  Branches  hard  rough  erect 7442  Leaves  cylindrical  blunt  spreading  short,  Branches  numerous  diffuse  filiform 
7443  Leaves  expanded  very  short  or  globose  cylindrical,  Branches  numerous  filiform  divaricating  decumbent 
7444  Leaves  cylindrical  3-cornered  obtuse  with  white  dots,  Calyx  6-cleft 
7445  Leaves  cylindr.  very  blunt  and  caL  smooth  obconical  green  pimpled  sparkling,  Stamens  longer  than  styles 
7446  Leaves  close  cylindrical  blunt  with  crystalline  pimples,  CaL  turbinate  hairy,  Stamens  length  of  styles 7447  Leaves  cylindrical  incurved  crystalline  hoary  blunt  sparkling,  Branches  long  weak  procumbent 
7448  Lvs.  subcylindr.  incurv.  pimpl.  obt.  Cal.  hemispheric,  pimpl.  hairy  cluster.  Branch,  numerous  spreading 

7440  7445  "  7448 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Mr.  Haworth's  arrangement  of  the  genus,  which  is  the  only  intelligible  one,  is  here  followed Respecting  the  general  culture  of  the  genus,  Sweet  observes, "  thf  dwarf  kinds  require  but  little  water  and  to  r» grown  in  small  pots  in  a  very  sandy  or  gravelly  soU.  The  species  should  be  kept  quite  dry  when  in  a  dormant  state^ 
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7449  torquStum  Haw. 
7450  calycSnum  Haw. 7451  striatum  Haw. 

@  pal  lens 7452  attenuatum  Haw. 
7453  hispif&lium  Haw. 

/3  roseum  Haw. 7454  echinatum  H.  K. 
7455  strumosum  Haw. 
7456  barbatum  L. 
7457  stelligerum  Haw. 
7458  stellatum  De-c. M.  hirs&tum  Haw. 
7459  densum  Haw. 
7450  bulbosum  //« ic. 
7461  intonsum  Haw. 

1147.  HYMENCKGYNE 
7462  glabra  Haw. 

Mesenib.  glabrum  H. 

twisted  !U  |  |  or 
long-cupped     Jt»  |  |  or 
striped-bristly  !U  i  |  or 
pale  1L.\  |  or slender  fL.  i  (or 
bristle-stemmed*^  |  |  or 
rosy  )U  |  |  or 
hedge-hog       tt.  i  |  or tubr.  hedge-hogtt.  |  )  or 
trailing  beard.  £».  |  |  or 
lesser  bearded  tt.  i  |  or 
small  bearded  a.  |  |  or 
dwarf  bearded  tt.  i  |  or 
bulbous  tt.  |  |  or 
black-bearded  tt.  \  |  or 
Haw.  HVMENOGYNE. 
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K. 
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C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

i  my.au  Pk     C.  G.  H. J  au  Pk  C.  G.  H. 
i  jl  Pk  C.  G.  H. Ficoidear.    Sp.  1. 
fjl.o      Pa.Y  C.  G.  H. 

1820. 
1819. 1727. 

1821. 
1818. 1818. 
1774. 1820. 
1705. 1793. 
1716. 

1732. 

t*1148.  ROSA.  W. 7463  berberifolia  Pall. 
Rose. 

Berberry-lea  vd.  9  , 

FOLYGYNIA. 
Rosacea. 

l|jajl  Y 
7464  ferox  Lawr.  hedge-hog  fl 7465  Kamchatica  Vent.  Kamtchatka  fl 

P  K.  nitens  Lindl.      shining  fl 
7466  in volucrata  Box.     inrolucrated  O 
7467  bracteata  Wendl.    Macartney       m  ' (2  b.  scabrica&lisL'mdl  rough-stemmed  » 

3  jn.au 
4  jl.au 4  jl.au 

3  jl.au 2  au.o 2  au.o 

R 
R 
R 

W 
W 
w 

i.  59—90. 
Persia 

C  s.l C  8.1 

C  s.l 

DilL  elth.  f.281 
Plan,  grass.  tl30 

Plant  grass.  24 
Plant,  grass.  28 Bot.  mag.  70 
Dill.  elth.  f.  235 

Bot  mag.  1220 

1787.  S  s.l   Bot.  rep.  57 

1790.  C  r.m  Par.  lond.  101 

Caucasus  1796.  L  co    Bot  reg.  420 
Kamtsch.  1802.  L  co    Bot  reg.  419 

  1822.  L  co    Bot  reg.  824 

E.  Indies  1818. China  1795. China  ... 

L  co    Bot.  reg.  739 
C  l.p  Vent  eels.  t.  28 
C  Lp  Bot  mag.  1377 

7468  nitida  W. 
7469  ra pa  Bosc. 7470  lucida  Ehr. 
7471  gemeUa  W. 7472  Uxa  Lindl. 
7473  parviflora  Ehr 

— flore  pleno 7474  Wo6dsii  Lindl 
7475  Carolina  L. 

11  florid  a  Donn. 7476  fraxini£61ia  Bork. 
7477  cinnam6mea  L. 

fl  c.  flore  pleno 
y  flore  semi  pleno 7478  maj alis  Retx. 
7458 

urneps  M 
shining-leaved  SI twin-flowering 
sprdg.  Carolina  fl small-flowered  fl 
double  fl 
Wood's  fl Carolina  fl 
smooth  Carolina* 
ash-leaved  fl 
Cinnamon  fl double  fl 
semidouble  fl 
dwarf-cinnam.  fl 

jn.au  R 
jn.au  R jn.au  R 
jLau  R jl.au  R 
jn.au  F 
jn.au  F my.jn  R 
jn.jl  R 
jnjl  R my.jn  R my  Pk 
my.jn  Pu 
my.jn  R my.jn  Pk 

N.  Amer.  1807. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1724. 
N.  Amer.  1800. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer.  1724. 
N.  Amer.  ... N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1726. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
Newfound.  ... Europe 
Europe 

Siberia  1805. Europe 

L  co 
L  co 
L  co 
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L  s.p 

L  co L  co 

L  s.p 
L  s.p 

L.  co L  co 
h  CO 
L  co 
1/  CO 

Lindl.  ros.  1 2 Red.  ros.  1. 1 7 

DL  el.  t245.f.316* LindL  ros.  t  3 
Lawr.  ros.  t  3 

Lindl.  ros.  t  4 

Bot  reg.  458 
Eng.  bot  2388 Lindl.  ros.  t  5 
Fl.  dan.  t  688 74510 

7451'  7459  PS"       T  '*7*57 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

but  when  growing  freely,  and  at  the  flowering  season,  they  require  a  moderate  "supply  of  water.  The  stronger and  more  woody  kinds  may  be  planted  in  a  richer  soil ;  but  the  poorer  the  soil  is,  the  dwarfer  they  will  grow, 
and  the  more  abundantly  they  will  flower ;  they  also  require  more  water  than  the  dwarf  kinds,  particularly 
at  the  flowering  season,  but  need  very  little  in  winter.  A  good  dry  frame  is  sufficient  to  preserve  them 
through  the  winter,  with  the  covering  of  mats  in  frosty  weather.  Cuttings  of  any  of  them  strike  root  readily, 
planted  in  pots  of  earth,  and  kept  dry  till  they  begin  to  wither ;  when  they  may  have  a  little  water,  and  they 
will  root  very  soon.    (Bot.  Cult.  224.) 

1147.  Hymenogyne.  From  Lpvi't  a  membrane,  and  ywn,  a  woman,  or,  in  botanical  language,  a  style,  in 
allusion  to  the  cohesion  of  the  styles  into  a  membranous  tube.  An  artificial  division  of  Mesembry- anthemum. 

1148.  Rosa.  From  rhos,  signifying  red  in  Armorican,  whence  polov,  Greek,  and  rosa,  Latin.  The  rose  has 
been  a  favorite  flower  from  time  immemorial  among  the  civilized  nations  of  Europe  and  Asia.  The  shrub 
varies  in  size  in  different  species,  from  one  foot  to  six  or  eight,  and  the  colors  are  red,  white,  yellow,  purple, 
striped ;  simple,  or  in  almost  numberless  shades  and  mixtures ;  the  flowers  are  single,  semi-double,  and  double. 
The  odour  is  universally  grateful.  It  is  cultivated  in  every  garden,  from  that  of  the  most  humble  cottager 
upwards ;  some  species,  as  R  centifolia,  damascena,  &c.  are  also  cultivated  by  commercial  gardeners  on  a  large 
scale  for  distilling  rose  water,  and  for  making  attar,  or  essential  oil  of  roses.  Six  pounds  of  rose  leaves  will 
impregnate  by  distillation  a  gallon  of  water  strongly  with  their  odor ;  but  a  hundred  pounds  affords  scarcely 
half  an  ounce  of  attar.  The  rose  is  also  used  in  medicine.  Botanists  are  not  agreed  as  to  the  number  of 
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7449  Lvs.  subcylindr.  incurved  pimpled  obt.  hoary,  Cat  hemispheric,  pimpled  numerous,  Stamens  longer  than 
7450  Leaves  cylindrical  fine,  Two  sepals  leafy  much  longer  than  the  others  [styles 
7451  Erect,  Leaves  subulate  half  cylindrical,  Cal.  woolly,  Stamens  the  length  of  styles 
7452  Slender,  Lvs.  half  cylindr.  blunt  or  half  round,  Cal.  hairy  at  base,  Pedunc.  long  and  branches  decumbent 
7453  Branches,  leaves,  peduncles,  and  calyxes  hispid 
7454  Leaves  obi.  ovate  subtriquetrous  gibbous,  Sepals  very  unequal  filiform  ragged  hispid  the  length  of  petals 
7455  Leaves  close  depressed  cylindrical  hispid  all  over,  Old  root  tuberous 
7456  Procumbent,  Leaves  remote  suboblong  exactly  half  erect  with  5  rays  at  end,  Cal.  5-cleft  very  irregular 
7457  Erect  decumbent,  Leaves  remote  nearly  oblong  horizontal  flat  above  with  6  rays  at  end,  Cal.  5-cleft  equal 
7458  Lvs.  tufted  hoary  thick  half  round  pimpL  rough  with  many  rays  at  end  ciliated  at  base,  Cal.  6-8-fid  hairy 
7459  Densely  tufted,  Leaves  half  round  papulose  rough  with  many  rays  at  end,  Cal.  6-cleft  very  hairy 7460  Branches  villous,  Leaves  horizontal,  Root  tuberous 
7461  Branches  erect  decumbent  hairy,  Leaves  with  about  10  rays  at  end,  Calyx  with  a  black  beard 

7462  Leaves  on  long  stalks  spatulate  lanceolate  green 

POLYGYNIA. 
Div.  I.    Simplicifoli a.   Litutt.  ros.  num.  p.  1. 

7463  Leaves  simple 
Div.  II.    Feroces.    Lindl.  p.  3. 

7464  Arms  very  close  unequal  of  the  same  form 
7465  The  prickles  below  the  stipules  falcate  larger  than  the  rest,  Leaves  opaque (3  Leaflets  shining 

Div.  III.    Bracteat.e.    Lindl.  p.  7. 
7466  Leaflets  lanceolate  elliptical  downy  beneath,  Bractes  contiguous  pectinate 
7467  Leaflets  oblong  obtuse  very  smooth,  Bractes  closely  appressed  pectinate 

j3  Branches  covered  with  sets 
Div.  IV.    Ci xna mome.e.   Lindl.  p.  13. 

7468  Dwarf,  Arms  very  close  and  slender,  Leaflets  shining  narrow  lanceolate  flat 
7469  Tall  diffuse,  Branchlets  unarmed,  Leaflets  oblong  wavy  shining,  Fruit  hemispherical 
7470  Compact,  Prickles  of  the  branches  stipulary,  Leafl.  obL  imbricated  flat  shining,  Fruit  depressed  globose 
7471  Fruit  depressed  glob,  and  pedunc.  smooth,  Fl.  twin,  Leafl.  obi.  acute,  Petioles  and  veins  pubesc.  beneath 
7472  Diffuse,  Branches  twiggy  nearly  unarmed,  Leafl.  oblong  wavy  opaque  glaucous 
7473  Dwarf,  Stipules  linear,  Prickles  acicular,  Leaflets  lanceolate  smootnish  finely  serrated,  Cal.  viscid 
7474  Erect,  Prickles  stipulary  straight,  Leaflets  oblong  glaucous  blunt  smooth 
7475  Stipules  convolute,  Leaflets  lanceolate,  Sepals  spreading 

/S  Leaflets  not  downy 
7476  Tall  unarmed,  Branches  upright  glaucous,  Leafl.  opaque  wavy  not  downy  [beneath 
7477  Tall  cinereous,  Branches  upright,  Prickles  stipulary  straight,  Stipules  wavy,  Leafl.  oblong  rugose  downy 

[[beneath 

7478  Dwarf  cassious,  Branches  straight  coloured,  Prick,  scatt  nearly  equal,  Stip.  lin.  Leafl.  obi.  flat  glaucous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
original  species  of  this  genus :  some  regard  all  the  European  species  as  originated  from  one  source }  others, 
and  especially  the  moderns,  divide  them  into  species,  subspecies,  and  varieties.  The  most  scientific  work 
which  has  appeared  in  England  on  roses  is  the  Rosarum  Honographia  of  Mr.  Lindley,  1819,  in  which  above  a 
hundred  species  or  subspecies  are  described,  and  some  of  them  figured ;  Miss  Lawrence  has  published 
ninety  plates  of  A  Collection  of  Roses  from  Nature,  1810.  In  France,  GuiUemeau  has  published  Histoire 
NatureUe  de  la  Rose,  1800  j  and  Redoute  and  Thory  are  engaged  in  a  splendid  work,  in  folio,  entitled 
Les  Roses,  containing  plates  of  all  the  known  species  and  varieties  of  this  flower.  Thory  has  published  a 
separate  tract  on  their  culture,  entitled  Prodrome  de  la  Monographie  du  Genre  Rosier,  &c.  1820 ;  Pronville, 
a  Nomenclature  Raisonnee,  in  1818;  and  Vibert,  Observations,  &c,  in  1820.  A  copious  and  intelligent 
account  of  the  Scotch  roses  has  been  given  by  Mr.  Sabine  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  231.),  and  some  hundreds  of 
new  varieties  have  flowered  from  seedling  plants  in  the  Hammersmith  nursery,  and  will  soon  be  found  in  the 
sale  catalogues.  . 

Species  and  varieties.  The  lists  of  the  London  and  Paris  nurserymen  contain  upwards  of  500  names :  that 
of  Calvert  and  Co.,  Englishmen,  who  have  established  a  nursery  at  Bonne  Nouvelle  near  Rouen,  enumerate* 
near  900  sorts.  The  greater  part  of  these  have  been  raised,  within  the  last  thirty  years,  from  seed  on  the  con- 
tinent,  where  it  ripens  better  than  in  this  country.  A  number  of  varieties  have  also  been  raised  in  Britain, 
especially  of  the  R.  spinosissima,  or  Scotch  rose,  of  which  above  300  varieties  are  procurable  in  the  Glasgow nursery.  New  varieties  are  raised  in  France  and  Italy  annually ;  Villaresi,  royal  gardener  at  Monza,  hat 
raised  upwards  of  fifty  varieties  of  Rosa  indica;  not  one  of  which  has,  as  far  as  we  know,  reached  this. 
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7479  macrophylla  Lindl.  long-leaved 

SI 

Nepal 1822.  C  co    Lindl.  ros.  t.  6 

7480  alplna  L.  Alpine  St  or  3  jajl  Pk 
0  pyrendifa  Gouan.  Pyreneean  Sk  or  3  jn.jl  Pk 
y  pendulina  L.          pendulous         St  or  5  rav.jn  Pu 7481  rubella  Sm.  reddish  Sk  or  2  jn.jl  Pk 
$r.melanocdrpa~L\nA,intermediate     St  or  2  jn.jl  Pk 7482  8trtcta  Lindl.         uprig.  Carolina  &  or  3  jn  Pk 

7483  acicularis  Lindl  acicular  Sk  or  6  my.jn  Pk 
P  a.  paucifldra  Lindl.  few-flowered     St  or  6  my.jn  Pk 

7484  sulphfirea  H.  K.     double-yellow  *  or  3  jl  Y 
7485  lutescens  Psh.        hispid-stemmed»  or  3  my.jn  Pa.Y 

hispida  B.  M. 

SwitzerL  1683.  L  r.m  Bot.  reg.  424' Pyrenees    ...     L  co    Gouan.  3L  1. 19 Switzerl.  1726.  L  co    Laur.  .ros.  t.  91 
England  sea  sh.  L  co    Eng.  bot.  2521 
X.  Amer.  ... 
Siberia  1805. 
Siberia  1813. 
Levant  1629. 
Siberia?  1780. 

Lindl.  ros.  t  7 Lindl.  ros.  t.  8 

Bot  reg.  46 
Lindl.  ros.  t.  9 

7486  spinosissima  L.  Scotch 

Blush,    Anderson's  Double 
Lady's Blush,  Double  Lady's Blush,  Double  Pink 

Blush,  Double  Provins 
P  s.  revirsa  Lindl. 
rs.  Pallasii  Lindl. sanguisorhifolia  Do. 

7487  grandiflora  Lindl. 
7488  myriacantha  D.  C. 7489  Biebersteinii  Lindl. 

R.ferox  Bieb. 7490  involuta  Sm. 
7491reversa  W.  $K. 
7492  Sablni  Woods. 

/S  Donidna  Woods. 

Dr.  Walker's reversed 

Sabine's 
Don's 

St      or    2  jn.jl      W.r  Britain   sa.hea.  L  p.l  Eng.  bot  187 
Garden  Varieties. 

Blush,  Double  Rose 
Blush,  Dutch  Double 
Blush,  Princess  Double 
Crimson,  Double 
Marbled,  Double  Crimson 

Marbled,  Double  Dark Marbled,  Double  Light 
Purple,  Double Purple,  Small  Double  Light 
Red,  Double  Dark 

reversed  St 
Pallas's  St BurnetJeaved  St 
large-flowered  * 
many-spined  Sk 
Biebcrstein's  3i 

my.jn 
my.jn 
my.jn 
my.jn 
my.jn 
my.jn 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

Siberia 
Siberia 

1814. 

Siberia  1818. 
S.  France  1820. Caucasus  1822. 

2  jn.jl  W.r  Hebrides  moun.  L  co 
5  jn.jl  W.r  Hungary  1816.  L  co 
8  my.jn  W.r  Britain    woods.  L  co 
4  my.jn  Pk  Britain     hed.  L  co 

Bot.  reg.  431. Pall.  ross.  t.  75 

Bot.  reg.  888 Lindl.  ros.  1 10 

Eng.  bot  206R W.  &  K.  h.  t2S4 

7493  damascena  Mill.  Damask 

Agathe,  Rouge 
Argentea 
Auguste,  Belle Aurora 
Bifera  Carnea 
Bifera  de  Naples 
Bifera  Grandiflora 
Belgique  carnee 
Belgique  violette 

or    3  jn.jl     Pk     Levant    1573,  L  co    Laur.  ros.  t  i 
Garden  Varieties. 

Belgic,  Blush Blush,  Early 
Blush,  Imperial Blush  Monthly 

Blush,  Watson's Brunswick 
Cluster,  Pale Couronnee,  Belle 
Couronnee  Petite 

Damas  Argente 
Damas  Pourpre 
Damask,  Blush 
Damask,  Red 
Damask,  White 

Egyptian Emperor Felicite 
Goliath 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
country.    Some  of  them  are  quite  black,  others  shaped  like  a  ranunculus,  and  many  of  them  highly odoriferous.   The  most  remarkable  only  are  here  arranged  under  the  species  to  which  they  are  referable. 
A  modern  invention,  of  Dutch  origin,  in  the  culture  of  roses,  is  that  of  forming  standards,  by  bud- 

ding on  stocks  of  any  of  the  hardy  woody  growing  sorts,  as  the  dog  rose,  R  canina,  or  the  tree  rose, 
R  villosa.  They  are  budded  at  different  distances  from  the  ground,  according  to  taste  and  the  purposes  in 
view,  and  form,  after  a  few  years,  handsome  round  heads,  which  flower  freely,  and  preserve  the  variety  a 
longer  time  than  in  plants  raised  from  cuttings  or  layers.  They  are  particularly  valuable  for  shrubberies  and 
lawns,  where  the  culture  at  the  root  required  by  dwarf  roses  could  not  be  given,  and  if  omitted  would 
occasion  the  degeneracy  of  the  variety. 

New  varieties  of  the  rose  are  obtained  from  seed ;  but  the  usual  mode  of  propagation  is  by  layers.  All  will 
grow  by  cuttings,  and  some,  as  the  sempervirens,  freely ;  but  that  mode  is  seldom  resorted  to.  For  preserving 
delicate  varieties,  the  best  mode  seems  decidedly  that  of  budding  on  hardier  sorts. 

No  species  of  rose,  wild  or  cultivated,  thrives  well  in  or  very  near  large  towns,  on  account  of  the  smoke  and 
confined  air.  The  yellow  and  Austrian  roses  (R  lutea  and  R  bicolor)  are  difficult  to  flower  in  any  situation, 
but  seldom  or  never  blow  in  the  suburbs  of  London  :  even  the  monthly  rose  does  not  thrive  so  well  there  as 
at  some  miles  distance  in  the  country.  Roses  are  generally  planted  in  the  front  of  shrubberies,  and  in  borders ; 
they  are  also  planted  by  themselves  in  rose  gardens  or  rosaries,  in  groups  on  lawn,  either  with  common 
edgings,  or  with  edgings  of  wire,  in  imitation  of  basket-work.  These  last  are  called  baskets  of  roses ;  the 
ground  enclosed  in  the  basket-margin  is  made  convex,  so  as  to  present  a  greater  surface  to  the  eye,  and 
increase  the  illusion ;  the  shoots  of  the  stronger  sorts  are  layered  or  kept  down  by  pegs  till  they  strike  roots 
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7479  Lvs.  very  long,  Petioles  with  a  few  glands  and  lane,  leafl.  downy  ben.  Sep.  very  narr.  longer  than  pointed 
»A0n  tt         .  ̂     .  .  Div-  v-   Pimpinellifolle.   Lindl.  p.  36.  [petals 7480  Unarmed,  Fruit  long  pendulous,  Peduncle  hispid ,3  Tube  of  calyx  and  peduncle  hispid y  Leaflets  several  and  stem  colored 
7481  Arms  close  equal,  Fruit  long  pendulous /S  Fruit  dark  colored  shorter  than  usual 
7482  Much  branched,  Branchlets  unarmed,  Fruit  long  pendulous 
7483  Tall,  Branches  acicular  unequal,  Leafl.  glauc.  rugose  convex,  Fruit  obampullaceous  cernuous /3  Foliage  bright  pale  green 
7484  Stipules  linear  dilated  at  end  divaricating,  Leafl.  glauc.  flatfish,  Tube  hemispherical        [simply  serrate 7485  Arms  of  branches  very  close  uneq.  reflex,  slender,  those  of  the  branches  very  small  nearly  equal,  Leafl.  flat 
7486  Arms  unequal,  Leaflets  flat  naked  simply  serrated 

Red,  Double  Light 
Red,  True  Double 
Two-colored,  Large  Double 
Two-colored,  Small  Double 

Garden  Varieties. 
White,  Large  Double 
White,  Large  Semi-double White,  Small  Double 
White,  Whitley's  Double 

Yellow,  Globe  Double 
Yellow,  Large  Double 
Yellow,  Pale  Double 
Yellow,  Small  Double 

/S  Dwarf,  Arms  very  slender :  the  lower  deflexed,  Fruit  ovate 
r Taller,  Arms  nearly  equal  close 

Tall,  Leaflets  9-11  oblong,  Fruit  depressed  globose 
7487  Seta;  of  the  branches  none,  Prickles  nearly  equal  distant,  Leaflets  flat  not  downy  simply  serrate 7488  Arms  unequal :  the  larger  dagger-shaped,  Leaflets  glandular  not  downy  round 
7489  Arms  unequal :  the  larger  falcate  strong,  Branches  and  orbicular  leaflets  glandular 
7490  Arms  very  unequal  and  close,  Leaflets  doubly  serrate  pubescent,  Petals  convolute,  Fruit  aculeate 
7491  Arms  setaceous  nearly  equal  reflexed,  Leaflets  doubly  serrate  pubescent,  Fruit  hispid 
7492  Seta;  few,  Prickles  unequal  distant,  Leaflets  doubly  serrated  downy,  Sepals  compressed £  Seta;  scarcely  any,  Piickles  nearly  straight 

Div.  VI.    Centifom.*.   Lindl.  p.  60. 
7493  Arms  unequal :  the  larger  falcate,  Sepals  reflexed,  Fruit  long 

Gracieuse 
Hundred-leaved,  Petite 
Incomparable 
Mignonne,  Favorite 
Monarque,  Grande Monthly,  Red 
Monthly,  White Paragon 
Parnassus 

7480 

Garden  Varieties. 
Psstana 
Prolific 
Perpetual 
Qua t re  Saisons 
Quatre  Saisons  blanche 
Quatre  Saisons,  flesh-colored 
Suatre  Saisons  Francois uatre  Saisons  panache 
Quatre  Saisons  pompone 

7481 7484 

Quatre  Saisons  sans  epines 
Quatre  Saisons,  semidouble 
Royal,  Great Swiss 
Valiant Versailles 
York  and  Lancaster 
Zealand 

7486 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
into  the  ground,  so  that  the  points  of  the  shoots  furnished  with  buds  appear  only  above  the  soil,  which  is 
sometimes  covered  with  moss  or  small  shells.  Under  this  treatment,  the  whole  surface  of  the  basket  becomes, 
in  two  or  three  years,  covered  with  rose-buds  and  leaves  of  one  or  of  various  sorts.  Where  one  of  the  larger 
free-growing  sorts  is  employed,  as  the  moss,  or  any  of  the  Provence  varieties,  one  plant  may  be  trained  so 
as  to  cover  a  surface  of  many  square  yards.  Where  different  sorts  are  introduced  in  the  same  basket,  they 
should  be  as  much  as  possible  assimilated  in  size  of  leaves  and  flowers  and  habits  of  growth,  and  as  dif- 

ferent as  possible  in  the  colors  of  their  flowers.  By  mixing  small-flowered  with  large  showy  sorts,  the  beauty of  the  former  is  lost  without  adding  to  the  effect  of  the  latter. 
In  rosaries,  commonly,  but  one  plant  of  a  sort  is  introduced,  and  the  varieties  which  most  resemble  each 

other  are  placed  together,  by  which  their  distinctions  are  better  seen.  Particular  compartments  arc  often 
devoted  to  one  species,  as  the  Scotch,  Chinese,  yellow,  burnet-leaved,  &c.  which  has  an  excellent  effect ;  some- 

times a  piece  of  rock-work  in  the  centre  is  covered  with  the  creeping  roses,  and  on  other  occasions  these  are 
trained  to  trellis-work,  which  forms  a  fence  or  hedge  of  roses  round  the  whole.  In  this  hedge,  standard  roses 
are  sometimes  introduced  at  regular  distances ;  a  grove  of  standards  is  also  frequently  formed  in  the  centre  of 
the  rosary,  and  sometimes  they  are  introduced  here  and  there  in  the  beds. 

Standard  roses,  however,  have  certainly  the  best  effect  in  flower  borders,  or  when  completely  detached  on  a 
lawn :  their  sameness  of  form,  and  that  form  being  compact  and  lumpish,  prevents  them  from  grouping  well, 
either  among  themselves  or  with  other  objects.  Their  beauty  consists  in  their  singularity  as  rose  plants,  and 
in  their  flowers ;  and,  therefore,  to  display  these  beauties  to  the  best  advantage,  they  require  to  be  seen  singly, 
or  in  succession.   This  is  the  case  where  they  occur  as  single  objects  on  a  lawn,  or  in  the  centre,  and  here  and 
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7491  Cen tifolia  L.  Prov ins 
It.  provincialis  M ill. 

Aunay,  Belle  d' Aurora 
Belgic,  Red Blandford  or  Kingston 
Blush  Royal 
Bourbon 
Bright  Crumpled 
Cabbage,  Blush Cabbage,  Single 
Carmine 
Carmine,  Superb 
Centfeuilles  anemone 

A      or    3  jn.au    Fk     a  Europe  1596.  L  r.m  Red.  ros  1.  1. 1 

0  muscusa  Mill 

Moss,  Blush 
y  Pom po nia  D.  C. 

Dwarf  Bagshot 
De  Meaux 

i  c.  bipinnata  Red. 
7495gallica  L. 

Moss 

Pompone 

bipinnate officinal 

Garden  Varieties. 
Centfeuilles  de  Bruxelles 
Centfeuilles  de  Hesse 
Centfeuilles  gaufree 
Chamois 
Cluster Constance 
Cramois,  Grand Cumberland 
Dragon 
Duchesse  d'Angouleme Duchesse  de  Bern 
Elysian 

&      or    3  jn.jl  Fk 
Garden  Varieties. 

Moss,  Common 
St      or    2  jn.jl  Fk 

Garden  Varieties. 
Mossy  de  Meaux 
Mignonne  Charmante 

Emperor Juno 
Louis  XVIII. 
Malta Mere  Gryone 
Mottled  Purple 
Neapolitan One-sided 
CEillet 
Pencilled Petite  Hollande 
Persian 

L  r.m  Red.  ros.  1.  t.8 

Moss,  Dark 
...     L  r.m  Red.  ros.  1.  t.  21 

Pompone 
Pompone,  Proliferous 

St  or  3  jn.jl 
St      or    £  jn.jl 

  L  co    Red.  ros.  2.  t  4 
S.  Europe  1596.  L  co    Bot.  reg.  448 

Admirable 
Aigle  noir Albanian 
Amaranth Antwerp 
Atlas 
Belle  Aurore 
Burning  Coal Beaute  Aimable 
Beaute  Rouge 
Beaute  Supreme 
Bijou Bishop 
Black  Frizzled 
Blue 
Bouquet  rouge  royale Brunette 
Brussels 
Buonaparte 
Cardinal 
Carmine 
Carmine  Brillante 
Carmine,  Proliferous Carnation 
Catalonian 

Garden 
Champion 
Chancellor 
Changeable Cherry 
Clementine 
Coquette Couleur  de  feu 
Cramoisie,  Grand 
Cramoisie,  Belle 
Crimson,  Dutch Crimson,  Purple 
Crimson,  Royal 
Crown 
Cupid 
Damask,  Black 
Delicious 
Dingy 

Due  de  Guiche 
Duchesse  d'Orleans Dwarf  Proliferous 
Enchanter Enfant  de  France 
Eucharis 
Fanny  Bias 

Varieties. 
Fiery 

Flanders 
Flemish Formidable Fringed 
Garnet 

Gay 

Giant 
Gloria  Mundi Granaat  Appel 
Grand  Monarque 
Grand  Sultan 
Henry  IV. 
Herminie,  Belle 
Hervy 

Hollande,  Noir  de 
Hundred-leav.,  Blush Hundred-lea  v. ,  Dutch 
Hundred-leaved,  Sin- 

gleton's 

Imperatrice Incomparable Infernal Invincible 

Italian 
Josephine 
Junon 

King 

La  Dauphine L'Ombre  agreable L'Ombre  superbe 

Leyden Lisbon 
Lively 

Lund Maiden 
Majorca Malabar 
Malta 
Manteau  Royal 
Marbled 
Marbled,  Dark 
Marbled,  Double Marbled,  Grand 
Margaret Matchless Mauve 

Mignonne 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
there  among  groups  of  flowers ;  or  in  lines  or  avenues,  along  flower  walks.   In  the  gardens  of  the  Grand 
Trianon,  they  are  planted  profusely  in  large  masses,  like  plantations  of  trees  and  shrubs,  and  there  much  of 
their  individual  beauty  is  lost,  and  no  good  general  effect  produced. 

Most  species  of  the  rose,  in  their  wild  state,  grow  in  sandy  and  rather  poor  soil,  except  such  as  are  natives  of 
woods,  where  the  soil  is  richer,  and  comparatively  moist  But  all  the  cultivated  roses,  and  especially  the 
double-flowering  kinds,  require  a  rich  loamy  soil,  inclining  to  clay  rather  than  sand ;  and  they  require  also, 
like  most  double  flowers,  plenty  of  moisture  when  in  a  growing  state. 

To  produce  strong  flowers,  roses  require  some  attention  to  pruning;  old  wood  should  be  yearly  cut  out,  and 
the  young  shoots  thinned  and  shortened  according  to  their  strength,  and  whether  number  or  magnitude  of 
flowers  be  wanted.  Those  sorts  which  throw  up  numerous  suckers  should  be  taken  up  every  three  or  four 
years,  reduced,  and  replanted ;  and  most  sorts,  excepting  the  standards,  will  be  improved  by  the  practice, 
provided  attention  be  paid  to  remove  a  part  of  the  old  soil,  and  replace  it  by  new.  The  points  of  the  shoots 
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7494  Anas  unequal :  the  larger  falcate,  Leaflets  glandular-ciliate,  FL  cernuous,  Cal.  viscid,  Fruit  oblong 

Pompon,  Gros 
Pourpree  Aimable 
Pourpree  Favorite 
Pourpree  Violette Prolific 
Provins,  Blush 
Proving,  Cabbage 
Provins,  Childingg 
Provins,  Common 
Provins,  Damask 
Provins,  Dutch 

Garden  Varieties. 
Provins,  Early 
Provins,  Grand 
Provins,  Imperial 
Provins,  Invincible Provins,  Royal 
Provins,  Scarlet 
Proving,  Semidouble 
Provins,  Shailers Provins,  Single 
Provins,  White 

Rouge  Superbe 
Sans  petales Souchet 
Spongs Striped  Nosegay 
Surpassante 
Syren Trianon,  Belle  de 
Versailles 
Vilmorin 

0  Calyxes  and  peduncles  mossy 

Moss,  Prolific 
y  Smaller  in  every  part 

Provins,  Dwarf 
Provins,  Small 

Garden  Varieties. 
Moss,  Single  Moss,  Striped  Moss,  White 

Garden  Varieties. 
Rheims,  De  St  Francis 

&  Leaves  bi pinna te 
7495  Arms  nearly  equal  of  the  same  shape  weak,  Leaflets  rigid  ellipt  FL  erect,  Sep.  ovate,  Fruit  nearly  round 

Mignonne,  Blush 
Mignonne,  Dark 
Mignonne,  Favorite 
Mignonne,  Red 
Mignonne,  Semidou- ble 
Mignonne,  Striped Mirabelle 
Mogul 
Montauban Morocco 
Mottled,  Black Natalie 
Negrette Negro 
Ninon  de  l'Enclos 
Nonpareil Nonsuch Normandy 
Officinal 
Officinal,  Blush 
Officinal,  Carmine Orleans 
Ornement  de  Parade 

Garden 
Panachee,  Petite 
Paradise Paragon 
Pavot Perruque 
Phoenix Plicate 
Pluto 
Paestana Pomona 
Pompadour 
Pomponne  Bizard Poniatowsky 
Poppy 

Porcelaine Portland 
Pourpree,  Belle 
Pourpre  Bouquet 
Pourpre  Charmante Pourpre  de  Tyr 
Pourpree,  Grande Belle 
Pourpree,  Point 
Pourpres,  Roi  des 

Varieties. 
Pourpre  Velours Prince 
Princess 
Prince  William  V. 
Prolific PronvUle 
Proserpine 
Provins  Pulmonaire 
Purple,  Blue Purple,  Bright 
Purple,  Favorite 
Purple,  Grand Purple,  Light 
Purple,  Royal 
Pyramid 

Queen 
Ranunculus Ranunculus,  Early 
Red  and  Violet 
Royal  Red Hoi  de  France 
Rosa  Mundi 
Rose  de  Parade 
Royal  Virgin 

Sable 
Sanspareil Sceptre 
Shell 

Spanish 
Stadtholder Stepney 

St  John's 
Striped  Nosegay 
Superb  Red 
Sultana Trafalgar Triumphant 
Tuscany 

Two-Colored 
Velvet,  Double Velvet,  Semidouble Velvet,  Single 
Velvet,  Striped 
Venetian Victory 

Violet,  Dark Violette,  Belle 
Violette  and  Rouge 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  the  more  delicate  sorts  of  roses,  are  very  apt  to  die  when  pruning  is  performed  in  winter  or  spring;  to 
avoid  the  consequences  of  this  evil,  many  give  a  second  pruning  in  June,  or  do  not  prune  the  tender  sorts 
at  all  till  the  beginning  of  that  month.  A  very  good  time  for  performing  the  operation,  is  immediately  after 
the  bloom  is  over ;  cutting  out  old  exhausted  wood,  shortening  shoots  which  have  flowered  to  a  good  bud 
accompanied  with  a  healthy  leaf,  but  leaving  such  shoots  as  are  still  in  a  growing  state  untouched  till 
October.  Where  very  large  roses  are  wanted,  all  the  buds  but  that  on  the  extreme  point  of  each  shoot 
should  be  pinched  off  as  soon  as  they  make  their  appearance,  and  the  plant  liberally  supplied  with  water.  To 
lessen  evaporation,  and  keep  up  a  constant  moisture  at  the  roots  of  their  roses,  the  Paris  gardeners  generally 
mulch  them  with  half-rotten  stable-dung,  or  partially  rotten  leaves. 

The  earliest  flowering  rose  is  the  monthly,  which,  in  mild  seasons,  and  planted  against  a  wall,  will  some- 
times flower  in  the  beginning  of  April :  the  roses  next  in  succession  are  the  cinnamon,  which  flowers  in  May ; 

the  damask  in  the  end  of  May  or  beginning  of  June;  the  blush,  York  and  Lancaster,  Provins,  and  Dutch 
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j3  p&mila  L. 7496  parvifolia  Ehr. 
wild  officinal Burgundy 

f  jnjl 
1  jnjl 

R 
Pu .  Austria 

Europe L  co  Jap.  aus.  1. 198 
L  r.m  Bot  reg.  452 

7497  turbinata  H.  K. 
7498  vill6sa  L. 
7499  tomentosa  Sm. 

/3  mollis  Sm. y  t.  resinosa  LindL 7500  alba  L. 

Frankfort        Sk  or  5  jn.au  Pk    1629.  L  r.m  Miss  L.  ros.  t 63 
Apple-bearing  Sfe  or  8  jn.jl  R  Britain  highLv.  L  r.m  Eng.  bot.  583 
downy.lvd.  dog  £  or  6  jn.jl  Pk  England    hed.  L  co  Eng.  bot  990 
soft                Sk  or  6  jnjl  R  Britain     hed.  L  co  Eng.  bot.  2459 turpentine       Sk  or  4  jn.jl  R  Ireland      ...     L  co 
single  white     Sk,  or  4  jn.jl  W  Crimea     1597.  L  r.m  Miss  L.  ros.  1 37 

Agate Belle  Aurore Blanche  k  coeur  vert 
Blanche  de  Belgique 

7501  hibeinica  Sm.  I 

Garden  Varieties. 
Blush,  Double  White  Eliza 
Bouquet  Blanc  Feuille  fermee Celestial  Grand  Cuisse 
Due  d'Yorck  Nymphe 

de Henriette,  Belle 
Joanne  d' Arc  . Maiden's  Blush,  Clus- 

ter or    2  jn.n     Pk     Ireland    ir.thi.  Sk  co   Eng.  bot.  2196 

7502  lutea  Mill. 
—  pun  ice  a  Mill. 

7503  rubiginosa  L. 

single-yellow Austrian 
Sweet  Briar 

American,  Single 
Blush 

£  micrantha  Sm. 
rumbellata  Leers. sepium  ThuilL (  inoddra  Agdh. R.  Borreri  Woods. 

7504  pruinosa  Lindl. 
7505  glutin6sa  Sm. 

Clementine 
Cluster 

small-flowered  3£ Semid.  Sw.BriarSk dwarf 
scentless 
frosted 
Cretan 

3  jn  Y  Germany  1596.  L  r.m  Bot.  mag.  363 
3  jn  Y.o  Germany  1596.  L  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1077 
5  my.jn  Pk     Britain    ch.  ba.  S  co    Eng.  bot.  991 

Garden  Varieties. 

6  my.jl  Pk 4  mv.jn  Pk 
3  my.jn  Pk 6  my.jn  Pk 

Double 
Dwarf,  Semidouble 

Britain  thick. 
Germany  ... 
Britain  thick. Britain 

3  my.jn  Pk 
2  my.jn  Pk 

Siberia 
Candia 

hed. 

1818. 
1821. 

Maiden Mannings 

j  co  Eng.  bot.  2490 'j  r.m  Miss  L.  ros.  t.  65 

L  co 
L  co    Red.  ros.  L  tl25 

7506  caucSsea  Lindl. Caucasian 
1 

or 20 
jnjl 

R Caucasus  1798. Ti  co 
7507  canina  L. dog,  or  Hip or 8 

jnjl 

Pk Britain hed. L  co 
S  collina  Jacq. hill 

or 
8 

jnjl 

Pk Britain hed. L  co 
t  dumetdrum  Thuill.  bushy 

or 
8 

jnjl 

Pk England 
hed. 

L  co 
7508  rubrifolia  Fill. red-stained 

or 
6 

jnjl 

Pu 
Europe 

1814. L  co 

0  ReduUa  Thory. 
Redoute's 

Sk or 3 

jnjl 

Pu 
1822. 

L  CO 

7509  Indica  L. blush  Chinese m or 

20 

ja.d 

F China 1789. 
C  p.l 

Lindl.  ros.  t.  11 
Eng.  bot  992 
Eng.  bot  2579 Bot  reg.  430 
Red.  ros.  1. 1 38 
Lawr.  ros.  t  26 

Garden  Varieties,  referable  either  to  Rosa  indica  or  R.  semperflorens. 
Alba 
Animating 
Atro-nigra 
Bengale  a  Bouquet 

Bengale  a  fl.  panache 
Bengale  Blanche Bichonia 
Boursault 

(3  odoratissima  Sweet  Sweet  Chinese   ft  |  or  3 
ypumila  Red.          dwarf             «  |  or  1 6  longijolia  W.         willow-leaved    *  |  or  5 

7510  semperflorens  Curt,  ever-blowing    *       or  10 
7511  Lawranceana  Sweet.  MissLawrence's*  |  or  1 7512  microphylla  Roxb.   small-leaved     *  |  |  or  3 

Carnescens 
Centifolia 
Chiflfbnnee 
Cerise  eclatante 

f.au  Pa.pk  China 
my.au  Pk  China 
my.au  Pk 
ja.d  Cr ja.d  R ...  Pk 

China 
China 
China 1789. 1810. 

Cucullata 
Elegant 
Florida 
Gigantea 

E.  Indies  1823. 

Bot  reg.  804 
Red.  ros.  1. 1 42 
Red.  ros.  2.  1 12 
Bot  mag.  284 Bot.  mag.  1762 

7513  systyla  Bat.  one-styled  & 
/3  s.  Mons6ni<B  LindL  Lady  Hanson's  St 7514  arvensis  Huds.       white-dog  -* 
hybrida  Schleich.  Double-Hep. 

6  myjl  Pk 
3  my.jl  Pk 
8  jnjl  W 4  my.jn  Pk 7499 

Britain Britain 
Britain Switzerl. 

hed. 
hed. hed. 

Eng.  bot.  1895 ■  Eng.  bot  188 

7501 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
hundred-leaved,  in  June,  July,  and  August  The  Virginia  and  musk  roses  are  the  latest  European  sorts ; they  flower  in  September,  and  in  shaded  situations  will  sometimes  continue  in  bloom  till  the  middle  of 
October;  but  the  earliest  rose  (the  monthly)  is  also  the  latest,  and  generally  continues  flowering  till 
interrupted  by  frost  The  earliest  sorts  may  be  materially  forwarded  by  being  planted  against  a  south  wall ; 
and  if  portable  sashes  are  placed  before  them,  and  the  wall  is  either  flued  and  heated  by  fires,  or  a  lining  of 
dung  placed  behind,  the  plants  may  be  brought  to  flower  in  February  or  March.  The  monthly  rose  being 
protected  by  glass  in  autumn,  or  aided  by  artificial  heat,  may  be  continued  in  bloom  till  Christmas.    A  very 
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/2  Flowers  single,  Roots  creeping 
7496  Dwarf,  Arms  nearly  equal,  Leaflets  rigid  ovate  acute  finely  serrate,  Sepals  ovate 

Div.  VII.  Villosjs.  Lindl.  p.  72. 
7497  Tube  of  calyx  turbinate 
7496  Leaflets  ellipt  obtuse,  Fruit  very  large  with  close  stiff  prickles,  Sepals  viscid  hispid 7499  Leaflets  ovate  nearly  acute,  Fruit  hispid  or  naked 

jS  Root-shoots  upright,  Sepals  nearly  simple y  Dwarf  caesious,  Leaflets  narrow,  Flowers  very  red 
7500  Leaflets  oblong  glaucous  naked  above  simply  serrate,  Sepals  reflexed,  Fruit  unarmed 

Maiden's  Blush, Great 
Maiden's  Blush,  Small Moraga  la  Favorite Muscat  rouge 

Garden.  Varieties. 
Nova  caelestis  Rosea  Triangularis 
Nova  plena  Simonville  White,  Double 
Petite  cuisse  de  Nyra-        Spineless  Virgin  White,  Semidouble 
phe  Thornless,  Double 

7501  Prickles  unequal :  the  smaller  setiform,  Leaflets  ovate  acute  naked  simply  serrate 
Div.  VIII.   Rubigino&e.   Lindt.  p.  84. 

7502  Prickles  straight,  Leaflets  flat  concave,  CaL  nearly  naked  entire 
7503  Prickles  hooked,  Leaflets  rugose  opaque,  CaL  and  peduncles  hispid 

Garden  Varieties. 
Monstrous Mossy Petite  Hessoise Royal Scarlet 

Tree,  Double White,  Semidouble Zabeth 
/S  Prickles  nearly  equal  or  none,  Sepals  deciduous 
r Branches  of  the  inflorescence  very  prickly,  Fruit  long 
Branches  weak  flexuose,  Leaflets  acute  at  each  end,  Sepals  very  long  and  narrow 

i  Prickles  much  hooked  nearly  equal,  Leaflets  less  glandular  than  usual,  Sepals  deciduous 
7504  Branches  glandular,  Leaves  frosted  on  each  side :  the  upper  somewhat  whorled 
7505  Branches  hairy,  Leaflets  hoary  roundish  viscid 

Div.  IX.   Caninje.   Limit,  p.  97. 
7506  Leaflets  soft  ovate,  Ovaries  50-60 
7507  Leaflets  rigid  ovate,  Ovaries  20-30 

0  Leaflets  more  or  less  hairy  beneath,  Sepals  and  peduncles  hispid 
y  Leaflets  hairy  on  both  sides,  Sepals  and  peduncles  smooth 

7508  Prickles  small  distant,  Leaflets  ovate  and  branches  glauc.  opaque  discolored,  Ovaries  30-30 P  Dwarf  with  setae  upon  the  branches 
7509  Leaflets  ellipt  acuminate  smooth  crenate  serrate  glaucous  beneath,  Ovaries  40-50 

Garden  Varieties,  referable  either  to  Rosa  indica  or  R.  semperflorens. 
Lie  de  Vin  Monstrosa  Purpurea  Thisbe 
Lucida  Moonshine  Sanguinea  Terneaux 
Major  Nigra  Sans  Spines  Veloutee Minor  Noisette  Subalba 

6  Fruit  ovate,  Flowers  very  fragrant 
rA  little  bush,  smaller  in  every  respect 
Leaves  lanceolate,  Branches  nearly  unarmed 

7510  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate  crenate  serrate,  Ovaries  15,  Petals  entire 
7511  Dwarf,  Leaflets  ovate  acute  finely  serrated,  Petals  acuminate,  Ovaries  7-8 
7512  Leaflets  finely  serrate  shining,  Cal.  muricated  with  very  dense  prickles,  Sep.  short  broad  acute  apiculate 

Div.  X.   Ststyije.   Lindl.  p.  111. 
7513  Root-shoots  assurgent,  Prickles  very  strong  hooked 

Stem  lower,  when  in  flower  erect  many-flowered,  Branches  with  a  few  seta? 
7514  Root-shoots  flagelliform,  Prickles  unequal  falcate,  Leaflets  glaucous  beneath 

■y  Root-shoots  thicker  and  shorter,  when  in  fl.  erect  many-fl.  Branches  with  a  few  scat,  setas,  Styles  distinct 
7503i (7503/3 7507  SS 7510 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
common  mode  of  obtaining  late  roses,  and  one  of  the  greatest  antiquity,  is  by  cutting  all  the  flower  shoots  oft* when  the  buds  begin  to  appear,  or  by  rubbing  off  all  the  rudiments  of  shoote,  of  every  kind,  early  in  spring; a  second  crop  is  in  consequence  produced,  which  will  not  be  in  a  state  to  bloom  before  the  autumn. 

The  best  roses  for  forcing  are  the  common  and  moss  Provence ;  the  Indian  sorts  force  well,  or  rather  in 
stoves,  continue  in  bloom  all  the  year ;  but  the  commoner  varieties  of  these  not  being'  fragrant,  they  are  in  iess repute  than  the  European  roses.  Rose  plants  should  be  a  year  in  pots  previously  to  the  autumn  when  it  is 
intended  to  force  them  j  they  should  be  planted  in  pots  of  six  or  eight  inches  diameter,  in  rich  loam  and 

G  g 
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7515  sempervlrens  L. 
fi  subdecldua 7516  multifl6ra  Thunb. 

7517  Brun6nii  Lindl. 
7518  moschata  Mill. 

8  — ft.  pleno 
rm.  nepalinsis  Lindl. arborea  Vers. 
i  m.  nivea  Lindl. 
Z  evratina  Bosc. 7519 rubifulia  R.Br. 
0  r.  fenestrate  Lindl. 

7590  slnica  Ait. 
7521  Bank'siaj  R.  Br. 

/3  — florc  l&teo 
1149.  RU'BUS.  W. 7522  rosa?f6Hus  Sm. 

&  corondrius 
7523pinnatus  W. 7524  Ida/us  W. 
7525  occidentals  W. 
7526  pauciflorus  Wall. 7527  cuneif61ius  Ph. 
7528  canadensis  W. 
7529hispidus  W. 
7580cae'sius  W. 7531  corylif61ius  E.  B. 7532  frutic6sus  W. 

P  dibits 
y  planus 7533argtitus  J. ink. 7534  sanctus  Schreb. 

7535  paniculitus  Schlect.  panicled 
7536  sanguinolentus£i»*.blood-red 
7537  jamaicensis  Sum.  Jamaica 
7538  ulinifolius  Schott.  elm-leaved 
7539  Sprengelii  Weihe.  Sprengel's 7540ScnlechtendahliiWe.SchlechtendablsJk 
7541  rug68us  Smith.       rugose  «  I  I  or 
7542plicatus  Weihe.       plicate  -*  or 
7543  rhamnifolius  Weihe.  Buckthorn-lvd.  Jk  or 
7544  nltidus  Weihe.        shining  Sk  or 
7545  tomentosus  W.  en.   woolly-leaved  Jk  or 
7546  glandulosus  W.  en.  glandular        Jk  or 

S  R.  leucost&chys  Smith 

evergreen 
Ayrshire bramble-flow. 

Brown's musk double-mask 
Nepal 
tree snout-bush  & 
Muscade-  rouge  Si 
bramble-leaved  -* 
smooth-leaved  -* 

3-leaved  China  tL 
Lady  Banks's  !U yellow  S~ 

Bramble. 
Rose-leaved     *  i  |  or 
double-flower^  *  i  I  or 
pinnate  *  i__J 01 
Raspberry  Sfc  fr Americ.  Raspb.  36  fr 
Nepal  Raspber.  3fe  fr plaited-leaved  J:  or 
purple-stalked  -*  or bristly  -*  or 
Dewberry  «*  fr Hazel-leaved  -*  or 
common  Jk  or 
white-fruited  -*  or 
double-flowered  Jk  or fine-toothed  -±  or 
holy  «*  or _±  or 

m  i_J  or !U  i  |  or 
«*  or Jk  or 

or 
20  jn.au W S.  Europe  1629. 

or 

20 

jn.au 

w 1818. 

or 
12 

jn.jl 
Pk 

China 
1804. 

or 

1° 

W Nepal 1822. or 12 

jLo 

W 
Barbary 1596. 

or 

jLo 

W 
Barbary 

1596. 

or 

jl.o 

W Nepal 1822. 

30 
Persia 

1824. 
or 4 

jl"
" 

w"
 

1822. 

or 

4 

jl.au 

Pk 1822. 
or 6 au.s F N.  Amer.  1800. or 4 au.s F N.  Amer.  1800. 

or 5 my.jl W China 1759. 
or 

20 

jn.jl 

W China 
1807. 

or Y China 1824. 

L  co 

L  co C  s.l C  co L  r.m 
L  r.m L  co 
L  co 
L  co L  co 
L  p.l L  p.l 

L  p.1 
C  p.l 
C  p.l 

Rosacea. 
S  ap.o 
3  ap.o 5  jn.jl 5  my.jn 

5  my.jn  •  • 10  my.au  R 3  jajl 
3  jn.jl 3  au 
2  jn.jl 10  jl 

10  jn.s 10  jn.s 
6  jn.s 3  jn.jl 8  jnjl 10  jnjl 
4 
6  ... 
10  jn.s 10  jn.s 10  jn.jl 
6 

jn.s 

W 
W 
Pk 
W 
W 
R 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
Pk 
W 
Pk 
W 
Pk 
W 
R 

Sp. 42-68. 
Mauritius  1811. 
Mauritius  1811. 
Madeira  1789. 
Britain  m.wo. 
N.  Amer.  1696. 
Nepal  1822. N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1811. Canada  1768. 

bor.fi. 
hed. hed. 

7547  hirtus  W.  en. 
7548  laciniatus  W.  en. 
7549  trivialis  Ph. 
7550vU16sus  W. 
7551  strigosus  Ph. 
7552  flagellaris  W.en. 7553inermis  W.en. 
7554  odoratus  W. 
7555  suberectus  E.  B. 

hairy  ~k 
jag-leaved  Jk 
procumbent  -* 
shaggy  » 
strigose  Sfe shining-leaved  Jk smooth  Jk 
flowering  Jk 
upright  a 

m.s 
jn.s in.s 
in.s 

n.s n.s n.jl 

l.au n.jl 
n.jl n.jl n.jl 

n.s 

Britain Britain 
Britain Britain 
Britain 
N.  Amer.  1823. 
Palestine  1823. 

  1821. 
I.  France  1824. Jamaica  1822. 
Spain  1823. Germany  1823. 
Europe 

S.  Amer. Britain 
Britain 
Britain Germany 

Germany  1816. 

1824. 
hed. hed. 

thick. 

W      Hungary  1816. W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
R 
W 

N.  Amer.  1789. N.  Amer.  1777. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1789. 
N.  Amer.  1805. 
N.  Amer.  1700. 
Britain    woods.  Sk  co 

C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l Skr.m 
Skco 
C  co Skco 
Sk  co Sk  co 
Skco 
Skco L  co 
L  co 
L  co L  co L  co 
L  co 
C  co 
C  co 
L  co 
L  co L  co 
L  co 

L  co L  co 
L  co L  co 
L  co L  co 

L  co Skco 
Skco Skco 
Skco Skco 
Skco 

Bot  reg.  465 
Bot.  mag.  1059 
Lindl.  ros.  1. 14 
M.Lawr.ros.t64 
M.Lawr.ros.t.53 
Bot.  reg.  829 
Bot  reg.  861 

Lindl.  ros.  1. 15 

Lindl.  ros.  1 16 
Bot.  reg.  t.  397 
Bot.  cab.  I960 

Smith  ic.  3.  t.  60 
Bot.  mag.  1783 

Eng.  bot  2442 Dil.el.t.247.f.319 
Bot  reg.  854 

Eng.  bot.  826 Eng.  bot  827 
Eng.  bot  715 

Fl.rar.hu.2.tl41 Dend.  brit  69 

Bot.  mag.  323 
Eng.  bot.  2572 

7518i 

fl  7521 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
plunged  in  an  open  airy  situation ;  their  flower  buds  pinched  off  as  they  appear ;  and  the  plants  put  early  into 
a  state  of  rest,  by  excluding  the  sun  and  rain,  but  not  a  free  circulation  of  air. 

All  the  species  of  roses  are  very  liable  to  the  attacks  of  Insects,  especially  of  the  aphides ;  some,  and 
especially  the  briar  and  Scotch  rose,  are  attacked  by  the  Cynips  rosas,  which,  by  puncturing  the  bark, 
occasions  the  production  of  rose-galls,  and  of  those  mossy  tufts  often  seen  on  wild  roses,  which  were  known 
formerly  under  the  name  of  Bedeguar,  and  used  in  medicine.  Under  cover  tobacco  smoke  will  prove  an 
effectual  remedy  for  the  aphides ;  but  the  larva;  of  many-others,  and  especially  of  tipula  and  the  tenthredinidae, which  occasion  the  wrapping  up  and  shrivelling  of  the  leaves,  can  only  be  removed  by  washing  with  lime- 
water  or  hand  picking. 

1149.  Rubus.  From  the  Celtic  rub,  which  signifies  red.  Many  of  the  species  are  only  biennial  woody  plants, 
producing  suckers  or  stolones  from  the  roots,  which  ripen  and  drop  their  leaves  one  year,  and  resume  their 
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7515  Root-shoots  climbing,  Prickles  nearly  equal  falcate,  Leaves  evergreen 
j3  Leaves  nearly  deciduous 

7516  Branchlets  peduncles  and  calyx  downy,  Leaflets  soft  lanceolate  rugose,  Stipules  pectinate 
7517  Branchlets  lanceolate,  Leaflets  and  calyxes  downy  glandular,  Stipules  entire  [acuminate 
7518  Branchlets  nearly  naked,  Leaflets  ellip.  acumin.  glauc  beneath  with  connivent  serratures,  Sepals  comp. 

/S  Flowers  double y  Leaflets  ovate  lanceolate,  Petals  acute,  Pedicels  and  calyxes  glandular 2  Stem  arborescent 
t  Stem  branched,  Leaflets  ovate-obL  acuminate  rugose,  Petals  large  obcordate 
£  Stem  erect,  Flowers  double  pink  [pisiform 

7519  Branchlets  not  downy,  Leaflets  ovate  lane,  with  diverging  serratures,  Stipules  entire,  Sepals  ovate,  Fruit 
{3  Leaflets  smooth  on  each  side 

Div.  XI.     13 \N  KM  WE. 
7520  Stipules  setaceous  deciduous.  Petioles  and  rib  prickly,  Fruit  muricate 7521  Branches  and  fruit  unarmed 

*  Shrubby. 
7522  Leaves  quinate  pinnate  and  ternate  green  on  each  side,  Stem  and  petioles  prickly,  FL  solitary 
7523  Leaves  quinate  pinnate  and  ternate  rugose  smooth  on  each  side,  Stem  petioles  and  pedunc.  prickly,  Raceme 
7524  Leaves  quinate  pinnate  and  ternate  white  beneath,  Leafl.  rhomboid  lined  [terminal 
7525  Leaves  three  white  beneath,  Stem  prickly.  Petioles  round 
7526  Lvs.  pinnate,  Stem  round,  Leafl.  5-7  obi.  plicate  serr.  white  beneath,  Pan.  cymose.  Pet  shorter  than  calyx 
7527  Branches  pet.  and  ped.  downy,  Leafl.  3-5  cuneate  obovate  unequally  toothed  upwards,  Racemes  term.  pan. 
7528  Smooth isb,  Leafl.  10-5-3 lanceolate  naked  on  each  side  finely  serrated,  Stem  unarmed,  Bractes  lanceolate 
7529  Leaves  3  naked,  Stems  and  petioles  very  hispid,  Bristles  stiff 
7530  Leaves  ternate  nearly  naked :  the  lateral  2-lobed,  Stem  prickly  round 7531  Stem  erect  roundish,  Prickles  many  close,  Leafl.  5  pubesc.  beneath,  the  lateral  sessile,  Cal.  of  fl.  reflexed 
7532  Stem  angular  furrowed,  Leafl.  5  obtuse  shining  and  even  above,  hoary  beneath,  Pan.  decomp.  hoary 

7533  Stem  with  small  straight  prickles,  Leafl.  3  and  5  obi.  acum.  doubly  and  finely  serr.  pubes.  beneath,  FL  pan. 
7534  Stems  square  hoary,  Lean.  3  obov.  round,  unequally  and  finely  cut-tooth,  hoary  beneath,  Pan.  small  hoary 
7535  Stem  aculeate,  Leafl.  3-5  unequal  ovate  acumin.  serr.  with  fine  white  down  beneath,  FL  panicled 
7536  Stem  densely  prickly  and  strigose,  Leafl.  5  lane,  acum  serrul.  smooth,  Pedunc  axiU.  few-flowered 
7537  Lvs.  3-5  cut-serr.  downy  beneath,  Stem  petioles  and  leaves  pubesc.  with  recurved  prickles,  Pan.  diffuse 
7538  Stem  decum.  very  prick.  Leafl.  3  subcord.  ov.  doub.  acute,  cren.  smooth  prick,  beneath,  Branches  very  red 
7539  Differs  from  R  corylifolius  in  having  the  upper  shoots  and  peduncles  covered  with  short  hairs 
7540  Differs  from  the  last  in  having  the  leaves  covered  all  over  beneath  with  soft  hairs 
7541  Unarmed,  Branches  lvs.  beneath  and  calyxes  downy  with  brown  hairs,  Lvs.  3-lobed  FL  sol.  on  short  stalks 
7542  Stem  suberect  angular  prickly  smooth,  Leafl.  5  cordate  ovate  cusp,  pubes.  beneath,  Pan.  simple 
7543  Stem  anguL  furrowed,  Leafl.  5  orbicular  cusp,  hoary  beneath,  Pan.  comp.  divaricating,  CaL  prickly  at  base 
7544  Stem  suberect  angular  smooth,  Leafl.  5  ovate  shining  pubes.  beneath,  Panicle  prickly 
7545  Leaves  3  obovate  downy  and  soft  on  each  side,  Fl.  panicled 
7546  Leaves  tern.  Leafl.  roundish  ovate  acum.  mucronate  serr.  Stem  pet.  ped.  and  cal.  prickly  and  glandular 
7547  Lvs.  5-3  hairy,  Leafl.  ov.  acum.  unequally  serr.  Stem  decum.  and  pet  prickly  and  gland  Ped.  unarm,  gland. 
7548  Lvs.  3-5-nate,  Leafl.  pinn.  Stem  pet  and  ped.  with  recurved  prickles 
7549  Procumbent,  Stipules  subulate,  Lvs.  3-5  digitate,  Leafl.  ovate  obi.  smoothish  serrate,  Pedicels  solitary 7550  Leaves  5  ellipt.  acumin.  finely  serrate  villous  on  each  side,  Stem  and  petioles  prickly 
7551  Unarmed  hispid,  Leafl.  3  or  pinnate  quinate  ovate  blunt  at  base  white  beneath  :  the  odd  one  cordate 
7552  Lvs.  o-n  ate  smooth  unequally  serr. :  interm.  o  v.  -cuneate  at  base ;  lat.  rhomb.  Stem  round  proc.  and  pet  prick. 7553  Lvs.  ternate,  Leafl.  ovate  acute  unequally  serrate  downy  beneath,  Stem  pet  and  ped  unarmed 
7554  Leaves  simple  palmate,  Stem  unarmed  many-leaved  many-flowered 7555  Leaves  pinnate  about  7  hairy  beneath  :  the  upper  ternate,  Stem  ascending  with  small  straight  prickle; 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
foliage,  produce  blossom  shoots,  flower,  and  fruit,  and  die  the  next  The  common  raspberry  and  bramble 

"^fdrnwU  a  native  fruit,  greatly  improved  by  cultivation ;  it  has  a  grateful  subacid  taste,  and  like  the  straw- berry, is  one  of  the  few  fruits  that  does  not  undergo  the  acetous  fermentation  in  the  stomach.  There  are  red 
and  yellow  varieties,  and  one  very  excellent  sort  that  bears  twice  a-year,  in  July  and  September  The 
raspberry  requires  a  soft  rich  moist  soil,  and  if  a  plant  stands  singly  or  a  single  row  is  planted  bv  itself,  the  situ- ation should  be  gently  shaded.  Where  a  plantation  is  made  of  several  rows  together  it  may  be  placed  in  the 
open  garden,  as  the  plants  will  shade  one  another  to  a  sufficient  degree.  Frequent  renewal  is  necessary  to  pre- 

vent the  stools  getting  large  and  matted  when  they  send  up  only  weak  suckers.  No  more  suckers  should  be 
left  at  the  stools  than  are  intended  to  bear  the  following  year,  unless  young  plants  are  wanted;  and  if  very 

Gg  2 
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7556  moluccanus  W. 
7557  reflexus  Ker. 
7558  parvifoliua  L. 

Molucca 
reflexed 
small-leaved 

t~.i  lor 3  jl.au 
3  jl.au 2  au.s 

R 
R 
Pk 

E.  Indies  1810.  Sk  l.p  Ru.am.5.  t47.f.2 
China      1817.  Bot.  reg.  461 
China      1818.  L  co    Bot  reg.  496 

7559  saxatilis  W.  stone  -*  A  or 
7560  trifiorus  Richardson  Americ-stone  J:  ̂   or 
7561  pistillatus  Ph.        close-styled      ^  ̂   or 
7562  arcticus  E.  B.         dwarf-crimson  ^  A  fr 
7563  chamaem6rus  W.     Cloud-berry         A  fr 

1150.  DALIBAR'DA.  Mich.  Dalibarda. 
7564  viokeoides  Mi.  Violet-leaved    4  A  cu 

ripens  Ph. 
7565  fragarioides  Mi. 

1151.  FRAG  A'RIA.  W. 7566  vesca  W.  wood 
7567  monophf  11a  W.  one-leaved 7568colHna  W.  Green  Pine 
7569elStior  W.  Hautboy 7570  canadensis  Mich.  Canada 
7571  virginiana  Ph.  scarlet 
7572  grandifl6ra  W.  Pine 7573  chiloensis  W.  Chili 
7574  indica  H.  K. 

ijn  W 
f  jn  W i  jn.jl  R i  my.au  Pk 
i  my.jn  W 

Britain  m.wo.  Sk  p.l 
Canada  ...  Sk  p.l 
Labrador  1802.  Sk  p.l Scotland  al.  ro.  Sk  p.l 
Britain    moun.  Sk  p.l 

Rosacea;.   Sp.  2 — 5. 
i  my.jn   W     N.  Amer.  1768.  D  l.p 

Strawberry-lvd.^1  A  cu  |  my.jn  W  N.  Amer.  1803.  D  l.p 
Strawberry. 

Eng.  bot  2233 
Exot.  bot.2.  t86 
Eng.  bot.  1585 Eng.  bot.  716 

Mich.ame.l.t.27 
Mich.ame.l.t.28 

Jrc  A  fr 
j£  A  fr 
£  A  ft 
*  A  fr lr£  A  fr 
Ire  A  fr 
£  A  »> 

A  fir 

Rosacece.    Sp.  9. 
1  ap.my  W     Britain  woods. 

yellow-flower'd  j£  A  or 
Coma  rum. 

Marsh  Cinquef.^t  A  cu 

1  my.jn  W 

f  ap.n  W li  ap.my  W 
li  ap.my  W 1  ap.my  W 1  ap.my  W 

f  my.jn  W 1  my.o  Y 

1773. 
Germany  1768. 
Britain  woods. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1629. 
Surinam  1759. 
S.  Amer.  1727. India  1805. 

•1152.  CO'MARUM.  W. 
7575paKistre  W. 
J7576  fragarioides  W.  en.  Strawberry-like^  A  w Fragaria  sterilis  E  B. 

tll53.  POTENTIL'LA.  W.  Cinquefoil. 7577  fruticosa  W.  shrubby 7578  floribunda  Ph.  cluster-flower. 
7579  Anserina  W.         Wild  Tansey 
7580  atrosanguinea  Lodd.  crimson 
7581  nepalensis  Hook.  Nepal 7582  Sales6vii  W.en. 

P.  glabra  Lodd. 
7583  splendens  Wall. 
7584  hispida  W.en. 7585  sericea  W. 
7586multifida  W. 
7587  fragarioides  W. 7588  rutnenica  W.  Russian 
7589  rupgstris  W.  rock 7590bifurca  W.  bifid-leaved 
7591  pimpinelloides  W.  Burnet-leaved 
7592  pensylvanica  W.  Pensylvanian 
7593  supina  IV.  trailing 
7594  recta  W.  upright 
7595  argentea  W.  silvery 7596  intermedia  W.  various-leaved 
7597  adscendens  W.  en. 

Rosacea.   Sp.  2. 
2  jn.jl     Pu  Britain 1  mr.my  W  Britain sp.  bo. banks. 

S  s.1 
Rs  s.l 
Rs  r.l 
Rsr.l Rsr.l 
Rsr.l Rsr.l 
Rsr.l 

Rs  s.p D  p 

D  I.p 

white-shrubby 
tine 
hispid 
silky 

cut -leaved 

ik  A  w 
£  or 
l^o°r 
r£  AJ  or 
i  Apr k.  AW 

Sl  A  pr 

Rosacece.   Sp.  40—74. 4  jn.au    Y  England  m.b.pl.  L  co Y  N.  Amer.  1811.  L  co 
Y  Britain  m.  me.  D  co 
Pu  Nepal  1822.  D  co 
Pu  Nepal  1822.  D  co W  Siberia     1823.  L  p.l 

4  jn.o 

f  my.s 
U  my.s 

1|  jn.jl 
jn.au 

Strawberry-lvd.^t  A  pr 

A  pr A  pr 
|t  A  pr 5  A  pr 
^  A  pr 

|£  A  pr 5  A  pr .k  A  pr 
3t  A  pr 
3t  A  pr 

i  jl.au 
i  my.jn 
i  myjn i  myjn 
f  my.jn 

1  my.s 
1  jn.jl 

I  jn.au 

1  jn.au 

i  jl.au 

1  jn.jl 
1  jn.au 1  my.s 1  jn.jl 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W L.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Nepal 
Dauria Siberia 
Siberia Siberia 
Siberia 

1822. 
1797. 1780. 1759. 
1773. 
1799. 

England  alroc. Siberia  1773. 
Levant  1758. 
N.  Amer.  1725. 
Siberia  1696. 
&  Europe  1648. Britain  gra.pa. 
Switzerl.  1786. 
Hungary  1806. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

Eng.  bot  1524 Bot.  mag.  63 

Eng.  bot.  2197 
Duha.  arb.l.  t.  5 
MiU.ic.2.  t.288 Duha.  arb.l.  t.  3 Bot.  reg.  61 

Eng.  bot  172 
Eng.  bot.  1785 

Eng.  bot  88 Dend.  brit.  70 
Eng.  bot  861 Bot.  cab.  786 
Hook.  ex.  tl.  88 
Bot  cab.  914 
Bot.  mag.  2700 

Gm.  si.  3.t34.f.2 
Mor.  s.  2.  t20.f.2 
Eng.  bot.  2058 Gm.  it  l.t.27.f.l 
Bux.  cen.  1. 1.48 
Jac.  vin.  2. 1. 189 Jac.  aus.  5.  t.  406 
Jac.  aus.  4. 1 383 
Eng.  bot.  89 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
large  fruit  is  the  object,  no  suckers  should  be  left  at  all :  on  the  contrary,  when  the  strongest  suckers  are 
wanted,  the  fruit-bearing  shoots  should  be  cut  down. 

R.  occidentalis  is  a  showy  plant  for  large  shrubberies.  The  fruit  of  R.  ca?sius  is  blue,  edible,  and  it  con- 
tinues till  frost  R  corykfolius  and  fruticosus  are  both  common  in  our  hedges ;  the  shoots  of  the  latter 

are  much  tougher  than  those  of  the  former,  and  are  preferred  by  thatchers  for  binding  their  roofs,  and  by 
straw-hive  and  mat  makers.  The  berries,  eaten  at  the  moment  they  are  ripe,  are  cooling  and  grateful ;  a  little 
before,  tbey  are  coarse  and  astringent  ;  and  a  little  after,  disagreeably  flavored  or  putrid.  They  are  sometimes 
made  into  pies ;  but  great  care  is  requisite  in  gathering  the  fruit,  for  one  berry  of  the  last  sort  will  spoil  a  whole 
pie.   The  double-flowering  variety  is  considered  very  ornamental. The  fruit  of  R.  arcticus  and  chamaemorus  is  eaten  in  the  north  of  Scotland  and  Sweden.  In  the  latter 
country,  Dr.  Clarke  informs  us,  it  is  much  prized  in  soups,  sauces,  and  for  making  vinegar;  and  Dr.  Clarke  was 
cured  of  a  bilious  fever  by  eating  great  quantities.  The  plant  is  rather  difficult  to  preserve  in  gardens,  but  by 
raising  successive  generations  from  the  seed  it  might  perhaps  be  subjected  to  the  same  culture  as  the  cranberry. 
The  fruit  of  R.  pauciflorus,  the  Nepal  raspberry,  is  very  agreeable. 

1150.  Dalibarda.  Denis  Dalibard  was  a  French  botanist,  who  published,  in  1749,  a  catalogue  of  the  plants  in 
the  neighbourhood  of  Paris.   Small  plants,  resembling  the  little  species  of  Rubus. 
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7556  Leaves  simple  cordate  somewhat  lobed  downy  beneath,  Stem  prickly  decumbent 
7557  Branches  round  villous,  Lvs.  cordate  obL  5-lobed :  the  middle  lobe  elongated,  Stip.  and  bractes  pectinate 
7558  Leaves  3-5  downy  beneath,  Stem  peduncles  and  petioles  with  recurved  prickles 

**  Herbaceous. 
7559  Leaves  tern,  naked,  Runners  creeping  herbaceous,  Panic,  few-flowered 
7560  Leaves  tern,  naked,  Lean,  rhomboid  acute  cut  serrate :  the  odd  one  stalked,  Flowers  about  3 
7561  Stem  unarmed  1-flowered,  Leaves  term,  smooth  finely  serrate,  Pet.  obi.  entire,  Styles  approximating 
7562  Leaves  ternate.  Stem  unarmed  1-flowered 
7563  Leaves  simple  lobed,  Stem  unarmed  1-flowered 

7564  Leaves  simple  cordate  crenate,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
7565  Leaves  ternate,  Leafl.  cuneate  serrate-cut,  Tube  of  cal.  obconical 

7566  Cal.  of  fruit  reflexed,  Pubescence  of  petioles  spreading,  of  the  peduncles  appressed 7567  Leaves  simple 
7568  Cal.  of  fruit  erect,  Pubescence  of  pedunc.  erect,  of  petioles  much  spreading,  Leaves  downy  on  each  side 
7569  Cal.  of  fruit  reflexed,  Pubescence  of  pedunc.  and  petioles  much  spreading 
7570  Large,  Leaves  broad  oval,  Pedic.  long  recurved  pendulous,  Recept  much  excavated  globose  villous 
7571  Cal.  of  fruit  spreading,  Pubescence  of  petioles  erect,  of  peduncles  appressed,  leaves  smoothish  above 
7572  Cal.  of  fruit  erect,  Pubescence  of  peduncles  and  petioles  erect,  Lvs.  smoothish  above 
7573  Cal.  of  fruit  erect,  Pubescence  of  peduncles  and  petioles  much  spreading,  Lvs.  villous  on  each  side 
7574  Outer  sepals  larger  than  the  rest  obovate  3-toothed 

7575  Leaves  pinn.  Petals  smaller  than  calyx 
7576  Leaves  tern.  Petals  larger  than  calyx 

7577  Leaves  pinnate,  Leafl.  lin.  obi.  flat,  Petioles  long,  Branches  1-2-fl. 
7578  Leaves  pinnate,  Leafl.  lin.  obi.  revolute  at  edge,  Petioles  short,  Corymbs  terminal 
7579  Leaves  interruptedly  pinnate  silky,  Leaflets  finely  serrate,  Stem  creeping,  Pedunc.  1-fl. 7580  Leaves  ternate  stalked,  Leafl.  obovate  cut  serrate  white  with  down  beneath,  Sepals  ellipt.  Pet  obcordate 
7581  Rad.  lvs.  quinate  cauline  tern.  Leafl.  cuneate  obi.  serrate,  Stipules  large  adnate  entire 
7582  Leaves  pinnate  white  with  down  beneath,  Leafl.  serrate,  Stem  shrubby 
7583  All  over  silky,  Lvs.  Interruptedly  pinn.  Fl.  dichoto.  corymb.  Sepals  ov.  acute,  Stem  erect  nearly  simple 
7584  Lvs.  interruptedly  pinn.  with  spread,  hairs,  Leafl.  lane,  cut  toothed,  Stip.  cut,  Pet.  obcord.  larger  than  caL 
7585  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  in  many  pairs  downy  on  each  side :  segments  parallel  approximating,  Stem  decumbent  : 
7586  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  in  four  pairs  smooth  above  downy  beneath :  segments  distant,  Stem  decumbent 
7587  Leaves  pinnate :  the  outer  largest,  Runners  creeping 
7588  Rad.  leaves  subpinn.  cauline  tern.  Leafl.  lane,  unequally  coarsely  serrate  hairy  on  each  side 
7589  Leaves  pinnate  alternate,  Leafl.  6  ovate  crenate.  Stem  erect 
7590  Leaves  pinnate  nearly  equal,  Leafl.  oblong  subbifid :  the  outer  confluent 
7591  Leaves  pinnate,  Leafl.  roundish  toothed  equal,  Stem  erect 
7592  Leaves  pinnate  upper  ternate,  Leafl  deeply  toothed,  Stem  erect  pubescent 
7593  Leaves  pinnate,  Leafl.  oblong  deeply  toothed,  Stem  decumbent  dlchotomous,  Pedun.  ax  ill.  solitary 
7594  Leafl.  7-5  lanceolate  coarsely  toothed,  Petals  obcordate  larger  than  calyx,  Stem  erect 
7595  Leafl.  5  cuneiform  cut  downy  beneath,  Stem  erect 
7596  Radic.  leaves  5-nate,  Cauline  ternate,  Stem  nearly  erect  much  branched 
7597  Lvs.  5-nate  with  adpressed  hairs :  of  the  branches  ternate,  Leafl.  obi  cuneate  deeply  toothed,  Stem  ascend. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1151.  Fragaria.  Fromfragrans,  in  allusion  to  the  perfumed  fruit.  Fraisier,  Fr ,  Erdbeere,  Ger.,  and  Tragolo, 

Ital.  This  is  a  genus  of  fruit-bearing  herbaceous  plants,  of  which  there  are  few  in  the  vegetable  kingdom, 
and  none  to  equal  the  strawberry  in  wholesomeness  and  excellence.  This  fruit  is  universally  grateful,  alone,  or 
with  sugar,  cream  or  wine ;  and  has  the  property,  so  valuable  for  acid  stomachs,  of  not  undergoing  the  acetous 
fermentation.  Besides  the  species  or  subspecies  enumerated,  there  are  upwards  of  sixty  mongrel  varieties  or 
different  names,  some  of  which,  recently  produced  from  seed,  are  of  great  excellence.  The  strawberry  is  not 
only  a  valuable  and  easily  cultivated  out-door  fruit,  but  forces  well,  and  with  a  little  trouble  in  choosing  a  suc- 

cession of  sorts,  they  may  be  had  at  the  dessert  every  month  in  the  year,  though  during  the  three  winter  months they  are  without  flavor. 
In  cultivating  the  strawberry  an  open  situation  and  rich  loamy  soil,  rather  strong,  is  required  for  most 

varieties ;  and  from  their  large  mass  of  foliage  and  flowers,  they  must,  till  the  fruit  is  set,  have  copious  sup- 
plies of  water.  The  row  culture  is  most  convenient,  and  frequent  renewal  insures  vigorous  plants  and  large fruit. 

1152.  Comarum.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Arbutus.  The  Comarum  of  the  moderns  produces  a fruit  not  unlike  that  of  the  Arbutus. 
1153.  Potentilla.    In  allusion  to  its  supposed  potential  virtues  in  medicine.    These,  however,  appear  to  con- 
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759Shirta  W. 
7599  stipularis  W. 
7600  opaca  W. 7601verna  W. 
7602aurea  W. 
7603  astracanica  W. 
7604  alba  W. 
7605  caulescens  W. 
7606  Clusiana  W. 
7607  lupinoSdes  W. 
7608  nltida  W. 
7609reptans  W. 7610  sarmentosa  W.  en. 
7611  diffusa  W.  en. 
7612  monspeliensis  Jf. 7613nivea  W. 
7614  norvegica  fF. 7615  tridentfita  W. 
7616  grandiflora  jr. 

1154.  TORMENTII/LA.  L.  Septfoil. 
7617  reptans  W.  large-flowered  i  A" 
7618  erecta  W.  common         ^  A  w 

officinalis  E.  B. 

S.  Europe  1725 Siberia  1797. 
S.  Europe  1680. Britain  bghl.p. 
Scotland  sc.  alp. 
Siberia  1787. 
Wales    w.  alp. 
Austria  1759. 
Austria  1806. 
AI.ofEur.1739. 
Austria  1798. 
Britain  me.  pa. 
N.  Amer.  1804. 

  1817. France  1680. 
Siberia  1816. 
N.  Europel764. Scotland  scalp. 
Siberia  1640. 

D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
S  co 
D  co 

Rosacea.   Sp.  2. 
I  jn.jl      Y       Britain   me. pa.  Rs  co 
1  my.o    Y      Britain  bar.pa.  D  co 

1155.  GEUM.  W. 
7619  strictum  PA. 
7620  agrimonoides  Ph. 7621  album  Ph. 
7622  virginifinum  Ph. 
7623 macroph Jllum  IV.cn. 7624  urbanum  IV. 
7625  intermedium  W.  en. 
7626rivale  W. 
7627  hybridum  Jac. 
7628  pyrenaicum  W. 

tll56.  KER'RIA.  Dec. 
7629jap6nica  Dec. Core/tor  us  japonic  us 

AVENS. 
upright Agrimony-lvd. white-flowered 
small  white-fl. 
large-leaved common 
wood 
water 
hybrid Pyrenean Kerria. 
Japan 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  °r A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or A  or 

Rosacea.  Sp. 
1  my.jn  St 
1*  jn.jl 1  jl.au 

lijl.au 
2  jn.jl 

W 
W 
W 
Y 

1§  my.au  Y 1*  my.au  Y 
1  jnjl  RBr 1  jnjl  R.Br 
1*  jnjl  Y 

10—20. 
N.  Amer.  1778. 
N.  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1730. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
Kamtsch.  1804. 
Britain  woods.   1794. 
Britain  m.mea. Europe 

Pyrenees  1804. 
1. 

D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l D  p.l 

D  p.l D  p.l 

Gm.  si.  a  t.37.C2 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 91 
Eng.  bot.  37 
Eng.  bot.  561 Jac.  ic.  1. t  92 
Eng.  bot  1384 Jac.  a  us.  3.  t.220 Bot  mag.  1327 
Bot  cab.  654 Jac.  au.5.tap.25 
Eng.  bot  862 

M.  h.  s.  2.  t.20£2 
Bot  cab.  460 
Fl.  dan.  171 
Eng.  bot.  2389 Bot  mag.  75 

Eng.  bot  864 
Eng.  bot  863 

Jac.  ic.  1. 1  93 
Jac.  vin.  2. 1 175 

Eng.  bot.  1400 W.  ho.  b.  1. 1 69 
Eng.  bot  106 Jac.  ic  1. 1 94 
Lam.  ill.  t  443 

Rosacece.  Sp. 
3  ja.d     Y      Japan      1801.  C  co    Bot.  mag.  1296 

1157.  CALYCANfHUS.  £.  Allspice. 
7630  floridus  W.  Carolina  Sk  ft 
7631  fertilis  jr.  glaucous-Ivd.    *  ft 
7632  tevigatus  W.  en.     smooth-leaved  St  ft 

Calycanthece.   Sp.  3—5. 6  my.au  Br     Carolina  1726.  L  Lp 
3  my.au  Br     Carolina     ...  L  lp 
3  myjl    Br     N.  Amer.  1806.  L  l.p 

1158.  CHIMONANTHUS.  Lindl. 
7633  f nigral)  s  Lindl.  Japan 

Calycdnthus  prarcox  W. 
fi  grandijloi  us  Lindl.  large-flouxred  Sk 

Cuimonanthus.  Colycanttiete. 
*      ft     6  £d  Y.r Sp.  1. 

1159.  DRY'AS.  W. 7634  octopetala  W. 
7594 

Dryas. 
mountain 

ft     8  f.d       Y.r  China 
Rosacece.    Sp.  1 — 3. 

i  A  cu     fjn.au    W  Britain 
7599  7601 

L  Lp 

Li  co 

Bot  mag.  503 
Bot  reg.  404 
Bot  reg.  481 

Bot  mag.  466 
Bot  reg.  451 

Eng.  bot  451 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
sist  of  nothing  beyond  a  slight  vulnerary  quality.    P.  fruticosa  and  floribunda  are  shewy  shrubs.    P.  anserina 
is  remarkable  for  the  silvery  whiteness  of  its  foliage,  which  is  eaten  by  geese,  as  the  roots  were  once  by  the 
country  people  in  some  places.    All  the  species  are  pretty,  and  deserving  cultivation. 

1154.  Tormentilla.  From  tormina,  the  dysentery,  which  this  plant  was  formerly  employed  for  curing.  T. 
erecta  was  once  a  plant  of  some  importance  in  oeconomy  and  medicine.  The  roots  are  still  used  in  most  of  the 
Western  Isles  of  Scotland  and  in  the  Orkneys  for  tanning  leather,  for  which  they  are  superior  even  to  oak-bark. 
They  are  first  boiled  in  water,  and  the  leather  is  then  steeped  in  the  cold  liquor.  In  the  islands  of  Tirey  and 
Col,  the  inhabitants  have  destroyed  so  much  ground  by  digging  them  up,  that  they  have  been  prohibited  the 
use  of  them.  They  are  also  used  for  dying  of  a  red  color.  And  Mr.  Young  informs  us,  that  many  swine  are reared  with  them  on  the  mountains  of  Killarney. 

In  the  London  Materia  Medica  it  is  employed  in  intennittents,  and  as  a  local  application  in  the  form  of 
gargle  and  lotion,  in  ulcerations  of  the  tongue  and  mouth,  against  spongy  gums,  and  as  an  application  to  foetid 
ill  conditioned  sores ;  but  it  is  seldom  used.  (London  Dispensatory,  538.) 

1155.  Geum.  From  yivw,  to  taste  well.  The  roots  of  G.  urbanum  have  a  mildly  astringent  aromatic  taste, 
somewhat  like  that  of  cloves,  whence  this  plant  has  the  name  of  Caryophyllata.  They  should  be  gathered  in 
dry  warm  situations,  for  in  shady  moist  places  they  have  little  virtue.  Gathered  in  the  spring,  and  put  fresh 
into  ale,  they  give  it  a  pleasant  flavor,  and  prevent  its  turning  sour.   Infused  in  wine,  it  ii  esteemed  a  good 
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7596  Leafl.  5-7  cuneiform  cut  pilose.  Stem  erect  hairy 7599  Leafl.  7  sessile  seated  upon  a  dilated  stipule 
7600  Rad.  lvs.  5-7  lin.  cuneiform  toothed,  Petals  refuse  the  length  of  calyx,  Stems  filiform  decumbent  hairy 
7601  Leaves  5-nate  obovate  toothed  pubescent,  Pet  obcord.  larger  than  calyx,  Stems  decimate 
7602  Had.  lvs.  5-nate,  Leafl.  cuneif.  filiate  5- toot  bed  at  end,  Caul,  ,-nate  subsess.  Pet.  obcord.  larger  than  calyx 
7603  Rad.  lvs.  5-nate  oblong  toothed  :  upper  3-parted,  Cor.  larger  than  calyx,  Stem  ascending 
7604  Leaves  5-nate  with  connivent  serratures  at  end,  Stems  filiform  procumbent,  Recept  hairy 
7605  Leaves  5-nate  with  connivent  serratures  at  end,  Stems  many-fl.  decumbent,  Recept  hairy,  Pet.  obovate 
7606  Leaves  5-nate  with  connivent  serratures  at  end,  Stems  many-fl.  decumbent,  Recept  hairy,  Pet  ioundish 
7607  Leaves  5-nate  silky  on  each  side,  Leafl.  obovate  bluntly  toothed  at  end,  Pet.  length  of  cal.  Recept.  woolly 
7608  Leaves  subtern.  downy  with  3  connivent  teeth,  Stems  1-fl.  Recept.  woolly 
7609  Leaves  5-nate,  Stem  creeping,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
7610  Leaves  5-nate  obovate  coarsely  serr.  Stip.  cut  bifid,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  axill.  Stem  producing  runners 
7611  Rad.  lvs.  subpinnate:  cauline  ternate,  Leafl.  lane,  unequally  and  coarsely  serrated  with  spreading  hairs  on 
7612  Leaves  ternate,  Stem  branched  erect,  Peduncles  with  a  knee  at  base  [each  side 
7613  Leaves  ternate  cut  downy  beneath,  Stem  ascending 
7611  Leaves  ternate,  Stem  dichotomous,  Pedunc.  axillary 
7615  Leaves  ternate  cuneiform  3-fid  at  end 
7616  Leaves  ternate  toothed  hairy  on  both  sides,  Stem  decumbent  longer  than  leaves 

7617  Stem  creeping,  Leaves  stalked 
7618  Stem  nearly  erect,  Leaves  sessile 

7619  Fl.  erect,  Awns  hooked  naked,  Caul.  lvs.  pinn.  Leafl.  and  stipules  split,  Petals  longer  than  calyx 
7620  FL  erect,  Lvs.  pinn.  Leafl.  nearly  equal  irregularly  cut  toothed,  Stip.  ovate  nearly  entire,  Pet.  oval  length  of 
7621  Fl.  erect,  Rad.  lvs.  pinn. :  cauline  tern,  upper  simple,  Lower  stip.  cut,  Pet.  length  of  calyx  [calyx 
7622  FL  erect,  A  wns  hooked  naked,  Caul.  lvs.  tern. :  upper  lane.  Petals  shorter  than  calyx 
7623  Fl.  erect,  Awns  hooked  naked  hairy  at  end,  Rad.  lvs.  lyrate  pinnate :  terminal  pinnate  cordate 
7624  FL  erect,  Awns  hooked  naked,  CauL  lvs.  tern. :  radical  lyrate  pinnate 
7625  FL  nodd.  Pet  length  of  caL  Awns  hooked  naked,  Grains  hairy,  Rad.  lvs.  lyrate  pinn. :  cauline  ternate 
7626  Fl.  nodd.  Pet.  length  of  cal.  Awns  feathery  twisted  in  the  middle 
7627  FL  nodd.  CaL  leafy  longer  than  the  polypetalous  corolla 
7628  FL  nodd.  Pet  longer  than  caL  Awns  hairy  twisted  at  base,  Rad.  lvs.  lyrate  pinnate :  cauline  simple  trifld 

7629  The  only  species 

7630  Leaves  oblong  downy  beneath 
7631  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  on  each  side  glaucous  beneath 
7632  Sepals  lane.  Lvs.  obi.  acute  by  degrees  somewhat  rugose  smooth  and  green  on  each  side,  Branches  very 

[straight  and  erect 
7633  The  only  species.  Fl.  small  very  fragrant  pale  yellow  appearing  in  the  winter 

7634  Leaves  toothed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
stomachic ;  but  in  water,  Haller  affirms  it  to  have  been  attended  with  bad  effects,  when  given  in  malignant 
fevers,  producing  delirium.   Chewed  in  the  mouth,  the  roots  take  off  from  a  disagreeable  breath. 

1156.  Kerria.  So  named  after  Mr.  William  Ker,  a  botanical  collector,  who  was  sent  some  years  since  to  China, 
whence  he  sent  many  curious  plants.  The  plant  named  after  him  is  the  common  Corchorus  japonica  of  the 
gardens. 

1157.  Calycanthvs.  From  x,«Xv%,  and  otuS-es,  a  flower ;  the  calyx  being  colored  and  similar  to  petals,  which are  not  present  in  the  genus.  Small  North  American  shrubs,  with  chocolate-colored  blossoms.  The  flowers 
of  C.  floridus  have  an  agreeable  scent  like  those  of  allspice,  and  is  so  called  in  Carolina. 

1158.  Chimonanthus.  From  gupuM,  winter,  and  at»as,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  period  of  the  year  when 
its  blossoms  are  produced.  C.  fragrans  is  highly  odoriferous,  and  though  hardy,  deserves  a  place  in  the  front 
border  of  a  conservatory,  on  account  of  the  odor  it  disperses  early  in  spring. 

1159.  Dryas.  A  name  poetically  applied  to  this  little  plant,  from  the  resemblance  of  its  leaves  to  those  of  the 
oak,  which  was  sacred  to  the  Dryads.  This  is  a  delicate  evergreen  plant,  and  with  its  snow-white  blossoms  is 
a  great  ornament  to  alpine  heights.  The  stalk  and  branches  are  woody  and  perennial,  lying  flat  upon  the 
ground,  and  spreading  wide  about  the  root  in  tufts. 

It  requires  some  care  to  preserve  it  in  gardens,  and  grows  better  in  a  shaded  bed  of  peat  than  in  pots. 
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1160.  COLU'RI  A  R.  Br.  Colubm. 7635  potentilloides  R.  Br.  Siberian 
1161.  SIEVER'SIA.  Willd.  Sieversia. 7636  montana  R.  Br.  mountain 
7637  reptans  R.  Br.  creeping 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1160.  Colurta.   From  xaXneot,  deprived  of  the  tail ;  or,  as  we  usually  say  in  English,  bob-tailed.  Distin- 

guished by  Mr.  Brown  from  Geum,  principally  on  account  of  the  deciduous  nature  of  the  style  or  tail  of  the 
grains. 

Class  XIII. — POLYANDRIA.     Stamens  many,  hypogynous,  or  inserted  under  the Ovary. 

This  class  agrees  with  the  last  in  having  hermaphrodite  flowers,  with  an  indefinite  number  of  stamens, 
which  neither  cohere  in  any  part  of  their  length,  nor  are  distributed  in  distinct  parcels ;  but  it  is  distinguished 
by  the  stamens  being  inserted.distinctly  from  the  floral  envelopes,  immediately  under  the  ovary,  into  what  has 
been  called  the  receptacle  by  Linnaeus  and  his  followers ;  torus,  by  Mr.  Salisbury ;  and  thalamus,  by  some  other 
botanists.  The  class  consists  of  the  greater  part  of  several  extensive  natural  orders,  such  as  Kanunculacea?, 
Magnoliacea;,  Cistinea;,  &c. ;  and,  like  the  last,  is  replete  with  subjects  of  interest  to  gardeners  and  florists. 
The' various  kinds  of  Clematis  form  the  most  valuable  portion  of  the  hardy  climbing  plants  of  the  verandah. The  brilliant  varieties  of  the  ranunculus  and  anemone  constitute  the  most  attractive  part  of  the  flower  garden. 
Pseonia,  well  known  for  the  richness  of  its  coloring,  and  the  robustness  of  its  constitution,  is  the  ornament  of 
every  cottage ;  and  the  noble  varieties  of  Magnolia,  the  pride  of  the  North  American  forest,  are  the  finest 
exotics  of  the  shrubbery.  Nympluea  and  Nelumbium  are  beautiful  genera  of  aquatic  plants.  Annona,  or  the 
custard  apple,  is  one  of  the  most  important  of  the  fruit  trees  of  tropical  countries ;  and  the  celebrated  water 
vine  of  Sierra  Leone  is  a  species  of  Tetracera.  Nor  must  Sarracenia,  with  its  curious  pitcher-like  leaves ; 
Papaver,  from  which  opium  is  extracted;  Cimicifuga,  whence  is  obtained  the  antidote  to  the  dangerous  bite  of 
the  rattle-snake ;  Bixa,  or  the  arnotta  tree,  from  the  fruit  of  which  the  coloring  matter  for  the  red  cheese  of England  is  procured ;  nor  Hepatica,  with  its  modest  beauties,  be  omitted. 
The  commencement  of  M.  Decandolle's  laborious  Systema  Vegetabilium  has  included  nearly  every  thing contained  in  the  class,  and  is  followed  in  the  discrimination  of  the  species,  as  being  the  best  authority  which can  be  taken. 

Order  1.  MONOGYNIA. Stamens  many,  hypogynous.  Style  1. 

1163.  Capparis.  CaL  4. leaved,  coriaceous,  deciduous.  Petals  4.  Stamens  long.  Stigma  capitate.  Berry 
with  a  rind,  1 -celled,  stalked,  subglobose,  or  like  a  pod. 

1163.  Marcgraavia.  CaL  6-leaved,  imbricated.  Corolla  monopetalous,  calyptriformis.  Berry  many-celled, 
many-seeded.    Style  O. 

1164.  AcUea.   CaL  4-leaved,  deciduous.  Petals  4.   Berry  1-celled.   Seeds  half  orbicular. 
1165.  Sanguinaria.   CaL  2-leaved.    Petals  8.    Pod  ovate,  1-celled. 
116S.  Podophyllum.    CaL  3-leaved.   Petals  9.   Berry  1-celled,  crowned  with  the  stigma. 
1167.  Chelidonium.   CaL  2-leaved.   Petals  4.   Pod  1-celled,  linear.   Dissepiment  O.   Seeds  several,  crested. 
1168.  Romeria.  Petals  4.  Caps,  long,  2-3-4-valved ;  the  valves  opening  from  the  vertex  to  the  base.  Seeds 

reniform,  scurry,  without  a  glandular  crest 
1169.  Glaucium.    CaL  2-leaved.   Petals  4.   Pod  2-celled,  linear,  2-3-valved.   Seeds  several,  dotted. 
1170.  Papaver.   Cal.  2-leaved.   Petals  4.   Capsule  1-celled,  opening  by  pores  under  the  persistent  stigma. 
1171.  Meconopsis.  Petals  4.  Style  short  Stigmas  4-6,  radiating,  convex,  distinct  Capsule  opening  with 4-6  valves. 
1172.  Argemone.   CaL  S-leaved.   Petals  6.   Capsule  half  valved. 
1173.  Sarracenia.  Cal.  double,  3-5-leaved,   Petals  5.  Caps.  5-celled.    Style  with  a  clypeate  stigma. 1174.  Nympluea.  Sepals  at  the  base  of  the  discus.  Petals  and  stamens  connected  with  the  whole  of  the 

discus,  which  covers  the  carpella. 
1175.  Limnocharis.    Sepals  3.   Petals  3,  very  delicate,  withering.    Plant  monocotyledonous. 
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7635  Stem  about  2-flowered,  Awns  straight  naked,  CaL  of  fruit  erect,  Lvs.  pinnate  toothed 
7636  Leaves  pinnate :  the  outer  leaflet  very  large  round,  lower  smaller  by  degrees 
7637  Leaves  pinnate  cut,  Runners  creeping 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1161.  Sieversia.    Named  by  Willdenow,  after  M.  Sievers,  a  well  known  Russian  botanical  collector.  Plants 

resembling  Geum  in  habit 

1176.  Nuphar.   Sepals,  petals,  and  stamens  inserted  at  the  base  of  the  discus. 
1177.  Eur y  ale.   Sepals,  petals,  and  stamens  united  with  the  discus,  which  covers  the  carpel  la. 
1178.  Bixa.   CaL  5:toothed.  Petals  10.  Capsule  hispid,  2-valved. 
1179.  Prockia.  CaL  3-leaved,  besides  two  extra  leaves  at  base.   Cor.  O.  Berry  5-angled,  many-seeded. 
1180.  Sloanea.  Cal.  1 -leaved,  5-9- fid.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  united  to  filaments  beneath  the  end.  Caps,  echinate, 

3-6-celled,  S-6-valved.   Seeds  2,  with  a  berried  arillus. 
1181.  Apeiba.    Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.   Caps,  echinate,  many-celled. 
1182.  Sparmannia.  Cal.  4-leaved.  Petals  4.  Filaments  cohering  at  base,  torulose.  Capsule  echinate, 

5-angled,  5-celled.   Cells  2-seeded. 
1183.  Entelea.  Sepals  4-5.  Petals  4.  Stamens  indefinite,  uniform.  Anthers  roundish,  incumbent. 

Stigma  denticulate.   Caps,  roundish,  echinate,  6-celled,  half  6-valved,  many-seeded. 
1184.  Muntingia.   Cal.  5-parted.   Petals  5.   Berry  5-celled,  1-5-many-seeded. 
1185.  Grewia.  Cal.  5- leaved,  coriaceous,  colored  inside.  Petals  5.  Scales  5.  Ovary  usually  stalked. 

Drupe  4-lobed,  4-celled.   Nut  1 -'J- seeded. 1186.  Tilia.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5.  Capsule  coriaceous,  globose,  5-celled,  4-valved,  opening  at  base, [-seeded. 
1187.  Corchorus.    CaL  5-leaved,  deciduous.   Petals  5.    Style  scarcely  any.    Stigma  1-3.  Capsule  pod-shaped, 2-  celled,  2-5-valved,  many-seeded. 
1188.  Grins.    Cal.  4-cleft    Petals  4.   Stigma  sessile,  cruciate.   Drupe  with  an  8-furrowed  nut 
1189.  Calophyllum.   Cal.  4-leaved,  colored.   Petals  4.   Drupe  globose. 
1190.  Mammea.   CaL  2-leaved.   Petals  4.   Berry  very  large,  4-seeded. 
1191.  Ochna.   Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.   Berries  1-seeded,  with  a  large  roundish  receptacle. 
1192.  Elceocarpus.   CaL  5-leaved.   Petals  5,  torn.    Anthers  2-valved  at  end.   Drupe  with  a  curly  nut 
1193.  Alangium.   Cal.  6-10-toothed,  superior.    Petals  6-10,  linear.   Berry  coated,  1-3-seeded. 
1194.  Mentxelia.    Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.   Capsule  inferior,  cylindrical,  many-seeded. 
1195.  Lagerstromia.  Cal.  6-cleft,  campanulate.  Petals  6.  Stamens  many,  of  which  the  six  outer  are 

thickest   Caps.  4-6-celled,  many-seeded. 
1196.  JEgle.  CaL  1-leaved,  5-lobed.  Petals  5,  spreading.  Style  short,  thick.  Berry  coated,  turbinate,  glo- bose, finally  woody,  with  12-16  cells. 
1197.  Cistus.  CaL  5-leaved,  with  two  small  leaflets.  Petals  5.  Caps.  5-celled ;  the  valves  bearing  the  dis- 

sepiments in  the  middle. 
1198.  Relianthemum.    Divisions  of  the  calvx  often  unequal :  the  two  outer  the  smallest    Caps.  1 -celled, 

3-  valved,  with  the  dissepiment  in  the  middle  of  the  valves. 

Order  2.  DI-TRIGYNIA. Stamens  many,  hypogynous.   Styles  2-3. 

1199.  Bauer  a.    CaL  7-9-leaved,  persistent.   Petals  7-9,  deciduous.    Caps,  inflated,  2-celled,  many-seeded. 
1200.  FothergUla.  Cal.  truncate,  entire.  Cor.  O.  Filaments  very  long,  clavate.  Ovary  bifid.  Caps.  2-celled, 2-homed.   Seeds  solitary,  bony. 
1201.  CurateUa.   CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  4.  Styles  2.   Caps.  2-parted.   Cells  2-seeded. 
1202.  Ptsonia.   CaL  5-leaved.   Petals  5.   Style  O.    Caps,  many-seeded,  like  a  pod. 
1203.  Hibbcrtia.  Stamens  distinct,  filiform,  equal.  Anthers  oval,  oblong.  Ovaries  1-15.  Styles  filiform, 

In  flexed.  Carpella  membranous,  generally  1-2-seeded.  ■ 1204.  Delphinium.   CaL  O.   Petals  5.   Nectary  bifid,  cornute  behind.  Siliques3-1. 
1205.  Aconitum.  CaL  O.  Petals  5;  the  upper  vaulted.  Nectaries  2,  hooded,  stalked,  recurved.  Si- 

liques  3-5. 
1206.  TrachyteUa.  Carpella  1-2,  berried,  many-seeded;  otherwise  Te  tracer  a. 

Order  3.  PENTAGYNIA. Stamens  many,  hypogynous.   Styles  5. 

1207.  Cimicifuga.   CaL  4-leaved.   Cor.  with  four  urceolate  nectaries.   Caps.  4.  Seeds  scaly. 
1208.  AquUegia.   Cal.  O.  Petals  5.   Nectaries  5,  horned  between  the  petals.   Caps.  5,  distinct, 
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1209.  Nigella.   Cal.  O.   Petals  5.   Nectaries  5,  trifid  between  the  corolla. 
1210.  Reaumuria.  Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  reflexed,  5.    Caps.  5-celled,  5-valved,  many-seeded.   Seeds  woolly. 
1211.  Colbertia.  Ten  stamens  much  longer  than  the  others.  Carpella  5,  united?  Stigma  capitate.  Seeds several  in  each  cell,  reniform,  inclosed  in  a  pellucid  pulp. 
1212.  Tetraeera.  Flowers  often  dioecious  or  polygamous.  Carpella  3-5,  capsular,  surrounded  by  the  imbri- cated sepals.   Seeds  1-2,  shining,  ovate,  with  an  arillus. 

Order  4.  POLYGYNIA. Styles  many.   Stamens  many,  hypogynous. 

1213.  Nelumbium.   Cal.  4-5-leaved.   Petals  many.    Fruit  turbinate,  in  a  truncate  discus,  with  several 
1-  seeded  hollows.   Nuts  ovate,  crowned  with  the  persistent  style. 

1214.  Dillenia.    Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.    Capsules  many-seeded,  connate,  replete  with  pulp. 
1215.  IUicium.    Cal.  6-leaved.   Petals  27.   Caps,  many,  placed  in  a  circle^  2-valved,  l-seeded. 
121&  Liriodendron.  Cal.  3-leaved.  Petals  6.  Samara;  imbricated  in  a  cone.  Caps.  1-2-seeded,  not  opening, attenuated. 
1217.  Magnolia.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Petals  6-9.  Caps.  2-valved,  l-seeded,  imbricated  in  a  cone.  Seeds  pen- dulous. 
1218.  Michelia.   Cal.  3-leaved.   Petals  15.   Berries  many,  4-seeded. 
1219.  Uvaria.   Cal.  3-leaved.   Petals  6.   Berries  numerous,  pendulous,  4-seeded. 
1220.  Annona.  Sepals  3,  united  at  base,  concave,  cordate,  acuta  Petals  6,  thick ;  the  interior  thicker  or 

none.    Anthers  subsessile,  with  a  dilated  angular  end.   Berry  pulpy,  many-celled  towards  the  outside. 
1221.  Artabotrys.    CaL  3-parted.    Petals  6.    Stamens  hypogynous.    Ovaries  distinct,  2-seeded.  Berries 2-  seeded.   Seeds  collateral  erect,  without  arillus. 
1222.  Guatteria,  Sepals  3,  united  at  base,  ovate,  subcordate,  acute.  Petals  6,  ovate  or  obovate.  Berries 

dry,  coriaceous,  ovate  or  subglobose,  stalked,  l-seeded. 
1223.  Ashnina.  Cal.  3-parted.  Petals  6,  spreading,  ovate-oblong ;  the  inner  smallest  Anthers  subsessile. 

Berries  usually  3,  sessile.   Seeds  several. 

MONO  G  YNIA. 

t*1162.  CAP'PARIS.  W.      Caper-Tree.  Capparidece. 7638  spin6sa  W.            common         Jtt  |  cul  3  my.au  VV 
7639  jamaicensis  W.       Jamaica          « □  or  4  ...  W 
7640  frondosa  W.          large-leaved     II  □  or  7  ...  G 
7641  ovate  W.              acute-leaved     J*  |  or  3  my.au  W 
7642  salig'na  P.  S.         Willow-leaved  •  □  or  8  ...  W 7643  linearis  W.            linear-leaved    *  □  or  15  ...  W 
7644Brejnia  W.           Oleaster-leav'd  •  i  |  or  11  ...  W 7645  cynophallophora  W.  Bay-leaved       *  □  or  8  ...  G.w 
7t)46  odoratissima  W.      sweet-scented    » □  or  6  ...  W 
7647  ferruglnea  W.        ferrugineous     •  CD  or  4  ...  W 
116a  MARCGRAA'VIA.  W.    Marcgraavia.  Capparidece. 
7648  umbellate  W.         umbelled         f  I — I  cu  20  ...  W 

7638  a»p  7639 

Sp.  10—116. &  Europe  1596. Jamaica  1793. 
Carthag.  180a 
S.  Europe  ... Sant.Cruz  1807. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
W.  Indies  1752. 
W.  Indies  1752. 
Caraccas  1814. Jamaica 

s.l    Bot.  mag,  291 
r.m  Jac.am.  ap.tlOl 
8.1    Jac.  amer.  t.  103 s.l    Hoc.  sic.  t.  42.  f.3 
r.m 
r.m  Jac  amer.  1. 102 
I.p  Jac.  amer.  1. 103 r.m  Jac.  amer.  1 98 
r.m  Jac.schoe.l  t.110 
s.l  Bro.jam.t.28.f.l 

Sp.  1—2. W.  Indies  1792.  C  sAp  Jac.  amer.  t.  96 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1162.  Capparis.  From  its  Arabic  name  Kabar,  from  which  the  Greeks  made  xeurretfis.  Caprier,  Fr., 

Capriolo,  I tal.  and  Kaperastrauch,  Ger.  This  is  a  genus  of  low  shrubs,  some  of  which  produce  berries  and 
others  pods.  C.  spinosa  has  the  habit  of  the  common  bramble ;  it  grows  in  similar  situations  in  the  south  of 
Europe,  and  especially  on  rocks  and  ruins.  The  chief  supply  of  caper  buds  is  from  Sicily ;  but  the  plant  is 
cultivated  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Toulon  in  orchards,  in  the  intervals  between  fig  and  olive  trees,  and  in 
the  neighbourhood  of  Paris,  where  it  is  trained  on  low  walls,  and  the  shoots  during  winter  laid  down  and 
covered  with  soil  to  protect  them  from  the  frost.  In  this  country  it  is  generally  treated  as  a  stove  plant ; 
though  it  has  stood  the  winter  in  the  open  air  in  some  situations,  and  by  raising  from  the  seed  for  several 
generations  might  probably  be  naturalized.  A  plant  stood  near  a  century  against  the  wall  of  the  garden  of 
Camden  House,  Kensington  ;  it  produced  many  flowers  annually,  though  the  young  shoots  were  frequently 
killed  to  the  stump  during  winter. 

As  a  pickle,  the  flower  buds  of  the  caper  are  in  great  esteem  throughout  Europe.  In  Italy,  the  unripe 
fruit  is  prepared  in  the  same  way  as  the  flower  buds ;  both  are  highly  acrid  and  burning  to  the  taste.  In 
the  isles  of  the  Mediterranean,  and  near  Toulon,  the  flower  buds  of  the  caper  are  gathered  just  before  they 
begin  to  expand,  which  forms  a  daily  occupation  during  six  months,  when  the  plants  are  in  a  flowering  state. 
As  the  buds  are  gathered  they  are  thrown  into  a  cask  among  as  much  salt  and  vinegar  as  is  sufficient  to  cover 
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1224.  Xylopia.  Cal.  3-5-lobed.  Petals  6 ;  the  exterior  largest.  Stamens  usually  inserted  in  a  globose  recep- 
tacle.  Berries  2-15,  on  short  stalks,  compressed,  frequently  dry  and  opening.   Seeds  shining. 

1225.  Hcpatica.  In  vol.  3-leaved,  1-flowered,  resembling  a  calyx,  entire.  Sepals  pctaloid,  6-9,  arranged  in  2 or  3  rows.    Ovaries  many.    Grains  without  an  awn. 
1226.  Anemone.    InvoL  3-leaved,  distant  from  the  flower,  cut   Sepals  5-15,  petaloid.    Petals  O. 
1227.  Clematis.  Invol.  O,  or  like  a  calyx  under  the  flower.  Sepals  4-8,  colored.  Petals  O,  or  shorter  than 

the  sepals.    Grains  terminating  in  a  feathery  awn. 
1228.  Naravelia.    Petals  6-12,  longer  than  calyx.    Grains  seated  on  a  thick  hollow  stalk. 
1229.  Thalictrum.  InvoL  O.  Petals  O.  Grains  dry,  not  awned,  sometimes  stalked,  sometimes  with  a 

longitudinal  furrow. 
1230.  Adonis.  Sepals  5,  appressed.  Petals  5-15,  with  a  naked  claw.  Grains  many,  1-seeded,  spiked,  ovate, pointed  with  the  persistent  hardened  style. 
123L  Knowltonia.  Sepals  5.  Petals  5-15,  with  a  naked  claw.  Ovaries  upon  a  globose  receptacle.  Grains 

1-seeded,  berried,  with  a  deciduous  style. 
1232.  Ficaria.    Sepals  3,  deciduous.   Petals  9,  with  a  honey-pore  at  base.   Grains  obtuse. 
1233.  Ranunculus.  Sepals  5,  not  deciduous.  Petals  5,  rarely  10,  with  a  honey-scale  at  base.  Grains 

pointed. 1234.  Trollius.   Sepals  colored,  5-10-15,  deciduous,  petaloid.    Capsules  many,  subcylindrical,  many-seeded. 
1235.  Jsopyrum.  Sepals  5,  deciduous.  Petals  5,  equal,  tubular,  2-lipped.  Ovaries  2-20.  Capsules  com- 

pressed, membranous,  many-seeded.   Seeds  minute,  dotted. 
1236.  Eranthis.  Involucre  under  the  flower,  cut  into  many  divisions.  Sepals  5-8,  colored,  oblong,  deciduous. Petals  6-8,  tubular.    Capsules  stalked.   Seeds  globose. 
1237.  Helleborus.  Sepals  5,  persistent,  roundish,  obtuse,  large,  usually  green.  Petals  8-10,  tubular,  nectari- ferous.  Stigmas  orbicular.    Capsules  coriaceous. 
1238.  Coptis.  Sepals  5-6,  colored,  petaloid,  deciduous.  Petals  small,  eucullate.  Stamens  20-25.  Caps.  6-10, 

on  long  stalks,  membranous,  4-6-seeded. 
1239.  Caltha.  Sepals  5,  colored,  round.  Petals  O.  Stamens  many.  Capsule  spreading,  1 -celled,  many- seeded. 
1240.  Hydropeltis.   Sepals  3-4.    Petals  3-4.   Ovaries  6-18.   Seeds  in  a  pendulous  ovate  globose  capsule. 
1241.  Hydrastis.  Sepals  3,  ovate.  Petals  O.  Cariopsides  berried,  many  in  a  head,  terminated  by  the  style, 1-celled,  1-2-seeded. 

MONOGYNIA. 

7638  Pedunc.  1-fl.  solitary,  Stipules  spiny,  Leaves  roundish  obtuse  smooth,  Caps,  oval 
7639  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Leaves  obL  obt  emarginate  downy  beneath,  Cor.  campanulate 7640  Pedunc.  umbelled,  Leaves  clustered  in  parcels 
7641  Pedunc.  1-fl.  solitary,  Stipules  spiny,  Leaves  roundish  ovate  acute  smooth,  Capsules  oval 
7642  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  dilated  downwards  obtuse  at  each  end  smooth,  Fruit  round  torulose 
7643  Pedunc.  racemose,  Leaves  linear 
7644  Pedunc.  racemose,  Leaves  perennial  oblong,  Cal.  and  pedunc.  downy,  Fl  octandrous 
7645  Pedunc.  many-fl.  terminal,  Leaves  elliptical  blunt  smooth,  Glands  axillary,  Fruit  cylindrical  torulose 7646  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate  acute  dotted  with  scales  beneath 
7647  Pedunc.  umbelled,  Leaves  persistent  lanceolate  downy  beneath,  Flowers  octandrous 

7648  Leaves  ovate-oblong  acuminate  veiny 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
them,  and  as  the  supply  of  capers  is  increased  more  vinegar  is  added.  When  the  caper  season  closes,  the 
casks  are  emptied,  and  the  buds  sorted  according  to  their  size  and  color,  the  smallest  and  greenest  being 
reckoned  the  best,  and  put  into  small  casks  of  fresh  vinegar  for  commerce.  They  will  in  this  state  keep  fit 
for  use  for  five  or  six  years.  It  is  said  to  be  a  common  practice  to  put  filings  of  copper  in  the  first  pickle  to 
save  vinegar,  and  give  the  buds  a  green  color.  The  best  capers  are  called  nonpareilles,  and  the  second  best 
capucines.  (N.  Cours  complet  d'Agr. ;  art.  Caprier.) Most  of  the  species  are  very  shewy  when  in  flower :  C.  cynophallophora  has  large  petals,  and  stamens 
upwards  of  four  inches  long.  Ripe  cuttings  of  all  the  species  grow  readily  in  sand. 

1163.  Marcgraavia.  In  memory  of  George  Marcgraaf,  of  Leibstadt,  author  of  a  voyage  to  Brazil  in  1648.  A 
sub-parasitical  creeping  shrub :  at  first  it  is  radicant  like  some  ferns,  but  as  it  advances,  the  stem  becomes 
shrubby,  adhering  still  by  its  fibres  to  the  trunk  of  some  tree,  to  the  top  of  which  it  frequently  runs,  at  length 
dividing  into  several  subdivided  loose  pendulous  branches,  commonly  terminated  by  flowering  umbels.  It  is 
frequent  in  the  cool  wooded  mountains  of  Jamaica,  and,  according  to  Browne,  appears  in  such  various  forms, 
that  it  has  been  mistaken  for  different  plants  in  the  different  stages  of  its  growth.  It  grows  freely  in  British 
stoves,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  glass.  The  genus  is  remarkable  for  the  transformation  of  part  of  the 
bracteae  into  fistular  bodies,  resembling  the  pitchers  of  some  other  plants. 
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1164.  ACW A.  Ph. 
7649  spicat a  W.  en. 
7650  americana  Ph. a  alba 

ji  r&bra 

ACT.HA. Bane-berry 
American 
white-berried red-berried k  A  or i  A  or 

A  or A  or 
1165.  SANGUINA'RIA.  W.  Puccoon. 7651  canadensis  W.        Bloodwort       A  A  pr 
t!166  PODOPHYI/LUM.  W.  Duck's-poot. May-Apple  ^  A  cu 

W.  Celandine. common 

jagged ROMERIA 
hybrid 

7652  peltatum  W. 
1167.  CHELIDO'NIUM 7653majus  W. 7654  laciniatum  W.  en. 
1168.  ROME'RIA.  Med. 
7655  hybrida  Dec. 

Chelidonium  hybridum  L. 
1169.  GLAU'CIUM.  J.  Horn-Poppy, 76561uteum  H.K. 
7657  fulvum  H.  K. 
7658  phceniceum  H.  K. 

tll70.  PAPA'VER.  W. 7659  hybridum  W. 
7660  Argem6ne  W. 
7661  alpinum  W. 7662  nudicaule  W. 

$  lUteum 
7655 

k  A  w 
3t  A  or 

yellow 
orange 
red 
Poppy. 

mongrel rough 
Alpine  ; naked-stalked 
yellow-flowered 

O  or 

O  or 
Q>  or O  or 

O  or 
O  or 
A  or Q)  or 
Q)  or 

Ranunculacete.   Sp.  2. 
3  ap.jn    W     Britain    m.  wo.  R  s.l 
3  apjn    W     N.  Amer.    ...  R  p.l 
3  ap.jn    W     N.  Amer.    ...  R  p.l 
3  ap.jn     R       N.  Amer.    ...  R  p.l 

Papaveracete.   Sp.  1. 
i  mr.ap  W     N.  Amer.  1680.  R  s.p 
Podophyllacete.   Sp.  1—2. 1  my      W     N.  Amer.  1664.  D  s.p 
Papaveracete.   Sp.  2 — 5. 2  ap.o  Y  Britain  sha.ba.  D  co 

2  ap.o     Y      S.  Europe    ...  D  co 
Papaveracete.   Sp.  1—3. 

2  my.jn  Pu     Britain     hed.  S  co 

Papaveracete. 2  jn  o  Y 2  au.s  Or 
2  jn.jl  R 

Papaveracete. 
li  jn.jl  S 

li  jnjl  S 

f  jn.jl  Y 1|  jn.au  Or 
li  jn.au  Y 

7656 

Sp.  3-5. 
Britain  san.sh. 
S.  Europe  1802. 
England  sun.  li. 
Sp.  11—26. England  chal.fi. 

Britain  corn  (i. Austria  1759. 
Siberia  1730. 
Siberia  1730. 

S  co 
S  co S  co 

S  co 
R  co 
S  co 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 

7658 

Eng.  bot.  918 Corn.canad.  t.77 

Bot.  mag.  162 
Bot  mag.  1819 

Eng.  bot.  1581 Mill.ic.l.t.92.f.2 

Eng.  bot.  t.201 

Eng.  bot  8 Sweet  fl .  gard.35 
Eng.  bot  1433 

Eng.  bot  43 
Eng.  bot  643 Jac  aus.  1.  1 83 
Bot  mag.  2344 
Bot  mag.  1633 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1164.  Acttea.  Axrr,  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  elder,  which  this  plant  resembles  in  foliage  and  fruit 

Weed-like  plants  seldom  seen  in  gardens.  The  berries  of  A.  spicata  are  poisonous,  and  with  alum  yield  a 
black  dye.  The  tubers  of  A.  racemosa  are  called  snake  root,  and  much  used  in  North  America  by  self- 
practitioners,  and  as  an  antidote  against  poison  and  the  bite  of  the  rattle  snake. 

1165.  Sanguinaria.  From  sanguis,  blood.  All  parts  of  the  plant  on  being  wounded  discharge  a  blood- colored  fluid.  This  is  a  singular  and  very  delicate  looking  plant  It  has  a  tuberous  fleshy  root  with  red 
fibres  and  a  reddish  juice  :  from  each  bud  of  the  root  there  springs  only  a  single  fig-like  glaucous  leaf,  with  a 
one-flowered  scape ;  the  flower  has  no  smell,  and  is  very  fugacious.  It  abounds  in  the  woods  of  Canada,  and in  the  back  settlements,  where  the  Indians  stain  themselves  with  its  red  juice. 

11S6.  Podophyllum.  From  tns  xatos,  a  foot,  and  ipuXXov,  a  leaf ;  in  allusion  to  the  long  firm  stalk  on  which  the 
leaves  are  placed.   Low  neat  herbaceous  plants,  with  white  flowers  hidden  by  the  overshadowing  broad  leaves. 

1167.  Chelidonium.  From  xOj$a»,  the  swallow,  because  it  was  thought  to  flower  with  the  arrival  of  that 
bird,  and  to  perish  with  its  departure.  The  English  word  celandine  appears  to  be  a  corruption  of 
chelidonium.  The  juice  of  C.  majus  is  of  an  orange  color  and  very  acrimonious.  It  cures  tetters  and 
ringworms.  Diluted  with  milk  it  consumes  white  opake  spots  on  the  eyes.  It  destroys  warts,  and  cures  the 
itch.  There  is  no  doubt  but  a  medicine  of  such  activity  will  one  day  be  converted  to  more  important  pur- 

poses. (Withering.)  The  root,  according  to  Loureiro,  is  extremely  bitter,  and  greatly  esteemed  among  the 
natives  of  Cochin-China,  for  a  variety  of  uses  in  medicine. 

1168.  Romeria.  Named  after  J.  J.  Romer,  professor  of  botany  at  Landshut,  and  the  collaborator  of 
Schultz  in  an  edition  of  the  Species  Plantarum  of  Willdenow.  He  died  in  1820.  A  genus  intermediate 
between  Chelidonium,  Glaucium,  and  Papaver. 

1169.  Glaucium.  All  the  parts  of  the  species  appear  covered  with  a  glaucous  bloom.  Handsome  sea-coast 
plants.  G.  luteum  has  large  and  numerous  flowers,  which,  although  of  short  duration,  succeed  one  another 
in  great  abundance  during  most  part  of  the  summer,  make  a  fine  contrast  with  the  sea-green  dew-bespangled 
leaves,  and  are  a  great  ornament  to  our  sandy  shores.  The  whole  plant  abounds  in  a  yellow  juice,  is  foetid,  and 
of  a  poisonous  quality,  and  said  to  occasion  madness.  . 

1170.  Papaver.  Said  by  De  Theis  to  have  been  so  called  from  the  Celtic  papa,  which  signifies  pap,  or  the 
soft  food  given  to  children,  in  which  the  seeds  were  formerly  boiled  to  make  the  infants  sleep.  Opium  is 
derived  from  vaos,  juice ;  it  is  supposed  to  have  been  the  Nepenthes  of  Homer.  Rhceas,  the  name  of  one  of 
the  species,  is  from  pur,  to  flow  or  fall,  in  allusion  to  the  quickly  perishable  nature  of  the  flowers.  The  poppy 
produces  a  great  quantity  of  seeds,  for  which  reason  Cybele,  the  mother  of  the  gods,  is  represented  crowned 
with  poppy-heads  as  a  symbol  of  fecundity. The  species  of  this  genus  are  all  shewy,  with  large,  brilliant,  but  fugacious  flowers.  They  are  all  easy  of 
culture  in  almost  any  soil ;  and  one  species  affords  that  singular  medicine  opium.  P.  Rhceas  is  one  of  the 
commonest  weeds  among  corn  on  gravelly  soils ;  but  in  its  double  and  semidouble  variegated  varieties,  it  is 
also  one  of  the  handsomest  of  garden  annuals.  The  capsules,  as  in  P.  somniferum,  contain  a  milky  juice  of  a 
narcotic  quality :  an  extract  from  them  has  been  successfully  employed  as  a  sedative ;  and  some  foreign 
practitioners  are  said  to  prefer  this  extract  to  opium. 

P.  somniferum,  although  it  is  found  growing  wild  in  the  southern  parts  of  Europe,  and  even  in  England,  yet 
there  is  every  reason  for  thinking  that  its  seed  must  have  been  carried  to  these  parts  from  Asia.  It  was  very 
early  cultivated  in  Greece,  perhaps  at  first  solely  for  the  sake  of  its  seed,  which  was  used  as  food.  It  is 
extensively  cultivated  in  most  of  the  states  of  Europe  in  the  present  age,  not  only  on  account  of  the  opium. 
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7619  Berries  roundish,  Petals  length  of  stamens,  Raceme  ovate,  Leaves  2-3  ternate 
7650  Berries  ovate-oblong,  Petals  shorter  than  stamens,  Raceme  ovate,  Leaves  bi-triternate 

7651  The  only  species 

7652  Stem  erect  2-leaved  1-flowered,  Fruit  ovate 

7653  Peduncles  umbelled,  Leaves  pinnated  with  roundish  toothed  lobed  segments,  Petals  elliptical  entire 
7654  Peduncles  umbelled,  Leaves  pinnated  with  finely  cut  segments,  Petals  serrated  or  cut 

7655  Pods  3-4-valved  erect  with  rigid  bristles  at  end 

7656  Stem  smooth,  Cauline  leaves  repand,  Pod  warted  roughish 
7657  Stem  smooth,  Cauline  leaves  roundish  sinuated,  Pods  rough,  Flowers  subsessile 
7658  Stem  hairy,  Cauline  leaves  pinnatifid  cut,  Pod  bristly 

7659  Caps,  subglobose  torose  hispid,  Stem  leafy  many-flowered 
7660  Caps,  clavate  hispid,  Stem  leafy  many-flowered 
7661  Caps,  hispid,  Scape  1-fl.  naked  hispid,  Leaves  bipinnate 
7662  Caps,  hispid,  Scape  1-fl.  naked  hispid,  Leaves  simple  pinnate  sinuated 

for  which  it  is  reared  in  Turkey,  Persia,  and  India,  but  also  on  account  of  the  capsules,  and  of  the  bland  oil 
obtained  from  the  seeds.  All  the  parts  of  the  poppy  contain  a  white,  opaque,  narcotic  juice ;  but  it  abounds 
more  in  the  capsules :  hence  these  are  the  only  officinal  parts  of  the  plant,  and  for  them  chiefly  is  the  plant 
cultivated  in  this  country.  They  are  gathered  as  they  ripen  ;  and  as  this  happens  at  different  times,  there  are 
annually  three  or  four  gatherings.  They  are  brought  to  market  in  bags,  each  containing  about  3000  capsules, 
and  sold  to  the  druggists.   The  London  market  is  chiefly  supplied  from  Mitcham  in  Surrey. 

The  milky  juice  of  the  poppy,  in  its  more  perfect  state,  which  is  the  case  in  warm  climates  only,  is  extracted 
by  incisions  made  in  the  capsules,  and  inspissated ;  and  in  this  state  forms  the  opium  of  commerce.  The 
mode  of  obtaining  it  appears  to  have  been  nearly  the  same  in  the  time  of  Dioscorides  as  is  at  this  day 
adopted.  The  plants,  during  their  growth,  are  carefully  watered  and  manured,  the  watering  being  more 
profuse  as  the  period  of  flowering  approaches,  and  until  the  capsules  are  half  grown,  when  it  is  discontinued, 
and  the  collection  of  the  opium  commences.  At  sunset,  longitudinal  incisions  are  made  upon  each  half-ripe 
capsule,  passing  from  below  upwards,  and  not  penetrating  to  the  internal  cavity.  The  night  dews  favor  the 
exudation  of  the,  juice,  which  is  collected  in  the  morning  by  women  and  children,  who  scrape  it  from  off  the 
wounds  with  a  small  iron  scoop,  and  deposit  the  whole  in  an  earthen  pot,  where  it  is  worked  by  wooden 
spatules  in  the  sunshine,  until  it  attaint  a  considerable  degree  of  thickness.  It  is  then  formed  by  the  hand into  cakes,  which  are  laid  in  earthen  basins  to  be  further  exsiccated,  when  it  is  covered  over  with  poppy  or 
tobacco  leaves.  Such  is  the  mode  followed  in  India,  and  according  to  Kampfer's  account,  nearly  the  same  is practised  in  Persia ;  and  when  the  juice  is  drawn  in  a  similar  manner  in  this  country  and  inspissated,  it  has  all 
the  characters  of  pure  opium. 
Opium  is  brought  to  this  country  in  chests  from  Turkey  and  India.  The  Turkey  opium  is  in  flat  pieces, 

covered  with  leaves.  East  Indian  opium  is  in  round  masses,  covered  with  the  petals  of  the  poppy  in  successive layers,  to  the  thickness  nearly  of  one-fourth  of  an  inch.  Mr.  Kerr  relates,  that  at  Bahar,  it  is  frequently 
adulterated  with  cow-dung,  the  extract  of  the  poppy  procured  by  boiling,  and  various  other  substances.  In 
Malava  it  is  mixed  with  oil  of  sesamum,  which  is  often  one  half  of  the  mass ;  ashes  and  the  dried  leaves  of 
the  plant  are  also  used.  It  is  also  adulterated  with  the  aqueous  extract  of  the  capsules,  the  extracts  of 
Chelidonium  glaucum,  Lactuca  virosa,  and  Glycyrrhiza  glabra,  and  sometimes  with  gum  arabic,  tragacanth, 
aloes,  and  many  other  articles. 

Poppy  heads  or  capsules  possess  anodyne  properties;  they  are  chiefly  employed,  boiled  in  water,  as  fomenta- 
tions to  inflamed  and  ulcerated  surfaces ;  and  a  syrup,  prepared  with  the  inspissated  decoction,  is  used  as  an 

anodyne  for  children,  and  to  allay  the  tickling  cough  in  chronic  catarrh  and  phthisis. 
Opium  operates  as  a  powerful  and  very  diffusible  stimulus,  but  its  primary  operation  is  followed  by  narcotic 

and  sedative  effects  in  a  degree  much  greater  than  could  be  expected  from  the  previous  excitement  it  induces. 
It  acts  directly  on  the  nervous  system,  and  when  taken  into  the  stomach  destroys  irritability,  and  allays  pain 
in  the  most  distant  parts  of  the  body,  independent  of  the  circulation,  and  without  inducing  any  change  on 
the  composition  of  the  blood.  As  the  principle,  therefore,  on  which  opium  acts  is  the  same  over  all  the  body, 
the  topical  application  of  it  is  capable  of  producing  similar  effects,  only  in  a  diminished  degree,  to  those 
resulting  from  it  when  it  is  taken  into  the  stomach. 

In  moderate  doses,  opium  increases  the  fulness,  the  force,  and  the  frequency  of  the  pulse,  augments  the 
heat  of  the  body,  quickens  respiration,  and  invigorates  both  the  corporeal  and  mental  functions,  exhilarating 
even  to  intoxication;  but  by  degrees  these  effects  are  succeeded  by  langour,  lassitude,  and  sleep;  and  in  many 
instances  headach,  sickness,  thirst,  tremors,  and  other  symptoms  of  debility  such  as  follow  the  excessive  use 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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7663  armentacum  Lam. 
7664  Rhoe'as  W. 7665dubium  W. 
7666  caucasicum  M.  B. 
7667  floribundum  Desf. 7668  somnlferum  W. 
7669  orientale  W. 
7670  bracteatum  Lindl. 

Armenian  O  °r 
common-corn  O  or 
smooth  O  or 
Caucasian  O  °r 
many-flowered  Q>  or 
garden  O  m oriental  A  or 
bracted  ^  A  or 

If  jn.s 2  jn.jl 2  jnjl 

1*  jn.jl li  jn.jl 
4  jl.au 3  my.jn 3  my.jn 

Y 
Sc 
Sc 

Y 
Sc 
W 
R 
R 

Armenia  1815.  S 
Britain  corn  fi.  S Britain  san.  fi.  S 
Caucasus  1813.  S 
Levant  1815.  S 
England  comfi.  R Levant  1714.  R 
Siberia     1818.  R 

Eng.  bot.  645 Eng.  bot  644 Bot  mag.  1675 
Bot.  reg.  134 
Eng.  bot  2145 Bot  mag.  57 
Lindl.  coll.  23 

1171.  MECONOP'SIS.  Vie.  Meconopsis. 7671  cambrica  Fig.         Welsh  ^  A  or 
tll72.  ARGEMO'NE.  W.  Argemone. 7672  mexicana  W.         Mexican  O  or 

j3  utbiflora  Sims.        white-flowered       O  or 
1173.  SARRACE'NIA.  W.  Side-saddle-Flower. :  Al  cu 

:  _AJ  cu 

Papaveracete.   Sp.  1 — 4. 1  my.au  Y      England  al.roc  R  s.p  Eng.  bot.  66 
Papaveracete.  Sp.  1. 

2  jl.au  Y  Mexico 2  jl.au     W  Mexico 
1592. 
1821. 

red 

purple 

7673flava  W.  yellow 
7674  variolaris  Ph.  hook-leaved ad  tinea  Ex.  bot  1 53 
7675r6bra  W. 

psittactna  Ph. 7676  purpurea  W. 
1174.  NYMPHJE'A.  W. 7677  alba  W. 
7678odorata  W. 

/3  minor 7679  nitida  B.  M. 
7680  pygmse'a  H.  K. 7681  Lotus  W. 
7682  pubescens  W. 7683  r6bra  B.  M 

/S  rosea  B.  M. 

Papaveraceis  afflnis.    Sp.  4 — 6. 
2  jn.jl      Y       N.  Araer.  1752.  R 
1  jn.jl      Y      N.  Amer.  1803.  R 

s.p  Bot.  mag.  243 
s.p  Bot  mag.  2342 
m.s  Bot.  mag.  780 
m.s  Bot  mag.  1710 

Water- Lily. 
white  *  A  or 
sweet-scented  £  A  or 
small,  sweet-sc.  =fe  A  or 
cup-flowered  4  A  or 
pigmy  i  A  or 
Egyptian  Lotus  it  (23  or Indian  Lotus  =fc  El  or 
red-flowered  =t  f23  or 
rose-colored      *  El  or 

i  _AJ  cu  1  jnjl  Pu  N.  Amer.  178a  R  m.s  Hook.  ex.  fl.  13 
j»b  Al  cu    1  jn.jl     Pu     N.  Amer.  1640.   R  m.s  Bot.  mag.  849 

bot.  160 
mag.  819 
mag.  1652 
mag.  1359 mag.  1525 mag.  797 
rep.  391 
mag.  1280 
mag.  1364 

Nymphtpacets.    Sp.  10 — 20. jn.jl      W     Britain  riv.,&c.  R N.  Amer.  1786.  R 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Siberia  1809. 
China  1805. 
Egypt  1802. E  Indies  1803. 
E  Indies  1803. 
E.  Indies  1803. 

jl 

jl 

jl.au 
my.s 

jn.s 

W 
W 
W 
W 
Pk 

my.au  Pk 
jl.au  R jl.au  Pk 

m.s  Eng. 
m.s  Bot. 
m.s  Bot. m.s  Bot. 
m.s  Bot. 
m.s  Bot 
m.s  Bot. 
m.s  Bot m.s  Bot 7672./S 

7676^ History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  ardent  spirits,  supervene.  In  very  large  doses  the  primary  excitement  is  scarcely  apparent,  but  the  pulse 
seems  to  be  at  once  diminished,  drowsiness  and  stupor  immediately  come  on,  and  are  followed  by  delirium, 
sighing,  deep  and  stertorous  breathing,  cold  sweats,  convulsions,  apoplexy,  and  death.  The  appearances  on 
dissection  are  those  which  indicate  the  previous  existence  of  violent  inflammation  of  the  stomach  and  bowels ; 
but  notwithstanding  the  symptoms  of  apoplexy  which  an  overdose,  when  it  proves  fatal,  occasions,  no  particular 
appearance  of  an  inflammatory  state  or  fulness  of  the  vessels  of  the  brain  are  perceived. 
The  Turks  call  opium  afioni ;  and  in  the  teriakihana,  or  opium  shops  of  Constantinople,  they  take  it  in 

graduated  doses  from  ten  grains  to  one  hundred  grains  in  a  day.  It  is  mixed  with  rich  syrup  and  the 
inspissated  juices  of  fruit,  to  render  it  more  palatable  and  less  intoxicating  ;  and  is  taken  with  a  spoon,  or 
made  up  into  small  lozenges  stamped  with  the  words,  Mash  Allah,  literally,  "  The  work  of  God."  The Tartar  couriers,  who  travel  great  distances,  and  with  astonishing  rapidity,  take  nothing  else  to  support  them 
during  their  journeys.  {Da/laway's  Constantinople,  quarto,  78.)  There  is,  however,  some  reason  for  suppos- ing that  the  Mash  Allah,  or  Maslach  of  the  Turks,  contains  other  narcotics,  as  those  of  hemp  and  of  lolium, 
as  well  as  opium. 

The  use  of  opium  for  the  purpose  of  exhilarating  the  spirits  has  long  been  known  in  Turkey,  Syria,  and 
China ;  and  of  late  years  it  has  been  unfortunately  adopted  by  many,  particularly  females,  in  this  country. 
Russell  says,  that  in  Syria,  when  combined  with  spices  and  aromatics,  he  has  known  it  taken  to  the  amount  of 
three  drachms  in  twenty-four  hours.  Its  habitual  use  cannot  be  too  much  reprobated.  It  impairs  the 
digestive  organs,  consequently  the  vigour  of  the  whole  body,  and  destroys  also  gradually  the  mental  energies. 
The  effects  of  opium  on  those  addicted  to  its  use,  says  Russell,  are  at  first  obstinate  costiveness,  succeeded  by 
diarrhoea  and  flatulence,  with  the  loss  of  appetite  and  a  sottish  appearance.  The  memories  of  those  who  take 
it  soon  fail,  they  become  prematurely  old,  and  then  sink  into  the  grave,  objects  of  scorn  and  pity.  Mustapha 
Shatoor,  an  opium  eater  in  Smyrna,  took  daily  three  drachms  of  crude  opium.  The  visible  effects  at  the 
time,  were  the  sparkling  of  his  eyes,  and  great  exhilaration  of  spirits.  He  found  the  desire  of  increasing  his 
dose  growing  upon  him.  He  seemed  twenty  years  older  than  he  really  was ;  his  complexion  was  very  sallow, 
his  legs  small,  his  gums  eaten  away,  and  the  teeth  laid  bare  to  the  sockets.  He  could  not  rise  without  first 
swallowing  half  a  drachm  of  opium.    {PhiL  Trans,  xix.  289.) 
When  opium  has  been  taken  in  an  overdose,  the  first  thing  to  be  done  for  counteracting  its  bad  effect,  is  the 

exhibition  of  a  powerful  emetic ;  and  for  this  purpose  sulphate  of  zinc,  or  sulphate  of  copper  dissolved  in 
water,  should  be  immediately  swallowed,  and  the  vomiting  kept  up  for  a  considerable  time,  and  urged  by 
irritation  of  the  fauces.  Large  draughts  of  vinegar  and  water,  or  other  acidulated  fluids,  should  afterwards 
be  frequently  taken ;  and  the  powers  of  the  habit  supported  by  brandy,  coffee,  and  cordials.  The  sufferer 
should  be  kept  awake,  and,  if  possible,  in  continued  gentle  motion.  Currie  recommends  the  affusion  of 
warm  water  at  106  degrees  or  108  degrees  for  removing  the  drowsiness.   {London  Dispensatory,  426.) 

Medical  men  have  of  late  sought  to  discover  the  sedative  principle  of  opium,  and  have  found  it  in  the 
extractive,  from  which  a  crystallized  salt  called  morphia  is  obtained.   Some  foreign  physicians,  and  Mr. 
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7663  Caps,  ellipt  obL  and  calyxes  smooth,  Stem  much  branch,  smoothish,  Lvs,  pinnated,  Lobes  lin.  terminated 
7664  Caps,  smooth  globose,  Stem  hafir£m3pV-£i.  Leaves  pinnatiftd  cut  C0?  a  l)ristlc-> 
7665  Caps,  oblong  smooth,  Stem  mawNl.  ̂ Inappressed  bristles^ Leaves'fiifihatifid  cut 7666  Caps,  ov.-obl.  smooth,  Stem  mijQi  branched  and  pedunc.  cofired  with  decid.  seta?,  Lvs.  glauc  pinnatifld 
7667  Caps,  smooth  obi.  Sepals  hairy/6ten#jBjflliy-fl.  hispid,  Leaves' pilose :  the  lower  pinnate 7668  Calyxes  and  caps,  smooth,  Leaves  stem-clasping  cut 
7669  Caps,  smooth,  Stems  1-fl.  rough,  Leaves  scabrous  pinnate  serrate 
7670  Caps,  smooth,  Stems  1-fl.  rough,  Leaves  scabrous  pinnate  serrate,  Flowers  subtended  by  leafy  bractes 

7671  Caps,  smooth  obi.  Stem  many- 11.  smooth,  Leaves  pinnate  cut 

7672  Caps.  6-valved,  Leaves  spiny 

7673  Leaves  erect  tubular,  Valve  with  a  contracted  neck,  at  the  end  flat  erect 
7674  Leaves  long,  their  tube  dotted  at  back,  Appendage  short  vaulted  incurved 
7675  Lvs.  short  colored  upwards  with  netted  veins,  Tube  of  leaf  ending  in  a  recurv.  vaulted  mucron.  appendix 
7676  Leaves  cucullate  ventricose  spreading  arcuate 

7677  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Lobes  imbricated  round,  Calyx  4-leaved 
7678  Leaves  cordate  entire  emarginate,  Lobes  divaricating,  Point  obtuse,  Calyx  4-leaved 
7679  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Lateral  nerves  beneath  level,  Petioles  smooth,  Pet.  acute,  Rays  of  stigma  12-20 
7680  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Lateral  nerves  beneath  level,  Petioles  smooth,  Pet  acute,  Rays  of  stigma  8 
7681  Leaves  cordate  toothed  very.smooth,  Lobes  approximating,  Calyx  4-leaved 
7682  Leaves  renifonn  toothed  downy  beneath,  Lobes  round,  Calyx  4-leaved 
7683  Leaves  peltate  finely  toothed,  beneath  downy  without  spots 

Thomson,  the  author  of  The  London  Dispensatory,  have  found  that  a  quarter  of  a  grain  of  the  acetate  of 
morphia  produces  the  most  beneficial  effects  that  can  be  expected  from  an  anodyne,  allaying  pain,  and  pro- 

curing sleep  without  in  any  degree  affecting  the  central  functions.    (London  Dispensatory,  420.) 
A  variety  of  P.  somniferum,  known  as  the  black  poppy,  from  the  color  of  its  seeds,  is  cultivated  for  these  to 

some  extent  •  they  are  called  maw  seed,  and  generally  stained  of  a  light  blue  color. P.  Rhoeas  (ceillette,  Fr.)  and  also  somniferum  are  cultivated  in  Flanders  and  Germany  for  their  seeds,  which 
are  bruised  for  an  oil  used  in  cookery  as  a  substitute  for  that  of  olives.  In  Poland  and  some  parts  of  Russia, 
the  seeds  are  used  as  a  seasoning  to  soups,  gruels,  and  porridge. 

Professor  Marty n,  in  his  edition  of  Miller's  Dictionary,  has  collected  a  body  of  facts,  which  clearly  prove that  opium  may  be  produced  to  any  extent  in  Britain,  and  of  equal  quality  to  that  procured  from  abroad ; 
the  value  of  labor  in  this  country,  however,  does  not  admit  of  such  a  thing.  We  have  seen  samples  of  opium 
made  in  the  south  of  England  quite  equal  to  that  of  foreign  growth,  but  we  understood  that  the  labor  of 
collecting  it  was  greater  than  could  be  afforded  for  its  market  price. 

P.  cambricum  is  admired  for  its  yellow  petals,  and  orientale  and  bracteatum  are  very  splendid  plants. 
1171.  Meconopsis.  From  fttixav,  a  poppy,  and  e^ig,  resemblance.  A  genus  of  herbaceous  shade-loving 

plants,  just  intermediate  between  Papaver  and  Argemone.   The  flowers  are  yellow. 
1172.  Argemone.  From  argema,  the  name  by  which  the  cataract  of  the  eye  was  known,  and  which  was 

thought  to  be  cured  by  this  plant  A.  mexicana  is  a  troublesome  weed  in  the  West  Indies,  with  a  fig-like 
frait,  armed  with  prickles,  and  thence,  by  the  Spaniards,  called  Figo  del  inferno.  The  whole  plant  abounds 
with  a  milky  glutinous  juice,  which  turns  in  the  air  to  a  fine  bright  yellow,  and  when  reduced  to  consistence  is 
not  distinguishable  from  gamboge.  In  very  small  doses  it  s  probably  of  equal  efficacy,  given  in  dropsies, 
jaundice,  and  cutaneous  eruptions.  It  is  esteemed  very  detersive,  and  generally  used  in  diseases  of  the  eyes  : 
but  the  infusion  is  looked  upon  as  a  sudorific  and  resolutive,  which  may  be  used  with  success  on  many 
occasions.   The  seeds  are  said  to  be  a  much  stronger  narcotic  than  opium. 

1173.  Sarracenia.  So  named  by  Tournefort  in  honor  of  Dr.  Sarrazin,  a  French  physician  of  rank  residing 
in  Quebec,  who  sent  this  genus  to  him  from  Canada :  it  is  called  side-saddle  flower  from  the  resemblance  of 
the  stigma  to  a  woman's  pillion.  These  plants  are  remarkable  for  the  singular  form  of  the  leaves,  which  are tubular  and  hold  water,  and  some  species  have  lids  or  covers,  which  it  is  alleged  shrink  and  close  over  the 
mouth  of  the  tribe  in  dry  weather,  so  as  to  prevent  the  exhalation  of  the  water.  In  great  drought  birds  and 
and  other  animals  resort  to  them.  They  grow  in  bogs  in  Carolina  and  Virginia,  and  in  British  gardens  thrive  very- well  in  pots  with  turfy  peat  at  the  bottom,  and  the  upper  part  filled  with  sphagnum,  or  water-moss,  in  which 
the  plants  must  be  set,  and  then  placed  in  pans  of  water ;  they  succeed  best  in  frames  in  a  shady  situation. {Bot.  Cult.  417.) 

1174.  Nymphtea.  The  Nymph,  or  Naiad  of  the  streams.  The  species  are  beautiful  aquatics,  especially 
N.  alba,  which  has  a  large  flower  filled  with  petals,  so  as  almost  to  appear  double :  it  raises  itself  out  of  the 
water  and  expands  about  seven  o'clock  in  the  morning,  and  closes  again,  reposing  upon  the  surface,  about 

s!?   7681  Y>        *r  \\ 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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7684  versicolor  H.  K.  changeable      *=  O  or 7685  caerulea  H.  K.  blue               S  23  or 
7686  Stella ta  IV.  8 tar-flowered    *  (23  or 

tll75.  LIMNOCHA'RIS.  Rich.  Limnochaiiis. 
7687  Plumieri  Rich.  Plumier's        =t  E3  or 

tll76.  NU'PHAR.  B.  K.  Nuphar. 
7688  lfitea  H.  K.   common-yellow*  A  or 

jn.s 
jn.s 

Pk 
B 
B 

E.  Indies  1807. 
C.  G.  H.  1792. E.  Indies  1803. 

7689  Kalmiana  H.  K. 
7690  minima  E.  B. 
7691&dvena  H.K. 

Canadian  *  A  or 
least  yellow  *  A  or 
three-colored    =fc  A  or 

1177.  EURY'ALE.  H.K.  Euhyale. 7692  ferox  H.  K. 
1178.  BI/XA.  W. 
'  7693  Orellana  W. 
tll79.  PROCK'IA.  L. 7694  Cruris  L. 

prickly 
Arnotta. 

heart-leaved 
Prockia. 

orate 

Hydrocha  ridete.   Sp.  1 — 2. ljjn.n      Y       Brazil  1822. 
Nymphtcacete.   Sp.  4—6. jn.jl     Y       Brit  pooIs,&c. 
jl.au     Y      Canada  1807. 
jl.au     Y      Scotland  al.lak. jl.au    Y      N.  Amer.  1772. 
NymphteacetB.   Sp.  1. 
jl.s       R      India  1809. 
BixinetB.    Sp.  1 — 2. »  my.au  Pk     W.  Indies  1690. 
Bixinecz.    Sp.  1 — 7. 

(□cu    3  jl.au     Y      W.  Indies  1822. 

JfefAlor 

1  Qm 

1180.  SLO'ANEA.  W.      Sloanea.  TUiaceae.   Sp.  1—8. 
7695  dentata  W.  Chestnut-leav'dJ  □  tm  40      ...     W     S.  Amer.  1752. 

1181.  APEI'BA.  W. 7696  Tibourbou  W. 
7697Petoumo  W. 
7698  fispera  W. 76991ayvis  W. 

Apeiba. 
hairy  HQor hoary  t  □  tm 
prickly-capsul'dj  □  tm smooth-leaved  J  □  or 

1182.  SPARRMAN'NIA.  W.  Sparrmannia. 7700  africana  W.  African  ±  i  |  or 
1183.  ENTELE'A.  R.Br.  Entelea. 7701  arborescens  R.  Br.  arborescent      ±  \  |  or 
1184.  MUNTIN'GIA.  W.  MuntiNgia, 7702Calabura  W.  Jamaica 

Tiliacece. 
7  ...  Y 40  ...  Y 
30  ...  Y 
10     ...  G 

Tiliacete. 
10  mrjl  W 

Sp.  4—7. S.  Amer. S.  Amer. 
Cayenne 
Cayenne 

Sp.  1. C.  G.  H. 
Tiliacete.    Sp.  1. 

20  my      W  N.ZeaL 
Tiliacete.   Sp.  1. 

I    I  cu    3  jn.jl      W  Jamaica 

1756. 1817. 
1792. 1817. 

1790. 
1820. 
1690. 

R  m.s  Bot  mag.  1189 
R  m.s  Bot.  mag.  552 R  m.s  Bot  rep. 330 

S  m.s  Bot.  mag.  2525 

R  m.s  Eng.  bot  159 R  m.s  Bot.  mag.  1243 
R  m.s  Eng.  bot  2292 R  m.s  Bot  mag.  684 

R  m.s  Bot  mag.  1447 

S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1456 

C  s.p  Van.symb.3.t.64 

S  p.l  Plum.  ic.  244 

C  p.l  Aub.gui.l.t.213 
C  p.l  Aub.gui.l.t215 C  p.l  Aub.  gui.l.  t.216 
C  p,l  Aub.  gui.l.  t.214 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  516 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  2480 

C  p.l  Jac.  amer.  1 10' 

7689. 

7692 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
four  in  the  afternoon.   The  roots  have  an  astringent  bitter  taste ;  they  are  used  in  Ireland,  in  the  Highlands 
of  Scotland,  in  the  island  of  Jura,  &c.  to  dye  a  dark  brown  or  chesnut  color.   Swine  are  said  to  eat  it,  goats 
not  to  be  fond  of  it,  kine  and  horses  to  refuse  it   The  flowers,  the  herb,  and  the  root  were  formerly  used  in 
medicine,  but  are  all  now  obsolete. 

N.  lotus  resembles  our  common  white  species  very  much  in  the  form  of  the  flower  and  leaves,  but  the  latter 
are  toothed  about  the  edge.  It  is  native  of  the  hot  parts  of  the  East  Indies,  Africa,  and  America.  It  is  very 
common  in  ponds,  lakes,  and  rivers  in  Jamaica ;  and  grows  in  vast  quantities  in  the  plains  of  Lower  Egypt 
near  Cairo,  during  the  time  they  are  under  water.  It  flowers  there  about  the  middle  of  September,  and  ripens 
towards  the  end  of  October.  The  Arabians  call  it  Nuphar.  The  ancient  Egyptians  made  a  bread  of  the  seed 
of  the  Lotus  dried  and  ground. 

All  the  species  grow  well  in  large  pots  of  water  with  a  few  inches  of  rich  soil  at  the  bottom :  they  are  pro- 
pagated by  dividing  the  root,  and  some  sorts  which  produce  bulbs  are  increased  by  offsets  from  these.  Mr. 

Kent,  of  Clapton,  who  cultivated  exotic  aquatics  to  great  perfection,  found  that  the  bulbous  rooted  Nymphssas, 
if  checked  in  their  growth  for  want  of  water,  from  cold,  or  excessive  heat,  were  apt  to  form  bulbs  at  the  roots 
and  cease  growing  for  the  season.  Hence  the  necessity  of  a  regular  and  powerful  moist  heat  to  make  them 
flower  freely. 

1175.  Limnocharis.  From  Xiuvae,  a  marsh,  and  dear,  so  called  because  the  species  are  marsh  plants. 
They  have  beautiful  umbels  of  yellow  flowers,  and  are  very  easily  cultivated  in  a  stove.  They  are  increased 
by  seeds. 1176.  Nuphar.  The  Arabic  name  is  nailfar,  according  to  ForskahL  The  species  are  shewy  plants  closely 
resembling  Nymphaea.  N.  lutea  is  a  native  of  most  parts  of  Europe,  and  also  of  America.  Linnsus  states, 
that  swine  are  fond  both  of  the  leaves  and  root ;  that  goats  are  not  fond  of  it ;  and  that  kine,  sheep,  and  horses 
refuse  it :  also  that  crickets  are  driven  out  of  houses  by  the  smoke  in  burning  it,  and  that  both  they  and 
cock-roaches  are  destroyed  by  the  roots  rubbed  or  bruised  with  milk.  Ray  observes,  that  the  flowers  smell like  brandy. 

1177.  Euryale.  From  tupmKas,  broad,  in  allusion  to  the  enormous  broad  floating  leaves  of  the  plant  A 
noble  aquatic,  easily  cultivated  in  a  good  stove. 

1178.  Bixo.  The  American  name  of  the  tree.  The  drug  called  Terra  Orellana,  or  Orleana,  Roucon  or 
Arnotto,  is  prepared  from  the  red  pulp  which  covers  the  seeds  of  this  plant  By  maceration  in  hot  water, 
the  seeds  are  separated  from  the  pulp,  the  latter  is  then  made  into  balls  or  cakes,  which  when  dry  are  fit  for 
use.  Arnotto  of  a  good  quality  is  of  the  color  of  fire,  bright  within,  soft  to  the  touch,  and  dissolves  entirely  in 
water.  It  is  reputed  to  be  cooling  and  cordial,  and  is  much  used  by  the  Spaniards  in  their  chocolate  and 
soups,  both  to  heighten  the  flavor  and  to  give  them  an  agreeable  color.   It  is  esteemed  good  in  bloody  fluxes 
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7684  Leaves  peltate  at  the  edge  and  within  the  fissure  sinuate  toothed  blistered  smooth  on  each  side  [end 
7685  Leaves  peltate  nearly  entire  not  dotted  smooth  on  each  side  Globed  at  base,  Anthers  with  appendages  St 
7686  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Lobes  divaricating  acute,  Calyx  acute  4-leaved  longer  than  the  acute  petals 

7687  Leaves  oblong  very  blunt  at  each  end,  Flowers  in  umbels 

7688  Leaves  cordate  entire,  Lobes  approximating,  Cal.  5-leaved  longer  than  petals 
7689  Sepals  5,  Stigma  cut  with  8-10  rays,  Leaves  cordate  a  little  out  of  the  water,  Petioles  roundish 
7890  Sepals  5,  Stigma  lobed  with  10  rays,  Lvs.  obi.  cord,  dott  sub-pubesc  Petioles  at  base  i  round,  at  end  nearly 
7691  Leaves  cordate  entire  half  erect,  Lobes  divaricating,  Cal.  6-leaved  longer  than  petals  rS-cornered 

7692  Petioles  and  calyxes  covered  over  with  stiff  prickles,  Leaves  sometimes  3  feet  across 

7693  Leaves  smooth  on  each  side 

7694  Leaves  cordate  ovate  toothed,  Peduncles  terminal  racemose 

7695  Leaves  ovate,  Stipules  cordate  triangular  serrated 

7696  Leaves  cordate  lanceoL  serrate  hirsute  beneath,  Capsules  bristly 
7697  Leaves  obi.  subcordate  serrulate  hoary  beneath.  Caps,  bristly 
7698  Leaves  obL  subcordate  entire  pubescent  beneath,  Caps,  muncated 
7699  Leaves  obL  obovate  acuminate  entire  smooth,  Petals  obtuse,  Caps,  scabrous 

7700  The  only  species 

7701  The  only  species 

7702  Leaves  serrated  oblong  oblique 

7701 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
and  disorders  of  the  kidnies.  Mixed  with  lemon-juice  and  a  gum,  it  makes  the  crimson  paint  with  which 
the  Indians  adorn  their  persons.  It  was  formerly  used  by  dyers  to  form  the  color  called  aurora ;  but  at 
present  it  is  not  held  in  much  estimation  as  a  dye,  though  it  still  maintains  its  ground  with  painters.  Arnotto 
is  well  known  to  be  the  drug  which  is  used  for  dying  cheese  in  Gloucestershire,  under  the  name  of  cheese- 
coloring.  It  is  used  in  Holland  for  coloring  their  butter.  The  bark  makes  good  ropes  for  the  common 
plantation  uses  in  the  West  Indies ;  and  pieces  of  the  wood  are  used  by  the  Indians  to  procure  fire  by friction. 

1179.  Prockia.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning.  American  or  Isle  of  France  plants  with  alternate  entire  or 
toothed  leaves,  and  yellow  flowers,  which  are  occasionally  unisexual. 

1180.  Sloanea.  Named  by  Plunder,  in  memory  of  the  famous  Sir  Hans  Sloane,  Bart.,  physician  to  the  king, 
and  president  to  the  Royal  Society ;  author  of  the  Natural  History  of  Jamaica,  and  founder  of  Chelsea 
garden  and  hospital.  The  leaves  are  like  those  of  the  chesnut ;  the  flowers  very  large,  and  the  fruit  as  big  as 
a  tennis  ball,  armed  all  over  with  strong  spines,  and  divided  regularly  into  four  cells,  each  containing  one  small 
chesnut   It  grows  freely  in  our  stoves,  and  ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1181.  Apciba.  The  vernacular  name  of  the  plant  in  Guiana.  Tibourbou  and  Petoumo  are  vernacular 
names  among  the  Caribs.  The  species  grow  freely  in  light  loamy  soil.  Cuttings  must  be  well  ripened,  and 
the  glass  they  are  put  under  should  have  a  little  air  given  it  occasionally,  or  they  will  damp  off  The  best  way of  flowering  it,  is  to  cut  a  ring  round  the  bark  of  a  large  branch,  which  stagnates  it  and  throws  it  into  flower. 
(Bot.  Cult.  20.) 

1182.  Sparmannia.  In  memory  of  Anders  or  Andrew  Sparrman,  a  Swede,  fellow  of  the  Academy  of 
Sciences  at  Stockholm,  who  travelled  into  China,  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  and  the  islands  of  the  South  Sea. 
His  travels  were  published  in  London,  1785,  quarto,  and  there  are  many  descriptions  by  him  in  the  Philoso- 

phical and  other  transactions.  It  is  a  beautiful  shrub  with  snowy  white  petals,  and  singular  nectaries.  It 
grows  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1183.  Entelea.  From  imxfc,  perfect.  So  named  by  Mr.  Brown,  because  all  its  filaments  are  fertile;  by 
which  character,  among  others,  it  is  distinguished  from  Sparmannia.  A  fine  New  Zealand  plant,  discovered 
originally  by  the  botanists  with  Sir  Joseph  Banks  in  Cook's  second  voyage. 1184.  Muntingia.  Named  by  Plumier,  after  Abraham  Munting,  professor  of  botany  at  Groeningen,  died 
in  1682.  Calabura  is  an  American  name.  The  flowers  resemble  those  of  the  bramble,  and  the  fruit  cherries. 
It  grows  in  Jamaica  on  calcareous  subalpine  hills,  flowering  in  spring ;  and  in  St  Domingo  in  the  wet  parts  of 
woods,  flowering  in  August  and  September.   In  our  stoves  it  grows  freely  in  light  loam,  and  cuttings  root  in .sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

H  b 
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1185.  GRE'WIA.  W. 7703hirsuta  W. 
7704  Mallacocca  W. 
7705  MJcrocos  H.  K. 
7706  occidentals  W. 
7707  orientalis  W. 
7708  pilosa  P.  S. 7709asiatica  W. 
7710  tiliaslolia  W. 

1186.  TI'LIA.  W. 7711  rfibra  Dec. 
T712  intermedia  Hayne. 
7713  parvifolia  Ehr. 
7714  platyphflla  Scop. 

Grewia. 
soft-leaved 
rough-fruited 
panicled Klm-leaved 
oriental 

pilose Asiatic 
Lime-tree-leav. 
Lime-Tree. 

common intermediate 
small-leaved 
broad-leaved 

a  or  10 .  □  or  10 '  >  □  or  7 

l_|  or  10 
□  or  10 

1  >  a  or  10 

□  or  12 
□  or  12 

Tiliaceee. 
...  Pu 

jLs 

jl.au jLau  Pu 

8—65. 
E.  Indies 

Pa.pu  E  Indies G  E  Indies C.  G.  H. 
E.  Indies 
E  Indies 
E  Indies 
E  Indies 

Pu 

Pu 
1816. 
1792. 1779. 1690. 
1767. 1804. 
1792. 1812. 

tm  50 tra  50 
tm  50 
tm  50 

Tiliacece.  Sp.  8—10. 
jn.au  Y.o  Britain 
jn.au  Y.g  Britain au.s  Y.o  Britain 
au.s     Y.o  Britain 

woods.  L 
woods.  L 
woods.  L 
woods.  L 

Fors ter.  39 
Khee.  ma  1.1.  t56 
Bot  mag.  422 
Rhee.mal.5.t46 
Sonn.  it  2. 1. 138 

FL  dan.  553 
Eng.  bot,  1705 Vent.  diss,  t.l.f.2 

7715  americana  W. 
T.  glabra  Vent. 

7716  pubescens  W. 
7717 

broad-leaved  tm  30  jn.jl     Y.o    N.  Amer.  1752.   L  co    Dend.  brit  134 

leptophylla  Vent, alba  W.  SfK. 
pubescent thin-leaved 
white 

T.  argentea  Dec. 
7718  heterophylla  Vent,  various-leaved  $ 

*1187.  COR'CHORUS.  W.  Corchorus. 7719  olitorius  W. 
7720  trilocularis  W. 
7721  se'stuans  W. 7722  acutangulus  W. 
7723  capsularis  W. 7724hirsutus  W. 
7725  siliquosus  W. 
1188.  GRI'AS.  W. 7726  caulifl6ra  W. 

bristly-leaved 
three-celled 
Hornbeam-lvd. 
acute-angled  n. heart-leaved 
woolly-capsul'd  tt. Germander-lv.  n. 

tm  20  jLau  Y.o 
tm  20  jl.au  Y.G tm  30  jn.au  Y.g 
tm  30  jn.au  Y.o 

Tiliacece.  Sp. 
2  jn.au 1  jl.au 2  jnjl 3  jnjl 

4  jnjl 

rm  w 

K3  w E3  w 
I  I  w 
ITTi  w 
I  I  w 
I    1  un 

I  jnjl 
3  jn.a 

jn.au 

N.  Amer.  1726. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
Hungary  1767. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 7—25. 
India Arabia S.  Amer. 
E.  Indies  1816. 
E  Indies  1725. 
S.  Amer.  1752, W.  Indies  1732. 

L  co  Dend.  brit  135 
L  co L  co  Dend.  brit  71 
L  co  Vent  diss.  t.  5 

1640. 

1790. 
1731. 

co  Camer.hort.t.12 
co  Jac.  vind.2.  tl73 
co  Jac.  vind.  1. 1 85 
co  Plu.phyt.t.44.f.l 
l.p  Ru.am.5.  t.78.f.l 
p.l  Jac.  vind.  3. 1 57 
l.p  Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  59 

Anchovy-Pear. 
stem-flowering  $_  □  fr Guttiferis  qffinis.   Sp.  1. 50    ...     W     Jamaica  1768. 

1189.  C ALOPH YL'LUM.  W.  Calophyllum.  Guttifcrie. T727  Inophyllum  W.  sweet-scented  t  □  tm  90  ...  W 
7728  Calaba  W.  Calaba-tree      f  □  tm  30     ...  W Sp.2—9. 

E  Indies  1793. India  1780. 

C  l.m  Sl.hi.2.t217.£l,2 

Rhee.maL4.  t.38 
Jac.  amer.  1 165 

tll90.  MAMME'A.  W. 7729  americana  TV. 
Mammee-Tree. 

American        J  □  fr 

7707^52^^  7709 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1185.  Grewia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  Nehemiah  Grew,  M.  D.,  F.  R.  S.,  famous  for  his  work  on 
the  Anatomy  of  Vegetables.  The  species  are  shrubs  with  elm-looking  leaves,  generally  deciduous,  and  of 
no  great  beauty.  Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat  Some  of  the  kinds  produce  a  sort  of 
berry  which  is  esteemed  by  the  natives  of  the  country  where  they  grow. 

1186.  Tilia.  A  name  the  meaning  of  which  is  unexplained.  Tilleul,  Fr.,  Linden,  Ger.,  and  Tiglio,  Ital. 
The  species  are  graceful  trees  with  highly  odoriferous  flowers,  all  the  soft  parts  abounding  in  mucilage. 

T.  intermedia  is  wild  in  Sweden,  and  will  in  some  degree  bear  the  smoke  of  London.  It  is  a  favorite 
avenue  tree  in  Holland  and  Germany,  and  at  Evelyn's  suggestions  (Sylva)  was  a  good  deal  employed  in 
this  way  in  England.  He  describes  some  enormous  lime  trees  in  Switzerland,  Germany,  and  Hungary,'  and. speaks  of  its  esteem  in  these  countries,  and  by  the  Romans.  "  It  is  a  shameful  negligence,"  he  says, "  that 
we  are  no  better  provided  of  nurseries,  for  a  tree  so  choice  and  universally  acceptable :"  for  in  his  time  they sent  into  Holland  and  Flanders,  to  our  excessive  cost,  whilst  our  own  woods  spontaneously  produce 
them,  and  though  cf  somewhat  a  smaller  leaf,  yet  altogether  as  good,  apt  to  be  civilised,  and  made  more 
florid. 

Lime-tree  wood  is  turned  into  light  bowls  and  dishes,  and  into  boxes  for  the  apothecaries.  With  the  twigs 
they  make  baskets  and  cradles.  Formerly  the  bark  was  used  for  writing  tablets.  Shoemakers  make  dressers 
of  the  plank  to  cut  leather  on.  The  truncheons  make  a  far  better  coal  for  gunpowder  than  that  of  alder 
itself,  and  also  scriblets  for  painters'  first  draughts.  The  wood  is  soft,  light,  and  smooth,  close  grained,  and 
not  subject  to  the  worm.  The  most  elegant  use  to  which  it  is  applied  is  for  carving.  Many  of  Gibbon's beautiful  works  in  lime-tree  are  dispersed  about  the  kingdom  in  our  churches  and  palaces ;  as  in  the  choir  of 
St  Paul's,  the  Duke  of  Devonshire's  at  Chatsworth.  Trinity  College  Library  at  Cambridge,  &c.  Evelyn  first recommended  him  to  King  Charles  IT.  The  sap  inspissated  affords  a  quantity  of  sugar.  Boutcher  remarks, 
that  the  timber  is  stronger  and  lighter  than  any  sort  of  willow ;  and  makes  a  proper  lining  for  rooms,  and  when 
painted  will  last  long. 

In  Lincolnshire,  in  the  forest  of  Dean,  and  in  various  parts  of  the  borders  of  South  Wales  they  make 
ropes  of  the  bark.  This,  by  maceration,  separates  into  thin  rough  layers,  and  is  used  for  making  the  mats 
used  by  gardeners,  and  called  in  the  north  of  Europe  bast.  They  form  a  considerable  part  of  the  exports from  Russia.  This  quality  in  the  bark,  and  a  great  degree  of  viscidity  in  the  whole  tree,  evince  its  acknow- 

ledged affinity  to  the  mallow  tribe. 
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7703  Leaves  lane,  ovate  soft,  CaL  very  hairy,  Pedunc  3-flowered 
7704  Leaves  cordate  ovate  oblong  crenated  scabrous,  Pedic.  axillary  3-flowered,  Fruit  of  4  pieces 
7705  Leaves  ovate  obi.  acum.  smooth  nearly  entire,  FL  terminal  panicled 
7706  Leaves  roundish  ovate  blunt  toothed  smooth,  Peduncles  solitary  1-flowered 
7707  Leaves  ovate  crenate  rough  on  each  side,  Peduncles  axillary  3-flowered 
7708  Leaves  ovate  crenate  rough  thickish,  Pedunc.  2-6-fl.  axill.  and  term.  Fruit  pilose 
7709  Leaves  cordate  roundish  hoary  beneath,  Peduncles  axillary  about  4,  longer  than  petiole 
7710  Leaves  cordate  roundish  smooth  on  each  side,  Peduncles  shorter  than  petiole 

*  Petals  naked. 
7711  Lvs.  cord.  uneq.  at  base,  Petioles  and  suckers  hairy,  Axill.  of  veins  beneath  beard.  Fruit  globose  smooth 
7712  Lvs.  cord.  acum.  ser.  smth.  twice  as  long  as  stalks,  Axill.  of  veins  beard,  ben.  Fr.  membr.  obi.  deform.  2-seed. 
7713  Lvs.  cord,  round,  acum.  finely  serr.  smth.  scarcely  longer  than  stks.  Ax.  of  veins  ben.  beard.  Fr.  round  very 
7714  Lvs.  cord,  round,  acum.  finely  serr.  a  little  downy  ben.  Fr.  turb.  woody  with  prominent  ribs  [thin  &  brittle 

**  Petals  with  a  scale  at  base. 
7715  Lvs.  deeply  cord,  abruptly  acum.  finely  serrated  coriaceous  smooth,  Pet.  trunc.  at  end  cren.  Fruit  ov.  ribbed 
7716  Lvs.  trunc.  at  base  subcord.  oblique  dent  serr.  pubescent  beneath,  Pet  emarginate,  Fruit  globose  smooth 
f Leaves  thin  deeply  and  rarely  cut 

Lvs.  cord,  subacum.  unequal  at  base  serrated  snow-white  beneath  smooth  above,  Fruit  round  with  5  ribs 
7718  Lvs.  ov.  downy  beneath,  at  base  either  cordate  or  obliquely  or  equally  truncate,  Fruit  round  with  5  ribs 

7719  Caps.  obL  ventricose,  Lowest  serratures  of  leaves  setaceous 
7720  Caps.  3-celled  3-valved  3-cornered,  Angles  bifid  scabrous,  Leaves  obi.  Lowest  serratures  setaceous 
7721  Caps.  obL  3-celled  3-valved  6-furrowed  6-pointed,  Leaves  cordate,  Lowest  serratures  setaceous 
7722  Caps,  prismatical  cuneate  acutangular  3-toothed,  Lvs.  ovate  with  about  1  seta  at  the  base,  Petioles  hispid 
7723  Caps,  roundish  depressed  rugose,  Lowest  serratures  of  leaves  setaceous 
7724  Caps,  roundish  woolly,  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  downy  equally  serrated 
7725  Caps,  linear  compressed  2-valved,  Leaves  lanceolate  equally  serrate 

7726  Leaves  3  feet  long  obovate,  Flowers  growing  out  of  the  stem  and  old  branches 

7727  Leaves  oval 
7728  Leaves  ovate  obtuse 

7729  Leaves  very  blunt  striated,  Peduncles  short,  Berries  i- seeded 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  honey  made  from  the  flowers  of  the  lime  tree  is  reckoned  the  finest  in  the  world.  Near  Kowno  in Lithuania,  there  are  large  forests  chieflv  of  this  tree,  and  probably  a  distinct  variety  or  species.  The  honey 

produced  in  these  forests  sells  at  more  than  double  the  price  of  any  other,  and  is  used  exclusively  in  medicine 
and  for  mixing  with  liqueurs.   (Encyc.  of  Agric. ;  Poland  and  Hungary.) 

1187.  Corchorus.  Ko«ri>§«£,  the  Greek  name  of  a  culinary  vegetable,  supposed  to  be  the  same  as  that  now 
known  as  C.  olitorius.  C.  olitorius  is  sown  in  great  plenty  about  Aleppo  as  a  pot  herb,  the  Jews  boiling  the leaves  to  eat  with  their  meat,  whence  in  French  it  is  called  Mmwc-dc-Juif.   The  other  species  are  weeds. 

1188.  Grias.  From  y^aa,  to  eat  The  fruit  is  eaten  in  the  West  Indies  under  the  name  of  the  Anchovy 
pear.  The  uprightness  of  the  growth  and  the  largeness  of  the  leaves  give  this  tree  a  very  elegant  appearance. 
The  fruit  is  about  the  size  of  an  alligator's  egg,  and  much  like  it  in  shape,  only  a  little  more  acute  at  one  end, and  of  a  brown  russet  color.  It  is  frequent  in  many  parts  of  Jamaica,  and  grows  generally  in  low  moist 
bottoms  or  shallow  water,  where  the  fruit  is  pickled  and  eaten  in  the  same  manner  with  the  East  Indian 
mango,  which  it  exactly  resembles  in  taste.  It  grows  in  a  loamy  soil,  and  large  cuttings,  Sweet  observes, 
succeed  best  in  the  same  soil  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat. 

1189.  Calophyllum.  From  xaXes,  beautiful,  and  fuXhot,  a  leaf,  on  account  of  its  large  beautifully  veined 
leaves.  C.  Inophyllum  (it  ncs,  fibre,  because  the  middle  nerve  of  the  leaf  seems  to  ramify  into  a  multitude  of 
fibres)  is  a  very  large  tree,  with  leaves  like  a  water  lilly,  snow-white  fragrant  flowers,  and  fruit  like  a  walnut The  trunk  when  wounded  exudes  a  viscid  yellowish  juice,  frequently  hardening  to  a  gum.  It  is  common  in 
Malabar,  in  sandy  soils,  and  bears  fruit  twice  a  year,  in  March  and  September,  frequently  to  the  age  of  three 
hundred  years.  An  oil  is  expressed  from  the  nuts  to  bum  in  lamps,  to  assuage  pains,  and  to  make  ointments. 
The  bark  and  gum  is  also  used  for  medical  purposes.  In  Java,  &c.  they  plant  this  tree  about  their  houses, for  the  elegance  of  the  shade  and  the  sweetness  of  the  flowers. 

C.  Calaba  (the  name  among  the  Caribs)  branches  from  the  ground  upwards,  and  is  therefore  well  adapted 
for  tree  hedges.  It  has  a  greer.  fruit  not  unlike  our  cornelian  cherry,  which  is  eaten  by  the  natives,  and  an 
oil  is  expressed  from  it  for  lamps.  Both  species  grow  freely  in  a  light  loamy  soil,  and  ripe  cuttings  are  readily struck  in  sand  under  a  glass  and  plunged  in  heat  (Sweet.) 

1190.  Mammea.  An  alteration  of  its  American  name,  Mamey.  The  name  having  some  resemblance  to  the 
Latin  word  mamma,  a  teat,  Linnaeus  attributed  the  derivation  to  that  word,  on  account  of  the  large  fleshy 
pointed  nature  of  its  fruit.   Abricot-sauvage,  Fr.   A  handsome  tree  with  a  spreading  elegant  head,  like  those H  h  2 
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1191.  OCH'NA.  W.  Ochna. 7730  obtusata  Dec.         squarrose         *  □  or 
7731  atropurpurea  Dec.  purple-flower'd  »  i  |  or 

1192.  EL.KOCAR'PUS.  W.  El-eocarpus. 
7732  serratus  TV.  saw-leaved       *  □  or 
7733  cyaneus  B.  M.        blue-fruited     J  i  |  or E.  reticulata  Smith. 

tll93.  ALAN'GIUM.  J.  Alangium. 
7734  decapetalum  IV.      Sage-leaved      J  □  or 

tll94  MENTZE'LIA.  W.  Mentzeua. 7735  aspera  W.  rough  K3  or 
7736  oligospermia  Nutt.    few-seeded       j£  iAI  or 
1195.  LAGEKSTRCE'MIA.  W.  Lagerstr<emia. 77371ndica  W.  Indian  *  I    i  or 
7738  Kegina?  W.  oblong-leaved  il  □  or 

Ochnacete.   Sp.  3 — 11. 4  JUu     Y      E.  Indies  J790. 4     ...     Pu     C.G.  H.  1816. 
EUeocarpece.    Sp.  2 — 10. 20      ...     W      E  Indies  1774. 

10  jn.au    W     N.  I  loll.  180a 

MyrtacetB.    Sp.  1 — 2. 10     ...     Pa.pu  R  Indies  1779. 
Loasete.   Sp.  2 — 3. 

3  jl.au     Y       America  1733. 
2  my.jn  Y      Louisiana  1812. 

Salicarice. 
au.o  Pu 
...  R Sp.  2—7. 

E.  Indies  1759. 
E  Indies  1792. 

1196.  .aS'GLE  Correa. 7739  Marmelos  H.  K. 
tll97.  CISTUS.  J. 

7740  ladaniferus  W. 
&  planifdlius 7741  monspeliensis  W. 7742  laxus  IV.  en. 

7743  hirsfitus  W.  en. 
7744vill6sus  W. 
7745  populifolius  W. 7746  Corboriensis  P.  S. 
7747  undulatus  Dun. 
7748  vaginatus  W. 
7749  crispus  W. 7750  salvifolius  W. 
7751  laurif61ius  W. 
7752  heterophyllus  P.  S. 7753  incanus  W. 
7754  purpureus  P.S. 7755creticus  W. 
7756fflbidus  W. 
T1S1  Ledon  W. 

Bengal-Quince. 
thorny  *  I  1  fr 
Rock-Rose. 
Gum-Cistus  *  or 
Flat-leav.-Gum  *  or 
Montpelier  4t  or waved-leaved  *»  or 
hairy  *  or villous  it  or 
Poplar-leaved  M  or 
smallPoplar-lv.it  or 
wavy  it  or 
oblong-leaved  it  or curled-leaved  it  or 
Sage-leaved  it  or Laurel-leaved  it  or 
various-leaved  it  or 
hoary  it  or 
purple  it  or Cretan  it  or 
white-leaved  it  or 
many-fl.-Gum  it  or 

7730 

Aurantiacete.   Sp.  1 — 2. 6     ...  E  Indies  P59. 

C  l.p  Roxb.  cor  1. 189 C  l.p  Plu.aL263.  f.1,2 

C  p.l  Burm.  zeyL  t.40 C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1737 

C  p.1  Rhee.maL4.tl7 
S  co  Plum.  ic.  174.  f.l 
D  s.l  Bot  mag.  1760 

C  s.l  Bot  mag.  405 
C  p.l  Roxb.  cor.  I.t65 
C  1  Rox.cor.it  143 

Cistinecc.  Sp. 
4  jn.jl  W 4  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 2  jnjl 3  jnjl 
3  my.jn 

1629. 

l\  my.jn  W 2  my.jn  Pu 2  ap.jn 
2  jnjl 
2  jnjl 

18—28. 

Spain 
Spain 
S.  Europe  1656. 
Spain  1656. Portugal  1656. 
S.  Europe  1640. 
Spain  1656. 
Spain  1656. 

4  jnjl 
2  jnjl 
2  jn.au 2  my.jl 

1|  jn.au 
2  jnjl 
1  jl.au 
7739 

Pa.pu 
Pu 
W 
W 
Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu Pa.pu 
W 

Teneriffe  1779. 
Portugal  1656. 
S.  Europe  1548. 
Spain  1731. 
Algiers S.  Europe  1596. 
Levant  1731. 
Spain  1640. France  1730. 

Bot  mag.  112 

Jacq.  coll.  2.  1 8 
Duha.arb.  1. 1.64 
Cav.  ic.  3.  t.  215 

Bot  reg.  225 Gav.  ic.  2.  tl74 
Jac.  coL  2. 1 8 
Clus.  1.  p.  78.  f.  1 Desf  att  1. 1.104 Bot  mag.  43 
Bot.  reg.  408 
Jac  ic.  1.  1 95 Park,  theat.  f.  1 Duha.arb.l.  t66 

7737 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  Magnolia  grandiflora,  and  odoriferous  white  flowers  on  peduncles.  The  fruit  is  roundish,  with  a  leathery 
rind,  inclosing  one  thinner,  containing  a  firm  bright  yellow  pulp,  having  a  pleasant  singular  taste,  and  a  sweet 
aromatic  smell ;  but  the  skin  and  seeds  are  very  bitter  and  resinous.  It  is  eaten  raw  alone,  or  cut  in  slices 
with  wine  or  sugar,  or  preserved  in  sugar.  In  Martinico  they  distil  the  flowers  with  spirit,  and  make  a  liquor 
which  they  call  Eau  Creole. 

Some  horticulturists  are  now  attempting  its  culture  in  our  stoves  as  a  fruit  tree.  It  grows  freely  in  sandy 
loam,  and  ripened  cuttings,  with  the  leaves  not  shortened,  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat.  (Sweet.) 

1191.  Ochna.  The  Greek  name  of  the  wild  pear  tree,  to  which  the  genus  so  distinguished  by  Linnseug 
has  no  kind  of  resemblance.  The  species  are  pretty  free-flowering  plants,  with  shining  serrated  leaves,  and 
long  racemes  of  beautiful  yellow  flowers.  They  grow  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  readily  in 
sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1192.  EUeocarpus.  From  Aeun,  the  olive,  and  xa^aot,  fruit,  in  allusion  to  the  shape  of  its  fruit  The stones  cleaned  from  the  pulp,  and  set  in  gold,  are  formed  into  necklaces.  The  species  thrive  in  loam  and  peat, 
and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1193.  Alangium.  So  denominated  by  Lamarck,  from  a  slight  alteration  of  one  of  its  Malabar  names,  Alangi. 
It  grows  in  light  sandy  soil,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass  in  moist  heat  (Sweet.) 

1194.  Mentzelia.  Named  after  Christian  Mentzel,  a  Prussian,  physician  to  the  Elector  of  Brandenburg ;  he 
died  in  1701.   Curious  plants  related  to  Loasa. 

1195.  Lagerstrcemia.  So  named  by  Linnsus  from  Magnus  Lagers troem,  of  Gottenburgh,  director  of  the 
Swedish  East  India  Company,  who  procured  many  curiosities  from  China,  and  gave  them  to  the  public.  L. 
regince  is  a  very  handsome  shrub :  the  flowers  are  in  panicles,  a  span  long,  pale  rose-colored  in  the  morning, 
growing  deeper  through  the  day,  and  becoming  purple  in  the  evening.  According  to  Sweet,  this  species 
is  rather  difficult  to  preserve  through  the  winter;  it  requires  a  good  heat,  and  but  little  water  in  winter ; 
if  it  happens  to  have  too  much  wet,  it  is  a  great  chance  if  it  survives :  in  summer  it  grows  very  fast,  and 
requires  plenty  of  room  and  water.  Cuttings  of  both  kinds  root  readily  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass.  (Bot Cult.  73.) 

1196.  JEgle.  KtyXii  was  one  of  the  Hesperides.  Correa  de  Serra  named  the  genus  A^gle  from  the  fruit 
having  some  resemblance  to  the  orange.   Sweet  observes,  that  this  plant  likes  a  rich  loamy  soil.   The  wood 
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7730  Stigma  capitate,  Petals  8-10,  Leaves  obovate  very  blunt  serrated 7731  Flowers  solitary,  Leaves  ovate  acutely  toothed,  Sepals  ovate 

7732  Leaves  lanceolate  ellipt.  serrated,  Racemes  axillary 
7733  Leaves  obi.  lane,  serrated  netted,  Racemes  axillary  clustered,  Drupes  blue 

7734  Petals  10,  Branches  spiny 

7735  Stem  branched,  Peduncles  axillary,  Petals  crenale  obtuse 
7736  Stem  branched,  Peduncles  axillary  solitary,  Petals  acuminate.  Fruit  reflexed 

7737  Petals  crisp,  Panicle  terminal,  Leaves  roundish  ovate  acute  smooth 
7738  Petals  wavy,  Panicle  terminal,  Leaves  oblong  smooth 

7739  Middle  leaflet  stalked,  Fruit  with  12  cells 

7740  Leaves  subsessile  connate  at  base  lin.  lane,  smooth  above  downy  beneath,  Caps.  10-celled 
7741  Leaves  lin.  lane,  sessile  3-nerved  villous  on  each  side,  Pedunc.  cymose  1 -sided 
7742  Leaves  on  short  stalks  ovate  lanceolate  acum.  wavy  at  edge :  the  upper  hairy,  Cymes  hirsute 
7743  Lvs.  sessile  obi.  obt.  hirsute,  Pedunc.  short  1-fl.  or  cymose,  Caps,  small  in  a  large  hairy  pyramidal  calyx 
7744  Leaves  roundish  ovate  rugose  tomentose  hairy  stalked,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  1-3  together,  Calyx  villous 7745  Leaves  stalked  cordate  acuminate  smooth,  Fl.  cymose,  Pedunc.  with  long  bractes 
7746  Leaves  stalked  cordate  ovate  acuminate  fringed  at  edge  rugose  and  a  little  glutinous  on  each  side 
7747  Leaves  sessile  linear  oblong  acute  wavy  at  edge  3-nerved  at  base,  Sepals  villous  with  long  points 
7748  Lvs.  lane,  acute  3-nerv.  hairy  reticuL  beneath  stalked,  Stalks  sheathing  the  stem  with  their  connate  bases 
7749  Leaves  sessile  linear  lanceolate  waved  crisp  3-nerved  rugose  pubescent,  Fl.  sessile  umbelled 
7750  Leaves  stalked  ovate  blunt  rugose  downy  beneath,  Pedunc.  long  hoary  1-flowered 
7751  Leaves  stalked  ovate  lane.  3-nerved  smooth  above  downy  beneath.  Petioles  dilated  and  united  at  base 
7752  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  on  short  stalks  sheathing  at  base  revolute  at  edge,  Pedunc.  hirsute  leafy  1-flowered 
7753  Leaves  spatulate  toment.  rugose  3-nerved  sessile  subconnate :  the  upper  narrower,  Pedunc.  1-flowered 
7754  Leaves  obi.  lane  acuminate  at  each  end  rugose,  Stalks  short  hairy  sheathing,  Pedunc.  short  1-2:" 7755  Leaves  spatulate  ovate  downy  hairy  narrowed  into  a  short  stalk  wavy  at  edge,  Pedunc.  short  l-flo\vered 
7756  Leaves  sessile  obi.  ellipt.  hoary  downy  about  3-nerved,  Fl.  3-8  in  terminal  umbels,  Outer  sepals  largest 
7757  Lvs.  conn.  obL  lane.  nerv.  above  smooth  and  shin,  beneath  silky,  Fl.  in  corymb,  cymes,  Ped.  and  cal.vilL 

requires  to  be  ripened  before  the  cuttings  are  taken  off;  then  to  be  planted  in  a  pot  of  sand  without  shorten- 
ing the  leaves,  and  to  be  plunged  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat 

1197.  Cist  us.  THiffroe,  in  Greek ;  derived  from  swyi,  a  box,  or  capsule.  The  capsules  of  the  genus  are 
remarkable.    All  these  words  have  been  formed  from  the  Anglo  Saxon,  cyst,  which  signifies  a  hollow  vessel. 

The  species  are  for  the  most  part  shewy  and  free-flowering  plants ;  the  colors  brilliant,  and  the  petals  very 
fugacious.  In  gardens  they  are  rather  difficult  to  keep  in  a  neat  shape,  getting  naked  below,  and  often  .dying 
wholly  or  in  part  during  severe  winters.  They  succeed  best  in  glass  cases,  which  can  be  entirely  removed  in 
summer,  or  in  a  dry  soil  under  a  warm  wall. 

C.  villosus  has  a  strong  woody  stem,  the  flowers  are  produced  at  the  ends  of  the  branches,  four  or  five 
together,  almost  in  form  of  an  umbel,  but  it  rarely  happens  that  more  than  one  is  open  at  the  same  time.  The 
petals  are  large,  purple,  and  spread  open  like  a  rose  ;  they  are  but  of  short  duration,  generally  falling  off  the 
same  day  they  expand ;  but  there  is  a  succession  of  fresh  flowers  every  day  for  a  considerable  time  in  May and  June ;  generally  again  in  September  and  October,  if  the  autumn  be  favorable,  and  even  in  the  winter  if 
the  plants  be  protected  from  frosts. 

C.  ledon  and  ladaniferus  produce  the  gum  ladanum,  but  not  in  such  quantities  as  C.  creticus.  The  resin, 
which  is  secreted  from  the  leaves  and  other  parts  of  the  shrub,  is  scraped  off  by  means  of  a  kind  ot 
rake,  to  which  numerous  leathern  thongs  are  appended  instead  of  teeth.  This  instrument  being  drawn 
backwards  and  forwards  over  the  plant  from  time  to  time,  collects  the  resin.  The  chief  use  of  this  gum  in 
modern  practice  is  in  fumigations,  its  fragrant  smell  having  made  it  a  constant  ingredient  in  such  prepar- ations.   C.  ladaniferus  is  the  most  popular  species  for  warm  situations  in  ornamental  scenery. 

"  Most  of  the  species,"  Sweet  observes,  "  will  survive  through  the  winter  in  the  open  air,  if  the  weather be  not  too  severe ;  but  it  is  safest  to  keep  some  of  all  the  kinds  in  pots,  that  they  may  be  sheltered  from  severe 
frosts ;  and  they  can  be  turned  out  in  the  borders  in  spring,  when  they  will  thrive  and  flower  well.  They 
will  succeed  in  any  common  soil,  or  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  will  suit  them  very  well  They  may  be 
increased  by  layers  :  or  young  cuttings,  as  soon  as  ripened,  taken  off  at  a  joint,  and  planted  under  a  hand- 

glass, will  root  readily:  they  may  be  also  raised  from  seeds,  which  are  produced  in  abundance."  (Bot. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

Cult.  168.) 
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tll98.  HELIAN'THEMUM.  J.  Sun-Rose. 7758  Liban6tis  W.         Rosemary-lvd.  «-  |  or 
7759  umbellatum  P.  S    umbet-flower'd  jsl  I  or 7760  scabrosum  P.  S.      rough  tL  |  or 
7761  algarvense  Dun.      Algarvine        *L  I  or 
7762  formosum  Dun.      beautiful         *L  |  or 
7763  atriplicifolium  P.  S.  Orache-leaved  tL  |  or 
7764  nalimifolium  P.  S.  Sea.Pursl.-lvd.  a.  |  or 
7765  canadense  P.  S.      Canadian        3t  A  or 
7766  Tuberfiria  P.  S.      Plantain-leav'd  ^  _AJ  or 7767  guttatum  P.  S.       spotted-flower.      O  or 7768  ledifolium  P.  S.      Ledum-leaved      O  or 
7769  aegypttacum  P.S.    Eg5rptian  O  or 7770  salicif61ium  P.  S.     Willow-leaved      O  or 
7771  punctatum  P.  S.      punctated  O  or 
7772  canariense  P.  S.      Canary  S~  i  |  or 
7773  Fumana  P.  S.  Heath-leaved 
7774  lae'vipes  P.  S.  cluster-leaved 
7775  Barrelieri  Tenore  Barrelier's 7776  glutinosum  P.  S.  clammy 
7777  origanifolium  P.  S.  Marjoram-lvd.  «. 7778  oslandicum  P.  S.     smooth-leaved  !U. 
7779  itfUicum  P.  S. 
7780  canum  W.  en. 
7781  marifolium  P.  S. 
7782  squamatum  P.  S. 
7783  glaucum  P.  S. 
7784  tomentosum  Smith,  toraentose  !U 
7785  serpyllilolium  P.  S.  WildThyme-lv.it.  or 
7786  vulgare  P.  S.  common-dwarf  fc»  or 

&  flare  pleno  double-flowered  *~.  or 7787  nuramularium  P.  S.  Moneywort-lv.  1*  or 
7788  surrejanum  P.  S.     dotted-leaved   )t>  or 
7789  sampsucif61iumCav.  bristly-stalked  1*  or 
7790  elongfitum  P.  S.      long-peduncled  ml  |  or 
7791  serr&tum  P.  S.       saw-pe tailed         O  or 
7792  hlrtura  P.  S.  bristly-calyxed  tL  |  or 
7793  pulverulentum  P.S.  powdered        *~  or 7794  aureum  P.  S.         golden  fc»  or 
7795  thymifolium  P.S.    Thyme-leaved  !t.  |or 77961avandula?f61iuraP.S.Lavender-leav. «.  |  or 
7797  angustifSlium  P.  S.  narrow-leaved  t~  or 7798  mutabile  P.  S.       changeable      n.  or 
7799  polifiSlium  P.  S.  white-mount  !U  or 
7800 appenninum  P.S.    Apennine        «L  or 
7801  pilosum  P.  S.         hairy  «-  |  or 
7802  grandifl6rum  P.  S.  large-flowered  )U  or 7803  roseum  P.  S.         Rose-colored  or 
7804  cr6ceum  P.  S.  SaflBron-colored  *~  or 
7805 sulphureum  W.en.  Sulphur-color"d!U  or 

Italian 
hoary  t- , JIa  rum-leaved  !U 
scaly  O- . 
glaucous-leav'd  tL 

Cistinete.  Sp. 
1  jn  Y 
2  jn.au  W 3  jn.jl  Y 
3  jLau  Y 3  my.jl  Y 
6  jnjl  Y 4  jnjl  Y 
1  jnjl  Y 

| jnjl  W i  jnjl  Y 
ijnjl  Y 
|  jnjl  W 
4  jn.au  Y 
ijnjl  Y U  jnjl  Y 
I  jnjl  Y 
lljn.au  Y 1  jaau  Y 2  my.s  Y 2  jnjl  Y 

fjnjl  Y 2  jLs  Y 

fjnjl  Y 
1  myjn  Y 2  jnjl  Y 
2  jaau  Y 
fjl.au  Y 
i  my.s  Y 
i  my.s  Y 
1  my.s  Y ljn.au  Y 
f  jl.o  Y 
fjnjl  W 2  jl  Y 

ijnjl  Y 1  jnjl  Y 

fjnjl  W f  jn.au  Y ijnjl  Y 2  jnjl  Y 
fjnjl  Y 
f  jnjl  Rt 
i  my.jl  W 2  jn.au  W 
H  jn.au  W 1  jnjl  Y 
i  jn.au  Pk 

f  jn.au  Y fjnjl  P.y 

48—124. 

Spain       1752.  C S.  Europe  1731.  C 
Italy        1775.  C Portugal  1800.  C 
Portugal  1780.  C 
Spain       1656.  C 
Spain       1656.  C N.  Amer.  1799.  S 
&  Europe  1752.  S 
England  san.pa.  D 
England  san.pa.  S 
Egypt      1764.  S S.  Europe  1759.  S S.  France  1816.  S Canaries  1790.  C 
France     1752.  S 
France     1690.  S 
Italy       1820.  S S.  Europe  1790.  C 
Spain       1795.  C Germany  1816.  S 
Italy        1799.  C S.  Europe  1772.  C 
Britain    al.roc.  C 
Spain       1815.  C 
Spain       1815.  C Scotland  scalp.  C 
Austria    1731.  C 
Britain  gra.ban.  C 

  C Spain      1752.  C 
England  ch.hU.  C France       ...  C 
Spain       1800.  C 
Spain      1804.  D 
Spain      1759.  C France      ...  C 
Montpelier  ...  C 
Spain       1658.  C Levant    1739.  C 

  1800.  C France  1795.  C 
England  downs.  C 
Italy       1731.  C S.  Europe  1731.  C 
Italy       1800.  C 
&  Europe  ...  C 
Spain         ...  C 
Spain       1815.  C 

Barr.  ic.  294 

Bot  mag.  627 Bot.  mag.  264 
Barr.  ic.  292 
Cav.ic.2.  t.138 
Cav.  id.  1 67 
Eng.  bot  544 Eng.  bot  2414 Jac.  obs.  3. 1 68 Cav.ic.2.  1. 144 

Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  97 
Jac.  aust.8.  t.252 Bot.  mag.  1782 
Bot  mag.  2371 
Cav.ic.2.tl45.f.2 Cav.  ic.  3.  1 262 
Jac.  aust  1 399 Barr.  rar.  1 366 
Al.ped.2.  t45.f.3 
Eng.  bot  396 Cav.  ic.  2. 1 139 
Cav.  ic  2. 1 261 
Eng.  bot  2208 
Eng.  bot  1321 
Cav.  ic.  2. 1 142 
Eng.  bot  2207 Bot  mag.  1803 
Cav.ic2.tl75.f.l Barrel,  rar.  t. 488 

Barrel  ic.  444 
Jac  ic.  1.  t.  96 
Jac.  hort.3.  t53 
Jac.  ic  1. 1 99 
Eng.  bot  1322 Tabern.  ic.  1062 
Al.pe.2.t45.f.l,2 
Scop.  earn.  t25 Jac.  hort  3.  t.65 
Desf.aa2.tll0 

DIGYNIA. 
1199.  BAUE'RA  H.  K.     Bauera.  Cunoniacete. 7806  rubisefolia  H.  K.  Madder-leaved  M.  i_J  pr    li  jLd  Pk 
1200.  FOTHERGII/LA.  W.  Fothergilla. 
7807  alnif61ia  W.  obtuse-leaved   S       ir  4 
7808  major  B.  M.  large-leaved     it      or  4 
7809  Gardeni  Jac.  acute-leaved     St      or  4 
7810  serotina  B.  M.  green-leaved    Sfe      or  4 

7758 

&  W.  1793.  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  715 
Hamamelidece.   Sp.  4. 
apjn    W     N.  Amer.  1765. my.jn 
myjn 

W 
W 
W 

N.  Amer.  1765. 
N.  Amer.  1765. N.  Amer.  1765. 

L  s.p  Bot  mag.  1341 
L  s.p  Bot  mag.  1348 
L  s.p  Jac.  ic  1. 1. 100 

L  s.p 

7770 

7767 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1198.  Helianthemum.  From  tjkias,  the  sun,  and  ctv$-os,  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  bright  golden  radiance  of the  blossoms.  This  is  a  shewy  free-flowering  genus  of  little  trailing  plants,  mostly  ligneous,  and  well  adapted 
for  rock-work.  A  number  of  them  answer  best  kept  in  pots,  and  sheltered  by  frames  during  winter ;  but 
some  are  quite  hardy,  and  none  are  more  ornamental  than  the  H.  vulgare,  and  its  varieties  with  orange, 
yellow,  straw-colored,  red,  and  double  flowers.  It  is  one  of  the  handsomest  plants  in  cultivation  for  rock- work.    All  the  species  are  of  easy  culture  in  light  soil,  and  cuttings  root  freely  under  a  hand-glass. 

1199.  Bauera.   Named  after  Francis  and  Ferdinand  Bauer,  German  botanical  draughtsmen  of  the  highest 
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7758  Stem  nearly  smooth,  Lvs.  sees.  lin.  re  vol.  at  edge  brownish  green  above  hoary  beneath,  Fl.  sol.  Sep.  shining 
7759  Young  shoots  visa  with  downy  hairs,  Lvs.  sess.  lin.  obi.  viscid  downy  beneath,  FL  in  term.  umb.  Sep.  villous 
7760  Branches  hairy  rough  hoary,  Lvs.  sess.  atten.  at  base  green  above  ash-colored  beneath,  Fed.  shorter  than 
7761  Leaves  sessile  hoary  ovate-lane  Pedunc.  panic,  hairy,  Sepals  3  acute  hairy  [leaves,  CaL  hairy 7762  Branches  villous,  Leaves  obov.  lane,  hoary,  Pedunc.  and  caL  villous,  Sepals  3 
7763  Branches  white  with  scales,  Leaves  broad  ovate  blunt  wavy  at  base  silvery  on  each  side,  CaL  hairy 
7764  Branches  white  with  scales  upwards,  Lvs.  stalked  ovate-obl  Pedunc.  long  brached  panicl.  Sepals  5  scaly 
7765  Branches  hairy,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  acute  hairy  pale  beneath,  Pedunc.  hairy  1-fl.  Capsule  shorter  than  calyx 
7766  Stems  nearly  simple,  Radical  leaves  stalked  ov.  obL  3-nerved  hairy,  Ped.  panic,  few,  Cal.  smooth  shining 
7767  Stem  hairy,  Leaves  sess.  obL  lin.  3-nerved  villous,  Racemes  lax  without  bractes,  Ped.  filiform  naked 
7768  Stem  nearly  smooth,  Lvs.  obL  ellipt  tootbL  Fl.  opp.'  with  stipules,  Ped.  erect  smooth  shorter  than  calyx 7769  Lvs.  on  short  stalks  lin.  obL  narr.  rev.  at  edge,  Stip.  lin.  subulate,  Pedunc.  filif.  pubescent,  Calyx  inflated 
7770  Branches  hairy,  Leaves  obov.  obL  acute  toothletted,  Stip.  lin.  obL  Pedunc.  and  caL  hairy 
7771  Leaves  obi.  3-5-nerved  rough  with  short  stellate  hairs,  Racemes  long  pubescent  cinereous  few-flowered 
7772  Branches  hoary.  Leaves  stalked  opp.  and  alternate  blunt  glauc.  Stipules  subulate,  Raceme  term,  erect 
7773  Stem  tortuose,  Leaves  altern.  lin.  rough  at  edge  subinvolute,  Pedunc.  sol.  1-fl.  Caps  naked 
7774  Leaves  setaceous  glaucous  nearly  smooth,  Stip.  filiform  long,  Pedunc.  racemose,  Calyx  hairy 
7775  Branches  villous,  Leaves  lin.  obi.  pubesc.  Stip.  lin.  subuL  mucron.  erect,  Pedunc.  racemose  glutinous 
7776  Branches  villous  glutinous,  Leaves  lin.  vill.  glut  ash-colored,  Stipules  long  lax,  Pedunc.  and  caL  villous 
7777  Leaves  stalked  ovate  hairy  on  each  side,  Racemes  short  term.  Pet  scarcely  larger  than  calyx 
7778  Leaves  lane,  ellipt  blunt  green  on  each  side,  Racemes  simple  few-rl.  Cal.  subglobose  ovate 
7779  Branches  simple  long,  Leaves  pilose  hispid ;  lower  ovate ;  upper  lane.  Racemes  simple  hairy  hoary 
7780  Leaves  oblong  hairy  green  above  hoary  beneath,  Racemes  simple,  Pedic.  and  cal.  hoary 
7781  Leaves  without  stipules  stalked  ovate  cordate,  Racemes  simple  solitary  few-flowered  terminal 
7782  Branches  silvery  with  scales,  Leaves  stalked  obL  blunt  silvery  with  small  stipules,  CaL  scaly 
7783  Branches  ascend,  hoary,  Leaves  downy  glaucous :  the  lower  round  :•  upper  ellipt  Stip.  and  bractes  green 7784  Leaves  lane,  ovate  hoary  beneath  green  above,  Calyx  furrowed  with  elevated  hairy  nerves 
7785  Leaves  obi.  ellipt  hoary  beneath  deep  green  shining  above,  Calyx  hoary :  its  nerves  with  a  few  hairs 
7786  Leaves  scarcely  revoL  at  edge  hoary  beneath,  green  and  hairy  above :  lower  round ;  upper  obL  Rac.  lax 
7787  Lower  leaves  round :  upper  obi.  lin.  hairy  green  beneath,  Racemes  and  calyxes  hairy 
7788  Leaves  obov.  obL  somewhat  hairy.  Racemes  few-fL  term.  Pet.  narrow  lanceolate 7789  Leaves  ovate-obl.  keeled  sessile,  Peduncles  long  branched  panicled,  Stipules  O 
7790  Stipules  O,  Leaves  lane,  hoary  hairy  beneath,  Pedunc  long2-leaved  and  racemose,  Calyxes  hairy 7791  Leaves  opp.  lane.  3-nerved  hairy  viscid,  Radical  obovate,  Racemes  without  bractes,  Petals  serrated 
7792  Leaves  obovate  obi.  revolute  at  edge  downy  hairy  hoary  beneath,  Calxes  very  hirsute  white 
7793  Leaves  obi.  linear  glaucous  above  hoary  beneath,  Cal.  hoary  minutely  pubescent,  Branches  hoary 
7794  Leaves  lin.  obL  revolute  at  edge  hoary  on  each  side,  Calyxes  very  hirsute  white 
7795  Leaves  lin.  very  short  pubescent  opp.  Stip.  mucronate  erect,  Pedunc.  villous  few-flowered 
7796  Leaves  oblong  lin.  revolute  at  edge  the  younger  hoary  on  each  side,  Calyxes  glaucous,  Sepals  ciliated 
7797  Leaves  short  stalked  lin.  oblong  hispid  above,  Racemes  lax,  Calyx  with  deciduous  hairs 
7798  Leaves  flat  ovate  obi.  acute  smooth  above  beneath  finely  downy,  CaL  striated  smoothish 
7799  Leaves  obi.  ovate  obt  flat  beneath  hoary  above  smooth  green,  Cal.  striated  smooth  shining 
7800  Leaves  stalked  obi.  lin.  downy  beneath  glaucous  above,  Cal.  shortly  hairy  striated  glaucous  obtuse 
7801  Leaves  linear  hoary  on  each  side  setose  at  end,  Stipules  subulate,  Cal.  hairy  nerved  striated 
7802  Upper  leaves  flat  obL  hairy,  Stipules  ciliated  longer  than  stalk,  FL  large,  Calyxes  hairy 
7803  Leaves  ovate  lane,  a  little  downy  on  each  side,  Stipules  linear,  Ped.  and  cal.  pilose  hirsute 
7804  Leaves  downy  hoary  beneath  glaucous  above  revolute  at  edge,  Calyxes  yellowish  glaucous 
7805  Leaves  narrow  lane,  flat  with  stellate  pubescence  on  each  side,  Raceme  terminal  few-flowered 

DIGYNIA. 
7806  The  only  species 

7807  Leaves  cuneate  obovate  upwards  crenate  toothed 
7808  Leaves  ovate-oblong  cordate  at  base,  upwards  crenate  toothed 
7809  Leaves  ovate  acute  nearly  entire 
7810  Leaves  oblong  acute  crenate- toot  lied  upwards,  green  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
celebrity.  Nothing  comparable  to  their  works  has  ever  appeared  from  any  other  hand.  The  species  is  a 
hardy  free-flowering  plant,  of  easy  culture  in  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  in  the  same  soil  under 
a  glass. 1200.  Fothergilla.  In  memory  of  John  Fothergill,  M.  D.,  an  eminent  physician  and  patron  of  botany, 
who  cultivated  a  variety  of  the  most  curious  plants  in  his  garden  near  London.  The  species  are  dwarf 
deciduous  shrubs,  of  easy  culture  in  light  soil  or  peat,  and  generally  increased  by  layers. 

Hh  4 
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tlSOl.  CURATEI/LA.  W.  Curateixa. 
7811  americfina  W.  American 

fl202.  P-EO'NIA.  W.  PjBony. 7812  Moutan  H.  K.  Chinese  tree 
a.  papaveracea  Poppy-flowered  i (3  BanksitE  common 
y  rosea  Rose-colored 

7813  albifl6ra  Pall.  eatable-rooted 
/3  tutorial  Tartarian 
y  sibirica  Siberian 
S  rubescens  blush-colored 
i  unjflora  single-flowered 
Z  Whitleji  double-white *i  Humei  double-crimson 
Hrfrograns  Rose-scented 7814  daurica  H.  K.  Daurian 

7815  corallina  W.  entire-leaved 
7816  officinalis  W.  common 

/3  rdsea  Rose-colored 
rblanda  blush rubra  double-red 
i  carnescens  flesh-colored i  albicans  whitish 
«t  lobar  a  Dec.  lobed 

7817  peregrina  H.  K.  Turkish 
j3  compact  a  compact 
y  GrevUlii  Greville's 7818  cretica  Lindl.  early  pink 

7819  parad6xa  And.  paradoxical 
fSfimbridta  double-fringed 7820  mollis  And.  soft 

7821  arietina  And.  Anderson's 7822  decora  And.  comely 
a.  PallasH  Pa  lias's P  elatior  tall 7823humilis  W.  dwaif 

1824  anQmala  W.  jagged-leaved lactniata  Pall.  ross.  2.  t  85. 
7825  hybrida  W.  mule 
7826  tenuifolia  W.  fine-leaved 

Dtileniacece. 

Sp.  1—2. 
•  □or 8 W S.  Amor. L 

s.p 

Ranunculacete.   Sp.  15 — 17. Sk or 3 ap.jn China C 

p.1 

2k or 3 ap.jn W 1789 C 

p. 

2k 

or 3 ap.jn Pu l/nina 

1789* 

C 

P.1 

2k 

or 
3 ap.jn 

Pk 

Cnina 
C  p.l * A  or 2 my.jn 

"W 

Siberia R 8.1 
ft 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Siberia R S.1 

* A  or 2 
my.jn 

w Siberia R 8.1 
ft A  or 2 my.jn pt Siberia 

l/o-*. 

R 8.1 A  or 2 my.jn w Siberia R 8.1 ft A  or 2 
my.jn 

W China 17o4. R  s.l 
Jj 

A  or 2 my.jn R China 1784. R S.l 
$ A  or 2 my.jn R China 1784. R 
ft A  or 3 my.jn 

Pu 
Siberia 1790. R 

S.1 

X 
I A  or 4 my.jn R England "• R S.1 

A  or 3 my.jn R Switzerl. lo4o. R 
ft A  or 3 R ... R 

s!i 

* A  or 3 my.jn 
Pk 

R 

8.1 

% A  or 3 my.jn R R 

S.l 

A  or 3 my.jn W R 8.1 

j. 

A  or 3 my.jn W R 

8.1 

ft A  or 3 my.jn R R 

S.1 

A  or 2 my.jn D.Pu  Levant lox9. R 8.1 * A  or 2 my.jn 
Pu 

R 8.1 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Pu 

R S.l 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Pk 

Candia R 8.1 
A  or 2 my.jn 

Pu 
Levant R S.1 

A  or 

3 my.jn 
Pu 

R 

8.1 
A  or 

11  my.jn Pu 
R 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Pu 

R 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Pu 

R 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Pu 

R S.1 

A  or 

2 my.jn 
Pu 

R 8.1 

A  or 

2 

my 

Pu 

Spain 

1633. R 

8.1 
ft 

A  or 

2 my.jn Pk Siberia 
1788. R 

S.1 
ft 

A  or 

2 my.jn R Siberia 1788. R 8.1 
ft 

A  or 

3 my.jn R Siberia 1765. R 8.1 

Aub.gui.Lt.S3S 

Bot.rep.373. 448 Bot.  cab.  547 
Bot  mag.  1154 Bot  cab.  1035 Botm.1756.2888 

Bot.  reg.  43 
Bot  rep.  612 Bot.  mag.  1768 
Hort.  trans,  c.  ic 
Bot  mag.  1441 
Eng.  bot  1513 Bot  mag.  1784 

Bot  mag.  1050 

Bot.  reg.  819 

Sweet  fl.gard.lt 

Bot  mag.  1422 Bot  mag.  1754 

Pall.  ross.  2.  t.86 Bot.  mag.  926 

1203.  HIBBER'TIA.  H. 7827  volubilis  B.  Rep. 
7828  grossulariarfoliaSfl/. 
7829  denttta  R.  Br. 

tl204.  DELPHI'NIUM. 7830  chinense  Fisch. 
7831  amblguum  W. 7832  consolida  W. 
7833  cuneStum  Stev^ 
7834  Ajacis  W. 7835aconiti  W. 
7836  peregrinum  W. 

JD.junceum  Dec. 
7837  grandifl6rum  W. 

yflore-plino 
7812 

K.  HlBBERTIA. twining  S 
Gooseberry  -lvd.  3t toothed  i_ 
W.  Larkspur. Chinese 
doubtful 
field 
wedge-shaped Rocket Aconite-like  £t 
broad-lvd.-ann. 

great-flowered double-flowered  £v 
7812/3 

TRIGYNIA. 
Dilleniacete. 

i  |  or    4  my.o  Y 

I  |  or 
I  |  or 

A  or 
O  or 
O  or 
A  or O  or 
Q>  or 
O  or 

S.W.  1790. 
2 mr.au Y N.  HolL 1803. 
3 Y N.  Holl. 1816. 

Ranunculacete.   Sp.  26—53. 2 8.0 
Pu Tartary 

1819. 
3 

jl.au 

B 
Barbary 

1759. 
4 

jnjl 

B England san.fi. 
4 

jnjl  • 

B Siberia 1816. 2  jnjl Pk Switzerl. 157a 
1 

jnjl 

Pu 
Levant 1801. 

1 
jnjl 

B 

Italy 

1629. 

U 

jn.s 

D.B Siberia 1741. 2 

jn.s 

DB 

C  s.p  Bot  rep.  126 
C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1218 
C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  282 

S  p.1  Bot  cab.  71 S  p.1 
S  r.m  Eng.  bot.  1839 D  co  Bot  reg.  327 
S  r.m S  p.1  Vahl.  sym.l.t.13 
S  p.1  Al  ped.2.t£5.f.3 
D  p.1  Bot.  mag.  1686 D  p.1 
7816  ,wS^s 

i7816-*5g^>1  7815 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1201.  Curatella.  From  curatus,  worked ;  a  name  given  by  Aublet  to  the  genus,  because  the  leaves,  which 
have  a  rough  surface,  are  used  in  Guyana  for  polishing  bows,  sabres,  and  other  weapons.  A  small  tree  with 
rough  leaves,  which  grows  well  in  sandy  loam ;  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  glass. 

1202.  Pceonia.  The  physician  Pawn  was  the  first  to  use  this  in  medicina  The  Greek  legend  adds,  that  he 
used  it  to  cure  Pluto  or  a  wound  inflicted  by  Hercules.  The  species  are  magnificent  flowering  plants, 
especially  P.  officinalis  and  moutan,  with  their  numerous  varieties.  P.  nioutan  and  its  different  varieties  are 
hardy  enough  to  bear  our  winters  in  the  open  air ;  but  they  do  not  flower  in  such  perfection  as  when  planted 
out  in  a  conservatory,  or  in  a  pit  where  they  may  be  protected  from  the  severe  frost  under  glass  :  they  will thrive  well  in  any  rich  light  soil ;  and  ripened  cuttings,  slipped  off,  and  planted  in  the  ground,  in  a  shady 
place,  without  cover,  will  root  freely.   (Bot.  Cult.  234.) P.  edulb  has  a  more  slender  stem  than  the  common  Paeony.    The  Daurians  and  Mongols  boil  the  root  in 
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7811  Leaves  ovate  subrepand  toothletted  rough 

7812  Segments  of  leaves  ovate  obi.  glaucous  beneath 

7813  Capsules  smooth  recurved,  Segm.  of  leaves  smooth  shining  3-parted  with  ovate  lanceolate  lobes 

7814  Capsules  downy  erect,  Segm.  of  leaves  glaucous  beneath  smooth  somewhat  lobed  with  blunt  obovate  lobes 
7815  Capsules  downy,  Segm.  of  leaves  ovate  entire  smooth 
7816  Capsules  downy  nearly  straight,  Segments  of  leaves  unequally  cut  smooth,  Lobes  ovate-lanceolate 

7817  Caps,  downy  erect,  Segm-  of  leaves  3-parted  cut  and  entire  ovate-lanc.  fiat  hairy  beneath 

7818  Leaves  somewhat  shining  blistered  coriaceous  glaucous  and  downy  beneath,  Ovaries  woolly  spreading 
7819  Caps,  downy  straight,  Segm.  of  leaves  many-parted  blunt  somewhat  wavy  glaucous  beneath  hairy 
7820  Caps,  downy  straight,  Segm.  of  leaves  oval-lanc.  flat  lobed  imbricated  beneath  casious  hairy 
7821  Caps,  downy  arcuate  spreading,  Segm.  of  lvs.  3-lobed  and  pi  mint  i  fid  decurrent  ovate-obL  flat  hairy  beneath 
7822  taps,  pubescent  spreading,  Segm.  of  leaves  3-parted  oblong  blunt  hairy  beneath 

7823  Caps,  somewhat  pilose  nearly  erect,  Segm.  of  leaves  3-5-parted  villous  beneath,  Lobes  obL  entire 
7824  Caps.  5  smooth  depressed  blunt,  Segm.  of  leaves  smooth  pinnated,  Lobes  lane,  acuminate 
7825  Caps,  pubescent,  Segments  of  leaves  smooth  many-parted,  Lobes  linear 
7826  Caps,  downy  spreading,  Segm.  of  leaves  smooth  many  parted,  Lobes  linear 

TRIGYNIA. 
7827  Leaves  obovate  lane,  nearly  entire  mucronate  pubescent  beneath,  Flowers  sessile,  Stem  twining 
7828  Leaves  roundish  crenate  toothed,  Fl.  stalked  opp.  to  the  leaves,  Stems  procumbent 
7829  Leaves  obi.  acum.  smooth  with  awned  serratures,  FL  stalked  trigynous 

7830  Like  D.  grandiflorum,  from  which  it  differs  in  having  a  more  rigid  stem,  and  a  later  time  for  flowering 
7831  Stem  erect  velvety,  Lvs.  3-5-part.  Lobes  pinnatifid,  Racemes  lax,  Spur  straight  pubesc.  shorter  than  caL 
7832  Stem  suberect  smth.  with  spread,  branches,  Fls.  few  loosely  racem.  Fed.  long,  than  bractes,  Caps,  smooth 
7833  Petioles  not  dilated  at  base,  Lvs.  cun.  at  base5-7-lob.  Lobes  cut  acute,  Raceme  lax  branch.  Calyxes  smooth 7834  Stem  erect  smoothish  nearly  simple,  Branches  much  covered  with  fls.  Ped.  length  of  bractes,  Caps,  pubesc. 
7835  Stem  erect  branch,  subpub.  Lvs.  pedate  multifid,  Ped.  very  long,  Spur  incurv.  at  end  horiz.  di  v  id.  upwards 
7836  Stem  erect  much  branch.  Lvs.  smooth  rigid :  low.  multifid,  Branc.  and  bractes  1  in.  en  t.  Rac.  lax.  Pet.  stalk. 
7837  Leaves  palmate  many-parted,  Lobes  linear  distant,  Pedicels  longer  than  bract,  Pet  shorter  than  calyx 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
their  broth,  and  grind  the  seeds  and  put  them  into  their  tea.  P.  officinalis  was  by  old  authors  said  to  be  of 
two  sorts,  male  and  female,  the  flowers  of  the  former  being  smaller  and  lighter  colored  than  those  of  the 
latter.  These  distinctions,  however,  were  not  indicative  of  sexual  difference,  the  pawny  being  hermaphro- 

dite, but  merely  of  stronger  and  weaker  growing  varieties,  according  to  the  practice  of  the  age.  Now  they are  laid  aside,  the  varieties  reduced  to  seven  or  eight,  of  which  a  full  account  is  given  in  the  Horticultural 
Transactions  (vol  ii.  273.).  Of  these,  the  double  red,  the  most  common,  when  introduced  at  Antwerp  about 
the  end  of  the  sixteenth  century,  sold  for  twelve  crowns  a  root  A  useful  account  of  the  species  and  varieties 
has  been  published  by  Messrs.  Anderson  and  Sabine,  in  the  transactions  of  the  Linnean  Society. 

1203.  Hibbcriia.  Named  after  George  Hibbert,  Esq.  who  was  once  a  distinguished  English  collector  of plants.   Twining  or  trailing  plants  of  New  Holland,  with  bright  yellow  flowers. 
1204.  Delphinium.  From  StX<pi>,  a  dolphin,  on  account  of  the  resemblance  between  the  nectary  of  the 
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7838  cheilanthum  Fisck. 
7839  intermedium  W. 
7840  elatum  W. 

montanum  Dec. 
7841  revolu turn  Desf. 
7842  hjrbridum  W. hirsutum  P.  S. 
7843  mesoleucum  Link. 
7844  exaltatum  W. 
7845  azureum  Ph. 
7846  dictyocarpum  Dec. 7847  tric6rne  PA. 
7848  urceolatum  W. 
7849  flexuusum  Bieb. 
7850  ochroleucum  Stev. 
7851  laxifl6rum  Dec. 
7852  puniceum  W. 
7853  staphisagria  W.  en. 
7854  plctum  W.en. 
7855  Requienii  Dec. 

tl205.  ACONITUM.  W. 
7856  paniculatum  Lam. 7857  ochroleucum  W. 
7858  lyc6ctonum  W. 
7859  japonicum  W. 
7860  variegatum  W. 
7861  An'thora  W. 
7862  pyrenai cum  W. 7863  versicolor  Stev. 
7864  septentrionale  W. 7865  album  W. 
7866  cam'marum  W. rostratum  Bernh- 
7867  tortuosum  W.  en. 
7868  neomontanum  W. 
7869  speciosum  Otto. 7870  barbatum  P.  S. 
7871  biflorum  Fisch. 
7872  NapSlus  W. 7873tauricum  W. 
7874  volatile  W. 7875  uncinfitum  W. 

POLYANDRIA  TRIGYNIA. 

Doroninsk  ^  ̂   or 
palm  a  ted  Bee  ̂   A  or 
common  Bee  &  A  or 
revolute  ^  A  or 
hairy  ik  A  or 
white-eyed  ^ 
American  ^ azure  ^ 
nett  ed-capsuled  ̂  
three-horned  ^ hollow-leaved  ^[ wavy  ^ 
pale-yellow  ^ loose-flowered  ^£ scarlet-flowered^ Stavesacre panicled  ^ 
Requien's  ^ Wolf's-Bane. 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 

A  °r A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
O  or 
©  or 
Q)  or 

panicled pale-white 
great-yellow Japan variegated wholesome 
Pyrenean 
northern 
white rostrate 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

_  A  or 
many-colored  ^  A  or 

A  or 
A  or A  or 

twisting 
mountain shewy hairy 

two-flowered 
Monk's-hood Taurian twining 
American 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or A  pr 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

2  jn 
8  jl 

6  jn.s 

6  jn.s 3  jn.s 

D.B 
B 
B 
P.B B 

Siberia Silesia 
Siberia 

1819. 
1710. 1597. 

Siberia  1791. 

3  jnjl  B.y    1822. 
3  jl.au  B  N.  Amer.  1758. 
6  jl.au  L.B  Carolina  1805. 
4  jnjl  B  Siberia  1817. 
f  jLau  B  N.  Amer.  1806 2  jl.au  B    1801. 
2  jl.au  B  Caucasus  1820. 
2  jn.jl  W  Iberia  1823. 
3  jnjl  B  Siberia 
4  jl  R  Siberia  1785. 
2  ap.au  L.B  S.  Europe  1596. 
\\  ap.au  LB  S.  Europe  1816. 
4  myjn  L.B  Majorca  1824. 

RanuncvXacejE.   Sp.  20 — 22. 
3  jn.s  Pa.B  France  1815. 
3  jn.s  L.Y  Caucasus  1794. 
3  jLau  Y  AL  of  Eur. 1596. 
6  jn.s  B  Japan  1790. 
5  jn.au  P.W  a  Europe  1597. 
ljjn.au  P.Y  Pyrenees  1596. 
4  jn.jl  Y  Pyrenees  1739. 3  jn.s  B.y  Siberia  1820. 
4  jLau  B  N.Europe  1800. 
4  jl.au  W  Levant  •  1752. 
3  jn.s  Pu  Switzerl.  1752. 

Class  XIII. 

D  p.l  Bot  reg.  473 
D  p.l  MilL  ic.  1 119 
D  p.l  Sch.  han.2.  tl45 

D  p.l D  p.l 

D  p.l 
D  p.l  MilLic.t.250.f.2 D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l   Bot  cab.  306 D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1791 
D  p.l D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l S  s.p  Woodv.  1 154 

S  s.p 

S  co 
D  co  Bot  cab.  810 
I>  co  Bot.  mag.  2570 
g  co  Jac.aust4.  t380 D  co 
D  co 
D  co  Jac.aust.4.t382 D  co 
D  co  Bot.  cab.  794 
D  co  Fl.  dan.  1. 123 D  co 
D  co  Bot  cab.  203 

6  jl.au 3  jl.au 3  jLau 2  jnjl 

J  jD
 

4  my.jl 
4  jnjl 

6  jl.au 2  jl.au 

P.B B 
B P.Y 

P.B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

Europe 

Siberia 
Siberia Europe 

Tauria Siberia 

1812.  D  co 
1799.  D  co 

D  co 1807. 
1817. 
1596. 

1)  co 
D  co 
D  co 

1752.  D  co 
1799    D  co 

Barr.  ic.  t.  610 

Jac.  ic.  3. 1 492 

N.  Amer.  1768.  D  co    Bot.  mag.  1119 

PENTAGYNIA. 
1206.  TRACHYTEI/LA.  Dec.   Trachttella.  Dilleniacece. rough-leaved    fl.  □  cu 

7847 
7876  Acfee'a  Dec. Sp.  1—2, China 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
plant  and  the  imaginary  figures  of  the  dolphin.  The  species  are  shewy  annuals  or  perennials,  valuable  as 
border  flowers.   The  leaves  are  generally  much  divided,  and  the  flowers  in  terminal  spikes,  blue,  purple,  or 
red ;  never  yellow  or  any  shade  of  that  color. 

D.  consolida,  (from  consolidate,  to  unite ;  it  being  formerly  reputed  as  a  most  powerful  vulnerary,)  Pied 
d'AUouette,  Fr.,  Rittersporn,  Ger.,  is  a  shewy  annual,  with  blue,  pink,  purple,  and  white  flowers,  and  semi, double  and  double.  D.  Ajacis,  so  called  because  some  traces  may  be  perceived  in  the  flower  of  what  may  be 
likened  to  the  letters  AIA,  is  by  some  considered  as  only  a  variety  of  this  species:  both  are.  universally 
grown  as  border  annuals.  D.  elatum  is  well  adapted  for  shrubberies.  All  the  species  are  of  the  easiest 
culture.  The  species  are  extremely  difficult  to  distinguish  from  each  other,  and  are  probably  in  many  cases mere  varieties. 

1205.  Aconitum.  So  called  from  growing  about  Acona,  a  town  of  Bithynia.  The  species  are  robust  free- 
flowering  plants  of  some  beauty  and  consequence.  The  stems  rise  from  two  to  six  feet  in  height,  upright, 
strong,  furnished  with  many  digitate  or  palmate  leaves,  and  terminated  by  panicles  or  loose  spikes  of  blue  or 
yellow  flowers. 

A.  Napellus,  from  naptts,  a  turnip,  its  grumous  roots  resembling  little  turnips,  is  a  well  known  poisonous  plant 
Linnsus  says,  that  it  is  fatal  to  kine  and  goats,  especially  when  they  come  fresh  to  it,  and  are  not  acquainted 
with  the  plant ;  but  that  it  does  no  injury  to  horses,  who  eat  it  only  when  dry.  He  also  relates  (from  the 
Stockholm  Acts)  that  an  ignorant  surgeon  prescribed  the  leaves,  and  on  the  patient  refusing  to  take  them,  he 
took  them  himself  and  died.  The  ancients,  who  were  acquainted  with  chemical  poisons,  regarded  the 
Aconite  as  the  most  violent  of  all  poisons.  Some  persons,  only  by  taking  in  the  effluvia  of  the  herb  in  full 
flower  by  the  nostrils,  have  been  seized  with  swooning  fits,  and  have  lost  their  sight  for  two  or  three  days. 
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7838  Stem  erect  branch.  Lvs.  5-part  Lobes  obL  acumin.  Pet  shorter  than  caL  Caps,  netted  with  color  pubescent 
7839  Petioles  not  dilat  at  base,  Lvs.  cord.  5-7-fid :  up.  3-lobed,  Lobes  cut  serr.  Ped.  bract  caL  and  ovaries  smooth 
7840  Petioles  not  dilated  at  base,  Leaves  downy  5-lobed,  Lobes  cuneate  at  base  trifid  cut,  Spur  inflexed 
7841  Petioles  not  dilated  at  base,  Lvs.  orbicular  cord.  5-fid,  Lobes  cut  acute  deflexed,  Bractes  3,  Ovaries  smooth 
7842  Petioles  sheathing  at  base,  Lvs.  many-part,  with  lin.  lobes,  Raceme  close,  Spur  straight  longer  than  flower 
7843  Lvs.  somewhat  dilated  at  base,  Segm.  cuneiform  serr.  cut  in  front,  Stem  upwards  and  peduncles  pubescent 
7844  Petioles  not  dilated  at  base,  Lvs.  flat  trifid  beyond  the  middle,  Lobes  cuneiform  trifid  at  the  end  acuminate 
7845  Pet  scar,  dilat  at  base,  Lvs.  3-5-part.  multif.  with  lin.  lobes,  Rac.  straight,  Pet  beard,  at  end :  low.  very  vilL 
7846  Pet  scar,  dilat.  at  base,  Lvs.  3-7-lob.  Lobes  obi.  ac.  cut  pinnatifid :  up.  3-part  Caps.  nett.  at  keel  and  edge  cil. 
7847  Pet  smth.  but  scar,  sheath,  at  base,  Lvs.  5-par.  Lobes  3-5-fid  lin.  Pet  sh.  than  caL  Caps.  refl.  from  their  base 
7848  Petioles  not  dilated  at  base,  Leaves  concave  beyond  the  middle  trifid,  Lobes  cuneiform  cut  acuminate  at  end 
7849  Petio.  not  dilat  at  base,  Lvs.  5-lob.  with  cut  lobes,  Stem  flex  u.  and  petioles  hairy,  Bractes  lin.  Caps,  smooth 
7850  Petioles  sheathing  at  base,  Lvs.  many-par.  with  lin.  subul.  segm.  FL  pubesc.  Spur  acute  longer  than  flowers 
7851  Pet.  not  dilat  at  base,  Lvs.  3-7-lob.  with  obi.  ac.  cut  pinnat  lobes,  Rac.  lax  branch.  Bractes  and  ovaries  pub. 
7852  Petioles  sheathing  at  base,  Lvs.  many-parted  in  lin.  lobes,  Rac.  long.  Spur  straight  blunt  longer  than  pedicel 
7853  Spur  very  short,  Bracteoles  inserted  at  base  of  pedicel,  Petioles  hairy,  Pedicels  twice  as  long  as  flower 
7854  Spur  scarcely  shorter  than  caL  Bracteoles  inserted  at  base  of  pedicel,  Petioles  pubesc.  Pedic.  scarcely  longer 
7855  Spur  nearly  as  long  as  calyx,  Bractes  inserted  in  the  middle  of  pedicel,  Petioles  hairy  [than  flower 

7856  Pan.  divaricating,  Branches  tortuose,  Helmet  conical  half  circular,  Spur  short  thick  spiral         [at  end 
7857  FL  spiked  or  panic,  numerous,  Lvs.  deeply  3-5-lobed  with  cuneate  trifid  lobes,  Spur  slender  straight  curv. 
7858  Helmet  conical  cylindric.  Spur  slender  spirally  twisted,  Lip  divaricating,  Lvs.  palm.  3-5-lob.  beyond  middle 
7859  Veiny  smooth,  Pan.  s  moot  h  is  h  with  ascend,  branches,  Bag  of  hoods  very  large  ventric.  Spur  thick  subin  vol. 
7860  Pan.  divaricating  very  smooth,  Branches  tortuose,  Spur  thick  somewhat  spiral,  Lobes  of  leaves  rhomboid 
7861  Fls.  panic.  Sep.  and  pet.  persist.  Bag  of  hoods  scarcely  any,  Spur  thick  spiral,  Lvs.  multif.  with  lin.  ac.  segm. 
7862  All  over  densely  pubesc.  Lvs.  very  large  palmate  3-5-lobed  beyond  middle  pubesc.  Helmet  conical  cylindr. 
7863  Like  Anthera,  but  flowers  smootnish  variegated  with  a  low  subcorneal  helmet  [compressed 
7864  Like  Lycoctonum,  but  flowers  panicled,  Stem  peduncles  and  flowers  villous,  Ovaries  smooth  or  hairy 
7865  Ovaries  4-5,  Helmet  conical  with  a  long  claw,  Rac.  lax  simple,  Lvs.  3-5-parted  with  trifid  toothed  lobes 
7866  Pan.  lax,  Helmet  conical  elongated  abruptly  mucronate  in  front,  Spur  thick  spiral,  Ovaries  3-5 
7867  Pan.  lax,  Branches  1-4-fl.  Spur  thick  long  abruptly  kneed,  Bags  of  hoods  inflated,  Ovaries  3-5  smooth 7868  Ovaries  3  smooth,  Raceme  lax  corymbose,  Ped.  smooth,  Helmet  very  convex  subcorneal 
7869  Pan.  lax,  Helmet  exactly  conical,  Spur  very  thick  blunt  very  short,  Bag  of  the  hoods  very  large 
7870  Fl.  panic.  Helmet  conical,  Spur  thick  blunt  very  short  Lvs.  deeply  lobed  with  narrow  diverging  segments 
7871  Stem  very  short,  Low.  lvs.  few  on  long  stalks  5-part  with  palm.  segm.  Hoods  hook,  blunt,  Ovaries  3  villous 
7872  Ovaries  3  smooth,  Raceme  cylindric.  long,  Leaves  divided  down  to  petiole  with  linear  acute  furrowed  lobes 
7873  Ovaries  3  smooth,  Rac.  cylindr.  long  very  compact,  Pedicels  smooth  shorter  than  bractes,  Lvs.  subpedate 
7874  Stem  twining  with  spreading  hairs,  Petioles  ciliated,  Leaves  3-5-parted  with  pinnatifid  lobes,  Ovaries  5-7 
7875  Pan.  lax,  Branches  diverging,  Helmet  exactly  conical,  Leaves  3-lobed  with  entire  lobes,  Ovaries  villous 

But  the  root  is  unquestionably  the  most  powerful  part  of  the  plant.  Matthiolus  relates,  that  a  criminal  was 
put  to  death  by  taking  one  dram  of  it  Dodonseus  gives  us  an  instance,  recent  in  his  time,  of  five  persons  at 
Antwerp,  who  ate  the  root  by  mistake,  and  all  died.  Dr.  Turner  also  mentions,  that  some  Frenchmen  at  the 
same  place,  eating  the  shoots  of  this  plant  for  those  of  masterwort,  all  died  in  the  course  of  two  days,  except 
two  players,  who  quickly  evacuated  all  that  they  had  taken  by  vomit  We  have  an  account,  in  the 
Philosophical  Transactions,  of  a  man  who  was  poisoned,  in  the  year  1732,  by  eating  some  of  this  plant  in  a 
salad,  instead  of  celery.  Dr.  Willis  also,  in  his  work  De  Anima  Brutorum,  gives  an  instance  of  a  man  who 
died  in  a  few  hours,  by  eating  the  tender  leaves  of  this  plant  also  in  a  salad.  He  was  seized  with  all  the 
symptoms  of  mania.  The  Aconite,  thus  invested  with  terrors,  has,  however,  been  so  far  subdued,  as  to  become 
a  powerful  remedy  in  some  of  the  most  troublesome  disorders  incident  to  the  human  frame.  Baron  Stoerck 
led  the  way  by  administering  it  in  violent  pains  of  the  side  and  joints,  in  glandulous  scirrhi,  tumours,  ulcerous 
tubercles  of  the  breast,  &c.  to  the  quantity  of  from  ten  to  thirty  grains  in  a  dose,- of  an  extract,  the  method  of making  which  be  describes. 

WilKienow  and  the  Dublin  College  consider  that  the  plant  used  by  Stoerck  was  the  A.  neomontanum,  in 
which  opinion  Mr.  Thomson  agrees  in  his  London  Dispensatory. 

All  the  species  are  poisonous  in  a  high  degree.  The  limits  of  the  species  are  extremely  obscure,  and  in  a 
very  unsettled  state ;  Decandolle  in  his  Systema,  increased  the  number  at  that  time  known,  but  in  his 
Prodromus  many  of  the  species  of  the  Systema  are  considered  mere  varieties.  Dr.  Reichenbach  has,  however, 
multiplied  the  species  prodigiously,  but  with  little  reason. 

1206.  TrachyteUa.  From  r^axums,  roughness.  These  are  climbing  shrubs  with  racemose  white  flowers, 
and  hard  rough  leaves,  which  are  used  in  China  for  polishing  metals  and  hard  wood. 

PENTAGYNIA. 
7876  Leaves  very  rough  toothed 

_     ̂       7868  fa 

7876  <T  ̂ S?^ and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1207.  CIMICI'FUGA.  Ph.  Buowort. 7877  Serpentaria  Ph.     Black  Snakeroot  5t  A  ™ Actcea  race  mom  W. 
7878fce'tida  W.  stinking  £  A  m 7879  cordif61ia  Ph.  heart-leaved  4  A  cu 
7880palmata  Ph.  palmated         4  Acu 

tl208.  AQUILE'GIA.  W. 7881visc6sa  W. 
7882  vulgaris  W. 

fiflore  pleno 7883  glandulosa  Fisch 7884  viridiflora  Pall. 
7885  blcolor  P.  S. 

hybrida  B.  M. 
7886alpina  W. 
7887  canadensis  W. 
7888  atropurpurea  W.  en. 

1209.  NIGEL'LA.  W. 7889  damascena  W. 
7890  coarctata 
7891  satlva  W. 
7892arvensis  W. 
7893  hispanica  W. 
7894  orientalis  W. 

.  Columbine. 
clammy  4  A  or 
common  «3i  A  or 
double-flowered  &  A  or 
glandular         5  A  or 
green-flowered  ^  A  or 
two-colored      ^  A  i' 
Alpine  ^  A  or Canadian  &  A  or 
dark-purple     5  A  or 
Fennel-Flower. 
common  O  or 
dwarf  O  or 
small  O  or 
field  O  w 
Spanish  O  or 
yellow  O  or 

1210.  RE AUMU'RI A.  W.  Reaumuria. 
7895  hypericoldes  W.     Hypericum-likeJ*  |pr l in/folia  P.  L. 

1211.  COLBERTIA.  Salisb.  Colbertia. 
7896  coromandelianaSa/.  Coromandel     1  □  or 
1212.  TETRA'CERA.  L.  Tetracera. 
7897  potat6ria  Afx.        Water  Vine     fc_  □  or 

Ranunculacece.    Sp.  4 — 6. 
3  jn.jl     W.t  N.  Amer.  1732. 
4  jn.jl     L.Y    Siberia  1777. 
3  jnjl      W.Y  N.  Amer.  1812. 
4  jl.au     W.y  N.  Amer.  1812. 

Ranunculacete.    Sp.  8 — 13. 
1}  my.jn  Pu  Montpel.  1752. 2  my.jl  B  Britain  fields. 
2  my.jl  B    — 
1J  my.jl  W.b  Siberia 14  my.jl  G.y  Siberia 
2  my.jl  Pu  Siberia 

D  l.p  Dill.ett.t.67.f.78 
D  p.l  Lam.  ill.  487 
D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2069 
D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1630 

1822. 
1780. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 

f  jn.s 

14  jn.s 

If  jn.s 14  jn.s 
l4Jn.s 

Ficoidete.   Sp.  1. 
2  jl.o      Pu  Syria 

DUleniacece. 
15  mr.ap  Y 

Dilleniaceiz. 20   Sp.  1. 
Coroman.  1803. 

Sp.  1—23. &  Leone  1822. 

Goua.  ULtl9.f.l 
Eng.  bot  997  > 

Jacq.  ic.  1. 1 102 Bot  mag.  1221 

1  my.jn  B.a  Switzerl.  1731. 
1  ap.my  Ro  N.  Amer.  1640. 
1  my.jn  Pu  Siberia 

Ranunculacete.    Sp.  6 — 11. 
2  jn.s  L.B  a  Europe  1570.  S 

W.g  S.  Europe  1793.  S 
L.B  Egypt  1548.  S W.g  Germany  1683.  S 
B.w  Spain  1629.  S 
Y  Syria       1699.  S 

D  co    Bot.  cab.  657 
D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  246 
D  s.p  Bot  reg.  922 

co   Bot  mag.  22 
Zorn.  ic.  119 
Sch.  han.2.  tl46 
Bot.  mag.  1265 Bot.  mag.  1264 

1800.  L  s.p  Bot  reg.  845 

L  p.l  Roxb.  cor.  1 2( 
L  p.l 

POLYGYNIA. 
1213.  NELUM'BIUM.  J.  Sacred-Bean. 
7898  gpecioaum  W.        Indian  ±  El  or 

ft  cas'picum  Fisch.     Caspian  =fe  El  or 7899  luteum  W.  yellow-flowered*  El  or 

Ki/mphtzcete.  Sp.  2. 
jn.au    Pk  India       1787.  R  m.s  Bot.  mag.  903 

...     Pk  Casp.  Sea  1822.  R  m.s ...     Y  Carolina  1810.  R  m.s 
7880 

7885lr  IP^  N^tiW  7886 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1207.  Cimkifuga.  From  cimex,  a  bug,  and  fugo,  to  drive  away,  indicating  certain  virtues  a  species  it 
supposed  to  possess.  The  C.  serpentaria  is  used  with  success  by  the  native  practitioners  in  North  America, 
for  curing  the  dangerous  bite  of  the  rattlesnake.  Tall,  leaf/  herbaceous  plants,  with  the  appearance  of Actaea. 

1208.  AquHegia.  From  aquila,  an  eagle ;  the  inverted  spurs  of  the  flower  have  been  likened  to  the  talons  of  a 
bird  of  prey.  The  species  are  smooth-leaved,  handsome-flowered  plants.  A.  vulgaris  is  an  old  inhabitant  of 
the  flower  border :  the  whole  plant  has  been  recommended  to  be  used  medicinally,  but  it  belongs  to  a  suspi- 

cious natural  order,  and  Linnaeus  affirms,  that  children  have  lost  their  lives  by  it.  A.  alpina  is  the  hand- 
somest species. 

1209.  Nigella.  From  niger,  black,  because  of  the  color  of  the  seeds,  which  are  the  part  of  the  plant  known  in 
cookery.  The  species  are  curious  or  neat  little  plants,  with  fine  cut  leaves  like  fennel.  N.  damascena  and 
sativa  are  sown  as  hardy  annual  flowers ;  and  on  the  continent,  the  leaves  and  seeds  of  the  latter  species  and 
N.  arvensis,  are  used  in  cookery  instead  of  more  expensive  aromatics.  They  are  also  said  to  be  extensively 
used  in  the  adulteration  of  pepper. 

1210.  Reaumuria.  So  named  by  Hasselquist,  in  honor  of  Rene  A.  F.  de  Reaumur,  author  of  several 
entomological  works ;  Histoire  des  Insectes,  &c.  He  died  in  1757.  A  small  cssious  plant,  bearing  an 
abundance  of  bright  lilac  flowers. 

1211.  Colbertia.  Named  by  Mr.  Salisbury  after  the  famous  Colbert,  a  patron  of  the  Paris  garden,  who 
destroyed  with  his  own  hands  the  vines  which  had  been  planted  therein  in  lieu  of  more  curious  objects.  A  fine 
plant,  with  leaves  like  those  of  Dillenia  speciosa. 

1212.  Tetracera.  From  tst{«,  four,  and  xttas,  a  hom,  because  of  its  four  capsules  recurved  like  as  many 
horns.  Shrubs  or  small  trees,  which  are  often  climbers  with  alternate  stalked  naked  leaves,  often  rough  above. 
The  flowers  are  panicled  or  racemose.  The  leaves  are  remarkable  as  an  exemplification  of  that  mode  of 
nervation  which  M.  Decandolle  calls  feather-nerving. 

1213.  Nelumbium.  This  is  called  in  Ceylon  Nelumbo.  Sir  James  Smith  proposed  to  call  the  genus  by  the 
more  classical  name  of  Cyamus,  but  it  has  been  remarked,  that  it  remains  to  be  proved  that  the  holy  xuk/ms, 
was  this  plant   N.  speciosum  is  a  native  both  of  the  East  and  West  Indies,  China,  Cochin-China,  and  Japan, 
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7877  Monogynous,  Racemes  very  long,  Caps,  dry  dehiscent,  Leaves  biternate  with  serrate  or  cut  segments 
7878  Ovaries  4  subsessile  very  vill.  Racemes  panicled,  Lvs.  ternate  or  biternate,  Segm.  ovate-lanc.  cut  toothed 
7879  Ovaries  2-3  smooth  sessile,  Racemes  panicled,  Leaves  biternate,  Segments  cordate  at  base 
7880  Ovaries  12-15  in  a  roundish  head,  Racemes  dichotomous  panicled,  Leaves  palmate 

7881  Spurs  incurved,  Caps.  vill.  Stem  few  or  1-fl.  Lvs.  covered  with  viscid  down,  Styles  not  longer  than  stamens 
7882  Spurs  incurved,  Caps,  villous,  Stem  leafy  many-fl.  Leaves  nearly  smooth,  Styles  not  longer  than  stamens 
7883  Spurs  incurved  twice  as  short  as  petals,  Upper  part  of  the  plant  and  capsules  covered  with  glandular  hairs 
7884  Spurs  straight  longer  than  limb,  Stam.  as  long  as  petals,  Styles  long,  Petals  oval  obi.  shorter  than  petals 
7885  Spurs  straight  longer  than  very  blunt  limb,  Styles  scarcely  longer  than  stamens  and  petals,  Sepals  acute  the 

length  of  petals 
7886  Spurs  straight  somewhat  incurved  at  end  twice  as  short  as  limb  of  petals,  Stem  2-3-fl.  leafy,  Lvs.  finely  cut 
7887  Spurs  straight,  Styles  and  stamens  exserted,  Sepals  acute  a  little  longer  than  petals,  Segm- of  leaves  3-parted 
7888  Spurs  straight  as  long  as  limb,  Styles  and  stamens  as  long  as  sepals,  Sepals  the  length  of  petals 

7889  Anthers  blunt,  Caps.  5  smooth  2-cell.  united  as  far  as  end  into  an  ovate  globose  one,  Fls.  in  a  leafy  involucre 7890  Anthers  blunt,  Flowers  in  an  involucre,  Sepals  erect  conniving 
7891  Anthers  blunt,  Caps,  muricate,  Stem  erect  hairy,  Flowers  naked 
7892  Anthers  pointed,  Styles  5-7  revolute,  Capsules  and  stem  smooth,  Branches  diverging 
7893  Anthers  pointed,  Styles  8-10  erect,  Caps,  smooth  1-nerved  at  back,  Stem  erect  smooth,  Branches  erect 
7894  Caps.  5-10  smooth  erect,  Styles  straight 

7895  A  low  shrub,  with  narrow  glaucous  leaves 

7896  Leaves  smooth  10-nerved  1-1  a  foot  long  6  inches  broad 

7897  Lvs.  oval-obL  blunt  or  nearly  acute  smooth  roughish  above  somewhat  toothed  at  end,  Pedunc.  panicled 

[pubescent POLTGYNIA. 

7898  Petals  many,  Anthers  lengthened  beyond  the  cells  into  a  clavate  appendage 
/3  Inner  petals  scarcely  smaller  than  the  outer,  blunt 

7899  Petals  many,  Anthers  lengthened  beyond  the  cells  into  a  linear  appendage 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Persia,  and  some  parts  of  the  Russian  empire.  Thunberg  informs  us,  that  it  is  considered  as  a  sacred  plant  in 
Japan,  and  pleasing  to  their  deities,  and  that  the  images  of  their  idols  were  often  drawn  sitting  on  its  large 
leaves.  The  long  stalks  are  there  eaten  among  other  potherbs.  Loureiro  relates,  that  it  abounds  in  muddy marshes  in  India  and  China,  and  is  cultivated  in  large  handsome  pots  in  the  gardens  and  houses  of  the 
mandarins ;  that  there  is  a  variety  with  the  flower  of  a  pure  wnite,  and  another  with  a  very  beautiful luxuriant  flower,  having  about  one  hundred  large  petals,  white  or  rose-colored.  Both  root  and  seeds  are 
esculent,  sapid  and  wholesome.  In  China  it  is  called  Lien-wha,  and  the  seeds  and  slices  of  the  hairy  root 
with  the  kernels  of  apricots  and  walnuts,  and  alternate  layers  of  ice,  were  frequently  presented  to  the  British* ambassador  and  his  suite  at  breakfasts  given  by  some  of  the  principal  mandarins.  The  Chinese  have  always 
held  this  plant  in  such  high  value,  that  at  length  they  regarded  it  as  sacred.  That  character  however,  has 
not  limited  it  to  merely  ornamental  purposes ;  for  the  roots  are  not  only  served  up  in  summer  with  ice,  but they  are  also  laid  up  in  salt  and  vinegar  for  the  winter.  The  seeds  are  somewhat  of  the  size  and  form  of  an 
acorn,  and  of  a  taste  more  delicate  than  that  of  almonds.  The  ponds  are  generally  covered  with  it,  and 
exhibit  a  very  beautiful  appearance,  when  it  is  in  flower  ;  and  the  flowers  are  no  less  fragrant  than  hand- some. 

Sir  George  Staunton  remarks,  that  the  leaf,  besides  its  common  uses,  has,  from  its  structure,  growing 
entirely  round  the  stalk,  the  advantage  of  defending  the  flower  and  fruit  arising  from  its  centre  from 
contact  with  the  water,  which  might  injure  them.  He  also  remarks,  that  the  stem  never  fails  to  ascend  in  the 
water  from  whatever  depth,  unless  in  case  of  a  sudden  inundation,  until  it  attains  the  surface,  when  its  leaf 
expands,  rests,  and  swims  upon  it,  and  sometimes  rises  above  it.  This  plant  bears  the  rigorous  cold  of  the 
•Pekin  winter,  though  it  is  reared  with  difficulty  in  European  stoves.  It  often  grows  spontaneously  in  China, 
and  is  propagated  in  the  open  air  with  ease  both  by  the  seed  and  root  The  Chinese  distinguish  many varieties  of  it. 
From  the  root  of  the  Nelumbo,  Sir  George  Staunton  says,  the  Egyptians  are  supposed  to  have  prepared their  Colocasia,  but  the  plant  is  now  no  longer  found  in  that  country  j  from  which  circumstance  some 

naturalists  infer,  that  it  never  was  indigenous  there,  but  cultivated  by  the  inhabitants  with  extreme  care. 
The  ancient  Romans  made  repeated  efforts  to  raise  it  among  them,  from  seeds  brought  out  of  Egypt  j  and  the 
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1214.  DILLE/NIA.  W. 
7900  speciosa  W. 

1215.  ILLI'CIUM  W. 7901  floridanum  W. 
7902  parviflomm  W. 

DlLLENIA. 
large-flowered  J  □  tm 
Aniseed-Tree. 

red-flowered     *  I  or 
yellow-flowered  it  |  or 

1216.  LIRIODEN'DRON.  W.  Tulip-tree. 7903  tuliptfera  W. 
jS  obtusiloba 

t*1217.  MAGNCLIA 
7904  grandiflora  W. 

a  clliptica 
/S  obovata 
y  lanceoldta 7905  glatfca  PA. 7906  longifolia  PA. 

7907  consplcua  H.  K. M.  Yulan  Dec. 
7908  obovata  W. 
7909  toment6sa  Thumb. 

M.  gracilis  Thunb. 
M.  Kobus  Dec. 

§7910pumila  W. 7911  fuscata  H.  K. 

W.  Magnolia. Laurel-leaved 
ferruginous broad-leaved 
long-leaved decidu.  swamp evergr.  swamp 
Yulan 

purple slender 

Dilleniacete. 
...  Y 

Magnoliacete. or    8  ap.jn  R 
or    6  my.jn  Y 

Magnoliacete. or  60  jn.jl  Y.r 
or  60  jnjl  Y.r 

Magnoliacete. 
jn.o  W 

jn.o jn.o 
jn.o 
ju.s jn.s 

f.ap 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

Sp.  1—9. E.  Indies  1800. 

Sp.  2—3. 
Florida  1766. 
Florida  1790. 

Sp.  1. 
N.  Amer.  1663. 
Pensylv.  1663. 

Sp.  14—17. Carolina  1734. 
Carolina  1734. Carolina  1734. 
Carolina  1734. 
N.  Amer.  1688. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
China  1789. 

|  or    6  ap. 
lor  20 

dwarf brown-stalked 
(3  ann&ruefdlia  P.  L.  small-flowered  *  |  |  or 7912  cordata  PA. 

7913  acuminata  W. 
7914  tripetala  W. M.  umbrella  Lam. 
7915  macrophylla  PA. 7916  auriculata  W. 
7917  pyramidata  1% 

heart-leaved 
bluish-flowered  '■ umbrella 
long-leaved  | 
ear-leaved 
pyramidal  ; 

_.jn  Pu mr.ap  Pu 

ja.d  W ap.my  Br 
ip.my  Br jn.jl  Y.w 
my.jl  Y.o 
my.jn  W 

jnjl  W ap.my  W 
ap.my  W 

China China 1790. 1804. 

C  p.l  Ex.  bot.  1. 1.2,3 

L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  439 
L  p.1  Vent.  eels.  22 
S  s.l  Bot  mag.  275 
S  8.1 

L  Lp  Bot.  rep.  513 
L  Lp  Bot  rep.  518 

L  Lp 

L  Lp  Mich.  arb.  1 1 S  p.l  Bot  mag.  2164 S  p.l 

G  p.l  Bot  mag.  1621 
L  p.l  Bot.  map.  390 
L  p.l  Par.  lona  87 

China  1786. 
China  1789. China  1804. 
N.  Amer.  1801. 
N.  Amer.  1736. 
N.  Amer.  1752. 
N.  Amer.  1800. 
Carolina  1786. 
Carolina  1811. 

Bot  mag.  97/ 
Bot.  mag.  1008 
Par.  lond.  5 
Bot.  cab.  474 
Bot  cab.  418 Mich.  arb.  t  5 

S  p.l  Bot  mag.  2189 
L  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1206 
G  p.l  Bot  reg.  407 

7905 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
modem  attempts  to  cultivate  it  in  Europe,  though  with  the  assistance  of  artificial  heat,  seldom  have succeeded. 

Dr.  Patrick  Browne  is  of  opinion  that  the  ancients  confounded  two  plants  under  the  name  of  Lotus  or 
Egyptian  bean,  and  that  under  these  titles  they  described  the  upper  parts  of  the  Nympha»a  Nelumbo,  and  the roots  of  the  lesser  Colocasia,  now  commonly  called  coccos  in  Jamaica,  Arum  Colocasia.    (Jam.  243.  332.) 

In  our  stoves  the  Nelumbium  should!  be  grown  in  a  tub  or  large  pot,  in  a  rich  loamy  soil,  and  requires  a 
strong  heat  to  flower  in  perfection.  The  pot  or  tub  should  be  kept  full  of  water  all  the  time  the  plants  are 
growing,  but  may  be  allowed  to  get  dry  when  the  flowering  season  is  over.  The  plants  may  be  increased  by 
dividing  at  the  root,  but  it  is  obtained  more  readily  from  seeds,  which  vegetate  freely.    (But.  Cult.  83.) 

Kent  of  Clapton  says,  that  the  seeds  will  keep  forty  years,  vegetate  freely,  and  flower  the  first  year. {Hort.  Trans,  iii.  36.) 
1214.  Di liana.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  John  James  Dillenius,  the  famous  professor  of  botany  at 

Oxford,  author  of  Historia  Muscorum,  Hortus  Elthamensis,  &c.  The  species  are  beautiful  trees,  with  large 
leathery  leaves,  and  axillary  or  terminating  flowers  often  also  large.  They  thrive  best  in  a  light  loamy  soiL 
Ripened  cuttings,  not  deprived  of  their  leaves,  strike  root  freely,  in  a  pot  of  sand  plunged  under  a  hand-glass  in 
heat  Good  seeds  sometimes  arrive  from  India,  when  the  sooner  they  are  sown  the  better ;  placed  in  a 
moderate  hot-bed  frame,  they  will  succeed  welL   (Bot.  Cult.  50.) 

1215.  II I iciu m.  From  illicio,  to  attract,  on  account  of  its  agreeable  perfune.  I.  floridanum  hajs  very  fragrant 
leaves,  and  capsules  having  a  strong  smell  of  anise  when  rubbed.  This  species,  and  more  especially  anisatum 
is  powerfully  carminative  and  stomachic.  In  China  it  is  in  frequent  use  for  seasoning  dishes,  especially  such 
as  are  sweet  In  Japan  they  place  bundles  and  garlands  of  the  aniseed-tree  in  their  temples  before  their  idols, 
and  on  the  tombs  of  their  friends.  They  also  use  the  powdered  bark  as  incense  to  their  idols.  A  branch  put 
into  the  decoction  of  Tetraodon  hispidum  is  supposed  to  increase  the  virulence  of  that  poison.  The  bark,  finely 
powdered,  is  used  by  the  public  watchmen  to  make  a  chronometer  or  instrument  for  measuring  the  hours, 
by  slowly  sparkling  at  certain  intervals  in  a  box,  in  order  to  direct  when  the  public  bells  are  to  sound. 

Ripened  cuttings  will  root  in  sand,  but  the  plant  is  most  readily  increased  by  layers. 
1216.  Liriodendron.  From  Xufio,  a  lily,  and  SmSfn,  a  tree.  The  flowers,  which  may  be  likened  to  a  lily  or 

tulip,  grow  upon  one  of  the  loftiest  trees  of  the  forest.  A  smooth  tree,  not  less  admired  for  its  fiddle-shaped 
leaves,  than  its  tulip-like  flowers,  which  are  produced  at  the  end  of  the  branches ;  they  are  composed  of  six 
petals,  three  without  and  three  within,  which  form  a  sort  of  bell-shaped  flower,  whence  the  inhabitants  of 
North  America  gaVe  it  the  title  of  tulip.  These  petals  are  marked  with  green,  yellow,  and  red  spots,  making 
a  fine  appearance  when  the  trees  are  well  charged  with  flowers.  When  the  flowers  drop  the  germ  swells,  and 
forms  a  kind  of  cone,  but  it  does  not  ripen  in  England. 

The  timber  is  used  in  America  for  canoes,  but  is  unfit  for  boards  or  planks,  as  it  contracts  and  expands  more 
than  the  wood  of  any  other  tree. 

The  tulip  tree  is  now  very  common  in  Europe;  in  the  south  of  France  and  Italy,  it  is  frequent  in  public 
avenues,  and  flowers  when  twenty  or  thirty  feet  high,  and  of  six  or  seven  years  growth.  In  Britain  it  requires  a. 
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7900  Leaves  elliptic  oblong  simply  serrated,  Peduncles  1-flo  wered 

7901  Petals  27-30  purple :  outer  oblong ;  inner  lanceolate 
7902  Petals  9-12  yellowish  ovate  roundish 
7903  Leaves  truncate  at  end  with  two  broad  opposite  stipules 

7904  Loaves  evergreen  oval-obl.  coriaceous  shining  above  ferrugineous  beneath,  Flowers  erect  with  9-12  petals 

7905  Leaves  elliptical  blunt  glaucous  beneath,  Flowers  with  9-12  contracted  petals  which  are  ovate  concave 
7906  Like  the  last,  but  leaves  evergreen  elliptical  acute  at  each  end 
7907  Lvs.  deciduous  obovate  abruptly  acuminate  the  younger  pubescent,  Flowers  naked  erect  with  6-9  petals 
7908  Lvs.  deciduous  obov.  acute  netted  nearly  smooth,  Fls.  erect,  Sepals  3,  Petals  6  obovate,  Styles  very  short 
7909  Lvs.  decidobov.  point,  at  each  end,  younger  downy  ben.,  old  ones  smooth,  Fls.  erect,  Sep.  S,  Pet.  6,  Styles 

[very  short 7910  Leaves  evergreen  smooth  netted  ellipt.  acuminate  at  each  end  subglaucous,  Flowers  cernuous 
7911  Leaves  evergreen  elliptic  obL  :  the  old  smooth ;  younger  and  branches  fuscous  downy,  Flowers  erect 
7912  Lvs.  deciduous  heart-shaped  subovate  acute,  above  smooth,  beneath  somewhat  tomentose,  Pet  6-9.  obi. 
7913  Leaves  deciduous  oval  acuminate  pubescent  beneath,  Petals  6-9 
7914  Leaves  deciduous  lane  much  spreading,  younger  downy  beneath,  Petals  9-12,  the  outer  hanging  down 
7915  Lvs.  deciduous  very  large  obi  obov.  subcuneate  cordate  at  base,  beneath  whitish  glaucous,  Pet  6-9  ovate 7916  Lvs.  decid.  smooth  spatulate  obov.  subcord.  at  base,  Auricles  blunt  close,  Sep.  3  much  spread.  Pet  9  oblong 
7917  Lvs.  decid.  smth  spatuL  obov.  subcord.  at  base,  of  same  color  on  both  sides,  Auric,  spread.  Pet  9  lane.  acum. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
greater  age,  though  ringing  might  probably  be  successfully  applied  to  throwing  this  and  other  ornamental 
trees  into  a  flowering  state.  There  are  many  fine  old  trees  round  London,  in  the  parishes  of  Fulham, 
Walham-green,  Kew,  &c,  and  a  very  fine  one  even  so  far  north  as  Pitcaithly  wells  in  Fifes  hire. 

1217.  Magnolia.  In  honor  of  Pierre  Magnol,  professor  of  medicine,  and  prefect  of  the  botanic  garden  at Montpelier ;  author  of  Botanicum  Monspeliense,  1676,  and  other  works.  The  species  are  chiefly  large  trees 
with  large  leaves,  and  axillary  flowers,  also  very  large  and  highly  odorous. 

M.  grandiflora  is  the  noblest  species  :  the  leaves,  which  are  persistent,  are  nine  or  ten  inches  long,  and 
not  unlike  those  of  a  common  laurel.  The  flowers  are  produced  at  the  ends  of  the  branches :  they  are  very 
large,  and  composed  of  eight  or  ten  petals,  narrow  at  their  base,  but  broad,  rounded,  and  a  little  waved  at  their 
extremities ;  they  spread  open  very  wide,  are  of  a  pure  white  color,  and  have  an  agreeable  scent. 
The  variety  g.  elliptica  Or  Exmouth  (having  been  raised  from  the  seed  of  an  old  tree  in  Sir  John 

Collington's  garden  of  that  place)  flowers  earliest  and  most  freely :  it  is  also  the  hardiest M.  glauca  is  deciduous.  In  America  it  is  known  by  the  names  of  white  laurel,  swamp  sassafras,  and 
beaver  tree.  It  has  the  last  name,  because  the  root  is  eaten  as  a  great  dainty  by  beavers ;  and  this  animal  is 
caught  by  means  of  it  Kalm  says,  these  trees  may  be  discovered  by  the  scent  of  the  blossoms  at  the  distance 
of  three  quarters  of  a  mile,  if  the  wind  be  favorable.  It  is  beyond  description  pleasant  to  travel  in  the  woods 
at  the  flowering  season,  especially  in  the  evening.  They  retain  their  flowers  for  three  weeks,  and  even  longer. 
The  berries  also  look  very  handsome  when  they  are  ripe,  being  of  a  rich  red  color,  and  hanging  in  bunches  on 
slender  threads. '  They  cure  coughs  and  other  pectoral  diseases  by  putting  these  berries  into  brandy,  and 
giving  a  draught  of  the  liquor  every  morning.  The  wood  is  made  use  of  for  joiners'  planes.  Dillenius remarks,  that  the  flowers  never  open  in  a  morning,  that  the  calyx  falls  off  at  the  second  opening  of  the  flower, 
but  that  the  petals  dry  on,  and  that  the  scent  resembles  that  of  the  lily  of  tho  valley,  with  a  mixture  of aromatic. 

M.  conspicua  is  much  valued  as  a  free  flowerer,  and  on  account  of  the  early  appearance  of  its  white 
odoriferous  blossoms.    Yulan  is  the  vernacular  name  in  Japan. 

M.  acuminata  bears  a  fruit  about  three  inches  long,  like  a  small  cucumber,  and  is  thence  called  cucumber tree  in  America. 
M.  tripetala  has  leaves  twelve  or  fifteen  inches  long  and  five  or  six  inches  wide,  narrowing  to  a  point  at 

each  extremity,  and  placed  at  the  ends  of  the  branches  in  a  circular  manner  like  an  umbrella,  whence  its 
name.  The  flowers  are  composed  of  ten,  eleven,  or  twelve  large  oblong  white  petals ;  the  wood  is  soft  and 
spongy,  and  the  leaves  drop  off  earlier  than  in  the  other  deciduous  sorts. 

The  different  species,  Sweet  observes,  are  generally  increased  by  layers  or  seeds :  when  the  layers  are  first 
taken  off  they  should  be  potted  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  and  placed  in  a  close  frame  till  they  have 
taken  fresh  root  None  of  the  leaves  should  be  taken  off  or  shortened,  nor  any  shoots  be  cut  off,  or  their  tops 
shortened,  as  they  will  not  succeed  so  well ;  for  the  more  branches  and  leaves  are  on  them,  the  sooner 
they  will  strike  fresh  root.  .  Most  cultivators  cut  off  many  of  the  leaves  and  shoots  of  layers,  when 
they  are  first  taken  off,  thinking  the  roots  will  not  have  so  much  to  nourish,  which  is  the  very  reason 
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1218.  MICHE'LIA.  W. 7918Champaca  W. 
1219.  UVA'RIA.  W. 7919  Zeylfinica  W. 
1220.  ANNCNA.  P.  S. 
7920muricfita  W. 
7921  Cherim61ia  Mill, 

tripetala  W. 
7922  squamosa  W. 
7923  paludosa  W. 7924  reticulata  W. 
7925  palustris  W. 
7926  glabra  W. 

MlCHELIA. 
sweet-scented   £  □  tm 

Uvaria. 
Ceylon 

Magnoliacete.    Sp.  1—7. 20     ...     Y      E.  Indies  1779. 

S.O  or 

Annonacete.    Sp.  1 — 9. R.G    E.  Indies  1794. 
Custard  Apple.  Annonacete.    Sp.  7—36. 
Sour-sop  t  □  fr  10     ...     G.y    W.  Indies  1656. 
Cherimoyer     $  □  fr   18  jl.au     Br     &  Amer.  1739. 

...     W.o  a  Amer.  1731. 

C  s.l    Rhe.  mal.  1.  tl9 

C  p.l   Rhe.  mal.  2. 1 10 
C  r.m  Jac.  obs.  1. 1 5 
C  r.m  Trew.  ehr.  t.  49 

Sweet-sop 
marsh 
netted 
Cork- wood 

1  □  fl- 

an □  or 
1 •  □or 

smooth-fruited  J  □  or  16  jl.au 

G W.o 
Y 

Br 1221.  ARTABOTRYS.  R.  Br.  Artabotrys. 
7927  odoratis'sima  R.Br,  sweet-scented   *  □  or U.  hex  ape  tula  W. 

1222.  GUATTE'RIA.  R.S[P.  Guatteria. 7928  rufa  Dun.  rufous  *l    I  or 
7929  virgata  Dun.  Lancewood      J  □  tm Uvaria  lanceolata  Swz. 

Annonacete. 
6  jn.jl  G 

Guiana  1803. S.  Amer.  1690. 
W.  Indies  1731. Carolina  1774. 

Sp.  1. 
China 

r.m  Rhe.  mal  3.  t.29 
r.m  Aub.guLl.t246 
r.m  Rh.m.3.t30,31 
r.m  PLalm.t240.f.6 r.m  Cat  car.  2.  t64 

1758.  S  r.m  Bot  reg. 

tl223.  ASIMINA.  Ad. 7930  triloba  Ph. 
7931  parviflora  Ph. 
7932  pygmae'a  Ph. 

1224.  XYLCPIA.  W. 
7933muric£ta  W. 
7934  glabra  W. 

ASIMIVA. 
trifid-fruited  St  or 
small-flowered  3£  cu 
dwarf  St  cu 

Xylopia. 
rough-fruited  it  |    I  or smooth-fruited  J  □  tm 

1225.  HEPA'TICA.  W.  en.  Hepatica. 7935  triloba  W. 
a  cterdlea 
/S  cteriileo-ptena 

r rubra
 

rubro-pl
ena 

i  alba 
\  nivea 

7918 

common 
blue 
double-blue 
red 
double-red red-anth.  white 
snowy-white 

Annonacete.   Sp.  2 — 22. 3  jl.au     Br     China  1822. 30     ...     W     Jamaica  1793. 

Annonacete.  Sp.  3—5. 
3  au  Pa.pu  N.  Amer.  1736. 
2  ap.my  Br  N.  Amer.  1806. 1     ...     W  N.  Amer.  1812. 

Annonacete.  Sp.  2 — 9. 4    W.  Indies  1793. 
20     ...       ...  Jamaica  ... 

Ranunculacete.  Sp.  1—3. 
|  Cap     Pu  Europe  1573: 
J  Cap  B   
i  f.ap  B   
i  Cap  R   
i  Cap  R   I  Cap  W   
i  Cap  W   

C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  836 
C  p.l  Dun.  mou.  1 31 

S  p.l  Cat.  car.  2. 1 83 
L  p.l  Dun.  mon.  1 9 L  p.l    Bartr.  trav.  tl 

p.l  Br.  jam.  t.  5.  f. '. p.l   Pl.al.  t.238.£4 
D  s.l 
D  s.l 
D  s.l 
D  s.l D  s.l 
D  s.1 
D  s.l 

Bot  mag,  10 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
they  often  lose  great  part  of  their  crop ;  layers  of  any  kind  of  shrub  whatever,  when  first  taken  off,  should 
not  have  a  single  leaf  taken  off  till  they  have  made  fresh  root :  supposing  their  tops  flag  ever  so  much,  as 
long  as  there  is  life  it  will  draw  up  the  sap,  and  help  the  plant  to  root  afresh.  The  Chinese  kinds  are  often 
inarched  or  budded  on  M.  obovata,  which  takes  readily.    {Bot.  Cult.  306.) 

1218.  Michelia.  Named  by  Linmcus,  in  honor  of  Pietro  Antonio  Micheli,  of  Florence,  author  of  Nova 
Plantarum  Genera,  Flor.  1729,  fol.  A  lofty  tree,  with  fragrant  flowers,  and  fruit  edible,  but  not  agreeeable. 
In  our  stoves  it  grows  well  in  light  loam,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  glass  and  plunged  in  heat 

1219.  Uvaria.  The  fruit  grows  in  bunches  like  a  small  bunch  of  grapes,  whence  it  has  been  called  Uvaria 
from  Uva.  The  berries  are  considered  a  specific  for  gonorrhoea,  and  are  used  under  the  name  of  cubcbs. 
These  are  trees  or  shrubs  with  erect  or  trailing  stems,  and  1-4-flowered  axillary  peduncles. 

1220.  Anona.  This  is  called  by  the  Malays,  manoa,  and  at  Banda,  menona,  which  it  is  presumed  that  the 
Europeans  have  corrupted  into  Anona.  As  the  word  signifies  in  Latin  food,  it  has  been  adopted  by  Linnams 
in  this  sense,  because  of  the  habitual  use  made  of  the  fruit  by  the  Americans.  The  species  are  for  the  most 
part  fruit  trees,  with  soft  pulpy  subacid  berries,  sometimes  as  large  as  an  orange,  but  generally  more  like  a  plum, 

A.  muricata  is  common  in  every  savannah  of  Jamaica,  flowering  in  the  spring.  The  large  succulent  fruit 
is  agreeable  to  new-comers  and  over-heated  habits ;  but  it  is  so  common,  and  so  much  in  use  among  the 
negroes,  that  it  is  now  hardly  ever  used  among  the  better  sort  of  people.  The  smell  and  taste  of  the  fruit, 
flowers,  and  whole  plant,  resemble  very  much  those  of  black  currants. 

A.  tripetala  is  a  large  tree  with  large  bright  green  leaves.  The  fruit  is  oblong,  scaly  on  the  outside,  and  of 
a  dark  purple  color  when  ripe ;  the  flesh  is  soft  and  sweet,  and  has  many  >rrown  seeds  intermixed  with  it which  are  very  smooth  and  shining.   It  is  esteemed  by  the  Peruvians  as  one  of  their  most  delicate  sorts. 

A.  palustris  grows  wild  in  soft  marshy  places  in  Jamaica,  and  bears  a  fine  sweet-scented  fruit,  of  no  dis- agreeable flavour ;  but  it  is  said  to  be  a  strong  narcotic,  and  is  not  eaten  on  that  account  It  is  called 
alligator  apple.  The  wood  of  this  tree  is  so  very  soft,  even  after  it  is  dried,  that  it  is  frequently  used  by  the 
country  people  instead  of  corks,  to  stop  up  their  jugs  and  calabashes  ;  whence  it  has  now  universally  obtained 
the  name  of  cork-wood  in  Jamaica.  (Browne.) 

To  bear  fruit  in  our  stoves,  these  trees  require  a  rich  loamy  soil,  rather  moist,  and  to  be  trained  on  a  wall 
or  trellis  close  under  the  glass.  Ringing  would  also  be  useful.  They  are  propagated  by  ripened  cuttings,  of  a 
good  size,  with  their  leaves  on,  planted  in  sand,  and  plunged  in  heat 
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7918  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth 

7919  Leaves  lane,  acuminate,  Pedunc.  lateral  solitary  1-flowered 

7930  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  smooth  somewhat  shining,  Pedunc.  solitary  1-flowered 
7921  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  not  dotted  very  finely  silky  beneath,  Outer  petal  downy  outside 
7922  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  with  pellucid  dots,  Outer  petals  smooth 
7923  Leaves  obi.  acute  somewhat  downy  above,  silky  and  rufous  beneath,  Flowers  on  short  stalks 
7924  Leaves  obL  lane,  acute  smooth  somewhat  dotted,  Outer  petals  obi.  somewhat  closed 
7925  Leaves  ovate  obi.  coriaceous  very  smooth,  Fl.  solitary  stalked 
7926  Leaves  ovate  lane,  smooth,  Pedunc.  opposite  the  leaves  2-flowered 

7927  Leaves  obi.  lane,  acuminate  smooth  shining 

7928  Leaves  oval  acuminate  cordate  covered  beneath,  as  on  the  branches,  with  brown  down 
7929  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  very  smooth  nearly  sessile,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-flowered 

7930  Leaves  obi.  cuneate  acuminate,  Branches  quite  smooth 
7931  Leaves  cuneate  obovate  mucronate  beneath,  as  on  the  branches,  rufous  with  down 
7932  Leaves  obi.  linear  long-cuneate,  Branches  quite  smooth 

7933  Leaves  lane,  acuminate  strigose  beneath  bearded  at  end 
7934  Leaves  obL  ovate  smooth,  Pedunc.  1  -fl.  solitary 

7935  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed,  Lobes  entire 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular*. 
1221.  Artabotrys.  This  name  was  suggested  by  the  curious  grapple  or  tendril  belonging  to  the  peduncle,  by 

which  the  growing  fruit  is  conveniently  suspended  on  the  nearest  support.  A  beautiful  Chinese  plant,  cul- tivated as  an  ornamental  covering  to  walls,  as  well  as  on  account  of  the  fragrance  of  the  blossom,  which 
diffuses  an  odor  like  that  proceeding  from  the  finer  kinds  of  ripe  fruit.  The  genus  is  intermediate,  between Kadsura  and  Guatteria. 

1222.  Guatteria.  Named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  after  John  Baptist  Guatteri,  an  Italian 
professor  of  botany  at  Parma.  G.  virgata  is  one  of  the  best  timber  trees  in  Jamaica  for  strength  and 
elasticity ;  it  is  imported  under  the  name  of  lance-wood,  and  much  used  by  coachmakers  for  shafts  to  light carriages. 

1223.  Ashnina.  A  name  coined  by  Adanson,  without  any  meaning.  Shrubs  with  deciduous,  oblong, 
often  cuneate  leaves,  and  axillary  flowers,  which  often  appear  before  the  leaves.  The  species  are  natives  of 
shady  woods  in  the  more  southern  provinces  of  North  America. 

1224.  Xylojna.  Named  by  syncope  from  fuXev  trix^m,  bitter  wood,  in  allusion  to  the  properties  of  the  wood. 
Fruit-bearing  trees,  but  not  in  much  esteem  as  such.  X.  glabra  is  the  most  useful  species.  The  wood,  bark, 
and  berries  have  an  agreeable  bitter  taste,  not  unlike  that  of  the  orange  seed.  The  wild  pigeons  feed  much 
upon  the  latter,  and  owe  that  delicate  bitterish  flavor,  so  peculiar  to  them  in  the  season,  wholly  to  this  part  of 
their  food.  Fresh  gathered  from  the  tree,  they  are  agreeable  to  the  palate  and  grateful  to  the  stomach.  The 
bark  is  also  richly  impregnated  with  this  juice  as  well  as  the  wood,  and  both  yield  a  very  agreeable 
bitter  in  the  mouth  while  fresh  ;  but  that  delicacy  diminishes  greatly  after  they  are  dried.  The  wood  is  easily 
wrought,  and  esteemed  a  good  timber  where  it  is  not  much  exposed  to  the  weather.  The  bitter  quality  of 
this  tree  is  communicated  with  great  facility.  A  handful  of  the  shavings  immersed  in  water  and  instantly 
taken  out  again,  will  render  it  of  a  very  bitter  taste.  Sugar  sent  over  in  hogsheads  made  of  this  wood  was  so 
bitter  that  no  person  would  purchase  it  Bedsteads  and  presses  made  of  it,  are  proof  against  cockroaches 
and  other  insects.  Carpenters  who  work  the  wood,  perceive  a  bitter  taste  in  their  mouths  and  throats.  A 
decoction  of  it  is  said  to  be  of  service  in  cholics,  and  to  create  appetite. 

1225.  Hepatica.  From  jxanzoi,  of  or  relating  to  the  liver.  The  three  lobes  of  the  leaves  have  been 
compared  to  the  three  lobes  of  the  liver.  A  great  favorite  of  the  flower  border,  both  as  being  evergreen  in  its 
foliage,  and  for  its  abundant  blossoms  and  great  variety  of  colors  and  shade*. 

I  i 
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tl226.  ANEMCNE  W.en.  Anemone. 
7936  coronaria  W. 

jl  plfna 7937  hortensis  W. A.  stellata  Dec. 
7938  palmata  TV. 7939sibirica  TV. 
7940  alba  Juss. 
7941  baldensis  TV. 
7942  sylvestris  TV. 
7943  pavonina  Dec. 
7944  virginiana  TV. 7945  uralensis  Dec. 
7946  pensylvanica  Ph. 7947  dich6toma  Ph. 
7948trif61ia  TV. 
7949  nemor6sa  TV. 
7950apennina  TV. 7951  ranunculolde8  TV. 
7952  narcissiflora  TV. 
7953  thalictroides  TV. 
7954  alpina  TV.  en. 
7955  pratensis  TV.  en. 7956  obsolete  Sims. 7957  Pulsatilla  L. 
7958  Halleri  IV.  en. 
7959  vernalis  TV.  en. 
7960cernua  TV. 
7961  patens  TV.  en. 
7962  capensis  Dec. 

Poppy  A  A  or double-flowered  A  A  °r 
star  A  A  or 
palmated  A  A  or 
Siberian  ^  A  or 
white  3f  A  or 
Strawberry-like^f  A  or 

Ranunculacete.   Sp.  27 — 40. 
|  ap.my  St      Levant  1596. 
f  ap.my  St f  ap.my  St 

Italy 
1597. 

A 

A  A  or 
4  A  or 
i  A  or 

k  A  or i  A  or A  A  or 

Snow-drop 
Peacock-eye 
Virginian 
Ural Pensylvanian forked 
three-leaved wood 
blue  mountain  A  A  or 
yellow  wood  A  A  or 
Narcissus-flow,  k  A  or 
Meadow-rue-lv.jt,  A  or 
Alpine  k  A  or meadow  k  A  or 
pale-flowered  A  or com.  Pasque  fl.  k  A  or 
Haller's  P.  fl.  ̂   A  or spring  P.  fl.  5  A  or 
drooping  P.  fl.  5  A  or 
spreading  P.  fl.  A  or 
Cape  j£  i  1  or 

Atragene  capensis  L. 
t*1227.  CLE'MATIS.  L.  Virgin's  Bower. S7963  austrlaca  H.  K.      Alpine  ft  or 

§7964  sibirica  H.K.         Siberian  T  or 
§7965  verticillaris  Dec.     American  j[  or A.  Americana  H.K. 
7966  glauca  TV.             glaucous  or 
7967  hedysarif6Ha  Dec.   hedysarum-lv.  fl_  □  or 

t  my.jn 

i  jn 

Jjn 

i  my 
i  ap.my 
1  ap.my 

i  my.jn i  my 1  my.jn 
1  my.jn 

I  ap.my 
J  mr.my 
i  mr.ap 
|  mr.ap 

1  my 

i  ap.my 

i  J' 

i  my 4  my 
5  ap.my J  ap.my 
t  ap i  my.jn 
1  jn.jl 1  mr.ap 

Portugal  1597. 
Siberia  1804. 
Siberia  1820. SwitzerL  1792, 
Germany  159ft 
France 
N.  Amer.  1722. 
Siberia  1824. 
N.  Amer.  1766. 

Pa.w  N.  Amer.  1768. W  France  1597. 
W  Britain  woods. 
B       England  woods. 
Y  England  woods. W  Siberia  1773. 
W  N.  Amer.  1768. 
W  Austria  165a 
D.Pu  Germany  1731. 
Pu     Germany  ... 
V  England  ch.  pa. 
Pu  SwitzerL  1816. 
Pa.w  Switzerl.  1752. 
R.w  Japan  1806. Li.Y  Siberia  1752. 
Pu     C.G.  H.  1795. 

7968  chinensis  Retz. 
7969  cirrhosa  W. 
7970fl6rida  W. 

B  flare  plena 7971  Viticella  W. 

$  plena 7972  Viorna  W. 
7973  reticulata  Ph. 
7974  cylindrica  H.  JSC. 
7975  crispa  B.  M. 7976  balearica  Rich, 

calycina  W. 7977  orientalis  TV. 
7978  virginiana  W. 7979  dioiqa  TV. 
7980  aristata  B.  Reg. 
7981  brachiata  B.  Reg. 

Chinese  J_ 
evergreen        £_  or 
large-flowered  _J_  or 
double-flowered  £  or 
purple            _t  or double-purple    X  or 
leathery-flower.  \  or 
netted            _£  or 
long-flowered     8  or 
curled-flowered  j[  or Minorca  J_  |  |  or 
oriental 
Virginian Jamaica 
^wned-anther. armed 

Ranunculacete.   Sp.  26—90. 12  my.jl    B       Austria  1792. 
12  jn.jl     W     Siberia  1753. 
15  my.jn  Pu     N.  Amer.  1797. 
12  ap  Pa.Y  Siberia 12  o  WE.  Indies 
12      ...  W.G  China 
12  mr.ap  W.g  Spain 
10  ap.s  W.v  Japan W.Y   

Pu  Spain Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
B 

10  ap.s 
20  jn.s 20  jn.s 
12  jn.s 
8  jn.s 8  jl.s 
6  jl.s 12  f.mr 

N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

Pa.pu  N.  Amer. Y.w  Minorca 

1596. 

1776. 1569. 
17*30. 

1812. 
1802. 

1726. 
1783. 

R  Lp 

R  r.l 

R  s.p 

R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p R  sp 
R  s.p 

R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  >.p 

S  p.l 

C  co 
L  co 

L  s.p 

L  co 
L  co 
L  co C  co 
L 
L 

S.1 
S.1 S  co 

L  co S  co 

L  s.p 

L  p.l L  p.l 
C  co 

8  jlo  Y.w 15  jn.au  G 
15  my.jn  G.y 15  my.au  G.Y 12  o.d  Y.G 

Levant  1731. 
N.  Amer.  1767. 
W.  Indies  1733. 
N.  Holl.  1812. 
C.  G.  H.  ... 

Sk  co 
L  s.p L  s.p 
L  s.p 
L  s.p 

Bot.  mag.  841 
Bot.  mag.  123 
Bot  reg.  200 
Bot  mag.  2167 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 103 
Bot  mag.  54 Clus.  ic  £  1,8 
Herm.  par.  1. 18 

Lin.flLcLS.U5 
Mor.  s.  4.  t.25.f.l 
Eng.  bot.  355 Eng.  bot  1062 
Eng.  bot  1484 Bot  mag.  1120 
Bot  mag.  866 
Jac.  aus.  1. 1 85 
Fl.  dan.  1 611 Bot  mag.  1863 
Eng.  bot.  51 AlLped.t80.f.2 FL  dan. 1 29 
Bot  mag.  1994 
Bot.  mag.  716 

Bot  rep.  180 PalL  ross.  2.  t76 
Bot.  mag.  887 
Dend.  brit  73 Bot.  reg.  599 
Retz.  obs.  t  2 
Bot.  mag.  1070 
Bot  mag.  834 
Bot  mag.  565 
Di.eLt.ll8.£144 
Dend.  brit  72 
Bot.  mag.  1160 Bot  mag.  1892 
Bot  mag.  959 
DLeLtll9.£145 Dend.  brit  74 
Slo.ja.l.tl28.£l Bot  reg.  238 Bot.  reg.  97 

79*0 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1226.  Anemone.  From  auuo;,  wind,  because  the  greater  part  of  the  species  grow  in  elevated  places  much 

exposed  to  the  wind.  The  species  are  shewy  flowering  plants,  and  A.  coronaria  and  hortensis  are  well  known 
florists'  flowers,  valued  for  their  hardy  nature,  and  also  because  they  will  flower  at  almost  any  season,  accord- ing to  the  time  the  roots  are  kept  out  of  the  ground,  and  the  season  when  they  are  replanted.  The  prevailing colors  are  red,  white,  and  blue,  and  semidouble  flowers  are  in  nearly  as  much  repute  as  double  ones.  Many 
new  varieties  have  been  raised  from  seed ;  but  they  are  not  named  by  the  florists,  as  in  the  case  of  tulips  and 
and  pinks.  The  roots  of  anemones  are  solid  flattened  masses  like  those  of  ginger,  and  like  them  are  multiplied 
by  division.  A  root  which  has  remained  in  the  soil  two  or  three  years,  if  it  has  room  to  extend,  attaint  a 
great  breadth,  but  is  still  only  one  root ;  and  hence  the  mode  of  sale  is  by  weight,  and  the  roots  are  divided 
when  planted. The  soil  preferred  by  the  anemone  is  a  fresh  loam,  rather  heavy  or  light  The  usual  time  of  planting  is  the 
end  of  October,  covering  the  roots  three  inches ;  but  to  have  an  early  bloom  they  may  be  planted  in  the 
beginning  of  September,  and  to  have  a  bloom  every  month  in  the  year,  plant  every  month.  The  finer  sorts 
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7936  Leaves  ternate  with  multifid  segments  and  linear  mucronate  lobes,  Sep.  6  oval  close 
7937  Leaves  3-parted  with  cuneate  cut-toothed  lobes,  Invol.  sessile  obi.  entire  or  cut,  Sepals  10-12  oblong 
7938  Leaves  cordate  roundish  bluntly  3-5-lobed  toothed,  InvoL  sessile  trifid,  Sepals  10-12  oblong 7939  Leaves  ternate  with  cut-toothed  ciliated  segments,  Invol.  on  short  stalks  3  cut,  Sepals  6  round 
7940  Leaves  ternate  or  quinate,  Segments  cut-toothed  at  the  end,  Invol.  stalked  similar,  Sepals  5  obovate 
7941  Lvs.  biternate  with  a  branch,  stalk,  Segm.  many-part,  with  lin.  lobes,  Inv.  shortly  stalk,  multifid,  Sep.  obL 
7942  Leaves  ternate  or  quinate,  Segm.  cut-toothed  at  end,  Invol.  stalked  similar,  Sepals  6  elliptical 
7943  Leaves  3-parted  with  cuneate  cut-toothed  lobes,  InvoL  sessile  oblong  entire  or  a  little  cut,  Sep.  very  acute 
7944  Leaves  ternate  with  trifid  acuminate  cut-toothed  segments,  Invol.  stalked  similar,  Sepals  5  elliptical 
7945  Invol.  leaves  on  short  stalks  thrice  cut  with  linear  cut-toothed  segments,  Sepals  5-6  oval-oblong 
7946  Leaves  3-parted  with  cut-toothed  acuminate  lobes,  Invol.  sessile  similar,  Sepals  5  elliptical,  Fruit  hairy 
7947  Leaves  3-parted  with  cut-toothed  oblong  lobes,  Invol.  sessile  similar,  Sepals  5  elliptical,  Fruit  smooth 
7948  Leaves  all  stalked  ternate  with  ovate  lane,  acute-toothed  segments,  Sepals  5  elliptical  obtuse 
7949  Leaves  ternate  with  trifid  cut-toothed  lane,  acute  segments,  Invol.  stalked  similar,  Sepals  6  elliptical 
7950  Leaves  3-ternate  with  a  branched  stalk,  Sepals  12-14  oblong  obtuse,  Leaves  of  invol.  stalked 
7951  Radical  lvs.  3-5  cut  with  subtrifid  cut-toothed  segments,  Invol.  stalk.  3-parted  toothed,  Sep.  5-6  elliptical 
7952  Radical  leaves  villous  palmate  3-5-parted  with  cut-toothed  lobes,  Lobes  lin.  acute,  Fl.  umbelled 7953  Flowers  umbelled,  Floral  leaves  stalked  biternate  forming  a  sort  of  involucre 
7954  Leaves  biternate  with  a  branched  petiole,  Segm.  pinnated  cut  serrate,  Sepals  6  spreading 
7955  Leaves  pinnated  with  multifid  segments,  Lobes  linear,  Flowers  pendulous,  Sepals  6  erect  reflexed  at  end 
7956  Like  the  last,  but  the  flower  larger  and  paler,  and  the  lobes  of  the  pinnae  broader  and  awned 
7957  Leaves  pinnated  with  multifid  segments,  Lobes  linear,  Flower  somewhat  nodding,  Sepals  6  spreading 
7958  Leaves  pinnated  very  villous  with  3-parted  segments,  Lobes  lane.  tin.  acum.  Fl.  erect,  Sep.  6  oval  lanceoL 
7959  Leaves  pinnated  with  cuneate  lanceolate  trifid  smoothish  segments,  FL  erect,  InvoL  very  villous 
7960  Leaves  pinnated  villous  beneath,  Segm.  pinnatifid,  Lobes  cut  oblong,  Fl.  subcernuous,  Sep.  6  spreading 
7961  Leaves  pinnate  coming  after  the  flowers,  Segm.  3-parted,  Lobes  toothed  cut  at  end,  Fl.  erect  spreading 7962  Leaves  biternate  rigid  smooth,  Segm.  cuneiform  toothed  at  end 

7963  Fedunc.  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Lvs.  biternate,  Segm.  ovate-lanc.  acum.  serrate,  Pet  subspatulate  obtuse 7964  Pedunc.  1-fl.  the  length  of  leaf,  Leaves  biternate  with  obL  lane,  acumin.  segments,  Pet.  emarginate  at  end 
7965  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  whorled  in  fours  ternate,  Segm.  stalked  cordate  lane,  entire,  Petals  acute 
7966  Leaves  pinnate,  Segm.  glaucous  smooth  cuneiform  lobed,  Lobes  entire  blunt,  Pedunc.  trifid 
7967  Fl.  panicled,  Leaves  ternate,  Segm.  ovate  lane  acumin.  nearly  entire  smooth  5-nerved  at  base 
7968  Leaves  pinnated,  Segm.  ovate  lane,  entire,  Pedunc.  few-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Ovaries  about  4,  Tails  almost 
7969  Pedunc.  1-fl.  with  an  involucrum,  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  toothed  fascicled  [naked 
7970  Pedunc.  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Leaves  tern,  decompound,  Segm.  ovate  acute  entire,  Sepals  much  pointed 
7971  Pedunc.  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Leaves  entire  or  ternate  decomp.  Lobes  or  segm.  entire,  Sepals  obovate 
7972  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Sep.  connivent  thick  reflexed  at  end  acuminate,  Lvs.  smooth  with  ent  or3-lob.  ov.  acute  segm. 
7973  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Sep.  connivent,  Lvs.  coriaceous  netted  nerved  smooth  with  stalked  3-lobed  or  entire  segments 
7974  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Sep.  acumin.  wavy  at  edge  thin,  Lvs.  smooth  thin  decompound  with  stalked  ov  or  obi.  segm. 

.  7975  Pedunc.  1-fl.  shorter  than  leaf,  Leaves  entire  3-lobed  very  acute,  Sepals  conniving  at  base  spreading  at  end 
7976  Pedunc.  1-fl.  with  an  involucre  under  the  leaf,  Leaves  ternate  with  stalked  ternate  cut-toothed  segments 
7977  Leaves  pinnate  with  glaucous  smooth  wedge-shaped  3-lobed  segments,  Lobes  toothed  acuminate 
7978  FL  panicled  dioecious,  Leaves  ternate,  Segm.  cordate  acute  coarsely  toothed  and  lobed 
7979  Fl.  panicled  dioecious,  Lvs.  tern.  Segm.  smooth  ovate  cordate  acuminate  3-nerved  ent  Pedicels  pubescent 
7980  Fl.  panic  dioec.  Sep.  4.  Lvs.  tern.  Segm.  ovate  subcord.  acute  coarsely  toothed _3-nerv.  Anth.  awned  at  end 7981  Ped.  3 1-fl.  or3-fid  or  panic,  long,  than  lvs.  Lvs.  tern,  orpinn.  Segm.  ovate  coarsely  toothed,  FL-buds  globose 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
require  protection  from  violent  storms  and  excessive  light  and  heat ;  but  many  varieties  do  exceeding  well  in 
borders.  A  very  severe  winter  will  destroy  the  roots  if  the  surface  is  not  mulched ;  but  the  anemone  is  con- 

siderably hardier  than  the  ranunculus.  Anemone  Pulsatilla  is  common  in  borders.  The  roots  are  mostly 
tuberous,  and  when  taken  tip  should  not  be  long  kept  out  of  ground.  Like  most  tuberous  plants,  they  thrive 
best  in  a  sandy  loam. 

1227.  Clematis.  From  z'/.r.ua,  a  tendril;  the  climbing  habit  of  this  genus  is  well  known.  The  species are  mostly  climbing  shrubs  of  rapid  growth,  free-flowerers,  very  ornamental,  and  some  are  highly  odoriferous. C.  florida,  viticella,  and  flammula  are  admired  species.  The  plants  formerly  called  Atragene,  but  now  pro- 
perly united  to  Clematis,  are  shewy  climbers,  especially  C.  austriaca,  which  grows  and  flowers  freely.  Any 

common  garden  soil  will  suit  them,  and  they  are  readily  increased  by  layers ;  or  young  cuttings,  planted  under 
a  common  hand-glass,  will  root  freely.  Seeds  are  often  ripened  in  abundance,  by  which  any  quantity  may  be 
raised ;  they  are  best  sown  in  pans,  or  wide-mouthed  pots,  and  placed  in  a  shady  situation,  where  they  will 

Ii  2 
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7982  Massfiniam  Dec.  Masson's 
7983Vitfilba  W.  Traveller's  Joy 
7984  Flammula  W.        sweet-scented  ' *  rotundijdlia  round-leaved 

C.  frdgrans  Tenore. 

12    C.  G.  H.  ...  L  s.p 
20  JLs       W  England  hed.  S  co    Eng.  hot.  612 20  jLo      W  France  1596.  S  co    Kn.  th.  2.  t  c.  9 
20  jLo      W  France  1596.  L  co 

3  vulgaris v  maritima  W. 
7985  erecta  W. 
7986  angustifolia  W. 7987  ochrolefica  W. 
7988  integrifolia  W. 

/3  angustifolia 

broad-leaved  X  01 narrow-leaved  _A  A  or 
upright  ^  A  or narrow-leaved  ^  A  » 
silky  ^  A  or 
entire-leaved        A  or 
narr.-cntire-lv.  ^  A  or 

Jac.  aus.  3. t 291 
Dend.  brit  112 
Bot  cab.  661 Bot  mag.  65 

1228.  NARAVE'LIA.  Dec.  Naravelia. 7989  zeylanica  W.  Ceylon  I    I  or 
1229.  THALICTRUM.  W.  Meadow-Rue. 
7990alpinum  W.  Alpine  4  A» 
7991  fte'tidum  W.         foetid  ^  A  or 7992  tuberosum  W.  tuberous-rooted  A  A  or 7993Corn6ti  W.  Canadian 

T.  corynellum  Dec 

20  jl.o      W  France 
20  jn.s      W  &  Europe  ... 
3  jn.au    W  Austria  1597. 
4  my.s  W  Austria  1787. 
2  jnjl  L.Y  N.  Amer.  1767. 
2  jn.au  B  Hungary  1596. 
2  jn.au    B  Hungary  ... 

Ramunculacece.    Sp.  1. 
12     ...     Y  Ceylon     1796.  L  s.p  Rox.cor.2. 1 188 

Ranunculaceee.   Sp.  26 — 52. 
i  my.jl    W  Britain  bgs.  m.  Deo    Eng.  bot.  262 

"    W  France     1640.  D  co    PI.  ra.  h.  2. 1 174 W  Spain       1713.  D  co    M.  ic.  2.  t265.f.2 W  N.  Amer.  1640.  D  co    Com.  can.  1 187 
7994dioicum  W. 
7995  elatum  W. 
7996ma]us  W. 
7997  medium  W. 
7998  minus  W. 
7999  concSnnum  W.  en 
8000rugosum  W. 8001  siMricum  W. 
8002  squarrosum  W. 
8003  pubescens  Ph. 
8004  purpurascens  W. 
8005  augustitolium  W. 8006  Wcidum  W. 
8007  flavum  W. 
8008  nigricans  W. 
8009glaucum  Desf. 

specidsum  W.  en. 8010ranunculinumW.«i.Ranuncul-h  (l.  3t  A  or 
8011  simplex  W.  simple-stalked  ^  A  or 
8012  aquilegif&lium  W.  Columbine-lvd.  ^  ̂   or 

8  dtro-purpurcum      dark-purple       ̂   A  ™ 

dioecious 
tall 
greater middle 
lesser neat 
rough 
Siberian 
squarrose 
pubescent 
purple narrow-leaved shining 
common black 
glaucous-leav'd  ^  A  or 

L  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 

N.  Amer.  1759. 
Hungary  1794. 
England  m.thi. Hungary  1789. Britain  ch.  pa. 

8013  galioides  IV.  en. 8014  contortum  W. 
8015  petaloideum  W. 

1230.  ADCNIS.  L. 
8016  a?stivalis  W. 
8017  autumnalis  W. 
8018flammea  W. 
8019veraalis  W. 
8020flava  i  'Ul. 8021  pyrenaica  Dec. 

%i  A  or 
^  A  or 
i  A  or 

sweet-scented 
erook-seeded 
Daurian 
Adonis. 
tall  O  pr 
Pheasant's-eye  O  pr flame-colored  O  pr 
perennial  4  A  or yellow  O  pr 
Pyrenean        3t  A  or 

1  jn.jl 
1  my.jn 3  my.jl 3  my.jl 
1  my.jl 
2  jn.jl 
3  jnjl 

N.  Amer.  1774. 
Siberia  1775. 
Siberia  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1699. 
Germany  1739. 
Spain  1739. Britain  m.me. 
Austria  1798. 
Spain  1798. 

Pa.Y  N.  Amer.  1806. 
L.Y  Sweden  1778. 
L.Pu  Austria 
D.Pu  Austria 
Y  Alsace W  Siberia 
W  Dauria 

1731. 
1731. 1816. 1796. 
1799. 

my.o 

jnjl 

mr.ap 

jn.jl 1231.  KNOWLTCNIA.  H.  K.  Knowltonia. 
8022  rigida  H.  K.  thick-leaved     j£  lAI  cu 
8023  vesicat6ria  H.  K.    blistering        <f  iAI  cu 

1232.  FICA'RIA.  Pen.  Pilbwort. 
8024  ranunculdides  Mon.  vernal  A  A  «' 

3  plena                   double-flowered  A  A  or 
7997       Wfl*,,  7987 

Ranunculacete.   Sp.  6 — 14. 
jnjl      Sc      S.  Europe  1629. Cr     Britain  cor.fi. 

Y  Austria  1800. 
Y  Europe  1629. Y  S.  Europe  ... 
Y  Pyrenees  1817. 

Ranunculaceee.   Sp.  2 — 5. 
li  mr.my  Y.o    C.  G.  H.  1780. 

1§  f.ap     Y.o    C.  G.H.  1691. 
Ranunculacete.   Sp.  1 — 2. 

I  mr.my  Y      Britain    he.  ba. 
I  mr.my  Y      Britain    he.  ba. 

i 
i 
i 

H3i 

D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 

D  s.p 

S  co D  co 

S  p.l 
S  p.l 

D  Lp D  Lp 

Jac.  vind.  3. 1 95 
Eng.  bot.  611 Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  96 
Eng.  bot  11 

Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  43 
PL  aim.  1 65.  f.5 
Eng.  bot.  367 Jac.  aus.  5.  t.  421 
Mo.  his.  t.  20.  f.1 

Fl.  dan.  244 
Bot.  mag.  2025 Bot.  mag.  118 
Mo.  his.  1 20.  f.8 

Bot.  cab.  891 
Kn.th.2.tA.12 
Eng.  bot  308 Jac.  aus.  4. 1 355 
Bot.  mag.  134 
Wein.  phy.  t  28 

Bot.  cab.  850 Bot  mag.  775 

Eng.  bot  584 

7996  7983  \\  "  y0?"nyw  798g  |y  8005 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
remain  some  time  before  they  come  up ;  they  may  then  be  potted  off,  or  planted  out  in  the  ground,  when  they 
will  require  to  be  shaded  a  little  if  the  weather  be  warm,  till  they  have  taken  fresh  root    (Sot  Cult.  281.) 

1228.  Naravelia.  An  alteration  of  narawtel,  the  name  by  which  the  plant  is  known  in  Ceylon.  A  plant 
with  the  habit  of  Clematis,  but  bearing  leaves  of  only  one  opposite  many-nerved  pair,  like  Lathyrus. 

1229.  Thalictrum.  This  name  is  said  to  be  derived  from  3%XAai,  to  grow  green  ;  frt  m  the  bright  color  of 
the  young  shoots.  The  species  are  vigorous  growing  plants,  with  ramose  roots  and  smooth  finely  divided 
leaves ;  they  grow  in  any  soil  and  situation,  and  T.  tuberosum,  cornuti,  and  aquilegifolium,  are  reckoned 
handsome  ornaments  in  a  border  or  shrubbery. 

1230.  Adonis.  The  plant  which  sprang  from  the  blood  of  Adonis  when  wounded  by  the  boar.  Handsome 
border  flowers,  especially  A.  vernalis  and  autumnalis,  and  of  the  easiest  culture  in  any  common  soil. 
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7982  Leaves  pinnate  with  smooth  subglaucous  ovate  cut-toothed  3-lobed  segments 
7983  Lvs.  pinn.  Segm.  ovate-lanc.  cut-toothed  acuminate  truncate  cordate  at  base,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  leaf 
7984  Leaves  pinnate,  Segments  smooth  entire  or  3-lobed  round  oval  oblong  or  linear  rather  acute 

a  Segments  nearly  round 
/3  Segments  oval  or  oblong  lanceolate 
y  Segments  linear 7985  Leaves  pinnate  with  stalked  ovate-lanc.  entire  segments 

7986  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Sepals  6-8  blunt,  Leaves  pinnate,  Segm.  lane.  lin.  acute  or  3-lobed,  Stems  erect 
7987  Pedunc.  1-fl.  FL  suberect,  Leaves  entire  ovate:  young  ones  silky 
7988  Pedunc.  1-fl.  FL  nodding,  Leaves  entire  ovate  lane,  smooth 

7989  The  only  species 

7990  Stem  simple  almost  naked,  Raceme  simple  terminal,  FL  nodding,  Segm.  smooth 
7991  Stem  simple  naked  at  base :  leafy  in  middle ;  panicled  at  end,  Lvs.  pubescent  viscid,  Segm.  blunt  toothed 
7992  FL  loosely  corymbose  or  subsolitary,  InvoL  none,  Bract  subsessile 
7993  FL  dioecious,  Filam.  clavate  at  end,  Pericarp  obL  sessile  striated,  Segm.  of  leaves  bluntly  3-lobed 
7994  FL  dioecious,  Fil.  filiform,  Segm.  of  leaves  roundish  cordate  bluntly  lobed  smooth 
7995  Stem  round  without  bloom,  FL  panicled  erect,  Segm.  of  leaves  smooth  ovate  or  subcordate  subtrifid 
7996  Stem  round  without  bloom,  FL  loosely  panic.  Segm.  of  leaves  smooth  glauc.  ben.  Peric.  obliq.  round,  at  base 
7997  Stem  round  without  bloom,  FL  loosely  panicled,  Segm.  of  lvs.  obL  cuneiform  sharply  trifid :  upper  entire 
7998  St.  round  cover,  with  a  glauc.  bloom,  FL  loose,  pan.  cern.  Segm.  of  lvs.  roundish  tooth,  at  end,  glauc.  beneath 
7999  Stem  round  upright,  Fl.  cernu.  in  a  very  large  spreading  panic.  Segm.  of  lvs.  smooth  cuneif.  trifid  acute 
8000  St.  erect  round  striat  green,  Pan.  ere--t  comp.  Fl.  dust.  Segm.  of  lvs.  ov.  subcord.  coarsely  cren.  shin,  above 8001  Stem  roundish,  Fl.  panic,  cernuous,  Segm.  of  lvs.  smooth  ov.  cuneate  trifid,  Lobes  acute  entire  or  finely  cut 
8002  Stem  round,  FL  panicled  cernuous,  Petioles  stem-clasping  winged 
8003  Stem  simple  covered  with  scattered  leaves  panicled  at  end,  Stem  downy  viscid 
8004  Fl.  dioecious  or  moncec.  Filam.  filif.  colored,  Segm.  of  lvs.  roundish  coarsely  tooth,  smooth  glauc.  beneath 
8005  Stem  upright  round  somewhat  furrowed,  Root  fibrous.  Panic,  multiple  erect,  Segm.  of  lvs.  lin.  lane,  entire 
8006  St.  branch,  round  somew.  furrow.  Rootfibr.  Pan.  multiple  erect,  Segm.  of  lvs.  lin.  lane.  ent.  cuneate  at  base 
8007  Stem  branch,  erect  somewhat  furrowed,  Root  fibr.  Pan.  multiple  erect,  Segm.  of  lvs.  cuneiform  trifid  acute 
8008  St  branch,  erect  somew.  furrow.  Root  fibr.  Pan.  multiple  erect,  Segm.  of  rad.  lvs.  cuneif.  trif.  Caul.  obL  lin. 
8009  Stem  erect  round  striat.  glauc.  Pan.  multip.  erect  close,  Seg.  of  lvs.  subcord.  ov.  bluntly  trifid  glauc.  beneath 
8010  Leaves  simple  5-lobed  serrated 
8011  Stem  erect  simple  angular,  Root  creeping.  Panic,  erect  racemose  few-flowered,  Segm.  of  leaves  linear 
8012  Stipules  ovate,  two  at  the  base  of  the  ramifications  of  the  petiole,  Panic,  corymb.  Fruit  3-cornered 
8013  Stem  round  upright  somewhat  furrowed,  Root  creeping,  Panic,  erect,  Segm.  of  lvs.  lin.  very  narrow  entire 
8014  Stipules  O,  Fl.  loosely  corymbose  racemose,  Fruit  3-cornered  pendulous 8015  Stem  round  nearly  naked,  FL  corymb.  Filam.  dilated  at  end,  Segm.  of  lvs.  smooth  ovate  entire  or  3-lobed 

8016  CaL  hispid  at  base,  Pet.  flat  obi.  blunt,  Fruit  netted  in  a  long  lax  spike 
8017  Cal.  smooth,  Pet  cone,  conniving  scarcely  longer  than  caL  Fruit  netted  in  an  ovate  head 
8018  CaL  hispid  at  base,  Pet  flat  acute  longer  than  cal.  Flower  large,  Fruit  in  a  cylindrical  head 
8019  Lower  leaves  abortive,  Upper  sessile,  Fruit  velvety,  Pet  10-12  oblong  somewhat  toothed 
8020  CaL  smooth  distinct  at  base,  Pet  flat  obi.  twice  as  long  as  cal.  Fruit  smooth  in  an  oblong  head 
8021  Rad.  leaves  on  long  stalks,  Stalks  trifid,  Fruit  smooth,  Pet  8-10  obL  cuneate  entire 

8022  Umb.  supradecompound  much  spreading 
8023  Umb.  simple  few-flowered 
8024  Root  gruraous,  Stem  leafy,  Leaves  cordate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1231.  Knowltonia.  Named  after  Thomas  Knowlton,  once  the  curator  of  the  botanic  garden  at  Eltham. 

The  species  grow  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and  are  increased  by  dividing  at  the  root,  and  by  seeds. 
1232.  Ficaria.  So  named  because  the  grumous  roots  bear  tubercles  like  little  figs.  A  common  wood  plant, 

remarkable  for  its  shining  leaves  and  bright  yellow  flowers.  The  young  leaves  are  sometimes  used  as  greens 
in  Sweden,  and  the  roots  were  formerly  applied  in  poultices  to  piles  in  England,  probably  from  their  resem- 

blance to  that  disease.  These  roots  or  tubercles  lie  near  the  surface,  and  are  sometimes  laid  bare  by  the  rains, 
and  in  this  state  have  induced  the  ignorant,  under  the  influence  of  superstition,  to  fancy  that  it  rained 
wheat  The  plant  is  injurious  in  moist  grass  lands,  but  is  effectually  destroyed  by  a  dressing  of  coal  or  wood ashes. 

Ii  3 
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1233.  RANUN'CULUS.  W.  Crow-Foot. 
8025  Flammula  W.        lesser-Spearw.  i 
8026reptans  W.  least-Spearw.  %, 8027  Lingua  W.  great-Spearw.  ifc 8028  nodiflorus  W.  knot-flowered 
8029  gramlneus  W.        grassy  i% 
8030  parnassifolius  W.    Parnassia-lvd.  3 
8031  amplex icaulis  W.  Plantain-leav'd  & 8032bulMtus  W.  Portugal  A 
80.33  Thora  W.  kidney-leaved 
8034  monspeliacusGrouan.Montpelier  ^ 
8035  lacerus  Dec.  torn  £ 
8036ophioglossif61iusZ)fe.Snake's-tongue-l. 8037  salsuginosus  Pall,   salt  £t 
8038  fumariaefolius  Desf.  fumitory-lea v'd  & ( creticus  W. 
8040  cassubicus  W. 
8041  auricomus  W. 
8042  arbortivus  IV. 
8043  sceleratus  W. 
8044  aconitifSlius  W. 

— .  JJore  p/eno 
(2  platan/ fdli us  W. 

8045  pedatus  n '.«•». 8046  illyricus  W. jB.  sericeus  W. 
8047  asiaticus  W. 
8048  chasrophyllus  L. 8049  rutaiffclius  IF. 
8050  glacialis  W. 8051  nivalis  W. 
8052  montanus  W. 
8053  alpestris 
8054  pensylvanicus  W. 8055bulb6sus  W. 
8056  hirsdtus  H.  K. 
8057  marylandicus  Ph. 
8058  repens  !!". fSflbre  plino 8059  polyanthemos  If. 8060acris  W. 

ji  flare  pie  no 
80?5 

Cretan 
Caltha-leaved  5 wood  5 
three-flowered  ^ 
Celery-leaved Aconite-leaved  ^ 
double-flowered  3i 
Plane-tree-lvd.  ^ pedate  & 
lllyrian  A 
common-gard.  A 
villous Rue-leaved  ^ 
two-flowered  ^ 
snowy  & mountain  J 
alpine  ^ 
Pensylvanian bulbous  3*. 
pale  hairy 
Maryland creeping 
double-flowered  ^ 
many-flowered  & 
upright double-flowered  ^ 8027 

A  cu 
A  cu 
A  cu 
O  w 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  cu 
O  w 
A  cu 
A  cu 
A  or A  or 
A  w A  w 

O  P 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  cu 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

Q)  w 
A  w O  w 
A  un 
A  w 
A  or A  un 
A  w A  or 

Ranunculacete.  Sp.  49—160. 
1_  jn-s      X      Britain    wa.  pi. 

f  jn.s 

2  jn.au  Y 

imyjl  Y 
1  ap.jn  Y 

fjnjl  St 
1  ap.my  W 
1  my.jn  Y 

f  my.jn  Y 
1   ap.my  Y 

|  my.jn  Y 
f  jn  Y 
1  ap.my  Y 
1  my.jn  Y 
1  ap.my  Y 
2  jn.jl  Y 
lj  ap.my  Y 

fmy.au  Y 

my.jn  Y 1  my.jn  W 
1  my.jn  W 
2  jn.jl  W 1  my.jn  Y 

1J  my.jn  Y 

Britain    wa.  pi. 
Britain  mud.d. 
Sicily  1714. Wales     aL  me. 
S.  Europe  1769. 
Pyrenees  163a S.  Europe  1640. Austria  1710. S.  France  ... 
S.  France  1821. 
S.  Europe  1823. Siberia  1822. 

I  myjn 
1  my.jn 

i  my.jl 
|  jn.au 
\  jn.au 
\  jn.au i  jn.au 1  jnjl 
i  nryjn 1  jn.o 1  my.jl 

|  my.au f  my.au \  mv.jn 
14  jnjl 
S  jn.jl 

Va 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
Y 
Y Pa.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Candia  1658. 
Siberia  1794. 
Britain  woods. 
N.  Amer.  1713. Britain  wa.pl. 
Al.of  Eur.  1596. 
ALofEur.  1596. 
Germany  1769. 
Hungary  1806. S.  Europe  1596. 1596. 

1759. 
1775. 
1775. 
1775. al.riv. 

Levant 
Portugal 
Austria 
Lapland Lapland 
Lapland Scotland N.  Amer.  1785. 
Britain  me.pa. 
England  rubble N.  Amer.  1811. 
Britain  me.pa. 
N.  Europe  1596. Britain  me.  pa. 
Britain 

D  oo 
D  co D  co S  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  r.m 
D  r.m D  r.m 
D  8.1 
D  8.1 D  s.l 
S  co D  p.l S  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

Eng.  bot  387 Fl  dan.  108 
Eng.  bot  100 Bot.  mag.  2171 
Eng.  bot  2306 Bot  mag.  386 
Bot  mag.  266 M.his.t31.f.50 Jac.  aus.  5.  t442 
M.  his.  t  30.  f.48 
Bell.  taur.  5.  t8 
Jac.  vind.  t.  31 
Mo.  his.  t.  31. f.48 Bot.  mag.  2267 
Eng.  bot  624 
Eng.  bot.  681 
Bot  mag.  204 
FL  dan.  Ill 
Bot  mag.  2229 
Jac.  aus.  3. 1 222 
MiU.ic.2.t.  216 
Mo.h.t30.f.44 Jac.  col.  1. 1. 6,7 
FL  dan.  19 
FLlap.  t3.f.2 Jac.  aus.  1 325,6 
Eng.  bot  2390 Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 105 
Eng.  bot.  515 Eng.  bot  1504 
Eng.  bot.  516 
Lob.  ic  666 
Eng.  bot  652 Bot  mag.  215 

8030  \     »'  80*1  II  8039 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1233.  Ranunculus.  Said  to  be  so  called  from  rana,  a  frog,  because  the  species  inhabit  humid  places 
frequented  by  that  reptile.  Renoncule,  Fr.,  Ranunkel,  Get.,  and  Ranuncole,  ItaL  Some  of  the  species  are 
weeds,  one  or  two  border  flowers,  and  R.  asiaticus  is  one  of  our  most  esteemed  florists'  flowers.  Some  of  the species  are  tuberous  and  others  bulbous  rooted,  but  the  most  part  are  tuberous.  R.  sceleratus  is  one  of  the 
most  virulent  of  our  native  plants.  Bruised  and  applied  to  the  skin  it  soon  raises  a  blister,  and  makes  a  sore 
by  no  means  easy  to  heal.  Strolling  beggars  have  been  said  to  use  it  for  that  purpose,  in  order  to  excite 
compassion.  When  chewed,  it  inflames  the  tongue ;  and  when  taken  into  the  stomach,  it  produces  violent 
effects.    It  is  suspected  to  have  proved  poisonous  to  sheep. 

R.  aconitifolius  is  a  handsome  plant,  with  branching  stems,  deep  green  leaves,  and  pure  white  flowers ;  the 
double  variety  is  an  old  and  much  admired  border  flower. 

Of  R.  asiaticus  the  varieties  raised  from  seed  are  endless. .  Maddock,  in  the  end  of  the  last  century,  had  nearly 
eight  hundred,  all  with  proper  names,  and  ranged  as  purple,  gray,  crimson,  red,  rosy,  orange,  yellow,  white, 
olive,  coffee,  striped,  spotted,  &c.  No  plant  is  more  prolific  in  new  varieties  from  seeds ;  no  two  plants,  as 
Maddock  observes,  producing  flowers  alike,  or  the  same  as  the  original.  Established  sorts  are  propagated  by 
offsets,  which  generally  flower  the  first  year :  rare  sorts  may  be  multiplied  by  dividing  the  crown  of  the  tuber 
with  a  sharp  penknife  into  as  many  parts  as  there  are  buds :  these  will  not  flower  till  the  second  year,  but  will 
diminish  the  risk  of  losing  a  very  rare  variety. 

The  ranunculus  prefers  a  fresh  loamy  soil,  rather  than  otherwise  inclined  to  clay :  it  should  be  well  manured ; 
and  it  is  customary,  in  forming  the  beds,  to  place  a  stratum  of  well  rotted  cow-dung  six  or  nine  inches  below 
the  surface,  which  both  retains  moisture  and  supplies  nourishment.  The  roots  may  either  be  planted  in 
November  or  earlier,  in  which  case,  to  prevent  their  being  destroyed  by  the  frost,  they  should  be  mulched, 
or  they  need  not  be  planted  till  March.  The  former  mode  gives  much  the  strongest  bloom,  as  the  roots,  when 
kept  in  air  all  the  winter,  are  apt  to  be  over  dried,  and  kept  in  sand  they  sometimes  get  mouldy :  and  in 
this  and  similar  cases,  the  progress  of  vegetation  from  the  planting  to  the  blossoming  period,  is  more  rapid 
than  is  natural  to  the  species.  Ranunculus  roots  will  retain  their  vegetative  properties  two  and  sometimes 
three  years ;  a  thing  not  common  among  bulbs  and  tubers,  unless  preserved  dormant  in  an  ice  cold  room. R  bulbosus  has  a  solid  white  bulb  about  the  size  of  that  of  the  common  Crocus.  The  flowers  are  some- 
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8025  Leaves  smooth  lin.  lane. :  lower  stalked,  Stem  declinate  solid  rooting  at  base,  Fruit  smooth 
8026  Leaves  lin.  entire  smooth,  Stem  creeping  and  rooting  at  every  joint 
8027  Leaves  lane,  subserrate  sessile  half  stem-clasping,  Stem  erect  smooth  3    .  ,  , 
8028  Rad.  leaves  stalked  oval-obL  Fl.  sess.  opposite  the  leaves,  Fruit  granular  scarcely  crowned  with  the  style 
8029  Leaves  lane  or  lin.  entire,  Stem  erect  very  smooth,  Scales  of  the  petals  tubular 
8030  Rad.  leaves  stalked  subcordate  ovate-roundish  :  cauline  sessile  ovate-lanc.  Pedunc.  hirsute 8031  Leaves  oval-lanceolate  acuminate  stem-clasping,  Scape  and  peduncles  smooth 
8032  All  the  leaves  radical,  stalked  ovate  toothed,  Scapes  naked  1-flowered 
8083  Leaves  smooth  reniform  crenate,  Floral  cut,  Stem  2i3-n.-smooth 
8034  Lvs.  woolly  3-lobed  with  trifid  toothed  cuneate  lobes :  upper  3-parted  with  entire  lin.  lobes,  CaL  reflexed 
8035  Leaves  cuneiform  irregularly  cut  at  the  end,  Stem  smooth  branched  many-fl.  Cal.  appressed 
8036  Lower  leaves  stalked  cordate  blunt :  upper  obi.  sessile,  Stem  erect  hollow.  Fruit  granular 
8037  Rad.  lvs.  stalked  oval  or  subcord.  3-5-tooth.  at  end,  Runners  from  neck  of  plant,  Scapes  naked  1-fl.  erect 
8038  Lvs.  very  smooth  many-parted,  Lobes  obi.  Scapes  many  1-fl.  with  appressed  hairs,  CaL  spreading  smooth 
8039  Covered  with  soft  hairs,  Rad.  lvs.  stalk,  cord,  orbic.  somewhat  cut-tooth.  Stem  branched,  CaL  appressed 
8040  Lvs.  smooth  :  radic  stalked  reniform  crenate;  caul,  in  linear  lobes,  Cal.  pubescent  shorter  than  petals 
8041  Leaves  smooth  :  radic.  stalked  cordate  generally  3-parted  or  lobed,  Calyx  pubescent  shorter  than  petals 
8042  Lvs.  smooth  :  radic.  stalk,  cordate-roundish  crenate  some  3-parted  er  cut,  CaL  smooth  longer  than  petals 
8043  Lvs.  smooth  :  radic.  stalk.  3-part  Lobes  3-lob.  bluntly  cut,  Cal.  smooth,  Fruit  verysmall  in  an  obi.  spike 
80*4  Lvs.  palm.  3-7-parted  cut-toothed :  upper  sessile  with  lin.  lane,  lobes,  Stem  branch,  many-fl.  Cal.  appressed 

/8  Radic.  leaves  5-7-lobed  with  acuminate  lobes,  Bractes  lin.  entire 
8045  Leaves  smooth  :  radic.  stalked  3-parted  or  pedate ;  upper  linear,  Stem  erect  few-fl.  Calyx  appressed 
8046  Lvs.  silky:  first  ent.  lin.  lane. ;  rest  3-part.  with  entire  or  3-part.  lobes,  Stem  many-fl.  CaL  somewhat  reflexed 
8047  Leaves  tern,  or  bitem.  Segm.  toothed  or  cut  trifid,  Stem  erect  simple  or  branched,  Fruit  in  a  cylindr.  spike 8048  Rad.  lvs.  stalked  villous  3  cut :  first  ovate  toothed  or  3-lobed,  Stem  erect  1-2-fl.  Cal.  spreading  subreflexed 
8049  Leaves  pinnate  with  3-lobed  cut  multifid  lobes,  Stem  about  1-fl.  CaL  smooth,  Pet  8-10 8050  Radical  leaves  stalked  palmate  3-parted  with  trifid  blunt  thick  lobes,  Calyx  very  hirsute 
8051  Leaves  smooth  :  radical  stalked  5-fid  with  entire  ovate  lobes,  Calyx  very  hirsute  twice  as  short  as  petals' 8052  Rad.  lvs.  smooth  3-parted  round  with  trifid  blunt  segments :  cauline  sess.  linear-Iobed,  CaL  nearly  smooth 
8053  Leaves  round  S-lobed,  Lobes  blunt  crenate  at  end,  Stem  about  1-fl.  CaL  smooth,  Pet.  obcord.  or  3-lobed 
8054  Stem  and  petioles  cover,  with  stiff  hairs,  Lvs.  S-fid  with  stalk,  acutely  3-lob.  segm.  CaL  reflex.  Style  smooth 8055  Rad.  lvs.  stalked  3-cut  with  trifid  cut  segm.,  of  which  the  middle  one  is  stalked,  Stem  erect,  Cal.  reflexed 
8056  Lvs.  3-lob.  with  blunt  cut  lobes,  of  which  the  mid.  is  stalk.  Cal  refl.  Grains  with  a  single  row  of  minute  warts 
8057  Stem  and  petioles  with  soft  hairs  at  base,  Lvs.  smooth,  trif.  with  3-lob.  ac.  cut  segm.  CaL  smooth  spreading 
8058  Lvs.  pinnate  3-fid  with  cuneate  3-lobed  cut  segm.  Runners  creeping,  Cal.  erect,  Grains  with  an  acute  point 
8059  Lvs.  3-5-lob.  with  lin.  divisions,  Stem  erect  and  petioles,  with  spreading  hairs,  Pedunc.  furrowed,  CaL  hairy 
8060  Lvs.  pubesc.  or  smooth,  Lobes  cut-tooth,  acute :  upper  lin.  Stem  many-fl.  pubesc.  Cal.  vilL  Grains  mucron. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
times  double,  but  not  so  frequently  as  R.  acris.  It  is  distinguished  from  R.  repens,  with  which  it  has  been 
confounded  by  some  authors,  by  its  roots,  by  its  never  throwing  out  runners,  and  by  its  reflexed  calyx  ;  this 
last  character  arises  from  its  particular  structure,  the  lower  half  being  thin  and  almost  transparent,  and  there- 

fore not  having  a  sufficient  degree  of  solidity  to  support  itself  upright.  It  is  the  second  flower  which,  next  to 
the  Dandelion,  covers  the  meadows  with  dazzling  yellow.  Like  most  of  the  Crow-foots,  it  possesses  the  property 
of  inflaming  and  blistering  the  skin  ;  particularly  the  root,  which  is  said  to  raise  blisters  with  less  pain  and 
more  safety  than  Spanish  flies;  hence  these  roots  have  been  applied  for  that  purpose,  particularly  to  the  joints 
in  eases  of  the  gout  According  to  Hoffman,  beggars  make  use  of  them  to  blister  their  skins,  with  a  view  of 
exciting  compassion.  The  juice  of  the  herb  is  said  tone  more  acrid  than  that  of  R.  sceleratus,  and  if  applied 
to  the  nostrils,  it  provokes  sneezing.  The  roots,  on  being  kept,  lose  their  stimulating  quality,  and  are  even 
eatable  when  boiled.  Hogs  are  fond  of  them,  and  frequently  dig  them  up.  The  herb  is  too  acrid  to  be  eaten 
unmixed  by  cattle ;  accordingly  the  flowering-stalks  are  left  to  perfect  the  seed  in  pastures  :  some  of  it,  how- 

ever, is  consumed,  and  it  is  not  improbable  that  this  and  other  pungent  plants,  mixed  with  the  grasses,  may 
act  as  a  powerful  stimulus  to  some  animals,  as  salt  does  to  others.  It  abounds  in  dry  pastures,  and  flowers  in 
May.  Besides  the  name  of  round-rooted  or  bulbous  Crowfoot,  it  is  called  by  the  common  people  butter-flower, 
butter-cups,  king-cups,  gold-cups ;  and  it  is  the  cuckoo-buds  of  yellow  hue,  of  Shakspeare.  R.  repens, hirsutus,  and  acris,  however,  are  all  confounded  with  this  under  one  name  by  the  vulgar. 

R.  repens  is  an  obnoxious  plant  in  every  description  of  gardening  and  agriculture.  From  the  great  variety 
of  soil  and  situation  in  which  it  is  found,  it  assumes  many  varieties ;  by  a  river's  side,  or  in  marshes,  it  will grow  three  or  four  feet  high,  with  a  stem  nearly  as  large  as  the  human  thumb;  in  barren  gravelly  fields  it  is 
entirely  procumbent,  with  a  stem  not  larger  than  a  small  wheat-straw ;  but  in  all  states  it  retains  the  character 
of  the  creeping  stem,  and  it  does  not  lose  it  in  cultivation.  Its  principal  time  of  flowering  is  in  June,  but  it 
may  be  found  in  blossom  during  most  of  the  ensuing  summer  months  in  meadows  and  pastures,  under  hedges, 
in  shady  waste  places,  church-yards,  and  gardens.  The  qualities  of  this  and  bulbosus  are  similar :  both  blister 
the  skin,  and  are  very  acrid  in  taste.  Like  R.  acris  and  bulbosus,  it  is  sometimes  found  double,  but  more rarely. 

R.  acris  is  supposed  to  possess  the  blistering  property  in  a  considerable  degree,  whence  Linnsus  gave  it  the I  i  4 
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8061  lanuginosus  IV. 
8062  par'vfilus  W. 8063  hederaceus  W. 
8064  aquStilis  W. 8065  tri part i t us  Dec. 
8066  pan'tothnx  Dec. ijiuvidtilis  W. 8067  arvensis  W. 
8068  oxyspermus  W. 
8069  hyperboreus  L. 8070  Gouani  W. 
8071  nemor6sus  Dec. 
8072  muric6tu9  W. 
8073  parviflorus  W. 

1234.  TROI/LIUS.  W. 
8074  americanus  Muhl. 

laxus  Ph. 
8075  europa/us  W. 8076  asiaticus  W. 

fi  intermidius 
y  hyhridus 1235.  ISOPY'RUM.  W. 8077  fumarioldes  W. 

8078  thai ictroldes  W. 

woolly-leaved little-upright 
Ivy-leaved various-leaved 
three-parted 
rigid-leaved 
longJvd.-water corn 
sharp-grained northern 

Gouan's wood 
prickly,  seeded small-flowered 
Globb-Flowe  r. 

American        ^  A  or 
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1  my.au Y 
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S.  Europe  1683. 
England Britain  wat.  pi. 

.  Britain  dit Europe 
Britain Britain 
Britain 

dit. 

cor.fi. 

D  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co S  co 

Fl.  dan.  397 
Col.  eat  316.  CI 
Eng.  bot.  2003 
Eng.  bot  101 

FL  dan.  376 
Eng.  bot.  135 
Fl.  dan.  t.  331 Go.ill.tl7.f.l,2 
Vent.  eels.  t.  73 
Eng  bot.  120 

European Asiatic 
intermediate 
hybrid Isopyeum. 
Fumitory-lvd meadow-rue-lv.  ^  /\  pr 

1236.  ERAN'THIS.  Sal.  Winter-Aconite. 8079  li  vernal  is  Sal.         common  5  A  or 

N.Europe  1820. 
Pyrenees  1818. Switzerl.  1810. 
S.  Europe  1683. 
England  gra.pl. 

Ranunovlacece.    Sp.  3—5. 
f  my.jl    Y      N.  Amer.  1805. 
2  my.jn  Y      Britain   groves.  D  p.l   Eng.  bot.  28 
1  my.jn  D.O   Siberia     1759.  D  p.l   Bot.  mag.  235 
1  my.jn  Y                        ...  D  p.l 
1  my.jn  Y                        ...  D  p.l 

Ranunculaceat.    Sp.  2—4. 
O  pr    1  jn        W.o  Siberia     1741.  S  s.l 

f  mr.ap  W.o  Italy        1759.  D  s.l 
Uanunculacece.    Sp.  1—2. 

lja.mr  Y       Italy       1596.  O  co 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

D  co    Bot  mag.  1988 

Am.  rut.  74. 1 12 
Jac.  aust.  2.U05 

Bot.  mag.  3 

1237.  HELLE'BORUS. 8080niger  W. 8081  vlridis  W. 
8Q82  purpurascens  Pers. 8083  odorus  IV.  en. 
8084  dumetorum  W.  en. 
8085  foe'tidus  W. 8(i86  II vid us  W. 

1238.  *COP'TI&  Sal. 8087  trifolia  Ph. 
8061 

W.  Hellebore. Christmas  Rosejf 

green purplish sweet-scented bushy 

Bear's-foot 
three-leaved 
Corns, 

three-leaved 3l_Alor 
k  A  pr 8063 

Ranuncvlacece.   Sp.  7 — 9. 
1  ja.mr    Pk     Austria    1596.  D  r.m  Bot.  mag.  8 
2  mr.ap  G      Britain   woods.  D  co    Eng.  bot.  200 
li  mr.ap  Pu.0  Hungary  1817.  D  8.1    PL  ra.  h.  2. 1 101 

14  mr.ap  G      Hungary  1817.  D  s.l 
14.  mr.ap  G      Hungary  1817.  D  s.l 

14  f.ap      G      England  cha.pa.  D  co    Eng.  bot  613 
1  ja.my  Pu     Corsica     1710.  D  p.l   Bot.  mag.  72 

RanunaUacetz.    Sp.  1 — 2 
t  ap.my  Br 8034 

N.  Amer.  1782.  D  p.l   Bot.  cab.  173 
8066 

\"  8070 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture name  of  arris .  Curtis  says,  that  even  pulling  up  the  plant,  and  carrying  it  to  some  little  distance,  has  produced  a considerable  inflammation  in  the  palm  of  the  hand :  that  cattle,  in  general,  will  not  eat  it ;  yet  that  sometimes, when  they  are  turned  hungry  into  a  new  field  of  grass,  or  have  but  a  small  spot  to  range  in,  they  will  feed  on it,  and  hence  their  mouths  have  become  sore  and  blistered.  According  to  Linnaeus,  sheep  and  goats  eat  it ; but  kine,  horses,  and  swine  refuse  it.  When  made  into  hay  it  loses  its  acrid  quality,  but  then  it  seems  to  be too  stalky  and  hard  to  afford  much  nourishment :  if  it  be  of  any  use  it  must  be  to  correct,  by  its  warmth,  the 
insipidity  of  the  grasses.  In  many  pastures  the  flowering  stems  are  left  standing  in  vast  abundance  to  dis- seminate their  seeds  :  before  they  do  that,  they  might  easily  be  cut  down  with  the  scythe,  or  pulled  up  by  wo- men and  children  after  a  shower,  which  would  more  effectually  destroy  the  plants ;  they  should  be  gathered into  heaps  and  burnt.  It  flowers  in  June  and  July,  and  is  confounded  vulgarly  with  the  repens  and  bulbosus, under  the  name  of  butter-flower  or  butter-cups,  under  a  notion  that  the  yellow  color  of  butter  is  owing  to  these plants.  It  is  the  richness  and  exuberance  of  the  pasture  that  communicates  this  color,  and  not  these  flowers, which  the  cattle  seldom  or  ever  touch.  It  is  frequent  in  gardens  with  a  double  flower,  among  other  herbaceous 
perennials,  under  the  name  of  yellow  bachelor's  buttons. K.  aquatilis  produces  flowers  which  are  sometimes  very  large,  and  make  a  handsome  show  in  ponds  and 
ditches :  the  curious  variety  in  the  floating  and  immersed  leaves,  occasioned  by  the  depth  and  velocity  of  the 
stream,  adds  to  the  beauty  of  this  common  aquatic  plant  Dr.  Pulteney  {Linn.  Trans.  voL  5.  p.  19.)  con- 

tradicts the  assertions  of  its  deleterious  qualities,  and  proves  that  it  is  not  merely  innoxious,  but  nutritive 
to  cattle,  and  capable  of  being  converted  to  useful  purposes  in  agricultural  economy.  In  the  neighbourhood 
of  Ringwood,  on  the  borders  of  the  Avon,  some  of  the  cottagers  support  their  cows,  and  even  horses,  almost 
wholly  by  this  plant.  A  man  collects  a  quantity  every  morning,  and  brings  it  in  a  boat  to  the  edge  of  the 
water,  from  which  the  cows  eat  it  with  great  avidity,  insomuch  that  they  stint  them,  and  allow  only  about 
twenty-five  or  thirty  pounds  to  each  cow  daily.  One  man  kept  five  cows  and  one  horse  so  much  on  this  plant 
with  the  little  which  the  heath  afforded,  that  they  had  not  consumed  more  than  half  a  ton  of  hay  throughout 
the  whole  year,  none  being  used  except  when  the  river  is  frozen  over.  Hogs  also  are  fed  with  this  plant,  and 
improve  so  well  on  it,  that  it  is  not  necessary  to  give  them  any  other  sustenance  till  they  are  put  up  to  fatten. 
This  property  of  water-crowfoot  is  the  more  remarkable,  as  all  the  species  have  been  deemed  acrimonious, 
and  some  of  them  are,  without  doubt,  highly  so.  It  is  probable  this  species  is  rendered  inert  as  a  poison  by 
growing  in  the  water ;  although  it  must  be  confessed,  that  in  other  instances  moisture  heightens  the  deleterious 
property  of  vegetables,  especially  in  the  umbelliferous  tribe. 
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8061  Leaves  trifid  silky,  Lobes  broad  toothed  cut.  Stem  and  petiole  with  reflex ed  hairs,  Grains  hooked 
8062  A  small  variety  of  R.  hirsutus,  with  a  dwarf  1-flowered  stem 
8063  Lvs.  reniform  3-5-lobed  with  broad  entire  blunt  lobes,  Pet  scarcely  longer  than  cal.  Petals  5-12  [bristles 
8064  The  submersed  lvs.  capill.  multifid :  emersed  3-part.  with  cuneif.  lobes  tooth,  at  end,  Grains  hispid  with  stiff 
8065  The  submersed  lvs.  capillary  multifid :  emersed  3-part.  with  cuneif.  lobes  toothed  at  end,  Grains  smooth 
8066  AU  the  leaves  capillary  multifid,  Pet.  obovate  larger  than  calyx,  Grains  smooth 
8067  Leaves  smooth  :  radical  3-parted ;  caul  ine  multifid  with  lin.  lobes,  Grains  with  long  prickles  on  each  side 
8068  Lvs.  vill. :  radic.  stalk,  ov.  3-part  cut ;  floral  3-part  Stem  erect  dichotom.  with  spread,  hairs,  Grains  muric. 
8069  Lvs.  smooth  stalk,  bifid,  Lobes  oval  obi.  divaricat :  the  mid.  entire,  Sheaths  auric'led  at  base,  Stem  filiform 8070  Radical  leaves  round  with  5  cut  lobes :  cauline  sessile  palmate,  Stem  pubescent,  CaL  subvillous 
8071  Rati.  lvs.  trifid  beyond  midd.  with  cuneif.  trifid  lobes,  Stem  with  spread,  hairs,  Grains  hooked  with  style 
8072  Lvs.  smooth  stalk,  roundish  3- lob.  coarsely  tooth.  Pedunc.  opp.  lvs.  CaL  spreading,  Grains  muricatecornu te- 8073  Lvs.  vill.  round  3-lob.  coarsely  tooth.  Stems  soft  decumb.  Cal.  reflexed  as  long  as  pet.  Grains  tuberculate 

8071  Sepals  5-10  spreading,  Pet.  10-15  shorter  than  stamens 
8075  Sepals  15  globose,  Pet  5-10  the  length  of  stamens 
8076  Sepals  10  spreading,  Pet  10  longer  than  stamens 

8077  Caps.  10-20,  Sepals  acute,  Root  slender  nearly  simple  perpendicular 
8078  Caps.  1-3,  Sepals  blunt,  Root  creeping  grumous 

8079  Sepals  6-8-oblong 

8080  Radical  leaves  pedate  smooth,  Scape  leafless  with  1-2-fl.  and  bractes 
8081  Radical  leaves  pedate  smooth.:  cauline  subsessile  palmate,  Sepals  roundish  ovate  green 
8082  Radical  leaves  palmate  downy  beneath,  Segin.  cuneate  at  base  3-5-lobed  at  end,  Sepals  roundish  colored 
8083  Radical  leaves  palmate  downy  beneath,  Segm.  obi.  undivided  serrate  at  end,  Sepals  ovate  obL  acute  green 8084  Radical  leaves  very  smooth  pedate :  cauline  subsessile  palmate,  Sepals  roundish  green 
8085  Stem  many-fi.  leafy,  Leaves  pedate  very  smooth  with  obL  linear  segments 
8086  Stem  many- H.  leafy,  Leaves  3  cut  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Segments  ovate-lanceolate 

8087  Leaves  trifid  with  obovate  toothed  blunt  3-lobed  segments,  Scape  1-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
This  remark  of  Dr.  Pulteney'  s  is  the  more  important,  as  in  the  Swedish  experiments  the  R  aquatilis  is  re- corded as  the  only  one  rejected  by  all  the  species  of  domestic  cattle ;  of  the  common  sorts,  there  is  no  doubt 

but  that  R.  Flammula,  bulhosus,  acris,  sceleratus,  and  arvensis  are  acrimonious.  Before  the  introduction  of 
Cantharides  they  were  used  as  vesicatories,  and  are  said  to  act  with  less  pain  than  flies,  without  any  effect  on 
the  urinary  passages ;  but  their  action  is  related  to  be  uncertain,  and  they  are  accused  of  frequently  leaving ill-conditioned  ulcers. 
The  acrimony,  even  of  the  most  virulent,  is  wholly  dissipated  in  drying ;  so  that  in  form  of  hay  they  appear 

to  be  harmless.  It  is  also  expelled  in  decoction ;  accordingly,  the  shepherds  of  Morlachia  boil  the  R.  scelera- 
tus and  eat  it ;  and  both  R  auricomus  and  repens  are  said  to  be  wholly  inoffensive,  and  are  ranked  by  some authors  among  oleraceous  plants. 

The  Ranunculi  give  out  their  acrimony  wholly  in  distillation.  The  distilled  water  of  R  sceleratus  is  intensely 
acrimonious ;  and  when  cold  deposits  crystals,  which  are  scarcely  soluble  in  any  menstruum,  and  are  of  an inflammable  nature. 

1234.  Trollius.  A  name  given  to  this  plant  by  Conrad  Gesner.  It  is  derived  from  trol  or  trolen,  an  old 
German  word,  signifying  something  round,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  flowers.  The  species  are  showy flowers  for  the  general  border,  and  of  the  easiest  possible  culture. 

1235.  Isopyrum.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  plant  resembling  Nigella,  the  seeds  of  which  had 
the  same  taste.  These  are  small  herbaceous  plants  related  to  Nigella,  but  with  the  habit  of  Tha- lictrum. 

1236.  Eranihis.  From  the  earth,  and  anB-tf,  flower,  because  the  bright  yellow  blossoms  seem  to  lie  upon the  earth.   A  pretty  little  tuberous  rooted  plant,  valuable  for  the  early  period  at  which  it  flowers. 
1237.  Helleborus.  From  four,  to  cause  death,  and  food.  The  dangerous  qualities  of  Hellebore  are  well 

known.  Leathery  leaved  plants,  most  of  which  are  evergreen,  and  flower  in  winter  and  early  in  spring. 
H.  niger  and  foetidus  have  long  been  in  use  in  popular  medicine,  especially  the  latter,  as  a  vermifuge  and 
cathartic.  They  are  both  admitted  in  the  London  Materia  Medica,  but  being  violent  poisons,  require  caution 
in  their  application.  H.  foetidus,  from  its  deep  green  and  finely  divided  leaves,  forms  a  most  ornamental  ever- 

green bush  for  the  shrubbery. 
1238.  Copiis.  From  xorrw,  to  cut,  in  reference  to  the  numerous  divisions  of  the  leaves.  Small  plants,  with the  habit  of  Trien talis. 
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1239.  CAI/THA.  W.  Marsh-Marygold. 
8088  radicans  L.  T.        creeping  A  or 
8089  palustris  W.  common  4  A  or 

fiflore  plena             double-flower'd  at  A  or 1240.  HYDROPEI/TIS.  H.  K.  Hydropeltis. 
8090  purpurea  H.  K.      purple  &  _AI  cu 

1241.  HYDRASTIS.  W.  Hydrastis. 
8091  canadensis  W.        Canadian         ^  _AJ  or 
8082 

Ranunculaceee.   Sp.  2—7. 
$  ap.my  Y      Scotland  sc.  ma.  D  m. s  Linn.  tr.  8. 1. 17 
1  ap.my  Y      Britain     mar.  D  m.s  Eng.  Dot  506 
1  ap.my  Y    D  m.s 

Hydropeltideee.   Sp.  1. 
jl.au     R      N.  Amer.  1798.  D  m.s  Bot  mag.  1147 
Ranunculacae.   Sp.  1. 

i  my.jn  G      Canada     1759.  D  m.1  Mil.  ic.  &  t 285 

8090 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1239.  Caltha.    A  syncope  of  xttka&os,  a  goblet,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  corolla,  which  may  be  likened 
to  a  golden  cup.   The  flower-buds  of  C.  palustris,  gathered  before  they  expand,  are  said  to  be  a  good  substitute for  capers.   The  juice  of  the  petals  boiled  with  alum  dyes  paper  yellow.   The  whole  plant  is  acrid,  and  not 
eaten  by  cows,  unless  in  case  of  extreme  hunger. 

Class  XIV.  —  DIDYNAMI  A.    4  Stamens,  of  which  two  are  shorter  than  the  others. 

.  This  class,  which,  as  its  name  applies,  depends  upon  the  presence  of  four  stamens  in  the  corolla,  two  of  them 
being  longer  than  the  others,  is,  with  the  exception  of  Syngenesia  and  Gynandria,  the  most  natural  and  best 
defined  of  all  Linnaeus's  great  groups,  or,  as  he  named  them,  classes.  It  is  divided  into  two  orders,  called  Gym- nospermia  and  Angiospermia. 

Gymnospermia  contains  all  the  genera  with  what  are  popularly  but  erroneously  called  by  the  Linnaean  school 
of  botany,  naked  seeds.  It  answers  to  the  natural  order  of  Labiata?  of  Jussieu's  method,  with  the  exception  of some  genera  which  are  excluded  on  account  of  having  only  two  stamens,  and  are  found  in  Diandria.  Nearly 
all  the  class  consists  of  herbaceous  plants,  those  which  are  called  shrubs  being  for  the  most  part  herbaceous 
plants,  whoso  stems,  from  the  mildness  of  the  climate  in  which  they  grow,  become  perennial.  The  most  re- 
markable  plants  are  the  rosemary,  hyssop,  balm,  thyme,  mint,  and  marjoram,  for  the  kitchen  or  laboratory; 
and  the  various  species  of  Teucrium,  Lavandula,  Phlomis,  and  Dracocephalum,  for  the  flower  garden. 

In  Angiospermia  are  included  the  genera  with  numerous,  or  rarely  a  few,  seeds,  enclosed  in  a  simple  pericar- 
pium.  These  would  be  combined  in  a  manner  not  altogether  unnatural,  if  some  of  the  genera  were  excluded. 
For  instance,  the  beautiful  Linnxa,  the  emblem  of  the  most  highly  gifted  naturalist  the  world  has  ever  pro- 

duced, belongs  to  Caprifoliaceae,  and  stands  alone  in  point  of  natural  affinity ;  the  same  may  be  said  of  Melian- 
thus.  The  greater  part  of  Scrophularinese,  ail  Melampyraceae  and  Orobancheas,  and  nearly  the  whole  of  Ver- 
benacea?  and  Gesneriea?  are  found  here.  A  considerable  portion  of  Acanthacea?  also  occupy  a  station  in  this 
order.  Among  these  are  many  genera  of  much  beauty,  but  few  of  interest  as  useful  plants.  Among  the  or- 

namental families  every  one  will  recognize  the  Bignonia,  with  its  elegant  orange  or  yellow  trumpet  flowers,  and 
frequently  twining  stem ;  the  Jacaranda,  with  its  fern-like  umbrageous  foliage  and  magnificent  diadem  of blue;  the  Acanthus,  consecrated  to  sculpture;  the  noble  Clerodendrum,  the  pride  of  the  Japanese ;  and  the 
modest  Eyebrights  (Euphrasia)  of  our  English  meadows.  In  one  part  of  the  class  we  have  the  Vervain,  sur- 

rounded by  its  mystic  moonlight  charms;  in  another,  the  Antirrhinum  tribe,  remarkable  for  the  grotesque 
resemblance  of  its  blossoms  to  the  snouts  of  animals ;  and  close  behind  it,  imperial  Fedicularis,  proudly 
rearing  her  heraldic  honours  among  the  snows  and  deserts  of  the  frozen  north.  These  are  succeeded  by  a 
long  line  of  forms,  principally  European,  and  of  various  degrees  of  beauty.  Among  the  useful  plants,  Digitalis, 
used  in  medicine,  and  Sesamum  as  oil  seed,  are  all  which  can  be  particularized. 

Order  L  GYMNOSPERMIA. Pericarpium  divided  into  four  lobes  resembling naked  seeds. 
1242.  Ajuga.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  very  minute,  2-toothed.   Stamens  longer  than  upper  lip. 1243.  Anisomeles.  Calyx  tubular,  10-striated,  5-cleft  Upper  lip  of  corolla  small,  entire ;  lower  trifid,  with 

the  middle  segment  2-lobed.  Stamens  exserted,  ascending.  Anthers  of  the  short  stamens  2-celled,  with  close 
cells;  of  the  longer  halved  or  dissimilar.   Seeds  smooth. 

1244.  Teucrium.   Upper  lip  of  cor.  none,  2-parted  beyond  the  ba3e.   Stamens  exserted. 
1215.  Westringia.  CaL  campanulate,  5-toothed.  Corolla  subrotate,  with  the  upper  segment  bifid.  Two  of the  anthers  barren. 
1246.  Satureja.   CaL  tubular,  striated.   Segments  of  corolla  nearly  equal.   Stamens  distant 
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8088  Stem  creeping,  Leaves  triangular  cordate  serrate  cremate 
8089  Stem  erect,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  crenate  with  round  auricles 

8090  An  aquatic  floating  plant,  covered  all  over  with  viscid  slime,  Roots  fibrous 

8091  The  only  species.    A  small  plant  with  simple  stems  and  a  few  3-5-parted  leaves 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1240.  Hydropeltis.  From  uSag,  water,  and  -tO.ty,,  a  buckler ;  that  is  to  say,  a  water-plant,  with  a  leaf  like  a round  shield.    A  curious  little  floater,  with  the  aspect  of  Hydrocharis. 
1241.  Hydrastis.  From  uSaig,  water,  in  reference  to  the  humid  places  wherein  it  grows.  The  root  of  this 

plant  is  yellow,  bitter,  pungent,  and  tonicaL 

1247.  Thymbra.  CaL  subcylindricai,  2-lipped,  with  a  villous  furrowed  line  on  each  side.  Segm.  of  cor.  flat. 
Style  half  bifid. 

1248.  Hyssopus.  Lower  lip  of  cor.  3-parted,  with  the  intermediate  segm.  subcrenate.  Stamens  straight, distant. 
1249.  Nepeta.  Cal.  dry,  striated.  Cor.  with  a  longish  tube ;  the  middle  segments  of  lower  lip  crenate. 

Orifice  reflexed  at  edge.   Stamens  approximating. 
1250.  Elsholtzia.  CaL  tubular,  5-toothed.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  4-toothed ;  lower  longer,  undivided,  some- what crenulate.   Stamens  distant. 
1251.  Lavandula.  CaL  ovate,  somewhat  toothed,  supported  by  a  bractea.  Corolla  resupinate.  Stamens within  the  tube. 
1252.  Sideritis.  Cal.  5-  fid.  Cor.  ringent  or  subregular :  the  upper  lip  bifid,  lower  3-parted.  Stamens  within 

the  tube.   The  short  stigma  wrapping  over  the  other. 
1253.  Bystropogon.  Cal.  with  5  subulate  teeth,  closed  at  the  orifice  with  hairs.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  bifid ; lower  trifid.    Stamens  distant 
1254.  Mentha.    Cor.  nearly  equal,  4-fid,  with  the  broadest  segment  emarginate.    Stamens  erect,  distant. 1255.  Perilla.    Cal.  with  the  upper  segment  very  short.    Stamens  distant    Styles  2,  united. 
1256.  Hyptis.  Cal.  5-toothed,  increasing  in  size.  Corolla  ringent :  the  upper  lip  bifid ;  the  lower  3-parted, 

with  the  intermediate  segment  shaped  like  a  little  bag.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  swollen  part  of  the  tube,  and declinate 
1257.  Horminum.  Cal,  2-lipped,  awned,  smooth  in  the  orifice ;  when  past  flower,  having  its  upper  teeth 

crossing  each  other.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  2-lobed ;  lower  3-lobed,  with  nearly  equal  segments.  Leaves  radicaL 
Scape  nearly  naked. 

1258.  Glechoma.    Cal.  5-fid.    Each  pair  of  anthers  forming  by  their  union  the  figure  of  a  cross. 
1259.  Lamium.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  entire,  vaulted ;  lower  2-Iobed ;  the  orifice  toothed  at  the  edge  on  both sides. 
1260.  Galeopsis.   Upper  lip  of  corolla  somewhat  crenate,  vaulted ;  lower  2-toothed  above. 
1261.  Galeobdolon.  Cal.  5-fid,  unequal,  awned.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  vaulted,  entire  j  lower  trifid,  with acute  segments.    Anthers  smooth. 
1262.  Betonica.   Calyx  awned.   Upper  lip  of  cor.  ascending,  flatfish.   Tube  cylindrical. 
1263.  Stachys.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  vaulted ;  lower  reflexed  at  edges,  intermediate  larger  and  emarginate. 

Stamens  after  flowering  reflexed  towards  the  sides. 
1264.  Zietenia.  Cal.  5-parted,  with  subulate  very  long  equal  segments.  Segments  of  lower  lip  of  cor.  re- 

flexed ;  intermediate  folded  together  and  emarginate.  Stamens  after  flowering  reflexed  towards  the  sides. Grain  one. 
1265.  Ballota.  CaL  hypocrateriform,  5-toothed,  10-lined.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  crenate  concave.  Grains  ovate 3-cornered. 
1266.  Marrubium.   Cal.  hypocrateriform,  rigid,  10  lined.   Upper  lip  of  cor.  bifid,  linear,  straight 
1267.  Leonurus.  Cal.  5-angled,  5-toothed.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  villous,  flat,  entire  j  lower  3-parted,  with  the 

middle  segment  undivided.    Anthers  covered,  with  shining  spots. 
1268.  Phlomis.  Calyx  5-angled,  5-toothed.    Helmet  compressed,  keeled,  emarginate.   Seeds  bearded  at  end. 
1269.  Leucas.  Cal.  tubular,  10-striated,  8-10-toothed,  with  an  orifice,  either  equal  or  oblique.  Corolla  ringent. 

Helmet  concave,  entire,  bearded :  lower  lip  3-fid,  with  the  middle  segment  largest.  Anthers  twin,  beardless, 
with  divaricating  lobes.   Stigma  2-lipped,  with  the  upper  segment  very  short. 

1270.  Leonotis.  Differs  from  the  last  in  having  an  elongated  helmet,  and  the  lower  Kp  small  and  withering  : 
the  middle  segment  scarcely  larger  than  the  others. 

1271.  Molnccella.    CaL  campanulate,  enlarged,  wider  than  corolla,  spiny. 
1272.  Clinopodium.  InvoL  of  many  bristles  beneath  the  whorl.  Corolla.  2-lipped.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  flat, obcordate,  straight 
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1273.  Pycnanthemum.  Involucre  of  many  bractes  beneath  the  little  heads.  Cal.  tubular,  striated.  Upper lip  of  corolla  nearly  entire ;  lower  trifid.   Stamens  nearly  equal 
1274.  Origanum.  Cone  4-comered,  spiked,  collecting  the  calyxes.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  erect,  flat ;  lower 3-parted,  with  nearly  equal  segments. 
1275.  Thymus.   Orifice  of  bilabiate  calyx  closed  with  hairs.   Upper  limb  of  corolla  flat,  emarginate. 
1276.  Acynos.  CaL  2-lipped,  furrowed,  hispid,  gibbous  at  base,  villous  at  orifice.  Cor.  ringent,  inflated  at 

orifice,  with  the  upper  Up  erect,  emarginate;  the  lower  3-parted,  spreading :  intermediate  segm.  concave.  All the  stamens  fertile. 
1277.  Calamintha.  CaL  after  flowering  closed  by  hairs.  Orifice  of  cor.  inflated.  Upper  lip  emarginate ; 

lower  3-parted,  with  the  intermediate  segment  entire,  subemarginate  or  crenulate. 
1278.  Melissa.  CaL  dry,  flattish  above,  with  the  upper  lip  somewhat  fastigiate.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  somewhat 

vaulted,  2-fid  :  lower  less,  with  middle  lobe  cordate. 
1279.  Dracocephalum.   Cor.  inflated  at  orifice,  with  the  upper  lip  concave. 
1280.  Melittis.  CaL  smooth,  campanulate,  blunt,  oblique  at  orifice.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  flat ;  lower  crenate. Anthers  cruciate. 
1281.  Ocymum.  CaL  with  the  upper  lip  orbicular ;  lower  4-fid.  Corolla  resupinate,  with  one  lip  4-cleft,  the other  undivided.   Exterior  filaments  having  a  process  at  their  base 
1282.  Plectranthus.  Upper  lip  of  caL  largest.  Corolla  resupinate,  ringent,  with  the  tube  gibbous  upwards, 

or  spurred. 
1283.  Trichostema.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  falcate,  Stamens  very  long. 
1284.  Prostanthera.  Calyx  2-lipped,  in  fruit  closed.  Tube  striated,  lips  undivided,  blunt  Corolla  ringent, 

with  a  half  bifid  helmet :  middle  segment  of  lower  lip  large,  2-lobed.    Anthers  spurred  beneath. 1285.  Scutellaria.   CaL  entire,  after  flowering  closed  with  a  lid.   Tube  of  the  corolla  elongated. 
1286.  Prunella.  Upper  lip  of  calyx  dilated.  Filaments  forked,  upon  one  point  bearing  their  anthers.  Stigma bifid. 
1287.  Geonia.    Filaments  forked,  upon  one  point  bearing  their  anthers.   Stigma  bifid. 
1288.  Prasium.  CaL  campanulate,  2-lipped.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  vaulted j  lower  trifid,  with  the  middle  segm. 

largest  cordate.    Grains  berried. 
1289.  Phryma.    CaL  2-lipped,  5-toothed.    Grain  only  one. 

Order  2.   ANGIOSPERM1  A.  Seeds  several,  enclosed  in  an  undivided  pericarpium. 
I.  Ovary  inferior,  or  nearly  inferior. 

1290.  Gesneria.   CaL  5-fid.   Corolla  incurved  and  recurved.   Capsule  2-celled. 
1291.  Gloxinia.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  campanulate,  with  an  oblique  limb.  Filaments  with  the  rudiment  of  a fifth  inserted  upon  the  receptacle 
1292.  Linmea.   CaL  double :  of  the  fruit  2-leavedj  of  the  flower  5-parted.    Cor.  campanulate.    Berry  dry, 3-  celled. 

II.  Ovary  superior,  polypetalous. 
1293.  Melianthus.  CaL  5-leaved,  with  the  lower  leaflet  gibbous.  Petals  4,  with  the  nectary  below  the  lowest. 

Capsule  4-celled. 
III.  Ovary  superior,  monopetalous. 

A.  Filaments  5,  the  upper  only  rudimentary. 
1294.  Bignonia.  CaL  5-fid,  cup-shaped.  Cor.  campanulate,  5-fid,  ventricose  beneath.  Pod  2-celled.  Seeds with  membranous  wings.  .... 
1295.  Jacaranda.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  tubular  at  base,  with  a  dilated  throat,  and  a  5-lobed  unequal  limb. 

Fifth  filament  sterile,  long,  villous  at  end.  Stigma  with  two  lips.  Capsule  large,  round,  woody,  with  the  edge 
dividing  into  two  valves. 

1296.  Sesamum.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  campanulate  5-fid,  with  the  lower  lobe  largest.  Stigma  lanceolate 
Capsule  2-celled,  the  cells  divided  in  two  by  the  inflexed  edges  of  the  valves. 

1297.  Pentstemon.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  2-lipped,  ventricose  Fifth  filament  longer  than  the  rest,  and  bearded 
at  its  upper  end.   Capsule  compressed,  2-celled,  2-valved.  Seeds  numerous,  subglobose 1298.  CheUme.  CaL  5-parted,  with  two  bractes.  Cor.  ringent,  ventricose.  Fifth  filament  shorter  than  the 
others.   Caps.  2-celled,  2-valved.   Seeds  numerous,  with  a  membranous  edge. 

1299.  TourreUa.  CaL  2-lipped.  Corolla  ringent :  the  upper  lip  galeate,  large ;  lower  2-toothed,  very  small. 
Nectary  annular,  4-lobed.   Stigma  truncate.   Capsule  4-celled.   Dissepiments  with  4  wings.   Seeds  cordate. 

1300.  Martynia.   CaL  5-fid.    Cor.  ringent.    Capsule  woody,  coated,  with  a  hooked  beak,  4-celled,  2-valved. 
B.  Filaments  4.    Capsule  many-seeded,  opening  with  elasticity.   Seeds  large,  flat. 

*  Calyx  bifid. 
1301.  Acanthus.  CaL  4-parted :  the  two  lateral  inner  segments  short ;  the  two  outer  long,  with  3  bractes,  of 

which  the  middle  one  is  toothed,  spiny.  Cor.  labiate,  having  the  orifice  closed  with  hairs.  Lower  lip  very 
large,  3-lobed.   Anthers  villous.  Stigma  bifid.   Caps,  ovate,  with  1-2-seeded  cells. 

**  Calyx  irfid. 
1302.  Barleria.  CaL  4-parted.  Stamens  2,  much  smaller  than  the  others.  Capsule  with  4  angles,  2-celled, Skvalved,  elastic,  without  claws.   Seeds  2. 

***  Calyx  5-fid. 
1303.  Phaylopsis.  Calyx  unequal,  with  a  large  dorsal  segment  Cells  of  the  ovary  2-seeded,  with  the  seg- ments of  the  dissepiment  spontaneously  dividing  in  two.   Otherwise  like  Blechum.  o 
1304.  Ruellia.  Cal.  5-parted,  generally  with  two  bractes.  Corolla  campanulate,  with  a  5-lobed  limb.  Sta- mens in  pairs.   Capsule  narrowed  to  each  end.   Teeth  opening  elastically.   Seeds  not  many. 
1305.  Blechum.  CaL  5-parted,  equaL  Cor.  funnel-shaped.  Capsule  about  2-celled,  2-valved :  the  segments 

of  the  crosswise  dissepiment  finally  becoming  loose   Seeds  many,  with  hooks.  ,„„.„,  j 
1306.  Aphelandra.  Cal.  5-parted,  unequal  Cal.  2-lipped.  Anthers  1-celled.  Capsule  2-celled,  2-valved, with  8  dissepiment  crosswise.   Seeds  with  hooks. 
1307.  Crossandra.  Cal.  5-parted,  unequal.  Cor.  '-lipped.  Stamens  included.  Anthers  1-celled.  Capsule 2-celled.  2-valved,  with  a  dissepiment  crosswise.  Seeds  with  hooks. 

*  *  *  *  Calyx  multifid. 
1308.  Thunbergia.  CaL  double :  outer  2-leaved ;  inner  about  12-toothed.  Cor.  campanulate.  Capsule  beaked, 2-ceUed. 

C.  Filaments  4.    Capsule,  drupa,  or  berry  few  seeded.    Seeds  erect. *  Calyx  bifid. 

1309.  Hebenstreitia.  CaL  spathaceous,  opening  lengthwise  beneath.   Cor.  tubular,  unequal,  with  one  upper 4-  fid  lip.   Stamens  projecting  from  the  lower  cleft  of  the  corolla.   Caps,  2-seeded. 
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**  Calyx  \-fid. 
1310.  Hosta.  Cal.  obsoletely  2-lipped,  4-toothed.  Corolla  ringent,  with  the  middle  segment  of  the  lower  lip 

large,  emarginate.   Drupe  with  a  4-celled,  4-seeded  nut. 
1311.  Gmelina.  Cal.  about  4-toothed.  Cor.  4-fid,  campanulate.  Two  of  the  anthers  2-parted,  2-simple. 

Drupe  baccate.   Putamen  bony,  4-celled.   Cells  1-seeded,  the  lower  sterile. 
1312.  Lantana.  Flowers  capitate.  Cal.  obsoletely  4-toothed.  Limb  of  corolla  4-fid,  with  an  open  orifice. Stigma  hooked  backwards.    Drupes  heaped,  with  a  2-celled  smooth  nut. 
1313.  Aloysia.  Calyx  deeply  4-cleft.  Corolla  tubular,  4-lobed.  Stigma  emarginate.  Stamens  4,  perfect. Seeds  two. 
1314.  Lippia.  Flowers  capitate.  Cal.  4-toothed,  roundish,  erect,  compressed,  membranous.  Corolla  4-fid, 

funnel-shaped.    Drupe  dry,  1-seeded,  thin,  covered  by  the  calyx.    Nuts  two,  1-seeded. 
1315.  Melampyrum.   Capsule  2-celled.   Seeds  2,  gibbous,  polished. 

***  Calyx  5-fid. 
1316.  Selago.  Cal.  5-fid.  Tube  of  corolla  filiform.  Limb  nearly  equal.  Capsule  simple  or  2-lobed,  each lobe  with  a  seed. 
1317.  Vitex.    Cal.  5-toothed.   Limb  of  cor.  5-6-fid.    Drupe  1-seeded,  with  a  4-celled  nut. 
1318.  Cornutia.    Cal.  5-toothed.   Stamens  longer  than  corolla.   Style  very  long.    Berry  1-seeded. 1319.  Zapania.  Flowers  capitate.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  6-fid.  Stigma  peltate,  capitate,  oblique.  Fruit 

covered,  bladdery,  enclosing  two  seeds. 
1320.  Priva.  Cal.  inflated,  5-toothed.  Cor.  a  little  longer  than  the  tube  of  calyx,  contracted  at  orifice. 

Drupe  covered  by  the  calyx.    Nuts  tho,  2-celled,  2-seeded.   Stamens  2-4. 1321.  Spielmannia.  Cat  5-fid.  Limb  of  cor.  5-fid,  the  orifice  closed  by  hairs.  Stigma  hooked.  Drupe  with a  2-celled  warted  nut. 
1322.  Verbena.  Cal.  5-fid.  Cor.  funnel-shaped,  with  an  incurved  tube,  and  an  unequal  5-fid  limb.  Stamens 

4,  fertile.   Fruit  bladdery,  eovered,  withering.   Seeds  4. 
1323.  Avicennia.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  2-lipped :  the  upper  lip  square.  Caps,  coriaceous,  rhomboid,  1-seeded. 

Seed  germinating  within  the  capsule. 
1324.  Caldasia.  CaL  tubular,  5-toothed.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  nearly  equal.  Filaments  inserted  in  top  of 

tube.   Caps.  3-celled,  3-seeded,  3-valved.   Seeds  elliptical. 
1325.  Clerodendrum.  Cal.  5-fid,  campanulate.  Corolla  with  a  filiform  tube  and  a  5-parted  equal  limb. 

Stamens  very  long,  projecting  from  between  the  segments  of  corolla.   Drupe  4-seeded,  with  a  1-celled  nut 
1326.  Volkameria.  Cal.  5-fid.  Cor.  with  1-sided  segments.  Drupe  2-seeded.  Nuts  2-celled,  with  1-seeded cells. 
1327.  Holmskioldia.  CaL  colored,  very  large,  campanulate,  spreading,  with  a  nearly  entire  limb  a  little 

shorter  than  the  ringent  corolla. 
1328.  Pelraea.  Cal.  5-parted,  very  large,  colored.  Corolla  rotate.  Caps.  2-celled,  2-seeded  in  the  bottom  of 

the  calyx.   Seeds  solitary. 
1329.  Citharexylum.  CaL  5-toothed,  campanulate.  Corolla  funnel-shaped,  rotate.  Segments  villous,  above 

equal.   Drupe  2-seeded.    Nuts  2-celled. 1330.  Duranta.    Cal.  5-fid,  superior.   Drupe  4-seeded,  covered  by  the  calyx.   Nut  4-2-celIed,  2-seeded. 
1331.  Pedalium.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  tubular,  ringent,  with  a  5-cleft  limb.  Filaments  hairy  at  base.  An- 

thers in  pairs,  forming  a  cross.    Nut  corky,  with  spiny  angles.    Seeds  2,  with  an  arillus. 
1332.  Myoporum.    CaL  5-parted.   Corolla  campanulate,  with  a  spreading  nearly  equal  5-parted  limb.  Drupe 

1-  2-seeded,  with  2-celled  nuts. 
1333.  Stenochiltts.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  ringent :  the  upper  lip  erect,  half  4-cleft :  lower  undivided,  narrow, 

deflexed.  Stamens  didynamous,  exserted.  Ovary  4-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells,  btigma  blunt,  undivided. 
Drupe  berried,  4-celled.    Seeds  solitary. 

1334.  Bontia.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  2-lipped,  with  an  oblong  tube :  the  lower  lip  3-parted,  revolute.  Drupe 
ovate,  1-seeded,  oblique  at  end. 

D.  Filaments  4.    Capsule  or  berry  many-seeded.   Seeds  small,  attached  to  a  central  receptacle. *  Calyx  bifid. 
1335.  Orobanche.  Cal.  of  2-lobed  lateral  leaflets.  Corolla  ringent.  Capsule  1-celled,  2- valved,  many-seeded. Gland  at  the  base  of  the  ovary. 
1336.  Crescentia.  CaL  2-parted,  equal.  Corolla  gibbous.  Berry  stalked,  1-celled,  many-seeded.  Seeds  im- mersed in  pulp. 
1337.  Castilleija.  Cal.  spathaceous ;  the  upper  lip  bifid,  lower  none.  Cor.  2-lipped :  the  lower  lip  very  short, 

trifid,  with  2  glands  between  the  segments.   Caps.  2-celled. 
**  Calyx  trifid. 

1338.  Halleria.   CaL  3  or  5-leaved.   Cor.  4-fid,  somewhat  inflated.   Berry  2-celled,  many-seeded 
***  Calyx  i-fld. 

1339.  Lathrtsa.   Cal.  4-fid.    A  depressed  gland  at  the  base  of  the  suture  of  the  ovary.   Capsule  1-celled. 
1340.  Rhinanthus.   Cal.  4-fid,  ventricose.    Cor.  ringent,  with  the  upper  lip  generally  compressed.  Capsule 2-  celled,  blunt,  compressed. 
1341.  Bartsia.  Cal.  4-lobed,  emarginate,  colored.  Cor.  smaller  than  the  calyx :  the  upper  lip  longest  Cap- sule 2-celled.   Seeds  angular. 
1342.  Euphrasia.  Cal.  cylindrical,  4-fid.  Corolla  2-lipped  :  the  upper  lip  bifid ;  the  lower  3-lobed,  with  bifid lobes.   Lower  anthers  with  spiny  lobes. 

****  Calyx  5-fid. 
1343.  Antirrhinum.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  not  spurred,  gibbous  at  base  :  the  upper  lip  bifid,  reflexed ;  lower 

trifid,  closed  by  the  prominent  palate.  Caps,  oblique  at  base,  without  valves,  opening  at  the  end  by  three 
pores. 1344.  Linaria.  Cal.  5-parted,  with  the  two  lower  segments  remote.  Cor.  spurred,  ringent :  the  orifice  closed 
by  the  prominent  palate.    Caps,  ovate  2- valved,  opening  at  the  end  into  3-5-segments. 

1345.  Anarrhinum.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  prominent  at  base,  honey  bearing :  lower  lip  flat,  without  a  promi- 
nent palate.   Caps  2-celled,  many-valved. 

134S.  Nemesia.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  spurred,  with  a  prominent  palate.  Caps,  compressed,  truncate,  opening lengthwise  in  the  middle,  2-celled,  2-valved.   Seeds  numerous,  linear. 
1347.  Maurandya.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  campanulate,  unequal.  Filaments  callous  at  base.  Caps.  2,  united, half  5-valved  at  end. 
1348.  Gerardia.  Cal  5-fid.  Cor.  2-lipped,  the  lower  lip  3-parted,  with  emarginate  lobes :  the  middle  2-part- 

ed.   Capsule  3-celled,  splitting. 
1349.  Pedicularis.  CaL  5-fid.  Cor.  ringent.  Capsule  2-celled,  mucronate,  oblique.  Seeds  truncated.  Leaves multifid. 
1350.  Erinus.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  with  a  5-fid,  equal  limb.  Lobes  emarginate :  the  upper  lip  very  short,  re- 

flexed.   Caps.  2-celled. 
1351.  Mimulus.  CaL  prismatical,  5-toothed.  Cor.  ringent,  with  the  upper  lip  folded  back  at  the  sides. 

Stigma  thick.   Capsule  2-celled,  many-seeded. 
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1352.  Romemannia.  CaL  tubular,  5-toothed,  plaited.  Cor.  with  the  upper  lip  emarginate :  lower  3-lobed. 
Seeds  minute,  scurfy. 

1353.  Mazus.  CaL  large,  campanulate,  spreading.  Cor.  ringent,  with  a  pimpled  throat  Anthers  connected. 
Stigma  spatulate.    Caps.  2-celled,  many-seeded. 1354.  Isoplexis.  Like  Digitalis,  but  corolla  campanulate,  with  the  upper  segment  as  long  as  the  lip,  and 
incumbent  upon  it  before  expansion. 

1355.  Digitalis.    CaL  5-parted.   Corolla  campanulate,  ventricose,  5-fid.   Capsule  ovate  2-celled. 
1356.  Scrophularia.   Cal  5-fid.    Cor.  subglobose,  resupinate.    Caps.  2-celled. 1357.  Vandellia.  Cal.  4-fid.  Cor.  ringent.  Two  outer  filaments  from  the  disk  of  the  lip  of  cor.  Anthers 

united  in  pairs.   Caps.  1-celled,  many-seeded. 1358.  SMhorpia.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  5-parted,  equal.  Stamens  in  remote  pairs.  Caps,  orbicular,  compressed, 
2-celled,  with  a  transverse  dissepiment 

1359.  Limosella.  CaL  5-fid.  Cor.  5-fid,  equal.  Stamens  approximating  in  pairs.  Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved, 
many-seeded. 1360.  Bnrwallia.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  closed  by  the  prominent  orifice.  Two  of  the  anthers  farger  than  the 
others.    Caps.  1-celled. 1361.  Stemodia.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  2-lipped.  Stamens  4:  each  filament  bifid,  and  bearing  two  anthers. 
Capsule  2-celled. 1362.  Trevirana.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  declinate  funnel-shaped.  Limb  flat,  5-parted,  nearly  equal.  Caps, 
half  2-celled. 

1363.  Columned.  Cal.  5-parted,  spreading.  Corolla  ringent :  the  upper  lip  3-parted,  with  the  intermediate 
segment  arched,  above  the  base  gibbous.    Capsule  berried,  1-2-celled. 1364.  Russelia.  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  2-lipped,  with  a  hairy  throat :  upper  lip  broader,  emarginate,  lower 
trifid,  with  linear  segments.   Stigma  globose    Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  many  seeded. 

1365.  Dodartia.  CaL  campanulate,  angular,  5-toothed.  Lower  lip  of  cor.  broad,  3- fid.  Stigma  bifid.  Caps, 
globose,  2-celled,  covered  by  the  calyx. 

G  YMNOSPERMIA. 

ti242.  A'JUGA.  W. 8092  orientals  W. 
8093  pyramidalis  W. 
8094alpina  W. 
8095  genevensis  W. 
8096  reptans  W. 

0  alba Y  r&bra 8097  Chama/pitys  W. 
8098  I'va  W. 8099  furcata  Link. 

Bugle. 
oriental 

pyramidal Alpine Geneva 3t  A  or 
£  A  or i  A  or k.  A  or 
i  A  or 

white-flowered  i  A  or 
red-flowered     ^  A  or Ground  Pine        O  pr 
musky                O  cu furcate  3t  I  or 

1243.  ANISOME'LES.  R.  Br.  Anisomeles. 8100  malabarica  R.  Br.    Malabar  £  □  or 
8101  ovSta  EL  K.  broad-leaved        ED  or 

1244.  TEU'CRIUM.  W.  Germander. 
8102  campanulatum  W.  small-flowered  3t  A  or 
8103  orientate  W.  great-flowered  ^  ̂ or 
8104B6trys  W.  cut-leaved  O  or 8105  nissolianum  W.  Spanish  ^  Al  or 8106trlfidum  W. 
8107  frfiticans  W. 
8108  latifolium  B.  M. 
8109  Marum  W. 
8110  mult itlorum  W. 
8111  regium  W. 

trifid-leaved 
narrow-leav.  tr.tt.  i  |  or 
broad-leav.  treett.  |  |  or 
Cat-thyme       11-  |  or 
many-flowered  ^  A  or 
royal  tt.  |  or 

Labiate. 
Sp.  8—17. 

1*  my.jn B Levant 
1732. 

D 

s.p 

DilLeltt.53.f.ei 

i  my.jn 

Pu Britain scmo.  D 

s.p 

Eng.  bot  1270 

i  my.jl 
B England  moun.  D  co Eng.  bot.  477 

i  my.jn 

F Switzerl. 1656. 
D 

CO 

BulL  herb.  1 361 

i  my.jn 
B Britain moi.w.  D 

s.p 

Eng.  bot.  489 

i  my.jn 
W Britain moi.w.  D 

s.p 

i  my.jn 
R Britain moi.w.  D 

i  ap'jl 

Y England  san.fi.  S ^ Eng.  bot.  77 

i  jl.au 

R S.  Europe  1759. S 

s.l 

FL  graxa,  525 

i  jl  au 

B Nepal 1824. D 

CO 
Labiatte. 

Sp.  2-5. U  jl.au V E.  Indies 1817. 
C CO Rheede,  10.  t.  93 

1|  jl.au 

Pk E.  Indies 1783. S 

Lp 

Bur.zeyl.t71.f.l 
Labiatte. Sp.U— 87. 1  jl.au W Levant 1728. D CO 

1  jl.au B Levant 1752. D 

CO 

Bot.  mag.  1279 

fjl.8 

R S.  Europe  1633. S CO Ger.ema.  525.  f.2 
1  jn.jl Pu 

Spain 
1752. D 

CO 

Mor.his.t22.f.l9 

1  \  jn.au 
Pu C.  G.  H. 1791. C 

r.m 

3  jn.s 
V 

Spain 

1640. C 
r.m 

Dil.el.t284.f.366 

3  jn.s V 
Spain 

1640. C r.m Bot.  mag.  245 

lJjLs 

Pa.pu  Spain 1640. C r.m  Park.  thea.l7.f.2 
1  jLs L.R  Spain 1731. C CO Bocc.  mus.  t.117 

\\  my.o 

Pu 

Spain 

1699. 
C r.m  Plu.alm.t65.f.l 8104 

8105 

8107 8108 
8103  V  8101 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1242.  Ajuga.  Said  to  be  an  alteration  of  abiso,  to  expel  or  drive  away.  The  Latins  attributed  emme- 

nagogue  qualities  to  a  plant  called  ajuga,  which  is  believed  to  be  our  Teucrium  chamspitys.  Handsome 
flowering  plants.  A.  reptans  is  vulgarly  reputed  vulnerary,  cooling,  and  gently  astringent.  It  is  commonly called  bugle,  which  appears  to  be  a  corruption  of  bugula,  a  contracted  diminutive  of  buglossum,  which  the 
plant  resembles  in  medical  qualities. 

1243.  Anisomeles.  So  named  by  Mr.  Brown,  from  a,  privative,  <W,  equal,  and  fuXos,  a  member. 
Tropical  downy  herbaceous  plants.  Their  leaves  are  crenated,  flowers  grow  in  whorls  supported  by  minute 
bractess ;  the  calyxes  are  glandular,  and  the  corolla  of  all  the  species  purple. 

1244.  Teucrium.   Teucer,  the  Trojan  prince,  is  said  by  Pliny  to  have  been  the  first  to  employ  this  plant 
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1366  Lindernia.    Cal.  5-parted.   Cor.  ringent :  upper  Hp  very  short.  Two  lower  stamens  with  a  terminal 

^a  *SMcA6^S»iS!S* smaller- covered th? others-  Cor- tubular' some- 
wh^at  2  1iDDed    Stamens  included.   Lobes  of  anthers  spreading.   Stigma  emarginate. 

ISflfi I  Cal  5-parted.    Cor.  campanulate,  5-fid,  acute.    Caps.  2-va  ved,  2-celled,  many-seeded. 
1369:  Cal.  ibsoluiely  5-toothed.    Limb  of  coroUa  S-fid,  equal,  with  cordate  lobes.  Capsule 

^lm'Manulea    Cal  5-parted.    Cor.  funnel-shaped.   Limb  5-parted,  with  subulate  segments ;  the  four  upper 

^"Sl  Ca£l  iCpanedd,Tearlyeetuadi.   Cor.  irregular,  spreading,  2-lipped,  with  a  short  tube  and 

^mf'Besleria  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  tubular,  gibbous  on  each  side,  with  a  5  Jobed  unequal  limb.  Berry 

^t^elT^bTY^t  C^hy^tteriform,  5-fid,  blunt.  Style  short,  persistent  Berry  2-celled, 

mW5eB^nsfelsia.  Cal.  5-toothed,  small.  Tube  of  cor.  very  long,  with  a  flat  5-lobed  limb.  Capsule  berried, 1-celled,  many-seeded,  with  a  very  large  receptacle.  rw„i»  o  ™ii»h 
Mlfi  CeUia    Cal.  5-parted.   Cor.  rotate.    Filaments  bearded.   Capsule  2-celled. 
1377  StaS*  Cal  I-parted.  Cor.  subrotate,  resupinate,  5-fid,  with  the  upper  segment  largest  Stamens decimate.    Filaments  smooth.    Anthers  approximating,  similar    Capsule  2- ce lied ■ 
1378  Anthocercis  Cal  5-fid.  Cor.  campanulate,  regular.  Rudiment  of  a  5th  filament,  Stigma  capitate. 

Cap7. IceUeA&ed,  many-seeded    Theinflexed  edges  of  valves  inserted  in  the  placenta. 
*****  Calyx  multifid. 

1379.  Cymbaria.   Cal.  10-toothed.   Upper  lip  of  cor.  bifid,  lower  trifid.   Capsule  cordate,  2-celled. 

G  YMNOSPERMIA, 
8092  Leaves  ovate,  Cor.  pubescent  resupinate 
8093  Four-cornered  pyramidal  villous,  Radical  leaves  very  large 
8094  Stem  simple,  Cauline  leaves  as  long  as  radical  leaves 8095  Radical  leaves  smaller  than  cauline  leaves 
8096  Stolones  creeping 

8097  Leaves  trifid,  Fl.  axillary  solitary  shorter  than  leaf,  Stem  diffuse 8098  Leaves  linear  toothed  forwards,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
8099  Leaves  stalked  subcordate  ovate  acuminate  acutely  crenate  hairy,  Tnyrses  axillary  stained 

8100  Bractes  filiform,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  downwards  .  .  .„„„.,„ 
8101  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  crenate,  Whorls  many-fl.  Bractes  linear,  Calyx  hairy.  Glands  inconspicuous 

8102  Leaves  multifid,  Flowers  lateral  solitary 
3103  Leaves  multifid  linear,  Raceme  compound,  Pedicels  short 
810*  Leaves  multifid,  Whorls  halved 
8105  Leaves  trifid  or  5-fid  filiform,  Flower  stalked  solitary  opposite,  Stem  decumbent 
8106  Leaves  lanceolate  trifid,  Pedunc.  axillary  3-flowered 
8107  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  white  beneath,  Flowers  solitary 
8108  Leaves  entire  rhomboid  acute  villous  downy  beneath,  Flowers  solitary 
8109  Leaves  quite  entire  ovate  acute  stalked  downy  beneath,  Flowers  racemose  one-sided 8110  Leaves  oval  toothed  forwards,  floral  entire  stalked,  Whorls  racemose,  Stem  much  branched 
8111  Leaves  ovate  toothed  forwards,  floral  entire  sessile,  Whorls  racemose,  Stems  branched 

8109  8112  k&^IH 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
medicinally.  TJnder-shrubs  or  herbs  of  little  beauty ;  but  several  of  them  aromatic.  The  leaves  and  younger 
branches  of  T.  marum  {Mar,  Arabic,  signifying  bitter),  when  recent,  on  being  rubbed  between  the  fingers, 
emit  a  volatile  aromatic  smell,  which  readily  excites  sneezing,  but  to  the  taste  they  are  bitterish,  accompanied 
with  a  sensation  of  heat  and  acrimony.  Cats  are  very  fond  of  these  plants,  and  where  there  are  few  will 
destroy  them. 

T.  scorodonia  {flxo^a&m,  garlic,  the  smell  of  which  this  plant  possesses)  in  Jersey  is  used  as  a  substitute  for hops,  and  the  beer  is  said  sooner  to  become  clear  than  when  hops  are  made  use  of.  Withering  found  on  trial 
that  it  gave  too  much  color  to  the  liquor. 

T.  scordium,  also  from  exofoSot,  garlic,  was  once  in  high  esteem  for  destroying  worms  and  for  fomentations 
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8112  Laxmfanl  W. 
8113  riblricum  W. 
8114  asiaticum  W. 
8115  lusitanicum  Lam. 
8116  Ardulni  L. 
8117  cubense  W. 
8118  canadense  W. 
8119  virglnicum  W. 8120inflatum  W. 
8121  hyrcanicum  W. 8122  Abutiloldes  TV. 
8123  Scorod6nia  W. 
8124  betonicum  W. 
8125  resupinatum  W. 8126  massiliense  IV. 
8127Sc6rdium  W. 
8128  Chamte'drys  W. 8129  heterophyllum  W. 8130  lucklum  W. 
8131  flavum  IV. 
8132  montanum  W. 
8133suplnum  W. 
8134  thymifolium  P.  S. 
8135  pyrenaicum  W. 81S6afireum  W. 
8137  P61ium  W. 
8138  flavescens  P.  S. 
8139  gnaphalodes  P.S. 8140  Pseudoh  vssopus  W. 
8141  capitatum  W. 
8142  pycnophyllum  P.  S. 
8143pumilum  W. 
8144  spin6sum  W. 
8145  subspin6sum  W.  en. 

Laxmann's Siberian Asiatic 
Portuguese 
Arduini's Cuba 
nettle-leaved 
Virginian 
thick-spiked 
Betony-leaved 
Mulberry-leav. Wood  Sage hoary 

resupinate sweet-scented water 
wall 
various-leaved shining 

yellow-flower. dwarf  mount. 
procumbent thyme-leaved 
Pyrenean golden  Poly 
Poly 

yellow  Poly 
woolly-calyx  ed 
Hyssop-leaved round-headed 
close-leaved small thorny 
Minorca 

3l  A  of 
5  A  or 
M-l  |  or 
tt.  i  |  or a.  i  |  or 

j£  O!  or 
3t  A  or 
3t  A  or 
j£  EJor 
i  A  »' 
n- 1  |  or 

5t  A  or 
M- 1  |  or 

O  or 

a_  |  or 

*  A  or 

St  A  or 
«.  I  |  or 

i  A"1 
n.  |  or 

4  A  ™ 
k  A  or 
la.  |  or 
«.  |  or 11-  |  or 
«.  |  or «.  or 
a_  |  or 

A  or 

«_  |  or 

O  or 

M-l  |  or 

1  jn.au 
2  jn.o 

ljjn.o li  jn.o Ijmy 
2  au.s 2  my.jn 

2  au.o 
1  j  au.o If  ap.my 
Ijjl 
1|  my.au 1  jl.au 2  jn.jl 

Jjl.au f  ray.au 

5  jn.jl 

ljjn.s 2  jl.s 

ijLo I  jn.o 
i  jn.o i  jn.au 
1  jn.jl 1  jLs 
1  jl.s 

lJjLs li  jn.jl 

fjl.au i  jl  au 
i  jLau 
i  my.jn li  ... 

Var 

Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

Y 
Pu 
Pu 
B 
Li 
P 
Y 
Y 
Li Pa.Y Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Br 
Y 
W 
w 
Pu 
Pa.w 
Y 
Y 
Pu 
W 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
W 

Pu 

Siberia  1800. 
Siberia  1804. 

  1777. 
Portugal  1822. Candia  1823. 
Cuba  1733. 
N.  Amer.  1768. 
N.  Amer.  1768. Jamaica  1778 
Persia Madeira 
Britain Madeira 
Barbary 

France 
England  mar. England  oldw. Madeira  1759. 
S.  Europe  1730. 
S.  Europe  1640. S.  Europe  1710. Austria  1752. 
Spain  1816. 
Pyrenees  1731. S.  Europe  1731. 
S.  Europe  1562. S.  Europe 

1763. 1777. 
woods, 

1775. 1801. 
1731. 

Spain 

Italy 

Spain 
Spain Spain 
Spain 
Minorca 

181& 1804. 
1731. 1816. 
1816. 

1640. 1816. 

C  co 
C  co C  r.m 
C  co 
C  co 
C  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
C  r.m 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C C  co C  co 
D  co 
D  co C  r.m 
C  co C  co 
C  co 
C  co 
C  co 
C  co 
S  co 
C  co 

PI.  rar.  hu.l.  t.69 
Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  41 

Jac.  obs.  2. 1 30 
Schk.  hand.  160 

Bot.  mag.  2013 Jac.schse.3.t358 
Eng.  bot.  1543 Bot.  mag.  1114 Des£  atl.2. 1 117 Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 94 
Eng.  bot.  828 
Eng.  bot.  680 
Magn.  hort.  52 Park.the.109.fl 
Jac.  aust.5.  t.417 
Bot  cab.  1387 Cav.  ic.  2.  1 117 
Barr.  rar.  1. 1074 Barr.  rar.  1. 1073 
Barr.  rar.  1. 1083 
CoL  ecphr.l.t67 Cav.  ic.  2. 1. 119 
Barr.  rar.  1096 
Barr.  rar.  1. 1092 Cav.  ic.  1. 1. 31 

1245.  WESTRIN'GIA.  Sm.    West-i  vcia. 
8146  rosmariniformisSw.  Rosemary-lvu.  9-  \ 
8147  Dampieri  B.  P.       Dampier's        &  t 

Labiate.   Sp.  2—8. 4  my.au  Pa.B  N.  S.  W.  1791. 
myjl  N.  Holl.  1803. 

1246.  SATURE'JA.  W. 8148juliana  W. 8149  Teneriffie  W.en. 
8150Th^mbra  W. 
8151  gras'ca  W. 8152montfina  W. 
8153  tenuifolia  Tenore. 
8154  rupestris  W. 8155  hortensis  W. 
8156  capitata  W. 
8157vimtoea  W. 

1247.  THYM'BRA.  W. 8158spicata  W. 8159  verticiUata  W. 
t*1248.  HYSSCVPUS.  W. 8160  officinalis  W. 

8161  orientalis  W.  en. 
§ 8162  Lophanthus  W. 
$8163  nepetotdes  W. 

Savory. 
linear-leaved    ^  |  un 
Teneriffe         ^  |  un 
whorl-flowered  a.  \  |  or 
Grecian  ^  |  or 
winter  «-  cul 
fine-leaved       ^  |  un 
rock  ^  A  or 
summer  O  cul 
ciliated  «l  cul 
Pennyroyal-tr.  n.  □  cul 
Thymbra. 

spike-flowered  «.  |  |  cu whorl-flowered  «_  i  |  cu 
Hyssop. 

common  *t-  or 
oriental  M-  or 
Mint-leaved  5t  A  or square-stalked  ^  A 

Labiatte. 
1  my.  s  Pk 1  Pu 
1  my.jl  Pu 
f  jn.jl  Pu. lijn.jl  Pu 
l|jn.jl  Pu 1  jn.jl  Pu 
lijn.au  Pk 1  jn.o  Pu 1      ...  Pu 

Sp.  10—17. Italy  1596. Teneriffe 
Candia  1640. w  Greece  1759. 
S.  Europe  1562. 
S.  Europe  1822. Carniola  1798. 
Italy  1652. Levant  1596. 
Jamaica  1783. 

8164  scrophularifdliusW.  Figwort-leaved  ^  A  °r 
8124  ,M  8125 

Labiatte.    Sp.  2—6. 
jn.jl      Pa.pu  Levant jn.jl      Pa.pu  Spain 
Labiatte.    Sp.  5 — 7. jn.s      B      S.  Europe 

jn.s      B  Caucasus au.s     Y  Siberia 
au.o     Y.w   N.  Amer. 
jl.au     Pk     N.  Amer. 

1699. 
1702. 1548. 

1752. 1692. 
1800. 

8198 

C  s.p  Bot.  rep.  214 C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  330 

D  co  Lam.ilLt.504.f.l 
C  r.m  Barr.  ic.  t.  898 
D  co    Alp.exot.  t.264 
C  co 
D  co S  co    Jac.  ic  3.  t  494 
C  r.m  Lam.il.it.504.f.2 C  r.m  Barr.  ic.  t.897 C  r.m 

C  co  Pluk.aL  U16.f.5 
C  co 
C  co  Jac.  aust.3.  t.254 
C  co  Bot.  mag.  2299 
C  p.l  Jac.vind.2.  t.182 
D  p.l  Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 69 
D  co  Herm.  pat.  M06 

.81  »1 

M 

8143^,^-*" 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Sheep  and  goats  are  said  to  eat  this  plant :  horses,  cows,  and  swine  to  refuse  it.  If  cows,  compelled  by  hunger, 
eat  it,  their  milk  gets  a  garlic  flavor. T.  chamsedrys,  is  said  to  have  cured  Charles  V.  of  the  gout,  by  a  vinous  decoction  taken  for  sixty  successive 
days.  It  is  commonly  called  Germander,  which  seems  to  be  a  corruption  of  the  word  Chama?drys,  for  the French  call  it  germ  an  dree,  an  evident  alteration  of  gamandre,  under  which  name  it  first  appeared  m  the  very 
rare  Herbier  de  Mayence,  printed  in  1485. 

1245.  Westringia.  Named  by  Sir  J.  E  Smith,  in  honor  of  Dr.  John  Peter  Westring,  physician  to  the  king 
of  Sweden,  and  author  of  several  learned  papers  on  the  Lichen  tribe.  A  genus  of  New  Holland  plants, 
chiefly  from  the  colder  parts  of  that  country,  and  having  the  appearance  of  our  Rosemary. 
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8112  Leaves  ovate-oblong  villous  nearly  entire,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  sessile 
8113  Leaves  ovate  serrate  smooth,  Pedunc.  soL  3- flowered :  intermediate  sessile,  Brae  tea  linear  lanceolate 
8114  Leaves  lanceolate  repand-serrate  rectangular  at  base,  FL  racemose  one-sided,  Calyx  2-lipped 
8115  Leaves  lanceolate  crenate  rugose,  Flower  racemose  one-sided,  Calyx  2-lipped 
8116  Leaves  ovate  serrate,  Raceme  spiked  round  sessile  terminal 
8117  Leaves  cuncate  serrate  cut  smooth  narrowed  into  the  stalk,  Flower  solitary  stalked 
8118  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  serrate  hoary  beneath,  Stem  erect  round  terminal,  Whorls  6-leaved 
8119  Leaves  ovate  unequally  serrate,  Racemes  terminal,  Bractes  shorter  than  flower-stalk 8120  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  unequally  serrate  pubescent,  Spikes  sessile  terminal,  Cat  inflated  villous 
8121  Leaves  cordate  oblong  obtuse,  Stem  brachiate  dichotomous,  Spikes  very  long  terminal  sessile  spiral 
8122  Leaves  cordate  toothed  acuminate,  Racemes  lateral  nodding 
8123  Leaves  cordate  subpubescent  toothed  stalked,  Racemes  axillary  one-sided,  Stem  erect  herbaceous 
8124  Leaves  lanceolate  crenate  tomentose  hoary  beneath,  Racemes  terminal,  Flower  stem  brachiate 
8125  Leaves  cuneiform  lane,  serrated  villous,  Racemes  axillary  and  terminal,  Cor.  resupinate 
8126  Leaves  ovate  rugose  cut  crenate  hoary,  Stems  erect,  Racemes  straight  one-sided 
8127  Leaves  oblong  sessile  toothed  nearly  naked,  Fl.  axillary  stalked  in  pairs,  Stem  diffuse  pubescent 
8128  Leaves  cuneiform  ovate  cut  crenate  stalked,  FL  ternary,  Stems  procumbent  somewhat  hairy 
8129  Leaves  elliptical  crenate,  Fl.  lateral  solitary.  Lip  of  cor.  woolly  outside,  Leaves  various  in  form 
8130  Leaves  ovate  cut  serrate  smooth/Whorls  halved,  Stems  erect  smooth 
8131  Leaves  ovate  cjcenate :  floral  entire,  Whorls  halved  racemose,  Stem  bearded  in  two  rows 
8132  Corymbs  terminal,  Gal.  with  acute  unarmed  teeth,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  downy  beneath 
8133  Corymbs  terminal,  CaL  with  acute  mucronate  teeth,  Lvs.  linear  entire  revolute  at  edge  downy  beneath 
8134  Heads  terminal  few-flowered,  Leaves  stalked  ovate  blunt  downy  beneath,  Stem  procumbent 
8135  Corymbs  terminal,  Leaves  cuneiform  orbicular  crenate  hairy 
8136  Corymbs  terminal  hairy,  Leaves  ovate  serrate  and  stems  densely  woolly  at  the  ends  yellow  and  shining 
8137  Heads  roundish  stalked,  Leaves  lanceolate  blunt  crenate  revolute  at  edge  downy,  Stem  decumbent 
8138  Heads  roundish,  and  leaves,  which  are  linear  lanceolate  crenate  forwards,  tomentose  yellow  at  end 
8139' FL  solitary  clustered,  Leaves  linear  revolute  crenate,  Calyxes  woolly 8140  Heads  roundish  lax,  Leaves  lanceolate  crenate  forwards  downy  hoary,  Stem  woolly  corymbose 
8141  Heads  stalked,  Leaves  lanceolate  crenate  tomentose,  Stem  erect 
8142  Heads  roundish,  Leaves  linear  revolute  crenate  forwards  close  and  stem  densely  woolly 
8143  Heads  terminal  sessile,  Leaves  linear  revoL  at  edge  packed  in  four  close  rows,  Stem  procumbent  downy 
8144  Spiny,  Upper  lip  of  calyx  ovate,  Corolla  resupinate,  Peduncles  twin 
8145  Leaves  entire  ovate  acute  stalked  revolute  at  edge  pubescent  downy  beneath,  FL  racemose 

8146  Leaves  beneath  and  calyxes  silvery,  Teeth  half  as  long  again  as  tube 
8147  Leaves  beneath  and  calyxes  ash-colored  opaque,  Teeth  half  as  short  as  tube 

8148  Whorls  fastigiate,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  rough 
8149  Lvs.  acute  revolute  at  edge  pubescent,  Pedunc.  axillary  many-fl.  Bractes  much  shorter  than  calyx 
8150  Whorls  roundish  hispid,  Leaves  obovate  oblong  acuminate  veinless  dotted  hispid  — 8151  Pedunc.  axillary  3-6-flowered,  Bractes  shorter  than  calyx,  Leaves  ovate  hispid  veiny  beneath 
8152  Pedunc.  axillary  cymose  one-sided,  Sepals  acuminate  mucronate,  Leaves  tin.  lane,  entire  mucronate 
8153  Stem  erect  branched  with  spreading  hairs,  Upper  leaves  hairy  acute,  Fed.  1-flowered  axillary 
8154  Ped.  axill.  cymose  one-sided,  Sepals  blunt  unarmed,  Lvs.  roundish  ovate  atten.  at  base  toothed  bluntish 8155  Pedunc.  axillary  cymose,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire,  Stem  brachiate 
8156  Flowers  spiked,  Leaves  keeled  dotted  ciliated 
8157  FL  axillary  3  subsessile,  Bractes  linear,  Leaves  oblong  entire  attenuate  at  base  smooth  hispid  beneath 

8158  Flowers  spiked,  Bractes  heaped  linear  ciliate 
8159  Flowers  whorled,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  entire 

8160  FL  whorled  racemose  1-sided,  Middle  lobe  of  cor.  2-lobod  entire,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Teeth  of  calyx  erect 
8161  FL  whorled  racemose  1-sided,  Midd.  lobe  of  cor.  2-lobed  entire,  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  Teeth  of  caL  spreading  uneq. 8162  Pedunc.  axillary  cymose,  Cor.  resupinate,  Middle  lobe  crenate,  Leaves  oblong  cordate  toothed  [tooth. 
8163  Spikes  whorled  cylind.  Midd.  lobe  of  cor.  crenate,  Style  shoiler  than  cor.  Lvs.  subcord.  ov.  acum.  sharply 
8164  Spikes  whorL  cylind.  Midd.  lobe  of  cor.  crenate,  Style  longer  than  cor.  Lvs.  cord.-ov.  acum.  bluntly  tooth. 

8146 

8163  HI  8162 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

1246.  Satureja.  The  Arabs  call  all  labiate  plants  by  the  collective  name  of  ss'atar,  according  to  Bochart 
Forskahl  says,  they  call  the  wild  Thyme  ss'atar.  S.  montana  and  hortensis  have  been  cultivated  as  culinary aromatics  from  time  immemorial,  and  much  more  formerly  than  now,  when  almost  all  European  species  are 
superseded  by  those  of  the  East  Indies. 

1247.  Thumbra.  A  name  of  uncertain  origin.  The  ancients  gave  it  to  a  plant  analogous  to  Thyme. 
Possibly  it  may  have  been  so  called  after  the  name  of  a  place.  Thymbraea,  a  town  in  Lydia,  was 
the  spot  where  the  famous  battle  was  fought  between  Cyrus  and  Croesus,  in  which  the  fate  of  the  latter  was 

1248.  Hyssopus.  Latinized  from  the  Hebrew  name  ezob.  The  Arabic  name  axxqf,  is  evidently  the  same. 
K  k 
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1249. 8165 
8166 8167 
8168 8169 
8170 
8171 
8172 
8173 
8174 8175 
8176 8177 
8178 
8179 
8180 

§8181 8182 
8183 
8184 
8185 8186 8187 

NE'PETA.  TV. 
cataria  IV. 
angustifiilia  TV. 
crlspa  TV. 
pannonica  TV. caerulea  TV. 
violacea  TV. 
longiflora  Vent. Mussini  Bieb. im  ana  TV. 
ucranica  TV. 
Nepetella  TV. 
graveolens  TV. nuda  TV. 

Cat-mint. common 
narrow-leaved 
curl-leaved 
Hungarian blue 
violet-colored 
long-flowered 
scolloped-leav. 
hoary 

Ukraine 
small 

4  A  cu 
kAcu 
4  A  cu 4  Am 
k.  A  cu 3t  A  cu 
1  Acu 
4  Am 
4Acu 4  A  cu 
4  A  cu 

LabiaUe. 
2  jLs 2  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 4  au.o 

H  my.jn 2  jl.s 2  jn.au 2  my.au 

strong-smelling     A  cu naked 
multibractcata/M?/.  many-bracted 
colorata  TV.  en.  Nettle-leaved 
melissaefolia  TV.  en.  Balm-leaved 
italica  TV.  Italian 
marrubioides  TV.  en.  Horehound-lv. reticulata  TV.  netted 

A  cu 3t  A  un 
4  A  im 4  A  un 
4  A  "o £  A 
3l  A lamiifolia  TV.  en.     Lamium-leav'd^j  A  un teucri  i  folia  TV.  en.  Teucrium-lvd  4^  A  un  li  jLau 

2  j 

1250. 
8190 
8191 *1251. 
8192 

8193 8194 
8195 
8196 8197 
8198 

§8199 1252. 

8204 
8205 

8210 
8211 
8212 

tuber6sa  TV. 
lanata  TV. 
multifida  TV. 
botryoides  TV. 
ELSHOLT'ZIA. 
ocymoldes  Pen cristata  TV. 
LAVAN'DULA. 
Spica  TV. alba 
latifolia  W.  en. Stas'chas  TV. viridis  TV. 
dentata  TV. 
pinnata  W. multifida  TV. 
abrotanoides  TV. 
carnosa  TV. 
SIDER'ITIS.  TV. canadensis  TV. 
candicans  TV. 
montana  TV. 
elegans  TV.  en. romana  W. 
syrfaca  TV. taurica  TV.  en. 
perfoliate  TV. incana  TV. 
ilici  folia  TV.  en. 
spinosa  TV.  en. 

tuberous-root  A woolly  A 
multifid          ^  A 
annual  O  un 

TV.  Elsholtzia. 
Basil-like  □  un 
crested  O  or 
TV.  Lavender. 

R 
B 
B 
V 
V 
w 
w 
R 
Pu 

W 
Pu 
Pu 

W 
Y.w 

R 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

jn.au  V 14  my.jn  Pu 

f  jl.au  W li  jn.jl  W 

2  jl.au 1  jLau 

Wjl.au 
Ujl.au 3  jl.au 
2  jLau 2  jLau 
1  jn.au 

1}  jn.au 2  jl.au 
ljjl.au 

25—40. 
W      Britain  ro.sid. 
Pu     Spain  1798. Pa.B  Levant  1800. 

Hungary  1683.   1777. 
Spain  1723. Persia  1802. 
Siberia  1804. 
Levant  1723. Ukraine  1789. 
S.  Europe  1758. 
S.  Europe  1804. a  Europe  1710. 
Algiers  1817. Caucasus  1806. 
Candia  1752. 
Italy  1640. 
Morocco  1801. 
Armenia  1806. Armenia  1816. 
Spain  1683. S.  Europe  1774. 
Siberia  1796. Siberia  1779. 

D  co D  CO 
D  co I)  CO 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  p.l 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  p.l D  p.l 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co 

Eng.  but .  137 

Jac.  aust.2.  t.129 

Boa  mus.  t.  36 Vent  eels.  66 
Bot  mag.  923 

All.ped2.t.  f.l Jac  aus.  1.  t.  24 Desf.  atl.  1 123 

Jac.vind.2.  tll2 
Desf.atL2.tl24 

Barr.  ic.  1 602 
Jac.  obs.  3. 1 75 
GmeL  sib.3. 1 55 
Cav.  ic.  1. 1 49 

common 
white-fiowered broad-leaved 
French 
Madeira 
tooth-leaved 
pinnated cut-leaved 

clt 

Labiate.    Sp.  2 — 5. 
1  jl        Pu     E  Indies  1824. 
ljmy.jl    Pk     Siberia  1789. 

Labiates.   Sp.  8—12. 2  jLs 2  jLs 
2  jl.s 
li  my.jl 

a.  clt 
It  |  |  or tt.  i  |  or  1|  my.jl 
«- 1  |  or  1J  jn.s 
«.  i  1  or  1*  ap.au 
£  iQI  or  I|  jLs Southernw.-lv.  tt  i  |  or  U  jn.s 

thick-leaved     j£  OH  or  If  jn.jl 
Ironwort. 

Canary           it  i_J  or 
Mullein-leaved  *  i  |  cu 

Li 
W 
Li 

Li 
Pu 
Li 
Li 
Li 
Li 

Li 

S.  Europe  1568. 

O  or 
O  or O  ot 

a.  I  |  or 

mountain 
dark-flowered 
Roman 

Syrian Taurian 
perfoliate Lavender-lvd 
Holly-leaved spiny 

hyssopifolia  TV.  en.  Hyssop-leaved  A  or 
scordioides  TV.       scollop-leaved  A 

Labiate. 
3  my.au  Y 3  ap.jl 

Hjl.au 
li  jl 
1  jn.au 
ljjn.s a.  |  cu  1J  jn.s 

4  A  or    2  au.n 
If  jLau 4A»r  U  jn.s 

li  jn.s 

S.  Europe  1568. 
S.  Europe  1562. Madeira  1777. 
Spain  1597. Madeira  1777. 
Canaries  1597. 
Canaries  1699. 
E  Indies  1788. 
17—43. Canaries  1697. 

Y.Br  Madeira  1714. 
Y.Br  Austria Y   W  Italy 
W.v  Levant 
Pa.Y  Tauria 

CO 

co    Lam.ill.  t502.f.2 
Sch.  han.2.  t.157 

s.l  Ban-el.  ic.  1 301 
p.l  HofetLlu.  I.t4 
p.l  Bot  mag.  400 p.l  Bot.  mag.  401 
p.l  Lob.  ic.  432 co  Comm.  rar.  1 27 
co  Lin.am.ac.lO.t.3 

Jac.  vind.  3. 1 30 
Com.hort.2.  t.99 
Jac.  aust5.  t.434 
Mur.co.got.l.  t.4 Cav.  ic.  2. 1 187 
Sabb.hort3.  t.40 

Cav.  ic.  2. 1. 186 

Sch.  han.2.  t.158 Barr.  ic.  1 343 
8165 

8183 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

VitU  John  de  Souza,  p.  106.    The  plant  to  which  this  name  was  given  is  involved  in  uncertainty.    It  appears 
to  have  been  one  of  the  smallest  plants,  whence  some  have  inferred  that  "  the  Hyssop  which  groweth  out,  of 
the  wall"  is  a  kind  of  moss.    H.  officinalis,  a  neat  little  evergeen  tuft,  and  most  ornamental  and  fragrant  when in  Hi  wer,  was  once  in  considerable  repute  as  a  popular  medicine,  but  is  now  almost  out  of  use. 

1249.  Nepeta.  Said  by  Linnaeus  to  be  derived  from  Nepet,  a  town  of  Tuscany,  mentioned  by  Pliny.  N. 
cataria  is  called  catmint,  because  cats  are  very  fond  of  it,  especially  when  it  is  withered,  when  they  will  roll 
themselves  on  it,  tear  it  to  pieces,  and  chew  it  with  great  pleasure.  Ray  observes,  that  plants  which  he 
transplanted  from  the  fields  into  his  garden  were  always  destroyed  by  the  cats,  unless  he  protected  them  with 
thorns  till  they  had  taken  good  root  and  came  into  flower ;  but  that  they  never  meddled  with  plants  raised 
from  seed.  Miller  has  confirmed  this  by  his  own  experience;  having  frequently  set  a  plant  from  ano- 

ther part  of  the  garden  within  two  feet  of  others  which  came  up  from  seeds,  when  the  former  was  torn 
in  pieces  and  destroyed  by  the  cats,  whilst  the  latter  remained  unhurt.  The  true  reason  of  this  di- 

fference is  assigned  by  Ray ;  that  the  cat  is  fond  of  it  in  a  languid  withering  state,  or  when  the  peculiar 
scent  of  the  plant  is  excited  by  being  handled  or  bruised  in  gathering  or  transplanting.  Hence  the  English 
vulgar  saying, 
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4  99- 8165  Flowers  spiked,  Whorls  somewhat  stalked,  Leaves  stalked  cordate  tooth-serrated 
8166  Corymbs  stalked  spiked,  Leaves  lanceolate  rugose  tomentose  bluntly  serrated 
8167  Spike  whorled  interrupted,  Leaves  cordate  toothed  rugose  waved  crisp  stalked  hoary 
8168  Cymes  stalked  many-flowered,  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  cordate  naked,  Lateral  lobes  of  cor.  reflex ed 
8169  Cymes  stalked  many-fl.  hairy,  Lvs.  oblong  cordate  villous  subsessile,  Lateral  lobes  of  cor.  reflex ed 
8170  Cymes  stalked  many-fl.  pilose,  Leaves  cordate  stalked  naked  subsessile,  Lateral  lobes  of  cor.  spreading 
8171  Cymes  remote  stalked  1-sided  few-fl.  Lvs.  cordate  blunt  crenate  glandular  beneath :  floral  all  sessile 
8172  Cymes  stalk.  1-sid :  lower  rem.  Lvs.  cord,  blunt  cren.  rug.  downy  with  out  glands :  floral  generally  stalked 
8173  Cymes  stalked  many-flowered.  Leaves  stalked  oblong  subcordate  crenate  downy 
6174  Flowers  panicled.  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate  sessile  naked 
8175  Cymes  stalked,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  lanceolate  deeply  serrate  downy 
8176  Leaves  cordate  oblong  serrated,  Bractes  linear,  Whorls  8-12-flowered  incurved  nearly  1-sided 
8177  Racemes  whorled  naked,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  sessile  naked 
8178  Flowers  sessile  in  whorled  spikes,  Bractes  lan.  longer  than  calyx  pubesc.  Leaves  stalked  villous  beneath 8179  Cymes  stalked  racemose,  Leaves  obL  cordate  serrate  beneath  hoary  and  rugose  with  veins 
8180  Leaves  cordate  oblong  crenate  stalked.  Stem  smooth  angular,  Flowers  whorled  capitate  clustered 
8181  Fl.  sessile  in  whorled  spikes,  Bractes  lin.  the  length  of  calyx,  Leaves  stalked 
8182  Fl.  sessile  in  whorled  spikes,  Whorls  distant  capitate,  Bractes  lane,  length  of  cal.  Leaves  stalked  entire 
8183  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  in  approximated  whorls,  Bractes  ovate  with  netted  veins  [at  end 
8184  Cymes  stalked  many-fl.  Tube  of  cor.  filiform  curved,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  blunt  stalked  serr.  pubescent 8185  Cymes  stalked  few-fl.  racemose,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  blunt  stalked  toothed  pubescent 
8186  Spikes  term.  Bractes  obL  acum.  nerved  with  colored  lines,  Lvs.  cord,  pubesc.  Lateral  lobes  of  cor.  reflexed 
8187  Spikes  term,  Bractes  ov.  nerved  rugose  subscariose,  Lvs.  obi.  cord,  villous,  Lateral  lobes  of  cor.  spreading 
8188  Flowers  spiked.  Leaves  pinnatifid  entire 
8189  Flowers  spiked,  Lateral  lobes  of  cor.  spreading,  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  lin.  nearly  equal  segments 

8190  Stems  prostrate,  Leaves  ovate  subserrate,  Spikes  terminal,  Calyx  scarious  at  end 
8191  Spikes  solitary  unilateral  erect,  Bractes  veiny 

8192  Leaves  sessile  lin.  lane,  revolute  at  edge,  Spike  interrupted  naked 

8193  Leaves  sessile  lin.  downy  revolute  at  edge,  Spike  contracted  comose  subsessile,  Bractes  3-lobed 
8194  Leaves  sessile  lin.  rugose  villous  revolute  at  edge,  Spike  comose,  Bractes  undivided 
8195  Leaves  sessile  linear  pectinate-pinnate,  Spike  contracted  comose 
8196  Lvs.  stalked  pinnate,  Leaflets  cuneate,  Spike  imbricated 
8197  Lvs.  stalked  hoary,  Leafl.  pinnatifid  crosswise,  Spike  simple  4-corn.  spiral,  Bractes  ovate  nerved  villous 
8198  Lvs.  stalked  pinnate  nearly  smooth,  Leafl.  pinnatifid  crosswise,  Spike  branched  interrupted  4>-cornered 
8199  Lvs.  stalked  ovate  cordate  serrate  fleshy,  Spike  4-cornered,  Calyxes  recurved 

8200  Shrubby  villous,  Lvs.  cordate  oblong  acute  stalked,  Spikes  whorled  before  flowering  nodding 
6201  Shrubby  downy,  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  cordate  narrowed  at  end  white  beneath,  Whorls  about  8-fl.  remote 
8202  Herbaceous  without  bractes,  Cal.  larger  than  cor.  spiny,  Upper  lip  trifid 
8203  Herbaceous  without  bractes  villous,  Stem  diffuse,  Segm.  of  calyx  nearly  equal  spiny 
8204  Herbaceous  decumbent  without  bractes,  Leaves  spatulate  toothed  at  end,  Cal.  spiny,  Upper  lip  ovate 
8205  Half-shrubby  woolly,  Leaves  lane,  nearly  entire,  FL  in  whorled  spikes,  Bractes  cordate  acute  downy 
6206  Half-shrubby  downy,  Lvs.  lane.  cren.  FL  in  whorled  spikes,  Bractes  cord.  acum.  reticulated  with  nerves 
8207  Herbac.  pilose-hispid,  Upper  lvs.  lane,  amplexicaul.  toothletted,  Bractes  cord,  acum,  netted  hairy  at  edge 
8208  Half-shrubby  downy,  Lvs.  linear  lanceolate  nearly  entire,  Flowers  and  bractes  toothed 
8209  Hirsute,  Lvs.  lane,  spiny  toothed,  Bractes  round,  cord,  shorter  than  caL  with  spiny  teeth,  Whorls  distant 
8210  Hirsute,  Lvs.  lane,  spiny  toothed,  Bractes  cord.  acum.  longer  than  cal.  with  spiny  teeth,  Whorls  close 
8211  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  entire,  Bractes  cord,  toothed-spiny,  Calyxes  equal 
8212  Leaves  lane  toothed  smooth  above,  downy  beneath,  Bractes  ovate  toothed  spiny,  Calyxes  equal 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
"  V  y°u  set  >t The  cats  will  eat  it ; 

you  sow  it e  cats  will  not  know  it." 
1250.  Elsholtxia.  Named  by  WUldenow,  in  memory  of  a  Prussian  botanist,  John  Sigismund  FJsholtz  who lived  in  the  middle  of  the  seventeenth  century.    Inconspicuous  hardy  herbaceous  plants  of  little  merit 1251.  Lavandula.  From  lavare,  to  wash.  The  use  of  the  distilled  water  of  this  plant  is  well  known. The  flowers  of  L  spica  have  an  agreeable  fragrant  odour,  and  warm  bitterish  taste.  Alcohol  extracts  their virtues  completely,  and  elevates  in  distillation  all  their  odorous  parts ;  water  acts  less  completely  The  oil 

however,  on  which  their  virtues  depend,  is  obtained  separate  in  distillation  with  water :  in  the  proportion' according  to  Lewis,  of  one  ounce  of  oil  from  sixty  ounces  of  the  flowers.  Lavender  is  stimulant  and  tonic' The  oil  extracted  by  alcohol  enters  into  several  compositions.  The  dried  leaves  in  powder  were  used  formerly as  a  sternutatory ;  but  they  are  now  neglected.  The  flowers  are  cut  in  dry  weather,  when  they  betrin  to  blow {London  Dispensatory,  862.) 
1252.  Sideritis*  From  av&jjof ,  iron.   A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  plant  by  which  were  cured  all Kk  2 
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8213hlrs6ta  W.  hairy  k  A  or 8214  crispfita  W.  en.  curled-leaved   ^  _AJ  or 8215  cretica  L.  Candian  n.     I  cu 
8216  foe'tida  W.  stinking  ^  ̂   un 1253.  BYSTROPCGON.  W.  Bystropogon. 
8217  plumosus  W.  woolly-flower'd  tt.  (  |  or 8218  origanifolius  W.  entire-leaved    a.  i  |  or 8219  canadensis  W. 
8220  punetatus  W. 

t*1254.  MENTHA.  W. 8221  Auricularia  W. 
8222  lajvigfita  W.  en. 
8223  rotundifolia  W. 

f3  variegdta 8224  gratissima  W. 
8225  pubescens  W.  en. 
8226  pyramidalis  Tenore.  pyramidal 

Canary  n.  |  |  or 
cluster- flower'dtt.  |  |  or Mint. 
Indian 

polished round-leaved 
variegated 
oblong-leaved 
pubescent 

£  CS1  or 

A  or 3t  A  or 
£  A  or 

|t  A  or 
5  A  or 
i  A  or 3t  A  cul 
k  A  or 

A  m _  A  or 3t  A  or 
i  A  or k  A  or 
3t  A  or 

lijnjl  Y 14  jn.8  Y lijn.s  W 
1  jn.n  Y Labiate.  Sp. 

If  jn.jl  Pa.pu H  jl.au  Pa.pu 
1J  jn.au  Pa.pu 1J  jl.8  Pa.pu Labiate.  Sp. 
1  jl.au  Pu 

8227viridis  W. 
8228  incana  W.  en. 
8229  piperita  W. 
8230glabrSta  W. 
8231  crlspa  W. 
8232crispata  W.en. 8233  undulata  W.  en. 
8234  odorata  Smith. 

M.  citrdia  W. 
8235 balsamea  W.en. 
8236ni«aca  W. 
8237  nemorosa  W.  en. 
8238  sylvestris  W. 
8239  macrostachya  Ten.  long-spiked      ̂   A  or M.  rotundifolia  W.  en. 
8240  lavandulacea  W.  en.  Lavendor-lvd.  ^  A  or 
8241  rubra  H.  K.  common-red    ^  A  or 
8242  acutuolia  H.  K,      sharp-leaved    ^  A  or 

Balsam-scented     A  or 
Egyptian wood wild 

1  jl.au 

n.  jl.au 

f  jLau 

2  jLau 
2  jl.au 
S  jl.au 

824  3  boreal  is  Mich. 
8244  hirsuta  H.  K. 
8245  capgnsis  W. 8246  austriaca  W.  en. 
8247  satlva  W. 
82-18  hirta  W.en. 
8249 gracilis  ILK. 8250  arvensw  H.  K. 

0  precox  S.  M. 8251  gentUis  H.  K. 8252  canadensis  IV. 
8253 dent£ta  W.en. 
8254Pulegium  W. 8255  cervina  W. 

northern 
hairy-water Cape 
Austrian tali  red shi  <rgy 

narrow-leaved  ^  A  or 
corn  ^  A  or 
early-flowering^.  A  or 
bushy-red  ^A°' Canadian  ^  A  or 
toothed  ^  a  or 
Pennyroyal  ^  A  m 
Hyssop-leaved  ^  ̂   or 8219 

&  Europe  1731.  C  co Gibraltar  1816.  C  co 
Candia     18-23.  C  co 
Spain  1822.  C  co 4—7. 
Canaries  1779.  C  p.1 
Canaries  1815.  C  p.l 
Canaries  1714.  C  p.l Madeira  J775.  C  p.l 
35—43. 
E  Indies  1796.  D  co 

  D  co 
England  moi.pl.  D  co   D  co 
Germany  1799.  D  co   D  co 
Naples     1824.  D  co Britain     mar.  D  co 

  1790.  D  co 
England  watpl.  D  co 
Egypt      1802.  D  co Siberia     1640.  D  co 

  1807.  D  co 
  1816.  D  co 

England  watpl.  D  co 
Italy  1804.  D  co 
Egypt  1796.  D  co Britain  ...  D  co 
Britain  wat.pl.  D  co 
S.  Europe   ...    D  co 
Spain  1823.  D  co Britain  wat.pl.  D  co 
Britain  watpl.  D  co 
N.  Amer.  1824.  D  co 
Britain  watpl.  D  co 
C.  G.  H.  1816.  D  co 
Germany  1809.  D  co 
England     ...    D  co 
Britain  watpl.  D  co 
Britain  com  fi.  D  co 
Britain  ...  I)  co 
Britain  pools.  D  co 
N.  Amer.  1801.  D  co 
Germany  1816.  D  co Britain  wetco.  D  co 
France     1648.  D  co 

Cav.  ic.  i.  t.  ZQ2 

L'her.  sert.  n.  4 
L'her.  sert.  n.  5 
Com.hort2.t65 L'her.  sert  n.  7 

Rum.amb.6.tl6 

Eng.  hot.  446 

Eng.  bot  2424 
Eng.  bot  687 

Eng.  bot  1025 
Jac.  hort  3. 1 87 
FI.  dan.  1 484 
Eng.  bot  686 

Eng.  bot  1413 
Eng.  bot  2415 
Eng.  bot  447 

Eng.  bot  443 
Eng.  bot  449 
Eng.  bot  2119 Sole's  Mints.c.ic 
Eng.  bot  2118 

Eng.  bot  1026 Mor.his.3.  t7.£7 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
wounds  by  sword.  The  plants  of  the  moderns  do  not  possess  any  such  properties.    Their  flowers,  however, 
have  frequently  a  ferruginous  color. 

1253.  Bystropogon.  A  name  elegantly  contrived  by  L'Heritier,  from  jSva,  to  close,  and  noryut,  a  beard,  in allusion  to  the  throat  of  the  corolla  being  closed  by  hairs. 
1254.  Mentha.  MivS-a,  or  puvOn,  in  old  Greek.  The  poets  feign  that  Mintha  was  a  daughter  of  Cocytus, transformed  into  the  plant  which  bears  her  name ;  an  allegorical  description  of  the  terrible  effects  ascribed 

to  their  plant  by  the  ancients.  M.  viridis  not  being  so  hot  to  the  taste  as  peppermint,  and  having  a  more 
agreeable  flavor  than  most  of  the  others,  is  generally  preferred  for  culinary  and  some  medicinal  purposes.  The 
leaves  or  tops  are  used  in  spring  salads,  and  eaten  dried  as  sauce  with  lamb  and  in  soups. 

The  medical  preparations  of  spearmint  are  more  pleasant  than  those  of  peppermint,  'but  perhaps  less efficacious.  This  herb,  as  do  the  other  sorts,  contains  much  essential  oil,  but  of  an  odor  less  agreeable  than 
that  of  lavender  or  marjoram  :  it  is  therefore  less  employed  as  a  cephalic ;  but  it  acts  very  powerfully  on  parts 
to  which  it  is  immediately  applied,  and  therefore  considerably  on  the  stomach.  It  acts  especially  as  an  anti- spasmodic, and  therefore  relieves  pains  and  cholic  arising  from  spasm.  It  will  also  stop  vomiting  dependent 
on  the  same  cause ;  but  if  it  arise  from  an  inflammatory  irritation  in  the  stomach  itself,  or  in  other  parts  of 
the  body,  it  aggravates  the  disease.  The  infusion  of  mint  in  warm  water  agrees  better  with  the  stomach  than 
the  distilled  water.  The  officinal  preparations  are  an  essential  oil,  a  conserve,  a  simple  water,  and  a  spirit 
The  conserve  is  very  grateful,  and  the  distilled  waters  both  simple  and  spirituous,  are  generally  thought 
pleasant 
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8213  Leaves  lane,  toothed  blunt  pilose,  Bractes  toothed  spiny,  Stems  hirsute  decumbent 
8214  Hirsute,  Lvs.  obi.  cuneate  toothed  wavy  downy  beneath,  Bractes  round  with  spiny  teeth,  Whorls  distant 
8215  Shrubby  downy,  Lvs.  cord.  obL  crenate  stalked  downy  on  each  side,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  ovate  entire 
8216  Like  hyssopifolia,  but  leaves  smooth  on  each  side  somewhat  toothed  lanceolate  blunt 

8217  Panicle  dichotomous,  CaL  feathery,  Leaves  ovate  subserrate  downy  beneath 
8218  Panicle  dichotomous,  Cal.  feathery,  Leaves  ovate  entire  very  white  beneath 
8219  Panicle  dichotomous,  Flowers  capitate,  Leaves  ovate  crenate  most  villous  beneath 
8220  Panicle  dichotomous,  Flowers  capitate,  Leaves  ovate  toothed  smooth  dotted 

8231  Spikes  oblong,  Leaves  oblong  serrated  hairy  sessile,  Stamens  longer  than  cor. 
8222  Spikes  cylindr.  interrupted,  Leaves  ovate-obl.  subsessile  remotely  serrate  and  calyxes  smooth 8223  Hoary,  Spikes  oblong  interrupted,  Leaves  roundish  rugose  crenate  sessile 
8224  Spikes  obi.  Leaves  sessile  oval  finely  and  equally  serrate  acum.  hoary  beneath,  Stamens  as  long  as  cor. 
8225  Spikes  obL  Lvs.  ovate  stalked  serr.  hoary  beneath.  Calyxes  and  peduncles  hirsute,  Stem  much  branched 
8226  Leaves  stalked  subcordate  slightly  pubescent,  Spikes  middle  sized  [somewhat  hairy 
8227  Spikes  cylindr.  interrupted,  Lvs.  lane  subsess.  cun.  at  base  finely  serrated  smth.  on  each  side,  Teeth  of  cal. 
8228  Spks.  obL  Lvs.  obL  comp.  blunt,  serrat.  ses.  hoary  and  downy  on  each  side,  CaL  and  ped.  vilL  Stem  much  br. 
8229  Spikes  obi.  blunt  interrupted  at  base,  Lvs.  ov.-obL  acute  serrat  stalked  smooth,  CaL  quite  smooth  at  base 8230  Flowers  racemose  whorled.  Leaves  stalked  ovate  lane,  serrated  smooth 
8231  Spikes  capitate.  Leaves  cordate  cut-toothed  wavy  sessile,  Stamens  length  of  corolla  [hirsute 
8232  Spikes  cylindr.  interrupt.  Lvs.  ov.obl.  subsess.  cuspid,  ser. waved  complicate  hoary  on  each  side,  CaL  and  ped. 
8233  Spikes  cylindr.  Lvs.  ovate  obi.  subsess.  cuspidate  serr.  wavy  complicate  hoary  on  each  side 
8234  Flowers  in  heads,  Lvs.  ellipt.  blunt  serrated  smooth  stalked,  Stamens  shorter  than  corolla 

[at  base 
8235  Spikes  cylindr.  interrupted,  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  stalked  finely  serr.  entire  at  base,  Ped.  hirsute,  CaL  smooth 
8236  Spikes  obi.  interrupt  at  base,  Lvs.  obL  lane,  subses.  remotely  and  finely  serrat  entire  at  base  hoary  beneath 
8237  Spikes  cylindr.  contracted,  Leaves  obi.  subcor.  subses.  equally  serrated  hoary  beneath,  CaL  and  ped.  hirsute 
8338  Spks.  cylindr.  interrupt  at  base,  Lvs.  ov.  obi.  subsess.  finely  and  unequally  serr.  hoary,  CaL  and  ped.  hirsute 
8239  Spikes  cylindr.  interrupted,  Lvs.  ovate-el  1  ipt.  rounded  at  end  serrated  subsessile  hoary  beneath 

[calyx  villous 8240  Spks.  cylindr.  interrupt  at  base,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  nearly  entire  complicate  sess.  hoary  on  each  side,  Ped.  and 
8241  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  ovate  stalked  serrated  entire  at  base  smooth,  Teeth  of  calyx  hairy 
8242  Fls.whorL  Lvs.  ov.-lanc.  narrowed  at  each  end,  Cal.  tubular  obi.  hairy,  Hairs  of  pedicels  spreading,  of  stems 
8243  Low  pubesc  FL  whorled,  Lvs.  stalked  with  resinous  dots  acute  at  each  end,  Stamens  exserted  [derlexed 
8244  Flowers  capitate  or  whorled,  Lvs.  stalked  ovate,  Calyx  hairy  on  each  side,  Pedicels  hispid  backwards 
8245  Whorls  spiked  oblong,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  downy 
8246  FL  whorled,  Lvs.  ovate  stalked  serrate  hairy,  Cal.  hairy,  Ped.  smooth,  Stem  erect 
8247  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  ovate  acutish  serrated,  Stamens  longer  than  corolla 
8248  Spikes  cylindr.  interrupted  at  base,  Lvs.  ovate  stalked  serrate  beneath  hairy,  Cal.  and  peduncle  hirsute 
8249  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  lane,  subsess.  Stem  much  branched  erect,  CaL  at  base  and  pedicels  very  smooth 
8250  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  ovate  stalked  serrate  hairy,  CaL  and  peduncles  hirsute,  Stem  much  branched 
8251  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  ovate,  Stem  much  branched  spreading,  Calyxes  and  pedicels  smooth  at  base 
8252  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  lane,  serrate  stalked  hairy,  Stam.  as  long  as  corolla 
8253  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  ov.  subsess.  cuspidate  serr.  wavy  nearly  smooth,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  smooth  at  basa 
8254  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  ovate,  Stem  prostrate,  Pedicels  and  caL  downy  on  each  side,  Teeth  ciliated 
8255  Flowers  whorled,  Lvs.  lane,  nearly  entire  sessile  smooth,  Bractes  palmate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Lewis  observes,  that  mint  is  said  to  prevent  the  coagulation  of  milk ;  and  hence  it  has  been  recommended 

to  be  used  with  milk  diets,  and  even  in  cataplasms  and  fomentations  for  resolving  coagulated  milk  in  the 
breasts  :  upon  experiment,  the  curd  of  milk,  digested  in  a  strong  infusion  of  mint,  could  not  be  perceived  to 
be  any  otherwise  affected  than  by  common  water ;  but  milk,  in  which  mint  leaves  were  set  to  macerate,  did 
not  coagulate  near  so  soon  as  an  equal  quantity  of  the  same  milk  kept  by  itself.  Dry  mint  digested  in  rectified 
spirits  of  wine,  gives  out  a  tincture  which  appears  by  day-light  of  a  fine  dark  green,  but  by  candle-light  of  a 
bright  red  color.  The  fact  is,  that  a  small  quantity  of  this  tincture  is  green,  either  by  day-light  or  candle- 

light, but  a  large  quantity  seems  impervious  to  common  day-light ;  however,  when  held  between  the  eye  and a  candle,  or  between  the  eye  and  the  sun,  it  appears  red;  so  that  if  put  into  a  flat  bottle  it  appears  green, 
but  when  viewed  edgewise  red. 

For  medicinal  use  spearmint  is  generally  cut  just  as  the  flowers  appear;  but  for  obtaining  the  essential 
oil,  the  flowering  plant  is  preferred.    It  should  be  cut  in  very  dry  weather.   (London  Dispensatory,  384.) 

M.  piperita  has  a  more  penetrating  smell  than  any  of  the  other  species,  and  a  much  stronger  taste,  pungent 
and  glowing  like  pepper,  sinking  as  it  where  into  the  tongue,  and  followed  by  a  sensation  of  coldness.  Its 
stomachic,  anti-spasmodic  and  carminative  qualities  render  it  useful  in  flatulent  colics,  hysterical  affections, 
retchings,  and  other  dyspeptic  symptoms,  acting  as  a  cordial,  and  often  producing  immediate  relief.  The 
officinal  preparations  are  an  essential  oil,  a  simple  water,  and  a  spirit.  The  essence  of  peppermint  is  an 
elegant  medicine,  and  seems  to  be  the  rectified  oil  dissolved  in  spirits  of  wine. 

"  The  cultivators  of  the  plant  observe,  that  to  keep  up  its  quality,  the  roots  must  be  transplanted  every  three K  k  3 
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1255.  PERIL/LA.  W. 
8256  ocymoides  W. 

tl256.  HYPTIS.  Pott. 
8257  capitata  H.  K. 8258  radiata  Pott. 
8259  ebracteata  H.  K. 
8260  pectinata  Pott. 
8261  persica  P.  S. 
8262  stachyodes  Link. 8263  recurvata  Pott. 
8264  brevipes  Pott. 

Perilla. 
Basil-leaved 
Hyptis. 

Jamaica 
Carolina small-headed 
Balm-leaved 
Persian 
long-spiked recurved 
short-stalked 

O  cu 

Labiatee.    Sp.  1. 
|  jl.au     \V  India 1770.  S  s.l    Bot  mag.  2395 
Labiatee.    Sp.  8 — 27. 

£Lg]cu    1#  jn.jl     Pa.pu  W.  Indies  1714.  S  s.l  P.an.m.7  t.27.f.l 
£  lAi  cu    1  jnjl     Papu  Carolina  1690.  D  Lp  P.an.m.7.t27.f.2 

ED  cu     f  ja.o      Pa.pu  W.  Indies  1778.  S  Lp  P.aam.7.t29.f.Z 
£  O  cu  14  ja.d      Pa.pu  W.  Indies  1776.  D  Lp  Poi.  an.mus.7.30 
a.  i_J  cu    14  jl        Pa.pu  Persia     1800.  C  Lp  Lin.  trans.6.  t.12 W    1824.  S  co 

jl        Pa.pu  Cayenne  1820.  D  co jn.au    Li      S.  Amer.  1822.  S  co 
E]cu  14  jl 

1  i" 

£  cza  cu 
rm  cu 

*1257.  HORMI'NUM.  Ort.  Horminum. 
{8265  caulescens  Ort.  spiked 

3t  A  pr 
Labiatee.   Sp.  1—3. 1  jl.au     Pa.R  Mexico 1800.  C  s.p  W.  h.  ber.  1 21 

1258.  GLE'CHOMA.  W.    GrouSd  Ivy. 8266  hederacea  W.         common  t  A» 
8267  hirsuta  P.  S.  hairy  !U  A  cu 

Labiatee.   Sp.  2. 
1  mr.my  B      Britain  hed.b.  D  co    Eng.  bot.  853 
2  mrmy  Pk     Hungary    ...    D  co  Pl.rar.hun.tlI9 

tl259.  LA'MIUM.  W. 8268  Orvffla  W. 
8260  lsevigatum  W. 
8270  rugosum  W. 
8271  garganicum  W. 8272  maculatum  W. 
8273  album  W. 
8274  moschatum  H.  K, 
8275m611e  W. 
8276  purpfireum  W. 

P  inctsum  H.  K. 
8277  amplexicaule  W. 8278  multifldum  W. 

1260.  GALEOP'SIS.  W. 8279  Ladanum  W. 
8280  vUlosa  E.  B. 
8281Tetrfihit  W. 
8282  versicolor  H.  K. 

Archangel. 
Balm-leaved smooth rough  3l woolly 
spotted  £i 
white 
musk-scented 
Pellitory-leav'd  ̂  
purple cut-leaved 
Henbit 
multifid-leaved 
Hemp-Nettle. red downy 

common 
large-flowered 

Labiatee.  Sp. 

If  my.jl  D.P I  mr.o 

O  w 

w 

O  w 
O  w 
O  w O  cu 

Pu 
R 
Pu 
Pu 

W 

1  jl.au 
2  jl.au 1  jn.jl 
2  a[).s 
1  ap.my  W 
1  my.au  Pu 
1  my.jl  Pk 

f  mr.jn  Pk 1   ap.my  Pu 

11—19. 
Italy Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 

Britain 
Levant 
Britain Britain 
Britain 
Levant 

1596. 
1711. 1766. 
1729. 1683. 

was.gr, 
1739. 1683. 

was.gr. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
S  co 
D  co 
S 
S 

Labiatee.    Sp.  4. 
f  jLs       Pk  Britain 1  jl.au     Y  Britain 

14  jl.au     W  Britain 
1  jLau     Y  Britain 

san.fi.  S  co san.fi.  S  co 
1752.  S  co 

chal.fi.  S  co 
san.fi.  S  co 
corn  fi.  S  co 
san.  US  co 

1261.  GALEOBUOLON.  E.  B.  Dead-Nettle. 8283  luteum  E.  B. 
yellow i  A  of 1262.  BETON'ICA.  W.  Betony. 8284  officinalis  W. 

8285stricta  W. 
8286incana  W. 
8287  orientalis  W. 
8288  alopecfirus  W. 8289  hirsuta  IV. 
8290«randifl6ra  W. 

wood 
k  A  or 

1  jLau Danish 

5  A  or 

hoary 

3t  A  or i  jn.jl 
oriental 

i  A  ot 

1  jnjl 
fox-tail 

i  A  m l*jl 
hairy 

^  A  or 

4  jnjl 
great-flowered  ^  A  or 2  jnjl 
8256  w> 

Labiates.  Sp. 
1  myjn  Y 

Labiates.  Sp. 
Pu 
Pu 
F 
LPu L.Y 

Pu  . L.R 

1—2. 
Britain  rn.sh.pl.  D  co 
7—12. 
Britain  woods. Denmark  1592. 
Italy  1759. Levant  1737. 
S.  Europe  1759. 
Italy  1710^ Siberia  1800. 

D  co 
D  co 

D  s.p 

D  co D  co 
D  s.p 

D  co 

Bot  mag.  172 
Pluk.al.tl9&fil 
Bocc.  mus.5.t23 
Exot.  bot  1. 1.48 
CoLecph.l.  tl85 
Eng.  bot,  768 

Eng.  bot.  769 
Eng.  bot  1933 Eng.  bot  770 

Eng.  bot  884 
Eng.  bot  2353 Eng.  bot  207 
Eng.  bot  667 

Eng.  bot  787 

Eng.  bot  1142 Par.thea.615.  f.4 
Bot  mag.  2125 Lam.  ill.  t. 507. 12 
Jacaus.  1.  t78 Mur.ro.  got.2.t3 
Bot  mag.  700 8261 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
years,  otherwise  it  degenerates  into  the  flavor  of  spearmint"  (Linnean  Transactions,  v.  176.)   If  the  plant  be cut  in  wet  weather  it  changes  to  black,  and  is  little  worth.    (London  Dispensatory,  385.) 

M.  pulegium  (from  pulex,  a  louse,  which  animal  it  was  thought  to  drive  away)  smells  like  spearmint,  but 
less  fragrant ;  the  taste  aromatic  and  pungent,  with  a  slight  flavor  of  camphor.  These  qualities  reside  in  a very  volatile  essential  oil,  which  rises  in  distillation  with  water.  It  was  formerly  regarded  as  emmenagogue, 
expectorant,  and  diaphoretic,  and  was  in  repute  for  promoting  the  uterine  evacuation,  and  relieving  hysteria, 
hooping-cough,  asthma ;  but  it  is  now  justly  considered  of  no  value,  and  seldom  used  in  regular  practice. 
(London  Dispensatory,  386.) 

1255.  Ferula.  A  name  the  meaning  of  which  has  not  been  explained.  An  annual  plant  with  a  strong 
balmy  fragrance. 1256.  Hyptis.  From  iirrios,  reversed,  because  the  corolla  seems  inverted,  both  as  to  its  form  and  as  to  the 
insertion  of  stamens.  Plants  with  densely  whorled  flowers,  all  natives  of  the  western  parts  of  the  world, 
within,  or  nearly  so,  the  limits  of  the  tropics. 

1257.  Horminum.  From  icuau,  to  excite,  in  allusion  to  its  stimulant  qualities.  The  Horminum  of  the ancients  was  reputed  aphrodisiac. 
1258.  Gleekoma.  Wrixpn  was  a  sort  of  Thyme  among  the  Greeks.  Small  trailing  herbs.  The  leaves  of 

G.  hederacea  are  often  deformed  with  red  hairy  tumours,  which  are  the  galls  of  the  Cynips  Glechoma;.  Before 



Order.  1. DIDYNAMIA  GYMNOSPERBJIA. 

SQS 

8256  Leaves  ovate  serrate,  Bractes  long  leafy 

8257  Heads  stalked  in  an  involucre,  Invol.  lane,  the  length  of  flowers,  Leaves  ovate  toothed 
8258  Heads  stalked  in  an  involucre,  Invol.  lane  longer  than  flowers,  Leaves  oblong  toothed  narrowed  at  base 
8259  Heads  opp.  few-fl.  without  bractes,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  joints,  Leaves  cord,  doubly  serrate ;  upper  oval 
8260  Flowers  in  spiked  1-sided  panicles  on  a  two-parted  peduncle,  Leaves  ovate 
8261  Flowers  in  stalked  capitate  cymes,  Leaves  of  invol.  2  longer  than  calyx  in  fruit.  Leaves  oblong 
8262  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  attenuate  acutely  crenate  pubesc.  spiked  whorled  terminal,  Cal.  5-toothed 
8263  Flowers  capitate,  Invol.  filiform  hispid  shorter  than  calyx  of  fruit,  Lower  leaves  cordate 
8261  Heads  on  a  short  peduncle,  Leaves  of  invol.  oblong  lane.  Cal.  pubescent  not  closed  with  hairs 

8265  Stem  leafy,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  crenate,  Bractes  cordate,  acuminate,  Cal.  pungent 

8266  Smooth,  Segment  of  calyx  ovate  acute 
8267  Hirsute,  Segment  of  calyx  lanceolate  cuspidate 

8268  Leaves  cord,  unequally  finely  serr.  Orifice  of  cor.  inflated,  Lower  lip  3-toothed  on  each  side,  Cal.  colored 8269  Leaves  cord,  rugose,  Stem  smooth,  CaL  smooth  the  length  of  tube  of  corolla 
8270  Leaves  cord,  acute  rugose  and  stems  hairy.  Whorls  many-flowered,  Tooth  of  orifice  solitary  setaceous 8271  Leaves  cord,  concave  somewhat  hoary,  Orifice  of  cor.  inflated,  Tube  straight  with  two  teeth  on  each  side 
8272  Leaves  cord,  acuminate,  Whorls  10-flowered 
8273  Leaves  cord,  acuminate  serrate  stalked,  Whorls  20-flowered 
8274  Smooth,  Leaves  cordate  crenate :  floral  subsessile,  Teeth  of  calyx  as  long  as  cor. 
8275  Leaves  stalked  somewhat  toothed :  lower  cordate ;  upper  ovate 
8276  Leaves  stalked  cordate  blunt  toothed ;  upper  close  together,  Stem  naked  below 

~J&  Leaves  cut-toothed 8277  Floral  leaves  sessile  amplexicaul  cut ;  radical  lobed 
8278  Leaves  many-parted 

8279  Joints  of  stem  equal,  All  the  whorls  remote,  Leaves  lanceolate 
8280  Joints  of  stem  equal,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  serrate  villous,  Helmet  crenate  cut 
8281  Joints  of  stem  thickened  upwards,  Upper  whorls  contiguous,  Cal.  pungent,  Cor.  little  longer  than  calyx 8282  Stem  hispid,  Joints  thickened  upwards,  Cor.  thrice  as  long  as  calyx,  Helmet  ventricose 

8383  All  the  leaves  ovate,  Involucre  4-leaved 

8284  Spike  interrupted,  Helmet  entire,  Middle  segm.  of  lower  lip  emarg.  Cal.  smooth Ish 
8285  Spike  oblong,  Helmet  entire,  Middle  segm.  of  lower  lip  crenate  wavy,  Cal.  hairy,  Bractes  ciliated 
8286  Spike  interrupted,  Helmet  bifid,  Middle  segm.  of  lower  lip  crenate,  Tube  downy  incurved 

.  8287  Spike  entire,  Middle  segm.-  of  lower  lip  entire 8288  Spike  leafy  at  base,  Helmet  bifid 
8289  Spike  leafy  at  base,  Helmet  entire 
8290  Spike  leafy  interrupted,  Calyx  villous  at  edge,  Teeth  subulate,  Helmet  obcordatc 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  use  of  hops,  the  leaves  were  put  in  ale,  and  being  bitter,  aromatic,  and  having  a  peculiar  and  very  strong smell,  were  much  used  in  popular  medicine.   It  is  now,  however,  seldom  used. 

1259.  Lamium.  Lamia  was  a  celebrated  marine  monster ;  the  flowers  of  this  genus  have  a  considerable 
resemblance  to  the  grotesque  figure  of  some  beast.  L.  orvala  is  the  only  species  admitted  into  the  garden. The  others  are  mostly  ugly  weeds.  L  album,  Ortie  blanche,  Fr.,  Taube  Nessel,  Get.,  and  Ortica  mart  a  or 
bianca,  Ital.,  has  a  disagreeable  smell  when  bruised,  and  though  no  cattle  whatever  will  touch  it,  yet  Linneus says,  the  leaves  are  eaten  in  Sweden  as  a  pot  herb  in  spring. 

1260.  Galeopsis.  From  yaXti,  a  weasel,  and  c-li;,  appearance.  The  flower  has  a  grotesque  figure,  and  may be  likened  to  the  form  of  a  weasel,  or,  indeed,  or  any  thing  else. 
1261.  Galeobdolon.    A  word  with  the  same  meaning  as  Galeopsis,  which  see. 
1262.  Betonica.  In  Celtic  botany  is  called  Bentonic  ;:  wherefore  it  appears,  that  Pliny  gave  too  much  way 

to  conjecture,  when  he  wrote  that  Betonica  or  Vetonica  was  so  called  from  the  Vetones,  a  people  who  dwelt 
at  the  foot  of  the  Pyrenees.  B.  officinalis  was  formerly  much  used  in  medicine,  but  it  is  discarded  from 
modern  practice.  When  fresh  it  intoxicates.  The  leaves  when  dry  excite  sneering.  Sheep  eat  it,  but  goats 
refuse  it  The  roots  are  bitter  and  very  nauseous ;  in  a  small  dose  they  vomit  and  purge  violently.  This  plant dyes  wool  of  a  very  fine  dark  yellow  color. 

Kk  4 
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f*lS63.  STA'CHYS.  TV.  Hkdob-Nbttxb. 8291  sylvStica  TV.  common          jfc  A  w 8993  sibirica  Link.  Siberian          5  A  UI 
•  8293  molHssima  W.  en.  soft-leaved      ^  A  w 8294  Corsica  Pen. 
8995  palustris  TV. 8296  coccinea  W. 
8297  nepet ifolia  Desf. 8298  dccumbcns  Pen. 
8299  gennanica  TV. 8300  intermedia  H.  K. 
8301  lanata  TV. 
8302  Heraclea  L. 
8903  ambigua  Smith 8304  tenuifolia  Bieb. 
8305  salvisefblia  Ten. 
8306alplna  TV. 8307  circinata  TV. 
8308  Balblsii  Link. 
8309  ibenca  Bieb. 
8310  foeniculum  Pah. 
8311  a  r  en  aria  Desf. 8312cretica  TV. 
8313  glutinosa  TV. 
8314spin6sa  TV. 8315  orien talis  TV. 
8316  maritima  TV. 
8317  obliqua  Pen. 

Corsican         ^  A  un 
Clown's  Allheal ^  A  w scarlet  £  iAJ  or 
Catmint-leav'd  ^  A  w decumbent      3  A  w 
downy  alt  A  w 
oblong-leaved  ^  A  or 

LobiaUe,  Sp.  37 — 55. 
2  jl.au  Bd  Britain 
1  jl.au  Pu  Siberia? 
H  jl.au     Pa.pu  Corfu 1  jl.au     Pu  Corsica 2  au  Pu 

woolly 

broad-leaved 
ambiguous 
fine-leaved 
sage-leaved Alpine blunt-leaved 

Balbis's Iberian 
Fennel-scented  j*  a  cu sand  A  or 
Cretan  i  A  w 
clammy  at  A  or 
thomy  «.  |  un 
oriental  A  A  or 
sea  at  A  ft 
oblique-leaved  at  A  or 

A  or _  A  or St  A  w 
A  A  or 
k  A  or ik  A  w 
i  A  w 4  A  or 

A  or 

3  jn.au 

If  jn.au 
2  my.jl 8  jl 
2  jn.jl 

2  jn.s 
3  jn.s 
li  jn.jl li  jnjl 
2  jn.jl 
2  jn.au 1  my.jl 

1J  my.jl my.jl 2  my.jn 
1  jl 
2  jn.au 

jn.jl 

8318  betonic&folia  Pen.  Betony-leaved  £fc  A  or 8319  asthiopica  TV. 8320  hirta  TV. 
8321  rugosa  TV. 8322  scordi folia  fV.cn. 
8323  recta  TV.  en. 
8324  annua  TV. 
8325  arvenais  W. 
8326  latifolia  IV. 

Ethiopian 
procumbent rough 
wedge-leaved 
upright annual 
com 
broad-leaved 

i  Al  or 

A  or I  i  or 
A  or 
A  or 
O  w 
O  w A  or 

8327  phlomoides  TV.  en.  Phlomis-leaved^  A  or 
tl264.  ZIETE'NIA.  Pert.  Zietenia. 

8328  lavandulifolia  Pen.  Iavender-leav'd  ^  A  or 
t*l265.  BALLOTA.  TV.     Stinking  Horehound. 

ttjl 

li  jn.jl 2  jl 
2  jn.jl 

1*  jn.jl li  ap.jl 1  jn.au 
2  jl.au 1  jl.au 
2  jn.au 
1  jn.au 1  jLau 

jn.jl 

hed.  D  co 
1822.  D  eo 1806.  D  co 
1823.  D  co 

Britain  mourn.  D  co 
S       S.  Amer.  179a  C  p.l 
Pu    1805.  D  co 
Y    1816.  D  co 
Pu     England  chal.fi.  D  co 
Pu     Carolina  1762.  D  co 
St      Siberia     1782.  D  p.l 
Pu     Italy       1822.  D  co Pu     Britain   al.mo.  I)  co 
Pk     Iberia      1822.  £>  co 
Pu     &  Europe  1824.  D  co D.P    Germany  1597.  D  p.1 
Pu     Barbary  1777.  D  p.l 
Y  Italy  1823.  D  co Pu  Iberia  1822.  D  co 
B  N.  Amer.  1824.  D  co 
Pu  Levant  1804.  D  p.l Pu  Candia  1640.  D  co 
Pu  Candia  1729.  C  co 
Pu  Candia  1640.  D  co 
Pu     Levant    1768.  D  8.1 
Y  S.  Europe  1714.  D  co 
Y  Hungary  1816.  D  co Y  RocheUe  1812.  D  co 
Pu  C.  G.  H.  1770.  C  p.l 
Pu  Spain  1725.  D  co Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.   1774.  C  p.l 
Y  N.  Amer.?  1816.  D  co 
Y  S.  Europe  1683.  D  co 
w.y.p  S.  Europe  1713.  S  co Pu     Britain  corn  fi.  C  co 

8329  nigra  TV.  black 8330  alba  TV.  white 
8331  lanata  TV.  woolly 

Panzeria  multifida  Mcench. 8332disticha  TV.  distichous 
•1266.  MARRU'BIUM.  TV.  Horehound. 

83,33  Alyssum  IV.  plaited-leaved 8334  astracfinicum  TV.  Astracan 
8335  peregrinum  TV.  Sicilian 8336  creticum  IV.  Cretan 
8337  candidissimum  TV.  woolly-white 8338supinum  TV. S8339  africanum  TV. 
8340  vulgare  TV. 8341  affine  Horn. 

?8342  hirsutum  TV. 
§8343  cinereum  TV.  en. 
§8344  crispum  TV. 

3t  A 

A  A  w 
k  A  or j£  A  w 

A  or __  A  or 
at  A  or 
at  A  or at  A  or at  A  or j£  lAlor 

procumbent African 
common- white  at  A  n» 
kindred  at  A  or 
hirsute  5  A  or cinereous  at  A  or 
curl-leaved  5  A  or 

Pu 
li  jajl  Pu   Labiatee.   Sp.  1. 
li  jl.au     Pu  Levant 

LabiaUe.   Sp.  4—7. 
2  jl.s       Pu  Britain 
2  jLs       W  Britain 
2  jn.au    Y  Siberia 
1  jl        B  India 

LabiaUe.    Sp.  16—20. 
li  jLau     Pu  Spain Pa. jm  Levant W  Sicily 

W 
w 
Pu 

Pu 
W 
Pu Pa.pu 

1775.  D  co 1816.  co 

1824.  D  co 

hed.  D  co 
...  D  co 

1752.  D  co 
1823.  S  co 

8345  catariaefolium  Lam.  Catmint-leaved^  A  or 
§8346  hispanicum  TV.       Spanish  ^  A  or 
58347  Pseu.-Dictamnus  W. shrubby- white  &.  |  or §8348  acetabulum  W.    saucer-leaved  <  Al  or 8291 

14  jl.a 
3  jl.s 
1  jl.s 3  jl.s 
i  au.o 
1  jLs 
2  jn.s 

1J  jn.s 
li  jn.jl 

lijn-jl 1  jLau 

l|jl.au 1  jLau 

lijl.au 

Levant 
Levant 

1597.  C 
1816.  D 1640.  D 
1596.  D 
1732.  D 

&  Europe  1714.  D C.  G.  H.  1710.  D 
Britain  rubble.  D 
Siberia?  1822.  D 

  D 

p.l 

Eng.  bot.  416 W.hort.ber.  t.60 

Eng.  bot  1675 Bot  mag.  666 

Eng.  bot  829 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 107 

Eng.  bot  2089 

Lap.  pyr.  1. 1 8 L'He.  s.nov.t.26 

Desf.  atl.  t.  126 WaLho.lO&tl9 
M.h.s.ll.t4.f.l7 
M.h  s.ll.  t.l0.f.S 
Jac.  vind,  L  1 70 
PLrar.hun.  t.134 
Jacobs. 4.  t77 
AlLped.l.t2.f.3 Jac.  ic.  a  1 493 
Jac.  aust.4.  t359 
Jac.  aust4.  t.360 
Eng.  bot  1154 

Eng.  bot.  46 ' 
GmeL  sib.  3. 1 54 

8.1  Ger.herb.379..Cl 
co  Jac.  ic.  1.  1 109 
co  Jac.  aust.2.  1. 160 
co 
s.p  DiLeLt.274.f.214 Bocc.mus.2.  t96 

Com.  hort.2.  t90 
Eng.  bot  410 

Pa.pu  Spain  1823.  D  co 
Pa.pu  &  Europe  1714.  C  co   Herm.  par.  t200 Pu     Levant  1819.  D 
Pu     Spain  1714.  C Pu     Candia  1596.  C 

1  jn.au    Pu     Candia  1676.  C 
8307 .  Herm.  par.  t201 

p.l  Lam.il£  t508.f.2 p.l   Barr.  ic.  129 

8316 

8301 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1263.  St  achy  $.  From  r*%>Yi  a  spike ;  the  flowers  of  all  the  species  grow  in  spikes.  They  are  for  the  most 
part  strong  smelling  weeds. 

1264.  Zietenia.  A  genus  divided  by  Gleditsch  from  Stachys,  on  account  of  the  different  structure  of  the 
corolla,  and  the  single  grain.  It  is  a  plant  with  lanceolate  entire  Uneate  leaves,  the  lower  of  which  are  connate, 
and  purple  blossoms. 
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8291  Whorls  6-flowered,  Leaves  cordate  stalked 
8292  Leaves  ovate  obi.  acum.  serrated  hairy  above  with  soft  down  beneath,  Segm.  of  cal.  linear  tnucronate 
8293  Whorls  spiked  6-fl.  Tube  of  cal.  shorter  than  spread,  teeth,  Helm,  of  cor.  emarg.  Lv's.ov.  serr.  with  soft  down, 8291  Small,  Stems  much  branched  diffuse,  Leaves  cordate  crenate,  CaL  campanula te  spiny  ■  *•  * 8295  Whorls  about  6-flowered,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  i  stem-clasping  sessile 
8296  Whorls  6-flowered,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  crenate,  Petioles  dilated 
8297  Leaves  cordate  cren.  pubescent,  Whorls  4-6-flowered,  Stem  erect  smooth  simple 
8298  Whorls  many-fl.  approximated,  Bractes  filiform,  Leaves  cordate  toothed,  Stem  decumbent  villous 8299  Hoary,  Whorls  many-fl.  Leaves  ovate,  Serratures  imbricated,  Stem  woolly 
8300  Whorls  many-fl.  Calyxes  subpungent,  Leaves  oblong  subcordate  crenate,  Stem  woolly 
8301  Whorls  many-fl.  Leaves  woolly  oblong,  Stems  procumbent  at  base  and  rooting 
8302  Whorls  10-  tl.  Calyxes  unarmed,  Leaves  cordate :  floral  ovate  entire  sessile,  Stem  hairy 
8303  Whorls  6-fl.  Leaves  oblong  cordate  stalked,  Stem  hollow 
8304  Whorls  2-fl.  Leaves  linear  naked ;  lower  pin nati fid- tooth ed 
8305  Like  S.  germanica,  but  downy  not  .  woolly,  Leaves  narrower,  Calyxes  long  spiny 
8306  Whorls  many-fl-  Leaves  cordate  thin,  Serratures  cartilaginous  at  end,  Lips  of  cor.  flat 
8307  Whorls  spiked  6-flowered,  Bractes  cordate,  Leaves  cordate  stalked  blunt  crenate  toothed 
8308  Leaves  ovate  crenate  pubescent :  upper  entire,  Whorls  6-fl.  Cal.  hairy  with  filiform  segments 
8309  Whorls  spiked,  Lvs.  oblong  attenuated  at  base  serrated  hairy :  lower  blunt,  Cal.  mucronate  spiny 
8310  Erect  pubescent,  Leaves  cord.  ov.  toothed  :  above  smooth ;  beneath  white  with  down,  Whorls  about  6-fl. 
8311  Whorls  a  little  spiked  hairy  6-fl.  Cal.  spiny,  Leaves  oblong  serrate  blunt,  Helmet  bifid 8312  Hairy,  Whorls  30-flowered,  Calyx  pungent,  Stem  hairy 
8313  Smooth  much  branched.  Branches  spiny,  Pedunc.  axillary  solitary  1-fl.  with  two  bractes 
8314  Hoary,  Branches  brachiate  terminated  by  a  spine,  Flowers  axillary  in  threes 
8315  Leaves  downy  ovate  lanceolate :  floral  shorter  than  the  whorl 
8316  Whorls  6-flowered,  Radical  leaves  oval  crenate :  upper  ovate,  entire,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
8317  Leaves  obliquely  cordate  rugose  crenate  blunt  hairy,-  Bractes 'entire  shorter  than  calyx 8318  Leaves  cordate  ellipt.  the  lower  on  long  stalks,  Stems  and  spinulose  calyxes  covered  with  wool 
8319  Whorls  2-flowered,  Leaves  cordate  deeply  serrated  rugose,  Tube  of  cor.  curved 
8320  Whorls  6-flowered,  Stems  prostrate,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  bifid  spreading  refiexed,  Lvs.  broad  cord,  crenate 
8321  Hoary,  Whorls  6-fl.  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  narrowed  at  base  downy  rugose  serrated,  Calyxes  pointless 
8322  Whorls  6-fl.  Calyxes  rather  pungent,  Lvs.  cuneate  lanceolate  blunt  serrate  at  end  sessile,  Stem  decum. 8323  Whorls  subspiked,  Leaves  cordate  ellipt.  crenate  rough,  Stems  ascending 
8324  Whorls  6-fl.  Leaves  ovate  lane,  rugose  3-nerved  stalked,  Stem  erect 
8325  Small,  Whorls  6-fl.  Leaves  blunt  nearly  naked,  Corolla  the  length  of  calyx,  Stem  weak 
8326  Whorls  many-fl.  spiked,  Upper  lip  bifid,  with  acute  divrions,  Leaves  broad  cordate  rugose  hairy 
8327  Whorls  8-flowered,  Leaves  lanceolate  cordate  crenate  r  gose,  Stem  very  hairy 

8328  Whorls  6-flowered  very  hairy,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  ned 
8329  Leaves  cordate  undivided  serrated,  Cal.  acuminate 
8330  Leaves  cordate  undivided  serrated,  Cal.  subtruncate 
8331  Leaves  palmate  toothed,  Stem  woolly 
8332  Leaves  whorled  halved  2-parted  half-spiked 

83S3  Leaves  cuneiform  5-toothed  plaited,  Whorls  without  involucrum 
8334  Leaves  elliptical  obtuse  crenate  downy  rugose,  Calyxes  and  bractes  lanceolate 
8335  Leaves  oblong  hoary  rugose  toothed ;  the  teeth  towards  the  end  largest,  Cal.  with  small  subulate  teeth 
8336  Leaves  lanceolate  hoary  rugose  toothed  at  end,  Cal.  with  setaceous  teeth,  Stem  brapched  divaricating 8337  Leaves  ovate  hoary  bluntly  toothed  rugose,  CaL  with  subulate  teeth,  Stem  branched  at  base 
8338  Leaves  roundish  subcordate  crenate  rugose,  Cal.  with  straight  villous  setaceous  teeth, 
8339  Leaves  cordate  roundish  emarginate  crenate,  Calyx  10-toothed  spiny 
8340  Leaves  roundish  ovate  toothed  rugose,  Teeth  of  calyx  10  setaceous  hooked 
8341  Leaves  cordate  crenate  downy  green  above,  Teeth  of  calyx  mucronate  recurved 
8342  Leaves  cordate  ovate  crenate,  Teeth  of  call  10  spreading  lanceolate,  Bractes  subulate 
8343  Leaves  roundish  cordate  unequally  crenate,  Limb  of  calyx  spreading,  Teeth  ovate  mucronate 
8344  Leaves  cordate  roundish,  crenate  somewhat  toothed,  Teeth  of  calyx  10  unarmed 
8345  Leaves  ovate  greenish  deeply  crenate,  Teeth  of  calyx  subulate  smooth  spreading 
8346  Leaves  cordate  ovate  crenate,  Limb  of  calyx  spreading,  Teeth  ovate  mucronate,  Bractes  oblong 8347  Hoary,  Limb  of  calyx  flat  villous,  Leaves  cordate  concave,  Stem  shrubby 
8348  Limb  of  calyx  longer  than  tube  membranous,  Larger  angles  rounded 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1265.  Ballota.  So  named  on  account  of  its  offensive  odor,  from  GxXX*,  to  reject 
1266.  Marrubmm.  According  to  Linnaeus  is  derived  from  an  ancient  town  of  Italy  called  Maria-urbs, situated  on  the  borders  of  the  Fucine  lake.  M.  vulgare  dried,  has  an  aromatic  odor,  which,  however,  is  soon lost  by  keeping,  and  a  bitter  taste.  Both  water  and  alcohol  extract  its  virtues.  It  is  tonic,  diuretic,  atid 

laxative ;  was  formerly  much  used  in  pulmonary  affections,  and  is  still  a  popular  remedy  for  asthma  and  obrti- 
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1267.  LEONU'RUS.  R.  Br.  Motherwort. 
8349crispus  W.  curl-leaved      ^  A  or 
8350  cardlaca  IV.  common  ^  A  or 
8351  tataricus  W.  Tartarian        £  Q>  or 
8352  sibiricus  W.  Siberian  C2»  or 
8353  marrubiastrum  W.  small-flowered      O  or 
8354  supinus  W.  procumbent  i  A  or 

tlS68.  PHLCMIS.  R.  Br.  Phlomis. 
8355  frutic6sa  IV.  en. 
83561anata  W.  en. 
8357  purpurea  Sm. 8358  italica  W. 
8359Niss61ii  W. 
8360  Lychnttis  W. 8361  Samia  W. 
8362  Herba-venti  W. 
8363alpina  W. 8364  tuberosa  W. 
8365  lacinlSta  W. 
8366pungens  W. 8367  lunarifolia  Sm, 
8368  ferruginea  Tenor, 

Vim.  LEU'CAS.  R.  Br.  Leucas. 
8369  zeylanica  It  Br.     Ceylon  O  un 8370  martinicensis  R.Br.  West  Indian        E2  un 
8371  urticifolia  R.  Br.     Nettle-leaved       O  un 
8372  indica  R.  Br.         Indian  OQ]  un 
8373  aspera  Link.  rough-leaved  iQ|  un 

1270.  LEONCKTIS.  R.  Br.  Lion's-Tail. 8374  nepetifolia  H.  K.     Catmint-leaved    EH  or 8375  Leonurus  H.  K. 
8376  Leonitis  H.  K. 
8377  intermedia  Lindl. 

*1271.  MOLUCCEI/LA. §8378  spinosa  W. 8379  lar/vis  W. 
8380  tuberosa  W. 

1272. 

Labiate.   Sp.  6—9. 
2  jl.au     W  Siberia W 

F 
R 
Pu 

W 
Jerusalem  Sag ;*  or 
small-shrubby *  or 
purple Italian 

«  or 
m  or 

Kissole's j£  .AJ  or lamp- wick «i_Jor Samian 
£  A  °r 

rough-leaved 

£  A  or 
Alpine 

£  Am 
tuberous 

£  A  of jagged-leaved 
£  A  or pungent 
£  A  or 

Honesty-leaved^f  A  or 
rusty 

•  or 

3  jl.au 2  au.o 
2  jn.au 
2  jn.au 
1  jn.au Labiatte. 
3  jn.jl  Y 

Uinjl  Y 2  jn.au  Pi 
2  jn.au  Pi 
2  jajl  Y 
2  jn.au 3  jn.jl 
2  jl.s 
1  jn.s 
4  jn.o 3  jl 
3  jl 
3  jn 
2  jn.jl 

1658.  D 
Britain  gra.ba.  S Russia     1756.  S 

1759.  S 1710.  S 1816.  D 
Siberia 
Austria 
Siberia 
14—30. 

Spain Spain Pu  S.  Europe  1661 
Pu  Italy  1661. Y  Levant  1757. 
Y.Br  S.  Europe  1658. Y.Br  N.  Africa  1714. 

1596. 1596. 

R 
Pu 
L.P 
Pu 
Br 
Br 

S.  Europe  1596.  D Siberia     1802.  D 
Siberia     1759.  D 
Levant    1731.  D 
Armenia  1820.  D 
Levant     1818.  D 

Y.Br  Naples  1823. 
Labiatte.   Sp.  5 — 6. 

1J  jn.o     Pu     E.  Indies  1777 11  jl.s 

!jjl.s 
1£  jl.au 
1  jl.au 

\V 
W 
w 
w 

W.  Indies  1781. 
E  Indies  1810. 
E  Indies  1789. 
Caramanial818. 

Labiate.   Sp.  4. 

8384 
8385 

narrow-leaved  *  
dwarf-shrubby  *  i  |  or 
intermediate    *  □  or 
W.  Molucca-Balm. 
prickly  O  cu smooth  O  cu 
tuberous-root  4  A  cu 

CLINOPO'DIUM.  W.  Wild-Basil. vulgare  W.  common  A  or 
aegyptiacum  W.      Egyptian  A  or 
PYCNAN'THEMUM.  Ph.  Pycnanthemum. 
incanum  Ph.  hoary  -\  A 
aristatum  Ph.        awned  A 
linifolium  Ph.        Flax-leaved     ^  A 
Thymus  virginicus  W. 
lanceolatum  Ph.     spear-leaved     ̂   A  or 

Lp 

8386 
1274.  ORI'GANUM.  W. 
8387  segyptlacum  IV. 8388  DictAmnus  W. 
8389sipyleum  W. 8390  Tournef6rti  W. 
8391  cret icum  W. 

8352 

Marjoram. 
Egyptian        «li   I  ft Dittany  ofCretea.  |  |  or 
Mount  Sipylus  U- 1  |  or 
Tournefort'B    «- 1  |  or Cretan  4  A  or 

3  s.0       Or     E  Indies  1778.  S 
3  o.d      Or     C.  G.  H.    1712.  C 
lijn.jl     Or     C.  G.  H.   1713.  C 3  s.o       Or     C.  G.  H.   1822.  C 

Labiatte.   Sp.  3 — 7. 
1J  jl.au     Pa.pu  Levant    1596.  S H  jl.au     Pa.pu  Syria       1570.  S 
2  jl         Pa.pu  Tartary    1796.  D 

Labiatte.    Sp.  2 — 4. 
1  jn.au    Pk     Britain  gra.ba.  D 
1  jn.au    Pu     Egypt      1759.  D 

Labiatte.   Sp.  4—9. 3  jl.o      W     N.  Amer.  1732.  D 2  au  W  N.  Amer.  1752.  D 
ljjl.au     W     N.  Amer.  1739.  D 
1  jl.au  W     N.  Amer.  1812.  D  co 

Labiatte.    Sp.  14—24. 1  jn.au  Pk  Egypt 
1  jn.au  Pk 1  jn.3  Pk 1  au.s  Pk 
1  jl.au  W 

Mur.'c.  got.8.  ti 
Eng.  bot  286 Mill.  ic.  L  1 80 
Exot.  bot.  Z  t.94 
Jac.  aust5.  t405 

Bot  mag.  1843 
Smith.spic.  6.t.7 
MU1.  ic.2.t.204 Bot.  mag.  999 
Bot  mag.  1891 
Bot  mag.  2449 
PaLacpet.2.  tl3 
Bot.  mag.  1555 
Sweet  fl.  gard.24 Sweet  fl.  gard.33 
Bot  mag.  2542 

Jac.  ic.  1.  t  111 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 110 

Bot  reg.  281 Bot.  mag.  478 
Mil.ic.2.t.l62.£l 
Bot.  reg.  850 

Lam.  ill.  1 510 
Bot  mag.  1852 Pali  it.  a  t  T. 

co    Eng.  bot  1401 

DilLelt  t.74.  £85 Mich.ame.2.t33 
Herm.  par.  t218 

1731. 
Cahdia  1551. 
Levant  1699. 
Amorgos  1788. 
S.  Europe  1596. 8357 

co    Alp.  segypt.  1 95 
r.m  Bot.  mag.  298 
r.m  Herm.  lug.  t.463 
co    Bot  rep.  537 s.l  Sck.han.2.tl64 

8367 

8355  8353 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

nate  coughs.  It  loosens  the  belly  when  taken  in  large  doses,  and  was  consequently  recommended  in  jaundice, 
cachexies,  menstrual  obstructions,  and  hysteria ;  but  its  powers  are  not  found  by  modern  practitioners  equal  to 
the  account  ancients  gave  of  them,  and  therefore  it  is  very  seldom  prescribed.   {London  Dispensatory,  379.) 1267.  Leonurus.  From  Xim,  a  lion,  and  tail  The  spikes  of  flowers  have  been  compared  to  the  tuft  which 
grows  on  the  end  of  the  lion's  tail.  L.  Cardiaca  was  formerly  used  in  medicine,  but  is  now  neglected.  Tall herbaceous  plants  with  cut  leaves  and  whorls  of  flowers,  of  which  the  corolla  is  woolly. 

1268.  Phlomis.  tXepes  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  Mullein,  and  so  called  from  fire,  because  the 
thick  cottony  leaves  were  used  as  wicks  for  lamps.  At  this  day,  P.  Lychnitis  is  so  called,  because  the  dried 
leaves,  which  are  cottony  and  russet  colored,  are  used  in  Spain  for  wicks.  Fine  sbewy  small  shrubs  or  her- baceous plants,  with  corolla  covered  with  down,  and  usually  of  a  brownish  yellow  color. 

1269.  Leucas.  A  name  used  by  Burmann,  neglected  by  Linnaeus  and  others,  and  restored  by  Mr.  Brown ; 
derived  from  Xatxos,  white,  in  reference  to  the  usual  color  of  the  flowers,  which  are  covered  all  over  with  a 
thick  covering  of  wool. 

1270  Lconotis    From  f>w,  a  lion,  and  urn,  an  ear.   A  fanciful  name  applied  to  the  fine  scarlet-flowering 
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8349  Leaves  cordate  S-lobed  or  Mooed  cut  toothed  wavy,  Cor.  larger  than  pungent  calyx 
8350  Leaves  cuneiform  ovate  3-lobed  toothed,  Cor.  larger  than  pungent  calyx,  Middle  lobe  of  lower  lip  acute 
8351  Leaves  3-parted  cut,  Calyxes  villous 
8352  Leaves  3-parted  multifid  linear  somewhat  blunt 
8353  Lvs.  obi.  toothed,  Cor.  scarcely  longer  than  somewhat  pungent  calyx,  Middle  lobe  of  lower  lip  roundish 
8354  Leaves  about  5-lobed,  Lobes  blunt  toothed  at  end,  Cat  sessile  spiny 

8355  Leaves  oblong  blunt  rugose  and  branches  downy ;  floral  ovate-lanceolate,  Bractes  ovate  acuminate 
8356  Leaves  elliptical  blunt  woolly  rugose,  Branches  woolly,  Bractes  obovate  twice  as  short  as  calyx 
8357  Bractes  lanceolate  acute  pungent,  Oal.  5-cornered  acuminate,  Leaves  densely  woolly  beneath 
8358  Bractes  lanceolate  blunt  unarmed,  CaL  truncated  pointless,  Leaves  woolly  on  each  side 
8359  Lvs.  downy  on  each  side :  rad.  cord,  sagitt. ;  cauline  obL  Whorls  without  bractes,  CaL  with  obi.  acute  teeth 
8360  Leaves  lanceolate  downy :  floral  ovate,  Bractes  setaceous  woolly  length  of  bluntly  toothed  calyx 
8361  Stem  hairy,  Lvs.  cordate  orenate  downy  beneath,  Bractes  3-parted  subulate  mucronate  as  long  as  calyx 
8362  Lvs.  ovate  obL  serrate  hairy  beneath,  Teeth  of  calyx  lane,  subulate  erect,  Bractes  subuL  and  stem  hairy 
8363  Radical  leaves  cordate  pubescent ;  floral  lanceolate,  Bractes  linear  subulate  villous,  Stem  pubescent 
8364  Radical  leaves  cordate  rough  ;  floral  oblong  lanceolate,  Bractes  subulate  hispid,  Stem  smooth 
8365  Leaves  alternately  pinnate,  Leaflets  laciniate,  Calyx  woolly 
8366  Leaves  stalked  obL  lane.  serr.  at  end,  rough  above  downy  beneath,  Teeth  of  calyx  subulate  spreading 
8367  Leaves  cordate  crenate  downy  beneath,  Bractes  ovate-lanceolate  mucronate 
8368  Like  P.  fruticosa,  but  the  lower  leaves  are  cordate  stalked,  Upper  ovate 

8369  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate,  Heads  terminal,  Calyxes  with  8  teeth 
8370  Leaves  obL  toothed  pubes.  beneath,  Whorls  many-fl.  globose,  CaL  incurv.  8- toothed,  upper  tooth  longest 8371  Leaves  ovate  serrated  hoary,  I  n  vol.  subulate,  CaL  obliquely  truncate  membranous  9-toothed 
8372  InvoL  linear,  CaL  1 -lipped  oblique,  Leaves  ovate  hairy 
8373  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  serrated  at  end,  Stem  4-cornered  rough,  Whorls  many-fl.  Lip  of  cor.  undivided 

8374  Leaves  cordate  acute  serrated  somewhat  downy,  Calyx  7-toothed  awned ;  upper  tooth  largest 
8375  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate,  Calyxes  10-cornered  10-toothed  unarmed 
8376  Leaves  small  ovate  blunt  somewhat  downy  crenate,  CaL  7-toothed  awned 
8377  Leaves  stalked  ovate  cordate  acuminate  cut-toothed,  CaL  velvety  10-toothed 

.8378  CaL  2-lipp.  upper  lip  lane  mucron.  longest,  lower  round.  7-tooth.  Teeth  spiny,  Lvs.  stalk,  ov.  deeply  tooth. 
8379  CaL  campanulate  5-toothed,  Teeth  equal  pointless,  Leaves  stalked  roundish  ovate  toothed 
8380  CaL  funnel-shaped  5-toothed :  teeth  equal  mucronate,  Leaves  sessile  wedge-shaped  oblong  toothed 

8381  Heads  whorled,  Bractes  setaceous  hispid,  Leaves  hairy  above  remotely  toothed,  Stem  simple 
8382  Heads  terminal,  Bractes  setaceous  hispid,  Leaves  smooth  above  nearly  entire 

8383  Leaves  oblong-ovate  acute 'subserrate  hoary,  Heads  compound,  Bractes  setaceous,  Stamens  exserted 8384  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  subserrate  on  short  stalks  somewhat  hoary,  Heads  sessile,  Bractes  awned 
8385  Stem  much  branched  rather  rough,  Leaves  linear  3-nerved  entire,  Heads  terminal  fascicled 
8386  Stem  much  branched  roughish,  Lv.  lin.  lanceolate  veiny  entire,  Heads  terminal  fascicled  corymbose 

8367  Leaves  concave  downy,  Spikes  naked  . 
8388  Lower  leaves  downy,  Spikes  nodding 
8389  Leaves  all  smooth,  Spikes  nodding 
8390  Spikes  4-cornered,  Bractes  roundish  very  large 
8391  Spikes  aggregate  long  prismatical  upright,  Bractes  membranous  twice  as  long  as  calyx 

plants,  known  at  the  Cape  by  the  name  of  lion's  tail.  They  require  a  good  greenhouse  and  plenty  of  air  to secure  their  appearing  in  perfection.  In  places  badly  ventilated  their  leaves  acquire  a  yellow  color,  and  are 
apt  to  fall  off. 

1271.  MolucceUa.  Brought  from  the  Moluccas.  Plants  remarkable  for  the  enlarged  calyx  in  which  the flower  is  seated. 
1272.  CUnopodium.  From  x\iwi,  bed,  and  xm,  a  foot  The  tufted  close  whorls  of  flowers  have  been  com- 

pared to  the  caster  of  a  bed's  foot 
1273.  Pycnanthemum.  From  trvxtes,  dense,  and  avS-os,  a  flower.  The  blossoms  are  in  a  close  head.  A  North American  genus  of  plants,  some  of  which,  as  P.  verticillatum  and  incanum,  are  occasionally  seen  in  gardens. 
1274.  Origanum.  From  egos,  a  mountain,  and  yctves,  joy.  These  plants,  with  their  pretty  spikes  of  bracteated 

flowers  and  agreeable  perfume,  may  indeed  be  called  the  joy  of  the  places  where  they  grow  naturally.  O. 
vulgare  is  an  aromatic  and  ornamental  plant,  growing  wild  in  thickets  and  hedges,  chiefly  in  a  calcareous  soil. 
The  dried  leaves  used  instead  of  tea,  are  said  to  be  exceeding  grateful ;  they  are  also  used  in  fomentations : 
the  essential  oil  is  so  acrid,  that  it  may  be  considered  as  a  caustic,  and  is  much  used  with  that  intention  by 

!f  8383  8388* 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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8392  smyrnac'um  W.  Smyrna 8393  heracleoticum  W.  winter-sweet 
8394  vulgare  W.  common 
8395  onites  W.  pot 
8396  megastachyum£inft.large-spiked 
8397  hlrtum  Link.  hairy 
8398  oblongatum  Link,  oblong 8399  Majorana  W. 
8400  majoranoides  W. 

t*1275.  THY'MUS.  L. 
8401  serpyllum  W. 
8402  lanuginosus  W. 8403  citriodorus  P.  S. 
8404  angust if 61i us  P.  S. 
8405  vulgaris  W. 
8406  pannonicus  W.  en.  Hungarian 
8407  Marschallinus  W.  Marschall's 8408  erica?  iolius  Ruth. 
8409  acicularis  P.  S. 
8410  h'icidus  W.  en. 8411  MasticMna  W. 
8412  montanus  W. 
8413  nummularius  Bieb.  round-leaved 
8414  tomentdsus  W.  en.  tomentose 
8415  Zygis  W.  Spanish 
8416  crolticus  P.  5.  oval-leaved 
8417  cephalotes  W.  great-headed 
8418vill6sus  W.  hairy 
8419  Tragoriganum  W.  goat's 8420  filiformis  W.  Minorca 

knotted 
shrubby-sweet  tL 
Thvme. 

wild 
woolly 

Lemon 
narrow-leaved 

garden 

r.m 

Heath-leaved  tL 
needle-leaved  JL. 
shining-leaved  tL Mastick 
mountain 

O  or 

O  <w £  £SI  or 

1276.  A'CYNOS.  Pen.  Acynos. 8421  vulgaris  Pers.  Basil-leaved 
Thymus  A'cinos  W. 8422  villosus  Pers.  villous 

8423  alplnus  Pers.  Alpine 
8424  patavlnus  Pers.       Marjoram-lvd.  |g  Q)  or 
8425  graveolens  Bieb.  strong-scented  o.  or 

tl277.  CALAMIN'THA  Ph.  Calamint. 
8426  grandiflora  Pers.    great-flowered  &  A  or 
8427  caroliniana  Sweet.  Carolina  5  .Al  or 

Thymus  grandifiorus  B.  M. 8428  vulgaris  Sweet. 
8429  NSpeta  PA. 8430  marifolia  Pers. 
8431  cretica  Pers. 
8432  fruticosa  Pers. 

1278.  MELIS'SA.  W. 8433  cordifolia  Pers. 
8434  officinalis  W. 

0  romdna 
839 1 

fiAJor    ljjnjl  W  Smyrna  1722. 5(  A  cul  1  jn.n  W  &  Europe  1640. 
3fc  A  cul  2  jn.o  Pk  Britain  ch.wo. 
3t  A  cul  1  jLn  Pk  Sicily  1759. 
*  A  un   If  jLn  Pk  &  Europe  1823. 
k  A  un  1|  jl.n  Pk  Levant  1823. 
J  A  «n   l|jl.n  W   
£  O]  cul  1  jn.jl  Pk  Portugal  157a I  or    1  jnjl  Pk   

Labiate.   Sp.  20—32. 
or     Jjn.au  Pu  Britain  heaths. 
or    J  jn.au  Pu   
or     Jjn.au  Pu   or    4  jn.au  Pu   
cul  1  my.au  Pu  a  Europe  1548. 
or     Jjn.au  Pu  Hungary  1817. 
or    \  jn.au  Pu  Crimea  1817. 
or     jjn.au  Pu  Spain  1806. 
or    i  jn.au  Pu  Hungary  1806. 

1  jn.au  Pu    1816. 
1  jl.s  Pa.pu  Spain  1596. 
Jjnjl  St  Hungary  1800. 
?  jnjl  Pu  Crimea  1822. 1  jaau  W  Spain  1816. 1  au  Pu  Spain  1771. 
1  jl.au  Pu  Hungary  1802. 
fjl.au  Pu  Portugal  1759. 
f  jnjl  Pu  Portugal  1759. 1  myjn  Pu  Candia  1640. 
e  jnjl  Pu  Minorca  1770. 
Labiate.   Sp.  5—7. 

Ijn.au  V  Britain  dryh, 
jn.au  R  Germany  1817. 

i  jn.s  R  Austria  1731. 
f  jn.au  F  S.  Europe  1776. 1  jn.au  Pu  Crimea 
Labiate.   Sp.  7—9. 

1  jn.s  Pu  Italy       1596.  D  co 
1  jnjl  F  Carolina  1804.  D  co 

common         ^  a  or    2  jl.au  V  England  bor.fi. 
lesser  £  a  or    lJjl.o  B  England  ch.ha 
Marum-leaved  ^  ̂   or  1J  jnjl  Pu  Spain  1788. 

i  jnjl  Pu  S.  Europe  1596. 
f  jl.s  Pu  Spain  1752. Labiate.    Sp.  2. 
1  jn.o  W.pu  Italy 
1  jn.o  W  S.  Europe  1573. 

«.  |  or 

*r  A  or 
!U  or tL  or 

O  or 3t  A  or 

■a.   |  or 
li.  |  or 
a.  |  or 
!U  i  |  or 

Class  XIV. 

C  r.m D  s.l    Lob.  ic  492 
D  s.l    Eng.  bot  1143 D  co    Bocc.  mus.  t.  38 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
S  r.m  Moris.s.ll.ta£l 
C  co    Bot.  mag.  2605 

C  s.p  Eng.  bot  1514 C  co 
C  co 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c C  co 
C  co 

D  s.p 

C  co 
C  co C  r.m D  co 
C  co 
C  co 
C  co C  co 

PLrar.ha2.tl47 

Blackw.  1. 134 
PL  rar.hu.1.  t71 
Bot  mag.  2666 
BarreL  ic.  777 
Pl.rar.hu.2.tl56 
Hof.etL.lus.  1.13 
Hof.etLin.l.tl4 
Alp.  exot  t.  78 

S  co    Eng.  bot  411 
S  co 
S  s.l   Jac.  aust  1. 1 9? 
C  s.l    Bot  mag.  2153 
C  co 

Bot  mag.  208 Bot.  mag.  997 

Cretan shrubby 
Balm. 

heart-leaved 
common hairy 

tL  |  or 
il  |  or 

i*  A  m 

A  m 

r>  s.i 
D  co D  co 

Eng.  bot  1676 
Eng.  bot.  1414 Cav.  ic.  6. 1 57$ 

D  r.m  Barr.  ic.  1166 
C  r.m 
D  co 
D  co 8399 

8401 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
farriers ;  a  little  cotton  moistened  with  it,  and  put  into  the  hollow  of  an  aching  tooth,  frequently  relieves  the 
pain.  The  country  people  use  the  tops  to  dye  woollen  cloth  purple.  It  also  dyes  linen  of  a  reddish  brown 
color.  For  this  purpose  the  linen  is  first  macerated  in  alum  water  and  dried ;  it  is  then  soaked  for  two  days  in 
a  decoction  of  the  bark  of  the  crab-tree ;  it  is  then  wrung  out  of  this,  boiled  in  a  ley  of  ashes,  and  then 
suffered  to  boil  in  the  decoction.  According  to  the  Swedish  experiments,  goats  and  sheep  eat  it,  horses  are 
not  fond  of  it,  and  kine  refuse  it 

O.  onites  and  marjorana  are  culinary  aromatics ;  the  latter  being  principally  in  use  under  the  name  of 
knotted  marjoram,  from  the  flower  coming  in  Whorls  at  the  joints.  O.  vulgare  and  marjorana  are  both  retained 
in  the  Materia  Medica  as  tonics  and  stomachics,  though  scarcely  ever  used.  In  quack  medicine,  the  leaves 
dried  and  powdered  form  an  ingredient  in  cephalic  snuff  Marjorana  is  so  called  from  marjamic  (mdryamych), 
its  Arabic  name,  according  to  Forskahl,  p.  59. 

1275.  Thymus.  Fiom  Svftof,  courage,  on  account  of  its  balsamic  smell,  which  revives  the  spirits  of  animals. 
T.  serpyllum,  from  <~tv,  to  creep,  is  fragrant,  and  yields  an  essential  oil  that  is  very  heating.  It  has  the same  sensible  qualities  as  garden  thyme,  but  the  flavor  is  milder,  and  rather  more  grateful  Its  essential  oil 
is  both  smaller  in  quantity  and  less  acrid,  and  its  spirituous  extract  comes  greatly  short  of  the  penetrating 
warmth  and  pungency  of  the  other.  It  is  a  common  notion  that  the  flesh  of  sheep  that  feed  upon  aromatic 
plants,  particularly  wild  thyme,  is  superior  in  flavor  to  other  mutton.  The  truth  is,  that  sheep  do  not  crop 
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8392  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated,  Spikes  clustered  in  umbels 
8393  Spikes  on  long  stalks  aggregate,  Bractes  the  length  of  calyx 
8394  Spikes  roundish  panicled  clustered,  Bractes  longer  than  calyx  ovate  colored 
8395  Spikes  oblong  aggregate  hairy,  Leaves  cordate  downy 
8396  Leaves  stalked  ovate  pubesc.  Spikes  clustered  prismatical,  Bractes  imbricate  ovate  smooth  ciliated  at  edge 
8397  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  subserrate  hairy,  Spikes  prismatical,  Bractes  dense  ovate  acute 
8398  Leaves  subsessile  ovate  acute  subserrate  hairy,  Spikes  oblong  bluntish 
8399  Spikes  roundish  thin  compact  stalked,  Leaves  stalked  ellipt.  blunt  smoothish 
8400  Spikes  roundish  several  clustered  stalked,  Leaves  stalked  ellipt  blunt  downy 

8401  Flowers  capitate,  Stems  decumbent,  Leaves  flat  blunt  ciliated  at  base 
8402  Flowers  capitate,  Stems  creeping  hairy,  Leaves  blunt  villous 8403  Leaves  ovate  smooth  with  the  smell  of  common  balm 
8404  Flowers  capitate,  Stems  procumbent,  Leaves  cuneate  linear  ciliated  at  base 
8405  Erect,  Leaves  revolute  ovate,  Flowers  in  whorled  spikes 
8406  Leaves  oblong  more  ciliated  than  in  T.  serpyllum,  Cor.  with  a  more  obscure  spot  in  the  orifice 
8407  Stem  shrubby,  Flowers  in  whorled  spikes,  Lvs.  linear  lane,  bluntish  flat  about  3-nerved  ciliated  at  base 
8408  Erect,  Leaves  revolute  linear-lanc.  hairy,  Head  few-flowered  axillary  stalked 
8409  Flowers  capitate,  Stems  creeping.  Leaves  linear  nerved  and  furrowed  beneath,  Bractes  ovate 
8410  FL  whorled  somew.  spiked,  Fed.  1-fl.  Stem  shrubby  erect,  Lvs.  ellipt.  entire  acute  smooth  shining  above 
8411  Flowers  in  whorled  spikes,  Cal.  woolly  with  very  long  setaceous  segments 
8412  Flowers  in  whorled  spikes,  Spikes  oblique,  Fed.  1-fl.  Lvs.  ov.  obtuse  very  entire  and  calyxes  nearly  naked 8413  Flowers  in  whorled  heads,  Stems  filiform,  Leaves  roundish  flat  hairy  nerved  ciliate  at  base 
8414  Flowers  in  whorled  spikes,  Cal.  woolly  with  setaceous  teeth,  Lvs.  ellipt.  entire  downy  on  each  side 
8415  Flowers  in  whorled  spikes,  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  linear  very  blunt  nerveless  revolute  at  edge  ciliated  at  base 
8416  Pedun.  about  3-fl.  axillary,  Lvs.  ovate  blunt  nerved  entire  sess.  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx,  Stem  villous 
8417  Heads  laxly  imbricated,  Bractes  broad  ovate  colored  not  dotted,  Leaves  linear  entire 
8418  Heads  imbricated  large,  Bractes  toothed,  Leaves  setaceous  hairy 
8419  Flowers  whorled,  Stem  half-shrubby  erect,  Leaves  hispid  acuminate 
8450  Flowers  axillary  subsolitary  stalked,  Leaves  cordate  acute  entire,  Stems  filiform 

8421  Stem  erect  branched  at  base,  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated  forwards,  Whorls  6-flowered 
8422  Hirsute  villous  larger  than  the  last,  Stem  much  branched,  Leaves  ovate 
8423  Whorls  6-fl.  Leaves  nearly  blunt  roundish  concave  subserrated 
8424  Nearly  smooth,  Whorls  6-10-fl.  Leaves  ovate  subserrate,  Stem  ascending 
8425  Fls.  whorled,  Fedunc  1-flow.  Stem  branched  spreading,  Leaves  roundish  acute  subserrate  at  end  hairy 

8426  Pedun.  axill.  3-4-fl.  Bractes  lane,  sessile,  Leaves  ovate  acute  finely  serrated 
8427  Leaves  rhomboid  oval  obsolete!  y  toothed  upwards,  Whorls  somewhat  stalked  about  10- fl.  shorter  than  leaf I 
8428  Stem  weak,  Pedun.  axilL  many-fl.  dichotomous,  Lvs.  ovate  blunt  serrated  hairy  dotted 
8429  Pedunc.  axill.  many-fl.  in  dichotomous  corymbs,  Lvs.  ovate  blunt  subserrate  smoothish 
8430  Leaves  ovate  somewhat  toothed  glaucous,  Pedunc.  axill.  dichotomous,  Segm.  of  calyx  equal 
8431  Racemes  terminal,  Peduncles  solitary  very  short 
8432  Branches  thin  twiggy,  Leaves  downy  beneath 

8433  Villous,  Leaves  cordate  crenate-toothed,  Branches  axillary  elongated  flowering 
8434  Whorls  halved  subsessile,  Bractes  oblong  stalked,  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
these  aromatic  plants,  unless  now  and  then  by  accident,  or  when  they  are  first  turned  on  hungry  to  downs, 
heaths,  or  commons ;  but  the  soil  and  situations  favorable  to  aromatic  plants  produce  a  short  sweet  pasturage 
best  adapted  to  feeding  sheep,  whom  nature  designed  for  mountains,  and  not  for  turnip  grounds  and  rich 
meadows.   The  attachment  of  bees  to  this  and  other  aromatic  plants  is  well  known. 

Few  plants  are  subject  to  more  varieties  than  wild  thyme  In  its  most  natural  state,  on  dry  exposed  downs, 
it  is  small  and  procumbent ;  but  when  it  grows  among  furze  or  other  plants,  it  runs  up  with  a  slender  stalk  to 
a  foot  or  more  in  height.  It  differs  also  very  much  in  the  smoothness  or  hairiness  of  its  leaves.  The  flowers 
are  sometimes  larger  than  ordinary,  and  of  a  paler  purple  color,  or  even  white. 

T.  vulgaris  has  the  aromatic  qualities  common  to  lavender,  sage,  rosemary,  and  other  Verticillatas.  It  yields 
a  species  of  camphor  in  distillation  with  water.  In  Spain  they  infuse  it  in  the  pickle  with  which  they  preserve 
their  olives.   Before  the  oriental  spices  were  common,  it  was  much  used  in  cookery. 

1276.  Acynos.  The  Greek  name  of  a  balsamic  plant,  which  probably  was  related  to  Thymus.  This  genua 
was  included  in  Thymus  by  Linnaeus. 

1277.  Calamintha.  From  xotXef,  beautiful,  and  mint.  An  ancient  Greek  name  of  a  plant  supposed 
to  chase  away  serpents. 

12?8.  Melissa.  This  is  the  Greek  name  of  the  bee,  from  /mOj.  honey,  which  is  sought  by  bees  in  these 
flowers  with  avidity,  as  indeed  it  is  in  all  the  plants  of  the  order.  The  recent  plant  has  the  agreeable  odor  of 
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t*1279.  DR  ACOCE'PH  ALUM.  W.    Dragon's-Head.     Labial*.  Sp. 8435  virginianum  W. 8436  denticulatum  W. 
8437  variegatum  Ph. 
8438  canarien'se  W, 8439  palmatum  W. 
8440  peregrin  um  W. 8441  austrlacum  W. 
8442  Ruyschiana  W. 
8443  grandiflorum  W. 8444  altaicum  W. 
8445  sibiricum  W. 
8446  MoldaVica  IV. 

/3  albiflorum 8447  canescens  W. 
8448peltatum  W 
8449  argunense  Fisch. 
8450  speci6sum  Hort. 
8451  botryoides  Bieb. 8452nfitans  IV. 
8453  thymifl6rum  W. 

Virginian  A  or 
Carolina  A  or 
variegated       wi(  A  or 
Balm  of  Gilead  *L  i  |  or 
palmated  ^  A  or 
prickly-leaved  ^  A  or 
Austrian  ^  ̂   or 
Hyssop-leaved  5t  A  or 
great-flowered  ^  A  or 
Betony-leaved  J  ̂   or 
Siberian  ^£  A  °r 
Moldavian  O  or 
white-flowered 
hoary  O  °r 
Willow-leaved  O  or 
rough-flowered  3t  A  or 
shewy  ,#  A  or 
cuHeaved  4  A  or 
nodding  5  A  or 
small-flowered      O  or 

3  jls 
1  au.s 1  A  au.s 
3  jl  s 
1J  jn.au 

i  jUau 

1  jnjl 2  jnjl 
1  jl 
1  jlau 
1  jn.au 2  jlau 

2  jl.au 
1J  jLau 

1|  jl.au 

LB St 
Pu Pa.pu 

Pu 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Pu 
L.B 
B 

19—25. N.  Amer.  1683. Carolina  1787. 
Carolina  1812. Canaries  1697. 
Siberia  1815. Siberia  1759. 
Austria  1597. 
N.Europe  1699. 
Siberia  1759. 
Georgia  1787. Siberia  1760. 
Moldavia  1596. 

B 
Pu 
B 
Pk 
Pu 
B 
Pu 

1280.  MELIT'TIS.  W.  Bastard-Balm. 
8454  Melissophyilum  W.  common  A  or <3  alptna 
8455  grandifl6ra  H.  K. 

Alpine  n*  A  or 
great-flowered  ̂   A  or 

jl.au ljjl.au 
1  jl.au 

i  jn.s 

Labiate. 
I  my.jn  F 

f  my.jn  F 1  my  W.T 

Levant 
Levant 
Siberia Siberia Siberia 
Siberia 
Siberia 

1711. 
1711. 1822. 

1731. 1752. 

D  p.1 
D  p.l 
D  co S  r.m 
D  co 

D  p.1 D  p.1 
D  p.1 D  p.l D  co 

D  p.1 D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
S  co 

Bot  mag.  467 
Bot  mag.  214 Vent.  eels.  t  44 
Com.  hort.2.  t.+l 
Bot.  mag.  1084 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 112 Fl.  dan.  121 
Bot  mag.  1009 
N.co.pet.  t29.f.3 
Bot  mag.  2185 Lam.ill.  t513.f.l 
Sweet  fl.  gard.38 
Lam.ill.  t.513.f.2 Bot.  cab.  797 
Sweet  fl.  gard.93 
Bot.  reg.  841 
Gmel.  sib.  3.  t.50 Sp. 2—4. 

England  woods. Switzerl. 
England  woods. 

D  co  Eng.  bot.  577 
D  co D  co    Eng.  bot.  636 

11  jl.au 
3  jl.s 
3  jl.s 
1  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  s.o 

1281.  O'CYMUM.  W. 
8456  thyrsiflorum  W. 8457  suave  IV.  en. 
8458viride  W.en. 
8459  monachorum  W. 
8460  gratissimum  W. 
8461  grandiflorum  W. 
8462  Basilicum  W.        common-sweet      O  cul  1  jl.au 8463  minimum  W.         bush  O  cul 
8464  sanctum  W.  purple-stalked      O  un 8465  pil6sum  W.  en.       ciliated  O  un 8466  americanum  IV.      American  O  un 
8467  tenuifl6rum  W. 

§8468  polystachyon  W.  many-spiked 8469  menthoides  Mint-leaved 
8470  micranthum  W.  en.  small-flowered 
8471  molle  W.  heart-leaved 

§8472  capitcllatum  W.  small-headed 
8473  febrifugum  Lindl.  fever-plant 8474  canum  Sbtis.  hoary 

§8475  polyclSdum  Link,  many-branched Lumnitzera  ocymoides  Jaeq. 
t*1282.  PLECTRANTHUS.  W.   Plectra  nthus. §8476  fruticosus  W.         shrubbv  n.  i_J  or 

§8477  Forskohlffi'i  W.      Forskohl's       a.  I    I  or 8478  parvifl6rus  W.  en.   smallrflowered  «.  i  |  or 
8479scutellarioidesi?.^r.  skullcap-like        O  or 

O'cimum  scuteUarioides  H.  K . 8480  punctatus  W.  dotted 8481  comosus  Sims.  comose 
8482  ternatus  Situs.        Omime  Plant 
8483  incanus  Link.  hoary 

Basil. 
thyrse-flowered]£  Olun 
sweet-scented  a.  □  un 
green  aQun 
monk's  O  un 
shrubby  n.  □  un 
great-flowered  n.  i  |  un 

slender-spiked  j£  03  un 

EE  un 
rm  un 

ED  un 

rm  un 

O  ec 
tL  I  I  m 

O  un 
rm  un 

jl.au 
1  jLs 
1  jl.s 1  jl.au 1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jlau 
1  jLau 1  8.0 

U  jLau 3  jn.o 1  Jl 

lJjn.o 

e.  Sp 
20—50. 

W E  Indies 1806. C S.1 Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  72 
w 

1816. 
C S.1 W.G 

1816. C 

s.l 
w E  Indies 1796. S S.1 
w E  Indies 1752. C 

s.1 

Jac.  ic  3.  t.  495 
w Abyssinia  1802. C 

s.1 

L'He  s.nov.  t43 
\v India 1548. s 

r.m 
Blackw.  1. 104 

w E.  Indies 1573. s r.m Sch.  han.  2.  t.166 Pu 
E  Indies 

1758. 
s 

s.l 

Rhe.mal.10.  t92 
w 1816. s 

s.l 
w India 1789. s 

s.l 

Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  86 
Pa.pu  E  Indies 1703. s s.l Ru.  am.5.t92.f.2 
W E  Indies 1783. s s.1 Mur.co.got.3.  t.3 
W E  Indies 

1783. s s.1 Pa.pu 
1816. s s.1 

V E.  Indies 
1781. s s.l 

W China 1806. s s.1 
W S.  Leone 1822. c CO 

Bot  reg.  753 
W China 1822. s CO Bot  mag.  2452 
W 1823. s CO 

Labiate.    Sp.  8—13. C  G.  H.  1774. 
Abyssinia  1806. S.  Amer.  1805. 
E  Indies  1764. 

jn.s 

b.n 

jn.s 
jLau £  OJ  or O  pr 

£  E3  or £  or 

ja.my Africa  1775. 
Nepal  1821. Madagasc.1821. 

C  r.m  L'Her.st.85.  t.41 
C  Lp  Bot.  mag.  2036 
C  Lp  W.  hort.  ber.  65 
S  Lp  Bot  mag.  1446 
S  r.m  L'Her.st.87.t41 S  co    Bot  mag.  2318 
D  r.m  Bot  mag.  2460 
D  co 

8453 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

lemons,  which  is  lost  in  drying,  and  an  austere,  slightly  aromatic  taste.  In  distillation  with  water,  it  yields  a 
small  portion  of  a  yellow  essential  oil,  on  which  its  odor  depends.  It  is  stomachic  and  diuretic,  and  was 
formerly  prized  as  a  corroborant  in  hypochondriacal  and  nervous  affections ;  but  it  is  now  used  only  in  the. 
form  of  tea,  as  a  grateful  diluent  in  fevers.  For  medicinal  use  the  herb  should  be  cut  before  it  flowers,  as  it 
is  then  more  odorous.   {London  Dispensatory,  383.)  1 

1279.  Dracocephalum.  From  i^axav,  a  dragon,  and  xiqaXvt,  a  head.  A  namejapplied  in  the  same  sense  as 
Lamium,  Galeopsis,  &c.  See  those  genera.  Most  of  the  species  are  plants  orornament,  and  cultivated  as. 
such  in  the  gardens  of  the  curious.  D.  canariense  smells  of  citron,  especially  when  rubbed  between  the 
fingers.  Sown  on  a  hot-bed  early  in.  spring,  it  may  be  planted  out  in  the  borders  like  other  tender  annuals. 
D.  austriacum  is  a  handsome  plant  for  a  flower  border. 
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8435  Smooth,  Flowers  spiked  close,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  t  errated 
8436  Flowers  spiked  remote,  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  tooth]  etted  upwards 
8437  Spikes  short  4-cornered,  Corolla  variegated,  Leaves  oblong  toothletted  upwards 
8438  Flowers  spiked,  Leaves  ternate  obolng 
8439  FL  somewhat  spiked,  Lvs.  roundish  cuneiform  sinuate-toothed,  Upper  lip  of  cal.  undivided  mucronate 
8440  Fl.  somewhat  spiked.  Leaves  lanceolate  remotely  mucronate  toothed,  Bractes  lin.  ianc.  toothed  spiny 
8441  Fls.  spiked,  Lvs.  sessile  linear  mucronate,  Cauline3-5-parted  at  base,  Stem  branched  somewhat  villous 
8442  Flowers  spiked,  Leaves  and  bractes  lanceolate  undivided  pointless,  Stem  nearly  simple  smooth 
8443  Fls.  whorled,  Lvs.  obi.  blunt  toothed  stalked,  Bractes  lane,  entire,  Upper  lip  of  cal.  ellipt.  blunt  undivided 
8444  Fls.  whorled,  Had.  lvs.  cordov. ;  cauline  sessile  roundish  wedge-shaped  acutely  toothed,  Teeth  of  cal.  equal 
8445  Flowers  whorled,  Whorls  stalked  bifid  one-sided,  Leaves  lane,  cordate  acum.  serrated  smooth 
8446  Flowers  whorled,  Bractes  lanceolate  deeply  toothed  dotted  beneath,  Lower  serratures  subcUiated 
8447  Flowers  whorled,  Bractes  oblong  ciliated,  CaL  striated  pubescent,  Tube  of  cor.  longer  than  calyx 
8448  Flowers  whorled,  Bractes  orbicular  serrate  ciliate 
8449  Stem  erect,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  blunt  entire  at  edge  rough,  Two  upper  teeth  of  calyx  largest 
8450  Leaves  broad-lanceolate  finely  serrated  entire  at  base,  Ljwer  teeth  of  calyx  longest 
8451  Flowers  in  spiked  heads,  Leaves  roundish  pinnatifid  crenate  downy  on  each  side 
8452  flowers  whorled,  Bractes  oblong  ovate  entire,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  calyx  nodding 
8453  Flowers  whorled,  Bractes  oblong  entire,  Cor.  scarcely  larger  than  calyx 

8454  Leaves  opposite  ovate  toothed,  Calyx  3-lobed  hairy 
8455  Cal.  4-lobed  smooth,  Cor.  yellowish  white,  Segment  of  lower  lip  violet  in  the  middle 

8456  Flowers  in  panicled  fascicles,  Stem  much  branched 
8457  Racemes  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  cuneate  at  base  acutely  serrated  hoary  beneath 
8458  Racemes  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  cuneate  at  base  bluntly  serrated,  Veins  hairy  above  rough  beneath 
8459  Stamens  toothless,  every  other  one  bearded  at  base 
.8460  Stem  §  shrubby,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  subtomentose,  Racemes  rounded 
8461  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  ovate  serrate,  Stamens  very  long 
8462  Leaves  ovate  smooth,  Calyxes  ciliated 8463  Leaves  ovate  entire 
8464  Leaves  somewhat  oblong  blunt  serrated  wavy,  Stem  hairy,  Bractes  cordate 
S465  Leaves  ovate  oblong,  Foot-stalks,  bractes  and  calyxes  ciliated 8466  Leaves  sublanceolate  acuminate  subserrate,  Racemes  roinded,  Stem  nearly  herbaceous 
8467  Leaves  ovate-oblong  serrated,  Bractes  cordate  reflexed  concave,  Spikes  filiform 
8468  Cor.  4-fid,  Racemes  leafless  nodding  at  end 
8469  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  serrate  [than  calyx 
8470  Lvs.  broad  ovate  acum.  at  each  end  serr.  Bractes  shorter  than  cal.  winged  at  edge,  Cor.  scarcely  longer 
8471  Leaves  ovate  cordate  acute  serrated  rugose,  Recesses  clo:  ed,  Bractes  roundish  wedge-shaped 
8472  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  aggregate,  Footstalks  lateral 
8473  Downy,  Lvs..  ovate  lanceolate  crenate  stalked,  Whorls  terminal  racemose,  Corolla  the  length  of  calyx 
8474  Leaves  oblong  elliptical  serrated  hoary  on  long  stalks,  Stamens  twice  as  long  as  corolla 
8475  Like  Ocymum  polystachyon,  but  not  having  a  musky  scent  as  that  has 

8476  Nectary  spurred,  Racemes  compound,  Pedunc.  S-parted,  Stem  shrubby  polished 
8477  Nectary  gibbous,  Racemes  leafless,  Stem  nearly  equal 
8478  Nectary  gibbous,  Racemes  compound,  Pedunc.  1-flowered  whorled,  Stem  half  shrubby  nearly  smooth 
8479  Cor.  falcate,  Flower-stalks  branched 
8480  Nectary  gibbous,  Flowers  spiked.  Stem  herbaceous,  hairy  rufous  dotted 
8481  Flowers  whorled  sessile,  Lower  lip  of  calyx  4-parted,  Bractes  cordate  acuminate 
8482  Stem  6-angled,  Leaves  ternate  stalked  ovate  crenate  rugose,  Roots  tuberous 
8483  Leaves  stalked  cordate  crenate  hairy,  Bractes  nearly  equal  to  flower  ovate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1280.  Melittis.    A  name  with  the  same  meaning  as  Melissa. 
1281.  Ocymum.  Said  by  Mathiolus  to  be  derived  from  to  smell,  on  account  of  the  powerful  scent  of  the 

plants.  O.  gratissimum  is  cultivated  in  China  for  culinary  purposes.  O.  Basilicum  (fiantjxes,  royal)  and 
minimum,  are  culinary  aromatics  much  used  in  French  cookery.  There  are  several  varieties  of  the  basilicum, 
which  with  some  other  species  were  formerly  used  in  medicine,  but  are  now  neglected. 

1282.  Plectranthus.  From  xXvxreov,  a  cock's  spur,  and  anS-es,  a  flower,  the  corolla  of  the  original  species  of 
the  genus  being  terminated  by  a  spur-like  appendage.  Half-shrubby  plants  with  purple  flowers,  all  natives  of hot  climates. 
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t*1283.  TRICHOSTE'MA.  W.  Trichostema. 8484  dich6toma  TV.        Marjoram-leav.     O  pr 
§8485  brachiata  J V.         sessile-leaved    Cfc  CD  pr 
1284.  PROSTANTHE'RA.  R.B.  Pbostanthera. 
8486  lasianthos  R.  Br.     villous-flower'dtL  |  |  or 1285.  SCUTELLARIA.  TV.  Skull-Cap. 
8487  orientalis  TV.         yellow-flowered^  A  or 8488  grandiflora  P.  S.     large-flowered  ^  A  or 8489albida  TV. 
8490  alplna  TV. 
8491  lupultna  TV. 8492  lateriflora  IV. 
8493  pilosa  Ph. 
8494  galericulate  TV. 8495  minor  TV. 
8496  hastif61ia  Pers. 
8497  caroliniana  Ph. 
8498  integrifolia  Ph. 8499  serrata  Ph. 
8500  havanensis  TV. 
8501  peregrina  TV. 8502  columna?  TV. 
8503  altissima  TV. 
8504cretica  TV. 
SSOSpar'vula  Mich. 8506  rubicfinda  TV.  en. 
8507  pallida  Bieb. 

1286.  PRUNEL'LA.  TV. 8508  vulgaris  W. 
$  alba 8509  ovSta  Pers. 

8510  pensylvanica  TV. 
8511  hyssopif61ia  TV. 
8512  grandiflora  TV. 8513  lacinidte  P.  S. 
8514  intermedia  P.  S. 
8515  incisa  Link. 

1287.  CLECNIA. 
8516  lusitanica  TV. 

1288.  PRA'SIUM. 8517majus  W. 8518  minus  W. 
1289.  PHRYTIA.  TV. 
8519  leptostSchya  TV. 

TV. 
TV. 

hairy 

Alpine  5  A  or Tartarian  3t  A  or 
Virginian  i  A  or 
pubescent  5  A  or 
common  A  or 
lesser  &  A  or 
hastate-leaved  i  A  or 
Carolina  A  or 
entire-leaved  5  A  or 
saw-leaved  5  A  or 
Havannah  j£  (23  or 
Florentine  ;k  A  or 
heart-leaved  5  A  or 
tall  5  A  or 
Cretan  n.  \  |  or 
least  jiOcu 
pink  1  A  m 
pale  5  A  or 
Sklf-Heal. 

common 
vihite-ftowered  ^  A  c 
oval-leaved  O  un 
Pensylvanian  i  A»n 
Hyssop-leaved  i  A™ great-flowered  i  A 
yellow-flowered  O  un various-leaved  1  Ann 
cut  5  A  un 
Cleonia. 

sweet-scented       O  or 
Prasium. 

great  Spanish  1L  |  cu small  Sicilian  tl-  |  cu 
Phryma. 

slender-spiked  &  A  cu 

k  Am 

Labiate.   Sp.  2—4. 1  jn.jl     B      N.  Amer.  1759.  ) 
1  jn.au    B      N.  Amer.  1732.  t 

Labiate.   Sp.  1—13. 2  jn.jl     Pu.w  N.  a  W.  1808.  ; 
Labiate.    Sp.  21—30. 1  jl.s      Y      Levant    17f  D 

P.Y    Siberia     1804.  D 
W.pu  Levant    1771.  D 
B.w   Hungary  1752.  D 
Y.w  Tartary    1739.  D 

N.  Amer.  1752.  D 
N.  Amer.  1805.  D 
Britain  wat.pl.  D 
Britain    m.hed.  D 
Germany  179a  D CaroKna  1811.  D 
N.  Amer.  1731.  D 
N.  Amer.  1800.  D 
Havannahl793.  D 
Italy        1683.  D 
Italy        1806.  D D.P  Levant    1731.  D 

Pu     Crete       1729.  C 
B       N.  Amer.  1822.  S 
Pk    1823.  D 
W     Crimea     1824.  D 

Di.eL  t285.f.369 

s.p  Bot.  reg.  143 

Ujl.au 
1J  jn.jl 

f  jn.o 

1  jn.s 1  jn.s 
1  jl.au 1  jn.s 

I  jLau 1  jn.jl 1|  jn.jl 2  jn.s 
4  jn.s 2  my.jn  B 
2  jn.o  V 
H  jn.au 1  jLau 1  jn.jl 

i  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 
2  jLau 

B 

Bot  mag.  2120 
Bot  mag.  635 Sab.  hort  3.  t  .29 
Sweet  fl.  gard.90 SchmideLic.  t7S Pluk.  am.  442.  2 

Eng.  bot.  523 
Eng.  bot  524 
LamalL  t515.£3 
Plukal.  t441.f.6 
Bot.  rep.  494 
Jac.  obs.  2. 1 29 
Pl.rar.hu.2.tl25 
Sweet  fl.  gard.52 Bot  mag.  2548 

Hook.  ex.  fl  lo- co   GmeL  sib.  t.  58 
Labiate.   Sp.  8—10. 

i  jLau     Pk     Britain    me. pa.  D  co    Eng.  bot  961 W     Britain    me. pa.  D  co Pu     America    ...  S 
Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1801.  D 
L.B    France     1731.  D 
LB    Austria    1596.  D 
Y       Austria    1713.  S 
Pk     Portugal  1790.  D Pk    1823.  D 

i  jLau 

i  jlau 

i  jl-s 
iiLs 
i  jl-s 
ijLs i  jLs 

Jjl.s 

Labiate.   Sp.  1. 
1  jn.jl     LB    Portugal  1710.  S 

Labiate.   Sp.  2. 
jn.au    Pu     Spain      1699.  C 
jn.au    Pu     Sicily      1752.  C 
Labiate.   Sp.  1. 

If  au.s     W.pu  N.  Amer.  1802.  D 

W.  hort  ber.  t9 
Mor.  s.ll.  t5.  f.7 

Bot  mag.  2014 LamilL  t516.f.2 Bot.  mag.  337 

Mia  ic.  1. 1 70 

FL  graeca,  584 

Lp  PLamaLt.380.f.5 

t*1290.  GESNE'RIA.  TV. 8520acafilis  TV. 
§8521  tomentosa  TV. 
8522  aggregate  Ker. 8523  bulbdsa  Ker. 

§8524  prasinata  Ker. 8525  tubiflora  Cav. 
tl291.  GLOXI'NIA.  TV. 8526  maculate  TV. 

8527  speciosa  B.  Beg. 
8485 

Gesneria. 
stemless woolly 

aggregate bulbous 

green 
tube-flowered 
Gloxinia. 

spotted-stalked 
many-flowered 8486 

ANGIOSPERMIA. 
Gesnerieee.  Sp.  6—25. n.  O  or    1     ...      S  Jamaica  1793. 

n.  a  or    2  jn.n     S  S.  Amer.  1752. 
£  E3  or    2  au       S  Brazils  1816. 

GSor    2  my.jn  S  Brazils  1816. tt-Oor    3  my.jn  G  Brazils  1818. 
jfc  K3  or    2  f.mr     S  S.  Amer.  1815. Ge sue ricce.  Sp.  2. 
£  ES  or       jl.o      Pu  a  Amer.  1739. 
£  E2  or     i  jn.n     Pu  a  Amer.  1815. 

C  Lp  Slo.ja.l.U02.f.l C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1023 
C  p.l  Bot  reg.  329 
C  p.  1  Bot.  reg.  343 
C  p.l  Bot  reg.  428 
D  p.l  Cav.  ic.  1 584 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1191 
C  s.p  Bot  reg.  213 8495 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Cutture, 
1283.  Trichostema.  From  ryxot,  hair,  and  o-iy.um,  a  stamen,  because  its  long  slender  stamens  resemble hairs. 
1284.  Prostanthera.  Named  in  allusion  to  the  spurs  of  the  anthers,  the  word  being  derived  from 

s-AW&qx*),  an  appendage,  and  the  anther.  Strong  smelling  shrubs,  natives  of  New  Holland.  Flowers 
either  racemose  or  terminal. 1285.  Scutellaria.  From  scutilla,  a  small  vessel,  on  account  of  the  figure  of  the  calyx,  which  is  not  unlike 
a  cup  with  its  handle.  The  calyx  inverted,  presents  the  figure  of  a  helmet  with  visor  raised. 1286.  Prunella.  A  barbarous  name  softened  down  by  Linnaeus  from  the  Brunella  of  some  authors,  and  so 
called  from  the  German  die  Br'dune,  a  disorder  in  the  jaws  and  throat,  which  this  plant  is  said  to  cure- Herbaceous  plants  common  by  way-sides  all  over  Europe. 
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9184  Stamens  very  long  exeerted,  Leaves  linear 8485  Stamens  short  included 

8486  Leaves  lanceolate  tooth-serrated  smooth,  Racemes  panlcled,  Corolla  hairy 

8487  Leaves  cut  downy  beneath,  Spikes  rounded  4-cornered 
8488  Leaves  cordate  cut  crenate  pubescent  on  each  side  shorter  than  footstalk,  Spikes  short  4-cornered 
8489  Leaves  subcordate  serrate  rugose  opaque,  Spikes  l^sided,  Bractes  ovate 8490  Leaves  cordate  cut  serrate  crenated,  Spikes  imbricated  rounded  4-cornered,  Bractes  twice  as  short  as  fl. 
8491  Leaves  cordate  cut  serrate  acute  smooth,  Spikes  imbricated  rounded  4-cornered,  Bractes  length  of  flower 
8493  Much  branched,  Leaves  smooth  with  a  scabrous  keel,  Racemes  lateral  leafy 
8493  Hairy,  Leaves  ovate  rhomboid  crenate,  Flowers  subracemose 
8494  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate  crenate,  Flowers  axillary 
8495  Leaves  cordate  ovate  nearly  entire,  flowers  axillary 
8496  Leaves  quite  entire,  lower  hastate,  upper  sagittate,  Flowers  axillary 
8497  Branched  very  smooth,  Leaves  stalked  linear  lanceolate  acute  entire,  Racemes  loose  leafy,  CaL  blunt 
8498  Simple  densely  pubes.  Lvs.  subsess.  obL  or  linear  blunt  entire  attenuated  at  base,  Racemes  loosish  leafy 
8499  Branched  tall  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate  on  short  stalks,  Racemes  usually  panicled 
8500  Leaves  cordate  ovate  crenate,  Flowers  solitary  axillary,  Each  lip  of  cor.  trifid 
8501  Leaves  cordate  serrate,  Spikes  elongated  1-sided,  Bractes  stalked  ovate  longer  than  calyx 
8502  Leaves  oblong  cordate  serrate  pubes.  Spikes  elongated  1-sided,  Bractes  stalked  ovate  shorter  than  calyx 
8503  Leaves  cordate  oblong  acuminate  serrate,  Spikes  nearly  naked 
8504  Villous,  Leaves  cordate  blunt  and  bluntly  serrated,  Spikes  imbricated,  Bractes  setaceous 
8505  Subvillous,  Leaves  ovate  entire  all  alike,  Flowers  axillary 
8506  Related  to  S.  albida  from  which  it  differs  in  being  much  less  hairy,  and  in  its  more  slender  flower 
8507  Lvs.  cord.  cren.  serrate  bluntish  villous,  Spikes  long  1-sided  hispid,  Bractes  stalked  ovate  longer  than  cal. 
8508  Lvs.  stalked  obL  ovate  somew.  toothed,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  trim,  with  3  awns,  Stem  ascending,  Spike  round 
8509  Leaves  broad  ovate  toothed.  Stem  much  branched,  Spikes  ovate 
8510  Lvs.  stalked  ovate  lane,  toothed  at  base,  Lips  of  caL  equal :  upper  truncate  with  3  awns,  Stem  ascending 
8511  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  entire  rough,  Stem  erect 
8512  Leaves  stalked  oblong  ovate  toothed  at  base,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  trifid,  Stem  ascending 
8513  Small,  Stem  nearly  simple  villous,  Leaves  pinnatifid  lower  oblong,  Cor.  pale  yellow 
8514  Leaves  entire  and  sinuated  toothed  rugose  nairy,  Upper  lip  of  cor.  truncate  slightly  3- toothed 
8515  Upper  leaves  linear-lanceolate :  lower  sinuate  toothed  somewhat  hairy 
8516  Bractes  laciniate 

8517  Leaves  ovate  oblong  serrated 8518  Leaves  ovate  with  a  double  crenature  on  each  side 

8519  Leaves  stalked  ovate  serrated,  Spikes  terminal  long 

ANGI0SPERMIA. 

8520  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  serrated  somewhat  stalked  terminal,  Pedunc.  3.  fl.  shorter  than  leaves 
8521  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  crenate  hairy,  Peduncles  lateral  very  long  bearing  corymbs 
8522  All  vilL  Branches  rounded,  Lvs.  opp.  obi.  ovate  cren.  Ped.  2-4  axilL  1-fl.  aggregate,  Cor.  clavate  cylind. 
8523  All  pubes.  Lvs.  opp.  ovate  ellipt.  cord,  at  base  serr.  cren.  Panicle  numer.  opp.  spread,  dist  Ped.  corymbose 
8524  AU  pubes.  Lvs.  oval  lane,  velvety  above,  Panicle  leafy,  FL  with  a  campan.  inflated  orifice,  Limb  oblique 
8525  Leaves  opposite  ovate  crenulate  t  omen  tose,  Flowers  axillary  2-3  together  downy 
8526  Leaves  oblong  cordate  crenate  rugose,  Stem  spotted 
8527  Leaves  hoary  ellipt  or  oblong  crenate,  Pedunc.  erect  longer  than  flower,  Sepals  angular  acuminate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
12&J.  Oleoma.   An  ancient  Greek  name  employed  by  Theophrastus,  lib.  7.  cap.  4. :  the  Cleomeum  of  Fliny. 

This  is  an  annual  plant  six  or  eight  inches  high,  and  nearly  related  to  Prunella,  from  which  some  eminent 
French  botanists  do  not  distinguish  it 

1288.  Prasium.  The  Greek  name  of  the  horehound,  which  this  plant  resembles  in  some  respects. 
1289.  Phryma.   A  Linnean  name,  the  meaning  of  Which  is  unknown. 
1290.  Gesneria.  In  honor  of  Conrad  Gesner,  of  Zurich,  the  famous  botanist  and  natural  historian,  called 

the  German  Pliny.  Very  fine  herbaceous  or  half-shrubby  plants,  some  of  which  are  remarkable  for  the brilliance  of  their  colon. 
1291.  Gloxinia.   In  memory  of  Ben.  Petr.  Gloxin,  of  Colmar,  author  of  Obscrvationes  Botanies,  Argent, 
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1292.  LINNJE'A.  TV. 
8528  borea'is  W. 

1293.  MEL/IANTHUS. 
8529  major  TV. 8530  minor  TV. 

t*l294.  BIGNCNIA.  W. 8531  unguis  TV. 
8532  squinoctiaiis  W. 

(■  Chamhcrlaynii 8533  alliacea  TV. 
8534  laurifolia  TV. 

§8535  paniculate  TV. 8536  crucigera  TV. 
§8537  uncata  B.  M. 
8538  capreolata  TV. 
8539  pubescens  TV. 
8540  rigescens  Jacq. 8541  lactiflora  Vahl. 
8542  meonantha  ZinA-. 8543  grandifolia  Jacq. 
8544  ven  usta  £  Reg. 8545  echinfita  W. 
8546  triphflla  TV. 

§8547  pentaphflla  TV. 8548  Lencoxylon  TV. 
§8549  radlcans  TV. 

a  major 
&  minor §8550  grandiflora  TV. 

§8551  stans  TV. 
§8552  chelonoides  TV. 
§8553  spathacea  FT. Spat  hi  idea  long/flora  P.  S. 
§3554  australis  H.  A'.        New  S.  Wales 8555  Indica  TV.  Indian 
8556pr6cera  TV.  Box-leaved 

§8557  linearis  Cav.  linear-leaved 
1295.  JACARAN'DA.  Jim.  Jacaranda, 8558  caroliniana  R.  Br.  Carolina 
8559  ovalifolia  R.  Br.  oval-leaved 

1296.  SE'SAMUM.  TV.  Oily-Grain. 8560  orientale  TV.  oriental 
85611ndicum  TV.  Indian 

LlNMKA. 
two-flowered  *~.  A  l>r 
TV.  Honey-Flower. 
great  il  i  |  or small  »  i  |  or 
Trumpet-Flower. 

Barbadoes       J_  □  or 
equinoctial      |_  fZ3  el 
Chamberlayne'sl_  □  el Garlick-scent. 
Laurel-leaved 

panicled cross-bearing 
hooked 
four-leaved downy 

stiff 
milk-white 
small-flowered 
large-flowered comely 
bristly-fruited three-leaved 
five-leaved 
white- wooded 
Ash-leaved 
great  AshJvd.  _ small  Ash-lvd. 
large-flowered branching 
tree 
salver-shaped 

1  l_|or 
1  Dor rm  cit rcn  cit 

Capr/foliacfcc. 

i  my.au  F Rutaceee  f  S 10  my.jl 
2  au 

Bienoniacece. 
10     ...  Y 
40  ap.o  Y 

Sp.  1. 
Scot!.     dry  st.  c. 

S».2— 4. 
C.  G.  H.  1688: 
C.  G.  H.  1696. 
So.  27—75. W.  Indies  1759. Guiana  1768. 
Brazil  1820. 
W.  Indies  1790. Guiana  1804. 
W.  Indies  1738. 
a  Amer.  1759. Guiana  1804. 
N.  Amer.  1710. 
Campeachyl759. Caraccas  1823. 
SantaCruzl823. 
N.  HolL  ?  ... 
Caraccas  1816. 
S.  Amer.  1816. Guiana  1804. 
S.  Amer.  173a Jamaica  1733. 
W.  Indies  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1640. N.  Amer.  1640 
N.  Amer.  1640. China  1800. 
America  1730. 
E.  Indies  1808. 
E.  Indies  1794. 

D  l.p  Eng.bot.433 
Sk  s.l Sks.l 

s.F 8.1 

? 

Lp 
s.p 

s.p s.p s.p s.p s.p s.p 

r 

„  lp 

R  s.p 
R  s.p C  s.p 

C  r.m 
S  l.p 
R  l.p 
C  Lp 

tl297.  PENTSTE'MON.  TV.  Pentstemon. 
8562  campanula ta  TV.     bell-flowered    e.  |  or 
8563  lavigata  TV.  smooth  4  A  or 
85S4  hirsfita  TV.            narr.-lvd.-hairy^  A  or 

20  ... 
Bignoniaeece. 

10  jLau  B 10  ap.my  B 
Pedalitue. 

ljjl  W 11  jl  Pa.pu 
ScrophularinetE. 
1J  mr.o  L.  Pu 2  au.s  LPu 
1  au.s  L.Pu 

179a 
1775. 
1793. 1825. 

N.  S.  W. 
India 
Guiana 
Mexico 

Sp.2— 4. 
Bahamas  1724. Brazils  1818. 

Sp.  2— 4. E.  Indies  1731. 
E.  Indies  1731. 

Sp.  9—11. 
Mexico  1791 
N.  Amer.  1776. 
N.  Amer.  175a 

S  co 
S  co D  p.l 

D  p.l D  p.l 

Bot  reg.  45 
Bot  mag.  301 

Plum.  amer.  t94 
Plum.ic  t55.f.l 
Bot  reg.  741 

Plum.  ic.  56.  f.  1 
Plum.  ic.  1 58 Bot  mag.  1511 
Bot  mag.  864 
Jac.schon.  1 210 
Vah.  symb.  t.  66 
Bot.  reg.  418 Bot.  reg.  249 
Aub.  gui.2.  t.264 
Marcg.bra.tll8 Bot  rep.  43 
Bot.  mag.  485 
Cates.  car.l.  t.65 
Bot  mag.- 1398 Plum.  ic.  t.  54 
Rhee.mal.6.  t26 
Rox.  cor.2.  t.144 
Bot  mag.  865 

Aub.  gui.2.  t.265 Cav.ic.3.  t269 
Cates.  car.l.  t42 
Bot.  reg.  631 
Rhee.mal.a  t.54 
Bot  mag.  1788 

Bot.  mag.  1878 
Bot  mag.  1425 M.h.s.11.  t^l.f.3 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1785,  quarto.   Handsome  low  herbaceous  plants,  with  fine  shewy  flowers.  The  Gloxinia  speciosa  is  a  favorite 
in  every  hothouse,  on  account  of  the  beauty  of  its  rich  purple  blossoms. 

1292.  Linnesa.  So  named  by  Gronovius,  in  honor  of  the  celebrated  Carl  von  Linne,  the  reformer  of  natural 
history,  and  the  father  t>f  the  modern  physical  sciences.  His  works  are  not  less  numerous  than  important ;  it 
is  to  be  wished  that  such  another  man,  with  equal  talent,  industry,  and  judgment,  could  be  found  at  the  present 
day,  to  rescue  the  science  of  natural  history  from  the  confusion  to  which  it  is  fast  approaching. 

1293.  Melianthus.  From  honey,  and  av.9-«i,  flower.  A  shrub,  native  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  the  blossoms of  which  are  a  great  attraction  to  bees.   Both  the  known  species  are  common  in  collections,  but  seldom  flower. 
1294.  Bignonia.  In  memory  of  Abbe  Bignon,  librarian  to  Louis  XIV.,  born  1662,  died  in  174a  He  was  the 

friend  and  patron  of  most  of  the  learned  men  of  his  time,  and  especially  of  Tournefort,  by  whom  this  truly 
noble  genus  was  named.  The  species  are  trees  or  shrubs,  inhabitants  of  hot  climates :  the  leaves  are  opposite, 
pinnate;  ternate,  or  conjugate :  the  flowers  in  panicles,  large,  and  handsome,  of  various  colors,  red,  blue, 
yellow,  or  white,  and  eminently  beautiful.  The  stove  sorts  grow  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and  young  cuttings 
root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  The  hardy  species  grow  in  any  soil,  but  will  not  flower  well  unless  the 
situation  be  warm.  They  are  increased  by  cuttings  of  the  roots,  by  layers,  or  by  young  cuttings  on  gentle  heat 
under  a  hand-glass  or  frame.  B.  radicans  is  a  well  known  and  much  admired  species,  capable  of  living  in  the 
open  air  in  this  country  against  a  wall. 

1295.  Jacaranda.  The  name  of  the  tree  in  Brazil.  Two  kinds  remarkable  for  the  goodness  of  their  wood, 
are  described  by  Pisa  Those  in  the  gardens  are  lofty  stove  plants  with  fern-like,  elegant  •  leaves,  am panicles.of  beautiful  blue  flowers.  They  grow  with  facility,  but  flower  seldom, 
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8528  The  only  species 

8529  Stipules  solitary  adhering  to  stalk,  Leaves  smooth 
8530  Stipules  twin  distinct,  Leaves  hoary  beneath 

8531  Leaves  conjugate  cirrhose,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered. 
8532  Leaves  conjugate  cirrhose.  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate,  Pedunc.  2-flowered,  Pods  linear 
8533  Leaves  conjugate,  Leaflets  elliptical  entire  coriaceous,  Pedunc.  5-flowered  axillary,  Calyx  entire 
8534  Lvs.  conjugate  obi.  smooth,  Racemes  term.  Branches  dichotomous,  Corollas  very  soft  and  downy  outside 
8635  Leaves  conjugate  cordate  ovate,  Flowers  racemose,  Calyx  with  a  double  limb 
8536  Leaves  conjugate  cirrhose :  lower  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate  cord,  acuminate,  Racem.  axill.  Stem  muricated 
8537  Leaves  conjugate  quite  smooth,  Tendrils  longer  than  petiole  trifld  at  end  hooked 
8538  Leaves  conjugate  cirrhose,  Leaflets  cordate  lanceolate,  Lower  leaves  simple 
8539  Leaves  conjugate  cirrhose,  Leaflets  cordate  ovate  downy  beneath 
8540  Leaves  conjugate  cirrhose,  Leaflets  elliptical  blunt,  Flowers  racemose,  Pedunc.  3-fl.  Calyxes  toothed 8541  Leaves  conjugate  cordate  ovate  smooth,  Lower  racemes  leafy.  Limb  of  calyx  leafy  entire 
8542  Leaflets  9-lanceolate  subserrate  dotted  beneath,  Corollas  ventricose  bearded  in  the  orifice 
8543  Lvs.  conjugate  cirrhose,  Leafl.  obL  acute  at  each  end,  Corymb  trifid  term.  Fed.  petioles  and  branches  rough 
8544  Climbing,  Lvs.  smooth  upper  conjugate  cirrhose  obL  ovate  acumin.  Peduncles  corymbose  many-flowered 
8545  Lower  leaves  ternate,  upper  conjugate,  Petioles  dichotomous  cirrhose,  Fruit  echinate 8546  Leaves  ternate  smooth,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate,  Stem  shrubby  erect 
8547  Leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  entire  obovate 
8548  Leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  entire  smooth,  Flowers  terminal  solitary 
8549  Lvs.  pinnate,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate  toothed,  Corymb  terminal,  Tube  of  cor.  thrice  as  long  as  calyx 

8550  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate  toothed,  Panicle  terminal,  Tube  of  cor.  the  length  of  calyx 
8551  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  oblong  lanceolate  serrate,  Raceme  simple  terminal,  Stem  erect 
8552  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  ovate  entire  pubescent,  Corollas  bearded  half  pen  tan  droits 
8553  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  ovate  hirsute,  Cal.  1-leaved  spathaceous,  Cor.  hypocrateriform 
8554  Leaves  pinnate  of  four  pair,  Leaflets  elliptical  generally  entire,  Racemes  compound 
8555  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leafl.  roundish  ovate  cordate  acuminate,  FL  pen t and rous,  Calyx  tubular,  Cor.  5- fid 
8556  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  oblong  obtuse,  Panicle  terminal,  Peduncles  with  bractes,  Pods  oblong  blunt 
8557  Leaves  simple  linear  acuminate,  Flowers  terminal  subumbellate,  Stem  erect 

8558  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  acute,  Panicle  terminal,  Peduncle  naked,  Pods  long  emarginate 
8559  Leaves  bipinnate  oblong  villous  oval  oblong  mucronate,  Panicle  large  lax  branched,  Corollas  silky 
8560  Leaves  ovate  oblong  entire 
8561  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate :  lower  3-lobed j  upper  undivided,  Stem  erect 

8562  Stem  smooth,  Sterile  filament  bearded  upwards,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  all  finely  serrate 
8563  Leaves  polished  ovate-oblong  amplexicaul  finely  toothletted,  lower  entire,  Flowers  panicled 
8564  Leaves  serrulate  lanceolate  oblong  sessile  downy  obscurely  toothed  narrow,  Flowers  panicled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1296.  Sesamum.  From  the  Arabic  word  temsenu  Forskahl,  p.  68.  These  plants  were  introduced  into 

Jamaica  by  the  Jews,  and  are  now  cultivated  in  most  parts  of  the  island.  They  are  called  vanglo  or  oil-plant 
The  seeds  are  frequently  used  in  broths  by  many  of  the  Europeans, but  the  Jews  make  them  chiefly  into  cakes. 
Many  of  the  oriental  nations  look  upon  the  seed  as  a  hearty  wholesome  food,  and  express  an  oil  from  them, 
not  unlike,  or  inferior  to,  the  oil  of  almonds.  It  has  been  also  manufactured  for  salad  oil  in  this  country,  but without  much  success. 
.  S.  orientale  is  frequently  cultivated  in  the  Levant,  and  also  in  Africa,  as  a  pulse:  the  seeds  have  been 

introduced  in  Carolina  by  the  African  negroes.  An  oil  is  extracted  from  the  seeds  which  will  keep  many 
years,  and  not  acquire  any  rancid  smell  or  taste,  but  in  two  years  become  quite  mild,  so  that  when  the  warm 
taste  of  the  seed,  which  is  in  the  oil  when  first  drawn,  is  worn  off',  it  is  used  as  salad  oil,  and  for  all  the  pur- poses of  sweet  oil. 

The  seeds  are  also  used  by  the  negroes  for  food  :  they  parch  them  over  the  fire,  then  mix  them  with  water, 
and  stew  other  ingredients  with  them.  A  pudding  is  made  with  them,  in  the  same  manner  as  with  millet  or rice. 

In  Japan.  China  and  Cochin-China,  where  they  have  no  butter,  they  use  the  oil  for  frying  fish,  and  in 
dressing  other  dishes ;  as  a  varnish ;  and  medicinally  as  a  resolvent  and  emollient  Nine  pounds  of  the  seed yield  upwards  of  two  pounds  of  neat  oil. 

1297.  Pentstemon.  From  nrrt,  five,  and  rw**»,  a  stamen,  because  of  the  four  perfect  and  one  imperfect 
stamen  of  the  genus.  Beautiful  herbaceous  plants,  deserving  a  place  in  every  garden. 

L  1  2 
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8565  pubescens  TV. 8566  erianthera  Ph. 
8567  angustifolia  Ph. 8568  glabra  Ph. 8569  Bradburii  Ph. 
8570  al"bidum  Nutt. 

tl298.  CHELCNE.  W. 
8571  glabra  W. 
8572obliqua  W. 
8573Ly6ni  Ph. 8574  barbata  TV. 

broail-1  v.-hairy  ̂   &  or 
dwarf  5  A  or 
narrow-leaved  J  A  <* 
Nuttal's  *  A  or large-flowered  5  A  or 
whitish  3t  A  or 
Chelone. 

white-flowered  ^  A  or 
red-flowered    3i  A  or 
Lyon's  5  A  or scarlet  i  A  » 

1299.  TOURRET'TIA.  J-.  Tourrettia. 8575  lappacea  W.  scarlet-flowered_^  O  en 
t*13Q0.  MARTY'NIA.  TV.  Martvnia. 8576  diandra  TV.  two-stamened 

§8577  Craniolaria  TV.  white-flowered 
8578  proboscidea  TV.  hom-capsuled 
8579  longiflora  TV.  long-flowered 
1301.  ACANTHUS.  W. 
8580  m611is  TV. 
8581  niger  Mill. 8582  spinosus  P.  5. 
8583  spinosissimus  P.S.  wlrite-spined 
8584  ilicitolius  W.  Holly-leaved  «. 

rm  or 
rm  or 
iQI  or iQI  or 

Bear's-Breech. 
smooth  3l  A  or 
shining-leaved  ^  A  or 
prickly-leaved  A 

tl302.  BARLE'RIA.  W. 
8585  longifolia  TV. 8586PrionItis  TV. 
8587  buxifolia  TV. 
8588  purpurea  Lodd, 8589  alba  Hurt. 
8590  cristate  TV. 
8591  mitis  B.  Bee. 
8592  longiflora  TV. 

Barleria, 
long-leaved thorny 
Box-leaved 

purple white  «- 
crested  **- 
yellow-floweredtt. long-flowered  tt. 

H  O  or 
«- 1   I  or 

]£  [23  cu 

1303.  PHAYLOP'SIS.  Juss.  Phaylopsis. 
8593  longifolia  Sims.      long-leaved     «-  □  pr 

t*1304.  RUEI/LIA.  J. 8594  ovate  TV. 
8595strepens  TV. 
8596  ocymoides  Cav. 
8597p$tula  TV. 85981actea  TV. 8599  clandestina  W. 
8600  paniculate  TV. 8601  tuber6sa  L. 
8602bifl6ra  TV. 
8603  formosa  H.  K. 

8572 

RUELLIA. 
oval-leaved  j£  [23  pr whorl-flowered  j£  iAI  pr 
Basil-like  «t  |  Ipr 
spreading  *t-  □  pr white  fSpr three-flowered  j£  E3  pr 
panicled  £  123  pr 
tuberous-rootedjg  ̂   pr 
two-flowered  i  Al  pr 
splendid  M.  I  Ipr 

8565 

1J  au.s  LPu  N.  Amer.  1758. 4  au.s  Pu     Louisiana  1811. 
ljjl.s  L.Pu  Louisiana  1811. 

14  jLs  D.Pu  Louisiana  1811. 2  jl.3  Pu  Louisiana  1811. 
f  jLs  W     Missouri  1823. 

Scrophularinece.  Sp.  4—6. 4  au.o     W  N.  Amer.  1730. 
4  au.o     Pu  N.  Amer.  1752. 
4  jLs      Pu  N.  Amer.  1812. 
3  jn.s      O.s  Mexico  1794. 

Scrophularinece.    Sp.  1. 
6  jn.au    R.G    Peru  1788. 

Pedalirue.    Sp.  4—6. 14  jl.au     R      New  Spainl731. 
li  jLau     W     S.  Amer.  1731 {jn.au    LB    America  1738. 
2  jLau     Pa.puC.  G.H.  178L 

Acanthacece.  Sp.  5—14. 3  jLs  P.w  Italy  1548. 
3  jLs  P.w  Portugal  1759. 
3  jLs  P.w  Italy  1629. 3  jLs  P.w  S.  Europe  1629. 2    E.  Indies  1759. 

Acanthacece.  Sp.  8 — 18. 
2  jl.s       W  E.  Indies  1781. 
3  jLau  Or  E  Indies  1759. 
2  jn.jl     W  E.  Indies  1768. 2  s         Pu     E  Indies  1814. 
3  jn.jl     W     N.  HoU.  1815. 2  jn.s      B       E.  Indies  1796. 
3  jn.s  Y  E.  Indies  1816. 
3  jn.s        ...    E.  Indies  1816. 

Acanthacece.  Sp.  1—6. 
2  ap.o     W     S.  Leone 

Acanthacece.    Sp.  18—70. 
2  jLau  D.B   Mexico  1800. 
2  jl.au  Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1726. 
14  jLau  B      Mexico  1815. 

14  jLau  Pa.V  E  Indies  1774. 
2  jn.au  Pa.V  Mexico  1796. 
2  jl.au  B  Barbadoesl728. 3  au  Pu  W.  Indies  1768. 
2  jLau  B      Jamaica  1752. 
1  jl        Pa.B  Carolina  1765. 
2  jn.s      S       Brazil  1808. 

D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1424 
D  p.l 

D  p.l  Bot  cab.  1420 D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1672 D  p.l 
D  p.l 

D  p.l  Trew.ehret.  t.83 D  p.1  Bot.  reg.  175 
D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1864 
D  p.l  Bot  reg.  116 

S  s.l    SaLstir.  5.  t.3 

S  s.l    Bot  rep.  575 
S  s.l   Jac.  amer.  1 110 
S  r.m  Bot  mag.  1056 
S  s  1   Meerb.  ic.  1. 1 7 

D  co  Lam.  ill  t.  550 D  co 
D  co  Bot  mag.  1808 
D  co D  co  Rhee.mal.2.  t.48 

S  l.p  Pluk.aLtl33.f.4 
C  p.l  Rhee.mal.9.  t41 
D  Lp  Rhee.mal.2.  t.47 
D  Lp  Bot.  cab.  344 C  co  Bot.  cab.  360 
C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1615 
C  p.l  Bot  reg.  191 
C  p.l  Vah.symb.l.tl6 

C  co  Bot.  mag. 2433 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
C  Lp 

Cav.ica  t.254 Sch.  han.2.  tl77 
Cav.  ic.  5.  1 456 Jac.  ic.  1 1 119 
Cav.  ic  3.  t  255 DiLel.t24af.320 
Slo.ja.l.tl00.f.2 
Slo.jam.l.t95.£l 

8576  8578 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1298.  Chelone.  TUXon*  signifies  a  tortoise,  to  the  back  of  which  the  helmet  of  the  present  genus  has  been 
fancifully  compared.  The  species  are  handsome  border  flowers,  of  easy  culture  in  loamy  soU,  or  loam  and  a little  peat 

1299.  Tourrettia.  Named  in  honor  of  Marc  Antoine  Louis  Claud  la  Tourrette,  to  whom  some  of  Rousseau's 
Letters  on  Botany  are  addressed.  A  singular  climbing  annual  plant,  producing  its  flowers  sparingly  from  the 
tips  of  the  branches.   Seldom  preserved  long  in  a  garden,  as  it  produces  seed  very  sparingly. 

1300.  Martynia.  In  honor  of  John  Martyn,  F.  R.  S.,  professor  of  botany  at  Cambridge,  author  of  Historia 
Plantarum  Ra  riorum,  and  many  other  works  :  died  in  January,  1768.  His  son  is  the  editor  of  the  last  edition 
of  Miller's  Dictionary.  Handsome  tropical  annuals,  remarkable  for  the  size  of  their  flowers  compared  with their  leaves. 

1301.  Acanthus.  From  axmB-a,  a  spine :  many  of  the  kinds  are  very  spiny.  The  species  are  generally large,  with  a  single  herbaceous  stalk,  and  great  pinnatifid  leaves.  The  flowers  are  produced  in  terminating 
spikes.  Some  of  the  species  are  shrubby  and  thorny,  with  undivided  leaves,  toothed,  and  having  a  thorn  at the  end  of  the  teeth. 

A.  mollis  was  formerly  used  in  medicine  under  the  name  of  Branca  ursina :  the  root  abounds  in  mucilage, and  may  be  substituted  for  those  of  the  marsh  mallow.  Virgil  has  two  very  different  plants  under  the  name 
of  Acanthus :  one  a  .tree,  supposed  to  be  the  Mimosa  nilotica,  which  produces  the  gum  Arabic :  the  other  an 
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8565  Stem  pubescent,  Sterile  filament  bearded  from  the  end  to  the  middle 
8566  Leaves  oblong  acute  subhirsute,  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  of  calyx  linear  very  hairy 
8567  Stem  smooth  long  linear  entire,  Flowers  in  racemose  panicles,  Leaves  of  calyx  smooth 
8568  Stem  and  lvs.  smooth,  Lvs.  subamplex.  ovate  obL  ent.  Barren  filam.  naked  clav.  Sepals  roundish  acuminate 
8569  Very  smooth,  Lvs.  subampl ex icaul.  ov.  obi.  ent  upper  roundish,  Barren  filam.  with  a  short  beard  at  end 
8570  Leaves  ovate  lane  subserrulate  smooth,  Fl.  fascicled  axillary  and  terminal,  Cor.  equal  5-cleft  spreading 

8571  Leaves  stalked  lanceolate  serrate :  upper  opposite 
8572  Leaves  lanceolate  oblique  stalked  opposite  finely  serrated  at  edge 
8573  Smooth  much  branched,  Leaves  stalked  cordate  ovate  serrated,  Spikes  terminal  dense 
8574  Leaves  opposite  connate  lanceolate  entire,  Lower  lip  of  corolla  bearded 

8575  The  only  species.   Leaves  pinnated  cut  cirrhose 

8576  Stem  branched,  Leaves  opposite  cordate  toothed,  Flowers  diandrous 
8577  Stem  branched,  Leaves  opposite  5-lobed  toothed 
8578  Stem  branched,  Leaves  alternate  cordate  entire 
8579  Stem  simple,  Leaves  roundish  repand,  Tube  of  cor.  at  base  gibbous  flattened 

8580  Leaves  sinuated  unarmed 
8581  Leaves  sinuated  unarmed  glabrous  shining  green 
8582  Leaves  pinnated  spiny 
8583  Leaves  laciniate  pinnatifid  blistered  spiny,  Spines  white 
8584  Leaves  repand  spiny-toothed,  Stem  shrub'by  prickly 

8585  Spines  of  whorls  6,  Leaves  ensiform  very  long  rough 
8586  Spines  axillary  pedate  in  fours,  Leaves  quite  entire  lanceolate  ovate 
8587  Spines  axillary  opposite  solitary.  Leaves  roundish  entire 
8588  Unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  sessile 
8589  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  rough,  Flowers  capitate  terminal,  Bracteas  cilia tc 
8590  Leaves  oblong  entire,  Two  lateral  leaves  of  calyx  ciliated  wider  than  the  rest ;  two  linear  acute 
8591  Unarmed,  Leaves  lanceolate  hairy  entire,  FL  aggregate  terminal  tubular,  Bractes  very  narrow  setose 
8592  Unarmed,  Leaves  ovate  silky,  Bractes  cordate  scarious,  Corollas  very  long 

8593  Leaves  lanceolate  on  long  stalks,  Flowers  in  terminal  and  axillary  heads,  Cor.  small 

8594  Leaves  sessile  oblong  entire  acute  at  each  end  villous,  Fl.  3-subsessile,  Stem  ascending 
8595  Leaves  stalked  ovate  entire,  Peduncles  3-flowered  very  short,  Stem  erect 
8596  Subvillous,  Stem  dwarf  branched  erect,  Leaves  ovate  concave  entire 
8597  Leaves  stalked  ovate  very  blunt  entire  pubescent,  Flowers  3  subsessile,  Stem  erect  divaricating 
8598  Lvs.  stalked  obi.  ovate  ciliated  somewhat  toothed,  Pedunc.  very  short  about  3-fl.  Stem  very  villous  erect 
8599  Leaves  stalked  oblong  blunt  attenuated  at  base  somewhat  toothed,  Pedunc.  3-fl.  shorter  than  leaf 8600  Leaves  entire,  Peduncles  dichotomous  lateral,  Calyxes  sessile,  with  the  upper  segment  largest 
8601  Leaves  cuneate  ovate  crenated,  Peduncles.  3-parted,  Stem  simple 8602  Flowers  twin  sessile 
8603  Leaves  stalked  entire  ovate  downy,  Pedunc.  axillary  alternate  few-flow,  very  long 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
herb,  supposed  to  be  this  plant   Pliny  mentions  an  Acanthus  which  covered  part  of  his  lawn,  which  some 
conjecture  to  be  a  moss,  a  thing  very  improbable  in  a  climate  and  situation  where  the  musci  are  seldom  seen even  in  winter. 

The  leaf  of  Acanthus  mollis  is  supposed  to  have  furnished  the  ancients  with  the  elegant  Acanthus  leaf  of their  architecture. 
1302.  Barleria.  In  honor  of  the  Rev.  James  Barrelier,  a  Dominican,  and  M.  D.  of  Paris,  who  travelled 

from  France  into  Spain  and  Italy,  and  died  aged  sixty-eight,  1673 ;  author  of  Icones,  1714,  Paris,  folio.'a  useful work,  containing,  even  at  the  present  day,  figures  of  many  things  which  are  to  be  found  nowhere  else.  The 
species  flower  freely  and  are  of  easy  culture :  loam  and  peat,  with  a  little  rotten  dung  mixed  with  it,  is  the 
best  soil  for  them.  Cuttings  root  freely ;  they  strike  best  from  the  young  wood,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  the same  kind  of  soil  as  the  plants  grow  in.    (Bot.  Cult.  21.) 

1303.  Phaylopsis.  Named  by  Willdenow,  from  QxvXef,  vile  or  contemptible,  and  vfyis,  aspect  Tropical weeds. 
1304.  Ruettia.  In  honor  of  John  Ruelle,  a  native  of  Soissons,  the  physician  of  Francis  I.  He  published  a 

work  De  Natura  Plantarum,  in  1536,  and  Commentaries  upon  Dioscorides,  in  1516.  The  species  are  pretty plants,  free  flowers,  and  of  the  easiest  culture  and  propagation. 
LI  3 
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bright-flowered  a.  I 

pr 

ciliated 

pr 

gaping.flower' da. 

Ipr 

pubescent m  1 

pr 

foetid 
a. 

s 
|  un 

long-leaved £  1 

IS 
wavy 

£  1 2S four-cornered 
£  1 

pr 

8604  fulgida  ff.I 8605ciliata  W.  en. 
§8606  rfngens  ff. 
8607  pubescens  Pert. 
8608  foe'tida  W.en. 
8610undulata  Vahl. 
8611  tetrag6na  Link. 

tl305.  BLE'CHUM  Jt.Br.  Blechum. 8612  Brownei  H.K.  dense-spiked  £  23  or 
t!306.  APHELAN'DRA.  R.  Br.  Aphelandra. 8613  cristate  H.  K.  dense-spiked  a.  □  spl 
1307.  CROSSAN'DRA.  P.L.  Crossandra. 
8614  unduhefolia  P.  S.  wave-leaved  a.  1  I  spl 

tl308.  THUNBER'GIA.  TV.  Thunbergia. 
8615  fragrans  TV.  twining  %_  Q  or 
8616  grandiflora  R.  large-flowered  t_  Q  or 

1309.  HEBENSTRE'ITIA.  TV.  Hebenstreitia. 
8617  albifl6ra  Lk.    _     white-flowered  a.  □  pr 

Sc 
Pu 
Pu 
D.B 
B 
R 

B*"
 

8618  c hanuedry folia  Link. saw-leaved 8619  dentate  TV. 
8620  istegrifolia  W. aurea  B.  Rep. 
8621ciliate  W. 
8622spicate  Thumb. 8623  erinoldes  Th. 8624  cordate  W. 

1310.  HOSTA.  Jac. 
8625  casrulea  Jac. 
1311.  GMELI'NA.  TV. 8626asiatica  TV. 
8627  parviflora  Rox. 

tl312.  LANTA'NA.  TV. 8628  mixta  W. 
8629trif61ia  W. 
8630  annua  W. 
8631  strlcta  TV. 
8632  Radula  TV. 
8633  CSmmara  TV. 
8634  involucrata  W. 
8635  recta  W. 
86.36  odorata  W. 
8637  melissifolia  TV. 
8638  scabrida  TV. 
8639nlvea  Vent. 
8640  aculeate  TV. 
8641  fucata  Ker. 
8642  salvifolia  TV. 
8643  braziliensis  Link. 
8644  alba  Mill. 

toothed entire-leaved 

"■□pr 

iQJpr 
M-CDpr 

2  jl.au 2  jl 
3  jl.au 
2  jn.au 2  jn.au 3  ... 2  ... 2  jnjl 

Acanthacece. 2  jn 

Acanthacece. 
3  jn.s  S 

Acanthacece. 
H  j a. jn     Or. s Acanthacece. 
4  my.s  W 
6  my.s  B 

Verbenacece. 
1  my.s  W 
2  my.s  W 
1  my.s  W 1  my.jn  W 

W.  Indies  1804. E.  Indies  1806. 
E.  Indies  1807. 
C  G.  H.  1823. S.  Amer. 
8.  Martha  1824. 
E  Indies  1824. Brazil  1824. 

Sp.l— 15. 
W.  Indies  1780. 

C  Lp 

Sp.l 
W.Ii Indies  1733.  C  Lp 

Sp.l. 
E.  Indies  1800. 

Sp.  2—7. E.  Indies  179a 
K  Indies  182a 
5».  8—12. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 

C  p.l 

1822. 
1822. 1739. 

1792. "-□pr 

£  lAlpr 

my.jl my.jl 
my.n 

jl.au 

jn.s jl.au 
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spiked Erinus-leaved  a.  j_j  pr 
heart-leaved    a.  |  |  pr 
Hosta. 

blue-flowered  a.  □  or 
Gmelina. 

oval-leaved      t  □  or 
obovate-leaved  J  □  or 
La  nt  an  a. 

Nettle-leaved  a.  I   I  or 
three-leaved    a.  CD  or annual  [Q]  or 
narrow-leaved  a.  I  I  or 
Rasp-leaved  a.  □  or various-colored  a.  □  or 
round-leaved  a.  □  or 
upright  a.  I   I  or sweet-scented  a.  □  or 
Balm-leaved  a.  I  I  or 
rough  a.  □  or 
white-flowered  a.  □  or 
changeable-col.  *  □  or  10  ap.n 
painted  a.  □  or    2  ap.n 
sage-leaved  a.  □  or Brazilian  a.  □  or 
white  B.  Q  or 

13ia  ALOY'SIA.  Fl.Per.  Alotsia. 
8645  citriodora  Fl.  Per.   Lemon-scented  ft  |  |  or 

Verbena  MphyUa  B.  M. 8609 

1815. 1815. 
1816. 
1774. Verbenacece 

...  B 
Verbenacece. 
...  Y 
...  O 

Verbenacece. au.o  R.T 

ap.s my.jl 

jn.au 

my.n 

2  jl.s 2  s 
3  jl.s 

ap.n 
ap.n ap.n Verbenacece. 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 

Sp.  1. S.  Amer. 

Sp.  2. 
E  Indies  1792. 
E.  Indies  1817. 

Sp.  17—35. W.  Indies  1732. 
W.  Indies  1733. S.  Amer.  173a 

Pa.pu  Jamaica  1733. Pu  W.Indies  1803. W.  Indies  1691. 
W.  Indies  1690. 
Jamaica  1758. 
W.  Indies  1758. 
W.  Indies  1732. W.Indies  1774. 
E  Indies  ... 
W.  Indies  1692. 
a  Amer.  1822. C.  G.  H. 
Brazil S.  Amer. 

Sp.  1—2. 

Bot.  rep.  527 

Rhee.  maL  9.  64 

Vah.symb.2.t,59 

Slo.ja.l.tl09.f.l 
Bot  mag.  1578 

Bot  reg.  69 

Bot  mag.  1881 Bot  mag.  2366 

Bot  mag.  483 
Bot  rep.  252 

C  l.p  Jac.schce.l.t.114 

C  Lp 
C  Lp 

Pu 
F 
K.o 

Pk 

Pu 
W 
Y 
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R 
Pk 
B 
W 
W 

1823. 
1833. 

Lam.  ill.  t.  542 Roxb.  cor.  1 16S 
Bot  cab.  68 
Bot  mag.  1449 
Bot  mag.  1022 Slo.ja.i2. 1. 195.  f.4 
Dai.elt.t.56.f.65 Plu.alm.tll4.£5 
Jac.schce.3.t360 Plumic.  t.71.  f.2 
DiRelt.  t57.  f.66 
Bot  cab.  1171 
Vent.  malm.  t.  8 Bot  mag.  96 
Bot  reg.  798 
Jac.  scho.3.  t.285 

3  my.s    Pa.pu  Chili       1784  C  1     Bot.  mag.  367 

8619  '        8620  ImmofflutluNr//  8613 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1305.  Blechum.  BAtt^on,  was  the  Greek  name  of  a  plant  resembling  Marjoram.  This  genus  has  also  the 

flowers  in  a  dense  bracteated  spike.    It  has  been  separated  from  Justicia  by  Jussieu. 
1306.  Aphelandra.   From  a;0.y,;,  simple,  and        a  male,  on  account  of  the  single  cell  of  the  anthers. 
1307.  Crossandra.  From  xgoirros,  a  fringe,  and  atrg,  a  man ;  or,  in  botanical  language,  an  anther,  alluding  to the  fringed  anthers.    A  fine  shewy  shrub  with  large  orange  flowers. 
1308.  Thunbergia.  In  honor  of  Charles  Peter  Thunberg,  M.  D.,  knight  of  the  order  of  Vasa,  professor  of 

botany  in  the  university  of  Upsal,  member  of  several  learned  societies ;  author  of  Travels  into  Europe, 
Africa  and  Asia ;  Flor.  Japonica,  &c.   Handsome  climbing  flowers  with  a  fragrant  odor. 

1309.  HebenHreitia.  John  Ernest  Hebenstreit,  was  a  professor  of  botany  in  the  university  of  Leipsig,  and 
published,  in  1728,  a  dissertation  upon  plants.  Small  Cape  undershrubs,  occasionally  cultivated  for  the  sake  oftheir 
neat  foliage  and  simple  modest  flowers.  They  require  an  airy  greenhouse,  and  are  easily  propagated  from  cuttings. 

1310.  Hosta.  After  Dr.  Nicholas  Thomas  Host,  the  author  of  the  superb  Gramina  Austriaca,  in  four  volumes, 
folio,  and  other  important  works.   Smith  thinks  the  genus  the  same  as  Liiuueus's  Comutia  pyramidate. 
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8604  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acuminate  wavy  crenate,  Fascicles  axillary  on  long  stalks 
8605  Leaves  ovate  somewhat  toothletted  ciliated  at  edge  on  long  stalks,  Flowers  solitary  axillary  sessue 
8606  Leaves  oblong  entire,  Flowers  solitary  sessile,  Stem  procumbent 
8607  Leaves  entire  ovate  subpubesccnt,  Flowers  solitary  axillary,  Stem  erect 
8608  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  entire  stalked  smooth,  Fl.  solitary  axillary  sessile,  Branches  warted 
8609  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminat    .itire,  Peduncles  long  2-flowered 
8610  Leaves  stalked  oblong  wavy,  H'    j  axillary  sessile,  Stem  erect 
8611  Stem  erect  hairy,  Leaves  stalk'    ovate  acuminate  repand  toothed  hairy,  Spike  whorled 
8612  Leaves  ovate  elliptical  sor    .rhat  toothed,  Spikes  4-cornered,  Bractes  ovate  downy 

8613  The  only  species 

8614  The  only  species 

8615  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  somewhat  angular  at  base,  Stem  climbing 
8616  Leaves  angular  cordate,  Inner  calyx  none,  Anthers  bearded  spurred 

8617  Leaves  linear  toothed,  Bractes  oval  linear  hairy 
8618  Leaves  sessile  oblong  lanceolate  blunt  serrated  hairy  at  base,  Bractes  ciliated 
8619  Leaves  linear  toothed,  Spikes  smooth 
8620  Leaves  linear  quite  entire 
8621  Leaves  linear  toothed,  Calyxes  3-valved  ciliated 8622  Leaves  linear  toothed  at  end,  Bractes  ovate  villous,  Stem  herbaceous 
8623  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  serrated  pilose,  Bractes  entire  ciliated  hispid 
8624  Leaves  cordate  somewhat  fleshy  sessile 

8925  Corymbs  axillary  trichotomous 

8626  Spines  opposite,  Leaves  ovate  entire 8627  Leaves  obovate  subtrifid  and  simple,  Prickles  nearly  straight,  those  of  the  stem  alternate 

8628  Leaves  opp.  ovate  acute  hairy,  Stem  prickly  downwards,  Heads  round,  Bractes  lanceolate 
8629  Leaves  3  or  4-ellipt.  rugose  above  villous  beneath,  Stem  unarmed,  Spikes  oblong  imbricated 
8630  Leaves  opposite,  Stem  unarmed,  Spikes  oblong 
8631  Leaves  opp.  oblong  lane,  acute,  Stem  unarmed,  Heads  roundish,  Bractes  ovate-lanceolate  and  squarrose 
8632  Lvs.  opp.  ov.  acute  serr.  rugose  rough  hairy  ben.  Stem  nearly  unarm,  rough,  Heads  obi.  Bractes  ovate  acute 8633  Leaves  opposite,  Stem  unarmed  branched,  Flowers  in  leafless  capitate  umbels 
8634  Leaves  opp.  or  in  3s  rhomboid  ovate  blunt  rugose  downy,  Stem  unarmed,  Heads  squarrose,  Bractes  ovate 
8635-  Leaves  opposite  oval  rugose,  Stem  unarmed,  Heads  squarrose,  Bractes  oblong,  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaf 8636  Lvs.  opp.  or  in  3s  ellipt.  rugose,  Stem  unarmed,  Heads  squarrose  with  lane,  bractes,  Ped.  shorter  than  leaf 
8637  Leaves  opp.  ovate  obL  villous  soft,  Stem  prickly,  Spikes  hemispherical,  Bractes  half  as  short  as  tube 8638  Lvs.  opp.  ovate  ellipt  rough,  Stem  prickly,  Spikes  hemispherical,  Bractes  half  as  short  as  tube  lane,  acute 
8639  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  crenulate,  Stem  prickly,  Head  hemispherical,  Bractes  linear 
8640  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  soft  ish  beneath,  Stem  prickly,  Bractes  of  heads  linear  cuneiform 
8641  Lvs.  ovate  rugose  crenate  blunt  downy  running  down  the  foot-stalk,  Head  depressed  shorter  than  leaf 
8642  Leaves  opposite  ovate  rough  above  hoary  beneath,  Heads  conical,  Bractes  squarrose  ovate  acute  nerved 
8643  Leaves  narrowed  from  an  ovate  base  sessile  serrate  pubescent,  Bractes  lanceolate  concave 
8644  Leaves  ovate  narrowed  into  the  stalk  acuminate  acutely  crenate  pubescent,  Outer  bractes  cordate 
8645  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  termite,  Stem  shrubby 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
A  small  shrub  rising  to  the  height  of  four  feet  Leaves  opposite,  ovate,  acuminate,  somewhat  toothed, 
smooth.  Flowers  blue,  in  axillary  corymbs,  which  are  shorter  than  the  leaves ;  they  are  dotted  all  over  with 
minute  white  glandular  spots. 

1311.  Gmelina.  In  honor  of  John  George  Gmelin,  a' German  naturalist,  professor  of  medicine  and  botany  at Tubingen,  who  travelled  in  Siberia  and  Kamtchatka,  by  Order  of  the  Empress  Anne  of  Russia.  His  Flora 
Sibirica,  in  four  quarto  volumes,  is  a  book  of  continual  reference.  These  are  fine  arborescent  Indian  plants 
with  beautiful  flowers,  which  are  seldom  produced  in  this  country.  They  require  the  utmost  heat  of  the  stove. 

1312.  Lantana.  One  of  the  anoient  names  of  the  Viburnum,  which  this  resembles  a  little  in  foliage  The 
species  are  rapid  growers  and  free-flowerers,  and  readily  increased  by  cuttings.  They  form  small  bushes  with 
pink,  yellow,  orange,  or  changeable  heads  of  flowers,  and  a  peculiar  aromatic  odor. 

1313.  Aloysia.  Named  by  Don  Antonio  Palau,  professor  of  botany  at  Madrid,  and  author  of  an  excellent 
translation  of  the  Linnasus's  Species  Plantarum  into  Spanish,  after  her  majesty  Maria  Louisa,  queen  of  Spain, and  mother  of  the  reigning  king,  Ferdinand.  . 

L  1  4 
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tl314.  LIP'PIA.  L. 8646  purpurea  Jacq. 
1315.  MELAMPY'RUM. 8647  cristatum  W. 
8648  arvense  W. 
8649  pratense  IV. 8650  sylvaticum  W. 

1316.  SELA'GO.  W. 
8651  spinea  Link. 8652  diffusa  Th. 

Lippia. 
purple  n.  □  or 
JF.   Cow- Wheat. crested 

purple common 
wood 
Sblago. spiny 

spreading 
8653  fulvo-macul&te£»i&.spotted 
8654  polygaloides  L. 
8655  spicata  Link. 
8656  spuria  W. 8657  fasciculate  W. 
86581ucida  Vent. 
8659  ramul&a  Link. 
8660  teretifolia  Link. 
8661  ovate  W. 
8662  canescens  W. 
8663  corymb6sa  W. 

tl317.  VI'TEX.  W. 8664  ovate  W. 
8665  altSssima  W. 
8666  A'gnus- Castus  W.  common 

O  w O  w O  w 
O  w 

*H_Jpr «-l_lpr n- 1  I  pr 
Milkwort-like  tt.  1  |  pr 
spiked         '    *L  1  I  pr linear-leaved    £  tQJ  pr 
cluster-flower'do.  1  |  pr shining-leaved  a.  i_J  pr 
branchy  H_  1  |  pr round-leaved    t*-  1  |  pr 
oval-headed     n.  \  |  pr 
canescent        tt.  1  |  pr 
fine-leaved      n.  1  |  pr 
Chaste-Tree. 

oval-leaved      •  □  or 
tell  m  □  or 

Verbenacece.   Sp.  1—5. jn.jl      R      Mexico  1823. 
Scrophularinecn.    Sp.  4—7. 

C  p.l  Jacq.  eel.  t.  85 

jLau  Y 
jn.jl  Y jLau  Y jLau  Y Verbenacece. 

Pu 3 
l|jLau 2  ... 

f  jLo I  jLo 

1  jLo 
l*jn.jl 

V*
 

lj  jl.au 
1  jn.jl 

lJjLn 2  jLau Verbenacece, 
4  jl.au  Pu 

England  corn  fi.  S 
England  corn  fi.  S Britain  woods.  S 
Britain  m.  wo.  S 

Sp.  13—40. 
Pu 
V 
Pu 
Pu 
V 
Pu 
Pu 
W 
W 

filatijolia 8667  incfaa  W. 
8668  Leuc6xylon  W. 
8669Negundo  W. 8670  tricolor  W.en. 
8671  trif61ia  W. 

1318.  CORNUTIA.  W. 
8672  pyramidate  W. 

1319.  ZAPA'NIA.  J. 8673  st:echadif6lia  P.  S. 
8674  nodifl6ra  Ph. 

*1320.  PRI'VA.  P.  S. 8675  mexicana  P.S. Verbena  mexicana 
§8676  leptostachya  P.  S. 

Tortula  atpera  W. 
1321.  SPIELMAN'NIA.  W. 

broad-leaved 
cut-leaved 
white-wooded  •  □  or 
quadrangular two-colored 
three-leaved 
Cornutia. 

pyramidal Zapania. 
oval-spiked knot-flowered  !U  lAJ  un 
PWVA. 
Mexican  £  (ZD  pr W. 
rough  ]6  El  pr 

i  □  or 
1  Dor il  lor 

•  □cu jl.s 

Pu 
W.B W.B 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

...  Pu 
Verbenacece. 
...  B 

Verbenacece. au.s  Pu 
jLau  Pu Verbenacece. au.s  V 

C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

D.Pu  C.  G.  H. 
Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. Pu     C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  8—15. China 
Ceylon 

Sicily 
Sicily 

China 
Ceylon 

1824. 1807. 

1824. 1807. 

1824. 1779. 
1774. 1812. 

1774. 1812. 1699. 

1796. 1802. 1570. 
1570. 
1758. 
1793. E  Indies  1812. E  Indies  1810. 

E  Indies  1759. 

Eng.  bot.  41 
Eng.  bot.  53 
Eng.  bot  113 
Eng.  bot  804 

Bur.afr.*t42.f.3 Bot  reg.  184 
Ventmalm.t26 

Sp.  1 
W.Ii Indies  1733.  C  Lp 

Sp.  2— 10. W.  Indies  1732. 
America  1664. 
So.  2— & Mexico  1726. 

Bot.  mag.  186 
Com. hort.2.  t40 

Woodvillet.222 

Bot  mag.  364 

Rump.am.4.tl9 
Bot  mag.  2187 

Lam.  ill.  1 541 

Brow.jam.t.af.1 
FI.  grasc.  553 

C  Lp  DiLeLt302.£389 
2  jl.au    V      E  Indies  1799.  C  l.p  Rox.  cor.2.  tl46 

8677africana  W. 
tl322.  VERBE'NA.  L. 8678  bonariensis  W. 

8679  hastate  IV. 
8680  paniculate  P.  S. 8647 

Spielmannia. 
ft.  1  I  or llex-leaved 

Vervain. 
cluster-flower'd  ifc  Q)  un halberd-leaved  ^  A  un panicled  ^  A 

8648 

Verbenacece. 
3  f.n  W 

Verbenacece. 
6  jLo  B 
5  jn.au  V 3  jLau  B 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H.  1710. 

Sp.  14—36. B.  Ayres  1732. Canada  1710. N.  Amer.  1800. 

C  r.m  Bot  mag.  1899 

R  co  Dil.eLt300.f.387 
D  co  Her.parad.t242 D  co    Pot.  reg.  1102 

8672/ 

History,  Ute,  Propagation,  Culture, 
A  deciduous  under  shrub  with  a  most  agreeable  odor  of  citrons,  and  of  the  easiest  culture  in  any  soil.  In 
Jersey  and  Guernsey,  it  stands  the  winter  in  warm  situations. 

1314.  Lippia.  Named  in  honor  of  Augustine  Lippi,  a  French  physician,  born  in  Paris  of  an  Italian  family. 
He  accompanied  the  ill-fated  embassy  of  Lenoir  Duroule  to  the  king  of  Abyssinia,  in  the  beginning  of  the 
eighteenth  century,  and  was  assassinated  along  with  the  ambassador  at  Sennaar.  His  merits  entitled  him  to  a 
more  interesting  genus  than  this,  which  consists  of  obscure  weedy  shrubs  of  South  America. 

1315.  Melampyrum.  From  ftiXets,  black,  and  vvees,  wheat.  Its  grain  resembles  a  grain  of  wheat,  and  gives 
a  singularly  black  color  to  bread  in-  which  it  is  mixed.  Smooth  narrow-leayed  weeds,  not  uncommon  in  corn fields  and  copses.  M.  pratense  is  considered  nutritive,  and  was  formerly  cultivated  by  the  Dutch  and  Flemish 
in  the  manner  of  Spurrey. 

1316.  Selago.  This  has  nothing  beyond  its  name  in  common  with  the  Selago  of  the  ancients ;  nor  is  it 
possible  to  imagine  what  induced  Linnaeus  to  apply  it  to  the  present  plants,  which  are  pretty  half-shrubby 
Cape  plants,  with  beautiful  corymbs  or  spikes  of  flowers.  Hardy  greenhouse  plants,  propagated  with  facility 
by  cuttings. 1317.  VUex.  An  ancient  name  applied  to  some  plant  of  the  osier  tribe.  V.  Agnus  Castus  is  an  autumn  shrub, 
with  w  nor  led  spikes  of  blue  and  white  flowers  from  seven  to  fifteen  inches  long.  The  dried  leaves  have  a 
powerfully  aromatic  odor.  The  seeds,  from  the  time  of  Dioscorides  and  Pliny,  have  been  highly  celebrated 
for  securing  chastity :  hence  the  absurd  officinal  name  of  the  shrub,  Agnus  castus ;  ayutt,  in  Greek,  being  the 
tame  with  castus  in  Latin :  and  hence  the  Athenian  matrons,  in  the  sacred  rites  of  Ceres,  used  to  strew  their 
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521 8616  Leaves  oblong  acute  serrate  rough  above  pubescent  beneath,  Heads  globose,  Bractes  obi.  lowest  longest 
8647  Spikes  quadrangular,  Bractes  cordate  compact  toothletted  imbricated 
8648  Spikes  conical  lax,  Bractes  toothed  setaceous  colored,  Teeth  of  calyx  rough,  Corolla  closed 
8649  Flowers  axillary  1-sided,  Corollas  closed,  Leaves  lanceolate ;  floral  hastate 
8650  Flowers  axillary  1-sided,  Corollas  gaping,  All  the  leaves  lanceolate 
8651  Leaves  linear  acute  entire  reflexed  rigid  fleshy  smooth,  Spikes  terminal 
8652  Leaves  linear  smooth,  Spikes  terminal,  Branches  diffuse 
8653  Leaves  linear  serrate  toothed  subciliated  fleshy,  Spikes  corymbose 
8654  Spikes  terminal,  Bractes  and  calyxes  keeled  rough,  Leaves  linear  smooth  reflexed  at  edge 
8655  Leaves  sessile  linear  lanceolate  acute  entire  smooth,  Spikes  terminal  solitary 
8656  Spikes  corymbose,  Leaves  linear  toothletted 
8657  Corymb  multiplex,  Leaves  obovate  smooth  serrated 
8658  Leaves  obovate  entire  shining,  Spikes  rounded  terminal,  Stem  shrubby 
8659  Stem  diffuse  pubescent  upwards,  Lvs.  lanceolate  blunt  finely  serrate  smooth,  Spikes  terminal  subsolitary 
8660  Lvs.  rounded  with  a  furrow  on  each  side  acutish  somewhat  toothed  smooth  fleshy,  Spikes  term,  aggregate 
8661  Spikes  cone-like  ovate  terminal,  Leaves  scattered  linear,  Stem  shrubby 
8662  Spikes  terminal,  Leaves  filiform  fascicled  smooth 
8663  Leaves  filiform  fascicled  smooth,  Panicle  compound 

8664  Leaves  simple  ovate 
8665  Leaves  ternate  entire,  Panicle  whorled,  Berry  3-seeded 
8666  Leaves  digitate  7  or  5  lanceolate  nearly  entire,  Spikes  whorled  panicled 
8667  Leaves  digitate  5,  Leaflets  cut  .pin na t  i  fid ,  Spikes  somewhat  whorled 
8668  Leaves  digitate  5,  Leaflets  stalked  oblong  entire,  Panicle  dichotomous,  Berry  1-seeded 
8669  Leaves  quinate  and  ternate  serrate,  Flowers  in  panicled  racemes  , 
8670  Lvs.  ternate  and  quinate,  Leaf],  lane.  acum.  ent  beneath  white  with  down,  Branches  of  pan.  dichotom. 
8671  Leaves  ternate  and  quinate,  Leaflets  ovate  acute  entire  hoary  beneath,  Panicle  with  a  straight  rachis 

8672  Panicle  terminal  naked  elongated 

8673  Spikes  ovate,  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  plaited,  Stem  fruticose 
8674  Spikes  roundish  conical,  Leaves  cuneiform  toothed,  Stem  creeping 

8675  Spikes  lax,  Cal.  of  fruit  reflexed  roundish  didymous  hispid 
S676  Spikes  filiform  very  long,  Cal.  of  fruit  reflexed  hispid,  Tube  of  corolla  spiral 

8677  The  only  species 

8678  Spikes  fascicled,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  stem-clasping,  Stem  very  tall  trichotomous  at  end 8679  Spikes  long  acuminate,  Leaves  hastate 
8680  Spikes  filiform  panicled,  Leaves  lanceolate  coarsely  serrated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
couches  with  the  leaves.  Hence  also  it  has  had  the  affected  name  of  Piper  eunuchorum  and  monachorum. 
The  seeds  of  the  chaste-tree  are,  however,  so  far  from  being  thought  antiaphrodisiac,  that  writers  of  -  later 
times  have  ascribed  to  them  an  opposite  quality ;  their  aromatic  pungency  seems  to  favor  this  opinion,  and 
Bergius  states  them  to  be  carminative  and  emmenagogue.  ( WoodviUe.) 

The  fruit  of  V.  trifolia  is  reputed  in  the  eastern  countries  to  be  warm,  discutient,  nervine,  cephalic,  and 
emmenagogue ;  and  to  be  of  service  in  paralysis,  weakness,  and  pains  of  "the  limbs.  It  is  in  great  use  among the  Indian  practitioners,  both  internally  and  externally.  The  plant  has  a  bitter  taste,  and  a  strong  somewhat aromatic  smell. 

1318.  Cormttia.  So  named  after  Jacques  Coraut,  a  French  physician,  who  travelled  into  Canada,  and  pub- 
lished an  account  of  the  plants  of  that  country  in  1635.  Cornutia  pyramidata  is  a  shrub  with  square  branches, 

elliptical  ovate  entire  hoary  leaves,  and  naked  pyramidal  terminal  branches  of  flowers. 
1319.  Zapania.   Named  by  Scopoli,  after  Paul  Anthony  Zappa,  an  Italian  botanist. 
1320.  Priva.  A  genus  of  small  Verbena-like  herbaceous  plants,  with  little  blue  flowers.  The  derivation  of the  name  is  unknown. 
1321.  Spkimannia.  In  honor  of  James  Reinhold  Spielmann,  professor  of  medicine  and  botany  at  Strasburg, 

author  of  Prodromus  Florae  Argentoratensis ;  Pharmacopoeia  General  is,  &c.  A  shrub  of  easy  culture  in  any 
light  soil,  and  cuttings  root  freely  under  a  glass. 

1322.  Verbena    Said  by  De  Theis,  to  be  derived  horn  f erf aen,  its  name  in  Celtic.  A  genus  of  weedy  plants, 
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Class  XI"v\ 8681  angustifolia  B.  K.  narrow-leaved 8682  caroliniana  TV. 
8683  urticiffilia  TV. 
8684  stricta  Ph. 
8685Aubletia  TV. 
8686  bracteosa  PA. 
8687  Lamberti  B.  M. 
8688  spuria  Ph. 8689  officinalis  TV. 
8690supina  W. 
8691  prostrata  H.  K. 
132a  AVICEN'NIA.  L. 

Carolina 
Nettle-leaved 
upright Rose 
long-bracted 
Lambert's jagged-leaved common trailing 

prostrate Avicennia 

B 
W 
W 
B 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

B 
Pu 
B 
B 

8693  tomentosa  L.  downy-leaved  IQiin 
1324.  CALDA'SIA.  TV.  Caldasia. 
8693  heterophy"  11a  XV.  blue  £  (ZD  pr tl325.  CLERODENDRUM  B.  P.  Clbrodendrum. 
8694  fragrans  U.K.       fragrant  »C~Jor @  ft  ore  pleno  double-flowered  *  □  or 8695  viscosum  B.  K.      clammy  •  □  or 
8696  infortunium  P.  S.  long-flowered  »  O  or 
8697  fortunStum  TV.       spear-leaved     »  O  or 
8698  squamStum  B.  K.   scarlet  *  □  or 
8699  pan  iculatum  TV.      panicled  •  □  or 8700  trichotomura  TV.    three-forked     »l  I  or 
8701  tomentosum  R.  Br.  downy  *  I  |  or 
8702  ligustrinum  B.  K.  Privet-leaved    «  □  or 
8703  heteroph vllumH. K.  various-leaved  *  □  or 8704  inerme  B.  K.         smooth  I    I  or 
8705  Siphonanthus  B.  K.  whorl-leaved    «  O  or 
8706  macrophfllumB.  M.  large-leaved  *Dor 
8707  phlomoides  L.        Phlomis-like    *  □  or 8708  costat  urn  B,  Br.  ribbed  «  □  or 
132a  VOLKAME'RIA.  B.  K.  Volkamema. 
8709  aculeata  B.  K.       prickly  « □  or 8710  buxifolia  W.  en.     box-leaved      «l    I  or 
8711  japonica  Thunb.      Japan  ±\  |  or 

1327.  HOLMSKIOI/D1A  B.  K.  Holmskioldia. 
8712  sanguinea  W.        scarlet  *  □  or 

1328.  PETRE'A.  W.  Pethea. 8713  volubilis  TV.  climbing         £.  □  or 
1329.  CITHAREX'YLUM.  W.  Fiddle- Wood. 8714 cinireum  W.         ash-colored       f  I  lor 
8715  caudatum  W.        oval-leaved      J  □  or 8716  vU16sum  W.  hairy-leaved     J  □  or 
8717  pentandrum  Vent,  pentandrous     *  I   I  or 
8718  quadrangulare  W.  square-stalked  i  O  tm 

1330.  DURANTA.  W.  Dubanta. 
8719  Plumigri  TV.  smooth  «  □  or 
8720  EUIsia  TV.  prickly  «Uor 
8721  microph  Jlla  TV.  en.  small-leaved  HQor 

3  jn.au 6  jn.s 3  jl.s 
3  jl.au 
1  jn.au 

f  Jl 

14  jl 

2  jl.au 
2  jn.s 

Jjn.jl 1  jn.jl Myoporinccc. 20     ...  Pk 
Verbenacece. 

2  my.d  B 
Verbenacece. 

6  au.d  W 
6  au.d  W 
6  my.au  W 6 6  jl 

10  jn.s 
6  jl.o 

W 
s 
w 

mr.ap 

au.n au.s 
au.n 

jl*
" 

au.s
 

W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
W.B 

w 

Verbenacece. 
4  au.0  W 
4  au  W 
50     ...  Pu.w 

Verbenacece. 4     ...  S 
Verbenacece. 

20  jLau  Pu Verbenacece. 
15     ...  W 20     ...  W 

N.  Amer.  1802. N.  Amer.  1732. 
N.  Amer.  168a N.  Amer.  1802. 
N.  Amer.  1774. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
S.  Amer. 
N.  Amer.  1731. 
Britain  ro.sid. 
Spain  1640. N.  Amer.  1794. 

Sp.  1—3. India  1793. 

Sp.  1. NewSpainl8ia 
So.  15—27. China  1790. 
China  1790. E.  Indies  1796. 
E  Indies  ... E  Indies  1784. 
China  1790. 
Java  1809. 
Japan  1800. N.  S.  W.  1794. Mauritius  1789. 
Mauritius  1805. 
E  Indies  1692. 
E.  Indies  1796. 
E  Indies  1815. E  Indies  1820. K  Hoi  1.  1823. 
So.  3—5. W.Indies  1739. 

'1820. 

D  co 
D  co 
C  co D  co 
S  r.m D  co 
D  co 
C  p.l 

D  co S  co 
D  co 

Dil.el.t.301.f.388 Rob.ic.26 
Bot  mag.  1976 
Bot  mag.  308 Bot.  mag.  2910 
Bot  mag.  2200 

Eng.  bot  769 Parkthe.675.  f.2 

C  Lp  FLd'Owar.t47 
S  co  Bot.reg.96 R  s.p 
R  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  Lp C  lp 

R  s.p 
C  s.p 

C  " 

s 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Vent.  malm.  70 
Bot.  mag.  1834 Bot  mag.  1805 
Osb.  it  1 11 
Bot  reg.  649 
Bot  reg.  406 
Ka?m.  ic.  22 
Bot  mag.  1518 Jac.co.sup.t5.£l 
Bot.  rep.  554 
Jac.co.8up.t4.f.l Bur.  ind.  t.43.f.l 
Bot  mag.  2536 Bur.  ind.  t45.f.l 

Japan 

Sp.  1. India 

1820. 
C  p.l  Bro.jam.t20.C2 
C  p.1 
C  p.l  Ventmal.  70 

1796.  C  p.l  Bot  reg.  i 

...  W 

...  w Verbenacece. 
o  B 
au  B ...  B 

Sp.  1. VeraCruz  1733. 
So.  5— 9. W.  Indies  1739. Jamaica  1763. 
S.  Domin.  1784. 
Porto  Ricol815. Jamaica  1759. 

Sp.3-A. 
S.  Amer.  173a 
W.  Indies  1739. 

C  r.m  Bot  mag. 

p.l  Jac  amer.  1 118 Lp  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 501 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 118 
Vent  eels.  1 47 
Jac.  vind.1.  t.  22 

C  p.l  Bot  reg.  244 
C  p.l   Bot.  mag.  1759 
C  p.l 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
with  the  exception  of  Verbena  Aubletia  and  Lamberti.  V.  officinalis  was  held  sacred  among  the  ancients, 
and  used  in  making  leagues  by  ambassadors,  sacrificial  rites,  incantations,  &c. ;  and  by  the  moderns  as  an 
amulet,  and  for  medical  purposes :  it  is  now,  however,  entirely  out  of  use. 

132a  Avicennia.  Named  after  Abu  Vali  Ibn  Tsin,  commonly  called  Avicennes,  a  Persian  physician,  born 
in  980,  died  in  1036.  His  Rules  of  Medicine  were  formerly  the  text-book  of  physicians,  and  have  occupied  the 
learning  and  time  of  many  commentators. 

1324.  Caldasia.  Named  by  Willdenow  in  compliment  to  Don  Josef  Caldas,  an  eminent  botanist,  native  of 
Popayan,  in  New  Grenada. 

1325.  Clerodemlrum.  From  zXyfos,  accident,  and  Smfyw,  a  tree,  in  allusion  to  the  various  effects  in  medicine 
by  its  various  species.  Clerodendrum  fortunatura  is  useful,  C.  calamitosum  and  infortunatum,  dangerous. 
The  species  grow  freely  in  light  rich  soil,  composed  of  half  loam,  one-fourth  of  rotten  dung,  and  one-fourth 
peat.  They  require  a  large  pot  to  flower  freely,  and  cuttings  root  readily  under  a  hand-glass  :  the  younger the  shoots  the  better.  The  handsomest  species  are  C.  paniculatum  and  C.  squamatum.   (Hot.  Cult.  41.) 

C.  inerme  is  hardy,  enough  to  live  in  the  open  air  against  a  wall,  but  it  must  have  the  protection  of  a mat  in  winter. 
1326  Volkameria.   Named  after  John  Christopher  Volkamer,  a  German  botanist,  who  died  in  1720.  John 
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8681  Spikes  filiform,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  subserrate 
8682  Spikes  filiform,  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate  bluntish  subsessile 
8683  Spikes  filiform  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  serrate  acute  stalked 
8684  Hoary,  Spikes  cylindrical  upright,  Leaves  ovate  serrate  subsessile,  Stem  erect  round 
8685  Spikes  solitary  stalked,  Leaves  trifid  cut 
8686  Decumbent  hirsute,  Leaves  cut,  Flowers  spiked,  Bractes  linear  very  long  squarrose 8687  Spikes  lax  solitary,  Stem  hispid  decumbent  rooting,  Leaves  oblong  cut-toothed  entire  at  end 
8688  Spikes  filiform,  Leaves  mult  irid  cut,  Stems  numerous 
8689  Spikes  filiform  panicled,  Leaves  multifid  cut,  Stem  subsolitary 
8690  Spikes  filiform  solitary,  Leaves  bipinnatifid 
8691  Hirsute,  Spikes  filiform  solitary,  Leaves  serrate  cut,  Calyxes  twice  as  long  as  fruit 

8692  Leaves  oblong  blunt  downy  beneath 

8693  The  only  species 

8694  Leaves  subcordate  tooth-serrate  pubesc.  with  2  glands  at  base,  Corymb  terminal  hemispherical  compact 
8695  Somewhat  downy,  Leaves  cordate  toothed,  CaL  large  5-cornered  viscid,  Segm.  of  cor.  on  one  side 
8696  Leaves  subcordate  entire,  Cor.  thrice  as  long  as  tube  of  calyx,  Limb  bilabiate 
8697  Leaves  lanceolate  quite  entire 
8698  Leaves  cordate  obscurely  angular,  Panicles  of  branches  dichotomous  smooth 
8699  Leaves  5-lobed  tooth  letted  smooth,  Panicle  brachiate,  Axillae  woolly 
8700  Leaves  lobed  and  undivided  broad  ovate  entire,  Paniele  trichotomous 
8701  Leaves  elliptical  acute  entire  and  calyxes  downy,  The  calyx  in  fruit  thickened  colored,  Corymbs  clustered 
8702  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  entire,  Petioles  peduncles  and  calyx  hairy 
8703  Leaves  lane,  or  lin.  lane,  entire  quite  smooth,  Corymbs  axilL  and  term.  CaL  5- toothed  and  pedunc.  smooth 
8704  Leaves  ovate  entire  shining,  Petioles  peduncles  and  calyxes  smooth 
8705  Leaves  whorled  long  lanceolate  entire  smooth.  Corymbs  axillary  few-flowered,  Corollas  very  long 
8706  Leaves  broad-ovate  acuminate  serrate  subsessile  downy  beneath,  Cal.  5-toothed,  Cor.  labiate 
8707  Leaves  ovate  entire  toothed  and  angular,  Peduncles  axillary  about  2-flowered 8708  Leaves  ovate  blunt  downy  beneath  ribbed  rugose,  Corymb  trichotomous 

8709  Leaves  oblong  acute  entire,  Spines  from  the  rudiments  of  petioles 
8710  Leaves  obovate  entire  retuse  shining,  Peduncles  axillary  about  1-flowered 
8711  Unarmed,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  toothed,  Racemes  1-sided 
8712  Leaves  stalked  cordate  crenate  smooth 

8713  Leaves  ovate,  Flowers  thirsoid 

8714  Branches  round,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  entire,  Racemes  pendulous,  Calyxes  toothed 
8715  Branches  round,  Leaves  elliptical  emarginate  blunt  entire,  Racemes  erect,  Calyxes  somewhat  toothed 
8716  Branches  square,  Leaves  obovate  pubescent  beneath  somewhat  toothed  at  end,  Racemes  nodding 
8717  Branches  bluntly  4-cornered,  Leaves  ovate  obi.  toothed  upwards  pubesc.  beneath  Fl.  bracteate  pendulous 8718  Branches  square,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  entire,  Racemes  nodding 

8719  Calyxes  in  fruit  twisted.  Leaves  obovate  oblong 
8720  Calyxes  in  fruit  erect,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  acuminate 
8721  Spiny,  Leaves  9  lines  long  3  lines  broad  subserrate  attenuated  at  each  end,  Teeth  of  cal.  short  subciliated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
George  Volkamer,  his  brother,  born  1616,  died  in  1693,  wrote  many  academical  dissertations,  and  a  Flora'  of Nuremberg,  which  was  not  published  till  after  his  death.  The  species  are  ornamental  plants  with  the  habit of  the  last  genus. 

1327.  Holmskioldia.  A  Theodore  Holmskiold,  a  Dane,  published  some  obscure  works  upon  Cryptogamous 
plants.   A  handsome  herbaceous  stove  plant,  remarkable  for  the  large  calyxes  of  a  bright  red  color. 

1328.  Petrea.  So  called  by  Houstoun,  in  honor  of  Robert  James  Lord  Petre,  born  in  1710,  died,  in  1742. 
The  famous  Peter  Collinson,  in  a  letter  to  Linnaeus,  speaks  of  his  death  as  the  greatest  loss  that  botany  or 
gardening  ever  felt  in  this  island.   A  climbing  plant  with  blue  flowers. 

1329.  Citharexylutn.  From  xiO-a^a,  a  lyre  (hence  guitar),  and  £vXe»,  wood.  This  tree  produces  a  wood 
which  in  America  is  very  useful  for  carpenters'  work.  It  is  very  hard,  and  has  been  supposed  applicable  to making  musical  instruments,  a  mistake  which  arose  thus ;  C.  melanocardium  is  called  by  the  French  Jidile, 
from  its  faithfulness  or  durability  in  building ;  the  English  have  corrupted  the  name  to  fiddle-wood,  as  if  it 
were  used  for  making  musical  instruments,  which  is"  a  mistake.  {Miller.) Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1330.  Duranta.  After  Castor  Durantes,  physician  to  Pope  Sixtus  V.,  author  of  Herbarium,  1584,  died  in 
M   The  species  grow  and  flower  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
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1331.  PEDA'LIUM.  W.  Pedalium. 
8722  Mfirex  W.  prickly-fruited     [Q]  cu 

1332.  MYOPCKRIJM.  Forst.  Mtoporum. 
8723  ellipticum  R.  Br.     smooth-leaved  *  |  I  or 
8724  acuminatum  R.  Br.  acuminate       41  i_)  pr 
8725  parvifolium  R.  Br.  small-leaved     *  i  |  pr 
8726  tuberculatum  R.Br.  tubercled         *  i  |  pr 
8727  viscosum  R.  Br      viscid  *  i  |  pr 
8728  debile  R.  Br.  procumbent     *  i  |  pr 
8729  diftusum  R.  Br.      diffuse  *  i  I  pr 
8730  oppositifolium  R.  2?r.opposite-leav'd  *  i  |  pr 
133a  STENOCHI'IU&  R.Br.  Stenochilus. 
8731  glaber  R.  Br.         smooth-leaved  41 1  |  or 
8732  macular us  Ket        spotted  St  \  |  or 

1334.  BON'TIA.  R.  Br.  Bontia. 8733  daphnoides  W.       Barbadoes       «  □  or 
1335.  OROBAN'CHE.  W.  Broom-Rape. 

Pedalinte.   Sp.  1. 
LJau.s     W.puE.  Indies  1778.  C  Lp 

Myoporirue.   Sp.  8. 2  ja.mr   W     N.  S.  W.  1789. 
W     N.  &W.  1812. W 
W 
\V 

3 
3  ja.d 
3  ... 3  ... 
11  my.au  W 3  f.au  W 
3  ja.d  W 

Mtfoporitue. 
2  ja.d'  R 3  ap.my  S 

Myoporirue. 

N.  &W. 
N.HolL 
N.  HoIL 
N.  Holl. N.  S.  W. 
N.HolL 
N.  HoU. 

Sp.  2— 3. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. 

1803. 179a 

6  jn 
1820. 

Y.Pu  W.  Indies  1690. 

Lam.  ill.  1 538 

Bot  rep.  283 
Lot.  mag.  1693 

Bot  mag.  1830 

Bot.  mag.  1942 Bot  reg.  647 

Sp.  1. C  p.l  Dili.elt  t49.f.57 

8734  major  W. 8735el£tior  W. 
8736  minor  W. 
8737  rubra  E.  B. 
87S8ca?rGlea  W. 
8739  ram6sa  W. 

greater taller 
smaller 
red 
blue branching 

1336.  CRESCEN'TI  A.  W.  Calabash-Tree. 
8740  Cujete  W.  oval-fruited      f  I  leu 
8741  cucurbitina  W.       round-fruited   $  □  cu 

1337.  CASTILLE'JA.  Sm.  Castilleja. 8742  sessilifldra  Ph.       sessile-flowered     A  or 
1338.  HALLE'KIA.  W.  Halleria. 
8743  lticida  W.  shining-leaved  41 1  |  or 
1339.  LATHRJE'A.  W.  Toothwort. 
8744  squamaria  W.        scaly  £  A  cu 
1340.  RHINAN'THUS.  W.  Yellow-Rattle. 
8745  crista-galli  W.        Cock's-comb  O 8746  alectorolophus  Poll,  wattled 
8747  Trixago  t.  inflated 

*1341.  BART'SIA.  W. 58748  coccinea  W. 
8749  pallida  W. 8750visc6sa  W. 
8751  Odontites  H.  K. 
«752alpina  W. 

8722 

Orobancheee.   Sp.  6—20. 
1}  jn.jl     Br     Britain   unc.pL  S  s.l   Eng.  bot  421 Y  Britain  clov.fi.  S  8.1  Eng.  bot  568 

Y.w  Britain  clov.fi.  S  s.1  Eng.  bot  422 
Pu     Britain    ir.roc.  S  s.l    Eng.  bot  1786 
V  Britain  seaco.  S  s.l  Eng.  bot  423 
Br.pu  Britain  hemp  li.  S  s.l    Eng.  bot.  184 

Solanete.   Sp.  2. 
10     ...     W     Jamaica  1690.  C  r.m  Jac.  amer.  t  111 
10     ...     W     W.  Indies  173a  C  r.m  Plum.  ic.  1 109 

Scrophularinew.   Sp.  1 — 10. lijl.au     Pa.Y  Louisiana  1811. 
Scrophularinece.   Sp.  1—2. 6  jn.au    S       C.  G.  H  1752. 

D  l.p 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1744 
Orobancheee.   Sp.  1—3. 

1  ap       Gr     Britain  dry  wo.  D  co    Eng.  bot  50 
Scrophularinete.   Sj>.  S — 10. 1  jn.au    Y       Britain  mea.pa.  S  co  Eng.  bot  65 

Ujn.au    Y      Europe    1820.  S  co 
1  jn.au    Y      Europe      ...    S  co  Mor.h.a  t.24.  f.8 

Sp.  5—10. N.  Amer.  1787.  Dip  Pluk.aLtl02.C5 
Siberia     1782.  D  s.p  GmeL  sib.3. 1 24 
Britain     mar.  S  m.s  Eng.  bot  1045 
Britain  mea.pa.  S  co    Eng.  bot.  1415 
Britain  alp. riv.  S  m.s  Eng.  bot.  361 

8728 

1331.  Pcdalium.  n^S«Aisv,  a  Greek  word  signifying  a  nail  or  point  This  plant  produces  a  hard  and 
nut-like  fruit  with  four  sharp  points  or  horns. 

1332.  Mj/oporum.  From  fam,  to  shut  up,  and  -ro^f ,  a  pore ;  the  spots  which  cover  the  leaves  being,  as  it were,  pores  closed  with  some  semi-transparent  substance. 
1333.  Stenochilus.  From  r'-"s,  narrow,  and  zu>-k,  a  lip;  the  narrow  lip  distinguishing  this  genus  from some  of  its  kindred.  Very  pretty  New  Holland  small  shrubs,  with  fine  red  flowers. 
1334.  Bontia.  James  Bont  or  Bontius  was  a  Dutch  physician,  born  at  Batavia,  published  in  1658,  a  natural 

history  of  the  East  Indies,  in  the  manner  of  Piso.  A  South  American  plant,  with  the  appearance  of  a 
Daphne.   The  leaves  are  alternate,  fleshy,  and  crenated,  and  the  flowers  axillary. 

1335.  Orobanche.  So  called  from  oeo£a,a  vetch,  or  other  leguminous  plant,  and  ayyj'f,  to  strangle,  in 
allusion  to  the  well  known  effect  of  these  parasites  in  destroying  the  plants  upon  which  they  grow.  The 
E-  ;s  are  fleshy  herbs  of  a  russet  color,  fastening  themselves  to  the  roots  of  other  plants,  and  chiefly  to minosse.   The  root  is  tuberous,  imbricate  with  scales,  and  sends  out  fibres  into  the  soil ;  the  stem  is 

>ut  leaves,  scaly,  and  generally  simple :  the  flowers  are  in  terminating  spikes.   The  whole  plant  is  acrid 
and  astringent,  and  rejected  by  all  animals,  excepting  the  minuter  tribes  of  Cimices  and  Thripses. 

O.  major  adheres  to  the  root  of  broom,  furze,  and  clover,  and  is  particularly  destructive  to  the  latter, 
especially  in  Flanders,  where  in  some  places  it  deters  the  farmer  altogether  from  the  culture  of  clover.  It  has 
a  large,  thick,  fleshy,  oval,  scaly  root,  sometimes  bulbous,  and  sending  out  fibres  which  are  very  brittle  The 
bulb  adheres  to  the  woody  roots  of  furze  or  broom,  and  the  fleshy  root  of  clover,  and  the  fibres  clasp  round them. 

O.  elatior  is  commonly  found  adhering  to  the  roots  of  Centaurea  scabiosa  and  Trifolium  pratense.   It  does 
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8722  Leaves  truncate,  Flowers  with  a  strong  smell  of  musk 

8733  Leaves  elliptical  bluntish  mucronate  and  branches  smooth,  Sepals  lane,  very  acute,  Orifice  of  cor.  villous 8724  Leaves  broadish  lane,  acumin.  very  acute  and  branches  smooth,  Sepals  ovate  lane.  Limb  of  cor.  bearded 8725  Lvs.  lin.  bluntish  sometimes  toothed  at  end  with  the  branches  glandular,  Peduncles  occasionally  2-parted 8726  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  serrated  and  branches  waited  with  glands 
8727  Leaves  elliptical  acute  serrated  reflexed  and  branches  viscid  with  glands 8728  Leaves  lane,  toothed  at  end  entire  at  base,  Drupes  compressed  shorter  than  calyx,  Stem  prostrate 
8729  Leaves  lanceolate  at  base  with  recurved  teeth,  Stems  diffuse  glandular,  Peduncles  solitary 
8730  Leaves  serrate  cordate  sessile 

8731  Leaves  lanceolate  or  elliptical  entire  sometimes  toothed  at  end,  Branches  downy,  Stem  diffuse 
8732  Stem  silky,  Leaves  spatulate  lanceolate  much  shorter  than  flower,  Stamens  a  little  protruded 

8733  Leaves  alternate,  Peduncles  1-flowered 

8734  Stem  simple,  Cor.  4-fid  inflat  Stam.  naked  downw.  Stigma  2-lobed,  Lobes  distant,  Style  pubesc.  upwards 
8735  Stem  simple,  Cor.  4-fid,  Stamens  hairy  downwards,  Stigma  obcordate,  Style  smooth  upwards 
8736  Stem  simple,  Cor.  4-fid,  Stamens  hairy  downwards,  Stigma  retuse,  Style  smooth  upwards 
8737  Stem  simple,  Corolla  tubular,  Segm.  of  lip  blunt  equal,  Stamens  fringed  on  one  side  at  base 
8738  Stem  nearly  simple,  Cor.  5-fid,  Bractes  3,  Calyx  tubular  half  4-cleft 
8739  Stem  branched,  Cor.  5-fid,  Bractes  3,  Calyx  short  deeply  4-cleft 

8740  Leaves  cuneate  lanceolate  close  together 
8741  Leaves  ovate  subcoriaceous  separate,  Fruit  ovate  acuminate 

8742  Leaves  at  end  palmate-cut,  Flowers  sessile 

8743  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate,  Corollas  2-lipped,  Calyx  3-leaved,  Stamens  exscrted 

8744  Stem  quite  simple,  Corollas  pendulous  with  the  lower  lip  trifid 

8745  Upper  lip  of  corolla  emarginate  2-toothed,  Middle  segment  of  lower  lip  very  short 
8746  Upper  lip  of  corolla  compressed  shorter,  Calyxes  villous 
8747  Lower  lip  of  cor.  longer  than  upper,  Middle  segm.  blunt  longer  than  lateral,  CaL  viU.  Lvs.  deeply  toothed 

8748  Leaves  alternate  linear  2-toothed  on  each  side 
8749  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  entire.  Floral  oval  toothed 
8750  Upper  leaves  alternate  serrated,  Flowers  distant  lateral 8751  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  serrated,  Segm.  of  lower  lip  of  corolla  blunt 
8752  Leaves  opposite  cordate  bluntly  serrated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
not  appear  among  clover  till  the  second  year.  On  the  borders  of  corn-fields  it  is  found  on  Centaurea  scabiosa and  nigra,  Scabiosa  arvensis,  &c. 

O.  minor  also  adheres  to  common  red  clover  and  to  Hypochasris  radicata.  O.  ramosa  is  found  on  Galeopsis 
tetrahit.  Any  of  the  species  may  be  removed  to  the  garden  and  planted  by  the  whin  or  broom. 

1336.  Crescentia.  In  memory  of  Pietro  Crescenti,  of  Bologna,  author  of  various  agricultural  works  in  the 
thirteenth  century.  The  fruits  after  the  inside  has  been  scooped  out,  are  dried  by  the  natives  of  the  countries 
where  they  grow,  and  serve  for  containing  water  or  other  fluids. 

1337.  Castilleja.  Named  after  one  Castillejo,  a  Spanish  botanist  and  friend  of  Mutis.  Some  of  the  species 
of  this  genus  which  have  not  yet  been  introduced,  are  very  beautiful  plants,  and  would  amply  repay  a  collector 
for  his  trouble  in  procuring  them. 

1338.  HaUeria.  After  the  famous  Albert  Haller,  author  of  Stirpes  Helvetica;,  and  other  considerable  works 
on  botany  and  medicine.  A  pretty  stove  plant,  with  long  branches  of  red  flowers.  Surely  so  eminent  an 
investigator  of  alpine  vegetation  as  Haller  was,  should  have  had  an  alpine  genus  consecrated  to  him. 

1339.  Lathrtea.  AxS-teuot,  concealed.  The  plant  is  only  found  in  the  most  hidden  recesses  of  the  grove. A  curious  humble  parasite  without  leaves,  in  the  room  of  which  it  is  covered  with  abundance  of  white  fleshy scales. 
1340.  Rhinanthvs.  From  in,  a  nose,  and  xtO-es,  a  flower ;  because  of  its  ringent  corolla  compressed,  at  the upper  lip  so  as  to  resemble  the  snout  of  some  animal. 
1341.  Bartsia.  Named  by  Linnams,  in  honor  of  his  beloved  friend  John  Batsch,  M.  D.,  of  whom  he  gives 

an  interesting  and  melancholy  account  in  his  Flora  Suecica.  Curious  herbaceous  plants  of  very  difficult cultivation. 
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1342.  EUFHRA'SI  A.  W.  Etb-bricht. 8753  officinalis  W.         common  O  w 
8754  Hi  tea  W.  yeUow  O  or 
8755  latifolia  L.  broad-leaved  O  or 

tlS43.  ANTIRRHI'NUM.  J.  Snap-Dragon. 

Eng.  Lot.  1416 Jac  Bust  t.  396 

8756majus  W. coccineum 
y  bicolor 
SfiorepUno 8757siculum  W. 

8758or6ntium  W. 
8759  Asarliia  W. 
8760  mulle  L. 

great             l£  A  or 
scarlet-flower'd  £  A  or two-colored       £  A  or 
double-flowered  A  or Sicilian           j£  A  or 
lesser  O  or 
heart-leaved    H~  Alor 
soft-leaved   I  or 

Scrop/tularinece.  Sp.  3—12. ijl.s       W     Britain     past.  S  co 
1*  jl.s      Y      8.  Europe  1816.  S  co 
I  jLs      Pu    S.  Europe    ...    S  co 

Scrophularinecc.    Sp.  5—9. 
3  jn.au    Pk     England  oldw.  S  co   Eng.  bot  129 
3  jn.au    S       England  oldw.  S  co 

England  oldw.  S  co 
England  oldw.  C  co Sicily       18(14.  D  Lp Britain    san.fi.  S  8.1    Eng.  bot  1155 
Italy       1699.  S  r.m  Bot  mag.  902 
Spain      1752.  C  s.l 

jn.au 
3  jn.au 
2  jn.au 14  jLau 
1  jl.s 

i  iLo 

s aw 

F 
w 
F 
W 
W 

Toad-Flax. 
Ivy-leaved       !U  A  or 
hairy-leaved    t  a  of 
sharp-pointed  -*  O  or round-leaved    -*  O tendrilled  , 

Egyptian three-leaved 
broad-leaved 

1344.  LINA'RIA.  J. 
8761  Cymbalaria  B.  K. 
8762  pilosa  H.  K. 8763  FJatine  K. 
8764  spuria  H.  K. 
8765  cirrhosa  H.  K. 
8766  asgyptiaca  //.  K. 
8767  triphylla  H.  K. 8768  latifolia  H.  K. 
8769  triornithdphoraH.£three-bird 
8770  bipartite  P.  S. 
8771  purpfirea  H.  K. 8772  versicolor  H.  K. 
8773  repens  H.  A". 8774  Spartea  H.  K. 
8775  bipunctata  H.  K. 8776Haslava  W. 
SHI  tristis  //.  K. 
8778  supina  II.  K. 
8779  simplex  P.  S. 8780  arvensis  P.  S. 
8781  Pelisseriana  H.  K.  violet-colored 
8782  viscosa  H.  K. 
8783  multieaulis  //.  K. 
8784  reticulata  H.  K. 
8785  glafica  II.  K. 
8786  alpina  H.  K. 8787  vi!16sa  H.  K. 

O  or 
O  or O  or 
O  or 

ft  Al  or 

two-parted       5  -Al  or 
purple  JAM various-colored     O  or 
creeping-rooted,^  A  or 
branching  O  or 
two-spotted  O  or 
hairy-calyxed  O  or 
brown  jW  Ai  or trailing  3  O 
upright corn 

O  or 
O  or 
O  or 

clammy  O  or 
many-stalked  O  or 
net-flowered  ^  Al  or 
glaucous-leav'd  O  or Alpine  Al  or 
villous  ^  Al  or 

ScropkularinetB.   Sp.  31—75. 
4  my.n    V  England  oldw. Pu  Pyrenees  1800. 

Y  England  corn  fi. Y  England  cornfi. 
Pa.B  Egypt  1771. 
Y.Pu  Egypt  1771. Y.Pu  Sicily  159& 
Y  N.  Amer.  1800. 
Pu  Portugal  1710. 
Pu  Barbary  1815. 
Pu  S.  Europe  1648. P.Y  France  1777. 
G  England  ch.hiL 
Y  Spain  1772. 
Y  Spain  1749. 
Pu  Egypt  1803. Br  Spain  1727. 
Y  Spain  1728. 
P.B  S.  Europe  1816. 
PB  S.  Europe  ... 
Y  &  Europe  1640. 
Br  Spain  1786. W  Levant  1728. 
Pu  Algiers  1788. 

8788  origanifoiia  B.  K.   Marjoram-lvd.  ^  Al  or 8789  minor  H.  K, 
8790  dalmaiica  H.  K. 
.8791  hlrta  H.  K. 
8792  macroura  Bieb. 
8793  genistifolia  H.  K. 
8794  juncea  //.  K. 
8795  vulgaris  H.  K. 

p  Pcldria 8796  canadensis  P.  S. 
8797  chalepgnsis  H.  K. 

least  erect  O 
Dalmatian      a.  |  cu 
shaggy-leaved  O  or long-homed  A  or 
Broom-leaved  ^  A  or Rush-stalked  O  or 
yellow  3t  A  w 
regular-flower  d^  A  CU Canada  O  or 
white-flowered      O  or 

i  jn.s 
ilLn i  its 1  jn.s I  jnjl 

Jjn.s J  jn.s 

ijl.s 

1  jLs 

ijLo 1  jn.o 1  jn.au 

}  J1 

1  jl.au 

1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  jn.s 1  jl 
li  myjl II  myjl 

1  jn.au 1  jLn 
1  jlau 1  jn.s 

*jn.n 
1|  jn.jl 1  jn.s 1  jn.s 
2  jLau 

li  jLau 1  jn.s 1  jn.s 1  jn.au 1  jnjl 

Pu.T  &  Europe  1800. Austria  1570. 
Spain  1786. S.  Europe  1785. 
England  san.fi. Levant  1731. 
Crimea 

Y  Austria 
Y.Br  Spain 
Y  Britain Y  Britain 
Y  N.  Amer.  1812. W  Levant  1680. 

1759. 1822. 
1704. 1780. bed. 

D  8.1 D  8.1 S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
5  8.1 6  CO 

£  f-f 

D  Lp 

S  co 
D  8.1 
S  co S  s.l 
S  co D  co 
S  s.l S  s.l S  8.1 S  co 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 
S  s.l 

D  Lp 

S  co C  8.1 

D  Lp D  Lp 

s  s.T 

S  s.l S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co D  CO 
D  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Eng.  bot  502 Jac.  obs.  2. 1 48 
Eng.  bot  692 
Eng.  bot  691 Jac.  vind.  1. 1.82 
Bot  mag.  324 Desf.  aa2.  tl34 
Bot  mag.  525 Sweet  fl.  gard.30 
Bot  mag.  99 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 116 
Eng.  bot  1253 Bot  mag.  200 
Bot  mag.  74 

Jac  ic  3. 1 499 
Barrel,  ic  1162 
Bot  mag.  368 Boc.  sic.  1 19.  £1 
Smith  ic  pict  2 Buxb.cen.4.  t.37 
Bot  mag.  205 
Barrel,  ic.  597 Barrel,  ic.  598 
Eng.  bot  2014 Buxb.cen.  1. 1.24 
Jac.  ic  1. 1 117 

Bot  mag.  2183 

Eng.  bot  658 
Eng.  bot  260 Vent  eels.  49 Mor.  s.5.  t.35.  f.9 

1345.  ANARRHI'NUM.  Detf.  Anarrhinum. 8798  bellidifolium  W.      Daisy-leaved    ^  Q)  pr 
tl34ft  NEME'SIA.  Vent. 8799  chamaedrifSlia  V. 

8800  fte'tens  V. 8801  bic6rne  P.  & 

Nemesia. 
Chamasdrys-lv.  j£  A  or 
foetid             £  A  or 
horned  O  or 

ScrophularinccE.    Sp.  1—6. 
lijn.au    B      France  1629. 

ScrophularinccE.    Sp.  3—5. 
2  ap.s     Pu     C.  G.  H.  1787. 
2  ap.s     Pu     C  G.  H.  1798. 
2  jLau     Pu     C.  G.  H.  1774. 

8756 

S  s.l  Bauh.prod.tl06 
D  co 
D  co S  8.1 Ventmalm.  t41 Bur.afr.t75.f.3 

8769 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1342.  Euphrasia.  An  abridgment  of  Euphrosine,  the  name  of  a  woman,  expressing  joy  or  pleasure.  This 

has  been  so  called  from  the  joyful  effects  or  E.  officinalis  in  disorders  of  the  eyes,  but  it  is  now  thought  to  be 
injurious  rather  than  otherwise.  Lightfoot  states,  that  the  Scotch  Highlanders  make  an  infusion  of  it  in  milk, 
and  anoint  the  patient's  eyes  with  a  feather  dipped  in  it 1343.  Antirrhinum.  From  can,  similar,  and  fiy,  a  nose,  because  the  flowers  of  most  of  the  species  bear  a perfect  resemblance  to  the  snout  of  some  animal.  A.  majus  and  its  varieties  are  popular  border  flowers  of  the 
easiest  culture  in  any  dry  soil ;  the  other  species  are  also  pretty  little  plants. 

1344.  Linaria.  The  plant  out  of  flower  is  very  similar  to  Linum,  Flax.  The  species  are  for  the  most  part 
pretty  annual  plants ;  and  some  of  them,  as  L.  Cymbalaria,  well  adapted  for  growing  in  pots  or  for  rock-work. 
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8763  Leaves  ovate  bluntly  toothed,  Segm.  of  lower  lip  of  corolla  emargtaate 
8754  Leaves  linear  serrated :  upper  entire,  Lateral  segments  of  lpwer  lip  of  corolla  toothletted 
8755  Leaves  ovate  toothed  palmate,  Flowers  spiked,  Cor.  tubular,  Segm.  of  lower  lip  blunt 

8756  Leaves  lanceolate  opposite,  Flowers  racemose,  Sepals  glandular  hairy  ovate  blunt 

8757  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  ternate,  Flowers  racemose,  Sepals  glandular  hairy  lanceolate  acute 
8758  Leaves  lanceolate :  upper  alternate,  Flowers  subsessile,  Calyxes  longer  than  corolla 
8759  Leaves  opposite  cordate  unequally  crenate  somewhat  lobed  hairy,  Stems  procumbent 
8760  Leaves  opposite  ovate  downy,  Stems  procumbent 

8761  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  alternate  smooth,  Stems  procumbent 
8762  Small,  Leaves  reniform  repand  very  hairy  alternate,  Stems  procumbent 
8763  Leaves  hastate  alternate,  Stems  procumbent 
8764  Leaves  hairy  alternate  roundish  ovate,  lower  obsoletely  toothed :  upper  subsessile  entire,  Stem  procumb. 
8765  Leaves  hastate  alternate,  Stems  spreading,  Petioles  occasionally  producing  tendrils 
8766  Leaves  hastate  alternate,  Stem  erect  much  branched,  Peduncles  stiff 
8767  Leaves  ternate  ovate  blunt  3-nerved  rough  at  edge,  Spike  terminal,  Flowers  stalked 
8768  Leaves  ternate  ovate  lanceolate  3-nerved,  Spike  terminal,  Flowers  sessile 
8769  Lvs.  whorled  lane  3-nerved,  Stems  decumbent,  Raceme  terminal  few-flowered,  Cor.  very  large  stalked 
8770  Leaves  linear  lanceolate :  lower  opposite ;  upper  alternate,  Racemes  lax,  Helmet  erect  ̂ -parted 
8771  Leaves  4  linear  lanceolate,  Flower-stem  erect  spiked 
8772  Leaves  linear  lanceolate :  lower  ternate,  Stem  erect  spiked 
8773  Koot  creeping,  Leaves  linear  close :  lower  4,  Calyx  as  long  as  capsule 
8774  Leaves  subulate  channelled  fleshy :  lower  3,  Stem  panicled  and  corolla  quite  smooth 
8775  Leaves  linear  smooth  :  lower  4,  Stem  erect  panicled,  Flowers  in  capitate  spikes 
8776  Leaves  linear  lanceolate :  lower  about  4  smooth.  Flowers  capitate,  Calyxes  hairy,  Stem  nearly  simple 
8777  Leaves  linear  scattered :  lower  opposite,  Spur  subulate,  Flowers  subsessile 
8778  Leaves  about  4  linear,  Stem  diffuse,  Flowers  racemose,  Spur  straight 
8779  Leaves  nearly  linear :  lower  in  fours,  Calyxes  pilose  viscid,  FL  racemose,  Spur  straight,  Stem  erect 
8780  Leaves  nearly  linear :  lower  in  fours,  Calyxes  pilose  viscid,  FL  racemose,  Spur  recurved,  Stem  erect 
8781  Cauline  leaves  linear  alternate :  radical  ovate  lanceolate  3-5,  Flowers  corymbose 8782  Cauline  leaves  linear  alternate :  radical  lanceolate  4,  CaL  villous  close  to  stem 
8783  Leaves  5  linear  fleshy,  Flowers  capitate 
8784  Leaves  linear  channelled  scattered  upon  the  roolshoots  in  5s,  Calyx  hairy,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  bractes 
8785  Leaves  4  subulate  fleshy,  Stems  erect,  Flowers  spiked 
8786  Leaves  4  linear  lanceolate  glaucous,  Stem  diffuse,  Flowers  racemose,  Spur  straight 
8787  Leaves  all  opposite  villous,  Stem  simple,  Flowers  opposite  lateral 
8788  Leaves  obovate  opposite  :  floral  alternate,  Stem  ascending  pubescent.  Spur  straight 
8789  Leaves  mostly  alternate  lanceolate  blunt,  Stem  much  branched  diffuse 
8790  Leaves  somewhat  stem-clasping  lanceolate  scattered,  Bractes  longer  than  calyx,  Stem  £  shrubby 8791  Leaves  lanceolate  hairy  alternate,  Flowers  spiked :  upper  sepal  very  large 
8792  Leaves  alternate  linear-subulate  somewhat  fleshy,  Stem  erect  simple,  Spike  term,  stalked 
8793  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate,  Panicle  twiggy  flexuose 
8794  Leaves  linear  alternate,  Stem  panicled  twiggy.  Flowers  racemose 
8795  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  close,  Stem  erect,  Spikes  terminal  sessile,  Flowers  imbricated 
8796  Leaves  alternate  linear  remote  smoote,  Flowers  racemose,  Stem  simple,  Runners  procumbent  • 
8797  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  alternate,  Flowers  racemose,  Cal.  longer  than  cor.  Stem  erect 

8798  Very  smooth,  Radical  leaves  obovate  lanceolate  blunt  serrate:  cauline  divided  entire 

8799  Leaves  ovate  serrated  stalked,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flowered 
8800  Leaves  4  linear  lanceolate  acute  about  3-ncrved  smooth,  Flowers  racemose  terminal  with  bractes 
8801  Leaves  oblong  serrated,  Stem  erect  herbaceous,  Capsules  2- horned  spreading 

L  triphylla  is  a  popular  border  annual   L  triornithophora  is  remarkable  for  the  form  of  its  flowers,  which resemble  three  little  birds  seated  in  the  spur. 
L.  vulgaris  is  a  very  shewy  plant,  but  also  a  bad  weed  in  sandy  pastures. 
1345.  Antirrhinum.  Named  by  Desfontaines,  from  «,  privative,  and  in,  nose,  in  contradistinction  to 

Antirrhinum,  because  the  plants  of  this  genus  have  not  the  snout-like  flowers  of  the  latter.  Plants  resembling Linaria  in  habit. 
1346.  Nemesia.  A  name  used  by  Dioscorides  to  designate  a  kind  of  Antirrhinum,  to  which  genus  this  is nearly  related. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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fl347.  MAUHAN'DYA.  W.   Maura  ndya.  Bcrophularineee.   Sp.  2. 8802  semperflorens  W.    red-flowered        \  |  or  10  ja.d     Pu     Mexico  1796. 
8803  antirrhinifl6rafF.e».blue-flowered   %_  \  |  or  10  ja.d     Pu     Mexico  1814 

C  Lp  Rot  mag.  460 C  Lp  Bot  mag.  1643 
tl348.  GERARDIA.  W.  Geraroia. 

8804  delphinifolia  W.  Larkspur-lea v'd  E]  or 8805  purpurea  Ph.  purple  O  or 
8806  tenuifolia  Ph.  slender-leaved  Q)  or 
8807  flava  Ph.  yellow  A  or 
8808  quercifolia  Ph.  Oak-leaved  A  or 

1349.  PEDICULA'RIS.  W.  Lousewort. 

Scrophularineee.  Sp.  5 — 16. 
2  jn.jl     Pk     E.  Indies  1800. 
Ujl.au 1  jl.au 
U  jl.au 4  jl.au 

Pu 
Pu 
Y 
Y 

N.  Amer.  1772. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  179a 
N.  Amer.  1812. 

C  l.p 

S  8.1 

8810 
8811 
8812 8813 8814 
8815 
8816 8817 
8818 8819 

marsh  A  Pr 
common  i  A  P' 
Eyebright-lvd.  %  Al  pr Milfoil-leaved  j|f  Al  pr resupinate  ^[  A)  pr 

Sceptrum  Carolinum  W.  sceptred  _AJ  spl 
recutita  W.          jagged-leaved  ^  _AJ  pr leafy  3l  A)  pr Canadian  3t  A  pr 

flesh-colored  O  pr 
hooked-flower.  ^  Al  pr 
whorled  jfr  Al  pr 
upright  ^  Al  pr tuberous  jfr  Al  pr 
close-headed  ^  _AJ  pr 
spiked  _AI  pr 

*1350.  ERI'NUS.  W.  Erinus. 
8825  alpinus  P.  S.          smooth-leaved  >  Al  or 
8826  hispanicus  P.  S.      liairy-leaved  ^  Al  or 

§8827  frfigrans  W.  fragrant  «.  i  |  or 
§8828  Lychnidea  Thunb.  pale  £  i  |  or 

tl351.  MI'MULUS.  W.  Monkey-Flower. 8829  ringens  W.            gaping  A  or 
8830  glutin6sus  W.        Orange-flower.     |  |  or 
8831  parviflorus  Lindl.    small-flowered  O  or 8832al£tus  W.              oval-leaved  A 
S83316teus  W.             yellow-flowered  Al 

1352.  HORNEMAN'NIA.  W.en.  Hornemannia. 
8834 blcolor  W.en.        two-colored  O  pr 

palustris  W. 
sylvatica  W. 
euphrasioides  W. 
myriophyRa  W. resupinata  W. 

foliosa  W. 
canadensis  W. 
incarnata  /('. uncinata  W. 
verticillata  W. 
flammea  W- 
tubcrosa  W. 
compacta  W. comosa  W. 

Scrophvlarineee.   Sp.  16 — 40. 
2  jn.jl     Pu     Britain  bog.m. 1  my.jl 

1  my.jl 
1  my.jl 
5  au 

J  jl.au 

1  jl 

fjl.au 
f  jn.jl 

I  jl.au 1  my.jn 
1  jl 

1  jl.au 1  jl.au 1  jl.au 

Pk 

Pu 
Y 
Pu 
Y 
Pu 

Y 
Y 
Pk 

Y 
Y Y.8 

Y 
Y 
Y 

1816. 1816. 
1793. 
1787. 1786. 

Britain  rruhea. 
Siberia  1816. 
Dauria Siberia 
Sweden 
Austria 
Austria  * 
N.  Amer.  1800. 
Austria  1796. 
Siberia  1815. Austria  17S0. Switzerl.  1775. 
Switzerl.  1799. 
Siberia  1815. 
Italy  1775. 

D  co 
D  co S  p.l 
S  p.l S  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  p.l S  pi 
S  p.l 
S  p.l 

Rox.  cor.  1.  L  90 
Bot.  mag.  2048 Pluk.  aL  U2.  f.4 Plu.am.  t.389.f.l Pursh.amer.tl9 

Eng.  bot  399 
Eng.  bot.  400 Gmel.  sib.3.  t.43 Pa.it.3.ap.  t8.f.l Gmel.  sib.  a  t.44 
Flor.  dan.  1 26 
Jac.  aust.3.  t258 Jac.  aust.2.  tl39 
Sweet  fl.gard.67 
Jac.  aust.2. 1. 140 Gmel.  sib.3.  t45 
Jac.  aust.3.  t.  206 HalLhelv.ta£3 
H.hel.n.323.tl0 

AU.ped.l.t4.f.l 

Scrophularinete.   Sp.  4—12. 
i  mr.ap  B  Pyrenees  1739. 
i  mr.ap  R      Spain  1739. 
imyjn  Y  C.  G.  H.  1776. 
i  my.jn  Y      C.  G.  H.  ... 

Scrophularinea.   Sp.  5 — 12. 1  jl.au     LP   N.  Amer.  1759. 

*ja.d *  ja.d 
1  jl.au 2  jn.s 

Or 
Y 
LP 
Y 

California  1794. 
Chili  1824. 
N.  Amer.  178a 
America  1812. 

ScrophvlarmetB.   Sp.  1 — 2. 
i  jn.s      B      E  Indies  1816. 

C  8.1  Bot  cab.  969 
D  s.l C  8.1  Bur.  afr.  t49.  £4 
C  8.1  Bot.  reg.  748 

C  p.l   Bot  mag.  283 C  r.m  Bot  mag.  354 
S  co    Bot  reg.  874 
D  p.l   Bot.  cab.  410 D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1501 

S  s.1    Rox.  2.  t  155 

tl353.  MA'ZUS.  Lour. 8835  rugosus  H.  K. 
Mazus. 

China 
XUpr 

Scrophvlarineee.  Sp.  1. 
i  my.s    Y.Pu  China 1780.  S  s.l    Sweet fl.gard.36 

1354.  ISOPLEX'IS.  Lindl.  Isoplexis. 8836  canariensis  IAnd.  Canary D.  canariensis  L. 
8837  sceptrum  Lind.  Madeira 

D.  sceptrum  L. 

Scrophularineee.   Sp.  2. 
«fcl_Jor    4  jn.jl     Br.o  Canaries  1698.  S  p.l  Lind.  dig.  27 
tt.  i  |  or    4  jLau    Br.o  Madeira  1777.  S  p.1  Lind.  dig.  28 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1347.  Maurandya.  Named  in  honor  of  the  lady  of  Dr.  Maurandy,  the  botanical  professor  at  Carthagena. 

An  elegant  greenhouse  plant,  native  of  Mexico,  and  flowering  for  months  together  in  the  summer. 
1348.  Gerardia.  In  honor  of  John  Gerarde,  our  old  English  botanist,  author  of  the  Herbal,  1597,  folio,  and  a 

great  cultivator  of  exotic  plants,  of  which  he  published  a  catalogue  in  1596.  These  are  handsome  North 
American  herbaceous  plants,  of  such  very  difficult  culture,  that  few  persons  have  seen  them  in  gardens. 
They  deserve  any  pains  which  may  be  necessary  to  their  successful  cultivation. 

1349.  Pedicularis ;  of  which  the  English  word  lousewort  is  a  translation  and  explanation.  The  term 
lousewort  is  applied  from  a  supposition  that  sheep  which  feed  much  on  the  plant  become  lousy;  probably 
because  the  plants  grow  in  very  bad  pastures,  which  may  occasion  the  sheep  to  be  in  bad  condition  and  to 
breed  vermin.  The  species  have  their  leaves  very  much  cut,  and  that  in  a  very  regular  manner.  Their 
flowers  are  red,  white,  or  yellow,  and  the  mixture  or  shades  of  these  three  colors  sometimes  give  the  corolla 
the  colour  of  fire.  They  grow  in  general  at  a  considerable  elevation ;  namely,  more  than  a  thousand  toises 
above  the  level  of  the  sea. 

P.  sceptrum  Carolinum  was  so  named  by  Rudbeck,  in  honor  of  Charles  XII.  It  abounds  in  the  north  of 
Sweden  and  Lapland,  where  it  was  greatly  admired  by  the  traveller  Dr.  Clarke,  who  sent  seeds  of  it  to  the 
Cambridge  botanic  garden,  but  they  never  came  to  any  thing.  The  flowers  grow  in  long  whorled  spikes,  and 
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8802  Orifice  of  corolla  pervious 
8803  Orifice  of  corolla  closed 

8804  Leaves  linear  pinnatifid,  Stem  somewhat  branching 
8805  Stem  oppositely  much  branched,  Leaves  linear,  Flowers  axillary  opposite  subscssile 
8806  Branches  panicled,  Leaves  linear,  Peduncles  axillary  opposite  longer  than  flower  > 8807  Pubescent,  Stems  nearly  simple,  Leaves  subsessile  lanceolate  entire  or  toothed :  lower  pinnatifid  cut 
8808  Smooth,  Stem  panicled,  Leaves  stalked  pinnatifid,  Flowers  axillary  opposite  stalked 

8809  Stem  branched,  Lvs.  pinnat  Pinna;  pinnatif.  cut,  Cal.  inflated  ovate  2-parted  crest  Helmet  blunt  truncate 
8810  Low  tufted,  Stem  branch,  at  base,  Lvs.  pinnat  Pinna?  acute,  cut,  CaL  obL  infl.  smooth  uneq.  5-cleYt  crested 
8811  Stem  branched,  Leaves  pinnatifid  toothed,  Cal.  tubular  2-parted  truncate,  Helmet  2-toothed 
8812  Stem  somewhat  branched,  Leaves  pinnated,  Pinna;  in  4s  acutely  pinnatifid,  Helmet  acute  2-toothed 
8813  Stem  nearly  simple,  Leaves  lane,  toothed  crenate,  Cal.  2-fid  truncate,  Helmet  acute 
8814  Stem  simple,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Pinna;  repand  crenulate,  Cal.  5-fid  crested,  Cor.  closed 8815  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  deeply  pinnatifid,  Pinna;  lane,  pinnatifid  toothed,  Spike  compact  leafy 
8816  Stem  simple,  Cauline  leaves  deeply  pinnatifid,  Pinna;  lane,  acuminate  pinnatifid  toothed,  Spike  leafy 
8817  Stem  simple,  Spike  somewhat  leafy,  Helmet  setaceous  2-toothed,  Cal.  truncate  downwards 
8818  Stem  simple,  Leaves  deeply  pinnatifid,  Pinna;  unequally  toothed  linear-lanc.  Calyxes  villous  5-cleft 
8819  Stem  simple,  Cauline  lvs.  deeply  pinnatifid,  Pinna;  lin.  lane,  doubly  toothed,  Cal.  round  smooth  5-toothed 
8820  Stem  simple,  Cauline  leaves  pinnatifid  in  fours,  Pinna;  oblong  blunt  toothed,  Spike  capitate,  Cal.  hairy 
8821  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  pinnated,  Pinna;  imbricated  ovate  blunt  doubly  toothed,  CaL  5-toothed,  Helmet  blunt 
8822  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  pinnated,  Pinna;  deeply  pinnatifid  tooth.  CaL  5-fid  somcw.  crested,  Helmet  uncinate 
8823  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  pinn.  Pinna;  lane,  pinnatifid  confluent  at  end,  Spike  capitate  naked       [acum.  emargi. 
8824  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  pinnate,  Pinna;  pinnatifid  somewhat  toothed,  Spike  leafy,  Helmet  two-toothed 

8825  Leaves  casspitose  spatulate  deeply  serrated  smooth ish,  Peduncles  terminal  subcorymbose 
8826  Smaller  branched  villous,  Leaves  bluntly  serrated,  Flowers  racemose 
8827  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  toothed,  Segm.  of  limb  entire 
8828  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  serrated  at  end,  Stem  herbaceous,  Segm.  of  limb  bifid 

8829  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  smooth  sessile,  Pedunc.  longer  than  flower 
8830  Leaves  oblong  bluntish  clammy  sessile,  Peduncles  shorter  than  flower 
8831  Procumb.  Stem  round  rooting  hairy,  Lvs.  cord.-ovate  toothed  5-nerved,  Pedunc.  shorter  than  petioles 8832  Leaves  ovate  stalked,  Stem  square  winged 
8833  Leaves  roundish  ovate  nerved ;  lower  stalked,  Stem  creeping 

8834  Leaves  obovate  entire  at  base,  Calyxes  spreading  and  peduncles  smooth 

8835  Raceme  lax  longer  than  the  few-leaved  stem,  Calyxes  pubescent  in  fruit  increased  in  size 

8836  Segments  of  cor.  acute 
8837  Segments  of  corolla  blunt,  Raceme  comose 

each  represents  a  lion  couchant.  All  the  species  are  extremely  difficult  to  keep  in  gardens.  According  to 
Sweet,  they  succeed  best  in  peat  soil  and  moist  situations  j  the  more  tender  species  must  be  grown- in  pots  in 
the  same  kind  of  soil,  and  should  be  protected  under  frames  in  severe  weather :  the  best  way  of  increasing them  is  by  seed.   (Sot.  Cult.  404.) 

1350.  Erinus.  A  name  under  which  Dioscorides  describes  an  aquatic  plant  with  a  white  flower,  black 
seeds,  and  a  milky  stem.  From  the  last  circumstance  it  has  derived  its  name ;  teittos  signifying  a  wild  fig  trea 
The  plant  of  the  ancients  had  no  resemblance  to  that  called  Erinus  by  the  moderns.  Beautiful  little  alpine herbaceous  plants,  well  adapted  to  rock- work  in  warm  damp  situations. 

1361.  Mimulus.  From  yuyua,  an  ape.  The  flower  seeds  in  front  resemble  the  face  of  a  grinning  monkey. The  species  are  showy  plants  of  the  easiest  culture  in  almost  any  soil  or  situation. 
1352.  Hornemannia.  Named  after  Professor  Hornemann,  of  Copenhagen,  an  eminent  botanist,  and  the 

present  editor  of  the  Flora  Danica.   Little,  inconspicuous,  but  curious  annual  plants. 
1352.  Mazus.  From  fjut^ot,  a  teat,  on  account  of  the  little  protuberances  which  close  the  mouth  of  the 

corolla.   East  Indian  herbaceous  plants,  not  unlike  some  kinds  of  Antirrhinum. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1355.  DIGITA'LIS  W. 8838  purpurea  L. 
Palba 8839  minor  L. 

8840  Thapsi  L. 
8811  ambigua  Murr. 
8842  ochrolefica  Jacq. 8843  f  ul  va  Li  mil. 
8844  laevigata  TV.  %  K. 
8845  ferruginea  L. 8846  a  urea  Lindl. 
8847  leucophse'a  Sibth. 8848  lanata  Ehr. 
8849  orientalis  Lam. 
8850  parviflora  Joe?. 
8851  rigida  Lindl. 
8852  purpurascens  £otA.  purple 
8853  tubittdra  Lindl.      tube-flowered  3t 
8854  lutea  L.  small-yellow  J 
8855  lutes'cens  lindl.     pale-yellow  ~>t 8856  obscura  L.  Willow-leaved  «- . 

1356.  SCROPHULA'RIA.  W.  Fiqwort. 8857  marilandica  TV.       Maryland  Cfc 
8858  nodosa  TV.  knotty-rooted  & 
8859aqu£tica  TV.  water  £fc 
8860  appendicular  W.en.  heart-leaved  3t 

Fox-qlove. 

purple white dwarf 
Mullein 
ambiguous 
great-yellow fulvous 
shining-leaved  ^  A  or 
Iron-colored  ^  A  or 
golden  ^  A  or 
broad-lipped  A  or 
woolly  ^  A  or 
eastern  4  A  or 

i  Q>  or it  O)  or 
5  A  or 
^  A  or i  A  of 

^  A  or 
A  or 

small-flowered  A  or rigid 

8861  auriculata  W. 
8862  Scorodonia  W. 
8863  glabrata  TV. 8864  betonicifolia  W. 
8865 biserrata  W.en. 
8866  Scopolii  Hoppe. 
8887  glandulosa  iV.cn. 8868  orientalis  TV. 
8869  adscendens  W.  en. 
8870  frutescens  W. 
8871  altaica  TV. 
8872vemalis  W. 
8873  argfita  W. 8874  trifbliata  W. 
8875  sambucifolia  TV. 
8876  laciniata  TV.  en. 
8877  lyrfita  W.  en. 

ear-leaved 
Balm-leaved  Auo 
spear-leaved  £  OJ  un 
Betony-leaved  i  A  un 
doubly-sawed  %  A  un 
Scopoli's  5  A  un glandular  *  A  un 
Hemp-leaved  5  A  or 
ascending  ^  A  un 
shrubby         a.  I  un 
white-flowered  4  A  un 
yellow  ifc  Q>  or 
slender-upright    iQJ  un 
three-leaved  ^  Q>  un Elder-leaved 
jag-leaved lyrate-leaved 

8878  tanacetifolia  TV.  en.  Tansy-leaved 8879  mellifera  W. 
8880  canina  TV. 
8881  lucida  TV. 
8882  variegata  M.  B. 8883  multifida  W.en. 

^  _AI  un 
3t  A  un 
J  Aon 

A  un -Al  un 
3t  A  un 

Barbary 
wingJeaved shining-leaved  jt  Ann 
variegated  ^  A  un multifid-leaved  j(  A  un 

8884chrys£nthemif61iafF:en.Chrysant-lv.i  A  un 
8885  peregrina  W.  Nettle-leaved  ^  Q)  un 

1357.  VANDEI/L1A.  L.  Vandellia. 
8886  diffusa  L.  diffuse  KD  cu 

Scrophularinas.   Sp.  19—51. 4  jn.s  Pu     Britain  hed.b. 
4  jl  W     Britain  hecLb. 
f  jngl  Pu     Spain  1789. U  my.au  Pu     Spain  1752. 
3  jLau  LY    SwiUeri.  1596. 
4  jLau  LY  Europe 
3  jl.au  Br   
2  jLau  Y      Hungary  1816. 
4  jl.au  Br     Italy  1597. 
3  jLau  Br  Greece  1816. 
2  jn.o  W.Br  Greece  1788. 
2  jnjl  W.Br  Hungary  1789. 
l}jn.jl  W     Levant  1820. 14  jn.au  Br    1798. 
1}  jn.au  Y.R   2  jn.au  Pk     Germany  1776. 
2  jn.au  Y   
2  jLau  L.Y   France  1629. 
2  jLau  Y   
1  jLau  Or    Spain  1778. 

Scrophularinew.   Sp.  29 — 35. 
4  my.jl  G.Br  N.  Amer.  1759. 
2  my.jl  Bd  Britain  woods. 
4  my.jl  Bd     Britain  wat.pl. 3  jl  D.Pu  Morocco  1805. 
2  jLau  Br  Spain  1772. 
■3  jLau  Pu  Britain  wat.pl. 
2  ap.my  Pu  Canaries  1779. 
2  jn.au  Pu     Spain  1752. 
2  jn.au  Br    1816. 
2  jn.au  Br     Austria  182a 
2  jn.s  Br.pu  Hungary  1806. 
2  jl.au  Br     Levant  1710. 2     ...  Br    1816. 
2  jn.au  D.Pu  Portugal  1768. 
imy.jn  Pa.Y  Siberia  1786. 
2  mr.my  Y      Britain  m.sh.pl. 
1|  my.jn  R      Canaries  1778. 2  my.s  Ry    Africa  1731. 
3  jLs  Ra  Spain  1640. 
3  jl  Br.pu  Hungary  1806. 
3  jLau  Br.pu  Portugal  1816. 
3  jLs  Br.pu  Tauria  1804. 
3  jLau  Br.pu  Barbary  1786. 
3  jn.au  Br.pu  S.  Europe  1683. 
2  jn.au  Br.pu  Levant  1596. 
2  jn.au  Br.pu  Casp.  sho.  1816. 
3  jn.au  Br.pu    1816. 
3  jn.au  Br.pu  Tauria  1816. 2  jn.au  Pu     Italy  1640. 

ScrophularhiCiC.    Sp.  1—2. 
1  jLau  W     S.  Cruz  1824. 

8844 

S  co 
S  co D  s.l 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
C  p.l 

D  Lp 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 

S  Lp 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 

C  co S  co 
S  co 
C  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co 

ZindL  dig.  2 
Lindl.  dig.  6 Lindl.  dig.  3 LindL  dig.  7 
Lindl.  dig.  8 LindL  dig.  9 
LindL  dig.  10 
Lindl.  dig.  12 
Lindl.  dig.  13 Lindl.  dig.  14 
LindL  dig.  15 
Lindl.  dig.  16 
LindL  dig.  17 
LindL  dig.  19 
LindL  dig.  20 
LindL  dig.  22 LindL  dig.  23 
LindL  dig.  21 Lindl.  dig.  26 

Eng.  bot  1544 Eng.  bot.  854 Jac.  sch.  a  t.  286 
Lob.  ic.  533 
Eng.  bot  2209 Jac.  scho».2.t,209 Barr.  ic.  274 

Scop.  earn,  t  32 PL  rar.hun.t214 

Herm.  lug.  1 547 
Mur.co.got.4.t  2 
Eng.  bot  567 
Plukal.  t.313.f.6 
MilLic.2.t231 
PLrar.hu.2.t.l70 
W.ho.ber.l.t55 
W.ho.ber.l.t.56 
Des£atL2.tl43 
Lob.  ie.  2.  p.  55 
W.  hort  ber.  57 
W.  ho.  ber.l.t58 
W.  ho.  ber.l.t59 
Camer.hort.  1. 13 

S  s.l    Marc. bras.  32. f.l 

8851^    IT        m  88531 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1355.  Digitalis.  Named  by  Fuchs,  from  digitabulum,  a  thimble,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  flowers.  The 
species  are  for  the  most  part  shewy  border  flowers  of  easy  culture.  D.  purpurea,  found  both  with  purple  and 
white  flowers,  is  one  of  the  most  ornamental  of  native  plants  in  rocky  copses,  neglected  hedges,  and  by  road 
sides.  Its  large  tall  spike  attracts  not  only  the  botanist  and  florist,  but  is  even  conspicuous  enough  to  be 
introduced  in  the  painter's  landscape  of  such  scenery.  It  is  a  violent  poison ;  but  also  a  valuable  plant  in medicine.  The  leaves  are  the  parts  of  the  plant  used.  They  should  be  gathered  when  the  plant  is  in  flower, 
and  those  only  which  are  fresh  selected.  The  leafstalks  and  midrib  should  be  rejected,  and  the  remaining  part 
be  dried  either  in  the  sunshine,  or  on  a  tin-pan  or  pewter  dish  before  the  fire,  or  the  plant  be  hung  up,  each 
leaf  separate,  in  a  warm  kitchen.  Practitioners  ought  annually  to  obtain  a  supply  of  the  recent  leaves  in 
the  month  of  July,  and  dry  them  themselves ;  as  in  the  herb-shops  they  are  often  so  ill  dried  as  to  appear 
black,  in  which  state  they  are  useless.  The  powder  should  be  kept  in  closely  stopped  opaque  phials. 

Digitalis  is  directly  sedative  and  diuretic  It  weakens  the  force  of  all  the  vital  functions ;  and  by  a  proper 
exhibition  of  it,  the  frequency  of  the  pulse  may  be  diminished  any  number  of  pulsations,  and  regulated  at  the 
pleasure  of  the  practitioner :  whilst  at  the  same  time  it  admits,  to  a  certain  extent,  of  the  employment  of 
such  medicines  as  increase  the  firmness  of  the  arterial  action,  and  give  tone  to  the  habit  Wben  given  to  the 
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8838  Lvs.  obi.  rugose  crcnate,  Sepals  ovate  obi.  Segm.  of  cor.  transverse  acute,  Pedunc.  straight  as  long  calyx 
8839  Lvs.  obi.  rugose  crenate  wavy  decurrent,  Sepals  ovate,  Segm.  of  cor.  ovate  rounded  [as  calyx 
8840  Lvs.  radical  flat  on  the  ground,  Racemes  few-fl.  Segm.  of  cor.  ov.  round,  smooth,  Fedun.  three  times  as  long 8841  Lvs.  ov.  lane,  tooth,  sess.  nerved,  Lower  bractes  as  long  as  fl.  Cor.  downy  netted,  Segm.  ov.  transverse  blunt 
8842  Lvs.  ov.  lane.  acum.  toothed  and  stem  villous,  Bractes  twice  as  long  as  lower  flowers,  Cor.  villous  netted 
8843  Lvs.  lane,  ciliated,  Bractes  twice  as  short  as  flowers,  Cor.  downy  netted,  Segm.  ov.  acute,  Lip  bearded, 
8844  Very  smooth  branched,  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  Flowers  scattered  not  downy  [Stamens  as  long  as  tube 
8845  Raceme  dense  pyramidal,  Sepals  edged,  Lip  of  corolla  ovate  entire  bearded 
8846  Raceme  many-Bowered,  Sepals  edged,  Corolla  bowed,  Lip  ovate  3-toothed 
8847  Raceme  dense  cylindrical  many-fl.  Lip  of  cor.  clawed  lunate,  Bractes  linear  longer  than  flower 
8848  Leaves  obtong,  Rachis  woolly,  Lip  of  cor.  ovate 
8849  Very  smooth,  Leaves  linear,  Flowers  scattered,  Lips  of  cor.  oblong 
8850  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  wavy  deflexed  ciliated  entire,  Raceme  dense  cylindrical,  Segm.  and  sepals  of  cor.  rounded 
8851  GlanduL  hairy,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  rugose  wavy  tooth.  Raceme  1-sided  many-fl.  Cor.  pubesc.  Segm.  ov.  glandul. 
8852  Lvs.  linear  lane,  serrated  smooth,  Raceme  1-sided,  Cor.  smooth,  Segments  rounded 
8853  Segm.  of  cor.  ovate  obtuse,  Flowers  of  distinct  sexes  [flowers 
8854  Lvs.  lane  toothed  smooth,  Raceme  1-sided,  Cor.  smooth  :  segm.  ov.  bearded,  Lower  bractes  longer  than 
8855  Lvs.  cordate  oblong  flat  crenate  not  downy,  Raceme  1-sided,  Cor.  smooth,  Segm.  very  blunt 
8856  Half  shrubby,  Leaves  linear  lane,  entire  smooth,  Corollas  ven tricose 

8857  Leaves  cordate  serrate  acute  rounded  at  base,  Stem  with  blunt  angles 
8858  Leaves  cordate  3-nerved,  Stem  with  blunt  angles 
8859  Leaves  cordate  stalked  decurrent  blunt.  Stem  with  membranous  angles,  Racemes  terminal 
8860  Lvs.  ovate  cord,  smooth  cut  serrate  with  appendages  at  base,  Petioles  dilated,  Racemes  term,  compound 
8861  Lvs.  obi.  cord,  hairy  beneath  doubly  toothed  with  an  appendage  at  base,  Petioles  equal,  Racemes  terminal 
8862  Leaves  cordate  doubly  serrate  pubescent,  Panicles  terminal  trichotomous  with  leaves  between 
8863  Lvs.  obL  lane.  cord,  doubly  serrated  smooth,  Panicles  racemose  terminal  3-chotomous,  Stem  f  shrubby 
8864  Leaves  cordate  obL  toothed :  teeth  entire  those  at  base  deepest 
8865  Leaves  obL  lane,  deeply  cordate  finely  and  doubly  serrated  smooth,  Pan.  racem.  term.  Fed.  3-chotomous 
8866  Lower  lvs.  tern.  cord.  cren.  toothed ;  upper  entire,  FL  racemose  panicled,  Bractes  ovate  lane,  entire  at  end 
8867  Leaves  cordate  3-nerved  pubesc.  on  each  side,  Petioles  ciliated,  Pedunc.  and  bractes  with  glandular  hairs 
8868  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  stalked  :  cauline  in  3s ;  and  the  branches  opposite 
8869  Lvs.  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end  deeply  unequally  and  doubly  toothed  smooth,  Racemes  terminal 
8870  Lvs.  somew.  fleshy :  upper  sessile  toothed  smooth  recurved  at  end,  Pan.  racem.  Pedunc.  bifid  many-flow. 
8871  Lvs.  cord,  doubly  toothed :  lower  teeth  bent  backwards,  Raceme  terminal  compound,  Ped.  2-3-fl.  altem. 
8872  Leaves  cordate  pubescent  doubly  serrated,  Panic,  axillary  dichotomous,  Bractes  ovate  serrate 
8873  Leaves  cordate  smooth  doubly  serrated,  Panic,  axillary  dichotomous,  Capsules  acuminate 
8874  Leaves  smooth :  lower  tern  ate  pinnate  blunt ;  upper  simple,  Pedunc.  about  3-fl.  axillary 
8875  Leaves  interruptedly  pinnate  cordate  unequal,  Raceme  terminal,  Pedunc.  axillary  twin  dichotomous 
8876  Lvs.  obL  cord,  lobed  at  edge  naked  as  long  as  pet  Rac.  term.  com  p.  Branch,  and  ped.  with  glandular  hairs 
8877  Lvs.  interruptedly  pinnate  oblong  subcordate  unequal  at  base,  Panicle  terminal,  Peduncs.  dichotomous 
8878  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  oblong  cut  toothed,  Panicle  terminal,  Peduncles  dichotomous 
8879  Leaves  smooth :  lower  interruptedly  pinnate ;  upper  temate,  Leaflets  oblong,  Flowers  axillary 
8880  Leaves  pinnated,  Raceme  terminal  naked,  Peduncles  bifid,  Calyxes  scarious 
8881  Lower  leaves  bipinnate  somewhat  fleshy  very  smooth,  Racemes  bipartite 
8882  Stems  woody  at  base,  Leaves  bipinnatind  pubescent,  Racemes  long,  Pedicels  short  villous 
8883  Leaves  bipinnate.  Pinnae  acutely  cut  toothed,  Panicle  terminal,  Peduncle  dichotomous 
8884  Lvs.  smooth :  rad.  bipinnat  caul  pinnate,  Panicle  leafy,  Ped.  dichotomons,  Lat.  seg.  of  lower  lip  emargin. 
8885  Leaves  cordate  lined  shining,  Pedunc.  axillary  2-flowered,  Stem  hexangular 
8886  Leaves  roundish  subsessile 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
full  extent  of  which  the  system  can  admit,  the  pulse  intermits,  and  vertigo,  indistinct  vision,  and  nausea,  with 
vomiting  or  purging,  occur ;  and  if,  after  these  indications,  the  quantity  be  still  increased,  or  if  any  con- 

siderable portion  of  the  recent  herb  be  inconsiderately  swallowed,  it  produces  delirium,  hiccough,  cold  sweats, 
convulsions,  syncope,  and  death.   (London  Dispensatory,  287.) 

1356.  Scrophularia.  So  named  from  the  roots  having  a  resemblance  to  scrophulous  tumours,  which  they 
were,  by  the  peculiar  mode  of  induction  of  the  dark  ages,  therefore  supposed  to  cure.  S.  nodosa  has  the  name 
of  figwort  from  its  knobbed  roots :  it  has  a  rank  smell  like  elder,  and  a  bitter  taste ;  swine  that  have  the  scab 
are  cured  by  washing  them  with  a  decoction  of  the  leaves.  Wasps  resort  greatly  to  the  flowers.  Goats  eat 
the  plant ;  but  cows,  horses,  sheep  and  swine  refuse  it 
The  same  observations  apply  to  S.  aquatica,  which  in  French  is  called  Herbe  du  Siege,  because  at  the 

celebrated  siege  of  Rochelle  by  Cardinal  Richelieu  in  1628,  the  garrison  was  reduced  to  the  necessity  of  sup- porting life  upon  the  roots  of  the  plant 
1357.  Vandellia.  Louis  Vandelli,  a  Portuguese,  was  professor  of  botany  in  the  garden  of  Coimbra.  He 

published  in  1788,  an  essay  on  the  plants  of  Portugal  and  Brazil,  a  work  which  is  little  known,  on  account  of its  extreme  rarity. 
M  m  2 
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1358. 
8887 

1359. 
8888 

1360. 

SIBTHOR'PIA.  W.  Sibthorpia. 
europa/a  W.  Cornish  Jk 
LIMOSEI/LA.  W.  Mudwort. 

1361. 
8891 

aquatica  W. 
BROWAL'LIA uenussa  W. 
elata  W. 
STEMO'DIA.  W. 
parviflora  H.  K. verticUlaris  Link. 

water 
W.  BROWAIXIA. 
spreading 
upright Stemodia. 
small-flowered 
whorled 

A  el O  pr 

Scrophularinete.    Sp.  1 — 2. i  jl.au     Y      England  w.sh.p.  D  8.1 Eng.  bot  649 

Eng.  bot.  357 

tl364. 8897 
1365. 

TREVIRA'NA.  W.en.  Trevirana I  coccinea  W.  en.  scarlet 
CyriUapulchel'la  B.  M. COLUM'NEA.  W.  Coiumnea. t  scandens  H.  K.       climbing  J_ 

i  hirsuta  W.  hairy  J_ 
>  tri  folia ta  Link.        three-leaved  n. 
RUSSE'LIA.  W. multiflora  B.  M. 
DODAR'TIA.  W. orientalis  W. 

Scrophularinete.   Sp.  1 — 5. i  jl.s       F       Britain  mud.pl.  S  s.l 
Scrophularinete.   Sp.  2. 

:  LQJ  or     f  jn.s      B      &  Amer.  1735.  S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  1136 
iQI  or  1J  jn.s      B      Peru        1768.  S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  34 

Scrophularinete.   Sp.  2—8. 
rm  cu     i  jl.au     W     S.  Amer.  1759.  S  p.l 
EJ]cu    i  jl.au     Pu     Brazil      1825.  S  p.l 

Scrophularinete.   Sp.  1. 
£  El  «pl  1|  au.o    Sc      Jamaica   1778.  C  Lp  Bot  mag.  374 

□  or 
I  I  or I  lor 

I  lor 

A  un 

Russelia. 
many-flowered 
Dodartia. oriental  ^ 

1366.  LINDER'NI  A.  R.  Br.  Lindernia. 
8899  Pyxidfiria  W.  European 

1367.  HERPESTIS.  R.  Br.  Herpestis. 
8900  Monnie'ria  R.  Br.  Thyme-leaved  i  [23  pr 8901  cuneif51ia  Ph.        wedge-leaved   *  A  pr 
8902  strlcta  Schrad.        upright  ^  [23  pr 

tl368.  CAPRA'Rl  A.  P.  S.  Capraria. 8903bifl6ra  W.  shrubby  Goatw.tt-  □  un 
8904  cuneata  H.  K.        wedge-leaved   a.  I    1  un 
8905  lanceolata  W.         spear-leaved     a.  |  |  un 
8906  undulata  W.  wave-leaved     a.  i  |  un 8907  humilis  W.  dwarf  EJ]  un 

1369.  BUCHNE'RA.  B.  P.  Buchnera. 
8908  americina  W.       "American        ^  A  cu 

1370.  MANU'LEA.  W.en.  Manulea. 
8909foytida  Thunb.  stinking 8910villosa  Thunb.  villous 

Buchntra  cape  mis  W. 
8911  pediincul&ta  Thunb.  solitary-flower. 
8912  viscdsa  W.  en.  clammy 8913  rubra  Thunb.  red 
8914  tomentosa  Thunb.  woolly 8915  Cheiranthus  Thunb.  Wall-flower 
8916  argentea  Thunb.  silvery 
8917  rhynchan'tha  Link,  tail-flowered 8918  violacea  Link.  Violet 

Scrophularineee.    Sp.  3 — 8. 6  au.s     Sc      W.  Indies  1759.  C  s.p 
4  au.n     Pa.pu  Jamaica   1780.  C  s.p 
3  au.n     B    1823.  C  s.p 

Scrophularinete.    Sp.  1 — 4. 4  jn.au    R      S.  Amer.  1812.  C  s.p 
Scrophularinete.    Sp.  1 — % 

1|  jl.au     Pu     Levant     1752.  C  s.p 
Scrophularineee.    Sp.  1 — 3. 

O  un    1  jn.au    B      &  Europe  1789.  S  s.l 
Scrophularinete.   Sp.  3—7. JjLs       L.B    India       1772.  D  Lp 

h  an       B      N.  Amer.  1812.  D  l.p 
1  au       B    1824.  D  Lp 

iQIpr 
lOJpr «-l_Jpr 

«-l_lpr 
a.  I  |  el 
a.  i  |  el 

j£  OJ  el 
iQJel £  El  el £  123  el 

Scrophularinete.  Sp.  5—9. 2  jl.au  W  S.  Amer.  1752. 2  ...  W  S.  Amer.  1759. 
2  ...  W  C.  G.  H.  1774. 
2  mr.jl  W  C.  G.  H.  1774. 
1  jl.au     W      10.  Indies  1781. 

Scrophularineee.  Sp.  1 — 13. 
li  jn.au    B      N".  Amer.  1733. 

Scrophularinete.  Sp.  10 — 40. lijn.s  W  C.  G.  H.  1794. 
1  jajl     W     C.  G.  H.  1783. 

Bot.  reg.  805 
Bro.jam.t  30.  f.3 

Bot.  mag.  1528 
Lam.  ill.  t.  530 

Lam.  ill.  t  522 

Rox.cor.2.tl78 

Lam.  ill.t.534.f.2 

Bot.  mag.  1556 
D  Lp 

S  s.p  Bot.  rep.  80 
S  s.p  Bur.  afr.  1 50.C2 

H  j n.n 1  jn.n U  ap.s 1  my.n 
1  jn.au 
lJjLn 1  jl.n 2  jLn 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1790. 
1774. 1790. 
1774. 
1795. 1801. 

1824. 

p.l  Bot.  rep.  84 p.l  Bot  mag.  217 

p.l 

s.p  Bot.  mag.  322 
s.p  Com.  hort  2.t.42 

s.p s.p 

s.p 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1358.  Sibthorpia.  In  honor  of  Humphry  Sibthorp,  M.  D.,  professor  of  botany  at  Oxford,  who  travelled 

into  Greece,  for  the  purpose  of  collecting  materials  for  a  classical  Flora  Graeca,  in  which  he  succeeded  even 
beyond  his  own  hopes.  After  his  death  the  publication  of  his  materials  was  confided  to  Sir  James  Edward 
Smith,  under  whose  care  the  work  has  reached  to  five  hundred  figures  in  folio,  of  the  most  magnificent  kind ; 
five  hundred  more  have  yet  to  be  published.    A  little  trailing  plant. 

1359.  Limosella.    From  limus,  mud.    The  plant  grows  by  the  edge  of  puddles  and  in  muddy  places. 
1360.  BrowaUia.  Named  by  Linnxus,  in  honor  of  John  Browallius,  bishop  of  Aboa,  who  defended  the  sexual 

system  against  Siegesbeck,  in  a  book  entitled  Examen  epicriseos,  &c,  Aboa,  1739,  octavo.  Handsome  plants 
with  blue  flowers,  often  cultivated  as  tender  annuals. 

1361.  Stemodia.    From  $vif&<m,  a  stamen,  and  hi,  double.    Each  of  the  stamens  supports  two  anthers. 
1362.  Trevirana.  Named  after  Dr.  Treviranus,  a  German  botanist.  This  beautiful  plant,  which  is  com- 

monly called  Cyrilla  pulchella,  is  one  of  the  prettiest  of  the  old  inhabitants  of  the  stove. 
1363.  Columned.  In  honor  of  Fabius  Columna,  or  Fabio  Colonna,  of  the  noble  family  of  Colonna  in  Italy, 

born  in  1567.  He  published  his  Phytobazanos  in  1592,  and  his  Ecphrasis  in  1606,  both  works  of  high 
reputation  in  their  day.  One  species,  C.  scandens,  is  common  in  hothouses,  where  it  is  cultivated  for  the 
ueatness  of  its  foliage  and  the  beauty  of  its  scarlet  blossoms. 



Order  II. DIDYNAMIA  ANGIOSPERMIA. 

8887  Leaves  reniform  subpeltate  crenate 

8888  Leaves  lanceolate  spatulate,  Scapes  shorter  than  leaf 
8889  Peduncles  1-flowered 
8890  Peduncles  1  many-flowered 

8891  Leaves  opposite  and  ternate  stalked 
8892  Leaves  opposite  and  ternate  stem-clasping 

8893  Leaves  ternate  ovate  hairy 

8894  Leaves  ovate  acute  entire  subvillous,  Sepals  entire  and  corollas  pubescent,  Upper  lip  undivided 
8895  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate  hairy  above,  Sepals  toothletted  and  corollas  hairy 
8896  Leaves  3  subsessile  oblong  acutely  crenate  pubescent,  Cor.  hairy,  Galea  dilated  reflexed 

8897  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  stalked,  Raceme  terminal  whoiied,  Peduncles  cymose 

8898  Leaves  linear  smooth  entire,  Stem  nearly  naked 

8899  Leaves  oblong  ovate  entire  3-nerved  sessile,  Pedunc.  axillary  1  flowered,  Stem  procumbent 

8900  Leaves  oblong  entire,  Peduncles  longer  than  leaf,  Stem  declinate 
8901  Very  smooth,  Leaves  cuneate  oblong  upwards  obsoletely  crenate,  Pedunc.  nearly  as  long  as  leaf 
8902  Stem  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  doubly  serrated  smooth,  Flowers  whorled 

8903  Leaves  ovate  serrated  alternate,  Flowers  twin 
8904  Hairy,  Leaves  alternate  rhomboid  cuneiform  cut  serrate,  Flowers  twin,  Sepals  linear 
8905  Leaves  opposite  linear  entire,  Racemes  compound  terminal 
8906  Leaves  opposite  ovate-oblong  entire  wavy :  upper  subcordate  whorled,  Racemes  spiked 
8907  Pubescent,  Leaves  opposite  and  ternate  ovate  serrate  stalked,  Pedunc.  axillary  snorter  than  petiole 

8908  Leaves  toothed  lanceolate  3-nerved 

8909  Leaves  opposite  ovate  jagged,  Flowers  somewhat  umbelled  terminal 
8910  Leaves  linear  toothed  villous,  Cal.  hairy,  Branches  subfastigiate 
8911  Upper  leaves  opposite  sessile  tooth-sinuated,  Flowers  solitary  on  long  stalks 
8912  Leaves  opp.  lin.  lane,  acute  at  each  end  toothletted,  Raceme  terminal,  Stamens  exserted 8913  Leaves  lane,  toothed  villous,  Racemes  of  flowers  remote 
8914  Leaves  obovate  crenate  downy,  Stem  decumbent 
8915  Leaves  obi.  serrated  hairy,  Stem  nearly  leafless,  Flowers  alternate  remote 
8916  Leaves  ovate  toothed  silky  beneath  dotted  with  silver,  Flowers  axillary  stalked 
8917  Leaves  wedge-shaped  serrated  pubescent,  Segm.  of  cor.  with  very  long  points 
8918  Leaves  opp.  stalked  oblong  blunt  tooth-serrated  when  old  smooth,  Segm.  of  cor.  rounded 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1364.  Russelia.  In  honor  of  Alexander  Russel,  M.  D.  F.  R.  S.,  born  in  Scotland ;  died  1768 ;  author  of  the 

natural  history  of  Aleppo,  London,  1756.  His  brother  Patrick,  published  a  second  edition  in  1794,  and  a 
work  on  serpents  in  1796,  folio. 

1365.  Dodartia,  by  Tournefort,  after  M.  Dodart,  member  of  the  academy  of  sciences  at  Paris ;  and  an 
eminent  physician.    An  ugly,  leafless,  almost  flowerless  plant,  of  much  rarity  and  little  beauty. 

1366.  hinder  nia.  Named  after  Francis  Lindern,  an  obscure  Swiss  botanist  Pyxidaria  is  so  called  from 
ikc;,  the  box,  which  it  resembles  in  foliage. 

1367.  Herpestis.  From  i&rvisvis,  any  thing  which  creeps.  An  exotic  genus  of  herbs,  with  opposite  leaves 
and  axillary  flowers,  each  of  whose  stalks  bears  a  pair  of  bracteae.    Herpestis  Monnieria  is  a  beautiful  aquatic. 

1368.  Capraria.   So  named  from  capra,  a  goat,  the  leaves  being  much  liked  by  that  animal. 
1369.  Buchnera.  Named  after  John  Godfrey  Buchner,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  in  1743,  his  Obser- 

vations upon  the  Plants  of  Saxony.  Small  Cape  shrubs  of  little  interest  or  beauty.  Their  leaves  are  generally small,  and  their  flowers  white. 
1370.  Manulea.  Derived  from  mantis,  the  hand.  The  five  divisions  of  the  flower,  in  some  species,  from 

their  form  and  relative  position,  resemble  an  open  hand.  Handsome  Cape  shrubs  of  humble  growth.  They 
are  rare  in  collections,  but  deserving  of  being  very  generally  cultivated. M  m  3 
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1371.  ANGELO'NIA.  Kunth.  Angelonm. 8919  sal  icaria? foli a  Kunth.  violet  £  A  el 
1372.  SCHIZAN'THUS.  B.$P.  Schizanthus. 8920  pinnat  us  B.  Sf  P.     pinnated  .QJ  el 

/3  por'rigens  Hook.  ex.  fl.  1 86. 
*1373.  BESLE'RIA.  W.  Besleria. 8921  melittifolia  W. 

89221utea  IV. 
§8923  serrulate  W. 
8924  pulcheUa  H.  K. 8925  cristate  W. 

1374  TEE'DIA.  P.  S. 8926  lucida  P.  S. 
8927  pubescens  B.  reg. 

Balm-leaved  tL  O  or 
yellow.floweredtt.  O  or saw-leaved  fl_  □  or 
striped-flower'dM.  □  or crested  a.  □  or 
Teedia. 
shining  £  OJ  or 
pubescent        jg  iO)l  or 

Scrophularinets.  Sp.  1. 
3  au       LB  S.  Amer.  1818. 

Scrophularineee.  Sp.  1. 
2  £n       LB    Chili  1822. 

Scrophularineat.  Sp.  5—10. 3  jajl     Or     Guiana  1739. 

C  co   Bot.  reg.  415 
S  co   Hook.  ex.  fl.  t73 

jl.au 

Y P.Y 
Y 
Y 

Guiana  •  1739. W.  Indies  1806. 
Trinidad  1806. 
W.  Indies  1739. 

tl375.  BRUNSFEI/SIA.  W.  Brunsfelsia 8928  undulate  W. 
8929  americana  W. 

a.  I  at  if 61  i  a 
P  angustifdlia 8930  violacea  Lodd. 

137&  CEI/SIA.  W. 
8931  orientals  W. 
8932  Arcturus  W. 8933  coromandeliana  W.  Coromandel 

"  I  viscosa  W.  en.  clammy 

wave-flowered  ■  □  or 
American       *  Q  or 
broad-leaved 
narrowJeaved 
violet  »  □  cu 
Celsia. 
oriental  O  or 
scallop-leaved  (Til  or 

RT1  or tm  or 

3  jl.au 
3  jn.au ScrophiUarmete.   Sp.  2. 
2  ap.jl     Pu     C.  G.H. 2  my.o    Pu     C.  G.  H 

Solanece.   Sp.  3. 
4  jn.jl     W  Jamaica 

s.p  Exot.  bot.  1. 1.54 Lp  Plum.  ic.  49.  f.  1 
l.p  Jac.  sen.  3. 1 290 
l.p  Bot  mag.  1146 
Lp  Jac  amer.  1. 119 

1774. 1816. 

1780. 
4  jn.jl     Pa.Y  W.  Indies  1735. 

C  p.l  Bot  reg.  209 C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  214 
C  r.m  Bot  reg.  228 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  393 

8985  cretica  W.  great-flowered  £  Oi  or 
8936  lanceolate  P.  S.       spear-leaved     £  £21  or 
8937  sublanata  Jaeq.  woolly 

1377.  ALONSO'A.  H.  K.  Alonsoa. 8938  acutifolia  P.  S.  acute-leaved 
8939  incisifolia  H.  K.  Nettle-leaved 

Hemimeris  urticifdlia  W. 
8940  linearis  H.K.        linear-leaved  _ 
8941  caulialata  B,  $  P.    wing-stemmed  j£  or 

1378.  ANTHOCER'CIS.  R  Br.  Amtbocercis. 8942  littorea  if.  Br.  yellow 
8943  viscosa  JR.  Br.  viscid 

1379.  CYMBA'RIA.  W.  Cymbaria 8944dadrica  W. 

3t  A  or 
a.  i  I  or 

«-l  (or 

ki_Jor 

3  jl.au  Ld Solanete.  Sp. 
2  jl.au  Br.Y 
4  jl.s 4  jl  au 
3  jl.au 

6  jl.s 3  jl.s 
2  jl.s 

Br.' 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Solanete.  Sp. 
3  my.o  Sc 2  my.o Sc 

W.Indies  1815. 
7—10. 
Levant  1713. Candia  1780. 
E.  Indies  1783. 

  1816. Crete  1752. 
Levant  1816. 

  1818. 4— a 
Peru  1790. 
Chili  1795. 

C  r.m  Bot.  cab.  792 

S  co  Lam.  ill.  t  532 
S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1962 
S  p.l S  p.l 
8  p.l  Bot  mag.  964  - S  p.l  Vent.  eels,  t  27 
S  p.l  Bot  reg.  438 

C  Lp 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  417 

2  my.o    S  Peru 
3  my.o    S  Chili 

Solanece.   Sp.  2 — 3. 
3  my.au  Pa.Y  N.  HolL  1803. 3     ...     Pa.Y  N.  HolL  1822. 

Scrophularineee.   Sp.  1. 
jn.jl     Y      Dauna  179a 

1790.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  210 1823.  C  co 

s.p  Bot  reg.  212 
s.p  Bot.  mag.  2961 

D  co    Amm.rut.  t.l.f.2 

8924 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1371.  Angelonia.  Angelon  is  the  name  of  the  plant  among  the  Spanish  colonists  of  Caraccas,  where  it  grows. 

A  very  beautiful  stove  herbaceous  plant,  with  large  light-blue  flowers. 
1372.  Schixanthus.  From  ffviiv,  to  cut,  and  a,»3-as,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  numerous  divisions  of  the 

beautiful  purple  and  yellow  'flowers.  Tender  annual  plants,  with  finely  cut  pale  green  leaves,  and  terminal panicles  of  elegant  flowers. 1373.  Besleria.  After  Basil  Besler,  an  apothecary  at  Nuremberg,  joint  editor  with  Jungermann,  of  a 
sumptuous  work  entitled  Hortus  Eystettensis,  1613.  The  garden  belonged  to  Bishop  Conrad,  of  Eichstedt, 
and  the  plates  were  engraved  at  his  expense. 

1374.  Teedia.  So  named  by  Persoon,  but  the  meaning  is  unknown.  Pretty  herbaceous  plants,  with  bright 
purple  flowers  and  dark  berries. 1375.  Brunsfelsia.  In  memory  of  Otho  Brunsfels,  of  Mentz,  a  Carthusian  monk,  and  afterwards  a  physi- 

cian, author  of  Figures  of  Plants  in  1530.  He  died  in  1534.  The  species  are  handsome  tropical  shrubs,  with 
neat  foliage  and  shewy  white  or  purple  flowers.  Cuttings  with  a  little  ripened  wood  strike  root  freely  in heat. 
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8919  The  only  species 

8920  The  only  species 

8931  Peduncles  branched,  Leaves  ovate 
8922  Peduncles  simple  clustered,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  serrated 
8923  Peduncles  simple  solitary,  Calyxes  serrated,  Cor.  smooth  with  a  serrulated  limb 
8924  Leaves  obi.  ovate  rugose  crenate  decurrent  down  the  petiole,  Cal.  serrulate  colored 
8925  Peduncles  simple  solitary,  Calyxes  colored  serrated,  Cor.  hairy 'with  an  entire  limb,  Leaves  ovate 
8926  Leaves  opp.  obL  finely  serrulate  smooth 
8927  Leaves  downy 

8928  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end,  Tube  of  cor.  curved,  Limb  wavy 
8929  Leaves  obovate  acuminate  longer  than  petiole,  Tube  of  cor.  straight,  Limb  entire 

8930  Leaves  and  leafstalks  deeply  stained  with  purple 
8931  Cauline  leaves  bipinnate 
8932  Rad.  leaves  lyrate :  upper  oblong,  Pedicels  longer  than  bract es,  Sepals  linear  entire 
8933  Radical  leaves  lyrate :  upper  ovate,  Brae tes  longer  than  pedicels,  Sepals  linear  oblong  entire 
8931  Radical  leaves  lyrate :  floral  cordate  half  stem-clasping,  Peduncles  as  long  as  flower 
8935  Radical  leaves  lyrate :  upper  oblong,  Flowers  subsessile  the  length  of  bractes,  Cal.  ovate  serrated 
8936  Somewhat  downy,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
8637  All  over  wool,  Leaves  oval  oblong  blunt  crenate,  Stamens  bearded  with  capitate  hairs 

8938  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  deeply  serrated 8939  Leaves  ovate  acute  cut  serrated 
8940  Leaves  temate  remotely  toothletted 
8941  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated,  Stem  winged  at  angles 

8942  Leaves  obovate  smooth,  Segments  of  cor.  length  of  tube 
8943  Leaves  obovate  dotted  with  glands  downy 

8944  Flowers  large  yellow  spotted 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1376.  Celsia.  In  honor  of  Olaus  Celsius,  D.  D.,  surnamed  the  northern  Pliny,  professor  of  the  oriental 

languages  in  the  university  of  Upsal.  His  Hierobotanicon,  or  History  of  the  Plants  of  Scripture,  appeared  in 
1745.  There  was  also  another  Swedish  botanist  called  Magnus  Nicolaus  Celsus,  who  died  in  1679.  Besides 
these  moderns,  the  name  is  rendered  familiar  to  classical  scholars  by  the  recollection  of  the  famous  Aurelius 
Cornelius  Celsus,  who  wrote  upon  agriculture  and  medicine,  and  whose  purity  of  style  procured  him  the name  of  the  Cicero  of  medicine 

1377.  Alonsoa.  Named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  after  Zanoni  Alonso,  at  the  time  of  the 
publication  of  that  work,  Spanish  secretary  for  the  kingdom  of  Santa  Fe,  and  a  great  patron  of  objects  con- 

nected with  natural  history.   Sir  James  Smith  considers  the  genus  the  same  as  Hemimeris. 
1378.  Anthocercis.  From  eu&at,  a  flower,  and  xtfxis,  a  ray,  the  narrow  divisions  of  the  corolla  spreading  in a  radiant  manner,  like  the  spokes  of  a  wheel. 
1379.  Cymbaria.  From  xvft&v,  a  boat,  in  allusion  to  the  shape  of  the  fruit,  A  small  pubescent  hoary  plant, 

native  of  mountainous  rocky  places  in  Siberia. 

M  in  4 
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Class  XV.  —  TETR  ADYNAMIA.    Stamens  6,  of  which  four  are  longer  than  the  rest. 
This  class  consists,  with  the  exception  of  Cleome,  entirely  of  the  natural  order  Crucifera;,  and  has  lately  been 

the  subject  of  the  most  acute  and  successful  investigation  of  many  botanists  of  celebrity.  Our  countryman, 
Mr.  Brown,  led  the  way  to  the  improvements  which  have  been  made  in  the  genera,  in  the  second  edition  of  the 
Hortus  Kewensis,  in  which,  discarding  the  uncertain  and  unnatural  characters  derived  from  variations  in  the 
floral  envelopes,  Tie  took  a  new  course,  and  by  indicating  with  great  precision  the  curious  modifications  of  the 
seeds  and  seed-vessels,  led  the  way  to  an  entirely  new  arrangement  of  the  class.  The  principles  thus  developed 
have  been  adopted  by  M.  Decandolle,  whose  learned  treatise  upon  Crucifera?  is  here  followed  without variation. 

The  difference  between  the  genera  with  a  long  pod  (Siliquostv),  and  those  with  a  short  one  [Siliculoscc),  has 
given  rise  to  two  orders  in  the  Linnean  system.  But  these  are  not  only  ambiguous,  but  interfere  so  much 
with  a  distribution  of  the  genera  according  to  their  natural  affinities,  that  they  have  been  rejected  here,  and 
the  divisions  of  M.  Decandolle,  depending  upon  variation  in  the  relative  position  of  the  various  parts  of  the seed,  have  been  substituted. 

The  plants  of  this  class  have  always  been  celebrated  for  their  antiscorbutic  qualities.  These  seem  to  reside 
in  an  acrid,  oily,  volatile  principle,  not  yet  determined  by  chemists,  and  varying  in  the  degree  of  abundance  in 
which  it  is  found  in  different  species.  It  is  particularly  abundant  in  the  seeds  of  mustard  and  garden  rocket, 
in  the  roots  of  the  horse  radish,  and  in  the  foliage  of  the  Lepidium  latifolium,  which,  administered  inwardly, act  powerfully  upon  the  gastric  organs,  or,  applied  externally,  inflame  the  skin  and  operate  nearly  as  severely 
as  blisters.  A  slighter  degree  of  acrimony  is  found  in  the  foliage  of  the  scurvy  grass,  the  roots  of  the  garden 
radish,  &c. ;  and  these,  therefore,  operate  more  gently,  and  perhaps  more  safely,  when  eaten,  scarcely  at  all 
when  applied  outwardly.  Whatever  the  degree  of  acrimony  may  be  in  these  plants,  they  all  appear,  when 
eaten,  to  produce  some  specific  action  upon  the  digestive  organs,  and  thence  upon  scorbutic  humours :  for 
which  reason,  the  horse  radish,  water-cress,  radishes,  and  even  cabbages  are  eminently  antiscorbutic.  They 
are  also  admitted  by  physicians  as  diuretic,  sialagogue,  and  diaphoretic.  It  is  only  when  the  acrid  principle  is 
diffused  over  a  considerable  quantity  of  fleshy  and  watery  substance,  that  cruciferous  plants  become  eatable,  as 
in  the  leaves  and  stems  of  cabbages  and  sea-kail,  and  in  the  roots  of  radishes  and  turnips.  Even  in  these 
plants,  the  proportion  of  acrid  principle  is  much  diminished  by  exclusion  from  light  Plants  of  this  class  are 
also  remarkable  for  containing  a  larger  quantity  of  azote  than  most  vegetables ;  for  which  reason  ammonia  is 
generally  evolved  in  their  fermentation  or  putrefaction :  to  which  circumstance  it  is  possible  that  the  two 
remarkable  phcenomena  are  to  be  attributed,  viz. ;  that  cruciferous  plants  contain  a  greater  portion  of  nutritive 
matter  than  most  herbaceous  plants ;  and  that  they  require  either  a  very  rich  soil  manured  with  animal  sub- 

stances, or  at  least  a  situation  near  the  habitations  of  men.  The  embryos  of  all  these  plants  are  filled  with 
oil,  and  the  seeds  of  Camelina  sativa,  Brassica  campestris,  some  species  of  Rocket,  &c.  are  cultivated  in  many 
parts  of  Europe  for  the  sake  of  their  expressed  oil,  which  is  used  either  for  culinary  purposes  or  for  lamps. 

Cruciferous  plants  are  chiefly  natives  of  temperate  climates,  those  which  are  found  within  the  tropics  being 
in  all  cases  mountain  plants,  and  are  nearly  all  cultivable  in  the  open  air ;  they  are  mostly  found  in  open 
sandy  plains ;  some  on  the  tops  of  the  highest  mountains  at  the  utmost  limits  of  vegetation.  Nine  hundred 
species  are  now  described,  of  which  not  more  than  twenty-two  are  to  be  found  in  the  works  of  Hippocrates, 
Theophrastus,  Dioscorides,  or  Pliny. 

A.   Cotyledons  four,  spirally  twisted.   Petals  4,  cruciate. 
1380.  Schiwpetalon.   Petals  pinnatifid. 

B.   Cotyledons  turn.  Petals  4,  cruciate. 
1.  Cotyledons  flat,  accumbent.    Radicle  lateral.   Seeds  compressed.   (0=)   PleurorhizEjE,  Dec. 

*  SUique  opening  ;  with  a  linear  dissepiment  more  or  less  wide  than  seeds.   Seeds  oval,  compressed  ; 
often  margined.    Cotyledons  fiat,  accumbent,  parallel  with  the  dissepiment.    Aeabidejs,  Dec. 

1381.  Mathiola.  Silique  roundish.  Stigmas  connivent,  thickened  or  cornute  at  back.  Calyx  bisaccate  at base. 
1382.  Cheiranthus.   Silique  round  or  compressed.    Stigmas  2-lobed  or  capitate.    Calyx  bisaccate  at  base. 
1383.  Nasturtium.  Silique  roundish,  shortened  or  declinate.  Stigma  nearly  2-lobed.  Calyx  equal  at  base, 

spreading. 
1384.  Leptocarptea.   Silique  roundish,  very  slender.   Stigmas  sessile,  2-lobed.   Calyx  spreading,  equal. 1385.  Notoceras.   Silique  4-cornered,  2-edged,  the  valves  elongated  at  end  into  a  horn  or  mucro. 
1386.  Barbarea.   Silique  4-cornered,  2-edged,  the  valves  not  elongated  at  end.    Calyx  equal  at  base. 
1387.  Braya.  Silique  oblong,  subcylindrical,  with  flattish  valves  and  a  sessile  stigma.  Seeds  few,  ovate. 

Calyx  equal  at  base. 
1388.  Parrya.  Silique  linear  with  veiny  valves.  Seeds  in  two  rows,  with  a  loose  wrinkled  skin.  Stigmas 

approximating    Filaments  not  toothed. 1389.  Turritis.   Silique  linear  with  flat  valves.   Seeds  in  two  rows  in  each  cell. 
1390.  Arabis.    Silique  linear  with  flat  valves,  1-nerved  in  the  middle.   Seeds  in  one  row  in  each  cell. 
1391.  Macropodium.   Silique  pedicellate,  linear,  with  flat  valves,  1-nerved  in  middle. 1392.  Cardamine.  Silique  linear  with  flat  nerveless  valves,  often  opening  with  elasticity.  Funicles  of  the hilum  slender. 
1393.  Pteroneuron.  Silique  lanceolate  with  flat  nerveless  valves,  often  opening  with  elasticity :  placentas 

with  winged  nerves.    Funicles  dilated. 
1394.  Dentaria.  Silique  lanceolate  with  flat  nerveless  valves,  often  opening  with  elasticity:  placentas  not 

winged.   Funicles  dilated. 
**  Silicle  opening  lengthwise,  with  a  broad  oval  membranous  dissepiment,  and  flat  or  concave  valves.  Seeds 

compressed,  frequently  margined.  Cotyledons  flat,  accumbent,  parallel  with  the  dissepiment.  AlyssinbjE, Dec. 
1395.  Lunaria.  Silicle  pedicellate,  elliptical  or  lanceolate  with  flat  valves.  Funicles  long,  adhering  to  the 

dissepiment.    Calyx  somewhat  bisaccate.   Petals  nearly  entire.   Stamens  not  toothed. 
1396  Ricotia.  Silicle  sessile,  oblong,  when  ripe  losing  its  dissepiment  and  becoming  1-celled :  valves  flat. 

Calyx  with  two  prominences  at  base.    Petals  emarginate.   Stamens  not  toothed. 1397.  Farsetia.  Silicle  sessile,  oval  or  orbicular,  with  flat  valves.  Seeds  winged.  Calyx  bisaccate  at  base. Petals  entire. 
1398.  Berleroa.  Silicle  sessile,  elliptical  or  obovate,  with  flat  or  concave  valves.  Calyx  equal  at  base.  Petals 

S-parted.   The  small  stamens  toothed. 1399.  Aubrietia.  Silicle  oblong  with  convex  valves.  Seeds  not  edged.  Calyx  bisaccate  at  base.  Petals 
entire.    Smaller  stamens  toothed. 

1400.  Vesicaria.    Silicle  globose  inflated  with  hemispherical  valves.    Seeds  more  than  8.    Petals  entire. 
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1401.  Alyssum.  Silicle  orbicular  or  elliptical,  with  valves  flat  or  convex  in  centre.  Seeds  2-4  in  each  cell 
Calyx  equal  at  base.   Petals  entire.   Some  the  stamens  toothed. 

1402.  Clypeola.  Silicle  orbicular,  1-celled,  1-seeded,  with  flat  valves.  Calyx  equal.  Petals  entire.  Stamens toothed. 
1403.  Peltaria.  Silicle  orbicular,  1-celled,  1-4-seeded,  with  flat  valves.  Seeds  two  in  each  cell :  funiclas adhering  to  the  dissepiment. 
1404.  Petrocallis.  Silicle  sessile,  oval,  with  flattish  valves.  Seeds  two  in  each  cell :  funicles  adhering  to  the 

dissepiment 
1405.  Draba.  Silicle  sessile,  oval  or  oblong,  with  flat  or  convex  valves.  Seeds  many,  not  edged.  Calyx equal.   Petals  entire.   All  the  stamens  without  teeth. 
1406.  Erophila.  Silicle  oval  or  oblong,  with  flat  valves.  Seeds  many,  not  edged.  Calyx  equal  Petals 

2-parted.    Stamens  without  teeth. 
1407.  Cochlearia.  Silicle  sessile,  ovate-globose  or  oblong,  with  ventricose  valves.  Seeds  many,  not  edged. Petals  entire.   Stamens  without  teeth. 
***  Silicle  opening,  with  a  very  narrow  dissepiment,  and  keeled  navicular  valves.   Seeds  oval,  sometimes 

margined.    Cotyledons  flat,  accumbent,  contrary  to  the  dissepiment.   Thlasfide^,  Dec. 
f  Cells  of  silicle  ̂ -many-seeded. 

1408.  Thlaspi.   Silicle  emarginate  at  end,  with  navicular  valves,  winged  at  back.    Cells  two,  many- 
1409.  CapseUa.   Silicle  triangular,  cuneate  at  base,  with  navicular  valves,  not  winged.   Cells  many-seeded. 
1410.  JButchinsia.  Silicle  elliptical,  with  navicular  valves,  not  winged.  Cells  2-seeded,  rarely  many- seeded. 
1411.  Teesdalia.  Silicle  oval,  emarginate  at  end,  with  navicular  valves  and  2-seeded  cells.  Stamens  having a  scale  inside  at  their  base. 

1 1        of  silicle  1-seeded. 1412.  Iberis.   Two  outer  petals  largest   Silicle  compressed,  truncate,  emarginate. 
1413.  Biscutella.  Silicle  flat,  biscutate,  with  the  cells  laterally  united  to  the  axis.  Style  long,  persistent 

Embryo  inverted. 
****  Silicle  not  opening,  with  concave  indistinct  valves,  and  sometimes  with  scarcely  any  trace  of  a  dissepiment. 

Seeds  oval,  very  few.    Cotyledons  flat,  accumbent,  parallel  with  dissepiment.   Eucxidie£,  Dec. 
1414.  Euclidium.   Silicle  drupaceous,  ovate,  with  manifest  sutures.   Style  subulate.   Cells  1-seeded. 
1415.  Ochthodium.   Silicle  coriaceous,  subglobose.   Stigma  sessile.   Dissepiment  thick.    Cells  1-seeded. 

*****  Silicle  opening  lengthwise,  with  concave  valves,  bearing  internally  transverse  horizontal  dissepiments 
separating  the  seeds.  Seeds  not  margined.  Cotyledons  flat,  accumbent,  parallel  with  the  dissepiment. Anastatice^,  Dec. 
1416.  Anastatica.  Silicle  ventricose,  with  valves  bearing  an  appendage  outside  at  the  end. 

******  Silique  or  silicle  separating  across  into  lS-celled,  1-2-seeded  joints.    Seeds  not  edged.  Cotyledons 
flat,  accumbent,  parallel  with  the  dissepiment  when  there  is  any.   Cakilinkx,  Dec. 

1417.  Cakilc.  Silicle  2-jointed,  compressed :  the  upper  joint  ensiform.  Seeds  solitary  in  the  cells :  upper erect :  lower  pendulous. 
1418.  Rapislrum.  Silicle  2-jointed :  the  upper  joint  ovate,  rugose.  Seeds  solitary  in  the  cells :  upper  erect , lower  pendulous. 
1419.  Chorispora.  Silique  roundish.with  many  equal  joints.   Seeds  all  pendulous. 

2.  Cotyledons  flat,  incumbent.  Radicle  dorsal.   Seeds  ovate,  not  margined.   (0||)   Notorhizble,  Dec. 
*  Silicle  2-celled,  opening  lengthwise,  with  concave  or  keeled  valves.   Seeds  ovate  or  oblong,  not  margined. 

Cotyledons  flat,  incumbent,  contrary  to  the  dissepiment.   Sisymbrikx,  Dec. 
1420.  Malcomia.   Silique  roundish.   Stigma  simple  much  pointed. 
1421.  Hesperis.  Silique  roundish,  or  about  4-cornered.  Stigmas  2,  erect,  conniving.  Calyx  bisaccate  at base. 
1422.  Sisymbrium.  Silique  roundish,  sessile  upon  the  torus.  Stigmas  2,  somewhat  distinct  or  connate  in  a 

head.   Calyx  equal  at  base. 
1423.  Alliaria.   Silique  roundish,  4-cornered,  with  prominent  nerves.   Calyx  lax. 
1424.  Erisymum.   Silique  4-cornered.    Calyx  closed. 
**  Silicle  with  concave  valves,  and  with  a  dissepiment  elliptical  in  its  greatest  diameter.   Seeds  ovate. 

Cotyledons  flat,  incumbent,  contrary  to  dissepiment.   Camelinre,  Dec. 
1425.  Camelina.  Silicle  obovate  or  subglobose,  with  ventricose  valves  and  many-seeded  cells.  Style filiform. 
1426.  Neslia.   Silicle  subglobose,  with  concave  valves,  1-celled,  1-seeded,  indehiscent. 

***  Silicle  with  a  very  narrow  dissepiment,  and  with  keeled  or  very  convex  valves.  Seeds  solitary  or  few  in 
the  cells,  ovate,  not  margined.  Cotyledons  flat,  incumbent,  parallel  with  the  dissepiment.  Lepidinejb, Dec. 
1427.  Coronoptis.    Silicle  twin.   Valves  ventricose  or  subcarinate,  scarcely  dehiscent,  1-seeded. 
1428.  Lepidium.  Silicle  ovate  or  subcordate,  with  carinate  or  rarely  ventricose  valves,  opening  with 1-seeded  cells. 
1429.  JEthionema.  Silicle  oval,  generally  emarginate,  with  navicular  valves,  and  1-2-seeded  cells.  Larger stamens  either  united  or  toothed. 

****  Silicle  with  indistinct  or  indehiscent  keeled  valves,  1-celled,  1-seeded,  with  an  obliterated  dissepiment. 
Seeds  ovate,  oblong.  Cotyledons  flat,  incumbent,  apparently  in  the  same  direction  as  the  dissepiment  should  be. Isatide*,  Dec. 
1430.  Isatis.  Silicle  elliptical,  flat,  1-celled,  1-seeded,  with  carinate  navicular  valves,  which  are  scarcely dehiscent. 
1431.  Myagrum  Silicle  compressed,  almost  cuneate,  with  two  empty  hollows  at  end,  and  at  base  1-celled, 1-seeded. 

3.  Cotyledons  incumbent,  folded  together,  or  plaited  lengthwise  through  their  middle,  and  enwrapping  the 
radicula.  Style  generally  enlarged,  with  a  cell  and  seed  at  its  base.  Seeds  generally  globose,  never  margined. 
(O  >  > )  OrthoplocejE,  Dec. 

*  Silique  with  valves  opening  lengthwise,  and  a  linear  dissepiment.    Cotyledons  folded  together. 
Brassice/e,  Dec. 

1432.  Brassica.   Silique  roundish.   Style  small,  short,  obtuse.   Seeds  in  one  row.   Calyx  closed. 
1433.  Sinapis.  Silique  roundish,  with  nerved  valves.  Style  small,  short,  acute.  Seeds  in  one  row.  Calyx 

spreading. 
1434.  Moricandia.   Silique  4>-cornered,  sowewhat  2-edged.   Seeds  in  two  rows.   Calyx  bisaccate  at  base 
1435.  Diplotaxis.  Silique  compressed,  linear.   Seeds  in  two  rows.   Calyx  equal  at  base. 
1436.  Eruca.   Silique  roundish.   Style  large,  ensiform  or  conical.   Seeds  in  one  row.   Calyx  equal  at  base. 
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**  Silicle  with  concave  values,  opening  lengthwise,  with  an  elliptical  dissepiment.    Cotyledons  folded 
together.   VBliLRK,  Dec. 

1437.  Vella.  Larger  stamen*  connate.  Style  ovate,  flat,  at  the  end  of  a  tongue-shaped  silicle. 1438.  Carrichtera.  Stamens  all  free.   Style  ovate,  flat,  foliaceous. 
1439.  Succowia.  Stamens  all  free.  Style  slender,  conical.  Valves  of  the  silicle  echinate. 

***  Silicle  indehitcent,  ovate  or  globose,  1 -celled,  l-seeded,  with  indistinct  valves.   Seeds  globose.  Cotyledons folded  together.   Zux&£,  Dec. 
1440.  Zilla.  Silicle  2-celled.  Cells  l-seeded. 
1441.  Calepma.   Silicle  1-celled,  1-seed.   Seed  pendulous.   Outer  petals  rather  the  largest 

****  Silicle  or  silique  dividing  across  into  one  or  few-seeded  Joints  or  cells.   Seeds  globose.   Cotyledons  folded together.   Raphane.e,  Dec. 
1442.  Cratnbe.  Silicle  with  two  joints,  of  which  the  lower  is  abortive,  the  upper  globose  l-seeded. 

138a  SCHIZOPF/TALON.  Sims.  Schizopetalon.  Cmcffene. 
8945  Walkeri  Sims.       Walker's  .QJcu   2  nryjl  W 

J381.  MATHI'OLA.  R.Br.  Stock.  Cruet/ens. 8946  incana  R.  Br.         Pu  Gilly  Flow.  tt.  |  or    2  my.n  Pu 
multiplex 

fi  coccinea 
y  alba 8947  annua  Sweet 

8948  glabra  Dec. 
8919  gra/ca  Sweet. 8950  fenestras  R.  Br. 
8951  sinuata  R.  Br. 

double 
Brampton 
white-branching 
ten  weeks  O  or 
smooth  tt.  |  or 
Wall-fl.-leav'd  O  or window  ]£  Ol  or 
greater  sea      £  Q)  or 

8952  odoratissima  R.  Br.  Persian  «.  i  |  or 
fSfragrans  Fisch.      short-podded    tt.  i  |  or 8953  varia  Dec.            variable  j£  or 

8954  trlstis  R.  Br.         dark-flowered  tt.  |  |  or 
8955  tricuspidata  R.  Br.  three-forked  O  pr 
8956  parvifl ora  R.  Br.     small-flowered  O  pr 

1382.  CHEIRANTHUS.  L.  Waix-Flower. 
8957  cheiri  L.  garden  tt.  |  |  or 

Pfruticuldtus  L.       wild  tt- 1    I  or 8958  ochroleucus  Hall,  pale  yellow  £  A  or 
8959  teniiirolius  liter,     fine-leaved      tt.  |  I  or 
8960  mutfibiUs  Lher.      changeable      tt.  |  |  or 

0  longifolius  Vent.     long-leaved      tt- 1  I  or 8961  scoparius  W.         rock  tt.  i  |  or 
/3  chameeleo  Ker.  Chameeleon 

8962  semperflorens  ScAon.ever-blowing 
/S  frutescens  Per*,  entire-leaved 8963  linifolius  Pers.  Flax-leaved 

2  my.n  St 
2  my.n  W 
2  my.n  W 
1  jl.au  Pu 
1  my.au  V 
2  jn.jl  Ld 2  jn.jl  Ld 
i  jn.jl  Ld U  mv.jl  Ld 
1  jl  Pu 
i  jl.au  Pu Crudferee. 2  ap.jl  Or 

Sp.1. 

Chili  1822.  S  p.l 

Sp.  11-26. England  cliffs.  C  Lp 

a  Europe  1731.  S  Lp 
  C  l.p S.  Europe  ...  S  Lp   1759.  S  Lp 

England  seash.  S  Lp 
Persia     1797.  C  r.m 
Crimea    1823.  C  r.m 
Levant    1820.  C  r.m 
S.  Europe  1768.  S  s.l 
Barbary  1739.  S  s.l Morocco  1799.  S  e.l 

Sp.  7—17. 
S.  Europe  1573.  S  r.m Britain  old  wa.  S  co 

Bot  mag.  2879 

Eng.  bot  1935 

Dalec.lug.802.tl 
Mo.ox.s.3.  t.8. f.2 
Jacvind.2.  tl79 
Eng.  bot  462 Bot  mag.  1711 

FLgrasc.  t.636 Bot  mag.  729 
LamilL  U564.f.2 

BulL  herb.  1 349 
Eng.  bot.  1934 

D  CO    Hal.hel.449.  t.14 

tt.  i  |  or tt.|  |  or 
tt.  |  |  or tt.  |_J  or 

1383.  NASTURTIUM.  R.  Br.  Nasturtium. 
8964  officinale  R.  Brr     Water  Cress        A  cul 
8965  sylvestre  R.  Br.  creeping 8966  terrestre  R.  Br.  marsh 
8967  sagitt£tum  R.  Br.  arrow-leaved 8968  Lippizense  Dec  Lappa 

ap.jl     Pa.Y  SwitzerL 2  mv.jn  Y      Madeira  1777.  C  Lp 
3  mr.my  Y.Pu  Madeira  1777.  C  Lp  Bot  mag.  195 
3  s.d       W.pu  Madeira  1815.  C  co   Vent  malm.  t83 
3  my.o    Wj>u  Teneriffe  1812.  C  r.m 3  my.o    Y.Pu  Tenerifie  1812.  C  r.m  Bot  reg.  1 219 
2  ja.d      W     Barbary  1815.  C  s.l 2  mr.jl    W     Tenerifie  1815.  C  co 
2  mr.au  Pu     Spain       1815.  C  s.l 

tt*  A  w §s  O  w 

j£  A  »n 8945 8946 

Sp.  10—24. Britain    rivnL  D  co 
Britain   wat.pl.  D  co 
Britain  wat.pl.  S  co 

i  my.jn  Pa.Y  Siberia     1780.  D  co 
f  my.jn  Y       Carinthia    ...    D  CO 

.8950 

Cruaferts. 
1  myjl  W 
1  jn.8  Y 
1  jn.s  Y 

Eng.  bot  855 Eng.  bot  2324 
Eng.  bot  1747 Jac.  ic.  L  1. 122 
Dale.  lug.653.CS 

8951 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1380.  Schixopetalon.  A  curious  genus  of  Chilian  plants,  with  pinnatifid  petals,  whence  the  name  has  been 

formed,  from  to  divide.  A  plant  of  difficult  cultivation.  It  is  raised  from  seeds,  which  it  produces 
sparingly,  and  only  in  a  well-aired  cool  greenhouse. 1381.  Mathiola.  Named  after  Peter  Andrew  Matthioli,  an  Italian  physician,  born  in  1500,  died  in  1577. 
He  was  first  physician  to  Ferdinand  of  Austria,  and  author  of  a  laborious  commentary  upon  Dioscorides. 
Herbs,  or  rarely  shrubs,  nearly  all  covered  with  a  white  stellate  soft  down.  M.  incana,  annua,  grasca,  and 
fenestralis  are  popular  border  flowers,  especially  the  first ;  the  leaves  of  all  the  species,  and  also  of  Cheiran- 
thus,  and  many  other  plants  of  this  class,  may  be  used  as  potherbs  or  salads. 

1382.  Cheiranthus.  So  called  from  the  Arabic  kheyry,  the  name  of  a  plant  with  red  sweet-scented  flowers. 
Herbs,  or  occasionally  shrubs,  with  entire  or  toothed  leaves,  and  flowers  of  various  colors.  C.  Cheiri  is  a 
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1443.  Raphanus.   Silique  transversely  many-celled  or  dividing  into  several  Joints. 
4.  Cotyledons  incumbent,  linear,  spirally  or  rather  circinately  twitted.   (O  ||  |i)    Spirolobe.i;,  Dec. 

1444.  Bunias.   Silicle  nucamentaceous,  indehiscent,  2-4- celled.   Cotyledons  twisted  spirally. 
1445.  Erucaria.  Silique  lomentaceous,  2-jointed ;  the  lower  joint  having  two  cells,  the  upper  being  ensiform. 

Cotyledons  replicate,  somewhat  spiral. 
5.  Cotyledons  incumbent,  linear,  with  two  legs,  or  a  double  plait,  that  is  to  say,  plaited  twice  crosswise.  Seeds 

depressed.   (0|||||||)    Diplecolobe,e,  Dec. 
1446.  HeUophOa.  Silique  elongate  or  rarely  oblong  or  ovaL  Dissepiment  linear  or  ovaL  Valves  flat,  or  in 

the  long  siliques  somewhat  convex.    Calyx  equal  at  base. 
1447.  Subularia.   Silicle  oval  Dissepiment  elliptical.   Valves  convex.   Cells  many-seeded.   Stigma  sessile. 
C.    Cotyledons  2.   Petals  4,  not  cruciate.    Thalamus  large,  hemispherical  or  elongated.    Stamens  4-6-00. 

1448.  Cleome.  A  honey  gland  at  each  division  of  the  calyx,  except  the  lowest  Calyx  4-Ieaved.  Petals ascending. 

8945  Stem  weak  ccesious,  Petals  pinnatifid  quickly  perishable 

8916  Stem  shrubby  at  base  erect  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  hoary,  Pods  subcylind.  without  glands 

8947  Stem  herbaceous  erect  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  blunt  hoary,  Pods  subcylindrical  without  glands 
8948  Stem  half  shrubby  erect  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Pods  somewhat  compressed  without  glands 
8949  Stem  herbaceous  erect  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Pods  somewhat  compressed  without  glands 
8950  Stem  \  shrubby  erect  simple,  Leaves  close  obovate  downy,  Pods  downy  without  glands  broadest  at  base 
8951  Stem  somewhat  erect  herbaceous  branch.  Lvs.  obL  downy ;  lower  sinuated,  Pods  comp.  velvety  and  gland. 
8953  Stem  erect  branched,  Leaves  downy  or  pubescent  toothed  or  pinnatifid,  Pods  compressed  downy B  Pods  twice  as  short  as  a, 
8953  Stem  erect  nearly  simple  naked,  Leaves  linear  blunt  hoary  entire,  Flowers  subsessile,  Pods  compressed 
8954  Stem  \  shrubby  at  base  branched  erect,  Leaves  downy  linear  entire  or  toothed,  FI  subsess.  Pods  roundish 
8955  Stem  suberect  branched,  Leaves  sinuate  pinnatifid,  Pods  with  three  acute  nearly  equal  points 
8956  Stem  suberect  branched,  Leaves  downy  lanceolate  repand  toothed,  FL  sessile,  Middle  point  of  pod  longest 

8957  Leaves  lane,  entire,  Hairs  2-parted  appressed  or  none,  Pods  linear,  Stigmas  with  recurved  lobes 
8958  Lvs.  obi .  lane,  somew.  toothed,  Hairs  2-parted  or  none,  Stem  decum.  branch.  Pet  obov.  Pods  erect  pointed 8959  Leaves  linear  entire  somewhat  silky,  Stem  half  shrubby 
8960  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  acuminate  finely  serrated  downy  with  2-parted  hairs,  Stem  shrubby  branched 
8961  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  acuminate  entire  downy  with  appressed  2-parted  hairs,  Stem  shrubby  branched 
8962  Leaves  lin.  lane,  entire  roughish,  Stem  shrubby  branched,  Pods  compressed,  Pedic.  half  as  short  as  calyx 
8963  Leaves  linear  entire  rough  clustered,  Stem  shrubby  branched,  Pods  roundish  3  times  as  long  as  calyx 

8964  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segments  ovate  subcordate  repand 
8965  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segments  lanceolate  serrate  or  cut 
8966  Leaves  pinnated-lobed,  lobes  confluent  toothed  smooth,  Root  fusiform,  Petals  as  long  as  calyx 8967  Downy,  Rad.  lvs.  toothed  backwards,  cauline  sagittate  oblong  blunt,  Stems  erect  branched  from  the  base 
8968  Radical  leaves  stalked  obovate  toothed  or  lyrate  :  upper  pinnatifid,  Lobes  linear  entire 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
popular  flower  of  long  standing,  admired  for  its  various  colors  and  agreeable  odor.  Being  an  acrid  and  hardy evergreen,  it  is  sometimes  sown  in  pastures,  along  with  parsley,  thyme,  &c  as  a  preventative  of  the  rot  in sheep. 

1383.  Nasturtium,  is  said  to  have  been  so  called  from  the  effect  its  acrimony  produces  upon  the  muscles  of 
the  nose;  nasus  tortus  signifying  a  convulsed  nose.  Pliny.  N.  officinale  is  a  well  known  popular  salad, 
gathered  wild  in  most  parts  where  it  is  found,  and  since  1808,  cultivated  to  a  considerable  extent  in  the  neigh, 
bourhood  of  London.  A  running  stream  of  clear  water  is  essential  to  its  cultivation;  in  the  bed  of  this 
stream  the  plants  are  inserted  in  rows  in  the  direction  of  the  current,  and  all  that  is  necessary  is  to  take  up 
and  replant  occasionally,  and  to  keen  up  the  plants  free  of  mud  or  any  accumulation  of  extraneous  matters, 
and  to  see  that  other  plants,  especially  the  Sium  nodiflorum,  a  poisonous  plant  resembling  the  water-cress,  do 
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8969  pyrenaicum  R.  Br.  Pyrenean 
8970 amphlbium  U.Br,  amphibious 
8971  benghalense  Dec.  Bengal 
8972  microspermumDec.  Chinese 8973  indicum  Dec.  doubtful 

1384.  LEPTOCARPJEA.  Dec. 

£  A  un 
*  A  w 

O  un O  un 
O  un 

LEPTOCARPJ3A. 

O  w 

8974  Loeselii  Dec.  Loesel's Turritis  LoesUii  R.  Br. 
1385.  NOTCCERAS.  R.  Br.  Notoceras. 
8975  canariense  R.  Br.    Canary  iQJ  un 
8976  hispanicum  Dec.     Spanish  iQJ  un 

1386.  B ARB ARE'A.  R.  Br.  Winter  Cress. 8977  vulgaris  R.  Br.       common         £  A  cul 
8978  prae'cox  R.  Br.       Belieisle  Cress  £  A  cul 8979  iberica  Dec.  Barbarea-lvd.   £  A  un 
8980  plantaginea  Dec.     Winter  cress-Iv.£  A  un 

Sisymb.  barbareee  L. 
1387.  BRAY' A.  Stern.  Braya. 8981  alpina  Stern.  alpine  O  cu 
1388.  PAR'RYA.  R.Br.  Parrya. 
8982  firctica  R.  Br.        northern  £JJ  cu 

1389.  TURRI'TIS.  R.  Br.  Tower  Mustard. 

i  my.jn  Y 
11  jn.au  Y 
2  jn.au  Y 

f  jn.au  W |  jn.au  Ap Cruciferee. 
ljau  Y 

Pyrenees  1775.  P  co Britain    riv.ba.  D  co 
E.  Indies China  1820. 
China 

Sp.\. 
Germany  1683. 

S  co S  co 
S  co 

CrucifertB. 
Sp.2— 4. 
Canaries 

i  au.s  Y 
1779. 

S CO 
i  au.s  Y 

Spain 

1821. 
S CO 

Cructferee 
Sp.  4—6. 11  my.au  Y Britain rub. D 

CO 
1  ap.o  Y England  brooks. D CO 
1  my.au  Y Iberia 1816. C 

Lp 

ijLs  Y Levant 1799. D 

CO 

8983  glabra  L. 
tl390.  AR'ABIS.  L. 8984verna  R.Br. 

8985  alpina  L. 8986  albida  Sted. 
A.  caucasica  W. 

8987  toxophylla  Bieb. 8988  auriculata  Lam. 
8989  saxatilis  All. 
8990crispata  W. 
8991  sagittate  Dec. 
8992  hirsute  Scop. 8993  Allionii  Dec. 

Turritis  stricta  W. 
8991  muralis  Bert. 
8995  stricta  Huds. 
8996  cilifite  R.  Br. 
8997  incSna  Both. 
8998  Thaliana  L. 
8999  serpyllifolia  Vitt. 9000  pubescens  Desf. 
9001  pra/cox  W.  $K. 
9002  hispida  L. 
9003  lyrata  L. 
9004  aren6sa  Scop. 

8970 

long-podded 

O  w 

Cruciferee. 

i  jn  Pu CrudfercE. 
\    ...  Pu Cruciferee. 

\\  my.jn  W 

Sp.\. 
Carinthia  1823.  S  p.l 

So.  1. Melvillel.  1820.  S  p.l 

Sp.  1—3. England  gr.pa.  S  co 
Wall  Cress. vernal  O  W 
Alpine  £  A  P' 
early-flowering  £  A  pr 

Cruciferee.     Sp.  32—65. 1  my.jn  Pu     France     1710.  S  s.l 
f  mr.my  W.y  Switzerl.  159a  D  p.l 
f  ja.o      W     Caucasus  1798.  D  s.l 

bow-leaved 
auricled stone crisp 

sagittate 
hairy 

upright 
wall 
Bristol ciliated 
hispid-stalked common 
thyme-leaved 
pubescent 
early 

short-podded 
lyrate 
purple 

£  Q>  pr 
O  un £  Q)  un £  A  pr 

£  Q)  un 
£  A  w 
£  A  w 

A  un A  pr Q>  pr 
Q)  un 
O  w Q>  un 
Q)  un A  un 
A  w O  un O  pr 

1  jl.au  W 

f  my  W 
f  my  W I  my  W 
1  my.jl  W 
1  myjl  W 2  my.jn  W 

}  myjn  W h  my  Cr 
Jjn.jl  W i  my.jn  W 1  ap.my  W 

Jjnjl  W 1J  ap.my  W 
|  jn.jl  W i  my.jl  Pu 
f  my.jl  W i  jnjl  Pk 

8977 

Volga      1823.  S  co 
S.  Europe   ...  S  co Switzerl.     ...  S  co 
Carniola  1816.  D  co 
S.  France    ...  S  co 
Britain    rocks.  D  s.l 
Italy       1804.  D  co 
Italy  1824.  D  co 
England  rocks.  D  s.l Ireland     ir.sh.  S  s.l Switzerl.   1816.  S  S.1 
Britain    walls.  S  s.l S.  France  1823.  S  co 
Barbary   1825.  S  co 
Hungary  1820.  D  co Britain   al.roc.  D  s.l 
N.  Amer.   ...  S  co 
Germany  1798.  S  s.l 

8978 

Acthelv.4.  tl5 
Eng.  bot  1840 

Jac.  aust.4.  t.324 

Jacq.  eel.  t  111 

Eng.  bot  443 
Eng.  bot  1129 

Hook.fl.cx.t.121 

Parry's  append.' 
Eng.  bot  777 
Barr.  ic  476 
Bot  mag.  226 
Jacq.  eel.  1 71 

W.&Kitl.t59 Vill.daup.3.  t37 

Eng.  bot  587 

Eng.  bot  614 
Eng.  bot  1746 
Eng.  bot  901 Vil.dauph.8.t37 
Desf  atl.  1 163 

Eng.  bot  469 
Scop.  earn.  t.  40 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
not  find  their  way  into  the  plantation.  Near  Rickmansworth,  in  Hertfordshire,  there  is  a  fine  stream  oi 
water  on  a  chalky  bottom,  in  which  one  cultivator  grows  five  acres,  and  sends  a  supply  to  London  every 
day  in  the  year,  Sundays  excepted.  There  are  also  large  plantations  at  Uxbridge,  Gravesend,  and  other 
Some  market-gardeners,  who  can  command  a  small  stream  of  water,  grow  the  water-cress  in  beds  sunk 

about  a  foot  in  a  retentive  soil,  with  a  very  gentle  slope  from  one  end  to  the  other.  Along  the  bottom  of  this 
bed,  which  may  be  of  any  convenient  length  and  breadth,  chalk  or  gravel  is  deposited,  and  the  plants  are 
inserted  about  six  inches  distance  every  way.  Then,  according  to  the  slope  and  length  of  the  bed,  dams  are 
made  six  inches  high  across  it,  at  intervals ;  so  that  when  these  dams  are  full,  the  water  may  rise  not  less 
than  three  inches  on  all  the  plants  included  in  each.  The  water,  being  turned  on,  will  circulate  from  dam  to 
dam ;  and  the  plants,  if  not  allowed  to  run  to  flower,  will  afford  abundance  of  young  tops  in  all  but  the  winter 
months.  A  stream  of  water  no  larger  than  what  will  fill  a  pipe  of  an  inch  bore,  will,  if  not  absorbed  by  the  . 
soil,  suffice  to  irrigate  in  this  way  an  eighth  of  an  acre.  As  some  of  the  plants  are  apt  to  rot  off  in  winter, 
the  plantation  should  be  laid  dry  two  or  three  times  a  year,  and  all  weeds. and  decayed  parts  removed,  and  . 
vacancies  filled  up.  Cress  grown  in  this  way,  however,  is  far  inferior  to  that  grown  in  a  living  stream  flowing 
over  gravel  or  chalk. 

The  water-cress  has  lately  been  cultivated  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Paris,  and  also  near  Edinburgh. 
1384,  Leptocarptsa.    From  Xirrof,  slender,  and  xaqroy,  fruit    A  genus  distinguished  from  Sisymbrium  by its  accumbent  cotyledons. 
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8969  Radical  leaves  stalked  obovate  or  lyrate,  Cauline  amplexicaul  pinnatifid,  Lobes  linear  entire 
8970  Leaves  obL  lane,  pinnatifid  or  serrated.  Root  fibrous,  Petals  larger  than  calyx,  Sil'icules  ellipsoid 8971  Leaves  obovate  cuneate  toothed  at  end,  Pods  roundish  subturgid,  Bractes  a  little  shorter  than  pods 
8972  Lvs.  smooth :  radstalkedpinnatif.;  cauL  stem-clasping  cut  serr.  Pods  roundish,  Pedic.  bracteate  very  short 
8973  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  toothed  backwards  acuminate  at  each  end  smooth,  Pods  roundish  4  times  as  long  as  stalk 

8974  The  only  species.  Leaves  stalked  pinnatifid  sublyrate  with  cut  toothed  acuminate  lobes 

8975  Pods  2-homed,  Petals  equal,  Leaves  entire,  Hairs  strigose  fixed  by  their  middle  2-parted  appr.  scattered 
8976  Pods  2-horned,  Petals  unequal,  Leaves  ent.  Hairs  strigose  fixed  by  their  middle  2-parted  very  numerous 
8977  Lower  leaves  lyrate :  terminal  lobe  roundish ;  upper  obovate  toothed 
8978  Lower  leaves  lyrate :  terminal  lobe  ovate ;  upper  pinnatifid  with  linear  oblong  entire  lobes 
8979  Radical  and  lower  leaves  pinnatifid-lyrate :  lateral  lobes  ovate;  terminal  cordate  entire 
8980  Lower  leaves  toothed  lyrate :  lateral  lobes  dentiform ;  terminal  very  large  subcordate,  upper  ovate 

8981  Leaves  linear  narrowed  at  base  smooth  acute 

8982  Pods  lin. -oblong,  Anthers  oval,  Leaves  entire,  Peduncles  smooth 

8983  Rad.  leaves  toothed  hairy :  cauline  stem-clasping  entire  smooth,  Pods  erect  6  times  as  long  as  stalk 

8984  Cauline  lvs.  cord,  stem-clasping  rough  with  3-parted  down,  Pedicels  shorter  than  cal.  Stigma  somew.  emarg. 
8985  Leaves  many-toothed  villous  with  branched  hair  lane,  acute :  rad.  somew.  stalked ;  caul.  cord,  stem-clasp. 
8986  Leaves  few-toothed  hoary  with  branched  hairs :  rad.  obov.  oblong ;  cauline  cordate  sagitt.  stem-clasping 
8987  Lvs.  pubesc.  with  minute  stellate  down  :  rad.  obL  stalked  sinuate  toothed ;  cauline  sagittate  lanceol.  entire 
8988  Lvs.  somew.  toothed  rough  with  branch,  hair :  lower  oval  narr.  into  a  stalk ;  cauline  bluntly  corcL-auricled 
8989  Lvs.  somew.  toothed  rough  with  branch,  hair :  lower  oval  narr.  into  a  stalk ;  cauline  acutely  corcL-auricled 
8990  Lvs.  acutely  toothed  lane,  stem-clasping  wavy  rough  with  branching  hairs :  rad.  narrowed  into  the  stalk 8991  Lvs.  somew.  toothed  rough :  rad.  ovate  or  obL  narrowed  into  the  stalk ;  cauline  lanceol.  sagittate  cordate 
8992  Lvs.  toothed  rough  with  generally  branched  hairs :  radical  obov.  obi.  narr.  into  the  stalk ;  caul,  ovate  lane. 
8993  Lvs.  smooth :  radical  ovate-oblong  somewhat  toothed  narrowed  at  base ;  cauline  sessile  ovate  serrated 
8994  Leaves  hairy  with  branched  pubescence :  radical  spatulate  bluntly  toothed ;  cauline  ovate  acutely  toothed 
8995  Leaves  rough  with  scattered  bifid  down :  radical  obov.  toothed ;  cauline  obL  nearly  entire,  Raceme  erect 
8996  Leaves  somewhat  toothed  smooth  ciliated :  radical  subsessile  oval  oblong ;  cauline  oblong,  Raceme  erect 
8997  All  the  lvs.  sessile  somew.  toothed  hoary  with  branched  hairs :  radical  obov.  obL  :  cauline  obL  Rac  erect 
8998  Leaves  hairy  somewhat  toothed  :  radical  stalked  ovate  oblong,  Stem  branched,  Pods  ascending 
8999  Leaves  nearly  entire  rough  with  branched  hairs  :  radical  and  caul,  oval  narrowed  at  base,  Raceme  lax 
9000  Lvs.  pubesc.  coarsely  toothed :  rad.  spatulate  lane,  narrowed  into  the  stalk ;  caul.  Lane.  Pods  pubescent 
9001  Leaves  oblong  acute  sessile  entire  smooth,  Stems  strigose,  Runners  creeping,  Pods  spreading 
9002  Leaves  nearly  smooth :  radical  cut ;  cauline  oblong  linear  entire,  Stem  generally  branched 
9003  Rad.  leaves  lyrate  pinnatifid  smooth  or  ciliated :  cauline  linear,  Stem  hispid  at  base  somewhat  branched 
9004  Lvs.  vill.  with  forked  down :  rad.  lyrate  pinnat. ;  caul,  cut  toothed,  Stem  branched  hisp.  with  simple  hairs 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1385.  Notoceras.  From  tuns,  the  back,  and  a  horn.  The  structure  of  the  pod  of  this  genus  is  inter- 

mediate between  Erysimum  and  Capsella.  The  species  are  small  annuals,  with  very  minute  flowers,  which  are sometimes  apetalous. 
1386.  Barbarea.  A  name  used  by  Dodoens,  because  the  plant  had  been  called  the  herb  of  St  Barbara  by some  preceding  botanists.  B.  vulgaris  is  sometimes  cultivated  as  a  spring  salad,  but  is  much  less  delicate  than 

the  common  cress,  and  has  nothing  in  flavor  to  recommend  it  B.  precox,  the  American  or  Belleisie  cress  of gardeners,  is  preferred  to  the  other,  and  cultivated  in  a  number  of  gardens. 
1387.  Braya.  A  curious  little  plant,  with  the  habit  of  Arabis  caerulea.  Leaves  are  linear,  racemes  terminal, 

flowers  purple.  The  genus  is  not  completely  known ;  but  it  appears  to  be  intermediate  between  Siliquosse  and 
Siliculosae ;  related  to  Draba  on  one  hand,  and  Arabis  on  the  other.  It  is  a  native  of  the  Carinthian  alps, where  it  was  found  by  Dr.  Hoppe,  who  named  it  after  Count  Bray,  a  German  nobleman. 

1388.  Parrya.  Named  by  Mr.  R.  Brown,  after  Captain  Edward  Parry,  the  commander  of  the  British  expe- 
ditions to  discover  the  north-west  passage  round  America.  It  was  found  upon  Melville  island,  and  once  was raised  from  seeds  brought  home  by  some  of  the  officers,  but  it  never  flowered,  and  is  now  lost. 

1389.  Turritis.  From  turris,  a  tower ;  the  leaves  and  seeds  giving  the  stem  a  pyramidal  form.  This  genus is  principally  distinguished  from  Arabis  by  its  seeds  being  in  two  rows,  and  by  its  habit 
1390.  Arabis.  Native  of  Arabia,  according  to  De  Theis ;  but  this  is  a  forced  explanation,  and  scarcely  the 

true  root  of  the  word.  Distinguished  from  all  the  neighbouring  genera  by  its  linear  compressed  siliques.  and flat  valves. 
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9005  Halted  L. 
9006  cebennensis  Dec. 
9007  Turrit  a  L. 
9006  pendu  la  L. 9009  laevigata  Dec 9010  canadensis  L. 
9011  nutans  W. 
9012  bellidifolia  Jacq. 
9013  raertlea  ffu(f. 9014  coll ina  Ten. 
9015  lucida  Z. 

Hallcr's  £ Montpellier  £ 
tower  Mustard  £ 
pendulous polished  £ 
sickle-podded  £ nodding  £ 
Daisy-leaved  £ 
blue  £ 
hill  £ 
shining-leaved  £ 
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9019  resedifolia  L. 
9020  africana  L. 
9021  trifolia  L. 
9022  chilensis  Z)ec. 
9023  granulosa  All. 9024  amara  X. 
9025  prorepens  Fitch. 
9026  pratensis  L. 

&  plena 
9027  pennsylvanica  L. 9028  hirsuta  X. 
9029  parviflora  L. 
9030  impat iens  L. 9031  latitolia  Vahl. 
9032  chelidonia  L. 

W  Switzerl. 
Pa.pu  S.  France Sul  England W  Siberia 
W  N.  Amer. W  N.  Amer. 
W  Switzerl. 
W.y  Switzerl 
Pa.B  Switzerl W  Naples W  Hungary 

S  co    Wal.&Kit.  t.120 
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Eng.  bot  178 Jac  vind.  a  t34 

Plu.alm.t86.f.8 
Jac.  aust.a  1281 
Jac.  austa  t.280 
ALped.l.t40.f.2 Bot  mag.  3021 

1391.  MACROPO'DIUM.  R.Br.  Macropodium. 9016  ni vale  R.  Br.  Siberian  £  A  pr 
1392.  CARDA'MINE.  L.  Lady's  Smock. 
9017  asarifolia  L.  Kidney-leaved  £  A  Pr 
9018  bellidifolia  Crantz.  Daisy-leaved    £  A  Pr Rocket-leaved African 

three-leaved 
Chili 
granular bitter creeping 
Cuckoo-flower 
double-Jloviered  =fe  A  pr 
Pennsylvanian  £  A  un 

O  un 
O  un O  un 
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£  A  un 
£  A  un 
*  A  pr 

£  A  un 
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hairy 

small-flowered 
impatient broad-leaved  * 
Celandine-lvd.  £ 

1393.  PTERONEU'RON.  Dec.  Pteroneuron. 9033  gray  cum  Dec.        Grecian  O  un 
Car  da  mi  ne  grte'ca  L. 

1394.  DENTA'RIA.  L.  Dextaria. 9034  enneaphylla  L.  nine-leaved  A  A  el 
9035  diphylla  Mich.  two-leaved  A  A  el 
9036  maxima  Nutt.  large  A  A  el 
9037  trifolia  TV.  $  K.  three-leaved  A  A  el 
9038  pentaphylla  Scop,  five-leaved  A  A  el 
9039  pinnata  Lam.  seven-leaved  A  A  el 
9040  bulbifera  L.  bulbiferous  A  A  el 

1395.  LUNA'RIA.  L.  Honesty. 9041  rediviva  L.  perennial        £  A  or 
9042  biennis  Dec.         annual  £  Q)  or annua  L. 

139a  RICCTIA.  L.  Ricotu. 
9043  aegyptlaca  L.  Egyptian  O  cu 

1397.  FARSE'TIA.  Turr.  Farsetia. 
9044  cheiranthoidesii.£r.stock  n.  \  |  cu 
9045  suff'ruticosa  Dec.     half-shrubby  £  A  or 9046  lunarioi des  R.  Br.   oriental  n.  \  |  or 
9047  clypeata  R.  Br.       buckler-podded     O  or 

9007     .  tm.t  i  9012 
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Sp.  16—55. Italy  1710. Scotland  seal 
Germany  1658. 
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Britain 
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Britain 

Pu 
Pu 

1825. 
1820. watpL 
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Spain  1710. Italy  1739. 
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D  m.s D  co 
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Bot  mag.  1735 
Eng.  bot  2355 Al.ped.1.  t57.£2 
Her.  parad.  202 Bot  mag.  452 

Eng.  bot  100 
Eng.  bot  776 

Eng.  bot.  492 GmeL  sib.  1 64 
Eng.  bot  80 Her.  parad.  203 Pl.rar.hu.2.t.l40 

Cruciferce.   Sp.  1—2. jn.jl     Fa     S.  Europe  1710. 

Cruciferee.   Sp.  7— la 1  my.jn  Pa.Y  Austria  165a 
f  my.jn  W.pu  N.  Amer. 2  my.jn  Pa.pu  N.  Amer.  1823. 1  my.jn  W  Hungary  1824. 

1}  mv.jn  Pa.pu  Switzerl  165a 
1  my.jn  Pa.pu  Switzerl.  168a 
1|  ap.my  Pu     England  sha.pL 

Cruciferce.   Sp.  2. 
3  rnyjn  LP    Germany  159a 4  my.jn  L.P    Germany  1570. 

S  co   Boc.  sic.  1 44.  f.2 
D  s.p 

D  s.p D  s.p 
D  s.p 

D  s.p 
D  s.p 
D  s.p 

D  co 
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Jac.  aust.4.  t.316 Bot  mag.  tl465 
Wal&Kit  t.139 G arid.  prov.  t.29 
Garid.  prov.  t.  28 
Eng.  bot  309 
Lam.ill.t561.f.l 
Lam.Ul.t.561.f.2 

Cruciferce.  i 
Jjn.jl  LP 
1  ap 

1  jn.jl 

lijnjl ^.1. 

Egypt 
Cruciferce.  Sp.  4—7. 

1  jn.jl     W.pu  Levant    178&  C  co Y  Persia      182a  C  co 
Y  Archipel  1731.  D  co 
Y  S.  Europe  159a  S  co 

9011 

1757.  S  s.p  Bot.  reg.49 
Desf.  atl.2.  t160 
Vent  eels.  1 19 Tour.  it.l.  p.242 
Dal  lug.1141.fl 

901b 

9021 IBttory,  Vie,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1391.  Macropodium.  So  named  because  the  pod  is  elevated  above  the  receptacle  upon  a  stalk ;  yuctxtpt,  long, 

and  tus,  a  foot  or  stalk.  A  genus  differing  from  Arabia  chiefly  in  its  stalked  pod,  and  its  calyx  being  a  little 
thickened  at  the  base.  A  little,  smooth,  erect,  simple  herb,  with  ovate,  lanceolate,  acuminate  leaves,  and  white flowers. 

1392.  Cardamme.  From  xcteSm,  the  heart,  and  Set/uta,  to  strengthen,  in  allusion  to  its  supposed  stomachic 
qualities.  The  leaves  of  C.  pratensis  were  formerly  used  in  salads.  C.  impa Hens  is  so  named  from  the  sudden 
bursting  of  the  seed  pods,  being  ripe  and  pressed  between  the  fingers.  C.  pratensis  frequently  has  double 
flowers.  C.  hirsuta  and,  it  is  said,  other  species,  produce  young  plants  from  the  leaves.  All  that  is  necessary 
is  to  lay  the  leaf  on  a  moist  grassy  surface,  or  on  moss  kept  moist  The  plant  propagates  itself  extensively  in this  way  in  moist  soils. 

139.3.  Pteroneuron.  From  ragay,  a  wing,  and  a  nerve,  in  allusion  to  the  winged  nerves  of  the  pods,  by which  it  is  distinguished  from  Dentaria  and  Cardamine. 
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9005  Lower  lvs.  stalked  ly  rate :  terminal  lobe  orate:  upper  lanceolate  cut,  Stem  branched  weak  softly  villous 
9006  Leaves  all  stalked  ovate  acumin.  coarsely  toothed  velvety  with  very  fine  down,  Pedic.  and  pods  spreading 
9007  Lvs.  stem-clasping  acum.  somewhat  toothed  pubescent,  Pedicels  length  of  calyx,  Pods  1-sided  decurved 9008  Leaves  stem-clasping  toothed  oblong  dilated  and  cordate  at  base,  Stem  furrowed  hispid,  Pods  pendulous 9009  Catiline  leaves  linear  sessile  smooth  :  lower  somewhat  toothed ;  radical  obovate,  Pods  erect 
9010  Cauline  leaves  sessile  oblong  lanceolate  acuminate  somewhat  toothed,  Pods  pendulous  falcate  [stalk 
9011  Lvs.  roughish  nearly  ent :  rail.  obov. ;  caul.  ov.  or  obi.  Rac  nodding,  Pods  erect  3  times  as  long  as  their 
9012  Lvs.  smooth  nearly  entire:  rad.  obovate;  cauline  ovate,  Raceme  erect,  Pods  4  times  as  long  as  their  stalk 
9013  Leaves  smooth  nearly  entire :  rad.  oblong  obovate  j  cauline  few  oblong,  Raceme  nodding,  Pods,  erect 
9014  Lvs.  hoary  with  stellated  down  obi.  sinuate  toothed :  rad.  stalked ;  caul.  sess.  Pods  8  times  as  long  as  their 
9015  Leaves  stem-clasping  shining  [stalk 

9016  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminate  subserrate,  Raceme  terminal  long 

9017  Lvs.  smooth  stalked  cordate  roundish  subsinuate  toothed,  Stem  erect,  Pods  erect  twice  as  long  as  stalk 
9018  Leaves  smooth  thickish :  radical  stalked  ovate  entire ;  cauline  few  entire  or  3-lobed,  Pods  erect 
9019  Leaves  smooth  membranous  stalked :  radical  undivided ;  lower  cauline  3-fid,  upper  5-lobed,  Pods  erect 
9020  Leaves  smooth  3-fid,  Segments  stalked  ovate  acuminate  toothed,  Pods  spreading 
9021  Lvs.  smoothish  3-fid,  Segm.  sess.  rhomb,  roundish  tooth.  Scape  naked,  Lower  branches  root-like  creeping 
9022  Leaves  above  downy  trifid,  Segments  somewhat  stalked  ovate  lanceolate  crenate,  Stem  ascending 
9023  Radical  leaves  stalked  ovate  subcordate :  cauline  pinnatifid  with  oblong  entire  lobes,  Root  granular 
9024  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segments  of  radical  roundish  j  of  cauline  toothed  angular,  Stem  rooting  at  base 
9025  Lvs.  pinnatifid,  Segm.  ovate  nearly  entire :  term,  round.  3-lobed,  Runners  creeping,  Stem  ascend,  pubesc. 
9026  Lvs.  pinnatifid,  Segm.  of  rad.  roundish :  of  cauline  linear  or  lane,  entire,  Style  very  short,  Stigma  capitate 
9027  Leaves  pinnatifid  or  lyrate,  Lobes  oval  angular  toothed  blunt,  Stem  erect,  Petals  oblong  linear 
9028  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segm.  of  radical  roundish  mucronate  stalked,  of  the  upper  oblong  subsess.  Petals  obL 
9029  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Lobes  sessile  obL  linear  entire  the  lowest  distant  from  the  stem,  Petals  oblong  linear 
9030  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Segm.  oval  oblong  somewhat  toothed,  lowest  close  to  the  stem  acute  stipule-like 
9031  Leaves  pinnatifid  smooth,  Segm.  3-7  roundish  toothed  angular,  Pods  erect  a  little  longer  than  stalk, 
9033  Leaves  pinnatifid  nearly  smooth,  Segm.  stalked  ovate  toothed  lower  pinnatifid,  Segm.  3-4 

9033  Segm.  of  leaves  somewhat  stalked  roundish  tooth-lobed  nearly  equal 

9034  Leaves  3  whorled  stalked  trifid,  Segm.  oval  lanceolate  acuminate  serrated,  Stamens  length  of  petals 
9035  Leaves  1-2  alternately  shortly  stalked  3-fid,  Segm.  ovate  lanceolate  coarsely  and  unequally  serrate  lobed 
9036  Leaves  many  alternate  stalked  trifid,  Segm.  broad  oval  cut  toothed,  Axillae  without  glands 
9937  Leaves  many  alternate  stalked  trifid,  Segm.  ovate-lanceolate  remotely  toothed,  Axillae  with  glands 
9038  Caul  lvs.  many  alternate  stalked  palmate  5-lobed,  Segm.  oblong  lanceolate  acuminate  coarsely  serrated 
9039  Cauline  leaves  alternate  stalked  pinnatifid,  Segm.  oblong  acuminate  serrate  toothed 
9040  Cauline  leaves  alternate  pinnatifid :  upper  undivided  mostly  bearing  bulbs  in  the  axilla? 
9041  Pods  lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end 
9042  Pods  elliptical  blunt  at  each  end 

9043  Leaves  sub-bipinnatifid,  Lobes  oblong  sinuate  angular 

9044  Stem  shrubby  erect,  Leaves  linear  with  close  hairs 
9045  Stem  half-shrubby  at  base  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  downy 
9046  Stems  half-shrubby  ascending,  Leaves  oblong  obovate  stalked  and  pods  hoary  with  down 
9047  Stems  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  oblong  repand,  Pods  velvety  with  short  down,  Stigma  capitate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1394.  Dentaria.  From  dens,  a  tooth ;  its  roots  are  furnished  with  projecting  angles,  which  resemble  the 

molar  teeth  of  quadrupeds.  Plants  with  broad  palmate  or  pinnate  leaves,  and  shewy  white,  yellowish,  or 
purple  flowers.  The  dried  root  of  D.  diphylla  is  used  instead  of  mustard  by  the  Americans,  under  the  name  of 
pepper  root. 

1395.  Lunaria.  Derived  from  luna,  the  moon,  in  allusion  to  the  broad  round  silvery  silicles.  Large  hairy plants,  with  alternate  or  opposite  cordate  leaves,  and  large  lilac  flowers. 
1396.  Jticotia.  A  word,  the  meaning  of  which  is  no  where  explained.  It  was  probably  formed  after 

some  obscure  botanist  Small  weak  branched  annual  plants,  with  variously  lobed  foliage,  and  pale  lilac flowers. 
1397.  Farsetia.  In  memory  of  Philip  Farseti,  a  noble  Venetian,  celebrated  for  his  botanical  erudition.  A 

small  genus,  with  hoary  entire  leaves,  and  yellow  or  dirty-white  flowers. 
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1398.  BERTERO' A  Dec.  Berteroa. 9048  incana  Dec.  hoary  if  Q)  or 
Farsetia  incana  R.  Br. 

9049  mutabilis  Dec.        changeable       £  A  or FarsCtia  mutabilis  R,  Br. 
9050  obliqua  Dec.  oblique  «.  |  or 

fl399.  AUBRIE'TIA.  Adans.  Aubhietia. 9051  deltoidea  Dec.        purple  £  A  or 
Farsetia  deltoidea  R.  Br. 

tl400.  VESICA'RIA  Lam.  Vesicaria. 

Cruciferce.  Sp.  3—5. 1|  jLs       W  Europe 

9052  utriculata  Lam. 
9053  sinuata  Pair. 
9054  cretica  Poir. 

*1401.  ALYS'SUM.  X. 9055  saxatile  L. 
9056  Gemonense  Z. 
9057  argenteum  W. 9058  Bertol6nii  Desc. 
9059murale  W.  8c  K. 
9060  tortuosum  W.  SjK.  twisted 
9061  alpestre  L.  alpine ©062  montanum  L.  mountain 
9063  rostratum  Stev.  beaked 
9064  micropetalumKscA.  small-petal ed 
9065  campestre  L.  field 
9066  calyclnum  L.  calycine 9067  minimum  W.  small 
§9068  edentulum  W.ScK.  toothless  £ 9069  maritimum  Lam.    sweet  tt. 
89070  rupestre  Tenore.     rock  tt. 
89071  hallmifolium  W.     purslane-leav'd  11.  I  un §9072  spinosum  L.  thorny  «.  |  un 
1402.  CLYPE'OLA.  W.    Treacle  Mustard. 9073  Ion  Thlaspi  L.       annual  O  cu 

smooth  £ 
sinuate-leaved  j£ 
Cretan  tt_ 
Madwort. 
rock  «. 
Austrian  O- silvery  £ 
Bertoloni's  £ wall  £ 

l£ 

A  or Q)  or or 
or 

A  or A  or A  or A  cu 
A  cu 
A  or O  un 
O  un 
O  un O  un 
O  un 
Q>  un un 

 I  un 

1403.  PELTA'RIA.  I. 9074  alliacea  L. 
Peltaria. Garlic-scented  Jfc  A  pr 

1404.  PETROCAI/Lia  R.  Br.  Petrocallis. 
9075  pyrenaica  R.  Br.     Pyrenean        j£  A  cu 

Whitlow  Grass. 1405.  DRA'BA.  L. 9076aizoides  L. 
9077  ciliaris  L. 
9078  aizoon  Wahl. 
9079  alpina  L. 9080  hirta  L. 
9081  rupestris  R.  Br, 9082  stellata  Jacq. 9083  incana  L. 
9084conf6sa  Ehr. 
9085  nemoralis  Ehr.  wood 
9086  muralis  Speedwell-lvd, 
"406.  ERO'PHILA.  Dec.  Erophila. 9087  vulgaris  Dec.  common 

Draba  verna  L. 

A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 

sea-green ciliatc-leaved 
evergreen alpine 
hairy 

rock 
stellate 
twisted-podded  j£  Q)  pr 
confused  £  CD  pr 

O  pr 
O  pr 

9051 

W.pk  Levant W  Sicily 

Cructferiz.   Sp.  1—2. 
ljjl.au 1  jl 

Sp.  1- 

J  mr.my  Pu  Levant 

1640.  S  s.l 
1802.  D  co 
1823.  C  co 

1710.  C  p.l 

Cructferce. 
1  ap.jn  L.Y 1  ap.jn  L.Y 

|  my.au  Y Cruciferce. 1  ap.my  Y 1  ap.my 
1  ap.my 
1  ap.my 
1  ap.my 
1  jnjl 
1  jn.jl 

i  jl.au f  myjl 

1  my.jl 
1  jLau 
1  jLau 

*  jj 

1  jl 
1  jn.s 

Jjn.s f  jn.s |  jn.au 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

L.Y L.Y 
L.Y 
Y 
W 
W 
w 
w 

Sp.  3—10. Levant 

Spain 
Crete 

Sp.  18—52. Candia Europe 

Switzerl. 
SwitzerL  1823. 
Hungary  1820. 
Hungary  1804. S.  Europe  1825. Germany  1713. Crimea  1823. Siberia 
France 
Austria 

Spain Hungary  1820. 
England  seaco. 
Naples  1825. S.  Europe  1820. 
S.  Europe  1683. 

1739. 
1596. 1739. 

1710. 

1823. 
1768. 
1740. 1791. 

D  s.l 
C  s.l D  s.l 
C  s.l C  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  s.l 
D  co D  s.l 
S  co S  co 
S  s.p 
S  s.p 

C  s.l S  co 
S.1 

CrudferiE. 

i  my.jl  Y Cruciferte. 1  myjl  W 
Cruaferte. 

J  my.jn  Pk Cruciferte. 
if.ap  Y i  f.ap  W 
imy  Y 
i  ap.my  Y 
fmy.jl  W 
i  my.jl  W 
i  my.jl  W 
|  my.jn  W 
f  my.jn  W 
i  my.jn  Y 

|  my  W Cruciferce. 

i  mr.ap  W 

Sp.  1—3. S.  Europe  1710.  S  co 

Sp.  1—3. 
Austria    1601.  D  s.l 

Dal.  lug.1181.  £2 

Vent.  cels.',85 FloraGraca,623 

Bot  mag.  126 

Bot.  mag.  130 
Clu.his.2.134.£l 
Alp.  exot.  1 118 
Bot  mag.  159 
Jac.  ic.  3. 1 503 
AlLped.t54.f.3 
WaL  &  Kitl.t.6 WaL  &  Kit.  t.91 
AU.ped.t.18.  f.2 Bot  mag.  419 
Stac.p.3.tl5.  f.l 
Barr.ic.  t912.  f.2 
Jac.  aust.  1 338 
Tratt  thes.  t.  35 WaL&Kit.l.t.92 
Eng.  bot  1729 Tenore  nap.  t60 
Bocc.  mus.  t.  39 Barr.  ic.  808 

Cav.  id.  t.34.f.2 

Jac.  aust2.  t.123 

Sp.  1. 
Pyrenees  1759. 

Sp.  11—60. Wales  rocks. 
SwitzerL  1731. 
Carinthia  1823. 
Lapland  1820. 
N.Europe  1823. Scotland  aLroc. 
Pyrenees  1820. Britain  al.roc. 
N.  Europe  ... 
Europe  1759. 
England  moun. 

Sp.  1—5. Britain  walls. 

D  s.l    Bot  mag.  713 

D  s.l D  8.1 
D  co D  co D  co 

D  s.l D  co 
S  s.l S  co 
S  8.1 
S  s.l 

Eng.  bot.  1271 
Ger.  gal.  1311 Wah.lap.tll.£4 
Wah.lap.tll.f.3 
Eng.  bot  1338 
Eng.  bot  388 Flora  Dan.  t.130 
Ho.  iyg.4.t.60<£l 
Eng.  bot.  912 

S  s.l    Eng.  bot  586 

9052 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1398.  Berteroa.  Named  after  Charles  Joseph  Bertero,  a  pupil  of  Balbis,  and  a  friend  of  M.  Decandolle,  who 

speaks  in  high  terms  of  his  merits.  A  genus  distinguished  from  its  allies  by  its  bifid  petals  and  peculiar  habit. 
1399.  Aubrietia.  Named  by  Adanson,  after  Aubriet,  the  famous  French  botanical  draughtsman.  A  genus 

very  distinct  in  habit,  and  sufficiently  different  from  Berteroa  in  its'  entire  petals,  and  from  Alyssurn  in  its bisaccate  calyx-  and  oblong  fruit 1400.  Vesicaria.  From  vesica,  a  blister  or  bladder.  The  silicles  of  this  genus  are  inflated  like  small  bladders. 
This  is  a  genus  which  combines  species  with  bisaccate  and  an  equal  calyx,  with  entire  and  toothed  stamens, 
with  edged  or  not  edged  seeds,  and  with  a  deciduous  or  persistent  calyx.  It  will,  therefore,  require  division hereafter. 

1401.  Alyssurn.  From  *,  privative,  and  Xurira,  rage:  the  Alyssurn  passed  among  the  ancients  for  a  plant 
which  possessed  the  properties  of  allaying  anger.  The  ttteurtrm  of  Dioscorides  is  referred  by  Sprengel  to 
A.  alpestre.  The  species  are  shewy  plants,  of  easy  culture.    A.  saxatile  is  very  ornamental  early  in  the  season. 
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9048  Silicles  pubescent  somewhat  ventricose 
9049_Silicles  compressed  flat  elliptical  smooth 
9050  Silicles  flat  elliptical  downy 

9051  Pedicels  longer  than  calyx 

9052  Calyx  bisaccate,  Leaves  oblong  entire  smooth  ;  lower  ciliate  subspatulate 
9053  Calyx  equal  somewhat  spreading  and  leaves  velvety  oblong  entire  or  sinuate  toothed,  Stem  herbaceous 
9054  Calyx  deciduous,  Leaves  oblong  entire  or  repand  wavy  hoary  with  down 

9055  Stems  |  shrubby  at  base  subcorymbose,  Leaves  lane,  entire  downy,  Pods  obov.  orb.  2-seeded,  Seeds  edged 
9056  Stems  |  shrubby  at  base  panic.  Leaves  lane,  nearly  entire  velvety,  Pods  roundish  2-4-seeded,  Seeds  edged 
9057  Stems  |  shrubby  at  base  hoary  with  stellate  down,  Lvs.  obi.  spatuL  silvery  beneath,  Pods  ovate  roundish 
9058  Stems  |  shrubby  at  base  hoary  with  stellate  down,  Leaves  obL  obov.  silvery  beneath,  Pods  elliptical 
9059  Stems  i  shrubby  at  base  hoary  with  stellate  down,  Leaves  obL  nearly  acute  whitis'h  beneath,  Pods  ovate 9060  Stems  {  shrubby  at  base  twisted  diffuse  hoary,  Leaves  hoary  sublanceolate,  Racemes  corymbose 
9061  Stems  |  shrubby  at  base  diffuse  hoary,  Leaves  obovate  hoary,  Racemes  simple,  Pods  ovate  oblong 
9062  Stems  diffuse  pubescent,  Leaves  hoary :  lower  obovate ;  upper  oblong,  Racemes  simple 
9063  Stem  erect,  Flowering  branches  panic.  Lvs.  lanceol.  downy,  Pods  roundish  elliptic,  little  longer  than  style 
9064  Stem  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Pods  hirsute  in  long  racemes  twice  as  long  as  style 
9065  Stems  diffuse,  Leaves  lanceolate  or  somewhat  linear  hairy,  Pods  roundish  rough  6  times  as  long  as  style 
9066  Stems  diffuse,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  hoary,  Cal.  persistent,  Pods  four  times  as  long  as  style 
9067  Stems  diffuse,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  hoary,  Pods  roundish  emarginate  smooth 
9068  Stem  erect,  Leaves  velvety  oblong  sinuated :  upper  linear,  Cal.  spreading,  Petals  bifid 
9069  Stems  half  shrubby  at  base  procumbent,  Leaves  lin.  lanceol.  acute  somewhat  hoary,  Pods  oval  smooth 
9070  Stems  half  shrubby  at  base  somewhat  erect,  Rad.  lvs.  obL-lanc.  acute  silvery :  caul,  few  lin.  Pods  woolly 9071  Stems  i  shrubby  ascend.  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  narrowed  at  base  scaly,  Pods  roundish  smooth  twice  as  long  as  style 
9072  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  and  old  peduncles  spiny,  Leaves  obL  linear  silvery,  Pods  round  smooth 

9073  Stems  diffuse  or  ascending 

9074  Cauline  leaves  sagittate  stem-clasping,  Pods  flat  smooth 

9075  Leaves  sessile  3-5- fid  at  end  cuneate  at  base 

9076  Scapes  naked  smooth,  Leaves  rigid  linear  lanceolate  keeled  ciliated,  Stamens  as  long  as  petals 
9077  Scapes  naked  smooth,  Leaves  long  linear  keeled  ciliated,  Stamens  scarcely  as  long  as  calyx 
9078  Scapes  naked  smooth,  Leaves  linear  keeled  rigid  ciliated,  Style  as  broad  as  hairy  pod  but  twice  as  short 
9079  Scapes  naked  downy,  Leaves  lanceolate  flat  hairy,  Hairs  branched,  Pods  oblong,  Style  very  short 
9080  Scapess  downy  with  2  t  oothlet  ted  leaves,  Rad.  leaves  obi.  nearly  entire  downy,  Pods  smooth 
9081  Scapes  naked  or  1-leaved  downy,  Leaves  lane,  hairy  nearly  entire,  Pods  lanceol.  pubescent 
9082  Scapes  1-leaved  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate  obi.  with  a  short  starry  down,  Pedicels  downy,  Pods  oblong 9083  Stem  leafy  branched  velvety  with  starry  down,  Leaves  ovate  toothed,  Pod  obL  smooth  somewhat  twisted 
9084  Stem  leafy  branched  velvety  with  starry  down,  Leaves  obi.  somewhat  toothed,  Pods  obL  pubescent 
9085  Stem  branched  leafy  downy,  Leaves  ovate  toothed  downy,  Pods  ellipt.  obi.  many-seeded  (32-36)  velvety 
9086  Stem  branched  leafy  downy,  Lvs.  ovate  toothed  subcord.  stem-clasping  somewhat  hairy,  Pods  smooth  ffew- 

Cseeded  (12-16) 
9087  Pods  elliptical  shorter  than  stalk,  Scapes  5-15-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1402.  Clypeola.  From  clypeus,  a  buckler,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  its  silicic.  A  little  annual  plant,  hoary with  stellate  pubescence. 
1403.  Pettaria.  A  name  with  the  same  meaning  and  application  as  the  last ;  trtXrri  signifies  in  Greek  a small  buckler. 
1404.  Petrocallis.  From  nr^o,  a  rock,  and  *a.Xos,  beautiful,  in  allusion  to  the  rocky  places  where  it  grows and  which  it  enlivens  with  its  elegant  tufts  of  rose-colored  flowers. 
1405.  Draba.  From  acrid,  biting,  according  to  Linnauis.  Little  annual  or  perennial  plants,  found 

for  the  most  part,  in  the  cold  mountainous  countries  of  Europe ;  a  few  are  also  found  in  America.  Some  of  the 
species  have  siliques.  others  silicles. 

1406.  ErophUa.  A  genus  divided  from  Draba,  on  account  of  its  bifid  petals ;  and  deriving  its  name  from 
n  {,  tjje  spring,  and  pxtu,  to  love,  in  allusion  to  the  time  of  the  year  when  it  appears. N  n 
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1407.  COCHLE A'RI  A.  L.   Scurvy  Grass. 9088  saxfitilis  B.Br.  rock 
9089  Armoracia  L.  Horse-radish 
9090  macrocarpa  W.SjK.  large-capsuled 
9091  glastifolia  L, 
9092  finglica  /„ 9093  officinfilis  L. 
9094  gronlandica  L. 9095  danica  L. 
9096  acaulis  Desf. 

1408.  THLASPI.  L. 
9097  latifolium  Bieb. 
9098  ceratocarpon  L. 
9099arvense  L. 
9100  allificeum  L. 
9101  perfolifitum  L. 9102  montanum  L. 
9103  alpestre  L. 

Woad-leaved 
English common 
Greenland 
Danish 
stem]  ess 

tA  
un 

A  cul 
*  A  un iOun

 

O  ec 
O  ec 3t  A  ec 
O  ec i  A  unj Shepherd's  Purse. broad-leaved    J  A  m 

Siberian 
Penny-Cress Garlic-scented 
perfoliate mountain 
alpine 

O 

O  w O  w 
1Q)W 
^  A  w 

1409.  CAPSEI/LA.  Monch.  Shephebd's  Purse. 9104  bursa  pastoris  Mon.  common  O  w 
1410.  HUTCHINSIA.  B.  Br.  Hitchinsia. 
9105  rotundifolia  B.  Br.  round-leaved  4  A  F 
9106styl6sa  Dec.  long-styled      5  Q)  P 
9107  alplna  B.  Br.         Alpine  3l  A  P 
9108  petra/a  It.  Br.        rock  O  P 

1411.  TEESDA'LIA.  B.Br.  Teesdalia. 9109  nudicaulis  R.  Br.  naked-stalked 
9110  regulfiris  Sm. 

tl412.  IBE'RIS.  L. 9111  semperfl6rens  L. 
9112  gibraltfirica  L. 9113  saxfitilis  L. 
9114  pubescens  W. 
9115  sempervirens  L. 
9116amfira  L. 
9117  intermedia  Dec. 
9118  pinnata  L. 9119  odorata  L. 
9120  umbeUata  L. 
9121  linifolia  L. 
9122  cilifita  .•)//. 9123  taurica  Dec. 
9124  violacea  B.  Br. 
9125  nana  .■///. 9126  Tenoreana  Dec. 

1413.  BISCUTEL'LA.  L. 

regular Candy-Tuft. 
broad-leaved    tt.  | 
Gibraltar        n.  \ 
rock  tt. 
pubescent  o_ narrow-leaved  «- 
bitter intermediate  ]£ 
wing-leaved sweet-scented 

Sp.  9—30. Austria  1775.  D  8.1 
England  wat.pl.  D  8.1 
Hungary  1806.  D  s.l 
Germany  1948.  S  co Britain  seash.  S  co 
Britain  seash.  S  co 
Scotland  sc.  al.  D  co 
Britain  sea  sh.  S  co 
Portugal  1824.  D  co 

Sp.  7—17. Crimea  1822.  D  co 
Siberia  1779.  S  co 
Britain  cornfi.  S  co 
&  Europe  1714.  S  co 
England  sto.pa.  D  8.1 Austria  ...  S  s.l 
England  m.pas.  D  8.1 

Sp.  1. 
Britain   road  si.  S  CO 

Sp.  4—11. i  my.jl    W.pu  SwitzerL  1759.  D  co lin  my.jl    W     S.  Europe  1824.  D  co 
Germany  1775.  D  co 
England  rocks.  S  co 

Sp.  2. 
Britain    gra.pa.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1824.  S  co 

Sp.  16—24. Sicily      1679.  C  r.m 
1  my.jn  W.pk  Spain       1732.  C  co 
f  apjn    W     a  Europe  1739.  C  co 

Crucifene. 

i  jn.jl  W 3  my  W 
3  jl  W 11  my.jl  W 

i  my  W i  a  p.  ray  W 
i  my.jn  F 
^  myjn  W i  ja.ap  W Cruciferce. 
1  mr.ap  W 
lijl  W 
i  jn.jl  W 
i  my.jl  W I  ap.jl  W 

|jl  W i  myjl  W Cructferts. 
li  f.n  W 

Crmiferce 

\  apjn  W J  mr.my  W Cruciferie. 

i  myjl  W I  f.my  W Cruciferce. 
ljja.d  W 

purple 

Fla  " 
9127  auriculata  L. 
9128  erigerifolia  Dec. 
9129  hispida  Dec. 
9130  lyrata  L. 9131  raphanifolia  Poir. 

ax-leaved  £  Q)  or 
ciliate-leaved  £  _AJ  °r 
Taurian  £  Qor 
blunt-lvl-purp.  O  or 
dwarf  O  or 
Tenore's         H  A  or 
Buckler  Mustard. 

i  apjn f  apjn 
1  jnjl 
1  jnjl 
1  jn.au 
1  jl.au 1  jnjl 

li  jl.au 

I  jnjl 
fjnjl i  jnjl 
|  jnjl i  jnjl 

Pa.V 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
Pu 
Pu 
W 
w 
Pu 

Pu 

Candia     1731.  C  co 
England  chaLfi.  S  co France     1823.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1596.  S  co Geneva    1806.  S  co 
a  Europe  159&  S  co S.  Europe  1759.  C  p.l 
Caucasus  1802.  C  co 
Caucasus  1823.  S  co 

  1782.  S  co 
Dauphiny  1822.  S  co 1823.  D  co 

ear-podded 
Erigeron-leav'd hispid 
lyre-leaved radish-leaved 

O  un 
O  un 
O  un 
O  un 
O  un 

Pa.pu  Naples 
Cruciferie.   Sp.  14—25. li  jnjl      Pa. Y  S.  Europe  1683.  S 

Pa.Y  a  Europe   ...  S 
Y  a  Europe  1824.  S 
Y  Spain       1799.  S 
Y  Sicily       1822.  S U  jnjl li  jn.jl li  jnjl li  jnjl 

9091 9108 ,9093 

Jac.  aust  2.  tl28 
Eng.  bot  2223 Wal.&Kit  t.184 Mo.his.2.  t21.f.3 
Eng.  bot  552 •Eng.  bot  55 

Eng.  bot  2403 
Eng.  bot  696 
Jacq.  cel.  1 132 

Scop.  ins.  1. 1. 4 
Eng.  bot.  1659 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 121 
Eng.  bot  2354 Jac  aust3.  t237 
Eng.  bot  81 

Eng.  bot.  1485 

AU.ped.l.t55.£8 Bot  mag.  2772 
Jac.  aust  2.  tl37 
Eng.  bot  111 
Eng.  bot  327 

Zanon.hist.tl65 
Bot  mag.  124 
Garid.prov.t.101 
Riv.  tetr.  224.  £2 
Eng.  bot  52 Bul.ph.n.82.t21 Lob.  ic.  218 Clu.his.  p.l32.f.l 
Bot  mag.  106 
Garidpro.  tI05 
Bot.  mag.  1030 

All  auct  t2.  f.l 
Swt  fl.  gar.  88 

Lam.ill.  t.5C0.f.2 
Barr.  ic.  t.230 

.9099 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1407.  Cochlearia.  From  cochlear,  a  spoon.    The  leaves  are  hollowed  and  concave  like  the  bowl  of  a 

spoon.    The  annual  species  were  formerly  used  as  spring  salads  and  antiscorbutics,  but  are  now  generally 
neglected. 

C.  armoracia,  the  horse  radish,  is  cultivated  as  a  condiment  to  roast  beef.  It  is  called  upon  the  con- tinent Cran,  Cran  de  Bretagne,  Baffort,  Beeredyck,  &c.  &c.  Two  excellent  modes  of  cultivating  it  have  lately 
been  described  in  the  Horticultural  Transactions,  by  Knight,  a  nurseryman,  and  Judd,  a  gardener.  Both 
agree  in  trenching  the  soil  to  a  considerable  depth,  and  putting  the  manure  at  the  bottom  of  the  trench ;  but 
Knight  plants  the  sets  on  the  surface,  and  calculates  on  the  root  that  strikes  down  to  the  dung  for  produce. 
Judd,  on  the  other  hand,  makes  holes  quite  to  the  bottom  of  his  trenched  soil,  and  in  each  drops  a  set,  filling 
up  the  hole  with  wood  ashes,  rotten  tan,  or  sand,  calculating  for  produce  on  the  shoot  made  from  the  set  at 
the  bottom  of  the  hole,  up  through  the  sand  or  ashes  to  the  surface.  Judd's  mode  is  the  most  ingenious,  and appears  the  best,  but  either  will  do  extremely  well.  A  moist  soil  increases  the  bitter  and  alkaline  flavor  of this  and  all  the  Crucifera. 
Common  scurvy-grass  has  powerful  medical  properties,  as  antiscorbutic  and  sialagogue,  and  stimulating 

the  digestive  organs.  For  ample  details  respecting  its  qualities,  consult  Wier  Cochl.  Descr.  lib.  1..  Basilea?. 
1567.   Utellenoroch  Cochl.  Cur.,  Lipsia;,  1674.   Murr.  App.  Med.  2.  p.  420,  &c. 
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9088  Pods  lentiform  smooth,  Rad.  leaves  obi.  toothed  hairy ;  cauline  linear  oblong 
9089  Pods  ellipsoid,  Rad.  leaves  obi.  crenate  ;  cauline  long  lanceolate  toothed  or  cut,  Root  large  fleshy 
9090  Pods  ellipsoid,  Rad.  lvs.  obL  crenate ;  cauline  lane,  toothed,  Teeth  cartilaginous,  Root  fleshy,  Sepals  erect 
9091  Pods  roundish,  Cauline  leaves  cordate  sagittate  stem-clasping  acuminate  entire 
9093  Pods  ovate  roundish  with  netted  veins  twice  as  short  as  stalk,  Rad.  leaves  stalked  ovate  entire ;  caul.  obi. 
9093  Pods  ovate  globose  twice  as  short  as  stalk,  Rad.  leaves  stalked  cordate ;  cauline  ovate  toothed  angular 
9094  Pods  ovate  the  length  of  stalk,  Rad.  leaves  stalked  reniform  entire ;  cauline  scarcely  any 
9095  Silicles  ellipsoid  the  length  of  pedicel,  Leaves  all  stalked  subdeltoid 
9096  Silicles  roundish  emarginate,  Pedicels  and  petioles  radical  long,  Leaves  ovate  rounded  entire 

9097  Radical  leaves  on  long  stalks  cordate  repand-toothed ;  cauline  ovate  cordate  on  short  stalks 9098  Rad.  lvs.  somewhat  stalked  obovate-obL  ;  cauline  oblong  at  the  base  hastate  stem-clasp,  with  acute  auricle* 
9099  Leaves  oblong  toothed,  Stems  erect,  Sihcles  obovate  orbicular  shorter  than  pedicel 
9100  Lvs.  obi.  tooth,  blunt :  lower  stalked :  upper  sagit.  stem-clasp,  with  acute  auricles,  Silicles  subov.  ventricose 
9101  Lvs.  somew.  tooth. :  rad.  stalk. ;  caul  cord,  stem-clasp.  Stem  branch.  Pet  length  of  cal.  Silicles  obcordate 
9102  Lvs.somew.  fleshy  ent:  rad.  obov.  stalk.;  caul.  obi.  sagitt  stem-clasp.  Pet  larg.  than  cal.  Silic.  obc.  4-seeded 
9103  Lvs.  nearly  entire :  rad.  ovate  stalked;  caul.  obi.  stem-clasp.  Pet  as  long  as  cal.  Silic.  obcord.  8-12-seeded 
9104  Radical  leaves  pinnatifid,  Silicles  obcordate 

[twice  as  short  as  silicle 9105  Lvs.  somew.  fleshy  entire :  lower  stalk,  obov. ;  caul,  ovate  obi.  somewhat  stem-clasp.  Stara.  petals  and  style 
9106  Lvs.  somew.  fleshy :  lower  stalk  obov.  obi.  entire ;  caul.  obi.  Stamens  petals  and  style  about  length  of  silicle 
9107  Lvs.  pinnated  smooth,  Pet.  twice  as  long  as  decid.  cal.  Silicles  acute  at  each  end,  Style  very  short  exser ted 
9108  Lvs.  pinnated,  smooth,  Pet  scarcely  longer  than  calyx,  Silicles  blunt  ateachend4-seeded,  Stigmas  sessile 
9109  Petals  unequal :  outer  largest 
9110  Petals  equal 

9111  Shrubby,  Lvs.  cuneate  or  spatuL  blunt  ent  smooth,  Flowers  corymbose,  Silicles  truncate  subemarg.  at  end 
9112  Shrubby,  Leaves  cuneiform  obtuse  somewhat  toothed  at  end  a  little  ciliated,  Flowers  corymbose 
91 13  Shrubby,  Leaves  linear  entire  somewhat  fleshy  rather  acute  smooth  or  ciliated,  Flowers  corymbose 
9114  Shrubby,  Leaves  ciliated  blunt  linear  spatulate ;  lower  somewhat  toothed  at  end,  Flowers  corymbose 
9115  Shrubby,  Lvs.  obL  blunt  narrowed  at  base  smooth,  Fls.  in  long  racemes,  Silic  emarg.  with  a  narrow  recess 
9116  Herbaceous,  Lvs.  lane,  acute  somew.  toothed,  Fls.  corym.  becoming  racem.  Silic.  obcord.  narrowly  emarg. 
9117  Herbaceous,  Lvs.  lane,  blunt  smooth  entire  or  the  rad.  somew.  toothed,  Fls.  finally  racem.  Silic.  ovate  trun. 
9118  Herbaceous  smooth.  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Racemes  corymbose  but  little  elongated  after  flowering  [style 
9119  Herb,  smooth,  Lv.  lin.  tooth,  ciliat  at  base  dilat  at  end,  Silic.  round.  Lobes  of  end  acute  spread,  short  than 
9120  Herbaceous  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  acuminate :  lower  serrate ;  upper  entire,  Silicles  umb.  acutely  2-lobed 9121  Herbaceous  smooth,  Leaves  linear  entire  :  radical  somewhat  toothed,  Silicles  corymbose  2-toothed 
9122  Herb,  smooth ish,  Lvs.  lin.  entire  ciliated  at  base,  Silic.  corymb,  emargin.  with  blunt  lobes  as  long  as  styles 
9123  Herb,  smoothish ,  Leaves  ciliat  somew.  fleshy :  lower  spatuL  2-tooth.  at  end ;  upp.  lin.  Silic.  corymb,  emarg. 
9124  Herb,  smoothish,  Lvs.  stalked  spat  blunt  toothed  ami  ent.  ciliat  Corymb  somew.  umbel.  Cal.  hairy  at  back 
9125  Herbaceous  smooth,  Lvs.  round,  spat ul.  ent  rather  fleshy,  Silic.  corymo.  emarg.  with  a  broad  blunt  recess 
9126  Half-shrubby  at  base  pub.  Lvs.  rather  fleshy  cren. :  lower  ob.  narr.  at  base ;  ui.  obL  lin.  Sil.  somew.  corymb. 

[emarginate 9127  Cal.  bluntly  2-spurred,  Silicles  smooth  rough  with  elevated  dots  in  centre,  Lobes  of  end  meeting  over  stvlc 
9128  Cal.  bluntly  2-spurred,  Silicles  smooth  even,  Lobes  at  the  end  somewhat  meeting  over  the  style 
9129  Cal.  acutely  2-spur.  Silic.  smooth  with  elevat.  rough  points  on  disk,  not  overhang,  style  at  end,  Stem  hispid 9130  Silicles  hispid  on  each  disk,  Radical  leaves  lyrate 
9131  Silicles  smooth  even,  Radical  leaves  lyrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1408.  Thlaspi.  From  to  compress.  The  Thlaspi,  says  Pliny,  bears  seeds  like  the  lentil,  and  com- 

pressed, whence  its  name.  T.  arvense,  when  rubbed,  has  the  smell  of  garlic 
1409.  Capsella.  A  diminutive  of  capsula.  This,  which  is  the  common  shepherd's-purse,  has  been  separated from  Thlaspi  on  account  of  its  valves  not  being  winged  at  back. 
1410.  Hutchinsia.  Named  after  Miss  Hutchins,  to  whom  Sir  James  Smith  was  indebted  for  many  commu- 

nications of  submarine  alga;  during  the  progress  of  his  English  Botany. 
1411.  Teesdalia.  Named  after  Mr.  Robert  Teesdale,  author  of  a  Catalogue  of  the  Plants  growing  about 

Castle  Howard,  in  the  North  Riding  of  Yorkshire,  published  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Linnean  Society. 
Small  annual  smooth  herbs,  with  revolute  leaves,  and  simple  scapes  of  small  white  flowers. 

1412.  Iberis.  From  the  country  called  Iberia,  now  Spain.  Most  of  the  species  grow  in  such  countries. 
They  are  generally  pretty  plants,  and  some  of  them  are  commonly  cultivated  in  gardens  as  hardy  annuals, 
under  the  name  of  Candy-tuft ;  a  name  which  was  originally  applied  to  the  1.  umbellate  only,  which  was  first discovered  in  Candia,  and  called  Thlaspi  Candiae  by  Lobel  and  Dodonasus. 

1413.  BiscuteUa.  From  bis  scuielta,  a  double  shield,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  its  seed-vessel  when  bunting. 
Small  annual  or  perennial  hispid  plants,  with  small  bright  yellow  flowers.  The  species  are  nearly  related  to 
each  other,  and  difficult  to  distinguish.  , N  n  2 
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9132  maritima  Tenore. 
9133  ciliata  Dec. 
91S4  Colum'nae  Tenore. 
9135  A'pula  L. 9136  laevigata  L. 

0  alpSstris  W.  &  K. 9137  coronopifolia  All. 
9138  ambigua  Dec. 9139  saxatilis  Dec. 
9140  sempervtrens  L. 

sea-coast 
ciliated 
Columna's  O spear-leaved         O  un 
smooth-podded     A  un Hungarian      ^  A 
buck's-horn-lv.  ^ doubtful  5 
stone  i 
downy-leaved  £ 

O  un  li  in.il O  un  I  jn.jl 
1  jn.jl 1  jnjl 1  jnjl 1  jnjl 

ijnjl 
f  jnjl i  jnjl §  jnjl 

A  un A  un 
A  un A  un 

Naples S.  France 
S.  Italy 
Italy Italy 

Hungary 
Italy 

a  Italy 
S.  Europe 

Spain 

1824.  S  co 
1820.  S  co 1823.  S  co 
1710.  S  co 
1777.  D  co 1816.  D  co 
1790.  D  co 1820.  D  co 
1821.  D  co 
1784.  C  s.l 

1414.  EUCLI'DIUM.  R.Br.  Euclidium. 
9141  syriacum  R.  Br.  Syrian 

O  cu 
1415.  OCHTHCDIUM.  Dec.  Ochthodium. 
9142  aegyptiacum  Dec.    Egyptian  O 

Bunias  tegyptiaca  L 
1416.  ANASTA'TIC A.  L.   Rose  op  Jericho. 
9143  Hierochun'tia  L.  common 
1417.  CAKI'LE.  Tourn.  Cakile. 
9144  maritima  Scop.      Sea  Rocket 

1418.  RAPISTRUM.  Desv.  Rapistrum. 
9145  perenne  Dec         perennial  i 

Cakile  perennis  Lher. 9146  rugosum  All.  wrinkled 
Cakile  rugosa  Lher. 9147  orientale  Dec.  oriental 
Myagrum  orientale  L. 

1419.  CHORISPO'RA.  Dec.  Chorispora. 9148  tenella  Dec.  purple 
y  arcuii /a  bowed 

It  a  pit  a  litis  arcuatus  W. 
9149  sibirica  L.  Siberian 

1420.  MALCCMIA.  R.Br.  Malcomia. 

A  cu 
O  un 

A  un 
O  un 
O  un 

Cruciferce.  Sp.  1—2. f  jl.au     W     Levant  1778.  S  co 
Cruciferte.  Sp.  1. 

fau       Y      Egypt  1787.  S  co 

CruciferiE.  Sp.  1. 
ijn.au    W     Levant  1597.  D  co 
Cruciferce.  Sp.  1 — 3. 

§  jn.s      Pu     Britain  sea  sh.  S  s.l 
Cruciferte.  Sp.  3—5. l|jl         Y      Germany  1789.  D  s.l 

li  jn.jl 1  jl 
&  Europe  1739.  S  s.l 
Levant    1795.  S  co 

Cruciferce.  Sp.  2—4. 
I  jn.jl  Pu  Siberia 
|  jnjl     Pu  Siberia 

O  un     i  jnjl     Y  Altai 

1780.  S  co ...    S  co 

9150  africana  R.  Br. 
9151  taraxacifolia  Dec. 
9152  laxa  Dec. 
9153  Chla  Dec. 
9154  maritima  A'.  Br. 9155  arenaria  Dec. 
9156  parvifl6ra  Dec. 
9157  lyrata  Dec. 9158  litt6rea  R.  Br, 

*1421.  HESTERIS.  L. 9159tristis  L. 
9160  laciniSta  All. 
9161  runcinata  W.%K. 

/3  bitumindsa  Savi. 9162  matronalis  L. 
fS  inoddra  L. 9163  aprica  Poir. §9164  arabidifldra  Dec. 

Arabis  grandifl6ra 

African 
Dandelion-lvd. lax 
dwarf  branching 
dwarf  annual 
sand small-flowered 
lyrate small  sea 
Rocket. 

night-smelling 

jagged runcinate clammy 
common 
scentless 
exposed naked-stalked 
L. 

O  or 
Q)  or O  or 
O  or O  or 
O  or O  or O  or 
O  or 
Q)  or 
G>  or CJ>  or 
Q)  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

S  m 

2  jn 
Cruciferce.   Sp.  9—15. 

|  jnjl      Pu  Africa Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
V 
V 
V 
Pu 

1  jn 

f  myjn 
I  jnjl 
i  jnjl i  jnjl 
1  jn.n 

Siberia Siberia Chio 
S.  Europe 

Algiers S.  Europe 

Cyprus 
W.Y  &  Europe 

Crucifens.   Sp.  6—20. 
1  apjn     D.Pu  Austria 
1  i  myjn  Pu     S.  France 1J  jn.jl     W.pu  Hungary 
li  jn.jl  W.pu   4  my.au  Pu  Italy 
4  myjn  Pk  Britain 
i  myjn  Pu  Siberia 
J  mr.my  Pu  Siberia 

1747. 
1795. 
1820. 1732. 1713. 1804. 1823. 
1820. 
1683. 

1804. 1816. 1597. 

past 

1822. 1798. 

S  s.l 

S  l.p 

S  co S  s.1 
S  8.1 S  s.l 
S  co S  co 
S  8.1 

S  8.1 S  co 
S  s.1 S  8.1 D  p.l 
S  8.1 
S  co 
D  8.1 

Tea  nap.  t  61 
Dec.  ic.  gall.  t39 
CoLecp.  t284.f.l Lam.  ill.  t560.f.l Jar.  aust.4.  t.339 
PLrar.hu.3.t228 
Dec.  diss.  1. 18 Deadiss.  t.ll.f.l 
Barr.  ic.  1 841 

Jac.  aus.  1. 1  6 

Jac.vind.2.  tl45 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1 58 

Eng.  bot.  231 
Jac.  a ust. 5.  t. 414 

AIL  ped.  1.  1 78 
Flo.Gra?ca,t.612 

PalL  it  3.  tL.  £3 

Mur.  1775. 48. 11 
Bocc.sic.  t42.  f.l 

Dil.el.t.l48.f.l78 Bot.  mag.  166 
Desf.  atl.  2. 1. 162 
Dec.  ic.  gall,  t.35 Flor.Gra?c.t.635 
Lob.ic.t331.f.l 

Bot.  mag.  730 
All.  ped.  t.82.  f.l PL  rar.  h.2.  t200 
Lam.ill.t564.£l 
Eng.  bot  731 
Amicac,  t.4.f.20 

9143 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1414.  Euclidium,   From  to,  well,  and  xtoiSou,  to  shut  up,  because  of  the  firmly  closed  seed  vessel. 
1415.  Ochthodium.   So  called  from  txS-a&iif,  warted,  in  allusion  to  the  surface  of  the  pods. 
1416.  Anastatica.  Derived  from  ayae-rans,  resurrection.  This  plant  has  been  so  called  because  it  has  the curious  property  of  recovering  its  original  form,  however  dry  it  may  be,  upon  immersion  in  water.  The  com- 

mon people  believe  that  if  you  put  this  in  water  at  the  time  when  a  woman  first  experiences  the  pains  of 
childbirth,  it  will  expand  at  the  precise  moment  when  the  infant  is  brought  into  the  world.  Commonly  called 
Rose  of  Jericho.  It  grows  in  the  arid  wastes  of  Arabia  and  Palestine,  where  it  is  called  leaf  mat  yam,  that  is 
to  say,  Mary's  hand. 1417.  Cakile.  An  Arabic  word  employed  by  Serapio.  Smooth  fleshy  annual  plants,  with  pinnatifid  leaves, 
and  white  or  purple  flowers.  They  all  grow  upon  the  sandy  coasts  of  the  northern  hemisphere.  C.  maritima 
is  said  by  Anguillara  to  be  a  powerful  cathartic. 
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9132  Silicles  even  ciliated  at  edge,  Radical  leaves  lyrate 
9133  Silicles  even  ciliated  at  edge,  Stem  erect  elongated  leafy,  Leaves  sessile  oblong  remotely  toothed  Tat  base 
9134  Sil.  rough  on  edge  and  disk  with  a  very  fine  down,  Kail.  lvs.  obov.  cun.  acute  tooth.  Stem  some w.  nak.  hisp. 
9135  Silicles  rough  on  the  edge  and  disk  with  a  very  fine  down,  Leaves  lane,  serrate,  Stem  leafy  branched  hairy 
9136  Silicles  smooth  even,  Bad.  leaves  rough  with  hair  oblong  narrowed  into  stalk :  cauline  linear  few  entire 
9137  Silicles  smooth  even,  Leaves  rough  with  hairs,  generally  radical pinnatifid  with  2-3  rem.  lobes  on  each  side' 9138  Sil.  smth.  even,  Lvs.  rough  with  hairs :  rad.  sin. -toot  h.  nar.  at  base ;  caul,  very  few  cord,  at  base  i  stem-clasp. 9139  Silicles  smooth  rough  with  elevated  dots  on  the  disk,  Leaves  hairy  generally  radical  oblong 
9140  Silicles  smooth  rough  with  elevated  dots  on  disk,  Lvs.  mostly  radical  erect  linear  lane,  hoary  nearly  entire 

9141  Silicles  scabrous  with  a  persistent  subulate  style,  Cauline  leaves  stalked  lanceolate 

9143  The  only  species 

9143  The  only  species 

9144  Upper  joint  of  the  silicle  ens  i  form 

9145  Silicles  smooth  :  upper  joint  ovate  longer  than  style,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Lobes  toothed  cut  acute 
9146  Silicles  downy :  upper  joint  round  rugose  shorter  than  style,  Leaves  blunt  toothed  j  radical  sublyrate 
9147  Silicles  furrowed  smooth,  Leaves  oblong  toothed  sinuated 

9148  Silique  and  leaves  smooth  :  upper  lanceolate  toothed;  lower  pinnatifid 

9149  Siliques  and  leaves  nearly  smooth,  Leaves  all  sinuate  pinnatifid 

9150  Stem  branched  diff.  Lvs.  lane,  somew.  toothed,  Down  2-4-parted,  PedL  shorter  than  persist  cat.  Siliq.  rough 
9151  Stem  erect  simple,  Lvs.  obi.  cut  tooth.  Down  3-parted,  Pedi.  shorter  than  decid.  cal.  Siliq.  smth.  about  4-cor. 9152  Stem  branched  somew.  hairy  at  base,  Lvs.  ov.  acute  toothed  angul.  and  siliq.  smooth,  Pedi.  shorter  than  cal. 
9153  Stem  erect  branch.  Lvs.  obov.  ent.  Down  2-parted  app.  Pedi.  length  of  cal.  Siliq.  round,  pub.  Style  very  short 
9154  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  ellipt.  blunt  ent.  narr.  at  base,  Down  appr.  2-4-parted,  Pedicels  shorter  than  cal. 
9155  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  lane,  acute :  lower  toothed  sess.  Down  steL  Pedi.  very  short,  Pods  torulose  subuL 
9156  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  obi.  blunt  nearly  ent.  Down  torn.  stel.  Pedicels  finally  as  long  as  cal.  Pods  pubesc. 
9157  Stem  erect  branched,  Lower  lvs.  lyrate  stalked  blunt,  Down  app.  2-part.  Pedicels  length  of  cal.  Pods  pubesc. 
9158  Stem  compound  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  nearly  entire  hoary,  Pedicels  length  of  cal.  Pods  hoary 

9159  Pedicels  very  long  spreading  stiff' as  broad  as  silique  which  is  thickened  at  each  edge,  Petals  obi.  oblique* 9160  Pedicels  shorter  than  cal.  Petals  obovate  oblong,  Leaves  obovate  cut-toothed,  Stem  hispid 
9161  Pedic.  longer  than  cal.  Petals  obov.  somew.  pointed,  Lvs.  downy :  lower  lyrate  runcinate ;  upper  lane.  acum. 
9162  Pedicels  length  of  cal.  Petals  obov.  Siliq.  erect  torose  smooth  not  thickened  at  edge,  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  toothed 
9163  Pedicels  glandular  hairy  length  of  caL  Petals  obovate,  Leaves  oblong  blunt  and  stem  simple  ciliate  hispid 
9164  Pedic.  scarcely  so  long  as  cal.  Petals  obovate,  Leaves  somewhat  radical  somewhat  fleshy  lane.  Scape  simple 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1418.  Rapistrum ;  that  is  to  say,  resembling  Rapa.  A  genus  very  near  .Cakile,  from  which  it  differs  in 

having  yellow  flowers,  and  leaves  not  fleshy,  and  more  or  less  hairy. 
1419.  Chorispora.  From  %a>%is ,  separately,  and  seed ;  each  seed  being  enclosed  separately  in  the  pod. This  differs  from  Raphanus  in  having  flat  decumbent  cotyledons,  not  folded  incumbent  ones.  Little  annual 

plants. 1420.  Malcomia.  Named  after  Mr.  William  Malcolm,  an  eminent  nurseryman  in  the  neighbourhood  of 
London,  and  a  person  of  some  botanical  acquirements.  M.  maritima  is  a  common  annual,  which,  sown  at  dif- 

ferent times,  or  left  to  sow  itself,  will  be  in  flower  nearly  all  the  year. 
1421.  Hesperis.  From  Iambus,  the  evening.  The  flower  is  more  fragrant  towards  evening  than  at  other  pe- riods of  the  day.  H.  matronalis,  in  its  double  varieties,  is  rather  difficult  to  keep,  and  requires  to  be  yearly 

renewed  by  cuttings.  It  prefers  a  strong  loamy  soil ;  and  it  has  been  remarked,  that  it  neither  thrives  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  London  or  Paris. 

N  n  S 
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*j  JM.J* 14  jn.au 

1*  jn.jl O  w  14  my.a un   2  jn.jl 

1422.  SISYM'BRIUM.  L.   Sisymbrium.  CrucHerte. 
9165  officinale  Scop.       Hedge-Mustard    O  w     1}  myjl  Y 
9166  atrictlssimum  L.    spear- leaved    £  A  un  3  jn.au 
9167  jfinceum  Bieb.        rushy  j£  CD  un   2  my.jn 
9168  hispanicum  Jaeq.    Spanish  £  O)  un    1 J  my.jn 
9169  obtusan'gulum  IV.  obtuse-angled       O  un  14  my.au 9170  »inapoides  B.  Br.     Pyreiiean        £  CD  un   14.  jnjl 
9171  austriacum  Jacq.    Austrian  O  un  11 

/3  Eckartsbergbuevi.  Austrian         £  CD  un 
9172  I'rio  L.  London  Rocket 
9173  Colum'nae  Jacq.      Columna's  O /3  alt  ess/ mum  L. .       tall  O  un 

y  orientate  L.           oriental               O  un 
9174  pannonicum  Jacq.  Hungarian  O  un 
9175  asperum  L.  rough-podded       O  un 
9176  Sophia  L.  Flix-weed  O  un 9177  millef61ium  H.  K.    Milfoil-leaved  *t  |_J  pr 
9178  tanacetif61ium  L.    Tansy-leaved   £  A  un 
9179  supinum  L.  dwarf  O  un 
9180  polyceratium  L.     Dandelion-Ivd.      O  un 
9181  rigidum  Bicb.        stiff  O  un 
9182  bursifolium  L.       various-leaved      O  un 
9183  pinnatifidum  Dec.  pinnatifid        £  A  un 
9184  integrifolium  L.     entire-leaved    j£  CD  un 

1423.  ALLIA'RIA.  Adans.    Hedge  Garlic 9185  officinalis  Andrz.    common         £  A  w 
Erysimum  Alliaria  L. 9186  brachycarpa  Bieb.   short-fruited    £  A  un 

tl424.  ERY'SIMUM  L.  Hedge-Mustard. 9187  sessiliflorum  R.  Br.  sessile-flowered  £  A  un 
9188  angustifolium  Ehr.  narrow-leaved      O  un 

2 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
f  my.jn 
1  jl 
3 1  my.s 3  jn.jl 

ijn.jl $  jn.jl 
ijn.jl 
f  jn.jl 
ijn.jl 

i  jn 

Cructfera?. 
3  my  W 

■p.  20—58. 
Britain  was.gr.  S  co 
SwitzerL  1658.  D  co 
Hungary  1820.  S  co Spain         ...  S  co Switzerl.  1823.  S  co 
Pyrenees  1791.  S  co Austria    1799.  S  co 
Austria    1799.  S  co 
England  walls.  S  co 
Italy       1796.  S  co Siberia     1759.  S  co Levant     1739.  S 

Pa.Y  Hungary  1787.  S  co Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
W 
W 
w 

S.  France  1778.  S 
Britain  was.gr.  S  co Canaries  1779.  C  co 
Italy  1731.  D  co S.  Europe  1778.  S 
S.  Europe  1633. Crimea  1824. 
S.  Europe  1732. 
S,  Europe  1820. 

W.pu  Siberia  1822. 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co D  co 
S  co 

Eng.  bot  735 Jac.  aust.2. 1. 194 
WaL&Kit  t.234 
Jac.ic.ra.1.  tl24 Mor.s.3.t5.f.l0 
Jac.  vind.  3. t 97 
Jac.  aust3.  t.262 

Eng.  bot.  1631 Jac.  aust.4.  t.323 
Walth.hort.t.22 
Jac.  ic.  1.  1. 123 
Bauh.his.  2858.3 
Eng.  bot.  963 Jac  ic.  1.  1 127 
Zanon.hist  t.  72 
Isaact.  par.  1. 18 Jac.  vind.  1. 179 
Dil.el.t.l48.f.l77 
AIL  ped.  t57.  f.3 

Sp. 
Britain     hed.   D  co    Eng.  bot.  796 

9189  cuspidatum  Dec.  cuspidate  j£  CD  un 
9190odoratum  R.Br,     fragrant  O  un 
9191  virgatum  Roth.      twiggy  jf  CD  un  1J 
9192  ibericum  Dec.        Armenian  £  A  or  1 

Cheir.  armeniacut  Sims. 
9193  cheiranthoides  L.  treacle  O  un 
9194  repandum  L.         small-flowered      O  un 9195  helveticum  Dec.     Swiss  £  CD  un 
9196  difffisum  Ehr.        Alpine  £  A  un 
9197  lanceolatum  R.  Br.  spear-leaved  £  O  un 
9198  dubium  Dec.         doubtful  £  O  un 
9199  asperum  Dec.         rough  j£  O  un  1 
9200  alpinum  Baumg.     Alpine  £  A  un 

Brassica  alrtina  L. 
9201  orientale  R.  Br.      Hare's  Ear  O  un austriacum  Baumg. 

1425.  CAMELI'NA.  Crantz.    Gold  op  Pleasure. 

1  jl.au Crucifera?. 
2  jnjl  Y 2  jl.au  Y 2  my.jn  Y 

lj  jl.au  Y 
"  jl  Y 

my  Y 

W     Iberia      1824.  D  co 

Sp.  1.5—41. Siberia     1794.  D  co 
Hungary  1800.  S  co 

Y  Hungary  1822.  S  co Y  Austria    1795.  D  co 
Y  Portugal  1807.  D  co Y  Armenia  1803.  C  Lp 
Y  Britain    fields.  S  co 
Y  Spain       1772.  S  co Y  SwitzerL  179a  S  s.p 
Y  S.  Europe  1731.  D  co 
P.Y    S.  Europe  1597.  S  co 
Y    1823.  S  co 

my.jn  Y      N.  Amer.  1822.  S  co 
my.jn  W     Germany  1793.  D  8.1 

1  jn        W     England  cliffs.  S  co 

Ujl.au 
1  my.jn 

1J  my.jn 14  my.jl 
1  my.jl 

1J  my.jl 

9202  sativa  Cranio.  cultivated 
9203  dentata  Pers.  tooth-leaved 
9204  austrlaca  R.  Br.  Austrian 
142a  NES'LIA.  Desv.  Neslia. 
9205  paniculata  Desv.  panicled 

Myagrum  panicitlatum  L. 
*1427.  CORCXNOPU&  Smith.    Wart  Cress. 

9206  dldyma  Sm.  lesser 
§9207  Ruellii  AU.  Star  of  the  Earth 

!  9165 

Cruciferce. 
1  my.jl  Y 
1  my.jl  Y 
1  jnjl  Y 

Crucifera?. 
O  un    ljjl.au  Y 
O  ec O  un 
O  un 

Sp.  3—6. 
Britain Europe 

Austria 

Sp.  1. 

Europe 

corn  fi. 1806. 
1795. 

L'He.stir.l.  t44 
Pl.rar.hung.  t,98 
Bux.  cen.t.33.f.l 

Bot.  mag.  835 

Eng.  bot  942 Jac.  aust.  l.t.22 
Jac.  vind.  ;>.  t.  y Jac  aust.  1. 1 75 
Jac.  aust.  1. 1.  74 

ViLdauph.3.t36 

Eng.  bot  1804 

Eng.  bot  1254 Bauh.  his.  2. 893 
Jac.  aust.  2. till 

1683.  S  co    Gxrt.  se.2.  t.141 

9171 

9174 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1422.  Sisymbrium.  litn/ftPeior  was  the  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  some  aquatic  plant  not  now  recognized. 
It  appears  to  have  had  an  agreeable  smell.  Ovid  advises  that  Venus  should  be  propitiated  with  garlands 
of  myrtle,  of  roses,  and  of  Sisymbrium.  S.  officinale  is  a  celebrated  medicinal  plant,  and  esteemed  diuretic, 
detersive,  and  expectorant,  and  prescribed  in  asthma  and  hoarseness,  whence  the  French  call  it  Herbe  aux chantres. 

1423.  Alliaria.  From  allium,  garlic,  in  allusion  to  the  smell  of  the  leaves  of  this  plant,  for  the  sake  of 
which  it  was  formerly  used  in  salads. 

1424.  Erysimum.  From  i^ytv,  to  cure,  on  account  of  the  salutary  effects  of  this  plant  in  medicine.  It  is  even 
now  reckoned  a  powerful  cure  for  the  sore  throat.  The  plant  of  the  ancients  appears  to  have  been  our  garden 
cress  ;  for  Pliny  says  the  Gauls  called  his  Erysimum  velar,  and  the  garden  cress  is  to  this  day  called  vilhar  in 
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9163  Leaves  runcinate  hairy,  Stem  hairy,  Siliques  subulate  appressed  to  the  rachi* 
9166  Leaves  lanceolate  stalked  toothed  pubescent 
9167  Leaves  smooth  glaucous :  lower  stalked  runcinate  pinnatifid ;  upper  linear  lanceolate  entire 
9168  Leaves  lane,  toothed  sessile  smooth,  Stem  branched  divaricating,  Siliques  erect  roundish  smooth  [base 
9169  Leaves  pinnated,  Lobes  oval  oblong  blunt  sinuate-toothed  with  rounded  recesses,  Stem  hispid  backward  at 
9170  Stem  and  1  vs.  smth. :  rad.  runcin. ;  caul,  pinnatifid,  Lobes  and  recesses  acute,  Cal.  much  spread.  Pods  rough 
9171  Stem  pods  and  lvs.  smooth :  rad.  runcin. j  caul  inc  cut  or  pinnatifid,  Lobes  and  recesses  acute,  Cal.  spreading 
9172  Stem  and  leaves  smooth  runcinate  pinnate,  Lobes  toothed  terminal  elongated,  CaL  and  pods  spreading  erect 
9173  Stem  villous  somew.  hoary.  Leaves  runcinate  pubes.  Lobes  toothed  or  ent  acute,  Pods  nearly  erect,  Cal.  lax 

9174  Lower  leaves  runcin.  hispid  with  toothed  lobes :  upper  pinnated  smooth  with  lin.  ent  lobes,  Pods  spreading 
9175  Lvs.  smth.  pinnat  with  obi.  blunt  somew.  tooth.  lobes,  Pedic.  very  sh.  Pods  muric.  rough  point,  with  sh.  style 
9176  Leaves  bipinnate  with  oblong  linear  cut  lobes,  Pedicels  4  times  as  long  as  calyx,  Petals  smaller  than  calyx 
9177  Leaves  about  3- pinnat e  hoary  with  very  small  blunt  lobes,  Stem  |  shrubby,  Petals  larger  than  calyx 
9178  Lvs.  pinnated,  Segm.  lane,  cut  serrated :  outer  confluent,  Petals  larger  than  calyx,  Pods  shorter  than  stalk 
9179  Pedic.  axillary  very  short  solitary,  Pods  erect  downy,  Leaves  sinuate  pinnatifid,  Stem  downy  backwards 9180  Pedic.  about  3  axili  very  short,  Pods  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  sinuate  runcin.  Lobes  acute  toothed  lowest  largest 
9181  Pedic.  very  short  axill.  or  naked,  Pods  and  stems  erect  hispid,  Leaves  smoothish  obi.  acutely  runcin. -pectin. 
9182  Leaves  lyrate  pinnatifid  smooth,  Stem  erect  leafy,  Pedicels  thick  shorter  than  calyx 
9183  Rad.  leaves  lyrate :  cauline  pinnat  Lobes  linear  ent.  term,  largest,  Pedic  slender  almost  shorter  than  alyx 
9184  Leaves  linear  entire,  Branches  and  pedicels  glandular  and  hairy,  Pods  glandular 

9185  Leaves  cordate,  Pods  prismatical  much  longer  than  pedicel 
9186  Leaves  ovate  roundish,  Pods  lanceolate  the  length  of  their  stalk 

9187  Pods  length  of  style :  when  young  covered  by  the  persistent  calyx,  Fl.  sessile,  Leaves  linear  entire 
9188  Pods  much  longer  than  style  when  young  having  a  persistent  calyx,  Fl.  subsessile,  Leaves  linear  entire 
9189  Pods  thrice  as  long  as  style  2-edged  naked,  FL  on  short  stalks,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  sinuate  toothed 
9190  Leaves  lane,  toothed  pubescent  with  a  3-parted  down,  Stem  branched,  Pods  lax,  Stigma  2-lobed  [of  pod 9191  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  somew.  tooth,  pub  with  3-part  down,  Stem  straight  round,Length  of  style  great  than  breadth 
9192  Lower  leaves  runcinate  toothed  :  upper  lane,  undivided,  Fl.  branches  and  pods  comp.  4-cor.  erect  spreading 
9193  Lvs.  lane,  somew.  toothlet.  roughish  green,  Pods  erect  spread,  twice  as  long  as  stalk,  Stigma  small  subsessile 
9191  Leaves  linear  lane,  repand-toothed,  subpubes.  Pods  spreading  torulose  scarcely  thicker  than  short  pedicel 
9195  Lvs.  lin.  entire  and  stem  cinereous  with  appressed  2-parted  hair,  Pods  somew.  erect,  Stigma  stalked  emarg. 
9196  Lvs.lin.ent.or  somew.tooth.somew.  hoary  with  2-part.  hair,  Claws  long,  than  cal.  Pods  erect,  Stig.  near  sess. 
9197  Lower  lvs.  lane,  toothed :  upper  somewhat  linear  entire,  Petals  roundish  obovate,  Claws  longer  than  calyx 
9198  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed  narrowed  at  base,  Petals  obovate  oblong,  Pods  spreading,  Style  scarcely  any 
9199  Leaves  lin.  obi. :  lower  toothed  runcin.  and  stem  pubesc.  rough,  Pods  spreading,  Style  very  short  and  thick 
9200  Leaves  membranous  smoothed :  cauline  cordate  sagittate  stem-clasping  oblong ;  radical  stalked  ovate 
9201  Bad.  lvs.  obo  v. :  cauline  cordate  stem-clasping,  all  blunt  smooth  glauc.  Sides  of  square  stalk  without  nerve* 

9202  Pods  cuneate  pyriform  with  4  ribs  and  a  longish  style,  Leaves  lanceolate  nearly  entire 
9203  Pods  roundish  pyriform  with  4  ribs  and  a  longish  style,  Leaves  repand  toothed 
9204  Pods  globose,  Leaves  oblong  serrate  toothed  bluntly  stem-clasping  at  base,  Stem  smooth 

9205  The  only  species 

9206  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Lobe*  oblong  toothed  or  cut,  Pods  compressed  twin  netted 
9207  Lvs.  pinnatifid,  Lobes  ent  toothed  or  pinnatifid,  Pods  somew.  acute  compressed  with  crested  rugose  valves 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  Basque  tongue,  and  in  other  dialects  of  France  beler  or  veler.   From  the  seeds  of  E.  perfoliatum,  a  plant not  known  in  this  country,  oil  for  lamps  is  expressed  in  Japan. 
1425  Camel  ina;  that  is  to  say,  chamce-linum,  dwarf  flax.  C.  sativa  is  cultivated  m  many  parts  of  Europe 

for  the  seeds,  from  which  oil  is  obtained.  For  the  method  of  its  culture  see  Parmentier,  in  Roz.  Cours  d'Agric, v.  xi.  p.  291.   Bosc.  Diet.  d'Agr.  3.  p.  45.    Galliz.  Bot.  Jgr.  3.  p.  170.  .  „.  .  t  „ 
1426.  Neslia.  A  name  first  employed  by  M.  Desvaux,  but  not  explained  by  him.  A  genus  allied  to  Ca- 

melina, but  well  distinguished  by  its  one-seeded  indehiscent  silicles. 
1427  Coronopus.  From  »oeu»r„  a  crow,  and  tnts,  a  foot  The  leaves  are  deeply  cut,  and  resemble  the  feet  of 

a  bird  Coronopus  Ruellii  was  formerly  gathered  and  used  as  a  salad,  but  has  long  since  been  deservedly 
neglected.  C.  niloticus  is  said,  by  Delile,  to  be  used  in  Egypt  for  the  same  purpose. 

N  n  4 
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1428.  LEPI'DIUM.  L.  Pbpperwobt. 
9208  DrSba  L.  Whitlow         £  A  «n 
9209  chalepense  L.  Aleppo  o  un 
9810  glastifdlium  Desf.  woad-leaved  O  un 
9211  coronopifoliumFucA.  Buckshorn»lv.  ^  A  un 
9912  sativum  L.  common  Cress  O  cul 
9218  campestre  R.  Br.  hoary  field  O 

CrucifertB.   Sp.  23—56. 
1  my.jn  W     Europe  1596. 

9214hSrtum  Smith.  hairy 
9215  spinosum  L.  prickly 
9216  virginicum  L.  Virginian 9217  subulatum  L.  awl-leaved 
9218  ruderale  L.  narrow-leaved 
9219  vesicarium  L.  bladdery 
9220  perfoliatum  L.  various-leaved 
9221  Cardamines  L.       Spanish  Cress 
9222  divaricatum  H.  K.  close-spiked 
9223  bonariense  L.        Buenos  Ay  res 
9224  piscidium  Forst.  Fish-poison 9225  oleraceum  Forst.  eatable 
9226  lyratum  L.  lyrate 9227  latifolium  L.  broad-leaved 
9228  crassifolium  JV.SjK.  thick-leaved 
9229  graminifolium  Cav.  bushy 9230  Fberis  L.  diandrous 

1429.  ̂ THIONE'MA.  R.Br,  .Ethionema. 
9231  saxatile  R.  Br.       rock  O  cu 
9232  Buxbaumii  Dec.     Buxbaum's  O  cu 9233  monospermum22.£r.  one-seeded      ^  CD  cu 

3t  Q)  w 
O  un 
O  un 

tt.  |  un 

O  un 
O  un 
O  un 

)C  mi  un a.  i  1  un 

O  un 
O  ec O  cul 
O  un £  A  un 

t  A"« j£  A  un 
O  un 

1  my.jl  W 
li  my.jl  W 
f  my.jl  W li  jnjl  W 
f  jnjl  W 1  jnjl  W 1  s  W 
1  jnjl  W 
fjl.au  W .1  jnjl  W 

lj  ap.au  W 
|  jl  W 
4  jnjl  W 14  my.au  W 
Si  my.jn  W 1  s  W 
3  s  W 
2ijn.jl  W 2  jnjl  W 

§  my.jn  W 
2  au.s  W 
li  jl.au  W 

Aleppo  1798. Barbary  182a 
Siberia  1824. 

  1548. Britain  fields. 
Britain  fields. Levant  1787. 
America  1713. 
Spain  1739. Britain  sea  co. 
Crimea  1820. 
Austria  1640. 
Spain  1789. C.  G.  H.  1774. 
S.  Amer.  1732. 
Society  IsL  1779. 
N.  Zeal.  1824. 
Levant Britain    sea  co. 
Hungary  1820. Europe  1683. Germany  1793. 

Cructferte.   Sp.  3—9. 3  jnjl     F      S.  Europe  1759. 
i  jnjl     Pa.pu  Levant  1823. 
i  jl.au     Fa.pu  Spain  1778. 

D  co S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  p.l S  co 
S  co S  co 
C  co C  p.l 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Jac.  aust  4.t.315 
Desf.  atl.  1 147 
Zom.  ic.  16 
Eng.  bot.  1385 
Eng.  bot.  1803 
Sch.  han.2.t.l80 D.Assoar.t.6.f.3 
Eng.  bot.  1595 Bux.  cent  l.t.26 
Jacaust.  4.  t.346 Arduin.sp.l.tl8 
Dil.el.t286.f.370 

Eng.  bot.  182 W.  etkitl.t.  4 
Cav.  ic  151.  f.  2 
Lob.  ic.  223 

Jac.aust3.t236 
Bu.  cen.  l.t.5.f.  1 

1430.  ISA'TIS.  L. 9234  armena  L. 
9235  lusitanica  Brot. 
9236  alpina  All. 
9237pra»cox  Kit. 92S8  littoralis  Stev. 
9239  tinctoria  L. 
9240  campestris  Stev. 9241  canescens  X).  C. 

/3  iberica  Stev. 
9242  aleppica  Scop. 

1431.  MYA'GRUM.  L. 9243  perfoliatum  L. 
1432.  BRAS'SICA.  L. 9244  oleracea  L. 

Woad. 
Armenian Portugal 
Alpine 
early 

sea  side O  °' O  or A  or 
CD  or 
A  or 

CrucifertB. 
lijl.au  Y 
1  my 

i  jnjl common  dyer's  ̂   Q)  ag 
field 
hoary 

Iberian 
oriental 
Myagrum 

perfoliate Cabbage. 
common 

3e  A  or 
^  Q)  or 
^[  CO  or 

O  or 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1428.  Lepidium.  From  >.tn;,  a  scale.  The  form  of  the  silicles  is  that  of  little  scales.  L.  piscidium  is  used 

by  the  natives  of  the  Society  Islands  for  the  purpose  of  catching  fish  by  inebriating  them.  It  was  used  by  the 
English  voyagers  as  a  salad,  but  it  was  very  pungent.  L  oleraceum  is  a  powerful  antiscorbutic,  and  is  found 
of  great  service  to  the  crews  of  ships  visiting  New  Zealand ;  it  resembles  lettuce  in  taste,  and  acts  as  a  moderate 
aperient.  L.  sativum,  the  common  garden  cress,  is  a  salad-plant  known  to  every  one,  and  which  even  the 
cook  can  cultivate  on  moistened  cloth  or  wool  in  a  moist  heat  Watering  with  water,  impregnated  with  mu- 

riatic acid  gas,  or  electrifying,  will  facilitate  the  germination  and  developement  of  the  seeds. 
1429.  Mthkmema.  So  named  by  Mr.  H.  Brown,  apparently  in  allusion  to  some  tawny  or  sunburnt  tinge  in 

the  stamens.   From  euB-u,  to  scorch,  and  m/tei,  a  stamen.  Smith. 1430.  Isatis.  From  urttZfli,  to  render  equal.  The  plant  was  believed  to  destroy,  by  its  simple  application,  all 
roughness  and  inequalities  of  the  skin.  It  was  formerly  called  glastnm,  from  the  Celtic  glas,  blue,  whence 
Glastonbury  derived  its  name.  The  ancient  Britons  colored  themselves  with  the  blue  preparation  obtained 
from  this  plant,  whence  they  received  their  appellation,  Britho  being  the  Celtic  word  for  to  paint  The  Picts 
were  so  named  by  the  Romans  for  the  same  reason.  On  account  of  the  brightness  of  its  manufactured  colors 
the  Celts  called  it  gwed  (guesde,  French,  at  this  day),  whence  the  Anglo-Saxons  obtained  their  name  of  waad or  mad,  and  the  English  the  word  woad.  I.  tinctoria  is  in  occasional  cultivation  for  its  leaves,  from  which  3 
dye,  as  a  substitute  for  indigo,  is  obtained.  The  seeds  are  sown  on  well  prepared  land  in  good  heart ;  fresh  broken 
old  pasture  land  is  preferred ;  and  the  great  object  is  to  have  large  leaves ;  for  which  purpose,  as  Miller  observes, 
the  culture  given  by  the  best  gardeners  to  spinage  should  be  imitated,  that  of  sowing  on  a  very  rich  well  pul. 
verised  soil,  thinning  the  plants  so  as  they  may  not  touch  each  other,  keeping  them  perfectly  clear  of  weeds, 
and  frequently  stirring  the  soil  between  the  plants.  The  culture  applied  to  the  turnip  in  Northumberland 
would  succeed  well  with  woad.  The  seeds  are  sown  in  July,  and  the  plants,  when  they  come  up,  weeded  and 
thinned  ;  next  July,  or  earlier,  the  first  crop  of  leaves  may  be  gathered,  and  two  or  three  others  will  be  ob- 
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9908  Pods  cordate  somewhat  turgid  entire  at  the  end  exceeded  by  the  style,  Leaves  stem-elasplng  lane,  toothed 
9209  Pods  elliptical  twice  as  long  as  stalk,  Style  filiform,  Leaves  with  acute  stem-clasping  lanceolate  auricles 
9210  Pods  ellipt  smooth  shorter  than  stalk,  Style  filif.  Leaves  with  blunt  stem-clasping  obL  bluntly  toothed  auric. 
9211  Pods  ellipt  ent.  somew.  downy  pointed  with  style,  CaL  somew.  persistent,  Rad.  I  vs.  pinnat :  caul.  lin.  cut. 
9212  Pods  orbicular  winged,  Leaves  variously  divided  and  cut,  Branches  not  spiny 
9213  Pods  ovate  winged  emarginate  scaly,  Cauline  leaves  sagittate  toothed 
9214  Pods  ovate  winged  emarginate  hairy,  Cauline  leaves  sagittate  villous  nearly  entire 
9215  Pods  oblong  winged  emarginate  about  2-horned  smooth,  Radical  leaves  pinnatifid  with  cut  lobes 
9216  Pods  orbic.  eraarg.  shorter  than  stalk,  Flowers  with2-4-stamens,  Caul,  lvs.  lin.  lanceoL  cut-serrate  smooth 
9217  Pods  ovate  somewhat  emarginate.  Leaves  subulate  entire,  Stem  }  shrubby 
9218  Pods  ovate  emarg.  spreading  shorter  than  stalk,  Leaves  smooth  :  radical  pinnatifid,  Fls.  diandrous  apetal. 
9219  Pods  elliptical  slightly  emarginate,  Leaves  pinnatifid,*  Lobes  linear,  Joints  of  stem  inflated 9220  Pods  ellipt.  slightly  emarg.  Lower  lvs.  stalked  pinnatifid  with  multifid  lobes  :  upper  cord,  amplexicaul  entire 
9221  Pods  oval  somewhat  emarginate,  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  oval  entire  lobes :  terminal  large  roundish 
9222  Pods  oval  somew.  emarg.  approximat  Lower  leaves  pinnati.  with  spread,  acute  lobes,  Stem  much  branched 
9223  Pods  orbicular  emarginate,  Flowers  diandrous,  Leaves  all  pinnately  multifid  minutely  ciliated 
9224  Pods  oblong  obovate  emarginate,  Stigma  exserted,  Leaves  oval-oblong  toothed  outwardly  or  entire 
9225  Pods  ovate  acutish,  Leaves  smooth  ellipt.-oblong  deeply  serrated :  upper  entire  somewhat  serrated  at  end 
9226  Pods  ovate  pointed  with  stigma.  Lower  lvs.  stalked  lyrate  pinnatifid,  Lobes  cut  toothed :  term,  very  large 
9227  Pods  ovate  pointed  with  the  stigma,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  undivided  subserrate,  lowest  on  long  stalks 
9228  Pods  ovate  pointed  with  stigma,  Leaves  smooth  somew.  fleshy  entire,  Rad.  stalked  ovate :  caul.  sess.  sagitt. 
9229  Pods  elliptical  pointed  with  stigma,  Stems  $  shrubby,  Radical  lvs.  obov.  obi.  toothed :  cauline  linear  entire 
9230  Pods  ovate  pointed  with  stigma,  Rad.  leaves  cut  or  pinnatifid :  cauline  linear  entire,  Stem  much  branched 

9231  Silicles  2-celled  many-seeded  obcordate,  Valves  winged  at  back  and  entire,  Racemes  in  fruit  lax 
9232  Silicles  2-celled  2-seeded  round  emarg.  at  base  and  end,  Racemes  very  close,  Valves  winged  at  back  and  ent. 
9233  Silicles  1  -celled  1-seeded  not  opening  emarginate  at  end,  Leaves  oval  or  obovate 

9231  Silicles  round  cordate  at  base  with  a  wide  margin  pointed  with  the  style 
9235  Silicles  obov.  with  a  broad  edge  cuneate  at  base  very  blunt  and  emarginate  at  end,  Stem  and  leaves  smooth 
9236  Silicles  oval-oblong  blunt  at  each  end  with  a  leafy  winged  margin  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
9237  Silicles  elliptical  blunt  at  each  end  with  a  coriaceous  winged  edge  three  times  as  long  as  broad 
9238  Silicles  obi.  cuneate  very  blunt  truncate  emarginate  narrowed  at  base,  three  times  as  long  as  broad 
9239  Silicles  cuneate  accuminate  at  base  somewhat  spatulate  at  end  very  blunt  three  times  as  long  as  broad 
9240  Silicles  oblong  narrowed  at  base  bluntish  at  end  four  times  as  long  as  broad  [at  end 
9241  Silicles  elongate-cuneate  downy  four  times  as  long  as  broad  and  twice  as  long  as  the  stalk  which  is  obconical 
9242  Silicles  lin.  blunt  vilL  with  reversed  down  eight  times  as  long  as  broad  and  three  times  as  long  as  their  stalk 
9343  The  only  species 

9244  Lvs.  covered  with  glaucous  pollen  somew.  fleshy  repand  or  lobed  even  in  their  youngest  state  quite  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
rained  during  the  season.  The  end  of  the  second  year  the  plants  may  be  ploughed  down,  as  the  third  year 
they  will  run  to  seed,  and  yield  but  small  leaves.  The  leaves  are  pressed,  and  the  juice  treated  as  in  making 
indigo  (see  Indigo/era) ;  but  such  is  the  cheapness  of  the  latter  article,  that  no  British  farmer  can  afford  to  raise 
any  sort  of  substitute. 

1431.  Myagrum.  An  ancient  plant,  so  named  from  its  properties  of  catching  flies,  which  the  modern  plant 
does  not  possess ;  /mux,  a  fly,  ety^a,  capture. 

1432.  Brassica.  The  etymology  of  this  word  has  been  explained  with  great  learning  and  ingenuity  by  Yoss  ins, 
Ray,  Dalechamp,  and  others.  It  comes,  however,  from  the  Celtic  bresic,  which  signifies  a  cabbage.  This 
genus  affords  the  well  known  pot  herbs  and  roots,  and  also  the  oil  plant  rape,  extensively  cultivated  in  agri- 

culture. There  is  scarcely  an  instance  in  the  vegetable  kingdom  of  a.  plant  that  produces  varieties  so  different 
in  appearance  and  qualities  as  the  B.  oleracea ;  comparing  the  original  plant  as  it  is  found  on  our  shores,  with 
wavy  sea-green  leaves,  no  appearance  of  a  head,  and  flowering  like  wild  mustard  or  charlock,  with  the  red cabbage  or  cauliflower,  the  difference  is  astonishing.  A  new  arrangement  of  the  cultivated  species  of  Brassica 
has  been  made  by  Professor  Decandolle  (Sort.  Trans,  vol.  1.,  and  in  his  Reg.  Veg.),  whose  varieties,  or  races  of 
B.  oleracea,  are  stated  above. 

Th.>  colza  of  the  Dutch  he  makes  a  distinct  species  (B.  campestris),  and  also  the  turnip  (B.  rapa) ;  the  rape (B.  napus),  and  the  summer  rape  of  the  Germans  (B.  prascox). 
In  Hungary,  in  the  territory  of  Alba,  the  B.  elongata  is  cultivated  for  its  oil,  for  which  purpose  it  is  said  to 

be  better  adapted  than  anv  other  species. 
The  culture  of  all  the  brassica  tribe  is  so  universally  known  that  it  would  be  a  waste  of  space  in  a  wort  of 

this  sort  to  enlarge  on  it  They  all  prefer  a  loamy  soil,  well  enriched  with  manure ;  and  manures  of  the 
strongest  kind,  as  nigh  tsoil,  offals  from  the  shambles,  blood,  &c.  are  not  found  too  powerful  for  common  cabbage 
or  cauliflower.  The  turnip  prefers  a  lighter  soil  than  the  cabbage  tribe,  but  it  must  be  w  ell  manured,  and  if  the 
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(8  acephala  Dec. Cavalier  Cabbage 
Thousand-headed Cabbage 
Chou  moellier 

Garden  Varieties. 
Borecole 
Chou  de  Milan 
Chou  Palmier,  &c. 

&c. 

y  costata  Dec. Chou  &  grosses  cotes 
Cove  tronchuda 

S  bullata  Dec. 
Savoy  Cabbage 
Brussels  Sprouts,  Stu. 

&c 9245  campestris  L.  field 
rutabaga  Dec.  Swedish  Turnip  t 

9246  Rapa  L.  Turnip  % 
9247  Napus  L.  Rape  £ 
9248  pras'cox  fF.  #  K.  Kohl-reps  Jfc 9249  chinensis  L.  Chinese 
9250  repanda  Dec.  repand  £ 
9251  Richerii  nil.  Richer's  £ 9252  monensis  Huds.  Isle  of  Man 
9253  erucastrum  L.  runcinate-leav'd 9254  elongata  Ehr.  stalk-leaved  £ 9255  cheiranthifloraDec.  stock-leaved 
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1434.  MORICAN'DIA.  Dec  Moricanoia. 
9274  arvensis  Dec.         cabbage-flower.  £  A Brdssica  arvensis  L. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
manure  be  well  fermented,  so  much  the  better  for  the  garden  turnip ;  in  the  fields,  where  it  is  buried  in  rows 
or  drills,  more  littery  dung  will  succeed. 

The  field  culture  of  the  turnip  is  become  an  important  part  of  the  agriculture  of  light  soils ;  the  best  mode  is 
by  drills,  as  in  Berwickshire  and  Northumberland,  where  are  produced  crops  of  treble  the  weight  of  those  grown 
in  the  broad-cast  manner  in  Norfolk.  In  the  latter  county  a  crop  weighs  from  five  to  fifteen  tons  per  acre ; 
in  Northumberland  from  twenty-five  to  thirty  tons ;  and  in  Ayrshire  as  many  as  sixty  tons  have  been  raised on  the  statute  acre   (Encyc.  of  Agric.) 

The  cabbage  has  been  tried  as  a  field  plant ;  but,  though  it  has  been  said  by  Sinclair  (Hortus  Gram.  Wob.)  to 
produce  more  nutritive  matter  than  either  turnips  or  field  beet,  professional  fanners  have  not  found  it  to  answer. 

Of  all  the  Brassica  tribe  it  may  be  observed,  that  they  attain  to  much  the  greatest  perfection  in  temperate 
climates,  such  as  those  of  Britain  and  Holland.  Without  constant  and  liberal  supplies  of  water,  they  are  small 
in  size,  and  rigid  or  stringy  in  texture.  In  France  and  in  Italy,  and  warm  climates,  it  is  only  the  cauliflower 
and  broccoli  that  attain  a  large  size ;  and  that,  in  Italy  at  least,  is  during  the  coldest  months  of  the  year,  and 
aided  by  liberal  waterings.   But  in  Tarragona  the  cauliflower  is  said  to  reach  the  enormous  weight  of  40  lbs. 

1433.  Sinapis.  In  Greek  fmxtri,  said  to  be  derived  from  nap,  the  Celtic  designation  of  all  plants  resembling 
the  turnip  or  cabbage.  Our  English  word  mustard,  and  the  French  moutarde,  are  modernizations  of  mustum 
ardens,  hot  must ;  the  sweet  must  of  new  wine  being  one  of  the  ingredients  of  the  French  mustard  for  the 
table.  The  seeds  of  all  the  species  are  hot,  acrid,  and  will  afford  an  oil  by  expression,  and  a  powder  or  meal 
by  drying  and  grinding,  which  might  serve  as  the  condiment  mustard.  S.  nigra  is  more  particularly  adapted 
for  the  latter  purpose,  though  it  is  often  mixed  with  the  seeds  of  S.  alba  and  arvensis,  and  often  with  those  of  the 
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Garden  Varieties. 
»  capitata  Dec.  Sugar-loaf  Cabbage        { caulo-rapa  Dec.  r,  botrytis  Dec. Battcrsca  Cabbage  Penton  Cabbage  Chou-rave,  or  Cauliflower 
Early  York  Cabbage  Red  Cabbage,  &c.  &c.  Kohl  Rabi  Brocoh,  &c.  &c. 
Early  Dwarf  Cabbage  Chou-rave  crepue, 

&c  &c. 
92+5  Lv  s.  fleshy  with  glaucous  bloom :  the  lower  when  young  somew.  hispid  or  ciliat.  1  y rate  toothed  ;  the  others 

[cordate  amplexicaul  acum. 
9246  Rad.  leaves  lyratc  without  glauc.  bloom  rough ;  cauline  cut :  upper  entire 
9247  Lvs.  smooth  coesious :  radical  lyrate ;  cauline  pinnatitid  and  cren.  cord. ;  upper  lane,  stem-clasping 
9248  Lvs.  smooth  coesious  :  radic.  and  lower  cauline  lyrate ;  upper  cord.  lane.  stem-clasping  cren.  Pods  erect 
9249  Lvs.  oval  nearly  entire :  floral  amplexicaul  lane.  Cal.  longer  than  the  claw  of  the  petals 
9250  Radic.  leaves  fleshy  smooth  repand  toothed,  Scapes  naked,  Style  slender  distinct  from  silique 
9251  Leaves  smooth  :  lower  stalked  obi.  somewhat  toothed  ;  upper  linear  ianc.  few 
9252  Leaves  smooth  somewhat  fleshy  glauc.  pinnated  with  linear  distant  somewhat  toothed  lobes 
9253  Leaves  runcinate  somewhat  smooth,  Lobes  unequal  bluntly  sinuated,  Stem  hispid  at  base 
9254  Leaves  stalked  :  lower  sinuate  pinnati fid  hispid ;  upper  smooth  toothed,  Stem  smooth 
9255  Rad.  leaves  stalked  lyrate  pinnatitid  somewhat  hispid :  cauline  few  with  entire  acute  lobes 

9256  Pods  smooth  about  4-comered  pressed  to  the  peduncles,  Lower  lvs.  lyrate :  upper  lane,  entire 
/S  Pods  turgid  veiny  diverging  with  a  conical  striated  beak 

9257  Smooth,  Lvs.  stalked  lyrate  pinnatifid  with  acute  lobes,  Petiole  not  auricled  at  base 
9278  Smooth,  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  undivided  acutely  toothed,  Pods  erect  torose  with  a  subulate  style 
9259  Smooth,  Lower  leaves  ovate  lane,  coarsely  serrated :  upper  lane,  entire,  Branches  fascicled 
9260  At  the  base  and  nerves  hairy,  Lvs.  blunt  cut  pinnatifid,  Lobes  toothed,  Pods  erect  pointed  with  the  style 
9261  Smooth,  Caul.  lvs.  cord,  amplexicaul  obi.  entire :  lower  lyrate  pinnatifid  toothed,  Pods  spreading  with  a 
9262  Lvs.  pubesc.  villous  lyrate  pinnatifid,  Terminal  lobe  large  ovate,  Pod  hairy  [conical  beak 
9263  Pods  smooth  with  many  angles  torulose  three  times  as  long  as  their  slender  two-edged  beak,  Stem  and  lvs. 
9264  Pods  hairy  backwards  about  4-comered  torulose  shorter  than  the  slender  beak  [hairy 9265  Pods  smooth  round  with  smooth  valves  twice  as  long  as  the  conical  beak 
9266  Pods  smooth  ovate-oblong,  Valves  smooth  scarcely  longer  than  conical  beak 
9267  Pods  smooth  appressed  to  the  raceme  somew.  torose,  Stem  branch,  rough  at  base,  Lvs.  lyrate  rough 
9268  Pods  downy  appressed  to  raceme  somew.  torose,  Stem  bran,  rough  at  base,  Lvs.  lyrate  pinn.  hispid  on  nerves 
9269  Pods  hispid  spreading  a  little  narrower  than  the  ensiform  beak,  Lvs.  lyrate  and  stem- nearly  smooth 
9270  Pods  hispid  spreading  a  little  narrower  than  the  ensiform  beak,  Lvs.  lyrate  rough,  Stem  hispid  backwards 
9271  Pods  subcrect  torulose  shorter  than  the  ensiform  beak,  Lvs.  pinnat  Lobes  narr.  cut-toothed  or  pinnatifid 
9272  Beak  compressed  very  rough  longer  than  the  hispid  pod,  Lvs.  lyrate  repand  angular  smooth 
9273  Calyx  bisaccate,  Lvs.  coriaceous :  lower  oblong  lane,  narrowed  at  base  somewhat  toothed 

9274  Pods  about  4  cornered,  Cauline  leaves  cordate  amplexicaul  entire 

9275  Pods  pendulous  stalked,  Cauline  leaves  oblong  hispid  coarsely  cut-toothed 
9276  Pods  pendulous  sessile,  Leaves  obovate  coarsely  toothed  hispid 
9277  Pods  sessile  nearly  erect,  Style  ensiform,  Leaves  sessile  runcinate  lyrate  toothed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Brassicaand  Kaphanus  genera.  Both  S.  alba  and  nigra  are  grown  as  small  salads  to  be  eaten  with  cress ;  they 
are  sown  as  thick  as  the  seeds  will  lie,  in  pots  or  boxes,  or  in  the  area  of  forcing-houses,  in  the  winter  season, and  forced,  or  in  beds  in  the  open  air,  and  cut  as  soon  as  the  seed  leaf  is  fully  expanded.  For  flower  of  mus- 

tard, or  for  the  seed  for  oil  or  medical  purposes,  both  white  and  black  sorts  are  sown  in  the  fields  in  rich  well 
pulverized  soil,  in  March  or  April,  and  kept  free  of  weeds.  The  crop  ripens  in  July  and  August,  and  is  cither 
threshed  immediately  or  stacked  like  other  grain.  It  is  like  other  oleiferous  seeds,  exhausting  for  the  soil, 
and  such  seeds  as  drop  and  are  buried,  will  retain  their  vegetative  qualities  for  an  unknown  length  of  time; so  that  where  mustard  has  once  been  grown,  it  will  come  up  occasionally  for  a  century  or  more  afterwards. 

If  the  seeds,  Dr.  Cullen  observes,  be  taken  fresh  from  the  plant  and  ground,  the  powder  has  little  pungency, 
but  is  very  bitter;  by  steeping  in  vinegar,  however,  the  essential  oil  is  cooled,  and  the  powder  becomes  ex- 

tremely pungent.  In  moistening  mustard-powder  for  the  table,  it  may  be  remarked,  that  it  makes  the  best 
appearance  when  rich  milk  is  used ;  but  the  mixture  in  this  case  does  not  keep  good  for  more  than  two  days. 
The  seeds  of  both  the  black  and  white  mustard  are  often  used  in  an  entire  state  medicinally.  Half  or  a 
quarter  of  a  wine  glass  of  mustard  seeds,  swallowed  fasting,  about  five  in  the  morning,  is  the  most  powerful tonic  and  strcngthencr  of  the  digestive  organs  which  is  known. 

1434.  Moricandia.  Named  by  Dccandolle,  after  his  friend  Stephen  Moricand,  author  of  the  Flora  Vcneta, 
and  an  excellent  Italian  botanist  M.  hespcridiflora  is  a  favourite  food  of  the  camel,  notwithstanding  its intense  acridity. 

1435.  Diplotaxh.  From  InXof,  double,  and  rape,  arrangement,  on  account  of  the  double  rows  of  seeds  in each  cell. 
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9278  catholica  Dec.        Spanish  Q  un  1  •  ap.my 9279  tenuifolia  Dec.       fine-leaved      i  Aun  1|  jl.o 
Sisym'brium  tenuifdlium  L. 9280muralis  Dec.  sand  O  un  ljjl.1 
Sisymfbrium  murale  L. 

9281  Barrelieri  Dec.       small  O  un  §  jn.jl 
9282  vimlnea  Dec         twiggy  O  un  f  my 
9£83  saxatilis  Dec.         rock  A  un  i  jn 

Spam  1822.  S  co England  walls.  D  S.1 Eng.  bot.  525 
Y  England  san.pl.  S  co  Eng.  bot.  1090 
Pa.Y  S.  Europe  1770.  S  co  Barr.  ic.  1016 
Y  S.  Europe   ...    S  co  Booc.  sic.  10 
Y  S.  Europe   ...    D  co 

ERU'CA.  Tourn. 
sativa  Lam. 
vesiearia  Cav. 
VEL'LA.  L. 
pseudocytisus  L. 
CARRICHTE'RA.  Adans. VelUe  Dec.  annual 
Vella  annua  L. 
SUCCO'WIA.  Monch.  Soccowu balearica  R.  Br.  Minorca 
ZIL'LA.  Forsk.  Zilla. 
myagroides  Forsk.  spiny 
C ALEPI'N A.  Adam.  Calepina. 

1436. 
9284 
mi 1437. 
928C 

1438. 928; 

1439. 
9288 

1440. 
9289 

1441. 
9290 

1442. 
9291 
9292 
9293 9294 
9295 9296 
9297 
9298 9299 
9300 

1443.  RA'PHANUS.  L. 9301  sativus  L. 
aradtcula  Dec. 
ft  oblon'gus  Dec. v  oletfera  Dec. 
S  niger  Dec. 9302  caudStus  L. 

9303  Raphanistrum  L. 9304  Landra  Morett. 
9305  maritimus  Sm. 

O  cul O  un 

Rocket. 
stripe-flowered bladdery 
Cress- Rocket. 
shrubby  «_  |  J  or 

Carrichtera. 

O  w 

Cruciferte.   Sp.  2—3. 
ljjl        Pa.Y  &  Europe  157a 

1J  jl        Pa.Y  Spain  1820. 
Cruciferce.    Sp.  1. 

3  ap.my  Y      Spain  1759. 
Cruciferte.   Sp.  1. 

|  jn.jl     Pa.Y  England  san.fi. 

S  8.1  Sch.han.2.  t.lS6 
S  co    A sso  arr.  1 4 

C  co  Cav.  ic.  1. t 42 

S  s.l   Eng.  bot  1442 

Corvlni  Desv. 
CRAMBE.  W. 
maritima  L. 
pinnatifida  R.  Br. orientalis  L. 
Tatarta  Jacq. 
aspera  Bieb. eordata  W. 
hispanica  L. filiformis  Jacq. 
fruticosa  L. 
strigosa  Lher. 

rugose Sea  If  ail. 
common 

O  pr n.  |  cu 

O  cu 
A  A  cul 

smooth-winged  jfe  A  un oriental 
Tartarian rough 

gigantic Spanish Patagonian Madeira Canary 

Radish. 
common 
long 

Turnip 

Oil-seed Black  Spanish 
long-podded wild 
yellow-flowered^  Q)  cu sea  t  A  w 

Cruciferte. 

fjn.jl  Y Cruciferte. 2  mr  Li 
Cruciferce. 

\\  ap.jn  W Cruciferce. 
\\  my.jn  W 1  jnjl  W 1  jnjl 
3  jn.jl 
1  my 
6  my 

ljjn.jl 

Sp.  1. 
Minorca  1781 S  8.1 

1|"  jLau 

my.n 

Sp.  1. 
Egypt 

Sp.  1. 
S.  Europe 

Sp.  10—13. Britain    sea  sh 
Siberia Levant 
Siberia 
Tauria 

Jac.  vind.2.  tl44 

1822.  C  co    Ventmalm.  t.16 

...    S  co    Brot.  phyt.  t.  42 

1759. 1752. 
1789. 1820. 

1}  my.jn  W Cruciferce. 
my.jn  W. 
my.jn  W. 
my.jn  W. my.jn  W. 

u  my.jn  •  W. 1  \  my.au  Pa. li  jnjl  Y 
3  jnjl  Y 3  my.jl  Y 

Caucasus  1822. 
Spain  1683. Patagonia  1796. Madeira  1777. 
Canaries  1779. 

D  r.m 

D  s.l D  s.l D  s.l  Jac.  ic.  1. 1 129 
D  co D  co 
S  s.l 
D  s.l 
C  s.l C  s.l   Jac.ic.1.  tl20 

Eng.  bot.  924 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 12 

Sch.  h  an. 2. 1. 189 
Jac.  ic.  3. 1 504 

Sp.  5—9. pu  China 
.pu  China 
.pu  China 
.pu  China .pu  China 
.pu  Java 

Britain 

Italy 

Britain 

1548. 1548. 
1548. 1548. 
1548. 
1815. corn  fi. 1820. 
sea  co. 

S  r.m  Lam.ilLt.566: S  r.m 
S  r.m 
S  r.m S  r.m 
S  co   Linn,  dec  3.  tlO 

co    Eng.  bot  856 
co 

D  co    Eng.  bot  1643 

9284  9279 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1436.  Eruca.  The  meaning  of  this  word  is  involved  in  obscurity.  According  to  Isidore,  of  Seville,  a  learned 
Spaniard,  who  died  in  636,  and  left  a  book  of  etymologies,  cruca  is  an  alteration  of  urica,  denved  from  uro, 
to  burn.  From  eruca,  the  Italians  formed  ruchetta,  the  French  roquetta,  and  the  English  rocket.  E  sativa  is 
very  pungent  in  the  foliage,  and  is  used  as  a  salad  in  the  South  of  Europe  for  its  aphrodisiacal  powers  i 

"  Excitat  ad  venerem  tardos  Eruca  maritos." 
1437.  Vella.  Latinized  from  voter,  the  Gallic  name  of  the  cress.  A  pretty  low  shrub,  with  beautiful  yellow 

flowers  appearing  in  the  early  spring.  It  is  hardy  enough  to  live  through  the  winter  in  a  dry  warm  south border. 
1438.  Carrichtera.  An  unexplained  name,  first  used  by  Adanson.  A  small  annual  plant,  with  pinnated 

leaves,  and  long  erect  racemes  opposite  to  the  leaves.   Flowers  small,  pale  yellow. 
1439.  Succowia.  In  honor  of  Professor  Suckow,  a  learned  botanist  of  Heidelberg.  An  annual,  with  the 

habit  of  the  last,  from  which  it  differs  in  its  subulate  style  and  solitary  seeds. 
1440.  Zilla.  The  Egyptian  name  of  the  plant,  which  is  a  large  glabrous  herb,  with  round  white  branches 

and  oblong  toothed  leaves,  which  are  boiled  and  eaten  by  the  Arabs  like  those  of  cabbage. 
1441.  Calepina.  A  name  used  by  Adanson,  the  meaning  of  which  is  unknown.  This  plant  has  been  trans- ferred by  one  author  or  another  to  almost  every  genus  of  Siliculosce,  but  appears  to  be  really  akin  to  Crambe 

only,  from  which  it  differs  in  its  sessile  and  purely  unilocular  silicle,  in  its  stamens  having  no  teeth,  and  in 
the  outer  petals  being  larger  than  the  others. 

1442.  Crambe.  One  of  the  names  applied  by  the  Greeks  to  the  cabbage,  and  especially  to  the  marine 
cabbage.  C.  maritima  grows  on  sandy  snores  in  the  west  of  England,  and  there  the  common  people  have  from 
time  immemorial  been  in  the  practice  of  watching  when  the  shoots  and  leafstalks  begin  to  push  up  the  sand 
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9278  Pods  sess.  nearly  erect,  Style  roundish  1-2-seed.  Lvs.  pinnatif.  with  cut  lobes  and  lin.  sinuate  toothed  segm. 9279  Pods  somewhat  stalked  erect,  Style  filif.  short  without  seeds,  Upper  lvs.  entire  lower  pinnatifid  compound 
9280  Pods  sess.  erect,  Style  short  somew.  filif.  Rad.  lvs.  toothed  or  lyrate  smooth,  Stems  nearly  naked  ascending 
9281  Pods  sess.  erect,  Style  short  somew.  filif.  Rad.  lvs.  runcinate  toothed  hispid.  Stems  naked  erect 
9282  Pods  sess.  erect,  Style  short  somew.  filif  Rad.  lvs.  lyrate  very  blunt  smooth.  Stems  naked  decumbent 
9283  Pods  sess.  erect  narrowed  at  base,  Style  short  conical,  Rad.  lvs.  pinnatifid  thickish  with  entire  lobes 

9284  Lvs.  lyrate  pinnated  with  toothed  acute  lobes,  Stem  hirsute,  Pedicels  shorter  than  deciduous  calyx 
■9285  Lvs.  pinnatifid,  Lobes  acute  nearly  entire,  Stem  hirsute,  Calyx  persistent  somewhat  bladdery 

9286  The  only  species 

9287  The  only  species 

9288  The  only  species 

9289  The  only  species 

9290  The  only  species 

9291  Long  filaments  forked,  Pod  blunt,  Leaves  roundish  sinuated  wavy  toothed  glauc.  and  stem  quite  smooth 
9292  Long  filaments  forked,  Pod  blunt,  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  obi.  acute  toothed  lobes,  Stem  smooth 
9293  Long  filaments  forked,  Pod  blunt  smooth,  Leaves  pinnatifid  toothed  rough,  Stem  smooth     [smooth  ish 
9294  Long  filam.  forked,  Pod  blunt,  Rad.  lvs.  decompound,  Pinnae  cut  toothed :  younger  rough ;  old  and  stem 
9295  Long  filam.  forked,  Pod  blunt  rugose,  Lvs.  pinnated  with  obL  lin.  toothed  lobes  and  stem  rough 
9296  Long  filam.  forked,  Pod  nearly  blunt,  Lvs.  stalked  toothed :  lower  cord.;  upper  ov.  and  stem  nearly  smooth 
9297  Long  filam.  toothed,  Pod  blunt,  Lvs.  lyrate  rough,  Terminal  lobe  cord,  orbicular 
9298  Long  filam.  scarcely  toothed,  Pod  blunt,  Lvs.  pinnate-lyrate  hairy,  Terminal  lobe  ovate 
9299  Long  filam.  toothed  on  one  side,  Pod  mucronate,  Lvs.  lyrate  pinnatifid  toothed  hoary 
9300  Filam.  not  toothed,  Pod  mucronate,  Lvs.  ov.  toothed  unequal  and  somew.  auriclcd  at  base  and  stem  hispid 

9301  Pods  round  torose  acuminate  scarcely  longer  than  stalk 

9302  Pods  depressed  acuminate  decumbent  longer  than  the  whole  plant 
9303  Pods  1-celled  jointed  striated  3-8-seeded  longer  than  the  style,  Lvs.  simply  lyrate 
9304  Pods  1-celled  jointed  substriated  2-6-seeded  longer  than  the  subulate  style,  Lvs.  interruptedly  lyrate 
9305  Pods  1-celled  Jointed  striated  2-6-seeded,  Style  conical  shorter  than  the  last  joint,  Lvs.  interrupted,  lyrate 

and  gravel,  in  March  and  April ;  when  they  cut  them  off  under  ground,  as  is  done  in  gathering  asparagus,  and 
boil  them  as  greens.  About  the  middle  of  the  last  century  the  plant  was  first  introduced  into  gardens,  grown 
on  deep  sandy  soil,  and  blanched  either  by  sand,  ashes,  litter,  or  by  covering  with  flower  pots,  earthen  pots 
made  on  purpose,  or  any  opaque  cover.  It  is  now  almost  as  universal  in  good  gardens  as  asparagus,  and  like 
it  is  forced  either  by  taking  up  the  roots  and  planting  them  on  a  hotbed,  or  in  the  border  of  a  forcing  house, 
or  by  covering  or  surrounding  them  with  litter  in  the  open  garden.  Before  covering  a  bed  with  warm  litter, 
each  plant  or  stool  of  plants  is  covered  with  an  earthenware  blanching  pot,  or  a  wicker  case,  to  keep  off  the 
dung  from  the  young  shoots,  and  to  ensure  their  being  blanched.  No  plant  is  so  easily  forced;  and,  unlike 
asparagus,  it  yields  produce  the  first  spring  after  raising  from  seed. 

C.  tataria  is  called  by  the  Hungarians  Tatar-Kenyer  or  Tartarian  bread,  and  its  root,  stripped  of  the  bark 
and  sliced,  is  eaten  with  oil,  vinegar,  and  salt  The  boiled  root  is  sweet,  and  eaten  by  children.  The  young 
shoots  are  boiled  like  those  of  sea  kail,  and  have  an  excellent  taste,  but  are  stringy,  which  they  would  not  be 
if  well  cultivated,  which  the  plant  appears  to  deserve. 

,  1443.  Raphanus.   From  pa,  quickly,  and  quwbum,  to  appear,  on  account  of  the  rapidity  of  its  germination 
and  arriving  at  perfection.  R.  sativus  is  a  well  known  salad  root,  requiring  a  deep  sandy  soil  to  attain  a  large 
size.  There  are  several  varieties  both  of  the  spindle-shaped  and  globular  rooted  kinds,  and  a  very  distinct 
sort  known  as  the  black  or  Spanish  radish.  In  the  Horticultural  Transactions,  sixteen  varieties  are  men- 

tioned besides  subvarieties,  arranged  as  spring,  summer,  turnip,  autumn,  and  winter  radishes.  They  are  all 
of  easy  culture,  and  the  spring,  summer,  and  turnip  sorts  force  well  on  hot-beds,  or  on  dung-beds  covered with  mats. 

R.  caudatus,  or  tree  radish,  is  remarkable  for  the  length  of  its  pod,  which  is  greater  than  the  whole  height 
of  the  plant  The  young  leaves  of  R.  Landra  are  eaten  by  the  inhabitants  of  Insubria  as  salad. 

W         1/  9294 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1444. 
9306 
9907 
9308 1445. 
9309 
9310 
144a 
9311 
9312 9313 
9314 
9315 
9316 9317 
9318 9319 
9320 
9321 

1447. 

BU'XI  AS.  L.  Bumias. 
Erucago  L.  prickly-podded aspera  Rctx.  rough 
orientalis  L:  oriental  £  A  »» 
ERUCA'RIA.  Gartn.  Erucaria. 
alep'pica  Gxrtn.     Aleppo  O  un thick-leaved         O  un 

L.  Heliophila. 
awl-podtled 

crassifolia  DeL 
HELIO'PHILA. tiliformis  L. 
amplexicatilis  L. 
pinnata  VahL 
pilosa  Lam. digitata  L. 
coronopi  folia  L. 

8 
Crucifcrcc, 

Ujn.jl  Y U  jn  Y limy.jl  Y Crucfferte 
1  jl.au 

f  jn.d 

Sp.3. 
Austria Portugal 
Levant 

..  Sp.  2— 5. 
W.pu  Levant W.pu  Egypt 

opposite-leaved wing-leaved 
hairy 

digitate Buck's-horn-lv.]£  Ol  pr 

O  pr 

lOJpr 
O  pr O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 

Crudferte.   Sp.  11—47. 
11  jl.au     Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. 

"  jas      W.pu  C.  G.  H. Y.Br  C.  G.  H. 

1|  jn 
foeniculacea  R.Br.  Fennel-leaved 
crithmifolia  TV.  Samphire-leav. 
platysiliqua  R.  Sr.  broad-podded incana  H.  K.  hoary 
cleomoides  Dec.  upright 
Cheiranthus  strictus  L. 
SUBULA'RIA.  L.  Awlwort. 
aquatica  L. 

O  pr 

*Li_|pr 
«-l_|pr «»-L_lpr 

my.s 1  my.s 

lijn-jl 
1J  jn.s 

i  jn.s 

1  jl.au 2  my.au  Pu 
1  jl  Y 

B 
B 
V 
Pu 
V 
Pu 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1640.  S  co  Jac.  aust.4.  t.340 
...  S  CO 

1731.  D  co  Gmel.sib.at57 

1680.  S  s.l  Gae.se.2.tl43.f.9 
1823.  S  co  Del.egyp.t34.£l 

1786.  S  s.p  Lam.  a  563. 3 
1774  S  s.p  Jac.fr.  46. 2 
1792.  S  s.p  Ven.malm.t.113 
1768.  S  s  p  Jac.  ic  3. 1 506 ...  S  s.p 
1778.  S  s.p  Her.lugd.  t.367 1774.  S  s.p 
1816.  S  s.p 
1774. 1774. 1802.  S  co 

water Cleome. 
Celandine-flow, viscid 
three-leaved 
five-leaved 

gigantic 

t*1448.  CLEO'ME  W. 
|9323  Cheliddnii  W. §9324  viscosa  W. 
§9325  dodecandra  W. 
§9326  pentaph ylla  W. 
9327  gigantea  if. 9328  spinosa  If. 
9329  p6ngens  TV. spinosa  B.  M.  1640. 
9330  Houstuni  H.  K.  Houstoun's 9331  violacea  W.  violet-colored 
9332  rosea  Dec.  rose-colored 
9333  ornithopodioidesW.  bird's-foot 93.34  arahica  If.  Arabian 
9335  monophylla  If.  simple-leaved 
9336  procfimbens  TV.  procumbent 
9337  pubescens  B.  M.  pubescent 

O  cu 
O  pr 
Opr 
Opr E3pr 

Cruciferte.   Sp.  1. 
J  jl         W  Britain 

white-fl.  prickly^  OJ)  pr 
red-  rt .  prickly   j£  pr 

tm  pr 

O  pr 
Opr 
O  pr O  pr EH  pr £  23  pr 

O  pr 

ro8 

F 
W 
W 
G 
W 
R 

Capparidete. 
1J  jn.jl  R 2  jn.jl 

Hjnjl 

2  jn.jl 6  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 

jl 

1  jn.jl 
lijnol 1  jnjl 2  jn.jl 

ijnjl i  Jnjl 14  Jl 

aLlak.  S 

Sp.  15—53. E  Indies  1790.  S 
Ceylon     1730.  S India       1795.  S 
India       1640.  S 
S.  Amer.  1774.  C 
W.  Indies  1731.  S 
W.Indies  1812.  S 

m.s  Eng.  bot732 

s.p 

s.p  Rhee.mal.9.  t.2,3 
s.p  Bur.zey.t.l00.f.l s.p  Jac.  vind.  1. 1 21 
s.p  Jacobs.  4.  t.76- s.p  Marcg.bras.  t.34 s.1.  W.ho.ber.l.tl8 

Pu 

Pk W.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 

W.Indies  1730. 
Portugal  1776. 
Brazil  1825. 
Levant  1732. 
Arabia  1794. 
E  Indies  1759. 
W.  Indies  1798. 

  1815. 

S  8.1 
S  8.1 
S  co S  8.1 
S  s.l S  s.l 
D  8.1 
S  s.l 

Schan.2.t.l89.b. Bot  reg.960 
Dil.el.t.266.f.345 
Lin.  fil.  fasc.  t.  8 
Bur.zey.tl00.f.2 Jac.  amer.  1. 120 Bot  mag.  1857 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1444.  Bunias.   From  6hhx,  a  hill,  because  the  plants  grow  upon  exposed  open  situations.  Linn. 
1445.  Erucaria.   See  Eruca,  No.  1437.    Plants  with  the  habit  of  Cakila 
1446.  Heliophila.  From  fikiti,  the  sun,  and  <ft\u>,  to  love ;  a  plant  loving  heat  All  the  species  grow  upon 

dry  hot  plains  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope.  These  are  mostly  beautiful  annual  or  perennial  plants. 
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9306  Pods  4-cornered :  angles  crested,  Radical  leaves  runcinate 
9307  Pods  4-cornered :  angles  crested,  Leaves  all  lanceolate 9308  Pods  ovate  2-celled  not  crested  somewhat  warted 

9309  Pod  style-bearing,  Lvs.  pinnated,  Lobes  linear :  of  the  lower  pinnatifid ;  of  the  upper  entire 9310  Stigma  sessile,  Beak  longer  than  pod,  Lvs.  pinnated  thick,  Lobes  linear 

9311  Smooth,  Pods  rounded  narrowed  at  each  end,  Leaves  linear  subulate 
9312  Smooth,  Pods  moniliform,  Lower  lvs.  opp. :  upper  altern.  cord,  stem-clasping  obi.  entire 
9313  Smooth,  Pods  moniliform  pendulous,  Lvs.  pinnated  in  3-5-pairs,  Lobes  linear  entire 
9314  Hispid,  Pods  linear,  Lvs.  hairy  either  linear  entire  or  tri  lid  at  end  and  cuneate  at  base 
9315  Hispid,  Pods  linear,  Lvs.  oval  entire  or  here  and  there  coarsely  cut-toothed 
9316  Smooth,  Pods  linear,  Leaves  pinnated,  Lobes  and  rachis  linear  entire 
9317  Downy,  Pods  linear  spreading,  Lvs.  pinnated  or  bipinnated :  lobes  filiform 
9318  Velvety,  Pods  linear  nodding,  Lvs.  pinnated  somewhat  fleshy :  lobes  sub  filiform  furrowed  above 
9319  Smooth,  Pods  linear  erect  or  pendulous,  Lvs.  fleshy  half  round 
9320  Pods  linear  compressed  velvety,  Style  thick  conical  smooth,  Leaves  oblong 
9321  Pods  compressed  stalked,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate 

932S  The  only  species 

9333  Polyandrous  hairy,  Lvs.  5-7  cuneiform  rough,  Racemes  term.  Pods  filiform 9324  Flowers  dodecandrous,  Leaves  quinate  and  ternate 
9325  Flowers  dodecandrous.  Leaves  temate 
9326  Flowers  gynandrous,  Leaves  quinate,  Stem  unarmed 
9327  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  7,  Stem  unarmed 
9328  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  7-5,  Stem  spiny 
9329  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  quinate  viscid,  Stem  spiny 
9330  Prickly  hexandrous,  Leaves  quinate  and  ternate :  floral  simple,  Stigma  dilated 
9331  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  ternate  and  solitary.  Leaflets  lane.  lin.  entire 
9332  Unarmed,  Lvs.  5 :  lower  and  floral  3;  upper  sessile  ovate,  Pod  smooth  as  long  as  its  stalk 
9333  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  oval- lanceolate 9334  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  ternate  lanceolate  blunt,  Pods  fusiform  viscid 
9335  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  simple  ovate-lanceolate  stalked 
9S36  Flowers  hexandrous,  Leaves  simple  lanceolate  stalked,  Stems  procumbent 
9337  Unarmed  pubescent,  Leaves  5-7  :  floral  simple  cordate,  Pod  the  length  of  the  stalk 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1447.  Subularia.  From  subula,  an  awl,  on  account  of  the  form  of  the  leaves.  A  curious  little  aquatic,  not of  common  occurrence. 
1448.  Cleome.  A  name  employed  by  Octavius  Horatius,  a  Latin  physician,  who  lived  in  the  fourth  cerilury to  designate  a  plant  resembling  Sinapis,  and  growing  in  humid  places.  It  appears  to  have  had  no  relation  to the  modern  plant. 
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Class  XVI. —MONADELPHIA. 

This  class  is  distinctly  characterized  by  the  filaments  being  united  together  throughout  the  whole  or  a  part 
of  their  length ;  and  for  the  most  part  consists  of  plants  belonging  to  the  natural  orders  of  Malvacese  and 
Geraniacea?.  Of  the  former,  the  major  part  are  of  little  moment,  consisting,  in  a  great  measure,  of  weeds  or 
worthless  shrubs  of  various  parts  of  the  world.  Among  them,  however,  are  some  plants  both  of  interest  and 
ornament,  especially  the  beautiful  Astrapsa,  and  the  various  species  of  Bombax  and  Hibiscus.  The  Gossy. 
pium,  so  important  as  producing  the  material  of  cotton,  and  the  Adansonia  or  Baobab-tree  of  Africa,  remark, able  for  its  immense  size  and  use  as  an  article  of  food,  are  found  in  this  class.  The  Geranium,  Camellia  and 
Passion  flower  are  also  genera  of  much  beauty ;  the  latter  yielding  the  well  known  West  Indian  fruit  called 
the  GranadiUa.  The  common  Tamarind,  with  which  this  class  commences,  would  more  properly  be  placed  in 
the  next,  and  the  succeeding  genera  of  Patersonia,  Tigridia,  Ferraria,  and  Galaxia,  are  in  every  respect,  ex- 

cept the  union  of  their  filaments,  referable  to  the  third  class. 

Order  L   TRIANDRIA.  Stamens  3. 

1449.  Tamarindus.  Petals  3,  ascending.  Three  filaments  longer  than  the  others  and  fertile.  Legumen 
1-3-celled,  pulpy  inside. 

1450.  Patersonia.   Cor.  tubular.   Limb  6-parted,  with  3  small  segments.   Caps.  3-celled,  inferior. 
1451.  Ferraria.  Spatha  2-leaved.  CaL  O.  Petals  6,  wavy,  curled.  Filaments  united  at  base.  Style  1. 

Caps.  3-celled,  inferior. 
1462.  Tigridia.  Spatha  2-leaved.  CaL  O.  Petals  G,  the  3  outer  large.  Filaments  united  into  a  very  long tube. 
1453.  Galaxia.  Spatha  1-leaved.  CaL  O.  Corolla  monopetalous,  6-cleft,  with  a  long  tube.  Style  1.  Cap- 

sule 3-celled,  inferior. 

Order  2.   PENTANDRI  A.   yQjf  .Stamens  5. 
1454  Waltheria.  CaL  5-fid,  with  a  lateral  deciduous  3-leaved  involucre.  Petals  5.  Style  1.  Stigma  pen- 

cilled.  Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  1-seeded. 
1455.  Hermannia.  CaL  nearly  naked,  campanulate,  5-fid.  Pet  5.  Stamens  5.  Filaments  united  at  base, 

lanceolate,  frequently  winged.   Styles  5,  cohering  in  one.    Caps.  5-celled,  5-valved,  many-seeded. 
1456.  Melochia.  Cal.  5-fid,  naked,  or  with  1-3  bracteae.  Petals  5,  spreading.  Stem.  5,  monadelphous  at 

base   Styles  5.   Caps.  5-celled.   Seeds  1-2  in  each  cell. 1457.  Melhania.  CaL  5-parted,  persistent,  with  a  3-leaved  involucre  on  one  side.  Pet  5.  Stam.  10,  alter- 
nately sterile :  the  fertile  ones  bearing  from  1-2  anthers  each. 

1458.  Ochroma.  Cal.  double,  outer  3-leaved.  Petals  5.  Anthers  anfractuose.  Capsule  5-celled,  many- seeded.   Seeds  involved  in  wool 
1459.  Passiflora.  CaL  5-parted,  colored.  Petals  5  or  O,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Crown  of  many  filiform 

rays.   Fruit  stalked,  fleshy. 
1460.  Erodium.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5.  Scales  5,  alternate,  with  filaments  and  honey  glands  at  the  base 

of  the  stamens.   Cocci  5, 1-seeded,  awned,  at  the  base  of  a  rostrate  receptacle. 

Order  3.    HEPTANDRIA.    ^g^5>   Stamens  7. 
1461.  Pelargonium.  CaL  5-parted,  the  upper  segment  ending  in  a  nectariferous  tube  running  down  the 

peduncle.    Cor.  5-petalous,  irregular. 

Order*.   OCTANDRIA.    ̂ ^0^  Stamens 8. 
1462.  Aitonia.  Cal.  4-parted.   Cor.  4  petals.   Style  1.   Berry  dry,  quadrangular,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 

Order  5.   DECANDRIA.      <^j^f§     Stamens  10. 
1463.  Geranium.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5,  regular.  Glands  5,  honey-bearing,  united  to  the  base  of  the 

longer  filaments.   Cocci  5, 1-seeded,  awned,  at  the  base  of  a  beaked  receptacle. 

Order  6.  DODECANDRIA.    ̂ fp^     Stamens  12. 
H64.  Broumea.    Cal.  tubular,  bifid.   Cor.  double :  outer  5-fid ;  inner  of  5  petals.    Legumen  1-celled. 
U65.  Monsonia.    Sepals  5.    Pet  5.    Stamens  15,  united ;  their  cup  5-fid.    Style  5-fid.   Cocci  5, 1-seeded awned,  at  the  base  of  a  beaked  receptacle. 
1466.  Helicteres.  CaL  tubular,  obliquely  5-fid.  Petals  5.  Germen  on  a  long  stalk.  Style  about  5-fid.  Caps. 

5, 1-celled,  many-seeded,  spirally  twisted. 
1467.  Dombeya.  CaL  double,  outer  3-leaved,  deciduous.  Petals  5.  Stamens  20,  of  which  5  are  sterile. 

Style  5-fid.   Caps.  5,  united,  1-celled,  1-many-seeded. 
1468.  Pentapetes.  Cal.  double,  outer  3-leaved,  deciduous.  Petals  5.  Stamens  20,  of  which  5  are  barren. Style  obsoletely  5-toothed.    Caps.  5-celled,  many-seeded,  with  contrary  dissepiments. 
1469.  Astrapcea.  Flowers  umbellate,  with  an  involucre.  Involucre  many-leaved,  unequal.  CaL  simple, 

5-leaved,  with  1  bract  Petals  5,  convolute-closed.  Stamens  25,  united  into  a  tube  bearing  the  corolla :  5-sterue. 
1470.  Pterospermum.  CaL  simple,  5-parted.  Petals  5.  Stamens  20,  of  which  5  are  sterile.  Style  cylindrical, 

Stigma  thickiih,  Caps,  woody,  5-celled.  Seeds  winged. 
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Order  7.  POLYANDR1A. Stamens  indefinite  in  number. 

1471.  Malope.    Cal.  double,  outer  3-leaved.    Capsules  heaped  without  order,  1-seeded. 
1472.  Malva.    Cal.  double,  outer  3-leaved.   Capsules  many,  1-seeded. 
1473.  Kitaibelia.   Cal.  double,  outer  7-9-fid.   Caps,  clustered  in  a  5-lobed  head,  1-seeded. 
1474.  Althiea.    Cal.  double,  outer  6-9-fid.    Capsules  many,  1-seeded. 
1475.  Lavatera.    Cal.  double,  outer  3-fld.    Capsules  many,  1-seeded. 
1476.  Malachra.    Common  calyx  3-leaved,  many-flowered,  large.    Caps.  5,  1-seeded. 
1477.  Urena.    Cal.  double,  outer  5-fid.    Capsule  S-celled,  5-partible,  with  close  1-seeded  cells. 
1478.  Pavonia.    Cal.  double,  outer  many-leaved.    Stigmas  10.    Capsules  5,  2-valved,  1-seeded. 
1479.  Achania.  Cal.  double,  outer  many-leaved.  Cor.  convolute,  closed.  Stigmas  10.  Berry  5  celled, 5-seeded. 
1480.  Hibiscus.   Cal.  double,  outer  many-leaved.   Stigmas  5.    Capsule  5-celled,  many-seeded. 
1481.  Gossypium.    Cal.  double,  outer  3-fid.    Caps.  5-celled.    Seeds  enwrapped  in  wool. 
1482.  Redoutea.  Cal.  5-parted,  surrounded  by  a  10-12-leaved  involucre.  Stigmas  3.  Capsules  3-celled, 

3-valved,  many-seeded,  with  three  placentas  alternate  with  the  valves,  and  bearing  on  each  side  woolly seeds. 
1483.  Palavia.   Cal.  naked,  5-fid.    Capsules  many,  1-seeded,  united  in  a  head  without  order. 
1484.  Cristaria.  CaL  naked,  5-fid.  Fruit  orbicular,  depressed,  covered  with  a  skin,  and  consisting  of  several 

carpella,  2-winged  in  the  centre,  and  many-seeded. 
1485.  A  nod  a.  Cal.  naked,  5-fid.  Lobes  acuminate,  much  spreading  in  fruit.  Caps,  hemispherical  beneath, 

depressed  and  stellate  above,  many-celled,  with  1-celled,  1-seeded  divisions. 
1486.  Periptera.  Cal.  naked,  5-fid.  Petals  erect,  spirally  twisted  in  the  tube,  at  length  distinct.  Capsule 

stellate,  many-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells. 
1487.  Sida.    Cal.  simple,  angular.   Style  many-parted.    Capsules  several,  1  or  3-seeded. 
1488.  Laguncsa.    Cal.  simple,  5-fid.    Style  5-fid.    Capsule  5-celled,  with  contrary  dissepiments. 
1489.  Ruizia.    Cal.  double,  outer  3-leaved.    Styles  10.    Caps.  10,  1-celled,  2-seeded,  closely  cohering. 
1490.  Carolinea.  Cal.  simple,  subtruncate.  Filaments  branched.  Style  very  long.  Stigmas  6.  Caps, 

woody,  1-celled,  manv-seeded. 
1491.  Adansonia.  Cal.  simple,  deciduous.  Style  very  long.  Stigmas  many.  Caps,  woody,  10-celled,  many- seeded,  with  a  farinaceous  pulp. 
1492.  Bombax.  Cal.  5-fid.  Stamens  5,  or  many.  Caps,  woody,  5-celled,  5-valved.  Seeds  woolly.  Recep- tacle 5-cornered. 
1493.  Myrodia.  Cal.  naked,  tubular,  4-5-toothed,  bursting  laterally.  Petals  oblong,  linear.  Stamens  with 

a  long  column.    Anthers  10-15.    Capsule  drupaceous,  2-3-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells. 
1494.  Gordonia.  Cal.  simple.  Style  5-cornered,  with  a  5-fid  stigma.  Caps.  5-celled.  Seeds  twin,  with  a leafy  wing. 
1495.  Stuartia.  CaL  simple,  rotate.  Petals  5.  Styles  5,  united  or  distinct.  Caps.  5-celled,  5-valved.  Seeds 

solitary  or  twin. 
1496.  Camellia.    Cal.  imbricated,  many-leaved,  the  inner  leaflets  largest. 
1497.  Barringtonia.  Cal.  2-leaved,  superior.  Petals  4.  Drupe  dry,  large,  quadrangular,  with  a  4-eelled 

ut. 1498.  Gustavia.    Cal.  4-6-fld.   Petals  4-6.    Berry  dry,  4-5-celled. 
1499.  Careya.   CaL  superior,  4-fid.   Petals  4.   Berry  m:.ny-seeded.   Seeds  nestling  in  pulp. 

O  o 
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TRIANDRIA. 

1449.  TAMARINDUS.  W.  Tamarind  Thee. 
9338  indica  W.  common  □  fr 

11450.  PATERSCNIA.  R.  Br.  Patersonia. 
9339  sericea  R.  Br.        silky  lAJ  or 
9340  glabrata  R.  Br.       smooth  lAJ  or 

fl451.  FERRA'RIA  Ker.  Ferraria. 9341  undulata  W. 
9342  antherosa  Ker. 

t*X452.  TIGRI'DIA.  J. 9343  Pavonia  P.  S. 
piedna  Hort 

t!453.  GALAX'IA.  W. 9344ov£ta  W. 
j9  grand%fl&ra  B.  R. y  mucronutdris  Sal. 5  versicolor  Sal. 

9345  graminea  W. 

curled variegated 
iAI  or ■  A)  or 

Tiger  Flower. 
Mexican 
whole-colored 
Galaxia. 

oval-leaved 
great-flowered mucronated 
various-colored 
narrow-leaved 

Leguminosce.  Sp.  1. 
60  jn.jl     Y  India 

Iridece.   Sp.  2—7. 
li  my.jl    B      N.  S.  W. 
1J  my.jl    Pu     N.  S.  W. 

Iridece.   Sp.  2 — 4. mr.ap  G.Br  C.  G.  H. 
mr.jl    G.Br  C.  G.  H. 
Iridece.   Sp.  1—2. 
my.s     O.r  Mexico my.s     O.r  Mexico 

i  Ai  or i  Al  or 
i  AI  or iAI  or 
iAI  or 

Iridece. 

my.s my.s 
my.s 
my.s 
jl.au 

1* 
D.Y 
Pu 
Pu L.Y 

2—3. 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

163a  C  r.m  Jac.  amor.  1. 10 

1803.  R  s.p  Bot  mag.  1041 
1814.  C  s.p  Bot.reg.51 

1755.  O  &p  Bot.  mag.  144 
1800.  O  s.p  Bot  mag.  751 

179&  O  s.p  Bot  mag.  532 1823.  O  s.p 

1799. 
1799. 1799. 
1799. 
1795. 

s.p  Bot  rep.  94 
s.p  Bot  rep.  164 
s.p  J.ic.  t291.f.in.sl 
s.p  Jac.  f.  inf.  dextr. 
s.p  Bot.  mag.  129Z 

PENTANDRIA. 

1454.  WALTHE'RIA. 9346  americana  W. 
9347  Indica  W. 
9348  elHptica  W. 
93491ae'vis  Schrank. 

t*1455.  HERMAN'NIA. 9350  althasifolia  W. 
9351  plicata  W. 
9352  glandulosa  Link. 9353  candicans  W. 
9354dlsticha  W. 
9355  salvifolia  W. 
9356  micans  W. 

9338 

W.  Waltheria. 
American       j£  OJ  un 
Indian  «.  □  un 
woolly  «.  Q  un smooth  «_  □  un 
W.  Hermannia. 
Althasa-leaved  M- 1  1  or 
plaited-leaved  n. 1  |  or 
glandular        it  |  |  or 
white  a.  i  |  or 
round-leaved   n.  |  |  or 
Sage-leaved     «- 1  |  or 
glittering        li.  i  |  or 

Byttneriacece.   Sp.  4—12. 2  my.o  Y  S.  Amer.  1691. 
9  jn.au    Y       E  Indies  1799. 3  ...  Y  E  Indies  1812. 
3  jl        Y  Guadalou.1823. 

C  l.p 

L  p.l 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 

Byttneriacece. 
2i  mr.jl  Y 2  n.d  Y Sp.  34—42. 
2  ap.jn 
2  my.au 2  ap.jn 
2  .my.au 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1728. 1774. 
1822. 1774. 1789. 

1795. 179a 

Lp 

p 

Lp 

Lp 
Lp 

.P 

Lp 

9343 

Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 130 B u mi.  zeyL  1 68 
Ca.dis.6.t.l71.f.2 Schrank  mon.55 

Bot  mag.  307 
Jac.schce.2.t213 
Jac.schcr.l.t.117 
Jac.schce.l.t.118 
Ca.dis.6.tl80.f.2 
Jac.schce.l.t.119 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1449.  Tamarindus.  Latinized  from  the  Arabic  name  Tamer-hindy,  or  Indian  date.  This  tree  is  a  native  of 

the  East  and  West  Indies,  of  Arabia,  and  Egypt  It  is  a  large  beautiful  spreading  tree.  The  leaves  are 
abruptly  pinnate,  composed  of  sixteen  or  eighteen  pairs  of  sessile  leaflets,  half  an  inch  only  in  length,  and  one 
sixth  of  an  inch  broad,  of  a  bright  green  color,  downy,  oblong,  entire,  and  obtuse  :  the  flowers  are  in  loose 
bunches  of  five  or  six,  which  come  out  from  the  sides  of  the  branches :  the  calyx  is  of  a  straw  yellow  color, 
and  deciduous :  the  petals  also  yellowish,  and  beautifully  variegated  with  red  veins ;  ovate,  concave,  acute, 
indented,  and  plaited  at  the  edge ;  and  the  filaments  purplish,  bearing  incumbent  brownish  anthers :  the  pods 
are  thick,  compressed,  and  of  a  dull  brown  color  when  ripe :  those  from  the  West  Indies  from  two  to  five 
inches  long,  with  two,  three,  or  four  seeds  :  those  from  the  East  Indies  are  twice  as  long,  and  contain  five,  six, 
or  seven  seeds  :  the  seeds  in  both  are  flat,  angular,  shining,  and  lodged  in  a  dark  pulpy  matter. 

In  the  West  Indies,  the  pods  are  gathered  in  June,  July,  and  August,  when  fully  ripe ;  and  the  fruit  bemg 
freed  from  the  shelly  fragments,  is  placed  in  layers  in  a  cask,  and  boiling  syrup  poured  over  it,  till  the  cask  is 
filled  ;  the  syrup  pervades  every  part  quite  down  to  the  bottom  ;  and  when  cool  the  cask  is  headed  for  sale. 
(Long's  Jamaica,  iii.  729.)  The  East  India  tamarinds  are  darker  colored  and  drier,  and  are  said  to  be  pre- •erved  without  sugar.  Tamarinds  are  inodorous,  and  have  an  agreeable  acid  sweetish  taste.  The  acid  taste 
chiefly  depends  on  the  citric  acid,  the  quantity  of  that  being  greater  than  of  the  other.  The  pulp  is  refrigerant, 
and  gently  laxative.  The  simple  infusion  of  the  pulp  in  warm  water,  or  a  whey  made  by  boiling  it  in  milk, 
forms  a  very  grateful  refrigerant  beverage,  which  is  advantageously  used  in  febrile  diseases.  The  dose  of  the 
simple  fruit  required  to  act  upon  the  bowels  is  so  large,  that  it  is  seldom  given  alone  as  a  purgative,  but  is 
generally  combined  with  cassia  or  manna,  the  action  of  which  it  augments,  or  with  such  of  the  neutral 
purgative  salts  as  are  not  decomposed  by  it ;  which  is  the  case  with  those  that  have  potass  for  their  base,  and 
are  therefore  incompatible  in  mixtures  with  this  fruit   (Thompson's  London  Dispensatory,  534.) The  plants  thrive  in  loam  and  peat,  and  root  under  a  glass  in  sand.  They  form  handsome  objects,  but  in  our 
stoves  are  seldom  allowed  sufficient  room  to  floweT.  Miller  says,  he  had  several  plants  twenty  years  old,  and 
upwards,  of  fifteen  feet  high,  which  never  had  shewed  blossoms. 
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TRIANDRIA. 
9338  The  only  species 

9339  Stigma  deflexed,  Scape  and  spathes  silky,  Leaves  ensiform  straight  striated 
9340  Stigma  deflexed,  Scape  and  spathes  smooth  shining,  Keel  of  leaves  woolly  at  base 

9341  Stem  branched.  Leaves  equitant  ensiform  equal  wavy ;  inner  twice  as  narrow  as  the  outer 
9342  Stem  simple,  Leaves  equitant  ensiform ;  lower  narrow 

9343  Stem  simple  wavy,  Leaves  ensiform  nerved.  Petals  flat ;  inner  small  panduriform 

9344  Almost  stemless,  Leaves  oblong,  Spathe  1-valved  1-flowered 

9315  Almost  stemless,  Lsaves  linear  filiform  dilated  at  base,  Spathe  1-valved  1-flowered 

PENTANDRIA. 

9346  Leaves  oval  plicate  acutely  and  unequally  toothed  downy,  Heads  stalked 
9847  Leaves  oval  plicate  bluntly  toothed  downy,  Heads  sessile 
9348  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  blunt  plicate  toothed  downy,  Heads  sessile 
9349  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  serrate  and  stem  quite  smooth,  Heads  stalked,  Calyxes  ciliated 

9350  Leaves  ovate  downy  plicate  crenate,  Lower  stipules  ovate ;  upper  broad  lanceolate,  CaL  angular 
9351  Lvs.  downy  hairy  ovate  subcord.  rugose  denticulate,  Stipules  ovate  acute,  Cat  in  fl.  cylind.  finally  inflated 
9352  Leaves  oval  unequally  crenate  subpubescent,  Stipules  ovate  acute  often  cut,  Stem  glandular  pubescent 
9353  Leaves  whitish  downy  round  ovate  crenate,  Stipules  lanceolate  subulate,  CaL  campanulate  spreading 
9354  Leaves  hispid- villous  roundish-ovate  blunt  toothed,  Stipules  subovate  acuminate,  CaL  angular 
9355  Leaves  downy  hispid  rugose  oblong  blunt  entire  subsessUe,  Stipules  long  lanceolate  subulate,  Fls.  naked 
9356  Lvs.  downy  hispid  somew.  rugose  obi  very  blunt  a  little  toothed  at  end  with  short  stalks,  Stip.  lanc.subul. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1450.  Patcrsonia.  Named  after  Colonel  William  Faterson,  a  gentleman  whose  remarks  on  the  Cape  of  Good 

Hope,  New  Holland,  and  Norfolk  Island,  have  been  of  much  service  to  botany.  Handsome  plants,  which  grow 
readily  in  loam  and  peat,  and  are  increased  like  other  herbaceous  vegetables. 

1451.  Ferraria.  Named  after  Jean  Baptiste  Ferrari,  an  Italian  botanist,  author  of  a  work  on  the  culture 
of  flowers,  published  in  1633,  &c.  According  to  Sweet,  "  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat  is  the  best  soil  for the  species,  and  they  should  be  kept  without  water,  after  they  have  done  growing,  till  they  begin  to  grow 
again,  when  they  may  be  planted  in  fresh  pots  and  regularly  watered :  they  are  increased  by  offsets  from  the 
bulbs,  or  by  seeds."  (Sot.  Cult  192.) 1452.  Tigridia.  In  allusion  to  the  spotted  flowers,  which  are  marked  something  like  the  skin  of  a  tiger. 
Splendid  plants,  and  tolerably  hardy.  They  do  best  when  planted  in  the  soil  and  protected  by  a  frame  or 
hand-glass ;  but  will  also  thrive  in  sheltered  borders,  provided  they  are  protected  from  the  winter's  frost. They  ripen  seeds,  from  which,  or  from  offsets,  they  may  be  readily  increased. 

1463.  Galaxia.  Thunberg,  the  author  of  the  name,  has  not  explained  its  meaning.  Like  other  plants  of 
the  bulbous  kind,  these  should  be  kept  dry  after  flowering  and  seeding.  At  the  return  of  the  growing 
season,  they  should  be  fresh  potted,  and  kept  in  a  cool  part  of  the  greenhouse  till  they  are  well  rooted,  when 
they  may  be  put  into  a  warmer  situation  and  regularly  watered.   They  seed  freely. 

1454.  Wattheria.  In  memory  of  Augustin  Frider.  Walther,  professor  of  medicine  at  Leipsic ;  author  of 
Hortus  Proprius,  1735.  The  species  grow  in  any  light  rich  soil,  and  are  readily  propagated.  They  are  of  no 
importance. 

1455.  Hermannia.  In  memory  of  Paul  Hermann,  who  practised  physic  in  Ceylon,  and  at  the  Cape  of 
Good  Hope,  and  was  afterwards  professor  of  botany  at  Leyden.  He  was  born  in  1640,  at  Halle,  in  Saxony, 
and  died  in  1695.  The  species  are  low  shrubs,  for  the  most  part,  with  wrinkled  leaves  and  yellow  flowers, 
which  they  produce  in  abundance.  They  grow  freely  in  any  light  rich  soil,  and  are  readily  increased  in  the same  soil. 

O  o  2 
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9357  Mgrans  Link. 9358  involucrSta  W. 
9359  scordifolia  W. 
9360  mollis  W. 
9361  denudata  W. 
9362  disernuefolia  W. 
9363  alnifolia  W. 
9364  cuneifolia  W. 
9365  holosericea  W. 
9366  decfimbens  W.  en. 
9367  hirsute  W. 
9368  scabra  W. 
9369  multiflora  W. 
9370  flammea  W. 
9371  angularis  W. 
9372  hyssopifolia  W. 9373  trifurcata  W. 
9374odorSta  W. 9375  lavandulifolia  W. 
9376filif5Ua  W. 
9377  trifoliate  W. 
9378  procumbens  W. 

§9379  grossularifolia  W. 
9380  pulverulenta  B  R. 

§9381  mrfsa  W. 
9382  coronopifolia  Link. 9383  tenuifolia  B.M. 

fragrant         tt. 1  |  or 
involucred      tt.  i  |  or 
Germander.lv.  tt.  \  |  or 
soft-leaved       tt.  i    I  or 
smooth  **- 1  |  or 
simple-flower'd  tt.  |  |  or Alder.leaved    tt.  i_J  or 
wedge-leaved  tt. 1  |  or 
velvet-leaved   It  |  |  or 
decumbent      tt. 1  |  or 
hairy-branched  tt.  i  |  or 
rough-leaved    tt.  |  |  or 
many-flowered  tt.  i  |  or 
flame-flowered  tt.  |  |  or 
angular  tt.  |  |  or 
Hyssop-leaved  tt.  i  )  or three-forked     tt  i  |  or 
sweet-scented  tt.  |  |  or 
Lavender-leav.  tt.  i  |  or 
thread-leaved  tt.  i_J  or 
three-leaved    tt.  |  |  or 
procumbent     tt.  |  |  or 
gooseberry-lvd.  tt.  i  j  or 
powdered        tt.  i_J  or cut-leaved       tt.  i  |  or 
buckshorn-lvd.  tt.  i  |  or 
slender-leaved  tt.  i_J  or 

2  my.jn 
2  ap.n 2  my.jn 2  my.jl 
2  mr.ap 
7  f.my 
2  au.s 2  my.jn 1  myjn 
2  my.jn 
3  mr.ap  _ 3  mr.my  Y 
3  ja.d  Or 3  ap.my 
7  apjn 3  ap.jl 
3  f.o 

1  j  my.s 

Y 
Str 
B 
Y 
Y 

1|  my.au  Y 

_  my.au 

H  my.jn 

2  ap.my 

2  my.au 2  jnjl 2  jnjl 

*  jn.jl 

C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 

1822. 1794. 
1794. 
1814. 1774. 
1795. 
1728. 
1791. 
1792. 
1821. 
1790. 1789. 

1791. 1794. 
1791. 
1725. 1789. 
1780. 
1732. 1816. 
1752. 179Z 
1731. 1800. 
1806. 
1823. 

Ca.dis.6.tl77.f.l 
Jac.schce.l.t.120 
Jac.schoe.l.tl22 
Jac.schoe.l.t.121 Bot  mag.  299 
Jac.schce.l.tl24 
Jac.schoe.&t292 
Schr.  s.  han.l.t.4 Jac.schce.l.t.127 
Jac.schce.l.t.128 
Bot  mag.  1349 
Jac.schce.l.t.126 
Ca.dis.6.t.l81.f.3 
Jac.schoe.l.t.125 
Bot  mag.  304 
Jac.schce.l.tl23 
Ca.dis.&tl82.f.l Ca.dis.6.tl77.f.2 Cav.dis.6.178.1 
Bot  rep.  161 

Bot  mag.  1348 
*1456.  MELO'CHIA.  W.  Melochia. 

9384  pyramidSta  W.       pyramidal       tt.  □  or 9385  tomentosa  W.  downy  tt.  I  I  or 
§9386  caracasana  Jacq.  Caraccas  tt.  O  or 
§9387  corchorifolia  W.     Corchorus-lvd.     O  or 
1457.  MELHA'NIA.  J.  Melhania. 
9388  Erythroxylon  ILK.  red- wood 9389  Melan6xylon  H.  K.  black-wood 
1458.  OCHRO'MA.  W.  Ochboma. 
9390  tomentosa  W.  en.  woolly-leaved 
9391  Lagopus  W.  en.  downy-leaved 

t*1459.  PASSIFLO'RA.  W.  Passionflower. notched-leaved  J_  CZJ  or 
copper-colored  J_  □  or 
Sweet  Calabash  }  I  I  fr racemose        %_  □  °r 

t  Dor 

I  Oor 
t  Dor 

iQor 

ByttneriacecB.    Sp.  4— £8. 1  jl.au     Pu     Brazil  1768. 
2  myjn  Pu  W.  Indies  1768. 
2  myjn  Y  Caraccas  1820. 1  jl.au    Y      E.  Indies  1732. 

Bifttneriaceee.   Sp.  2—6. 20  my.au  W     St  Helena  1772. 

PASSIFLO'RA serratifolia  W. 
cfiprea  W. maliformis  W. 
racemosa  Brot. 

20  jl.au  W 
Bombacets. 

20     ...  W 
20      ...  W 

Patsiflorece. 20  my.o 
20  jl.au 
20  jl.n 20  mr.o 
20  au.s 

St  Helena  1800. 

Sp.Z 

C  p.1  Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 30 
C  p.l  Ca.dis.atl72.f.2 
C  p.l  Jacq.  ic.  507 
S  I.p  DiLeLtl76.f.2I7 
C  8.1  Bot.  mag.  1000 
C  s.l  Plu.ma.  t33af.5 

S.Amer.  1816. 
Jamaica  1802. 

Sp.  44—95. G.Pk  W.  Indies  1731. 
Or  Bahamal.  1724. 
G.H  W.  Indies  1731. S  Brazil  1815. 
G.rr  Jamaica  1768. 

C  l.p 

C  pS 
Cav.  dis.  5. 1. 153 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  651 
C  p.l  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 606 
C  p.l  Bot.reg.94 C  p.1   Bot  mag.  2001 S  r.m  Bot  reg.  14 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1456.  Melochia.  According  to  Forskahl,  it  is  an  alteration  of  the  Arabic  name  tnelochieh,  or  melokhieh. 

Light  rich  soil  suits  all  the  species,  and  they  strike  readily  in  moist  heat 
1457.  Melhania.  A  plant  which  grows  upon  Mount  Melham,  in  Arabia.  Pretty  plants,  which  grow  in  sandy 

loam,  and  root  in  sand  under  cover.   Sweet  observes,  that "  they  are  very  apt  to  become  covered  with  insects." 1458.  Ochroma.  From  ax^es,  yellow,  the  flowers  being  of  that  color,  according  to  Schreber.  O.  Lagopus  is a  very  large  tree,  with  divaricating  branches,  and  leaves  more  than  a  foot  long.  The  wood  is  white,  tender, 
and  so  light,  that  it  is  used  instead  of  corks  to  nets.  The  capsules  contain  a  very  soft  fine  rufous  down,  in 
which  the  seeds  are  involved,  and  which  down  is  said  to  be  used  in  the  manufacture  of  English  beavers 
(Desportes  Plantes  de  S.  Domingue,  iii.  16.) 

1459.  Passiflora.  This  genus  has  been  so  named,  on  account  of  its  being  supposed  to  represent,  in  the 
appendages  of  its  flower,  the  passion  of  Jesus  Christ  A  beautiful  genus  of  climbers,  partly  herbaceous,  but 
chiefly  suffrutescent  or  woody ;  and  all  of  them  exotics  and  very  ornamental.  Some  species  are  odoriferous ; 
others  bear  edible  fruits,  fleshy  juicy  berries  of  considerable  size,  though  not  rich  in  flavor.  Of  late,  a  number 
of  hybrid  sorts  have  been  raised,  some  of  which,  as  P.  caruleo-racemosa,  are  considered  more  beautiful  than 
almost  any  of  the  natural  species.  -j.. 

P.  maliformis,  the  sweet  calabash  of  the  West  Indies,  produces  large  flowers,  red,  white,  and  blue,  but  of 
short  duration.  They  are  succeeded  by  fruit,  roundish,  the  size  of  a  large  apple,  yellow  when  ripe,  having  a 
thicker  rind  than  any  of  the  other  sorts ;  inclosing  a  sweetish  pulp,  in  which  are  lodged  many  oblong  black 
seeds,  of  a  brownish  color,  a  little  rough  to  the  touch.  It  grows  naturally  in  the  West  Indies,  where  the 
inhabitants  call  it  Granadilla.  The  fruit  is  served  up  there  in  desserts.  It  has  borne  fruit  in  the  garden  of  the 
Bishop  of  Durham  in  Oxfordshire,  and  at  Vere's,  Kensington  Gore.    {Hort.  Trans,  iii.  101.) P.  quadran gularis,  the  Granadilla  vine  of  the  French,  has  leaves  five  or  six  inches  long,  and  luxuriant  four. 
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9357  Leaves  (talked  oval  blunt  wavy  crenate  and  stem  hairy.  Stipules  lanceolate 
9358  Leaves  downy  hispid  oblong  acutish  entire  subsessile,  Stipules  lanceolate  subulate,  Flowers  aggregate 
9859  Leaves  downy  beneath  oblong  blunt  crenate  stalked,  Stipules  subulate,  Fedic.  1-2-fl.  Calyxes  spreading 
9360  Leaves  soft  with  down  whitish  obL  blunt  toothed  cuneate  at  base  entire,  Pedunc.  2-fl.  CaL  campan.  velvety 9361  Leaves  smooth  lanceolate  serrate  at  end  acute,  Stipules  ovate  acuminate,  Pedic  2-4-flowered 
9362  Leaves  white  with  down  lanceolate  serrate  bluntish  wavy  at  edge,  Stipules  subuL  Pedunc.  1-11.  very  short 
9363  Leaves  smooth  broadly  obovate  cuneiform  very  blunt  crenate  emarginate  plicate,  Stip.  lane,  subulate 
9361  Leaves  pubescent  obovate  cuneiform  truncate  emarginate  toothed,  Stipules  ovate  acute 
9365  Leaves  soft  white  with  down  oblong  cuneiform  rounded  at  end  toothed,  Stipules  lanceolate 
9366  Leaves  pubescent  downy  oblong  unequally  toothed  rounded  at  each  end,  Stipules  ovate  soraew.  toothed 9367  Leaves  beneath  white  with  down  oblong  obov.  cuneiform  unequally  toothed  at  end,  Stip.  i  cord  acuin. 
9368  Leaves  rough  above  downy  beneath  cuneif.  obL  unq.  toothed  entire  at  base,  Stip.  half  cordate  acuminate 
9369  Leaves  smoothish  cuneiform  oblong  truncate  toothed  at  end,  Stipules  oblong  acute,  Racemes  few-How. 9370  Leaves  smooth  cuneiform  lanceolate  truncate  toothed  at  end,  Calyxes  reflexed 
9371  Leaves  smooth  above  hairy  beneath  cuneiform  lanceolate  truncate  toothed  at  end 
9372  Leaves  pubescent  cuneiform  lanceolate  blunt  toothed  at  end,  Calyx  inflated  downy 
9373  Leaves  velvety  cuneiform  linear  blunt  entire  or  3-toothed  at  end,  Cal.  campanulate 
9374  Leaves  velvety  cuneiform  lanceolate  blunt :  upper  entire ;  lower  3-5- toothed  at  end,  Stipules  lin.  subuL 
9375  Leaves  velvety  lanceolate  blunt  entire,  Stipules  linear  subulate,  Calyxes  angular 
9376  Leaves  smooth  rough  at  edge  linear  3-comered  entire,  Stipules  large  lanceolate 
9377  Leaves  white  with  down  sess.  cuneate  obcord  somew.  crenate  at  end,  Stip.  obi.  blunt  resembling  lat.  lvs. 
9378  Leaves  smoothish  oblong  toothed  pinnatitid :  lower  ovate ;  upper  elongate,  Stem  procumbent 
9379  Leaves  rough  with  scattered  down  linear-cuneiform  coarsely  toothed,  Stipules  linear  entire 
9380  Leaves  rough ish  white  bipinnatifid,  Pedunc.  2-flowered  very  long 
9381  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  linear  lanceolate  entire  segments,  Petals  cut-toothed 
9382  Leaves  linear  pinnatifid  fleshy  smoothish,  Stem  pubescent 
9383  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  linear  entire  acute  lobes 

9384  Leaves  ovate  lane,  toothed  smooth,  Pedunc.  5-6-fl.  longer  than  petiole,  Branches  downy  in  decurrent  lines 
9385  Lvs.  uneq.  sided  ovate  obi.  acutely  crenate  plaited  hoary  on  each  side,  Umbels  3-8-fl.  longer  than  petiole 
9386  Leaves  cordate  crenate  downy  beneath,  FL  capitate  subsessile  axillary  and  opposite  the  leaves 9387  Leaves  ovate  somewhat  lobed  serrated  smooth,  Flowers  subterminal  capitate  sessile 

9388  Leaves  ovate  cordate  subpeltate  acuminate  crenulate  beneath  downy  and  reticulated 
9389  Leaves  cordate  entire  downy  on  each  side 

9390  Leaves  cordate  somewhat  3-lobed  repand  subtomentose 
9391  Leaves  cordate  5-angled  somewhat  lobed  toothletted  pubescent  beneath 

9392  Leaves  ovate  veiny  subserrulate,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Invol.  S-leaved 
9393  Leaves  elliptical  entire  blunt  3-nerved,  Petioles  without  glands,  Invol.  O. 
9394  Leaves  oblong  ovate  cordate  3-nerved  veiny  entire,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Invol.  S-leaved  larger  than  fl. 
9395  Leaves  3-lobed  peltate,  Petioles  with  4  glands,  Flowers  terminal  racemose 
9396  Leaves  obi.  ovate  subcord.  entire  veiny,  Petioles  with  6  glands,  Stipules  roundish  ovate,  Invol.  3-leavcd 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
cornered  ligneous  stems.  The  flowers  are  red  within,  and  white  outside  j  they  are  odoriferous,  and  generally 
the  plant  is  covered  with  fruits  and  flowers  at  the  same  time,  which  makes  a  fine  appearance.  The  fruit, 
Sabine  describes  (Hort.  Trans,  iii.  100.}  as  very  large,  of  an  oblong  shape,  about  six  inches  in  diameter,  from 
the  stalk  to  the  eye,  and  fifteen  inches  in  circumference.  It  is  externally  of  a  greenish-yellow  when  ripe,  soft 
and  leathery  to  the  touch,  and  quite  smooth  :  the  rind  is  very  thick,  and  contains  a  succulent  pulp  of  a  purple 
color  (which  is  the  edible  part),  mixed  with  the  seeds  in  a  sort  of  sack,  from  which  it  is  readily  separated. 
Wine  and  sugar  are  commonly  added  to  it  when  used.  The  flavor  is  sweet  and  slightly  acid,  and  it  is  very 
grateful  to  the  taste,  and  cooling  in  a  hot  climate.  It  has  been  successfully  cultivated  for  its  fruit  in  a  few 
places,  as  at  Lord  Harewood's,  Farnley  Hall,  &c.  {Hort.  Trans,  iv.  60.) P.  laurifolia,  the  water  lemon,  Pomme  de  Liane,  Fr.,  has  a  suffrutescent  stem,  with  divaricating  filiform 
branches,  oval  smooth  leaves,  and  very  long  tendrils.  Flowers  red  and  violet,  sweet-scented  j  the  fruit  about 
the  size  of  a  hen's  egg,  but  rather  more  elongated,  and  tapering  equally  at  both  ends ;  when  ripe,  it  is  yellow and  dotted  over  with  white  spots ;  it  contains  a  whitish  watery  pulp,  which,  in  the  West  Indies,  is  usually 
sucked  through  a  small  hole  made  in  the  rind ;  the  rind  is  tough,  soft,  and  thin ;  the  juice  has  a  peculiar 
aromatic  flavor,  is  delicately  acid,  and  allays  thirst  agreeably.  It  is  grown  in  our  stoves,  but  has  not  yet  been cultivated  for  its  fruit. 

P.  normalis  has  berries  about  the  size  of  small  grapes.  The  root  has  been  extolled  as  a  counterpoison  and diuretic. 
P.  Murucuja  produces  fruit  of  an  oblong  oval  form,  about  the  size  of  a  large  olive,  and  flesh-colored  when 

ripe.  Both  the  syrup  and  decoction  of  the  plant  are  much  used  in  the  leeward  parts  of  Jamaica,  where  it  is 
frequent ;  and  they  are  said  to  answer  effectually  all  the  purposes  for  which  syrup  of  poppies  and  liquid  laudanum 
are  generally  administered.    The  flowers  are  most  in  use  :  they  are  commonly  infused  in,  or  pounded  and 

O  o  S 
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9397  aUta  W. 
9398  laurifolia  IV. 
9399  multiflora  W. 

{9400  Murucfija  W. 
9401  perfoliate  W. 9402  rubra  W. 
9403  normalis  W. 
94041unata  W. 
9405  Vespertllio  W. 9406  rotundifolia  W. 
9407  punctata  W. 94081utea  W. 
9409  angustifolia  W. 9410  ailiida  Ker. 
9411  pallida  W. 9412  minima  W. 
9413  gracilis  Link. 
9414suber6sa  W. 
9415peltata  W. 9416  hederacea  W. 
9417  glauca  W. 

stipulata  Aublet 
9418  picturata  Ker. 9419  holoserlcea  Wf 
9420hirsuta  W. 
9421  tuberosa  IV. 
9422  palmata  Link. 
9423foe/tida  W. 
9424  rubricaulis  Jacq. 9425ciliata  W. 

§9426  Herbertiana  Ker. 
§9427  adiantifolia  B.  Beg. 
§9428  peduncularis  Cav. 9429edulis  B.M. 
9430  incarnata  W. 
9431  cs?rfilea  W. 

j3  cien'tlco-raccmosa 
r angustifolia 
chintnsis 

9432  filament6sa  W. 
9433  serrata  W. 
94,34  pedata  W. 
9435  heterophylla  W. 

wing-stalked  %_  O  fr 
laurel-leaved  □  fr 
many-flowered  CD  or 
purple  t.  □  fir perfoliate-leav.  O  or 
red-fruited  S_  O  or 
linear-lobed  CD  or 
crescent-leaved  *  □  cu 
bat-winged  \_  □  cu 
round-leaved  D  cu 
dotted-leaved  f_Ocu 
yellow  Jl.O  cu narrow-leaved  CD  cu 
long-stalked  $_  □  or 
pale  t_  I    I  cu small 
slender 
Cork-barked 
peltate Ivy-leaved 

LOcu 
tm  cu 

ttZlcu i.  rzjcu 

20  ap.au 20  jnjl 
20  jn.s 12  jl.au 
15  jl.au 15  ap.s 15  my.jn 
10  jn.au 8  my.jn 
8  my.au 6  my.jn 
4  my.jn 
6  jn.s 15  au.s 
20  au.s 
6  jl.au 6  au 

6  jn.s 6  au.s 3  jnjl 

glaucous-leav'd£_  □  un   5  au.s 

Newman's silky-leaved 
hairy 

tuberous 
palmate stinking 
red-stalked 
ciliated 
Lord  Caemarv. 
Adiantum-lvd. 
long-peduncled eatable 
Rose-colored 
common 
Milne's  hybrid narrow-leaved 
Chinese thready 
saw-leaved 
curl-flowered 
various-leaved 

tDor t_Oor tCDor *_!ZJor 
*_Oor 
t-CDor ^□pr 
t.Dor 
taor tl_Jor 
t-IZlor 
t  fr 
tl_Jor ^  or 
S_l_Jor 
t_  or 

or 

^.□or 
t-Qor 
tlZlor 

15  s 10  my.au 
8  s 12  jn.o 12  ... 
10  jLau 
6  jLau 
6  jl.s 30  jl.s 20  jn.au 
10  ... 
30  jLau 
30  jl.au 30  jn.o 
30  jn.o 
30  jn.o 30  jn.o 20  jn.o 
20  ... 15  ... 
15  ... 

G.b.r  W.  Indies  1772. 
G.Pu  W.  Indies  1690. 
...  VeraCruz  1731. 
S  W.  Indies  1739. 
Pu  W.  Indies  1806. 
R  W.  Indies  1731. ...  VeraCruz  1771. 
W  Jamaica  1733. 
W  W.Indies  1732. 
W  W.  Indies  1779. 
W.y  Peru  1784. 
Y.w  America  1714. 
W  W.Indies  1773. 
W  Brazil  1816. 
Y.o  StDomin.  ... 
W  Curassao  1690. 
W    1823. 
W  W.  Indies  1759. 
G  W.  Indies  1778. 
W  W.  Indies  ... 
W  Cayenne  1779. 
Pu  Brazils  1820. 
W.pu  VeraCruz  1733. W  W.  Indies  1778. 
G  W.  Indies  1810. 
W  Brazil  1818. 
W.o  W.  Indies  1731. 
R  S.  Amer.  1821. Pk  Jamaica  1783. 
G  N.  Holl.  1821. 
Or  Norfolk  1. 1792. 
...  Peru  1815. 
W  W.  Indies  ... 
Pk  America  1629. 
W.b  BrazU  1699. 
Pu    1820. W.B   
W.b  China 
W.b  America  1817. 
W.o  Martiniq.  1800. 
W.o  W.  Indies  1781. 
W  StDomin.1817. 

9401 

R  p.l 

C  Lp 
C  Lp C  Lp 
C  Lp 

O  co C  p.l 

C  Lp 
C  Lp 
C  Lp 

Bot.  mag.  66 
Bot.  reg.  13 
Plum.amer.  t.90 Bot  reg.  574 Bot  reg.  78 
Bot  reg.  96 

Bot  mag.  2354 Bot  reg.  597 
Cav.  dis.10.  t290 Bot  cab.  101 Bot  reg.  79 
Bot  reg.  188 Bot.  reg.  677 
Bot  reg.  660 
Bot  reg.  144 
Bot  reg.  870 Exotbot.1.  t28 Bot  reg.  507 
Plum.amer.  t84 
Bot  reg.  88 
Bot  reg.  673 Bot  reg.  59 
Bot  cab.  138 
Bot  reg.  432 

Lp 

p.l 

Lp 
Lp 

-  Lp 

S  p.1  Bot  reg. 

C  Lp 

C  p.l 
C  p.l 

Bot  mag.  288 Bot  reg.  737 
Bot.  reg.  233 
Cav.  ic.  5. 1 426 
Bot  mag.  1989 Miss  Lawr.  pass. 
Bot  mag.  28 Bot  cab.  573 

Bot  reg.  584 
Plum.  amer.t79 
Plum,  amer.t.81 
Plum.  ic.  139.  £1 

9412 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

mixed  immediately  with  wine  or  spirits ;  and  the  composition  is  generally  thought  a  very  effectual  and  easy narcotic. 
P.  incamata,  the  May  apple,  has  a  perennial  root,  herbaceous  shoots,  and  sweet-scented  flowers,  variegated 

with  purple.  The  fruit  is  about  the  size  of  an  apple,  orange-colored,  with  a  sweetish  yellow  pulp,  but  it requires  the  heat  of  the  stove  to  bring  it  forward. 
P.  csrulea  is  the  tallest  and  most  ligneous  of  the  species.  The  stem  will  grow  almost  as  large  as  a  man's arm,  and  the  shoots  will  often  grow  the  length  of  fifteen  feet  in  one  summer.  The  leaves  are  the  most  elegant 

of  the  genus.  The  flowers  are  blue  outside,  and  purple  and  white  within :  they  have  a  faint  scent,  and  con- 
tinue but  for  one  day.  The  fruit  is  egg-shaped,  of  the  size  and  color  of  the  Mogul  plum,  the  yellow  skin  of which  encloses  a  sweetish  disagreeable  pulp  and  black  seeds. 

Besides  the  species  thus  enumerated,  some  varieties  have  been  procured  by  cross  impregnation,  which  are 
very  remarkable  for  their  beauty,  and  for  having  acquired  the  hardihood  of  their  parent  The  most  valuable 
of  these  artificial  productions,  is  the  P.  caeruleo-racemosa,  raised  by  Mr.  Milne,  of  Fulham,  from  seed 
of  P.  racemosa  impregnated  by  P.  caerulea,  and  figured  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Horticultural  Society, 
voL  3.  tab.  3.,  and  the  P.  alato-casrulea,  obtained  by  Mr.  J.  H.  Masters  of  Canterbury,  between  P.  alata  of  the West  Indies,  and  P.  caerulea. 

All  the  species  grow  and  flower  freely  in  a  mixture  of  loam,  and  light  rich  earth  or  peat,  with  plenty  of 
room.  Most  of  them  fruit  in  the  stove,  but  the  P.  caerulea  seldom  fruits  in  the  greenhouse.  They  are  all 
easily  increased  either  by  seeds  or  very  young  cuttings,  in  a  close  moist  heat 

As  fruit-bearing  plants  the  Passifloras  are  thus  treated :— "  Having  procured  plants  with  good  roots,  plant such  as  are  intended  to  fruit  in  a  border  in  the  stove,  and  train  them  to  a  trellis  near  the  glass ;  they  will  in 
general  produce  fruit  the  second  year.  The  seedlings  of  the  P.  incamata,  will  produce  fruit  the  first  year.  All 
the  species  will  fruit  even  in  large  pots ;  but  Sabine  says,  the  "  best  method  is  to  plant  them  in  an  angle  of  the bark-bed,  which  has  been  parted  off,  either  by  boards  or  brick-work,  as  low  as  the  pit  goes.   At  the  bottom  of 
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9397  Leaves  obi.  ovate  subcord.  ent  veiny,  Petioles  with  4  glands,  Stip.  lane,  falcate  subserrate,  In  vol.  S-leaved 
9398  Leaves  oblong  entire  veiny,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Invol.  3-leaved  toothed  at  end 
9399  Leaves  obi.  ent  acute  3-nerved  veiny,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Ped.  aggregate  axilL  FL  apetalous,  InvoL  O. 
9400  Leaves  2-lobed  bluntly  emarginate,  Petioles  without  glands,  Corona  campanulate  truncate  entire 
9401  Lvs.  cord.  2-lobed  blunt  mucron. ;  up.  somew.  stem-clasp.  Petiol.  without  glands,  Pet.  twice  as  long  as  caL 
9402  Leaves  cordate  2-lobed  acute  mucronate  pubescent  beneath,  Petioles  without  glands,  Fruit  obovate 
9403  Lvs.  2-lobed  emarginate  at  base,  Lobes  linear  blunt  divaricating ;  the  intermediate  obsolete  mucronate 
9404  Lvs.  cord.  2-lobed  blunt  smooth,  Petioles  without  glands,  Pedunc.  axillary  twin,  Threads  of  corona  clav. 
9405  Leaves  cuneiform  acuminate  divaricating  with  2  glands  at  base,  Petioles  without  glands,  InvoL  O. 
9406  Lvs.  round,  shortly  and  bluntly  3-lobed  dott  downy  ben.  Petiol.  without  glands,  Pet  twice  as  short  as  caL 
9407  Lvs.  round,  subcord.  blunt  obsoletely  3-lobed  smooth  dott  Petioles  without  glands,  Pet  twice  as  short  as  caL 
9408  Lvs.  cord.  3-lobed  blunt  smooth,  Petioles  without  glands,  Pedunc.  axill.  twin,  Pet  twice  as  narrow  as  cal. 
9409  Lower  leaves  3-lobed  acuminate ;  upper  undivided  lanceolate,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Flowers  apetalous 
9410  Leaves  roundish  cordate,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Flowers  solitary  long-stalked,  Cal.  keeled,  Stam.  1-sided 
9411  Leaves  ovate  entire  3-nerved  veiny,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Flowers  apetalous,  Involucrum  O. 
9412  Lvs.  3-lobed  smooth,  Lobes  lane. ;  middle  one  longest,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  FLapetal.  Stem  corky  at  base 
9113  Leaves  subcordate  3-lobed,  Lobes  rounded  with  2  glands,  Pedunc.  axillary  solitary,  Flower  apetalous 
9414  Lvs.  3-lobed  smooth,  Lobes  oblong;  lat  very  short,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  FL  apetal.  Stem  corky  at  base 
9415  Lvs.  peltate  deeply  3-lobed  smooth,  Lobes  fin.  lane,  divaricating,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Flow,  apetalous 
9416  Leaves  peltate  half  3-lobed  smooth,  Lobes  ovate  blunt,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  FL  apetalous 
9417  Leaves  peltate  cordate  3-lobed,  Lobes  equal  oblong  blunt,  Petioles  with  4  glands,  Petals  length  of  calyx 
9418  Leaves  discolored  peltate 
9419  Leaves  3-lobed  downy  with  a  reflexed  tooth  on  each  side  at  the  base 
9420  Leaves  3-lobed  vilL ;  lower  smooth  above,  Lobes  obi.  entire ;  intermediate  longest,  Petioles  with  2  glands 
9421  Leaves  2-lobed  glandular  beneath,  Lobes  oblong  erect.  Peduncles  twin 
9422  Leaves  palmate  about  5-parted  substantiate,  Involucre  3-leaved  entire,  Bays  a  little  shorter  than  corolla 
9423  Leaves  3-lobed  cordate  hairy,  Involucres  multifid  capillary 
9424  Leaves  and  stems  all  fringed  with  red  hairs 
9425  Leaves  3-lobed  cordate  smooth  ciliated  serrated,  Involucres  multifid  capillary 
9426  Downy,  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed,  Peduncles  twice  as  short  as  petiole,  Corona  much  shorter  than  corolla 
9427  Lvs.  rounded  trim,  at  base  slightly  3-5-lobed,  Lobes  blunt,  Petioles  without  glands,  Pet  shorter  than  caL 
9428  Stem  square,  Leaves  3-lobed :  lobes  nearly  equal  serrated,  Pedunc.  long  1-flowered 
9429  Leaves  3-lobed  serrated  smooth,  InvoL  glandular  serrulate  caducous.  Ovary  naked 
9430  Lvs.  3-lobed  serr.  Lobes  obi.  acute,  Petioles  with  2  glands,  Inv.  3-leaved,  Threads  of  corona  longer  than  cor. 
9431  Lvs.  palmate  5-parted  entire,  Petioles  gland.  InvoL  3-leaved  entire,  Threads  of  corona  shorter  than  corolla 

9432  Leaves  palmate  5-parted  serr.  Petioles  gland.  InvoL  3-leaved  serrate,  Threads  of  corona  longer  than  cor. 
9433  Leaves  palmate  7 -par ted  serrated,  Petioles  glandular,  Invol.  3- fid  entire 
9434  Leaves  7-pedate  serrated,  Petioles  glandular,  InvoL  3-leaved  serrated 
9435  Upper  leaves  quinate  pedate  obovate  somewhat  cut ;  lower  ternate  linear-lanceolate  or  simple 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  cavity  formed  by  this  division,  should  be  laid  some  brick-rubbish,  over  which  may  be  thrown  a  little  dead 
tan,  and  the  whole  be  then  filled  with  equal  parts  of  very  old  tan,  and  a  compost  of  leaf-mould  and  rotten 
dung.  Herein  the  roots  will  strike  freely,  and  will  even  spread  through  the  partition  into  the  pit,  growing  into 
the  fresh  tan.  Such  roots  may  be  trimmed  and  reduced  whenever  the  tan  is  changed :  but  should  the  plant 
have  been  some  time  in  its  station,  it  will  be  as  well  to  leave  part  of  the  old  tan  in  the  bottom  of  the  pit,  in 
which  the  protruded  roots  may  remain  undisturbed.  They  do  not  require  the  full  heat  of  the  pine  stove,  for 
they  flourish  best  in  a  temperature  of  from  sixty-five  to  seventy  degrees ;  but  they  do  not  bring  their  fruit  to 
perfection  if  kept  in  a  common  greenhouse  or  conservatory,  though  they  will  grow  and  flower  in  it  The 
shoots,  as  they  advance,  must  be  trained  near  to  and  under  the  inclined  glass  of  the  stove :  the  flowers 
will  appear  in  May,  and  the  blooming  will  continue  until  September,  the  fruit  setting  the  whole  time ;  but  if 
it  does  not  set  well,  it  will  be  advisable  to  impregnate  the  stigmas  by  applying  the  pollen  with  a  feather.  As 
they  grow,  the  very  strong  shoots  should  be  cut  out  from  their  origin,  for  these  do  not  bear  fruit  so  abundantly 
as  those  which  are  less  vigorous ;  but  the  fruiting  branches  must  not  be  shortened  on  any  account  The  tem- 

perature must  be  kept  up  equally  during  the  time  of  flowering  and  fruiting.  The  crop  will  begin  to  come  in in  August,  and  will  continue  until  January ;  but  the  earlier  produce  is  the  best  When  the  crop  is  all  off, 
which  will  be  early  in  January,  the  heat  must  be  reduced  to  about  fifty  degrees,  so  as  to  check  or  stop  the 
growth ;  this  being  effected,  the  shoots  must  be  well  cut  in.  As  little  old  wood  as  possible,  besides  the  main 
stem,  which  rises  from  the  pit  to  the  glass,  and  a  few  pieces  (about  two  or  three  feet  of  each)  of  the  old 
branches  should  be  retained  j  for  all  that  is  to  be  trained  under  the  glass  to  bear  in  each  year,  ought  to  be  the 
growth  of  the  same  season.  It  is  found  that  the  shoots  break  better,  and  in  greater  quantity,  from  the  older 
wood  than  from  that  of  two  years'  standing.  In  this  dormant  and  reduced  state  it  is  to  be  kept  during January  and  February,  after  which  the  necessary  heat  may  be  applied  to  cause  it  to  resume  its  functions  for 
the  ensuing  season."  (Sort.  Trans.  iiL  and  iv.) 

O  o  4 
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t!460.  ERCDIUM.  W. 
9436  petraVum  w. 
9437  glandulosurn  W. 
9438alplnum  W. 9439  crassifolium  W. 
9440  laciniatum  W. 
9441  cicotiium  W. 
9442  cicutarium  W. 

(3  bipinndtum  W. 9443  romanum  W. 
0  caucalifolium  Sweet 9444  moschatum  IV. 

9445  gru inum  W. 9446  chtum  W. 
9447  hymen6des  W. 9448  Guss6ni  Tenore. 
9449  malacoides  W. 
9450  incarnStum  IV. 
9451  glaucophf  llum  fF. 9452  maritimum  W. 
9453  Reichardi  Dec. 
9454  li  1 1  orcum  Dec. 
9455  serotinum  Stev. 

multicaUe  Link. 

Heron's  Bill. rock  3t  A  pr 
glandular  ^  _AJ  pr 
Alpine  3t  A  pr 
thick-leaved  £  lAJ  or laciniated  j£  lAI  or 
long-beaked  O  un 
Hemlock-leav'd  O  w Numidian  H  O]  un Roman  O  pr 
Caucalh-lcaved  O  pr 
musky  O  pr 
broad-leaved  O  un 
Chian  O  un three-leaved  j£  lAJ  pr 
Gousson's  A  or mallow-leaved      O  or flesh-colored    j£  |  |  or 
glaucous-leaved  O  un sea  ^  A  w 
dwarf  £  _AI  pr 
shore  5t  A  un 
late  i  ̂   pr 

Geraniaeae. 

ijajl  Pu 
§  jn.jl 
^  my.au |  mr.au 
i  my.au 
f  jnjl i  my.jn 
}  my.jn  Pu 1  my.au  Pu 
1  myjl  Pu 

Jjnjl 
1  jnjl 

f  ja.d 

1  ja.d 
imy.jl 

i  my-Jl 

Jjl.au 

1  my.s 1  ap.s 

Jap.s 

Pu 

R 
S 
R 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

R 
R 
Pk Pa.pu 

B 
Fl 
R 

Fl 

W 
R 
B 

Sp.  20— 45. a  Europe  1640. 
Spain  1798. 
Italy  1814. 
Cyprus  1788. Crete  1794. 
S.  Europe  1711. 
Britain  ro.sid. Numidia  1803. 
Rome  1724. 
France  1816. 
England  m.pas. Crete  1596. 
Levant  1724. 
Barbary  1789. 
Naples  1821. S.  Europe  1596. 
C  G.  H.  1787. 

Egypt  1732. England  san.sh. Minorca  1783. 
S.  Europe  1821. Siberia  1821. 

D  co 

C  Lp 

D  co 
R  r.m R  r.m S  co 
S  co C  s.l 
S  co S  co 
S  s.l S  s.1 
S  co S  r.m 
D  co S  co 
C  r.m 
S  co 
D  co C  s.l D  co 
D  co 

Gouan.il.t.21.f.l 
Lapey.  pyr.L  tl L'Her.  ger.  tS 
Sweet  ger.  Ill 
Ca.dis.4.tliat3 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1 18 
Eng.  bot.  1768 Ca.dis.5.tl26.f.3 Bot.  mag.  377 
Sweet  ger.  6 
Eng.  bot  902 Cav.dis.4.t.88.f.2 
Cav.dis.4.t92.f,l 
Sweet  ger.  23 Bot.  mag.  2445 
Cav.dis.4.t.91.f.2 
Sweet  ger.  94 Dil.eLtl24.fl50 
Eng.  bot  646 Bot  mag.  18 
Sweet  ger.  137 

HEPTANDRIA. 

1461.  PELARGCNIUM.  W.   Stork's  Bill. 9456  longifolium  Jacq. 
9457  longifl6rum  Jacq. 9458  ovalif  olium  Sweet 
9459  reticullttum  Sweet 
9460  ciliatum  L'Her. 9461  punctatum  W. 9462  radicat urn  Vent. 
9463  spatulatum  Amir. 

/9  affine  Andr. 9464  radia  t  um  Pert. 
9465  virgineum  Peri. 9466  undulStum  Ait. 
9467  lineare  Pert. 
9468  niveum  Sweet 

9469  revolutum  Pers. 
9470  auriculatum  W. 
9471  lacinUttum  Pen. 
9472  oxalidif61ium  Pers. 
9473  nervi  folium  Jacq. 
9474  triphyllum  Jacq. 9475reflexum  Pers. 
9476  roseum  Ait. 

9439 

long-leaved 
long-flowered oval-leaved 
netted 
ciliated 
dotted-flower'd fleshy  fringe-lv. 
spatula-leaved 
fring.-spatul.Jv. ray-leaved virgin 
wave-flowered 
linear-petalled snow-white 

A  (Alpr 
A  lAlpr 
A  lAJ  l>r 
A  lAlpr A  lAlpr 
A  lAlpr 
A  lAJpr 
A  LAlpr 
A  lAlpr 
AiAlpr 
A  lAJpr A  lAlpr 
A  lAlpr AiAlpr 

Geraniaceie. 

\  my.jn  Pk 
$  my.jn  Y 
i  my.jn  W f  my.jn  Pk 
i apjn  F i  ap.my  Y 
ijn.jl  Y 
|  ap.my  Y J  ap.my  Y 

}  jn.au  * 
i  myjl i  myjl 
i  jn  jl 
f  jnjl 

Sp.  186— uncertain. C.  G.  H   1812.  R 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 

revolute  lAI  pr 
ear-leaved  A  lAI  pr 
jag-leaved  Jfc  iAl  pr Wood-sorrel-lv.Jfe  iAJ  pr 
nerved-leaved  A  lAI  pr 
three-leaved  &  iAJ  Pr 
reflex-leaved  jt,  lAI  P>" Rose-colored  A  lAI  pr 9450 

JjLau i  apjn 1  myjn 
i  my.au 

|  my.au i  ap.my 

2  jnjl i  mr.my 

C.  G.  H. 
C.G.H 
C.G.H C.G.H C.G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
C.G.H 

1812. 
1820. 1820. 
1795. 
1794. 1802. 
1795. 
1795. 
1801. 1795. 
1795. 1800. 
1821. 

Pu C.  G.  H. 1800. 
Pk 

C.  G.  H 
C.G.H 1800. 

Y 
C.  G.  H 1801. Va 

C.G.H. 1812. 
F C.  G.  H. 1812. 
W C.  G.  H. 1800. 

Pk 
C.  G.  H. 

1792. 

r.m  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 518 
r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  521 
r.m  Sweet  ger.  1. 106 r.m  Sweet  ger.  1 91 
r.m  Bot.  rep.  247 
r.m  Bot  rep.  60 
r.m  Bot  mag.  1718 
r.m  Bot  rep.  152 
r.m  Bot  rep.  282 
r.m  Bot  rep.  222 r.m  Bot  rep.  317 
r.m  Bot  rep.  292 r.m  Bot.  rep.  193 
r.m  Sweet  ger.  182 

R  r.m  Bot  rep.  354 
R  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  519 
R  r.m  Bot  rep.  131 R  r.m  Bot.  rep.  300 
R  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  517 
R  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  1 515 
R  r.m  Bot  rep.  224 R  r.m  Bot  rep.  173 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1460.  Erodium.  From  teuSiae,  a  heron,  because  the  fruit  resembles  the  head  and  breast  of  that  bird.  The 

species  are  hardy  plants,  or  common  treatment,  and  no  great  beauty. 
1461.  Pelargonium,  So  called  from  tnXtx,^ya«,  a  stork,  in  allusion  to  the  beak  of  the  fruit,  which  resembles 

the  bin  of  that  bird ;  as  well  as  to  preserve  an  analogy  with  the  Geranium  or  Crane's-bill.  It  wag  detached 
by  the  late  learned  botanist  Mons.  L'Heritier,  along  with  Erodium,  from  the  Linnean  genus  Geranium ;  and distinguished  by  its  seven  fertile  stamens,  irregular  flower,  tubular  nectary,  and  spiral-leaved  awns,  or  beaks 
to  the  capsule. 

"  This  vast  and  favorite  genus,  for  which  we  are  almost  entirely  indebted  to  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  con- sists of  a  number  of  well  marked  species.  But  that  number  is  greatly  augmented  in  almost  every  book,  by  the 
admission  of  spurious  hybrid  species  or  varieties,  which  continually  startup  from  seed,  wherever  many  of  the 
primary  ones  are  cultivated,  and  are  for  a  while  propagated  by  cuttings,  and  even  by  seed.   Sooner  or  later, 
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9436  Stemless,  Peduncles  many-fl.  Lvs.  smoothish  pinnat  Segm.  pinnatifid,  Petals  retuse  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
9437  Stemless,  Peduncles  many-fl.  Lvs.  downy  gland,  pinnat  Segm.  pinnatif.  Petals  acute  twice  as  long  as  calyx 
9438  Stem  smooth,  branch.  Ped.  many-fl.  Lvs.  smooth,  bipinnatif.  Lobes  lin.  Pet  blunt  long,  than  long-pointcal. 
9439  Stem  branched  diffuse  downy.Lvs.  thick  pinnatif.  cut,  Lobes  linear,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Bractes  ovate  scariose 
9440  Stem  prostrate.  Leaves  bipinnate  with  linear  aeute  lobes,  Stipules  and  bractes  ovate  scariose,  Ped.  many-fl. 
9441  Stem  ascend,  and  lvs.  somew.  villous  pinnated,  Seg.  blunt  pinnatif.  tooth.  Ped.  many-fl.  Pet  length  of  calyx 
9442  Stem  prostrate  or  diffuse  hairy,  Leaves  pinnated,  Segm.  sess.  pinnatifid  cut,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pet  unequal 

/S  Caulescent  diffuse,  Segments  pinnated  with  linear  lobes 
9443  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  pinnate  with  ovate  pinnatifid  segments,  Petals  equal  larger  than  calyx /S  Plant  of  larger  size 
9444  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  pinnated  with  stalked  ovate  unequally  serrated  segm.  Pedunc  downy  glandular 
9445  Stem  erect  nearly  smooth,  Leaves  3-cut,  Segments  cut-toothed,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Calyx  striated  nerved 
9446  Stem  erect  somewhat  diffuse,  Leaves  smooth  subcordate ;  upper  5-parted  with  cut  toothed  lobes 
9447  Stem  erect  branch,  shrubby  at  base,  Lvs.  3-lobed  or  5-parted  very  blunt,  Stipules  and  bractes  scariose  ovate 
9448  Stem  erect  soft,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Leaves  cordate  blunt  bluntly  toothed  undivided  or  3-lobed 
9449  Stem  branched  hairy,  Leaves  cordate  undivided  or  3-lobed  blunt  toothed,  Petals  length  of  calyx 
9450  Stem  $  shrubby  and  leaves  nearly  smooth  ;  lower  cord,  undivided  toothed,  Lobes  cuneate  3-toothed  at  end 9451  Stem  erect  and  leaves  smooth  oblong  lobed  crenate  fleshy,  Awns  feathery  from  middle  to  end 
9452  Caulescent  diffuse  smooth,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  cut-crenate  pubescent,  Awns  beardless 
9453  Stemless,  Leaves  cordate  crenate  blunt  smoothish,  Pedunc.  1-fi.  Petals  larger  than  calyx 
9454  Caulescent  diffuse  smoothish,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  3-lobed  unequally  crenate,  Awns  bearded 
9455  Stems  diffuse,  Leaves  opposite  3-cut :  segm.  lateral  cut-toothed  divaricating,  Peduncles  many-flowered 

HEPTANDRIA. 

\ 1.  Ho  a  ilea.  Sweet  Petals  5,  rarely  2  or  4  obi.  lin.,  2  upper  parallel,  with  long  claws  abruptly  reflexed  in  the 
middle.  Stamens  in  a  long  tube,  length  of  lower  petals,  bearing  5  or  rarely  2-4  anthers,  the  others  sterile, 
straight  or  incurved  at  end,  the  3  lower  shorter  than  the  fertile  ones.  Stemless  herbs,  with  tuberous  turnip-like roots,  and  radical  stalked  leaves. 

*  Leaves  oblong,  entire  or  lobed.  Lobes  entire  or  scarcely  toothed. 9456  Stemless,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  acute  smooth  ;  older  pinnatifid  linear,  Umb.  comp.  Fl.  tetrandrous 
9457  Stemless,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  acute  smooth,  Umb.  comp.  4-fl.  Fl.  tetrandrous,  Petals  linear 
9458  Leaves  oval  or  oval-oblong  blunt  flat  or  involute  at  edge  entire  hairy,  Petals  linear  wavy  twisted 
9459  Stemless,  Leaves  ellipt  lane,  or  obi.  ent.  hairy  revoL  at  edge,  PL  pentandr.  Pet.  lin.  spat  u  I.  wavy  reflexed 
9460  Stemless,  Leaves  ovate  acute  entire  subciliated,  Umb.  compound,  FL  pentandrous,  Petals  linear  spatulate 
9461  Stemless,  Leaves  ovate  toothed  smooth,  Umb.  compound,  Fl.  diandrous,  Pet.  linear:  3  lower  shortest 
9462  Stemless,  Leaves  oval  obi.  entire  acute  at  each  end  smooth  ciliated,  Umb.  simple,  Flowers  pentandrous 
9463  Stemless,  Lvs.  obL  subspatul.  blunt  smooth,  Umb.  comp.  Fl.  pentandrous,  Petals  lin.  blunt  subrevolute 
9464  Stemless,  Leaves  elliptical  spatulate  entire  smooth,  Umb.  compound,  Fl.  pentandrous,  Petals  cuneiform 
9465  Stemless,  Lvs.  ellipt  ovate  acute  at  each  end  smooth,  Umb.  subcomp.  Fl.  pentandrous,  Pet  lane,  cuneate 9466  Stemless,  Leaves  lin.  lane  entire  ciliated,  Umb.  simple,  Flowers  pentandrous,  Petals  wavy  nearly  equal 
9467  Stemless,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  repand,  Umbel  nearly  simple,  Flowers  pentandrous,  Petals  linear 
9468  Stemless,  Lvs.  smooth  :  lower  ovate  ent. ;  upper  pinnatif.  Petals  reflexed ;  lower  ones  much  the  smallest 

**  Leaves  sagittate,  cordate,  3-lobed,  or  with  an  appendage  at  base. 
Leaves  cordate  blunt  nerved  entire,  generally  with  two  ears  at  base,  Leaves  of  invol.  revolute 
Lvs.  obi.  lane.  acum.  at  each  end  hairy  ciliat.  at  edge,  generally  ent  somet.  with  2  obi.  lin.append. 
Leaves  entire  and  cut-lobed  at  end,  Scape  flexuose,  Umbel  compound 
Leaves  ciliated  3-cut :  segm.  ovate  blunt,  Umbel  compound 
Leaves  smooth  3-cut :  segm.  blunt  lobed  nerved  glauc.  beneath,  Scapes  hispid,  Umbel  compound 
Leaves  smooth  3-cut :  segm.  blunt  crenated,  Scapes  and  petioles  downy 
Leaves  smooth  3-cut :  segm.  lobed  cut  recurved,  Two  upper  filaments  and  stigmas  reflexed 
Leaves  cut-lobed  downy,  Umb.  simple  close,  Three  lower  petals  much  the  smallest 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
however,  they  for  the  most  part  vanish,  even  before  the  eyes  of  those  who  witnessed  their  origin." (.Smith.) 
The  greater  part  of  the  species  being  of  the  easiest  cultivation,  and  many  bearing  the  confined  air  of 

a  sitting  room  better  than  most  plants,  it  has  happened  that  they  have  become  objects  of  universal  cultivation 
and  attention ;  of  which,  indeed,  they  are  in  many  cases  deserving,  for  their  neatness  and  beauty  alone. 
There  is,  however,  an  uniformity  in  their  form,  coloring,  and  foliage,  for  which  the  liveliest  colors  will  scarcely 
compensate.  The  popular  taste  for  the  Pelargonium  tribe,  or  for  Geraniums,  as  they  are  commonly  called, 
has  been  much  aided  by  several  splendid  publications  both  in  this  country  and  abroad ;  and  especially  by  the  Gera. 
niaccae  of  Mr.  Sweet,  in  which  it  is  proposed  to  figure  not  only  all  the  species  formed  by  the  hand  of  nature, 
but  the  multitudes  of  hybrid  creations  produced  by  the  assistance  of  modern  ingenuity.  It  is  very  doubtful 
whether  any  permament  advantage  is  derived  from  the  obtaining  such  of  these  productions  as  are  truly 

9469  Stemless, 
9470  Stemless, 
9471  Stemless, 
9472  Stemless, 
9473  Stemless, 
9474  Stemless, 
9475  Stemless, 
9476  Stemless, 
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9477  rapaceum  J  acq. 
9478  n  6  tans  Dec. 
9479  corydaliflorum  Sw. 
9480  barbatum  Jacq. 
9481  fissifolium  Pers. 
9482  setosum  Sweet 
9483  bubonifolium  Pers. 
9484  violajfl orum  Sweet 
9485  floribfindum  Ait. 
9486  pilosum  Pers. 
9487  penniforme  Pers. 
9488  purpurascens  Pers. 
9489  hirsfitum  Joey. 

-  9490  m el  an  an  tli  ura  Jacq. 9491  dioicum  Ait. 
9492  at  rum  Z'ifer. 

Fumitory-flow.  Jfc nodding 
fine-cut  x bearded  A 
cloven-leaved  A setose  A 
Bubon-leaved  A 
violet-flowered  A 
many-flowered  A hairy  & 
winged  A 
purple-flowered  A various-leaved  £ 
black-flowered  A dioecious  A 
dark-brown  A 

lAlpr 
lAlpr lAlpr 
lAlpr 
lAI  pr 
lAlpr 
lAlpr 
iAJpr 
lAJpr lAI  pr 
lAJpr 
lAlpr lAJ  pr 
LAJpr 
lAlpr 
lAlpr 

i  ap-jn 
i  ap.jn 
i  jl.au 
i  ap.au i  ap.au Jmr.jl 
t  mrjl J  mr.my 
i  my.jl 
I  my.jn 
i  my.jn 

i  mi 

i  my.jn 

i  jnjl J  my-ji 

Pk     C  G.  H. 
Y  C.  G.  H. Pa.Y  C.  G.  H. 
Pk  C.  G.  H. Pk  C.  G.  H. 
Pk  C.  G.  H. 
W.pu  C.  G.  H. W  C.  G.  H. 
Pk  C.  G.  H. 
Pk     C.  G.  H. 
Y  C.  G.  H. 
Pu  C.  G.  H. 
Pk  C.  G.  H. 
D.Br  C.  G.  H. 
D.Br  C.  G.  H. 
D.Br  C.  G.  H. 

1788. 
1788. 1821. 1790. 
1795. 1821. 1800. 

1795. 1801. 1800. 
1800. 
1788. 
1790. 1795. 
1793. 

R  rm 

R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
C  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 

Bot  rep.  239 
Bot.  mag.  1877 
Sweet  ger.  1 18 
Bot  rep.  323 Bot.  rep.  378 
Sweet  ger.  38 Bot  rep.  328 
Sweet  ger.  123 Bot  rep.  420 
Bot  rep.  259. Bot  rep.  269 
Bot  rep.  204 Bot  rep.  317 
Sweet  ger.  73 
Bot  rep.  209 
Sweet  ger.  72 

9493  viciaefolium  L'Her.  wing-leaved     A  lAI  pr     j  ap.jn  Pk     C.  G.  H. 9494 astragalifoliumPer*. Astragalus-lvd.  Jfc  lAlpr  }  jl  W.pu  C.  G.  H. 
9495coronilla;f61iuraPers.  CoroniUa-lvd.   AiAlpr     J  jn.jl  Br     C.  G.  H. 
9496  heracleifoliumi«id.Cow-parsnip-lv.A  lAI  pr  $  jn.jl  D.Br  C.  G.  H. 

1779.  R  r.m  Bot  mag.  579 
1788.  R  r.m  Bot  rep.  190 
1795.  R  r.m  Bot  rep.  30a 
1818.  R  r.m  Bot.  cab.  437 

9497  incrassStum  B.  M.  fleshy-leaved    A  lAI  pr     i  jn.jl 
9498  carneum  Jacq.       flesh-colored     A  lAlpr    i  ap.jn 

Pk  C.  G.  H.  1801.  R  r.m  Bot  mag.  761 
Pk     C.  G.  H.   1812.  R  r.m  Jac  ic.  a  t.512 

9499  laterttium  W.        brick-colored   tL  i  J  or    1|  jn.au 
9500  cynosbatifolium  W.  Currant-leaved  n.  \  |  or  1J  ap.jl 

R      C.  G.  H.  1800.  C  r.m  Jac.  eel.  1.57 D.R    C  r.m  W.ho.ber.2.  t.78 

9501  columbinum  W.     Dove's-foot  3tiAlpr 9502  procumbens  Pers.    procumbent     *  tAI  pr 9503  humifusum  W.       trailing  3|Q|pr 
9504  chamsedryfolium  J.  Chamaedrys-lv.  £  lAI  pr 
9505australe  W.  Botany  Bay     n.\  |  pr 
9506  althaeoides  L'her.    Althaea-leaved  £  Ol  pr 

§  jn.o     Pu  C.  G.  H.  1795.  R  r.m  Jac.8Chee.2.tl33 
i  ap.my  Pu  C.  G.  H.  1801.  S  r.m  Bot  rep.  234 
J  my.jl    R  C.  G.  H.  1801.  S  r.m  Sweet  ger.  42 
i  my.jn  R  C.  G.  H.  1812.  R  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 528 
*  my.au  R  N.  S.  W.  1792.  S  r.m  Jac.  eel.  1. 100 
i  ap.jn    W  C.  G.  H.  1724.  S  r.m  Jac.col.4.t21.f.2 

9507  l£xum  Sweet  looae-panicled  «-  pr 
9508  ceratophf  UumL'Aer.horn-leaved     «.  O  or 9509  dasycafilon  Sims,    thick-stemmed  «.  i  |  or 9510  crithmifBlium  Sm.  Samphire-leav.  tt  |  |  or 
9511  alter'nans  Wendl.   Parsley-leaved  n.  \  |  or 
9512  carnosum  Jit.        fleshy-stalked  O- 1  |  or 

1  ap.jn    W.pk  C.  G.  H.  1821.  S  p.l   Sweet  ger.  196 
1  my.jn  W.pu  Africa  1786.  C  r.m  Bot  mag.  315 
1  jl.d       W.pu  C.  G.  H.  1795.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2029 
1  my.jn  W.pu  C.  G.  H.  1790.  C  r.m  Smith.  ic.pictl3 
1  my.au  W.pu  C.  G.  H.  1791.  C  r.m  WendLher.2.  U9 
1  jn.au    W.pu  C.  U.  H.  1724.  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  96 

9513  multiradiatum  JFen.  many-rayed     JitAlpr    1  my.jn  D.Br  C6.E   1820.  R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  145 

9514  cotyledonis  L'Her.  HoUyhock-lvd.  tt.  t_l  pr    f  my.jl    W     St.Helenal765.  S  r.m  Sweet  ger.  126 
9477  9483_^&*L-  9485  OZfi^M^  -^Swa*,,  9488 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
hvbrid  •  but  it  is  quite  certain,  that  to  admit  them  into  works  of  science,  is  replete  with  the  greatest  incon- 

venience and  can  lead  to  no  useful  end.  In  the  arrangement  here  adopted,  all  those  kinds  which  are  mani- 
festlv  or  avowedly  artificial  productions,  are  therefore  placed  at  the  end  of  the  legitimate  species  m  alphabetical 
order,  an  order  much  more  commensurate  with  their  importance,  than  an  arrangement  upon  scientific 
principles. 
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***  Leaves pinnatifid.  Segments  cut  or  multifid. 
9177  Stemless,  Leaves  hairy  bipinnated,  Lobes  linear  somewhat  blunt,  Upper  petals  reflexed :  lower  connivent 9478  Nearly  stemless,  Lvs.  bipinnated  hairy,  Lobes  pinnati.  cut  multifid  linear  somewhat  toothed,  IT.  nodding 
9479  Stemless,  Lvs.  hairy  pinnated  :  segm.  pinnatifid  or  trifid,  Lobes  linear  acute 
9480  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated :  segm.  trifid,  Lobes  linear  acum.  bearded  at  en*,  Pet  lin.  blunt 
9481  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated :  segm.  trifid  cut  at  end  naked,  Pet  blunt  all  with  an  oblong  spot 
9482  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  pubesc  :  segm.  cuneate  3-5- toothed  at  end,  Teeth  setose  at  end,  Umb.  compound 
9483  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  smooth :  segm.  cut-lobed  acute,  Umb.  simple,  Petals  emarginate 
9484  Subcaulescent,  Leaves  pinnated  or  3-cut :  segm.  obi.  lane,  smooth  entire  ciliated  at  edge  acum.  at  end 
9485  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated :  segments  bipartite,  Umbel  compound 
9486  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  hairy :  segm.  cut  multifid,  Umbel  simple  4-6-fl.  Petals  linear 
9487  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated :  segm.  lane,  linear,  Umbel  compound 
9488  Stemless,  Lvs.  lane,  linear  entire  and  pinnatifid,  Umb.  compound 
9489  Stemless,  Lvs.  hairy  ciliated  obovate  or  lane,  entire  or  pinnatifid,  Stipules  adhering  to  petiole 
9490  Nearly  stemless,  Lvs.  hairy  pinnated :  segm.  oval-obL  blunt  subpinnatifid  or  toothed,  Petals  lin.  blunt 9491  Stemless,  Lvs.  hispid  entire  or  3  cut,  Umbel  compound,  Flowers  dioecious  [at  end 
9492  Stemless,  Lvs.  downy :  some  obi.  and  entire ;  others  pinnated,  Upper  sepal  erect,  Barren  filam.  incurved 
\  2.  Dimacria.  Lindl.  Petals  5.  unequal,  two  upper  connivent  spreading  at  end.  Stamens  shorter  than  sepals, 

5  fertile,  two  lowermost  twice  as  long  as  the  rest,  upper  very  short ;  5  sterile,  very  small,  nearly  equal.  Stemless 
herbs,  with  a  tuberous  turnip-like  root ;  leaves  stalked  pinnatifid. 

*  Leaves  pinnated,  with  an  odd  segment.   Segments  entire. 
9493  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  villous :  segm.  ovate  in  2  or  4  pairs,  Petals  nearly  entire  flat 
9494  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  hairy :  segm.  elliptical  in  many  pairs,  Petals  wavy  twisted  at  base 
9495  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  smooth :  segm.  of  1  or  2  pairs  obovate  or  oblong 
9496  Stemless,  Lvs.  pinnated  smooth :  segm.  of  2  or  3  pair  obovate :  the  terminal  ones  confluent 

**  Leaves  pinnate,  with  an  odd  one.   Segments  lobed  or  multifid. 
9497  Nearly  stemless,  Leaves  smooth  pinnated :  segments  lobed  blunt,  Upper  petals  obcordate 
9498  Stemless,  Lvs.  smooth  bipinnated,  Lobes  trifid  linear  blunt,  Scape  simple 
\  3.  Cynosbata.  Dec.  Petals  oval,  nearly  equal,  almost  twice,  as  long  as  calyx.   Stamens  10  erect,  the  5 

alternate  ones  bearing  the  anthers.   Stems  shrubby,  erect. 
9499  Stem  shrubby  at  base,  Lvs.  cordate  5-lobed  hairy  zoned,  Lobes  acutely  toothed  at  end 
9500  Stem  shrubby  branched,  Lvs.  cordate  3-Iobed  toothed  hairy :  middle  lobe  3-lobed,  Pedunc.  2-floweerd  ' 
§  4.  Perister  a.  Dec.  Petals  nearly  equal,  as  long  as  calyx,  or  a  little  larger.  Stamens  10,  5  longer,  nearly 

equal,  or  one  only  occasionally  abortive,  5  alternate,  very  short,  sterile,  tooth  like.  Herbs  with  Stems,  and 
with  the  appearance  of  Erodium  or  Geranium. 

9501  Stems  many  diffuse,  Lvs.  cordate  roundish  many-parted,  Lobes  trifid,  Lobelets  linear  blunt 
9502  Caulescent  procumbent,  Lvs.  cord,  somewhat  lobed  crenate-toothed,  Pedunc.  2-flowered 
9503  Stems  many  procumbent,  Lvs.  cord,  usually  3-parted  or  5-lobed  toothed,  Pedunc.  3-5-flowered 
9504  Much  branched  procumbent,  Leaves  ellipt.  blunt  hoary  toothed,  Pedunc.  2-flowered,  Anthers  5 
9505  Diffuse  procumbent,  Lvs.  cordate  somewhat  lobed  villous  beneath,  Peduncles  many-flowered 
9506  DiffUse  procumbent,  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  villous  3-lobed  toothed :  upper  sinuated,  Umbel  many-flowered 
$  5.  Ottdia.  Lindl.  Petals  oblong-linear,  nearly  equal,  about  twice  as  long  as  calyx,  the  two  upper  auricled  at the  base  on  the  upper  side.  Stamens  10,  erect,  5  fertile,  2  upper  spatulate  or  subulate,  3  lower  shorter.  Stems 

shrubby,  fleshy.   Leaves  alternate  pinnated,  fleshy.    Flowers  whitish. 
9507  Stem  shrubby  fleshy,  Umb.'many-flowered  loosely  panicled,  Lvs.  pinnated  smooth,  Petals  somew.  toothed 9508  Stem  shrubby  fleshy  branched,  Lvs.  fleshy  pinnated :  lobes  lin.  round  channelled  entire  or  3- toothed  at  end 
9509  Stem  shrubby  fleshy  warted,  Lvs.  fleshy  pinnated :  segm.  cut  pinnatifid  subtrifid  at  end  [at  base 
9510  Stem  shrubby  fleshy,  Lvs.  fleshy  bipinnated :  lobes  dilated  and  cut  at  end,  Pedunc.  panicL  Upper  pet  crisp 9511  Stem  shrubby  fleshy,  Branches  hairy,  Lvs.  pinnat:  segm.  stalked  subalternate  wedge-shaped  toothed  at  end 
9512  Stem  fleshy  thick  surfruticose  at  base,  Lvs.  smooth  thick  sinuate-pinnat:  segm.  obL  blunt  cut  toothed  at  end 
$  6.  Polyactium.  Dec.  Sepals  nearly  equal,  revolute.  Petals  5,  nearly  equal,  obovate.  Stamens  10,  5  fertile : 

the  four  lower  long,  subulate  ;  upper  broad,  spatulate,  reflexed  at  end  ;  the  fertile  ones  shorter,  incurved  at  end. Petals  with  a  very  large  dark  blown  spot  which  is  scarcely  edged  with  yellow. 
9513  Subcaulesc.  Lower  lvs.  pinnat.  hairy :  segm.  pinnati. ;  lobes  obL  blunt  cut-toothed ;  upper  smoothish  bipinn. 
\  7.  Isopetalum.  Sweet.  Upper  sepal  ending  in  a  honey  pore  and  not  in  a  tube.  Petals  5,  equal.  Stamens  10, 

united  in  a  very  short  cup,  5-6  fertile,  spreading  incurved  at  end  j  sterile  unequal,  subulate  incurved.  Shrub with  a  fleshy  stem. 
9514  Stem  thick  fleshy  branched  naked,  Lvs.  cord,  subpeltate  rugose  pubesc  netted  with  downy  veins  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  bulbous  or  fleshy  stemmed  species  are  generally  very  rare  in  collections,  and  are  far  more  interesting 

than  the  common  or  vulgar  kinds.  They  are  distinguished  by  so  peculiar  a  habit  and  constitution,  that  there 
can  be  little  doubt  of  the  propriety  of  separating  them  into  one  or  more  distinct  genera,  as  has  been  done 
already  by  the  authors  quoted  above ;  especially  as  the  characters  upon  which  they  are  founded,  are  generally 
more  certain  than  those  by  which  Erodium  and  Geranium  are  defined.  Here,  however,  they  are  placed  as 
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9515  blattarium  Jacq. 
9516  eriostemon  Jacq. 

dewny-leaved  <L  |  |  or    1J  jn.au 
velvet-leaved   «- 1  |  or  1J  mrjn 

9517  holosericeum  Sweet  silky  a.  |  |  or 
9518  Oenotheras  Jacq.     OEnothera-like     i  Al  or 
9519  coronopifolium Jacq.  Bucks  horn-lvd.  a.  i  |  or 9520  canum  Peri.  hoary  «.  i  |  or 
9521  carinfitum  Sweet     carinate  a.  i_J  or 

1J  mrjn 1  mr.jn 

ljjn.o 11  jn.o 

1J  jn.o 

V  CG.E W  C.  G.  H. 
D.Pu  C.  G.  H. Pk  C.  G.  H. 
P.v  C.  G.  ft 
Pk  C.  G.  H. 
W.pu  C.  G.  H. 

1790. 1794. 

1820. 1812. 
1791. 182a 

r.m  Sweet  ger.  88 
r.m  Jac.echa2.tl32 
r.m  Sweet  ger.  t.  75 
r.m  Jac.  ic.  a  t.  525 r.m  Bot  rep.  338 
r.m  Sweet  ger.  114 
r.m  Sweet  ger.  21 

!  tricolor  B.  M. three-colored   a.  i_|  pr  1}  ja.d     W.pu  C.  G.  H.   1791.  C  r.m  Bot  mag.  240 

95?3  canariense  W.  Canary 
9524  myrrhifulium  Ait.  Myrrh-leaved 
9525  coriandrifolium JizcCoriander-lvd.  j£ 

tt  i  |  pr    1J  jl.8       W.r  Canaries 1802. 1696. C  r.m  W.hortber.  tl7 
R  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  531 

i|  pr  li"  my.au  W.r  C.  G.  ft Olpr    1  mr.s    W.b  C.  G.  ft  1724.  S  r.m  Sweet  ger.  1 34 

0526  lacerum  Jacq.        torn-leaved     j£  iAI  or    1}  jn.au    Pk     C.  G.  H.   1731.  S  r.m  Jacq.  ic.  3.  t.  532 

9527  anemonif51iumJoc?.Anemone-lvd.  yC  i(T)l  or  \\  jn.au    Pk     C.  G.  H. 
9528  caucalifoiium  Jacq.  caucalis-leaved  j£  |Q|  pr     §  mr.s     Pk     C.  G.  ft 
9529  multicaule  Jacq.    many-stalked   £  Ol  pr    f  jn.au    Pa.V  C.  G.  ft 

1812. 
1802. 

S  r.m  Jacq.  ic.  t.  535 S  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 529 
S  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.534 

9530  asarifolium  Sweet    Asarum-1  caved  A  lAJ  el 
9531  dipetalum  L'Her.    two-petalled     A  lAJel 

i  d  D.Pu  C.  G.  ft 
I  ap.my  Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. 

1821.  D  l.p  Sweet  ger.  206 
1795.  D  l.p  L'her.  ger.  1 43 

9532  pendulum  Sweet 
9533  quinatum  B.  M. pendulous five- fingered !Ui_|el a.  1  |or 

9534  tetrag6num  L'Her  square-stalked  «- 1  | fi  variegation  variegated        a.  |_J 

I  mr.jl 
1  mr.jl 

R  C.  G.  ft  ...  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  188 
Pa.Y  C.  G.  ft  1793.  C  r.m  Bot  mag.  547 

el  2  jn.au  Pk  C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  99 
el    2  jn.au    Pk     C.  G.  ft   1774.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  136 

9535acet6sum  Ait.        Sorrel-leaved   «-i  I  or 
9536  scandens  Ehr.        climbing         a.  1  |  or 
9537  pOmilum  W.         dwarf  tt- 1  I  or 
9538  stenopetalum  Ehr.  narrow-petal  leda.  1  |  or 
9539  hybridum  Ait.       bastard  a.  1  |  or 9540  zonule  W.  com.  horse  shoe  a.  1  |  or 

P  marginatum  white-margined  a.  1  |  or 
9541  FothergUlii  Sweet  FothergiU's      a.  1  |  or 
9542  in'quinans  Ait.       scarlet-flowered  a.  \  |  or 
9543  heterogamumi'fler.six-stamened  a.  1  |  or 9544  mSnstrum  Ait.      cluster-leaved  a.  1  j  or 

3  my.s 
3  jn.au 
li  jnjl 
S  my.s 
2  ap.d 2  ap.d 
2  ap.d 2  my.s 
2  my.s 

2  jl.au 

Pk C.  G.ft 
1710. 

C r.m  Bot  mag.  103 
Pk C.  G.  ft 1800. c 

r.m 

Pk C.G.  ft 
1800. 

c r.m S C.G.  ft 1800. c 
r.m 

8 C.  G.  ft 1732. c r.m  Sweet  ger.  63 S C.  G.  ft 1710. c r.m  Cav.dis.4.t98.f.2 S c r.m S 

c  g.'h. 

c r.m  Sweet  ger.  226 S C.  G.  ft 
viik 

c r.m  Ca.dis.4.t.l06.f.2 Pk 1786. c r.m  L'her.  ger.  1 18 R 1784. c r.m  Sweet  ger.  13 

9545  inodorum  W.         scentless         !U  iAJ  pr     \  my.o    Pa.pu  N.  HoIL   1796.  C  r.m  W.ho.ber.l.  t.34 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
sectional  names,  so  as  to  present  a  double  arrangement,  ITS  which  the  purposes  of  combination  and  analysis  are both  combined. 

As  the  cultivation  of  Pelargonium  generally  is  of  the  easiest  kind,  so  is  that  of  the  bulbous  rooted  species 
of  the  most  difficult  nature   They  require  plenty  of  air  and  light,  not  to  be  over-ws  tered,  and  a  great  deal  of 
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§  8.  Campyli  \.  Lindl.  Petals  5,  unequal,  two  upper  larger,  with  an  auricled  claw.  Stamens  10,  hairy  or 
pubescent,  5 fertile,  erect,  5  alternate  sterile,  of  which  the  two  upper  are  longer  and  hooked  back.  Herbs  at 
the  base  a  tittle  shrubby,  branched.   Leaves  stalked,  ovate  or  oblong,  toothed  or  cut 
*  Petals  with  an  appendage  to  the  claw  :  5  stamens  fertile,  erect ;  5  sterile,  of  which  the  two  uppermost  are hooked  backwards.   True  Camptlia. 

9515  Stem  suffruticose  erect,  Lvs.  ovate  round  blunt  hoary  silky  toothed,  Upper  petals  roundish  :  lower  oblong 
9516  Stem  suffruticose  erect,  Lvs.  elHpt  roundish  blunt  crenate  silky,  Upper  pet  obovate  sharply  emarginate 
9517  Stem  suffruticose  erect,  Lvs.  roundish  ovate  blunt  doubly  toothed  silky,  Upper  petals  round  dark  purple 
9518  Stem  herbaceous  ascending,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  blunt  toothed  hoary,  Feduna  1-3-fl.  Upper  petals  obovate 
9519  Stem  suffruticose  ascending,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  cut-toothed  at  end  hoary  beneath,  Upper  petals  obov.  oblong 9520  Stem  suffruticose,  Lvs.  ovate  plaited  serrated  downy,  3  upper  petals  very  broad  ovate 
9521  Stem  suffruticose  ascending,  Lvs.  ovate  unequally  toothed  or  cut,  Stipules  carinate,  Upper  pet.  oval  wavy 
**  Upper  petals  marled  above  Vie  claw.    Tube  qf  stamens  very  short,  5 fertile  recurved,  spreading,  5  sterile 

straight.   PhymaTanthus.  LindX 
9522  Stem  suffruticose  erect,  Lvs.  lane,  villous  cut-toothed  trifid,  Upper  petals  blistered  at  base 
\  9.  Mtrrhidium.  Dec.  Petals  4,  or  rarely  5,  the  two  upper  very  large,  obovate,  cuneate,  usually  marked  with 
branching  lines,  the  two  or  three  lower  much  smaller,  oblong-linear.  Stamens  10,  with  their  tube  and  filaments 
straight,  generally  with  5  anthers,  and  5  alternately  barren,  rarely  7  fertile.  Biennial  or  perennial  herbs 
rarely  shrubby.   Stems  round.  Leaves  pinnate  or  ternate,  often  mu'ltijid. *  Anthers  5.  Petals  4. 

9523  Stem  suffruticose,  Lvs.  3-parted,  Lobes  toothed  at  end  blunt :  lower  obovate ;  middle  ovate  often  trifid 9524  Stem  herbaceous  strigose  ascending,  Lvs.  hispid  on  each  side  rigid  pinnated,  Lobes  cut-toothed 
9525  Stem  herbaceous  biennial  somewhat  downy,  Lvs.  bipinnate  smooth,  Lobes  linear  subpinnatifid 

«*  Anthers  5.   Petals  5. 
9526  Stem  herbaceous  hairy  subercct,  Lvs.  bipinnatifid,  Segm.  lane,  blunt  toothed  at  end 

***  Anthers  7.  Petals  4. 
9527  Stem  herbaceous  biennial  hairy  erect,  Lvs.  pinnated  hairy  beneath  smooth  above,  Lobes  toothed 
9528  Stem  herbaceous  hairy,  Lvs.  bipinnate.  Lobes  linear  smoothish.  Pedunc.  1-fl. 
9529  Stem  herbaceous  procumbent  smooth,  Lvs.  subbipinnatifid  toothed,  Pedunc  many-fl.  capitate 
$  10.  Se y.mouiii a.  Sweet   Petals  2,  distinct  at  base,  abruptly  reflexed  in  the  middle.   Stamens  5,  nearly  equal, in  a  long  straight  tube,  all  fertile. 
9530  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  bluntish  entire  ciliated  shining  on  the  upper  side 
9431  Leaves  ovate  entire  acute  smooth,  Umb.  simple,  Flowers  pentandrous 
§  11.  Jenkinsonia.  Sweet.  Petals  5,  the  two  upper  much  larger  than  the  rest,  emarginate  at  end,  striated  with 

colored  lines,  the  3  lower  much  smaller.  Stamens  10,  ascending,  spreading  at  end,  hairy' at  base,  7  fertile,  of 
which  the  three  upper  are  shorter,  the  three  sterile  shortened,  subulate,  of  equal  length.  Steins  shrubby. Flowers  large. 

953S  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  hairy,  Stem  procumb.  hairy,  Flowers  heptandrous,  Petals  4 
9533  Stem  shrubby  flexuose,  Lvs.  pubescent  palmate  5-fid,  Lobes  cuneate  3- toot  hod  at  end 
$  12.  Chorisha,  LindL  Petals  4,  rarely  5,  the  two  upper  with  long,  claws  largest,  two  lower  much  smaller. Stamens  decimate,  m  a  very  long  tube,  jointed  in  middle,  connate,!  fertile,  qf  which  the  two  lower  are  loose  ; 

the  3  sterile  shortened,  subulate  qf  equal  length. 
9534  Branches  4-cornered  fleshy,  Leaves  cordate  bluntly  lobed  somewhat  toothed 

§  13.  Pelargonium.  Lindl.  Petals  5,  unequal,  the  two  upper  approximating.  Stamens  10,  unequal,  7  fertile, 3  sterile,  subulate. 
*  Petals  whole  colored,  the  two  upper  shorter  and  narrower.   Stamens  short,  erect,  the  two  lowest  very  short with  nearly  sessile  anthers.   Stem  shrubby,  fleshy.    Giconium,  Sweet. 
9535  Leaves  very  smooth  obovate  crenate  somewhat  fleshy,  Pedunc.  few-fl.  Petals  linear 
9536  Leaves  roundish  obsoletely  lobed  crenate  smooth  zoned,  Petals  linear  breadth  of  sepals 
9537  Leaves  roundish  obseletely  lobed  crenate :  younger  somewhat  zoned,  Pedunc.  4-fl.  Petals  linear 
9538  Leaves  roundish  obsoletely  lobed  crenate  downy  zoned,  Petals  linear  narrower  than  sepals 
9539  Leaves  roundish  obsoletely  lobed  crenate  smooth  not  spotted,  Petals  linear  cuneiform 
9540  Leaves  cordate-orbicular  obsoletely  lobed  toothed  zoned  upwards,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Petals  cuneate 
9541  Leaves  reniform  5-lobed  crenate  zoned,  Stipules  cordate  obL  acute  ciliated,  Umbels  many-fl.  crowded 9542  Leaves  round  reniform  scarcely  divided  crenate  viscid,  Petals  obovate  cuneate 
9543  Leaves  cordate  orbicular  cut-lobed  toothed  pubescent  on  each  side,  Petals  obi.  cuneate 
9544  Leaves  roundish  reniform  obsoletely  lobed  somewhat  zoned  complicate  crisp  downy  on  each  side 

**  Petals  nearly  equal  in  size. 
§  A.   Stems  herbaceous.   Leaves  cordate,  palmate,  lobed.  Petals  small. 

9545  Stem  diffuse,  Lvs.  cord.  ov.  obsoletelv  lobed  bluntly  toothed  ciliated,  Pet  equal  to  the  caL  and  one' another 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
attention  at  all  periods.    If  well  managed,  they  flower  beautifully,  and  are  incomparably  superior  in  all  points to  the  commoner  races.   They  are  no  where  in  this  country  managed  with  so  much  success  as  by  Sweet  who seems  to  hold  the  reins  of  nature  in  his  hands  in  a  more  steady  manner  than  any  cultivator  of  the  age. 
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9546  glomeratum  Jacq.  heaped 
P.  austrdle  Sweet,  not  of  Willd. 

9547  odoratlssimum  Ait.  sweet-scented  tt.  |  |  or 
9548  fragrans  W.  Nutmeg-scent  tt-  |  |  or 
9549  grossularioides  Ait.  Gooseberry-lvd.lt.  |  |  or 
9550  Inceps  Ait.  flat-stalked      i~.  lAlpr 
9551  tabulare  L'Her.     rough-stalked  lAlpr 9552  alcheinilloides  Ait.  mantle-leaved  j£  lAJ  pr 
9553  senecioides  L'Her.  small  white-fl.      iQJ  cu 
9554  abrotanifolium Jtfcg.Southemw.-lv.  tL  \  |  or 
9555  incisum  W.  cut-leaved       it  |  |  or 
9556  tenuifolium  L'Her.  fine-leaved       tL  \  1  or 
9557  tripartitum  Sweet   trifi'd-leaved     tt.  |  |  or 9558spin6sum  W.         thorny  tt.  |  |  or 

JUiAJpr    |  my.o    W     N.  Holl. C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  68 

2  my.o  Pk 
2  my.o  Va 
2  ap.au  Pk 
*  myjl  Pk 
\  my.au  Pa.Y  C.  G.  H. 4  my.o  Pk     C.  G.  H. 
|  jn.jl  W     C.  G.  H. 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.E 

3  my.jl  R 3  my.au  W.R 
3  my.jl  Pu 
3  ap.au  Pa.Y 
3  my.jn  Pk 

G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. G.H 
G.  H. 

1724. 

17*31. 

1788. 
1775. 169a 
1775. 
1791. 
1791. 1768. 
1794. 
1795. 

r.m  Ca.dis.4.tl03.f.l 
r.m  Sweet  ger.  172 r.m  Ca.dis.4.tll9.f.2 
r.m  Jac.col.4.t.22.f.3 r  m  L'Her.  ger.  t  9 
r.m  Cav.dis.4.t98.f.l 
r.m  L'Her. ger.  1. 11 

S  r.m  Jacschce.2.tl36 C  r.m  Bot  rep.  67 
S  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  1 12 C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  115 C  r.m  Pater,  it  t  p.  67 

9559gibb6sum  W. gouty tt-Ljft    limyjl    G      C.  G.  H.   1712,  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  61 

9560  flavum  Ait.  carrot-leaved    A  iAI  ft  j  j  1.  s 
9561  filipendulifoliumSuj. Dropwort-1  vd,  A  iAJ  cu  \  my.o 
9562  pedicella'tum  Sweet  long-stalked     A  iAJ  cu  1  my.o 9563  tris'te  Ait.  night-smelling  A  iAJ  tt  1  my.o 9564  schizop§talumSi«erf  cut-petalled     A  lAI  el  1  jn 
9565  lobatum  W.  CowParsnep-lv.A  lAJ  cu  1  jl.au 
9566  millefoliatum  Sweet  Milfoil-leaved  A  lAI  cu  £  jl.au 

G  Br  C.  G.  H. 
G.Br  C.  G.  H. G.Br  C.  G.  H 
G.Br  C.  G.  H. 
Y.Br  C.  G.H Y.Br  C.  G.  H 
Y.Br  C.  G.H. 

1724. 1812. 
1822. 1632. 

1821. 1710. 

9567  sangulneum  Wendl.  bloody 
8368  fulgidum  Ait.  Celandine-lvd. 
9569  ignescens  Sweet  fiery 

£  iAI  or    1  jl.au  S at- 1  I  or    1J  ap.jl  S 
tt-  i  |or  H  mr.jn  S 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

9570quinquev61nerumW. dark-flowered  tt- 1  |  or  14  my.o    D.Pu  C.  G.  H. 
9571  bicolor  Ait.  two-colored     tt.  i  |  or    1 J  jLau  Pa.pu   

1723. 1812. 

1796. 1778. 

9572  pallens  Sweet  pallid  A  iAI  pr 
9573  pulchellum  B.  M.  nonesuch         A  lAI  pr 
9574  pictum  Pers.  painted  A  iAI  pr 
9575  echinatum  B.  M.  prickly-stalked  JtSlpr 
9576  crassicaule  L'Her.  thick-stalked    A  jEI  pr 
9577  primulinum  Sweet  primrose-flow.  tt.  j  |  or 
9578  cortusajfoliumL'i/er.cortusa-leaved  tt-     I  or 9579  reniforme  B.  M.  Kidney-leaved  tt.  i  |  or 

f  mr.jl  Pa.Y 
f  mr.my  W i  ap.my  W.r 1  my.au  W.r 
fjl.au  Pa.Y 14  jl.au  V 
2  jLau  Pk 
2  ja.d  Pu 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
&  Africa  1786. 
C.  G.  H.  ... 
Africa  1786. 
C.  G.H.  1791. 

1795. 1800. 1789. 

R  r.m  Jacica  t522 
R  r.m  Bot.  mag.  1641 
R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  250 
R  r.m  Ca.dis.4.tl07.f.l 
R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  232 
R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  51 
R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  230 

S  r.m  Sweet  ger.  76 C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.tll6\f.2 
C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  2.55 

C  r.m  Bot  rep.  1 114 
R  r.m  Bot  mag.  201 

S  r.m  Sweet  ger.  148 
S  r.m  Bot  mag.  524 R  r.m  Bot  rep.  168 
R  r.m  Bot  mag.  309 
S  r.m  Sweet  ger.  192 
C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  477 
C  r.m  Bot.  rep.  121 
C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  493 

9580  lateripes  L'Her. 9581  peltatum  Ait. 

9582  ovale  L'Her. 9583  elegang  w. 

Ivy-leaved 
peltated 
oval-leaved 
elegant 

tt.  i  |  or tt.  i  |  or 

tt.  |  |  or 

3  jn.au 
2  jn.au 

1J  myjl 3  mr.jn 

Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. Pu     C  G.  H. 
C.G.H 
C.  G.  H 

1787. 
1701. 

C  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  1 24 C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  20 

1774.  S  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  1 28 1795.  C  r.m  Bot  rep.  28 

9584  glaucum  L'Her.     glaucous-leav'd  tt  |  |  or 
9585  divers ifolium  nVnrf/.diff'ercnt-leav'il  tt.  \  j  or 9586  cuspiditum  W. 9587  sororium  W. 
9588  lasvigatum  W. 
3589  grandifl6rum  W. 
9590  variegatum  W. 

sharp-pointed  tt-  \  |  or sister  tt.  i  |  or 
glauc.  tern.-lvd.tt-  i_J  or 
great-flowered  tt.  i  |  or 
variegated-flow.it.  i_J  or 

3  jn.au  W.vyC.  G.  H.  1775. 
3  jn.au  W.vyC.  G.H.  1794. 
3  jn.au  W.vyC.  G.H  ... 
3  ap.jl  W.vy   
3  my.au  W.vy  C.  G.  H. 
3  ap.jl  W.vyC.  G.H.  1794. 
3  ap.jl  W.vyC.  G.H  1812. 

C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  235 C  r.m 
C  r.m 
C  r.m C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.t.l21.f.l 
C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  29 
C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.tll8.f.3 

9591  patulum  Jacq.        spreading        tt.  t  |  or    3  ap.jl 9592  sanicuhefolium  W.  Sanicle-leaved  tt.  i  |  el    3  jn.au 
9593  fuscatum  Jacq.      dark-marked    tt.  i  |  el    3  apjl 

9546 

Pk.vy  C.  G.  H. Pu.vy  C.  G.  H 
Pu.vy  C.  G.  H 

1812. 1806. 
1812 

C  r.m  Jac.  ic  a  1 541 
C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  1 539 
C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  5+0 

9564  ^  9566 
History,  Lse,  Propagation,  Culture, 

The  most  common  free-growing  kinds  will  thrive  well  in  any  rich  light  soil,  or  a  mixture  of  loam  and 
decayed  leaves  will  suit  them  very  well :  the  d warier  woody  kinds,  as  P.  tricolor,  elegans,  Blattarium,  ovale, 
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9546  Stem  diffuse,  Lvs.  cord,  somewhat  lobed  bluntly  crenate  villous  beneath,  Pet  larger  than  calyx 
9547  Stem  fleshy  very  short,  Branches  herbaceous  long  diffuse,  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  very  soft 
9548  Branches  spreading  soft  with  down,  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  about  3-lobed  bluntly  toothed  very  soft 
9549  Stems  square  very  smooth,  Lvs.  cordate  roundish  cut  toothed,  Pedunc.  about  2-fl. 
9550  Stems  3-cornered  2-edged  smooth,  Lvs.  cordate  roundish  obsoletely  lobed  toothed,  Umb.  many-fl. 
9551  Stem  hispid,  Lvs.  reniform  3-5-lobcd  blunt  toothed  at  end  smoothish,  Pedunc.  long  2-4- if. 
9552  Stem  villous,  Lvs.  cordate  5-lobed  palmate  villous,  Pedunc.  few-fl.  Stigma  sessile 
9553  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  laciniate  smooth,  Involucres  and  calyxes  blunt 

§  B.   Stem  hay  shrubby.   Leaves  pinnate.   Lobes  multifid. 
9554  Leaves  cinereous  velvety  palmately  3-cut,  I-obes  linear  tn  lid,  Calyxes  somewhat  hispid 
9555  Leaves  3-cut  dark-green,  Lobes  distant  3-parted  laciniated,  Petals  linear  flaccid 
9556  Stem  fleshy  naked  erect,  Leaves  hairy  bipinnate  decompound,  Lobes  linear  subulate 
9557  Leaves  3-parted  fleshy  cut-toothed  glaucous,  Segments  subsessile  cuneiform,  Honey  spur  very  long 
9558  Leaves  cuneiform  trifid  toothed,  Petioles  and  stipules  persistent  spiny,  Umb.  comp.  few-fl. 

\  C.    Stem  half-shrubby,  fleshy.    Leaves  trifid  or  pinnate,  fleshy,    Petals  yellowish  brown. 
9559  Stem  with  tumid  articulations,  Leaves  pinnate  of  1  or  2  pairs  with  an  odd  one  blunt  cuneate  cut-toothed 
$  D.  Nearly  stemless.   Root  fascicled,  tuberous.     Leaves  decompound,  laciniated.   Petals  yellowish  brown. 

9560  Leaves  decompound  laciniate  hairy,  Segm.  linear,  Umb.  many-fl. 
9561  Leaves  hairy  pinnate,  Segm.  bipinnate ;  divisions  ovate  toothed  somewhat  acute 
9562  Leaves  smooth  ciliated  fleshy  5-7-lobed  toothed  reflexed  at  end,  Umb.  many-flow.  Ms.  on  very  long  stalks 
9563  Leaves  hairy  pinnate,  Segm.  bipinnatifid ;  divisions  linear  acute 
9564  Leaves  ternate  oblong  blunt  wavy  hairy  on  each  side  and  revolute  at  end,  Petals  2-parted  multifid 
9565  Leaves  cordate  downy  beneath  bluntly  3-5-lobed  sinuate-toothed,  Scape  divided 
9566  Leaves  decompound  smooth,  Leaflets  cut,  Segments  channelled  linear,  Calyx  reflexed 

§  E.  Stem  short,  or  somewhat  fleshy.  Leaves  divided,  cut  or  toothed.  Petals  scarlet  or  crimson. 
9567  Leaves  hairy  pinnated,  Segments  laciniate  pinnatifid  decurrent,  Lobes  linear  lanceolate 
9566  Leaves  3-parted,  Segm.  sessile  cuneate  cut  toothed,  Middle  lobe  larger  pinnatifid 
9569  Leaves  cord.  3-lobed,  Segm.  toothed :  lateral  bifid ;  middle  3-lobed,  Stipules  cord.  acum.  somew.  toothed 

$  F.  Stem  half  shrubby.   Leaves  lobed,  hairy.   Petals  with  a  broad  purple  spot  in  the  middle. 
9570  Leaves  hispid  3-parted,  Segm.  multifid,  Lobes  linear-lanceolate  serrated 
9571  Leaves  cordate  3-fid  wavy  hairy  blunt  toothed :  lateral  segments  3-lobed ;  upper  5-lobed 

(j  G.  Stem  fleshy,  half  shrubby.  Leaves  oblong,  or  qftener  cordate,  somewhat  cut.   Stipules  lanceolate,  spreading, acute.   Soots  tuberous,  fascicled. 
9572  Leaves  3-parted  hairy,  Lateral  segments  smaller  lobed  toothed ;  term,  long  cut-toothed,  Pet  spreading 9573  Leaves  oblong  lobed  pinnatifid,  Petioles  united  at  base,  Umb.  many-flowered 
9574  Leaves  cord.  obi.  subruncinate  toothed  downy,  Scape  branched,  Umb.  many-fl.  Involucre  leafy 
9575  Leaves  ovate  cordate  somewhat  lobed  crenate  villous  beneath,  Stipules  persistent  spiny 
S576  Leaves  reniform  obacuminate  toothed  silky  on  each  side,  Bractes  4  times  shorter  than  pedicel 
9577  Leaves  reniform  obacuminate  toothed  silky  on  each  side,  Bractes  twice  as  short  as  pedicels 
9578  Leaves  cordate  cutf-lobed  wavy  bluntly  toothed  downy,  Honey-tube  4  times  as  long  as  calyx 
9579  Leaves  reniform  crenate- toot  lied  downy  beneath,  Stipules  persistent  dilated  at  base 
§  H.  Stem  shrubby,  fleshy.  Leaves  peltate,  or  cordate  5-lobed,  fleshy.  Honey-tube  as  long  as  stalk.  Stipules broad  ovate. 
9580  Branches  fleshy  round,  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  somewhat  toothed  fleshy  smooth,  Umb.  many-fl. 
9581  Branches  fleshy  angular,  Leaves  peltate  5-lobed  entire  fleshy,  Umb.  few-fl. 

***  Two  upper  petals  broader,  shorter,  very  blunt. 
9582  Stem  weak  prostrate,  Branches  petioles  and  peduncles  softly  hairy,  Leaves  oval  acute  toothed  hoary 9583  Leaves  elliptical  roundish  finely  serrate  blunt  rigid  smooth,  Petals  all  obovate 

****  Two  upper  petals  longer  and  broader.  Stems  shrubby. 
$  A.  Leaves  smooth,  or  nearly  smooth,  more  or  less  glaucous. 
1.  Petals  white,  the  upper  generally  lined  with  red,  or  spotted. 

9584  Very  smooth  and  glaucous,  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  acuminate,  Peduncles  1-2- fl. 
<1585  Smooth  glaucous.  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  or  3-parted  j  lower  toothed,  Pedunc.  about  1-fl.  panicled 9586  Very  smooth  somewhat  glaucous,  Leaves  ovate  acute  glaucous  somewhat  cut  remotely  serrate 
9587  Very  smooth,  Leaves  deeply  3-parted,  Segm.  acinaciform  cut  serrate,  Peduncles  3-flowered 
9588  Very  smooth  glaucous,  Leaves  3-parted,  Segm  trifid  cuneate;  divisions  linear  lane.  Pedunc.  about  2-fl. 
9689  Smooth  glauc.  Lvs.  5-lobed  palmati.  cord,  at  base,  Lobes  toothed  tow.  the  end,  Pet  3  times  as  long  as  cal. 
9590  Smooth  glaucous,  Leaves  3-5-lobed  palmate-parted,  Segments  trifid  toothed,  Stipules  ovate  cordate  acute 

2.  Petals  rosy  or  violet,  upper  generally  striped  with  purple. 
9591  Smooth  glaucous,  Leaves  long-stalked  cordate  reniform  3-5-fid  toothed,  Petals  lanceolate-cuneate 
9592  Smooth  glaucous,  Leaves  on  long  stalks  cordate  roundish  5-fid  toothed  zoned  above 
9593  Smooth  glaucous,  Leaves  cord.  5-lobed  toothed  glaucous  beneath :  younger  zoned  above  j  upper  5-parted 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
&c.  thrive  best  in  an  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  require  their  pots  to  be  well  drained :  the 
succulent  kinds  like  a  light  sandy  loam,  and  require  scarcely  any  water  when  not  in  vigorous  growth :  the 
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9594  pcnicillitum  W.     pencilled        tt.  t  I  el  3  in.  an  W.ry  C.  G.  H.  1794.  C  r.m  W.bor.be.1.  tS2 
9595  betulinum  Ait.       Birch-leaved    t«_  |  |  el  3  jn.au  W.vy  C.  G.  H.  1759.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  148 
9596  formosis'simumPerj.superb  white  tt.  |  |  el  2  jn.au  W.vy  C.  G.  H.  ...  C  r.m  Sweet ger. 215 

9597  toment6sum  Jacq.  Pennyroyal     a.  t_J  or  3  jnjl  W     C.  G.  H.  1790.  S  r.m  Bot  mag.  518 
9598  ribifolium  Jacq.      currant-leaved  tt.  |  |  or  3  my.jn  W     C.  G.  H  1798.  C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 538 

9599  papilionaceum  Ait  Butterfly        tt-i  |  or  3  ap.jl  Pu     CG.H  1724.  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  27 
9600  cordatum  Ait.        heart-leaved    a.  i  |  or  3  mr.jl  Pu     C.  G.  H  1774.  C  r.m  Bot  mag.  165 9601  rubroclnctum  Link,  red-edged        tt.  |  |  or  3  mr.jl  Pu     C  G.  H  1774.  C  r.m 
9602  conduplicStum  W.  curled-heart-lv.tt.  i  |  or  3  mr.jl  Pu         ......  1774.  C  r.m 

9603  cucullatum  Ait.      hooded-leaved  tt.  |  |  or  3 
9604  speciosum  W.        specious          tt.  i  |  or  3 
9605  cochleatum  W.       concave-leaved  tt.  \  |  or  3 
9606  acerifolium  L'Her.  Maple-leaved    tt.  |  |  or  3 9607  angulosum  Ait.     Marsh  mallow-lv.tt.  \  |  or  3 
9608  Barringt6nii  W.     Barrington's    tt.  |  |or  3 
9609  Watsonii  Link.      Watson's        tt.  |  |  or  3 

mr.jl  Pu  C.  G.  H  1690.  C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.t.l06\f.l 
apjl  Pu  C.  G.H.    1794.  C  r.m mr.jl  Pu    C  r.m 
ap.my  Pu  C.  G.  H   1784.  C  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  1 21 jl.g  Pu  C.  G.  H   1724.  C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.tll2.f.2 
mr.jl  Pu  C.  G.  H     ...  C  r.m 
mr.jl  Pu    C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  130 

9610  adulterlnum  L'Her.  hoary  trifld-lv.  tt.  i  |  or  3 9611  semitrilobum  Jacq.  three-lobed      ».  |_J  or  3 
9612  vitifolium  Ait.       Vine-leaved     c  .  |  |  or  3 
9613  capitatum  Ait.       Rose-scented    B .  |  |  or  3 
96l4rubens  W.  red-flowered    %.\  |or  3 

ap.jn  Pu  CG.H  1785.  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  22 
apjl  Pu  C.  G.  H.  1800.  C  r.m  Jac.schoe.2.tlS6 
ap.au  Pu  C.  G.  H.  1724.  C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.t.lll.f.2 
ap.au  Pu  CG.H,  1690.  S  r.m  And.  ger.  c.  ic. 
my.jl  Pu   ...  C  r.m 

9615  obtusifolium  Ait.    blunt-lobed      tt.  (  ]  or  3 
9616  tricuspidStumi'ter.  three-pointed   tt.  t  |  or  3 9617  scSbrum  Ait.         rough  wedge-lv.tt.  \  |  or  3 
9618  hermannifoliumJac.Hermannia-lv.  tt.  i  |  or  3 
9619  crispum  Ait.  curl-leaved      tt.  i  |  or  3 
9620  exstipulatum  Ait.   soft  trifid-leavd.tt.  |  |  or  3 
9621  pustulosum  Sweet  pimpled  tt.  |  |  or  3 
9622  pallidum  W.         pale-flowered   tt.  i  |  or  3 
9623  tematum  Jacq.      ternate  tt.  i   I  or  3 

ap.au  Pu    C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  1 8 
my.au  W.pu  C6.E   1780.  C  r.m  L'Her. ger.  t. 30 ap.au  W.vy  C  G.  H   1775.  C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  542 
apjn  PltvyC.  G.  H.     ...  S  r.m  Jac.  ic. 3.  1 545 
jLn  Pu     CG.H  1774.  C  r.m  L'he.ger. tS2,33 
my.au  Vi.vy  C.  G.  H.  1779.  C  r.m  L'Her.ger.  t.  35 my.au  W     C.  G.  H  1820.  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  1 11 
ap.au  Pk    C  r.m 
ap.au  Pk.vy  C.  G.  H  1820.  C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  165 

9624  quercifolium  Ait. 
9625  graveolens  Ait 
9626  glutin6sum  Ait. 
9627  nlspidum  W. 9628  rati ula  Ait. 
9629  balsameum  Jacq. 
9630  fisperum  W. 

Oak-leaved      tt.  |  |  or 
Odor  of  Rose   tt.  i  |  or 
clammy  tt.  \  |  or 
hispid  tt.  i  |  or 
Rasp-leaved     tt.  i  |  or balsamic         tt.  |  |  or 
rough  multifid  tt.  i 

9631  denticulfitum  Jacq.  tooth-leaved     tt.  i  ]  or 
9632  delphinifSlium  W.  Larkspur-leav.  tt.  |  |  or 

3  mr.au  Pu  C.  G.  H. 
3  mrjl  Pu  CG.H 
3  myjn  Pk.vy  C.  G.  H 
3  my.jl  Pu  C6.H 
3  mrjl  Pu  CG.H 
3  jLs  Pk  CG.H. 
3  jl.s  Pk  CG.H 
3  jnjl  Pk  CG.H 
3  apjl  Pk 

1774. 
1774. 1777. 
1790. 
1774. 1790. 
1795. 
1789. 

C  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  1. 14 C  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  1 17 C  r.m  Bot  mag.  143 
C  r.m  Ca.dis.4.tll0.£l 
C  r.m  Bot  mag.  95 
C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3.  t  543 
C  r.m  Roth.abhan.tl0 
C  r.m  Sweet  ger.  109 C  r.m 

central-stalked  tt.  ZD  cu 
spurious  tt.  i_J  or Citron-scented  tt.  i  |  or 

tt.  |  |  or 

9633  dis'ci pes  Haw. 9634  spurium  W. 
9635  gratum  W. 9636  nothum  IV.  mixed 
9637  consangulneum  W.  kindred 
9638  Willdendvii  Link.  Willdenow's 9639  unicolorum  W. 
9640  alnif6Uum  W. 
9641  ampHssimum  W. 

9596 

self-colored 
Alder-leaved stately 

9597 

tt.  (  |  or 
tt.)  |  or 
tt.|  |  or tt.  |  |  or 

5    Africa 
2  apjl  V   2  ap.au  Pk.vy   
2  apjl  Pk 2  ap.au  Pk   
2  my.au  W.vy  C.  G.  H. 2  my.au  C      C.  G.  H 

apjl  Pk.vy   
apjl  Pu   9599 

r.m 

r.m 
r.m r.m 
r.m 

r.m 
r.m 
r.m 
r.m 

9610  '611  •>  9612 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

tuberous  rooted  kinds  thrive  best  in  very  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  require  no  water  after  they  have  flowered, 
till  they  begin  to  grow  afresh.  Cuttings  of  the  shrubby  kinds  strike  root  freely  under  hand-glasses  in  the  same 
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i  B.  Flower*  white,  or  scarcely  ruse-colored  j  two  upper  petals  deep-red,  lined.   Leaves  ovate,  cordate,  or  rent- form  toothed,  undivided. 
9594  Lvs.  ovate  cut  serr. :  the  younger  scabrous  backwards ;  adult  nearly  smooth,  Stipules  ovate  acuminate 
9595  Leaves  ovate  unequally  serrate  smoothish,  Stipules  ovate-lanceolate.  Peduncles  2-4-flowered 
9596  Umb.  many-fl.  Leaves  ovate  acute  concave  rigid  somew.  lobed  uneq.  tooth,  truncate  at  base  many. nerved 

S  C.  Petal*  white,  narrow.   Leaves  cordate,  soft  with  down.   Stipules  spreading  much. 
9597  Stem  shrubby  fleshy,  Branches  peduncles  and  leaves  hirsute,  Leaves  cordate  hastate  5-lobed  very  soft 
9598  Stem  shrubby  fleshy,  Branches  and  pedunc.  subhisjiid,  Lvs.  cord,  hastate  5-lobed  rough,  Umb.  many-fl. 

\  D.  Leaves  cordate,  flat,  toothed.   Lower  petals  linear  s  upper  purple,  lined. 
9599  Branches  leaves  and  pedunc.  hairy,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  angular  toothed,  Umbels  panicled  many-fl. 
9600  Lvs.  cord,  acute  toothed  flat  hoary  beneath  and  downy,  Branches  and  ped.  pilose,  Lower  pet.  subulate-lin. 
9601  Leaves  cordate  acutely  crenulate  quite  smooth,  Stipules  linear  reflexed,  Umbels  many-flowered 
9602  Leaves  roundish  ovate  truncate  subcordate  at  base  cut-toothed  wavy  beneath  hoary  pubescent 
\  E.  Leaves  cordate,  or  cuneate,  toothed,  undivided,  or  lobed.  Lobes  blunt,  not  divided  down  to  the  middle. 

Flowers  purple.   Lower  petals  oblong  or  obovate. 
1.  Leaves  undivided,  cucuUate. 

9603  Leaves  reniform  cucuUate  toothed  pubescent,  Branches  and  peduncles  softly  hispid,  Lower  petals  oblong 
9604  Leaves  roundish  truncate  reniform  with  acute  cartilaginous  teeth  many-nerved  subpubescent 
9605  Leaves  roundish  ovate  subcord.  concave  somewhat  angular  serr.  pubesc.  Honey-tube  the  length  of  calyx 
9606  Leaves  cun.  at  base  entire  at  end  palmately  5-lobed  toothed  many-nerved  rather  villous,  Stip.  cordate  ovate 
9607  Leaves  truncate  at  base  subcucuL  roundish  bluntly  5-lobed  toothed  pubesc.  Stipules  cord,  ovate  acuminate 
9608  Leaves  reniform  blunt  cucuUate  toothletted  hairy  on  each  side,  Umbels  many-flowered 
9609  Leaves  cord,  roundish  somewhat  lobed. tooth-crenate  wavy  at  edge,  Stipules  cord,  acute  somew.  toothed 

2.  Leaves  lobed,  flatfish. 
9610  Leaves  cordate  bluntly  3-lobed  wavy  viUous  soft,  Pedunc.  about  2- flowered 
9611  Leaves  truncate  at  base  subcuneate  3-fid  flat  hairy,  Lobes  divaricating  serrated  at  end,  Lower  petals  lin. 
9612  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed  rough  is  h  blunt  toothed,  Stipules  broad  cordate,  Stem  erect 
9613  Leaves  cordate  lobed  wavy  softly  viUous  toothed,  Stipules  broad  cordate,  Stems  diffuse 
9614  Lvs.  subcord.  acute  slightly  5-lobed  serrated,  Umb.  5-fl.  subeapitate,  Ped.  scarcely  longer  than  involucrum 

3.  Leaves  lobed.  Lobes  acutely  cut  at  end. 
9615  Lvs.  deeply  3-lobed,  Lobes  round,  blunt  unequally  toothlett.  Veins  ben.  and  cal.  roughish,  Stipules  cord. 9616  Leaves  cuneate  at  base  tri fid,  Lobes  acute :  middle  longer  subserrate  with  a  midrib  muricated  beneath 
9617  Leaves  cuneate  at  base  trifid  rough,  Lobes  lane,  loosely  serrated,  Pedun.  1-4- flowered 
9618  Leaves  cuneiform  distichous  rough  plaited  truncate  at  end  cut-toothed,  Peduncles  2-flowered  short 
9619  Leaves  distichous  roundish  fleshy  subcuneate  at  base  trifid  wavy  plaited  rough  toothed,  Pedun.  about  2-  fl. 
9620  Leaves  truncate  cord.  3-lobed  toothed  hoary,  Stipules  scarcely  any,  Peduncles  3-4- flowered 
9621  Lower  lvs.  deeply  3-lobed  beneath  pustular,  Lateral  lobes  spreading  unequally  and  acutely  toothed 
9622  Leaves  deeply  3-lobed,  Lobes  spreading  unequally  and  acutely  toothed  at  end  beneath  and  at  edge  rough 
9623  Leaves  3-parted  cucuUate  rough,  Lobes  cuneiform  cut-serrate  at  end :  the  middle  one  trifid 

\  F.  Leaves  divided  beyond  the  middle.   Lobes  toothed,  cut,  or  pinnatifid.   Flowers  purplish  or  pale. 
9624  Leaves  cord,  pinnatifid  with  rounded  recesses,  Lobes  blunt  crenate,  Branches  and  petioles  hispid 
9625  Leaves  palmately  7-lobed,  Lobes  oblong  blunt  toothed  revolute  at  edge,  Umb.  many-fl.  capitate 
9626  Leaves  cord,  hastate  5-angled  toothed  viscid  smoothish,  Umb.  2-4-fl.  Honey  tube  a  little  longer  than  calyx 
9627  Leaves  palmatifid  downy  hispid,  Lobe*  acuminate  cut  toothed,  Umb.  panicled  many-fl. 
9628  Leaves  palmated  rough.  Lobes  narrow  pinnatifid  revolute  at  edge,  Segm.  linear,  Umb.  few-fl. 
9629  Leaves  palmated  roughish  cuneate  at  base,  Lobes  lane  remotely  toothed,  Umb.  few-fl. 
9630  Leaves  somewhat  palmated  rough,  Lobes  5-7-oblong  bltfht  crisply  toothletted  at  edge,  Umb.  5-fl.  in  heads 9631  Leaves  palmated  viscid  smooth,  Lobes  Unear  pinnatifid  repand  toothed  flattish,  Umb.  few-fl. 
9632  Leaves  rough  palmate  5-lobed,  Lobes  oblong  serrated :  middle  3-lobed,  Umbels  few-fl.  compound 

X  Uncertain  species. 
9633  Stem  fleshy  branched  arboreous,  Lvs.  cord,  peltate  pubesc.  variably  glauc.  Petioles  viUous  without  stipules 
9634  Leaves  reniform  distichous  slightly  3-lobed  blunt  unequally  toothed  wavy 9635  Leaves  slightly  trifid  unequally  and  acutely  toothed  wavy  hairy,  Peduncles  2-4-fl. 
9636  Leaves  roundish  ovate  blunt  subtrifid  folded  together  wavy  toothed  hairy  beneath,  Sepals  erect 
9637  Leaves  slightly  3-lobed  flat  blunt,  Lobes  divaricating  unequally  and  finely  toothed,  Pedunc.  3-fl. 
9638  Leaves  roundish  cuneate  slightly  3-lobed  wavy  toothletted,  Branches  petioles  and  peduncles  villous 
9639  Leaves  roundish  cuneate  slightly  3-lobed  wavy  toothletted,  Honey  tube  twice  as  short  as  reflexed  calyx 9640  Leaves  ellipt  blunt :  floral  obsoletely  subtrifid  unequally  toothed  somew.  cuneate  and  entire  at  the  base 
9641  Leaves  flat  very  smooth  half  round  7-lobed  serrated  slightly  cordate  at  base,  Pedunc.  2-5-flowered 

9623  ^ 9611  jf  ~  9618  ̂ .tf  9621 

9626    ~       "  9631 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

kind  of  soil,  or  in  pots,  without  being  covered  by  glass,  and  placed  in  a  shady  situation.   Many  of  the  kinds 
may  also  be  increased  by  pieces  of  their  roots,  or  from  seeds.  The  tuberous-rooted  kinds  may  be  propagated 
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1  Aceroides  Sweet  ger.  242 2  acutilobum  Do.  184 
3  affluens  Do.  194 
4  acidum  Do.  261 
5  Allenii  Do.  229 
6  amce'num  Do.  121 
7  se'mulum  Do.  160 8  anthriscif61ium  Do.  233 
9  aniens  Do.  45 

lOardescens  Do.  231 
11  armatum  Do.  214 
12  asperifolium  Do.  169 
13  atrot'uscum  Do.  82 14  atropurpureum  Do.  152 
15  atro8anguineum  Do.  151 16  aurantiacum  Do.  198 
17  Baileyanum  Do.  87 18  Bakerianum  Do.  240 
19  Barnardianum  Do.  1ST 
20  Beadonia;  Do.  191 
21  Beaufortianum  Do.  138 
22  beHulum  Do.  60 
23  bipartitum  Do.  142 24  Blandfordianum  Do.  101 
25  blandum  Do.  4 
26  Boy  lea?  Do.  50 
27  Brightianum  Do.  227 
28  Broughtonia?  Do.  181 29  Brownii  Do.  146 
30  Breesianum  Do.  64 

1462.  AITCNIA.  W.  Aitonia. 
9642  capensis  W.  Cape 

Garden  Varieties. 
31  calocephalon  Sweet  ger.  201 
32  calyclnum  Do.  81 
33  Campylia?fl6rum  Do.  251 34  candidum  Do.  128 
35  cardiifolium  Do.  15 
36  cerinum  Do.  176 
37  chaerophf  Hum  Do.  257 
38  chrysanthemifolium  Do.  124 39  coarctatum  Do.  70 
40  Colvillianum  Do.  260 
41  ColviUii  Do.  86 
42  Compt6nise  Do.  122 
43c6mptum  Do.  255 44  concavum  Do.  237 
45  conctnnum  Do.  108 
46  c6ncolor  Do.  140 
47  cor6scans  Do.  173 
48  Cosmianum  Do.  189 
49  crenatum  And.  ger. 
50  crenulatum  Sweet  ger.  162 51  cruentum  Do.  170 
52  Daveyanum  Do.  32 53  Dennisianum  Do.  20 
54  dei i t at u m  And.  ger. 
55  dependens  Sweet  ger.  195 
56  diffbr'me  Do.  105 57  Dimacriajfl6rum  Do.  220 58  dissect ura  Do.  247 
59  Dobreeanum  Do.  253 
60  dum6sura  Do.  19 

61  datum  Sweet  ger.  96 
62  electum  Do.  238 
63  elegans  (Hoarea)  Do.  132 
64  elegans  (Dimacria)  Do.  202 
65  elegans  (Campylia)  Do.  222 66  erect  urn  Do.  187 
67  eriophf  llum  Do.  141 68  eximium  Do.  26 
69  Fan-lias  Do.  178 
70  flexuosum  Do.  180 
71  floccosum  Do.  129 
72  floridum  Do.  41 
73  form6sum  Do.  120 
74  fuscatum  Do.  210 
75  glauciifolium  Do.  179 
76  grandiden tatum  Do.  217 
77  Grenvillianum  And.  ger. 78  Hammers  leia?  Sweet  ger.  225 
79  Hoareicflc irum  Do.  133 
80  Hoarean  urn  Do.  80 
81  Husseyanum  Do.  92 82  imbricatum  Do.  65 
83  incanescens  Do.  203 
84  incurvum  Do.  249 
85  inscrtptum  Do.  193 86  intertextum  Do.  185 
87  involucratum  maximum  Do. 33 88  Jenkinsoni  Do.  154 
89  jonquillinum  Do.  241 
90  Kin'gii  Do.  248 

OCTANDRIA. 
Meliiuxe.  Sp.  1. 

«.t_Jor    2  ap.s     Pk     C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  r.m  Bot  mag.  178 

DEC  AND  HI  A. 
tl463.  GERA'NIUM.  W. 9643  gibiricum  W. 

9644  sanguineum  W. 9645  incanum  W. 
9646  canescens  W. 
9647  argenteum  TV. 9648  varium  W. 
9649  anemonef61ium  W. 
9650  macrorhizum  W. 
9651  tuberosum  W. 9652  ibericum  XV. 
9653  nodosum  W. 
9654  angulatum  XV. 9655  Wallichianum  Sui. 
9656  vlassovianum  Fisch. 
9657  striatum  XV. 
%58reflexum  XV. 
9659  phse'um  XV. 9660  fuscum  W. 9661  lividum  XV. 
9662  eriostemon  FwcA. 
9663  sylvaticum  XV. 
9664  pratense  W. 
9665  lon'gipes  Dec. Londesii  Fisch. 

Crane's-Bill. 
Siberian         3t  A  P*1 bloody  3i  A  P* 
hoary  multifid  %  Al  pr 
silky-leaved  ^  Al  pr silvery-leaved  ^  _AJ  pr 
grey  ik  A  P* 
Anemone-lvd.  a.  i  |  or long-rooted  3t  A  Pr 
tuberous-root.  ^  A  Pr 
Iberian  A  el knotty  5t  A  pr 
angular-stalked^  A  P* 
Wallich's  A  un Russian  5t  A  Pt 
streaked  ii.  A  l>r 
reflex-flowered  ^  A  or 
dusky  A  or 
brown  ^  A  or 
wrinkled-leav'd^t  A  or woolly-stamen.  ^  A  pt 
wood  5t  A  el 
Crowfoot-lvd.  ^  A  el long-stalked     ;i  A 

Geraniaceee. 
1  jnjl  B 
f  jn.8  Bd 
i  my.jl  Pk 
|  my.jn  Pk 
\  jnjl  St 1  jn.au  R 3  my.au  R 
Ij  my.jn  Pu 1  my.au  Pk B 

Pu 

B ljjn.s 
1  my.o 
1  my.jn  - 

fmy.au  R 1  my.au  Pu 
1  my.o  St 
li  my.jn  B 14  ap.jn  Bd 
\\  jl  Br Pu 

B 
Pu 
B 
Li 

Sp.  45— 66. Siberia     1758.  D  s.1 
Britain    rocks.  D  s.1 
C.  G.  H.   1701.  S  r.m 
C.  G.  H.   1787.  S  r.m 
a  Europe  1699.  D  s.1 
S renees     ...  D  s.1 adeira  1788.  S  r.m 
Italy  1576. 
Italy  1596. Levant  1802. 

D  s.1 R  r.m D  s.1 
England  moun.  D  s.1 

D  s.1 

D  s.1 D  s.1 
D  s.1 
D  s.1 

jl 

li  jnjl 

I J  jnjl 11  my.jn  Pu 
1J  my.jl I  my.jl 

1789. 
Nepal  1819. Crimea  182J. 
Italy  1629. 
Italy  1758. England  m.thi.  D  s.1 
a  Europe  1759.  D  co SwitzerL  1775.  D  s.1 
Siberia  1822.  D  co 
Britain  m.thi.  I)  s.1 
Britain  me.pa.  D  s.1 

  182a  D  co 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1 19 
Eng.  bot,  272 Cav.dis.4.t.82.£2 L'Her.  ger.  1 38 
Sweet  ger.  59 L'Her.  ger.  1 37 
Sweet  ger.  244 Bot  mag.  2420 
Sweet  ger.  155 
Sweet  ger.  84 
Eng.  bot  1091 Bot  mag.  203 Sweet  ger.  90 
Sweet  ger.  228 Bot  mag.  55 
Cav.dis.4.t.81.f.l 
Eng.  bot  322 L'Her.  ger.  1 39 
Sweet  ger.  197 
Eng.  bot.  121 
Eng.  bot  404 

9653 

9659  9664" History,  Use,  fropagattun,  Culture. 
by  the  little  tubercles  of  the  roots,  or  by  seeds.   For  the  general  treatment  of  each  species,  see  Sweet's 

GV^Mo\u^inhonmoi  the  late  Mr.  William  Aiton,  the  King's  gardener  at  Kew.  "  A  pretty  genus," Sweet  observes*  "  which  thrives  well  in  an  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat :  young  cuttings  will  root  in 
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91  Lambert!  Sweet  ger.  104 
93  lanceolat urn  Ana.  ger. 
93  la  t  ilobum  Sweet  ger.  236 94  laxiflorum  Do.  216 
95  Iepidum  Do.  156 96  lineatum  Do.  116 
97  Lousadianum  Do  44 
98  1  u teum  But.  rep.  328 
99  macranthon  Sweet  ger.  S3 100  Mattocksianum  Do.  234 

101  melissinum  Do.  5 
102mixtum  Do.  71 
103  modestum  Do.  204 
104  Most}' me  Do.  10 105  multinerve  Do.  17 
106  MurraySnum  Do.  164 
107  mutSbUe  Do.  213 108  nanum  Do.  102 
109  nervosum  Do.  47 
110  NewshamiSnum  Do.  144 
111  notatum  Do.  208 
112  nummulari folium  Bot.rep.1StS 
113  oblatum  Sweet  ger.  35 114  obscurum  Do.  89 
115  obtusifdlium  Do.  25 
116  optabile  Do.  62 
117  opulifolium  Do.  53 118  ornatum  Do.  39 
119Palkii  Do.  224 
120  pannifolium  Do.  9 

Garden  Varieties. 
121  pSrticeps  Sweet  ger.  49 
122  pfitens  Do.  125 123  paucidentStum  Do.  186 
124  pavoninum  Do.  40 
125  pectinif61ium  Do.  66 
126  phoeniceum  Do.  207 
127  pin !?ui folium  Do.  52 
128  planif61ium  Do.  219 
129  platypetalon  Do.  116 130  Potteri  Do.  147 
131  Principlssae  Do.  139 
132  pubescens  And.  ger. 
133  pulcherrimum  Sweet  ger.  134 
134  pulchrum  Do.  107 
135  pulverulentum  Do.  218 
136  pyret h ritolium  Do.  153 137  ramulosum  Do.  177 
138  recurvatum  Do.  223 
139  reticulatum  Do.  143 
140  rigescens  Do.  112 
141  ringens  Do.  256 142  Robinsoni  Do.  150 
143  rotundilubum  Do.  252 
144  rubescens  Do.  30 
145  rugosum  And.  ger. 
146  sa-pcflorens  Sweet  ger.  58 147  Saundersii  Do.  205 148  Scarborovia?  Do.  117 
149  scintlllans  Do.  28 
150  Sc6ttii  Do-  264 

151  scutatum  Sweet  ger.  95 
152  selectum  Do.  190 153  selenifolium  Do.  159 
154  serratif6Hum  Do.  221 
155  Seymouria?  Do.  37 156  Smithii  Do.  110 
157  solubile  Do.  24 
158  spectabile  Do.  136 
159  sphondyliifdlium  Do.  246 
160  Stapeltoni  Do.  212 161  striatum  Do.  1 
162  sulphfireum  Do.  163 
163  Thyn'neae  Do.  74 164  Tlbbitsianum  Do.  158 
165  torrefactum  Do.  243 
166  tyrianthinum  Do.  183 167  Vandesiae  Do.  7 168  varium  Do.  166 
169  venifl6rum  Do.  258 
170  venosum  Do.  209 
171  ventfstum  Do.  167 
172  verbascifldrum  Do.  157 
173  verbena?f61ium  Do.  149 174  versicolor  Do.  78 
175  vespertinum  Do.  239 176  vill6sum  Do.  100 
177  viscoslssimum  Do.  118 178  Wellsianum  Do.  175 
179  Yofingu  Do.  131 

9642  The  only  species 
OCTANDRIA. 

DECANDRIA. 

9643  Stem  erect  diffuse  branched,  Peduncles  longer  than  petiole,  Leaves  5-parted,  Lobes  oblong  cut-toothed 
9644  Stem  erect  diffuse  branched,  Ped.  longer  than  petiole.  Leaves  opp.  5-parted,  Lobes  trifid,  Lobelets  linear 
9645  Stem  diffuse,  Leaves  hoary  beneath  7-part  Lobes  multifid  linear,  Pedunc.  elongated,  Calyxes  silky  villous 
9646  Stem  diffuse,  Leaves  hoary  beneath  5-parted,  Lobes  obL  cut-toothed,  Ped.  very  long  and  cal.  gland,  hairy- 9647  Stem  very  short,  Radical  leaves  on  long  stalks  silky  on  each  side  5-7-parted,  Lobes  3-fld,  Lobelets  lineal 
9648  Stem  very  short,  Had.  leaves  stalked  glaucous  pubescent  5-parted,  Lobes  cuneiform  trifid,  Pedunc.  radical 
9649  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  smooth  palmate  5-cut,  Segments  bipinnatifid,  Peduncles  opposite  erect  hairy 
9650  Stem  suffruticose  at  base  dichot.  at  end,  Lvs.  smooth  5-parted,  Lobes  toothed  at  end,  Cal.  globose  inflate 
9651  Root  subglobose,  Stem  naked  from  base  to  the  branches,  Leaves  5-parted,  Lobes  lin.  pinnately  cut  serrate 
9652  Stem  villous  dichotomous,  Leaves  5-7-parted,  Lobes  pinnately  cut,  Calyxes  ciliate  villous 
9653  Stem  4-cornered,  Lower  leaves  5-lobed;  upper  3-lobed,  Lobes  oblong  acuminate  serrate,  Pet  emarginate 
9654  Stem  angular,  Had.  leaves  7-lobed ;  caul ine  5-lobed,  Lobes  oblong  acuminate  toothed,  Petals  emarginate 
9655  Stem  erect  somewhat  angular,  Leaves  opposite  5-lobed,  Lobes  cuneate  ovate  lobed-toothed,  Stip.  connate 
9656  Stem  round,  Leaves  5-lobed,  Lobes  oval  acuminate  cut-toothed,  Stipules  connate  bifid 
9657  Stem  round,  Lower  leaves  5-lobed  ;  upper  3-lobed,  Lobes  ovate  acute  cut  toothed,  Stipules  distinct 9658  Stem  round,  Leaves  altern.  5-7-lobed  cut-toothed ;  upper  sessile,  Petals  reflexed  toothed  at  end 
9659  Stem  round,  Leaves  5-lobed  cut-toothed ;  upper  sessile,  Petals  spreading  entire,  Filaments  hairy  at  base 9660  Like  the  last,  but  with  dark  fuscous  petals 
9661  Like  Pha?um,  but  the  petals  are  rose-colored  and  emarginate 
9662  Stem  round  simple,  Lvs.  5-lobed,  Lobes  ovate  coarsely  toothed :  lower  on  long  stalks  altem. ;  upp.  sess.  opp. 
9663  Stem  round  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  about  7-lobed,  Lobes  obi.  cut  serr.  Ped.  corymbose,  Pet  somew.  emarginate 
9664  Stem  round  erect  downy,  Lvs  about  7-lobed,  Lobes  linear  obi.  cut  serrate,  Ped.  somew.  corymb.  Pet  entire 
9665  Stem  round  erect  smooth,  Leaves  palmate  subpeltate  5-7-lobed,  Lobes  oblong  coarsely  cut,  Ped.  very  long 

9645 
9656 

9662 

9665 

19647 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
sand,  under  a  bell-glass,  plunged  in  heat.  The  cuttings  must  not  be  put  in  very  close  together,  and  the  glass 
must  be  wiped  frequently,  as  they  are  apt  to  damp  off"   (.Bot.  Cult.  129.) 1463.  Geranium.  IVamv  of  the  ancient  Greeks,  so  called  from  yieouim,  a  crane,  the  capsule  and  its  beak 
resembling  the  head  of  that  bird.   These  are  chiefly  European  plants,  in  many  cases  being  mere  weeds,  of  no 
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9666  macula  turn  W. 
9667  colllnum  W. 
9668  palustre  W. 9669  aconitiffilium  W. 
9670  dahuricum  Dec. 
9671  pil68um  Forst. 
9672  parviflorum  W.  en. 
9673  nepalense  Sweet 
9674  pyren&icum  W. 9675  umbr6sum  P.  S. 
9676  molle  W. 
9677  puslllum  W. 9678  rotundif61ium  W. 
9679  columbinum  W. 
9680  dissectum  W. 
9681  oaroliniaiium  Ph. 
9682  bohemicum  IV. 
9683  divaricatum  W. 
9684  lucidum  IK 
9685  Kobertianum  W. 
9686  purpurea m  W. 9687  Lancastriensein///. 

tl464.  BROW'NEA.  TV. 9688  coccinea 

spotted  ^  A  pr hill  5  A  Pf 
marsh  ^  A  °* Aconite-leaved  jfc  a  Pr 
Dahurian  jfc  A  un 
pilose  i  A  un 
small-flowered  ^  A  un 
Nepal  1  A  pr mountain  3  A  pr 
naked-stalked  ^  Apr 
Dove's-foot  O  w small-flowered  O  w 
round-leaved  O  w 
long-stalked  O  w 
jagged-leaved  O  w 

O  un 
O  un 
O  un 
O  w O  w 

O  w A  pr 

Bohemian straddling shining 
Herb-Robert 

ncash^re Browne  a. 
scarlet 

fmy.au  Pu 1  my.au  Pu 
2  jn.au  Pu 
\\  my.jn  B 1  my.jn  Pu 

f  my.au  Pu 
|  my.jn  Pu 
|  my.au  R 
1  my.au  Pu 
1  jn.8  Pu 
i  ap.au  Pu 
j  jn.s  Pu 
i  jn.jl  Pk 
f  jn.jl  Pk 
i  my.jl  Pu J  jl.au  W.vy 
f  jn.au  Pu f  jl.au  Pu 
i  my.au  Pk 1  ap.o  R 
1  ap.o  Pu 
f jn.s  St Leguminous. 

1  □  spl  18  jl.au  Sc 

N.  Amer.  1732. 
Siberia  1815. 
Germany  1732. SwitzerL  1775. 
Dahuria  1820. 
N.  Zeal.  1821. 
V.DLL  1816. 
Nepal  1818. Britain  me. pa. 
Hungary  1804. Britain  was.gr. 
England  was.gr. 
England  gra  ba. Britain  cha.ba. Britain  was.gr. 
N.  Amer.  1725. Bohemia  1683. 
Hungary  1799. Britain  ston.pl. Britain  ston.pl. 
Britain 
Britain 

D  s.l D  co 
D  s.l D  s.I I)  CO 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  s.l D  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co D  8.1 

Sp.1—3. W.  Indies  1793.  C  r.l 

Cav.dis.4.t86.f.2 
Sweet  ger.  3 L'Her.  ger.  1 40 

Sweet  ger.  119 
Sweet  ger.  12 
Eng.  bot  405 PL  rar.  h.2.  U44 
Eng.  bot  778 
Eng.  bot.  385 Eng.  bot  157 
Eng.  bot  259 
Eng.  bot  753 Cav.dis.4.t.84.f.l 
Cav.dis.4.t81.f.2 
PL  rar.  h.2.  tl23 
Eng.  bot.  75 
Eng.  bot.  1486 Vill.delph.3.  t40 Cav.dis.4.t76.f.3 

Jac.  amer.  1. 121 

D0DECANDRIA. 
t*1465. 

9690 
9691 

1466. 
9694 9695 9696 
9697 

MONSCNIA.  W.  Monsonia. 
speciosa  W.  large-flowered  £ 
pilosa  W.  hairy  £_ lobata  W.  broad-leared  j£ 
ovata  W.  oval-leaved  j£ 
spinesa  W.  thorny  a. 
HELIC'TERES.  W.  Screw-Tree. baruensis  W.  small-fruited  « 
jamaicensis  W. Isora  W. 
verbascifSlia  Cels. 
ferruginata  Link. 

great-fruited  i East  Indian  i 
Mullein-leaved  J 
rusty  i 

lAlor 

lAl  or 
i  Al  or 

OJ  or 
IZIor 

□  or 
Dor □  or 
□  or 
I   I  or 

GeraniacetB. 
1  ap.my  Pu 
1  jl.au  Pu 
1  ap.my  Pu 1  au  Pu 
1  my.jn  Pu 

Bombacea;. 12  s.o  Pu 
8  jn.jl  Pu 12  jn.jl 
8  jn.jl 
8  jn.jl 

Sp.5— 8. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 

1774. 
1778. 
1774. 
1774. 
1790. 

Pu 
Br 
Y 

Sp.  5-17. W.  Indies  1739. 
Jamaica  1739. 
E.  Indies  1733. 
Brazil  182a 
Brazil  182a 

tl467.  DOMBE'YA.  J.  Dombeta. 9699  tilisefolia  Cap.  linden-leaved 
9700  ferruginea  W.  ferruginous 1  Dor 

IQor 
1468.  PENTAPETES.  W.  Pentapetes. 
9701  phcenlcea  W.         scarlet-flower'd  £  EJ  or 9702  ovata  P.  S.  oval-leaved     a.  I   I  or 

1469.  ASTRAPJS'A.  Lindl.  AstrapjEa. 
9703  Wallichii  Lindl.     WalUch's        ±  O  spl 

tl470.  PTEROSPER'MUM.  W.  Pterospermum. 
9704  suberifolium  TV.     various-leaved  t  I — 1  or 
9705  acerif olium  W.       Maple-leaved    f  I — 1  or 
9706  semisagittatum  Box.  bahvsagittate    f  I — I  or 

9666 

Byttneriaccce.    Sp.  2—10. 15     ...    W     Bourbon  1820. 
15     ...     W     Mauritius  1815. 

Byttneriacece.   Sp.  2. 2  jl.au     S       India  1690. 
2  jn.s      S       N.Spain  1805. 

Byttneriacece.   Sp.  1 — 3. 20  jl.au     Pk  Madagasc.1820. 
Byttneriacece.  Sp.  3—4. 10  s.o       W     E.  Indies  178a 

10  jLs       W     E.  Indies  1790. 
10     ...     W     E.  Indies  1820. 
9668  ^       .  9671 

R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  77 
R  r.m  Sweet  ger.  199 
R  r.m  Bot.  mag.  385 
R  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  t 
R  r.m  L'Her.  ger.  t 

C  p.l  Jac.  amer.  1 149 
C  Lp  Jac.vind.2.  tl43 C  p.l  Bot  mag.  2061 
C  p.l  Bot  reg.  903 
C  p.l 
C  s.1  Cav.dis.3.t39.f.2 
C  8.1  Cav.dis.3.t.42.f.2 

C  s.p  Mill,  ic,  1 201 
C  s.p  Cav.  ic.  t.  433 

C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2503 

C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1526 
C  p.l  Botmag.fi«i C  p.l 

9673 

S*>  £677 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

interest,  and  in  others,  being  extremely  shewy  border-flowers.  The  G.  Lancastriense  is  the  most  elegant,  and 
G.  sanguineum  the  most  ornamental  of  our  British  kinds.   G.  ancmonifolium,  a  Cape  species,  is  singularly 
beautiful,  on  account  of  its  fine  caulescent  stem,  loaded  with  large  fern-like  glossy  leaves  of  the  most  delicate 
green,  and  its  fine  red  rich  blossoms  broader  than  half  a  crown. 

1464.  Brownea.  Named  after  Dr.  Patrick  Browne,  an  English  physician,  who  published  a  Natural  History  of 
Jamaica,  in  1756,  illustrated  with  figures  from  the  pencil  of  Ehret.    A  splendid  genus,  as  yet  rare  in  British 

Loamy  soil  best  suits  rooted  plants ;  and  ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  in  close  moist  heat. 
1465.  Monsonia.  In  memory  of  Lady  Ann  Monson,  a  lady  of  eminent  botanical  acquirements,  who  -esided 

for  many  years  in  the  East  Indies,  and  is  said  to  have  assisted  in  compiling  Lee's  Introduction  to  Botany.  The species  are  curious  and  beautiful  plants :  they  grow  well  in  turfy  loam  and  rotten  leaves,  and  are  increased  by 
cuttings  of  the  shoots  or  roots. 



Order  V. MONADELPHIA  DECANDRIA. 

581 9666  Stem  somew.  anguL  erect  dichotomous  pubesc.  backw.  Lvs.  S-5-part.  cut-toothed :  radlc.  on  very  long  stalks 
9667  Stem  angular  diffuse  pubesc.  backw.  Lvs.  palmate  5- part. :  lobes  3-lobed  cut  serrate,  Ped.  and  caL  Till,  viscid 
9668  Stem  decumbent  villous  with  spreading  hairs,  Leaves  5-7-lobed :  lobes  cut-toothed,  Ped.  very  long  hairy 
9669  Stem  ascending  smoothish,  Leaves  peltate  7-parted :  lobes  cut.  Peduncles  and  calyx  villous 
9670  Stem  naked  at  base  erect  smooth,  Caul.  lvs.  opposite  3-5-part :  lobes  cut  acute,  Ped.  3  times  as  long  as  leaf 
9671  Stems  decumbent  branched,  Petioles  and  peduncles  hispid,  Leaves  3-5-parted :  lobes  linear  blunt  trifid 
9672  Stems  decumbent,  Petioles  pedunc.  and  calyx  smoothish,  Caul.  lvs.  opp.  3-5-parted :  lobes  trifid  toothed 
.  9673  Stem  prostrate  compressed,-  Lvs.  opp.  5-lobed :  lobes  oblong  unequally  toothed,  Ped.  elong.  and  cat  hairy 
9674  Stem  erect  branched,  Leaves  reniform  7-lobed :  segm.  oblong  obtuse  trifid ;  lobes  3-toothed 9675  Stem  more  flaccid  and  nearly  naked,  Grains  nearly  smooth.   Otherwise  like  the  last 
9676  Leaves  ren. :  rad.  9-lobed ;  caul.  7-lobed :  lobes  3-fid,  Pet.  bifid  length  of  pointless  cal.  Fruit  smooth  rugose 
9677  Leaves  subreniform  7-lobed :  lobes  3-fid,  Petals  emarg.  length  of  pointless  cal.  Fruit  downy  not  rugose 
9678  Radic.  lvs.  reniform  7-lobed  j  caul,  roundish  trunc.  at  base  5-lobed :  lobes  trifid,  Pet.  length  of  awned  cal. 
9679  Leaves  5-parted :  lobes  multifid  linear,  Petals  emarginate  length  of  awned  calyx,  Fruit  smooth 
9680  Leaves  5-parted :  lobes  trifid  linear,  Petals  emarginate  length  of  awned  calyx,  Fruit  hairy 
9681  Lvs.  5-lob.  beyond  middle :  lobes  cut  3-5-  fid,  Ped.  clustered  at  end.  Petals  emargin.  length  of  awned  calyx 
9682  Lvs.  5-lobed :  lobes  cuneate  ovate  cut-tooth.  Hair  of  stem  spread,  hispid,  Pet  emarg.  length  of  awned  calyx 
9683  Lvs.  5-lob. :  upp.  3-lob. :  lobes  obi.  coarsely  and  irreg.  tooth.  Hair  of  stem  spread,  hisp.  Pet.  shorter  than  caL 
9684  Very  smooth,  Leaves  rounded  5-lobed,  Calyx  pyramidal  angular  transversely  wrinked,  Fruit  muricate 9685  Leaves  3-5-parted :  lobes  trifid  pinnatind,  Petals  entire  twice  as  long  as  the  angular  awned  calyx 9686  Like  the  last,  but  the  petals  only  a  little  longer  than  calyx 
9687  Stem  prostrate  nodose,  Leaves  opposite  deeply  5-lobed 

9688  Stamens  length  of  cor.  Pedunc.  aggregate,  Branches  smooth 

DODECANDRIA. 

9689  Leaves  palmate  5-parted,  Segm.  finely  bipinnatifid,  Petioles  and  calyxes  smooth 
9690  Leaves  palmate  5-parted,  Segm.  3-parted  pinnatifid ;  beneath  calyxes  and  petioles  hairy 
9691  Leaves  cordate  5-7-fid  :  lobes  blunt  serrated ;  beneath  petioles  and  calyxes  somewhat  hairy 
9692  Leaves  ovate  oblong  subcordate  crenate  wavy,  Stipules  rigid,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  with  2  bractes 
9693  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  entire,  some  subsessile,  some  on  long  stalks 

9694  Decandrous,  Leaves  cordate  finely  serrate  downy  beneath,  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Calyxes  sub-bilabiate 
9695  Decandrous,  Leaves  cordate  crenate  velvety  with  down  on  each  side,  Flowers  subterminal  few  corymbose 
9696  Decandrous,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  tooth-serrate  acuminate  rough,  Flowers  axillary 
9697  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  serrate  downy  green,  Peduncles  axillary  few-flowered,  Fruit-stalk  very  long 
9698  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate  crenulate  downy  beneath  rusty,  FL  terminal  subracemose 

9699  Young  leaves  downy,  adult  smoothish  cordate  7-nerved  crenate,  Corymb  bifid 
9700  Leaves  downy  beneath  smooth  above  ovate  oblong  7-nerved  subcordate-peltate  toothed 

9701  Leaves  hastate  lanceolate  serrate 
9702  Leaves  ovate  serrated 

9703  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  very  large,  Stipules  large  persistent  ovate  wavy 

9704  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  coarsely  somewhat  toothed  at  end,  Pedicels  scarcely  longer  than  petiole 9705  Leaves  cordate  blunt  toothed 
9706  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  entire  cordate  at  base  sagittate  on  one  side 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1466.  Helicteres.  Derived  from  a  screw,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  fruit  is  twisted.  Free- 

flowering  plants  of  easy  culture,  and  increased  in  sand  closely  covered.  They  have  little  or  no  merit. 
1467.  Dombeya.  Named  after  Joseph  Dombey,  a  famous  French  botanist,  who  travelled  in  Peru  with 

Ruiz  and  Pavon,  in  1777.   Ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  m  moist  heat. 
1468.  Pentapetes.  One  of  the  names  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Cinquefoil ;  but  having  no  reference  to  the 

present  genus,  except  that  the  calyx  and  capsules  are  in  five.  The  species  are  of  easy  culture  in  any  rich  light soil,  and  are  readily  increased  by  cuttings  in  sand. 
1469.  Astraptea.  So  called  from  ayjossnj,  lightning,  in  allusion  to  the  splendid  colors  of  the  flowers.  A 

noble  genus,  remarkable  for  the  large  heads  of  flowers,  and  the  great  dilated  stipules  at  the  base  of  the  leaves. 
1470.  Pterospermum.  From  ra^o,  a  wing,  and  trxt{f*»,  a  seed.  Light  soil  suits  the  plants,  and  cuttings with  their  leaves  on  root  in  sand  covered  close. 

Pp  S 
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P0LYANDRI4. 
t*1471.  MA'LOPK  W. 9707  malacoldes  W. 

9708trifida  W. 
t*1472.  MAI/VA.  W. 9709  tricuspidata  H.  K. 9710  americana  W. 

9711sc£bra  W. 
9712scoparia  W. 9713  borb6nica  W.en. 
9714  polystachya  W. 
9715spicata  W. 9716  tomentosa  L. 
9717  Waltherif6Ua  Link. 
9718  trachelifi&lia  Link. 
9719  gangetica  L. 
9720  domingensis  Spr. 
97211epr6sa  W.en. 9722cretica  Cav. 
9723  hispanica  W. 
9724  stipulacea  W. 
9725  segyp'tia  W. 9726trlfida  W. 
9727  Tournefortiana  W. 
9728  Alcea  Jf. 
9729  moschata  L. 

(i  unduldta  Sims. 
9730  althasoldes  Cav. 
9731  mauritiana  W. 
9732  sylvestris  W. 9733  rotundifolia  W. 

/3  pusilla  Sm. 9734  braziliensis  Dec. 
9735  microcarpa  Desf. 
9736  parviflora  W. 9737  verticUlata  W. 
9738crispa  W. 
9739  amoe'na  Sims. 9740virgata  W. 
9741  capensis  W. 9742  balsamica  W. 
9743  tridactf  lites  W. 9744  divaricata  .H.  £ 
9745retusa  W. 
9746calyclna  W. 
9747  fragrans  W. 9748strfcta  W. 
9749  bryonif6lia  W. 
9750  grossularifolia  W. 
9751  asperrima  W.  en. 97521actea 
9753miniata  W. 
9754  opcrcula ta  IV. 
9755  peruviana  ff. 9756  limensis  W. 
9757capitata  W. §9758  umbellata  Cav. 

§9759  abutiloides  W. 
§9760elegans  W. 
§9761  angustifolia  W. 9762  carolinUna  W. 
9763  prostrata  W. 9764  decfimbens  W.en. 

Malope. Barbary 
trifid Mallow. 
Jamaica American 

£  Ol  un 

O  un £  Ol  pr 
O  pr rough-stemmedtt.  □  pr Birch-leaved    n.  O  pr Bourbon 

many-spiked 
simple-spiked downy 

«-Dpr 
«- 1  I  pr 

£  EDpr O  un  1 
O  un 
Elpr 

£  C3  un 
O  un O  un 
O  un 
O  un O  un 
O  un i  Aun i  Apr 

4  Apr 
O  un 
O  or 

i  Am 
O  w 
O  w 
O  un JAiui 
O  un 
O  un 
O  or 1  I  or 

twiggy 

Cape 
balsamic 
reflex-flowered  *  1  j  or 
straddling       Hi  1  |  or 
blunt-leaved     Si  1  |  or 
large-calyxed   *  1  |  or 
fragrant  »  1  (  or 
upright  *  1  I  or 
Bryony-leaved  as  t  |  or 
Gooseberry-lv.  *  1  |  or 
roughest 
panicled  white painted  *  1  |  or 
lid-capsuled  41 Peruvian  O  un 
blue-flowered       O  un 
various-leaved  *  |  |  or umbel  led  *  |  |  or 
Bahama  *  1  |  or 
elegant  41 1  |  or narrow-leaved  41 1  |  or 
creeping  O  un trailing  41 1  |  un 
procumbent     £  lAI  un 

soft-leaved 

pointed Ganges 
Domingo 
leprous Candian 
Spanish long-stipuled 
Egyptian large-flowered 
Tournefort's Vervain 
musk 
wavy 

Altnsa-like 
Ivy-leaved common 
round-leaved dwarf 

Brazil 
small-fruited 
small-flowered 
whorl-flowered 
curled 

Malvacete. 
1  jnjl  Pu 
1  jl  Pu Malvacece. 
1  jl.au  Y 
I  jn.jl 4  jn.jl 
6  au.s 
4  jl.au 
6  jl.au 5  8.0 
3  8.0 
II  ... 

i  jl.au 
1  jl.au 2  jl.au 2  my.jl 1  myjl 

\  ? 

1  jn.au 1  jnjl 

Ujn.jl 1  jl.au 3  jLo 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 6  jnjl 
4  my.o 

ljjn.8 

1  Jn.s 

J\n-* 

2  jn.s 2  jnjl 2  jnjl 

5  jn.au 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
O 
y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Pu 

Pu 
F 
Pu 
LB 
Pu 

B 
Pu 
F 
W 
Pu 
Pk 
Pu 
F 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

W 

Sp.°—i. Barbary  1710. 
Barbary  1808. 

5^56—82. W.  Indies  1726. 
W.  Indies  1756. Peru  179a 
Peru  1782. 
Mauritius  1816. 
Peru  1798. 
Jamaica  1726. E.  Indies  1820. Java 

Cav.dis.2.t27.f.l 
Cav.ais.2.t.27.£2 

C  co  Cav.dis.2.t.22.f.2 

1824.  D  co 
1821.  S  co E.Indies  1823.  S  co 

St.  Domin.1824. 
Cuba Candia 

Spain Spain 
Egypt 

Spain 

S  co 
C  co S  co 
S  co 

1  I  or  10  ja.d 1  I  or    4  my.s 

ap.my  Pu 
my.jl  Pu R 

Pu 
Pk 

Barbary 

China 

Syria 
C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

in.au    fit     C.  G.  H. 
3  jn.s      W.vyC.  G.  H. 4  mr.myPk  C  G.  H. 
4  my.au  R  C.  G.  H. 
3  myjl    Sc      C.  G.  H. 3  my.au  W.vy  C.  G.  H. 
4  jl.au     Pu     C.  G.  H. Pk 

R 
W 
Ve 

R 
Pu 
B 
R 
Cr 
W 

1815. 
1825. 
1710. 1815.  S  co 
1739.  S  co 
1815.  "S  co 1759.  S  co Germany  1597.  D  co Britain    bor.fi.  D  co 

  D  co 
Spain  1822.  S  co S.  Europe  1768.  S  co 
Britain  was.pl.  D  co Britain  ro.  sid.  S  co 
Britain  ro.  sid.  S  co It. Janeiro  18-34.  S  CO 

Egypt  1823. 1779. 1683. 1573. 
1796. 
1727. 1713. 1800. 
1791. 
1792. 
1803. 1812. 
1759. 
1805. 
1731. 1732. 179a 

1780. 1798. 
1795. 1759. 
1768. 
1798. 1814. 

D  co 
C  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Ca.dis.5.tl38.f.J 
Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  139 
Ca.dis.5.tl38.f.3 
Cav.dis.2.t20.f.4 Pluk.  t.  366. 1 1 

Plu.alm.t.74.f.6 

Ca.dis.5.t.l38.f.2 Desf.  atL  2.  M70 
Cav.dis.2.tl5.f.2 
Cav.dis.2.tl7.f.l 
Ca.dis.5.t.l.37.f.2 
Cav.dK2.tl7.£3 
Bot.  mag.  2297 
Eng.  bot  754 Bot  mag.  2298 
Cav.  diss. 2. 1. 135 
Sweet  fl.gard.81 
Eng.  bot.  671 
Eng.  bot  1092 
Eng.  bot  241 

Cav.dis.2.t.26.£l 
Cav.dis.2.t25.f.3 
Cav.dis.2.t23.£l 
Bot  mag.  1998 Cav.dis.2.tl8.£2 
Bot.  reg.  295 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 140 
Bot.  rep.  135 Bot.  reg.  182 
Cav.dis.2.t21.£l 
Bot  reg.  297 
Bot  reg.  296 
Jac.schce.3.t294 W.hor.ber.l.t.4 
Bot  reg.  561 Jac.schoen.2.t39 
Cav.  ic.  1. 1.  20 Cav.  ic  a  1 278 Cav.dis.2.t35.£l 
Jacvind.  2. 1. 1.56 Jacvind.  2.  tl41 
Ca.dis.5.tl37.fl 
Bot  cab.  222 
Bot  mag.  2544 
Jac.  col.4.  t.6.  £1 Cav.  ic.  1. 1 68 
Cav.dis.2.tl5.£l 
Bot.  mag.  2515 

9733 

1471.  Malope. 
1472.  Malva. 

9729 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  Tree  Mallow. 

rashes,  «»s^».^iffi?ia*
r,isl«  . 
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POLYANDRIA. 

9707  Leaves  ovate  crenate,  Stipules  oblong-linear 
9708  Leaves  ."-nerved  trilid  toothed  smooth :  lobes  acuminate 
9709  Leaves  oblong  or  ovate  acute  serrate,  Flowers  axillary  clustered 
9710  Leaves  ovate  acute  crenate  serrate  hairy,  Fl.  axillary  subsolitary 
9711  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  doubly  toothed  obsoletely  3-lobed  beneath  rough,  Peduncles  axillary  2-flowered 
9712  Leaves  ovate  crenate-serrate  beneath  velvety,  FL  axillary  clustered 
9713  Leaves  ovate  acute  coarsely  toothed  pubescent :  upper  cuneate  at  base,  FL  axillary  and  terminal  spiked 
9714  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate  rough,  Fl.  axillary  and  terminal  spiked 
9715  Leaves  ovate  or  subcordate  rough  above  downy  beneath,  Flowers  in  ovate  spikes 
9716  Leaves  cordate  crenate  blunt  and  branches  downy,  Flowers  lateral  heaped 
9717  Leaves  subcordate  acute  toothed  downy  beneath,  Fl.  sessile,  Lobes  of  calyx  ovate 
9718  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  serrated  rough  ;  lower  lobed,  Pedunc.  axillary,  Flowers  in  heads 
9719  Leaves  cordate  blunt  smooth,  Flowers  sessile  heaped 
9720  Dwarfs,  Leaves  ovate  toothed :  adult  smoothish ;  younger  hairy,  FL  axillary  solitary  on  short  stalks 
9721  Leaves  reniform  broadly  crenate  and  branches  leprous,  Stems  prostrate 
9722  Leaves  cordate  roundish  5-angled  crenate  villous,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9723  Leaves  half  orbicular  crenate ;  upper  rhomboid,  Stem  erect  hairy 
9724  Lower  leaves  3-lobed  entire ;  upper  multi lid,  Segm.  trifid  toothed  at  end 
9725  Leaves  3-parted,  Segm.  trifid  ciliated  toothed  at  end,  Cor.  less  than  calyx 

.  9726  Leaves  3-parted,  Segm.  trifid  linear  blunt,  Cor.  3  times  as  large  as  calyx 
9727  Leaves  many-parted :  lobes  trifid  linear,  Stem  decumbent,  Hairs  stellated 
9728  Lower  leaves  angular ;  upper  5-parted  cut,  Stems  and  calyxes  velvety 
9729  Lower  leaves  reniform  cut ;  cauline  many-parted,  Segments  linear,  Stems  and  calyxes  hairy 
9730  Leaves  palmated :  lobes  lanceolate  toothed,  Hairs  simple,  Pedicels  longer  than  leaf 
9731  Stem  erect,  Leaves  5-lobed  blunt,  Pedicels  and  petioles  smoothish  or  downy  on  the  upper  side 
9732  Stem  erect,  Leaves  5-7-lobed  acute,  Pedicels  and  petioles  hairy 
9733  Stem  prostrate,  Leaves  cord,  orbic.  bluntly  5-lobed,  Pedicels  in  fruit  drooping  and  petioles  downy 
9734  Stem  diffuse,  Lvs.  cord,  orbicular  7-lobed  soft :  lobes  acute,  Fls.  aggreg.  stalked,  Leaves  of  involucre  bristly 
9735  Stem  erect,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  about  5-lobed  crenate  smooth,  FL  axillary  sessile  clustered 
9736  Stem  spreading,  Leaves  roundish  bluntly  angular  crenate  smoothish,  FL  axillary  sessile  clustered 
9737  Stem  erect,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  bluntly  angular,  Fls.  axill.  clustered  sess.  Cal.  rough  somew.  inflated 
9738  Stem  erect,  Leaves  angular  toothed  crisp  smooth,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 
9739  Pedicels  1-flowered  aggregate  shorter  than  leaf,  Invol.  ovate  acuminate,  Leaves  5-lobed  hairy  rugose 
9740  Pedicels  1-flowered  solitary  or  twin  longer  than  petiole,  Invol.  linear,  Leaves  cut  crenate  smooth  rigid 
9741  Pedicels  1-fl.  solitary  or  twin  longer  than  petiole,  Inv.  ov.  lane.  Lvs.  5-lobed  or  3-lobed  cren.  toothed  glutin. 
9742  Pedicels  1-fl.  solitary  longer  than  petiole,  InvoL  obi.  linear,  Lvs.  sub-three-lobed  acute  unequally  toothed 
9743_Pedicels  1-flowered  solitary  length  of  leaves,  Leaves  subsessile  cuneiform  trifid  entire 
9744  Pedicels  solitary  longer  than  petiole,  Leaves  lobate  plaited  toothed  roughish,  Branches  divaricating 
9745  Pedicels  solitary  longer  than  petiole,  Invol.  lanceolate,  Leaves  oblong  very  blunt  3-lobed  toothed 
9746  Pedicels  solitary  1-fl.  twice  as  long  as  petiole,  InvoL  ovate  acute  very  large,  Leaves  cordate  crenate  hairy 
9747  Pedicels  solitary  1-fl.  length  of  petiole,  InvoL  lane.  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  toothed,  Branches  glutinous 
9748  Pedicels  solitary  1-fl.  length  of  petiole,  InvoL  nearly  linear,  Leaves  ovate  about  3-lobed  toothed  hairy 
9749  Pedicels  solitary  1  or  2-fl.  shorter  than  petiole,  Leaves  cordate  about  5-lobed  blunt  rough  with  stellat.  hair 
9750  Pedicels  solitary  1-3-fl.  length  of  petiole,  InvoL  obi.  linear,  Leaves  sinuate  lobed  serrate  rugose  hairy 
9751  Pedicels  1-2-fl.  solitary  longer  than  petiole,  Invol.  linear,  Leaves  5-lobed  blunt  rugose  very  rough 9752  Leaves  angular  acute  cordate  villous,  Petals  obcordate  shorter  than  calyx,  Pedunc.  panicled 
9753  Leaves  ovate  3-lobed  toothed  downy,  Pedunc.  axillary  racemose  few-flowered 
9754  Leaves  angular  5-lobed  j  middle  lobe  largest,  Pedunc.  axillary  racemose,  Flowers  1-sided 
9755  Leaves  palmate,  Spikes  axillary  1-sided,  Fruit  toothletted 9756  Leaves  7-lobed  rugose,  Spikes  axillary  1-sided,  Fruit  smooth 
9757  Leaves  5-lobed :  lobes  pinnatifid  sinuate  toothed,  Pedunc  corymbose  capitate.  Fruit  with  two  beaks 
9758  Leaves  subpeltate  5-lobed  blunt,  Pedunc.  axillary  umbelled,  InvoL  obovate  stipitate  deciduous 
9759  Leaves  5  angular  downy,  Pedunc.  axillary  bifid  few-flowered,  InvoL  oblong  small 
9760  Leaves  3-parted  hoary,  Segm.  toothed  at  end ;  middle  trifid,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-flowered 
9761  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed  downy,  Pedunc.  axillary  2  few-fl.  InvoL  setaceous  deciduous 
9762  Leaves  palmate  5-lobed  cut  toothed,  Pedicels  solitary  longer  than  petiole,  Fruit  villous 
9763  Leaves'  palmate  5-lobed  cut  toothed,  Pedicels  solitary  longer  than  petiole,  Fruit  smooth,  Petals  entire 9764  Leaves  ovate  cut  toothed  lobed,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole,  Fruit  villous,  Petals  entire 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
demulcent  properties ;  but  it  is  greatly  inferior  to  Althaa,  and  therefore  little  used.   Malva  was  an  excellent vegetable  among  the  Romans,  but  what  species  is  uncertain.   A  tree  of  the  mallow  kind  is  said,  by  Prosper Alpinus,  to  afford  food  to  the  Egyptians ;  and  the  Chinese  use  some  sort  of  mallow  as  food, All  the  species  are  pf  the  easiest  culture  and  propagation. 

Pp  4 
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147a  KITAIBE'LIA.  W.  Kitaibelia. 
9765 

fl474. 9766 9767 
9768 
9770 
9771 
9772 
9773 9774 9775 
9776 *1475. 
9777 
9778 9779 
9780 
9781 9782 9783 
9784 
9785 
9786 9787 
9788 
9789 *1476. 

9790 9791 
9792 

tl477. 
9793 9794 
9795 9796 

1478. 9797 
9798 9799 9800 
9801 
9802 9803 

t*I479. 

§J804 3805 
9806 

t*1480. 
9807 

vitifolia  W. 
ALTHJE'A.  W. officinalis  W. 
narbonen'sis  W. cannabina  W. 
hirsute  W. 
Ludwigii  W, acaulis  IV. 
rosea  W. 
pallida  W. car  iba?'a  B.  M. flexuosa  B.  M. 
ficifolia  W. 

Vine-leaved     ^  A  or 
Marsh  Mallow. 
common  ^  A  m Narbonne 
Hemp-leaved 
hairy 

Ludwig's stemless 
Hollyhock 
pale-flowered West  Indian 
Seringapatam  j£  El  or 

Antwerp  Hollyh.^  Q)  or 
LAVATE'RA.  W.  Lavatera. arb6rea  W. 
micans  W. 
Olbia  W. 
unguiculate  P.  S. 
hispida  P.  S. triloba  W. 
lusitanica  W. 
plebeia  Sims. maritima  IV. 
thuringiaca  W. erotica  W. 
punctata  W.  , trimestris  W. 
MALA'CHRA 
capitate  IV. alcea?folia  W. 
radiata  IV. 
URE'NA.  W. lobata  W. 
americana  W. 
sinuate  IV. 
multifida  IV. 
PAVO'NIA. 
pramorsa  W. 
spinifex  W. odorata  W. 
cocclnea  W. 
columella  IV. 
urens  IV. 
zeylanica  IV. 
ACHA'NIA. Malvaviscus  W. 
m611is  IV. 
pilosa  W. 

Tree  Mallow 
glittering 
downy-leaved clawed hispid 
three-lobed 
Portugal 
vulgar 
sea-side 
large-flowered  3t  A  or 
Cretan  O  or 
spotted-stalked      O  or common  annual    O  or 

W.  Malachra. headed 
Hollyhock-lvd. 

i  O)  or 
»L_Jor 
»i_Jor 

t  lAlor 

Malvaceie.   Sp.  1. 
5  jl.s       W     Hungary  1801.  D  pj  Bot.  mag.  821 

Malvaceae.    Sp.  11—20. Britain    salt  m.  D  co  Eng.  bot.  147 
S.  Europe  1780.  D  co  Cav.dis.2.t.29.f  2 
&  Europe  1597.  D  co  Cav.dis.2. t.3().f.  1 
&  Europe  168a  S  co  Cav.dis.2.t.29.f.l 
SicUy       1791.  S  co  Cav.d».2.t30.f.3 
Aleppo    1680.  S  co  Cav.di».2.t27.£3 China      1573.  S  co  Cav.dis.2.t^af:i 
Hungary  1805.  S  co W.  Indies  181&  S  co  Bot  mag.  1916 
E.  Indies  1803.  D  co  Bot  mag.  892 
Levant     1597.  S  co  Cav.dis.2.t28.£2 

Sp.  15-36. Britain 

6  jl.s 6  au.8 6  jn.jl 
6  jn.jl 
6  jn.jl 

8  jl.s 6  jl.au 3  mr.ap  Pk 
3  jn.au  Pk 
6  jn.s  O Malvaceie. 
6  jl.o  Pu 
3  jn.jl  Pu 
3  jn.o 

jl.s 

jn.jl 
jn.jl 

au.s 

seacl.  S 
179d  C 1570. 1807. 
1804. 1759. 

LB 
LB Pa 
F 

im  un 

O  un j£  E2)  un  1 

W. 

W. 

rayed 
Urena. 

angular-leaved  o.  i  |  un 
American  it-  □  un 
cut-leaved  tL  □  un multifid  tt.  I    1  un 
Pavonia. 

bitten-leaved    H  |  1  un 
prickly-seeded  *  □  un fragrant  *  O  un 
scarlet  *  O  un 
angular-leaved  *  □  un 

apjn 

As 
jl.s 
jLs 

Malvaceie. 
1  au.s  W 1  au.s  Y 

jLau  W Malvaceie. 
2  jn.jl  F 2  ...  W 
3  jLau  F 2  ja.o  Pu 

Malvaceie. 

i  jn.au  W 2  jLau 

stinging 
Ceylon Achania. 
scarlet woolly hairy 

!  O  un rm  un 

•  □or •  □or 
•  □or 

2 
2 2  jl 

jl.s 

Malvaceie. 
12  ja.d  S 12  au.s  S 
12  o.n  R 

spain 
R.Pu  France 
Li   
Pk  Algiers 
LPu  Spain Pu  Portugal  1731 
Pa  N.  HolL  1820. 
W  S.  Europe  1597. 

Germany  1731. Candia  172a  S 
Italy  1800. S.  Europe  1633. 

Sp.  3—14. W.  Indies  1759. 
Caraccas  1805. 
StDomin.1794. 

Sp.  4—21. China  1731. 
Surinam  1816. E  Indies  1759. 
E.  Indies  1817. 

Sp.  7—24. C.  G.  H.  1774. 
W.  Indies  1778. 
E.  Indies  1807. 
StDomin.1816. 

W.pu  Bourbon  1807. W  Mauritius  1801. K.  Indies  1790. 

p.  3— 15. 
Jamaica  1714. America  178a 
Jamaica  1780. 

Eng.  bot.  1841 Mo.his.l.tl7.f.9 
Cav.dis.2.t32.f.2 
Bot  mag.  2541 
Bot.  mag.  2226 
Bot  mag.  2269 Cav.dis.2.t32.£3 Bot.  mag.  517 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 41 

S  co   Bot  mag.  109 

W 
R 
Sc 

W 

HIBIS'CU&  W.  Hibiscus. Moschcutos  Ph.  swamp 
paliistris   L.  marsh Paters6nii  //.  K.     Norfolk  Island 
Lagunce'a-Putersonia  B.  M.  769. 

9765       \A  W  9767 

Malvaceie.  Sp.  46—125. 4  A  or    2  au.o     Pu  N.  Amer.   ...  D 
3  JLs      Pk  N.  Amer.  1759.  D 
15  jn.au    Pu  Norfolk  L 1792.  C 

u.i u.i 
iti 

p.i 

p- 
P. 

p.i 

S.1 
S.1 
8.1 
S.1 
S.l 
S.1 
S.l 

p.1 
p.l 

p.l pl 

s.p 

C.dis.2.t33.  f.1,2 
Jac.  ic  3. 1 549 
Cav.dis.2.t33.f.3 

Ca.dis.atl85.Cl 
Sloane  1.  Ml.  f.2 
Ca.dis.atl85.£2 
Ca.dis.atl84.f.2 
Bot.  mag.  436 
Jac.  vind.  2.  t.103 
Cav.dis.at47.tl 
Cav.dis.3.t48.f.3 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t.522 
Cav.dis.3.t.48.C2 
Bot  mag.  2305 
Bot  reg.  11 
Bot  cab.  829 

Cav.dis.at.65.£l 
Cav.dis.3.t.65.C2 
Bot  rep.  286 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1473.  Kitaibelia.  Named  after  Dr.  Paul  Kitaibel,  professor  of  botany  at  Pest,  in  Hungary,  and  author,  in 

conjunction  with  Count  Waldstein,  of  a  noble  work  upon  the  plants  of  that  country.  A  tall  mallow-like  plant 
with  vine-like  leaves,  and  white  flowers. 

1474.  Attluea.  From  ee>.3-u,  to  cure.  The  salutary  effects  of  the  mucilaginous  root,  are  well  known  in medicine.  Guimauve,  Fr.  A.  officinalis  has  long  been  in  repute  as  a  demulcent  Its  roots  are  sometimes 
used  as  an  emollient  suppurative  cataplasm ;  and  a  decoction  of  the  leaves  forms  a  useful  fomentation  in .external  abrasions,  and  in  cutaneous  eruptions,  accompanied  with  a  sharp  ichorous  discharge. 

A.  rosea  is  the  parent  of  nearly  twenty  splendid  varieties  of  border  flowers,  which  seed  readily,  and  the  off- 
spring generally  resembles  the  parent  variety.   AU  the  species  are  of  the  easiest  culture  in  common  garden  soil. 

1475.  Lavatera.  In  memory  of  two  Lavaters,  physicians  of  Zurich,  neither  the  physiognomist,  but  two 
friends  of  Toumefort  The  species  resemble  those  of  Malva,  in  general  appearance  and  culture :  much  the 
handsomest  is  L.  arborea,  which  is  a  magnificent  plant  in  shrubberies,  or  in  the  back  of  wide  borders. 
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9765  Leaves  5-lobed  acute  toothed 

9766  Leaves  soft  on  each  side  cordate  or  ovate  toothed  undivided  or  3-lobed,  Pedunc.  axillary  many.il. 
9767  Leaves  pubescent :  lower  5-7-parted ;  upper  trifid,  Peduncles  many-fl.  longer  than  leaf 
9768  Leaves  downy  hoary  beneath  :  lower  palmate ;  upper  3-parted :  lobes  narrow  coarsely  toothed 
9769  Leaves  cordate  rough  with  hairs  smooth  above :  lower  blunt ;  upper  5-lobed,  Stem  hispid 
9770  Leaves  smooth  cordate  roundish  lobed  toothed.  Pedicels  axillary  clustered  1-flowered 
9771  Leaves  roundish  cordate  5-angled  crenate,  Pedicels  1-fl.  much  shorter  than  petiole 
9772  Stem  upright  hairy,  Leaves  cordate  5-7-angled  crenate  rugose,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 9773  Stem  erect  hispid,  Leaves  roundish  cordate,  InvoL  as  long  as  calyx 
9774  Stem  upright  smoothish,  Leaves  rounded  lobed  crenulate  serrate,  Flowers  solitary  subsessile 
9775  Stem  subflexuose  hispid,  Leaves  cordate  about  7-lobed  blunt  on  long  stalks,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
9776  Stem  erect  hairy,  Leaves  palmate  7-lobed  beyond  the  middle  :  lobes  oblong  blunt  irregularly  toothed 

9777  Leaves  7-angied  downy  plicate,  Pedicels  axillary  1-fl.  clustered  much  shorter  than  petiole 
9778  Leaves  7-angled  acute  crenate  plaited  downy,  Racemes  terminal 
9779  Leaves  soft  hoary  5-lobed ;  upper  3-lobed :  middle  lobe  elongated ;  upper  oblong  undivided 
9780  Leaves  downy  on  each  side  acutely  5-lobed ;  upper  3-lobed,  Flowers  solitary  on  short  stalks 
9781  Stem  hispid,  Leaves  hoary  5-lobed ;  upper  3-lobed  or  undivided,  Flowers  subsessile 
9782  Stem  and  leaves  downy  subcordate  sub-three-lobed  round  crenate,  Pedicels  aggregate,  Calyxes  acuminate 
9783  Leaves  7-angular  downy  plaited,  Racemes  terminal 
9784  Stem  rough,  Leaves  5-lobed  downy  beneath,  Pedunc.  axillary  aggregate,  Petals  emarginate 9785  Stem  and  leaves  downy  roundish  bluntly  angular  crenate,  Pedicels  axillary  solitary 
9786  Leaves  somewhat  downy :  lower  angular ;  upper  3-lobed :  middle  lobe  longer  than  the  rest 
9787  Stem  herbaceous  hispid,  Leaves  5-lobed  acute,  Pedicels  axillary  1-flowered  aggregate 
9788  Stem  rough,  Leaves  somewhat  downy :  lower  round  cordate ;  upper  3-lobed,  Pedicels  solitary  1-fl. 
9789  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  smoothish  roundish  cordate ;  upper  angular,  Pedicels  solitary 

9790  Leaves  cordate  roundish  bluntly  angular  toothletted,  InvoL  stalked  3-leaved  7-flowered,  Stem  rough 
9791  Leaves  cordate  palmate  5-lobed,  Heads  stalked  5-leaved  10-flowered,  Stem  with  scattered  hairs 
9792  Leaves  palmate-lobed,  Heads  stalked  5-leaved  many-flowered,  InvoL  acuminate,  Calyxes  and  stems  hairy 

9793  Leaves  roundish  very  bluntly  3-lobed  velvety  on  each  side  7-nerved  1-glanded,  Cal.  oblong  lanceolate 
9794  Lower  leaves  3-lobed ;  upper  lanceolate  panduriform  beneath  hoary  netted  with  one  gland 
9795  Leaves  trifid  downy  pale  beneath  with  3  glands :  lobes  angular  toothletted  blunt 
9796  Leaves  broad  ovate  cut  lobed  with  narrow  recesses :  lobes  acute  coarsely  and  unequally  toothed 

9797  Leaves  broadly  obovate  truncate  crenate  at  end,  Pedic.  axillary  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf 
9798  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  subcordate  doubly  toothed,  Pedicels  axillary  1-fl. 
9799  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  3-pointed  somewhat  toothed  and  branches  covered  with  viscid  hairs 
9800  Leaves  cordate  3-lobed  serrate,  Pedicels  axillary  1-fl.  ascending.  Involucre  3-leaved 
9601  Leaves  5-angular :  lobes  toothed  acuminate,  Pedic.  axillary  1-fl.  much  shorter  than  petiole 
9802  Leaves  7-angular  acuminate  toothed  hairy,  Fl.  axillary  subsessile  clustered 
9803  Lower  leaves  roundish  cord,  crenate  others  3-5-lob.  Pedicels  axillary  1-fl.  Inv.  10-leaved  setaceous  ciliated 

9804  Leaves  cordate  3-5-1  obed  acuminate  roughish,  Leaflets  of  in  vol.  erect 
9805  Leaves  cordate  about  3-lobed  acuminate  soft  downy,  Lean,  of  invol.  somewhat  spreading 
9806  Leaves  cordate  crenate  blunt  or  acuminate,  Branches  and  petioles  hairy 

9807  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate  downy  beneath,  Invol.  and  cal.  downy 
9808  Leaves  ovate  toothed  somewhat  3-lobed  hoary  with  down  beneath 
9809  Leaves  lanceolate  oblong  entire  white  with  scales  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1476.  Malachra.  A  name  under  which  Pliny  speaks  of  a  tree  from  the  north  of  Persia,  producing  a  certain 

gum.  It  had  no  reference  to  the  plant  called  Malachra  by  the  moderns.  Sow  in  light  rich  soil,  and  trans- plant as  with  other  stove  annuals. 
1477.  Urena,  the  vernacular  name  in  Malabar.  The  species  are  of  easy  culture,  seed  freely,  or  may  be  pro- 

pagated by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
1478.  Pavonia.  In  honor  of  Don  Jose  Pa  von ,  the  companion  of  Dombey,  in  his  voyage  to  Peru,  and  one  of 

the  authors  of  Flora  Peruviana.  The  species  are  free-growers,  and  seed  readily :  they  are  also  increased  by cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
1479.  Achania.  From  «x*>w,  closed;  so  called  because  the  corolla  does  not  open  out  as  in  most  Malvaceous 

plants,  but  remains  always  rolled  together. 
1480.  Hibiscus.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  mallow.  The  species  are  for  the  most  part  showy  plants, 

and  not  difficult  of  culture.  All  of  them  abound  in  mucilage,  like  many  of  the  same  natural  family,  and  the 
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9610  incanus  Ph. 
»  9811  militaris  Ph. 
§9812  populneus  W. 9813  tilificeus  W. 
9814  flatus  Sw. 
9815  Lampas  W. 

hoary 

smooth 
Poplar-leaved Lime-tree-lvd. 
taU three-pointed 

3  8 
3  au.s 15  ... 
10  jl.au 

9816  Rosa  MalabSricaATer.  Malabar 
9817  membranaceus  W.  leafy-calyxed 9818  lunarifolius  W. 
9819  Rosa-sinensis  W. 

/S  rubro-plenus 

rjiavo-pltnus variegdtus  plenus i  I  ulcus 
9820  phoeniceus  W. 
9821  micranthus  H.  K. 
9822  atthiopicua  W. 9823  mutabilia  W. 

fiflore  plino 9824  ayrlacua  W. 
a.  pu.rpO.rcus 
@  ruber 

rdlbus
 

variegd
tus 

ialbo-p
linus 

I  purpurc
o-plenu

s 

9825  acerifolius  P.  L. 
9826  divorsifolius  W. 
9827ficGlneus  W. 
9828  Sabdariffa  W. 
9829  speciosus  W. 
9830  pruriens  B.  11. 

Lunaria-leaved ' Chinese 
double  red double  buff 
double  striped 
double  yellow 
purple-flowered^ small-flowered 
dwarf  wedge-lv.; changeable  \ 
double-flowered  < Alt ha-a  frutex  £ 
purple-flowered  St  or red-flowered  8k  or white-flowered  *  or 
striped-floweredSk  or double  white  Sk  or 
double  purple   ik  or 
Maple-leaved   J  i  |  or diffferent-leavedf  □  or 
fig-leaved  HI  I  or Indian  £  |Q|  or 
superb  j£  iAJ  or 
stinging  ]£  Ol  or 

9831  heterophyllus  H.  K.  varioua-leaved 9832  cannablnua  W. 
9833  surattensis  W. 
9834radi£tus  W. 
9835Manihot  W. 
9836  scalier  PA. 
9837furcatua  W.  en. 
9838  digitfitus  Caw. 9839  Abelm6schus  W. 
9840  pedunculfitus  W. 9841  esculentus  W. 
9842  strigosus  LindL 
9843  clypeatus  W. 9841  unidens  Lindl. 
9845  tubul6sus  W. 
9846  vitif61ius  W. 
9847  virginicus 
9848  pentacarpos  W. 9849  vesicarius  IV. 
9850Tri6num  W. 
9851  hispidus  Mill. 

Hemp-leaved  ]£  Ol  or 
prickly-stalked  O or 
rayed  Ei  or palmate  J  »  |  |  or 
scabrous  £  iAJ  or 
forked-calyxed  C3  or 
digitate  O  or Musk  Okro      <i  |  or 
long-peduncled  It  \  |  or eatable  CD  cu 
strigose  *  i_J  or 
shield-capsuled  j£  Ol  or 
one-toothed  £  (23  or 
tubular.  £Qor 
Vine-leaved  j£  Ol  or 
Virginian  ^  A  or 
angular- fruited  $  i  Al  or African  O  or 
Bladder  Ketmia  O  or 
hispid  iQJ  or 

9852  Ricnards6ni  Lindl.  rough. leaved    £  |  |  or 

3  jLs 
2  jLs 
2  jLs 2  jLs 
3  jLs 
2  my.d 4  jn.jl 
6  jn.jl 

o  jl.au 

3  jl 

2  jl.o 2  jl.o 
2  jl.s 3  jLs 

U  jl.au 2  jn.s 

1J  jn.s 3  jn.s 

Y  Carolina  1806. Pu  Louisiana  1804. 
W  E.  Indies  1770. 
Pu  E.  Indies  1739. 
Pu  Jamaica  1790. 
Pk  E.  Indies  1806. 
Sc  K  Indies  1818. 
Pk    1816. 
Pu  R  Indies  ... 
D.R  E.  Indies  1731. 
D.R  E  Indies  ... 
Y  E.  Indies  ... 
St  E  Indies  ... 
Y  E  Indies  1823. 
Pu  E  Indies  1796. 
Pu  E  Indies  1794. Pu  C.  G.H.  1774. 
W  E.  Indies  1690. 
W  E  Indies  ... 
Pu  Syria  1596. Pu   
R   W   
St   
W   
Pu   Pk  China  1798. 
Y  E  Indies  1798. 
W  Ceylon  1732. Y  E  Indies  1596. S  Carolina  1778. 
Y  E  Indies  1804. 
W.R  N.  S.  W.  1803. Y  E  Indies  1759. 
Y  E  Indies  1731. 
Y  E  Indies  1790. Y  China  1712. 
Y  Carolina  1810. 
Y  E  Indies  1816. 
W.R  Braail  1816. 
Y  India  1640. 
R  C.  G.  H.  1812. 
Y  W.  Indies  1692. 
Pk  Peru  1820. Y  Jamaica  1759. 
Y  Brazil  1822. 
Y  E  Indies  1796. 
Y  E  Indies  1690. 
Y  Virginia  1798. L.R  Venice  1752. 
Y.Br  Africa  1713. 
Y.Br  Italy  1596. 
Y.Br  C.  G.  H.  ... 
Y  N.  Holl.  1820. 

D  s.p 
D  s.p 

C  p.l 

8.1 S.1 

pi 
pi 

s.1 

s.1 

c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
L 
L  co 
L  co 
L  co 
L  co !•  co 
Li  co 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C S  s.1 
C  p.l 

.  D  s.1 C  s.1 S  co 
C  r.m 
C  s.1 
S  r.m 
C  s.1 

„  pl 

C  co C  8.1 C  p.l 
D  8.1 
S  s.1 S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 

W.hortber.  t84 
Bot  mag.  2385 Rhee.ma).  1.  t.29 Bot  reg.  232 
Cav.dis.3.t56.f.2 Bot.  reg.  337 
Cav.dis.at.57.f.2 
Bot.  mag.  158 
Bot  cab.  513 
Bot  cab.  963 
Bot.  cab.  932 Bot  reg.  230 
Cav.dis.3.t66.f.l 
Cav.dis.3.t61.f.l 
Bot  rep.  228 
Bot.  mag.  83 

Par.  Ion d.  c.  ic. 
Bot  reg.  381 
Cav.dis.3.t52.f.2 Ca.dis.6.tl98.f.l 
Bot  mag.  360 
Bot  rep.  498 
Bot  reg.  29 
Rox.  cor.  2.tl90 
Bot  mag.  1356 
Bot  mag.  1911 Bot  mag.  1702 

Bot.  reg.  608 
Rhee.maL2.  t.38 
Bot.  reg.  231 Cav.dis.3.t61.f2 
Bot  reg.  860 Cav.dis.3.t58.£ Bot.  reg.  878 
Cav.dis.3.t68.£2 
Rhee.mal.6.t46 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 142 
Jac.  ic.  1.  1 143 
Cav.dis.3.t.64.f.2 Bot.  mag.  209 
Bot.  reg.  806 
Bot.  reg.  875 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
bark  of  the  ligneous  sorts  may  be  manufactured  into  mats  or  cordage.  Of  H.  tiliaceus,  in  the  island  of 
Otaheite,  they  make  matting  of  the  bark,  as  fine  as  our  coarse  cloth ;  also  ropes  and  lines,  from  the  size  of 
an  inch  to  that  of  a  small  packthread ;  and  Ashing  nets.  (Hawks.  Voy.  ii.  217.)  Forster  informs  us,  they  alio 
suck  this  bark  for  food,  when  the  bread-fruit  fails  them :  and  in  New  Caledonia,  the  inhabitants  frequently 
subsist  on  it,  though  it  is  an  insipid  food,  affording  very  little  nourishment 

H.  Rosa-sinensis  is  extremely  common  in  the  gardens  of  China,  and  the  East  Indies ;  but  its  native  country 
is  unknown.  Loureiro,  however,  affirms,  that  it  is  spontaneous  as  well  as  cultivated  both  in  China  and . 
Cochin-China ;  and  that  it  is  so  common  in  the  latter,  that  they  have  entire  hedges  of  it  to  their  gardens.  It 
has  been  long  known  from  its  appearance  on  Chinese  screens  and  paper  hangings.  The  variety  with  double 
flowers  is  most  frequently  cultivated,  both  in  the  East  and  in  European  hothouses :  the  plant  is,  indeed,  rarely 
seen  with  single  flowers.   (.Smith,  spicit.) 

H.  syriacus  is  one  of  our  most  beautiful  hardy  shrubs,  the  more  valuable  as  it  is  a  free-flowerer,  will  grow 
in  common  garden  soil,  and  propagates  freely  by  seeds,  layers,  and  even  by  cuttings. 
-  H.  Sabdariffa  (the  Turkish  name)  in  the  West  Indies  is  called  Red  SorreL    The  calyxes  and  capsules,  freed 
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9810  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  bluntly  serrate  hoary  on  each  side,  Pedicels  axillary  1-fl. 
9611  Leaves  3-lobed  hastate  acuminate  serrate  smooth  on  each  side,  Pedicels  jointed  in  the  middle 9812  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  (Thespesia  Dec.) 
9813  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  crenate  hoary  beneath,  Invol.  10-toothed 
9814  Leaves  roundish  cordate  entire  hoary  beneath,  Pedunc.  very  short  1-flowered 
9815  Leaves  cordate  3-pointed  smooth  dotted  beneath,  Pedicels  solitary  1-fl.  longer  than  petiole 9816  Leaves  cordate  acutely  serrate,  Branches  somewhat  hairy 
9817  Leaves  cordate  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  toothed,  Pedicels  twice  as  long  as  petiole 9818  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  finely  toothed  hairy  beneath,  Pedicels  thick  villous 
9619  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  smooth  entire  at  base  coarsely  toothed  at  end,  Pedicels  length  of  leaf 

9820  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrate ;  lower  subcordate  3-pointed,  Pedicels  jointed  at  end 
9821  Leaves  ovate  or  roundish  undivided  serrated  rough,  Pedic.  longer  than  leaf.  Cor.  reflexed 
9822  Leaves  cuneiform  about  5- toothed  hairy,  Pedicels  longer  than  leaf,  Invol.  8-10-leaved  hispid 
9623  Leaves  cordate  angular  5-lobed  acuminate  toothed  downy,  Pedicels  nearly  as  long  as  leaf 
9824  Leaves  cuneiform  ovate  3-lobed  toothed,  Pedic.  scarcely  longer  than  petiole,  InvoL  6-7-leaved 

9825  Leaves  cordate  5-Iobed  hairy :  lobes  acuminate  subrepand,  Inv.  6-7-leaved  setaceous  [undivided 
9826  Stem  and  petiol.  prickly,  Pedic.  short  unarmed  very  hairy,  Lvs.  3-5-lobed  blunt  toothed;  upper  obi  lane. 
9827  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  palmate  5-lobed;  upper  3-lobed :  lobes  blunt  unequally  toothed  narrowed  at  base 9828  Leaves  toothed :  lower  ovate  undivided ;  upper  3-lobed  cuneate  at  base,  Flowers  subsess.  InvoL  12-toothed 
9829  Leaves  palmate  5-parted :  lobes  lanceolate  acuminate  subserrate  at  end,  Pedicels  jointed  under  the  end 
9630  Stem  hairy,  Leaves  on  long  stalks  ovate  about  3-lobed  serrate  membranous  smoothish,  Pedic.  very  short 
9831  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acuminate  usually  lobed  prickly-serrate,  Inv.  10-leaved 9832  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  palmate  5-parted  with  1  gland  beneath,  Ft  subsess.  Cal  covered  with  glanduL  hairs 
9833  Stem  rough  with  recurved  prickles,  Stipules  A-cord.  Leaves  palmate  5-lobed,  Pedicels  length  of  petiole 
9834  Stem  rough  with  recurved  prickles.  Stipules  fane.  Leaves  5-7-parted  with  lane,  acuminate  serrated  lobes 
9835  Leaves  smoothish  palmate :  lobes  5-7-acuminate  coarsely  toothed,  Inv.  hispid  4-6-leaved,  Fls.  decimate 
9836  Stem  rough,  Leaves  rough  roundish  truncate  at  base ;  upper  palmate-lobed  :  lobes  dilat  crenate  upwards 
9637  Stem  petioles  and  calyx  muricate,  Leaves  ovate  at  base  trifid ;  lower  5-fid :  lobes  acuminate  serrate 
9838  Leaves  palmated :  lobes  lanceolate  serrate,  Petioles  muricate,  Fl.  subsessile  solitary,  Inv.  7-fid 
9839  Leaves  subpeltate  cordate  7-angular  acuminate  serrate,  Stem  hispid,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9840  Leaves  3-5-lobed  blunt  crenate  hairy,  Pedic.  twice  as  long  as  leaf,  Inv.  many-leaved.  Cor.  c'ampanulate 9841  Leaves  cord.  5-lobed  blunt  toothed,  Petioles  longer  than  fl.  Inv.  10-leaved  decidu.  Cat  bursting  lengthwise 
9842  Stem  strigose,  Leaves  3-lobed  angular  cordate  toothed  downy.  Peduncle  longer  than  petiole 
9843  Leaves  cord,  angular  sparingly  toothed  nearly  smooth,  Branches  velvety,  Caps,  turbinate  truncate  hispid 
9844  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  smoothish  coarsely  toothed  without  glands,  Leaves  of  the  invol.  with  a  tooth  inside 
9845  Leaves  cordate  unequally  toothed  beneath  hoary:  lower  about  5-lobed;  upper  acum.  Pedic.  1-fl.  very  short 
9846  Stem  somew.  prickly,  Leaves  smoothish  toothed  5-angular  acuminate,  Fls.  cernuous,  Caps.  5- winged  hairy 
9847  Leaves  acuminate  unequally  toothed  subvillous :  lower  undivided  cordate ;  upper  ovate-cordate  3-lobed 
9848  Leaves  cordate  oblong  toothed  bluntish  angular  slightly  3-lobed  smooth,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9849  Lvs.  toothed :  lower  undivided ;  upper  5-fid :  lobes  oblong  nearly  equal  blunt,  Cat  in  flat,  membran.  nerved 
9850  Lvs.  toothed :  lower  undivided ;  upper  3-parted :  lobes  lane,  middle  one  very  long,  Cal.  infl.  membr.  nerved 
9851  Leaves  toothed :  lower  leaves  3-lobed ;  upper  5-parted  blunt,  Stem  hispid 
9852  Leaves  hairy  5-lobed :  lobes  linear  oblong  coarsely  toothed,  Cal.  very  villous  longer  than  involucrum 

from  the  seeds,  make  very  agreeable  tarts ;  and  a  decoction  of  them,  sweetened  and  fermented,  is  commonly 
called  sorrel  cool  drink.  It  is  a  small  diluting  liquor,  much  used  in  our  sugar  colonies,  and  reckoned  very 
refreshing  in  those  sultry  climates.  {Browne's  Jam.)  The  bark  of  this  species,  and  also  of  H.  cannabinus,  is full  of  strong  fibres,  which  the  inhabitants  of  the  Malabar  coast  prepare  and  make  into  cordage ;  and  it  seems 
as  if  it  might  be  wrought  into  fine  strong  thread  of  any  size. 
The  leaves  of  H.  surattensis  are  gratefully  acid,  and  eaten  in  salads.  The  mucilage  of  the  root  of  H. 

mahihot  is  used  in  Japan  for  giving  consistence  to  paper. 
H.  Abehnoschus,  from  the  Arabic  Ab-cl-Mosclt,  grain  or  seed  of  musk,  has  large  seeds  of  a  very  musky 

odor,  and  are  frequently  used  as  a  substitute  for  animal  musk  in  scenting  powders  and  pomatums.  In  Arabia 
and  Egypt  they  are  ground  and  mixed  with  coffee,  to  render  it  more  agreeable  to  the  head  and  stomach. 

H.  esculentus,  the  Okro  of  the  West  Indies,  is  cultivated  there,  and  in  some  parts  of  France,  for  the  pods, 
which  are  gathered  green  and  used  in  soups,  or  pickled  like  capers.  They  are  full  of  a  nutritive  mucilage, 
and  buttered  and  spiced  make  a  very  rich  dish. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1481.  GOSSVPIUM.  W.  Cotton. 
9853  herbaceum  W. 
9854  arboreum  W. 
9855  vitifolium  W. 
9856  hirsutum  W. 
98.07  religiosum  W. 9858  barbadense  W. 

common tree 
Vine-leaved 
hairy 

spotted-barked Barbadoes 
1482.  REDOUTE'A.  Vent.  Redoutea. 
9859  heterophylla  Vent,  various-leaved 

148a  PALA'VIA.  W.  Palavia. 9860  malvifolia  W.  Mallow-leaved 

1  Qor EE  ag 
£  Olag 
£  E)ag £  OJ  ag 

tm  or 

O  un 
3l  A  pr 

Malvacece. 

jl 

jl.au 
jl.au 

jl 

S  s.l 
C  s.p 

1484.  CRISTA'RIA.  Coo.  Cristaria. 9861  coccinea  Ph.  scarlet 
1485.  ANCDA.  Cav.  Anoda. 
9362hast£ta  W.  halberd-leaved     iQI  un 
9663  cr  is  tat  a  W.            crested  [QJ  un 
9864  Dillenifina  W.       Dillenius's  O  un 

1486.  PERIP'TERA.  Dec.  Periptera. 
9865  punicea  Dec.         Shuttlecock     Ik  I   I  pr 

Malvacece. 
3  jn  Y 

Malvacete. 

1]  jn.au  Pu Malvacete. 

iiu  s Malvacece. 

1}  jn.jl  B 1J  jl.s  Pu 
ii  jn. n  B Malvacece. 
3  my.jn  Cr 

Sp.  6—16. E.  Indies  1591 
E  Indies  1694. E.  Indies  1805. 
&  Amer.  1731. India  1777. 
Barbadoesl759. 

Sp.  1—2. 
a  Amer.  1822. 

Sp.  1—2. 
Peru  1794. 

So.  1-4. Missouri  1811. 

Sp.  3—7. Mexico  1799. 
Mexico  1720. 
Mexico  1725. 

Sp.  1. N.Spain  1814.  C  CO 

S  co 
C  co 

D  p 

S  s.p 
S  s.p 

C  co 

Ca.dis.&tl64.f.2 
Cav.  dis.  6. 1 193 
Cav.  dis.  6. 1. 166 Cav.  dis.  6. 1 167 
Ca.dis.6.tl64.f.l Bot.reg.84 

Vent  eels.  1 11 

Cav.dis.l.tll.f.4 
Bat.  mag.  1673 

Bot  mag.  1541 
Cav.dis.l.tlO.f.3 
Bot  mag.  1 330 
Bot  mag.  1644 

t*1487.  SI'DA  W. 
9866  Unifolia  Cav. 
9867  angustifulia  W 
9868  spinosa  W. 9869  alba  W. 
9870  bracteolfita  Dec. 
9871  carpinif&iia  W. 9872  erosa  Link. 
9873  ciliaris  IV. 
9874  alnifolia  W. 

9875  compressa  Dec. 9876  canadensis  W. 
9877  rhombifblia  W. 
9878  rccisa  Link. 
9879  micans  Cav. 

9880pil6sa  W. 

Sida.  Malvacece. 
flax-leaved      HI    I  un  3  jl  Pk narrow-leaved  £  El  un  ]}  jl.s  Y 
prickly           £  Oi  un  1|  jLs  Y white-flowered     O  un  2  jn.jl  W 
bracteolate      *  |  |  un  2  jn.jl  Y 
Hornbean-lvd.  *  i  |  un  3  jLs  Y 
bitten             £  El  un  2  jLs  Y 
ciliated           £  OJ  un  1}  jn.s  Y 
Alder-leaved       O  un  2  jl.s  Y 

Sp.  69—195. Guiana 
Brazil 
E  Indies E.  Indies 
Chili 
Canaries Brazil 
Jamaica E  Indies 

1822. 
1726. 1680. 
1732. 1824. 
1774. 1824. 
1759. 
1732. 

co  L'Her.  stirp.t.52 
co  Cav.diss.l.t.l.f.9 
co  DU.eLtl71.£210 

co 

co  Jac  ic.  1. 1 135 

co 

CO  Cav.diss.l.t.3.f.9 
CO  Dil.el.t.m.f.211 

compressed Canary 
rhomboid-lvd. 
cut glittering 

iQI  un 
iQI  un •  □un 

£  E]  un 
£  |A1  un 

2  jn.s 2  jn.s 
2  jn.au 2  jn.au 
1}  jn.au 

Nepal  1823. E  Indies  1820. 
India  1732. 
Brazil  1823. 
E  Indies  1820. 

S  co 
S  co 
C  co C  co 
C  co 

Cav.dis.l.t3.f.l2 
Cav.diss.  l.t.  3.11 

£  OS  un 

StDomin.1793.  C  co  Cav.diss.l.tl.f.8 
9857 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1481.  Gossypium.  Pliny  says,  that  in  Upper  Egypt,  on  the  borders  of  Arabia,  grew  a  shrub  called  gossypion 

or  xylon.  Its  fruit  enclosed  a  sort  of  soft  white  woo),  of  which  the  garments  of  the  Egyptian  priests  were 
manufactured.  Golius  remarks,  that  goz,  which  expresses  in  Arabia,  a  silky  substance,  may  be  the  root  of 
the  word.  An  important  genus,  as  furnishing  the  down  used  in  the  cotton  manufacture.  This  down  is 
found  lining  the  capsules  which  contain  the  seeds.  There  are  several  species  cultivated  for  this  purpose  in 
different  parts  of  the  world.  G.  herbaceum  is  the  only  species  cultivated  in  Europe,  especially  in  the  Levant, 
and  in  Malta,  Sicily,  and  Naples :  it  is  also  grown  in  many  parts  of  Asia. 

G.  hirsutum  is  occasionally  grown  in  the  West  Indies ;  but  G.  barbadense  is  the  prevailing  species  there. 
In  the  East  Indies  and  China,  G.  herbaceum  and  arboreum  are  cultivated,  and  some  other  species,  especially 
that  which  produces  the  nankeen-colored  down,  not  yet  introduced  to  Europe.  An  oil  is  obtained  from  the 
seeds  of  all  the  species,  while  those  of  the  G.  herbaceum  are  eaten  in  the  Levant,  and  esteemed  wholesome  and nutritive. 

In  the  Levant,  the  herbaceous  cotton  is  sown  in  well  prepared  land  in  March,  in  lines  at  three  feet  distance, 
and  the  patches  of  seeds  two  feet  apart  in  the  lines.  The  plants  are  thinned  out  to  two  or  three  in  a  place, 
and  the  earth  is  stirred  by  a  one-horse  plough,  or  by  manual  labor  with  hoes,  and  irrigated  once  or  twice  a 
week  by  directing  the  water  along  the  furrows  between  the  rows.  The  flowering  season  is  generally  over  about 
the  middle  of  September,  and  then  the  ends  of  the  shoots  are  pinched  off  to  determine  the  sap  to  the  capsules. 
The  capsules  are  collected  by  hand  as  they  ripen,  a  tedious  process,  which  lasts  till  the  end  of  November.  The 
cotton  and  the  seeds  are  then  separated  by  manual  labor,  and  the  former  packed  in  bales  or  bags  for  sale.  The 
seeds  are  bruised  for  oil  or  eaten,  and  a  portion  kept  for  sowing. 

The  Barbadoes  cotton  plant  is  sown  in  the  West  Indies  in  rows,  about  five  feet  asunder,  at  the  end  of 
September,  or  the  beginning  of  October:  at  first  but  slightly  covered,  but  after  it  is  grown  up,  the  root  is  well 
moulded.  The  soil  should  not  be  stiff  nor  shallow,  as  this  plant  has  a  tap-root  The  ground  is  hoed  fre- 

quently, and  kept  very  clean  about  the  young  plants,  until  they  rise  to  a  moderate  height  It  grows  from  four to  six  feet  high,  and  produces  two  crops  annually ;  the  first  in  eight  months  from  the  time  of  sowing  the  seed ; 
the  second,  within  four  months  after  the  first ;  and  the  produce  of  each  plant  is  reckoned  about  one  pound 
weight  The  branches  are  pruned  or  trimmed  after  the  first  gathering ;  and  if  the  growth  is  over  luxuriant, 
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9643  Leaves  5-lobed  1 -glandular  beneath  :  lobes  round  mucronate,  InvoL  serrate,  Stem  smooth 
9854  Leaves  5-lobed  palmate :  lobes  lanceolate  blunt  mucronate  with  1  gland  beneath,  In  vol.  nearly  entire 
9855  Lower  leaves  5-lobed  palmate ;  upper  3-lobed  with  1  gland  beneath,  Inv.  tem.  Ca£  with  3  glands  at  base 
9656  Upper  leaves  undivided  cordate;  lower  3-5-lobed  with  1  gland  beneath,  Branches  and  petioles  hirsute 
9857  Upper  leaves  3-lobed ;  lower  5-lobed  with  1  gland  beneath,  Branches  and  petioles  spotted  with  black 
9858  Upper  leaves  3-lobed ;  lower  5-lobed  with  3  glands  beneath,  Stem  smoothish 

9859  Leaves  ciliated  elliptical  entire  rarely  trifid 

9860  Smoothish  prostrate,  Peduncles  nearly  as  long  as  petiole 

9861  Leaves  very  caisious,  Stem  very  short 

9862  Lower  leaves  cordate  acuminate  5-angled  somewhat  toothed  blunt ;  upper  hastate  acuminate 
9663  Leaves  all  crenate :  lower  roundish  cordate  blunt  5-angled ;  upper  round  hastate  acuminate 
9864  Lower  leaves  triangular  hastate  crenate ;  upper  ovate  lane,  nearly  entire,  Ped.  soL  ax  ill.  length  of  leaves 

9865  Lower  leaves  cord,  about  5-lobed  hastate :  upper  hastate,  Petals  erect  spatulate  somewhat  toothed  at  end 
1.  Capsules  5-12,  lseeded,  not  bladdery. 

*  Flower-stalks  not  longer  than  the  leafstalk.   Leaves  oblong  or  ovate 
9866  Leaves  linear  entire  much  longer  than  the  diameter  of  the  flower,  Racemes  terminal 
9867  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  toothed,  A  spiny  tubercle  at  the  base  of  the  leaves,  Pedic.  ax  ill.  subsolitary 
9668  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  toothed,  A  spiny  tubercle  at  the  base  of  the  leaves,  Pedic.  axillary  solitary 
9869  Leaves  oblong  ovate  subcordate  blunt  tooth,  Pedicels  as  long  as  petiole 
9670  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  toothed  smooth,  Branches  round  downy,  Rac.  very  short  bracteolate 
9871  Leaves  ovate-oblong  doubly  serrate,  Pedunc.  axillary  very  short  about  4-flowered,  Branches  flattened 
9872  Leaves  rhomboid  narrowed  at  base  serrate-toothed  forwards  beneath  downy,  Pedicels  shorter  than  petiole 
9873  Lvs.  ellipt.  subov.  blunt  toothed  at  end,  Pedic  axill.  solitary  very  short,  Stipules  ciliated  longer  than  flow. 
9874  Lower  lvs.  roundish  ov. ;  upp.  obi.  toothed  cua  and  nearly  ent.  at  base,  Pedic.  axill.  many  shorter  than  pet 

**  Flower  stalks  elongated,  distinctly  jointed.  Leaves  oblong  or  ovate 
9675  Lvs.  ovate  lane,  acumin.  toothed  hoary  beneath,  Branches  compr.  dotted,  Pedic.  thrice  as  long  as  petiole 
9876  Leaves  lanceolate  toothed  smooth,  Pedic.  axillary  1-fl.  length  of  leaf 
9676  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  toothed  cuneate  at  base  hoary  beneath,  Pedic.  axillary  lfl.  shorter  than  leaf 
9878  Leaves  somewhat  rhomboid  retuse  crenate  towards  the  end  hoary  beneath,  Pedic.  longer  than  petiole 
9879  Leaves  ovate  blunt  serrated  downy  shining,  Pedic.  axillary  solitary  much  longer  than  petiole 

***  Flower-stalks  elongated.  Leaves  cordate  at  base,  toothed,  not  lobed. 
9880  Leaves  ovate  cordate  blunt  toothed,  Pedicels  solitary  1- flowered  longer  than  petiole 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
this  should  be  done  sooner.  When  great  part  of  the  pods  are  expanded,  the  wool  is  picked,  and  afterwards 
cleared  from  the  seeds  by  a  machine  called  a  gin,  composed  of  two  or  three  smooth  wooden  rollers  of  about 
one  inch  diameter,  ranged  horizontally,  close  and  parallel  to  each  other,  in  a  frame;  at  each  extremity  they 
are  toothed  or  channelled  longitudinally,  corresponding  one  with  the  other ;  and  the  central  roller  being moved  with  a  treaddle  or  foot-lath,  resembling  that  of  a  knife-grinder,  makes  the  other  two  revolve  in  con- 

trary directions.  The  cotton  is  laid  in  small  quantities  at  a  time  upon  these  rollers,  whilst  they  are  in  motion, 
and  readily  passing  between  them,  drops  into  a  sack  placed  underneath  to  receive  it,  leaving  the  seeds,  which 
are  too  large  to  pass  with  it,  behind.  The  cotton  thus  separated  from  the  seeds,  is  afterwards  hand-picked 
and  cleansed  thoroughly  from  any  little  particles  of  the  pods  or  other  substances  which  may  be  adhering  to  it. 
It  is  then  stowed  in  large  bags,  where  it  is  well  trod  down,  that  it  may  be  close  and  compact;  and  the  better 
to  answer  this  purpose,  some  water  is  every  now  and  then  sprinkled  upon  the  outside  of  the  bag;  the 
marketable  weight  of  which  is  usually  three  hundred  pounds.  An  acre  may  be  expected  to  produce  from 
two  hundred  and  forty  pounds  to  that  quantity ;  or  two  hundred  and  seventy  pounds  on  an  average.  (Lime's 
Jam.  vol.  iii.  p.  686.  S/c.  and  Browne.*  * 1482.  Redoutea.  Named  after  P.  J.  Redoute,  a  celebrated  French  botanical  draughtsman,  still  living. His  drawings  are  inferior  to  those  of  the  Bauers  as  accurate  representations  of  nature;  but  they  are 
gMwaJjy^tastefully  arranged  and  please  the  eye,  notwithstanding  a  coldness  of  coloring  which  often  injures 

1483.  Palavia.  In  honor  of  Don  Antonio  Palau  y  Verdera,  second  professor  of  botany  at  Madrid,  and  author of  an  excellent  translation  of  the  Species  Plantarum  of  Linnaeus  in  Spanish. 
1484.  Cristaria.  From  crista,  a  crest,  in  allusion  to  the  crested  form  of  the  capsules.  A  pretty  plant,  not very  easily  preserved.  It  answers  better  in  a  peat  border  than  a  pot,  and  is  increased  by  division  or  seed. 1485.  Anoda.  Named  by  Cavanilles,  from  a,  privative,  and  nodus,  an  articulation ;  because  the  peduncles do  not  possess  the  joints  which  are  found  in  Sida,  from  which  the  plants  of  this  genus  have  been  extracted 
1486.  Periptera.   So  named  from  the  resemblance  of  the  flowers  in  form  to  a  shuttlecock,  xi'imea. 
1487.  Sida.   A  name  of  Theophrastus,  said  by  some  to  have  been  applied  to  a  Malvaceous  plant  •  but 
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9881  humilis  W. 
9882  supina  L'Her. 9883  argute  W. 9884  cordifolia  W. 
9885  althse'ifolia  Sua. 9886  Arena  W. 
9887  dumosa  Sum. 
9888  paniculate  W. 
9889  triloba  W. 
9890  jatrophoides  W. 
9891  ricinoides  L'Her. 9892  Napa/a  Cav. 9893diolca  Cav. 

dwarf  RT1  un     }  jLau  Y 
procumbent     £  E3  un]  1  jLau  Y 
smtb.sharp-lvd.il  □  un  3  jLau  Y heart-leaved        O  un  If  jn.s  Y 
Althaea-leaved  *  □  un  3  jn.s  Or 
stinging  *  □  im  1|  jl.s  Y 
bushy  *Dun  2  jl.s  Y 
panicled         £  OS  un  1J  jl.s  Fu 
three-lobed      »  |  |  un  3  jl.s  W 
Physic-nut-like     KL  un  4  au  V Ricinus-like        EH  un  4  au  W 
smooth  4  A  un  4  au.s  W 
rough  5  A  un  6  au.s  W 

E.  Indies  1800.  8  co 
Jamaica  182L  S  co 
W.  Indies  1732.  C  co 
C.  G.  H.   1732.  S  co 
Jamaica  1820.  C  co 
Jamaica  1781.  C  co 
Jamaica  1818.  C  co 
Jamaica  1795.  C  co 

C.  G.  H.  1794.  C  co 
&  Amer.  1787. 
Peru  1818. 
Virginia  1748. 
Virginia  1759. 

S  co D  co 

D  co 

Cav.dis.5.tl34f.2 
Ca.dis.6.tl96.f.2 
DU.eLtm.f.209 
SIoanel.tl36.f2 
Cav.diss.l.t.2.f.7 
Cav.dis.l.tlS.f.5 
Jar.  sen  cc.2. 1. 142 L'Her.stir.l.t56 
Cav.  diss.l.tS.f.3 Hot.  mag.  2193 
Ca.dis.5.  t!32.£2 

9894  occidentalis  W. 
9895  foe'tida  W. 
9896  brevipes  Dec. 

downy 
stinking 
short-stalked 

fTTl  un  1J  jl.au  Y 
O  un  14  jLau  Y 
Qun   1  jLau  Y 

America  1732.  S  co  Dill,  elt  7.  t6.£6 
Peru  1795.  S  co  L'Her.stir.l.t.53 St.  Martha  1822.  S  co 

9897  periplocifolia  W 
0  neylamca 
y  cariboo' a 9898  hernandioides  W. 

9899nudifl6ra  IV. 
9900  polyantha  Link. 9901  aurita  Wall. 
9902  triquetra  W. 9903  incana  Link. 
9901  umbellate  W. 

9905reflexa  W. 
9906  crispa  W. 
9907  arborea  W. 
9908  mauritiana  W. 
9909  grandifolia  W. 
9910  tilia-f  olia  Fisc/i. 9911  amer  i  ran  a  W. 
9912  Abutilon  W. 
9913asiaUca  W. 
9914  Sonneratiana  W. 
9915  populitolia  W. 9916  mollissima  W. 
9917  orbiculata  Dec 9918  Indira  W. 
9919  vesicaria  W. 
9920aB)ida  W. 
9921  acerifolia  Lag. 

Periploca-lvd.  £ Ceylon  £ Caribbee  j£ 
Hernandia-lvd.  » 
naked-flowered  it 
many-flowered  * eared  * 
triangular  * 
hoary  it umbelled 
reflex-flowered  it 
curled 
great-flowered  41 Mauritius 
large-leaved  £ 
lime-leaved woolly 

broad-leaved 
small-flowered 
Sonnerat's  j£ 
Poplar-leaved soft-leaved  £ 
orbicular  » 
rough-capsuled 
bladdery  * 
whitish  » 
Maple-leaved  * 

Ol  un ED  un 
Ol  un 
I  I  un I  I  un 
I  I  un I  I  un 
I  1  un 
I  I  un im  un 

I   I  un 

0  un 
1  I  un 
ITT!  un 
I    I  un un fTT  un 
rm  un mi  un 
Ol  un rm  un 

Ol  un 
i   I  un 
rm  un 

2  jl.au 2  jLau 
2  jLau 6  ... 3  my.jn 
3  my.jn 
3  my.jn 
2  jLau 
3  jLau 
lijLs 
3  jl.au 
1  jl.au 6  jLau 2  jLs 

20  n.d 
2  jl.au 14  jLau 
H  jn.au 

U  jl-au 

2  jnjl 
1  jLau 

I  j.n  j! 
3  jn.jl 

H  jLau 

3  jLau 
3  jLau 3  jLau 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y Y.p 
Y 
Y 

R 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y W.Y 
B 

India  1691. 

Ceylon W.  Indies  ... 
Hispanio.  1798. Peru  1731. 

  1821. 
Bengal  182a W.  Indies  1775. 
Sandw.  Is.  1818. 
Jamaica  1788. 

Peru  1799. 
Carolina  1726. 
Peru  1772. 
Mauritius  1789. 

  181& China  1821. Jamaica  1730. 
India  1596. 
K  Indies  1768. 
C.G.  H.  1806. E.  Indies  1796. 
Peru  1789. 
China  1820. 
India  1731. 
Mexico  1822. 
Canaries  1822. 
K.Spain  1822. 

co  DilLelt4.taf.2 co  Pluk.  1 74.  £  7 
co  Sloanetl39.  f.3 
co  L'Her.stir.l.t.58 
co  L'Her.stir.l.t59 
co 
co  Bot.  mag.  2495 co  Jac. vind.  2.t.l  18 

co 

co  Jac.  vind.  1. 1 16 

C  co S  co 
C  co S  co 
C  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 

L'Her.stir.l.t64 
Ca.dis.5.tl35.f.2 L'Her.stir.l.t.63 
Jac  ic.  1. 1 137 
Bot  reg.  360 

Hon tt.  sy st,  t.  61 Cav.diss.l.t.7.f.2 
Cav.diss.l.t6.f.4 
Cav.diss.l.t7.£9 
Cav.dis.2.t.l4.f.l 
Cav.dis.l.t7.£10 
Cav.dis.2.t.l4.f.3 

9922  Milleri  Dec. 
9923  viminea  Fitch. 
9924  semicrenata  Link. 
9925  arrant  ha  Link. 
9926  spineifSlia  Link. 9927  brasiliensis  Cav. 

Miller's 

twiggy 

half  crenate 

pointed Spiraea-leaved Brazilian 

9928  vUlosa  Mill.  villous 
9929  verruculate  Dec.  waited 
9930  purpurascens  Link,  purplish 
9931  pStens  H.  K. 
9932  contract.-!  Link. 9933  conferte  Link. 
9934  lasiostega  Link. 

spreading contracted 
clustered woolly 

rm  un 

£E|UD 
E]  un 

•  □un •  I    I  un 

j£  EE  un •  □un 41  □  un 
iilZjun Olun 
41  □  un 411  I  un 
*Dun 
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3  au.s 2  jLs 

3  jl.au 
4  jl.au 
3  jLau 
3  jl.s 3  jl.s 
4  au.s 
3  au.s 

Y S 

CO Or 

Brazil  1821. C CO 
Y Manilla  1823. C CO 
Y Brazil  1820. c 

CO 
Y c CO 
Y Brazil  1818. c CO Cav.dis.l.t.34.f.l 

Pa.Y S.  Amer.  1739. c CO 
Y Brazil  1822. c 

CO 

Pk Brazil  1822. c 

CO 
Y Abyssinia  1806. c CO Bot  rep.  571 
Y Madagas.  1823. c CO 
Y Brazil  1822. c CO 
Y Brazil  1824. c CO 

History,  Use,  Propagation,,  Culture, 
Adanson  is  of  opinion,  that  our  Nymphaaa  was  the  Sida  of  Theophrastus.   The  species  are  free-flowerers  of  ho 
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9681  Leaves  roundish  cordate  hairy  above  serrated,  Pedicels  subsolitary  longer  than  petiole 
9682  Leaves  roundish  cordate  bluntish  crenate  softly  velvety,  Pedic  solitary  1-fl.  longer  than  petiole 9883  Leaves  cordate  serrate  attenuated  at  end  downy  on  the  edge  of  the  petiole  and  the  nerves  beneath 
9884  Leaves  Ovate  cordate  toothed  somew.  angular  bluntish  downy,  Pedic.  sol.  1-fl.  a  little  shorter  than  petiole 
9885  Leaves  cord,  somewhat  angular  blunt  serrate  cren.  downy  on  each  side,  Pedic.  shorter  than  petiole  1-5-rt 
9886  Leaves  ovate  cordate  acuminate  toothed,  Pedunc.  3-4-flowered  very  short 
9687  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  serrate  smooth  on  each  side,  Peduncles  many-fl. 9888  Leaves  ovate  cordate  toothed  acuminate  downy,  Pedunc  loosely  panicled  capillary 

****  Leaoes palmate,  divided  into  3-5-7-9  lobes. 9889  Leaves  cordate  toothed  3-lobed ;  middle  lobe  acute  long,  Pedicels  solitary  nearly  equal  to  the  leaf 
9890  Leaves  subpeltate  7-lobed :  lobes  lanceolate  acuminate  pinnatifid  toothed,  Peduncles  many-fl. 
9891  Leaves  subpeltate  5-lobed :  lobes  ovate  acute  toothed  undivided,  Peduncles  about  1- flowered 
9892  Leaves  palmate  5-lobed  smooth  :  lobes  oblong  acuminate  toothed,  Peduncles  many-fl. 
9893  Leaves  palmate  7-lobed  rough :  lobes  lanceolate  cut-toothed,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  bracteate  corymbose 

2.  Capsules  15-40, 1-seeded,  bladdery. 
9894  Leaves  oblong  cordate  toothed  somewhat  lobed.  Pedicels  solitary  shorter  than  petiole 
9895  Lvs.  cord,  ovate  acute  toothed  downy  on  each  side,  Petioles  and  pedicels  hairy,  Stip.  setaceous  spreading 
9896  Lvs.  cord,  roundish  acumin.  tooth,  velvety,  Petioles  and  branches  with  spreading  hairs,  Pedic.  very  snort 

3.  Capsules  5-10,  many-seeded,  often  bladdery. 
*  Capsules  5-8. 9897  Leaves  cord,  lane  acuminate  entire  downy  beneath,  Pedicels  divided  slender  longer  than  petiole 

*  /3  Leaves  narrow  rough  above y  Leaves  more  cordate  smooth  and  a  little  rugose  above 
9898  Leaves  subpeltate  cordate  ovate  acuminate  entire  downy,  Pedic.  1-fl.  shorter  than  petiole 9899  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  entire  downy  beneath,  Panicle  terminal  racemose 
9900  Leaves  cordate  shortly  acuminate  subcrenate  slightly  downy  and  green  on  each  side,  Panicle  leafless 
9901  Lvs.  deeply  cord,  with  a  narr.  base  acumin.  serrul.  hairy  above  hoary  beneath,  Stips.  broad-eared  acumin. 
9902  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  serrulate  velvety  on  each  side,  Pedicels  solitary  1-flowered 
9903  Leaves  hoary  cordate  acuminate  acutely  crenate,  Pedicels  1-fl.  longer  than  petiole 
9904  Leaves  roundish  cordate  toothed  angular  acuminate,  Pedicels  4-fl.  umbelled  axillary 

**  Capsules  9  or  more. 
9905  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  crenate  downy,  Pedicels  soL  longer  than  petiole 
9906  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  crenate  velvety ;  upper  sessile,  Pedicels  soL  longer  than  petiole 
9907  Leaves  round  cordate  acuminate  crenate  downy,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9908  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  toothed  downy  beneath,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9609  Leaves  roundish  cordate  unequally  toothed  soft,  Pedunc.  2-3-fl.  shorter  than  petiole,  Capsules  acuminate 
9910  Leaves  roundish  cordate  with  a  broad  sinus  acuminate  toothed  soft,  Pedicels  shorter  than  petiole 
9911  Leaves  cordate  oblong  undivided  downy,  Pedicels  shorter  than  leaf 
9912  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  toothed  downy,  Peduncles  shorter  than  petiole 
9913  Leaves  cordate  ovate  oblong  toothed  velvety  on  each  side,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9914  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  toothed  downy,  Peduncles  longer  than  leaves 
9915  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  unequally  repand  toothed  downy,  Peduncles  longer  than  petiole 
9916  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  toothed  velvety,  Peduncles  2-flowered  shorter  than  petiole 
9917  Leaves  ovate  orbicular  reniform  toothed  hoary  beneath,  Pedicels  longer  than  petiole 
9918  Leaves  cordate  somewhat  lobed  soft,  Stipules  reflexed,  Pedicels  erect  3  times  as  long  as  petiole 
9919  Leaves  ovate  cordate  toothed  tricuspidate,  Pedicels  twice  as  long  as  petiole 
9920  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acuminate  toothed  hoary  on  each  side,  Pedicels  length  of  petiole 
9921  Leaves  cordate  subpeltate  3-5-lobed  unequally  toothed  villous,  Pedicels  1-flowered  longer  than  petiole 

4.  Uncertain  species. 
*  Leaves  linear,  oblong,  ovate,  or  lanceolate. 

9922  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  toothed  villous  beneath,  Pedicels  axillary  1-fl. 9923  Leaves  lanceolate  very  long  entire  hairy,  Racemes  terminal  very  short 
9924  Leaves  broad  lanceolate  obtuse  crenate  entire  at  base  3-nerved;  younger  downy  beneath 
9925  Middle  leaves  oblong  blunt  acutely  crenate  in  front ;  upper  lanceolate  acute  serrated  in  front 
9926  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  serrated  entire  at  base  smooth,  Pedunc.  axillary  solitary  longer  than  petiole 
9927  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  5-nerved  scarcely  toothletted  j  beneath  and  branches  downy,  Stipules  filiform 

**  Leaves  cordate,  undivided. 
9928  Leaves  subcordate  sessile  serrate  subvillous,  Flowers  axillary  clustered 
9929  Stem  warted,  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate  acuminate  acutely  crenate  downy 
9930  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  crenate  toothletted,  and  stems  green  and  downy,  Pedic.  axillary  1-fl. 
9931  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  cut  serrate,  Peduncles  solitary  longer  than  petiole 
9932  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  repand  rarely  crenate  hoary,  Panicle  contracted  bracteate 
9933  Leaves  cordate  acute  crenate  rugose  and  stems  yellow  with  down,  Flowers  subsessile  aggregate 
9934  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  hoary  beneath,  Pedicels  axillary  1-flowered  longer  than  petiole 

aiul  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
great  beauty.    They  are  increased  by  seeds,  which  they  produce  freely,  or  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a hand-glass. 
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148a  LAGUNE'A.  W. 9935  lobata  W. 
tl489.  RUI'ZIA  W 9936  variabilis  W. 

LaGUNBA. 
Mapel-leaved       O  un  3 
Ruizia. 

various-leaved  *  □  or 
1490.  CAROLI'NEA  W.   Caroline  a. 9937  alba  Lodd. 
9938princeps  W. 9939  minor  H.  K. 
9940  insignia  W. 

1491.  ADANSCKNIA.  W.  Adanbojtia. 

Malvacete.  Sp.  1 — 4. jl.au     W     Bourbon  1787. 
Byttneriaccw.    Sp.  1—3. 

6  my      W      Bourbon  1792. 
Botnbacete.   Sp.  4—5. 

»  jl.au     W     Brazil  1817. 

Sour  Gourd  J 
SlLK-CoTTO.V-TllEE. 

9941  digitata  W. 
1492.  BOM'BAX.  W. §9942  eriSnthos  Cav. 
§9943  pentandrum  W. 9944Ceiba  W. 
9945  heptaphyllum  W. 

1493.  MYRO'DIA.  W. 9946  turbinata  W. 
1494.  GORDCNIA.  W. 
9947  Lasifathus  W. 
9948  pubescens  IV. Lacathea  florida  P.  L  56. 

1495.  STUARTIA.  W.  Stuahtia. 
§9949  Malachodendron  W.  Common 
§9950  pentfigyna  W.  curled Malachodendron  ovatum  Cav. 
tl49&  CAMEL'LIAJ&t.  Camellia. §9951  Bohea  Bobea  Tea 
§9952  viridis  Green  Tea 

9927      Jf>  9936 

20 
...  W W.Indies  1787. C 

20 

jl.au  W 
Guiana  1798. C 

20 ...  R W.  Indies  1796. C 
Botnbacete. 

Sp.l. 60 ...  W Senegal  1724. C 
Bombacece. 

Sp.4— 7. 60 ...  W Brazil  1818. C 
60 

...  y.w E.  Indies  1739. C 
100 ...  w India  1692. C 
50 ...  w 

America  1699. C 
Botnbacete. 

Sp.  1—3. 
6 ...  W W.Indies  1793. C 

C  p.l 

p.l p.l 

pi 
p.l 

Ca.dis.5.t.l36.f.l 
Jac.schca.3.t295 

Bot  cab.  752 
Aub.  gui.  t291.2 Bot  mag.  1412 
Cav.  diss.  5. 1. 154 

p.l    Cav.  diss.  5. 1. 157 

Ternstromiaceee.   Sp.  2—4. 6  au.n     Y      N.  Amer.  1739. 
4  au.n     W     Carolina  1774. 

Ternstrotniacete.   Sp.  2. 
10  my.au  W     N.  Amer.  1742. 
9  jLau    W     N.  Amer.  1785. 

p. 
p. 

p. 

p.l 

p.l 

L  p.l L  s.p 
L  Lp L  l.p 

Ca.dis.5.tl52.f.l 
Jac.am.pict.  176 
Ca.dis.5.tl52.f.2 Plu.alm.tl88.C4 

Bot  mag.  668 
Vent  malm.  1 1 

Bot  rep.  397 
Exot.bot2.tll0 

History,  Vie,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1488.  Lagunea.  Named  after  Andreas  Laguna,  a  Spanish  naturalist,  who  published,  in  1543,  a  work  upon 

plants.    It  may  be  treated  like  other  tender  annuals. 
1489.  Ruizia.  In  honor  of  Don  Hippolito  Ruiz,  author  of  Quinologia,  Madrid,  1792,  and  other  works,  and, 

in  conjunction  with  Pavon,  of  the  famous  Flora  Peruviana.   A  plant  of  easy  culture,  fcut  of  little  merit 
1490.  Caroliiwa.  Named  by  the  younger  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  the  Princess  Sophia  Caroline,  of  Baden  j  a 

name  which,  he  says,  will  always  be  cherished  by  botanists.  A  splendid  family,  which  thrive  in  loam ;  and 
large  cuttings,  well  clothed  with  leaves,  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 1491.  Adatisonia.  In  honor  of  Michel  Adanson,  a  famous  French  botanist,  born  in  1727,  and  author  of 
various  works,  of  which  his  voyage  into  Senegal,  and  Families  des  Plantes,  are  the  most  remarkable.  He  was  an 
eccentric  man,  but  certainly  far  more  learned  for  his  time  than  many  of  his  modern  detractors.  Monkies'- bread,  or  Boabab,  is  considered  the  largest  or  rather  broadest  tree  in  the  world.  Several  measured  by  Adanson 
were  from  sixty-five  to  seventy-eight  feet  in  circumference,  but  not  extraordinarily  high.  The  trunks  were 
from  twelve  to  fifteen  feet  high,  before  they  divided  into  many  horizontal  branches,  which  touched  the  ground 
at  their  extremities ;  these  were  from  forty-five  to  fifty-five  feet  long,  and  were  so  large,  that  each  branch  was 
equal  to  a  monstrous  tree ;  and  where  the  water  of  a  neighbouring  river  had  washed  away  the  earth,  so  as  to 
leave  the' roots  of  one  of  these  trees  bare  and  open  to  the  sight,  they  measured  one  hundred  and  ten  feet  long, without  including  those  parts  of  the  roots  which  remained  covered.  It  yields  a  fruit  which  resembles  a  gourd, 
and  which  serves  for  vessels  of  various  uses ;  the  bark  furnishes  a  coarse  thread,  which  they  form  into  ropes, 
and  into  a  cloth,  with  which  the  natives  cover  their  middle  from  the  girdle  to  the  knees ;  the  small  leaves 
supply  them  with  food  in  a  time  of  scarcity,  while  the  large  ones  are  used  for  covering  their  houses,  or,  by 
burning,  for  the  manufacture  of  good  soap.  At  Sierra  Leone  this  tree  does  not  grow  larger  than  an  orchard 
apple-tree. The  ligneous  part  of  this  tree  appears  to  be  of  little  or  no  use  as  timber.  In  our  stoves  it  grows  in  rich  soil 
in  heat,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand,  covered  and  plunged. 

1492.  Bombax.  From  jS^qSug,  one  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  cotton ;  the  seeds  of  the  plants  now  so  called 
are  enveloped  in  a  cottony  substance.  B.  pentandrum  bears  oval  fruit  larger  than  a  swan's  egg,  having  a thick  woody  cover,  which,  when  ripe,  opens  in  five  parts,  and  is  full  of  a  short  dark  cotton,  inclosing  many 
roundish  seeds  as  large  as  small  peas. 

B.  Ceiba  has  a  spiny  trunk,  and  is  one  of  the  tallest  trees  of  both  Indies  ;  but  the  wood  is  very  light,  and  not 
much  valued,  except  for  canoes.  Their  trunks  are  so  large  as,  when  hollowed,  to  make  very  large  ones.  In 
the  West  Indies  they  frequently  carry  from  fifteen  to  twenty  hogsheads  of  sugar,  and  from  six  to  twelve 
hundred  weight  each.  When  sawn  into  boards,  and  then  well  saturated  with  lime-water,  the  wood  bears 
exposure  to  the  weather  many  years ;  it  is  also  formed  into  laths  for  roofs,  curing-pots,  and  hogshead-heading. When  the  tree  decays,  it  becomes  a  nest  for  the  Macaca  beetle,  the  caterpillar  of  which,  gutted  and  fried,  is 
esteemed  by  many  persons  one  of  the  greatest  delicacies.  The  down  which  is  enclosed  in  the  seed-vessels  it 
seldom  used,  except  by  the  poorer  inhabitants  to  stuff  pillows  or  chairs ;  and  it  is  generally  thought  unwhole- some to  lie  upon. 
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9935  Leaves  cordate  S-lobed :  lobes  oval  oblong  acuminate  toothed  with  a  very  narrow  base 
9936  Leaves  of  the  flowering  branches  palmatifid ;  of  the  sterile  palmate 
9937  Leaves  digitate,  Filaments  numerous  forked  united  at  base  into  a  tube 9938  Leaflets  5-8  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate 
9939  Leaflets  7  elliptical-oblong  acute  at  each  end,  Calyx  truncate,  Petals  erect 
9940  Leaflets  5-7  obovate  oblong,  Calyx  sinuated,  Petals  erect  spreading  at  end 
9911  A  tree  with  a  very  thick  trunk  with  a  diameter  of  25  feet 

9942  Anthers  rectilinear,  Leaflets  7,  Corolla  large  woolly  outside,  Trunk  prickly 
9943  Anthers  anfractuose,  Leaflets  entire,  Trunk  generally  prickly 
9944  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  palmate,  Leaflets  5,  Fruit  turbinate  concave  at  end 
9945  Stem  prickly,  Leaves  palmate,  Leaflets  7  entire  acuminate,  Fruit  oblong  blunt 

9946  Leaves  ovate-oblong,  Calyxes  turbinate,  Column  of  stamens  shorter  than  petals 
9947  Pedicels  axillary  half  as  short  as  leaves,  Leaves  oblong  coriaceous  smooth  serrated 
9948  Fls.  subsessile,  Leaves  obov.  lane,  downy  beneath  subserrate  membranous,  Petals  and  sepals  silky  outside 

9949  Flowers  large  white,  Filaments  purple,  Anthers  blue 
9950  Leaves  ovate  acute,  Flowers  solitary  subsessile 

9951  Leaves  elliptical  oblong  subrugose  twice  as  broad  as  long 
9952  Leaves  lanceolate  flat  three  times  as  broad  as  long 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1493.  Myrodia,  From  /av(ov,  myrrh,  and  otr/^ri,  smell  A  tree  which  emits  an  odor  similar  to  myrrh. 

[Linn.) 1494.  Gordonia.  In  memory  of  James  Gordon,  an  eminent  nurseryman  at  Mile-End,  near  London,  a 
correspondent  of  Linnaeus  and  other  eminent  botanists,  and  the  introducer  and  successful  cultivator  of  many 
new  plants.  G.  Lasianthus  (woolly  flower,  from  Xaurux  and  m&ot),  the  loblolly-bay,  is  said  to  grow  naturally in  water  or  very  moist  situations.  Miller,  on  that  account,  was  unsuccessful  in  keeping  the  plant.  Gordon 
and  Lee,  who,  as  Ellis  relates,  (Carres,  with  Linnaeus)  were  better  cultivators  than  Miller,  were  pro- 

bably more  successful.  Sweet  says,  the  species  are  hardy  enough  to  bear  our  winters  in  the  open  air ;  but  the 
young  shoots  often  get  injured,  and  the  summer  is  not  long  enough  to  flower  them  in  perfection ;  it  is  there- 

fore better  to  treat  them  as  greenhouse  plants.  Peat  soil  suits  them  best,  and  a  little  loam  mixed  with  it : 
they  are  readily  propagated  by  layers,  or  ripened  cuttings  may  be  struck  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  (Sot Cult.  199.) 

1495.  Stuartia.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  in  honor  of  the  Marquis  of  Bute,  in  memory  of  whom  there  also 
exists  another  genus  named  Butea,  by  Roxburgh.  The  species  are  handsome  shrubs,  grow  in  peat  soil,  and 
are  most  readily  increased  by  layers. 

1496.  Camellia.  In  honor  of  George  Joseph  Kamel,  (or  Camellus)  a  Jesuit.  His  Syllabus  Stirpium  in 
Insula  Luzone  Philippinarum,  forms  the  appendix  to  tne  third  volume  of  Ray's  History.  This  is  a  remark- able genus,  as  at  once  furnishing  the  domestic  drug  tea,  in  universal  use,  and  flowering  trees  and  shrubs  as 
universally  admired.  The  seeds  of  all  the  species  are  crushed  for  oil,  which  is  used  like  that  of  hemp  or  poppy in  cookery. 

C.  Bohea  and  viridis  are  the  species  which  chiefly  furnish  the  tea  j  but  C.  Sasanqua  is  also  used,  and 
sometimes  the  leaves  of  the  other  species  are  taken,  though  that  practice  is  rather  to  be  considered  hi  the 
light  of  adulteration.  The  tea  districts  of  China  extend  from  the  twenty-seventh  to  the  thirty-first  degree 
of  north  latitude.  According  to  the  missionaries,  it  thrives  in  the  more  northern  provinces ;  and  from  Kajmpfer, 
it  appears  to  be  cultivated  in  Japan  as  far  north  as  latitute  45'.  It  seems,  according  to  Dr.  Abel's observation,  to  succeed  best  on  the  sides  of  mountains,  where  there  can  be  but  little  accumulation  of 
vegetable  mould.  The  soils  from  which  he  collected  the  best  specimens  consisted  chiefly  of  sandstone,  schistus, 
or  granite.  The  plants  are  raised  from  seeds  sown  where  they  are  to  remain.  Three  or  more  are  dropped 
into  a  hole  four  or  five  inches  deep ;  these  come  up  without  further  trouble,  and  require  little  culture,  except 
that  of  removing  weeds,  till  the  plants  are  three  years  old.  The  more  careful  stir  tne  soil,  and  some  manure 
it ;  but  the  latter  practice  is  seldom  adopted.  The  third  year  the  leaves  are  gathered,  at  three  successive 
gatherings,  in  February,  April  and  June,  and  go  on  till  the  bushes  become  stinted  or  tardy  in  their  growth, 
which  generally  happens  in  from  six  to  ten  years.  They  are  then  cut  in  to  encourage  the  production  of 
fresh  roots. 

The  gathering  of  the  leaves  is  performed  with  care  and  selection.  The  leaves  are  plucked  off  one  by  one : 
at  the  first  gathering  only  the  unexpanded  and  tender  are  taken :  at  the  second  those  that  are  full  grown ; 
and  at  the  third  the  .coarsest  Ths  first  forms  what  is  called  in  Europe  imperial  tea  ;  but  as  to  the  othgr 

Q  q 
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9953  Sasanqua  W. 

$  plena 9954  japonica  W. 
Lady  Banks's   *  i  |  pr    4  f.n  W double  <H\  |  pr    4  f.n  Pk common         it  i  |  spl  10  my.jl  R 

China  1811. 
China  1818. 
China  1739. 

I  p.l  Bot  reg.  12 I  p.l  Bot  reg.  517 C  p.l 

1  single  red 
2  single  white 3  semi-double  red 
4  double  red 
5  Middlemist's  red 
6  Myrtle-leaved 
7  Loddiges'  red 8  Waratah 
9  variegated  Waratah 

10  Pajony-flowered  * 
11  double-striped  it 12  Kew  blush  it 
13  Hume's  blush  or  buff  H 14  double  white  it 
15  Welbank's  m 
16  Lady  Long's  it 17  Pompone  it 18  hexangular  it 

Garden  Varieties. 
1  I  spl  10  my.jl  R 
I  |  spl  10  my.jl 
i  |  spl  10  my.jl 
I  I  spl  10  my.jl 
I  |  spl  10  my.jl I  |  spl  10  my.jl '  spl  10  my.jl 

spl  10  my.jl spl  10  my.jl 
I  |  spl  10  my.jl 
1  I  spl  10  my.jl i    I  spl  10  my.jl 
I  |  spl  10  my.jl 
i  |  spl  10  my.jl I  |  spl  10  my.jl 
I  |  spl  10  my.jl l  I  spl  10  my.jl i    I  spl  10  my.jl 

China 
China 
China China China 
China 
China 
China China China 
China 
China 
China China 
China 
China China 
China 
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1739. 
C  p.1 

p.l 

Bot  mag.  42 
p.i  Bot  cab.  636 
p.l  Bot  rep.  559 
p.l  Bot.  rep.  199 
p.l  Bot.  cab.  455 
p.l  Bot.  mag.  1670 

p.l 

p.l  Bot.  cab.  537 
p.l  Bot.  reg.8«7 p.l  Bot.  cab.  238 p.l  Bot.  rep.  91 
p.l  Bot  reg.  22 
p.l  Bot.  reg.  112 
p.l  Bot.  rep.  25 p.l  Bot  reg.  708 
p.l  Bot.  reg.  633 
p.l  Bot  cab.  596 

p.l 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
names  by  which  tea  is  known,  the  Chinese  know  nothing ;  and  the  compounds  and  names  are  supposed  to  be 
made  and  given  by  the  merchants  at  Canton,  who,  from  the  great  number  of  varieties  brought  to  them,  have 
an  ample  opportunity  of  doing  so.  Formerly  it  was  thought  that  green  tea  was  gathered  exclusively  from 
C.  viridis ;  but  that  is  now  doubtful :  though  it  is  certain  there  is  what  is  called  the  green  tea  district,  and  the 
black  tea  district ;  and  the  varieties  grown  in  the  one  district  differ  from  those  grown  in  the  other.  Dr. 
Abel  was  told  by  competent  persons,  that  either  of  the  two  plants  will  afford  the  black  or  green  tea  of  the 
shops,  but  that  the  broad  thin-leaved  plant  (C.  viridis)  is  preferred  for  making  the  green  tea. The  tea  leaves  being  gathered,  arc  cured  in  houses  which  contain  from  five  to  ten  or  twenty  small  furnaces, 
about  three  feet  high,  each  having  at  the  top  a  large  flat  iron  pan.  There  is  also  a  long  low  table  covered  with 
mats,  on  which  the  leaves  are  laid,  and  rolled  by  workmen,  who  sit  round  it :  the  iron  pan  being  heated  to  a 
certain  degree  by  a  little  fire  made  in  the  furnace  underneath,  a  few  pounds  of  the  fresh-gathered  leaves  are 
put  upon  the  pan ;  the  fresh  and  juicy  leaves  crack  when  they  touch  the  pan,  and  it  is  the  business  of  the 
operator  to  shift  them  as  quick  as  possible  with  his  bare  hands,  till  they  become  too  hot  to  be  easily  endured. 
At  this  instant  he  takes  off  the  leaves  with  a  kind  of  shovel  resembling  a  fan,  and  pours  them  on  the  mats 
before  the  rollers,  who,  taking  small  quantities  at  a  time,  roll  them  in  the  palm  of  their  hands  in  one 
direction,  while  others  are  fanning  them,  that  they  may  cool  the  more  speedily,  and  retain  their  curl  the 
longer.  This  process  is  repeated  two  or  three  times,  or  oftener,  before  the  tea  is  put  into  the  stores,  in  order 
that  all  the  moisture  of  the  leaves  may  be  thoroughly  dissipated,  and  their  curl  more  completely  preserved. 
On  every  repetition  the  pan  is  less  heated,  and  the  operation  performed  more  closely  and  cautiously.  The  tea 
is  then  separated  into  the  different  kinds,  and  deposited  in  the  store  for  domestic  use  or  exportation. 

The  different  sorts  of  black  and  green  arise  not  merely  from  soil,  situation,  or  the  age  of  the  leaf ;  but  after 
winnowing  the  tea,  the  leaves  are  taken  up  in  succession  as  they  fall;  those  nearest  the  machine  being  the 
heaviest,  are  the  gunpowder  tea ;  the  light  dust  the  worst,  being  chiefly  used  by  the  lower  classes.  That  which 
is  brought  down  to  Canton  then  undergoes  a  second  roasting,  winnowing,  packing,  &c,  and  many  hundred 
women  are  employed  for  these  purposes. 

As  more  select  sorts  of  tea,  the  blossoms  of  the  C.  sasanqua  appear  to  be  collected ;  the  buds  also  appear  to 
be  gathered  in  some  cases.  By  far  the  strongest  tea  which  Dr.  Abel  tasted  in  China,  was  that  called  t/utien, 
used  on  occasions  of  ceremony.  It  scarcely  colored  the  water,  and  on  examination  was  found  to  consist  of 
buds  and  half  expanded  leaves  of  the  plant 

As  substitutes  for  tea  used  by  the  Chinese,  may  be  mentioned  a  species  of  moss  common  to  the  mountains 
of  Shan-tung,  an  infusion  of  ferns  of  different  sorts,  and  Dr.  Abel  thinks  the  leaves  of  the  common  camellia 
and  oil  camellia  may  be  added.  Du  Halde  observes,  that  all  the  plants  called  tea  by  the  Chinese,  are  not  to 
be  considered  as  the  true  tea  plant ;  and  Ksempfer  asserts,  that  in  Japan  a  species  of  Camellia,  as  well  as  the 
Olea  fragrans,  is  used  to  give  it  a  high  flavor. 
The  oil-bearing  Camellia,  C.  oleifera,  is  cultivated  for  its  seeds,  from  which  an  oil  is  expressed,  in  very 

general  use  in  the  domestic  economy  of  China.  It  grows  best  in  a  red  sandy  soil,  attaining  the  height  of  six 
or  eight  feet,  and  producing  a  profusion  of  white  blossoms  and  seeds.  These  seeds,  as  well  as  those  of  any  of 
the  other  species,  are  reduced  to  a  coarse  powder,  which  is  stewed  or  boiled  in  bags,  and  then  pressed,  when 
the  oil  is  yielded.   (Dr.  Abel's  Nar.  176.) The  culture  of  the  tea  Camellias  in  our  greenhouses  is  very  simple  The  plants  are  very  hardy,  and  may  be 
preserved  in  a  pit  without  fire-heat  j  they  grow  in  loamy  soil,  or  loam  and  peat  well  drained,  and  increase 
freely  by  layers,  or  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  taken  off  when  it  begins  to  ripen,  planted  in  sand,  and 
covered  with  a  hand-glass  in  a  cool  frame  or  pit 

C.  japonica,  in  the  groves  and  gardens  of  Japan,  is  a  lofty  tree,  much  admired  for  its  fine  form,  rich  clothing 
*>f  shining  deep  green  foliage,  and  elegant  red  or  white  flowers,  single  or  double.    It  is  equally  admired  in 
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9953  Leaves  ovate-oblong  bluntly  serrated,  Flowers  terminal  subsolitary,  Petals  obcordate 
9951  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  acutely  serrate,  Flowers  terminal  subsolitary 
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and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
China  as  in  Japan,  and  much  cultivated  in  both  countries.  It  is  of  frequent  occurrence  in  Chinese  paintings, 
with  Hibiscus  and  Chrysanthemum,  two  of  their  great  favorites.  There  are  several  varieties  of  C.  japonica 
in  China,  most  of  which  have  been  imported  here,  and  their  number  considerably  increased,  and  daily  in- 

creasing, from  seedlings  raised  in  this  country.  The  double  white,  double  striped,  and  double  Waratah,  (from 
the  central  petals  resembling  those  of  the  Waratah  plant  of  New  Holland,  Telopea  speciosissima,)  are  con- 

sidered the  grandest  and  most  marked  varieties,  and  are  also  free-growers  and  flowerers ;  the  paeony-flowered 
and  fringed'  white,  are  also  standard  beauties ;  but  all  are  much  admired. The  single  red  Camellia  is  propagated  by  cuttings,  layers,  and  seeds,  for  stocks ;  and  on  these  the  other  sorts 
are  generally  inarched,  and  sometimes  budded  or  grafted.  The  cuttings  are  formed  of  ripened  or  ripening 
.shoots,  taken  off  in  August,  cut  smoothly  across  at  a  joint  or  bud,  two  or  three  of  the  lower  leaves  only  taken 
offl  and  the  cuttings  then  planted  and  made  firm  with  a  small  dibber,  in  pans  of  sand  or  loam,  or,  by  some 
cultivators,  sand  and  peat,  or  sand  alone.  The  pans  are  kept  in  a  pit  or  cold  frame,  without  being  covered  with 
glass,  but  shaded  during  powerful  sunshine ;  and  in  the  following  spring  such  as  are  struck  will  begin  to  push, 
when  they  are  to  be  placed  in  a  gentle  heat  In  September  or  October  following,  the  rooted  plants  will  be  fit 
to  pot  offj  and  in  the  second  or  third  springthey  may  be  used  as  stocks.  Such  is  the  practice  in  the  London 
nurseries.  Henderson,  of  Woodhall,  near  Edinburgh,  puts  in  Camellia  cuttings  at  any  time  of  the  year, 
excepting  when  they  are  making  young  wood.  He  puts  fifty  cuttings  in  a  pot  of  sand  eight  inches  in  diameter, 
sets  them  in  a  cool  place  in  the  back  of  a  vinery  or  peach-house  for  a  month  or  six  weeks,  and  then  plunges 
them  to  the  brim  in  a  hot-bed  where  is  a  little  bottom  heat.  A  speedy  mode  of  obtaining  stocks  is  by  planting 
stools  in  a  pit  devoted  to  that  purpose,  and  laying  them  in  autumn ;  the  following  autumn  most  of  the  layers 
will  have  produced  roots,  when  they  may  be  taken  off  and  potted,  and  used  as  stocks  in  the  succeeding  spring. 
Inarching  or  grafting  is  performed  early  in  spring,  when  the  plants  begin  to  grow ;  the  chief  care  requisite  is 
so  to  place  and  fix  the  pot  containing  the  stock,  as  that  it  may  not  be  disturbed  during  the  connection  of  the 
scion  with  the  parent  plant  The  graft  being  clayed  over,  is  then  covered  with  moss  to  prevent  its  cracking. 
When  independent  grafting  is  resorted  to,  the  mode  called  side  grafting  is  often  used ;  but  the  operation  of 
tongueing  is  generally  omitted,  as  weakening  the  stock  and  unnecessary,  with  a  view  to  prevent  the  scion 
from  being  blown  off.  A  few  seeds  are  sometimes  obtained  from  the  single  red  and  semi-double  Camellias, 
and  from  the  single  Waratah  j  these  require  two  years  to  come  up,  but  make  the  best  stocks  of  any. 

Before  they  are  grafted  they  are  often  allowed  to  come  into  flower,  in  case  some  new  variety  should  be  pro- 
duced ;  but  the  best  cultivators,  as  Messrs.  Loddiges,  Sweet,  and  Mackay,  regularly  cross-impregnate  the 

blossoms  in  Knight's  manner,  by  cutting  out  the  stamens  before  the  anthers  are  mature,  and  when  the  stigma is  in  a  proper  state,  dusting  it  with  the  pollen  of  the  species  or  variety  intended  as  the  male  parent 
C.  Sasanqua  seeds  most  readily,  and  is  mostly  employed  as  the  female  parent  for  raising  new  varieties.  The 

plants,  if  well  treated,  flower  in  four  or  five  years,  and  if  nothing  new  is  produced  they  still  make  excellent stocks. 
Some  cultivators  grow  the  Camellias  chiefly  in  peat.  Messrs.  Loddiges,  who  have  the  most  numerous 

collection  of  this  genus,  formerly  used  loam,  with  a  little  sand  and  peat ;  and  they  are  grown  in  a  similar 
soil  in  Hammersmith  nursery.  Of  late,  Messrs.  Loddiges  find  light  loam  alone  to  answer  as  well  or  better.  In 
the  Comte  de  Vandes  garden  at  Bayswater,  rotten  dung  is  mixed  with  loam  and  peat  Sweet  recommends 
sandy  loam  and  peat  Henderson  of  Woodhall  is  one  of  the  most  successful  growers  of  the  Camellia  in 
Scotland :  his  compost  is  as  follows :  take  one  part  of  light-brown  mould,  one  part  of  river-sand,  one  part  of peat-earth,  one  half  part  rotten  leaves ;  mix  them  all  well  together,  and  when  the  Camellias  require  shifting, 
put  some  broken  coal-char  in  the  bottom  of  the  pots,  and  some  dry  moss  or  hypnum  over  it  (Caled.  Mem, lii.  316.) 

Camellias  have  the  best  effect,  and  are  grown  to  most  advantage  in  a  house  entirely  devoted  to  them.  Such 

Qq  2 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture 
a  house  should  be  rather  lofty,  as  the  plants  never  look  so  well  as  when  six  or  eight  feet  high,  trained  in  a 
conic  form,  and  clothed  with  branches  from  the  root  upwards.  The  plants  should  be  raised  near  to  the  glass 
by  means  of  a  stage,  which  should  be  so  contrived,  that,  as  they  advance  in  height,  it  may  be  lowered  in  pro- 

portion :  only  the  very  best  crown  or  patent  glass  should  be  used ;  because  it  is  found  from  experience,  that  the 
least  inequality  of  surface  or  thickness  of  material,  so  operates  on  the  sun's  rays,  as  to  concentrate  them,  and burn  or  produce  blotches  on  the  leaves  of  the  plants.  Every  cultivator  must  have  observed  that  leathery 
shining  leaves,  like  those  of  the  orange,  myrtle,  &c  are  more  or  less  subject  to  this  solar  injury ;  but  the 
leaves  of  the  Camellia  are  particularly  so.  Some  nurserymen  recommend  a  roof  which  will  not  admit  much 
light ;  others  the  use  of  green  glass :  of  an  opaque  roof,  with  glass  in  front  only ;  or  of  a  house  facing  the 
north.  Our  opinion  is,  that  a  light  house  facing  the  south,  or,  better  still,  glass  on  all  sides,  is  essential  to  the 
perfect  growth  of  the  plants ;  and  that  all  solar  accidents  may  be  avoided,  or  at  least  rendered  of  no  con- 

sequence, by  using  the  best  glass,  and  placing  the  plants  as  near  it  as  possible. 
To  grow  the  Camellia  to  a  high  degree  of  perfection,  considerable  care  is  requisite.  The  roots  are  very  apt to  get  matted  in  the  pot,  and,  by  the  space  they  occupy,  so  to  compress  the  ball  of  mould,  as  after  a  time  to 

render  it  impervious  to  water.  Hence  frequent  attention  should  be  had,  to  see  that  the  water  poured  on  the 
pots  moistens  all  the  earth,  and  does  not  escape  by  the  sides  of  the  pot,  moistening  'only  the  web  of  fibres. When  the  plants  are  in  flower  and  in  a  growing  state,  they  require  to  be  liberally  watered,  and  also  a  degree 
of  heat  somewhat  greater  than  is  usually  given  to  greenhouse  plants.  If  this  heat  is  not  given  in  November  and 
December,  the  plants  will  not  expand  their  blossoms  freely ;  and  if  both  water  and  heat  are  not  regularly 
applied  after  the  blossoming  season,  vigorous  snoots  and  flower-buds  will  not  be  produced.  To  form  handsome 
plants,  they  should  be  trained  with  single  stems  to  rods,  and  pruned  so  as  to  make  them  throw  out  side 
branches  from  every  part  of  the  stem  :  to  encourage  these,  the  plants  should  not  be  set  close  together  on  the 
stage.  In  summer  they  may  either  be  set  out  of  doors  on  a  stratum  of  scorias,  or  on  a  pavement,  in  a  sheltered 
but  open  situation;  or  the  glass  roof  may  be  taken  off.  The  hardier  sorts,  as  the  double  red,  blush,  pasony- 
flowered,  &c.  answer  very  well  when  planted  in  the  bed  or  border  of  a  conservatory,  provided  the  roof  or 
entire  superstructure  can  be  removed  in  summer  to  admit  the  full  influence  of  the  weather.  When  this 
cannot  be  done,  the  Camellia  and  most  other  plants  are  better  in  portable  utensils,  which  admit  both  of 
examining  their  roots,  and  placing  them  in  the  open  air,  or  in  a  greater  degree  of  heat  at  pleasure  The  single 
and  double  red  Camellia  will  endure  the  open  air  when  trained  against  a  south  wall,  and  protected  by  mats  in 
winter ;  and  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  in  time  these  and  other  species  will  be  more  perfectly  inured  to  our climate. 

Henderson  of  Woodhall  gives  the  following  account  of  his  mode  of  treating  the  Camellia.  "  The  best  time for  a  regular  shifting  of  the  Camellias  is  the  month  of  February  or  beginning  of  March.  After  shifting  all 
those  that  require  it,  put  them  into  the  peach-house  or  vinery,  when  there  is  a  little  heat  ;  if  there  be  no 
peach-house,  vinery,  nor  pinery,  set  them  in  the  warmest  part  of  the  greenhouse.  They  will  soon  begin  to 
make  young  wood.  From  the  time  they  begin  to  make  their  young  shoots,  till  they  have  finished  their 
growth,  give  them  plenty  of  water  They  may  be  kept  in  the  vinery  or  peach-house  till  they  have  formed 
their  flower-buds  at  the  extremity  and  sides  of  the  young  growths,  when  a  few  of  them  may  be  removed  to  a 
colder  place,  say  behind  the  stage  of  the  greenhouse ;  for  the  Camellias  are  fond  of  being  shaded  during 
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9955  Leaves  thin  ovate  finely  serrate  pale-green,  Branches  slender  twiggy 
9956  Leaves  obovate  oblong  serrulate ;  upper  entire,  Flowers  solitary  subsessile  subaxillary 

9957  Leaves  oblong  blunt  large  fleshy  stalked  shining  tinged  with  red 

9958  Sepals  4  roundish  petaloid,  Petals  4,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  toothed 

9959  Flowers  stalked,  Outer  stamens  longest  sterile 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
strong  sunshine.  In  three  or  four  weeks  after,  a  few  more  of  the  Camellias  may  be  brought  from  the  vinery 
or  peach-house,  and  put  into  a  cooler  situation.  This  may  be  repeated  three  or  four  times,  which  will  make 
as  many  different  successions  of  flowering.  Those  that  are  wanted  to  come  into  flower  early,  may  remain  in 
the  warm  house  till  they  are  beginning  to  flower,  when  they  should  be  taken  to  a  cold  place,  say  the  coldest 
place  of  the  greenhouse ;  then  give  them  plenty  of  light  only,  and  they  will  open  their  flowers  well,  and  stand long.  A  Camellia  cannot  stand  heat  when  in  flower,  indeed  they  seldom  open  their  flowers  fine  when  in 
heat,  and,  at  all  events,  the  flowers  soon  fall  o£E  Those  that  are  kept  all  the  summer  in  the  vinery,  will  come 
into  flower  by  the  first  or  middle  of  October,  and  a  pretty  large  plant,  having  perhaps  fifty  or  a  hundred 
flower-buds,  will  continue  in  flower  till  the  month  of  January.  Those  plants  that  are  removed  early  from 
the  vinery,  will  now  be  in  flower,  to  succeed  those  that  were  in  flower  in  October,  and  have  now  done  flower- 

ing. These  last  should  be  immediately  taken  into  the  heat.  They  will  make  their  young  wood  early,  and  they 
may  remain  in  heat  till  they  come  into  flower,  which  will  perhaps  be  a  month  earlier  next  year.  By  attending 
to  shifting  the  Camellia  plants  from  the  warm-house  to  the  cold,  a  regular  succession  of  flowers  may  thus  be 
had  from  the  first  of  October  to  the  middle  of  July.  I  have  even  had  them  all  the  summer,  but  the  flowers 
are  best  in  the  winter.  Those  produced  in  summer  are  far  from  being  so  fine,  and  do  not  stand  half  the  time 
of  those  that  come  into  flower  in  November,  December,  January,  February,  March  and  April,  Camellias 
delight  to  be  kept  damp  all  the  summer  months,  and  a  little  shaded  from  the  strong  sun.  Give  them  plenty 
of  water  while  they  are  making  their  young  shoots ;  they  may  also  get  a  gentle  sprinkling  over  the  leaves 
once  every  week  during  the  summer  season,  except  when  they  are  in  flower.  Camellias  will  stand  a  great 
deal  of  cold  without  being  much  injured,  but  they  will  not  form  many  flower-buds  without  some  artificial 
heat"   ICaled.  Mem.  iii.  316.) 1497.  Barringtonia.  In  memory  of  the  Hon.  Daines  Barrington,  F.  R.  8.,  an  active  Fellow  of  the  Society 
of  Antiquaries,  and  author  of  several  papers  in  their  Transactions.  A  lofty  tree,  the  handsomest  in  the 
equinoctial  flora.  It  has  thick  shady  bunches  of  long  wedge-shaped  coriaceous  leaves,  and  large  handsome 
purple  and  white  flowers,  which  open  at  night,  and  fall  at  sunrise.  They  are  succeeded  by  a  reddish  brown 
drupe,  the  seed  of  which  mixed  with  the  bait,  inebriates  fish  in  the  same  manner  as  Cocculus  indicus.  It 
grows  on  the  sea  shore  and  at  the  mouths  of  rivers,  and  is  cultivated  in  the  governor's  garden  at  St.  Helena. 
It  is  very  rare  in  our  stoves,  though  not  difficult  to  manage  Sweet  says,  "  a  mixture  of  two-thirds  loam  and one-third  peat,  is  a  good  soil  for  it  Cuttings  taken  off  at  a  joint,  when  the  wood  is  ripe,  and  put  in  a  pot  of 
sand  under  a  hand-glass  in  moist  heat,  will  strike  root  readily :  none  of  the  leaves  should  be  taken  off  or 
shortened."   (Sot.  Cult.  21.) 1498.  Gustavia.    In  memory  of  Gustavus  III.,  king  of  Sweden,  who  presented  a  great  collection  of  Indian 
Elants  to  the  elder  Linna?us.  A  tree  remarkable  for  its  large  white  flowers,  larger  than  those  cf  the  water- 
ly,  but  with  a  large  naked  bald  receptacle  between  the  corolla  and  the  style.  The  flowers  smell  sweet,  but 

the  wood  is  extremely  fetid.  In  Surinam  it  is  used  for  hoops.  In  the  stove  it  grows  in  sand  and  loam,  and 
roots  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  . 

1499.  Careya.  Named  after  Dr.  William  Carey,  the  editor  of  Roxburgh's  Flora  Indica,  and  an  English physician  and  botanist  residing  at  Serampore.   Beautiful  Indian  plants,  with  long  red  stamens. 
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Class  XVII.  —  DIADELPHIA.    Stamens  united  in  two  separate  parcels. 

This  class  essentially  requires,  as  its  name  implies,  that  the  stamens  should  be  united  in  two  separate  parcels. 
These  may  either  be  equal,  each  bearing  more  anthers  than  one,  as  in  Smithia,  iEschynomene,  Fumaria,  and 
others  ;  or  unequal,  one  parcel  being  reduced  to  a  single  stamen,  and  the  other  bearing  several  anthers,  as  in 
the  greater  number  of  genera  included  in  the  class.  But  besides  the  plants  whose  stamens  are  thus  disposed, 
it  has  been  the  practice  to  admit  other  genera  having  papilionaceous  flowers,  but  with  their  stamens  united  in 
one  parcel  only,  such  as  Platylobium,  Bossisa,  Arachis,  and  others.  The  propriety  of  this  measure  is  extremely 
questionable.  It  has  been  before  remarked  in  this  work,  that  the  value  of  an  artificial  arrangement  of  objects 
depends  wholly  upon  the  precision  with  which  they  are  referred  to  those  heads  or  divisions  with  the  characters 
of  which  they  agree.  If  this  does  not  obtain,  an  artificial  system  ceases  to  be  useful,  and  its  only  merit,  that 
of  facilitating  the  discovery  of  the  name  of  a  given  object,  cannot  be  said  to  exist.  This  principle  is  particularly 
applicable  to  the  genera  just  mentioned.  Their  artificial  character  refers  them  to  Honadelphia,  but  they 
are  retained  in  Diadelphia,  to  which  their  artificial  character  does  not  refer  them,  because,  as  is  alleged,  of  the 
natural  relation  which  they  bear  to  other  genera  in  Diadelphia.  If  this  reasoning,  which  is  only  applicable  to 
an  arrangement  of  plants  according  to  their  natural  affinities,  and  which  has  no  allowable  reference  to  an  arti- 

ficial system,  were  to  be  admitted,  it  would  follow  that  Tamarindus,  actually  included  in  Monadelphia  by  the 
most  eminent  Linnean  botanists,  and  all  the  papilionaceous  genera  stationed  in  Decandria,  should  be  referred 
hither  also.  With  such  objections  attaching  to  the  contrivance  of  this  class,  it  is  not  easy  to  understand  in 
what  way  it  "  does  honor  to  the  comprehensive  powers  of  Linnaeus's  mind,"  as  has  been  somewhere  remarked by  one  of  his  most  distinguished  panegyrists. The  structure  of  the  corolla  of  plants  of  this  class  is,  for  the  most  part,  with  the  exception  of  Fumaria  and 
its  allies,  what  has  been  popularly  termed  papilionaceous ;  that  is  to  say,  it  consists  of  five  petals  of  different 
forms  and  direction,  of  which  the  upper,  called  the  vexillum  or  standard,  is  larger  than  the  rest,  upon  which  it 
is  incumbent ;  the  two  lateral,  called  the  alee  or  wings,  are  oblong,  distinct,  and  parallel  with  the  ovarium ;  and 
the  two  lower,  called  the  carina  or  keel,  are  enclosed  within  the  aUe,  are  also  parallel  with  the  ovarium,  and 
cohere  by  their  lower  edges,  so  as  together  to  form,  as  it  were,  one  boat-shaped  petal.  To  this  common  form of  corolla  there  are,  however,  some  exceptions,  as  in  Amorpha,  where  the  ala;  and  carina  are  absent,  and  in 
Eryt h  rina,  where  the  ahe  are  in  some  cases  almost  obliterated.  In  Trifolium  the  petals  all  cohere  by  their  claws 
into  an  undivided  tube. 

With  regard  to  the  importance  of  Diadelphous  plants  as  applicable  to  the  purposes  of  mankind,  they  may  be 
said  to  hold  the  very  highest  rank.  All  the  numerous  varieties  of  pulse,  whether  eaten  by  men  or  cattle,  peas, 
beans,  haricots,  caravances,  lentils,  and  others,  are  all  produced  by  Diadelphous  plants.  The  best  of  our  arti- 

ficial grasses,  such  as  clover,  nonesuch,  cow-grass,  lucerne,  saintfoin,  serradilla,  &c.  &c,  belong  to  various  Dia- delphous genera.  A  large  proportion  of  the  class  also  consists  of  useful  and  ornamental  trees  and  herbs,  which 
will  be  noticed  in  their  respective  places. 

Order  1.  PENTANDRIA. Stamens  5. 

1500.  Mormieria.  Cal.  5- parted,  with  the  upper  segment  long.  Cor.  ringent.  Stamens  2 :  upper  with  two 
anthers ;  lower  with  three.    Caps.  5, 1-seeded. 1501.  Petalostemum.  Petals  4,  between  the  stamens,  all  united  into  a  slit  tube.  Vexillum  none,  but  in  its 
place  a  fifth  petal.   Legume  surrounded  by  calyx,  1-seeded. 

Order2.  HEXANDRIA. Stamens  6. 

1502.  Corydolis.   Pet  4, 1-spurred  at  base.   Pod  2-valved,  compressed,  many-seeded. 
1503.  Cysticapnos.  Petals  4,  one  gibbous  at  base.  Capsule  bladdery,  many-seeded ;  the  placentas  connected 

by  a  membranous  net  work. 1504.  Diclytra.    Petals  4,  two  outer  equally  spurred  or  gibbous  at  base.   Pod  2-valved,  many-seeded. 1505.  Adlumia.  Petals  4,  united  in  a  fungous  monopetalous  corolla,  persistent,  and  with  two  protuberances 
at  base.   Pod  2-valved,  many-seeded. 

1506.  Sarcocapnos.  Petals  4, 1-spurred  at  base.  Caps.  2-valved,  not  opening,  2-seeded.  Valves  3-nerved, flattish. 
1507.  Fumaria.  One  petal  gibbous  or  spurred  at  base.  Cariopsis  indehiscent,  1-seeded,  not  pointed  with  a 

style. 

Order  a  OCTANDRIA. Stamens  8. 

1508.  Poly  gala.   CaL  of  5  leaves,  two  of  them  wing-shaped  and  colored.   Caps,  compressed,  obcordate. 1509.  Murattia.  Sepals  5,  glumaceous,  nearly  equal.  Petals  3,  united,  the  middle  bifid  with  blunt  lobes. 
Ovary  with  4  horns  or  tubercles,  2ivalved,  2-celled. 

1510.  Mundia.  Sepals  5,  glumaceous,  persistent,  the  two  inner  wing-shaped.  Petals  3,  scarcely  united  at 
base ;  the  middle  one  cucullate,  beardless.  Stamens  7-8,  somewhat  villous,  monadelphous  at  base,  with  a  tube divided  in  front 

1511.  Securidaca.  Sepals  5,  the  two  inner  petaloid.  Petals  5,  united  at  base  :  three  united  into  a  3-lobed 
keel ;  two  oblong.    Stamens  8,  diadelphous. 

Order  4.  DECANDRIA.  ^*(|^^  Stamens  10. 
1512.  Nissolia.    Cal.  5-toothed.   Legume  1-seeded,  ending  in  a  ligulate  wing. 
1513.  Dalbergia.   Cal.  obsoletely  5-toothed.   Legume  leafy,  flat,  not  opening.   Seeds  solitary  or  twin. 
1514.  Pongamia.  Cal.  colored,  cyathiform,  obliquely  truncate,  5-toothed.  Petals  clawed.  Vexillum  spread- 

ing. AUe  and  carina  conniving.  Legume  substipitate,  compressed,  flat,  rostrate,  valveless,  1-2-seeded.  Anthers 
ciliate,  glandular  at  end. 

1515.  Pterocarpus.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Legume  falcate,  foliaceous,  varicose,  indehiscent,  encompassed  by  a wing.   Seeds  a  few,  solitary. 
1516.  EcastaphyUvm.  Cal.  eampanulate,  sub-bilabiate :  upper  segment  emarginate ;  lower  trifid.  Filaments 

equally  diadelphous.  Legume  roundish,  valveless,  1-seeded. 
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1517.  Geqffroya.  CaL  5-fid;  Drupe  orate.  Kernel  compressed. 
151'8.  Dipterix.   Segm.  of  cal.  2,  wing-shaped.    Legume  1-celled,  1-seeded,  coriaceous,  2- valved. 1519.  Parivoa.   Cal.  3-4-fid.   Vexillum  ample.    Alae  and  carina  O.   Legume  compressed,  1-seeded. 
1520.  Amerimnum.  Cal.  sub-bilabiate.  Legume  compressed,  leafy,  2-valved,  dehiscent.  Some  seeds, solitary. 
1521.  Erythrina.    Cal.  bilabiate,  \.   Vexillum  very  long,  lanceolate.   Legume  torulose. 
1522  Butea.  CaL  sub-bilabiate.  Vexillum  very  long,  lanceolate.  Legume  compressed,  membranous,  one- seeded  at  end. 

'  1523.  Viborgia.   CaL  5-toothed,  with  rounded  recesses.   Legume  turgid,  sulcate,  winged. 1524.  Piscidia.   Stigma  acute.    Legume  with  four  wings. 
1525.  Platylobium.  Cal.  bracteate,  2-lipped,  upper  lip  round,  large,  bifid.  Stam.  all  united.  Legume 

stalked,  compressed,  winged  at  back,  many-seeded. 
1526.  Borbonia.   Stigma  emarginate.    Calyx  acuminate,  spiny.   Legume  mucronate. 
1527.  Rafnia.  CaL  ringent ;  upper  lip  bifid ;  lower  spreading  trifid ;  the  middle  tooth  narrowest  Legume lanceolate,  compressed. 
1528.  Aspalathus.   CaL  5-fid,  upper  segment  largest.   Legume  ovate,  blunt,  about  2-seeded. 
1529.  Sarcophyllum.   Cal.  campanulate,  5-parted,  regular.   Legume  acinaciform,  acute. 1530.  Crotalaria.   Legume  turgid,  inflated,  stalked.   Filaments  united  with  a  dorsal  fissure. 
1531.  Bossitsa.  CaL  2-lipped,  upper  lip  largest,  half  bifid,  obtuse.  Stam.  all  united.  Legume  piano-com- 

pressed, stalked,  many-seeded,  thickened  at  each  edge.   Seeds  strophiolate. 
1532.  Scottia.  Cal.  imbricated  with  bractes,  5-toothed,  with  nearly  equal  teeth.  Vexillum  complicate, 

shorter  than  alas,  which  are  as  long  as  carina.  Stam.  all  united.  Legume  stalked,  compressed,  thickened  at 
each  edga    Seeds  3-4,  strophiolate. 

1533.  Templetonia.  Cal.  ebracteate,  with  5  nearly  equal  teeth.  Carina  oblong.  Stamens  all  united,  with 
uniform  anthers.    Legume  pedicellate,  piano-compressed,  many-seeded.   Seeds  strophiolate. 

1534.  Goodia.  Cal.  with  2  nearly  equal  lips,  upper  half  bifid,  acute.  Vexillum  unfurled,  large.  Stamens  all 
united.   Legume  stalked,  compressed,  about  2-seeded.   Seeds  strophiolate. 

1535.  Loddigesia.   Vexillum  much  shorter'  than  alae  or  carina. 1536.  Hovea.  CaL  bilabiate,  the  upper  lip  half  bifid,  retuse.  Stamens  all  united.  Carina  blunt  Legume 
sessile,  roundish,  ventricose,  2-seeded.   Seeds  strophiolate. 

1537.  Spartium.  Stigma  longitudinal,  villous  above.  Filaments  adhering  to  ovary.  CaL  lengthened  at  the base. 
1538.  Genista.  Cal.  2-lipped  :  upper  one  with  2 ;  lower  one  with  3  teeth.  Vexillum  bent  backwards  from the  rest  of  the  flower. 
1539.  Lebeckia.  CaL  5-parted,  with  acute  segments  and  rounded  recesses.  Legume  cylindrical,  many- seeded. 
1540.  Vlex.  CaL  of  2  leaves,  with  a  small  scale  at  the  base  on  each  side.  Legume  turgid,  scarcely  longer than  the  calyx. 
1541.  Ononis.  Cal.  5-cleft,  its  divisions  linear.  Vexillum  striated.  Legume  turgid,  sessile.  Filaments  in one  undivided  set. 
1542.  Anthyllis.   Cal.  inflated,  5-toothed,  inclosing  the  small  roundish  1-3-seeded  legume. 
1543.  Arachis.  CaL  2-lipped.  Cor.  resupinate.  Filaments  united.  Legume  gibbous,  torulose,  veiny, coriaceous. 
1544.  Lupinus.    CaL  2-lipped.    Anthers,  5  oblong,  5  round.   Legume  coriaceous,  torulose,  compressed. 
1545.  Amorpha.  Cal.  campanulate,  5-fid.  Vexillum  ovate,  concave.  Aire  O.  Carina  O.  Legume  2-seeded, falcate. 
1546.  Abrus.  CaL  obsoletely  4-lobed,  the  upper  broader.  Filaments  9,  united  at  base,  opening  at  back. 

Stigma  blunt   Seed  spherical. 
1547.  Phaseolus.    Carina  with  the  stamens  and  style  twisted  spirally. 
1548.  Teramnus.  Carina  very  small,  inclosed  in  the  calyx,  live  alternate  stamens  fertile.  Stigma  sessile, 

capitate. 1549.  Carpopogon.   Vexillum  not  callous.   Flowers  capitate.   Pods  short,  broad,  1-seeded. 
1550.  Dolichos.   Vexillum  with  two  calli  at  base,  parallel,  oblong,  compressing  the  wings  beneath. 
1551.  Stinolobium.  CaL  campanulate,  2-lipped :  upper  lip  entire,  erect ;  lower  trifid,  with  the  middle  seg- 

ment longest.  Vexillum  ascending.  Aire  dolabriform,  lunate  at  base,  the  length  of  carina.  Anthers  2-formed, 
hairy.   Legume  torose,  1-celled,  with  partitions.   Seeds  round,  with  a  crested  hilum. 1552.  Glycine.    Cal.  2-lipped.    Carina  pushing  back  the  vexillum  with  its  end. 

1553.  Kennedia.  CaL  2-lipped :  upper  emarginate ;  lower  trifid,  equal.  Vexillum  refiexed,  recurved.  Aire 
pressed  to  the  carina.   Carina  remote.   Stigma  blunt   Legume  oblong. 

1554.  Cylista.  Cal.  4-fid,  larger  than  cor. .  upper  segment  bifid  at  end,  or  emarginate ;  lower  very  large. 
Cor.  persistent  Legume  about  2-seeded. 

1555.  Galactia.  CaL  4-toothed,  with  2  bractes.  Petals  all  oblong;  the  vexillum  broadest  and  incumbent  upon 
the  others.   Stigma  obtuse    Legume  round.   Seeds  roundish. 

1556.  Clitoria.   Cor.  resupinate,  with  a  large  spreading  vexillum  overshadowing  the  wings. 
1557.  Orobus.  Style  linear,  cylindrical,  downy  above.  Cal.  obtuse  at  the  base,  its  upper  segments  deeper  and shorter. 
1558.  Lathyrus.   Style  plane,  downy  above,  broader  upwards.   Cal.  with  its  two  upper  segments  shortest 
1559.  Ochrus.  Cal.  with  the  two  upper  segments  conniving.  Vexillum  with  two  teeth  at  the  sides.  Style 

flat,  villous  above.    Legume  having  a  membranous  wing  upon  the  seed-bearing  suture. 
1560.  Pisum.   Style  triangular,  keeled  above,  downy.   Two  upper  segments  of  calyx  shorter  than  the  rest 
1561.  Vicia.    Style  bearded  beneath  the  stigma. 
1562.  Ervum.    Stigma  capitate,  hairy  all  over  on  the  outside. 
1563.  Ervilia.    Like  Vicia,  but  the  ovary  is  plaited  in  folds. 
1564.  Cicer.  Cal.  5-parted,  length  of  cor;  four  upper  segments  incumbent  on  the  vexillum.  Legume  tur- 

gid, 2-seeded. 
1565.  Liparia.  CaL  5-fid,  with  the  lower  segment  long.  Aire  2-lobed  below.  Three  teeth  of  the  larger stamen  shorter  than  the  rest   Legume  ovate. 
1566.  Cytisus.    Cal.  2-labiate,  2-3.    Legume  attenuated  at  base. 
1567.  Mullera.    CaL  4-toothed.   Loment  moniliform,  with  fleshy  1-seeded  globules  cohering  by  a  thread. 
1568.  Robinia.    Cal.  4-fid ;  upper  segment  2-parted.    Legume  gibbous,  long.    Leaves  unequally  pinnate. 
1569.  Caragana.  Cal.  subcampanulate.  Stigma  smooth,  truncate.  Legume  cylindrical.  Leaves  abruptly 

pinnated. 
1570.  Swainsonia.  CaL  5-toothed.  Vexillum  unfurled,  larger  than  the  blunt  carina.  Stigma  terminal. 

Style  bearded  lengthwise  in  front,  not  bearded  at  back.    Legume  turgid,  not  bladdery. 
1571.  Sutherlandia.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Vexillum  without  callosities,  folded  back  at  edge,  shorter  than  oblong 

carina.  Stigma  terminaL  Style  with  a  longitudinal  beard  behind,  a  transverse  one  before.  Legume  inflated, scariose. 
1572.  Lessertia.  CaL  half  5-fid.  Vexillum  unfurled.  Carina  blunt.  Stigma  capitate.  Style  bearded  trans- 

versely at  end  in  front,  beardless  behind.   Legume  scariose  without  valves  (compressed  or  inflated).' 1573.  Colutea.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Vexillum  with  two  callosities,  unfurled,  larger  than  the  blunt  carina. 
Stigma  lateral  under,  the  hooked  end  of  the  style,  which  is  longitudinally  bearded  behind.  Legume  inflated, 

scarious.* 1574.  Glycyrrhiza.   CaL  bilabiate,  3-1.   Legume  ovate,  compressed. 
1575.  Liquoritia.  CaL  tubular,  equal,  5-parted.  Vexillum  erect,  refiexed  at  sides.  Ala;  spreading.  Carina 

bifid    Legume  oblong,  smooth,  3-4-seeded. 

Qq  4 
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1576.  CoroniUa.  Cal.  2-lipped,  2-3.  Upper  teeth  connate.  Vexillum  scarcely  longer  than  als.  Loment 
round,  jointed,  straight 1577.  Hippocrepis.  Loment  compressed,  with  many  notches  on  one  edge,  curved. 

1578.  Omithopus.   Legume  jointed,  curved,  cylindrical. 
1579.  Scorpiurus.   Loment  intercepted  by  divisions,  revolute,  round. 
1580.  Smithia.  Stamens  divided  into  two  equal  bundles.  Legume  jointed,  plaited,  included  in  the  bifid  calyx. 
1581.  Sesbania.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Legume  long  (round  or  linear),  2- valved,  many-celled,  with  transverse  par- titions. 
1582.  JEschynomene.  Stamens  divided  into  two  equal  bundles.  Legume  jointed,  straight,  exserted.  Cal. 

2-parted,  with  toothed  lips. 
1583.  Styiosanthes.  Cal  tubular,  very  long,  bearing  the  corolla.  Ovarium  below  the  corolla.  Loment  one 

or  two-jointed,  hooked. 
1584.  Hall ia.   Cal.  5-parted,  regular.   Legume  1-seeded,  2-valved. 
1585.  Lcspcdeza.  Cal.  5-parted,  nearly  equal.  Carina  transversely  blunt  Legume  lenticular,  unarmed, 1-seeded. 
1586.  Flemingia.  Cal.  5-fid.  Vexillum  striated.  Legume  sessile,  oval,  turgid,  2-valved,  2-seeded.  Seeds 

spherical 1587.  Zomia.  Cal  campanulate,  2-lipped.  Cor.  inferior.  Vexillum  cordate,  revolute.  Anthers  alternately 
oblong  and  round.  Legume  jointed,  hispid. 

1588.  Hedysarum.  Cal.  5-fid.   Carina  transversely  blunt   Loment  with  1-seeded  compressed  joints. 
1589.  Induofera.  Cal  spreading.   Carina  with  a  spreading  subulate  spur  on  each  side. 
1590.  Tephrosia.  Cal  with  subulate  nearly  equal  teeth.  Stamens  monadelphous.  Legume  compressed, subcoriaceous. 

PENTANDRIA. 
1500.  MONNIEHIA.  W.  Monnibhia.  Rutacete.  Sj 
9959  trifolia  W.            three-leaved        O  un  1J  jl.au  W 

1501.  PETALOSTEMUM.  Mi.   Petalostemum.  Leguminous. 
9960  candidum  Ph.        white             £  A  pr  1  jLau  W 
9961  carneum  Ph.         flesh-colored     &  A  pr  $  jl.au  Pk 
9962  violaceum  Ph.       purple            3t  A  pr  1  jls  V 
9963  corymbdsum  Ph.    corymbose       &  A  P*  1}  jLs  W Ddiea  Kuhnistera  W. 

>.  1. 

Guiana  1792.  S  s.l  Aub.guL2.t293 

Sp.4— 5. 
N.  Amer.  1811.  Dip  Ml  am.  2,t37.f.l 
N.  Amer.  1811.  D  Lp 
N.  Amer.  1811.  D  Lp  Bot  mag.  1707 
N.  Amer.  1811.  D  lp 

HEXANDRIA. 
1502.  CORY'DALIS.  Vent  Corydalis. 
9964  n6bilis  P.  S.  great-flowered 9965  tuberosa  Dec.  hollow-rooted 
9966fabacea  W.  en.  Bean-leaved 
9967  s61ida  Smith  solid-rooted 
9968  sempervirens  P.  S.  glaucous I  aurea  W.  en. 
997016tea  P.S. 
9971  uralensis  Fisch. 
9972  capnoides  P.  S. 9973  claviculfita  W. 

golden 
yellow Ural 

A  or A  or 
A  or A  A  or 
O  or 3t  Q)  or 5f  A  or 
CD  or 

Fumariacetr. 

white-flowered  3t  CD  or 
climbing         _l  O  or 

1503.  CYSTICAP'NOS.  TV.  en.  CrsncAPNoa. 9974  africana  JV.cn.  African Fumaria  vesical  ia  H.  K. 
1504.  DICLY'TRA.  Dec.  Diclttea. 9975  Cucullaria  Dec.  naked-stalked 9976  formosa  Dec.  blush 
9977  eximia  Dec.  choice 
9978  canadensis  Dec.  Canadian 

1505.  ADLU'MIA.  Raf.  Adlumia. 9979  cirrhosa  Raf. 

1  O  or 

tA 
 or 

A  or 4  A  or 
3t  A  or 

1  my 

Jfap 

2  jlau 1  my.jl 

1}  ap.o 1  au 2  my.o 
6  jnjl 

Fumariacece. 
4  jnjl  Y 

LY 
Pu.W Pu 

Pk 
Y.Pu 
Y 
Y Pa.Y 
R.T W.T 

Sp.  10—31. Siberia  1783. 
Europe  1596. 
Germany  1815. 
Britain  groves. N.  Amer.  1683. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
England  oldw. Altai  1824. 
S.  Europe  1596. Britain  thick. 

D  p.l  Bot  mag.  1953 
D  co  Bot.  m.  232.2340 Deo  n  dan.  1394 
D  co  Eng.  bot  1471 D  co  Bot  mag.  179 
D  co  Bot  reg.  66 
D  co  Eng.  bot  588 
S  co S  co  Plu.alm.  t90.  f.2 
S  co  Eng.  bot  103 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.H. 1695.  S  s.l    Boer.  lug.  l.t.  "00 

FumariacetB. 

fjnjl  W 
1  jn.jl 
lijnjl 

I  jnjl 

F 
F 
Pk 

spongy-flower'd_t  CD  or  15  jn.s  W.pu 
9975  9976 

Sp.  4—8. N.  Amer.  1731. N.  Amer.  1796. 
N.  Amer.  1812. N.  Amer.  181ft 

Sp.l. 

N.  Amer.  1778. 

D  s.p  Bot  mag.  1127 
D  p.1  Bot  mag.  1335 D  p.l  Bot  reg.  51 D  co  Bot.  mag.  3031 

D  s.l    Swt.fl.gard.  189 9977 

9960  //  9974 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1500  Monnieria.    In  memory  of  Monsieur  Le  Monnier,  professor   of  botany  in  the  garden  of 
plants  at  Paris.  He  published,  in  1745,  "  Observations  sur  les  Plantes  dangereuses  des  Pyrenees  et  du 
Roussillon." 1501.  Petalostemum.  From  tnroUt,  a  petal,  and  s"»!A*«»» a  stamen ;  in  allusion  to  the  union  of  these  two  parts into  a  tube.  ... 

1502.  Corydalis.  K»uS«X/s  is  an  ancient  Greek  name  for  the  Fumitory,  from  which  genus  this  has  been  se- 
parated. Pretty  little  plants,  well  adapted  for  rock-work  or  growing  on  pots.  They  are  easily  cultivated  and increased. 
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1591.  Galega.   Cal.  with  subulate  nearly  equal  teeth.  Legume  with  oblique  streaks  between  the  seeds. 
1592.  Phaca.   Cal.  5-toothed,  two  upper  teeth  most  distant.    Legume  half  2-celled,  inflated. 
1593.  Oxytropis.  Carina  ending  in  a  mucro.  Legume  2-celled  or  half- 2-celled,  with  the  upper  suture  turned inwards. 
1591.  Astragalus.  Legume  2-celled,  more  or  less  gibbous,  with  the  lower  suture  turned  inwards.  Carina blunt 
1595.  Biscrrula.   Legume  2-celled,  flat,  with  a  contrary  dissepiment  serrated  on  each  edge. 
1596.  Dalai.  Alee  and  carina  adhering  to  the  column  of  stamens.  Stamens  5-10,  united,  without  a  separate filament   Legume  1 -seeded. 
1597.  Psoralen.    Cal.  the  length  of  pod.   Stamens  diadelphous.   Legume  1-secdcd,  subrostrate,  valveless. 
1598.  Melilotus.  Cal.  tubular,  5-toothed.  Carina  simple,  shorter  than  alae  and  vexillum.  Legume  longer than  calyx,  rugose. 
1599.  Lupinaster.  Cal.  campanulate,  5-toothed,  with  setaceous  teeth.  Stigma  uncinate.  Legume  not 

knotted,  round,  many-seeded. 
1600.  Trifolium.  Legume  (in  general)  shorter  than  the  cal,  1  or  many-seeded,  indehiscent,  deciduous. Flowers  more  or  less  capitate. 
1601.  Lotus.  Legume  cylindrical,  straight  Ala?  of  the  cor.  cohering  by  their  upper  edge.  Filaments dilated  upwards. 
1602.  Tctragonolobus.   The  characters  of  Lotus,  but  the  pod  square  with  4  wings. 
1603.  Trigmella.   Vexillum  and  alae  nearly  equal,  spreading,  in  the  form  of  a  tripetalous  corolla. 
1604.  Dorycnium.  Cal.  5-toothed,  2-lipped.  Filaments  subulate.  Stigma  capitate.  Legume  turgid,  1  or 2-seeded. 
1605.  Medicago.   Legume  falcate  or  spirally  twisted,  compressed,  membranaceous. 
1606.  Hymenocarpus.  Like  Medicago,  but  the  legumes  reniform,  winged  at  edge. 

PENTANDRIA. 
9959  Stem  dichotomous,  Leaves  ternate,  Spike  bifid 

9960  Spike  cylindrical  stalked,  Bractes  longer  than  flower,  Leaves  in  3  pairs  lanceolate 
9961  Spike  cylindrical  stalked,  Bractes  subulate  length  of  calyx,  Leaflets  lanceolate 
9962  Spike  cylindrical  stalked,  Bractes  nearly  as  long  as  calyx,  Leaves  in  2  pairs  linear 
9963  Heads  with  a  scaly  involucre,  Calyxes  plumose,  Leaflets  linear  pointless 

HEXANDRIA. 
9964  Stem  erect  simple  without  scales,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Lobes  cuneate  cut  at  end,  Bractes  acute 
9965  Stem  simple  without  scales,  Lvs.  2  biternate,  Segm.  cuneate  multifid,  Bractes  ovate  entire,  Roots  hollow 
9966  Stem  subsimple  erect  with  scales  below  the  lowest  leaf,  Leaves  3-4-stalked  biternate,  Segments  obi.  blunt 
9967  Stem  subsimple  erect  with  scales  below  the  lowest  leaf,  Lvs.  3-4-stalk.  bitem.  cut,  Segm.  cuneate  or  oblong 
9968  Stem  erect  branched,  Leaves  glaucous  decompound,  Segm.  stalked  cuneate  trifid,  Pods  linear 
9969  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Leaves  glaucous  bipinnate,  Lobes  obi.  linear,  Bractes  lanceol.  linear  acuminate 
9970  Pods  roundish  shorter  than  peduncle,  Stems  angular,  Bractes  minute,  Spur  very  short  and  round 
9971  Stem  erect  somewhat  branched  scarcely  longer  than  radical  lvs.  Lvs.  on  long  stalks  3-cut,  Raceme  few-fl. 9972  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Lvs.  bipinnate,  Segm.  obov.  cuneate  trifid,  Pods  lin.  scarcely  longer  than  pedicel 
9973  Stem  branched  climbing,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Petioles  cirrhose,  Segm.  oval  entire 

9974  The  only  species 

9975  Spurs  2  straight  acute,  Scape  naked,  Raceme  simple 
9976  Spurs  2  incurved  blunt,  Scape  naked,  Raceme  compound,  Stigma  with  2  angles 
9977  Spurs  2  incurved  blunt,  Scape  naked,  Raceme  compound,  Stigma  with  4  angles 
9978  Spurs  2  short  blunt,  Scape  naked  simple  few-fl.  Leaves  multifid 
9979  The  only  species.  —  Fumaria  fungosa,  Hort. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1503.  Cysticapnos.  From  xvfts,  a  bladder,  and  xaxtof,  fumitory.  A  genus  divided  from  Fumaria  on  account of  its  bladdery  fruit 
1504.  Diclytra.  So  named  by  Borckhausen,  a  German  botanist,  on  account  of  the  two  spurs  or  pouches  of  the 

flower.  Handsome  herbaceous  plants,  frequently  cultivated  among  choice  collections  of  rare  flowers.  Their 
roots  are  impatient  of  cold  and  wet,  and  should  therefore  be  planted  in  a  warm  dry  border  well  exposed -to the  southern  sun. 

1505.  Adlumia.  A  name  unexplained  by  its  author,  M.  Rafinesque  Schmalz.  A  tall  climbing  annual  plant 
of  little  beauty  in  its  flowers,  but  covering  a  large  space  in  the  course  of  a  summer. 
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1506.  SARCOCAPNOS.  Dec.  Sarcocapnos. 
9980  enneaphylla  Dec.    nine-leaved      i  A«t 

1507.  FUMA'RIA  P.  S. 9981  officinalis  P.  S. 
9982  capreolate  P.  S. 
9983  parvifl6ra  P.S. 
9984  spicata  P.  S. 

Fumitory. 
common  O  w 
ramping  JL  O  w small-flowered  O  w 
narrow-leaved      O  w 

FumariacetE.  Sp.  1 — 2. 
1  my.jl    P.Y  Spain       1714.  Deo  Bocc.  2. 1 73.  f.  1 

Fumariacea:.  Sp.  4—10. 
2  my.au  Pk  Britain  cul.gr.  S  co  Eng.  hot.  589 
4  my.s  F  Britain  corn  fi.  S  co  Eng.  bot.  943 
2  au.s     Pk  England  corn  fi.  S  co  Eng.  bot  590 
8  jLau     F  S.  Europe  1714.  S  co  M.his.3.  tl2.£ll 

OCTANDRIA. 

tl508.  POLY'GALA.  W. 9985  incarnate  W~ 
9986  amara  IV. 
9987  vulgaris  W. 
9988  major  W. 
9989  paucifolia  W. 9990  bracteolate  W. 
9991  speciosa  B.  M. 9992  teretifiSlia  W. 
9993  purpurea  H.  K. 

§9994virgata  Th. 9995  myrtifolia  W. 
9996  oppositifolia  W. 9997  cordifolia  W. 
9998  tomentosa  W. 
9999  Chamaebuxus  W. 

10000  latifolia  Ker. 
10001  liguliris  Ker. §10002  filiformis  W. 
§10003  micrantha  W. 
10004  paniculate  W. 
10005  Senega  W. 10006 16tea  W. 
10007  viridiscens  W. 
10008  humilis  Lodd. 
10009  sangulnea  W. 
10010  verticillata  W. 
100U  cruciate  W. 

Milkwort. 
flesh-colored         O  or 
bitter  3f  A  or common  3  A  or 
large  Austrian  ^  A  or 
naked-stalked  ^  A  <>r 
spear-leaved 
showy 

columnar.lvd. 

purple 

twiggy 

Myrtle-leaved 
opposite-leaved 

PolygaletB.    Sp.  27—163. 1  jnjl     Pk     N.  Amer.  1812. 

«l_|or 
«l_Jor 

s  i  1  or 
«i_Jor 
*i_Jor 
t~  or 
«l_Jor 

heart-leaved 
woolly-leaved Box-leaved 
broad-leaved 
strap-leaved filiform  *  i  |  or 
small-flowered  M  \  |  or 
pan  it-led  O  pr Rattlesnake  root^t  A  or 
golden  O  or 
greenish-flower.     O  or dwarf  a.  i  |  pr 
purple-spiked  O  or whorl-leaved  O  or 
four-leaved  Q  or 

*jn  B J  my.jn  B 1  jLau  R 
$  my.au  Pu 6  my.o  Pu 6  my.o  Pu 
3  my.au  Pu 1  my.jn  Pu 
3  my.au  Pu 
3  my.au  Pu 
2  my.au  R 3  mr.au  Pu 
2  mr.au  Pu 

i  my.jn  Y II  my.jn  Pu 
1J  my.au  Pu 14  my.d  Pu 
1}  ja.d  Pu 

i  jl.au 

f  jn.jl 

I  jl.au 

i*my 

1  jLs 

ijl.au i  jn-jl 

Europe  1775. Britain  dry  pa. 
Austria  1739. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
C.  G.  H.  1713. 
C.  G.H.  1814. 
C.  G.  H.  1791. N.  Amer.  1791. 
C.G.  H.  1812. C.  G.  H.  1707. 
C.  G.  H.  1790. c.  g.  a 
C.  G.  H. 
Austria C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

Pa.pu  S.  Amer. W     N.  Amer.  1739. 
Y      N.  Amer.  1739. 
G.Pu  N.  Amer.  1815. 
Pk     C.  G.  H.  1817. 
Pu     N.  Amer.  1739. W     N.  Amer.  1739. 
G.Pu  N.  Amer.  1739. 

S  co 

D  Lp 

D  s.l 
D  8.1 
D  si 
S  s.p 
C  s.p S  s.p 
C  s.p 

1791. 1812. 

1658. 1820. 1820. 
1812. 1800. 
1822. 

Sk  s.l C  8.1 

1509.  MURALTIA.  Neck.  Muraltia. 
10012  Heisteria  W.         Furze-leaved    »  |  I  or 
HX)13  alopecuroides  W.    Foxtail  «i  |  or 
10014  stipulacea  W«         stipuled  « t-J  or 
10015  mixta  W.  Heath-leaved   «  i  |  or 
tl510.  MUN'DIA.  Kunth.  Mundia. 
10016  spin6sa  W.  spiny  it  i  1  or 
1511.  SECURIDA'CA.  W.  Securidaca. 

10017  volubilis  W.  climbing         %_  □  ft 

6  ja.d"  Pu 3  my.au  Pu 3  ap.s  R 
3  ja.d  Pu 

PolygaUcB. 3  ja.my  Pu 
Polygalete. 10     ...  W 

8.  G. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

So.  1. 
C.  G.  H. 

1787. 1800. 

1801. 1791. 
1780. 

C 
C 
S  s.p 

S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
C  s.p 

S  co S  co 
S  co 
C  g.p 

S  s.p 
C  s.p C  s.p 

Pluk.t438.  £5 
Bot  mag.  2437 
Eng.  bot  76 Jac.  aust.5.  t.413 Bot.  mag.  2852 
Bot  mag.  345 
Bot.  reg.  150 Bot  rep.  370 

Bot  reg.  669 
Bot  mag.  492 
Bot  mag.  2438 
Bot.  mag.  316 
Bot  reg.  645 Bot.  reg.  637 

Bot.  rep.  424 Bot  reg.  761 
Bot.  mag.  1051 Plu.am.  t438.f.6 
Bot.  cab.  430 Pluk.t.438.f.5 
Pluk.  t  438.  f.  4 

Bot.  mag.  340 
Bot.  mag.  1006 
Bot  mag.  1715 Bot.  mag.  1714 

Sp.  1—8. 
W.Indies  1739. 

C  s.p 

C  p.!  Ja.am.  t.183.  f.38 

10012 

10015 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1506.  Sarcocapnos.  From  ffaexts,  flesh,  and  xxxvos,  fumitory.  So  named  by  Decandolle  on  account  of  the 
fleshy  substance  of  the  leaves  of  the  plants  contrasted  with  those  of  other  allied  genera. 

1507.  Fumaria.  From  fumus,  smoke;  in  allusion  to  the  disagreeable  smell  of  the  plant.  The  French,  with 
the  same  meaning,  call  it  Fumeterre,  whence  our  English  word  Fumitory.  The  species  are  handsome  weeds. 
F.  officinalis  was  formerly  considered  a  valuable  antiscorbutic,  and  much  used  in  obstructions  of  the  viscera. 
'l508.  Polygala.  From  sroXu,  much,  and  yaka,  milk.  Dioscorides  says,  that  the  plant  was  believed  to  excite the  lacteal  secretions  in  women.  The  species  are  handsome  free-flowering  plants.  The  greenhouse  kinds  are 

highly  ornamental,  and  some  of  them  continue  in  bloom  all  the  winter :  P.  stipulacea  all  the  year.  They  grow 
freely  in  sandy  loam,  or  loam  and  peat ;  and  are  readily  increased  by  cuttings  of  the  young  wood,  in  sand, 
under  a  bell-glass. 

P.  vulgaris  was  thought  to  possess  something  of  the  properties  of  P.  Senega.  Sir  J.  E  Smith  found  that  an infusion  of  the  herb  taken  in  a  morning,  fasting,  about  a  quarter  of  a  pint  daily,  promoted  expectoration,  and 
was  good  in  a  catarrhous  cough.  He  tried  it  at  Montpelier  by  the  advice  of  Professor  Gouan  with  success,  and has  since  known  it  useful.  Foreign  writers  celebrate  it  as  a  grateful  and  nutritious  food  for  cattle  According 
to  the  Swedish  experiments,  kine,  sheep,  and  goats  eat  it,  but  swine  refuse  it 

P.  Senega  has  a  woody,  branched,  contorted  root,  about  half  an  inch  thick,  and  covered  with  ash-colored 
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9980  Leaves  with  a  branched  stalk  trlternate,  Segments  orate  angular 

9981  Pods  round  retuse,  Pedicels  of  fruit  erect  twice  as  long  as  bractes,  Racemes  lax 
9982  Pods  globose,  Pedicels  of  fruit  recurved  longer  than  bract,  Racemes  oblong 
9983  Pods  globose  with  a  little  point,  Pedicels  of  fruit  erect  longer  than  bract 
9984  Pods  compressed  oval  smooth,  Raceme  spiked,  Pedicels  much  shorter  than  bract 

OCTANDHIA. 

9985  Flowers  crested  spiked,  Stem  herbaceous  branched  erect,  Leaves  alternate  subulate 
9986  Fl.  crested  racem.  Wings  of  caL  3-nerved  blunt  longer  than  cor.  Stems  erect,  Lvs.  blunt :  radic.  obovate 
0987  Fl.  crested  racem.  Wings  of  caL  3-nerved  blunt  length  of  cor.  Stems  procumb.  Leaves  linear-lanc.  acute 9988  FL  crest,  racem.  Wings  of  caL  many-nerv.  blunt  mucron.  short  than  cor.  Stems  erect,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  acute 
9989  Fl.  crested  term,  in  threes,  Stems  quite  simple  erect  naked  beneath,  Leaves  ovate 
9990  Fl.  crested,  Raceme  term.  Wings  of  cal.  cuspidate  many-nerv.  Stem  erect  shrubby,  Lvs.  lin.  lane  smooth 
9991  Fl.  crest.  Appendage  double,  Racemes  without  bractes  subterm.  many-f).  Lvs.  altera,  obi.  cuneate  smooth 
9992  FL  crest.  Raceme  term,  few-fl.  Wings  of  caL  ovate  acute  many-nerved,  Stem  shrubby,  Lvs.  linear  subulate 
9993  FL  crested  somewhat  umbelled,  Leaves  ovate  fleshy 
9991  Fl.  crested  racemose,  Bractes  3-lcaved,  Leaves  obovate  oblong 
9995  Fl.  crested,  Racemes  few-fl.  term.  Keel  falcate,  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  obi.  bluntish  smooth 
9996  FL  crested,  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  opposite  ovate  acute 
9997  FL  crested,  Raceme  terminal,  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  downy,  Leaves  cordate  mucronate  opposite 
9998  FL  crested  whorled,  Leaves  cordate  downy  beneath 
9999  FL  beardless,  Pedunc.  terminal  and  axill.  about  2-fl.  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate  acute 

10000  Fl.  crested,  Branches  downy,  Leaves  decussating  coriaceous  glaucous  ovate  downy  beneath 
10001  FL  crest.  Branches  vilL  Lvs.  scattered  Ungulate  smooth,  Outer  lobe  of  the  petals  of  vexillum  very  short 
10002  Fl.  beardless  lateral,  Leaves  solitary  3-cornered  mucronate 
10003  FL  beardless  axillary  sessile,  Leaves  linear  mucronate 
10001  FL  crested,  Racemes  axillary  on  long  stalks,  Stems  erect  branched  upwards.  Leaves  linear  acute 
10005  Fl.  beardless,  Spike  terminal  filiform,  Stem  erect  herbaceous  quite  simple,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate 
10006  FL  beardless,  Raceme  cylindr.  capitate  terminal,  Stem  simple,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  acute 
10007  FL  beardless  globose  capitate  terminal,  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  linear  bluntish 
10008  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  imbricated,  Stem  branched  decumbent 
10009  Flowers  beardless,  Pedunc.  squarrose,  Stem  branched  erect 
10010  Flowers  beardless  distant,  Leaves  linear  whorled,  Stem  branched 
10011  Flowers  beardless  in  headed  spikes,  Leaves  in  fours  linear-lanceolate,  Stem  somewhat  branched  erect 

10012  FL  beardless  lateral,  Stem  arborescent,  Leaves  3-cornered  mucronate  spiny 
10013  FL  beardless,  Peduncles  solitary  axillary,  Leaves  fascicled  ovate  mucronate  ciliated  at  edge 
10014  Fl.  beardless  lateral,  Leaves  in  threes  linear  acute 
10015  Fl.  beardless  sessile,  Leaves  round  mucronate  very  close 

10016  Leaves  obovate  or  oval,  Branches  short  spiny 

10017  Branches  a  little  downy,  Leaves  oval-obl.  acute,  Racemes  lateral 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bark.  It  is  inodorous ;  the  taste  is  at  first  sweetish  and  nauseous,  but  after  being  chewed  for  less  than  a 
minute,  becomes  pungent  and  hot,  producing  a  very  peculiar  tingling  sensation  in  the  fauces.  Medically,  it  is 
considered  stimulating,  expectorant,  and  diuretic,  and  in  large  doses  emetic  and  cathartic  :  it  increases  absorp- 

tion, and  consequently  augments  the  natural  excretions,  particularly  that  of  urine,  and  frequently  occasions  a 
copious  ptyalism.  It  was  introduced  to  the  notice  of  physicians  by  Dr.  Tennant,  who,  having  discovered  that 
it  was  the  antidote  employed  by  the  Senegare  Indians  against  the  bite  of  the  rattle-snake,  and  reasoning  from 
the  effects  of  the  poison,  and  of  the  remedy  in  removing  these,  was  induced  to  try  it  in  pneumonic  affections, 
and  found  it  useful.  On  account  of  its  stimulant  properties,  however,  it  can  be  employed  in  these  complaints 
only  after  the  resolution  of  the  inflammation  by  bleeding  and  evacuations.  It  proves  more  directly  useful  in 
humoral  asthma,  chronic  catarrh,  and  some  kinds  of  dropsy.  (Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  p.  450.) 1509.  Muraliia.  Named  after  John  Von  Muralt,  a  Swiss  botanist,  who  lived  in  the  commencement  of  the 
eighteenth  century.    Handsome  bushes,  of  easy  cultivation  in  a  greenhouse,  or  even  in  a  good  pit. 

1510.  Mundia.  So  named,  in  allusion,  we  presume,  to  the  neatness  (munditia)  of  its  appearance.  No 
explanation  of  the  word  is  given  by  its  author.   Pretty  little  Cape  bushes,  easily  cultivated  in  a  good  pit. 

1511.  Securidaca.  From  securis,  a  hatchet,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  end  of  the  pod.  It  grows  freely  in 
light  loam,  or  loam  and  peat ;  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  covered  with  a  glass. 
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1512.  NISSCLIA.  Wi 

10018  fruticosa  W. 
10019  ret iisa  W.  en. 
10020  glabrata  Link. 
15ia  DALBER'GIA. 10021  latifolia  W. 

10022  rubiginosa  W. 
10023  paniculate  W. 

Nissolia. 
shrubby  %_  □  or  15 
blunt  i_  □  or  6 
polished  t_CJor  12 
W.  Dalbebgia. 
broad-leaved  £  fZJ  or  30 
climbing  $  □  or  10 
panicled  J  O  or  30 

1514.  PONGA'MIA  Fen/.  Pongamia. 
10024  glabra  P.  S.  smooth-leaved  f  I  I  or  30 
*1515.  PTEROCAR'PUS.  W.  Ptebocabpus. 
10025  Marsupium  W.  emarginate-lvd.^  D  or  40 

§10026  lunStus  W.  crescent-poddeda  □  or  6 
10027  santalinus  W.  Red  SaundersWoodJ  □  ec  60 
1516.  ECASTAPHYI/LUM.  Rich.  Ecastaphyilum. 

10028  Brow'nei  Rich.       oval-leaved      $  I    I  or  10 
*1517.  GEOFFRO'YA.  W.  Bastabd  Cabbage-Tree. 
§10029  inermis  W.  smooth  f  r~l  or 

151&  DIPTERIX.  W.    Tonquin  Beaw. 
10030  odorSta  W.  sweet-scented  f 
1519.  PARIVCA.  AubL  Parivoa. 

10031  grandifl6ra  Aubl.     large-flowered  ± 
t*1520.  AMERIM'NUM.  W.  Amebimnum. 
10032  Brownei  W.  Browne's  « §10033  latifolium  W.  broad-leaved  » 
§10034  ETxmus  W.          Jamaica  Ebony  « 
1 1521.  ERYTHRl'NA,  W.   Cobal  Tree. 10035  herbacea  W.  herbaceous 
10036  cfirnea  W.  flesh-colored 
10037  Corallodendrum  W.  smooth-leaved 
10038  fndica  W.  Indian 
10039  fusca  W.  brown-flowered 
10040  cafl'ra  W.  Cape 10041  plcte  W.  prickly-leaved  » 10042  speciosa  H.  K.        large-flowered  } 

10018 

Leguminosts.   Sp.  3—6. jLn      Y      S.Amer.  1766.   &  Amer.  1819. 
...     W    :1823. 

Leauminoscc.    Sp.  4 — 9. 
...     W     E  Indies  1811. 
...     W     E.  Indies  1811. ...  W  E.  Indies  1811. 

Leguminosee.  Sp.  1—3. ...     W     E.  Indies  1699. 

S  p.l  Jar.  vind.2.  t.167 C  8.1 
C  8.1 

C  s.l  Rox.  cor.2.  tllS 
C  8.1  Rox.  cor.2.  t.115 
C  8.1  Rox.  cor.2.  tll4 

C  8.1  Ventmalm.  t2S 
Leguminosie. 

...  W 

...  W ...  Y 
Leguminosee. 

Sp.  3—9. E  Indies  1811. S.  Amer.  1792. E.  Indies  1800. 

Sp.  1—4. 

Rox.  cor.2.  tll6 Lam.  ill.  t.602.f.5 

W     W.Indies  1733.  C  r.m  Br. jam. 1 32. €1 
Leguminosts.    Sp.  1 — 5. Jamaica  1778. C  p.l  Ph.tran.1777.U0 

C  Lp  Aub.guL2.t296 
C  r.m  Aub.  guLtS03 

Sp.3— 5. 
W.  Indies  1793 
S.  Amer.  1814. W.  Indies  17ia 

Sp.  10—21. Carolina  1724. 
Vera  Cruz  173a W.  Indies  1690. 
E  Indies  1814. 
E.  Indies  1800. 
C.  G.  H.  1816. E  Indies  1696. 
W.  Indies  1805. 

C  rvra  Ja.am.  t.180.  f.58 
C  l.p  Ja.am.  tl77.  £50 C  r.m  Br.  jam.  1 31.  £2 

10025 

l.p  Bot.  mag.  877 
r.m  Trew.  ehret  1 8 
r.m  Com.hor.1.  tl08 
r.m  Rheed.mal.6.  t.7 
Lp  Rura.amb.2.  t78 
Lp  Bot.  reg.  736 r.m  Kum.amb.2.  t.77 

S  r.m  Bot.  rep.  443 

10029 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1512.  Nissolia.  In  honor  of  William  Nissole,  an  industrious  French  botanist.  He  was  a  member  of  the 

academy  of  Montpellier,  and  author  of  some  papers  in  its  Transactions.  He  was  born  in  1647,  and  died  in  1735. 
Cuttings  root  in  sand,  but  not  very  readily.  . 

1513.  Dalbergia.  Nicholas  Dalberg  was  surgeon  in  ordinary  to  the  king  of  Sweden,  and  published  in  1755 
a  work  upon  the  Metamorphoses  of  Plants.  Another  Dalberg,  a  pupil  of  Linnaeus,  travelled  in  Dutch  Guiana, 
whence  he  communicated  specimens  to  his  preceptor.  Ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand. 

1514.  Pongamia.   An  alteration  of  the  vernacular  name  of  the  plant  in  India. 
1515.  Pterocarpus.  From  tm^n,  a  wing,  a&i  zaeros,  fruit  Its  pods  have  membranous  wings.  P.  santalinus 

is  a  lofty  tree,  with  alternate  branches,  and  a  bark  resembling  that  of  the  common  alder ;  it  yields  the  true 
officinal  red  saunders  wood,  first  detected  by  Koenig  in  India.  It  is  brought  home  in  billets,  which  are  very 
heavy,  and  sink  in  water.  Red  saunders  wood  has  an  aromatic  odor,  and  is  nearly  insipid.  It  is  extremely 
hard,  of  a  fine  grain,  takes  a  high  polish,  and  a  bright  garnet  red  color,  which  deepens  on  exposure  to  the  air. 
It  yields  its  coloring  matter,  which  appears  to  be  of  a  resinous  nature,  to  ether  and  alcohol,  but  not  to  water. 
[Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  458.) 
The  sap  yields  one  sort  of  Sanguis  draconis.  -  Many  of  the  red  Indian  woods  trasude  a  blood  red  juice through  the  clefts  of  the  bark,  which  hardens  into  a  red  resin,  not  differing  from  Sanguis  draconis,  which, 

therefore,  is  collected  from  several  trees,  and  from  this  among  others.  {Linn.  Suppl.)  This  drug,  however,  is 
chiefly  obtained  from  the  P.  Draco,  and  the  fruit  of  Calamus  Rotang. 

In  our  stoves  these  plants  thrive  in  light  loamy  soil ;  and  cuttings,  with  their  leaves  untouched,  will  root  in 
sand  under  a  common  hand-glass. 
:  1516.  Ecastaphyllum.  From  txafof,  erory  one,  and  avXXn,  a  leaf ;  that  is  to  say,  a  leaf  which  is  always simple,  and  not  compounded  of  several  others; -as  those  of  neighbouring  genera. 1517.  Geoff roya.  In  honor  of  Etienne  Francois  Geoffroi,  Memb.  Acad.  Par.,  Professor  of  botany  at  the  Jardin 
du  Roi,  and  a  foreign  member  of  the  Royal  Society  of  London.  He  was  the  author  of  several  medical  botanical 
works,  especially  of  a  Materia  Medica.  He  was  born  in  1672,  and  died  in  1731.  A  tree,  branchy  at  top,  with  a 
smooth  grey  bark  and  pinnate  leaves ;  and,  what  is  remarkable  in  papilionaceous  plants,  a  drupe  for  a  fruit 
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10018  Stein  shrubby  twining,  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate  acute  smooth ish 
10019  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate-oblong  emarginate 
10020  Leaves  ternate  and  quinate,  Leaflets  oval  acuminate  smooth,  Fl.  racemose 

10021  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  roundish  emarginate,  Fruit  lanceolate 
10022  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  obi.  obtuse,  Branches  and  petioles  downy 
10023  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ellipt.  emarginate  smooth,  Panicle  terminal,  Fruit  lanceolate 

10024  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate  smooth,  Fruit  ovate  acute  veinless 

10025  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  elliptical  emarginate,  Stipules  none,  Panicle  termin. 
10026  Leaves  pinnated,  Spines  stipulary.  Fruit  lunate 
10027  Leaves  ternate  roundish  blunt  quite  smooth,  Petals  crenate  wavy 

10028  Leaves  simple  cordate-ovate  downy  beneath 

10029  Unarmed,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate 

10030  Leaves  alternate,  Raceme  terminal 

10031  Leaves  pinnated,  Flowers  smooth 

10032  Unarmed,  Leaves  simple  stalked  alternate  subcordate  ovate,  Racemes  compound  axillary  and  lateral 
10033  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate,  Stem  arboreous 
10034  Spiny,  Leaves  subsessile  aggregate  obovate  oblong,  Peduncles  2-flowered 

10035  Leaves  ternate  rhomboid  smooth,  Stem  herbaceous  unarmed,  Calyxes  truncate 
10036  Leaves  ternate  smooth,  Stem  arboreous  prickly,  Calyxes  campanulate  truncate 
10037  Leaves  ternate  unarmed,  Stem  arboreous  prickly,  Calyxes  truncate  5-toothed 
10038  Leaves  ternate  unarmed,  Stem  arboreous  prickly,  Calyxes  spathaceous 
10039  Leaves  ternate  unarmed  lanceolate,  Stem  arboreous  prickly,  Calyxes  bifid 
10040  Leaves  ternate  unarmed,  Leaflets  blunt,  Stem  arboreous  prickly 
10041  Leaves  ternate  prickly,  Stem  arboreous  prickly 
10042  Leaves  ternate  prickly  beneath,  Petioles  unarmed,  Stem  prickly 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
This  drupe  is  large,  subovate,  and  incloses  a  woody  nut  The  bark,  which  has  a  mucilaginous  sweetish  taste 
and  a  disagreeable  smell,  was  first  noticed  as  a  vermifuge  by  Peter  Duguid  ;  but  Dr.  Wright,  who  resided  a long  time  at  Jamaica,  has  communicated  the  fullest  information  concerning  this  tree.  According  to  him, 
the  bark  is  powerfully  medicinal;  and  its  anthelmintic  effects  have  been  established  at  Jamaica  by  long 
experience. 

1518.  Dipterix.  From  in,  double,  and  rrtfug,  a  wing,  in  allusion  to  the  two  appendages  of  the  calyx.  A  tree 
much  branched  at  top,  with  large  alternate  pinnate  leaves,  and  racemes  of  flowers  succeeded  by  almond-like 
fruits.  The  kernels  of  these  are  very  fragrant,  and  are  put  by  the  Creoles  into  chests  of  clothes,  in  order  to 
drive  away  insects,  and  communicate  a  grateful  odor.  They  are  in  their  own  country  called  Tonga,  and  are 
the  sweet-scented  seed  sold  in  shops  under  the  corrupted  name  of  Tonquin  bean,  for  perfuming  snuff  and  other 
substances.   Ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  in  moist  heat 

1519.  Parivoa.  The  name  of  the  tree  in  Guiana.   A  very  handsome  tree. 
1520.  Amerimnum.  One  of  the  names  given  to  the  Houseleek  by  the  Greeks.  It  is  derived  from  <*,  priva- 

tive, and  /tifi/Mix,  care,  because  the  plants  require  no  attention.  It  is  not  easy  to  tell  why  the  name  was  applied 
to  this  genus,  which  has  nothing  in  common  either  with  the  Houseleek  or  its  ancient  name.  A.  Ebenus  is 
common  in  the  West  Indies,  and  the  wood  is  sent  to  Europe  under  the  name  of  American  Ebony.  Though 
not  the  true  ebony,  yet  being  of  a  fine  greenish-brown  color,  and  polishing  well,  it  is  much  coveted  by  the  in. 
strument  makers,  and  is  of  a  very  hard,  durable  nature.  The  flowers  of  Amerimnum  latifolium  are  yellow, 
and  smell  like  new  hay.   In  our  stoves  the  species  may  be  treated  like  Pterocarpus. 

1521.  Erythrina.  From  ip/fyae,  red ;  nearly  all  the  species  being  remarkable  for  the  brilliant  scarlet  color  of their  flowers.  The  species  are  small  trees,  prickly  or  unarmed,  or  else  shrubs,  sometimes  almost  herbaceous  ; 
leaves,  as  in  Dolichos,  ternate,  stipulaceous,  the  petiolules  jointed  and  awned,  or  glandular,  very  seldom  simple ; 
flowers  in  fascicles  from  the  axils,  or  in  spikes  at  the  end  of  the  stem  and  branches,  often  scarlet  (Jussieu.) 

In  our  stoves  they  thrive  well  in  a  light  loamy  soil.  "  The  best  way  to  flower  them,"  Sweet  observes,  "  is to  place  them  on  a  dry  shelf  in  winter,  when  they  have  no  leaves,  and  give  them  scarcely  any  water ;  when 
they  show  flower-buds,  they  may  be  plunged  in  a  moist  heat,  which  will  make  the  flowers  finer  than  they 
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10043  Crlsta-galli  W. 10044  ovaUs  WalL 
1522.  BUTE  A.  W. 

10045  frondosa  W. 
10046  superba  W. 
152a  VIBOR'GIA.  W. 10047  serlcea  W. 
1524.  PISCI'DIA.  W. 10048  Erythrina  W. 

tl525.  PLATYLCBIUM.  Sm.  Flat-Pea 
10049  formosum  H.  K.     large-flowered  i 
10050  parviflorum  H.  K.  small-flowered  i 
10051  triangulare  H.  K.  triangular-lvd.  i 
*I526.  BORBCNIA.  W.  Borbonia. 

Cock's-Comb  J 
oval  m 
Bute  a. 

downy-branch.  ♦ smooth-branch.  J 
Vibobgia. 
silky  it 
Piscidia. 

Jamaica  Dog w.  { 

I  I  or 
I   I  or 

□  spl 
□  spl 

I  1  or 

□  tm 
I  1  or I  |  or 

40  my.jl  S  Brazil  1771. 
6     ...     S      Nepal  1820. 

Leguminosce.   Sp.  2. 30      ...     S       E.  Indies  1796. 
30     ...     S       E.  Indies  1798. 

r.m  Exot.  bot.  2.  t.  95 

Lp 

Roxb.  cor.L  t21 
Koxb.  cor.l.t.22 

10052  ericifolia  W. 
10053  trinervia  W. 
10054  lanceolSta  W. 

§10055  perfoliata  IV. 10056  undulata  W. 
10057  cordfita  W. 
10058  crenata  W. 
10059  hevigfita  B.  C. 10060  ruscifolia  B.  M. 
1527.  RAFUIA.  Th. 

10061  triflora  W. 
1528.  ASPA'LATHUS. 

10062  Chenop6da  IV. 10063  Siberia  IV. 
10064  pedunculate  //.  it. 10065  ericif61ia  W. 
10066  asparagoides  IV. 10067  camosa  W. 
10068  crassifolia  B.  Rep. 10069  cilians  W. 
10070  unifl6ra  W. 
10071  subulSta  W. 
10072  globosa  B.  Rep. 10073  arane6sa  W. 
10074  indica  W. 
10075  argentea  IV. 10076  candicans  H.  K. 
10077  callosa  W. 
10078  mucronfita  W. 
10079  affinis  Thunb. 

Heath-leaved three-nerved 
many-nerved 
perfoliate wave-leaved 
heart-leaved 
notch-leaved 
polished  it  \  |  or  3 

Butcher's  Broomit  i_J  or  3 
Raima. 

three-flowered  j£  Ol  or  3 

«l_Jor «l_|or 
«l_Jor 
»i_Jor 
«l_|or 
*l_|or 
!i  |  or 

Leguminosce. 

jl.au 
Leguminosce. ...  W 
Leguminosce. 
jn.au  Or my.  s  Or 
jn.s  Or Leguminosce. 
jl.au  Y 

jl.au jl.au 
jl.au 
jl.au 

jl.8 
jn.au jl.au 

jl 

Sp.  1—4. C.  G.  H.  1780. 

Sp.  1—5. W.Indies  1690. 

Sp.  3—5. N.  S.  W.  1790. 
N.S.W.  1792. 
V.Di.L  1805. 

Sp.  9—11 C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.G.H. 
C  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.6.S 
C.  G.  H. 

C  l.p 

S  p.l  Lam.  ill  1 605 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  469 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  1520 S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1508 

1812. 
1759. 1752. 1812. 1812. 
1759. 
1774. 
1799. 1790. 

Plu.alm.t297.f4 
Jac.schoe.2.t.217 

Leguminosce. 
jnjl  Pu 

S  p.l  Jac.schoe.2.t.218 S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  274 
S  p.l  Bot  cab.  247 S  p.l  Bot  mag.  2128 

W.     A  SIMLA'!  ins. Goosefoot  « 
silky  41 small-leaved  * 
Heath-leaved  * 
Asparagus-lvd.  * fleshy-leaved  H 
bristle-pointed  * ciliated  it 
single-flowered  it awl-leaved  it 
globular  it cobweb  * 
Indian  it silver-leaved  it 
white  it 
oval-spiked  it 
thorny-branch,  it kindred  it 

l_J  pr 
l_J  pr i  I  pr 
L-Jpr l_J  pr 
1_J  pr 
L_|  pr l_Jpr 
l  Ipr 
L_J  pr 
l_Jpr I  I  pr 

□  l>r 
l  I  pr 
L_)pr 
i_Jpr 
i_J  pr 
l_J  pr 

Leguminosce. 3  jl.au  Y 
4  jl.au 
6  jl.au 2  jl.au 
3  jl.au 3  my.jn 

2  jl.au 2  Jl.au 
3  jl.au 

U  jl-au 
3  jn.jl 3  jnjl 
3  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  jn  jl 

3  jl.au 3  jn.jl 3  jn.jl 

Sp.\— 4. C.  G.  H   1786.  S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  482 

Sp.  18—75. W 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Or 
Y 
R 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

C.G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.G.H. C.  G.  H. 

1759. 
1774. 1775. 1789. 
1812. 1795. 1800. 

1799. 
1812. 1789. 
1802. 
1795. 

E.  Indies  1759. 
C.  G.H C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.G.H. C.G.H. 

1759. 

1774. 1812. 
1796. 1822. 

Breyn.  cent,  til 
Bot.  mag.  344 Pl.man.  t.413.f.6 
Pluk.  am.  425. 1 
Bot.  mag.  1289 
Bot  rep.  353 Bot.  mag.  2233 PLman.  t414.f.7 
Bot  rep.  510 Bot  mag.  829 
Rhee.  mal.9.  t.37 

Bot.  mag.  2329 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
would  be,  if  the  plants  stay  out  till  they  are  in  bloom.   Cuttings  taken  off'  at  a  joint,  and  planted  in  sand, without  being  deprived  of  any  of  their  leaves,  strike  root  readily  under  a  hand-glass  in  moist  heat"  (Bot. Cult.  54.) 

1522.  Butea.  Named  in  honor  of  the  late  Earl  of  Bute,  a  munificent  patron  of  botanical  science.  This 
splendid  genus,  though  of  free  growth  and  easy  propagation,  is  yet  rare  in  British  collections.  From  B.  fron- 

dosa is  obtained  the  Gum  lac  of  commerce.  Infusions  of  the  flowers  dye  cotton  cloth,  previously  impregnated 
with  a  solution  of  alum,  or  of  alum  and  tartar,  of  a  beautiful  yellow  color.  The  plant  grows  in  loam  and  peat, 
and  "  cuttings  should  be  taken  off  at  a  joint,  and  planted  in  a  pot  of  sand,  without  being  deprived  of  any  of  their leaves :  one  pot  is  enough  under  a  hand-glass,  as  the  leaves  take  up  much  room,  and,  if  too  confined,  are  apt 
to  damp  off.   They  should  be  plunged  in  a  moist  heat."  (Bot.  Cult.  30.) 1526.  Viborgia ;  usually  written  Wiborgia,  received  its  name  after  M.  Eric  Viborg,  a  learned  and  acute 
Danish  botanist,  author  of  several  botanical  treatises  in  his  own  language  in  the  end  of  the  eighteenth  century. 
The  species,  like  those  of  the  four  preceding  genera,  may  be  treated  as  Scottia. 

1524.  Piscidia.  From  piscis,  a  fish ;  the  inhabitants  of  America  use  the  bark  as  a  fish  poison.  This  tree  has 
spreading  branches  and  pinnate  leaves,  and  is  very  common  in  Jamaica,  where  it  is  reckoned  one  of  the  best 
timber-trees  in  the  island.  The  wood  is  very  hard  and  resinous,  and  lasts  almost  equally  in  or  out  of  water. 
It  is  of  a  light-brown  color,  coarse,  cross-grained,  and  heavy.  (Browne.)  It  makes  excellent  piles  for  wharfs. 
The  stakes  soon  form  a  good  live  fence.  The  bark  of  the  trunk  is  very  astringent ;  a  decoction  of  it  stops 
the  immoderate  discharge  of  ulcers,  especially  when  it  is  combined  with  the  mangrove  bark  ;  it  cures  the 
mange  in  dogs,  and  would  probably  answer  well  for  tanning  leather.  (Long,  8240  The  bark  of  the  root  is  used 
for  the  same  purposes  and  with  the  same  effects  as  the  leaves  and  branches  of  Surinam  poison ;  it  is  pounded 
and  mixed  with  the  water  in  some  deep  and  convenient  part  of  a  river  or  creek,  when  ce  it  may  spread  itself ; 
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10043  Leaves  ternate,  Petioles  prickly  glandular,  Stem  arboreous  unarmed 
10044  Leaves  ternate  oblong  oval  blunt 

10045  Branches  downy,  Leaflets  roundish  emarginate 10046  Branches  smooth,  Leaflets  obovate  roundish  blunt 

10047  Leaflets  and  twiggy  branches  pubescent 

10048  Leaves  unequally  pinnate,  Leaflets  ovate 
10049  Leaves  cordate  ovate,  Ovary  hairy 
10050  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate,  Ovary  smooth 
10051  Leaves  deltoid  or  hastate  with  spiny  angles 

10052  Leaves  sublinear  acute  villous  beneath.  Heads  terminal 
10053  Leaves  lanceolate  3-nerved  entire 
10054  Leaves  lanceolate  many-nerved  entire 
10055  Leaves  amplexicaul.  entire  netted 
10056  Leaves  amplexicaul.  wavy  with  a  reflexed  mucro 
10057  Leaves  cordate  many-nerved  entire 
10058  Leaves  cordate  many-nerved  toothletted 10059  Leaves  ovate  cordate  acuminate  pungent,  Stem  hirsute 
10060  Leaves  rigid  pointed  pungent  oblong  dense 

10061  Leaves  ovate  smooth,  Branches  angular,  Peduncles  3  lateral  1-flowered 

10062  Leaves  tascic.ed  3-angular  mucronate  stiff  hairy,  Heads  hairy 
10063  Leaves  fascicled  filiform  silvery  blunt,  Racemes  leafy,  Flowers  not  hairy 
10064  Leaves  fascicled  subulate  smooth,  Pedunc.  filiform  twice  as  long  as  leaf 
10065  Leaves  fascicled  filiform  blunt  hairy,  Flowers  somewhat  racemose 
10066  Leaves  fascicled  3-cornered  mucronate  hairy,  Flowers  lateral 
10067  Leaves  fascicled  fleshy  round  smooth,  Fl.  lateral  and  terminal,  Flowers  smooth 
10068  Leaves  fascicled  fleshy  round  smooth  setaceous  at  end,  Fl.  capitate  terminal 
10069  Leaves  fascicled  scabrous  somewhat  hairy,  Heads  terminal 
10070  Leaves  fascicled  filiform  mucronate  smooth,  Flowers  lateral 
10071  Leaves  fascicled  3-cornered  mucronate  smooth 
10072  Leaves  linear  downy  imbricated,  Heads  terminal  crowded 
10073  Leaves  fascicled  filiform  lax  hairy,  Heads  hairy 
10074  Leaves  quinate  sessile,  Peduncles  1-flowered 10075  Leaves  ternate  and  fascicled  ovate  silky,  Heads  downy,  Stem  dichotomous 
10076  Leaves  ternate  and  fascicled  filiform  silky,  Fl.  somewhat  lateral,  Vexillum  naked 
10077  Leaves  three  3-cornered  smooth,  Spikes  ovate 
10078  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  blunt,  Branches  spiny 
10079  Leaves  fascicled  fleshy  round  smooth.  Flowers  lateral  without  bractes,  Branches  twiggy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars, 
in  a  few  minutes  the  fish  that  lie  hid  under  the  rocks  or  banks  rise  to  the  surface,  where  they  float  as  if  they 
were  dead ;  most  of  the  large  ones  recover  after  a  time,  but  the  smaller  fry  are  destroyed.  The  eel  is  not  in- 

toxicated with  common  doses,  though  it  is  affected  very  sensibly ;  for  the  moment  the  particles  spread  where 
it  lies,  it  moves  off  with  great  agility.  Jacquin  observes  that  this  quality  of  intoxicating  fish  is  found  in  many 
other  American  plants. 

It  is  a  very  free  grower  in  our  stoves,  but  is  seldom  allowed  to  grow  large  enough  to  flower.  Cuttings  root 
in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1525.  Platylobium.  From  rXam ,  broad,  and  X«/3«f,  a  pod,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  pod.  Handsome 
free-flowering  plants,  which  grow  in  sandy  loam  and  peat;  and  are  increased,  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a 
hand-glass,  or  by  seeds. 

1526.  Borbonia.  In  memory  of  Gaston  Bourbon,  Duke  of  Orleans,  son  of  Henry  IV.  of  France,  a  great 
lover  and  patron  of  botany.   See  Gastonia.   Shrubs  of  easy  culture  and  propagation. 

1527.  Ilafn/a.  Named,  according  to  Sir  James  Smith,  after  Mr.  C.  G.  Rafn  of  Copenhagen,  author  of  a  Flora 
of  Denmark  and  Holstein,  published  in  1796  and  1800,  in  two  octavo  volumes.  A  genus  of  Cape  plants,  sepa- 

rated from  the  Linnean  Crotalaria  and  Liparia. 
1528.  Aspalathus.  A  native  of  the  island  Aspalalhus  on  the  coast  of  Lycia.  It  was  a  common  practice  with 

the  ancients  to  fix  the  names  of  places  upon  certain  plants,  as  Cytisus,  Lycium,  and  others,  ft  is  not  cer- 
tain what  plant  the  ancients  intended  by  their  Aspalathus.  Shrubs  and  under-shrubs,  with  fasciculate  lineal 

leaves,  and  yellow  flowers,  all  of  which  grow  freely  in  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat;  and  young  cuttings, 
planted  in  sand  under  bell-glasses  will  strike  root  freely,  if  the  glasses  are  wiped  occasionally,  otherwise  they 
are  liable  to  damp  off.  Some  species  ripen  seeds  freely,  by  which  young  plants  are  readily  produced.  (But.  Cult. 140.) 
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1529.  SARCOPHYL'LUM.  Th.  Sarcophyllum. lfX)80  carnosum  Th.        jointed-leaved  *  i  |  cu 
Leguminoscu.    Sp.  1. 

3  my.au  Y      C.  G.H.  1812. 
t*1530.  CROTALA'KIA. 10081  sagittalis  W. 
10082  prostrata  W.en. §10083  floribunrta  B.  C 
10084  rubiginosa  W. 
10085  platycarpa  Link. 
10086  anthylloides  H.  K. 
10087  tetragona  H.  K. 
10088  paullna  Schranck. 
10089  parviflora  Both. 
10090  benghalensis  P.  S. 
10091  jfincea  W. 10092  diffusa  Link. 
10093  nepalensis  Link. 10094  fenestrata  B.  M. 
10095  sericea  W. 
10096  retusa  W. 
10097  verrucosa  W. 
10098  micans  Link. 
10099  curtata  Link. 
10100  pfilchra  //.  K. 
10101  semperflorens  P.  S. 10102  hlrta  W.en. 
10103  biflora  W. 
10104  micrantha  Link. 
10105  viteMna  Ker. 
10106  pulcherrima  B.  M. 
10107  paniculata  W. 10108  lotifdlia  W. 
10109  labumifolia  W. 

§10110  cordifolia  W. 
10111  purpurea  H.K. 
10112  pulchella  H.  K. 
10113  Saltifina  B.  Hep. 10114  axillaris  W 
10115  orixensis  W.en. 
10116  incanescens  W. 
10117  incana  W. 
10118  pallida  W. 
10119  angustifolia  W 
10120  quinquefolia  W. 
1531.  BOSSI-E'A.  Sm. 10121  ScolopendriuiniKX. 10122  rufa  JL  K. 

10123  heterophylla  V. 
10124  linophylla  H.K. 
10125  prostrata  H.  K. 10126  cinerea  H.  K. 
10127  microphf  11a  H.  K. 
tl532.  SCOT'TIA.  R.Br. 10128  dentata  R.  Br. 

W.  Crotalaria. 
Virginian  ED  un 
prostrate        J:  E0  un many-flowered     i  |  pr 
ferrugineous  O  un 
flat-podded  E0  un 
large-fl.-cupped  *  CD  or 
square-stalked  ]£  Ol  un 
St.  Pauls  £  El  un 
small-flowered  Efl  un 
Bengal  ED  un striated-stalked  Efl  un 
diffuse  ED  un 
Nepal  ED  un 
window-calyxed  ED  un 
silky  ED  un 
wedge-leaved  O  un blue-flowered  EG  un 
glittering  j£  O)  un short-keeled  ED  un 
short-podded  It  □  un 
ever-blowing  41  □  un 
hairy  ED  un two-flowered  ED  un 
small-flowered  ED  un 
Yolk  of  egg  Ht  □  un 
Mysore  *  O  un 
panicled  *  □  or Lotus-leaved  ED  un 
Laburnum-lvd.  £  O  un 
heart-leaved     Hk  \  |  un 
dark-purple     *  i  |  un 
large-flowered  H  |  |  un 
Salt's  it  I    I  un 
axil-flowered  ,  Efl  un 
strigose  ED  un 
spreading        it  |  |  un 
hoary  Efl  un 
pale-flowered       Efl  un 
narrow-leaved  it  |  |  un 

un id five-leaved 
BossrsA. 

Plank-plant      it  |  |  or 
red-flowered     it  |  |  or 
various-leaved  it  |  |  or 
narrow-leaved  it  \  |  or 
procumbent     f~.  \  |  or 
downy  sharp-lv.it  i  |  or small-leaved     it  (  |  or 

SCOTTIA. 
tooth-leaved     it  i  I  or 

LegumlnostS. 1  in.jl  Y 
ill  Y 2  jl.au  Y 
i  jl  Or 1  jl  Y 4  au.s  Y 2  o.n  Y 2  au.s  Y 
2  au.s  Y 
2  jn.jl  Y 
1  jnjl  Y 

fjnjl  Y 
1  jnjl  B 
2  jn.jl  Y 
lijnjl  Y 1  jn.jl  Y.Pu 1  jl.au  B 
2  jl.au  Pa.Y 1  ap.my  Y 2  mr.my  Y 
3  mr.s  Y 
lijn.au  Y 
i  jLau  Y 1  jl.au  Y 2  myjn  Y 
2  jnjl  Y 3  ...  Y 
3  jnjl  Y.o 5  jLs  Y 
8  apjn  D.Pu 4  mr.my  Pu 
3  jl.au  Y 
3  jnjl  Y 
lijl.au  Y 

li  jl.au  Y 6  jn.o  Y 
2  jajl  G.t 
2  jnjl  Pa.Y 
li  my.s  Pa.Y 1  jnjl  Y 

Leguminosce. 10  myjl  Y 

C  s.1    Bot.  mag.  2502 

Sp.  40— 87. America  1731. 
E.  Indies  1804. 
C.  G.  H.  1810. E.  Indies  1807. 
N.  Amer.  1823. E.  Indies  1789. 
E.  Indies  1806. Brazil  182a 
E.  Indies  1817. 
E  Indies  1806. 
E  Indies  1700. 

Nepal  1823. E  Indies  1815. 
E  Indies  1807. 
E.  Indies  1731. 
E  Indies  1731. 

S  co 
S  co C  co S  co 
S  co 

C  s.l S  s.l    Bot.  rep.  593 
S  co S  co 
S  s.l S  p.l 
S  co S  co 
S  p.l S  p.l 
S  p.l c 
c 

6  jn.s 3  my.d 

3  il.s 4  jLs 3  myjl 
3  my.au  Y 

Lcguhunosce. 
3  jn.s 

R 
V 

Or 
Y 
Y 

E  Indies  1800. E  Indies  1816. 
E  Indies  1816. E.  Indies  1790. 
Ceylon  1823. Brazil  1819. 
Mysore  1814. E  Indies  1807. 
Jamaica  1732. 
E  Indies  1739. 
C.  G.  H.  1790. C.  G.  H.  1790. 
C.  G.  H.  1800. 
Abyssinia  1810. Guinea  1781. 
E  Indies  1816. 
C.G.H.  1774. 
W.  Indies  1714. Africa  1775. 
C.  G.  H.  1815. 
E  Indies  1792. 

Sp.  8—12. N.  S.  W.  1792. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  &  W. N.  Holl. 
N.  S.  W. 
V.  DL  IsL  1803. 
N.  S.  W.  1803. 

r.m 
co S  co 

S  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  p.l S  p.l 

S  co C  co 
C  co 

C  ip 

S  co 
S  co C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 
C  p.l S  p.l 
S  p.l 
S  s.p 
S  s.p 
S  s.p 
S  s.p C  s.p 

Plu.aim.tl69.C6. 

Bot  cab.  509 

Plu.alm.tl69.f5 
Bot  rep.  422 

Bot  mag.  1933 
Bot.  reg.  253 
Bot  rep.  308 

Bot  rep.  601 Vent  eels,  t.17 
Bur.  ind  t.48.  f.2 
Bot  reg.  447 
Bot.  mag.  2027 
DiLel.tl02.f.l21 
Rhee.mal.9.  t27 
Bot.  cab.  1158 
Bot  reg.  128 Bot  mag.  1699 
Bot  rep.  648 

Jac.  vin d.  3.  t.  64 Bot  reg.  377 

Jac.schoe.2.t219 
Rhee.mal.9.  t.28 

1803. 

1792. 1803. 
1803. 

C  s.l.p  Bot  rep.  191 C  s.l.p  Bot.  cab.  1119 C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  1144 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  2491 C  s.l.p  Bot  mag.  1493 
C  s.l.p  Bot  reg.  306 
C  s.l.p  Bot.  cab.  056 

Sp.  1. N.  Holl. 1803.  C  s.p   Bot.  cab.  1458 
1533.  TEMPLETO'NIA.  H.  K.  Templetonia 

10129  retfisa  H.  K.  wedge-leaved 
10130  glatica  B.  M.  glaucous 

Leguminous.   Sp.  2. 
I  |  or    a  mrjn   R      N.  Holl. 
I  |  or    2  ap.my  R       N.  HoU. 

1803. 
1818. C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  5 C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  C 

1C080 10121 
10123 

10129 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1529.  Sarcophyttum.  From  ragl,  flesh,  and  $uXXav,  a  leaf  The  leaves  are  thick  and  fleshy.  A  somewhat 
succulent  plant,  easily  injured  by  over-watering ;  but  otherwif  e  not  difficult  to  preserve  or  increase. 

1530.  Crotalaria.  KgeraXan  was  the  name  of  a  noisy  Gre.ik  musical  instrument,  similar  to  the  cymbals  of 
the  present  day.  The  pods  of  this  genus  are  inflated,  and  rattle,  when  shaken,  in  a  similar  manner.  The  spe- 

cies are  all  of  easy  culture,  mostly  free-flowerers ;  but  they  are  shabby  plants  under  cultivation,  and  possess  no 
good  quality  which  can  render  them  objects  of  interest  or  beauty. 

1531.  Bossuea.  Named  by  Ventenat,  after  M  Boissieu-Lamartiniere,  who  accompanied  the  unfortunate 
La  Perouse  in  his  voyage  round  the  world.  This  beautiful  genus,  according  to  Sweet,  "  thrives  best  in  an equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat ;  if  not  very  sandy,  some  sand  must  be  added  to  it  to  have  the  plants  in 
health.  The  pots  must  be  well  drained  with  broken  potsherds,  a?  nothing  injures  them  more  than  too  much 
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10080  The  only  species 

10081  Leaves  simple  obL  lanceolate,  Stipules  lanceolate  acuminate  decurrent,  Racemes  opposite  the  leaves 
10082  Leaves  simple  lane.,  ellipt  blunt  downy  beneath,  Racemes  opposite  the  leaves 
10083  Leaves  very  small  lernate  glaucous,  Racemes  few-flowered,  Vexillum  reflexed 10084  Leaves  simple  lane,  villous,  Upper  stipules  lane,  decurrent,  Racemes  opposite  the  leaves,  CaL  villous 
10085  Branches  winged  upwards,  Lower  leaves  obL  :  upper  lane,  acute  hairy,  Racemes  lateral 
10086  Leaves  simple  lin.  lane,  acute  villous  beneath,  Flowers  and  pods  inclosed  in  hairy  calyx 
10087  Leaves  simple  long-lanc.  Pods  downy.  Raceme  terminal,  Stem  square 
10088  Leaves  obL  lanceolate  silky  beneath,  Fl.  racemose,  Bractes  linear  much  shorter  than  pedicel 
10089  Leaves  simple  lane.  Upper  stipules  decurrent  with  2  short  teeth,  Racemes  opposite  the  leaves 
10090  Leaves  lanceolate  subsessUe.  Lower  lip  of  cal.  3-parted  beyond  the  middle,  Stem  virgate  simple 
10091  Leaves  simple  lane  subsessile,  Pods  smooth,  Raceme  terminal,  Stem  furrowed 
10092  Leaves  lanceolate  blunt  hairy,  FL  terminal,  Calyx  hairy  as  long  as  corolla 
10093  Leaves  lanceolate,  Raceme  terminal,  CaL  very  villous  as  long  as  corolla 
10094  Leaves  simple  ov.  lanceolate  silky  ciliated,  Standard  large  erect  pointed 
10095  Leaves-simple  lane,  beneath,  Pods  silky,  Raceme  terminal,  Stem  furrowed 
10096  Leaves  simple  obL  cuneiform  retuse,  Raceme  terminal 
10097  Leaves  simple  ovate  retuse,  Stipules  lunate  declinate,  Raceme  term.  Branches  square 
10098  Leaflets  3  oval  acute,  Hairs  shining  scattered,  Racemes  opposite  the  leaves 
10099  Leaflets  3  oval  blunt  with  scattered  hairs,  Raceme  terminal  long,  Keel  shorter  than  vexillum 
10100  Leaves  simple  obovate  oblong  silky  on  each  side,  Pod  4-seeded  length  of  calyx 
10101  Stems  round  striated,  Leaves  oval  emarginate  mucronate,  Stipules  lunate  amplexicaul 
10102  Leaves  simple  lin.-lanceolate  blunt  hairy,  Pedunc.  terminal  subsolitary,  Stem  branched  diffuse 
10103  Leaves  simple  obL  blunt  hairy,  Stems  prostrate  herbaceous,  Pedunc.  2-3-fl.  axillary 
10104  Leaflets  3  oblong  blunt  mucronate  with  scattered  hairs  beneath,  Raceme  terminal,  Calyxes  silky 
10105  Leaves  temate,  Leaflets  oval-lanc.  acute  twice  as  long  as  villous  petiole,  Pods  pendulous 
10106  Leaves  obovate  cuneate  silky,  Racemes  term.  Bractes  and  calyx  colored 
10107  Leaves  obL  blunt  silky  villous,  Stipules  linear  subulate  reflexed,  Panic,  terminal  bracteate 
10108  Leaves  temate,  Leaflets  cuneiform  emarginate  silky  beneath,  Peduncles  axillary  solitary  1-flowered 
10109  Leaves  temate  ovate  acuminate  smooth.  Stipules  none,  Raceme  terminal,  Pods  stalked  pendulous 
10110  Leaves  temate  obcordate  mucronate,  Flowers  corymbose,  Stem  shrubby 
10111  Leaves  temate,  Leaflets  obovate  retuse,  Racemes  terminal 
10112  Leaves  temate,  Leaflets  linear  lanceolate  acute  half  as  long  again  as  petiole  downy  beneath 
10113  Leaves  temate  on  long  stalks,  Leaflets  oval  downy,  Racemes  axillary  lax,  Standard  blunt 
10114  Leaves  temate  obL  lanceolate  acute  silky  beneath,  Stipules  lanceolate  subulate,  Pedunc.  axill.  1-flowered 
10115  Leaves  ternate  obovate  strigose  beneath,  Stipules  lanceol.  and  bractes  ovate  reflexed,  Racemes  terminal 
10116  Leaves  temate  obovate,  Stipules  leaf-like  stalked,  Racemes  terminal,  Pods  stalked 
10117  Leaves  temate  oval  villous  beneath,  Racemes  spiked,  Keel  downy  at  edge,  Pods  sessile  hairy 
10118  Leaves  ternate  lanceolate  smooth,  Racemes  terminal  spiked 
10119  Leaves  temate  lane,  hoary  silky  shorter  than  petiole,  Raceme  terminal 
10120  Leaves  quinate 

10121  Branches  flat  linear  leafless,  Denticulations  flower-bearing,  Keel  naked,  Calyx  smooth 
10122  Branches  flat  linear  leafless,  Denticulations  flower-bearing,  Keel  fringed,  Calyx  smooth 
10123  Branches  leafy  compressed,  Leaves  obovate  and  linear  flat,  Pod  many-celled  with  spongy  septa 
10124  Branches  leafy  compressed,  Leaves  linear  with  recurved  edges,  Pod  1-celled 
10125  Branches  leafy  filiform,  Leaves  oval  smooth,  Stipules  shorter  than  petiole,  Pod  1-celled 
10126  Branches  leafy  round,  Stem  erect  much  branched,  Leaves  ovate-lane,  rough  above 
10127  Branches  leafy  spiny  round,  Leaves  obcordate  cuneiform 

10128  The  only  species 

10129  Leaves  green  retuse 
10130  Leaves  glaucous  blunt 

ami  Miscellaneous  Particulars.  • 
water.  Cuttings,  not  too  ripe,  will  strike  root  if  planted  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass,  not  too  close  together,  as 
they  are  apt  to  damp ;  when  rooted,  they  must  be  potted  off  in  little  pots  and  kept  in  a  close  frame,  and  hard- ened to  ine  air  Dy  aegrees.    \nut.  vuu.  im.)  _  .       „         „,  ,        ,  _  ...       .   ,  . 

1532.  Scottia.  Named  in  memory  of  Robert  Scott,  M.  D.,  formerly  professor  of  botany  at  Dublin.  A  shrub 
found  by  Mr.  Brown  upon  the  south-west  coast  of  New  Holland.   Young  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  beU- 

g>1533.  Templetonia.  Named  after  John  Templeton,  Esq.,  of  Orange  Grove,  near  Belfast,  a  gentleman  to whom  the  editor  of  the  English  Botany  was  under  frequent  obligations  for  Irish  plants  during  the  progress  ol that  work. 
Rr 
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1534.  GOOIKIA.  R.Br.  Goodja. 
10131  lotifolia  H.  X.        smooth  «  ;  |  or 
10132  pubescens  H.  K.      downy  41 1  j  or 
1535.  LODDIGE'SIA.  B.  M.  Lodmgesia. 

Leguminoscp. 3  apjl  Y 3  apjl  Y Sp.% V.  Di.  Isl.  179a 
V.  Di.  IsL  1805. 

1  |  or 
I  J  or \  |  or 

10133  oxalidifiSlia  B.  M.  Oxalis-leaved 
tl53&  HCVEA.  H.  K.  Hovea. 
10134 linearis  H.K.  linear-leaved 
10135  longifolia  H.  K.  long-leaved 
10136  lanceolata  JB.  M.  spear-leaved 
10137  ellip'tica  ,  oval-leaved      »  i  (  or 10138  Cel'si  BonpL  Cell's             m  t_j  or 
tl537.  SPARTIUM.  W.  Broom. 
10139  junceum  (V.  Spanish  ft  ec 

Pflore-pleno            double-flowered  St  or 10140  monospSrmumW.  white  single-seed,  ft  i_J  or 
10141  spluerocarpon  W.  yellow  single-seal  34  |  |  or 
10142  procerum  W.  en.     tall  ft  i  |  or 
10143  congestum  IV.  en.   close-branched  St  i_J  or 

1}  my.s  Pa.pu 
Leguminoste. 3  mr.jl  Pu 

3  jn.s 3  mr.jl 
3  mr.jl 4  mr.jl 

Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
B 

Sp.l. 
C.  G.  H 

Sp.  5. 
NTs.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  HolL 
N.  HolL 

S  s.p S  s.p 
Bot  mag.  958 
Bot  mag.  1310 

1802.  C  p.l   Bot  mag.  965 
1796. 1805. 
1805. 1817. 1818. 

10144  virgatum  W. 
10145  purgans  IV. 10145  umbellatum  W. 
10147  Sc6rpius  W 10148  sericeum  Vent. 
10149  multiflorum  W. 
10150  angulatum  W. 
10151  patens  W. 
10152  pilocarpum  Link. 10153  cinereum  W. 
10154  nubigenum  IV. 10155  linif&lium  W. 
10156  scoparium  IV. 10157  radiStum  W. 
10158  ferox  W. 
10159  spinosum  W. 
1538.  GENISTA.  W. 

10160  canariensis  W. 
10161  candicans  W. 
10162  visc6sa  IV. 
10163  triquetra  IV. 
10164  sagittSlis  W. 
10165  triangularis  W. 10166  tinctSria  W. 
10167  sibirica  IV. 10168  ovSta  W. 
10169  scariosa  Vivian! 

long-twigged  Sk 
purging  St  or umbelled         •  |  |  or 
Scorpion         *  or 
silky  »  i  |  or 
white  Portugal  A  or small-flowered  *  or 
woolly-podded  *  or 
hairy-fruited  *  or cinereous  *  or 
cluster-flower'd;j Flax-leaved  i 

Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y Pa.Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
W 

Jft 

common starry 

fierce 
prickly 
Genista. Canary hoary 

clammy 
triangular 
jointed three-sided 
Green-weed 
Siberian oval-leaved 
scariose 

10131 

I  |  or !l_)ft 

«l_|or t~  or 

6  jl.s 6  jl.s 
4  jn.il 4  jnjl 
8  jn.jl 4  ap.jl 
5  mr.jn 4  jn.jl 
3  ap.jn 4  mr.ap 
3  my.au 
6  my 

3  my.jn 
4  jn.jl  y 
4  jn.jl  Y 4  jnjl  Y 
6  my.au  W 3  ja.jn  Y 
6  apjn  Y 

4  jnjl  Y H  jn.jl  Y 2  jn.jl  Y 
Leguminoste 

2  my.s  1 
2  ap.jl 
2  ap.jl 3  my.jn 

i  myjn 
2  my.jn 

3  jn.au 
2  jn.au 
3  jn.au 6  jn.jl 

Sp.  21—37. S.  Europe  1548. 
S.  Europe  1548. S.  Europe  1690. 
S.  Europe  1731. 
Portugal  1816. Teneriffe  ... Madeira  1777. 
S.  France  1768. 
Barbary  1799. 
S.  Europe  1570. 
Mogadore  1812. Portugal  1752. Levant  1739. 
Portugal  1752. 

  1823. S.  Europe  ... Teneriffe  1779. 
Spain  1739. Britain  dry  hil. 
Italy  1758. Barbary  1800. 
S.  Europe  1596. 

Sp.  21—42. Canaries  1656. 
Spain  1735. Canaries  1815. Corsica  1770. 
Germany  1570. 
Hungary  1815. Britain  dry  pa. 
Siberia  1785. 
Hungary  1816. 
Italy  1821. 

S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p C  s.p C  s.p 

S  co 
S  co S  p.l S  p.1 

C  s.l C  s.l 
C  p.l 

S  p.l C  p.l 
S  p.l C  p.l 

S  co C  p.l 
S  p.l 

Bot.  reg.  463 
Bot.  reg.  614 
Bot  mas.  1624 Bot.  cab.  1450 
Bot  reg.  280 
Bot  mag.  85 

Bot  mag.  683 
lien  ea  I  .spec,  t .  33 

S  p.l 
S  co 

S  co 
S  s.p 

C  s.l 
C  s.l 
C  s.p 

L  co 

C  co S  co 
L 
C 
C 

Jac.  ic.  1.  1. 147 
Bull.  herb,  t.115 Des£atL2.tl80 Dend.  brit  78 
Ventchoix.  t.17 
Duliamarb.2.23 Vent  eels  87 Cav.  ic.  2. 1 176 
Dend.  brit  76 
Bot  mag.  442 
Eng.  bot  1339 Bot  mag  2260 Bot  reg  368 
Lob.  ic.  2.  p.  95 

Bot  reg.  217 
Dend.  brit  80 
Bot  mag.  314 
Jac  au.-t  .3.  t209 
Pl.rar.hu.2.t.l53 
Eng.  bot.  44 Jac.vind.2.  tl90 
PLrar.hung.t83 
Bot.  cab.  1135 

10161 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1534.  Goodia.  In  memory  of  Peter  Good,  an  industrious  gardener  employed  by  the  Kew  garden  in  collect- 
ing seeds  in  New  Holland,  where  he  died. 

1535.  Loddigesia.  Named  in  compliment  to  Mr.  Conrad  Loddiges,  a  successful  cultivator  of  plants,  an assiduous  collector,  and  a  most  worthy  man,  whose  virtues  are  inherited  by  his  sons. 
1536.  Hovea.  In  honor  of  Mr.  Antony  Pantaleon  Hove,  a  Polish  botanist,  who  travelled  in  the  Crimea  and 

Persia,  whence  many  plants  were  sent  to  Kew  garden.  He  is  still  alive,  and  naturalized  in  England.  Pretty 
plants,  easily  cultivated  in  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  rooted  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1337.  Sparthtm.  From  nr««rm,  cordage ;  the  earliest  ropes  were  made  of  this  and  similar  tough  plants. 
The  species  are  shrubs  thick-set  with  verdant  flexible  rush-like  twigs,  which  are  very  ornamental  in 
winter,  and  generally  profusely  covered  with  shewy  white  or  yellow  odoriferous  and  mellifluous  blossoms  in 
summer.  S.  junceum  is  grown  as  a  green  food  for  sheep  in  the  south  of  France,  and  there  and  in  Spain  it 
affords  a  thread  from  its  fibres,  which  is  sometimes  wove  into  cloth,  but  more  generally  twisted  into  cordage. Bees  are  very  fond  of  the  flowers,  as  they  are  of  those  of  most  of  the  species. 
A  monospermum,  is  a  very  handsome  shrub,  remarkable  for  its  numerous  snow-white  flowers. 

Osbet-k  remarks,  that  it  grows  like  willow-bushes  along  the  shore  of  Spain,  as  far  as  the  flying  sands  reach, where  scarcely  any  other  plant  exists  except  the  Ononis  repens,  or  creeping  Restharrow.  The  use  of  this 
shrub  is  very  great  in  stopping  the  sand.  The  leaves  and  young  branches  are  delicious  food  for  goats.  It 
convelts  the  most  barren  spot  into  a  tine  odoriferous  garden  by  its  flowers,  which  continue  a  long  time.  It 
serve* to  shelter  hogs  and  goats  against  the  scorching  heat  of  the  sun.  The  twigs  are  used  for  tying  bundles; 
and  all  .kinds  of  herbs  that  are  brought  to  market  are  fastened  together  with  them.  Forskahl  found  it  in 
Arabia  j  and  Desfontaines  in  Barbary,  on  the  sandy  coast  The  Spaniards  call  it  Betamas,  from  the  Arabic name  Reetam, 
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10131  Leaflets  obovate  and  calyxes  smooth,  Pod  varicose 
10132  Leaflets  obovate  cuneate  and  calyxes  downy,  Pod  smooth 

10133  The  only  species 

10134  Leaves  linear  hairy  beneath.  Pods  smooth 
10135  Leaves  long  linear :  beneath  veiny,  Pods  downy 
10136  Branches  twiggy,  Leaves  lane,  mucronate  downy  beneath,  FT.  axilL  twin 
10137  Leaves  elliptic  oblong 
10138  Leaves  lane  somewhat  rhomboid  blunt  at  end  mucronate,  Peduncles  axillary  many-flowered 

10139  Branches  opposite  round  flowering  at  end,  Leaves  lanceolate 
10140  Branches  round  striated,  Racemes  lateral  few-fl.  Flowers  subaggregate,  Leaves  lanceolate  silky 
10141  Branches  round  striated,  Racemes  lateral  many-fi.  Flowers  remote,  Leaves  lane,  sessile  a  little  hairy 
10142  Branches  round  striated,  FL  solitary  axillary,  Pods  villous,  Leaves  lanceolate  hairy 
10143  Branches  round  striated  very  close,  FL  terminal  racemose,  Vexillum  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  silky 
10144  Branches  round  striated,  Fl.  axilL  solitary  subracemose,  Standard  and  keel  downy,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  silky 
10145  Branches  round  striated,  Fl.  axillary  solitary.  Leaves  lane,  silky  subsessile 
10146  Branches  round  striated,  FL  term,  capitate,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  silky 
10147  Branches  round  striated  spreading  spiny,  Pedunc.  axilL  many-fl.  Leaves  obL  acute  silky 
10148  Leaves  lane,  silky  beneath,  Corolla  silky,  Branches  erect  round 
10149  Leaves  ternate  and  simple  silky,  Twigs  straight  striated  flowering  on  all  sides 
10150  Leaves  solitary  and  ternate  linear  lanceolate  hoary,  Branches  hexangular  flowering  at  the  ends 
10151  Leaves  ternate  stalked  obovate,  Branches  round  striated,  Lateral  flowers  twin  nodding 
10152  Branches  angular,  leaves  simple  lanceolate  silky  beneath,  FL  racemose,  Pods  hairy 
10153  Branches  round  with  ten  furrows,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  downy 
10154  Leaves  ternate  lane,  hairy  stalked,  Fl.  lateral  fascicled,  Pods  smooth,  Branches  round  striated 
10155  Leaves  ternate  sessile  linear  silky  beneath,  Raceme  terminal,  Branches  round  furrowed 
10156  Leaves  ternate  and  solitary  oblong,  Fl.  axillary,  Pods  hairy  at  edge,  Branches  angular 
10157  Leaves  ternate  linear,  Petioles  dilated  persistent,  Racemes  capitate  term.  Branches  angul.  opp.  clustered 
10158  Leaves  ternate  and  simple  oblong  mucronate,  Raceme  terminal.  Branches  striated  round  spiny 
10159  Leaves  ternate  obovate,  Peduncles  axillary,  Cal.  and  pods  smooth,  Branches  angular  spiny 

10160  Leaves  tern.  obi.  downy  beneath  with  spreading  hairs,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  terminal.  Branches  angular 
10161  Leaves  ternate  obovate  downy  with  closely  pressed  hairs,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  terminal,  Branches  angular 10162  Leaves  ternate  obL  smooth,  Racemes  terminal,  CaL  and  pods  glandular  viscid,  Branches  round  striated 
10163  Leaves  ternate :  upper  simple,  Branches  triquetrous  procumbent 
10164  Branches  2-edged  membranous  jointed,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 
10165  Leaves  lanceolate  mucronate  smooth,  Branches  3-cornered  ascending,  Pods  smooth 
10166  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Branches  round  striated  erect,  Pods  smooth 
10167  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth,  Branches  equal  round  erect 
10168  Leaves  oblong  ovate  and  pods  hairy,  Branches  round  striated 
10169  Quite  smooth,  Leaves  not  ciliated,  Cor.  5  lines  long,  Calyx  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars* 
Si  scoparium,  though  in  some  places  a  troublesome  weed  in  old  pastures,  is  a  very  ornamental  shrub  in  garden 

scenery :  it  is  also  useful  in  agriculture,  domestic  economy,  and  medicine.  It  is  sometimes  used  as  winter 
food  for  sheep,  frequently  for  thatching  cottages  and  ricks,  and  as  litter.  Bees  are  fond  of  the  flowers  :  the 
flower-buds,  just  before  they  become  yellow,  are  pickled  in  the  manner  of  capers  :  the  branches  are  said  to  be capable  of  tanning  leather,  and  of  being  manufactured  into  coarse  cloth ;  when  tender,  they  are  mixed  with 
hops  in  brewing :  the  old  wood  furnishes  the  cabinet-maker  with  a  beautiful  material  for  veneering.  The 
twigs,  when  bruised,  smell  disagreeably,  which  perhaps  may  be  one  reason  why  our  broom  is  generally 
rejected  by  cattle  (Curtis);  but  they  have  also  a  nauseous  bitter  taste.  The  plant  when  burnt  affords  a 
tolerably  pure  alkaline  salt  Broom  tops  are  diuretic  and  cathartic ;  the  seeds  are  said  to  be  emetic.  The 
effects  of  this  plant  have  been  very  long  known  to  the  common  people  ;  and  both  Mead  and  CuUen  found 
them  useful  in  dropsy.  The  usual  mode  of  exhibiting  them  is  in  the  form  of  decoction,  made  by  boil- 

ing the  green  tops  in  water.  Speaking  of  this  decoction,  of  which  two  table  spoonfuls  were  given  every 
hour  till  it  operated  by  stool,  CuUen  says,  "  it  seldom  fails  to  operate  both  by  stool  and  urine,  and  by  re- 

peated exhibition  every  day,  or  every  second  day,  some  dropsies  have  been  cured.  (Thompton's  London  Dis- pensatory, 514.) 
1338.  Genista.  Gen,  signifies,  in  Celtic,  a  small  bush,  whence  also  GAnet,  French.  The  species  are  shrubs 

or  undershrubs,  some  of  them  evergreen,  and  many  with  numerous  flexible  rush-like  green  twigs  like  the 
brooms.  They  are  of  easy  culture  and  free  flowerers.  G.  tinctoria  is  common  in  most  parts  of  Europe,  in 
unimproved  pastures  on  dry  gravelly  soils.  When  cows  feed  on  it,  their  milk,  and  the  butter  or  cheese  made 
from  it,  are  said  to  be  very  bitter.  A  bright  yellow  color  may  be  prepared  from  the  flowers;  and  for 
wool  that  is  to  be  dyed  green  with  woari,  the  dyers  prefer  it  to  all  others.  A  dram  and  a  half  of  the powdered  seeds  operates  as  a  mild  purgative.    A  decoction  of  the  plant  is  sometimes  diuretic,  and  therefore 

Rr  2 
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10170  fl6rida  TV. 
10171  procumbens  TV. 10172  dec6mbens  W. 
10173  pil6sa  TV. 10174  diffusa  TV. 
10175  sericea  TV. 
10176  anglica  TV. 
10177  germanica  TV. 
10178  hispanica  TV. 10179  lusitanica  TV. 
10180  bracteolata  Link. 
1539.  LEBECK'IA.  TV.  Lebeckia. 10181  contaminata  TV.      narrow-leaved  *  i  |  or 

Spanish 
* 

or 

procumbent 

or 

trailing or 
hairy  green-weed* or diffuse * or 
silky 

* or 
Petty  whin * 

or 
German * 

or 
dwarf-prickly it or Portugal * or 
bracteolate 

J  or 10182  sericea  TV. 
10183  cytisoides  W. 10184  subternata  Link. 
tl540.  U'LEX.  TV. 
10185  europaVus  TV. 10186  nanus  TV. 
1541.  ONO'NIS.  TV. 

10187  antiquorum  /('. 10188  spinosa  TV. 10189  hircina  TV. 
10190  repens  TV. 10191  Columns;  TV. 
10192  mitissima  TV. 
10193  alopecuroides  TV. 
10194  variegata  TV. 
10195  pubescens  TV. 10196  cernua  TV. 
10197  geminfita  TV. 10198  reclinata  TV. 
10199  cenlsia  W. 
10200  vaginalis  P.  S.       sheathed        n.  i_|  un 
10201  Cherleri  W.  dwarf  4  A»n 
10202  visc6sa  TV.  clammy  O  un 
10203  ornithopodioldesfF.  Bird's-foot  O  un 10204  pinguis  W.  greasy  a.  |  |  un 
10205  Nfitrix  TV.  yellow-shrubby  e.  i  |  un 
10206  hispanica  TV.         Spanish  «t  \  |  or 

8  oligophylla  Tenore  few-leaved       n.  or 10207  tridentata  TV.        three-toothed  n.  i  lor 
10208  crlspa  TV.  curl-leaved      «.  i  |  un 
10209  fruticosa  TV.  shrubby  a  pr 10210  rotundif61ia  TV.      round-leaved    £  un 
*1542.  ANTHYI/L1&  TV.  KidneyVetch. 
10211  tetraphtflla  TV.  four-leaved          O  or 
10212  Vulneraria  TV.  common         ^  A  or 

f3  rubra  red-flowered 

silky  *  |  |  or 
Cytisus-leaved  *  i_J  or 
yellow-flowered*  |  |  or Furze. 
common         *  ag 
dwarf  *  or 
Rest-Harrow. 
tall  i  Am 
common  ^  A™ 
stinking  JAun creeping  4  Am 
small-flowered  J  A  «n 
cluster-flowered  O  un 
Fox-tail  O  un 
variegated  O  un 
downy  O  un 
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has  proved  serviceable  in  dropsical  cases.   A  salt  prepared  from  the  ashes  is  recommended  in  the  same disorder. 

G.  triquetra  is  the  handsomest  hardy  species :  it  is  evergreen,  and  produces  a  vast  profusion  of  bloom. 
1539.  Lebeckia.  Named  by  Thunberg :  possibly  in  honor  of  some  forgotten  botanist  Young  cuttings  root 

freely  in  sand  under  close  cover. 
1540.  Ulex.  A  word  of  very  obscure  meaning.  De  Theis  derives  it  from  ac,  a  point  in  Celtic.  U.  europaeus, 

Jonc-marin,  Ft.,  is  a  beautiful  evergreen  shrub,  which  flowers  freely,  both  when  wild  and  cultivated,  the 
greater  part  of  the  year.  It  abounds  in  some  places,  and  there  it  is  despised  by  the  common  people  ;  but  the 
greatest  botanists  have  admired  its  deep  green  shoots  and  leaves,  brilliant  yellow  flowers,  and  tufted 
picturesque  shape.  About  Petersburg,  it  forms  one  of  their  most  valuable  greenhouse  plants,  flowering  in 
winter.  Linnaeus  lamented  that  he  could  hardly  preserve  it  alive  in  a  greenhouse.  Many  parts  of  Germany 
are  wholly  destitute  of  the  furze  bush,  insomuch  that  Dillenius  was  in  a  perfect  extasy  when  he  first  saw  our 
commons  covered  with  its  golden  flowers.  And  Gerard  relates,  that  about  Dantzic,  Brunswick,  and  in 
Poland,  there  was  not  a  branch  of  it  growing,  except  some  few  plants  and  seeds  that  he  sent,  which  were  most 
curiously  kept  in  their  fairest  gardens.  As  an  agricultural  plant  the  furze  has  been  sown  in  several  parts  of 
the  island  as  hedges ;  but  excepting  where  it  occupies  a  breadth  of  ten  or  twelve  feet  on  a  raised  mound,  it 
does  not  last  long,  getting  naked  below.  Sown  on  a  mound  the  sides  may  be  out,  and  the  primings  used  as 
fuel  or  as  green  food,  and  the  fence  thus  rendered  close  at  bottom  and  durable.   It  is  sown  in  fields,  and 
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10170  Leaves  lanceolate  silky,  Branches  striated  round,  Racemes  1-sided 10171  Leaves  lanceolate  acute,  Pedunc.  axilL  3  longer  than  leaves,  Cor.  smooth,  Branches  striated  round 
10172  Leaves  lanceolate  blunt  silky  beneath,  Pedunc.  axillary  as  long  as  leaf,  Cor.  silky,  Branches  angular 
10173  Leaves  lanceolate  complicate,  Pedunc.  axill.  very  short,  Cor.  hairy.  Stem  waited  striated  procumbent 
10174  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  subciliate,  Pedunc.  axillary,  Cor.  smooth.  Branches  3-cornered  procumbent 
10175  Leaves  lanceolate  silky  beneath,  Fl.  terminal  somewhat  racemose,  Cor.  silky,  Branches  erect  round 
10176  Spines  simple  or  compound,  Flowering  branches  unarmed,  Leaves  oblong  smooth,  Racemes  leafy  term. 
10177  Spines  warted  compound,  Fl.  branches  unarmed,  Lvs.  lane,  hairy,  Racemes  term,  naked,  Keel  pubesc. 
10178  Spines  compound  pungent.  Leaves  lanceolate  villous,  Racemes  terminal  subcapitate 
10179  Stem  leafless,  Spines  crossing  each  other 
10180  Leaflets  termite  obovate,  Racemes  short,  Bractes  linear  under  the  flower 

10181  Leaves  simple  linear  filiform  smooth,  Flowers  urabelled 
10182  Leaves  ternate  silky,  Leaves  linear,  Flowers  racemose 
10183  Leaves  ternate  villous,  Raceme  long  terminal 
10184  Leaves  simple  ornate  or  ternate  sessile  lanceolate  acute  rough 

10185  Teeth  of  cal.  conniving,  Bractes  ovate  loose 
10186  Teeth  of  cal.  distant,  Bractes  minute  appressed 

10187  Fl.  solitary  larger  than  leaflet,  Lower  leaves  ternate  lanceolate  toothed  at  end,  Branches  spiny  smooth 
10188  Fl.  twin  axillary,  Lower  leaves  ternate  lane,  serrate,  Branches  spiny  villous 
10189  Fl.  twin,  Lower  leaves  ternate  ellipt.  serrate  pubescent,  Stem  unarmed  villous  viscid 
10190  Fl.  solitary  axill.  Lower  leaves  ternate  roundish  serrate,  Branches  ascending  spiny  villous 
10191  Fl.  subsess.  lateral,  Leaves  ternate  obi.  pubesc.  Stipules  lane,  toothletted,  CaL  scarious  longer  than  cor. 
10192  FL  sessile  spiked,  Bractes  stipular  ovate  ventricose  scarious  imbricated 
10193  FL  subsess.  lateral  spiked,  Leaves  simple  ovate  blunt,  Stipules  dilated,  CaL  larger  than  smooth  corolla 
10194  FL  somewhat  stalked  axill.  Lvs.  simple  obov.  striated  serrated,  Stipules  ovate  toothed,  Stem  procumbent 
10195  Pedunc.  unarmed  very  short,  Upper  leaves  simple,  Stipules  ovate  lane,  entire 
10196  Racemes  straight,  Leaves  cuneiform,  Pods  nodding  linear  recurved 
10197  Leaves  ternate  obovate,  Pedunc  lateral  2-flowered 
10198  Pedunc.  unarmed  1-fl.  Leaves  ternate  roundish  crenate,  Pods  cernuous 
10199  Pedunc.  unarmed  1-fl.  Leaves  ternate  cuneate,  Stipules  serrate,  Stems  prostrate 
10200  Pedunc.  1-fl.  awned,  Leaves  sessile  ternate,  Stipules  sheathing  toothed 
10201  Pedunc.  1-fl.  awned,  Leaves  tern,  cuneate  toothed  at  end  villous  viscid,  Cal.  larger  than  corolla 
10202  Pedunc.  1-fl.  awned  length  of  leaves,  Leaves  simple  oblong  serrated  viscid :  lower  ternate 
10203  Pedunc.  2-fl.  awned  shorter  than  petiole,  Leaves  tern,  oblong,  Pods  linear  cernuous 
10204  Pedunc.  1-fl.  awned  longer  than  leaf,  Awns  length  of  cor.  Leaves  ternate  lane  serrated  at  end 
10225  Pedunc.  1-fl.  awned  longer  than  leaf,  Leaves  ternate  viscid  obi.  toothed  at  end 
10206  Pedunc.  awned  about  1-fl.  Leaves  all  ternate  channelled  recurved  wholly  serrated 
10207  Shrubby,  Leaves  tern,  linear  fleshy  3-toothed,  Pedunc.  2-flowered 
10208  Shrubby,  Leaves  tern,  roundish  wavy  toothed  viscid,  Pedunc.  1-flower  unarmed 
10209  Shrubby,  Leaves  sessile  ternate  lanceolate  serrated,  Stipules  sheathing,  Pedunc.  3-flowered 
10210  Shrubby,  Leaves  tern,  ovate  toothed,  CaL  with  3  bractes,  Pedunc.  3-flowered 

10211  Herbaceous,  Leaves  quaternate-pinnate,  Flowers  lateral 
10212  Herbaceous,  Leaves  pinnated  unequal,  Head  double 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
allowed  to  grow  three  or  four  years,  and  then  it  is  cut  down  for  fuel  or  for  heating  ovens ;  but  the  most 
profitable  application  of  furze,  whether  sown  or  grown  wild,  is  that  of  using  it  as  green  food  for  cattle  For 
this  purpose,  the  shoots  should  not  be  more  than  two  years  old,  and  they  require  to  be  passed  between  rollers 
to  bruise  the  ligneous  parts  and  the  thorns.  It  has  been  tried  in  this  way  by  a  number  of  agriculturists,  and 
found  a  highly  nutritive  food  for  horses,  oxen,  and  kine.  Though  a  hardy  plant  and  enduring  the  sea  breeze, 
yet  it  is  frequently  killed  by  severe  winters.  It  is  never  found  on  wet-bottomed  clays,  but  generally  on  dry rocky  or  stony  soils.  There  is  a  very  luxuriant  variety  called  the  Irish  whin,  and  one  with  double  flowers  found 
a  few  years  ago  in  Devonshire,  and  now  in  propagation  by  cuttings  in  the  nurseries. 

U.  nanus  greatly  resembles  the  common  species,  but  is  smaller  in  all  its  parts.  It  flowers  from  August  to 
January,  which  renders  it  valuable  in  shrubberies  as  a  successor  to  the  other. 

1541.  Ononis.  From  ma,  an  ass,  because  asses  only  feed  upon  so  prickly  a  plant  O.  spinosa,  Arrete  boeuf, 
Fr.,  Rest  harrow,  Eng.,  was  formerly  very  troublesome  in  corn  fields,  on  account  of  its  long  ligneous  roots 
obstructing  the  progress  of  the  plough,  and  its  thorny  branches  the  harrow :  but  in  all  properly  cultivated 
lands  the  plant  has  disappeared.  It  is  frequent  in  aboriginal  pastures  on  dry  soils,  and  is  eaten  by  cows,  sheep, 
and  goats,  but  not  freely  by  horses.  All  the  species  are  of  easy  culture,  and  the  greenhouse  kinds  are  readily 
increased  by  young  cuttings  under  a  bell-glass  in  sand.  - 

1542.  AnthylUs.  From  xtB-es,  a  flower,  and  imXog,  a  beard.  So  called  from  the  silky  appearance  of  its heads  of  flowers ;  whence  also  one  species  is  called  Barba  Jovis.   A.  Vulneraria  is  recommended  as  a  herbage 
R  r  S  I 
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plant  by  some  agricultural  writers,  as  A.  Young ;  and  is  by  others  confounded  with  Birdsfoot  trefoil  (Lotus 
eor  nicula  t  a,  and  major),  and  with  the  Liquorice-vetch  (Astragalus  glycyphyllos),  to  which,  to  a  cursory  observer, 
it  bears  considerable  resemblance.  Linnaeus  observes,  that  in  Oeland,  where  the  soil  is  a  red  calcareous  clay, 
the  flowers  of  Anthyllis  vulneraria  are  red ;  but  that  in  Gothland,  where  the  soil  is  white,  the  flowers  also  are 
white :  ours  are  yellow. 

A.  Barba  Jovis  is  a  silvery  looking  bush,  with  white  and  hairy  leaves,  pale  yellow  flowers,  and  woolly 
pods.  Like  most  of  the  Leguminosie,  this  genus  seeds  freely ;  but  in  default  of  seeds,  increase  may  be 
effected  by  "  young  cuttings  planted  under  a  bell-glass  in  sand,  which  are  not  difficult  to  root :  the  glasses 
must  be  kept  wiped,  or  the  dew  is  apt  to  make  them  mouldy,  which  destroys  them."   (Bot.  Cult.  135.) 1543.  Arachis.  Aracos,  or  Aracidna,  is  a  name  applied  by  Pliny  to  a  plant  which  had  neither  stem  nor 
leaves,  but  was  all  root  The  moderns  have  applied  it  to  a  plant,  the  fruit  of  which  is  borne  underground. 
The  specific  name  hypogcea  (uro  yy,  below  ground),  is  in  allusion  to  the  curious  circumstance  of  the  pods, 
as  they  increase  in  size,  forcing  themselves  into  the  earth,  where  they  ripen  their  seeds,  thence  called  earth- 
nuts.  The  plant  is  generally  cultivated  in  the  warmer  parts  of  North  and  South  America,  but  is  supposed  to 
be  originally  from  Africa.  In  South  Carolina  the  seeds  are  used  as  chocolate ;  in  the  eastern  countries  as 
almonds,  and  in  Cochin-China  they  furnish  an  oil  used  for  lamps,  and  as  a  substitute  for  oil  of  olives.  About 
Paris  it  is  raised  on  hotbeds  and  transplanted  into  the  open  garden,  where  it  ripens  its  seeds,  which  are  used  as 
other  legumes.  It  has  also  been  brought  to  maturity  in  a  stove  in  England,  and  proved  very  prolific.  (See 
Hort.  Trans,  vol.  v.  p.  372.) 

1544.  Lupin  us.   Said  to  be  derived  from  lupus,  a  wolf,  because  this  plant  devours,  as  it  were,  all  the  fertility 
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10213  Herbaceous,  Leaves  pinnated  equal,  Head  terminal  1-sided,  Flowers  oblique 
10214  Herbaceous,  Leaves  pinnated  equal  silky,  Spike  peduncled  ovate 
1021;>  Herbaceous,  Leaves  pinnated  unequal,  Head  solitary  stalked,  Pods  hooked  blunt  shorter  than  calyx 
10216  Herbaceous,  Cauline  leaves  tenia  to  :  radical  pinnate  unequal  trifid  or  simple 
10217  Herbaceous,  Leaves  pinnated  unequal,  Pedunc.  lateral  longer  than  leaf,  Heads  leafless 
10218  Shrubby,  Leaves  pinnated  equal  silky,  Bractes  as  long  as  globose  many-flowered  head 
10219  Shrubby,  Leaves  pinnated  equal  and  ternate  villous,  Flowers  spiked 
10220  Shrubby,  Leaves  pinnated :  floral  ternate 
10221  Shrubby,  Leaves  ternate  unequal,  Calyxes  woolly  lateral 
10222  Shrubby,  Leaves  ternate  linear-cuneate  somewhat  stalked,  Calyxes  campanulate,  Branches  spiny 
10223  Shrubby,  Petioles  spiny,  Leaves  pinnated,  Flowers  axillary  subsessile,  Cal.  inflated 
10224  Shrubby  spiny,  Leaves  simple 

10225  Leaves  in  fours  cuneate  rounded,  Stipules  undivided,  Stem  nearly  smooth 

10226  Cal.  altern.  without  appendage :  upper  lip  emarginate ;  lower  entire 
10227  Cal.  whorled  without  appendage :  lower  lip  entire,  Stem  and  leaves  hairy 
10228  Cal.  altern.  without  appendage  :  uppei  lip  entire ;  lower  3-toothed 
10229  Cal.  altern.  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  entire ;  lower  3-toothed 
10230  Cal.  halt- whorled  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  bifid ;  lower  about  3-toothed 
10231  Cal.  altern.  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  2-parted ;  lower  3-toothed 
10232  Leaves  digitate,  Cal  whorled  without  append.  Upper  lip  emarg. ;  lower  bifid,  Pods  2-seeded 
10233  Cal.  altern.  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  half-bifid ;  lower  obscurely  3-toothed 
10234  Cal  whorled  with  an  appendage :  upper  Up  2-parted ;  lower  entire 
10235  Cal.  altern.  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  2-fid ;  lower  entire,  Leaflets  linear-lanceolate  flat 
10236  Cal.  altern.  with  an  appendage  :  upper  lip  2-fid ;  lower  subtrifid,  Leaflets  linear  channelled 
10237  Cal.  whorled  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  2-parted ;  lower  3-toothed 
10238  Cal.  halt- whorled  with  an  appendage :  upper  lip  2-fid;  lower  undivided,  Leaves  simple  obL  villous 
10239  Shrubby,  Cal.  whorled  without  appendage  stalked  :  lips  acute  entire 

10240  Teeth  of  calyx  4  blunt,  one  acuminate 
/S  Leaflets  emarginate,  Calyxes  hoary 

10241  Smoothish,  Leaves  on  short  stalks  blunt  at  each  end,  Spikes  solitary  short,  Pods  1-seeded 10242  Leaves  on  short  stalks  without  a  point  obtuse  smooth,  Spikes  long  panicled  downy 
10243  Hoary,  Leaflets  subsessile  ovate-elliptical  acute  mucronate,  Spikes  panicled  hoary 10244  Said  to  be  the  same  as  A.  microphylla 
10245  Ferruginous,  Spikes  simple  clustered,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate  downy  mucronate 
10246  The  only  species 

10247  Raceme  solitary  shorter  than  leaves,  Pedunc.  2,  Bractes  less  than  cat  spreading,  Pods  pendulous 
10248  Raceme  solitary  length  of  leaves,  Pedunc.  2,  Bractes  less  than  cal.  appressed,  Pods  pendulous 
10249  Pods  scymetar-shaped  somewhat  lunate  smooth 
10250  Vex  ilium  of  flowers  revolute,  Calyxes  whole  colored 
10251  Peduncles  subcapitate,  Seeds  4 -cornered  cylindrical  powdery 
10252  Peduncles  thicker  than  petiole  capitate,  Wings  subfalcate  deformed,  Pods  linear  straight 
10253  Flowers  capitate,  Cal.  bracteate,  Vexill.  short,  Wings  expanded  very  large,  Leaflets  deltoid  oblong 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  the  soil :  but  this  is  a  very  doubtful  explanation.   The  species  are  border  flowers,  in  much  esteem  for  their 
velvet-like  leaves  and  fine  large  flowers.   They  are  vigorous  growing  plants,  and  most  of  them  would  afford the  agriculturist  a  considerable  bulk  of  herbage. 
L  albus  is  supposed  to  be  the  species  that  was  cultivated  for  this  purpose  by  the  Romans ;  though  L  luteus 

is  what  is  at  present  grown  in  the  fields  in  the  south  of  Italy  as  human  food.  In  the  south  of  France,  it  is 
grown  in  poor  dry  extensive  plains,  as  a  meliorating  crop  to  be  ploughed  in  where  no  manure  is  to  be  had, 
and  the  ground  is  too  sterile  for  clover  or  other  better  plants.  (Villars.)  The  perennial  and  ligneous  species may  be  increased  by  pieces  of  the  root,  but  they  all  seed  freely. 

1545.  Amorpha.  From  «,  privative,  and  /ju^pn,  form,  in  allusion  to  the  deformity  of  the  corolla,  which  has 
neither  ala>  or  carina.  A.  fruticosa  was  once  used  in  Carolina  as  an  indigo  plant,  but  is  now  neglected.  All the  species  are  of  easy  cultivation,  and  increase  by  seeds  or  cuttings  in  sand. 

1546.  Air  us.  From  ecfyos,  elegant  The  roots  are  used  in  the  West  Indies  similarly  to  those  of  our  liquorice, 
and  the  seeds  are  strung  and  worn  as  beads  for  ornaments,  and  also  as  rosaries,  whence  the  specific  name 
precatorius.  They  are  frequently  thrown,  with  other  West  Indian  seeds,  on  the  north-west  coast  of  Scotland. 
Linnaeus  affirms,  that  they  are  very  deleterious ;  but  they  are  eaten  in  Egypt,  though  the  hardest  and  most 
indigestible  of  the  pulse  tribe.  In  our  stoves  the  plant  requires  a  good  deal  of  room  and  heat  in  order  to 
flower  freely.   It  is  generally  raised  from  seed,  but  cuttings  will  root  in  sand  plunged  in  heat. 

1547.  Phaseolus.  From  phaselus,  a  little  boat,  which  the  pods  may  easily  be  supposed  to  resemble.  P. 
vulgaris  and  multiflorus,  Haricot,  Fr.,  Schminkbohne,  Ger.,  Faginolo,  Ital.,  are  well  known  culinary  legumes. The  dwarf  kidney  bean  is  earlier  than  the  other,  and  better  adapted  for  forcing  j  but  much  the  largest  crop 
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10254  semierectus  JV. 
10255  alat us  W. 
10256  Caracalla  W. 
10257  aconitifolius  W. 
10258  trilobus  W. 
10259  Stipularis  IV. 10260  nanus  W. 
10261  radiatus  JV 
10262  Max  JV. 
10263  Mungo  W. 10264  diversifolius  P.  S. 

trilobus  Ph. 
10265  lathyroides  JV. 10266  subtrilobus  Link. 
1548.  TERAM'NUS.  Browne.  Teramitos. 

10267  volfibilis  Swz.  hook-podded  i  1 — I  or 
*1549.  CARPOPO'GON.  Rox.  Carpopogon. §10268  giganteus  Rox.  gigantic 
§10269  imbricatus  Rox.  imbricated 
,*1550.  DCLICHOS.  JV.  Dolichos. §10270  LSblab  W.  black-seeded 
10271  sinensis  JV.  Chinese 

§10272  luteolus  Ph.  yellow 
10273  unguiculatus  JV.  Bird's-foot 10274  tranquebaricus  W.  Tranquebar 
10275  gladiatus  IV.  sabre-podded 

§10276  tetragonolobus  W.  square-podded 
10277  sesquipedalis  W.  long-podded 10278  hirsutus  W. 
10279  pil6sus  W. 10280  minimus  W. 
10281  tetraspermus  JV. 10282  scarabaeoldes  JV. 
10283  reticulatus  W. 

§10284  bulbosus  W. 
§10285  purp6reus  W. 
10286  lign6sus  W 10287  luteus  W. 

§  10288  ensiformis  JV. 
§10289  Soja  W. 
10290  Cat  iang  W. 
10291  biflorus  W. 
10292  roseus  JV. 
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Sp.  23—76. Egypt  1694. India  1776. 
America  1805. W.  Indies  1780. 
E.Indies  1801. 
E  Indies  1790. 
E  Indies  1816. 

Pa.pk  W.Indies  1781. Pu     China  1802. Pa     E.  Indies  1790. 
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*1551.  STIZOLO'BIUM.  P.  S.   Cow-age,  or  Cow-itch.  LeguminostB.   Sp.  3—8. 10293  altissimum  P.  S.     tall  JL  D  or  50     ...     Pu     Martmico  1779. 
(10294  6rens  P.  S.  broad-podded  J.  □  cu  12  jnjl     Y       W.  Indies  1691. 
(10295  Dr6riens  P.  S.        common         JL  □  cu  12     ...     Pu     India  1680. 

10254  10267  ,*!  10256 

N.  S.  W.  1781. W.Indies  1781. 
E.  Indies  1790. 
E  Indies  1776. 
Jamaica  1812. 
E.  Indies  1778. 
E  Indies  1790. 
E  Indies  1793. 

Pa.Y  E  Indies  1776. 
Pk     Jamaica  1812. 

S  s.l S  s.1 S  s.1 
S  s.1 S  s.1 
S  s.1 
S  s.1 
S  s.1 
C  s.1 
S  8.1 S  8.1 

S  s.l S  s.l 
C  s.l S  s.1 S  s.1 S  p.l S  s.1 S  s.1 S  s.l 
S  8.1 S  8.1 
S  s.1 

Bot  mag.  896 
Bot.  mag.  2232 
Jac.  hort.  t  90 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1. 23 
Jac.  vind.  3.  t .  70 
Jac.  ie.  3.  t.  5fi0 
Jac.  vind.  L  t.  67 
Kasmpf.  ic.  1 41 
Jac.  obs.  1.  t .  22 
Plu.  alm.t.53.  £3 
Rum.am.5. 1 132 
Bot  reg.  830 Bot.  mag.  380 
Jac.  ic.  3. 1 559 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 145 
Rhee.mal.8.  t.41 Plu.alm.t213.f.4 

C  Lp  Ja.am.t.l82.f.85 
C  Lp  Plum.  ame.  1 107 
C  Lp  Jac.  amer.  1 122 10261 

10265  ̂   ^ 10268 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

is  produced  by  the  twining  species.  Neither  sorts  can  be  safely  planted  in  the  open  air  before  the  end  of 
April,  or  first  week  of  May,  and  the  leaves  are  blackened  by  the  first  frosts  of  autumn.  But  in  a  stove  or  pit, 
green  pods  of  the  dwarf  kinds  may  be  gathered  all  the  winter,  and  with  this  advantage  over  forced  produc- 

tions of  the  fruit  kind  required  to  be  ripened,  that  the  pods  are  as  good  from  plants  in  the  stove  in  midwinter, 
as  from  those  in  the  open  garden  in  midsummer.  The  garden  culture  of  both  species  is  so  easy  and  univer- 

sally known,  that  we  shall  not  occupy  ourselves  with  details.  Though  in  this  country  the  green  pods  only  are 
used,  on  the  continent  the  ripened  seeds  are  as  much  the  object  of  culture.  In  Holland,  the  twiner  is  grown 
in  every  cottage  garden  for  both  purposes ;  and  in  France  and  Switzerland,  it  is  grown  chiefly  for  the  ripened 
seeds :  in  the  latter  countries  it  grows  on  very  poor  dry  soil.  On  the  first  blackening  of  the  leaves  with  frost, 
the  plants  are  pulled  up,  dried  like  tobacco  leaves  under  the  dripping  eaves  of  the  houses ;  and  in  winter 
threshed  out  for  the  seeds,  to  be  boiled  and  eaten  with  cream  or  butter,  stewed  in  haricots,  or  put  in  soups. 
According  to  the  analysis  of  EinhofF,  3840  parts  of  kidney  bean  afforded  1805  parts  of  matter  analogous  to 
starch,  857  of  vegeto-animal  matter,  and  799  parts  of  mucillage  :  from  which  is  to  be  inferred,  that  it  is  the most  nourishing  of  all  the  legumes. 

The  perennial  stove  species  thrive  best  in  a  light  rich  soil,  and  may  be  propagated  readily  from  cuttings  or 
from  seed.  P.  caracalla,  or  Snail-flower,  is  a  very  curious  species,  and  will  grow  and  flower  freely,  if  kept 
clear  from  the  red  spiders.  This  species  was  so  named  by  the  Portuguese,  who  first  brought  it  from  South 
America,  in  consequence  of  its  hooded  flower.  Caracalla  (from  the  Celtic  words  car,  a  head,  and  cal,  a 
covering)  was  the  name  of  a  hooded  dress  much  worn  by  the  Gauls,  and  gave  his  nickname  to  the  Emperor 
Marcus  Aurelius  Antoninus,  who  was  accustomed  to  wear  the  dress. 
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10254  Flowers  spiked,  CaL  without  bractes,  Wings  expanded  larger,  Leaflets  ovate 10255  Flowers  loosely  spiked,  Wings  the  length  of  vexillum 
10256  Vexillum  and  keel  spirally  twisted  together 
10257  Stem  hairy,  Lateral  leaflets  3-Iobed :  terminal  5-parted,  Segra.  IanceoL  Peduncles  3-fl.  shorter  than  petiole 
10258  Stem  smooth,  Lateral  leafl.  2-lobed ;  terminal  3-lobed :  segments  ovate,  Pedunc.  3-fl.  longer  than  petiole 
10259  Stem  smooth,  Leafl.  blunt :  lateral  sinuose ;  terminal  hastate  3-lobed,  Peduncles  longer  than  leaf  spiked 
10260  Stem  smooth,  Bractes  larger  than  calyx,  Pods  pendulous  compressed  rugose 
10261  Stem  round,  Flowers  capitate,  Pods  cylindrical  horizontal 
10262  Stem  angular  hispid,  Pods  pendulous  hairy 
10263  Stem  flexuose  round  hairy,  Pods  capitate  hairy 
10264  Downy,  Lower  leaves  rhomboid  oval :  upper  3-lobed,  Heads  on  long  stalks,  Pods  round  subulate 
10265  Leaflets  oblong  acuminate,  Peduncles  elongated,  Pods  round  subulate 
10266  Leaflets  about  3-lobed,  Lobes  acuminate,  Racemes  axillary 

10267  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate  downy 

10268  Leaflets  ternate  smooth,  Flowers  in  heads,  Calyxes  hairy  campanulate 10269  Flowers  imbricated 

10270  Pods  ovate  acinaciform,  Seeds  ovate  with  a  hilum  curved  towards  one  end 
10271  Pods  pendulous  cylindrical  torulose,  Peduncles  erect  many-flowered 
10272  Pods  capitate  many  cylindrical.  Seeds  rounded 
10273  Pods  capitate  subcylindrical  with  a  recurved  concave  end 
10274  Pods  capitate  few  cylindrical  with  a  mucronate  straight  point 
10275  Pods  racemose  ensiform  with  3  keels  at  back  straight  at  point,  Seeds  with  an  arillus 
10276  Pods  membranous  quadrangular 
10277  Pods  subcylindrical  smooth  very  long 
10278  Pods  racemose  compressed  hairy.  Outer  leaflets  2-lobed 
10279  Pods  subracemose  linear  hairy,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate  downy 
10280  Pods  racemose  compressed  4-seeded,  Leaflets  rhomboid 
10281  Pods  racemose  acinaciform  4-seeded,  Leaflets  rhomboid  smooth 
10282  Leaves  ovate  downy,  Flowers  solitary,  Seeds  2-horned 
10283  Leaves  ovate  acute  rugose  netted  villous,  Racemes  few-flowered 
10284  Leaves  smooth  toothed  with  many  angles 
10285  Stem  smooth,  Petioles  downy,  Wings  of  corolla  spreading 
10286  Peduncles  capitate,  Pods  straight  linear 
10287  Flowers  somewhat  spiked,  Pods  subcylindrical  smooth,  Leaves  roundish  rhomboid  blunt  entire  smooth 10288  Pods  acinaciform  with  3  keels 
10289  Racemes  axillary  erect,  Pods  pendulous  hispid  about  2-seeded 10290  Pods  twin  linear  nearly  erect 
10291  Stem  smooth,  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Outer  leaflets  somewhat  angular 
10292  Stem  creeping,  Leaflets  roundish  shining,  Fl.  racemose,  Pods  with  3  keels  at  back 

10293  Pods  racemose  hairy  equal,  Seeds  surrounded  by  the  hilum,  Leaves  smooth  on  each  side 
10291  Pods  racemose  with  transverse  lamellae  hairy,  Seeds  surrounded  by  the  hilum 
10295  Pods  racemose :  valves  keeled  hairy,  Peduncles  in  threes 

1548.  Teramnus.  So  called  by  Browne,  apparently  in  allusion  to  its  delicately-shaped  legume,  n^afjuitrrie  being 
used  particularly  to  express  the  tenderness  of  eatable  pulse ;  un^a/Mes  was  a  weed  hostile  to  leguminous  plants. 

1549.  Carpopogon.  From  fruit,  and  xaryom,  a  beard ;  the  pods  being  bearded.  Rapid  growing  climbers of  the  easiest  culture. 
1550.  Dolirhos.  A  name  under  which  Dioscorides  describes  a  plant  supposed  to  have  been  the  kidney  bean 

of  the  moderns.  The  species  are  climbers,  some  of  them  to  the  height  of  the  highest  trees.  The  pods  of 
most  of  them  are  eatable,  but  far  inferior  to  the  kidney  bean.  Some  of  them  have  tuberous  roots  which  may 
be  eaten.  The  seeds  of  D.  Soia  (Soqja,  Jap.),  which  are  usually  called  Miso  in  Japan,  are  put  into  soups,  and 
are  the  most  common  dish  there,  insomuch  that  the  Japonese  frequently  eat  them  three  times  a  day.  The 
Soja  of  the  Japonese,  which  is  preferred  to  the  Kitjap  of  the  Chinese,  is  prepared  from  these  seeds,  and  is used  in  almost  all  their  dishes  instead  of  common  salt  The  Chinese  also  have  a  favorite  dish  made  of  these 
seeds,  called  Ten  hu  or  Tau  hu,  which  looks  like  curd,  and  though  insipid  in  itself,  yet  with  proper  seasoning 
is  agreeable  and  wholesome.    [Thunb.  and  Loureiro.) 

The  perennial  kinds  are  easily  increased  by  cuttings,  and  all  the  species  seed  freely.  D.  purpureus  and 
lignosus  have  the  handsomest  flowers,  but  none  of  them  can  be  considered  of  much  beauty. 

1551.  Stizolobium.  From  y?>>  to  prick,  and  Xafioe,  a  pod.  S.  urens  and  pruriens  produce  on  the  outside  of 
their  pods  the  irritating  substance  used  in  medicine  as  a  vermifuge,  under  the  name  of  Cowhage.  The 
species  are  twining  shrubs  of  the  West  Indies,  with  long  bunches  of  yellow  scentless  flowers.  The  seeds  of 
S.  urens  are  often  seen  in  cabinets  of  curiosities :  many  qualities  are  attributed  to  them  by  the  superstitious 
Creoles.  The  French  settlers  call  them  Yeux  bourrique,  asses'  eyes.  S.  pruriens  is  considered  a  powerful  diuretic. 

10295  ̂  and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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*1552.  GLY'CINR  L.  Glycine. 
§10296  sarinent6sa  W.  earmentose  JS 
§10297  mon6ica  IV.  pale-flowered  3c 
§10298  angustifolia  W.  narrow-leaved  $ 10299  debilis  W.  hairy §10300  comosa  W.  tufted  »* 
§10301  tomentosa  Ph.  downy  8 
§10302  reniformis  Ph.  Kidney-leaved  5 10303  suaveolens  W.  sweet-scented  « 
§10304  reticulata  W.  net-leaved  *_ 
§10305  caribae'a  W.  trailing  £ §10306  bituminosa  W.  clammy  |_ 
10307  parviflora  P.  S.  small-Hovered  J_ 

§10308  sagittata  W.  en.  arrow-leaved  %_ 10309  rhombifolia  W.  rhomb-leaved 
! 10310  vincentSna  Ker.  St  Vincent's  J_ 10311  phaseoloides  Sua.  Kidn.-bean-likefc_ 10312  sinensis  B.  M.  Chinese  * 
10313  A'pios  IV.  tuberous-rootedijt, 10314  frutescens  PA.  shrubby 

t*1553.  KENNE'DIA.  Vent.  Kennedia. 
10315  rubicunda  V.  dingy-flowered  %_ 

§10316  coccinea  V.  many-flowered  %_ 
10317  prostrata  H.  K.  single-flowered  t~. 
10318  Comptoniana  B.  R.  Compton's  $_ §10319  monophylla  V. 10320  ovSta  B.  M. 

simple-leaved  i. ovate  i_ 
Cylista. Cape 

white-flowered  j_ 
JL 

1554.  CYLIS'TA.  W 10321  villbsa  H.  K. 
10322  albiriora  B.  M. 
10323  scariosa  IV.  toromandel 
tl555.  GALAC'TIA.  Ml  Galactia. 10324  pendula  Pert.  pendulous 
tl556.  CLITCRIA.  W.  Clitoria. 
10325  Tematea  W.  wing-leaved 
10326  heteroph^lla  Lam.  various-leaved 
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10327  brasiliana  W. 
10328  virginiana  W. 10329  mariana  W. 
10330  arborescens  H.  K. 
10331  Plumieri  Pers. 
10332  mexicana  Link. 

t*1557.  CKOBUS.  W. 10333  lathy roides  W 
10334  luteus  W. 

§10335  digitatus  Bieb. 10336  vernus  W. 
10337  tuberosus  W. 
10338  pallescens  Bieb. 10339  canescens  L. 
10340  albus  W. 10341  varius  Schneev. 
10342  lacteus  Bieb. 
10343  hirsutus  L. 

Brazilian  Jc small-flowered  $_ 
Maryland 
tree  « 
Plumier's Mexican  $_ 
Bitter-Vetch. 

upright 

yellow digitate spring 
tuberous 

pallid 

hoary 

white-flowered  ^ 
particolored  ^ milk-white  ^ hairy  ^ 
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Sp.  19—55. Carolina  1805. 
N.  Amer.  1781. C.  G.  H.  1795. 
EL  Indies  1778. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1732. Carolina  1806. 
E.  Indies  1816. Jamaica  1779. 
W.  Indies  1742. 
C.  G.  H.  1774. 
E.  Indies  1812. 
Havannahl815. E.  Indies  1815. 
StVincen.1822. Jamaica  1818. 
China  1818. 
N.  Amer.  1640. N.  Amer.  1724. 

Sp.  6. N.  S.  W.  1788. 
N.  HolL  1803. N.  S.  W.  1790. 
N.  HolL  1803. N.  S.  W. 
N.HolL 

Sp.  3. 
C.  G.  H. 
Mauritius  ... E.  Indies  1806. 

Sp.  1—5. Jamaica  1794. 

Sp.  8—16. 
E  Indies  1739. 
E  Indies  1812. Brazil  1759. 
America  1732. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
Trinidad  1804. 
W.  Indies  ... 
Mexico  182a 

Sp.  16—42. Siberia  1758. 
Siberia  1759. 
Tauria  1823. 
Europe  1629. Britain  heaths. 
Tauria  1823. France  1816. 
Austria  1794. 
Italy  1759. Caucasus  1820. 
Thrace  182a 

S  s.1  Sch.bo.an.  12.  t.2 W.inRoe.A.3.tS! Jac.schoe.at.231 

R  s.p 

DilLelt.  t26.f.29 

Bot  reg.  275 
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1790. 1818. 

1776. 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  268 
S  s.p  Vent.  malm.  105 C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  270 
C  s.p  Bot  rep.  602 
S  s.p  Bot  mag.  263 
C  s.p  Bot  mag.  2169 

S  p.l  Bot.  rep.  446 C  p.l  Bot  mag.  1859 
S  p.l  Rox.  cor.  1. 1  94 

C  Lp  Bot  reg.  269 

C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1542 S  s.p  Bot  mag.  2111 
S  s.p  Breyn.  cent  1 1 
C  s.p  Par.  lond.  51 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  268 
S  co 

R  p.l 
R  h.l R  co 
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Am. ruth.  t.7.  £2 
Bot  cab.  783 
Bux.cent2.t38 
Bot  mag.  521 
Eng.  bot  1153 
Bot.  mag. 3117 Sweet  fl.  g.  22 

R  p.l   Bot  mag.  675 R  co 
R  co    Bot  mag.  2345 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1552.  Glycine.  Froia  yXvxvs,  sweet  G.  monoica  perfects  its  seeds  under  ground  like  Arachis  hypogxa, 

Trifolium  subterraneum,  and  Lathyrus  subterraneus.  They  are  all  of  easy  culture,  like  their  preceding  and 
following  allies.  G.  frutescens,  and  especially  G.  sinensis,  are  most  beautiful  hardy  climbing  shrubs,  with 
long  pendulous  branches  of  blue  flowers,  like  the  Laburnum. 

1553.  Kennedia.  N?med  after  Mr.  Kennedy,  a  nurseryman  of  celebrity  in  the  vicinity  of  London.  Hand- 
some conservatory  climbers  of  the  easiest  culture. 

1554.  Cylista.   From  xvki£,  a  calyx,  that  of  the  species  so  called  being  very  large. 
1555.  Galactia.  From  yaXa,  milk  ;  the  plant  is  milky  in  all  its  parts.  A  pretty  flowering  climber  of  easy 

culture  in  the  soil  indicated,  and  increased  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 1556.  Clitoria.  A  name  derived  from  an  anatomical  term,  a  resemblance  to  the  subject  of  which  has  been 
fancied  to  exist  in  the  flower.  C.  Tematea  was  first  brought  to  Europe  from  Ternate,  one  of  the  Molucca 
islands,  which  induced  Tournefort  to  adopt  Tematea  as  a  generic  appellation,  and  it  was  continued  by 
Linnxus  as  a  specific  one. 
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10296  Leaves  ternate  ovate  smooth,  Racemes  filiform  about  3-fl.  Flowers  apetalous,  Pods  oblong  2-seeded 
10297  Leaves  ternate  ovate  smooth,  Stem  hairy,  Racemes  pendulous,  Fls.  of  stem  with  cor.  of  root  apetalous 
10298  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  linear  lanceolate  silky,  FL  axillary  solitary,  Pods  2-seeded 
10299  Leaves  ternate,  Leafl.  oval  hairy  beneath,  Pods  subsolitary  linear  many-seeded,  Style  persistent  straight 10300  Leaves  ternate  hairy,  Racemes  lateral 
10301  Leaves  ternate  tomentose,  Racemes  axillary  very  short,  Pods  2-seeded 
10302  Downy,  Leaves  simple  reniform  rounded  rugose  netted,  Racemes  few-flowered 
10303  Leaves  ternate  ovate  acute  hairy  viscid,  Peduncles  jointed  1-2-fl.  Pods  oblong 
10301  Leaves  tern,  ovate  rhomboid  pubesc.  beneath  netted  tomentose,  Racemes  axillary,  Pods  subpubescent 10305  Leaves  ternate  ovate  rhomboid  beneath  dotted  with  resin,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf 10306  Leaves  ternate,  Flowers  racemose,  Pods  tumid  villous 
10307  Leaves  ternate  ovate  somewhat  hairy,  Racemes  axillary,  Pods  linear  hooked  at  end 
10308  Leaves  simple  sagittate,  Petioles  winged.  Stem  twining  shrubby 
10309  Leaves  tern,  roundish  rhomboid  smooth  beneath  dotted  with  resin,  Racemes  1-sided  longer  than  leaf 
10310  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  5  oblong  apiculate,  Flowers  3  axillary 10311  Leaves  ternate  villous  beneath,  Racemes  terminal 
10312  Leaves  pinnated.  Leaflets  11  ovate  lanceolate  silky,  Raceme  terminal  nodding  lax  many-flowered 
10313  Root  tuberous,  Lvs.  pinn.  Leafl.  5-7  ov.  lane  narrowed  towards  the  end,  Spikes  dense  shorter  than  leaves 
10314  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  9  ovate  downy,  Racemes  dense  terminal  with  bractes,  Pods  coriaceous 

10315  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate,  Pedunc.  about  3-fl.  Pods  very  hairy 
10316  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  obovate,  Flowers  capitate,  Pods  smooth  ish 
10317  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  obovate  villous,  Pedunc.  1-2-fl.  Keel  longer  than  obi.  wings,  Stem  prostrate 10318  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate  retuse  netted,  Racemes  erect  many-flowered 
10319  Leaves  simple  smooth  netted  subcordate  at  base,  Flowers  racemose 
10320  Leaves  simple  ovate,  Racemes  axillary  few-flowered 
10321  CaL  membranous,  Upper  segment  bifid 
10322  Down  rusty,  CaL  half  5-fid,  Bractes  ovate  acuminate,  Cor.  larger  than  caL 
10323  CaL  scarious,  Upper  segment  emarginate 

10324  Leaves  ternate,  Raceme  erect,  Flowers  pendulous 

10325  Leaves  quinate  pinnate,  Peduncles  axilliary  1-Uowered 
10326  Leaves  pinnate,  Leaflets  5  round  lanceolate  or  linear 
10327  Leaves  ternate,  Calyxes  solitary  campanulate 
10328  Leaves  ternate,  Calyxes  twin  campanulate 
10329  Leaves  ternate,  Calyxes  cylindrical 
10330  Leaves  ternate,  Peduncles  many-flowered,  Ovary  downy,  Style  villous 
10331  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate-oblong  acuminate,  Cal.  campanulate  shorter  than  ovate  bractes 
10332  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  mucronate  glaucous  beneath  hairy,  Cal.  cylind.  much  larger  than  bractes 

10333  Leaves  conjugate  subsessile,  Stipules  toothed 
10334  Leaves  pinnate  in  4  or  5  pairs  obL  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  half  sagittate  toothed  at  base 
10335  Leaves  of  2  pairs  linear  subulate  approximating,  'Stip.  half-sagittate  subulate  1-toothed  at  base 10336  Leaves  pinnate  in  3  pairs  ovate  acuminate,  Stipules  half-sagittate  entire,  Stem  simple 
10337  Leaves  pinnate  in  3  or  4  pairs  lanceolate,  Stipules  half-sagittate  entire,  Stem  winged 
10338  Leaves  of  2  pairs  linear-subulate  downy,  Stip.  half-sagittate  subulate  nearly  entire,  Stem  simple  downy 10339  Stem  branched,  Leaves  in  2  pairs  linear,  Stipules  half  sagittate  subulate 
10340  Leaves  in  2  pairs  ensiform  stalked,  Stipules  simple,  Stem  simple 
10341  Leaves  in  4  pairs  lin.  lane.  Stipules  half-sagittate  entire,  Stem  winged  branched  upwards 
10342  Leaves  of  2  pairs  lin-lanc.  mucronate  stalked  nerved,  Stipules  half-sagittate  toothed  at  base 
10343  Leaves  conjugate  stalked,  Stipules  entire,  Plant  covered  with  long  hairs 

1557.  Orobus.  From  o*m,  to  excite,  and  fins,  an  ox  ;  that  is  to  say,  a  food  nourishing  to  cattle.  Hand- 
some plants,  and  tree  flowerers.  O.  luteus  Haller  considers  as  one  of  the  handsomest  of  the  papilionaceous 

tribe.  O.  tuberosus,  according  to  Lightfoot,  is  in  great  esteem  among  the  Highlanders  of  Scotland  for  the 
tubercles  of  the  root ;  they  dry  and  chew  them  in  general  to  give  a  better  relish  to  their  liquor;  they  also 
affirm  them  to  be  good  against  most  disorders  of  the  thorax,  and  that  by  the  use  of  them  they  are  enabled 
to  repel  hunger  and  thirst  for  a  long  time.  In  Breadalbane  and  Ross-shire,  they  sometimes  bruise  and  steep 
them  in  water,  and  make  an  agreeable  fermented  liquor  with  them.  They  have  a  sweet  taste,  something 
like  the  roots  of  liquorice,  and  when  boiled  are  well  flavored  and  nutritive,  and  in  times  of  scarcity  have 
served  as  a  substitute  for  bread.  (Lightfoot.) 

Boiled  well,  a  fork  will  pass  through  them,  and  dried  slightly  and  roasted,  they  are  served  up  in  Holland 
and  Flanders  in  the  manner  of  chesnuts,  which  they  resemble  in  flavor.  Dickson  (Hort.  Trans,  it  359.) 
recommends  cultivating  them  in  a  bed  or  border  of  light  rich  soil,  paved  at  the  depth  of  twenty  inches,  to 
prevent  their  roots  from  running  down.   Plant  the  tubers  six  inches  apart,  and  three  inches  below  the  surface ; 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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10344  angustifolius  W.     narrow-leaved  ^  A  or 
10345  niger  W.  black  k  A  or 
10346  pyrenfiicus  W.        Pyrenean        ^  A  or 
10347  sylvaticus  IV.         wood  R  A  or 
10348  och role uc us  W.fyK.  sulphur-colored  5  A  or 
tlS58.  IiA'THYRUS.  W.  Lathyrus. 
10349  Aphaca  IV.  yell.  Vetchling  i  O  or 10350  Niss61ia  W.  crimson  O 
10351  amphicfirpos  W.      Earth  Pea        R  O 

1  my.jn  W 
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2  myjl  Cr 
2  myjl  Pa.Y 
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10352  CIcera  W. 
10353  satlvus  TV. 
10354  inconspicuus  IV. 10355  setifolius  W. 
10356  coccineus  P.  S. 
10357  sphas'ricus  IV. 10358  angul&us  W. 
10359  spurius  W.  en. 10360  monfinthos  W. 
10361  articulatus  IV. 
10362  odoratus  W. 
10363  grandifl6rus  B.M.  perennial 

flat-podded  |  O  or ChicklingVetch_R.  O  ag 
small-flowered  R  O  m 
bristle-leaved  T  O  or scarlet  It  O  or 
round-seeded  _R.  O  or 
angular-seeded  R  O  or bastard  T  O  or 
one-flowered  1  O  or 
joint-podded  T  O  or Sweet  Pea       T  O  ft 

10364  innuus  W. 
10365  tingitanus  W. 
10366  Clymenum  W. 10367  hirsfitus  W. 
10368  magellanicus  W. 10369  tuber6sus  W. 
10370  tumidus  L. 
10371  rotundifolius  Bleb. 
10372  pratensis  W. 

two-flowered  6 
Tangier  T various-flower.  T 
rough-podded  J 
Ld.  Anson's  Pea  R tuberous  J tumid  _t 
round-leaved  JL meadow 

10373  sylvestris  W.  Wood  Everlasting  PeaJ[  A  or 
10374  latifolius  IV.  broad-lvd.  Everlasting  R  A  or 
10375  heterophyllus  W.    various-leaved  J  A  or 10376  palfistris  W. 10377  incurvus  IV. 
10378  pisitormis  W. 
1559.  O'CHRUS.  Bauh. 

10379  pallida  P.  S. Pimm  (/chrus  W. 
1560.  PI'SUM.  W. 10380  sativum  W. 
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10349 

10363 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

the  second  year  some  will  be  fit  to  gather,  and  by  taking  only  the  largest,  the  bed  will  continue  productive  for 
several  years,  adding  some  fresh  compost  every  year. 

1558.  Lathvrus.  A  name  employed  by  Theophrastus  to  designate  a  leguminous  plant  It  is  said  by  his  com- 
mentator Bodteus  a  Stapel,  to  have  been  derived  from  Ace,  an  augmentative  particle,  and  Seufas,  any  thing  which is  exciting ;  and  to  have  been  applied  to  this  plant  in  consequence  of  certain  aphrodis iacal  qualities  ascribed  to 

it  L.  sativus,  Gesse,  Ft.,  is  frequently  sown  in  Switzerland  for  soiling  horses.  In  several  parts  of  the 
continent,  a  white  light  pleasant  bread  is  made  from  the  flour  of  this  pulse,  but  it  produced  such  dreadful 
effects  in  the  last  century,  that  the  use  of  it  was  forbid  by  an  edict  of  George,  Duke  of  Wurtemburg,  in 
1671 ;  and  this  not  being  observed,  was  enforced  by  two  other  edicts  under  his  successor  Leopold,  in  1705, and  1714. 

Mixed  with  wheat  flour  in  half  the  quantity,  it  makes  a  very  good  bread,  that  appears  to  be  harmless. 
But  bread  made  with  this  flour  only  has  brought  on  a  most  surprising  rigidity  of  the  limbs  in  those  who  have 
used  it  for  a  continuance;  insomuch  that  the  exterior  muscles  could  not  by  any  means  be  reduced,  or  have 
their  natural  action  restored.  These  symptoms  usually  appeared  on  a  sudden,  without  any  previous  pain ; 
but  sometimes  they  were  preceded  by  a  weakness  and  disagreeable  sensation  about  the  knees.  Baths,  both  hot 
and  cold,  fomentations  and  ointments  of  various  kinds  nave  been  tried  without  effect ;  insomuch  that  it  is 
regarded  as  incurable,  and  being  neither  very  painful  nor  fatal,  those  who  are  seized  with  it  usually  submit  to 
it  with  patience. 

Swine  fattened  with  this  meal  lost  the  use  of  their  limbs,  but  grew  very  fat  lying  on  the  ground.  A  horse 
fed  some  months  on  the  dried  herb,  was  said  to  have  his  legs  perfectly  rigid.  Kinc  are  reported  to  grow  lean 
on  it,  but  sheep  not  to  be  affected.  Pigeons,  especially  young  ones,  lose  the  power  of  walking  by  feeding  on 
the  seed.  Poultry  will  not  readily  touch  it,  but  geese  eat  it  without  any  apparent  damage.  In  some  parts 
of  Switzerland,  cattle  feed  on  the  herb  without  any  harm.  It  would  be  worth  enquiring,  therefore,  whether 
the  soil  may  not  contribute  something  to  the  ill  qualities  of  the  plant :  and  it  is  remarked  that  the  seed  from 
a  strong,  fat,  moist  soil,  is  much  more  deleterious  than  from  a  light  dry  one.  {Duvernoy.) 

Fabbroni,  from  Florence,  in  1786,  says,  that  the  government  there  has  cautioned  the  peasants  against  the 
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10344  Leaves  in  2  pairs  cnsiform ,  Stipules  subulate,  Stem  simple 
10345  Stem  branched,  Leaves  in  6  pairs  ovate  oblong 
10346  Stem  branched,  Leaves  in  2  pairs  lanceolate  nerved,  Stipules  somewhat  spiny 
10347  Leaves  pinnate  hairy  of  many  pairs  ovate  lane  Stip.  hali'-sagitt.  Stem  brancned  decumbent  hairy 10348  Leaves  pinnate  smooth  of  many  pairs  elliptical,  Stipules  ovate  lanceol.  Stem  branched  erect  hairy 

10349  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Tendrils  leafless,  Stipules  sagittate  cordate 
10350  Peduncles  many-flowered,  Leaves  simple,  Stipules  subulate 
10351  Peduncles  1-flowered  longer  than  calyx,  Tendrils  2-leaved  simple 
10352  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Pods  ovate  compressed  channelled  at  back 
10353  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Tendrils  2-leaved  and  4-leaved,  Pods  ovate  compressed  with  2  edges  at  back 
10354  Peduncles  1-flowered  shorter  than  calyx,  Tendrils  2-leaved  simple,  Leaflets  lanceolate 
10355  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  setaceous  linear 
10356  Peduncles  1-flowered  as  long  as  cat  Petioles  2-leaved,  Leaflets  lane.  Pods  linear  roughish  mucronate 
10357  Peduncles  1-flowered  awned,  Tendrils  2-leaved  simple  ensiform 
10358  Peduncles  1-flowered  awned,  Tendrils  2-leaved  simple,  Leaflets  linear 
10359  Peduncles  1-flowered,  Tendrils  4-leaved,  Petioles  winged,  Pods  compressed 
10360  Peduncles  1-flowered  awned,  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leaflets  linear  truncate  mucronate 
10361  Peduncles  about  1-fl.  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leaflets  alternate  lanceolate,  Petioles  winged 
10362  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  ovate  oblong,  Pods  hairy 
10363  Peduncles  2-flowered  naked,  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  obovate  wavy,  Stems  rigid  4-angled 
10364  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  ensiform,  Pods  smooth,  Stipules  2-parted 
10365  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  altern.  lane,  smooth,  Stipules  lunate 
10366  Peduncles  2-flowered,  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leaflets  lanceolate,  Stipules  toothed 
10367  Peduncles  about  3-flowered,  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leaves  lane.  Pods  hairy,  Seeds  rough 
10368  Peduncles  long  many-fl.  Stipules  broad  cordate  sagittate,  Tendrils  2-leaved 
10369  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  oval,  Joints  naked 
10370  Pedunc  1-fl.  shorter  than  stipules,  Tendrils  2-4-leaved,  Stip.  toothed,  Pods  erect  turgid  and  villous 10371  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  roundish,  Joints  membranous 
10372  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-leaved  quite  simple,  Leaflets  lanceolate 
10373  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  ensiform,  Joints  membranous 
10374  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-leaved,  Leaflets  lanceolate,  Joints  membranous 
10375  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-leaved  and  4-leaved,  Leaflets  lane.  Joints  membranous 
10376  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leaflets  linear  lane  acute 
10377  Pedunc  many-fl.  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leafl.  lane.  obL  blunt  mucronate,  Joints  membran.  Pods  curved 
10378  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Tendrils  many-leaved,  Leafl.  eilipt.  blunt,  Stipules  half-sagitt  ovate  broader  than  leaflet 

10379  Petioles  decurrent  membranous  2-leaved,  Peduncles  1-flowered 

10380  Petioles  round,  Stipules  rounded  below  crenate,  Peduncles  many-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
use  of  Lathyrus  sativus ;  swine  having  lost  the  use  of  their  limbs,  and  become  pitiable  monsters  by  being  fed 
on  this  pulse  exclusively.  The  peasants,  however,  eat  it  boiled,  or  mixed  with  wheat  flour,  in  the  quantity  of 
one-fourth,  without  any  harm. 
The  poisonous  Lathyrus  from  Barbary,  is  L.  semine  punctata  of  Casp.  Bauhin,  and  seems  to  be  only  a 

variety :  for  in  the  crops  of  L.  sativus  in  Italy,  they  find  black  seeds  striped  with  white,  as  in  the  African 
seed.  Fabbroni  suspects  it  to  be  a  mule  between  L  sativus  and  Cicera,  for  the  flower  and  seed  partake  of  the 
characters  of  both ;  having  a  black  seed  marked  with  white ;  and  a  white  banner  with  a  red  keel  to  the 
corolla.    (Fabbroni's  Letters  in  MSS.  Banks.) L.  odoratus  is  one  of  our  most  esteemed  border  annuals,  and  is  extensively  grown  in  pots  for  decorating 
chambers  and  windows.   L  tingitanus,  articulatus,  and  annuus  are  also  sown  as  border  annuals. 
L  tuberosus  produces  tubers  on  the  roots,  like  those  of  the  earth  nut  (Bunium  bulbocastanum)  j  these  are 

sold  in  the  markets  of  Holland,  like  those  of  Orobus  tuberosus  and  Trapa  natans,  and  their  flavor  is  highly esteemed. 
L  latifolius  is  a  very  shewy  plant  for  shrubberies,  arbors,  and  trellis  work,  and  yields  a  great  quantity  both 

of  green  fodder  and  seeds,  which  some  botanists  have  suggested  might  be  applied  to  agricultural  purposes. 
1559.  Ochrus ;  owos,  yellow,,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  its  flowers.  A  small  annual  plant  with  yellow 

flowers,  native  of  hedges  in  the  south  of  Europe. 
1560.  Pisum.  From  the  Celtic  pis,  a  pea.  P.  sativum,  Pots,  Fr.,  Erbse,  Get.,  and  Pisello,  ItaL,  is  the  most 

valuable  of  culinary  legumes.  Like  most  domestic  plants  of  great  antiquity,  its  native  country  is  unknown, 
though  it  is  commonly  referred  to  the  south  of  Europe.  The  varieties  of  the  pea  are  numerous,  and  differ 
widely  among  themselves  from  the  early  frame,  a  low  plant  bearing  only  one  white  blossom  on  each  footstalk, 
to  the  crown-bearing,  having  pink  blossoms  on  a  terminating  corymb.  The  rouncival  grows  ten  or  twelve 
feet  high,  and  the  imperial  not  two  feet.  The  sugar-pea  has  pods  in  which  the  inner  film  is  wanting,  or  much 
less  tough  than  usual,  which  admits  of  boiling  the  pods  entire,  and  eating  them  in  the  same  manner  as  kidney beans. 

In  the  open  garden,  the  pea  is  sown  at  intervals  from  January  to  the  middle  of  July,  and  a  succession  of' 
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10381  arven'se  W. 10382  marltimum  W. 
1561.  VI'CIA.  W. 10383  pisiformis  W. 10384  dumetdrum  W. 

10385  sylvatica  W. 10386  cassubica  IV. 
10387  atropurpfirea  W. 10388  villosa  IV. 
10389  CraCca  W. 
10390  tenuifolia  W. 
10391  onobrychioides  W. 10392  biennis  IV. 
10393  nissoliana  W. 
10394  benghalensis  W. 10395  canescens  W. 
10396  capensis  W. 
10397  pelKicida  W. 10398  bifl6ra  IV. 
10399  globosa  W. 10400  sativa  W. 

fi  segetalis y  ni- mural  is 10401  angustifolia  W. 
10402  amphicarpos  W. 
10403  lathyroides  W. 10404  lu  tea  IV. 
10405  hybrida  W. 10406  striata  Bieb. 
10407  laevigata  W. 
10408  megalosperma  Bieb. 10409  articulate  W.en. 
10410  pannonica  W. 10411  sordida  W. 
10412  Michauxii  W.  en. 
10413  peregrlna  W. 10414  monantha  W. 
10415  sepium  fV. 
10416  bithynica  W. 
10417  platycarpos  W. 10418  narbonensis  W. 
10419  serrati  folia  W. 
10420  Ffiba  W. 

0  equina 

field 
sea 
Vetch. 

Pea-shaped 
great-wood common- wood Cassubian 
dark-purple villous 
tufted 
slender-leaved  _| 
Saintfoin 
biennial red-flowered 
Bengal hoary 

Cape 

pellucid two-flowered 
globular common hedge 
wood narrow-leaved 
subterraneous spring 

yellow hairy-flowered  I streaked  J, 
smooth-podded  I Taurian  T jointed  J 
Hungarian sordid  _| 
white-flowered broad-podded  _| 
single-flowered  I bush  T 

purple flat-podded broad-leaved 
saw-leaved Garden  Bean 
Horse  Bean 

O  ag 

A  or 

3  jn.s 1*  Jl S.  Europe  ... 
England  sea  sh S  co  Mor.ox.  2. 1.4 D  s.l    Eng.  bot  1046 

LeguminostB.    Sp.  38—100. 
2  jl.au     Pa.Y  Austria  1739. 
1  my.jn  Pu     France  1752. 
6  jl.au     W     Britain  moi.w. LB  Germany  1711. 

Pu  Algiers  1815. 
D.Pu  Germany  1815. 
V  Britain  hed. V  Germany  1799. 
Pu  &  Europe  1789. Pu  Siberia  1753. 
D.Pu  Levant  177a 
D.Pu  E  Indies  1792. B  Libanus  1800. 
Pa     C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

Algiers 

O  or 
O  or O  or 
O  or 
O  or 
O  or 
A  °r 
A  °r O  or O  ag O  ag 

O  cul 
O 

14  jn.jl  Pu 
1  jn.jl  Y 
1}  jl.au  Pu 1*  jl.au  Pu 
2  jl.au  R 2  my.jn  B 
1}  jl.au  Pu 
U  Jl.au 3  jn.jl 
3  jn.jl 
3  jnjl 
3  jn.jl 

1812. 
1801. 
1804. 

Britain  corn  fi. 
Britain  corn  fi. Britain  corn  fi. 
Germany  ... 
France  1815. 
Britain  fall.fi. 
Britain  seash. 
England  thick. Tauria  1823. 

Pa.Y  England  seash. Pu     Tauria  1798. 
Pu    1798. 
Pu  Hungary  1658. 
Y      Hungary  1802. 
Pu    1803. France  1779. 

Barbary  1790. Britain  hed. 
England  san.fi. Germany  1723. France  1596. 
Hungary  172a 
Egypt 

R  CO 

R  co R  co 
R  co 
R  co 
S  co R  co 
R  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co R  co 
R  co 
S  co S  CO 

S  h.l S  h.l 
S  h.l 
S  co S  co 
S  h.l R  co 
R  co 
R  co R  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co S  co 
S  co 
R  co R  h.l 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  h.l 
S  h.l 
S  co 

Jac.aust4.t364 
Spreng.fl.haL  t.7 Eng.  bot  79 Jac.aust3.t229 Vent.  eels.  t.  84 

Eng.  bot.  116 i Bot.  mag.  2141 
Bot  mag.  2206 
Gmel.  sib.  4.  t  2 Bot.  reg.  871 
Her.  lugd.  1 625 Labill.  syr.  1 7 

Jac.Schoe.2.t  222 
Desf.  atL  2. 1. 1 97 

Eng  bot.  334 

All.pcd.t.59.f.2 Clus.  exot.  1 88 
Eng.  bot.  30 
Eng.  bot  481 Eng.  bot  482 
Eng.  bot  483 

Jac.  aust  1. 1. 34 
Pl.rar.hu.2.tl33 
Plu.alm.t2S3.f.6 

Eng.  bot.  1515 Jacvind.  2.tl47 
Roth,  abhan.  tl 
Roth,  abhan.  t.2 Jacaustapp.  t.8 
Blackw.her.  tl9 

10400  ~w-^C7«T     <tf«  10407  ^trVi  m"  10403 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

crops  is  thus  obtained  from  the  end  of  May  to  the  beginning  of  November.   By  raising  in  hotbeds  and  trans* 
planting,  the  first  crop  may  be  gathered  in  the  beginning  of  May ;  and  by  raising  and  maturing  in  pits,  pease 
may  be  gathered  in  April.   The  pea,  however,  does  not  force  well,  and  requires  extraordinary  attention  to 
giving  air,  otherwise  the  blossoms  will  not  set  The  culture  of  the  pea  is  known  to  every  countryman. 

The  grey  pea,  cultivated  in  agriculture,  is  by  some  considered  as  a  species,  though  it  is  obviously  a  mere 
variety,  not  further  removed  from  the  frame  pea  than  is  the  blue  Prussian,  or  the  crown  pea.  A  dry  soil 
and  season  is  essential  for  a  good  crop,  unless  the  plants  can  be  supported  by  sticks  like  the  garden  crops. 
The  seed  is  chiefly  used  for  feeding  pigs,  and  splitting  for  soup.  In  boiling  split  pease,  some  samples,  without 
reference  to  variety,  fall  or  moulder  down  freely  into  pulp,  while  others  continue  to  maintain  their  form. 
The  former  are  called  boilers.  This  property  of  boiling  depends  on  the  soil:  stiff  land,  or  sandy  land  that 
has  been  limed  or  marled,  uniformly  produces  pease  that  will  not  melt  in  boiling,  no  matter  what  the  variety 
may  be.  Pease  straw  cut  green  and  dried,  is  reckoned  as  nourishing  as  hay,  and  is  considered  as  excellent  for 
sheep.  The  produce  of  pease  in  flour  is  as  three  to  two  of  the  bulk  in  grain,  and  husked  and  split  for  soup* 
as  four  to  two.  A  thousand  parts  of  pea  flour  afforded  Sir  H.  Davy  574  parts  of  nutritive  or  soluble  matter ; 
viz.  501  of  mucilage,  or  vegetable  animal  matter,  22  of  sugar,  35  of  gluten,  and  16  of  extract,  or  matter rendered  insoluble  during  the  operation. 

P.  maritimum  has  seeds  of  a  bitterish  disagreeable  taste,  but  are  reported  nevertheless  to  have  been 
eaten  in  times  of  scarcity.    (Turner's  Herbal.) 1561.  Vicia.  From  gviig,  Celtic  j  whence  fiixim,  Greek,  vicia,  Latin,  vesce,  French,  vetch,  English,  &c. 
V.  sylvatica  and  cracca,  where  they  occur  in  meadows,  are  considered  valuable  herbage  plants.  They  yield 
great  bulk  of  fodder,  which  is  allowed  to  be  very  nutritive.  Some  have  proposed  to  cultivate  them  alone,  but 
Curtis  observes,  they  would  probably  in  that  case  choke  themselves  for  want  of  support 

V.  sativa,  the  winter  and  summer  tare,  fetch  or  vetch,  is  a  valuable  agricultural  plant  Some  consider  the 
winter  variety  as  a  distinct  species ;  but  Professor  Martyn  proved,  by  cultivating  both,  that  they  were  not 
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10381  Petioles  4-leaved,  Stipules  crenate,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
10382  Petioles  flat  above,  Stem  angular,  Stipules  sagittate,  Peduncles  many-flowered 

10383  Peduncles  many-fl.  Petioles  many-leaved,  Leaflets  ovate :  lower  sessile 
10384  Peduncles  many-fl.  Leaflets  reflexed  ovate  mucronate,  Stipules  somewhat  toothed 
10385  Peduncles  many-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Leaflets  ellipt  Stipules  lunate  with  setaceous  teeth 
10386  Peduncles  many-fl.  shorter  than  leaf,  Leaflets  oblong  subpubesc.  Stipules  half  sagittate  entire  lanceolate 
10387  Peduncles  many-fl.  shorter  than  leaf,  Teeth  of  calyx  setaceous  very  villous,  Leaflets  lanceolate  villous 
10388  Peduncles  many-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Flowers  imbricated,  Leaflets  obi.  ovate  villous,  Stip.  half-sagittate 
10389  Peduncles  many-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Flowers  imbricated,  Leafl.  lane,  blunt,  Stip.  half-sagitt  Iin.  subulate 
10390  Peduncles  many-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Flowers  imbricated,  Leafl.  Iin.  smoothish  3-nerved,  Stip.  Iin.  entire 
10391  Peduncles  many-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Flowers  distant,  Leafl.  Iin.  Stip.  half-sagitt  lin.  lane,  toothed  at  base 10392  Peduncles  many-fl.  Petioles  suleate  12-leaved,  Leaflets  lane,  smooth,  Stip.  half-sagittate  stalked 
10393  Peduncles  many-fl.  Leaflets  obi.  Stipules  entire,  Pods  villous  ovate  oblong 
10394  Peduncles  many-fl.  Leaves  entire,  Stipules  entire,  Pods  nearly  erect 
10395  Peduncles  many-fl.  long,  Upper  leaves  subcirrhous,  Stipules  half-sagittate  entire,  Leafl.  oval-obl.  hoary 10396  Peduncles  many-fl.  long,  Leaves  not  cirrhous,  Leafl.  obi.  lane,  silky  beneath,  Stip.  lanceoL  entire 
10397  Peduncles  many-fl.  shorter  than  leaf  which  is  not  cirrhous,  Leaflets  obovate  emarginate,  Stip.  oblong 
10398  Peduncles  2-flowered  awned  shorter  than  leaf,  Leaflets  linear  narrowed  at  each  end,  Stip.  half-sagittate 10399  Pods  subsessile  solitary,  Leaflets  ovate,  Stipules  marked  4-toothed 
10400  Pods  sessile  sub-binate,  Leaflets  obi.  ovate  truncate  mucronate,  Stipules  toothed  marked 

10401  Pods  sessile  sub-binate  spreading,  Lower  leaflets  ovate  emarginate :  upper  lin.  entire,  Seeds  globose 
10402  Pods  sessile :  lower  subterranean,  Leaflets  linear  truncate,  Stipules  half-sagittate 
10403  Pods  sessile  solitary  erect  smooth,  Leaflets  6 :  lower  subcordate 
10404  Pods  sessile  solitary  reflexed  hairy,  Stems  diffuse,  Stipules  colored,  Standard  smooth 
10405  Pods  sessile  solitary  reflexed  hairy  5-seeded,  Standard  villous 
10406  Pods  stalked  reflexed,  Standard  silky,  Stipules  lanceolate  markedi  Upper  leaflets  obi.  elliptical  acute 
10407  Pods  sessile  solitary  reflexed  smooth,  Stems  nearly  erect.  Leaves  quite  smooth 
10408  Pods  sessile  solitary  reflexed  downy,  Leaflets  linear  blunt,  Stipules  half-sagittate  entire 
10409  Pedunc.  1-fl.  in  fruit  longer  than  leaf  and  awned,  Leaflets  linear  blunt  mucronate,  Stipules  multifid 
10410  Pods  stalked  about  3,  and  the  standard  hairy,  Stipules  lanceolate  marked 
10411  Pods  subsessile  twin  reflexed  smooth,  Leaflets  obL  ovate  retuse,  Stipules  marked 
10412  Pedunc.  1-fl.  very  short,  Leafl.  lin.  lane,  truncate,  Stipules  lane,  undivided,  Pods  finely  downy 10413  Pods  subsessile  pendulous  smooth  4-seeded,  Leaflets  linear  emarginate 
10414  Pedunc.  1-fl.  awned,  Leaflets  lanceolate  blunt,  Stipules  bifid 10415  Pods  stalked  about  4  erect,  Leaflets  ovate  entire 
10416  Pods  stalked  solitary  erect,  Leaflets  4  oval-lanceolate,  Stipules  to  tthed 
10417  Pods  subsessile  solitary  compressed  somewhat  inflated,  Leaflets  o  'ate  toothed  at  end,  Stip.  ciL  toothed 10418  Pods  subsessile  subternate  compressed,  Leaflets  ovate  entire,  Stipules  ciliate  toothed  at  base 
10419  Pods  subsessile  subternate.  Leaves  and  stipules  serrate 
10420  Pods  subsess.  subtern.  torulose,  Leaflets  ovate  entire,  Petioles  not  cirrhous,  Stip.  sagittate  toothed  at  base 

even  very  distinct  varieties.  The  winter  variety  is  sown  in  September  and  October,  and  the  summer  at 
different  periods,  from  February  to  June,  for  successional  cuttings.  The  soil  requires  to  be  in  a  good  heart, 
otherwise  they  will  produce  but  a  poor  crop  of  herbage :  on  a  good  soil  they  will  yield  ten  or  twelve  tons, 
which  is  found  excellent  for  milch  cows  and  working  stock.  The  crop  is  seldom  left  to  ripen  its  seeds,  but 
when  seeds  are  wanted ;  the  only  use  made  of  them  being  for  sowing  or  feeding  pigeons. 

V.  narbonensis  and  serratifolia  are  cultivated  in  Germany  in  the  same  manner  as  our  tare.  Yicia  sepium 
has  been  recommended  to  be  sown  among  clover  for  mowing. 

V.  Faba  is  a  well  known  legume  both  of  the  garden  and  the  field.  The  garden  varieties  are  numerous ; 
the  earliest  is  a  small  seeded  variety,  the  Mazagan,  and  the  largest  the  Windsor.  Beans  are  planted  at 
the  various  times  in  which  pease  are  sown ;  but  the  late  sowings  of  this  plant  do  not  answer  so  well  as  those  of the  pea.  When  the  ground  is  properly  pulverised  and  in  good  heart,  they  succeed  well  when  transplanted ; 
and  where  a  first  crop  is  injured  by  insects,  if  the  stems  are  cut  down  to  the  ground  during  their  flower, 
ing  season,  they  will  send  up  a  succession  of  shoots,  which  will  bear  a  crop.  In  this  way,  according  to  some, 
the  bean  may  be  rendered  perennial,  as  it  is  certain  the  scarlet  kidney  bean  may  by  merely  protecting  the roots  from  the  frost 

The  field  bean,  of  which  there  is  a  larger  and  smaller  sort  the  latter  called  ticks,  is  sown  in  drills  by  a 
machine,  so  as  to  admit  of  horse  hoeing,  and  otherwise  ploughing  or  stirring  between  the  rows.  By  this 
means  a  larger  crop  is  produced,  and  the  land  cleaned  and  brought  into  a  better  state  for  a  succeeding  corn 
crop.  Beans  are  excellent  food  for  hard  working  horses,  and  for  fatting  hogs  for  bacon.  The  flower  of  beans 
and  pease  is  more  nutritive  than  that  of  oats,  but  less  easy  of  digestion.  A  bushel  of  beans  is  supposed  to 
yield  fourteen  pounds  more  of  flour  than  a  bushel  of  oats,  and  a  bushel  of  pease  eighteen  pounds  more,  or. 
according  to  some,  twenty  pounds.  A  thousand  parts  of  bean  flour  were  found,  by  Sir  H.  Davey,  to  yield 
570  parts  of  nutritive  matter,  of  which  426  were  mucilage  or  starch,  103  gluten,  and  41  extract,  or  matter 
rendered  insoluble  during  the  process. 

^ 10397  H  10411 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1562.  ER'VUM.  TV.  Tare. 10121  Lens  L.  Lentil 
10422  tetraspermum  TV.  smooth 
10423  hirs&tum  W.  hairy 
10424  dispermum  W.  two-seeded 
1563.  ERVI'LIA.  Link.  Ervilia. 10425  sativa  Link. 
1564.  CI'CER  TV. 10426  arietinum  TV. 

*1565.  LIPA'RIA.  TV. 
10427  sphae'rica  TV. 

! 10428  capitata
  TV. 10429  tomentosa  W. 

10430  vestita  TV. 
10431  graminifolia  TV. 10432  vill6sa  TV. 

§10433  hirsute  TV. 
§10434  sericea  TV. 
t*1566.  CYTISUS.  W. 10435  Laburnum  TV. 
10436  alplnus  TV.  en. 10437  tomentosus  B.  R. 
10438  nigricans  TV. 

§10439  foliolosus  TV. 
10440  divaricatus  TV. 
10441  sessilifolius  TV. 

§10442  wolgaricus  TV. 
§10443  Cajan  TV. 10444  nanus  W.  en. 
10445  hirsfitus  TV. 
10446  capitatus  TV. 10447  austriacus  TV. 
10448  leucanthus  TV. 
10449  purpureus  TV. 

0  albijiorus 10450  supinus  TV. 10451  biflorus  TV. 
10452  falcatus  TV.  $  K. 10453  trifl6ms  TV. 
10454  elongatus  TV.  $  K. 10455  rhombifolius  Ph. 
10456  proliferus  TV. 
10457  argenteus  TV. 
10458  calycSnus  Bieb. 

paucifl/irus  W. 10422 

common 
Chick-Pea. 

common         X  O  clt 
Liparia. 

globe-flowered  •  i  |  or 
headed  *  i  |  or 
downy  it  |  |  or 
concave-leaved  *  i  1  or 
narrow-leaved  *  ;  |  or 
woolly  *  i  |  or 
shaggy-stem'd  H  |  |  or silky-leaved     *  |  |  or 
Cytisus. 

comm.  Laburn.  \  tm 
Scotch  Laburn.  3f  tm 
toraentose       * i_|  or 
black-rooted     &  or 
leafy  <a  i  |  or clammy  it  |  or common  it  or 
wing-leaved  safe  or Pigeon-Pea  fOJor dwarf  it  |  |  or 
hairy  SI  or cluster-flowered*  or 
Austrian  it  or 
cream-colored  it  or 
purple-floweredS  or white-flowered 
trailing  J*  or two-flowered  SI  or 
sickle-shaped  91  or three-flowered  91  or 
long-branched  it  or rhomb-leaved  St  or 
silky  *  |  |  or silver-leaved  it  or 
few-flowered    it  or 

Leguminoste. 1  jl.au  Pa 
Leguminoste. 

4  jl.au  Or 
3  jl.au  Y 
3  jl.au  Y 3  my.jn  Y 
3  jn.jl  Y 
3  jn.jl  Y 
3  ap.d  Y 
3  jnjl  Y 

LeguminoscE. 15  my.jn  Y 
30  jn  Y 
1|  jLau  Y 3  jn.jl  Y 2  jl.au  Y 
3  jl.au  Y 6  my.jn  Y 
2  my.jn  Y 
2  jl.au  Y 
f  my.jn  Y 5  jn.au  Y 
3  jnjl  Y 3  jn.s  Y 
4  jn.jl  Pa.Y 
3  my.au  Pu 
1  my.au  Y 
3  my.jn  Y 
3  jn.au 4  jnjl 4  my.jn 

Sp.  4— 16. 
France     1548.  S 
Britain  corn  fi.  S 
Britain   corn  fi.  S 
E.  Indies  1802.  S 

Sp.  1. 
S.  Europe  1596.  S 

Sp.  1. 
S.  Europe  1548. 

Sp.  8—13. C.  G.  H.  1794. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  24—41. SwitzerL  1596. 
Europe  1596. C.  G.  H.  1798. Austria  1730. Canaries  1779. 
S.  Europe  1656. 
Italy  1629. Siberia  1786. 
E  Indies  1687. 
Levant  1816. 
&  Europe  1739. Austria  1774. 
Austria  1741. 
Hungary  1806. Austria  1792. 

r.m  Ri vini  tet.  t.  35 
h.l  Eng.  bot  1223 h.l  Eng.  bot.  970 

co    Black.  1 208.  f.  3 

S  co   Bot  mag.  2274 

1812. 
1812. 
1800. 1800. 
1774. 1792. 1794. 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

2  ap.my  Y 3  au  Y 
2  au  Y 

S.  Europe  1755. 
Hungary  1760. 
Hungary  1816. 
Spain  1640. Hungary  1804. Louisiana  1811. Canaries  1779. 
France  1739. 
Tauria  1820. 

p.l  Bot  mag.  1241 co 

co 

p.l  Bot.  rep.  382 co 
co  Ho.n.h.5.t29.f.l 
p.l  Bot  reg.  8 

P.l 

co  Bot  mag.  176 
co  Schmidt  arb. 
p.l  Bot  rep.  237 s.l  Bot.  reg.  802 
p.l  Bot  mag.  426 8.1  Bot  mag.  1387 
s.l  Bot  mag.  255 
8.1  PalL  ross.  1. 1.47 
8.1  Rhee.  maL6.t.l3 
s.l  Dend.  brit  81 co  Jac.  obs.  4. 1 96 
s.l  Bot.  cab.  497 
8.1  Jac.  aust  1. 1 21 s.l  Bot  mag.  1438 
s.l  Bot  mag.  1176 
s.l  Jac.  aust  1. 1.20 
s.l  Bot.  reg.  308. s.l  Bot  cab.  520 

s.l 

s.l  PLrar.hu.2.tl83 
s.1 
p.]  Bot  reg.  121 s.l  Bau.h.2.p.359 co  Bot.  cab.  673 

10425  ̂ =ii>V!ai',,!L  10433 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1562.  Ervutn.  From  erw,  tilled  land,  in  Celtic ;  to  which  this  plant  is  a  pest.  E  lens  (from  lentil,  Celtic), 
Lentille,  Ft.,  Lentxe,  Ger.,  and  Lenticcia,  ItaL,  is  a  legume  of  the  greatest  antiquity,  being  in  esteem  in 
Esau's  time,  and  much  prized  in  eastern  countries  ever  since.  In  Egypt  and  Syria  they  are  parched  in  a frying-pan  and  sold  in  the  shops,  and  considered  by  the  natives  as  the  best  food  for  those  who  undertake  long 
journies.  There  are  three  varieties  of  lentils  cultivated  in  France  and  Germany ;  the  small  brown,  which  is 
the  lightest  flavored,  and  the  best  for  haricots  and  soups ;  the  yellowish,  which  is  a  little  larger,  and  the  next 
best ;  and  the  lentil  of  Provence,  which  is  almost  as  large  as  a  pea,  with  luxuriant  straw,  and  more  fit  to  be 
cultivated  as  a  tare,  than  for  the  grain  as  human  food.  A  dry  warm  sandy  soil  is  requisite  for  the  lentil ;  it 
is  sown  rather  later  than  the  pea,  at  the  rate  of  a  bushel,  or  one  and  a  half  bushel,  to  the  acre ;  in  other  re- 

spects its  culture  and  harvesting  are  the  same,  and  it  ripens  sooner.  The  produce  of  the  lentil  in  grain  is 
about  a  fourth  less  than  that  of  the  tare;  and  in  straw  it  is  not  a  third  as  much,  the  plants  seldom  growing 
above  one  and  a  half  foot  high.  The  straw  is,  however,  very  delicate  and  nourishing,  and  preferred  for  lambs 
and  calves ;  and  the  grain,  on  the  continent,  sells  at  nearly  double  the  price  of  pease.  Einhoff  obtained  from 
3840  parts  of  lentils,  1260  parts  of  starch,  and  1433  of  a  matter  analogous  to  animal  matter. 

1563.  Ervilia.    A  word  with  the  same  meaning  as  Ervutn.   See  that  word. 
1564.  deer.  All  authors  agree  in  deriving  the  name  from  xixvs,  force ;  on  account  of  the  eminent  qualities 

the  ancients  attributed  to  it  It  grows  naturally  in  the  South  of  Europe,  and  is  cultivated  there  for  the  same 
purposes  as  the  lentil,  but  it  is  too  delicate  for  field  culture  in  this  country.  It  is  called  Arietinum,  because  the 
young  seed  bears  a  very  curious  resemblance  to  a  ram's  head. 

1565.  Liparia.  From  Xnacos,  brilliant,  in  allusion  to  the  surface  of  the  leaves.  "  The  species,"  Sweet  ob- 
serves, "  thrive  very  well  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  and  do  not  require  so  much  water  as  some  other genera  of  the  order.   L.  villosa,  vestita,  sericea,  and  some  others,  if  they  get  too  much  water  over  their  leaves 
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10421  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Seeds  compressed,  Leaflets  entire 
10422  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Pods  smooth  4-seeded,  Leaflets  oblong  truncate 
10423  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  hairy  2-seeded,  Leaflets  lin.  blunt 
10424  Pedunc.  2-fl.  awned,  Pods  smooth  2-seeded,  Leaflets  lin.  lanceolate  downy 

10425  Pedunc.  awned  shorter  than  leaf,  Leaflets  obi.  truncate  smooth,  Stipules  hastate 

10426  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Seeds  globose  gibbous,  Leaflets  serrated 

10427  Flowers  capitate,  Leaves  lanceolate  nerved  smooth 
10428  Flowers  capitate :  head  erect,  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth 
10429  Flowers  capitate,  Leaves  lanceolate  downy 
10430  Flowers  capitate,  Leaves  ovate  concave  woolly  beneath 
10431  Flowers  spiked  hairy,  Leaves  lanceolate,  and  angular  stem  smooth 
10432  Flowers  fascicled,  Leaves  ovate  villous  downy 
10433  Flowers  racemose,  Leaves  obovate  oblong  smooth,  Stem  hairy 
10434  Flowers  somewhat  spiked,  Leaves  ovate  villous  downy 

10435  Racemes  simple  pendulous,  Leaflets  ovate  oblong.  Pods  hairy 
10436  Racemes  simple  pendulous,  Leaflets  ovate  oblong  rounded  at  base,  Pods  quite  smooth 
10437  Racemes  lateral  erect,  Branches  round  spreading,  Leaflets  ovate  downy 
10438  Racemes  terminal  erect,  Calyxes  hairy :  teeth  minute,  Leaflets  ellipt.  hairy 
10439  Racemes  terminal  erect,  Calyxes  villous :  segments  falcate,  Lean,  obovate  oblong 
10440  Racemes  terminal  erect,  Calyxes  and  pods  viscid,  Leaflets  oblong 
10441  Racemes  erect,  Calyx  with  a  triple  bractea,  Floral  leaves  sessile 
10442  Racemes  terminal  1-sided,  Leaves  pinnated  hoary,  Leaflets  roundish  elliptical 
10443  Racemes  axillary  erect,  Leaflets  sublanceolate  downy :  the  middle  one  in  a  long  stalk 
10444  Raceme  term.  1-sided  4-fl.  Leaflets  obovate  downy  beneath,  Calyxes  deeply  3-parted 
10445  Pedunc.  aggregate  subterminal,  Calyxes  hairy  trifid,  Leaflets  obov.  mucronate  hairy  beneath 
10446  Flowers  capitate,  Branches  straight  round  villous,  Leaflets  ovate  ellipt.  villous,  Bract  linear 
10447  Fl.  in  term,  umbels,  Stems  erect,  Leaflets  lane,  strigose  pubescent 
10448  Fl.  umbelled  term.  Stems  erect,  Leaflets  ellipt.  smooth  acute 
10449  Fl.  axillary  solitary  stalked,  Stems  procumbent,  Leaflets  obovate,  Pods  linear  repand 
10450  Fl.  stalked  sub-binate  axillary,  Stem  decumbent,  Leaflets  obovate  blunt 
10451  Pedunc.  sub-binate  axillary,  Stems  diffuse-erect,  Leaflets  oblong  lanceolate 
10452  Flowers  stalked  lateral  about  3  erect,  Stem  declinate  branched,  Leaflets  obovate  mucronate 
10453  Flowers  stalked  axillary  about  3,  Calyxes  campanulate,  Leaflets  obovate  blunt  hairy 
10454  Flowers  stalked  lateral  about  4,  Stem  erect,  Branches  long,  Cal.  tubular,  Leaflets  obovate 
10455  Racemes  term,  erect,  Leaflets  obi.  rhomboid  blunt,  Stipules  rounded  ovate  oblique 
10456  Flowers  in  lateral  umbels,  Stems  erect,  Leaves  ellipt.  erect  silky  beneath,  Calyxes  woolly 
10457  Pedunc.  about  3  term.  Leaflets  oblong  lanceolate  silky,  Pods  linear  silky,  Stems  decumbent 
10458  Flowers  umbelled  terminal,  Cal.  3-parted  :  lower  tooth  trifid,  Leaflets  rounded  obovate,  Stems  ascending 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
will  be  killed.   Very  young  tops,  taken  oft" for  cuttings,  and  planted  under  a  bell-glass,  in  sand,  are  not  difficult to  root.   {Bet.  Cult.  217.) 

1566.  Cytisus.  Pliny  says  it  was  so  called  because  found  in  Cythmts,  one  of  the  Cyclades.  The  Cytisus  of  the 
ancients  is  believed  to  have  been  our  Medicago  arborea.  A  genus  of  ornamental  trees  and  shrubs,  of  which  the 
Laburnums, Cy/«V  des  alpes,  Fr.,  Bohnenbaum,  Get.,  are  well  known  and  universally  admired  examples.  There 
are  two  species  of  Laburnum,  which  are  so  much  alike,  that  in  most  nurseries  they  are  confounded  together,  or 
only  one  in  cultivation.  C.  alpinus  is  the  tree  Laburnum,  whose  timber  (the  false  ebony  of  the  French)  is 
much  prized  by  cabinet-makers  and  turners,  for  its  hardness,  beauty  of  grain,  and  durability.  The  tree  is 
frequently  sown  in  plantations  infested  with  hares  and  rabbits,  who  will  touch  no  other  tree  as  long  as  a  twig 
of  laburnum  remains.  "  Though  eaten  to  the  ground  in  winter,"  as  Boutcher  observes,  "  it  will  spring  again next  season,  and  thus  afford  a  constant  supply  for  these  animals,  so  as  to  save  the  other  trees  till  of  a  size  to 
resist  their  attacks.  The  timber  has  been  sold  for  upwards  of  half  a  sovereign  per  foot."  It  becomes  most valuable  in  light  loams  and  sandy  soils. 

C.  wolgaricus  and  purpurens  are  very  handsome  shrubs  j  and  make  a  fine  appearance  when  grafted  on  stocks 
of  laburnum  five  or  six  feet  in  height. 

C.  cajan  (an  alteration  of  the  Malay  name,  Catjang),  Pois  d' Angola,  Fr. ,  is  frequently  planted  in  the  West  India Islands,  chiefly  in  rows  as  a  fence  to  the  sugar  plantations,  and  wiU  thrive  on  barren  land.  The  seed  is  much 
eaten  by  poor  people  and  negroes,  and  is  esteemed  a  wholesome  pulse.  In  the  island  of  Martinico  even  the  better 
sort  of  people  hold  it  in  estimation,  and  prefer  it  to  the  European  pea.  The  chief  use  of  it  in  Jamaica  is  for  feed- 

ing pigeons,  whence  its  name.  The  branches,  with  the  ripe  seed  and  leaves,  are  given  to  feed  hogs,  horses, 
and  other  cattle,  which  grow  very  fat  on  them.   (Stoane  and  Jacq.  Obs.) 

Ss 
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1567.  MULLE'RA.  W.  Mullera. 10459  moniliformis  W.  bracelet 
1568.  ROBI'NIA.  W.  Robinia. 10460  Pseudacacia  W.  comm.  Acacia 

.  /3  inirmis  W.  smooth  large-lv. J  0461  visc6sa  W.  clammy 
10462  violacea  W.  Ash-leaved 
10463  purpfirea  Link.  purple 
10464  guineen'sis  W.  en.  Guinea 

Leguminoste.   Sp.  1. 
1  □  or  20    Y      Guiana  1792. 

.  Leguminoste.    Sp.  6 — 10. 
¥      tm  40  my.jn  Pa.pu  N.  Amer.  1640. 
5      tm  40  my.jn  Papu  N.  Amer.  ... tm  30  jn.au    Pk     N.  Amer.  1797. 
□  or  12 l_J  or  15  jl.au 
□  or  6 10465  hispida  W.  Rose-acacia     St      or  10 

0r6sea  upright  Sk      or  10 
1569.  CARAGA'NA.  Royen.    Siberian  Pea-Tree. 

my.s 
my.s 

V 
Pu 

Y 
Pk 
Pk 

W.  Indies  1759. 
  1810. 

&  Leone  1822. Carolina  1743. 

C  Lp   Merian.  sur.  t.35 
S  s.1  Schmid.ar.l.t32 
S  s.1 G  s.1    Bot.  mag.  560 
S  p.l 
G  co C  p.l 
G  s.1    Bot  mag.  311 
G  s.1 

10466  sibirica  Roy.  common 
Robinia  Caragana  L. 

10467  arenaria  Bourne  sand  £ 
104(2!  grandiflora  Bieb.     large-flowered  Stt 
10469  Altagana  fV.  flat-podded  St 10470  jubata  W.  bearded  St 
10471  tragacanthoides  W.  Goat's  thn.-likeSt 10472  spinosa  W.  thorny  & 

§10473  Halodendron  W.     salt-tree         '  £ 10474  Chamlagu  W. 10475  frutescens  W. 
10476  pygmae'a  W. 

Leguminoste.    Sp.  11 — 13, 
or  15  ap.my  Y      Siberia     1752.  S  eo  Schm.arb.l.t.33 

shining 
shrubby 
dwarf 

or 
st 

st 
1570.  S  WAINSCNIA.  H.  K.  Swainsonia. 

10477  galegifolia  H.  K.     red-flowered     *  \  |  or 
10478  coronillifolia  H.  K.  purple-flowered*  i_J  or 
tl571.  SUTHERLAN'DIA.  H.  K.  Sutherlandia. 10479  frutescens  H.  K.  scarlet 
1572.  LESSER'TIA.  H.  K.  Lessertia. 

1  jn.jl 

5  jn  jl 

3  ap.jn 

i*  - 

4  ap.my 
6  ap.my 
6  my.jn 4  my.jn 2  ap.my 1  ap.my 

Leguminoste. 
2  jl.au  R 2  jl.au  Pu 

Leguminoste. 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Pu 

Y 
Y 
Y 

Siberia 
Iberia Siberia 
Siberia Siberia 
Siberia Siberia China 
Siberia 
Siberia 

1802. 
1823. 1789. 
1796. 1816. 
1775. 1779. 1773. 
1752. 
1751. 

sk  s.i 
G  s.1 
G  s.1 G  s.1 
G  s.1 

L  sp 

R  s.1 
G  co 
L  co 

Sk  s.p 

Bot  mag.  1886 L'her.stirp.t.76 

Bot  cab.  522 
Pa.act.pet.10.t7 
Schm.arb.l.t.36 
Bot.  mag.  1016 L'her.  stirp.  t.77 
Schm.arb.  l.t  34 Schm.  arb.l.t  37 

10480  annua  H.  K. 
10481  diffusa  H.  K. 
10482  perennans  H.  K. 
10483  pulchra  B.  M. 
tl573.  COLUTE'A.  L. 10484  arborescens  W. 
10485  media  W.  en. 
10486  cruenta  IV. 
10487  Poc6ckii  IV. 

annual  iQJ  or 
procumbent  -*  [QJ  or 
perennial  lA)  or 
pretty  \Q}  pr 
Bladder-Senna. 

common 
smaller oriental 

Pocock's 

3  jn.jr  Sc 
Leguminoste. 

1  jn.jl  R 
1  jl.au  R 1  au  R 
ljmy  R Leguminoste. or  10  jn.au  Y 

or  10  jn.au or    4  jn.jl 
or    6  my.o 

Sp.2. 
N.  S.  W.  1800. 
N.  S:  W.  1802. 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  4. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

S  s.p  Bot  mag.  792 
S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1725 

1683.  S  s.1    Bot  mag.  181 

1731. 
1792. 1753. 
1817. 

Or 
Sc 
Y 

Sp.  4—12. France  1568. 
Levant 
Levant 

1710. 
1752. 

Ex.  fl.  84 Jac.  ic.  3.  t  576 Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  3 
co    Bot  mag.  2064 

co    Bot  mag.  81 
co    Dend.  brit.  140 
co    Schm.  arb.  1. 119 
co    Schm.  arb.  1. 120 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1567.  Mullera.  In  honor  of  Otho  Frederick  Miiller,  a  Dane,  one  of  the  editors  of  the  Flora  Danica.  There 

have  also  lived  four  other  Mailers,  Germans,  and  botanists.  The  fruit  is  remarkable  for  its  form,  which  is 
that  of  a  neeklace ;  a  number  of  little  balls  being  united  by  stalks,  and  not  opening  as  in  other  leguminosas,  but 
always  remaining  closed.   The  flowers  are  pink,  and  the  size  of  a  bunch  of  Laburnum. 

1568.  Robinia.  In  memory  of  Jean  Robin,  herbarist  to  Henry  IV.  of  France,  author  of  Histoire  des  Plantes, 
&c,  Paris,  1620.  His  son,  Vespasian,  was  subdemonstrator  at  the  Jardin  de  Roi,  and  was  the  first  person 
who  cultivated  the  R  pseudacacia  in  Europe. 
R  pseudacacia  is  a  thorny  fast-growing  tree,  of  middling  stature,  of  no  great  beauty  as  a  tree,  but  orna- 

mental when  young,  and  very  well  adapted  for  copse-wood  and  rough  timber.  The  leaves  come-out  late  in 
spring,  and  fall  off  early  in  autumn,  like  those  of  the  ash.  The  timber  is  much  valued  in  North  America,  and 
said  to  be  superior  to  that  of  the  laburnum  ;  "  being  close-grained,  hard,  and  finely  veined ;  and  in  America more  valued  by  the  cabinet-maker  than  any  other  native  timber  whatever.  Pursh,  in  his  Flora,  asserts,  that 
being  nearly  incorruptible,  it  is  equally  useful  for  posts  and  gates.  We  are  informed  by  a  friend,  that  gate- 

posts of  this  timber,  on  a  property  near  Baltimore,  have  remained  fresh  for  nearly  a  century.  The  finest  pin- 
nated leaves,  and  pendulous  white  odorous  flowers,  add  greatly  to  its  beauty.  Its  value  is  scarcely  known  in 

this  country."  (Caled.  Mem.  ii.  414.)  It  prefers  a  deep  sandy  soil,  and  rather  sheltered  situation ;  being  very apt  to  throw  up  suckers  from  the  running  roots,  and  as  it  stoles  freely,  it  seems  peculiarly  calculated  for  cop- 
pice-woods.   Beatson  (Com.  to  Board  of  Agr.)  has  cultivated  it  in  this  way  to  great  advantage. 

In  North  America  the  use  of  the  locust-tree  has  hitherto  been  confined  to  trenails,  on  account  of  its  scarcity, 
but  were  it  as  plentiful  as  oak,  it  would  be  applied  for  more  purposes  by  the  shipwright,  such  as  knees,  floor- 
timbers,  and  foot-hooks,  being  much  superior  to  oak  for  its  strength  and  duration,  and,  from  the  tree  spreading 
into  branches,  affords  full  as  large  a  proportion  of  crooks  or  compass  timber  as  oak. 

A  cubic  foot  of  acacia,  in  a  dry  state,  weighs  from  48  to  53  pounds  avoirdupois.  If  we  compare  its  tough- 
ness in  an  unseasoned  condition  with  that  of  oak,  it  will  not  be  more  than  8 — 100  less.  Its  stiffness  is  equal 

to  99—100  of  oak ;  and  its  strength  nearly  96—100 ;  but  were  it  properly  seasoned,  it  might,  possibly,  be  found 
much  superior  to  oak  in  strength,  toughness,  and  stiffness.  A  piece  of  unseasoned  acacia,  two  feet  six  inches 
long,  and  an  inch  square  in  the  vertical  section,  broke  when  loaded  with  a  weight  of  247  pounds  avoirdupois. 
Its  medium  cohesive  force  is  about  11,500  pounds.    (Did.  of  Archi.) 
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10459  The  only  species 

10460  Racemes  with  1-fl.  pedicels,  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Stipules  spiny,  Pods  smooth 
10461  Racemes  with  1-fl.  pedicels,  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Branches  and  pods  viscid  with  glands 10462  Racemes  with  2-fl.  pedicels,  CaL  truncate,  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Stem  unarmed 10463  Petioles  somewhat  spiny,  Leaflets  lanceolate  mucronate  downy,  Pedic.  1-flowered 
10464  Racemes  axillary  few-flowered,  Calyxes  and  branchlets  finely  bristly 
10465  Racemes  axillary,  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one,  Stem  hispid 

10466  Pedunc.  simple  several,  Leaves  in  4  pairs,  Petioles  unarmed,  Pods  cylindrical 
10467  Leaves  about  4  pair ;  leaflets  obcordate,  Peduncles  twin  shorter  than  flower 
10468  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  4  stalked  hoary  terminated  by  a  weak  spine,  Pods  downy 
10469  Pedunc.  simple  solitary,  Leaves  in  about  8  pairs,  Stipules  spiny,  Pods  compressed 
10470  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  in  many  pairs  downy,  Petioles  filiform  spiny,  Branches  villous 
10471  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  in  2  pairs,  Leafl.  obi.  lane,  silky,  Stipules  and  petioles  spiny 
10472  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  in  4  pairs,  Leafl.  cuneate  smooth,  Stipules  and  petioles  spiny 10473  Pedunc.  3-fl.  Leaves  in  2  pairs  silky,  Petioles  spiny  persistent,  Pods  bladdery 
10474  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  in  2  pairs,  Leaflets  obovate  shining,  Stipules  and  petioles  spiny 
10475  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  about  4  somewhat  petiolated  terminated  by  a  weak  spine 
10476  Pedunc.  simple,  Leaves  4  sessile 

10477  Stalk  of  pod  longer  than  persistent  filaments 
10478  Stalk  of  pod  shorter  than  persistent  filaments 

10479  Leaflets  obL  blunt  hoary  beneath,  Stem  shrubby,  Branches  silky  with  down 

10480  Leaflets  linear  emarginate  smooth,  Stem  weak,  Raceme  axillary 
10481  Leaflets  linear  emarginate  hairy,  Cal.  without  bractes  with  black  hairs 
10482  Leafl.  obL  downy,  Stem  erect,  Racemes  terminal 
10483  Leaflets  in  7  pairs  ovate  acute  smoothish,  Racemes  axillary  subcapitate  1-sided 
10484  Leaflets  ellipt.  retuse,  Prominences  of  the  standard  short 
10485  Leaflets  obcordate  glaucous,  Pedunc.  about  6-flowered,  Pods  closed  at  end 
10486  Leafl.  obovate  emarginate  glauc.  Prom,  of  standard  blunt  very  small,  Pods  open  at  end 
10487  Leafl.  roundish  ellipt.  very  blunt  mucronate,  Prom,  of  standard  long  ascending,  Stem  shrubby 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
R.  hispida  is  a  very  handsome  shrub,  but  it  requires  a  sheltered  situation,  otherwise  the  branches  are  very 

liable  to  be  shattered  or  blown  off  by  high  winds.  In  young  trees  grafted  above  ground,  the  fracture  com- 
monly takes  place  at  the  graft,  so  that  a  good  preventative  is  to  graft  on  the  root  a  little  below  the  surface. Grafts  in  this  manner  are  also  much  more  certain  of  success. 

R.  viscosa  resembles,  in  its  leaves  and  flowers,  the  common  acacia ;  but  is,  altogether,  a  much  handsomer  tree. 
1569.  Caragana.  This  genus  has  been  confounded  by  Linnaeus  and  his  followers  with  Robinia.  The  name 

is  derived  from  the  appellation  of  the  most  common  species  in  Tartary,  where  it  is  called  among  the  Moguls, 
Carachana.  Altagana,  the  name  of  another  species,  is  in  like  manner  a  slight  alteration  of  the  Tartar  name Aldachani. 

C.  spinosa,  on  account  of  the  length  and  toughness  of  the  branches,  and  its  large  stout  thorns,  is  admirably 
adapted  to  form  impenetrable  hedges,  and  is  sufficiently  hardy  to  bear  our  climate.  About  Pekin,  they 
stick  the  bushes  in  clay  on  the  tops  of  their  walls,  to  prevent  persons  from  getting  or  looking  over  them. 
(Pallas.) C.  Halodendron  is  a  handsome  shrub,  and  grows  in  Siberia  on  dry  naked  salt-fields,  and  it  is  probably  from 
the  want  of  this  principle  in  our  garden  soils,  that  it  so  seldom  flowers  here. 

C.  pygmaea  is  a  weak  low  shrub,  with  a  shining  yellow  bark,  with  wood  of  a  deep  bay,  almost  as  hard  as  horn. 
C.  frutescens  is  used  by  the  Tartars  for  the  same  purposes  as  osiers,  for  which  its  tough  shoots  render  it 

proper. C.  jubata  is  remrakable  plant,  its  shoots  always  remaining  covered  by  the  persistent  brown  stipulae  of  the 
fallen  leaves.  It  is  extremely  difficult  to  propagate,  and  is  rarely  even  seen  in  this  country.  The  most  suc- cessful cultivators  of  it  are  Messrs.  Loddiges  and  Son. 

1570.  Swainsonia.   Named  after  the  late  Mr.  Isaac  Swainson,  who  had  a  botanic  garden  at  Twickenham. 
1571.  Sulherlandia.  In  honor  of  Mr.  James  Sutherland,  who  published,  in  1683,  an  8vo.  catalogue  of  the 

Physic  Garden  at  Edinburgh.  This  and  the  former  genus  seed  freely,  and  may  also  be  readily  increased  by cuttings. 
1572.  Lessertia.  Named  by  Decandolle  in  honor  of  M.  Stephen  Delessert,  to  whose  mother  Rousseau's Letters  on  Botany  were  addressed. 
1573.  Colutca.    An  ancient  name  of  a  bush  with  sweet-scented  flowers  ;  probably  similar  to  the  genus  now S  s  2 
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1574.  GLYCYRRHI'ZA.  W.  Glycyrrmza. 10488  echinata  W. 
10489  glandullfera  W. 
10490  lepiddta  PA. 
10491  asperrima  IV. 10492  hirsuta  W. 
1575.  LIQUORITIA. 10493  officinalis  Month. 

*I576.  CORONII/LA. 
10494  E'merus  W. 10495  juncea  W. 10496  valentina  W. 
10497  glauca  W. 10498  viminalis  H.  K. 
10499  coronata  W. 
10500  minima  IV. 
10501  argentea  W. 10502  varia  W. 

,10503  cretica  W. §10504  Securidaca  W. 
10505  iberica  Bieb. 
1577.  HIPPOCRE'PIS. 10506  unisiliquosa  W. 

10507  multisiliquosa  W. 10508  balearica  W. 
10509  comosa  W. 
*1578.  ORNITHO'PUS. 
10510  perpusillus  W. §10511  ebracteatus  Brot. O.  durtia  Cav. 
10512  compressus  W. 

§10513  scorpioides  IV. 
§10514  repandus  P.  S. 10515  sativus  P.  S. 

prickly-headed  ^  A  or 
glandulous  i£  a  or 
silky-leaved  ;k  A  or rough  5  A  clt 
hairy  ^  A  clt 

Monch.  Liquorice. 
common         ^  A  clt 

Leguminosce.  Sp.  5 — 6. 
3  jn,s      Pa  Italy  1596. 3  jn.au    Pa  Hungary  1805. 
3  jl.au     Pa  Missouri  1811. 
2  jl.au     L.B  Siberia  1795. 
3  jl.au     Pa  Levant  1739. 

H.  K.  COROMLLA. 
Scorpion  Senna  & Rush  * 
nine-leaved  * 
seven-leaved  * 
slender  * large-headed  j£ least  f 
silvery-leaved  « purple  £t 
Cretan 
Hatchet- Vetch 
Iberian  & 

Leguminosce. 4  jl.au  LB 
Leguminosce. or    3  ap.jn  R 

I  I  or    3  jn  jl 
l  |  or    2  mr.n I  I  or    2  my.s 3  my.n 

2  jn.jl 

1  jl 

2  my.jn 

4  jl.n 2  jajl 

If  jl.au 2  jl.au 

Al  or 
Al  or I  |  or 
A  or O  or 
O  or 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Pu 

St 
Y 
Y 

Sp.  1. 
S.  Europe  1562. 

Sp.  12—25. France  1596. 
France  1656. 
S.  Europe  1596. France  1722. 
Mogador  1798. S.  Europe  1776. 
S.  Europe  165a Crete  1664. 
Europe  1597. Candia  1731. 
Spain  1562. Iberia  1822. 

R  s.p  Bot  mag.  2154 
R  Lp  PLrar.hu.  l.t  21 
R  s.l    Bot  mag-  2150 
R  s.p  Pall.  Up.tMf.3 

R  s.p 

R  r.m  Lam.  iu.t.625.£ 2 

L  co 
C  r.i C  r.i 
C  r.i 
C  \.f 

C  co 
C  co L  s.l 
C  co C  s.l 
C  co C  co 

Bot  mag.  445 
Bot.  cab.  235 Bot  mag.  185 
Bot.  mag.  13 
Par.  lond.  13 Bot  mag.  907 
Bot.  mag.  2179 
MiLic.2.t.  289.C1 
Bot.  mag.  258 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1 25 
G.def.2.tl53.f.3 Bot  cab.  789 

W.  Horseshoe- Vetch. 
single-podded  O  pr many-podded       O  pr 
shrubby  «t  |  |  pr tufted  3t  A  pr 
W.  Bird's-Foot. common  O  pr 
round-podded       O  pr 
hairy  O  pr 
Purslane-leav'd  O  pr rcpand  O  pr 
Serradilla  O  ag 

1.579.  SCORPIU'RUS.  W.  Caterpillar. 10516  vermiculata  W. 
10517  muricata  W. 
10518  sulcata  W. 
10519  subvillosa  W. 
1580.  SMITHIA.  Solisb. 

10520  sensitiva  Sal. 
10495 

common  Jk  O  pr 
two-flowered  J:  O  pr 
three-flowered  J:  O  pr 
four-flowered  J;  O  pr 

Smitria. 
-*  O  un 

Leguminosts. 1  jn.jl.  Y 
1  jl.au  Y 2  my.jn  Y 

i  ap.au  Y Leguminosce. 
J  my.au  R i  my.jn  Vy 
i  jn.jl  Vy Jjn.jl  Vy 
1  in  jl  Vy 3  jn.jl  Vy 

Leguminosce. 2  jn.jl  Y 
2  jajl  Y 
2  jn.jl  Y 
2  jn.jl  Y 

Leguminosce. 
i  jLs  Y 

Sp.  4—7. Italy        1570.  S  co  Lam.ill.t630 
S.  Europe  1683.  S  co  Schk.  ha.  2.t.206 
Minorca  1776.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  427 
England  ch.hiL  D  s.l  Eng.  bot  31 

Sp.  6—10. 
Britain  dry  pas.  S  co  Eng.bot.  369 
Portugal    ...     S  co  Cav.  ic.  1. 1.  41 
&  Europe  1730.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1596.  S  co 
Barbary   1805.  S  co 
Portugal  1818.  S  co 

Sp.  4. 
S.  Europe  1621.  S  co 
&  Europe  1640.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1596.  S  s.l S.  Europe  1731.  S  co 

Sp.  1—2. E.  Indies  1785.  S  8.1 

10488 

Cav.  ic.  1. 1 37 
Lam.  ilLt63L£2 

Mor.hi.2.tll.f.3 Mor.hi.2.tll.f.4 
Mor.ox.2. 11. 1 Mor.hi.2.tll.f.2 

Par.  lond.  92 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
so  called.   Shrubs  with  membranaceous  inflated  pods,  free-growers  and  tlowcrers,  well  adapted  to  introduce  in extensive  shrubberies. 

C.  arborescens  grows  on  Mount  Vesuvius,  even  in  the  ascent  to  the  crater,  where  there  are  scarcely  any 
other  plants.  The  leaves  are  recommended  as  answering  all  the  purposes  of  senna,  and  Allioni  has  given 
particular  directions  for  the  preparation  of  them.  A  larger  dose  seems  to  be  required  to  produce  the  same 
effect  The  seeds,  in  a  quantity  of  a  drachm  or  two,  excite  vomiting.  It  is  said  by  Haller  and  Ray  to  afford 
food  grateful  to  cattle 

1574.  GlycyrrhHa.  From  y7j>xui,  sweet,  and  Si^a,  a  root ;  the  sweet  taste  of  the  liquorice  root  is  well 
known.   But  the  species  from  which  the  name  is  derived  now  constitutes  a  different  genus.   See  Liquiritia. 

1575.  Liquoritia.  A  Latinized  appearance  of  our  common  English  word  Liquorice,  which  in  its  turn  is  said 
to  be  an  alteration  or  corruption  of  the  French  word  Reglisse,  itself  a  corruption  of  Glycyrrhtxa.  So,  at  least, 
says  De  Theis.  To  others,  however,  it  is  appears  more  probable  that  the  name  alludes  to  the  quantity  of  liquor 
or  liquid  which  the  roots  contain,  and  which  constitutes  their  great  value. 

L.  officinalis  is  a  deep-rooting  perennial,  which  has  long  been  much  cultivated  in  Spain ;  and  since  Elizabeth'* time  has  been  grown  in  different  parts  of  England.  The  soil  should  be  a  deep  sandy  loam,  trenched  by  the 
spade  or  plough,  or  with  the  aid  of  both,  to  two  and  a  half  or  three  feet  in  depth,  and  manured,  if  necessary.  The 
plants  are  procured  from  old  plantations,  and  consist  of  the  side-roots,  which  have  eyes  or  buds.  These  may 
be  taken  off,  either  in  autumn,  when  a  crop  of  liquorice  is  taken  up  for  use,  and  laid  in  earth  till  spring ;  or 
taken  from  a  growing  plantation,  as  wanted  for  planting.  The  planting  season  may  be  either  October,  or 
February  and  March.  In  general  the  latter  is  preferred.  The  plants  are  dibbled  in,  in  rows  three  feet  apart, 
and  from  eighteen  inches  to  two  feet  in  the  row,  according  to  the  richness  of  the  soil  The  after-culture  con- 

sists in  horse-hoeing  and  deep  stirring,  in  weeding,  and  in  cutting  over  and  carrying  away  the  haulm  every 
autumn,  after  it  is  completely  withered.  As  the  plants  do  not  rise  above  a  foot  the  first  season,  a  crop  of 
onions  or  beans  is  sometimes  taken  in  the  intervals.   The  plants  must  have  three  summers'  growth,  at  the 
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10188  Pods  echinate,  FL  capitate,  Stipules  lane.  Leaflets  smooth  oblong  mucronate 
10189  Pods  glandular  echinate,  Fl.  racemose,  Stipules  withering,  Leafl.  oblong  lane,  emarg.  clammy  beneath 10490  Leaflets  oblong  acute  silky,  Pods  racemose  oblong  hispid 
10491  Pods  smooth  moniliform,  Raceme  term.  Stipules  lane.  Leafl.  obovate  emarg.  rough  beneath 
10492  Pods  hirsute,  Leafl.  obL  lane.  Flowers  racemose 

10493  Pods  smooth,  Stipules  O,  Leaflets  ovate  retuse  clammy  beneath 

10494  Pedunc.  about  3-fl.  Claws  of  cor.  three  times  as  long  as  calyx,  Stem  angular 
10495  Leaves  5-nate  and  3-nate  linear  lanceolate  fleshy  blunt 
10496  Leaflets  about  9,  Stipules  nearly  round 
10497  Leaflets  7  very  blunt,  Stipules  lanceolate 
10498  Leaflets  6-10  pair  more  or  less  obovate  and  retuse,  Pods  very  long  curved  upwards 
10499  Leaflets  9  ellipt :  inner  close  to  stem,  Stipules  opp.  the  leaves  lanceolate 
10500  Procumbent,  LeaiL  9  ovate,  Stipule  opp.  the  leaf  emarg.  Pods  angular  knotty 
10501  Leaflets  11  silky :  the  outer  the  largest 
10502  Leaflets  several  lanceolate  smooth,  Pods  rounded  erect 
10503  Leaflets  15  cuneate  retuse,  Pods  rounded  erect  5  together 
10504  Leaflets  several  obL  cuneate.  Pods  compressed  ensiform 
10505  Leaflets  9  very  blunt  somewhat  emarginate,  Stipules  round  toothletted 

10506  Pods  sessile  solitary  erect 
10507  Pods  stalked  clustered  circular :  lobed  on  one  edge 
10508  Pods  stalked  clustered  smooth  lobed  on  the  outer  edge.  Leaves  and  cal.  hairy 
10509  Pods  stalked  clustered  arcuate  rough  sinuated  on  one  side 

10510  Leaves  pinnated,  Flowers  capitate  with  a  bractea,  Pods  roundish  incurved 
10511  Leaves  pinnated,  Flowers  capitate  without  a  bractea,  Pods  round  incurved 
10512  Leaves  pinnated,  Flowers  capitate  with  a  bractea,  Pods  compressed  recurved  rugose 10513  Leaves  ternate  subsessile :  the  odd  one  very  large 
10514  Leaves  ternate  or  quinate :  the  odd  one  largest,  Stipules  large  membranous  2-toothed 
10515  Leaves  pinnated,  Pods  rugose  pendulous  scarcely  bowed,  Joints  compressed  roundish 

10516  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Pods  covered  over  with  blunt  scales 
10517  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  bluntly  aculeate  outwardly 
10518  Pedunc.  about  3-fl.  Pods  bearing  outwardly  distinct  acute  spines 
10519  Pedunc.  about  4-fl.  Pods  bearing  outwardly  clustered  acute  spines 

10520  Lips  of  calyx  entire,  Racemes  stalked  few-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
end  of  which  the  roots  may  be  taken  up  by  trenching  over  the  ground.   The  roots  are  either  immediately  sold 
to  the  brewers'  druggists,  or  to  common  druggists,  or  preserved,  like  carrots  or  potatoes,  in  sand,  till  wanted for  use.   They  are  used  in  medicine  and  porter-brewing. 

1576.  Coronilta.  From  corona,  a  crown.  Its  pretty  flowers  are  disposed  in  little  tufts  like  coronets.  Hand- 
some free-flowering  shrubs,  of  easy  culture.  C.  valentina,  glauca,  and  viminalis  are  valuable  as  flowering  in 

winter,  and  often  all  the  summer.  C.  argentea  bears  a  profusion  of  flowers,  which  have  a  strong  sweet  scent 
The  silvery  color  of  this  plant  is  occasioned  by  its  growing  on  a  poor  dry  soil ;  and  if  it  is  removed  into  better 
ground,  it  will  take  a  glaucous  color ;  and  the  contrary.   C.  emerus  is  a  popular  shrub  of  much  beauty. 

C.  varia  is  a  strong  coarse-growing  plant,  and  has  been  grown  as  an  adjunct  to  clover,  lucem,  &c.  Curtis 
saySgit  is  bitter;  but  others  have  found  horses  and  cows  to  eat  it  greedily. 

1577.  Hippocrepis.  From  Itrxas,  an  horse,  and  xfttris,  a  shoe  j  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  its  pod.  Pretty 
little  annual  plants,  with  bright  yellow  flowers. 

1578.  Ornithopus.  From  ejwj,  a  bird,  and  sr»j,  a  foot.  The  pods  are  twisted  and  curved  in  such  a  manner 
as  to  resemble  the  claws  of  a  small  bird.  Curious  on  account  of  their  jointed  pods,  but  not  worth  culture  as 
plants  of  ornament.  O.  sativus  is  a  most  valuable  agricultural  plant.  It  was  introduced  for  purposes  of  field 
culture  about  the  year  1818,  from  Portugal,  under  the  name  of  Serradilla.  Sown  upon  the  barren,  light, 
sandy  downs  of  Thetford,  in  Norfolk,  it  produced  an  abundant  crop  of  most  excellent  fodder,  where  nothing 
else  would  grow.  It  is  exceedingly  like  O.  scorpioides,  except  that  it  arrives  at  the  height  of  two  feet  instead of  as  many  inches. 

1579.  Scorpiurus.  From  erxepnts,  a  scorpion,  and  a  tail j  on  account  of  the  twisted  pod,  which  is  very like  the  tail  of  some  reptile. 
1580.  Smithia.  In  memory  of  Sir  James  Edward  Smith,  M.  D.,  F.  R.  S.,  knight,  president  of  the  Linnean 

Society,  possessor  of  the  Linnean  herbarium,  and  author  of  various  elementary  and  other  useful  botanical 
works.  These  are  inconspicuous  worthless  weeds,  possessing  little  interest  beyond  their  irritable  foliage. S  s  3 
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*1581.  SESBA'NIA.  B.K.  Sesba'nia. 
§10521  grandifl6ra  H.K.    great-flowered  *  □  or  10  jl.au 10522  a?gyptiaca  H.  K. 10523  aculeata  H.  K. 
10524  cannabina  P.  S. 
10525  picta  Cav. 

Egyptian prickly Hemp 

painted 
£  DS  or 

tm  or 
KV.  or 

•  □or 

4  jLau 
4  jl.au 
4  jLau 
6  jLau 

Or 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Sp.5-9. E  Indies  1768. 
Egypt  1680. E  Indies  1690. 
E  Indies  1800. 
W.  Indies  1823. 

1582.  iESCHYNCMENE.  H.  K. 
10526  sensitlva  W.  shrubby 
10527  aspera  W.  rough-stemmed 
10528  hlspida  W.  hispid 
10529  americana  W.  hairy 10530  indica  W.  Indian 

Lp  Rhee.maLl.t51 co  Al.ajgypt.81.t82 co  Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  564 
co co  Bot.  reg.  873 

Leguminoste.   Sp.  5 — 27. Y  W.  Indies  1733. 
Y  E  Indies  1759. 
Y  N.  Amer.  1803. 
Y  Jamaica  1732. 
Y  E  Indies  1799 

C  ».l 
S  s.l 
S  s.l 
S  s.l 

S  s.l 

Plum.  ic.  1 149 
Breyn.cent.t52 
Sloa.h.l.U18.£3 
Rhee.  mal.9.tl8 

jEschynomene 
□  or  I B3]  or  2  jn.jl 
O  or  2  au 
ED  or  2  jLau O  or  2  jn.jl 

tl583.  STYLOS  A  N'THES.  Sua.  Stvlosanthes. 
10531  procumbens  Suiz.    procumbent     j£  (23  un  1  jl.au     Y      W!  Indies  1821.  S  co    Slo.  jam.t.llO.f.2 

Hallia.  Leguminous. 
long-leaved      ]£  OJ  un  1}  au.s  Pu heart-leaved     £  lAJ  un  2  au  Pu 
imbricated       a.  |  |  un  1£  au  Pu 

*1584.  HAL'LIA.  Th, 10532  flaccida  W. 
10533  cordata  W. 
10534  imbricata  W. 

Leguminosce.   Sp.  1 — 7. 

Sp.  3—10. C.  G.  H.  1789. 
C.  G.  H.  1787. 
C.  G.  H.  1812. 

C  Lp 

D  Lp  Jac.schce.3.  t.296 C  s.l   Bot  mag.  1850 
1585.  LESPEDE'ZA.  Mich.  Lespedeza. 10535  frutic6sa  P.  S. 

10536  sessiliflora  Ph. 
10537  juncea  P.  S. 
10538  capitata  Ph. 
10539  polystachia  Ph. 10540  violacea  Ph. 

shrubby  St  pr sessile-flowered^  A  pr 
slender-branch.  £  (23  pr 
headed  ^!  A  pr 
hairy  ik  A  pr 
violet-flowered  ^  A  pr 

10541  lagopodioldes  P.  S.  Hare's  foot-like£  iAJ  pr 
1586.  FLEMIN'GIA  Box.  Fibmingia. 

Lcguminosee. 4  jl.au  Pu 
3  jl 

2  jl.au 2  jn.jl 
3  jn.au 2  jl.au 2  my.jn 

Pu 
W 
W 
W 
Pu 

Pa 10542  stricta  H.  K. 
10543  semialata  H.  K. 
10544  congesta  H.  K. 10545  nana  H.  K. 
10545  lineata  H.  K. 
10547  strobillfera  H.  K. 
*1587.  ZOR'NIA.  Mich 
Ji0548  pulchella  P.  S. 10549  diphylla  P.  S. 
*1588.  HEDY'SARUM. 5l0550  Alhdgi  W. 

straight  £  (23  un 
many-spiked  tt.  □  un crowded-spikedtt.  □  un dwarf  a.  I    I  un 
branch-spiked  £  O)  un 
Beech-leaved   tt.  □  un 
Zornia. 

neat-Indian     tL  □  un 
two-leaved          ED  un 
W.  Hedysarum. 
prickly-stem,    n.  |  ]  un 

Leguminoste. 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Sp.  7—14. Virginia  1739. N.  Amer.  ... 
India  1776. 
N.  Amer.  1789. 
N.  Amer.  1789. 
N.  Amer.  1789. China  1790. 

Sp.  6—10. 

C  Lp D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 

D  s.l 
D  s,l 

Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  89 
Lin.  fiL  dec.l.t4 
Micamer.  2.t40 
Bur.  ind.  t.53.f.2 

1798. 1805. 2  jl.s 
3  jl.au 
3  jl.s 

If  au 2  jl.au 
3  jl.au 

LeguminostE. 
ljjl.au     Pu     E."  Indies  1799. 

India 
Nepaul India 
India 
India 

1804. 1793. 
E  Indies  1787. 

Sp.  2—7. 

D 
S 
c 
c 
c 
C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  617 

Rox.  cor.  348 
Rox.  cor.  349 

Bur.  ind.  t53.Cl 

Pu 

§10551  bupleurifolium  W  Hare's-ear-lv.  £ §10552  nummularifolium  W.  Money- wort  lv.     O  un 
§10553  sty racif61ium  W.     Storax-leaved  tL  O  un 

jl.au 
I-eguminosce. 
jl.au  R 

jl.au 

jLs 

§10554  gangeticum  W. 
§10555  triquetrum  W. §10556  maculfitum  W. 
§10557  vaginale  W. 
§10558  sagittatum  P.  S. 
§10559  vespertili6nis  W. 

oval-leaved  ED  un 
triangul.-stalk.     1TE1  or 
spotted sheathed 
arrow-leaved 
bat-winged O  un 

rm  un tt.  □  un 

£  O]  un 10523 

2 
1 
1 
2 

ljjl.au 1  jLau 
1  jLau 

i  jU.t! 

1  jl.au 

India  1733. 

Sp.  56—220. Levant  1714. 
Pu  India  1793. 
Pu  India  1777. 
Pu  E  Indies  1796. 
Pa.Y  E  Indies  1762. 
Pu  E  Indies  1802. 
Pu  India  1732. 
R  E  Indies  1790. 
R  E  Indies  1807. 
W     C  China  1780. 

C  Lp  Burm.  zeyL  1 52 
S  Lp  Rhee.mal.9.t82 
C  s.l    Rauw.  it.  94.t.l4 
S  s.l  Roxb.cor.2.tl94 
S  Lp   Pet.  gaz.  t.  26.f.4 

C  Lp 

S  r.m  Bur.zeyl.  t49.f.2 
S  Lp   Bur.  ind.  t.52.f.2 
S  Lp  Dil.eLt.141.fl68 
S  lp  Bur.zeyl.t.49.f.l 

C  Lp 

C  r.m  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 566 

10531 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1581.  Sesbania.  The  Arabic  name  Sesban,  a  little  Latinized.  Most  of  these  plants  are  ornamental.  S. 

grandiflora  is  a  beautiful  plant ;  it  grows  in  peat  and  loam,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
1582.  Mschynomene.  A  name  given  by  Pliny  to  a  plant  which  withdrew  its  leaves  from  the  contact  of  the 

hand.  It  is  derived  from  ourxwo/Mu,  to  be  modest  One  of  the  species  of  Mschynomene  is  sensitive,  but  it is  not  the  plant  of  Pliny. 
1583.  Stylosanthes.  From  s-uXa?,  a  style,  and  ayB-es ,  a  flower :  a  flower  with  a  very  long  style.  Worthless tropical  weeds. 
1584.  Hallia.  Named  after  Birger  Martin  Hale,  a  pupil  of  Linnasus,  and  the  student  under  whose  name  the thesis  called  Nectaria  florum  stands  in  the  Amoenitates  Academica?. 
1585.  Lespedeza.  Named  by  Michaux,  in  honor  of  Lespedez,  a  governor  of  Florida,  who  protected  that 

botanist  in  his  botanical  researches.    Herbaceous,  chiefly  North  American  plants  with  little  merit 
1586.  Flemingia.  Named  after  Dr.  John  Fleming,  president  of  the  East  India  Company's  Medical  Board  at Bengal. 
1587.  Zornia.  Supposed  to  have  been  named  after  Mr.  John  Zorn,  an  apothecary  at  Kempten,  in  Bavaria, 

author  of  a  work  called  Icones  Plantarum  Medicinalium,  in  five  volumes,  octavo,  between  the  years 
1779  and  1784.  There  was  also  a  Dr.  Bartholomew  Zorn,  of  Berlin,  author  of  Botanologia  Medica,  1714, &c.  &c. 

1588.  Hedysarum.  .  From  Hu(,  sweet,  and  u^hi/mi,  smell ;  some  the  species  have  fragrant  flower*.  A 
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10521  Racemes  about  S-fl.  Leafl.  obi.  emarg.  smooth,  Pods  filiform  straight  compressed 
10522  Racemes  many-fl.  Leafl.  lin.  blunt  mucronate,  Rachis  of  leaves  smooth,  Pods  filiform  rouna 
10523  Racemes  few-fl.  Leafl.  linear  blunt  mucronate,  Rachis  of  leaves  prickly,  Pods  filiform  round 10524  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leafl.  lin.  blunt  mucronate,  Rachis  of  leaves  smooth 
10525  Racemes  many-fl.  pendulous,  Leafl.  lin.  blunt,  Pods  filiform  round  moniliform 

10526  Stem  smooth,  Leafl.  lin.  blunt.  Racemes  few-flowered.  Pods  smooth  „;*Ma, 
10527  Stem  rough  below,  Leafl.  lin.  blunt,  Racemes  comp.  hispid,  Joints  of  pod  rough  in  middle 105'J8  Stem  hispid,  Leafl.  lin.  blunt,  Racemes  simple,  Pods  hispid  ,.  ..    .  cmnnth 
10529  Stem  hispid,  Leafl.  lin.  falcate  acuminate,  Racemes  simple,  Joints  of  pods  roundish  distinct  smooth 10530  Stem  smooth,  Pods  smooth  torose  on  one  side  and  blunt,  Leaflets  blunt 

10531  Leaves  ovate  lane,  smooth,  Spikes  many-fl.  Bractes  smooth  mucronate,  Stem  downy 

10532  Leaves  lane,  mucronate  smooth,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  the  length  of  leaves 
10533  Leaves  cordate  obi.  acute  smooth,  Pedunc.  the  length  of  leaves 
10534  Leaves  cordate  ovate  convolute  imbricated,  Flowers  axillary  sessile 

10535  Leafl.  subovate  villous  beneath,  Flowers  in  sessile  fasicles,  Stem  shrubby 
10536  Leafl.  oblong,  Fasicles  of  flowers  sessile  numerous,  Pods  nearly  naked  acute 
10537  Leafl.  somewhat  lin.  hairy  beneath,  Racemes  axillary  Pods  smooth  length  of  caly* 
10538  Simple,  Leafl.  ellipt  Spikes  capitate  on  short  stalks  axillary  and  terminal,  Cal.  vill.  length  of  cor. 
10539  Branched  villous,  Leafl.  round  oval,  Spikes  axillary  on  long  stalks,  Cor.  as  long  as  calyx 
10540  Branched  diffuse,  Leafl.  eUipt.  blunt  hairy  beneath,  Racemes  short  umbelled 
10541  Leaves  ternate  ovate,  Racemes  oblong,  Pods  inflexed,  Calyx  hairy 

10542  Stem  subsimple  upright,  Leafl.  broad  lane,  smooth,  Racemes  axill.  sol.  length  of  petiole 
10543  Branched  nearly  upright,  Leafl.  ellipt  smooth,  Petioles  winged,  Racemes  panicled  term,  and  axillary 10544  Nearly  erect,  Leafl.  broad-lanc.  Racemes  axillary  clustered  .  . 
10545  Somewhat  branched,  Leafl.  obovate,  Petioles  winged,  Racemes  clustered,  Pods  gland,  viscid 
10546  Erect  branched,  Leafl.  obovate  cuneate,  Racemes  axill.  on  long  stalks  dichotomous 
10547  Leaves  simple,  Spikes  like  cones,  Bractes  cucullate  foliaceous  netted 

10548  Leaves  ternate  large,  Bractes  numerous  orbicular  lined 10549  Leaves  binate  ovate-lanc.  Bractes  ovate  acute 

10550  Leaves  simple 
10551  Leaves  simple 
10552  Leaves  simple 
10553  Leaves  simple 
10554  Leaves  simple 
10555  Leaves  simple 
10556  Leaves  simple 
10557  Leaves  simple 
10558  Leaves  simple 
10559  Leaves  simple 

10535 

lane,  blunt,  Stem  spiny 
lane,  acute,  Stem  unarmed,  Stipules  scarious 
obovate  roundish,  Stipules  scarious  shorter  than  petiole,  Pods  smooth  netted cordate-roundish  blunt  smooth  above  downy  beneath 
ovate  acute  with  stipules 
cordate  oblong  stalked  winged,  Branches  3-cornered ovate  blunt 
cordate  oblong,  Petioles  simple,  Stipules  sheathing 
cordate  lane,  sagittate,  Flowers  solitary,  Pedunc.  capillary  very  long and  ternate  intermediate  2-lobed  :  lobes  spreading  .Jane.  Joints  of  pod  wavy  plaited 

10547  V*.  Jfl  10549 

10554 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
numerous  genus,  not  remarkable  for  beauty,  but  containing  two  curious  species,  the  manna  plant,  and  the 
turning  Hedysarum ;  and  one  of  considerable  importance  in  European  agriculture,  the  Saint-foia. H.  Alhagi  is  a  thorny  shrub,  with  lanceolate  leaves,  and  coriaceous,  subcylindric,  and  scarcely  jointed 
pods.  It  is  on  this  plant  that  Manna  Trungebeen  is  found  in  Mesopotamia  [Suss.  Alepp.)  and  other  eastern 
countries.  It  is  chiefly  gathered  about  Tauris,  where  the  shrub  grows  plentifully.  Sir  George  Wheeler 
found  it  growing  in  Tinos ;  Tournefort  also  found  it  in  many  plains  of  Armenia  and  Georgia,  and  made  a 
distinct  genus  of  it,  under  the  name  of  Alhagi,  from  the  Arabic  Aghul  or  Al-gul. 

H.  gyrans  is  a  native  of  Bengal  near  the  Ganges ;  and  is  called  there  Buram  Chadali,  or  Burram  Chandali. 
This  is  a  wonderful  plant,  Linnaeus  observes,  on  account  of  its  voluntary  motion,  which  is  not  occasioned  by 
any  touch,  irritation,  or  movement  in  the  air,  as  in  Mimosa,  Oxalis,  and  Dionsa  ;  nor  is  it  so  evanescent  as  in 
Amorpha.  No  sooner  had  the  plants  raised  from  seed  acquired  their  ternate  leaves,  than  they  began  to  be  in 
motion  this  way  and  that ;  this  movement  did  not  cease  during  the  whole  course  of  their  vegetation,  nor  were 
they  observant  of  any  time,  order  or  direction ;  one  leaflet  frequently  revolved,  whilst  the  other  on  the  same 
petiole  was  quiescent ;  sometimes  a  few  leaflets  only  were  in  motion,  then  almost  all  of  them  would  be  in 
movement  at  once :  the  whole  plant  was  very  seldom  agitated,  and  that  only  during  the  first  year.  It  con- 

tinued to  move  in  the  stove  during  the  second  year  of  its  growth,  and  was  not  at  rest  even  in  winter.  (Supp. 
Linn.)  Swartz  observes,  that  the  motion  is  irregular,  and  that  it  sometimes  ceases  entirely ;  that  in  a  very 
hot  day  it  is  immoveable,  being  agitated  only  in  the  evening,  and  that  slowly.   In  our  climate,  the  leaves,  in Ss  4 
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910560  tomcntosum  W.     woolly  £  ,AI  un    1|  jn.jl §10561  umbellatum  W.      umbel- flowered M_  □  un  3 
§10562  biarticulatum  W.    two-jointed      n.  Q  un  3 §10563  latifolium  Roxb.      broad-leaved    tt.  Q  pr    2  au 
10564  uncinatum  Jacq.     hooked  «.  □  un  2 

§10565  lagocephalum  Link,  woolly-headed  ]£  iAJ  un 
§10566  aparlnes  Link.  Bedstraw  HQud 
§10567  malacophyllum  Link,  soft-leaved    j£  El  un 

]£  D3  cu •  □un 

i  A  ™ 
i  A  "» 5t  A  un 
jit  A  un 
«  □  un 

"  □  un 

S 10568  gyrans  W. 
§10569  trig6num  W. 
§10570  canadense  W. 
§10571  canescens  W. 
§10572  marilandicum  W. 
§10573  obtusum  W. 
§10574  capititum  W. §10575  tortuosum  W. 
§10576  viridifl6rum  W. 
$10577  panic  u  hit  urn  W. §10578  tuberosum  W. 
§10579  cuspidatum  W. 
§10580  glutinosum  W. 10581  serotinum  JV.  en. 
§10582  trifl6rum  W. 10583  volubile  W. 
§10584  pictum  W. 
10585  argenteum  L. 10586  fruticosum  W. 

§10587  sennoldes  W. 
10588  alpinum  W. 10589  obscurum  W. 
10590  tauricum  W. 
10591  r6seum  H.  K. 
10592  coronarium  W. 
10593  flexu6sum  W. 
10594  humile  JV. 
10595  murk  at uni  W. 
10596  spinostssimum  W.  thorny 
110597  Onobrf  chis  JV.  Saint-foin 10598  saxatile  IV.  rock 
10599  album  JV.  white 
10600  ascendens  Skuas,  ascending 

fS  cceruleum  Lindl.  blue 
10601  grandiflorum  Biefi.  large-flowered  ^  A  <* 
10602  candidum  Bieb.  white  it  A  l>r 

§10603  Caput-galli  JT.  Cock's-head  O  pr 
§10604  Crfsta-galli  W.       Cock's-comb         O  pr 10605  crinitum  JV.         crook-podded    it  I   I  un 10561 
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Siberian-shrub.  S  el 
Senna-like  *  I  I  un 
alpine  ^  A  el 
creeping-rooted  ^  a  el Taurian  A  P1 
Rose-colored  ^  A  pr 
Fr.Honeysucklej£  Q)  sp 
wave-podded  O  un dwarf  4  A  no 
prickly-podded  ̂   _A|  un 
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China  1782. 
E.  Indies  1801. 
£.  Indies  1808. 

1818. 1823. 
1824. 1823. 

China Caraccas 
Brazil 
Mexico 
Manilla 
E.  Indies  1775. 
Jamaica  1733. 
N.  Amer.  1640. 

W.pu  N.  Amer.  1733. Pu  N.  Amer.  1725. 
N.  Amer.  1805. 
Ceylon Jamaica  1781. 
N.  Amer.  1787. 
N.  Amer.  1781. 
E.  Indies  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1805. 
India  1796. 
N.  Amer.  1727. 
E  Indies  1788. 

Pa.pu  Siberia  1796. 
Pu     Siberia  1782. 
Pu    1823. Pu  Siberia  1798. 
Pu  AlpsofEu.1640. 
Pa.pu  Tauria  1804. Pk  Caucasus  1803. Italy  1596. 

Asia  1680. 
Spain  1640. Patagonia  1793. 

Pa.pu  Spain  1731. Pk  Britain  eh. pa. 
S.  Europe  1790. 
Hungary  1804. Jamaica  1818. 
W.  Indies  1818. 
Tauria  1821. 
Tauria  1824. France  1731. 
S.  Europe  1710. 
K  Indies  1780. 
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Jac.8choe.3.t297 
Bur.  zeytt.50.f.2 
Bot  reg.  355 Jac.  schon.  t.298 

Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  565 
Corn.canad.t  45 
DiLeLt.l44.f.l71 
Bur.ind.t.54.f.l 
Slo.  ja.l.tll6.f.2 Plu.alm.t308.£5 
PL  man.t.432.  f.6 

Bur.ind.t54.f2 
Da  el.t.l43.f.l70 Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  567 
Pall.  it.  2.  t.  9 
Pall.  it.  3.  t.  5  f.l 
Bot  reg.  808 
Bot  mag.  282 
Bot.  mag.  996 
Sck.hand.2.t207 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  568 
Plu.  aim.  t.50.f.2 
Eng.  bot  96 
AlLped.l.tl9.f.l PLrar.hu.2.tlH 
Bot  reg.  815 Biebcent.t63 

Burm.  md.  1 53 10576 

10577 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
general,  only  make  a  faint  and  feeble  attempt  towards  the  middle  of  the  day  at  exerting  their  extraordinary 
faculty.  {Shaw.) 

This  motion  does  not  depend  upon  any  external  cause  that  we  can  trace,  and  we  are  not  able  to  excite  it  by 
any  art  that  we  possess.  It  is  not  the  action  of  the  sun's  rays,  for  this  plant  is  fond  of  shade,  and  the  leaves revolve  well  pn  rainy  days,  and  during  the  night :  exposed  to  too  much  wind  or  sun,  it  is  quiet  Perhaps, 
says  Linnsus,  there  may  be  some  part  in  vegetables,  as  in  animals,  where  the  cause  of  motion  resides. 

H.  coronarium,  sulfa,  or  Sainfoin  a  bouquets,  Fr.,  is  an  esteemed  border  biennial,  and  some  speculative 
agriculturists  recommend  it  for  cultivation  as  a  field  plant  In  Calabria  it  grows  wild  in  great  luxuriance, 
near  four  feet  high,  affording  excellent  nourishment  to  horses  and  mules,  both  green  and  made  into  hay : 
but  it  does  not  well  bear  the  spring  in  the  north  of  Italy :  we  may  presume,  therefore,  that  it  will  scarcely  bear 
pur  climate  well  enough  to  answer  the  purposes  of  husbandry.  Osbeck  mentions,  that  he  saw  it  brought  into 
Cadiz  in  great  bundles,  as  food  for  cattle 

H.  Onobrychis,  L'eiparcet,  Fr.,  Esparxette,  Ger.,  and  Cedrangolo,  Ital.,  is  a  deep  rooting  perennial,  with branching  spreading  stems,  compound  leaves,  and  shewy  red  flowers.  It  is  a  native  of  many  parts  of  Europe, 
but  never  found  but  on  dry  warm  chalky  soils,  where  it  is  of  great  duration.  It  has  been  long  cultivated  in 
France,  and  in  other  parts  of  the  continent,  and  as  an  agricultural  plant,  a  good  deal  in  England,  in  the  chalky 
districts ;  and  its  peculiar  value  is,  that  it  may  be  grown  on  soils  unfit  for  being  constantly  under  tillage,  and 
which  would  yield  little  undergrass.  This  is  owing  to  the  long  and  descending  roots  of  the  saint-foin,  which 
will  penetrate  and  thrive  in  the  Assures  of  rocky  and  chalky  understrata.  Its  herbage  is  said  to  be  equally 
suited  for  pasturage  or  for  hay,  and  eaten  green  it  is  not  so  apt  to  swell  or  hove  cattle  as  the  clovers  or 
lucern.   Arthur  Young  says,  that  upon  soils  proper  for  this  grass  no  farmer  can  sow  too  much  of  it,  and  in 
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10560  Leaves  ternate  downy  beneath,  Stem  angular  downy,  Racemes  axillary 
10561  Leaves  ternate  roundish  ovate  and  branches  3-cornered  hairy,  Fedunc.  irmb.  axill.  shorter  than  petiole 
10562  Leaves  ternate  oblong,  Stem  branched,  Raceme  terminal,  Pods  with  2  joints  strigose 
10563  Leaves  simple  reniform  cordate  repand,  Racemes  axillary  with  hooked  hairs 
10564  Leaves  ternate  orate  villous,  Stem  climbing,  Racemes  terminal 
10565  Leafl.  roundish  hairy  beneath,  Panic,  term,  contracted  bracteate,  Pedunc.  and  caL  very  hairy 
10566  Leaves  tern.  Stem  hairy  rough,  Leafl.  roundish  and  obi.  pale  beneath  somew.  hairy,  Racemes  terminal 
10567  Leaves  tern.  obL  subeordate  pale  and  soft  beneath,  Raceme  terminal 
10568  Leaves  tern,  oval-lanc.  blunt :  lateral  very  minute,  Panicle  terminal,  Pods  repand  below  pendulous 
10569  Leaves  tern,  ovate  acute  hairy,  Stem  climbing  3-cornered,  Racemes  very  long  axillary 
10570  Leaves  tern.  obi.  lane  Stipules  filiform,  Fl.  racemose,  Pods  hispid 
10571  Leaves  tern,  roundish  downy  beneath,  Stipules  ovate  acuminate,  Stem  angul.  ciL  hispid 
10572  Leaves  tern,  oblong  villous  beneath,  Stipules  subulate,  Racemes  panicled,  Pods  with  3  joints 
10573  Leaves  tern,  ovate  blunt  subeordate  at  base,  Stipules  lane  subulate,  Panicle  terminal 
10574  Leaves  tern,  roundish  obovate  downy  beneath,  Stipules  lane  Racemes  axillary 
10575  Leaves  tern.  ovate-obL  blunt  smoothish,  Racemes  erect  axillary,  Pods  tortuous 
10576  Leaves  tern,  ovate-obl.  rough  beneath,  Stip.  lane,  cuspid.  Racemes  panicled  with  bractes 
10577  Leaves  tern,  oblong  lane,  smooth,  Panic,  term.  Joints  of  pod  rhomboid  downy 
10578  Leaves  tern,  ovate  acute,  Raceme  term,  very  long,  Pods  repand  villous 
10579  Leaves  tern,  ovate  acum.  Panicle  term.  Joints  of  pod  netted  downy  at  edge 
10580  Leaves  tern,  roundish  ovate  acuminate,  Panicle  scape-like  from  the  base  of  stem,  Peduncles  viscid 
10581  Leaves  tern,  ellipt  blunt  beneath  and  petioles  hirsute,  Raceme  term,  simple 
10582  Leaves  tern,  obcordate,  Stem  procumb.  Pedunc.  1-fl.  axillary,  Pods  with  upper  edge  repand 
10583  Leaves  tern.  lane,  blunt,  Racemes  axillary,  Stem  twining 
10584  Leaves  pinnate  lane.  Raceme  very  long  spiked,  Joints  of  pod  ellipt  plaited 
10585  Leaves  pinnate  oval  broader  at  base  silky  beneath,  Cal.  shorter  than  corolla,  Joints  of  pod  downy  rough 
10586  Leaves  pinnate,  Leafl.  ellipt.  blunt  downy  beneath  alternate,  Joints  of  pod  netted 
10587  Leaves  pinn.  Leafl.  altera,  smooth  obovate  retuse,  Racemes  axill.  few-fl. 
10588  Leaves  pinn.  ovate  lane,  smooth,  Racemes  long  axill.  Bractes  shorter  than  peduncle 
10589  Leaves  pinn.  ovate  smooth,  Racemes  axill.  Bractes  longer  than  peduncle 
10590  Leaves  pinn.  lane  linear  downy  beneath,  Joints  of  pod  roundish  roughish 
10591  Leaves  pinn.  in  7  pairs  ellipt.  Racemes  capitate  axillary  stalked,  Standard  striped 
10592  Leaves  pinn.  roundish  ellipt  Joints  of  pod  roundish  aculeate  naked 
10593  Leaves  pinn.  obldhg,  Pods  flexuose,  Joints  prickly 
10594  Leaves  pinn.  linear  cuneiform,  Wings  very  short,  Joints  of  pod  roundish  hairy  prickly 
10595  Leaves  pinn.  obovate  emarg.  hispid  at  edge,  Raceme  term.  Pods  with  many  joints  muricated 
10596  Leaves  pinn.  obovate  emarg.  Flowers  in  capitate  racemes,  Joints  of  pod  round  villous  acuminate 
10597  Leaves  pinn.  cuneate  smooth,  Wings  as  long  as  calyx,  Pods  smooth  1-seeded  prickly 
10598  Leaves  pinn.  linear  smooth,  Wings  shorter  than  calyx,  Pods  smooth  1-seeded  prickly 
10599  Leaves  pinn.  linear  silky  beneath,  Wings  shorter  than  caL  Pods  downy  1-seeded  prickly-toothed 
10600  Leaves  ternate  roundish  downy  beneath,  Stem  round,  Branches  decimate  ascending  hairy 
10601  Leaves  pinnate  ellipt  silky,  CaL  as  long  as  wings,  Joints  of  pod  villous 
10602  Leaves  pinnate  silky  shining  roundish  ovate,  Cal.  length  of  corolla.  Joints  ofpod  rugose  downy 
10603  Leaves  pinnate  obi.  smooth,  Wings  shorter  than  caL  Pods  1-seeded  prickly,  Teeth  of  crest  subulate 
10604  Leaves'  pinnate  obL  smooth,  Petals  nearly  equal,  Pods  1-seeded  prickly,  Teeth  of  crest  lanceolate 10605  Leaves  pinnate,  Racemes  long,  Pods  indexed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  Code  of  Agriculture,  it  is  said  to  oe  "  one  of  the  most  valuable  herbage  plants  we  owe  to  the  bounty  of 
providence" The  deeper  the  soil  is  stirred  previously  to  sowing  the  better  j  the  seed  is  generally  put  in  broad  cast,  at  the 
rate  of  three  or  four  bushels  the  acre,  and  sometimes  a  little  red  clover  is  sown  afterwards  to  produce  a  crop 
the  second  season,  when  the  saint-foin  plants  are  but  small.  When  saint-foin  is  annually  mown,  it  should  be 
top-dressed  with  manure ;  but  if  only  occasionally  mown,  the  benefits  derived  from  the  grazing  of  sheep  or 
cattle  will,  to  a  considerable  extent,  answer  for  surface  dressings  in  a  plant  that  derives  a  part  of  its  nutriment 
from  the  subsoil  Saint-foin  is  highly  nutritive,  either  cut  green  or  made  into  hay.  The  produce,  on  a  medium 
of  soils  and  cultivation,  may  probably  be  estimated  at  from  about  one  and  a  half  to  two  tons  the  acre.  And 
on  the  poorer  and  thinner  staple  sorts  of  land,  it  will  perhaps  seldom  afford  less  than  from  a  ton  to  a  ton  and 
a  half  on  the  acre.  One  thousand  parts  of  saint-foin  afforded  Sir  H.  Davy  thirty-nine  of  nutritive  matter, which  is  the  same  as  that  afforded  by  the  red  and  white  clover. 

The  usual  duration  of  saint-foin,  in  a  profitable  state,  is  from  eight  to  ten  years.  It  usually  attains  its 
perfect  growth  in  about  three  years,  and  begins  to  decline  towards  the  eighth  or  tenth  on  calcareous  soils,  and 
about  the  seventh  and  eighth  on  gravels.  There  are  instances,  however,  of  fields  of  saint-foin,  which 
had  been  neglected  and  left  to  run  into  pasture,  in  which  plants  have  been  found  upwards  of  fifty  years  from 
the  time  of  sowing.  It  has  been  cultivated  upwards  of  a  century  on  the  Cotswold  hills,  and  there  roots  of  it 
have  been  traced  down  into  stone  quarries  from  ten  to  twenty  feet  in  length,  and  in  Germany,  Von  Thaer 
found  them  attain  the  length  of  sixteen  feet  In  general,  the  great  enemy  to  the  endurance  of  saint-foin,  is 
the  grass  which  accumulates,  and  forma  a  close  turf  on  the  surface,  and  thus  chokes  up  the  plant 
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tI589.  INDIGOFERA. 
10606  ffflfSlia  W. 
10607  linifolia  W. 
10608  psoraloldes  W. 10609  candicans  W. 
10610'  amoe'na  W. 10611 incana  W. 
10612  sarmentosa  W. 
10613  denudata  W. 
10614  trita  W. 
10615  microphylla  Lam. 10616  coriacea  W. 
10617  enneaphylla  W. 
10618  cytisotdes  W. 10619  stricta  W. 
10620  hirsuta  W. 
10621  angustifolia  W. J0622  australis  W. 
10623  viscosa  W. 
10624  A  nil  W. 
10625  tinctoria  W. 
10626  argentea  W. 
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1590.  TEPHRCSIA. 
10630  toxicaria  P.  S. 
10631  virginiana  Ph. 
10632  grandiflora  P.  S. 10633  stricta  P.  S. 
10634  paUens  P.  S. 10635  villosa  P.  S. 
10636  piscat6ria  P.  S. 
10687  purpurea  P.  S. 
10638  capitulfita  Link. 19039  lanceaifolia  Link. 

P.  S.  Tephrosia. 
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Virginian        ^  A  or 
Rose-colored     il  |  |  or 
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1591.  GALE'GA.  P.  S. 10640  officinalis  W. 
/?  alba 10641  orientalis  W. 

10642  cariba^a  W. 
10643  ochroleuca  W. 
10644  mucronata  Thunb. 
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4  jn.s 
4  jn.s 4  jn.au 3  jn.jl 
3 
2  jn.jl 

B 
W 
W 
Pa Pa.Y 
Pa 

1568. 
1801. 
1786. 1799. 

D  co D  co 
C  p.l 

Burm.  zeyl.  t ! 

Sc.ha.2.t.208.a. 
Bot  mag.  2192 
Jac.  amer.  1 125 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 150 

10619 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1589.  Indigqfera.  That  is  to  say,  a  plant  bearing  indigo.  The  species  are  elegant  little  shrubs,  free- 
flowerers,  and  of  easy  culture.  Most  of  them  will  yield  the  dye,  but  those  chiefly  cultivated  for  this  purpose 
are  the  I.  Anil  {Alttyl,  Arab.),  in  the  West  Indies,  and  the  I.  tinctoria,  argentea,  and  some  other  species  in 
the  East  Indies.  The  indigo  is  one  of  the  most  profitable  articles  of  culture  in  Hindustan  ;  because  an 
immense  extent  of  land  is  required  to  produce  but  a  moderate  bulk  of  the  dye ;  because  labor  and  land  here 
are  cheaper  than  any  where  else ;  and  because  the  raising  of  the  plant  and  its  manufacture  may  be  carried  on 
without  even  the  aid  of  a  house.  The  first  step  in  the  culture  of  the  plant  is  to  render  the  ground,  which 
should  be  friable  and  rich,  perfectly  free  from  weeds,  and  dry  if  naturally  moist  The  seeds  are  then  sown  in 
shallow  drills  about  a  foot  apart  The  rainv  season  must  be  chosen  for  sowing,  otherwise  if  the  seed  is 
deposited  in  dry  soil,  it  heats,  corrupts,  and  is  lost  The  crop  being  kept  clear  of  weeds,  is  fit  for  cutting  in 
two  or  three  months,  and  this  may  be  repeated  in  rainy  seasons  every  six  weeks.  The  plants  must  not  be 
allowed  to  come  into  flower,  as  the  leaves  in  that  case  become  dry  and  hard,  and  the  indigo  produced  is  of  less 
value ;  nor  must  they  be  cut  in  dry  weather,  as  they  would  not  spring  again.  A  crop  generally  lasts  two  years. 
Being  cut,  the  herb  is  first  steeped  in  a  vat  till  it  has  become  macerated  and  parted  with  its  coloring  matter ; 
then  the  liquor  is  let  of  into  another,  in  which  it  undergoes  the  peculiar  process  of  beating,  to  cause  the  fecula 
to  separate  from  the  water.  This  fecula  is  let  off  into  a  third  vat,  where  it  remains  some  time,  and  is  then 
strained  through  cloth  bags,  and  evaporated  in  shallow  wooden  boxes  placed  in  the  shade.  Before  it  is  per- 

fectly dry,  it  is  cut  in  small  pieces  of  an  inch  square ;  it  is  then  packed  in  barrels,  or  sowed  up  in  sacks  for 
sale.  Indigo  was  not  extensively  cultivated  in  India  before  the  British  settlements  were  formed  there ;  its 
profits  were  at  first  so  considerable,  that,  as  in  similar  cases,  its  culture  was  carried  too  far,  and  the  market 
glutted  with  the  commodity.  The  indigo  is  one  of  the  most  precarious  of  oriental  crops ;  being  liable  to  be 
destroyed  by  hail  storms,  which  do  comparatively  little  injury  to  the  sugar-cane  and  other  plants. The  indigo  cultivated  in  the  West  Indies,  thrives  best  in  a  free  rich  soil,  and  a  warm  situation,  frequently 
refreshed  with  moisture.   Having  first  chosen  a  proper  piece  of  ground,  and  cleared  it,  hoe  it  into  little 
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10606  Leaves  simple  filiform,  Flowers  racemose 
10607  Leaves  simple  linear  hoary,  Pods  globose 
10608  Leaves  ternate  lane,  silky  beneath,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  pendulous 
10609  Leaves  ternate  lin.  lane,  silky  beneath,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf  few-fl.  Pods  straight 
10610  Leaves  ternate  oblong  downy  beneath,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  reflexed  appressed 
10611  Leaves  ternate  obovate  silky  beneath,  Raceme  term,  long,  Stem  decumbent 
10612  Leaves  ternate,  Leafl.  ovate  mucronate  sessile,  Pedunc.  axill.  about  2-fl.  Branches  filiform  spreading 
10613  Leaves  ternate  obcordate  smooth,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  pendulous 
10614  Leaves  ternate  ovate  acute,  Racemes  short,  Stem  erect 
10615  Leaves  ternate  obovate  on  short  stalks,  Pedunc.  long  filiform,  Pods  pendulous 
10616  Leaves  quinate  obovate  mucronate  hairy,  Stipules  subulate,  Pods  straight  smooth 
10617  Leaves  pinnate  cuneate  7,  Racemes  as  long  as  leaves,  Pods  4-cornered  2-seeded 
10618  Leaves  pinnate  5  or  7  oblong  narrowed  at  each  end,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf 
10619  Leaves  pinnate  7  or  9  oblong  downy  beneath.  Racemes  about  5-flowered  sessile,  Stem  straight 
10620  Leaves  pinnate  of  4  or  5  pairs  hoary  beneath,  Racemes  length  of  leaves  spiked,  Pods  4-cornered  villous 
10621  Leaves  pinnate  linear,  Racemes  axillary,  Stem  shrubby  downy 
10622  Leaves  pinnate  smooth  of  many  pairs  oblong,  Racemes  shorter  than  leaf,  Standard  smooth 
10623  Leaves  pinnate  of  6  pairs  obovate  strigose,  Racemes  shorter  than  leaf,  Pods  pendulous,  Stem  viscid 
10624  Leaves  pinnate  oblong  of  3  pairs,  Racemes  shorter  than  leaf,  Pods  falcate 
10625  Leaves  pinnated  obi.  smooth  of  4  pairs,  Racemes  shorter  than  leaf,  Pods  round  arcuate 
10626  Leaves  simple  ternate  and  pinnate  silky,  Pods  torulose  pendulous 
10627  Leaves  pinn.  obi.  smooth,  Racemes  spiked  shorter  than  leaf,  Pods  4-cornered  reflexed 
10628  Stem  muricate  downy,  Leafl.  oval  hairy,  Stip.  oval  acute,  Racemes  longer  than  leaves 
10629  Leaves  about  3,  Leafl.  lane,  blunt  mucronulate  smooth  deciduous,  Petioles  persistent 

10630  Leafl.  obi.  lane,  blunt  downy  beneath,  Raceme  terminal  long,  Pods  round  spreading 
10631  Pods  falcate  backwards  compressed  villous  spiked,  Calyxes  woolly,  Leafl.  oval-obl.  acuminate 
10632  Leafl.  obi.  mucronate  downy  beneath,  Stip.  ovate  acuminate,  Raceme  4-fl.  terminal,  Pods  pendulous 
10633  Leafl.  cuneate-obl.  recurved  mucronate  villous  beneath,  Stipules  subulate,  Raceme  few-fl. 
10634  Pods  straight  spreading  ciliated,  Stip.  subulate,  Leafl.  9-11  obL  acute  downy  beneath 
10635  Leafl.  lane,  cuneate  retuse  silky  beneath,  Stip.  setaceous,  Pods  falcate  backwards  villous  pendulous 
10636  Pods  straight  ascending  villous,  Stip.  subulate,  Pedunc.  2-edged,  Leafl.  obi.  blunt 
10637  Leafl.  obi.  cuneate  emarg.  mucronate  smooth,  Stip.  subulate,  Pods  racemose  straight  ascending 
10638  Leafl.  inversely  lane,  obtuse  emarg.  silky  beneath,  Racemes  terminal  short 
10639  Leafl.  inversely  lane,  emarg.  mucronate  hairy,  Stip.  subulate,  Racemes  terminal 

10640  Leafl.  lane,  mucronate  smooth,  Stip.  lane,  sagittate,  Pods  erect  straight 
10641  Leafl.  ovate  acuminate  smooth,  Stip.  ovate,  Flowers  cernuous 
10642  Leafl.  obi.  acute  downy  beneath,  Stip.  subulate,  Pods  smooth  racemose  pendulous 
10643  Leafl.  ovate  acute  downy,  Stip.  subulate,  Pods  straight  pendulous  smooth  racemose 
10644  Leaves  pinn.  ovate  mucron.  villous,  Stem  erect,  Branches  downy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
trenches,  not  above  two  inches,  or  two  inches  and  a  half  in  depth,  not  more  than  fourteen  or  fifteen  inches 
asunder.  In  the  bottom  of  these,  at  any  season  of  the  year,  strew  the  seeds  pretty  thick,  and  immediately 
cover  them.  As  the  plants  shoot,  they  should  be  frequently  weeded,  and  kept  constantly  clean,  until  they 
spread  sufficiently  to  cover  the  ground.  Those  who  cultivate  great  quantities,  only  strew  the  seeds  pretty 
thick  in  little  shallow  pits,  hoed  up  irregularly,  but  generally  within  four,  five,  or  six  inches  of  one  another, 
and  covered  as  before  Plants  raised  in  this  manner,  are  observed  to  answer  as  well,  or  rather  better,  than  the 
others ;  but  they  require  more  care  in  the  weeding.  They  grow  to  full  perfection  in  two  or  three  months,  and 
are  observed  to  answer  best  when  cut  in  full  blossom.  The  plants  are  cut  with  reaping  hooks,  a  few  inches 
above  the  root,  tied  in  loads,  carried  to  the  works,  and  laid  by  strata  in  the  steeper.  Seventeen  negroes  are 
sufficient  to  manage  twenty  acres  of  indigo ;  and  one  acre  of  rich  land,  well  planted,  will,  with  good  seasons 
and  proper  management,  yield  five  hundred  pounds  of  indigo  in  twelve  months,  for  the  plant  ratoons  (i.  e.  it 
sends  out  stolones),  and  gives  four  or  five  crops  a  year ;  but  must  be  replanted  afterwards. 

Indigo  has  long  been  cultivated  in  Spain,  but  is  on  the  decline  in  that  country,  owing  to  the  more  favorable 
circumstances  of  the  East  and  West  Indies.  It  was  tried  in  the  south  of  France  and  Italy,  during  the 
Buonaparte  dynasty,  but  found  not  worth  following  for  the  same  reason. 

1590.  Tephrosia.  From  rvpqof,  ash-colored,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  foliage.  T.  toxicaria  is  a  spreading shrubby  plant  The  leaves  and  branches,  well  pounded,  and  thrown  into  a  river  or  pond,  very  soon  affect  the 
water,  and  intoxicate  the  fish,  so  as  to  make  them  float  on  the  surface,  as  if  dead  ;  most  of  the  large  ones 
recover  after  a  short  time,  but  the  greatest  part  of  the  small  fry  perish  on  these  occasions.  It  has  been  intro- 

duced to  Jamaica,  and  cultivated  there,  on  account  of  its  intoxicating  qualities.  (Browne) 
1591.  Galega.  A  name  of  unexplained  meaning.  Ruellius  says,  it  is  the  word  Glaux,  Italianized !  G. 

officinalis  was  formerly  accounted  cordial  and  sudorific,  but  is  now  out  of  repute.  The  species  are  handsome border  flowers. 
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1598.  PHA'CA.  W. 
10845  boe'tica  W. 10646  fWgida  W. 
10647  alptna  W. 10648  australis  W. 
10649  arenaria  W. 
10650  astragallna  P.  S. 

Bastard  Vetch. 
hairy  k  A  pr 
small  J^pr smooth- Alpine  i  A  P 
trailing  4  A  pr 
sand  4  A  pr 
procumbent     ^  A  P' 

_  Astragalus  uraler/sis  E.  B. 

1593.  OXYTROPIS.  Dec.  Oxytropis. 
10651  montana  Dec.        mountain         ^  A  pr 
10652  Lambert  i  Ph.         Lambert's        ^  A  pr 10653  uralensis  P.  S.        silky  3l  A  pr 
10654  s6rdida  P.  S.  hairy-mountainJl  A  pr 

k  Apr 
O  pr k  Apr 
O  pr k  Apr 

k  Apr k  A  pr 
Jt  A  pr 

10655  campestris  Dec. 10656  uncata  Dec. 
10657  altaica  Dec. 
10658  cymbicarpos  Dec 
10659  pilosa  Dec. 10660  dealbata  Dec. 
10661  deflexa  Dec. 
10662  dich6ptera  Dec. 

field Aleppo 
Altaic 
boat-podded 
pale-flowered 
mealy 

small-flowered 
pubescent 

1594.  ASTKA'G ALU&  Dec.   Milk  Vetch. 
10663  christianus  W.       great-yellow     k  A  or downy-leaved  £  iAI  or 

Fox-tail-like    4  A  or 
Fox-tail 
French headed 
furrowed 
Melilot-like 
twiggy 

fine-leaved 

10664  tomentosus  W. 
10665  alopecuroides  W. 
10666  vulpinus  W. 
10667  narbonensis  W. 
10668  capitatus  W. 
10669  sulcatus  W. 
10670  melilotoides  W. 
10671  virgatus  W. 
10672  tenuifolius  W. 
10673  as'per  W. 10674  galegiformis  W. 10675  chinensis  W. 
10676  virescens  Dec. 
10677  falcatus  Dec. 
10678  uliginosus  W. 10679  carolinianus  W. 
10680  canadensis  W. 
10681  semibilocularisDec.  semibilocular 
10682  Cicer  W.  bladdered 
10683  carnfisus  Ph.  fleshy-podded 

k  A  or 
k  A  or 4  A  or k  Apr k  A  pr 
J*  pr 

k  Apr rough  Astracan  A  pr 
Goat's- Rue-lv.  k  A  or 
upright  Chinese  j(  iAJ  or 
green-flowered  k  A  or 
sickle-podded  4  A  or 
marsh  4  A  or 
Carolina  4  A  or 
woolly  *  A  or 

4  A  or 
3  A  or 
Jt  A  or 

10684  caryocarpus  B.  reg.  swelled-podded  k  A  or 10685  glycyphyllus  W. 
10686  microphyllos  W. 10687  trimestris  W. 
10688  B6ceras  W.  en. 
10689  ham6sus  IV. 

sweet 
small-leaved 
Egyptian horned 
hook-podded 

3  A  or 

4  A  or 
3  O  or J:  O  or 

10690  canaliculus  W.  en.  channel-podded     O  or 
10691  contortuplicatus  W.  wave-podded    J;  O  or 
10692  boe'ticus  W.           triang.-podded  Jt  O  or 10693  Stella  W.              star-podded          O  or 
10694  asglceras  W.  en.  Goat's-horned 10695  brachycarpus  Bieb.  short-fruited 
10696  stipulates  B.  M.  large-stipuled 10697  cruciatus  Link. 
10698  verticillaris  W. 
10699  sesameus  W. 
10700  annularis  W. 
10701  pentagl6ttis  W. 
10702  epigl6ttis  W. 

10645 

cruciate 
whorled 
Bird's-foot 
ring-podded 
rough-Spanish  «*  O  or 
heart-podded    -*  Q  or 

-*  O  or 
Jc  A  or 

4  A  01 
3  O  or 
^  O -*  O 

Leguminoste.  Sp.  6 — 14. 
4  jl  R  Spain  1640. 
1  jl  Y  Austria  1795. 2  jl  Y  Austria  1759. 
£  my.jn  B  a  Europe  1779. Jjl.au  B  Siberia  1796. 
1  jn.jl  W.b  N.  Europe  1771. 

Leguminoste.  Sp.  12—21. 
£  jl.au  Pu  Austria  1581. 1  au.s  Pu  Missouri  1811. 
£jl  Pu  Siberia  1800. 
£  my.au  Y.Pu  Scotland  ... 
4  jn.jl  Pu  Germany  1778. I  jl.au  W  Aleppo  1768. 
£  jl.s  B  Siberia  1802. 
*JUu  Pa  Portugal  1800. 
£  jn.au  Pa.Y  Siberia  1732. 
£  jl.au  Pu  Caucasus  1803. 
1  jn.jl  Pu  Siberia  1800. 
i  jn.jl  Pu  Siberia  1815. 
Leguminoste.  Sp.  63—110. 

3  jl  Y  Armenia  1737. 
3  jl  Y  Egypt  1800. 
2  jn.jl  LY  Spain  1737. 
2  jn.jl  L.Y  Siberia  1815. 
3  jn-jl  Pa.Y  S.  Europe  1789. 3  jl.au  Pa.Y  Levant  1759. 
4  jl  LB  Siberia  1785. 
3  jn.jl  Pu  Siberia  1785. 
3  my.au  Vi  Siberia  1806. 
1  jUu  Pu  Siberia  1780. 
3  jl.au  Pa.Y  Astracan  1796. 
2  jn.au  Y.o  Siberia  1729. 
1  jn.jl  R  China  1795. 
3  jn.jl  G.y  Siberia  1737. 
3  jajl  Pa.Y  Siberia 2  jn.au  LB  Siberia  1752. 
li  jl.au  G.y  N.  Amer.  1732. 

14  jn.jl  Y  N.  Amer.  1732. 
14  jn.au  Pa.Y  Siberia  1804. 
2  jn.jl  Y  Europe  1570. 2  jn-jl  W  Louisiana  1811. 
1  jnjl  Pu  N.  Amer.  1811. 
3  jn.jl  Yo  Britain  ch.wo. 
1  jnjl  Y  Siberia  1773. 
£jnjl  V  Egypt  1739. 2  jn.jl  Pu    1816. 
1  jnjl  Pa.Y  Spain  1633. 
2  jnjl  W    1816. 1  jl.au  Y  Siberia  1764. 
3  jnjl  Pu  S.  Europe  1759. 
£  jl.au  Pu  S.  Europe  1658. 1  jl.au  Pa.Y    1818. 
U  jn.jl  Pu  Caucasus  1820. 
1  jnjl  Y  Nepal  1822. 
l£jn.jl  Vi    1820. 
1£  jnjl  Pk  Siberia  1822. 1  jn.jl  Pa.B  S.  Europe  1616. 
1*  jn-jl  Pu  Egypt  1800. 
£  jnjl  Pu  Spain  1739. I  jnjl  W  S.  Europe  1737. 

10650 

R  s.l R  s.1 

R  s.1 R  s.1 
R  s.1 
R  s.1 

D  s.1 
D  s.1 D  s.1 

D  s.1 
S  s.1 
D  co S  co 
S  co D  s.1 1)  s.1 
D  8.1 D  s.1 

p.l 
p.l 

s.1 

~  p-' 

D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  8.1 
D  s.1 
D  s.1 
D  s.l D  s.1 D  s.1 
D  s.1 D  p.l 
S  co 
S  co 

S'  co 

S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 

D  8.1 D  s.1 
S  s.l D  s.1 
S  s.1 
S  s.1 
S  8.1 S  s.1 

Moris.  s.2.t8f.l 
Jac.  aust.  t.  166 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 151 Bot  cab.  490 PaUta  tcc.f.1.2 Bot.  cab.  429 

Bot.  mag.  843  . 
Bot.  mag.  2147 
Pall  astrag.  1 42 
Eng.  bot.  466 
Pl.rar.hu.2.t.l30 
Pall,  astrag.  t45 
Bot  cab.  544 
PaL  ast.t.23.f.2,3 
Jac.  ic.  1.  t.  153 PaH.  astrag.  U9 

Tourn.  it2.t.254 Dec.  astrag.  t.29 
PalL  astrag.  t.  8 Pall,  astrag.  t  7 
Pall,  astrag.  U0 

Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  40 Pall,  astrag.  t41 Pall,  astrag.  tl8 
Sweet  fl.  g.  73 
Jac.  ic.  1 152 
Pall,  astrag.  t.29 
Linn.  til.  dec  t3 
Dec.  astrag.  1 26 
PalL  astrag.  t.26 
Dill,  elt  t.39.f.45 Dodar.mem.t.64 
Dec.  astrag.  t.23 
Jac.  aus.  1 251 
Bot  reg.  176 
Eng.  bot.  203 
Jac.  vind.  2.U74 
Lam.  ill.t.622.f.4 
PalL  astrag.  t.  79 
Bocc.  sic.  7.  t  4 Plu.alm.t.79.f.4 

Bot.  mag.  2335 
Bot  mag.  2380 

Garid.  prov.  t.12 
Cav.  ic.  2.  t  188 Herm.  lugd.  t.77 

10648 
Histury,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1592.  Phaca.  &ax*i,  or  fax*,  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  lentil ;  and  was  derived  from  $a',u,  to  eat. These  are  pretty  herbaceous  plants,  with  the  habit  of  Astragalus. 
1593.  Oxytropis.  From  agti,  pointed,  and  t  jaa-«,  a  keeL  A  genus  entirely  resembling  Astragalus  in  habit ; but  considered  distinct  by  modern  botanists. 
1594.  Astragalus.  This  was  a  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  one  of  their  leguminous  plants,  but  it  is  not 

known  to  which.    The  modern  genus  is  composed  of  plants,  the  greater  number  of  which  are  very  orna- 
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10645  Erect  hairy,  Lead,  oral  acute,  Stip.  lane.  Pods  obL  cymbiform  compressed 
10646  Erect  undivided,  Leafl.  11  obL  blunt  subciliated,  Pods  oblong  inflated 
10617  Erect  branched  downy,  Leafl.  in  many  pairs  obL  lane  blunt,  Pods  half  ovate  acute 
10646  Branched  ascending,  Leafl.  about  17  lane. :  the  odd  one  subsessile,  Ala;  bifid 
10649  Branched  ascending  smooth,  Leafl.  about  11  lin. -lane. :  the  odd  onesubsess.  Pods  obovate  inflated  erect 
10650  Caulescent  procumb.  Fl.  pendulous  racemose,  Pods  acute  at  each  end  hairy 

10651  Stemless  villous,  Pods  erect  roundish-obL  villous  acuminate  with  style  half  2-celled 
10652  Stemless  silky,  Leafl.  19  lane,  ellipt  acute  at  each  end,  Spikes  capitate 10653  Stemless  villous  silky,  Pods  erect  ovate  cylindr.  inflated  2-celled 
10654  Stemless,  Leafl.  lane,  silky,  Scape  longer  than  leaf  and  calyxes  silky,  Heads  few-fl.  cernuous 
10655  Stemless,  Calyx  and  pods  villous,  Leafl.  lane  acute,  Stem  decumbent 
10656  Stemless,  Pods  subulate  hooked  longer  than  leaf,  Leafl.  obcordate 
10657  Stemless,  Leafl.  lane,  smooth,  Scapes  as  long  as  leaves  hairy,  Flowers  in  obL  heads 
10658  Stemless,-  Leafl.  cuneiform  retuse  subsessile,  Pods  smooth,  Flowers  nearly  apetalous 10659  Caulescent  erect  hairy,  Leafl.  lane  acute,  Spikes  stalked  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  subulate  hairy 
10660  Caulescent  erect  hairy,  Leafl.  3-pair  lane,  acute,  Stip.  obi  acun.  Spikes  stalked  longer  than  leaf 
10661  Caulescent  ascending,  Leafl.  ovate  lane,  deflexed  hairy,  Spikes  stalked  longer  than  leaf 
10662  Caulescent  diffuse  downy,  Stipules  united,  Wings  emarg.  Peduncles  as  long  as  leaf 

10663  Caulescent  erect,  Leafl.  ellipt  stalked,  Stip.  lin.  subulate,  Pedunc.  about  3-fl.  axil],  clustered 
10664  Caulescent  erect,  Lead,  roundish  cordate  sessile  downy,  Stip.  ovate  acuminate,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  axill. 
10665  Caulescent  erect,  Spikes  cylindrical  subsessile,  Cal.  and  pods  woolly 
10666  Caulescent  erect,  Heads  of  flowers  stalked  globose,  Pods  4-seeded  inclosed  in  woolly  calyx 
10667  Caulescent  erect,  Heads  of  flowers  sessile  axill  short,  Corolla  larger  than  calyx 
10668  Caulescent  erect,  Heads  globose,  Pedunc.  very  long,  Leafl.  emarginate 
10669  Caulescent  erect  striated,  Leafl.  lin.  lane,  smooth,  Stip.  lane.  Racemes  longer  than  leaf 
10670  Caulescent  erect  panicled,  Leaves  of  2  or  3  pair  linear  cuneate  retuse  smooth,  Racemes  filiform 
10671  Caulescent  erect  shrubby.  Leaves  in  6  pairs  lin.  lane  hoary,  Racemes  long  spiked 
10672  Caulescent  erect,  Leafl.  linear  lane.  Spikes  obi.  stalked  longer  than  leaf,  Standard  twice  as  long  as  alas 
10673  Caulescent  erect  rough,  Leafl.  lin.  lane.  Spikes  stalked  longer  than  leaves  straight,  Pods  3-cornered 
10674  Caulescent  erect  straight  smooth,  Leafl.  ellipt  blunt,  Fl.  racemose  pendulous,  Pods  3-cornered  smooth 
10675  Caulescent  erect  straight  smooth,  Leafl.  ellipt  blunt,  FL  racemose  pendulous,  Pods  inflated  rugose 
10676  Caulescent  erect  smooth,  Leafl.  lane,  acute,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  falc.  acute  pendulous 
10677  Caulescent  erect,  Peduncles  as  long  as  leaves,  Leaflets  33-41,  Pods  about  3-cornered  arcuate 
10678  Caulescent  erect,  Leafl.  obi.  downy,  Spikes  stalked,  Bractes  obi.  length  of  calyx 
10679  Caulescent  erect,  Leafl.  obi.  downy  beneath,  Spikes  stalked,  Bractes  lane,  length  of  peduncle 
10680  Caulescent  diffuse,  Pods  subcylindrical  mucronate,  Leaf),  naked  beneath 
10681  Pedunc.  as  long  as  leaves,  Leafl.  33-41  scarcely  downy,  Pods  3-cornered  bowed  nodding 
10682  Pedunc.  as  long  as  1  vs.  Leafl.  smoothish  obi.  blunt  mucro.  Stip.  lane.  Racemes  stalked  longer  than  leaf 
10683  Pedunc.  as  long  as  lvs.  silky-white,  Leafl.  21  ellipt  smooth  above,  Spikes  subsessile,  Pods  fleshy 
10684  Pedunc.  longer  than  leaf,  Fl.  erect  closely  spiked,  Pods  half  2-celted 10685  Caulescent  prostrate,  Leafl.  smooth  ovate  mucronate  blunt,  Stip.  ovate-lanceolate 
10686  Caulescent  erect  spread.  Leafl.  ov.  hairy,  Stip.  solitary  opp.  the  lvs.  2-parted,  Spikes  stalked  long,  than  leaf 10687  Caulescent,  Scapes  2-fl.  Pods  hooked  subulate  with  2-keels 
10688  Caulescent  prostrate,  Leafl.  ellipt  cuneate  emarg.  Racemes  few-fl.  Peduncles  longer  than  leaf 
10689  Caulescent  procumbent,  Leafl.  cuneate  emarg.  Stip.  ov.  Racemes  few-fl.  stalked  shorter  than  leaf 
10690  Caulescent  erect,  Leafl.  obi.  retuse,  FL  axilL  sol.  subsessile,  Pods  deeply  channelled 
10691  Caulescent  procumbent  downy,  Leafl.  obovate  emarg.  Racemes  stalked  arcuate  twisted 
10692  Caulesc.  procumb.  Leafl.  obi.  blunt  mucro.  Spikes  stalked  few-fl.  shorter  than  lvs.  Pods  obL  hooked  at  end 
10693  Caulescent  diffuse,  Heads  stalked  lateral.  Pods  straight  subulate  mucronate 
10694  Caulescent  difluse,  Leafl.  ellipt  emarg.  Racemes  few-fl.  stalked  shorter  than  leaf,  Pods  hooked 
10695  Stemless,  Leaves  ellipt.  downy,  Scapes  racemose  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  obovate  the  length  of  calyx 
10696  Caulescent,  Leaflets  oval-oblong  or  obovate  smooth,  Stipules  ve*y  large  leafy 
10697  Stem  decumb.  Leafl.  obi.  downy,  Pedunc.  axilL  few-fl.  Pods  arcuate  with  elevated  veins 
10698  Stemless,  Leafl.  subulate  4  whorled  pilose,  Scapes  spiked  longer  than  leaf,  Lower  flowers  remote 10699  Caulescent  diffuse,  Heads  subsessile  lateral,  Pods  erect  subulate  with  a  reflexed  point 
10700  Caulescent  diffuse,  Pods  subulate  incurved  smooth,  Leafl.  obovate 
10701  Caulescent  procumb.  Leafl.  obi.  retuse,  Heads  stalked  shorter  than  leaf,  Pods  half  ovate  squamose  at  end 
10702  Caulescent  procumb.  Leafl.  lin.  narrowed  at  base,  Heads  subsessile,  Pods  half  ovate  reflexed  downy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
montaL    A.  glycyphyllos  is  the  largest  of  the  European  species.   The  leaves  are  sweet,  with  a  mixture  of 
bitterness,  and  do  not  seem  to  be  agreeable  to  cattle ;  at  least  the  plant,  in  its  wild  state,  is  left  untouched ; otherwise  it  might  have  been  desirable  to  cultivate  it. 

A.  Tragacantha  was  formerly  considered  as  the  plant  yielding  the  gum  Tragacanth  of  commerce ;  but 
Olivier  ( Voyage  dans  V Empire  Ottoman,  v.  342.  pi.  44.)  discovered  that  it  was  generally  procured  from  A.  verus. 
It  is  probable  that  both  species,  and  perhaps  some  others,  yield  this  gum,   a.  verus  is  a  native  of  the  north 
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10703  hypoglottis  W. 1070+  austrlacus  W. 
10705  fruticosus  W. 10706  arenarius  W. 
10707  leucophae'us  W. 10708  depressus  W. 10709  leontinus  Jac. 
10710  Glaux  W. 
10711  slnicus  W. 
10712  albidus  W. 
10713  Onobrychis  W. 
10714  Laxmanni  TV. 
10715  physodes  TV. 10716  halicacabus  lam. 
10717  caprinus  TV. 
10718  longiflorus  TV. 
10719  monspessulanus  TV. 10720  incanus  TV. 
10721  exscapus  Jf. 
10722  tragacanthoides  TV. 
10723  aristatus  TV. 
10724  Tragacantha  TV. 10725  Poterium  TV. 

purple-mountain  Jk Austrian  £t 
woody  j» sand  -* dwarf-white  -* 
depressed  -Jk Lion's- tail  -* 
small-Spanish Chinese-annual  Jk 
white-Italian  -* 
purple-spiked  -* Laxmann's  -* inflated  -\ bladdered 
goat-scented  £t 
long-flowered  ^ 
Montpelier hoary  3t 
hairy-podded  ^ Armenian  ^ 
awned  tt- 
gtGoat'sThorntt. sm.  Goat  sThorntl. 

A  or 
A  or 

or 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or O  or 
O  or 

A  or A  el A  or A  or A  or 
A  or A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or or 

or 

i  jn.jl 
i  jn.jl 11  jnjl 1  jn.jl 

J  my.au 
i  my.jn 
i  myjn 

J  jn.jl 
i  jl.au 

I  jl.au 
li  jnjl 1  jn.au 

f  jn  jl 1  jnjl 

4  jnjl 1  jlau 

i  jn  jl 
i  my.jl 
J  my.jl 
1  my.jl 
1  my.jl 

i  jnj  l 1595.  BISER'RULA.  TV.    Hatchet  Vetch. 10726  Pelecinus  TV.         bastard  O  pr 
159a  DA'LEA.  P.  S. 10727  Cliffortiana  TV. 

10728  alopecuroides  TV. 
10729  aurea  Ph. 
10730  laxifl6ra  Ph. 
10731  enneaphf  11a  TV. 10732  citriod6ra  TV. 
10733  Lag6pus  TV. 10734  mutabilis  TV. 
10735  blcolor  TV.  en. 
tl597.  PSORA'LEA.  TV. 
10736  pinnata  W. 
10737  odoratis'sima  W. 10738  verrucosa  W. 
10739  aculeata  W. 
10740  bracteate  W. 
10741  spicata  W. 
10742  aphylla  W. 10743  multicaulis  W. 
10744  tenuifolia  W. 
10745  decumbens  W. 
10746  hirta  W. 
10747  Stachydis  W. 
10748  repens  W. 10749  bituminosa  W. 
10750  glandulosa  W. 
10751  pedunculata  B.  reg. 
10752  palaestina  W. 

10703 

Dale*. 
Vera  Cruz 
Fox-tail 

golden loose-flowered 
nine-leaved 
leafy 

downy-spiked 
changeable 
two-colored 

O  pr O  pr 3t  A  pr 
i  A  pr •  Opt 

rm  or iQI  or 
*l_Jor •□or 

PSORALE*. 
wing-leaved 
fragrant warted 
prickly oval-spiked 
long-spiked leafless 
many-stalked fine-leaved trailing hairy 

Stacnys-leaved creeping  ft,  iAI  or 
bituminous       *  i  |  or 
Mexican  tea     *  i  |  or 
flat-headed       *  i  |  or 
Palestine  rP  or 

10707 

■  i  I  or 
:  i  I  or 
1 1  I  or 

l_Jor 
i~  i  |  or 
•  I  (or 

Pu Pa.B 
Vi 
B 
W 
W 
B 
Pu 
Pu 
W.v 

Pu 
B 
Pu 
Pa.Y Pa.Y 
Y 
Pu 

Pu 
Y 
Y 
Pu Pa.Y 
W 

Britain  sa.lica. Austria  1640. 
Siberia  1804. 
Germany  1798. 1776. 

1772. 1816. 
1596. 

1763. 
1737. 
1640. 
1804. 
1759. 

Europe 
Austria 

Spain 
China Europe 
Austria 
Siberia 
Siberia Armenia  1806. 
Barbary  1683. 
Tartary  1806. France  1710. 
MontpeL  1759. 
Hungary  1787. Armenia  1791. 
Pyrenees  1791. S.  Europe  1640. Levant  1640. 

D  s.l D  s.l 
D  s.l D  s.1 D  s.l 
D  8.1 D  8.1 S  s.l 
S  s.l 
D  s.1 D  s.1 
D  s.1 D  s.1 

D  s.1 D  s.1 D  s.1 
D  s.1 
D  s.1 D  s.1 

D  s.1 D  s.1 

C  s.p 

C  s.p 

Leguminoste. 1  jl.au  Pu 
Leguminosce. 

li  jl.au  B 1  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
6  jlau 5  jl.au 1  o.n 
4  o.n 
H  o.n 
2  o.n 

Pa.B 
Y 
W 

Pk 
Pk 
Vi 
Pu 

Y.B 

So.  1. 
S.  Europe  1640.  S  s.p 

Sp.  9—19. 
Vera  Cruz  1737. 
Missisippi  1812. 
Louisiana  1811. 
Louisiana  1811. W.  Indies  1772. 
N.  Spain  1780. Mexico  1780. 
Mexico  1818. S.  Amer.  1817. 

S  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co S  co 
S  co 

S  co C  co 
C  co Leguminoste. 6  my.jl  B 6  my.jl 

3  my.au 
4  jn.jl 

jnjl 

jl.au jn.jl 
au.o mr.jl 

Sp.  28—62. Pa.B 
B 
B Pu 

B 
B 
W.B 
W.B 

4 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2  ap.my  W.B 
3  my.au  W.B 
3  ap.my  Br 
1J  jl.au  B 4  ap.s  Pa.B 4  my.au  Pa.B 3  o.au  Pu 
2  ap.s  Vi 

c:g.  h 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
S.  Europe  1570. Peru  1770. 
C.  G.  H.  1815. Levant  1771. 

10719 

1690. 
1795. 
1774. 
1774. 
1731. 1774. 1790. 

1793. 1793. 
1774. 
1713. 1793. 
1774. 

Eng.  bot.  274 Jac.  aus.  2. 1. 195 Pall.  astrag.tl9 
Retz.  obs.  3.  t  3 
Bot  cab.  Ill Bot.  cab.  680 
Bot.  cab.  432 
Clus.  hist.2.t.241 
Bot.  mag.  1350 
PLrar.hun.l.t40 
Jac.  aus.  1.  t.  38 Jac.  vind.  3. 1 37 
Dec.  astrag.  1 48 Schreb.decad.t.3 
Mor.hi.2.  t.24.f.3 Pall,  astrag.  t.80 Bot  mag.  375 

Jac.  ic.  3.  t.561 
Bu.cen.3.t38.f.2 
PalL  astrag.  t.  3 Dend.  brit  84 
Park,  theat  f.  2 

Lam.  ill.  t.  622 

Linn,  cliffi  1 22 
Mich.am.2.t.38 

Cav.  ic.  3.  t.  271 Cav.  ic.  1. 1  86 
Bot.  mag.  2486 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  43 

Bot  rep.  474 
Jac.8chce.2.t.229 
Jac.schce.2.t226 
Bot.  mag.  2158 Bot.  mag.  446 
Bot  rep.  411 Bot  mag.  1727 
Jacschce.  2.  t.230 
Jacschce.  2.  t.225 
Bot.  cab.  282 Jac.  schoe.2.t.228 

Lam.ilLt614.f.l Bot  mag.  990 
Bot  reg.  223 
Jac.  vind.2.tl84 

10711 

10726  | 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  Persia,  flowering  in  July  and  August  It  rises  two  or  three  feet  only  in  height,  on  a  stem  about  an  inch 
in  thickness ;  with  many  branches  closely  crowded  together,  and  covered  with  imbricated  scales  and  spines, 
formed  from  the  petioles  of  the  former  year.  The  leaves,  which  scarcely  exceed  half  an  inch  in  length,  are 
composed  of  six,  seven,  or  eight  pairs  of  opposite,  villous,  stiff,  pointed  leaflets ;  and  the  mid-rib  is  terminated 
with  a  sharp  yellowish  point.  The  flowers  are  small,  yellow,  and  proceed  from  the  axillae  of  the  leaves  with 
cottony  bractes.  The  calyx  is  five-toothed,  and  shorter  than  the  corolla,  which  is  papilionaceous.  The  gum 
exudes  in  summer,  more  or  less  copiously  according  to  the  heat  of  the  weather,  in  tortuous  filaments, 
which  are  allowed  to  dry  on  the  plant  before  being  collected.  A  large  portion  of  the  Tragacanth  collected  in 
Persia,  is  sent  to  India,  Bagdad,  Bassorah,  and  Russia.  But  what  we  receive  is  sent  to  Aleppo,  whence  it  is 
exported,  packed  in  cases. Good  gum  Tragacanth  is  inodorous ;  impressing  a  very  slightly  bitter  taste  as  it  dissolves  in  the  mouth.  Its 
mucilage  differs  from  that  of  acacia  gum,  in  being  precipitated  by  the  superacetate  of  lead,  and  oxymuriate  of 
tin ;  and  not  by  silicated  potass  {Bostock.  Nich.  Joum.  lviii.  30.),  or  the  oxysulphate  of  iron.   Medically  it  is  de- 
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10703  Caulescent  procumb.  Leafl.  obi.  blunt,  Spikes  ov.  stalked  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  erect  ovate  channelled 
10704  Caulescent  procumb.  Leafl.  lin.  trunc.  emarg.  Racemes  stalked  longer  than  leaf,  Wings  of  cor.  bifid 
10705  Caulescent  erect.  Lvs.  7  pairs  obi.  biuntish  subpubescent,  Heads  few-flowered  stalked,  Pods  obi.  villous 
10706  Caulescent  branched  prostrate,  Leafl.  lin.  lane,  silky  complicate,  Racemes  6-fl.  longer  than  leaf 
10707  Caulescent  procumb.  Leafl.  obcordate  silky  beneath,  Racemes  stalked  as  long  as  leaves 
10708  Subcaulescent  procumb.  Leafl.  obovate..  Racemes  shorter  than  petiole,  Pods  round  lane,  reflcxed 
10709  Caulescent  decumb.  Leafl.  ellipt.  blunt,  Spikes  obi.  stalked  longer  than  leaf 
10710  Caulescent  diffuse,  Heads  stalked  imbricated  ovate,  Fl.  erect,  Pods  ovate  callous  inflated 
10711  Caulescent  prostrate,  Umbels  stalked,  Pods  prismatical  3-cornered  erect  subulate  at  end 
10712  Caulescent  diffuse  hoary,  Leaves  5  pairs,  Leafl.  ellipt  blunt,  Spikes  stalked  longer  than  leaf 
10713  Caulescent  diffuse,  Pedunc.  spiked,  Standard  twice  as  long  as  flower 
10714  Caulescent  procumb.  Spikes  long,  Pods  oblong  3-cornered  furrowed  mucronate  villous 
10715  Stemless,  Leafl.  ov.  glauc.  Scapes  longer  than  leaf,  Fl.  capitate,  Pods  inflated  membranous  smooth 
10716  Stemless  smooth,  Calyxes  bladdery  contracted  at  mouth 
10717  Stemless,  Leafl.  ov.  obi.  acute  hairy,  Scapes  racemose  erect  twice  as  short  as  leaf,  Pods  ovate  villous 
10718  Stemless,  Leafl.  ellipt.  retuse  somewhat  hairy,  Scapes  racemose  few-fl.  twice  as  short  as  leaf 
10719  Stemless,  Leafl.  ellipt  blunt,  Scapes  racemose  declinate  longer  than  leaf,  Standard  long 
10720  Stemless,  Scapes  decumb.  Leafl.  ovate  subsessile  downy  beneath,  Pods  hoary 
10721  Stemless,  Leafl.  obi.  blunt  hairy,  Flower  somewhat  stalked  aggregate,  Cal.  appressed  hairy 
10722  Nearly  stemless,  FL  numerous  radical  subsessile 
10723  Petioles  spiny,  Leafl.  obi.  mucro.  hairy,  Pedunc,  very  short  about  4-fl.  Cal.  teeth  setaceous 
10724  Petioles  spiny,  Leafl.  ellipt.  hoary,  Pedunc.  about  4-fl.  as  long  as  leaves,  Cal.  teeth  ovate 
10725  Petioles  spiny,  Leafl.  obi.  hoary,  Pedunc.  very  short  2-flowered 

10726  The  only  species 

10727  Pentandrous,  Spikes  obi.  stalked  terminal,  Bractes  length  of  cal.  Leaves  in  6  pairs  lin.  cuneate  retuse 
10728  Pentandrous,  Spikes  cylindric.  stalked  term.  Bractes  shorter  than  caL  Lvs.  in  10  pairs  ellipt  retuse  mucr. 10729  Spikes  obi.  term.  sol.  Lvs.  about  3  pair  obi.  and  obovate  obtuse 
10730  Spikes  long  panicled,  Lvs.  about  4  pairs  linear 
10731  Decandrous,  Spikes  capitate  stalked  axillary,  Leaves  in  4  pairs  obi.  blunt 
10732  Decandrous,  Spikes  capitate  stalked  term.  Lvs.  in  10  pairs  obovate 
10733  Decandrous,  Spikes  cylindr.  terminal,  Lvs.  of  15  pairs  lane,  blunt 
10734  Decandrous,  Spikes  cylindr.  terminal,  Lvs.  of  10  pairs  obcordate 
10735  Decandrous,  Spikes  term,  long,  Lvs.  of  5  pairs  obovate 

10736  Lvs.  pinn.  of  2  pairs  lin.  Pedunc.  axill.  1-fl. 
10737  Lvs.  pinn.  of  7  pairs  lin.-lanc.  Pedunc.  1-fl.  axillary 
10738  Lvs.  pinn.  and  tern.  lane.  Pedunc.  axill.  1-3-flowered,  Branches  warted 
10739  Lvs.  tern,  cuneiform  recurve  mucronate,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  approximated 
10740  Lvs.  tern,  obovate  recurve  mucro.  with  pellucid  spots,  Spike  term,  capitate,  Bractes  ciliated 
10741  Lvs.  tern,  obovate  recurve  mucronate  dotted  beneath,  Spike  terminal  oblong 
10742  Lvs.  of  the  stem  and  branches  ternate  and  simple;  of  the  branch  lots  none,  Stipules  imbricated 
10743  Upper  lvs.  simple ;  rest  ternate,  Leafl.  lin.  lane,  mucronate,  Pedunc.  axill.  clustered  capitate 
10744  Upper  lvs.  simple ;  rest  ternate,  Leafl.  lin.  lane,  mucro.  Pedunc.  axill.  solitary 
10745  Leaves  tern.  lane,  cuneate  with  a  recurved  mucro.  Pedunc.  axill.  aggregate 
10746  Leaves  tern,  obovate  with  a  recurved  mucro,  Pedunc.  axill.  solitary 
10747  Leaves  tern,  stalked  obi.  mucro.  Spikes  terminal  interrupted.  Calyxes  villous 
10748  Leaves  tern,  obovate  emarg.  Stem  creeping,  Flowers  in  umbels 
10749  Leaves  tern.  Leafl.  ov.-lanc.  Petioles  downy  smooth,  Spikes  capitate  stalked  axillary 
10750  Leaves  tern.  Leafl.  ov.-lanc.  acum.  Petioles  rough,  Racemes  axillary 
10751  Leaves  ternate  silky  beneath,  Pedunc.  axillary  about  twice  as  long  as  leaves,  Heads  depressed  involucred 
10752  Leaves  tern,  ovate,  Petioles  downy  sulcate,  Spikes  capitate  stalked  axillary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
mulcent,  and  may  answer  the  purposes  of  the  acacia  gum ;  being  even  better  adapted  for  allaying  tickling  cough, 
and  sheathing  the  fauces  in  catarrhal  affections,  owing  to  its  great  viscidity.  It  is  chiefly,  however,  employed 
for  pharmaceutical  purposes.  (Thomson's  London  Dispensatory,  187.)  The  seeds  of  A.  bceticus  are  roasted, ground,  and  used  as  a  substitue  for  coffee  in  Hungary. 

1595.  Biserrula.  From  bis,  twice,  and  serrula,  a  little  saw.  The  pods  are  toothletted  on  each  edge. 
Pelecinon  was  the  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  plant  called  by  the  Latins  Securidaca. 

1596.  Dalea.  Named  after  Thomas  Dale,  an  English  botanist,  who  lived  in  the  beginning  of  the  last 
century.  There  was  another  Dale,  an  author  of  a  Pharmacologia.  These  are  pretty  little  plants,  with  the 
aspect  of  Psoralea. 

1597.  Psoralea.  From  •^a^aXiog,  warted,  on  account  of  the  numerous  little  tubercles  with  which  most  of the  species  are  covered.  The  species  are  chiefly  low  shrubs  ;  some  of  them  are  ornamental,  and  all  are  of  easy 
culture  and  propagation  by  young  cuttings  in  sand  or  seeds,  which  they  produce  in  abundance.  P.  esculenta, 
the  bread-root  of  America,  is  cultivated  in  Missouri,  and  other  parts  of  that  country.    In  this  climate  it  will 
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10753  americfoa  W.  Madeira 
10754  capitata  W.  headed 
10755  corylifolia  W.  Hazel-leaved 10756  esculenta  Ph.  Bread-root 
10757  cuspidata  Ph.  large-rooted 
10758  Lupinellus  Ph.  small-flowered 10759  mefilotoSdes  Mich.  Melilot-like 
10760  arborea  B.  M.  tree 
10761  onobrychis  Nutt.  rough-podded 10762  divaricate  W.  en.  divaricating 
10763  pubescens  W.  en.  downy 
*1598.  MELILOTU&  J.  Melilot. 10764  card  lea  P.  S.  blue 
10765  Indica  P.  S.  Indian 
10766  rugulosa  W.  en.  white-Indian 

M.  parviflora  Desf. 10767  messanensis  P.  S. 
10768  pol6nica  P.  S. 10769  macrorhiza  P.  S. 
10770  dentata  P.  S. 
10771  officinalis  W.  en. 
10772  vulgaris  W.  en. 
10773  Kochiana  W.  en. 
10774  Petitpierreana  W.en.  rough-podded 10775  italica  P.  S.  Italian 
§10776  cretica  P.  S.  Cretan 
10777  ornithopodioides  P.S.  Bird's-foot 10778  mauritahica  Schousb.  Moorish M.  sulcata  P.  S. 
10779  hamosa  Link.  hooked 
1599.  LUPIN AS'TER.  Ph.  Bastard 

10780  pentaphjllus  Ph.  flve-leaved 
1600.  TRIFO'LIUM.  J.  Trefoil. 10781  reflexum  W.  reflexed 

10782  angulatum  W.  angular 
10783  strlctum  W.  upright 
10784  hybridum  W.  mule 10785  Michelianum  P.  S.  Italian 

Sicilian Polish 
long-rooted toothed 
common 
white-flowered 
smooth-podded 

10786  caespitosum  W. 
10787  repens  W. 10788  comosum  W. 
10789  alpinum  W. 
10790  pallescens  P.  S. 10791  subterrfineum  W. 
10792  globosum  W. 10793  Cherleri  W. 
10794  plctum  TV. 
10795  Iappaceum  W. 10796  diffusum  W. 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
grow  in  the  open  air,  but  requires  the  protection  of  a  frame  to  produce  abundant  crops  of  roots,  which  are 
used  like  those  of  the  potatoe  in  the  countries  where  it  is  a  native.    {Pursh.  Amer.  t.  22.) 

1598.  MeUlotus.  From  Mel,  honey,  and  Lotus.  These  plants  are  similar  to  the  Lotus,  and  are  the 
favorite  resort  of  bees.  M.  officinalis  is  the  chief  ingredient  in  flavoring  the  Gruygre  cheese.  This  cheese 
no  doubt  owes  its  chief  excellence  to  the  mixture  of  herbs  in  the  mountain  pasturage  which  surrounds  the 
valley  of  GruySre,  but  partly  also  to  the  flowers  and  seeds  of  this  plant,  which  are  bruised  and  mixed  with  the 
curd  before  it  is  pressed. 

1599.  Lupinaster.  That  is  to  say,  Lupine-like.   A  pretty  little  herbaceous  plant,  with  bright  flowers. 
1600.  Trifotium.  A  plant  with  three  leaves ;  the  t^uKKoi,  of  the  Greeks,  trifle,  of  the  French,  and 

trefoil,  of  the  English.  This  genus  includes  the  two  most  valuable  herbage  plants  adopted  in  European agriculture,  the  white  and  red  clover.  Notwithstanding  all  that  has  been  said  of  the  superiority  of  lucern  to 
clover,  and  of  the  excellence  of  saint-foin,  and  various  Leguminosae  of  the  pea  kind,  yet  the  red  clover  for 
mowing,  and  the  white  species  for  pasturage,  are,  and  probably  ever  will  be,  found  to  excel  all  other  plants  in 
these  respects.  The  yellow  clover,  T.  procumbens,  and  the  cow  or  meadow  clover,  T.  medium,  are  also  in 
cultivation,  but  are  far  inferior  to  the  others.  The  meadow  clover  is  a  useful  addition  to  the  white  sort  in 
laying  down  permament  pastures ;  the  yellow  grows  on  poor  soils,  but  the  herbage  is  not  much  liked  by  cattle. 
The  soil  best  adapted  for  clover  is  a  deep  sandy  loam,  which  is  favorable  to  its  long  tap-roots  :  but  it  will  grow 
in  any  soil,  provided  it  be  dry.   So  congenial  is  calcareous  matter  to  clovers,  that  the  mere  strewing  of  lime  on 
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10753  Leaves  tern,  roundish  ovate  repand  at  end,  Spikes  interrupted  axillary 
10754  Leaves  tern,  and  simple  linear,  Head  terminal 
10755  Leaves  simple  ovate  somewhat  toothed,  Spikes  ovate 
10756  Leaves  digitate  quinate  lane,  unequal  flat  entire  villous,  Spikes  axillary  dense 
10757  Leaves  digitate  quinate  obovate  macro,  entire,  Spikes  axillary  dense 
10758  Leaves  digitate  quinate  very  narrow.  Spike  few-flowered,  Pods  ovoid 
10759  Leaves  3  lane.  Spikes  obi.  Bractes  with  long  points,  Pods  round  rugose 
10760  Leaves  pinnated  of  5  pairs,  Leaflets  linear  lanceolate,  Pedunc.  axillary  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf 
10761  Leaves  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate-lanceolate  somewhat  downy,  Racemes  1-sided  on  long  stalks 10762  Leaves  ternate  lane,  smooth,  Spikes  interrupted  stalked  axill.  longer  than  leaf 
10763  Leaves  tern.  ovate-obL  downy,  Spikes  interrupted  stalked  axilL  shorter  than  leaf 

10761  Racemes  obi.  stalked,  Stipules  lane,  membranous 10765  Pods  racemose  naked  smooth  mucronate  1-seeded 
10766  Pods  racemose  about  4-seeded  oblong  rugose,  Leaflets  ellipt  toothed 
10767  Pods  1-seeded  ovate  acute  naked  rugose,  Racemes  shorter  than  leaf 10768  Pods  racemose  naked  2-seeded  lanceolate 
10769  Pods  racemose  naked  rugose  1-seeded,  Stems  and  branches  ascending,  Leafl.  linear 
10770  Pods  racemose  naked  2-seeded  somewhat  rugose  acute,  Stipules  toothed  at  base 
10771  Pods  racemose  naked  2-seeded  rugose  acute,  Stipules  lane,  subulate  undivided 
10772  Pods  racemose  naked  1-seeded  rugose  obovate  acute,  Stipules  setaceous 
10773  Pods  racemose  naked  2-seeded  smoothish  ovate  acute  compressed,  Stipules  toothed 
10774  Pods  racemose  naked  1-seeded  rugose  obovate.  Stipules  setaceous 
10775  Pods  racemose  naked  2-seeded  rugose  blunt,  Leaflets  entire 
10776  Pods  racemose  naked  2-seeded  membranous  oval,  Stem  nearly  erect 
10777  Pods  naked  8-seeded  about  3  times  as  long  as  calyx,  Stems  declinate 
10778  Pods  1-seeded  obovate  blunt  naked  rugose,  Racemes  longer  than  leaf,  Stems  diffuse 
10779  Pods  racemose  naked  compressed  1-seeded  nerved  hooked,  Stipules  subulate 

10780  Heads  halved,  Leaves  quinate  sessile 

10781  Heads  in  fruit  reflexed,  Pods  3-seeded 
10782  Heads  umbelled :  in  fruit  reflexed,  Pods  4-seeded,  Stem  angular  with  furrows  flexuose 
10783  Heads  globose,  Pods  2-seeded,  Cal.  the  length  of  corolla,  Leafl.  serrulate,  Stipules  rhomboid 
10784  Heads  umbelled,  Pods  4-seeded,  Teeth  of  cal.  nearly  equal,  Leafl.  ovate-obl.  emarg.  serrulate 
10785  Heads  umbelled  stalked,  Teeth  of  caL  subulate  equal,  Leafl.  obcord.  serrate 
10786  Heads  umbelled,  Pods  4-seeded,  Teeth  of  calyx  equal,  Leafl.  obovate  blunt  serrated 
10787  Heads  umbelled,  Pods  4-seeded,  Teeth  of  calyx  nearly  equal,  Leafl.  ovate  obL  emarg.  serrulate 
10788  Heads  in  globose  umbels  imbricated,  Standards  deflexed  persistent,  Pods  4-seeded 
10789  Heads  umbelled,  Scape  naked,  Pods  2-seeded  pendulous,  Leaves  linear  lane. 
10790  Heads  umbelled,  Pods  2-seeded,  Teeth  of  cal.  unequal,  Leafl.  obovate  blunt  toothed 
10791  Heads  villous  5-flowered,  Central  tuft  reflexed  rigid  wrapping  up  the  fruit 
10792  Heads  villous  globose,  Upper  calyxes  without  florets 
10793  Heads  villous  globose  terminal  solitary,  Teeth  of  calyx  setaceous  longer  than  corolla 
10794  Heads  villous  globose  terminal  solitary,  Teeth  of  calyx  setaceous  shorter  than  corolla 
10795  Heads  subglobose  hispid,  Teeth  of  calyx  subulate  as  long  as  cor.  Leafl.  obovate  refuse 
10796  Spikes  roundish  ovate  villous,  Teeth  of  calyx  unequal  setaceous  as  long  as  corolla 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
some  soils  will  call  into  action  clover-seeds,  which  it  would  appear  have  lain  dormant  for  ages.  At  least  this 
appears  the  most  obvious  way  of  accounting  for  the  well-known  appearance  of  white  clover  in  such  cases. 

The  climate  most  suitable  for  the  clovers,  as  of  most  plants  natives  of  Europe,  is  one  neither  very  hot  nor very  dry  and  cold.  Most  leguminous  plants  delight  both  in  a  dry  soil  and  climate,  and  warm  temperature ;  and 
the  clover  will  be  found  to  produce  most  seed  under  such  circumstances ;  but  as  the  production  of  seed  is  only 
in  some  situations  an  object  of  the  farmer's  attention,  a  season  rather  moist,  provided  it  be  warm,  is  always attended  by  the  most  bulky  crops  of  clover  herbage. 

The  time  of  sowing  seeds  is  generally  the  spring,  during  the  corn-seed  time,  or  from  February  to  May ;  but 
they  may  also  be  sown  from  August  to  October ;  and  when  they  are  sown  by  themselves,  that  is,  unaccom- 

panied by  any  corn  crop,  this  will  be  found  the  best  season,  as  the  young  plants  are  less  liable  to  be  dried  up 
and  impeded  in  their  progress  by  the  sun,  than  when  sown  alone  in  spring,  and  remaining  tender  and  unshaded 
during  the  hot  and  dry  weather  of  July. 

The  manner  of  sowing  is  almost  always  broad-cast  When  sown  with  spring  corn,  clover  and  grass-seeds 
are  usually  put  in  immediately  after  the  land  has  been  pulverized  by  harrowing  in  the  corn-seed,  and  are 
themselves  covered  by  one  course  more  of  the  harrows ;  or,  if  the  corn  is  drilled,  the  small  seeds  are  sown 
immediately  before  or  after  hand-hoeing ;  and  the  land  is  then  finished  by  a  course  of  the  harrows. 

In  the  operation  of  sowing,  some  consider  it  best  to  sow  the  clover  and  rye-grass  separately,  alleging  that 
that  the  weight  of  the  one  seed  and  lightness  of  the  other,  are  unfavorable  to  an  equal  distribution  of  both. 

Tt 
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10797  n6rlcum  Pen.       alpine  .*  O  pr 
10798  hispidum  Desf.       hispid  O  pr 
10799  malacanthum  Link,  soft-flowered         O  pr 
10800  saxatile  TV.  rock  ^  a>  pr 
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10802  pretense  TV.  common  Clover^  A  a<5 
10803 pen syl van \cumW.en. Buffalo  Clover  ̂   A  Pr 
10801  medium  TV.  Cow-grass        k  A  ag 
10805  alpestre  TV.  oval-spiked      ^  A  pr 
10806  bracteatum  TV.  en.  large-bracted  ~~ 10807  pann6nicum  TV.  Hungarian 10808  canescens  TV. 
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10833  spadiceum  TV. 
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10836  procumbens  H.  K.  Hop 
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Pu     Germany  1713. 

Hungary  1805. 
S.  Europe  1640. England  moLp. 
Europe  1786. 
Pyrenees  ... Europe  1778. Candia Europe 

Britain Britain 
Britain 

8  s.1 S  8.1 

S  s.l S  s.l 
D  co D  h.l 
D  l.p 

D  h.1 
S  co 
S  s.l S  co 
S  co 
S  s.l S  s.l 
S  co S  8.1 
D  8.1 
S  6.1 
S  co S  s.l 
S  8.1 

W.y  Spain 
W  Spain 

1752. 1815. 
dr.pa. 

gra.gr. gra.pa. 1818. 
1805. 

LeguminostE. 
i  jLau  Y 
i  jl.au  Y 

Sp.  24—60. Italy  1710. 
S.  Europe  1713. 

8.1 
s.l S  8.1 

S  s.l S  s.l 

S  s.l S  8.1 S  co S  8.1 
S  8.1 
S  8.1 
S  si 
D  s.l D  co D  s.1 D  s.1 
D  s.I D  s.1 
S  8.1 
S  s.1 
S  co 
S  co S  eo 

S  s.1 S  8.1 

Desf.atLt209.f.l 

AIL  ped.  1 59.f.3 Jac.  aust  4.t385 
Eng.  bot.  1770 

Eng.  bot  190 Jac.  aust.5.  t.433 
Jac.  obs.  2.t42 
Bot.  mag.  1168 
Eng.  bot  220 Mor.hi.2.t.l3.f.l 
Bot.  mag.  328 
PLrar.  hu.  l.t.36 
Eng.  bot  1224 Barr.  ic  t  698 

Eng.  bot.  944 
Eng.  bot.  1546 
Alp.  exot.  1 306 
Eng.  bot  903 
Eng.  bot  1063 
Eng.  bot.  1843 
Eng.  bot  1049 
Barr.  ic.  1 872 
PLrar.hu.2.tl65 
Mag.  mons.t.264 Eng.  bot  1050 Flor.  dan.  1 1172 
Barr.  ic.  1024 
Bot  mag.  557 
Flor.  dan.  1 558 
Eng.  bot.  945 
Eng.  bot  1256 
Eng.  bot  1257 
Mia  gen.  t25.f.7 

Cav.  icTs.  1 157 
Scop.  del.  1.6 

10816  ^     10820  $K         10821     ̂   «  10822 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

The  quantity  of  seed  varies  from  eight  to  fourteen  pounds  per  acre,  according  to  the  intention  of  the  crop, 
the  quantity  of  grass-seeds  sown,  &c.  The  after  culture  of  clover  and  rye-grass  consists  chiefly  of  picking  off 
any  stones  or  rather  hard  bodies  which  may  appear  on  the  surface  in  the  spring  succeeding  that  in  which  it 
was  sown,  and  cutting  out  by  the  roots  any  thistles,  docks,  or  other  large  grown  weeds.  After  this,  the  surface 
should  be  rolled  once  to  smooth  it  for  the  scythe.  This  operation  is  best  performed  in  the  first  dry  weather  of 
March.  Some  give  a  top-dressing  of  soot,  gypsum,  common  lime,  peat,  or  wood-ashes,  at  this  time  or  earlier ; 
gypsum  has  been  particularly  recommended  as  a  top-dressing  for  clovers  and  the  other  herbage  legumes, 
because  as  their  ashes  afford  that  substance  in  considerable  quantities,  it  appears  to  be  a  necessary  ingredient of  their  food. 

The  taking  of  the  clover,  or  clover  and  rye-grass  crop,  is  either  by  cutting  green  for  soiling,  by  making  into 
hay,  or  by  pasturing.  It  is  observed  in  The  Code  of  Agriculture,  that  it  is  a  most  important  point  to  ascertain, 
in  what  cases  cutting  or  feeding  is  most  beneficial.  If  fed,  the  land  has  the  advantage  of  the  dung  and 
urine  of  the  pasturing  stock ;  but  the  dung  being  dropt  in  irregular  quantities,  and  in  the  heat  of  summer, 
when  it  is  devoured  by  insects,  loses  much  of  its  utility.  If  the  dung  arising  from  the  herbage,  whether 
consumed  in  soiling,  or  as  hay,  were  applied  to  the  land  in  one  body  and  at  the  proper  season,  the  operation 
would  be  more  effectual.  The  smother  of  a  thick  crop,  continued  for  any  time  upon  the  ground,  greatly 
tends  to  promote  its  fertility ;  and  it  has  been  pretty  uniformly  found,  after  repeated  trials,  upon  soils  of 
almost  every  description,  that  oats  taken  after  clover  that  has  been  cut,  either  for  soiling  or  hay,  is  superior  to 
the  crop  taken  after  clover  pastured  by  sheep. 

The  produce  of  clover-hay,  without  any  mixture  of  rye-grass,  on  the  best  soils,  is  from  two  to  three  tons  per 
acre,  and  in  this  state  in  the  London  market  it  generally  sells  twenty  per  cent  higher  than  meadow-hay,  or 
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10797  Spikes  term,  globose  hairy  subsessile,  Leafl.  oval  entire  and  stem  densely  villous 
10798  Heads  villous  globose  term,  solitary,  Teeth  of  calyx  setaceous  shorter  than  cor.  Leafl.  obovate  entire 
10799  Stem  flexuose  hairy,  Leafl.  obcord.  hairy,  CaL  camp,  lined 
10600  Leaves  obovate  hirsute,  Heads  lateral  and  terminal  minute,  Stem  erect 
10801  Spikes  cylindr.  obL  Teeth  of  cal.  villous ;  lower  as  long  as  monopetalous  unequal  cor. 
10802  Spikes  dense  ovate,  Stipules  awned,  Leafl.  oval  nearly  entire 
10803  Leafl.  ovate  ellipt  blunt  entire,  Stipules  awned,  Spikes  ovate  cylindr.  solitary  dense 
10801  Spikes  lax  subglobose  sol.  Stipules  subulate,  Leafl.  ellipt.  finely  serrulate,  Stems  branched  flexuose 
10805  Spikes  dense  subglobose  twin,  Stipules  setaceous,  Leafl.  lane,  finely  serrulate,  Stems  quite  simple 
10806  Spikes  ovate  conical  dense  sol.  sessile,  Corolla  monopetalous,  Leafl.  ovate  blunt 
10807  Spikes  dense  obL  ellipt  solitary,  Leafl.  obi.  lane,  entire  emarg.  vill.  Stem  simple  straight 
10808  Spikes  ovate  lax  sol.  Leafl.  obovate  emarg.  villous,  Stem  simple  ascending 
10809  Spikes  subglobose  dense,  Leafl.  obovate  lane,  serrulate  at  end  hairy 
10810  Spikes  obi.  somewhat  hairy,  Lower  tooth  of  cal.  very  long  reliexed,  Stem  herbaceous  erect 
10811  Spikes  obi.  villous  blunt  leafless,  Leafl.  roundish  obcordate  ovate  crenate  villous 
10812  Spikes  sol.  roundish,  Stipules  membranous,  Leafl.  roundish,  Edge  of  corolla  bearded  inside 
10813  Spikes  villous  elliptical,  Stem  erect  branched  downy,  Leafl.  obi. :  lower  obcordate 
10814  Spikes  vill.  conical  obi.  Teeth  of  cal.  setaceous  nearly  equal,  Leafl.  linear 
10815  Stem  erect  hairy,  Leafl.  linear,  Calyx  hairy  with  lane,  subulate  spreading  teeth 
10816  Heads  very  hairy  subcylindrical,  CaL  teeth  setaceous  longer  than  the  cor.  Leafl.  narrow  obovate 
10817  Spikes  hairy  ovate.  Calyxes  much  spreading,  Stem  diffuse,  Leafl.  obcordate 
10818  Spikes  ovate,  Calyxes  spreading :  lower  tooth  very  large  lane.  Leafl.  obovate 
10819  Spikes  subglobose  stalked,  Cal.  spreading :  lower  tooth  subulate  linear,  Leafl.  oblong 
10820  Heads  term,  and  axill.  sess.  ov.  Cal.  teeth  unequal  narr.  lane,  rigid  at  length  recurved,  Leafl.  obcor.  semi. 
10821  Heads  round  axill.  sessile,  Teeth  of  cal.  equal  subulate  spreading  rigid,  Leafl.  obovate  serrulate 
10822  Heads  term,  and  axill.  ov.  subsol.  subsess.  CaL  striat  hairy  with  unequal  straight  teeth.  Leafl.  obcor.  nearly 
10823  Heads  obL  stalked,  Cal.  vill. :  teeth  subul.  unequal,  Upper  lvs.  opp.  Leafl.  ellipt.  toothletted  [entire  pubesc. 
10824  Heads  sessile  lateral  roundish  smoothish,  Teeth  of  cal.  lane,  acute  recurved  longer  than  cor. 
10825  Heads  orbicular  stalked  in  a  round  toothed  involucre,  Stipules  awned 
10626  Heads  ovate,  Cal.  in  fruit  ovate  ventricose  smooth,  Comm.  involucre  membranous  6-leaved 
10827  Heads  roundish,  Cor.  resupinate,  CaL  of  fruit  inflated  membranous  downy,  Leafl.  obovate  acute 
10828  Heads  ov.  obL  CaL  of  fruit  inflated  naked,  Branches  recurved,  Leafl.  setaceous  serrulate 
10829  Heads  round,  Cal.  of  fruit  inflated  membranous  downy,  Teeth  obliterated    [creep.  Leafl.  obcord.  serrated 
10830  Heads  upon  long  stalks  round.  Cal.  after  flow,  inflat  membran.  pubesc. :  two  of  teeth  setaceous  reflex.  Stems 
10831  Spikes  about  3  somewhat  imbricated,  Standard  subulate  withering,  Cal.  naked 
10832  Spikes  round  imbr.  Standard  deflexed  persistent,  Leafl.  obcord.  serrate,  Stem  hirsute 
10833  Spikes  oval  imbr.  Vexillum  deflexed  persistent,  Leafl.  obovate :  intermediate  sessile 
10834  Spikes  obi.  with  reflexed  flowers,  Standard  roundish  flat  toothletted  persistent,  Stem  flexuose 
10835  Spikes  oval  imbr.  Standard  deflexed  persistent,  Teeth  of  cal.  subulate  unequal  smooth 
10636  Spikes  oval  imbr.  Standard  deflexed  persistent  sulcated,  Stems  procumbent,  Leafl.  obovate  [upwards 
10837  Spikes  capit.  hemispherical,  Fedunc.  straight,  Standards  smoothish,  Stems  procumb.  Petiole  lengthened 
10838  Heads  lax  of  few-fl.  Pedunc.  capillary  flexuose,  Standards  smooth,  Stems  procumb.  Leafl.  subsessile 10839  Heads  obL  CaL  teeth  subulate  unequal  rigid  spreading,  Leafl.  obi.  nearly  entire  emarg. 
10840  Heads  ellipt  Pods  2-seeded,  Cal.  length  of  cor.  Leafl.  lane,  blunt  serrulate 

10841  Pods  subsolitary  gibbous  incurved 
10842  Pods  subbinate  compressed  lin.  cemuous,  Leafl.  obovate  hairy,  Stem  procumbent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
clover  and  rye-grass  mixed.  The  weight  of  hay  from  clover  and  rye-grass  varies  according  to  the  soil  and 
the  season,  from  one  to  three  tons  per  English  acre,  as  it  is  taken  from  the  tramp-ricks ;  but  after  being 
stacked,  and  kept  till  spring,  the  weight  is  found  to  be  diminished  twenty-five  or  thirty  per  cent 

The  value  of  clover  and  rye-grass  hay,  in  comparison  with  the  straw  of  beans  or  pease,  may  be  in  the  pro- 
portion of  three  to  two ;  and  with  the  finest  straw  of  corn  crops,  in  the  proportion  of  two  to  one.  One  acre 

of  red  or  broad  clover  will  go  as  far  in  feeding  horses  or  black  cattle,  as  three  or  four  of  natural  grass.  And 
when  it  is  cut  occasionally,  and  given  to  them  fresh,  it  will  probably  go  still  much  farther,  as  no  part  of  it  is lost  by  being  trod  down. 

The  saving  of  clover  seed  is  attended  by  considerable  labor  and  difficulty.  Clover  will  not  perfect  its  seeds, 
if  saved  for  that  purpose  early  in  the  year ;  therefore  it  is  necessary  to  take  off  the  first  growth  either  by  feed- ing or  with  the  scythe,  and  to  depend  for  the  seed  on  those  heads  that  are  produced  in  the  autumn. 
The  produce  in  seed  may  generally  be  from  three  to  four  or  five  bushels  per  acre,  when  perfectly  clean, 

weighing  from  two  to  three  hundred  weight  But  there  is  great  uncertainty  in  the  produce  of  clover-seed, 
from  the  lateness  of  the  season  at  which  it  becomes  ripe ;  and  the  fertility  of  the  soil  is  considerably  impaired 
by  such  a  crop.  Yet  the  high  value  of  the  seed  is  a  great  inducement  to  the  saving  of  it,  in  favorable situations. 

T.  incarnatum  is  sometimes  sown  as  a  border  flower. 
1601.  Lotus,  \<urot,  in  Greek.  There  were  three  sorts  of  Lotus  distinguished  by  the  ancients ;  viz.  their 

tree  lotus,  which  was  our  Zizyphus  lotus ;  the  marsh  lotus,  which  was  our  Nymphsea  lotus ;  and  the  herbaceous lotus,  which  appears  to  have  been  the  present  genus. 
The  pods  of  L.  cdulis  are  still  eaten  in  Candia,  by  the  poorer  inhabitants.  Lotus  rectus  has  by  some  been T  t  2 
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10843  glaticus  TV. 
10644  anthyHoides  V. 
10845  angus t iss hnus  TV. 
10846"gracilis  W.  %  K. 10847  diffusus  TV. 
10848  coimbrensis  TV. 
10849  arabicus  TV. 
§10850  aus trails  H.  K. 10851  Dioscoridis  TV. 
10852  omithopodioides  TV. 
10853  jacoba/us  TV. 

£  Kite  us 10854  cr&icus  TV. 
10355  tenuis  TV.SfK. 10856  hirsutus  TV. 
10857  rectus  TV. 
10858  odoratus  H.  K. 
10859  pedunculatus  TV. 
10860  major  E.  B. 10861  corniculatus  E.  B. 
10862  cytisoides  TV. 
10863  parvifl6rus  Dcsf. 10864  Gebelia  Vent. 

glaucous  £ 
Anthyllis-Hke  tL narrow-podded  ^ 
slender 
slender-podded  Jk. Portugal 
red-flowered  -* 
New  Holland  tL 
Dioscorides's claw- podded  -* dark-flowered  tL 
yellow-flowered silver-leaved  fU. 
slender  ~* 
hairy  It- upright  Jfe sweet-scented  5 
long-peduncled  -* 
greater  Jc common  .* 
downy  Jk small-flowered  -* 
Aleppo  &*. 

Olpr 

l_|pr 
G>  pr 
O  pr O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 
l_Jel 
O  pr 
0  pr 
1  lor 

i_Jpr 

A  pr l_Jpr 

A  pr lAJft 
A  Pr 
A  ag 
A  ag 

A  pr O  un 
lAled 

1  jn.au 

§  jn.au 

1  jl.au 
1  jlau li  my.jn 

1  jnjl 

4  jl.s 

2  my.s 
1  jnjl 
1  jn.au 2  ja.d 

ljjas 1  jn.au 
2  jn.au 
3  jn.au 

1}  jn.au 1  jn.au 

14  jn.au 
l|  jn.au 1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  my.jn 

Y  Madeira  1777. 
Y  C.  G.  H.  1812. Y  France  1683. Y  Hungary 
Y  England  rocks. 
W  Portugal  1800. Pk  Arabia  1773. 
Pk  N.  S.  W.  1803. Y  Crete  1658. 
Y  Sicily  1683. D.Br  C.Verd.Is.1714. 

C  9.1 S  8.1  Vent. malm,  t.92 S  s.l  Bauh.  hist  2.  f.2 

S  8.1  Eng.  bot  925 
S  s.l S  s.1  Jac.  vind.  2.t:155 
S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1365 
S  s.l  Al.ped.l.t.59.f.l S  s.l  Cav.  ic.  2. 1. 163 C  r.m  Bot  mag.  79 

Y 
Y 
W 
F 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Pk 

Levant  1680. 
Hungary  1816. S.  Europe  1683. 
S.  Europe  1640. 
Barbary  1804. 
Spain  1814. Britain  w.sh.g.  D  s.l Britain  pas.  D  co 
S.  Europe  1752.  D  co 
Barbary  1810.  S  co 
Aleppo      ...     D  co 

C  p.l 
D  p.l 
C  p.l 

D  co D  s.l D  s.l 

1602.  TETRAGONCLOBUS.  Roth.  Tetragonolobus.   LeguminostB.   Sp.  4. 
10865  maritimus  Both.     sea  «*  A 
10866  sil  iquosus  Roth.  square-podded  -*  A  °r 
10887  edulis  Link.           Winged-Pea  -*  O  clt 

Lotus  tetragonolobus  TV. 
10868  conjugates  Link,     twin-podded  -*  O  or 

1  my.o 

ijl.au 

1  jl.au 

Y 
Y 
D.R 

Europe  1683. 
S.  Europe  1683. 
Sicily  1796. 

D  co 
D  co S  co 

Cav.  ic.  2.  1. 156 Waldst  &  Kitt 
Bot.  mag.  336 
Mor.s.2.tl8.f.l3 
Bot  mag.  1233 
Cav.  ic.  2. 1. 164 
Eng.  bot  2091 
Eng.  bot  2090 
AlLped.l.t20.f.l Desf.  atL  t.  211 Vent  eels.  1 57 

Fl.  dan.  800 
Jac.  aust  4.t.361 
Bot.  mag.  151 

1603.  TRIGONEI/LA.  TV. 
10869  ruthenica  TV. 
10870  platycarpos  TV. 
10871  hjbrida  P.  S. 
10872  polycerata  TV. 10873  ham6sa  TV. 
10874  spinosa  TV. 10875  comiculata  TV. 
10876  monspcliaca  TV. 
10877  pinnatlflda  TV. 
10878  Fce'num-grayeum  T 10879  esculenta  TV.  en. 
10880  indica  TV. 
10881  striata  L. 
10882  cancellata  Desf. 10883  tenuis  Bieb. 
10884  flexuosa  Bieb. 
10685  calKceras  Bieb. 
10886  elongate  Link. 
10887  gladiata  Bieb. 

T.prostrata  Dec. 
1604.  DORYC'NIUM. 10888  monspeliense  TV. 

10889  herbaceum  TV. 

Fenugreek. 
small -*  A  un 14  jnjl Y 
round-leaved -*  Q>  un 1  jn.s W 
hybrid 

Jc  Q)  un 1  jn.s 
W.Y 

broad-leaved 

O  un 
1  jl.s Y 

Egyptian i  O  un 

|  jl.au 
I  jLau 

Y thorny 

O  un 
Y 

horse-shoe 

O  ft 4  jn  jl 

Y 
Montpelier J±  O  un 1  jn.jl Y 
cut-leaved i  O  un 

i  jn.au 

Y '.common 

O  ec 
2  jn.au Y 

esculent 
O  clt 1£  jn.au 

Y 
Indian rm  un 1  jn.au Y 
striated 

O  un 
1  jn.au Y 

cancellate J:  O  un 

I  jn  jl 

Y 
slender 

O  un 
jjnjl 

Y 
flexuose 

O  un i  jnjl 

Y 
neat-podded 

O  un i  jn  jl 

Y 
long 

O  un f  jnjl 

Y 
sword-podded -*  O  un 

4  ap.my 
\V 

1  jl.au     Y      MontpeL  1754.  S  s.l 

Sp.  19—32. Siberia  1741. 
Siberia  1741. 
France  1806. 
S.  Europe  1640. 
Egypt  1640. Candia  1710. 
S.  Europe  1597. 
MontpeL  1710. 
Spain  1801. MontpeL  1597. E  Indies  1815. 
E  Indies  1793. 
Abyssinia  1800. 

  1823. Tifliz 
Tifliz 
Tifliz 

Tauria 

1820. 

1823. 
1825. 

10850 

TV.  DORYCNIUM. 
shrubby  St  \  |  or 
herbaceous      ^  A  or 

10847 

Leguminoste.   Sp.  2 — 3. 3  jl.s       W     S.  Europe  1640. 
2  jn.»      W     S.  Europe  1802. 

s 

p.l 

Gmel.  sib.  4.  t  8 
s CO GmeL  sib.  4.  t.  9 
s s.1 
s 

s.1 

S 

s.l 

Alp.  asgypt.t.124 s s.1 Lam.ilLt  eil.f.2 
s s.1 Mor.  s.2.tl6.f.ll 
s s.1 Pl.rar.hu.2.tl42 
s s.l Cav.  ic  1. 1 38 
s CO Sch.s.ha.2.t211 
s s.1 
s s.l Plu.alm.t200.f.7 
s 

CO 
s 

CO 

s 

CO 

s CO 
s 

CO 

s CO 
s CO 

s 

pi 

Par.  thea.360.f. 
CO ViL  dauph.3.t  4 

10858 10860 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

supposed  the  Cytisus  of  Virgil,  but,  as  other  contend,  without  sufficient  foundation.  Lotus  jacobaeus  is  a 
valuable  greenhouse  plant,  as  flowering  all  the  year.  L.  major  and  corniculatus  are  very  suitable  to  sow  with 
white  clover  and  cow-grass,  in  laying  down  lands  to  permanent  pasture.  Dr.  Henderson  has  written  a  good deal  in  their  favor ;  Miller  is  against  them ;  but  Sinclair,  in  his  work  on  the  British  Grasses,  found  it  a  valuable 
ingredient  in  meadows,  especially  where  the  soil  was  rather  moist.  .  Sen  Ency.  of  Agr.  p.  Hi.  b.  G.)  Gebelia 
is  the  Arabic  name  (fiebelie)  of  the  species  to  which  it  has  been  applied. 

1602.  Tetragonolobus.  From  rtrqete,  four,  yarn*,  an  angle,  and  koB<x,  a  bean,  In  allusion  to  the  four  wings  of  the pods.  Tetragonolobus  edulis  is  now  a  popular  border  annual,  on  account  of  its  curious  pods ;  but  it  was  formerly 
an  esculent  legume,  these  pods  being  used  like  those  of  the  kidney  bean,  by  the  poor  of  Sicily  and  Spain. 

1603.  Trigonella:  From  r(U(,  three,  and  yam*,  an  angle.  The  standard  of  the  flower  is  flat,  and  the  keel  very 
small  and  narrow,  which  gives  the  flower  a  triangular  appearance.  T.  foenum-graecum,  a  plant  cultivated  by 
the  Romans,  is  still  occasionally  employed  in  the  agriculture  of  the  south  of  Europe.   The  seeds  have  a  strong 
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10843  Pods  subbinate  cylindr.  smooth,  Leafl.  subcuneif.  fleshy  hoary,  Stlp.  leaf-shaped 10844  Heads  few-fl.,  Leafl.  and  bractes  3-leaved  subspatulate 
10845  Pods  subbinnate  Hn.  straight  erect,  Stem  erect,  Pedun.  alternate 
10846  Pods  subternate  round  subulate  straight,  Cal.  ciL  Leafl.  obi.  Stem  erect 
10847  Pedunc.  about  1-fl.  Stem  much  branched  decumb.  Pods  round  straight  very  slender 
10848  Pedunc.  about  1-fl.  Stem  branched  procumb.  Leafl.  obovate  smooth,  Pods  lin.  compressed 
108*9  Pods  cylindr.  awned,  Pedunc  3-fl.  Bractes  1-leaved 10850  Heads  few-fl.  with  bractes,  Leafl.  and  stipules  obovate  cuneate  equal,  Pods  cylindr.  smooth 
10851  Pods  round  torulose,  Pedunc.  3-fl.  Bractes  3-leaved 
10852  Pods  usually  in  threes  arcuate  compressed,  Stems  diffuse 
10853  Pods  usually  in  threes,  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Leafl.  linear 
10854  Pods  usually  in  threes,  Stem  half-shrubby.  Leaves  silky  shining 
10855  Pods  about  4  rounded  awned,  Stem  branched,  Leafl.  lin.  lane,  smooth 
10856  Heads  roundish,  Stem  erect  hairy,  Pods  ovate 
10857  Heads  roundish,  Stem  erect  smooth,  Pods  straight  smooth 
10858  Hairy,  Heads  halved,  Bractes  1-leaved,  Pods  straight  torulose  mucronate 
10859  Heads  depressed  on  long  stalks,  Leafl.  obi.  lane,  acuminate,  Stipules  ovate 
10860  Heads  depressed  many-fl.  Pods  spreading  cylindr.  Claws  of  carina  linear 
10861  Heads  depressed,  Stems  decumb.  Legumes  cylindr.  spreading 
10862  Heads  halved,  Stem  diffuse  much  branched,  Leaves  downy 
10863  Heads  halved,  Pods  obi.  compressed,  Cal.  as  long  as  cor.  Bractes  1-leaved 
10864  Pods  straight  cylindr.  mucronate,  Stems  decumb.  smooth,  Pedunc.  few-fl. 

10865  Pods  solitary,  Leaves  smooth,  Bractes  lanceolate 
10866  Pods  solitary,  Leaves  procumb.  Leaves  downy  beneath 
10867  Pods  solitary,  Bractes  ovate,  Intermediate  leaflets  somewhat  toothed 
10868  Pods  in  pairs,  Bractes  oblong  ovate 

10869  Pods  stalked  heaped  obL  lin.  straight,  Leafl.  obL  truncate  mucronate 
10870  Pods  stalked  heaped  pendulous  oval  compressed,  Leaflets  roundish 
10871  Pods  stalked  compressed  ovate  veiny,  Leafl.  cuneiform  nearly  entire  smooth 
10872  Pods  subsessile  heaped  erect  straightish  long  linear,  Pedunc.  not  awned 
10873  Pods  stalked  racemose  hooked  round,  Pedunc.  spiny  longer  than  leaflet 
10874  Pods  stalked  heaped  decimate  subfalcate  compressed,  Pedunc.  spiny  very  short 
10875  Pods  stalked  heaped  declinate  subfalcate,  Pedunc.  long  somewhat  spiny 
10876  Pods  sessile  heaped  arcuate  divaricating  inclined  short,  Pedunc.  mucronate  unarmed 
10877  Pods  sessile  about  3  linear  nearly  erect,  Leaves  truncate  cuneate  pinnatifid  toothed 10878  Pods  sessile  straight  nearly  erect  a  little  falcate  acuminate 
10879  Racemes  stalked,  Common  pedunc.  longer  than  leaf,  Pods  linear  falcate  heaped  pendulous 10880  Pods  sessile  subsolitary  subfalcate,  Leaflets  entire 
10881  Pods  stalked  longer  than  leaf,  Leaves  streaked 
10882  Pods  stalked  umbelled  erect  incurved,  Leafl.  cuneate  serrate,  Stem  much  branched 
10883  Pods  about  4  arcuate  erect,  Pedunc.  unarmed :  when  in  flower  as  long  as  leaf,  Leafl.  cuneate 
10884  Pods  about  6  arcuate  erect  wavy  torulose,  Pedunc.  unarmed  :  when  in  fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Leafl.  cuneate 10885  Pods  stalked  heaped  declinate  falcate  furrowed,  Pedunc.  awned  longer  than  leaf 
10886  Pedunc.  very  short  spiny,  Pods  short  curved  upwards 
10887  Pods  subsessile  nearly  erect  falcate  acuminate  downy,  Stem  spreading 

10888  Leafl.  linear  lane,  acute,  Teeth  of  calyx  ovate 
10889  Leafl.  obate  blunt,  Teeth  of  calyx  ovate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
disagreeable  smell,  and  an  unctuous  farinaceous  taste,  accompanied  with  a  slight  bitterishness.  An  ounce 
renders  a  pint  of  water  thick  and  slimy.  To  rectified  spirit,  they  give  out  the  whole  of  their  distinguishing 
smell  and  taste,  and  afterwards  to  water  a  strong  flavorless  mucilage.  These  seeds  are  never  given  internally, 
their  principal  use  being  in  cataplasms  and  fomentations,  for  softening,  maturating,  and  dispersing  tumours ; 
and  in  emollient  glysters.  They  were  also  an  ingredient  in  the  oleum  e  mucilaginibus ;  but  this  has  no  longer 
a  place  in  the  pharmacopoeia.  ( WoodvUle  and  Lewis.)  They  are  used  by  grooms  and  farriers  for  horses.  Fenu- 

greek has  not  been  cultivated  in  any  quantity  for  use  in  England,  because  it  is  an  uncertain  crop,  occasioned by  the  inconstancy  of  our  weather. 
1604.  Dorycnium.  The  Greek  name  of  an  herb,  supposed  to  be  the  Convolvulus  Dorycnium  of  the  moderns. 

The  plant  now  called  by  the  name  has  no  resemblance  to  that  of  the  ancients.  D.  hirsutum  is  a  beautiful  half* 
hardy  shrub,  well  deserving  cultivation, 

Tt  3 
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1605.  MEDICA'GO.  W. 10890  arb6rea  W. 
10S91  cretacea  IV.  en 
10892  satlva  W. 
10893  glomerata  W.  en. 
10894  glutinosa  Bleb. 
10895  prostrata  W. 
10896  brachycarpa  Bkb. 10897  falcata  W. 
10898  lupulina  W. 
10899  obscura  W. 
10900  orbicularis  W. 
10901  marginata  W.  en. 
10902  glegans  W. 10903  scutellata  W. 
10904  Helix  W. 
10905  tornata  W. 
10906  turbinata  W. 
10907  tuberculata  W. 
10908  aculeata  W. 
10909  granadensis  W.en. 10910  MGrex  W. 
10911  intertexta  W. 
10912  ciliaris  W. 
10913  carstiensis  W. 10914  maculata  W. 
10915  coronata  W. 
10916  apiculata  W. 10917  tentacuMU  W. 

Medick. 
Moon-Trefoil shrubby 

Lucern " 
clustered clammy 

prostrate short-podded 
yellow Nonesuch 
doubtful 
flat-podded margined 
elegant Snail 
many-fl. -Snail 
smooth-podded  -* 
Turban wart-podded spiny 

Spanish prickly hedgehog 
fringed 
creeping-rooted^ 
spotted  3 crowned 
tufted 
bur-podded  Jk 

_|or 
O  cu 
A  ag 

A  cu O  cu 
A  cu 
O  cu 
A  ag 
O  ag 

O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu O  cu 
O  cu 
A  cu O  cu 
O  cu 
O  cu O  cu 

8  my.n 4  jl 
2  jn.jl 
1  jn.jl 

I  jnjl 
f  jn.jl 

i  jrj
l 

1  my.au 
1  jl.au 

jl.au 
jl.au 
jl.au jn.au 
jn.au 
jn.au jn.au 1  jn.au 

1  jn.au 

f  jn.au 

1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 
1  jl.au 1  jn.jt 
ljl  my.jn 1  jnjl 
1  jnjl 1  jnjl 

109G0 10892 

Sp.  40-76. Y  Italy        159&  C Y  Tauria     1805.  C 
Y  England  me.pa.  D 
Y  Italy         ...  D Y  Tauria      ...  S 
Y  Hungary  1793.  D Pa.Y  Tifliz       1823.  S 
Y  England  bor.fi.  S Y  Britain     pas.  S 
Y  ,     1734  S 

Y  S.  Europe  1688'.  S Y  S.  Europe  1816.  S 
Y  Sicily       1680.  S 
Y  a  Europe  1562.  S Y    1816.  S 
Y  S.  Europe  1658.  S 
Y  S.  Europe  1680.  S 
Y  S.  Europe  165a  S Y    1802.  S 
Y  Spain       1816.  S Y    1802.  S 
Y  S.  Europe  1629.  S Y  France     1686.  S Y  Carinthia  1789.  D 
Y  England  gra.pa.  S 
Y  S.  Europe  1660.  S 
Y  S.  Europe  1800.  S 
Y  a  Europe  ...  S 

10890 

6.1  Lob.  ic.2.p.46.f.2 
s.l r.m  Eng.  bot  1749 
s.l co 

s.l  Jac.  hor.vin.t89 
co 
co  Eng.  bot.  1016 co  Eng.  bot  971 
co  Retob.  l.p.24.tl 
co  Moris.s.2.L15.f.l 
co co  Moris.s.2.tl5.f.4 
co  Moris.s.2.tl5.f.3 

co  Moris.s.2.tl5.f.5 
co  Moris.s.2.t.l5.f.6 

co 

8.1  Jac.  coll.  1 15.f.2 
s.l 

co  Moris.8.2.tl5.f.7 
co co  Bot  mag.  909 
s.l  Eng.  bot  1616 
s.l  Mor.s.2.t  15.f.l6 
s.l 
co  Gaxt  sem.  1. 155 

10899 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1605.  Medicago.  A  native  of  the  country  of  the  Medes,  whence  this  plant  was  brought  to  Greece  during 

the  expedition  of  Darius.  M.  arborea,  the  Cytisus  of  the  ancients,  flowers  great  part  of  tne  year,  and 
when  sheltered  is  seldom  destitute  of  flowers.  In  the  open  air  it  begins  to  flower  in  April,  and  continues 
till  December.  Those  flowers  which  appear  early  in  summer,  will  have  the  seeds  ripe  in  August,  or  the 
beginning  of  September,  and  the  others  will  ripen  in  succession.  It  grows  in  great  plenty  in  Abru'zzo,  and many  parts  of  the  kingdom  of  Naples,  where  the  goats  feed  upon  it ;  and  with  their  milk  abundance  of  cheese 
is  made  there.  It  also  abounds  in  several  of  the  islands  in  the  Archipelago,  where  the  Turks  use  the  wood 
to  make  handles  for  their  sabres ;  and  the  caloyers,  or  Greek  monks,  form  their  beads  of  it.  In  old  shrubs, 
the  heart  is  of  a  dark  color,  and  hard  like  ebony. 

According  to  Miller,  this  shrub  bids  the  fairest  of  any  to  be  the  Cytisus  of  Virgil,  Columella,  and  the  other 
ancient  writers  on  husbandry  ;  and  being  celebrated  by  them  as  an  excellent  fodder,  has  been  recommended 
for  cultivation  here.  But  however  useful  it  may  be  in  Candia,  Rhodes,  Sicily,  Abruzzo,  and  other  dry  warm 
countries,  yet  it  will  never  thrive  in  England,  (where  we  have  also  many  plants  of  this  leguminous  tribe  far 
more  succulent  than  this,)  so  as  to  be  of  any  real  advantage ;  for  in  severe  frost  it  is  very  subject  to  be 
destroyed,  or  at  least  so  much  damaged,  as  not  to  recover  its  former  verdure  before  the  middle  or  end  of  May j 
(and  even  after  a  mild  winter,  it  will  generally  appear  injured  by  our  cold  spring  winds,  even  at  that  season ; 
so  that  it  cannot  be  of  any  use  here  for  early  spring  fodder.)  Besides,  the  shoots  will  not  bear  cutting  above 
once  in  a  summer,  and  then  will  not  be  of  any  considerable  length  :  and  the  stems  growing  very  woody,  the 
cutting  of  it  will  be  very  troublesome.  Upon  the  whole,  therefore,  it  is  not  worth  the  trial ;  though  in  hot, 
dry,  rocky  countries,  where  few  other  plants  will  thrive,  it  may  be  cultivated  to  great  advantage.  But,  how. 
ever  unfit  Tree  Medick  may' be  for  use  as  fodder  in  England,  yet  for  the  beauty  of  its  hoary  leaves,  abiding  all the  year,  together  with  its  long  continuance  in  flower,  it  deserves  a  place  in  every  good  garden  and  plantation, 
with  shrubs  of  the  same  growth.    (Diet,  in  loco,  and  Martyn's  Virgil.) M  sati va,  Foin  de  Bourgogne,  Fr.,  Alfalfa,  Span.,  and  Lucerne,  Eng.,  (from  the  Langucdoc  patois  Latiserda), 
is  a  deep  rooting  perennial  plant,  sending  up  numerous  small  and  tall  clover-like  shoots,  with  blue  or  violet 
spikes  of  flowers.  It  is  highly  extolled  by  the  Roman  writers ;  it  is  also  of  unknown  antiquity  in  old  Spain, 
Italy,  and  the  south  of  France ;  is  much  grown  in  Persia  and  Peru,  and  mown  in  both  countries  all  the  year 
round.  It  is  mentioned  by  Hartlib,  Blythe,  and  other  early  writers,  and  was  tried  by  Lisle ;  but  it  excited 
little  attention  till  after  the  publication  of  Harte's  Essays,  in  1757.  But  though  it  has  been  so  much  extolled, it  has  yet  found  no  great  reception  in  this  country.  If  any  good  reason  can  be  given  for  this,  it  is,  that  lucern 
is  a  less  hardy  plant  than  red  clover,  requires  three  or  four  years  before  it  comes  to  its  full  growth,  and  is  for 
these  and  other  reasons  ill  adapted  to  enter  into  general  rotations.  When  the  climate  and  soil  suit,  perhaps, 
a  field  of  it  may  be  advantageously  sown,  adjoining  the  homestall,  to  aflbrd  early  cutting  or  food  for  young 
or  sick  animals,  for  which  it  is  said  to  be  well  adapted;  but  though  it  will  produce  good  crops  for  eight  or 
ten  years,  yet  from  the  time  the  farmer  must  wait  till  this  crop  attains  its  perfection,  and  from  the  care 
requisite  to  keep  it  from  grass  and  weeds,  we  do  not  think  it  is  ever  likely  to  come  into  general  culture. 

There  are  no  varieties  of  the  lucern  deserving  the  notice  of  a  cultivator.  What  is  called  the  yeHow  lucern, 
or  Swiss  lucern,  is  the  Medicago  falcata,  a  much  more  hardy  and  coarser  plant,  common  in  several  parts  of 
England,  but  not  cultivated  any  where  excepting  in  some  poor  soils  in  Switzerland. 
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10890  Pods  lunate  entire  at  edge,  Stem  arborescent 
10891  Pedunc.  many-fl.  racemose,  Pods  reniform  1-seeded,  Leafl.  rhomboid  roundish  mucronate 
10802  Pedunc.  racemed,  Legume  smooth  spirally  twisted,  Stipules  entire, -Leafl.  long  toothed 
10893  Pedunc.  racemed,  Pods  twisted-falcate  downy,  Leafl.  lin.  truncate  toothletted  at  end 
10894  Pedunc.  racemose,  Pods  twisted  falcate  and'cal.  viscid  villous.  Leafl.  obovate  toothed  at  end 10895  Pedunc.  racemose,  Pods  smooth  cochleate  twisted,  Stipules  toothed  at  base,  Leafl.  lin.  toothed  at  end 
10896  Heads  axill.  sessile,  Pods  half  orbicular  acute  lined  1-seeded 
10897  Pedunc.  racemose,  Pods  twisted  falcate  downy,  Leafl.  obi.  toothed  at  end 
10898  Spikes  oval,  Legumes  reniform  1-seeded,  Stipules  entire,  Leafl.  obovate 10899  Pods  racemose  reniform  2-seeded,  Stip.  toothed^  Leafl.  rhomboid  ovate 
10900  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  orbicular  flatfish,  Stip.  setaceous  multifid,  Leafl.  obov.  toothed 
10901  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  orbicular  very  flat  at  each  end,  Folds  loose 
10902  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  orbicular  flat  transversely  rugose  at  edge,  Stip.  toothed 
10903  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  orbicular  convex  at  base :  flat  above  with  concentrically  spiral  folds 
10904  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  orbicular  flat  with  distant  folds 
10905  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  cylindr.  flat  at  each  end  with  distant  folds 
10906  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  unarmed  cochleate  cylindr.  convex  at  each  end  with  imbricated  folds 
10907  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Poos  unarmed  cochleate  cylindr.  flattish  at  each  end  with  tubercled  folds 
10908  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  flattish  at  each  end,  Folds  muricated  at  edge 
10909  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  flat  at  each  end,  Prickles  subulate  appressed 
10910  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  convex  at  each  end  aculeate,  Aculei  straight 
10911  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  oval  with  downy  pubescent  setaceous  appressed  reflexed  prickles 
10912  Pedunc  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  oval  with  straight  subulate  downy  prickles 
10913  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  compressed  at  each  end  with  subulate  straight  prickles 
10914  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  compressed  at  each  end  with  subulate  arcuate  prickles 
10915  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  flat  at  each  end  pubesc.  with  close-pressed  subul.  prickles 
10916  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  flat  at  each  end  with  3  netted  folds  muricate  at  edge 
10917  Pedunc.  about  ,2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  flat  at  each  end  with  smooth  lane,  distich,  close-pressed  prickles 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  soil  for  lucern  must  be  dry,  friable,  inclining  to  sand,  and  with  a  subsoil  not  inferior  -to  the  surface  • 

unless  the  soil  be  good  and  deep,  it  is  in  vain  to  attempt  to  cultivate  lucern.  ' 
i  The  preparation  of  the  soil  consists  in  deep  ploughing  and  minute  pulverisation  ;  and,  in  our  opinion,  the 
shortest  way  to  effect  this,  is  to  trench  it  over  by  the  spade  to  two  or  three  feet  in  depth,  burying  a  good  coat 
of  manure  in  the  middle,  or  at  least  one  foot  from  the  surface.  This  is  the  practice  in  Guernsey,  where  lucern is  highly  prized. 
The  climate  for  lucern,  as  we  have  already  hinted,  must  be  warm  and  dry;  it  has  been  grown  in  Scotland 

and  Ireland,  and  might  probably  do  well  in  the  southern  counties  of  the  latter  oountry,  but  in  the  former  it has  not  been  found  to  answer  the  commendations  of  its  admirers. 
The  season  most  proper  for  sowing  lucern,  is  as  early  as  can  be  done  in  the  spring  months,  as  in  this  way  the 

plants  may  be  fully  established  before  the  season  becomes  too  hot  If  the  plants  be  intended  to  be  transplanted 
out  in  the  garden  method,  it  will  also  be  the  best  practice  to  sow  the  seed-bed  as  early  in  the  spring  as  the 
frosts  will  admit,  in  order  that  they  may  be  strong,  and  fit  to  set  out  about  the  beginning  of  August. 

The  manner  of  sowing  lucern  is  either  broad-cast  or  in  drills,  and  either  with  or  without  an  accompanying crop  of  corn  for  the  first  year.  Broad-cast,  and  a  very  thin  crop  of  barley  or  other  spring  corn,  is  generally and,  in  our  opinion,  very  properly  preferred. 
The  quantity  of  seed,  when  the  broad-cast  method  is  adopted,  is  said  to  be  from  fifteen  to  twenty  pounds per  acre,  and  from  eight  to  twelve  if  drilled.  The  seed  is  paler,  larger,  and  dearer  than  that  of  clover  •  it  is 

generally  imported  from  Holland,  and  great  care  should  be  had  to  procure  it  plump  and  perfectly  new  as  two 
years  old  seed  does  not  come  up  freely.   The  same  depth  of  covering  as  for  clover  will  answer.  ' The  after-culture  of  lucern,  sown  broad-cast,  consists  in  harrowing,  to  destroy  grass  and  other  weeds  -  rolling after  the  harrowing,  to  smooth  the  soil  for  the  scythe,  and  such  occasional  top-dressings  of  manure  as  the state  of  the  plants  may  seem  to  require. 
The  top-dressings  given  to  lucern  may  be  either  of  the  saline  or  mixed  manures.  Ashes  are  greatly  esteemed and  also  gypsum  and  liquid  manure  of  any  kind.  ' The  taking  of  lucern  by  mowing  for  soiling,  or  hay,  or  by  tethering,  hurdling,  or  pasturing,  may  be  con- sidered as  the  same  as  for  clover.  Lucern  frequently  attains  a  sufficient  growth  for  the  scythe  towards  the end  of  April,  or  beginning  of  the  following  month  ;  and  in  soils  that  are  favorable  for  its  culture,  will  be  in  a state  of  readiness  for  a  second  cutting  in  the  course  of  a  month  or  six  weeks  longer,  being  capable  of  under going  the  same  operation  at  nearly  similar  distances  of  time  during  the  whole  of  the  summer  season. 
The  application  of  lucern  is  also  the  same  as  of  clover.  The  principal  and  most  advantageous  practice  in the  application  of  lucern,  is  that  of  soiling  horses,  neat  cattle  and  hogs  ;  but  as  a  dry  fodder,  it  is  also  capable of  affording  much  assistance,  and  as  an  early  food  for  ewes  and  lambs,  may  be  of  great  value  in  particular eases.    All  agree  in  extolling  it  as  food  for  cows,  whether  in  a  green  or  dried  state. 
The  produce  of  lucern,  cut  three  times  in  a  season,  has  been  stated  at  from  three  to  five  and  even  eight  tons per  acre.  In  soiling,  one  acre  is  sufficient  for  three  or  four  cows  during  the  soiling  season,  and  a  quarter  of  an acre,  if  the  soil  be  good,  for  all  sorts  of  large  stock,  for  the  same  period,  or  half  an  ac?e  on  a  moderate soil. 
The  nutritive  product  of  lucern,  according  to  Sir  H.  Davy,  is  2-3-tenths  per  cent,  and  is  to  that  of  the 

Tt  4 
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10918  denticulate  W. 
10919  muricata  W. 
10920  Gerardi  W. 
10921  marina  W. 
10922  TerebeTlum  TV. 
10923  tribuloldes  W. 
10924  rigldula  W. 10925  minima  W. 
10926  nigra  W. 
10927  grayca  W.  en. 10928  laciniate  W. 
10929  uncinate  W. 

toothed  Jt  O  cu 
prickly  J;  O  cu 
Gerarde's  J:  O  cu sea  Jc  A  cu 
short-spined  Jt  O  cu Caltrops-like  i  O  tu 
thorny-podded  Jt  O  cu least  Jt  O 
black  Jt  O  cu 
villous  Jt  O  cu 
cut-leaved  Jt  Q  cu hooked Jt  O  cu 

1606.  HYMENOCAR'PUS.  W.  Hymbnocarpus. 
10930  radiatus  W.  ray-podded      Jt  O  pr 
10931  circinatus  \V.         kidney-podded  i  O  pr 
10932  nummularius  W.  en.  money-leaved  Jt  Q  pr 

1  jn.jl 1  my.jn 
1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 1  my.jn 

1  jl.au 

i  jLau 
|  jLau 

1  jl.au 
Leguminous, 

i  jn.jf  Y i  jl.au  Y 
i  jLau  Y 

S.  Europe  1800.  S  a.l 
England  geaco.  S  co 
Hungary  1816.  S  co 
a  Europe  1596.  D  s.l a  Europe  1798.  S  s.l 
a  Europe  1730.  S  s.l 
&  Europe  1730.  S  s.l 
England  ch.so.  S  co 
a  Europe  1789.  S  s.l Greece     1804.  S  s.l 
a  Europe  1683.  S  s.l 
S.  Europe  ...  S  co 

Si  i.  a Italy       1629.  S  s.l Italy        1640.  S  CO 
Italy       1640.  S  co 

Mor.  s.2.t.l5.f.ll 
Mor.s.2:t.  15.f.l8 
Cav.  ic  2. 1 130 

FL  dan.  211 
Mor.s.2.tl5.f.  19 

Brcyn.  cent  t34 

Lob.  ic.2.p.38.f.2 Gsr.sem.2.t.l55 

10920  10919 ' 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

clovers  and  saintfoin  as  23  to  39.  This  result  does  not  very  well  agree  with  the  superior  nutritive  powers 
attributed  to  lucern ;  and  is  one  proof,  among  many,  how  little  the  analysis  of  the  chemist  agrees  with  the  ex- 

perience of  the  farmer. 
To  save  seed,  the  lucern  may  be  treated  precisely  as  the  red  clover,  and  it  is  much  easier  threshed,  the  grains 

being  contained  in  small  pods,  which  easily  separate  under  the  flail,  or  a  threshing  machine,  or  clover  muX 
M.  lupulina,  Hop-trefoil,  sometimes  called  Shamrock,  and  in  Norfolk  Black  Nonesuch,  is  cultivated  occa- 
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10918  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  flat  at  each  end,  Folds  2  reticulated  -with  prickles  of  their  edges  diverging 10919  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  flat  at  each  end  smooth,  Folds  5  with  short  subulate  prickles 
10920  Pedunc,  about  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  flat  at  each  end  villous,  Folds  5  with  subulate  hooked  prickles 
10921  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  roundish  muricate,  Lead,  downy  obovate  entire 
10922  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  flat  at  each  end,  Folds  5  with  short  subulate  reflexed  prickles 
10923  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  flat  at  each  end  with  conical  distichous  reflexed  prickles 
10924  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  Prickles  conical  straight  spreading 10925  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  hairy,  Prickles  subulate  straight  hooked 
10926  Pedunc.  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  with  close  folds,  Prickles  subulate  straight  hooked 
10927  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  somewhat  hairy,  Prickles  subulate  straight  hooked 
10928  Pedunc,  2-fl.  Pods  cochleate  cylindr.  with  subulate  straight  hooked  prickles,  Leafl.  lin.  truncate 
10929  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Pods  cochleate  villous  flat  at  each  end  with  5  folds,  Prickles  subulate  straight  hooked 

10930  Pods  toothed  at  edge,  Leaves  ternate 
10931  Pods  toothed  at  edge.  Leaves  pinnate 
10932  Pods  entire  at  edge,  Leaves  pinnate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
sionally  along  with  the  perennial  clovers,  and  sometimes  confounded  with  the  common  yellow  clover,  whicb 
is  an  annual  and  much  smaller  plant   Its  treatment  is  the  same  as  that  of  white  clover;  out  its  herbage  is 
little  relished  by  cattle,  and  both  it  and  the  yellow  clover  are  going  fast  out  of  repute. 

M.  scutellata  and  intertexta  are  sown  as  border  flowers  for  the  curiosity  of  their  pods. 
1606.  Hymenocarpus.  From  ifi^t,  a  membrane,  and  x»^<ret,  fruit,  in  allusion  to  the  membranous  texture  of the  pods.   Little  inconspicuous  plants  resembling  Trifolium. 
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Class  XVIII  POLYADELPHIA.    Stamens  united  into  several  parcels. 

One  of  the  smallest  of  the  Linnean  classes,  characterized  by  the  cohesion  of  the  filaments  in  several  parcels. 
It  almost  wholly  consists  of  plants  remarkable  either  for  their  beauty  or  importance  otherwise.  From  the 
Theobroma  the  nutritious  substance  which  forms  the  basis  of  Chocolate  is  procured.  Melaleuca  and  its  allies 
are  among  the  most  elegant  of  New  Holland  plants.  The  genus  Symplocos  contains  a  plant  useful  as  a  dye. To  Citrus  belong  the  Orange,  Lemon,  Lime,  and  all  their  delicious  varieties ;  and  the  Loasa,  with  which  the 
class  is  here  concluded,  consists  of  some  of  the  most  ornamental  and  curious  of  our  garden  annuals. 

By  some  botanists  this  class  is  distributed  among  others,  especially  Icosandria  and  Polyandria. 

Order  1.  DECANDRIA. Stamens  10  or  12. 

1607.  Theobroma.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Petals  5,  fornicate.  Nectary  urceolate,  with  5  horns.  Filaments  5,  each 
with  2  anthers.   Style  filiform.  Stigma  5-parted.   Caps.  5-celled,  without  valves.  Seeds  in  a  buttery  pulp. 

1608.  Bubroma.  Cal.  3-leaved.  Petals  5,  2-horned.  Nect  campanulate,  5-fid.  Filam.  5,  attached  to  the 
outside  of  nectary ;  each  with  3  anthers.  Style  simple.  Capsule  woody,  waited,  val vciess,  bored  with  12  rows of  holes. 

DECANDRIA. 

1607.  THEOBRO'MA.  W.  Chocolate  Nut.  Bt/ttneriaceee.   Sp.  2—5. 10933  Cacao  W.  smooth-leaved  t  □  clt  16     ...     Br     S.  Amer.  1739.  C  r.m  Bot.  cab.  546 
10934  guianensis  W.        woolly-leaved  J  a  or  16     ...     Br     Guiana    1803.  C  r.m  Aub.  gui.2.t.275 
*1608.  BUBRO'MA.  W.    Bastard  Cedar.  Btfttneriacete.   Sp.  1—3. §10935  Guazuma  W        Elm-leaved      f  □  tm  40  au.s     Y      Jamaica  1739.  C  p.l  Trew.  ehret.t.76 
1609.  ABRO'MA.  W.     Abroma.  Byttaeriacete.    Sp.  2—3. 10936  augusta  H.  K.        smooth-stalked  t  O  or  10  au      Pu    E.  Indies  1770.  C  l.p  Jac.  vind.  3. 1. 1 

10937  fastuosa  H.  K.        prickly-stalked  J  Q  or  10  jao     Pu    N.  S.  W.  1800.  C  Lp  Par.  lond.  102 

1607.  Theobroma.  From  Btee,  God,  and  ,:;auit,  food,  in  allusion  to  the  excellent  nature  of  its  produce.  The 
Mexicans  call  the  beverage  obtained  from  it  Chocolall.  {Nieremb.)  T.  Cacao  is  a  tree  which  grows  in  a  very 
handsome  form  to  the  height  of  twelve  or  sixteen  feet ;  the  trunk  is  upright,  and  about  as  high  as  a  man 
before  the  head  spreads  out ;  the  wood  is  light  and  of  a  white  color ;  the  bark  brownish.  Leaves  lanceolate- 
oblong,  bright  green,  quite  entire ;  flowers  small,  reddish,  inodorous.  Fruits  smooth,  yellow,  red,  or  of  both 
colors,  about  three  inches  in  diameter :  rind  fleshy,  near  half  an  inch  in  thickness,  flesh-colored  within  :  pulp 
whitish,  the  consistence  of  butter,  separating  from  the  rind  in  a  state  of  ripeness,  and  adhering  to  it  only  by 
filaments,  which  penetrate  it  and  reach  to  the  seeds.  Hence  it  is  known  when  the  seeds  are  ripe,  by  the 
rattling  of  the  capsule  when  it  is  shaken.  The  pulp  has  a  sweet  and  not  unpleasant  taste,  with  a  slight 
acidity ;  it  is  sucked  and  eaten  raw  by  the  natives.  The  seeds  are  about  twenty-five  in  number :  when  fresh 
they  are  of  a  flesh-color:  gathered  before  they  are  ripe,  they  preserve  them  in  sugar,  and  thus  they  are  very 
grateful  to  the  palate :  they  quickly  lose  their  power  of  vegetation,  if  taken  out  of  the  capsule ;  but  kept  in  it, 
they  preserve  that  power  for  a  long  time.  The  tree  bears  leaves,  flowers,  and  fruit  all  the  year  through ;  but 
the  usual  seasons  for  gathering  the  fruit  are  June  and  December.  In  two  years  from  the  seed  it  is  above  three 
feet  high,  and  spreads  its  branches,  not  more  than  five  of  which  are  suffered  to  remain :  before  its  third  year 
is  complete  it  shows  for  fruit  A  tree  yields  from  two  to  three  pounds  of  seeds  annually.  These  seeds  are 
remarkably  nourishing,  and  agreeable  to  most  people ;  which  occasions  them  to  be  commonly  kept  in  most 
houses  in  America,  as  a  necessary  part  of  the  provisions  of  the  family  :  they  are  generally  ground  or  pounded 
very  fine,  a  little  arnatto  added,  and  made  into  paste  :  they  are  much  charged  with  oil,  but  mix  well  with 
milk  or  water,  and  are  formed  into  rolls  of  one  pound  each. 

This  simple  preparation  of  chocolate  is  the  most  natural  and  the  best.  It  is  in  daily  use  amongst  most 
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1609  Abroma  CaL  5-part  Petals  5,  with  saccate  dilated  claws  Cup  of  stamens  10-fid ;  with  5  segments, 
each  bearing  3  anthers ;  the  other  5  petaloid.   Styles  5.   Caps.  5-ceUed,  5- winged,  many-seeded. 

Order  2.   POLYANDRIA.  §pfl0  Stamens  indefinite. 

1610  Melaleuca.  Parcels  of  stamens  5,  opposite  the  petals,  long;  anthers  incumbent  Caps.  3-celled, 
many-seeded,  connate,  and  included  in  the  thickened  tube  of  the  calyx  which  is  grown  to  the  branch. 

1611'  Tristania.  Parcels  of  stamens  5,  opposite  the  petals,  and  scarcely  longer  than  they  are;  anthers 
incumbent.   Caps.  3-celled,  many-seeded,  united  with  the  turbinate  stalked  tube  of  the  calyx. 

1612  Calothamnus.  Parcels  of  stamens  4-5,  opposite  the  petals  (some  either  connate  or  sterile).  Anthers 
inserted  by  the  base,  entire.  Caps.  3-celled,  many-seeded,  connate,  and  included  in  the  thickened  tube  of  the calyx,  which  is  grown  by  the  base  to  the  branch. 

1613  Beaufortia.  Parcels  of  stamens  5,  opposite  the  petals.  Anthers  inserted  by  the  base,  bifid  at  the  end, 
with  deciduous  lobes.  Caps.  3-celled,  1-seeded,  connate,  and  included  in  the  thickened  tube  of  the  calyx, which  is  grown  by  the  base  to  the  branch. 

1614.  Symplocos.   Cal.  5-fid,  superior.  Petals  5-8 ;  cohering  at  the  base  in  a  tube.  Stamens  united  to  the corolla  in  4  rows.   Drupe  dry,  5-celled. 
1615  Ctfrtw.   CaL  5-fid.   Petals  5,  oblong.   Anthers  20;  the  filaments  variously  divided.   Berry  9-celled. 
1616.  Xanthochymus.   Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.    Nectaries  5.  Stamens  united  in  5  parcels.   Apple  1-5- 

"]B17  Hypericum.   Cal.  5-parted.   Petals  5.  Filaments  many  in  3  or  5  parcels.  Capsule  superior. 1618.  Ascyrum.   CaL  4-leaved.   Petals  4.   Caps.  1-ceUed,  2-S-valved. 
1619.  ioo*a.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5.  Nectary  5-leaved.  Caps,  ̂ -inferior,  1-ceUed,  J-3-valved,  many- 

seeded. 

DECANDRIA. 
10933  Leaves  entire  smooth 
10934  Leaves  acuminate  repand-toothed  downy  beneath 

10935  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  with  unequal  serratures 

10936  Leaves  7-angled  :  floral  ov.-lanc.  acuminate  somewhat  toothed,1  Pedunc.  axill.  Branches  unarmed 10937  Adult  lvs.  with  simple  and  stellate  hair  beneath,  Wings  of  caps,  subtruncate  at  end,  Branches  muricated 
10938      -  sjSi\i?j52i  10939  10942 

10946  VST  10948 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

families  in  Jamaica,  where  the  tree  is  largely  cultivated,  and  affords  a  nutritious  food  for  children,  as  well  as 
adults.  But  as  chocolate  made  abroad  cannot  by  law  be  imported  into  this  country,  consequently  aU  chocolate 
consumed  in  Britain  ought  to  be  made  here.  It  is  composed  principally  of  the  kernel  of  the  cocoa,  as 
above  mentioned ;  but  the  art  is  in  very  few  hands :  and  we  believe  that  a  small  portion  of  soap  is  added  to 
most  British  chocolate,  in  order  to  cause  it  to  froth  when  it  is  dissolved  in  hot  water. 

Cocoa  is  a  simple  preparation  made  in  Britain,  from  the  cocoa-nut,  or  from  the  shells  of  it,  or  from  a  mixture 
of  both.    It  is  considered  much  easier  of  digestion  than  chocolate,  and  very  nourishing. 

In  our  stoves  Theobromas  thrive  in  light  rich  soil,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
1608.  Bubroma.  In  contradistinction  to  Theobroma ;  from  Sns,  an  ox,  and  ̂ u/jm,  food,  as  if  producing  a 

substance  fit  only  to  be  eaten  by  cattle.  Orme  d'Amerique,  Fr.  .  A  wide  spreading  tree,  not  unlike  the  Elm, with  oblong  heart-shaped  leaves,  which  sleep  hanging  quite  down,  whilst  the  petioles  remain  entirely  stiff  and 
straight  It  grows  in  the  lowlands  of  Jamaica,  forming  a  very  agreeable  shade  for  the  cattle,  and  supplying 
them  with  food  in  dry  weather,  when  all  the  herbage  is  burned  up  or  exhausted.  The  seeds  are  very  mucila- 

ginous, but  otherwise  agreeable  to  the  palate.  The  wood  is  light,  and  so  easily  wrought,  that  it  is  generally 
used  by  coachmakers  in  aU  the  side  pieces.  {Browne.)  It  is  also  frequently  cut  into  staves  for  casks.  A  decoc- 

tion of  the  inner  bark  is  very  glutinous,  and  very  like  that  of  the  elm.  In  our  stoves  it  thrives  well  in  a  loamy 
soil,  and  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1609.  Abroma.  Still  named  with  reference  to  the  two  preceding  genera,  from  a,  privative,  and  fya.uM,  food ;  as 
if  unfit  for  either  gods  or  oxen.  This,  Sweet  observes,  "  is  a  hardy  stove  genus,  and  easily  managed ;  the  species flower  freely  at  various  seasons,  and  will  grow  in  the  common  garden  soil :  but  a  mixture  of  good  loam  with 
a  little  peat  is  an  excellent  compost  for  them.  They  propagate  freely  by  seeds  and  cuttings."  (Bot.  Cult.  10.) 
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POLYANDRIA. 

tl6ia  MELALEU'CA. 10938  Leucadendron  W. 
10939  viridifl6ra  W. 
10940  paludosa  Br. 
10941  globifera  Br. 10942  diosmifolia  Br. 
10943  stypheloldes  Br. 
10944  genistifolia  Br. 10945  strutta  Br. 
10946  thymoides  Br. 
10947  squamea  Br. 10918  nodosa  Br. 
10949  ericifolia  Br. 
10950  annularis  Br. 
10951  uncinSta  Br. 
10952  scabra  Br. 
10953  pulchella  J?r. 
10954  thymifolia  Br. 10955  decussata 
10956  fulgens  Br. 
10957  linariifolia  Br. 
10958  hypericifolia  J?r. 
10959  squarr6sa  Br. 
10960  calycina  Br. 10961  densa  Br. 
10062  incana  Br. 

II.  K.  Melaleuca. 
Cajeputi  Tree   f  □  or green-flowered  J  |  |  or 
long-leaved  red  *  i  |  or 
? lobe-fruited  *  |  |  or )iosma-leaved  *  i  |  or 
Styphelia-leav.  *  i_J  or Broom-leaved  *  i  |  or 
striated  *  i  |  or 
yellow  spear-lv.  *  i  |  or scaly-branched  *  i  |  or Whin-leaved    at  |  |  or 
Heath-leaved  *  i  |  or 
Eile-flowered  *  i  |  or ook-leaved     at  i  |  or 
rough-leaved   *  i  |  or 
neat  *  i  |  or 
Thyme-leaved  » i  |  or decussate        *  i  |  or 
splendid  at  i_J  or Toad-Flax-lvd.  *  i_|  or 
Hypericum-lv.  »  i  |  or Myrtle-leaved  at  |  |  or 
permanent-cup.  at  i  |  or whorl-leaved  *  i_l  or 
hoary  at  i  |  or 

Myrtaceee. So.  25— 30. K.  Indies 15 W 179& C 
10 

G n.  a  w. 
179a 

C 
6 

jLs"
 

R N.  Holl. 1803. c 
4 N.  Holl. 1803. c 
4 

jn.j'l 

my.jn 

g"
 

N.  Holl. 1794. c 
4 N.  S.  W. 

179a 
c 

4 N.  S.  W. 179a c 
4 Pu N.  Holl. 1803. c 
3 

Pu 
N.  Holl. 1803. c 

i 

jnjl 

Pu V.  Di.  L. 1805. c 
2 

jn.jl 

jl.s 

Pu N.  S.  W. 1790. L 
3 G N.  S.  W. 1788. L 
2 

jn-jl 

jn.s 

G N.  S.  W. 1788. L 
3 Pu N.  Holl. 

1803. 
C 

3 f.s Pu N.  Holl. 1803. c 
2 

jn.s 

Pu N.  Holl. 1803. c 
2 

jn.s 

jl-8 

Pu N.  S.  W. 1792. c 
4 

Pu 
N.  HolL 1803. c 

6 

jl.s 

S N.  Holl. 1803. c 
3 

jn.au jn.au 

Pu N.  S.  W. 1793. c 
3 S N.  &  W. 1792. c 
2 w N.  S.  W. 1794. c 
3 

jn.au 

Pu N.  Holl. 
1803. c 

2 Pu N.  Holl. 1803. c 
3 

jn.au 

Y N.  Hon. 
1817. 

c 

1611.  TRISTA'NIA.  Br.   Tristania.  Myrtaceee. 10963  nereifolia  Br.         Oleander-leav.  at  |  |  or  6  jn.s  Y 
10964  laurtna  Br.  Laurel-leaved  at  i  |  or  6     ...  Y 
10965  conferta  Br.  Pittosporum-lv.ai  i  |  or  6  jLs  Y 
1612.  CALOTHAM'NUS.  Lab.  Calotoamnus.  Myrtaceee. 10966  quadrifida  Br.        four-cleft        it  |_J  or  3  jl.s  S 10967  vill6sa  Br.  hairy  it  i_J  or  3  jLs  S 

10968  gracilis  Br.  slender-leaved  at  |  |  or  3  jl.s  S 
tl6ia  BEAUFORTIA.  Br.   Beaufortia.  Myrtaceee. 
10969  decussata  Br.         splendid  a*  i  |  spl  3  my.jl  S 
10970  sparsa  Br.  alternate-leav.  at  i  |  spl  3     ...  R 
1614.  SYM'PLOCOa  L.  Symplocos. 10971  tinct6ria  W.  Laurel-leaved  at  |  |  or 

10972  slnica  Ker.  Chinese  at  |  |  or 

Sp.  2. N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. 

1615.  CITRUS.  W. 
10973  Limonum  Risso 
10974  Limetta  Risso 
10975  Aurantium  Risso 
10976  vulgaris  Risso 

Pmyrtifolia  Hort 10949 

Orange-Tree. 
Lemon  T  i  |  fr 
Lime  t  i  |  fr 
sweet  J  i  |  fr Seville  J  l_J  fr 
myrtle-leaved  at  i  1  fr 

10950 

Symplocaceee. ...  Y 
3  my  W 

Aurantiaceee, 

15  my.jl  " 

8  my.jl 
15  my.jl 
15  my.jl 3  my.jl 

W 
W 
W 
W 
W 

s.l.p s.l.p 
s.l.p s.l.p 
s.l.p s.l.p 
s.l.p 
s.l.p 
s.l.p 
s.l.p s.l.p s.l.p 
s.i.p 
s.Lp s.l.p s.Lp 
s.l.p 
s.l.p s.Lp 
s.l.p 
8.1.  p s.l.p S.l.p s.l.p 
S.l.p 

Rum.amb.2.  t.16 
Cav.ic.4.  t333 

Bot  rep.  476 

La.no.ho.2.tl65 Lab.  nov.2.  t.167 Bot.  reg.  477 
Ex;  bot  1. 1.  35 
Ex.  bot  1. 1 34 Bot.  rep.  175 

Bot  cab.  200 
Bot.  mag.  1868 
Bot.  mag.  2268 
Bot  reg.  103 Exot.  bot.l.  t.  56 
Bot.  rep.  200 
Bot  mag.  1935 

Bot.  reg.  410 

Sp.  3. 
N.  S.W.  1804. 
N.  S.W.  1798. 
N.  &W.  1805. 

Sp.S. 
N.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. N.  HoU. 

1803. 
1803. 
1803. 

Sp.  2—6. 
Carolina  1780. 
China  1822. 

Sp.  8—15. Asia  1648. Asia  1648. 
Asia  1595. Asia 
Asia 

C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1058 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1506 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

C  s.p  Bot  reg.  18 
C  s.p 

L  p.l   Cat  car.  1. 1 54 C  p.l  Bot  reg. 710 

B  r.m  Ga?.fr.2.t.l21.f.2 
B  r.m  Black w.  1 362 B  r.m  Lam.ULt639.f2 
B  r.m B  r.m  Bot.  reg.  346 

10962 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1610.  Melaleuca.  From  /uXat,  black,  and  Xtvxos,  white, :  because  the  original  tree  has  black  wood  and  white 

branches.  A  beautiful  Australasian  genus,  which  grows  and  flowers  freely  in  equal  parts  of  sandy  loam  and 
peat,  with  common  greenhouse  treatment  "  Some  cultivators,"  Sweet  observes,  "  grow  them  entirely  in  peat, in  which  they  will  grow  very  well  for  a  time :  but  they  will  not  be  strong  and  healthy,  nor  flower  so  well  as  in  a 
mixture.   Ripened  cuttings,  not  too  old,  will  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass."  {Bot.  Cult.  223.) The  bark  of  Melaleuca  Leucadendron  is  used  by  the  Chinese  as  oakum,  for  making  good  the  spaces  between 
the  timbers  of  their  vessels.  They  also  use  it  in  .the  roofing  their  houses.  From  the  same  tree  is  obtained  the 
Cajeputi  oil,  remarkable  for  its  green  color,  its  peppermint  flavor,  and  turpentine  smell.  It  is  rarely  to  be  pro- 

cured in  Europe  in  an  unadulterated  state.  When  pure  it  is  one  of  the  best  preservatives  of  preparations  ot 
natural  history,  and  is  used  externally  with  much  success  as  a  cure  for  rheumatic  affections  and  pains  in  the 
joints. 1611.  Tristania.  From  r^us,  three,  and  isv-fuu,  to  stand ;  in  allusion  to  the  t ornate  disposition  of  the  flowers and  leaves.  The  species  may  be  treated  like  Melaleuca,  and  are  pretty  little  evergreen  shrubs. 

1612.  Calothamnus.  From  xotXot,  beautiful,  and  d-a/Mos,  a  rod,  in  allusion  to  the  splendid  appearance  of  the branches  covered  with  scarlet  blossoms.  The  species  are  beautiful  plants,  and  not  difficult  of  culture  or  pro- 
pagation in  sand,  and  the  air  kept  still  and  moderately  moist  by  covering  with  a  hand-glass. 
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10938  Leaves  alternate  lane,  acuminate  oblique  5-nerved,  Branches  and  petioles  smooth 
10939  Leaves  alternate  ellipt  lane,  coriaceous  5-nerved,  Branches  and  petioles  downy 
10939  Leaves  linear-lane,  long  equal-sided  straight  3-nerved :  lateral  nerves  close  to  the  scabrous  edge 
10941  Leaves  obi.  5-nerved  equal-sided  narrower  at  base,  Heads  spherical,  Capsules  connate 
10942  Leaves  oval  or  oblong  obsoletely  1-nerved  stalked  flat  close  and  branches  quite  smooth,  Spikes  obi.  smooth 
10943  Leaves  ov.  acuminate  with  a  pungent  point  striated  with  many  nerves  sess.  smooth,  Spikes  downy 
10944  Leaves  lin.  lane,  obsoletely  1 -3-nerved,  Spikes  lax  leafy  smooth,  Parcels  of  anthers  polyandrous 
10945  Leaves  lane.  lin.  acute  dotted  obsoletely  striated  rigid  subsess.  Tube  of  calyx  woolly    '  [3-ner  ved 10946  Lvs.  lane,  occasionally  obi.  3-nerved  stalked  and  branches  smooth.  Heads  glob,  or  oval,  Segm.  of  caL  acute 
10947  Leaves  ov.  lane,  acuminate  3-nerved :  young  lvs.  and  branches  villous,  Heads  globose  downy 
10948  Leaves  subulate  lin.  macro,  rigid  1-nerved  flat,  Heads  globose,  Segm.  of  cal.  membranous  smooth 
10949  Leaves  lin.-subul.  nerveless  pointless  spreading  and  subrecurved,  Spikes  oval  smooth 
10950  Leaves  lin.-subul  mucro  recurved  at  end,  Spikes  cylindr.  very  smooth 
10951  Leaves  angular  filiform  mucro.  erect ;  hooked  back  at  end,  Branches  virgate,  Heads  oval 
10952  Leaves  roundish  mucro.  rough  clustered,  Heads  round,  Parcels  of  stamens  4-6-androus 
10953  Leaves  scattered  and  somewhat  opp.  oval  blunt  obsoletely  3-nerved,  Flowers  subsolitary  smooth 
10954  Leaves  opp.  lane,  nerveless,  Spikes  l'evv-fl.  Parcels  of  stamens  polyandrous 10955  Leaves  opp.  decussate  oval-lane.  3-nerved,  Spikes  oval  quite  smooth,  Parcels  of  stamens  polyandrous 
10956  Leaves  opp.  lane.  lin.  acute  1-nerved,  Spikes  oval  quite  smooth,  Parcels  of  stamens  multifid 
10957  Leaves  opp.  lane.  lin.  acute  3-nerved,  Spikes  obi.  smooth,  Parcels  of  stamens  longitudinally  pinnated 
10958  Leaves  opp.  ellipt  obi.  3-nerved :  lateral  nerves  obsol.  and  close  to  the  recurved  edge,  Spikes  auite  smooth 
10959  Leaves  opp.  ovate  acute  5-7-nerved  stalked,  Spikes  bbl.  and  oval,  Bractes  leafy 
10960  Leaves  opp.  ovate-lanc.  3-5-nerved  subsess.  Clusters  few-fl.  Segm.  of  caL  acute  nerveless 
10961  Leaves  ternate  obovate  3-nerved  smooth,  Spikes  oblong  or  oval 
10962  Leaves  tern.  lin.  lane,  hoary  on  both  sides,  as  are  the  branches,  Spikes  oval  or  oblong 

10963  Leaves  opp.  lane.  Parcels  of  stamens  3-5-androus 
10964  Leaves  altern.  cun.  lane.  Branches  and  calyxes  downy,  Caps,  half  superior 
10965  Leaves  lane  ellipt.  acute  alternate :  terminal  clustered,  Segm.  of  calyx  acute  leafy 

10966  Flowers  4-fid,  Parcels  of  stamens  distinct  equal  12-15-androus,  Old  leaves  and  fruit  smooth 
10967  Flowers  5- fid,  Parcels  of  stamens  distinct  equal  polyandrous.  Old  leaves  and  fruit  villous 
10908  Flowers  5- fid,  Parcels  of  stamens  distinct  equal  3-androus,  Leaves  very  long  and  fruit  smooth 

10969  Leaves  opp.  decussate  ovate  or  oval  many-nerved 
10970  Leaves  scattered  oval  many-nerved 

10971  Flowers  clustered  sessile,  Leaves  glaucous 
10972  Leaves  ellipt.  lane,  downy  on  each  side  corrugate  veiny,  Sepals  acuminate 

10973  Pet  i.  somew.  winged,  Lvs.  obL  acute  toothed,  Fl.  35-androus,  Fruit  obi.  with  a  thin  rind  and  very  acid  pulp 
10974  Petioles  naked,  Lvs.  ov.  rounded  serrated,  Fl.  30-androus,  Fruit  globose  with  a  nipple  and  sweet  pulp 
10975  Petioles  nearly  naked,  Lvs.  or.  obi.  and  acute,  Fl.  20-androus,  Fruit  globose  with  a  thin  skin  and  sweet  pulp 
10976  Peti.  winged,  Lvs.  ellipt.  acute  crenulat.  Fl.  20-androus,  Fruit  glob,  with  a  thin  rough  skin  and  bitter  pulp 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1613.  Beaufortia.  So  called  in  honor  of  Mary,  Duchess  of  Beaufort,  who  died  January  7, 1714,  in  the  85th 

year  of  her  age.  She  had  a  fine  collection  of  plants  at  Badmington,  in  Gloucestershire,  during  the  life-time  of 
her  husband,  Henry,  first  duke  of  Beaufort.  Splendid  plants,  free-growers,  and  abundant  flowerers,  with  com- 

mon greenhouse  treatment,  in  two-thirds  peat,  and  one-third  loam.  Cuttings,  Sweet  found  to  answer  best 
when  "  taken  from  nearly  ripened  wood,  planted  in  sand,  and  covered  with  a  bell-glass." 1614.  Symplocos.  From  orv/j&oxvt,  connection ;  union.  The  petals  are  naturally  five,  but  united  at  the  base 
so  as  to  seem  but  one.  A  tree  with  oblong  fragrant  shining  leaves,  and  sweet-smelling  flowers,  succeeded  by  sub- 
sessile  drupes.  A  decoction  of  the  leaves  is  used  in  North  America  for  dying  linen  and  silk  of  a  bright  yellow  color. 

1615.  Citrus.  The  meaning  of  this  word  has  escaped  the  ingenuity  of  etymologists.  An  ancient  genus,  com- 
bining in  its  species  many  excellencies,  handsome  evergreen  shining  tree-like  forms,  most  odoriferous  flowers, and  brilliant,  fragrant,  delicious  fruits.  It  is  one  of  the  most  striking  of  fruit-bearing  trees,  and  must  have 

attracted  the  notice  of  aboriginal  man  long  before  other  fruits  of  less  brilliancy,  but  of  more  nutriment  or 
flavor.  The  golden  apples  of  the  heathens,  and  forbidden  fruit  of  the  Jews,  are  supposed  to  allude  to  this 
family,  though  it  is  remarkable  that  we  have  no  authentic  records  of  any  species  of  Citrus  having  been  known ; 
certainly  none  were  cultivated  by  the  Romans.  The  citron  was  introduced  into  Europe  from  Media,  under 
the  name  of  malus  medica,  and  was  first  cultivated  in  Italy  by  Palladius,  in  the  second  century.  The  orange 
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10977  buxifolia  P.  8. 
10978  n6bilis  H.  K. 

$  minor 10979  medica  Risso 
10980  Decumana  W. 

Box-leaved 
Mandarin 
smaller 
Citron Shaddock 

»1_J  fir »l_Jfr *  i  |  fir 
m  t_J  fr 

10979  c 

3  my.jl 
15  myjl 
15  my.jl 
8  myjl 
15  my.jl 

w China B 
r.m 

w China 
1805. B 

r.m 
Bot  rep.  603 w China 1805. B r.m Bot.  reg.  211 w 

Asia 
B 

r.m 
Ferr.  hesp.  t 39 w India 1724. 

B r.m Ku.am.S2.t.24.f.2 
10980 

109796 

10978  0^         ̂   10979 1 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
is  supposed  to  have  been  introduced  into  Italy  in  the  fourteenth  century,  above  a  thousand  years  after  the 
citron.  In  England,  these  trees  have  been  cultivated  since  1629.  Parkinson,  writing  at  that  time,  says,  "  the orange  hath  abiden  with  some  extraordinary  looking  and  tending,  when  neither  citron  nor  lemon  trees  could 
be  preserved  any  length  of  time."  The  orange  trees  he  alludes  to  were  those  of  Beddington,  in  Surrey,  intro- 

duced from  Italy  by  a  knight  of  the  noble  family  of  the  Carews  (Gibson's  edit  of  Camb.  Brit.),  and  the  first that  were  brought  into  England ;  they  were  planted  in  the  open  ground  and  placed  under  a  moveable  cover 
during  the  winter  months.  It  has  been  said  that  these  trees  were  raised  by  Sir  Francis  Carew,  from  seeds 
brought  to  England  by  Sir  Walter  Raleigh  :  but  as  such  trees  would  not  have  readily  borne  fruit,  Professor 
Martyn  thinks  it  much  more  likely  that  they  were  plants  brought  from  Italy.  Bradley  says,  they  always  bore 
fruit  in  great  plenty  and  perfection  j  that  they  grew  on  the  outside  of  a  wan,  not  nailed  against  it,  but  at  full 
liberty  to  spread ;  they  were  fourteen  feet  high,  the  girt  of  the  stem  twenty-nine  inches,  and  the  spreading  of 
the  branches  one  way  nine  feet,  and  twelve  feet  another.  These  trees,  Evelyn  informs  us,  were  neglected  in 
his  time,  during  the  minority  of  their  owner,  and  finally  entirely  killed  by  the  great  frost  in  1739-40 ;  they  were planted  before  1595. 

During  the  latter  end  of  the  seventeenth  and  beginning  of  the  eighteenth  centuries,  the  orange  tree  was  a 
very  fashionable  article  of  growth  in  conservatories,  when  there  were  but  few  exotics  of  other  sorts  kept  there. 
The  plants  were  procured  from  Genoa,  with  stems  generally  from  four  to  six  feet  in  height ;  they  were  planted 
in  large  boxes,  and  were  set  out  during  summer  to  decorate  the  walks  near  the  house,  in  the  manner  still 
practised  at  Versailles  and  the  Thuilleries.  About  the  middle  of  the  eighteenth  century,  when  a  taste  for 
botany  laid  forcing  exotic  fruits  became  general,  that  for  superb  orange  trees  began  to  decline ;  many  of  these 
large  trees  have  decayed  through  neglect ;  and  those  which  are  now  to  be  found  in  the  greater  number  of 
greenhouses,  are  generally  dwarf  plants  bearing  few  fruit,  and  those  of  small  size.  In  some  places,  however, 
are  still  to  be  found  large  and  flourishing  trees.  Those  at  Smorgony,  in  Glamorganshire,  are  the  largest  in 
Britain ;  they  are  planted  in  the  floor  of  an  immense  conservatory,  and  bear  abundantly.  It  is  said  that  the 
plants  were  procured  from  a  wreck  on  the  coast  in  that  quarter,  in  the  time  of  Henry  VII. 

At  Nuneham,  near  Oxford,  are  some  fine  old  trees,  planted  under  a  moveable  case,  sheltered  by  a  north 
wall.  In  summer  the  case  is  removed,  and  the  ground  turfed  over,  so  that  the  whole  resembles  a  native 
orange  grove.  At  Wormleybury,  Hertfordshire,  and  Shipley  Hall,  in  Derbyshire,  are  very  fine  large  orange 
and  lemon  trees  grown  in  borders  and  in  boxes.    {Hort.  Trans,  vol.  ii.  295,  and  iv.  306.) 

At  the  Wilderness,  Kent,  are  three  trees  in  boxes,  not  surpassed  by  any  trees  so  grown  in  Europe. 
At  Woodhall,  near  Hamilton,  trees  of  all  the  species  of  Citrus  are  trained  against  the  back  walls  of  forcing 

houses,  in  the  manner  of  peaches,  and  produce  large  crops  of  fruit In  the  south  of  Devonshire,  and  particularly  at  Saltcombe,  one  of  the  warmest  spots  in  England,  may  be 
seen,  in  a  few  gardens,  orange  trees  that  have  withstood  the  winter  in  the  open  air  upwards  of  a  hundred 
years.  The  fruit  is  as  large  and  fine  as  any  from  Portugal.  Trees  raised  from  seed,  and  inoculated  on  the 
spot,  are  found  to  bear  the  cold  better  than  trees  imported. 

The  common  character  of  the  Citrus  family  is  that  of  low  evergreen  trees,  with  ovate  or  oval-lanceolate,  entire 
or  serrated  leaves.  On  the  ungraded  trees  are  often  axillary  spines.  The  flowers  appear  in  peduncles,  axillary 
or  terminating,  and  one  or  many-flowered.  The  fruits  are  large  berries,  round  or  oblong,  and  generally  of  a 
yellow  color.  The  species  seem  best  distinguished  by  the  petiole,  which  in  the  orange  and  shaddock  is 
winged ;  in  the  citron,  lemon,  and  lime,  naked.  The  form  of  the  fruit,  although  not  quite  constant,  may  also 
serve  for  a  distinction.  In  the  orange  and  shaddock  it  is  spherical,  or  rather  an  oblate  spheroid,  with  a  red 
or  orange-colored  rind ;  in  the  lime,  spherical,  with  a  pale  rind ;  in  the  lemon,  oblong,  rough,  with  a  nipple- 

like protuberance  at  the  end ;  in  the  citron,  oblong,  with  a  very  thick  rind.  The  flowers  of  the  citron  and 
lemon  have  ten  stamens,  and  those  of  the  orange  mora  It  is  very  difficult  to  determine  what  is  a  variety, 
and  what  is  a  species  in  this  genus ;  many  of  the  sorts  in  cultivation  are  by  buds. 

Dr.  Sickler,  who  spent  several  years  in  Italy,  and  paid  great  attention  to  the  kinds  and  culture  of  the  orange, 
published  in  1815,  Dor  Vollkommen  Orangerie- Gartner  (The  complete  Orange  Gardener),  in  which  he  de- scribes above  seventy  sorts  of  Citrus. 

Gallesio  {TraiU  du  Genre  Citrus,  &c.  Savonna,  1818.)  has  given  a  synopsis  of  the  forty  principal  sorts  culti rated  in  Italy. 
The  most  splendid  work  on  oranges  which  has  yet  appeared  is  the  Histoire  Naturelle  des  Orangers,  by  Risso, 

of  Nice,  and  Poiteau,  of  Versailles.  (Paris,  fol.  1818.)  Here  169  sorts  are  described,  and  105  of  them  figured, 
and  their  French  and  Italian  culture  given  at  great  length.  They  are  arranged  as  sweet  oranges,  of  which 
they  describe  42  sorts ;  bitter  and  sour  oranges,  32  sorts ;  bergamots,  5  sorts ;  limes,  8  sorts ;  shaddocks,  6  sorts ; 
lumes,  12  sorts ;  lemons,  46  sorts ;  citrons,  17  sorts. 

All  the  species  of  Citrus  endure  the  open  air  at  Nice,  Genoa,  and  Naples ;  but  at  Florence  and  Milan,  and 
often  at  Rome,  they  require  protection  during  the  winter,  and  are  generally  placed  in  conservatories  and  sheds. 
The  largest  conservatory  in  Italy  is  that  of  Prince  Antonio  Borghese,  at  Rome,  which  contains  seventy  select 
sorts  of  agrumi.  The  largest  trees  are  at  Sorenta,  Terracina,  Gaeta,  and  Naples ;  but  the  most  regular  and 
garden-like  culture  of  the  orange,  is  in  the  orange-orchards  at  Nervi,  Monaco,  and  other  places  in  the  neigh, 
bourhood  of  Genoa.  At  Nervi  are  also  the  orange  nurseries  which  may  be  said  to  supply  all  Europe  with 
trees ;  they  are,  in  general,  wretchedly  cultivated,  and  the  stocks  inoculated  in  the  most  unscientific  manner ; 
but  the  fine  climate,  strong  clayey  soil,  and  abundant  manurings,  supply  in  a  great  degree  the  nicer  practices 
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10978  Petioles  sublinear  straight,  Branches  ascending  unarmed,  Fruit  depressed,  Skin  separated  from  fiekn 

10979  Petioles  naked,  Lvs.  obL  acute,  Fl.  40-androus,  Fruit  obi.  rugose  with  acid  pulp 10980  Petioles  winged,  Lvs.  blunt  emarg.  Fruit  very  large  with  a  thick  skm 109736 10973c 
10975c 

10976  ^  10976<f 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

of  gardening.  There  the  names  of  varieties  vary  as  much  as  those  of  gooseberries  do  in  England ;  but  from 
upwards  of  180  names,  not  above  40  distinct  sorts  can  be  procured.  Good  plants  of  the  Maltese  and  other 
varieties  of  orange  may  be  procured  from  Malta ;  and  some  sorts  also  from  Lisbon.  From  the  nurseries  at 
Paris  about  thirty  sorts  may  be  obtained,  much  smaller  plants  than  those  from  the  other  places  named,  but 
more  scientifically  grafted  or  inoculated.  The  catalogues  of  London  nurserymen  enumerate  above  thirty 
varieties  of  oranges,  twelve  of  lemons,  and  several  varieties  of  the  other  species  j  the  plants  are  partly  Genoese, partly  French,  and  partly  propagated  here.  .  . 

The  C.  aurantium,  the  common  orange;  orange,  Fr.,  pomcranxe,  Ger.,  and  arancio,  Ital.,  is  a  middle-sized 
evergreen  tree,  with  a  greenish-brown  bark ;  and,  in  its  wild  state,  with  prickly  branches.  The  fruit  is  nearly 
round,  from  two  to  three  inches  in  diameter,  and  of  a  gold  color.  It  is  now  cultivated  in  most  countries  of 
Europe ;  in  the  open  air  in  Italy  and  Spain ;  and  in  conservatories  or  greenhouses  in  Britain  and  the  north  of Europe. 

The  two  principal  varieties  are  the  sweet  or  China  orange,  the  orange  douce  of  the  French,  and  porto-gallo 
or  poma  de  sino  of  the  Italians ;  and  the  bitter  or  Seville,  the  bigarade  of  the  French,  and  arancio  volgaroot 
the  Italians.  The  Maltese  orange,  distinguished  by  its  red  pulp,  is  also  a  noted  and  much-esteemed  sort  The 
box-leaved,  willow-leaved,  and  some  others,  are  cultivated  more  as  curious  varieties  than  for  their  fruit. 

C,.  Medica,  the  citron,  citron,  Fr.,  citronier,  Ger.,  and  cedrate,  Ital.,  in  its  wild  state  grows  to  the  height  of 
about  eight  feet,  erect  and  prickly,  with  long  reclining  branches.  The  leaves  are  ovate,  oblong,  alternate,  sub- serrate,  smooth,  pale  green.  The  fruit  or  berry  is  half  a  foot  in  length,  ovate,  with  a  protuberance  at  the  lip. 
There  are  two  rinds,  the  outer  thin,  with  innumerable  miliary  glands,  full  of  a  most  fragrant  oil ;  the  inner thick,  white,  and  fungous. 

In  China  they  have  a  variety  of  the  C.  Medica,  of  very  considerable  size,  quite  solid,  with  scarcely  any  pulp 
or  cells,  and  divided  at  the  end  into  five  or  more  long  round  lobes,  on  which  account  it  is  called  Phot  thu,  or 
finger-orange.  The  fruit  is  laid  upon  fine  porcelain  vessels  in  the  sitting-rooms  of  the  Chinese,  for  the  sake  of its  agreeable  perfume. 

Dr.  Sickler  enumerates  only  about  a  dozen  citrons  and  citronates  as  grown  in  Italy.  The  French  nurseries have  nearly  twenty  names  in  their  lists.    In  England  six  are  cultivated  for  sale. 
C.  Limonum,  the  lemon ;  Union,  Fr.,  Umonier,  Ger.,  and  /intone,  Ital.,  has  the  fruit  less  knobbed  at  the 

extremities,  is  rather  longer  and  more  irregular,  and  the  skin  is  thinner  than  in  the  citron ;  the  wood  is  more 
knotty,  and  the  bark  rougher.  • 

Dr.  Sickler  enumerates  twenty-eight  varieties  as  grown  in  Italy.  The  French,  according  to  Ville  Herv6 have  eleven  sorts ;  in  the  London  nurseries  are  cultivated  twelve. 
C.  Limetta,  the  lime,  by  some  esteemed  a  variety  of  the  C.  Medica,  lime,  Fr.,  Ital.,  and  Ger.,  grows  to  the 

height  of  about  eight  feet,  with  a  crooked  trunk,  and  many  diffused  branches,  with  prickles.  The  leaves  are 
ovate  lanceolate,  almost  quite  entire.  Berry  an  inch  and  a  half  in  diameter,  almost  globular,  with  a  pro- 

tuberance at  the  top  j  the  surface  regular,  shining,  greenish-yellow,  with  a  very  odorous  rind,  enclosing  a  very acid  juice. 
The  French  have  two  sorts  of  lime ;  and,  according  to  Dr.  Sickler,  the  Italians  have  four  varieties ;  five kinds  are  grown  in  the  London  nurseries. 
C.  decumana,  the  shaddock,  orange  pampelmouse,  Fr.,  arancio  massimo,  Ital.,  is  above  the  middle  size,  with spreading  prickly  branches.  The  leaves  are  ovate,  subacute,  seldom  obtuse ;  the  petioles  are  cordate,  winged ; 

the  wings  as  broad  as  the  leaves.  The  berry  spheroidal,  frequently  retuse  at  each  end,  of  an  even  surface,  and 
greenish-yellow  color ;  pulp  red  or  white ;  juice  sweet  or  acid ;  rind  white,  thick,  fungous,  and  bitter. 
Thunberg  says,  the  fruit  in  Japan  grows  to  the  size  of  a  child's  head,  and  Dr.  Sickler  states  its  weight  as fourteen  pounds,  and  its  diameter  as  from  seven  to  eight  inches.  It  is  a  native  of  China  and  Japan,  and  was 
brought  to  the  West  Indies  by  Captain  Shaddock,  from  whom  it  has  derived  its  name. 

The  Italians,  according  to  Dr.  Sickler,  have  one,  and  the  French,  according  to  the  Nouveau  Cours,  &c, 
four  sorts.   Four  are  grown  in  the  English  nurseries. 

All  the  sorts  may  be  propagated  by  seeds,  cuttings,  layers,  and  grafting,  or  inoculation. 
The  object  of  raising  plants  from  seed  is  either  to  obtain  new  varieties  or  stocks  for  grafting.  To  attempt 

raising  new  varieties  in  Britain  will  in  general  be  found  a  tedious  process,  as  the  trees  do  not  even  in  Italy 
show  fruit  for  six  or  eight  years  or  more ;  and  there  is  now  in  the  botanic  garden  at  Toulon,  a  large  handsome 
tree,  of  twenty-five  years'  growth,  which  in  1819  had  not  blossomed.  Shaddock  stocks  are  the  strongest,  and next  to  these  the  citron.  Budding  and  grafting  are  performed  at  the  usual  season ;  but  these  operations  may 
be  performed  at  any  time  when  the  sap  is  in  motion. 

Henderson,  of  Woodhall,  a  most  superior  cultivator  of  the  Citrus  tribe,  considers  cuttings  as  the  quickest 
mode  of  getting  plants,  and  has  practised  it  for  thirty-seven  years  past :  his  directions  are  as  follows :  "  Take the  strongest  young  shoots,  and  also  a  quantity  of  the  two  years  old  shoots ;  these  may  be  cut  into  lengths 
from  nine  inches  to  eighteen  inches.  Take  the  leaves  off  the  lower  part  of  each  cutting  to  the  extent  of  about 
five  inches,  allowing  the  leaves  above  that  to  remain  untouched :  then  cut  right  across,  under  an  eye ;  and 
make  a  small  incision  in  an  angular  direction  on  the  bottom  of  the  cutting.  When  the  cuttings  are  thus 
prepared,  take  a  pot,  and  fill  it  with  sand ;  size  the  cuttings,  so  that  the  short  ones  may  be  all  together,  and 
those  that  are  taller  in  a  different  pot  Then,  with  a  small  dibble,  plant  tbem  about  five  inches  deep  in  the 
sand,  and  give  tbem  a  good  watering  overhead,  to  settle  the  sand  about  them.  Let  them  stand  a  day  or  two 
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1616.  XANTHOCHY'MUS.  Rox.  Xanthoch ymus. 
10981  pictdrius  H.  K.       painter's  ti   Ifr  SO 10982  ovalif61ius  Both,  oval-leaved  J  |_J  fir  12 
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10985  amoe'num  Psh, 10986  hircinum  L. 
10987  foliosum  H  K. 
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10986 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
in  a  shady  place,  and  if  a  frame  be  ready  with  bottom  heat,  plunge  the  pots  to  the  brim.  Shade  them  well 
with  a  double  mat,  which  may  remain  till  they  have  struck  root ;  when  rooted,  take  the  sand  and  cuttings  out 
of  the  pot,  and  plant  them  into  single  pots,  in  the  proper  compost  Plunge  the  pots  with  the  young  plants 
again  into  a  frame,  and  shade  them  for  four  or  five  weeks,  or  till  they  are  taken  with  the  pots ;  when  they 
may  be  gradually  exposed  to  the  light  From  various  experiments,  I  found  that  pieces  of  two  year  old  wood 
struck  quite  well ;  and  in  place,  therefore,  of  putting  in  cuttings  six  or  eight  inches  long,  I  have  taken  off  cut- tings from  ten  inches  to  two  feet  long,  and  struck  them  with  equal  success.  Although  I  at  first  began  to  put 
in  cuttings  only  in  the  month  of  August,  I  now  put  them  in  at  any  time  of  the  year,  except  when  the  plants  are 
making  young  wood.  By  giving  them  a  gentle  bottom  heat,  and  covering  them  with  a  hand-glass,  they  will generally  strike  root  in  seven  weeks  or  two  months.  The  citron  is  most  easily  struck,  and  is  the  freest  grower : 
I,  therefore,  frequently  strike  pieces  eighteen  inches  long,  and  as  soon  as  they  are  put  into  single  pots,  and taker,  with  the  pots,  they  are  grafted  with  other  sorts,  which  grow  freely.  I  am  not  particular  as  to  the  time 
either  of  striking  cuttings  or  of  grafting."  {Caled.  Hort.  Mem.  iiL  308.) At  Genoa  and  Florence,  citrus  trees  are  grown  in  a  strong  yellow  clay,  which  is  richly  manured ;  and  this 
soil  is  considered  by  the  first  Italian  gardeners  as  best  suited  to  their  natures. 

The  French  gardeners,  in  preparing  a  compost  for  the  orange-tree,  endeavour  to  compensate  for  quantity  by 
quality ;  because  the  pots  or  boxes  in  which  the  plants  are  placed  ought  always  to  be  as  small  as  possible,  rela- 

tively to  the  size  of  the  tree.  The  following  is  the  composition  recommended :  to  a  fresh  loam,  which  contains 
a  third  of  clay,  a  third  of  sand,  and  a  third  of  vegetable  matter,  and  which  has  lain  a  long  time  in  a  heap,  add 
an  equal  bulk  of  halt- rotten  cow-dung.  The  following  year  turn  it  over  twice.    The  succeeding  year  mix  it 
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10981  Leaves  oblong 
10982  Leaves  smaller  oval  blunt 

§  1.  Sepals  united  at  base  and  unequal.   Stamens  00.   Styles  3-5.  Ascyreia. 10983  Young  stem  winged,  Lvs.  ov.  obL  acute  dilated  at  base  somew.  emarg,  revolute  at  edge,  Fl.  corymbose 
10984  Branches  double-edged,  Lvs.  ov.  elongated  blunt  at  end  narrow  at  base,  Fl.  large  subsolitary 
10985  Branches  double-edged,  Lvs.  obi  ellipt  bluntish  at  end  narrowed  at  base  with  a  crisp  revolute  edge 
10986  Branches  winged,  Lvs.  emarg.  at  base  dilated  sess.  acute  at  end  ovate  lane,  glandular  at  edge 
10987  Branches  winged,  Lvs.  sess.  open  ovate  obL  somewhat  acute  slightly  perforated 
10988  Stem  round,  Lvs.  sess.  lane,  not  dotted  numerous,  Peduncles  dilated  at  end 
10989  Stem  round,  Lvs.  ellipt  ovate  bluntish  with  pellucid  dots,  Calyx  ovate  acute 
10990  Stem  obsoletely  quadrangular,  Branches  compressed,  Lvs.  ov.-lanc.  acute,  CaL  blunt  ovate 
10991  Stem  round,  Lvs.  ellipt.  blunt  a  little  dotted  with  black,  Styles  united 
10992  Stem  round  shrubby,  Lvs.  ov.  amplexicauL  cordate  not  dotted  clustered,  Flowers  few 
10993  Stem  winged,  Lvs.  amplexicauL  obL  lane,  acute  revolute  at  edge,  Pedunc.  short  thick 10994  Stem  square  herbaceous  simple  erect,  Leaves  amplexicaul  lane,  acute  with  pellucid  dots 
10995  Stem  winged  at  base  square  at  end  herbaceous  simple,  Lvs.  obL  lane,  acute 
10996  Stem  round  sufflruticose  purple,  Lvs.  ovate"  lane,  acute  narrowed  at  base  revolute  at  edge  with  pellucid  dots 
10997  Branches  square,  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  Flowers  in  terminal  corymbs 
10998  Styles  5,  Fl.  solitary,  Segm.  of  the  cal.  unequal  obovate  obtuse,  Lvs.  obi.  Stem  shrubby  branched  square 
10999  Stem  square  warted,  Lvs.  ovate  blunt  amplexicauL  warted 
11000  Styles  3,  Caps,  pulpy,  Stem  shrubby  compressed,  CaL  leaflets  unequal,  Leaves  ovate  sessile 

5  2.  Sepals  5,  equal,  entire.   Stamens  deeply  triadelphous  ;  parcels  pencilled  at  end.   Styles  3.  Thidesmos. 
11001  Flowers  trigynous,  leaves  subpetiolate  very  dense,  Pedunc.  about  5-fl.  axillary 

\  3.  Sepals  5,  equal,  entire.    Styles  3.   Filaments  definite  in  number,  9-15-18,  deeply  united.  Elodea. 11002  Stem  herbaceous  round,  Leaves  oblong  blunt  narrowed  into  a  stalk  with  pellucid  dots 
11003  Stem  round  half-shrubby,  Leaves  oblong  blunt  amplexicaul.  with  pellucid  dots 

%  4.  Sepals  5,  equal,  sometimes  entire,  sometimes  toothed,  or  with  glandular  teeth,   Stamens  00.  Styles 
usually  3.  Perforaria. 

*  Sepals  entire. 1 1004  Stem  herbaceous  square  erect,  Leaves  distant  long  ovate  amplexicaul  sinuated  at  edge  acute  not  dotted 
11005  Stem  round  black  dotted,  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  somewhat  acute  amplexicauL  dotted  with  black 
11006  Stem  erect  purple,  Leaves  lm.  lane,  reflexed  with  pellucid  dots,  Flowers  corymbose 
11007  Stem  procumbent  square  herbaceous,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  blunt  revolute  at  edge  with  pellucid  dots 
11008  Stem  round  straight,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  blunt  ovate  revolute  at  edge,  Styles  united 
11009  Stem  straight  square,  Leaves  ovate-lanceol.  slightly  amplexicaul.  dotted  with  black  revolute  at  edge 11010  Stem  round,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  amplexicaul.  or  cuneate  lane,  revolute  at  edge 
11011  Stem  round,  Branches  angular,  Lvs.  linear  lane,  revolute  at  edge  with  pellucid  dots,  Styles  often  united 
11012  Stem  round,  Leaves  cordate  amplexicauL  blunt  revolute  at  edge  glaucous  with  pellucid  dots 
11013  Flowers  trigynous,  Styles  united,  Lvs.  ovate  subamplex.  Sepals  ov.  acute,  Middle  flower  of  panicle  sessile 
11014  Stem  square  and  winged,  Leaves  ovate  obL  blunt  needle-dotted  not  pellucid,  Panicle  naked 
11015  Styles  3,  Stem  herbaceous  4-angular  somewhat  branched,  Leaves  ovate  with  pellucid  dots,  Cal.  lvs.  lane. 

(3  Stem  obsoletely  quadrangular,  Leaves  elliptical  ovate  obtuse  destitute  of  pellucid  dots,  Cal.  lvs.  elliptical 

11016  Stem  round  dotted  with  black,  Leaves  ovate  obi.  blunt  amplexicaul.  dotted  with  black 
11017  Stem  weak  square  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  blunt  revolute  at  edge  scarcely  dotted  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
with  nearly  one-half  its  bulk  of  decomposed  horse  dung.   Turn  it  over  twice  or  three  times,  and  the  winter 
before  using  add  a  twelfth-part  of  sheep  dung,  a  twentieth  of  pigeon  dung,  and  a  twentieth  of  dried  ordure. 

Henderson,  already  mentioned,  takes  one  part  of  light-brown  mould  from  a  piece  of  ground  that  has  not 
been  cropped  nor  manured  for  many  years ;  one  part  of  peat  earth,  such  as  is  used  for  growing  he?ths ;  two 
parts  of  river  sand,  or  pit  sand,  if  it  be  free  from  mineral  substances ;  and  one  part  of  rotted  hot-bed  dung, 
with  one  part  of  rotted  leaves  of  trees,  and  mixes  them  all  well  together,  so  as  to  form  a  compost-soil  of  uni- 

form quality.  {Caled.  Hort.  Mem.  iii.  302.) 
Though  orange-trees  will  grow  exceedingly  well  in  large  pots  and  boxes,  yet  to  have  them  produce  the  finest 

crop  of  fruit  they  should  be  planted  in  the  ground  like  peach-trees,  and  trained  like  them,  or  as  standard  cher- 
ries in  a  conservatory.  The  latter  has  by  far  the  best  effect,  especially  when  the  stems  of  the  trees  are  seven 

or  eight  feet  high,  and  the  head  forms  a  handsome  cone ;  but  the  largest  fruit  is  produced  when  the  trees  are 
planted  against  the  back-wall  trellis  of  a  narrow  house,  and  treated  like  peach-trees.  Henderson  grows  his 
largest  fruit  in  this  manner,  and  we  have  seen  them  fully  as  large  as  any  we  ever  saw  at  Genoa  or  Naples. 

1616.  Xanthochymus.  From  gav.9-«£,  yellow,  and  x^yut,  any  thing  which  exudes :  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the juice  which  flows  from  the  ripe  fruit  when  wounded,  and  which,  being  inspissated,  yields  a  material  for  water- 
color  painting  which  is  as  good  as  Gamboge.  Handsome  plants,  of  the  usual  culture  in  light  loam,  and  pro- 

pagated by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
1617.  Hypericum.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning.  The  species  are  chiefly  under-shrubs,  generally  with  dot- 

ted leaves,  and  almost,  without  exception,  yellow  flowers.    The  hardy  species  are  useful  for  the  fronts  of 
U  u 
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11018  orispum  Z.  curl-leaved  ai  or 
11019  setosum  H.  K.  un branched  ^  AI  or 
11020  heterophj Hum/ 'cnt. various- leaved  »(  |  or 11021  aegyptlacum  Z.  Egyptian  or 
11022  humifusum  Z.  trailing  J&.  A  or 
11023  perforatum  Z.  perfoliate  4Aot 
11024  canadense  Z.  Canadian  A  A  « 
11025  fasciculatum  W.  clustered        34  I  or 

11026  Elodes  Z. 
11027  tomentosum  Z. 
11028  hirsfitum  Z. 
11029  nummularium  L. 
11030  elegans  Steph. 
11031  glandulosum  H.K. 11032  re  flex  urn  Z. 
11033  pfilchrum  Z. 11034  barbatum  Z. 
11035  dentatum  Lois. 
11036  montanum  Z. 
11037  rimbriatum  Lam. 

(i  alptnum  W.  &  K. 11038  serpylUioliumZfljn. 11039  ciliatum  Lam. 
11040  triplinerve  Vent. 
11041  hyssopifi&lium  Vill. 
11042  empetrifolium  W. 
11043  C6ris  Z. 
11044  ericoides  Z. 

3t  A  or 3t  -AJ  or *  A  or 3c  A  pr 

5t  A  pr 

marsh woolly hairy 

money-leaved elegant 
glandular hanging-leaved  *  |  1  or 
small  upright  3i  A  or 
bearded  A  or toothed  3t  A  pr 
mountain  ^  A  « 
fringed  3t  A  pr 
alpine  3t  A  Pr 
Thyme-leaved  &  or fringe-flowered  _A!  or three-nerved  £jt  A  pr 
Hyssop-leaved  ^  A  P1 
fine-leaved      *  |  pr 
Heath-leaved  *  ( pr 
Heath-like       •  ( pr 

1  ll.au 
1  jLau 
2  jl.au 2  jn.jl 

3  j'au 

H  jl.au 
1  jLs 
lijl 

i  jLau 

1  jl.s 2  jn.jl 
1  jn.jl 

H  jn.jl 

2  my.au 

1J  jn.g 
li  jl 
2  jn.o 
2  jn.o 

li jLau 2  jl.au 
2  jLau 

i  jLau 

2  jl 

1  jl.au 1  jl.au 1  my.s 
1  jn.jl 

Greece    1688.  C  p.1  Boca  mus.  t 12 Carolina  1759.  D  p.1 
Persia      1812.  D  Lp  Vent  eels.  t 68 
Egypt       1787.  C  p.1  Bot  reg.  196 Britain     pas.  D  co  Eng.  bot  1226 
Britain    bu.pL  D  p.1  Eng.  bot  295 
N.  Amer.  1770.  D  p.1  Bot.  cab.  953 N.  Amer.  1806.  C  s.l 
Britain  sp.bo. 
S.  Europe  1648. Britain  ch.ba. 
S.  Europe  1823. Siberia  1822. Madeira  1777. 
Teneriffe  1778. 
Britain  woods. 
Scotland  sc.thi. 
Mediterr.  1820. Britain  m.wo. 
Pyrenees  1821. 
Hungary  1822. Levant  1688. Levant  1739. 
N.  Amer.  1821. 
a  Europe  182a 
a  Europe  1820. Levant  1640. 
Spain  1821. 

D  p.1 
C  r.m 
D  p.1 D  co 
D  co 
C  p.1 C  p.1 
D  p.1 D  co 
D  co D  p.1 
D  p.1 
D  p.1 
C  r.m 

D  Lp 

D  co D  co C  p.1 
C  p.1 
C  p.1 

Eng.  bot.  109 
Eng.  bot.  1156 Lam.  ill.  1 643 
Spreng.fi.  halt.  9 

Eng.  bot  1227 
Eng.  bot  1986 Lois.fl.gaU.tl7 
Eng.  bot.  371 
VilL  delph.  t.  44 Wal.&Kit  t265 
M.h.2.s.5.t.6.£2 Bocc.  mus.  tl27 
Vent  eels.  1 58 
Via  delph.  1 44 
Dend.  brit.  141 Bot  mag.  178 
Cav.  ic.  t,  122 

11045  aspalathoides  IV.    Aspalathus-likeit  _J  or    1  jn.au    Y       Carolina  1811.  C  s.l 
16ia  ASCY'RUM.  W. 

11046  pdmilum  Ph. 
11047  CruxA'ndreaeP*. 11048  hypericoides  Ph. 
11049  stens  IV. 
11050  araplexicaule  Ph. 
tl619.  LOA'SA.  Z. 11051  Placei  Limit. 
11052  nitida  Lam. 11053  volubilis  Juss. 
11054  grandifl6ra  Lam. 

Ascyrum. dwarf  5j 
St  Andrew'sCrossS 
Hypericum-like* large-flowered  * stem-clasping  * 
LOASA. 

Place's 
shining 
twining 

large-flowered 
11021 

Hypericinets. i  AI  pr  i  jn.au  Y 
l_Jpr  2  jl  Y 
i_Jpr  1J  jLs  Y 
L_|pr  li  jLs  Y 
l_|pr    2  jl.s  Y Loasete.  Sp.  4 — 10. 
O  or  4  jn.s  Y  Chile 
O  or  2  jn.s  Y  Chile 
Oel  ljmr.s  Y  Chile iQI  or    2     ...     Y  Caraccas 

11022 

Sp.  5—6. 
Georgia  1806. N.  Amer.  1759. N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1823, 

1822. 1822. 
1824. 
1825. 

Pluk.alm.419.5 
Vent  malm.  90 

S  co S  co 
S  s.l S  co 

Bot  reg.  785 Bot  reg.  667 
Jus, an. m.  t.5.  f.2 
Jus.an.m.  t.4.  f.2 

11023 

11028 «  II  11034 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

shrubberies.   H.  calycinum  soon  spreads  over  a  considerable  surface,  and  being  evergreen,  and  growing  under 
the  shade,  it  is  well  adapted  for  covering  bare  spots  under  trees,  and  at  the  base  of  walls  where  few  plants  will 
thrive. 

H.  Androsannum ;  from  eurif,  a  man,  and  blood,  because  the  fresh  capsules,  bruised  between  the  fin- 
gers, give  out  a  blood-colored  juice,  is  called  Tutsan  from  Toute-saine,  Ft.,  from  its  bruised  capsules  being 

formerly  applied  to  fresh  wounds. 
H.  perforatum  was  formerly  used  in  external  wounds  and  haemorrhages  as  a  balsamic,  and  was  reputed  to 

have  other  medical  properties.  The  semi-transparent  dots  on  the  leaves  are  the  receptacles  of  an  essential  oiL 
The  flowers  tinge  spirits  and  oils  of  a  fine  purple  color ;  and  the  dried  plant,  boiled  with  alum,  dyes  wool  of  a 
yellow  color.   The  common  people  in  France  and  Germany  gather  it  with  great  ceremony  on  St  John's  day,  and 
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11018  Stem  round  much  branched,  Lvs.  sees.  lane.  undul.  wavy  at  base  with  pellucid  dots,  Cat.  very  small  blunt 
11019  Flowers  2-3-gynous  terminal,  Cat  lane,  entire,  Leaves  lane,  oblong  and  erect,  Stem  simple  downy 
11020  Stem  round,  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  with  pelluc.  dots :  low.  closely  imbric.  very  short  blunt,  Cal.  acute  rather  unequal 
11021  Stem  round,  Leaves  very  small  ovate  close  not  dotted,  Flowers  few  subsessile,  Cal.  acute  lanceolate 
11022  Styles  3,  Flowers  terminal  subcymose,  Stems  comp.  prostrate,  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  glabrous 
11023  Styles  3,  Stem  compressed,  Leaves  elliptico-oblong  obtuse  with  pellucid  dots,  Cal.  leaves  lanceolate 
11024  Stem  herbaceous  upright  4- winged,  Lvs.  lin.  somewhat  blunt  with  fine  pellucid  dots  and  black  dots  beneath 
11025  Stem  round  diffuse,  Leaves  lanceol.  linear  narrow  at  base  revolute  at  edge,  Calyx  somewhat  unequal 

**  Sepals  toothed,  or  toothed  glandular.  ' 11026  Styles  3,  Cal,  with  (reddish)  glandular  serratures  glabrous,  Lvs.  roundish  pubesc  Stem  rounded  creeping 
11027  Stem  downy  round  ascend.  Lvs.  ovate  blunt  somewhat  amplexicaul.  with  black  dots  at  edge,  Cal.  acuminate 
11028  Styles  3,  Cal.  with  (black)  glandular  serratures,  Stem  .erect  rounded  pubesc  Lvs.  ov.  slightly  downy  beneath 
11029  Stem  round  ascending,  Leaves  orbicular  stalked,  Calyx  ovate  blunt 
11030  Stem  straight  slightly  wing.  Lvs.  o  v. -lane,  subamplex.  blunt,  with  pellucid  dots,  Anthers  dotted  with  black 11031  Stem  round  straight  branched,  Lvs.  ellipt  lane,  acute  glandular  at  edge  with  pellucid  dots,  Cal.  lane,  acute 
11032  Stem  round  a  little  villous  at  end,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  lanceol.  acute  generally  reflexed,  Panic,  lax  few-fl. 
11033  Styles  3,  Cal.  with  (black)  glandul.  serratures,  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  cord.  glab.  amplexicaul.      [dots  beneath 
11034  Sty.  3,  Corymbs  term.  CaL  fring.  with  long  peduncul.  glands,  Stem  erect  round.  Lvs.  ov.with  (black)  scattered 
11035  Stem  round  ascending,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  oblong  bluntish  with  pellucid  dots :  upper  sometimes  toothed 
1 1036  Styles  3,  Fis.  paniculate-corymb.  Cal.  with  glandul.  serratures,  Stem  erect  round,  smooth,  Lvs.  ov.  glabrous 
11037  Stem  round  purplish  simple,  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  ovate  dotted  with  black  at  the  edge,  Cal.  ov.  acute  ciliated 
11038  Stem  round,  Leaves  ovate  blunt  with  a  small  petiole  revolute  at  edge,  Calyx  ovate  blunt     [with  black 
11039  Stem  round  slightly  winged,  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  subcord.  ovate  obL  blunt  with  pellucid  dots,  Anthers  dotted 
11040  Stem  with  2  angles  decumbent  at  base,  Lvs.  liuear-lanc.  spreading  blunt  revolute  at  edge,  Cal.  ovate  acute 
11041  Stem  round  ascending,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  bluntish  narrowed  at  each  end  with  pellucid  dots,  Cal.  somewhat  blunt 
11042  Stem  round,  Branches  somewhat  winged,  Leaves  in  threes  linear  revolute  at  edge,  Calyx  very  small  blunt 
11043  Stem  round  ascending,  Leaves  whorled  linear  revolute  at  edge,  Calyx  linear  somewhat  blunt 
11044  Stem  round  tortuous  minute,  Leaves  round  acute  clustered  dotted  glaucous  very  small 

§  5.  Sepals  5,  entire,  equal,  like  the  leaves.   Stamens  00.   Styles  3-5.  Brathys. 11045  Stem  round  compressed  at  end,  Leaves  dense  not  dotted  channelled  revolute  at  edge,  Cal.  equal  straight 

11046  Stem  small  simple  quadrangular,  Leaves  oval  blunt  fascicled,  Pedicels  6  lines  long  reflexed 
11047  Stem  round.  Branches  erect,  Lvs.  ovate  linear  blunt  generally  fascicled  in  the  axillae,  Inner  sepals  orbicular 
11048  Stem  round.  Leaves  oblong  linear  blunt  with  2  glands  at  base,  Inner  sepals  somewhat  orbicular 
11049  Stem  winged  straight,  Leaves  ovate  ellipt  blunt  glaucous,  Inner  sepals  cordate  orbicular 
11050  Stem  dichotomous  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  crisp,  Corymb  naked,  Styles  3 

11051  Sepals  scarcely  toothed  reflexed  as  long  as  petals,  in  fruit  reflexed  and  longer  than  the  obovate  capsule 
11052  Sepals  toothed  shorter  than  petals,  in  fruit  erect  and  shorter  than  the  pear-shaped  capsule 11053  Stem  twining,  Leaves  bipinnatifid  with  narrow  obtuse  segments 
11054  Hispid,  Leaves  opposite  and  alternate  cordate  ovate  lobed,  Petals  flattish,  Flower  very  large 

11054 

11048  I 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
hang  it  in  their  windows  as  a  charm  against  storms,  thunder,  and  evil  spirits ;  mistaking  the  meaning  of  some medical  writers,  who  have  fancifully  given  this  plant  the  name  of  Fuga  Dtemonum,  from  a  supposition  that  it was  good  in  maniacal  and  hypochondriacal  disorders.    In  Scotland  ft  was  formerly  carried  about  as  a  charm against  witchcraft  and  enchantment 
H.  humifusum  is  one  of  the  prettiest  little  plants  of  the  genus,  well  adapted  for  growing  in  pots. 
1618.  Asa/rum.  From  «,  privative,  and  e-xv^a,  roughness ;  that  is  to  say,  a  smooth  plant,  Linn.  Curious little  plants,  of  the  same  culture  as  the  Hypericums. 
1619.  Loasa.  A  name  applied  to  these  plants  by  Adanson,  but  of  unknown  meaning.  Stinging,  mostly  an- nual plants  j  some  of  the  species  are  handsome  hardy  annuals,  remarkable  for  the  beauty  of  their  highly curious  flowers.   L.  volubilis  will  not  succeed  in  the  open  air. 

U  u  8 
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Class  XIX.  —  SYNGENESIA.    Stamens  5.    Anthers  united  by  their  edges. 

Tn  13  is  one  of  the  most  extensive  and  best  defined  of  all  the  Linnean  classes.  Its  essential  character  depends, 
as  its  name  indicates,  [trvv,  together,  and  ■ymtrn,  generation,)  upon  the  adhesion  of  the  antherae  or  male  organs of  the  flower  into  a  single  tube.  It  comprehends  the  whole  of  the  Corymbiferae,  Cichoraceae,  and  Cinaroce- 
phalae  of  Jussieu;  and,  with  the  exception  of  Acicarpheae,  nothing  else.  The  genera  constituting  the  order 
Monogamia  of  Linnaeus  are  excluded  by  Linnean  botanists  of  the  present  day. 

In  addition  to  the  cohesion  of  the  anthers,  upon  which  this  class  immediately  depends,  it  is  further  charac. 
terized  by  the  flowers,  commonly  called  florets,  being  clustered  together  in  heads,  and  inserted  upon  a  common 
receptacle,  which  is  surrounded  by  an  involucrum,  commonly,  but  very  improperly,  termed  calyx.  The  few 
genera,  such  as  Kuhnia,  Euxenia,  Acicarpha,  &c,  in  which  a  union  of  anthers  either  does  not  exist  at  all,  or 
in  a  very  incomplete  degree,  are  therefore  retained  in  Syngenesia,  because  of  their  congruity  in  the  structure of  their  inflorescence. 
The  real  nature  of  the  various  constituent  parts  of  syngenesious  inflorescence  being,  from  its  complicated 

nature,  very  puzzling  to  the  unlearned,  and,  as  it  would  seem,  to  some  professors  also,  it  may  be  useful  to  ex- 
plain briefly  the  analogy  the  various  parts  bear  to  the  organs  of  other  plants,  and  the  terms  employed  in  de- scribing them. 

The  Head  or  Capitulum  is  a  cluster  of  flowers  of  the  nature  of  an  umbel,  inserted  upon  a  common  rachis, 
which,  by  contraction  or  incomplete  developement,  assumes  the  form  of  a  conical  or  flat  body,  out  of  which  the 
flowers  proceed,  and  which  is  called  a  receptacle.  This  is  surrounded  by  the  involucrum.  M.  Cassini  calls the  head  Calathide. 

The  Involucrum  is  the  most  external  part  of  the  head.  It  consists  of  a  more  or  less  considerable  number  of 
scales  or  leaves,  placed  in  a  single  row,  either  distinctly  from  each  other,  or  united  at  their  edges,  in  which 
case  the  involucrum  is  called  one-leaved ;  or  placed  in  many  rows,  becoming  gradually  shorter  as  they  are  ex- ternal, in  which  case  they  are  called  imbricated.  If  the  external  scales  surround  the  internal  at  the  base  in  a 
regular  manner,  then  the  involucrum  is  said  to  be  calyculate.  The  involucrum  was  called  common  calyx  by 
Linnaeus,  and  has  been  more  recently  denominated  a  perianthium.    M.  Cassini  names  it  Periclinium. 

The  Receptacle  (Clinanthium  of  Cassini)  is  a  cellular  fungous  surface  surrounded  by  the  involucrum,  and 
bearing  the  florets.  It  is  either  columnar,  conical,  flat,  or  depressed ;  and  naked,  or  covered  with  appendages 
called  hairs  or  bristles,  according  to  their  nature,  or  pales,  when  they  are  dilated  and  have  a  glumaceous  ap- pearance. If  naked,  and  merely  scarred  by  the  insertions  of  the  florets,  it  is  called  dotted  or  puncticulate ; 
when  the  scars  are  more  considerable  and  deeper,  the  receptacle  is  said  to  be  scrobiculate ;  if  the  insertions 
are  so  deep  as  to  appear  to  be  divided  by  membranous  partitions,  it  is  cellular,  or  favose,  or  alveolate ;  if  fur- 

nished with  hairs,  it  is  villose ;  if  with  paleae,  it  is  paleaceous  or  chaffy. 
The  Palece  are  of  the  same  nature  as  bracteae,  and  exist  in  various  degrees  of  developement.  Occasionally 

they  are  as  large  as  the  scales  of  the  involuorum,  which  they  in  that  case  closely  resemble. The  flower,  usually  termed  Floret,  consists  of  two  parts,  the  ovarium  and  the  corolla,  each  with  its  appen- dages. 
The  Ovarium  is  always  one-celled,  but  it  occasionally  has  two  additional  obsolete  cells,  as  in  Arctotis.  It  is either  naked,  or  covered  with  hairs  in  various  degrees,  occasionally  becoming  enveloped  in  fine  wool,  and  it  is 

surmounted  by  an  organ  named  the  pappus. 
The  Pappus  has  generally  been  esteemed  a  superior  calyx,  and  it  is  the  opinion  of  M.  Cassini  that  it  is  analo- 

gous to  the  scales  of  the  receptacle,  and  the  leaves  of  the  involucrum. 
The  Corolla  is  placed  on  the  top  of  the  ovarium.  It  is  either  funnel-shaped,  with  a  limb  divided  into  four  or 

five  equal  lobes,  in  which  case,  the  florets  are  denominated  tubular  ;  or  it  is  split  on  one  side,  and  spread  open into  the  form  of  a  strap,  when  the  florets  are  called  ligulate  ;  or  it  is  divided  into  two  portions,  of  which  one 
is  unequal  to  the  other ;  this  form  is  called  bilabiate  or  two-lipped.  Bilabiate  corollas  may  be  either  ligulate 
cr  flosculous,  according  to  the  species  to  which  they  belong.    Occasionally  the  corolla  appears  to  be  absent. 

The  Stamens  are  attached  to  the  orifice  of  the  tube  of  the  corolla,  just  below  the  limb.  Their  filaments  are 
usually,  but  not  always,  distinct ;  their  anthers  are  adherent  by  their  edges,  and  furnished  with  a  little  mem- 

branous appendage  at  the  tip,  and  sometimes  with  two  spur-like  processes  at  their  base. 
The  Style  is  filiform,  and  either  split  at  the  summit  into  two  linear  spreading  stigmas,  or  consists  of  a  single 

piece  from  the  base  to  the  summit  The  form  and  surface  of  the  stigma,  and  the  upper  part  of  the  style  are 
subject  to  a  great  diversity  of  appearances,  which  are  of  the  utmost  importance  in  determining  the  affinities  of 
the  genera. 

The  Florets  are  either  hermaphrodite,  unisexual,  or  neuter.  Upon  these  differences  of  sex  the  orders  of  Lin- naeus are  founded. 
In  Syngenesia  tequalis  the  florets  are  all  hermaphrodites. 
In  Syngenesia  supcrflua,  those  of  the  disk  or  centre  are  hermaphrodite,  of  the  circumference  or  ray  female, 

(and  superfluous.) 
In  Syngenesia  frustranea,  those  of  the  disk  are  hermaphrodite,  of  the  ray  neuter,  (and  useless.) 
In  Syngenesia  necessaria,  those  of  the  disk  are  male,  of  the  ray  female,  (and  necessary.) 
Syngenesia  segregata  is  only  characterized  by  the  heads  themselves  being  clustered  and  surrounded  by  a  com- mon involucrum. 
The  genera  of  Syngenesia  have  always  attracted  much  attention  from  systematic  botanists,  who  have  met 

with  very  unequal  success  in  characterizing  them.  The  older  botanists  comprised  them  all  under  a  few  general 
heads  or  names.  Tournefort,  with  his  usual  happiness,  pointed  out  a  large  proportion  of  the  most  natural  ge- 

nera. Vaillant  established  a  considerable  number.  Linnaeus,  profiting  by  the  labours  of  his  predecessors,  re- 
jecting some  genera,  and  dividing  others,  increased  their  number,  and  adapted  them  to  his  sexual  system,  in 

nearly  the  same  order  in  which  they  exist  at  the  present  day.  Jussieu,  by  applying  to  the  genera  the  princi- 
ples of  his  natural  method,  reduced  them  to  an  arrangement  much  superior  in  point  both  of  facility  and  of 

natural  affinity  to  that  of  his  northern  rival.  But  however  meritorious  the  labours  of  these  great  systematise 
may  have  been,  much  remained  to  be  effected,  even  among  their  own  plants,  by  those  who  followed  them.  The 
indefatigable  Gaertner,  who  worked  upon  the  only  satisfactory  or  philosophical  principle,  that  of  strict  analysis, 
soon  discovered  that  the  combinations  of  Linnaeus  and  Jussieu  were  often  too  vague  and  ill  defined  to  accord 
with  his  notions  of  accurate  subdivision.  Hence  many  other  genera  arose.  But  since  his  days,  the  extent  of 
Syngenesia  has,  like  all  other  parts  of  botanical  science,  increased  exceedingly,  and  has  arrived  in  our  days  at 
a  state  little  short  of  absolute  confusion.  Injudicious  or  superficial  botanists,  impressed  with  the  fear  of  inno- 

vation, and  with  a  pious  reverence  even  for  the  errors  of  those  who  went  before  them,  have  from  time  to  time 
crowded  the  genera  of  Jussieu  and  Linnaeus  with  the  most  incongruous  species,  and  so  have  rendered  many  of 
those  which  were  originally  pure  and  simple,  heterogeneous  masses  of  species.  Much  has  been  done  by  oui 
learned  countryman,  Mr.  Robert  Brown,  to  reduce  to  order  this  class  of  individuals,  and,  as  far  as  his  published 
observations  have  extended,  with  the  happiest  success.  In  France,  an  ingenious  and  accurate  observer,  Mr. Henry  Cassini,  has  undertaken  a  revision  of  the  whole  class,  upon  principles  peculiar  to  himself;  and  it  must 
be  allowed,  that  what  he  has  executed  has  given  ample  room  for  regret  that  he  has  not  published  more.  Un- 

fortunately, his  observations  are  scattered  over  the  face  of  many  books,  and  are  in  no  case  in  such  a  state  of 
arrangement  as  to  be  extensively  useful    It  is  hoped  that  a  period  will  soon  arrive  when  he,  or  at  least  some 
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of  his  countrymen,  will  place  in  one  view  the  result  of  his  labours,  so  as  to  enable  the  world  to  judge  with  more 
accuracy,  both  of  their  extent,  and  of  their  real  importance  in  defining  the  limits  of  the  genera  and  their  orders. 
The  style  and  stigma,  which  had  been  previously  almost  overlooked,  have  furnished  M.  Cassini  with  what 
appear  to  be  beautiful  distinguishing  marks  of  his  orders ;  and  it  is  upon  these  organs  that  much  of  the  pecu. 
liarity  of  his  arrangement  depends.  In  the  mean  while,  till  it  can  be  ascertained  what  the  ultimate  division 
of  Composite  is  likely  to  be,  it  has  been  considered  more  prudent  in  this  work  to  indicate  none  of  the  divisions 
of  either  M.  Cassini,  or  of  his  fellow-labourers  in  France  or  elsewhere. 

In  a  popular  point  of  view,  Syngenesia  may  be  considered  interesting  in  a  high  degree.  It  abounds  in  plants 
of  ornament,  all  of  which  are,  without  exception,  of  easy  cultivation.  It  is  not  necessary  to  particularize  the 
merits  of  the  brilliant  varieties  of  the  Dahlia,  or  of  the  Chinese  Chrysanthemum,  which  are  the  chiefest  orna- 

ments of  every  autumnal  garden ;  nor  to  point  out  the  beauty  of  the  various  tribes  of  Aster,  Helianthus, 
Coreopsis,  Xeranthemum,  or  Gnaphalium.  These  and  an  hundred  others  must  be  familiar  to  every  lover  of 
gardening.  It  is,  however,  worth  remarking,  that  nearly  all  syngenesious  plants  are  autumn  flowers.  In  the 
tropics,  many  become  trees  of  considerable  dimensions  ;  in  temperate  climates,  they  are  mostly  herbaceous  or low  bushes. 

With  regard  to  the  qualities  of  syngenesious  plants,  considered  economically  or  medicinally,  it  may  be  stated, 
that,  whatever  they  may  be,  they  consist  in  a  bitter  principle,  and  an  oily  secretion.  But  these  vary  in  particular 
tribes.  In  some  the  bitter  is  combined  with  a  resinous  principle,  by  which  its  powers  are  increased 
in  different  degrees.  In  those  plants  in  which  the  resin  is  found  in  small  quantities  only,  and  mixed  with  a 
bitter  or  astringent  mucilage,  tonic,  stomachic,  and  febrifugal  properties  seem  to  be  acquired,  as  in  the  camo- 

mile, the  golden  rod,  the  feverfew,  and  the  Eupatorium  perfoliatum ;  and  the  stimulant  powers  of  these  plants 
appear  to  increase  in  proportion  as  the  resin  is  abundant.  Some  kinds  are  anthelmintic,  as  the  wormwood  and 
tansy ;  others  are  emmenagogue,  as  the  feverfew,  the  yarrow,  and  various  kinds  of  wormwoods.  Certain  spe- 

cies possess  sudorific  qualities,  as  the  Eupatorium,  the  yarrow,  the  wormwood,  and  the  marigold;  others, 
again,  are  powerful  diuretics,  as  Liatris ;  while  stimulating  powers  exist  in  considerable  activity  in  others,  as 
in  the  Sneezewort  and  Arnica.  The  Spilanthus,  Anthemis,  Pyrethrum,  and  some  others,  excite  salivation. 
The  Eupatorium  Ayapana  of  Brazil,  and  the  Guaco  of  Peru,  which  is  another  species  of  Eupatorium,  are  most 
powerful  alexiterics.  According  to  the  analysis  of  M.  Braconnot,  the  wormwood  owes  its  bitterness  to  an 
extremely  bitter  animalized  matter,  which  forms  a  little  less  than  one  fifth  of  its  weight ;  the  same  chemist 
also  states  that  plant  to  contain  a  volatile  oil,  and  an  acid,  apparently  new,  which  is  found  in  combination  with 
potash.  Before  the  perfect  developement  of  the  leaves,  the  bitter  principle  is  so  much  diluted  with  insipid 
mucilage,  that  the  young  shoots  of  some  of  the  thistle  tribe,  the  Cardoon  for  example,  are  used  for  culinary 
purposes ;  and  it  is  probable,  that  it  is  owing  to  the  small  proportion  which  the  bitter  bears  to  the  whole  mass, 
that  the  receptacle  of  the  artichoke,  of  the  Onopordum,  and  of  the  cotton  thistle,  is  found  fit  for  food.  The 
corollas  of  the  Cardoon,  and  of  many  thistles,  have  the  power  of  curdling  milk.  The  juice  of  the  lettuce  and 
other  cichoraceous  plants  is  milky,  bitter,  astringent,  and  narcotic.  In  a  wild  state,  the  narcotic  principle  is  so 
abundant,  that  the  inspissated  juice  of  Lactuca  virosa  has  been  used  as  a  substitute  for  opium,  and  with  much 
success.  But  under  the  effect  of  cultivation,  the  mucilage  is  so  much  more  abundant  than  any  other  substance, 
that  the  same  species  often  form  well-known  articles  of  wholesome  and  agreeable  food.  And,  indeed,  under 
any  circumstances,  wild  or  domesticated,  the  young  shoots,  when  the  narcotic  principle  is  scarcely  developed,  are 
frequently  eaten  with  safety ;  it  is  for  the  same  reason,  namely,  the  incomplete  formation  of  the  bitter  principle, 
and  the  superabundance  of  mucilage,  on  account  of  the  absence  of  light,  that  the  blanched  leaves  of  cardoons 
and  chiccory,  and  the  white  roots  of  the  Scorzonera  and  the  Salsafy,  are  capable  of  being  eaten  without  inconve- 

nience. The  seeds  of  all  syngenesious  plants  abound  in  oil,  which  is  expressed  from  those  of  the  Madia  of 
Chili,  the  Verbesina  sativa,  and  the  common  sunflower.  Owing  to  the  difficulty  of  procuring  this  oil  in  a  pure 
state,  its  virtues  are  not  ascertained  with  much  accuracy.  They  are  generally  believed  to  be  slightly  purgative 
and  diaphoretic. 

Order  1. 
JEQUALIS. 

Flowers  of  the  disk  and  ray  all  hermaphrodite. 
1620.  Geropogon.  Receptacle  setose-paleaceous.  Invol.  many-leaved,  simple,  or  with  bracteohe.  Pericarps of  disk  with  branched  pappus,  of  the  ray  with  five  awns. 
1621.  Tragopogon.  Involucre  simple,  of  many  leaves.  Keceptacle  naked  Pappus  feathery,  stipitate.  Pe- ricarps longitudinally  striated. 
1622.  Troximon.  Invol.  oblong,  conical,  simple,  or  imbricated  with  unequal  scales.  Recept  naked,  dotted. 

Pappus  sessile,  hairy. 
1623.  Arnopogon.   Recept  naked.    Pappus  feathery,  stipitate.    Involucre  1-leaved,  8-partod,  turbinate. 
1624.  Podospermum.  Recept.  waited.  Pericarps  cylindrical  on  a  long  stalk.  Leaves  finely  cut  Otherwise as  Scorzonera. 
1625.  Scorzonera.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  feathery,  somewhat  stalked.  Invol.  imbricated,  with  scales  sca- rious  at  edge. 
1626.  Picridium.  Invol.  ventricose  at  base,  imbricated  with  broadish  scales,  membranous  at  edge.  Pappus 

sessile,  villous,  simple.   Pericarps  4-cornered,  warted  across. 
1627.  Sonchus.    Involucre  imbricated,  swelling  at  the  base.    Receptacle  naked.    Pappus  simple,  sessile. 
1628.  Lactuca.  Involucre  imbricated,  cylindrical,  its  scales  with  a  membranous  margin.  Receptacle  naked. 

Pappus  simple,  stipitate. 
1629.  Chondrilla.  Receptacle  naked.  InvoL  with  bracteols.  Pappus  simple,  stalked.  Florets  in  many  rows. Pericarps  muricated 
1630.  Prenantkes.  Involucre  with  scales  at  the  base.  Receptacle  naked.  Pappus  simple,  sessile.  Florets few. 
1631.  Leontodon.  Involucre  with  scales  that  are  frequently  lax  and  flaccid.  Receptacle  naked.  Pappus 

simple,  stipitate. 
1632.  Apargia.  Involucre  imbricated  with  scales  at  the  base.  Receptacle  naked,  dotted.  Pappus  feathery, sessile,  unequai. 
1633.  Thrincia.  Recept  favose.  Pappus  of  the  ray  membranous,  multifid,  of  the  disk  stalked,  feathery. InvoL  with  8  angles  and  8  leaves. 
1634.  Picris.  Cal.  double,  the  inner  equal,  the  outer  lax.  Receptacle  naked.  Pappus  feathery.  Pericarps transversely  striated. 
1635.  Hierucium.  Involucre  ovate,  imbricated.   Receptacle  nearly  naked,  dotted.   Pappus  simple,  sessile. 1636.  Lagoseris  has  the  characters  of  Crepis,  but  the  pappus  is  stalked. 
1637.  Borkhausia,  Invol.  oblong  in  two  rows,  the  outer  much  shorter  than  the  inner.  Recept  alveolate. Pappus  of  the  centre  stalked,  of  the  circumference  sessile  or  subsessiie. 
1638.  Crepis.  Involucre  surrounded  with  deciduous  scales,  and  at  length  swelling  into  protuberances.  Re- 

ceptacle roughish.  Pappus  sessile. 
1639.  Helminthia.  Recept  naked.  Invol.  double :  outer  8-leaved,  equal ;  inner  5-leaved,  as  long  as  outer. Pericarps  striated  across.    Pappus  stalked,  feathery. 
1640.  Myoseris.    Recept  paleaceous.    Pales  capillary.    Invol.  calyculated.   Pappus  hairy,  sessile. 
1641.  Tolpis.  Recept  favose.  Invol.  with  bracteolse,  which  are  subulate,  and  as  long  as  invol.  Pappus  of the  ray  toothed,  of  the  disk  with  2  or  4  awns. 
1642.  Andryala.   Recept  villous.   Invol.  many-parted,  nearly  equal,  rounded.   Pappus  simple,  sessile. Uu  3 
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1643.  Rothia.  Recept  villous,  chaffy  at  edge.  Invol.  many-leaved,  equal.  Pappus  hairy,  of  the  disk  sessile, of  the  ray  none. 
1644.  Krigia.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  membranous,  5-leaved,  with  5  bristles  between.  Invol.  many-leaved, simple. 
1645.  HyoserU.  Recept  naked.  Invol.  with  bracteolae.  Pappus  double :  exterior  capillary :  interior  palea- ceous, awned. 
1646.  Hedypnoit.  Recept  naked.  Inv  »L  with  bracteolae.  Pappus  of  disk  double  :  outer  obsolete,  of  many bristles ;  inner  paleaceous,  5-leaved ;  of  ine  ray  a  membranous  toothletted  margin. 
1647.  Robertia.  InvoL  many-leaved,  equaL  Recept  scaly.  Pappus  feathery,  the  hairs  being  slightly  mem- oranous  at  base. 
1648.  Seriola.    Recept.  paleaceous.    InvoL  simple.    Pappus  somewhat  hairy. 
1649.  Soldevilla.  Invol.  imbricated,  in  fruit  ventricose  at  base,  with  scales  conniving  at  end.  Recept  palea- ceous ;  paless  very  short,  setose.   Pappus  O. 
1650.  Hypochisris.   Involucre  oblong,  imbricated.    Receptacle  chaffy.   Pappus  feathery,  stipitate,  or  sessile. 
1651.  Lapsana.  Involucre  with  scales  at  the  base.  Receptacle  naked  (its  inner  leaves  equal,  channelled, Sm.)   Pericarps  destitute  of  pappus  (deciduous). 
1652.  Zacintha.  Recept  naked.  Pericarps  of  the  ray  incurved,  of  the  disk  straight  Pappus  very  short, somewhat  feathery.   InvoL  with  bracteolae,  which  are  membranous. 
1653.  Rhagadiolui.   Recept.  naked.   Pericarps  arcuate,  spreading.   Pappus  O.    Invol.  with  bracteolae. 
1654.  Moscaria.  Invol.  6-leaved,  equal.  Recept  flat,  paleaceous.  External  pericarps  with  a  short  feathery pappus ;  central  with  none. 
1655.  Catananche.  Recept.  paleaceous.  InvoL  imbricated,  scarious.  Pappus  paleaceous,  5-leaved :  paleas awned. 
1656.  Triptilion.  Invol.  imbricated,  the  exterior  scales  somewhat  squarrose.  Florets  bilabiate  :  the  upper 

lip  3-toothed ;  lower  entire  revolute.    Recept  villous.   Pappus  with  3  feathers. 
1657.  Cichorium.  Involucre  surrounded  with  scales  or  smaller  leaflets.  Receptacle  naked  or  slightly  hairy. 

Pappus  sessile,  scaly,  shorter  than  the  pericarp. 
1658.  Bacaxia.  InvoL  imbricated,  scarious.  Florets,  one  in  the  middle  large  tubular ;  the  others  4-toothed, 

with  a  revolute  bristle  inserted  in  the  mouth  of  the  tube.    Recept.  pilose.    Pappus  feathery. 
1659.  Scolymus.    Receptacle  paleaceous.    Invol.  imbricated,  spiny.    Pappus  O. 
1660.  Arctium.  Involucre  globose,  each  of  its  scales  with  an  incurved  hook  at  the  extremity.  Receptacle 

chaffy.   Pappus  simple. 
1661.  Serratula.  Involucre  cylindrical,  imbricated  with  scales  that  are  not  spinous.  Receptacle  chaffy. Pappus  foughish  or  feathery,  rigid,  persistent 
1662.  Saussurea.  Involucre  imbricated,  not  spiny,  outer  scales  acute,  inner  obtuse,  membranous.  Pappus feathery,  in  two  rows,  the  exterior  being  shortest,  the  inner  somewhat  united  at  base. 
1663.  Carduus.  Involucre  swelling,  imbricated  with  spinous  scales.  Receptacle  hairy.  Pappus  deciduous, 

roughish. 
1664.  Silt/bum.  InvoL  ventricose,  imbricated:  outer  leaves  with  appendages  at  end;  inner  cochleate. 

Recept  chaffy.   Pappus  linear,  chaffy,  deciduous. 
1665.  Cnicus.  Involucre  swelling,  imbricated  with  spinous  scales.  Receptacle  hairy.  Pappus  deciduous, feathery. 
1666.  Onopordum.  Involucre  swelling,  its  scales  spreading,  and  spinous.  Receptacle  cellular.  Pappus  deci- duous, rougn. 
1667.  Berardia.  InvoL  imbricated  with  linear  unarmed  scales.  Recept.  somewhat  favose,  naked.  Pappus 

hairy,  generally  twisted  spirally,  persistent. 
1668.  Cynara.  Recept  setose.  InvoL  dilated,  imbricated ;  scales  fleshy,  emarginate,  with  a  point  Pappus sessile,  feathery. 
1669.  Carlina.  Involucre  swelling :  the  exterior  scales  with  numerous  spines ;  the  inner  ones  colored, scariose. 
1670.  Atractylis.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  feathery.  InvoL  imbricated  with  bracteolae.  Florets  of  ray 5-toothed. 
1671.  Acarna.  Recept.  paleaceous.  Pappus  feathery.  Invol.  imbricated  with  bracteolae.  Florets  flos- culous. 
1672.  Stokesia.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  with  4  bristles.  InvoL  leafy,  somewhat  imbricated.  Heads  radiated 

florets  of  ray  funnel-shaped,  irregular. 
1673.  Stobcea.  InvoL  imbricated,  with  toothed  spiny  scales.  Florets  flosculous.  Recept  hispid,  favose. 

Pappus  paleaceous. 
1674.  Onobroma.  InvoL  ventricose :  outer  scales  large,  herbaceous,  spiny,  acuminate ;  inner  coriaceous, 

unarmed.   Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  setaceous,  rigid,  unequal. 
1675.  Carthamus.  Recept.  paleaceous,  setose.  InvoL  ovate,  imbricated ;  scales  ovate,  leafy  at  end.  Pappus 

paleaceous,  hairy,  or  none. 
1676.  Cardopatum.  Invol.  6-8-fl.  many-leaved,  imbricated,  the  outer  scales  branched,  spiny.  Recept.  palea- ceous, with  long  fascicled  paleae. .  Pericarps  villous. 
1677.  Stteftelina.  Recept  with  very  short  paleae.  Pappus  feathery.  Anthers  awned  at  base.  Invol.  hemis- 

pherical, imbricated. 
1678.  Palafoxia.  InvoL  oblong,  somewhat  imbricated,  8  or  many-leaved,  many-flowered.  Cor.  flosculous, 

longer  than  calyx,  with  a  5-fid  limb.  Pappus  chaffy.  Receptacle  naked.  Fruit  marginal,  wrapped  up  in  the involucre. 
1679.  Pteronia.  Recept.  paleaceous ;  paleae  many-parted.  Pappus  somewhat  feathery.  Invol.  imbricated with  keeled  scales. 
1680.  Vernonia.  Recept.  naked.  InvoL  Ovate,  imbricated.  Pappus  double :  outer  paleaceous  j  inner 

capillary. 
1681.  Ammobium.  InvoL  imbricated,  colored,  radiant.  Anthers  with  2  bristles  at  the  base.  Chaffs  of 

receptacle  distinct    Pappus  a  toothed  edge. 
1682.  Liatris.    Recept.  naked.    Invol.  oblong,  imbricated.   Pappus  feathery. 
1683.  Mikania.    Recept.  naked.    Invol.  4-6-leaved,  equal,  4  or  6-flowered.   Pappus  hairy. 
1684.  Sparganophorus.  Invol.  subglobose,  imbricated  with  unequal  scales,  recurved,  spreading  at  end. 

Recept  naked.    Pericarps  crowned  with  a  somewhat  cartilaginous  cup. 
1685.  Eupatorium.    Involucre  imbricated,  oblong.   Florets  few.    Receptacle  naked.   Pappus  rough. 
1686.  Dutnerilia.  InvoL  many-parted,  equal.  Receptacle  paleaceous.  Florets  bilabiate.  Anthers  spurred 

at  base.   Pappus  feathery,  sessile. 
1687.  Ageratum.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  with  5  somewhat-awned  paleae.  Invol.  oblong  in  a  double  row. 

Corollas  4-5- fid. 
1688.  Ctelestina.  Invol.  cylind.  many-leaved,  imbricated.  Recept.  convex,  naked.  Florets  all  tubular. 

Stigmas  very  long,  spreading.   Pericarps  truncate,  5-cornered.   Pappus  a  membranous  rim. 1689.  Stevia.    Recept.  naked.   Pappus  paleaceous.    Invol.  cylindrical  in  a  single  row. 
1690.  Cephalophora.  Recept  naked,' hemispherical.  Pappus  paleaceous,  many-leaved.  Invol.  many-leaved, reflexed. 
1691.  Amphirepis.  Invol.  hemispherical,  imbricated.  Recept  flat,  naked.  Florets  all  tubular.  Pericarps 

cylindrical,  naked.    Pappus  hairy,  deciduous. 
1692.  Hymenopappus.  Invol.  many-leaved,  spreading  j  scales  ovate,  colored.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus 

many-leaved,  paleaceous. 
1693.  Melananthera.  Recept.  paleaceous,  convex.  InvoL  many-leaved,  in  a  double  row.  Pappus  of  from 

2  to  18  rough  bristles.   Pericarps  turbinate,  angular. 
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1691.  Marihallia.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  of  5  membranous  acuminate  pales.  In  vol.  imbricated; scales  somewhat  lanceolate,  incumbent. 
1695.  Spilanthes.  Recept  paleaceous,  conical.  Pappus  with  2  awns,  one  smaller  than  the  other.  InvoL nearly  equal 
1696.  Salmea.    Recept.  conical,  paleaceous.   Pappus  with  2  awns.   Pericarps  depressed.    Invol.  imbricated. 
1697.  Bidens.  Involucre  of  many  leaves,  with  many  foliaceous  bracteas  at  the  base.  Receptacle  plane, 

chaffy.  Cor.  sometimes  radiant.  Pericarps  crowned  with  from  2-5  persistent  awns,  which  are  rough,  with minute  deflexed  bristles. 
1698.  Platypteris.  InvoL  many-leaved,  imbricated,  squarrose.  Recept.  convex,  paleaceous.  Pericarps compressed,  winged,  with  2  awns  at  top. 
1699.  Lagascea.  Invol.  1-leaved,  tubular,  1-flowered,  divided  at  end.  Floret  tubular,  hermaphrodite. 

Pericarps  linear,  cuneate,  compressed.   Pappus  a  small  fringed  crown. 
1700.  Lavcnia.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  with  3  awns,  glandular  at  end.  InvoL  ovate,  somewhat  imbri- cated. 
1701.  Cacalia.  Recept.  naked,  Pappus  pilose.   InvoL  cylindrical,  oblong,  at  the  base  only  with  bracteoUe. 
1702.  Kleinia.   Recept  rfaked.   Pappus  hairy.    Invol.  simple,  equal,  5-leaved. 
1703.  Ethulia.    Recept  naked.    Pappus  a  very  narrow  rim.   Invol.  equal,  in  a  double  row. 
1701.  Piqueria.    Recept  naked.   InvoL  equal,  4-leaved,  4-flowered,   Pappus  none.   Pericarps  pentagonal. 
1705.  Chrysocoma.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  simple.  InvoL  hemispherical,  imbricated.  Style  scarcely  longer than  florets. 
1706.  Tarchonanthus.    Recept  villous.    Pericarps  enveloped  in  hair.    Invol.  1-leaved,  half  7-fid,  turbinate. 
1707.  Galea.   Recept.  paleaceous.    Pappus  hairy.    Invol.  imbricated. 
1708.  Isocarpha.  Recept.  paleaceous  conical,  the  outer  palea;  forming  the  involucrum.  Pappus  O.  Anthers 

not  spurred  at  base.   Stigmas  with  a  long  appendage. 
1709.  Petrobium.  Recept  paleaceous,  flattish.  InvoL  many-leaved,  in  2  rows  :  outer  row  shortest.  Peri- 

carps angular.   Pappus  awned. 
1710.  Neurol&na.  Recept  paleaceous,  flattish.  Pappus  capillary,  toothletted,  persistent  InvoL  imbricated, leafy.    Anthers  awnless  at  the  base. 
1711.  Humea.  Recept.  minute,  glandular.  Pappus  none.  InvoL  loosely  imbricated,  membranous.  Floret* about  3,  tubular.    Anthers  awned. 
1712.  Ctesulia.    Recept  paleaceous  :  paleae  enveloping  the  pericarps.   Pappus  O.    Invol.  3-leaved. 
1713.  Ixodia.    Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  O.    InvoL  imbricated :  inner  scales  radiant  colored. 
1714.  Santolina.    Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  O.    Invol.  imbricated,  hemispherical. 
1715.  Otanthus.  InvoL  hemispherical  imbricated.  Florets  with  2  appendages  at  base.  Recept  convex, 

paleaceous.   Pappus  O. 
1716.  Caleacte.   The  same  as  Calea,  but  it  has  a  radius  of  ligular  female  florets. 
1717.  Athanasia.   Recept  paleaceous.   Pappus  paleaceous,  very  short    Invol.  imbricated. 
1718.  Balsamita.   Recept  naked.    Pappus  O.    Invol.  imbricated. 
1719.  Pentzia.   Recept  naked.   Pappus  a  membranous  torn  rim.   InvoL  imbricated,  hemisphericaL 

^*  SUPERFLUA. §  florets  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite :  of  the  ray  female. 
1720.  Tanacetum.  InvoL  hemispherical,  imbricated.  Recept  naked.  Florets  of  the  ray  trifid,  obsolete 

sometimes  wanting.   Pericarps  crowned  with  a  membranous  margin  or  pappus. 
1721.  Artemisia.  Invol.  ovate  or  rounded,  imbricated.  Recept  naked  (or  downy,  Sm.).  Florets  of  the  ray 

subulate.   Pericarps  crowned  with  a  membranaceous  pappus. 
1722.  Gnaphalium.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  hairy  or  feathery.  Invol.  imbricated :  marginal  scales  round, scarious,  colored. 
1723.  Leontopodium.  Heads  sessile  in  the  leaves.  Invol.  woolly.  Florets  5-fid.  Pappus  pencilled  or  hairy. Otherwise  Guaphalium. 
1724.  Evax.  Heads  surrounded  by  bractex.  Invol.  ovate,  imbricated,  with  appressed  acuminate  scales. 

Florets  of  disk  4- toothed :  of  the  ray  not  toothed.  Recept  subulate,  paleaceous.  Pericarps  of  the  female flowers  without  pappus. 
1725.  Antennaria.  Recept  scrobiculate.  Pappus  capillary.  InvoL  imbricated,  scarious,  colored.  Anthers spurred  at  base.   Florets  dioecious. 
1726.  Metalasia.  InvoL  cylindrical,  radiant  colored.  Pappus  deciduous,  capillary,  clavate.  Florets  few, 

hermaphrodite.   Otherwise  as  Gnaphalium. 
1727.  Astelma.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  feathery,  sessile :  rays  connate  at  base.  Invol.  imbricated :  with scarious  scales,,  the  interior  of  which  are  connivent. 
1728.  Athrutia.  Heads  radiant.  Invol.  obL  imbricated,  awned,  squarrose.  Florets  bilabiate.  Pappus feathery.    Recept  alveolate. 
1729.  Xeranthemum.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  paleaceous-setaceous.  InvoL  imbricated,  radiated :  with a  colored  ray. 
1730.  Elichrysum.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  hairy  or  feathery.    Invol.  imbricated,  radiated :  ray  colored. 
1731.  Carpesium.   Recept  naked.    Pappus  O.   Invol.  imbricated,  with  the  outer  scales  reflexed. 
1732.  Baccharis.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  pilose.  Invol.  imbricated,  cylindrical.  Female  florets  mixed with  the  hermaphrodite  ones. 
1733.  Molina.  InvoL  campanulate,  imbricated.  Pappus  feathery.  Recept  convex,  naked,  dotted.  Flowers dioecious. 
1734.  Conyza.   Invol.  roundish,  imbricated.   Recept  naked.   Florets  of  the  ray  3  cleft   Pappus  rough. 
1735.  Madia.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  O.  InvoL  double:  outer  8-10-leaved,  equal,  longer  than  the  inner, which  is  many-leaved. 
1736.  Erieeron.  Invol.  imbricated.  Recept  naked.  Florets  of  the  ray  numerous,  very  narrow,  mostly  of  a different  color  from  the  disk.    Pappus  simple. 
1737.  Tussilago.    Invol.  simple,  equal,  submembranaceous,  swelling.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  simple. 
1738.  Senecio.  Invol.  subcylindrical,  equal,  scaly  below;  the  scales  withered  at  the  tip.  Recept.  naked. 

Pappus  simple. 
1739.  Aster.  Invol.  imbricated,  its  lowermost  scales  spreading  (except  in  A.  trifolium).  Recept  naked. 

Florets  of  the  ray  more  than  10.   Pappus  simple. 
1740.  Solidaco.  InvoL  imbricated,  its  scales  connivent  Recept  naked.  Florets  of  the  ray  (of  the  same 

colour  as  the  disk)  about  5.   Pappus  rough. 
1741.  Cineraria.   Recept  naked.    Pappus  simple.   Invol.  simple,  many-leaved,  equal. 
1742.  Caloiis.  Recept  naked.  Pericarps  crowned  with  two  opposite  pales  and  1-3-barbed  awns.  Invol. 

nearly  equal,  many-leaved,  in  a  single  or  double  row. 
1743.  Kaulfussia.  InvoL  simple :  leaflets  keeled.  Recept.  naked,  convex.  Pappus  of  the  ray  a  minute 

fringed  rim ;  of  the  disk  stiff  and  feathery. 
1744.  Inula.  InvoL  imbricated.  Recept.  naked.  Florets  of  the  ray  very  numerous,  linear.  Anthers  with 

2  bristles  at  the  base.   Pappus  simply  composed  of  hairs. 
1745.  Pulicaria.  Invol.  roundish,  imbricated :  scales  linear,  acuminate.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  com- 

pound :  outer  a  membranous  cup ;  inner  setaceous.   Pericarps  uniform. 
1746.  Grindelia.   Recept.  naked.   Pappus  setaceous,  deciduous.   InvoL  imbricated,  hemisphericaL 

U  u  4 
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1747.  Podolepis.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  hairy.  InvoL  imbricated,  scarious,  hemispherical :  scales  un. 
guiculatc. 1748.  Chtetanlhera.  Invol.  many-leaved,  ciliated.  Florets  of  ray  linear,  S-toothed,  with  a  fine  bifid  spiral segment  at  the  divisions.    Anthers  spurred  at  base.    Recept.  naked,  flat    Pappus  hairy. 

1749.  Arnica.  Reccpt  naked.  Pappus  simple.  Invol.  with  equal  leaves.  Florets  of  ray  generally  with 5  filaments  without  anthers. 
1750.  Gerberia.  Florets  bilabiate,  those  of  the  ray  ligulate.  Invol.  imbricated,  coriaceous.  Recept  flat, naked.    Pappus  with  long  bearded  paleae. 
1751.  Doronicum.  Scales  of  the  invol.  in  2  equal  rows,  longer  than  the  disk.  Recept  naked.  Pericarps  of 

the  disk  crowned  with  a  simple  pappus,  those  of  the  ray  without  a  pappus. 
1752.  Perdicium.    Reccpt  naked.   Pappus  hairy.   Florets  2-lipped. 
1753.  Tetragonotheca.   Recept.  paleaceous:   Pappus  O.    Invol.  1-leaved,  4-cornered,  4-parted. 
1754.  Ximenesia.  Reccpt.  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  Pericarps  of  ray  naked,  emarginate ;  of  the  disk  winged. 

Invol.  many-leaved,  nearly  equal. 
1755.  Helcnium.  Reccpt.  naked ,  of  the  ray  paleaceous.  Pappus  5-awned.  Invol.  1-Ieaved,  many-parted. 

Florets  of  ray  half-tririd. 
1755.  Bcllis.    Invol.  hemispherical,  its  scales  equal.    Recept  naked,  conical 
1757.  Jicllium.  Recept  naked.  Pericarps  conical,  with  a  paleaceous  8-leaved  crown  and  awned  pappus. Leaves  of  invol.  equal. 
1758.  Dahlia.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  InvoL  double  :  outer  many-leaved ;  inner  1-leaved, 

8-partcd. 
1759.  Bcebcra.    Invol.  double :  outer  many-leaved ;  inner  8-leaved.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  hairy. 
1760.  Tagetes.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  with  5  erect  awns.  Invol.  simple,  1-leaved,  5-toothed,  tubular. Florets  of  ray  5,  persistent 
1761.  Heleros/iennum.  Recept.  naked.  Outer  grains  compressed  with  a  membranous  edge ;  inner  oblong 

with  two  awns.    Invol.  double :  outer  4-parted :  inner  many-leaved. 
1762.  Schkukria.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  paleaceous.    InvoL  5-leaved.   Florets  of  ray  solitary. 
1763.  Pedis.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  with  3  or  5  awns.    InvoL  5-leaved.   Florets  of  ray  5. 
1764.  Longchampsia.  Differs  from  Pectis  and  Leysera,  in  having  a  double  pappus,  the  exterior  of  which  is 

edged,  the  inner  feathery. 
1765.  Leysera.    Recept  somewhat  paleaceous.   Pappus  paleaceous :  of  the  disk  feathery.   Invol.  scarious. 
1766.  Sei/oa.  Invol.  imbricated,  ovate.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  O.  Female  florets  inconspicuous,  mixed 

among  the  leaves  of  the  involucrum. 
17o/.  Kclhania.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  membranous,  cylindrical,  short  InvoL  imbricated,  scarious. 

Rays  numerous. 
1,68.  Zinnia.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  with  2  erect  awns.  InvoL  ovate,  cylindrical,  imbricated.  Florets 

of  ray  5,  persistent,  entire. 
1769.  Chrysanthtmum.  Invol.  hemispherical,  imbricated  with  scales  whose  borders  are  membranous. 

Recept.  naked.   Pappus  none. 
1770.  Pyrcthrum.  Recept.  hemispherical,  imbricated  with  scales  whose  borders  are  membranous.  Recept 

naked.  Pericarps  crowned  with  a  membranous  margin. 
1771.  Matricaria.  InvoL  hemispherical  or  almost  plane,  imbricated  with  scales  whose  borders  are  menu 

branous.    Recept  naked,  almost  cylindrical.   Pappus  none. 
1772.  Boltonia.  Recept  favose,  hemispherical.  Pappus  toothed,  awned,  somewhat  2-horned.  Rays  nume- rous.   Invol.  imbricated. 
1773.  Lidbeckia.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  O.  Pericarps  angular,  with  the  lowest  joint  of  style  persistent 

Rays  numerous.    Invol.  many-parted. 
1774.  Cenia.  Invol.  in  fruit  turbinate,  multifld.  Florets  of  ray  very  numerous,  short  Recept  naked. 

Pericarps  compressed. 
1775.  Cotula.   Recept  nearly  naked.    Pappus  margined.   Florets  of  disk  4-fid,  of  the  ray  scarcely  any. 
1776.  Grangea.  Invol.  imbricated,  spreading.  Marginal  florets  3-toothed.  Recept  hemispherical.  Peri- 

carps with  a  toothed  edge  at  ton. 
1777.  Anacyclus.    Recept  paleaceous.   Pappus  emarginate.   Pericarps  with  membranous  edges. 
1778.  Anthcmis.  InvoL  hemispherical,  its  scales  nearly  equal,  their  margins  scarious.  Recept  convex, 

chaffy.    Pericarps  crowned  with  a  membranous  border  or  pappus. 
1779.  Ccntrospermum.  Invol.  hemispherical,  of  many  imbricated,  round,  scarious  scales.  Recept  naked. 

Pappus  spiny.   Outer  pericarps  cymbiform,  smooth. 
1780.  Sanvitalia.    Recept  paleaceous.  Pericarps  of  ray  with  3  awns :  of  the  side  naked,  warted ;  of  the  dis 

winged.    Invol.  imbricated,  flat 
1781.  Achillea.  InvoL  ovate,  imbricated,  unequal  Recept  plane,  chaffy.  Florets  of  the  ray  5-10,  roundish, obcordate.    Pericarps  naked. 
1782.  Tridax.  InvoL  cylindrical,  imbricated,  with  ovate  oblong  scales.  Florets  of  ray  3-parted.  Recept paleaceous.  Pappus  hairy,  simple. 
1783.  Amcllus.    Recept.  paleaceous.    Pappus  simple.    InvoL  imbricated.    Florets  of  ray  undivided. 
1784.  Starkea.    Recept  hirsute.    Pappus  sessile,  hairy.    InvoL  imbricated. 
1785.  Columellia.  InvoL  cylindrical,  imbricated.  Florets  of  ray  undivided.  Recept.  naked,  favose.  Pappus 

a  toothed  edge. 
1786.  Eclipta.    Recept  paleaceous.    Pappus  O.   Florets  of  disk  4-fid. 
1787.  Meyera.  Invol.  4-leaved,  the  2  inner  smallest  Recept  small,  paleaceous,  2  paleae  enveloping  the pericarp,  keeled.   Pappus  O. 
1788.  Chrysanthcllum.  InvoL  cylindrical,  about  as  long  as  florets,  scaly  at  base.  Recept.  paleaceous.  Florets 

numerous,  linear,  2-toothed,  short,  of  the  centre  few,  and  generally  abortive.  Pericarps  naked,  roundish, 
furrowed,  with  an  entire  edge. 

1789.  Siegesbeckia.    Recept  paleaceous.    Pappus  O.    Outer  invol.  5-leaved,  inner  spreading.   Ray  halved. 
1790.  Ve'rbesina.    Reccpt.  paleaceous.    Pappus  awned.    InvoL  in  one  row.   Florets  of  the  ray  about  5. 1791.  Synedrella.  Invol.  generally  of  2  leaves.  Florets  flosculous.  Recept.  obsolete,  paleaceous :  pales 

glumaccous ;  the  outer  o\  ate.  Pericarps  oval,  flat,  edged ;  the  central  dissimilar,  near,  oblong,  with  2  or  3  awns. 
1792.  Galinsogea.    Recept  paleaceous.   Pappus  many-leaved,  paleaceous.    Invol.  imbricated. 1793.  Acme/la.  Invol.  simple,  with  a  few  somewhat  leafy  divisions.  Recept  oblong,  paleaceous.  Heads 

radiant.   Pericarps  4-cornered,  truncate  at  end,  naked. 
1794.  Zaluzania.  Invol.  with  distinct,  somewhat  ovate,  equal  segments.  Head  radiant  Recept.  conical, 

paleaceous ;  palea?  membranous,  trifid,  involving  the  pericarps,  which  are  4-cornered  and  naked. 1795.  Pascalia.    Reccpt.  paleaceous.   Pericarps  drupaceous.   Pappus  a  toothed  rim.    InvoL  imbricated. 
1796.  Hcliopsis.  Invol.  imbricated,  with  ovate  lined  squama?.  Gor.  of  ray  linear,  large.  Recept  paleaceous, 

conical,  with  lanceolate  palca?.    Pericarps  4-cornered.    Pappus  O. 
1797.  Buphthalmum.  Recept.  paleaceous.  Pappus  an  obsolete  rim.  Sides  of  pericarps,  especially  of  the 

ray,  edged. 

Order  3.    "Hl^^  FRUSTRANEA. Florets  of  the  disk  fertile  :  of  the  ray  sterile. 
1798.  Helianthus.   Reccpt.  paleaceous,  flat.   Pappus  2-leavcd.   Invol.  imbricated,  subsquarrose. 
1799.  Gymnoloma.  Invol.  hemispherical,  loosely  imbricated.  Recept.  convex,  paleaceous.  Central  florets 

sterile ;  marginal  radiant.    Pappus  O. 
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1800.  Rudbeckia,  Recept  paleaceous,  conical.  Pappus  with  a  4-toothed  rim.  Invol.  with  a  double  row  of scales. 
1801.  Galardia.  Recept.  paleaceous,  hemispherical.  Pappus  paleaceous,  many-leaved.  Invol.  imbricated, many-leaved,  flat    Kays  3-parted. 
1802.  Tithonia.  Invol.  many-leaved,  cylindrical  Rays  3-toothed.  Recept.  paleaceous,  convex.  Pappus 

paleaceous,  5-leaved. 
1803.  Cosmea.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pericarps  4-cornered.  Pappus  with  2  or  3  awns.  Invol.  double,  each 1-Ieaved,  8-parted. 
1804.  Coreopsis.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pericarps  compressed,  emarginate.  Pappus  with  2  horns.  Invol. 

double,  each  many-leaved. 
1805.  Simsia.  Invol.  subcylindrical,  nearly  equal,  with  linear  lanceolate  incumbent  scales.  Recept  palea- 

ceous.   Pericarps  flatfish,  somewhat  edged,  each  edge  awned. 
1806.  Osmites.   Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  obsolete.   Florets  of  ray  ligulate.   Invol.  imbricated  scarious. 
1807.  Encelia.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  Pericarps  vertical,  flat,  with  a  ciliated  edge.  Invol.  im- bricated. 
1808.  Sclerocarpus.   Recept  paleaceous.    Pappus  O.    Invol.  double,  each  3-leaved. 
1809.  CuUumia.  Recept  favose.  Pericarps  smooth.  Pappus  O.  InvoL  1-leaved,  covered  with  imbricated leaflets. 
1810.  Berckheya.  Recept.  favose.  Pericarps  villous.  Pappus  paleaceous  (sometimes  bristly-paleaceous, ciliated).    InvoL  1-leaved,  covered  with  imbricated  leaflets. 
1811.  Didelta.  Recept  favose,  inclosing  the  pericarps.  Pappus  many-parted,  setaceous,  paleaceous,  toothed. 

Invol.  1-leaved,  covered  with  leaflets,  the  exterior  very  large. 
1812.  Gorteria.  Recept  scrobiculate.  Pappus  a  ciliated  edge.  InvoL  1-leaved,  covered  with  imbricated leaflets,  of  the  fruit  indurated,  connivent,  deciduous. 
1813.  Gazania.  Recept  naked,  or  alveolate.  Pericarps  very  villous.  Pappus  hairy-paleaceous.  Invol. 

1-leaved,  the  tube  naked,  or  covered  with  imbricated  leaflets. 
1814.  Cryptostemma.  Recept  favose.  Pappus  paleaceous,  covered  by  the  entangled  wool  of  the  pericarp. Invol.  imbricated. 
1815.  Arctotheoa.   Recept  favose.   Pappus  O.    Invol.  imbricated. 
1816.  Sphenogyne.  Recept  with  distinct  paleas.  Pappus  paleaceous,  simple.  Stigmas  with  a  dilated  trun- cated end.    InvoL  imbricated,  the  inner  scales  or  all  with  a  dilated  scarious  end. 
1817.  Zoegea.   Recept  setose   Pappus  setaceous.   Rays  ligulate    InvoL  imbricated. 
1818.  Leuxea.  Invol.  imbricated,  spherical,  not  spiny.  Recept  bristly.  Pappus  feathery,  in  many  rows. Florets  all  hermaphrodite. 
1819.  Centaurea.  InvoL  scaly.  Recept  bristly.  Corollas  of  the  ray  infundibuliform,  irregular,  longer  than 

those  of  the  disk.   Pappus  simple. 
1820.  Galactites.  Invol.  imbricated,  with  somewhat  squarrose  spiny  scales.  Recept  favose.  Pappus 

feathery,  deciduous. 
1821.  Wedelia.  InvoL  5-leaved,  with  broad  leafy  segments.  Recept  paleaceous.  Florets  of  the  centre 

generally  abortive,  of  the  ray  many,  oval,  2-3-fid.  Stigmas  setaceous.  Pappus  stipitate,  membranous,  tooth- letted. 

Order  4. NECESSARIA. 

Florets  of  the  ray  female  fertile  :  of  the  disk  male. 
1822.  MUleria.   Recept  naked.  Pappus  O.   InvoL  of  3  valves.   Ray  halved. 1823.  Baltimora.   Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.   InvoL  cylindrical,  many-leaved.   Ray  5-flowered. 
1824.  Silphium.   Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  with  a  2  horned  edge.   InvoL  squarrose. 
1825.  Trixis.  InvoL  imbricated.  Cor.  of  ray  3-fid.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  Pericarps  villous  at end. 
1826.  Polymnia.  Recept.  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  InvoL  double :  outer  4  or  5-leaved  j  inner  10-leaved,  with common  leaflets. 
1827.  Chrysogonum.  InvoL  5-leaved.  Recept.  paleaceous.  Pappus  1-leaved,  3-toothed.  Pericarps  with  a little  4-leaved  calyx. 
1828.  Melampodium.    Recept.  paleaceous,  conicaL   Pappus  1-leaved,  vulviform.   Invol.  5-leaved. 
1829.  Chaptalia.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  capillary.  Florets  of  the  ray  in  a  double  row,  deformed;  of  the disk  bilabiate. 
1830.  Calendula.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  O.  Invo.  many-leaved,  equal.  Pericarps  of  the  disk  mem- branous. 
1831.  Arctotis.  Recept  setose-alveolate:  Pericarps  half  2-celled,  or  2-furrowed  at  the  back.  Pappus  palea- ceous.   InvoL  imbricated,  with  scales  scarious  at  end. 
1832.  Osteospermum.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  O.   InvoL  many-leaved.   Pericarps  globose,  colored,  bony. 
1833.  Othonna.   Recept  naked.   Pappus  hairy.    InvoL  1-leaved,  many-cut 
1834.  Hippia.  Recept  naked.  Pappus  O.  Pericarps  with  very  broad  edges,  naked.  Invol.  hemispherical, 

somewhat  imbricated.   Florets  of  ray  10,  obsoletely  trifid. 
1835.  Soliva.  Invol.  7-leaved,  leaflets  with  imbricated  edges,  the  3  outer  largest  Ray  none.  Recept  very 

small,  somewhat  villous.   Pericarps  compressed,  surrounded  by  a  membrane,  crowned  by  2  prickles  and  the 
^836.  Psiadia.    Recept  naked.   Pappus  hairy,  sessile.    Invol  imbricated,  ovate.   Florets  of  ray  short 
1837.  Eriocephalus.   Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  O.  InvoL  double :  inner  1-leaved ;  outer  5-leaved. 
1838.  FUago.  Recept.  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  InvoL  imbricated.  Female  florets  mixed  among  the  scales of  involucre. 
1839.  Micropus.  Recept  paleaceous.  Pappus  O.  InvoL  calyculate.  Rays  none.  Female  florets  en- wrapped in  the  scales  of  involucre. 
1840.  Parthenium.  Recept  paleaceous,  flat   Pericarps  obovate,  nearly  naked.   Invol.  5-leaved. 
1841.  Jva.   Recept  pilose.   Pericarps  naked,  blunt   InvoL  3-leaved.  Florets  of  ray  5.   Styles  2,  long. 
1842.  Acicarpha.  Invol.  5-parted.  Cor.  all  tubular.  Recept.  paleaceous,  the  palea  being  united  with  the 

pericarps  after  flowering.   Pappus  O.   Stamens  half-separate. 

Order  5.     jjjjj^  SEGREGATA. 
Each  floret  having  its  own  peculiar  involucre. 

1843.  Elephantopus.   Invol.  4-flowered.   Florets  ligulate,  hermaphrodite.  Recept.  naked.  Pappus  setaceous. 
1844.  (Edera.  Invol.  many-flowered.  Tubular  florets  hermaphrodite,  and  one  or  more  female  and  ligulate. 

Recept  paleaceous.   Pappus  with  many  pales. 
1845.  Flaveria.  Partial  invol.  2-5-leaved,  2-5-flowered.  Common  invoL  imbricated  with  unequal  scales. 

Florets  tubular,  1  often  ligulate.   Pappus  O.   Recept  naked. 
1846.  Sttebe.   Invol.  1-flowered.  Floret  tubular,  hermaphrodite.   Recept.  naked.  Pappus  feathery. 
1847.  Nauenbergia.  Partial  invoL  2-leaved,  1-flowered ;  common  invoL  leafy.  Pappus  O.  Receptacle setose. 
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1848.  CasshUa.  lnvol.  2-flowered,  4-leavcd.  Florets  hermaphrodite.  Pappus  paleaceous,  pencilled.  Recept. naked. 
1849.  Sp/ueranthus.  Invol.  8-flowered.  Florets  tubular,  hermaphrodite,  and  obsoletely  female.  Recept scaly.    Pappus  O. 
1850.  Echinops.    Invol.  1-flowered.   Florets  tubular,  hermaphrodite.    Recept  setose.   Pappus  obsolete 
1851.  Rolandra.  Florets  fascicled  in  a  head,  with  scales  between.  InvoL  2-valved,  1-flowered.  Florets 

hermaphrodite.   Pappus  O. 

JEQUALIS. 
1620.  GEROPO'GON.  W.  Old  Man's  Beard. 

■11055  giaber  fV.  smooth  O  or 11056  hirsutus  W.  hirsute  O  or 
11057  calyculatus  W.       perennial         ^  A  or 
1621.  TRAGOPCGON.  W.    Goat's  Beard. 11058  canus  W.SjK. 

11059  angustif61ius  L. 
11060  pratensis  IV. 11061  mutabilis  Jac. 
11062  undulatus  W. 
11063  orientalis  W. 
11064  major  W. 
11065  floccosus  W.  $K. 
11066  porrifolius  W. 11067  crocifolius  W. 
11068  vill6sus  W. 

hoary 

narrow-leaved 

yellow changeable wave-leaved oriental 

great 
woolly 
Salsafy 
Crocus-leaved  5O0[ 
hairy  ^  Q)  or 

5t  CD  or 
5  O  or 3t  Q>  or 
k  CD  or 3t  Q>  or 
ifc  Q)  or 
3t  CD  or 5t  Q>  or ^  Q>  cul 

Composite. 
1J  jl.au  Pk 14  jl.au  R 
2  jl.au  Pk 

Composite. 
1  jl.au  Pu 

ijLau 

2  my.jn 
my.jn 
my.jn 

jn.jl 
my.jn 
my.jn 

Pu 
Y 
Pa 

So.  3— 6. 

Italy 

Italy Italy 

So.  11—17. 
Hungary Italy 

Britain 
Siberia W.y  Crimea 

1622.  TROX'IMON.  Gcertn.  Troximon. 
11069  glaucum  Ph. 
11070  virginicum  Ph. 
1623.  ARNOPO'GON. 11071  Dalechampii  W. 

11072  picroides  W. 
11073  asper  iV. 

glaucous-leaved £jj  A  or 
Virginian  ^  A  or 
W.  Sheep's  Beard. great-flowered  A  pr 
prickly-cupped  O  pr rough  O  pr 

tl624.  PODOSPER'MUM.  Dec.  Podospermum. 
11074  calcitrapifolium  Dec. Centaury-lvd.  i  A  pr 
11075  laciniatum  Dec.      cut-leaved       ^  Q)  pr 
11076  octangulare  Dec.  octagon  ^  Q>  pr 
1625.  SCORZONE'RA.  W.   Viper's  Grass. 

my.jn  Pu 
jnjl  Pu my.jn  P.Y Composite. 1  my.jn  Y 

1  jl.au  Y 
Composite. 

2  jn.o  L.Y 
1  jl.au  Y 
lj  jl.au  Y Composite. 1  jnjl  Y 
2  jnjl  Y 1  jn.jl  Y 

Levant 
Austria Hungary 

England 

Italy 

1704. 1759. 
1774. 
1824. 
1823. 

past 

1816. 

1790. 1787. 

1788. 1816. 
nunc 
1739. 1794. 

11077  tuber6sa  W. 
11078  tomentdsa  W. 
11079  humilis  Jac. 
11080  hispanica  W. 
11081  glastifiSlia  W. 11082  caricifolia  W. 
11083  purpurea  W. 11084  rosea  W. 
11085  graminifolia  W. 
11086  angustifolia  W. 
11087  eriosperma  JV. 
11088  taraxacifolia  IV. 
11089  taurica  Bieb. 
11090  parviflora  Jacq. 11091  lanata  Bieb. 
11092  ensifolia  Bieb. 
11093  hirsute  L. 

tuberous 
white 
dwarf 

garden Woad-leaved 
Carex-leaved purple-flowered^  A  pr Rose-colored  A  pr 
Grass-leaved  A  Pr 
narrow-leaved  ^  A  Pr 
woolly-seeded  3t  A  Pr 
Dandelion-lvd.  3t  A  pr 

i  Apt 
3t  A  pr 
3t  A  pr 
3l  A  cul k  A  pr 
i  Apr 

Composite, 

*jn 

1  jnjl 
1  au 
3  jn.s 2  jn.s 

1 J  jn.s 

Taurian 
small-flowered woolly 
sword-leaved hairy 

11060 

A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

2  my.jn  Pu 
11  jl 
2  jn.au 

1  jn.au 

1  jn.au 

1  jn.au 

1  jn.au 2  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  my.jn 

1  my.jn 

Pk L.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

So.  2— 3. Missouri 
N.  Amer. 

Sjd.3— 6. 
S.  Europe 
S.  Europe 
MontpeL 

So.  3— 6. Levant S.  Europe 
S.  Europe 

So.  19— 3a Volga 

Armenia Europe 

Spain 

Germany 

Siberia 
Austria Hungary 
Portugal S.  Europe 
Siberia 
Bohemia 
Tauria Austria 
Iberia 
Caucasus S.  Europe 

11066 

1811. 
1799. 

1739. 
1683. 

1774. 
1640. 
181& 

1825. 1789. 1597. 
1576. 
1816. 1805. 
1759. 1807. 
1759. 
1759. 1805. 
1801. 1820. 
1819. 
1824. 1825. 

1818. 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  r.m 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  r.m S  co S  co 

D  co D  co 

D  co 
S  co S  co 

D  co S  8.1 S  co 

D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 

D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  s.l 

Bot  mag.  479 
CoLecph.l.  t231 Jac.vind.2.tl06 

Eng.  bot  434 Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 157 
Jac.  ic  1. 1. 1£8 
Jac.  aust.  1. 1 29 Pl.rar.hu.2.tll2 
Eng.  bot  638 Col.ecph.Lt230 

Bot  mag.  1667 

Bot  mag.  1623 
Lam.il!.  t.646.i 

Buxb.cent2.t.22 Jac.  aust.4.  t.356 

Pal.itapp.t.Y.C3 

Jac.  aust  1. 1 36 Lam.UL  t647.£5 

P.it.3.ap.  t  J.i.f.l Jac.  aust.  1.  t  35 
PLrar.hu.2.t.l21 
Jac.  obs.  4.  1. 100 
Pl.rar.hu  2.U22 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 160 

Jacq.  aust  t.  305 Mor.  se.7.t6.f.l7 
A",  oed.31.3 

11069 

1620.  Geropogon. 
beard  of  the  seeds. 

1621.  Tragopogon. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
So  named  from  yi^an,  an  old  man,  and  xuyw,  a  beard ;  in  allusion  to  the  long  silky 
From  T'etyae,  a  goat,  and  xotyon,  a  beard ;  a  name  applied  in  the  same  way  as  Geropogon. 

T.  porrifolius,'  or  Salsafy,  has  a  long  tapering  fleshy  white  root,  which  is  used  like  carrots  or  parsneps,  and  culti- vated in  gardens  for  that  purpose.  The  flavor  of  the  root  is  mild  and  sweetish  ;  dressed  like  asparagus,  there 
is  some  resemblance  in  taste.  It  is  occasionally  grown  in  British  gardens,  and  a  good  deal  in  those  of  France 
and  Germany.  It  is  raised  and  treated  in  all  respects  similarly  to  the  carrot  T.  pratensis  answers  equally  well 
for  culture  as  this  species,  and  was  formerly  preferred  to  it 
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1852.  Brotera.  Partial  invol.  l-flowered,  many-leaved,  common  6-8-fiowcred,  imbricated,  many-leaved. Florets  tubular,  uniform.    Recept  naked.   Pericarp  covered  by  the  adhering  involucre. 
1853.  Gundelia.  Invol.  O.  Hollows  of  the  recept  5-flowered.  Florets  tubular,  male  and  hermaphrodite. 

Recept.  paleaceous.   Pappus  O. 
1854.  Euxenia.  Invol.  1-leaved,  10-cleft,  reflex ed,  two  of  the  segments  larger  than  the  rest.  Anthers  dis- tinct.  Pappus  none.   Recept  chaffy. 

&QUALIS. 
11055  Leaves  smooth 
11056  Leaves  hairy 
11057  Involucrum  with  scales  at  the  base 

11058  Invol.  8-Ieavcd  as  long  as  ray,  and  peduncles  downy,  Leaves  linear  straight 11059  Involucre  8-leaved  longer  than  rays  of  corolla,  Leaves  entire  straight  smooth 
11060  Invol.  about  as  long  as  the  cor.  Leaves  undivided  glabrous  acuminated  channelled,  Peduncles  cylindrical 
11061  Invol.  8-leaved  as  long  as  rays  of  cor.  Leaves  entire  straight  lane,  acuminate 
11062  Invol.  as  long  as  rays  of  cor.  Leaves  entire  sub-linear ;  those  of  the  stem  very  wavy 
11063  Invol.  shorter  than  ray  of  cor.  Leaves  entire  somewhat  wavy 
11064  Invol.  longer  than  ray  of  cor.  Lvs.  entire  straight,  Pedunc.  thickened  upwards,  Florets  rounded  at  end 
11065  Woolly  with  down,  InvoL  shorter  than  ray  of  cor.  Lvs.  linear  channelled  :  cauline  revolute 
11066  InvoL  much  longer  than  the  cor.  Leaves  undivided  straight,  Peduncle  thickened  upwards 
11067  InvoL  5-leaved  longer  than  ray  of  cor.  Leaves  entire,  Radical  and  peduncles  villous  at  base 11068  Invol.  half  as  long  again  as  ray  of  cor.  Stem  and  leaves  villous 

11069  Scape  1-fl.  Leaves  of  invol.  imbricated  cuspidate,  Leaves  linear  entire  glaucous  on  each  side 
11070  Smooth  glaucous,  Stem  erect  2-3-fid  somewhat  naked,  Leaves  smooth  :  radical  sublyrate 
11071  Invol.  downy  unarmed,  Leaves  rum  inate  toothed 
11072  Invol.  hispid  aculeate,  Leaves  runcinate  toothletted :  cauline  dilated  at  base 
11073  Invol.  hispid  aculeate,  Leaves  entire :  cauline  obL  attenuated  at  base 

11074  Lower  leaves  lyrate  with  obi.  mucronate  segments :  upper  pinnatifid 
11075  Lower  leaves  pinnatifid  :  upper  linear,  InvoL  smooth :  lower  scales  spreading  mucronate 
11076  Lower  leaves  decursively  pinnatifid  lane. :  upper  linear-lanceolate,  InvoL  before  opening  8  angular 

11077  Stem  l-flowered  leafy,  Leaves  linear  downy  beneath,  Root  tuberous 
11078  Leaves  ovate  nerved  downy  entire  sessile 
11079  Stem  somewhat  naked  about  l-flowered,  and  scales  of  invoL  woolly,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  nerved  flat 
11080  Stem  branched,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  lane*  entire  subserrulate  at  base 11081  Stem  about  1-fl.  leafy,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  acuminate  smooth  nerved  flat 
11082  Stem  about  1-fl.  leafy  ascending,  Leaves  lane,  ensif.  smooth  nerved  flat,  Ray  longer  than  invoL 11083  Leaves  lin.  subuL  channelled  triquetrous,  Stem  branched 
11084  Leaves  lane.  lin.  flat :  cauline  keeled  linear,  Stem  l-flowered 
11085  Leaves  lin.  ensif.  acum.  rigid  nerved  keeled,  InvoL  villous  leafy  at  base,  Stem  somewhat  branched 
11086  Leaves  subulate  entire,  Pedunc.  thickened,  Stem  villous  at  base 
11087  Leaves  lin.  acum.  keeled  woolly  at  base,  Stem  branched,  InvoL  woolly.  Fruit  downy 
11088  Leaves  runcinate  blunt  smooth,  Scape  leafless  branched,  Peduncles  thickened 
11089  Stem  leafy  many-fl.,  and  invoL  downy,  Lower  leaves  lane,  acuminate  entire  downy :  upper  lin.  subulate 11090  Stem  branched  leafy  at  base,  Leaves  lane,  ensif.  smooth  nerved  flat,  Ray  shorter  than  caL 
11091  Stem  1-fl.  leafy  at  base,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  wavy  silky  with  down  all  over 
11092  Stem  leafy  many-flowered  erect,  Leaves  nerved  filiform  acuminate,  InvoL  and  seeds  woolly 
11093  Leaves  linear  and  l-flowered,  Stem  hairy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1622.  Troximon.  So  named  by  Ga  rtner,  from  rgoi£i/«««,  eatable :  but,  as  Sir  James  Smith  observes,  without much  propriety. 
1623.  Arnopogon.  So  named  from  eces  aevos,  a  lamb,  and  trwym,  a  beard :  see  Geropogon.  This  is  the  same 

genus  as  has  been  called  by  Scopoli  ana  Willdenow,  Urospermum. 
1624.  Podospermum.  From  trm  artboe,  a  foot,  and  <rnef*.r„  seed,  on  account  of  the  long  stalk  of  the  fruit 

Small  herbaceous  plants  with  the  flowers  of  Seorzonera. 
1625.  Seorzonera.  From  scurxon,  the  Catalonian  name  of  the  viper.  The  plants  are  esteemed  in  Spain  as 

a  certain  remedy  for  the  bite  of  a  viper ;  but  it  is  believed  that  the  slender  tortuous  form  of  the  roots  has 
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11091  muricata  Dec.  muricated 
11095  asperrima  W,  roughest 
1626.  PICRI'DIUM.  P.S.  Picridium. 11096  vulgare  P.  S.  various-leaved 

S6nchus  picroides  W. 
11097  tingitanum  P.  S.  Tangier 11098  albidum  P.  S. 

Crepis  dlbida  W. 
*1627.  SON'CHUS.  W. 11099  maritimus  W. 
11100  frutic6sus  W. 
11101  pinnfitus  W. 11102  lasvigatus  fV.en. 
11103  lyratus  W.en. 11104  radicatus  If. 
11105  palustris  W. 11106  arvensis  W. 
11107  oleraceus  W. 
11108  tenerrimus  W. 

§11109  Plumieri  W. 
§11110  alplnus  W. 
§11111  lapponicus  W. §11112  floridanus  W. 
11113  caucasicus  Fischer 
11114  acuminatus  W. 
11115  pallidus  W. 

§11116  sibiricus  W. 
§11117  tataricus  W. 
11118  divaricatus  Horn. 
11119  uliginosus  Bieb. 11120  lacerus  W. 
11121  chondrilloides  Desf.  spreading 
11122  roacrophyllus  L.  large-leaved 
11123  leucophce'us  W. 
1628.  LACTU'CA.  W. 11124  sativa  W. 

3t  A  pr 
i  Apr 

jn.au  Y 1  jn.au  Y 
Composite. O  cul  ljjn.au  Y 

S.  Europe  1820. 
Galatia  1821. 

So.  3. France 

D  co D  co 

1TO  S  co  All.ped.l.tl6.f.l 

pale-flowered 
Sow  Thistle. 

sea shrubby 
wing-leaved smooth 
lyre-leaved long-rooted tall  marsh 
corn common clammy 

Plumier's blue-flowered 
Lapland small-flowered 
Caucasian acuminate 
Canadian 
Siberian 
Tartarian divaricating swamp 

torn 

O  or k  A  or H  jn. 

1  jLo Y W.s 
Barbary 

France 
ma 

1781. 
S  co  Bot  mag.  142 
D  co   Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 164 

\  A 

*  A 
*  A O 

O 

I1  A 

3t  A 

k  A 
CD 
A 
A 
A 

11125  crispa  W. 
11126  palmita  W. 
11127  intybacea  W. 
11128  querctaa  W. 11129  stricta  W. 
11130  elongate  W. 11131  Scariola  W. 
11132  virosa  W. 
11133  angustfina  W. 
111S4  sagittate  W. 11135  safigna  W. 11136  Sndica  W. 
11137  altissima  Bieb. 
11097 

shining 
Lettuce. 

garden curled 
palmate Endive-leaved Oak-leaved 
upright elongated 
prickly 
strong-scented entire-leaved arrow-leaved least 
Indian 
tallest 

&  _ 
&  A O O 

5  A k.  CD 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

3t  Q> 6  CD 
3l  CD 
&  CD O k  CD 
^  CD 
O 

k  CD 

Composite. 
pr  2  jLs  Y or  3  ap.jl  Y 
or  3     ...  Y 
or  3     ...  Y or  3     ...  Y 
or  3  jl  Y 
pr  6  jl.au  Y w  lj  jLau  Y w  2  jn.au  Y 
un  2  jl.au  Y 
or  6  jLau  B 
or  4  jLau  B or  6  jl.au  B 
or  6  jl  B 
or  3  au.s  Y 
or  2  au.s  Y 
or  2  jl.s  Y 
or  2  jLs  L.B 
or  4  jn.jl  B 
or  3  jLau  Y or  4  jn.jl  Y 
or  1J  jnjl  Y or  14  jn.jl  Y 
or  o  jLau  B 
or  6  jLau  Pu 

Composite. cul  4  jnjl  Y.w 
cul  3  jnjl  Y 
cul  3  jnjl  Y 
cul  3  jn.au  Y cul  3  myjl  Y 
un  3  jnjl  Y un  3  jnjl  Y 
un  3  jl.au  Y 
m  3  jLs  Y 
un  2  jl.au  Y un  2  jl.au  Y 
un  .  i  jl.au  Y 
un  1}  jLau  Y un  6  jLau  Y 

1777. 
1816. 
1816. 
1780. 

Sp.  25—40. S.  Europe  1748. Madeira  1777. 
Madeira Madeira 
Madeira 
Canaries 
England  riv.ba. Britain  corn  fi. 
Britain  fields. 
&  Europe  1691. 
Pyrenees  1794. Scotland  aLpas. 
Lapland  1804. N.  Amer.  1713. 
Caucasus  1818. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Canada  1704. 
Siberia  1759. 
Siberia  1784. 

  182a Caucasus  1821. 

Spain  1729. N.  Amer.  1823. 
N.  Amer.  1821. 

Sp.  19—26.   1562.   1570. 
  1683. S.  Amer.  1781. 

Sweden  1686. 
Hungary  1805. 
Pensylva.  1805. 
England  rubble. Britain  ch.ba. 
Italy  1791. 
Hungary  1805. England  ch.ba. E.  Indies  1784. Caucasus  1823. 
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D  co S  p.l 
C  co 
C  co C  co 
C  co 
D  co D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co S  co 
S  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  s.l D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

co 

All.ped.l.U6.f.2 Jac.  ic.  1.  1. 161 

Eng.  bot  935 Eng.  bot  674 
Eng.  bot  843 Plu.alm.  t93.  f.3 

Eng.  bot  2425 Smitic.ined.t21 

Rob.  ic.  148. 151 
Gmel.sib.£it.  3 

Schku.  bot.t.256 
Boc.sic.iat7.£4 

S 
s 
s 
s 

S  co S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
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Jac.  ic.  1.  1 162 
PL  rar.hu.l.  t.48 

Eng.  bot  268 Eng.  bot  1957 
Aaped.l.t52.f.l PLrar.hung.l.t.l 
Eng.  bot.  707 

given  rise  to  this  belief,  rather  than  any  quality  inherent  in  the  plant :  for  it  is  a  rule  to  which  there  are  few 
exceptions,  that  all  plants  used  as  food  by  man,  possess  very  inactive  qualities.  If  their  action  was  powerful, 
they  would  be  unfit  for  food. 

Scorzonera  hispanica  is  esteemed  diuretic,  stimulant,  and  sudorific.  A  drink  is  made  from  it  for  variola ; 
and  a  distilled  water  is  also  prepared  from  it  It  is  also  an  esculent  of  occasional  culture.  The  root  is  carrot- 
shaped,  about  the  thickness  of  one's  finger,  tapering  gradually  to  a  fine  point,  and  thus  bearing  some  re- semblance to  the  body  of  a  viper.  The  outer  rind  being  scraped  off;  the  root  is  steeped  in  water,  in  order  to 
abstract  a  part  of  its  bitter  flavor.  It  is  then  boiled  or  stewed  in  the  manner  of  carrots  or  parsneps.  The 
roots  are  fit  for  use  in  August,  and  continue  good  till  the  following  spring.  Its  culture  is  the  same  as  that  of carrot  or  salsafy. 

1626.  Picridium.  A  diminutive  of  Picris,  which  see.  Picridium  sativum,  Picridium  cultivi,  Fr.,  is  sown  in 
the  spring  as  a  small  salad,  and,  if  not  allowed  to  become  too  old  before  it  is  cut,  is  an  excellent  vegetable,  with 
a  pleasant  delicate  flavor,  wholly  devoid  of  the  bitterness  of  endive,  and  of  the  insipidity  of  very  young  lettuces. 
P.  tingitanum  is  a  favorite  border  annuaL 

1627.  Sonchus.  2a»x«*,  in  Greek,  said  to  be  altered  from  (touqos,  hollow,  or  soft,  in  allusion  to  the  soft  feeble 
stem  of  the  plants.  Sonchus  oleraceus,  Sow-thistle,  Eng.,  Hasenkohl,  Ger.,  seems  to  have  nearly  the  same properties  as  the  Dandelion  and  Succory,  but  it  is  little  regarded  as  a  medicine.  It  is  a  favorite  food  with 
hares  and  rabbits  ;  and  is  said  to  be  eaten  by  goats,  sheep  and  swine,  but  not  to  be  relished  by  horses.  The 
young  tender  leaves  are  in  some  countries  boiled  and  eaten  as  greens  :  and  it  is  even  affirmed,  that  the  tender 
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11094  Lower  leaves  linear :  upper  pinna titid,  Lobes  remote  linear 
11095  Leaves  runcinate  hispid,  Stem  about  2-fl.  somewhat  leafy  hispid 
11096  Cauline  leaves  amplexicaul.  obL  nearly  entire :  radical  sublyrate  runcinate,  Scales  of  inrol.  appressed 
11097  Leaves  amplexicauL  obi.  pinnatifid  toothed,  Invol.  squarrose 
11098  Leaves  scabrous,  Scales  of  invoL  membranous  at  edge  ciliated 

11099  Pedunc.  subsoL  term,  naked,  Leaves  lane,  amplexicaul.  undivided  finely  toothed  backwards 
11100  Pedunc.  branched  somewhat  scaly,  Leaves  lane,  runcinate,  Stem  shrubby 
11101  Pedunc.  naked,  Invol.  smooth,  Leaves  pinn.  Pinna;  Hn.-lanc.  somewhat  toothed 
11102  Pedunc.  naked,  Invol.  turbin.  smooth  :  lower  scales  reflexed  at  end,  Leaves  pinnatifid 
11103  Pedunc.  naked,  Inv.  turbin.  smooth  :  low.  scales  reflexed  at  end,  Lvs.  lyrate  pinnatif.  Corymb  divaricating 
11104  Pedunc.  naked  and  invol.  smooth,  Stem  nearly  naked,  Radic.  Ivs.  lyratesmooth  on  each  side,  Lobes  triang. 
11105  Pedunc.  and  invol.  hispid  somewhat  umbelled,  Leaves  runcinate  sagittate  at  base  [ovate 
11106  Peduncles  and  invol.  hispid  sub-umbellate,  Leaves  runcinate  dentato-ciliate  cord,  at  the  base 
11107  Peduncles  sub-tomentose  umbellate,  Involucre  glabrous,  Lvs.  runcinate  dentato-ciliate  amplcxic  at  base 
11108  Pedunc  downy  umbelL  Invol.  hairy,  Leaves  bipinnatifid  cordate  sagittate  at  base 
11109  Pedunc.  naked.  Flowers  panicled,  Leaves  runcinate  . 
11110  Peduncles  and  involucre  hispid  racemose,  Leaves  sublyrate,  Terminal  lobe  deltoid  very  large 
11111  Pedunc.  squarrose,  FL  racemose,  Leaves  runcinate  acuminate  smooth  glaucous  beneath 
11112  Pedunc  sub-squarrose,  Fl.  panicled,  Leaves  lyrate-runcinate  toothletted  stalked 
11113  Leaves  sessile:  lower  cordate  toothed ;  upper  hispid  entire,  Peduncles  scaly 
11114  Pedunc  sub-squarrose,  Fl.  panicled,  Radic.  leaves  sub-runcinate :  cauline  ovate  acuminate  stalked 
11115  Raceme  comp.  terminal,  Leaves  lane,  ensiform  amplexicaul.  toothed 
11116  Pedunc.  squarrose,  Fl.  corymb.  Leaves  lane,  sessile :  lower  runcinate  toothed ;  upper  entire 
11117  Pedunc.  naked,  Fl.  in  corymbose  panicles,  Leaves  lane,  runcinate  narrowed  at  base 
11118  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  little  white  spiny  teeth,  Calyx  slender 
11119  Pedunc.  and  invol.  smooth  a  little  downy,  Leaves  sub-runcinate  spiny-toothed  amplexicaul. 11120  Pedunc.  somewhat  downy  umbellate,  Invol.  smooth,  Leaves  pinnatif.  toothed  auricled  cordate  at  base 
11121  Radic.  leaves  unequally  pinnatifid :  cauline  linear  lane  toothed,  Pedunc  long  1-flowered 11122  Peduncles  hirsute  naked,  Fl.  panicled,  Leaves  lyrate  cordate  at  base  hairy  beneath 
11123  Pedunc  scaly,  FL  racemose,  Leaves  runcinate  acuminate,  Stem  panicled  virgate 
11124  Leaves  rounded:  cauline  cordate,  Stem  corymbose 
11125  Leaves  sinuate-crenate  toothed  wavy  curled :  radical  with  a  hairy  keel,  Florets  5-parted 
11126  Lower  leaves  tripartite  pinnatifid  with  obL  blunt  segm. :  upper  cordate 
11127  Leaves  runcinate  tooth-ciliated  blunt  amplexicaul.  sagittate :  radical  obovate,  Stem  panicled 
11128  Leaves  smooth  beneath  :  lower  runcinate  toothletted  at  base  dilated  and  sagittate ;  upper  lane,  sagittate 
11129  Leaves  smooth  beneath  :  radical  runcinate  lyrate  toothed ;  upper  runcinate  pinnatifid 
11130  Leaves  smooth  beneath  :  lower  runcinate  entire  amplexicaul. :  upper  lanceolate  sessile 
11131  Leaves  vertical  prickly  at  keel  acute  at  end  sagittate  at  base  runcinate  pinnatifid 
11132  Leaves  oblong  toothed  horizontal,  their  keel  prickly,  their  apex  obtuse 
11133  Leaves  smooth  beneath  obL  lane  ciliate-toothed  sagittate  at  base 
11134  Leaves  smooth  beneath :  lower  oblong  narrowed  at  base  toothletted ;  upper  lanceolate  entire 
11135  Leaves  with  a  prickly  keel :  radical  lane  pinnatifid ;  cauline  linear  entire  sagittate 
11136  Leaves  laciniate  ensiform  sessile  unequally  toothed 
11137  Leaves  toothletted  smooth  :  lower  sinuated ;  upper  lanceolate  sagittate  acuminate,  Pan.  much  branched 

shoots  of  the  smooth  variety,  boiled  in  the  manner  of  spinach,  are  superior  t6  any  greens  not  in  common use 
Nearly  the  same  thing  maybe  affirmed  of  S.  arvensis,  palustris,  and  other  species. 
Sonchus  floridanus  is  used  as  a  cure  for  the  bite  of  the  rattle-snake,  in  the  same  way  as  Prenanthes  serperi- 

taria.    It  is  called  by  the  American  settlers  Gall  of  the  Earth. 
S.  tenerrimus  is  eaten  by  the  common  people  in  Italy  as  a  salad. 
1628.  Lactuca.  From  toe,  milk,  on  account  of  the  milky  sap,  which  flows  copiously  when  the  plants  are  cut. 

Besides  Lactuca  sativa,  the  French  cultivate  as  small  salad  both  L.  quercina,  palmata,  and  intybacea,  which  are 
all  excellently  adapted  for  such  a  purpose  L  sativa  is  well  known  as  furnishing  among  its  numerous  varieties 
the  best  vegetable  of  the  salad  kind  grown  in  the  open  garden.  Whoever  has  the  command  of  lettuce,  onions, 
and  cucumbers,  may  well  dispense  with  most  other  acetarious  plants.  It  is  questioned  by  some,  whether  the 
greater  number  of  what  are  set  down  as  species  in  this  genus,  are  any  thing  more  than  variations  of  one  type ; 
and,  at  all  events,  it  is  thought  L  virosa,  a  poisonous  plant,  is  the  parent  of  our  cultivated  sorts ;  which  would 
not  be  more  remarkable  than  the  fact  that  the  indigenous  celery  is  one  of  our  strongest  poisons. 

All  the  species  of  Lactuca  abound  in  a  milky  juice,  which  is  found  to  partake,  in  a  considerable  degree,  of 
the  qualities  of  opium.  The  production  of  this  juice  is  lessened  by  culture,  and  especially  by  blanching.  It  is 
most  abundant  in  plants  in  a  wild  state,  and  in  both  wild  and  cultivated  lettuce  during  inflorescence.  Of  late 
years,  this  juice  has  been  collected  by  incisions  and  scraping  off  the  thickened  juice,  as  in  the  collecting  the 
opium  of  the  poppy  (See  p.  461.),  and  an  opium  has  been  produced  little  inferior  to  that  of  the  East.   It  is  called 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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11138  vimlnea  Link. 
11139  segusiana  Balbis. 11140  sonchifolia  W. 
11141  tenerrima  W. 
11142  perennis  TV. 

rushy-twigged  3(  Q)  un  1  jLau 
Italian                  O  pr  ijl.au Sow-thistle-lvd.3t  A  un  2  jLau 
purple-flowered^  A  un  fjl.au 
perennial        ^  A  un  2  jn.au 

Y       Austria    1789.  S  co Pu     Piedmont  1822.  S  co 
Pa.B  Candia     1822.  D  co 
Pu     &  Europe  1815.  D  co 
L.P.    Germany  1596.  D  co 

1629.  CHONDRI  I/I/A.  W.   Gum-Succory.  Composite.  Sp.  2—5. 
11143  juncea  W.  common  ^  A  un    1$  s.o       Y       France     1633.  D  co 

3t  A  un  1$  s.o       Y       Volga       1824.  D  co 11144  graminea  Bid).  grass-leaved 
*1630.  PRENANTHES. 
11145  purpurea  W. 

§11146  alba  W. 
511147  altlssima  W. 
§11148  cordate  Ph. 
§11149  spinosa  W. 11150  muralis  TV. 
§11151  pinnate  L. §11152  arborea  Brouss. 11153  hieracif61ia  TV. 

Crepis  pdlchra  L. 
1631.  LEONTODON.  W. 

11154  Taraxacum  TV. 
11155  serotinus  TV. 
11156  palustris  E.  B. lividus  W. 
11157  obovfitus  TV. 
11158  glaucescens  Bieb. 11159  bessarabicus  Fisch 

TV.  Prenanthes. 
purple-flowered^  a  °r white-flowered      A  °r 
tall  ^  A  or 
heart-leaved    3t  A  or 
prickly  tt.  J  un wall  3t  A  w 
pinnate  n.  i_J  un arborescent      a.  i  )  un 
small-flowered      O  un 

Dandelion. 

Composite.   Sp.  9 — 13. 
4  jls       Pu     Germany  1658. 
2  jl.au     W     N.  Amer.  1762. 
6  jLau     L.Y    N.  Amer.  169a 

jl.au     Pa.Y  N.  Amer.  1816. 4 
3 
2 
3 
3 

H  jn.s 

mr.my  Y 

jl  Y 
jnjl  Y 
jnjl  Y 

D  co D  p.l D  p.l 
D  co 
C  co 

Composite. 
common  i  A  w     1  apjl  Y 
late-flowering  ^  A  un  ljjl.s  Y marsh  A  w   1J  jn.jl  Y 
obovate-leaved  3l  A  un 
glaucous  3(  A  un Bessarabian     ^  A  un 

*1632.  APAR'GIA.  TV. 
11160  aurantfaca  TV. 
11161  alpina  TV. 11162  hastilis  TV. 
11163  dubia  TV. 
11164  tuber6sa  TV. 
11165  incana  TV. 
11166  Taraxaci  TV. 

§11167  autumnalis  IV. 
11168  crispa  W. 
11169  hispida  TV. 
11170  Sspera  W. 11171  crocea  W. 
11172  caucasica  Bieb. 
11173  VUlarsi  W. 

11150 

Aparcia. 
Orange-colored  3t 
Alpine  Cjj shining-leaved  ^ 
tooth-leaved  ^ 
knotty-rooted 
hoary 

Dandelion-lvd 
autumnal curled rough hairy 

deep-yellow Caucasian Dauphiny 

A  pr 
A  un A  un 
A  un A  un 
A  un 
A  w 
A  w A  un 
A  w A  un 
A  un A  un 
A  un 

1  jl Y 1  jl Y 1  jl 
Y 

Composite. 

i  my  jn 
Or 1  my.jn 
Y 

1  jLau Y 1  au Y 1  myjl 
Y 1  myjn Y 1  au Y 1  au Y 

4  jl.au 

Y 

i  jLs 

Y I  jnjl Y 1  jnjl Or 
1  jnjl Y 
1  jnjl Y 

Barbary  1640. Britain  woods.  D  co 
Teneriffe  1820.  S  co 
Teneriffe  1824.  S  co 
Scotland  sc.roc.  S  co 

Sp.  6—9. Britain    mc.pa.  D  co 
Hungary  1816.  D  co Britain    moi.p.  D  co 

Spain  1805.  D  co Volga  1823.  D  co Bessarabial821.  D  co 

Sp.  14. Hungary  1816. Austria  1816. 
S,  Europe  1796. Germany  ... 
France  1683. 
S.  Europe  1784. Britain  scalps. 
Britain  me.  pa. 
France  1803. Britain  ch.pas. 
Hungary  1805. 
Hungary  1823. Caucasus  1820. 
Dauphiny  1821. 

11146 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

Jac.  aust  1.  t.  9 

Bot  mag.  2130 

Jac.  aust.  5.  t.427 

Jac.  aust  4.  t.3 17 Bot  mag.  1079 
Plu.alm.t317.f.2 
Park.the.804.  f.7 
Eng.  bot.  457 

Eng.  bot.  2325 

Eng.  bot.  510 Pl.rar.hu2.tll4 
Eng.  bot  553 

Bot  cab.  539 
Jac.  aust2.tl64 
Lob.  ic  232.  f.  1 
Jac.  aust.3.  t.287 
Eng.  bot.  1109 
Eng.  bot.  830 Vil.dauph.3.  t25 
Eng.  bot.  554 Pl.rar.ha2.tll0 

ViU.delph.3.  t.25 

11153 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 
Lactucariutn,  and  was  first  brought  into  notice  by  Dr.  Duncan  of  Edinburgh,  who  finds  it  can  be  adminis- 

tered with  effect  in  cases  where  poppy  opium  is  inadmissible.  Details  of  the  process  of  collecting  and  preparing 
•the  article,  will  be  found  in  the  Caledonian  Horticultural  Memoirs.  (Vol  i.  160-259.  ii.  314,  and  iv.  153.) The  culture  of  lettuce  as  a  salad  plant  is  familiar  to  every  one  who  has  a  garden.  It  is  sown  monthly,  or 
oftener,  throughout  the  year, in  order  to  have  a  successional  supply,  and  thinned  out  or  transplanted  to  increase 
the  size  and  succulency.  The  Utter  quality  is  greatly  increased  by  watering  in  summer ;  and  blanching, 
another  desirable  property,  is  promoted  by  tying  up  the  leaves  when  the  plant  has  attained  about  two-thirds  of 
its  usual  size.  Snails  and  slugs  are  very  fond  of  this  plant,  and  should  either  be  watched  and  hand-picked, 
or  the  ground  well  watered  with  lime  water,  which  effectually  destroys  them.  The  lettuce,  unlike  the  cabbage and  spinage,  is  a  vegetable  which  can  be  grown  to  as  great  perfection  in  a  warm  as  in  a  temperate  climate,  pro- 

vided it  be  grown  on  rich  soil,  and  abundantly  supplied  with  water.  Hence  the  lettuces  of  Paris,  Rome,  and 
Calcutta,  are  as  large  and  tender  as  those  of  London  and  Amsterdam. 

This  genus  is  the  type  of  the  tribe  Lactucece  of  M.  Cassini.  It  differs  essentially  from  all  other  tribes  of 
Composite?,  in  having  a  divided  or  ligulate  corolla  only,  and  from  nearly  all  other  tribes  in  its  style,  which  can 
be  compared  to  that  of  Vemonieae  only.  The  radiant  head  of  flowers  is  a  character  common  both  to 
Lactucea?  and  Nassau vieae.  The  greater  part  of  Lactuceae  are  found  in  Europe,  a  smaller  number  in  Asia  and 
Africa,  very  few  in  America,  and  in  the  southern  hemisphere  none  at  aU. 

1629.  Chondrilla.  Derived  from  a  lump.  Dioscorides  says,  it  bears  on  its  stems  little  lumps  of 
gummy  matter.  But  Theophrastus  speaks  of  the  grumous  or  tubercled  roots  of  his  Chondrilla.  The  plant 
now  so  called  is  an  inconspicuous  perennial  plant,  of  no  recorded  use. 

1630.  Prenanihes.  From  *pp*>f,  drooping,  and  at&ee,  a  flower.  The  heads  of  flowers  of  all  the  species  are 
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11138  Leaves  decurrent :  lower  pinnatifid  toothed  outwards  j  upper  linear,  Stem  branched 
11139  Lower  leaves  lane,  runcinate  toothed  narrowed  at  base  and  sessile  :  upper  linear  sagittate 
11140  Leaves  runcinate  pinnatifid  unequally  toothed :  floral  lanceolate,  Flowers  racemose 
11141  Radic.  leaves  pinnatif.  toothed :  cauline  linear  entire  sagittate,  Branches  1-flowered 
11142  Leaves  all  pinnatifid :  segments  linear  toothed  upwards,  Fl.  in  corymbose  panicles 

11143  Radic.  leaves  runcinate :  cauline  linear  entire 
11144  Radic.  leaves  runcinate :  cauline  undivided  filiform,  Stem  and  invol.  smooth 

11145  Invol.  5-fl.  Leaves  obL  lane,  amplexicaul.  cordate  denticulate  glaucous  beneath 
11146  Invol.  many-fl.  Leaves  angular  hastate  toothed,  Flowers  nodding  racemose  panicled 
11147  Invol.  5-fl.  Leaves  3-lobed  stalked  angular  toothletted  rough  at  edge,  Racemes  axillary,  Fl.  nodding 
11148  Stem  panicled  upwards,  Leaves  stalked  cordate  toothed  ciliated.  Panicle  lax  racemose 
11149  Leaves  linear  tooth-sinuated  sessile,  Stem  shrubby  much  branched,  Branches  spiny 
11150  Florets  5,  Leaves  lyrate-pinnatifid  and  toothed,  the  terminal  lobe  with  about  5  angles 
11151  Leaves  pinnated,  Lead,  linear  filiform,  Panicle  corymbose  stalked,  Stem  shrubby 
11152  Leaves  pinnatifid  pinnate  with  linear  segments 
11153  Leaves  pubesc.  toothed,  those  on  the  stem  subsaggitate,  Stem  panicled  corymb;  Invol.  pyramidal  glabrous 

11154  Outer  scales  of  the  involucre  reflex  cd,  Leaves  runcinate  glabrous  toothed 
11155  Outer  invol.  spreading,  Leaves  runcinate  scabrous,  Segments  round  toothletted 
11156  Outer  scales  of  the  involucre  erect  apprcssed,  Leaves  sinuato-dentate  nearly  glabrous 
11157  Outer  invol.  spreading,  Scales  ovate,  Scape  1-fl.  Leaves  obov.  bluntish  toothed 
11158  Outer  invol.  spreading,  Scales  ovate-lanceol.  Lvs.  runcinate  pinnatifid  glabrous  with  lin.  falc.  distant  lobes 
11159  Leaves  pinnatifid  to  the  nerve  smooth,  Leaves  of  invol.  smooth  reflexed 

11160  Scape  1-fl.  naked  thickened  and  hairy  upwards,  Invol.  hispid,  Leaves  lane.  obL  somewhat  toothed 
11161  Scape  1-fl.  squarrose  thickened  and  somewhat  hairy  upwards,  Invol.  hispid,  Leaves  lane.  obi.  smoothish 
11162  Scape  1-fl.  naked  and  invol.  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  runcinate-toothed  smooth 
11163  Scape  1-fl.  nearly  naked  upward  and  invol.  hairy.  Leaves  lane,  toothed  at  base  with  a  few  forked  hairs 
11164  Scape  1-fl.  naked  smooth.  Scales  of  invol.  acute  hairy,  Lvs.  obov.  runcin.  hairy  scabrous,  Root  tuberous 
11165  Scape  1-fl.  nearly  naked  and  calyx  pubesc.  Lvs.  lanceoL  acute  somewhat  toothed  hoary,  Hairs  multifid 
11166  Scape  single-flow,  thickened  upwards,  Leaves  glab.  runcinato-dentate.  Involucre  very  hairy 
11167  Scape  branched  scaly  upwards,  Lvs.  lane,  toothed  or  pinnatif.  sub-glab.  Pedunc.  swelling  beneath  invol. 
11168  Scape  naked  1-fl.  and  invol.  hairy,  Lvs.  runcinate  pinnatifid  hairy,  Segm.  recurved  tooth.  Hairs  3-forked 
11169  Scape  single-flowered,  Leaves  dentate  scabrous,  Florets  hairy  at  their  orifice  glandular  at  the  tip 
11170  Stem  leafy  somewhat  branched  hairy,  Invol.  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  runcinate  hairy,  Hairs  forked 
11171  Scape  1-fl.  scaly  thickened  upwards  and  hairy,  Invol.  hispid,  Leaves  runcinate  smooth 
11172  Scape  naked  1-fl.  glabrous,  Invol.  hairy,  Leaves  runcinate  toothed  scab,  somewhat  hairy,  Hairs  prostrate 
11173  Scape  naked  1-fl.  and  invol.  smoothish,  Leaves  pinnatifid-toothed  hispid,  Hairs  simple  subulate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
nodding.  Prenanthes  serpentaria  grows  to  the  height  of  two  feet,  bearing  pale  purple  flowers.  It  is  known 
by  the  inhabitants  of  Virginia  and  Carolina  under  the  name  of  the  Lion's  Foot,  and  is  in  high  esteem  as  a cure  for  the  bite  of  the  rattle-snake.  The  juice  of  the  plant  boiled  in  milk  is  taken  inwardly,  and  steeped 
leaves,  frequently  changed,  are  applied  to  the  wound.  It  must  not  be  confounded  with  Prenanthes  rubicunda, 
called  False  Lion's  Foot,  which  is  a  less  powerful  plant Prenanthes  virgata  has  a  very  fine  effect  in  large  plantations. 

1631.  Leontodon.  So  named  from  ktm,  a  lion,  and  aSvs,  a  tooth  ;  in  reference  to  the  deep  tooth-like  divisions 
of  the  leaves.  The  English  name  Dandelion,  is  a  corruption  of  the  French  translation  of  this  word,  Dent  de 
lion;  in  German  1'ft iffenrohrlein  and  Dotterblulime.  It  has  been  recommended  as  a  winter  salad,  blanched 
like  Endive ;  but  it  possesses  too  much  bitter  principle  to  render  it  fit  for  table  under  any  management.  Dent 
de  lion,  Fr.,  from  its  cut  leaves,  and  Piss-en-lit,  in  French,  and  most  other  European  languages,  from  its 
diuretic  qualities.  The  tender  leaves  in  spring,  used  in  compound  salads,  are  equal  to  those  of  Endive  or 
Succory.  The  roots,  which  are  fusiform,  and  abound  in  a  milky  juice,  are  eaten  raw  as  a  salad  by  the  French, 
and  boiled  by  the  Germans,  like  Salsafy  and  Scorzonera.  Dried  and  ground  into  powder,  they  afford  a  sub- stitute for  coffee,  in  all  respects  equal  to  that  of  Chicory  roots.  It  is  a  difficult  weed  to  extirpate,  because 
every  inch  of  root  will  form  buds  and  fibres,  and  thus  constitute  a  new  plant  Swine  are  fond  of  it,  and  goats 
will  eat  it ;  but  sheep  and  cows  dislike  it,  and  by  horses  it  is  refused. 

1632.  Apargia.  Axatyut  is  the  Greek  name  of  a  plant  now  unknown.  It  has  been  employed  by. 
Dalechamp  and  Scopoli  for  a  species  of  Hieracium.  At  the  present  day  it  is  given  to  a  genus  of  weedy  plants, 
with  the  appearance  of  Leontodon. 
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16SS.  THRIN'CIA.  TV.  Thmncia. 11174  hirta  TV.  simple-haired  ^ 
11175  hispida  TV.  hispid 11176  marocc&ia  P.  S.  Morocco 

Hyoscris  h'ispida  W. 1634.  PI'CRIS.  TV.  Ox-Tongue. 
11177  hieracioldes  TV.  Hawkweed-like 
11178  asplenioldes  TV.  Spleenwort-lvd.^ 11179  hlspida  H.  K.  hispid 
11190  sprengeriana  P.  S.  branched 
*1635.  HIERA'CIUM.  TV.  Hawkweed. 
11181  rupestre  All. 
11182  alpinum  L. 
11183  a)  pest  re  Jacq. 11184  PUoseUa  L. 
Ill85bulb6sum  TV. 
§11186  aureum  TV. 

rock 
Alpine mountain 
Mouse-ear bulbous 

golden 11187  dubium  L.  branching  3t 
11188  auricula  L.      umbelled  Mouse-ear^ 
11189  ffillax  W.  en.         hairy  spear-lvd.^ 
11190  florentinum  All.  Flprentine 
11191  cym6sum  L.  small-flowered  3t 
11192  angustifolium  Hoppe.  narrow-leaved^ 11193  staticifilium  AU.     Thrift-leaved  ^ 
11194  flagellare  IV.  en. 
11195  bifur'cum  Bieb. 11196  bifidum  TV. 
11197  Gmellni  TV. 
11198  praniorsum  L. 11199  incarnatum  Jacq. 11200  aurantlacum  L. 
11201  Laws6ni  ViU. 
11202  venosum  TV. 
11203  Gron6vii  TV. 

A  un O  un 
O  un 

O  un 
A  un A  un O  pr 

A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  or 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

A  or A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 

Composite.  Sp.  3—6. 14.  jl.au     Y      Britain   gra.pa.  D  co    Eng.  Dot  555 
1  jn.au    Y      S.  Europe  1815.  S  co 1  jn.au    Y       Morocco  1799.  S  co 

.  Composite, 
ljjl.au  Y 14  jl.au  Y 
1  jl.au  Y 1  jn.jl  Y 

Composite, 

i  jn.jl  Y 

t  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
i  my.jl 
|  my.jl i  myjl 

\  jl.au 

14  jl.au 
1  jl.au 2  jl.au 1  my.jn 

imy.jn 14  jn.jl 1  my.jl 

lijn 14  jn 

Ijjnjl 1  jn.jl 

1J  jn.jl 14.  jn.jl 

J  jn.jl 

4  jnjl 
1  jnjl 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
D.Y 

Sp.  4—7. England  bor.fi.  S  co Barbary  1805.  D  co Levant  1789.  D  co 
Portugal  1783.  S  co 

Sp.  75—117. SwitzerL  1820.  D  co 
Britain  al.  roc  D  co SwitzerL  1822.  D  co 
Britain  dry  pa.  D  co 
Barbary  ...  D  oo 
Italy       1769.  D  p.l 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y Pa.Y Pk 

O 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Britain  hills. 
England  moun.   1816. Germany  1796. 
Europe  1739. Switzerl. Europe 182a 1804. 

1816. 

1798. 

Tauria Hungary 

Siberia 
Switzerl.  18ia 
Carniola  1815. 
Scotland  sc.  wo. 
Britain  n.of  e. 
N.  Amer.  1790. 
N.  Amer.  1798. 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

Eng.  bot  196 L'Her.stirp.  t.82 

Moris.s.7.t.5.f.l5 
All.auctl.tl.f.1 
Eng.  bot  1110 Jacq.austr.tl91 
Eng.  bot.  1093 
Jac  austS.  t297 

Eng.  bot.  2332 Eng.  bot  2368 
Bauh.  pin.  1 67 
Col.ecph.l.  t.249 
Vil.dauph.3.t.27 

Gme.sib.2.t8.£2 
Gm.sib.2.tl3.f.2 
Jac.  ic.  1 578 
Eng.  bot  1469 
Eng.  bot  2083 
Pluk.alm.420.2 

11204  paniculatum  TV.  panicled 11205  glaucum  AU.         glaucous  * 
11206  saxatile  Jacq.         rock  £fc 
11207  prenanthoides  Vill.  large-leaved  & 
11208  chondrilloides  TV.  Gum-succory 
11209  cydonisefolium  Vill.  Quince-leaved  ^ 11210  molle  Jacq. 
11211  cerinthoides  L. 
11212  amplexicaule  L. 

911213  pyrenfiicum  L. 
(3  pilusum  W.  - y  avstriacum  Jacq. 

§11914  siblricum  TV. 
§11215  granui  riorum  All. 11216  mtybficeum  Jacq. 11217  Halleri  nil. 
11218  maculatura  E.B. 

soft-leaved 
Honeywort-lv. heart-leaved 
Pyrenean 

pilose Austrian Siberian 
great-flowered  _^ 
Endive-leaved 

Haller's stained-leaved 
11219  pulmonfirium  E.  B.  Lungwort 
11220  porritolium  TV.  Leek-leaved 11221  montahum  TV.  mountain 
11222  eriophf  Hum  link,  villous 
11223  sylvaticum  TV.  wood 11224  vU16sum  L.  shaggy  Alpine 
11225  pilocephalum  Link,  hairy-headed 11226  trichpcephalum  TV.en.  shaggy 
11227  flexudsum  TV.  bending-stalk'd^t 

A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
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1  jl.au 1  jLau 2  jl.au 
2  jLau 
2  jl.au 

i  jl-au 

14  jl.au 
14  jl.au 
1  jLau 1  jnjl 
14  jn.au 14  au 
1  jLau 1  jLau 
1  jLau 
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Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
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Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y Pa.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
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Canada  1S00. S.  Europe  1807. Austria  1801. 
SwitzerL  1820. 
Austria  1640. 
France  1816. 
Scotland  sc.wo. 
Scotland  scroc. 
Pyrenees  1739. 
Pyrenees  1723. 
Pyrenees  1723. 
Pyrenees  1723. Siberia  1755. Switzerl.  1791. 
Europe  1794. 
Europe  1802. Britain  aLroc. 
Scotland  scroc. Austria  1640. 
S.  Europe  1775. 
Britain  rocks. 
Scotland  al.roe. 
Europe  1820. 

  1823. 
Hungary  1804. 

D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  oo 
D  co D  co 

11174 
11177 11184  . 

All.  ped.28.3 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 163 
Jac.  aust.5.  t429 

Eng.  bot.  2210 
Eng.  bot  2378 AU.ped.tl5.£l 
Her.parad.  t.184 Jac.  aust.5.  t.441 
Gmel.  sib.  2.tl0 PL  rar.  hu.l.t.99 Jac.aus.5.t.ap.43 
Vil.dauph.3.t26 
Eng.  bot  2121 Eng.  bot.  2307 Jac.  aust.3.  t.286 
Jac.  aust  .2. 1. 190 

Eng.  bot  2031 
Eng.  bot,  2379 

11188 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1633.  TArincia.  From  S-pvxos,  a  feather ;  in  allusion  to  the  feathery  pappus  of  the  seeds.  Small  uninterot- ing  weeds  of  no  value  or  beauty.  .  _ 
1634.  Picris.  From  nxios,  bitter;  a  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  some  plant  resembling  Lettuce,  on 

account  of  its  bitterness.    None  of  the  species  are  remarkable  for  their  qualities. 
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11174  Scape  single  fl.  Leaves  dentate  scat*  Involucre  nearly  glab.  Outer  pericarps  with  a  scaly  pappus 
11175  Scape  1-fl.  pilose,  Invol.  hoary  naked,  Leaves  lane,  blunt  toothed,  Hairs  forked 
11176  Scape  1-fl.  hispid,  Leaves  obL  runcinate  toothed  hispid,  Hairs  forked 

11177  Stem  erect  scabrous,  Leaves  amplexicauL  lane,  toothed,  Fl.  corymbose,  Outer  invoL  lax 
11178  Stem  ascending  scabrous,  Leaves  obL  lane,  blunt  sinuate  pinnatifid,  Pedunc.  thickened 
11179  Leaves  obL  lane,  nearly  entire  sessile,  and  invol.  hispid,  Hairs  glochidate 
11180  Stem  branched  spreading  leafy,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  obL  repand  hispid 

§  1.  Scape  one-flowered,  naked. 11181  Scape  1-leaved,  Invol.  hairy,  Leaves  lane,  runcinate  toothed  subpubescent,  Teeth  recurved 
11182  Scape  somewhat  naked  villous,  Invol.  very  villous,  Leaves  lane,  entire  acute  villous 
11183  Scape  1-leaved  downy  upwards,  InvoL  cylindr.  downy,  Leaves  lane,  toothletted 
11184  Leaves  entire  ovate  downy  beneath,  Stolones  creeping 
11185  Scape  naked  thickened  upwards  hairy,  InvoL  smooth,  Leaves  lane.  obi.  somewhat  toothed  smooth 
11186  Scape  nearly  naked,  InvoL  hispid,  Leaves  lane,  spatulate  runcinate-toothed  smoothish 

\  2.  Scape  many-flowered,  naked. 11187  Scape  about  4-fl.  naked,  Leaves  obi.  blunt  entire,  Stolones  creeping 
11188  Scape  1-leaved  with  about  6  fl.  FL  umb.  Leaves  lane,  acute  entire,  Stolones  creeping 
11189  Scape  leafy  pilose  at  base,  Fl.  corymbose,  Peduncles  downy,  Leaves  lane,  acute  nearly  entire  pilose 
11190  Scape  leafy  smoothish,  Fl.  in  corymbose  panicles,  Pedunc.  spreading,  Invol.  hairy 
11191  Scape  leafy  hispid,  FL  in  corymbose  panicles,  Pedunc.  clustered,  Invol.  hispid 
11192  Scape  about  3-fl.  1-leaved  hairy,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  acute  pilose 
11193  Scape  somewhat  naked  branched  about  3-fl.  Pedunc.  squarrose,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  toothletted  smooth 
11194  Scape  about  2-fl.  Peduncles  long,  Leaves  spatulate  lane,  entire  pilose,  Stolones  creeping 
11195  Scape  forked  about  2-fl.  and  leafy  at  base,  Leaves  lane,  acute  entire,  Stolones  O 
11196  Resembles  H.  murorum,  but  the  stem  is  naked 
11197  Scape  naked  corymbose,  Leaves  lyrate  runcinate  hairy 
11198  Leaves  ovate  somewhat  toothed,  Scape  naked  racemose,  Upper  flowers  opening  first 
11199  Scape  naked  scabrous  at  base,  FL  in  racemose  corymbs,  Leaves  oblong  blunt  toothletted  hairy 
11200  Scape  leafy  hispid,  FL  corymbose,  Pedunc.  clustered,  Leaves  obL  acutish  pilose-hispid 
11201  Scape  somewhat  naked  branched,  Invol.  with  glandular  hairs,  Leaves  oblong  acute  entire  woolly 
11202  Scape  naked  branched,  InvoL  smooth,  Leaves  obovate  acute  entire  ciliated,  Veins  colored 
11203  Scape  leafy  in  corymbose  panicles,  Invol.  pubescent,  Radic.  leaves  entire  obovate  blunt  ciliated 

\  3.  Stem  leafy. A.  Leaves  entire. 
11204  Stem  erect,  Leaves  alternate  lane,  naked  toothed,  Panicle  capillary 
11205  Stem  erect  branched,  Leaves  lane,  sessile  somewhat  toothed  glaucous  narrowed  at  each  end 
11206  Stem  erect  branched,  Leaves  lin.  lane,  nearly  entire  narrowed  at  each  end  ciliated  at  base 
11207  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  lane,  cordate  amplexicaul.  toothletted  downy,  Fl.  racemose  corymbose 11208  Stem  erect  few-fl.  Cauline  leaves  lane.  acum.  runcinate :  radical  obL  lane,  undivided 
11209  Stem  erect  pilose  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  subcordate  sessile  remotely  toothed  entire  at  end 
11210  Stem  erect  hairy,  FL  subcorymbose,  Cauline  leaves  oblong  lanceolate  stem-clasping :  radical  toothed 
11211  Stem  erect  villous,  Lvs.  pilose  somewhat  toothed :  radic.  obov. ;  caul.  obi.  half-amplexicaul,  Inv.  hirsute 11212  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  ovate  cord,  amplexicaul.  toothed  towards  the  base,  Pedunc.  and  invol.  hirsute 
11213  Stem  erect  simple  furrowed  smoothish,'  Rad.  lvs.  obL  deeply  toothed  at  base ;  caul,  hastate  sagit  Inv.  lax 

11214  Stem  erect  panicled  furrowed  downy.  Leaves  rugose :  upper  lanceol.  InvoL  lax  hispid 
11215  Stem  ascending  simple  furrowed  viscid,  Leaves  lane,  with  recurved  teeth.  Involucre  hispid 
11216  Stem  erect  branched  hispid,  Leaves  lane,  toothed  sessile  narrowed  at  each  end,  Invol.  lax  hispid 
11217  Stem  erect  about  2-fl.  Leaves  pilose  toothed :  radical  oblong;  cauline  lane,  sessile,  InvoL  villous 
11218  Stem  cymose  fistulous  many-leaved,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  toothed  forwards 
11219  Stem  cymose  solid  few-leaved,  Leaves  lanceolate  broadly  toothed  forwards 
11220  Stem  erect  branched  leafy,  Leaves  linear  entire 
11221  Stem  erect  simple  leafy  1-fl.  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  toothletted  sessile 
11222  Radic.  leaves  oblong  and  lanceolate  bluntish  narrowed  at  base  toothletted  woolly,  InvoL  hoary 
11223  Stem  leafy  erect  simple,  Leaves  oblong  villous  somewhat  toothed,  Fl.  panicled 
11224  Stem  erect  somewhat  branched  and  lvs.  villous  :  radic.  obi.  lane,  toothed ;  caul,  ovate  cord.  amplexicauL 11225  Differs  from  H.  villosum  in  having  the  involucrum  covered  with  dense  short  brown  hairs 
11226  Radical  lvs.  lane,  narrowed  into  stalk  :  caul,  sub-amplexic.  toothed  backwards  acute  smooth,  Inv.  villous 
11227  Stem  erect  smooth  below,  Leaves  sub-villous  lane,  acute:  radical  toothletted,  InvoL  villous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1635.  Hieracium.    It  was  believed  formerly,  that  birds  of  prey  made  use  of  the  juice  of  this  kind  of  plant 

to  strengthen  their  vision  ;  whence  it  was  called  Hieracium,  from  a  hawk ;  the  French  word  Eperviire, 
the  English  Hawk-weed,  and  the  German  Habichlskraut,  all  bear  witness  to  the  universal  belief  in  this  very 
strange  opinion.    An  extensive  genus  of  plants,  many  of  which,  especially  H.  aurantiacum,  are  objects 

X  x 
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1 1228  prostrfitum  W.en.t.  prostrate 
11229  Kalraii  W.  Kalm's 11230  specioslssimum  W.  shewy  ^ 
11231  denticulatum  E.  B.  small-toothed  ^ 
11232  Milleri  Link.  Miller's  ^ 11233  echioides  W.  Viper's-bugloss  ̂  11264  verruculatuinJ./«*.  warted  ^ 
11235  undulatum  H.K.  wave-leaved 11236  dentatum  Link, 

prenanthoides  Sm. 11237 1atif61ium  Link. 
11238  foliosum  W.&K. 
11239  sabaudum  W. 
11240  kevigatum  W. 11241  canescens  Link. 
11242  umbellatum  L. 
11243  bracteol&tum  Link,  bracteolate 
11241  longifolium  Hornem.  long-leaved 

$t  A  pr  f 
5  A  pr  Ij 

rough-bordered^ 

§11245  frutic6sum  W.  shrubby 

broad-leaved  3t leafy  ^ 
Savoy  3t 
smooth  ^ hoary  ^ 
narrow-leaved 

A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  pr 

A  l>r A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

A  pr 
A  el A  el 
A  el 
A  el 
A  el 
A  el A  el 

ilel 

h  au 

if  au 
1  jl.au 1  jl.au 

fjl.au 

1  jl.au 1^  jl.au 
3  jn.s 

2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
3  jl.au 2  au.s 
2  au.s 

3  jl.s 
lijLs 

jl 

14  jl.s 2  jn. 

S.  Europe  1822.  D  co 
Pensylva.  1794.  D  co 
S.  Europe  1821.  D  co Scotland  sc.wo.  D  co 

  1820.  D  co 
Hungary  1802.  D  co   1821.  D  co 
Spain       177&  D  co Scotland  sc.wo.  D  co 
Croatia  1820.  D  co 
Hungary  1805.  D  co Britain  groves.  D  co 

  1804.  D  co   1822.  D  co Britain  woods.  D  co 
Europe    1823.  D  co 

  1821.  D  co Madeira  1785.  C  co 

Eng.  bot  2122 
Pl.rar.hu.2.tl45 

Eng.  bot.  2235 
PLrar.hu.2.tl45 
Eng.  bot.  349 W.hortber.  t.16 

Eng.  bot.  1771 

11246  humile  W.  small  iApr 
11247  nigrescens  W.  dark-colored    3l  A  pr 
11248  pranelUfoliumGrouan.  Self-heal-lea  v.     A  pr 11249  murdrum  L.  wall  i  A  w 
§11250  paludosum  L.  Succory-leaved  ^  A  pr 
11251  lapsanoides  W.  Lapsana-like        A  pr 11252  ramosum  If.  $  K.  branching  3t  A  pr 

§11253  lyratum  W.  Lyre-leaved     3l  A  pr 11254  glutinosum  W.  clammy  O  pr 
11255  fascicuiatum  Psh.  bundled  i  A  Pi 
1636.  LAGO'SERIS.  Link.  Lagoseris. 

11256  bursifolia  Z»n&.  Shepherd's-purse-lv.^  A  un Crepis  bursifolia  L. 11257  versicolor  Fischer,   changeable      ^  A  un 
11258  leontod6ntoidesL»n*.Dandelion-like^t  Q)  un 
11259  raphanifolia  Link.  Radish-leaved  ^  A  un 11260  taurinensis  Link.    Turin  O  un 
11261  intybacea  Link.      Endive-leaved  ^  Q  un 
1637.  BORKHAU'SIA. 11262  nicseensis  Link. 

11263  alpina  Link. 11264  rubra  Link. 
11265  t'o/tida  Link. 11266  graveolens  Link. 
11267  aspera  Link. 
11268  hispida  Link. 
*1638.  CRE'PIS.  W. 11269  nemausensis 
11270  Sprengeriana  W. 
11271  rigida  W. 
11272  rigens  W. 11273  hieracioides  W. 
11274  tectorum  P.  S. 
11275  cinerea  P.  S. 
11276  agrestis  W. 11277  biennis  W. 
11278  virens  W. 
11279  Diosc6ridis  W. 
11280  co ron op i folia  W. 

§11281  filif6rmis  W. 
11231 

Dec.  Borkhausia. Nice 
Alpine 
purple fetid stinking 
rough 
hispid 

O  pr O  pr 
O  pr 
O  un O  un 
O  un 
O  un 

Crepis. 
Palestine 

Sprenger's rigid stiff-leaved  £ 
Hawkweed-like  ^ smooth red-stalked  ^ 
field biennial  £^ 

green Dioscorides's fleshy-leaved fine-leaved  if 

O  un 0  un 
A  un 

1  Al  un 

A  un O  un 
Q>  un O  un 
Q>  un O  un 
O  un O  un 
iO)l  un 

4jl.au 1  jl.au 
t  jl.au 

1*  jl 

14jl.au U  jl.au 2  au 
2  jl.au 
Hjl.au 5  jl.au 

Germany  1804.  D  co 
  1801.  D  co SwitzerL  1820.  D  co 

Britain  rocks.  D  co 
Britain    moun.  D  co 
Pyrenees  1812.  D  co 
Hungary  1805.  D  co Siberia     1777.  D  co 
&  Europe  1796.  S  co Canada      ...  D  co 

Vill.delph.3.t28 
W.  hort  ber.  10 
Goua.ilL  t.22.f.3 
Eng.  bot  2082 
Eng.  bot  1094 Goua.ill.  t.21.f.3 
GmeL  sib.  2.  t.  9 

Composite.  Sp.  6—10. 2  jl.au     Y       SicUy       1823.  S  co    Bocc.  mus.  t.106 
2  jl.au 1  jl.au 2  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 2  jn.jl 

Composite. 
lj  jn.jl  Y 1  jl  Y 
1 J  jn.jl  Pu 11  jn.jl 

H  jn.j 
.  jl jl.au 
jl.au 

Dauria  1820.  D  co 
Italy  1804.  S  co   1816.  D  co 
Italy  1822.  S  co 
Portugal  1816.  S  co 

Sp.  7—9. Nice  1823. 
Italy  1739. 
Italy  1832. 
S.  Europe  1824. 1825. 

S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 

Pa.Y  Sicily       1797.  S  co 
Y      S.  Europe  1798.  S  co 

Composite. 
jn.jl  Y 

1 J  jn.jl 
4  my.jl 

1  jl.au 
H  jl.au 11  jn.s 
2  jn.s 
lijl.au 4  jn.au 

i  jn.jl 

1  jn.jl 1  au.s 

li  jn.jl 
11236 

Sp.  13—23. &  Europe  1794.  S  co 
Italy       1823.  S  co 
Hugnary  1805.  D  co Azores     1778.  D  co 
Hungary  1816.  D  co Britain     past.  S  co 
Europe      ...  S  co 
Hungary  1801.  S  co England  ch.pa.  S  co Switzerl.  1796.  S  co 
France     1772.  S  co 
Madeira  1777.  S  co 
Madeira  1777.  S  co 

11239 

Gmel.  sib.  2. 1 5 
M.his.s.7.t4.f.4 

PL  rar.  hu.l.t43 

AU.ped.l.t75.f.l M.his.s.7.t.5.f.l7 PI.  rar.nu.l.  tl9 
PI.  rar.  bu.l.t.70 
Eng.  bot.  1111 

Eng.  bot  149 
Sch.  han.  3.  t222 
Des.ac.pa.38.t9 

11242 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
deserving  cultivation ;  others  are  of  little  interest ;  but  all  most  difficult  to  distinguish  or  characterize.  The 
species  appear  to  intermix  with  the  same  facility  as  roses  and  willows. 

Hieracium  venosum,  a  very  pretty  plant,  is  called  in  America,  Poot  Robin's  Plantain,  and  is  believed  to possess  considerable  medical  powers. 
1636.  Lagoseris.   From  Xatytt,  a  hare,  and  ttfie,  a  lettuce.   Obscure  weed-like  plants. 
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11228  Near  H.  villosum,  but  the  leaves  are  broader 
11229  Stem  erect  many-fl.  Leaves  lane,  toothed.  Peduncles  downy 
11230  Stem  at  base  and  lvs.  here  and  there  covered  with  hairs,  Fls.  smaller  and  Inv.  less  vill.  than  In  H.  villosum 
11231  Stem  erect  many-fl.  Leaves  sessile  ellipt  lane,  toothletted  smoothish  glaucous  beneath 
11232  Radic.  lvs.  obi.  narrowed  at  base  acute :  caul  sub-amplexic.  lane  Pedunc.  glandular,  Inv.  glandul.  hairy 
11233  Stem  erect  strigose  hispid,  Leaves  lanceolate  nearly  entire  strigose  hispid,  Flowers  corymbose 
11231  Stem  pilose  waned  glandular  upwards,  Leaves  sub-amplexicaul.  oblong  acute  with  long  hairs  beneath 
11235  Stem  erect  branched  hoary,  Leaves  obov.  obi.  hoary  toothed  towards  the  base,  Hairs  feathery 
11236  Stem  erect  many-fl.  Leaves  amplexicauL  somewhat  rough  toothed  at  edge,  Pedunc  downy 
11237  Stem  densely  leafy,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  3  inches  long  1}  inch  wide  toothed  hairy 
11238  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  amplexioaul.  toothletted  ciliated,  FI.  panicled,  Invol.  smooth 
1 1239  Stem  erect  simple,  Lvs.  ovate-obi  smoothish  acute  sess.  sub-amplexic.  toothed  towards  base,  Fls.  corymbose 
11240  Stem  erect  branched,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  smooth  stalked  deeply  toothed  in  the  middle,  FL  panicled 11241  Leaves  narrowed  at  base  sessile  with  long  points  toothed,  Invol.  downy  hoary 
11242  Stem  erect  simple,  Leaves  linear  somewhat  toothed,  FL  in  corymbose  umbels 
11243  Leaves  broader  than  in  the  last  and  less  toothed,  Stem  few-flowered 
11244  Leaves  mostly  radical  with  long  points  toothletted  hairy,  Invol.  hoary  with  long  white  and  black  hairs 
11245  Stem  branched  shrubby,  Leaves  oblong  toothed  stalked,  Peduncles  sub-corymbose,  Invol.  downy 

B.  Leaves  sublyrate,  It/rate,  pi  mint /fid. 
11246  Stem  erect  few-fl.  Peduncles  and  invol.  pilose,  Leaves  oblong  sub-pinnatifid  at  base 
11247  Stem  naked  few-fl.  Pedunc.  and  invol.  glandular  downy  blackish,  Leaves  oblong  stalked  toothed  at  base 
11248  Stem  procumb.  branch,  at  base  few-fl.  Ped.  and  invol.  downy,  Lvs.  ovate  unequal  at  base  toothletted  stalked 11249  Stem  erect  leafy  pilose  simple,  Fl.  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  deeply  toothed  at  base 
11250  Stem  simple,  Leaves  smooth  obi.  narrowed  at  base  runcinate  toothed :  caul  amplexicaul  Invol.  hispid 
11251  Stem  simple,  Caul ine  leaves  lyrate  runcinate  amplexicaul.  hairy,  FL  panicled,  Invol  hispid 
11252  Stem  erect  panicled,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  deeply  toothed  at  base,  Flowers  panicled 
11253  Stem  simple,  Leaves  smooth  :  radical  runcinate  lyrate;  cauline  lanceolate,  Invol.  and  pedunc.  hispid 11254  Leaves  lane,  runcinate  roughish,  Flowers  in  umbels 
11255  Stem  erect  leafy  simple  smooth,  Leaves  sessile  obL  acute  finely  toothed,  Pedicels  of  panic,  in  bundles 

11256  Leaves  pinnatifid  crenate,  Scape  naked  few-flowered 
11257  Leaves  long  lanceolate  acute  repand  smooth,  FL  cylindrical,  Outer  invol.  very  small 
11258  Leaves  mucin,  toothed  smooth,  Scape  naked  many-fl.  ascending,  InvoL  downy :  outer  scales  appressed 
11259  Radic.  leaves  and  lower  cauline  pinnated  lyrate,  Flowers  corymbose,  Invol.  and  pedunc.  glandular 
11260  Leaves  scabrous :  radic.  lyrate  runcinate ;  cauline  lane,  amplexicaul  toothed  at  base,  InvoL  downy 
11261  Lower  lvs.  mucin,  pinnatifid :  upper  entire,  Branches  naked,  InvoL  downy  with  leaflets  bristly  at  the  back 

11262  Leaves  runcin.  pinnatifid  pilose  scabrous,  Stem  panicled,  Leaves  of  invol.  keeled  channelled  downy 
11263  Leaves  ovate  cordate-sagittate  amplexic.  toothed,  Peduncles  long  1-fl.  Invol.  hispid :  outer  membranous 
11264  Radic.  leaves  runcinate-lyrate :  cauline  amplexicaul.  lanceol. ;  lower  pinnatifid,  Invol.  hispid 
11265  Leaves  runcinate  pinnatifid  scabrous  sessile :  upper  lanceol  deeply  cut  at  base,  InvoL  ovate  angular 
11266  Leaves  amplexicaul.  pinnatifid  hairy.  Leaves  of  invol.  downy  hoary  flat 
11267  Leaves  amplexicauL  :  lower  obi.  toothed ;  upper  cut-toothed,  Stem  setose  hispid,  Inv.  muricated  in  fruit 
11268  Setose  hispid,  Leaves  runcinate  auricled  at  base :  upper  lane,  sagitt.  hastate,  InvoL  very  hispid 

11269  Leaves  runcin.  lyrate  bluntly  toothed,  Scape  naked  many-fl.  hispid,  Lvs.  of  invol.  membranous  at  edge 
11270  Hispid-scabrous,  Leaves  oblong  amplexicauL  remotely  toothed,  Stem  divaricating  branched 
11271  Leaves  rigid  scabrous  toothed :  radic.  obovate;  caul  sagittate  amplexicaul.  Fl.  in  racemose  panicles 
11272  Leaves  hispid  ovate  obi.  finely  and  deeply  biserrate,  Scape  naked  corymbose 
11273  Leaves  smooth  toothed :  radical  ovate-spat  ulate ;  cauline  oblong  sessile,  Corymb  terminal 
11274  Lvs.  glab.  runcin. :  the  upper  ones  linear-sagitt.  amplexic.  Stem  glab.  Panic,  subcorymb.  Inv.  pubescent 
11275  Leaves  lane. :  lower  entire  toothed  smooth ;  cauline  lanceolate  amplexic.  Stem  furrowed  branched 
11276  Radic.  leaves  lane,  runcinate :  cauline  lane,  toothed  at  base  sagittate,  Panicles  corymbose 
11277  Leaves  hispid  runcinate  pinnatifid :  upper  sessile  lane,  toothed  prickly  upon  the  keel 
11278  Leaves  smooth :  lower  remotely  toothed ;  upper  nearly  entire  subsagittate,  Invol.  downy 
11279  Radic.  leaves  lyrate  runcinate :'  cauline  hastate  lanceolate,  Branches  divaricating,  InvoL  downy 11280  Leaves  pinnatifid :  segments  linear ;  radical  toothed ;  cauline  entire,  Stem  panicled,  InvoL  downy 
11281  Leaves  linear-filiform  entire  smooth,  Pappus  sessile 

and  Miscellaneous  i'aHUulurs. 
1637.  Borkkausia.  Named  after  Moritz  Borkhausen,  a  German  botanist,  author  of  some  useful  works, 

especially  upon  the  useful  plants  of  Germany,  published  in  one  volume  octavo,  in  1790.  Small  annual  plants, 
formerly  referred  to  Crepis. 

1638.  Crepis.  A  name  made  use  of  by  Pliny,  to  designate  a  plant  of  which  he  gives  no  description.  The 
plants  of  this  genus  are  common  weeds  of  the  hedges  of  Europe. 

X  x  2 
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1639.  HELMINTHI  A.  J.  Helminthic 
11282  echioldes  W.         bristly  O  or 
1640.  MYCSERI&  Link.  Mvosbris. Sp.  1. 

Britain 

11283  purpurea  Link. 
1641.  TOL'Pia  W. 11284  barbate  W. 

11285  umbellate  Balbis. 
11286  altissima  Pers. 
1642.  ANDRY'ALA. 

purple Tolpis. 
purple-eyed umbclled 
tall W.  Andryala. O  pr O  pr 

O  pr 

S  jn.jl 
Composite?. 

H  my.jn  Pu Composite.   Sp.  3. 
2  jn.jl     Y.Pu  Franee Y.Pu  Genoa 

Sp.  1. 
Tauria 

bor.fi.  S  co 

1824.  D  co 

2  jn.jl 4  jn.jl 
1620. 

11287  cheiranthif61ia  W.  various-leaved      lAJ  pr 
11288  pinnatlfida  W.       wing-leaved     f  i(DI  pr 11289  crithmifolia  W. 
11290  nigricans  W. 
11291  ragusina  W. 11292  lanate  W. 
1643.  RO'THIA.  W. 

11293  andryaloides  W. 11294  cheiranthifolia  W.  Stock-leaved 
11295  runcinate  W.  hoary 
1644.  KRI'GIA.  W.  Krigia. 

11296  virginica  W.  Virginian 

Samphire-leav.  j£  OJ  P' 
dark-flowered  O  pr 
downy  £  lAJ  pr 
woolly  l£  A  or 
Rothia. 

Andryala-like       O  un 

O  un 
H  Q>  un 

O  pr 1645.  HYO'SERIS.  W.  Swine's-Succorv. 11297  radiate  IV.  starry             ̂   A  un 
11298  lucida  W.  shining           ̂   A  un 
11299  scabra  W.  rugged                O  un 11300  arenaria  IV.  sand                 O  un 
11301  hispida  IV.  hispid            ̂   A  un 
1646.  HEDYP'NQIS.  W.  Hedypnois. 

11302  monspeliensis  W.    branching  O  un 
11303  rhagadioloides  IV.    Nipplewort  O  un 
11304  cretica  W.             Cretan  O  un 
11305  coronopi  folia  Tfenore.Bucksham-leav'd  O  un 11306  tubaeformis  Tenore.  tube-stalked  O  un 
11307  mauritanica  W.      Moorish  O  un 
11308  pendula  W.           pendulous  O  un 
1647.  ROBER'TIA.  Rich.  Robertia. 

11309  taraxacoides  Dec.    Dandelion-lvd.  J  A  un 

I  my.o  Y f  jl.au  Y 
f  jn.au  Y 
|  jn.au  Y i  jn.au  Y 
i  my.jn  Y Composite. 1  au  Y 

li  jl.au  Y 1  jl.au  Y 
Composite. 

|  myjl  Y Composite. 

ijnjl  Y 
i  jn.au  Y 
i  jLau  Y 
i  jLau  Y i  jLau  Y Composite. 
I  jnjl  Y 
II  jl.au  Y 
1  jn.jl  Y 
fjn.jl  Y 
I  jn.jl  Y ijn.jl  Y li  jn.jl  Y 

Piedmont  1823. 

Sp.  6—10. 
Madeira  1777. 
Madeira  1778. 
Madeira  177a 
Barbary  1804. 
ArchipeL  1753. 
&  Europe  1732. 

Sp.  3— 6. Spain  1810. S.  Europe  1768. 
&  Europe  1711. 

Sp.  1. N.  Amer.  1811. 

Sp.  5—11. S.  Europe  1640. Levant  1770. 
Sicily  1789. Morocco  1800. 
Barbary  1821. 

co 

D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  s.p 

S  co S  co S  co 

Eng.  bot  972 

Bot.  mag.  35 

Balb.  diss.  4.  t.  1 
L'Her.st35.tl8 

Mil.ic.l.t.l4af.2 
Mil.ic.l.tl46.f.l 
Ga'r.sem.2.t.l7+ 

S  co  Jour.his.n.l.t.12 

D  co  Plu.  aim.  t37.f.2 
D  co  Schm.  ic.  1 39.41 
S  co  Bocm.146.tl06 
S  co S  co 

*1648.  SERI'OLA.  W. 
§11310  laevigata  W. 11311  aetnensis  IV. 
11312  urens  W. 

511313  Alliatae  Biv. 

Seriola. 
smooth rough stinging 

Alliate's 
O  un 
O  un 
O  un A  un 1649.  SOLDEVIL'LA.  Lag.  Soldevilla. 11314  setosa  Lag.  bristly  i  A  cu 

*1650.  HYPOCH-E'RIS.  W.  Cat's-Ear. §11315  helvetica  W.         one-flowered    4  A  ™ 
§11316  maculate  TV.         spotted  &  A  un 

11282 

Composite. 

J jnjl  Y Composite. 

}  jl.au  Y 
f  jLau  Y 
JjLau  Y 
|  jLau  Y Composite. 

i  my.jn Composite, 

i  jn.jl  Y 1  jn.jl  Y 

Sp.  7—16. &  Europe  1683.  S  co 
a  Europe  1773.  S  co Candia  1731. 
Italy  1823. 
Naples  1824. Barbary 

S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Cav.  ic.  1.  t.  43 

Sp.l. 
Corsica 1824.  S  co 

Sp.  4—7. 
Candia  1772.  S  co 
Italy  1763.  S  co 
a  Europe  1773.  S  co ^tna  1825.  D  co 

So.  1. 
Spain  1822.  D  co 

Sp.  7—16. Switzerl.  1779.  D  s.l 
England  ch.hil.  D  s.l 

Desf.  atL  t  216 
Jac  obs.  4.  1 79 
Schmid.  ic.  t.32 Bivon.cent2.  t.7 

Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 165 
Eng.  bot  225 

11287 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1639.  Helminthia.  An  abridgment  of  Helminthatheca,  a  name  employed  for  this  genus  by  Vaillant  It  is 

derived  from  iXfui/c,  a  worm,  and  a  case :  in  allusion  to  the  corrugated  seeds,  which  may  be  fancied  to 
resemble  bundles  of  little  worms.  The  genus  was  united  by  Linnaeus  with  Picris,  but  has  been  again^separated by  modern  botanists. 

1640.  Myoseris.  So  named  from  /mj;  pujat,  a  mouse,  and  tifte,  lettuce ;  a  name  invented  for  the  purpose  cf 
maintaining  a  resemblance  in  nomenclature  with  Hyoseris,  Lagoseris,  and  other  similar  plants. 

1641.  Tolpis.  A  name  invented  by  Adanson,  ahd  supposed  to  have  no  meaning.  Handsome  annual flowers. 
1642.  Andri/ala.  A  name,  the  meaning  of  which  has  not  been  discovered.  Rather  pretty  .plants,  natives  of 

the  south  of  Europe  and  north  of  Africa. 
1643.  Rothia.  Named  by  Schreber,  in  honor  of  Dr.  A.  G.  Roth,  author  of  a  Flora  Germanica,  in  1788, 

Catalecta  Botenica,  in  1797,  and  other  works.    It  has  been  united  with  Andryala  by  Richard. 
1644.  Krigia.  Named  after  Dr.  Krieg,  a  German  botanist,  who  accompanied  Mr.  Vernon  to  America  in 

search  of  plants.  See  Vernon ia.  A  pretty  little  North  American  plant,  with  grassy  leaves  and  bright  yellow neat  flowers. 



Obder,  I. SYNGENESIA  ^QUALIS. 
6T7 

11282  Involucrum  large  prickly,  Leaves  repand 

11283  Leaves  runcinate  pinnatifid :  lobes  oblong  acute  toothed  spreading,  Scape  naked  many-fl.  smooth 
11284  Leaves  obi.  toothed,  Pedunc.  1- flowered 
11285  Leaves  lane,  oblong :  lower  sinuate-toothed,  Fedunc.  proliferous 
11286  Leaves  obi.  linear  scabrous  toothed,  Stem  branched  divaricating,  Lower  scales  of  invol.  downy 

11287  Leaves  gland,  downy :  lower  runcinate  toothed :  upper  ovate  lane,  entire,  Stem  and  pedunc.  glandular 
11288  Leaves  downy  pinnatifid,  Invol.  downy  pilose,  Hairs  rigid 
11289  Leaves  pinnated  linear  downy 
11290  Leaves  pinnatifid  lyrate,  Flowers  corymbose  aggregate,  Fedunc.  and  invol.  hispid 
11291  Leaves  downy  oblong :  lower  toothed,  Stem  branched,  Branches  1-flowered 
11292  Leaves  ovate  woolly :  lower  somewhat  toothed,  Corymb  terminal,  Pedunc.  about  2- flowered 

11293  Stem  branched  at  base  diffuse,  Leaves  downy  ovate  lanceolate  amplexicaul.  nearly  entire 
11294  Stem  erect  corymbose,  Leaves  somewhat  downy  linear  sinuate-toothed  sessile :  upper  entire 
11295  Stem  erect  corymbose,  Leaves  downy  sessile :  lower  obi.  runcinate,  Pedunc.  gland,  villous 

11296  The  only  species 

11297  Scapes  1-fl.  naked,  Leaves  smooth  lyrate  runcinate  toothed :  term,  lobe  tritid 
11298  Scapes  1-fl.  naked,  Leaves  smooth  lyrate  runcinate  somewhat  fleshy :  segm.  angular  imbricated 
11299  Scapes  1-fl.  naked  thickened  at  end,  Leaves  lyrate  pinnatifid  toothed  ciliated  roughish 
11300  Stem  branched  leafy  diffuse,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  oblong  toothed  scabrous  ciliated  at  edge 
11301  Scapes  1-fl.  hispid,  Leaves  obL  runcinate  toothed  hispid,  Hairs  forked 

11302  Stem  diffuse  branched,  Leaves  obL  toothed  narrowed  at  base  sessile,  Scales  of  invol  in  fruit  smooth 
11303  Stem  diffuse  branched,  Lvs.  obi.  toothed  narr.  at  base  sess.  Scales  of  invol  in  fruit  hairy 
11304  Stem  diffuse  branched,  Lvs.  obi.  toothed  subcordate  amplexicaul  Scales  of  invol.  in  fruit  smooth 
11305  Related  to  the  last,  but  the  leaves  are  deeply  toothed  with  3-forked  hairs 
11306  Leaves  somewhat  toothed,  Hairs  simple,  Pedunc.  very  thick 
11307  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  obL  somew.  toothed  subcordate  amplex.  Scales  of  invol.  in  fruit  alternately  setose 
11308  Stem  erect  panicled,  Lvs.  obL  hispid  deeply  toothed,  Scales  of  mvol.  in  fruit  smooth  muricated  at  the  end 

11309  The  only  species 

11310  Smooth,  Leaves  obovate  toothed 
11311  Hispid,  Leaves  obovate  somewhat  toothed 
11312  Stinging,  Stem  branched,  Leaves  toothed 
11313  Radical  leaves  spatulate  toothed  pilose,  Stem  ascending  smooth,  Pappus  stalked 

11314  Hairy  with  very  short  stellate  hairs  and  bristles,  Lvs.  lane,  entire,  Pedunc.  term,  thickened  upwards  1-fl. 

and  Miscellaneous  Pat  Oculars. 
1645.  Hyoseris.  From  vs  vos,  a  hog,  and  <n$i{,  the  Greek  name  of  the  Lettuce,  or  of  a  plant  resembling  it : hogs-lettuce,  in  allusion  to  the  abominably  fetid  smell  of  the  plant. 
1646.  Hedypnois.  Under  this  name,  a  kind  of  wild  endive,  the  medicinal  qualities  of  which  he  much  extois, 

is  described  by  Pliny.  Dalechamp,  his  commentator,  derives  the  word  from  i$vi,  sweet,  and  *•»«.«,  to  breathe, on  account  of  a  pleasant  flavor  communicated  to  other  vegetables  in  cookery.  But  the  modern  genus,  which 
consists  of  uninteresting  weeds,  has  not  been  discovered  to  possess  this  quality. 

1647.  Robertia.  Named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flore  Francaise,  after  M.  Robert,  a  Corsican  botanist  A 
small  weedy  plant  resembling  Dandelion. 

1648.  Seriola.  A  diminutive  of  n%t(,  chicory.  Small  chicoraceous  weeds  of  the  south  of  Europe.  & 
Alliats  is  not,  as  its  name  would  lead  one  to  suspect,  named  from  any  smell  of  garlic  which  it  possesses,  but  in 
honor  of  Prince  Joseph  Alliata,  a  Sicilian  nobleman,  and  patron  of  Bivona  Bernardi. 

1649.  Soldevilla.  So  named  by  Lagasca,  apparently  in  honor  of  some  botanist  A  little  Spanish  weed  with terminal  solitary  flowers. 
1650.  Hypochceris.  From  vtre,  for,  and  %cie,ts,  a  pig ;  Porcelle,  Fr.,  for  the  same  reason,  v«.,  that  nigs  eat 

the  roots  with  avidity.  All  the  species  are  uninteresting  weeds. 
X  x  3 
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11317  minima  W. 
11318  hispida  W.en. 
11319  glfibra  W. 

$11320  radicfita  IV. 
11321  Balbisii  /('. 
1651.  LAPSA'NA.  W. 

11322  foe'tida  W. 
Hy6serisfce'tida  P.  & 11823  pusilla  W.  least 
Hyoseris  minima  E  B, 

least bristly 

smooth 
long-rooted 
Balbis's Nipplewort. St  nking 

O  un i  A  un 
O  un 

3t  A  un 
ijLau i  jl.au 
I  jlau 
1|  jn.s 1  jn.s 

Y  Barbary   1797.  S  co 
Y  &  Europe  1801.  D  co Y  Britain  sa.hea.  S  co 
Y  Britain    me.pa.  D  s.l 
Y  Italy  1824.  D  co 

Composite.  Sp.  6—10. 
|  jl.au    Y  Italy       1722.  D  co k  A 

O  w      i  my.jn  Y       Britain    gra.fi.  S  co 
11324  communis  W. 
11325  crispa  W. 
11326  intermedia  Bieb. 
11327  lyrSta  W.en. 

common 
curled 
intermediate 
lyrate 

O  w 
O  un 
O  un 3t  A  un 

1}  jn.jl  Y  Britain    clt.  gr.  S  co li  jl.au  Y    1799.  S  co 
li  my.jn  Y  Tauria     1823.  S  co 
li  jLau  Y  Caspi.  Sea  1816.  D  co 

1652.  ZACIN'THA.  W.  Zacintha. 11328  verruc6sa  W.  warted 

O  un 
1653.  RHAGADl'OLUS.  W.  Rhagadiolus. 11329  stellatus  W. 

11330  edulis  W. 
11331  Kcelpinia  W. 

starry 
heart-leaved 
small O  un 

O  un 
O  un 
O  pr 

1654.  MOSCA'RIA.  Fl.per.  Moscaria. 11332  pinnatifida  Fl.per.  pinnatifid 
1655.  CATANAN'CHE  W.  Catananche. 

11333  canrulea  W.  blue  ^  A  or 
11334  lutea  W.  yellow  O  or 
1656.  TRIPTl'LION.  Fl.per.  Triptilion. 11335  cordifolium  Lag.  cordate 
1657.  CICHO'RIUM.  W.  Sijccort. 

11336  I'ntybus  W. 11337  punulum  W. 11338  Endivia  W. 
11339  divaricatum  W. 
11340  spinosum  W. 

wild dwarf 
Endive branching 
prickly 

O  pr £  A  ̂  

O  un £  O  cul 
O  un 

tf  TBI  un 

Composite. 
f  jn.jl  Y.BR 
Composites. 

1  jn.jl  Y 
1  jn.jl  Y 

f  jl  Y Composites. 

1  jLau 
Composites. 

3  jLo  B 

f  jn.jl  Y Composites, 

i  my.au  W Composites. 
2  jn.au  B 

f  jLau  B 2  jLau  B 
2  jl.au  B 
2  jLau  B 

Sp.  1. S.  Europe  1633.  S  co 

Sp.  3-5. 5.  Europe  1633.  S  co Levant     1633.  S  co 
Davuria  1788.  S  co 

Sp.  1. Chili  1823.  S  co 

Sp.  2— 3. 
S.  Europe  1596.  D  co Candia     1640.  S  co 

Sp.  1—4. Chili 

W.hor.be.l.  t46 
Eng.  bot  oi5 Eng.  bot  831 

PL  rar.hu.l.  t49 

Eng.  bot  95 
Eng.  bot.  844 

Gas.se.2.tl57.C7 

Sch.  han.3.  t225 
PalLit3.  til  f.2 

Bot  mag.  293 
Alp.  exot  t.  286 

1824.  S  co    Bot  reg.  853 

1658.  BACA'ZIA.  Fl.per.  Bacazia. 11341  spinosa  Fl.  per.       prickly  a.  i  |  or 
1659.  SCO'LYMUS.  W.    Golden  Thistle. 

11342  grandifl6rus  Desf.  large-flowered  &  A  or 11343  maculatus  W.        annual  O  or 
11344  hispanicus  W.        perennial         £k  A  or 

11319  11320 

Composites. 4  my.jl 

Composites. 
3  my.jn  Y 
3  jl.au  Y 
3  jLs  Y 

11322 

Sp.  5-7. 
Britain    gra.so.  D  co   1799.  S  co 
E  Indies  1548.  S  r.m 
Barbary   1798.  S  co 
Candia  163a  S  co  Bauh.prodr.t62 

Sp.  1. 
Peru       1825.  C  p.l 

Sp.3—4. Barbary   1820.  S  co 
&  Europe  1633.  S  co 
a  Europe  1658.  D  co 

11330  , 

Eng.  bot  539 Jac.  obs.  4.  t  f 

Desf.  atL  t.  218 Lam.  ilL  1 659 

11323 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1651.  Lapsana.  From  Aaaro&v,  to  purge.  The  Lapsana,  says  Pliny,  gently  relaxes  the  body.  L  communis 

is  called  mpple-mort,  in  English,  and  herbe  aux  mamelles,  Ft.,  having  been  formerly  applied  to  the  breasts  of 
women  to  allay  the  irritation  occasioned  by  nursing. 

1652.  Zacintha.  A  plant  growing  in  the  island  of  ZacMha  or  Zante.  It  was  formerly  included  in  Lapsana, 
under  the  name  of  L.  Zacintha. 

1653.  Rhagadiolus.  From  <«-/*,-,  a  slit ;  each  division  of  the  calyx  being  hollowed  out  in  the  middle  so  as to  resemble  a  furrow,  or  little  gutter. 
1654.  Moscharia.  This  plant  gives  out  an  agreeable  smell  of  musk.  An  annual  plant,  with  stem-clasping 

pinnatifid  deeply  cut  leaves,  found  in  sandy  waste  places  in  Chili,  where  it  is  commonly  called  Almizelillo. 
1655.  Catananche.  Vaillant  explains  the  meaning  of  this  word,  by  deriving  it  from  the  two  Greek  words, 

*«ti»,  and  tx.ya.yxri,  necessity :  that  is  to  say,  a  plant  which  compels  admiration.  What  is  certainly  known  of 
its  origin  is,  that  it  was  employed  by  Dioscorides  to  designate  a  plant  used  by  the  women  of  Thessaly,  in 
philtres  and  love  potions.  The  modern  genus,  which  contains  two  or  three  species  of  ornamental  border 
annuals,  can  have  no  reference  to  that  of  the  ancients,  one  kind  of  which  is  believed  to  have  been  Ornithopus 
coinpressus,  and  another  Astragalus  pugniformis.  John  Bauhin  calls  Lathyrus  Nissolia  by  the  name  of 
Catananche  leguminosa. 

1656.  Triptilion.  A  genus  instituted  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  and  named  from  Tgjui,  three, 
and  trnXov,  a  feather,  on  account  of  the  three  divisions  of  the  pappus.  The  species  mentioned  above  is  a  very 
pretty  little  annual,  or  rather  biennial  plant,  flowering  during  all  the  winter  months  in  any  place  whence  frost  is 
excluded,  but  it  requires  not  to  be  kept  too  dry.  There  is  a  fine  species  in  Chili,  with  bright  blue  flowers,  but  it 
has  not  been  yet  introduced.  The  inhabitants  of  South  America  employ  the  flowers  of  the  different  species 
as  everlasting  flowers,  for  which  their  dryness  renders  them  very  well  adapted. 

1657.  Cichorium.  In  Greek  xixo^t-  De  Theis's  remarks  are  upon  this  subject  excellent  Bodasus,  he observes,  Liniueus,  aud  others,  have  derived  this  name  from  xu»,  to  come,  and  xai">v> tne  neU ;  that  is  to  say, 
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11317  Leave*  toothed  roughish,  Invol.  hispid.  Pappus  of  disk  stipitate  plumose :  of  the  ray  sessile  setose 
11318  Hispid,  Calyxes  hairy,  Stein  branched,  Lvs.  lane,  toothed 
11319  Nearly  glab.  Invol.  obL  imbricated,  Stem  branched  somewhat  leafy,  Radical  leaves  dentato-sinuate 11320  Stem  branched  leafless  glab.  Pedunc.  with  small  scales,  Lvs.  runcinate  obtuse  scab. 
11321  Different  from  the  last  in  having  a  smooth  involucrum 

11322  Stemless,  Scape  1-fl.  Leaves  runcinate  pinnatifid,  Terminal  lobe  rhomboid 
11323  Scape  branched  very  thick  and  fistulose  upwards,  Leaves  obovate  oblong  toothed 
11324  Invol.  of  the  fruit  angular,  Stem  panicled,  Pedunc.  slender,  Lvs.  ovate  petiolate  angulato-dentate 11325  Caulescent  branched,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  doubly  toothed 
11326  Caulescent  branched,  Lvs.  angular-toothed :  lower  lyrate-pinnatifid,  Pedunc.  and  invol.  smooth 
11327  Caulescent  panicled,  Stem  downy  below,  Radical  leaves  lyrate  toothed :  upper  lane,  entire 

11328  Rad.  leaves  lyrate  acute,  Cauline  sagittate  amplexicauL  toothed 

11329  Fruit  smooth  spreading,  Cauline  leaves  lane,  undivided 
11330  Fruit  smooth  spreading,  Leaves  lyrate 
11331  Fruit  prickly  spreading,  Leaves  linear  lane,  entire 

11332  Leaves  amplexicauL  pinnatifid  :  segments  deeply  jagged 

11333  Lower  scales  of  invol  ovate  mucronate,  Leaves  villous  linear  sub-bipinnatifid  at  base 
11334  Lower  scales  of  invol.  lane.  Leaves  lane,  toothed  3-nerved 

11335  Leaves  cordate  spiny 

11336  Flowers  8 ess.  axilL  in  pairs,  Leaves  runcinate 
11337  Flowers  axillary  twin  sessile,  Leaves  obovate  toothed 
11338  Pedunc.  axilL  twin :  one  long  1-fl. ;  the  other  very  short  about  4-fl.  Flowers  capitate 
11339  Pedunc  axill.  twin :  one  long  1-fl. ;  the  other  very  short  about  2-fl.  Stem  dichotomous,  Rad.  lvs.  runcinate 
11310  Flowers  axill.  solitary,  Stem  dichotomous,  Branches  naked  spiny,  Lvs.  lane,  runcinate  toothed 

11341  Leaves  obovate  mucronate  cartilaginous,  Flowers  solitary 

11342  FL  solitary  lateral  sessile,  Lvs.  decurrent,  Stem  subsimple  villous  erect 
11343  Fl.  solitary,  Lvs.  roughish  smooth,  Stem  winged  toothed 
11344  Fl.  subaggregate,  Lvs.  scabrous  with  the  middle  rib  below  hairy  interruptedly  decurrent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
it  is  a  plant  found  wild  in  fields,  —  which  grows  every  where :  but  this  etymology  is  overstrained.  It  is  much 
more  natural  to  suppose  that  the  Egyptians,  who  used  this  plant  in  great  quantities,  would  have  communicated 
to  the  Greeks,  along  with  the  manner  of  using  it,  the  name  by  which  it  was  known  in  Egypt,  which  appears from  Forskahl  to  be  ckikouryeh.  Pliny  remarked,  that  the  Egyptians  made  their  chicory  of  much  conse- 

quence, and  it  is  very  well  known  that,  at  the  present  day,  chicory  or  similar  plants  constitute  half  the  food  of 
the  common  people  in  Egypt  In  like  manner,  there  can  be  little  doubt  that  the  specific  terms  Endivia  and 
Intybus,  are  both  derived  from  the  Arabic  name  hendibeh. 
The  leaves  of  Cichorium  Intybus  are  employed  by  the  French  under  the  name  of  Barbe  du  Capucine,  as  a kind  of  winter  salad ;  for  which  purpose  the  leaves  are  blanched  like  Endive.  The  most  common  method  of 

cultivating  the  plant,  is  to  sow  the  seed  in  drills  in  the  end  of  July,  and  to  keep  the  plants  about  six  inches 
apart,  and  quite  free  from  weeds.  In  the  winter  the  roots  are  taken  out  of  the  ground  and  packed  up  in  a 
warm  cellar  among  earth,  in  layers,  like  bottles  in  a  wine  cellar,  the  crowns  only  of  the  roots  being  exposed. 
In  a  few  days,  young  leaves  are  produced  in  great  abundance,  from  the  situation  in  which  they  are  cultivated 
quite  blanched,  and,  if  not  grown  too  rapidly,  with  an  agreeable  taste.  There  is  also  a  variety  of  C.  Intybus, 
called  Chichoree  a  cafe,  which  is  cultivated  extensively  in  France  for  the  sake  of  its  roots,  which  are  taken  up 
in  the  winter  season,  cut  into  squares,  dried  artificially,  and  afterwards,  being  roasted,  are  ground  along  with 
their  coflee,  for  which  they  serve  as  an  adulteration.  There  are  those,  however,  who  assert,  that  it  is  to  this 
admixture  of  Succory  root  that  the  superior  flavor  of  the  French  to  the  English  coflee  is  to  be  attributed. 

1658.  Bacazia.  Named  by  the  authors  of  Flora  Peruviana,  in  honor  of  George  Bacas,  professor  of  botany at  Carthagena. 
165t».  Scolymus.  The  Greek  name  of  a  spiny  plant,  which  appears  to  have  been  the  modern  artichoke. 

The  word  itself  is  derived  from  ffxokos,  a  spine.  S.  hispanicus  has  simple  fusiform  roots,  soft  and  sweet  like 
Scorzonera,  and  equally  good  to  eat  The  leaves  and  stalk  also  abound  with  a  milky  juice,  and  the  people  of Salamanca  eat  it  in  the  same  manner  as  Cardoons.   The  flowers  are  used  for  adulterating  saffron. 

X  x  4 
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1660.  ARCTIUM. 
11345  Lappa  W. 
11346  Bardana  W. 
11347  minus  Bieb. 

Burdock. 
smooth-headed     Q)  w 
woolly-headed  ^  Q)  w small  ifc  Q)  w 

1661.  SERRA'TULA.  W.  Saw-wort. 11348  tinctoria  W.  common 
11349  coronata  IV.  Siberian 
11350  quinquefolia  W.  five-leaved 
11351  pygmae'a  IV.  Pigmy 11352  angustifolia  IV.  narrow-leaved 11353  salicifolia  W.  Willow-leaved 
11354  centauroides  W.  Centaury-like 
11355  simplex  B.  M.  simple 
11356  arguta  Fisch.  tine-toothed 
11357  radiata  Bieb.  rayed 
11358  xeran'themoldesJBiefi.  smth.-headed 
11359  heterophy'lU  Desf.  various-leaved 11360  staschaditolia  Bieb.  woolly-headed 11361  Picris  Bieb.  scarious 
11362  aspera  Link.  rough 
11363  alata  IV.  winged 
1662.  SAUSSU'REA.  Dec.  Saussurea. 

11364  elongata  Dec.  long  4  A  P' 
11365  alptna  Dec.  Alpine  *  A  Pr 
11366  discolor  Dec.  discolored        5  A  Pr 

Composite. 
3  jl.au  Pu 
3  jl.au  Pu 
2  jl.au  Pu 

Composite. 

1663.  CAR'DUUS.  IV. 
11367  leucographus  W. 11368  crassifolius  W.  en. 
11369  arabicus  W. 
11370  nutans  W. 
11371  carlinoldes  W. 
11372  argentatus  IV. 
11373  onopordoides  Bieb. 11374  carlinasfolius  IV. 
11375  acantholdes  W. 
11376  tenuiflorus  W. 
11377  crispus  IV. 11378  hamulosus  W. 
11379  candicans  W. 
11380  Personata  W. 
11381  polyanthemus  W. 11382  orientalis  W.  en. 
11383  paniculatus  W. 
11384  pycnocephalus  W. 
11385  cyanoides  W. 11386  arctioldes  W. 
11387  alpgstris  W. 11388  defloratus  W. 
11389  parviflorus  W. 11390  nitidus  W. 
11391  cerinthoides  W. 

Thistle. 
white-spotted 
thick-leaved Arabian musk 
Pyrenean silvery 

Onopordum-Hke  \ Carline-leaved 
welted 
slender-flowered curled  ^ 
spiny-hooked  ^ hoary  ^ 
cut-leaved 
many-flowered  ^ oriental  ^ 
panicled  it 

Italian  '-x blue-bottle-lvd.  ^ 
pinnated Alpine  ^ 
various-leaved small-flowered   
glossy  £tt 
Honey  wort-lvd.  •  ̂ 

11365 

So.  3— 4. Britain  wa.gr.  S  co 
Britain  wa.  gr.  S  co 
Europe  ...     S  co 
So.  16—40. Britain  woods. Siberia  1739. 
Persia  1804. Austria  1816. Siberia  1816. 
Siberia Siberia 
Nepal 
Hungary  1824. 
Hungary  1800. Caucasus  1825. 
Dauphinyl824. Tauria  1820. 
Caucasus  1822. 
Nepal  1821. 

1796. 1804. 

1821. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  p.l D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co S  co 
D  co I)  co 
D  co D  co 
S  co 
D  co 

Sp.3— 6. 
Caucasus  1820.  D  co 
Britain    al  roc.  D  p.l 
Switzerl.  1818.  D  co 

Sp.  26—100. Italy        1752.  S  co   1805.  D  co 
Arabia     1789.  S  co 
Britain    gra.fi.  S  co 
Pyrenees  1784.  S  co 
Egypt      1789.  S  co Iberia      1818.  D  co 
Pyrenees  1804.  S  co Britain  wa.  gr.  S  co Britain    banks.  S  co 
Europe    1804.  S  co 
Hungary  1802.  S  co 
Hungary  1805.  S  co Austria    1776.  S  co 
Rome      1739.  D  co 
Iberia      1804.  O  co 
S.  Europe  1781.  D  co 
&  Europe  1739.  S  co Siberia     1778.  D  co 
Carniola  1804.  D  co 
Croatia     1805.  D  co 
Austria    1570.  D  co 
S.  Europe  1781.  D  co 
Hungary  1806.  D  co S.  Europe  1739.  D  co 

11350. 

Eng.  bot.  1228 
Eng.  bot  2478 Schk.bot3.  t.227 

Eng.  bot  38 Gmel.  sib.  2.  t.20 Bot.  mag.  1871 
Jac.  aust.  1 440 Gmel.  sib.  2.  t.33 
Gmel.sib.2.t37 
G.sib.2.n.38.tl7 
Bot  mag.  2482 
PL  rar.hu.1.  til Gmel.sib.t.47.f.X ViU.  delp.3.tl9 

Eng.  bot  599 HaU.  helv.  1 6 

Jac  vind.  3. 1 23 

Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 166 
Eng.  bot  1112 Gouan.  ill.  t.  23 
Jac.ho.vin.  t.192 

Eng.  bot  973 
Eng.  bot.  412 Flor.  dan.  t.  621 
PI.  rar.hu.l.  t.83 
Jac.  aust.4.  t348 
Trium.obs.tl03 

Jac. vind.  1. 1  44 
Gmel.  sib.  2.  t.15 
Scop.  earn.  t.  53 
Jac.  aust.  1.  1 89 

PI.  rar.hu.  1.  t..r2 Cav.  ic.  3.  t.  2i'(i 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1660.  Arctium.  From  a^x-rct,  a  bear,  {arth,  Celtic) ;  on  account  of  the  rough  bristly  fruit,  which  may  be compared  to  the  coarse  hair  of  a  bear.  Lappa  is  derived  from  Uap,  a  hand,  in  Celtic,  because  it  lays  hold  of 

every  thing  near  it  The  burdock  is  too  familiar  to  every  schoolboy  to  need  illustration.  It  is  equally  com- 
mon in  Europe  and  Japan,  by  road  sides  and  on  ditch  banks.  Few  quadrupeds,  except  the  ass,  will  eat  the 

plant ;  but  birds  feed  on  the  seeds,  and  snails  and  caterpillars  on  the  leaves.  The  stems,  stripped  of  their  rind 
before  the  flowers  appear,  may  be  eaten,  either  boiled  or  raw,  with  oil  and  vinegar.  Withering  says,  a  decoc- 

tion of  the  roots  is  esteemed  by  some  equal  to  that  of  Sarsaparilla.  Burnt  green,  between  the  time  of  flowering 
and  seeding,  three  pounds  of  the  ashes  produced  sixteen  ounces  of  very  white  alkaline  salt,  as  good  as  the  best 
potash. 1661.  Serratula.  A  diminutive  of  serra,  a  saw ;  the  leaves  being  edged  with  cutting  teeth.  Plants  with  the 
habit  and  qualities  of  thistles.  Serratula  tinctoria  dyes  cloth  of  a  yellow  colour. 

1662.  Saussurea.  Named  in  honor  of  the  celebrated  Swiss  philosopher  Horace  Benedict  de  Saussure,  who, 
among  his  other  acquirements,  possessed  a  considerable  knowledge  in  botany.  He  died  in  1799,  in  the  fifty- 
ninth  year  of  his  age. 

1663.  Cardutts.  This  word  appears  to  be  derived  from  ard,  a  point,  in  Celtic,  in  allusion  to  the  numerous 
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11345  Leaves  cordate  petiolate 
11340  Cauline  leaves  cordate  stalked  entire,  InvoL  cobwebbed  downy 
11347  Invol.  woolly :  inner  scales  subulate  somew.  colored  scarcely  longer  than  outer,  Racemes  axill.  paniclcd 

11348  Leaves  sharply  serrate  glab.  pinnatifid  :  the  terminal  lobe  the  largest,  Flowers  in  a  small  clust.  umbel 
11349  Leaves  serrated  unequally  pinnate  of  about  5-pairs,  Pinna;  confluent,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Fl.  rayed 
11350  Lvs.  serrated  unequally  pinn.  of  about  2-pairs,  Pinnae  confluent,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Inner  scales  of  invol.  long 
11351  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  hirsute  revolute  at  edge,  Stem  1-fl.  vill.  Scales  of  invol.  ov.-lanc.  appressed  [colored 11352  Leaves  lin.  entire  hirsute,  Fl.  terminal  corymbose 
11353  Leaves  lin.  entire  downy  beneath  revolute  at  edge,  Corymb  fastigiate 
11354  Leaves  pinnatifid  oblique  acute  smooth  unarmed,  Scales  of  invol.  mucronate  :  inner  scarious 
11355  Leaves  pinnatifid :  lobes  distant,  Stem  nearly  simple  1- flowered,  Invol.  globose  squarrose 11356  Like  S.  tinctoria,  but  the  lower  leaves  are  oval  and  entire 
11357  Leaves  pectinate-pinnatifid  naked  :  segm.  lin.  unarmed ;  terminal  ovate,  Scales  of  invol.  ov.  mucronate 
11358  Invol.  unarmed  somewhat  awned  radiate,  Leaves  pinnatifid 
11.359  Leaves  ov.  pinnatifid  toothed  unarmed  hoary  beneath  :  upper  sess.  Stem  1-fl.  Scales  of  invol.  ov.  unarmed 
11360  Leaves  lin.  entire  downy  beneath,  Corymb  nearly  simple,  Invol.  ob!.  ovate  downy 
11361  Invol.  ovate :  scales  roundish  scarious  at  edge,  Leaves  lane,  lower  somewhat  toothed  at  base 
11362  Stem  somewhat  downy,  Lvs.  obL  acute  narrowed  at  base  serrated,  Fl.  subsessile,  Invol.  unarmed 
11363  Lvs.  downy  beneath  somewhat  toothed :  radical  cord,  stalked,  Cauline  lane,  decurrent,  Invol.  squarrose 

11364  Invol.  corymb,  somewhat  downy,  Leaves  fleshy  smooth  :  radical  U  rate  hastate,  Cauline  hastate 
11365  Leaves  villous  beneath  toothed :  radic.  ovate-lanc.  Flowers  terminal  somewhat  umbelled 
11366  Lvs.  downy  beneath  toothed :  radic.  ovate-subcordate ;  cauline  ovate-lanc.  FL  terminal  somew.  umbelled 

11367  Leaves  decurrent  toothed  spiny,  Pedunc.  naked  very  long  1-fl.  Invol.  spiny  inclining 
11368  Lvs.  half  decurrent  obL  spiny-toothed  somewhat  fleshy  smooth  glauc.  beneath,  Pedunc.  very  long  1-fl. 
11369  Leaves  obL  decurrent  sinuate  spiny  with  white  veins  villous  beneath,  Fl.  sessile  clustered,  Invol.  cylind. 
11370  Leaves  decurrent  spinous,  Fl.  drooping.  Scales  of  the  invol.  lane,  cottony :  outer  ones  spreading 
11371  Leaves  decurrent  pinnatifid  downy :  segments  palmate  spiny,  Flowers  clustered 
11372  Leaves  decurrent  runcinate  spiny,  Pedunc.  somewhat  downy  1-fl.  Invol.  ovate  mucronate  unarmed 
11373  Leaves  decurrent  sinuate  spiny  smooth,  Pedunc.  short  subcorymbose  downy 
11374  Leaves  decurrent  spiny  glabrous,  Pedunc.  erect  1-fl.  unarmed 
11375  Lvs.  decur.  sinuated  spinous,  Invol.  globose  nearly  sess. :  its  scales  lin.  slightly  recurved         [lane,  erect 
11376  Lvs.  decurrent  sinuated  spinous  somew.  cottony  beneath,  InvoL  nearly  cylindr.  clustered  sess.  their  scales 
11377  Lvs.  decurrent  obi.  sinuated  spiny  at  edge  downy  beneath,  Fl.  stalked  clustered  terminal 
11378  Lvs.  decurrent  lane,  pinnatifid  toothed  spiny  vill.  beneath,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  downy,  Scales  of  invoL  sub.  spiny 11379  Leaves  half  decurrent  lane,  pinnatifid  spiny  downy  beneath,  Pedunc.  scaly  downy 
11380  CauL  lvs.  half  decurrent  obi.  undivided  spiny  toothed  subvillous  beneath:  radic.  pinnatifid  at  base 
11381  Leaves  decurrent  sinuated  ciliated  naked  beneath,  FL  stalked  heaped 
11382  Leaves  half  decurrent  pinnatifid  toothed  spiny  white  with  down  beneath,  FL  subsessile  term,  clustered 
11383  Leaves  half  decurrent  toothed  sinuate  spiny  smooth,  Flowers  panic  led 
11384  Leaves  decurrent  pinnatifid  sinuated  downy  spiny,  Pedunc.  naked  downy,  InvoL  deciduous 
11385  Lvs.  downy  beneath  :  upper  finely  decurrent  lin.  Stem  1-fl.  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  mucron.  downy 11386  Lvs.  decurrent  deeply  pinnatifid  :  segments  toothed  upwards  spiny  with  setaceous  ciliae  at  end 
11387  Leaves  half  decurrent  pinnatifid  acuminate :  segm.  2-lobed  ciliated  spiny,  Pedunc.  downy 
11388  Leaves  half  decurrent  pinnatifid-serrate  somew.  spiny  ciliated  naked :  radic.  undivided,  Pedunc.  very  long 
11389  Leaves  adnate  at  base  lane  naked  eroded  ciliate-spiny  unarmed  [woolly 
11390  Leaves  unarmed :  radic.  ovate  toothed  somewhat  cut  at  base;  cauline  sessile  pinnatifid  linear 
11391  Leaves  naked  :  radical  obi.  entire;  cauline  lane  somewhat  toothed,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  mucronate 

points  with  which  it  is  beset  C.  marianus,  the  milk-thistle,  derived  its  name  from  the  Virgin  Mary,  some  of 
whose  milk  is  said  to  have  fallen  upon  the  leaves  of  the  plant,  and  changed  them  to  white.  An  extensive  genus 
of  rather  handsome  weeds.  C.  Personata  is  said  to  have  been  so  called,  because  its  ample  leaves  were  formerly 
used  as  a  mask  (persona).  Some  of  the  gigantic  species  make  handsome  ornaments  for  the  shrubbery,  but 
the  greatest  number  are  nuisances  to  the  husLandman  ;  some  on  account  of  their  deep  vivacious  roots,  which 
cannot  be  eradicated  without  extreme  difficulty ;  but  the  greater  number  because  of  their  bulky  herbage,  and the  extensive  dissemination  of  their  seeds  by  the  wind. 

The  footstalks  of  the  leaves  of  most  or  all  of  the  species  of  this  and  the  allied  genera  might  be  eaten  in  the manner  of  Cardoons,  if  similarly  blanched.  The  dried  flowers  of  C.  arabicus  and  nutans  will  curdle  milk. 
The  seeds  of  all  the  species  of  Serratula,  Cnicus,  Onopordum,  and  similar  genera,  are  greedily  eaten  by  small birds,  especially  the  finches. 
The  Carduineae  of  M.  Cassini  differ  from  Carlineae  of  the  same  author,  in  the  filaments  being  hairy  or  papil- 

lose, from  Centauries  in  the  structure  of  ovarium  and  of  pappus,  and  from  Echinopseae,  to  which  they  bear  a 
general  resemblance,  by  many  very  important  characters.  The  species  inhabit  Europe,  Asia,  and  Africa  j  there are  scarcely  any  in  America,  and  none  in  the  southern  hemisphere 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars, 
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1664.  SI'LYBUM.  Geertn.  Siiabum. 11392  marianum  Geertn.  milk  ^ 

11393  cernuum  Geertn.  nodding  ^ 
*1665.  CNl'CUS.  W.  Horse  Thistle. 
11394  palfistris  W.  marsh  ^ 
11395  canus  W.  hoary  % 
11396  Acarna  W.  winged 
11397  monspessulanus  W.  Montpelier 11398  lanceolfitus  W. 
11399  ferox  W. 
11400  ciliatus  W. 
11401  eri6phorus  W. 11402  discolor  W. 
11403  altissimus  W. 
11404  prat  On  sis  W. 
11405  heterophyllus  W. 11406  helenioldes  W. 
11407  serratuloides  W. 
11408  elfitior  Link. 
11409  uligin6su8  Bieb. 
11410  pannonicus  W. 11411  strictus  Ten/ore. 
11412  desertorum  Fitch. 
11413  serrulatus  Bieb. 
11414  laniflorus  Bieb. 

common 
prickly  £ fringed  3t 
woolly-headed  ^ 
two-colored 

giant 
meadow  it 
melancholy  3t 
Elecampane-lv.  li 
Saw-wort-like  ^ 
tall 
swamp 

Hungarian 
upright desert serrulate 
woolly-flowered 11415  arachnoldeus  Bieb.  cobwebbed 

11416  strigosus  Bieb. 
11417  h6rridus  Bieb. 
11418  scleranthus  Bieb. 
11419  echinatus  W. 
11420  inermis  W. 
11421  ambiguus  Pert. 
11422  orgyilis  W. 11423  setosus  Bieb. 
11424  carthamoides  W. 
11425  arvensis  Ph. 

Sen  at ula  arvensis  W. 
Carduus  arvensis  K  B. 

strigose 
horrid 
hard-headed 
echinate 
unarmed 
doubtful 
lofty 

setose 
Carthamus-like^ corn  or  way 

11426  rivularis  IV. 
11427  pauci£16rus  W. 11428  tataricus  W. 
11429  rlgens  W. 11430  carniolicus  W. 
11431  oleraceus  W. 
11432  munitus  W.en. 
11433  obvallatus  Bieb. 
11434  Erisithales  W. 
11435  ochrole6cus  W. 
11436  tuber6sus  W. 
11437  acaulis  W. 
11438  Casabuna;  W. 
11439  afer  W. 

11392 

river  3l 
few-flowered  3t 
Tartarian 
upright  Alpine Camiolian  ^fc 
pale-flowered  ifc armed 
bracteate clammy 

pale-yellow tuberous dwarf 
Fish-bone Barbary 

11401 

Q)  w 
A  or 
CD  w 
A  or O  or 
A  or 
CD  w CD  or A  or 
CD  or CD  or 
A  or A  w A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
CD  or CD  or 
CD  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
CD  or 
A  or 
A  w 

A  or 
CD  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  pr 
Til  or 

H!  or 

Composite?. 
Sp.  2— 5. 5 

jl 

Pu Britain banks.  S CO 
4 

jn.jl 

Y Siberia 1755. D CO 
Composite. 

Sp.  52—114. S 3 

jl.au 

Pu Britain m.pas. CO 
4 

jl.au 

jl.s 

Pu 
Austria 1633. D CO 

2 Pu 
Spain 

1683. 
S CO 

2 
jnjl 

Pu 
MontpeL 1596. D CO 

3  jn.s 

Pu 

Britain banks.  S CO 
3 

jl.au 

Pu 
S.  Europe  1683. S CO 

3 au Pu Siberia 1787. D CO 
2 

jl.au 

Pu Britain eh. pa.  S 

CO 
2 

jl.au 

Pu 
N.  Amer.  1803. S 

CO 
6 au.s Pu N.  Amer.  1726. D 

CO 

3 

jn 

Pu 
Britain m.pas. D 

CO 
2 

jl.au 

Pu Britain m.al.p.  D 

CO 
6 

jl.au 

Pu Siberia 1804. D CO 
3 

jn.o 

Pu 
Siberia 1752. D 

CO 
6 

jn.o 

Pu 1823. D CO 
3  in.il 

Pu 
Caucasus 1820. 

D 

CO 
3 

jl.s 

Pa.pu  Austria 
181& D 

CO 

2 

jl.8 

Pu Naples 1819. D CO 
3 

jl.s 

Pu Siberia 1824. D CO 
3 

jl.au 
Pu Tauria 

1820. r> 

CO 
2  jl.au 

Pu 
Tauria 1819. 

D 

CO 
2 

jl.au 

Pu Tauria 1818. D CO 
2 au.s Pu Caucasus 1825. D CO 
U  au.s 

Pu 
Iberia 1823. S CO 

2 

jl.au 

Pu Caucasus 1820. s 
1 

jl.au 

Pu 
Barbary 

1817. 
D CO 

3 

jl.au 

Pu 
1824. D CO 

2 

jl.au 

Pu M.  Cenis 
1820. 

D CO 
6 

jl.au 

Pu 
1823. D CO 

Hin.il 
Pu Silesia 1822. S 

CO 
2 

jl.au 

Pu Siberia 
1818. 

D 

CO 
2 

jl 

Pu Britain 
ro.sid. D CO 

Eng.  bot.  976 GmeL  sib.2.  t.19 

Eng.  bot.  974 Jac.aust.l.t.42.3 
Cav.  ic.  1. 1 53 

Eng.  bot  107 
AIL  ped.  1. 1. 50 Mur.co.got6.t5 
Eng.  bot.  386 
Dil.  elt  t69.  f.80 
Eng.  bot  177 
Eng.  bot  675 All.  ped.  t  13 
Jac.  aust  2.L127 

3  jl.au 2  jl.au 
U  jl.au 1  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
3  jl.au 
3  jl.au 3  jl.au 
3  jn.au 
2  jl 

3  au.o 
1  jl.au 
2  jn.au 2  jnjl 

Pu 
Pu 
W 
Pu Pa.Y 
Pa.Y 
Pu 
Pu Pu 
Pa.Y 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

11393 

Hungary  1804.  S  co 
Hungary  1816.  D  co Siberia  1775.  D  co SwitzerL  1775. 
Carniola  1792. 
Europe  1570. Caucasus  1816. 
Caucasus  1816. 
France  1752. 
Switzerl.  1801. 
England  woods.  D  co Britain  gra.pa.  D  co S.  Europe  1714.  S  p.l 
Barbary  1800.  S  co 

114051 

D  co 

D  co 
D  co 
I)  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

Eng.  bot.  975 

Jac  aust  1. 1  91 
Pl.rar.hu.2.t.l61 
Jac.  aust  1. 1 90 
Acthelv.4.t.l6 Sc.ca.al005.t52 
FL  dan.  860 

Jac.  aust.  4.  t.S  10 
Lob.  ic.  1 10.  f.  2 
Eng.  bot.  161 Schmd.ic.t.51,52 Bot.  mag.  2287 

.  History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1664.  Silybum.  A  name  under  which  Greek  writers  describe  a  plant  not  well  known  at  present  Sprengel 

refers  it  to  S.  marianum.  This  plant  was  formerly  cultivated,  and  the  young  leaves  used  in  spring  as  a  salad, 
or  boiled  as  pot  greens ;  the  young  stalks,  peeled  and  soaked  in  water,  to  extract  a  part  of  their  bitterness,  were 
also  eaten,  and  were  said  to  be  excellent  In  the  spring  of  the  second  year,  the  root  is  prepared  like  salsafy  or 
skirret ;  and  the  receptacle  of  the  flower  is  pulpy,  and  eats  like  that  of  the  artichoke.  In  Apulia  the  whole 
plant  is  much  used  as  fodder  for  cattle. 1665.  Cnicus.  This  is  a  name  under  which  Dioscorides  describes  a  prickly  rough  plant :  derived  from  xw£«, 
to  prick.  It  is  now  referred  to  a  tribe  of  plants  having  such  characters  in  an  eminent  degree.  Acarna  and Erisithales  are  both  names  by  which  the  ancients  distinguished  plants,  either  the  very  same  as  those  now  so 
called,  or  very  similar  to  them.  The  tender  stalks  of  C.  palustris,  as  of  most  of  the  species,  being  peeled,  are eatable  either  raw  or  boiled.  C.  arvensis  is  well  known  as  one  of  the  most  troublesome  weeds  in  arable 
land.  It  is  never  found,  however,  in  very  sandy,  gravelly,  or  peaty  soils ;  but  generally  in  such  as  are  loamy 
and  dry.  An  instance  is  given  in  the  Farmer's  Magazine,  of  the  descending  roots  of  this  plant  having  been dug  out  of  a  quarry  nineteen  feet  long ;  nor  is  it  less  remarkable  for  its  horizontal  roots.  Mr.  Curtis  planted about  two  inches  of  a  root  in  his  garden  in  April,  and  by  November  following  it  had  thrown  out  under  ground 
stolones  on  every  side,  some  of  them  eight  feet  long ;  some  of  these  stolones  had  thrown  up  leaves  five  feet 
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11399  Lvs.  amplexicaul  waved  spinous  :  radic  ones  pinnati.  Scales  of  invol.  subfoliac.  recurved  spinous  at  margin 
11393  Leaves  downy  beneath  ovate  toothed :  radical  cord.  Petioles  winged  toothed,  Invol.  subsolitary  cernuous 

11394  Lvs.  decurrent  scabr.  pinnatif.  spinous,  Invol.  ovate  clustered  their  scales  ovate-lane,  mucro.  appressed 
11395  Lvs.  half  decurrent  somew.  hoary  lane,  ciliate  spiny,  Pedunc.  naked  downy  solit  Scales  of  invol.  appressed 
11396  Leaves  decurrent  lane,  hoary  toothed  spiny,  Fl.  aggregate  involucrate,  Invol.  with  pinnated  spines 
11397  Lvs.  decurrent  lane,  smooth  subrepand  uneq.  ciliated,  Pedunc.  naked  downy  alternate    [lane,  spreading 
1 1398  Lvs.  decurr.  hispid  pinnatif  their  segm.  generally  2-lobed  spreading  spinous,  Invol.  ov.  foment  their  scales 
11399  Lvs.  subdecurr.  pinnatif. :  segm.  2-lobed  spreading  spiny  vill.  beneath,  Invol.  hemispher.  sessile 
11400  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  hispid  pinnatif  :  segm.  "2-lobed  spreading  spiny  downy  beneath,  Invol.  ovate 11401  Leaves  sess.  pinnatif.  every  other  segm.  pointing  upwards  spin,  scabr.  Involucres  spherical  woolly 
1 1402  Leaves  sess.  pinnatif.  hairy  downy  beneath :  segm.  2-lobed  spreading  spiny,  Invol.  globose  with  cobweb  do wd 
11403  Leaves  sess.  obi.  lane,  scabrous  downy  beneath  toothed  ciliated  :  radic.  pinnatifid,  Invol.  bracteate  ovate 
11404  Leaves  sess.  lane  waved  at  the  edge  and  unequally  spin,  pubesc.  cottony  beneath,  Flowers  mostly  solitary 
11405  Lvs.  amplexic,  lane,  eiliato-dentate  undivided  or  laciniated  white  and  downy  beneath,  FL  mostly  solitary 
11406  Lvs.  subcordate  amplexicaul.  lane,  ciliated  downy  beneath :  lower  somewhat  cut,  FL  clustered 
11407  Lvs.  lane,  sessile  ciliated  strigose  beneath  :  radical  sinuated,  Scales  of  invol.  recurved  at  end 
11408  Lvs.  pinnatifid  with  strong  spines  somewhat  downy  beneath,  Fl.  sess.  aggregate,  Lvs.  of  invoL  spiny 
11409  Lvs.  half  decurr.  obi.  sinuate  toothed  spiny  hoary  beneath.  Heads  close  together  with  appressed  scales 
11410  Leaves  half  decurrent  lane  entire  ciliated,  Pedunc.  very  long  1-fl.  woolly 11411  Very  like  C.  arvensis,  but  the  leaves  are  decurrent 
11412  Stem  somew.  downy,  Lower  lvs.  sinuate-toothed  with  strong  spines  rough  above  finely  downy  beneath 
11413  Lvs.  amplexic.  hispid  pinnatifid :  segm.  2-lobed  spreading  spiny  downy  beneath,  Heads  ov.  glabrous  spiny 
11414  Lvs.  amplexic.  hispid  pinnatif. :  segm.  2-lobed  spread,  spiny  downy  beneath,  Heads  ov.  cobwebbed  with  down 
11415  Lvs.  amplexic.  hispid  pinnatif. :  segm.  2-lobed  spread,  spiny  beneath  naked  subvillous,  Heads  ov.  cobwebbed 
11416  Lvs.  amplexic  hispid  pinnatifid  .  segm.  2-lobed  spreading  spiny  naked  beneath,  Heads  ov.  glabrous 
11417  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  hispid  pinnatifid  prickly :  segm.  angular  lobed  spiny,  Heads  nodding  cobwebbed 
11418  Stem  branched  many-fl  Heads  terminal  solitary  spiny  at  base,  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  sinuate  toothed  spiny 
11419  Leaves  sess.  pinnatifid  hispid  woolly  beneath  :  segm.  2-lobed  spreading  spiny,  Invol.  ovate  woolly 
11420  Leaves  sess.  lane,  cut-toothed :  radical,  pinnatifid,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  lane,  membranous  at  edge 
11421  Leaves  ciliate  spiny  downy  beneath  :  lower  stalked  obi.  acum.  subsinuate;  upper  pinnatifid  auricled 
11422  Like  the  last,  but  the  leaves  of  involucrum  are  reflexed 
11423  Leaves  obi.  smooth  serrulate  with  bristly  cilias  blunt  mucro.  Stem  corymbose 
11424  Leaves  unarmed  sess.  obL  toothed:  radical  undivided  and  pinnatifid,  InvoL  scarious  villous 
11425  Leaves  sess.  pinnati.  spin.  Stem  panicled,  InvoL  ovate,  Scales  appressed  mucronated 

11426  Leaves  toothed  ciliated  naked :  cauline  amplexicaul :  lower  and  radical  pinnatifid,  Fl.  clustered  capitate 
11427  Leaves  amplexicaul.  ovate  sublyrate  ciliate  serrate  scabrous :  radic.  lyrate,  FL  clustered 
11428  Leaves  amplexicaul.  obi.  lane,  toothed  ciliate-spiny,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Invol.  bracteate 
11429  Leaves  sess.  pinnatifid :  segm.  cut  serrate  spiny  at  edge,  InvoL  bracteate :  scales  ovate  appressed 
11430  Leaves  cordate  amplexicaul  ovate  obi.  toothed  ciliated  :  radical  obi.  blunt  ciliated  sinuUe 
11431  Leaves  amplexicaul.  cord,  pinnatif.  ciliate  serr.  Fl.  terminal  subracemose  bracteate,  Bractes  colored  ovate 
11432  Leaves  amplexicaul.  obL  pinnatif.  toothed  spiny  hispid  above  downy  beneath,  Term.  fl.  sess.  axilL  stalked 
11433  Leaves  amplexicaul.  pinnatif.  toothed  spiny  glabrous,  FL  term,  aggreg.  sess.  surrounded  by  colored  bractes 
11434  Leaves  amplexicaul.  pinnatifid  ciliated,  Pedunc.  cernuous,  InvoL  glutinous :  scales  lane  spreading 
11435  Leaves  amplexic.  pinnatt-downwards  ciliated :  pinnae  lane.  3-nerved ;  upper  confluent,  Pedunc.  cernuous 
11436  Leaves  amplexicaul.  pinnatifid  ciliate-spiny :  segm.  2-lobed  toothed  upwards  at  the  base 11437  Stemless,  InvoL  glabrous 
11438  Leaves  sess.  lane,  entire  downy  beneath  with  triple  spines  at  the  edge,  Fl.  axilL  sessile 
11439  Leaves  sess.  lane,  downy  beneath  subrepand :  lobes  emarg.  with  2  spines,  FL  stalked  subcorvmbosc 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
from  the  original  root  The  whole  together,  when  dug  up  and  washed,  weighed  four  pounds.  In  the  spring 
following,  it  again  made  its  appearance,  on  or  about  where  the  small  piece  was  originally  planted.  There  were 
between  fifty  and  sixty  young  plants,  which  must  have  sprung  from  fragments  of  the  roots  that  bad  eluded  the 
gardener's  search,  though  he  was  particularly  careful  in  extracting  them.  From  these  facts  it  may  readily  be conceived  how  difficult  it  is  to  eradicate  this  weed  from  arable  land ;  a  naked  fallow,  with  frequent  and  deep 
ploughing,  will  not  accomplish  it,  unless  the  season  is  more  than  usually  dry.  Laying  land  down  to  grass 
keeping  it  in  that  state  seven  or  eight  years,  and  during  the  whole  time  pulling  up  every  shoot  as  soon 
as  it  appears,  is  found  fully  more  effectual  than  a  naked  fallow.  But  the  plant  is  so  common  by  road sides,  and  seeds  so  abundantly,  that  it  is  hardly  possible  to  effect  its  extermination.  In  common  field 
lands,  and  others  indifferently  cultivated,  it  often  forms  the  larger  half  of  the  produce,  and  formerly  used 
to  be  pulled  when  beginning  to  come  into  flower,  and  given  as  food  to  horses  and  cows.  Those  who  pull this  weed  require  to  be  furnished  with  strong  gloves,  or  thistle  pincers.  (Encv.  of  Agr.  \  2394.)  Some English  botanists  seem  doubtful  if  horses  and  cows  will  eat  it;  but  those  who  know  any  thing  of  the 
history  of  agriculture  in  Scotland  will  recollect,  that  before  the  introduction  of  naked  fallows  and  turnips,  it 
formed  the  suppering  of  housed  cattle,  during  five  or  six  weeks  of  every  summer.  The  ashes  of  the  plant  yield 
a  very  pure  vegetable  alkali.   C.  canus  has  fleshy  white  roots  like  the  skirret,  and  may  be  dressed  and  eaten 
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11440  diacanthus  Lab. 
11441  stellatus  W 
11442  syriacus  W. 
11443  spinosissimus  W. 11444  centauroides  W. 
11445  uniflorus  W. 

two-s pined  TTI starry  O 
Syrian  O feathery-head.  3l  A 
Artichoke-lvd.  ^  A 
one-flowered    ^  A 

or 
Pu 
Pu 
W Pa.Y 
Pu 

Vi 1666.  ONOPOR'DUM.  W.   Cotton  Thistle. 11446  Acanthium  IV.       woolly  ^  Q) 
11447  tauricum  W.  Taurian  G> 
11448  macracanthutu  W.  long-spined  O 
11449  illyricum  W.  IUyrian  3i  Q) 
11450  deltoideum  W.       Siberian  ^  A 
11451  grae'cum  W.  Grecian  O 11452  cynaroides  Stev.      artichoke  3t  Q> 
11453  arabicum  W.         Arabian  Q) 
11454  acaulon  W.  dwarf  5  Q) 
1667.  BERAR'DIA  VUl.  Berabdia. 11455  subacaulis      S.  round-leaved 

A'rctium  lanugindsum  Dec. 
*1668.  CY'NARA.  W.  Artichoke. 11456  Sc61ymus  W.         garden  3t  A 
11457  horrida  W.  Madeira  j£  iAI 
11458  Cardfinculus  W.     Cardoon  ^  A 
11459  humilis  W.  dwarf  ^  A 

§11460  acaulis  W.            stemless  £fc  A 
11461  glomerata  Th.        Cape  iAI 
11462  pygmas'a  W.  pigmy  3i  A 

3  jnjl 
2  jn.jl 

or  1}  jl.au 
or  3  jn.au or  3  jl.au 
or    2  jl.au 

Composite, or    6  jl.au 
or  12  jl.au 
or  10  jl.au or    6  jl.au 
or  12  au or  10  jn.jl 
or  10  jn or    8  jl 
or     |  jLau 

Composite. 

Syria       1800.  S  co 
Italy        1665.  S  co Levant     1771.  S  co 
Switzeri.  1759.  D  co 
Pyrenees  1640.  D  co Siberia     1796.  D  co 

Lab.ie.pl. sy.2.t.3 
Triumf.obs.  t.96 
Camer.hort.  t.10 
Bot  mag.  1366 
Moris.s.7.t.25.f.2 
GmeL  sib.2.  tS8 

3t  A  pr    lijLau  Pu 

Sp.  9—14. 
Britain  gra.ba.  S  co  Eng.  bot  977 
Tauria  1800.  S  co 
Barbary  1798.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1648.  S  co Siberia  1784.  D  co 
Levant  1799.  D  co 
Caucasus  1823.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1686.  S  co 

  1739.  S  co 

5{taVy       1791.  D  co  ViLdauph.3.t.22 

Schou.maroc.t5 
Jac.vind.2.  M48 
Gouan.ill.t25 
Jac.vind.2.tl49 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 167 

cul 

Composite. CUl  8   au.3  Pu 
6  au.s 5  au.s 

1J  jl.au 1  jl 
2  jl.au 
1  jLau 

Pu 
Pu 
B 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Sp.  7—10. S.  Europe  1548, 
Madeira 
Candia 

Spain 
Barbary 

C.  G.  H. 

D  co    Blackw.  1 543 
1778.  D  co 1658.  D  co 
1613. 1799. D  co 

D  co 1816.  D  co D  co 

1669.  CARLI'NA.  W. 11463  acanthifolia  W. 
11464  acaulis  W. 
11465  simplex  P.  S. 
11466  aggregata  W. 11467  langta  W. 
11468  corvmbosa  W. 
11469  vulgaris  W. 11470  racemosa  W. 
11471  pyrenaica  W. 

11440 

Carline  Thistle. Acanthus-lvd.  3t  A 
dwarf  9(  A 
single-flowered  A clustered woolly 

corymbed common 
racemed 
Pyrenean 

k  A O 

*  A 
£  a> 

o 
k  A 

w  11 or  3 

Compositcc.   Sp.  9 — 18. Carniola   1818.  D  co 
Italy        1640.  D  co 
Hungary  1816.  D  co 
Hungary  1804.  D  co S.  Europe  1683.  S  co 
S.  Europe  1640.  D  co Britain    dry  pa.  S  co 
Spain       1658.  S  co 
Pyrenees  1788.  D  co 

jn 
jn 

jn.jl 

jn.s 
jnjl jl.au 
jn.s jn.au 

jn 

W 
W 
W 
w 

Pu 
Y 
Pu 

Y 
Pu 

Tabern.  ic.  1075 
Plu.alm.  t.81.  f.2 
Deaf.  atL&t  223 

All.  ped.  1 51 Knor.  the.2  tcl 
PI  rar.hu.2.tl52 
Garid.  aix.  t.  21 
Col.ecp.l.t.27.£l 
Eng.  bot  1144 Desf.  atl.  t  224 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
in  the  same  manner.  C.  lanceolatus  is  one  of  the  most  common  and  noxious  weeds  of  the  genus,  chiefly  on 
account  of  its  great  bulk,  its  numerous  downy  seeds,  and  the  facility  with  which  they  are  distributed  by  the 
wind :  its  dried  flowers  curdle  milk.  C.  helenioides,  used  to  be  called  the  melancholy  thistle,  and  was  used  by 
quacks  as  a  cure  for  madness.  C.  Casaubonae  is  so  named  after  Casaubona,  herbarist  to  the  Grand  Duke  of 
Tuscany,  who  sent  the  seed  to  John  Bauhin.  C.  syriacus  is  spotted  with  white,  as  are  a  number  of  Egyptian 
plants.  C.  oleraceus,  according  to  Schreber,  is  not  eaten  by  cattle ;  but  the  Russians  are  said  to  boil  the 
leaves  in  the  spring,  and  eat  them  as  coleworts.   The  tender  stalks  of  C.  cemuus  are  so  used  in  Siberia. 

1666.  Onopordum.  A  name  employed  by  Pliny  for  a  plant  which  he  describes  too  imperfectly  to  be  recog- 
nized now.  The  virtues  which  he  ascribes  to  it,  and  whence  the  name  has  been  derived  {eves  and  sr£;3ai),  cer- 
tainly have  no  existence  in  the  modern  genus,  which  consists  of  noble  thistle-like  plants,  that,  if  allowed  plenty 

of  room,  form  very  magnificent  specimens  of  annual  vegetation.  O.  acanthium  (from  its  leaves  being  like 
those  of  the  Acanthus)  was  formerly  used  like  the  artichoke  and  Cardoon.  The  seeds  of  this  plant,  unlike 
those  of  other  thistles,  are  strongly  defended  by  the  calyx,  and  are  not  subject  to  be  blown  about  by  winds. 
The  whole  plant  is  white,  tomentose,  and  one  of  the  most  magnificent  of  the  family. 

1667.  Berardia.   So  named  by  Villars,  after  M.  Berard,  a  botanist  of  Grenoble. 
1668.  Cynara.  Said  to  be  derived  from  xoan,  a  dog,  on  account  of  the  stiff  hard  spines  of  the  involucrum, 

which  resemble  the  teeth  of  a  dog.  The  English  word  Artichoke  is  said  to  be  derived  from  the  Celtic  art,  a 
spine,  and  chaulx,  a  cabbage ;  but  it  must  be  confessed  that  the  word  is  very  like  the  Arabic  name  of  the  plant, 
Cardoffo  or  Kharchiof.  C.  scolymus  is  a  well  known  garden  esculent.  In  some  parts  of  France  and  Italy  it 
is  eaten  raw  in  its  wild  state  by  the  common  people.  According  to  Gerarde,  it  was  introduced  into  this 
country  from  Italy,  but  is  become,  "  by  reason  of  the  great  moisture  which  our  country  is  subject  unto," greater  and  better  than  those  of  Italy ;  a  circumstance  not  to  be  doubted,  and  applicable  to  many  other  plants 
of  culture ;  for  it  is  a  fact,  that  art  can  in  many  cases  surpass  nature ;  always,  however,  working  upon  nature's principles.  The  artichoke  is  one  of  those  plants  the  most  patient  of  drought,  and  in  this  unusually  dry  and 
hot  season  (1825)  was  almost  the  only  vegetable  procurable  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Paris,  during  three  or 
four  weeks  in  July  and  August  Once  in  the  seventeenth  century,  and  again  about  1739,  most  of  the  arti- 

chokes in  England  were  destroyed  by  frost,  but  replaced  from  France.  There  are  three  varieties  in  cultivation, 
the  conical,  French,  or  oval ;  the  globe,  which  has  a  large  dusky  purplish  head ;  and  the  dwarf  globe,  a 
prolific  variety,  which  is  smaller.  The  parts  used  are  the  lower  part  of  the  leaves  of  the  calyx ;  the 
fleshy  receptacles  of  the  flower,  freed  from  the  bristles  and  seed  down,  vulgarly  called  the  choke ;  and  some- 
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11440  Leaves  narr.  pinnatifid  downy  beneath  with  strong  spines,  FL  large  'solitary,  Lvg.  of  in  vol.  spiny  recurved 11441  Leaves  sess.  lane,  entire  unarmed  downy  beneath,  Spines  axill.  branched  at  base,  Fl.  axill.  sessile 
11442  Leaves  aroplexicauL  obi.  toothed  spiny  with  white  veins,  Fl.  subsess.  bracteate,  Scales  of  in  vol.  appressed 
11443  Leaves  araplexicaul.  pinnatifid  toothed  spiny  pubescent,  Stem  simple,  FL  terminal  clustered 
11444  Leaves  pinnatifid,  In  vol.  scarious  :  scales  acuminate 
11445  Leaves  pinnatifid,  In  vol  scarious  villous 

11446  Scales  of  invoL  spreading  subulate,  Lvs.  ov.-obl.  sinuated  and  spin,  decurrent  woolly  on  both  sides 
11447  Scales  of  invol.  much  spreading,  Lvs.  decurrent  smooth  on  each  side  sinuated  toothed  spiny 
11448  Scales  of  invol.  much  spreading  as  long  as  invol.  Lvs.  decurr.  downy  sinuated  toothed  spiny  :  radic.  pinnate 
11449  Lower  scales  reflexed :  upper  much  spreading,  Lvs.  decurrent  downy  sinuated  toothed  spiny 
11450  Invol.  squarrose  with  cobwebbed  down,  Leaves  stalked  ovate  angular  downy  beneath 
11451  Scales  of  invol.  ovate-lane  mucronate  spreading,  Lvs.  decurrent  downy  subsinuate  toothed  spiny 
11452  Stem  and  leaves  tomentose :  radical  pinnatifid ;  cauline  obi.  adnate  decurrent  toothed  spiny 
11453  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  mucronate  appressed,  Lvs.  decurrent  somewhat  downy  sinuate  toothed  spiny 
11454  Steml.  InvoL  glob,  subsess.  Scales  ot  invoL  lane  spiny  spreading,  Lvs.  stalked  pinnatif.  toothed  spiny  downy 

11455  Stemless,  Invol.  obi.  subsess.  Scales  of  invoL  obi.  lane  downy  unarmed,  Lvs.  stalked  roundish  ovate 

11456  Leaves  somewhat  spiny  pinnate  and  undivided,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate 
11457  Leaves  pinnatifid  downy  beneath  spiny,  Spines  of  the  base  of  leaves  and  pinna;  connate  at  base 
11458  Leaves  spiny :  all  pinnatifid,  Scales  of  invoL  ovate 
11459  Leaves  spiny  pinnatifid  downy  beneath,  Scales  of  invol.  subulate 
11460  Stemless,  Leaves  unarmed  downy  beneath  pinnatifid  :  segm.  cut-toothed,  Scales  of  invoL  lane. 11461  Stemless,  Leaves  pinnatifid  spiny 
11462  Stemless,  Leaves  pinnated  smoothish  :  segm.  toothed  spiny,  Inner  scales  of  invol.  scarious  at  end 

11463  Stemless,  Leaves  pinnatifid  downy  beneath :  segm.  toothed  angular  spiny 
11464  Stem  simple  I-rt.  Lvs.  pinnatifid  naked :  segm.  cut-toothed  spiny 11465  Stem  simple  1-fl.  longer  than  flower,  Leaves  deeply  pinnatifid  squarrose 
11466  Stem  simple  1-fl.  numerous  aggregate,  Leaves  pinnatifid  smooth  :  segm.  pinnatifid  spreading  spiny 11467  Stem  subbifid,  Middle  flower  sessile,  Lvs.  hoary  lane,  toothed  spiny 
11468  Stem  many-fl.  corymbose  smoothish,  Lvs.  lane,  pinnatifid  toothed  smooth 
11469  Stem  many-fl.  corymb,  pubesc.  Leaves  lane,  unequally  spin,  and  sinuated  downy  beneath 
11470  Stem  somewhat  divided,  Fl.  axill.  sess.  Leaves  lane,  toothed  downy  spiny  pubescent 
11471  Stem  many-fl.  Leaves  decurrent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
times  the  tender  central  leafstalk  in  a  blanched  state  like  the  Cardoon.    Medicinally,  the  plant  is  reputed  to  be 
aperient,  stomachic,  and  somewhat  heating.    It  is  said  to  dye  a  good  yellow,  and  the  flowers  curdle  milk. 
The  plant  is  propagated  by  suckers  in  March  and  April,  and  requires  a  light  rich  soil,  well  dunged,  and 

pulverised  to  a  good  depth.  The  leaves  being  large,  the  plants  are  placed  in  rows  at  four  feet  distance,  and 
two  feet  apart  in  the  row.  They  will  produce  some  heads  the  first  season,  a  full  crop  the  next,  and,  if  well 
manured,  will  last  for  five  or  six  years.  The  plants  require  to  be  covered  a  foot  thick  with  litter  during  winter, 
which  is  removed,  and  the.  ground  dressed  in  March  and  ApriL  The  heads  will  appear  in  the  beginning  of  June. 
When  the  artichoke  is  to  be  cultivated  as  Cardoon,  the  plants  are  to  be  cut  over  by  the  surface  about  mid- 

summer ;  in  September  they  will  have  produced  leaves  about  two  feet  high  ;  they  are  then  bound  close  with  a 
wreath  of  hay  or  straw,  and  earth  drawn  round  them.  The  blanching  will  be  perfected  in  a  month  or  six  weeks. 

Bauhin  thought  the  Cardoon  a  hybrid  from  the  common  artichoke,  to  which  it  bears  a  great  resemblance. 
The  tender  stalks  of  the  inner  leaves,  rendered  white  and  crisp  by  earthing  up,  are  used  for  stewing,  and  for 
soups  and  salads  during  winter,  like  celery.  It  requires  the  same  soil  as  the  artichoke,  to  be  planted  at  three 
or  four  feet  apart  in  May,  or  sown  where  it  is  to  remain  in  March.  In  September  the  leaves  may  be  tied 
together  and  earthed  up,  and  in  October  and  November  they  will  be  blanched  from  one  to  three  feet  in length. 

With  the  florets  of  Cynara  Cardunculus,  which  the  Portuguese  call  Cardo  do  coalho,  milk  was  formerly 
coagulated  by  the  people  of  Portugal,  as  it  is  by  rennet  in  England. 

1669.  Carlina.  Olivier  de  Serres  says,  this  plant  was  named  after  the  famous  Charlemagne,  whose  army  was 
cured  of  the  plague  by  means  of  this  plant  Linnaeus  ascribes  the  name  to  the  Emperor  Charles  V.,  whose 
army  was  relieved  from  the  plague  in  Barbary  in  the  same  way.  C.  acaulis  has  black  woody  roots  an 
inch  thick,  the  upper  part  of  which,  with  the  receptacle  of  the  flower,  when  tender,  may  be  eaten,  but  the 
root  of  the  adult  plant  becomes  acrimonious,  and  is  recommended  as  an  alexipharmic.  It  contains  an  acrid 
resinous  principle,  by  which  it  stimulates  the  solids,  dissolves  the  humours,  and  promotes  perspiration.  C. 
vulgaris  is  found  all  over  Europe  in  dry  barren  soils.  The  flowers  expand  in  dry,  and  close  in  moist  weather, retaining  this  property  a  long  time. 
Upon  this  and  a  few  other  genera  M.  Cassini  has  founded  a  tribe,  which  he  denominates  Carlineae,  which 

although  possessing  no  very  precise  characters  of  difference,  is,  he  believes,  distinct  from  both  his  Centauries 
and  Carduineae,  from  which  it  may  always  be  distinguished  by  the  perfect  smoothness  of  the  filaments.  The species  of  Carlineae  are  found  in  every  part  of  the  world. 
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1670.  ATRACTYLia  W. 
11472  htimilis  W. 
1671.  ACAR'NA.  W. 11473  gummifera  W. 11474  cancellfita  TV. 
1672.  STOKE'SIA.  W. 11475  cyanea  W. 
1673.  STOBiE'A.  Th. 

11476  pinnata  Th. 

Atractyus. 
dwarf  i  A  un 
Acarna. 

gummy-rooted  i  A  ™ netted  O  un 
STOKESIA. blue-flowered  j£  lAlP' 
StOBjEA. 

Carthamus-likett-  l_1  or 
*1674.  ONOBRCMA.  Gcertn.  Onobroma. 
11477  cserfileum  Gcertn.    blue-flowered  ^  A  or 

Carthamus  aervleut  W. 
§11478  salicif61ium  link.    Willow-leaved  «- 1  I  or 
*1675.  CAR'THAMUa  W.  Carthamus. 

Composite.    Sp.  1 — 4. 1  jn.jl      W  Spain 
Composites. 

f  jn.au  Pu 
t  jnjl  B Composite. 2  au  B 

1759.  D  co 

Sp.  2—6. &  Europe  1640.  D  co 
S  Europe  1640.  S  co 

Sp.l. 

Carolina  1766 
Composite. 

2  ja.d  Y 
Composite. 

1  jnjl  B 

Sp.  1—11. 

Sp.  1- 

C.  G. 

Sp.2. Spain 

H.  1812. 

D  co 

C  co 
1640.  D  co 

Cav.  ic  1. 1. 54 

Cav.  ic.  3. 1 228 Lam.ill.t662.fl L'He.ser.27. 

Bot.  mag.  1788 

Bot  mag.  2293 
3  au       W     Madeira   1784.  C  s.p 

11479  tinct6rius  W. 
§11480  lanatus  W. 
§11481  creticus  W. 
11482  tingitanus  W. 

§11483  mitissimus  W. 
§11484  CarduncSUus  TV. §11485  arborescens  W. 

officinal woolly 
Cretan 
Tangier small 
mountain tree 

O  or 
O  or O  or 4  A  or 

4  A  or 
k  A  or 
*l_|or 

Composite. 3  jnjl  O 
3  jl.au  Y 
2  jnjl  W 2  jnjl  B 

fjnjl  B f  myjn  B 6  jl.au  Y 
167a  CARDOPA'TUM.  Pers.  Cardopatum. 

11486  corymbosum  Pers.  corymbose       f  A»» 
JV.  St«helina. 
Rosemary-lvd.  S  ft Storax-leaved  il  i  |  pr 
Pine-leaved      *  |  |  pr 

1678.  PALAFOX'IA.  Lag.  Palafoxia. 11490  linearis  Lag.  linear-leaved    £  iQ|  pr 
TV.  Pteronia. 

aromatic 

1677.  STiEHELI'NA. 11487  dubia  W. 
11488  arborescens  W. 
11489  chanwepeuce  TV. 

1679.  PTERCNIA. 
11491  camphorata  TV. 
11492  stricta  TV. 
11493  flexicatilis  W. 
11494  oppositif61ia  W. 11495  scariosa  W. 

cluster-flower'd»  i  |  c 
bending-stalk'd  «  i  1 1 
opposite-leaved  *  |  1 1 Window-calyx.*  i  | 

Composite. 
3  jl.au  B 

Composite. 
3  jnjl  Pu 
6  jl.s 2  jl.n 

Composite. 
2  jn  jl  W 

Composite. 
3  jnjl  Y 3  apjn  Y 
3  jn.au  Y 
iJl  Y 2  jn.au  Y 

Sp.l— 20. Egypt  1551. &  Europe  1596. Candia  1731 Barbary 

France France 

Spain 

Sp.  1. 
Levant 

1759. 
ma 1734. 
1731. 

S  s.l 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

C  s.p 

1821.  D  co 

Sp.  3—13. S.  Europe  1640.  C  p.l Candia     1739.  C  p.l Candia     1640.  C  p.l 
Sal. 
Mexico 

Sp.  5—33. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1821.  S  co 

1774. 1774. 1812. 
1774. 
1815. 

Bot.  reg.  170 
Bot  mag.  2142 
Cav.  ic.  2.  1 12f 

Bot  mag.  3302 

M.b.  s.7.t.33.f.l7 

Lam.  ill.  t666.f.4 
Schreb.dec.l.  tl 
Plu.alm.t.94.f.3 

Bot  mag.  2132 

PL  man.  t345.f.2 

p.l p.l 

co 
p.l  Bre.prod.tl7.C3 

*1680.  VERNO'NIA.  W.  Vernonta. 11496  noveboracensis  W.  long-leaved 
11497  praealta  W. 
11498  angustif61ia  PA 
11499  glauca  W. 11500  serlcea  Bich. 
11501  flexu6sa  B.  M. 

3t  A  or 
tall  k  A  or 
narrow-leaved  ^  A  or 
glaucous-leav'djt  A  or silky  *  □  or flexuose  £  23  or 

11472 

Composite. 6  s.n  Pu 
8  s.n 
4  s.n 4  s.n 5  d 

1|  s 
11473 

ip.  y— is. N.  Amer.*1710.  D  co Pu     N.  Amer.  1732.  D  co 
Pu     N.  Amer.  1817.  D  co 
Pu     N.  Amer.  1710.  D  co 
Pa.pu  Brazils     1823.  C  co Pu     Brazil       1823.  S  co 

11475 

Dil.el.t.263.f.342 
Dael.t264.f.343 
DiLeLt262.f.341 
Bot.  reg.  522 Bot  mag.  2477 

11476 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1670.  Atractylis.  Vaillant  (Mem.  Acad.  Sc.  1718.)  derives  this  from  cr^a,xtis,  a  distaff,  because  the  light 

stems  were  very  fit  to  make  spindles. 
1671.  Acarna.  A  name  under  which  Theophrastus  describes  a  plant  resembling  a  thistle.  Willdenow 

applied  it  to  the  present  genus,  which  consists  of  thistle-like  plants. 1672.  Stokesia.  Named  in  honor  of  Jonathan  Stokes,  M.O.,  well  known  as  the  coadjutor  of  Dr.  Withering 
in  his  botanical  arrangement  of  British  plants.    A  perennial  plant,  with  large  handsome  blue  flowers. 

1673.  Stobiea.  Named  after  Dr.  Stobaeus,  of  Lund,  one  of  Linnasus's  earliest  patrons,  and  said  to  have  been a  practical  naturalist. 1674.  Onobroma.  From  ovos,  an  ass,  and  ̂ eotyu/t,  food,  in  allusion  to  the  worthlessness  of  its  herbage.  Thistle- 
like plants  of  little  beauty. 

1675.  Carthamus.  From  its  Arabic  name  qortom,  a  word  which  signifies  to  paint,  on  account  of  the  fine 
color  yielded  by  the  flowers.  Tournefort,  with  little  reason,  derives  it  from  the  Greek  xeerec^uv,  to  purge. 
The  flowers  of  Carthamus  tinctorius  are  used  by  the  Chinese  to  give  some  of  the  fine  rose,  scarlet,  purple,  and 
violet  colors  to  their  silks.  For  this  purpose,  the  flowers  are  thrown  into  an  infusion  of  some  alkali,  and  left  to 
macerate ;  the  colors  are  afterwards  drawn  out  by  the  addition  of  lemon  juice  in  various  proportions,  or  of 
any  other  vegetable  acid. 

It  is  cultivated  at  present  in  many  parts  of  Europe,  and  in  the  Levant,  whence  great  quantities  are  annually 
imported  into  England  for  dyeing  and  painting.  In  Spain  it  is  grown  in  gardens,  as  Marygolds  are  in  England:, 
to  color  soups,  olives,  and  other  dishes.  The  Jews  in  Poland  are  remarkably  fond  of  it,  and  mix  it  with  their 
bread,  and  most  of  their  viands.  According  to  Houghton,  it  was  formerly  cultivated  in  Gloucestershire,  both 
for  the  flowers  and  seed.  The  common  people  took  it  for  saffron,  and  used  it  in  their  puddings,  cakes,  and 
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11472  Stem  and  leaves  smooth 

11473  Stemless,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Outer  leaves  of  invol.  tricuspidate 
11474  Stem  branched,  Leaves  lane,  ciliate  toothed  downy,  Outer  leaves  of  invol.  setaceous  pinnatilid  conniving 

[larger  than  flower 
11475  The  only  species 

11476  Leaves  downy  pinnatifid :  pinna  linear  terminated  by  a  spine 

11477  Stem  about  1-fl.  Leaves  ovate  lane,  spiny-toothed 
11478  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  sessile  lanceolate  downy  beneath  spiny-toothed,  Branches  1-flowered 

11479  Stem  quite  smooth,  Leaves  ovate  entire  spiny  toothed,  Fruit  naked 
11480  Stem  woolly,  Lower  leaves  pinnatifid  toothed :  upper  amplexicaul  pinnatifid  toothed  spiny 
11481  Stem  smoothish,  Invol.  somewhat  woolly,  Lower  leaves  lyrate :  upper  half-am  plcxicauL 
11482  Radic.  leaves  pinnated :  cauline pinnatifid,  Stem  1-flowered 11483  Leaves  unarmed :  radical  toothed ;  cauline  pinnate 
11484  Cauline  leaves  linear  pinnated  as  long  as  plant 11485  Leaves  ensiform  sinuate  toothed 

11486  Spiny  much  branched  with  small  blue  flowers 

11487  Leaves  sessile  linear  toothletted  downy  beneath,  Inner  scales  of  invol.  lane,  long 
11488  Leaves  stalked  ellipt.  blunt  entire  silky  with  down  beneath 
11489  Leaves  lin.  clustered  very  long  revolute  at  edge  hoary  beneath,  Branches  downy 

11490  The  only  species 

11491  Leaves  scattered  and  fascicled  filiform  ciliated,  Leaves  of  invol.  ciliated,  Hairs  of  recept  clustered 
11402  Lvs.  scattered  and  fascicled  filiform  subciliate  at  base,  Lvs.  of  invol.  entire,  Holes  of  recept  multipartite 
11493  Leaves  connate  linear  filiform  glabrous,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate,  Stem  wavy,  FL  terminal  in  threes  stalked 
11404  Leaves  ovate  powdery  downy,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  entire 
11495  Leaves  ovate  smooth,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  mucronate  membranous 

11496  Leaves  lane,  scabr.  serrulate,  Corymb  fastigiate,  Scales  of  invol.  filiform  at  end 
11497  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  serrate  downy  beneath.  Corymb  fastigiate,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  acuminate 
11498  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  many  long  and  narrow  lin.  nearly  entire,  Corymb  somewhat  umbel  1.  Scales  of  inv.  stiff 
11499  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  serrate,  Corymb  fastigiate,  Scales  of  invol.  ovate  acute  ("mucronate 
11500  Leaves  linear-lanc.  silky  beneath  downy  on  each  side  nearly  entire,  Flowers  alternate  1 -sided"  sessile 11501  Stem  straight  dichotomous  upwards :  branches  Sexuose,  Heads  in  the  forks  of  the  branches  sessile 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bread ;  but  by  putting  in  too  great  a  quantity  they  found  it  communicate  a  purgative  quality,  and  gave  up  its 
use.  It  is  still,  however,  used  in  this  way  by  some  pastrycooks.  In  Germany  it  is  cultivated  on  light  land 
well  pulverised ;  it  is  sown  in  rows  about  eighteen  inches  distance,  and  afterwards  thinned  to  three  or  four 
inches  apart  in  the  row  :  in  September  the  plants  begin  to  flower,  and  the  field  is  then  gone  over  once  a  week, 
for  six  or  seven  weeks,  to  gather  the.  expanded  florets,  which  are  dried  in  a  kiln  in  the  same  manner  as  true 
saffron.    Turkeys  and  geese  are  said  to  feed  greedily  on  the  seed,  and  in  a  short  time  become  very  fat 

C.  lanatus  is  used  by  the  women  of  the  south  of  France  and  Spain  for  distaffs,  and  hence  it  bad  the  name of  distaff  thistle.   The  root  of  C.  carduncellus  is  eaten  in  Africa. 
1676.  Cardopatum.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning.  A  spiny  branched  plant  with  little  blue  flowers, 

formerly  referred  to  Carthamus. 
1677.  SUshelina.  One  Benoit  Staehelin,  a  Swiss  botanist  published,  in  1730,  an  academical  dissertation  upon 

the  FUicula  saxatilis  corniculata  and  the  Equisetum.  These  are  pretty  half-shrubby  thread-leaved  plants, 
mostly  deserving  cultivation. 1678.  Palqfoxia.  Named  by  Lagasca,  after  the  Spanish  General  Palafox,  of  whose  merits  as  a  botanist  we 
are  uninformed.   A  small  perennial  plant  with  the  habit  of  Stevia. 

1679.  Pteronia.  From  sr«j»v,  a  wing ;  altered  by  Linmeus  from  the  Pterophorus  of  Vaillant,  a  word  which 
seems  to  allude  to  the  feathery  scales  of  the  receptacle.    A  genus  of  humble  rigid  shrubs. 

IPSO.  Vernonia.  Named  after  Mr.  William  Vernon,  fellow  of  St.  Peter's  College,  Cambridge,  who  travelled in  North  America  in  search  of  plants,  and  left  behind  him  an  Herbarium,  which  came  into  the  hands  of  Sir 
Hans  Sloane,  and  contributed  to  enrich  the  third  volume  of  Ray's  Historia  Plantarum.  Vernomeas  con. 
stitutes  the  twentieth  of  M.  Cassini's  subdivisions  of  Composita-.   They  are  distinguished  from  Lactucea?  by 
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11502  pandurata  Jacq.      fiddle-leaved    4  A  ™ 11503  arborescens  Cass,  tree  m  □  or 
§11504  anthelmintics  W.    purple            j£  Q]  or 
1681.  AMMCKBIUM.  B.Br.  Ammobium. 

11505  alatum  B.  Br. 
1682.  LIATRIS.  W. 

11506  squarrosa  W. 11507  scariosa  W. 
11508  splmroidea  Ph. 
11509  elegans  W. 
11510  pilosa  W. 
11511  cylindracea  Ph. 
11512  heterophylla  Ph. 
11513  pycnostachya  Ph. 
1 15 14  spicata  tF. 11515  odoratissima  If. 
11516  pumila  flbr<. 
1683.  MIKA'NIA  W. 11517  Houst6ni  W. 

11518  hastata  W. 
11519  scandens  W. 
1684.  SPARGANCPK 

11520  Vaillantii  Gtertn. 
11521  Strfiehium  Sto*. 

i  Apr 
winged 
Liatris. 

rough-cupped'  3t  A  el scarious  cupped  ̂   A  el 
globular-cupp'd^  ^  el hairy-cupped  ^  ̂   cl 
hairy-leaved  ^  ̂ el 
cylindrical-cup.  ̂ £  A  <*1 various-leaved  ^  ̂   el 
pubescent-lvd.  A  el 
long-spiked  ^  A  el sweet-scented  £  lAI  el 
dwarf  A  el 
Ml  KAMA. 
Houston's  fc_  □  °r halbert-leaved  f_  □  or 
climbing         %_  iAJ  or 

4  s.n  Fu 
5  n.d  Pu 
1J  au.s  Pu Compositne. 2  mr.s  W 

Composite. 
3  jlau  Pu 4  s.o 3  au.o 4  8.0 
lis.o 
4  au.o 
3  jl.au 3  au.o 
6  au.o 
3  au.o 
1  au.o 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
Pk 
Pu 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Composite. 
8  jl.au  Pk 

  1825. Jamaica  173% E  Indies  1770. 

Sp.  1. 
N.  Holl.  1822. 

Sp.  11—18. N.  Amer.  1732. 
N.  Amer.  1739. N.  Amer.  1817. 
N.  Amer.  1787. 
N.  Amer.  1783. 
N.  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1790. 
N.  Amer.  1732. 
N.  Amer.  1732. 
Carolina  1786. 
N.  Amer.  ... 

Sp.  3—21. Jamaica 

D  co 
C  co 
S  co Pl.sp.lO.tlSO.f.2 Rhee.mal.2.  t.24 

S  co    Bot  mag.  2459 
Sweet  fl.  gard.44 Bot.  mag.  1709 
Sweet  fl.  gard.87 
Bot  reg.  267 
Bot.  reg.  595 

D  p.l D  p.l 

D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  co D  p.l 
D  co D  p.l 
R  s.p 
R  s.p Dill.  elt.t.72.f.83 

Bot  rep.  401 
Bot  rep.  633 Bot  cab.  147 

1733.  C  co 

Variant's 
Swartz's 

rm  un rm  un 
1885.  EUPATO'RIUM.  W.  Eupatorium. 11522  DSlea  W. 

shrubby 
•  dor 

11523  fosniculaceum  Ph.  Fennel-leaved  ^  A  or 
11524  hyssppifolium  W.    Hyssop-leaved  ̂   Aor 11525  sessilifolium  W. 
11526  teucrifolium  W. 
11527  rotundif61ium  W. 
11528  altissimum  W. 
ll^trifoliatum  W. 
11530  cannabinum  W. 
11531  syrJacum  W. 
11532  purpureum  W. 11533  maculatum  Ph. 
11534  punctatum  Ph. 11535  verticillatum  W. 
11536  perforatum  W. 11537  ccelestinum  W. 
11538  urticaefolium  W. 
11539  aromaticum  W. 
11540  ageratoides  W. 
11541  odor'atum  W. 11542  ivasfolium  W. 

sessile-leaved  ^  A  or 
Teucrium-lvd.  ^  A  or 
round-leaved  ^  ̂ or 
tall  ^  A  °r 
three-leaved  ^  A  or 
HempAgrimony^t  /±  or 
Syrian  ^  ±\  or 
purple-stalked  A  or 
spotted-stalked  J  A  or 
dotted  1  A  or 
whorl-leaved  5  A  or 
Feverwort  ^  A  or 
blue-flowered  A  or 
Nettle-leaved  AJ  or 
aromatic  ^  A  or 
Ageratum-like  ^  A  or sweet-scented  »  □  ft 
Iva-leaved       £  C3  or 

11543  salvisefolium  B.  M.  Sage-leaved      ^  A  or 11544  lamiifolium  Link.    Nettle-leaved   ]£  E3  or 
11545  ceanothifolium  W.  Ceanothus-lvd.  ^  A  or 11546  iresinoides  Kth.      snowy  %_  □  or 
11547  paniculatum  Mill,  panicled  j£  [A]  or Eriopappus  paniculatus  Hort 

8 
Pk 

Jamaica C CO Bro.jam.  t34.f.3 
10 

au.s Pa.B N.  Amer.  1714. D CO Jac  ic.  1. 1 169 
IIORU8. Composite.    Sp.  2. 
14  au y India  1823. S CO Gaertn.  t.165.  f.4 2 au Y Jamaica  ... S CO Tlirt  iqm   t    ;4  F Q 

Dro.Jalll Composite. Sp.  30—107. 6 au Pk Jamaica  1773. c CO Jac.schoe.2.t.l46 
4 

jn.s 

Pa.Y 
N.  Amer.  1807. D CO 

1 au.s W N.  Amer.  1699. D CO DaeU.115.f.l40 
1 8.0 W N.  Amer.  1777. D CO 
2 au.u W N.  Amer.  1816. D CO W.  hort  ber.  32 
1 

jl.au 

W N.  Amer.  1699. D 

CO 

Plu.alm.  t.88.f.4 
5 s.o w N.  Amer.  1699. D CO Jac.vind.2.  tl64 
6 

au.o 
Pu 

N.  Amer.  1768. D 

CO 

4 

jLo 

Pk Britain    wat.pl.  D  co Eng.  bot.  428 4 

jl.s 

Pu Syria  1807. D CO Jac.  ic.  1.  1 170 
5 

s.o 
Pk N.  Amer.  1640. D CO Corn,  canad.t.72 

3 au.s 
Pu 

N.  Amer.  1656. D CO Her m.  par.  1. 158 4 au.s Pu N.  Amer.  1815. D 

CO 

5 au.s 
Pu 

N.  Amer.  1811. D 

CO 

2 
au.o 

W N.  Amer.  1699. D CO Plu.  aim.  t.87.f.6 
2 

jl.n 

LB N.  Amer.  1732. D CO Dil.el.tll4.f.l39 

11  jl.au 
Pk S.  Amer.  1803. D CO Smith,  ined.  t.68 

4 

jl.au 

W N.  Amer.  1739. D CO Plu.  aim.  t88.f.3 
4 au.o W N.  Amer.  1640. D  p.l Corn.canad.  t.21 
3 

au.o 
Pk Jamaica  1752. C CO Plu.alm.tl77.f.3 

3  in.il Pk Jamaica  1794. D 

CO 

4 au.s 

Pk 
N.  Amer.  1814. D CO Bot.  mag.  2010 

3 au.s 
Pk 

  1823. D CO 
4 au.s W   1824. D CO 
2 au.o W N.Grenad.1820. C CO Kun.nov.g.t340 
6 au.o Pk   1818. D 

CO 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
their  corolla,  which  is  not  ligulate,  and  from  every  other  tribe  by  their  style,  which  is  absolutely  the  same  as 
that  of  Lactucere.   The  greater  part  of  Vernoniea?  are  found  in  America ;  a  few  in  Asia  and  Africa,  but 
none  in  Europe. 

1681.  Ammobium.  From  xlc/mh,  sand,  and  fiitt,  to  live,  in  allusion  to  the  places  where  it  grows.  A  pretty 
half-hardy  New  Holland  herbaceous  plant,  with  dry  white  involucral  scales,  like  a  Gnaphalium. 

1682.  Liatris.  A  word  of  unknown  meaning.  A  genus  of  charming  North  American  herbaceous  plants. 
They  should  be  taken  out  of  the  borders  in  the  autumn,  and  preserved  in  pots  till  the  succeeding  spring. 
Of  Liatris  odoratissima,  the  leaves  when  dry  give  out  a  very  pleasant  smell  resembling  Vanilla,  and  which  lasts 
for  years.    It  is  called  the  Carolina  Vanilla  plant 

liatris  squarrosa  is  a  very  handsome  species,  with  large  heads  of  most  beautiful  flowers  of  a  rich  purple.  It 
and  L  scariosa  are  known  m  North  America  under  the  name  of  rattlesnake's  master.  In  case  of  being  bitter by  this  reptile,  the  bruised  bulbs  of  the  plants  are  applied  to  the  wound,  while,  at  the  same  time,  a  decoction 
in  milk  is  taken  inwardly. 
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11502  Leaves  oval  blunt  serrate-crcnato  :  lower  with  a  winged  amplexicaul.  stalk,  Fl.  subcorymbose 
11503  Leaves  ovate  entire  acute  downy  beneath,  Spikes  recurved  1-sided,  Bractes  reflex ed 
11504  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  narrowed  at  each  end  serrated  roughish  pubescent  beneath,  Fl.  term,  about  3 

11505  Leaves  oblong  wavy  decurrent 

11506  Stem  simple  pubescent,  Leaves  very  long  linear  nerved  roughish  at  edge,  Racemes  few-fl.  leafy 
11507  Stem  simple  pubescent,  Lvs.  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end  smooth  rough  at  edge,  Inv.  squarrose  at  bottom 
11508  Stem  simple  pubescent,  Leaves  smooth  :  lower  stalked  broad-lanc.  In  vol.  subglobose  with  scarious  scales 
11509  Stem  simp.  vill.  Lvs.  Un.  subfalc.  dott  rough,  Spike  somew.  leafy,  Pedic.  short,  Inner  scales  ligul.  colored 
11510  Stem  simple  pubesc.  Lvs.  lin.  pilose  ciliated,  Invol.  racemose  lax,  Scales  lin.  obi.  bluntish  [.mucronate 
11511  Slender  all  over  hairy,  Lvs.  grassy,  Spike  few-fl.  Inv.  subsess.  cylindr.  few-fl.  Scales  round,  at  end  abruptly 
11512  Stem  simple  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  smooth :  upper  lin.  lane,  very  small,  Invol.  spiked  subsquarrose 
11513  Stem  simple  hirsute,  Lvs.  straight  narrow  .1  in .  downy,  Spike  long,  FL  closely  cluster.  Inv.  appress.  squarrose 
1 1514  Stem  simple  tall,  Lvs.  lin.  smooth  ciliated  at  base  nerved  and  dotted,  Spike  very  long,  FL  sessile      [at  end 
11515  Quite  smooth,  Stem  simple,  Had.  leaves  obL  :  cauline  amplexicaul.  Panicle  corymbose  lax  spreading 
11516  Dwarf,  Leaves  linear,  Stem  simple,  Flowers  spiked 

11517  Stem  climbing,  Leaves  ovate  entire,  Flowers  spiked 
11518  Stem  climbing,  Leaves  subcordate  hastate  toothed,  Flowers  in  spikes 
11519  Stem  climbing  smooth,  Lvs.  cord,  repand  toothed  acuminate  with  spreading  unequal  lobes,  FL  corymbose 

11520  Flowers  sessile  lateral 
11521  Flowers  axillary  sessile,  Corollas  all  trifld 

11522  Leaves  lane,  veiny  obsoletely  serrate  smooth,  Invol.  4-fl.  Stem  shrubby 
11523  Stem  panic  led,  Leaves  smooth  :  lower  pinnated ,  upper  fascicled,  all  filiform 
11524  Leaves  opp.  subverticiU.  linear  entire  pubescent  3-nerved  dotted :  radical  somewhat  toothed 
11525  Leaves  sessile  amplexicaul.  distinct  ovate-lanc.  rounded  at  base  serrated  smooth,  Stem  smoothish 
11526  Leaves  sessile  distinct  ovate  scabrous  :  upper  coarsely  serrated  at  base ;  uppermost  entire 
11527  Leaves  sessile  distinct  roundish  cordate  bluntly  serrate  veiny 
11528  Leaves  subsessile  lanceolate  3-nerved  narrowed  at  each  end  downy :  lower  serrated  in  middle 
11529  Leaves  stalked  3  or  4-nate  ovate  narrowed  at  each  end  serrated  roughish 
11530  Leaves  opposite  subpetiolate  tri-quinque-partite :  their  segments  lanceol.  deeply  serrate 11531  Leaves  petiolate  ternate  and  simple  downy  beneath  unequally  serrate.  Stem  smooth 
11532  Leaves  stalked  4  or  5-nate  ovate  lanceolate  serrate  rugose  veiny  roughish.  Stem  hollow 
11533  Leaves  stalked  4  or  5-nate  ovate  lanceolate  unequally  serrate  downy  beneath,  Stem  solid  furrowed 
11534  Leaves  stalked  4  or  5-nate  ovate  acuminate  serrated  scabrous  on  each  side,  Stem  solid  round 
11535  Leaves  stalked  3  or  4-nate  ovate-lanceol.  cuneate  at  base  unequally  serrate  smoothish,  Stem  solid  smooth 11536  Leaves  connate  perfoliate  downy 
11537  Leaves  stalked  cordate  ovate  bluntish  3-nerved  bluntly  serrate,  Fl.  corymbose 
11538  Hispid,  Leaves  stalked  cordate  cut  serrate,  Panic,  terminal,  Invol.  many-fl.  subulate  pungent 
11539  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  3-nerved  bluntly  serrate  glabrous,  Stem  panicled  upwards,  Fl.  corymbose 
11540  Leaves'  Stalked  ovate  acuminate  3-nerved  unequally  coarsely  serrated  smooth,  Corymb  many-fl.  spreading 11541  Leaves  stalked  triangular  ovate  serrated  entire  at  end  downy  beneath,  Corymbs  spreading  term,  sessile 
11542  Leaves  narrow  lanceol.  3-nerved  subserrated,  Invol.  squarrose  many-flowered 
11543  Leaves  amplexicaul.  lane  acuminate  rugose  serrated,  Flowers  panicled  clustered 
11544  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acuminate  unequally  and  bluntly  crenated  pubescent,  Panicle  contracted 
11545  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acuminate  toothed  3-nerved  glabrous 
11546  Stem  twining  villous,  Lvs.  deltoid  ovate  acute  3-nerved  soft  beneath,  Panicle  term,  tricbotomous  diffuse 11547  Like  E.  lamiifoUum,  but  the  flowers  smaller  and  panicled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1683.  Mikania.  Named  by  Willdenow,  after  Professor  Mikan,  of  Prague.  Climbing  tropical  plants,  one  of 

which,  M.  Guaca,  is  employed  in  South  American  medicine  as  a  powerful  febrifuge. 
1684.  SparganopAorus.  From  tr-ra^yavov,  a  fillet,  and  $s;a>,  to  bear,  because  the  seed  is  crowned  with  a  mem- branous band  or  border. 
1685.  Eupatorium.  This  plant,  says  Pliny,  derives  its  name  from  Eupator  King  of  Pontus,  who  first 

used  it  in  medicine.  Aya-pana  is  the  vernacular  name  of  the  species  so  called  among  the  natives  of  the 
banks  of  the  river  Amazon.  The  tribe  of  Eupatorieae  is  distinguished  from  Vemoniea;  by  its  style.  They 
are  chiefly  found  in  America,  very  few  inhabit  Asia,  scarcely  any  Africa,  and  not  one  has  been  found  in  Europe 

The  Eupatorium  perfoliatum  has  some  reputation  as  a  medicinal  plant.  A  dissertation  upon  the  subject  of 
its  merits  was  published  a  few  years  since  by  an  American  physician,  from  which  it  appears,  that  the  virtues 
of  the  plant  reside  chiefly  in  the  leaves,  and  that  the  most  efficient  mode  of  exhibiting  it  is  by  means  of  a 
simple  decoction.  The  medical  powers  of  Eupatorium  are,  as  its  sensible  properties  would  seem  to  indicate, 
those  of  a  tonic  stimulant.  Given  in  moderate  quantities,  either  in  substance,  or  in  cold  infusion  or  decoction, 
it  promotes  digestion,  strengthens  the  viscera,  and  restores  tone  to  the  system.   Like  other  vegetable  bitters, 

Yy 
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11548  pubescens  W. 11549  molle  Son. downy  ik  A  or soft  H  23  or 
11550  deltoideum  Jacq.     deltoid  £  E3  or 11551  scandens  Link.       climbing  %_  El  or 
1686.  DUMEKI'LIA.  Lag.  Dumerilia. 11552  paniculate  Lag.      panicled  *  O  or 
1687.  AGE'RATUM.  W.  Aceratum. 

11553  conyzoides  W.        hairy  O  or 11554  latifolium  W.         broad-leaved  O  or 
11555  striatum  B.  M.       upright  O  or 
11556  mexicanum  B.  M.  Mexican  O  or 
1688.  CffiLESTI'NA.  Cass.  C«lestina. blue-flowered  a.  i  |  or 11557  ageratotdes  Cass. 

tl689.  STE'VIA.  W. 11558  purpurea  W.  en. 
11559  Eupatoria  W. 
11560  hyssopifolia  B.M. 11561  salicifolia  W. 
11562  serrate  W. 
11563  mefdlia  W.  en, 
11564  ovate  IV.  en. 
11565  pedata  W. 
11566  lanceolata  Lag. 
11567  pubescens  Lag. 

Stew  a. 
purple  3t  A  Pr entire-leaved  A  Pr 
Hyssop-leaved  3l  A  Pr 
Willow-leaved  jf  Al  pr saw-leaved  3t  A  Pr 
Iva-leaved  A  Pr 
oval-leaved  3l  A  Pr 
multitid lanceolate 
pubescent O  pr *-AJpr 3t_AJ  pr 

4  jLau  W 
4  jl.au  W 3  jl.au  Pu 6  au.s  Y 

Composite. 3  au  Pu 
Composite. 

1  jl.au  LB 
1J  jLau  W 2  jnjl  W 
ljjnjl  B Composite?. 
1  jl.o  B 

Composite. 
H  au.s  Pu Pk 

Pk 
Pk 
F 
W 
W 
w 
Pu 
Pu 

N.  Amer.  1819. 
Jamaica  1823. 

  1822. 
  1821. 

Sp.  1. 
Colombia  1825. 

Sp.  4—8. 
America  1714. 
Peru  1800. 
Nepal  1821. Mexico  1822. 

Sp.  1—2. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
C  co    Ann.  mus.19.  t.7 

S  p.l S  co S  co S  co 

Ex.  fl.  15 Cav.  ic.  4. 1 357 
Bot.  mag.  2410 Bot  mag.  2524 

1690.  CEPHALCPHORA.  W.  Cephalophora. 
11568  gla6ca  W.  glaucous  3i  Al  un 
1691.  AMPHE'REPHIS.  Kth.  Ampherephis. 11569  intermedia  Link,    intermediate        O  pr 

tl692.  HYMENOPAP'PUS.  J.  Hymenopappus. 11570  tenuifolius  Ph.       slender-leaved  £  .Q]  un 
1691  MELANANTHE'RA.  Mi.  Melananthera 11571  hastata  Ph.  snowy  £  iAI  un Bide ns  nivea  W. 

P  pandurata  fiddle-leaved    £  iAI  un 11572  deltoidea  Mich.       rough-leaved  £Oun 
Calea  dspera  W. 

1694.  MARSHAL'LIA.  Ph.  Marshallia, 
11573  lanceolata  Ph.        spear-leaved        ^1  pr 
11574  latifolia  PA.  broad-leaved     ^  Al  pr 
1695.  SPILAN'THES.  W.  Spilanthes. 11575  Pseudo-Acmella  W.  spear-leaved  O  un 

11576  alba  W.                white-flowered  O  un 11577  oleracea  W.            esculent  O  cul 
1696.  SAL'MEA.  Dec.  Salmea. scandent         $_  □  pr 

hirsute  Jj>  □  pr 11555 

2  jl.s 
1)  au.s 11  au.s 
2  jLs 
2  au.s 

1*  jls 1  jLs 

lijLs Composite. 
2  jLau  Y 

Composite. 

H  jl.au  Pu Composite. 
2  jn.au  W 

Sp.  10—14 Mexico 
Mexico Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico Mexico 
Mexico Mexico 
Mexico 

Sp.  1. 
Chili 

C  co    Bot  mag.  1730 
1812. 
1798. 
1803. 1799. 
1816. 
1816. 
1803. 1822. 
1823. 

D  co 
S  p.l D  co 
S  p.l 

D  s.p 

D  s.p 
D  s.p S  s.p 
D  co 
D  co 

1798.  D  co 

Sp.  1—3. Brazil  1821. 

Sp.  1—2. 
Louisiana  1811. 

S  co 

S  co 

Bot.  reg.  93 
Bot  mag.  J  849 
Bot  mag.  1861 
Cav.  ic.  4. 1 354 
Jac.schoe.3.t.30O 

Bot  mag.  2040 

Cav.  ic.6.  t.599 

Pla.sel.H.B.f.29 

Composite.   Sp.  2—5. 2  jnjl     W     N.  Amer.  1732.  D  co    DilLelt  t.47.f.55 
2  jnjl 
3  jl.au 

W 
Y N.  Amer.  1732.  D  co 

&Amer.  1799.  S  co 
DilLelt  t.46.f.54 
Jac.  ic.  3. 1 583 

Composite.  Sp.  2 — 3. 
lijnjl      Pu     Carolina  1812.  D  co 
lj  jnjl      Pa.pu  Carolina  1806.  D  co  Mich.ame.2.t.43 

Composite.   Sp.  3 — 14. Ceylon  1768.  S  s.l  Pluk.al.  t.l59.f.4 
Peru  1783.  S  co  L'He.stirp.7.  t4 E  Indies  1770.  S  co  Jac.vind.2  tl35 

11578  scandens  Dec 
11579  hirsute  Dec. 

11552 

1  jl  Y 
1J  jnjl  W 1  jLs  Y 

Composite. 
6  jnjl  W 6  au  W Sp.  2—3. 

Vera  Cruz  1820.  D  co 
Jamaica   1823.  S  co 

Bot  mag. 

11562 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
if  given  in  large  quantities,  especially  in  warm  infusion  or  decoction,  it  proves  emetic,  sudorific,  and  aperient 
Even  in  cold  infusion,  it  tends  to  bring  on  diaphoresis.  The  plant  is  also  stated  to  be  an  excellent  remedy  for 
the  cure  of  intermittent  fevers.  When  employed  as  a  tonic,  this  plant  may  be  taken  in  doses  of  twenty  or 
thirty  grains,  or  a  teacup  full  may  be  used  of  the  infusion  rendered  moderately  bitter.  When  intended  to  act 
as  an  emetic,  a  strong  decoction  may  be  made  from  an  ounce  of  the  plant  in  a  quart  of  water  boiled  to  a  pint 
[BigelouQ 1686.  Dumerilda.  Named  after  M.  A.  M.  Constant  Oumeril,  author  of  an  Elementary  Treatise  upon  Natural 
History,  published  in  one  volume  octavo,  at  Paris,  in  1804.  Small  half-shrubby  South  American  plants,  with 
firm  hairy  leaves. 

1687.  Ageratum.  A  name  employed  by  Dioscorides,  and  probably  applied  by  him  to  some  plants  similar  to 
what  we  call  properly  "everlastings;"  it  is  derived  from  a,  privative,  and  yr,;a;,  old  age,  because  it  never grows  old ;  that  is  to  say,  always  preserves  its  color. 1688.  Ccelestina.   From  ceelestis,  blue,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers. 

1689.  Stevia,  Dedicated  by  Cavanilles  to  the  memory  of  Peter  James  Esteve,  a  Spanish  physician  of  the 
sixteenth  century.    He  left  behind  him  a  dictionary  of  the  plants  natives  of  the  kingdom  of  Valentia. 

1690.  Cephalophora.   From  xtQttXy,  a  head,  and  <pu»>,  to  bear,  its  flowers  being  united  in  little  heads. 
1691.  Ampherephis.  From  kitquqtys,  which  signifies  well  covered,  on  account  of  the  double  involucrum  of 

the  genus. 
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11548  Lvs.  sessile  distinct  ovate  scabrous  veiny :  lower  doubly  serrate;  upper subserrate,  Stem  panicled  downy 
11549  Leaves  stalked  cordate  acute  subserrate  villous  beneath,  Invol.  8-15-fl.  Stem  shrubby 
11550  Leaves  stalked  hastate  triangular  3-nerved  unequally  serrate  downy  beneath,  Panic,  corymbose 
11551  Stem  twining,  Leaves  reniform  ovate  acuminate  serrate-toothed,  Panicle  axillary 

11552  Leaves  roundish  7-lobed  :  lobes  crenate,  Panicle  corymbose  terminal 

11553  Leaves  ovate  subcordate,  Stem  hairy,  Paleae  of  pappus  awned  toothletted 
11554  Leaves  ovate  cuneate  at  base,  Stem  pilose,  Paleae  of  pappus  lanceolate  acute 
11555  Stem  erect  simple  scabrous,  Leaves  cordate  rugose  unequally  serrated 
11556  Hispid,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  crenate  rugose,  Corymb  compound,  Paleae  of  pappus  lanceolate  awned 

11557  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  rounded  at  base  serrated  pilose  above  hairy  beneath 

11558  Leaves  lane,  channelled  narrowed  into  the  footstalk  3-nerved,  Corymb  fastigiate 
11559  Leaves  lane.  3-nerved  entire.  Corymb  fastigiate,  Pappus  paleaceous  and  awned 
11560  Leaves  oblong  ovate  entire,  Corymbs  spreading,  Pappus  awned  as  long  as  corolla 
11561  Leaves  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end  serrated  in  the  middle,  Corymb  spreading,  Pappus  with  2  awns 
11562  Leaves  lin.  lane,  serrated  at  end,  Corymbs  fastigiate,  Pappus  paleaceous  and  awned 
11563  Leaves  lane,  narrowed  into  the  footstalk  3-nerved  finely  serrated  at  end,  Corymbs  fastigiate 
11564  Leaves  ovate  3-hervcd  serrated  cuneate  and  entire  at  the  base,  Pappus  chaffy  and  awned 
11565  Leaves  stalked  digitate  pedate  entire,  Pappus  paleaceous.  (Florestina,  Cass.) 
11566  Leaves  sessile  narrowed  at  base  rough  with  minute  hairs,  Pappus  with  3  awns 
11567  Leaves  10  lines  long  4  lines  broad  finely  downy  beneath,  Flowers  purple 
11568  The  only  species 

11569  Leaves  of  invol.  foliaceous :  inner  ovate  obi.  rounded;  outer  awned 

11570  Hoary,  Leaves  sub-bipinnatifid,  Flowers  in  compound  corymbs 

11571  Leaves  3-nerved  ovate  acuminate  scabrous  unequally  toothed 

11572  Flowers  solitary  stalked  winged,  Leaves  oblong  triple-nerved  unequally  serrated  scabrous 

11573  Leaves  long-lane.  Leaves  of  invol.  blunt,  Paleae  spatulate 
11574  Leaves  Una  oval  acuminate  3-nerved,  Paleae  narrow  linear 
11575  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate,  Stem  erect 
11576  Leaves  ovate  repand :  lower  alternate,  Stem  branched  ascending,  Invol.  many-leaved 11577  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  serrated,  Stem  branched  diffuse 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1692.  Hymenopapput.  From  6/tw,  a  membrane,  and  treunros,  pappus,  in  allusion  to  the  membranous  pappus of  its  seeds. 
1693.  Melananthera.  From  /uXat,  black,  and  anthera.  A  plant  with  black  anthers,  a  very  unusual  cha- 

racter in  this  tribe  of  plants,  the  anthers  of  which  are  usually  either  white  or  yellow,  according  to  the  color  of the  corolla. 
1694.  Marshallia.  Named  after  Henry  Marshall,  an  Englishman,  author  of  a  sort  of  history  of  the  trees and  shrubs  of  North  America,  published  in  1778. 
1695.  SpUanthes.  From  e*riXos,  a  spot,  and  avB-ef,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  heads  of  flowers  of  the  original species,  which  are  yellow  with  a  brown  disk.  Jacquin  says  he  so  called  it,  because  the  flowers  are  spotted  with 

black  points.  S.  salivaria  is  used  by  the  natives  of  South  America  to  relieve  the  tooth-ache  by  the  salivation 
which  it  produces  copiously.  The  flower-heads  of  S.  oleracea  are  an  excellent  ingredient  in  salads,  on  account of  their  agreeable  and  lasting  piquancy. 

The  leaves  of  Spilanthes  tinctoria  of  Loureiro,  which  is  said  to  be  very  similar  to  the  Abcedaria  figured  by 
Rumphius,  vol.  iL  t.  65.,  give  out  when  bruised  a  beautiful  blue  color,  quite  equal  to  indigo. 

1696.  Salmea.  This  name  was  originally  given  by  Cavanilles  to  a  genus  related  to  Aloe,  and  was  named 
after  Prince  Charles  of  Salm-Salm,  a  great  promoter  of  botanical  science.  It  was  transferred  to  the  genus which  now  bears  the  name  by  Professor  Decandolle,  in  the  appendix  to  his  Hortus  Monspeliensis. 

Yy  2 
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1697.  BI'DENS.  TV.        Bidens.  Composite. 11580  nodiflora  TV.  sessile-flowered     O  un  1  jl.au  Y 
1 1581  tripartita  IV.  t ri fid  O  un  2  jl.s  Y 
11582  cernua  TV.  nodding  O  un  2  jl.s  Y 
11583  heterqphjlla  TV.  various-leaved  j£  lAJ  un  2  au.g  Y 11584  frondosa  TV.  smooth-stalked     O  un  1J  jl.au  Y 
11585  leucantha  TV.  white-flowered      O  un  14  jLau  W 
11586  chinensis  TV.  Chinese  O  un  2  jn.jl  W 
11587  pU6sa  TV.  hairy  O  un  ljjl  Y 
11588  sambucifalia  TV.  Elder-leaved    i  Am  3  jl.au  Sc 
11589  bipinnata  TV.  Hemlock-leav.      O  un  2  jl.au  Y 
11590  bullata  TV.  rough-leaved        O  un  2  jl.au  Y 
11591  procera  B.  Beg.  tall  ^  Q)  or  6  n  Y 
11592  luxurians  TV.  luxuriant        %  Ai  un  3  jLau  Y 
11593  foli6sa  TV.  leafy  O  un  3  jnjl  Y 
11591  connfita  TV.  connate              O  un  2  jn.jl  Y 
11595  parvvfl6ra  TV.  small-flowered      O  un  1  jn.jl  Y 11596  odorata  Cav.  sweet-scented       Oft  3  jnjl  W 
11597  reflixa  Link.  refiexed         i  Aim  2  jn.jl  Y 
1698.  PLATYP'TERIS.  Kunth.    Platyptf  ms.  Composite. 11598  crocata  Kth.  saffron-colored  £  f7\1  or  2  ja.mr  Or 

S pi tan thus  crocatus  B.  M. 
*1699.  LAGAS'CA.  Cav.  Lagasca.  Composite. 11599  mollis  Cav.  soft                   iTTl  or  2  jn.s 
§11600  rubra  Kth.  red               a.  □  or  2  jl  R 

Sp.  18—25. E.  Indies  1732. Britain  watpL 
Britain  dit 
Mexico  1803. N.  Amer.  1710. S.  Amer. 
China  1801. 
N.  Amer.  1732. 
S.  Amer.  1801. 
N.  Amer.  1687. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
Mexico  1822. Mexico 

  1818. N.  Amer.  1817. 
Baical  1823. 
Mexico  1825. Mexico  1824. 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  s.l S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co D  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
D  co S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co 

So.  1. 3.  Amer.  1812.  T)  co 

Sp.Z 
S.  Amer.  1815.  S  co 
Mexico    182a  C  co 

DilLelt.t.44.f.52 
Eng.  bot  1113 
Eng.  bot  1114 Orteg.dec.8.  tl2 Mor.s.6.  t.5.  f.21 
Ru.am.6.tl5.f.2 
DiU.eltt4af.51 Cav.  ic.  a  1 229 
Her.parad.  tl23 Ard.  spec.  2.  t.18 
Bot  reg.  684 

Cav.  ic.  1. 1. 13 

Bot  mag.  1627 

Bot  mag.  1804 Hum.no.g.  t.311 

1700.  LAVE/NIA  TV. 
11601  erecta  TV. 
*1701.  CACA'LIA.  TV. 
11602  papillaris  TV. 
11603  Anteuph6rbium  TV. 11604  Kleinia  TV. 
11605  Ficoides  TV. 
11606  carnosa  TV. 
11607  reoens  TV. 
11608  Hawdrthii  Sweet 

tomentosa  M.  n.  not 11609  articulata  TV. 
11610  tomentosa  Th. 
11611  appendicular  TV. 11612  blcolor  TV. 
11613  ovalis  B.  reg. 
,11614  sonchifolia  TV. §11615  salicina  Lab. 
11616  coccinea  H.  K. 
11617  sarracenica  TV. 11018  liastata  TV. 
11619  rhombifolia  TV. 
11620  suaveolens  TV. 
11621  atriplicifolia  TV. 11622  renifSrmis  TV. 
11623  alpina  TV. 11624  albifrons  TV. 
11625  scandens  TV. 
11626 pinnata  TV.en. 
11627  sagittate  TV. 

Lavenia. 
upright E3  un  2 Cacalia. 
rough-stalked  M.  i_J  cu 
oval-leaved      ts.  \  |  cu 
Oleander-leav.  *L  \  |  cu 
flat-leaved       a.  \  |  cu 
narrow-leaved  n.  \  |  cu 
glaucous-leaveda.  i_J  cu woolly-leaved  «- 1  |  cu of  Thunberg. 
jointed 

Composite. 
jLs  Y 
Composite. Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

3  f.mr 
3  s.o 
6  jn.n 

Ujn 

1  jn.o 2 

Sp.1— 2. E.  Indies  1739. 

Sp.96— 60. C  G.H.  1727. 
CG.  H.  159& 
Canaries  1732. 
C.  G.  H.  1710. 
CG.  H.  1757. 
C.  G.  It  1759. C.  G.  H.  1795. 

S  co    Burra  zeyl.  t.42 

tomentose 
appendaged two-colored 
oval-leaved 

tt.  i   I  cu 
«.  i  |  cu 
a.  i  |  cu a.  I   I  or 

CD  or 

Sow-thistle-lvd.    O  or 
Willow-leaved  •  |  J  or 
scarlet-flowered     O  01 

creeping-rooted " spear-leaved rhomb-leaved  ^ 
sweet-scented 
Orache-leaved 

Dili  elt.  t55.f.63 DilLeltt.55.f.2^ 
Plant  grass.  12 
Plant  grass.  90 
Plant  grass.  42 

Plant  grass.  18 

Bot  reg.  110 Bot  reg.  101 
Rhe.maUO.  t.68 
Bot.  reg.  923 
Bot  mag.  564 

Gmel.  sib.  2.  t.66 

Pluk.aLtlOl.f.2 
Jac.  aust.a  t.234 
Jac.  austa  t.235 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
So  called  because  its  seeds  are  surmounted  with  two  teeth. Very  worthless  inconspicuous 1697.  Bidens. weeds. 

169&  Platypteris.  So  called  from  ftXecrvs,  broad,  and  xrt^ey,  a  wing,  in  allusion  to  the  margin  of  the  seeds. A  small  stove  herbaceous  plant  of  little  merit 
1699.  Lagasca.  Named  in  honor  of  Don  Mariano  La  Gasca,  professor  of  botany  at  Madrid,  an  amiable 

man  and  excellent  botanist  He  is,  at  the  time  of  writing  this,  residing  in  England,  whither  he  has  fled  from 
the  dangers  of  persecution  in  his  own  country. 

1700.  Lavenia.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning,  originating  with  Sherard.  Small  useless  annuals,  natives cf  the  East  and  West  Indies. 
17('l.  Cacalia.  A  name  applied  by  Dioscorides  to  a  mountain  plant  with  large  whitish  leaves.  By  some 

it  is  believed  to  have  been  what  is  now  called  Cacalia  alpina.  To  Sprengel  it  appears  to  be  the  Bupleurum 
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11580  Flowers  discoid  stalked,  Outer  in  vol.  3  times  as  long  as  flower,  Lvs.  ovate  with  1  or  2  teeth  on  each  side 
11581  Leaves  tripartite,  Leaflets  lanceolate  deeply  serrated,  Bristles  of  the  pericarp  2-3 
11582  Pis.  droop.  Brae  tens  lane.  ent.  (longer  than  in  v. )  Lvs.  lane,  serrat  undivid.  Bristles  of  pericarp  about  4  erect 
11583  Flower  radiant  erect,  Outer  in  vol.  longer  than  inner,  Cauline  leaves  lane,  serrated :  radical  subternate 
11584  Fls.  discoid,  Outer  invol.  6  times  as  long  as  flower,  Leaflets  ciliated  at  base,  Lower  lvs.  pinn. :  upper  ternate 
11585  Fls.  radiant,  Outer  inv.  the  length  of  inner,  Lower  leaves  pinnate:  upper  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate  serrated 
11586  Fls.  radiant,  Outer  in  v.  length  of  inner,  Low.  lvs.  pinn. :  upper  tem.  Leafl.  ov.  subcord.  serr.  uneq.  at  base 
11587  Fls.  discoid,  Outer  inv.  length  of  inner.  Low.  lvs.  pinn. :  upper  tern.  Term,  leafl.  twice  as  large  as  the  rest 
11588  Flowers  radiant,  Outer  invol.  longer  than  inner,  Leaves  decussively  pinnated  serrated 
11589  Flowers  subradiant.  Outer  invol.  length  of  inner,  Leaves  bipinnate :  leaflets  lane,  pinnatifid 
11590  Fig.  discoid,  Outer  inv.  longer  than  flower,  Lvs.  scabr.  toothed :  low.  roundish  ov. :  upp.  tern.  Stem  hairy 
11591  Leaves  bi-tripinnate :  pinnae  linear  acute  channelled  entire,  Outer  leaves  of  invol.  blunt  downy 
11592  Flowers  radiant  erect,  Outer  involucre  longer  than  inner,  Leaves  lane,  stalked  equally  serrate 
11593  Leaves  lane,  acute  serrated  subciliated,  Outer  involucre  leafy 
11594  Flowers  discoid,  Outer  invoL  3  times  as  long  as  flower,  Cauline  leaves  ternate :  lateral  connate 
11595  Flowers  discoid,  Outer  invol.  longer  than  inner,  Leaves  ternate :  leaflets  3-parted  cut-toothed 
11596  Flowers  radiant,  Outer  invol.  length  of  inner,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  cuneiform  3-toothed 
11597  Leaves  lyrate-pinnated:  pinnae  ovate  acute  serrated  pubescent,  Flowers  panicled 

11598  Leaves  hoary  toothed,  Stem  with  4  wings 

11599  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acuminate  subcrenate  softly  silky 
11600  Leaves  on  short  stalks  elliptical  blunt  obsoletely  toothed  rigid 

11601  Stem  branched  erect,  Leaves  elliptical  finely  serrated 

11602  Stem  shrubby  with  cylindr.  truncate  papilla;,  Leaves  lane,  flat 
11603  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  ovate-oblong  fiat,  Petioles  with  a  triple  line  at  base 11604  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  lane,  flat,  Flowers  corymbose 
11605  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  compressed  fleshy 
11606  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  roundish  fleshy  incurved,  Pedunc.  terminal  1-fl.  naked 11607  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  depressed  fleshy 
11606  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  depressed  fleshy  woolly 
11609  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  fleshy  flat  ternate,  Leaflets  3-lobed 
11610  Stem  suffruticose,  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  toothed  downy  beneath 
11611  Shrubby  downy,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  angular  downy  beneath  :  stalks  with  leafy  appendages 
11612  Stem  herbac.  branched,  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  toothed  :  of  the  stem  amplexicaul. ;  of  the  branches  stalked 
11613  Leaves  thickish  villous  :  lower  oval  repand-toothed  stalked ;  upper  sublyrate  amplexicaul. 
11614  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  amplexicaul  toothed :  lower  lyrate ;  upper  sagittate  toothed 
11615  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate  connate  downy  beneath,  Racemes  axillary 
11616  Radical  leaves  ovate  spatulate :  cauline  entire  amplexicaul  crenate  edged 
11617  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  sessile  obi.  lane,  serrated :  at  the  base  cuneate  entire  decurrent 
11618  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  stalked  3-lobed  hastate  serrate,  Flowers  racemose  nodding 
11619  Stem  herbaceous,  Lvs.  stalked  rhomboid  hastate  unequally  toothed,  Flowers  corymbose  spreading  erect 
11620  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  stalked  hastate-sagittate  serrated,  Flowers  corymbose  erect 
11621  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  stalked :  radical  cordate  toothed;  cauline  rhomboid  with  2  teeth  on  each  side 
11622  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  stalked :  radical  cordate  reniform  repand  toothed ;  cauline  oblong  toothed 
11623  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  stalked  cordate  toothed,  Petioles  naked,  Corymbs  fastigiate,  Invol.  5-flowered 
11624  Stem  herbac.  Leaves  stalked  cordate  toothed  hoary  beneath,  Petioles  auricled  at  base,  Corymbs  fastigiate 
11625  Stem  twining,  Leaves  triangular  sinuate-toothed 
11626  Stem  herb.  Had.  lvs.  bi  pinna  titid  :  caul.  pinn.  Pi  mine  toothed  :  upper  confluent,  Corymb  comp.  fastigiate 
11627  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  toothletted :  lower  stalked  obovate ;  upper  ob).  lane,  sagittate  amplexicaul. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
longifolium  of  the  moderns.  The  species  are  nearly  all  objects  of  ornament  Some  of  them  are.,  remarkable 
for  their  fleshy  awkward  looking  stems,  others  for  their  discolored  leaves.  The  succulent  kinds  require  to  be 
grown  in  old  rubbish,  and  to  be  treated  as  directed  for  Mesembryanthemums.  The  leaves  of  some  species 
(C.  procumbens  and  sonchifolia)  are  used  as  salad  by  the  Chinese ;  and  those  of  C.  Ficoides  are  sometimes 
pickled  by  the  French. 

C.  Kleinia  is  called  cabbage  tree,  from  the  resemblance  which  the  stalks  have  to  those  of  the  cabbage ;  and 
carnation  tree,  from  the  shape  of  the  leaves  and  color  of  the  flowers. 
Upon  Cacalia  alpina,  &c,  M.  Cassini  has  founded  his  genus  Adenostyles  and  tribe  of  Adenostylese  ;  dis- 

tinguished from  Senecionea?,  to  which  Cacalia  belongs,  by  the  roughness  of  all  the  back  of  the  two  lobes  of  the 
style.  But  we  do  not  find  the  division  adopted  by  other  botanists.  M.  Cassini  himself  suspects  that  Adeno- 

styles may  be  united  with  Tussilaginese, 
Yy  3 
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1702.  KLEI'NIA.  W. 11628  ruderalis  Jacq. 
11629  porophyllum  IV. 11630  suffruticosa  W. 
1703.  ETHU'LIA.  W. 11631  conyzoides  fV. 11632  divaricata  W. 

11633  braziliensis  Link. 
1701  PIQUE'RIA.  W. 11634  trinirvia  W. 

Kleinia. 
dunghill 
perforated suflruticose 

Etui  ilia. 

panicled spreading 
Brazil 
Piqueria. three-nerved 

O  un 
ED  un 

a.  I   I  un 

rm  un 

O  un 
£  □  un 

Composite. 1  jLau  W 
ljjn.o  W 
f  jn.o  Pu 

Sp.  3—5. Jamaica N.  Amer.  1699. 
Brazil  1820. 

Composite.  Sp.  S— 7. 
jl.au     1'a.pu  India i  jl  au     Pu  India 2  jl.au     Pu  Brazil ma 

1815. 

S  co  Jacq.  am.  1. 127 S  co  Cav.  ic.  3.  t  222 
C  co  Cav.  ic.  a  1 257 

S  co  Botreg.  695 
S  co  Lam.  in.  t.  699 
D  co 

£  lAlpr tl705.  CHRYSO'COMA.  W.  Goldy-Locks. 11685  Coma6rea  W.         great-shrubby  >i  lor 
11636  cernua  W.  small-shrubby  »i   I  or 11637  ciliaris  W.  Heath-leaved  *  \  |  or 
11638  scabra  IV.  rugged  m  \  |  or 
11639  denticulate  W.       toothed  »(  j  or 
11640  Linosyris  W.  German 
1164.1  dracunculoldes  W.  Siberian 
11642  biflora  W.  two-flowered 
11643  villosa  W.  hairy-leaved 
1706.  TARCHONANTHUa  W. 

11644  camphoratus  W.  shrubby 

Composite. 
jl.au  W 
Composite. 
jn.au  Y my.s 

*  A  or 

5  A  or i  A  of 
i  A  or 

6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3  au.s 

1|  au.s 
jl.o 

au.s 
au.s 
S.O 

So.  1—3. Mexico 

Sp.  9—18. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 

1798.  D  co    Cav.  ic.  a  t ! 

1731. 
1712. 1759. 
1732. 1596. Europe 

Siberia 
Siberia     1741.  D  co  Gm.sib.2.t82.f.l 
Hungary  1799.  D  co  PL  rar.hu.l.  t53 

Afbican  Flea  bane.    Composite.   Sp.  1 — 7. 
m  l_|  or    6  jn.o      Pu     C.  G.  H.   1690.  C  p.l  Lam.  ffl.  t 671 

C 
C 
c C  p.l 
C  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

p.  1  Bot  mag.  1972 
p.l  Com.hort2.t.45 
p.l  Com.hort.2.  t48 p.l  Dii.elt.t88.f.l0S 

Jac.scha>.3.t368 
Eng.  bot  2505 

1707.  CA'LEA  W. 11645  jamaicensis  W. 
Calea. 

purple-flowered  i 
Composite. 

S  □  un  3  jn.jl  Pu 
Composite. 

3  jl.au 
Sp.  1—3. 
W.Indies  1739. 

Sp.  1— a 
W.Indies  1739. 

C  co  Slo.ja.l.tl51.£3 
S  co 1708.  ISOC AR'PHA.  R.  Br.  Isocarpra. 

11646  oppositi'fdlia  R.  Br.  opposite-leaved  £  (Qg  un 
1709.  PETRCBIUM.  R.  Br.  White  Wood.  Composite. 

11647  arboreum  R.  Br.     St.  Helena       ±  £j  or  12     ...  Y 
1710.  NEUROLiE'NA.  It.  Br.   Halberd- Weed.       Composite.  Sp.  1. 11648  lobata  R.  Br.         common         •  □  un  2  jn.jl     Y      W.  Indies  173a  R  s.p  Bot  mag.  1734 

Sp.  1. 
St  Helena  1825.  C  co 

Humea. 
rose-colored 

H  Olel Cesulia. 
axillary-flower.  <f  UK\  un 

1711.  HU'MEA  Sm. 11649  elegans  Sm. 
1712.  C-ESU'LIA.  W. 11650  axillaris  W. 
1713.  IXCDIA.  H.  K.  Ixodia. 

11651  achilkeoides  H.  K.  MUfoU-like      *  |_J 
*1714.  SANTOLI'NA  W.  Lavender-Cotton. 
11652  ChamavCyparfssus  W.  common  • 
11653  squarrosa  W. 11654  vlridis  W. 
11655  rosmarinifolia  W. 

511656  alplna  W. 5 11657  anthemoldes  W. 
§lld>8  crithmifolia  W. 

11631 

hoary 

dark-green  *  or 
Rosetnary-lvd.  1k  or Alpine  3t  A  or 
Chamomile-lv.  A  or 
Samphire-leav.  jj  Al  or 

11635 

Composite. 6  jn.o  R 
Composite. 

JjLs  W Composite. 2  mr.s  W 

Composites. Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
LY 
Y 

Sp.  1. 
N.  aW.  1800.  S  s.p  Exotbotl.  tl 

Sp.  1—3 
E.  Indies  1804. 

Sp.  1 

N.  1 

R  p.l  Bot  rep.  431 

HolL   1803.  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  1534 
2  jl 

li  jLau 

1  i1 

2  jl.s 
1  jl.s 

i  jLau I  jLau 

Sp  7—16. a  Europe  1573. 
a  Europe  1570. S.  Europe  1727. 
&  Europe  1683. 
Italy  1798. 
Italy  1727. S.  Europe  ... 

C  co  Lam.ilLt671.f.3 
C  co    Mor.  s.&  t3.  f.17 

11640 

C  co C  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 11628 

Exot  bot  2.  t.62 Barr.  rar.  1 523 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1702.  Kleinia.  Named  after  James  Henry  Klein,  a  German  botanist,  who  published,  in  1719,  a  dissertation 

upon  the  Juniper. 
1703.  Ethulia.  A  word  formed  by  Linnams  without  any  explanation  of  its  meaning.  It  is  not  easy  to  under- 

stand wherefore  Vaillant's  more  ancient  name  of  Sparganophorus  should  not  have  been  adopted. 1704.  Piqueria.  So  named  by  Cavanilles,  in  honor  of  Andreas  Piquerio,  a  Spanish  botanist,  who  published 
a  translation  of  Hippocrates,  in  1757. 

1705.  Chrysocoma.  From  xguroe,  gold,  and  xo/mi,  hair,  in  allusion  to  the  tufts  of  yellow  flowers  with  which 
the  stems  are  terminated.  The  specific  name  Comaurea  is  a  mere  translation  of  the  generic  appellation. 
Linosyris,  the  name  of  another  species,  is  so  called  from  linum,  flax,  and  osyris,  an  ancient  name  for  a  plant 
with  long  flexible  branches  and  flax-like  leaves,  which  is  the  character  of  C.  linosyris ;  which,  when  handled, 
sends  forth  a  very  fine  aromatic  smell. 

1706.  Tarchonanthus.  Tarchon  is  a  name  given  by  the  Arabian  physicians  to  the  Artemisia  Dracunculus, 
and  is  the  root  of  our  English  word  Tarragon.  AtB-ot  signifies  flower,  and  the  word  thus  compounded  may be  Englished  Tarragon-flower. 1707.  Calea.  Derived  from  xecXts,  beautiful.  The  species  are  ornamental  shrubs  of  South  America,  with 
undivided  leaves,  and  corymbose,  terminal,  or  axillary  heads  of  yellowish  purple  flowers.    Mr.  Brown's  history 
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11628  Leaves  obi.  lane  acute  at  each  end  nearly  entire 
11629  Leaves  elliptical  blunt  mucronate  repand  with  pellucid  dots 
11630  Leaves  linear  entire  with  pellucid  dots,  Stem  suft'ruticose 
11631  Flowers  panicled 
11632  Leaves  linear  toothed  decurrent,  Fedunc.  opposite  the  leaves  1-fl.  Stem  divaricating 
11633  Stem  winged,  Leaves  lane,  acute  serrated  down;  decurrent,  Flowers  corymbose 

11634  Leaves  opp.  ovate-lane,  serrated  3-nerved,  InvoL  with  4  flowers 

11635  Leaves  linear  straight  smooth  decurrent  at  back 
11636  Leaves  linear  recurved  roughish,  Flowers  cernuous 
11637  Leaves  linear  straight  ciliated,  Branches  pubescent 
11638  Leaves  lane,  ovate  recurved  toot  blotted  serrated,  Peduncles  pubescent 
11639  Leaves  oblong  tapered  at  base  toot  blotted  wavy 
11640  Leaves  linear  glabrous,  Involucres  lax 
11641  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  3-nerved  scabrous,  Flowers  corymbose,  In  vol.  lax 
11642  Panicled,  Leaves  lane.  3-nerved  dotted  naked 
11643  Leaves  lane,  villous,  Involucres  contracted 

11644  Leaves  oblong  entire  downy  beneath 

11645  Flowers  about  3  stalked,  Leaves  ovate-oblong  subserrate  stalked 

11646  Corymbs  heaped,  Peduncles  very  long,  Leaves  lane.  Stem  herbaceous 

11647  Leaves  opp.  undivided,  Panicle  terminal  brachiate 

11648  Corymbs  heaped,  Leaves  alternate :  upper  ovate-lanceolate;  lower  toothed  hastate  sinuate  serrate 

11649  Panicles  very  large  erect  diffuse  capillary 

11650  Leaves  lane,  narrowed  at  base  serrated  alternate 

11651  The  only  species 

11652  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  hoary  toothed  in  4  rows,  Teeth  blunt,  Branches  dowy,  InvoL  pubescent 
11653  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  hoary  toothed  in  4  rows,  Teeth  subulate  much  spreading,  Branches  downy 
11654  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  smooth  toothed  in  4  rows,  Teeth  subulate  straight,  Branches  and  invoL  smooth 
11655  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  linear  warted  at  edge :  upper  entire 
11656  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  bipinnate,  Stems  simple 
11657  Pedunc.  1-fl.  Leaves  bipinnate,  Stems  much  branched  villous 
11658  Like  Santolina  alpina,  but  segments  of  leaves  are  shorter  and  thicker 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  this  genus,  in  the  twelfth  volume  of  the  Transactions  of  the  Linnean  Society,  is  a  model  of  botanical 
erudition  and  acuteness,  such  as  has  been  rarely  seen  in  modern  days. 

1708.  Isocarpha.  From  itot,  equal,  and  ?,a%$r„  chaff",  in  allusion  to  the  equality  of  the  chaff  of  the  receptacle and  the  leaves  of  the  involucrum.  Herbs  of  South  America,  with  opposite  undivided  leaves,  and  ovate  ter- minal heads  of  whitish  flowers. 
1709.  Petrobium.  From  jrirjas,  a  stone,  with  reference,  it  is  presumed,  to  the  texture  of  the  grains.  A 

small  tree,  native  of  St.  Helena,  where  it  is  called  white  wood. 
1710.  NeuroUena.  From  nuem,  a  nerve,  and  Xahos,  stony.  An  erect  shrub  of  South  America,  with 

alternate,  undivided,  and  lobed  leaves,  and  terminal  compound  corymbs  of  yellow  flowers. 
1711.  Humea.  Named  in  honor  of  Sir  Abraham  Hume,  Bart  of  Wormleybury,  in  Hertfordshire,  a  gentle- 

man whose  whole  life  has  been  devoted  to  the  protection  and  assistance  of  the  arts  and  sciences,  and  especially 
of  botany.   A  beautiful  plant  with  immense  capillary  panicles  of  brilliant  crimson  flowers. 

1712.  Ctesulia.   Meaning  unknown.  Little  creeping  weed-like  plants,  rooting  at  the  joints. 
1713.  Izodia.  From  ilu&iit,  viscid.  A  greenhouse  shrub,  native  of  the  south  coast  of  New  Holland; 

flowering  most  part  of  the  year. 
1714.  Santolina.  Supposed  to  be  a  diminutive  of  sancta  ;  a  holy  little  herb ;  in  allusion  to  some  reputed 

virtues.   A  genus  of  slightly  shrubby  somewhat  aromatic  plants,  with  yellow  discoid  flowers. 
Yy  4 
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171&  OTAN'THUS.  Link.  Otanthus. 11659  marStim us  Link.      sea  i 

Santoima  marttima  L. 
1716.  CALEACTE  B.Br.  Caleacte. 

11660  urticifolia  R.  Br.     nettle-leaved  1 
Solidago  urticifoiia  Mill. 

*J717.  ATHANA'SIA.  W.  Athanasia. 11661  capitata  W. 
11662  pubescens  W. §11663  annua  W. 
11664  dentata  W. 
11665  trifurcSta  W. 
11666  virg&a  W. 
11667  tomentosa  W. 
11668  filiformis  W. 
11669  crithmif61ia  W. 
11670  parvifl6ra  W. 
11671  pectin&ta  W. 

hairy 

villous-leaved 
annual 
tooth -leaved 
trifid-leaved twiggy 

Lavender-leav. 
fine-leaved 
Samphire-leav. small-flowered 
pectinated 1718.  BALSAMITA.  W.  Costmary. 

11672  virgfita  W. 
11673  ageratif61ia  W. 
11674  vulgaris  W. 
11675  annua  Link. 
1719.  PENTTZIA.  Th. 

11676  flabeUiformis  W. 

twiggy 

Ageratum-lvd. common 
annual 
Fentzia. 

fan-leaved 

pr 

:  □  or 

I  |  or 
I  |  or 
O  un 

pr 
pr pr 

pr 

pr pr 

I  I  pr 
I  I  pr 

A  un I  |  un 
A  or O  un 
I  I  or 

Composite.  Sp.  1. 
I  jLs      Y  England  sea  sh.  C  s.l    Eng.  bot  141 
Composite.  Sp.  1. 
jLau    Y  Vera  Cruz  1740.  C  co 

*i_J 

Composite. 
1|  ja.mr  Y 
6  jn.au 1  jl.au 

1J  jl.au 3  jLau 1  jl.au 2  my.jn 

2  au 
2  jl.au 
2  ap 

1}  my.jn Composite. 
3  jn.jl  Y.o 
2  jn.o  Y.o 3  au.s  Y.o 
2  jl.au  Y.o 

Composite. 3  my.au  Y 

Sp.  11—28 C.G.H. C.  G.  H. Barbary 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H 

Sp.  4— 6. 

Italy 

Candia 

Italy 

Spain 
Sp.  1. 
C.G.  H. 

1774. 
1768. 1686. 
1759. 
1710. 1815. 
1774. 1787. 
1723. 1731. 
1774. 

1791. 1605. 1568. 

Lp 

D  co 
C  co D  co 
S  co 

Mor.s.6.  t.3.f.48 Com.  hort.2.  t.47 Bot  mag.  2276 
Comm.  rar.  1 41 Com. hort.2.  t.49 
Jac.schce.2.M48 

Com.  hort.2.  t. 50 
Jac.schoe.2.tl49 

Jac.  obs.  4.  t  81 
Alp.  exot  t.  326 Sch.  han.3.  t.24() Mu.ic.2.t227.£l 

1774.  C  p.l  Bot  mag.  212 

S  UFERFL  UA. 
1720.  TANACE'TUM.  W.  Tansy. 11677  Unif61ium  W. 

11678  sufifhiticosum  W. 
11679  argenteum  W. 
11680  vulgare  W. ti  crtspum 
11681  angulatum  W. 
*1721.  ARTEMI'SIA.  W. 
11682  judaica  W. 11683  valentlna  W. 
11684  subcanescens  W. 
11685  Abr6tanum  W. 
11686  humilis  lf.cn. 
11687  tenuifoUa  W. 
11688  arborescens  W. 
11689  argentea  W. 
11690  glacialis  W. 11691  mutellina  W. 
11692  pr6cera  W. 11693  caucasica  W. 
11694  chinensis  Lour. 
11695  spicata  W. 
11696  pectinate  W. 11697  tanacetif61ia  W. 
11698  Sant6nica  If. 
11699scoparia  If. 

11659 

Flax-leaved shrubby 
silvery 
common 
curled 
angular Wormwood. 
Judean 
Spanish hoary-leaved Southernwood dwarf 
slender-leaved tree silvery silky 

Alpine 
lofty 

Caucasian Moxa 
spiked comb-leaved 
Tansy-leaved Tartarian besom 

Sp.  5—21. C.G.  H.  1774 
C.  G.  H.  1751. 
Levant  1812. 
Britain  ro.sid. 
Levant  1820. 

Composite.  Sp.  58 — 87. Y  Levant  1683. 
Y.o  Spain  1739. Y.o  S.  Europe  ... 
Y.o  a  Europe  1548. 
Y.o  Carniola Y.o  China  1732. 

lor  1J 

|or  1 
lor  2 or  4 or  2 

I  or  10 or  10  jn.au    Y.o    Levant  1640. 
|or  4 

jLau 
jLau 

au.o au.o 
s.d 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

O  or 

jn.jl 
jl.au 
jl.au 
jLau jnjl jn.jl 

jnjl jnjl 
jLau 

s.n 

jl.s 

Y.o  Madeira  1777. 
Y.o  Switzerl.  1739. 
Y.o  Al.  of  Eur.1815. 
Y.o  S.  Europe  1820. 
Y.o  Caucasus  1804. 
Y.o  China  1818. SwitzerL  1790. 

Dauria  1806. 
Siberia  1768. 

W.G  Siberia  159a 
W.o  Hungary  1796. 
11662. 

Br 

Br 
Br 

C  p.l 
C  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

C  co C  co 
C  co 
C  co C  co 
C  co 
C  co C  co 
D  co D  co 
C  co 
D  co 
C  co 
D  co S  co 
S  co 
C  co 
S  co 

Com.hor.2.  UOO 

Eng.  bot  1229 
Willd.ach.t2.f.3 

Plu.alm.  t73.f.2 Barr.ic.  t485 

Blackw.  1 555 
DilLeltt33.£37 
Lob.  ic.  753 
Jac.aus.5.tap.35 
Vil.dauph.3t35 

Jac.aus.5.t.ap.34 
PaLit3.tHh.£2 
ALped.l.tlO.f.3 GmeL  sib.  2.  t.5 1 PL  rar.  hu.l.t65 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1715.  Otanthus.  From  «s  urn,  an  ear,  and  av&of,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  appendages  which  arc  placed 

on  each  side  of  the  base  of  the  florets.  An  infusion  of  the  leaves  and  stem  is  said  to  be  employed  successfully in  the  east  in  cases  of  stone  and  gravel. 
1716.  Caleacte.  So  called  because  it  is  the  ornament  of  the  sea  coasts  where  it  grows,  and  derived  from 

xccXef,  beautiful,  and  axrv,  the  sea  shore. 
1717.  Athanasia.  From  a.,  privative,  and  B-amm,  death ;  that  is  to  say,  a  plant  which  does  not  perish.  But the  application  of  the  word,  as  far  as  the  present  genus  is  concerned,  is  far  from  obvious. 
1718.  Balsamita.  Derived  from  BaXret/Mt,  balm,  in  allusion  to  its  strong  balsamic  smelL  Ugly  plants  of  no 

merit  whatever.  B.  vulgaris  has  the  English  name  Costmary,  from  the  Greek  KeJog,  an  aromatic  shrub,  and 
Mary ;  the  Virgin  Mary's  costus :  from  its  being  put  into  ale,  it  has  our  old  English  name  of  Ale-cost.  It  is more  aromatic  and  has  a  pleasanter  smell  than  tansy,  to  which  it  is  nearly  allied. 

1719.  Pentzia.  Named  by  Thunberg,  after  his  pupil  Charles  John  Pentz.  A  bushy  branching  hoary  shrub, 
with  little  yellow  flowers. 
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11659  Pedunc.  corymbose,  Leaves  oblong  blunt  crenated  densely  woolly 

11660  The  only  species 

11661  Leaves  ovate  villous.  Heads  terminal  subsessile 
11662  Leaves  obov.  lane,  blunt  villous,  Umbels  terminal,  Branches  villous 
11663  Corymbs  simple  contracted,  Leaves  pinnatifid  toothed 
11664  Corymbs  compound,  Leaves  recurved :  lower  linear  toothed ;  upper  ovate  serrate 
11665  Leaves  cuneiform  cut-trifld,  Flowers  in  umbels 
11666  Leaves  cuneiform :  lower  pinnatifid  cut :  upper  3  or  5- toothed,  Flowers  in  umbels 11667  Leaves  linear  tomentose,  Panicle  compound 
11668  Leaves  linear  filiform  smooth,  Flowers  panicled 
11669  Leaves  trifid  with  linear  smooth  segments,  Flowers  somewhat  in  umbels 
11670  Leaves  pinnated :  pinnae  linear  smooth,  Panicle  decompound 
11671  Leaves  pinnated :  pinna;  linear  smooth,  Panicle  compound 

11672  Stem  herbaceous  branched  at  base,  Branches  1-fl.  Leaves  sessile  lane,  serrated 
11673  Leaves  obovate  serrated  sessile  clustered,  Flowers  suboorymbose 
11674  Leaves  ellipt  toothed :  lower  stalked  ;  upper  sessile  auricled  at  base,  Flowers  corymbose 
11675  Radical  leaves  bipinnate:  cauline  many  pinnated  downy;  pinna;  linear  acute  mucronate 

11676  Corymbs  simple,  Leaves  deltoid  serrated  at  end 

SUPERFLUA. 

11677  Leaves  lanceolate  channelled,  Raceme  terminal  fastigiate 
11678  Leaves  pinnated :  pinna;  linear  toothed  pubescent,  Corymb  fastigiate  leafy  at  base 
11679  Leaves  pinnated  silky  with  down,  Pinna;  lane,  somewhat  toothed  at  end,  Corymb  terminal 
11680  Leaves  bipinnatifid  inciso-serrate 
11681  Leaves  pinnatifid :  segm.  lanceolate  serrated,  Corymb  contracted,  InvoL  angular 

11682  Leaves  obovate  blunt  lobed  small,  Flowers  panicled  stalked 
11683  Leaves  hoary :  lower  pinnated  with  palmate  pinna; ;  upper  palmate  sessile,  Heads  panicled  simple 
11681  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  smoothish :  floral  undivided  linear,  Panicle  virgate,  Heads  glob,  stalked  nodding 
11685  Stem  upright,  Lower  leaves  bipinnate :  upper  pinnated  capillary,  InvoL  downy  hemispherical 
11686  CauL  lvs.  pinnat  very  smooth  :  floral  undivided  setaceous,  Involucres  downy,  Heads  glob,  stalk,  nodding 
11687  Stem  upright,  Leaves  bipinnate  capillary :  floral  simple,  InvoL  oblong 
11688  Leaves  tripinnatifid  silky  cinereous,  Leaflets  linear,  Heads  globose,  Flowers  branched  simple 
11689  Leaves  bipinnatifid  silky  white,  Leaflets  lane,  linear,  Heads  globose,  Flowers  branched  virgate 
11690  Stem  quite  simple,  Leaves  all  palmate  multifid  white,  Heads  terminal  clustered 
11691  Stem  quite  simple,  Leaves  all  palmate  multifid  white,  Lower  heads  stalked  :  upper  sessile 
11692  Stem  branched  spreading,  Leaves  all  bipinnate  capillary,  InvoL  smooth  hemispherical 
11693  Stem  quite  simple,  Leaves  all  palmate  multifid  silky  acute 
11694  Leaves  hoary :  lower  cuneiform  obtuse  3-lobed ;  upper  linear  blunt,  Flowers  globose  stalked  cernuous 
11695  Stem  quite  simple,  Leaves  hoary :  radical  palmate  multifid ;  cauL  pinnatifid ;  upper  linear  entire  blunt 
11696  Stem  quite  simple,  Leaves  pectinate  pinnatifid  glabrous,  Pinnae  linear  filiform,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  axillary 
11697  Stem  quite  simple,  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  subpub.  beneath :  segm.  lin.  lane.  acum.  entire,  Raceme  naked  term. 
11698  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  linear  smooth,  Branches  undivided,  Spikes  1-sided  reflexed 
11699  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  setaceous  smooth  :  radic.  pinnated  multifid  silky,  Stem  erect,  Branches  divided 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1790.  Tanacetum.  An  alteration  of  Athanasia,  which  see.  Tanaisie,  Fr.,  Tansy,  Eng.,  fieinfahren,  Get. 

The  common  Tansy  has  a  strong  aromatic  smell,  and  an  extremely  bitter  taste.  It  is  stimulant  and  carmina- 
tive :  and  its  seeds  are  reckoned  anthelmintic  and  sudorific.  It  is  said  to  drive  bugs  away  from  a  bed  in  which 

it  is  laid.  A  distilled  water  and  a  kind  of  stomachic  bitter  are  prepared  from  it.  The  young  leaves  are 
shredded  down  and  employed  to  give  color  and  flavor  to  puddings ;  they  are  also  used  in  omelets  and  cakes, 
and  those  of  the  curled  variety  for  garnishing. 

1721.  Artemisia.  Artemis  was  one  of  the  names  of  Diana,  the  goddess  of  chastity.  The  plant  is  said  to  have 
been  named  after  this  goddess,  on  account  of  the  purposes  to  which  it  was  applied  in  bringing  on  precocious 
puberty.  Pliny,  however,  informs  us,  that  in  his  time,  there  was  an  opinion  that  the  plant  was  named  after Artemisia,  the  Queen  of  Mausolus,  King  of  Caria. 

A.  Abrotanum,  Santonica,  maritima,  and  Absinthium,  are  included  in  the  Materia  Medica,  but,  according  to 
Dr.  Thomson,  the  latter  species  is  the  only  one  deserving  to  be  retained.  It  is  tonic,  antispasmodic,  and  anthel- 

mintic ;  and  when  externally  applied,  is  discutient  and  antiseptic.   It  has  been  used  with  advantage  in  inter- 
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11700  campestris  jr. 
11701  afra  Jacq. 
11702  pauciflora  TV. 
11703  palustris  W. 11704  neglecta  W.  en. 11705  crithmiftlia  W. 
11706  saxatilis  W. 
11707  glauca  W. 
11708  monogyna  W. 11709  laciniate  W. 
11710  palmate  W. 11711  nivea  W.  en. 
11712  maritima  W. 
11713  gallica  W. 
11714  tragrans  W. 11715  albida  W. 
11716  austriaca  W. 
11717  vallesiaca  W. 
11718  salina  W. 
11719  rupestris  W. 11720  sericea  W. 
11721  repens  W. 11722  nutans  W. 
11723  saxatilis  W. 
11724  pontica  W. 11725  chamaymeltfolia  jr. 
11726  annua  W. 
11727  camphorata 11728  taurica  W. 
11729  biennis  Ph. 
11730  Absinthium  Jr. 
11731  Sieversiana  W. 
11732  fasciculate  ««*. 
11733  vulgaris  W. 11734  indica  W. 
11735  integrifolia  W. 
11736  japonica  W. 11737  caerulescens  W. 
11738  inoddra  W.  en. 
11739  Dracunculus  jr. 
*1722.  GNAPHA'LIUM, 
11740  crlspum  W. 11741  arboreum  IV. 
11742  grandifl6rum  W. 11743  divaricatum  Thunb. 
11744  tephrodes  LtnA. 11745  acuminatum  Ztn*. 
11746  lasiocaulon  Link. 
11747  congestum  W. 
11748  patulum  Jr. 11749  discolorum  W. 
11750  cephalotes  W. 11751  fastieiatum  W. 
11752  milleflorum  JT. 
11753  diosmarfolium  P.  S. 
11754  ericoides  W. 
11755  teretif6Uum  W. 
11756  Stas'chas  W. 

field 
African 
few-flowered marsh 
neglected  ^ 
Samphire-leav.  * rock  ^ 
glaucous  £g 
one-styled  ^ 
torn  ^ 
palmated  » snowjr 
drooping-flow.  ^ 
upright-flower.  ^ Lavender-leav.  ^ 
whitened Austrian  ^ 
downy  5 
salt  ^ 
nodding-flower.^ silky-leaved  ^ 
creeping  -* nodding  C£ rock  ^ Roman  5 
Chamomile-lv.  ^ 
annual 
Camphorated  * Taurian 
biennial 
common 

Sievers's fascicled 
Mugwort Indian 
entire-leaved 
Japanese bluish inodorous 
Tarragon 

A  or O  or 
A  or 

or 

A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 

I  |  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
Al  or 

O  or 

or 

A  or 
Q)  or 
A  or 
Q)  or 
A  °r 
A  w A)  or 
A  or A  or 

or 

A  or A  cul .  W.  Everlasting. 
curled  «- 1  |  el 
tree  ».  i  I  el 
great-flowered  «-  i  |  el 
spreading        tt.  |  |  el brown  a.  l_J  el 
acuminate       *t  i  |  el 
woolly-stemm.  n.  i  .  I  el close-headed     O-  i  |  pr 
spreading        h.  i  I  or two-colored     a.  i  |  or 
large.headed    a.  |  |  or close-flowered  «- 1  1  or 
many-flowered  «- 1  |  or Diosma-leaved  a.  i  |  or 
Heath-leaved  a- 1  I  or 
round-leaved    a.  |  |  or 
comm.-shrubbvJ»  or 

£  A  w    1  au tk\  I  or    S|  au 

}  au 

2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 1  au.o 
2  jn.au 
H  jn.au 2  jn.au 
2  jl.au 1  jn.jl 2  jn.jl 
1  au.s 
2  au.s 1  jn.jl 
3  jn.jl 
B  au.o 
1  jl.au 
H  jl.au 
U  au 
li  jn.jl 
1  jnjl 
3  jn.jl 3  Jn.jl 
3  s 

li  jl.au 4  jl.au 
5  jl.au 

i  jLau 

2  jl.au UjLs 

2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 3  au.s 3  s.o 
2  jl.au 3  o.n 1  i  au.o 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 

Composite. 
6  ...  Pk 
6  f.au  W 
3  jn.au  W 
3  jn.au  W 3  jn.au  Y.w 
3  jn.au  W 
3  jn.au  W 
3  my.jn  Pu 
3  ja.au  W 3  my.au  Br 
4  ja.n  Pk 3  my.au  W 
1  jn.s      Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. 
1|  mr.au  W  C.  G.  H. 
li  mr.au  Pk  C.  G.  H. 1  mr.au  Br  C.  G.  H. 
2  jn.o  Y  Europe 

Br England  san.fi. D CO W.a C.  G.  H.  ... C 

CO 
Y Siberia  1800. D 

CO 

Y Siberia  1804. S CO 
G.Y Siberia  1815. D 

CO 
Br 

Portugal  1739. C CO 
W Hungary  1816. D CO 
G Siberia  1806. D CO 
Y Hungary  1816. D CO 
G Siberia D 

CO 

G.Y 
S.  Europe  1739. C CO 

G.Y Siberia  1815. D CO 
Br Britain    sea  sh. D CO 
Br Britain  mud.s. D CO 
L.Y Armenia  1739. D 

CO 

L.Y 
D CO 

Br Austria  1597. D CO 
L.Y Italy  1739. D 

CO 
W.a 

Hungary  1823. D CO 
Br 

Siberia  1748. D CO 
W Siberia  1796. D CO 
Br Siberia  1805. D CO Br.a 

Tartary 
D CO 

Br.o 
Hungary  ... D CO 

Y Austria  1570. D CO P.Br 
&  Europe  1739.  - D CO W.o 
Siberia  174L S 

CO 

W.o 

Italy  1825. c 

CO 

W.o 
Tauria  1818. D CO 

Y.a Missouri  1804. S CO 
Y Britain  rubble. D CO Br.a Siberia  1800. S CO Y.Pu Iberia  1823. D CO 
Pu 

Britain  rubble.  D CO 

Ya 
E.  Indies  1796. D 

CO 

Y.G 
Siberia  1759. D CO 

W Japan  1804. D CO 
Y England  sea  sh.  C CO Y.a 

Siberia  1548. D CO 
W.G S.  Europe  1548. D CO 

Eng.  bot.  338 
G.sib.2.  t.52.f.L2 
Gmel.  sib.2.  t.55 

Pl.rar.hu.l.t70 
GmeLsib.2.t57 

Eng.  bot  1706 
Eng.  bot.  1001 

Jac.aust.l.t.100 

Flor.  dan.  t.  801 
GmeLsib.t64.f.l 

Jac.  aust.  1. 1. 99 
Vil.dauph.3.t.35 
Am.ru.  U9fi.f.23 

Bot  mag.  2472 
Eng.  bot  1230 

Eng.  bot  978 Rhe.inal.10.  t.45 
G.sib.2.t68.fl.2 

Eng.  bot.  2426 G.ii.2.t.59.60.f.l. 

Sp.  38—106. C.  G.  H.  1809. 
C.  G.  H  1770. 
C.  G.  H.  1731 
C. 
C 
C 

c, 

c. 
C.  G.  H C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H  1812. 1802. 

1812. 
1774. 1812. 

G.  H.  1820. 
G.  H.  182a 
G.  H.  1823. 
G.  H.  1823. 
G.  H.  1791. 

1771. 1815. 
1789. 

Bot  rep.  489 
Bre.prod.tl&f.3 

Bot  reg.  243 
Bur.afr.t.97f.4 
Plu.phy.t.410.f.2 Petgaz.12.t7.f3 
Vent.malm.  t74 
Bot  mag.  435 Bur.afr.t.77.f.3 
Barr.ic.410 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Ctdture, 
mittents,  gout,  scurvy,  and  dropsy ;  and  although  modern  practitioners  will  scarcely  rely  on  its  efficacy  in these  complaints,  yet  it  is  undoubtedly  of  some  value  as  a  stomachic.  {London  Dispen.  p.  182.)  The  seed  ot 
wormwood  is  used  by  the  rectifiers  of  British  spirits,  and  the  species  is  a  good  deal  cultivated  on  dry  soil  near 
Mitcham,  in  Surrey,  for  that  purpose.  A.  vulgaris  is  used  in  some  parts  of  Sweden  instead  of  hops,  in  order 
to  increase  the  inebriating  quality  of  malt  liquor.  The  plant  is  readily  eaten  by  cattle  and  sheep,  and  is  found 
in  our  best  natural  pastures  on  dry  soils.   It  is  said  to  be  stomachic  and  slightly  stimulating. 

The  species  called  Abrotanum,  Garde-robe,  Fr.,  derives  its  name  from  at,,  privative,  and  S^ems,  mortal ;  on account  of  the  great  virtues  attributed  to  it  as  a  preservative  of  life ;  Absinthium,  from  »,  privative,  and 
,  pleasure,  L  e.  unpleasant Dracunculus,  Tarragon,  Eng.,  Estragon,  Fr.,  Dragon,  Ger.,  and  Dragoncelia,  ItaL,  is  said  to  have  been 

so  called  on  account  of  i  t  s  tortuous  roots,  which  may  be  likened  to  the  sinuous  tail  of  a  dragon ;  but  it  is  much 
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11700  Caul.  lvs.  pinnated  setae,  smooth :  radii:,  pinnated  with  3-  fid  hoary  segm.  Stem  procumb.  branched  virgate 11701  Leaves  bipinnatifid  downy  beneath  :  segm.  lanceolate  blunt,  Panic.  1-sided,  Heads  nodding 11702  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  or  trifid  filiform  pubescent,  Stem  ascending  somewhat  divided 
11703  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  smooth :  pinnae  filiform  remote  very  long,  Heads  globose  erect  sessile 
11704  Cauline  Ivs.  pinnated  smooth  :  lower  and  radic.  3-partite  multifid,  Stem  panic,  erect,  Peduncles  nodding 11705  Cauline  Ivs.  pinnated  smooth  somewhat  fleshy :  pinna;  simple  or  bifid  lin.  blunt,  Heads  obi.  stalked  erect 
11706  Cauline  Ivs.  hoary  pinnated  linear  filiform :  floral  undivided  filiform.  Heads  roundish  angular  nodding 
11707  Leaves  glaucous  downy  :  lower  pinnated,  Pinnae  linear-lanceolate,  Heads  globose  stalked  nodding 
11708  Leaves  multipartite  hoary,  Racemes  erect  1-sided,  Heads  erect  about  5-fl.  Only  one  female  floret  or  none 
11709  Leaves  pilose  triply-piunatifid,  Stem  simple  with  a  leafless  panicle,  Heads  globose  nodding 11710  Leaves  simply  pinnate  with  some  of  the  segments  bifid  subpalmate,  Heads  erect 
11711  Leaves  hoary-silky :  lower  pinnated,  Stem  nearly  erect  much  branched,  Heads  sessile  ovate 
11712  Leaves  downy  pinnated :  the  uppermost  undivided,  Racemes  drooping,  Recept.  naked,  Flow.  obL  sessile 
11713  Leaves  downy  pinnate :  the  uppermost  undivided,  Racemes  drooping,  Recept  naked,  Flowers  obL  sessile 
11714  Leaves  hoary :  radical  bi pinnate,  Pinnae  close  linear  blunt :  of  the  branches  pinnated  sessile 
11715  Leaves  pinnated  white  with  down,  Fascicles  of  flowers  bractcate,  Heads  downy 
11716  Leaves  hoary :  lower  pinnated ;  pinnae  linear  3-parted,  Heads  stalked  roundish  nodding 11717  Leaves  snow-white :  cauline  bipinnate  linear  filiform ;  floral  simple.  Heads  obi.  sessile  erect 
11718  Leaves  hoary :  radical  pinnated ;  pinna;  3-parted  linear-filiform,  Heads  obi.  stalked  nodding 
11719  Leaves  subpubescent :  cauline  pinnated ;  pinnae  linear  acute,  Heads  globose  stalked  nodding 
11720  Leaves  silky :  cauline  pinnate ;  pinnae  3-parted  linear  runcinate,  Heads  globose  nodding 
11721  Leaves  silky  white,  Pinnae  3-parted  linear  acute,  Heads  roundish  stalked  cernuous 11722  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  or  trifid  linear,  Stem  erect  panicled,  Branchlets  nodding  1-sided 
11723  Cauline  Ivs.  hoary  pinnated  linear-filiform,  Stem  ascending  branched  panicled,  In  vol.  roundish  angular 
11724  Leaves  downy  beneath  :  cauline  bipinnate,  Leaflets  linear,  Heads  roundish  stalked  nodding 
11725  Leaves  smooth :  lower  tripinnate ;  upper  bipinnate,  Leaflets  linear  acute,  Heads  globose  stalked  nodding 
11726  Leaves  smooth  triply  pinnatifid,  Stem  straight,  Heads  roundish  subsessile  erect 
11727  Cauline  leaves  pinnated  hoary  white  :  pinnae  trifid  linear,  Stem  erect,  Invol.  hoary,  Heads  globose 
11723  Leaves  hoary :  lower  bipinnate,  Pinnae  linear-filiform,  Heads  oblong  sessile 
11729  Leaves  smooth :  radic.  triply  pinnate ;  upper  undivided  linear,  Heads  roundish  subsessile  erect 
11730  Lvs.  bi-tripinnatif.  clothed  with  short  silky  down,  Segments  lane.  Heads  hemispheric,  droop.  Recept.  hairy 11731  Lvs.  somewhat  hoary :  cauL  bipinnatifid ;  floral  trifid  or  lane.  Heads  globose  stalked  nodding,  Inv.  scarious 
11732  Lvs.  downy :  lower  decompound ;  upper  simple,  Panicle  corymbose,  Heads  fascicled  ovate  hoary 
11733  Leaves  pinnatifid :  their  segm.  cut  downy  beneath,  Heads  somewhat  racemed  ovate,  Recept  naked 
11734  Leaves  downy  beneath  :  caul,  pinnatifid ;  floral  undivided  linear,  Heads  sessile  obi.  erect,  Invol.  smooth 
11735  Leaves  lane,  acuminate  downy  beneath  somewhat  toothed,  Heads  ovate  subsessile  erect 
11736  Leaves  smooth  lane,  acute :  cauline  trifid  at  end,  Heads  roundish  stalked  nodding 
11737  Leaves  hoary  lanceolate  entire :  radical  cut ;  floral  oblong  stalked  nodding 
11738  Lvs.  smooth  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end,  Heads  roundish  stalked  erect,  Scales  of  invol.  membr.  at  edge 
11739  Leaves  smooth  lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end,  Heads  roundish  stalked  erect 

11740  Leaves  downy  beneath  scabrous  above :  radical  stalked  oblong ;  cauline  amplexicaul.  wavy 
11741  Leaves  sessile  linear  smooth  above  revolute  at  edge,  Heads  capitate,  Pedunc.  long 
11742  Leaves  amplexicaul.  ovate  oblong  3-nerved  woolly  above,  Corymb,  stalked,  Invol.  cylindrical 
11743  Leaves  amplexicaul.  panduriform  spatulate  blunt  downy,  Corymb  and  branches  divaricating 
11744  Branches  downy,  Lvs.  linear  revolute  at  edge  smooth  above  downy  beneath,  Leaves  of  invol.  lane,  acute 
11745  Branches  pubesc.  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  acumin.  smooth  above  finely  downy  beneath,  Heads  corymb,  cylindrical 
11746  Tomentose,  Leaves  linear  acute  curved,  Heads  in  capitate  stalked  corymbs 
11747  Leaves  lane  sessile  3-nerved  naked  above  woolly  beneath,  Corymb  contracted-capitate 
11748  Leaves  amplexicaul.  spatulate  downy  acute,  Corymb,  term.  Branches  spreading 11749  Leaves  sessile  lane.  Involucres  white :  lower  scales  brown 
11750  Leaves  lin. -lane,  mucronate  revolute  at  edge  downy  beneath,  Heads  sessile  capitate  terminal 11751  Leaves  lane,  mucronate  revolute  at  edge  downy  beneath,  Heads  corymbose 
11752  Leaves  obL  blunt  downy,  Corymbs  fastigiate,  Heads  cylindrical 
11753  Leaves  lin.  spreading  recurved  scabrous  above,  Corymb,  dense,  Invol.  cinereous  at  base 
11754  Leaves  sessile  linear,  Outer  involucre  rough  :  inner  flesh-colored 11755  Leaves  clustered  roundish.  Corymbs  branched,  Involucres  downy  outside 
11756  Leaves  linear,  Corymb  compound,  Branches  virgate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
more  probable  that  the  word  is  a  corruption  of  Tarchon,  the  Arabic  name  of  the  plant  See  Tarchonanthui. 
The  leaves  and  points  of  the  shoots  are  used  as  an  ingredient  in  pickles.  A  simple  infusion  of  the  plant 
in  vinegar  makes  a  pleasant  fish  sauce  j  it  is  eaten  along  with  beef  steaks,  as  horse-radish  is  with  roast  beef; 
and  is  employed-both  in  Europe  and  Persia,  to  correct  the  coldness  of  salad  herbs,  and  season  soups  and  other 
compositions.   The  plant  is  of  the  easiest  culture,  but,  like  other  species  of  the  genus,  dislikes  a  wet  soil. 
From  the  acrid  leaves  of  A.  chinensis  the  drug  called  Moxa  is  obtained ;  a  substance  much  in  use  among 

the  Chinese  as  an  actual  cautery.  For  this  purpose,  the  Moxa  is  laid  upon  the  part  affected  and  set  on  fire. 
The  Cochin- Chinese,  and  also  the  Japanese,  according  to  Ksempfer,  use  Artemisia  vulgaris  for  the  same  pur- pose, and  it  is  said  with  great  success,  in  removing  tumours  and  rheumatic  pains,  or  slight  convulsions.. 

1722.  Gnaphalium.  A  word  under  which  Dioscorides  describes  a  plant  with  soft  white  leaves,  which  served 
the  purpose  of  cotton.  It  agrees  pretty  well  with  the  modern  genus,  which  consists  of  very  pretty,  sometimes 
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11757  ignescens  TV.         red-flowered    a.  |  |  or  2  jn.o  R  C.  G.  H.  1731. 
11758  crassifolium  TV.  thick-leaved    a.  i_J  or  1  jLs  Y  C.  G.  H.  177  k 
11759  maritimum  TV.  sea              ..  a.  i|  or  4  jn.au  W.y  C.  G.  H.  1772. 
11760  dasyanthum  W. en.  hairy-flowered  a.  i    lor  4  jn.au  Y  C.  G.  H.  1812. 
11761  orientate  TV.  eastern           ]£  i_J  or  1}  ap.au  Y  Africa  1629. 
11762  cymosum  TV.         branching       ]£  i  |  or  1}  ap.au  Y  Africa  1731. 
11763  rutilans  TV.  shining-flower.  j£  iAI  or  1  jn.jl  Rt  C.  G.  H.  1731. 
11764  arenarium  TV.  sand              i  A  or  1  jLs  Y  Europe  1739. 
11765  angustitolium  Pert,  narrow-leaved  a.  |  or  2  jl.s  Y  Naples 
llTiib  luteo-album  TV.  Jersey                O  or  2  jl.au  Y.w  England  ian.pl. 11767  albescens  TV.  white  Jamaica  a.  O  or  2     ...  W.y  Jamaica  1793. 
11768  apiculatum  Lab.  New  Holland  £  tAJ  or  1J  ja.d  Y  V.  Di.  Isl.  1804. 
11769  odoratissimum  TV.  sweet-scented  a.  i   I  ft  2  ap.au  Y  C.  G.  H.  1691. 
11770  sangulneum  TV.  bloody            &  A  or  1J  my.jl  Cr  Egypt  1768. 
11771  candidissimum  TV.  hoary             ̂   A  or  2  my.jl  Pa.  Y  Caspian  1823. 
11772  foytidum  TV.  strong-scented  £  LB  or  2  jn.s  L.Y  C.  G.  H.  1692. 
11773  helianthemifoliumW.  Sun-rose-lvd.  a.  i_J  or  1  jLo  W  C.  G.  H.  1774. 
§11774  squarr6sum  TV.       squarrose        a.  |  |  or  f  jLo  Pu  C.  G.  H.  1816. 
11775  purpureum  TV.  purple-flower'd£  Q|  or  1)  jn.s  Pu  N.  Amer.  1732. 511776  declinatum  W.  creeping         £  iAI  or  a  jl.s  Br  C.  G.  H.  1787. 

511777  glomerfitum  TV.  cluster-flower.  ±  iAJ  or  \  mr.s  Pa.Y  C.  G.  H.  1774. 
1723.  LEONTOPCDIUM.  R.  Br.  Lion's-Foot.  Composite.  Sp.  1—2. 11778  vulgare  R.  Br.  common         3t  A  cu  i  jn.jl  Y  Austria 
1724.  E'VAX.  Lam.  Evax. 

11779  pygma/a  Lam.  pygmy.              O  un 
tl725.  ANTENNAHI  A.  .H.  ifr.  Antennaria. 
11780  contorts  B.  R.  twisted-leaved       Al  pr 
11781  triplinervis  B.  M.  three-nerved    £  Al  pr 

s.p 

C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C  s.p 

D  co 
D  co 
R  s.l 
C  co 
D  co 

C  s.p 

D  co D  co 
S  8.1 C  co 
C  co S  co 
S  co 
D  co 

Bur.  afr.  1 77.  f.2 
Com.  hort.  2.t55 
Dil.eLtl07.£128 
DiL  eLt.l07.f.l27 
Bot  mag.  2159 
Barr.  ic.  1125 
Eng.  bot  1002 
Bot  reg.  240 
MU.icl.tl3Lf.Z Rauw.it285.t37 
Bot  mag.  1987 
Volck.norLt  194 
Jac.  frag,  t  3.  f.4 
DaeLt.l09.f.l33 

11782  dioica  R.  Br.  dioecious  A  Pr 
11783  alpina  It.  Br.  Alpine  it  A  pr 
11784 plantaginea  R.Br.  Plantain-leav'd^  A  pr 11785  margaritacea  R.  Br.  pearly  ^  Apr 
11786  undulata  R.  Br.      wave-leaved         O  pr 
11787  obtusifolia  R.  Br.    blunt-leaved         O  pr 
1726.  METALA'SIA.  R.Br.  Mbtalisia. 

11788  seriphioides  R.  Br.  Seriphium-nke  tt.  i    I  pr 
1727.  ASTEL'MA.  R.  Br.  Astelma. 1178!)  eximium  R.  Br.      giant  a.  i  |  spl 

11790  frfiticans  R.  Br.      shrubby         a.  i  |  or 
1728.  ATHRIX'IA.  Ker.  Athrixia. 11791  capensis  Ker.         Cape  a.  |  |  or 
1729.  XERANTHEMUM.  TV.  Xeranthemum. 

11792  annuum  TV.  annual  O  or 
11793  inapertum  TV.        small-flowered      O  or 11794  orientale  TV.          oriental              O  or 

t*1730.  ELICHRY'SUM.  TV.  Elichrysum. $11795  vestitum  TV.  upright  tL\  |  or 
11796  spirale  TV.  spiral-leaved    n.  \  |  or 11797  imbricfitum  TV.       imbricated      a.  |  |  or 

§11798  speetabile  Lodd.      showy  a.  |  |  or 
11799  speciosissimum  TV.  showy  a.  i  |  el 11800  dealbatum  P.  S.      herbaceous  ■Alor 
11801  fulgidum  TV.  great-yeUow    a.  |  |  el 

11762  .  11766 

Composite. 
*jn.jl  Y Composite, 
i  jl.au  Br Composite. 

2  jl  W 
i  au  W 
i  myjl  Pk 1  jn.jl  Pk 1  jn.jl  W 
lijLs  Y 1  jn.s  W 
1  jl.s  W Composite. 3  ...  Y 

Composite. 3  jl.au  Cr 
3  jn.au  Y 

Composite. 
3  ap  R 

Composite. 3  jl.au  Pu 
2  jl.au  Pu 
2  jl.au  W Composite. 2  jLs  W, 
2  jl.o  W 
2  jl.o  W 3  my.jn  Pk 
8  jLs  W 
U  ja.d  W 2  f.o  Y 

1776. 

Sp.  1—3. S.  Europe  1629. 

Sp.  8—11  ? Nepal  1821. 
Nepal  1823. Britain 
AL  of  Eur.1775. 
Virginia  1759. 
England  mea. Africa  1732. N.  Amer.  1699. 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.H. 

Sp.  2-7.  ? C.  G.H. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.3. 
S.  Europe  1570. 
S.  Europe  1620. Levant  1713. 

Sp.  22—49. 

S  p.l   Bot  mag.  1958 

C  co    Cav.  ic.  1. 1  36 

D  co   Bot  reg.  605 
D  co    Bot  mag.  2463 
D  p.l  Eng.  bot  267 D  p.l  Flor.  dan.  1 332 '  Plu.alm.t.348.f.9 

Eng.  bot  2018 DiLeLt.l08.f.l30 DU.eLtl08.£131 

D  p.l 
D  p.l 
S  s.l S  co 

1825.  D  p.l 

1793. 1779. 
S  s.p  Bot  reg.  532 C  co   Bot.  reg.  726 

D.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
V.DLIsl. 
C.  G.  H. 

1821.  C  p.l  Bot  reg.  681 
S  s.l  Jac.aust.4.  t388 
S  co  Moris.s.6.tl2.f.  1 
S  co 

S  s.p  Bur.  afr.  1 66.f.l 
S  s.p  Bot  rep.  262 
S  s.p  Pet  gaz.  t.  5.C10 
S  s.p  Bot  cab.  59 S  s.p  Bot  rep.  51 D  co  La.no.ho.2.t.l90 
S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  414 

1774. 1801. 
1820. 1810. 
1691. 1812. 

1774. 11768 
11785 

11778  11783 
History,  Vie,  Propagation,  Culture, 

beautiful  woolly  leaved  shrubs  or  herbs,  all  of  the  description  called  Everlasting,  on  account  of  the  permanence of  the  colors  and  form  of  their  dry  flowers. 
1723.  Leontupodium.  From  Xuut,  a  lion,  and  true,  a  foot  The  soft  tufted  silky  heads  have  been  compared to  the  foot  of  such  an  animal  as  a  lion. 
1724.  Evax.   A  name,  the  meaning  of  which  has  not  been  explained.   A  little  white  annual  weed. 
1725.  Antennaria.  In  allusion  to  the  awns  of  the  pappus,  which  resemble  the  antenna;  of  some  insect  A 

genus  founded  upon  the  Gnaphalium  margaritaceum  of  Xinnams.  It  consists  of  herbaceous  plants,  natives  of 
Europe  and  North  America,  having  the  male  and  female  flowers  in  distinct  involucra,  and  on  different individuals.  . 

1726.  Metalasia.  Apparently  so  called  from  furet,  Xourtu,  to  change  or  alter :  but  the  application  of  the name  is  not  evident 
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11757  Leaves  sublanc.  downy  sessile,  Corymbs  altera,  round,  Heads  globose 
11758  Leaves  broad-lane  somewhat  stalked  coriaceous  downy,  Corymb,  compound,  Stem  proliferous 11759  Much  branched,  Leaves  lane,  acutish  sessile,  Inner  scales  of  invoL  yellow 
11760  Leaves  lane  acute  3-nerved  at  base  wavy  pilose :  beneath  tomentose,  Corymb  contracted  bracteate 
11761  Leaves  lin.  lane  hoary :  radical  blunt ;  cauline  acute,  Corymb  compound,  Pedunc.  long 
11762  Leaves  lane.  3-nerved  smooth  above,  Raceme  terminal,  Stem  branched  below 
11763  Leaves  lane.  Corymb  decompound,  Stem  branched  below 
11764  Leaves  hoary  downy  blunt :  radical  spatulate  lane. ;  cauline  lin. -lane.  Corymb  compound 11765  Leaves  linear  long  narrow  downy  replicate  at  edge,  Corymb  compound  umbellate 
11766  Leaves  half  amplexicaul.  linear-lanc.  subrepand  downy  on  each  side :  lower  blunt,  Corymb  clustered 
11767  White  with  down,  Lvs.  lin. -lane,  undivided  below,  Heads  clustered  conical 11768  Leaves  subspatulate  downy  naked  at  end  membranous  or  subulate,  Flowers  panicled 
11769  Leaves  decurrent  blunt  mucronate  downy  on  each  side  flat 
11770  Leaves  decurrent  lane,  downy  flat  with  a  naked  point 
11771  Leaves  white  silky-downy  linear-lanc.  acute,  Corymb  compound 
11772  Leaves  amplexicaul.  entire  acute  downy  beneath,  Stem  branched 
11773  Leaves  subamplexicauL  lane.  Corymbs  compound,  Scales  of  invol.  plaited 
11774  Leaves  sessile  Ungulate  very  downy,  Inner  scales  of  invol.  subulate  recurved 
11775  Leaves  lin.  spatulate  downy  beneath,  Stem  erect  simple,  Heads  sessile  terminal  and  axillary 
11776  Leaves  lin.  lane.  InvoL  with  white  lanceolate  rays 
11777  Stem  herbaceous  diffuse,  Lower  scales  of  invol  subulate  naked,  Leaves  subamplexicauL 

11778  Head  terminal  enveloped  in  woolly  brae  tea 

11779  Stem  branched  at  base,  Bractes  obovate 

11780  Leaves  lin.  mucronulate  reflexed,  Corymbs  few-flowered  simple  or  proliferous,  Scales  of  invoL  blunt 
11781  Stem  erect  simple,  Lvs.  ellipt.  mucronate  amplexicaul.  3-nerved  [elongated  obtuse  colored 
11782  Shoots  procumb.  Stems  simp.  Corymbs  crowded,  Had.  lvs.  spatulate,  FLdicecious,  Inner  scales  of  invol 
11783  Stem  simple,  Had.  leaves  lane. :  floral  terminal  aggregate  sessile,  Inner  scales  of  invol.  long 
1 1784  Runners  procumb.  Rad.  lvs.  ov.  nerved,  Corymb  contracted,  Fl.  dioecious,  Inner  scales  of  invol.  long  blunt 
11785  Leaves  lin.  lane,  acuminate  alternate,  Stem  branched  upwards,  Corymb  fastigiate 
11786  Leaves  decurrent  lane,  acute  wavy  downy  beneath,  Stem  branched 
11787  Leaves  lin.  lane,  acutish  :  smooth  above ;  pubescent  beneath,  Corymbs  terminal  contracted 

11788  Leaves  small  fascicled  lin.  subulate  downy  above,  Flowers  lateral 

11789  Leaves  sessile  ovate  close  erect  downy,  Corymb  sessile 
11790  Leaves  amplexicaul.  ovate-oblong  3-nerved  acute  woolly  beneath  on  each  side 
11791  The  only  species 

11792  Scales  of  invoL  blunt  scariose :  the  inner  ones  of  the  ray  lane,  blunt  spreading 
11793  Scales  of  invol.  acute  membranous  at  edge :  the  inner  ones  of  the  ray  lane,  acute  conniving 
11794  Scales  of  invol.  roundish  scarious :  the  inner  ones  of  the  ray  ovate  acuminate  erect 

11705  Leaves  sess.  lane,  linear  woolly  acute :  floral  with  a  membrane  at  end,  Branches  1-flowered 
11796  Leaves  sess.  lane,  downy  keeled  spirally  imbricated,  Branches  1-flowered 
11797  Leaves  obL-lanc.  silky  imbricated.  Branches  1-flowered,  Peduncles  squarrose 
11798  Leaves  linear  subulate  erect  imbricated,  Peduncle  scaly  1-flowered 
11799  Leaves  sessile  lane,  obovate  acute  3-nerved  woolly,  Branches  1-flowered 
11800  Leaves  lane,  white  beneath  silky  recurved-spreading,  Branches  1-fl.  Peduncles  nearly  naked 
11801  Leaves  amplexicauL  ovate  lane,  downy  beneath  tomentose  at  edge,  Branches  3-flowered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1727.  Astdma.  From  «,  privative,  and  ?o.,um,  a  crown,  in  allusion  to  the  construction  of  the  fruit  Beau- tiful Cape  shrubs  with  everlasting  flowers.  . 
1728.  Atkrixia.  So  called  by  Mr.  Ker,  we  presume  from  *,  without,  and  hair,  in  allusion  to  the 

absence  of  hairs  upon  the  receptacle  and  the  stigmas  of  the  ray.  A  pretty  greenhouse  shrub,  with  narrow 
lanceolate  leaves,  and  bright  crimson  solitary  heads  of  flowers. 

1729.  Xeranthemum.  From  dry,  and  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  dry  nature  of  the  leaves  of 
the  calyx,  which  retain  their  color  and  form  for  years.  The  species  are  popular  annual  flowers,  of  easy  culture 
in  light  rich  soil.  They  are  valued  for  their  properties  of  retaining  their  texture  and  color,  when  gathered  and 
dried,  in  the  manner  of  Gnaphalium,  FJichrysum,  and  other  genera  of  what  are  vulgarly  called  everlastings. 

1730.  Elichrysum.  From  Okits ,  the  sun,  and  xtf"*>  8ola» in  alhision  to  the  brilliant  yellow  color  of  the  flowers. 
The  species  are  much  admired  for  the  brilliancy  of  their  flowers  even  in  a  dried  state.  E.  bracteatum  is  the 
handsomest  annual  species,  and  should  be  raised  on  a  hotbed,  and  afterwards  transplanted  into  a  warm  situation. 
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large  globul.-fl. tt.  i  |  or 
proliferous elegant silvery 
trailing 
superb 

11803  variegfitum  W. 
§11803  proliferum  W. 11804  canescens  W. 
11805  argenteum  W. 11806  ret6rtum  W. 

§11807  sesamoldes  W. 
J 11808  fasciculatum  W. 

0  album y  rUbrum 11809  rtgidum  H.  K. 
§11810  ericoldes  P.  & 11811  Staehelina  W. 
11812  fragrans  B.  R. 
11813  herbaceum  B.  R. 

spUndens  B.  M.  1773. 11814  paniculatum  W.     corymb-flower,  a.  |  |  or 11815  bracteatum  W.  wave-leaved  tt.  O  or 
1731.  CARPE'SIUM.  W.  Carpesium. 11816  cernuum  W.  drooping         4  A  ™ 

11817  abrotanoides  W.  Southemw.-like^t  A  un 
*1732.  BAC'CHARIS.  W.    Plowman's  Spikenard. 

a.  |  |  or 
n.  i  |  or a.  i  |  or tt.  i   I  or 

bundle-leaved  a.  i  |  or 
white-flowered  «- 1  |  or 
red-flowered    tt.  \  |  or 
rigid-leaved     tt.  |  |  or filiform  tt- 1  |  or 
Streheli na-like  tt.  |  |  or 
fragrant         tt.  |  |  ft 
shining-flower.  ]£  lAJ  el 

2  rnyjn 
S  my.n 

1)  ap.au 
2  ap.jl 

1  jl.au 
2  ap.jn 
2  mr.s 
2  mr.s 
2  mr.s 
U  my.jn 

4  apjn 
14  ja.d 

Br.w  C. 
Cr  C. Pu  C. W  C. W  C. 
Paw  C. W  C. 

li  jl 

l4jl.s 

G.H G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.  H. 
G.H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.H. G.H 
G.H G.  H 
G.H. 

11818  angustif61ia  PA 
.11819  ivafolia  W. §11820  neriifolia  W. 
11821  halimifolia  W. 
11822  adnata  JV.en. 
11823  Dioscoridis  W 
1733.  MOLI'NA.  Fl.per. 

narrow-leaved 
Peruvian         *  i_J  P' 
Oleander-leav.  *  1  !  pr 
Groundsel  Tree*  or 
adnate  *  □  un 
Dioscorides's    *t  \  |  or Molina 

jn.s  W jl.o  Y 
Composites. 
jl.au  Y 
jl.au  Y Composite. 

2  jls 3  jl.au 2  au.n 
4  o.n 6  au.n 
4  au.n 

W 
W 
W 
w 
Pu 
W 

11824  parviflora  Fl  per.    small-flowered  *  \  |un  6 
Composite. 

C.  G.  H. N.  Hoa 

Sp.2. 
Austria 
China 

Sp.  6—43. N.  Amer. 
America 
C.G.  H. N.  Amer. S.  Amer. Levant 

Sp.  1—37. S.  Amer. 

1801. 
1789. 
1794. 1800. 

1732. 1739. 
1799. 1799. 1799. 
1801. 1796. 
1801. 
1803. 1802. 
1800. 

1799. 1739. 
176a 
1812. 
1696. 
1752. 1683. 1823. 

S  s.p 
C  s.p C  s.p 

C  co 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 
S  s.p 
S  s.p 

C  co C  co 

C  co C  co 
D  co 

CO 

D  co 
D  co 

Bot  rep.  38  i 
Bot  reg.  21 
Bot  mag.  420 
Bot  reg.  552 
Dil.  el.t.322.f.415 
Bot.  mag.  425 Bot.  rep.  242 Bot  rep.  279 
Bot.  rep.  650 Bot  rep.  387 
Lam.  iILt693.f.2 
Bot  rep.  428 Bot  rep.  561 
Bot  rep.  487 
Bur.  afr.t  67.C1 
Bot  rep.  375 

Jac.  aust  3.t204 
Osb.  it  t  10 

1824.  C  co 

1731.  CONY'ZA.  W. 11825  squarrosa  W. 
11826  marylSndica  PA 
11827  axillaris  W. 
11828  camphorata  Ph. 
11829  patula  W. 11830  balsamifera  W. 
11831  bifrons  W. 
11832  fastigiata  W. 11833  Candida  W. 
11834  chinensis  W. 
11835  verbascifolia  W. 
11836  chilensis  Spreng. 11837  aurlta  W. 
11838  hirsfita  W. 
11839  asgyptlaca  W. 11840  Gouani  W. 
11841  amce'na  Link. 11842  sJcula  W. 
11843  fcCtida  W. 
11844  sordida  W. 
11845  saxfitilis  W. 
11846  rupgstris  W. 11847  sericea  W. 
11848  inuloides  W. 
11849  odorfta  W. 
11850  glomerata  Link. 
11851  spatulata  Link. 11852  arborescens  W. 
11853  inclsa  W. 
11854  thapsoldes  W. 11855  virgata  W. 

Flea-bane. 
great  i(Jw 
Maryland  O  un 
axillary  O  un 
Camphor-scentj£  lAJ  un 
spreading  O  un balsam-bearing  (SI  un 
oval-leaved  i  Aun 
fastigiate  O  un 
woolly  *  I  un 
Chinese  *  □  un 
Mullein-leaved  *  i  I  un 
Chili auricled shaggy 

Egyptian 
Gouan's agreeable red-stalked stinking 
small-flowered stone 
rock snowy 

cluster-flower, sweet-scented 
glomerate 
spatulate tree 
ear-leaved 
Thapsus-leav'd  *  un wing-stalked        iAl  un 

O  un 
rm  un 

£  iQI  un 
RTi  un 

£  Ol  un 
tm  un 

O  un £  iAl  un 
*  I  I  un 
*  I  I  un •  I  I  un 
•  aft rm  un 

£  (Z3  un 
m  LZlun I  un 

11856  geminiflora  Tenore  twin-flowered 
11803 !  un 

Composite. 
2  jl.au  Y 1  au.o  Pu 
1}  au.o  Y 3  au.o 

14  Jls 2  jl.s 1  au.s 2  jn.jl 
1  jnjl 
2  jl.au 1  ... 
3  au.o 1  au.o 
2  au.s 
14  jl 1  jl.au 
3  jl.au 1  au.s 2  au.s 

1  jl.s 1  jl.au 1 

14  ,  ... 1  jLau 2  jn.au 

14  jn.au 3  jn.au 
6  n.d 3  jn.au 
2  jl.s 2  au.s 
lj  au.s 

11812 

Sch.hand.3.t244 

Schmidtarb.t.82 
Rauwf.  it.  1 54 

Sp.  34—62. Britain    ch.pa.  S  co 
Pu     N.  Amer.  ...  S  co 
Y    182a  S  co 
Pu     N.  Amer.  1704.  D  co 
Y.Pu  China      175a  S  co 
Br     E.  Indies  1822.  S  co 
Y  N.  Amer.  1739.  D  p.l 
Pu     Senegal    1820.  S  co Y  Candia  1714.  C  co 
Y.Pu  China      1796.  S  co 
Y  Sicily       1808.  C  co Y  Chili  1816.  D  co 
W  E  Indies  18ia  S  co 
¥.Pu  China      1767.  S  co 
Y  Egypt  1778.  S  co Canaries  1772.  S  co 

Congo  1824.  S  co 
Sicily  1779.  S  co Africa  1724.  D  co 
&  Europe  1570.  C  co 
S.  Europe  1640.  C  co Arabia  1790.  C  co 
Canaries  1779.  S  p.l 
Tenerifle  1780.  C  co 
India       1759.  C  p.l 

......      182&  S  co   1825.  D  p.l 
Jamaica  1733.  C  p.l 
C.  G.  H.  1774.  S  p.l 
Casp.  Sea  1806.  C  co America  1783.  D  co 

  1823.  C  co 11807 

Eng.  bot  1195 DilLeltt88.£104 
DiU.eltt89.f.l05 Millie.  2.  t.  247 
Rump.  6.  t.24.f.l Plu.alm.t87.f.4 
Bar.  ic.  1 217 
Ru.  am.6.tl4.f  2 
Bocc.  sic.  t31.£2 

Jac.  vind.  3. 1 19 
Jac.  vind.  3. 1 79 

Bocc.  sic.  t..-)l.f.4 Mill.  ic.  2.  t  233 
Barr.  ic.  t.  368 Schk.han.3.t241 
Schmid.  ic  1 36 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 171 Plum  ic.  t  97 

Slo.hU.tl52.f.5 

11808 

11806  *  H813 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

The  woody  species  require  a  sandy  peat  soil,  and  to  be  struck  in  sand  on  a  hotbed,  but  not  covered  with  a  bell- glass,  as  they  are  very  apt  to  damp.  . 
1731.  Carpesium.    Named  from  x.«qn<rm,  a  bit  of  straw ;  the  long  dry  leaves  of  the  mvolucrum  resemble 

ft  1732!  Baccharis.   A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  an  aromatic  plant  dedicated  to  Bacchus.   The  species  now 
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11802  Leaves  oblong  downy  imbricated,  Branches  1-headed,  Heads  nodding 
11803  Diffuse  proliferous,  Leaves  roundish  ovate  smooth  convex  closely  imbricated,  Heads  sessile 
11804  Leaves  obi.  blunt  imbricated,  Branches  1-fl.  Scales  of  invol.  ovate 11805  Leaves  obi.  silky  recurved 
11806  Decumbent,  Leaves  lane,  silky  somewhat  recurved,  Branchlets  1-flowered,  Peduncles  squarrose 
11807  Leaves  acerose  lin.  keeled  smooth  appressed,  Branches  1-fl.  Flowers  sessile 
11808  Lvs.  acerose  lin.  roundish  downy  above :  lower  spreading  j  upper  appressed,  Branches  1-fl.  Pedunc.  scaly 

11809  Leaves  linear  lane,  channelled  amplexicaul :  adult  smooth,  Branches  woolly 
11810  Branches  numerous  very  fine  filiform,  Leaves  very  small  3-comered  imbricated  appressed 
11811  Leaves  obi.  lane,  narrowed  at  base  silky,  Peduncles  naked  1-flowered  terminal 
11812  Leaves  wavy  woolly  reflexed  at  end,  Heads  small  terminal  few 
11813  Leaves  amplexicaul  oblong  revolute  at  edge  woolly,  Flowers  terminal  solitary  shining 
11814  Leaves  linear-lanc.  silky,  Corymb  simple  terminal 
11815  Leaves  lane,  acute  at  each  end  roughish,  Peduncles  1-flowered  long,  Invol.  bracteate 

11816  Heads  terminal  solitary  cemuous 
11817  Heads  axill.  subsolitary 

11818  Leaves  narr.  linear  entire,  Panicle  compound  many-flowered,  Invol.  small 
11819  Leaves  lane,  longitudinally  toothed  serrate 11820  Leaves  lane,  serrated  with  one  or  two  teeth  forwards 
11821  Leaves  obovate  em  a  rg  in  ate  crenate  forwards 
11822  Leaves  lane,  serrate  at  end  subdecurrent  downy  beneath 
11823  Leaves  obi.  sessile  toothed :  teeth  of  the  base  deeper  and  stipule-like 

11824  Leaves  lane.  3-nerved  tooth-serrated,  Corymbs  terminal  leafy 

11825  Lvs.  pubesc.  ov.-lanc.  serr.  the  upper  ones  ent.  Stem  herbaceous  corymb.  Scales  of  the  invol.  recurved  leafy 
11826  Leaves  sessile  broad-lanc.  acute  serrated,  Corymbs  terminal  fastigiate 
11827  Leaves  ovate  acute  at  each  end  toothed  stalked  pilose,  Stem  erect  branched,  Pedunc.  many-headed 
11828  Leaves  stalked  ovate  lane,  very  acute  toothletted,  Corymbs  term,  and  axillary  shorter  than  leaf 
11829  Leaves  ell i pt.  serrated  villous  beneath,  Invol.  subglobose,  Leaves  lane,  subulate,  Branches  spreading 
11830  Leaves  oblong  lane,  doubly  toothed  acute  downy  beneath  rugose  veined,  Petioles  toothed 
11831  Leaves  spatulate  oblong  amplexicaul.  serrated  rugose 
11832  Leaves  sess.  lane.  obi.  :  lower  obovate-obl.  subserrated  at  end,  Branches  corymbose-fastigiate 
11833  Leaves  ovate  stalked  entire  obtuse  downy,  Pedunc  1-fl.  solitary  term,  axillary  thickened 
11834  Leaves  lane,  ovate  reflexed  serrated  downy  beneath,  Flowers  terminal  heaped 
11835  Leaves  ov.  stalked  crenate  blunt  downy  rugose  veiny,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  solitary  terminal  and  axillary 
11836  Leaves  sublyrate :  cauline  entire,  Stem  downy  panicled,  Invol.  campanulate 11837  Leaves  toothed  radical  smoothish  obovate :  cauline  obi.  downy,  Scales  of  invol.  subulate 11838  Leaves  oval  entire  hirsute  beneath 
11839  Leaves  obi.  spatulate  tooth  pilose,  Heads  panicled  globose,  Leaves  of  invol.  subulate  soft 
11840  Lvs.  lane,  serrated  at  end  scabrous  at  edge :  lower  obov.  Heads  heaped,  Lvs.  of  invol.  membranous  at  edge 
11841  Stem  hairy,  Leaves  sessile  oval  blunt  denticulate  hairy,  Panicle  terminal  contracted 
11842  Leaves  lin.  lane,  scabrous  nearly  entire  revolute  at  edge,  Stem  panicled,  Scales  of  invol.  lax 
11843  Leaves  lin.  attenuate  at  base  mucronate,  Corymbs  stalked  contracted  terminal 
11844  Leaves  lin.  nearly  entire,  Peduncles  long  3-headed 
11845  Leaves  lin. somewhat  toothed,  Peduncles  very  long  1-headed 
11846  Leaves  spatulate  somewhat  toothed  and  stem  downy,  Pedunc.  long  1-fl. 
11847  Leaves  linear  filiform  and  stems  silky  with  down,  Flowers  panicled 
11848  Leaves  cuneiform  lin.  blunt  crenate  toothletted  smooth,  Stem  shrubby,  Anthers  with  two  seta? 
1 1849  Leaves  ovate  stalked  hoary  beneath  serrated,  Corymb  terminal  compound 
11850  Leaves  broad  lane,  blunt  serrulate  downy  scabrous,  Heads  clustered  surrounded  by  bractes 
11851  Stem  branched  with  spreading  hairs,  Leaves  subamplexicaul.  blunt  coarsely  serrated  hairy 
11852  Leaves  ovate  entire  acute  downy  beneath,  Spikes  recurved  1-sided,  Bractes  reflexed 
11853  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  pilose  viscid  toothed  auricled  at  base,  Recept.  favose 
11854  Leaves  decurrent  ovate  mucronate  downy  :  lower  serrated,  Flowers  corymbose 
11855  Leaves  decurrent  lin.  lane,  serrulate  downy  beneath,  Spike  long  terminal  interrupted 
11856  Stem  white  with  down,  Leaves  lane,  serrulate  downy  beneath,  Heads  terminal 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
called  B.  Dioscorides  is  supposed  to  have  been  the  Baccharis  of  the  Greeks.    An  extensive  genus  of  shrubby plants,  few  of  which  are  deserving  of  cultivation. 

1733.  Molina.  Named  after  John  Ignatius  Molina,  a  Spaniard,  who  published,  in  1782,  a  Natural  History  of Chili. 
1734.  Conyza.   This  plant  was  believed  to  have  the  property,  when  suspended  in  a  room,  of  driving  away 
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Carolina 

y  .  St  Helena Madia. 
11857  carol  inensis  W, 
11858  rugosa  W. 
tl735.  MA'DIA.  W. 11859  viscosa  IV. Ii860mell6sa  W. 
tl736.  ERI'GERON.  W. 
11861  graveolens  IV. 
11862  compositum  Ph. 11863  carolinianum  W. 
11864canaden.se  W. 
11865  bonariense  IV. 
11866  linifolium  W. 
11867  Philadelphia™  W.  spreading 11868  nudicaule  Ph.  naked-stalked 
11869  purpiireum  W.  purple Planta 

I  lun 

O  un 
O  un 

imray 
honeyed 
Erigeron. 

strong-smelling     O  pr 
Daisy-flowered  J^pr 
Hyssop-leaved  ^  A  I" Canada 
Buck's-horn Flax-leaved 

11870  bellidifolium  IV. Plantain-leav. 

O  pr 
O  pr O  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

11871  heterophyllum  W.  various-leaved  ^  Q>  pr 
11872  jamaicen'se  jv. 11873  longifdlium  Desf. 11874  caucasicum  Bieb. 
11875  asteroldes  Link. 
11876  Villarsii  W. 
11877  Sere  W. 
11878  alpinum  W. 
11879  uniflorum  W. 
11880  glaucum  B.  reg. 

Jamaica 
long-leaved 
large-flowered Aster-like 

Villa  rs"s 
blue 
Alpine dwarf shrubby 

dlpr 
3t  A  pr 
4  Apr k  A  pr 
i  A  pr 
3i  CD  pr 
1  Apr iApr 

pr 

11881  delphinifolium  W.en. Larksp'ur-leav.  £  OJ  pr 
*1737.  TUSSILA'GO.  W.  Colt's  Foot. drooping-flow.  ]£  00  un 

5  jl.o 6  n 
Composite 

11  jLau  Y 
li  jl.au  Y Composite, '  ljjl.au  Y 

,  i  jLau !  I  jLau <  1  au.s >lJjLau '1  jLau 

1  jLau 1  Jl 
1  jl.au 

i  jl.au 

1  jLs 1  jLs 
2  jLau 

fjl.au 1}  jLau 
1  jLau 
lijLau 1  jl 
i  au.s 1  ja.d 

lijLs 

Pu     Carolina  1821'.  C  co Brazil 

«p.2— 3. 
Chili 
Chili 

Sp.  21— 5a 

1772.  S  p.l 

1794. 1825. 
S  co 
S  co 

511882  nutans  W. 
11883  alpina  W. 11884  discolor  W. 
11885  sylvestris  W. 11886  Farfara  W. 
11887  f'rigida  W. 11888  fragrans  W. 11889  alba  W. 
11890  nivea  W. 

Alpine two-colored 
wood common 
Lapland sweet-scented 

White  Butter  Bur 
downy-leaved 11891  Petasltes  E.B.  Common  Butter  Bur 

hybrida  E.  B. 
11892  spfiria  JV. 
11893  palmata  TV. 
tl738.  SENE'CIO.  W. 11894  reclinatus  W. 
11895  hieracifolius  W. 
11896  purpureus  W. 11897  c&muus  W. 
11898  erubescens  W. 
11899  divaricatus  W. 
11900  croaticus  W. 
11901  Fse6do-China  W. 

hybrid lobe-leaved 
cut-leaved 
Groundsel. 

Grass-leaved Hawkweed 

purple 
drooping 
blush-colored straddling 
Croatian Chinese 

i  Apr 
4  Apr 
4  Ann 3l  A  w 
k  A  or 

"  Jsl  or 

A  pr A  pr 

A  w A  w 
A  pr 
A  pr 

j£  Ol  or 
O  or H  lAlor 
O  or £  OJ  or 
ifDI  or 

k  A  ™ A  (SI  or 

W.R 

Pu 
W 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

B 
Pu 
Pu 
W 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

W 
Pu 
B 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Composite. 
i  jn.jl  L.Pu }  mr.my  L.Pu 
i  ap.my  L.Pu 1  ap.my  LPu 

i  mr.ap  Y 

f  my 

1  ja.mr 
1  ja.ap 1  ap 

1  mr.ap 

1|  mr.ap 1  mr.ap  W 

*ap  W Composite. 2  jn.au  Pu 

ljau 

S  co 
D  co 

D  s.p 

Pa 
W 
W 
W 
F 
F 

11902  hamatophyllus  ff.en.purple-leaved  j£  (23  or 
11903  japonic  us  IV.  jagged- leaved    ̂   A  1" 

11857 11859 

2  jLs 
1  jLau 
2  jn.o 

4  jl.au 

jjn.au 

2  ap 

1  au 
11872 

W 
Pu 

Vi 
Pk 
Pu 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

S.  Europe  1633. N.  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1727. 
England  rubble.  S  co S.  Amer.  1732.  S  co 
S.  Amer.  ...  S  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1778.  D  co 
N.  Amer.  1812.  D  co 
Huds.Bayl776.  D  co N.  Amer.  1790.  D  co 
N.  Amer.  1640.  S  co 
Jamaica  1818.  S  co 
N.  Amer.  1820.  D  co 
Caucasus  1821.  D  co 

  1823.  D  co Piedmont  1804.  S  co 
Britain  gra.pa.  S  co 
Scotland  al. rills.  D  s.l 
Scotland  highL  D  co S.  Amer.  1812.  C  co 
S.  Amer.  1816.  S  co 

Sp.  12—17. W.  Indies  1793. 
Austria  1710. Austria 
Austria Britain 

Lapland 

Italy 

Europe 

SwitzerL  1713. 
Britain   m.  me. 
Britain   m.  me. 
Germany  1790. Labrador  1778. 

Sp.  62—171. C.  G.  H.  1774. N.  Amer.  1699. 
C.  G.  H.  1774. 
E.  Indies  1780. C.  G.  H.  1774. 
China  1801. 
Hungary  1805. E.  Indies  1732. 

  1789. 
Japan  1774. 

163a 
1816. 

moi.pL 

1710. 1806. 

168a 

S  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

S  co 
S  co D  co 
S  co 

S  Lp 
S  Lp 

D  co 
C  co 
C  co 
D  co 

Jacq.  ic.  1 585 

Jac.schce.4.t.302 

Ger.  ema.481.f.2 
DU.eLt306.£394 
Eng.  bot.  2019 DiLel.t257.C334 

Bot  mag.  2402 
FL  dan.  486 
Slo.jam.tl52.£3 

Bot  reg.  583 
Eng.  bot  1158 Eng.  bot.  464 
Eng.  bot  2416 Bot  reg.  10 

Plum.  ic.  t41.£l 
Bot  mag.  84 Jac.  aust  3.  t.247 Jac.au8.5.ap.tl2 
Eng.  bot  429 FL  dan.  t  61 
Bot.  mag.  1388 
Fl.  dan.  t.  524 Retz.  obs.  2.  t  3 
Eng.  bot.  431 
Eng.  bot  430 Retz.  obs.  1. 1  2 
Hort  kew.3.tll 

Jac.  ic.  1. 1  174 
Her.  parad.t.226 Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  580 Jac.  vind.  3.  t.  98, 

PL  ra.hu.  2.t  143 DiLeLt258.£335 

11871 

11865     €  W  11879 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

gnats  and  fleas.  From  this  imaginary  property,  its  Greek  name  (from  a  gnat),  its  Latin  name,  pulicaria, 
its  English  name,  flea-bane,  and  its  French  name,  Herbe  aux puces,  are  all  derived.  Conyza  marilandica  gives 
out  a  strong  smell  of  camphor. 

1735.  Madia.   Modi  is  the  name  of  the  plant  in  Chili.   Clammy  weeds,  only  seen  in  botanical  gardens. 
1736.  Ertgeron.  A  name  synonymous  with  senecio,  which  is  a  translation  of  it  Named  from  4 j,  the  spring, 

and  yum,  an  old  man ;  because  it  becomes  old  in  the  beginning  of  the  season.  The  name  Senecio  having  been 
applied  to  another  genus,  the  Greek  term  is  preserved  for  this,  which  is  related  to  it  E  viscosum  is  used  to 
drive  away  fleas  and  gnats,  probably  from  its  strong  scent,  or,  as  some  suppose,  from  the  clammy  juice  of  the 
leaves  and  stalks ;  hence  the  old  name  of  Flea-bane,  or  Flea-wort. 

1737.  Tussilago.  From  tussis,  a  cough,  for  curing  which  the  flowers  are  frequently  employed  at  this  day. 
Farfarus  is  the  name  under  which  the  Greeks  designated  the  White  Poplar,  the  leaves  of  which  are  like  the 
modern  T.  Farfara. 

T.  Farfara  is  a  certain  indication  of  a  clayey  soil,  and,  according  to  Dr.  Withering,  is  the  first  plant  which 
vegetates  in  marie  or  lime  stone  rubble.  The  clayey  part  of  the  pestilential  Maremmes  of  Tuscany,  where  scarcely 
any  other  plant  will  grow,  is  covered  with  common  colts  foot  The  cotton  of  the  leaves  wrapped  in  a  rag. 
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11857  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  entire  hoary  downy  beneath,  Corymb  compound  terminal 
11858  Leaves  decurrent  ellipt.  crenate  downy  beneath,  Heads  capitate  ' 
11859  Leaves  lane,  sessile  viscid,  Outer  involucres  10-leaved 
11860  Leaves  amplexicaul.  lane,  viscid 

11861  Leaves  sublinear  entire,  Branches  lateral  many-flowered 
11862  Nearly  stemless,  Had.  leaves  on  long  stalks  triply  3-parted,  cauline  linear  undivided 
11863  Stem  panicled,  Flowers  subsolitary  terminal,  Leaves  linear  entire 11861  Stem  and  flowers  panicled  hairy,  Leaves  lane  ciliated 
11865  Lower  leaves  lane,  laciniate :  cauline  linear,  Heads  racemose 
11866  Leaves  scabrous  :  lower  lane,  toothed  in  middle:  upper  linear,  Heads  corymbose 
11867  Stem  many-fl.  Lvs.  lane,  subserrate :  cauline  half  amplexicaul.  Florets  of  ray  capillary  the  length  of  disk 
11868  Radical  leaves  oval-lane,  acute  somewhat  toothed,  Stem  nearly  leafless  simple  long 
11869  Stem  many-fl.  pilose,  Leaves  obi.  somew.  toothed  amplexicaul.  Florets  of  ray  capillary  longer  than  disk 
11870  Rad,  leaves  obovate  serrated :  cauline  lane,  entire,  Stem  about  2-fl.  Ray  longer  than  disk 
11871  Rad.  leaves  roundish  ovate  deeply  toothed  stalked :  cauline  lane,  toothed  subserrated  in  middle 
11872  Stem  few-fl.  subvillous,  Leaves  cuneiform  lane.  Serratures  2  on  each  side 
11873  Branches  spiked,  Scales  of  invol.  long.  Peduncles  scaly,  Leaves  very  long  smooth  sessile 11874  Leaves  entire  bluntly  mucronate :  radical  oblong  stalked ;  cauline  cordate  ovate  sessile 
11875  Stem  nearly  naked,  Rad.  leaves  spatulate  smooth  dotted :  cauline  linear,  Heads  corymbose 
11876  Leaves  lane.  3-nerved  scabrous  somewhat  toothed  sessile,  Stem  panicled,  Ray  shorter  than  disk 
11877  Pedunc.  alternate  (scarcely  racemose)  single-fl.  Pappus  as  long  as  the  florets  of  the  ray,  Lvs.  lane,  obtuse 
11878  Stems  with  usually  only  one  fl.  Pappus  much  shorter  than  the  florets  of  the  ray,  Lvs.  lanceolate 
11879  Stem  1-flowered,  Invol.  pilose  . 
11880  Leaves  ciliated  glaucous  clammy :  radical  with  winged  stalks  and  few  teeth ;  cauline  sessile  entire 
11881  Leaves  pinnatifid ;  segments  of  the  cauline  leaves  linear  entire ;  of  the  radical  lane,  somewhat  toothed 

11882  Scape  1-fl.  naked,  Head  radiated  nodding,  Lvs.  stalked  obovate  toothed  sinuated  at  base  downy  beneath 
11883  Scape  1-fl.  nearly  naked,  Head  discoid,  Lvs.  reniform  toothed  smooth 
11881  Scape  1-fl.  nearly  naked,  Head  discoid,  Lvs.  reniform  toothed  downy  beneath 
11885  Scape  about  1-fl.  nearly,  naked,  Head  discoid,  Lvs.  smooth  reniform  slightly  7-lobed 
11886  Scape  single-fl.  imbricated  with  scales,  Lvs.  cordate  angular  toothed  downy  beneath 
11887  Thyrsus  fastigiate,  Heads  radiant,  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  unequally  toothed  downy  beneath 
11888  Thyrsus  fastigiate,  Heads  radiant,  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  equally  toothed  downy  beneath 
11889  Thyrsus  fastigiate,  Heads  discoid,  Lvs.  orbicular  cordate  doubly  and  finely  toothed 
11890  Thyrsus  oblong,  Heads  discoid,  Lvs.  obi.  cordate  unequally  toothed  white  beneath :  lobes  spreading 
11891  Thyrsus  ovate-oblong,  Lvs.  cordate  unequally  toothed  with  the  lobes  approximate  downy  beneath 
11892  Thyrsus  oblong,  Heads  discoid,  Lvs.  obi.  cordate  unequally  toothletted  snow-white  beneath 
11893  Thyrsus  fastigiate,  Heads  obsoletely  radiant,  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  half  7-lobed  downy  beneath 

11891  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Invol.  ventricose somewhat  imbricated,  Lvs.  filiform  lin.  entire  smooth 
11895  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  obi.  amplexicaul.  unequally  and  deeply  toothed,  Stem  virgate 
11896  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  lyrate  hairy :  upper  lane,  toothed 
11897  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  ellipt.  tooth-serrated  hairy.  Peduncles  long  many-flowered 
11898  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  lyrate  pilose  on  each  side  viscid 
11899  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  lane,  toothed  scabrous,  Flowering  branches  spreading 
11900  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  finely  serrated  smooth,  Heads  corymbose 
11901  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  lyrate  pinnatifid  toothed,  Scape  nearly  naked 
11902  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  obi.  pinnatifid  toothed  acuminate  stalked  cuneate  at  base 
11903  Heads  flosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Lvs.  pinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  acute  cut,  Stipules  leafy  subpalmate 

11884  ̂ Sjfe       11889  . 

11893 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

dipped  in  a  solution  of  saltpetre,  and  dried  in  the  sun,  makes  an  excellent  tinder.  The  leaves  are  the  basis  of 
the  British  herb  tobacco ;  they  have  been  regarded  as  expectorant  from  the  earliest  ages,  having  been  smoked 
through  a  reed  in  the  days  of  Dioscorides,  with  the  view  of  relieving  the  chest  from  accumulated  mucus  in 
catarrh,  asthma,  and  phthisis.  At  present,  though  it  occupies  a  place  in  the  Materia  Medica,  very  little 
reliance  is  placed  on  its  powers.   (London  Disp.  p.  542.) 

T.  Petasites,  from  the  Greek  nnw,  a  broad  covering,  in  allusion  to  the  leaves,  which  are  larger  than 
those  of  any  British  plant,  and  afford  shelter  from  rain  to  poultry  and  other  small  animals.  It  is  called  Butter 
bur,  in  allusion  to  a  former  application,  and  Pestilent- wort,  from  its  supposed  efficacy  in  the  plague.  T.  hybwda 
is  by  some  considered,  a  variety  of  this  species,  as  T.  alba  is  of  T.  paradoxa.  T.  fragrans  is  valued  in  gardens 
as  an  early  and  fragrant  flower ;  like  aU  the  species,  it  is  apt  to  run  very  much,  and  is  therefore  best  kept  in 
pots. It  is  remarkable  that  no  plant  belonging  to  the  tribe  of  Tussilagines,  has  been  discovered  with  hermaphro- 

dite flowers.  They  are  distinguished  from  other  tribes  by  their  stigma,  which  occupies  both  surfaces  of  the 
lobes  of  the  style.   They  are  nearly  all  natives  of  Europe. 

1738.  Senecio.   For  the  explanation  of  this  word,  see  Erigeron.   Most  of  these  species  are  annual  weeds,  or 
Z  z 
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11904  glomcrStus  Desf. 11905  ca cali okles  Fisch. 
11906  vulgaris  W. 11907  arabicus  W. 
11908  dentatus  Jacq. 
11909  verbena-folius  W. 11910  triflorus  W. 
11911  asgyp'tius  W. 11912  crassifolius  W. 
11913  lividus  W. 
11914  trllobus  W. 
11915  cinerascens  W. 
11916  squamosus  IV. 11917  visc6sus  W. 
11918  sylvaticus  W. 11919  nebrodensis  IV. 
11920  glaucus  W. 11921  hastStus  W. 
11922  vernalis  W. 

clustered 
'  Cacalia-like common  ^ 
Arabian  5 toothed  £ 
Vervain-leaved 
three-flowered 

Egyptian thick-leaved livid 
three-lobed 
gray  tt squarrose  n. stinking 
mountain 
Sicilian 
sea-green halberd-leaved  j£ spring 

11923  artemisiajfoliusZaOT.  Wormwood-lv.  ^ 11924  rupestris  W.  rock 
11925  venustus  fV.  wing-leaved  £ 11926  elegans  W.  elegant 

fSflore  pl&no  double-flowered*. 
11927  squalidus  W.  inelegant 
11928  speciosus  W.  red-flowered  ]£ 
11929  erucifoliua  W.  Eruca-leaved  ^ 
11930  unifl6rus  W.  Alpine  z% 
11931  incanus  W.  downy  ^ 
11932  abrotanifolius  W.  Southernw.-lv.  £ 
11933  tenuifdiius  W.  slender-leaved  ^ 
11934  Jaeobas'a  W.       Common  Ragwort^ 11935  aquaticus  W.  marsh  ^ 119,36  aureus  W.  golden  ^ 
H937  rosmarinifolius  W.  Rosemary-lvd. 
11938  asper  W.  rough 
11939  rigescens  W.  stiff-leaved 
11940  linifdlius  W.  Flax-leaved  £ 
11941  paludosds  W.  bird's-tongue 11942  nemorensis  W.  branching 
11943  sarracenicus  W.  creeping-rooted^ 
11944  o  vat  us  W.  ovate  ^ 
11945  macrophyllus  Bieb.  large-leaved  ^ 
11946  solidaginoides  (('.  Solidago-likc  m 11947  umbrosus  J  V.  en,  various-leaved  ^ 
11948  coriaceus  W.  leathery-leaved  ^ 
11949  D6ria  W.  broad-leaved  ^ 
1 1950  Dor&nicum  W.  Leopard's  Bane^ 11951  lanceus  W.  spear-leaved  «t 
11952  longifolius  W.  long-leaved  « 
11953  halimifolius  W.  succulent-leav.  <B 11954  illicifelius  W.  Ilex-leaved  * 
11955  rlgidus  W.  hard-leaved  *> 

O  un E2pr 

A  w Q)  un 
iAI  un 

O  un O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 
O  un 
O  un I  |  un 1  |  un 

O  w 
O  w O  un 
O  un 

■  Al  un 

O  un 

A  un A  un 
OJel O  Pr 
l_J  el 
O  w 
iAI  or 

AJ  un 
A  un 
A  un 
A  un A  un 

A  w A  un A  un 

pr 
pr 

l_)pr 

A  un 
A  Pr 
A  °r A  or 
A  °r 
A  or l_J  or 
A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  °r 

1|  au 1  au 1  ja.rf 

li  jl.au 
1  jl.au 1  jn.jl 
lijU 

1}  jl.au 

ijl.au 

1  jl.au 1  jn.au 6  myjl 
3  my.jl 
1  jn.o 
1  ji.au 

1J  jn.au 1J  jn.au U  my.au 1  ap.jn 

li  jnjl 

1  jnjl lijLs 2  jn.au 
2  ja.d 

li  jn.o 
1  jLau 

.  2  jl.au 

Jil.au f  jLau 
*  fr° 2  jl.au 

N.  HolL 
Brazil Britain 
Egypt C.&H. Egypt 
Egypt 
Egypt 
S.  Europe  1815, 

1816. 182tt 
rubble. 
1804. 1820. 
1803. 
1776. 
1771. 

8  co S  co D  co 
S  co 
D  co 
S  co S  co 

Spain 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
Britain 
Britain 

1801, 

172a 1774. 
1820. 

ch.  ba. woods. 
Pa.pu  S.  Europe  1704. 

«-t_J 

jl.au 

my.jn 

jl.au 

jl.au 

jl.au 
jLau jl.au jn.au 3  jl.au 

6  jLo 
3  il.o 4  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 4  jLau 
4  jl.s 
1  jl.s 
3  jl.o 3  au.n 3  jl 
3  jnjl 

3  jn.s 

Egypt  "  1739. C.  G.  H.  1722. 
Hungary  1803. France  1816. 
Hungary  1805. C.  G.  H.  1774. 
C.  G.  H.  1700. 
C.  G.  H  1700. 
England  walls.   1789. 
Europe  1816. Al.  of  Eur.1799. 
Al.ofEur.1759. 
AL  of  Eur.  1640. 
Britain  woods. Britain  dry  pa. 
Britain  mar. N.  Amer.  1758. 
C.  G.  H.  ... C.  G.  H.  1774. 
C.  G.  H.  1815. 
Spain  1820. 
England  fens. Austria  1785. 
Britain  moi.pl. 
Germany  1823. Caucasus  1818. 
C.  G.  H.  1824. 
Hungary  1815. Levant  1728. 
Austria  1570. 
&  Europe  1705. C.  G.  H  1774. 
C.  G.  H  1775. 
C.  G.H  1723. C.  G.  H.  1731. 
C.  G.  H.  1704. 

t*1739.  ASTER,  W. 
11956  reflexus  IV. 

§11957  tomentosus  W. 
11958  aericeus  W. 
11959  Cywbalfiriae  W. 11960  liratua  B.  M. 

§11961  argophyilus  H.  K. 
11928 

Starwort. 
reflexed-leaved  H  i  |  or 
tooth-leaved     •  i_J  or 
silky-leaved      *  i  |  or 
Ivy-leaved       *  \  |  or 
fluted-stemmed  *  \  |  or 
Musk-scented  *  t  I  or 

11922 

Composite.   Sp.  109—169. 3 f.s Cr C.  G.  H. 
1759. 

C 11  my.jl 
Pk 

N.  S.W. 179a c 
3 my.n B Missouri 1802. c a 

my.n 
W C.  G.  H. 1786. c 

3 my.jl W N.  S.  W. 1812. c 
10 my.jl w V.  Di.  L 1804. c 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

D  l.p 

S  co 
D  co 
D  s.l C  p.l 
S  co 
C  s.l S  co D  8.1 
D  co 

D  Lp 
D  s.p 

D  co 

D  Lp 

D  s.1 

D  Lp 

D  Lp C  Lp 

C  p.l 

D  Lp 

D  co 

D  p 

D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co C  co 

D  Lp D  Lp 

D  co 
D  co C  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  Lp C  Lp 

C  Lp 

11918 

Eng.  bot  747 

Jac.  vind.  1. 1 3 

Barr.  ic.  261 
Schk.ha.3.t245 
Jac.schce.2.t.l50 

Eng.  bot  32 Eng.  bot.  748 Barr.  rar.  401 
DU.el.tl52f.i84 
PL  rar.  hu.  l.t.24 
Pl.rar.hu.2.t,128 Bot.  reg.  901 
Bot.  mag.  238 
Eng.  bot.  600 Bot  reg.  41 
Barr.  rar.  1 153 
All.  ped.  t.  17.f^ 
Plu.  aim.  t39.f.6- 
Jac.  aust  l.'t.  79 Eng.  bot  574 
Eng.  bot  1130 
Eng.  bot  1131 
Jac.  ic.  a  t.  587 
Jac.  colL5.t6.£l 
Bocc.  mus.  t  49 
Eng.  bot  650 Jac.  aust  2.t  184 
Eng.  bot  2211 

Dil.el.tl05.f.l25 
Jac  aust  2.t  185 
Jac.aus.2.tap.45 
Com.  hort2.t71 
Dil.eLtl04.C124 
Comm.  rar.  1 42 
Com.hort.  2.t75 

Bot.  mag.  884 Bot  rep.  61 
Vent  eels.  33 
Vent  malm.  95 
Bot  mag.  1509 
Bot  mag.  1563 

11913 

H935 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

rude  gigantic  yellow  flowered  autumnal  perennials ;  S.  venustus  and  cinerascens,  however,  are  elegant  plants 
with  purple  flowers.  Of  S  elegans  there  is  a  double  flowered  variety,  common  in  green  houses,  and  readily 
propagated  by  cuttings. 

Senecio  hieracifolius  is  the  pest  of  newly  cleared  ground  in  North  America,  as  S.  vulgaris  is  in  Europe.  It 
is  known  by  the  name  of  the  Fire-weed. 

Senecio  vulgaris  is  esteemed  emollient  and  resolvative.  It  is  employed  in  spitting  of  blood,  in  the  form  of  a 
poultice,  and  against  the  gout  and  haemorrhoids.   It  is  given  to  horses  suspected  to  be  troubled  with  worms. 
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11904  Herb  downy  upwards,  Lvs.  sinuate  toothed  and  pinnatifid,  Heads  clustered,  InvoL  cylindrical 
11905  Herb  hirsute,  Lvs.  broad-lane,  sinuate-toothed  and  toothletted :  teeth  callous  at  end,  Heads  panicled 
11906  Leaves  semiamplexicauL  pinnatifid  toothed,  Heads  in  clustered  corymbs  destitute  of  a  ray 
11907  Heads  tlosculous.  Cor.  naked.  Leaves  subbipinnate  stalked  smooth,  Invol.  not  withered 
11908  Heads  radiant,  Leaves  half-amplexic.  pinnatifid,  Segments  linear  acute  toothed  distant,  Peduncles  long 
11909  Heads  tlosculous,  Cor.  naked,  Leaves  obovate  stalked  cut-toothed,  Pedunc.  filiform  3-headed 11910  Heads  radiate,  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  stalked  obi.  sinuate,  Pedunc.  3-headed,  Invol.  conical 
11911  Heads  radiate,  Ray  revolute,  Leaves' amplexic.  lin.  lane,  pinnatifid,  Scales  of  invol.  sphacelate  in  part 11912  Heads  radiate,  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  lanceolate-linear  fleshy  bluntly  sinuated 
11913  Heads  radiate,  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  amplexicaul  lanceolate  toothed,  Scales  of  invol.  all  unwithered 
11914  Heads  radiate,  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  obovate  3-lobed  at  end  serrated 
11915  Heads  radiate,-  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  pinnatifid  downy  revolute  at  edge,  Panicle  spreading 11916  Leaves  amplexicaul.  cut  toothed  scabrous  above  downy  beneath,  Heads  racemose 
11917  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  pinnatifid  and  viscid,  Scales  of  the  involucre  lax  hairy 
11918  Ray  revolute,  Lvs.  sess.  pinnatifid  lobed  and  toothed,  Scales  of  invol.  very  short  glab.  Stem  erect  straight 
11919  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  lyrate  sinuate  blunt  stalked,  Stem  hirsute  [corymbose 
11920  Ray  revolute,  Leaves  amplexicaul  lanceolate  blunt  toothed  entire 
11921  Heads  radiate,  Petiole  amplexicaul.  Peduncles  3  times  as  long  as  pinnate  sinuated  leaves 
11922  Heads  radiate.  Leaves  amplexicaul.  pinnatifid  hirsute  crisp-toothed,  Stem  woolly 11923  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  pinnated  multifid :  segm.  filiform  smooth,  Heads  corymbose 
11924  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  amplexic.  pinnatifid  glabrous  above :  segm.  angular  toothed,  Stem  and  invol.  glabrous 
11925  Cor.  radiant,  Stem  invoL  and  leaves  glabrous,  Leaves  pinnatifid:  segm.  linear  acute  toothed 
11926  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  pilose  viscid  pinnatifid  equal  spreading,  Rachis  narrowed  below 
11927  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  half-amplexicaul.  pinnatifid :  segm.  linear  subdentate  distant 
11928  Cor.  radiant,  Stem  simple  nearly  naked,  Radical  leaves  stalked  oblong  toothed  ciliated 
11929  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  pinnatifid  toothed  somewhat  hairy,  Stem  erect 
1J930  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  tomentose  oblong  toothed.  Stem  leafy  1-flowered 
11931  Cor.  rad.  Lvs.  toment  on  each  side  snow-white  pinnatif. :  segm.  lin.  blunt  somew.  tooth.  Corymb  contracted 
11932  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  pinnate  multifid  linear  naked  acute,  Peduncles  about  ̂ flowered 
11933  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  pinnate :  pinnae  lin.-subulate  somewhat  cut  downy  beneath,  Stem  somewhat  hairy 11934  Ray  spreading,  Leaves  lyrate  bipinnatifid  divaric.  toothed  glabrous,  Stem  erect,  Pericarps  hairy 
11935  Ray  spreading,  Florets  elliptical,  Leaves  lyrate  serrated :  lower  obovate  entire,  Pericarps  glabrous 
11936  Cor.  radiant,  Rad.  lvs.  ovate-cordate  serrated  stalked :  cauline  pinnatifid  toothed,  Peduncles  thickened 
11937  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  lane,  lin;  nearly  entire  smoothish,  Corymb  contracted  terminal  stalked 
11938  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  toothed  rigid  scabrous,  Corymbs  terminal  and  axillary  stalked 
11939  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  subtoraentose  glauci  finely  toothletted  or  entire,  Corymb  contracted  terminal 
11940  Cor.  radiant,  Leaves  linear  entire,  Corymb  squamose,  Stem  herbaceous 
11941  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  half  amplexicaul.  lane  finely  serrate  subvillous  beneath,  Corymb  terminal  spreading 
11942  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs,  ovate  lane,  serrated  ciliated  at  edge  sessile  unequal  at  base 
11943  Ray  spreading,  Lvs.  lane,  sharply  serrated  nearly  glabrous,  Corymbs  of  rather  few  flowers 
11914  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  ovate-lanc  finely  serrated  smooth  on  each  side  Subsessile 
11945  Cor.  radiant,  Outer  scales  of  invol.  subulate  spreading,  Lvs.  subdecurrent  obi.  lane,  villous 
11946  Cor;  radiant,  Lvs.  sess.  obovate  toothed  at  end  glaucous  :  younger  silky,  Corymb  compound  terminal 
11947  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  toothed :  lower  ovate  decurrent  in  the  stalk:  upper  cordate  obi.  amplexicaul. 
11948  Cor.  radiant,  Scales  of  invol.  appressed,  Lvs.  subdecurrent  villous  beneath  lane  serrated 
11949  Cor.  radiant,  Outer  scales  of  invol.  spreading,  Lvs.  subdecurrent  obi.  lane,  glauc.  serrate 
11950  Cor.  radiant,  Stem  undivided  about  1-fl.  Lvs.  undivided  serrated  :  radical  ovate  villous  beneath 
11951  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  lane,  cordate  at  base  amplexicaul  smooth  finely  serrated 
11952  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  lin.  scattered 
11953  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  obovate  fleshy  somewhat  toothed 
11954  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  obL  sessile  toothed  downy  beneath :  upper  amplexicaul.  toothed  only  at  base 
11955  Cor.  radiant,  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  spatulate  repand  eroded  scabrous 

(}  L  Shrubby. 
11956  Leaves  ovate  subimbricated  recurved  serrate-ciliated,  Heads  terminal 
11957  Leaves  ovate  serrate  spreading  downy  beneath,  Heads  terminal  about  3 
11958  Leaves  obi.  lane,  sessile  entire  3-nerved  silky  with  down,  Flowers  terminal 
11959  Leaves  stalked  roundish  ovate  hairy  with  1  or  2  teeth  on  each  side,  Peduncles  1-headed  long  terminal 
11960  Stem  fluted,  Leaves  alternate  stalked  lane,  blistered  repand-toothed  downy  beneath,  Flowers  panicled 11961  Leaves  ovate  lane,  toothed  silky  beneath,  Panicles  compound  axillary,  Rays  3 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  tribe  of  Senecione*  is  nearly  related  to  Anthemides,  and  a  portion  of  Inuleaj,  from  which  the  differ- 

ences in  the  style  are  insufficient  to  distinguish  them.  They  appear,  however,  to  be  sufficiently  well  cha- 
racterized by  their  other  floral  organs.  They  are  found  in  every  part  of  the  world,  especially  in  the  south  of Africa.  Humboldt  has  observed,  that  they  are  very  numerous  in  the  upper  region  of  the  Andes,  just  below the  limits  of  eternal  snow,  where  the  sun  has  little  influence,  where  hurricanes  are  incessant,  and  not  a  tree  is able  to  rear  its  head. 

1739.  Aster.    The  flowers  of  aH  the  species  of  Aster  resemble  little  stars,  on  account  of  the  numerous  rays Z  z  2 
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11962  angustifolius  W. 11963  vill6sus  7%. 
11964  obtusatus  W. 
11965  fruticulosus  W. 
11966  filifolius  V. 
11967  aculeatus  Lab. 
11968  exasperatus  Link. 11969  carolinianus  W. 

narrow-leaved it i_l 

or 
6 my.jl Pa.B c. G.H. 1804. C villous * i_J or 4 my.jl W c. G.  H. 1812. C 

obtuse-leaved m i_J or 4 my.jl W 

c. 

G.  H. 179a c shrubby * i_j or 3 
mr.jl 

w 

c. 

G.H. 1759. c 
thread-leaved * 

(_J 
or 3 

mr.jl 
w c. G.  H. 1812. c 

prickly-leaved m i_l or 2 
mr.jl 

w N HolL 1818. c rough 
m i_l 

or 
3 

mr.jl 
w c. G.H. 1823. c 

tall 

■a. 

i_l el 8 au.s Pu Carolina D 

Jac.schoe.3.t370 

Rot.  mag.  2283 
Ventmalm.  t82 
Bot  cab.  830 

11970  hyssopifolius  W. 
11971  solidaginoldes  W. 
11972  tardifolius  Mich. 
11973  nemoralis  U.K. 

ledifdlius  Ph. 
11974  rlgidus  Ph. 11975  linarifolius  Ph. 
11976  graminifolius  Ph. 
11977  linifolius  W. 
11978  pttosus  W. 11979  foli6sus  W. 
11980  subulatus  Mich. 
11981  tenuifolius  W. 
11982  dumosus  W. 
11983  ericoides  W. 
11984  multiflorus  W. 
11985  ciliatus  Ph. 
11986  canescens  Ph. 
11987  paludosus  W. 
11988  sparsiflorus  Ph. 11989  coridifolius  W. 
11990  surculosus  Mich. 
11991  squarrosus  W. 
11992  argenteus  Mich. 11993  c6ncolor  W. 
11994  myrtifolius  Link. 11995  reticulatus  Ph. 
11996  cornifolius  W. 
11997  hfimilis  Ph. 
11998  amygdalitis  Ph. umbelldlus  W. 
11999  salicifolius  W. 
12000  .sestfvus  W. 
12001  Nova?  An'glia;  W. 

/3  rCtber 12002  spurius  W. 
cydneus  Ph. rubricaulis  Lam. 

12003  grandiflorus  W. 
12004  phlogifolius  W. 
12005  patens  IV. 
12006  alpinus  W. 
12007  pulchellus  W. 

§12008  punctatus  W. 12009  ficris  W. 
12010  canus  W. 
12011  pannonicus  W. 12012  Amellus  W. 
12013  saHgnus  W. 
12014  longifolius  P.  S. 

Hyssop-leaved  3t  A  or 
Solidago-like  i  A  »' 
late-flowering  4  ̂   or wood  5  A  or 
stiff-leaved 
Toad-flax-leav. 
grass-leaved Flax-leaved hairy 
leafy 

subulate 
slender-leaved 
bushy 

Heath-leaved many-flowered  ^ 
ciliated 
canescent 
marsh 
scattered-flow. Coris-leaved rooting 

1J  s.o 
2  au.s 
1  au.s 
1  au.s 

f  au.o 

1  S.O 
|  s.o 

2  jl.au 
au.o 

silver-leaved 
self-colored 
myrtle-leaved netted-leaved Cornus-leaved  ^ low  ^ 
Almond-leaved  ^ 
Willow-leaved  3t  A  or 
summer  5  A  or 
New  England  ̂   A  L'' red-floasered  5  A  or beautiful-blue  ^  A  sPl 

6  s.o 2  jl.au 
6  s.o 
6  s.o 4  s.o 

great-flowered  ^ Phlox-leaved  ^( 
spreading-hairy^f 
Alpine 
pretty dotted 
acrid 
hoary-leaved 
Hungarian Italian 
Sallow-leaved 
long-leaved 

A  or A  or A  or 

A  or A  or A  or A  or 
A  or 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

W  N.  Amer.  1683. 
W  N.  Amer.  1699. 
W  N.  Amer.  1820. 
Li  N.  Amer.  1778. 
Pu  N.  Amer.  1759. 
Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1699. 
Pa.pu  Huds.  Bay  ... W  N.  Amer.  1739. 
Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1812. 
Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1732. 
Pa.B  N.  Amer.  ... 
W  N.  Amer.  1725. 
W  N.  Amer.  1734. 
W  N.  Amer.  1758. 
W  N.  Amer.  1732. 
W  N.  Amer.  ... 
Pa.pu  N.  Amer.  1812. B  N.  Amer.  1784. 
Pa.pu  N.  Amer.  1798. B  N.  Amer.  ... 
B  N.  Amer.  ... 
B  N.  Amer.  1801. 
Pu  N.  Amer.  1801. 
Pu  N.  Amer.  1759. 
W    1812. 
W  N.  Amer.  1812 
W  N.  Amer.  1811. 
W  N.  Amer.  1699. 
W  N.  Amer.  1759. 
F  N.  Amer.  1760. 
B  N.  Amer.  177a 
Pu  N.  Amer.  1710. 
R  N.  Amer.  1812. 
Pu  N.  Amer.  1789. 

Plu.alm.t78.f.5 
Plu.  aim.  t.78.f.6 

Pu 
Vi 

Pu 
2  o.n 

l|jl.o U  s.n 
f  my.au  Pu 
f  my.au  Pu 
3  au.s  Vi 
2  au.s 2  au.s 

2  jl.au 2  au.s 
3  au.s 3  o 

B 
Pu 

Vi 
Pu 

W 
W 

N.  Amer.  1720. 
N.  Amer.  1797. N.  Amer.  1773. 
Al.  of  Eur. 1658. Armenia  ... 
Hungary  1815. S.  Europe  1731. 
Hungary  1816. 
Hungary  1815. 
Italy  1596. Germany  1815. N.  Amer.  1798. 

D  co  Doda.mem.t60 D  co    Plu.  aim.  t79.£2 D  co 
D  co 
D  co   Plu.  aim.  tl4.f.7 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co  DilLelt.t.35.f.39 D  co D  co D  co 
D  co D  co   Dill.  eltt36.C40 D  co D  co 
D  m.s D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co  Wmd.ho.ber.67 
D  co 
D  co   Rob.  ic.  307 
D  co D  co   Bot  reg.  183 
D  co  Bot.rel83.f.inf. 
D  co   Hof.ph.  l.tB.f.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co 

Bot  reg.  273 

Bot  mag.  199 
PLrar.hu.2.t.l09 
PlmaLt  271.C3 
PLrar.  hu.l.t.30 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1  8 
Bot  reg.  340 
Mor.s.7.t.22.  f.26 

12015  amplexicaulis  W. 
12016  prenanthoides  W. 12017  adulterinus  W.  en. 
1201S  laevigatas  W. 

11962 

stem-clasping  4  A" 
Prenanthes-likej^t  A  or 
Dastard  ^  A  or smooth-sterara.  4  A  pr 

3  s.n 
3  s.n 
3  au.o 
3  s.n 

N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1821. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1794; 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

11974  If  11982' History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
of  their  circumference.   A  very  numerous  genus  of  plants,  commonly  called  in  England,  Christmas  Daisies, 
in  allusion  to  the  late  period  of  the  year  at  which  they  blossom.   They  are  not  very  ornamental,  and  yet  their 
flowers  are  acceptable  at  a  season  ween  few  others  are  to  be  seen  in  open  air.  The  species  are  extremely 
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11962  Leaves  linear  acute  not  dotted  somewhat  hoary,  Pedunc.  term,  solitary  1-fl.  long 
11963  Leaves  linear  filiform  obtuse  hairy,  Invol.  imbricated 
11964  Leaves  linear  fleshy  smooth  dotted  blunt,  Pedunc.  1-headed,  Invol.  imbricated  shorter  than  disk 
11965  Leaves  linear  blunt  glabrous  dotted,  Pedunc.  1-headed  long,  Invol.  imbricated  as  long  as  disk 
11966  Leaves  linear  filiform  fasicled  smooth  dotted,  Ligules  entire 
11967  Leaves  linear  scattered  revolute  at  edge :  prickly  above :  downy  beneath,  Heads  in  racemose  panicles 
11968  Stem  and  leaves  rough,  Leaves  dense  linear  reflexed,  Flowering  branches  short  racemose 
11969  Leaves  obi.  narrowed  at  each  end  sess.  Stem  somew.  climbing,  Branches  downy,  Scales  of  invol.  squarrose 

$  2.  Herbaceous. *  Leaves  entire. 
11970  Leaves  lin.  lane.  3-nerved  dotted  acute  scabr.  at  edge,  Ray  about  5-fl.  Invol.  imbric.  twice  as  short  as  disk 
11971  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  obsoL  3-nerv.  blunt  scab,  at  edge,  Hds.  in  sess.  clust  Ray  about  5-fl.  Inv.  imbr.  short,  than  disk 
11972  Lvs.  cuneate  obov.  acute  nerveL  scab,  on  each  side  twisted  spread.  Inv.  cylindr.  imbr.  with  2  bractes  at  base 
11973  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  narr.  at  base  nerveless  roughish  revolute  at  edge,  Inv.  lax  imbr.  Branches  filiform  1-headed 
11974  Lvs.  lin.  mucro.  somew.  keeled  rigid  scabrous  at  edge :  cauline  reflexed ;  of  the  branches  much  spreading 
11975  Lvs.  many  lin.  mucron.  nerveless  not  dotted  keeled  scabrous  rigid,  Branches  fastigiate  1-headed 
11976  Lvs.  narrow  lin.  nerveless  not  dotted  smooth  erect,  Branchlets  term,  nearly  naked  1-headed 
11977  Lvs.  lin.  nerveless  dotted  scabr.  reflexed  spreading,  Branches  corymb,  fastigiate  leafy,  Invol.  imbr.  short 
11978  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  hoary,  Stem  branched  villous,  Branchlets  somew.  1-sided  1-headed,  Invol.  obi.  lax  imbricated 
11979  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end  acum.  Stem  downy  panicled  erect,  Branches  few-headed,  Iuv.  imbr. 
11980  Very  smth.  with  small  fl.  Stem  panicled,  Branch,  many-head.  Lvs.  lin.  subulate,  Invol.  cylindr.  Ray  minute 
11981  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  narrow,  both  ways  hispid  at  edge,  Stem  smth.  branched  erect,  Branches  1-headed,  Inv.  imbr. 
11982  Lvs.  lin.  glabrous :  those  of  the  branches  very  short,  Branches  panicled,  Invol.  cylindr.  closely  imbricated 
11983  Lvs.  lin.  glab. :  those  of  the  branches  subul.  close  together ;  of  the  stem  long.  Invol.  subsquarr.  Leaf],  acute 
11984  Lvs.  lin.  glab.  Stem  much  branched  diffuse  downy,  Branchlets  1-sided,  Inv.  imbr. :  scales  obi.  squarr.  acute 
11985  Lvs.  ciliat. :  caul.  lin.  lane.  nerv. :  those  of  the  br.  very  short  lane.  3-nerv.  Stem  branch,  downy,  Br.  panic. 
11986  Hoary,  Lvs.  lin.  Panic,  corymb,  much  branched  leafy,  Invol.  imbr.  very  acute  longer  than  disk     [at  base 
11987  Lvs.  remote  lin.  amplexicaul.  erect  very  smth.  scabr.  at  edge,  Pedunc.  almost  naked,  Inv.  squarr.  with  2  lvs. 
11988  Very  smth.  Lvs.  subul.  lin.  somew.  fleshy  subreflex.  Stem  slender  much  branch.  Branchl.  setaceous  1-  head. 
11989  Lvs.  very  numerous  lin.  blunt  reflexed  hispid  at  edge,  Stem  branch,  diffuse  smooth,  Branches  1-headed 
11990  Dwarf  with  creeping  roots,  Stems  weak  simple,  Lvs.  long  lane,  smoothish,  Invol.  with  lin.  obi.  blunt  scales 
11991  Lvs.  very  numerous  ovate-acum.  reflexed  hispid  at  hedge,  Stem  branched  hairy,  Branches  1-headed 
11992  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  silky  sess.  Stem  slender  decumbent  loosely  branched,  Branchlets  and  branchlets  1-headed 
11993  Lvs.  obL  lane,  hoary  on  each  side,  Stem  simple  erect  downy,  Raceme  terminal 11994  Cauline  leaves  amplexicaul.  scabrous  :  of  the  branches  small,  In  vol.  imbricated :  scales  length  of  disk 
11995  Hoary  all  over,  Lvs.  lane.  obi.  acute  at  each  end  sess.  revolute  at  end  netted  and  3-nerved  beneath 
11996  Smooth,  Lvs.  obi.  ovate  acuminate  shortly  stalked  scabrous  at  edge,  Panicles  few-headed,  Stem  smooth 
11997  Lvs.  subrhomboid  oval-lanc.  acuminate  at  each  end  somew.  stalked  glabr.  hispid  at  edge,  Corymb  diverging 
11998  Lvs.  lane,  narrowed  at  base  acuminate  scabrous  at  edge,  Stem  simple  corymb,  at  end,  Invol.  loosely  imbr. 
11999  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  nearly  entire  smth.  Stem  smth.  panicled  at  end,  Invol.  lane.  imbr.  Scales  acute  spread,  at  end 
12000  Lvs.  lane  somewhat  amplexicaL  narrowed  at  end  scabrous  at  edge,  Stem  erect  hispid,  Branchlets  pilose 
12001  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  pilose  amplexicaul.  auricled  at  base,  Stem  simple  pilose  straight,  Heads  sess.  term,  clustered 
12002  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  amplexicaul.  polished,  Stem  virgate  panicl.  Branches  racemose,  Inner  scales  of  invol.  colored 

12003  Lvs.  lin.  rigid  acute  subamplexicauL  :  those  of  the  branches  reflexed  hispid  at  edge,  Scales  of  invol.  squarr. 
12004  Lvs.  lane,  cordate  amplexicaul.  downy  beneath,  Stem  quite  simple  downy,  Pan.  term,  lax  few-headed 
12005  Lvs.  obL  lane,  ciliate  cordate  amplexicaul.  scabrous  on  each  side  hairy,  Stem  branched  hairy 
12006  Stem  1-fl.  Rad.  lvs.  lane,  spatulate :  cauline  lane.  Scales  of  invol.  nearly  equal  lane,  bluntish 
12007  Stem  1-fl.  Rad.  lvs.  spatulate:  cauline  lin. -lane.  Scales  of  invol.  nearly  equal  linear  acuminate 
12008  Lvs.  lin.  remote  3-nerved  acuminate  dotted  scabrous  at  edge,  Branches  corymb,  fastigiate,  Ray  10-fl. 12009  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  glabrous  not  dotted  3-nerved,  Invol.  imbricated  twice  as  short  as  disk 
12010  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  3-nerved  hoary  on  each  side,  Invol.  twice  as  short  as  disk  imbricated 
12011  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  hispid  at  edge,  Stem  simple  corymbose,  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  blunt  equal 
12012  Lvs.  obL  lane,  scabrous,  Invol.  imbr.  subsquarrose :  lvs.  blunt ;  inner  membranous  colored  at  edge 12013  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  sessile  scabrous  at  edge,  Stem  panicled  smooth,  Invol.  lax  imbricated 
12014  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  rarely  toothed  long  smooth,  Heads  terminal,  Invol.  squarrose 

**  Leaves  lanceolate  and  ovate  :  lewer  serrate. 
19015  Lvs.  ov.-obL  acute  amplexicaul.  cordate  serrated  smooth,  Stem  panicled  smooth,  Branches  1-2-headed 
12016  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  spatulate  lane,  acuminate  serrated  in  middle  cordate  at  base,  Branches  pilose 
12017  Lvs.  amplexic.  lane. :  lower  subserr.  smooth ;  of  the  branches  lin.  squarr.  'Invol.  squarr.  shorter  than  disk 
12018  Lvs.  subamplexicauL  broad-lane,  subserrate  smooth,  Stem  glabrous,  Branches  many-headed 

12001     _  12003  t^n/Ufl..  12003 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
difficult  to  distinguish  :  the  most  ornamental  are  A.  puniceus,  Nova?  Anglia;,  pulchellus,  and  macrouhvllus A.  chinensis  is  a  well  known  border  annual;  of  which  there  are  varieties  or  different  colors  and  semi double,  and  double.   It  is  raised  on  a  hotbed,  and  transplanted  into  the  open  ground  in  April  or  M  W Z  z  5 
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12019  versicolor  IV. 
12020  mutabilis  W. 
12021  te'vis  W. 12022  concinnus  IV.  en. 
12023  puniceus  W. 
12024  hispidus  W. 12025  floribundus  W. 
12026  Novi-Belgii  W. 12027  bellidiflorus  W.en. 
12028  spectabilis  W. 12029  serotinus  W. 
12030  tardiflorus  W. 
12031  blandus  Ph. 

§12032  chinensis  W. 
12033  acuminatus  Ph. 
12034  conyzoides  W. 12035  Radula  W. 
12036  strictus  PA. 

various-colored  3( 
changeable smooth  5 
neat 
red-stalked 
rough-staiked  -v_ 
abundant-flow, New- York  & 
Daisy-flowered 
showy 

late-flowering 
spear-leaved  ^ charming  £j 
Chinese acuminate  ^fc 
Conyza-like  £ rasp-leaved  jfc 
upright-dwarf  ^ 

12038  recurvatus  W.  recurved  ^ 
12039  eminens  Ph.  eminent  ^ 
12040  laxus  Ph.  loose-stalked  & 
12041  simplex  W.  en.  single-stalked  ^ 
12042  polyphyllus  W.  en.  many-leaved  ^ 
12043  jfinceus  W.  slender-stalked^ 
12044  lanceolatus  W.  lanceolate  Jfc 
12045  dracunculoides  W.  Tarragon-like  ^ 12046  fragilis  W. 
12047  miser  W. 
12048  divergens  W. 12049  difftisus  W. 
12050  pendulus  IV. 12051  caucasicus  W. 
12052 altaicus  W.en. 
12053  ten&lus  IV. 
12054  Trip61ium  W. 12055  sibiricus  IV. 
12056  elegans  W. 
12057  pallens  W.en. 
12058  prae'cox  W.en. 

brittle  £ 
meagre-flower.  \ 

spreading-downy^t diffUse  $ 
pendulous Caucasian  3t 
dwarf 
slender 
sea Siberian  ^ 
elegant  ^ 
pale-flowered  ijj early-flowering  ^ 

A  el A  or 
A  or A  pr 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  el A  or 

A  "r A  or 

O 

A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  Pr 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  OI 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  un A  un 
A  or 
A  01 A  °r 

A  or OI  or A  or 
A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 

3  au.s 2  s.o 
2  s.o 1.1  s.o 

8  jl.o 1  S.0 
4 
4 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 

s.o s.o 
S.O 
au.s s.n 

jLs 

o.n 2  jl.s 
H  au.o 1  au  s 2  s.n 

i  s.n 

3  jl.s 
3  au.s 2  s.n 2  s.n 
3  au.o 
3  au.o 4  s.o au.n s.n 

s.o s.o 

s.o 
s.o 

jl.au 
f  my.au 

f  ap.o 2  au.s 
2  jl.o 
2  au.o 
3  so 
2  jl.au 

W.pu  N.  Amer. Pu  N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. China 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

Pa.R  N.  Amer. 
B  N.  Amer. B  N.  Amer. 
P.B  N.  Amer. I'a.sm  N.  Amer. 
I),  l'u  China 
W  N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 

N.  Amer 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

Pa.B  N.  Amer. Li  N.  Amer. W  N.  Amer. 
W.pu  N.  Amer. W  N.  Amer. 
F  N.  Amer. 
W.pu  N.  Amer. W  N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 

N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 11.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
Caucasus Siberia 
C.  G.  H. 
Britain 
Siberia 

B 
Pu 

B 
W 
Pu P.B 

W 
W 
Vi 
W 

w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
Pu 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Vi 
Vi 

N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

17S0. 17HX 
1758. 1800. 
17  MX 
1804. 
1710. 
1777. 

1775. 1800. 
1731. 
1806. 
1778. 1785. 1806. 

1633. 1800. 

1758. 1811. 
1811. 1800. 
1759. 

1758. 1777. 
1758. 
1804. 
1804. 
1769. sea  sh. 

1768. 1790. 
1800. 

D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  CO 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
C  p.l 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

Herm.lugd.  t.CT 

Herm.lug.t.651 
lc.  Ksmpf.  1 29 
Herm.lug«Ll.€9 

Bot.  cab.  959 
DilLelt  t.34.f.3$ 

Mor.s.7.t21.f.i2 

Bot  mag.  33 
Eng.  bot.  87 Gm.sib.2.t.80.£l 

12059  undulatus  W. 
12060  paniculatus  W. 12061  cordifolius  W. 

§12062  corymbosus  W. 
12063  macrophyllus  W. 

wave-leaved 

panicled 
heart-leaved 
corymbed 
large-leaved 

3l  A  or k.  A  el 
3t  A  or 
3t  A  or 
:k  A  or 

12064  heterophyllus  W.en.  various-leaved  ^  A  or 
12065  alwartensis  Lodd.    fine  rayed        &  A  el 

t*1740.  SOLIDA'GO.  W.  Golden  Rod. 12066  canadensis  W.  Canadian        ^  A  pr 
12067  fragrans  W.  en.  fragrant          ^  A  pr 
12068  procera  W.  great              ^  A  Pr 
12069  serotina  W. 
12070  gigantea  W. 
12071  ciliaris  W. 
12072  reflexa  W. 
12073  lateriflora  IV. 

upright-smooth^  A  P' 
gigantic  3l  A  Pr 
ciliated  3t  A  pr 

t  hanging-leaved  3i  A  P' i  lateral-flowered^t  A  Pr 

3 au.o 
P.B 

N.  Amer.  1699, D CO 
4 

s.o 
B N.  Amer.  1640. D 

CO 

2  il.au P.B 
N.  Amer.  1759. D CO 

2 s W N.  Amer.  1765. D CO 
2 

jU 

W N.  Amer.  1739. D CO 
3 

jls. 

Pa.pu  N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 
1 

my 

R Caucasus  1807. D 

CO 
Compositor. Sp.  48—61. 2 

jl.s 

Y N.  Amer.  1648. D 

CO 

3 

Jl.s 

Y N.  Amer.  ... D CO 
6 s.o Y N.  Amer.  1758. D 

CO 
4 

jl.au 
Y N.  Amer.  1758. D 

CO 
6 au.s Y N.  Amer.  1758. D 

CO 
3 au.s Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 
3 

au.s 
Y N.  Amer.  1758. D CO 

3 au.s Y N.  Amer.  1758. D 

CO 

Herm.  parad.  96 
Corn.canad.  t.to 

Bot.  mag.  2321 

Scli.hand.S.f.246 

12031 12032 12037 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Astereas  are  chiefly  characterized  by  their  style,  which,  in  its  most  complete  state,  is  alone  sufficient  to  dis- 

tinguish them  from  every  other  tribe.   They  are  found  in  every  part  of  the  world,  but  especially  in  North America  and  Africa. 
1740.  Solidago.  From  solidari,  to  unite,  on  account  of  the  vulnerary  qualities  of  the  plants.  The  species 

are  all  autumnal  coarse-looking  herbaceous  plants  with  yellow  flowers ;  in  the  shrubbery  they  make  a  pretty 



Order  II. SYNGENES1A  SUPERFLUA. 

12019  Lvs.  subamplexicaul.  broad-lanc.  subserrate  smooth,  Stem  glabrous,  Scales  of  invol.  shorter  than  disk 
12020  Lvs.  subamplexic. :  upper  lane,  acumi.  entire;  lower  lane,  narrowed  at  base  serrated,  Branchlets  virgate 
12021  Lvs.  subamplexicaul.  remote  obL  entire  lucid :  radic.  subserrated,  Invol.  imbr.  with  cuneiform  leaflets 
12022  Lvs.  subamplexicaul.  lane,  lower  subserrate  smooth,  Stem  simple  panicled  at  end,  Invol.  closely  imbricated 
12023  Lvs.  amplexieaul.  lane,  serrate  rough  ish,  Branches  panicled,  Invol.  lax  longer  than  disk 
12024  Lvs.'  obi.  lane,  scabrous  ciliated :  lower  ovate.  Stem  hispid,  Branches  1-headed,  Scales  of  invol.  obi.  imbr. 
12025  Lvs.  subamplexicaul.  lane. :  lower  serrated,  Stem  smooth,  Branches  corymbose 
12026  Lvs.  subamplexicaul.  lane,  glabrous  scabrous  at  edge :  lower  subserrated,  Branches  divided 
12027  Lvs.  amplexieaul.  narr.  lane,  scabr.  above  lower  subserr.  Stem  much  branched,  Invol.  with  spread,  seales 
12028  Lvs.  lane,  roughish  somewhat  amplexieaul. :  lower  serrate  in  the  middle,  Scales  of  invol.  lax  leafy 
12029  Lvs.  obL  lane,  acuminate  sessile  smooth  scabrous  at  edge :  lower  serrated,  Branches  corymbose  smooth 
12030  Lvs.  sessile  serrated  smooth  spatulate  lane,  narrowed  at  base  and  bent  down  towards  each  side 
12031  Lvs.  subamplexic.  obi.  lane,  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Stem  pyramidal,  Racemes  scarcely  longer  than  lvs. 
12032  Lvs.  ov.  coarsely  toothed  stalked  :  cauline  sessile  cuneate  at  base,  Stem  hispid,  Branches  with  single  heads 
12033  Lvs.  broad  lane,  narrow,  at  base  entire  with  a  very  long  point,  Stem  simp,  flexuose  anguL  Panic,  corymb. 
12034  Lvs.  obi.  3-nerved  narrowed  at  base  acute :  upper  sess.  nearly  entire;  lower  stalked  serrated,  Stem  corymb. 
12035  Lvs.  lane,  serrate  acuminate  rugose  very  rough,  Stem  erect  angular  simple 
12036  Lvs.  sess.  narrow  lane,  serrated  scabrous,  Stem  1  or  few-headed 
12037  Lvs.  lane.  sess.  serr.  smooth,  Branches  virgate,  Invol.  imbricated,  Stem  round  smooth 
12038  Lvs.  sess.  narrow  lane  :  lower  serrated  in  middle,  Stem  branched  smooth  recurved,  Invol.  lax  imbricated 
12039  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  acumin.  scabrous  at  edge :  lower  subserrated,  Stem  panicled,  Branches  1-headed 
12040  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  acumin.  scabrous  at  edge :  lower  subserrated ;  cauline  reflexed,  Stem  lax  panicled 
12041  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  scabrous  at  edge :  cauline  serrated  at  end ;  those  of  the  branches  entire,  Stem  panicled 
12042  Lvs.  lin.  entire :  radic.  obi.  subserrated,  Stem  much  branched  downy,  Invol.  loosely  imbricated 
12043  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  sessile  smooth  :  lower  subserrate,  Stem  panicled  smooth,  Invol.  imbricated 
12044  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  sessile  entire  smooth  :  lower  lane,  subserrate,  Stem  branched  diffuse  smoothish 
12045  Lvs.  lin.  acuminate  entire :  lower  lin.  lane,  subserrate,  Branches  corymbose,  Invol.  imbricated 
12046  Lvs.  lia  acuminate  entire :  radical  obL  serr.  Branches  in  corymbose  panicles,  Invol.  imbricated 
12047  Lvs.  sess.  lane,  serrated  smooth,  Invol.  imbricated :  leaflets  acute,  Stem  rather  villous 
12048  Lvs.  ellipt.-lanc.  serrated  smooth  :  cauline  lan.-lanc.  long,  Branches  spreading,  Invol.  imbr.  Stem  pubesc. 
12049  Lvs.  ellipt-lanc.  serrated  smooth  even-sized,  Branches  spreading,  Invol.  imbricated,  Stem  pubescent 
12050  Lvs.  ellipt-lanc.  serr.  smooth :  those  of  the  branches  distant,  Branches  much  spreading  pendulous 
12051  Stem  1-fl.  Lvs.  ovate  sessile  scabrous,  Scales  of  invol.  nearly  eoual  linear 
12052  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  entire  blunt  mucronate  3-nerved  at  base  veiny,  Stem  simple  corymbose  downy 
12053  Lvs.  filiform  aculeate  ciliate,  Invol.  hemispherical,  Leaflets  equal 
12054  Stemglabr.  corymb.  Lvs.  1  in. -lane,  fleshy  obscurely  3-nerv.  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  membran.  obt  imbricated1 12055  Leaves  lane  subamplexicaul.  serrate  pilose  scabrous,  Invol.  lax  :  leafl.  lane,  acuminate  foliaceous  hispid 
12056  Leaves  scabr. :  caul.  obi.  lane,  acute ;  radical  obi  stalked,  Scales  of  invol.  obi.  cuneate  blunt  subsquarrose 
12057  Leaves  sessile  obi.  lane,  serrate :  floral  ciliated,  Stem  branched  glabrous,  Invol.  closely  imbricated 
12058  Lvs.  obL  lane,  serrat.  narrow,  at  base,  Stem  hairy,  Inv.  imbric.  nearly  equal,  Outer  scales  somew.  spreading 

***  Leaves  cordate  and  ovate,  serrate. 
12059  Leaves  obi.  cordate  amplexieaul.  entire,  Petioles  winged,  Stem  panicled  hispid,  Branchlets  1-sided 
12060  Leaves  ovate-lane,  subserrated  stalked  smooth,  Petioles  naked,  Stem  much  branched  smooth,  InvoL  lax 
12061  Leaves  cordate  pilose  beneath  finely  serrated  stalked,  Stem  panicled  smoothish.  Panicle  spreading 
12062  Leaves  ov.  finely  serrated  acum.  smoothish  :  lower  cord,  stalked.  Branches  hairy,  Scales  of  invol.  blunt 
12063  Leaves  ovate  stalked  serrated  scabrous  :  upper  ovate  cordate  sessile,  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Scales  acute 
12064  Leaves  smooth  :  cauline  ovate  subcord.  acuminate  deeply  serrated  entire  at  end,  Stem  panicled  smooth 
12065  Leaves  ovate  narrowed  at  base  entire  about  5-nerved,  Invol.  lax  squarrose,  Ray  very  fine 

<j  1.  Racemes  1-sided,  Leaves  3-nerved.  [exceeding  disk 
12066  Stem  downy,  Lvs.  lane,  serrat.  triple-ribb.  rough,  Clusters  copious  panicl.  unilateral  recurv.  Radius  hardly 
12067  Leaves  obL  3-nerved  subserrated,  Racemes  1-sided,  Ligulae  middling,  Stem  smooth,  Peduncles  downy 
12068  Stem  villous  erect,  Lvs.  lane,  serrated  triple-ribbed  rough  villous  beneath,  Clusters  spiked  erect  drooping 

before  flowering,  Radius  short 
13069  Stem  erect  round  very  smooth,  Leaves  lin.-lanceol.  smooth  triple-ribbed  serrated  rough-edged,  Clusters panicled  unilateral,  Stalks  downy 
12070  Stem  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  serrated  rough  edged  obscurely  triple-ribbed,  Clusters  paniculated unilateral,  Stalks  hairy,  Radius  short 
19071  Stem  erect  smooth,  Leaves  lane,  somewhat  triple-ribbed  smooth  rough-edged  slightly  serrated,  Clusters 

panicled  unilateral,  Stalks  smooth,  Bract,  fringed,  Radius  short 
12072  Stem  erect  vilL  Lvs.  lane,  somew.  serrat  triple-ribbed  rough  reflexed,  Clusters  panicled  slightly  unilateral 
12073  Stem  erect  rather  hairy,  Lvs.  lane,  obscurely  triple-ribbed  smooth  rough  -edged :  the  lower  ones  slightly serrated,  Clusters  panicled  unilateral  somewhat  recurved 

and  Miscellaneous  Particidars. 
appearance  among  other  coarse  things,  but  there  is  not  one  of  them  which  is  worth  a  place  in  a  choice  collec- 

tion of  ornamental  plants.  The  leaves  of  the  Solidago  odora  have  a  delightfully  fragrant  odor,  partaking  of 
that  of  anise  and  Sassafras,  but  different  from  either.  When  subjected  to  distillation,  a  volatile  oil,  possess- 

ing the  taste  and  aroma  of  the  plant  in  a  high  degree,  collects  in  the  receiver.  This  oil  apparently  has  its 
residence  in  the  transparent  cells  which  constitute  the  dotting  of  the  leaves.   The  effeqts  of  the  S.  odora  are 

Z  z  4 
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12074  aspera  W. 
12075  alt! ssima  Ph. 
12076  rugosa  Ph. 
12077  vill6sa  Ph. 
12078  scabra  TV. 
12079  nemoralis  TV. 
12080  patula  TV. 
12081  ulmifolia  W. 
12082  arguta  W. 
12083  jfincea  TV. 
12084  elllptica  TV. 12085  recur vata  TV.cn. 
12086  sempervirens  W. 12087  odora  W. 

rough-leaved    i  3  s 
tall  kApr 
wrinkle-leaved  ^  A  Pr 
villous  3l  A  Pr 
scabrous  4  A  pr 
woolly-stalked  5  AP[ 
spreading        3l  A  pr 
Elm-leaved      5i  A  Pf 

Rush-stalked    4  A  pr 
oval-leaved     5  A  Pr 
recurved         >k  A  pr 
evergreen        S  A  pr 
sweet-smelling  5  A  pr 

12088  paucifloscul6sa  Ph.  slender-flower.  ^  A  pr 
12089  blcolor  TV. 
12090  petiolaris  TV. 12091  stricta  TV. 
§12092  lanceolata  Ph. 
§12093  tenuifolia  Ph. 

12094  cae"sia  IK 
12095  ltvida  W.en. 
12096  hlrta  IKoi. 

two-colored  5t  A  pr 
late-flowered  3l  A  pr 
Willow-leaved  ^  A  Pr 
Grass-leaved  i  Apt 
slender-leaved  1  A  pf 
Maryland  ^  Apr 

livid 
hairy 

3t  A  pr 
k  A  pr 12097  lithosi 

12098  laevigata  TV. 
12099  mexicana  TV. 
12100  viminea  W. 
12101  erecta  Ph. 
12102  macropbf  11a  Ph. 
12103  flexicanlis  W. 
12104  latif61ia 
12105  ambigua  TV. 
12106  axillaris  Ph. 
12107  Virgaurea  fF. 12108  cambrica  TV. 
12109  multiradiata  TV. 
12110  minuta  TV. 
12111  humilis  Ph. 
12112  elata  Ph. 
12113  rlgida  W. 

rmi folia  PA.  Gromwell-lvd.  3t  A  Pr 
fleshy-leaved  JAP1 
Mexican twiggy 

upright 
large-leaved 

i  Apt 
3t  A  pr 
3t  A  pr k  AP 

crook-stalked  i  A  pr 
broad-leaved    ^  A  pr 
angular-stalked     A  pr 
axillary 
common 
Welsh 
Labrador 
least 
dwarf tall-hairy 
hard-leaved 

i  Apr 
3t  A  pr k  Apr 
5  A  pr 4  A  pr 
5  Apr 
k  Apr 1  Apr P1741.  CINERA'RIA.  TV.  Cineraria. 12114  geifdlia  TV.  Kidney-leaved  tt.  i_J  or 

12115  canescens  TVeneU.    hoary  tt.  \  |  or 
parviflora  H.  K. 

12116  aurita  TV.  purple-flower'dtL  |  |  or 
12074  12076 

3  s 
Y N.  Amer.  1732. D  co 
Y N.  Amer.  1686. D 

CO 
3  au.s Y n!  Amer.  1732. D 

co 
2  au.s Y N.  Amer.  1732. D 

CO 

3  au.s Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 
Y N.  Amer.  1769. D CO 

2  s.o Y N.  Amer.  1805. D 

CO 2  au.0 Y X.  Amer.  1805. D  co 

4  jl.au 
Y N.  Amer.  1758. D CO 

2  au.s Y N.  Amer.  1769. D 

CO 
3  au.s Y N.  Amer.  1759. D 

CO 
2  s.n Y X.  Amer.  ... D CO 
5  s.o Y N.  Amer.  1699. D CO 

3  jl.au 
Y N.  Amer.  1699. D 

CO 2  auo Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 

2  aas Y N.  Amer.  1759. jj 

CO 4  o.d Y N.  Amer.  1758. D CO 
3  s Y N.  Amer.  1758. J) 
5  o Y Nl  Amer.  1758. D 

CO 2  S.O Y N.  Amer.  1758. D CO 

2  s.o Y N.  Amer.  1732. D CO 
2  8.0 Y N.  Amer.  ••• D CO 
2  8.0 Y X.  Amer.  ... D CO 
2  au.o Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 
6  o.n Y n!  Amer.  1699. D 

CO 6  jl.o 
Y N.  Amer.  1683. D 

CO 
3  8 Y N.  Amer.  1759. D 

CO 3  au.o 
Y N.  Amer.  ... D CO 

3  au.o Y N.  Amer.  ... D 

CO 
S  8 Y N.  Amer.  1725. D CO 
1*8 

Y N.  Amer.  1725. D CO 

2  jl.au 
Y D  co 

2  au.o Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 
2  jLs Y Britain    woods.  D CO 

4jl-au 

Y Wales D CO 

5  iUu 

Y Labrador  1776. D CO 

ijl.au 

Y Pyrenees  1772. 
D CO 

1  jl.au 
Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 

6  au.o Y N.  Amer.  1811. D CO 
3  8 Y N.  Amer.  1710. D CO 

Composite. Sp.  31—72. 

p.l 

2  ap.au Y C.  G.  H.  1710. C 
2  ap.au Y C.  G.  H.  1790. C 

pi 

Pu 

Madeira  1777. C 

LP 

DU.eLt305.£S98 
Mart,  cent  14 
DiLel.t308.tS96 

Cor.canad.  tlS9 
Pluk.aLtll6.t6 

Pluk.al.  U14X8 

Bot.  mag.  2546 

Dil.el.t.307.f.395 

Dodar.ac4.t219 

Herm.parad.244 Pluk.al.  t.235.f. 4 

Eng.  bot  301 Dil.eLt306.C393 

Bot  cab.  189 

Herm.parad.243 

Com.hort.2.  t73 
Bot  mag.  1990 

12094* 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
aromatic,  pleasant  to  the  taste,  gently  stimulant,  diaphoretic,  and  carminative.   An  essence  made  by  dissolving 
the  essential  oil  in  proof  spirit,  is  used  in  the  eastern  states  as  a  remedy  in  complaints  arising  from  flatulence, 
and  as  a  vehicle  for  unpleasant  medicines  of  various  kinds.   It  has  been  employed  successfully  to  allay  vomit- 
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$  2.  Raceme*  1- tided.   Leaves  not  3-nerved. 
12074  Stem  erect  round  hairy,  Lvs.  ov.  rather  ellipt  very  rough  rugged  serrated  without  lateral  ribs,  Cluster* 

panicled  unilateral 
12075  Stem  erect  hairy,  Lvs.  lane,  the  lower  ones  deeply  serrated  very  rough  rugose,  Panicles  unilateral 
12076  Stem  erect  hairy,  Lvs.  ovate-lanc.  the  lower  ones  closely  serrated  rugged  very  rough,  Clusters  panicled 

compound  widely  spreading  unilateral 
12077  Stem  erect  vill.  Lvs.  lane,  rather  soft  serrated  without  lateral  ribs,  Clusters  panicled  unilateral 
12078  Stem  erect  hairy,  Lvs.  oblong  pointed  smooth  above  rugged  and  rough  beneath,  Clusters  unilateral 
12079  Stem  erect  downy,  Stem  lvs.  lane.  hisp.  ent. :  radio,  ones  somew.  wedge-shap.  serrat  Clust.  panic,  unilateral 
12080  Stem  erect  smooth  angular,  Lvs.  ellipt  serrated  smooth  :  the  radic.  ones  obL-spatulate,  Clusters  panicled unilateral  spreading,  Pedunc.  downy 
12081  Stem  erect  striated  smooth,  Lvs.  ellipt  pointed  deeply  serrated  vill.  beneath :  radical  ones  obovate,  Clusters 

panicled  unilateral,  Fedunc.  villous,  Rays  short 
12082  Stem  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  smooth  sharply  and  unequally  serr. :  those  of  the  stem  ellipt. ;  radical  ones  ovate- 

obL  Clusters  panicled  unilateral,  Bays  elongate 
12083  Stem  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  rough-edged :  the  lower  ones  serrated,  Clusters  panicled  unilateral 
12084  Stem  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  ellipt.  smooth  serrated,  Clusters  panicled  unilateral,  Kays  of  a  middling  length 
12085  Stem  erect  downy,  Lvs.  lane,  serrated  rough  edged,  Clusters  elongated  unilateral  recurved  panicled 
12086  Stem  erect  smth.  Lvs.  lin.-lanc.  rather  fleshy  smth.  entire  rough-edg.  Clust  panic,  unilateral,  Fed.  roughish 
12087  Stem  erect  striated  downy,  Lvs.  lin.-lanc.  entire  smooth  rough-edged,  Clust  panic,  unilateral  nearly  simple 

§  3.  Racemes  erect. 12088  Smooth  somewhat  shrubby,  Lvs.  lane,  obtuse  without  ribs,  Panicle  compound  man  y-fl.  tuft  of  flowers 
erect,  In  vol.  narr.-oblong  with  5  flor.  in  the  disk  and  1  in  the  radius 

12089  Stem  hairy,  Lvs.  ellipt  hairy :  the  lower  ones  serr. ;  those  on  the  rl. -branches  entire  numerous  and  small, Clusters  erect,  Scales  of  invoL  obtuse 
12090  Stem  erect  villous,  Lvs.  ellipt  roughish  stalked,  Clusters  erect,  Rays  twice  the  length  of  the  in  vol. 
12091  Stem  erect  smth.  Stem-lvs.  lane,  entire  smth.  rough-edg. :  radic  ones  serrat  Clust.  panic,  erect,  Ped.  smth. 12092  Stem  smooth,  furrowed  much  branched,  Lvs.  almost  lin.  ent  roughish  nearly  erect  with  3  or  5  rough  ribs, 

Rays  not  longer  than  the  disk 
12093  Stem  rough  angular  branch,  corymb.  Lvs.  spread,  lin.  very  narr.  slightly  3-ribb.  rough  with  axilla  tufts  ol 

smaller  ones,  Rays  scarcely  exceeding  the  disk 
12091  Stem  nearly  erect  very  smooth  and  even,  Lvs.  lane,  smooth  with  roughish  edges  and  ribs,  Clusters  erect, 

Rays  rather  longer  than  the  disk 
12095  Stem  smooth  panic.  Lvs.  lane,  serrat  smth.  rough-edged,  Branches  racemose  at  the  extremity,  Rays  elong. 
12096  Stem  panic,  hairy,  Lvs.  lane,  rough  on  both  sides :  those  of  the  stem  serrat. ;  of  the  branches  ent  Clusters 

erect,  Rays  elongated 
12097  Stem  branch,  downy,  Lvs.  lane,  rough  on  both  sides  tapering  3-ribb.  entire,  Clusters  erect,  Rays  elongated 
12098  Stem  erect  smth.  Lvs.  lane,  fleshy  entire  smooth  in  every  part,  Clusters  panic,  erect,  Fedunc.  scaly  hairy, 

Radius  twice  the  length  of  in  vol. 
12099  Stem  oblique  smooth,  Lvs.  lane,  somew.  fleshy  entire  smooth  in  every  part,  Clusters  panic  erect,  Pedunc 

scaly  smooth,  Rays  longer  than  invol. 
12100  Stem  erect  slightly  downy,  Lvs.  lin.  lane  smooth  rough -edged  tapering  at  the  base :  the  lower  ones  somew. serrated,  Clusters  erect,  Rays  elongated 
12101  Stem  rather  vill.  Lvs.  lane,  veiny  smooth  entire  somewhat  stalked 
12102  Lower  lvs.  ov.  pointed  taper,  unequally  and  sharply  serr.  smooth :  those  of  the  stem  lane  tapering  at  each 

end  serr.  nearly  sess.  Clusters  axill.  stalked  leafy  the  length  of  the  leaves 
12103  Stem  zig-zag  roundish  smooth,  Lvs.  lane,  pointed  serrated  smooth  nearly  sess.  Clust  axill.  erect 
12104  Stem  somew.  zig-zag  angular  smooth,  Lvs.  ovate  pointed  strongly  serrated  smooth :  tapering  into  a  winged 

footstalk,  Clusters  axillary  erect 
12105  Stem  slightly  zig-zag  smooth  angul.  branch.  Lvs.  ov.-lanc  pointed  densely  serrated  rather  hairy  beneath 

tapering  into  a  wing,  footstalk :  upper  ones  ent  Clust  axill  erect  the  upper  ones  much  long,  than  the  lvs. 
12106  Stem  smooth  round  erect,  Lvs.  lane.  serr.  glabrous,  Racemes  axill.  subglobose  erect,  Rays  long 
12107  Cauline  leaves  lane. :  the  lower  ones  ellipt  Racemes  panicled  erect  crowded 
12108  Stem  quite  simple  downy,  Lvs.  cuneiform  lane,  downy,  Racemes  erect,  Rays  long 
12109  Stem  a  little  villous,  Lvs.  sessile  lane  smooth  ciliated :  lower  serrated  at  end,  Rays  long  numerous 
12110  Stem  quite  simple  pilose,  Lvs.  lane,  acute  serrated  smooth,  Raceme  term,  simple  erect,  Rays  long 
12111  Stem  simple  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  lane  serrated  smooth  tapering  and  elongated  at  the  base,  Clusters  erect 
12112  Stem  hairy  round,  Lvs.  lane  rather  hairy  beneath,  Clusters  erect,  Rays  elongated 
12113  Lvs.  ov.-obl.  rough  like  the  corymbose  stem  with  minute  rigid  hairs  :  the  lowermost  serrat. ;  upper  entire, 

[Clusters  compact,  Rays  twice  the  length  of  the  obtuse  calyx 
12114  Pedunc  branched,  Lvs.  reniform  narrowed  somewhat  lobed  downy,  Petioles  auricled  at  end 
12115  Pedunc  branched,  Lvs.  cordate  5-lobed  toothed  woolly,  Petioles  with  appendages,  Ray  3-flowered 
12116  Heads  corymbose,  Lvs.  cordate  somewhat  angular  downy  beneath,  Petioles  auricled  at  base 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
ing,  and  to  relieve  spasmodic  pains  in  the  chest  of  a  milder  kind.  The  leaves  are  also  used  in  some  parts  of the  United  States  as  an  agreeable  substitute  for  tea.  (Bigelow.) 

174J.  Cineraria.   From  cmeres,  ashes,  in  reference  to  the  soft  white  down  which  clothes  the  lower,  and 
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12117  ISctea  W.en, 
12118  cruenta  W. 
12119 h^brida  W.en. 
12120  populif61ia  H.  K. 12121  lobata  W. 
12122  malvarfolia  W. 
12123  Petasites  B.  M. 
12124  discolor  W. 
12125  elatior  Bouche 
12123  parvi  flora  Bieb. 12127  americana  W. 
12128  tricolor  L. 
12129  speciosa  Schrad. 12130  sibirica  W. 
12131  gigantea  H.  K. 

§12132  glauca  W. 
12133  palGstris  W. 
12134  campestris  W. 

integrifdlia  E.B. 12135  longifolia  W. 12136  cordifolia  W. 
12137  alpina  W. 12138  maritima  JT. 
12139  canadensis  W. 

§12140  linifolia  ff. 12141  humifusa  W. 
12142  viscosa  W. 
12143  lanata  W. 

§12144  amelloides  W. 
1742.  C  ALCTIS.  R.  Br. 

12145  cuneif61ia  R.  Br. 

milk-colored    tt.  \  J  or 
Surple-leaved  tt.  i  |  or ybrid            tt.  i  |  or 
Poplar-leaved  tt.  i  |  or 
lobed  tt.  |  1  or Mallow-leaved  j£  i  |  or 
Butter-bur-lvd,  tt.  i  |  or 
white-leaved  *  □  or tall  j£  i_J  or 
small-flowered 
American 
two-colored showy 

Siberian 
gigantic 

k  A  or 

3  jn.jl 
2  f.mv 
2  f.my 

2  jn.s 
3  jti.au 2  au 

3  f'.d 

4  jl.au 
5  jl.au 
2  jl.au 

k  A  or 
i  A  or 4  Am glaucous-lea v'd^t  A  or marsh 

mountain 
4  A  «f 
5t  A  or 

2  jl.au 
6  jl.au 
4  jn.au 
4  jl.au 6  jnjl 3  jn  jl 

i  my.jn 
long4eaved heart-leaved 
Alpine Sea  Ragwort 
Canadian 
Flax-leaved trailing clammy 
woolly  tt.  |  I  or 
blue-flowered  a.  [_J  or 
Calotis. 

wedge-leaved  £  iAI  pr 

4  A  or ^  A  or 
^  A  or 
tt.  |  or 

i  A  or 
tt-i  |  or 

l£  lAJ  or 
£  Ol  or 

x  jn.au 2  jl.au 
2  jn.au 2  jLs 
2  jn.au 2  jn.au 

i  jl.au 

2  jn.au 3  my.s 

lj  f.s Composite, 1  my.jn  B 

w 1816. C 

Lp 

Pu Canaries 1777. R 

P", 

Bot  mag.  406 
Pu C 

p. 

R Canaries 

17*80. 

C Vent.  malm.  100 
Y C.  G.  H. 1774. 

C 
Y Azores 1777. R 
Y Mexico 1812. C Bot.  mag.  1536 
Y Jamaica 

1804. C 

Lp 

W 

D  Lp 

Y Caucasus 
1820. 

D  l.p 

Y Grenada 1825. C 

p.l 

Y C 

co 
Y Siberia 

18*15. 

D  co 
Bot.  reg.  812 

Y Siberia 1784. C CO Bot  mag.  1869 
Y CapeHornl801. D CO Exot.  bot  2.  t65 
Y Siberia 

1790. 
D CO GmeL  sib.  2.  t.74 

Y England mar. D 
m.s 

Eng.  bot  151 Y England  ch.pa. D CO 
Eng.  bot  152 

Y Austria  . 
1792. 

D CO Jac.au8t2.tl81 
Y Austria 1739. D CO Jar.  a ust. 2.  t.176 
Y Austria 1683. D CO Jac  aus t. 2.  1. 177 
Y S.  Europe  1633. C 

lp 

Lob.ic.t227.f.2 
Y Canada 1739. D CO 
Y C.G.  H. C 

1-P 

Jac.schoe.3.t.308 
Y C.  G.  H. 1704. R  p.l Y C.  G.  H. 1774. C 

Pl 

Ja.ffag.l2.t7.£2 

Pu 
Canaries 1780. C 

p.l 

Bot  mag.  53 B C.  G.  H. 1753, 
S 

p.l 

Bot  mag.  249 

1743.  K.AULFUS'SIA.  Nees.  Kaulfussia. 
12146  amelloides  Nees.      Cape  Aster-like£  iAI  pr 
*1744.  I'NULA.  W.  Inula. 812147  Helenium  W.         Elecampane     4  A  m 
12148  Cculus-Chrlsti  W.  hoary  5  A  or 12149  britannica  W. 
12150  undulata  W. 
12151  indica  W. 
12152  squarr6sa  W. 12153  viscosa  W. 
12154  tuberosa  P.  S. 

creeping-rooted^t  A  or wave-leaved  O  or 
Indian  ED  or 
net-leaved  ^  A  or 
clammy  <  lAlor 
tuberous-rooted*.  A  Or 

ComposittB. 1  jl.au  B 
Composite. 

4  jLau  Y 

H  jLs 

1819.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  504 

1819.  D  co    Bot  reg.  490 

Erigeron  tuberdsum  W. 
12155  salicina  W.  Willow-leaved  i  A  or 
12156  glandulosa  W. 12157  Bubonium  W. 
12158  hirta  W. 
12159  suaveolens  W. 
12160  VaillantU  W. 
12161  mollis  Bernhardt 12162  odora  W. 
12163  mariana  W. 
12164  genual) ica  W. 12165  ensifolia  W. 
12166  crithmifolia  W. 
12167  provincialis  W. 12168  montana  W. 

12118 

glandular Austrian hairy 

woolly-leaved 
Vaillant's soil 
fragrant American 
German 
sword-leaved 
Samphire-leav.  ^  A  or 
oval-leaved  i  A  or 
mountain        ^  A  or 

12129 

2  jLs 
1  jl.o 

HjLo 

1  jLs 

1}  jLau 
li  jl.au 2  au.s 
2  jLau UjLs 
1  jn.s 
14,  jn.au 2  jn.au 2  jn.au 
H  jn.au 1  jLau 4  jn.jl 

f  jLs 

2  au.s 
1  jl.au 

1}  jLau 12131 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y L.Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

S».l— 2. N.  HolL 

Sp.  1. 
t  .  G.  H. 

Sp.  25— 37. Britain    m.  me.  D  co 
Austria    1759.  D  co 
Germany  1759.  D  co 
Egypt      1739.  S  co E  Indies  1739.  S  co 
Italy       176a  D  co S.  Europe  1596.  C  p.l 
S.  Europe  1640.  D  co 
N.Europe  164a 
Georgia  1804. Austria  1801. Austria  1759. 
S.  Europe  1738. France  1739. 

S.  Europe  1821. N.  Amer.  1742. 
Germany  1759. Austria  1793. 
England  sal  m. France  177a 
&  Europe  1759. 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

Eng.  bot  1546 Jac.  aust.3.  t.223 
Fl.  dan.  t.  413 

Bur.«eyl.t.55.f.2 Plu.alm.  tl&  f.l 
Jacvind.  2.  tl65 
Mor.s.7.tl9.£20 
Fl.  dan.  t.  786 
Bot  mag.  1907 
Jac.aus.5.ap.t.l9 
Jac.  aust.4.  t.338 
Jac.  vind.  3. 1 51 

M.h.3.8.7.t21.f.6 
MilLio.l.t57.f.l 
Jac.  aust.2.  t.134 Jac.  aust.2.  U82 
Eng.  bot  68 Garid.  alx.  t.  10 

12140W       1%  //  12144  12134 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

often  the  upper  surface  of  the  leaves.  C.  discolor,  populifolia,  &c.  are  popular  half-shrubby  plants,  well calculated  for  bearing  the  confined  air  of  a  sitting  room.  Most  of  the  hardy  herbaceous  species  are  fine 
ornamental  plants  of  easy  culture.  C.  lanata  and  amelloides  flower  the  greater  part  of  the  year ;  the  former species  is  considered  the  handsomest  of  the  genus  j  its  petals  exteriorly  are  of  a  most  vivid  purple,  interiorly 
they  are  white. 

1342.  Calotis.  The  name  has  been  derived  from  ncikos,  beautiful,  and  vs  ems,  an  ear,  in  allusion  to  the  two 
membranous  ear-shaped  pales  of  the  pappus.    A  pretty  little  New  Holland  herbaceous  plant 

1743.  Kaulfussia.  Named  after  Dr.  George  Frederick  Kaulfuss,  professor  of  botany  at  Halle,  a  distin- 
guished living  Cryptogamic  botanist    A  small  plant  with  bright  blue  flowers. 

1744.  Inula.   The  derivation  of  this  word  is  uncertain.   The  Latins  applied  it  to  a  plant  which  was  eaten  as 
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12117  Lvs.  cordate  angular  downy  beneath,  Corymbs  terminal  panicled,  Scales  of  invoL  recurved  at  end 
12118  Heads  corymbose,  Lvs.  cordate  angular  toothed  purple  beneath,  Petioles  winged  auricled  at  base 
12119  Fed  una  about  1- headed,  Branches  corymb.  Lvs.  cord,  angular  toothed  downy  beneath,  Petioles  winged 12120  Heads  corymbose,  Lvs.  cordate  subangular  downy  beneath,  Petioles  with  many  appendages  at  end 
12121  Heads  subcorymbose,  Lvs.  roundish  many-lobed  smooth,  Petioles  auricled  at  base,  Invol.  calyculate 
12122  Heads  cymose,  Lvs.  cordate  angular  downy  beneath,  Petioles  simple 
12123  Leaves  large  round  lobed  downy  and  green  on  each  side 
12124  Heads  corymbose,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  acuminate  toothletted  smooth  white  beneath 
12125  Lvs.  cord,  subangular  smooth  above  downy  beneath,  Petioles  with  an  appendage  at  top,  Heads  corymb. 
12126  Stem  simple,  Heads  panicled,  Lvs.  smooth  tooth. :  lower  deltoid  stalked :  upper  obi.  lane,  araplexicaul. 
12127  Panicles  axillary,  Lvs.  alternate  stalked  broad  lane,  serrated  smooth  above  hoary  beneath  [above 
12128  Heads  corymb.  InvoL  hoary  pubesc.  Lvs.  obi  pinnatif.  at  base :  segm.  some w.  toothed  shining  and  smooth 
12129  Raceme  simple,  Lvs.  reniform  toothletted,  Petiole  inflat  Stem  simple  leafy,  Bractes  in  the  midd.  of  stalk 
12130  Raceme  simple,  Lvs.  cordate  blunt  toothletted  smooth,  Stem  simple  1-leaved 
12131  Heads  corymb.  Lvs.  cauline  ov.  acute  finely  serrated  downy  beneath :  petioles  winged  at  base ;  radic.  cord. 
12132  Raceme  simple,  Lvs.  spatulate  cordate  entire  smooth,  Stem  simple 
12133  Heads  corymbose,  Lvs.  broad  lane,  tooth-sinuated,  Stem  villous 
12134  Heads  umbellate,  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  downy :  radical  ovate  subcrenulatej  cauline  lane,  entire 
12135  Heads  in  corymbose  umbels.  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  somewhat  toothed :  radic.  spatulate ;  caul.  obi.  lane. 
12136  Panicle  few-headed,  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  all  stalked  cordate  doubly  toothed,  Petioles  toothed  at  base 
12137  Heads  corymbose,  Lvs.  pinnated :  term,  pinna?  large  cordate  cut-toothed ;  lateral  cuneate  toothed  at  end 
12138  Heads  panicled,  InvoL  downy,  Lvs.  pinnatifid :  segments  blunt  about  3- lobed  downy  beneath 12139  Heads  panicled,  Lvs.  pinnatifid  subvillous :  segments  sinuated,  Stem  herbaceous 
12140  Pedunc.  1-headed  axillary,  Lvs.  linear  subulate  glabrous,  Stem  shrubby 
12141  Pedunc.  1-headed,  Lvs.  reniform  somewhat  angular,  Petioles  auricled  at  end  or  naked 
12142  Pedunc.  1-headed,  Lvs.  pinnatifid  lobed  acute  viscid  fleshy 
12143  Pedunc.  1-headed,  Lvs.  cordate  roundish  with  7  angles  woolly  beneath 
12144  Pedunc.  1-headed,  Lvs.  opposite  ovate  naked 
12145  Leaves  cuneate  cut-toothed  at  end 

12146  The  only  species 

12147  Lvs.  amplexic.  somewhat  toothed  ovate  rugged  downy  beneath,  Scales  of  the  involucre  downy 
12148  Leaves  amplexic.  oblong  entire  hirsute,  Stem  pilose  corymbose 
12149  Leaves  amplexic.  lane,  serrated  at  base  pilose  beneath,  Stem  corymbose  villous 
12150  Leaves  amplexic.  cordate  lanceolate  wavy 
12151  Leaves  amplexic.  cordate  lane,  quite  smooth  serrated,  Stem  corymbose  smooth,  Pedunc.  1-headed  filiform 12152  Leaves  oval  rigid  sessile  serrulate  scabrous  netted,  Scales  of  invoL  ovate  reflexed 
12153  Leaves  sessile  reflexed  at  base  lane,  serrated,  Stem  downy  clammy,  Peduncles  axillary  leafy 
12154  Leaves  sessile  lanc-lin.  Stem  pilose  branched,  Branches  spreading  1-headed,  Root  tuberous 
12155  Leaves  lane  recurved  serrate  scabrous,  Branches  angular,  Lower  heads  tallest 
12156  Lvs.  sess.  obL  obsoletely  serrated :  serratures  glandular,  Stem  hairy  1-headed,  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  villous 
12157  Lvs.  sess.  obi.  with  cartilaginous  teeth  scabrous  rigid,  Stem  corymbose,  Scales  of  invol.  blunt  squarrose 
12138  Lvs.  sessile  lane,  bluntly  serrated  rigid  pilose,  Stem  villous  1-headed,  Scales  of  invoL  lanceolate 
12159  Leaves  ellipt  narrowed  at  base  stalked  pilose :  lower  toothed,  Stem  many-flowered 
12160  Leaves  sessile  oblong  lane,  serrated  downy  beneath,  Heads  stalked  about  4  in  terminal  umbels 
12161  Leaves  lane,  acute  serrulate  hairy,  Lvs.  of  invol.  lane,  hairy  outer  reflexed 
12162  Leaves  amplexicaul.  toothed  very  hairy :  radical  ovate ;  cauline  lanceolate 
12163  Leaves  sessile  oblong  lane,  attenuated  at  base  obtuse  entire  mucronate  with  a  gland,  Pedunc.  fi  if.  viscid 
12164  Leaves  sessile  obi.  acute  entire  scabrous,  Stem  branched  at  top,  Heads  corymbose 
12165  Leaves  sessile  lin.  acuminate  nerved  smooth  scattered,  Stem  about  1-headed 
12166  Leaves  linear  fleshy  generally  3-pointed 
12167  Leaves  subserrate  downy  beneath  :  radical  stalked  ovate,  Stem  erect  1 -flowered 
12168  Leaves  lane,  hirsute  entire,  Stem  1-headed,  InvoL  short  imbricated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
a  preserve  with  sugar.  Inuleae  in  many  respects  resemble  Anthemideae,  Senecionea?,  and  Kassauviese, 
especially  in  their  style ;  but  they  are  perfectly  well  characterized  by  the  peculiarities  of  their  ovarium,  pappus, 
stamens,  and  corolla.  They  are  also  related  to  Carlineae.  They  are  found  in  every  part  of  the  world,  and especially  in  southern  Africa ;  almost  all  the  Composite  of  the  southern  latitudes  being  referable  to them. 

L  Helenium,  called  Elecampane,  from  the  officinal  name  Enula  campana,  is  one  of  the  largest  of  British 
herbaceous  plants.  It  was  formerly  esteemed  a  tonic,  and  is  still  retained  in  the  Materia  Medica,  though  little 
used.  Bruised  and  macerated  in  wine,  with  balls  of  ashes  and  whortle  berries,  it  dyes  a  Glue  color. 
The  young  branches  of  I.  Crithmifolia  are  frequently  sold  in  the  London  markets  for  samphire,  to  which  they bear  some  resemblance  in  appearance,  but  none  in  virtues. 
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O  w A  pr 
A  un 

12169  blfrons  W.  Italian 
12170  saturejoides  W.  Savory-leaved 
12171  fce'tida  W.  stinking  O 
1745.  PULICA'RIA.  Gccrln.  Pulicabia. 

12172  vulgaris  Gcertn.      Small  Fleawort 12173  arabica  Link.  Arabian  4 
12174  dysenterica  Link,    meadow  £\ 
tl74&  GRINDE'LIA.  W.en.  Grindelia. 
12175  glutindsa  H.  K.      glutinous        tt.  i  |  or 
12176  inuloldes  W.  en.      Inula-like       »t.|  |  or 
12177  squarrosa  Ph.         Snake's-headed£  iAI  or 12178  angustifolia  Kunth.  narrow-leaved  f  .Al  or 
12179  ciliata  Nutt.  ciliated  ^  Q)  or 
tl747.  PODOLE'PIS.  H.  K.  Podolepis. 
12180  rugata  H.  K.  wrinkle-scaled  ?  lAlor 
12181  acuminata  H.  K.     s harp-seal ed     £  lAJ  or 
1748.  CH^TANTHE'RA.  Fl.  per.  Chjstanthera. 12182  ciliata  Fl. per.        ciliated  iAI  or 

or  1}  jn.au or  1 
or    2  jn.au 

Y 
Y 
Y 

Composite. 1  au.s  Y 
li  au.s  Y 2  au.s  Y 

Composite. 
2  ja.d  Y 
li  jn.s  Y 2  jl.s 
1  jl.s 

li;l.s 

*1749.  AR'NICA.  W. 12183  montana  W. 
12184  scorpioides  W. 12185  Doronicum  W. 

§12186  Bellidiastrum  W. 
12187  glacialis  W. 

Arnica. mountain 
alternate-leav. 
Alpine 
Daisy-leaved ice 

Composite. 
jl.au  W 
my.au  W 
Composite. 

jl.au 
Composite. 
jl.au  Y 

S.  Europe  1713.  D Vera  Cruz  1733.  C 
Malta      168a  S 

s».  a 
England  moi.h.  S Arabia  1823.  D 
England  wat.pL  D 

Sp.  5—7. Mexico    1803.  C 
Mexico    1815.  C 
Missouri  1811.  D 
Mexico    1822.  D 
N.  Amer.  1821.  D 

So.  2. N.  Holl. N.  S.  W. 
1803. 
1803. 

1-P 

k.  A  or i  A  »'  ijl.au 
5  A  or  1|  jl.au A  or  1  jn.au 
i  A  or  1  jn.au 

Y 
Y 
W 
Y 

1750.  GERBE'RIA.  Burm.  Gf.rberia. 
12188  crenata  Lindl.        crenated         f  Ol  pr 
tl751.  DORCNICUM.  W.  Leopard's-Bane. 
12189  Pardaliancnes  W.    great  i  A  or mountain  5t  A  or 

Austrian  jt  A  or 
Siberian  S  A  or 
oriental  5  A  or 
Plantain-lea v'd     A  or 

Composite, 

i  jl.au  Pu Composite. 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
Y 

3  my 

3  ap.jn 

apjn 
1  jn.au 1  jn.au 

2  my 
12190  scorpioides  W. 12191  austriacum  W. 
12192  altaicum  W. 
12193  orientale  W.en. 
12194  plantagineura  W. 
tl752.  PERDI'CIUM.  H.  K.   Perdicium.  Composite. 12195  Anandria  H.  K.     Siberian         ^  ̂   un    }  mr 
1753.  TETRAGONOTHE'CA.  W.  Tetragonotheca. 

12196  helianthoides  W.    Sunflower-like  i  A  or  4 
tl754.  XIMENE'SIA.  W.   Ximenesia.  Composite. 12197  enceliotdes  W.       Mexican         ]£  iAI  or    3  jn.n  Y 

Sp.  1—2. ChUi 

Sp.  5— 34. 
Europe 

Austria Austria Austria SwitzerL 

Sp.  1—2. 
C.  G.H. 

So.  6—11. Britain 

1822.  D  co 

1731.  D 
1710.  D 1816.  D .1570.  D 
1823.  D 

Herm.par.tl27 
ReLHous.8.t.l9 
Boc.  sic.  26. 1 13 

Eng.  bot  1196 Pluk.al.tl49.C4 
Eng.  bot  1115 
Bot  reg.  187 
Bot  reg.  248 Bot.  mag.  1706 
Bot.  reg.  781 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  45 
Lab.nab.2.t208 
Bot  mag.  956 

Bot  mag.  1749 
Bot.  cab.  913 
Jac.  aust.  1.  1 9S Bot  mag.  1196 
Jacq.  ic  1 586 

1822.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  855 

Germany 
Austria  1816. 
Siberia  1783. 
Caucasus  1815. 
S.  Europe  1570. 

Sp.  1—12. Siberia 

m.pas.  D  co    Eng.  bot  630 

1759.  D  co 
Composite.  Sp.  1. 

au.o     Y      Virginia   1726.  D 

tl755.  HELE'NIUM.  W.  Helenium. 12198  autumnale  W.  smooth 
12199  pubescens  W.  downy 
12200  quadridentatum  W.  wing-stalked 
12201  quad  ri  parti  turn  Link,  four- par  ted 

£  A  or 4  A  or 
5-Alor 
£  .Al  or 

So.  1. 
Mexico  1795. 

Composite. 3  au.o  Y 
3  au.s  Y 
3  my.o  Y 
3  my.o  Y 

Sp.  4—8. 
N.  Amer.  1729.  D  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1776.  D  p.l 
Louisiana  1730.  D  l.p 1823.  D  l.p 12179, 

Jac.  aust.  1 130 
P.acp.1779.  tl6 

Gm.sib.2.t.68.f.l 

Sch.han.at  263 

Cav.  ic.  2. 1 178 

Sen.  han.a  t.250 

Bot  reg.  598  . 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1745.  Pulicaria.  So  named  in  allusion  to  its  property  of  driving  away  fleas,  pulicet.  See  Conyza.  P. 

dysenterica  has  its  specific  name  from  having  cured  certain  Russian  soldiers  of  the  bloody  flux.  It  is 
called  by  our  old  authors  middle  flea-bane,  and  was  supposed  by  its  smoke  in  burning  to  chase  away  fleas 
and  other  insects.  Forskahl  says,  it  is  named  in  Arabic  Rara  ejub,  or  Job's  tears,  from  a  notion  that  Job used  a  decoction  of  this  herb  to  cure  his  ulcers.  Of  course  it  was  formerly  recommended  to  cure  the 
itch.   P.  vulgaris  is  also  said  to  drive  away  fleas  and  gnats. 

1746.  Grindelia.  A  handsome  genus  of  herbaceous  plants,  with  neat  foliage,  and  pretty  yellow  flowers. They  are  sometimes  called  Donia. 
1747.  Podolepis.  From  tnt,  a  foot,  and  Attn;,  a  scale.  The  stalks  of  the  flowers  are  covered  with scales. 
1748.  Chcctanthera.  From  xa,T<*>  nair>  and  an  anther,  the  anther  being  furnished  with  a  hairy 

tuft 
1749.  Arnica.  This  is  said  to  be  a  corruption  of  ptarmica,  derived  from  a-rtugai,  to  sneeze.  The  Arnica montana  is  a  powerful  sternutatory ;  in  the  Vosges  it  is  even  called  tabac  on  that  account  The  whole  plant 

has  important  medicinal  properties ;  it  is  fortifying,  diuretic,  emmenagogue,  vulnerary,  antiseptic,  resolvative, 
and  sternutatory.  The  root  powdered  is  employed  in  diarrhcea,  dysentery,  and  quartan  fevers;  it  is  also 
applied  outwardly  to  bad  ulcers,  and  in  cases  of  gangrene.  The  flour  is  used  in  asthenia,  rheumatic  pains, 
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13169  Leaves  ovate-oblong  decurrent  toothed  entire  at  end,  Flowers  corymbose  clustered 
12170  Leaves  sessile  opp.  linear  lane,  entire  dotted  beneath,  Pedunc.  long  1-headed 
12171  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  entire,  Corymbs  branched,  Rays  of  flowers  very  short 

12172  Leaves  amplexicaul.  oblong  wavy  villous,  Stem  erect  panicled,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  opposite  the  leaves 
12173  Leaves  oblong  sessile,  Pedunc.  filiform,  Invol.  cylindrical 
12174  Leaves  oblongo-cordate  amplexic.  rugged  downy,  Stem  woolly  panicled,  Scales  of  involucre  setaceous 

12175  Leaves  ovate-obi.  serrated,  Involucres  viscid 12176  Leaves  sessile  obi.  lanceolate  acute  serrated  at  end  not  viscid 
12177  Leaves  obi.  amplexicaul.  serrated,  Scales  of  involucre  filiform  at  end  revolute  squarrose 
12178  Stems  simple,  Lower  leaves  spatulate :  upper  linear-oblong  serrated  1-nerved 
12179  Leaves  oblong  blunt  half-amplexicaul.  ciliate  serrated,  Leaves  of  invol.  linear  flat  bristle-pointed 

12180  Scales  of  invol.  rugose  blunt,  Stem  quite  simple 
12181  Scales  of  invol.  equal  ovate  acuminate,  Stem  nearly  simple 

12182  Leaves  lanceolate  ciliated 

12183  Leaves  ovate  entire :  cauline  twin  opposite 
12184  Leaves  toothed,  Teeth  acuminate :  radical  stalked  elliptical  roundish  ;  cauline  alternate  oblong 
12185  Leaves  remotely  toothed  hirsute :  radical  stalked  obi.  narrowed  at  base ;  caul,  alternate  obi.  lanceolate 
12186  Scape  1-headed  naked,  Leaves  stalked  obovate  repand 
12187  Leaves  somewhat  toothed  and  hairy :  radical  stalked  obi.  rounded  at  base ;  caul,  altern.  obi.  lanceolate 

12188  Leaves  obovate  crenate  smooth,  Scape  1-headed 

12189  Leaves  cordate  repando-dentate :  radical  ones  petiolate ;  cauline  ones  amplexicaul. 
12190  Leaves  remotely  toothletted :  upper  oblong  amplexicaul. ;  lower  ovate  stalked,  Petioles  winged  auricled 
12191  Leaves  toothletted :  upper  lane,  amplexicaul. ;  lower  spatulate  ovate ;  radical  cordate  stalked 
12192  Leaves  toothed  obov.  amplexic. :  radical  obov.  spatulate  narrowed  into  the  stalk,  Stem  simple  1-hcaded 
12193  Smooth,  Radical  leaves  cordate  deeply  toothed ;  cauline  oblong  amplexicaul.  Stem  about  1-headed 
12194  Downy,  Lower  leaves  stalked  ovate  with  winged  petioles :  upper  amplexicaul. ;  all  toothed 

12195  Leaves  stalked  or  ovate  toothed  subsinuate  at  base  downy  beneath  :  the  old  ones  quite  smooth 

12196  The  only  species 

12197  The  only  species 

12198  Leaves  serrated  quite  smooth 
12199  Leaves  serrated  downy 
12200  Lower  leaves  pinnatifid  :  upper  entire  smooth,  Florets  of  disk  4-toothed 
12201  Leaves  lanceolate  decurrent,  Ray  of  corolla  4-parted 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
bruises,  gutta  serena,  and  paralysis  of  the  bladder.  The  root  is  given  in  doses  of  six  to  twelve  grains ;  the 
flowers  of  from  three  to  four  grains.  Dr.  Thomson  observes,  that  in  the  hands  of  British  practitioners  it  has not  merited  the  eulogium  of  the  French  and  German.   {Land.  Disp.  p.  169.) 

1750.  Gerberia.  T.  Gerber,  a  German  naturalist,  is  only  known  as  a  traveller  in  Russia.  A  very  pretty little  greenhouse  plant  with  neat  purple  flowers. 
1751.  Doronicum.  Derived  from  the  Arabic  name  Doronigi  Pardaliancftes  is  from  xot$*f,  a  tiger,  and 

»yxMt to  strangle ;  on  account  of  the  use  said  formerly  to  have  been  made  of  the  plant  for  the  purpose  of destroying  wild  animals. 
1752.  Perdicium.  A  name  given  by  Pliny  to  a  plant  of  which  the  partridge,  perdrix,  is  very  fond.  The plant  is  not  now  recognized. 
1753.  Tttragonotheca.  From  nr^et,  four,  ymut,  an  angle,  and  £r,xi),  a  capsule,  in  allusion  to  the  four  angles of  the  grains. 
1754.  Ximenesia.  Named  by  the  Abbe  Cavanilles,  after  Joseph  Ximcnez,  a  Spanish  apothecary,  who  is  said to  have  attended  to  plants. 
1755.  Helenium.  Named  after  the  celebrated  Helen,  who  is  said  to  have  availed  herself  of  the  cosmetic 

properties  of  the  plant  named  after  her.  That  is  believed  to  be  the  modern  Inula  Helenium ;  the  ancient  name 
being  unoccupied,  it  has  been  applied  to  this  American  genus,  which  resembles  the  other. 
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tl75&  BEI/LIS.  W.         Daisv.                            Composite.  Sp.  3—4. 
12202  percnnis  W.           common         f  A  I*  Jmr.au  W  Britain     past  D  co 

/S hortensis  targe-double     £  Apr  \  mr.au  R    D  co 
y  fistulosa  double-quilted  ]£  A  Pr  i  mr.au  R    D  co 
8  protifera  Hen  %  Chicken  £  Apr  £  mr.au  St    D  co 

12203  sylvestris  W.          large  Portugal  £  A  I"  f  my.jl    W  Portugal  1797.  D  co 12204  annua  W.  annual  O  pr  \  mr.jl  W  S.  Europe  175a  S  co 
1757.  BEI/LIUM.  XV.     Bellium.                       Composite.  So.  2. 

12205  bellidioides  W.       small                  O  pr  ijn.s      W  Italy        1796.  S  s.p 
12206  minutum  W.  dwarf  3t  A  cu  linjn.o  W  Levant  1772.  D  co 
tl758.  DAH'LIA.  Cav.     Dahlia.                          Composite.  Sp.2—3. 
12207  superflua  //.  K.       fertile-rayed     Jfc  A  or  6  jl.n      Pu  Mexico    1789.  R  h.l 
12208  frustranea  H.  K.  barren-rayed  ^  A  or  6  »••»  Mexico  1802.  R  h.l 

6  coccinea  scarlet  '  ^  A  or  6  s.n  Sc  Mexico  1802.  R  h.l y  aurantia  Orange-colored  Si  A  or  6  s.n  Or  Mexico  1802.  R  h.l 
it  ilea                    yellow             ̂   A  or  6  s.n       Y  Mexico    1802.  R  h.l 

tl759.  BCEBE'RA,  W.      Bckbeiia.                        Composite.  Sp.  1. 
12209 chrysar.themoidesW.  Chrysanth.-like    O  P'  lj "         Y  Carolina  1821.  S  l.p 
tl"60.  TAGE'TES.  W.     Tagetes.                         Composite.  Sp.  8—12. 12210  lucida  W.             sweet-scented  j£  iAl  or  1  jl.n      Y  S.  Amer.  1798.  D  p.l 
12211  patula  W.          French  Marygold      O  or  2  jl.o       Y.o  Mexico    1573.  S  co 
12212  erecta  W.           African  Marygold     O  or  3  jn.s      Y  Mexico    1596.  S  co 
12213  minftta  W.            small-flowered      O  or  2  au.o     Pa.Y  Chili  1728.  S  co 
12214  tenuifolia  W.         tine-leaved           O  or  3  jl.o      Y  Peru       1797.  S  co 
12215  clandcstina  Lag.     concealed            O  or  3  jl.o      Y  Mexico    1823.  S  co 12216  micrantha  Cav.       small-flowered      O  or  3  jl.o      Y  Mexico    1822.  S  co 
12217  glandulosa  Schrank.  glandular            O  or  3  jl.o      Y  S.  Amer.  1819.  S  co 
1761.  HETEROSPER'MUM.  W.  Heterospermu.m.    Composite.  Sp.  1—3. 

12218  pinnatum  W.         wing-leaved         O  un  2  au.s     Y  New  Spain  1799.  S  co 
1762.  SCHKUH'RIA.  W.   Schkuhria.                     Composite.  Sp.  1. 12219  abrotanoldes  W.      Wormwood-lvd.    O  un  2  jLs       Y  Mexico    1798.  S  co 
1763.  PECTI&  W.         Pectis.                          Composite.  Sp.  2—7. 

12220  ciliaris  W.             ciliated              E2  un  1  jl         Y  Hispania  1793.  S  co 
12221  linitolia  W.           Flax-leaved        KJun  1  jl.au     Y  Jamaica   1732.  S  co 
1764.  LONGCHAMP'SIA.  Willd.  Longchampsia.    ComposHas.  Sp.  1. 

12222  capillifolia  Witld.    hair-leaved          O  pr     Jjn  jl     W  Barbary   1822.  S  co 
12202    .  12207  12204 

Eng.  bot  424 Bot.  mag.  228 

Bot.  mag.  2511 Bot.  mag.  2174 

Lam.  ill.  t.  684 
Sc.ac.up.l.t5.f.2 

Car.  ic.  1. 1. 80 
Cav.  ic.  2.  t.  226 Bot.  mag.  762 

Bot  mag.  740 
Bot.  mag.  150 
Lam.  ill.  t.  684 
Dil.eLt28af.362 
Bot  mag.  2045 

Cav.  ic.  3. 1 267 

9ch.ha.3.t250.b. 

Plum.ic.l51.f.2 
Sl.javU.tl49.f.3 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1756.  Bellis.   So  called  from  bellus,  pretty.   Every  one  knows  the  daisy. 
1757.  Bellium.   See  Bellis,  from  which  this  genus  differs  chiefly  in  the  pappus  of  the  grains. 
1758.  Dahlia.  Named  after  Andrew  Dahl,  a  Swedish  botanist,  and  pupil  of  Linnxus.  Continental  botanists 

call  the  genus  Georgina.  This  genus  grows  in  Mexico,  in  sandy  meadows,  and  till  the  peace  of  1814  was 
more  cultivated  in  France  than  in  England :  at  present  it  is  one  of  the  most  fashionable  hardy  plants.  Though 
its  leaves  are  coarse,  resembling  those  of  the  common  dwarf  elder,  yet  the  flowers  are  showy,  and  continue  in 
beauty  till  late  in  autumn.  The  plants  grow  freely  in  any  soil  or  situation  ;  but  the  poorer  the  ground  is,  the 
smaller  the  size  of  th«  plant,  and  the  earlier  and  more  abundant  the  flowers.  The  single-flowered  varieties 
of  D.  superflua  are  almost  without  end ;  the  double  varieties  of  both  species  are  much  less  numerous.  Any 
number  of  the  former  may  be  raised  from  seeds,  which  ripen  in  abundance,  and  if  sown  in  February  on 
artificial  heat,  and  transplanted  in  the  end  of  April,  they  will  flower  in  the  July  or  August  following.  The 
double  varieties  are  increased  by  dividing  the  roots,  or  by  grafting,  or  by  cuttings ;  they  may  also  be  some- 

times raised  from  seeds.  A  very  general  way  in  which  both  kinds  are  propagated  is  by  cuttings.  They  may 
be  either  taken  from  the  root-shoots  in  spring,  or  the  tops  of  the  young  shoots  early  in  summer ;  the  lower  end 
of  each  cutting  should  be  cut  smoothly  off*  in  the  middle  of  a  joint,  and  all  the  leaves  left  on,  excepting  those that  would  be  buried  in  planting  the  cutting.  If  planted  in  sandy  soil,  on  a  gentle  bottom  heat,  and  covered 
with  a  hand-glass,  they  will  soon  strike  root,  and  produce  both  flowers  and  tubers  the  same  autumn.  The 
double  sorts  are  grafted  on  tubers  of  the  single  varieties  much  in  the  manner  of  whip-grafting,  but  without  a 
tongue.  There  must  be  no  buds  on  the  tuber :  cut  off" a  slice  from  the  upper  part  of  it,  in  a  sloping  direction, and  make,  at  the  bottom  of  the  part  so  cut,  a  ledge,  whereon  to  rest  the  graft ;  next,  cut  the  scion  sloping  to 
fit,  it  should  contain  two  joints,  and  be  cut  so  that  one  of  these  may  be  at  the  bottom  of  it  to  rest  on  the  ledge ; 
from  that  joint  the  scion  will  occasionally  put  forth  roots ;  from  the  other  the  future  stem  will  be  formed. 
Having  tied  the  graft,  clay  it  as  in  common  grafting ;  then  put  the  root  in  fine  mould,  burying  half  the  graft, 
and  place  the  pot  in  a  gentle  moist  heat  under  a  glass.  If  this  be  done  in  March,  the  plant  may  he  shifted 
into  a  larger  pot  in  April,  and  planted  out  in  the  end  of  May. 

As  the  Dahlia  is  a  bulky  plant,  it  requires  either  to  be  grown  in  a  very  large  pot,  or  in  from  three  quarters 
to  a  yard  and  a  half  of  surface.  They  look  well  in  rows,  or  occurring  singly  in  a  shrubbery. 

The  treatment  of  the  Dahlia  bears  a  considerable  resemblance  to  that  of  the  potato  and  the  marvel  of  Peru  ; 
as  soon  as  the  frost  has  blackened  the  tops  of  these  three  plants,  their  roots  require  to  be  taken  up,  and 
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12202  Scape  Baked  angle-headed,  Leaves  obovate  crenate 

12203  Scape  naked  single-headed,  Leaves  obovate  crenate  3-ncrved 12204  Stem  somewhat  leafy 

12205  Stolones  creeping,  Scapes  t headed,  Leaves  spatulate 
12206  Stem  leafy  capillary 

12207  Raehis  of  lvs.  winged,  I.eafl.  ovate  acumin.  serrated  shining  and  smooth  beneath.  Outer  in  vol.  re  flexed 
12208  Rachis  of  lvs.  naked.  Leaflets  ovate  acuminate  serrated  roughish  beneath,  Outer  in  vol.  spreading 

12209  Leaves  pinnated :  leaflets  linear  pinuatifid-toothed 
12210  Leaves  simple  lanceolate  finely  serrated  ciliate  at  base 
12211  Leaves  pinnated :  leafl.  lane,  ciliate-serrated,  Fed  una  1- headed  thickened,  Inv.  smooth,  Stem  spreading 
12212  Leaves  pinnated :  leaflets  lane,  ciliate-serrated,  Pedunc.  1-headed  ventricose,  InvoL  angular,  Stem  erect 
12213  Leaves  pinnated :  leafl.  lane,  serrated ;  term,  subdecurrent,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  scaly,  Flowers  dense 
12214  Leaves  pinnated :  leaflets  linear  serrated ;  lower  serratures  long,  Stem  panicled,  Invol.  clavate 
12215  Leaves  pinnated:  leaflets  filiform,  Hay  not  longer  than  involucrum 
12216  Leaves  pinnated  :  leaflets  filiform  subulate  entire,  Stem  branched  diffuse,  Pedunc.  1-headed  solitary 12217  Leaves  pinnated:  lower  segments  lanceolate;  upper  linear,  Serratures  with  intermediate  glands 

12218  Stem  smooth,  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  linear  subulate  entire 

12219  Leaves  altera,  pinnate  linear  setaceous 

12220  Leaves  linear  amplexicaul.  ciliated  at  base  attenuated  at  end 12221  Leaves  linear  sessile  acute  ciliated  at  base 

12222  Stem  filiform  branched,  Leaves  woolly  subulate  filiform,  Peduncles  naked  axillary  1-headed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
kept  in  a  dry  place,  where  the  frost  cannot  get  at  them  till  spring.  About  April  they  may  be  divided,  and 
planted  in  the  open  air  where  they  are  to  flower ;  or,  what  is  more  common  planted  in  large  pots,  and  for- 

warded in  heat  till  the  middle  of  May,  when  they  may  be  turned  out  of  the  pots  where  they  are  finally  to 
remain.  In  this  case  they  will  flower  a  month  or  six  weeks  earlier  than  by  the  other  method,  and  will,  in 
general,  continue  flowering  till  they  are  destroyed  by  frost  Some  care  is  requisite  to  preserve  the  roots  suffi- 

ciently moist  and  plump  to  maintain  the  living  principle,  and  yet  not  to  rot,  shrivel,  or  freeze  them.  The 
safest  mode  is  to  plant  them  in  pots  or  boxes  of  dry  earth,  and  place  them  in  a  shed  or  cellar,  or  under  an 
ample  covering  of  litter  thatched  over. 

1759.  Beebera.   Bceber  is  said  by  Willdenow  to  have  been  a  learned  Russian  botanist. 
1760.  Tagetes.  Named  after  Tages,  a  Tuscan  divinity,  the  son  of  Genius,  and  the  grandson  of  Jupiter. 

T.  patula  is  a  tender  annual,  deservedly  popular,  from  the  brilliancy  and  variegation  of  its  flowers :  it  is  culti- 
vated in  Japan,  China,  and  many,  parts  of  India,  but  does  not  appear  to  be  indigenous  of  those  countries. 

The  varieties  of  T.  erecta  differ  chiefly  in  the  shades  of  the  same  color,  but  there  are  also  double  and  quilled 
flowers.  Both  species  are  raised  from  seeds,  upon  a  moderate  hot-bed,  in  the  beginning  of  April,  and  when 
they  are  three  inches  high,  transplanted  to  where  they  are  finally  to  remain.  The  varieties  are  very  apt  to- degenerate,  and  can  only  be  reproduced  by  the  most  careful  selection  and  separation. 

This  genus  serves  for  the  basis  of  M.  Cassini's  Tagetinese,  which  do  not  appear  to  be  at  all  distinct  from 
Helianthe*,  from  which  they  differ  principally  in  the  form  of  their  ovarium.  M.  Cassini's  principal  motive  for distinguishing  them  as  a  separate  race,  seems  to  have  been  his  wish  to  reduce  his  tribe  of  Helianthea?,  which 
he  finds  too  extensive.  Nearly  all  the  species  are  found  in  America. 

1761.  Heterospermum.  From  various,  and  trxtyjvn,  seed ;  on  account  of  the  variable  shape  of  the 
grains. 1762.  Schkuhrta.  Named  in  honour  of  Christian  Schkuhr,  an  acute  German  botanist,  who  has  published some  of  the  most  accurate  and  useful,  if  not  splendid,  botanical  works  which  the  world  has  seen.  It  is  to  be 
regretted  that  their  rarity  makes  them  more  generally  unknown  than  they  deserve  to  be. 

1763.  Pedis.   From  pecten,  a  comb,  to  which  the  teeth  of  the  pappus  may  be  compared. 
1764.  Longchampsia.  So  named  after  Doctor  J.  L.  A.  Loiseleur  Deslongchamps,  a  French  botanist,  author 

of  a  useful  Hora  Gallica,  in  two  small  duodecimo  volumes,  published  at  Paris,  the  first  in  1806,  the  second in  1807. 
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1765.  LEYSE'RA  W. 12223  gnaphalddes  W. 
12224  squarrosa  IV. 
1766.  SELLCA.  Spren, 

12225  glutinusa  Spring. 

Leysera. woolly 

squarrose '.  Selloa. clammy 

a.  l_Jpr 
«-l_|pr 

JLi 

jl.s  Or Composite. 
£  (Z3  un  3  f  Y Relhania.  Composite. 

cross-leaved     tL  i  |  pr    1J  my.jn  Y 
pungent         o_  |  |  pr  1}  s  Y 
side-flowering  a.  i_J  pr     i  s  Y 
Zinnia.  Composite. 
yellow-flowered    O  or    2  jl.au  Y 
red-flowered         O  or    2  jn.o 
whorl-leaved        O  or    2  jl.au 
purple-flowered    O  or    2  jn.s slender-flowered    O  or    2  jl.au 
hybrid  O  or  2 

tl769.  CHRYSANTHEMUM.  W.  Chrysanthemum.  Composite. 
12235  pinnatifidum  W.      cut-leaved       a.  \  1  pr    3  my.au  W 
12236  atratum  W.  fleshy-leaved    £  A  P' 
12237  heterophyllum  W.    various-leaved  £  A  Pr 
12238  Leucanthemum  W.  Ox-eye  Daisy  £ 
12239  montanum  W.        mountain  £ 
12240  ceratophylloides  -•/«.  Buckshorn  £ 12241  graminifolium  jr.  Grass-leaved  £ Montpelier  £ 

Milfoil-leaved  £ 
silver-leaved  £ northern  £ 
three-colored 
small field  £ 
com tongue-leaved 
Italian  -* 
garden Indian  ft 
Chinese  »  spl 

1767.  RELHA'NIA.  W. 12226  squarrosa  Jr. 
12227  pungens  W. 12228  laterifl6ra  W. 
1768.  ZIN'tflA.  W. 

12229  paucifl6ra  W. 
12230  multifl6ra  JJ'. 12231  verticillfita  W. 
12232  elegans  W. 12233  tenuiflora  W. 
12234  Itfbrida  B.  M. 

12242  monspeliense  W. 12243  Achillea:  W. 
12244  argenteum  W. 12245  arc  ti  cum  W. 
12246  carinatum  W. 
12247  pdmilum  JT.  en. 
12248  sylvgstre  W.  «m. 
12249  segetum  IV. 
12250  Myc6nis  W. 12251  italicum  W. 
12252  coronarium  JJ'. 12253  Indicum  L. 
12254  sinense  Sab. 

§7.2—8. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1. 
Brazil 

Sp.  3—19. C.  G.  H. 

1774. 1815. 
1819. 

A  pr 
A  pr A  pr A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 
A  pr A  pr O  pr 
O  pr A  pr 

O  w O  pr 
A  pr 

O  or 

1796. 1799. 1818. 

1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  ̂  2  jn.jl 

Jjn.jl 

1  my.jl 

1  jn.s 1  jn.au 1  jl.au 
h  jn.au 

2  jl.o 
2  jn.jl 

1}  jn.au 1  jl.au 2  jn.jl 

4  jl.s 2  s.n 3  o.n 

1774. C.  G.  H.  1820. 
C.  G.  H.  1823. 

Sp.  6— 8. Peru  1753. N.  Amer.  1770. 
Mexico  1789. 
Mexico 
Mexico 
S.  Amer. 
Sp.  23—43. Madeira  1777. 
Austria  1731. SwitzerL  1806. 
Britain  past. France  1759. 
Piedmont  1803. 
Montpel.  1739. 
MontpeL  1739. 
Italy  1775. Levant  1731. 

W.pu  Kamtsch.  1801. 
W.puBarbary  1796. 

R 
R 
Pu 

Sc 
Sc 

S  p.l  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 588 
C  Lp  Pluk.  aLt.302.f.3 
D  co    Bot.  reg.  162 

C  p.l C  p.l  Bot  reg.  587 
C  p.l 
S  r.m  MiU.icl.t64 
S  r.m  Bot  mag.  149 
S  r.m  Bot.  rep.  189 
S  r.m  Bot.  mag.  52 
S  co    Bot  mag.  555 
S  co    Bot.  mag.  2123 

W W   
Y  Britain Y  Italy 
Pa.Y  Italy 
Y  Sicily 
Y  China China 

1806. 
1804. 

corn  fi 1775. 
1796. 1629. 

1764. 

C  p.l 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co S  co S  co D  co 

S  co C  r.m 
C  r.m 

Eng.  bot  601 Jac.  obs.  4.  t  91 
Al.ped.l.t37.f.l Jac.  obs.  4. 1 92 
Jac.  obs.  4.  t.  93 
Mic.  gen.  34.1.29 
W.  hort.  ber.  33 
Bot  mag.  508 

Eng.  bot  540 Jac.  obs.  4.  t.  94 
Lam.ilLt678.f.6 

Garden  Varieties. 
1  Purple  Bot.  mag.  327 
2  Changeable  White  Bot.  mag.  2042 
3  Quilled  White  Bot.  reg.  4 
4  Superb  White  Bot.  reg.  455 5  TasseUed  White 
6  Quilled  Yellow 
7  Sulphur  Yellow 8  Golden  Yellow  Bot.  reg.  4* 
9  Large  Lilac 10  Rose  or  Pink 

11  Buff  or  Orange 

12  Spanish  Brown 13  Quilled  flamed  Yellow  Hort.  trans.  4. 1. 14 
14  Quilled  Pink  Bot.  reg.  616 15  Early  Crimson  Hort.  trans.  5.  t.  3 
16  Large  quilled  Orange  Hort.  trans.  5.  t  3 
17  Expanded  light  Purple 
18  Quilled  light  Purple 
19  Curled  Lilac  Sweet's  fi.  Garden,  t.  7 
20  Superb  clustered  Yellow  Sweet's  fi.  Garden,  1 14 21  Semidouble  quilled  Pink  Hort.  trans.  5.  t  17* 
22  Semidouble  quilled  White 

12225 
12227 

12231 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1765.  Leysera.  So  called  in  honor  of  Frederick  William  Leyser,  a  German,  and  author  of  a  Flora Halensis  in  1783. 
1766.  Selloa.  Named  after  Mr.  Sello,  a  German  botanist,  employed  by  the  Prussian  government  in  collecting 

materials  for  a  natural  history  of  Brazil.  An  uninteresting  stove  perennial  plant,  remarkable  for  having 
florets  mixed  among  the  leaves  of  the  involucrum. 

1767.  Relhania.  In  honor  of  the  Rev.  Richard  Relhan,  an  English  botanist,  and  author  of  a  Flora  Canta- 
brigiensis.   The  genus  was  named  by  L'Heritier.    Plants  of  no  beauty  and  easy  culture. 1768.  Zinnia.  John  Godfrey  Zinn,  a  German,  published,  in  1757,  a  Catalogue  of  the  Plants  in  the  Garden  of 
Gottingen,  &c.   Handsome  border  annuals,  with  persistent  flowers,  of  the  same  culture  as  Tagetes. 

1769.  Chrysanthemum.  From  xptete,  gold,  and  etnO-ot,  a  flower ;  because  many  of  the  kinds  bear  flowers  of a  yellow  color.  Chrysanteme,  Fr.,  GoJdblume,  Ger.,  and  Crisantero,  Ital.  C.  sinense  is  one  of  the  hand, 
somest  of  autumnal  flowers,  and  of  the  easiest  possible  culture  in  any  soil.  It  is  a  popular  flower  in  China, 
whence  all  our  numerous  varieties  have  very  recently  been  obtained,  and  chiefly  through  the  exertions  of  the 
Horticultural  Society.  These  are  certainly  a  very  great  addition  to  the  beauties  of  the  flower  garden  in  a  dry 
autumn,  and  to  the  green-house  or  conservatory  in  the  wet  and  foggy  months  of  Noyember  and  December, 
when  scarcely  any  thing  else  is  in  flower.  The  plants  are  propagated  by  divisions,  by  suckers,  and  by  cuttings ; 
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12223  Leaves  linear  subulate  ciliate  rough,  Scales  of  invoL  lanceolate 
12224  Leaves  filiform  downy,  Scales  of  invoL  membranous  reflexed 

12225  The  only  species 

12226  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  nerveless  recurved  at  end 
12227  Leaves  linear  somewhat  pungent  striated  beneath,  Heads  sessile 
12228  Leaves  linear  villous,  Pedunc.  lateral  shorter  than  leaf 

12229  Heads  sessile,  Leaves  opp.  cordate-lanceolate  amplexicaul.  sessile 
12230  Heads  stalked,  Leaves  opp.  ovate-lanceolate  somewhat  stalked 
12231  Heads  stalked,  Leaves  whorled  ovate-lanceolate  stalked,  Ray  double 
12232  Heads  stalked,  Leaves  opp.  cordate  ovate  sessile  amplexicaul  Stem  hairy,  Pales  serrated 
12233  Heads  stalked,  Leaves  opp.  cordate  lanceolate  stalked,  Ray  linear-lanceolate  reflexed 12234  Leaves  cordate  sessile  rough  at  edge,  Grains  of  disk  with  2  awns :  of  the  ray  awnlesa 

12235  Leaves  smooth  attenuated  at  base  pinnatiiid :  segments  cut 
12236  Leaves  all  cuneiform  oblong  finely  serrated,  Stem  simple  1-headed  erect 
12237  Leaves  sessile :  lower  linear  lanceolate  serrated ;  upper  spatulate 
12238  Leaves  amplexic.  obi.  obt  cut  pinnatifid  at  base;  radical  ones  obovate  petiolate,  Stem  erect  branched 
12239  Lower  leaves  stalked  spatulate  serrate :  upper  lin.  lane,  serrated,  Stem  1-headed 
12240  Leaves  pinnated :  pinna;  linear  acute,  Stem  erect  1-headed 
12241  Leaves  linear  nearly  entire,  Stem  quite  simple 
12242  Lower  leaves  palmated :  leaflets  linear  pinnatifid 
12243  Leaves  bipinnate  :  pinna;  oblong  serrated,  Heads  corymbose 
12244  Leaves  bipinnate  hoary  :  leaflets  acute  entire,  Stem  l.headed  simple 
12245  Radical  leaves  3-parted  cut-toothed  :  cauline  cuneiform  3-parted  blunt 
12246  Leaves  bipinnated  fleshy  smooth,  Scales  of  invol.  keeled 
12247  Leaves  bipinnated  linear  subulate  smooth,  Stem  erect  somewhat  branched 
12248  Very  near  C.  leucanthemum,  but  the  lower  leaves  are  more  spatulate 
12249  Leaves  amplexic.  glaucous  inciso-serrate  above  toothed  at  the  base 12250  Leaves  Ungulate  blunt  serrated,  Scales  of  involucre  equal 
12251  Leaves  bipinnate  serrated,  Rays  length  of  disk,  Stem  procumbent 
12252  Leaves  blpinnatifid  acute  broadest  externally,  Stem  branched 
12253  Leaves  flaccid  stalked  pinnatifid  finely  toothed :  upper  entire,  Ray  a  little  longer  than  flower 
12254  Leaves  coriaceous  stalked  sinuate-pinnatifid  toothed  glaucous,  Ray  very  long 

23  Semidouble  quilled  Orange  Hort.  trans, 
24  Late  pale  Purple 
25  Quilled  Salmon  Color  Hort.  trans.  5.  t. 26  Small  Yellow  Hort.  trans.  5.  t  17*» 
27  Paper  White 28  Pale  Buff 
29  Early  Blush 30  Blush  Ranunculus-flowered 
31  Changeable  pale  Buff 32  Two  colored  Red 
S3  Starry  Purple 

12238  -vft/u  12242 

Garden  Varieties. 
5. 1 17**     34  Brown  Purple 

35  Late  quilled  Yellow 
17*  36  Double  Yellow  Indian 

37  Parkes's  small  Yellow 38  Tasselled  Yellow 
39  Tasselled  Lilac 
40  Semidouble  quilled  pale  Orange 
41  Golden  Lotus-flowered 

,  ..42  Two  colored  incurved 43  Yellow  Waratah 
44  Double  White  Indian 

12239 

a.ui  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
as  they  are  very  apt,  in  every  case,  to  throw  up  suckers,  the  latter  mode  is  decidedly  the  best  The  cutting* 
may.  be  taken  from  the  side  branches  at  any  season  from  April  to  September;  taken  off  before  the  end  of  May, 
they  will  flower  the  succeeding  autumn ;  those  taken  off  afterwards  will  not  flower  till  next  year.  Chrysan- 

themums are  so  very  prolific  in  suckers,  that  they  soon  become  unsightly  plants,  and  produce  small  and 
degenerate  blossoms,  unless  frequently  renewed  from  cuttings.  The  Chinese  are  said  to  do  this  every  year ; 
they  take  off  the  cuttings  in  May,  strike  them  as  we  do,  and  then  put  each  plant  in  a  very  small  pot,  in 
which  it  flowers  the  succeeding  autumn.  The  plants  are  thus  kept  in  a  dwarf  state,  and  clothed  with  green 
foliage  from  the  ground  to  the  flower.  In  order  that  the  blossoms  may  be  strong,  they  leave  only  one  or  two 
flower-buds  on  the  summit  of  each  plant,  and  they  remove  all  suckers  and  side  shoots  till  the  blossom  is  over. 
This  mode  is  now  generally  adopted  with  us ;  but  sometimes  the  plants  are  retained  a  second,  or  even  a  third 
year,  in  which  case  care  is  requisite  to  leave  no  more  stems,  and  to  have  no  more  suckers  growing  at  one  time 
than  the  roots  can  support  in  a  vigorous  state.  As  under  this  management  the  stems  attain  a  great  height, 
they  require  to  be  supported  by  a  rod,  and  adjusted  so  as  to  form  a  symmetrical  figure  by  a  nice  application  of black  threads,  or  small  copper  wires. 
Sometimes  the  Chrysanthemum  is  grown  in  beds  or  borders,  in  which  case  the  plants  should  be  taken  up  every 

year,  and  their  superfluous  suckers  removed ;  or,  which  is  better,  they  should  be  totally  renewed  by  cuttings. a  A 
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12255  paludosum  Desf.  marsh 
12256  rotundifulium  TV.  8/K.  round-leaved  £ 
12257  anomalum  Lag.      anomalous  a. 
177a  PYRETHRUM.  TV.  Feverfew. 

12258  fcpniculaceum  W.cn.  Fennel-leaved  » 
12259  crithmifolium  TV.en.  Samphire-lea  v.  41 122i  iO  anet  hi  folium  TV.en.  Dill-  leaved  C 
12261  latifolium  JK  e».     broad-leaved  £ 
12262  Halleri  W.  Haller's  £ 12263  ceratophylloides  W.  Bucksliom-lvd.  £ 
12264  frutescens  iT.  shrubby  « 
12265 coronopifolium  fF.f ».  Horn-leaved  41 
12266  grandiflorum  / ('.  en.  great-flowered  * 12267  pinnatifidum  W.     pinnatifid  £ 
12268  pulverulentum  W.  powdery  j£ 
12269  sericeum  2fe&.        silky  £ 
12270  parviflorum  W.  small-flowered 
12271  speciosum  TV.  en.     large-flowered  H 
12272  ptarmicarfolium  TV.  Sneezewort-lv.  £ 
12273  serotinum  TV.        creeping-rooted ^ 
12274  uliginosum  W.      marsh  £ 
12275  alpinum  W.  Alpine  £ 
12276  Balsamlta  W.        various-leaved  £ 
12277  raacrophyllum  W.  large-leaved  ]£ 
12278  roseum  W.  cn.        scarlet- flower'd]£ Chrysanthemum  coccineum  B.  M. 12279  achiUeatfoliumBatf.  Milfoil-leaved  -* 
12280  corymbosum  TV.     mountain  £ 
12281  Parthenium  TV.      common  £ 

Pflore  plena  double-flowered  <£ 
12282  parthenifolium  TV.  Parthenium-lv.£ 
12233  caucasicum  TV.  Caucasian  Jp 12284  tenuifolium  TV.  en.  slender-leaved 
12285  inodorum  W. 
12286  maritimum  IV. 
12287  millefoliatum  W. 
12288  bipinn'atum  TV. 12289  fndicum  H.K 
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177J.  MATRICA'RIA.  TV.  Matricaria. 12290  suaveolens  IV.       sweet  O  un 
12291  Chamomilla  TV.     WildChamomile     O  w 
12292  capensis  TV.  Cape  It.  OJ  un 
12293  pusilla  fV.  en         small  'O  un 
1772.  BOLTCNIA.  TV.  Boi/towa. 

12294  asteroides  fV.         Starwort-flow.  ' 
12295  glastifolia  TV.         glaucous-  leav'd  ] 
1773.  LIDBECKTA.  TV.  Lidbeckia. A  pr A  pr 

12296  pectinata  TV. 12297  lobata  TV. 
1774  CE'NIA.  J. 122S8  turbinata  P.  S. 
1775.  COTCJLA.  TV. 

12299  anthemoldes  TV. 
12300  coronopifolia  TV. 

12258 
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12280 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

Though  these  plants  will  grow  in  any  soil,  yet  when  in  small  pots  they  require  a  rich  loam,  and  are  the  better 
for  being  watered,  as  in  China,  with  liquid  manure.    The  different  varieties  are  well  described  by  Mr.  Sabine, in  the  fourth  and  fifth  volumes  of  the  Horticultural  Transactions. 

1770.  Pyrethrum.  An  ancient  Greek  name,  applied  to  this  plant  from  its  supposed  resemblance  to  the 
s-ujsS^w  of  Dioscorides.  That  plant  is  believed  to  have  been  the  Anthemis  pyrethrum,  or  Pellitory  of  Spain, of  the  moderns,  and  to  have  received  its  name  from  the  burning  qualities  of  its  root ;  onj,  fire.  All  the  plant  of Pvrethrum  Parthenium  has  a  strong  unpleasant  smell,  and  a  bitter  taste.  It  is  used  externally,  in  the  form 
of  lotion  and  of  poultice,  and  internally  as  an  infusion  for  colic,  hysterical  affections,  and  weak  digestion. 
There  are  some  double-flowering  varieties,  which  are  very  ornamental. 

1771.  Matricaria.  So  named  on  account  of  the  use  which  is  made  of  it  in  disorders  of  females.  Matricaire, 
Fr.,  Mutter  haul,  Ger.,  and  Matricaria,  ItaX   It  excites  menstruation.   Chamomile  is  an  alteration  of  the 
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12255  Leaves  all  cuneiform  oblong  bluntly  serrated,  Stem  branched  diffuse 
12256  Leaves  stalked  serrated :  lower  roundish  ;  upper  ovate,  Stem  1-headed 
12257  Leaves  with  very  narrow  segments,  Petioles  very  short  connate 

12258  Leaves  pinnatifid  fleshy :  segments  linear  entire,  Pedunc.  long  corymbose 
12259  Leaves  trifid  fleshy ;  segments  somewhat  toothed  linear  blunt,  Pedunc.  long  subcorymbose 
12260  Leaves  bipinn.it: fid  linear  acute,  Pedunc.  1-headed  terminal 
12261  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated :  radical  oblong,  Stem  1-headed 
12262  Cauline  leaves  lanceolate  deeply  toothed :  radical  pinnatifid,  Stem  1-headed 
12263  Leaves  pinnatifid :  segments  of  the  lower  linear  lane  entire  or  bifid ;  upper  linear  entire 
12264  Leaves  fleshy  pinnatifid  linear  toothed :  upper  linear  trifid 
12265  Leaves  pinnatifid :  segments  lane,  somewhat  3-toothed  fleshy,  Pappus  unequally  toothed 12266  Leaves  pinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  deeply  toothed  somewhat  fleshy :  upper  lin.  toothed,  Pappus  uneq.  toothed 
12267  Leaves  downy  glaucous  subsessile  lyrate  pinnatifid  unequally  toothed,  Heads  corymbose 
12268  Leave  pinnate  powdery,  Leaflets  pinnatifid  blunt  toothed,  Pedunc.  corymbose,  Pappus  toothed 
12269  Leaves  woolly  bipinnate,  Pinnae  and  pinnules  obi.  imbricated,  Stem  1-headed,  In  vol.  woolly 
12270  Leaves  bipinnate :  pinnae  lin.-filiform  2  or  3-parted,  Stem  erect  branched,  Pappus  2-lobed 
12271  Leaves  pinnatifid  :  segm.  lane,  finely  serrated,  Grains  subulate,  Pappus  unequally  toothed 
12272  Leaves  linear  serrulate,  Heads  corymbose 
12273  Leaves  lane  :  lower  serrated  at  end ;  upper  entire,  Branches  corymbose 
12274  Leaves  lane,  all  deeply  serrated,  Stem  erect  branched  at  end 
12275  Lower  leaves  pinnatifid  toothed :  upper  linear  entire,  Stem  1-headed 
12276  Leaves  ovate  obi.  serrated :  radical  stalked ;  cauline  sessile  auricled  at  base,  Heads  corymbose 
12277  Leaves  hairy  subsessile  pinnatifid  toothed  blunt,  Corymb  terminal  compound 
12278  Leaves  pinnated  smooth :  pinnae  once  or  twice  pinnatifid  with  acute  diverging  segments,  I  n  vol.  smooth 
12279  Leaves  bipinnate  linear  silky :  pinnae  crossing,  Pedunc  corymbose,  Ray  shorter  than  involucre 
12280  Leaves  pinnated,  Pinna:  lane,  pinnatifid  finely  serrated :  upper  confluent,  Pedunc.  corymbose 
12281  Lvs.  petiol.  flat  bipinnate  the  segm.  ovate  cut,  Pedunc.  branch,  corymb.  Stem  erect,  In  vol.  hemispherical 

[pubescent 
12282  Leaves  pinn. :  pinnae  obi.  obt.  pinnatifid  toothed ;  upper  confluent,  Stem  virgate,  Heads  corymbose 
12283  Leaves  bipinnate :  leaflets  linear  subulate,  Stem  1-headed 
12284  Rad.  leaves  bipinnate  :  pinnae  linear  pinnatifid  ;  cauline  bipinnatifid,  Heads  corymbose 
12285  Leaves  sess.  bipinnatifid  with  segm  capillary,  Stem  branched  spreading,  Pappus  entire 
12286  Leaves  bipinnatifid  the  segm.  linear  fleshy  awnless,  Stem  diffuse  branched,  Pappus  lobed 
12287  Leaves  bipinnate  linear  blunt,  Stem  ascending  somewhat  corymbose,  Ray  length  of  in  vol. 
12288  Leaves  hoary  bipinnate  linear  blunt,  Stem  simple,  Pedunc.  twin,  Ray  shorter  than  disk 
12289  Leaves  pinnatifid :  pinnae  cut-toothed,  Pedunc.  long  nearly  naked  1-headed,  Scales  of  invol.  blunt 

12290  Leaves  triply  pinnate,  Scales  of  in  vol.  acute 
12291  Leaves  glabrous  bipinnatifid  the  segments  capillary,  Invol.  nearly  plane :  its  scales  obtuse 
12292  Leaves  glabrous  bipinnatifid :  stem  branched  suffruticose 
12293  Leaves  pinn.  somewhat  fleshy,  Pinnae  linear  blunt,  Scales  of  invol.  blunt,  Grains  margined  on  one  side 

12294  Leaves  all  entire 
12295  Lower  leaves  serrated 

12296  Leaves  pinnatifid  glaucous  beneath 
12297  Leaves  stalked  5-lobed 

12298  Ray  short  white :  red  on  the  lower  surface 
12299  Leaves  pinnate  multifid  dilated,  Ray  none 
12300  Leaves  lane.  lin.  amplexicaul.  •pinnatifid  toothed,  Stem  procumbent,  Branches  1-headed 12291  M  12292  12294 

1 12299 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

Greek  va/Mu  ftg»,  a  dwarf-apple,  which  Pliny  informs  us,  was  applied  to  the  plant,  on  account  of  its  smellin* of  apples^  or  rather  quinces,  jt  is  remarkable,  that  the  Spaniards  call  it  mancinilla,  which  also  means  a  littte apple.   The  chamomile  of  medicine  is  another  plant   See  Anthemis. 
M.  Chamomilla  is  supposed  to  possess  the  same  qualities  with  the  officinal  chamomile  (Anthemis  nobiUs) tou$~£  an, ,nfenor  degree.   Most  of  the  species,  and  chiefly  this  one,  are  rejected  by  quadrupeds.  " 1/72.  Boltoma.  Named  after  I.  B.  Bolton,  an  English  botanist,  who  wrote  a  work  upon  the  Ferns  of  Great Britain,  and  another  upon  the  fungi  growing  about  Halifax,  published  in  1788-9. ii/*  Ltdbeckta.   E.  G.  Lidbeck,  a  German  botanist,  published  some  works  upon  agricultural  matters 1774.  tenia.   From  xim,  empty,  in  allusion  to  its  inflated  calyx, 

miniature*"**'   A  diminHtive  of  ik)ta'  an  old  name  for  some  «P«:«»  of  Anthemis,  which  this  resembles  in 
3  A  2 



724 SYNGENESIA  SUPERFLUA. Class  XIX. 

12301  vlso6sa  W.  clammy 
12302  tanacetifolia  W.      Tansy-leaved  O 
12303  sphieranthus  Link,  round-headed  ]£  El  un 
1776.  GRAN'GEA.  J.  Granuea. 12304  cuneilolia  Lam.  wedge-leaved 

1230-5  minima  VV.  least U230S  mailerasiwt.malrt>«. Madras 
12307  latifolia  Desf.  two-colored Cot ula  bicolor  W. 
tl777.  ANACY'CLUS.  W.  Anacyclus. 12308  creticus  W.  trailing 
12309  orientalis  W.  oriental 
12310  aureus  W.  golden-flowered 12311  valentlnus  W.  fine-leaved 
12312  radiatus  Link.  purple-stalked Anthemis  mlentina  W. 
12313  clavatus  Link.  clubbed 
1778.  AN'THEMIS.  W.  Chamomile. 

O  un  J  jl.s 
O  u»  linjl.s im  un     £  jl.au 

au  W 

f  jn.au  Y my.jn  Y Composite. 

Vera  Crux  1739. 
C.  G.  H.  1783. Congo 

So.  4—6. 
China China 

1821. 

181ft 176& 
E.  Indies  17S 

E2  un    ljjl.au     W.v  E.  Indies  1804. 

O  pr 

O  l>r O  pr 
O  pr 
O  pr 

Composite. 
1  jn.au  Y 
1J  jn.au  Y 
J  jn.au  Y 1  jnjl  Y 
1 J  jl.au  Y 

Sp.  6—11 Candia Levant Levant 

Spain 

1759. 
1731. 1570. 
1656. 

D  l.p 

S  co D  co 

S  co S  co 
S  co 
S.  co 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

S."  Europe  1596.  S  s.l 

Plu.  ma.  t430.f.7 

Lam.  ill.t.699.f.2 Burm.  in.t.58.f.3 
Lam.HLt699.f.3 
Lam.ill.t699.£l 

Ann.mus.ll.t.22 
Hoe.  lugd.l.t.110 Lam.  ill.t70O.f.2 
Sch.ha.3t.254.b. 
Breyn.  cent  t75 

O  pr    ljjl.au  W 
rigid  £  A  pr 
Venetian  O  pr 
tall  O  pr 
sea  O  pr 
downy  ]£  A  Pr 
pubescent  -  j£  A  pr 
simple-leaved  O  pr rook  £  AP' 

12322  Chamomilla  W.  en.  various-leaved  £  A  I>r 

O  pr 
*r  A  m 

12314 rigescens  W.en. 12315  Cota  W. 
12316  altissima  W. 
12317  maritima  W. 
12318  tomentosa  W. 
12319  pubescens  W. 12320  mixta  W. 
12321  saxatilis  W.  en. 

123"23chia  W. 12324  nobilis  W. 
— flore  plena 12325  arvensis  W. 

12326  austriaca  W. 
12327  Cotula  W. 
12328  fuscata  W. 
12329  montana  W 
12330  Pyrethrum  W. 
12331  globosa  W. 12332  tinctoria  W. 
12333  discoidca  W. 
J12334  arabica  W. 12335  apiifolia  R.Br. 
12336  punctate  W. 12337  ruthenica  Bieb. 
12338  fruticuWsa  Bieb. 
12339  coronopifolia  W. 
12340  alpina  W. 
12341  carpatica  W. 12342  fallax  W. 

cut-leaved 
common double 
corn 
Austrian stinking 
brown-scaled 
mountain 

Pellitory  of  Spain  £  A  or 
globe  lAlel Ox-Eye  £  A  pr saw-leaved  O  pr 
Arabian  O  pr 
Parsley-leaved  £  iAI  pr 

\  jl.s 

Barbary    1801.  S  co  Biv.cen.sicl.t7 
Composite.   Sp.  29 — 47. Caucasus  1805. 

Italy  1714. 
S.  Europe  1731. 
England  sea  co. Levant  1795. 
S.  Europe  1803. France  1731. 
Hungary  1807. S.  Europe  1807. Chio  1731. 
Britain  gra.pa. 

2  jl.s 1  jl.au 
6  au 
1  jl.au 

jjl.o 

1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 
1  jl.au 

ljjn.o 

W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 

D  co S  co 
S  co 
S  s.l D  co 
D  co 
S  co D  co 
D  co 

S  co D  co 

W.hor.be.l.t62 Plu.  aim.  tl7.f.5 

Eng.  bot  2370 

Mic.  gen.  t.SO.f.l 

£  Q>  w 
O  w O  w 
O  pr 

dotted 
Russian shrubby  £ 
Buckshorn-lvd.  £ alpine  £ 
Carpathian  £ 
doubtful 

1  jn.au  W 1  my.au  W 
1  jn.s  W 
1  jl.au  W 
ljl.o  Pu 1  jn.jl  W 1  au.s  W 

li  jn.n  Y 1  jl.au  Y 
ljjl.au  D.Y 2  au.s  W 
1  au.s  W 

1J  my.jn  W A  Pr  1J  jn  VV A  Pr    1  jn  jl  W 
A  pr     f  jnjl 
A  pr    i  jn.jl O  pr    1  jl.au 

pr 

O  Pr W 
W 
W 

Britain  dr.  fi. Austria  1759. 
Britain  cor.fi. 
Portugal  1805. 
Italy  1759. 
S.  Europe  1570. S.  Europe  1570. Britain  sto.  pi. 
Italy  1800. Barbary  175a 
China  1819. 
Barbary  1818. Tauria  182a 
Caucasus  1820. 
Spain  1818. Austria  1824. 
Carpathia  1820. 

  1825. 
1779.  CENTROSPER'MUM.  Spreng.  Centrospermum.    Composite.   Sp.  1. 12343  chrysanthum  Spreng.  yellow  O  pr  f  jLau  Y 
1780.  S ANVIT A'LI  A.  Cav.    Sanvitalia.  Composite. 12344  procumbens  Cav.     trailing  4;  O  un   1  jl.au  Y 

12302     ...«&T\im.*>  12306 
Spain Sp.  1. 

1823. 

S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
D  co 
D  s.p 

D  co 
D  co S  co 

S  s.l D  co S  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co S  co 

S  co 
S  co 

Eng.  bot  980 
Eng.  bot  602 Jac.  aust  5.  t.444 
Eng.  bot  1772 
Ger.  prov.  t  8 Bot  mag.  462 
Jac.  schoe.3.t.371 
Eng.  bot  1472 
Smith  8pic.9.tl0 Bot  reg.  527 
Desf.  atl.  t  239 

Jac.aust.app.t.30 

Bo*,  reg.  707 

12310 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1776.  Qrangea.   A  genus  of  Adanson's.   The  meaning  of  the  word  is  unknown. 1777.  Anacyclus.  An  abridgement  of  Ananthocyclus,  which  was  the  name  originally  proposed  by  VaiUant, 
and  which  does  not  appear  to  nave  been  altered  for  the  better.  He  formed  it  from  at,  privative,  av&of,  a  flower, 
and  xvxXoc,  a  circle ;  on  account  of  the  rows  of  ovaries  without  flowers,  which  are  placed  in  a  circle  round  the disk. 

1778.  Anthemis.  From  avS-os,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  multitude  of  flowers  with  which  the  plants  are covered.  A.  nobilis  is  in  considerable  repute,  both  in  the  popular  and  scientific  Materia  Medica.  The  flowers, 
which  are  the  parts  used,  have  a  strong  and  fragrant  smell,  and  a  bitter  aromatic  taste ;  both  are  extracted  by 
water  and  alcohol.  The  active  principles  appear  to  be  bitter  extraccive,  resin,  and  essential  oil.  Medicinally, 
the  flowers  are  considered  tonic,  carminative,  and  slightly  anodyne :  yet  when  a  strong  infusion  of  them  is 
taken  in  a  tepid  state,  it  proves  powerfully  emetic.  Given  in  substanee,  united  with  opium  and  astringents,  if 
the  bowels  be  easilv  aflected,  they  have  been  successfully  used  for  the  cure  of  intermittent ;  and  the  infusion, 
in  combination  with  ginger,  or  other  aromatic*,  and  the  alkalies,  is  an  excellent  stomachic  in  dyspepsia,  chlorosis, 
gout,  flatulent  cbolic,  and  chronic  debility  of  the  intestinal  canal.  The  tepid  strong  infusion  is  a  ready  emetic, 
and  is  often  employed  to  promote  the  operation  of  other  emetics.   By  ccction  in  water,  the  essential  oil  is 



Order  II. SYNGENESIA  SUPERFLUA. 

12301  Leaves  lyrate  pinnated,  Flowers  radiant 
12302  Leaves  tripinnate  :  segment  acute,  Stem  erect,  Heads  flosculose  corymbose 
12303  Stem  hirsute,  Leaves  lyrate  pinnatifid  hairy,  Heads  terminal  hemispherical 

12304  Leaves  cuneiform  smooth  3-toothed  stalked,  Heads  axill.  sessile 
12305  Leaves  obi.  cuneate  repand-toothed  stalked,  Heads  axill.  sessile 
12306  Leaves  obi.  sinuate  toothed  downy,  Stem  branched  procumbent,  Pedunc.  1-headed  opp.  the  leaves 
12307  Leaves  obovate  toothed  cut  at  base  stalked,  Peduncles  branched 

12308  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  oblong,  Stem  procumbent 
12309  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  linear  subulate  flat,  Stem  ascending,  Peduncle  naked  terminal 
12310  Leaves  bipinnate  roundish  hoary  with  excavated  dots 
12311  Leaves  decompound  linear :  segm.  divided  roundish  acute,  Heads  flosculose 
12312  Leaves  3-pinnate,  Pinn.  linear-subulate  downy,  Stem  branched  divaricating,  Pedunc.  thick 
12313  Leaves  bipinnate  linear,  Pedunc.  inflated,  Grains  winged 

12314  Leaves  bipinnatifid :  segm.  somewhat  toothed  rigid,  Pales  oblong  acuminate 
12315  Leaves  bipinnatifid:  segm.  lin.  subulate  toothed,  Pal  cue  round  pungent  dilated  at  base 
12316  Leaves  bipinnatifid  :  segm.  lane,  somewhat  toothed ;  lower  teeth  reflexed,  Paleae  lane,  cuspidate 
12317  Leaves  bipinnatifid  dotted  beneath :  segm.  lane,  entire,  Grains  naked,  Stem  herbaceous 
12318  Snow-white,  Leaves  pinnate :  pinna;  3  or  -5- fid,  In  vol.  downy,  Stem  erect 12319  Leaves  bipinnate :  pinnae  linear,  Stem  erect  and  invol.  downy,  Inner  scales  sphacelate  at  end 
12320  Leaves  sessile  pinnatifid :  segments  toothed,  Stem  erect  branched 
12321  Leaves  pinnate :  pinnae  linear  entire  subpubescent,  Floral  leaves  simple,  Branches  1-headed 12322  Rad.  leaves  bipinnatifid  toothed  :  cauline  pinnatifid  somewhat  toothed 
12323  Leaves  bipinnatifid  stalked  :  segm.  trifid  oblong  acute,  Petioles  sheathing,  Sheaths  toothed 
12324  Lvs.  bipinn.  the  segm.  lin.  subul.  a  little  downy,  Scales  of  recept  membranous  scarcely  long,  than  the  disk 

[entire  pappus 
12325  Lvs.  bipinnatif.  their  segments  lin.  lane,  pubesc.  Recept  conical  its  scales  lane.  Pericarps  crowned  with  an 
12326  Recept  conical :  paleae  obi.  mucronate,  Grains  naked,  Leaves  bipinnate  woolly 
12327  Leaves  bipinnatif.  glabrous  their  segm.  subul.  Receptacle  conical  its  scales  setaceous,  Pappus  O. 
12328  Recept  subcorneal,  Paleae  obi.  blunt,  Grains  naked,  Lvs.  bipinnate  linear  filiform  3- parted 12329  Leaves  pinnated  downy :  pinnae  linear  trifid  blunt ish,  Stem  ascending,  Pedunc.  long  naked  downy 
12330  Leaves  3-pinnate :  leaflets  linear,  Stem  decumbent,  Branches  axillary  1-headed 12331  Leaves  hairy  bipinnatifid  :  segments  trifid  lane,  linear,  Stem  nearly  erect  divided 
12332  Leaves  bipinnatifid  serrated  downy  beneath,  Stem  erect  branched  subcorymbose 
12333  Leaves  bipinnate  serrated  smooth,  Stem  erect  branched,  Pappus  membranous  toothed  cut  on  one  side 
12334  Leaves  pinnated  :  pinnae  linear  3-parted,  Stem  proliferous,  Heads  solitary  axillary  sessile 12335  Leaves  smooth  pinnatifid  :  lobes  cuneate  trifid  or  cut,  Heads  solitary 
12336  Leaves  bipinnatifid  dotted  beneath  :  segments  entire.  Crown  of  grains  toothed 
12397  Leaves  woolly  bipinnate  :  pinnae  lane,  acute,  Flowering  branches  corymbose,  Recept.  conical 
12338  Leaves  stalked  silky  bipinnate :  segm.  linear  acute,  Invol.  downy,  Rays  ovate 
12339  Leaves  linear  sessile  pinnatifid :  segm.  entire,  Stem  erect  branched 
12340  Leaves  sessile  pinnatifid :  segm.  linear  subulate  pectinate  entire,  Stem  downy  1-headed 
12341  Leaves  pinnated :  pinnae  linear  entire  blunt,  Stem  downy  1-headed  [edge 
12342  Leaves  pinnated  re  volute  at  edge :  segm.  lin.  subul.  subtrifid,  Upper  scales  of  invol.  blunt  with  a  memlran. 

12343  The  only  species,  resembling  a  Calendula 

12344  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  ovate  entire 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
dissipated :  chamomile  flowers,  therefore,  ought  never  to  be  ordered  in  decoctions.  Externally,  they  are  used as  fomentations  in  cholic,  intestinal  inflammation,  and  to  phagedenic  ulcers  :  and  their  infusion  is  also  found  to 
be  an  useful  addition  to  emollient  anodyne  glysters  in  flatulent  cholic,  and  in  irritations  of  the  rectum  producing 
tenesmus.  (London  Disp.  p.  158.)  There  is  a  double  variety  generally  grown  for  the  apothecaries ;  it  is  more 
ornamental  than  the  single,  but  much  less  efficacious  as  a  medicine. 

A.  cotula  is  said  by  Linna?us  to  be  a  very  grateful  plant  to  toads ;  to  drive  away  fleas,  and  to  annoy  bees. 
It  is  a  very  common  weed  on  soft  rich  soils  and  dunghills,  and  increases  by  seeds  with  amazing  rapidity. 
The  tribe  of  Anthemideae,  of  which  this  genus  is  the  example,  are  nearly  related  to  Heliantheas.  In  their 
style  they  resemble  Inuleae,  Senecioneae,  and  Nassauvieae,  but  their  floral  organs  are  different  They 
inhabit  Europe,  Asia,  and  Africa,  scarcely  one  has  been  found  in  America,  or  the  southern  parts  of  the world. 

1779.  Cenlrospermum.  From  xtv<r$m,  a  spur,  and  ff*t(/Mi,  a  seed,  in  allusion  to  the  spiny  points  of  the  pappus. A  small  annual  plant  with  the  aspect  of  Calendula. 
1780.  Sanvitalia.  Named  by  Lamarck  without  any  explanation.  A  hardy  annual  plant,  with  flowers  having 

a  yellow  ray  and  dark  purple  disk,  like  some  species  of  Rudbeckia. 
3  A  S 
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1781.  ACHILLEA  A.  W.  Milfoil. 
tongue-leaved  £  A  or Herbarota       f  A  or 
great-flowered  £  A  or Sneezewort      j£  A  or 
double-flowered '£  A  or slender-branch.J  A  or 
Sweet  Maudlin  £  A  or 

rough-headed  £  A  or sickle-leaved    Jfe  A  or 
slender-leaved  O  or 

Lavend.-cotton-lv.]£  a  or 
Chamomile-like£  A  01 black-cupped    j£  A  or 
biserrate         j£  A  or 
Buckshorn-lvd.  £  A  or 

12345  ungulate  W. 
12346  Herba-r6ta  W. 
133*7  grandifl6ra  M.  3. 12348  Ptarmica  W. 

$  flare  plino 12849  cristate  W. 
12350  Ageratum  W. 
12351  decol6rans  W.  en.  pale-yellow 
12352  speciosa  W.  en.  spear-leaved 
12353  alpina  W.  Alpine 12354  serrate  W.  saw-leaved 
12355  Clavenme  W.  silver-leaved 
12356  imp&tiens  W.  impatient 
12357  pectinate  W.  comb-leaved ochrolc&ca  Waldst 
12358  squarrosa  W. 12359  falcate  W. 
12360  tenuifolia  W. 
12361  Santolina  W. 
12362  anthemoides  W. 
12363  atrfite  W. 
12364  biserrate  Bieb. 
12365  coronopifolia  W. 12366  Slbida  W.  en.  whitish 
12367  chamaymelifolia  Dec.  dwarf 
12368  Gerberi  W. 
12369  moschata  W. 
12370  nana  W. 
12371  cretica  W. 
12372  aegyptiaca  W. 
12373  macrophylla  W. 12374  a6rea  W. 
12375  Eupatorium  W. 
12376  compacte  W. 
12377  pubescens  W. 12378  crithmif61ia  W. 
12379  tanacetif6Ua  W. 
12380  dlstens  W. 12381  lanate  IV.  en. 
12382  magna  W. 
12383  Millefolium  W. 

/3  r&bra 12384  asplenif61ia  P.  S. 12385  micrantha  W. 
12386  tomentosa  W.  tomentose 
12387  ochroleGca  W.  cream-colored 
12388  microph^Ua  W.  small-leaved 12389  Lig6stica  W.  Ligurian 
12390  n6bilis  W.  showy 
12391  myriophylla  W.  en.  many-leaved 12392  odorata  W.  sweet-scented 
12393  setacea  W.  bristly 

A  or 
A  or A  or 

A  01 A  °r 
A  or 

A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 

H  LAJor 
£  A  °r 

Siberian 
musk 
dwarf 
Cretan 
Egyptian large-leaved 
golden-flower'dj£  A  or Caspian  jf  A  or 
compact  j£  A  or 
downy  l£  A  or 
Samphire-lea  v.  j£  A  or 
Tansy-leaved  £  A  or branching woolly 

great 
Yarrow 
red-flowered Rose-colored A  or A  or 

A  or A  or 
A  or 

A  or 

small-flowered  j£  A  or 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 

A  or A  <>' 

12394  abrotanifolia  W.      Southemw.-lv.  £  A  or 
1782.  TRI'DAX.  W. 

12395  procum'bens  W. 
1783.  AMEE'LUS.  W. 

12396  Lycbnitis  W. 12397  viUfisus  Ph. 
12398  spinulosis  Ph. 

Tridix. 
long  stalked 
Amellus. trailing 

villous spiny 

12348 

O  un IU.i_lpr 

£  Apt 

Composite.   Sp.  50—69. 1  jl.au  W     Hungary  1815. 
ijnjl  W     France  1640. 1  jl.au  W      Caucasus  1815. 1  jl.n  W     Britain  moi.pL 

1  jl.n  W   
JjLau  W     Italy  1784. 2  au.o  Y      S.  Europe  1570. 
1  jn.au  W.t    179a 
lijl.s  W    1804. 
1  jLn  W     Siberia  1731. 2  au.s  Y  SwitzerL  1686. 
|jn.jl  W      Austria  1656. 2  jn  s  W     Siberia  1759. 
liau.s  Pa.Y  Hungary  1801. 
1  jl.au  W    1775. 
ljn.s  Pa.Y  Levant  1739. 1  jn.au  Y      Levant  1733. 
1  jn.au  Pa.Y  Levant  1759. 
i  jn.au  Pa.Y   2  jl.s  W  Austria  1596. 
ljjn.jl  W     Albania  1820. 11  jl.au  Pa.Y  Levant  1823. 
1  jl  Pa.Y    1819. 
ijl  W     France  1825. U  jl.au  Pa.Y  Siberia  1821. 
2  jn.jl  W  Itelly  1775. 
fjn.au  W     Italy  1759. 1  jl.au  W      Candia  1739. 
1  jl.s  Pa.Y  Levant  1640. 
3  jl.au  W      Italy  1710. 
1  jn.s  Y       Levant  1739. 
2  jl.au  Y      Casp.  Sho.  1803. 
1  jl.au  Pa.Y    1803. 
1  jn.s  LY    Levant  1739. 
Jjl.au  W     Hungary  1804. 
1  jLau  Pk     SwitzerL  1658. 
3  jl.au  W     Italy  1801. 
1  jl.au  W    1804. 
3  jn.n  W     S.  Europe  1683. 2  jn.o  W     Britain  pas. 
2  jn.o  W   
14  jn.au  Pk     N.  Amer.  1803. 
1  jn.o  Y      Levant  1805. 
2  my.o  Y  Britain  hea. 
2  jLs  Pa.Y    1804. 
1  jLs  W     Spain  1800. 
4  jn.au  W      Italy  1791. 
2  jn.au  W     Germany  1640. 
lJjLs  W    1798. i  jn.au  W     Spain  1729. 
1  jn.au  W     Hungary  1805. 
2  jn.au  Y       Levant  1739. 

Composite.   Sp.  1 — 2. JjLau     Y      Mexico  1804. 
Composite.   Sp.  3 — 4. Jjnjl  Vi      C.  G.  H  1768. 1  au.s  Y      Missouri  1811. 

2  au.s  Y      Missouri  1811. 
12356 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
C  co D  p.l 

D  s.p 

D  co 
D  co 

D  s.p 

D  co D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co D  p.l 
R  p.l 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  co D  co 

D  co D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  s.p 

D  p.l 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 

Pl.rar.hun.l.t.2 
AIL  ped.  l.t.9.£3 
Eng.  bot  757 

Bo.  mu.  144.  t.101 
Bot  mag.  1287 
Gme.  si.2.t.83.f.l 
Pl.rar.hun.l.t34 

Lam.ill.t.683.£3 

Jac.  aust.  1. 1  77 
WaachilLt.l.f.2 

Gmel.sib.t.83.f.2 
Jac.  aus.5.tap.33 
All.  ped.  I.t9.f.2 
Bocc.  mus.  t.  34 Tourn.  it.  1. 1 87 
Triumf.  obs.  t23 

Pl.rar.hun.l.t.66 
Moris.&t.ll.C14 
AU.ped.t.53.f.l 

Eng.  bot  758 
Vent  eels,  t  93 

Eng.  bot  2532 
Barr.  ic.  1114 
Aaped.l.t53.f.2 Schk.han.3.t255 
Jac.  coL  1. 1.  21 
PLrar.hun.l.t.80 

Jac.co.su.  1. 10. 11 

12369 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1781.  Achillea.  Named  after  Achilles,  a  disciple  of  Chiron,  and  the  first  physician  who  used  it  in  healing 
wounds.  A.  Ptermica  is  called  sneeze-wort,  because  the  dried  powder  of  the  leaves  snuffed  up  the  nostrils 
provokes  sneezing.  In  the  spring,  the  young  tender  shoots  were  formerly  put  into  salads,  to  correct  the  cold- ness of  other  herbs.  There  is  a  variety  with  double  flowers,  which  is  very  ornamental,  especially  in  pots.  A. 
moschata,  the  Genipi  of  the  Swiss,  is  an  excellent  sudorific,  aromatic,  and  acrid,  and  is  a  grateful  food  to  cattle. 
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12345  Leaves  obi.  linear  blunt  doubly  serrulated  downy  ciliated.  Stem  villous 
12346  Leaves  linear  narrowed  at  base  serrated  and  stem  smooth  [at  end 
12347  Leaves  lin.  acute  equally  and  finely  serrulate  smooth,  Stem  panicled,  Corymbs  few-headed,  Palea:  bifid 12348  Leaves  linear  lane,  acuminate  sharply  serrated 
12349  Leaves  lin.  plane  acuminate  toothed :  teeth  emarginate  transversely  ciliated,  Stem  diffuse 
12350  Leaves  obi.  blunt  serrated  narrowed  into  the  petiole  fascicled  glabrous,  Corymb  compound  contracted  . 
12351  Leaves  linear  acuminate  equally  and  finely  serrated  smooth  :  serratures  of  the  base  deepest,  PaleaS  entire 
12352  Leaves  lane,  equally  and  finely  serrated  downy,  Serratures  of  base  deepest,  Stem  panicled,  Paleae  entire 
12353  Leaves  linear  pectinate  pinnatifid  glabrous  :  segm.  subserrated,  Corymb  compound 
12354  Leaves  downy  linear  lane,  pinnatifid :  segments  deepest  at  base 
12355  Leaves  downy  pinnatifid  smooth  :  segm.  linear  blunt :  upper  toothed  at  end,  Corymb  simple 
12356  Leaves  pectinate  pinnatifid  smooth  :  segm.  linear  acute ;  lower  2-parted,  Corymb  simple 
12357  Leaves  pectinate  pinnatifid :  segm.  linear  subulate  entire,  Corymb  compound  contracted,  Stem  downy 
12358  Leaves  pinnatifid :  segm.  obi.  cuneate  unequally  toothed  vertically  bent,  Corymbs  simple 
12359  Leaves  pinnated  roundish  pilose :  pinnae  3-parted  toothed  imbricated  across,  Corymbs  simple 
12360  Leaves  pinnat.  somew.  downy,  Pinnae  3-part,  blunt  entire  transversely  imbr.  Ray  scarcely  long,  than  invol. 
12361  Leaves  pinnated  somewhat  downy,  Pinna;  3-parted  transverse  distant :  segm.  3-toothed,  Stem  branched 
12362  Leaves  pinnated  downy :  pinnae  linear  entire  blunt ;  lowest  longest,  Cymes  simple 
12363  Leaves  pectinate  pinnate  smooth  :  pinnae  linear  acuminate  usually  3-parted 
12364  Leaves  linear-lanc.  acuminate  unequally  and  finely  biserrate  villous  beneath 
12365  Leaves  downy  pinnatifid :  segm  lane,  serrated,  Corymb  compound 
12366  Stem  downy,  Leaves  pinnated  minutely  cut  acute  rigid  bent  upwards  with  a  downy  nerve 
12367  Leaves  pinnated :  pinnae  long  distant  very  narrow  linear  entire,  Corymb  compact  branched 
12368  Cauline  lvs.  pinnatifid  with  entire  segm. :  radie.  pinnatifid  with  3-fid  segm  Ray  scarcely  larger  than  invol 
12369  Leaves  pectinate  pinnate  smooth.  Pinnae  linear  bluntisb  entire  dotted 
12370  Leaves  pinn.  villous  :  pinnae  toothed  linear ;  radical  bipinnate,  Stem  quite  simple 
12371  Leaves  pinn.  downy  :  pinnae  roundish  4-fid  concave  spreading,  Stem  branched  at  end 
12372  Leaves  pinn.  downy  :  pinnae  roundish  bluntly  toothed,  Corymb  compound 
12373  Leaves  pinn.  smooth  :  pinnae  lane,  cut-serrated ;  outer  confluent,  Corymb  compound 
12374  Leaves  bipinnate  downy :  pinnae  linear-lanc.  toothed,  Corymb  simple,  Peduncles  long 
12375  Leaves  bipinnatifid  hoary :  segm.  lin.  lane,  serrated.  Corymb  compound  globose,  Flowers  flosculous 
12376  Leaves  bi  pinnat  if.  setaceous  villous:  segm.  lane,  entire,  Corymb  compound  contracted,  Flowers  flosculous 
12377  Leaves  bipinnatifid  pubescent :  segm,  linear  lane,  unequal  acute,  Corymb  compound 
12378  Leaves  downy :  cauline  bipinnatifid  with  linear  blunt  segm. ;  radical  bipinnate,  Corymbs  compound 
12379  Leaves  bipinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  serrated,  Corymb  compound  spreading 
12380  Leaves  bipinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  cut-serrated,  Rachis  winged  cut-serrated,  Corymbs  fastigiate  compound 12381  Leaves  bipinnatifid  villous  :  segm.  lane,  blunt,  Corymbs  fastigiate  compound 
12382  Leaves  thrice  pinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  acute,  Corymbs  compound  fastigiate 
12383  Leaves  bipinnate  slightly  hairy  their  segm.  linear  toothed  acute,  Stems  furrowed 
12384  Leaves  pinnatifid  downy  beneath  :  segm.  toothed,  Stem  branched  fastigiate  smooth 
12385  Leaves  bipinnatifid  downy :  segm.  lane,  entire,  Corymb  compound 
12386  Leaves  bipinnatifid  woolly  :  the  segm.  crowded  linear  acute,  Corymbs  repeatedly  compound 
12387  Leaves  subbipinnatifid  ;  pinnae  of  the  base  undivided :  segm.  lin.  lane.  Corymb  compound,.  Invol.  cylindr. 
12388  Leaves  bipinnatifid  shorter  than  the  intervals  between  them  :  segm.  lin.  entire,  Corymbs  comn.  fastigiate 
12389  Leaves  bipinnatifid  :  segm.  lin.  finely  serrated,  Rachis  winged  entire,  Corymb  compound  fastigiate 
12390  Cauline  leaves  bipinnatifid :  segm.  lin.  somew.  toothed,  Rachis  winged  toothed :  radical  thrice  pinnatifid 
12391  Leaves  bipinnate  downy :  pinnae  pinnatifid,  Segments  linear-subulate,  Corymbs  compound  fastigiate 12392  Leaves  bipinnate  pilose  beneath  :  pinnae  linear  entire,  Corymb  simple 
12393  Leaves  bipinnate :  leaflets  linear  setaceous  mucronate  very  compact  pilose,  Corymbs  compound  fastigiate 
12394  Leaves  bipinnate  downy :  pinnulae  very  fine  linear  entire  distant,  Corymbs  compound  fastigiate; 

12395  The  only  species 

12396  Leaves  hoary  linear  lane,  opposite :  those  of  the  branches  alternate 
12397  Very  villous,  Leaves  sessile  oblong  acuminate  entire.  Heads  axillary  on  short  stalks 
12398  Hoary,  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  cut-toothed,  Segm.  linear  rigid  mucronate,  Heads  lateral  and  terminal  clustered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1782.  Tridax.   From  nihaxvet,  cut  into  three  pieces.   The  rays  of  the  flower  are  divided  in  three. 
1783.  AmeUus.  A  name  used  by  Virgil  for  a  beautiful  flower  gro w  ing  oiv  the  banks  of  tiie  river  Mclla.  The 

plant  of  Virgil  is  supposed  to  have  been  Aster  Amellus. 
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1784.  STAR'KEA.  W.    Starke  a. 12399  umbellate  W.         umbel-flowered  •£  fAI  un 
1785.  COLUMEI/LIA.  Jacq.  Columellia. 

Composite. 
ljjnjl  Y 

12400  biennis  Jacq. 
1786.  ECLIP'TA.  W. 12401  erecta  W. 

12402  prostrate  W. 
1787.  MEYE'RA.  Swx. 12403  sessilis  S  uiz. 

biennial 
Eclipta. 

upright trailing 

Meyer*. 
sessile 

j£  OJ  un  1 

Composite. 
jnjl  Y 

O  un 
Jt  rm  un 

£  (23  un 

Composite. 
2  jl.s  W 

f  jl.s  W Composite. 
1  jl.au  Y 

Sp.l. Jamaica 
So.  1. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  2—10. America  1690.  S  Lp 
E.  Indies  1732.  S  l.p 

1768.  D  I.p  Lam.  iU.t.682.f.2 

1821.  S  CO  Jac.schoe.3.t.301 

V Indies D  co 
1788.  CHRYSANTHEI/LUM.  P.  S. 

12404  procumbens  P.  S.  procumbent Verbesina  m&tica  W. 
Chrtsanthellum.   Composite.  Sp.  1. 

EH  un   lijn.jl     Y      W.  Indies  1768.  S  co 

1789.  SIEGESBECK'IA.  W.  Siegesbeckia. 
12405  orien  talis  W.         oriental  O  pr 
12406  flosculosa  W.         small-flowered      O  pr 
♦1790.  VERBESPNA.  W.  Verbesina. 

tree 
American 

12407  alata  W. 
12408  virginica  W. 
12409  gigantea  W. 
12410  Siegesbeckia  W. 

S12411  Coreopsis  Ph. 
Coreopsis  alt  crni folia  W. 12412  serrate  W.  saw-leaved 

12413  sativa  H.  K. 
12414  calendulacea  W. 
12415  dichotoma  W. 
12416  fruticosa  IV. 

wing-stalked  £  iAI  pr white-flowered  3l  A  pr 
•  □un 

k  Ann 
Coreopsis-like  J  Apr 

Composite. 2  au.o  Y 
2  jnjl  Y 

Composite. 2  my.o  Or 
2  jls  W 8     ...  Y 
3  o.n  Y 
5  s.n  Y 

Sj».2— 5. 
India  1730.  S  co 
Peru       1784.  S  co 

Sp.  10—23. S.  Amer.  1699. 
X.  Amer.  1812. 
W.  Indies  1758. 
Virginia  1731. 
N.  Amer.  1640. 

C  Lp 

D  co 

C  Lp 

D  co 
D  co 

Oil-seed 
Ceylon forked shrubby 

£  lAlun 
O  un 
KTI  un 

O  un 
a.  □  un 

1791.  SYNEDREL'LA.  P.  S.  Synedrella. 
12417  nodirlora  P.  S.         sessile-flowered     O  w 
1792.  GALINSCGEA.  W.  Galinsogea. 

12418  parvirlora  W.         small-flowered      O  un 
12419  trilobate  W.  three-lobed  O  un 
179a  ACMEI/LA.  P.  S.  Acmella. 

12420  mauritiana  P.  S.     Balm-leaved        O  un 
Spilanthes  Acmella  W. 

12421  buphthalmoidesP.5.  oval-leaved         O  un 
1794.  ZALUZA'NI  A  P.  S.  Zaluzania. 

12422  triloba  P.  S.  three-lobed      ^  Al  un 
1795.  PASCA'LIA.  W.  Pascalia. 

12423  glauea  W.  glaucous-leaved^  A  Pr 
179a  HELIOP/SI&  P.  S.  Heuopsis. 

12424  las'vis  P.S.  Sunflower-lvd.  ^  A  or Buphthalmum  helianihoides  W. 
*1797.  BUPHTHAI/MUM.  W.  Ox-Eye. §12425  frutescens  W.        shrubby  n.  \  |  or 
912426  arborescens  W.      tree  n.\  |  or 

12423 

3  jLo 6  au.S 
2  jl.s 3  jILjl 
3  jn.au 

Mexico     1803.  D  l.p 
E  Indies  1806.  S  co 
Ceylon     1739.  S  co E.  Indies  1789.  S  co 
W.  Indies  1759.  C  co 

Dil.el.tll4.f.l37 
DiLeLt.ll3.f.l38 

Bot  rep.  429 

Sw.  ob.314.t.8.f.l 

Schk.han.3.t256 L'Her.  stirp.  t.16 

Bot.  mag.  1716 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 175 
Jac.  vim).  2. 1. 110 
Cav.ic.3.  t214 Bot.  mag.  1017 
Bur.  zey.t22.f.l 
M.co.go.l779.t.4 Plum.  ic.  1 52 

V. 
Indies  1726.  S  s.l    Ex.  flora.  60 

Composite.   Sp.  2—6. 
3  my.s    D.Y  3.  Amer.  1796.  S  co 3  au.n    O      Peru       1797.  S  co 

Composite. 
lJjLau  Y 
ljjLs  Y 

Composite. 
lJjLs  Y 

Composite. 

U  jn.au  Y Composite. 
6  jl.o  Y 

Stt2— 7. Mauritius  1768.  S  s.l 
&  Amer.  1798.  S  co 
So.  1—2. 
Mexico 

Sp.  1. Chili 

1798.  D  Lp 

1799.  D  co 

J.  Amer.  1714.  D  co 

Composite.  Sp.  9—27, 
2  jn.au   Y      America  1696.  C  p.l 
3  my.s    Y      Bermudas  1699.  C  p.l 

12402 

Cav.  ic.  3. t 281 
Bot.  mag.  1895 

Rump.  am.6.t.65 
Jac.8chce.2.tl51 

Bot  rep.  549 
L'Her.stirp.t.45 

DilLeltt.28.f44 
DULelt  t38.f.43 

12412 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1784.  Starkea.  Named  by  Willdenow,  after  the  Rev.  Mr.  Starke,  of  Gros  Tchirna,  in  Silesia,  who  paid  much 

attention  to  the  Cryptogamous  plants  of  that  country.  This  genus  was  included  by  Linnams  in  Amellus, 
from  which  Willdenow  remarks  that  it  differs  in  habit,  and  in  its  hairy  receptacle. 

1785.  Columellia.  So  called  by  Jacquin,  after  the  celebrated  Geoponic  writer,  Lucius  Junius  Moderatus 
Columella,  a  Spaniard,  bom  forty-two  years  before  Christ  A  plant  resemoling  Amellus  annua.  The  flowers 
are  yellow  and  sessile  in  the  dichotomies  of  the  branches.   The  Columellia  of  Loureiro  is  a  different  thing. 

1786.  Eclipta.  A  translation  of  the  Malay  name  fVangi-wangi-maihg,  which  signifies  an  eclipse  of  the  sun, to  which  the  form  and  disposition  of  the  radiated  flower  has  been  likened.  Worthless  weeds  with  white  flowers. 
1787.  Meyera.  Named  after  Gottlieb- Andrew  Meyer,  a  German,  who  published,  in  1694,  a  dissertation  upon 

tne  Sycomorus  of  Scripture. 
1788.  Chrysanthellum.    A  diminutive  of  Chrysanthemum,  which  see. 
1789.  Siegesbeckia.  Dr.  John  George  Siegesbeck,  a  German  physician,  director  of  the  garden  at  St  Peters- 

burgh,  published  in  1736,  a  catalogue  of  it  under  the  title  of  Flora  of  St  Petersburgh.  There  was  also  a 
Botanosophia  from  his  pen  in  1737. 
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12390  Leaves  opp.  3-nerved  downy  beneath,  Heads  in  umbels 

12400  The  only  species 

12401  Stem  erect  strigose,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  sessile  remotely  serrated 
12402  Stem  prostrate  strigose,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  somewhat  stalked  subserrate  somewhat  wavy  scabrous 

12403  Stem  erect,  Leaves  amplexicauJL  ovate  toothed 

12404  Leaves  alternate  3-parted  toothed :  radical  oblong  serrated,  Stem  creeping 

12405  Leaves  stalked  ov.  unequally  toothed  subtriangular  at  base  somewhat  cut,  Outer  invol.  longer  than  inner 
12406  Leaves  sessile  ovate  toothed,  Florets  of  disk  3-toothed  triandrous 

12407  Leaves  alternate  decurrent  wavy  blunt 
12408  Leaves  alternate  lane,  subserrate,  Corymb  compound 
12409  Leaves  alternate  deeply  pinnatirid,  Stem  shrubby 
12410  Leaves  opposite  ovate  lane,  serrated  acuminate  at  each  end  decurrent 
12411  Stem  winged,  Lvs.  lane,  acuminate  somewhat  stalked  serrated,  Heads  corymbose,  Cor.  of  ray  lanceolate 
12413  Leaves  opposite  ovate-lanc.  serrated  downy  beneath 
12413  Leaves  opposite  cordate-lane.  amplexicaul.  remotely  serrated,  Invol.  simple 5-leaved 
12414  Leaves  opposite  obi.  lane,  bluntish  strigose  serrated  at  end,  Pedunc.  1-headed  long,  Invol.  simple 
12415  Leaves  opposite  ov.  acuminate  serrated  3-nerved  hairy,  Pedunc.  winged  1-beaded,  Invol.  simple 
12416  Leaves  opposite  ov.  acuminate  serrated  3-nerved  scabrous  on  each  side,  Pedunc.  1-headed  axillary 

12417  Leaves  opposite  ov.  serrated  3-nerved,  Heads  axillary  subsessile,  Invol.  simple,  Stem  trichotomous 

12418  Leaves  ovate  3-nerved  serrated 
12419  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  toothed  3-nerved :  lower  hastate  3-lobed 

12420  Stem  procumbent  downy,  Lvs.  ovate  entire,  Pedunc.  lateral,  Ray  shorter  than  disk 
12421  Leaves  ovate  serrated  3-nerved  downy  beneath,  Ray  many-flowered 

12422  Leaves  ternate  3-lobed :  lower  opposite,  Stem  sufftutescent 

12423  The  only  species 

12424  Leaves  opposite  ovate  serrated  3-nerved,  Invol.  leafy,  Stem  herbaceous 

12425  Leaves  opposite  obovate  hoary,  Petioles  with  2  teeth 
12426  Leaves  opposite  lanceolate  narrowed  at  base  not  toothed  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1790.  Verbesina.  A  name  with  the  same  meaning  as  Verbena,  which  see.  The  V.  alata  resembles  Vervain 

in  the  appearance  of  its  foliage. 
1791.  SynedreUa.    A  name  of  unknown  meaning.    A  little  worthless  weed. 
1792.  GaUnsogea.  Named  after  after  Mar.  Ma.  Galinsoga,  first  physician  to  the  queen  of  Spain,  and  intendant 

of  the  garden  of  Madrid.  One  of  the  species,  G.  trilobata,  is  sometimes  cultivated  as  a  hardy  annual  But  it does  not  possess  much  merit 
1793.  Acmella.   From  aeon),  a  point,  on  account  of  the  pricking  taste  of  the  foliage. 
1794.  Zahexatua.  Apparently  an  alteration  of  Zaluzianskia,  a  name  applied  in  error  to  Marsilea  trifolia,  and formed  in  honor  of  an  obscure  Polish  botanist 
1795.  Pascalia.  A  genus  dedicated  by  Ortega  to  Didan  Pascal,  doctor  of  medicine,  and  a  professor  at Parma. 
1796.  Heliopsis.   A  name  with  the  same  meaning,  and  a  genus  with  the  same  habit,  as  Helianthus.  which  see. 
1797.  Buphthalmum.  From  fine,  an  ox,  and  upS-xX/xos,  an  eye,  in  allusion  to  the  broad  open  disk  of  the flowers.   It  is  believed  that  the  Buphthalmum  of  Pliny  is  a  species  of  Anthemis. 
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12427  eerlceum  W. 
12428  spin6sum  W. 
12429  aquaticum  IV. 12430  maritimum  W. 
12431  salicifolium  W. 
12432  grandifl6rum  W. 

§12133  cordifolium  W. 

silky  tt-i_Jor  3  my.jl  Y  Canaries  1779. 
prickly  O  or  3  jn.s  Y  Spain  1570. 
sweet-scented  O  or     jjl.au  -Y  S.  Europe  1731. 
»ea  £  ̂ |  ot  1  jLi  Y  Sicily  1640. 
Willow-leaved  4  Aor  lJjn.o  Y  Austria  1759. 
great-flowered  4  A  or  If  jn.o  Y  Austria  1722. 
heart-leaved  iA«  1  jn.au  Y  Hungary  1739. 

C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1836 
S S  co D  s.1 
D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 

Barr.  ic.  551 
Breyn.  cent  t77 
Bocc.mus.  t.129. 
Jac.  aust  4.t.370- Moris.  s.&t.7.f.52 
PLrar.hu.2.U13 

FRUSTRANEA. 
tl798.  HELIAK'THUa  W.  Sun  Elower. 12434  annuus  W. 
12435  Indicus  W. 
12436  tuba?f6rmis  W. 
12437  dentatus  W. 
12438  multifl6rus  W. 

0  planus 12439  tuberosus  W. 
12440  angustif61ius  Ph. 
12441  macrophyilus  Ph. 12442  mollis  W. 
12443  decapetalus  W. 
12444  prostratus  W. 12445  strumosus  W. 
12446  altissimus  W. 
124*7  giganteus  W. 12448  longifolius  Ph. 
12449  diffusus  B.  M. 
12450  linearis  Cav. 
12451  trachelifolius  W. 
12452  excelsus  W. 
12453  missuricus  Link. 
12454  trilobatus  Link. 
12455  divaricatus  Ph. 
12156  pubescens  W. 12457  atror6bens  W. 

annual  Q  or 
dwarf  annual  O  or 
tube-flowered  O  °r tooth-leaved  ]g  l£J  or 
many-flowered  ^  /\  or 
double-flowered  ^  A  °r 

Jerusalem  Artich. A  A  c"l 
narrow-leaved  ^  &  or 
large-leaved 
soft 
ten-petalled rough 
Carrot-rooted 
tall 
gigantic long-leaved diffuse 
linear 
Trachelium-lv.  1  a  or 
lofty 

Missouri 
three-lobed divaricate downy 

Composites. 
jn.o  Y 

dark-purp.-eyed^  ^  or 
1799.  GYMNOLO'MI  A.  Kunth.  Gymnolomia. 

12458  maculatum  Kunth.  spotted  sJfc  □  pr 
t*1800.  RUDBECK'I  A.  W.  Rudbeckia. 

3  jn.o 
5  jl.au 6  s.n 
6  au.o 
6  au.o 8  s.o 3  s.o 
6  au.o 
4  jl.o 
6  au.n 2  jLs 

8  jl.s 8  jl.s 10  s.o 
6  au.o 3  au.o 
2  au.o 
6  s.o 
8  s.o 
3  s.o 8.0 

au.o 

jl.o 
jl.o 

Pa. 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Br 

12459  pinnata  Ph. 
12460  digitata  W. 12461  laciniata  W. 

§12462  columnaris  Ph. 
12463  subtomentosa  Ph. 12464  triloba  W. 
12465  hirta  W. 
12466  fttlgida  H.  K. 
12467  laevigata  Ph. 
12468  amplexifSlia  W. 

§12469  purpurea  Ph. 
§12470  serotina  Sweet 

fragrant  3t  A  or 
narr.-jagged-lv.  A  or 
broad  jagged-lv.^t  A  or 

3 
6 
4 
3 

Composite 3  jn  jl  Y 
Composite, 3  au.s  Y 

6  au.s 6  jLs 
3  au.s 
3  au.s 
4  au.s 
2  jn.n 
3  jLau 
3  jl.au 3  jl.au 5  jl.o 
2  au 

Sp.  24—31. S.  Amer. 
Egypt Mexico 
Mexico N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
Brazil N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. Georgia 
N.  Amer. 
Mexico N.  Amer. 
Mexico Missouri 
Mexico 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

1596. 
1785. 1799. 
1798. 
1597. 
1617. 

1789. 1800. 
1805. 

1759. 1800. 
1710. 1731. 
1714. 1812. 
1821. 1823. 
1825. 1820. 
1821. 
1824. 
1759. 
1795. 1732. 

S  co S  co 
S  co 

C  l.p 

D  co 
D  co 
R  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  co D  p.l 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  p.1 

D  co D  p.l 

Reneal.spec.t.83 
Tabern.  ic.  764 
Jac.schce.3.t.375 
Cav.  ic.  a  t.  220 Bot  mag.  227 

Jac.  Vind.2.t.l61 Bot.  mag.  2051 W.bort.  ber.t70 

Rob.  ic.  235 
Boc  sic.  t.  27.  f.4 
Jac.  vind.2.tl60 Moris.s.6.t7.f.66. 
Bot.  mag.  2020 
Bot.  reg.  523 
Cav.  ic.  1 219 

Mo.h.  s.6.t.7.f.66 
Bot  reg.  524 
Bot  reg.  508 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y DP 
Y 

Sp.  1. W.  Indies  1821. 

Sp.  12—20. N.  Amer.  1803. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1640. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
N.  Amer.  1802. N.  Amer.  1699. 
N.  Amer.  1714. N.  Amer.  1760. 
Carolina  1812. 
Louisiana  1793. 
N.  Amer.  1699. 
N.  Amer.  1823. 

D  p.l  Bot  reg.  662 

D  co 
I)  p.l 

D  p.l 
D  co D  co 
S  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
C  co S  co D  p.l 

D  co 

Bot  mag.  2310 Moris.s.6.t.&f.54 
Moris.  s.6.t&f.53 
Bot.  mag.  1601 
Bot.  reg.  525 
Sweet's  fl.gar.82 Bot.  mag.  1996 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  592 Bot.  mag.  2 
Sweet's  fl.gard.4 

12430 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Cutture, 

1798.  Helianthus.  From  riXias,  the  sun,  and  ettS-os,  a  flower.  Nothing  can  be  a  more  complete  ideal  repre- sentative of  the  sun,  than  the  gigantic  sun-flower,  with  its  golden  rays ;  it  is  dedicated  with  great  propriety  to the  sun,  which  it  never  ceases  to  adore  while  the  earth  is  illuminated  by  his  light  When  he  sinks  into  the 
west,  the  flowers  of  Helianthus  are  turned  towards  him ;  and  when  he  rises  in  the  east,  the  flowers  are  again 
ready  to  be  cherished  by  the  first  influence  of  his  beams. 

H.  annuus  is  a  well  known  border  annual,  which  will  grow  in  any  soil.  There  are  varieties  with  double 
flowers,  the  tubular  florets  being  changed  into  ligular  ones,  like  those  in  the  ray.  The  whole  plant,  and  par- 

ticularly the  flower,  exudes  a  thin  pellucid  odorous  resin,  resembling  Venice  turpentine.  From  the  seeds  an 
edible  oil  has  been  expressed,  and  they  are  also  excellent  food  for  domestic  poultry.  The  flowers  turning  with 
the  sun,  is  by  some  considered  a  popular  error ;  Gerarde  says  he  never  could  observe  it ;  and  Professor  Martin 
has  seen  four  flowers  on  the  same  stem  pointing  to  the  four  cardinal  points.  H  tuberosus,  Topinambo&r,  Fr., 
Erdapfel,  Ger.,  and  Girasoie,  Ital.,  is  called  Jerusalem,  from  the  corruption  of  the  Italian  word  Girasole  ; 
and  Artichoke,  from  the  resemblance  in  flavor  which  the  tubers  have  to  the  bottoms  of  artichokes.  These 
tubers  are  in  considerable  esteem  on  the  continent  as  a  substitute  for  potatoes ;  and  before  the  introduction 
of  that  vegetable,  they  were  a  good  deal  in  use  in  this  country.  Their  culture  and  treatment  is  the  same  as 
for  that  vegetable.    H.  multiflorus  a  showy  autumnal  flower. 
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12427  Leaves  opposite  close  spatulate  oblong  silky,  Scales  of  in  vol.  setaceous  hirsute 
12428  Leaves  alternate  obi.  lane  amplexicaul.  entire  hirsute,  In  vol.  leafy  mucronate 
12429  InvoL  bluntly  leafy  sessile  axillary,  Leaves  oblong  blunt  alternate  nearly  entire,  Stem  dichotomous 
12430  InvoL  bluntly  leafy  stalked,  Lvs.  alternate  spatulate,  Stem  herbaceous 
12431  Leaves  alternate  obL-lanc.  subserrated  5-nerved  villous,  Invol.  naked,  Stem  herbaceous 
12432  Leaves  alternate  lane,  somewhat  toothletted  smooth,  Invol.  naked,  Stem  herbaceous 
12433  Leaves  alternate :  lower  stalked  cordate  doubly  serrated :  upper  sess.  ovate  serrated,  Stems  herbaceous 

FR  VSTRANEA. 

12434  Leaves  all  cordate  3-nerved,  Pedunc.  thick.  Heads  cernuous 
12435  Leaves  all  cordate  3-nerved,  Pedunc.  evensized,  Invol.  leafy 
12436  Leaves  cordate  cuneate  at  base  villous  3-nerved,  Pedunc.  thick  fistular 
12437  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  narrowed  at  base  unequally  serrate  scabrous,  Pedunc.  filiform,  Rays  obovate 
12438  Leaves  3-nerved  scabrous :  lower  cordate ;  upper  ovate,  Ray  many-fl.  Scales  of  invol.  lanceolate 
12439  Leaves  3-nerved -scabrous  :  lower  cordate-ovate ;  upper  ovate  acum.  alternate,  Petioles  ciliated  at  base 12440  Stems  slender  about  1-headed,  Leaves  linear  revolute  at  edge  rough 
12441  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  3-nerved  serrated  scabrous  above  hoary  beneath,  Invol.  squarrose 
12442  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  3-nerved  closely  serrated  scabrous  above :  hoary  and  soft  beneath 
12443  Lvs.  ov.  acum  remotely  serrat  3-nerv.  scabr.  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  nearly  equal  subciliated,  Rays  10  or  12 
12444  Lvs.  lane,  acuminate  scabr.  serrated  3-nerved :  upper  entire,  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  ciliated,  Stem  procumb. 
12445  Lvs.  ovate  acuminate  serrated  S-nerved  scabrous  beneath,  Scales  of  invol.  lin.  lane,  ciliated  at  base 
12446  Lvs.  altern.  lane.  serr.  scabr.  3-nerved  narrow,  at  end  stalked,  Petioles  ciliated,  Scales  of  invol  lane,  ciliat. 12447  Lvs.  altern.  lane.  serr.  scabr.  obsol.  3-nerv.  narrow,  at  each  end  subsess.  ciliat.  at  base,  Scales  of  inv.  lane.  ciL 
12448  Smooth,  Stem  panicled,  Branches  few-flowered  at  top,  Lvs.  sessile  very  long  entire :  lower  serrated 
12449  Stem  hispid  spreading,  Leaves  ovate  rigid  scabrous,  Peduncles  very  long  1-flowered 
12450  Leaves  altern.  or  opp.  sessile  linear  revolute  at  edge  entire  1-nerved,  Heads  corymbose 
12451  Leaves  ov.  lane,  acuminate  serrated  3-nerved  very  rough  on  each  side,  Scales  of  invol.  lin.  lane  ciliated 
12452  Leaves  altern.  lane,  serrated  scabrous  3-nerved  narrowed  at  each  end  woolly  at  base,  Stem  vill.  in  2  rows 
12453  Leaves  amplexicaul.  Heads  on  long  stalks,  Disk  of  head  dark  purple 
12454  Stem  erect  hairy,  Lvs.  stalked  3-lobed  very  rough,  InvoL  hairy,  Pappus  with  2  setae 
12455  Stem  smooth  much  branched,  Lvs.  opp.  sessile  lane,  ovate  3-nerved,  Panicle  trichotomous  slender  few-fl. 
12456  Leaves  subsess.  cordate  ovate  3-nerved  amplexicaul.  closely  serrated  downy,  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  villous 
12457  Leaves  opp.  spatulate  crenate  3-nerved  scabrous,  Scales  of  invoL  erect  the  length  of  disk 

12458  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  subserrate,  Heads  1-3,  Ray  8-flowered 

[hispid 12459  Lvs.  all  pinnat. :  one  or  other  of  the  lower  pinna?  2-parted ;  the  rest  undivided,  Pappus  ent  Stem  furrowed 
12460  Rad.  lvs.  pinn. :  leaflets  sessile  lane,  toothed  somewhat  cut ;  upper  confluent,  Pappus  entire 
12461  Rad.  lvs.  pinn.  :  leaflets  ovate  unequal  at  base  about  3-lobed  toothed,  Pappus  4-toothed 
12462  Stem  upright  simple  few-fl.  at  top,  Leaves  pinnatifid  cut :  segm.  linear,  Invol.  simple  5-leaved 
12463  Stem  branched,  Branches  erect  many-fl.  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  acute  serrated :  lower  3-lobed 
12464  Leaves  spatulate :  lower  3-lobed ;  upper  undivided 
12465  Leaves  undivided  spatulate  ovate  3-nerved  serrated  hairy,  Recept  conical,  Palea;  lanceolate 
12466  Leaves  obi.  lane,  toothletted  hispid  narrowed  at  base  subcordate,  Recept  hemispherical,  Palea?  lanceolate 
12467  Quite  smooth,  Peduncles  long  1-headed,  Lvs.  ovate-lanc.  acuminate  each  way  3-nerved 
12468  Leaves  obi.  lane,  cordate  amplexicaul. :  lower  serrated,  Disk  cylindrical  conical 
12469  Leaves  lane,  ovate  alternate  undivided,  Rays  bifid 
12470  Stem  hispid,  Lower  leaves  broad-ovate  tapered  at  base  remotely  toothed  very  rough,  Rays  "-toothed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
This  genus  has  given  rise  to  a  most  important  and  extensive  tribe  of  plants,  the  Heliantheas,  which  is 

at  once  the  most  numerous  of  the  various  tribes  of  Composite,  and  on  account  of  its  strict  affinity  with 
several  others,  the  most  difficult  to  characterize  with  precision.  Although  it  is  perfectly  natural,  yet  there 
is  scarcely  a  character  belonging  to  it  which  is  not  subject  to  many  exceptions,  and  to  more  or  less  im- 

portant modifications.  Almost  all  the  species  of  Heliantheas  are  natives  of  America,  several  of  Asia,  a 
few  of  Africa,  and  scarcely  any  of  Europe.  They  appear  to  be  entirely  unknown  in  the  southern  parts  of  the world. 

1799.  Gymnolomia.  From  yvyuw,  naked,  and  Ku/ut,  an  edge ;  in  allusion  to  the  nature  of  the  margin  of 
the  grains. 

1800.  Rudbeckia.  Named  after  the  famous  Olaus  Rudbeck,  professor  of  botany  at  Upsal,  who  died  of  grief 
in  1702,  at  witnessing  the  destruction  by  fire  of  his  laborious  work,  called  Campi  Elysii,  which  was  neverthe- 

less published  in  1701  and  2,  by  the  diligence  of  his  son.  He  is  also  celebrated  for  having  made  the  discovery 
that  the  Paradise  of  Scripture  was  situated  somewhere  in  Sweden.  Handsome  border  annuals  or  perennials 
R.  purpurea  is  remarkable  for  bearing  purple  flowers. 
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1 1801.  GALAR'DIA.  W.  Galardia. 
12471  tricolor  W.  two-colored      ^  A  °r 
1802.  TITHCNIA.  Deaf.  Tithonia. 

12472  tagetiflora  W. 
1803.'  COS'MEA.  W. 12473  Mtea  B.  M. 

12474  sulphurea  W. 
12475  bipinnata  W. 
12476  parviflora  W. 

Marigold-flow. 
COSMEA. 

yellow-flowered Southernw.-lvd. 
purple-flowered]£  iAI  pr white-flowered      O  P' 

t*1804.  COREOPSIS.  W.  Coreopsis. 

Composite. 
jl.o  Or Composite. 

O'pr    1  jl.o  Or Composite. 2  o.n  Y 
2  jl.au  Y 
2  jLau  Pu 2  jLau  W 

iQJpr 
O  pr 

12477  ferutefolia  W. 
12478  verticillata  W. 
1247!)  tenui folia  W. 
12480  chrysantha  W. 12481  a  urea  IV. 

§12482  tripteris  W. 12483  senifolia  W. 
12484  alba  W. 
12485  incisa  B.  reg. 
12486  reptans  W. 12487  lanceolata  W. 
12488  tinctoria  Nutt. 
12489  auriculata  W. 
12400  latif61ia  W. 
12491  argu ta  Ph. 12492  crassifolia  W. 
12493  angustifolia  W. 

§12494  alata  W. §12495  procera  W. 
1805.  SIM'SIA.  Pert. 12496  ficifdlia  Pert. 

Fennel-leaved  ^  _AI  or 
whorl-leaved  ^  A  <t 
slender-leaved  i  A  or Angelica-leav.  j£  Q|  or 
Hemp-leaved  ^  A  or 
three-leaved  i  A  or 
six-leaved  5  A  or 
climbing  %_  El  or 
jagged-leaved      [Al  or 

Composite. 

trailing 
lanceolate 

Dyer's 

ear-leaved 
broad-leaved 
sharp-notched thick-leaved narrow-leaved 
wing-stalked tall 
SlMSIA. 

fig-leaf 

mi  or 

Q)  or O  or 
A  or 

A  or A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
O  un 

12497  amplexicaulis  Pers.  stem-clasping  4  A™ 
1806.  OSM1TES.  W.  Osmites. 

12498  camphorina  W.    Camphire-scent  *  |  |  pr 
12499  dentata  Thunb.       toothed  «  i  |  pr 
1807.  ENCE'Ll  A.  Cav.  Encelia. 

12500  canescens  Cav.        downy-leaved    *  |  |  pr 
1808.  SCLEROCAR'PUS.  W.  Sclerocarpus. 12501  africanus  W.  African  (Qf  un 
1809.  CULLU'MIA.  H.K.  Cullumia. 12502  ciliaris  H.  K.  ciliated  «  i  |  or 

12503  setosa  H.  K.        recurv.  smooth-lv.»  |  |  or 
12504  squarrosa  H.  K.      recurv.  awl-lvd.  «  |  |  or 
1810.  BERCKHE'YA  B.  K.  Berckheya. 

12505  cynaroides  W. 12506  obovata  W. 
12507  incana  W. 
12508  cuneata  W. 
12509  palmata  W. 
12510  grandiflora  W. 12511  uniflora  W. 
12512  cernua  H.  A". 1811.  DIDEI/TA.  W. 
12513  carnosum  W. 
12514  «pin6sum  W. 

12471 

Artichoke-cup.  )g  iAI  or smooth-shrubb.  •  i  |  or 
hoary  *  \  |  or wedge-leaved   •  i  |  or 
palmated         *  x  |  or 
large-flowered  *  |  |  or 
single-flowered  £  iAI  or 
drooping-flow.  <£  03  or 
Didelta. 

alternate-leav'd  *  i  |  un 
opposite-leaved  *  i  |  un 

o.n 
3  jLo 
2  jLau 2  jLs 3  au.s 
6  au.o 
4  au.o 
6  jnjl 
6  s.d 6  jLs 
3  jLs 2  my.o 
6  au.o 
3  au.s 2  au.s 3  au.o 
2  jn.au 
3  jLau 
8  s.o 

Composite. 
5  jl.au  Y 4  jLau  Y 

Composite. 
1J  ap.jf  W 
1J  ap.jl  W Composite. 
ljjl  Or Composite. 
2  jLau  Y 

Composite. 
2  my.jn  Y 
2  jn.au  Y 
2  jn.au  Y 

Composite. 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
W 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

1  jn 

2  jn.au 
2  jl.au 
2  jn.au 
3  jn.au 
2  jn.au 
3  jn.au 2  my.jl 

Composite. 
3  jnjl  Y 3  jnjl  Y 

Sp.  1—2. Carolina  1787. 

Sp.  1. 
Vera  Crua  1818. 

Sp.  4— a 
Mexico Mexico Mexico 
Mexico 

D  co  Bot  mag.  1602 

D  co    Bot  reg.  591 
1811. 

1799. 1799. 
1800. 

Sp.  19—32. Mexico  1799. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1780. 
W.  Indies  1752. 
V.  Amer.  1785. 
N.  Amer.  1737. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Jamaica  1699. 
W.  Indies  ... W.  Indies  1792. Carolina  1724. 
Missouri  1822. 
N.  Amer.  1699. 
N.  Amer.  1786. 
Carolina  ... Carolina  1786. 
N.  Amer.  1778. Mexico  1803. 
N.  Amer.  1765. 

Sp.  2—3. Mexico 

Sp.S—5. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1—2. Peru 

Sp.  1. 
Guinea 

Sp.  3. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  8—20. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C6.E 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 

Sp.2. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1799. 
1806. 

1794. 1820. 

1786. 

1812. 
1774. 
1780. 1786. 
1789. 
1794. 1739. 1812. 
1800. 
1812. 1815. 

1774. 

S  co S  co 

C  Lp 

S  co 
D  Lp 

D  p.l 
D  co 
S  co D  p.l D  p.l 
D  co 

D  Lp 

D  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co D  p.l D  co 
D  co D  p.l 
D  p.l 
D  co D  p.l 

S  co D  p.l 
C  Lp 
C  Lp 
C  Lp 

S  co C  p.l 

C  Lp C  Lp 
D  Lp 
C  Lp C  Lp 
C  Lp 
C  Lp C  Lp 

D  co 
S  co 

Bot  mag.  1689 Jac.  ic.  3. 1 595 
Bot.  mag.  1535 Jac.  schce.3.t374 

Bot  mag.  2059 
Bot  mag.  156 
PLman.t344.f.4 
Plum.  ic.  53.  £  1 
Moris.s.7.tS.f.44 

Herm.  para.  124 Bot  reg.  7 
Smith  spic.  t.  22 
Bot  cab.  821 Bot  reg.  846 
Plu.alm.t.83.f.5 

Car.  ic.at  260 

Cav.  ic.  1. 1 77 

Se.  mu.  l.t.90.f.8 

Bot  reg.  909 
Jac.  ic.  1. 1 176 

Bur.afr.  t.54.f.l 
Th.  act.  haf.at5 

Ho.n.h.6.t34.f.2 
Jac.  ic.  a  t.  591 Th.act  ha.3.t.l0 
Th.  actha.3.tl3 
Bot  mag.  1844 Th.  act  haf.at7 
Meerb.  ic.  1. 1 .40 

12474  '  v^gsiBj«s»--  12494 Hist ort),  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1801.  Galardia.  Fougeroux  de  Bondaroy,  the  nephew  of  Duhamel,  dedicated  this  genus  to  M.  Gaillard  de Charentonneau,  an  amateur  of  botany. 
1802.  Tithonia.  A  fanciful  name  given  to  this  plant  by  Dosfontaines,  because  of  the  color  of  its  flower, 

which  resembles  Yellow  Morning,  or  Aurora,  whose  husband  was  Tithonus. 
1803.  Cosmea.  From  xoa-ftof,  beautiful,  on  account  of  the  elegance  of  the  foliage. 
1804  Coreopsis.  From  xten,  a  bug,  and  vtytt,  resemblance.  Its  seed  is  convex  on  one  side,  and  concave  on the  other :  it  has  a  membranous  margin,  and  it  has  two  little  horns  at  the  end  which  gives  it  very  much  the 

appearance  of  some  insect  C.  verticillata  is  a  handsome  shrubbery  plant,  continuing  long  in  flower ;  the 
florets  are  used  in  North  America,  to  dye  cloth  red.   C.  tinctoria  is  a  very  handsome  border  annual 

1805.  Simsia.  Named  by  Persoon,  after  Dr.  John  Sims,  the  co-editor  with  Mr.  Konig,  of  the  excellent 
Annals  of  Botany,  and  for  many  years  the  sole  editor  of  the  Botanical  Magazine. 
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12471  Stem  branched,  Leaves  lane.  Pales  of  pappus  entire  awned 

12472  The  only  species 

12473  Leaves  pinnate  and  bipinnatifid,  Pinnae  serrated  somewhat  decurrent,  Ray  few-flowered  neuter 12474  Leaves  bipinnatifid :  segm.  lane.  Segm.  of  exterior  invoL  lanceolate 
12475  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  linear  subulate,  Scales  of  outer  invol.  ovate 
12476  Leaves  bipinnate,  Leaflets  filiform,  Scales  of  outer  in  vol.  lanceolate 
12477  Leaves  bipinn.  Pinnules  lin.  lane,  not  broader  than  their  rib 
12478  Leaves  whorled  3  or  5-pinnated :  pinnae  lin.  3-parted  and  undivided,  Disk  discolored 
12479  Leaves  whorled  3  or  5-pinnated :  pinnae  lin.  3-parted  and  undivided,  Disk  same  color  as  ray 
12480  Leaves  ternate  ovate-obi.  serrated,  Ray  same  color  as  disk 
12481  Leaves  serrated :  radical  3-parted :  cauline  trifid  or  entire  lane,  linear 
12482  Leaves  entire :  radical  pinnated ;  cauline  in  threes  lane,  stalked 12483  Leaves  entire  ternate  sessile 
12484  Leaves  subternate  cuneate  serrated 
12485  Villous,  Leaves  stalked  quinate  and  ternate :  leaflets  ovate-Ian c.  s ubpinnati fid  or  cut  serrated 
12486  Leaves  serrated  ovate :  upper  ternate,  Stem  creeping 12487  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  ciliated 
12488  Rad.  leaves  pinnate  or  bipinnate  entire,  Outer  leaves  of  involucre  short,  Ray  discolored  at  base 12489  Leaves  entire  ovate :  lower  ternate 
12490  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  crenate  toothed,  Grains  naked 
12491  Leaves  stalked  lane  ovate  by  degrees  acuminate  finely  serrated,  Corymbs  dichotomous  term,  and  axillary 
12492  Lea  ves  obovate  oblong  entire  downy 
12493  Leaves  alternate  lin.  lane,  entire  smooth,  Ray  oblong  trifid :  middle  segm.  largest 
12494  Stem  winged,  Leaves  alternate  scabrous  roundish  ovate  cuneate  at  base  3-nerved 
12495  Leaves  elfipt  acuminate  serrated  stalked  veiny  decurrent :  lower  whorled ;  upper  alternate 

12496  Leaves  3-lobed  toothed  roughish,  Petiole  naked  at  base 
12497  Hoary,  Leaves  somewhat  palmate  3-lobed,  Petiole  leafy  at  base  amplexicaul. 
12498  Leaves  lane  obsoletely  serrated  toothed  at  base  smooth 12499  Leaves  obovate  toothed  villous 

12500  Cor.  of  ray  4-fid  nearly  equal  to  disk,  Leaves  hoary  with  down 
12501  The  only  species 

12502  Leaves  ovate  smooth  imbricated  at  the  edge  and  rib  ciliate-spiny,  Spine  of  the  end  reflexed 
12503  Leaves  alternate  obL  recurved  smooth  ciliate-spiny,  Leaves  of  invol.  ciliated 
12504  Leaves  altera,  lane,  subulate  recurved  smoothish  ciliat  spiny  decurr.  at  base,  Segm.  of  invoL  filiate  spiny 
12505  Cauline  leaves  altern.  amplexicaul.  ciliate  spiny :  radical  entire  unarmed,  Scales  of  invol.  entire 
12506  Leaves  opp.  obL  lane  narrowed  at  base  spiny-toothed  smooth,  Scales  of  invol.  ciliate  spiny 
12507  Leaves  altern.  ovate  spiny-toothed  3-nerved  netted  hoary  villous,  Scales  of  invol.  toothed  spiny  villous 
12508  Leaves  altern.  obL  cuneiform  spiny-toothed  villous  on  each  side,  Scales  of  invol.  toothed  spiny 12509  Leaves  altern.  lane  pinnatifid  downy  beneath  :  segm.  entire  spiny  at  end,  Scales  of  invol.  3  or  5-fid 
12510  Leaves  opp.  lane  3-nerved  spiny-toothed  downy  beneath,  Scales  of  invol.  spiny-toothed  [toothed 
12511  Leaves  altern.  lane  spiny-toothed  downy  beneath.  Stem  herbaceous  1-headed,  Scales  of  invol.  lane,  spiny- 12512  Leaves  altern.  lane  amplexicaul.  spiny-toothed  ciliated  smooth  on  each  side,  Heads  cernuous 
12513  Leaves  altern.  lanceolate  oblong  fleshy 
12514  Leaves  opp.  somewhat  amplexicaul.  ovate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1806.  Osmites.  From  orur„  perfume  One  of  the  species  gives  out  a  strong  smell  of  Camphor. 
1807.  Eneelia.  A  name  of  Adanson's,  the  meaning  of  which  is  unknown.  A  pretty  half  shrubby  plant, withgrey  soft  leaves. 
1808.  Selerocarpus.  From  txkvt'ts,  hard,  and  xa^troe,  fruit,  with  reference  to  the  bony  covering  of  the 

grain. 1809.  Cullumia.  Named  after  Sir  Thomas  Cullum,  an  English  baronet,  and  one  of  the  earliest  promoters  of the  principles  of  Linnaeus  in  this  country.   He  is  still  living,  at  a  very  advanced  age 
1810.  Berckheya.   Named  after  John  Lefranc  de  Berckhey,  a  Dutch  botanist 
1811.  Mdetta.  From  tit,  double,  and  ho.Tx,  a  Greek  letter  equivalent  to  the  English  D;  because  the receptacle  resembles  a  double  triangle. 
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1812.  GORTE'RIA.  W.  Gortbria. 
12515  personate  W.         procumbent         iQJ  or 
1813.  GAZA'NIA.  H.  K.  Gazania. 

12516  rlgens  H.  K.  great-flowered  *t\  |  or 
12517  unifl6ra  B.  M.        garden  *  i  J  or 
12518  Pavonia  fl.  K.        Peacock  £  iA)or 
12519  subulate  //.  K.       awl-leaved  ,  Al  or 
1814.  CRYPTOSTEM'MA.  Cryptostemma. 

12520  calendulaceum//'.  A'.  Marygold-flow.      O  or 
12521  hypochondriacumi/.A'.divided-rayed    O  or 12522  runcinatum  H.  K.    Dandelion-lvd.      O  or 
1815.  ARCTOTHE'CA.  W.  Arctotheca. 12523  repens  W.  creeping  |AI  or 
1816.  SPHENO'GYNE. 12524  anthemoides  H.  K. 

12525  crithmifolia  H.  K. 
12526  scariosa  U.K. 
12527  abrotanifolia  H.  K. 
12528  dentate  H.  JC 
12529  odorate  H.  K. 
12530  pillfera  Ker. 
1817.  ZGE'GEA.  W. 12531  Lepteurea  W. 
1818.  LEU'ZEA.  Dec 12532  conlfera  Dec. 

12533  altaica  Link. 

H.K.  Sphenogyne. 
white-crowned      O  el 
Samphire-leav.  tL  \  j  el 
scaly-cupped    a.  |  |  el 
Southernw.-Iv.  tt.  i  |  el 
small-leaved     n.  \  |  el smooth-seeded  n.  |  \  el 
piliferous         n.  \  |  el 

ZoS'GBA. 
yellow-flowered 
Leuzea. 
cone  ifc  A 
Altai  5  a O  un 

Composites, 
i jLau  Y Composite. 1  my.s  Or 
1  jl.au  Y 
l|jn.jl  Y 1  jl.au  Y 

Composite. 1  jn.au  Y.Pu 
1  jLau     Y  C 
1  jLau     Y  C 

1—3. G.  H. 4—9. 
G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
3—5. G.H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 

1774.  S  co  Jac.coL4.t21.f.l 

1755. 1816. 
1804. 
1792. 

1752. 1731. 1794. 

C  p.l C  p.l 

C  p.l 

D  Lp 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Composites. 1  jLau  Y 
Composttte. 

Ijl.s  Y 1  ap.au  Y 1  ap.au  Y 
1  my.au  Y 
ljjnjl  Y 1  ap.jn  Y 
ljd  Y 

Composite. 

|  jLau  Or Composite. 

f  jn.s  Pu 
f  jn.s  Pu 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H.  1793.  D  co 
"£g.  H.  1774.  S  co 
C.  G.  H  1768.  C  Lp 
C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  Lp 
C.  G.  H.  1789.  C  Lp 
C.  G.  H.  1787.  C  Lp 
C.  G.  H.  1774.  C  Lp C.G.H.  1821.  C  Lp 

Sp.  1. Levant  177a  S  co 

Sp.  2—5. S.  Europe  1683.  D  l.p 
Siberia  1822.  D  co 

Bot  mag.  90 
Bot.  mag.  2270 
Bot.  reg.  35 

Bot  mag. '. 

Jac.schcE.3.t306 

Bot.  mag.  544 Bur.afr.t.65.f.l 

Bum.  a  fr.  t  64 
Bot  reg.  604 

Jac  ic.  1. 1 177 

Ann.  mu.  16X14 

*1819.  CENTAU'REA. 
12534  phrygia  W. 12535  salicif61ia  Bieb. 
12536  pectinate  W. 12537  austrlaca  W. 

§12538  unifl6ra  W. 12539  floscul6sa  W. 
12540  nervosa  W.  en. 
12541  trichocephala  W. 12542  rivularis  Brot. 
12543  hyssopifolia  W. 

W.  Centaury. feathery-calyx.  3t 
Willow-leaved  3t 
pectinated  £v Austrian  ^ 
one-headed  £t 
flosculous  ^ nerved  ^ 
downy-calyxed  ^ 
river-side  ^ 
Hyssop-leaved  n. 

A  or 
A  or A  or 
A  or A  or A  or A  or 
A  or 
A  or 

Composite. 
1}  jn.o  Pu 

Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Br 

Pu 

li  jn.o 
1  jl.o li  jn.o 
1  jn.o 
1  jn.o 

lj  jn.s 
1  jl.au 
2  jl.s 

i  jl  au 

Sp.  101—182. Switzerl.  1633. 
Caucasus  1823. France  1727. 
Austria  1815. 
S.  Europe  1819. 
Italy  1818. S.  Europe  1815. Siberia  1805. 
Portugal  1812. 
Spain  1812. 

D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
C  co 

FL  dan.  520 

Gm.s.2.t45.f.l.2 
Barr.  ic.  306 

12544  nigra  W. 
12545  nigrescens  W. 
12546  TriumfStti  W. 
12547  montana  W. 
12548  axillaris  W. 
12549  Cyanus  W. 
12550  paniculate  W. 
12551  spinosa  W. 

Black  Knapweed  i  A  "  1  my.au  Pu 
dark  ^  A  un  1 1  jn.au  Pu 

Triumfetti's     ^  A  un  1  jn.au  Pu mountain         5  A  or  1|  jn.au  B 
axillary  3t  A  or  1  jn.au  Pu 
Blue-bottle  O  or  3  jn.au  B 
panicled  ^  O  or  lijl.au  Pu prickly-branch.  5  -A)  or  2  jl.s  Pu 

Britain  past  D  co  Eng.  bot.  278 
Hungary  1805.  D  co 
M.  Cenis  1820.  D  co Austria  1596.  D  co  Bot  mag.  77 Austria  1823.  D  co 
Britain  corn  fl.  S  co  Eng.  bot  277 
Europe  1640.  S  co  Jac.  aust.  4.t.S20 
Candia  1640.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2493 

12524 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1812.  Gorteria.  Named  after  David  Gorter,  a  Dutchman,  professor  of  botany  at  Harderwych,  and  after- 
wards physician  to  Elizabeth,  Empress  of  Russia.  He  published  a  Flora  Belgica  in  1767,  and  assisted KraschenninikoS  in  his  Flora  Ingrica.  G.  Rigens  is  a  very  showy  plant  when  the  flowers  are  fully  expanded. 

All  the  species  are  of  easy  culture 
1813.  Gazania.  Supposed  to  have  been  so  called  from  yaZa,  riches,  in  allusion  to  the  splendour  of  the flowers. 
1814.  Cryptostemma.  From  xtoxrm,  concealed,  and  s^/a/am,  a  crown ;  the  scaly  crown  of  the  grains  being involved  in  wool.   Tender  annuals,  natives  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope. 
1815.  Arctotheca.  See  Arctotis,  from  which  this  has  been  divided. 
1816.  Sphenogyne.  So  called  from  a  wedge,  and  yvni,  a  female,  in  allusion  to  the  wedge-shaped  stigmas. 

Pretty  annual  flowers. 
1817.  Zoegea.  Named  after  Dr.  J.  Zoega,  who  published  a  Flora  Islandica  in  1775.  Leptaurea  is  an 

abbreviation  of  Ijepto-centaurea,  small  centaurea. 
'  1818.  Leuxca.  Divided  by  M.  Decandolle,  from  Centaurea,  from  which  it  differs  in  not  having  the  outer 

florets  barren,  nor  the  pappus  with  simple  hair,  nor  the  insertion  of  the  fruit  oblique.  He  named  it  after  his friend  Deleuze. 
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12515  Leaves  lane,  entire  and  sinuated,  Stem  erect,  Flowers  stalked 

12516  Leaves  lane,  spatulate  and  pinnatifid  entire  white  with  down  beneath,  Pedunc.  1-headed  terminal 
12517  Stem  shrubby  decumbent,  Leaves  spatulate-lanceolate  downy  beneath,  Ray  same  color  as  disk 
12518  Leaves  pinnatifid  hairy  above  downy  beneath  :  segm.  oval-lanc.  Scape  1-headed,  Stem  decumbent 
12519  Stem  leafy  decumbent  1-headed,  Leaves  subulate  linear  revolute  at  edge  downy  beneath 

12520  Ligulce  undivided,  Leaves  pinnatifid  toothed  downy  beneath 12521  Liguls  3-5-parted,  Leaves  lyrate  downy 
12522  Ligulae  3-5-parted,  Leaves  runcinate  toothed  downy  beneath 

12523  The  only  species 

12524  Smooth,  Lvs.  bipinnatifid  or  pinnatifid  linear-filiform,  Lvs.  of  pappus  white 
12525  Smooth,  Lvs.  pinnatifid  linear  filiform,  Outer  leaflets  of  invol.  subulate 
12526  Leaves  bipinnatifid  or  pinnatifid  linear  filiform  smooth,  Scales  of  invol.  scarious  blunt  shining 
12527  Leaves  bitripinnatifid  and  invol.  downy 
12528  Leaves  pinnatifid  smoothish  :  segm.  2-3-toothed,  Teeth  piliferous,  Outer  scales  of  invol.  lanceolate 
12529  Leaves  flat  smooth  cut  pinnatifid  at  end,  Outer  lvs.  of  invol.  scarious  at  end,  Pappus  obsolete 
12530  Leaves  fleshy  linear  pinnatifid  and  bipinnatifid,  Pappus  much  shorter  than  the  florets  of  disk 

12531  The  radical  and  lower  cauline  leaves  pinnatifid 

12532  Leaves  tomentose  :  root  ones  lanceolate ;  stem  ones  pinnatifid,  Stem  simple 
12533  Flower  very  large 

$  1.  Cya ncs.   Involucrum  ciliated,  unarmed. 
*  Involucrum  with  feathery  seta:. 

12534  Inv.  recurved-feathery,  Leaves  oblong  undivided  scabrous  mucronate  serrulated 
12535  Inv.  recurved-feathery  top-shaped,  Leaves  oblong  undivided  scabrous  mucronate  serrulated,  Stem  simple 
12536  InvoL  recurved  feathery,  Leaves  mucronate-serrated :  lower  stem  ones  sinuate  pinnatifid 
12537  Invol.  recurv.  feathery,  Lvs.  egg-shap.undivid.  scabr.  gross,  tooth. :  upp.  ones  and  those  of  branches  undivid. 
12538  InvoL  recurved  feathery,  Leaves  lanceolate  sometimes  toothed  downy 
12539  Invol.  recurved  feathery,  Head  without  a  neutral  ray,  Leaves  hairy  lanceolate  remotely  toothed 
12540  Invol.  recurved  feathery,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  toothed  at  base  nerved  downy,  Corollas  flosculous 
12541  Invol.  recurved  feathery  pubescent,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  quite  entire  scabr  jus 
12542  InvoL  erect  feathery,  Lower  lvs.  lane,  attenuat.  into  the  petiole  serruL  ;  eauL  ov.-obl.  downy  on  each  side 
12543  InvoL  recurved  feathery  pubesc  Head  without  a  neutral  ray,  Lvs.  lin.  quite  entire,  Stem  some w.  shrubby 

**  Involucrum  with  ciliated  appendages. 
12544  Scales  of  the  invoL  ovate  ciliated  with  capillary  teeth,  Lower  leaves  angular  lyrate :  upper  ones  ovate 
12545  Innermost  invol.  scales  scarious,  Koot  lvs.  obsoletely  pinnatif. :  lower  stem  ones  somew.  tooth,  at  the  base ; 

upper  ones  undivided  quite  entire 
12546  Invol.  serrated  with  white  cilia:,  Leaves  decurrent  deeply  pinnatifid,  Finns  generally  two 
12547  InvoL  serrated,  Leaves  smoothish  lanceolate  quite  entire  decurrent,  Stem  simple 
12548  InvoL  ciliated  variegated,  Leaves' sessile  linear  downy,  Stem  1-headed 12549  Scales  of  the  involucre  serrated,  Leaves  linear  entire :  the  Jowermost  toothed 
12550  InvoL  ciliated  egg-shaped,  Scales  flat  close-pressed :  Lower  lvs.  bipinnatif. :  upper  pinnatif.  Stem  panicled 
12551  InvoL  ciliated,  Root  lvs.  undivided  and  pinnatifid  smooth,  Stem  lvs.  downy  pinnatifid,  Branches  spinous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1819.  Centaurea.  It  is  said,  that  with  this  plant,  the  Centaur  Chiron  cured  the  wound  in  his  foot  made  by 

the  arrow  of  Hercules.  Crupina  is  from  the  Dutch  verb  kruipen,  which  signifies  to  creep ;  because  the  dark multifid  pappus  resembles  the  legs  of  a  creeping  insect 
Phrygia  signifies  dry  {^vytoi),  in  allusion  to  its  calyx. 
Jacea  is  said  to  have  been  so  named  from  jacere,  to  lie  down,  on  account  of  its  prostrate  habit 
Calcitrapa,  the  Latin  of  a  caltrop,  or  iron  ball  covered  with  stiff  spines,  formerly  used  in  warfare  to  impede the  operations  of  cavalry.    Its  calyx  is  very  like  one  of  these  instruments. 
Centaurea  Crocodilium  is  so  named,  because  the  spines  of  the  calyx  have  been  fancifully  likened  to  the  claws of  a  Crocodile, 
Verutum,  the  name  of  another  species,  is  the  Latin  of  a  short  javelin  used  by  the  Roman  foot-soldiers. The  spines  on  its  calyx  resemble  a  small  dart 
C.  nigra  is  a  harsh  stubborn  weed  in  meadows  and  permanent  pastures,  seldom  touched  by  cattle  either  green 

or  in  bay,  and  with  difficulty  extirpated.  C.  cyanus,  Bluet,  Fr.,  Kornblume,  Ger.,  and  Ciano,  ltal.,  is  a  common 
weed  in  corn  fields,  on  gravelly  soils,  throughout  Europe,  and  also  a  popular  border  annual.  The  expressed 
juice  of  the  natural  florets  makes  a  good  ink ;  it  also  stains  linen  of  a  beautiful  blue,  but  the  color  is  not  per- 

manent.   C.  benedicta  was  so  called  from  its  being  supposed  to  possess  extraordinary  medical  powers  j  it  wa? 
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12552  CinerSria  JV. 
12553  cinerea  JV. 
12554  dealbata  JV. 
12555  argentea  IV. 12556  coriacea  JV. 
12557  flscheri  W.  en. 
12558  macrocephala  W. 
12559  atropurpCirea  W. 12560  alata  JV. 
12561  elongSta  JV. 12562  Scabi6sa  JV. 
12563  intybacea  H.  K, 12561  maculosa  P.  S. 
12565  Stoe'be  JV. 12566  ochrolefica  W. 
12567  ovlna  JV. 
12568  sempervi rons  f  F. 
12569  ragusina  JV. 12570  tatarica  W. 
12571  calocephala  W.  en. 

hoary-leaved  V  Al  or 
gray  5  A  or mealy  5  A  or 
silver-leaved    B.  |  or 
leathery- leaved  ̂   A  or 
Fischer's  3l  A  or 
large-headed  5  A  <* 
dark-purple  ^  A  or 
winged-stalked  4  A  or 
long  5  A  <w Greater  Knapw.^t  A  w 
Succory-leaved  ^  A  or 
spotted-calyxed  ^  A  or wing-leaved  5  A  or Caucasian  £fc  A  or 
sheep's  J  A  or evergreen        jg  _AJ  or 
white-leaved    tt.  |  |  or 
Tartarian  3t  A  or 
smooth-stalked  $  A  or 

3  jl.au 2  jn.jl 

lfjl.au 11  jl.au 

1*  jn.jl 
2  jn.jl 
3  jn.au 
3  jn.au 

If  au.s 
2  au.s 
11  jn.au 
li  jLs 1  jl.au 1  jn.jl 
14  jlau 1  jLn 

Hjl.au 
2  jn.jl 
2  jl.au 3  jn.au 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu Pa.Y 
Pu 
Vi 

Y 
Pu 
Y 
Vi 
Pu 

Pu 
Pu 

Y Pa.Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Italy       1710.  D  co 
Italy       1710.  D  co Caucasus  1804.  D  co 
Candia     1739.  C  p.l 
Hungary  1804  D  co Siberia     1816.  D  co 
Caucasus  1805.  D  co 
Hungary  1802.  D  co Tartary    1781.  D  co 
Barbary  1823.  D  co Britain   corn  fi.  D  co 
&  Europe  1778.  D  co Siberia     1816.  D  co 
Austria?  1759.  D  co 
Caucasus  1801.  D  co 
Caucasus  1802,  D  co 
Spain       1683.  C  p.l 
Candia     1710.  C  p.l 
Tartary    1801.  D  co Levant    1816.  D  co 

Mor.s.7.t26.f20 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1.  92 
Barr.  ic.  t.  218 
PLrar.hiu2.tl95 
Bot  mag.  1248 PLrar.hu.2.tll6 
Vent  eels.  80 

Eng.  bot  56 Gm.s.2.t.M.f.l,2 
Bot.  mag.  1175 
Bocc.sic.  t.39.f.3 
Bot  mag.  494 

12572  coronopifolia  JV. 
12573  parviflora  JV. 12574  reflexa  JV. 
12575  centauroides  W. 
12576  coUina  JV. 
12577  rupestris  W. 
12578  pubescens  JV. 12579  Balsamlta  W. 
12580  a  urea  JV. 
12581  peregrlna  JV. 12582  radiata  W. 
12583  s6rdida  W. 
12584  hybrida  W. 
12585  rigida  IV- 

12586  sonchiffilia  W. 
12587  cruenta  W.  en. 
12588  Seridis  W. 
12589  romana  W. 
12590  fgrox  W. 
12591  sphaerocephala  JV. 12592  Isnardi  W 
12593  napif.')lia  JV. 12594  ispera  JV. 
12595  puUata  J  V. 
12596  polyacintha  W. 12597  benedlcta  W. 
12598  solstitialis  IV. 
12599  melitensis  JV. 
12600  sulphfirea  W.  en. 12601  slcula  JV. 
12602  Adami  JV. 
12603  stramlnea  JV. 

Sow-thistle-lvd.^c  A  or 
obovate-leaved  4( 

r'dj 

purple-flower'( Roman hedgehog 

S lobe-headed 

ersey 

Turnip-leaved rough 

A  or A  or 
3t  CJ)  or *  ̂ )  or 

5  A  or 
i  Aor O  or 

O 
many-spined Blessed  Thistle 

Barnaby's  Thistle cluster-headed 

sulphur-colored Sicilian Adams 
straw-colored 

O 
O 
O 
O 

O  or 
O  or 
O  or 

various-colored  i  A  or  2 

1  au.o 
1  jn.au 
1  jn.au 
3  jl.s 
2  jl.s 
2  jl.au 1  jl.au 3  jLs 

jn.o jn.au 

j  jl.au 

2  ju.o 2  jl.au 

£  jl.au h  JLau If  jl.au 1  jl.au 

Y  Levant  1739.  S  co 
Vi  Barbary   1823.  D  co Y  Iberia      1801.  D  co 
Y  S.  Europe  1739.  D  co 
Y  &  Europe  1596.  D  co 
Y  Italy        1804.  D  co Y    1804.  D  co 
Y  Syria       1820.  D  co Y  &  Europe  1758.  D  co 
Y  &  Europe  1749.  S  co W  Siberia  1804.  D  co 
Pu                    1818.  D  co 
Y  Tauria  1822.  D  co 
Pu         ......    1823.  D  co 

Pu  Mediterr.  1780.  D  co 
Pu    181d  D  co 
Pu  Spain      168a  D  co R  Rome      1739.  S  co 
Pu  Barbary  1790.  S  p.l 
Pu  &  Europe  1683.  D  co Pu  Britain  Jersey.  D  co Pu  Candia     1691.  S  co 
Pu  S.  Europe  1772.  S  co 
Pu  S.  Europe  1759.  D  co 
Pu  Portugal  1804.  S  co 
Y  Spain       1548.  S  co 
Y  England  fields.  S  co Y  Malta      1710.  S  co 

  1815.  S  co Sicily  1710.  S  co Siberia     1804.  S  co 
O  or     ijl.au    Y      Egypt      1801.  S  co 

CoL  ecph.  1. 1 35 
Co.ecp.l.tetf.2 

Bot  mag.  421 
Gm.sib.2.t47.£l 

Pluk.phyt39.£l 
Plu.alm.  tS8.  f.l 
Barr.  rar.  1 504 
Desf.  atL  2.  t242 
Bot.  mag.  2551 
Eng.  bot  2256 Herm.par.tl89 Boc.mu8.35.t26 Lob.  ic  t.542.  £2 
Zorn.  ic.  122 
Eng.  bot  243 Bocc.  sic.  1 35 

Bocc.  sic.  1 8.  £1 

W.  hort  ber.  26 

12604  eri6phora  W.  woolly-headed  O  or  f  jn.o  Y 12605  Calcitrapa  W.  Star-thistle  O  or  1  jl.au  Pk 
12606  calcitrapofdes  JV.  Phoenician  O  or  1  jn.jl  Pu 12607  Verutum  JV.  dwarf  O  or  2  au.s  Y 
12608  segyptiaca  JV.  Egyptian  3t  _AI  or  1  jn.s  W 

Portugal  1714.  S  co 
England  gra.so.  S  co Levant    168a  S  co 
Levant    1780.  S  co 
Egypt      1790.  C  p.l 

Eng.  bot  125 Jac.  ic.  1. 1 178 

12580 

12564 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

said  not  only  to  destroy  worms  and  cure  fevers,  but  also  the  plague,  and  the  most  putrid  and  stubborn  ulcers and  cancers.    At  present  it  is  in  no  estimation  whatever.  t.  a.„ 
It  has  by  some  botanists  been  thought  advisable  to  separate  this  genus  into  several  others ;  but  the  differ- 

ences upon  which  the  separation  has  been  made  depend  upon  variations  in  the  form  of  the  involucrum, 
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12552  Invol.  ciliated,  Leaves  downy  very  white  all  compound :   lowest  bipinnatifid ;  highest  pinnate-laciniated 
12553  Invol.  ciliated,  leaves  somewhat  downy  cinereous :  lower  ones  pinnate-laciniate ;  upper  ones  simple 
12554  Invol.  ciliated,  Lvs.  downy  undern.  Root  lvs.  bipinnatifid :  segm.  lanceolate  acute,  Stem-leaves  pinnatifid 12555  Invol.  serrated,  Leaves  downy  :  root  ones  pinnated ;  upper  1 -cared 
12556  Invol.  ciliat  smooth,  Lvs.  pinnatif.  scabr.  Segm.  obL  lane,  acute :  highest  root  ones  sometimes  cut  at  base 
12557  Invol.  ciliated  sphacelate,  Scales  spreading.  Leaves  obi.  lane,  entire  villous  downy :  cauline  decurrent 
12558  I  n vol.  scales  roundish  egg-shaped  ciliated,  Leaves  oblong  lane,  undivided  very  scabrous  acute  serrated 
12559  Invol.  scales  ovate  lanceolate  serrate-ciliated,  Leaves  bipinnatifid,  Segments  lanceolate 
12560  Invol.  egg-shaped  smooth,  Scales  somew.  scar,  at  tip,  Lvs  greenish  decurr.  undivided :  radical  ones  lyrate 
12561  Inv.  scales  scar,  attipserr.  Lvs.  scab,  at  edge :  root  ones  obL  tooth. ;  stem  oneslanc.somew.decurr.  quite  ent. 
12562  Scales  of  the  involucre  ciliated  ovate  pubescent,  Leaves  pinnatifid  roughish  :  the  segm.  lanceolate  acute 
12563  Invol.  ciliated  nearly  globular,  Leaves  deeply  pinnatifid,  Segments  linear 
12564  Invol.  ciliated  ovate  roundish  beautifully  spotted,  Leaves  slender  bipinnatifid,  Stem  a  little  panicled 
12565  Invol.  ciliated  oblong,  Leaves  pinnatifid  linear  quite  entire 
12566  Invol  serrated,  Leaves  oblong  serrated  decurrent  and  undivided  [branched  divaricated 
12567  Invol.  ciliat.  Scales  ovate-lanc.  spread,  at  tip,  Lower  lvs.  bipinnatif.  lane.  lin. :  upper  ones  pinnatifid,  Stem 
12568  Invol.  ciliated,  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated :  lowest  tooth  elongated  so  as  to  appear  like  a  stipule 
12569  InvoL  ciliated,  Leaves  downy  pinnatifid,  Segments  obtuse  egg-shaped  quite  entire :  outer  ones  largest 
12570  Invol  ciliated,  Leaves  scabrous :  underneath  pinnatifid,  Segments  lanceolate  sometimes  toothed 
12571  Invol.  scarious,  Scales  ovate  lanceolate  serrated  ciliated,  Leaves  scabrous  beneath :  radical  bipinnatifid 

§  2.  Calcitrapa.    Involucmm  ciliated  with  spines. 
*  Spines  simple.  [panicled 12572  Invol.  erect  feathery,  Head  without  a  neutral  ray,  Lower  lvs.  pinnatif. :  upper  ones  lin.  All  quite  ent.  Stem 

12573  Invol.  ciliate-spinous  egg-shaped,  Scales  reflexed  at  tip,  Lvs.  hoary :  root  ones  lyrate ;  stem  ones  linear 
12574  InvoL  ciliate-spinous  at  tip,  Spines  of  lower  scales  reflex.  Lvs.pinnat.  Pinnae  lin.  ob't  Root  leaves  bipinnat. 12575  Invol.  ciliate-spinous,  Leaves  lyrate-pinnated  generally  entire :  terminal  lobe  large  toothed 
12576  InvoL  ciliate-spinous,  Stem-leaves  pinnatifid :  root  ones  bipinnatifid,  Segments  lanceolate 
12577  InvoL  ciliate-spinous,  Stem-leaves  pinnated :  root  leaves  bipinnated,  Pinna;  linear-filiform 
12578  Invol.  ciliatc-spin.  at  tip,  Stem-lvs.  pinnatif  lin.  lane. :  root  ones  bipinnatif.  Segm.  lane,  terminal  1-toothed 
12579  InvoL  ciliate  fringed  with  straight  rigid  white  bristles,  Lvs.  obi.  a  little  toothed,  Head  yelL  without  a  ray 
12580  InvoL  simply  spinous,  Spines  spreading,  Florets  equal,  Leaves  hairy  :  lower  ones  pinnatifid 12581  Invol.  bristly  spinous,  Leaves  lanceolate  petioled  toothed  near  the  base 
12582  InvoL  scarcely  spinous  somewhat  awned  rayed,  Leaves  pinnatifid 
12583  InvoL  ciliated  spinous,  Stem-leaves  pinnated  quite  entire  :  root-leaves  bipinnatifid 
12584  Invol.  ciliate  spinous  at  the  tip,  Leaves  hoary  pinnatifid  quite  entire  :  upper  ones  linear-lanceolate 
12585  InvoL  ciliate  subspiny,  Leaves  oblong  downy  sessile  somewhat  toothed ;  narrowed  at  base  deeply  toothed 

**  Spines  palmate. 
12586  Invol.  palm.-spin.  Spines  reflex.  Lvs.  obi.  smooth,  embracing  the  stem  i  decurr.  repand  tooth.  Teeth  prickly 
12587  InvoL  palm. -spinous,  Spines  reflex.  Lvs.  obov.  somew.  tooth,  stalked  :  floral  somew.  decurr.  mucro.-toothed 
12588  Inv.  palm-spin.  Spines  reflex.  Lvs.  obi.  hoary  embrac.  stem  J-decurr.  tooth,  cut  at  base,  Teeth  rather  prickly 12589  InvoL  palm,  spinous,  Lvs.  decurr.  not  prickly  :  root  ones  pinnatifid ;  terminal  lobe  very  large 
12590  Inv.  palm.  spin.  Spines  reflex,  larger  than  calyx,  Lvs.  hoary  obi.  sess.  decurr.  pinnatifid,  Teeth  not  prickly 
12591  Invol.  palmate  spinous,  Lvs.  ovate-lanc.  petioled  toothed 
12592  Invol.  palmate  spinous  solitary  sess.  Lvs.  lane,  a  little  embracing  the  stem  pinnatifid  toothed 
12593  InvoL  palmate  spinous,  Stem  lvs.  lane,  toothed  decurrent :  root  lvs.  lyrate  obtuse 
12594  InvoL  palmate  spinous,  Spines  3  or  5,  Lvs.  lane,  sessile  toothed 
12595  InvoL  ciliated  surrounded  by  a  whorl  of  long  lvs.  Lvs.  lyrate  toothed  obtuse 
12596  Invol.  palmate  spinous,  Lvs.  embracing  the  stem  runcinate  pinnatifid  prickly :  toothed  root  ones  lyrate 
12597  InvoL  doubly  spinous  woolly  brae  tea  ted,  Leaves  half  decurrent  toothed  spiny 
12598  Invol.  palm,  spinous  term,  solitary,  Spines  straight,  Lvs.  lane,  decurr.  not  prickly :  root  ones  lyrate 
12599  InvoL  palm.  spin,  terra,  ones  clustered  sess.  Spines  straight,  Lvs.  lane,  scabrous  decurr.  not  prickly :  lower 

stem  ones  a  little  toothed  ;  root  ones  sinuated 
12600  Invol.  palm,  spinous  solitary  subsessile,  Spines  straight,  Lvs.  lane  scabrous  toothletted  decurrent 12601  Inv.  palm.  spin.  Spines  spread.  Lvs.  scabr.:  stem  lvs.  lane,  a  little  embrac.  stem  finely  tooth. ;  root  ones  lyrate 
12602  Invol.  palm,  spinous  sol  it.  Spines  straight :  inner  scales  scarious  at  the  tip,  Lvs.  downy  lane,  decurr. :  lower 

ones  finely  toothed  pinnatifid  at  the  base 
12603  InvoL  palmate  spinous  terminal  sess.  glomerated,  Leaves  petioled  pinnatifid  cut-toothed 

»**  Appendages  of  involucrum  spiny-pinnate. 12604  InvoL  doubly  spinous  woolly,  Lvs.  half  decurrent  entire  and  sinuated,  Stem  proliferous 12605  InvoL  doubly  spinous  sess.  Lvs.  pinnatifid  toothed,  Stem  divaricated  spreading  hairy 
12606  Invol.  somewhat  doubly  serrated,  Lvs.  embracing  the  stem  lane,  undivided  serrated        [entire  decurr. 
12607  Inv.  palm.  spin. :  midd.  spine  very  long  ;  lat  ones  short,  Root-lvs.  sinuate-pinnatif.  Stem  ones  lane,  quite 12608  InvoL  doubly  spinous  somewhat  woolly,  Lvs.  sess.  lane,  entire  and  toothed,  Stem  proliferous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
unconnected  with  differences  of  organization ;  they  are  therefore  not  adopted  here.  The  tribe  of  Centaureae 
of  M.  Cassini  is  not  distinguished  from  Carduinea?  by  any  very  important  characters.  The  greater  part  of  the 
species  are  natives  of  Europe  and  Asia,  several  of  Africa,  a  very  few  of  America,  and  none  of  the  southern 
parts  of  the  world. 

3  B 
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12609  salmantlca  W. 
12610  muricata  W. 
12611  Crocodylium  W. 

Ragwort-leaved^  Q)  or 
muricated  O  or 
blush-flowered      O  or 

3  jLau 1  jLau 

1  j  jl.au 

Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

S.  Europe  1596.  S  co    Jac.  vind.  1. 1 64 
Spain       1621.  S  co Levant    1777.  S  co   Barr.  rar.  1 503 

§12612  Rhapontica  W. 
12613  babyl6nica  W. 
12614  splendens  W. 12615  diluta  H.  K. 
12616  decumbens  P.  S. 
12617  Jacea  W. 
12618  tagana  W. 12619  alba  W. 
12620  amara  W. 

§12621  nltens  W. 12622  sibirica  W. 
12623  glastifolia  W. 12624  orientalis  W. 
12625  Bghen  W. 
12626  ripens  W. 

12627  moschata  W. 
12628  Centaurium  W. 
12629  ruthgnica  W. 
12630  suaveolens  W. 
12631  Crupina  W. 
12632  Lippii  W. 
12633  glatea  W. 
12634  alplna  W. 

Sweet  Sultan 

great 
Russian 
Yellow  Sultan 
black-seeded 

Lippi's glaucous Alpine 
1820.  GALAC'TITES.  P.  S.  Galactctes. 12635  tomentosa  P.  S.  woolly 

O  or 
A  or A  or O  or 
O  or 
O  or 
A  or 
A  or 

O  or 

2  jLo 
4  jl.au 3  jl.au 

ljjlo 
3  jn.jl 1  jn.jl 

jn.jl 3  jLau 
Composite. 

1J  jl.au  Pu 

Pu 
SwitzerL 1640. D  co 

Bot.  mag.  1752 
Y Levant 1710. D  co Alp.  exot.  1 282 Pu 

Spain 
1597. S  co 

Pa.pu 
S.  Europe  1781. 

D  co Pu 
France 1815. D  co Pu England 

past 

D  co 
Eng.  bot  1678 

Pu Portugal  1640. D  co Brot.phy.lus.  t3 W 
Spain 

1597. 
D  co Pu 

Italy 

D  co Boc.  mus.31.tn 
Pu Caucasus  1823. S  co Bu.cen.2.tl5.f.l 
R Siberia 1782. D  co Gm.sibAt42X2 
Y Siberia 1731. D  co Bot  mag.  62 
Y Siberia 1759. D  co 
Y Levant 1797. S  co 
Y Levant 1739. D  co 

Pu Persia 1629. S  s.l Kn.  thes.2.  t.C.4 
Y 

Italy 

1596. D  co Pa.Y 
Russia 1806. D  co GmeL  sib.  2.  t41 

Y Levant 1683. S  s.l Sweet  fl.  gard.51 F 

Italy 

159a S  co CoLecpbr.l.  t34 Pa.pu  Egypt 
1739. 

S  co 
Is.a.pa.mat.lO Pa.Y Caucasus 1805. D  co Y 

Italy 

1640. D  co Corn.can.69.t70 

5p.l S.  Europe  1738. S  co    An.mus.16.  t  9 

NECESSARIA. 

1821.  WEDE'LIA.  W.  Wedelia. 
12636  hispida  Kth.  hispid 
12637  radidsa  Ker.  many-rayed 
12638  perfoliata  W.  perfoliate 

Alcina  prrfolidtn  Cav. 
1822.  MILLE'RIA  P.S.  Millebia. 

12639  quinquefl6ra  W.  live-flowered 12640  biflora  W.  two-flowered 
1823.  BALTIMCRA.  W.  Baltimora. 

12641  recta  W.  upright 
tl824.  SIL'PHIUM.  W.  Silphium. 
12642  laciniatum  W.  jagged-leaved 
12643  compositum  W.  scollop-leaved 12644  terebinthinaceum  ^.broad-leaved 
12645  perfoliatum  W.  perfoliate 
12646  conjGnctum  W.  en.  conjoined 
12647  connfitum  W.  round-stalked 
12648  Asteriscus  W.  hairy-stalked 
12649  trifoliatum  W.  three-leaved 
12650  ternatum  W.  various-leaved 
12651  atropurpureum  W  purple-stalked 

£  AJor 
tL  I    I  or 

iQI  un 

FTl  un 
(TTI  un 

O  un 
k  A" 3t  A  w 
4  A" 
k  Aw 
i  A* 
k  A  w 

5  A  w k  A  w 
A  w h.  A  w 

Composite 
11  jn  Y 3  ap.n     Y  Brazil 
2  jLau    Y  Mexico 

Sp.  3—21. N.  Spain 1819.  D  co 
1820.  C  co 
1796.  S  co 

Composite.    Sp.  2. 
2  jl.o      Y      Vera  Cruz  1731.  S  co 
1  jLo       Y       Campeachyl730.  S  co 

Composite.    Sp.  1. 
2  jnjl     Pa.Y  Vera  Cruz  1699. 

Composite. 12  jLs 

6  jLs 6  au.s 
7  jLo 
7  jLo 6  jLo 5  jLs 6  jLo 
4  jl.o 4  jLo 

Sp.  10—15. N.  Amer.  1781. 
N.  Amer.  1789. 
N.  Amer.  1765. 
N.  Amer.  1766. 
N.  Amer.  ... N.  Amer.  1765. 
N.  Amer.  1732. 
N.  Amer.  1755. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 

Bot  reg.  543 
Bot  reg.  610 
CaT.  ic.  1. 1 15 

Cav.  ic.  1.  t  82 Mart,  dec  47.  f.l 

S  co    Sch.ha.3.  t261.C 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co 

D  co 

Lin.  fil.  fas.l.  t.3 
Jac.  vind.  1. 1 43 

DilLeltt37.f.42 Moris.s.6.t.3.f.68 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
C-  moschata  is  a  handsome  border  annual,  of  which  there  is  a  white-flowered  variety.    C.  Centaurium, 

montana,  splendens,  and  glastifolia,  are  among  the  most  ornamental  of  the  perennials. 
1820.  Galactites.  A  plant  formerly  included  in  Centaurea,  and  named  on  account  of  the  milky  veins  of  its 

leaves  {yaka.,  milk). 
1821.  Wedelia.  Named  after  George  Wolfgang  Wedel,  a  German,  born  in  1625,  died  in  1721.  He  was  pro- 

fessor at  Jena,  and  published  many  learned  dissertations  upon  the  plants  of  the  ancients.  There  was  also  a 
John  Adolphus  Wedel,  professor  in  the  same  university. 



Order  III. SYNGENESIA  FRUSTRANEA. 

739 $  3.  Crocodylium.    Involucrum  not  ciliated,  but  spiny  at  end. 
12609  InvoL  globul.  smth.  Spine  very  small  weak  a  little  reflex.  Lvs.  lancserrat. :  root  ones  lyrate,  Stem  divaricat 
12610  Invol.  simply  spinous  villous,  Lower  lvs.  lyrate  toothed :  upper  ones  lane.  Peduncles  very  long 
12611  Invol.  scarious  simply  spinous,  Lvs.  pinnatifid  quite  entire  terminal :  segm.  larger  toothed 

$  4.  Rhaponticum.   Leaves  of  involucrum  with  a  round  scarious  appendage,  which  is  often  lacerated. 
12612  InvoL  scales  lacerated,  Lvs.  ovate-obL  finely  toothed  tomentose  [ones  lyrate 
12613  Invol.  conical  hard,  Scales  ending  in  a  patulous  point,  Lvs.  somew.  tomentose  decurr.  undivided :  root 
12614  Inv.  egg-shap.  Scales  mucronat.  Lower  lvs.  bipinnatif.  lin. :  upper  one  pinnat.  Pinnae  lin.  sometimes  toothed 
12615  Invol.  ciliated,  Scales  acum.  somew.  thorny,  Lvs.  obi.  pinnatif.  Florets  of  the  ray  longer  than  those  of  disk 
12616  Invol.  scarious,  Scales  dilated  cut,  Lvs.  linear-lanc. :  radical  cut 
12617  Scales  of  invol.  scarious  torn :  lower  ones  pinnatifid,  Lvs.  lin.  lane.  :  the  lower  ones  broader  and  toothed 
12618  Invol.  scales  roundish  quite  ent.  Lvs.  obi.  smth. :  root  ones  serrat.  Stem  ones  sometimes  slightly  cut  at  base 
12619  Invol.  scales  entire  mucronated,  Lvs.  pinnate  toothed :  stem  ones  linear  toothed  at  the  base 
12630  Stems  decumbent,  Lvs.  lane,  quite  entire 
12621  InvoL  cylindrical,  Scales  mucronated,  Lvs.  pinnated,  Pinnae  lin.  mucronated  quite  entire 
12622  Invol.  scales  egg-shaped  obtuse  ciliated,  Lvs.  downy  on  both  sides  pinnatif.  and  undivided,  Stem  declining 12623  Leaves  undivided  quite  entire  decurrent 
12624  Invol.  scales  pectinate  ciliated,  Lvs.  deeply  pinnatifid,  Segm.  linear  lanceolate        [the  stem  decurrent 
12625  Invol.  conical,  Scales  quite  ent.  Lvs.  coriaceous  reticularly  veined :  root  ones  lyrate ;  stem  ones  embracing 
12626  Leaves  lane,  toothed  somewhat  petioled,  Peduncles  filiform  leafless 

§  5.  Leaves  of  involucrum  neither  ciliated,  nor  spiny,  nor  with  a  scarious  appendage. 
12627  Invol.  roundish  smooth,  Scales  egg-shaped,  Lvs.  lyrate  toothed 
12628  Invol.  scales  egg-shaped,  Lvs.  pinnated,  Leaflets  decurrent  serrated 
12629  Invol  scales  egg-shap.  obt  Lvs.  pinnat  smooth,  Leafl.cartilagin.sharplyserrat.termin.one  obL  egg-shaped 
12630  Invol.  round,  smooth,  Lower  lvs.  broad  somew.  spatul.  tooth. :  upp.  ones  lyr.  at  base,  Head  yell,  sweet-scent 
12631  Invol.  scales  linear  awl-shaped,  Leaves  pinnated  serrated 
12632  Invol.  scales  mucronate,  Leaves  somewhat  decurrent  lyrate  toothed 
12633  Invol.  pubescent,  Scales  roundish  obtuse,  Leaves  deeply  pinnatifid :  lowest  segments  toothed 
12634  Invol.  scales  egg-shaped  obtuse,  Leaves  pinnated  smooth  quite  entire  odd  one  serrated 

12635  InvoL  bristly  spinous,  Leaves  decurrent  sinuated  spinous  downy  underneath. 

NECESSARIA. 

12636  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  serrated  with  a  large  tooth  on  each  side  at  the  base 
12637  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate,  Invol.  urceolate  squarrose,  Rays  imbricated 12638  Stem  herbacaous,  Leaves  rhomboid  narrowed  at  base  connate 

12639  Leaves  stalked  roundish-ovate  narrowed  at  base  :  floral  subcordate,  Pedunc.  terminal  dichotomous 
12640  Leaves  stalked  oblong  ovate  ciliated,  Pedunc.  terminal  aggregate 

12641  Stem  winged,  Heads  pale-yellow  small 

12642  Radical  and  cauline  leaves  pinnatifid,  Stem  hirsute 
12643  Cauline  leaves  sinuate  pinnatifid :  radical  ternate  sinuate  multifid 12644  Leaves  alternate  ovate  serrated  scabrous  :  radical  cordate 
12645  Leaves  opposite  deltoid  stalked  perfoliate,  Stem  square  smooth 
12646  Lvs.  opp.  conn,  unequally  toothed,  Stem  smooth  square,  Four  outer  sc.  of  invol.  longer  than  the  inner 12647  Leaves  sessile  stalked,  Stem  round  scabrous 
12648  Leaves  opposite  or  alternate  sessile  oblong  hairy  :  lower  serrate,  Stem  round  hispid 12649  Stems  6-angled,  Leaves  ternate  ovate  toothed,  Panicle  trichotomous 
12650  Stems  round,  Leaves  ternate  somewhat  toothletted,  Panicle  dichotomous 
12651  Stems  round,  Leaves  about  4  toothletted,  Panicle  dichotomous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1822.  MiUeria.  So  named  by  Linnaeus,  after  Philip  Miller,  F.  R  S.,  the  well  known  author  of  the  Gardener's Dictionary,  and  considered  the  first  botanical  gardener  of  his  time.    He  was  born  in  1692,  and  died  in  1769. 
1823.  Baltimora.    This  plant  grows  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Baltimore. 
1824.  Silpkium.  D'Herbelot  asserts,  that  silphi  or  serpi,  was  a  name  given  by  the  natives  of  Africa  to  the plant  which  produced  the  laser  of  the  Romans,  a  substance  held  in  great  esteem  among  them  for  its  flavor  and 

its  medicinal  properties.  All  the  species  are  tall  herbaceous  plants  with  bright  yellow  flowers,  and  are  very 
proper  ornaments  for  a  shrubbery. 

3  B  2 
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J825.  TRIX'li  Dec.  Trixis. 13652  senecioides  Hooter  Groundsel-like 
1826.  POLYM'NIA.  W.  Poltmnia. 12653  canadensis  W. 

12654  Uvedalia  W. 
12665  abysslnica  W. 

O  pr Canadian  3t  A  or 
broad-leaved  J  A  or 
upright  £  O  or 

1827.  CHRYSO'GONUM.  L.  Chrysoconum. 
12656  virginianum  L.       Virginian        ^  A  P* 
1828.  MELAMPCDIUM.  W.  Melampodium. 

12657  americanum  W.      American  C3  un 
12658  humile  W.  dwarf  03  un 
11829.  CHAPTA'LIA.  Vent.  Chaptalia. 
12659  tomentosa  Ph.        woolly  ^  A  P' 

Sp.  1—5. Chili  1821. 

Sp.  3—4. 
N.  Amer.  1768. 
N.  Amer.  1699. Africa  1775. 

Sp  2—6. 
Vera  Cruz  1733. 
Jamaica  1782. 

Sp.  1. N.  Amer.  1806. 
1830.  CALEN'DULA 12660  arvensis  W. 

12661  slcula  W.  en. 
12662  stellate  W. 
12663  officinalis  W. 

/3  plena 12664  sancta  W. 
12665  incana  W. 
12666  pluvialis  W. 12667  hybrida  W. 12668  nudicaulis  W. 
12669  graminifolia  W. 
12670  Tragus  W. 

Pfldccida  V. 12671  visc6sa  H.  K. 
12672  oppositifolia  W. 12673  fruticosa  W. 
12674chrysanthemif61ia 12975  arborescens  W. 
12676  sufflrutic6sa  W. 
12677  denticulate  W. 
12678  muricate  W. 

.  W.  Marygold. 
field  O  or 
Sicilian  O  or 
starry  O  or common  O  or 
double-flouiered  O  or 
pale-flowered  O  or 
hoary  O  or Small  Cape  O  or 
Great  Cape  O  or 
naked-stalked  O  or Grass-leaved     £  iAI  or 
bending-stalk'd  tt.  |  |  or flaccid  tL  |  |  or viscous  tt.  |  |  or 
glaucous-leav'd  tt.  |  |  or shrubby  tt.  i  |  or 

V.  large-flowered  tt.  i  |  or 
rough-leaved    tt.  i  |  or su  tfrut icose      tt.  i  |  or 
toothletted       tt.  i  |  or 
muricated       tt.  i  |  or 

1831.  ARCTOTIS.  U.  K.  Arctoth. 
12679  acafilis  W. 
12680  tricolor  W. 
12681  undulate  W. 
12682  grandiflora  H.  K. 
12683  glaucophylla  W. 
12684  planteginea  W. 
12685  argentea  W. 12686  rosea  W. 
12687  decumbens  W. 
12688  angustif61ia  W. 12689  flaccida  W. 
12690  decurrens  W. 
12691  melanocicla  W.  en. 
12692  reptens  W. 12693  auriculata  W. 
12694  fastu6sa  IV. 

dwarf  £  iAI  or 
three-colored  j£  iAI  or 
wave-leaved  £  lAJ  or 
great-flowered  £  Ol  or 
Sea-green-leav.  £  lAJ  or 
Plantein-leav'd  £  lA]  or silver-leaved  £  OJ  or 
Rose  £  lA)  or decumbent       £  lAJ  or 
narrow-leaved  tL  \  |  or 
bending-stelked    O  or decurrent        tL  |  |  or 
various-colored  tt.  |  |  or 
creeping  £  lAJ  or 
ear-leaved       tt.  |  |  or 
Orange-flower,  if  OJ  spl 

Composite. 
H  au.s  W Composite. 6  jl.au  L.Y 8  au.o  Y 
4  ap.my  Y 

Composite.   Sp.  1. 
I  my.jn  Y      N.  A 
Composite. 

1}  au.o  W 
1J  jn.o  W Composite, 

i  my.jn  W Composite.  Sp.  19—34. 2  my.s    D.Y  Europe 
1  my.s     D.Y  Sicily 
2  jn.s      O  Barbary 
3  in.s  O  S.  Europe 
3  jn.s  O   
2  my.s  Y  Levant 
li  jn.au  Y  Barbary 
1  jn.au  W.pu  C.  G.  H. 
1  jn  jl  W     C.  G.  H. 1  jn.au  W.pu  C.  G.  H. 
1  my.s  W.pu  C.  G.  H. 
2  my.jn  W.pu  C.  G.  H. 
2  my.jn  Or  C.  G.  H. 2  jn.s  Or  C.  G.  H. 2  au  Y  C.  G.  H. 
2  jnjl  Y  C.  G.  H. 2  mr.au  Y  C.  G.  H. 
3d  Y  C.  G.  H. 
Id  Y      C.  G.  H. 
5  d  Y  Barbary 
2d  Y      C.  G.  H. 

26—40. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 
G.H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. G.  H. 

S  co  Hook.  ex.  fl.  101 

D  co  L.am.ac3.t.l.f.5 
D  co  Cav.  ic.  a  t.  227 
S  co 

D  p.l  Plu-alm.  t.83.  f.4 

S  co  Rel.Hous.9.  t.21 
S  co 

D  co  Bot.  mag.  2257 

Composite.  Sp. 

i  ap.jl  Y.r  C. ljmy.jl  W.r  C. 1  ap.jn  Or  C. 
H  mr.my  Pa.Y  C. 1  my.au  YPu  C. 
1  jn.au  Or  C. 
1  au  Or  C. 
1  jl.s  Pk  C. 
I  jl.s  Y  C. 
1}  jl.s  Pu  C. 1  my.jl  W.r  C. 
l}jn.jl  W.r  C. 1  jn  jl  W.pu  C. 
f  jLs  W.o  C. 1  jn.au  Y  C. 
2  my.jl  O.R  C. 

1597. 

1816. 1795. 1573. 

1731. 1796. 
1699. 
1752. 
1731. 
1731. 
1774. 1774. 

1790. 
1774. 1752. 
1790. 
1774. 1823. 
1821. 

1759. 

1794. 
1795. 1774. 1794. 
1768. 1774. 
1793. 1790. 
1739. 1794. 
1794. 1812. 
1795. 1795. 1795. 

S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 

S  l.p S  Lp 

S  8.1 
S  s.l S  8.1 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
c 

R  p.l 

D  Lp 

C  p.l 
S  l.p 
D  l.p 

Lp Lp Lp Lp Lp 
Lp 

R  p.l C  p.l 
S  co 

Sch.hand.3.t265 

Desf.  atl.  2.  t.245 
MilLic.  t75.f.2 
Sweet  fl  gard.39 
Com.hort.2.t33 
Bot  reg.  289 Bot.  mag.  1981 
Bot.  reg.  28 
Bot.  rep.  412 
Mill.  ic.  2. 1 283 Bot.  reg.  40 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t  596 

Bot.  reg.  122 Bot.  reg.  131 Jac.schoe.2.t.i60 
Jac.schce.2.t.l70 

Jac.schos.2.t.l62 Jac.schce.3.t.S81 
Jac.schoe.2.tl63 
Jac.schoe.2.tl65 
Jac.schoe.3.t382 
Jac.schce.2.tl69 Jac.schoe.2.t.l66 

12652 12653 12656 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1825.  Trixis.   From  tjus ,  three,  on  account  of  its  triangular  capsule  with  three  cells. 
1826.  Polymnia.  Polymnia  was  the  name  of  one  of  the  Muses.  Why  it  has  been  applied  to  this  plant  is  not 

very  obvious.   A  coarse  broad-leaved  weedy  plant. 
1827.  Chrysogonum.  From  xtv*°t>  B°ld,  and  ye»u,  a  knee.  The  bright  yellow  flowers  are  usually  produced in  the  bends  of  the  stems. 
1828.  Melampodium.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  black  hellebore,  with  which  the  modern  plant  has  no 

relation.  The  plant  of  the  ancients  was  probably  named  from  the  blackness  of  the  roots,  (  imKok,  black,  and 
T*f,  a  foot). 

1829.  Chaptalia.  Dedicated  by  Ventenat  to  the  famous  French  chemist,.  M.  ChaptaL  A  pretty  little  North American  herbaceous  plant. 
1830.  Calendula.  So  named  because  it  may  be  found  in  flower  during  the  Calends  of  each  month,  or,  which 

is  the  same  thing,  during  every  month  in  the  year.  C  pluvialis  has  been  named  from  its  flowers  closing  at  the 
approach  of  rain. 



Order  IV. SYNGENESIA  NECESSARIA. 

12652  Herbaceous  downy,  Leaves  sinuate  pinnatifid  toothed :  cauline  amplexlcsuL 

12653  Leaves  toothletted  acuminate  :  lower  pinnatifid ;  upper  3-lobed  or  entire 
12654  Leaves  3-lobed  acute  running  down  the  petiole :  lobes  angular  sinuated 
12655  Leaves  opposite  sessile  oblong  lanceolate  somewhat  toothed,  Invol.  5  parted,  Florets  all  female 

12656  Leafstalks  longer  than  leaves 

12657  Stem  erect,  Leaves  somewhat  linear  1-toothed  on  each  side 
12658  Stem  erect,  Leaves  lyrate-toothed  sessile 

12659  Leaves  ovate-oblong  entire  silvery  beneath,  Scape  naked  1-headed,  Head  nodding 

12660  Pericarps  cymbiform  muricated  incurved  :  outer  lanceolate-subulate  muricated  at  back 
12661  Pericarps  cymbiform  muricated  incurved :  outer  ovate  with  a  membranous  edge  toothed  crested  at  back 
12662  Pericarps  cymbiform  incurved  muricated :  outer  5  ovate-lanceolate  membranous  toothed  at  edge 
12663  Pericarps  cymbiform  all  incurved  muricated 
12664  Pericarps  urceolate  obovate  smooth,  Involucre  somewhat  muricated 
12665  Pericarps  cymbiform  smooth  :  outer  subulate  erect  somew.  muricat.  Lvs.  obi.  spatuL  downy  on  each  side 
12666  Leaves  narrow  lanceolate  sinuate  toothletted,  Stem  leafy,  Peduncles  filiform 
12667  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  blunt  toothed,  Stem  leafy,  Peduncles  thickened  at  end 
12668  Leaves  lanceolate  sinuate  toothed,  Stem  nearly  naked 
12669  Leaves  linear  nearly  entire,  Stem  nearly  naked 
12670  Leaves  linear  somewhat  toothletted  muricate  dotted  beneath,  Pericarps  orbicular,  Stem  sufFruticose 
12671  Leaves  cuneate  cut  toothed  glabrous,  Invol.  downy  ciliated,  Stem  shrubby  weak 
12672  Leaves  opposite  linear  entire  somewhat  fleshy  smooth 
12673  Leaves  obovate  somewhat  toothed,  Stem  fruticose  decumbent 
12674  Leaves  obovate  sublyrate  rougliish,  Stem  sufFruticose  erect 
12675  Lvs.  obi.  toothed  scabrous,  lnvol.  in  fruit  cernuous,  Pericarps  nearly  orbicular,  Stem  fruticose  panicled 
12676  Peric.  cymbif.  incurv.  muricat. :  outer  lane,  subulate  muricated  erect,  Lvs.  obi.  spatul.  downy  on  each  side 
12677  Pericarps  all  uniform  incurved  cymbiform  muricated,  Leaves  lanceolate  toothletted  acute  smoothish 
12678  Leaves  oblong  papillose  scabrous :  lower  toothed ;  upper  entire,  Stem  shrubby 

12679  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  very  short  decumbent,  Leaves  hoary  on  each  side  ternate  lyrate 
12680  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  downy  beneath  ovate  entire  or  lyrate-toothed,  Scape  furrowed  1-headed 
12681  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  downy  beneath  wavy-toothed  ovate  or  lyrate,  Scapes  1-headed 
12682  Leaves  pinnatifid  toothletted  cobwebbed  3-nerved 12683  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  hoary  pinnatifid  repand  somewhat  toothed,  Outer  scales  of  invol.  reflexed 
12684  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  nerved  toothletted  amplexicaul. 
12685  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  lanceolate  linear  entire  downy 12686  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  spatulate-lanceolate  repand-toothed  hoary 
12687  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  procum.  Leaves  obi.  lane,  unequally  toothed  hoary  downy  beneath  3-nerved 
12688  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  branched  ascending,  Leaves  downy  spatulate  lanceolate  3-nerved  pubescent 
12689  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  branched  ascending.  Leaves  spatulate  lanceolate  entire  3-nerved  downy 12690  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  hairy  oblong  undivided  somewhat  toothed 
12691  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  shrubby  erect  hoary,  Lvs.  obov.  oblong  vill.  toothed  decurr.  down  the  petiole 
12692  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  ascend.  Lvs.  hairy  hoary  beneath  :  lower  lyrate-toothed  j  upper  lane,  tooth. 
12693  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  snow  white,  Leaves  lyrate  amplexicaul.  downy  toothed :  term,  lobe  rhomb. 
12694  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  hairy  oblong  toothed,  Outer  scales  of  invol.  reflexed  ciliated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
C.  officinalis,  Souci  dujardin,  Fr.,  Goldblume,  Ger.,and  Furrancio,  Ital.,  has  been  a  garden  plant  time  out  of 

mind,  and  used  in  soups  and  broths,  both  to  color  them,  and  as  comforters  of  the  heart  and  spirits.  It  had 
formerly  many  virtues  ascribed  to  it,  but  is  now  totally  out  of  use  in  this  country.  According  to  Linnxus, 
the  flowers  are  open  from  nine  in  the  morning  till  three  in  the  afternoon.  There  are  double,  lemon-colored, 
and  prolific  varieties.  From  the  flowers  of  Calendula  officinalis  is  obtained  a  distilled  water,  a  kind  of  vinegar, and  a  conserve. 

With  this  genus  for  his  type,  M.  Cassini  has  formed  a  small  tribe  whieh  he  calls  Calendulese,  remarkable  for a  peculiar  smell,  very  perceptible  in  the  common  pot-marygold,  which  is  said  to  be  confined  to  themselves 
alone.  But  this  seems  to  be  almost  the  only  character  by  which  they  are  distinguished  from  Helianthes. 
The  greater  part  of  Calenduleae  are  found  in  the  country  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope :  but  some  are  found  in Europe  and  Asia. 

1831.  Arctotis.  Vaillant,  who  named  this  genus,  called  it  Arctotheca,  from  tt>xrot,  a  bear,  and  h-nxri,  a 
capsule,  because  its  fruit  is  shaggy  like  a  bear.   This  and  some  neighbouring  genera  have  given  rise  to  M 8  B  3 
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13695  spinul6sa  TV. 12696  maculata  W. 
12697  aspera  B.  reg. 
12698  aureola  B.  reg. 12699  bicolor  TV.  en. 
12700  speciosa  B.M. 12701  elatior  TV. 
\SCIW.  arborescens  TV. 
12703  cCiprea  W. 
12704  Cineraria  TV. 

thorny-leaved       iQJ  or 
spotted  tt-  |  |  or 
broad  rough-lv.  it.  l_J  or 
narr.  rough-lv.  a.  i  |  or 
two-colored      B_  i  |  or 
shewy  a.  i  |  or tall  a.  i  |  or 
Tree,  a.  i  |  or 
copper-colored  ml  i  |  or 
grey  ]£  iAJ  or 

1832.  OSTEOSPER'MUM.  TV.  Osteospermum. 
12705  corymb6sum  TV.      corymbose       a.  |  1  or 

1  j  my  au 
I.'  my.au 

ljjl.8 1  jl.S I  jLs 

1|  jn.au 1|  jn.au 
I I  jn.au 

1|  jn.au H  jn.au 

Or  C. W.o  C. 
Y  C. Or  C. 
W.r  C. 
Y  C. 
Y.Pu  C. 
W.pk  C. Y.Pu  C. 
Y.o  C. 

G.  H. G.  H. G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 
G.  H. 

12706  spinosum  H.  K. 
12707  spinescens  H.  K. 
12708  pisiferum  TV. 12709  moniliferum  W. 
12710  ilicifolium  TV. 
12711  rigidum  W. 12712  caeruleum  TV. 
12713  polygaloldes  TV. 
1833.  OTHON'NA 12714  pinnata  TV. 

12715  pectinata  TV. 12716  Athanasia;  TV. 
12717  abrotanifolia  TV. 
12718  retrofracta  TV. 
12719  coronopifolia  TV. 12720  cheirifolia  TV. 
12721  Tagetes  TV. 12722  flabellifoliaJS.C. 
12723  crassifolia  TV. 
12724  denticulata  TV. 
12725  heterophylla  TV. 
12726  Lingua  TV 12727  filicaulis  TV. 
12728  bultxSsa  TV. 
12729  perfoliata  Jew. 
12730  parviftora  TV. 12731  ericoides  W. 
12732  tenuissima  TV. 
12733  arborescens  TV. 
12734  cacalioides  TV. 
1834.  HIP'PIA.  TV. 12735  frutescens  TV. 

12736  integrifolia  TV. 

TV. 

rough-leaved    a.  |  |  or 
smooth-leaved  a.  |  |  or 
smooth  a.  i  |  or 
Poplar-leaved  a.  i  \  or 
Holly-leaved    a.  i  |  or 
rigid  a.  i  (or 
blue-flowered  a.  i  |  or 
Milkwort-leav.  a.  |  |  or 
Ragwort. 

wing-leaved     £  lAJ  or 
Wormwood-lv.  a.  i  |  or 
Athanasia-like  a.  i  |  or 
Southernw.-lv.  a.  |  |  or 
bend ing-s talk 'd  a.  |  |  or Buckshorn-lvd.  a.  |  |  or 
Stock-leaved   |  or 
Marygold-leav.     iQJ  or 
fan-leaved       a.  i  |  or 
thick-leaved     a.  |  |  or 
tooth-leaved     a.  |  |  or 
various-leaved  a.  \  |  or 
tongue-leaved  j£  tA)  °r 
Yam-rooted  tAi  or 
bulbous  jfc  iA|  or 
perfoliate        •f  iAi  or small-flowered  a.  i  |  or 
Heath-leaved  a.  i  |  or 

Composite. au  Y 
f.o  Y 
mr.jn  Y mr.my  Y 

3  jl.au 

fine-leaved 
tree 
tuberous Hippu. shrubby 
annual 

a. i  lor 
Jit  I  |  or 

A  lAlor 
KTt  un 

1835.  SOLI'VA.  Fl.per.  Soliva. 12737  anthemifSHa  R.  Br.  Chamomile-lvd.     O  un 
Gymnostyles  anthemij'dlhi  Juss. 1836.  PSIA'DIA.  TV.  Psiama. 12738  glutinosa  TV.  glutinous        a.  O  un 

1837.  ERIOCE'PHALUS.  TV.  Eriocephalus. 12739  africanus  TV. 
12740  racemosus  TV. 
*1838.  FILA'GO.  L. 
12741  germanica  L. 
12742  ggUica  L. 
12743  pyramidata  L. 

cluster-leaved  a.  i  |  or 
silver-leaved    a.  i  |  or 
Cotton  Rose. 

common 
narrow-leaved 

pyramidal 

jl.au 
3  ap.jl  Y 
3  jn.s  B 
3  jn.s  Y 

Compositte. 
3  ap.jn  Y 3  ap.jn 
3  n.d 3  ia.mr 2  rar.au 
2  jl.s li  apjn 1  apjn 
1  ap.jn 
2  s.o 2  ap.jl 
2  ap.jl 

2j  my.s 
li  ap.my 
2  my.jn 

1J  my.jl 2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
li  ap.jl 2  jl.au 

$  my.s 
Compositte. 

i  f.au  Y 

i  jl.au  Y Compositte. 
i  jnjl  Ap 
Composite. 
jn.au  Y 
Compositte. 
ja.mr  Y mr.ap  Y 

Sp.  9—27. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  21—39. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H Barbary 

C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H 
C.  G.  H 

Sp.  2—5. 
C.  G.  H. 
E.  Indies 

1795. 1812. 
1710. 
1710. 1812. 1812. 1820. 
1818. 
1823. 1824. 

1822. 
1700. 
1793. 1757. 1714. 
1816. 
1774. 
1774. 1759. 

1759. 

1731. 1795. 1692. 
1812. 
1731. 
1752. 
1823. 1821. 
1710. 
1774. 1812. 
1787. 
1791. 
1774. 1789. 
1704. 1815. 1759. 
1723. 1774. 

1710. 1777. 

Sp.  1—6. 
N.  Holl.  1818. 

Sp.  1. 
Mauritius  1796. 

Sp.  2— 4. C.  G.  H. 

s CO Jac.  sell  ce.S.t.  167 
c 

Lp 

Bot  reg.  130 
C 

P} 

Bot.  reg.  34 
c 

p.l 

Bot.  reg!  32 
c 

lp 

C 

p.l 

Bot.  mag.  2182 
c 

p.l 

«Jac  sehec  2 1 172 
c 

P-l 

Jac.schos  2  1 171 
c 

p.l 

3 ac  schce  2 1 176 D  p.l Jac.scho?.2.t.l74 

c 

Lp 

s 

l.p 

Com.  nort.2.  t.43 
c 

Lp 

Jac.schoe.3.t.377 
s 

Lp 

Bot.  cab.' 470 s 

Lp 

DiL  elt  t.68.  f.79 
c 

Lp 

Bur.afr.l72.  t62 
c 

Lp 

c 

Lp 

Jac.  ic.  1.  1 179 
c 

Lp 

Pluk.mant.t.382 

c 

l.? 

Bot  mag.  768 
c Bot  mag.  306 
c Jac.schoe.2.t242 
c Bot.  reg.  108 
c e Jac.  schce.  3.  t.  376 
c 

pi 

Com.  hort2.t70 
c 

pi 

Bot  reg.  266 
s CO 
c CO 

Bot  cab.  728" 
c 

p.l 

MiLic.2.t246.£2 
c 

p-l 

Bot.  mag.  1979 
c 

lp 

D  Lp 

Jac.schce.2.t.238 

D  l.p 

Jac  schce  j2  t241 

D  Lp 

Breyn.  cent  t66 

D  lp 

Bot.  mag.  1312 
c 

p.l 

Volk.norib.t226 
c 

l.p 

C 

lp 

Jac.schce.2.t239 
C 

p.l 

DU.eLt.103.C123 

D  Lp 

C 

p.l 

Bot  mag.  1855 
s 

Lp 

Huath.t67.f.2 

s 

CO 

An.mus..  t.Gl.  £1 

C   p.l  Jac  schce.  2. 1. 132 

O  un 
O  un O  un 

1732. 
1739. 

Composite.    Sp.  16 — 21. 
fjn.au    Y.Br  Britain  san.fi. 
$  jn.au    Y.Br  Britain  san.fi. 
J  jn.au    Br.Y  S.  Europe  1779. 12707 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Cassini's  tribe  of  Arctotideae,  which  has  the  remarkable  peculiarity  of  occasionally  producing  an  ovarium with  three  cells.   In  the  peculiarities  of  their  style  they  approach  the  tribes  of  Echinopsea?,  Carduinea?,  Cen- 
taureae,  and  Carlineaa.   They  are  entirely  confined  to  the  regions  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope. 

1832.  Osteospermum.   From  osiot,  a  bone,  and  a-irs* seed,  in  allusion  to  the  hardness  of  the  fruit 1833.  Othonna.  Dioscorides  mentions  this  name  as  being  applied  to  various  things,  but  especially  to  a  plant 
with  a  leaf  like  rocket,  but  perforated  with  little  holes,  whence  it  was  called  Othonna,  from  «->«m,  linen.  The 
plant  of  the  ancients  can  have  had  little  affinity  with  that  of  the  moderns. 

1834.  Hippia.   A  name  applied  by  Cordus  to  the  common  Chickweed,  because  it  was  agreeable  food  for 
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12695  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  hoary  viscid  oblong  amplexicaul.  mucronate-toothed 12696  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  pinnatifid  lyrate  angular  toothed  downy  beneath 
12697  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  pinnatifid  scabrous  downy  beneath  revolute  at  edge 
12698  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Outer  scales  of  in  vol.  reflexed  cuneate  obi.  with  a  broad  short  point  somew.  cobw. 
12699  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  pinnatifid  lyrate  hoary  downy  beneath,  InvoL  imbricated 
12700  Stemless,  Leaves  lyrate  pinnatifid  hoary  beneath  3-nerved,  Outer  scales  of  invoL  linear  recurved 
12701  Radi.  flor.  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Branches  downy  hairy,  Lvs.  pinnatif.  downy  ben. :  seg.  lin.  lane,  angul.  downy 
12702  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Pedunc  hairy,  Lvs.  pinnatif.  hoary  downy  ben. :  seg.  lane,  angul.  toothed 
12703'Radiant  florets  fertile,  Stem  erect,  Leaves  downy  beneath :  segm.  linear  subpinnatifid  wavy 12704  Radiant  florets  fertile,  Leaves  hoary  downy  long-stalked  pinnatifid :  segm.  lanceolate  blunt  toothed 

12705  Leaves  lanceolate  glabrous,  Heads  panicled 
12706  Leaves  obovate  serrate  downy,  Spines  branched 
12707  Leaves  lanceolate  pinnatifid-toothed  scabrous,  Spines  branched 12706  Leaves  lanceolate  mucronate  somewhat  stalked  smooth  serrated,  Branches  toothletted  angular 
12709  Leaves  obovate  serrated  stalked  subdecurrent 
12710  Leaves  oblong  toothed-angular  scabrous  ̂ -amplexicaul.  Branches  furrowed 
12711  Leaves  toothed  pinnatifid  hairy,  Branches  unarmed 
12712  Leaves  pinnatifid  smooth,  Segments  lanceolate  unequally  serrated 
12713  Leaves  lanceolate -scattered  decurrent  smooth  entire,  Axilla?  woolly 

12714  Leaves  pinnatifid  :  pinna?  lanceolate  entire  decurrent 
12715  Leaves  pectinate-pinnatifid  downy  :  segm.  linear  toothed  at  the  edge 
12716  Leaves  pinnate  filiform,  Invol.  hemispherical  many-toothed 
12717  Leaves  multifid  pinnated  linear,  Joints  of  stem  villous 
12718  Leaves  lanceolate  1. toothed  on  each  side  in  the  middle  or  entire,  Peduncles  axillary,  Stem  divaricating 
12719  Lower  leaves  lanceolate  entire  :  upper  sinuate  toothed 
12720  Leaves  lanceolate  3-nerved  entire,  Stem  suffruticose  creeping 
12721  Leaves  deeply  pinnatifid  glabrous  :  segments  linear  somewhat  toothed,  Stem  herbaceous 
12722  Leaves  pinnatifid  very  small,  Peduncles  long  slender  axillary  1-headed,  Ray  longer  than  disk 12723  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  somewhat  fleshy,  Stem  erect 
12724  Leaves  oblong  toothletted  smooth  narrowed  at  base  amplexicaul  Heads  panicled 
12725  Radical  leaves  ovate  angular  toothed :  cauline  lanceolate  entire 
12726  Leaves  entire :  radical  lanceolate;  cauline  lanceolate  subcordate  1- amplexicaul.  Stem  erect 
12727  Leaves  entire :  radical  cordate ;  cauline  ovate-lanceol.  cordate  at  base  amplexicaul.  Stem  flaccid  filiform 
12728  Leaves  ovate  somewhat  toothed,  Peduncles  1-headed  very  long 
12729  Root  tuberous,  Leaves  amplexicaul.  Peduncles  1-headed 
12730  Leaves  lanceolate  smooth  amplexicaul.  Heads  panicled 
12731  Stem  dichotomous  imbricated :  leaflets  acerose,  Peduncle  very  long  solitary  in  the  divarications 
12732  Leaves  filiform  fleshy,  Stem  shrubby 
12733  Leaves  oblong  entire,  Stem  arborescent  fleshy  with  woolly  scars 
12734  fleshy  naked  smooth  a  span  high,  Leaves  fascicled  obovate  sessile,  Peduncle  1-headed 

12735  Shrubby  villous,  Leaves  pinnatifid,  Heads  corymbose 
12736  Hispid  erect,  Leaves  ovate  serrated  5-nerved,  Racemes  terminal 

12737  Leaves  pinnated :  leaflets  linear  many-times  Iobed  acute,  Pericarps  cuneiform  hairy 

12738  The  only  species 

12739  Leaves  entire  and  divided,  Heads  corymbose 
12740  Leaves  linear  silky 

12741  Stem  erect  prolifer.  at  summit,  Lvs.  lane,  downy  acute,  Fls.  capitate  in  the  axils  of  branches  and  terminal 12742  Stem  erect  dichotom.  Lvs.  lin.  acum.  downy,  Fls.  crowded  axiu.  and  term.  Clust  much  shorter  than  leaves 
12743  Stem  erect  subdichotomous,  Leaves  lanceolate  ? pat urate  downy,  Flowers  clustered  axillary  and  terminal 

12741  12735 

?I2732  r*  "^12737 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

horses,  l**oe,  a  horse ;  and  given  to  this  plant  by  Linnaeus  for  no  reason  whatever.   Little  plants  resembling Tansy 
183sl  Soliva.  Named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  after  Salvator  Soliva,  a  Spanish  physician  and 

^M86^Psiadio.  From  4>un ,  a  drop  of  dew,  in  allusion  to  the  dew-bespangled  foliage  of  the  plants. 1837.  Eriocephalus.  From  s$/«»,  wool,  and  xnp a  head,  on  account  of  the  woolly  grains  collected  in 
terminal  heads. 

1838.  FUago.   All  the  parts  of  these  plants  are  covered  with  delicate  threads  otfila. 
3  B  4 
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12744  montana  Pers 
12145  minima  Pers. 
1Z746  arvensis  Pers. 
12747  Lagiipus  Pers. 
12748  rec'ta 12749  coarctata 
12750  americ&na 
12751  supina  Lk. 
1275'J  pusilla  II untie. 
12753  sphae'rica  Lk. 12754  cephaloidea  Lk. 
12755  uliginc'isa 12756  sylvatica 

mountain least 
corn 
Hare's-foot 
upright-wood contracted 
Jamaica 
dwarf 
pygmy spherical large-headed marsh 
highland 

O  un 
O  un 
O  un 
O  un 3t  A  un 
O  un £  El  un 

5t  A  un 
i  A»» 

A  un O  un 
O  un i  Aun 

i  jn.au JjLau J  jl.au 
Jjl.au 

1  au 1  au 
1  jl.au 

ijn.jl 

lin  jn.jl 

ljjn.jl 

i  jnjl 
1  au 
1  au 

1839.  MICRO'PUS.  W.  Micropus. 12757  suplnus  W.  trailing 
12758  erectus  W.  upright 
1840.  PARTHE'NIUM.  W.  Parthenium 

12759  Hysterophorus  W.  cut-leaved 12760  integrifolium  W. 
1841.  I'VA.  W. 12761  annua  W. 

12762  frutescens  W. 
1842.  ACICAl'PIJA 12763  spatulata  <acq. 

entire-leaved  ^ 
Iva. 

annual 
shrubby  34 

JltSS.  ACICARPHA. 
apatulate         £  El  cu 

Br.Y 
Y.Br 
Y.Br Y.Br 
Y.Br Br Pa.Y 
Y.Br 
Y.Br W 
Y.w 
Y.Br 
Y.Br 

Composite. 

4  jn.s f  jn.s 

Composites. 
1  jl.o  W 3  jn.o  W 

Composite. O  un   2  jl.au  W or    4  au  W 

S.  Europe  1820.  S  co Britain  sa.pas.  S  co 
Europe  1804.  S  co Siberia  1820.  S  co 
Britain  sa.pas.  D  co M.  Video  1819.  D  co 
Jamaica  1815.  D  co 
Scotland  scalp.  D  co Austria  1820.  D  co 
N.  Holl.  1819.  D  co 
N.  Holl.?  1823.  S  co 
Britain  watpL  D  co 
Britain    al.pas.  R  s.l 

Sp.  2—3. S.  Europe  1710.  S  l.p 
S.  Europe  1683.  S  l.p 

Sp.  2. 

Jamaica  1728.  S  Ip 
Virginia  1661.  D  p.l 

Sp.  2—5. 
S.  Amer.  1768.  S  l.p 
N.  Amer.  1711.  C  co 

Eng.  bot.  1157 

Eng.  bot.  124 

Eng.  bot  1193 Krock.siles.  t.41 

Eng.  bot  1194 
Eng.  bot  913 

Sch.hand.3.t.267 
Loef.  hisp. 1. 1.  f.3 

Bot  mag.  2275 
W.  hort  ber.  4 

SchmideLic.  tl5 Plu.alm.  t.27.  f.l 

Calycereee.    Sp.  1 — 3. Brazil      1824.  D  p.l 

SEGREGATA. 
1843.  ELEPHANTO'PUS.  W.   Elephants  Foot. 12764  scfiber  W. 

12765  carolinianus  W. 
12766  tomentfisus  W. 

rough-leaved Carolina woolly 

CEdera. 
proliferous 

1844.  CEDE'RA.  W. 
12767  prolifera  W. 
1845.  FLAVE'RIA.  J.  Flaveria 

12763  contrayerba  W.  en.  Peruvian 
184a  STCE'BE  W. 12769  aethiopica  W. 12770  cinerea  W. 

<£_  GSlun 

jf  lAJ  un if  i  Al  un 
Hi  |  |  pr 

£  OS  m 
Stgbbe. 

Juniper-leaved  *L  \  |  pr 
Heath-leaved  it.  |  |  pr 

1847.  NAUMBUR'GIA.  W.  Naumburgia. 12771  trinervata  IV.         three-nerved        O  un 
BroUra  Contrayer'va  Spr. 

*1843.  CASSI'NIA.  H.  K.  Cassinia. 
512772  aurea  R.  Br.          yellow  £  iAI  or 
12773  spectabilis  R.  Br.     shewy  O  or 
12774  leptoph^lla  R.  Rr.   small-leaved     «- 1  1  pr 
1849.  SPH^RAN'THUS.  W.  Sphjeranthus. 

12775  indicus  W.  Indian  £  23  un 12776  africanus  W.  African  iQI  un 
12777  hlrtus  W.  hairy  £  E2  un 12748, 

Composite. 1  jn.s 
Ujl.s  R 
1  jl.au  R 

Composite. 
\\  my.jn  Y 

Composite. 
ljjl.s  Y 

Composite. 2  au 2  jl.s 

Composite. 
3  jl.au  Y 

Sp.  3-7. E  Indies  1695. 
America  1732. 
W.Indies  1733. 

Sp.  1—3. C.G.H.  1789. 

C  s.p C  l.p D  Lp 

C  s.l 

Rheamal.10.t7 
DaeLtlO&f.l26 

Sp.  1—2. Peru 

Sp.  2—4 
C.  G.H. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1. S.  Amer. 

Bot  mag.  1637 

1794.  S  Lp  Bot  mag.  2400 

1759. 
1784. 

C  p.l C  pJ 

1799.  S  Lp 
PL  man.t.297.f.l 

Sch.b.j.l800.2.t5 

Composite.    Sp.  3 — 11. 

jl.au 

N.  HolL 1803. D 

Lp 

6 

jl.au 

Y       N.  HolL 
1818. 

S 

CO 

2 

jl.o 

W     N.  Zeal. 1821. c 

CO 
Comm. vsite.   Sp.  3—8. 2 au.d B       K.  Indies 1699. c 

p.l 

1 

jl.au 

B      C.  G.  H. 1759. S 

CO 

2 l.au 1823. c CO 
12756  id. 12759 

12762  12757  12751  * 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1839.  Micropus.  From  utxto;,  small,  and  mit,  a  foot ;  so  called  with  reference  to  Leontopodium  (which  see), 
than  which  it  is  smaller,  but  which  it  resembles  in  its  velvety  silvery  leaves. 

1840.  Parthenium.  The  Greek  name  of  the  Matricaria,  which  see.  The  indecent  derivation  of  the  word 
Hysterophorus,  is  sufficiently  explained  by  Vaillant    {Mem.  Acad.  Sciences,  anno  1720.) 

1841.  loa.  This  name,  according  to  Fuchsius,  is  a  mere  abbreviation  of  abiga ;  see  Ajuga.  It  has  been 
applied  by  Linnaeus  to  these  plants  because  their  smell  resembles  that  of  the  ancient  Iva. 

1842.  Acicaipha.    From  axis,  a  point,  and  xafipof,  a  palea,  because  that  appendage  is  spiny. 1843.  Elephantopus.  It  is  said  that  some  resemblance  may  be  found  between  the  radical  leaves  of  this  plant 
and  an  elephant's  foot  (tX&pas,  an  elephant,  and  trus,  a  foot). 1844.  CEdera.  After  George  CEder,  a  Dane,  professor  of  botany  at  Copenhagen,  and  the  founder  of  the extensive  Flora  Danica. 

1845.  Flaveria.   From yellow,  because  the  plants  are  used  in  Chili  for  dying  of  that  color. 
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12744  Stem  erect  subdichotomous,  Lvg.  lin.  lane,  appressed  downy,  Flowers  clustered  axillary  and  terminal 12745  Stem  erect  branch.  Branch,  sprdg.  Lvs.  lane,  acute  cottony,  Fls.  conic,  clust.  lat  term.  Clust.  longer  than  lvs. 
12746  Stem  erect  panicled,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  woolly,  Heads  clustered  lateral  and  terminal  downy 
12747  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  lane  cord,  at  base  amplexicauL  woolly,  Heads  clust  lat  and  terminal  downy 
12748  Leaves  nearly  glabrous  above,  Spike  longer  more  interrupted 
12749  Stem  herbaceous  quite  simple,  Leaves  oblong  spatulate  downy  beneath  hoary,  Heads  clustered 
12750  Stem  erect  branched,  Lvs.  obov.  spatulate  downy  beneath,  Heads  axillary  and  terminal  clustered  spiked 
12751  Stem  decumb.  branch,  only  from  base,  Flower,  stems  erect,  Fls.  solit  or  racem.  Lvs.  lin.  downy  on  both  sides 
12752  Stem  quite  simple  nearly  erect  about  3-flowered,  Leaves  linear  acute  downy,  Runners  procumbent 
12753  Stem  branched  erect,  Leaves  linear  3-nerved  acute  very  narrow  at  base  downy  beneath 
12754  Stem  simple,  Leaves  linear  3-nerved  acuminate  silky  beneath,  Heads  terminal  clustered  [.than  lvs. 
12755  Stem  very  much  branch,  diffuse  woolly,  Lvs.  lin  -lane,  downy,  Fls.  in  term,  crowded  clust.  which  are  shorter 
12756  Stem  simple  nearly  erect  downy,  Fls.  axillary  forming  a  distant  leafy  spike  Leaves  linear  lane,  downy 

12757  Leaves  opposite  obovate  cuneate 
12758  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate,  Heads  woolly 

12759  Leaves  bipinnatifid 
12760  Leaves  undivided  oblong  toothed 

12761  Leaves  lanceolate-ovate,  Bractes  lanceolate  and  petioles  downy 
12762  Leaves  lanceolate  dotted  scabrous  deeply  serrated,  Stem  shrubby 

12763  Leaves  spatulate 

SEGREGATA. 
12764  Leaves  scabrous  :  radical  narrowed  at  base  ;  cauline  lanceolate,  Stem  branched  strigose 
12765  Radical  and  cauline  leaves  oblong  narrowed  at  base  somewhat  hairy,  Stem  simple  hairy 12766  Leaves  ovate  downy 

12767  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  reflexed 

12768  Leaves  somewhat  stalked  lanceolate  3-nerved  mucronate-serrate 

12769  Leaves  mucronate  subulate  reflexed,  Stem  erect 
12770  Leaves  linear  subulate  oblique,  Spike  cylindrical 

12771  The  only  species 

12772  Leaves  lanceolate-linear  smooth  glandular  beneath,  Corymbs  decompound 
12773  Panicle  decompound,  Leaves  lanceolate  decurrent  with  their  under  surface  and  the  branches  woolly 12774  Corymb  nearly  sessile,  Leaves  small  linear  white  beneath 

12775  Leaves  lanceolate  serrate  decurrent  glabrous,  Peduncles  winged,  Wings  of  stem  and  peduncles  serrated 12776  Leaves  decurrent  ovate  serrated,  Peduncles  round 
12777  Leaves  obovate  serrated  hairy  decurrent,  Peduncles  winged,  Wings  of  stem  and  peduncles  serrated 

12764 

'12773 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1846.  Stcebe.  The  name  under  which  Theophrastus  and  Pliny  designate  a  plant  of  a  rough  and  spiny  habit Ihis  is  the  character  of  the  modern  plant,  which  is  very  dissimilar  to  that  of  the  ancients,  which  is  believed to  have  been  Poterium  spinosum. 
1847.  Nautnburgia.  Named  by  Willdenow  without  explanation  ;  but  we  presume  in  honor  of  John  Samuel Naumburg,  author  of  a  Dissertation  upon  Veronica  Chamaedrys,  &c,  published  at  Erfurt  in  1792. 1848.  Cassinia.  Named  after  M.  Henri  Cassini,  a  celebrated  French  botanist,  who  has  devoted  much  atten tion  to  the  study  of  the  very  difficult  tribe  of  plants  to  which  this  belongs,  and  with  singular  success  But  his observations  are  scattered  through  so  many  different  works,  that  it  is  almost  hopeless  to  acquire  a  knowledge of  their  actual  extent.   Neat  New  Holland  shrubs  with  white  or  yellow  flowers. 
1849.  Sph&ranthus.  From  enpea^a,  a  globe,  and  avS-o*,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  globular  form  of  the  heads of  flowers. 
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Globe  Thistle. 
great  3t  A  or 
thorny-headed  i  ̂   or 

1850.  ECHI'NOPS.  W. 12778  sphaerocephalus  TV. 
12779  spinosus  TV. 12780  RItro  TV. 
12781  strig6sus  TV. 
12782  lanuginosus  TV. 
12783  paniculatus  Jacq. 12784  st rictus  B.M. 
1851.  ROLAN'DRA.  TV. 

12785  argentea  TV. 
1852.  BROTE'RA.  TV.  Brotera. 

12786  corymbosa  TV.        umbel  led 
1853.  GUNDE'LIA.  TV  Gundelia. 

12787  Toumefortu  TV.  Tournefort's 
tl854  EUXE'NIA.  Cham.  Euxenia. 
12788  grata  Cham.  pleasant 

12780 

small annual woolly 

panicled upright 
Roland  ra. 

silver-leaved 

3t  A  or 
O  or k  A  or 

i  A  or £  A  or «.  i    I  or 

3t  A  or 

4  A  bo »-L_lpr 

Composite. 
5  jlau  L.B 
4  jLau 
3  jl.s 
2  jl.s 
2.  jn.jl 6  jl.au 4  jl.au 

Sp.  7—9. 
Austria 
Egypt Europe 

Spain Levant 

W 
B 
W 
B 
B  Spain Pa.B  Europe 

1596. 1597. 
1570. 
1729. 
1736. 1815. 

Composites. 
jl  W Composite. 

2  jn.jl  B 
Composite. lijn.au  L.G 

Sp.l. 

W.  Indies  1714. 

Sp.  1. , 
S.  Europe  1640. 

Sp.l. 
Levant  1739. 

D  co 

D  Lp 

D  co 

S  l.p 
D  l.p 
D  l.p 

D"l.p 

C  Lp 
D  l.p 

D  s.p 

C  p.l 

Moris.s.7.t35.f.4 
Bot  mag.  932 Bot  mag.  2109 

Bot  reg.  356 Bot  mag.  2457 

Slo.  jam.l.t.7.  f.3 
Mor.  s.7.t33.f,17 

Mill.  ic.  t.  287 

Hor.Phy.ber.t.6 

l^HMF^^  12784  W "  12785 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1850.  Echinops.  From  tx'"e,  a  hedgehog,  and  e-vj/ir,  resemblance ;  because  of  the  bristly  round  heads  of 

flowers  protected  in  every  direction  by  stiff*  spines.  The  woolly  leaves  of  Echinops  strigosus  are  employed  in Spain  as  tinder.  Upon  this  genus  M.  Cassini  has  founded  his  tribe  of  Echinopseae,  which  it  must  be  confessed 
is  entirely  distinct  from  any  other,  and  extremely  remarkable  on  account  of  its  very  singular  aberrations  from 
the  ordinary  structure  of  Comrjositse. 

1851.  Rolandra.  After  Daniel  Rolander,  a  pupil  of  Linnajus,  who  visited  Surinam.  Nothing  appeared  from 
him  except  an  account  of  Doliocarpus  in  the  seventeenth  volume  of  the  Transactions  of  the  Academy  of 
Sciences  of  Stockholm.  ■ 
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12778  Leaves  pinnatifid  downy  above  woolly  beneath,  Stem  branched 
12779  Heads  scattered  with  long  spines 
12780  Head  globose,  Leaves  pinnatifid  smooth  above 
12781  Heads  fascicled,  Lateral  invol.  sterile.  Leaves  strigose  on  the  upper  side 
12782  Stem  branched  woolly,  Leaves  subbipinnate :  segments  narrow  smooth  above.  Head  subsessile 
12783  Leaves  rugose  squarrose  pinnatifid  smooth  above  glaucous  with  down  beneath 
12784  Stem  simple  upright  1-headed,  Leaves  eroded  pinnatifid  spiny-toothed  smooth  above  downy  beneath 

12785  The  only  species 

12786  Heads  corymbose  numerous 

12787  Leaves  long  and  spiny 

12788  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1852.  Brotera.  Named  after  Fehx  Avelhar  Brotero,  a  Portuguese  botanist,  professor  at  Coimbra:  author of  a  useful  Flora  Lusitanica. 

■  1853.  Gundelia.  Named  after  Andrew  Gundelsheimer,  a  German  botanist,  who  accompanied  Tournefort  in his  journey  into  the  Levant  in  1709. 
1854.  Euxenia.  A  name  unexplained  by  its  author.  Apparently  derived  from  wjevej.  hospitable,  but  in what  sense  we  do  not  perceive. 
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Class  XX.  —  GYNANDRI A. 

nThe  singular  plants  which  constitute  this  <;lass  are  distinguished  from  all  others  by  the  anomalous  structure 
of  their  flowers.  These  do  not,  as  is  usui  ly  the  case,  contain  a  certain  number  of  stamens  surrounding  a 
central  ovarium  or  style,  but  on  the  contrary  are  furnished  with  a  solitary  fleshy  undivided  process,  round 
which  the  sepals  radiate,  and  which  supplies  the  place  of  stamens  and  style.  The  nature  of  this  process  has 
been  variously  explained :  the  modern  opinion  is  that  it  is  formed  by  the  accretion  of  the  stamens  and  style 
into  a  single  mass,  and  this  opinion  seems  to  be  confirmed  by  analysis  and  analogy.  Omitting,  therefore,  a 
notice  of  such  theories  respecting  its  nature  as  are  opposed  to  that  which  is  now  received  as  the  most  correct, 
it  will  suffice  to  explain  a  little  in  detail,  the  opinion  which  is  adopted  in  this  work.  The  central  process,  called 
the  columna  or  column,  is  understood  to  be  formed  by  the  filaments  of  three  stamens  surrounding  a  style,  and 
by  mutual  accretion  firmly  united  with  it  and  with  each  "Other  into  a  solid  mass.  Of  these  three  stamens,  it moat  frequently  happens  that  the  two  lateral  are  sterile,  and  not  furnished  with  even  the  vestige  of  an  anthera ; 
and  that  their  presence  is  not  indicated  by  more  than  two  irregular  excrescences,  as  in  Orchis,  or  by  the  same 
number  of  small  appendages,  as  in  Satyrium,  or  by  two  horn-like  or  tooth-like  processes,  present  in  several  of 
the  genera  with  waxy  pollen-masses  :  it  even  happens,  and  not  unfrequently,  that  no  vestige  whatever  of  them 
remains.  But  in  Cypripedium  both  are  fertile  and  bear  perfect  anthers,  while  the  central  stamen  is  bar- 

ren and  foliaceous.  When  the  lateral  stamens  are,  as  above  stated,  abortive,  which  is  the  most  common 
form  of  the  columna,  the  central  stamen  bears  at  its  upper  extremity  an  anther,  which  is  either  moveable  or 
fixed  firmly  in  its  place.  The  pollen  which  this  contains,  assumes  three  very  distinct  appearances  in  different 
tribes.  It  is  either  granular,  dividing  into  many  separable  small  pieces,  as  in  Orchis ;  or  powdery,  consisting  of 
an  infinite  number  of  granules,  as  in  Spiranthes  ;  or  waxy,  when  it  consists  of  a  few  large  concrete  masses,  as 
in  Epidendrum.  The  stigma  is  most  frequently  concave,  and  placed  neatly  under  the  anther,  but  in  such  a 
manner,  that  there  is  no  contact  between  it  and  the  pollen.  In  what  way,  therefore,  fecundation  can  take 
piace  among  truly  Gynandrous  plants,  is  one  of  those  mysterious  contrivances  of  nature  which  has  not  yet 
been  explained.  It  is  generally  believed  to  take  place  by  absorption  in  some  undiscovered  manner,  before  the 
flowers  expand ;  but  it  is  extremely  difficult  to  understand  how  this  can  occur  in  many  genera.  The  foregoing 
remarks  apply  only  to  the  tribe  of  plants  called  Orchideous.  The  few  genera  attached  to  the  latter  part  of  the 
class  are  Gynandrous  by  the  cohesion  indeed  of  their  stamens  and  style,  but  in  a  much  more  obvious  manner. 

Gynandrous  plants  are  among  the  most  interesting  of  the  vegetable  productions  of  the  globe,  whether  we 
consider  the  vivacity  of  their  colors,  or  the  singularity  of  their  organization,  or  the  grotesque  appearance  of 
their  tortuou;  roots,  or  the  delicious  perfume  of  their  flowers.  They  are  distributed  in  abundance  over  all  the 
earth.  In  Europe  and  the  temperate  parts  of  the  world,  they  are  principally  found  in  meadows  and  pastures 
among  grass ;  but  in  tropical  regions  they  often  constitute  the  chief  beauty  of  the  forest,  occupying  the  forked 
branches  of  living  trees,  or  the  prostrate  trunks  of  fallen  timber,  over  which,  in  company  with  ferns  and  parasi- 

tical Aroidea:,  they  climb  and  trail  in  every  direction,  until  they  adorn  the  one  with  bright  hues  and  rich  odours 
foreign  to  their  nature,  and  render  the  others  more  beautiful  in  death,  than  in  the  full  vigour  of  their existence. 

Order  1.  MONANDRIA. Stamen  1. 

$  1.  Anther  terminal,  erect.   Pollen  granular,  cohering  by  an  elastic  thread. 
1855.  Dim.  Flowers  ringent :  helmet  with  a  spur  or  bag  at  the  base.  Inner  sepals  united  to  the  column. 

Lip  without  a  spur. 
1856.  Satyrium.  Flower  ringent :  five  anterior  sepals  united  at  base.  Lip  behind,  fornicate  with  two  spurs 

or  bags  at  the  base.    Anther  resupinate.    Stigma  2-lipped. 1857.  Platanthera.  Flower  vaulted.  Lip  entire  with  a  spur.  Cells  of  the  anther  widely  divided  at  their 
base  by  the  broad  interposed  stigma.    Glands  of  pollen  masses  naked.    Lips  of  stigma  absent 

1858.  Gymnadenia.  Cor.  ringent  Lip  spurred  at  the  base  beneath.  Glands  of  the  stalks  of  the  pollen- mass  naked,  approximate. 
1859.  Orchis.  Cor.  ringent  Lip  spurred  on  the  underside  at  the  base.  Glands  of  the  stalks  of  the  pollen- 

mass  (1-2)  contained  in  one  common  little  pouch. 
1860.  Nigritella.  Ovary  straight  Flower  spreading.  Lip  posterior,  entire,  with  a  scrotiform  spur.  Glands 

of  pollen-masses  distinct,  and  enclosed  in  a  single  2-ceUed  pouch. 
1864.  Habenaria.  Cor.  ringent  Lip  spurred  on  the  upper  side  at  the  base  beneatb.  Glands  of  the  stalk  of 

the  pollen-mass  naked,  distinct,  with  the  cells  of  the  footstalks  adnate  or  separated. 1862.  Bartholina.  Flower  ringent :  inner  sepals  united  below  with  the  lip.  Lip  spurred  beneath  at  the  base. 
Stalks  of  the  pollen-masses  long ;  cells  united  to  the  column  :  glands  distinct,  half  covered  by  the  exterior lobe. 

1863.  Glossula.  Sepals  conniving  in  a  galea :  the  upper  without  a  spur.  Lip  anterior,  spurred,  3-parted, 
with  an  inflated  spur.    Pollen-masses  2,  2-parted,  with  2  glands  inclosed  in  distinct  pouches. 

1864.  Anacamptis.  The  flower  of  Orchis,  from  which  it  differs  in  having  the  gland  of  the  pollen-masses 
single,  with  inflexed  edges,  and  enclosed  in  a  pouch. 

1865.  Aceras.  Flower  ringent.  Lip  without  a  spur.  Glands  of  the  pollen-masses  included  in  a  common 
pouch. 1866.  Ophrys.  Flower  somewhat  spreading.  Lip  without  a  spur.  Glands  of  the  pollen-masses  inclosed  in two  distinct  pouches. 

1867.  Chamorchis.  Ovary  reclinate  at  end.  Flower  galeate.  Lip  without  a  spur,  undivideu.  Glands  of 
the  pollen-masses  naked.   Upper  lip  of  stigma  divided.    Anther  of  Orcnis. 1868.  Herminium.  Flower  somewhat  spreading.  Lip  without  a  spur.  Glands  of  the  pollen-masses  naked, distinct. 

1869.  Serapias.  Flower  ringent.  Lip  without  a  spur.  Column  sharp-pointed.  Pollen-masses  attached  to 
a  single  gland  inclosed  in  one  pouch. 

$  2.  Anther  parallel  with  stigma.   Pollen  powdery. 
1870.  Goodyera.  Cor.  ringent,  with  the  2  exterior  or  lateral  segments  of  the  perianth  placed  beneath  the 

lip  which  is  gibbous  at  the  base  and  undivided  at  the  extremity.   Column  free.   Pollen  angular. 1871.  Diuris.  Flower  irregular.  Two  outer  linear  sepals  placed  beneath  the  trifid  lip :  the  inner  clawed 
and  spreading.   Column  with  the  lateral  lobes  petaloid.   Pollen  farinaceous. 

1872.  Ponthieva.  Flower  irregular.  Lip  behind,  with  the  inner  sepals  inserted  in  the  column.  Pollen 
farinaceous. 
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1873.  Neottia.  Flowers  connivent.  Lip  sessile,  2-lobed,  with  no  calli.  Anther  terminal,  sessile.  Stigma 
S-lipped  pervious ;  the  front  lip  thickened. 

1874  Spiranthes.  Spike  spiral.  Ovary  oblique  at  the  end.  Sepals  connivent.  Lip  clawed,  parallel  with 
columna,  with  2  calli  at  the  base,  entire.  Anther  terminal  stalked.  Stigma  flat,  cuspidate,  membranous,  finally 
split. 1875.  Stenorhynchus.  .  Like  the  last ;  but  the  lip  adheres  to  the  columna  by  means  of  the  margins  of  its 
lateral  lobes :  it  has  no  callosities.   Stigma  corneous,  always  entire. 

1876.  Listera.  Flowers  connivent  Lip  2-lobed,  sessile,  with  no  calli.  Anther  in tramarginal,  half  covered 
over  by  the  hooded  clinandrium.   Stigma  closed,  nearly  flat,  with  a  strong  transverse  furrow. 

$  3.  Anther  terminal,  persistent.    Pollen  powdery. 
1877.  Arethusa.  Lip  united  at  base  with  the  columna,  at  the  end  hooded,  in  the  inside  crested.  Sepals  5, 

united  at  base.    Pollen  angular. 
1878.  Calopogon.  Lip  at  the  back  clawed,  with  a  bearded  insida  Sepals  5,  distinct  Column  separate. Pollen  angular. 
1879.  Pogonia.   Lip  sessile,  hooded,  crested  inside.   Sepals  5,  distinct,  without  glands.    Pollen  farinaceous. 
1880.  Epipactis.  Lip  ventricose  below ;  the  extremity  either  undivided  or  3-lobed :  the  middle  lobe  the largest,  connected  as  it  were  by  a  joint.    Pollen  farinaceous. 
1881.  Caleana.  Lip  unguiculate,  placed  at  the  back,  with  a  peltate  hollow  lamina,  having  a  perforation  on the  outside.    Pollen  farinaceous. 
1882.  CoraUorhiza.  Lip  produced  behind,  adnate  with  the  spur  or  free.  Column  free.  Masses  of  pollen  4, 

oblique,  not  parallel. 

\  4.  Anther  terminal,  opercular  deciduous.   Pollen  waxy. 
1883.  Hodriguexia.  Perianth.  4-leaved  ringent.  Lip  entire,  unguiculate  cornute  at  base;  callous  in  the 

middle.    Pollen-masses  2,  with  an  elastic  caudicula.    Stigma  with  2  horns. 
1884.  Gomeza.   Like  the  last,  but  lip  not  cornute  at  base. 
1885.  Cymbidium.  Lip  not  spurred,  concave,  jointed  with  the  simple  base  of  the  columna.  Sepals  spreading, 

distinct.    Pollen  masses  2, 2-lobed  behind. 
1885.  Brassia.  Lip  expanded,  undivided.  Sepals  spreading,  distinct  Column  not  winged.  Pollen-masses 

2,  2-lobed  behind ;  fixed  by  the  middle  to  a  common  process  of  the  stigma. 
1887.  Lissochilus.  Pollen-masses  2,  obliquely  2-lobed.  Lip  saccate  at  base,  sessile,  undivided,  convex  at  the base,  united  with  the  apterous  toothless  column.    Inner  sepals  divaricating,  petaloid ;  outer  refiexed,  calycine. 
1888.  Geodorurh.  Lip  cucullate-ventricose,  sometimes  spurred  at  base,  sessile,  not  jointed  with  the  column. 

-Sepals  like  the  lip,  1-sided.    Pollen-masses  2,  lobed  at  back. 
1889.  Catasetum.  Perianth,  not  inverted,  generally  globose.  Lip  saccate,  concave,  different  from  the  sepals. 

Pollen-masses  2,  2-lobed  behind,  inserted  on  a  large  naked  transverse  caudicula,  which  finally  separates  with elasticity. 
1890.  Trixeuxis.  Perianth. 2- parted;  upper  segment  2-lobed;  lower  3-parted,  inflated.  Lip  parallel  with 

column,  with  a  recurved  dilated  limb.  Stigma  excavated.  Anther  1-celled,  fleshy.  Pollen-masses  2,  adhering to  a  fusiform  caudicula. 
1891.  Xylobimn.  Perianth,  spreading.  Lip  behind  jointed,  with  an  unguiform  process  of  the  column, 

3-lobed,  incumbent  on  columna.  Outer  lateral  sepals  united  by  their  bases,  with  the  process  of  column. 
Pollen-masses  2,  furrowed  on  one  side,  seated  on  a  broad  caudicula. 

1892.  Maxillaria.  Perianth,  spreading.  Lip  in  front  3-lobed,  jointed  with  the  unguiform  process  of  the column.  Lateral  outer  sepals  united  by  their  bases  with  the  process  of  column.  Pollen-masses  2,  bipartite, united  by  their  bases  to  a  common  gland. 
1893.  Notylia.  Perianth.  4-leaved :  upper  sepals  spreading.  Lip  divaricating  entire.  Columna  acuminate. 

Pollen-masses  2,  entire.    Anther  posterior,  not  terminal. 
1894.  Pleurothallis.  Lip  jointed  with  the  simple  or  slightly  lengthened  base  of  column.  The  two  anterior 

sepals  united  at  base.    Pollen-masses  2,  not  furrowed. 
1895.  Oncidium.  Lip  expanded,  lobed,  tubercled  at  base.  Petals  spreading,  sometimes  only  4.  Column 

winged.   Pollen-masses  2,  2-lobed  behind,  fixed  by  the  middle  to  the  common  process  of  the  stigma. 
1896.  Cyrtopodium.  Sepals  5,  distinct.  Lip  3-lobed,  connected  with  a  joint  with  the  unguiform  process  of 

the  base  of  the  apterous  column.    Pollen-masses  2,  2-lobed  behind. 
1897.  Ccelogyne.  Perianth,  resupinate,  spreading.  Lip  3-lobed,  cucullate,  jointed  with  columna.  Column 

winged.   Anther  lateral,  2-celled.    Pollen-masses  2,  2-parted.   Stigma  funnel-shaped,  2-lipped. 1898.  Macradenia.  Lip  sessile,  cucullate,  concave,  undivided,  acuminate.  Sepals  distinct,  spreading. 
Column  distinct,  with  the  lobes  of  its  end  conniving.  Pollen-masses  2,  unfurrowed,  seated  on  a  long  filiform caudicula. 

1899.  Dendrobium.  Lip  without  a  spur,  jointed  with  the  unguiform  process  of  the  column,  to  whose  edges 
the  anterior  sepals  adhere.    Pollen-masses  4,  parallel. 1900.  Anisopetalum.  Flowers  erect  Sepals  conniving.  The  two  lateral  exterior  large,  cohering  at  end : 
two  inner  very  small  subulate.  Lip  oblong,  with  2  teeth  near  the  base.  Pollen-masses  4,  without  gland  or caudicula. 

1901.  Camaridium.  Perianth,  resupinate,  expanded.  Sepals  distinct.  Lip  distinct,  sessile,  cucullate,  3-lobed. 
Column  round.  Stigma  arched.  Pollen-masses  4,  parallel,  compressed,  without  a  caudicula  at  the  time  of 
expansion. 1902.  Ornithidium.  Lip  sessile,  hooded,  connate  with  the  base  of  column.  Sepals  conniving.  Pollen- 
masses  4,  oblique,  furrowed  at  base. 

1903.  Isochttus.   Lip  almost  of  the  same  shape  as  the  distinct,  connivent,  sepals.    Pollen-masses  4,  parallel. 
1904.  Pholidota.  Flowers  resupinate.  Sepals  uniform ;  the  three  outer  erect,  keeled  at  back.  Lip  ventricose. 

Column  dilated  at  end.    Anther  2-celled.   Pollen  masses  4,  each  pair  having  a  gland. 
1905.  Sroughtonia.  Column  distinct,  or  at  the  very  base  united  with  the  unguiculate  lip,  which  is 

lengthened  at  the  base  into  a  tube,  connate  with  the  ovarium.  Pollen-masses  4,  parallel,  with  a  granular caudicula  refiexed  npon  the  masses. 
1906.  Cattleya.  Sepals  spreading.  Lip  sessile,  cucullate,  surrounding  the  half  round  column.  Pollen-masses 

4,  with  as  many  powdery  refiexed  caudiculae. 
1907.  Epidendrum.  Column  united  with  the  claw  of  the  lip,  and  forming  a  tube  which  sometimes  runs 

down  the  ovarium.    Pollen-masses  4,  with  as  many  powdery  refiexed  caudicula;. 
1908.  Polystachya.  Perianth,  not  inverted,  cuneate,  closed.  Pollen-masses  4,  placed  on  a  simple  naked caudicula  with  a  gland. 
1909.  Cryptarrhena.  Sepals  5,  distinct,  spreading.  Lip  not  spurred,  with  a  dilated  flat  lamina.  Column 

distinct,  not  winged.    Anther  enclosed  in  the  cucullate  head  of  the  column.    Pollen-masses  4. 
1910.  Ornithocephalus.  Flowers  resupinate.  Lip  stalked.  Sepals  nearly  equal ;  the  two  upper  finally 

refiexed.    Column  short,  with  a  very  long  beak.  Pollen-masses  4,  adhering  to  a  very  long  glandular  caudicula. 
1911.  Bletia.  Lip  sessile,  cucullate;  sometimes  spurred  at  the  base.  Sepals  5,  distinct.  Column  separate. 

Pollen-masses  8  or  4,  2-lobed. 
1912.  Eria.  Perianthium  woolly,  conniving  or  expanded.  Lip  3-lobed,  jointed  with  an  unguiform  process  of 

the  column  to  whose  sides  the  anterior  sepals  are  united.  Pollen-masses  8,  cohering  at  the  end  by  means  of  a 
powdery  substance 1913.  Qctomcria.  Lip  jointed  with  an  unguiform  process,  to  the  edges  of  which  the  anterior  sepals  adhere. 
Pollen-masses  8.    Perianthium  quite  smooth. 

1914.  Brassavola.    Lip  with  a  simple  claw,  undivided.   Senals  distinct,  spreading.    Pollen-masses  8  or  more. 
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1915.  Sarcanthus.  Lip  fleshy,  entire,  calcarate ;  the  spur  furnished  with  various  appendages  in  the  interior. 
Sepals  spreading  equally.   Pollen-masses  2,  seated  on  an  elastic  caudicula. 

1916.  Vanda.  Lip  saccate,  continuous  with  the  simple  base  of  the  apterous  column,  trifid,  with  the  middle 
lobe  fleshy.   Sepals  spreading,  distinct.   Pollen-masses  2,  obliquely  2-lobed,  attached  to  an  elastic  caudicula. 

1917.  Aerides.  Lip  spurred  or  saccate,  inserted  at  the  end  of  the  unguiform  process,  to  whose  edges  the  an. 
terior  sepals  are  united.  Pollen-masses  2,  two-lobed  behind,  fixed  by  a  common  process  to  the  middle  of  the 
stigma. 1918.  Itenanthera.  Like  the  last,  but  sepals  very  long  and  spreading,  and  lip  only  a  little  saccate  at base. 

1919.  Ionopsis.  Sepals  connivent,  the  anterior  placed  under  the  labellum.  Lip  spurred  at  base.  Pollen- masses  2. 
1920.  Eulophia.  Sepals  5,  distinct,  uniform,  ascending,  spreading.  Lip  spurred  at  base,  with  a  sessile 

crested  lamina,  3-lobed.   Pollen-masses  2,  two-lobed,  with  a  posterior  lobe  attached  to  an  elastic  caudicula. 
1921.  Aagreecum.  Sepals  conniving,  galeate.  Lip  spurred  3-lobed,  jointed  with  column.  Pollen-masses 

2.   Stigma  concave,  transverse. 
1922.  Aeranthes.  Lip  spurred,  membranous,  entire,  jointed  with  an  unguifonn  process  of  the  column,  to 

which  the  two  front  sepals  are  adherent  Pollen-masses  2,  hollow,  perforated  on  one  side,  with  no  caudicula, 
and  two  glands. 

1923.  Calanthe.   Lip  spurred,  lobed,  united  with  the  columna.   Perianth,  spreading.    Pollen-masses  8. 
1924.  Stelis.  Lip  of  the  same  form  as  the  inner  dwarf  vaulted  sepals.  Three  outer  sepals  united  at  base. 

Pollen-masses  2. 
1925.  Malaxis.   Lip  flat,  expanded,  regularly  vertical.   Column  round.   Pollen-masses  4,  loose. 
1926.  Prescotia.  Perianth,  spreading.  Two  upper  sepals  connate  at  base.  Lip  behind,  erect,  fleshy,  cucul- 

Iate,  entire,  embracing  the  very  minute  column.   Pollen-masses  2,  twin,  granular,  united  by  the  end  to  a  gland. 
1927.  Microstylis.   Lip  flat,  sagittate,  or  deeply  cordate.   Column  very  small,  round.    Pollen-masses  4,  loose. 

MONANDRIA. 
Dl8A. 
horned  A  iAI  el 
spoon-lipped  &  iAI  cu green-flowered  jfc  lAJ  cu small-flowered  A  iAJ  cu 
large-flowered  j£  iAI  spl 

A  lAJspl 

1855.  DI'SA.  Sw. 12789  cornuta  W. 
12790  spatulata  W. 
12791  prasinata  B.  Reg. 12792  bracteata  W. 
12793  grandifl6ra  W. 
12794  graminifolia  Banks  blue 
1856.  SATY'RIUM.  W.  Satyrium. 

12795  cucullatum  W.       cucullate         A  iAI  cu 
12796  car'neum  H.  K.      great-flowered  A  iAI  el 12797  coriif61ium  W.       leathery-leaved  A  iAI  or 
1857.  PLATANTHERA.  Rich.  Platanthera. 

12798  bifiSUa  Rich.  ButterflyOrchisjfe  A  P* 
12799  dilatata  dilated  J  Apr 
12800  orbiculata  round-leaved    A  A  cu 
1858.  GYMNADE'NIA.  R.  Sr.  Gymnadenia. 

Orchidex.  Sp.  6—37. 
1J  jn.jl     Pa.B  C.  G.H. Pa.pu  C.  G.  H. G.R    C.  G.  H. 
1  jn.jl 

|jn.jl 

f  jn.jl 

1  jl.au 
1J  ... 

C.  G.H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.H. 

.  conopsea  R.  Br. 12802  viridis  Rich. 
12803  albida  Rich. 
1859.  OR'CHIS.  L. 12804  Mono  W. 

12805  longicornu  P.  S. 12806  mascula  IV. 

12791 

fragrant 
Frog  Orchis small-white 
Orchis. 

meadow 
flat-spurred 
early  purple 

A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

A  A  or A  lAlor 
A  A  or 

Orchidece.   Sp.  3—19. 
f  jn.s      Pa.Y  C.G.  H. 14  jn.s      Pk  C.G.H. 1  o  Y 
Orchidece. 

1  my.jn  W 
ljau  W 1  ap.my  G 

Orchidete. 
1  jn.jl  Pu 

i  jn.jl  G 
i  jn.jl  W Orchidete. 

|  my.jn  Pu §  ap.my  Pu 1  ap.my  Pu 

C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  3—11. Britain 
Canada Canada 

Sp.  3—6. 
Britain 
Britain 
Britain 

1805. 1805. 1815. 
1818. 
1825. 1825. 

1787. 
1787. 1820. 

woods. 
1823. 1823. 

R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 

R  p.l 

R  s.p 
R  s.p 

Journ.sc.4.t5.f.S Hot.  reg.  210 
Bot  reg.  324 
Bot.  reg.  926 
Journ.se.0.t.l.f.2 

Bot  reg.  416 Bot  mag.  1512 Bot.  reg.  703 

Eng.  bot  22 Hook.  ex.  fl.  95 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  145 

,12792 

' 12799  12800 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1855.  Disa.  A  name  of  unknown  meaning,  adopted  by  Linnseus  from  Bergius.  Beautiful  Cape  herba- 
ceous plants,  with  flowers  of  various  colors,  either  growing  singly,  or  in  long  spikes.  Disa  cornuta  produces 

a  spike,  often  a  foot  or  a  foot  and  a  half  long.  D.  grandiflora  has  large,  nearly  solitary  flowers,  of  a  brilliant 
scarlet  color.  The  species  are  cultivated  without  difficulty  in  a  stove  or  in  a  greenhouse,  if  the  roots  are 
planted  in  light  sandy  peat,  mixed  with  a  very  little  loam,  and  not  overwatered.  The  same  treatment  is suitable  to  the  other  tender  tuberous  or  fibrous-rooted  Orchidea?. 

1856.  Satyrium.  The  apbrodisiacal  properties  of  Orchideous  plants  induced  the  ancients  to  give  this  name 
to  almost  all  the  species  they  knew ;  from  trarvfes,  a  satyr.  The  bag-like  appendages  of  the  lip  have  perhaps 
assisted  in  the  application  of  the  name.  The  species  are  mostly  handsome  plants,  with  yellow  or  pink  flowers. 
Mr.  Salisbury  says,  he  preserved  Satyrium  cucullatum  some  years,  by  attending  to  planting  the  bulb  in  a  pot, 
nearly  full  of  broken  tiles,  mixed  with  pure  sandy  loam,  and  keeping  it  quite  dry  when  not  vegetating. 
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1928.  JJparis.  Perianth,  spreading.  Lip  flat,  expanded,  entire,  turned  various  ways.  Column  winged. 
Pollen-masses  4,  with  neither  caudicula  nor  glands. 

1929.  Calypso.  Lip  ventricose,  spurred  beneath  near  the  end.  Sepals  ascending,  1-sided.  Column  petaloid, dilated.   Pollen-masses  4. 
$  5.  Pollen  granular.   Seeds  not  arittate. 

1930.  Vanilla.  Flower  jointed  with  ovary,  and  deciduous.  Lip  united  at  base  with  columna.  Capsule fleshy. 

Order  2.  DIANDRIA. Stamens  2. 
1931.  Cypripedium.  Lip  ventricose,  inflated.  Column  terminated  by  a  petaloid  lobe  dividing  the  anthers. Two  anterior  sepals  usually  united. 
1932.  Stylidium.  Cal  2-lipped.  Cor.  irregular,  5-fid ;  the  fifth  segment  dissimilar.  Column  reclinate,  with a  double  bend.   Anthers  with  2  spreading  lobes.    Caps.  2-celled. 
1933.  Gunncra.  Cal.  2-toothed,  superior.  Cor.  O.  Style  2-parted.  Drupe  1 -seeded,  crowned  by  the  teeth of  the  calyx. 

Orders.  HEXANDRIA.  Stamens  & 

1934.  Aristolochia.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  1-petalous,  ligulate,  ventricose  at  base.  Caps.  G-celled,  many-seeded,  in- ferior. 

MONANDBIA. 

12789  Helmet  blunt :  spur  conical  deflexed,  Inner  sepals  2-toothed,  Lip  obovate  velvety  flat,  Spike  lax 
12790  Helmet  erect  acute,  Lip  stalked  dilated  at  end  trifld,  Stem  few-flowered,  Leaves  linear 
12791  Helmet  blunt :  spur  obi.  keeled  convex  at  back,  Lip  linear  acutish,  Spike  lax,  Bractes  shorter  than  fls. 
12792  Helmet  blunt :  spur  obL  Lip  linear  broadest  at  end,  Spike  cylindrical,  Bractes  erect  longer  than  flowers 
12793  Helmet  acute  erect :  spur  conical  nodding,  Lip  linear  blunt,  Stem  about  2-fl. 
12794  Leaves  filiform  shorter  than  J- flowered  scape,  Spur  blunt  ascending 
12795  Radical  leaves  twin  cordate  roundish  concave :  cauline  remote  curullate  bluntish 
12796  Radical  leaves  twin  cordate  roundish  :  cauline  sheath-like  close,  Spike  compact,  Sepals  keeled  outside 
12797  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  somew.  reflexed  sheathing  coriaceous  crenated  at  edge,  Fls.  and  helmet  cernuous 

12798  Horn  filiform  twice  as  long  as  ovary,  Lip  linear  entire,  Rad.  leaves  twin  oblong  narrowed  at  base 
12799  Lip  lanceolate  obtuse  dilated  at  base,  Spur  the  length  of  lip  a  little  shorter  than  the  ovary,  Stem  leafy 
12800  Lip  linear  lanceolate,  Three  upper  sepals  erect  conniving :  lateral  reflexed,  Leaves  2  orbicular 

12801  Bulbs  palmate,  Lip  trifid  entire,  Spur  setaceous  twice  as  long  as  ovary 
12802  Hiirn  «hort  double,  Lip  linear  3-toothed :  lateral  teeth  acute ;  middle  very  short 
12803  Horn  blunt  3  times  shorter  than  ovary,  Lip  3-parted :  segments  acute ;  middle  one  largest 

[ovary 
12804  Lip  3-lob. :  lobes  cren.  obt.  midd.  one  emargin.  Seg.  of  perianth  ascend,  obt.  Spur  conic,  ascend,  shorter  than 
12805  Lip  3-lobed :  lateral  reflexed  toothletted ;  middle  shorter  than  blunt,  Spur  long  comp.  truncate  ascending 
12806  Lip  3-lob.  crenul.  obt. :  the  midd.  lobe  cleft,  Seg.  of  the  perianth  cleft ;  exterior  one  reflex.  Spur  lin.  ascend. 

compressed  at  the  extremity  rather  longer  than  the  ovary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1857.  Platanthera.  So  named  from  tA«toj,  broad,  and  «»J9^c«,  an  anther,  on  account  of  the  width  of  that 

organ,  which  is  as  broad  or  broader  than  the  base  of  thelabellum.   Curious  wood  plants  with  greenish  flowers. 
Platanthera  bifolia  is  one  of  our  indigenous  plants,  which  may  be  cultivated  without  any  difficulty,  if  planted 

in  pure  loam  from  a  lime-stone  bottom.  It  succeeds  in  a  pot,  if  filled  half  full  of  broken  tiles ;  and  when  in 
the  open  ground,  the  border  should  be  well  drained,  at  least  six  inches  in  depth.  No  plant  bears  forcing 
better,  or  exhales  a  more  delightful  perfume.  This  species  is  never  observed  but  in  a  lime-stone  soil,  and  is exceedingly  plentiful  near  Buxton. 

1858.  Gytpnadenia.  From  yv/juios,  naked,  and  «$>iv,  a  gland ;  because  it  differs  from  Orchis  in  not  having 
the  glands  enclosed  in  a  pouch,  but  altogether  uncovered.  The  principal  species  of  the  genus  is  the  Orchis conopsea  of  old  botanists. 

1859.  Orchis.   The  Greek  name  of  the  plant.   In  Arabic,  according  to  Forskahl,  it  is  called  sahhleb,  from 
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12807  ustulata  W. 
12808  fGsca  W. 

dwarf brown A  A  or  J  my.jn  Pu  England  dr.pa.  R  l.p  Eng.  bot  18 
A  A  or    3  myjn  Br.P  England  ch.hil.  R  l.p   Eng.  bot  16 

12809  tephrosan'thosZ>e$f.  fine-lipped 12810  militaris  W.  military 
A  A  or 
A  A  or 

H  my.jn  Pa.pu  Britain    ch.hil.  R  l.p 1  my.jn  Pu     England  ch.so.  R  h.l   Eng.  bot  1873 

12811  undulata  Bivona     wavy-leaved     A  lAJ  or    Id        Pa.pu  Sicily       1818.  R  Lp   Bot  reg.  375 
pointed-flower.  A  lAI  or    1  ap.my  Pa.pu  Barbary    1815.  R  Lp  Bot.  mag.  1932 
round-spiked    A  A  or     fjn.jl  Pa.pu  Austria    1792.  R  Lp  Jac.  aust  3.t.365 Lizard  A  A  or  li  jn.jl  Pu     England  ch.wo.  R  Lp  Eng.  bot.  34 
marsh  A  A  or  j  1  my.jn  Pk     Britain     mane.  R  Lp  Eng.  bot  2308 
spotted-palmateA  A  or    li  jn.jl  F       Britain    woods.  R  h.l  Eng.  bot  632 

12812  acuminata  W. 
12813  globosa  W. 12814  hircina  W. 
12815  latifolia  W. 
12816  maculata  TV. 
12817  spectabilis  W. 
12818  papilionacea  TV. 
12819  longibracteata  Biv.  Sicilian  A  iAI  or 
12820  variegata  All.         variegated       A  iAI  or 
12821  sulphurea  Schrad.  sulphur-coloredA  lAJ  or 
186a  NIGRITEL'LA.  Rich.  Nigritella. 12822  angustifolia  Rich,    dark-flowered  A  A 
1861.  HABENA'RIA.  R.Br.  Habenaria. 

showy  A  A  or 
papilionaceous  A  A  or 

12823  bracteata  It.  Br. 
12824  hyperborea  R.  Br. 12825  herbiola  R.  Br. 
12826  fimbriate  R.  Br. 
12827  cristate  R.  Br. 
12828  ciliaris  R.  Br. 
12829  lacera  Mich. 

long-bracted northern 
American 
purple-fringed 
yellow-crested yellow-fringed torn 

12830  blephariglottisflboA:.  white-fringed 12831  tridentata  Hook.  three-toothed 

A  cu A  cu 
A  cu 
A  el A  el 
A  el A  pr 
A  pr A  pr 

i  jn.jl  Pk  N.  Amer.  1801. 
1J  jn.jl  Pa.pu  S.  Europe  1788. li  d  Pu  Sicily  1818. 
f  ap.mv  Pa.pu  &  Europe  1818. 1  my.jn  Y       Portugal  1820. 

Orchidete.    Sp.  1. 
J  jn.jl     Br.P  Austria  1759. 
Orchidete.   Sp.  9—17. 

R  Lp 

1  my.jn 

i  jn.jl 

1  jn.jl 

li  jn.jl 

N.  Amer.  1805. 
Iceland  1805. N.  Amer.  1789. 
Canada  1789. 

Y  N.  Amer.  1806. 
Y  N.  Amer.  1796. Pa.Y  N.  Amer.  1812. 
W     Canada  1820. Canada  1820. 

1862.  B  ARTHOLI'NA.  R.  Br.  Bartholina. 12832  pectinate  R.  Br.      pectinated       A  El  cu 
1863.  GLOS'SULA.  Lindl.  Glossula. 

12833  tentaculata  Lindl.   feeler-flowered  A  El  cu 
1864.  ANACAM'PTIS.  Rich.  Anacamptis. 

12884  pyramidalis  Rich,  pyramidal 
1865.  A'CERAS.  R.Br.  Aceras. 12835  anthropophoraiJ.^r.  Green  Man 
186&  OTHRYS.  L.  Ophrys. 

12836  apifera  W.  Bee 
12837  tenthredinifera  TV.  Saw-fly 
12838  aranifera  TV.  Spider 

A  A  or 

A  A  cu 

I  jn.jl 

lj  jn.jl 
1  my.jn 

1J  my.jn  W Orchidete. 

f  o  W Orchidete. 
f  d  G Orchidete. 

li  jn.jl  R Orchidete.   Sp.  1—3. 
1  jn        G      England  ch.pa.  R 

Orchidete.    Sp.  6—14. 
fjn.jl      Pu     England  ch.pa.  R 
|  ap.my  Y.b    Barbary   1815.  R 
f  ap.my  G      England  ch.so.  R 12810  12812  12822 

Sp.  1. C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  1. 
China 

Sp.  1. 
Britain 

1787.  R  Lp 
1824  R  Lp 

dr.pa.  R  h.l 

Lp 

h.l 
s.l 
s.l 

Bot.  cab.  78 

Bot.  reg.  357 Bot  reg.  367 
Bot  mag.  2569 

Flo.  dan.  t.  998 

Sweet  fl.  gar  62 

Bot.  cab.  552 

Bot.  mag.  1668 Bot.  cab.  229 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  87 Hook.  ex.  fl.  81 

Journ.sc.4.t.8.f.2 

Bot  reg.  862 

Eng.  bot  110 

Eng.  bot  29 

Eng.  bot.  383 Bot  reg.  205 
Eng.  bot.  65 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
whence  doubtless  our  word  talep  has  been  obtained.  This  is  a  curious  and  beautiful  genus, but  rather  difficult 
of  culture.  Few  of  the  species  produce  seeds,  but  are  propagated  by  their  bulbs  or  tubers,  which,  in  most  of 
the  species,  are  of  a  peculiar  structure  and  economy.  An  Orchis  being  taken  out  of  the  ground  is  found  with 
two  solid  masses,  ovate  or  fasciculated  at  the  base  of  the  stem,  above  which  proceed  the  thick  fleshy  fibres 
which  nourish  the  plant  One  of  these  bulbs  or  tubers  is  destined  to  be  the  successor  of  the  other,  and  is 
plump  and  vigorous,  whilst  the  other  or  decaying  one  is  always  wrinkled  and  withered.  From  this  withered 
one  has  proceeded  the  existing  stem,  and  the  plump  one  is  an  offset,  from  the  centre  of  which  the  stem  of  the 
succeeding  year  is  destined  to  proceed.  By  this  means,  the  actual  situation  of  the  plant  is  changed  about  half 
an  inch  every  year ;  and  as  the  offset  is  always  produced  from  the  side  opposite  to  the  withered  bulb,  the  plant 
travels  always  in  one  direction  at  that  rate,  and  will  in  a  dozen  years  have  marched  six  inches  from  the  place 
where  it  formerly  stood. 

In  the  garden,  the  Orchis  can  hardly  be  said  to  be  propagated ;  the  species  are  generally  taken  up  from  their 
native  habitations  with  balls,  and  transferred  to  a  shady  border,  where  they  remain  for  a  year  or  two,  but  sel- 

dom increase.  Those  which  grow  in  the  open  fields  are  generally  found  in  calcareous  soil,  and  those  in  bogs  or 
woods  thrive  best  in  peat,  or  peat  and  loam  mixed.  The  culture  of  this  genus,  however,  has  been  very  little 
attended  to.  According  to  Sweet,  the  best  time  to  transplant  the  British  Orchideae,  is  when  they  are  in  a 
growing  state. 

The  Orchis  affords  the  preparation  known  as  Salep,  imported  from  Turkey,  and  other  parts  of  the  Levant ; 
and  which  has  also  been  made  in  this  country  from  O.  mascula,  and  other  species.  The  root  is  washed, 
the  brown  skin  rubbed  offj  and  then  dried  in  an  oven  and  ground  into  powder.  This  powder,  as  an  article  of 
diet,  is  accounted  extremely  nutritious,  containing  a  great  quantity  of  farinaceous  matter  in  a  small  bulk.  O. 
mascula  is  very  abundant  in  the  meadows  of  Gloucestershire,  and  Salep  has  been  made  from  its  bulbs,  equal 
to  that  imported.   {Encyc.  of  Agr.  5527  ) 
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12807  lip  3-part. :  seg.  lin.  dotted  scabr. ;  midd.  2-parted,  Sepals  erect  ac.  Spur  uncin.  thrice  as  short  as  ovary 
12808  Lip  3-part.  dott  scabr. :  later  seg.  obi. ;  midd.  larg  2-lob.  cren.  with  a  point  betw.  Spur  straightish  thrice as  short  as  ovary,  Bractes  4  times  as  short  as  ovary 
12809  Lip  4-parted  very  narrow :  segm.  filif. ;  middle  longer  with  a  tooth  between,  Spike  conic.  Bractes  minute 
12810  Lip  3-parted  very  narrow  :  seg.  lin. ;  midd.  2-lob.  blunt  with  a  point  between,  Spur  straight  twice  as  short as  ovary,  Bractes  obsolete 
12811  Bulbs  ovate,  Stem  leafy,  Lip  3-parted  scabr. :  lat.  seg.  very  narr. :  midd.  very  long  bifid  with  an  appendage, Leaves  wavy  spotted 
12812  Lip  3-lobed  dotted :  middle  broadest  with  a  tooth  between,  Spur  compressed,  Outer  sep.  subul.  Spike  dense 
12813  Lip  3-part. :  midd.  seg.  emarg.  Sep.  mucron.  at  end,  Spur  twice  as  short  as  ovar.  Spike  dense  ov.  Lvs.  lane. 
12814  Lip  3-parted :  lat  seg.  lin.  sub. :  middle  long  bifid  thrice  as  long  as  ovary,  Spur  very  short  conical  double 
12815  Lip  slightly  3-lobed :  sides  reflex.  Three  inn.  segm.  of  perianth  conniv.  Spur  cylind.  shorter  than  germen, 

Bract  longer  than  the  flowers 
12816  Lip  plane  3-lobed  crenate :  3  inn.  segm.  of  perianth  conniv. ;  lat  ones  patent,  Spur  cylind.  shorter  than  the 

germen,  Bract  as  long  as  the  germen 
12817  Lipobov.  undiv.  cren.  ret  Sep.straight :  latlong.  Spurclav.short.than  ovary,  Bract,  longer  than  fl.  [ovary 
12818  Lip  obov.  undiv.  tooth,  emarg.  Sep.  nerv.  conniv.  Spur  subul.  short  than  ovar.  Bract  membr.  col.  as  long  as 
12819  Bulbs  undivided,  Sepals  conniving,  Liptrifld:  middle  segment  projecting  2-lobed,  Bractes  longer  than  fl. 
12820  Lip  trifid  dotted :  segments  ovate  serrulate ;  middle  broadest  emarginate,  Spike  ovate  compact 
12821  Scape  naked,  Lip  slightly  3-lobed  at  end,  Spur  ascending,  Bractes  as  long  as  ovary 
12822  The  only  species 

12823  Spur  short  double,  Lip  linear  retuse  3-toothed  :  lateral  blunt ;  middle  obsol.  Bractes  twice  as  long  as  fl. 
12824  Spur  cylindrical  shorter  than  ovary,  Lip  entire  linear  oblong  [than  flower 
12825  Spur  filif.  shorter  than  ovary,  Lip  obi.  blunt  toothed  on  each  side  at  base,  Palate  1-toothed,  Bractes  longer 
12826  Spur  filiform  longer  than  ovary,  Lip  3-parted  with  cuneiform  fringed  segments 
12827  Spur  filiform  shorter  than  ovary,  Lip  lanceolate  pinnatedly  fringed,  Inner  sepals  toothed  cut 
12828  Spur  filiform  longer  than  ovary,  Lip  lanceolate  pinnatedly  fringed,  Inner  sepals  fringed  cut 
12829  Lip  long  3-parted :  segm.  somewhat  digitate  filiform,  Spur  length  of  ovary,  Spike  obi.  Flowers  alternate 
12830  Roots  fascicled,  Lip  lane,  ciliated  the  length  of  upper  sepals,  Spur  very  long  a  little  shorter  than  ovary 
12831  Sepals  conniving,  Lip  nearly  equal  broad  ovate  bluntly  3-toothed,  Spur  filiform  curved  longer  than  ovary 

12832  The  only  species 

128S3  The  only  species 

[spread.  Spur  filif. 12834  Lip  3-cleft :  lobes  eq.  ent  with  2  longitud.  append,  on  upp.  side  near  base,  Seg.  of  per  in.  lane.  2  outer  ones 
12835  Lip  the  length  of  ovary 

12836  Lip  3-fid :  middle  lobe  largest  i- tri  fid ;  middle  segm.  longest  subulate  deflexed 
12837  Lip  2-lobed  villous  obovate  appendaged.  Sepals  spreading :  three  outer  oblong  blunt ;  inner  very  short 12838  Lip  3-lobed  :  lateral  short  blunt :  middle  retuse 

12829  12837  12834  128S8 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Orchis  fusca  and  militaris,  according  to  Salisbury,  succeed  best  in  chalky  soil,  free  from  all  manure 

whatever ;  but  they  will  endure  more  moisture  than  would  be  supposed ;  for  he  found  them  in  a  very  wet  part 
of  the  meadow  below  the  terrace,  at  Mill  Hill,  where  they  had,  no  doubt,  been  planted  by  Mr.  Peter  Collinson. 
Gymnadenia  conopsea  affords  another  singular  instance  of  this  sort,  which  is  found  growing  wild  on  the  driest 
limestone,  mixed  with  Anacamptis  pyramidalis,  and  in  bogs  where  one  can  hardly  tread,  mixed  with  Epipactis 
palustris. 1860.  NigriUUa.   So  named  by  M.  Richard,  from  niger,  black,  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  flowers. 

1861.  Habenaria.  From  habena,  a  thong  or  rein,  on  account  of  the  long  spur  of  the  flower,  which  resembles 
something  of  that  sort.  Most  of  the  species  have  white  flowers,  and  natives  of  America.  Some  have  bright 
yellow  flowers,  others  purple  ones. 

1862.  Bartholina.  Named  in  honor  of  Thomas  Bartholini,  a  Danish  physician,  who  flourished  at  the  end 
of  the  seventeenth  century.    A  small  Cape  plant,  with  a  beautifully  fringed  white  flower. 

1863.  Glossula.  So  called  by  Mr.  Lindley,  from  yXutrra,  a  tongue,  in  reference  to  the  tongue-like  segments 
of  the  labellum.    An  obscure  Chinese  plant,  with  pale  green  minute  flowers. 

1864.  Anacamptis.  From  avaxa/Mrrai,  to  bend  back,  in  allusion,  it  is  presumed,  to  the  reflexed  edges  of  the 
appendage  of  the  pollen-masses.  In  all  respects  similar  to  Orchis  in  habit.  It  is  the  Orchis  pyramidalis  of Linnaeus. 

1865.  Aceras.  From  «,  without,  and  xi;x;,  a  horn,  in  allusion  to  the  absence  of  the  spur  from  the  labellum, 
by  which  character  it  is  chiefly  distinguished  from  Orchis.  Aceras  anthropophora  is  difficult  to  cultivate.  It 
can  only  be  propagated  by  seeds,  which  thrive  best  in  a  mixture  of  sand,  loam,  and  chalk. 

1866.  Ophrys.  From  the  Greek  word  eanx,  which  signifies  an  eye-lash,  to  which  the  delicate  fringe  of  the 
inner  sepals  may  be  very  well  compared.  O.  apifera  is  a  singularly  beautiful  plant,  not  uncommon  on  calcareous 
soils,  near  woods,  and  in  open  meadows.   It  ripens  seeds  plentifully,  as  will  all  the  species,  if  care  be  taken,  at 

3  C 
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12840 
12841 
1867. 

12842 
1868. 

12843 
1869. 

12844 12845 
1870. 

12846 1S!847 
12848 12849 
12850 
1871. 

12851 
1872 

12852 
12853 *1873. 

12854 
1874. 

12855 
12856 12857 
12858 12859 
12860 
1875. 

12861 .12862 
1876. 

12863 
12864 
1877, 

12865 

muscifera  H.K.      Fly  A  A  el 
arachnites  W.        villous  A  A  el 
lutea  W.  yellow  A  iAI  el 
CHAMOR'CHIS.  Rich.  Chamorchis. alpina  Rich.  alpine  A  iAI  pr 
HERMI'NIUM.  R.Br.  Hermimiim. Monorchis  R.  Sr.  musk 
SERA'PIAS.  R.  Br.  Serapias. 
Lingua  W.  tongue-lipped 
cordlgera  W.  heart-lipped 
GOODYE'RA.  H.  K.  Goodyera 

A  A  cu 
AiAl< A  tAJ  < 

creeping  A 
downy  ^  A 
purple-leaved  a  A] Nepal  j£  (Aj tessellated        ^  A 
Diuris. 

golden-flowered£  i  Al 
.  PONTHIE'VA.  R.Br.  Ponthieva. 
glandulosa  R.  Br.    glandular  (A) stalked 

repens  H.  K. 
pubescens  H.  K. discolor  B.  reg. 
procera  Hook. teasel  I  at  a  I  Mild. 
DIU'RIS.  Sw. aurea  Sw. 

petiolata  Lindl. 
NEOT'TI  A.  L. Nidus  avis  W. £  cu Neottia. 

bird's-nest 

/  A  cu 
SPIRAN'THES.  Rich.  Spiranthes. 
picta  Lindl. elata  Lindl. 
pudica  Lindl. bicolor  Lindl. 
cernua  Rich. 
aestivalis  Rich. 

Lemon-scented  ]£  (Al 
tall  £  (A3 
modest  ^  (A3 
two-colored  ]£  (Al 
nodding-flower.^  A Ladies-traces  ^  A 

STENORHYN'CHUS.  Rich.  Stenorhv 
speciosus  Rich.       showy  ]£  |A1 
orchioides  Rich.      frosted-flower'd£  [A] 
LISTE'RA.  R.  Br.  Tway-blade. ovata  H.  K.  common  ^  A 
cordata  H.  K.         heart-leaved     ^  A 
ARETHU'SA.  L.  Arethusa. bulbdsa  EL  K.        bulbous  A  i  Al 
12839 

pr 
pr 
pr pr 
pr 

NCBXS. 

§  my.jn  Pu 
§  my.jn  Br f  ap.my  Y Orchidete. 

j  ap.my Orchidece. 

Jjnjl  G Orchidete. 
1  my  jn  Br 
1  jl.au  Br Orchidete. 

f  jl.au  W 
f  jl  W 
1  n.d  W 
2  jn.jl  W 

f  jn.jl  W Orchidece. 
1|    ...  Y Orchidete. 
1  ja.mr  G 1  au  Br 

Orchidete. 
1  my  Br 

Orchidete. 
2  ap.jn  W 
2  ap.jn  W 
i  n.d  Pk 1  ja.f  W 1  jl  W 
x  au.s  W 

England  ch.pa. Europe 

Spain  1818. 

Sp.  1. 
SwitzerL  1824. 

Sp.  1. England  ch.ba. 

Sp.  2—4. 
S.  Europe  1786. 
S.  Europe  1806. 

Sp.  5—9. 
Scotland N.  Amer. 
S.  Amer. 
Nepal 

R  h.t 
R  h.l R  h.l 
R  s.p Eng.  hot.  64 Bot  mag.  2516 Hook.  ex.  fl.  10 

R  l.p  Eng.  bot.  71 

al.wo. 
1802. 1815. 
1821. 

Orchidete. 
I  ap.jn  Sc 
1J  my  F Orchidete. 
1  my.jn  G 

i  jn.jl  G Orchidete. 

f  my.jn  Pk 

N.  Amer.  1821. 

Sp.  1. 
N.  S.  W.  1810. 

Sp.  2. 
W.  Indies  1800. 
a  Vincent  1822. 

Sp.  1. 
Britain    ch  wo. 

Sp.  6—13. Trinidad  1805. 
W.  Indies  1790. 
China  1819. 
Trinadad  1823. N.  Amer.  1796. Britain  me.pa. 

Sp.  2—7. 
W.  Indies  1790. 
Jamaica  1806. 

Sp.  2. 

Britain  woods. 
Britain  moi.h. 

R  lp 
R  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  l.p D  Lp 

Bot.  cab.  655 Bot.  rep.  475 

Eng.  bot.  289 Lind.  coll.  25 Bot.  reg.  271 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  3! 
Bot.  cab.  952 

R  l.p   Exot.  bot  1. 1 9 

D  Lp 
D  Lp 

Bot  mag.  842 Bot  reg.  760 

R  Lp   Eng.  bot.  48 

D  s.p 
D  s.p D  sp 
D  s.p D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  s.p D  s.p 

Bot.  mag.  1562 
Bot.  mag.  2026 Lindl.  colL  30 Bot  reg  794 
Bot.  mag.  1.568 
Eng.  bot.  541 
Bot.  mag.  1374 
Bot  mag.  1036 

Eng.  bot.  1548 
Eng.  bot  358 
Bot.  mag.  2204 

12843  ̂   ̂     -  12849  (II  128511 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

Sweet  directs,  to  "  rub  the  pollen  on  the  stigma."  The  seeds  must  be  sown  as  soon  as  ripe,  and  the  plants transplanted  to  where  they  are  finally  to  remain,  when  of  a  small  size.  Several  species  of  this  genus,  and  of 
Orchis,  were  successfully  cultivated  by  Collinson,  in  his  botanic  garden  at  Mill-Hill.  His  method  was  to  place them  in  a  soil  and  situation  as  natural  to  them  as  possible,  and  to  surfer  the  grass  and  herbage  to  grow  round 
them.  O.  aranifera,  with  a  little  attention  and  management,  will  grow  and  flower  freely  in  pots.  Curtis  found 
the  following  method  successful :  "  take  up  the  roots  carefully  when  in  flower ;  bare  them  no  more  than  is necessary  to  remove  the  roots  of  the  other  plants ;  fill  a  large  sized  garden-pot  with  three  parts  choice  loam 
moderately  stiff,  and  one  part  chalk,  mixed  well  together,  and  passed  through  a  sieve  somewhat  finer  than  a 
common  cinder  sieve ;  in  this  mixture  place  your  roots  at  about  the  depth  of  two  inches,  and  three  inches  apart ; 
water  them  occasionally  during  summer,  if  the  weather  prove  dry ;  at  the  approach  of  winter  place  the  pot  in 
a  frame  under  a  glass,  to  keep  it  from  wet  and  frost,  which  combined,  destroy  the  beauty  of  the  foliage,  if  not 
the  plant  itself;  in  the  autumn,  before  any  of  the  others  make  their  appearance,  this  species  emerges." (Curtis,  H  Lond.  n.  68.) Salisbury  says,  that  Ophrys  muscifera,  and  most  of  its  congeners,  are  very  easily  cultivated ;  but  require  the 
purest  loam'from  a  chalky  bottom,  and  the  border  to.be  most  effectually  drained;  for  any  permanent  wet  in summer  makes  them  push  too  soon.  On  the  hillocks  and  declivities  where  they  grow  wild,  the  slight  showers 
are  absorbed  by  the  surrounding  turf  or  long  grass,  and  the  heavy  rains  we  usually  have  after  midsummer- 
day  run  off  quickly. 

1867.  Chamorchis.  From  xa/uu,  dwarf,  and  Orchis.  A  pretty  little  alpine  plant,  exceedingly  difficult  to 
cultivate.  Roots  have  been  brought  in  damp  moss  from  Switzerland,  but  they  probably  have  perished  ere now.  > 

1868.  Herminium.  A  name  which  is  not  explained  by  its  author.  It  is  the  Ophrys  Monorchis  of  old 
botanists. 

1869.  Serapias  is  the  name  of  an  Egyptian  divinity,  whose  temples  were  notorious  scenes  of  profligacy.  In 
this  sense,  with  reference  to  the  uses  of  the  plant,  as  also  in  Satyrium,  the  word  seems  to  have  been  applied  by 
Pliny.    Rare  herbaceous  plants  of  the  south  of  Europe,  but  cultivated  in  a  frame. 

1870.  Goodyera.  So  called  after  Mr.  John  Goodyer,  an  obscure  British  botanist  The  species  grow  freely 
in  sandy  peat,  and,  unlike  most  of  the  Orchidea,  may  be  increased  by  dividing  the  roots. 
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12839  Lip  3-fid :  middle  lobe  large  2-lobed,  Anther  blunt 
12840  Stem  leafy,  Lip  vill.  3-lobed :  midd.  lobe  obov.  shortly  3-lobed  at  end,  Inner  sepals  linear-lanc.  very  short 
12841  Stem  leafy,  Lip  downy  obov.  3-lobed  at  end :  lobes  nearly  equal,  Inner  sepals  lane,  twice  as  short  as  outer 
12842  Leaves  linear  setaceous.  Scape  naked 
12843  The  radical  leaves  lanceolate  twin 

12844  Lip  ."-parted  :  middle  lobe  oblong  lanceolate  acute  smooth  ish  hanging  down 12845  Lip  3-parted :  middle  lobe  ovate  acuminate  hanging  down  with  a  hairy  disk 

12846  Radical  leaves  ovate,  Lip  and  petals  lanceolate 
12847  Radical  leaves  ovate,  Lip  ovate  acuminate,  Sepals  ovate 
12848  Leaves  fleshy  chocolate-colored  ovate  without  nerves 
12849  Stem  leafy,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  stalked,  Lip  rounded  glandular  inside,  Petals  broad  ovate 
12850  A  smooth  variety  of  G.  pubescens 

12851  Leaves  linear  channelled  shorter  than  scape,  Middle  segm.  of  lab.  with  a  double  keel  inside 

12852  Lip  unguiculate  acuminate,  Inner  sepals  {-ovate 12853  Spike  lax  erect,  Leaves  stalked  erect  crisp  smooth,  Flowers  discolored 
12854  The  only  species 

12855  Rad.  lvs.  obL  lane.  Scape  with  bractes,  Anterior  sepals  decurrent  placed  under  the  J-inferior  labeOum 
12856  Lip  obovate  emarginate,  Scape  sheathed,  Bractes  shorter  than  flower,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  flat  at  edge 
12857  Leaves  linear-lanc.  Lip  subsessile  crenulate  at  end,  Sepals  ovarium  and  rachis  quite  smooth 
12858  Lvs.  linear  lanceolate  2-colored,  Scape  villous  much  longer  than  leaves,  Fl.  gibbous  on  its  outside  at  base 
12859  Leaves  lanceolate  3-nerved,  Stem  sheathed,  Flowers  recurved  cernuous,  Lip  oblong  entire  acute 
12860  Rad.  leaves  oblong  somewhat  stalked,  Spike  twisted  with  the  flowers  on  one  side,  Lip  ovate 

12861  Lip  lane,  undivided,  Scape  bracteate,  Bractes  longer  than  flower,  Leaves  oblong  wavy  towards  the  end 
12862  Rad.  leaves  broad  lanceolate,  Spike  erect,  Lip  saccate  at  base  with  the  sepals,  Lip  acuminate 

[is  placed 
i  the  anther 12863  Stem  with  only  a  pair  of  ov.-ellipt  opp.  lvs.  CoL  of  fructification  having  an  appendage  in  which  I 

12864  Stem  with  only  2  cordate  opposite  leaves,  CoL  without  any  appendage  behind,  Lip  with  2  teeth  at  the  base 

12865  The  only  species,  Flower  solitary  large  lilac 
12855 

; 12859 

12861^  U    F         12854  12834 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1871.  Diuris.  From  its,  double,  and  a  tail,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  sepals.  Beautiful  New 

Holland  plants,  which  may  be  cultivated  in  the  same  way  as  Disa. 
1872.  Ponthieva.  Named  after  De  Ponthieu,  who  sent  many  specimens  of  West  Indian  plants  to  Sir  J.  Banks. 

The  species  may  be  cultivated  in  pots,  well  drained,  and  filled  with  sandy  loam  and  peat.  Water  must  be 
sparingly  given  when  the  plants  are  not  in  a  growing  state. 

1873.  Neottia.  This  word  in  Greek  signifies  bird's  nest,  and  has  been  applied  to  the  present  plant  on  account of  the  interwoven  fibres  of  its  roots.  No  means  of  cultivating  the  only  species  has  been  yet  discovered.  It 
grows  naturally  in  woods  among  decayed  leaves,  and  is  supposed  to  be  parasitical. 

1874.  Spiranthes.  From  <nru%x,  a  screw,  or  any  thing  spirally  twisted ;  on  account  of  the  disposition  of  the flowers  on  their  spike.  Delicate  little  herbaceous  plants  with  fibrous  roots,  and  generally  white  flowers.  S. 
a-stivalis  has  the  germs  on  the  flower-stalks  placed  regularly  one  above  another,  somewhat  resembling  tresses 
of  plaited  hair ;  whence  its  name  of  Ladies'  traces  or  tresses.  This  species  grows  more  readily  in  the  garden than  most  of  its  tribe. 

According  to  Salisbury,  no  plant  whatever  is  more  easy  to  cultivate  than  this.  At  Chapel- Allerton  it  pro- 
pagated itself  every  where,  springing  up  from  seeds  in  the  neighbouring  pots,  whatever  soil  or  plants  happened to  be  in  them  ;  and  they  were  once  found  germinating  on  a  dead  root  of  a  Persian  Cyclamen,  in  a  pot,  which, 

for  want  of  draining,  was  full  of  Jungermannias. 
1875.  Stenorhynchus.  A  splendid  genus  of  evergreen  stove  herbaceous  plants,  with  brilliant  red  or  yellow 

flowers.  They  have  been  named  from  rs»oj,  narrow,  and  pu»%«f,  a  beak,  on  account  of  the  long  pointed 
stigma.  N.  orchioides  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  plants  of  this  genus,  introduced  by  E.  J.  A.  Woodford, 
Esq.  in  1806,  from  the  Island  of  Barbadoes,  where  it  grows  wild  in  the  most  arid  places  among  grass.  It 
requires,  nevertheless,  moderate  waterings  here  while  the  leaves  are  green. 

1876.  Listera.  Dr.  Martin  Lister  was  a  celebrated  English  physician  and  naturalist,  who  died  in  1711. 
The  species  require  a  shady  situation  and  a  light  sandy  soil,  with  some  peat  intermixed.  They  will  grow  on  a 
bank  under  the  drip  of  trees,  or  in  small  pots.   They  are  increased  by  dividing  the  roots. 

1877.  Arethusa.  A  poetical  name.  Arethusa  was  a  nymph  of  Diana,  who  was  transformed  into  a  fountain. 
The  species  of  this  genus  are  all  found  in  moist  places.  They  are  very  impatient  of  cultivation.  The  best  way 
to  manage  them,  is  to  plant  them  in  loose  wet  peaty  soil,  and  to  keep  them  in  a  frame  well  exposed  to  the  sun. 

3  C  2 
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,J£?  C,A^POr?9,N'  R  Br-   Calopooox.  Orchidete.   Sp.  1. 128bo  pulchellus  H  K.     tuberous-rooted  A  _AI  el    Hjl.au     Pu     N.  Amer.  1771.  R  l.p  Bot.  mag  116 Limodorum-  tuberosum  B.  M.  1  8 
1879.  POGO'NIA.      .Br.  Pogoma. 

12867ophioglo3soldes#r«f.Adder's-tonguejfc  iAI  el 12868  divaricaU  H.  K.      Lily-leaved      A  A  pr 12869  pendula  Lindl.  pendulous 
1880.  EPIPACTIS.  Sw.  Epipactis. 

12870  latifolia  W.  broad-leaved 
12871  paU'istris  W.  marsh 12872  pallens  W.  white 
12873  ensifolia  IV.  narrow-leaved 
12874  rubra  W.  purple 

A  A  pr 

i  A  or 
k  A  or i  A  o' &  A &  A  or  l§  jn.jl 

Orchidete.   Sp.  3 — 4. 
1  jn.jl     Pk     N.  Amer.  1816. 
f  jn.jl      Pk     N.  Amer.  1787. i  au       Pk     N.  Amer.  1824. 
Orchidete.   Sp.  5—9. 

ljjl.au     Pu     Britain  m.wo. 
|  jl.au     Pu     Britain  mar. 1  jn  W 
1J  jn  W Pu 

1881.  CALEa'Na.  R.  Br.  Caleana. 
12875  major  H.  K.  smooth-lipped  A  lAI  pr 

Orchidete. 
li    ...  G 

Britain Britain 
Britain Britain 

Sp.  1—2. N.  S.  W. 

m.wo. 
m.wo. 

*1882.  CORALLORRHI'ZA.  H.  K.    Corallorrhiza.    Orchidete.   Sp.  1-4. 

1810. 

12876  innate  //.  K.  spurless  A  A  cu 
1833.  RODR1GUEZ1A.  Fl.per.  Rodbiguezia. 

12877  secunda  Kunth.       one-sided         £  E  el Pleurothallis  coccinea  Hooker 
1884.  GOME'ZA.  R.  Br.  Gomeza. 

12878  recurva  B.  M.        recurved         jS  El  el 
1885.  CYMBI'DIUM.  Sua.  Cymbidiiim. 

Scotland  scwo. 

Sp.  1—2. S.  Amer.  1818. 

triangul.-fruit  J*  E  cu 
Aloe-leaved  j£  El  or 
sword-leaved  ]£  E  ft 
Chinese  <f  fAI  ft lance-leaved  ]£  E  el 
hanging-down  *E|cu J  SEpr 

12879  tripterum  W. 12880  aloifolium  W. 
12881  ensif61ium  W. 
12882  sinense  W. 
12883  lancif61ium  Book. 
12884  dependens  Lodd. 
12885  xiphiifolium  Lindl.  sword-leaved 
1886.  BRAS'SIA.  R.  Br.  Brassia. 

12886  maculate  H.  K.      spotted-flower.  j«  E  el 
12887  caudate  Lindl.  long-tailed  (i  rAlel 
1887  LISSOCHI'LUS.  R.  Br.  Lissochilus. 

12888  speciosus  R.  Br.      showy  £  E  spl 
1888.  GEODO'RUM.  Jacks.  Geodorum. 

12889  purpfireum  H.  K.    purple  J?  E  el 
12890  citrinum  H.  K.       Lemon-colored  ^  E  el 
12891  dilatatum  H.  K.  shovel-lipped  £  E  el 

t*1889.  CATASE'TUM.  Rich.  Catasetum. 
12892  tridentatum  Hook,  three-toothed   £  E  gr 
12893  Claverin'gi  Lindl.   Capt.  Clavering'-sjg  E  gr 12894  floribundum/foo&er  many-flowered  j§  E  gr 

12866  12867 

£  jn.jl  G Orchidete. 

Jo  R Orchidete. 

f  my.jn  Y Orchidete. 

i  jn.jl  W 1  my.jn  Br 
2J  jn.o  Br 1J  s.o  Br 
fmy  Y.b I  jl  Y.o 
£  my.au  G Orchidete. 
1  jn.jl     Y.r  "Jamaica  1806. 1  jn.jl     G.y.r  \V.  Indies  1823. Orchidete.   Sp.  1. 

C.  G.  H.  1818. 

R  l.p  Bot  reg.  148 
D  l.p  Lam.  ilLt.729.CS 
D  Lp  Bot  reg.  908 

D  Lp  Eng.  bot.  269 
D  l.p  Eng.  bot.  270 
D  lp  Eng.  bot.  271 
D  Lp  Eng.  bot  494 
D  Lp  Eng.  bot  437 

D  Lp 

D  Lp  Eng.  bot  1547 
D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  129 

Sp.  1. 
Brazil 

Sp.  7—11. Jamaica  1790. 
E.  Indies  1789. 
China  1780. China  1793. 
K  Indies  1822. China  1822. 
China  1814. 

Sp.  2. 

2  my.jn  Y 
Orchidete. 

1  jn.au  Pu 1  o.d  Y 
1  my.au  Pk Orchidete. 
2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 

Sp.  3—4. E.  Indies  1800. 
E.  Indies  1800. E.  Indies 

Sp.  5—7. Y.Br  Trinidad 
Y.Br  Brazil 
Y.Br  Trinidad 

12869  12875 

1814.  Dp.r.w  Bot  mag.  1743 

D  p.r.w  Smith  ic.  pictU 
D  Lp   Bot  mag.  387 
D  Lp  Bot.  mag.  1751 
D  Lp  Bot  mag.  888 
D  Lp  Hook.  ex.  fl.  51 Dp.r.wBot  cab.  936 
D  Lp   Bot.  reg.  529 
D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  1691 
D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  832 

D  Lp    Lin  dl.  colL  31 

D  Lp   Roxb.  cor.  I.t40 D  l.p  Bot  mag.  2195 D  l.p  Bot  reg.  675 

D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  90 
D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  840 
D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  151 

12870  12874 

1800. 

1822. 1822. 1824. 

12877 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1878.  Calojngon.  From  xakog,  beautiful,  and  rayuv,  a  beard,  in  allusion  to  the  beautiful  fringe  of  the  lip. 

An  elegant  plant,  which  was  introduced  accidentally,  as  Mr.  Curtis  informs  us,  by  the  laudable  exertions  of  his 
gardener,  who,  in  the  spring  of  1783,  examining  attentively  the  bog  earth  which  had  been  brought  over  with 
some  Dionaeas,  found  several  tooth-like  knobby  roots,  which,  upon  being  planted  in  heat,  afforded  this  plant : on  the  shelf  of  a  stove,  or  on  a  bark  pit  it  thrives  exceedingly ;  and  seems  merely  to  require  a  longer  and  hotter summei  than  our  climate  affords. 

1879.  Pogonia.  A  name  with  the  same  derivation  as  the  last  genus.  The  species  also  require  the  same treatment 
1880.  Epipactis.  A  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  sort  of  Hellebore,  and  used  by  Swartz  to  distinguish  a 

tribe  of  plants  previously  called  Helleborine.  Pretty  herbaceous  hardy  plants.  "  Some  of  its  species  thrive  in the  borders  in  the  common  garden  soil,  and  most  of  them  will  do  well  in  pots,  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat : 
tliey  require  but  little  water  when  in  a  dormant  state,  and  are  increased  by  dividing  the  roots."  (Bot.  Cult.  365.) 1881.  Caleana.  Named  after  Mr.  George  Caley,  a  most  indefatigable  and  acute  botanical  collector,  who 
resided  several  years  among  the  natives  of  New  South  Wales,  where  he  made  a  valuable  collection  of  plants. 
The  name  has  been  subsequently  changed  by  Mr.  Brown  to  Caleva  :  which  as  being  too  similar  to  Calea,  a  very 
different  plant,  we  cannot  prefer  to  the  original  designation.  The  species  require  the  common  treatment  of 
the  tribe,  and  are  increased  by  division  of  the  roots. 

1882.  Corallorrhiza.  From  xoeaXXim,  coral,  and  jitet,  a  root,  on  account  of  its  branched  roots,  which  much resemble  coral.  A  plant  supposed  to  be  incapable  of  cultivation.  It  is  a  native  of  boggy  places  in  the  northern 
parts  of  the  world.  The  three  American  species  C.  verna,  multiflora,  and  odontorhiza,  are  said  to  have  been 
introduced  in  1824,  but  we  have  not  heard  of  their  having  been  cultivated  with  any  success. 
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12866  Leaves  plaited  long  linear  lanceolate.   The  only  species 

12867  Root  fibrous,  Leaf  of  the  scape  and  bractea  elliptical  lanceolate,  Outer  sepals  oblong-ovate 
12868  Root  subpalmate,  Leaf  and  bractea  of  scape  linear  oblong,  Outer  sepals  lanceolate  linear 
12869  Leaves  ovate  squamiform  amplexic.  Fls.  subcernuous  solitary,  Middle  lobe  of  lip  obi.  crisp,  Stem  angular 

12870  Lvs.  ov.  amplexic.  Lower  bractes  long,  than  fls.  Fls.  drooping,  Lip  entire  acuminated  shorter  than  petals 
12871  Lvs.  lane,  amplexic  Bractes  short,  than  fl.  Fls.  slightly  drooping,  Lip  cren.  obt.  rather  long,  than  perianth 
12872  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  sessile,  Bractes  longer  than  the  flower,  Lip  obtuse  shorter  than  perianth 
12873  Lvs.  lane,  much  arum,  subdistich.  Bract,  veryminute  subul.  Fls.  erect,  Lipobt.  much  short,  than  perianth 
1287-1'  Lvs.  lane.  Bractes  longer  than  ovary,  Flowers  erect,  Lip  acute  with  wavy  elevated  lines,  Ovary  smooth 

12875  Leaf  lane.  lin.  flat,  Scape  with  a  single  bract  in  the  middle,  Lip  smooth  narrowed  and  j-ovate  at  each  end 

12876  Spur  abbreviated  adnate 

12877  Spikes  nodding  1-sided,  Leaves  lanceolate  complicate 

12878  Spikes  nodding  1-sided,  Leaves  lanceolate  flat 

12879  Stemless,  Leaves  growing  on  a  bulb  :  radical  sheathing,  Scapes  many-flowered,  Ovary  3- winged 
12880  Leaves  radical  broad-linear  channelled  fleshy  retuse  at  end,  Scapes  many-flowered  pendulous 
12881  Leaves  radical  ensiform  nerved,  Scape  round  few-flowered,  Lip  ovate  somewhat  recurved  spotted 
12889  Leaves  radical  ensiform  nerved,  Scape  few-flowered,  Flowers  1-sided,  Sepals  striated :  3  outer  teflexed 
12883  Leaves  radical  lanceolate  nerved  narrowed  at  base,  Scape  round  few-fl.  Lip  obi.  recurved  at  end  spotted 
12884  Bulbous,  Leaves  plaited,  Racemes  divaricating  pendulous  radical 
12885  Leaves  thickish  lin.-subulate  channelled  nerved  crenate  as  long  as  scape,  Spike  few-fl.  Lip  not  spotted 
12886  Sepals  lanceolate  spreading  not  longer  than  ovary 
12887  Sepals  linear  lanceolate  acuminate :  the  lower  caudate  very  much  longer  than  ovary 

12888  The  only  species.   A  tall  plant  with  long  rigid  linear  lanceolate  leaves  on  a  bulbous  base 

12889  Scape  longer  than  leaves,  Raceme  pendulous,  Flowers  alternate,  Lip  ovite  acute  painted 
12890  Scape  shorter  than  lvs.  Spike  pendulous,  Fls.  close,  Lip  somewhat  spurred  at  base  blunt  and  entire  at  end 
12891  Scape  shorter  than  lvs.  Spike  pendulous,  Fls.  close,  Lip  some w.  spurred  at  base  dilated  and  cren  u  I.  at  end 

12892  Two  inner  sepals  spotted,  Lip  galeate  3-toothed 
12893  Spike  shorter  than  leaves,  Leaves  galeate  fleshy  3-toothed  at  end,  Sepals  oblong :  inner  spotted 
12894  Spike  short  than  lvs.  Lip  gal.  blunt.  3-tooth.  Two  inner  sep.  mott  with  purple,  others  as  well  as  col.  green 

and.  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1883.  Rodriguezia.  Named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  after  Emanuel  Rodriguez,  a  Spanish 

physician,  and,  as  it  is  said,  of  considerable  botanical  merit.  A  beautiful  herbaceous  plant,  growing  upon 
decayed  wood.    Its  flowers  are  placed  in  cernuous  racemes  of  a  lively  pink  color. 

1884.  Gotnexa.  So  called  by  Mr.  Brown,  in  honor  of  Senor  Gomes,  a  Spanish  apothecary.  Mr.  Lindley 
thinks  it  not  distinct  from  the  last    A  bulbous  epiphyte,  with  drooping  spikes  of  yellow  flowers. 

1885.  Cymbidium.  From  xuftfirt,  a  little  boat,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  labellum.  All  the  genuine 
species  of  Cymbidium  are  terrestrial,  and  rarely  are  found  growing  upon  trees.  In  cultivation  the  species  grow 
in  loam,  chips  of  wood,  potsherds,  and  other  rubbish,  broken  small,  and  put  in  well-drained  pots.  They  are increased  by  dividing  at  the  root. 

1886.  Brassia.  Named  after  Mr.  Brass,  an  intelligent  gardener,  who  collected  seeds  and  plants  in  Africa  for 
the  Kew  Garden.  The  two  species  now  known  are  among  the  most  beautiful  of  the  various  tribes  of  Kpi den- 
drums.  Brassia  maculata  has  large  pale  yellow  flowers,  elegantly  spotted  with  brown ;  B.  caudate  has  similar flowers,  with  long  tails  to  their  lower  segments. 

1887.  Lissochilus.  From  Xirros,  smooth,  and  £s;X«f,  a  lip,  in  reference  to  the  absence  of  callosity  or  crests 
from  that  part.  An  exceedingly  rare  and  very  noble  plant,  which  grows  freely  in  sandy  loam  with  a  little 
peat.    The  flowers  grow  in  long  spikes  of  a  bright  yellow  color. 

1888.  Geodorum.  From  yijs,  the  earth,  and  £&>;«v,  a  gift,  in  reference  to  the  beauty  of  the  blossoms  lying  on 
the  earth.    Handsome  plants,  succeeding  with  the  treatment  of  Cymbidium. 

1889.  Catasetum.  Apparently  a  word  of  hybrid  extraction,  from  xar»,  and  seta,  a  bristle,  in  allusion  to  the 
two  long  bristles  or  horns  of  the  columna,  which  constitute  one  of  the  most  remarkable  characters  of  the  genus. 3  C  3 
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12895  Hookeri  Lindl.       Hooker's        JS  El  or 12896  cristatum  Lindl.     crested  £  LZ\J  cu 
1890.  TRIZEUX'IS.  Lindl.  Trizeuxis. 

12897  falcata  Lindl.  falcate  £  El  cu 
1891.  XYLO'BIUM.  Lindl.  Xvlobium. 

12898  squalens  Lindl.       dingy-flower'd  £  El  cu 
tl892.  MAXILLARIA.  Fl.per.  Maxillaria. 
12899  Barringt6nia3/.i/irf/.  large-flowered  £  E] cu 
12909  Harrison iee  Lindl.    Mrs. Harrison's 
1893.  NOTY'LIA.  Lindl.  Notylia. 

2  o.n 
Y.Br  Brazil 
G  Brazil 1818. 1823. 

Orchidete. 
i  f.mr  G Sp.  1. 

W.  Indies  1820. 
Orchidete.  Sp.  1 — uncertain. 

fmyjn  Y.Br  Brazil  1822. 
Orchidete.   Sp.  2 — uncertain, 

li  jn.au    Y.G    W.  Indies  1790. 
El  spl  1J  s         Y.g    S.  Amer. 

Orchidete.   Sp.  1—2. 

D  p.r.w  Lind.  coll.  bot 
D  p.r.w 
Djnr.iT Lindl.  coll.  2 

Dp.r.wBotreg.  732 

D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  119 Dp.r.wBotreg.897 

12901  punctata  Lindl.  dotted 
Pleurothallis  punctata  B.  reg. 
Gomexa  tenuiflora  Bot.  cab. 

1894.  PLEUROTHAL'LIS.  R.  Br.  Pleurothallis.  Orchidete. 12902  racemiflora  Lindl.  racemose  £ 
12903  ruscifolia  H.  K.  Butcher's-broom-lv.  £ 
tl895.  ONCI'DIUM.  Su>.  Oncidium. 

.£E1cu     jau.8     G      Trinidad  1822.  Dpj.wBot  reg.  759 

12904  altissimum  W. 
12905  carthaginense  W. 12906  bifolium  H.  K. 
12907  triquetrum  H.  K. 12908  lfiridum  Lindl. 
12909  barbfitum  Lindl. 
12910  flexuosum  B.  M. 
12911  puinilum  Lindl. 
12912  Papilio  Lindl. 

sharp-petaled  £  El  or 
Spread-eagle  £  El  or two-leaved  £  El  or 
triangular-lvd.  £  El  or 
Mr.  Griffin's  A  El  or bearded  £  El  or 
dwarf 
Butterfly  Plant 

1896.  CYRTOPO'DIUM.  R.Br.  Cybtopodium. 
12913  Andersonii  H.  K.    Anderson's      £  El  el 
12914  WoodfSrdii  B.  M.   Woodford's      £  El  el 1897.  CCELCGYNE.  Lindl.  Ccelogyne. 
12915  punctulata  Lindl.    dot-flowered    £  El  el 12916  nitida  Lindl.  shining-leaved  £  El  el 12917  fimbriate  Lindl.      fringed  £  E)  pr 
1898  MACRADE'NIA.  R.  Br.  Macradenia. 

12918  lutescens  R.Br.      yellowish  /SfElcu 
1899.  ANISOPE'TALUM.  Hooker.    Anisopetalum.  Orchidete.   Sp.  1. 

12919  Car  cyan  uii)  Hooker  Dr.  Carey's  £  El  cu  §  o  Br.P  Nepal tl900.  DENDRCBIUM.  H.K.  Dendrobium. 

Sp.  2—5. 1  ap  G  W.  Indies  1823. 
Jmy.jn  G  W.  Indies  1791. 
Orcludete.  Sp.  9—25. 4  au.s     Y  W.  Indies  1793. 

4  my.jn  Ol  \V.  Indies  1791. 
f  jl         Y  a  Amer.  1811 4  jl.au     Y  Jamaica  1793. 2  f.mr  Ol  S.  Amer.  1822. 
1|  ap.my  Y  S.  Amer.  1818. El  el   If  jn.jl     Y  Brazil  1818. 

Elpr      ijn.jl      Ol  Brazil  1824. Elgr  li  mr      Y.r  Trinidad  1823. 
Orchidete.  Sp.  2. 

2  my.au  Y  W.  Indies  1804. 2  o        Pk  S.  Amer.  1814. 
Orchidete.  Sp.  3 — 7. 

f    ...     Y  E.  Indies  1822. 1  ...  Y  E  Indies  1822. 
ijLo      Y.Br  China  1824. Orchidete.  Sp.  1. 
id        Ol  Trinidad  1821. 

12920  speciosum  R.  Br.  showy 
12921  linguiforme  R.  Br.  tongue-leaved 12922  cucullatum  R  Br.  cucullate 
12923  Pierfirdi  Roxb. 
12924  fimbrifitum  Hook. 
12925  crumenatum  W. Pierard's fringed 

sweet-scented 

■A?jgjcu 

2E)el 

^Eel 

"  E  spl 

El  ft 

Orchidete.    Sp.  9—11. 
1  jn.au    Pu     N.  S.  W.  1801. 
2  mr 
2  mr 

2  ap 

2  ap.my  W 

N.  a  W.  1810. 
E.  Indies  1815. E  Indies  1815. 
E.  Indies  1823. 
Sumatra  1823. 

Dp.r.wHook.ex.  fl.  123 
D  p.r.w  Jac.  am.  t.l33.£3 

D  p.r.w  Jac.  amer.  t.  141 Op.r.wBot.  mag.  777 
O  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  1491 
D  p.r.w D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  727 
D  p.r.w  Lindl.  coll. 
D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  2203 
D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  920 
D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  910 

D  p  i  Bot  mag.  1800 
D  p.l   Bot  mag.  1814 

D  p.r.w D  p.r.w D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  868 
Dpr.wBotreg.612 

Dp.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  1*9 

D  p.l  Exot  bot.  1. 1 10 D  p.r.w  Exot  bot  1.  til 
C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2242 
C  p.l  Hook.  ex.  fl.  9 
C  p.l  Hook.  ex.  fl.  71 
C  p.l  Ru.  am.6  t47.f.2 

12912 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Very  fine  epiphytes,  with  large  bulbous  roots,  plaited  leaves,  and  fine,  often  spotted,  flowers  of  a  greenish 
purple  color.   The  bulbs  contain  a  quantity  of  viscid  juice,  which  is  used,  when  fresh,  in  Brazil,  for  the  pur- 

pose of  sealing  letters.    The  plants  are  there  called  Cebolleta. 
1890.  Trizeuxis.  So  called  by  Mr.  Lindley  without  explanation.  We  suppose  the  name  has  been  formed 

from  T.in,  three,  and  ?«o|<j,  union,  in  allusion  to  the  remarkable  union  of  three  segments  into  one,  which 
takes  place  in  this  genus.  A  very  singular  epiphyte,  which  is  with  difficulty  kept  alive  in  the  stove  by  being 
Dlaced  in  finely  pulverised  decayed  wood. 

1891.  Xylobium.  From  gvXev,  wood,  in  allusion  to  the  substance  upon  which  it  grows.  A  curious  Brazilian 
bulbous  epiphyte  with  plaited  leaves.   This  is  of  easy  cultivation. 

1892.  Maxillaria.  So  called  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  as  they  inform  us,  because  the 
labellum  when  looked  at  sideways,  resembles  the  Maxilla:  of  some  insects.  All  fine  South  American  plants, 
with  plaited  leaves  and  showy  Aowers.  They  are  cultivated  like  other  epiphytes,  and  not  with  much difficulty. 

1893.  "Notylia.  So  called,  we  presume,  from  toro;,  the  back,  and  rvkof,  a  hump,  in  reference  to  a  singular callosity  at  the  back  of  the  stigma,  which  Mr.  Lindley,  the  author  of  the  genus,  considers  very  curious.  An 
unostentatious  epiphyte  without  bulbs,  and  with  solitary  leaves,  out  of  the  bosom  of  which  grows  a  pendulous raceme. 

1894.  Pleurothallis.  From  trXiu°*,  a  rib,  and  H-a.>Mai,  to  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  one-sided  disposition  ot the  flowers  Singular  little  epiphytes  with  solitary  leaves,  no  bulbs,  and  flowers  of  a  green  color.  They  grow 
rarely  in  decomposed  wood. 
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12895  Spike  length  of  leaves  erect,  Flowers  globose,  Sepals  rounded 
12896  Perianth,  spreading,  Lap  opened  out  saccate  crested 

12897  The  only  species.  Flowers  very  small  in  little  heads  upon  a  branched  scape 

12898  Bulbs  conical  truncate,  Flowers  close,  Leaves  lanceolate  plaited  about  3-nerved  twice  as  long  as  scape 

12859  Leaves  about  3  oblong  nerved  seated  on  a  bulb,  Scape  about  1-flowered  sheathed 
12900  Lvs.  solitary  lane,  plaited,  Raceme  2-fl.  Perianth,  very  large  wavy  spreading,  Lobes  of  lip  recurved  crisp 

12901  Spikes  pendulous  lax  as  long  as  the  narrow  oval  nerved  leaves 

12902  Stem  long  1-leaved,  Scape  erect  longer  than  obi.  emarginate  leaf,  Fls.  racemose  1-sided 
12903  Stem  long  1-leaved,  Leaf  ovate-lanceolate,  Flowers  clustered  in  the  bosom  of  the  leaf 

12904  Sepals  5  lanceolate  longer  than  lip,  Scape  panicled 
12905  Sepals  5  obovate  unguiculate  a  little  shorter  than  lip,  Scape  panicled 
1^906  Sepals  4  obov.  wavy,  Lip  long,  than  sep. :  midd.  lobe  dilated  reniform  |-bifid,  Scape  racem.  Bulbs  2-leaved 
12907  Sepals  4  acute,  Middle  lobe  of  lip  roundish  undivided,  Scape  racemose,  Leaves  3-cornered 
12908  Leaves  ellipt  acute,  Scape  upright  branched,  Sepals  wavy  retuse  spreading  nearly  equal,  Lip  reniform 
12909  Lvs.  fiat  obi.  lane.  Sepals  5  obovate  undulate  blunt,  Lip  transverse  shorter  than  seg.  bearded  in  the  middle 
12910  Lip  2-lobed  spotted  much  longer  than  the  sepals,  Bulbs  ovate  comp.  leafy  at  base  and  end,  Scape  panicled 
12911  Lvs.  rigid  oval  oblique,  Panicle  thyreoid  length  of  lvs.  Sep.  obov.  Lip  3-lobed  crested,  Wings  of  col.  ent. 
12912  Lvs.  solitary  oval  dotted  spread.  Scape  jointed  2-edged  few-fl.  Upper  sepals  lin.  very  long,  Col.  2-horned 
12913  Lip  narrow  clawed :  lateral  lobes  divaricating  longer  than  the  middle  which  is  hollowed  out 
12914  Lip  ventricose :  lateral  lobes  shorter  than  middle  which  is  crested  and  callous 

12915  Bulbs  fascicled,  Lvs.  lane  atten.  at  base,  Sepals  lane,  finely  dotted,  MMd  lobe  of  lip  acute,  Crest  obsolete 
12916  Bulbs  and  leaves  coriaceous  and  shining 
12917  Lvs.  twin  obi.  lane,  spreading,  Fls.  terminal  solitary,  Inner  sepals  filiform,  Lip  fringed  with  two  crests 

12918  Bulbs  1-leaved :  leafy  at  base,  Leaves  oblong  3-nerved,  Spike  erect  shorter  than  leaves 
12919  Leaves  lanceolate  keeled  solitary  on  their  bulb,  Spike  imbricated  radical  very  little  longer  than  the  bulb 

12920  Stems  erect  2-3-lear.  at  end,  Lvs.  oval  obi.  shorter  than  many-fl.  terminal  raceme,  Sepals  narrow  oblong 12921  Stems  creep.  Lvs.  oval  blunt  depressed  fleshy  several  times  shorter  than  raceme,  Sepals  long  linear  acute 
12922  Stems  pendul.  Lvs.  bifarious  lane.  acum.  Ped.  opp.  the  leaves  about  2-fl.  Lip  undivided  ov.  cucul.  at  base 
12923  Stems  pendul.  Lvs.  bifarious  broadly  lane.  Pedunc.  about  2-fl.  Lip  undivid.  tubul.  oblique  almost  truncate 
12924  Leaves  lane,  striated,  Racemes  many-fl.  Lip  undivided  obliquely  campanulate  fringed 
12925  Stem  branched  somewhat  compr.  tuberous  at  base,  Leaves  ovate-lane.  Spikes  erect,  Fls.  remote  alternate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1895  Oncidium.  From  ayxos,  a  tumour,  on  account  of  the  callosities  with  which  the  disk  of  the  labellum  is 

covered.  Among  the  most  beautiful  of  epiphytous  plants,  conspicuous  by  their  long  loose  panicles  of  olive- colored  or  yellow  flowers.  Oncidium  altissimum  grows  to  the  height  of  three  or  four  feet.  O  Papilio  the curious  Butterfly-plant  of  Trinidad,  has  large  yellow  and  red  blossoms  poised  on  slender  footstalks,  and  dancing about  in  the  air  like  some  gaudy  insects.  All  the  species  are  cultivated  without  any  difficulty  in  almost  any soil,  with  plenty  of  heat  and  moisture.  1 
1896.  Cyrtopodium.  From  x^rof,  convex,  and  •rm,  a  foot,  in  allusion  to  the  labellum  of  the  original  species These  are  handsome  bulbous  plants,  growing  either  upon  the  ground  or  upon  trees.  They  are  rather  difficult to  manage  well,  and  are  seldom  seen  in  collections.   Their  flowers,  which  are  handsome,  are  rarely  produced. 1897  Ceelogyne.  So  named  by  Mr.  Lindley,  from  «wa«,  hollow,  and  yvvr„  a  female,  on  account  of  the form  of  the  stigma,  which  is  peculiar  for  an  Epidendrum.  Some  of  the  species,  natives  of  Nepal,  which  have not  yet  been  introduced  into  our  gardens,  are  most  beautiful  bulbous  epiphytes,  with  shining  fleshy  leaves,  and spikes  of  gorgeous  flowers  proceeding  from  a  rigid  imbricated  scaly  base. 
1898.  Macradenia.  From  ft»x^,  long,  and  air,v,  a  gland,  on  account  of  the  long  subulate  process  to  which the  pollen-masses  are  attached.    A  singular  little  epiphyte  with  yellowish  brown  flowers. 
1899.  Anisopetaliim.  From  *,  without,  itros,  equal,  and  reraXn,  a  petal,  on  account  of  the  inequality  of  the sepals,  or  petals  as  they  commonly  called.  A  curious  Nepal  plant,  with  bulbous  roots,  and  little  erect  spikes  of brownish  flowers. 
1900.  Desuirobium.  From  Ss>S{«»,  a  tree,  with  reference  to  the  habit  of  the  species  in  growing  upon  trees In  the  woods  of  the  East  Indies  they  climb  and  twist  themselves  about  the  branches  of  live  tr^es  or  throw 3  C  4 
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12926  emulum  R.  Br.       aspiring  j«  El  pr  J   
12927  moniliforme  W.      glassy             £  El  pr  f     —  Pu 
12928  rigidum  R.Br.       rigid  El  cu  £   
1901.  CAMARKDIUM.  Lindl.    Camaridium.  Orchidece. 

12929  ochroleucum  Lindl.  pale-yellow      jj  El  pi  1  jl  W Dendrdbium  album  Hook. 
1902.  ORNITHl'DIUM.  Salisb.  Ornithidium. 

12930  coccineum  H.  K.     scarlet-flowered_£f  E]  or 
1903.  ISOCHI'LUS.  R.Br.  Isochilus. 12931  linearis  R.  Br.  linear 

12932  pr61ifer  R.  Br.  proliferous 
1904.  PHOLIDO'TA.  Lindl.   Phomdota.  Orchidece. 

12933  imbricSta  Lindl.     imbricated      JS  El  or  1|    ...  Br, 
1905.  BROUGHTO'NI  A.  R.  Br.    Broughtonia.  Orchidete. 

12934  sanguinea  R.  Br.     blood-colored    £  El  spl  1}  jn.jl  Sc 
tl906.  CA1TYLEYA.  Lindl.    Cattleya.  Orchidece. 
12935  labiata  Lindl.         dark.lipped      £  El  «pl  1  jLau  Vi 
12936  LoddigSsii  Lindl    pale-lipped      £,  El  el  1  ji.au  Vi 
12937  Fort^U  Lindl.      yellow            £  El  or  f  jLau  Y 

N.  S.  W.  1824. China  1824, 
N.  HolL  1824. 

Sp.  1. 
Trinidad  1823. 

Orchidets.   Sp.  1. 
2  ja.d      R      W.  Indies  1790. 

Sp.  2—5.  ? W.  Indies  1791. W.  Indies  1793. 

Sp.  1—2. w  Nepal  1824. 

Sp.  1. 
Jamaica 

1793. 

Sp.  3— 4. 
&  Amer.  1818. 
S.  Amer.  1816. 
S.  Amer.  1823. 

tl907.  EPIDEN'DRUM. 12938  cochleatum  W. 
12939  fragrans.  W. 
12940  secundum  W. 
12941  fuscatum  W. 

E.  anceps  Jacq. 
12942  elongStum  W. 12943  umbellatum  W. 
12944  nfitans  W. 
12945  condpseum  II.  K. 12946  ciliare  W. 
12947  cuspidfitum  Lodd. 12948  diffusum  W. 
12949  nocturnum  W. 
12950  monophyllumHoo*. 
12951  polvbul'bon  Sw. 
1908.  POLYSTA'CHYA.  Hooker. 12952  luteola  Hook.  smooth 

12953  puberula  Lindl.  downy 

L.  Epidendrum. 
dark-purple  .    &  El  cu 
sweet-scented  £  El  ft 
side- flowering  jf»  E]  or brown 

Orchidece.    Sp.  14—67. 1  f.d  Br.P  W.  Indies  178a 
fo         Y.o    Jamaica  1778. 
2  jn.jl     R      W.  Indies  1793. 

jgElcu     §jn.jl     Br     W.  Indies  1790. 
W.  Indies Jamaica 
Jamaica 
Florida 
W.  Indies 

W.t  W.Indies G  Jamaica 
Jamaica Jamaica 
Jamaica 

1798. 
1793. 
1793. 
1775. 1790. 
1808. 1816. 
1816. 
1823. 

D  p.r.w D  p.r.w  Koempf.  t.865 
Dp.r.w 
C  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  841 

C  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  1437 

D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  745 
C  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  825 

D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  138 

D  p.r.w  Bot  cab,  793 

D  p.r.w  LindL  coll.  33 
D  p.r.w  Bot  cab.  337 
D  p.r.w 
D  s.p  Bot  mag.  572 
D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1669 
C  p.r.w  Jac.  amer.  t  137 D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  67 

C  p.r.w 
D  p.r.w D  p.r.w 
D  p.r.w D  p.r.w 
D  p.r.w 
D  p.r.w D  p.r.w 
D  p.r.w 
D  pr.w 

Bot.  mag.  611 
Bot  reg.  80 Bot  reg.  17 
Bot  reg.  784 
Bot.  reg.  783 
Bot.  cab.  846 Bot.  cab.  713 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  109 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  112 

Sp.  2—5. Y.o  W.  Indies  1818. 
Y.o    &  Leone  1822. 

1909.  CRYPTARRHE'NA.  R.  Br. 12954  lunfita  R.  Br. 
Crvptarrhena.  Orchidece. 

crescent-lipped     El  de     |  my.au  Y 12931 Sp.  1. 
W.Indies  1815. 

D  p.r.w  LindL  colL 
D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  851 

D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  153 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
down  their  long  shoots  almost  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Miseltoe  in  England.  The  flowers  are  generally  very 
beautiful,  and  frequently  highly  fragrant :  they  vary  from  a  deep  yellow  to  nearly  white.  All  the  species  in 
the  gardens  are  cultivated  without  the  least  difficulty  by  being  planted  in  any  light  vegetable  earth.  Sometimes 
they  are  put  in  baskets  among  damp  moss,  but  they  do  not  succeed  so  well  under  that  treatment  as  when 
planted  in  earth. 

1901.  Camaridium.  Named  by  Mr.  Lindley,  from  xauM-a,  an  arched  roof.  The  stigma  of  this  genus  has 
the  upper  lip  vaulted  in  a  remarkable  degree.  An  inelegant  leafy  caulescent  bulbous  epiphyte,  with  solitary white  flowers. 

1902.  Ornithidium.  From  egyidv;,  a  bird,  in  allusion  to  the  resemblance  which  exists  between  the  cuspidate 
upper  lip  of  the  stigma,  and  a  bird's  beak.  The  habit  of  this  plant  is  like  that  of  the  last,  but  the  flowers are  red.  They  are  both  cultivated  without  difficulty  in  a  stove,  by  being  planted  among  rotten  wood, or  tan. 

Mr.  Salisbury  says,  Ornithidium  coccineum  is  a  parasite  on  old  trees,  near  torrents,  in  the  island  of  Martinico; 
its  fibrous  roots  insinuating  themselves  into  the  crevices  of  their  moist  bark.  Here  it  thrives  exceedingly,  in 
pots  rilled  with  the  same,  flowering  at  various  seasons,  but  chiefly  in  October  and  November.  During  summer 
it  should  be  placed  in  a  shady  part  of  the  stove,  and  often  sprinkled  with  water,  but  it  requires  little  or  none 
in  winter,  especially  when  plunged. 

1903.  Isochilus.  From  uros,  equal,  and  xtikos,  a  lip,  because  the  lip  and  the  other  divisions  of  the  flower  are 
of  nearly  equal  breadth.  The  species  grow  in  baskets  of  moss  and  old  tan,  or  planted  in  pots  of  sandy  soil, 
and  chips  of  wood,  and  other  dry  rubbish.   They  are  increased  by  divisions  at  the  root. 

1904.  Pholidota.  A  singular  bulbous  epiphyte,  native  of  Nepal,  remarkable  for  the  close  manner  in  which 
the  flowers  are  covered  over  by  the  imbricated  scale-like  brae  tea;,  from  which  circumstance  (peX/j ,  a  scale),  we 
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12926  Stems  erect  2-3-leaved  at  end,  Leaves  oval  obi.  entire  shorter  than  terminal  many-fl.  raceme 
12927  Stem  round  jointed  striated  moniliform  naked  quite  simple,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate 
12928  Stems  creeping,  Leaves  obL  lanceolate  acute  fleshy  the  length  of  the  few-flowered  spreading  raceme 

12929  The  only  species 

12930  Flowers  small  and  appearing  in  the  axilla;  of  the  long  leaves,  Stems  branched  bulb-bearing 

12931  Spike  terminal,  Leaves  distichous  linear  blunt  emarginate,  Stem  simple 
12932  Flowers  axillary,  Leaves  distichous  lanceolate  oblong,  Stem  proliferous,  Bulbs  axillary  2-leaved 

12933  Lvs.  solitary  on  a  truncated  conical  naked  bulb :  lanceolate  plaited,  Raceme  pendulous  densely  imbricated 

12931  Leaves  twin  oblong  seated  on  a  bulb,  Scape  divided 

12935  Outer  sepals  linear  lanceolate  acute  3  times  as  narrow  as  inner,  Lip  undivided 
12936  Sepals  nearly  equal  obtuse,  Lip  3-lobed  with  the  middle  lobe  saddle-shaped 12937  Sepals  lanceolate :  inner  narrower  wavy  obtuse,  Middle  lobe  of  lip  cordate  lunate 

12938  Leaves  twin  oblong  seated  on  a  bulb,  Scape  long,  Lip  cordate  blunt 
12939  Leaf  lanceolate  seated  on  a  bulb,  Scape  short  many-flowered,  Lip  cordate  acuminate 
12940  Stem  simple,  Leaves  oblong  emarginate,  Peduncle  terminal  very  long,  Spike  lax  1-sided 
12941  Stem  simple,  Leaves  obL  or  acuminate,  Peduncle  terminal  long,  Spike  globose,  Col.  shorter  than  sepals 
12942  Stem  simple,  Leaves  oblong,  Peduncle  terminal  long,  Spike  lax,  Lip  toothed  ciliated 
12243  Stem  simple,  Leaves  obi.  somewhat  emarginate,  Flowers  clustered  in  the  bosom  of  a  terminal  leaf 
12944  Stem  simple,  Leaves  ov.  lane,  amplexicaul.  Flowers  spiked  nodding,  Lip  3-lobed  :  middle  lobe  3-toothed 
12945  Stem  simple,  Fls.  spiked  erect,  Lip  3-lobed :  middle  lobe  refuse,  Inner  sepals  narrower,  Leaves  lanceoL 12946  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  twin  oblong  veinless,  Lip  3-parted :  middle  seg.  subulate  longest ;  lateral  fringed 
12947  Stem  simple,  Leaves  3,  Spike  remote  few-fl.  Lip  3-parted  :  middle  segm.  linear ;  lateral  cut  fringed 
12948  Stem  simple  2-edged,  Leaves  oblong,  Panicle  terminal  much  branched,  Lip  cordate  acuminate 
12949  Stem  simple,  Leaves  obL  veinless,  Flowers  terminal,  Lip  3-parted  entire :  intermediate  segm.  linear  long 
12950  Stem  1 -leafed,  Leaf  ellipt  lane  obt  Raceme  few-fl.  from  the  bosom  of  the  leaf,  Two  inner  sepals  small 
12951  Stem  creeping  bulbiferous,  Bulbs  2-leaved  1-flowcred,  Lip  cordate 

12952  Spike  compound :  spikelets  alternate  erect,  Flowers  smooth 
12853  Spike  panic,  thyrsiform,  Leaves  lane.  7-nerved  longer  than  scape,  Fls.  and  ovaries  downy,  Bulbs  ovate 

12954  Leaves  tufted  lanceolate  nerved  shorter  than  erect  spike 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
presume,  Mr.  Lindley  has  constructed  the  name.   No  explanation,  however,  of  his  names  is  ever  given  by  this author,  who  seems  to  attach  too  little  importance  to  the  etymology  of  botany. 

1905.  Broughtonia.  Named  by  Brown,  in  the  Hortus  Kewensis,  without  explanation.  A  handsome  plant, 
with  fine  scarlet  flowers.    It  is  very  rare,  and  cultivated  with  little  success. 

1906.  Cattleya.  Named  by  Mr.  Lindley,  after  William  Cattley,  Esq.  a  munificent  encourager  of  botany,  and 
his  early  friend.  A  superb  genus  of  bulbous  epiphytes,  with  fleshy  leaves  growing  in  pairs,  and  large  violet  or yellow  flowers. 

1907.  Epidendrum.  From  inei,  upon,  and  SsvSjon.  All  the  species  are  found  naturally  growing  upon 
trees,  not  however,  as  De  Theis  tells  us,  sucking  their  sap,  by  insinuating  their  litt'.e  roots  beneath  the bark,  but  vegetating  in  the  soil  which  collects  upon  the  forks  of  the  branches.  Many  of  the  species  have 
singular  flowers,  but  none  of  those  in  the  gardens  are  remarkable  for  their  beauty.  They  are  generally 
cultivated  with  less  difficulty  than  most  other  epiphytes.  Salisbury  tells  us,  Epidendrum  ciliare  should  be  planted in  pots,  filled  with  porous  stones,  a  few  decayed  leaves,  and  knobs  of  bark  taken  fresh  from  the  woods :  but 
it  requires  very  little  water ;  and  if  the  leaves  turn  yellow,  it  is  a  sign  that  they  have  either  too  much  wet,  or 
too  much  sun.  With  such  treatment,  by  keeping  four  or  five  pots  of  it,  the  stove  will  be  enlivened  with  their 
long  tubular  flowers,  slowly  succeeding  one  another,  at  most  periods  of  the  year.  It  is  easily  propagated  by dividing  its  stems. 

1908.  Polystachya.  From  snAtv,  many,  and  r*^w,  a  spike,  on  account  of  the  compound  nature  of  the inflorescence.   Inconspicuous  plants,  requiring  the  treatment  applied  to  similar  kinds. 
1909.  Crpptarrhena.  A  pretty  little  stemless  epiphyte  with  distichous  leaves,  and  neat  yellow  flowers.  It 

was  named  by  Mr.  Brown,  from  xqurros,  concealed,  and  item,  a  male,  on  account  of  the  hooded  apex  of  the 
column  which  covers  up  the  anther.  The  plant  is  believed  to  be  now  lost  to  the  gardens. 
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1910.  ORNITHOCE'PHALUS.  Hook.  Ornithocbphalus.    Orchideee.    Sp.  1. 

A  G3spl 
A  E3  el 

12955  gladiatus  Hook.  sword-leaved 
tl911.  BLE'TIA.  Ft.  per.  Bletia. 12956  Tankervillias  H.  K.  Tankerville's 12957  verecunda  H.  K.  tall 

Limodorum  altum  B.  M. 
12958  norida  H.  K.  purple  A  E3  el 
12959  hyacinthina  H.  K.  hyacinthine     A  123  el 
12960  capitata  R.  Br.       headed  A  23  el 
12961  pallida  Lodd.         pallid  A  23  el 
1912.  E'RIA.  Lindl.  Eria. 12962  stellata  Lindl.        stellate  £  [Z3  el 

12963  pubescens  Lindl.     downy  j£  (22  el 
Dendrdbium  pubescens  Hooker. 

1913.  OCTOME'RIA.  H.  Br.  Octomeria. 13964  graminifolia  B.  Br.  Grass-leaved    _£f  [23  cu 
1914.  BRASAVO'LA.  R.  Br.  Brasavola. 12965  cucullata  R.  Br.      single-flowered  £  [Z2  el 
1915.  SARCAN'THUS.  Lindl.  Sarcanthus. 

12966  paniculatus  Lindl.  panicled  jff  (23  el 
12967  teretifolius  Lindl.    slender-leaved      [Z3  cu 

^(23cu     i    ...     G      Trinidad  1823. 
Orchidea:    Sp.  6—8. 

2  mr.ap  W.Br  China  1778. 
3  ja.my   Pu     W.  Indies  1733. 

2  jl.au 

Pu 

Pu 
mr.jn 

jn.jl 
f  Pk 

W.  Indies  1785. 
China  1802. W.  Indies  1795. 
W.  Indies  1820. 

Orchideee.   Sp.  2—4. 2  f         Br.Y  E.  Indies  ?  ... 
ljmr      Y      E.Indies  1830. 

Orchideee. 

I  jn.jl 

Orchideee. 

i  jn.s  W Orchideee. 
Sp.  1. 

W.  Indies  1793. 

Sp.  1—2. 
W.  Indies  1793. 

rostrate  £  (23  pr 
Vanda. 

many,  flowered  jg  (23  el 
Roxburgh's     £  (23  el 

^[23pr 

12968  rostratus  Lindl. 
1916.  VAN'DA.  R.Br. 12969  multifl6ra  Lindl. 

12970  Roxburghi  R  Br. 
12971  trichorhiza  Hooker  hairy-rooted 
1917.  A'ERIDES.  Svu.  air-Plant. 

12972  odoratum  H.  K.      fragrant  .f?  23  ft 
12973  arachnites  Sw.        spider  23  or 
1918.  RENANTHE'RA.  Lour.  Renanthera. 12974  noccinea  Lour.       scarlet  j¥  [23  spl 
1919.  IONOP'SIS.  Kunth.  Io.vopsis. 12975  utricularioidesiirerf/.  small-flowered  J?  (Z3  P* 

J  ant  ha  pallidijiora  Hooker. 
1920.  EULO'PHIA  R.Br.  Eulophia. 

12976  gracilis  Lindl.        slender  A 23  P' 
12977  guineensis  R.  Br.    shovel-flower'd  A  123  el 

2|  my.au  Y 
1|  n 

Sp.  3—5. 
China 

Y.Pu  China  1819. 
1"  n         Y.r    China  1819. 

Orchideee.    Sp.  3—6. 
2  jn        Y      China  1800. 
11  n         W.pu  China  1810. 
|  au       Pu.G  E.  Indies  1822. 

Orchideee.   Sp.  2—11. lj    ...     Pk     China  1800. 1  ...     Br.P  Japan  1793. 
Orchideee.   Sp.  1. 

5     ...     Sc      China  1816. 
Orchideee.    Sp.  1 — 3. 

j  o.n      W.pu  W.  Indies  1822. 

Orchideee.   Sp.  2—7. 
2  my.n  G  S.  Leone  1822. 
1  my.n    Pk     S.Leone  1822. 

12965 

D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  127 
R  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1924 
R  p.l   Bot.  mag.  930 
R  p.l  Redoute  lil.  83 R  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1492 R  p.l 
R  p.l  Bot  cab.  629 
D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  904 
D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  124 

Dp.r.w  Plum.  ic.  176.  f.l 

D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  543 

C  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  220 
C  p.r.w  Lindl.  colL  6 
C  p.r.w  Lindl.  coll.  39 

C  p.r.w  Lindl.  coll.  38 C  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  506 
C  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  72 

C  p.r.w C  p.r.w  Kffimpf.t869.f.l 

C  p.r.w 

Dp.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  113 

R  p.l  Bot.  reg.  742 
R  p.l   Bot.  reg.  686 

12959 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1910.  Ornithocephalus.  A  very  curious  little  plant,  only  an  inch  or  two  in  height,  found  in  Trinidad  growing 

upon  rotten  sticks  in  the  woods.  It  bears  two  or  three  green  flowers,  which  contain  a  column,  the  upper 
extremity  of  which  is  lengthened  out  into  a  line  subulate  process,  resembling  a  snipe's  bill  in  miniature, whence  the  name,  from  ostitis,  a  bird,  and  xvpaXri,  a  head.  No  successful  method  of  cultivating  this  plant 
has  yet  been  discovered. 

1911.  Bletia.  Dedicated  to  Luis  Blet.  a  Spanish  apothecary,  who  has  always,  as  we  are  informed  by  the 
authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  distinguished  himself  in  his  botanical  studies.  Very  noble  plants,  growing  in the  earth. 

Bletia  Tankervillia  is  a  common  but  beautiful  species.  The  first  plant  which  flowered  in  this  country, 
was  cultivated  at  Apperly  Bridge,  near  Bradford,  in  Yorkshire,  in  May  1776,  and  had  been  sent  there 
to  Mr3.  Hird,  by  her  uncle,  Dr.  Kothergill,  in  a  black  Chinese  pot  full  of  stiff  loam,  in  which  it  had  been  im- 

ported. Many  small  bulbs,  with  leaves  like  those  of  a  snow  drop,  grew  near  the  edge  of  the  same  pot  in  a  re- 
gular circle,  and  these  afterwards  proved  to  be  Amaryllis  Aurea.  The  Bletia  Tankervillia?  delights  in  warmth, 

fresh  loam,  and  plenty  of  water,  by  which  treatment,  and  attention  to  fecundate  the  stigma,  it  will  ripen  fruit abundantly. 
1912.  Eria.  From  sjim,  wool,  on  account  of  the  woolliness  of  the  flower  of  all  the  known  species.  Curious 

epiphytous  plants,  with  bulbous  roots,  and  flowers  usually  of  a  yellowish  color.  They  differ  from  Dendrobium 
chiefly  in  the  number  of  their  pollen-masses,  and  in  habit  E.  stellata  is  a  fine  free-growing  plant,  with  long 
broad  fleshy  leaves,  and  spikes  of  beautiful  brown-yellow  flowers  nearly  a  foot  and  half  in  length. 

1913.  Octomeria.  So  called  by  Mr.  Brown,  with  reference  to  the  eight  parts,  oxn,  and  ix&^os,  into  which 
the  pollen  is  divided.  A  singular  little  plant,  with  filiform  leaves  and  small  nearly  solitary  flowers.  The 
true  limits  between  this  genus  and  the  last  remain  to  be  determined.  The  two  seem  to  be  separated  by nature. 

1914.  Brasavola.  Named  after  Antonio  Musa  Brasavola,  an  Italian  botanist,  born  at  Ferrara  in  1500. 
Plants  with  long  subulate  fleshy  leaves,  and  large  white  flowers.  They  are  cultivated  without  difficulty  in 
peat  and  sand,  if  good  decomposed  wood  is  not  to  be  procured. 

1915.  Sarcanthus.  A  curious  genus  of  plants  not  remarkable  for  their  beauty.  Their  habit  is  various,  but 
always  caulescent ;  their  flowers  either  yellow  or  yellowish,  marked  with  various  shades  of  purple.   The  name 
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12955  Leaves  distichous  obtuse  compressed 

13956  Lip  spurred  undivided ;  spur  short,  Leaves  radical  ovate  lanceolate 
12957  Lip  not  spurred :  ribs  of  the  disk  branched ;  middle  lobe  broader  than  long,  lateral  narrower  upwards 
12958  Lip  not  spurred :  ribs  of  the  disk  simple ;  middle  lobe  somewhat  cuneiform,  lateral  broader  at  end 
12959  Lip  not  spurred  beardless,  Pollen-masses  4,  2-lobed,  Stem  leafy,  Flowers  racemose 
12960  Lip  not  spurred  with  a  callus  in  the  inside  near  the  base,  Stem  leafy,  Flowers  capitate 
12961  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  plaited,  Sepals  connivent,  Scape  higher  than  leaves 

12962  Lvs.  lane  fleshy  5-nerved,  Sep.  ov.  lane,  acum  :  midd.  lobe  of  lip  acum.  Ovary  and  outer  sep.  ferruginous 
12963  BulbobL-ov.  Lvs.  distich,  lane,  smooth,  Fls.  loosely  spik.  Lip  obi.  3-lobed,  Three  exterior  sep.  unit  at  base 

12964  Stem  long  1. leaved,  Leaf  lanceolate,  Peduncles  twin  1-flowered,  Root  creeping 

12965  Stem  1-flowered,  Lip  ciliated 

12966  Stem  panicled,  Spur  straight  hanging  down  scarcely  so  long  as  ovary,  Leaves  bifid  and  unequal  at  end 
12967  Leaves  subulate,  Lip  spurred  2-celled,  Raceme  shorter  than  leaves 
12968  Leaves  lane,  flat  somewhat  recurved,  Spike  simple  horizontal,  Lip  and  anther  rostrate 

12969  Caulescent,  Leaves  remotely  distichous  broad  linear  channelled  obtuse,  Spikes  opp.  the  leaves 
12970  Sepals  oblong  obovate  wavy,  Leaves  obliquely  3-toothed  at  end 
12971  Lip  without  a  spur,  Sepals  linear-lanceolate  nearly  equal,  Leaves  cylindrical 
12972  Spur  ascending  conical  subulate,  Middle  lobe  of  lip  shorter  than  lateral  ones,  Leaves  blunt 
12973  Stem  branched  rooting,  Leaves  lanceolate,  Sepals  revolute  dilated  at  the  end,  Lip  bifid  in  front 

12974  The  only  species 

12975  Leaves  lanceolate  lined  flat,  Scape  panicled,  Sepals  shorter  than  the  lip 

12976  Scape  veiy  slender  3  times  as  long  as  the  lanceol.  3-nerved  leaves,  Spur  clavate,  Midd.  lobe  of  lip  obsolete 12977  Leaves  lanceolate  nerved,  Spur  ascending,  Lip  membranous  complete 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
has  been  given  by  Mr.  Lindley,  from  ratgg,  flesh,  and  «>.>«,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  texture  of  the  sepals and  labellum. 

1916.  Vanda.  The  Hindoo  name  of  the  original  species.  Noble  caulescent  plants  adhering  to  old  decayed 
arms  of  trees  or  fallen  wood,  by  means  of  their  tendril-like  fleshy  tortuous  roots.  The  (lowers  of  all  the species  are  large  and  shewy.   Their  treatment  is  the  same  as  the  next 

1917.  Aerides.  Derived  from  aer,  the  air ;  in  allusion  to  the  peculiar  property  the  species  possess  of  existing 
many  months  suspended  in  that  element  This  genus  and  the  two  last  are  those  to  which  the  name  of  Air-plant 
is  most  properly  applied,  very  few  others  being  capable  of  enduring  for  any  considerable  period  such  a  removal 
from  their  natural  places  of  growth.  The  true  species  of  this  genus  are  beyond  all  comparison  the  most 
delightful  productions  of  the  vegetable  world.  Their  flowers  are  arrayed  in  long  spikes  or  racemes  of  delicate 
colors  and  delicious  fragrance.  Hung  up  in  a  room  in  their  native  country,  a  little  before  flowering,  they  con- 

tinue to  unfold  their  blossoms  in  gradual  succession  for  many  weeks.  In  this  country  they  are  rarely  seen  in 
flower.  The  only  genuine  species,  the  A.  odoratum,  should  be  planted  in  rotten  wood  with  a  little  peat,  or  a 
few  decayed  leaves,  or  any  light  black  vegetable  mould,  and  kept  in  the  hottest  and  dampest  place  of  the  stove. 
If  put  in  baskets  among  moss  and  kept  very  damp,  the  plants  will  succeed  for  a  short  time,  but  they  soon languish,  and  put  on  a  yellow  appearance,  the  certain  indication  of  unhealthiness. 

1918.  Renanthera.  A  name  contrived  by  Loureiro,  to  express  the  kidney-form  or  reniform  shape  of  the 
pollen-masses.  This  plant  is  not  uncommon  in  good  collections,  where  it  has  sometimes  acquired  the  height  of 
six  or  eight  feet ;  but  it  has  never  yet  produced  its  flowers.  These  appear,  in  the  native  country  of  the  plant, 
in  large  loose  panicles,  and  are  individually  of  considerable  size  and  of  a  rich  crimson  color,  a  little  mottled with  yellow. 

1919.  lonopsis.  So  called  by  Mr.  Kunth,  from  ia»,  a  violet,  and  vtyit,  resemblance.  I.  utricularioides  is  a 
pretty  little  epiphyte,  with  purplish  falcate  leaves.  It  succeeds  ill  under  any  management  which  has  hitherto 
been  applied  to  it. 

1920.  Eulophia.  From  suAapos,  well  crested,  with  reference  to  the  surface  of  the  middle  lobe  of  the  lip.  The 
two  species  in  the  gardens  are  terrestrial  tender  stove  plants,  with  bulbous  roots,  plaited  leaves,  and  flowers,  in 
E.  exaltata,  green  and  inconspicuous,  in  E.  guineensis,  whitish  pink,  and  very  handsome.  They  should  be 
treated  like  Cymbidium. 
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t*192L  ANGR^'CUM.  Pet.  Th.  Angbjbcum. 129/3  maculatum  Lindl.   spotted  £  El  pr 
12979  falcatura  Lindl.      falcate  £  El  pr 
13980  luridum  Lindl.        lurid  £  23  pr 
1922.  AERAN'THES.  iin<«.  Aeranthes. 

12981  grandinora  Lindl.    large-flowered  fi  fAI  or 
12982  sesquipedalis  LtWl.  long-horned     £  E]  »pl 
1923.  CALANTHE  .fl..Br.  Calanthe. 

12983  veratrifolia  R.  Br.   plaited-leaved  £  El  or 
1924.  STE'LIS.  Sw.  Stelis. 

12984  ophioglossoldes  W.  Adder's-tong.-lv.  £  El  cu 12985  micrantha  W.        small-flowered  £  El  cu 
1925.  MALAX'IS.  £.  Malaxis. 12986  palud6sa  W.  marsh  ^  A  tie 
1926.  PRESCOTIA.  Lindl.  Prescotia. 

12987  plantaginea  LirJI.    plan  tain-lea  ved  £  23  cu 
1927.  MICRCSTYLIS.  Nutt.  Micbostyus. 

12988  ophioglossoldes^.  Snake's- tongue-lv.^  /\  de 
1928.  LI'PARIS.  Rich.  Liparis. 

12989  UUifdlia  Rich.         Lily-leaved      k  A  pr 
12990  Ixeselii  Rich.         Loesel's  3l  A  cu 12991  bituberculataXtnd/.  long-leaved     j£  El  cu 
12992  foliosa  Lindl.         leafy  £E3cu 
12993  reflexa  Lindl.        reflexed  jg  (Al  cu 

Orchidece.    Sp.  3 — 41. 1  o.n      Pk     Africa  1819. 
Jn.d      W     China  1815. 
1J  Br     &  Leone  1822. 

Orchidece.  Sp.  2—3. 
f  G.Y  Madagasc.1823. 1  W  Madagasc.1823. 
Orchidece.  Sp.  1—7. 2  jn.jl     W     E.  Indies  1819. 
Orchidete.   Sp.  2—10. 

i  my.jn  G  W.  Indies  179L |  n.d      G      Jamaica  1805. 
Orchidece.   Sp.  1—3. 

i  jl        Y.o    England  tur.bo. 
Orchidete.   Sp.  1—2. 

1}  G      Brazil  1822. 
Orchidete.    Sp.  1—2. 

I  jl        Y.a    N.  Amer.  1824. 
Orchidete.   Sp.  5—9. 

i  jn.jl     G.Pu  N.  Amer.  1758. 
jjl        Y      England  sa.ma. 
f  jl        G      Nepal  1822. i  au       G  Isl.Francel823. 1  au       G      N.  Holl  1824. 

1929.  CALYP'SO.  Salisb.  Calypso. 12994  borealis  Salisb.  northern 
Orchidete.   Sp.  1—2. 

i  A  !«"    I  my.jn  Y.e    N.  Amer.  1805. 
1930.  VANIL'LA  Sw. 12995  aromatica  if.  K. 

12996  planifolia  H.  K. 

Vanilla. 
aromatic 
fragrant 

Orchidete. 
10  jn.au  W 10  ap.jn  W 

).  2— 3. S.  Amer.  1739. 
W.  Indies  1800. 

12983 

D  p.r.w  Lindl.  coll.  15 D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  2097 
D  p.r.w 
D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  817 
D  p.r.w  P.Th.or.afr.t.66 
R  p.l  Bot.  reg.  720 

D  p.r.w  Bot.  cab.  442 
D  p.r.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  158 

R  p.s  Eng.  bot.  72 
R  p.l  Hook.  ex.  fl.  Ufl 

R  p.s    Plu.am.  tm.f.i 
R  p.s   Bot.  mag.  2004 
R  p.s  Eng.  bot.  47 Dpr.w  Hook.  ex.  fl.  116 Dp.r.wBotreg.  882 
D  p.r.w 

R  s.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  12 

C  p.l   Plu.ic.183.  tlS8 C  p.l   Bot.  cab.  733 12984, 

12994 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

1921.  Angrtecum.  A  latinized  form  of  the  Malay  appellation  angtec,  which  is  bestowed  upon  all  epiphytous 
plants.  This  is  a  pretty  genus,  remarkable  for  the  distinct  spur  to  the  lip.  A.  maculatum  has  handsome  flat 
fleshy  spotted  leaves,  and  varies  with  flowers  of  a  delicate  pink  and  of  a  pale  green  color.  A.  luridum  is  an 
exceedingly  rare  species,  with  plaited  leaves  and  conical  bulbs  covered  with  the  vestiges  of  former  leaves.  A. 
falcatum  is  a  little  Japanese  plant,  whose  flower  has  a  spur  nearly  as  long  as  the  plant  itself.  It  is  easily  grown 
among  loose  moss  in  a  warm  damp  place,  but  there  should  always  be  some  bits  of  rotten  wood  mixed  among the  moss  for  the  tender  roots  to  adhere  to. 

1922.  Aeranthes.  A  word  with  the  same  meaning  as  Aerides.  Fine  Madagascar  plants.  A.  sesquipedalis, 
which  has  not  yet  blossomed,  bears  in  its  own  country  very  large  white  flowers,  with  a  spur  a  foot  and  half  in 
length.  The  species  are  not  caulescent  as  in  Aerides,  and  the  flowers  appear  singly,  or  two  or  three  together, 
not  in  long  racemes. 

1923.  Calanthe.  From  xetXat,  beautiful,  and  ettB-es,  a  flower.  The  genus  consists  of  robust  terrestrial,  not 
epiphytous,  plants,  with  long  plaited  leaves,  and  line  white  flowers,  remarkable  for  the  curious  conformation 
of  the  labellum.   They  are  easily  cultivated  as  Cymbidium. 

1924.  Stelis.  This  was  the  Greek  name  of  some  parasitical  plant  found  growing  upon  trees.  The  modern 
genus  consists  of  little  inconspicuous  West  Indian  plants,  with  solitary  leaves,  and  minute  green  flowers  dis- 

posed in  long  filiform  axillary  spikes.  They  are  not  very  easily  managed ;  the  best  mode  of  cultivation  is  to 
plant  them  in  very  rotten  wood  with  a  little  moss  about  them,  and  to  keep  them  in  a  hot  damp  stove. 

1925.  Malaxis.  From  /iueXa{/;,  softness,  in  allusion  to  the  delicate  texture  of  the  genuine  species.  They  are 
natives  of  moist  places  in  marshes,  and  are  scarcely  capable  of  successful  cultivation. 

1926.  Prescotia.  So  called  by  Lindley  in  compliment  to  his  friend  John  Prescot,  Esq.,  an  English  gentleman 
resident  at  St  Petersburgh,  and  highly  distinguished  for  his  botanical  acquirements.  A  curious  little  plant, 
with  long  spikes  of  green  flowers.    It  is  easily  cultivated  in  peat  and  sand. 1927.  Microstylis.  From  fux^ns,  little,  and  trniKtu,  a  column,  on  account  of  the  minuteness  of  the  columna. 
Little  bog  plants,  resembling  Malaxis  in  habit  and  manner  of  growth. 

1928.  Liparis-  Probably  derived  from  Xurafos,  unctuous,  in  allusion  to  the  surface  of  the  leaves  of  the 
original  species,  L.  Loeselii.  This  genus  consists  of  plants  varying  somewhat  in  habit,  but  agreeing  in  having 
pale  green  or  greenish  purple  flowers,  in  terminal  spikes  or  racemes.  Part  of  the  species  are  terrestrial, 
requiring  the  treatment  of  Malaxis ;  the  remainder  are  epiphytes. 

1929.  Calypso.  A  poetical  name,  from  xaXutrra,  to  conceal ;  not  merely  alluding  to  the  covering  of  the 
stigma,  but  preserving  an  analogy  between  this  botanical  beauty,  so  difficult  of  access,  and  the  secluded  goddess, 
whose  isle  was  fabled  to  be  protected  miraculously  from  the  observation  of  navigators. 

1930.  Vanilla.  An  alteration  of  vaynilla,  which  is  a  diminutive  of  vaina,  a  Spanish  word,  signifying  a 
sbeath.  The  fruit  is  a  long  cylindrical  pod,  very  like  the  sheath  of  a  knife.  Vanilla  aromatica  produces  the 
fruit  of  that  name,  which  is  used  in  England  to  flavor  chocolate,  and  in  Spanish  America  for  that  purpose,  for 
perfuming  snuffs,  and  as  a  medicine.  The  Spaniards  have  three  different  sorts,  which  they  distinguish  in  com- 
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12978  Leaves  lanceolate  spotted  fiat  entire 
12979  Leaves  somewhat  radical  ensi  form  channelled  falcate,  Scapes  few-fl.  Spur  filiform  very  long 
12980  Stem  compr.  sheathing  panicled,  Branches  quite  simple  spreading,  Lip  3-lobed,  Spur  in  flex,  blunt  emarg. 
12981  Leaves  2-lobed  and  very  unequal  at  end  shorter  than  the  weak  radical  sheathed  scape,  Spur  emarginate 
12982  Spur  very  long  filiform,  Spikes  sheathed  axillary 

12983  Leaves  lane,  plaited  nerved,  Spike  dense  many-flowered,  Bractes  small  lanceolate 

12984  Stem  1-leaved,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  the  same  length  as  raceme,  Flowers  3-cornered 
12985  Stem  long  1-leaved,  Leaf  broad-lanceolate  shorter  than  raceme,  Flowers  6-cornered 
12986  Lvs.  about  4  at  the  base  of  the  stem  scabrous  at  the  extremity,  Scape  pentagonal,  Lip  concave  acute 

12987  Leaves  oblong  raesious  flat  nerved,  Flowers  in  a  long  dense  spike 

12988  Scape  1-leaved,  Leaf  amplex  icaul.  Lip  truncate  emarginate 

12989  Lvs.  twin  ovate-lanc.  Scape  3-cornered,  Inner  sepals  reflexed  discolored,  Lip  concave  obov.  acute  at  end 
12990  Leaves  twin  ovate-lanceolate,  Scape  3-cornered,  Lip  ovate  at  end  recurved 
12991  Somewhat  bulbous,  Leaves  4-ovate  plaited  striated  wavy,  Lip  reflexed  with  two  tubercles  at  base 
12992  Radical  leaves  unequal  lanceolate  entire  acute  fleshy  about  the  same  length  as  raceme,  Lip  oblong  retuse 
12993  Leaves  lanceolate  ensiform  keeled,  Raceme  many-flowered,  Lip  3-toothed  at  end 

12994  Lip  narr.  at  base  somew.  clawed,  Spur  |-bifid  long,  than  lip  with  acute  teeth,  Pedunc.  longer  than  ovary 

12995  Leaves  ovate  oblong  nerved,  Sepals  wavy,  Lip  acute,  Caps,  cylindrical  very  long 
12996  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  flat  obsoletely  striated,  Lip  retuse 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
metre,  viz. ;  the  pompona,  the  ley,  and  the  simarona.  When  the  fruit  begins  to  turn  yellow,  it  is  gathered  and 
fermented  in  small  heaps,  in  the  same  manner  as  is  practised  with  the  cocoa  or  chocolate  pods  (Theobroma) ; 
it  is  then  spread  in  the  sun  to  dry,  and  when  about  half  dried,  pressed  flat  with  the  hand  and  rubbed  over  with 
the  oil  of  Palma  Christi,  or  of  the  cocoa ;  it  is  then  exposed  to  the  sun  to  dry,  the  oiling  repeated,  and  the 
pods  covered  with  the  leaves  of  the  Indian  reed  to  preserve  them.  The  fruits  which  are  brought  to  Europe 
are  of  a  dark  brown  color,  about  six  inches  long,  and  scarce  an  inch  broad ;  they  are  wrinkled  on  the  outside, 
and  full  of  a  vast  number  of  black  seeds,  like  grains  of  sand,  of  a  pleasant  smell,  resembling  Balsam  of  Peru. 

The  species  of  this  genus,  like  many  other  Epidendrea;,  are  falsely  called  parasitical ;  but  are  no  more  so  than 
our  Polypodium  vulgare,  which  is  often  found  growing  on  the  trunks  of  old  trees,  especially  pollards,  rooted 
in  the  decaying  bark.  The  Vanilla:  shoot  out  roots  at  every  joint  like  the  Ivy,  and  may  be  either  grown  on  a 
piece  of  a  rotten  trunk  of  a  tree,  or  planted  in  a  pot  of  rotten  tan  mixed  with  rubbish,  and  the  stem  trained 
against  any  surface  which  it  can  root  into.   Like  all  the  tribe,  these  plants  require  very  little  water. 

Mr.  Salisbury  has  the  following  observations  upon  Vanilla  planifolia.  "  It  was  discovered  by  Father  Plumier, in  the  island  of  St.  Domingo,  where  it  grows  wild,  climbing  to  the  tops  of  the  highest  trees;  and  is  easily 
preserved  in  our  stoves,  throwing  out  one  or  more  roots  at  every  leaf;  but  as  it  seldom  flowers  here,  I  would 
recommend  the  following  treatment :  —  plant  it  at  one  end  of  a  low  bark  stove,  the  temperature  of  which  must 
be  kept  constantly  hot  and  damp,  never  below  sixty  degrees  of  Fahrenheit  in  the  night,  during  winter.  Let 
the  earth  be  fat  loam,  taken  about  an  inch  deep  from  the  surface,  in  some  old  wood  :  mix  this  with  a  few 
decayed  leaves  and  small  pieces  of  rotten  sticks,  either  in  a  tub  bored  full  of  holes,  and  sunk  at  the  back  corner 
of  the  bark  pit ;  or  pale  off  a  space  of  two  square  feet  for  it,  draining  the  bottom  a  foot  in  depth  very  effec- 

tually with  hollow  tiles  and  porous  stones.  Select  a  healthy  young  plant  to  place  in  this  earth,  and  as  soon  as 
it  pushes  vigorously,  divide  the  stem,  by  pinching  off*  its  top,  into  three  or  four  principal  branches,  which  train backwards  and  forwards  over  that  end  of  the  bark  pit,  at  two  inches  and  a  half  distance  from  each  other,  on 
stout  rods  of  a  rough-barked  elm  nailed  firmly  across ;  the  roots  which  issue  from  the  bottom  of  the  stem 
or  branches,  must  be  suffered  to  penetrate  into  the  earth,  where  they  will  swell  and  nourish  the  plants ;  but  if 
those  beyond  attempt  to  strike  downwards,  wind  them  gently  along  the  elm  rods,  to  which  they  will  soon  cling 
by  small  fibres,  like  those  of  Ivy.  When  the  principal  branches  have  extended  to  fifteen  or  twenty  feet  in 
length,  divide  them  again  by  pinching  their  tops,  as  you  find  it  necessary,  into  about  a  dozen  branches  in  all, 
which  must  be  left  to  flower,  guiding  them  first  horizontally,  and  afterwards  in  every  possible  direction,  upon 
smaller  rods  of  rough-barked  elm,  stuck  into  the  bark  pit  at  various  angles.  From  the  twentieth  of  March  to the  twentieth  of  September,  shade  that  end  of  the  stove  by  the  light  foliage  of  a  Passiflora,  trained  all  over 
the  top,  but  pruned  so  thin  as  to  admit  the  rays  of  the  sun  to  play  on  the  bed  underneath  :  I  prefer  this 
method  to  a  mat,  for  many  reasons.  Let  the  earth  be  always  damp  by  gentle  sprinklings  of  water,  but  never 
very  wet,  except  in  the  great  heats  of  summer,  when  I  should  be  inclined  to  give  the  plant  two  or  three 
drenching  showers  all  over  from  a  fine-nosed  watering-pot,  shutting  up  the  house  at  night  full  of  steam." 
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DIANDRIA. 
1931.  CYPRIPE'DIUM.  W. 12997  Calceolus  W. 

12998  parvifl6rum  W. 
12999  pubescens  W. 
13000  spectabile  W. 13001  humile  W. 
13002  arietinum  H.  K. 
13003  venustum  Wall. 
13004  insigne  Wall. 

Ladies-Slipper. 
common  1  ̂   or small-flowered  3(  A  or 
yellow  downy  4  ̂ or 
white-petalled  ^  ̂   or 
two-leaved  ^  A  or 
Rara's-head  ^  ̂   or handsome  (22  el 
noble  (23  el 

1932.  STYLI'DIUM.  R.Br.  Stylidium. 
13005  graminif61iumfl..Br.  Grass-leaved    £  1AI  or 
13006  fruticosum  R.Br,  shrubby 13007  scandens  R.  Br. 
13008  tenuif61ium  R.  Br. 

laricifdlium  Rich. 13009  adnatum  R.  Br. 
1933.  GUNNE'RA.  W. 

climbing 
fine-leaved 
adnate 
Gunnera. 

H- 1  I  or 

£  iAI  or 
£  tAlor ■PI  or 

Orchidece. 
1  my.jl  Y 1  my.jn 
1  my.jn 

1J  jn.jl 
i  my.jn 

i  jlau 
1  jl.au 

Sp.  8—14. England N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. 

Y 
Y 
W R.W 

W G.Pu  Nepal 
G.Pu  Nepal 

Stylideee.    Sp.  5—45. 1  ap.au  Pk  N.  S.  W. 
1}  my.o    Pk     N.  HolL 2  jl.au  Pk  N.  HolL 
1  jLau     Pk     N.  HolL 

woods.  R 1759.  R 
1790.  R 
17311  R 
1786.  R 1808.  R 
1816.  D 1819.  D 
1803.  S 1803.  S 
1803.  S 
1818.  S 

Eng.  bot  1 Bot.  mag.  911 Bot.  cab.  895 
Bot.  mag.  216 
Bot.  mag.  192 
Bot  mag.  1569 Bot.  reg.  788 
Lindl.  colL  32 
Bot.  reg.  90 
Par.  lond.  77 

Bot  mag.  2249 

13010  perpensa  W.     Marsh-marygold-lv.£  lAI  un 
i  jLau    Pk     N.  HolL   1824.  S  s.p  Bot  reg.  914 
Urticea.   Sp.  1—2. 

2  jLau     Y      C.  G.  H.    1688.  R  p.l   Bot  mag.  2376 

HEXANDRIA. 

tl934.  ARISTOLO'CHIA.  W.  Birthwort. 13011  trilobata  W. 
13012  maxima  W. 
13013  Slpho  W. 
13014  tomentdsa  B.  M. 
13015  odoratlssima  W. 
13016  barhata  W. 
13017  indica  W. 
13018  bce'tica  W. 13019  glatica  W. 
13020  sempervircns  W. 
13021  16nga  W. 
13022  Serpentina  W. 13023  bracteata  W. 
13024  Pistolochia  W. 
13025  rotunda  W. 
13026  pallida  W. 13027  Jurta  W. 
13028  Clematitis  W. 
13029  arbores'cens  W. 13030  labiosa  B.  Reg. 13031  acuminata  W. 

three-lobed  JL  □  or  6  jn.jl 
greatest  JL  □  or  20  jl 
broad-leaved  or  30  jn.jl 
downy-leaved  or  20  jajl 
sweet-scented  J_  LTD  or  10  jl 

Aristolochice. 

bearded 
Indian 
Spanish glaucous-leav, evergreen 
long-rooted Snake-root 
bracteated 
small 
round-rooted 
pale-flowered 
hairy 

common tree 
speckled long-pointed 

fl_(23or  10 4.  CD  or  10  jn.jl 1  A  m    6  my.jn 

tl  I  or    6  jl 
I  I  or    4  my.jn -*  A  or    1}  jn.o 

-*  A  or    1  jn.jl 
!U(23or    3  jl -*  A  or    2  jn.jl 
j£  lAI  or    2  mr.o k  A  or    2  my.au  W.pu 
]£  lAlor    2  my.jn  Pu 
■St  A  or    2  my.au  Y «l_Jor  20  jnjl  Y.Pu 
t_  □  or  20  jLau  Gr 
S_  □  or  10     ...  Pu 

Pu 
Pu 
Y.Br Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

Pu D.Pu 
Pu 
Pu 

D.Pu 

Sp.  21—69. &Amer.  1775. 
NewSpainl759. N.  Amer.  1763. 
N.  Amer.  1799. Jamaica  1737. 
Caraccas  1796. 
E.  Indies  1780. 
Spain  1596. Barbary  1785. Candia  1727. 
S.  Europe  1548. N.  Amer.  1632. E  Indies  1793. 
&  Europe  1597. 
S.  Europe  1596. 
Italy  1640. Chio  1759. 
England  woods. America  1737. 
Brazil  1821. 
Mauritius  1822. 

R  s.l C  s.l 
R  J.p 

C  p.l 
C  p.l 
R  co 

R  s.p 

R  s.l R  8.1 
R  co 
R  s.l R  s.l 
R  co 

C  l.p C  Lp 
C  Lp 

Jac.  amer.  1 146 
Bot.  mag.  534 
Bot.  mag.  1369 
Slo.ja.l.tl04.f.l 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t  608 
Rhee.maL8.  t25 
Mor.  s.l2.t.l7.f.6 
Bot.  mag.  1115 
Bot  mag.  1116 
MilLic.t51.f.2 
Jac.schoe.3.t.385 

Mor.s.l2.t.l8.f.2 Tourn.it.l.  t.147 
Eng.  bot  398 
Bot  reg.  689 

13005 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1931.  Cypripedium.  From  KxKt^is,  Venus,  and  sreSwv,  a  slipper,  in  allusion  to  the  elegant  slipper-like  form  of 

the  labeUum.  Handsome  plants  "  which  will  only  thrive  in  a  shady  border  in  peat  soil  The  American  species should  be  covered  with  some  dry  straw  in  very  severe  frosts,  or  if  there  should  be  too  much  wet ;  they  are  not 
easily  increased,  but  will  sometimes  perfect  seeds  in  favorable  situations,  particularly  if  pains  be  taken  to  apply 
the  pollen  to  the  stigma."  {Bot.  Cult  358.) 1932.  Stylidium.  From  cm/a,  a  column,  in  reference  to  the  manner  in  which  the  stamen  and  style  are 
united  into  one  columnar  mass.  Beautiful  little  New  Holland  plants  with  pink  flowers,  remarkable  for  the 
singular  elasticity  of  their  column,  which,  being  touched  with  a  pin,  starts  with  violence  from  the  side  to  which 
it  was  turned  when  stimulated.  The  species  grow  in  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  are  increased  by  seeds,  or 
dividing  at  the  root ;  some  of  them  by  cuttings. 

1933.  Gunnera.  So  called  after  Ernest  Gunner,  bishop  of  Norway,  who  published  a  Flora  of  his  country from  1766  to  1772.  An  uninteresting  plant  with  orbicular  leaves.  Maybe  planted  in  a  pot  of  loam  and  peat, 
and  plunged  in  water ;  it  is  increased  by  dividing  at  the  root 

1934.  Aristolochia.  From  aetrttt,  excellent,  and  Xexos,  a  female  in  child-birth ;  the  plant  was  considered 
formerly  to  possess  considerable  powers  in  aiding  the  expulsion  of  the  placenta,  and  in  exciting  the  lochial 
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12997  Stem  leafy,  Lobe  of  column  elliptical  blunt,  Lip  shorter  than  sepals  compressed 
12998  Stem  leafy,  Lobe  of  column  triangular  acute,  Lip  shorter  than  sepals  compressed 
12999  Stem  leafy,  Lobe  of  column  triangular  oblong  blunt,  Lip  shorter  than  sepals  compressed 
13001)  Stem  leafy,  Lobe  of  column  elliptical  cordate  blunt,  Lip  longer  than  blunt  sepals,  Spike  in  front 
13001  Stem  leafless  1-flowered,  Leaves  2  radical  oblong  blunt,  Scape  scarcely  longer  than  leaves 13i  02  Flowers  with  5  sepals,  Lip  saccate  spurred,  Stem  leafy 
13003  Leaves  distichous  fleshy  nerveless  spotted,  Scape  little  longer  than  leaves 
13004  Leaves  cartilaginous  ligulate  not  spotted  twice  as  short  as  the  hairy  scape 

13005  Leaves  linear  toothletted  at  edge,  Raceme  spiked  simple  and  scape  glandular 
13006  Leaves  narrow  linear  decurrent  smooth,  Throat  4-crowned,  Lip  with  an  appendage 
13007  Stem  scandent,  Leaves  linear  cirrhose,  Throat  crowned,  Lip  with  an  appendage,  Co.umn  downy  u| 
13008  Leaves  setaceous  linear  sessile  somewhat  hairy,  Orifice  naked,  Lip  with  an  appendage 

13009  Leaves  linear,  Spike  subsessile  divided :  partial  few-fl.  Capsules  adnate  at  base  linear  1-celled 

13010  Leaves  reniform  toothed  shorter  than  the  scape  in  fruit 

13011  Leaves  3-lobed,  Stem  twining,  Corollas  cylindrical  broken  saccate  at  base,  Lip  cordate  cuspidate 
13012  Lvs  obi.  acum.  3-nerved,  Stem  twining,  Peduncles  many-flowered,  Cor.  incurv.  Lip  ovate  mucronate 
13013  Lvs.  cord,  acute,  Stem  twining,  Pedunc.  1-flowered  with  an  ovate  bract.  Cor.  ascend. :  limb  tri fid  equal 
13014  Stem  twining,  Lvs.  stalked  cord,  downy  beneath,  Pedunc.  sol.  without  bractes,  Tube  of  cor.  twisted  back 
13015  Lvs.  cordate  ovate,  Stem  twining,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  longer  than  leaf,  Lip  cordate  lanceolate  longer  than  cor 13018  Leaves  cordate  obi.  Stem  twining,  Cor.  straight :  limb  spreading,  Lip  spatulate  bearded  at  end 
13017  Leaves  elliptical  blunt  somewhat  emarginate  slightly  cordate,  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Cor.  erect 13018  Leaves  roundish  cordate  acute,  Stem  twining,  Peduncles  about  3,  Cor.  incurved,  Lip  ovate 
13019  Leaves  cordate  ovate  blunt  glaucous  beneath,  Stem  twining,  Cor.  incurved,  Lip  ovate  retuse 
13020  Leaves  cordate  oblong  acuminate,  Stem  prostrate  flexuose  somewhat  climbing,  Cor.  incurved 
13021  Leaves  cordate  ovate  retuse,  Stem  prostrate  flexuose  somewhat  climbing,  Cor.  erect,  Lip  lane,  acute 
13022  Leaves  cordate  oblong  acuminate,  Stem  flexuous  ascending,  Pedunc.  radical,  Lip  of  cor.  lanceolate 13023  Leaves  cordate  blunt,  Stem  weak,  Flowers  solitary,  Bractes  cordate  stalked 
13024  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  crenate  scabrous  netted  beneath,  Stem  branched  at  base  flexuose  prostrate,  Cor.  erect 13025  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  blunt  subsess.  Stem  nearly  erect  and  simple,  Pedunc.  sol.  1-fl.  Cor.  erect 
13026  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  blunt  emarginate  stalked,  Stem  flexuose  nearly  erect,  Pedunc.  sol.  1-fl.  Cor.  erect 13027  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  blunt  downy  stalked,  Stem  erect  hairy,  Pedunc.  sol.  1-fl.  Cor.  recurved 
13028  Lvs.  roundish  cordate  bluntish  stalked,  Stem  erect,  Pedunc.  1-fl.  heaped,  Cor.  erect 13029  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate,  Stem  erect  shrubby 
13030  Leaves  reniform  roundish  cordate  amplexicaul.  Corolla  incurved  at  base  saccate :  2-lipped  in  the  middle 
13031  Leaves  cordate  acuminate,  Flowers  in  racemes,  Capsules  acutely  hexangular 

discharge.  The  root  of  A.  serpentaria  is  said  to  be  the  substance  which  the  Egyptian  snake-jugglers  chew,  for 
the  purpose  of  stupifyine  the  snakes  by  the  introduction  of  their  saliva  into  the  reptiles'  mouths.  A.  clematitii (from  xXypuc.,  a  young  shoot  of  the  vine,  in  allusion  to  its  appearance)  is  a  species  which  furnishes  one  of  the 
roots  employed  in  European  medicine.  It  is  stimulant,  stomachic,  and  emmenagogue ;  use  has  been  made  of 
it  for  various  purposes,  as  for  paleness  of  the  countenance,  fistula,  sarcoma,  &c.  A.  pistolochia  is  also  employed 
for  the  game  purposes.  It  grows  upon  the  dry  stony  places  of  Languedoc  and  Provence.  It  is  used  in  cases  of 
obstructed  perspiration,  and  in  disorders  of  the  lungs.  The  roots  should  be  chosen  of  a  plump  texture,  and  a 
yellowish  color.  They  should  be  newly  dried,  and  possess  an  aromatic  flavor  and  a  bitter  taste. 

Aristolochia  trilobate  and  odoratissima  have  strong  smelling  roots,  which  are  looked  upon  in  Jamaica  as 
powerful  medicines,  and  used  as  stomachics  by  the  slaves.  The  first  species  is  called  Contrayerva  of  the  north 
side,  from  its  growing  in  that  part  of  the  island ;  and  the  other  Contrayerva  of  the  south  side,  for  a  correspond- 

ing reason.  The  root  of  A.  serpentaria  retains  a  place  in  the  Materia  Medica.  The  dried  root  is  imported 
into  this  country  from  North  America;  it  has  an  aromatic  odor,  not  unlike  that  of  Valerian;  and  a  sharp, 
warm,  bitter,  pungent  taste,  resembling  in  some  degree  that  of  camphor.  Medicinally,  it  is  stimulating, 
diaphoretic,  and  tonic. 

HEXANDRIA. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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Class  XXI.  —  MONGECIA. 

Male  and  female  organs  in  distinct  flowers,  but  upon  the  same  plant. 
This  class  consists  of  a  variety  of  plants  of  all  kinds,  natures,  and  affinities,  combined  by  the  character  of 

having  their  flowers  unisexual,  but  upon  the  same  plant,  in  which  respect  Monoecia  is  distinguished  from  the 
next  class,  Dioecia.  It  contains  nearly  all  the  most  important  timber-trees  of  the  temperate  countries  of  the 
world,  such  as  the  oak,  the  pine,  the  birch,  the  beech,  the  walnut,  the  plane,  the  cypress,  and  many  others. 
The  bread-fruit,  so  important  an  article  of  food  in  some  parts  of  the  world,  is  placed  in  Monandria.  Various 
palms  occupy  a  station  in  other  parts  of  the  class.  The  dangerous  Manchineel-tree,  and  many  poisonous  or  medi- 

cinal plants,  are  also  placed  here.  To  Monoecia  Polyandria  belongs  the  famous  Upas-tree  of  Java,  to  which  so 
many  fables  are  attached.  It  is  described  in  Rumphius's  Herbarium  Amboinense  (2.  87.),  under  the  name  of Ipo,  and  is  now  ascertained  to  be  a  species  of  Antiaris.  From  Siphonia  elastica,  a  plant  of  Monoecia 
Monadelphia,  and  native  of  Brazil,  one  of  the  kinds  of  Caoutchouc  or  gum  elastic  of  commerce  is  obtained. 

Sprengel,  and  others,  refer  most  of  the  genera  of  Monoecia  to  other  classes,  considering  those  only  to  be  truly 
referable  to  it,  of  which  the  male  and  female  flowers  have  some  differences  of  structure. 

Order  1.  MONANDRIA. Stamen  1. 

1935.  Artocarpus.  Male.  A  cylindrical  catkin.  CaL  O.  Petals  2.  Filament  the  length  of  cor.  Female. 
Cal.  O.  Cor.  O.  Ovaries  numerous,  collected  in  a  globe.  Style  filiform.  Drupe  compound. 

1936.  Casuarina.  Male.  Catkin  filiform.  Calyx  2-valved.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Catkin  globose.  Calyx  an 
ovate  scale.    Cor.  O.    Caps.  2-valved,  1-seeded.   Seed  winged  at  end. 

1937.  Ceratocarpm.  Male.  CaL  2-parted.  Cor.  O.  Filament  long.  Female.  Calyx  1-leaved,  2-horned, 
attached  to  the  superior  ovary.    Cor.  O.   Style  2.   Seed  1,  tightly  enclosed  in  the  calyx. 

1938.  Zannichellia.  Barren  fl.  Perianth,  none.  Fertile  fl.  Perianth,  single  of  1  leaf.  Germens  4  or  more. 
Style  1.    Stigma  peltate.   Capsules  sessile. 

Order  2.  D1ANDRIA. 

1939.  Lemna.   Male.  CaL  1-leaved.  Cor.  O.   Female.  Calyx  1-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Style  1.  Capsule  1-celled, 
1940.  Anguria.  Male.  Calyx  5-fid.  Petals  5.  Female.  Cal.  5-fld.  Petals  5.  Fruit  inferior,  2-celled, 

many-seeded. 

Order  3.   TRIANDRIA.   ^/^gPLIjy   Stamens  3. 
1941.  Comptonia.  Male.  A  catkin.  Calyx  a  scale.  Petals  2.  Filaments  '2- forked.  Female.  A  catkin. Calyx  a  scale    Petals  6.   Stvles  2.    Nut  ovate. 
1942.  Hernandia.  Male. "  Calyx  3-parted.  Petals  3.  Female.  Calyx  truncate,  entire.  Petals  6.  Drupe hollow,  open  at  orifice,  with  a  moveable  kernel. 
1943.  Axyris.    Male   Calyx  3-parted.   Cor.  O.    Female.    Calyx  5-leaved.    Cor.  O.   Styles  2.   Seed  1. 
1944.  Tragia.  Male.  Calyx  3-parted.  Cor.  O.  Female  Calyx  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Style  3-fid.  Caps,  of 

3  pieces,  and  3  cells.   Seed  solitary. 
1945.  Typha.  Flowers  collected  into  cylindrical  dense  spikes  or  catkins.  Barren  fl.  Perianth.  O.  Stam.  3. 

together,  upon  a  chaffy  or  hairy  receptacle,  united  below  into  1  filament  Fertile  fl.  Perianth.  O.  Pericarp 
pedicellate,  surrounded  at  the  base  with  hairs  resembling  a  pappus. 

1946.  Sparganium.  Flowers  in  spherical  dense  heads.  Barren  fl.  Perianth  single,  of  3  leaves.  Fertile  fl. 
single,  of  3  leaves.   Drupe  dry,  with  1  seed. 

1947.  Carex.  Flowers  collected  into  an  imbricated  catkin.  Barren  fl.  Calyx  of  1  scale,  glumaceous.  Cor.  O. 
Fertile  fl.  Calyx  of  1  leaf,  glumaceous.  Cor.  of  1  leaf,  urceolate,  ventricose  Stigm.  2-3.  Nut  triquetrous, 
included  within  the  persistent  cor. 

1948.  Cobresia.  Flowers  in  an  imbricated  catkin.  Male  Calyx  a  solitary  scale.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Cal. 
generally  a  double  scale  j  one  flat,  the  other  involving  the  ovary.  Cor.  O.  Stigmas  3.  Nut  somewhat  three- cornered,  naked. 

1949.  Uncinia.  Flowers  in  an  imbricated  catkin,  androgynous.  Male.  CaL  a  solitary  beardless  scale. 
Female.    CaL  bearded ;  beard  hooked  from  the  base  of  the  inside  of  scale.    Stigmas  3. 

1950.  Zea.  Male  in  distinct  spikes.  Cal.  a  two-flowered  blunt  glume  Cor.  a  blunt  glume.  Female.  Cal 
a  2-valved  glume  Cor.  a  2-vahed  glume.  Style  1,  filiform,  pendulous.  Seeds  solitary,  immersed  in  an  ob- 

long receptacle. 
1951.  Coix.  Male  in  remote  spikes.  CaL  a  2-flowered  blunt  glume.  Cor.  a  blunt  glume.  Female  Calyx 

a  2-flowered  glume.   Cor.  a  blunt  glume.   Style  2-parted.   Seed  covered  by  the  ossified  calyx. 
1952.  Tripsacum.  Male.  Glume  2-flowered :  outer  male ;  inner  neuter.  Cor.  a  membranous  glume.  Fe- 

male Calyx  a  1-fl.  glume,  surrounded  by  a  1-leaved  involucrum,  perforated  at  the  recesses.  Cor.  a  2-valved 
glume   Styles  2.   Seed  1. 

1953.  Heteropogon.  Spike  simple,  monoecious.  Flowers  male  on  one  side,  female  on  the  other.  Male.  CaL 
2-valved.  Cor.  2-valved,  beardless :  the  inner  valve  setaceous.  Nectary  2-lobed,  turgid.  Female.  CaL  two- 
valved.   Cor.  2-valved,  one  thickish  and  bearded.   Beard  very  long  and  hairy. 

1954.  Olyra.  Male  Calyx  a  1-flowered  somewhat  awned  glume  Cor.  O.  Female  Cal.  a  1-fl.  spreading, 
ovate,  awned  glume   Cor.  a  2-valved  blunt  glume  Style  bifid.   Seed  cartilaginous. 

Order  4.   TETRANDRIA.   ^^gtfOg      Stamens  4. 
1955.  Alnus.  Flowers  collected  into  imbricated  catkins.  Barren  fl.  Scale  of  the  catkin  3-lobed,  with  three 

flowers.  Perianth,  single,  4-partite  Fertile  fl.  Scale  of  the  catkin  subtrifid,  with  2  flowers.  Perianth.  O 
Styles  2.   Fruit  compressed. 

1956.  Belula.  Barren  flower  in  a  cylindrical  catkin,  its  scales  3-fl.  Perianth.  O.  Stam.  10-12.  Fertile  fl. 
Scale  of  the  catkin  imperfectly  3-lobed,  3-flowered.  Perianth.  O.  Styles  2.  Germens  compressed,  2-celled,  one 
abortive    Nuts  compressed,  with  a  membranaceous  margin,  1-seeded. 
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1957.  Bums.  Male  Calyx  3-leaveil.  Petals  2.  Rudiment  of  an  ovary.  Female.  Calyx  4-leaved.  Petal* 
SI   Styles  3.   Caps,  with  3  beaks  and  3  cells.   Seeds  2. 

1958.  Cicca.  Male.  Calyx  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Female.  CaL  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Styles  4.  Capsule  4-coc- 
cous,  not  splitting,  somewhat  fleshy. 

1959.  Morus.  Male.  CaL  4-parted.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Calyx  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Styles  2.  Calyx  berried. Seed  1. 
1960.  Bcehmeria.   Male.   CaL  4-parted.   Cor.  O.   Nut  O.   Female   Cal.  O.   Cor.  O.    Style  1.    Seed  1. 
1961.  Pilea.  Male.  CaL  4-parted  membranous.  Stamens  4  elastic.  Female.  Calyx  3-leaved,  with  one 

sepal  fleshy  and  gibbous.   Stigma  sessile  fringed. 
1962.  Urtica.  Barren  fl.  Perianth,  single,  of  4  leaves,  containing  the  cup-shaped  rudiment  of  a  germen. 

Fertile  fl.    Perianth,  single,  of  2  leaves.   Pericarp  1 -seeded,  shining. 
1963.  Pachysandra.  Male.  Calyx  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Calyx  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Styles  3.  Caps. 

3-homed,  3-celled.   Seeds  2. 
1964.  Diotis.  Male.  Calyx  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Calyx  1-leaved,  2-horned.  Style  2-parted.  Seed 

1,  villous  at  base,  covered  with  the  2-horned  calyx. 
1965.  Empleurum.  Male.  Calyx  4-fid.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Cal.  4-fid,  inferior.  Cor.  O.  Stigma  cylindrical, 

seated  on  a  lateral  tooth  of  the  ovary.    Caps,  splitting  at  side.    Seed  1,  with  an  arillus. 
1966.  Aucuba.  Male.  Cal.  4-toothed.  Petals  4.  Recent  with  a  square  hole.  Female.  Cal.  4-toothed. 

Petals  4.   Ovary  inferior.   Style  1,  short.   Nut  ovate,  1-celled. 
1967.  Littorella.  Barren  fl.  Calyx  of  4  leaves.  Cor.  4-fid.  Stam.  very  long.  Fertile  fl.  Calyx  O.  Cor. 

unequally  3- cleft   Style  very  long.   Nut  1. 
1968.  Serpicula.    Male.    CaL  4-toothed.   Petals  4.   Female    Cal.  4-parted.   Pericarp  a  downy  nut 
1969.  Madura.  Male  A  catkin.  Female.  CaL  O.  Corolla  O.  Style*  1,  filiform,  villous.  Ovaries  nu. merous,  coalescing  into  a  compound  globose  berry  of  many  cells j  cells  l-seeded.    Seed  obovate,  compressed. 

Order  5.   PENT ANDR1  A. Stamens  5. 

1970.  Exocarpus.  Male  CaL  5-Ieaved.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  inserted  in  calyx.  Female  Style  simple,  short 
Stigma  peltate.   Drupe  l-seeded,  placed  on  a  fleshy  receptacle. 

1971.  Nephelium.  Male  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  O.  Female  CaL  4-fid.  Cor.  O.  Ovaries  2.  Styles  two  to each.   Drupes  2,  dry,  muricated,  l-seeded. 
1972.  Schizandra.  Male.  Cal.  9-leaved  in  a  triple  row.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  subsessile,  cohering  at  end.  Fe- 

male. CaL  of  male  Cor.  O.  Ovaries  numerous,  capitate.  Berries  l-seeded,  inserted  on  a  long  filiform  re- 
ceptacle. 

1973.  Franzeria.  Male.  Cal.  common,  1-leaved,  many-toothed.  Cor.  1-petalous,  tubular,  5-toothed.  B.e- 
cept.  naked.   Female   Calyx  many-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Styles  4.   Drupe  dry,  4-celled,  setose. 

1974.  Xanthium.  Male.  Common  calyx  imbricated.  Cor.  monopetalous,  5-fid,  funnel-shaped.  Female. 
Cal.  a  2-leaved,  1-flowered  involucrum.   Cor.  O.   Drupe  dry,  muricated,  2-fid.   Nut  2-celled. 1975.  Amaranthus.  Male.  Cal.  3-5-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  3-5.  Female.  Cal.  of  the  male.  Cor.  O. 
Styles  3.   Caps.  1-celled,  cut  round  about. 

1976.  Luff'a.  Male.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  5-parted,  attached  to  calyx.  Female.  Cal.  and  cor.  of  male. Filaments  5,  sterile.   Ovary  inferior.   Stigma  clavate.    Gourd  with  a  lid,  3-celled,  furrowed. 
1977.  Ambrosia.  Male.  Common  caL  1-leaved.  Cor.  1-petalous,  5-fid,  funnel-shaped.  Recept  naked. 

Female.  CaL  1-leaved,  entire,  5-toothed  beneath,  1-flowered.  Cor.  O.  Nut  formed  by  the  indurated  calyx, l-seeded. 
1978.  Securinega.  Male.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  5,  inserted  under  a  rudiment  of  a  pist  ilium.  Fe- 

male  Capsule  3-celled. 

Order  6.    HEXANDIUA.     '^/gjfR3    Stamens  6. 
1979  Zizama.  Male  Cal.  O.  Cor.  a  2-valved  blunt  glume,  mixed  with  the  females.  Female.  CaL  O. 

Cor.  a  2-valved  glume,  cucullate,  and  awned.   Style  2-parted.   Seed  1,  enveloped  in  the  plaited  corolla. 1980.  Pharus.  Male  Cal.  a  2-valved  1-fl.  glume.  Cor.  a  5-valved  glume.  Female.  The  caL  of  the  male. Cor.  a  long  involute  2-valved  glume    Seed  1. 
1981.  Guettarda.  Male.  Cal.  cylindrical  Cor.  4-7-fid,  funnel-shaped.  Female.  Cal.  cylindrical.  Cor. 4-7-fid.    Ovary  1.    Drupe  dry. 
1982.  Sagus.  Common  spatha  1-valved.  Spadix  branched.  Male.  Cal.  3-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Filam.  dilated. 

Female.  Cal.  3-leaved,  with  two  of  the  leaves  bifid.  Cor.  O.  Style  very  short.  Stigma  simple.  Nut  tessel- lated-imbricated, l-seeded. 
1983.  Cocos.  Common  spatha  1-valved.  Spadix  branched.  Male.  Cal.  3-leaved.  Cor.  3  petals.  Female. 

CaL  2-leaved.   Cor.  6  petals.   Style  O.    Stigma  a  depression.   Drupe  fibrous. 1984.  Elate.  Common  spatha  2-valved.  Spadix  branched.  Male.  CaL3-toothed.  Petals  3.  Anthers  ses- 
sile.  Female   CaL  3-toothed.   Petals  a    Stigmas  3.    A  drupe. 

1985.  Bactris.  Common  spatha  1-valved.  Spadix  branched.  Male.  Cal.  3-parted.  Cor.  3-fid.  Female. 
Cal.  3-toothed.   Cor.  3-toothed.   Style  very  short   Stigma  capitate.   Drupe  fibrous,  succulent. 

Order  7.  POLYANDRIA. Stamens  more  than  6. 

1986.  Ceratophyllum.  Barren  fl.  CaL  multipartite  Cor.  O.  Stam.  16-20.  Fertile  fl.  Cal.  multipartite. Cor  O.   Stigma  nearly  sessile,  oblique   Nut  l-seeded. 
1987.  Mt/riophyllum.  Barren  fl.  CaL  of  4  leaves.  Petals  4.  Stamens  8.  Fertile  fl.  CaL  of  4  leaves  Petals 

4.   Stigmas  4,  sessile   Nuts  4,  subglobose,  l-seeded. 
1988.  Sagittaria.  Male.  CaL  3-leaved.  Petals  3.  Stamens  about  24.  Female.  Cal.  3-leaved.  Petals  a Ovaries  many.   Seeds  many,  naked. 
1989.  Begonia.  Male.  Cal.  O.  Petals  4 :  the  two  opposite  the  largest.  Stamens  numerous.  Female.  Cal. 

O.   Petals  4  or  6,  like  the  male.   Styles  3,  bifid.   Caps,  inferior,  3-angular,  winged,  3-celled,  many-seeded 1990.  Poterium.  Barren  fl.  Cal.  of  4  leaves.  Cor.  4-partite.  Stamens  30-40.  Fertile  fl.  CaL  of  4  leaves Cor.  4-partite.    Germens  2.    Fruit  2-celled,  invested  with  the  cal. 
1991.  Amirola.  Male.  Calyx  5-fid :  lower  segm.  cut  down  to  the  base.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  8,  declinate. Female  as  in  the  male.   Style  incurved.    Caps.  3-coccous,  inflated,  3-valved.   Seeds  globose 1992.  Acidoton.  Male  CaL  5-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  35-40.  Female.  Cal.  6-leaved.  Cor  O  Style 

3-fid.    Caps.  3-coccous.  ' 
1993.  Thelygonum.  Male.  CaL  2-fid.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  about  12.  Female.  CaL  2-fid.  Cor.  O  Ovarv  1 

Caps,  coriaceous,  1-celled,  l-seeded.  ' 199*-  Castanea.  Barren  fl.  in  a  very  long  cylindrical  catkin.  Perianth,  single,  of  1-leaf,  6-cleft.  Stamen 5-20.  Fertile  fl.  3,  within  a  4-lobed,  thickly  muricated  involucrum.  Perianth,  single,  urceolate,  5-6-lobed, having  the  rudiments  of  12  stamens.,  Germen  incorp.  with  the  perianth.  6-celled,  with  the  cells  2-seeded,  5  of them  mostly  abortive  Styles  6.   Nut  1-2-seeded,  invested  with  the  enlarged  involucre. 
3  D 
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1995.  Ostrya.  Male,  an  imbricated  catkin.  Cal.  a  scale.  Cor.  O.  Filaments  branched,  Female,  a  naked 
catkin.    Cal.  O.   Cor.  O.   Caps,  inflated,  imbricated,  1-seeded  at  base. 

1996.  Carpinus.  Barren  fl.  in  a  cylindrical  catkin,  its  scales  roundish  ciliated  at  the  base.  Stamens  8-20 
Fertile  fl.  in  a  lax  catkin,  its  scales  large,  foliaceous,  3-lobed,  1-flowered.  In  vol.  O.  Perianth,  of  1  leaf, 
urceolate,  6-dentate,  incorporated  with  the  2-celled  germen,  of  which  1  cell  is  abortive.  Styles  2.  Nut  ovate, 
striated,  1-seeded. 

1997.  Fagus.  Barren  fl.  in  a  globose  catkin.  Perianth,  single,  of  '.  eat,  campanulate,  6-cleft  Stamens  5-12. Fertile  fl.  ~,  within  a  4-lobed  prickly  involucre.  Perianth,  single,  urceolate,  with  4-5  minute  lobes.  Germen 
incorporated  with  the  perianth.,  3-celled,  two  of  them  becoming  abortive.  Styles  3.  Nuts  1-seeded,  invested with  the  enlarged  involucre. 

1998.  Cory lus.  Barren  fl.  in  a  cylindrical  catkin,  its  scales  3-cleft.  Perianth.  O.  Stamens  8.  Anthers  1-celled. 
Fertile  fl.  Perianth,  obsolete.  Germens  several,  surrounded  by  a  scaly  involucre.  Stigmas  2.  Nut  1-seeded, 
surrounded  at  the  base  with  the  enlarged  united  coriaceous  scales  of  the  involucre. 

1999.  Juglans.  Male,  an  imbricated  catkin.  CaL  a  scale.  Cor.  6-parted.  Filaments  4-18.  Female.  Cal. 
4-fid,  superior.    Cor.  4-fid.   Styles  2.   Drupe  coriaceous,  with  a  furrowed  nut 2000.  (tuercus.  Barren  fl.  in  a  lax  catkin.  Perianth,  single,  somewhat  5-cleft.  Stamens  5-10.  Fertile  fl. 
invol.  cup-shaped,  scaly.  Perianth,  single,  incorporated  with  the  germen,  6-lobed.  Germen  3-celled,  2  of  them 
abortive.  Style  1.  Stigmas  3.  Nut  (acorn]  1-celled,  1-seeded,  surrounded  at  the  base  by  the  enlarged  cup- 
shaped  involucre. 

9001.  Liquidambar.  Male,  a  conical  catkin,  surrounded  by  a  4-leaved  involucre.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  O.  Filaments 
numerous.    Female,  a  globose  catkin,  surrounded  by  a  4-leaved  involucrum.  Cal.  1-leaved,  urceolate, 
2-  flowered.   Cor.  O.    Styles  2.    Capsules  2,  surrounded  at  base  by  calyx,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 2002.  Platanus.  Male,  a  globose  catkin.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  scarcely  any.  Anthers  growing  about  the  filament 
Female,  a  globose  catkin.  Cal.  many -leaved.  Cor.  O.  Styles  with  a  recurved  stigma.  Seeds  roundish,  mucro- 
nate  with  the  style,  pappose  at  base. 

2003.  Salisburia.  Male,  a  naked  catkin.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  imbricated.  Female.  CaL  4^fi<L  Drupe with  a  3-cornered  nut. 
2004.  Carludovica.  Common  spatha  4-leaved.  Spadix  cylindrical.  Male.  Cqmmon  calyx  a  cubical 

4-flowered  receptacle :  proper  calyx  many-toothed.  Female.  Cal.  an  edge.  Styles  4,  very  long.  Stigmas 
anther-like.    Berry  cubical,  many-seeded. 

2005.  Caladium.  Male.  CaL  and  cor.  O.  Anthers  peltate,  many-celled,  disposed  in  a  spike  at  the  end  of  the 
spadix.    Female.    CaL  and  cor.  O.    Ovaries  inserted  at  base  of  spadix.  Style  O.  Berry  1-celled,  many-seeded. 2006.  Arum.  Spatha  of  1  leaf,  convolute  at  the  base.  Perianth.  O.  Spadix  with  germens  at  the  base. 
Stem  (sessile)  near  the  middle  of  the  spadix,  which  is  naked  above.    Berry  1-celled,  1-seeded. 

2007.  Caryota.   Common  spatha  compound.    Male.    CaL  3-leaved.    Petals  3.    Female.    Cal.  3-leaved.  Cor. 
3-  parted.    Style  1.   Berry  1-celled,  2- seeded. 

Order  8.  MONADFXPH1A. Stamens  united  into  a  single  body. 

2008.  Nipa.  Palm.  Male.  Cal.  O.  Petals  6.  Filament  1,  12-fid.  Female.  Stigma  a  lateral  furrow. 
Drupe  angular,  1-seeded. 2009.  Areca.  Common  spatha  2-valved.  Male.  CaL  3-parted.  Petals  3.  Stamens  6,  cohering  at  base, 
Female.    CaL  3-leaved.   Petals  3.   Nect.  <5 -toothed.   Styles  3,  very  short.   Drupe  1-seeded. 2010.  Belts.  Male.  Anthers  2-celled.  Female.  Scales  imbricated  in  a  lupuliform  cone,  very  short,  crested, 
bracteate  at  back,  trigynous.   Lateral  pericarps  auricled,  middle  cuneate,  deciduous  with  the  cone. 

2011.  Agathis.  Male.  Anthers  many-celled.  Female.  Scales  imbricated  in  a  round  cone,  naked  at  back, 
persistent  monogynous.    Pericarps  winged,  united  to  the  inside  of  scale.    Cotyledons  2. 

2012.  Pinus.  Male.  Anthers  2-celled.  Female.  Scales  in  a  conical  cone,  bracteate  at  base,  digynous. 
Pericarps  attached  to  the  inside  of  scale,  more  or  less  winged,  deciduous.   Stigmas  2-3-fid.    Cotyledons  4-8. 

2013.  Abies.   The  same  as  Larix,  excepting  its  habit  and  stigma,  which  is  that  of  Pinus.    Cotyledons  3-9. 2014.  Larix.  Male.  Anthers  2-celled.  Female.  Scales  imbricated  in  a  round  cone,  bracteate  at  base, 
digynous.  Pericarps  attached  to  inside  of  scale,  winged,  deciduous.  Stigma  hemispherical,  cupped,  glandular. 
Cotyledons  5-9. 

MONANDRtA. 
1935.  ARTOCAR'PUS.  W.   Bread  Fruit.  Urticete.   Sp.  2— 13032  incisa  W.  true  ±  O  clt  30     ...     W.g  S.  Sea  Isl.  1793. 

13033  integrif61ia  W.       Jaca  Tree        J  a  clt  30  in       W.g  E.  Indies  1778. 
Sk  r.m  Rum.amb.l.t.33 
C  r.m  Rh.maL3.t.26.28 

13032 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1935.  Artocarpus.   From  mpm,  bread,  and  xa^tros,  fruit,  in  allusion  to  the  well-known  name  and  uses  of  the 

bread-fruit  Rime  or  Fruit-d-pain,  Fr.,  Brodbaum,  Ger.,  and  Albero  dipane,  Hal.  A.  incisa  grows  in  the  South Sea  Islands  to  the  size  of  a  moderate  sized  oak,  with  alternate  leaves,  deeply  gashed,  glaucous,  and  two  feet  long. 
The  whole  tree  and  the  fruit  before  it  is  ripe,  abound  in  a  very  tenacious  milky  juice.   The  fruit  is  about  the 
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2015.  Schubertia. 
2016.  Podocarpus.  Male.  Cal. -leaflets  of  the  bud  imbricated.  Anthers  many,  adnate,  bilocular,  rostrate, 

fixed  to  the  lengthened  column  of  the  filament.  Female.  An  ovate  1-celled  nut,  half  immersed  in  a  firm 
receptacle. 

2017.  Cupressus.  Male,  an  imbricated  catkin.  Cal.  a  scale.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  4,  sessile,  without  filaments. 
Female,  a  cone-like  catkin.    Cal.  a  1-fl.  scale.   Cor.  O.   Stigma  2  concave  dots.   Nut  angular. 

2018.  Thuja.  Male,  an  imbricated  catkin.  Cal.  a  scale.  Pet  4.  Anthers  4.  Female,  a  cone-like  catkin. Cal.  a  2-fl.  scale.   Cor.  O.    Nut  1,  surrounded  by  an  edged  wing. 
2019.  Trichosanthes.  Mala  Cal.  5- toothed.  Cor.  5-parted,  ciliated.  Filaments  3.  Female  Cal.  5-toothed. 

Cor.  5-parted,  ciliated.   Style  3-fid.    Gourd  oblong. 
2020.  Momordica.  Mala  Cal.  5-fid.  Cor.  5-parted.  Filaments  3.  Female.  Cal.  5-fid.  Cor.  5-parted. 

Styles  3-tid.    Gourd  dropping  off  with  elasticity. 2021.  Cucurbita.  Male.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-fid.  Filaments  &  Female.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-fid. 
Ovary  3-fid.   Seeds  of  gourd  with  a  tumid  edge 

2022.  Cucumis.  Male.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-parted.  Filaments  3.  Female.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-parted. 
Ovary  3-fid.   Seeds  of  gourd  with  a  sharp  edge. 

2023.  Sicyos.  Mala  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-parted.  Filaments  3.  Female.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-parted. 
Style  3-fid.    Gourd  1 -seeded. 2024.  Bryonia.  Barren  fl.  Cal.  5,  dentate.  Cor.  5-cleft  Filaments  3.  Anthers  5.  Fertile  fl.  Calyx  5- 
dentate.    Cor.  5-cleft   Style  trifid.   Berry  inferior,  globose,  many-seeded. 

2025.  Andrachne.  Male.  CaL  5-leaved.  Petals  5.  Stamens  5,  inserted  into  the  rudiment  of  a  style.  Female. 
CaL  5-leaved.    Cor.  O.    Styles  3.   Caps.  3-celled.   Seeds  2. 

2026.  Stillingia.  Male.  CaL  hemispherical,  many-fl.  Cor.  tubular,  eroded.  Female.  Cal.  1-flowered. 
inferior.    Cor.  superior.    Style  3-fid.    Caps.  3-coccous. 

2027.  Phyllanlhus.  Male.  Cal.  6-parted.  Cor.  O.  Filament  columnar.  Anthers  3.  Female.  CaL  6-parted. 
Cor.  O.   Disk  with  12  angles.   Styles  3.   Capsule  3-coccous. 2028.  Aleurites.  Mala  Cal.  3-fid.  Petals  5.  Scales  5.  Filament  columnar.  Anthers  numerous.  Female. 
Cal.  3-fid.   Petals  5.    Scales  5.    Style  O.    Stigmas  2.    Berry  dicoccous. 

2029.  Omphalca.  Male.  CaL  4-parted.  Cor.  O.  Disk  a  fleshy  ring.  Filament  columnar.  Anthers  2-3. 
Female.  CaL  4-parted.  Cor.  O.  Style  very  short  Stigma  trifid.  Caps.  3-coccous,  3-celled :  cells  with  a  solitary  nut 2030.  Hippomane.  Male.  CaL  campanulate,  emarginate.  Cor.  O.  Filament  columnar.  Female.  Cal. 
3-leaved.   Cor.  O.  Style  very  short.   Stigma  7-fid.   Drupe  with  a  7-celled  nut 

2031.  Sapium.  Mala  CaL  2-fid.  Cor.  O.  Filament  2-fid.  Female.  CaL  3-toothed.  Cor.  O.  Style  very 
short   Stigma  3-fid.   Caps.  3-coccous. 

2032.  Croton.  Mala  Cal.  cylindrical,  5-toothed.  Petals  5.  Stamens  10-15.  Female.  CaL  many-leaved. 
Cor.  O.   Styles  3,  bifid.   Caps.  3-celled.   Seed  1. 

2033.  Jatropha.  Male.  CaL  O,  or  5-leaved.  Cor.  monopetalous,  funnel-shaped.  Stamens  10,  alternately 
shorter.   Female.   CaL  O.   Cor.  5-petalous,  spreading.   Styles  3,  bifid.    Caps.  3-celled.  Seed  1. 

2034.  Bicinus.  Male.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  numerous.  Female.  Cal.  3- par  ted.  Cor.  O. 
Styles  3,  bifid.   Capsule  3-celled.  Seed  1. 

2035.  Hura.  Male.  An  imbricated  catkin.  Perianth,  truncate,  2-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Filament  cylindrical, 
peltate  at  end,  surrounded  by  many  double  anthers.  Femala  Cal.  cylindrical.  Cor.  O.  Style  funnel-shaped. 
Stigma  12-fid.    Caps.  12-celled.    Seed  1. 

2036.  Sterculia.  Male.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Filament  columnar,  surmounted  by  numerous  anthers. 
Female.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  sterile,  surrounding  the  base  of  the  stalked  ovaries.  Follicles  5, 
many-seeded. 

2037.  Heritiera.  Male.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  O.  Filament  columnar,  surmounted  below  the  end  with 
anthers.   Female.   Cal.  5-toothed.    Cor.  O.   Sterile  anthers  at  base  of  ovaries.   Drupes  5,  dry,  1-seeded. 

2038.  Acalypha.  Male.  Cal.  3-4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  8-16.  Female.  Cal.  3-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Styles 3.   Caps.  3-coccous,  3-relied.   Seed  1. 
2039.  Dalechampia.  Common  involucre  outside,  with  4  leaflets  :  inside  with  2,  trifid.  Mala  Umbel  10-fl. ; 

with  a  2-leaved  involucre  and  numerous  palese.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Filaments  many,  connata  Female. 
Florets  3,  with  a  3-leaved  involucre.   Cal.  11-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Style  filiform.    Caps.  3-coccous. 

2040.  Plvkenetia.  Male.  Cal.  4-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  20.  Female.  Cal.  4-parted.  Cor,  O.  Stylo very  long,  with  a  peltate  4-lobed  stigma.    Caps.  4-coccbus. 

MONANDRIA. 
13032  Leaves  pinnatifid  sinuated  scabrous  downy  beneath 
13033  Lef.ves  oblong  undivided  narrowed  at  base  scabrous  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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1936.  CASUARI'NA.  W.  Casuarina. 13034  equ4setif6iia  W.  Horse-tail 13035  stricta  W. 
13036  dlstyla  W. 13037  torulosa  W. 
13038  quadrivalvis  P.  S. 13039  muricata  Roxb. 
13040  nodiflora  W. 
1937.  CER ATOC  AR'PUS.  W.  Ceratocarpus. 13041  arenarius  W.         sand  O  ui 
1938.  ZANNICHEL'LIA.  W.   Pond  Weed. 

CasuarinetB. 

13042  palustris  W. marsh 

O  w 

Ap Ap Ap 
Ap Ap 

Chenopodete. 

ijnjl  G Naiades.    Sp.  1—3. 
2  jl         Ap  Britain 

Sp.  7—10. S.  Sea  Isl.  1776. 
N.  S.  W.  1775. 
N.  Holl.  1812. 
N.  S.  W.  1772. 
N.  S.  W.  1812. 
E.  Indies  1822. 
N.  Caled.  1823. 

Sp.  1. 
Tartary  1757. 

S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p S  s.p 
S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p 

S  s 
dit.    S  aq 

Bot  cab.  607 
Hot.  rep.  346 
Ve.des.pl.  n.  t.62 
La.no.  ho.2.  t.218 

Bu.in.ac.pe.l.t.9 

Eng.  bot  1841 

1939.  LEM'NA.  W. 13043  trisulca  W. 
13044  minor  W. 
13045  gibba  W. 
13046  polyrhiza  W. 
tl940.  ANGU'RIA.  W. 13047  trilobata  W. 

DIANDRIA. 
Duck  Weed.  Aroidece.   Sp.  4 — 11. 

Ivy-leaved       ±  O  w  ...  my.jn  Ap  Britain 
lesser  i  O  w  ...  jn.jl      Ap  Britain 
gibbous  &  O  w  ...  jnjl     Ap  Britain 
greater  ~  O  w  ...  my.s    Ap  Britain 
Anguria.  Cucurbitaceee.   Sp.  1. 

three-lobed      fl_  E]  or  20  jn.jl     Pk  Carthag. 

sta.wa. sta.wa. 
sta.wa. dit. 

Eng.  bot  926 
Eng.  bot.  1095 
Eng.  bot.  1233 Lng.  bot  2458 

179a  R  l.p  Jac.  amer.  1 156 

TRIANDR1A. 
1941.  COMPTCNIA.  W.  Comptonia. 

13048  asplenifolia  W.  Fern-leaved 
1942.  HERNAN'DIA, 13049  son6ra  W. 

13050  ovlgera  W. 
1943.  AXY'RIS.  IV. 

13051  amaranthoides  /)'.  simple-spiked 13052  hybrida  W.  bastard 
13053  prostrata  W.  trailing 

Myricete.    Sp.  1. 
4  mr.my  Br     N.  Amer.  1714. Sk  s.p  Dcnd.brit.16G 

W.  Jack  in  a  Box. 
peltate-leaved  f  □  or 
egg-fruited AXYRIS. 

□  or 

20 
Laurinece. 

ChenopodetE. 
O  un    ljjn.jl  G G 

G O  un  1J  jn.au O  un     i  jl.au 13035i 

p.  2—3. 
E  Indies  3693. 
E  Indies 

Sp.  3—6. 
Siberia  1758. 
Siberia  1780. 
Siberia  1798. 

Rum.amb.2.  t.85 
Rum.am.3.  t.123 

Groel-sib.  t2.  tS, 
Gmel.sib.t4.  f.1 
Gmel.sib.t.5.f.2 

13043  13044 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

resembling  that  of  the  crumb  of  wheaten  bread  mixed  with  Jerusalem  Artichoke.  The  plant  was  first  brought 
to  England  by  the  unfortunate  Captain  Bligh.  A  fresh  supply  has  been  more  than  once  received,  and  there 
are  now  a  number  of  plants  in  the  nurseries  about  London.  The  bread-fruit,  according  to  Sweet,  is  generally 
supposed  to  be  difficult  of  cultivation  in  this  country.  He  considers  that  the  plants  have  been,  in  general, 
treated  too  tenderly,  and  not  allowed  sufficient  air.  "  They  appear,"  he  says,  "  to  be  of  the  same  nature  as the  Fig,  to  which  they  are  nearly  allied.  Large  cuttings  root  freely  in  a  pot  of  sand,  plunged  under  a  hand- 

glass, in  a  moist  heat,  with  all  their  leaves  entire :  if  the  leaves  are  shortened,  it  is  a  great  chance  if  they 
succeed."   (Bot.  Cult.  19.) There  are  several  varieties  of  the  bread-fruit,  as  of  all  plants  that  have  been  long  in  cultivation.  The 
principal  of  these  varieties  are  without  seeds ;  the  natives  of  Otaheite  reckon  at  least  eight,  differing  in  the 
form  of  the  leaf  and  fruit.  A.  integrifolia  is  also  by  many  considered  a  variety  of  the  other ;  for  the  leaves  are 
sometimes  lobed,  and  the  situation  of  the  fruit  varies  with  the  age  of  the  tree,  being  first  borne  on  the 
branches,  then  on  the  trunk,  and  finally  on  the  roots. 

The  bread-fruit  is  ripe  in  December,  and  is  used  boiled,  or  fried  in  Palm  oil.  Besides  the  use  of  the  fruit, the  economical  purposes  to  which  the  other  parts  of  the  tree  are  applied  are  various.  The  wood  is  used  in 
building  boats  and  houses ;  a  cloth  is  made  of  the  inner  bark ;  the  male  catkins  serve  for  tinder ;  the  leaves 
for  wrapping  up  food,  and  for  wiping  the  hands  instead  of  towels ;  and  the  juice  for  making  bird-lime,  and  a 
cement  for  rilling  up  the  cracks  of  vessels  for  holding  water.  According  to  Forster,  three  trees  are  supposed 
to  yield  sufficient  nourishment  for  one  person. 

The  bread-fruit  tree  is  distributed  very  extensively  over  the  East  Indian  continent  and  islands,  as  well  as  the innumerable  islands  of  the  South  Seas.  In  1793  it  was  introduced  to  the  West  Indies,  and  subsequently  to 
different  parts  of  South  America.  Much  has  been  said  in  praise  of  it  by  Europeans,  and  certainly,  to  the 
inhabitants  of  the  South  Sea  Islands,  it  may  be  a  valuable  food,  as  the  acorn  was  to  the  inhabitants  of  Britain, 
when  they  were  in  a  certain  ftate  of  civilization.  But  whether  a  civilized  and  refined  people  would  esteem 
this  fruit  for  their  own  use  as  highly  as  they  do  for  the  use  of  the  semi-barbarians  of  the  South  Seas,  is  a 
point  which  may  reasonably  be  doubted. 

1936.  Casuarina.  The  name  under  which  the  tree  is  described  by  Rumphius,  who  probably  called  it  so  from 
the  resemblance  its  foliage  bears  to  the  plumage  of  the  casoar  or  cassowary  of  the  same  country.  By  the  Malays 
it  is  caWeAfilao,  and  by  the  South  Sea  Islanders  club-wood,  on  account  of  the  use  of  it  for  warlike  weapons. 
Casuarina  equisetifolia  is  a  large  spreading  and  lofty  tree,  with  leaves,  or  rather  branchlets,  hanging  down  in 
bunches  from  twelve  to  eighteen  inches  in  length,  like  a  long  head  of  hair,  or  a  horse's  tail,  all  jointed  from top  to  bottom.  The  appearance  of  the  whole  tree  is  very  remarkable.  It  was  introduced  by  the  first  Lord 
Byron. 
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13034  Branchlets  flaccid  round,  Scales  of  cones  unarmed  villous 
13035  Dioecious,  Branchlets  erect  furrowed,  Scales  of  cones  unarmed  smoothisn 
13036  Dioecious,  Branchlets  ovate  round,  Scales  of  cones  unarmed  ciliated 
13037  Dicecious,  Branchlets  flaccid,  Scales  of  cones  villous  and  rough  with  tubercles 
13038  Dicecious,  Young  branches  somewhat  flaccid,  Scales  of  cones  villous,  Male  sheaths  submultifid  ciliatcO 
13039  Branches  erect,  Scales  of  cones  mucronate  pubescent,  in  which  it  chiefly  differs  from  C.  stncta 
13010  Monoecious,  Branchlets  erect  square,  Scales  of  cones  unarmed  smooth 

13041  Stem  much  branched  diffuse  making  globose  tufts 

130*2  Anthers  4-celled,  Stigmas  entire,  Pericarps  toothed  on  the  back 

DIANDMA. 

130*3  Fronds  thin  elliptical-lanceolate  caudate  at  one  extremity,  at  the  other  serrate,  Roots  solitary 13044  Fronds  nearly  ovate  compressed,  Roots  solitary 
130*5  Fronds  obovate  nearly  plane  above  hemispherical  beneath,  Roots  solitary 13046  Fronds  obovate  rotundate  compressed,  Roots  numerous  clustered 

13047  Fruit  small,  Leaves  3-lobed 

13048  Leaves  oblong  alternately  sinuated 
TRIANDRIA. 

13049  Leaves  peltate 
13050  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  flat  stalked  at  base 

13051  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  erect,  Spikes  simple 
13052  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  erect,  Spikes  panicled 
13053  Leaves  obovate,  Stem  somewhat  divided,  Flowers  capitate :13047^ 

Hi  13053 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1937.  Ceratocarpus.  Named  from  xi»a;,  a  horn,  and  z^ts;,  fruit,  because  the  seeds  have  two  horns. Useless  weeds. 
1938.  Zannichellia.  So  called  in  honor  of  John  Jerome  Zannichella,  a  Venetian  apothecary,  who  died  in 

1729.  He  left  behind  him  a  few  works  of  little  consequence.  A  plant  found  abundantly  in  the  marshes  of 
some  parte  of  England. 

1939.  Lemna.  Said  to  have  been  so  called  from  Aisnr,  a  scale,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  plants.  Theo- 
phrastus  describes  under  the  same  name  an  aquatic  plant.  Annual  weeds,  which  float  on  stagnant  water, 
their  flowers  are  very  obscure,  and  not  produced  freely  in  northern  climates.  L.  trisulca  has  dichotomous, 
filiform,  divaricated  stems,  having  a  lanceolate  leaf  at  the  angle  of  the  branches,  but  proliferous  ones  termi- 

nating the  branches :  where  these  leaves  are  conjoined,  there  shoots  out  a  pendant  radicle,  with  a  conical 
papilla  at  its  base  Linnaeus  observes,  that  the  stems  are  flatted  and  proliferous,  crossing  each  other,  and  thus 
resembling  in  the  mode  of  growth  the  opuntia  or  Indian  fig.  The  leaves  of  L.  minor  are  very  small,  of  a 
roundish  ovate  form,  collected  into  heaps  by  twos  or  threes,  and  forming  extensive  green  plats  on  stagnant 
waters;  each  leaf  drops  a  single  radicle.  This  plant  affords  nourishment  not  only  to  ducks,  but  to  the  fresh 
water  polype,  to  Phalaena  Lemnata,  &c.  Its  quick  and  extensive  propagation  makes  it  troublesome  in  some 
cases,  but  at  the  same  time  it  is  considered  valuable  as  converting  hydrogen  gas  into  air  adapted  to  respiration. 
L.  polyrhiza  is  distinguished  by  its  dropping  bundles  of  thick  black  fibres  from  the  lower  surface  of  the 
leaves.  The  plants  sink  in  the  water  in  the  winter  season,  and  either  these  or_new  ones  appear  again  in  the 
spring. 

1940.  Angaria.  One  of  the  Greek  names  for  the  Cucumber.  The  plant  now  so  called  is  also  a  kind  of  gourd. 
The  species  grow  freely  on  light  soil,  and  are  propagated  by  seeds  or  roots. 

1941.  Comptonia.  Named  in  honor  of  Henry  Compton,  Lord  Bishop  of  London,  by  whom  the  fine  collection 
of  plants  attached  to  the  episcopal  palace  at  Fulham  was  formed.  A  handsome  shrub,  which  thrives  in  peat 
soil,  or  sandy  loam,  and  is  increased  by  suckers  or  layers. 

1942.  Hernandia.  So  called  in  honor  of  Francisco  Hernandez,  a  Spanish  botanist,  and  first  physician  to 
Philip  the  second  of  Spain,  by  whom  he  was  sent  to  Mexico  for  the  sake  of  investigating  the  natural  history  of 
that  country.  Linna?us  is  said  to  have  named  it  in  allusion  to  the  large  leaves  and  little  flowers  of  the  plant, 
which  may  be  supposed  to  represent  the  great  means  and  small  advantages  which  attended  the  expedition 
of  Hernandez.  This  is  an  upright  lofty  tree,  with  an  elegant  head.  The  fruit  is  a  nut,  sustained  and  partly 
enveloped  by  a  yellow  persisting  calyx.  The  nuts  are  very  large,  and  as  they  move  in  the  wind,  produce  sound 
enough  to  alarm  unwary  travellers.  In  our  stoves  the  plants  grow  freely  in  loamy  soil,  and  ripened  cuttings, 
with  their  leaves  on,  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1943.  Axyris.   A  word  of  unknown  meaning.  Plants  of  little  beauty  and  the  easiest  culture. 
3  D  3 
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*1944.  TRA'GIA.  W. 13054  volubilis  W. 
13055  involucr&ta  W. 
13056  urens  W. 

§13057  Chamaelea  W. 
13058  cannabina  W 
194.5.  TY'PHA.  W. 13059  latifolia  W. 

13060  minor  W. 
13061  angustifolia  W. 
1946.  SPARGA'NIUM. 13062  ramosum  W. 

13063  simplex  W. 
13064  natans  W. 
1947.  CA'REX.  W. 13065  dioica  W. 

13066  DavaUiana  W. 

Tragia. 
twining  %  I    I  un involucred  5  CD  un 
stinging  4  O  un lance-leaved  3c  O  un 
Hemp-leaved  S~  E3  un 
Cat's-Tail. 
great  •  A« dwarf  Jllli  A  ec 
lesser  *  A  ec 
W.    Bur  Reed. 
branched  i  A™ 
unbranched  =fc  A  un floating  3t  A 
Carex. 

dioecious  A  A  ™ 
Davall's  Jllli  A  cu 

Euphorbiaceie.   Sp.  5—9. 
6  jn.jl     G      W.  Indies  1739. 

jn.jl 

jnjl jnjl 

K  Indies  1759. 
Virginia  1699. E.  Indies  1793. E.  Indies  1699. 

Aroideee.   Sp.  3—7. 
6  jl         Br     Britain  dit 2  jl         Br     England  mar. 
3  jn.jl      Br     Britain  pools. 

Aroideee.   Sp.  3—5. 
2  jLau     Ap     Britain  dit. 

S  co 
S  co S  co 

D  l.p C  Lp 

1|  jl.au  Ap 

jl 

Cyperaceee. |  myjn  Ap 
|  my.jn  Ap 

.  S  Lp 

Britain  sta.wa.  S  Lp 
England  fens.  S  Lp 

Sp.  106—235. Britain     sp  bo.  Sk  s.p Britain    mar.  Sk  s.p 

Tre.pLrar.2.tl5 Jac.  ic.  L  1 190 Pluk.al.  tl07.f.5 

Rhee.mal.2.  t.,'34 Bur.ind.  t63.  f.4 

Eng.  bot.  1455 Eng.  bot  1457 
Eng.  bot  1456 

Eng.  bot  744 
Eng.  bot  745 Eng.  bot  272 

Eng.  bot  543 
Eng.  bot  2123 

13067  pulicaris  W.  Flea  JUIt  A  cu    1|  jn.jl     Ap    Britain     mar.  Sk  co    Eng.  bot.  1051 
13068  pyrenaica  W.         Pyrenean        JUi  A  un  1J  jn.jl     Ap     Pyrenees  1820.  Sk  co    S.ca.n.5.  t.D.f.  1.3 
13069  pauciflora  W.         few-flowered    jllli  A  cu    1J  jn        Ap     Britain    bgs.m.  Sk  s.p  Eng.  bot  2041 

13070  cyperoides  W. 
13071  stenophylla  W. 13072  chordorhiza  W. 
13073  incurva  W. 
13074  foVtida  W. 

Bohemian  JUIc  A 
narrow-leaved  M  A chord-rooted 
curved 
stinking 

A  un 

it  A  un 

2  jnjl  Ap  Bohemia  1801.  Skco  Schk.car.t A.f.5 
2  jnjl  Ap  Austria    1822.  Skco  Sc.ca. t.G.Ii.f.32 
1  jnjl  Ap  Sweden    1823.  Skco  Sc.ca.  t.G.Ii.f.  31 
|  jl.au  Ap  Scotland  san.sh.  Sk  co  Eng.  bot.  927 

ii  Ann    J  jLau     Ap    Swltzerl.  1791.  Skco  Sch.ca.t.Hh.f.96 

13075  arenaria  W. 
13076  intermedia  W. 
13077  schoenoldcs  W. 
13078  Schreberi  W. 
13079  brizoides  W. 
13080  ovalis  W. 

13081  lagopodioides  W. 
13082  scoparia  W. 
13083  nemorosa  W. 
13084  vulpina  W. 
13085  stipata  W. 13086  divisa  W. 

sand soft-brown 
rush-like 
Schreber's Briza-like 
oval-spiked 
Hare's  Foot Broom 

JUi  A  ec ill  A  un 
M  a  un 
it  A  un 
Jii  A  un jiii  A  un 
jlii  A  un 
jllli  A  un 

1  jn.jl 
1$  myjl 1  my.jl 

li  jnjl 
2  myjl 
2  jnjl 

2  jnjl 

2J  jnjl 

Ap 
Ap Ap Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap 

13088  norvegica  W. 13089  divulsa  W. 
13090  stellulata  W. 
13091  r6sea  W. 
13092  axillaris  W. 
13093  remote  W. 

wood  Jllli  A  un  3  jn.jl  Ap 
great-spiked  *  A  un  3  my.au  Ap 
propped  JUi  A  un  3  my.au  Ap bracteated  Jllli  A  un  2  my.jl  Ap 

Britain  san.sh.  Sk  co 
Britain  mar.  Sk  co 
Germany  1823.  Sk  co 
Germany  1800.  Sk  co 
Germany  1815.  Sk  co Britain    mar.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1805.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1812.  Sk  co 
Germany  1824.  Sk  co 
Britain     mar.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1825.  Sk  co 
Britain     sal. in.  Sk  co 

Eng.  bot.  928 
Eng.  bot  2042 
Host.  gra.  1. 146 
Host.gra.36.t47 
Eng.  bot.  306 
Sc.  c.  tYyy.f.177 
Sc.c.tXxx.f.175 

Eng.  bot  307 
Sc.c.tHhh.f.132 
Eng.  bot  1096 

13087  muricata  W.  greater-prickly  Jllli  A  un  2  myjn  Ap     Britain    moi.p.  Sk  co    Eng.  bot  1097 Norway 
gray 
little-prickly 
Rose axillary 
remote 

JL  A  un 
jut  A  un 
a  a  mi 
jlk  A  un jllli  A  un jllli  A  un 

If  my.jn  Ap 2  my  Ap 

$  myjn  Ap 2  my.jn  Ap 
2}  myjn  Ap 2  myjn  Ap 

Norway  1822.  Skco Britain  m.s.pL  Sk  co Britain  mar.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1812.  Sk  co 
England  bogs.  Skco Britain  groves.  Sk  co 

Schk.car.t.8.£66 
Eng.  bot.  629 Eng.  bot  806 Sc.ca.tZzz.f.179 
Eng.  bot  993 
Eng.  bot.  832 

13058 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1944.  Tragia.  In  honor  of  a  German  botanist  named  Jerome  Bock,  born  in  1498,  and  died  in  1554 ;  Tragus, 

which  was  the  name  he  bore  in  science,  being  a  Greek  translation  of  his  real  name,  both  signifying  a  goat  He 
published  a  history  of  plants,  or  Krauterbuch,  and  several  other  works.   Twining  plants  of  no  interest 

1945.  Typha.  From  mo:,  a  marsh,  in  which  all  the  species  naturally  grow.  T.  latifolia  is  one  of  the 
handsomest  aquatics  of  the  reed  kind ;  its  leaves  are  of  a  bluish  color,  an  inch  in  width,  and  three  feet  long; 
the  pollen  of  the  flower  is  very  abundant,  and  a  light  being  applied  to  it,  a  flash  of  fire  is  produced.  Haller 
says,  that  the  roots  are  eaten  in  salads,  that  cattle  eat  the  leaves,  and  that  the  downy  seeds  serve  for  stuffing 
pillows.  The  leaves  are  sometimes  used  by  coopers,  and  introduced  between  the  staves  of  their  casks ;  they 
are  frequently  used  for  making  mats,  baskets,  chair  bottoms,  and  sometimes  for  thatch.   Rubens,  and  other 
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13054  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  serrated  smoothish.  Petioles  ciliated,  Female  sepals  hairy  entire 
13055  Leaves  hispid  ovate-acuminate  serrated,  Female  sepals  pinnatifid  setose  hispid 
13056  Leaves  lanceolate  sessile  blunt  somewhat  toothed  at  end ;  and  stem,  which  is  erect  and  branched,  downy 
13057  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  stalked  blunt  mucronate,  Stem  branched  diffuse 
13058  Leaves  deeply  3-lobed  toothed,  Middle  lobe  long 

13059  Leaves  linear  nearly  plane,  Sterile  and  fertile  catkins  close  together 
13060  Leaves  linear  plane  twice  as  short  as  culm,  Male  and  female  catkins  remote 
13061  Leaves  linear  convex  below,  Sterile  and  fertile  catkins  a  little  distant  from  each  other 

13062  Leaves  triangular  at  the  base  their  sides  concave,  Common  flower-stalk  branched,  Stigma  linear 
13063  Leaves  triangular  at  the  base  their  sides  plane,  Common  flower-stalk  simple,  Stigma  linear 
13061  Lvs.  floating  plane,  Common  fl. -stalk  simple,  Stigma  ovate  very  short,  Head  of  sterile  fls.  mostly  solitary 

$  Spikes  dioecious. 13065  Spike  simple  dioecious,  Fruit  ascending  ovate  shortly  acuminated  striated  rough  at  the  margin  upwards 
13066  Spike  simple  dioecious,  Fruit  ovate  much  acuminated  recurvate-deflexed  smoothish  at  the  margin 

$  2.  Spikes  androgynous. *  1.  Spike  simple. 
13067  Spike  simple  androgynous,  Flowers  few,  Fruit  distant  oblongo-lanceolate  acuminate  reflexed,  Stigmas  8 
13068  Spike  simple  androgynous  male  at  top,  Stigmas  3,  Fruit  oblong  with  a  short  beak  horizontal 
13069  Spike  simple  androgynous  of  very  few  fls.  1-ruit  distant  lanceolate  subulate  patenti-reflexed,  Stigmas 

*  2.  Spikelets  capitate. 
13070  Spikes  androgynous  male  below  collected  in  globose  involucrated  heads,  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  lane,  with  3  points 
13071  Spikes  androgynous  male  above  collected  in  an  oblong  head,  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  ovate  comp.  nerved  with  2  teeth 
13072  Spikes  androgynous  male  above  collected  in  an  ovate  form,  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  ov.acumin.  Culm  branched  at  base 
13073  Spikl.  ster.  at  extrem.  collected  into  a  roundish  head,  Fruit  broad.  rotun<L-ov.  short  acum.  swell,  on  both 

sides  nearly  entire  at  the  point,  Culm  obt.  angular,  Leaves  channelled 
13074  Spikes  androgynous  male  above  collected  into  an  oval  head,  Stigm.  2,  Fruit  ellipt.  roundish  acuminate  bifid 

*  3.  Spikelets  spiked,  many-flowered.  [Culmtriang.  Lvs.  plane 
13075  Lower  spikel.  fert :  upp.  ones  ster.  all  crpwd.  Fr.  with  membr.  marg.  Bract  membrane. :  low.  ones  subfoli. 
13076  Inferior  and  term,  spikelets  fertile :  intermediate  ones  sterile,  Fruit  acutely  margined,  Culms  triangular 
13077  Spike  androgynous  comp.  Spikelets  obi.  altera,  dust  male  above,  Stigmas  2,  Fr.  round,  ov.  edged  2  toothed 
13078  Spike  androgynous  comp.  Spikelets  ovate  alternate  clustered  male  below,  Stigmas  2,  Fr.  ovate  2-toothed 
13079  Spike  androg.  comp.  somew.  distich.  Spikel.  about  5  altera,  cun.  obL  lane,  malebel.  Stig.  2,  Fr.  ov.  edg  bifid 
13080  Spikel.  ster.  at  the  base  oval  about  5  approxim.  Fruit  as  long  as  the  cal.  ovato-acumin.  convex  on  one  side, concave  on  the  other,  with  a  membranaceous  margin  bifid  at  the  point 
13081  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel.  12  altera,  ellipt  blunt  approxim.  male  below,  St  ignis.  2,  Fr.  ov.  lane,  edg.bicusp. 
13082  Spike  androgynous  comp.  Spikel.  about  5  altera,  ellipt.  blunt  somewhat  approxim.  male  below,  Stigmas  2, 

Fruit  ovale  lanceolate  edged  bicuspidate 
13083  Spike  androgynous  comp.  Spikel.  numer.  collected  in  3s  or  5s  ovate  clustered  male  above,  Stigmas  2,  Fruit 

spreading  ovate  acuminate  2-toothed  edged  compressed 
13084  Spikel.  ster.  at  their  extremities  thrice  comp.  collected  into  a  cylind.  crowded  spike,  Fruit  ovate  acuminat 

convexo-plane  acutang.-diverg.  Stem  very  acute  triang.  Leaves  rather  broad 
13085  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel.  about  5  obi.  male  above  clust.  Stigm.  2.  Fr.  spread,  ov.  acum.  with  2  points  nerv. 
13086  Spikel.  ster.  at  their  extremities  crowded  into  a  somewhat  ovate  head :  lower  ones  with  a  leafy  erect  bractea at  their  base,  Fruit  roundish  ovate  convex  on  one  side  slightly  concave  on  the  other 
13087  Spikel.  ster.  at  their  extremities  subcomp.  collected  into  a  rather  long  more  or  less  interrupted  spike,  Fruit 

convexo-plar.o  ovato-acuminate  acutangular  divergent  rough  at  the  margin  upward 
13088  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel.  4  altera,  obi.  male  below  somewhat  approxim.  Stigmas  2,  Fr.  obi.  acutish  compr. 
13089  Spike  long  somew.  decompound  branched  at  the  base :  lower  spikelets  remote,  Fruit  erect  smooth  at  edge 
13090  Spikel.  ster.  at  base  3  or  4  dist  Fr.ov.  much  attenuat  convexo-plane  acutangul.  divaricat  rough  at  margins 13091  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel.  about  4  remote  male  above,  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  ov.acum.  2-tooth.  horiz.  ciliat.  at  base 
13092  Spikes  subternate  remote  sessile,  Bractes  long,  Fruit  bifid  at  end 
13093  Spikel.  ster.  at  base  dist  Fruit  longer  than  cal.  obl.-ovate  acuminate  convexo-plane  subacutang.  obtuse  at the  marg.  the  point  bifid,  Bract  very  narr.  reaching  beyond  the  culm 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Italian  painters  after  him,  have  put  it  into  the  hand  of  Christ  as  a  sceptre,  when  he  was  saluted  as  a  king  in 
mockery  by  Herod's  soldiers.  The  plant  appears  to  be  a  native  of  every  part  of  the  world,  in  ponds,  ditches, and  by  the  sides  of  rivers  and  brooks. 

1946.  Sparganium.  From  <nret(yxvm,  a  band,  in  reference  to  the  long  ribbon-like  leaves  of  the  plants. 
Sparganium  ramosum  is  the  commonest  species :  it  has  a  strong  creeping  root,  and  soon  fills  up  a  ditch  or 
pond,  if  suffered  to  remain  unmolested.  It  is  common  not  only  in  Europe,  but  in  Barbary,  Siberia,  and  North America. 

1947.  Carex.  From  the  Latin  carere,  to  want.  The  upper  spikes  of  these  plants  are  constantly  without 
seeds,  consisting  only  of  male  flowers.   This  numerous  family  of  plants  grow  mostly  in  wet  swampy  grounds, 
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13094  elongata  W. 13095  curta  W. 

13096  foe'nea  W. 13097  loliacea  W. 
13098  straminea  W. 

elongated white 

jm  a Mi  A 

fodder  it  A  un 
ray-grass-like  it  A  un 
slender-stalked  ilt  A  un 

1  my.jn  Ap 
1  jn  Ap 
2  jn  Ap 
2  jn  Ap 
2  jn.jl  Ap 

England   mar.  Skco  Eng.  bot  1920 Britain    pools.  Sk  co  Eng.  bot  1366 
N.  Amer.  1818.  Sk  co 
Sweden    1810.  Skco  Sc.ca.tP.p.  f.104 
N.  Amer.  1803.  Sk  co  S.ca.t.Xxx.f.174 

13090  multifiora  W. 
13100  teretiiiscula  W. 
13101  paradoxa  W. 
13102  paniculata  W. 
13103  appressa  R.  Br. 
13104  bicolor  W. 
13105  atrata  W. 

13106  thuringiaca  W. 

many-flowered  ilt  A  un  1  my.jn  Ap 
lesser  panicled  Jilt  A  un  2  my.jn  Ap 
paradoxical     Jl  A  un  1  j  my.jn  Ap 
greater  panicl.  it  A  un  3  jn.jl  Ap 
close-spiked     it  A  un  2  my.au  Ap 

two-colored     ilk  A  un  1  j  my.jn  Ap 
black  ilt  A  un  lj  jn.jl  Ap 

Thuringian 

N.  Amer.  1812. 
Britain  bogs. 
Austria  1823. 
England  bogs. 
N.  S.  W.  1802. 

Skco 
Skco 
Skco Sk  co 
Skco 

M.  Cenis  1810.  Sk  co 
Britain    al.me.  Sk  co 

.Sc.ca.  tLlLf.144 
Eng.  bot  1065 Host  gra.1.  t.  57 
Eng.  bot  1064 

S.c.t.Aaaa.f.181 
Eng.  bot  20*4 

A  un   lj  my.jn  Ap    Germany  1810.  Skco  S.ca.tP.pp.f.155 

13107  Buxbaumii  Yr 

13108  glareosa  W. 
Buxbaum's  it  A  un  1  my.jn  Ap 
sandy  ilk  A  un  1  my.jn  Ap 

Sweden  1821.  Skco  aca. t.X.Gg.f.76 
Norway    181&  Skco 

13109  alba  W. 
13110  clandestlna  W. 
13111  digitfita  W. 
13112  plantaginea  W. 13113  Fraserifina  H.  K. 

white  M  A  un  1  my.jn  Ap 
dwarf  silvery  it  A  cu  j  ap.my  Ap 
fingered  ill  A  un  j  my.jn  Ap 
broad-leaved  ilii  A  un  i  my.jn  Ap 
Fraser's  Jilt  A  or  |  ap.jn  Ap 

Austria  1818.  Skco 
England  sun.ro.  Sk  co 
England  woods.  Sk  co N.  Amer.  1805.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1809.  Sk  s.p 

Sch.car.  tO.f.55 
Eng.  bot.  2124 
Eng.  bot.  615 Sch.  car.  tU.f.70 
Bot  mag.  1391 

13114  pilulifera  W. 13115  Iuc6rum  W.  en. 
13116  collina  W. 
13117  ciliata  W. 
13118  pra^cox  W. 
13119  tomentosa  W. 
13120  extensa  W. 
13121  flava  W. 
13122  CEderi  E.  B. 
13123  ffilva  W. 
13124  dlstans  W. 
13125  binervis  W. 13126  saxatilis  W. 
13127  pfilla  W. 
13128  ferruginea  W. 
13129  Mielichhoferi  W. 
13130  umbrosa  W. 
13131  pilosa  W. 
13132  granulans  W. 
13133  panicea  W. 
13134  conglobata  W. 

round-headed  it  A  un 
grove  ilt  A  un hill  ilt  A  un 
ciliated  ilt  A  un 
vernal  ilt  A  un 
downy-fruited  it  A  un 
long-bracted 

yellow (Erder'8 tawny 

loose 

green-ribbed rock russet rusty 

loose-spiked shady 
hairy 

grain-seeded Pink-leaved 
clustered 

A  un 
A  un A  un 

1  ap.jn  Ap 
1)  ap.jn  Ap 1  ap.jn  Ap 
lj  ap.jn  Ap 1  ap  Ap 

1  jn  Ap 

f  jn  Ap 1  my.jn  Ap 

i  jn.jl  Ap 

Britain     hea.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1825.  Sk  co 
Germany  1824.  Sk  co 
Germany  1812.  Sk  co 
Britain    dr.pa.  Sk  co 
England  mea.  Sk  co Britain  seaco.  Sk  co 
Britain  bogs.  Sk  co 
England  m.me.  Sk  co 

Eng.  bot  885 
Sch.car.t.F.f.29 
Sch.  car.  tl.  f.42 
Eng.  bot  1099 
Eng.  bot  2046 
Eng.  bot.  833 
Eng.  bot  1294 Eng.  bot.  1773 

ilt  A  un  |  jn.jl  Ap  Britain  mar.  Sk  co  Eng.  bot.  1295 

ilt  A  un    lj  jn        Ap    Britain     mar.  Sk  co    Eng.  bot  1234 
it  A  un 
it  A  un it  A  un ilt  A  un 
it  A  un 
Jl  A  un 
it  A  un 
it  A  un 
ilt  A  un 
ilt  A  un 

2  jn 

l  jl 
l  jl 

Ap 
Ap Ap 
Ap 

1  jl.au  Ap 

1  j  my.jn  Ap 
1  my.jn  Ap 

H  jn.jl  Ap 
i  my.jl  Ap 1  my.jl  Ap 

Britain  dr.he.  Sk  co 
Greenlandl812.  Skco 
Scotland  scmo.  Sk  co 
Austria    1822.  Skco 
Scotland  aLroc.  Sk  co 
Austria    1810.  Skco 

Europe  1820.  Skco N.  Amer.  1807.  Sk  co 
Britain  mo'i.p.  Sk  co Hungary  1812.  Skco 

Eng.  bot  1235 S.ca.tI.&Ttf.40 
Eng.  bot  2045 Sch.car.t.M.f.48 

Eng.  bot  2293 
S.ca.tUuu.f.165 
Sch.car.tM.f.49 S.ca.tVw.f.169 
Eng.  bot.  1505 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
in  bogs,  fens,  marshes,  or  in  moist  woods,  where  they  yield  a  very  coarse  grass  scarcely  touched  by  cattle. 
With  the  exception  of  two  or  three  species,  they  are  of  little  use  or  beauty.   Some  unfortunately  situated 
husbandmen  have  recourse  to  them  as  cattle  fodder,  or  as  thatch  or  fuel.   In  Kent,  the  leaves  of  the  larger 
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13094  Spikes  numerous  obi.  remotish  naked,.  Fruit  acuminate  bifid  recurred  many-nerved  longer  than  glumes 
13095  Spikel.  ster.  at  base  about  5  rather  dist  ellipt  Bracteas  very  minute,  Caps,  broadly  ov.  acum.  conv.  on  one 

side  and  nearly  plane  on  the  other  subobtusang.  with  2  teeth  at  the  extremity 
13096  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel ets  about  4  male  below  and  close  together,  Fruit  ovate  acumin.  edged  2-tooth. 
13097  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel.  about  4  male  below  and  close  together,  Stigmas  2,  Fruit  elliptical  blunt  nerved 
13098  Spike  androg.  comp.  Spikel.  about  5  roundish  male  below  somew.  approximated,  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  round,  ovate 

beaked  2-toothed  ciliated  at  edge 
*  4.  Spikelets  panicled. 

13099  Spikes  androg.  narrow,  panic!  male  above  obi.  blunt,  Stig.  2,  Fr.  ov.  acum.  with  2  points,  Scales  ov.  mucron. 
13100  Spike  supradecompound  contracted  acutish,  Spikelets  clustered,  Fruit  spreading  gibbous,  Culm  roundish 
13101  Spikes  androg.  narr.  panic,  male  above,  Low.  branch,  remote,  Stig.  2  round,  ov.  beak.  2-tootb.  cil.  ser.  at  base 
13102  Spikel.  ster.  at  extrem.  thrice  comp.  and  collect,  into  a  panic,  spike,  Fr.  broad,  ov.  acum.  gib.  on  both  sides 
13103  Spike  decomp.  longish,  Scales  acute,  Fruit  ovate  plano-convex  nerved  on  each  side 

*  5.  Spikelets  racemose.. 
13104  Spikes  androg.  in  threes  stalked  terminal  male  below  erect,  Stigmas  2,  Fr.  obov.  blunt,  Scales  ov.  obtuse 
13105  Fertile  spikes  pedunculated  ovate  pendulous  :  the  terminal  one  with  sterile  flowers  at  the  base,  Fruit 

roundish  ovate  depressed  with  a  short  beak  bifid  at  the  point 
$  3.  Terminal  spikes  male :  the  others  androgynous. 

13106  Male  spike  solitary  stalked :  androg.  male  above  about  5  ellipt  remote  sessile  with  a  leafy  bract,  Stigm.  3, 
Fruit  roundish  3-cornered  downy 

$  4.  Terminal  spike  androgynous :  the  others  female. 
13107  Spike  androg.  pedunc.  obov.  male  below :  female  about  3  remote  somewhat  stalked,  Stigm.  3.  Fr.  ellipt 

3-cornered  blunt  slightly  2-toothed 
13108  Spike  androg.  pedunc.  obi.  male  below :  female  2  sessile  close  obi.  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  oblong  narrowed  with 

an  undivided  mouth  as  long  as  ovate  scale 
\  5.  Spikes  of  distinct  sexes. *  1.  Male  solitary :  female  sessile  and  subsessile. 

1 1.  Scape  sheathed,  with  membranous  bractes. 
13109  Male  spike  solit.  stalk. :  fern,  twin  stalk,  about  5-fl.  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  obov.-glob.  furrow,  beak,  obliq.  truncate 
13110  Bractes  membran.  nearly  leafless  sheath.  Fern,  spikes  remote  few-fl.  included  in  sheath,  Lvs.  channelled 
13111  Bractes  membranous  nearly  leafless  sheathing,  Spikes  linear  lax  erect :  male  shorter,  Leaves  flat 
13112  Male  spike  sol.  stalk  :  fern.  4  dist.  stalk  Stig.  3.  Fr.  ellipt  3-corner.  stalk.smth.  short  than  obov.  cusp,  scale 13113  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  with  a  white  scarious  margin,  Heads  oblong,  Scape  not  longer  than  leaves 

+  2.  Culm  leafy. 
13114  Fertile  spikes  sess.  roundish  approxim.  Scales  mucron.  Fr.  obov.-glob.  acute  pubesc.  Culms  weak  scabrous 
13115  Female  spikes  2-3  ellipt.  sess.  supported  by  a  foliaceous  bract,  Fruit  somewhat  downy  with  a  long  beak 
13116  Male  spike  solit. :  fern,  about  2  close  ellipt.  sess.  Stig.  3,  Fr.  obi.  with  a  short  beak  downy  as  long  as  ov.  scale 
13117  Male  spike  solit. :  fern,  about  2  close  obi.  sess.  Stig.  3.  Fr.  roundish-obov.  downy  larg.  than  obL  blunt  scale 
13118  Sheaths  short  scarcely  any  equal  to  the  flower-stalks,  Fertile  spikes  oblong  approximate,  Scales  elliptico- 

oblong,  Fruit  obovate  subtriquetrous  acute  pubescent 
13119  Sheaths  very  short,  Female  spikes  subsessile  cylindrical  blunt,  Glumes  elliptical  acute,  Fruit  downy 
13120  Fertile  spikes  subsess.  obi.  Fr.  ov.  scarcely  beaked  striated  bifid  at  point,  Lvs.  very  narrow,  Culm  glabrous 
13121  Bracteas  long  foliaceous,  Fert  spikes  roundish  oval,  Fr.  obov.  with  a  long  recurved  beak  bifid  at  the  point 
13122  Sheaths  and  peduncles  very  short,  Female  spikes  roundish,  Fruit  spreading  on  each  side  globose,  Beak 

straight,  Culm  smooth 13123  Bracteas  foliaceous,  Spikes  oblongo-ov.  distant  rotundo-ov.  inflated  rostrate  bifid  at  point,  Culm  scabrous 
♦  2.  Male  spike  solitary :  upper  female  sessile  and  subsessile  ;  lower  stalked. 

13124  Fertile  spikes  oblong  erect,  Scales  mucronate,  Fruit  ovate  somewhat  inflated  subtriquetrous  depressed 
with  rather  a  short  beak  bifid  at  the  point 

13125  Sheaths  long  shorter  than  peduncle,  Spikes  cylindrical  remote  somewhat  compound,  Fruit  2-nerved 
13126  Male  spike  solit :  female  twin  ;  lower  stalked  obi.  Stigmas  2,  Fruit  ellipt.  blunt  as  long  as  blunt  scale 
13127  Fertile  spikes  ov. :  the  lower  one  pedunculated,  Scales  obi.  Fruit  subglob.  apiculate  with  a  short  bifid  beak 13128  Male  spike  solitary :  female  3  distant ;  two  lower  stalked,  Stigmas  3,  Fr.  oblong  compressed  3-cornered 

hispid  at  edge,  Mouth  membranous  2-lobed 
13129  Fertile  spikes  1-3  somewhat  drooping,  Fruit  scarcely  longer  than  the  scale  lax  especially  the  lower  ones ovate  with  a  short  beak  bifid  at  the  point 
13130  Male  spike  sol.  obov. :  female  about  3  close j  2  lower  on  long  stalks,  Stigmas  3,  Fruit  compress,  obov.  downy beaked  2-toothed  at  end 
13131  Male  spike  soL  :  female  about  3  distant ;  two  lower  remote,  Stig.  3,  Fr.  ov.beaked  with  a  membran.  mouth 
13132  Male  spike  soL  :  fern.  3  rem. :  two  lower  stalked,  Stigmas  3,  Fr.  glob,  ovate  nerved  ventric.  shortly  beaked 
13133  Fert.  spikes  subcylind.  with  dist  fls.  Bract  foliaceous,  Fr.  subglob.  somew.  inflated  obt  glab  entire  at  point 
13134  Male  spike  sol. :  female  about  4  remote ;  lower  on  a  long  stalk,  the  stalks  of  the  others  enclosed,  Stigm.  3, 

Fr.  globose  shining  with  a  short  beak  2-toothed  at  end 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
species  are  used  for  tying  the  vines  of  hops  to  the  poles;  in  Italy  they  are  put  between  the  staves  of  wine 
casks  to  make  them  tight,  woven  over  Florence  flasks,  or  in  chair  bottoms.  The  Laplander  combs  and  dresses 
some  species  of  sedge,  as  we  do  flax,  and  in  winter  stuffs  his  shoes  and  gloves  with  it,  as  a  defence  against  the 
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13135  rostrata  TV. 
13136  nitida  TV. 
13137  anceps  TV. 
13138  alpestris  TV. 
13139  caespitosa  TV. 13140  rtricta  TV. 

13141  pendula  TV. 13142  rigida  TV. 

13143  capillaris  TV. 
13144  pallescens  TV. 13145  ustulata  TV. 
13146  rarifiora  E.  B. 

beaked 
glossy two-edged 
Alpine 

ii  A  mi    1  my.jl    Ap     N.  Amer.  1816.  Skco    S.ca.tHhh.f.  134 
Jit  A  un 
Hi  A  un 
it  A  mi 

1  my.jn  Ap 
1  jl.au  Ap 

f  my.jn  Ap jn  Ap my  Ap 

Austria  1805.  Skco 
N.  Amer.  1805.  Sk  co 
Europe    1804.  Skco 4  my.j 

1  ap.n tufted  bog  JlUi  A  un  1 
straight-leaved  to  A  un 
great-pendulousJli  A  un  4  my.jn  Ap 
rigid  Jib  A  un     £  jn.jl  Ap 

capillary         Jilt  A  un     \  jl.au  Ap pale  Jit  a  un  1  ap.jn  Ap 
scorch.  Alpine      a  un     §  jn. jl  Ap 
loose-flowered  to  A  un  |  jn  Ap 

Britain 
Britain 
Britain 
Britain 

bogs, mar. Skco 
Sk  co 

woods.  Sk  co 
moun.  Sk  co 

Host  gra.  1. 171 Sc.ca.tFffif.128 Sch.car.tG.f.35 

Eng.  bot.  1507 
Eng.  bot.  914 

Eng.  bot  2315 Eng.  bot  2047 
Britain  sc.  mo.  Sk  co  Eng.  bot  2069 
Britain  moLp.  Sk  co  Eng.  bot.  2185 
Scotland  aLriv.  Skco  Eng. bot 2404 
Scotland  seal  Skco  Eng. bot 2516 

13147  limosa  TV.  green  and  gold  M  A  un  1)  jn  Ap 
13148  Pseudo-CyperusJF.  Bastard  Cyperus  M  A  un  3  jn.jl  Ap 
13149  flexuosa  TV. 
13150  sylvatica  E.  B. 
13151  jfincea  TV.  en. 
13152  strigosa  TV. 
13153  recurva  TV. 
13154  nutans  TV. 
13155  acuminata  TV. 
13156  filiformis  TV. 
13157  aquatilis  TV. 13158  acfita  TV. 

13159  paludosa  W. 
13160  riparia  W. 
13161  vesicaria  TV. 
13162  ampullacea  TV. 13163  secallna  TV. 
13164  hordeiformis  IV. 
13165  hlrta  TV. 
13166  laevigata  TV. 13167  crintta  TV. 
13168  salina  TV. 
13169  ambleocarpa  TV. 
13170  buliata  W. 
1948.  COBRE'SIA.  W. 13171  caricina  TV. 
1949.  UNCI'NIA.  Rich. 

13172  phleoldes  Rich.       Cat's-tail-like  M 
1950.  ZE'A.  TV.  Indian  Corn. 

13173  Mays  TV. "  common  M 13174  CuraguajKoI.  Valparaiso  Cross-corn  jIUi 
1951.  CO'IX.  TV.  Job's  Tea  rs. 13175  Lachrvma  TV.         common  i- 

13176  agrestis  TV.  round-fruited  M 13139 

bending         juii  A  un  2  jn.jl  Ap 
wood  S  A  »n  3  my.jn  Ap 
rushy  i  A  un  2  my.jn  Ap 
loose  pendulous*  A  un  2  ap.my  Ap 

glaucous  Heath.*  A  un  1  my.jn  Ap 
nodding  M  A  un  2  jn.jl  Ap 
acuminated     M  A  un  1}  jn.jl  Ap 
slender-leaved  JlUi  A  un  2  jn.jl  Ap 
water  Jit  A  un  1}  jn.jl  Ap 
slender-spiked  Jilt  A  un  2  my.jn  Ap 
lesser  common  Jilt  A  un  2  my.jn  Ap 
great  common  M  A  un  2  ap.jn  Ap 

Britain    sp.bo.  Sk  co 
Britain     mar.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1807.  Sk  co 
Britain  woods.  Sk  co 
N.  Amer.  1820.  Sk  co 
England  woods.  Sk  co 

England  hea.  Sk  co Austria  1815.  Sk  co 
Istria  1818.  Skco 
Britain  bogs.  Sk  co 
Lapland  1813.  Skco Britain    wat.pl.  Sk  co 
Britain  wat.pl.  Sk  co Britain    riv.ua.  Sk  co 

short-spiked  Jilt slender-beaked  Jit 
rye-like  Jilt 
Barley-formed  Jilt 
hairy  Jit smooth-stalked  M 
haired  jvi 
salt-marsh  Jilt 
short-fruited  Jilt 
blistered  M 
Cobresia. 

sedge-like  JlUt Uncinia. 

A  un 
A  un A  un 
A  un A  un 
A  un 
A  un A  un 

A  un A  un 

A  un 
A  un O  ag 
O  ag 
fAl  cu 
fAl  cu 

Ap 
Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap Ap AP 

Ap 
Ap Ap a  my.jn 2  my.jn 2  my.jn 

2  jn.jl 2  my.jn 
3  my.jn 

lijnjl 
1  jn 

lijnjl 
1J  jn 

Cyperaceee. iil  Ap 

Cyperacece. 1  jl  Ap 
Graminete. 2  jn.jl  Ap 1  jn.jl  Ap 
Graminete. 2  jn.jl  Ap 

2  jn.jl  Ap 

mar. bogs. 
1824. 
1805. wat.pl. 
bogs. 

Britain Britain 
Austria France 
Britain 
Britain 
N.  Amer.  1807. 
Norway 

Britain N.  Amer.  1811. 

Sp.  1. 
SwitzerL  1820. 

Sp.  1—4. 
S.  Amer.  1821. 

Sp.2. 
America  1562. Chili  1824. 

Sp.2-^. 
E.  Indies  1596. 
E  Indies  1812. 

Sk  co 
Skco 
Sk  co 
Skco Skco Sk  co 
Sk  co 
Skco 
Sk  co 
Skco 

Eng.  bot  2043 

Eng.  bot  242 
S.ca.tDdd.f.124 
Eng.  bot  995 
Eng.  bot  994 
Eng.  bot.  1506 
Host.gra.l.t83 Host.  gra.  I.t97 
Eng.  bot  904 
Eng.  bot  580 
Eng.  bot.  807 
Eng.  bot  579 
Eng.  bot  779 
Eng.  bot.  780 Schk.car.t.5.f.65 
S.ca.tDdd.f.121 
Eng.  bot  685 Eng.  bot.  1387 Sc.ca.t.Eee.f.125 

MLg.62.t32.f.l2 S.ca.t.Uuu.f.166 

Sk  co  Sc.ca.tRrr.f.161 

Sk  co    Cav.  ic.  t464.  f.l 
S  r.m  Lam.  ill.  1 749 S  r.m 

S  l.p  Bot.  mag.  2479 
S  l.p  Ru.  am.6.  t.9.  f.l 

History t  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
extreme  rigour  of  his  climate.  C.  remota  is  a  very  elegant  plant  C.  paniculata  grows  in  bogs  in  immense 
tufts,  making  a  firm  support  for  the  heaviest  bodies.  C.  Fraseri  is  the  handsomest  species  of  the  genus, 
resembling  at  a  short  distance  when  in  flower,  one  of  the  Liliaces.  C.  riparia  has  leaves  half  an  inch  wide,  and 
from  one  to  three  feet  long ;  in  Italy  the  leaves  are  used  by  the  glass-makers  to  bind  their  wine  flasks  ;  by  the 
chair-makers  to  bottom  chairs ;  and  by  the  coopers  to  place  in  the  junctures  in  the  heads  of  casks,  in  the  same 
manner  as  the  leaves  of  the  Typha  are  used  in  the  same  country,  and  the  stalks  .of  Scirpus  Iacustris  in 
England.  C.  arenaria  increases  rapidly  in  loose  sand,  and  is  sometimes  planted  with  a  view  of  fixing  soils  of 
this  description,  along  with  Elymus  and  Arunda 

1948.  Cobresia.  Named  by  Willdenow,  after  a  German  nobleman  of  the  name  of  De  Kobres,  who  is  said  to 
have  been  a  great  promoter  of  natural  history.  The  plants  resemble  Carex. 
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13135  Male  spike  soL  Scales  obL  with  very  long  beaks :  female  cylind.  2 ;  stalk  of  the  lower  exserted,  Stigm.  3,  Fr. ovate  inflated  5-nerved  beaked 
13136  Male  spike  soL  :  fem.  2  obL  close  j  low.  stalk.  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  eUipt  glob.  shin,  bifid  at  end  larg.  than  ov.  scale 
13137  Male  spike  soL :  fem.  3-rem. ;  lower  stalk.  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  ov.  nerv.  memb.  at  mouth  long,  than  mucron.  scale 
13138  Male  spike  sol. :  fem.  3  few-fl.  2  close  sessile ;  lower  rad.  on  a  very  long  stalk,  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  obov.  obL  3-cor- nered  with  a  very  short  beak 
13139  Sheaths  none,  Bracteas  foliaceous  auric,  at  base,  Spikes  sess.  obL  or  subcylind.  obt  Fruit  broadly  elliptical 
13140  Fertile  spikes  nearly  sessile  cylindric.  filif.  acumin.  Fr.  ovate  somewhat  acute  plane  above  on  each  side, Culm  acutely  angular  straight 
13141  Fert  spikes  cylind,  very  long  droop.  Fr.  ov.  short,  acum.  bif.  at  extremity  closely  imbricated,  Leaves  broad 
13142  Digynous,  Sheaths  none,  Spikes  ovate :  upper  sessile,  Leaves  somewhat  recurved  rigid,  Fruit  compressed 

*  3.  Male  spike  solitary,  female  all  stalked. 
13143  Fert.  spikes  few-fl.  lax  drooping,  Fr.  as  long  as  ovate  membranac.  decid.  scales  oblon go-ovate  acuminate 
13144  Fert.  spikes  pedunculated  oblongo-cylind.  subpendul.  Bract,  subfoliac  Fruit  ov.-ellipt  tumid  obt  glabrous 
13145  Sheaths  elongated  shorter  than  the  flower-stalk,  Fruit  elliptical  ovate  beaked  (black.)  bifid  at  the  point 
13146  Fert.  spikes  narrow  obi.  very  few-fl.  laxpendul.  Bract,  subsetaceous,  Scales  acute  longer  and  broader  than the  fruit,  Fruit  ovate  somewhat  acumin.  striated 
13147  Fert  spikes  oblongo-ovate  pendulous,  Bracteas  subsetaceous,  Scales  acute  as  long  as  the  fruit,  Fruit  ellipt. rotundate  striated  shortly  mucronate 
13148  Fertile  spikes  upon  long  footstalks  cylind.  pendul.  Bract,  very  leafy,  Scales  setaceous,  Fruit  oblong  very 

much  acuminate  cloven  at  the  tips  striated 
13149  Male  spike  sol. :  fem.  about  4  remote  filiform  stalked  cernuous,  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  dist.  altera,  obi.  beaked  bifid 
13150  Fert  spikes  filif  rather  slender  slightly  drooping,  Fr.  broadly  ov.  much  acumin. cleft  at  point,  Lvs.  narrow 
13151  Male  spike  solit :  fem.  usually  twin  stalk,  filif.  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  lane.  hisp.  scaur.  2-toothed  long,  than  obL  scale 
13152  Fert  spikes  slend.  filif.  nearly  erect,  Fruit  ov.-lanc.  nerved  slightly  recurv.  loose,  imbric.  Lvs.  rather  broad 

*  4.  Male  spikes  more  than  one. 
13153  Fertile  spikes  subcylindrical  drooping,  Fruit  obovato-globose  obtuse  rather  downy  entire  at  the  point 
13154  Male  spikes  twin  :  fem.  twin  obi.  sess.  rem.  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  ov.  nerved  forked  ventric.  larg.  than  ov.  lane,  scale 
13155  Male  spikes  3 :  fem.  twin  on  short  stalks  nodd.cylind.  Stigmas  3,  Fr.  ellipt  ventricose  with  a  short  ent  beak 
13156  Fert.  spikes  short  peduncul.  oblongo-cylind.  their  cal.  subcusp.  Fr.  ov.  short,  beak.  bif.  at  point  very  pubes. 
13157  Lvs.  subsessile  sublin.  thickened,  Stigmas  2,  Fr.  ellipt.  with  short  beak  ent  at  end  as  long  as  rounded  scales 
13158  Fert  spikes  long  cylind.  acum.  slender  erect  when  in  fruit,  Fr.  oval  swelling  subacum.  entire  at  point,  Culm 

acutely  angular  scabrous 
13159  Seal,  of  sterile  spike  obtuse,  Fertile  spikes  cylind.  obtuse,  Fruit  oblongo-ovate  acute  bifid  at  point  striated 
13160  Foliaceous,  Seal,  of  sterile  spike  acum.  Fertile  spikes  scarcely  peduncuL  broadly  cylindrical  acute,  Fruit 

ovate  subacum.  bifid  at  the  point 
13161  Fert.  spikes  cylind.  slightly  droop.  Seal,  lane  Fr.  broadly  ovate  inflat  subulato-rostrate  deeply  bifid  at  point 
13162  Fert  spikes  cylind.  long  near,  erect,  Seal.  lane.  Fr.  crowd,  subglob.  inflat  setaceo-rost  slightly  bif.  at  point 
13163  Male  spikes  2 :  female  3  obi.  remote  subsessile,  Stigmas  3,  Fr.  obi.  compr.  rostr.  bifid  ciliate  serrat.  at  edge 
13164  Male  spikes  2:  female  3  obi.  remote  subsessile  ;  lower  subrad.  Stigmas  3,  Fr.ovate  comp.  2-toothed  hairy 
13165  Bracteas  long  foliac.  Fertile  spikes  short  cylind.  distant  their  scaL  cuspidate,  Fr.  ov.  with  long  beak  hairy 
13166  Fert.  spikes  droop,  cylind.  all  the  seal.  acum.  or  mucr.Fr.ov.triang.with  rather  long  acum.  beak  bif.  at  point 
13167  Male  spikes  twin  :  fem.  4  dist  stalk,  pendul.  cylind.  Stigm.  2,  Fr.  round,  ellipt.  ventric.  with  very  short  beak 
13168  Male  spikes  2 :  fem.  2  rem.  on  very  long  stalks  erect  obi.  Stigm.  2,  Fruit  ellipt  with  short  beaks  ent  at  end 
13169  Male  spikes  about  4 :  female  2  erect  stalked  cylind.  Stigmas  3,  Fr.  obov.  obt.  shorter  than  obi.  blunt  scale 
13170  Male  spikes  3 :  female  2  cylindr.  stalked  erect,  Stigm.  3,  Fr.  ov.  glob,  beaked  with  2  forks,  Beaks  hispid 

13171  Spikes  3  or  4  alternate  male  above 

13172  Fruit  oblong  3-cornered  smooth  at  edge 
13173  Leaves  entire 
13174  Leaves  serrated 

13175  Culm  half  round  at  top  and  obtuse,  Flowers  naked,  Fruit  ovate 
13176  Culm  round,  Flowers  naked,  Fruit  nearly  round 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1949.  Uncinia.  So  called  from  oyxas,  a  hook,  in  allusion  to  the  hooked  awn,  which  in  the  fruit  becomes hardened.   Plants  with  the  habit  of  Carex. 
1950.  Zea.  The  Greek  name  of  corn  of  some  kind.  It  is  derived  from  ?aa>,  to  live,  and  applied  to  this 

nutritive  plant  with  propriety.  The  word  Maize  is  the  denomination  of  the  vegetable  among  the  South 
Americans.  Zea  Curagua  is  the  curious  Valparaiso  corn,  to  which  a  sort  of  religious  reputation  is  attached,  on 
account  of  the  grains,  when  roasted,  splitting  regularly  into  the  form  of  a  cross.  Of  the  well  known  Indian 
corn,  Z.  Mays,  there  are  numerous  varieties,  some  of  which  are  sufficiently  hardy  to  thrive  in  this  climate. 

1951.  Coix.  A  name  used  by  Theophrastus  to  designate  a  kind  of  grass.  C.  Lachryma,  commonly  called 
Job's  tears,  derives  its  name  from  the  appearance  of  its  shining  pearly  fruit,  which,  when  suspended  on  its slender  pedicels,  resembles  in  no  inconsiderable  degree  a  falling  tear.  Tropical  grasses,  which  flower  and  seed 
plentifully  in  rich  light  soil. 
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*1952.  TRIP'SACUM  W.  Tripsacum. 
13177  dactyloldes  W.       rough-seeded   M  A  un 
13178  monostachyon  W.  single-spiked  *  A  un 
§13179  hermaphroditumW.  hermaphrodite  jIUi  O  un 

1953.  HETEROPCGON.  Rich.  Heteropogon. 
13180  glaber  Rich.  smooth  M  A  un 
1954.  OLY'RA.  W. 

13181  paniculate  W. 
Olvra. 

broad-leaved 

Graminciv. 4  au  Ap 
2  au  Ap 2  au.s  Ap 

Graminete. 2  au  Ap 

Graminete. 
jl  Ap 

Sp.  3  n1. Virginia  1640.  D  p.1 N.  Amer.  1815.  D  p.l 
Jamaica  1776.  D  p.l 

Lam.  UL  t.  750 
W.  norther,  tl 

Sp.  1—2. Switzerl. 1800.  D  co    AIL  ped.  t91.  £4 

Sp.  1—4. 
W.Indies  1783. Sks.p  SI.  jam.  l.t.64.f.2 

TETRANDRIA. 

1955.  AL'NUS.  W. 
13182  glutin8sa  W. 

(3  laciniata 13183  oblongata  IV. 
elltptica 13184  incana  W. 

&  anguldta 13185  undulate  W. 
13186  serrulate  W. 
13187  cordif61ia  Ten. 
1956.  BE'TULA.  W. 13188  Slba  W. 

13189  pen'dula  Roth. 13190  populifolia  W. 13191  excelsa  W. 
13192  dafirica  W. 
13193  nigra  W. 13194  lanulosa  Mich. 
13195  papyracea  W. 13196  lenta  W. 

carpinifolia  Ehr. 13197  nana  W. 
13198  pfimila  W. 
13199  p6ntica  Hort. 13200  ovate  W. 
13201  frutic6sa  W. 
13202  pubescens  Ehr. 
tl957.  BUXUS.  W. 
13203  balearica  W. 
13204  sempervirens  W. 

/3  angustifolia 
y  suffruticosa 13205  chinensis  Link. 13177 

Alder. 
common cut-leaved 
oblong-leared 
elliptic-leaved hoary-leaved Elm-leaved 
curl-leaved 
notch-leaved 
heart-leaved 
Birch. 

common weeping 

Poplar-leaved tall 
Daurian 
red woolly 

paper 
soft 
smooth-dwarf  it 
hairy-dwarf  * Pontic  $ 
ovate  V 
shrubby  ae pubescent  5f 
Box  Tree. 
Minorca  «  or 
common  *  or 
narrow-leaved  *  or 
dwarf  O-  or Chinese  *  |  |  or 

13178 

Amentacece. ec  25  mr.ap  Ap 
or  25  mr.ap  Ap 
or  20  jl  Ap 
or  20  jl  Ap 
or  20  jn  Ap 
or  20  jn  Ap 
or  20  my.jn  Ap 
or  20  mr  Ap or  20  myjn  Ap 

Amentacece. tm  40  ap.jn  Ap 
or  40  ap.jn or  30  jl tm  60  my 
tm  30  jl 
tm  60  jl.au 
tm  70  jl.au tm  50  jn tm  50  jl 

Sp.  6—9. 
Britain    wat.pl.  L  m.s  Eng.  bot.  1508 Britain 
&  Europe  1730. 
Europe  1780. 

Ap Ap 
Ap 
Ap Ap 

Ap Ap Ap 
N.  Amer.  1782. 
N.  Amer.  1769. 
Naples  1818. 

Sp.  15—19. Britain   moi.w.  S  co 
Britain    woods.  S  co 
N.  Amer.  1750.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1767.  S  co 
Siberia     1786.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1736.  L  co N.  Amer.  1817.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1750.  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1759.  1<  co 

L  m.s  WUld.arb.44 
Li  m.s L  m.s 

L  Lp 
L  Lp 
L  Lp 

Li  Lp 

Li  CO 
Abb.  ins.  2.  t.  92 

Eng.  bot  2198 
Mich.  arb.  2.  t .  2 Dend.  brit  95 
PalL  ross.  1.  tS9 
Dend.  brit  153 
Wuld.  arb.t2.tl 
Dend.  brit  144 

or 

8  my  Ap 
6  ap.my  Ap 12  ap.my  Ap 
15  ap.my  Ap 
6  ap.my  Ap 

30  ap.my  Ap 

Scotland  moi.h.  L  co  Eng  bot.  2326 
N.  Amer.  1762.  L  s.p  Jac.  vind.2.tl22 

L  s.p  Dend.  brit  94 L  co 
Li  CO 
Li  co 

Turkey 

Hungary  1820. Siberia  1818. 
Germany  1812. 

Dend.  brit  96 
Dend  brit  97 

Euphorbiacece.   Sp.  3. 
8  jl  "  Y.o  Minorca  1780.  C  co 8  ap  Y.o  England  ch.hiL  C  co    Eng.  bot  1341 
8  ap  Y.a    C  co 1      ...  Y.o    Skco 
3  n  Y.o  China      1802.  C  co 13181 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1952.  Tripsacum.  So  called  by  Linnaeus,  from  reiSa,  to  bruise  or  crush,  in  allusion  to  the  purpose  to  which 

its  grain  may  be  applied.   Forage  grasses  of  the  West  Indies. 
1953.  Heteropogon.  From  in^oe,  various,  and  xarym,  a  beard ;  in  allusion  to  the  various  kinds  of  awns  with which  the  flowers  are  furnished. 
1954.  Otyra.  A  name  under  which  Homer  speaks  of  a  grain  which  was  used  as  the  food  of  horses,  and 

which  has  teen  thought  analogous  to  Barley.  The  plant  now  so  called  is  a  native  of  America,  and  has  no 
resemblance  to  that  of  the  ancients. 

1955.  Alnus.  From  the  Celtic  word  al,  near,  and  lan,  the  edge  of  a  river,  in  reference  to  the  places  where 
the  species  grow.  A.  glutinosa,  Aulne,  Fr.,  EUer,  Ger.,  and  A/no,  I  tab,  is  a  well  known  timber  tree,  which  will 
grow  in  marshy  situations.  The  timber  is  applied  to  a  variety  of  purposes,  and  in  general  for  all  works  in- 

tended to  be  constantly  under  water,  for  turnery  and  furniture.  The  bark  is  used  by  dyers  and  tanners ;  the 
sap  being  of  a  yellow  color  and  very  astringent  There  is  a  variety  with  cut  leaves  sold  by  the  nurserymen  as 
an  ornamental  tree,  though  it  is  more  curious  than  showy. 

1956.  Betula.  Betu  is  the  Celtic  word  for  the  Birch.  Bovleau,  Fr.,  Birchehbaum,  Ger.,  and  Betulla,  ItaL 
B.  pendula  is  the  most  graceful  tree  of  the  genus ;  it  grows  both  in  mountainous  situations  and  bogs, 
from  Lapland  to  the  subalpine  parts  of  Italy  and  Asia.  B.  lenta,  the  mahogany  birch,  mountain  mahogany, 
or  cherry  birch  of  Canada,  abounds  in  the  middle  states  of  Pennsylvania,  New  York,  and  the  Jerseys ;  but  dis- 

appears altogether  in  the  higher  latitudes  of  the  northern  states.  It  is  thought  a  very  fit  tree  for  planting  in 
the  valleys  of  the  mountainous  districts  of  Britain.  Its  growth  is  rapid,  and  the  timber  is  close  grained, 
beautifully  variegated,  and  well  adapted  for  cabinet  work.   The  leaves,  which  appear  early  in  spring,  possess 
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13177  Spikes  3  clustered :  male  above ;  female  below 
13178  Spike  solitary :  male  above ;  female  below 
13179  Spike  solitary  hermaphrodite  flexuose,  Spikelets  somewhat  distant 

13180  Culm  nearly  simple,  Sheath  of  leaves  bearded  at  edge,  Spike  smooth 

13181  Culm  branched,  Panicle  terminal 

TETRANDRIA. 

13182  Lvs.  roundish  cuneiform  obt  lobed  at  margin  and  serrat  somew.  glutin.  downy  in  axils  of  veins  beneath 
Leaves  oblong  pinnatifid,  Segments  cut 

13183  Leaves  oblong  bluntish  glutinous,  Axils  of  the  veins  naked 
j3  Leaves  elliptical 13184  Leaves  oblong  acute  downy  beneath,  Axils  of  the  veins  naked,  Stipules  lanceolate 
/3  Leaves  green  beneath,  Petioles  green 13185  Lvs.  obL  acute  rounded  at  base.  Petioles  and  veins  hairy  beneath,  Axils  of  veins  naked,  Stipules  ov.-obL 

13186  Leaves  obovate  acuminate,  Veins  and  axils  of  veins  beneath  hairy,  Stipules  elliptical  blunt 
13187  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  entire  lucid  above 

13188  Leaves  ovato-deltoid  acute  doubly  serrated  glabrous 
13189  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  cut  serrate  smooth,  Branches  scabrous  pendulous  [smooth 
13190  Lvs.  delt.  with  long  points  unequal,  serrat  quite  smooth,  Scales  of  cones  with  lat  lobes  roundish,  Petioles 
13191  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated,  Scales  of  cones  with  lat.  lobes  rounded,  Petioles  downy  shorter  than  pedunc. 
13192  Leaves  ovate  narr.  at  base  ent  unequally  toothed  smooth,  Scales  of  cones  ciliated :  lateral  lobes  rounded 
13193  Lvs.  rhomb,  ov.  doubly  serr.  acute  downy  beneath  entire  at  base,  Scales  of  cones  vill.  with  lin.  uneq.  lobes 
13194  Leaves  deltoid  ovate  small,  Scales  of  female  catkin  densely  woolly  on  the  outside 
13195  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  doubly  serrate,  Veins  hairy  beneath 
13196  Leaves  cordate-ovate  finely  serrated  acuminate,  Scales  of  cones  with  blunt  equal  lobes  and  elevated  veins 
13197  Leaves  orbicular  eremite 
13198  Leaves  orbicular  obovate  serrated  beneath  with  the  branches  downy.  Female  catkins  cylindrical 
13199  Petiole  downy,  Leaves  rhomboid  cut-toothed  obtuse  nearly  smooth  with  tufts  of  hair  in  the  axillae  beneath 
13200  Lvs.  ovate  doubly  serr.  smooth,  Fern,  peduncles  branched,  Scales  of  cones  with  equal  trunc  nerved  lobes 
13201  Leaves  roundish  ovate  nearly  equally  serrate  smooth,  Female  catkins  oblong 
13202  Lvs.  deltoid  acute  subcord.  doubly  serr.  beneath  with  branches  pubesc.  Scales  of  cones  with  lateral  lobes 

[rounded 13203  Leaves  oblong,  Petioles  smooth,  Anthers  sagittate  linear 
13204  Leaves  ovate,  Petioles  hairy  at  edge,  Anthers  ovate  sagittate 

13205  Leaves  opposite  oblong :  younger  downy ;  old  ones  smooth,  FL  axillary  solitary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
a  peculiar  fragrance,  which  they  retain  after  being  dried  in  a  stove,  affording  by  infusion  an  agreeable  diluent, superior  to  some  of  the  common  teas  of  commerce. 

B.  populifolia  and  papyracea  are  elegant  rapid  growing  trees,  well  deserving  culture  for  their  timber.  AH 
the  species  are  ornamental,  and  more  or  less  fragrant ;  and  B.  pumila  and  nana  are  pretty  little  shrubs.  Of 
the  Betula  papyracea  the  North  American  Indians  construct  their  large  portable  canoes,  from  which  circum- 

stance that  species  is  known  by  the  name  of  canoe  birch.  Betula  lenta  is  the  most  interesting  of  the  genus 
on  account  of  the  excellence  of  its  wood.  It  is  known  by  the  names  of  mountain  mahogany,  black  birch) 
cherry  birch,  and  sweet  birch.  This  last  appellation  it  has  from  the  sweet  scent  the  brancnlets  give  when bruised. 

1957.  Bums.  An  alteration  of  ttvla,  its  Greek  name  B.  sempervirens,  Buis,  Fr.,  Buchtbaum,  Get.,  and 
Bosso,  Ital.  is  one  of  the  most  useful  of  evergreen  shrubs ;  edgings  of  the  dwarf  variety  are  of  universal  use  in 
the  walled  gardens  of  Europe;  and  what  is  called  the  tree  box  is  not  less  valuable  as  an  evergreen  shrub, 
which  will  grow  under  the  shade  and  drip  of  trees.  The  box  is  a  native  of  most  parts  of  Europe,  from 
Britain  southwards,  and  is  very  abundant  in  different  parts  of  France  and  Switzerland.  It  abounds  in  many 
countries  of  Asia,  as  about  Mount  Caucacus,  in  Persia,  China,  Cochin  China,  and  America.  It  was  formerly 
very  common  in  England,  but  has  gradually  disappeared  as  agriculture  extended.  Box-Hill  in  Surrey,  Boxley in  Kent,  and  Boxwell  in  Gloucestershire,  are  named  from  their  abounding  in  this  tree.  The  timber  of  the 
box  tree  is  of  considerable  value.  It  is  sold  by  weight,  and  being  very  hard  and  smooth,  and  not  apt  to  warp, 
is  very  well  adapted  to  a  variety  of  nicer  works.  It  is  as  extensively  employed  now  as  it  appears  to  have  been 
in  the  days  of  Evelyn,  "  for  the  turner,  engraver,  carver,  mathematical  instrument  maker,  comb  and  pipe  or 
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195a  CIC'CA.  w. 13206  dlsticha  W. 
1959.  MCKRUa  W. 

13207  alba  W. 
13208  tatarica  W. 
13209  nigra  W. 13210  rubra  W. 
13211  tinctoria  W. 

ClCCA. 
long-leaved 
Mulberry. white 

Tartarian 
common 
red 
Fustick-wood 

EupkorUaceee.   Sp.  1. 
1  D  fr     10    ...     G      E.  Indies  1796. 

clt  30  jn or  20  jn 
fr  30  jn 
or  10  jn.jl 

□  or  20 

Urticeee.    Sp.  5—7. 

Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap 

China  1596. 
Tartary  1784. 
Italy  1548. N.  Amer.  1629. 
W.  Indies  1739. 

1960.  BCEHME'RIA.  W.  Boshmeria. 13212  cylindrica  W. 13213  rubescens  W. 
13214  ramiflora  W. 
13215  lateriflora  W. 
1961.  PI'LEA.  Undl. 13216  muscosa  Lindl. 
1962.  URTI'CA.  W. 

13217  pilulifera  W. 13218  balearica  W. 
13219  convexa  Hort. 
13220  Dodartii  W. 
13221  pumila  W. 132S2  involucrata  B.  M. 
13223  grandif6lia  W. 

cylindrical tree branch-flower, 
side-flowering 
Pile*. 

small-leaved 
Nettle. 

Roman 
Balearic 
convex 

Dodart's dwarf 
involucred 
great-leaved 

Vrticece. 
A  u n  4  jn.au  G i  lor  10  f.my  G 
□  un   8  f.mv  G 
A  un   If  f.my  G 

Urticeee. 
I  ap.my  G Urticete. 

1|  jn.au  G li  jnjl 

lijajl 

*rE3pr 

O  w O  w 
O 
Owl}  jl.au O n.  I  |  un 

tL  I    I  un 

Jjl.au 
1  jl.au 3  jl.au 

Sp.  4—13. Virginia  1759. Canaries  1779. 
Jamaica  1823. 
N.  Amer.  1820. 

Sp.  1—3. 
W.  Indies  1793. 

Sp.  32—67. England  rub. Balearic!  1733. 
  1824. 

a  Europe  1683. N.  Amer.  ... 
W.  Indies  1821. 
Jamaica  1793. 

C  p.l  Jac.schoe.2.t.l94 
L  co  Schk.han.3.t290 L  co    Pall.  ros.  2.  t  52 
L  co    Demi,  brit  159 
L  r.m C  r.m  Plum.  ic.  t  204 

Sk  s.p  Slo.jam.l.t82.f.2 
C  s.p  Jac.  frag.  t.  5.  f  1 
C  co  Jacq.  amer.  1 157 Skco 

C  co    Lind.  coll  4. 

Eng.  bot.  148 Blackw.  t321.f.l 

Bot  mag.  2481 
Slo.jam.l.t.&5.f.2 

13211 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

flute  maker ;  and  the  roots  for  the  inlayer,  and  cabinet  maker.   Of  box  are  made  wheels  and  shivers,  pins, 
pegs  for  musical  instruments,  nut-crackers,  button-moulds,  weavers'  shuttles,  hollar-sticks,  bumy-sticks,  and dresr-ers  for  the  shoemaker,  rulers,  rolling-pins,  pestles,  mall-balls,  beetles,  tops,  tables,  chessmen,  screws, 
bobbins  for  bone-lace,  spoons,  knife-handles,  but  especially  combs." The  English  wood  is  esteemed  inferior  to  that  which  comes  from  the  Levant,  and  the  American  box  is  said 
to  be  preferable  to  ours,  for  bios',  purposes ;  but  the  English  is  superior  for  the  purpose  of  the  engraver. The  ancients  made  combs  of  box,  and  musical  instruments  to  be  played  upon  by  the  mouth  The  Romans 
likewise  clipped  it  into  form,  for  which  nothing,  says  Pliny,  is  more  fit  And  Martial  mentions  clipped  box  trees 
in  the  gardens  at  Bassus's  country-house. The  tree  box  was  second  to  the  yew  with  us  in  former  times  for  the  purpose  of  being  clipped  into  the  shape  of 
animals,  &c. ;  but  the  dwarf  box  stood  unrivalled  "  for  bordering  up  a  knot,  and  was  esteemed  a  marvellous 
fine  ornament  to  the  flower  garden." The  branches  were  in  request  among  our  ancestors  for  decking  up  houses ;  they  are  still  seen  among  other 
evergreens  in  churches  at  Christinas,  and  in  some  countries  they  are  borne  by  attendants  at  funerals. Box  has  been  much  celebrated  as  a  medicine  in  the  venereal  disease,  colicks,  intermittent  fevers,  and  even 
madness.  According  to  Dr.  Blaine,  it  is  the  principal  ingredient  in  Well's  Watford  Drink,  which  is  given  as  a preventive  to  canine  madness. Pliny  affirms,  that  no  animal  will  touch  the  seed  of  box.  Gmelin  relates,  that  the  branches  are  fatal  to  the 
camels  that  eat  them.  None  of  our  animals  seem  to  touch  this  tree.  Corsican  honey  was  supposed  by  the 
ancients  to  owe  its  infamy  to  the  bees  feeding  on  the  box. 

1958.  Cicca.  A  word  of  unknown  meaning.  Cicca  disticha  thrives  in  light  loamy  soil,  and  is  increased 
by  cuttings  with  their  leaves  on,  planted  in  sand,  and  covered  with  a  hand-glass. 

1959.  Mortis.  Mqta,  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  Mulberry;  it  is  derived  from  the  Celtic  mor,  which 
signifies  black.  Murier,  Fr.,  Maulbeerbaum,  Ger.,  and  Moro,  Ital  M.  alba  is  commonly  cultivated  in  France 
and  other  countries  for  its  leaves,  to  feed  silk-worms ;  though  in  some  parts  of  Spain  and  in  Persia  they  are 
said  to  prefer  the  black  mulberry.  In  China,  it  appears  that  both  sorts  are  grown  for  the  same  purpose.  The 
most  valuable  variety  of  M.  alba  is  one  grown  in  Italy,  and  especially  in  Lombardy,  with  vigorous  shoots,  and 
much  larger  leaves  than  the  other.  A  number  of  plants  of  this  variety  have  been  lately  imported  for  the 
purpose  of  making  a  plantation  in  the  south  of  Ireland,  with  a  view  to  try  the  growth  of  silk  in  that  country. In  France  the  white  mulberry  is  grown  as  pollard  elms  are  in  England  ;  in  Lombardy  it  is  grown  exactly 
in  the  same  way  as  we  grow  willows  for  baskets,  and  in  similar  soil ;  in  China  it  is  also  grown  in  moist  loamy 
soil,  and  both  there  and  in  the  East  Indies  as  low  bushes,  and  the  plantation  rooted  up  and  renewed  every  three 
or  four  years.  In  many  parts  of  the  continent,  when  the  leaves  are  wanted  for  the  worms,  they  are  stript  off 
the  young  shoots,  which  are  left  naked  on  the  tree ;  in  other  places  the  shoots  are  cut  off,  which  is  not  so 
injurious  to  the  tree,  while  the  points  of  the  shoots,  as  well  as  the  leaves,  are  eaten  by  the  worms.  The  plants 
are  sometimes  raised  by  seed,  but  more  commonly  by  layers ;  the  Italian  variety  is  frequently  grafted  on  seedling 
stoeks  of  the  common  sort,  in  order  to  preserve  it  from  degenerating.  In  the  East  Indies,  the  plants  are  raised 
from  cuttings,  three  or  four  of  which  are  placed  together  where  they  are  finally  to  remain.  (Encyc.  ofAgr.  884.) 

The  fruit  of  the  white  mulberry  is  white,  and  less  acid  than  that  of  the  black  species. 
M.  nigra  is  naturally  a  stronger  tree  than  the  other ;  the  fruit  is  of  a  dark  blackish  red,  and  of  an  agreeable 

aromatic  and  acid  flavor.  It  has  a  place  in  the  Materia  Medica,  as  cooling  and  laxative,  allaying  thirst,  and 
being  grateful  in  febrile  diseases     Young  trees,  like  most  others  of  the  Monoecious  class,  often  produce 
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13206  Leaflets  oblong.  Racemes  lateral 

13907  Leaves  deeply  cordate  unequal  at  the  base  ovate  lobed  unequally  serrated  smoothish 
13208  Leaves  slightly  cordate  equal  at  base  ovate  or  lobed  equally  serrated  smooth 
13209  Leaves  cordate  ovate  or  lobed  unequally  toothed  scabrous 
13210  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  or  3-lobed  equally  serrate  scabrous  soft  beneath,  Fern,  spikes  cylindrical 
13211  Leaves  oblong  unequal  at  base,  Spines  axillary  solitary 

13212  Leaves  opp.ovate-obl.acum.  toothed  smooth,  FL  dioecious,  Male  spikes  clust  interrupt :  fem.  cylindrical 
13213  Lvs.  altera.  obL  narrow,  at  each  end  entire,  Spikes  axill.  clustered  interruptedly  branched,  Branches  hairy 
13214  Lvs.  altera,  broadly  lane.  acum.  serrated  rugose,  FL  cluster.  axilL  and  lateral  moncecious,  Males  3-androus 
13215  Lvs.  altera,  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  serrated  scabrous,  FL  clustered  lateral,  Stem  herbaceous 

13216  Leaves  ovate  acute  entire,  Stem  simple  ascending 

13217  Leaves  opposite  ovate  or  somewhat  heart-shaped  deeply  serrated,  Heads  of  fruit  globose 
13218  Leaves  opposite  cordate  serrate,  Fruit-bearing  catkins  globose 
13219  Leaves  opposite  entire  convex  oblong,  Fruit-bearing  catkins  globose 
13220  Leaves  opposite  ovate  nearly  entire,  Heads  of  fruit  globose 
13221  Leaves  opp.  ovate  blunt-pointed  3-ribbed  serrated,  Fl.-stalks  somewhat  corymbose  shorter  than  footstalks 
13222  Leaves  opposite  ovate  rugose  obtuse,  Flower-stalks  in  the  axillae  of  the  upper  leaves 
13223  Leaves  opposite  ovate  pointed  copiously  serrated,  Stipulas  elliptical  entire  glauc.  Corymbs  much  branched 

axillary  longer  than  the  footstalks 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
only  male  blossoms  for  many  years  after  they  are  planted,  and  yet  afterwards  become  fruitful.  As  the  tree 
increases  in  age,  it  increases  in  fruitfulness ;  and  in  full  grown  trees  the  fruit  is  much  larger  and  better 
flavored  than  in  young  ones.  In  some  of  the  old  gardens  near  London,  there  are  mulberry  trees  of  a  great 
age,  which  are  very  healthy  and  fruitful.  Bradley  says,  that  most  of  these  were  planted  in  the  times  of  James  I., 
who  attempted  unsuccessfully  to  set  up  a  silk  manufacture  in  England.  The  fruit  of  the  mulberry,  like 
that  of  the  strawberry  and  raspberry,  is  said  not  to  undergo  the  acetous  fermentation  in  the  stomach,  and 
therefore  it  may  be  safely  eaten  by  gouty  and  rheumatic  persons.  It  is  a  mistake,  however,  to  suppose  that 
these  fruits  are  lighter  than  others  which  have  not  the  same  antifermentative  qualities. 

The  mulberry  is  generally  propagated  by  layers,  but  it  may  also  be  increased  by  seeds,  cuttings,  or  grafting. 
It  is  generally  grown  as  a  standard  in  orchards ;  but  will  produce  fruit  sooner  as  an  espalier  or  wall  tree. 

M.  rubra  has  black  shoots,  rougher  leaves  than  the  black  mulberry,  and  a  dark  reddish  fruit,  longer  than 
the  common  sort,  and  of  a  very  pleasant  taste  The  tree  is  cultivated  in  China  for  feeding  silk- worms,  but  not 
so  generally  as  the  white  mulberry.  M.  indica  is  also  cultivated  for  the  same  purpose.  M.  tatarica  bears  pale 
red  berries  of  an  insipid  taste,  but  eaten  in  Russia  fresh,  conserved,  or  dried ;  a  wine  and  a  spirit  are  also 
made  from  them,  and  the  leaves  are  used  for  feeding  silk-worms. 

M.  tinctoria  is  a  tall  branching  tree,  with  a  fine  head,  smooth  leaves,  and  awl-shaped  solitary  spines.  The 
whole  plant  abounds  in  a  slightly  glutinous  milk  of  a  sulphureous  color.  The  timber  is  yellow,  and  a  good 
deal  used  in  dying  that  color,  for  which  it  is  chiefly  imported  into  Europe,  under  the  name  of  Fustick-wood. 
The  berries  are  sweet  and  wholesome,  but  not  much  eaten,  excepting  by  birds. 

All  the  species  of  Morus  are  remarkable  for  putting  out  their  leaves  late ;  so  that  when  they  appear,  gar. 
deners  may  safely  set  out  their  greenhouse  plants,  taking, it  for  granted,  that  all  danger  from  frost  is  over. 1960.  Bcehmena.  Named  after  George  Rudolph  Bohmer,  a  German  botanist,  and  a  member  of  the  academy 
of  Wittemberg.  He  published  several  works,  besides  an  academical  dissertation  upon  the  cellular  tissue  of 
vegetables.   Plants  of  little  beauty,  and  easy  cultivation  and  propagation. 

1961.  Pilea.  So  called  by  Mr.  Lindley,  from  triXtes,  a  cap ;  in  allusion  to  the  nature  of  one  of  the  divisions  of 
the  periar.thium.  A  neat  little  creeping  plant,  which  makes  a  good  cover  to  hide  the  earth  of  large  pots  of  tro- 

pical plants. 1962.  Urtica.  A  word  formed  from  uro,  to  burn,  in  allusion  to  the  stinging  properties  of  most  of  the  species. 
The  English  term  Nettle  seems  to  be  the  Anglo-Saxon  Netel,  which  is  itself  an  alteration  of  needl,  a  needle,  in 
the  same  language.  U.  dioica  grows  all  over  Europe,  in  Barbary,  Siberia,  and  Japan,  in  hedges,  neglected 
fields,  gardens,  and  pastures.  This  species,  U.  urens,  and  pilulifera,  with  one  or  two  others,  are  furnished  with 
stings.  The  small  projecting  bristles  or  prickles  with  which  they  are  covered  are  tubular,  and  stand  on  a  bag 
rilled  with  a  poisonous  juice;  they  are  perforated  at  the  point,  and  when  they  are  gently  pressed  vertically,  the 
pressure  at  once  forces  the  poison  to  ascend  the  tube,  and  enables  the  point  to  lodge  it  in  the  skin.  The  tops 
of  the  tender  shoots  of  U.  dioica  are  sometimes  used  as  a  pot  herb  early  in  spring,  and  they  have  even  been 
forced  for  that  purpose.  A  strong  decoction  of  the  plant  salted,  will  coagulate  milk  very  readily  and  without 
any  disagreeable  flavor.  The  stalk  is  found  to  have  a  texture  somewhat  like  that  of  hemp,  and  to  be  capable 
of  being  manufactured  into  cloth,  ropes,  and  paper.  The  leaves  are  the  only  food  of  the  caterpillars  of  three 
of  our  most  beautiful  butterflies,  Atalanta,  Paphia,  and  Urtica;,  the  principal  food  of  the  Io,  and  the  occa- 

sional food  of  the  Comma  album ;  the  caterpillars  also  of  the  urticata  and  verticalis  moths  feed  on  it :  a  great 
number  of  other  indiscriminate  feeders  devour  its  foliage ;  and  the  bases  of  the  leaves  in  autumn  are  frequently 
disfigured  by  tubercles,  which  contain  small  maggots,  probably  producing  Musca  Urticae.    As  a  remedy  for  the 
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13224  reticulata  IV. net-leaved a.  1   1 un 2 

jn.au 

G Jamaica 1793. C CO 
13225rufa  W. 

rusty 
a.  1    1  un 1 

jas 

G Jamaica 1793. C 

CO 
13226  urens  W. small 

O  w 

1 

jn.s 

Ap 

Britain clt.gr.  C CO 
13227  diolca  W. common 

^  A  w liil.s 

Ap 

Britain wa.gr.  C CO 
13228  membranacea  W. membranous 

5  A  un  li 

jl.s 

Ap 

Spain 
1820. 

CO 
13229  crassifolia thick-leaved 

£  HDun 

2 

jLs 

Ap 

S.  Amer. 1822. c CO 
13230  aniens  Link. burning 

O  un 
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Ap 

Nepal 1821. s CO 
13231  cannabina  W. Hemp-leaved 

3t  A  un 
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jLs 

Ap 

Siberia 1749. s 

CO 
13232  rugosa  W. rough-stalked 

£  U)  m 
2 my.jl Ad Jamaica 1793. c 

13233  nudicaulis  W. naked-stalked a.  1    1  un 3 my.jl 

Ap 

Jamaica 1793. C CO 
13234  gracilis  W. slender-stalked 
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jn.au 

Ap 
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CO 
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An Jamaica 1815. C 
13237  pulcheUa  Link. pretty a.  1   1  un 

Ap 
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Surinam 
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CO 
13240  canadensis  W. Canada 
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3 au.o 

Ap 

Canada 1656. c CO 
13241  nivea  W. white-leaved 
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Ap 

China 
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Sk  s.p 

13243  caracasana  ft'. Caraccas a.  1   I  un 8 
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Ap 

Caraccas 1824. C CO 
13244  caravellana  Schrk. long-stalked 

O  un 
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Ap 

S.  Amer. 1825. S CO 
13245  elongata  Z,»nft. lengthened 
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Ap 

Philipp.Is.1823. s CO 
13246  diversifolia  Link. various-leaved 
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CO 
13247  h6rrida  Z.»n*. horrid 
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CO 
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Ap 
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1963.  PACHYSAN'DRA.  Mi.  Pachysandra. 
13249  procumbens  W.      trailing  A  pr 
13250  coriacea  Hooker.     coriaceous       a.  □  pr 
1964.  DIOTIS.  W. 

13251  ceratoides  W. 
DioTia. shrubby 

Euphorbiacete.   Sp.  2. 
i  mr.ap  W     N.  Amer.  1800. 
4  jn.jl      W     Nepal  1822. 

Chenopodece.  Sp.  1. 
2  mr      Ap  Siberia 

1965.  EMPLEU'RUM.  W.  Empleurum. 13252  serrulatum  W.       Cape  it  i 
1966.  AU'CUBA.  W. 

13253  japonica  W. 
Aucoba. 

blotch-leaved 

Diosmece.   Sp.  1. 
3  jn.jl     Pk     C.  G.  H 
Loranthcw.     Sp  1. 

6  my.jl    Ap  Japan 

1780. 

1774. 
1783. 

1967.  LITTOREI/LA  W.   Shore  Weed. 
13254  lac  (istris  W.  Plantain-leav'd  *  A  P' 
196&  SERPI'CULA.  W.  Serpicula. 13255  repens  W.  creeping  i.  lAlpr 
1969.  MACLU'RA.  Nutt.  Osage  Orange. 13256  auranliaca  Nutt.     common  tt 

13231  A  13235 

Plantaginccc.    Sp.  1. 
ijn.au    W     Britain  w.sa.p. 
OnagrarieB.  Sp.  1 — 3. 
Urticea.    Sp.  1 

£  jl.au 

20 W H.  1789. 

Ap  "  N.  Amer.  1818. 13239. 

Class  XXI. 
Bot  mag.  2567 

Eng.  bot.  1236 
Eng.  bot.  1750 

Am.rut.  249.t25 

Slajam.l.t.93.f.l 

Jac.schoe.3.t.388 PL  aim.  t.  237X2 
Jac.  vind.  2.tK6 
Bot  rep.  454 
Jacq.  schoe.f.386 

D  s.p  Bot.  reg.  33 
C  co   Hook.  ex.  fl.  148 

L  s.p  Jac.  ic.  1. 1 189 

C  p.l  Exot.  bot.  2.  t.63 

C  co  Bot.  mag.  1197 

S  p.l  Eng.  bot  468 

D  p.l  Lam.  ill.  t.  758 

C  p.l  Lamb.pin.  supp. 
13240 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
sting  of  the  nettle,  its  own  juice,  or  that  of  the  dock,  may  be  applied.    The  exotic  species  are  of  easy culture. 

1963.  Pachysandra.  From  tr*x«i,  thick,  and  anjj  taboos,  signifying,  in  botanical  language,  a  stamen ;  the 
stamens  are  very  stout.  A  plant  of  easy  culture  in  common  light  soil,  and  freely  increased  by  suckers  from the  roots. 

1964.  Diotis.  From  hs,  double,  and  us  cures,  an  ear,  on  account  of  the  two  appendages  which  exist  at  the 
base  of  the  florets.  A  shrub  of  no  great  beauty,  which  thrives  in  light  soil,  and  is  easily  increased  by  layers  or 
cuttings  under  a  hand-glass. 

1965.  Empleurum.  From  it,  in,  and  trXetigw,  the  pleura,  or  membrane  which  envelopes  the  lungs.  The  seeds of  this  plant  are  attached  to  a  sort  of  coriaceous  membrane. 
1966.  Aucuba.  The  Japanese  name  of  the  plant  It  is  a  well  known  laurel-like  evergreen  shrub,  with 

leaves  mottled  with  yellow  Female  flowers  only  have  been  produced  in  the  gardens  j  but  according  to  Kcempfer, 
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13224  Leaves  opposite  elliptic-oblong  acute  serrated  towards  the  point  reticulated  beneath,  Stipulas  ovate-entire, Clusters  panicled  about  the  length  of  the  footstalks 
13225  Leaves  opposite  elliptical  acute  serrated  triple-ribbed  their  veins  hairy,  Stipulas  roundish  permanent. 

Clusters  slightly  branched,  Stem  shrubby  snaggy  with  rusty  hairs 
13226  Leaves  opposite  elliptical  with  about  5  ribs,  Clusters  of  flowers  nearly  simple 
13227  leaves  ovate  acuminate  cordate  at  the  base,  Clusters  of  flowers  much  branched  in  pairs  mostly  dioecious 
13228  Leaves  opposite  broadly  ovate  somewhat  heart-shaped  coarsely  serrated,  Fls.  monoecious :  male  in  twin 

upright  unbranched  stalked  spikes  with  winged  recent :  fcm.  in  nearly  sess.  spikes  shorter  than  footst 
13229  Leaves  opposite  ovate  obi.  acute  3-ribbed  serrated  thickish  reticulated  and  pale  beneath,  Corymbs  stalked forked  longer  than  the  leaves,  Flowers  tufted 
13230  Stem  petioles  and  1  vs.  covered  with  rigid  dense  stimuli,  Lvs.  ov.  acurn.  doubly  serrat  Spikes  comp.  whorled 
13231  Leaves  opposite  in  three  deep  pinnatifid  segments,  Clusters  cylindrical  in  pairs  erect 
13232  Leaves  opposite  elliptical  serrated  3-ribbed  rugged,  Clusters  short  dense  terminal,  Stem  simple  erect 
13233  Lvs.  chiefly  term,  opposite  ellipt.-lanc.  pointed  3-ribbed  entire  nearly  smth.  Stem  anguL  leafl.  below,  Cluster lateral  dioecious 
13234  Leaves  opposite  ovato-lanc.  sen*,  heart-shaped  at  the  base,  Stem  and  footstalks  hispid,  Flowers  dioecious, Clusters  in  pairs  somewhat  branched  about  as  long  as  the  footstalks 
13235  Leaves  opposite  ovato-lanc.  entire,  Stem  much  branched,  Flowers  dioecious 
13236  Leaves  opposite  ellipt.  3-ribbed  crenate  fringed  acute  at  each  end  entire  at  the  base,  Stem  divaricated, Flowers  aggregate  on  axillary  stalks  about  the  length  of  the  footstalks 
13237  Leaves  long  lane  very  rugose:  glabrous  above;  beneath  having  a  fine  white  down 
13238  Stem  downy  roughish,  Lvs.  on  long  stalks  ov.  acute  crenat.  downy  roughish  3-nerv.  Stip.  lane,  acute  scar. 
13239  Lvs.  alternate  ov.  serrat.  minutely  neart-shap.  at  the  base,  Clusters  axill.  forked,  Fruit  in  orbicular  corymbs 
13240  Lvs.  alternate  ovate  somewhat  hairy  serrated,  Stipulas  obtuse,  Clusters  axill.  compound  spreading  snorter 

than  the  leaves :  the  lower  ones  male  sessile ;  upper  female  stalked 
13241  Leaves  alternate  roundish-ovate  pointed  toothed  3-ribbed  snow  white  and  downy  beneath,  Clusters  ax  ill. repeatedly  compound,  FL  fasciculate 
13242  Leaves  alternate  heart-shaped  toothed  prickly  as  well  as  the  shrubby  stem,  Calyx  of  the  fruit  pulpy 
13243  Leaves  altera,  heart-shaped  acutely  crenate  rough  above  soft  and  downy  beneath,  Panicles  lateral  leafless forked  divaricated,  Flowers  capitate  dioecious,  Stem  arboreous 
13244  Leaves  on  long  stalks  cordate  acuminate  acutely  serrated  stinging,  Spikes  panicled 
13245  Leaves  stalked  cordate  acuminate  serrated  stinging,  Racemes  axillary 
13246  Leaves  cordate  entire  and  3-lobed  coarsely  tooth-serrated,  Petioles  and  stem  with  long  strigose  prickles 
13247  Stem  with  very  long  stimuli,  Leaves  pinnatifid  with  finely  toothed  segments,  Spikes  axillary  compound 
1324&  Stem  downy,  Leaves  on  long  stalks  ovate-lanceolate  acuminate  subcrenate  rough  above  soft  beneath 

13249  Stem  procumbent,  Leaves  short  oval  crenate  toothed  above,  Calyx  minutely  ciliated 13250  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  acuminated  nerved 

13251  Leaves  lanceolate  downy,  Female  flowers  woolly 

13252  Leaves  lanceolate  ensate  crenate  smooth,  Capsules  1-celled 

13253  The  only  species 

13254  The  only  species 

13255  Flowers  tetrandrous,  Leaves  alternate  linear  lanceolate  entire  rough 

13256  A  small  lactescent  tree  with  alternate  entire  leaves  and  spiny  branches 

the  fruit  is  a  red  oblong  drupe,  like  a  laurel  berry,  with  a  white  sweetish  pulp,  and  a  kernel  with  a  bitter 
taste. 

1967.  Littorella.  From  littus,  the  shore,  in  allusion  to  the  places  where  it  grows.  A  pretty  little  delicate 
plant,  with  long  tremulous  white  stamens. 

1968.  Serpicula.   From  serpo,  to  creep,  on  account  of  the  habits  of  the  species. 
1969.  Maclura,  Dedicated  by  Kuttall,  to  William  Maclure,  Esq.  of  the  United  States,  a  philosopher,  whose 

devotion  to  natural  history,  and  particularly  to  the  geology  of  North  America,  has  scarcely  been  exceeded  by 
Ramond  or  Saussure  m  Europe.  A  spreading  deciduous  tree,  about  twenty  or  thirty  feet  nigh,  with  a  yellow 
axillary  berry  the  size  of  an  orange, but  not  so  succulent,  and  said  to  be  as  agreeable  when  fully  ripe.  It  was 
originally  found  by  Hunter  and  Dunbar,  on  the  banks  of  the  Little  Missouri  or  Washita  river,  also  near Natehitoches  and  upon  the  banks  of  the  Arkansa. 

SC3^  13255  13252 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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786 MON(ECIA  PENTANDRIA. Class  XXI. 

PENTANDRIA. 

1970.  EXOCAR'PUS.  Lab.   Exocarpus,  Conifer, e.   Sp.  1. 13257  cupressiformis  Lab.  Cypress-like      ±  i  1  tin  40     ...     Ap     V.  Di.  L  1824. 
1971.  NEPHE'LIUM.  W.    Rambutan.  Sapindacece.   Sp.  1. 13258  lappaceum  W.        Bur-seeded      £  □  fr  20     ...     G      E.  Indies  1809. 
1972.  SCHIZAN'DRA.  W.   Schizandra.  Menispermece.   Sp.  1. 

13259  coccinea  W.  scarlet-flower'd  !U  i_J  or       jn.jl     Sc      N.  Amer.  1806. 
1973.  'FRANZE'RIA.  Cav.    Franzeria.    Sp.  2— 4. 13260  artemisioides  W.      Mugwort-leav,  «  i  |  un   6  jl.8       G      Peru  1759. 

13261  ambrosioides  W.      Ambrosia-leav.  «  i  1  un   4  jl.s       G      Mexico  1796. 
1974. 13262 

13263 
13264 13265 
1975. 

13266 13267 
13268 
13269 
13270 
13271 
13272 13273 
13274 
13275 
13276 13277 
13278 13279 
13280 

13283 
13284 
13285 13286 
13287 
13288 

XANTH1UM.  W.  Xanthium. 
Strumarium  W. 
orientate  W. 
spinosum  IV. echinatum  W. 
AMARAN'TUS. tenuifiSHus  W. 
angustifolius  W. albus  W. 
gracizans  W. melanch61icus  IV. 
tricolor  W. 
bicolor  W. 
polygamus  IV. 
gangeticus  W. mangostanus  W. 
polystachyus  W. trfstis  W. 
inamce  nus  W. 
incom'tus  W.  en.  s. lividus  TV. 
oleraceus  TV. 
bullatus  Besser. 
Blitum  W. 
prostratus  W. spicatus  P.  S. viridis  TV. 
polygonoides  W. scandens  W. 
deflexus  TV. 

Small  Burdock  O  un 
oriental  O  u" 
spiny  O  un 
hedgehog  O  un 
W.  Amaranth. 
fine-leaved  O  un 
narrow-leaved  O  un white  O  un 
Pellitory-leaved     O  un 
melancholy  O  or 
three-colored  EL  or 
two-colored  O  or 
hermaphrodite  O  un 
oval-spiked  O  un rhomb-leaved  O  un 
many-spiked  O  un 
round-headed  O  un 
unpleasant  O  un 
shabby  O  un livid  O  un 
eatable  O  clt 
blistered  O  un 
wild  i  O  un 
trailing  i  O  m 
spiked  O  un 
green  O  un 
spotted-leaved  i  O  n climbing 
bending 

  Sp.4— 5. 3  jl.s       G      England  dungh. 
4  jl.s  G  China  1685. 
3  jl.s  G  S.  Europe  1713. 
3  jl.s  G   

Amarantacece.   Sp.  37—45. 

C  p.l  Lab.voyage.tl4 

C  s.p  Lam.  ill.  1 764 

L  s.p  Bot  mag.  1413 

C  p.l  W.  hort.  ber.  2 
C  p.l  Cav.  ic.  2.  t.  200 

S  co  Eng.  bot.  2544 S  co  Sch.hand.3.L291 
S  co  Herm.parad.246 
S  co  Co.got.1784c.ic. 

Jc  O 

1  jl.s 

14  jl.s 1*  JU 

1*  jl.s 
14  jn.s 
2  jn.s 
liJLs 2  jl.s 
2  jl.s 2  jl.8 

|jl.s 

2  jn.au 2  jn.au 
2  jn.au 5  jl.s 
6  jl.au 4  jl.au 
2  jn.au 2  jl.s 

3  jl.s 3  au.s 

ljjl.au 2  jl.au 
1  jl.au 

G 
G 
G 
G 
Pu 
R.Y 

Ry 
G 
G 
G 
G 
Pu 
G 
G 
R 

E  Indies  1801. Levant  1723. N.  Amer.  1778. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
E  Indies  1731. 
E.  Indies  1548. 
E.  Indies  1802. 
E.  Indies  1780. E.  Indies  1778. 
E  Indies  1801. 
E  Indies  1816. China  17i9 
Japan  1821..   1823. N.  Amer.  1759. 

Pa.R  E  Indies  1761. 
G 

England  dungh. France  1739. Europe 
Brazil  1768. 
Jamaica  1778. 
America  1796. 

  1805. 

S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co S-  co 
S  r.m S  r.m 
S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 

S  co S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

S  co S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

W.  ama.9.t.l.f.2 
W.  ama.8.t.4.f.7 
W.am.l5.t.9.f.l8 
Kn.  th.2.t.A.3.6 
Rum.amb.5.t.82 
W.am.l6.L6.f.ll 
W.  amar.lS.t.12 
W.am.21.t.5.f.l0 
Hout.pfl.t72.f.l 
W.am.20.tLf.l 
W.  am.  17.t5.f.9 

Eng.  bot  2212 

W.am.l8.t8.f.I6 
W.am.ll.L6.f.l2 
W.a.l0.t.l0.f20 

13290  caulifl6rus  Link. 
13291  h^bridus 13292  strictus  W. 
13293  paniculatus  W. 
13294  sanguineus  W. 13295  retrofiexus  W. 
13296  las  tus  W. 
13297  flavus  W. 
13298  chlorostachys  W. 
13299  hypochondnacusW. 13300  eruentus  W. 
13301  h^cticus  W. 
13302  caudatus  W. 

0  maximus 

stem-flowering 
clustered 
upright 
panicled spreading 
hairy 

blunt-leaved 

pale 

nodding 
Prince's  Feather various-leaved 
oval-leaved 
Love  lies  bleeding 
tree 

O  un 
O  un 
O  un O  or 
O  or O  un 
O  un 
O  or 
O  un 
O  or 
O  or O  or 
O  or 

O  or 

jn.s jn.s 

jl.8 jl.s 
jl.s 
jl.s jl.8 

jl.S jl-s 

iU 

jn.au 

au au.s 
au.s 

13257 13258 

G Nepal  1821. S 

CO 

G N.  Amer.  1656. S CO W.am.26.t.9.f.l7 
G S 

CO 

W.  am.27.t.3.f.5 
G N.  Amer.  1798. S CO W.  am.32.t.2.f.4 
R Bahamal.  1775. S 

CO 

W.am.31.t.2.f.S 
G Pensylva.  1759. S 

CO 

W.a.33.t.ll.f.21 
R   1799. S CO W.am.28.t.8.ei$ 

LY 
India  1759. S CO W.  am.  35.t.3.f.6 

G   1796. S CO W.a.34.t.l0.f.l9 
D.R Virginia  1P84. s CO 
D.R Chirfa  1728. s 

r.m Pk s CO W.am.25.t.7.f.l3 R E.  Indies  1596. s 

CO 
R   1820. s CO 

13261 

k 13264 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1970.  Eiocarpus.  So  called  from  i£w,  outside,  and  xafirof,  fruit,  because  the  nut  appears  to  be  seated  on  the 

outside  of  the  pericarp,  on  account  of  the  great  receptacle  on  which  it  is  placed. 
1971.  Nephelium.  According  to  Dodoens,  Nephelion  was  a  name  anciently  given  to  the  Burdock.  The 

modern  plant  bears  bristly  fruit  like  the  involucrum  of  the  Burdock.  It  is  an  excellent  fruit,  known  in  the 
islands  of  the  Indian  Archipelago  by  the  name  of  Rambutan ;  grows  in  rich  light  loam,  and  is  struck  in  pots 
of  sand  under  a  glass. 

1972.  Schizandra.  From  trx'~a> to  cut>  alai  «»»;?»  a  stamen ;  its  stamens  are  split.  A  handsome  plant,  which grows  in  light  loam  and  peat,  and  ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
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PENTANDRIA. 
13237  The  only  species 

13258  Leaves  alternate  pinnated,  Racemes  erect  shorter  than  leaves 

13259  Leaves  lanceolate  oval  acute  at  each  end  end,  rarely  somewhat  toothed 

13260  Leaves  bipinnatifid  toothed,  Petioles  winged 
13261  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  cordate  toothed,  Petioles  with  an  appendage 

13262  Stem  unarmed,  Leaves  cordate  3-nerved 
13263  Stem  unarmed,  Leaves  cuneiform  ovate  somewhat  3-lobed 
13264  Spines  tenia  te,  Leaves  3-lobed 
13265  Stem  unarmed,  Fruit  oval  aculeate,  Prickles  hooked  echinate  at  base 

1.  Triandrous. 
13266  Clusters  axillary,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  cuneate  retuse,  Stem  branched  diffuse 
13267  Clusters  axillary,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  acute  mucronate,  Stem  branched  erect 
13268  Clusters  axillary,  Leaves  obovate  retuse,  Stem  square  simple 
13269  Clusters  axillary,  Flowers  trifid,  Leaves  obovate  emarginate,  Stem  roundish  branched 
13270  Clusters  axillary  stalked  roundish,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  colored 
13271  Clusters  sessile,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  colored 
13272  Clusters  sessile  capitate,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  blunt  colored 
13273  Clusters  in  short  spikes,  -  Cal.  and  bract  with  hooked  bristles,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  emarginate 13274  Clusters  shortly  spiked  ovate.  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  emarginate 
13275  Clusters  somewhat  spiked  axillary  solitary,  Leaves  rhomboid  roundish 
13276  Clusters  spiked,  Spikes  axillary  and  terminal,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  emarginate 
13277  Clusters  spiked  loosely,  Leaves  subcordate  ovate  emarginate  shorter  than  petiole 
13278  Clusters  somewhat  spiked  and  3-leaved :  axillary  in  pairs,  Leaves  rhomboid  lanceolate 
13279  Clusters  spiked,  Leaves  rhomboid-ovate  acute 13280  Clusters  somewhat  spiked  rounded,  Leaves  elliptical  retuse,  Stem  erect 
13281  Clusters  axillary  branched,  Leaves  rugose  oblong  very  blunt  emarginate 
13282  Leaves  subrhomboid  acute  repand  bellate,  Spikes  terminal,  Sepals  mucronate  pungent 
13283  Clusters  somewhat  spiked,  Flowers  3-leaved,  Leaves  ovate  retuse,  Stem  diffuse 
13284  Clusters  spiked,  Flowers  3-leaved,  Leaves  rhomb.-ov.  bluntish  retuse,  Stem  prostrate  branched 
13285  Clusters  spiked  terminal,  Leaves  ovate-oblong,  Stem  erect  somewhat  branched 
13286  Clusters  axillary  twin  triandrous,  Hale  flowers  3-leaved,  Leaves  elliptical  emarginate  wavy  at  edge 
13287  Clusters  3-leaved,  Female  flowers  funnel-shaped,  Leaves  rhomboid  ovate  emarginate 
13288  Leaves  ovate,  Spikes  interrupted  compound,  Spikelets  in  Hexed,  Stem  weak 
13289  Spike  very  short  few-fl.  Leaves  rhomboid  lanceolate,  Capsules  not  dehiscent 

2.  Pentandrous. 
13290  Leaves  oval  acute  somewhat  wavy  toothed,  Clusters  axillary  cymose 
13291  Raceme  decompound  clustered  erect,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate 
13292  Raceme  compound  erect  straight,  Leaves  ovate  concave 
13293  Racemes  supradecompound,  Branches  spreading  pubescent,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate 
13294  Racemes  supradecompound  erect,  Branches  spreading  smooth,  Leaves  oblong  acute 
13295  Racemes  supradecompound  erect  clustered,  Branches  downy,  Leaves  ovate  wavy 
13296  Racemes  compound  erect.  Leaves  ovate  blunt  mucronate 
13297  Racemes  compound  nodding,  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate 
13298  Racemes  compound  nodding,  Leaves  lanceolate 
13299  Racemes  compound  erect  clustered,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  mucronate 
13300  Racemes  decompound  naked  spreading,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate 
13301  Racemes  simply  spiked,  Flowers  axillary  clustered,  Leaves  ovate  acute 
13302  Racemes  decompound  pendulous,  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate,  Stem  nodding 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1973.  Franxeria.  A  genus  dedicated  by  Cavanilles  to  Antony  Franzer,  a  botanical  physician,  whose  merits 

are  forgotten.   Cuttings  root  in  loam  and  peat  under  a  hand-glass. 
1974.  Xant liiam.  From  ZxvO-es,  yellow,  a  color  which  it  is  asserted  by  Dioscorides,  lib.  4.  cap.  133 ,  that  an infusion  of  this  plant  communicates  to  the  hair.   Weeds  of  little  beauty  and  easy  culture. 
1975.  Amaranius.  From  «,  privative,  and  /Mtpaitu,  to  wither,  because  tne  flowers  of  most  of  the  species 

retain  their  bright  colors  when  dead.  Some  of  the  species  are  very  ornamental,  and  most  of  them  might 
probably  be  used  as  spinage,  as  some  sorts  are  in  the  East.  A.  polygamus  is  used  in  this  way  in  Guiana  and 
China,  and  A.  oleraceus,  tristis,  and  viridis,  in  India.    A.  melancholicus  and  tricolor  are  popular  tender 
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788 
13303  spin6sus  W. 
13301  speciosus  B.  M. 
1976.  LUF'FA.  Cav. 

13305  foe'tida  Cav. 
1977.  AMBRO'SI  A.  W. 13306  integrifolia  W. 13307  trifida  W. 

13308  elatior  W. 
13309  artemisifolia  W. 
13310  paniculata  W. 13311  maritima  IV. 
197a  SECURINE'GA.  W.  Otaheite  M\ 

13312  nitida  W.  shining-leaved  ± 

MONCECIA  PENTANDRIA. 

prickly 
showy 

Luffa. stinking 
Ambrosia. 

entire-leaved 
trifid-leaved 
tall 
Mugwort-leav. 
panicled 

O  un  2  jLs  G  India  1683.  S  co 
O  or  6  jl.au  B  Nepal  1819.  S  co 

CucurbUacece.   Sp.  1 — 2. 
J:  SD1  oi  12  jn.o 

O  un  3 O  un  6 
O  un  8 
O  un  5 O  un  3 
O  un  3 RTLE. 

□  tm  40 

jl.8 
jl.8 
jl.au 
jl.au 

jl.s 

jl.au 

India  1812.  S  co 

Sp.  6—10. N.  Amer.  1816. N.  Amer.  1699. 
N.  Amer.  1696. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
Italy  1570. 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 

Euphorbiacets.   Sp.  1 — 2. 
jn.jl      W     Mauritius  1793.  C 

Class  XXI. 

W.am.38.  t*  £8 
Bot  mag.  2227 
Bot.  mag.  1638 

Moris.  s.6.tl.f.4 Herm.  lugd.  t35 
Plu.alm.UO.f.5 
Sch.hand.3.t292 

co    Lindl.  coll.  9 

HEXANDRIA. 
1979.  ZIZA'NIA.  W. 13313  aquatica  H.  K 
1980.  PHA'RUS.  W. 13314  latifolius  W. 

*1981.  GUETTAR'DA. §13315  speciosa  W. 
13315  rug6sa  W. 
1982.  SA'GUS.  W. 13317  Rumphii  W. 13318  R6ffia  W. 

13319  vinifera  Hort. 
*1983.  CO'COS.  W. 13320  cuclfera  W. 
§13321  aculeata  W. 
§13322  fusiformis  W. 

ZlZANIA. 
Canada  Rice    Jdllc  O  ec  6 
Pharus. 

broad-leaved    M  EI  or  6 
W.  GlJETTARDA. 
great-flowered  f  □  spl  30 
rough-leaved    ~f  I    lor  20 Sago  Palm. 
Rumphius's  j£  □  clt  50 turbinate  Jt  □  or  CO 
prickly  .t  □  or  50 
Cocoa-  Nut-Tree. 
common  it  O  clt  50 
prickly  f  I    I  clt  50 Great  Maeaw-treei  O  clt  30 

jl.s       G  Amer.  1790. 
Graminea*.   Sp.  1 — 3. 
jLau     G      Jamaica  1793. 
Rubiacea.    Sp.2— 17. 

...     Sc      E.  Indies  1771.   W.  Indies  179a 
Palnue.   Sp.  3—4. ...     G      E.  Indies  1800. 

G  Madagasc.1820. ...  G  Guinea  1820. 
Palmte.   Sp.  3—11. ...     Pa.G  E.  Indies  1690. 
...     Pa.G  W.  Indies  1796. Pa.G  Jamaica  1731. 

S  co    Lin.  trans.7.  tl3 

S  r.m  Br.  jam.  t.  38.  £3 
S  p.l 
S  r.m 

Skr.m  Ru.am.l.t.17,18 
S  r.m 
S  r.m  Bea.  fl.  d'Oware 
S  r.m  Roxb.  cor.  1. 173 
S  r.m  Jac.am.278.U69 S  r.m 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
annuals,  and  A.  sanguineus  and  caudatus  common  border  flowers ;  like  all  the  species,  they  are  of  easy 
culture  in  light  rich  soil.   Most  of  the  species  are  very  prolific  in  seeds,  which  preserve  their  germinating 
quality  several  years. 

1976*.  Luffa.  Its  name  in  Arabic  is  loitff,  according  to  ForskahL  A  curious  kind  of  gourd,  not  often  seen on  account  of  its  offensive  odor.  It  is  cultivated  in  Arabia  and  China.  It  climbs  up  the  Palm  trees,  covering 
and  elegantly  adorning  their  trunks.  The  fruit  when  young  is  pickled,  like  the  Mango ;  but  Europeans  think 
it  has  a  disagreeable  taste,  and  is  not  very  wholesome.  L.  Cnarantia  has  a  fruit  with  a  yellowish  skin,  but 
very  red  flesh,  and  when  ripe,  it  bursts  elastically.   Culture  as  in  Cucumis. 

1977.  Ambrosia.  A  poetical  name.  Ambrosia  is  the  name  of  the  food  of  the  heathen  divinities,  as  nectar 
was  their  beverage ;  of  the  former,  the  odor  was  delightful,  whence  its  name  has  been  applied  to  an  herb,  the 
leaves  of  which,  when  bruised,  emit  a  grateful  scent.   Weedy  plants  of  no  beauty. 

1978.  Securinega.  From  securis,  a  hatchet  The  name  was  given  by  Commerson,  because  the  wood  was  so 
hard  as  to  be  capable  of  being  manufactured  into  cutting  instruments.  It  grows  and  flowers  freely  in  loam  and 
peat,  and  cuttings  strike  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

1979.  Zixania.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  rye-grass  was  ;  according  to  Golius,  the  same  plant 
was  called  by  the  Arabs  Zouan.  The  modern  plant  has  no  relation  to  the  ancient,  being  a  native  of  America, 
where  it  is  called  Canada  rice.  This  plant  has  been  acclimated  in  Middlesex  and  Ross-shire ;  it  grows  on  the margins  of  ponds,  and  is  exceedingly  prolific  of  bland  farinaceous  seeds,  which  afford  a  very  good  meal  It 
abounds  in  all  the  shallow  streams  of  North  West  America,  where  its  seeds  contribute  essentially  to  the 
support  of  the  wandering  tribes  of  Indians,  and  feed  immense  flocks  of  wild  swans,  geese,  and  other  water 
fowl   Pinkerton  says,  this  plant  seems  intended  by  nature  to  become  the  bread  com  of  the  north. 

1980.  Pharus.  From  tpmae,  a  covering.  Brown  gave  this  name  to  the  plants,  because  their  long  broad  leaves 
are  employed  as  wrappers  for  various  purposes  by  the  natives  of  Jamaica.   Fine  stove  grasses. 

1981.  Guetturda.  Etienne  Guettard  was  a  French  botanist,  who  published  in  1747,  a  catalogue  of  the  plants 
growing  in  the  vicinity  of  Estampes.  Splendid  plants,  which  grow  in  loam,  peat,  and  sand ;  and  are  increased 
by  cuttings  in  sand  in  a  moist  heat  and  covered. 

1982.  Sagus.  So  named  in  allusion  to  the  nutritive  properties  of  the  substance  obtained  from  it.  From 
this  palm  is  produced  the  Sago  of  the  shops.  The  wood  is  full  of  white  pith,  like  that  of  elder ;  the  pith  is 
taken  out,  bruised  in  a  mortar,  and  then  put  into  a  cloth  or  strainer,  held  over  a  trough,  and  water  being 
poured  in,  the  pith  is  washed  through  the  cloth  into  the  trough ;  the  water  being  then  drawn  off,  the  sago  is 
taken  out  and  dried  for  use  or  transportation.  The  fruit  is  eaten  by  the  Japanese,  but  the  tree  is  chiefly 
esteemed  for  its  highly  nutritive  pith. 

1983.  Cocos.  Linnaeus  regards  this  name  as  of  Greek  origin.  In  that  language,  xexx-tt  means  a  kind  of 
fruit,  but  it  does  not  appear  that  there  was  any  relation  between  that  and  the  modern  cocoa  nut  D'Herbelot 
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15303  Racemes  pentandrous  terminal  compound,  Axillae  spiny 
13304  Clusters  densely  spiked  somewhat  whoried,  Spikes  decompound  erect  colored,  Lvs.  obi.  ellipt.  red  beneath 

13305  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed,  Flowers  large,  Gourd  a  span  long 
13306  Leaves  ovate  sessile  acuminate  serrate  ciliated  at  base 
13307  Leaves  3-lobed  serrated 
13308  Leaves  bipinnatifid  smoothish,  Petioles  with  long  cilia?,  Racemes  terminal  panicled 
13309  Leaves  bipinnatind  hoary  beneath  :  upper  pinnatifid,  Racemes  3  terminal 
13310  Leaves  smooth  bipinnatind  :  upper  pinnatifid,  Racemes  terminal  solitary,  Branches  fastigiate 
13311  Leaves  bipinnatind  blunt  hoary  beneath,  Racemes  terminal  solitary,  Branches  villous 

13312  Leaves  alternate  ovate,  Flowers  axillary  clustered 

HEXANDRIA. 

13313  Panicle  effuse,  Glumes  aristate :  male  and  female  mixed 

13314  Panicle  branched,  Glumes  awnless  smooth,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate 

13315  Leaves  obovate  acute  downy  beneath,  Flowers  7-androus  7-fid 
13316  Leaves  subcordate  ovate  acute  scabrous  downy  beneath,  Flowers  hexandrous 

13317  Branchlets  of  the  spadix  smooth 13318  Branchlets  of  the  spadix  annular 
13319  Pinnae  spinulose,  Fruit  oblong  furrowed 

13320  Unarmed,  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  replicate  ensiform 
13321  Caudex  cylindrical  prickly  upwards,  Fronds  pinnated  prickly 
13322  Aculeate  spiny,  Caudex  fusiform,  Fronds  pinnated,  Stems  and  spathes  spiny 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
says,  (Bibl.  Or.  278.)  that  in  India  the  fruit  is  called  coxi,  whence  the  Turkish  name  coz,  for  a  nut :  but  this 
requires  confirmation.  In  Malabar  it  is  called  tenga,  in  the  Moluccas  calappa,  and  by  the  Brahmins  medo. 
C.  nucifera  is  a  native  of,  and  cultivated  in,  most  places  within  the  tropics.  The  trees  grow  to  a  great  height, 
with  a  straight  trunk,  and,  like  almost  every  species  of  the  Palm  tribe,  without  branches.  The  leaves  are  from 
twelve  to  fifteen  feet  long ;  the  flowers  come  out  round  the  top  of  the  trunk  in  large  clusters,  inclosed  in  a 
sheath,  and  the  nuts  succeed  them,  commonly  ten  or  twelve  together. 

There  are  few  trees  more  extensively  or  variously  useful.  The  leaves  are  employed  as  thatch  to  cover 
houses,  and  to  make  mats  either  for  sitting  or  lying  upon.  The  leaf,  when  reduced  to  fine  fibres,  is  the 
material  of  which  a  beautiful  and  costly  carpeting  is  fabricated  for  those  in  the  higher  ranks ;  the  coarse  fibres 
are  made  into  brooms.  After  these  useful  materials  are  taken  from  this  leaf,  the  stem  still  remains,  which  is about  the  thickness  of  the  ankle,  and  furnishes  firewood. 

The  wood  of  this  palm,  when  fresh  cut,  is  spongy ;  but  becomes  hard  after  being  seasoned,  and  assumes  a 
dark  brown  color.  On  the  top  of  the  tree  a  large  shoot  is  produced,  which,  when  boiled,  resembles  brocoli,  but 
is  said  to  be  of  a  more  delicate  taste ;  and  though  much  liked,  is  seldom  used  by  the  natives,  because  on 
cutting  it  off,  the  pith  is  exposed,  and  the  tree  dies.  Between  this  cabbage-like  shoot  and  the  leaves,  there, 
spring  several  buds,  from  which,  on  making  an  incision,  there  distils  a  juice  differing  little  from  water,  either 
in  the  color  or  consistence.  It  is  the  employment  of  a  certain  class  of  men  to  climb  to  the  top  of  the  trees  in 
the  evening,  with  earthen  pots  tied  to  their  waists,  which  they  fix  there  to  receive  the  juice,  which  is  regularly 
carried  away  before  the  sun  has  had  any  influence  upon  it  This  liquor  is  sold  at  the  bazaars  by  the  natives 
under  the  name  of  toddy.  It  is  used  for  yeast,  and  forms  an  excellent  substitute.  In  this  state  it  is  drank  with 
avidity,  both  by  the  low  Europeans  and  the  natives,  and  is  reckoned  a  cooling  and  agreeable  beverage.  After 
being  kept  a  few  hours,  it  begins  to  ferment,  acquires  a  sharp  taste,  and  a  slight  intoxicating  quality.  By  boiling 
it,  a  coarse  kind  of  sugar  is  obtained ;  and  by  distillation,  it  yields  a  strong  ardent  spirit,  which  being  every where  sold,  and  at  a  low  price,  constitutes  one  of  the  most  destructive  annoyances  to  our  soldiers.  The  name 
given  to  this  pernicious  drink  by  Europeans,  is  Pariah  arrack,  from  the  supposition  that  it  is  only  drank  by  the Pariahs,  or  out-casts,  that  have  no  rank. 

The  trees  from  which  the  toddy  is  drawn  do  not  bear  any  fruit,  on  account  of  the  destruction  of  the  buds ; 
but  if  the  buds  be  left  entire,  they  produce  clusters  of  the  cocoa  nut  This  nut  in  the  husk  is  as  large  as  a 
man's  head,  and  when  ripe  falls  with  the  least  wind.  If  gathered  fresh,  it  is  green  on  the  outside;  the  husk and  the  shell  are  tender.  The  shell,  when  divested  of  the  husk,  may  be  about  the  size  of  an  ostrich's  egg,  and is  lined  with  a  white  pulpy  substance,  which  contains  about  a  pint  and  a  half  of  a  liquor  like  water:  and though  the  taste  be  sweet  and  agreeable,  it  is  different  to  that  of  the  toddy. 

In  proportion  as  the  fruit  grows  old,  the  shell  hardens,  and  the  liquor  diminishes,  till  it  is  at  last  entirely absorbed  by  the.  white  milky  substance,  which  gradually  acquires  the  hardness  of  the  kernel  of  the  almond 3  E  3 
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1984.  E'LATE  W. 
13323  sylvestris  W. 
1985.  BACTRI&  W. 13324  minor  W. 

13325  major  W. 

Elatb.  Palnue.  Sp.  1. 
prickly-leaved  IDor  14  ap.jn    G      E.  ladies  1763.  S  r.m  Rh.mal.at22.25 
Bacthis.  Palnue.   Sp.  2. 
lesser  IDor  12     ...     G      &  Amer.  1691.  S  r.m  Jac.am. tl71. f.l 
greater  1  □  or  25     ...     G      Carthag.  1800.  S  r.m  Jac.am.  U71.  f.2 

POLYANDRIA, 
198a  CERATOPHYL'LUM.  W.    Hornwort.  Fluviales. 13326  demersum  W.        common  *  A  un  1 

13327  submersum  W.       unarmed         ^  ̂   un  1 
1987.  MYRIOPHYL'LUM.  W.   Water  Milfoil. 

13328  spicatum  W.  spiked  *  A  pr  1 
13329  verticillatum  W.     verticillate       *  A  pr  1 
1988.  SAGITTA'RIA.  W.  Arrow-Head. *  A  or *  lAI  or 

*  23  or *  tAI  or *  Am  1 
*iAJor 

13330  sagittifolia  W. 13331  sinensis  B.  M. 
13332  obtusif61ia  W. 
13333  lancifolia  W. 
13334  rlgida  B.  M. 
13335  gramlnoa  W. 
tl989.  BEGCNIA.  W. 13336  nltida  W. 
13337  dich6toma  W. 
13338  discolor  H.  K. 

Evansiana  B.  R 
13339  macrophyUa  W. 13340  tuber6sa  W. 
13341  acuminata  W. 
13342  humilis  W. 
13343  hirsfita  W. 
13344  ulmifolia  W.  elm-leaved 
13345  argyrostigma  Fisch.  silver-spotted maculata  Raddi 
13346  spatulata  W.  spatulate 
13347  picta  Lodd.  painted 
13348  pauciflora  Lindley  few-flowered 
13349  odorata  W.  sweet-scented  £  [23  or 
13350  hirtella  Link.         hairy  <£  E3  or 
13351  dlsticha  Link.  distichous  £  (23  or 
1990.  POTE'RIUM.  W.  Burnet. 

13352  agrimonif 61  iumCnv.  Agrimony-lvd.  £  A  pr 
13353  Sanguisorba  W.      common  j£  A  ag 
13354  polygamum  W.      Hungarian      £  A  or 

common Chinese 
blunt-leaved 
lancc-leaved 
brittle-leaved 
Grass-leaved 
Begonia. 

shining-leaved  tt.  □  or forked  tt- 1    I  or 
two-colored     tt-  □  or 
large-leaved  tt.  □  or tuberous  tt.  [22  or 
pointed-leaved  tt.  □  or small  Ol  or 
shaggy-leaved  £H|or tt- 1  lor tt.  I    I  or 

H  [23  or j£  (23  or 
j£  (23  or 

jl.s  G 
jLs  G Onagrarice 
jn.au  R 
jl  G Alismacece. 
jn.au  W W 

W 
w 
w 
w 

2 2  s.n 
2  jl.au 
lijnjl 

I  jn.jl 

\  \  jl  au 

1J  my.d 2  jl.au 3  my.s 
3  my.s 

ijl.s 

1  my.d 

1  my.m 
2  my.jn  W 
3  jLo  W 

lijLo 

fij8Lo 
li  jl-o 1  jl.o 
1  jl.o 

W 
Pk 
W 
W 
W 
W Rosacea. 

3  jl  G 
2  jl  G 
3  jlau  Br 

Sp.  2— 

Britain     dit  D  l.p 
Britain  dit  D  l.p 

Sp.2-^5. Britain  dit.  D  l.p 
England  ponds.  D  l.p 

Sp.  6—16. England  rivers.  D  Lp China      1812.  D  Lp 
China      1804.  D  l.p W.  Indies  1787.  D  Lp 
N.  Amer.  1806.  D  l.p Carolina  1812.  D  l.p 

Sp.  16—38. Jamaica  1777.  C  s.p 
Caraccas  1800.  C  s.p 
China      1804.  R  s.p 
Jamaica  1793.  C  s.p 
Amboynal810.  C  l.p 
Jamaica  1790.  C  s.p W.  Indies  1788.  C  Lp 
W.  Indies  1789.  C  Lp 
S.  Amer.  1822.  C  Lp Brazils     1819.  C  Lp 

W.  Indies  1819.  C  l.p 
Nepal      1818.  C  l.p   1816.  C  Lp 

  1824.  C  Lp 
  1824.  C  Lp 
  1824.  C  Lp 

.  6—7. Spain  1822.  S  co England  ch.hiL  D  co 
Hungary  1803.  D  co 

Eng.  bot  947 Eng.  bot  679. 

Eng.  bot.  83 Eng.  bot  218 
Eng.  bot  84 Bot  mag.  1631 
Rhe.mal.ll.  t.45 
Bot  mag.  1792 
Bot  mag.  1632 

Par.  lond.  72 Jac.  ic.  3.  t  619 
Bot  mag.  1473 
Plu.ic.34.t45.f.l R.am.5.  tl69.  f.2 
Bot  reg.  364 
Lin.  trans.  1. 1. 15 
Aub.  gui.2.  t.348 Bot  cab.  638 Bot.  reg.  666 
Bot.  cab.  107 
Bot  cab.  571 
Bot  reg.  471 

Eng.  bot  860 Pl.rar.hu  2.tl98 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
and  is  almost  as  easily  detached  from  the  shell.    The  natives  use  this  nut  as  their  victuals ;  and  from  it  they 
also  express  a  considerable  quantity  of  the  purest  and  best  lamp  oiL   The  substance  which  remains  after  this 
operation,  supplies  an  excellent  food  for  poultry  and  hogs.   Cups  and  a  variety  of  excellent  utensils  are  made of  the  shell. 
'  The  husk  of  the  cocoa  nut  is  nearly  an  inch  thick,  and  is,  perhaps,  the  most  valuable  part  of  the  tree ;  for  it consists  of  a  number  of  strong  fibres,  easily  separable,  which  furnish  the  material  for  the  greatest  part  of  the 
Indian  cordage ;  but  is  by  no  means  the  only  substitute  which  the  country  affords  for  hemp.  This  the  natives 
work  up  with  much  skilL 

Plants  of  the  cocoa  nut  tree  are  frequent  in  our  stoves,  being  easily  raised  from  the  nuts  sold  in  the  shops, 
planted  in  rich  earth,  and  on  a  moist  heat ;  but  the  plants  are  seldom  allowed  room  enough  to  come  into 
flower ;  though  it  has  been  observed,  that  this  is  almost  the  only  palm  that  could  be  cultivated  in  this  country 
for  perfecting  its  fruit ;  all  the  others  being  dioecious  plants.  Sweet  observes,  that  they  seldom  succeed  well  in 
our  collections ;  perhaps  from  being  too  much  exposed  to  the  sun  :  be  is  "  informed  they  thrive  best  in  the  shade 
in  the  West  rhdies,  where  cultivators  of  them  plant  tall  trees  near  them  for  that  purpose."   (Bot.  Cull.  p.  42.) C.  aculeata  has  a  trunk  the  thickness  of  the  human  body ;  the  pinnae  of  the  fronds  are  longer  than  in  the 
cocoa,  and  prickly  like  the  bark  of  the  trunk.  The  fruit  is  as  large  as  a  crab,  and  of  the  same  shape ;  under 
a  green  skin  it  has  a  thin  sweetish  astringent  pulp ;  and  within  that,  a  nut  full  of  a  white  sweet  eatable  kernel. 
The  nut  is  said  to  yield  the  true  palm  oil.   The  outside  of  the  trunk  is  made  into  laths,  bows,  and  darts. 

1984.  Elate.  This  was  one  of  the  names  given  by  the  Greeks  to  the  membrane  which  envelopes  the  female 
flowers  of  the  date ;  that  is  to  say,  to  its  spatha.  Modern  authors  have  applied  the  word  to  a  kind  of  Indian 
palm.  The  fruit  of  E  sylvestris  resembles  a  wild  plumb.  The  poorer  sort  of  people  chew  it  in  the  same 
manner  with  the  Areca  nut,  with  the  leaf  of  the  betel  pepper  and  quick-lime  The  elephants  are  fond  of  the 
fruit-stalks,  which  are  very  sweet    In  our  stoves  the  plants  require  a  sandy  loam,  and  a  strong  heat. 
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13323  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  opposite 
13324  Fruit  roundish 
13325  Fruit  ovate 

POLYANDRIA. 
13326  Fruit  armed  with  three  spines 
13327  Fruit  unarmed 

13328  Sterile  flowers  in  interrupted  leafless  spiked  whorls 
13329  Leaves  pinnated  capillary :  upper  pectinate-pinnatifid,  Flowers  axillary  whorled 
13330  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  sagittate :  lobes  lanceolate  straight,  Scape  simple 
13331  Leaves  3-fid  and  3-parted :  lobes  nearly  equal  nerved,  Scape  branched  angular,  Male  fl.  solitary  terminal 
13332  Leaves  ovate  rounded  blunt  sagittate :  lobes  ovate  acuminate  spreading,  Scape  panicled 
13333  Leaves  ovate  narrowed  at  each  end,  Scape  branched  below 
13334  Leaves  lanceolata  keeled,  Petioles  3-cornered,  Scapes  simple,  Female  flowers  sessile 
13335  Leaves  lanceolate  linear,  Female  heads  small 

13336  Shrubby  erect,  Lvs.  very  smooth  unequally  cordate  obsoletely  toothed,  Wing  of  caps,  very  large  roundish 
16337  Shrubby  erect,  Lvs.  unequally  cord,  subangul.  toothletted  smooth  hairy  ben.  at  the  veins,  Pan.  dichotom. 
13338  Leaves  angular  serrulate  crimson  beneath,  Stem  nodose,  Wings  of  caps,  unequal  rounded 
13339  Caulescent,  Lvs.  unequally  coid.  cren-tooth. :  lower  angular,  Wings  of  caps,  with  obt  ang.  one  very  large 
18340  Creeping,- Leaves  unequally  cordate  angular  toothed,  Wings  of  capsule  parallel 18341  Caulescent,  Leaves  hispid  £  cordate  acuminate  unequally  toothed,  Largest  wing  of  caps,  obtusangular 
13342  Caulescent  erect,  Leaves  hispid  i  cordate  doubly  serrate,  Wings  of  caps,  rounded  nearly  equal 
13343  Caulescent,  Leaves  hispid  £  cordate  doubly  serrated,  Largest  wing  of  caps,  very  large  obtusangular 
13344  Caulescent  erect,  Lvs.  hisp.  on  each  side  unequally  oblong  doubly  tooth.  Largest  wing  of  caps,  obtusangul. 
13345  Leaves  long  acuminate  repand  spotted  with  white  above  red  beneath 
13346  Leaves  blunt  obsoletely  toothletted  smoothish,  Stipules  spatulate  unequal  ciliated,  Wings  of  caps,  blunt 
13347  Stemless,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  hirsute  finely  serrulated  mottled,  Capsules  hairy 
13348  Leaves  nearly  equally  cordate  very  blunt  crenate  downy :  upper  cucullate,  Stipules  lanceolate  scariose 
13349  Leaves  acuminate  somewhat  angular  unequally  obsoletely  toothletted  smooth  on  each  side,  Stip.  scariose 
13350  Leaves  angular  unequally  serrulate-ciliated  hairy  beneath  at  the  veins,  Stipules  scariose  lanceol.  fringed 
13351  Leaves  acute  crenulate  smooth  strigose  beneath,  Cyme  distichous,  One  wing  of  capsule  very  large  acute 

13352  Hirsute,  Leaflets  lanceolate,  Spikes  oblong  ovate 
13353  Thorns  none,  Stem  somewhat  angular,  Stamens  much  longer  than  the  calyx 
13354  Unarmed,  Stems  angular,  Terminal  flowers  female :  lower  male;  intermediate  hermaphrodite 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
1985.  Bactris.  So  called  by  Jacquin,  from  Gctxrfov,  a  cane,  because  the  small  stem  is  made  into  walking- sticks,  which  are  much  valued.  B.  minor  produces  a  fruit  of  a  dark  purple  color,  the  size  of  a  common  cherry, 

containing  an  acid  juice,  of  which  the  Americans  make  a  sort  of  wine.  It  is  also  eaten  raw,  but  is  not 
pleasant  Canes  are  made  of  the  stem ;  they  are  dark-colored,  shining,  jointed,  and  very  light;  the  French 
call  them  Cannes  de  Tobago.  B.  major  has  a  large  nut  with  a  solid  kernel,  which  is  eaten  in  Carthagcna.  In 
our  stoves  they  form  handsome  plants,  and  grow  freely  in  sandy  loam ;  like  other  palms,  they  are  only  to  be 
increased  by  seed. 

1986.  Ceratophyllum.  So  called  from  «  =  a  horn,  and  0«AA»,  a  lecf,  on  account  of  the  numerous  horned divisions  of  the  leaves.    Aquatic  weeds  of  no  beauty. 
1987.  Myriophyllum.  From  tuiyos,  a  myriad,  and  QvXXot,  a  leaf,  on  account  of  the  infinite  number  of  divisions of  its  leaves.    Aquatics  of  some  beauty,  and  the  easiest  culture. 
1988.  Sagittaria.  So  called  from  sagitta,  an  arrow,  in  reference  to  the  arrow-headed  form  of  the  leaves'. S.  sagittifolia  is  one  of  the  handsomest  of  British  aquatics,  and  is  common  in  Siberia,  China,  Japan,  and 

Virginia.  The  bulb,  which  fixes  itself  in  the  solid  earth  below  the  mud,  constitutes  an  article  of  food  among 
the  Chinese,  and  upon  that  account  they  cultivate  it  extensively.  The  roots  are  larger  in  those  countries  than 
with  us.    All  the  species  are  of  common  culture. 

1989.  Begonia.  Named  in  honor  of  Michael  Begon,  a  Frenchman,  born  in  1638 ;  he  was  an  intendant  oi 
Marine,  and  a  promoter  of  botany.  These  are  universally  plants  remarkable  for  the  neatness  of  their  foliage, and  their  succulent  habit.  B.  argyrostigraa  and  discolor  are  the  two  most  beautiful  species.  They  are  all 
cultivated  without  difficulty  either  from  seeds  or  cuttings. 

1920.  Poterium.  Literally,  this  word  signifies  a  drinking  vessel,  and  in  the  same  sense,  a  kind  of  beverage. 
A  drink  was  made  of  it,  which  was  reckoned  useful  in  many  complaints ;  it  is  also  an  ingredient  in  cool 
tankards.   P.  sanguisorba  is  sometimes  sown  along  with  clover  as  an  herbage  plant ;  it  is  now,  how  ever,  out  of 

3  E  4 
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13355  hybridum  W. 13356  caudatum  W. 
13357  spin6sum  W. 
1991.  AMIRCLA.  Pers. 

13358  nitida  Pers. 
1992.  ACIDO'TON.  W. 13359  fircns  W. 
1993.  THELY'GONUM. 13360  Cynocrfimbe  W. 
1994.  CASTA'NEA.  W. 13361  vesca  W. 

13362  p6mila  IV. 
1995.  CSTRYA.  W. 

13363  vulgaris  W. 
13364  virginica  W. 
1996.  CARPI'NUS.  W. 13365  Betulus  TV. 

$  inctsa 13366  americana  TV. 
13367  orientalis  TV. 
1997.  FA'GUS.  TV. 

13368  sylvatica  TV. 
(}  atro-rHbens  Duf  oi 
■y  S.  inctsa  W. 13369  ferruginea  TV. 

1998.  CO'RYLUS.  TV. 
13370  Avellana  TV. 

0  alba y  rubra 
6  grand/s 
c  glome:)  uta 
£  cris'pa 13371  tubulosa  W. 

sweet  ]g  A 
smooth  shrubbytt.  |  | 
prickly  shrubbytt.  i  | 

Amirola. 
shining-leaved  it  I  I 
Acidoton. 
stinging  « O 
TV.  Thelygonum. 
Dog's-cabbage  J:  O Chesnut. 
common  ¥ dwarf  J 
Hop-Hornbeam. common  J 
American  j£ 
Hornbeam. 
common  *f cut-leaved  5 American  $ 
eastern  x 
Beech. 

common 
purple-leaved  $ Fern-leaved  § 
American  $ 
Nut-Tree. 

Common  Hazel  * 
White  Filbert  Sfc 
.Red  jFtf&r*  36 
Co*  £ 
clustered  St 
frizzled  Sk 
Lambert's 

or    2  jn.jl      G  France     1683.  D  co 
or    3  ja.ap    G  Canaries  1779.  S  p.l 
or    2  ap.au    G  Levant     1595.  S  p.l 

Terebintaceie.    Sp.  1. 
or    9    Peru       1824.  C  p.l 

  Sp.l. un   8     ...     G  Jamaica  1793.  C  l.p 
Urticete.    Sp.  1. 

un    f  jl        G  S.  Europe  1710.  S  co 
Amentacece.  Sp.  2. 

tm  50  my.jn  G  England  woods.  S  s.l or  12  jl        G.y  N.  Amer.  1699.  S  p.l 
Amentacece.  Sp.  2 — 4. 

or  20  my      Ap  Italy       1724.  L  s.l 
or  20  my.jn  Ap  N.  Amer.  1692.  L  s.l 

Amentacece.  Sp.  3 — 5. 
tm  30  mr.my  Ap  Britain   woods.  S  CO 
or  15  mr.my  Ap    L  co 
or  20     ...     Ap  N.  Amer.  1812.  S  co 
or  12      ...     Ap  Levant     1739.  L  co 

Amentacece.  Sp.  2. 
tm  70  ap.my  Ap  Britain   woods.  S  co 
or  30  ap.my  Ap    L  co 
or  10  ap.my  Ap    G  8.1 
or  30  my.jn  Ap  N.  Amer.  1766.  L  s.1 

Amentacece.  Sp.  5 — 7. 
fr  10  f.ap      Ap  Britain    woods.  S  co 
fr   10  f.ap      Ap    L  co 
fr  10  f.ap      Ap    L  co 
fr    8  f.ap      Ap    L  co 
fr    8  f.ap      Ap    L  co 
fr    8  f.ap      Ap    L  co 
fr   10  mr.ap  Ap  S.  Europe  1759.  L  co 13357 

Barr.  ic.  t 632 

Moris.s.8.tl8.f.5 

Slo.jam.l.t83.f.l 
Lam.ULt.777 

Eng.bot  886 Mich.arb.2.  t.7 
Dend.  brit  143 
Abb.  ins.  2. 1 75 

Eng.  bot  2032 
Dend.  brit  157 
Dend.  brit  98 

Eng.  bot.  1846 

Mich.  arb.  2.  t.  9 

Eng.  bot.  723 

Lam.  ill  1 780 

13359 

13360      v        f  13361S 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

repute.  The  leaves  when  bruised  smell  like  cucumbers,  and  taste  something  like  the  parings  of  that  fruit ; they  are  sometimes  put  into  salads.   All  the  species  are  of  the  easiest  culture. 
1991.  Atnirola.  A  word  with  an  unknown  meaning.  The  Peruvians  form  the  shining  black  seeds  of  Amirola nitida  into  rosaries. 
1992.  Acidoton.  From  axiiuros,  pointed ;  in  allusion  to  the  stinging  pointed  hairs  of  the  leaves. 
1993.  Thelygonum.  A  name  under  which  Pliny  described  a  plant  which  appears  to  have  been  Mercurialis. 

It  was  derived  from  SyXut ,  a  woman,  and  ynv,  a  knee,  because  of  its  joints,  which  where  thought  to  resemble 
a  woman's  knee.  Cyno-crarabe,  literally  interpreted  dog-cabbage,  was  the  Greek  name  of  Mercurialis perennis. 1994.  Casta  nea.  A  native  of  the  territory  of  Castanea,  a  town  of  Thessaly,  near  theborders  of  the  river  Peneus, 
where  magnificent  chesnut  trees  still  are  found.  The  chesnut,  Chdtagnier,  Fr.,  Castanienbaum,  Ger.,  Castagno, 
I  tal. ,  is,  like  the  walnut,  both  a  timber  and  a  fruit  tree ;  some  of  the  oldest  trees  in  the  world  are  of  this 
species  ;  as  that  mentioned  by  Brydone  on  Etna,  and  the  chesnut  at  Tortworth,  in  Gloucestershire.  The  fruit 
is  generally  eaten  roasted ;  abroad,  it  is  not  only  boiled  and  roasted,  but  ground  into  meal,  and  puddings, 
cakes,  and  bread  are  made  from  it  The  timber  is  thought  to  have  been  formerly  in  very  general  use  for  house 
carpentry,  though  some  consider  what  is  generally  called  chesnut  in  our  old  buildings  as  oak.  It  is  one  of  the 
best  trees  for  hop  poles,  and  scarcely  any  other  is  now  planted  in  Kent  and  other  hop  districts  for  that  purpose. 
Some  excellent  fruit-bearing  varieties  have  been  lately  imported  from  France ;  these  are  increased  by  grafting or  budding  in  the  usual  methods,  but  the  plants  for  coppice  woods  or  timber  are  best  raised  from  nuts.  There 
is  a  variety  with  striped  leaves  which  is  very  ornamental  The  most  esteemed  of  the  French  kinds  are  called 
Marron,  a  word  which  in  old  French  literally  signifies  a  substance,  which  it  must  be  confessed  the  fruit  is  not 
unlike The  American  chesnut  differs  so  little  from  the  European,  that  no  specific  distinction  can  be  drawn.  It  is 
one  of  the  largest  and  most  useful  trees  of  the  forests,  the  wood  being  extremely  durable,  and  in  high  esteem 
for  posts  and  rails  to  construct  fences.  The  nuts  are  very  delicious.  The  Castanea  pumila  or  Chinquapin  nut, 
is  a  small  tree,  or  rather  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  thirty  feet  in  the  southern  states,  but  scarcely  exceed, 
ing  seven  or  eight  in  cold  latitudes.   The  fruit  is  very  sweet  and  agreeable  to  eat. 

1995.  Ostrya.  So  called  from  tt\tu>,  a  scale,  in  allusion  to  the  scaly  catkins  of  the  fruit,  which  resemble 
those  of  the  hop,  whence  the  plants  are  called  Hop-Hombeam.  The  wood  of  Ostrya  virginica  is  exceedingly 
hard  and  heavy,  whence  it  is  generally  known  in  America  under  the  name  of  Iron-wood.  In  some  parts  it  is called  Lever-wood. 

1996.  Carpinus.  From  the  Celtic  words  car,  wood,  and  pin,  the  head ;  that  is  to  say,  wood  fit  for  the  yokes 
of  cattle.  The  wood  is  white,  and  of  a  fine  close  texture,  which  makes  it  peculiarly  fit  to  be  wrought  into  the 
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13355  Unarmed,  Stems  round  striated 
13356  Unarmed  shrubby,  Branches  round  villous,  Spikes  long  loose 
13357  Spiny  shrubby,  Spines  branched,  Branches  Villous  somewhat  angular,  Spikes  oblong  loose 
13358  Leaves  simple  and  termite  ovate  serrated,  Petioles  thickened  on  each  side 

13359  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  ovate,  Flowers  in  racemes 

13360  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  diffuse 

13361  Leaves  oblongo-lanceolate  acuminate  mucronate  serrate  glabrous  on  each  side 
13362  Leaves  oblong  acute  mucronate  serrate  white  with  down  beneath 

13363  Cones  ovate  pendulous,  Leaves  ovate  acute,  Buds  blunt 
13364  Cones  oblong  ovate  erect,  Leaves  oblong  ovate  acuminate,  Buds  acute 

13365  Scales  or  brae  teas  of  the  fruit  oblong  serrated  with  two  smaller  lateral  lobes 
13366  Scales  of  cones  3-parted :  middle  segment  oblique  ovate  lanceolate  1-toothed  on  one  side 
13367  Scales  of  cones  ovate  unequal  at  base  undivided  somewhat  angular  unequally  serrated 

13368  Leaves  ovate  glabrous  obsolctely  dentate,  their  margins  ciliated 

13369  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  downy  beneath  coarsely  toothed  ciliated  at  edge 

13370  Stip.  obL  obt.  Lvs.  roundish-cordate  pointed,  InvoL  of  fruit  campanulate  rather  spreading  torn  at  margin 

13371  Stip.  obL  blunt,  Cal.  of  fruit  tubul.  cylind.  contracted  at  end  cut  toothed,  Leaves  roundish  cord,  acuminate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
various  forms  with  which  the  country  people  of  all  nations  have  delighted  to  ornament  their  yokes.  Our 
English  word  Horn-beam  has  evidently  the  same  meaning.    C.  Betulus  is  a  tree  of  little  merit  or  beauty, having  persistent  leaves  like  the  beech ;  it  is  well  adapted  for  hedges  or  separation,  where  the  object  is  shelter. 

1997.  Fagus.  From  the  Greek  c%yos,  which  also  signifies  eatable.  We  all  know  that  mast  was  the  original 
food  of  man.  The  Fagus  of  Virgil,  was  the  Quercus  JEseulus.  Hetre,  Ft.,  Iliichc,  Ger.,  Faggio,  ItaL  F. 
sylvatica  is  a  handsome  tree  in  every  stage  of  its  growth.  It  seems  to  thrive  best  in  a  chalky  clay  or  loam, 
rather  sheltered.  It  is  one  of  the  handsomest  single  trees  for  parks,  and  is  well  adapted  to  form  lofty 
hedges.  The  timber  is  brittle,  and  not  of  long  duration ;  but  it  is  much  used  by  turners,  joiners,  and  mill- 

wrights. The  bark  is  remarkably  thin,  and  has  been  used  for  making  baskets  and  band-boxes.  The  leaves  are 
used  in  France  by  the  country  people,  on  account  of  their  elastic  quality,  instead  of  straw  for  the  paillasse  to 
lay  under  their  mattrasses.   The  mast  is  readily  eaten  by  swine  and  deer. 

F.  cuprea,  the  copper  colored,  and  F.  purpurea,  the  purple  beech,  are  two  of  the  most  striking  of  timber 
trees,  from  the  color  of  their  foliage.  They  are  propagated  by  grafting,  and  grow  as  freely  as  the  common  beech. 

Fagus  ferruginea  is  distinguished  by  the  Americans  from  the  common  kind  by  the  name  of  Red  Beech,  the 
wood  being  of  a  darker  color. 

1998.  Cory! us.  From  xt$vs,  a  bonnet ;  to  which  the  enwrapping  calyx  may  be  very  well  compared.  Our 
word  Hazel  is  in  like  manner  derived  from  the  Anglo-Saxon  Hmscl,  which  signifies  an  head-dress.  Noisette, 
Fr.,  Nussbaum,  Ger.,  and  Avellano,  Hal.  C.  avellana  has  the  specific  name  from  Avellino,  a  city  of  the 
kingdom  of  Naples,  near  which,  in  a  valley,  it  grows  to  a  great  extent,  and  in  Swinburne's  time,  brought  in  an annual  profit  of  near  12,000/.  sterling.  It  is  said  they  were  originally  imported  into  Italy  from  Pontus,  and 
known  among  the  Romans  by  the  appellation  of  nux  Pontica,  which  in  process  of  time,  was  changed  into  that 
of  nux  Avellana,  from  the  place  where  they  had  been  propagated  with  the  greatest  success.  The  common 
Hazel-nut  is  wild  in  many  woods  and  coppices  in  Britain,  whence  the  fruit  is  gathered  in  plenty  and  sent  to 
the  neighbouring  markets.  As  underwood,  the  plant  is  of  some  value  for  hoops,  fishing-rods,  walking-sticks, 
withes  for  faggoting,  crate-making,  hurdles,  wattling-fences,  and  springles  to  fasten  down  thatch.  Formerly 
the  roots  were  used  by  the  cabinet-makers ;  and  where  yeast  was  scarce,  they  twisted  the  twigs,  steeped  them 
in  ale  during  its  fermentation,  hung  them  up  to  dry,  and  when  they  brewed  put  them  into  the  wort. There  are  several  varieties  of  the  cultivated  filbert  What  is  called  the  frizzled  filbert  is  esteemed  the  best 
The  plants  do  not  require  a  rich  soil,  but  one  with  a  dry  bottom.  They  are  generally  propagated  by  suckers, 
and  grown  as  dwarf  standards,  each  plant  with  a  single  clean  stem,  from  six  feet  high  down  to  twelve  inches. 
When  allowed  to  throw  up  suckers  from  the  root  and  form  a  thick  bush,  they  cease  to  bear  fruit  in  any 
quantity.  The  filbert  bears  principally  upon  the  sides  of  the  upper  young  branches,  and  from  small  shoots which  proceed  from  the  bases  of  side  branches  cut  off  the  preceding  year.    Hence  the  spurring-in  method  of 
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13372  americana  W. 
13373  rostrata  W. 
13374  Columa  W. 

t*1999.  JUG'LANS.  W. 13375  regia  W. 
13376  nigra  W. 

.13377  cinerea  W. §13378  olivaeformis  W. 
angustifolia  H.  K. 

$13379  sulcata  W.  thick  shell-bark  Hickory 

Dwarf  Cuckold  a 
Cora.  Cuckold  St 
Constantinople  Sfc 
Walnut. 
common  $ 
black  Af 
Butter  Nut  5 
Pekan  Nut  $ 

§13380  alba  W. 
§13381  coinpressa  W. §13382  amara  A/icA. 
§13383  obcordata  W. 
§18384  glabra  W. 

pur c'ma  Mich. 2000.  QUER  CU&  W. 13385  Phellos  PA. 
13386  maritima  Ph. 
13387  serlcea  PA. 
13388  virens  Ph. 
13389  cinerea  Ph. 
13390  imbricaria  PA. 
13391  laurifolia  W. 

$  ohtusa  Mich. 13392  lutea  W. 

shell-bark  Hickory5 
flat-fruited  * bitter  Nut  A 
obcordate  A Hog-nut  J 

Oak. 
Willow  i 
sea  i 
running  i live  J 
ash-colored  < 
shingle  5 
Laurel  5 
blunt-leaved  A 
yellow  A 

ft    6  mr.ap  Ap  N.  Amer.  1798. 
fr    5  mr.ap  Ap  N.  Amer.  1745. 
fir   10  mr.ap  Ap  Constant.  1665. 

Terebmtacece.   Sp.  10 — 14. 
tm  50  ap.my  Ap  Persia  1562. 
tm  30  ap.my  Ap  N.  Amer.  1629. 
tm  30  ap-my  Ap  N.  Amer.  1656. tm  30  ap.my  Ap  N.  Amer.  ... 
tm  30  ap.my  Ap tm  30  ap.my  Ap 
tm  30  ap.my  Ap 
tm  30  my  Ap 
tm  30  my  Ap 
tm  30  my  Ap 

Amentacete. tm  60  my.jn  Ap 
or  6  my.jn  Ap 
or  2  my.jn  Ap 
tm  40  my  Ap 
or  10  my.jn 

Ap 

tm  40  my.jn tm  50  my 
tm  my 
tm  20  my 

N.  Amer.  1804. 
N.  Amer.  1629. 
N.  Amer.  1730. 
N.  Amer.  1800. N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1799. 

Sp.  50—98. N.  Amer.  1723. 
N^  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1724. 
N.  Amer.  1739. N.  Amer.  1789. 

Ap  N.  Amer.  1786. 
Ap  N.  Amer.  1786. 
Ap  N.  Amer.  178a 
Ap  Mexico  1825. 

L  co L  CO L  co 

S  co S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 

8.1 

Wa.  am.t29.f.63 Willd.arb.tl.f.2 Dend.  brit.  99 

Lam.  iU.  781 
Dend.  brit  156 
Jac.  ic.  1. t 192 Mich.  arb.  Ut  3 
Mich.  arb.  1. 1 8 Dend.  brit.  148 
Mich.  arb.  1. 1 7 
M.  arb.l.t.9.f.3,4 
M.arb.l.t.9.f.l,2 

Mich  arb.  l.t.12 
Mi.  quer.  t.l3.f.l Mich.  arb.2.tl5 
Mich.  arb.  2.  til 
Mich.  arb.  2.t  14 
Mich.  3Tb.  2. 1. 13 
Mich,  querc.t.17 
Mich,  querc.  t.  IS 

13393  Ballota  W. 
13394  I'lex  W. a  integrif6lia 

/2  serr&ta 
y  obldnga 13395  Suber  W. 

13396  coccifera  W. 
13397  gramiintia  W. 

Barbary 
evergreen 
common 
notched-leaved 
long-leaved Cork-tree 
Kermes 
Holly-leaved 

tm  60  my.jn 
tm  60  my.jn 
tm  60  my.jn 
or  60  my.jn 
or  60  my.jn clt  20  jn 
clt  10  my 
or  30  jn 

Barbary 

a  France  1581. S.  France  1581. 
S.  France  1581. S.  France  1581. 
S.  France  1699. 
S.  France  1S83. France  1750 

S  s.l S  s.l 
S  s.l G  s.l 
G  8.1 S  s.l 

G  s.l 
G  s.l 

Dend.  brit.  90 
Duh.  arb.l.t.123 Dub.  arb.  1  t.124 
Dend.  brit.  89 
Dend.  brit.  91 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
pruning  is  the  most  successful  in  the  production  of  fruit.   C.  Colurna  may  be  treated  in  the  same  manner  as 
the  other,  but  the  plants  kept  at  a  somewhat  greater  distance  apart 
The  nuts  of  the  American  Hazel-nut,  Corylus  americana,  are  very  excellent. 
1999.  Juglans.  That  is  to  say,  Jovis  glans,  the  nut  of  Jove,  on  account  of  its  excellence,  which  must  have 

been  great  indeed,  when  gods  had  nothing  but  oak  or  beech-mast  to  eat.  J.  regia,  walnut,  from  gaul-nut,  the 
tree  being  introduced  from  France,  Noyer,  Fr.,  Walnussbaum,  Ger.,  and  Noci,  Ital.,  is  cultivated  both  as  a. 
fruit  and  timber-tree.  The  fruit  in  a  green  state,  before  the  stone  hardens,  is  much  used  for  pickling,  and  also 
as  an  adulteration  of  soy  sauce.  An  oil,  which  supplies  the  place  of  that  of  almonds,  is  expressed  from  the 
kernel  in  France.  In  Spain  they  strew  the  gratings  of  old  and  hard  nuts,  first  peeled,  into  their  tarts  and 
other  meats.  The  leaves  strewed  on  the  ground,  and  left  there,  annoy  worms ;  or  macerated  in  warm  water, 
afford  a  liquor,  which  from  its  bitterness  may  effect  their  death.  The  unripe  fruit  is  used  in  medicine  for  the 
same  purpose.  Pliny  says,  "  the  more  walnuts  one  eats,  with  the  more  ease  will  he  drive  worms  out  of  the stomach."  The  timber  is  used  in  this  country  for  gun-stocks,  being  lighter  in  proportion  to  its  strength  and 
elasticity  than  any  other.  It  is  used  in  cabinet-work  in  most  parts  of  the  continent :  the  young  timber  is  held 
to  make  the  finest  colored  work,  but  the  old  to  be  finer  variegated  for  ornament  When  propagated  for  timber, 
the  nut  is  sown ;  but  when  fruit  is  the  object,  inarching  from  the  branches  of  fruit-bearing  trees  is  preferable. 
Budding  has  also  been  successfully  adopted  by  Mr.  Knight ;  the  buds  succeed  best  when  taken  from  the  base  of 
the  annual  shoots ;  ordinary-sized  buds  from  the  upper  parts  of  such  shoots  generally  fail.  Walnut  trees  that 
have  not  been  grafted  or  budded,  may  be  induced  to  produce  blossoms  by  ringing  the  bark. 

Juglans  nigra,  the  black  walnut,  is  a  tree  of  large  size,  and  its  nuts  are  eaten  by  men  and  several  species  of 
animals.  The  wood  is  put  to  various  mechanical  and  economical  uses.  J.  cathartica  is  known  under  the  name 
of  butter-nut,  oil-nut,  and  white  walnut ;  the  nuts  are  used  by  the  American  Indians  medicinally.  The  fruit 
of  J.  olivEeformis,  or  the  Pekan-nut,  is  delicious ;  sometimes  it  is  exposed  in  the  fruiterers'  shops  for  (ale.  The nuts  of  J.  sulcata,  which  is  called  thick  shell-bark  hickory,  and  Springfield  and  Gloucester  nut,  are  large 
and  well-tasted.  The  shell-bark  hickory,  shag-bark,  or  scaly -bark  hickory,  J.  alba,  is  so  called  on  account  of  its 
bark,  which  is  torn  lengthwise  in  long  loose  strips,  as  in  J.  sulcata  The  wood  of  J.  tomentosa,  the  Mocker-nut, white-heart  hickory,  or  common  hickory,  is  excellent  for  mechanical  purposes,  and  particularly  esteemed  as 
fire-wood ;  but  the  nuts  are  hard,  with  but  little  kernel  in  them.  The  Americans  make  very  good  and  durable 
brooms  by  slitting  into  narrow  slips  the  very  tough  wood  of  J.  glabra,  which  is  called  pig  or  hog-nut,  also 
broom  hickory. 
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13372  Cal.  of  fruit  roundish  campan.  larger  than  nut,  Limb  dilated  tooth  serrated,  Lvs.  roundish  cord,  acumin. 
13373  Stip.  Hn.  lane.  Cal.  of  fruit  camp.  tubuL  larger  than  nut  2-parted :  seg.  cut  toothed,  Lvs.  obi.  ovate  acumin. 
13374  Stip.  lane  acum.  Cal.  of  fruit  double :  outer  many-parted ;  inn.  3-part  Seg.  palm.  Lvs.  roundish  ov.  cordate 

18375  Leaflets  about  nine  oval  smooth  subserrated  nearly  equal,  Fruit  globose 
13376  Leaflets  numerous  lanceolate  serrated  beneath  with  the  petioles  downy,  Fruit  globose  dotted  rough 
13377  Leaflets  numerous  oblong  lanceolate  serrated  soft  with  down  beneath,  Petioles  viscid,  Fruit  oblong  ovate 
13378  Leaflets  numerous  lanceolate  serrated,  the  odd  one  with  a  long  stalk,  Fruit  oblong  4-cornered 
13379  Leafl.  about  9  lanceolate  acuminate  serrate  downy  beneath  :  the  odd  one  sess.  Fruit  roundish  with  4  keels 
13380  Leaflets  7  obi.  lane,  acuminate  serrated  rough  and  downy  beneath  :  the  odd  one  sess.  Fruit  squarish  smooth 
13381  Leafl.  7  obi.  lane.  acum.  serr.  downy  beneath  and  soft :  the  odd  one  sess.  Fruit  ov.  Nuts  oblique  compressed 
13382  Leaflets  about  9  ovate-oblong  acum.  finely  serrated  smooth  on  each  side;  the  odd  one  with  a  short  stalk 
13383  Leaflets  7  ovate  acuminate  serrated  smooth  on  each  side  with  resinous  dots  beneath,  Nuts  obcord.  smooth 
13384  Leaflets  7  ovate  acuminate  serrated  smooth  on  each  side  with  resinous  dots  beneath,  Fruit  and  nuts  oblong 

A.  Leaves  entire,  or  little  toothed. 
13385  Leaves  membranaceous  linear  lane  tapering  at  each  end  entire  smooth  with  a  small  point,  Nut  roundish 
13386  Leaves  coriaceous  elliptical-lanceolate  entire  smooth  with  a  small  point,  Nut  roundish  . 
13387  Lv.  lanc.-obl.  somewhat  wavy  obt.  at  the  base  rather  dilated  upwards  silky  beneath,  Nut  almost  globular 
13388  Lvs.  coriac.  ellipt-obl.  revol.  ent.  pointless  obt  at  base  clothed  with  starry  down  ben.  Fr.  stalk.  Nut  oblong 
13389  Lvs.  coriac.  ellipt-lanc.  revoL  ent  blunt  with  a  small  point  clothed  with  starry  down  beneath,  Fruit  sessile, Nut  nearly  globose 
13390  Leaves  elliptical  oblong  acute  at  each  end  entire  almost  sessile  downy  beneath,  Nut  nearly  globose 
13391  Leaves  obovate  entire  smooth  nearly  sessile  tapering  at  the  base,  Nut  roundish  even 
13392  Leaves  obovate  entire  shining  somewhat  heart-shaped  at  the  base  downy  and  yellow  beneath 

B.  Leaves  toothed  spiny. 
13393  Leaves  elliptical  coriaceous  entire  or  serrated  very  downy  beneath,  Bark  even,  Nut  cylindrical  elongated. 
.13394  Leaves  ovate-oblong  acute  coriaceous  entire  or  serrated  hoary  beneath,  Bark  even,  Nut  ovate 

13395  Leaves  ovate-oblong  bluntish  coriaceous  entire  or  sharply  serrated  downy  beneath,  Bark  cracked  fungous 
13396  Lvs.  ellipt-obl.  rigid  smooth  on  both  sides  with  spread,  brist.  spin,  teeth,  Nut  ov.  CaL  with  spread,  point  sc. 
13397  Leaves  roundish  ellipt.  nearly  sess.  undulated  with  deep  spin,  divaricat.  teeth  densely  downy  beneath somewhat  heart-shaped  at  the  base 

2000.  Quercus.  This  name  is  derived  from  the  Celtic  quer,  fine,  and  cuez,  a  tree ;  it  was  so  called,  in  dis- tinction to  other  trees,  because  the  holy  misseltoe  grew  upon  it :  otherwise  the  common  name  of  the  oak  in 
Celtic  was  derw,  whence  druids,  and  the  Greek  Sjuj.  Phellos  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  cork,  Q.  suber. 
Gramuntia  has  derived  its  name  from  growing  in  the  wood  of  Grammont,  near  Montpelier.  Suber  is 
generally  thought  to  have  been  formed  from  the  Latin  sub,  under,  because  the  bark  was  used  by  the  Roman 
women  as  sandals,  both  for  keeping  their  feet  dry,  and  increasing  their  stature ;  but  Vossius  is  of  opinion,  that 
it  comes  from  tv<pet%,  the  Greek  name  of  bark  of  any  kind.  Coccifera  has  been  so  called  because  the  little 
insect,  coccus,  which  affords  the  well-known  kermes  dye,  is  found  upon  it  Kermes  itself  is  an  alteration  of 
qermex,  which  signifies  in  Arabic,  a  little  worm  ;  the  same  people  called  the  red  dye  qermexy,  whence  our 
Norman-English  word  cramoisye.  Robur  is  an  alteration  of  rove,  a  Celtic  synonym  of  the  oak  .Xgilops, 
literally  goat's-beard,  was  so  called  on  account  of  the  long  truss  or  beard-like  lichens  which  were  frequently found  hanging  suspended  from  it. 

The  oak  is  a  genus  of  trees  familiar  to  man  in  the  temperate  zones  of  both  hemispheres.  Q.  Robur,  now  valued 
for  its  timber  and  bark,  and  formerly  for  its  acorns,  is  familiar  to  every  Briton.  There  are  two  distinct  varieties 
or  subspecies ;  Q.  sessiliflora  and  pedunculata,  and  another  Q.  pubescens.  Q.  pedunculata  is  thought  to  be 
the  common  oak  of  England,  being  much  more  frequent  in  natural  woods  than  the  others.  The  timber  of  this 
variety  is  said  to  be  whitish  and  hard,  while  that  of  the  sessile-fruited  is  reddish  and  brittle.  The  bark  of  this 
and  all  the  hardy  species  of  oak  is  or  may  be  used  by  the  tanner.  Oak  saw-dust  is  the  principal  indigenous  veget- 

able used  in  dyeing  fustian ;  and  different  shades  of  drab  and  brown  are  also  made  from  it.  Oak-apples  are  used 
in  dyeing  as  a  substitute  for  galls ;  the  black  got  from  them  by  the  addition  of  copperas  is  more  beautiful  than 
that  from  galls,  but  not  so  durable.  These  galls  are  occasioned  by  an  insect  of  the  Cynips  kind,  which 
deposits  its  eggs  in  the  substance  of  the  leaf.  When  the  bark  of  the  oak  has  performed  its  office  to  the  tanner, 
it  is  employed  by  the  gardener  to  produce  heat  by  its  fermentation.  Oak  leaves  are  also  used  for  the  same 
purpose.  When  a  great  proportion  of  the  island  was  in  forest,  acorns  were  of  importance  for  feeding  swine ; 
they  are  still  valued  for  this  purpose  in  districts  where  the  oak  abounds,  as  in  Hampshire  and  Northampton- 

shire. Q.  cerris  is  a  very  handsome  tree,  and  the  timber  is  considered  nearly  as  valuable  as  that  of  the  common 
oak.  The  Lucombe  (from  the  name  of  the  nurseryman  who  raised  it)  and  Fulham  (from  the  name  of  the 
nursery  where  it  was  first  originated)  varieties  are  nearly  evergreens ;  they  retain  their  verdure  till  Christmas, 
and  remain  on  the  tree  in  a  brown  or  withered  state  till  April  or  May  following. 

Q.  coccinea  is  one  of  the  handsomest  of  the  American  oaks ;  the  leaves,  which  are  six  inches  long,  change  in 

II  13395  " and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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13398  lusiranlca  W. 
13399  PrinoSdes  W. 

Chinquapin  Ph. 
13400  infect6ria  W. 
13401  Turneri  W. 
13402  Prinus  PA. 
13403  tricolor  Ph. 
13404  montana  Ph. 
13405  aquatica  Ph. 
13406  nana  Ph. 
13407  Castanea  Ph. 
13408  nigra  Ph. 
13409  triloba  PA. 
13410  stellate  W. 

obtusiloba  Mich. 
13411  hemisphae'rica  Ph. 
13412  elongate  /('. falcata  Mich. 13413  tinct6ria  PA. 
13414  discolor  Ph. 
13415  rGbra  Ph. 
13416  heterophylla  PA. 13417  coccinea  PA. 
13418  Catesbatf  W. 
13419  palustris  PA. 
13420  macrocar'pa  Ph. 13421  Banisteri  Mich. 
13422  JE'gilops  W. 13423  alba  PA. 

/3  repdnda  Mich. 13424  E'sculus  W. 1342a  Robur  ff. 
<2.  sessUiflSra  Sm. 

13426  pedunculate  W. 
13427  pubescens  W. 
13428  fastigiata  lam. 13429  Tauzin  Lam. 
13430  Cerris  W. 

j8  bullata 

rsinuata 
exoniensis 

13431  austriaca  W. 

Portugal  * Dwarf  Chesnuti 
tm  40  jn or    3  jn 

Ap 

Ap 

Portugal  1824.  O  8.1  Cav.  lc.  2. 1. 129 
N.  Amer.  1823.  G  s.1    Mi.querc.  t9.  f.l 

hemispherical  31 Spanish  $ 

Quercitron two-colored 
champion various-leaved scarlet 
barren  scrub 
marsh 
over-cup  white  J 
Banister's  m Velonia  ¥ white  $ 
repand-leaoed  $ Italian  j 
sessile-fruited  $ 
common durmast 
Cypress-oak 
hoary 
Turkey 

rough-leaved narrow-leaved  I Lucombe Fulham 
toothed Austrian 

tm  40  my.jn  Ap 
tm  40  my.jn  Ap 
tm  60  my.jn  Ap tm  60  my  Ap 
tm  50  my  Ap 
tm  40  my  Ap 
or  12  my  Ap 
tm  60  my  Ap 
or  20  my  Ap 
tm  SO  my  Ap 
tm  60  my  Ap 
or  10  my  Ap 
tm  50  my  Ap 
tm  70  my  Ap 
tm  60  my  Ap tm  40  my  Ap 
tm  40  my  Ap 
tm  50  my  Ap 
or  15  my  Ap 
tm  60  my  Ap 
tm  40  my  Ap 
or    6  my  Ap 
tm  20     ...  Ap tm  60  my  Ap 
tm  60  my  Ap 
tm  40  my  Ap 
tm  60  ap.my  Ap 

tm  60 
tm  40 
tm  40 tm  40 
tm  50 
tm  50 
tm  50 
tm  50 tm  50 
tm  50 
tm  40 

ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap 
my  Ap 

my 
my my my my my 

Ap Ap Ap 

Ap Ap 

Levant     1822.  G  co 
  G  co N.  Amer.  1730.  S  s.1 

N.  Amer.  1811.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1800.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  172a  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1738.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1822.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1739.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1800.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1819.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.   ...  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.    ...  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1800.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1763.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1739.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.    ...  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1691.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1823.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1800.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1800.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1800.  S  s.1 
Levant     1731.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.  1724.  S  s.1 
N.  Amer.   ...  S  co 
S.  Europe  1739.  S  s.1 Britain  woods.  S  h.l 
Britain      ...  S  h.l 
Britain      ...  S  h.l 
&  Europe  1820.  G  co 
S.  Europe  1822.  G  co 
&  Europe  1735.  S  co S.  Europe   ...  G  co 
S.  Europe   ...  G  co 

  G  co   G  co 
  G  co Austria    1824.  G  co 13415 

N.duh.7.t.49f.l 
Mich.  arb.  2.  t.  7 Mich.  arb.  2. 1 6 
Mich.  arb.  2. 1 8 
Mich,  arb.2.  tl7 
Abb.  ins.  2.  t,  59 

Mich,  arb.2.  tl8 

Mich.querc.  tS& 
Mich,  querc.  1 1 

Mich.querc.  t24 
Mich.querc.  t.25 Mich,  arb.2.  t26 Mich,  arb.2.  tl6 
Mich,  arb.2. 123 
Mich,  querc  t.29 Mich,  arb.2.  t25 
Mich.  arb.  2. 1 3 Mich,  arb.2.  tl9 
MiLdic.n.7.t215 
Mich.  arb.  2. 1 1 

Eng.  bot.  1845 
Eng.  bot  1342 
Hayne  ab.t.141 If.  duh.  7.  t.  55 
N.  duh.  7.  t.  56 
Dend.  brit.  92 

Dend.  brit.  93 
Clus.  histl.p.S 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
autumn  to  a  beautiful  scarlet  color,  and  unless  hard  frost  comes  on  early,  they  do  not  fall  off  the  tree  till  near 
Christmas.    Q.  rubra  bears  a  near  resemblance  to  the  last  species.    Q.  tinctoria,  Quercitron,  Fr.,  has  been 
recommended  to  be  cultivated  on  account  of  its  bark,  which  affords  a  valuable  yellow  dye.  (Caled.  Hort. Mem.  iii.  378. 

Q.  suber  is  cultivated  in  Spain,  Portugal,  and  the  south  of  France,  for  its  cork-bark.  The  exterior  bark  is 
the  cork,  which  is  taken  from  the  tree  every  eight  or  ten  years ;  but  there  is  an  interior  bark  which  is  left  on 
to  protect  the  tree,  so  that  stripping  off  the  outer  bark  is  so  far  from  injuring  the  trees,  that  it  is  necessary  to 
their  continuation.  Trees  that  are  never  barked  are  said  to  die  at  the  age  of  fifty  or  sixty  years.  The  bark  is 
taken  off  for  the  first  time  when  the  tree  is  about  fifteen  years  old;  it  soon  grows  again,  and  may  be  rebarked 
three  times,  the  bark  improving  every  time  till  the  tree  attains  the  age  of  thirty  years.  It  is  taken  off  in  sheets 
or  tables,  much  in  the  same  way  as  oak  or  larch  bark  is  taken  from  the  standing  trees  in  this  country.  After 
being  detached,  it  is  flattened  by  presenting  the  convex  side  to  heat,  or  by  pressure.  In  either  case  it  is  charred 
on  both  surfaces  to  close  the  transverse  pores,  previously  to  its  being  sold.  The  carbonized  surface  produced 
by  this  charring,  may  be  seen  in  bungs  and  taps;  but  not  in  corks,  which  being  cut  in  the  lengthway  of  the 
wood,  the  charring  is  taken  off  in  the  rounding. 
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13398  Leaves  elliptic,  with  deep  point,  serratures  downy  beneath,  Fruit  racemose,  CaL  hemispherical,  Nut  obi. 
13399  Lvs.  on  short  stalks  obov.  acutely  and  coarsely  toothed  at  base  glaucous  ben.  Cup  hemispheric.  Acorn  ov. 

C  Leaves  sinuated. 
13400  Leaves  oblong  mucronate-toothod  smooth  on  each  side 
13401  Leaves  oblong  coarsely  mucronate-toothed  smooth  on  each  side  cuneate  at  base,  Branchlets  hairy 
13402  Lvs.  on  long,  stalks  obov.  ac.  somew.  downy  ben.  with  near.  eq.  serrat  Cal.  of  fr.  contract  at  base,  Nut  ov. 
13403  Lvs.  nearly  sess.  obovate  downy  and  white  beneath  with  very  broad  unequal  teeth,  Fruit  in  pairs  on  long 

bristle-pointed  stalks,  Calyx  hemispherical,  Nut  oblong  ovate 13404  Lvs.  on  shortish  stalks  obovate  acute  downy  and  white  beneath  with  nearly  equal  dilated  short  blunt  serr. 
Cal.  hemispherical  with  rugged  scales,  Nut  oblong  ovate 

13405  Lvs.  wedge-shaped  smooth  tapering  at  the  base  dilated  and  obscurely  3-lobed  at  the  end :  the  middle  lobe 
largest,  Calyx  nearly  hemispherical,  Nut  roundish 

13406  Lvs.  obL  wedge-shaped  smooth  somew.  sinuated  3-lobcd  at  extrera.  Lobes  divaricated  pointed :  the  middle 
one  largest,  Forks  of  the  vein  downy  beneath 

13407  Lvs.  on  long  footst  obi.  lane,  pointed  somewhat  downy  ben.  with  numerous  nearly  equal  dilated  serratures, 
CaL  hemispherical,  Nut  round  ovate 

13408  Lvs.  wedge-shaped  somew.  cord,  dilated  very  slightly  3-lobed  at  the  end,  smooth  above  rusty  beneath,  CaL 
hemispherical  with  membranous  scales,  Nut  round  ovate 

13409  Lvs.  wedge-shaped  with  3  terminal  bristly-pointed  lobes :  the  midd.  one  longest  downy  beneath,  CaL  of  the fruit  flattish,  Nut  nearly  round 
13410  Leaves  oblong  sinuated  downy  beneath  :  lobes  blunt ;  upper  dilated  2-lobed,  Cups  hemispherical 
13411  Leaves  evergreen  oblong-lanceolate  undivided  3-lobed  or  sinuated  smooth  on  both  sides,  Lobes  pointed 
13412  Lvs.  downy  ben.  sinuat  with  3  or  more  somew.  tale,  brist -point  lobes :  term,  one  elong.  jagg.  Cal.  hemisph. [undern.  Nut  globose 
13413  Lvs.  downy  ben.  obov.  obL  dilat.  wide,  sinuat.  Lobes  short  obt  slight,  toothed  bristle-point  CaL  of  fruit  flat 
13414  Leaves  downy  beneath  oblong  pinnatifid  toothed  bristle-pointed,  Calyx  turbinate,  Nut  ovate 
13415  Lvs.  smooth  obL  sinuat  on  long  stalks,  Lobes  ac.  sharply  tooth,  bristle-point  Cal.  of  fr.  flat  undern.  Nut  ov. 
13416  Lvs.  on  long  stalks  ovate  lanc.or  obi.  entire  or  unequally  lobed,  Cup  hemispherical,  Acorn  nearly  globose 
13417  Lvs.  smooth  obL  deeply  and  widely  sinuated  on  long  stalks,  Cal.  of  the  fruit  turbinate  J  as  long  as  the  nut 
13418  Lvs.  smth.  obi.  wedge-shap.  at  base  deeply  and  widely  sinuat  on  short  stalks,  Cal.  of  fr.  turbin.  £  as  long  as  nut 
13419  Lvs.  smooth  obi.  deeply  and  widely  sinuated  on  long  stalks,  Forks  of  the  veins  densely  woolly  beneath,  CaL 

of  the  fruit  flattened,  Nut  nearly  globose 
13420  Lvs.  obi.  lyr.  downy  ben. :  term,  lobe  very  large  3-cleft  sinuat.  CaL  of  fr.  hemisph.  scaly  firing,  with  bristles 
13421  Leaves  obovate  cuneiform  3-5-lobed,  Lobes  setaceous  mucronate  downy  beneath     (.elong.  spread,  scales 
13422  Lvs.  ov.  obL  with  bristle-pointed  tooth-like  lobes  hoary  ben.  CaL  of  fr.  very  large  hemispherical  with  lane. 
13423  Lvs.  obi.  deeply  pin  n  at  if.  glaucous  ben.  Lobes  lin.  obi.  obt  ent  dilated  upw.  Fr.  stalked,  CaL  depress,  warty 

/3  Leaves  slightly  lobed  green  on  each  side  [hemispherical 
13424  Lvs.  ov.  obL  sinuat  smooth  paler  ben. :  segm.  bluntish  somew.  angular  at  base,  Fruit  nearly  sess.  CaL  scaly 
13425  Lvs.  decidu.  oblong  smooth  dilated  upwards  stalked,  Lobes  obtuse,  Stalks  of  fruit  elongated,  Nut  oblong 
13426  Leaves  oblong  subsessile  smooth  sinuated :  lobes  round,  Fruit  oblong  stalked  [Fruit  nearly  sessile 
13427  Lvs.  obi.  obov.  stalked  sinuat  downy  ben. :  lobes  obt  angul.  wavy  somew.  heart-shap.  and  unequal  at  base, 
13428  Leaves  subsessile  smooth  oblong  ovate  pinnatifid  sinuated  blunt,  Branches  ascending 
13429  Leaves  softly  villous  deeply  pinnatifid :  segm.  oblong  blunt  sinuated,  Cups  waited        [hemisph.  bristly 
13430  Lvs.  on  very  short  stalks  obL  deeply  and  uneq.  pi  una  t  it',  hairy  ben.  Stip.  longer  than  footst.  CaL  of  the  fruit 

13431  Lvs.  on  longish  stalks  ovate  obL  slightly  but  copiously  sinuated  downy  and  hoary  ben. :  lobes  short  ovate 
acute  entire,  Stipules  shorter  than  the  footstalks,  CaL  of  the  fruit  hemispherical  bristly 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  uses  of  cork  in  Britain  are  well  known.  It  was  used  as  sandals  by  the  Greeks,  whence  our  cork  soles, 

and  probably  the  Venetian  choppings  (cioppini,  ItaL),  or  shoes  so  high  heeled,  as  to  raise  the  women  above  the 
men.  The  poor  people  in  Spain  lay  broad  planks  of  it  by  their  bed-side  to  tread  on,  as  great  persons  use 
Turkey  and  Persian  carpets  to  defend  them  from  the  floor ;  and  sometimes  they  line  the  walls  and  insides  of 
their  houses  built  of  stone  with  this  bark,  which  renders  them  very  warm,  and  corrects  the  moisture  of  the  air. 
Both  in  Spain  and  Barbary  bee-hives  are  made  of  cork ;  for  this  purpose,  they  roll  the  bark  into  a  cylinder  of 
five  or  six  feet  long,  and  six  inches  in  diameter,  boring  holes  for  the  entrance  and  exit  of  the  bees,  as  in  the 
Polish  hive.    (Encyc.  qf  Gard.  1738.) 

Q.  coccifera,  Cusoja,  Span.,  has  prickly  leaves  like  those  of  the  holly,  or  Q.  ilex,  from  this  species  is  collected 
the  kermes  or  scarlet  grain,  a  little  red  gall,  occasioned  by  the  puncture  of  the  Coccus  ilicis.  With  these  galls 
scarlet  color  was  dyed,  till  the  discovery  of  America,  when  another  species  of  Coccus,  the  cochinillifer,  was 
found  in  the  Mexican  woods  upon  the  Cactus. 

Q.  phellos  is  remarkable  for  the  form  of  the  leaves,  which  differ  in  character  from  those  of  the  rest  of  the 
species.  Q.  ilex,  the  holly,  or  holm  oak,  Chtne  verd,  Fr.,  Elice,  ItaL,  and  Enzina,  Span.,  is  a  handsome  ever- 

green tree,  and  the  timber  is  supposed  equal  to  that  of  the  common  oak.    Q.  gramuntia  is  thought  by  some 
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13432  Pseudo  sGber  Desf.  false  Cork        $  tm  40 
13433  olivaefiSrmis  Ph.     mossy-cup       $  tm  50 
13434  lyrata  Ph.  Swamp-post  $  or  15 
3001.  LIQUIDAM'BAR.  W.  Liquidambar. 13435  Styraclflua  W.        Sweet-gum       $  tm  60 

13436  imberbe  W.           oriental          $  or  6 
2002.  PLATANUS.  W.  Plane-Trer. 

13437  orientalis  W.         oriental           *£  tm  50 13438  cuneata  W.           wave-leaved     ?  or  6 
13439  acerifolia  W.          Maple-leaved   $  tm  70 
13440  occidentalis  W.       American      *  5  tm  70 
2003.  SALISBU'RIA.  L.  T.  Salisburia. 

13441  adiantifolia  L.  T.    Maiden-hair-lv.J      or  20 
2004.  CABLUDO'VICA.  Fl.per.  Carludovica. 13442  angustifolia  Fl.per.  narrow-leaved  jg  El  or 

13443  latif61ia  Fl.  per.      broad-leaved    £  (23  or 
13444  palmata  Fl.  per.      palmate  j£  (23  or 
*2005.  CALA'DIUM.  W.  Caladium. 
13445  helleboritolium  W.  Hellebore-lvd.  £  (23  or 
13446  bicolor  W.  two-colored     £  (23  or 
13447  nympha?if61ium  W.  Water-lily-lvd.  £  (23  or 1344S  esculentum  W.  esculent  j£  (23  clt 
13449  sagittifolium  W.     arrow-leaved    j£  (23  or 

pinnatirid Dumb- Cane 
great-leaved tree 
ternate-leaved  tt.  □  or ear-leaved       a.  or 

13450  pinnatlfidum  W. 
§13451  seguinum  IV. 
13452  grandifrtlium  W. 13453  arborescens  W. 
13454  tripartltum  W. 13455  auritum  W. 
13456  lacerum  W.  torn 
13457  odoratum  Roxb.  fragrant 
13458  maculatum  Lodd.  spotted 
13459  scandens  W.  climbing 
13460  xanthorhiiumJac?.  yellow-rooted 

13433 

£  123  or 
B.  f  i  or n.  I  I  or 
"-□or 

M.  I  I  or 

]£  (23  or 
tt-  f  I  or 

^□or 
n- 1   I  or 

my  Ap my  Ap 
my  Ap 
Amentacets. mr.ap  Ap 

...  Ap 

Amentacete. ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap ap.my  Ap 

Amentacete. ap.my  Ap 

Pandanete. 
...  W 

jl.au  W 
jlau  W Amide  a:.  Si 

jn.jl  W 
jn.jl  W ...  W ...  W 
...  W 
...  W 

my  W 
my.jl  W W w 

w 
w 
w 
G 
W 
W 

S.  Europe  1824. N.  Amer.  1811. N.  Amer.  1786. 
Sp.2. N.  Amer.  1683. 
Levant  1759. 

Sip.  4—5. Levant 
Levant 
Levant 

1548. 

1739. 
1724. N.  Amer.  1640. 

G  co  Sant.itin.156.  t.4 
S  h.l  Mich.  arb.  2. 1 2 
S  h.l  Mich.  arb.  2. 1 5 

S  s.l  Mi.ar.3.p.l94.t4 L  s.1 

C  co  Dend.brit.101 
C  co C  co 
C  co  Dend.  brit  100 

Sp.  1. Japan 
1754.  C  s.l    Dend.  brit  168 

3 
3 

2 
1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
6 
6 8  jnjl 
3 
3 
4 2  mr 
6  mr 

Sp.3— 5. Peru  181& Peru  18ia 
Peru  1818. 

<.  16—37. 
Caraccas  1796. Madeira  177a 
E.  Indies  1800. 
America  1739. 
W.  Indies  1710. Caraccas  1817. 
America  1759. 
Caraccas  1803. 
W.  Indies  1759. Caraccas  1816. 
America  1739. 
Caraccas  1822. 
Pegu  1818. S.  Amer.  1820. 
Guinea  1822. 1822. 

Skp.l 
Skp.l 
Skp.1 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p R  s.p 

R  s.p R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p R  s.p 
C  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 

Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  613 
Bot.  mag.  820 
Rhamal.ll.  t22 
Sl.jam.l.tl0&f.l Jac.vind.2.  t.157 
Jac.schoa.2.tl87 
Hook.  ex.  fl.  1 
Jac.schoe.2.tl89 
Plu.  ame.44.  t.60 
Jac.schoe.2.tl90 
Jacscho3.2it.191 
Bot.  reg.  641 Bot  cab.  608 FL  d'Oware,  1 3 
Jac.schoe.2.tl8S 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
to  be  only  a  variety  of  this  species.   The  acorns  of  Q.  esculus  are  sweet,  and,  it  is  said,  are  frequently  eaten  by 
the  poor  in  the  south  of  France :  the  tree  very  much  resembles  the  common  English  oak. 

The  willow  oak  grows  to  the  height  of  about  fifty  or  sixty  feet  The  Q.  virens,  or  live  oak,  grows  to  the 
height  of  forty  or  fitly  feet,  spreading  its  branches,  when  in  open  places,  extremely  wide;  it  yields  the  finest 
and  most  durable  ship-timber  of  any  species  known;  for  which  reason  it  is  considered  one  of  the  most  valuable 
trees  in  America.  The  laurel-oak,  or,  as  it  is  sometimes  called,  swamp  willow  oak,  is  about  fifty  or  sixty  feet 
high ;  its  wood,  according  to  tbe  elder  Michaux,  is  very  valuable,  and  almost  preferable  to  that  of  Q.  virens. 
The  water  oak,  Q.  aquatica,  is  about  forty  feet  high  when  full  grown  :  its  wood  is  but  little  valued.  Its  leaves vary  according  to  the  soil  and  age,  ad  infinitum.  There  is  scarcely  one  tree  found  having  leaves  like  the  other; 
and  the  same  tree  is  almost  as  variable  in  its  different  branches.  The  downy  black  oak,  Q.  triloba,  is  from 
twenty  to  forty  feet  high,  according  to  Michaux,  of  very  rapid  growth,  and  extremely  well  calculated  for 
inclosing  land.  The  barren  oak,  or  black  jack  of  the  Virginians,  Q.  nigra,  is  of  low  growth,  especially  in  the 
more  northern  states;  it  bears  very  abundantly,  and  furnishes  a  fine  mast  for  hogs;  the  wood  is  small,  but 
excellent  for  fuel.  The  black  oak,  or  Quercitron,  Q.  tinctoria,  is  one  of  the  largest  trees  of  the  American 
forest,  and  highly  valuable  on  account  of  its  timber  as  well  as  bark,  which  is  very  superior  for  tanning  to  any 
other  oak.  -  Q.  falcata  is  a  very  large  tree,  commonly  called  Spanish  oak.  The  wood  of  the  upland  white  oak, 
or  iron  oak,  is  of  great  value  in  ship-building.  The  fruit  of  the  Q.  Prinus,  known  by  the  name  of  the  chesnut 
white  oak,  swamp  chesnut  oak,  and,  in  the  southern  states  of  North  America,  white  oak,  is  large,  and  of  a 
sweet  taste.  The  bark  of  the  rock  chesnut  oak,  Q.  montana,  is  excellent  for  tanning.  The  yellow  oak,'  Q. castanea,  is  a  large  and  beautiful  tree  with  eateable  acorns. 

2001.  Liquidambar.  From  this  tree  flows  a  strong  balsamic  substance,  which  has  been  compared  to  ambergris, and  named  from  Ambar,  amber,  and  liquidum,  fluid.  L  styraciflua,  in  its  general  form  and  leaves,  bears  a 
considerable  resemblance  to  the  lesser  Maple,  (Acer  campestre)  as  the  wood  is  good  timber  and  beautifully 
variegated.  Between  the  wood  and  the  bark  issues  a  fragrant  gum,  which  trickles  from  the  wounded  trees, 
and  by  the  heat  of  the  sun  congeals  into  transparent  drops,  which  the  Indians  chew  as  a  preservative  to  their 
teeth.    It  smells  like  the  balsam  of  Tolu.   The  species  are  propagated  by  layers,  or  from  seeds. 

The  sweet  gum-tree,  or  Liquidambar  styraciflua,  is  sometimes  found  of  an  immense  size,  particularly  in  the 
southern  states ;  its  wood  is  of  an  exquisite  hard  texture  and  fine  grain,  and  furniture  made  of  it  has  a  hand- 

some appearance. 
2002.  Platanus.  From  vXttrvf,  ample,  broad,  in  allusion  to  the  shadow  afforded  by  the  foliage  The  species are  trees  of  peculiar  grace  and  elegance,  and  from  that  circumstance,  and  the  classical  associations  attached  to 

them,  they  are  eminently  adapted  for  pleasure  grounds.  The  thenar,  or  eastern  plane,  is  very  much  employed 
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13432  Leaves  oblong  sinuate  serrated  downy  beneath,  Bark  fungous 
13433  Lvs.  obi.  smooth  glaucous  ben.  deeply  and  unequally  pinnatif.  Fruit  ellipt -ovate,  Cal.  cup-shaped  fringed 
13434  Lvs.  obi.  deeply  sinuated  smooth  much  contracted  in  the  middle:  lobes  acute;  the  upper  ones  dilated 

angular  and  abrupt,  Calyx  of  the  fruit  globose  muricated  nearly  covering  the  nut 
13435  Leaves  palmate-lobed,  Recesses  at  the  base  of  the  veins  villous 
13436  Leaves  palmate-lobed,  Recesses  at  the  base  of  the  veins  smooth 

13437  Leaves  5-lobed  palmate  cuneate  at  base,  Segm.  lanceolate  sinuated,  Stipules  nearly  entire 13438  Leaves  3-5-lobed  toothed  cuneate  at  the  base  smoothish 
13439  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  remotely  toothed  truncate  at  base 
13440  Leaves  5  angular  obsoletely  lobed  toothed  cuneate  at  base  downy  beneath 

13441  The  only  species 

13442  Fronds  forked :  segments  ensiform  narrow,  Stems  round 
13443  Fronds  forked :  segments  lanceolate,  Stems  channelled 
13444  Fronds  flabelUform  3-5- parted 

13445  Stemless,  Leaves  pedate  entire,  Spadix  as  long  as  spathe  [contracted  In  the  middle 
13446  Stemless,  Lvs.  pelt-cordate  sagittate  colored  in  the  disk,  Spadix  shorter  than  the  hooded  spathe,  which  is 
13447  Stemless,  Lvs.  peltate-cordate  sagittate,  Spadix  longer  than  the  cylindrical  spathe  sagittate  at  end 
13448  Stemless,  Leaves  peltate-cordate,  Spadix  shorter  than  ovate-lanceolate  spathe 
13449  Stemless,  Leaves  sagittate  acuminate,  Spadix  shorter  than  ovate-cucullate  spathe 
13450  Stemless,  Leaves  pinnatifid 
13451  Caulescent  suberect,  Leaves  oblong  cuspidate,  Spadix  shorter  than  oblong  spathe 
13452  Caulescent  rooting,'  Leaves  cordate  sagittate,  Spadix  as  long  as  the  cucullate  ovate  spathe 13453  Caulescent  erect,  Leaves  sagittate,  Spadix  snorter  than  the  cucullate  ovate  spathe 
13454  Caulescent  rooting,  Leaves  ternate,  Petioles  naked,  Spadix  as  long  as  the  cucullate  ovate  spathe 
13455  Caules.  root.  Lvs.  tern. :  lat  leaflets  eared  at  base  on  outside,  Petiol.  winged  bel.  Spad.  shorter  than  spathe 
13456  Caulescent  rooting,  Leaves  cordate  sinuate 
13457  Caulescent,  Leaves  cordate  with  rounded  lobes,  Spadix  as  long  as  cymbiform  spathe 
13458  Caulescent  suberect,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  cuspidate  cordate  at  base  finely  spotted  with  clear  white 
13459  Caulescent  scandent,  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate,  Spadix  longer  than  cucullate  spathe 
13460  Caules.  erect,  Lvs.  cord,  sagittate,  Spadix  shorter  than  spathe,  which  is  cucullate  and  contracted  in  middle 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
in  the  gardens  of  Persia  and  India ;  it  was  highly  esteemed  by  the  Greeks  and  Romans,  and  was  planted 
near  their  houses  in  the  form  of  avenues  and  groves.  Groves  of  these  trees  are  still  equally  revered  in  India, 
and  are  commonly  found  near  the  native  temples  and  burial  places  of  the  princes.  The  timber  is  considered 
of  similar  quality  to  that  of  sycamore.  AU  the  species  are  of  easy  culture  by  layers,  and  they  will  also  grow 
by  cuttings. 

The  Platanus  occiden talis  is  known  in  America  by  the  name  of  the  button-wood,  water  beech,  sycamore, 
and  plane-tree ;  in  Canada  it  is  called  cotton-tree.  It  is,  perhaps,  the  largest  tree  in  North  America ;  on  the fertile  banks  of  the  Ohio  and  Mississipi  there  are  trees  measuring  from  ten  to  sixteen  feet  in  diameter. 

2003.  Salisburia.  So  called  in  honor  of  Richard  Anthony  Salisbury,  F.  R  S.,  a  modern  distinguished  botanist 
A  large  tree  remarkable  for  its  fan-shaped  leaves,  cloven  like  some  of  the  Adiantum  species.  The  fruit- is  a  pale brown  drupe  of  a  globular  form ;  it  has  never  been  produced  in  this  country,  though  there  are  treesiof  a  con- 

siderable size  The  fruit  is  yellow  when  ripe,  with  a  fleshy,  juicy,  white  pulp,  adhering  closely  to  fhe  drupe, 
which  is  like  that  of  an  apricot  The  kernel  is  white,  rather  firm,  sweet,  with  a  mixture  of  austerity  or 
bitterness  when  raw,  but  agreeable  when  roasted.  Dr.  Abel  sajs,  he  saw  the  fruit  exposed  in  the  markets  in 
China,  but  could  not  find  out  to  what  purpose  it  was  applied. 

2004.  Carludovica.  Named  by  the  authors  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  in  honor  of  Charles  IV.,  king  of  Spam, 
and  Luiza,  his  queen;  both  of  whom  were  noble  patrons  of  botany,  and  deserving  of  a  finer  genus  to 
commemorate  their  virtues.  The  species  arc  low  palm-like  herbs,  of  little  beauty,  but  of  great  botanical interest. 

2005.  Caladhtm.  A  name  originally  employed  by  Rumphius,  to  designate  some  species  of  Arum,  and 
revived  hy  Ventenat  Its  meaning  is  unknown.  The  species  have  the  appearance  of  Areca,  and  are  only 
cultivated  for  their  singularly  spotted  stems,  or  neat  green  leaves,  which  are  rarely  disfigured  by  any  of  the 
accidents  to  which  other  stove  plants  are  liable.  The  species  are  plants  of  the  same  general  appearance  as 
Arum.  C.  sagittifolium,  Chou-de-Bresil,  Fr.,  and  Essbai-e  Arum,  Ger.,  bears  a  near  resemblance  to  Arum Colocasia,  and  is  carefully  cultivated  in  the  West  Indies  for  the  leaves,  which  are  boiled  and  eaten  as  coleworts, 
being  extremely  pleasing  to  the  taste.  The  roots  are  also  eaten  there,  but  they  are  in  less  esteem  than  the 
leaves.  This  is  generally  supposed  to  be  the  species  of  the  Arum  family  the  most  universally  cultivated.  It 
is  found  in  the  East  and  West  Indies,  China,  Japan,  New  Zealand,  and  the  South  Sea  Islands.  The  root  is 
extremely  acrid,  and  when  eaten  raw,  will  excoriate  the  mouth ;  but  baked  in  hot  ashes,  it  looses  its  acrimo- 

nious quality,  and  becomes  mild  and  well  tasted ;  it  is,  however,  heavy  on  a  weak  stomach,  and  is  apt  to 
occasion  costiveness.  The  leaves,  which  are  very  soft,  glaucous,  and  covered  with  a  very  fine  silky  nap,  are 
used  in  many  places  instead  of  plates  and  dishes. 
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•2006.  A'RUM.  W. 13461  crinitum  W. 
13462  Dracfinculus  W. 
13463  Drac6ntiura  W. 
13464  venosum  W. 
13465  triphyllum  W. 13466  atrorfibens  W. 
13467  ternatum  W. 
1346S  Colocasia  W. 
13469  macrorhizon  W. 
13470  divaricatum  W. 
13471  trilobfitum  W. 
13472  maculatum  W. 
13473  orixense  R.  Br. 
13474  italicUm  W. 
13475  minutum  W. 
13476  virglnicum  W. §13477  Arisarum  W. 
134T8  tenuif61ium  W. 
13479  cucull&um  Lour. 
13480  Indicum  Lour. 
134S1  obtusilobum  Link. 
13482  sagittifolium  Link. 
13483  vivlparum  Lodd. 
13484  integrifolium  £in&. 
13485  ramosum  Link. 
13486  hederaceum  W. 
13487  lingulatum 13488  bulbiferum  B.  M. 
13489  spirale  W. 
13490  flagelliforme  Lodd. 
3007.  C  A  RYOT  A.  W. 

13491  6rens  fT. 
13492  mit is  Lour. 

Arum. 
hairy-sheathed  3i . Comm.  Dragon  £^ 
Green  Dragon 
purple-flower'd  j£  | three-leaved  ^ 

Surple-stalked  ̂  apan  4V  . 
Egyptian  jfe I long-rooted  jfe  ( 
divaricated  Ji I 
three-lobed  &  i common  A 
Orixian  A  [ 
Italian  ^ 
small  A  [ 
Virginian Friar's  Cowl     ifc . Grass-leaved  3t 
hooded  «-  [ 
Indian  a.  [ blunt  lobed  jg  [ 
arrow-headed  j£  [ 
viviparous  j£  [ 
entire-leaved  tt.  [ 
branched  n.  [ 
Ivy-leaved  A  E 
tongue-leaved  £  [ bulb-bearing  £  [ 
spiral  )£  [ whip-lash        £  [ 
Cahyota. torn-leaved      £  t 

unarmed         *  [ 

Aroidece. 
1  mr.ap  Br 
3  jn.jl  Br 2  jn  G 
1J  mr  Pu 

f  my.jn  Br 1  jnjl  Br 
|  rnyjl  Pu 2  ...  G 
2  ...  G 
2  jn.jl  G 
1  my.jn  Pu 1  my.jl  W 1  au.o  Pu 
1J  my.jn  L.Y i  my.jl  Pu 1  jnjl 

1}  ap.jn 
1  ap.jn 

R 
L.Y 

W 
G 
Br 

1J  my  G 3  my.jn  G 3  my.jn 
6  my.jn  Pu 6   
3  my  Pa 
1  my  Br 
1  my  Br Palmce.  Sp, 

20     ...  W 

ip.  30-45. 
Minorca  1777. 
S.  Europe  1548. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 

  1774. N.  Amer.  1664. 
N.  Amer.  175». 
Japan  1774. Levant  1551. 
E  Indies  1803. 
K  Indies  1759. 
Ceylon  1714. Britain  sha.pl. 
E  Indies  1802. 
Italy  1683. E.  Indies  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
S.  Europe  1596. 
S.  Europe  1570. China  1824. 
China  1824. 

  1824. 
  1824.   1817. 
  1825.   1810. W.  Indies  1793. 

W.  Indies  1793. 
Bengal  18ia China  1816. 
Bengal  1819. 2—3. 

E.Indies  1788. 
China  1820. 

R  8.1 
R  s.l R  s.l 
R  8.1 
R  s.l 
R  s.l R  s.l 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 
R  s.p 

R  co 

R  s.p 

R  co R  co 

R  s.p 

R  s.f 
R  s.p 
R  s.p R  s.p R  l.p R  Lp 
R  l.p R  Lp 
R  l.p 
R  l.p R  Lp 
R  Lp 
R  Lp 
R  Lp 

S  r.m S  r.m 

Bot.  reg.  831 Mor.s.l3.t5.f.46 
Bot  reg.  668 
Bot  mag.  950 Pluk.aLtI48.£6 

Herm.  parad.  73 
Rhe.maLll.  t20 Bot.  mag.  339 
Eng.  bot  1298 Bot.  reg.  450 
Bot.  mag.  2432 Rhe.mal.ll.  t.17 
Jac.schoe.2.t.l92 
Bot  reg.  512 

Bot  cab.  281 

Jac.  amer.  1 152 Plum.ic.26.t37 
Bot  mag.  2072 
Bot  mag.  2220 
Bot  cab.  396 

Rhee.maLl.  til 

MONADELPHIA. 
2008.  NI'PA.  Thunb. 13493  fr6ticans  Thunb. 

*2009.  ARE'CA.  W. 13494  Catechu  W. 
13495  humilis  W. 

$  13196  oleracea  W. 

Nipa. 
shrubby  £  □  or 
Cabbage-Tree. medicinal 

dwarf 
esculent 

PalnuB.    Sp.  1. 
10     ...    W     E  Indies  1822. 

Palnue.    Sp.  5—9. 
S  r.m  Rumph.  1. 1 16 

r.m  Rox.  cor.  1. 175 
r.m  Rump.amb.l.t7 
r.m  Jac.  amer.  1. 170 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2006.  Arum.  Formerly  aron ;  supposed  to  be  an  ancient  Egyptian  word  by  which  the  A.  colocasia  was 

known.  The  last  mentioned  name  is  an  alteration  of  its  Arabic  denomination  qolqas,  according  to  ForskahL 
Perennial  herbaceous  plants,  mostly  natives  of  hot  climates.  The  roots  are  fleshy,  hot,  and  acrid,  but  in  many 
species  eatable ;  they  are  generally  without  stems,  and  altogether,  with  the  Caladiums,  form  a  very  singular 
family.  A.  Dracunciilus,  Serpentaire,  Fr.,  Drachenwarz,  Get.,  and  Dracunculo,  ItaL,  is  a  very  remarkable  plant  j 
the  stalks  of  the  leaves  being  spotted  with  brown  and  purple,  like  the  belly  of  a  snake.  The  flower,  which,  like 
others  of  the  genus,  has  a  very  singular  appearance,  smells  so  strongly  of  carrion,  that  few  persons  can  endure 
it  It  might  be  used  in  medicine  and  domestic  economy  for  the  same  purposes  as  A.  maculatum.  A.  Colocasia 
has  a  tuberous  thick  large  oblong  root,  and  leaves  resembling  those  of  the  water-lily.  In  Egypt  and  the  Levant, this  plant  is  esteemed  a  wholesome  food,  though  not  very  delicate.  The  roots  and  petioles  are  boiled,  and  the 
leaves  when  young  are  sometimes  eaten  raw.  A.  trilobatum,  and  various  others,  are  similarly  used  in  the  West 
Indies.   There  and  in  Europe  the  culture  of  all  the  species  is  of  the  simplest  kind. 

A.  maculatum,  Gouet,  Fr.,  Aronswartzcl.  Ger.,  and  Aro,  ItaL,  has  a  tuberous  whitish  root  about  the  size  of 
a  large  nutmeg,  which  is  used  both  as  food  and  medicine.  On  tasting  them,  they  seem  to  be  merely  mucila- ginous and  insipid,  but  they  soon  a  fleet  the  tongue  with  a  pungency  as  if  pricked  by  needles ;  this  uneasy 
sensation  may  be  alleviated  by  milk,  butter,  or  oil.  The  acrimony  is  lost  in  drying,  and  the  roots  become 
farinaceous,  insipid,  and  fit  for  boiling  or  baking.  In  the  Isle  of  Portland,  where  the  plant  is  very  abundant, 
the  roots  are  generally  eaten  by  the  country  people ;  they  are  macerated,  steeped,  and  the  powder  so  obtained is  dried  and  sent  to  London,  and  sold  under  the  name  of  Portland  sago.  Medicinally,  the  root  in  its  recent 
state  is  stimulant,  diaphoretic,  and  expectorant  Though  retained  in  the  Materia  Medica.  it  is  seldom  used. 
The  berries  which  succeed  the  flower  are  devoured  by  birds ;  and  Mr.  Curtis  thinks,  that  even  the  roots  are 
eaten  by  them,  particularly  pheasants.  Dried  and  powdered,  they  are  used  by  the  French  as  a  wash  for  the 
•kin,  under  the  name  of  cypress  powder. 

2007.  Caryota.  The  Greeks  gave  this  name  to  a  kind  of  cultivated  date.  Pliny  says,  it  was  so  called, 
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1S461  Leaves  pedate  entire,  Spadix  cylindrical  shorter  than  ovate  flat  spathe,  which  is  hairy  inside 
13462  Leaves  pedate  entire,  Spadix  lanceolate  shorter  than  the  ovate  flat  smooth  spathe 
13463  Leaves  pedate  entire,  Spadix  subulate  longer  than  the  oblong  convolute  spathe 
13464  Leaves  pedate  entire,  Spadix  shorter  than  lanceolate  spathe 
13465  Stemless,  Leaves  ternate  entire,  Spadix  clavate  shorter  than  ovate  acuminate  flat  stalked  spathe 
13466  Stemless,  Leaves  ternate  ovate  twice  as  short  as  spadix 
13467  Stemless,  Leaves  ternate,  Spadix  longer  than  spathe 
13468  Stemless,  Leaves  peltate  ovate  repand  emarginate  at  base 
13469  Stemless,  Leaves  paltate  cordate  repand  2-parted  at  base 
13470  Stemless,  Leaves  cordate  hastate,  Spadix  subulate  longer  than  the  reflexed  ovate-lanceolate  spathe 
13471  Stemless,  Leaves  sagittate  3-lobed,  Flowers  sessile 
13472  Leaves  all  radical  hastato-sagitate :  lobes  deflexed,  Spadix  club-shaped  obtuse  shorter  than  the  spathe 
13473  Leaves  hastate  3-parted,  Spathe  stalked  2-colored  longer  than  spadix  :  the  end  lanceolate  and  deflexed 13474  Stemless,  Lvs.  veiny  with  white  hastate  sagit. :  lobes  auricled  divaricating,  Spad.  clav.  shorter  than  spathe 
13475  Stemless,  Lvs.  hastate  sagittate  mucronate :  lobes  deflex.  Petioles  dotted,  Spad.  cylind.  shorter  than  spathe 
13476  Stemless,  Leaves  hastate  cordate  acute :  angles  obtuse  [cucullate  spathe 
13477  Stemless,  Lvs.  hast  sagittate  mucron. :  lobes  deflexed  oblong  obtuse,  Spadix  cylind.  incurved  shorter  than 
13478  Stemless,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Spadix  subulate  longer  than  lanceolate  spathe 13479  Caulescent  erect,  Leaves  peltate  cordate :  auricles  cucullate 
13480  Caulescent  subcrect,  Leaves  ovate  bifid  at  base  rounded,  Spadices  axillary 
13481  Caulescent,  Leaves  peltate  cordate  acute  cut  out  at  the  base  with  a  wide  recess 
13482  Leaves  sagittate  acute  rounded  at  base 
13483  Leaves  peltate  cordate  sagittate,  Spathe  roundish  oblong  acute,  Spadix  obtuse  much  shorter  than  spathe 
13484  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  entire,  Edge  of  petiole  sheathing,  Spathe  cucullate 13485  Leaves  peltate  cordate 
13486  Caulescent  rooting,  Leaves  cordate  oblong  acuminate,  Petioles  round 
13487  Caulescent  creeping,  Leaves  cordate  lanceolate,  Petioles  with  a  membranous  edge 
13488  Stemless,  Leaves  decompound  bulbiferous,  Spadix  oblong  ovate  shorter  than  the  obtuse  veiny  spathe 
13489  Stemless, Leaves  linear  lanceolate,  Spadix  lanceolate  shorter  than  the  oblong  lane,  spirally  twisted  spathe 
13490  StemL  Lvs.  ov.  ent  or  3-lob.  Spathe  urceol.  at  base :  reflex,  and  taper-point,  at  end,  Spadix  length  of  spathe 

13491  Unarmed  fronds  bipinnate,  Leaflets  cuneiform  obliquely  bitten  off 
13492  Fronds  bipinnate,  Petioles  nodding,  Fruit  1-seeded 

MONADELPHU. 

13493  Frond  pinnated,  Female  flowers  terminal  capitate :  male  lateral  with  dichotomous  peduncles 

13494  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  plaited  terminal  bitten  off,  Stems  and  spadices  smooth 
13495  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  cuneiform  truncate,  Fruit  globose  ovate  acute 
13496  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  linear  acute.  Fruit  oblong  incurved 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
because  a  wine  was  prepared  from  it  which  soon  got  into  the  head,  xet^ct,  head.  C.  urens,  a  fine  species  of 
palm,  produces  flowers  in  long  pendulous  spikes,  which  are  succeeded  by  strings  of  succulent  globular  berries, 
dark  red  when  ripe,  with  a  thin  skin-,  soft  pulp,  and  very  sharp  and  acrid  to  the  taste.  In  Ceylon,  it  yields  a sort  of  liquor,  sweet,  wholesome,  and  no  stronger  than  water.  It  is  taken  from  the  tree  twice  or  thrice  a  day, 
and  an  ordinary  tree  will  yield  three  or  four  gallons.  They  boil  this  liquor,  and  thus  make  a  kind  of  brown 
sugar  of  it,  called  Jaggory.  The  fruit  is  not  eatable  When  the  tree  has  come  to  maturity,  there  comes  out  a 
bud  from  the  top ;  this  bud  they  cut  and  prepare  by  putting  salt,  pepper,  lemons,  garlick,  leaves,  &c  over  it, 
which  keep  it  from  ripening.  They  daily  cut  off  a  thin  slice  from  the  end,  and  the  liquor  drops  into  a  vessel, 
which  they  set  to  catch  it.  The  buds,  like  those  of  the  Cocoa  and  Betel-nut,  are  excellent  in  taste,  resembling 
walnuts  or  almonds.  C.  mitis  is  a  very  beautiful  palm,  with  fronds  four  feet  long  and  a  branched  spike  of 
flowers,  succeeded  by  berries,  round,  coriaceous,  smooth,  black,  the  size  of  a  musket  bullet,  but  not  eatable. 
Both  species  grow  freely  in  sandy  loam. 

2008.  Nipa.   The  name  given  to  this  fine  palm  in  the  Moluccas. 
2009.  Areca.  The  name  which  this  palm  bears  in  Malabar  is,  when  it  is  an  old  tree,  Areec  ;  when  young  it  is 

called  Paynga.  A.  Catechu  produces  the  nut  which  is  cut  in  slices,  wrapped  in  the  aromatic  leaves  of  the 
betel-pepper,  and  chewed  as  we  do  tobacco.  These  leaves  are  previously  covered  with  a  thin  layer  of  shell- 
lime  (Ehunam),  to  preserve  the  flavor  longer  in  the  mouth.  In  most  parts  of  the  East  Indies  the  natives  are 
continually  chewing  it,  swallowing  their  saliva  tinctured  with  the  juice,  and  spitting  out  the  rest  The  inside 
of  their  mouths  appears  as  red  as  blood,  and  it  gives  their  teeth  a  dark  color :  but  it  preserves  the  teeth, 
sweetens  the  breath,  and  is  a  stomachic  and  diuretic.  This  palm  is  very  generally  cultivated  in  the  East Indies. 

A.  oleracea  is  the  highest  of  the  American  palms,  and  is  very  distinct  from  the  East  Indian  Areca.  The 
sheaths  of  the  leaves  are  very  close,  and  form  the  green  top  of  the  trunk  a  foot  and  a  half  in  length.  The 

3  F 
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13497  crinita  W. 
13498 lutescens  W. 

hairy-coated 

yellow1 

a  or 
I    I  or 

W I.  France  1834. 
I.  France  1824. 

*2010.  BE'LIS.  Salisb.  Belis. 513499  jaculifolia  Salisb.  lance-leaved Pin  us  lanceolata 

S  r.m 
S  r.m 

ConifercE.    Sp.  1. 
1  i_J  or  20     ...     Ap  China 1804.  C  p.l  Lam.pin.52.  t.34 

-  -Oil.  A'GATHIS.  Salisb.  Dammar  Pine. 913500  loranthifolia  Salisb.  common  J Ptnus  Ttam'mara 
S13501  australis  Hort.        Kawrie  Pine  ± 
1*2012.  PI'NUa  W. 

ConifertB.    Sp.  2—?. 
□  or  30      ...     Ap  Amboynal804. 
□  tm  100    ...     Ap     N.  Zeal  1821. 

13502  sylvestris  W. 
13503  Pumilio  IV. 
13504  Larlcio  P.  S. 
13505  pungens  Ph 
13506  Banksiana  Ph. 
13507  Mughus  W. 13508  Pinaster  W. 
13509  PJnea  W. 
13510  maritima  W. 
13511  halepensis  W. 
13512  Inops  Ph. 
13513  resinosa  Ph. 
13514  variabilis  PA. 
13515  Tae'da  Ph. 13516  excelsa  WaU. 
13517  serotina  Ph. 
13518  rigida  Ph. 

13499  13500 

PlXE. 
Scotch 
dwarf Corsican 

pungent Scrub  Pine 
Mugho cluster 
stone maritime Aleppo Jersey 

pitch 
two  and  3-leav. frankincense 
Nepal 
Fox-tail 
three-leaved 

C  p.l  Rumph.2.t57 
C  p.1 

Conifene. 80  my  Ap 
20  ap.my  Ap 
80  ...  Ap 
40  ...  Ap 12  my.jn  Ap 
10  my.jn  Ap 60  ap.my  Ap 
40  my  Ap 
40  my.jn  Ap 
40  my  Ap 
50  my  Ap 
50  my  Ap 
40  my.jn  Ap 
30  my.jn  Ap 
100  ...  Ap 

or  60  my.jn  Ap 
or  80  my.jn  Ap 

Sp.  22—27. Scotland  scalp. Carniola  1779. 
Corsica  1814. 
N.  Amer.  1804. Huds.  Bay  1785. 
Switzerl. 
S.  Europe  1596. 
a  Europe  1548. 
&  Europe  1759. Levant  1683. 
N.  Amer.  1739. 
N.  Amer.  1756. 
N.  Amer.  1739. 
N.  Amer.  1713. 
Nepal  1823. N.  Amer.  1713. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 

S  s.l 
S  8.1 
S  8.1 L  8.1 
L  8.1 
S  co 
L  8.1 
L  s.l L  s.1 
L  8.1 S  8.1 
L  8.1 L  8.1 
L  8.1 
S  8.1 S  8.1 
L  8.1 

Lamb,  pin.l.  1 1 
Lamb,  pin.5. 1 2 Lamb.pin.2.28.9 
Mi.arb.l.p.61.t.5 
Lamb.  pin. 7. 1 3 Jac.ic.ra.l.t.193 Lam.pin.9.  t.4,5 
La.pin.ll.t.6,7,8 
La.pin.13.  t9, 10 
Lain. pin.  15.  til 
Lam.  pin.  18.  t.13 
Lam.pin.20.  t.14 
Lam.pin.22. 1. 15 La.  pi.23.t  16,17 
La.  pi.  2. 5. 3 Mi.arb.l.p.86.t7 
La.  pi.25.  t.18,19 

13506  ^Sr         13508^£;       13502         W 13510 
,  History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

inhabitants  cut  off  this  top,  take  out  the  white  heart  of  two  or  three  inches  in  diameter,  consisting  of  the 
leaves  closely  folded  together,  and  eat  it,  either  raw  with  pepper  and  salt,  or  fried  with  butter  like  the artichoke. 

2010.  Belis.  Named  by  B,  A.  Salisbury,  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Linnean  Society,  from  StXos,  a  javelin,  on 
account  of  the  form  and  texture  of  the  leaves,  which  are  not  unlike  a  javelin  head.  B.  lanceolata  is  a  beautiful 
evergreen  shrub,  with  distichous  neat  leaves,  easily  cultivated  in  any  good  conservatory. 

2011.  Agathis.  From  ttyctd-i;,  a  cluster,  because  the  flowers  are  collected  in  clusters.  This  genus  is  formed of  the  Dammar  Pines,  of  which  the  A.  australis,  or  New  Zealand  Cowdie  Pine,  is  one  of  the  finest  trees  in  the 
world,  often  growing  perfectly  straight  to  the  height  of  100  feet  or  more,  and  yielding  one  of  best  descriptions of  wood  for  masts. 

2012.  Ptnus.  This  name  is  of  Celtic  origin,  and  is  the  same  in  all  the  dialects  of  that  tongue.  Pin  or  pen, 
a  rock  or  mountain,  has  given  rise  to  pin,  in  Armorican ;  peinge,  in  Erse ;  pinna,  in  Welsh  ;  pinu,  in  Anglo- 
Saxon ;  pine,  in  English ;  pynbaum,  in  German ;  all  signifying  the  fir-tree :  hence  also  the  Appennines.  ( Alpes 
pennines),  Pennafiel,  Pennaflor,  &c.  towns  of  Spain  embosomed  in  mountains.  The  fruit  of  P.  Pinea  was 
formerly  called  Nux  pinea,  the  pine  nut.  Pinaster  is  Pliny's  name  for  the  wild  pine.  Cembra  is  an  alteration of  the  word  cembro  or  cirmolo,  the  name  given  by  the  inhabitants  of  Trentin  and  Valteline  to  the  plant. 
Tasda  is  derived  from  the  Greek  Saf  SaSof,  which  signifies  a  torch,  for  which  the  wood  of  P.  ta?da  is  particularly 
adapted.  Strobus  is  a  name  employed  by  Pliny  for  an  eastern  tree,  which  was  used  to  perfume  apartments. 
The  moderns  have  applied  it  to  a  noble  North  American  species. 

The  trees  which  compose  this  genus  are  not  less  remarkable  for  their  grandeur  and  beauty,  than  for  their 
valuable  timber.  They  are  all  evergreens,  and  of  lofty  and  erect  growth.  The  trunk  of  the  Scotch  pine  is  more 
generally  employed  and  more  universally  applicable  as  timber  than  any  other  tree  in  the  temperate  zone  of 
the  northern  hemisphere.  P.  sylvestris,  Pin,  Ft.,  Keffer  or  Fbhre,  Ger.,  and  Pina,  Ital.,  is  erroneously  called a  fir ;  and  has  the  term  Scotch  applied  to  it,  because  it  is  the  only  species  of  the  genus  indigenous  to  Britain,  and 
there  only  in  the  northern  parts  of  Scotland.  It  is  also  indigenous  in  the  Alps,  in  the  north  of  Germany, 
Russia,  and  abundantly  so  in  Sweden  and  Norway.  The  finest  pine  woods  in  Britain,  are  at  Invercauld  in 
Inverness-shire,  and  Gordon  Castle  in  Aberdeenshire.  The  timber  of  the  Scotch  pine  is  the  red  or  yellow 
deal  of  the  north  of  Europe,  and  is  the  most  durable  and  valuable  of  any  of  the  genus,  unless  we  except,  in 
point  of  durability,  the  larch.  That  grown  in  cold  elevated  situations  in  the  highlands  of  Scotland,  is  found  to 
be  not  inferior  in  quality  to  any  imported  from  Norway ;  but  that  which  has  been  planted  in  the  low  districts, 
is  greatly  inferior  in  point  of  durability,  and  can  seldom  be  used  in  house  carpentry  and  joinery.  The  tree  is 
of  great  value  as  a  nurse  plant  to  others  less  hardy.  The  trunk  of  the  tree  produces  resin  by.  incision,  and  the 
roots  tar  by  distillation.  Several  varieties  of  the  wild  pine  have  been  noticed  by  botanists.  According  to 
Sang,  the  variety  commonly  cultivated  is  least  worth  the  trouble.  "  The  P.  sylvestris,  var.  niontana,"  he  says, 
"  is  the  variety  which  yields  the  red  wood :  even  young  trees  of  this  sort  are  said  to  become  red  in  their  wood and  full  of  resin  very  soon.  The  late  Mr.  Don,  of  Forfar,  exhibited  specimens  of  cones  of  each  variety  to  the 
Highland  Society  of  Scotland,  and  likewise  to  the  Caledonian  Horticultural  Society.  The  variety  preferred  by 
Don,  is  distinguished  by  the  disposition  of  its  branches,  which  are  remarkable  for  their  horizontal  direction, 
and  for  a  tendency  to  bend  downwards  close  to  the  trunk.  The  leaves  are  broader  and  shorter  than  in  the 
common  kind,  and  are  distinguishable  at  a  distance  by  their  much  lighter  and  beautiful  glaucous  appearance. 
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13497  Fronds  pinnated,  Stems  hirsute,  Spadixes  branched  spiny,  Spinw  incurved  ro,inaish  eibbous 
13498  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  plaited  bitten  off,  Stems  and  spadixes  branched  smooth,  Fruit  roundish  gibbous 

13409  Leaves  solitary  lanceolate  flat  spreading,  Cones  round,  Scales  acuminate 

13500  Leaves  elliptical  lanceolate  striated 
13501  Leaves  ovate  oblong  smooth  not  striated 

13502  Leaves  in  pairs  rigid,  Cones  conico-ovate  acute  as  long  as  the  leaves,  generally  in  pairs 13503  Leaves  in  pairs,  Trunk  ascending,  Cones  ovate  erect 
13504  Lvs.  twin  very  long  of  two  forms,  Cones  ovate,  Scales  narrowed  at  base  yew  thickened  at  end  not  angular 
13505  Leaves  twin  short  acute,  Cones  ovate  conical,  Prickles  of  scales  long  subulate  incurved :  lower  reflexed 
13506  Leaves  twin  divaricating  oblique,  Cones  recurved  twisted,  Crest  of  anthers  dilated 
13507  Leaves  double  or  triple  rigid,  Cones  oblong  generally  in  pairs  rounded  at  base 
13508  Leaves  twin  roughish  at  edge,  Cones  oblong  conical  shorter  than  leaf  narrowed  at  base,  Scales  ecninate 
13509  Leaves  twin  :  the  first  ciliated,  Cones  ovate  blunt  somewhat  unarmed  longer  than  leaf,  Nuts  hard 
13510  Leaves  twin  very  fine,  Cones  ovate-conical  very  smooth  solitary  stalked 
13511  Leaves  twin,  Cones  ovate-conical  rounded  at.base  somewhat  shorter  than  leaf,  hcales  blunt 
13512  Leaves  twin,  Cones  oblong-conical  the  length  of  leaves  solitary  rounded  at  base,  Scales  ecninate 
13513  Leaves  twin,  Cones  ovate-conical  rounded  at  base  solitary  half  as  short  as  leaves,  Scales  unarmed 
13514  Leaves  twin  or  ternate,  Cones  ovate-conical  subsolitary,.  Prickles  of  scales  incurved 13515  Leaves  long,  Cones  deflexed:  spines  inflexed,  Sheath  of  leaves  long 
13516  Leaves  in  5s  very  long  slender  lax  toothletted,  Cones  cylindrical  smooth  pendulous  longer  than  leaves 13517  Leaves  3  very  long,  Cones  roundish  ovate  mucronate 
13518  Leaves  3,  Cones  ovate  clustered.  Spines  of  scales  reflexed.  Sheath  of  leaves  short 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
The  bark  of  the  trunk  is  smoother  than  in  the  common  kind.   The  cones  are  thicker,  and  not  so  much 
pointed.   The  plant  is  more  hardy  than  the  common  sort,  grows  freely  in  almost  any  soil  or  situation,  and 
quickly  arrives  at  a  considerable  size." P.  laricio  is  said  to  be  nearly  allied  to  the  Scotch  pine,  but  a  much  handsomer  and  finer  tree.  Professor 
Thouin  considered  it  equally  hardy  with  P.  sylvestris ;  its  wood  is  more  weighty  and  resinous,  and  consequently 
more  compact,  stronger,  and  flexible.  It  grows  wild  on  the  summits  of  the  highest  mountains  in  Corsica.  P. 
resinosa,  the  red  Canadian  pine,  is  not  unlike  the  Scotch  pine,  but  rather  redder  in  the  bark.  The  timber  of  this 
tree  is  frequently  imported  as  masts,  and  is  considered  valuable.  Grown  on  a  damp  and  fertile  soil,  it  is  much 
less  durable  than  from  elevated  situations ;  it  is  equally  hardy  with  P.  sylvestris.  P.  pinaster  is  a  grand  and 
picturesque  tree,  and  is  a  great  favorite  with  the  Roman  and  Florentine  painters.  The  timber  is  of  less  value 
than  that  of  any  of  the  others  that  have  been  mentioned ;  in  Switzerland  it  is  cut  into  shingles  for  covering 
their  houses.    It  is  highly  deserving  of  culture  as  an  ornamental  tree,  but  not  for  timber. 

P.  Pinea  is  very  common  in  the  south  of  Italy :  there  is  an  immense  forest  of  them  at  Ravenna,  and  they 
are  much  planted  in  the  gardens  of  the  villas  of  Rome  and  Florence.  The  seeds  of  this  and  the  last  species 
are  eaten  throughout  Italy,  both  by  the  poor  and  rich.  They  are  as  sweet  as  almonds,  but  with  a  slight  flavor  of 
turpentine.  The  wood  is  not  so  resinous  as  that  of  most  of  the  other  sorts,  and  the  tree  can  only  be  considered 
as  deserving  culture  for  its  pictorial  effect  P.  Cembra,  the  Tannenbaum  of  Lord  Byron  (Childe  Harolde), 
and  the  Aphernousli  pine  of  Harte  (Essays},  grows  higher  up  the  Alps  than  other  pines,  and  is  even  found  at elevations  where  the  larch  will  not  grow.  The  wood  is  very  soft,  and  having  scarcely  any  grain,  is  very  fit  for 
the  carver.  The  peasants  of  the  Tyrol,  where  this  tree  abounds,  make  various  sorts  of  carved  works  with  the 
wood,  which  they  dispose  of  in  Switzerland  among  the  common  people,  who  are  fond  of  the  resinous  smell which  it  exhales. 

P.  Taeda  has  longer  leaves  than  the  wild  pine,  and  larger  cones  than  P.  Pinea ;  the  timber  is  like  that  of  the 
Scotch  pine,  but  has  more  resin.  There  are  a  number  of  these  trees  at  Wobum  Abbey,  which  grow  as  freely 
as  the  Scotch  pine,  and  the  timber,  as  far  as  it  has  been  tried,  is  superior. 

P.  palustris  is  remarkable  for  the  length  of  its  leaves,  which  often  exceed  a  foot,  and  hang  down  in  tufts  at 
the  end  of  the  branches,  having  a  singular  appearance.  It  grows  in  a  warmer  climate  than  most  other  pines  ; 
produces  a  valuable  timber  in  America,  but  has  been  but  little  cultivated  in  this  country.  P.  strobus  forms  the 
connecting  link  between  the  pine  and  the  larch  tribe,  and  is  the  tallest  tree  of  the  genus.  The  bark  is  smooth 
and  elegant,  and  the  leaves  numerous,  soft,  and  of  a  bluish  green.  The  timber  is  imported  in  vast  quantities 
under  the  name  of  white  pine ;  it  is  much  used  in  house  carpentry,  but  is  considered  less  durable  than  the  red 
deal  of  Norway  (P.  sylvestris),  or  the  pitch  pine  of  Canada  (P.  resinosa).  The  tree  seems  to  be  of  so  delicate 
a  habit,  as  to  prevent  our  expecting  it  ever  to  become  very  large  or  valuable  in  Britain.  It  has  been  a  good 
deal  cultivated,  having  formerly  been  supposed  the  most  valuable  tree  of  the  genus,  next  to  the  common 
pine. The  Pinus  canadensis  seems  never  to  have  been  well  described  or  understood.  Some  have  taken  it  for  the 
Pinus  Larix,  others  for  the  Pinus  taeda,  whilst  others  had  confounded  it  with  the  Pinus  maritima.  Von  Buch, 
and  the  late  Christian  Smith,  named  it  in  their  catalogue  of  the  vegetation  of  Teneriff,  Pinus  canariensis, 
and  they  state,  that  it  inhabits  that  island  from  the  edge  «f  the  sea  to  an  elevation  of  6700  Parisian  feet 
above  the  level  of  the  sea ;  but  that  the  region  where  it  is  most  abundant  may  be  reckoned  at  from  408(1 3  F  2 
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13519  palfistris  Ph. 13520  canariensis  Bitch. 
13521  longifolia  W. 13522  Strubus  W. 
13523  Cembra  W. 

t*2013.  'A'BIES.  Salisb. 13524  Fraseri  Ph. 
13525  Picea  W. 
13526  Balsamea  W. 13527  canadensis  Ph. 
13523  orientalis  W. 
13529  clanbrasiliana  Hart. 
13530  communis 
13531  alba  Ph. 

swamp 
Canary 
long-leaved 
Weymouth Siberian 
Fir. 

Double  Balsam  t Silver  J 
Balm  of  Gilead  f HemlockspruceJ 
Oriental  $ 
Clanbrazil  * 
Norway  spruce  • White  spruce  J 

N.  Amer.  1730. 
Canaries  1815. 
E.  Indies  1801. N.  Amer.  1705. 
Siberia  1746. 

Conifers.   Sp.  10—12. or  30  my  Ap     Pensylv.  1811. tm  30  my  Ap 
or  50  my  Ap 
or  30  my  Ap 
or  30  my  Ap 
or    6  my  Ap 
tm  100  ap  Ap 
tm  50  my.jn  Ap 

Germany  1603. N.  Amer.  1696. 
N.  Amer.  1736. 
Levant  1825. 

N.  Europe  1548. N.  Amer.  1700. 

S  s.l 
S  s.l G  p.l 
L  s.l 
S  s.l 

C  s.l 
L  8.1 S  s.I 
S  s.l S  co 
L  co S  s.l 

S  s  I 

Lam.pin.27.  t20 
PI.  r.  gen.  c.  ic. 
Lam.pin.29.  t.21 
Lam  pin.31.  t.22 La.pi.34.t.23,24 

Lam.pin.46.  t.30 
Lam.pin.48.  t.31 Lam.pia50.  t.32 
Lam.  pin.  c.  ic. 
Lam.pin.37.  t25 
Lam.pin  39.  t.26 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
to  5900  feet,  where  snow  falls  for  about  a  month.   The  temperature  of  the  zone  M.  Decandolle  estimates  to 
be  similar  to  that  of  Scotland,  or  to  the  north  of  France,  or  of  Germany.    The  wood  is  resinous,  highly 
inflammable,  and  is  excellent  for  constructing  buildings,  being  known  to  continue  sound  for  ages. 

The  Pinus  inops,  Jersey  pine,  pitch  or  scrub  pine,  is  of  middle  size,  straggling  growth,  and  full  of  resin.  Its 
branches  are  tougher  than  those  of  any  other  pine,  and  might  be  used  for  many  purposes  if  its  wood  were  not 
subject  to  so  early  a  decay.  The  pitch  pine,  P.  resinosa,  is  generally  known  in  its  native  country  by  the  name 
of  Norway  pine ;  sometimes,  particularly  among  the  Canadian  French,  red  pine.  It  grows  in  close  forests,  is 
very  tall,  and  its  bark  remarkably  smooth  and  red :  the  timber  is  very  heavy ;  for  which  reason  it  is  rejected 
for  masts,  though  its  shape  and  size  appear  to  recommend  it  for  that  purpose.  The  scrub  pine,  P.  Banksiana, is  a  small  straggling  tree,  which  in  some  instances,  when  growing  among  barren  rocks,  does  not  rise  above  five 
or  eight  feet  high,  though  it  will  grow  to  a  considerable  size  when  by  accident  or  culture  it  is  brought  on  good 
soil :  trees  of  this  species  now  in  England  exude  a  great  quantity  of  resin  from  their  branches.  The  yellow 
pine,  P.  variabilis,  is  most  in  use  for  building  houses  as  well  as  shipping.  P.  taeda,  the  loblolly  or  Oldfield  pine, 
is  found  in  large  tracts  in  the  southern  states  of  North  America :  all  the  woods  seem  to  be  filled  with  its  seeds ; 
for  when  any  piece  of  cleared  land  is  neglected  for  any  space  of  time,  it  will  be  covered  with  these  pines.  It 
is  difficult,  and  in  some  cases  almost  impracticable,  to  recover  lands  so  run  over,  as  the  ground  appears  to  have 
lost  all  fertile  properties  for  other  vegetation.  The  long  leaved,  yellow,  pitch,  or  brown  pine,  P.  palustris,  is  a 
beautiful  as  well  as  very  useful  tree.  The  white  or  Weymouth  pine  grows  in  the  state  of  Vermont  to  an 
enormous  size ;  it  is  the  best  timber  in  America  for  masts. 

2013.  Abies.  According  to  Bullet,  this  name  is  derived  from  one  of  the  dialects  of  the  Celtic,  abetoa,  whence 
abete,  Italian,  abeto,  Spanish,  &c.    Hesychius,  the  Greek  grammarian,  calls  it  a&u. 

Abies  communis,  Sapin,  Fr.,  Fichtenbaum,  Ger.,  and  Abiete,  ItaL,  is  one  of  the  tallest  of  European  firs,  with 
a  very  straight  but  not  thick  trunk.  It  is  a  native  of  the  north  of  Germany  and  Russia,  and  particularly 
abundant  in  Norway ;  its  timber  being  the  white  deal,  and,  at  an  earlier  age,  the  long  spars  imported  from  that 
country  and  the  Baltic.  The  timber  is  inferior  to  that  of  the  common  pine  in  durability  and  bulk ;  and  being 
often  knotty,  is  not  proportionally  strong  for  horizontal  bearings  with  that  timber.  White  Norway  deal,  how- 

ever, is  used  for  a  great  variety  of  purposes  in  building ;  and  the  entire  trees  are  more  prized  than  any  other 
for  masts  for  small  craft,  for  spars  both  for  marine  purposes  and  on  land.  What  constitutes  the  value  of  this 
fir  is,  that  its  timber  is  equally  durable  at  any  age,  like  that  of  the  larch ;  and  what  renders  it  peculiarly 
adapted  for  masts,  spars,  scaffolding,  poles,  &c.  is  its  habit,  almost  in  every  case,  whether  standing  single  or 
detached,  of  growing  perfectly  erect  and  straight  The  tree  may  be  cut  for  rods,  stakes,  and  scythes,  or  other 
implement  handles,  when  the  trunk  at  the  base  is  not  more  than  two  inches  in  diameter,  and  the  bark  being 
kept  on  it,  it  will  prove  almost  as  durable  as  the  larch.  Pontey  says,  that  poles  of  spruce  are  so  far  inferior  to 
those  of  larch,  that  they  are  more  apt  to  crack  when  exposed  whole  to  the  influence  of  the  sun  and  air :  but 
in  all  other  respects  they  are  nearly  equal  to  it,  and  in  straightness  surpass  it  The  tree  is  peculiarly  valuable 
as  a  nurse,  from  being  evergreen  and  closely  covered  with  branches,  by  which  radiated  heat  is  retained ;  from 
its  conical  shape  and  rigid  stem,  by  which  it  does  not  suffocate  or  whip  the  adjoining  trees ;  from  its  being 
valuable  at  whatever  age  it  is  thinned  out ;  and  from  its  being  an  excellent  shelter  for  the  most  valuable  game. 
It  will  not,  however,  grow  in  elevated  situations,  where  the  common  pine  and  larch  will  flourish.  It  is  also  an 
excellent  hedge  plant  for  shelter,  but  is  deficient  in  point  of  defence  and  durability.  By  incision,  it  yields  a 
resin,  from  which,  by  various  preparations,  turpentine  and  Burgundy  pitch  are  formed.  The  tops  or  sprouts 
give  the  flavor  to  what  is  called  spruce  beer. 

A.  alba,  rubra,  and  nigra,  are  American  firs  of  the  spruce  kind,  resembling  in  their  general  properties  those 
of  Europe.  The  black  spruce  is  reckoned  the  most  durable :  in  America  it  is  used  for  knees  for  ship-building, 
where  neither  oak  nor  larch  can  be  easily  obtained.  These  knees  are  not  prepared  from  two  diverging 
branches,  as  in  the  oak,  but  from  a  portion  of  the  base  of  the  trunk  connected  with  one  of  the  largest  diverg- 

ing roots.  The  timber  of  the  red  spruce  is  universally  preferred  throughout  the  United  States  for  sail  yards, 
and,  indeed,  imported  for  this  purpose  into  Liverpool  from  Nova  Scotia,  where  it  is  also  used  for  constructing 
casks  for  salted  fish.  It  is  chiefly  from  the  decoction  in  water  of  young  shoots  of  the  black  spruce,  and  not 
exclusively  from  those  of  the  white  species,  as  supposed  by  Lambert,  that  the  celebrated  beer  is  prepared  by 
fermentation,  with  a  due  proportion  of  sugar  and  molasses.  The  essence  of  spruce  of  the  dealers  is  prepared 
by  evapoiating  this  decoction  to  the  consistence  of  honey.   

A.  picea  displays  a  more  stable  and  majestic  form  than  any  of  the  firs.  The  upper  surface  of  the  leaves  is 
of  a  fine  vivid  green,  and  their  under  surface  has  two  white  lines  running  lengthwise  on  each  side  of  the 
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13519  Leaves  3  very  long,  Cones  subcylindrical  muricated,  Stipules  pinnatifid  ragged  persistent 
13520  Lvs  very  fine  and  slender  of  a  bright  glaucous  green,  Cones  oblong  pendulous,  Scales  obtuse  spreading 
13521  Leaves  3  very  fine  very  long,  Sheath  long,  Stipules  entire  deciduous,  Crest  of  anthers  convex  entire 13522  Leaves  quinate,  Cones  cylindrical  longer  than  leaf  lax 
13523  Leaves  quinate,  Cones  ovate  obtuse,  Scales  appressed,  Nuts  hard 

13524  Leaves  solitary  glaucous  beneath  emarginate,  Cones  ovate  obi.  erect,  Uractes  oblong  reflexed  emarginate 13525  Leaves  solitary  flat  emarginate  pectinate,  Scales  of  cone  very  blunt  appressed 
13526  Leaves  solitary  flat  emarginate  subpectinate  suberect  above,  Scales  of  the  cone  in  fl.  acuminate  reflexed 13527  Leaves  solitary  flat  toothletted  somewhat  distichous,  Cones  ovate  terminal  scarcely  longer  than  leaf 13528  Leaves  solitary  4-cornered,  Cones  ovate  cylindrical,  Scales  rhomboid 
13529  This  is  a  stunted  variety  of  Abies  communis 
13530  Leaves  solitary  4-cornered,  Cones  cylindrical,  Scales  rhomboid  flattened  repand  at  end  eroded 
13531  Leaves  solitary  4-cornered  incurved,  Cones  subcylindrical  lax,  Scales  obovate  entire 

13520^  «n^„.  .  13527 

13530  TB     W  £?Pi3531       "^sISs*  13532        0(11?^  135*3 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
midrib,  giving  the  leaves  that  silvery  look  which  has  given  rise  to  the  name.   The  timber  is  reckoned  much 
inferior  in  value  to  that  of  the  common  pine,  or  of  the  white  spruce.    It  should  not  be  cut  till  after  forty  or 
fifty  years  growth ;  at  this  age,  if  it  has  grown  in  a  sheltered  rocky  steep  or  dell,  it  will  be  found  to  have produced  a  great  bulk  of  timber.    It  is  more  prolific  in  resinous  matter  than  any  other  tree  of  the  fir  kind. 

A.  balsamea  is  a  tree  of  more  delicate  habits  than  the  silver  fir :  its  timber  is  of  little  value,  and  the  balm  or 
resin  procured  from  it  possesses  no  medical  properties  superior  to  those  of  common  turpentine.  '  During summer,  the  tree  sends  out  a  pleasing  terebinthinate  odor. 

A.  canadensis  is  a  drooping  low  cvergreeu  tree,  elegant  in  appearance,  and  valuable  as  growing  under  the 
shade  or  drip  of  other  trees. 

All  the  species  of  the  pine,  fir,  and  larch  families,  with  the  exception  of  one  or  two,  as  yet  rare  in  this 
country,  are  raised  from  seeds.  The  cones  are  gathered  in  the  winter  season,  and  exposed  to  the  sun,  or  to  a 
gentle  heat  on  a  kiln,  in  order  to  facilitate  the  separation  of  the  seeds.  The  cones  of  the  cedar  should  be  kept 
for  a  year  at  least  after  they  are  taken  from  the  tree,  before  the  seed  be  attempted  to  be  taken  out  This  is 
necessary  on  account  of  the  soft  nature  of  the  seeds,  and  the  great  quantity  of  resinous  matter  which  the  cones 
contain  when  growing,  and  which  is  discharged  by  keeping.  Cedar  cones  are  generally  imported  from  the 
Levant,  and  the  seeds  retain  their  vegetative  powers  for  many  years.  The  cones  of  the  Scotch  pine,  spruce, 
and  larch,  are  the  principal  kinds  which  are  opened  by  kiln  heat  The  cones  of  the  Weymouth  pine,  silver  fir, 
and  balm  of  Gilead  fir,  give  out  their  seeds  with  very  little  trouble.  April  is  the  best  season  for  sowing  all  the 
species.  The  soil  should  be  soft  and  rich,  well  mellowed  by  the  preceding  winter's  frost  and  snow,  carefully dug  and  raked  with  a  long  toothed  rake  as  finely  as  possible.  The  rarer  sorts  are  generally  sown  in  pots,  but 
the  more  common  in  beds.  The  manner  of  sowing  is  by  first  drawing  off  the  surface  of  the  bed  to  the  depth 
of  half  an  inch ;  then  drawing  a  light  roller  along  it  to  render  the  surface  perfectly  even  ;  next  depositing  the 
seed ;  and  afterwards  replacing  the  earth  drawn  off  with  a  spade  as  evenly  as  possible.  This  is  what  is  techni- cally called  bedding  in,  and  is  one  of  the  nicest  Operations  of  nursery  culture.  The  seed  of  the  Scotch  pine 
and  Pinaster  require  a  covering  of  half  an  inch  in  depth ;  those  of  the  Weymouth  pine,  three  quarters  of  an 
inch ;  and  those  of  the  stone  pine,  an  inch  and  a  quarter.  The  Cedar  is  generally  sown  in  broad  pots,  or  boxes 
of  light  sandy  loam,  and  covered  half  an  inch.  The  seeds  of  the  larch  require  a  covering  of  only  a  quarter  of 
an  inch ;  those  of  the  spruce  fir,  an  inch ;  those  of  the  silver  fir  and  balm  of  Gilead  fir,  from  half  to  three 
quarters  of  an  inch.  The  seeds  of  the  American  spruce  fir  are  smaller  than  those  of  any  of  the  preceding 
kinds,  and  therefore  require  a  lighter  covering  than  any  of  them ;  one-fifth  of  an  inch  is  quite  sufficient  The 
strictest  attention  is  required,  both  in  regard  to  quality  of  soil,  and  thickness  of  covering  the  seed ;  for  though 
resinous  trees  are  extremely  hardy  when  grown  up,  yet  they  are  all  very  tender  in  infancy.  In  sowing  the 
seedj  a  considerable  loss  will  be  sustained  by  the  suffocation  of  young  plants  if  it  is  deposited  too  thick,  and  by 
the  want  of  plants  if  too  thin.  The  judicious  gardener  will  be  regulated  by  the  goodness  of  the  seed,  and  the 
size  of  the  foliage  of  the  different  species.  The  raising  regular  crops  of  the  pine  family  is  reckoned  a  master 
piece  of  nursery  culture  in  the  open  ground ;  and  as  it  has  been  most  extensively  practised  in  the  Scotch nurseries,  it  is  generally  considered  as  best  understood  there.    (See  Sang.  Plant.  Kal.) 

The  pine,  fir,  and  larch  families  benefit  less  by  transplanting  in  the  nursery  than  the  non-resinous  trees. 
And  in  general,  where  circumstances  admit,  the  better  plan  is  to  remove  them  at  once  from  the  seed-bed  at 
two  years  old,  to  where  they  are  finally  to  remain.  The  more  delicate  species,  including  the  cedar  and  most 
of  the  pines,  are  best  transplanted  into  pots,  unless  they  can  be  placed  at  once  where  they  are  to  remain. 
The  more  common  pines  and  firs  are  transplanted  at  two  years  of  age  into  nursery  lines,  about  the  middle  of 
April  for  all  the  tribe,  excepting  the  larch,  which,  being  deciduous,  should  be  transplanted  in  February.  No 
description  of  tree-plants  receive  so  much  injury  as  this  tribe  from  the  loss  of  roots,  from  the  roots  being exposed  to  the  air  by  being  kept  long  out  of  the  soil,  or  from  compression  and  exclusion  of  air  and  moisture 
by  being  kept  in  close  bundles,  or  thick  layers.  They  should,  therefore,  be  finally  planted  as  soon  as  possible 
after  removal  from  the  nursery ;  and,  indeed,  whenever  it  is  practicable,  no  more  should  be  taken  up  in  one 
day  than  can  be  planted  that  day  or  the  next.  No'r  are  any  plants  more  easily  deprived  of  the  vital  principle, by  packing  and  carriage  either  by  sea  or  land ;  though,  being  all  evergreens,  excepting  the  larch,  they  do  not 
readily  show  it  This  has  been  stated  to  us  by  experienced  planters  in  Wales  and  different  parts  of  England, 
as  the  reason  why  so  few  trees  are  finally  produced  from  the  immense  numbers  of  Scotch  pine  and  larch  fir annually  sent  to  the  south  by  the  Scotch  nurserymen. 

Abies  Balsamea  forms  an  elegant  tree  forty  or  fifty  feet  high.  It  grows  in  high  and  cold  situations  in  the 
northern  states  Of  North  America,  where  it  is  called  balsam  of  Gilead  fir,  fir  balsam,  and  American  silver  fir. 3  F  3 
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13532  rubra  Ph. 
13533  nigra  Ph. 
*201A  LA'RIX.  Salisb. 13534  commCinis 
13535  pendula  W. 
13536  microcarpa  W. 

§13537  Cedrus  W. 

Red  spruce  T  tm  50 
Black  spruce    J       tm  50 
Larch. 

common  white  *t  tm  50 Black  $  tm  30 
Red  J  tra  80 Cedar  of  Lebanon  J  or  60 

2015.  SCHUBERTIA.  Mirfi.  Schubertia. 
13538  disticha  Mirb.     deciduous  Cypress  J      or  30 Cupressus  disticha  L. 
2016.  PODOCAR'PUS.  L'Her.  Podocarpus. 

13539  macrophyllus  Hort.  long-leaved 13540  verticillatus  Hort.  whorl-leaved 
13541  elongatus  P.  S.  African 
13542  nucifer  P.  S.  nut-bearing 
2017.  CUPRES'SUa  W.  Cypress. 13543  sempervirens  W.  common a  stricta 

0  horizontdlis 13544  lusitanica  W. 
13545  thyoldes-  W. 
13546  juniperoides  W. 13547  australis  P.  S. 
2018.  THU'JA.  W. 13548  occidental  W. 
13549  orientalis  W. 

my  Ap N.  Amer.  1755. S S.1 my  Ap N.  Amer.  1700. S S.1 
Contferte.   Sp.  4—5. mr.ap  Ap 

Germany  1629. S 

s.1 

my  Ap X.  Amer.  1739. S s.1 my  Ap N.  Amer.  1760. S 

s.1 

my  Ap Levant  1683. s 

s.1 
Coniferee.  S 

/>•  1. 
my  Ap N.  Amer.  164a s 

s.p 

Class  XXI. 

Lam. pin. 41.  t.27 

Lam.pin.53.  t.35 Lam.pin.56.  t36 
Lam.pin.58.  t37 
Lam.pin.59.  t.37 

upright spreading 
Cedar  of  Goa 
White  Cedar African 

or  20 
or  20 or  20 

|or  12 
or  20 

«l_Jor  6 slender-branch.}  i^J  or  10 
Arbor  Vrr«. 

American       {      or  25 
Chinese          J      or  25 

13538 

Coniferee. jLau  Ap ...  Ap 
jl  Ap ...  Ap 

Coniferee. my  Ap 
my  Ap my  Ap ap.my  Ap ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap 
ap.my  Ap 

Coniferee. 

1804. 

my my 

Ap 
Ap 

>.  4—6. China 
Japan C.  G.  H.  1774. 
Japan  1822. 
.5—9. Candia  154a Mediterr.  ... 
Mediterr.  ... 
Goa  1683. N.  Amer.  1736. 
C.  G.  H.  1756. 
N.  Holl  ... 

Sp.*— 9. 
N.  Amer.  1596. 
China  1752. 

S  s.p  Mic*rti3.p.4.tl 

C  Lp  Bank.ic.Kas.t24 
C  l.p 
C  Lp 

C  Lp  Ka?.amoen.  t.815 
S  co  Dend.  brit  155 S  co 
S  co 
C  p.l  Lam  pin.95.  t.42 L  co  Dend.  brit  156 C  p.l 
S  p.l 
L  co  Mi.arb.3.p.29.tS 
S  co  Dend.  brit  149 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
The  hemlock  spruce  is  a  very  elegant  tree,  and  grows  in  some  situations  to  an  enormous  size  :  its  bark  is  a 
fine  substitute  for  oak-bark  in  tanning. 

2014.  Larix.  This  has  also  for  its  root  the  Celtic  word  lar,  which  signifies  fat,  in  allusion  to  the  abundance 
of  resin  afforded  by  the  plant.  Even  Dioscorides  remarks,  that  Larix  is  the  Gallic  name  for  resin.  The 
authors  of  the  Dictionary  of  Trevona  make  the  word  Cedrus  come  from  xt/ai&ns,  sweet-scented,  on  account  of 
the  balsamic  odor  exhaled  by  the  wood  when  burned. 

L.  Cedrus,  C4dre,  Fr.,  Cederbaum,  Ger.,  and  Cedro,  ItaL,  is  unquestionably  the  most  celebrated  tree  of  the 
genus,  and  not  less  remarkable  for  the  irregular  grandeur  of  its  form.  The  general  character  of  its  shoot, 
even  when  the  tree  is  young,  is  singularly  bold  and  picturesque,  and  quite  different  from  that  of  every  other 
species  of  the  tribe.  It  is  a  native  of  the  coldest  parts  of  the  mountains  of  Libanus,  Amanus,  and  Taurus ; 
but  it  is  not  now  to  be  found  in  those  places  in  great  numbers.  Maundrell,  in  his  journey  from  Aleppo  to 
Jerusalem,  in  1696,  could  reckon  only  sixteen  large  trees,  though  many  small  ones ;  one  of  the  largest  was 
twelve  yards  six  inches  in  the  spread  of  its  boughs.  The  forest  of  Libanus  never  seems  to  have  recovered  the 
havoc  made  by  Solomon's  forty  score  thousand  hewers :  so  that  we  have  now,  as  Professor  Martyn  observes, probably  more  cedars  in  England  than  there  are  in  Palestine. 
From  the  branchy  head  of  this  tree,  and  its  aversion  to  pruning,  it  is  not  likely  ever  to  become  valuable  as 

timber  in  this  country.  When  planted  for  that  purpose,  it  should,  as  Sang  recommends,  be  sown  in  groves, 
and  thus  by  proximity  drawn  up  with  few  branches.  Much  has  been  said  of  cedar  timber,  which  borders  on 
the  miraculous ;  as  far  as  experience  has  gone,  it  is  greatly  inferior  to  that  of  the  common  larch,  or  the  wild 
pine.  The  great  use  of  the  cedar  is  to  plant  singly  on  lawns,  or  in  the  margin  of  plantations,  where  one  or 
two  specimens  will  give  force  and  character  to  the  dullest  front  of  round-headed  trees. 

L  Communis,  Meleze,  Fr.,  Lerehenbaum,  Ger.,  and  Laricio,  ItaL,  is  a  deciduous  tree,  and  there  are  two 
or  three  species  or  varieties  not  yet  distinctly  ascertained.  There  is  a  variety  with  red  and  another  with 
white  flowers;  one  with  cinerous  bark,  called  the  Russian  larch,  and  one  with  pendulous  branches.  L. 
pendula  and  L.  microcarpa  are  considered  species  or  subspecies ;  the  timber  of  both  is  said  to  be  harder 
than  that  of  the  common  white  larch ;  but  these  trees  have  never  yet  had  a  fair  trial  in  this  country.  As 
there  are  a  few  large  specimens  at  Dunkeld  and  Athol,  seeds  will  probably  soon  be  obtained,  and  from  their 
progeny  a  practical  estimate  may  be  formed  of  their  merits  in  this  country.  The  red  larch  trees  on  the  Athol 
estates  do  not  contain  one-third  as  many  cubic  feet  of  timber  as  the  white  larch  of  the  same  age.  The  wood 
is  so  ponderous  that  it  will  scarcely  swim  on  water.  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  416.)  The  timber  of  the  white  larch  has been  as  much  extolled  as  that  of  the  cedar,  and  with  much  more  reason.  The  rapidity  of  its  growth  is  not 
less  remarkable  than  the  durability  of  the  timber.  Both  have  been  experimentally  proved  in  the  Highlands 
of  Scotland.  It  is  stated  by  the  Duke  of  Athol,  that  on  mountainous  tracts  there,  at  an  elevation  of  1500  or 
1600  feet,  the  larch,  at  eighty  years  of  age,  has  arrived  at  a  size  to  produce  six  loads  (300  cubic  feet)  of  timber ; 
appearing  in  durability  and  every  other  quality  to  be  likely  to  answer  every  purpose  both  of  civil  and  naval 
architecture.  (Hort.  Trans,  iv.  416.)  The  tree  will  arrive  at  a  timber  size  in  almost  any  situation  or  sou. 
Sang,  a  forest  manager  of  extensive  practice,  has  paid  great  attention  to  this  tree.  "  It  bears,"  he  says,  "  the ascendancy  over  the  Scotch  pine  in  the  following  important  circumstances :  that  it  brings  double  the  price,  at 
least,  per  measureable  foot ;  that  it  will  arrive  at  a  useful  timber  size  in  one-half,  or  a  third  part  of  the  time, 
in  general,  which  the  pine  requires;  and,  above  all,  that  the  timber  of  the  larch,  at  thirty  or  forty  years  old, 
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13532  Leaves  solitary  subulate,  Cones  oblong  blunt,  Scales  rounded  somewhat  2-lobed  entire  at  edge 
13533  Leaves  solitary  4-cornered  erect  straight,  Cones  ovate,  Scales  elliptical  wavy  at  edge  erect 

13534  Leaves  fascicled  deciduous,  Cones  ovate-oblong,  Edges  of  scales  reflexed  lacerated,  Bractes  panduriform 
13535  Leaves  fascicled  deciduous,  Cones  oblong,  Edges  of  scales  in  Hexed,  Bractes  panduriform  sharply  acumin. 
13536  Leaves  fascicled  deciduous,  Cones  roundish  few-fl.  Scales  reflexed,  Bractes  panduriform  bluntly  acuminate 
13537  Leaves  fascicled  rigid  evergreen  acute,  Cones  roundish,  Scales  truncate  appressed 

13538  LcavAlistiehous  spreading 

13539  Leaves  solitary  lanceolate  remote 13540  Leaves  whorled  linear  falcate 
13541  Leaves  lanceolate,  Branches  whorled 
13542  Leaves  solitary  linear  cuspidate  remote 

13543  Branches  quadrang.  Lvs.  imbric.  in  4  rows  blunt  appr.  convex,  Cones  glob.  Scales  unarm.  Branches  straight 

13544  Branches  quadrang.  Lvs.  imbric.  in  4  rows  appr.  glauc.  keel.  Cones  subglob.  Sc.  mucron.  Branches  pendulous 
13345  Branches  compressed,  Leaves  imbricated  4  ways  ovate  warted  at  base 
13546  Leaves  linear  much  spreading  decussate 
13547  Leaves  linear  crossing  appressed,  Branches  very  slender 

13548  Branches  2-edged,  Leaves  imbricated  in  4  rows  ovate  rhomboid  appressed  naked  warted,  Cones  obovate 
13549  Branches  2-edged,  Lvs.  imbricat  in  4  rows  ovate  rhomboid  appressed  furrowed  in  middle,  Cones  elliptical 

when  it  has  been  planted  in  a  soil  and  climate  adapted  to  the  production  of  perfect  timber,  is  in  every  respect 
superior  in  quality  to  that  of  the  pine  at  100  years  old.  In  snort,  it  is  probable,  that  the  larch  will  supersede 
the  Scotch  pine  in  most  situations  in  this  island,  at  no  very  distant  period." 
The  chief  objections  to  the  timber  of  the  larch  are  its  liability'  to  warp  and  twist ;  but  this  Monteath  and others  have  proved  may  be  effectually  prevented  by  barking  the  trees  in  spring  while  growing,  and  not  cutting 

them  down  till  the  following  autumn,  or  even  for  a  year  afterwards.  This  is  also  said  to  prevent  the  timber from  being  attacked  by  the  dry  rot.  The  bark  of  the  larch  is  more  than  half  as  valuable  as  that  of  the  oak  in 
tanning ;  turpentine  is  extracted  from  it  in  the  Tyrol  by  incision  ;  but  that  being  always  injurious  to  the  timber 
can  never  be  recommended  for  adoption  in  this  country.  (See  Encyc.  of  Gard.  7053.  Monteatk's  Forester's Guide^  2d  edit.  p.  234.) 

Like  all  other  trees,  and  especiallj  the  resinous  tribe,  the  timber  of  the  larch  is  much  affected  by  climate  and soil.  A  certain  elevation  of  surface,  coldness  of  climate,  and  inferiority  of  soil,  is  absolutely  necessary  to  pro- duce the  timber  in  perfection.  Sang  has  known  it  in  many  places  make  the  most  rapid  progress  for  thirty  or thirty-five  years,  and  though  there  was  no  external  signs  of  disorder,  yet  when  it  was  felled,  the  wood  had begun  to  rot  in  the  hearts  of  the  trees,  and  some  were  quite  hollow  a  good  way  upwards.    (Plant.  Kal.  59,) Larix  pendula,  black  larch,  Tamarack  or  Hackmatack  of  the  Americans,  is  a  beautiful  tree,  resembling  the European  larch  in  appearance,  as  well  as  in  the  excellent  qualities  of  its  wood  and  bark. 
2015.  Schubertia.  Named  in  honor  of  It  Schubert,  a  Polish  botanist.  The  deciduous  cypress  grows  in extensive  swamps,  and  on  the  banks  of  large  rivers,  from  Indian  river,  Delaware,  to  Florida,  and  on  the  Mis- sissipi ;  it  is  one  of  the  largest  trees  of  the  new  continent,  and  one  of  the  most  valuable  timbers  that  country produces ;  it  grows  to  a  considerable  height  in  this  country,  though  the  extremities  of  the  young  shoots  are almost  every  autumn  destroyed  by  frost.   The  finest  specimens  are  at  Sion-house  and  Blenheim. 2016.  Podocarpus-  From  sre*  treies,  a  foot,  and  xa^cos,  fruit ;  in  allusion  to  the  stalk  of  the  fruit  The species  are  increased  by  ripened  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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13550  articulfita  W.         jointed  f   |  or 
13551  cupressoides  W.      African  J  |  |  or 
*2019.  TRICHOSAN'THES.  W.  SxVake  Gourd. 13552  Anguina  W.  common  _QJ  or 
13553  cucumerina  W.  Cucumber-like  -*  XII  or 

§13554  tuberosa  W.  tuberous  _£J  or 
2020.  MOMOR'DICA.  W.  Momordica. 13555  Balsamina  W. 

13556  Charantia  W. 
13557  operculSta  W. 13558  Luffa  W. 
13559  Elaterium  W. 

Balsam  Apple  JJ  XII  or 
hairy  _4  jQJ  or rough-fruited  j;  XiJ  or 
Egyptian  XII  or 

Squirting  Cucumber  J;  A  or 
*2021.  CUCUR'BITA.  W.  Gourd. 

15  f.my  Ap 
10     ...  Ap 

Cucurbitacete 
4  my.jn  W 
4  jn.jl  Y 
6  jn.jl  Y 

Cucurbitacete, 
4  jnjl  Y 4  jnjl 
4  jn.s 4  jl.au 

jnjl 

Y 
Y L.Y 
Y 

13560  ovifera  W. 
13561  lagenaria  W. 13562  aurantia  W. 
13563  Pepo  W. 13564  verruc6sa  W. 
13565  subverrucosa  W. 
13566  Melopepo  W. 
13567  CitrGllus  W. 
2022.  CU'CUMIS.  W. 13568  Colocynthis  W. 

13569  prophetarum  W. 
13570  Anguria  W. 
13571  africana  W. 

egg-shaped  .*  O  clt bottle  J:  O  clt 
Orange-fruited  Jk  X2J  clt 
Pumpkin  Js  O  clt 
waited  *±  O  clt 
pimpled  ■*  O  clt 
squash  O  clt Water  Melon  -*  X}J  clt 
Cucumber. 
bitter  Jk  X}|  or 
globe  Jk  Olor round  prickly  -i  X3J  or 
African  -*  X2J  or 

Cucurbitacete. 
3  jl.s 
10  jl.s 
3  jn.au 16  jn.au 12  jnjl 

12  jnjl 
3  my.s 6  my.s 

Cucurbitacete. 
6  my.au  Y 
2  jn.s  Y 
2  jl.au  Y 2  jl.au  Y 

Barbary  1815. C.  G.  H.  1799. 
.  So.  3— 12. 
China  1755. 
E.  Indies  1804. 
W.  Indies  1810. 

Sp.5— 17. India  1568. 
E.  Indies  1710. 
W.  Indies  1731. 
E  Indies  1739. 
S.  Europe  1548. 

Sp.  8—13. Astracan  ... India  1597. 
  1802. Levant  1570. 
  1658. 1597. 

S.  Europe  1597. 

Sp.  13—19. C.  G.  H.  1551. Levant  1777. 
Jamaica  1692. 
C.  G.  H.  ... 

13553 

S  co  Bot.  cab.  844 S  p.l 

S  co  Bot.  mag.  72  -' S  co  Rhee.mal.8.t.l5 
D  co  Plum.  ic.  1 24 
S  co 
S  co  Bot.  mag.  2455 
S  co  Comm.  rar.  t.  22 
S  co  Rum.am.5.t.l47 D  r.m  Bot  mag.  1914 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co 

Rum.am.5.  t.144 

Moris,  s.  l.t.8.f.4 
Rum.am.5. 1. 146 

S  r.m S  co   Jac.  vind.  1. 1.  9 
S  co    Mill  ic.  1.  1 33 
S  co    Herm.  par.  tl34 

13553 

history,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
popular  evergreen,  which,  though  it  seldom  rises  above  the  height  of  a  shrub  here,  yet  in  Upper  Canada  attains 
the  height  of  a  timber  tree,  and  the  wood  is  considered  more  durable  than  any  other.  The  trunk  is  sawn  up 
into  planks  and  boards  for  houses  and  boat-building,  and  the  branches  used  for  posts  and  fencing.  The  smaller branches  and  spray  form  besoms,  and  the  leaves,  made  into  a  salve,  are  used  by  the  Indians  to  cure  the 
rheumatism.  In  England,  the  timber  has  been  chiefly  employed  by  the  turner  and  cabinet-maker.  In  its 
native  country  the  Arbor-vita?  succeeds  best  in  soils  where  the  roots  have  abundance  of  moisture.  It  grows tallest  in  swamps  and  marshes ;  in  very  dry  places  it  never  comes  to  any  degree  of  perfection.  The  first  tree 
of  thi&.species  sent  to  Europe,  was  planted  in  the  royal  garden  of  Fontainbleau,  in  the  reign  of  Francis  the 
first  T.  orientalis  is  a  shrub  resembling  the  other  in  general  appearance.  Both  these  species  are  readily increased  by  seeds,  cuttings,  or  layers. 

2019.  Trichosanthes.  From  S-jjJ,  hair,  and  a  flower.  The  limb  of  the  flower  is  divided  into  ten  parts, of  which  the  five  outer  are  reversed  and  acute,  the  five  interior  ciliated.  T.  Anguina  is  a  popular  annual,  with 
the  habit  of  the  common  cucumber.  The  flowers  are  cut  into  many  small  threads,  and  the  fruit  is  taper,  and 
nearly  a  foot  long.  T.  cucumerina  has  smooth  fruit  of  a  red  or  orange  color,  the  siae  of  a  pear.  In  the 
popular  medicine  of  Malabar,  the  seeds  are  used  for  disorders  of  the  stomach  and  bowels.  Culture  as  for  the 
common  gourd. 

2020.  Momordica.  From  mordeo,  momordi,  to  chew;  its  seeds  have  an  irregular  rugose  surface,  and 
the  appearance  of  having  been  chewed.  M.  elaterium  has  a  large  fleshy  perennial  root,  somewhat  like  that 
of  Bryony.  The  stems  are  thick,  rough,  trailing,  branching,  with  rough  leaves  on  long  footstalks.  The  fruit 
is  an  inch  and  a  half  in  length,  swelling  like  a  cucumber,  of  a  grey  color  like  the  leaves,  and  covered  with  short 
prickles.  When  fully  ripe,  it  quits  the  peduncles,  and  casts  out  the  seed  and  juice  with  great  force  and  to  a 
considerable  distance  through  the  hole  in  the  base,  where  the  footstalk  is  inserted.  For  medicinal  use,  the 
fruit  is  gathered  in  September,  just  before  it  is  ripe ;  and  the  clear  juice  which  runs  from  it  and  that  obtained 
by  the  expression  of  the  fruit  are  inspissated,  and  form  the  elaterium  of  the  shops.  This  fruit  is  a  very  violent 
cathartic.  It  was  much  employed  by  the  ancients,  who  regarded  every  part  of  the  plant  as  purgative;  but  Dr. 
Ciutterbuck  has  proved  that  this  is  an  error.   (Thomson's  Land.  Disp.  388.) M.  balsamina  has  a  fleshy  ovate  fruit,  remotely  tubercled  in  longitudinal  rows,  smooth  in  the  other  parts, 
red  when  ripe,  bursting  irregularly,  and  dispersing  the  seeds  with  a  spring.  This  fruit  in  Syria  is  famous  for 
curing  wounds.  They  cut  it  open  when  unripe,  and  infuse  it  in  sweet  oil,  exposed  to  the  sun  for  some  days, 
until  the  oil  is  become  red.  It  may  then  be  applied  to  a  fresh  wound  dropped  on  cotton.  M.  operculata  has  a 
green  fruit,  the  top  of  which  falls  off  when  it  is  ripe  like  a  lid ;  within  it  has  no  pulp,  but  is  dry,  and  filled 
with  netted  fibres,  very  much  interwoven. 

2021.  Cucurbita.  A  Latin  word  signifying  a  vessel  It  is  said  to  be  derived  from  the  Celtic  cuce,  a  hollow 
thing.  C.  lagenaria  has  a  fruit  shaped  like  a  bottle,  with  a  large  roundish  belly,  and  a  neck  very  smooth ; 
when  ripe  of  a  pale  yellow  color,  some  near  six  feet  long  and  eighteen  inches  round ;  the  rind  becoming  hard, 
and  being  dried  contains  water ;  seeds  quadrangular  oblong,  cut  off  and  emarginate  at  top,  three-cornered 
and  beaked  at  bottom ;  edge  keeled  with  a  double  raised  line,  smoothish,  of  a  pale  bay  color.  The  Arabians 
call  the  bottle  gourd  Charrah.  The  poor  people  eat  it  boiled,  with  vinegar,  or  fill  the  shell  with  rice  and  meat, 
and  thus  make  a  kind  of  pudding  of  it  It  grows  in  all  parts  of  Egypt  and  in  Arabia,  wherever  the  moun- 

tains are  covered  with  rich  soil.  In  Jamaica,  the  shells  are  generally  used  for  water  cups,  and  frequently 
serve  for  bottles  among  the  negroes  and  poorer  sort  of  white  people  in  the  country.   A  decoction  of  the  leaves 
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13550  Branches  compressed,  Lvs.  imbricated  in  4  rows  lane,  acute  appressed  warted  under  end,  Cones  4-cornered 
13551  Branches  round,  Leaves  imbricated  in  4  rows  oblong  appressed  smooth,  Cones  4-cornered  roundish 
13552  Fruit  rounded  oblong  incurved,  Leaves  cordate  repand  mucronate  toothletted 
13553  Fruit  ovate  acute,  Leaves  roundish  cordate  angular  repand 
13554  Fruit  oblong  acute,  Leaves  5-lobed  palrflated  entire 
13555  Fruit  roundish  ovate  narrowed  at  each  end  angul.  warted,  Bract  cordate  toothed  above  midd.  of  pedunc. 
13556  Fruit  oblong  acuminate  angular  warted,  Bract  cordate  entire  below  the  middle  of  the  peduncle 
13557  Fruit  elliptical  angular  warted  beaked,  Beak  deciduous  forming  a  lid 
13558  Fruit  cylindrical  oblong,  Furrows  chain-like,  Bract  cordate  entire  at  the  base  of  the  peduncle 
13559  Fruit  elliptical  hispid,  Leaves  cordate  hispid  blunt  toothed,  Stem  without  tendrils 

13560  Leaves  cordate  angular  5-lobed  toothletted  downy,  Fruit  obovate  striped  with  lines  lengthwise 
13561  Leaves  cordate  roundish  obtuse  downy  toothletted  with  2  glands  at  base  beneath,  Fruit  woody  clavate 
13562  Leaves  subcordate  about  3-lobed  cuspidate  finely  toothletted  rough,  Fruit  globose  smooth 
13563  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  about  5-lobed  toothletted,  Fruit  roundish  or  oblong  smooth 
13564  Leaves  cordate  deeply  5-lobed  :  the  middle  lobe  narrowed  at  base,  Fruit  roundish  elliptical  warted 
13565  Leaves  cordate  deeply  5-lobed :  middle  lobe  narrowed  at  base  toothletted,  Fruit  clav.  ellipt.  somew.  warted 13566  Leaves  cordate  obtuse  about  5-lobed  toothletted,  Fruit  depressed  umbonate  tumid  at  edge 
13567  Leaves  5-lpbed,  Lobes  sinuate  pinnatifid  blunt,  Fruit  elliptical  smooth 

13568  Leaves  rnultifid,  Fruit  globose  smooth 
13569  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  toothletted  blunt,  Fruit  globose  spiny  muricated 
13570  Leaves  palmate  sinuated,  Fruit  round  echinate 
13571  Fruit  oval  echinate,  Leaves  palmate  sinuated,  Stem  angular 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
is  recommended  much  in  purging  clysters ;  and  the  pulp  of  the  fruit  is  often  employed  in  resolutive  poultices : 
it  is  bitter  and  purgative,  and  may  be  used  instead  of  Coloquintida. 

C.  pepo,  Patisson,  Fr.,  has  hispid  branchy  tendril  steins,  which  in  good  soil  will  extend  forty  or  fifty 
feet  in  a  season,  and  cover  an  -  eighth  part  of  an  acre.  The  fruit  is  oblong,  ovate,  varying  in  form  ana size ;  some  not  less  than  four  feet  in  circumference.  In  some  parts  of  England  the  pompion  (corruptly 
pumpkin)  is  sometimes  planted  by  cottagers  on  dunghills,  and  suffered  to  trail  at  length  over  the  grass  of  an 
orchard.  When  the  fruit  is  ripe,  they  cut  a  hole  on  one  side,  and  having  taken  out  the  seeds,  (ill  the  void 
space  with  sliced  apples,  adding  a  little  sugar  and  spice,  and  then,  having  baked  the  whole,  eat  it  with  butter, 
under  the  name  of  pumpkin  pie.  On  the  continent  the  fruit,  both  unripe  and  ripe,  is  used  in  soups,  stews,  and 
fried  in  oil  or  butter.  The  tender  tops  of  the  shoots  boiled  as  greens  are  much  more  delicate  than  the  fruit. 
C.  aurantia  is  more  tender  than  the  common  pompion.  The  fruit  is  small,  round,  of  a  bright  yellow  when 
ripe,  and  may  be  used  like  those  of  the  other  species.  C.  verrucosa  has  a  small  round  fruit,  with  a  woody  rind. 
In  America  it  is  gathered  when  half  grown,  and  boiled  to  eat  as  a  substitute  for  greens ;  but  for  this  purpose 
this  and  most  of  the  species  are  inferior  to  the  succade  Gourd. 

C.  melopepo,  Potiron,  Fr.,  Pfebin  Kiirbiss,  Ger.,  and  Popone,  Ital.,'has  a  large  fruit,  reddish  yellow  or yellowish-white  within  and  without,  roundish,  but  often  flatted  at  top  and  bottom;  torulose,  and  sometimes 
warted.  It  is  cultivated  in  America  as  a  culinary  vegetable.  C.  Citrullus,  Pasteque,  Fr.,  Wassermelone, 
Ger.,  and  Cocamero,  Ital.,  is  readily  distinguished  from  all  the  other  species  by  its  deeply  cut  leaves.  The  fruit 
is  roundish,  large,  smooth,  often  a  foot  and  a  half  in  length,  with  a  white  icy  flesh,  streaked  with  dark  red 
and  black  seeds.  It  is  much  cultivated  in  the  warm  countries  of  Europe,  and  also  in  Asia,  Africa,  and 
America,  for  its  cooling  quality.  It  serves  the  Egyptians  for  meat,  drink,  and  physic.  It  is  eaten  in  abund- 

ance during  the  season,  which  is  from  the  beginning  of  May  until  the  overflowing  of  the  Nile ;  that  is,  to  the 
end  of  July  or  beginning  of  August  It  is  the  only  medicine  the  common  people  use  in  ardent  fevers.  For 
this  purpose  they  have  a  variety  that  is  softer  and  more  juicy  than  the  common  sort :  when  this  is  very  ripe, 
or  almost  putrid,  they  collect  the  juice,  and  mix  it  with  rose-water  and  a  little  sugar.  This  fruit  should  be 
eaten  by  Europeans  with  great  caution ;  when  taken  in  the  heat  of  the  day,  whilst  the  body  is  warm,  colics 
and  other  bad  consequences  often  ensue,  and  it  is  well  known  that  persons  are  much  troubled  with  worms  at the  time  this  fruit  is  in  season. 

The  Succade  Gourd,  a  variety  of  C.  ovifera,  has  an  elliptic  oblong  pale-yellow  fruit,  by  far  the  best  for  culinary 
purposes  of  any  species  of  the  genus.  When  very  young,  it  is  good  fried  with  butter;  when  about  half  grown, 
it  is  excellent  either  boiled  as  a  substitute  for  greens,  or  stewed  in  slices  with  rich  sauce ;  when  full  grown,  it 
is  used  for  pies.  Sabine,  who  has  cultivated  most  species  of  Cucurbita,  considers  the  vegetable  marrow  without 
a  rival.    {Hart.  Trans,  vol.  it  255.) 

All  the  species  may  be  raised  on  a  hot-bed  in  April,  and  transferred  to  the  open  garden  at  the  end  of  May, 
under  a  warm  aspect  and  in  a  rich  soil ;  or  they  may  be  sown  in  a  trench  filled  with  hot  dung,  where  they  are 
finally  to  remain.  Their  after  culture  is  of  the  easiest  description. 

It  is  not  very  generally  known,  that  the  tender  tops  of  all  the  species  of  the  Cucurbita  and  Cucumis  families, 
whose  fruit  may  be  eaten,  when  boiled  form  a  very  tender  substitute  for  greens. 

2022.  Cucumis.  A  word  with  the  same  derivation  as  the  last.  C.  Colocynthis  has  fruit  the  size  and  color  oi 
orange ;  the  pulp  light,  spungy,  and  white,  and  most  intolerably  bitter.  When  ripe,  it  is  peeled  and  dried  in  a 
stove,  and  in  this  state  it  is  imported  from  the  Mediterranean  under  the  name  of  coloquintida.  Medicinally,  it 
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acute-angled 
Melon hairy 

pubescent common 
Snake 
Serpent 

13572  acutangulus  W 13573  Melo  W. 
13574  Dudaim  W. 
13575  Chate  W. 
13576  pubescens  W. 13577  satlvus  W. 
13578  flexuosus  IV. 
13579  angulnus  W. 
13580  maderaspatanus  W.  Madras 
2023.  SIC'YOS.  W. 13581  angulata  W. 13582  vitifiSlia  W. 
2024.  BRYCNIA.  W. 

13583  scabra  IV. 
13584  triloba  W. 
13585  verrucosa  W. 
13586  grandis  W. 
13587  epigse'a  W. 13588  scabrella  W. 
13589  latebrosa  fV. 
13590  dioica  W. 
13591  alba  W. 
13592  nitida  Link. 
13593  cretica  W. 
13594  quinqueloba  Th 13595  ficifolia  W. 
13596  palmata  W. 13597  laciniosa  W. 
13598  africana  W. 
13599  dissecta  W. 

-*  O  or 
-*.OJcul 

Apple-shaped       Ol  or -*  .QJ  or .*  Olor 
-*  O  cul 
-*.QJor 
-*.QJor 
J:  HI  or 

SiNGLB-SEEDED  CUCUMBER. 
angular-leaved  O  cul  3 
Vine-leaved         O  cul  3 Bryony. 
globe-fruited    J_  lAlun  6 
three-lobed      i_  iAI  un  6 
rough  J_  lAJ  un 
great-flowered  $_  (23  un 
umbel-flower'd  (23  un 
bristly  f  rm  un 
hairy  lAlun red-berried 
black-berried shining 
Cretan five-lobed 
Fig-leaved 
palmated iaciniated 
African 

JL  A  m 
i  Am %_  i  Al  un 

iAI  un 
i  Al  un 

t_  iAI  un 
i.  (23  un S.  (23  un i_  iAI  un smooth-leaved  }_  iAI  un 

2025.  ANDRACH'NE.  W.  Bastard  Orpine. 
13600  telephioides  W.      annual  O  w 
2026.  STILLIN'GIA.  W.  Stillingia. 

13601  sylvatica  W.  wood  j£  iAI  un 
"  M  un 

2  Jn.s      Y  India  1692. 
4  my.s    Y    1570. 
6  jLau     Y  Levant  1705. 
3  jn        Y  Levant  1759. 
3  jn.s      Y    1815. 
4  jLs  Y  E.  Indies  1573. 
6  my.s  Y  E.  Indies  1597. 
6  my.s     Y  E.  Indies 3  jl.au     Y  E.  Indies  1805. 

Cucurbitacete.    Sp.  2—6. 
jLs       Y  N.  Amer.  1710. 3  jLs  Y   
Cucurbitacete.   Sp.  18 — 42. 6  s.o       W.o  C.  G.  H.  1774. 

6  s.o       W.G  C.  G.  H.  1825. 
4  ...  W.g  Canaries  1779." 8  my.au  W.g  E.  Indies  1783. 
2  ...  W.o  E.  Indies  1815. 
2  my.jl    W.o  E.  Indies  1781. W.g  Canaries  1779. 

W  g  Britain  hed. 
W.g  Europe  1807. W.g    1824. 
W.o  Candia  1759. 
Br  C.  G.  H.  ... 
W.g  Buen.Ay.  1726. 
W.g  Ceylon  1778. 
W.g  E.  Indies  1710. 
W.o  C.  G.  H.  1759. 
W.o  C.  G.  H.  1710. 

S  co  Jac.vin.3.t.73,74 
S  r.m  Sabb.  hort.  t.  65 
S  r.m  Bot.  rep.  548 
S  co    Alp.jegypt.  tll7 S  co 
S  r.m  Sabb.  hort  t.  63 
S  r.m  Ger.herb.763.f.3 
S  r.m  Rumph.  5. 1 148 
S  co    Pluk.al.  t.l70.f.2 

S  co  Plu.phyt.t.26.f.4 S  co 

3  jn 
8  my.s 
8  jn.jl 
3  jLs 

lijLs 3  jn.o 3 
4 
4 
4 
3 

jl.au 

jl.au jl.au 
jLau 

C  p.P C  p.l 

D  co 

C"p.I 

D  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co S  co 
D  co D  co 
D  co 
D  co D  co 

D  co C  p.l 

R.am.5.t.l66.f.l 

Eng.  bot  439 Lam.  ilL  1 796 

An.  mus.12.tl7 Bot  reg.  82 
DilLelt.  t50.f.58 
Herm.  lugd.  t.97 
Herm.par.  t708 

13602  ligustrina  W. 13603  sebifera  W. 
Privet-leaved 
Tallow-tree ^□ec  10  s 

EuphorbiacecE.    Sp.  1—2. 
Jjl.au     W      Italy  1732. 
Euphorbiaceie.   Sp.  3. 

2  jLau     Y      Carolina  1787. 5     ...     Y      N.  Amer.  1812. China  1703. 

S  co    Lam.  ill  t.797 
C  s.p 

C  s.p 

C  s.p   Plu.am.  t.390.f.2 
"2027.  PHYLLAN'THUS.  W.  Phyixanthus. 13604  obovatus  W.  annual 
13605  madcraspatensis  W.  Madras 
13606  grandifolius  W.  great-leaved 13607  virosus  W.  venomous 
13608  turbinatus  B.  M.  shining-leaved 13609  reticulatus  Hort.  netted 
13610  fraxinifolius  Hort  Ash-leaved 
13611  mimosoides  W.  Mimosa-like 
13612  Conami  W.  Brazilian 

§13613  racemosus  W.  racemed 
13614  Niruri  W.  Indian  annual 
13615  polyphjllus  W.  many-leaved 
§13616  E'mbUca  W.  shrubby 

O •  □un •□un •□pr •□pr •□pr 

Euphorbiacete.   Sp.  16—60. 
f  jl.au     Ap     N.  Amer.  1803. 

4  ... 2  jl 
3  au.s 4  au.s 

I    i  pr  10  au.s •□pr 
•□pr 

Opt 
•□pr 
•□pr 

6  jl 

lj  jl.au 

i  jn.s 
3  jLs 12  ... 

Ap 

G^
 

G 
R 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 

E  Indies  1783. America  1771. 
E.  Indies  1802. 
China  ... 
E  Indies 
E  Indies  1819. Caribbees  1817. 
W.  Indies  1791. 
E.  Indies  1793. 
R  Indies  1692. 
E  Indies  1805. 
E  Indies  1768. 

s.p s.p 

s.p 
s.p 

s.p  Bot  mag.  1862 
s.p  Bot.  cab.  116 s.p  Bot.  cab.  839 
s.p  Bot  cab.  721 
l.p  Aub.  gui.2.  t.354 

s.p 

s.p  Rhe.mal.10.  tl5 

s.p 

s.p  Bot.  cab.  548 
13572 

13574 13579 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
is  a  very  powerful  drastic  cathartic,  requiring  to  be  employed  with  caution,  on  account  of  its  violent  effects. 
When  given  alone,  even  in  moderate  doses,  it  purges  vehemently,  producing  violent  gripings,  bloody  ejections, 
and  not  un  frequently  convulsions  and  inflammations  of  the  bowels.    {Thorn.  Loud.  Disp.  271.) 

C.  sativus  and  Melo  (yucAev,  an  apple)  are  too  well  known  to  require  farther  notice  in  a  work  of  this  descrip- tion. C.  anguria  has  hispid  angular  stems,  and  small  flowers  like  those  of  Bryony.  The  fruit  is  of  the  size 
and  shape  of  a  pullet's  egg,  of  a  dark-green  color,  and  prickly  like  a  hedgehog.  It  is  eaten  green,  or  with  other herbs  in  soups  in  the  West  India  Islands,  and  is  esteemed  an  agreeable  and  wholesome  ingredient  C.  prophe- 
tarum  has  a  striped  fruit  smaller  than  a  melon ;  the  odor  nauseous,  and  the  taste  as  bitter  as  Coloquintida. 
The  fruit  of  C.  acutangulus  is  very  insipid,  but  in  India  is  eaten  boiled  and  pickled.  C.  Chate  has  a  roundish 
fruit  almost  like  that  of  the  melon  ;  the  taste  is  somewhat  sweet  and  cool,  but  not  so  cool  as  the  water  melon. 
In  Egypt  it  is  eaten  as  the  most  pleasant  fruit  they  have,  and  that  from  which  delicate  persons  have  least  to 
apprehend.   The  culture  of  all  the  species  is  similar  to  that  of  the  common  cucumber. 

2023.  Sicyot.  Iixuos  was  one  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  cucumber,  from  im^i  unpleasant.  The  species 
are  trailing  plants  like  those  of  Cucumis,  but  with  much  smaller  fruits. 

2024.  Bryonia.  From  £gvo>,  to  push  or  grow  rapidly,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  of  its  growth.  B.  alba  and dioica,  differ  in  little  else  besides  the  color  of  the  berries,  and  by  some  are  considered  one  species.  Goats  are 
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13572  Leaves  roundish  angular,  Fruit  with  10  acute  angles 
13573  Angles  of  leaves  rounded,  Fruit  torulose 
13574  Angles  of  leaves  rounded,  Fruit  spherical  with  a  retuse  nipple 
13575  Hirsute,  Angles  of  leaves  entire  toothed,  Fruit  fusiform  narrowed  at  each  end  hairy 
13576  Leaves  cordate  subangular  acutish  finely  toothed  scabrous,  Fruit  elliptical  blunt  downy 13577  Angles  of  leaves  straight,  Fruit  oblong  rough 
13578  Leaves  angular  somewhat  lobed,  Fruit  cylindrical  furrowed  curved 
13579  Leaves  lobed,  Fruit  cylindrical  very  long  smooth  doubled  up 13580  Leaves  cordate  entire  toothletted,  Fruit  globose  smooth 

13581  Leaves  cordate  with  an  obtuse  angle,  5-angular  toothletted  smooth 
13582  Leaves  roundish-cordate  with  a  recess  5-lobed  toothed  hairy  viscid 

13583  Leaves  cordate  angular  toothed  rough  with  callous  dots  above  and  hairs  beneath,  FL  in  umbels 
13584  Leaves  3- lobed  smooth  above  rough  beneath 
13585  Leaves  cordate  angular  above  and  the  veins  beneath  covered  with  callous  dots,  Tendrils  simple 
13586  Leaves  cordate  angular  entire  smooth  with  callous  dots  above  and  5  glands  at  the  base  beneath 
13587  Leaves  3-lobed  rough  toothed,  Lateral  lobes  angular  somewhat  2-lobed,  Fl.  axillary  somewhat  umbellate 
13588  Lvs.  3-lobed  toothed  hispid  on  each  side,  Lat.  lobes  dilated  angular :  middle  elong.  Stem  muricato-hispid 13589  Leaves  somewhat  3-lobed  hairy  narrowed  at  base 
13590  Leaves  cordate  palmate  5-lobed  toothed  with  callous  dots,  Fl.  racemose  diccrious 
13591  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  toothed  rough  with  callous  dots,  Flowers  racemose 
13592  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  apiculate  hairy,  Peduncles  in  umbels 
13593  Leaves  cordate  5-lobed  entire  with  callous  asperities  on  each  side 
13594  Leaves  5-lobed  toothletted  scabrous  above,  Peduncles  1- flowered 
13595  Leaves  5-lobed  somewhat  toothletted,  Lobes  obtuse,  Petioles  and  stem  hispid 
13596  Leaves  palmate  smooth  5-parted :  segments  lanceolate  repand  serrated 
13597  Leaves  5-parted  palmate,  Segm.  oblong  lane,  acuminate  serrated,  Petioles  muricated,  Peduncles  1- flowered 
13598  Upper  leaves  5-parted  palmate,  Segments  oblong  cut- toot  lied :  lower  cordate  angular  toothed 
13599  Lvs.  5-parted  palmate,  Segm.  pinnatifid  linear  revolute  at  edge  rough,  Flowers  in  umbels,  Berries  acute 

13600  Procumbent  herbaceous 

13601  Leaves  sessile  oblong  blunt  narrowed  at  base  serrulate,  Stem  herbaceous 
13602  Leaves  petiolate  lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end  entire,  Stem  shrubby 13603  Leaves  stalked  rhomboid  acuminate  entire,  Stem  arborescent 

13604  Leaves  obovate  blun tish,  Flowers  twin  axillary  stalked,  Stem  branched  round  erect 
13605  Leaves  lanceolate  cuneate  blunt  mucronate,  Flowers  solitary  stalked  axillary,  Stem  shrubby  branched 
13606  Leaves  ovate-oblong  blunt  mucronate,  Flowers  axillary  in  threes,  Branches  compressed  3-cornered 
13607  Leaves  elliptical  ovate  blunt  narrowed  at  base,  Fls.  axillary  aggregate  dioecious,  Branches  square  compr. 13608  Leaves  simple  orbicular-ovate  lucid,  Flowers  axillary :  male  turbinate  nodding 
13609  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  netted  with  red  veins  beneath,  Flowers  racemose  and  fasciculate 
13610  Leaves  elliptical  acute  at  each  end,  Stipules  ovate  acute  as  long  as  petiole,  Flowers  fascicled 
13611  Lvs.  pinn.  flower-bearing :  leaflets  oblong  attenuated  at  base  and  narrower  on  one  side,  Fls.  ax  ill.  aggreg. 
15612  Lvs.  ovate  acute,  Fls.  axill.  somew.  urn  belled,  Pedunc.  filiform  with  2  bractes  at  base,  Branchlets  compr. 13613  Leaves  lanceolate  acute,  Flowers  terminal  about  3,  Branches  pinnaeform  2-edged 
13614  Lvs.  pinn.  fl.  bearing :  leaf),  elliptical  obtuse,  Pedunc.  axill.  lower  usually  twin  and  male ;  upp.  sol  it.  fem. 
13615  Lvs.  pinn.  fl.  bearing :  leaflets  linear  obtuse  mucronate,  Flowers  axillary  solitary ;  the  female  uppermost 
13616  Leaves  pinnate  fl.  bearing :  leaflets  linear  sharpish,  Flowers  axillary  clustered,  Petioles  round  downy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  only  quadrupeds  said  to  eat  this  plant  The  root  grows  to  a  vast  size.  Gerarde  says,  "  the  queene's  chiofe chirurgeon,  Master  William  Goodorous,  shewed  me  a  roote  heereof,  that  waied  halfe  an  hundred  waighte,  and 
of  the  bignesse  of  a  childe  of  a  yeere  old."  To  this  Linnams  ascribes  the  quickness  of  its  growth,  though  it springs  late.  The  roots  have  been  formerly  by  impostors  brought  into  an  human  shape,  carried  about  the 
country,  and  shewn  for  mandrakes  to  the  common  people.  The  method  which  these  people  practised,  was  to 
open  the  earth  round  a  young  thriving  Bryony  plant,  being  careful  not  to  disturb  the  lower  fibres  of  the  root ; 
to  fix  a  mould  such  as  is  used  by  those  who  make  plaster  figures  close  to  the  root,  fastening  it  with  wire  to 
keep  it  in  its  proper  situation,  and  then  to  fill  in  the  earth  about  the  root,  leaving  it  to  grow  to  the  shape  of 
the  mould,  which  is  effected  in  one  summer.  This  root  is  a  famous  hydragogue,  and  highly  purgative  and acrid. 

2025.  Andrachne.  The  Greek  name  of  the  Purslane.  The  modern  plant  bears  some  analogy  to  that  of  the 
Greeks,  in  its  thick  and  fleshy  leaf.   Plants  of  little  beauty,  and  the  easiest  culture. 

2026.  Slillingia.  Named  after  Dr.  Benjamin  Stillingfleet,  an  English  botanist.  S.  Sebifera  is  the  tallow-tree 
of  China.  An  oil  is  expressed  from  the  kernel,  which  hardens  by  cold  to  the  consistence  of  common  tallow, 
and  by  boiling  becomes  as  hard  as  bees'  wax.   Stillingia  sylvatica  is  considered  a  specific  in  cases  of  syphilis. 

2027.  Vhyllanthus.  From  ifvXkmi,  a  leaf,  and  eu/9-ot,  a  flower,  because  the  flowers  grow  upon  the  edges  of  the 
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§13617  Iatifolius  W.en.      Sea-side  Laurel  *□  pr 
Xylophylla  latifolia  W. §13618  angustifolius  W.  en.  narrow-leaved  •  □  pr §13619  falcatus  W.  en.        sickle-leaved     •  □  pr 

2028.  ALEURI'TES.  W.  Aleurites. 13620  triloba  W.  three-lobed      J  O  ft 
2029.  OMPHA'LEA.  W.  Omphalea. 13621  triandra  W.  long-leaved      I  □  or 
2030.  HIPPO'MANE.  W.  Manchineel. 13622  Mancinella  W.  common 
2031.  SA'PIUM.  W.  Sapium. 

13623  aucuparium  (V.  two-glanded 
*2032.  CRO'TON.  W.  Croton. 
13624  variegatum  W.  variegated 
13625  lineare  Jac.  rosemary-Ieav. 13626  maritimum  IV.  sea-side 
13627  palustre  W.  marsh 
13628  glabellum  W.  Laurel-leaved ?13629  tinctorium  W.  officinal 
13630  argenteura  W.  silver-leaved 13631  Tiglium  W.  purging 13632  Eleuteria  W. 
13633  micans  Sw.  glittering 
13634  pungens  W.  pungent 
13635  penicillatum  W.  pencilled 13636  aroinaticum  W.  aromatic 
13637  humile  W.  humble 
13638  moiuccanum  W.  Molucca 

Aleurites  ambinux  P.  S. 
13639  Astrottes  W.  woolly 
13640  lobatum  W.  various-leaved 
13641  plctum  Roxb.  painted 
13642  tomentosum  Link,  downy 

3.  JA'TROPHA.  W. 
13643  napa?ifolia  W. 
13644  gc<ssypifolia  W. 13645  integerrima  W. 
13646  panduraefolia  W. 13647  Curcas  W. 
13648  multltida  W. 

13617 
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E  Indies  1796. 
Jamaica  1748. Jamaica Caraccas 
Cuba 
Ceylon Jamaica 
Ceylon 

1815. 
1791. 
1799. 179a 
1799. 1803. 

W.o  W.  Indies  1782. W.G  Vera  Cruz  1730. 
W.G  E  Indies  1810. 
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3  jn.au  G 3  my.au  G 
3  my.au  R 
4  my.au  S 4  ...  G 
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Antilles  1825. 
W.  Indies  1690. 
Cuba  1809. 
Cuba  1800. 
S.  Amer.  1731. 
S.  Amer. 

Lp   Bot  cab.  117 r.m  Bot.  mag.  1464 r.m  Bot  mag.  604 
r.m  Jacvind.  3.  t.  63 
r.m  Par.  lond.  91 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
leaves.   Many  of  the  species  of  this  genus  are  remarkable  for  the  neatness  of  their  foliage  and  general  aspect. 
The  abolished  genus  Xylophylla,  which  is  now  included  in  Phyllanthus,  is  very  generally  cultivated  on  account 
of  the  pretty  and  at  the  same  time  singular  appearance  of  its  leafless  leaf-like  branches,  covered  over  at  the 
edges  with  multitudes  of  pink  flowers.   All  the  species  require  common  stove  culture. 

8088.  Aleurites.  From  ateiae,  flour,  all  the  parts  of  the  plant  seeming  to  be  dusted  with  a  farinaceous 
substance  A  handsome  plant  of  easy  culture,  and  ripe  cuttings  with  their  leaves  untouched,  root  in  sand 
under  a  hand-glass. 

2029.  Omphalea.  A  curtailment  of  Omphalandria,  a  name  under  which  Dr.  Patrick  Browne,  in  his  History 
of  Jamaica,  first  described  the  plant.  He  formed  it  from  o/#p*Xos,  a  navel,  and  avr,«,  a  stamen  ;  because  the 
male  organs  are  collected  in  a  fleshy  navel-like  mass  occupying  the  centre  of  the  flowers.  It  grows  freely  in 
light  loamy  soil,  and  cuttings,  with  their  leaves  uninjured,  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2030.  Hippomane.  From  Itxos,  a  horse,  and  /muiix,  madness ;  the  name  was  given  by  the  Greeks  to  a  plant 
which  grew  in  Arcadia,  and  which  possessed  the  dangerous  property  of  making  horses  furious.  This  Hippo- mane must  not,  however,  be  confounded  with  that  of  Virgil  (third  Georgic),  which  is  an  animal  substance. 

The  Manchineel-tree  grows  to  a  vast  size  on  the  sea  coast  of  the  Caribbee  Islands  and  neighbouring  continent 
The  leaves  are  ovate,  serrated,  acute,  and  very  shining.  The  fruit  fall  off  from  the  tree  spontaneously,  and 
pave  all  the  ground  with  their  numbers.  They  are  highly  poisonous,  and  are  said  to  be  eaten  by  the  sea-crabs, which  collect  about  the  trees  in  vast  numbers.  But  this  is  supposed  by  Jacquin  to  be  a  vulgar  error.  The 
whole  tree  abounds  with  a  white  milk,  which  is  highly  poisonous,'  and  so  very  caustic,  that  a  single  drop  placed upon  the  skin  instantly  causes  the  sensation  of  a  hot  iron,  and  in  a  short  space  raises  a  blister.  It  is  a  common 
belief  that  to  sleep  beneath  the  branches  is  death ;  but  Jacquin  and  his  companions  reposed  under  it  for  three 
hours  at  a  time  without  inconvenience.  The  wood  is  a  most  beautiful  material  for  furniture,  being  finely 
variegated  with  brown  and  white,  and  susceptible  of  a  high  polish.  The  workmen  who  fell  the  trees,  first 
kindle  a  fire  around  the  stem,  by  which  means  the  juice  becomes  so  much  inspissated  as  not  to  follow  the  blows 
of  their  axes.  Whole  woods  on  the  sea-coast  of  Martinique  have  been  burnt,  in  order  to  clear  the  country  of 
such  a  dangerous  pest. 
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13617  Leaves  pinnate  lanceolate  acuminate  subcrenate  coriaceous,  Flowers  stalked 
13618  Leaves  pinnate  linear-lanceolate  lined  crenate,  Flowers  stalked  hermaphrodite 
13619  Leaves  scattered  linear-lanceolate  subfalcate  crenate,  Flowers  subsessile 
13620  Leaves  3-lobed 

13621  Leaves  oblong  blunt  very  smooth,  Flowers  triandrous,  Stem  arborescent 
13622  Leaves  ovato-serrated 

13623  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  serrulate,  Petioles  with  2  glands  at  the  end 

13624  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  smooth  variegated  stalked 
13625  Leaves  linear  entire  stalked  downy  beneath 
13626  Leaves  elliptical  entire  bluntish  hoary  downy  beneath  stalked,  Spikes  terminal  few-flowered 13627  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  plaited  serrated  scabrous 
13628  Leaves  ovate  bluntish  entire  smooth,  Fruit  stalked 
13629  Leaves  ovate  rhomboid  repand  entire  at  base  hoary  on  each  side,  Pedunc.  terminal  about  3-fl. 
13630  Leaves  ovate  serrated  at  end  hoary  downy  beneath,  Stipules  ciliated,  Spikes  terminal  subcapitatebracteate 
13631  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrated  smooth  with  2  glands  at  base,  Petioles  shorter  than  leaf,  Racemes  term. 
13632  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  entire  smooth  silvery  with  scales  ben.  Racemes  comp.  axillary,  Stem  arborescent 
13633  Leaves  cordate  ovate  attenuate  somewhat  toothletted  waited  and  green  above,  silvery  and  shining  beneath 
13634  Leaves  cordate  acuminate  serrulate  rough  above  downy  beneath  with  4  glands  at  the  base 
13635  Lvs.  round.-cord.  arum,  ent  glandular-ciliated  downy  beneath,  A  fascicle  of  stalked  glands  at  base  of  lvs. 
13636  Leaves  oblong  subcordate  serrulate  scabrous  downy  beneath  with  2  glands  at  the  base,  Raceme  terminal 
13637  Leaves  ovate  acute  subcordate  entire  scabrous  above  downy  beneath 
13638  Leaves  subcordate  angular  blunt  repand  scabrous  downy  beneath 
13639  Leaves  obl.-lanc.  subcordate  scabrous  downy  beneath  and  with  2  glands  at  base,  Branches  densely  downy 
13640  Leaves  3-5-lobed  serrated  with  hairy  petioles,  Stem  herbaceous 
13641  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  obtuse  at  base  variegated  and  stained  with  red,  Spikes  axillary  suberect 
13642  Downy,  Leaves  cordate  roundish  blunt  repand  greenish  above  hoary  beneath 

13643  Leaves  palmate  7-lobed  hispid  beneath  stinging :  lobes  pinnatifld,  Petiole  with  1  gland  at  end 
13644  Lvs.  cord.  5-lobed  serrated  fringed  with  glands,  Branched  glandular  hairs  in  axillae  of  leaves  and  petioles 
13645  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  entire  very  smooth,  Racemes  subcymose 
13646  Leaves  oblong  subpanduriform  acuminate  entire  angular  at  base  with  2  teeth  on  each  side 
13647  Leaves  cordate  angular 
13648  Leaves  palmate  11-lobed  smooth  :  lobes  pinnatifid  cuneate,  Stipules  setaceous  multifid 

and  Mzscellaneous  Particulars. 
2031.  Sapium.  A  name  unaer  which  Pliny  indicates  a  sort  of  pine,  so  named  from  the  abundance  of  resin 

which  it  produces ;  from  sap,  fat  or  greasy  in  Celtic.  The  Americans  employ  the  juice  of  Sapium  aucuparium 
as  bird-lime,  for  catching  parrots  and  other  birds.  For  this  purpose  they  cut  off"  a  limb  of  the  tree,  and  the next  day  collect  the  sap  which  has  flowed  out  and  become  inspissated.  They  call  it  Mangle  cautivo.  The 
juice  is  also  burned  in  lamps.    Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2032.  Croton.  The  Greek  name  of  a  certain  insect  called  ricinus  by  the  Latins,  which  the  fruit  of  Croton resembles. 
Croton  Tiglium  affords  an  oil  used  in  medicine,  which  is  so  powerfully  irritating,  that  a  small  drop  placed 

upon  the  tongue,  has  the  effect  of  exciting  an  irritation  along  the  whole  intestinal  canal,  which  does  not  soon 
subside.  It  is  usually  employed  in  mixture  with  oil  of  almonds,  in  order  to  weaken  its  too  violent  powers.  C. 
lineare  in  its  general  appearance  resembles  rosemary,  and  is  called  wild  rosemary  in  Jamaica.  C.  tine  tori  um  is 
used  to  dye  both  silk  and  wool  of  an  elegant  blue  color,  and  the  juice  is  used  to  color  wines  and  jellies.  The 
substance  for  this  purpose  is  called  Turnsol,  and  is  made  of  the  juice  which  is  lodged  between  the  calyx  and 
the  seeds :  this,  if  rubbed  on  cloths,  appears  at  first  of  a  lively  green,  but  soon  changes  to  a  blueish  purple :  if 
these  cloths  are  put  into  water,  and  afterwards  wrung,  they  will  dye  the  water  of  a  claret  color;  the  rags  thus 
dyed  are  brought  to  England,  and  sold  in  the  druggists'  shops  by  the  name  of  Turnsol. C.  Eleuteria  furnishes  the  Cascarilla  bark,  which  is  chiefly  imported  from  Eleutheria,  one  of  the  Bahama 
Islands.  It  consists  of  pieces  of  about  six  or  eight  inches  long,  scarcely  one-tenth  of  an  inch  thick,  quilled, and  covered  with  a  thin  whitish  epidermis..  It  has  a  pleasant  spicy  odor,  and  a  bitter  warm  aromatic  taste. 
It  is  very  inflammable,  and  is  easily  distinguished  from  all  other  barks  by  emitting,  when  burnt  and  extinguished, 
a  fragrant  smell  resembling  that  of  musk.  Medically,  this  bark  is  a  valuable  carminative  and  tonic,  and  is 
an  excellent  adjunct  to  the  Cinchona  bark  in  fevers.  C.  lacciferum,  a  plant  not  yet  in  gardens,  is  one  among 
several  species  on  which  the  gum  lac  is  said  to  be  produced.  Some  of  the  spines  we  are  in  possession  of,  are 
much  admired  for  their  Variegated  leaves :  all  of  them  are  freely  propagated  by  cuttings  with  the  leaves  on, 
planted  in  sand,  and  plunged  in  moist  heat  under  a  hand-glass. 

2033.  Jatropha.   From  /ayjav,  a  remedy,  and  faya,  to  eat.    The  J.  Manihot  (MamUoka,  Brazilian)  or  Cassa- 
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§13649  Manihot  W. 13650  urens  W. 
13651  herbacea  W. 
2034.  RI'CINUS.  W. 13652  communis  W. 

13653  vlridis  W. 
13651  africanus  W. 
13655  lividug  W. 
13656  inermis  W. 
13657  armfitus  B.  R. 
13658  Tanarius  W. 
2035.  HU'RA.  W. 13659  strepens  W.  en. 

13660  crepitans  JV.cn. 
2036.  STERCU'LIA.  W. 13661  Balanghas  jr. 13662  crinita  W. 

13663  urens  W. 
13664  platanifolia  W. 13665  foetida  W. 

Cassava 
stinging  41 annual 
Palma-Christi. 

Castor-oil  plant     .Qj  m 
green  jQJ  or 
African  it  i  |  or 
livid-leaved      *  i  |  or 
8mooth-capsul.      _QJ  or 
rough-capsuled 
scollop-leaved 

S.  Amer.  1739.  S  r.m  Sloan.jam.  1. t85 Brazil      1690.  S  r.m  Bot.  cab.  478 
VeraCruz  1759.  S  r.m  Reliq.hou.6.tl5 

Euphorbiaccce.    Sp.  9—10. 
6  jl.au     G       E.  Indies  1548. 
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S  s.p  W.  hort  ber.  49 
S  s.p 

S  s.p  Jac.  ic.  1. 1. 196 
S  s.p  Jac.  ic.  1. 1  195 
S  s.p  Bot  rep.  430 
S  s.p  Kum.am.3.t.l21 

Sandbox-Tree. 
unequal-tooth, 
equal-toothed 

□  or 

I   1  or 
Euphorbiaceee.    Sp.  2. 

12     ...     W.y  S.  Amer.  ... 
12     ...     W.y  S.  Amer.  1733. 

Sterculia. 
coronet-flower, 
hairy-capsuled stinging 
Plane- tree-lvd. 
fetid 

t  Dor 

I  CD  or 
I  l_Jor 
•  □or 

Sterculiacete. 
20  jn.s  G 
20 

10  . 30  jl 

2037.  HERITIE'RA, 13666  littoralis  W. 
2038.  ACA'LYPHA 
13667  virginica  W. 
13668  caroliniana  Jr. 13669  ciliata  W. 

13672  Indica  W. 

W.   Looking-Glass  Plant. 
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hispid un 

jl.au 
cuspidate m □ un 4 
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6 
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13675  integrifolia  W. 13676  rubra  W. 
13677  hispida  W. 
13678  cuspidata  W. 
13679  virgata  W. 
13680  scabrbsa  W. 
2039.  DALECHAM'PIA.  W.  Dalechampia. 

13681  scandens  W.  climbing         4_  □  un 
13S52 

Sp.  5—23. E.  Indies  1787. 
G  W.  Indies  1793. 
G  E  Indies  1793. 
G  China  1757. 
G      E  Indies  1690. 

  Sp.  1—2. E.  Indies  1780. 
■biacece.  Sp.  14—43. G  N.  Amer.  1759. 

N.  Amer.  1811. 
E.  Indies  1799. 
China  1816. 
China  1816. E.  Indies  1759. 
Vcnezula  1804. 
Caraccas Mauritius  1823. 

  1820. 
E.  Indies Caraccas  1819. 
Jamaica  182a 
Jamaica  1820. 

C  Lp 

S  p.l  Lam.  ill.  1 793 

Skp.l  Bot.  reg.  185 
O  p.l  Aub.gui2.t279 O  p.l  Rox.  cor.  1. 1  24 
S  p.l  Cav.  diss.5.  tl45 
S  p.l  Rhee.maL4.t36 

C  p.l  Rhce.mal.6.  t.21 

S  co 
S  co 
S  co S  co 
S  co 

Sch.  han.3.  t311 Lam.il!.  t789.f  2 
Vah.symb.l.t.20 

Rhe.mal.10.  t.81 
Jac.  ic  3. 1 620 

co   Bro.  jam.t36.f.2 

Euphorbiacete.   Sp.  1—17. 12  jn-jf     G      W.  Indies  1739. C  Lp  Jac.am.252.tl60 
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History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
root,  yields  an  excellent  nutritious  article  of  food  when  the  juice  has  been  expressed,  which  is  a  strong  poison. 
J.  gossypifolia  is  considered  a  beneficial  plant  in  the  West  Indies,  on  account  of  the  seeds,  which  are  much 
relished  by  and  very  nourishing  to  poultry.  J.  Manihot,  the  Cassava  of  the  West  Indies,  and  the  Mandioca 
and  Tapioca  of  Brazil,  formerly  supplied  the  greater  part  of  the  nourishment  of  the  natives  of  South  America, 
and  is  now  very  generally  cultivated  there  and  in  the  West  Indies.  It  yields  an  agreeable  wholesome  food ;  is 
of  rapid  growth,  the  roots  arriving  to  perfection  in  about  eight  months,  and  it  will  thrive  in  any  soil  or  situa- 

tion. The  juice  of  the  root  is  sweetish,  and  when  swallowed,  or  when  the  root  is  eaten  without  preparation, 
it  brings  on  convulsions,  and  occasions  violent  retching  and  purging.  It  acts  only  on  the  nervous  system ;  it 
produces  no  inflammation  on  the  stomach ;  but  the  stomach  of  a  man  or  other  animal  poisoned  by  it,  appears 
to  be  contracted  one  half.  A  little  mint-water  and  salt  of  wormwood,  timely  administered,  will  prevent  all  bad 
consequences.  In  preparing  the  roots  for  use  as  food,  they  are  washed,  scraped,  and  grated  to  a  pulp :  this  pulp 
is  then  pressed,  and  when  dried  is  a  powder  resembling  starch  or  flower  fit  for  use.  It  is  generally  baked  as 
bread,  and  bears  a  considerable  resemblance  to  that  made  from  wheat  flour.  The  roots  entire,  or  in  a  powdered 
state,  form  an  article  of  considerable  export  from  different  parts  of  Brazil.  All  the  species  thrive  well  in  our 
stoves,  and  are  increased  by  cuttings,  which  Sweet  states,  succeed  best  when  stuck  in  the  tan  in  a  good  heat 

2034.  Ricinus.  A  name  with  the  same  derivation  as  Croton,  No.  2032,  which  see.  R  communis,  though  an 
annual  and  herbaceous  plant  in  our  gardens,  becomes  a  tree  in  Africa  of  several  years'  standing.  In  Candia  it continues  many  years,  and,  according  to  Belon,  requires  a  ladder  to  come  at  the  seeds.  The  seeds  furnish  the 
well  known  Castor-oil  of  medicine.  This  oil  is  obtained  both  by  coction  and  expression.  The  former  method 
is  performed  by  tying  up  the  seeds,  previously  decorticated  and  bruised,  in  a  bag,  which  is  suspended  in  boiling 
water,  till  all  the  oil  is  extracted  and  rises  to  the  surface,  when  it  is  skimmed  off.  Oil  so  obtained  is  apt  to  become 
rancid,  and,  therefore,  the  better  mode  is  to  subject  the  seeds  to  the  press,  in  the  same  manner  as  is  done  with 
almonds  to  procure  almond  oil  (See  Amygdalus.)  The  oil  obtained  is  equal  to  one  fourth  of  the  weight  of 
the  seeds  employed.  It  is  often  adulterated  with  olive  oil,  linseed  oil,  and  poppy  oil.  The  great  value  of  castor 
oil  as  a  purgative  is  the  mildness  and  rapidity  with  which  it  operates.    It  is  peculiarly  adapted  for  infants, 
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13649  Leaves  undivided  3-5-lobed  palmate  entire  glaucous  beneath 
13650  Leaves  5-lobed  cordate  toothed  hispid  stinging 
13651  Prickly,  Leaves  3-lobed,  Stem  herbaceous 

13652  Leaves  peltate  palmate :  lobes  lanceolate  serrated,  Stem  herbaceous  frosted,  Capsules  prickly 
13653  Lvs.  pelt  palm. :  lobes  oblong  toothed ;  middle  obsoletely  3-lobed,  Stem  herbaceous  frosted,  Caps,  prickly 13654  Leaves  peltate  palmate :  lobes  oblong  serrated,  Stem  shrubby  smooth,  Stigmas  6,  Caps,  prickly 
13655  Leaves  peltate  palmate  colored :  lobes  obi.  serrate-toothed,  Stem  shrubby  smooth  colored,  Caps,  prickly 13656  Leaves  peltate  palmate :  lobes  oblong  serrated,  Stem  shrubby  frosted,  Capsules  unarmed 
13657  Leaves  peltate  deeply  palmate  9  cut  serrated,  Petioles  glandular.  Caps,  with  herbaceous  spines 
13658  Leaves  peltate  ovate  acuminate  repand  toothed,  Caps,  prickly 

13659  Leaves  ovate  oblong  slightly  cordate  toothed :  lower  teeth  long  entire  at  end 
13660  Leaves  ovate  deeply  cordate  equally  serrate,  Male  catkin  ovate 

13661  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate,  Capsules  obovate 
13662  Hermaphrodite,  Leaves  ovate  entire,  Flowers  panicled  decandrous,  Caps,  smooth 
13663  Leaves  5-lobed  :  lobes  acuminate,  Calyxes  campanulate,  Caps,  ovate  hispid 
13664  Leaves  palmate  5-lobed,  Calyxes  rotate  reflexed 
13665  Leaves  digitate 

13666  Leaves  ovate  simply  veiny 

13667  Female  flowers  at  base  of  male  spike,  Invol.  ovate  acuminate  toothed,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  remotely  toothed 
13668  Fern.  lis.  at  base  of  male  spike,  Invol.  cordate  toothed,  Leaves  subrhomboid  ovate  serrated  entire  at  base 
13669  Spikes  axill.  male  upwards :  female  downw.  Invol.  cordate  acuminate  with  imbricated  serratures  ciliated 
13670  Female  flowers  solitary  or  twin  at  base  of  the  male  spike,  Invol.  cordate  serrate,  Leaves  rhomboid  ovate 
13671  Female  flowers  at  base  of  the  male  spike  without  an  involucre,  Leaves  roundish  ovate  subcordate  serrated 
13672  Spikes  axilL  male  above  female  below,  Invol.  smoothish  serrated,  Leaves  ovate  acum.  serr.  cuneate  at  base 
13673  Female  spike  cylind.  solitary  terminal,  Invol.  3-parted  awned  ciliated,  Leaves  roundish-ovate  acuminate 
13674  Female  flowers  twin  axillary,  Involucres  entire,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrulate,  Stem  shrubby 
13675  Flowers  dioecious :  male  spiked;  female  axillary,  InvoL  roundish  entire,  Leaves  smooth  lane,  suhcord. 
13676  Spikes  male  above ;  fern,  below,  InvoL  cuneiform  toothed  at  edge,  Styles  multifid,  Lvs.  obi.  subcord.  serr. 
13677  Spikes  axillary  male  above ;  female  below,  Invol.  cordate  hispid,  Leaves  ovate  acute  hispid 
13678  Male  spikes  axillary  female  at  base,  Invol.  O,  Leaves  ovate  cordate  acuminate  serrated 
13679  Spikes  axillary  erect,  Female  invols.  cordate  toothed  very  large,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  serrated  smooth 
13680  Flowers  dioecious  spiked,  Spikes  axill.  Invol.  of  females  cordate  cut,  Leaves  obi.  lanceolate  serrated  smooth 

13681  Leaves  3-lobed  serrated :  lol>es  oblong  serrated,  Bractes  3-lobed  ciliated,  Petioles  shorter  than  peduncle 

women  in  childbed,  and  persons  bed-ridden.  Sown  in  pots  on  heat  early  in  the  season,  and  transplanted  as soon  as  the  frosts  are  over  into  a  mass  of  light  rich  soil,  the  plant  makes  one  of  the  most  magnificent  of 
border  annuals,  often  attaining  the  height  of  ten  or  twelve  feet 

2035.  Hura.  Its  American  name.  H.  crepitans  is  a  rapid  growing  tree.  From  the  quickness  of  its  vegeta- 
tion, its  parts  are  of  so  loose  a  texture,  that  a  loud  clap  of  thunder,  or  a  sudden  gust  of  wind,  frequently  causes 

the  largest  boughs  to  snap  asunder.  The  wood  is  only  fit  for  joists  and  spars :  the  sap  of  the  leaves  and  bark  is 
corrosive,  and  the  seeds  when  roasted  purge  both  upwards  and  downwards.  The  species  are  propagated  by 
large  ripened  cuttings,  planted  in  sand,  plunged  in  heat,  and  covered  with  a  hand-glass.  Its  fruit  when  ripe bursts  with  a  loud  crack,  whence  the  specific  name  of  crepitans ;  they  arc  of  a  very  elegant  form,  resembling 
a  depressed  sphere  with  many  rounded  ribs,  arranged  with  the  utmost  symmetry. 

2036.  StercuUa.  Sterculius  was  the  god  of  the  privy,  from  stercus,  excrement.  It  has  been  well  observed 
by  a  French  author,  that  the  Romans,  in  the  madness  of  paganism,  finished  by  deifying  the  most  immodest 
objects  and  the  most  disgusting  actions.  They  had  the  gods  Sterculius,  Crepitus,  Priapus ;  and  the  god- 

desses Caca,  Pertunda,  &c.  &c.  The  flowers  of  one  species  and  the  leaves  of  the  other  are  highly  fetid.  The 
species  are  lofty  trees  with  large  leaves,  and  some  of  them  very  showy  flowers :  they  all  thrive  in  light  loamy 
soil ;  and  ripened  cuttings,  with  their  leaves  on,  root  in  sand,  plunged  in  moist  heat,  and  covered  with  a  hand- glass.  The  famous  Cola  nut  of  Guinea  is  the  produce  of  S.  acuminata. 

2037.  Heritiera.  Named  in  honor  of  Charles  Louis  L'Heritier  de  Brutelle,  a  distinguished  French  botanist, who  was  unfortunately  assassinated  in  a  street  of  Paris  in  1800.  He  published  many  works,  which  will  always 
have  a  high  reputation  for  the  excellence  of  their  text,  and  the  magnificence  of  their  illustrations.  A  fine 
tree,  which  may  be  treated  like  StercuUa. 

2038.  Acalypna.  A  Greek  name  for  the  nettle,  which  this  genus  much  resembles.  It  is  compounded  of  «, 
privative,  zaXot,  beautiful,  and  afti,  touch.   Plants  of  no  beauty  and  the  easiest  culture. 

2039.  Da/echampia.  So  called  after  James  Dalechamp,  a  French  botanist,  born  in  1513,  died  in  1588.  He 
left  a  General  History  of  Plants,  and  some  commentaries  upon  Pliny.   May  be  treated  as  Plukenetia. 

13668  I  «1»  //  13< 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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3040.  PLUKENE'TI  A.  W.   Plukenetia.  Euphorbiacecs.    Sp.  1—5. 13682  volubilis  W.  twining  6  jLau     G      W.  Indies  1739.  C  p.l   Plu.  ic.220.  t226 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2040.  Plukenetia.  Named  after  Leonard  Plukenet,  an  English  botanist,  who  published  some  valuable 

works,  with  an  immense  number  of  copperplates,  of  singular  merit  for  their  time.  The  names  of  two  of  these 
works  are  so  singular  as  to  deserve  explanation.  One  was  called  Amaltheum  botanicum.  This  word  in  Greek, 
KfjuihSnia.,  was  the  name  of  the  goat  which  suckled  Jupiter.  As  its  milk  was  exquisite  and  abundant,  the 
word  came  to  signify,  among  the  ancients,  the  symbol  of  richness  and  abundance.  The  famous  library  of 
Atticus  was  called  Amaltheum,  on  account  of  the  number  and  variety  of  the  books  which  it  contained.  In 

Class  XXII.  —  DICECIA. 

Male  and  female  flowers  upon  different  plants. 
To  this  class  many  of  the  observations  made  upon  the  last  are  equally  applicable.  Like  it,  the  genera  would 

have  been  more  conveniently  distributed  among  previous  classes.  The  genera  it  contains  are  chiefly  trees,  and many  of  them  form  the  most  valuable  portion  of  the  forests  of  all  parts  of  the  world. 
In  Monandria  is  found  the  celebrated  Pandanus  or  screw  pine,  which,  with  its  strange  spiral  branches,  con- stitutes one  of  the  most  singular  features  of  the  vegetation  of  the  Isle  of  France.  Diandria  contains  the 

valuable  Salix  ;  Pentandria,  the  hop,  the  hemp,  and  the  spinage.  The  black  Bryony,  and  various  palms  have 
a  station  in  Hexandria ;  the  poplar  in  Octandria ;  the  Papaw  and  the  Bonduc  tree  in  Decandria.  Monadelphia 
is  richly  endowed  with  valuable  trees,  such  as  the  yew,  the  Norfolk  Island  pine,  the  juniper,  the  nutmeg ;  and 
it  also  contains  the  wonderful  pitcher-plant  of  China. 

Order  1.  MONANDRIA. Stamen  1. 

2041.  Pandanus.  Male.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  cuspidate.  Female.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  O.  Style  bifid. 
Drupe  compound  or  simple. 

Order  2.  DIANDRIA. Stamens  2. 

2042.  Salix.  Barren  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  single-flowered,  imbricated,  with  a  nectariferous  gland  at  its 
base.  Perianth.  O.  Stam.  1-5.  Fertile  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  single-flowered.  Perianth.  O.  Stigmas  2,  often 
cleft.    Caps.  1-celled,  2-valved,  many-seeded.   Seeds  comose. 

2043.  Cecropia.  Male.  Spatha  falling  off  Catkin  cylindrical.  Cal.  turbinate  4-comered  scales.  Cor.  O. 
Female,  as  in  the  male   Style  1.   Stigma  torn.   Ovaries  imbricated.   Berry  1-seeded. 

2044.  Sort/a.   Male.   CaL  4-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Stamens  2-3.   Female.   Stigma  capitate.   Berry  1-seeded. 

Order  a  TRIANDR1A. Stamens  3. 

2045.  Empetrvm.  Barren  fl.  CaL  tripartite.  Cor.  of  3  petals  (7  in  E.  B.).  Stam.  3  (9  in  E.  B.),  upon  long 
filaments.  Fertile  fl.  CaL  tripartite.  Cor.  of  3  petals.  Style  very  short.  Stigma  with  6-9  rays.  Berry  supe- 

rior, globose,  with  6-9  seeds. 
2046.  WilLlenovia.  Male.  Cal.  of  many  glumes.  Petals  6.  Nectary  fleshy,  6-parted,  surrounding  the 

corolla.   Female.   Ovary  superior.   Style  1.   Stigmas  2-3.    Drupe  1-seeded. 
2047.  Restio.  Spike  imbricated.  Cal.  6  equal  glumes.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Styles  2-3.  Nut  stony,  1-celled, 1-seeded. 
9048.  Elegia.   CaL  6  unequal  glumes.   Female.   Styles  3.  Caps.  6-celled.  Seeds  solitary. 
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13882  Angles  of  capsules  compressed  keeled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
this  sense  Plukenet  applied  it  to  a  work  in  which  a  great  variety  of  curious  plants  was  assembled.  The  other 
work  was  called  Almagestum.  This  also  came  originally  from  the  Greek.  Claudius  Ptolomseus,  an  astro- nomer and  mathematician,  published  about  the  middle  of  the  second  century  a  work  on  astronomy,  called 
2u»T*|fr  fuyirlri,  which  may  be  Englished  "  Great  work."  Ishac  ben  Honain  translated  it  into  Arabic  at  the beginning  of  the  ninth  century,  by  order  of  the  Caliph  Mahmoun ;  to  its  title  he  added  the  Arabic  article  AJ, and  so  formed  the  word  AUmagesti  or  Almaghesti. 

2010.  Phanix.  CaL  3-parted.   Petals  3.  Ovary  1.  Drupe  ovate-oblong. 
2050.  Stilago.  Male.  Cal.  tubular,  3-4-toothed.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  2-3.  Female,  an  annular  disk  at  the 

base  of  the  ovary.   Stigmas  2,  one  bifid.  Drupe  1-seeded. 2051.  Osyris.   Male.  Cal  3-fid.  Cor.  O.  Female.  Style  1.  Stigma  roundish.  Berry  1-celled. 

Order*.  TETRANDRIA. Stamens  4. 

2052.  Aulax.  Male.  Flowers  racemose.  CaL  O.  Petals  4,  staminiferous.  Female  Stigma  oblique.  Nut 
exserted,  ventricose,  bearded. 

2053.  Leucadendron.  Male.  Flowers  capitate.  CaL  O.  Petals  4,  staminiferous.  Female.  Stigma  oblique. 
Nut  or  samara  1-seeded,  included  in  the  scales  of  the  cone. 2054.  Viscum.  Barren  fl.  CaL  O.  Petals  4,  dilated  at  the  base,  connate,  resembling  a  cal.  Anthers  sessile, 
adnate  with  the  petals.  Fertile  fl.  CaL  submarginate.  Petals  4,  dilated  at  the  base.  Style  1.  Drupe  infe- 

rior, 1-seeded. 
2055.  Myrica.  Barren  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  concave.  Perianth.  O.  Fertile  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  con- 

cave.  Perianth.  O.  Styles  2.   Drupe  1-celled,  1-seeded. 
2056.  Nageia.    CaL  4-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Style  bifid.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
2057.  Shepherdia.  Male  flowers  in  a  catkin,  8-androus.  Female  racemose  at  the  ends  of  the  branches.  Limb 

of  calyx  flat,  regular,  4-parted.   Disk  with  8  glands.   Fruit  of  Hippophae. 
2058.  Hippophae.  Male  flowers  in  a  catkin,  tetrandrous.  Female  solitary  in  the  axilla;  of  the  leaves.  Calyx 

tubular,  bind  at  end,  closed.   Disk  O.   Fruit  formed  of  a  berried  calyx  and  akenium. 
2059.  Broussonetia.  Male.  A  cylindrical  catkin.  CaL  4-parted.  Female.  A  globose  catkin.  CaL  tubular, 

3-4-toothed.   Ovaries  becoming  fleshy,  clavate,  prominent.   Style  lateral.   Seed  1,  covered  by  the  calyx. 
2060.  Schafferia.   CaL  4-leaved.   Petals  4  or  O.   Berry  2-celled.   Seeds  solitary. 
2061.  Brucea.    Male.   CaL  4-parted.   Petals  4.    Disk  4-lobed.   Female.   Pericarps  4, 1-seeded. 
2062.  Anthospermum.  Male.  Cal.  4-toothed.  Cor.  with  a  short  tube,  and  4-parted  limb.  Female.  Ovary 

inferior.   Styles  2,  reflexed.   Fruit  bipartible. 
2063.  Trophis.   Mala   Cal.  O.   Petals  4.   Female.   CaL  O.   Cor.  O.   Style  2-parted.   Berry  1-seeded. 2064.  Montinia.  Male.  CaL  4-toothed.  Petals  4.  Female.  Style  bifid.  Stigmas  reniform.  Capsule  infe- 

rior, 2-celled,  many-seeded. 

Order  5.  PENT ANDRI  A. i  Stamens  5. 

2065.  Pistacia.   Male.   Cal.  5-fid.   Cor.  O.   Female.   Cal.  3-fid.   Cor.  O.   Styles  5.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
2066.  Xanthoxylum.  Male.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  3-5.  Female  Ovaries  5.  Caps.  3-5,  one. seeded. 
2067.  Picramnia.  Male.  Cal.  3-5-parted.  Petals  3-5.  Stamens  3-5.  Female.  Styles  2.  Berry  2-celled, 2-seeded. 
2068.  Aniidesma.  Male.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  bifid.  Female  Stigmas  5.  Berry  cylindrical, 1-seeded. 
2069.  Iresine.  Male.  CaL  2-leaved.  Petals  5.  Scales  5-7.  Female.  Stigmas  2,  sessile  Caps,  with  downy seeds. 
2070.  Spinacia.    Male   CaL  5-parted.   Cor.  O.   Female.   Styles  4.   Seed  1,  within  the  indurated  calyx. 
2071.  Fluggea.  Male.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Rudiment  of  an  ovary.  Female.  Style  2-parted.  Stigmas 

recurved,  bifid.   Berry  4-seeded.   Seeds  with  an  arillus. 
2072.  Acnida.  Male  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Female.  CaL  3-parted.  Styles  O.  Stigmas  3,  sessile.  Caps 1-seeded. 

3G 
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,  2074.  Cannabis.  Male.  Cal.  5-parted.  Female.  Cal.  5-leaved,  entire,  opening  at  tbe  side.  Styles  2.  Nut Slvalved  within  tbe  closed  calyx. 
2074.  Hamulus.  Barren  fl.  Perianth,  single,  of  5  leaves.  Anthers  with  2  pores  at  the  extremity.  Fertile  fl. 

Scales  of  the  catkin  large,  persistent,  concave,  entire,  single-flowered.    Perianth.  O.   Styles  2.   Seed  1. 
2075.  Modecca.  Cal.  -5-fid.  Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Scales  5-10,  rarely  O.  Male.  Stamens  5.  An- thers erect   Female.  Caps,  stalked,  1-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded. 

Order  6;  HEXANDRIA. Stamens  6. 

2076.  Xerotes.  Cor.  6-parted,  somewhat  colored.  Male.  Stamens  6.  Anthers  peltate.  Female.  Stamens 
abortive.   Ovary  3-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells.    Caps,  cartilaginous,  3-celled,  3-valved.    Seeds  peltate. 

2077.  Elais.    Cal.  6-leaved.   Cor.  6-fid.    Style  1.   Stigmas  3.   Drupe  1-seeded,  fibrous.    Nut  3-valved. 
2078.  CharruBdorea.  Cal.  3-parted.  Cor.  3-parted.  Stamens  6.  Rudiment  of  a  style.  Female.  Scales  3. 

Styles  3.   Drupe  succulent,  1-seeded. 
3079.  Borassus.  CaL  3-leaved.  Cor.  hypocrateriform,  with  a  3-parted  limb.  Female.  Cal  8-9-leaved,  im- bricated.   Cor.  O.    Style  O.   Drupe  with  3  stones. 
2080.  Mauritia.    CaL  cyathiform,  somewhat  3-toothed.   Petals  3.    Drupe  1-seeded,  tessellated. 
2081.  Smilax.    CaL  5-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Styles  3.    Berry  3-celled.    Seeds  2. 
2082.  Tamus.    Cal.  6-parted.   Cor.  O.   Styles  3-fid.    Berry  3-celled,  inferior.    Seeds  2. 
2083.  Testudinaria.  Perianth.  6-parted,  spreading:  segments  linear,  nearly  equal.  Male.  Stamens  6, 

inserted  in  the  base  of  the  segments.   Female.    Styles  3,  united.    Capsule  membranous.   Seeds  winged. 
2084.  Rajania.    Cal.  6-parted.   Cor.  O.   Styles  5.   Samara;  1-seeded. 2085.  Dioscorea.  Cal.  6-parted.  Cor.  O.  Styles  3.  Capsule  3-celled,  compressed.  Seeds  2,  membranous. 

Leaves  generally  alternate. 
2086.  Maba.  Cal.  3-fid.   Cor.  tubular,  trifid.   Drupe  2-celled.   Cells  2-seeded. 

Order  7.  OCTANDRIA. Stamens  8. 

2087.  Populus.  Barren  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  lacerated.  Anthers  8-30,  arising  from  a  turbinate,  oblique, 
entire,  single  perianth.  Fertile  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  lacerated.  Perianth,  turbinate,  entire.  Stigmas  4. 
Caps,  superior,  2-celled,  2-valved,  many-seeded.   Seeds  comose. 

Order  8.    ENNEANDRI  A. Stamens  9. 

2088.  Mercurialis.  Barren  fl.  Perianth,  single,  tripartite.  Stam.  9-12.  Anthers  globose,  2-lobed.  Fertile  fl. 
Perianth,  single,  tripartite.    Styles  2.    Caps.  2-celled.   Cells  1-seeded. 

2089.  Hydrocharis.  Barren  fl.  Cal.  tripartite.  Petals  3,  "  the  three  interior  filaments  beaked."  Sm. Fertile  fl.  CaL  tripartite.  Petals  3.  Styles  6,  each  with  2  stigmas.  Caps,  inferior,  coriaceous,  roundish,  six- 
celled,  many-seeded. 

2090.  Triplaris.   CaL  3-parted.    Petals  3.   Stamens  9.   Styles  3.  Capsule  1-seeded,  3-valved. 

Order  9.  DECANDRIA. Stamens  10. 

2091.  Coriaria.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Scales  5.  Anthers  2-parted.  Styles  5.  Caps.  5, 1-seeded,  covered 
by  the  enlarged  scales. 

2092.  Kiggelaria.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5;  glands  5, 3-1  obed.  Anthers  perforated.  Styles  5.  Capsule  one- 
celled,  5-valved,  many-seeded. 

2093.  Schinus.   Cal.  5-fid.    Petals  5.   Berry  3-coccous. 
2094.  Gymnocladus.   Cal.  5-toothed.    Petals  5.   Style  I.    I,egumen  1-celled,  pulpy  inside. 
2095.  Carica.  Male.  Cal.  hardly  any.  Cor.  5-fid,  funnel-shaped.  Filam.  in  the  tube  of  the  cor.  Female. 

CaL  5-toothed.    Petals  5.   Stigmas  5.    Berry  furrowed,  1-celled,  many-seeded. 

Order  10.   DODEC ANDRI  A. Stamens  12. 

2096.  Stratiotei.  Male.  Spatha  2-leaved.  CaL  3-parted.  Petals  3.  Stamens  11-13,  perfect,  20  abortive. 
Ovary  inferior,  6-angular.   Styles  6,  2-parted.    Berry  6-celled,  many-seeded. 

2097.  Hycenanche.  Cal.  5-7-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  10-20.  Style  1.  Stigmas  3.  Caps.  3-celled,  3-coccous. Cells  2-seeded. 
2098.  Euclea.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-parted.  Stamens  15.  Ovary  superior.  Styles  2.  Caps,  berried, 3-horned,  3-celled.    Seeds  solitary,  with  an  arillus. 
2099.  Datisca.  Male.  Cal.  5-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  sessile.  Female.  CaL  2-toothed.  Styles  3.  Cap- 

sule 3-angular,  3-horned,  1-celled,  pervious,  inferior. 
2100.  Menispermum.  Male.  Cal.  2-leaved.  Petals  4  or  6  on  the  outside,  8  insida  Stamens  16.  Female. 

Stamens  8,  sterile.    Ovaries  2-3.    Berries  2,  1-seeded. 
2101.  Cocculus.  Sepals  and  petals  ternate,  usually  in  two,  rarely  in  three  rows.  Male.  Stamens  6,  distinct, 

opposite  the  petals.  Female.  Drupes  berried,  1-6,  generally  oblique,  reniform,  somewhat  compressed,  1-seeded. 
Cotyledons  distinct. 

Order  11.  ICOSANDRIA. Stamens  numerous,  inserted  in  the  calyx. 

2102.  Flacourtia.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  50-100.  Stigma  stellate,  sessile.  Berry  many-celled, with  2-seeded  cells. 
2103.  Pewmis.  Male.  Cal.  campanulate,  5-fid.  Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  calyx,  reflexed.  Stamens  about 

46,  glandular.   Female.   Scales  5,  subsagittate.   Ovaries  2-9.   Style  O.   Drupes  oval,  acuminata 
2104.  Gelonium.    CaL  5-leaved.    Cor.  O.    Stamens  152.    Stigmas  3,  lacerated.    Caps.  3-celled,  3-valved, 
S105.  Rottlera.  Male.  Cal.  2-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  30-40.  Female.  CaL  4-toothed.  Styles  3.  Caps. 

3-celled,  tricoccous,  3-seeded. 
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Order  12.  FOLYANDRIA. 
49b 

Stamens  numerous,  inserted  under  the  ovarium. 

2106.  Cliffbrtia.    Cal.  3-leaved.   Cor.  O.   Stamens  about  30.   Styles  3.    Caps.  3-celled.   Seed  1. 
2107.  Cycat.  Male.  Catkin  imbricated.  Cal.  a  spatulate  scale.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  globose,  sessile,  on  a 

scale.   Female.   Spadix  compressed,  2-sided.    Cal.  O.   Cor.  O.   Style  1.   Drupe  1-seeded. 
2108.  Zamia.  Catkin  like  a  cone  Male.  Calyx  an  obovate  scale.  Cor.  O.  Anthers  globose,  opening  by  » 

slit,  sessile  on  the  scale.  Female.  CaL  peltate  scales.   Ovaries  2.  Style  O.  Berries  2, 1-seeded. 

2109.  Latania.  Spadix  many-leaved.  Calyx  S-leaved.  Petals  3.  Stamens  15-16.  Drupe  coated,  with  three stones. 
2110.  Leptocarpus.  Cal.  6-leaved,  glumaceous.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  3.  Ovary  superior.  Style  1.  Stigmas  2 or  3.    Utricle  or  nut  crustaceous,  crowned  by  the  base  of  the  style. 
2111.  Ruscus.  CaL  6-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Male.  Rudiment  of  ovary  ovate,  perforated  at  end.  Female. 

Style  1.   Berry  3-celled.   Seeds  2. 
2112.  Araucaria.  Male.  Catkin  imbricated.  CaL  a  woody  scale.  Anthers  10-12,  united  in  a  scale.  Fe- 

male. Catkin  cone-shaped.  CaL  a  lanceolate  2-flOwered  scale.  Style  O.  Stigma  2-valved.  Nut  coriaceous, 
cuneiform,  winged  at  end. 

2113.  Juniperus.  Barren  fl.  Scales  of  the  catkin  subpeltate.  Perianth.  O.  Stam.  4-8, 1-celled.  Fertile  fl. 
Scales  of  the  catkin  few,  united  at  length,  fleshy,  and  surrounding  the  3-seeded  berry. 

2114.  Taxus.  Barren  fl.  Perianth,  single  at  the  base.  Stam.  numerous.  Anthers  peltate,  6-8-celled.  Cells 
opening  beneath.  Fertile  fl.  Perianth,  single,  urceolate,  scaly.  Style  O.  Drupe  fleshy,  perforated  at  the  ex- tremity. 

2115.  Ephedra.  Male.  A  catkin.  CaL  2- fid.  Stamens  7.  Anthers  4  inferior,  2  superior.  Female.  CaL 
2-parted,  quintuple.   Ovaries  2.    Seeds  2,  covered  by  the  berried  calyx. 

2116.  Cissampelos.  Male.  CaL  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Disk  rotate.  Stamens  5.  Filaments  connate.  Female. 
Cal.  1-leaved,  hgulate,  roundish.   Styles  3.   Berry  1-seeded. 

2117.  Exascaria.  Male.  Catkin  cylindrical  CaL  a  scale.  Filament  3-parted.  Female.  Calyx  3  scales. 
Caps.  3-coccous. 

2118.  Adelia.  Male.  CaL  3-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  OO.  Female.  CaL  5-parted.  Styles  3,  torn.  Cap- sule 3-coccous. 
2119.  Loureira.  Male.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  tubular,  campanulate,  5-fid.  Stamens  8-13,  cohering  at  base. 

Female.   Stigmas  3-4.   Capsule  dicoccous,  2-celled,  with  1-seeded  cells. 
2120.  Myristica.  Male.  CaL  O.  Cor.  campanulate,  trifid.  Filament  columnar.  Anthers  6-10,  connate. 

Female.  Style  1.  Stigmas  2.  Drupe  with  an  arilled  1-seeded  nut.  Seed  large,  veiny,  variegated  in  the inside. 
2121.  Nepenthes.  Cal.  4-parted,  spreading,  colored  inside.  Cor.  O.  Filament  columnar.  Anthers  15-17, 

connate'.   Stigma  peltate,  sessile.   Caps.  4-celled,  many-seeded. 2122.  Cluytia.  Male.  CaL  5-leaved  Petals  5.  Disk  glandular.  Stamens  5,  inserted  into  the  rudiment  of 
an  ovarium.  Female.  Styles  3.   Capsule  3-celled.   Seed  1. 

Stamens  united  into  one  body. 
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MONANDRIA. 
2041.  PANDA'NUS.  W.  Screw-Pine. 

13683  odoratissimus  W.    green-spined     J  O  or 
13684  fitilis  W.  en.  red-spined 
13685  spiralis  R  Br.  spiral 13686  humilis  W.  dwarf 
13687  amaryllifolius  Roxb.  entire-leaved 13688  candelabrum  Beauv.  Candlestick 
13689  fascicularis  W.  fascicled 

t  Dor  20 

1  I 

Pandaneie.    Sp.  7 — 25. ...     W     E.  Indies  1771 S  r.m  Rox.cor.l.  t.94-6 
W  Bourbon     ...  S  r.m  Ja.fra.  tl3,14.f.l 
W  N.  S.  W.  1805.  S  r.m 
W  Mauritius   ...  S  r.m  Jac.frag.  t.14.  f.2 
W  E.  Indies  1820.  S  r.m 
W  Guinea    1822.  S  r.m  Fl.  d'Oware,t21 W  E.  Indies  1822.  S  r.m  Rheede.  2. 1 6 

DIANDRIA. 
2042.  SA'LIX.  W. 13690  triandra  W. 

Willow. 
long-leaved tm  30 Amentacece. my.au  Ap Sp.  125—163. Britain    riv.ba.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1435 

13691  lanceolate sharp-leaved tm  30 
ap.my 

Ap 

England  raca.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1436 
13692  Hoppeana  W. 

Hoppe's 
i 

tm 
30 

ap.my 

Ap 

Austria    1820.  C m.s 

13693  undulate  W. wave-leaved tm  30 
ap.my 

Ap 

Germany    ...  C 

m.s 

13694  Villarsiana  W. 
Villars's 

or 6 
ap.my 

Ap 

S.  France  1818.  C m.s 

13695  amygdalina  W. Almond-leaved  S or 6 
ap.my 

Ap 

Britain     mar.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1936 

13696  decipiens  E.  B. 13697  RusseUiana  W. 
13£OQ    Hi  mil  ,  ,1  ,i  t    Z  it  'i  TK' xcxjoo  xiumDoiuiiana  w . 
13699  tetrasperma  W. 

varnished 
Bedford 
Humboldt's four-seeded 

or  8 
tm  40 

□  or  10 
ZJ  or  20 

my 

ap.my 

Ap Ap Ap Ap 

England  woods.  C 
England  mar.  C Pom  P it.ru  j.o4t>. 
E  Indies  1796.  C 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  1937 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  1808 
m.s  Rox.  cor.  1. 1.97 

13700  nigra  W. black or 20 

my Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811.  C m.s  An.bot.2.  t.5.  f.5 

13701  pentandra  W. Bay-leaved Si or 

15 

mr.jn 

Ap 

Britain    riv.ba.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1805 
13702  nigricans  W. 
13703  phylicif61ia  W. 

darkbroad-lvd.  St 
Tea-leaved  » 

or 
or 

10  ap 
limy 

Ap Ap 

England  os.hol.  C Scotland  scalp.  C 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1213 
m.s  Eng.  bot  1953 

13704  Wulfeniana  W. 
Wulfen's 

or 6 

my 
Ap 

Carinthia  1818.  C m.s 
13705  silesiaca  W. Silesian or 6 

my 
Ap 

Silesia      1816.  C m.s 
13706  Pontederana  W. 

Pontedera's 
or 3 

my 
Ap 

Switzerl.  1821.  C m.s 

13707  laurina  W. 
13708  tenuifolia  W. 
13709  Ammanniana  W. 

two-colored 
thin-leaved 

Ammann's 

& 

or 
or 
or 

8 
2 

20 

ap.my 

my.jn my.jn 

Ap 
Ap Ap 

England     ...  C Britain    sto.hi.  C 
Austria    1821.  C 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1806 
m.s  Eng.  bot.  2186 m.s  H.  sal.  tl7,18,19 

13710  hastata  W. halbert-leaved t or 15 

my Ap 

Lapland   1780.  C m.s  Fl.  lapp.  1 8.  £  g 
13711  serrulate  W. serrulate or 8 

my 
Ap 

Lapland  1810.  C m.s  Fl.  dan.  1 1238 13686 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2D41.  Pandanus.  The  Malay  name  of  the  genus  is  Pandang,  which  is  said  to  signify,  being  interpreted, 

something  to  be  regarded,  and  to  have  been  so  named  on  account  of  the  beauty  of  the  tree,  and  its  exquisite 
odor.  P.  odoratissimus  is  a  large  spreading  branching  bush,  with  stem-clasping  imbricated  leaves,  bearing 
some  resemblance  to  those  of  the  pine-apple ;  from  three  to  five  feet  long,  and  placed  in  three  spiral  rows  round 
the  extremities  of  the  branches.  It  grows  in  all  soils  and  situations  in  the  warmer  parts  of  Asia,  and  is  much 
employed  there  for  hedges.  It  grows  readily  from  branches,  whence  it  is  rare  to  find  the  full-grown  ripe  fruit. 
The  tender  white  leaves  of  the  flowers,  chiefly  those  of  the  male,  yield  that  most  delightful  fragrance,  for 
which  they  are  so  generally  esteemed,  and  for  which  the  plant  is  cultivated  in  Japan.  Of  all  the  perfumes,  it 
is  by  far  the  richest  and  most  powerful.  The  lower  pulpy  part  of  the  drupe  is  sometimes  eaten  by  the  natives 
in  times  of  scarcity  -and  famine.  The  tender  white  base  of  the  leaves  is  also  eaten  raw  or  boiled,  at  such 
melancholy  times.  The  taste  of  the  pulpy  part  of  the  drupe  is  very  disagreeable.  The  roots  are  composed  of 
tough  fibres,  which  basket-makers  use  to  tie  their  work  with ;  they  are  so  soft  and  spongy  as  to  serve  the 
natives  for  corks.  The  leaves  are  composed  of  longitudinal,  tough,  useful  fibres.  In  the  South  Sea  Islands, 
where  the  Pandanus  is  also  a  native,  this  or  some  other  species  or  variety  is  used  for  making  mats.  The 
leaves  are  beautifully  white  and  glossy.    In  the  Sandwich  islands  these  mats  are  handsomely  worked  in 
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13683  Leaves  at  back  and  edges  spiny-toothed,  Fruit  globose  solitary 
13684  Leaves  at  back  and  edges  spiny-toothed,  Fruit  globose,  Branches  ternate  dichotomous 
13685  Stem  without  stolones,  Clust  of  drupes  with  from  9  to  20  cells  obtuse  depressed  and  tessellate  at  end 
13686  Leaves  at  back  and  edges  spiny-toothed,  Fruit  globose  aggregated 13687  Leaves  quite  entire 
13688  Leaves  at  edge  and  back  serrate-spiny,  Branches  of  stem  erect 
13689  Leaves  and  edges  spiny-toothed,  Spines  distant,  Drupe  oblong  solitary,  Fruits  fascicled 

DIANDRIA. 
$  1.  Leaves  smooth-serrated. 13690  Leaves  lin.  obi.  serr.  smooth  rather  unequally  sloping  at  base,  Catkins  accompanying  the  leaves  triandrous, 

Ovary  stalked  ovate  compressed  smooth,  Stigma  nearly  sessile 
13691  Leaves  lanceolate  tapering  toward  each  end  serrat.  smooth  Footst.  decurr.  Catk.  accompanying  the  leaves 

triandrous,  Ovary  stalked  oblong  constricted  smooth 
13692  Leaves  lanceolate  tapering  at  each  end  serrated  glaucous  beneath,  Catkins  accompanying  the  leaves 

triandrous  polygamous,  Ovary  stalked  oblong  lanceolate  smooth,  Stigmas  sessile 
13693  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  obtuse  at  the  base  smooth  wavy  and  serrated,  Footstalks  decurrent,  Catkins 

accompanying  the  leaves  triandrous,  Ovary  stalked  elliptic  oblong,  Style  elongated 
13691  Leaves  elliptical  roundish  at  the  base  serrated  pointed  glaucous  white  beneath,  Catkins  accompanying 

the  leaves  triandrous,  Ovary  stalked  ovate  smooth,  Stigmas  sessile 
13695  Leaves  ovate  unequal  at  the  base  serrated  smooth,  Catkins  accompanying  the  leaves  triandrous,  Ovary 

stalked  ovate  compressed  smooth,  Stigmas  nearly  sessile,  Young  branches  furrowed 
13696  Lvs.  lane,  serrate  quite  smooth,  Petioles  somew.  glandular,  Ovary  narrowed  stalked,  Branches  varnished 
13697  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Ovaries  pedicellate  subulate  smooth 
13698  Lvs.  lin.  pointed  finely  serrat.  smooth,  St  am.  about  6,  Ovary  stalked  round.-ovate  smooth ,  Stigmas  sessile 
13699  Leaves  elliptic-lanceolate  pointed  finely  serrated  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Catkins  following  the  leaves, 

Stamens  about  6  deflexed,  Ovary  stalked  ovate  smooth,  Style  elongated 
13700  Leaves  ovato-lanc.  pointed  serrated  green  on  both  sides  smooth  with  a  downy  rib  and  footst.  Catkins  ac- 

companying the  leaves  vill.  Stam.  about  5  bearded  at  base,  Ovary  stalked  ov.  lane,  smooth,  Stigm.  divid. 
13701  Leaves  elliptic-lanceolate  or  ovate  pointed  crenate  glandular  smooth,  Footstalks  glandular  at  the  top, 

Catkins  following  tne  leaves,  Stam.  5  or  more  hairy,  Ovary  ovate  smooth  nearly  sessile 
13702  Leaves  ellipt.  lane,  acute  cren.  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Catkins  before  leaves,  Ovary  stalked  lane,  downy 
13703  Leaves  elliptical  lanceolate  with  wavy  serratures  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  somewhat  lunate 

glandular  on  the  inside,  Ovary  stalked  silky,  Style  longer  than  the  stigma 
13701  Leaves  obovate  bluntish  serrated  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Catkins  dense  with  fringed  scales,  Ovary 

stalked  awl-shaped  nearly  smooth,  Style  longer  than  the  stigmas 13705  Leaves  elliptical  acute  at  each  end  smooth  serrat.  green  on  both  sides  :  midrib  footstalks  as  well  as  young 
foliage  downy,  Catkins  before  the  leaves,  Ovary  ovato-lanceolate  long  stalked  smooth 

13706  Leaves  elliptical  acute  serrated  smooth  obtuse  at  base  glaucous  beneath :  midrib  footstalk  as  well  as  young 
foliage  hairy,  Ovary  oblong  downy 

13707  Leaves  elliptical  acute  tooth-serrated  smoothish  glaucous  beneath,  Ovary  lanceolate  silky 
13708  Lvs.  ellipt.  acute  serrat  smoothish  glaucous  ben.  Stip.  small  or  none,  Catk.  hairy,  Caps.  sess.  very  smooth 
13709  Leaves  oblong  elliptical  acute  serrated  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Footstalks  elongated  downy,  Stipules 

ovate  toothed  permanent,  Catkins  before  the  leaves,  Ovary  lanceolate  smooth 
13710  Lvs.  ovate  acute  serrated  undulate  crackling  smooth  heart-shaped  at  the  base  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules 

unequally  heart-shaped  longer  than  the  broad  footstalks,  Catkins  very  woolly,  Ovary  lane,  smooth 
13711  Lvs.  ovate  acute  serrated  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Footstalks  very  short  smooth,  Stipules  ovate  serrated 

permanent,  Catkins  accompanying  the  leaves,  Ovary  lanceolate  nearly  sessile 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
a  variety  of  patterns,  and  stained  of  different  colors.   The  branches  being  of  a  soft  spongy  juicy  nature-, cattle  will  eat  them  very  well  when  cut  into  small  pieces.   They  call  it  Wharra  tree  at  Otaheite.  (Hawksw. Fou.  il  217.) 
_  2042.  Salix.  From  the  Celtic  sal,  near,  and  lis,  water.  Our  common  name  osier,  seems  to  be  a  slight  altera- 

tion of  the  Greek  eima,  which  means  the  same  thing.  This  is  a  numerous  and  difficult  genus  of  trees  and 
shrubs,  with  one  or  two  exceptions  limited  in  their  range  to  the  temperate  regions  of  Europe  and  America. 
Many  of  the  species  are  distinguished  by  such  delicate  shades,  that  only  the  most  acute  botanists  can  recognize 
them.  Soil,  situation,  and  climate  produce  so  considerable  a  change  in  their  appearance,  as  to  render-it 
difficult  to  determine  what  are  species  and  what  varieties.  Those  species  which  attain  a  timber  size,  are 
chiefly  valued  for  the  rapidity  of  their  growth ;  they  produce  a  great  bulk  of  trunk  and  lop  in  a  short  time, 
and  the  bark  of  most  of  the  species  has  recently  been  used  in  tanning  j  being,  at  an  average  of  sorts,  about 
half  as  valuable  as  that  of  the  oak.  S.  alba  is  considered  the  most  valuable  timber  tree  of  the  genus ;  it  has 
a  branching  stem,  and  tapering  flame-shaped  head.  It  may  be  seen  pollarded  by  way-sides  in  most  parts  of 
Europe,  in  which  state  it  is  very  productive  of  poles,  fence  wood,  crate  ware,  fuel,  and  bark  for  the  tanner, 
which  is  considered  nearly  as  good  as  that  of  the  oak.   A  variety  of  this  species,  called  by  Pontey,  the  red 

3  G  3 
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13712  prinoides  PA. Prinos-like 
3? 

or 

10 
mr.ap 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811. C 
m.s 

13713  discolor  W. brown-branch.  SI or 8 

ap 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811. C m.s  Ann.bot.2.t.5.f.l 

13714  angustata  PA. narrow-leaved 3t or 10 

mr.ap 

Ap 

Pensylv.  1811. C m.s 
13715  petiolaris  W. dark  long-leav.  £ or 

10 

ap 

Ap 

England  mar. C m  s  Eng.  bot  1147 

13716  myricoides  W. Gale-like St 

or 

8 

ap 
Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811. C m.s  Ann.bot.2.t.5.f 2 
13717  cordata  W. heart-leaved m g An N.  Amer.  1811. 111.4    AI1U.  UUL.     1. 0. 1.9 

13718  rlgida  W. rigid $ 
or 15 

ap.my 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811. c m.s  Ann.bot2.t5.C4 

13719  lucida  W. 
shining 

or 8 

my Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811. c m.s  Ann.bot2.t5.f.7 

13720  amblgua  Psh. doubtful 

or 

20 

ap 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1821. 
13721  acutifolia  W. 
13722  vitellina  W. sharp-leaved  St 

yellow-branch, 
or 
clt 

8 
15 
ap  Ap mr.my  Ap 

Casp.  Sea  182a c m.s Ul.O   I UUL.  looy 
13723  fragilis  W. cracking or 

15 

Britain  mar. c m.s  Eng.  bot.  1807 

13724  prse'cox  W. 
early 20 ap.my 

Ap 

Austria  1820. c 
13725  Meyeriana  W. 
13726  babyl6nica  W Meyer's 

weeping or 
el 

20 
30 a  p..  my 

my 
Ap 

Ad 
Germany  1822. Levant  1692. 

c 
c 

DkS 

ras  Rauw.itl83.t25 
13727  purpurea  W. 
13728  pomeranica  W.en. 13729  Helix  W. 

bitter  purple 
Pomeranian Rose 1 

or 
or 

8 
10 

10 
mr 

my 

Ap 
Ap 
Ap 

England  mar. Pomeran.  1822. 
Britain  mar. 

c 
c 
c 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1388 
m.s 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1343 
13730  Lambertiana  W. 
13731  tetra'pla  Link. 13732  rfibra  W. 
13733  Forbyana  W. 

Boyton 
pretty Green  Osier 
Basket  Osier 

St 

St 

clt clt 

clt 

10 
4 
8 
g 

mr.ap mr.ap 

ap.my 

ap 
Ap 

Ap Ap 
Ap 

England  riv.ba.  C 
England  os.hol.  C 
England  os.hol.  C 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1359 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  1145 
m  a    T.'n  <r   Y\r\t   1  'il-t 1U.O   JCjllg.  UOt.  liXn 

13731  Croweana  IV. 
13735  malifolia  W. Crowe's Apple-leaved 

St 
St 

clt 
or 

8 
3 

ap.my 

ap 

Ap Ap 

England  mar.  C 
England  moun.  C 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  1146 m.s  Eng.  bot  1617 
13736  Houstoniana  Ph. 

Houston's 
St 

or 4 
ap.my 

Ap 

Virginia c m.s 
13737  falcata  PA. sickle-leaved St or 4 

ap.my 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811. c m.8 
13738  Starkeana  W. 

Starke's 
Si or 4 

ap.my 

Ap 

Silesia  1820. c 
ras 

13739  prunitolia  W. Plum-leaved St or 3 
ap.my 

Ap 

Scotland  sc.alp.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1361 
13740  myrsinitcs  W. Whortle-leav'dat 3 ap-jn 

Ap 

Scotland  scalp.  C m.s   JMlg.  OOl,  ioou 
13741  Waldsteiniana  W. 

Waldstein's 
St or 4 apjn 

Ap 

Croatia  1822. c m.s 
venuiosa  ji.  .o. 

13743  planifdlia  Ph. 13744  luscata  PA. 
13745  vacciniifSlia  E.  B. 

veiny-leaved  St flat-leaved  Sis 
brown-8temm'd  & Bilberry- leaved 

or 

or 
or 
or 

2 
2 
2 
2 

ap.ray 

ap 

ap.my 

Ap AP Ap 

Scotland  scalp.  C 
Labrador  1811.  C 
N.  Amer.  1811.  C 
Scotland  s.  of  sc.  C 

m.s  Eng.  bot  1362 
m.s 

m.s 
m.s  Eng.  bot  2341 

13746  carinSta  W. 
13747  cortiscans  W. 
13748  eriantha  Schleich. 

folded-leaved  St 
glittering  & 
woolly-flower'd  St or 

or 
or 

3 
3 
2 

ap.my ap.my 

ap 
Ap 
Ap 

Scotland  scalp.  C 
Germany  1818.  C 
Switzerl.  1823.  C 

m.s  Eng.  bot.  1363 
m.s  Jacq.  aust.  t  408 m.s 

13722  13723  13727    v  13729 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

twigged  upland  willow,  and  the  S.  Russelliana,  are  considered  the  two  next  best  species  of  the  tree  kind,  and 
indeed,  greatly  resemble  each  other. The  best  willows  for  hoops  and  basket  work  are  S.  viminalis,  stipularis,  rubra,  Forbyana,  triandra, 
mollissima,  and  vitellina.  S.  triandra  is  the  most  common,  and  is  grown  both  for  basket  work  and  hoops.  S. 
Forbyana  is  the  best  for  the  finer  sorts  of  basket  work.  S.  stipularis  is  the  species  commonly  cultivated  in 
Holland  for  hoops  and  rods.  S.  purpurea  is  one  of  the  toughest  of  willows,  and  the  extreme  bitterness  of  the 
leaves  and  twigs  renders  it  valuable  for  the  tanner,  for  withs  and  basket  work,  not  being  liable  to  be  eaten  by 
vermin,  and  for  hedges  which  cattle  will  not  brouse  on.    In  bands  for  thatching,  Linnaeus  says,  it  lasts  above 
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1S712  Lvs  oval-obL  acute  with  distant  wavy  serratures  smooth  glauc.  ben.  Stipules  i  heart-shaped  deeply  toothed, 
Catkins  villous  before  the  leaves,  Ovary  stalked  ovate  pointed  silky,  Style  elongated,  Stigma  cloven 

13713  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  smooth  bluntly  serrated  glaucous  beneath,  Catkins  before  the  leaves,  Scales  short 
rounded  hairy,  Ovary  awl-shaped  silky  on  a  stalk  thrice  the  length  of  the  scale 

13714  Lvs.  lane,  acute  very  long  gradually  tapering  at  base  finely  serrated  quite  smooth  scarcely  paler  beneath, 
Stip.  I  heart-shap.  Catkins  before  lvs.  erect  smooth,  Ovary  stalk,  ov.  smooth, Style  divid.  Stigm.  2-lobed 13715  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  smooth  glaucous  beneath  somewhat  unequal  at  base,  Stipules  lunate  toothed, 
Catkins  lax,  Ovary  stalked  ovate  silky,  Stigmas  sessile  divided 

13716  Lvs.  ovato-lanc.  bluntly  serr.  smooth  ac.  glauc.  ben.  gland,  at  base,  Stip.  ov.  with  gland,  serrat.  Catk.wool. 
Ovary  lanceolate  smooth  its  stalk  longer  than  the  scale,  Style  the  length  of  the  divided  stigmas 

13717  Lvs.  ovato-lanc.  serrat.  smooth  paler  ben.  heart-shaped  at  the  base,  Stip.  rounded  finely  toothed,  Catk. 
accomp.  lvs.  mostly  triand.  Sea.  lane,  woolly,  Ovary  stalked  lane,  smooth,  Style  length  of  divided  stigm. 

13718  Lvs.  ellipt.  lane,  rigid  smooth  sharply  serrat.  two  lowest  serratures  elongated,  Footst.  hairy,  Stip.  dilated 
round,  with  glanduL  serrat  Catk.  accomp.  lvs.  mostly  triand.  Sc.  woolly,  Ovary  lane.  smth.  on  long  stalk 

13719  Lvs.  ov  taper-point,  smooth  shining  with  glandul.  serrat.  mostly  crowded  at  stip.  tooth.  Catk.  accomp.  lvs. 
mostly  triand.  Scales  hairy  at  base  obt.  serr.  and  smooth  at  end,  Ovary  stalked  lane,  awl-shaped  smooth, 
Style  divided,  Stigma  obtuse 

13720  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  smooth  green  on  both  sides  with  gland,  serr.  Catkins  accomp.  lvs.  Nect  double 
rather  large :  its  lobes  lanceolate  smooth  toothed  at  the  summit ;  the  terminal  flowers  triandrous 

13721  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  uneq.  and  bluntly  serrated  smooth  somew.  glauc.  ben.  Branches  dark  purple  with  a  bloom 
13722  Leaves  lane,  acute  with  cartilaginous  serrat  smooth  above  glaucous  and  somew.  silky  ben.  Stip.  small  and 

deciduous  smooth  on  their  inside.  Ovary  sessile  ovato-lanceolate  smooth,  Stigmas  nearly  sessile  2-lobed 
13723  Leaves  ovato-lanc.  pointed  serrated  throughout  very  smooth,  Footstalks  glandular,  Ovary  ovate  nearly sessile,  Male  flowers  with  an  abortive  ovary 
13724  Leaves  broadly  lane,  pointed  smooth  with  glandular  serrat.  glaucous  beneath,  Footstalks  slightly  hairy 

without  glands,  Catkins  before  the  leaves,  Ovary  sessile  ovate  smooth,  Style  elongated 
13723  Triandrous,  Stamens  reflexed,  Leaves  about  four  inches  long  and  one  broad  smooth  and  green  beneath 
13726  Leaves  lanceolate  taper-pointed  sharply  serrated  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  £  ovate  taper-pointed 

revolute,  Catkins  naked  accompanying  the  leaves,  Ovary  ovate  sessile  smooth,  Branches  pendulous 
13727  Decumb.  Stain.  1,  Leaves  obovato-lanc.  serrated  smooth  narrow  at  base,  Stigm.  very  short  ov.  nearly  sess. 
13728  Lvs.  downy  serrulate  acum.  glaucous  beneath,  when  old  becoming  smoother,  Catkins  before  lvs.  Style  long 
13729  Erect,  Stamen  1,  Leaves  mostly  opposite  oblong  lane,  pointed  slightly  serrated  smooth  linear  at  base,  Style 

nearly  as  long  as  divided  stigmas 
13730  Erect,  Stam.  1,  Lvs.  obov.  lane.  ac.  serrat.  smth.  round,  at  base,  Stip.  none,  Stig.  very  short  ov.  notched  obt 
13731  Branches  downy,  Leaves  elliptical  acute  glaucous  beneath :  the  young  ones  downy 
13732  Stam.  combined  below,  Leaves  linear  lane,  elongated  acute  smooth  with  shallow  serrat.  green  on  both  sides 
13733  Erect,  Stamen  1,  Leaves  alternate  with  small  stipules  lanceolate  acute  with  shallow  serratures  smooth 

rounded  at  base  glaucous  beneath,  Style  nearly  as  long  as  the  linear  divided  stigmas 
13734  Stamens  combined  below,  Leaves  elliptical  slightly  serrated  quite  smooth  glaucous  beneath 
13735  Leaves  elliptic-oblong  toothed  waved  thin  and  crackling  very  smooth,  Stipules  heart-shaped  about  the length  of  the  footstalk,  Catkins  very  woolly,  Ovary  lanceolate  smooth  on  a  short  stalk 
13736  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute  very  finely  serrated  smooth  shining  and  green  on  both  sides,  Stipules  none, 

Catkins  accompanying  leaves  cylindrical  villous,  Scales  ovate  acute,  Stam.  3  to  5  bearded  half  way  up 
13737  Leaves  very  long  linear-lanc.  closely  serrated  tapering  gradually  and  somewhat  falcate  upwards  acute  at 

the  base  smooth  on  both  sides  :  the  young  ones  silky,  Stipules  crescent-shaped  toothed  deflexed 
13738  Leaves  elliptical  nearly  orbicular  smooth  somewhat  serrated  in  the  middle  rather  glauc.  beneath,  Catk. 

after  the  leaves,  Capsules  ovato-lanceolate  stalked  downy 
13739  Leaves  ovate  serrated  naked  smooth  and  even  above  glaucous  beneath,  Branches  rather  downy,  Capsules 

ovate  silky,  Style  as  long  as  the  stigmas 
13740  Leaves  elliptical  serrated  smooth  veiny  polished  on  both  sides,  Young  branches  hairy,  Ovary  awl-shaped 

clothed  with  silky  hairs,  Style  as  long  as  the  cloven  stigmas 
13741  Leaves  obovate-elliptical  smooth  rather  acute  serrated  in  the  middle  shining  above  somewhat  glaucous 

beneath,  Ovary  lanceolate  silky,  Young  branches  smooth 
13742  Lvs.  ov.  serrat  nak.  reticul.  with  promin.  veins  above  rather  glauc.  ben.  Ovary  ellipt.  silky,  Style  very  short 
13743  Somew.  erect  straggling,  Branches  polished,  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  acute  at  each  end  serrul.  in  midd.  very  smooth 
13744  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  acute  smooth  subserrated  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  small,  Ovaries  ovate  silky 
13745  Leaves  ovate  serrated  smooth  even  above  glaucous  and  silky  beneath,  Ovary  ovate  silky,  Style  as  long  as the  stigmas,  Stems  decumbent 
13746  Leaves  ovate  finely  toothed  smooth  minutely  veined  folded  so  as  to  form  a  keel,  Ovary  ovate  downy 
13747  Lvs.  ov.  ellipt.  ac.  serrat.  smooth  tapering  at  base  glauc.  ben. :  lower  serrat  glandular,  Caps.  ov.  lane.  smth. 13748  Leaves  oblong  acute  serrulate  whole  colored  beneath,  when  old  ouite  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
a  century  in  Scania.  Few  of  the  willow  species  can  be  considered  ornamental,  though  the  male  plants  of  S. 
pentandra  and  amygdalina  produce  numerous  showy  catkins  of  a  bright  yellow  color,  and  very  odoriferous. 
The  leaves  of  S.  pentandra  are  also  fragrant,  exuding  a  copious  yellow  resin  from  their  serrated  edges.  The 
down  of  the  seeds  of  this  and  other  species,  mixed  with  the  third  part  of  cotton,  has  been  found  a  useful  adulter, 
ation,  especially  for  stuffing  cushions  and  forming  candle-wicks.  Goldfinches  and  other  birds  line  their  nests with  this  material. 

The  weeping-willow  is  generally  admired ;  it  grows  wild  on  the  coast  of  Persia,  and  is  common  in  China.  It 
is  sometimes  said  to  have  been  introduced  by  Pope,  but  the  celebrated  specimen  of  that  tree  which  stood  in 3  G  4 
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18749  arbuscula  W. 
13750  humilis  W. 
13751  herbacea  W. 
13752  ulmifolia  Thuttl. 
13753  arbutifolia  W. 

little-tree humble 
least 
elm-leaved 
Arbu  t  us-lea  v'd 

St  or  2  ap  Ap  Scotland  scalp.  C  m.s  Eng.  bot.  1356 
&  Or  1J  ap  Ap    1820.  C  m.s 
Jtt  or  i  jn  Ap  Britain  scalp.  C  m.s  Eng.  bot.  1907 
-J*  or  I  my  Ap  SwitzerL  1821.  C  m.s 
j»  or     |  ap.my  Ap  SwitzerL  1818.  C  m.s 

13754  Kitaibeliana  W. 
13755  retfisa  W. 
13756  serpyllifolia  W. 13757  reticulata  W. 

Kitaibel's        ja  or  i  ap.my  Ap  Carpathi.  1823.  C  m.s blunt-leaved     jm  or  i  my  Ap  Italy       1763.  C  m.s 
Thyme-leaved  J*  or  J  my  Ap  SwitzerL  1818.  C  m.s 
wrinkled         j*  or  j  jn.jl  Ap  Britain    scalp.  C  co    Eng.  bot.  1906 

13758  myrtilloides  W. Myrtle-leaved St or 2 

my 
Ap 

Sweden    1772.  C m.s  ViLda.at50.f.ll 
13759  recurvata  Ph. recurved-flow. St or 3 

ap 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811.  C 
13760  Uva-ursi  PA. Bearberry-like  j* or 

|  ap.my 

Ap 

Labrador    ...  C m.s 

K761  cordifolia  PA. cordate-leaved or 3 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811.  C m.s 

13762  pedic'eUaris  Ph. pedicellated 

or 
3 

ap 

Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811.  C m.s 

13763  glauca  W. glaucous _!i or 2 

Ap 

Scotland  scalp.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1810 13764  sertcea  W. 

silky 
or i 

my  J 

Ap 

S.  Europe  1820.  C m.s  Vil.de.3.t.51.f.27 
13765  lanata  W. 

woolly 

Jt* 
or Q 

my 
Ap 

Lapland  1818.  C 

m.8 

13766  Lapponum  W. Lapland St or 2 

my Ap 

Lapland  1812.  C m.s  FLlappon.t8.f.l 
13767  arenaria  W. downy  mount or 3 my.jn 

Ap 

Scotland  scalp.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1809 
13768  cinirea  W. gray 

or 

15 

my 
Ap 

Britain   woods.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1897 
13769  obtusa  Zin*. blunt St or 4 

my 

Ap 

SwitzerL  1820.  C 
m.8 

13770  blcolor  W. two-colored St or 5 

my 
Ap 

Hercynia  1820.  C 

m.8 

13771  MuhlenbergifinaPA.  Muhlenberg's St or 3 

ap 
Ap 

N.  Amer.  1811.  C m.s  Ann.bot2.t5.f.9 

13772  Jacquiniana  W. 
Jacquin's 

St or 2 

ap 

An Austria    3818.  C m  s  Jac.  austX.  t  409 
13773  tristis  W. linear-leaved St or 4 

ap 
Ap 

N.  Amer.  1765.  C m.8 
13774  argentea  W. silky  sand St or 3 

my 
Ap 

Britain   san.sh  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1364 
13775  leucophylla  W. white-leaved St or 4 

my 
Ap 

Europe    1824.  C 
m.s 13776  elseagnoides  Schlei. Eleagnus-leav.  Se or 4 

my 
Ap 

Europe    1824.  C 

m.8 

13777  repens  W. 
creeping St or 2 

my 
Ap 

Britain  sa.hea.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  183 
13778  fusca  W. brown St 

or 

2 

my 

Ap 

Britain    m.hea.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1960 

13779  prostrata  W. prostrate 
St or 1 

my 
Ap 

Britain   m.al.p.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1959 
13780  SchraderiSna  W. 

Schrader's 
St 2 

my 
Ap 

Germany  1820.  C 

mi 

13781  pyrenaica  IV. Pyrenean 

St 

1 

my 
Ap 

Pyrenees  1823.  C 
m.s 

13782  hirta  W. hairy-branched  $ or 

15 

ap.my 

Ap 

England  woods.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1404 

13783  Dicksonitoa  W. 
Dickson's 

St or 1 

ap 
Ap 

Scotland  scalp.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1390 

13784  parvif61ia  E.  B. small-leaved St 

or 

2 
ap.my 

Ap 

England  moi.h.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1961 13785  adscendens  B. ascending Jtx or 
i  ap.my 

Ap 

England  moi.h.  C m.s  Eng.  bot.  1962 
13786  incubacea  » 

trailing 

St 

or 3 

my Ap 

Europe    1775.  C m.s 

13787  rosmarinifolia  JV. Kosemary-lvd.  St or 2 
ap.my 

Ap 

Britain    san.pl.  C m.s  Eng.  bot  1365 
13749 

13763 

13766  "~S»      ̂ -S-j  "  13772 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

the  poet's  garden  at  Twickenham,  was  a  cutting  from  some  rods  employed  in  a  package  which  came  from Spain.  Pope  being  present  when  the  package  was  opened,  observed  that  the  pieces  of  stick  appeared  as  if  they 
had  some  vegetation,  and  added,  perhaps  they  may  produce  something  which  we  have  not  in  England.  Under 
this  idea  he  planted  it  in  his  garden,  and  it  produced  the  willow  tree  that  has  given  birth  to  so  many  others ; 
not  as  the  parent  tree  of  all  the  willows  in  the  country,  but  as  an  admired  and  celebrated  specimen.  S.  herbacea 
is  not  properly  an  herbaceous  plant,  but  possesses  the  Linnean  character  of  a  tree,  and  is  the  smallest  yet 
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13749  livs.  lane.  acut  serrul.  smooth  glauc  ben.  Catkins  appearing  with  Its.  daps.  ov.  lane,  smooth,  Styles  twin 
13750  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  .acute  crenuL-serr.  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  obsolete,  Scales  short  round  with  long  hairs 
13751  Lvs.  orbicul.  somew.  retuse  serrated  shining  on  each  side,  Fern,  catkins  about  5-fl.  Caps.  ov.  lane,  smooth 
13752  Lvs.  obL  and  ovate  acute  toothletted  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  large  toothed,  Catkins  short.  Styles  long 
13753  Leaves  lane,  acute  obscurely  serrated  smooth  and  shining  on  both  sides  reticulated  with  veins  beneath, 

Ovary  lanceolate  hairy,  Style  elongated,  Stigmas  deeply  divided 
$  2.  Leaves  smooth  entire.  [lanceolate  smooth  ovary 

13751  Leaves  obovato-lanc.  ent.  emarg.  smooth  shining  above,  Catk  cylind.  many-fl.  Scales  shorter  than  ovato- 
13755  Leaves  obovate  entire  smooth  shining  above,  Fern.  catk.  obi.  of  few-fl.  Scales  length  of  obi.  smooth  ovary 
13756  Lvs.  ov.  or  ovato-lanc.  acute  ent  smooth  shin,  above,  Catk  obi  of  few-fls.  Caps,  ellipt  smooth,  Stigm.  sess. 
13757  Leaves  orbicular  somewhat  ellipt  obt.  entire  coriaceous  smooth  with  reticulated  veins  glaucous  beneath, 

Stigmas  nearly  sessile,  Capsule  shaggy 
13758  Lvs.  ovate  entire  bluntish  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Ovary  ovato-lanc.  smooth  its  stalk  longer  than  scale 
13759  Leaves  obov.  lane,  acute  entire  glandular  at  edge  smooth  glaucous  ben.:  young  ones  silky,  Stipules  none 
13760  Stem  depressed,  Leaves  spatulate  obovate  obtuse  entire  smooth  shining  above  gland,  at  margin  beneath, 

Stip.  none,  Catk.  lax,  Scales  obL  fringed,  Ovary  stalked  ovate  smooth,  Style  deeply  divid.  Stigm.  2Jobed 
13761  Stem  depressed,  Leaves  oval  rather  acute  entire  reticulated  with  veins  heart-shaped  at  the  base  smooth 

above  pale  with  a  hairy  rib  and  margin  beneath,  Stipules  J  heart-shaped 
13762  Stem  erect,  Branches  smooth,  Lvs.  obov.  lane,  acute  entire  smooth,  Stip.  none,  Catk.  stalked  very  smooth, 

Scales  oblong  scarcely  hairy,  Ovary  ovate  obL  smooth  its  stalk  twice  as  long  as  scale,  Stigm  sess.  divided 
§  3.  'Leaves  villous.  [ovate  woolly 13763  Leaves  nearly  entire  ellipt.-lanc.  even  and  nearly  smooth  above  woolly  ben.  Footst  decurrent,  Ovary  sess. 

13764  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  entire  obtuse  silky  on  each  side,  Caps,  ovate  oblong  villous  sessile 
13765  Leaves  roundish  ovate  acute  entire  shaggy  on  both  sides  hoary  beneath,  Capsules  sessile  smooth,  Style 

four  times  as  long  as  the  blunt  divided  stigmas 
13766  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  bluntish  clothed  on  both  sides  with  long  silky  hairs,  Ovary  sessile  very  woolly, 

Style  about  the  length  of  the  deeply  separated  cloven  blunt  stigmas 
13767  Leaves  nearly  entire  ovate  acute  reticulated  arid  somew.  downy  above  veiny  and  densely  woolly  beneath. 

Ovary  sessile  very  woolly,  Style  about  the  length  of  the  deeply  separated  linear  divided  stigmas 
13768  Stem  erect,  Lower  leaves  entire :  upper  more  or  less  serrated  obovate  lane,  reticulated  with  veins  glaucous 

and  downy  ben.  Stip.  half  heart-shaped  serr.  Ovary  lane,  stalked  silky,  Style  as  long  as  blunt  stigmas 
13769  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrulate  smooth  above  hairy  beneath,  Stipules  minute,  Catkins  long 
13770  Leaves  elliptical  acute  waved  and  slightly  serrated  nearly  smooth  glaucous  beneath,  Footstalks  dilated  at 

the  base,  Catkins  before  the  leaves.  Ovary  stalked  lanceolate  silky 
13771  Leaves  lanceolate  sharpish  nearly  entire  downy  revolute  veiny  and  rugose  beneath,  Stipules  lane,  decid. 

Scales  of  the  catk  oblong  fringed,  Ovary  ovato-lanceolate  silky  stalked,  Style  short,  Stigmas  divided 
13772  Leaves  elliptical  entire  tapering  at  each  end  polished :  the  veins  beneath  as  well  as  the  margin  hairy,  Ovary 

elliptical  downy,  Style  elongated 
13773  Leaves  entire  elliptical  somewhat  revolute  with  a  recurved  point  rather  downy  above  silky  and  shining 

beneath  as  well  as  the  branches,  Ovary  stalked  ovato-lanceolate  silky,  Style  shorter  than  the  stigmas 
13774  Leaves  elliptical  entire  recurved  acute  above  downy  beneath  silky,  Ovary  ovate  lanceolate  villous 
13775  Leaves  brown  above  downy  with  short  hairs  hoary  beneath  acute  nearly  entire 
13776  Leaves  obtuse  brown  smooth  and  opaque  above  silky  beneath  [ovate  downy,  Stem  depressed 
13777  Lvs.  ellipt.-lanc.  straight  somew.  point  nearly  ent  almost  naked  above  glauc.  and  silky  ben.  Ovary  stalked 
13778  Leaves  elliptic-obl.  acute  straight  flat  with  a  few  glandular  teeth  glaucous  and  silky  beneath,  Footstalks 

slender,  Stem  erect  much  branched,  Stipules  none 
13779  Leaves  elliptical  acute  convex  rarely  toothed  glaucous  rugged  and  silky  beneath,  Stem  prost  Branches 

elongated  straight,  Ovary  stalked  ovate  silky,  Style  shorter  than  the  stigm. 13780  Leaves  elliptical  acute  finely  downy  on  both  sides  glaucous  beneath  slightly  serrated  towards  the  point, 
Stipules  very  small,  Catkins  rather  before  the  leaves  ovate  hairy  v 

13781  Leaves  elliptical  entire  acute  at  each  end  reticulated  with  veins  glaucous  beneath  most  hairy  at  margin, 
Ovary  somewhat  stalked  ovato-lanceolate  villous,  Style  the  length  of  the  deeply  divided  stigm, 

13782  Leaves  elliptical  heart-shaped  pointed  finely  notched  downy  on  both  sides,  Stipules  half  heart-shaped flat-toothed  nearly  smooth,  Branches  hairy 
13783  Leaves  elliptical  acute  slightly-toothed  smooth,  Young  branches  very  smooth,  Catkins  ovate  short  erect, 

Ovary  stalked  ovate  silky,  Stigmas  ovate  obtuse  nearly  sessile 
13784  Lvs.  ellipt  nearly  ent  with  recurv.  points  glaucous  and  silky  ben.  Stem  decumbent,  Stipules  ovate  entire 
13785  Lvs.  ellipt-obl.  somew.  serrat  with  recurv.  points  glauc.  and  silky  ben.  Stem  ascend.  Stipules  ovate  serrated 
13786  Leaves  lane,  pointed  straight  somewhat  elliptical  entire  convex  smooth  above  glaucous  and  silky  beneath, 

Catkins  oval  erect,  Ovary  stalked  lanceolate,  Style  the  length  of  the  stigma 
13787  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  pointed  straight  entire  silky  beneath,  Stem  erect,  Stipules  upright  flat,  Catkins recurved,  Ovary  stalked  lanceolate  silky 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
known ;  being  only  from  one  to  three  inches  in  height  S.  retusa  is  nearly  as  little  as  S.  herbacea.  S.  vitellina 
with  its  brilliant  yellow  bark,  planted  in  shrubberies,  contrasts  well  with  evergreens  and  the  purple  twigged 
dogwood. 

Almost  all  the  willows  are  of  the  easiest  propagation  and  culture.  Plantations  for  basket-work  or  hoops should  be  made  on  deep  loamy  soil  on  the  banks  of  rivers,  within  reach  of  water,  but  by  no  means  saturated 
with  it  Few  willows  are  either  bog  or  marsh  plants.   The  cultivated  species  require  as  much  attention  as 
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13788  riparia  W. 
13789  angustifolia  W. 
13790  grlsea  W. 
13791  spatulita  W. 
13792  aurita  W.en. 
13793  uligin6sa  W.en. aurita  E  B. 
13794  aquatica  W. 13795  oleifolia  W. 
13796  cotinifiilia  W. 
13797  sphacelSta  W. 
13798  caprea  W. 
13799  Stuartiana  E.  B. 
13800  acuminata  W. 
13801  conifera  Ph. 
13802  viininalis  W. 
13803  mollissima  E.  B. 
13804  stipularis  W. 
13805  Candida  Ph. 
13806  Fluggeana  W. 13807  alba  W. 
13808  cserulea  E.  B. 
13809  rupestris  E.  B. 

13810  Andersoniana  /.'.  B. 
13811  Forsteriana  E.  B. 

13812  finmar'chica  W. 13813  holosericea  W. 
2043.  CECRO'PIA.  W. 13814  peltata  W. 
2044.  BO'RYA.  W. 

13815  porulpsa  W. 13816  ligustrina  W. 13817  acuminata  W. 
13818  prinoldes  W. 13819  nitida  W. 
13820  retfisa  W. 

§13821  album  JF. 
13822  nigrum  IV. 

13793 

DICECIA  DIANDRIA. Class  XXII. 

bank 

•S 

or 6 

ap.my 

Ap 

Germany  1821. C 
m.s 

narrow-leaved 

St 

or 3 
ap.my 

Ap 

Caspian 1825. C m.s 
grizzly 

3k 

or 6 
ap.my 

Ap 

Pensylv. 1820. 
C m.s 

spatulate or 5 
ap.my 

Ap 

Germany  1818. C m.s 
eared & clt 2 

ap.my 

Ap 

Europe 
1820. C 

m.s Hof.sal.l.t.22.£l 
marsh 

or 
2 ap.jn 

Ap 

Britain woods. c 
J-tUg.  UUL.  XtOi 

water 
1 

or 10 

ap Ap 

Britain w.thi. c 
"F,rur  hnfr  14.37 -I-ufg.  UUL.  140/ 

Olive-leaved or 4 mr 

Ap 

Britain thick. 
c m.s Eng.  bot.  1402 

Quince-leaved * or 2 

ap 

An 

Britain woods. 
JCUlg.  UUL.  LiVjo withered-point or 2 

ap.my 

Ap 

Scotland 

sc.  alp. 

C m.s Eng.  bot  2333 

great  round-lvd.  J 

or 

30 
ap.my 

Ap 

Britain dr.  wo. c m.s Eng.  bot.  1488 
ocuari  s si or 4 

jl.au 

Ap 

Scotland 

scalp. 

C ms Eng.  bot  2586 
acuminate or 15 

ap 
Ap 

Britain 
moi.w. 

C m.s Eng.  bot.  1434 
Cone-bearing or 10 

my 
Ap 

N.  Amer .  1820. C m.s Wa.am.t.31.f.72 

Common  Osier clt 12 
ap.my 

Ap 

Britain os.gro. C 
m.s 

Eng.  bot  1838 

Smith's 
or 

20 ap.my 

Ap 

England os.gro. c Eng.  bot  1509 
auricled 

clt 
6 

mr.ap 

Ap 

England 
os.gro. C 

m.s 
Eng.  bot  1214 hoary 

S or 10 
ap.my 

Ap 

N.  Amer .  1811. C m.s 

Flugge's 

*£ 

or 10 
ap.my 

Ap 

S.  France 1820. 
c m.s 

Vi.del.3  t.51.f.28 
common  white clt 

40 ap.my 

Ap 

Britain woods. 
c l-iilg.  UUL.  ZtOU 

blue 

or 
40 

ap.my 

Ap 

England m.me. C m.s Eng.  bot.  2431 
silky  root 

or 
3 

ap 

Ap 

Scotland 
scalp. 

c 
m.s 

Eng.  bot.  2342 

'.  Anderson's or 3 
ap.my 

Ap 

Scotland sc.mo. Q m  s 
Tariff  hnf- 

Forster's at or 10 
ap.my 

Ap 

Scotland sc.  wo. c 
m.s 

Eng.  bot  2344 
Finmarck s or 

10 

ap.my 

Ap 

Sweden 1825. c 
m  s 

velvety 
or 8 

ap.my 

Ap 

Germany 
1822. c 

Snake- Wood. Urticece.    Sp.  1 — 3. 
peltated 

ii 
Z]or 

30 

Ap 

Jamaica 1778. 
C 

p.l 

Lam.  ill.  1 800 
BoRYA. Euphorbiacae.   Sp.  6. Florida 

un 
6 G Florida 1806. 

c Privet-leaved SI 
un 

6 G N.  Amer. 1812. c 
m  s pointed 

& un fi G N.  Amer. 1812. 
c m.s Mich.ame.2.t.26 

Prin  os-like 

*i 

 I  un 

6 G N.  Amer. 
1824. 

c 
m.s 

shining 

*i 

 I  un 

6 G N.  Amer. 1824. Q 
glaucous 

*i 

 |  un 

6 G N.  Amer. 1824. C m.s 

TRIANDR1A. 
Crow  Berry. 

Sp.  2—3. 
white-berried 

a. 
or 

1* 

apjn 

Ap 

Portugal 
1774. L 

s.p 

black-berried 
tt 

or 
1 

ap.my 

Ap 

Britain mhe. L 

s.p 

Eng.  bot.  526 

13803 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
young  trees  in  a  nursery,  otherwise  they  will  soon  become  stunted  and  of  irregular  growth.  Excellent 
directions  for  their  culture  may  be  found  in  Sang's  Planter's  Kalendar. 2043.  Cecropia.  From  nix«a.ya,  to  cry  out,  a  sort  of  translation  of  the  English  word  trumpet-wood.  This 
tree  has  the  trunk  and  branches  hollow  every  where,  and  sloped  from  space  to  space  with  membranaceous 
septas,  and  answering  to  so  many  annual  marks  in  the  surface.  The  leaves  are  large,  peltate,  lobed  like  those 
of  Carica  Papaya,  and  placed  at  the  ends  of  the  branches.  The  fruits  rise  four,  five  or  more,  from  the  very 
top  of  a  common  peduncle,  and  shoot  into  so  many  oblong  cylindrical  berries,  composed  of  a  row  of  little  acini, 
something  like  our  raspberry,  which  they  resemble  in  flavor  when  ripe,  and  are  agreeable  to  most  European 
palates  on  that  account.  The  wood  of  this  tree,  when  dry,  is  very  apt  to  take  fire  by  attrition.  The  native Indians  have  taken  the  hint,  and  always  kindle  their  fires  in  the  woods  by  rubbing  a  piece  of  it  against  some 
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13788  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  with  small  glandular  teeth  entire  at  the  base  clothed  with  close-pressed  hairs 
above  downy  and  rugged  with  veins  beneath,  Ovary  ovate  smooth 

13789  Leaves  linear  very  narrow  without  stipules  nearly  entire  ovate  at  the  base  hoary  above  silky  beneath 
13790  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  serr.  smooth  above  glauc.  and  silky  beneath.  Stipules  linear  deflex.  deciduous, 

Catk.  before  the  leaves,  Scales  hairy,  Ovary  stalked  oblong  silky,  Stigm.  nearly  sessile 
13791  Leaves  lanceolate-obovate  with  a  recurved  point  serrated  at  the  end  clothed  with  depressed  hairs  above 

rugged  veiny  and  downy  beneath,  Stipules  lanceolate 
13792  Leaves  obovate  lanceolate  obtuse  mucronate  with  a  hooked  point  subserrate  green  above  hoary  beneath 
13793  Leaves  obovate  with  a  recurved  point  with  wavy  serrat  at  end  green  and  downy  above  hoary  and  shaggy 

with  rugged  veins  beneath,  Stip.  £  heart-shaped  toothed,  Caps,  lanceolate  stalked,  Stigm.  nearly  sessile 
13794  Lvs.  slightly  serrat.  obov.-ellipt  downy  flat  rather  glauc.  ben.  Stipules  rounded  tooth.  Stigm.  nearly  sess. 
13795  Lys.  obov.  lane,  flat  rather  rigid  minute,  indent,  ac.  undent,  glauc.  and  hairy,  Stip.  small  notch.  Catk.  ellipt 
13796  Lvs.  ellipt  almost  circular  slightly  tooth,  downy  with  rectang.  veins  ben.  Style  as  long  as  notched  stigmas 
13797  Leaves  entire  elliptical  acute  even  downy  on  both  sides  somewhat  withered  at  the  point,  Stipules  obsol. 

Ovary  lanceolate  silky  on  a  long  hairy  stalk,  Stigmas  nearly  sessile 
13798  Leaves  ovate  pointed  serrated  waved  downy  beneath,  Stipules  somewhat  crescent-shaped,  Ovary  ovate 

downy  on  a  long  hairy  stalk,  Stigmas  undivided  nearly  sessile 
13799  Leaves  nearly  entire  lanceolate  acute  shaggy  above  densely  silky  beneath,  Stigmas  capillary  deeply 

divided,  Style  as  long  as  the  ovary 
13800  Leaves  lane,  oblong  pointed  waved  slightly  downy  beneath,  Stipules  kidney-shaped,  Ovary  ovate  silky, 

Style  the  length  of  the  linear  stigmas 13801  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  acute  distantly  serrated  smooth  above  flat  and  downy  beneath,  Stipules  lunate 
somewhat  toothed,  Ovary  stalked  lanceolate  silky,  Style  elongated,  Stigm.  deeply  cloven 

13802  Leaves  linear  inclining  to  lanceolate  very  long  pointed  entire  somewhat  wavy  silky  beneath,  Branches 
straight  and  slender,  Ovary  sessile,  Style  as  long  as  the  undivided  linear  stigmas 

13803  Leaves  lanceolate  pointed  obsoletely  crenate  whitish  and  silky  beneath,  Stipules  crescent-shaped  minute, 
Stigmas  linear  deeply  divided  about  the  length  of  the  style 

13801  Leaves  lane,  pointed  obscurely  crenate  downy  beneath,  Stipules  half  heart-shaped  very  large,  Nectary 
cylindrical,  Stigmas  linear  undivided  longer  than  the  style 

13805  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  pointed  revol.  obscurely  toothed  downy  above  snow-white  and  cottony  beneath, 
Stip.  lane,  about  the  length  of  the  footstalk,  Scales  of  the  catk.  with  hairs  as  long  as  the  stamens 

13806  Lvs.  obi.  lane.  ac.  at  each  end  nearly  ent.  without  stipul.  smooth,  above  downy  ben.  Ovary  ovate  lane,  silky 
13807  Leaves  elliptic-lanceolate  acute  serrated  permanently  silky  on  both  sides :  the  lowest  serratures  glandular, 

Stamens  hairy,  Stigmas  deeply  cloven 
13808  Lvs.  lane  taper-point,  serrat :  under-side  at  length  almost  naked ;  lowest  serratgland.  Stigm.  deeply  cloven 
13809  Leaves  obovate  serrated  flat  even  silky  on  both  sides,  Stipules  hairy,  Branches  minutely  downy,  Ovary 

stalked  awl-shaped  silky,  Style  as  long  as  the  undivided  stigmas 
13810  Leaves  elliptic  obi.  acute  finely  notched  slightly  downy  paler  beneath,  Stipul  as  half-ovate  nearly  smooth, 

Branches  minutely  downy,  Ovary  stalked  smooth,  Style  as  long  as  the  cloven  stigmas 
13811  Leaves  elliptical  obovate  acute  notched  slightly  downy  glaucous  beneath,  Stipules  vaulted,  Branches 

minutely  downy,  Ovary  stalked  silky,  Style  longer  than  the  thick  undivided  stigmas 
13812  Lvs.  obi.  acute  entire  silky  on  each  side  hoary  ben.  Ovaries  long-pointed  lax,  Scales  very  blunt  smooth 13813  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  toothl.  at  end  smooth  above  rugose  and  soft  beneath,  Caps,  downy  lane  Stigmas  sessile 

13814  Leaves  9-lobed :  lobes  oblong  bluntish  hispid  and  rough  above  white  and  downy  beneath 

13815  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  obtuse  sessile  coriaceous  revolute  at  edge  dotted  beneath 13816  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  acute  subsessile  somewhat  membranous 
13817  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  narrowed  at  each  end  stalked  membranous  serrulated 
13818  Leaves  2f  inches  long  1  broad  serrated 
13819  Leaves  acute  serrulate  very  smooth  shining  opposite  and  alternate 
13820  Leaves  alternate  tapered  into  a  short  stalk  retuse  emarginate  mucronulate  very  smooth  glaucous 

TRIANDRIA. 
13821  Erect,  Branches  downy,  Leaves  linear  revolute  at  edge  roughish  above 
13822  Procumbent,  Leaves  linear  oblong 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
harder  wood.  The  bark  is  strong  and  fibrous,  and  is  frequently  used  for  all  sorts  of  cordage.  The  trunk  is 
very  light,  and  for  that  reason  much  used  for  bark-logs  and  fishing-floats.  The  smaller  branches,  when  cleaned 
of  the  septums,  serve  for  wind  instruments.  Both  trunk  and  branches  yield  a  great  quantity  of  fixed  salt, 
which  is  much  used  among  the  French,  to  despumate  and  granulate  their  sugars.  The  fruit  is  much  fed 
upon  by  pigeons  and  other  birds,  and  thus  the  tree  is  much  spread  and  propagated.  (Browne.)  It  may  be  in- creased like  Brosimum. 

2044.  Borya.  Named  in  honor  of  M.  Bory  de  St  Vincent,  a  distinguished  French  traveller  and  naturalist, 
known  out  of  the  scientific  world  by  the  violence  of  his  liberal  opinions.  Small  bushes  of  North  America,  of little  beauty.   Sir  James  Smith  has  altered  the  name  to  Bigelovia. 

2045.  Empetrum.   So  called  from  the  places  of  its  natural  growth,  sv,  in,  and  mr^ts,  a  stone.   E.  nigrum  is 
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2046.  WILLDENCVIA.  Th.  Willdenovia. 
13823  teres  W. 
*2047.  RES'TIO.  W. 13824  tectorum  W. 
13825  virgatus  W. 

§13826  dichotomus  W. 
13827  paniculatus  W. 
13828  vaginatus  W. 

2049.  PHCE'NIX.  W. 13831  dactyllfera  W. 13832  reclinSta  W. 
13833  farinlfera  W. 
13834  acaolis  Eoxb. 
2050.  STILA'GO.  W. 13835  Bunius  W. 

13836  diandra  W. 
2051.  OSY'RI&  W. 13837  alba  W. 

round-stalked  Mi  lAI  pr 
Rope  Grass. 

thatch twiggy 

dichotomous 

panicled sheathed 
2048.  ELE'GIA.  W.  Elegia. 

13829  juncea  Tkunb.  Rush-like 13830  racemosa  Lam.  racemed 

jlUr  iAJ  un 
Mi  iAI  un 
Mi  i  Al  un Mi  i  Al  un 
Mt  i  Al  un 

ll  i  Al  un 
Mi  i  Al  un 

Restiaceee. 2  jn.jl  Ap 
Restiaceee. 3  my.jn  Ap 

3  my.jn  Ap 
3  my.jn  Ap 2  my.jn  Ap 
3  my.jn  Ap 

Sp.  1—3. 
C.  G.  H. 

Sp.  5—47. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 

Date  Palm. 
common reclining 
small 
stemless 
Stilago. 

Laurel-leaved diandrous  } 
Poet's  Cassia. 
white  i 

£i_Jor  10 1  dor  8 
1  LZjor  6 

□  un  20 

i_Jor  3 

Restiaceee. 
Sp.  2— 3. 

jl.au  Ap C.  G.  H. 1789. C 

Lp 

my.jn  Ap C.  G.  H. 1804. C 

Lp 

Pal  ma.   Sp.  4. 
...  W.Q Levant 

1597. 
S r.m 

...  W.o C.  G.  H. 1792. s 

Lp 

...  W.o V..  Indies 
1800. 

s r.m 
...  W.G E  Indies 1816. s r.m 

Sp.  2. 

au  Ap 
E.  Indies 1757. c 

P-l 

...  Ap 
E  Indies 1800. c 

p.l 

SantalacecB. 
Sp.  1—2. ...  W S.  Europe  1739. c 

Lp 

1790.  R  s.p  Ac.h.l790.t2.f.2 

1793.  R  s.p  Ro.gra.10.  t3.f.2 
1824.  R  s.p  Rotgra.5.  t.l.  f.2 
182a  R  s.p  Rotgra.4.t2.f.l 1824.  R  s.p  Rotgra.4.t2.f.3 1820.  R  s.p 

Rotgra.8.  t3.  f.4 Lam.ilL  t.  804.  f.4 

Jac.frag.27.t24 

Rhee.mal.4.  t56 liox.  cor.2.  t.166 

Lam.  ill.  t. ! 

TETRANDRIA. 

2052.  AU'LAX.  R.  Br.     Aulax.  Proteacear.  Sp.2. 13838  pinifolia  R.  Br.       Pine-leaved      »  □  or    2  jls       Y      C.  G.  H.   1780.  C  Lp  Bot  rep.  76 
13839  umbellata  R.  Sr.     umbelled         »  □  or    2  jn.au    Y      C.  G.  H.   1774.  C  Lp  Bot.  rep.  248 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
very  common  in  the  northern  parts  of  Europe,  in  elevated  situations,  on  dry,  barren,  moorish,  or  boggy  soils. 
It  is  more  patient  of  cold  than  even  the  common  heath.  The  Highlanders'  children  eat  the  berries,  but  they are  no  very  desirable  fruit ;  and  taken  in  large  quantities,  are  said  to  bring  on  a  slight  head-ache.  The  Russian 
peasants,  however,  eat  them,  and  the  Kamtschadales  gather  great  quantities  of  them  to  boil  with  their  fish,  or 
to  make  a  sort  of  pudding  with  the  bulbs  of  their  lillies.  They  are  esteemed  antiscorbutic  and  diuretic. 
Grouse  and  heathcocks  feed  upon  them,  and  they  give  the  excrement  a  tinge  of  purple.  Boiled  in  alum- 
water  they  afford  a  dark  purple  dye ;  and  boiled  with  fat,  they  are  said  to  be  used  in  dying  otter  and  sable  skins 
black.  Cattle  do  not  seem  to  browse  on  this  shrub.  The  French  word  Camarine,  is  an  alteration  of  Cama- 
rinhas,  the  Portuguese  name  of  E  album. 

2046.  Willdenovia.  A  rush-like  plant,  with  long  flexible  slender  shoots,  named  in  honor  of  Charles  Louis 
Wilklenow,  a  celebrated  Prussian  botanist,  whose  edition  of  Linna?us's  Species  Plantarum  is  not  only  the  best which  has  been  published  in  modern  days,  but  excellent  in  itself. 

2047.  Restio.  From  restis,  cord ;  the  supple  shoots  of  many  species  are  used  as  withs  at  the  Cape  of 
Good  Hope.  The  houses  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope  are  commonly  thatched  with  this  plant  both  in  town  and 
country,  and  sometimes  whole  huts  are  built  with  it.  A  roof  thatched  with  it  will  last  twenty  or  thirty  years, 
and  would  last  much  longer,  if  the  south-east  wind  did  not  blow  much  dirt  into  it,  which  causes  it  to  rot. 

2048.  Elegia.  From  iXtyot,  lamentation,  in  allusion  to  the  sad  or  mourning  color  of  the  whole  plant.  A 
hard  rushy  plant,  with  the  habit  of  a  Restio. 

2049.  Phoenix.  The  Greek  name  of  the  date,  and  probably  so  called  from  Phoenicia,  whence  the  best  dates 
were  brought  Dactylifera  is  the  Greek  version  of  Palma,  both  signifying  the  hand,  to  the  fingers  of 
which  the  ancients  likened  the  bunches  of  dates.  P.  dactylifera  is  a  lofty  palm,  with  a  rugged  trunk,  on 
account  ol  the  persisting  vestiges  of  the  decayed  leaves.  These  leaves,  when  the  tree  is  grown  to  a  size  for 
bearing  fruit,  are  six  or  eight  feet  long,  with  pinnse  three  feet  long,  and  a  little  more  than  an  inch  broad.  The 
flowers  of  both  sexes  come  out  in  very  long  bunches  from  the  trunk  between  the  leaves,  and  are  covered  with 
a  spatha,  which  opens  and  withers ;  those  of  the  male  have  six  short  stamina,  with  narrow  four-cornered anthers  filled  with  farina.  The  female  flowers  have  no  stamina,  but  have  a  roundish  germ,  which  afterwards 
becomes  an  oval  berry,  with  a  thick  pulp  enclosing  a  hard  oblong  stone,  with  a  deep  furrow  running  longitudi- 

nally. The  fruit  of  this  tree  makes  a  great  part  of  the  diet  of  the  inhabitants  of  Arabia  and  part  of  Persia. 
In  Upper  Egypt  many  families  subsist  almost  entirely  upon  it  They  make  a  conserve  of  it  with  sugar ;  and 
even  grind  the  hard  stones  in  their  hand-mills  for  their  camels.  In  Barbary  they  turn  handsome  beads  for 
paternosters  of  these  stones.  The  date  is  said  to  strengthen  the  stomach  and  intestines,  to  stop  looseness,  and 
promote  expectoration,  for  which  purpose  it  is  given  in  pectoral  decoctions.  It  is  also  recommended  in  the 
piles,  given  in  red  wine.  From  the  leaves  of  the  "tree  they  make  baskets  or  bags  in  Barbary.  In  Egypt  they make  fly-flaps  of  them,  and  brushes  to  clean  their  sofas  or  clothes.  The  hard  boughs  are  used  as  fences  to 
their  gardens,  and  cages  to  carry  their  fowls  to  market.  The  trunk  is  split  for  the  same  purposes,  and  is  even 
used  in  small  buildings.   It  serves  likewise  for  firing.  The  threads  of  the  web-like  integument  between  the 
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13823  Culm  and  branches  round  smooth 

13824  Culm  simple  leafless,  Spikes  racemose  somewhat  1-sided  roundish  triquetrous  cernuous  with  bracteee 
13825  Cuim  dichotomous  leafy,  Branches  compressed,  Spikes  panicled  pendulous 
13826  Culm  dichotomous  leafy  decumbent,  Branches  round,  Spikes  solitary  and  alternate 
13827  Culm  dichotomous  leafy,  Branches  compressed,  Spikes  sessile  alternate  erect 
13828  Culm  simple  leafless,  Spikes  alternate  erect,  Scales  acuminate 

13829  Culm  simple  nearly  naked,  Spathes  very  large  ovate  nearly  acute,  Spikes  clustered  thyrsoid 
13830  Culm  channelled,  Spathes  large  ovate  obtuse,  Spikes  racemose 

13831  Fronds  pinnated  unarmed,  Leaflets  folded  together  linear-lanceolate  straight 
13832  Fronds  pinnated  unarmed,  Leaflets  folded  together  linear-lanceolate  loosely  spreading 13833  Fronds  pinnated  unarmed,  Leaflets  linear-subulate  folded  together,  Flowers  hexandrous 
13834  Pinnffi  hnear-ensiform  folded  together :  lower  spiny 

13835  Flowers  triandrous 
13836  Flowers  diandrous 

13837  The  only  species 

TETRANDRIA. 
13838  Leaves  filiform  channelled 
13839  Leaves  flat  spatulate-linear 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
boughs  make  ropes  and  the  rigging  of  smaller  vessels.  The  juice  of  the  date  tree  is  procured  by  cutting  ofi 
the  head  or  crown  of  the  more  vigorous  plant,  and  scooping  the  top  of  the  trunk  into  the  shape  of  a  basin ; 
where  the  sap  in  ascending  lodges  itself,  at  the  rate  of  three  or  four  quarts  a  day,  during  the  first  week  or 
fortnight ;  after  which,  the  quantity  daily  diminishes,  and  at  the  end  of  six  weeks  or  two  months  the  tre,e becomes  dry,  and  serves  for  timber  or  firewood.  This  liquor,  which  has  a  more  luscious  sweetness  than  honey, 
is  of  the  consistence  of  a  thin  syrup,  but  quickly  becomes  tart  and  ropy,  acquiring  an  intoxicating  quality,  and 
giving  upon  distillation  an  agreeable  spirit  or  araky,  which  is  the  general  name  in  the  Fast  for  all  hot  liquors extracted  by  the  alembick. 

F.  farinifera  produces  black  drupes  of  the  size  of  a  large  kidney  bean ;  these  the  natives  of  Coromandel  eat 
as  gathered  from  the  bush  without  any  preparation.  The  leaflets  are  wrought  into  mats ;  the  common  petioles 
are  split  into  three  or  four,  and  used  for  making  ordinary  baskets  of  various  kinds ;  but  they  are  not  so  proper 
for  this  purpose  as  the  bamboo.  The  small  trunk,  when  divested  of  its  leaves,  and  the  strong  brown  fibrous 
web  that  surrounds  the  trunk  at  their  insertions,  is  generally  fifteen  or  eighteen  inches  long,  and  six  in  diameter 
at  the  thickest  part  j  its  exterior  or  woody  part  consists  of  white  fibres  matted  together,  which  envelope  a 
large  quantity  of  farinaceous  substance,  used  as  food  by  the  natives  in  times  of  scarcity ;  but  to  separate  this 
from  the  fibres,  the  trunk  is  split  into  six  or  eight  pieces,  then  dried,  beaten  in  wooden  mortars,  and  afterwards 
sifted :  the  rest  of  the  preparation  consists  in  boiling  the  meal  into  a  thick  gruel,  or,  as  it  is  called  in  India, 
congee.    It  seems  to  be  much  less  nutritive  than  sago,  and  is  less  palatable. 

2050.  Stilago.  Perhaps  so  called  from  the  length  of  the  style ;  but  the  name  is  unexplained  by  its  author. 
S.  diandra  produces  an  eatable  fruit  used  by  the  natives,  but  not  esteemed  by  Europeans.  The  species  thrive 
in  sandy  loam,  and  outtings  root  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2051.  Osyris.  The  Greek  name  of  a  tree  with  long  supple  branches,  which  were  used  for  brushes  and  similar 
purposes.  The  modern  shrub  has  also  slender  flexible  branches,  of  which  packing  materials  are  formed throughout  the  south  of  Europe. 

2052.  Aulax.  From  cwAag,  a  furrow ;  in  allusion,  we  presume,  to  the  furrows  on  the  under-side  of  the  leaves 
of  the  original  species.  Neat  shrubs  with  narrow  leaves ;  nearly  allied  to  Protea.  This,  Sweet  observes,  is  "  a pretty  genus  belonging  to  the  Proteacea;,  which  thrives  best  in  a  very  sandy  loam,  with  a  great  many  potsherds 
broken  small  at  the  bottom  of  the  pot,  to  let  the  water  drain  off  freely,  as  they  frequently  get  too  much  water, 
which  makes  the  mould  sodden,  and  stagnates  their  growth.  Ripened  cuttings,  taken  off  at  a  joint,  and  planted 
in  a  pot  of  sand,  will  strike  root,  if  placed  under  a  hand-glass  in  the  propagating  house,  and  the- glass  to  be  oc- casionally left  off,  an  hour  or  two  at  a  time,  to  give  them  air,  and  keep  them  from  damping ;  which  should  be 
done  in  a  morning  before  the  sun  has  much  power,  or  it  will  make  them  flag  and  injure  them.  Plants  are  readily 
raised  from  seeds,  which  should  be  sown  in  a  mixture  of  two-thirds  loam  and  one-third  sand :  as  soon  as  they 
come  up,  they  should  be  planted  off  in  small  pots,  in  the  same  kind  of  soil,  as  they  are  very  apt  to  die,  if  left 
too  long  in  the  seed-pot."  {Bot.  Cult.  143.) 
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2053.  LEUC  ADEN'DRON.  R.  Br.  Leucadendron. Proteacete. 
Sp. 

24—37. 
13840  argenteum  R.  Br. Silver  Tree 

tCD  or 
15 Y t. G.  H. 169a C 

13841  plumosum  R.  Br. feather-flower'd*  □  or 4 

jn.au 

Y 

C. 

G.H. 1774. C 
13842  imbricatuin  R.  Br. imbricated at  i — 1  or 4 Y C. 

G.  H. 
1790. c 

13843  buxifolium  R.  Br. Box-leaved at  □  or 4 Y 

c. 

G.  H. 
1812. c 

13844  Levisanus  R.  Br. short-leaved at  I — |  or 4 ap.jn Y 

c. 

G.  H. 1774. c 
13845  linifolium  R.  Br. Flax-leaved at  1 — i  or 4 ap.jn Y 

c. 

G.H. c 
13846  fusciflorum  R.  Br. starred *  O  o r 4 my.jn Y 

c. 

G.  H. 

... 

c 
Prbtea  stelldris  B.  M. 

13847  t6rtum  L.  T. twisted-leaved at  |  |  or 3 

mr.my 

Y 

c. 

G.  H. 
1790. c 

13848  cinereum  L.  T. gray at  |  |  or 3 

jl.au 

Y c. G.  H. 1774. c 
13849  corymbosum  L.  T. corymbed ai  |  |  or 3 ap.jl Y 

c. 

G.  H. 1790. c 
13850  decorum  L.  T. decorous at  |  |  or 3 Y 

c. 

G.H. 1790. c 
13851  concolor  L.  T. one-colored at  |  |  or 3 

mr.jn 
Y 

c. 

G.  H. 1774. c 
13852  grandiflorum  L.  T.  great-flowered •  l_Jor 3 ap.jn Y c. G.  H. 1789. c 
13853  decurrens  L.  T. decurrent «  i_Jor 3 Y c. G.  H. 1812. c 
13854  strictum  L.  T. upright *  1  |  or 3 ap.jn Y c. G.  H. 1795. c 
13855  virgatum  L.  T. slender 

at  |  |  or  ' 
3 apjn Y 

c. 

G.  H. c 
13856  adscendens  L.  T. 

pale 

«l_Jor 2 

jn.au 

Y 

c. 

G.  H. 1774. c 
13857  concinnum  L.  T. neat 

«  l_J  or 3 Y 

c. 

G.  H. 
1800. 

Q 
13858  salignum  L.  T. Willow-leaved »  1_J  or 3 apjn Y 

c'. 

G  H. 1774. c 
13859  uliginosum  L.  T. 

swamp 
m  |_J  or 3 apjn Y c. G.H. 1795. c 

13860  noridum  L.T. florid «  l_J  or 3 apjn Y c. 
G.  H 

1795. c 
13861  ae'mulum  L.  T. incurved «l_|or 3 

jn.s 

Y c. G.  H. 1789. c 
13862  abietlnum  L.  T. Pine-leaved »l_Jor 3 

jls 

Y c. 
G.  H. 

1789. c 
13863  scabrum  L.  T. rough 

«Ljor 3 Y c. G.  H. 
1812. 

c 
2054.  VIS'CUM.  W. MlSLETOE. Loranthete. % 13864  album  If. common 

£  cu 

2 

my 

G 
igland 

trees. s 

Lam.M.t.53.f.l 

Bur.afr.tl00.f.2 
Jac.  sella-.  1. 1. 26 Bot  mag.  881 
Bot.  reg.  826 
Bot.  reg.  402 
Bot  rep.  307 
Par.  lond.  105 
Par.  lond.  75 
PLman.t229.f.6 

Boer.lug.2.  t.201 
Breyn.cen.21.t9 Bot.  rep.  572 
Bot  rep.  429 
Bot  rep.  461 

2055.  MYRI'CA.  W. 13865  Gale  W. 
13866  cerlfera  W. 
13867  carolinensis  W. 
13868  pensylvanica  Ph. 
13869  Faya  W. 
13870  a:thi6pica  W. 
13871  serrata  W. 
13872  laciniata  W.en. 
13873  quercif61ia  W.  en. 13874  cordifolia  W. 
13875  mexicana  W. 
13876  segregate  Jacq. 

Candlebehrt  Myrtle. 
Sweet  Gale  Sfc  or 
common  it  or 
broad-leaved  M  or 
Pensylvanian  *  or Azorian  *  i  |  or 
African  *  i  |  or 
saw-leaved  *  i  |  or 
smooth  Oak-Iv.  it  i  1  or 
hairy  Oak-lvd.  *  |  |  or heart-leaved  *  i  |  or 
Mexican  *  i  |  or 
netted  *  |  |  or 

13846 

sp.  bo. 
L  s.p  Eng.  bot.  562 S  s.p  Cat.  car.  1. 1 69 
S  s.p  Cat.  car.  1.  1 13 
C  s.p  Du.ar.e.n.2.  t.55 L  s.l  Du.ar.e.n.2.t56 
L  s.l  Plu.alm.  t.48  f.8 
L  s.l  Plu.am.  t.424.f.3 
L  s.l  Jac.frag.2.tLf.4 li  r.m 
L  p.l  Plu.alm.t.319.f.7 L  p.l 

L  p.l  Jacq.  ic  1 025 1386i 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2053.  Leucadendron.  From  Xtuxtf,  white,  and  ittS^en,  a  tree,  in  allusion  to  the  appearance  of  the  most  com- 

mon species,  No.  13,840.  The  species  are  evergreen  shrubs,  with  handsome  foliage ;  they  grow  in  light  soil 
well  drained  and  not  over  watered,  and  are  increased  by  ripened  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2054.  Viscum.  From  the  Latin  viscus,  clammy,  on  account  of  the  sticky  nature  of  the  berries.  Gui,  Fr., 
Mistl,  Ger.,  and  Fisco,  Ital.  This  may  be  considered  the  only  true  parasitical  plant  indigenous  to  Britain,  as 
at  no  period  of  its  existence  does  it  derive  any  nourishment  from  the  soil  like  Orobanche,  or  from  decayed  bark 
or  wood  like  certain  Fungi,  and  other  epiphytes.  The  root  of  the  misletoe  insinuates  its  fibres  into  the 
woody  substance  of  the  tree ;  the  shoots  are  dichotomous,  round,  smooth,  and  even ;  and  of  a  pale  green, 
like  the  leaves,  which  are  tongue-shaped  and  entire.  The  whole  forms  a  pendant  bush  of  from  two  to  five  feet 
in  diameter,  evergreen,  and  in  winter  covered  with  small  white  very  glutinous  berries.  The  British  species  of 
misletoe  is  commonly  found  on  fruit  trees ;  but  it  will  grow  on  various  others,  as  the  thorn,  oak,  mapie, 
poplar,  lime,  ash,  &c. ;  and  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Magdebourg  it  is  abundant  on  Pinus  sylvestris.  It  is  not 
difficult  to  propagate  by  inserting  the  berries  in  slits  in  the  bark  early  in  spring,  and  tying  a  shred  of  mat  over 
the  slit  to  protect  them  from  the  birds.  The  Druids  sent  round  their  attendant  youths  with  branches  of  the 
misletoe  to  announce  the  entrance  of  the  new  year  j  and  something  like  the  same  custom  is  still  continued  in 
France.  In  England  branches  of  it  are  hung  up  in  most  houses  at  Christmas,  along  with  other  evergreens. 
The  berries  are  devoured  by  several  birds  of  the  thrush  kind,  and  especially  by  the  Misletoe  Thrush.  Bird, 
lime  is  made  from  the  berries,  and  also  from  the  bark,  boiled  in  water,  beaten  in  a  mortar  and  washed.  It  is, 
however,  more  commonly  manufactured  from  the  bark  of  the  holly. 

2055.  Myrica.  The  Greek  (jxv^uxn)  synonym  of  the  Tamarix.  It  is  said  to  have  been  derived  from  fw^a,  to flow,  because  the  plants  are  always  found  on  the  banks  of  rivers,  and  in  inundated  spots.  M.  Gale  has  leaves 
of  a  bitter  taste,  but  fragrant  like  those  of  the  myrtle.  Their  essential  oil  rises  in  distillation.  The  northern 
nations  formerly  used  this  plant  instead  of  hops,  and  it  is  still  in  use  for  that  purpose  in  some  of  the  western 
isles,  and  a  few  places  in  the  Highlands  of  Scotland.  Unless  it  be  boiled  a  long  time,  it  is  reported  to  occasion 
head-ache.  The  catkins  or  cones  boiled  in  water  throw  up  a  scum  resembling  bees'  wax,  which  gathered  in sufficient  quantities  would  make  candles.   It  is  used  to  tan  calf-skins.   Gathered  in  the  autumn  it  dyes  wool 
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13840  Arborescent,  Leaves  lanceolate  silky,  Branches  villous,  Bractes  short  downy,  CaL  silky 
13841  Shrubby,  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  oblique  smoothish,  Male  cal.  smooth :  female  feathery,  Fruit  villous 
13842  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  smooth  rounded  at  base,  Branches  vi  11.  Scales  of  cone  silky  cuneate,  Fruit  comose  mucronate 
13843  Leaves  oval  lanceolate  :  when  old  smooth,  Scales  of  cone  dilated-cuneate  silky 
13844  Leaves  spatulate  callous  at  end,  and  branches  villous,  Fruit  comose  pointless 13845  Leaves  linear  spatulate  tapering  at  base  and  branches  smooth,  Male  head  sessile  larger  than  leaves 
13846  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  smooth  :  the  younger  straight  tapering  at  base,  Female  head  shorter  than  leaves 
13847  Leaves  linear  bluntish  twisted  smooth,  Branchlets  somewhat  silky,  Cal.  silky,  Fruit  comose  pointless 
13848  Leaves  spatulate  linear  silky  with  a  callous  beard  at  end,  Cal.  very  shaggy,  Fruit  cuneate  downy 
13849  Lvs.  lin.  acute  channelled  imbricated  erect  smooth,  Scales  of  cone  acute  recurved,  Fruit  obcord.  ciliated 
13850  Lvs.  obi.  veiny  callous  at  end  recurved  smoothish  :  floral  colored  i  scarious,  Scales  of  cone  downy  outside 
13851  Leaves  spatulate  obi.  callous  at  end  smooth,  Branches  downy,  Scales  of  cone  retuse  ciliated  downy  at  base 
13852  Lvs.  lane.  obi.  callous  at  end  smooth  :  floral  colored,  Branches  somewhat  downy,  Scales  ovate  obt.  smooth 
13853  Lvs.  spatul.  lane.  call,  at  end  subdecurrent  concave  and  branches  smooth,  Scales  of  cone  roundish  smoothish 
13854  Lvs.  lin.  lane,  mucron.  Anally  smooth,  Invol.  ov.  ac.  longer  than  head,  Scales  of  cone  round,  dilated  smooth 
13855  Lvs.  lin.  acute  with  transparent  edges  and  branches  quite  smooth  :  floral  lin.  lane,  long,  Fr.  winged  emargin. 
13856  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  acute :  floral  lanceolate  colored  concave,  Shrub  low  with  ascending  branches 
13857  Lvs.  obi.  lanceolate  bluntish  veinless  and  branches  quite  smooth :  floral  1-colored,  Fruit  winged  emarginate 
13858  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  cuspidate  somewhat  silky :  floral  lanceolate  colored,  Fruit  very  narrow  winged 
13859  Leaves  lane.  lin.  silky  with  down  on  each  side  with  callous  points  at  end,  Branches  downy,  Calyx  hairy 
13860  Lvs.  lane.  lin.  silky  with  down  on  each  side  with  call,  points  at  end,  Branches  shag.  Cal.  of  male  hairy  in  lines 
13861  Upp.  lvs.  lane,  spatul.  ac.  rugose,  Cones  ov.  Scales  cohering  at  base  distinct  above  with  recurv.  beardl.  edges 
13862  Lvs.  all  filiform  cbann.  bluntish  smooth  spreading  incurved,  Scales  cohering  at  base  distinct  above  2-lobed 
13863  Lvs.  all  filiform  channelled  acute  imbric.  straightish  ciliated,  Scales  cohering  at  base  distinct  above  2-lobed 

13864  Leaves  lanceolate  obtuse,  Stem  dichotomous,  Heads  of  flowers  axillary 

13865  Leaves  lanceolate  broader  upwards  serrated,  Stem  shrubby 
13866  Leaves  oblong  narrowed  at  base  subserrate  at  end,  Scales  of  male  catkins  acute,  Berries  globose 
13867  Leaves  oblong  narrowed  at  base  coarsely  serrated,  Scales  of  male  catkins  acute,  Berries  globose 
13868  Leaves  oblong  acute  at  each  end  entire  or  slightly  serrated  at  end  revolute  at  edge 
13869  Leaves  elliptical  lanceolate  subserrate,  Male  catkins  compound,  Drupe  with  a  4  celled  nucleus 
13870  Leaves  elliptical  toothed :  the  lowest  quite  entire 
13871  Leaves  lanceolate  unequally  acuminate  serrated,  Catkins  long  lax 
13872  Leaves  oblong  deeply  sinuated  smooth 
13873  Leaves  oblong  oppositely  sinuated  hairy 13874  Leaves  subcordate  serrate  sessile 
13875  Leaves  oblong  lane,  cuneate  tapered  at  base  nearly  entire  smooth  shining  with  the  middle  nerve  downy 
13876  Leaves  lanceolate  entire  netted  with  veins,  Catkins  few-flowered  lax 

yellow,  and  is  used  for  that  purpose  both  in  Sweden  and  Wales.  The  Swedes  sometimes  use  a  strong  decoction 
of  it  to  kill  bugs  and  lice,  and  to  cure  the  itch.  The  Welsh  lay  branches  of  it  upon  and  under  their  beds  to 
keep  off  fleas  and  moths,  and  give  it  as  a  vermifuge  in  powder  and  infusion,  applying  it  also  externally  to  the abdomen.  In  most  of  the  Hebrides,  as  well  as  in  the  Highlands  of  Scotland,  an  infusion  of  the  leaves  is  fre- 

quently given  to  children  to  destroy  the  worms.  In  Isla  and  Jura  the  inhabitants  garnish  their  dishes  with 
it,  and  lay  it  between  their  linen  and  other  garments  to  give  them  a  fine  scent,  and  to  drive  away  moths. 
When  it  grows  within  reach  of  a  port,  the  sailors  make  besoms  of  it  for  sweeping  their  ships.  In  the  isle  of 
Ely  they  make  faggots  with  it  to  heat  their  ovens.  Linnaeus  was  induced  to  suspect,  from  the  smell  of  this 
shrub,  that  camphor  might  possibly  be  prepared  from  it.    Horses  and  goats  eat ;  sheep  and  cows  refuse  it 

M.  cerifera  may  be  used  for  most  of  the  purposes  of  the  former  species.  Candles  are  made  from  the  berries 
in  North  America,  whence  it  is  called  there  the  tallow  shrub  or  candleberry  tree ;  some  also  name  it  the 
bayberry-bush.  It  grows  abundantly  on  a  wet  soil,  and  seems  to  thrive  particularly  well  in  the  neighbourhood 
of  the  sea,  nor  does  it  seem  ever  to  be  found  high  up  in  the  country.  The  berries  intended  for  making  candles 
are  gathered  late  in  autumn,  and  are  thrown  into  a  pot  of  boiling  water ;  their  fat  melts  out,  floats  at  the  top  of 
the  water,  and  may  be  skimmed  off!  The  fat  when  congealed  looks  like  tallow  or  wax,  but  has  a  dirty  green  color  j 
it  is  therefore  melted  again  and  refined,  by  which  means  it  acquires  a  fine  and  pretty  transparent  green  color. 
It  is  dearer  than  common  tallow,  but  cheaper  than  wax.  They  usually  mix  some  tallow  with  it  Candles  of 
this  kind  do  not  easily  bend  or  melt  in  summer  as  common  candles  do ;  they  burn  better  and  slower,  nor  do 
they  cause  any  smoke,  but  rather  yield  an  agreeable  smell  when  they  are  extinguished.  At  present  not  many 
candles  of  this  kind  are  used,  the  animal  tallow  is  readily  come  at,  it  being  very  troublesome  to  gather  the 
berries.  They  are  chiefly  used  by  poor  people,  who  live  near  where  the  bushes  grow,  and  have  not  cattle 
enough  to  supply  them.  A  soap  is  made  from  the  fat  which  has  an  agreeable  scent,  and  is  excellent  for 
shaving ;  and  it  is  used  by  surgeons  for  plasters.  In  Carolina  they  likewise  make  sealing-wax  from  these 
berries.   The  root  is  accounted  a  specific  in  the  tooth-ache. 

All  the  species  grow  well  in  peat  soil  or  sandy  loam,  in  a  moist  situation.  They  are  increased  by  seeds  or 
layers,  but  not  readily  by  cuttings. 

13872 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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Amentacece. ...  Ap 

Elceagnece. ap.my  Ap 

8056.  NAGE'IA.  Gxrtn.  Naoeia. 
13877  Putranjlva  Roxb.    grey-barked     *  □  un  12 
tS057.  SHEPHER'DIA.  Nutt.  Shepherdia. 13878  canadensis  Nutt.      Canadian  or  10 
t205&  HIPPO'PHAE  W.   Sea  Buckthorn 
13879  rhamnoldes  W.       common  or  12  ap.my  Ap 
2059.  BROUSSONE'TIA.  W.  Broussonetia. 

13880  papyrifera  W.        Paper  Mulberry*      or  12 
13881  spatulata  Hurt.       entire-leaved    $      or  12 

Sp.  1—3. E  Indies  1822. 

N.  Amer.  1759. 

Sp.  1. 
England  seaco. 

C  r.m 

L  co 

L  co   Eng.  bot.  425 
Urticete.   Sp.  2. 
f.s       Ap  Japan 
f.s  Ap   

1751. 1824. 

2060.  SCHiEFFE'RIA.  W.  Scoefferia. 
13882  completa  W.  white-flowered  •  □  or 
2061.  BRU'CEA.  W. 13883  ferruginea  W. 13684  sumatrana  Roxb. 

Brucea. 
Ash-leaved 
Sumatra !  □  or 

2062.  ANTHOSPER'MUM.  W.    Amber  Tree. 
13885  aethiopicum  W.      Ethiopian        *  i  |  or 
2063.  TRCPHIS.  W.      Ramoon  Tree. 

13886  americana  W.        American        ?  f~~l 13887  aspera  W.  rough-leaved    $  CT 
2064.  MONTI'NIA.  W.  Montinia. 
13888  caryophyMceaHK.  Sea  PursL-lvd.  «-t_J  or  1 

  Sp.1-2. au       G      W.  Indies  179a 
Terebintacece.    Sp.  2 — 3. 
ap.my  G      Abyssinia  1775. 
ap.my  G      E  Indies  1820. 
Rubiacetz.  i 
jnjl  G.w 

or  20 or  25 ap.my  G ...  G 

OnagraritB. 

jl 

p.  1—4. 
C.  G.  H.  1692. 

,   Sp.  2-4. W.Indies  1780. 
E.  Indies  1802. 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H. 

C  co C  co 
C  p.l 

C  p.l 
C  p.l 

C  p.1 

C  lp C  Lp 

Kaem.amo3.t472 

Lam.  ill  t  809 

Bot.  cab.  129 

Plu.alm.tl8S.f.l 

Bro.jam.  t.37.  f.l 

1774.  C  p.l  Smith  spi.14.tl5 

2065.  PISTA'CIA.  W 13889  officinarum  H.  K. 
13890  reticulata  W. 

narbonen'sis  L. 13891  Tereblnthus  W. 
13892  atlantica  W. 

PENTANDRIA. 
PI8T1.CHIA  Tree.  Terebiniaceat.    Sp.  5—7. 
officinal  m  15  ap.my  Ap     Levant     1570.  C 
net-leaved       J      or  15  ap       Ap     Levant    1752.  C 

Lp  Rauw.  it  72. 1 9 

Lp 

r.m  Blackw.  1 478 r.m 

13879 

//13880^ 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

9056.  Nageia.   Nagi  is  the  Japanese  name  of  one  of  the  species.   That  in  the  gardens  is  an  uninteresting 
shrub  with  a  loose  elegant  foliage,  and  a  light  grey  bark.   Ripened  cuttings  strike  freely  in  a  bark  pit. 

2057.  Shepherdia.  A  name  given  by  Nuttall  to  the  Hippophae  canadensis  of  our  gardens,  in  honor  of  Mr. 
William  Shepherd,  the  worthy  curator  of  the  Liverpool  botanic  garden.  A  small  inelegant  tree,  with  dark 
green  deciduous  leaves,  covered  over  with  brownish  silvery  scales  on  the  lower  side. 

2058.  Hippophae.  An  ancient  name  given  to  some  plant  now  unknown,  which  was  applied  medicinally  to 
horses ;  from  unrat,  a  horse,  and  feuu,  to  give  light  H.  rhamnoides  is  very  prolific  in  berries,  which  are  yellow 
when  ripe,  succulent,  smooth,  and  gratefully  acid  to  the  taste.  They  are  much  eaten  by  the  Tartars ;  and  the 
fishermen  of  the  Gulph  of  Bothnia  prepare  a  rob  from  them,  which  imparts  a  grateful  flavor  to  fresh  Ash. 
Every  part  of  the  plant  wiU  dye  yellow.  The  species  grow  in  common  soil,  and  are  readily  increased  by  layers 
or  cuttings  of  the  roots. 

2059.  Broussonetia.  Named  by  L'Heritier,  in  honor  of  his  countryman  P.  N.  V.  Broussonet,  a  well  known naturalist,  who  travelled  in  Barbary,  and  published  an  Ichthyologia  in  1782.  This  is  a  vigorous  growing  shrub 
or  low  tree,  with  large  lobed  leaves,  variously  shaped ;  the  foliage  of  the  male  and  female  plant  differing  so 
much  from  each  other  that  they  might  easily  be  taken  for  distinct  species.  The  fruit  is  little  larger  than  peas, 
and  from  the  bark  the  Chinese  make  paper,  and  the  Otaheitans  cloth. 

B.  papyrifera,  though  a  low  tree,  produces  vigorous  shoots,  furnished  with  large  leaves.  The  fruit  is  little 
larger  than  peas,  surrounded  with  long  purple  hairs,  when  ripe  changing  to  a  black  purple  color,  and  full  of 
sweet  juice.  In  China  and  Japan  it  is  cultivated  as  we  do  osiers,  for  the  sake  of  the  young  shoots,  from  the 
bark  of  which  the  inhabitants  of  the  east  countries  make  paper.  The  bark  being  separated  from  the  wood  is 
steeped  in  water,  and  the  inner  bark  separated  from  the  outer ;  the  former  making  the  whitest  and  best  paper. 
The  bark  is  next  slowly  boiled,  then  washed,  and  afterwards  put  on  a  wooden  table  and  beaten  into  a  pulp. 
This  pulp  being  put  in  water,  separates  like  grains  of  meaL  An  infusion  of  rice  and  the  root  of  manihot  is 
next  added  to  it.  From  the  liquor  so  prepared,  the  sheets  of  paper  are  poured  out  one  by  one,  and  when 
pressed,  the  operation  is  finished. 

The  juice  of  this  tree  is  sufficiently  tenacious  to  be  used  in  China  as  a  glue,  in  gilding  either  leather  or 
paper.  The  finest  and  whitest  cloth  worn  by  the  principal  people  at  Otaheite  and  in  the  Sandwich  Islands  is 
made  of  the  bark  of  this  tree.  The  cloth  of  the  Bread-fruit  tree  is  inferior  in  whiteness  and  softness,  and 
worn  chiefly  by  the  common  people. 

2060.  Sehtefferia.  So  called  after  James  Christian  Schsffer,  a  German  naturalist  of  celebrity,  who  is  best 
known  by  his  excellent  work  on  the  Fungi  of  Bavaria,  published  in  1762.  An  inelegant  shrub  with  green flowers. 
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13877  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  oblique  at  base  finely  and  simply  serrated  smooth 

13878  Leaves  oblong  stellate-hairy  above  brownish  white  and  scaly  beneath 

13879  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  smooth  above  white  with  scales  beneath 

13880  Leaves  3-5-lobed  acuminate  serrated  scabrous 13881  Leaves  cucullate  entire 

13882  Flowers  tetrapetalous  axillary 

13883  Leaves  opposite  stalked  pinnated  with  an  odd  one  of  5  or  6  pairs 
13884  Leaflets  serrated  villous  beneath,  Racemes  often  compound 

13885  Leaves  somewhat  whorled  linear  smooth 

13886  Unarmed,  Leaves  oblong  acum.  entire  smooth,  Fruit  1-seeded  cornute,  Horns  re  flexed  shorter  than  fruit 
13887  Unarmed,  Leaves  obovate  oblong  acuminate  unequally  serrate  very  scabrous  on  each  side 

13888  Leaves  alternate  oblong  oval,  FL  solitary 

PENTANDRIA. 

13889  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  5  ovate  tapered  at  base  rather  acute  and  mucronate  at  end 
13890  Leaves  pinnate  and  tomato,  Leaflets  roundish  narrowed  at  base  netted  with  veins  rctuse  mucronate 
13891  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  about  7  ovate-lanceolate  rounded  at  base  acute  mucronate 13892  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  lanceolate  about  9,  Petiole  winged  between  the  terminal  pairs 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2061.  Brucea.  Named  in  honor  of  James  Bruce,  a  celebrated  Scotch  traveller  in  Abyssinia,  who  discovered the  plant 
2062.  Anthospermum.  From  avB-tt,  a  flower,  and  ctrit/jwi,  seed ;  its  female  flower  is  entirely  naked,  consist- ing of  a  single  ovarium ;  whence  its  name.  A  heath-looking  evergreen,  the  leaves  of  which  are  fragrant when  bruised,  and  the  propagation  and  culture  of  the  easiest  description. 
2063.  Trophis.  From  rf&pai,  to  nourish.  T.  americana  produces  berries  about  the  size  of  large  grapes,  and 

of  an  agreeable  pleasant  flavor.  The  leaves  and  twigs  are  used  as  fodder  for  cattle  when  grass  is  scarce. Cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  glass. 
2064.  Montinia.  In  honor  of  Laurence  Montin,  a  Swede,  who  published  a  little  tract  upon  Splachnum.  The 

specific  name  seems  to  hint  at  the  nature  of  his  disposition.   A  little  worthless  weed-like  Cape  plant 
2065.  Pistacia.  Said  by  Forskahl  to  have  been  altered  by  the  Latins  from  its  Arabic  name  foustaq.  P. 

officinalis  abounds  in  Sicily,  where  it  is  cultivated  for  its  nuts.  The  male  flowers  come  out  from  the  side  of 
the  branches  in  loose  bunches,  and  are  of  an  herbaceous  color.  The  female  flowers  come  out  in  the  same 
manner  in  clusters.  The  male  puts  forth  its  flowers  first,  and  some  gardeners  pluck  them  whilst  yet  shut, 
dry  them,  and  afterwards  sprinkle  the  pollen  over  the  female  tree :  but  the  method  usually  followed  in  Sicily, when  the  trees  are  far  asunder,  is  to  wait  till  the  female  buds  are  open,  and  then  to  gather  bunches  of  male 
blossoms  ready  to  blow ;  these  are  stuck  into  a  pot  of  moist  mould,  and  hung  upon  the  female  tree  till  they  are 
quite  dry  and  empty.  This  operation  is  called  tuchiarare,  and  never  fails  to  produce  fructification ;  sometimes 
the  gardeners  ingraft  the  male  bud  upon  the  female  tree. 

P.  Terebinthus  (from  n^uu,  to  cut)  furnishes  the  Cyprus  turpentine  It  is  procured  by  wounding  the  bark of  the  trunk  in  several  places,  during  the  month  of  July,  leaving  a  space  of  about  three  inches  between  the 
wounds ;  from  these  the  turpentine  is  received  on  stones,  upon  which  it  becomes  so  much  condensed  by  the 
coldness  of  the  night,  as  to  admit  of  being  scraped  off  with  a  knife,  which  is  always  done  before  sunrise :  in 
order  to  free  it  from  all  extraneous  admixture,  it  is  again  liquified  by  the  sun's  heat,  and  passed  through  a strainer ;  it  is  then  fit  for  use.  The  quantity  produced  is  very  inconsiderable ;  four  large  trees,  sixty  years 
old,  only  yielding  two  pounds  nine  ounces  and  six  drachms ;  but  in  the  eastern  part  of  Cyprus  and  Chio,  the 
trees  afford  somewhat  more,  though  still  so  little  as  to  render  it  very  costly,  and  on  this  account  it  is  com- 

monly adulterated,  especially  with  other  turpentines.  The  best  Chio  turpentine  is  generally  about  the  con. 
sistence  of  thick  honey,  very  tenacious,  clear,  and  almost  transparent,  white,  inclining  to  yellow,  and  of  a 
fragrant  smell,  moderately  warm  to  the  taste,  but  free  from  acrimony  and  bitterness. 

P.  Lentiscus  {lentUcere,  to  be  sticky)  produces  the  mastick,  which  is  obtained  most  abundantly,  by 
making  transverse  incisions  in  the  bark  of  the  tree,  whence  the  mastick  exudes  in  drops,  which  are  suffered 
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13893  Lentlscus  W.         Mastick  Tree    I  i_|  ec 
/3  massiliensis  mammy-leaved 

3066.  ZANTHOX'YLUM.  W.   Tooth-ach  Tree. 
13891  emarginatum  W.    notch-leaved    M  □  or 
13895  Clava  Herculis  W.  Lentiscus-leav.  II  i_l  or 1389S  fraxineum  W.        common  Sk  or 
13897  tricfirpum  H.  K.      three-capsuled  *  or 
13898  nitidum  Dec.         shining  J_  I  I  °r 
2067.  PICRAM'NIA.  W.  Picram.nia. 
13899  Antidesma  W.  Ash-leaved  m\ — lun 
9068.  ANTIDES'MA.  W.  Antidesma. 

15  my      Ap    S.  Europe  1664.  L  r.m  Bot  mag.  1967 

13900  alexiteria  IV. 
13901  paniculata  W. 
2069.  IRE'SINE.  W. 13902  celosi6ides  W. 

13903  elong£ta  W. 13904  diffCisa  W. 
3070.  SPINA'CIA.  W. 13905  olerficea  W. 

a,  spinosa 
&  glabra  Mill. 2071.  FLUCGEA.  W. 

13906 leucopyrus  W. 
2072.  ACNI'DA.  W. 13907  cannablna  W. 
3073.  CAN'NABIS.  W. 13908  satlva  W. 
2074.  HU'MULUa  W 13909  Lupulus  W. 

Laurel-leaved  *  □  un  10  my.jn  Ap 
•  Dun  10     ...  Ap 

panicled Iresine. Florida 
long-leaved straggling 
Spinage. 

common 
prickly 
round Fluggea. white 
Virginian  Hemp. 
common  O 
Hemp. 

common 

Rutace<e.  Sp.  5—43. 10  ...  CJ.w  Jamaica  1739. 
10  ap.my  G.w  W.  Indies  1739. 
6  mr.ap  G.w  N.  Amer.  1759. 6  ...  G.w  N.  Amer.  1806. 
6  ap.my  G.w  China  1823. 

  Sp.  1—2. 4     ...     G      Jamaica  1793. 

Sp.  2—10. E.  Indies  179a 
E.  Indies  1800. 

H  -AJpr 
£  _Alpr 

O  cul 
O  cul O  cul 

Amaranthacece.   Sp.  3—8. 
lijl.au     W     America  1733. 
2  jl.au  W 
11  jLau  W Chenopodece. 
1J  mr.o  G mr.o  G 

mr.o  G 

S.  Amer.  1822. 
S.  Amer.  1818. 

Sp.  1. 
  1568. 

C  l,p  Slaja.2.t.l68.f.4 C  Lp  Cat  car.  1.  t.  26 L  s.1  Dun.  arb.  1. 1. 97 
L  l.s 
L  r.m  Bot  mag.  2558 

C  p.l  Slo.ja.2.t208.f.2 
C  p.1  Rhee.maL5.tll 
C  p.l 
D  Lp  Lam.  ill  1 813 
S  Lp  Pluk.aLt.261.f.l 

S  Lp 

S  co  Sch.hand.3.t324 
S  co S  co 

Euphorbiacece.   Sp.  1. 
m  □  un   6     ...     Ap     E.  Indies  1825.  C  r.m 

Chenopodece.   Sp.  1—3. 2  jn.jl     G.y    N.  Amer.  1640.  S  co 

O  ag 
VrtUxce.   Sp.  1. 

6  jn.jl     G  India Hop. 
common 

Urticece.   Sp.  1. 
j!  A  ag  15  jn.au    Y      Britain  hed. 

94  •'fc- 

S  h.l  Sch.hand.3.t325 

D  r.m  Eng.  bot.  427 
13895 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
to  run  down  to  the  ground,  and  after  they  are  concreted  they  are  collected  for  use.   These  incisions  are  made 
at  the  beginning  of  August,  when  the  weather  is  very  dry,  and  are  continued  till  the  end  of  September. 
Turpentine  and  mastick  are  considered  as  astringent  and  diuretic ;  but  though  they  retain  a  place  in  our 

Materia  Medica,  they  are  not  much  used  by  modern  practitioners.  Mastick  is  used  by  the  Turkish  and 
Armenian  women  as  a  masticatory  for  cleaning  the  teeth  and  giving  an  agreeable  smell  to  the  breath.  It  is 
also  employed  to  fill  the  cavities  of  carious  teeth.    (Thorn.  Land.  Disp.  4440 

2066.  Xanthoxylum.  From  |av3-«j,  yellow,  and  &Xm,  wood.  X.  Clava-  Hercul  is  is  esteemed  a  good  timber tree  in  Jamaica ;  and  an  infusion  of  the  leaves  is  used  to  cure  the  tooth-ach  there  and  in  Carolina.  All  the 
species  may  be  increased  by  ripened  cuttings,  or  by  cuttings  of  the  roots. 

2067.  Pi  era  mill  i.  From  irixeos,  bitter.  A  small  tree  with  fruit  the  size  of  a  gooseberry,  and  pinnate  leaves ; 
the  whole  plant  abounding  in  the  bitter  principle.    Large  cuttings  strike  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2068.  Antidesma.  So  called  from  the  use  of  the  bark  in  making  ropes ;  from  mn,  like,  and  Sw/ms,  a  bond. 
A.  alexiteria  is  a  middle-sized  evergreen  tree,  with  leaves  resembling  those  of  the  lemon,  and  fruit  in  racemes, 
red  and  acid  like  the  barberry.  A  decoction  of  the  leaves  is  reputed  to  be  an  antidote  against  the  bite  of 
serpents,  and  the  bark  is  used  for  making  ropes.  All  the  species  require  a  rich  loamy  soil,  and  ripened  cuttings with  their  leaves  on  root  in  sand  in  a  moist  neat 

2069.  Iresine.  Suppliants  were  accustomed  among  the  Greeks  to  present  themselves  before  the  altar  with  a 
branch  of  olive  bound  with  wool,  which  offering  they  called  ufmetfi ;  whence  this  plant,  which  is  very  like 
such  a  branch,  on  account  of  its  close  clusters  of  woolly  flowers,  has  been  named.  Herbaceous  plants  not  of 
great  beauty. 

2070.  Spinacia.  From  spina,  a  prickle,  on  account  of  the  processes  of  the  seed.  A  well  known  annual 
esculent  of  the  easiest  culture  in  any  rich  soiL 

2071.  Fluggea.  Named  by  Willdenow,  in  honor  of  —  Fliigge,  a  German  Cryptogamic  botanist  A 
shrub  with  round  ash-colored  spiny  branches.  The  spines  are  from  one  and  a  half  to  three  inches  long,  very 
strong  and  numerous,  whitish,  and  covered  with  leaves. 

2072.  Acnida.  From  a,  privative,  and  xvidri,  a  Greek  name  of  the  nettle ;  that  is  to  say,  a  nettle-like  plant, which  does  not  sting. 
2073.  Cannabis.  According  to  Bullet,  this  name  is  taken  from  the  Celtic  can,  a  reed,  and  ah,  small.  But 

Golius  says,  the  plant  has  been  known  by  the  Arabs  from  time  immemorial  under  the  name  of  qaneb.  The 
hemp  is  a  manufactorial  plant  of  equal  antiquity  with  the  flax.  It  grows  to  a  great  height  on  rich  soils  under 
a  warm  climate ,  in  some  parts  of  Italy  it  has  been  found  eighteen  feet  high  (Cruds.  Agr.) ;  the  common 
height  in  Lombardy  and  the  Bolognese  territory  is  twelve  feet ;  in  this  country  it  seldom  exceeds  six  feet,  and 
the  fibre  of  British  hemp  is  no  finer  than  where  it  is  three  times  the  length.  The  culture,  management,  and 
uses  of  hemp  are  nearly  the  same  as  those  of  flax ;  but  the  male  and  female  flowers  being  on  different  plants, 
and  the  male  plant  decaying  long  before  the  female,  the  former  requires  to  be  pulled  up  as  soon  as  the  setting 
of  the  seed  in  the  females  shews  that  they  have  effected  their  purpose.   Hemp  is  sown  on  well  prepared 
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13893  Leaves  abruptly  pinnate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  about  8,  Petiole  winged 

835 

13894  Unarmed,  Leaves  pinnate  of  2  or  3  pair,  Leaflets  ovate  emarginate  villous,  Racemes  terminal 
13895  Prickly,  Leaves  pinnate  of  4  pair,  Leaflets  ovate  repand-toothed  unequal  at  base  sessile,  Panicles  terminal 
13896  Lvs.  pinn.  with  an  odd  one  of  4-5  pair,  Leafl.  ov.  obsoletely  serruL  equal  at  base,  Petiol  rounded  unarmed 
13897  Lvs.  pinn.  with  odd  1  of  3-5  pair,  Leafl.  stalkL  obi.  oval  acum.  serrul.obliq.  at  base,  PetioL  and  branch,  prickly 
13898  Branches  petioles  and  ribs  prickly,  Leaves  pinnate  with  an  odd  one  of  2-3  pairs,  Leaflets  oblong  shining with  remote  glandular  crenatures 
13899  Racemes  filiform  pendulous,  Flowers  triandrous,  Styles  2  recurved 

13900  Lvs.  obi.  narrowed  at  base  acumin.  at  end  smooth  shining  on  each  side,  Racemes  axillary  twin  or  solitary 
13901  Lvs.  roundish  ellipt.  rounded  at  each  end  ret  use  emarginate  at  point  downy  beneath,  Racem.  term,  panicled 

13902  Leaves  dotted  scabrous :  lower  oblong  acuminate ;  upper  ovate-lanceolate,  Panicle  branched  compact 
13903  Leaves  ovate-oblong  acute,  Panicle  erect,  Branches  simple,  Stem  furrowed 
13904  Leaves  ovate  smooth  cuspidate,  Panicle  diffuse  branched,  Stem  furrowed 

13905  Leaves  sagittate,  Fruit  sessile 

13906  The  only  species.   Leaves  alternate  orbic  ovate  entire  smooth,  Spines  2  or  3  inches  long 

13907  Leaves  lanceolate,  Capsules  smoothish  acutangular 

13908  The  only  species 

13909  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
loamy  soil  about  the  end  of  April :  the  male  plants  are  generally  pulled  about  the  beginning  of  July,  and  the 
females  four  or  five  weeks  after  them,  when  they  have  ripened  their  seeds.  The  plants  being  tied  in  bundles, 
are  watered  and  bleached,  in  the  same  manner  as  flax ;  or  they  are  dried  and  stacked  without  having  gone 
through  this  process,  and  the  fibres  separated  when  wanted  by  the  flax-breaking  machine  of  recent  invention, 
or  by  steeping  in  hot  water  and  soft  soap.  The  produce  of  hemp  in  fibre  varies  from  three  to  six  hundred weight  per  acre ;  in  seed,  from  eleven  to  twelve  bushels.  The  fibre  produces  a  cloth  stronger  than  that  from 
flax,  and  the  best  of  all  cordage  and  ropes.  An  oil  is  extracted  from  the  seeds  of  hemp,  which  is  used  in 
cookery  in  Russia,  and  in  this  country  by  painters.  The  seeds  themselves  are  reckoned  a  good  food  for  poultry, 
and  are  supposed  to  occasion  hens  to  lay  a  greater  quantity  of  eggs.  Small  birds  in  general  are  very  fond  of 
them,  but  they  should  be  given  to  caged  birds  with  caution,  and  mixed  with  other  seeds.  A  very  singular 
effect  is  recorded,  on  very  good  authority,  to  have  been  sometimes  produced  by  feeding  bullfinches  and  gold- 

finches on  hemp-seed  alone,  or  in  too  great  quantity ;  vis.  that  of  changing  the  red  and  yellow  on  these  birds 
to  a  total  blackness.   (Ency.  of  Agr.  5327.) 

2074.  Hum ul us.  From  humus,  fresh  earth  ;  the  hop  grows  only  in  rich  soils.  Our  English  word  hop,  seems 
to  be  the  Anglo-Saxon  hoppan,  to  climb.  Lupulus  is  a  contraction  of  Lupus  salictarius,  the  name  by  which  it 
was,  according  to  Pliny,  formerly  called,  because  it  grew  among  the  willows,  to  which,  by  twining  round  and 
choking  up,  it  proved  as  destructive  as  the  wolf  to  the  flock. 

The  hop  has  been  cultivated  in  Europe  an  unknown  length  of  time  for  its  flowers,  which  are  used  for  pre- 
serving beer.  Its  culture  was  introduced  from  Flanders  in  the  reign  of  Henry  VIII.,  though  indigenous  both 

in  Scotland  and  Ireland :  it  is  little  cultivated  in  those  countries,  owing  to  the  humidity  of  their  autumnal 
season.  Like  other  plants  of  this  sort,  the  hop  bears  its  flowers  on  different  individuals ;  the  female  plant,  there* 
fore,  is  alone  cultivated.  There  are  several  varieties  grown  in  Kent  and  Surrey  under  the  names  of  Flemish, 
Canterbury,  Goldings,  &c.  j  the  first  is  the  most  hardy,  differing  little  from  the  wild  or  hedge-hop ;  the  Gold- 
ings  is  a  very  improved  and  highly  productive  variety,  but  more  subject  to  the  blight  than  the  other.  The  hop 
prefers  a  deep  loamy  soil  on  a  dry  bottom ;  a  sheltered  situation  exposed  to  the  south  or  south-west,  but  at 
the  same  time  not  so  confined  as  to  prevent  a  free  circulation  of  air.  The  soil  requires  to  be  well  pulverized 
and  manured  previously  to  planting.  In  hop  districts,  the  ground  is  generally  trenched  either  with  the  plough 
or  spade.  The  mode  of  planting  is  generally  in  rows,  six  feet  apart,  and  the  same  distance  in  the  row. 
Five,  six,  or  seven  plants  are  generally  placed  together  in  a  circular  form,  and  at  a  distance  of  five  or  six  feet 
from  each  other.  The  plants  or  cuttings  are  procured  from  the  most  healthy  of  the  old  stools ;  each  should 
have  two  joints  or  buds ;  from  the  one  which  is  placed  in  the  ground  springs  the  root,  and  from  the  other  the 
stalk.  Some  plant  the  cuttings  at  once  where  they  are  to  remain,  and  by  others  they  are  nursed  a  year  in  a 
garden.  An  interval  crop  of  beans  or  cabbages  is  generally  taken  the  first  year.  Sometimes  no  poles  are 
placed  at  the  plants  till  the  second  year,  and  then  only  short  ones  of  five  or  six  feet.  The  third  year  the  hop 
generally  comes  into  full  bearing,  and  then  from  four  to  six  poles  from  fourteen  to  sixteen  feet  in  length  are 
placed  to  each  hill.  The  most  durable  timber  for  poles  is  that  of  the  Spanish  chesnut,  which  is  much  grown 
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2075.  MODECCA.  Lam.    Modecca.  Passiflorea:.    Sp.  1. 
13910  lobata  Jacq.  lobe-leaved      fl_  O  or  12  au       G      S.  Leone  1812.  C  r.m  Bot  reg.  433 

HEXANDRIA. 
2076.  XEROTES.  R.  Br.  Xerotes. 
13911  longifolia  R.Br.  long-leaved 
13912  rigida  R.  Br.  rigid 
2077.  ELA'IS.  W.  Oily  Palm. 13913  melanoc6ccaG<prf».  black-seeded 13914  occidentals  W.       West  Indian 
13915  guineensis  W.  Guinea 
2078.  CHAM-aSDCREA.  W.  Cham^dohea 

Juncece.    Sp.  2 — 24. 3     ...     G.w   N.  HolL  1796. 
2      ...     G.w   N.  HolL  1791. 

PaltruE.    Sp.  3. 
30     ...     G.w  N.  Grena.  1821. 
30      ...     G.w   Jamaica  1820. 
30     ...     G.w  Guinea  1730. 

13916  gracilis  W. slender 
2079.  BORAS'SUS.  W.  Borassus. 13917  flabelliformis  W  fan-leaved 
2080.  MAURI'TIA.  W. 13918  flexuosa  W. 
2081.  SMI'LAX  W. 

13919  aspera  W. 
(3  auric ul at tt 13920  excelsa  W. 

13921  zeylanica  W. 
13922  quadrangularis  W. 13923  Sarsaparilla  W. 13924  China  W. 
13925  rotundifolia  W. 
13926  laurif61ia  W. 

Mauritia. 
wavy-spiked 
Smilax. 

Rough  Bindw. ear-leaved 
tall 
Ceylon 
square-stalked medicinal 
Chinese 
round-leaved 
Laurel-leaved 

£  l_Jor 
]£  i  |  or 
3.  iZDor 
IQor Palmce.    Sp.  1. 
4  a  or  10     ...     W.g  Caraccas  1803. 

Palrtue.    Sp.  1. 
1  □  or  30     ...     W.g  E.  Indies  1771.  S  r.m  Rox.co.l.t71,7 

Palmte.   Sp.  1. 
in  or  40      ...     W.g  Surinam  1816.  S  r.m. 

D  r.m D  r.m  Bot.  cab.  798 

S  co S  r.m S  r.m  Jac.  amer.  1 172 

Sk  r.m  Jac.sch.2.t247,8 

fl_l_l 

SmUaceee.   Sp.  22—68. un   8  s         W.g  S.  Europe  1648. 
W.g  S.  Europe  1648. 
W.g  Syria  1739. W.g  E.  Indies  1778. 
W.g  N.  Amer.  1812. 
W.G  N.  Amer.  166*. 
W.g  China  1759. 
W.g  N.  Amer.  1760. N.  Amer.  1739. 

8  s 
un  12  au.s un  10 
un  6 
m  4 
m  6 
un  6 
un  5 

jn.jl 
jl.au 

Sks.p  Sch.hand.3.t.328 
Sks.p  Pluk.aLtllO.f.3 
Sk  s.p  Buxb.cen.l.  t.27 
Skp.l  Rum.am.5.tl61 
Sks.p  Dend.briL109 
Sks.p  Dend.  brit.  Ill 
Sk  s.p  K8em.ams.t782 
Sk  s.p 

Sk  s.p  Cat.  car.  1. 1 15 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
in  Kent  as  coppice  wood  for  that  purpose.    The  after-culture  of  the  hop  consists  in  stirring  the  soil,  and 
keeping  it  free  from  weeds;  in  guiding  the  shoots  to  the  poles,  and  sometimes  tying  them  for  that  purpose  with 
withered  rushes ;  in  eradicating  any  superfluous  shoots  which  may  arise  from  the  root,  and  in  raising  a  small 
heap  of  earth  over  the  root  to  prevent  any  more  shoots  from  arising. 

Hops  are  known  to  be  ready  for  gathering,  when  the  chaffy  capsules  acquire  a  brown  color,  and  a  firm  con. 
sistence.  Each  chafFv  capsule  or  leafed  calyx  contains  one  seed.  Before  these  are  picked,  the  poles  with  the 
attached  stalks  are  pulled  up,  and  placed  horizontally  on  frames  of  wood,  two  or  three  poles  at  a  time.  The 
hops  are  then  picked  off  by  women  and  children.  After  being  carefully  separated  from  the  leaves  and  stalks, 
they  are  dropped  into  a  large  cloth  hung  all  round  withinside  the  frame  on  tenter-hooks.  When  the  cloth  is 
full,  the  hops  are  emptied  into  a  large  sack,  which  is  carried  home,  and  the  hops  laid  on  a  kiln  to  be  dried. 

..  This  is  always  done  as  soon  as  possible  after  they  are  picked,  as  they  are  apt  to  sustain  considerable  damage, 
both  in  color  and  flavor,  if  allowed  to  remain  long  in  sacks  in  the  green  state  in  which  they  are  pulled.  In 
very  warm  weather,  and  when  they  are  pulled  in  a  moist  state,  they  will  often  heat  in  five  or  six  hours  :  for  this 
reason  the  kilns  are  kept  constantly  at  work,  both  night  and  day,  from  the  commencement  to  the  conclusion  of 
the  hop-picking  season.  The  operation  of  drying  hops  is  not  materially  different  from  that  of  drying  malt,  and 
the  kilns  are  of  the  same  construction.  The  hops  are  spread  on  a  hair-cloth,  from  eight  to  twelve  inches  deep, 
according  as  the  season  is  dry  or  wet,  and  the  hops  ripe  or  immature.  When  the  ends  of  the  hopstalks  become 
quite  shrivelled  and  dry,  they  are  taken  off  the  kiln  and  laid  on  a  boarded  floor  till  they  become  quite  cool, 
when  they  are  put  into  bags. 

The  bagging  of  hops  is  thus  performed :  in  the  floor  of  the  room  where  hops  are  laid  to  cool,  there  is  a  round 
hole  or  trap,  equal  in  size  to  the  mouth  of  a  hop-bag.  After  tying  a  handful  of  hops  in  each  of  the  lower 
corners  of  a  large  bag,  which  serve  afterwards  for  handles,  the  mouth  of  the  bag  is  fixed  securely  to  a  strong 
hoop,  which  is  made  to  rest  on  the  edges  of  the  hole  or  trap ;  and  the  bag  itself  being  then  dropped  through  the 
trap,  the  packer  goes  into  it,  when  a  person  who  attends  for  the  purpose,  puts  in  the  hops  in  small  quantities, 
in  order  to  give  the  packer  an  opportunity  of  packing  and  trampling  them  as  hard  as  possible.  When  the  bag 
is  filled,  and  the  hops  trampled  in  so  hard  as  that  it  will  hold  no  more,  it  is  drawn  up,  unloosed  from  the  hoop, 
and  the  end  sewed  up,  other  two  handles  having  been  previously  formed  in  the  corners  in  the  manner  men- 

tioned above  The  brightest  and  finest  colored  hops  are  put  into  pockets  or  fine  bagging,  and  the  brown  into 
coarse  or  heavy  bagging.  The  former  are  chiefly  used  for  brewing  fine  ales,  and  the  latter  by  the  porter 
brewers.  But  when  hops  are  intended  to  be  kept  two  or  three  years,  they  are  put  into  bags  of  strong  cloth,  and 
firmly  pressed  so  as  to  exclude  the  air. 

The  stripping  and  stacking  of  the  poles  succeeds  to  the  operation  of  picking.  The  shoots  or  bind  being 
stripped  off,  such  poles  as  are  not  decayed  are  set  up  together  in  a  conical  pile  of  three  or  four  hundred,  the 
centre  of  which  is  formed  by  three  stout  poles  bound  together  a  few  feet  from  their  tops,  and  their  lower  ends 
spread  out 

The  produce  of  no  crop  is  so  liable  to  variation  as  that  of  the  hop ;  in  a  good  season  an  acre  will  produce  20 
cwt.*;  in  a  bad  season  none,  or  only  2  or  3  cwt  From  10  to  12  cwt  in  a  season  is  considered  a  tolerable  average 
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13910  Leaves  entire  3-7-lobed  without  glands  cordate  at  base 

HEX  AND  RI A. 

13911  Stemless,  Lvs.  long  lin.  coriaceous  straight  toothed  at  end  rough  at  edge,  Panicles  lanceolate  contracted 
13912  Scapes  and  spikes  short,  Lvs.  distichous  cartilaginous  convex  beneath  i  truncate  at  end,  Stem  very  short 

13913  Stem  ascending,  Stalks  spiny  serrated,  Anthers  and  fruits  ovate  acute 
13914  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  sheathed,  Stems  unarmed 
13915  Fronds  pinnated,  Stems  toothed  spiny  diverging:  upper  teeth  recurved 

13916  Fronds  pinnated  2  feet  long :  pinnae  alternate  oblong  narrowed  at  base  pointed  at  end 

13917  Fronds  palmate  plaited  cucullate,  Stalks  serrated 

13918  Fronds  flabelliform,  Male  spadix  flexuose  a  foot  long  and  more 

13919  Stem  prickly  angular,  Leaves  hastate  cordate  lanceolate  7-9-nerved  prickly  toothed  coriaceous 
13920  Stem  prickly  angular,  Leaves  unarmed  ovate  slightly  cordate  about  7-nerved 
13921  Stem  prickly  somewhat  square,  Leaves  unarmed  3-5-nerved  ovate-oblong  cordate 
13922  Stem  prickly  square,  Leaves  unarmed  ovate  acute  5-nerved 
13923  Stem  prickly  nearly  square,  Leaves  unarmed  ovate-lanceolate  cuspidate  about  5-nerved  glaucous  beneath 
13924  Stem  prickly  rounded,  Leaves  roundish-cordate  acute  at  each  end  5-nerved 
13925  Stem  prickly  rounded,  Leaves  roundish -ovate  acuminate  slightly  cordate  5-nerved 
13926  Stem  prickly  rounded,  Branches  unarmed,  Leaves  ellipt.  or  elliptical-lane,  obtuse  recurved  acute  3-nerved 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
crop.   The  quality  of  hops  is  estimated  by  the  abundance  or  scarcity  of  an  unctuous  clammy  powder  which adheres  to  them,  and  by  their  bright  yellow  color. 

The  expences  of  forming  a  hop  plantation  are  very  great ;  but  once  in  bearing,  it  will  continue  so  for  ten  or 
fifteen  years  before  it  requires  to  be  renewed.  The  hop  culture  in  England,  like  that  of  the  culture  of  the  vine 
in  France,  is  only  calculated  for  cultivators  of  considerable  capital,  who  can  retain  the  produce  from  years  of 
abundance  to  years  of  scarcity.  It  is  calculated  on  an  average,  that  the  hop  crop  fails  almost  entirely  every 
fifth  year,  when  the  price  will  rise  from  two  to  thirty  pounds  per  cwt  To  those  who  can  cultivate  and  preserve the  hop  with  a  view  to  such  a  rise,  few  crops  will  be  equally  profitable. 

The  hop  is  peculiarly  liable  to  diseases ;  when  young  it  it  devoured  by  fleas  of  different  kinds ;  at  a  more 
advanced  stage  it  is  attacked  by  the  green  fly,  red  spider,  and  otter  moth,  the  larva?  of  which  prey  even  upon  its 
roots  The  honey  dew  often  materially  injures  the  hop  crop ;  and  the  mould,  the  fireblast,  and  other  blights injure  it  at  different  times  towards  the  latter  periods  of  the  growth  of  the  plants. 

The  use  of  hop  in  brewing  is  to  prevent  the  beer  from  becoming  sour,  and  this  is  the  grand  purpose  for  which 
it  is  cultivated.  But  the  young  shoots  both  of  the  wild  and  improved  hops  are  eaten  early  in  the  spring  as 
asparagus,  and  were  formerly  brought  to  market  for  that  purpose.  The  stalk  and  leaves  will  dye  wool  yellow. 
From  the  stalks  a  strong  cloth  is  made  in  Sweden,  the  mode  of  preparing  which  is  described  by  Linnaeus  in  his 
Flora  Suecica.  A  decoction  of  the  roots  is  said  to  be  as  good  a  sudorific  as  Sarsaparilla ;  and  the  smell  of  the 
flowers  is  soporific.  During  the  illness  of  George  the  third,  in  1787,  a  pillow  filled  with  hops  was  used  instead of  opiates. 

2075.  Modecca,  is  an  Indian  word  by  which  two  or  three  species  of  this  genus  appear  in  the  Hortus  Mala- 
baricus,  and  has  been  adopted  as  a  generic  name  by  Lamarck.  A  curious  plant  resembling  a  bryony,  of  easy 
culture  and  propagation. 

2076.  Xerotes.  From  Ifogej,  dry,  on  account  of  the  aridity  of  the  herbage  and  of  the  situations  in  which  it 
grows. 2077.  Elais.  The  natives  of  Guinea  express  oil  from  the  fruit  of  this,  as  the  Greeks  from  their  olives,  iXoun, 
whence  its  name.  This  palm  bears  a  fruit  about  the  size  of  a  large  plum.  The  inhabitants  of  the  West  India 
Islands  draw  an  oil  from  it,  by  the  same  process  used  in  extracting  oil  from  olives.  From  the  sap  an  inebriat- ing liquor  is  fermented,  and  the  negroes  weave  the  leaves  into  mats,  on  which  they  repose. 

2078.  Chameedorea.  Named,  we  presume,  from  dwarf,  and  Sagga,  a  gift :  but  we  are  ignorant  of  the sense  in  which  the  name  has  been  applied. 
2079.  JBorasms.  This  is  one  of  the  names  which  were  applied  to  the  spatha  of  the  date ;  and  was  applied  by 

Linnaeus  to  the  designation  of  this  family  of  palms.  The  fruit  of  this  palm  is  of  the  size  and  shape  of  a  child's head ;  a  wine  and  a  sugar  are  made  from  the  sap  of  the  trunk. 
2080.  Mauritia.  Named  in  honor  of  Prince  Maui  ice  of  Nassau,  the  patron  of  Piso,  for  whom  he  obtained 

the  necessary  aid  towards  publishing  his  Natural  History  of  Brazil.    A  fine  genus  of  palms. 
2081.  Smilax.  From  tr/uky,  a  grater;  the  stems  are  rough  with  stiff  prickles.  S.  aspera  has  roots  not  unlike 

those  of  the  Sarsaparilla.   They  have  the  same  qualities,  but  in  an  inferior  degree ;  and  may  be  distinguished  by 
3  H  3 
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13927  tamnoldes  W. 
13928  austral  is  R.  Br. 
13929  caduca 
13930  Bona  n6x  W. 
13931  latifolia  B.  P. 
13932  herbacea  W. 
13933  lanceolata  TV. 
13934  glycyphylla  B.  P. 13935  pubera  IV. 
13936  Pseudo-china  TV. 
13937  peduncularis  W. 
13938  glauca  B.  M. 13939  rubens  IVats. 
13940  longifolia  W. 
2082.  TA'MUa  W. 13941  communis  W. 

13942  cretica  W. 

Tamus-leaved  J  ̂ un  6 
oblong-leaved  4.  □  un  6 deciduous         ft       un  6 
ciliated           j[      un  6 broad-leaved    J_  I  I  un  8 
herbaceous      .£  A  un  4 
spear-leaved     _t      un  5 
Botany  Bay  Tea/L  I  I  un  6 
downy                    un,  5 BastardChineseJ[  |  un  6 
long-peduncled  _|  A  un  6 
glaucous-lea  v'd_&       un  2 
pink               ±      un  6 long-leaved      j_  O  un  10 
Black  Bryony. 

common         J;  A  m  10 
Cretan            _$  A  un  5 

2083.  TESTUDINA'RIA.  Burch.  Elephant's  Foot, 
13943  elephan'tipesifarcA.  common                  cu  8 
2084.  RAJA'NIA.  W.  Rajania. 

13944  cordata  TV.            Tamus-leaved  fl_  ES  un  6 
2085.  DIOSCO'REA.  W.  Yam. 

13945  pentaphylla  W.  five-leaved  A  O  cul  10 prickly-stemm.  A  123  cul  10 
wing-stalked  A  [Z3  cul  15 bulb-bearing 
common 
three-leaved 
Brazilian leathery 
tallest 

jnjl 
jn.jl 
jnjl 

jl 

my.jn 

W.o  N.  Amer.  1739.  Sk  s.p 
W.g  N.  aw.  1815.  Sks.p 
W.o  N.  Amer.  1759.  Sk  s.p 
W.o  N.  Amer.  1739.  Sk  s.p 
G.w  N.  Holl.  1791.  Sk  s.p G      N.  Amer.  1699.  g.p 
G.w  N.  Amer.  1785.  Sk  g.p N.  S.  W.  1815.  Sks.p 

N.  Amer.  1806.  Sk  s.p America  1739.  C  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1812.  C  p.l N.  Amer.  1811.  C  p.l 
N.  Amer.    ...  C  p.l 

G.w  Cayenne  1820.  C  p.l 

Sp.  2—3. England 

G.w 
G.w 
G.w 
G.w 
G.w 
G.w 

mv.jn 
my.jl 
my.jl 

jl 

my.jl 
Smilacece. 
my.au  G jl.au     G  Candia 

or  Hottentot's  Bread. jl.au  Y  C.  G.  H. 
Dioscorav.    Sp.  1 — 14. 

Cat  car.  1. t 52 

Pluk.aLt.lll.f.1 
Bot  mag.  1920 
Cat.  car.  2.  t.84 

Slo.ja.l.tl43.f.l 
Bot.  mag.  1846 Dend.  brit  108 

hod. 
1739. 

R  s.p 

R  p.l 

Dioscorece. 1774.  R  p.l 

Eng.  bot  91 

Sp.  1— 2. 
Bot  mag.  1347 

jl 

G      W.  Indies  1786.  R  p.l   Plum.ic,t.l55.f  1 

13946  aculeata  W. 
13947  aUta  W. 
13948  bulbifera  W. 
13949  sattva  W. 
13950  triphyUa  W. 13951  brasiliensis  W. 
13952  coriacea  TV. 
13953  altissima  W. 
13954  angustifolia  TV. 13955  villosa  TV. 

quaternata  Ph. 13956  oppositifolia  IV. 
13927 

A  123  esc  12 
A  23  clt  20 A  dun  8 
A  □  esc  8 
A  □  un  8 
A  □  un  20 narrow-leaved  A  □  un  10 

pubescent        A  A  un  3 
opposite-leaved  A  123  un  6 

13930 

jl.au 

Dioscorea. 
...  G 

G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
R 

Sp.  12— 42. V..  Indies  1768. 
E  Indies  1803. 
India  1739. 
E  Indies  1692. 
W.  Indies  1733. Malabar  1820. 
Brazil  1823. 
S.  Amer.  18ia 
Martiniq.  1821. 
Peru  1821. 
N.  Amer.  1752. 

R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 
R  r.m 
R  r.m R  r.m 

R  r.m R  r.m 

R  s.p 

Rhee.maL7.t35 Rhee.maL7.  t.37 
Rhee.mal.7.  t.38 Par.  lond.  17 
Rhee.maL8.  t51 
Rumph.  5. 1 128 

Plum.ic.ll7.f.l 

Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  626 
E.  Indies  1803.  R  s.p  Pet.  gaz.  t.31.  f.6 

13933 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
being  larger,  more  porous,  and  much  less  compressed,  a  Sarsaparilla  (zarza,  furze,  Spanish)  has  long  slendei roots  covered  with  a  wrinkled  brown  bark,  white  within,  and  having  a  small  woody  heart  It  is  inodorous,  and 
has  a  mucilaginous  very  slightly  bitter  taste.  Medicinally  it  is  demulcent  and  diuretic.  It  was  brought  to 
Europe  about  the  year  1530,  and  introduced  as  a  medicine  of  great  efficacy  in  the  cure  of  lues  venerea ;  but  it 
fell  into  disrepute  and  was  little  used,  till  it  was  again  brought  into  esteem  by  Dr.  William  Hunter  and  Sir 
William  Fordyee,  about  the  middle  of  the  last  century ;  not,  however,  as  a  remedy  fitted  to  cure  syphilis, but  of  much  efficacy  in  rendering  a  mercurial  course  more  certain,  and  after  the  use  of  mercury.  Experience, 
however,  has  not  verified  the  encomiums  bestowed  on  it ;  and  the  extensive  observations  of  Mr.  Pearson 
have  fixed  the  degree  of  benefit  which  is  to  be  expected  from  this  root  in  syphilitic  complaints.  The  conta- 

gious matter  and  the  mineral  specific  may,  he  observes,  jointly  produce,  in  certain  habits  of  body,  a  new  series 
of  symptoms,  which,  strictly  speaking,  are  not  venereal,  which  cannot  be  cured  by  mercury,  and  which  are 
sometimes  more  to  be  dreaded  than  the  simple  and  natural  effects  of  the  venereal  virus.  Some  of  the  most 
formidable  of  these  appearances  may  be  removed  by  sarsaparilla,  the  venereal  virus  still  remaining  in  the 
system  ;  and  when  the  force  of  the  poison  has  been  completely  subdued  by  mercury,  the  same  vegetable  is  also 
capable  of  freeing  the  patient  from  what  may  be  called  the  sequela:  of  a  mercurial  course.  Sarsaparilla  is  also 
recommended  in  scrophula,  elephantiasis,  or  cutaneous  affections  resembling  it,  and  in  chronic  rheumatism ; 
but  its  efficacy  is  doubtful    (Thorn.  Lond.  Disp.  505.) 

a  China  has  roots  as  long  as  a  child's  hand,  twisted,  full  of  knots,  reddish  on  the  outside,  flesh-colored in  the  heart,  and  destitute  of  smell.  It  is  employed  both  as  food  and  medicine  in  China,  and  to  feed 
hogs  in  the  West  Indies.  None  of  the  species  are  of  much  beauty  or  worth  growing,  but  as  objects  of curiosity. 

2082.  Tamns.  This  name  was  employed  by  Columella  and  others,  for  a  plant  resembling  a  vine,  and  bearing 
fruit  not  unlike  grapes ;  a  description  which  does  not  apply  badly  to  the  modern  plant.  T.  communis  has  very 
large  tuberous  black  coated  masses  attached  to  its  roots.  These  are  so  acrid,  that  the  pulp  has  been  formerly 
used  as  a  stimulating  plaster.  The  young  shoots,  however,  are  so  mild  as  to  be  good  eating  when  dressed  like 
asparagus.  The  Moors  eat  them  boiled  with  oil  and  salt  The  flowers  of  the  female  plant  are  succeeded  by ovate  smooth  berries. 

2083.  Test'idinaria.  So  called  from  the  resemblance  which  the  great  rugged  cracked  root  of  this  plant  bears 
to  the  shell  of  a  tortoise  {testudo).  The  rootstock  is  a  large  fleshy  mass,  covered  with  a  thick  bark  cracked 
deeply  in  every  direction.  The  Hottentots  in  time  of  scarcity  make  use  of  the  fleshy  inside  of  the  root  as  a sort  of  yam. 

2084.  Rajania.   Named  in  honor  of  our  distinguished  countryman  John  Ray,  a  distinguished  naturalist 
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13927  Stem  prickly  rounded.  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acute  subpanduriform  obsoletely  cordate  S-nerved 13928  Stems  prickly  rounded,  Leaves  oblong  acute  unarmed  5-nerved  smooth,  Petioles  with  tendrils 
13929  Stem  prickly  rounded,  Leaves  ovate  mucronate  5-nerved 
13930  Stem  unarmed  angular,  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  ciliate  prickly  7-nerved  _ 
13931  Stem  unarmed  angular,  Leaves  ovate  5-nerved  smooth  subcordate  or  obtuse  at  base,  Petioles  with  tendrils 
13932  Stem  unarmed  angular,  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  7-nerved,  Common  pedunc.  of  umbel  longer  than  leaf 13933  Stem  unarmed  rounded,  Leaves  unarmed  lanceolate  ... 
13934  Stem  unarmed  rounded,  Leaves  obi.  lane,  acute  3-nerved  smooth  glaucous  beneath.  Petioles  with  tendrils 
13935  Stem  unarmed  rounded,  Leaves  oblong  acute  cordate  about  5-nerved  soft  with  down  beneath 
13936  Stem  unarmed  rounded,  Leaves  unarmed :  cauline  cordate :  of  the  branches  ovate-oblong  5-nerved 13937  Stem  unarm,  round.  Lvs.  roundish  ov.  cord.  acum.  9-nerv.  Peduncles  of  fr.-bear.  umbel  longer  than  leaves 
13938  Stem  prickly,  Lvs.  unarmed  rounded  ovate  mucronulate  about  7-nerv.  glauc.  beneath,  Pedunc.  about  2-fl. 
13939  Stem  angular  prickly,  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  rather  obtuse  mucronate  coriaceous  5-nerved  denticulate 13940  Stem  prickly  square,  Leaves  unarmed  hastate  oblong  obtuse  mucronate  about  7-nerved 
13941  Leaves  cordate  undivided 
13942  Leaves  3-lobed 
13913  Leaves  reniform  entire 

13944  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  cordate  7-nerved 

13945  Leaves  alternate  digitate,  Leaflets  5  oblong  acuminate  veiny,  Stem  aculeate  bulblferous 
13946  Leaves  alternate  roundish  cordate  acuminate  7-nerved,  Stem  aculeate  bulbiferous 
13947  Leaves  opposite  ovate  cordate-sagittate  cuspidate  7-nerved,  Stem  winged  bulbiferous 13948  Leaves  alternate  cordate  roundish  ovate  acuminate  about  9-nerved,  Stem  smooth  bulbiferous  [round 
13949  Lvs.  altern.  cord,  round,  ov.  cuspid,  about  9-nerv. :  lobes  of  base  close  together,  Caps.  obov.  Stem  smooth 
13950  Leaves  alternate  ternate,  Leaflets  obi.  acuminate  nerved,  Stem  prickly 
13951  Leaves  alternate  cordate  3-lobed  :  middle  lobe  acuminate,  Stem  compressed  round  naked 
13952  Leaves  alternate  cordate  oblong  acuminate  coriaceous  7-nerved,  Stem  round  smooth 
13953  Leaves  opposite  cordate  roundish  ovate  acute  7-nerved,  Stem  round  smooth 13954  Leaves  alternate  cordate  lane,  narrow  3-nerved  longer  than  petiole,  Stem  smooth 
13955  Leaves  opposite  and  whorled  cordate  acuminate  9-nerved  downy  beneath,  Stem  round 
13956  Leaves  opposite  ovate  acuminate  7-nerved,  Stem  round  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular!. 
born  in  1628,  died  in  1705,  and  author  of  many  works  of  the  highest  reputation.    His  zoological  arrangement 
is  still  regarded  with  much  respect.   Twining  plants  resembling  the  Yam. 

2085.  Dioscorea.  In  memory  of  Pedacius  Dioscorides,  a  Greek  physician,  born  at  Anazarba,  in  Cilicia.  He 
is  generally  believed  to  have  lived  under  Nero,  but  this  is  very  uncertain.  Abulfarrage  makes  him  to  have 
flourished  under  Ptolemaeus  Physcon ;  but  he  is  not  generally  credited.  D.  sativa,  Iguame,  Ft.,  and  Jnhame, Portug.,  has  large  thick  tubers,  a  foot  broad,  and  palmated  like  some  Orchises.  The  stalks  are  slender, 
and  with  the  leaves  bear  some  resemblance  to  black  bryony.  The  yam  is  largely  cultivated  for  food  in 
Africa  and  the  East  and  West  Indies,  especially  in  the  latter  for  the  negroes.  The  roots  grow  to  a  great 
size,  are  mealy,  and  esteemed  to  be  easy  of  digestion ;  they  are  palatable,  and  not  inferior  to  any  roots  now  in 
use,  either  for  delicacy  of  flavor  or  nutriment  They  are  eaten  instead  of  bread,  either  roasted  on  the  embers 
or  boiled ;  the  flower  is  also  made  into  bread  and  puddings.  In  Otaheite  they  make  a  dish,  which  they  esteem very  delicious,  from  the  roots  of  the  yam,  with  the  kernel  of  the  cocoa-nut  scraped,  and  the  pulp  of  the  Musa 
or  Banana.  The  juice  of  yam-roots  fresh  is  acrid,  and  excites  an  itching  on  the  skin.  There  are  many  varie- 

ties of  these  roots,  some  spreading  out  like  the  fingers  [Rumph.  t.  121.) ;  others  twisted  like  a  serpent  (Rumph. 
t.  122.) :  others  again  very  small,  scarcely  weighing  more  than  a  pound,  with  a  whitish  ash-colored  bark,  whereas 
the  bark  is  commonly  black.  The  flesh  of  the  yam  is  white  or  purplish,  and  viscid,  but  becomes  farinaceous 
or  mealy  when  dressed. 

D.  aculeata,  by  some  considered  only  an  improved  variety  of  the* sativa,  is  universally  cultivated  in  the East  and  West  Indies,  in  Africa,  and  in  all  the  islands  of  the  southern  ocean  within  the  torrid  zone,  and  even 
as  far  as  New  Zealand.  The  tubers  are  frequently  three  feet  long,  and  weigh  thirty  pounds.  All  the  edible 
species  and  varieties  are  propagated  in  foreign  countries  like  the  common  potatoe,  but  they  arrive  much 
sooner  at  maturity.  The  buds  of  the  roots  are  not  apparent,  but  still  a  small  piece  of  skin  is  left  to  each  set ; 
for  from  this  piece  of  bark  alone  the  shoots  proceed.  Holes  are  made  in  rows  two  feet  apart,  and  at  eighteen 
inches  distant  in  the  row ;  into  those  holes  two  or  three  sets  are  put,  first  covered  with  earth,  and  then  with 
a  little  haulm  or  rubbish  to  retain  moisture.  The  only  after-culture  consists  in  hoeing  up  the  weeds.  They 
are  commonly  planted  in  August,  and  are  ripe  about  the  November  or  December  following.  When  dug  up, 
the  greatest  care  is  taken  not  to  wound  them,  as  that  occasions  them  to  sprout  much  earlier  than  they  other- 

wise would  do.  They  should  be  rubbed  over  with  ashes,  and  piled  regularly  on  beds  or  hurdles  raised  above 
the  floor,  that  the  air  may  come  easily  between  them ;  or,  if  they  be  piled  in  heaps,  some  ashes  should  be 
strewed  between  the  layers.  None  of  the  species  arc  worth  cultivating  as  ornamental  plants ;  but  some  of  the 
edible  sorts  have  been  raised  in  hotbeds  in  the  Paris  garden,  and  being  transplanted  early  into  a  warm  situation, 
have  produced  tubers  of  a  considerable  size. 

3  H  4 
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2085  MA'BA.  J. 13957  buxifdlia  P.  S. 
Maba. 

Box-leaved •□pr Ebenacete. 

n  ...  y Sp.l—5. 
E.  Indies  1810.  S  s.p  Rox.  cor.  1. 1 45 

t9087.  POTULUS.  W. 
13958  alba  W. 
13959  canescens  W. 
13960  trepida  W. 
13961  tremula  W. 
13962  la?vigfita  W. 
13963  gras'ca  W. 13964  nigra  IV. 13965  betulif61ia  Ph. 

hudsonica  Mich. 
13966  dilatata  W 
13967  monilifera  W. 

P.  grandidentata  Mich. 
13968  aclades'ca  Lindl.     black  Italian 13969  angulata  W.  Carolina 13970  balsamifera  W.  Tacamahac 
13971  macrophylla  Lindl.  Ontario 
13972  cfindicans  W.  heart-leaved 
13973  heterophylla  IV.  various-leaved 

Poplar. 
Abele  Tree gray 

Trembling  Americ.3 Aspen 
smooth 
Athenian black 
black  American? 
Lombardy 
Canadian 

OCTANDRIA. 
Amentaceie. tm  40  mr.ap  Ap tm  40  mr.ap  Ap 

tm  30     ...  Ap tm  50  mr.ap  Ap 
tm  80  mr.ap  Ap 
tm  40  mr.ap  Ap 
tm  30  mr.ap  Ap 
tm  40  mr.ap  Ap 
tm  70  mr.ap  Ap 
tm  70  my  Ap 

Sp.  16. Britain  moi.w.  Sk  co 
England  wat.pl.  Sk  co N.  Amer.  1812.  C  co 
Britain  moi.w.  Sk  co 
N.  Ainer.  1769.  G  co 
ArchipeL  1779  C  co 
Britain  watpL  C  co N.  Amer.   ...    C  co 

Italy 

Canada 
1758. 
1772. 

co 
tm  70  my 
tm  80  mr tm  70  ap 
tm  70 
tm  50  mr 

Ap 
Ap Ap 
Ap 

tm  70  ap.my  Ap 

ENNEANDRIA. 

N.  Amer.   ...  C  co 
Carolina  1738.  C  co 
N.  Amer.  1692.  C  co 
N.  Amer.  1820.  C  co 
N.  Amer.  1772.  G  co 
N  Amer.  1765.  G  co 

8088.  MERCURIA'LIS.  W.  Mercuby. 
13974  perennis  IV.  perennial        ^  w 
13975  ambigua  W.  doubtful  O  w 
13976  annua  W  annual  O  w 

13957 

EuphorbiacetB.   Sp.  5—7. 
1  ap.my  G      Britain   woods.  D  s.l 
1  jl.au     G      Spain       1806.  S  co 
1  JLs       G      Britain     rub.   S  co 

Eng.  bot.  1618 Eng.  bot  1619 Mic.arb.3.  t8.f.l 
Eng.  bot  1909 Mich,  arb.3.  til 
Duh.  ar.184.  t54 
Eng.  bot  1910 Mi.arb.3.t.l0.f.l 
Arb.brit.  2.t221 
Dend.  brit  102 

Mi.a.3.p.302.t.l2 Micar.3.  t.13.  f.1 
Cat  car.  1. 1.34 Mich.  arb.  &  1 9 

Eng.  bot.  1872 Lin.fil.dec.l.t8 
Eng.  bot.  559 

13958 
13959 

13965 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2085.  Maba.  The  name  given  to  the  plant  by  the  natives  of  Tonga-Tabu,  according  to  Forster.  (Gen.  61.) 
This  shrub  or  small  tree  produces  edible  berries  very  well  tasted.  The  wood  is  dark  colored,  remarkably 
hard  and  durable,  and  where  its  size  will  admit,  is  employed  for  such  uses  as  require  the  most  durable,  com- 

pact, and  heavy  timber. 2086.  Populus.  In  ancient  times  the  public  places  of  Rome  were  decorated  with  rows  of  this  tree,  whence 
it  came  to  be  called  arbor  populi,  as  being  a  tree  peculiarly  appropriated  to  the  people.  But  Bullet  asserts, that  the  Poplar  has  obtained  its  name  from  the  constant  motion  of  the  leaves,  which  are  in  a  perpetual  state  of 
agitation  like  the  populace.  AU  the  species  are  rapid-growing  soft-wooded  timber  trees,  some  of  which  attain 
a  very  great  size.  P.  alba  is  one  of  the  most  valuable  of  the  British  species.  The  leaves  of  the  com- 

mon gray  poplar  are  of  a  blackish-green  above,  but  having  a  thick  white  cotton  underneath ;  they  are about  three  inches  long,  on  petioles  a  foot  in  length.  The  leaves  of  the  Abele  are  about  double  the  size,  and 
divided  into  three,  four,  or  five  lobes.  The  leaves  of  the  gray  poplar  are  also  larger  more  deeply  lobed,  and 
the  under-side  of  the  leaves  and  young  shoots  are  covered  with  a  hoary  down.  The  Abele  is  said  to  have 
been  introduced  from  Flanders,  and  the  hoary  poplar  to  have  been  originated  in  this  country.  The  timber  is 
of  great  value  for  all  sorts  of  wooden  vessels,  especially  butchers'  trays.  It  is  of  quick  growth,  soft,  white, 
and  stringy,  and  little  subject  to  swell  or  shrink.  It  makes  beautiful  floors  and  turners'  ware.  Some  of  the finest  Abeles  in  England  are  at  Hartwell  near  Aylesbury. 

P.  tremula  is  commonly  called  the  asp,  from  the  German  espe,  which  is  the  general  name  for  all  poplars,  is 
a  rapid-growing  tree  in  almost  any  soil  or  situation :  but  the  numerous  shoots  of  the  roots  spread  so  near  the 
surface  that  they  will  not  permit  any  thing  else  to  grow  there.  The  wood  is  extremely  light,  white,  smooth,  soft, 
and  durable  in  the  air.  It  may  be  used  for  the  same  purposes  as  that  of  the  Abele.  The  bark  is  the  favorite 
food  of  beavers.  On  the  leaves  and  leafstalks  may  sometimes  be  seen  red  glandular  substances  about  the  size 
of  a  pea,  which  are  the  nests  of  Tipula  juniperina.  P.  nigra  has  a  naked  lofty  trunk  covered  with  an  ash-colored 
bark,  and  a  regular  handsome  head.  It  is  a  tree  of  quick  growth,  and  on  the  banks  of  rivers  and  in  moist 
situations  it  grows  up  to  a  great  height  in  a  short  time.  The  bark  is  light  like  cork,  and  is  sometimes  used 
by  fishermen  to  float  their  nets.  The  timber  is  light  and  soft,  fit  for  the  turner  and  pattenmaker,  and  excel- 

lent for  flooring-boards.  These  boards  are  much  slower  in  taking  fire  than  those  of  resinous  trees ;  they 
smoke  a  long  time  before  they  burst  into  a  flame :  of  course  the  wood  is  bad  for  fuel  Many  species  of  in- 

sects are  supported  by  this  and  the  other  poplars.  The  red  substance  like  berries  upon  the  leafstalks  of  this 
species  are  occasioned  by  the  Aphis  Bursonia.  The  leaves  and  young  shoots  are  gathered  in  Sweden  and  other 
parts  of  Europe  during  the  month  of  October  and  dried,  to  be  given  as  fodder  to  the  sheep  in  winter.  The 
practice  is  as  old  as  the  time  of  the  Romans ;  who,  as  well  as  the  modern  Italians,  planted  this  tree  for  their vines  to  run  on.  In  Kamchatka  the  inhabitants  are  sometimes  reduced  to  the  necessity  of  converting  the  inner 
bark  into  bread.  Schefl'er  made  paper  from  the  cotton  down  of  the  seeds.  The  buds  both  of  this  and  the  white poplar  smell  very  pleasant  early  in  the  spring,  and  being  pressed  between  the  fingers  yield  a  balsamic  resinous 
substance,  which,  extracted  by  spirits  of  wine,  smells  like  storax.  A  drachm  of  this  tincture  in  broth  is administered  in  internal  ulcers  and  excoriations. 

The  black  Italian  poplar,  so  much  recommended  by  Pontey,  and  said  by  him  ,to  have  been  intro- 
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13957  Leaves  obovate  entire,  Flowers  sessile,  Calyxes  hairy 

OCTANDRIA. 
13958  Lvs.  roundish  cord,  lobed  toothed  glab.  above  downy  and  very  white  beneath,  Fert  catkins  ov.  Stigmas  4 
13959  Leaves  roundish  angular-repand  toothed  hoary  beneath,  Catkins  cylindrical  lax 
13960  Leaves  roundish  toothed  with  2  glands  at  base  acuminate  smooth :  younger  silky 
13961  Lvs.  nearly  orbicul.  broadly  tooth,  glab.  on  both  sides,  Petioles  compressed,  Stigmas  4  auricled  at  base 
13962  Lvs.  roundish  ov.  acum.  subcord.  unequally  serrat.  smooth,  Petioles  compressed,  Branches  round  smooth 
13963  Lvs.  round,  ov.  acute  slightly  cord,  with  equal  close  serratures  smooth  a  little  ciliat  Branches  round  smooth 
13964  Leaves  deltoid  acute  serrated  glabrous  on  both  sides,  Fertile  catkins  cylindrical  lax,  Stigmas  4 
13965  Leaves  rhomboid  acuminate  toothed  smooth,  Younger  branches  hairy 
13966  Leaves  smooth  on  each  side  acuminate  serrate  deltoid,  broader  than  long 
13967  Lvs.  subcord.  smooth  glanduL  at  base,  Serrat.  cartil.  hooked  hairy,  Nerves  spread.  Branch!,  slightly  winged towards  end  compound 
13968  Lvs.  subcord.  smooth  glandul.  at  base,  Serrat  cartil.  hooked  hairy,  Nerves  spread.  Branch!,  winged  simple 
13969  Leaves  cordate  deltoid  acuminate  bluntly  hook-toothed,  Branches  winged  angular 
13970  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  with  close  serratures  white  and  netted  beneath,  Buds  resinous 
13971  Leaves  cordate  ovate  large  somewhat  entire  pale  beneath 
13972  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  acumin.  bluntly  and  unequally  serrated  white  beneath  3. nerved  netted,  Buds  resinous 
13973  Leaves  cordate  roundish-ovate  blunt  hook-toothed :  younger  downy  beneatli 

ENNEANDRIA. 
13974  Stem  perfectly  simple,  Leaves  rough,  Root  creeping  perennial 
13975  Stem  herbaceous  brachiate,  Leaves  ovate-oblong  smooth  ciliated,  Fls.  whorled :  male  and  female  mixed 
13976  Stem  branched,  Branches  opposite,  Leaves  glabrous,  Root  fibrous  annual 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
duced  from  America,  seems  intermediate  between  P.  nigra  and  dilatata ;  indeed,  all  the  three  sorts  are  by 
some  considered  as  but  one  species.  P.  dilatata  differs  from  the  common  black  poplar  chiefly  in  its  close 
conical  manner  of  growth,  which  resembles  the  cypress.  The  leaves  are  greater  in  breadth  than  length; 
whereas  in  the  black  poplar  the  longitudinal  diameter  is  the  greatest  Though  it  generally  attains  a  great 
height,  the  increase  of  the  trunk  is  by  no  means  so  rapid  as  in  most  of  the  other  poplars.  It  cannot,  there- 

fore, be  highly  recommended  as  a  timber  tree.  In  Italy  it  is  considered  peculiarly  adapted  for  packing-boxes  : nails  do  not  split  it ;  and  if  cases  of  this  wood  fall  or  are  thrown  carelessly  on  the  ground,  it  gives  way  a  little, 
and  returns  to  its  former  position  without  splitting,  which  oak  and  other  heavy  woods  will  not  do.  In  Lom- 
bardy  all  the  vessels  in  which  the  grapes  are  carried  home  in  carts  from  the  vineyards,  are  of  poplar  plank, 
about  two  inches  thick,  and  in  them  the  grapes  are  squeezed.  Such  vessels  last  thirty  or  forty  years ;  and  by 
their  lightness  are  manageable,  however  large  and  long.  A  four-wheeled  cart  is  in  general  covered  with  one of  them,  and  it  contains  about  fifteen  hundred  weight  of  grapes,  each  hundred  being  a  hundred  pounds  of 
thirty  ounces.  The  conic  form  of  the  Lombardy  poplar,  as  a  deciduous  tree,  is  peculiar.  Among  evergreens 
we  find  the  same  character  in  the  cypress ;  and  both  trees,  in  many  situations,  have  a  good  effect.  The  cypress 
often,  among  the  ruins  of  ancient  (and  the  buildings  of  modern)  Rome,  breaks  the  regularity  of  a  wall  or  a 
pediment ;  and  the  poplar  has  the  effect  among  deciduous  trees  of  the  round-headed  kind.  One  beauty  the 
Italian  poplar  possesses  which  is  almost  peculiar  to  it ;  and  that  is  the  waving  line  it  forms  when  agitated  by 
the  wind.  Most  trees,  in  these  circumstances,  are  partially  agitated ;  one  side  is  at  rest  while  the  other  is  in  mo- 

tion ;  but  the  Italian  poplar  waves  in  one  single  sweep  from  the  top  to  the  bottom,  like  an  ostrich-feather  on  a 
lady's  head.  All  the  branches  coincide  in  the  motion,  and  the  least  blast  makes  an  impression  upon  it  when other  trees  are  at  rest 

F.  balsamifera  is  a  moderate  sized  conical  tree,  a  native  both  of  Siberia  and  America.  The  buds  of  this 
tree,  from  autumn  to  the  leafing  season,  are  covered  with  abundance  of  a  glutinous  yellow  balsam,  which 
often  collects  into  drops,  and  is  pressed  from  the  tree  for  medical  use.  This  balsam  is  brought  to  Europe  from 
Canada  in  shells.  It  is  smooth,  of  an  even  texture,  a  yellowish  color,  and  a  fragrant  scent.  In  Siberia  a 
medicated  wine  is  prepared  from  the  buds,  which  is  diuretic,  and  esteemed  by  the  inhabitants  serviceable  in 
the  scurvy.  The  grouse  and  other  birds  of  that  family  feeding  on  these  buds  during  winter,  acquire  a 
flavor  which  is  much  esteemed  by  epicures.  P.  candicans  bears  a  general  resemblance  to  the  preceding 
species ;  and,  like  it,  the  buds  are  covered  with  a  resinous  tenacious  balsam.  The  other  American  species  are 
rapid-growing  bulky  timber-trees,  well  calculated  for  immediate  effect  and  utility ;  but  all  the  species  being 
short-lived  when  compared  with  oaks,  elms,  and  other  slower-growing  hard-wooded  trees,  confer  a  temporary premature  character  on  landscape ;  for  nothing  can  be  great  and  lasting  but  what  advances  by  degrees.  Such 
poplars  as  do  not  grow  freely  from  cuttings  of  the  shoots,  are  most  rapidly  increased  by  cuttings  of  the  roots ; 
but  the  largest  plants  are  produced  from  layers. 

2087.  Mercurialis.  Mercury  is  said  to  have  discovered  the  virtues  of  this  plant  BChmer,  indeed,  in  his  Lex- 
icon, says,  after  Ambrosinus,  that  the  name  is  a  corruption  of  muliercularis,  as  being  useful  to  women;  but  the 

Greeks  call  it  hu#  vox,  which  is  the  same  as  Mercurialis  in  its  mythological  sense.  M.  perennis  is  not  eaten  by  any 
quadruped,  ana  is  poisonous  to  men  and  sheep.  The  plant  on  being  dried  turns  blue,  and  steeped  in  water  it 
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13977  elKptiea  TV.  oval-leaved 
13978  tomentosa  TV.  woolly 
2089.  HYDRCCHARIS.  TV.  Frog-bit. 

13979  Morsus-ranae  IV.     common  £ 
2090.  TRIPXARIS.  TV.  Triplaris. 

13980  americana  TV. American 

 ,  un    1  my.jl    G      Portugal  1802. un    1  jl.s       G      Spain  1640. 
Hydrocharidets.   Sp.  1. 

A  cu      Jjnjl      W      Britain  dit. 

Sp.  1—7. f  I   I  tm  40 Pa.Y  S.  Amer.  1824. 

co   Vent.  eels.  12 

CO D  co  Eng.  bot  808 
C  r.m  Aublet,  t347 

DECANDRIA. 

2091.  CORIA'RIA.  W.  Coriaria. 13981  myrtifolia  TV.        Myrtle-leaved  *      or  6 
13982  sarmentosa  Forst.    running          -£      cu  3 
2092.  KIGGELA'RIA.  TV.  Kiggelaria. 13983  africfina  TV.  African  f  |_J  or  10 

*2093.  SCHI'NUS.  TV.  Schinus. 13984  M6Ue  TV.  Peruvian  Hk  |_J  or  12 
§13985  dentita  H.  K.  tooth-leaved  ijor  6 
§13986  dependens  H  K.     entire-leaved    *      un  8 

Amyris  poljgama  W. 
2094.  GYMNOCLAUUS.  TV.  Gtmnocladus. 

13987  canadensis  TV.        Canadian         J      or  20 
2095.  CA'RICA  TV.       Papaw  Tree. 

13988  Papaya  TV.  common  J  □  cul  20 13989  caulifl6ra  TV.         stem-flowering  $  O  or  20 
13990  spin6sa  TV.            prickly           J  CD  or  20 
13991  microcarpa  TV.        small-fruited    $  □  or  20 

/3  monoica  Desf.        moncecious       J  O  or  20 

Coriariete.   Sp.  2—7. 
my.au  G      S.  Europe  1629. 
my.au  G       N.  Zeal.  182a 
Euphorbiacece.   Sp  1—2. 
my.jn  W.o  CftH  1683. 
Terebmtacece.   Sp.  3—7. 
jLau     G      Peru  1597. 
my.jl    G      Owhyhee  1795. 
my.jl    G      ChUi  1790. 
Leguminosce. ...  W Sp.  1. Canada 1748. Cucurbitaccts  ?    Sp.  4—6. 
jl         G      India  1690. G      Caraccas  1806. 

...     W.o  Guiana  1821. 

...     "W.o  Caraccas  1806. ...     W.o    1818. 

L  co  Dend.  brit  103 
L  co    Bot  mag.  2470 

C  &1    Lam.  ill.  t.  821 
L  r.m  Mill  ic  2. t 246 
L  r.m  Bot  rep.  620 
C  p.l   Cav.  ic.at239 

R  s.1  Mieh.amc.at.51 

S  r.m  Botreg.459 
S  r.m  Jac.schoo.At.31 1 
S  r.m  Aublet,  1 346 
S  r.m  Ja.sch.3.t.309,10 
S  r.m 

DODECANDRIA. 
209a  STRATIOTES.  TV.  Water  Soldier. 

13992  aloides  TV.  Aloe-like  A  A  el 
2097.  HYiENAN'CHE.  H.  K.   Hyjena  Poison. 

13993  globosa  II.  K.         Cape  «  i  1  or 
209a  EU'CLEA  TV.  Eoclea. 13994  racemosa  TV.         round-leaved    »  |  |  or 

13995  undulata  TV.         wave-leaved     m  \  |  or 

Hydrocharideee.  Sp.  1. 
2  jn.jl      W  England 

  Sp.  1. 
8  ap.s      W.g  C.  G.  H. 1783. 

D  Lp  Eng.  bot  379 
C  I.p  Lam.cinc.52.tl0 

C  p.l  Jac.frag.Atl.f.5 C  p.l 

13985 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
affords  a  fine  deep  blue  color,  destructible,  however,  both  by  acids  and  alkalies.    It  has  been  observed  that  the 
male  and  female  plants  are  seldom  found  intermixed,  each  sort  usually  growing  in  large  patches :  whence  it  is 
probable  that  this  plant,  which  increases  much  by  the  root,  rarely  produces  perfect  seeds.     M.  annua  was 
formerly  accounted  medicinal ;  its  seeds  taste  like  those  of  hemp. 

2089.  Bydrocharist.  From  vSa;,  water,  and  xai'*<  grace.  This  little  plant  is  one  of  the  prettiest  ornament* of  still  waters.  This  plant  increases  by  runners,  which  shoot  out  to  a  great  length,  and  at  the  joints  drop  down 
long  roots,  which  penetrate  deep  into  the  mud.  The  joints  are  furnished  with  pendulous  buds,  supported  on 
long  footstalks.  The  buds  consist  of  two  stipulaceous  scales  folded  together,  within  which  are  curiously 
enveloped  the  embryo  leaves  of  the  future  plant 

2090.  Triplaris.  All  the  parts  of  the  fructification  are  in  threes  or  triple.  T.  americana  is  a  tree  forty  feet 
high,  with  a  dense  pyramidal  head.  The  leaves  are  oblong,  entire,  smooth,  a  span  long.  The  branches  are 
often  hollow,  and  are  then  filled  with  an  innumerable  quantity  of  little  red  ants,  which  are  often  showered 
down  upon  any  incautious  traveller  who  may  stand  under  the  shade  of  the  tree,  and  whom  they  bite  severely. 
(JBredemeyer.) 

2091.  Coriaria.  A  tanner's  plant ;  from  corhim,  a  hide.  Coriaria  myrtifolia  has  handsome  leaves,  but  very little  beauty  in  the  flowers.  It  is  considerably  astringent,  and  is  used  not  only  in  tanning  leather,  but  in  dying 
black  colors.    It  produces  abundance  of  suckers. 

2092.  Kiggelaria.  Named  after  Francis  Kiggelar,  an  obscure  botanist,  who  lived  at  the  end  of  the  seven- 
teenth century.    An  uninteresting  plant   Ripened  cuttings  strike  in  heat  under  a  hand-glass. 2093.  Schinus.  This  was  the  Greek  name  of  the  Pistacia  Lentiscus.  It  is  now  applied  to  an  American  genus 

which  resembles  Pistacia  in  sensible  properties.  The  word  molle,  applied  to  one  species,  does  not  allude  to  any 
softness  in  the  plant  which  bears  the  name,  but  is  a  slight  alteration  of  the  Peruvian  word  tmtlli.  Fragrant 
shrubs  with  beautiful  foliage,  easily  cultivated  in  a  cold  conservatory  or  out  of  doors  in  a  warm  sheltered 
place. 2094.  Gymnocladus.  From  yvfttot,  naked,  and  xXaits,  a  shoot,  on  account  of  the  naked  appearance  of  its strange  rigid  shoots  during  the  winter.  This  tree  or  shrub  has  pinnate  leaves  nearly  a  foot  and  a  half  long; 
both  leaves  and  stalks  are  armed  with  thorns.  The  stalks  at  first  grow  erect,  but  afterwards  twine  about  the 
neighbouring  trees  and  shrubs.  It  is  best  propagated  by  cuttings  of  the  roots. 



Order  VIII.  DIOECIA  ENNEANDRIA.  843 

13977  Stem  suff'ruticose  brachiate,  Leaves  elliptical  acute  at  each  end  smooth  glandular  serrated 13978  Stem  suffruticose,  Leaves  oblong  downy  with  serratures  on  each  side  at  the  end 
13979  The  only  species 

13980  Racemes  terminal  and  axillary  brachiate 

DECANDRIA. 

13981  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  "-nerved  stalked 13982  Procumbent  diffuse,  Leaves  cordate-ovate  acuminate  entire  5-nerved  stalked,  Racemes  nodding 

13983  Leaves  oblong  unequally  serrated 

13984  Leaves  pinnated,  Leaflets  serrated :  the  odd  one  very  long,  Petioles  equal 13985  Leaves  simple  toothed 
13986  Leaves  simple  entire  and  trifld,  Flowers  generally  octandrous 

13987  Leaves  bipinnate  very  large  deciduous,  Flowers  equal  dioecious 

13988  Leaves  palmate  7-Iobed  :  middle  lobe  sinuated ;  segments  oblong  acute,  Male  flowers  corymbose 
13989  Leaves  palmate  5-lobed :  middle  lobe  sinuated ;  segments  lane.  acum.  Male  fls.  from  excrescences  of  trunk 
13990  Leaves  digitate,  Leaflets  7  oblong  acuminate  entire,  Trunk  spiny 
13991  Leaves  3  or  5-lobed :  middle  lobe  5-lobed ,  Male  flowers  corymbose 

j3  Lower  leaves  entire :  cauline  5-lobed  ;  upper  5-lobed,  Flowers  monoecious  subracemose  erect 

DODECANDRIA. 
13992  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  keeled  prickly  toothed 

13993  Branches  diffuse  cinereous  scarred,  Leaves  opposite  3  or  4-nate  oblong  retuse  coriaceous 
13994  Leaves  oblong  or  obovate  flat 
13995  Leaves  obovate  wavy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2095.  Carica.  According  to  Linnaeus,  because  a  native  of  Caria ;  but  as  the  plant  has  no  relation  to  that 

country,  it  would  be  better  to  adopt,  with  Jussieu,  the  specific  name  Papaya  for  the  genus.  C.  Papaya  rises  with 
a  thick  soft  herbaceous  stem  to  the  height  of  eighteen  or  twenty  feet,  naked  till  within  two  feet  of  the  top,  and 
having  marks  of  the  fallen  leaves  great  part  of  its  length.  The  leaves  have  long  footstalks,  are  very  large,  and 
divided  into  many  lobes.  The  whole  plant  abounds  with  a  milky  acrid  juice,  which  is  esteemed  good  for  the 
ringworm.  The  male  flowers,  which  are  in  loose  clusters  on  long  peduncles,  are  of  a  pure  white,  and  have  an 
agreeable  odor.  Sometimes  these  are  succeeded  by  a  small  fruit  about  the  size  of  a  pear,  which  has  occasioned 
some  to  suppose  the  male  plant  a  distinct  species.  The  flowers  of  the  female  have  short  peduncles ;  they  are 
large  and  bell-shaped,  composed  of  six  yellow  petals.  When  these  drop  off",  the  germ  swells  to  a  large  fleshy fruit  the  size  of  a  small  melon.  When  ripe  it  is  eaten  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  Caribbee  Islands,  but  its  flavor 
is  very  indifferent  The  most  common  use  of  them  is  when  they  are  about  half  grown,  to  soak  them  in  salt 
water,  to  get  out  the  milky  juice,  and  pickle  them  as  mangoes,  for  which  they  are  considered  a  good  substitute. 
The  plant  generally  is  said  to  have  the  property  of  intenerating  animal  fibre  by  suspension  under  its  leaves  or 
branches ;  but  this  quality  wants  confirmation.  In  our  stoves  the  plants  grow  freely  in  loamy  soil,  and  are  in- 

creased by  large  cuttings  with  their  leaves  on  in  a  moist  heat. 
2096.  Stratiotes.  From  clfa.roe,  a  camp;  in  English, water-soldier ;  both  names  alluding  to  the  military 

appearance  of  the  plant,  with  its  long  sword-like  leaves,  and  flowers  which  may  be  liked  to  plumes  of  white 
feathers.  An  aquatic  plant,  remaining  the  greatest  part  of  the  year  immersed  in  water,  but  rising  to  flower. 
It  increases  with  such  rapidity  as  to  become  a  troublesome  weed  in  artificial  pieces  of  water  in  which  it  is 
planted. 2097.  Hycenanche.  From  hycena,  and  «.y%i\,  pain ;  because  the  fruit  is  used  at  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope  to 
poison  hyaenas.  A  small  tree,  six  or  seven  feet  high,  also  called  Toxicodendron  capense.  The  flowers  grow 
in  axillary  branched  yellowish  panicles,  and  are  succeeded  by  smooth  nuts,  which,  being  pounded,  are  used  to 
poison  the  carcases  of  lambs,  by  which  the  hyaenas  are  infallibly  destroyed. 

2098.  Euclea.  From  tuxtein,  glory  or  beauty ;  in  allusion  to  the  permanent  beauty  of  the  neat  evergreen 
foliage  of  the  plants.  Shrubs  or  small  trees,  natives  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope.  Of  one  species  the  berries 
are  brought  to  the  market  of  Cape  Town  for  sale,  and  is  the  only  kind  of  native  fruit,  except  that  of  Cissus 
capensis,  which  is  there  eaten.   Ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a  glass. 



844 DICECIA  DODECANDRIA. Class  XXII. 

2099.  DATISCA.  W.  Datisca. 
1391)6  cannabina  W.         Hemp-like  ^  A  or 
2100.  MENISPER'MUM.  D.   Moon  Seed. 13997  canadense  IV.         Canadian  _$  or 

13998  virginicum  W.        Virginian  .J  or 
13999  smilacinum  Dec      Smilax-leaved  j_  i  \  or 

Cissampelos  smilacina  W. 
2101.  COCCULUS.  Dec.  Cocculus. 
14000  Plukenetii  Dec.      officinal  j_  l~~lor 14001  carolinus  W.          Carolina  %_  or 

(Vendlandia  populifolia 
14002  orbiculatus  Dec.      round-leaved  f_  □  or 
14003  villosus  Dec.          villous  j_  I    I  or 

(3  hirsutus  Dec.       Aaj'ry  j_  □  or 

Resedacets.   Sp.  1—2. 4  jLs       Y      Candia  1640. 
Menispermece.   Sp.  3 — 6. 

10  jn.jl      G.Y    N.  Araer.  1691. 
20  jn.jl      G.Y    N.  Amer.  1732. 10     ...     G.Y    Carolina  1776. 

Menispermete.    Sp.  4 — 46. 10     ...     G.Y    E  Indies  1790. 
4  jn.jl     G.Y    N.  Amer.  1810. 
6  ...  G.Y  E  Indies  1790. 
6  ...  G.Y  E.  Indies  1800. 
6     ...     G.Y    E  Indies  1800. 

D  co  Alp.  cxot.  1 298 
R  s.p  Bot  mag.  1910 
R  s.p  DiLeLtl78.f.219 
R  Lp  Jac.  ic.  3. 1 629 

R  l.p  PLman.  t345.f.2 

R  s.p 

R  Lp  Pluk.al.  t.384.f.6 
R  Lp  Plu.am.  t.384.f.3 
R  Lp  Plu.am.t384.f.7 

ICOSANDRIA. 
2102.  FLACOURTIA 

14004  Ramontchi  W. 
14005  flavescens  W. 
14006  cataphracta  W. 
14007  sapida  W. 
210a  PEU'MU&  Pers. 

14008  fragrans  Pers. 
2104.  GELCNIUM.  Roxb.  Gelonium. 

14009  bifarium  Roxb.  oval-leaved 
2105.  ROTTLE'RA.  Roxb.  Rottlera. 

14010  tinctoria  Roxb.  dyer's 

W.  Flacourtia. 
shining-leaved  it  □  fr 
yellow-flower'd  *  O  fr many-spin ed    *  □  fr esculent  41  O  fr 
Peumus. 
fragrant  t  I    I  ft  30 

TiliacecB.   Sp.  4—7. 
12  jn.jl     W  Madagasc.1775. W 

W 
W 

Guinea  1780. 
E  Indies  1804. 
E  Indies  1800. 

Sp.  1. Chili 1824. 
Euphorbiacete.   Sp.  1 — 2. i  O  un   6  jn.au    Ap     E  Indies  1793. 
Eupihorbiacece.   Sp.  1. 

O  un  15     ...     Ap     E  Indies  1810. 

C  p.l  L'He.stir.59.t30 C  p.l C  p.l 
C  pi  Roxb. cor.l. t.69 

C  p.l  Feuillee,&  t.  6 
C  p.l 

C  p.l  Roxb.cor.2.tl68 

POL  YANDRIA. 

14011  cuneata  W. 
14012  ilicifolia  W. 
14013  tridentita  W. 
14014  ruscifolia  W. 
14015  cinerea  W. 
14016  pulch«la  W. 14017  crenSta  W. 
14018  ericaefolia  W. 

r.  Cliffortia. Rosacea.    Sp.  11 — 24. 
wedge-leaved 

i_J or 3 

ap 

G.w 
C. 

G.  H. 1787. C Ilex-leaved * i_J 
i_J 

or 3 my.s G 

C. 

G.  H. 1714. C 
three-toothed 

m. 

or 3 my.s G.w C. G.  H. C 
Ruscus-leaved m L_l 

or 
3 

jn.jl 

G.w 
C. G.  H. 1752. C cinereous s L_i 

or 
4 

jn.jl 

G.w 

C. 

G.  H. 1800. c 
beautiful m j  j 

or 

1£ 

ap.my 
G.w C. G.  H. 1795. c notched-leaved m l_J or 3 

jl.au 

G.w 

C. 

G.  H. 1791. c Heath-leaved m l_J or 3 

jls 

G.w 
C. G.  H. 1799. c 

Dill.  elt.t.31.f.35 
L'hort.  cliff  t31 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2099.  Datisca.  A  word  the  meaning  of  which  is  unknown.  The  plant  isof  nobeauty,  and  of  the  easiest  culture. 
2100.  Menispermum.  From  ftrivri,  the  moon,  and  tr-mtua,  seed ;  on  account  of  the  crescent-like  form  of the  fruit.    All  the  species  are  of  the  easiest  propagation  and  culture 
The  M.  palmatum  produces  the  famous  Colombo  root,  which  is  so  remarkable  for  the  intenseness  of  its  bitter 

taste,  and  valuable  on  this  account  in  dyspepsia,  diarrhoea,  dysentery,  and  as  a  wash  for  putrid  sores. 
2101.  Cocculus.  This  word  is  derived  from  coccus,  the  name  of  the  well-known  dyers'  insect,  and  has  been applied  to  this  genus  on  account  of  the  resemblance  which  has  been  found  to  exist  between  that  insect  and 

the  scarlet  berries  of  the  plant    A  genus  with  the  habit  of  Menispermum. 
Cocculus  Plukenetii  produces  berries  and  bunches  like  grapes,  but  smaller ;  first  white,  then  red,  and 

finally  blackish  purple.  In  the  East  Indies  they  are  made  up  into  a  paste,  and  used  to  intoxicate  fish,  birds, and  different  sorts  of  vermin. 
2102.  Flacourtia.  Named  in  honor  of  Etienne  de  Flacourt,  a  director  of  the  French  East  India  Company, 

and  the  commander  of  an  expedition  to  Madagascar  in  1648 ;  of  which  he  afterwards  wrote  an  account,  con- 
taining considerable  details  upon  the  botany  of  the  country.  L'Heritier  dedicated  to  him  the  first  species  of the  genus,  which  was  found  by  him  in  Madagascar,  where  it  is  called  Ramontchi.  It  is  a  thorny  shrub  or  tree, 

with  leaves  and  fruit  resembling  those  of  the  plum.  The  fruit  is  green  when  young,  of  a  beautiful  red 
when  ripe,  and  finally  of  a  dark  violet  color :  the  skin  is  very  thin,  and  the  flesh  transparent  red,  of  the  same 
consistence  with  our  common  plums  :  in  the  middle  are  a  dozen  or  fourteen  small  kernels,  the  size  of  those  in 
the  apple,  and  nearly  of  the  same  shape ;  they  are  bitterish  like  our  apricot  kernels,  and  covered  with  a  tender 
shell.  The  natives  eat  the  fruit ;  it  is  sweet,  but  leaves  a  slight  sharpness  in  the  mouth.  An  island  on  the 
coast  of  Madagascar  is  covered  with  these  trees ;  and  because  they  resemble  the  European  plum-tree,  the 
sailors  have  named  the  island  Isle  aux  Prunes,  or  Plum-tree  Island.  All  the  species  grow  freely  in  a  mixture 
of  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  in  sand,  plunged  and  covered. 

2103.  Peumus.  The  Chilian  name  of  this  plant  is  Peumo.  It  is  the  Ruizia  of  the  Flora  Peruviana,  and 
forms  an  evergreen  tree  among  the  woods  upon  the  sandy  shores  of  Chili ;  it  is  valuable  for  its  wood,  which  is 
very  fragrant- 



Order  X. DICECIA  DODECANDRIA. 
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13996  Stem  smooth 

13997  Leaves  peltate  cordate  roundish  angular 
13998  Leaves  peltate  cordate  lobed 
13999  Leaves  peltate  smoothish  cordate-roundish  bluntly  angular  glaucous  beneath,  Racemes  simple 

14000  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  at  base  bluntly  truncate  at  end  with  a  little  point,  Fern,  racemes  axillary  simple 14001  Leaves  cordate  villous  beneath 
14002  Leaves  orbicular  subcordate  obtuse  5-7-nerved  mucronulate  ash-colored  beneath.  Peduncles  very  large 
14003  Leaves  ovate  or  lanceolate  3-5-nerved :  younger  villous ;  old  ones  downy,  Branchlets  vilL  Pedicels  few.  fl. 

ICOSANDRIA. 
14004  Leaves  roundish  ovate  acute  crenate 
14005  Leaves  oblong  obtuse  serrated  narrowed  at  base 
14006  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate  serrated 
14007  Leaves  elliptical  bluntish  repand  serrated  obtuse  at  base 

14008  Leaves  ovate  oblong  with  pellucid  dots,  Racemes  short  pellucid 

14009  Leaves  elliptical  sharp-pointed 

14010  Leaves  alternate  oblong  elliptical  acute  at  each  end 

POLYANDRIA. 
14011  Leaves  alternate  cuneiform  truncate  5-toothed  at  end  streaked  with  veins 
14012  Leaves  altern.  roundish  ellipt.  amplexicaul.  from  the  middle  to  end  mucronate  toothed  streaked  with  veins 
14013  Leaves  alternate  oblong  cuneiform  entire  and  3-toothed  nerved  downy  beneath 
14014  Leaves  alternate  lanceolate  smooth  nerved  terminated  by  a  spine :  floral  3-toothed,  Branches  downy 14015  Leaves  connate  ovate  3-cornered  hoary 
14016  Leaves  opposite  orbicular  entire  appressed  many-nerved 
14017  Leaves  opposite  or  ternate  orbicular  appressed  toothletted  7-nerved 14018  Leaves  fascicled  rounded  furrowed  smooth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2104.  G clonal m.  So  named  by  Roxburgh ;  but  it  is  not  known  with  what  meaning.  East  Indian  trees,  with 

alternate  leaves,  the  tubular  stipular  of  a  Ficus,  and  axillary  flowers. 
2105.  Rottlera.  Named  by  Roxburgh,  in  honor  of  the  Rev.  Dr.  Rottler,  an  East  Indian  botanist  of  reputa- 

tion, who  resided  many  years  at  Tranquebar  in  the  character  of  a  Danish  missionary.  Rottlera  tinctoria  is  a 
native  of  the  inland  mountainous  parts  of  the  Circars  of  Hindostan,  flowering  in  the  cold  season.  Dr.  Rox- 

burgh never  found  it  any  where  else.  This  is  a  middle-sized,  erect,  branching  tree.  Leaves  alternate,  stalked, 
elliptic,  oblong,  acute,  entire,  from  four  to  eight  inches  in  length,  three- ribbed,  and  veiny;  nearly  smooth 
above ;  downy  beneath,  furnished  at  their  base  with  two  brown  glands.  Footstalks  round,  downy,  from  one  to 
three  inches  long.  Flowers  small,  in  clusters  about  the  tops  of  the  branches,  axillary,  and  terminal ;  the  latter 
branched.  Capsules  the  size  of  a  small  cherry,  clothed  with  abundance  of  deep  red  granular  powder,  easily 
rubbed  off  This  powder  is  a  valuable  article  of  commerce,  being  much  esteemed,  especially  among  the  Moors, 
for  dyeing  silk  of  a  deep,  bright,  very  beautiful  and  durable,  full  orange  or  flower  color.  When  the  capsules 
are  ripe,  in  February  or  March,  they  are  gathered,  and  the  powder  carefully  brushed  off".  It  is  .preserved without  any  further  process,  and  is  sold  to  the  merchants  trading  to  Hydrabad  and  other  inland  parts.  This 
substance  is  but  little  acted  upon  by  water,  except  with  the  admixture  of  alkaline  salts,  when  it  gives  out 
a  very  deep  blood-red  color.  To  spirits  it  communicates  a  rich,  deep,  reddish  flame  color ;  but  in  neither  in- 

stance does  it  dissolve,  the  grains  remaining  entire,  like  sand.  The  inhabitants  know  this  powder  by  the  name 
of  Wassunta-gunda,  and  use  it  in  the  following  manner :  —  To  four  parts  of  Wassunta-gunda  are  added  one  of 
alum,  and  two  of  salt  of  soda,  native  barilla. .  These  are  rubbed  well  together,  with  a  portion  of  expressed  oil 
of  Sesamum,  so  small  as  hardly  to  be  perceived.  When  well  mixed,  the  whole  is  put  into  boiling  water,  in 
quantity  proportioned  to  the  silk  which  is  to  be  dyed,  and  kept  boiling  smartly,  more  or  less  time,  according  to 
the  shade  required.   The  silk  is  turned  frequently,  to  render  the  color  uniform. 

2106.  Oiffortia.  Named  in  honor  of  George  Cliffort,  a  Dutch  gentleman ;  a  great  lover  of  plants,  and  one 
of  the  earliest  of  Linnaeus's  patrons.  He  had  a  superb  garden  at  Hartcamp,  of  which  Linnsus  published  the catalogue  in  one  volume  folio,  in  1737.  Shrubs  of  little  beauty,  except  C.  pulchella,  which  is  exceedingly 
pretty ;  they  are  easily  cultivated  in  a  good  greenhouse. 
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14019  obcordata  IV. 
14020  trifoliate  W. 
14021  sarmentosa  W. 
2107.  CY'CAS.  W. 14022  circinalis  W. 

14023  revoluta  W. 
2108.  ZA'MIA.  W. 

14024  pungens  W. 
14025  cycadifolia  W. 
14026  angustifiSlia  Jac. 14027  media  Jac. 
14028  debilis  W. 
14029  integrifolia  W. 
14030  pygnWa  J.  M. 14031  furfuracea  fT. 
14032  spiralis  If. 14033  h6rrida  W. 
14034  Cycadis  W. 
14035  pumila  A  Af. 
14036  lanuginosa  W. 
14037  longi folia  W. 
14038  tridentfta 

heart-leaved three-leaved twiggy :  i  |  or    3  jn.au  G.w 
I  |  or  10  ap.jl  G.w 

:  i  |  or    4  jn.au  W 
Ctcas. broad-leaved    £  □  cu 

narrow-leaved  £  □  cu 
Zamia. 

needle 
Cycas-leaved narrow-leaved intermediate 
long-leaved dwarf 
least 
broad-leaved 
spiral gray 
Cycas-like 
pygmy 
woolly 

long-leaved three-toothed 

£  |  |  cu £  i-jcu 
£  □  cu £  O  cu 
£  CDcu £  □  cu 
£  O  cu £  Ocu 
£  t_Jcu 
£  I  |  cu 
£  |  1  cu 
£  |  J  cu 
£  i  |  cu 
£  |  |  cu £  I  |cu 

Cycadete.  i 3     ...  Ap 
3  jl.au  Ap 

Cycadete.  I 
...  Ap 
...  Ap 

jl.au  Ap 
jl.au  Ap jl.au  Ap 
jl.au  Ap 
my  Ap 3  jl.au  Ap 

3  jl.au  Ap 
3      ...  Ap 
3      ...  Ap 
1J    ...  Ap 3     ...  Ap 
7     ...  Ap 2     ...  Ap 

C.  G.  H.  1790. 
C.  G.  H.  1752. 
C.  G.  H.  1793. 

X  2—4. K  Indies  1700. China  1737. 
o.  15. 
C.  G.  H.  1775. 
C.  G.  H.  1775. Bahama  I.  ... 
W.  Indies  ... W.  Indies  1777. 
W.  Indies  1768. 
W.  Indies  ... 
W.  Indies  1691. 
N.  a\V.  1796. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

G.  H, C.  G.  H. 

1800. 
1775. 
1812. 
1812. 
18ia 
1814. 

C  p.1 
C  p.l  Pluk.al.tS19.£4 
C  p.l 
Skr.m  Rh.mal.3.t.  13.21 Sk  r.ra  Ian.  trans.6.  t.29 Skl.p Skip 

Sk  p.l 
Sk  p.l 
Sk  p.l 
Skp.1 Sk  p.l 
Skp.1 
Skp.1 
Skp.1 Skp.1 Skp.1 
Skp.1 
Skp.1 
Skp.1 

Till.pis.l29.t.45 Ja.frag.l.t.25,26 
Jac.  ic.  a  t.  636 Hot.  mag.  1838 
Bot  cab.  155 
Bot  mag.  1851 Bot.  mag.  1741 
Bot  mag.  1969 
Jac.fr.27.t.27,28 
Th.aqt.ups.2.  tS Bot  mag.  2006 
Jac.  frag,  t.27,28 
Jac.  fragm.  1 29 

MONADELPHIA. 
S109.  LATA'NIA.         Bourbon  Palm. 14039  rfibra  W.  red  £  □  or 

14040  borbonica  W.        common         £  □  or 
2110.  LEPTOC AR'PUS.  B.  Br.  Leptocarpus. 14041  tenax  B.  Br.  tough  Mt  i_J  un Scha  nodum  tenax  Lab. 
2111.  RWCUS.  W.        Butcher's  Broom. 14042  aculeatus  W.         prickly  a.  or 

/3  laxus  L.  T.            loose  n.  or 
14043  Hypophf  Hum  W.    broad-leaved    O-  or 
14044  Hypoglossum  W.    double-leaved  it.  or 14045  andr6gynus  W.       climbing         |_  |  1  or 14046  racemosus  W.  Alexandrian  Laurel  n.  or 

Palmce.   Sp.  2. 
...     G.w  Mauritius  1788.  S G.w  Bourbon  1816.  S 

Jac.  frag.  13. 1 8 
Jac.frag.tlLf.l 

Bestiaeete.  Sp.  1—7. 
2     ...     Ap    N.  Holl.  1823. D  co  Lab.no.hol.t229 

Asphodelete.  Sp.  5—7. 1  jn.d      G  England  thick.  Sk  co  Eng.  bot  560 
1  ja.jn     G  Portugal     ...  Sk  co 1  my.jn  G  Italy  1640.  Sk  co  Bot.  mag.  2049 
1  ap.my  G  Italy  1596.  Sk  co  Sen.  han.a  t340 
3  ap.my  G.w  Canaries  1713.  R  p.l  Bot  mag.  1898 
4  jn        G.Y  Portugal  1713.  Sk  co  Dend.britl45 

1*2112.  ARAUCA'RIA.  J.  Araucaria. 
14047  imbricata  W.         Sir  J.  Banks's  t §14048  cxcelsa  H.  K.         Norfolk  Island  J 

Coniferce.   Sp.  2— a |  tm  150    ...     Ap     Chili       1796.  C  p.l  Lam.  ill.  1 328 
i  tm  100    ...     Ap     Norfolk  1. 179a  C  p.l  Lam.pin.t39, 40 

Hi$i  Ty,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2107.  Cyras.  A  name  employed  by  the  ancients  to  designate  a  little  palm  which  grew  in  Ethiopia.  The 

modern  plant  is  analogous  to  it.  This  genus,  which  seems  intermediate  between  palms  and  ferns,  produces  the 
nutritive  granulated  powder  called  sago,  from  sagu,  the  name  of  a  sort  of  bread  made  from  the  pith  of  the 
trunk  in  Tonquin.  It  is  cultivated  in  China  and  Japan,  and  the  fruit  is  eaten  in  the  latter  country.  The  tree, 
however,  is  chiefly  valued  for  the  pith  of  its  trunk,  which  is  full  of  white  pith  like  that  of  the  elder.  The 
tree  being  cut  down,  this  pith  is  beaten  with  a  wooden  pestle  in  a  great  mortar  or  trough  ;  it  is  then  strained, 
and  the  sediment,  without  farther  preparation,  constitutes  sago.  The  native  Indians  live  wholly  upon  it  for  three 
or  four  months  in  the  year.  That  which  is  transported  is  dryed  and  granulated.  In  our  stoves  these  plants  re- 

quire the  culture  common  to  all  the  palm  tribe ;  a  rich  loamy  soil,  plenty  of  pot-room,  and  a  strong  moist  heat 
2108.  Zamia.  From  inifuci,  loss  or  damage.  Pliny  applied  the  name  to  the  pine-cones  of  the  fir,  which,  when 

suffered  to  decay  upon  the  tree,  injured  the  succeeding  crop.  The  modern  genus  bears  heads  of  flowers  very 
like  pine  cones. 
-  2109.  Latunia.  The  name  of  this  plant  in  the  Isle  of  Bourbon  is  Latanier.  L.  borbonica  is  a  middle-sized palm  with  plaited  fan-like  fronds,  which  from  the  elongation  of  the  axis  and  terminal  lobe,  seems  as  if  pinnate. 
When  young  their  middle  nerve  is  downy ;  it  afterwards  becomes  naked.  The  stalks  of  the  leaves  are  spiny. 
The  other  species,  L.  rubra,  is  a  much  smaller  plant,  and  is  remarkable  for  its  red  livid  leaves. 

2110.  Leptocarpus.  From  Xixtos,  smooth,  and  fruit ;  with  reference  to  the  polished  surface  of  the 
seeds.    Rushy  plants  allied  to  Restio,  and  all  natives  of  New  Holland  and  the  South  Seas. 

2111.  liuscus.  Anciently  bruscus,  and  derived,  it  is  said,  from  Beus,  box,  and  kelem,  holly,  in  Celtic ;  box- 
holly.  The  French  at  this  day  call  one  species  buis-ipmeux  and  petit-houx.  R  aculeatus  has  thick  white twining  roots,  which  strike  deep  into  the  ground,  and  send  out  fibres  like  those  of  asparagus.  The  stem  is 
suffruticose,  tough,  stiff,  and  dark  green  ;  having  many  stiff  sharp  prickly  pointed  leaves.  From  the  middle  of 
the  leaf  above,  comes  out  a  singl"  flower,  on  a  very  short  pedicel :  when  it  first  appears  it  is  the  size  and  shape 
of  a  small  pin's  head ;  when  expanded,  composed  of  three  outer  calyxed  leaves,  and  three  inner  ones  con- 
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14019  Leaves  temate  veinless  smooth  roundish  elliptical :  the  middle  one  smaller  obcordate 
14020  Leaves  ternate  fascicled  veiny  hairy :  lateral  lanceolate  entire ;  middle  one  obovate  3-toothed 14021  Leaves  ternate  linear  villous 

14022  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  lanceloate  linear  acute  1-nerved  flat 
14023  Fronds  pinnated.  Leaflets  linear  mucronate  1-nerved  revolute  at  edge 

[unarmed 14024  Fronds  pinnat  Lean,  subul.  spread,  straight  rigid  mucron. :  outer  margin  of  base  rounded,  Stalk  roundish 
14025  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  linear  mucronate  distichous :  lower  opposite,  Stalk >round  channelled  down, 
14026  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  linear  entire  with  a  callous  end  twice  emarginate  obtuse,  Stalk  ground 
14027  Frondl  pinnated  Leaflets  linear  lane,  blunt  obsoletely  serrulate  at  end  and  flat,  Stalk  3-cornered  smooth 14028  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  lane,  acute  pointless  serrated  at  end,  Stalk  ̂ cornered  smooth  
14029  Fronds  pinnatLeafl.  lane,  rounded  blunt  narrow,  at  base  serruL  on  outside  at  end,  Stalk  smooth  nearly  sq. 14030  Verv smooth  Leaflets  of  16  pairs  ovate  oblique  imbr.  serr.  at  end,  Stem  round,  Ament  ovate  nodding 

14032  Fronds  pinnated,  Leaflets  in  30-40  pairs  falciform  outwards  with  3  or  4  prickly  t^«*  P™*h 
14033  Fronds  pinnat  Leafl.  frost  glauclanc.  ac.  point,  with  spiny  tee  h  in  midd.  onouteide  Stalk  sq.  and  trunk 
14034  Leaflets [oblique  linear-lanceolate  subulate  hairy  curved  with  1  or  3  spines  at  the  end  and  none  on  stalk 
14035  Leaflets  linear  entire  obtuse  of  20  pairs,  Stem  round  unarmed  scurfy  at  base  Lwoo|lv 
14036  LetflfoblSqu^ line,  acute  mucron.  inmiad.  on  outside  with  2  spiny  teeth  smooth,  Stalk  squ.  smooth,  Trunk 
14037  Leaflets  oblique  lanceolate  distichous  acute  pointless  entire,  Stalk  smooth  bluntly  4-cornered 
14038  Leaflets  oblique  linear  somewhat  sulcate  3-toothed  at  end  smooth,  Stalk  J  round  channelled 

MONADELPHIA. 

14039  Fronds  plaited  flabelliform,  Leaflets  spiny  serrulate,  Stalk  unarmed 
14040  Fronds  plaited  flabelliform  elongated  in  the  middle,  Leaflets  smooth  at  edge,  Stalk  spiny 

14041  Spike  divided,  Catkins  oblong  somewhat  squarrose.  Scales  cartilaginous  acuminate,  Culm  simple 

14042  Leaves  mucronate  pungent  flower-bearing  on  their  upper  side  and  naked P  Leaves  elliptical  acute  at  each  end,  Branches  weak 
14043  Leaves  bearing  flowers  on  their  underside  naked 
14044  Leaves  bearing  flowers  on  their  upper  side  under  a  leaflet 
14045  Leaves  bearing  flowers  at  their  edge 
14046  Raceme  terminal  hermaphrodite 

14047  Leaves  about  8  imbricated  ovate-lanceolate  mucronate  perennial 14048  Old  leaves  closely  imbricated  indexed  pointless 
14043 

14045 
14046 

14039 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

sidered  as  petals.  Mr.  Woodward  remarks,  that  the  flower  does  not  properly  grow  out  of  the  leaf,  but  on  a 
pedicel  from  the  bosom  of  the  leaf,  which  is  immersed  beneath  the  outer  coat,  whence  it  may  with  ease  be 
dissected.  The  female  flowers  are  succeeded  by  red  berries,  almost  as  large  as  some  cherries ;  they  are  sweet 
tasted,  with  two  large  orange-colored  seeds  in  each.  The  green  shoots  were  formerly  used  by  butchers  for 
sweeping  their  blocks,  whence  the  common  English  name  of  the  plant  It  is  still  made  into  besoms  in  Italy. 
The  tender  growths,  soon  after  they  have  sprung  up  from  the  root  in  spring,  have  been  gathered  and  eaten  by 
the  poor  like  those  of  asparagus ;  and  the  branches,  with  the  ripe  fruit  on  them,  were  formerly  stuck  up  in 
sand,  with  the  stalks  of  Peony  and  Iris,  displaying  their  capsules  of  ripe  seeds  ;  the  three  together  made  a  sort 
of  winter  nosegay  for  rooms.  In  landscape  gardening  the  plant  is  valuable  as  an  evergreen,  which  will  grow 
under  the  shade  and  drip  of  other  trees.  It  harmonizes  well  with  Daphne  Laureola,  and  Ulex  nana,  and 
Vaccinium  vitis  idaja.  R.  hypophyllum  has  the  flowers  on  the  under  side  of  the  leaves,  which  are  succeeded 
by  small  red  berries  about  the  size  of  those  of  Juniper.  R.  racemosus  is  an  elegant  evergreen  shrub,  by  some 
supposed  to  be  the  plant  with  which  the  ancients  crowned  their  victors ;  but  the  more  general  opinion  is  in 
favor  of  Laurus  nobilis.   All  the  species  are  readily  increased  by  suckers  from  the  root. 

2112.  Araucaria.  The  inhabitants  of  Chili  call  this  noble  ornament  of  their  forests  araucanos.  A.  excelsa, 
the  Norfolk  Island  pine,  is  a  most  superb  plant,  growing  to  an  enormous  size,  and  never  losing  the  bright  im- 

perishable foliage  with  which  it  is  covered,  as  with  a  coat  of  mail.  This  genus,  Sweet  observes,  "  may  be  termed the  handsomest  genus  of  plants  with  which  we  are  acquainted.  A.  imbricata,  in  particular,  is  certainly  one  of  the 
grandest  plants  known.  It  will  thrive  well  in  the  open  air,  with  the  protection  of  a  mat  or  two  in  very  severe 
weather,  and  when  got  pretty  large,  will,  no  doubt,  be  perfectly  hardy.  A.  excelsa,  or  Norfolk  Island  pine,  is 
also  a  beautiful  tree,  but  will  not  do  without  the  protection  of  a  greenhouse.  An  equal  mixture  of  sandy  loam 
and  peat  will  suit  them  very  well ;  and  cuttings  may  be  rooted,  though  with  difficulty,  taken  off  at  a  joint  in 
ripened  wood,  and  planted  in  a  pot  of  sand,  which  must  be  put  under  a  hand-glass,  in  the  propagating  house, 
but  not  plunged  in  heat"  {Bot.  Cult.  p.  136.) 
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2113. 
14049 14050 
14051 14052 
14053 0 
14054 
14055 140.56 14057 

/3 

14058 14059 
14060 
14061 
.14062 
t2114. 
14063 

fi 
2115. 

14064 
14065 14066 

JUNPPERU& 
thurifera  W. 
bermudiana  W. 
chinensis  W. 
cxcels.t  W. 
Sablna  W. 
tamariscifolia 
pro.- 1 rata  P.  S. daorica  Pall. 
virginiana  W. communis  IV. 
suecica 
nana  W. 
Oxycedrus  W. 
phoenicea  W. 
lycU  W.  . barbadensis  W. 

W.  Juniper. 
Spanisn  it Bermudas  Cedar  f_  Al Chinese  *  _AJ tall  i 
Common  Savin  « 

Tamarisk-lvd.  do.1t 
prostrate  4t Daurian  • Red  Cedar  1 
common  * 
Swedish  * 
mountain  St brown-berried  * 
Phoenician  * 
Lycian  * Barbadoes  Cedar  1  |  1 

Conifene.   Sp.  14—17. or  10  my.jn  Ap  S.  Europe  1752. 
tm  20  my.jn  Ap  Bermudas  1683. 
or  10  my.jn  Ap  China  1804. 
tm  20     ...  Ap  Siberia  1806. 
or    4  my.jn  Ap  S.  Europe  1548. 
or    4  my.jn  Ap  S.  Europe  1562. 
or    3  my.jn  Ap  N.  Amer.  ... 
or    8  jn.au  Ap  Dauria  1791. 
tm  30  my.jn  Ap  N.  Amer.  1664. 
tm  15  my.jn  Ap  Britain  heaths, 
or  15  my.jn  Ap  N.  Europe  ... 
or    2  my.jn  Ap  Siberia 
or  15  my.jn  Ap  Spain  1739. or  15  my.jn  Ap  S.  Europe  1683. 
or  10  my.jn  Ap  S.  Europe  1693. 
or  20      ...  Ap  Florida.  1811. 

s.l 

P-1 

s.l 
s.l 

S.1 
S.1 
s.1 

L 
L 
L 
L 
S 
L 
S  e.p 

S  s.1 L  s.1 

Hcrm.  lug.  t .347 

Bot  rep.  534 Mich.  arb.  3.  t.  b 
Eng.  bot.  1110 
Pa.r.2.t54.f.A.B 
Duh.arb.l.  U28 Pall.ross.2.t.57 
Pall.  ross.  2. 1 56 Pluk.aLU97.£4 

TAX'Ua  W.  Yew-Treb. baccata  W.  common 
hibernica  Hooker  Irish 
EPHE'DRA.  W.  Ephedra. 
distachya  W.  great 
monostachya  W.  small 
altissima  Desf.  lofty 

Coniferee.  Sp.  1. 
or  20  Cap     Ap  Britain 
or  12     ...     Ap  Ireland 

Coniferee.   Sp.  3—5. cu    2  jn.jl      Ap  France 
cu    2  s.n       Ap  Siberia 

m. wo.  S  co    Eng.  bot  746 
C 

p.l 

leu  24 

L  co L  co 

Ap     Barbary   1825.  L  co 

1570. 
1772. 

2116.  CISSAM'PELOS.  Dec.  Pareiba  Brava 
14067  Pareira  Dec.  genu;ne  J.  fAI 

14050 
Root.    Menispermets.   Sp.  3—28. or    6  jl.au     G      S.  Amer.  1733. 

Sch.  han.3.  t339 
Dend.  brit  142 
Desf.  atL  1 253 

Lam.  ill.  t  830 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2113.  Juniperus.  From  the  Celtic  jeneprus,  which  signifies  rough,  or  rude.  Sandarach,  the  name  of  a  resin 

produced  by  the  Juniper,  is,  according  to  Golius  (p.  1225.),  an  alteration  of  the  Arabic  word  sandaroiu.  The 
species,  with  only  one  or  two  exceptions,  are  close  conical-growing  evergreen  shrubs  or  trees.  The  timber  of 
J.  Barbadensis  and  Bermudiana  is  imported  from  the  West  Indies  under  the  name  of  Bermudas  Cedar.  J. 
Virginiana  grows  in  the  West  Indies,  the  North  American  continent,  and  in  Japan.  It  is  one  of  the  highest 
timber  trees  in  Jamaica,  affording  very  large  boards  of  a  reddish  brown  color,  close  and  firm  contexture, 
shining,  very  odoriferous,  and  bitter  to  the  taste.  It  is  imported  into  this  and  various  other  countries  for  the 
purposes  of  the  cabinet-maker,  as  it  is  offensive  to  most  insects.  J.  communis  is  common  in  all  the  northern 
parts  of  Europe,  in  fertile  or  barren  soils,  on  hills  or  in  vallies,  in  open  sandy  plains,  or  in  moist  and  close  woods. 
On  the  sides  of  hills  its  trunk  grows  long,  but  on  the  tops  of  rocky  mountains  and  on  bogs  it  is  a  tufted  shrub. 
In  England  it  is  found  chiefly  on  open  downs  in  a  chalky  or  sandy  soil.  In  Scotland  it  is  found  in  granite,  trap 
and  schistous  hills  and  mountains ;  but  not  in  the  highest  summits  of  the  latter.  In  the  south  of  Europe  it  is  only 
found  in  elevated  situations ;  it  abounds  in  the  Alps  of  Switzerland,  but  is  not  very  common  in  the  Appenines. 
In  our  shrubberies  it  forms  a  respectable  looking  conical  bush,  grouping  and  combining  very  well  with  cypresses, 
American  cedars,  and  various  species  of  the  pine  and  fir  tribe.  It  is  easily  transplanted,  and  bears  cropping. 
Grass  will  not  grow  beneath  it,  but  the  Avena  Pratensis  is  said  to  destroy  it.  The  wood  is  hard  and  durable  ; 
the  bark  may  be  made  into  ropes ;  and  ardent  spirits,  impregnated  with  the  essential  oil  of  these  berries,  forms 
the  true  Juniper  water  or  gin.  Various  insects  feed  on  this  shrub ;  and  it  is  eaten  by  horses,  sheep,  and  goats, 
when  they  can  get  nothing  better.  A  gum  oozes  spontaneously  from  the  trunk  of  old  plants,  which  is  Sanda- 

rach, and  in  its  powdered  form  is  known  under  the  name  of  pounce.  Juniper  berries  require  to  remain  two 
years  on  the  tree  before  they  are  fully  ripe.  The  greater  quantity  of  those  which  are  used  in  Britain,  are 
brought  from  Germany,  Holland,  and  Italy.  They  have  a  peculiar  aromatic  odor,  and  a  sweetish,  pun- 

gent, bitterish  taste  when  chewed.  In  distillation  with  water,  they  yield  a  volatile  terebinthinate  oil  of  a 
greenish  color,  on  which  their  virtues  depend.  The  flavor  and  diuretic  properties  of  hollands  depend  on  this 
oil ;  it  is  also  supposed  to  be  used  for  flavoring  English  gin,  but  for  this  purpose  oil  of  turpentine  is  used. 
Medicinally,  Juniper  berries  are  diuretic  and  cordial.  They  have  been  long  known  as  a  remedy  in  hydropic 
affections  ;  but  they  cannot  be  depended  on  alone,  although  they  form  an  excellent  adjunct  to  foxglove  and  squill. 
The  tops  yield  the  same  essential  oil  as  the  berries,  and  may  therefore  be  substituted  for  them.  ( Thorn.  Land.  Disp.) 

J.  suecica  is  by  some  considered  only  a  variety.  J.  sabina  seldom  produces  flowers  or  seeds  in  our  gardens. 
Professor  Pallas  says,  that  in  the  Chersonesus  Taurica,  where  it  is  very  common,  the  savin  is  often  found  a  foot 
and  a  half  diameter  j  that  it  grows  upright  there,  like  a  cypress,  whereas  by  the  Tanais  it  is  procumbent, 
the  branches  extending  on  the  sand  several  fathoms ;  that  the  wood  very  much  resembles  that  of  J.  lycia,  but 
has  a  more  cadaverous  smell,  and  the  leaves  are  more  fetid.  The  leaves  and  tops  of  common  savin  have  a 
strong,  heavy,  disagreeable  flavor,  and  a  bitter  hot  taste,  with  a  considerable  degree  of  acrimony.  These 
qualities  depend  on  an  essential  oil,  which  is  obtained  in  considerable  quantity  by  distillation  with  water.  Both 
water  and  alcohol  extract  its  active  principles ;  and  Lewis  found  that  on  inspissating  the  spirituous  tincture, 
there  remains  an  extract  consisting  of  two  distinct  substances,  of  which  one  is  yellow,  unctuous  or  oily, 
bitterish,  and  very  pungent ;  the  other  black,  resinous,  tenacious,  less  pungent,  and  subastringent.  Medicin- 

ally, savin  is  a  powerful  stimulant,  posssesing  diaphoretic,  emmenagogue,  and  anthelmintic  properties.  It  has 
certainly,  however,  a  considerable  effect  on  the  uterine  system ;  but,  on  account  of  its  stimulating  properties, 
is  suited  to  those  cases  only  of  amenorrhcea  which  are  unattended  by  fever,  and  in  which  the  circulation  is 
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14049  Leaves  imbricated  in  4  rows  acute 
14050  Lower  leaves  ternate :  upper  binate  decurrent  subulate  spreading  acute 
14051  Leaves  decurrent  imbricated  spreading  closely  packed,  of  the  stem  in  threes  of  the  branches  in  tours 
14052  Leaves  opposite  bluntish  glandular  in  the  middle  imbricated  in  4  ways,  Stem  arboreous 
14053  Lvs.  opp.  blunt  glandular  in  the  middle  imbricated  in  4  ways :  the  younger  acute  and  opp.  Stem  shrubby 

14054  Leaves  opp.  acute  imbricated  in  about  4  rows  smooth  glaucous,  Branches  horizontal  prostrate 
14055  Leaves  opposite  acute  imbricated  decurrent :  occasionally  spreading  and  subulate 14056  Leaves  in  3s  adnate  at  base :  younger  imbricated ;  old  ones  spreading 
14057  Leaves  temate  spreading  mucronate  longer  than  the  berry 
14058  Leaves  ternate  falcate  somewhat  imbricated  the  length  of  berries 
14059  Leaves  ternate  spreading  pointed  shorter  than  berry 14060  Leaves  ternate  obliterated  imbricated  blunt 
14061  Leaves  ternate  imbricated  all  ways  ovate  blunt 
14062  Leaves  all  imbricated  in  4  rows  :  younger  ovate ;  old  ones  acute 

14063  Leaves  thickly  set  linear  distichous  flat,  Male  receptacles  globose 

14064  Sheaths  of  joints  2-toothed  blunt,  Catkins  2-3  opposite  stalked,  Peduncles  shorter  than  catKins 
14065  Sheaths  of  joints  2-toothed  blunt,  Catkins  solitary  scattered  or  opposite.  Peduncles  longer  than  catkin 
14066  Sheaths  of  joints  bifid  acum.  Male  catkins  clustered  sessile  or  stalked,  Fern,  solit.  stalk.  Branches  spreading 

14067  Leaves  peltate  subcordate  ovate-orbicular  silky  beneath,  Female  racemes  longer  than  leaves 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
languid.  In  plethoric  habits,  its  use  should  be  preceded  by  repeated  bleedings;  and  at  all  times  its  internal 
exhibition  requires  caution.  It  has  been  given  in  gout  and  worm  cases  also,  but  is  seldom  used.  As  an  ex- ternal local  stimulant  or  escharotic,  the  dried  leaves  in  powder  are  applied  to  warts,  flabby  ulcers,  and  carious 
bones ;  and  the  expressed  juice  diluted,  or  an  infusion  of  the  leaves,  as  a  lotion  to  gangrenous  sores,  scabies, 
and  tinea  capitis,  or  mixed  with  lard  and  wax  as  an  issue  ointment.    {Thorn.  Lond.  Disp.  p.  342.) 

J.  Lycia,  which  greatly  resembles  the  savin,  is  commonly  thought  to  produce  the  gum  resin  called  Oliba- numj  though  Dr.  Thomson  and  others  consider  the  Boswellia  Serrata  of  Roxburgh  as  the  true  plant 
Olibanum  is  supposed  to  have  been  the  incense  used  by  the  ancients  in  their  religious  ceremonies  ;  it  is  much 
employed  by  the  Roman  Catholics  in  their  churches,  and  generally  as  a  perfume  in  sick  rooms. 

2114.  Taxus.  According  to  Vossius  this  word  is  derived  from  rags?,  an  arrow,  because  that  weapon  was 
formerly  poisoned  with  the  juice  of  the  plant.  Yew  seems  to  be  an  alteration  of  the  Celtic  itw,  green.  T.  bac- cata  inhabits  mountainous  woods  in  Europe,  North  America,  and  Japan.  Caesar  mentions  it  as  very  common 
in  Gaul  and  Germany.  In  Britain  and  Ireland  there  was  formerly  great  abundance  in  a  wild  state, 
and  planted  in  church-yards.  Ray  says  that  our  ancestors  planted  the  yew  in  church-yards  because  it 
was  an  evergreen  tree,  as  a  symbol  of  that  immortality  which  they  hoped  and  expected  for  the  persons  there 
deposited.  Hence  a  custom,  which  still  exists  in  a  few  places  of  Wales  and  Ireland,  of  carrying  twigs  of  this 
and  other  evergreen  trees  in  funerals,  and  throwing  them  into  the  grave  with  the  corpse.  According  to  some, 
the  yew  was  planted  in  church-yards  on  account  of  its  utility  in  making  bows ;  but  this  is  by  no  means  likely, when  the  tree  was  so  common  in  a  wild  state,  and  when  a  single  one  would  have  aflbrded  so  very  scanty  a 
supply.  The  bow  was  considered  an  engine  of  military  warfare,  at  least  up  to  the  time  of  Henry  VIII. ;  so 
great  was  the  demand  for  yew  in  the  days  of  archery,  that  our  own  stock  could  not  supply  the  demand  j  it  was obliged  to  be  imported,  and  various  laws  were  passed  concerning  it  from  the  time  of  Edward  IV.  to  Elizabeth. 
The  wood  of  the  yew  is  red  and  veined,  very  hard  and  smooth,  used  by  turners,  cabinet-makers,  millwrights,  and 
a  variety  of  other  artisans.  Flood-gates  for  ponds  made  of  it,  are  said  to  be  of  incredible  duration.  The  twigs 
and  leaves  of  yew,  eaten  in  a  very  small  quantity,  are  certain  death  to  horses  and  cows ;  but  deer,  it  is  said, 
will  crop  these  trees  with  impunity,  and  sheep  and  goats  are  said  by  Linnaeus  to  eat  them.  Turkeys,  peacocks, 
and  other  poultry  and  birds  eat  both  the  leaves  and  fruit.  A  few  of  the  berries  are  not  deleterious  to  the 
human  species,  but  the  leaves  are  fatal.  The  tree  is  very  patient  of  the  shears,  and  was  much  employed  in 
the  ancient  style  of  gardening  for  verdant  architecture  and  sculpture.  Allowed  to  take  its  natural  shape,  and 
when  advanced  to  a  considerable  age,  it  forms  one  of  handsomest  of  British  evergreens,  harmonizing  admira- 

bly with  the  holly,  the  box,  and  the  juniper.  The  yew  is  generally  propagated  from  seeds,  which  are  either 
sown  as  soon  as  they  are  ripe,  without  clearing  them  from  the  pulp,  or  mixed  with  sand,  and  laid  in  a  heap  to 
be  turned  over  two  or  three  times  during  the  winter,  and  in  spring,  the  seeds  from  which  the  pulp  will  have rotted  sown  in  beds  of  light  loamy  soil.  By  either  mode,  a  part  of  the  plants  will  come  up  the  first  season, 
and  the  remainder  in  that  following.   The  Irish  yew  is  probably  a  distinct  species. 

2115.  Ephedra.  This  was  a  name  given  by  the  Greeks  to  our  Equisetum,  which  the  plant  now  called 
Ephedra  strongly  resembles.  E.  Distachya  abounds  in  the  southern  parts  of  Russia,  and  from  thence  south- 

wards to  Persia  and  India.  The  berries  ripen  in  July  and  August :  they  are  sweetish,  mucaus,  and  leave  a 
little  heat  in  the  throat  They  are  eaten  by  the  Russian  peasants,  and  by  the  wandering  hordes  of  all  Great Tartary. 

2116.  Cissampelot.   From  xieves,  the  Greek  name  of  the  ivy,  and  aftr&ts,  vine ;  a  plant  partaking  of  the 

3  I 
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140(18  Caapeba  Dec. 
14069  capen'sis  Dec. 
2117.  EXCiECA'RIA 14070  serrSta  H.  K. 
211&  ADE'LIA.  W. 14071  Bernardia  W. 

14072  Ricinella  W. 
14073  Acidoton  W. 
2119.  LOUREI'RA.  W. 

14074  glandulosa  W. 
2120.  MYRIS'TICA.  W. 

nervous-leaved  %_  rAl  or  4  jl.au 
Cape  %_  i  |  or  6 (('.  K\-KCAR[A. 
saw-leaved       <t  i    I  or  6 
Adklia. 

villous-leaved  «  □  or  6 
smooth-leaved  at  □  or  6 

»  □  or  3 Box-leaved 
Loureira. 

glandulous Nutmeg. •  □or  6 
14075  moscbata  W.  true               }  □  clt 
14076  latua  W.  tasteless  f  f~l  or 2121.  NEPENTHES.  W.   Pitcher  Plant. 
14077  distillatoria  W.  Chinese          <f  fTfl  cu 
t2122.  CLUY'TIA.  W. 14078  alaternoldes  JK. 
14079  polygonoides  W. 
14080  daphnoldes  W. 14081  ericoldes  W. 
14082  polifolia  W. 14083  tomentosa  W. 
14084  pulchella  W. 14085  colHna  W. 

Cmjttia. 
narrow-leaved  •  |  |  pr 
Polygonum-like  *  i  |  pr Daphne-leaved  *  |  |  pr 
Heath-leaved 
Poley-leaved tomentose 
broad-leaved hill 

pr 

«l_j
pr 

m  |_|pr
 

«l_J
pr 

*  1  I  pr 

G  S.  Amer.  1733. 
G  C.  G.  H.  1775. 

Euphorbiacece.  Sp.  1—6. f.n  W  Chili  1796. 
Euphorbiacece.  Sp.  3—6. jl.au  G  Jamaica  1768. 
jn.au  G.w  Jamaica  1768. 
jn.jl  G.w  Jamaica  1768. 
Euphorbiacece.   Sp.  1 — 2.   Mexico  1799. 

'icece.   Sp.  2—14. G.w   K  Indies  1795. G.w  Surinam  1812. 

  Sp.  1—6. China  1789. 

Sp.  8—11. 

ap.my  G 
Euphorbiacece. 

C  s.p  Plum.lc.  67.  f.  2 R  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 
C  p.l 

C  p.l  Cav.ic.5.  t430 
C  p.l  Lam.  ill.  t 832 
C  p.l  Pluk.al.  t.250.f.6 

C.p.l  Bur.zeyL42.tl7 
mr.d 
mr.d my.jn 
ap.jn 
apjn ap.jn 

ja.jn 

C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.  H. 

1692. 
1790. 
1731. 1790. 
1790. 
1812. 
1739. E.  Indies  1807. 

Bot.  mag.  1321 
W.  hort.  ber.  51 
W.  hort.  ber.  52 
Jac.  schce.2.  t.  50 
Bot  mag.  1915 
Rox.cor.2.t.l60 14077 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
nature  of  the  former  in  its  foliage,  and  of  the  latter  in  its  fruit   The  roots  of  several  species  are  said  to  have 
powerful  medicinal  qualities.   That  of  the  C.  pareira,  or  Pareira  brava,  is  bitter,  diuretic,  and  aperient ;  of C.  caapeba  more  mucilaginous. 

2117.  Exccecaria.  From  ezceecare,  to  blind.  The  juice  of  this  plant  is  so  acrid  as  to  cause  loss  of  sight 
whenever  it  touches  the  eyes.  Agallochum,  the  produce  of  one  of  the  species,  was  ,the  name  given  by  the 
the  Greeks  to  an  aromatic  wood  they  obtained  from  India.  In  Arabia  it  is  called,  according  to  Golius, aghdloudjy. 

2118.  Addict.  From  a,  privative,  and  SfiXef,  visible.  The  parts  of  fructification  are  so  minute  as  to  be 
hardly  visible.  A.  Bernardia  derives  its  name  from  having  been  considered  a  distinct  genus,  and  dedicated  to 
the  celebrated  Bernard  de  Jussieu.  Bernardia  is  the  name  which  ought  to  have  been  adopted  for  the  genus. 
Ugly  uninteresting  shrubs. 

2119.  Loureira.  Dedicated  by  Cavanilles  to  John  de  Loureiro,  a  Portuguese  missionary,  who  travelled  in 
China  and  Cochin-china,  of  which  he  published  the  Flora  in  1790. 

2120.  Myristica.  From  pw«,  myrrh,  on  account  of  the  odor  of  the  fruit  M.  raoschata  produces  spheroidal 
drupes,  fleshy,  smooth,  and  finally  drying  up  into  a  coriaceous  crust,  and  opening  on  one  side.  Each  berry 
contains  an  ovate,  globular,  serrated  nut.  The  arillus  or  cover,  which  is  commonly  called  mace,  is  fleshy, 
coriaceous,  and  reddish-saffron  colored.  Under  this  are  two  shells,  the  outer  thin  and  brittle,  and  reticulated 
by  the  impressions  of  the  mace :  the  inner  shell  is  membranaceous,  and  adheres  very  closely  to  the  kernel. 
The  fruit  would  be  a  drupe  was  it  not  for  the  arillus. 

The  nutmeg-tree  yields  three  crops  annually ;  the  first  in  April,  which  is  the  best ;  the  second  in  August, 
and  the  third  in  December ;  yet  the  fruit  requires  nine  months  to  ripen  it  When  it  is  gathered,  the  outer 
coriaceous  covering  is  first  stripped  off,  and  then  the  mace  carefully  separated  and  dried  in  the  sun.  The 
nutmegs  in  the  shell  are  next  exposed  to  heat  and  smoke  for  three  months,  then  broken,  and  the  kernels 
thrown  into  a  strong  mixture  of  lime  and  water;  after  which  they  are  cleaned  and  packed  up.  This  process 
is  necessary  for  their  preservation,  and  with  the  same  intention  the  mace  is  sprinkled  with  salt  water.  There 
are  several  varieties  of  the  tree ;  but  that  denominated  the  queen  nutmeg,  which  bears  a  small  round  nut,  is 
the  best  They  are  imported  in  chests,  which  contain  each  from  100  to  1401bs.  weight ;  the  mace  comes  in  chests 
also  of  different  sizes.    The  essential  oil  which  is  obtained  in  Banda  by  the  distillation  of  the  nut  is  brought 
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14068  Leaves  somewhat  orbicular  cordate  at  base  7-nerved  or  little  downy,  Fem.  racemes  the  length  of  leaves 
14069  Lvs.  ovate  bluntish  smooth  on  short  stalks,  Racemes  much  branched,  male  ?  scarcely  longer  than  petiole 

14070  Monoecious  diandrous,  Leaves  oblong  serrated 

14071  Leaves  oblong  downy  serrated 14072  Leaves  obovate  entire 
14073  Leaves  oblong  blunt  entire  fascicled,  Spines  axillary 
14074  Leaves  cordate  glandular  on  the  limb 

14075  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  smooth,  Veins  simple,  Fruit  solitary  smooth 
14076  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  with  starry  down  beneath,  Veins  simple,  Fruit  racemose  downy 

14077  Leaves  sessile,  Pitchers  cylindrical,  Flowers  panicled 
14078  Leaves  sessile  linear  lanceolate  acute,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
14079  Leaves  sessile  obovate  acute,  Peduncles  about  3-fl.  axillary 
14080  Leaves  subsessile  lanceolate  obovate,  Flowers  axillary  solitary 
14081  Leaves  subsessile  linear-lanceolate  acute  thickish,  Flowers  axillary  twin 
14082  Leaves  stalked  linear  blunt  mucronate  revolute  at  edge,  Flowers  axillary  subsolitary  on  long  stalks 
14083  Leaves  elliptical  blunt  densely  downy  on  each  side,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  sessile 
14084  Leaves  stalked  ovate  acute  smooth,  Flowers  in  5s  axillary 
14085  Leaves  stalked  elliptical  blunt  somewhat  retuse  smooth  shining,  Flowers  axillary  polygamous  about  3 

in  bottles,  and  the  expressed  oil  in  stone  jars.  Nutmegs  are  frequently  punctured  and  boiled  in  order  to  ob- 
tain the  essential  oil,  and  the  orifices  afterwards  closed  with  powdered  sassafras.  The  fraud  is  detected  by  the 

lightness  of  the  nutmeg.   The  nutmeg  has  a  fragrant,  agreeable,  spicy  odor,  and  a  warm  aromatic  taste. 
As  the  medical  properties  of  nutmeg  and  mace  depend  on  the  essential  oil  they  contain,  they  agree  in  these 

circumstances ;  and  both  are  stimulant,  carminative,  and,  in  large  doses,  narcotic  Mace  is  more  generally 
used  as  a  culinary  spice ;  but  the  nutmeg  and  its  volatile  oil  are  in  frequent  use  to  cover  the  disagreeable  taste 
of  other  medicines,  and  are  sometimes  ordered  in  cases  of  languor,  vomiting,  and  diarrhoea,  and  in  flatulent 
colic.  On  account  of  the  narcotic  property  of  the  oil,  nutmeg  should  be  cautiously  employed  in  apoplectic  and 
paralytic  habits.  In  India  its  dangerous  effects  have  been  frequently  felt ;  and  in  this  country  instances  have 
occurred  in  which  the  nutmeg,  taken  in  large  quantity,  produced  drowsiness,  great  stupor,  and  insensibility, 
and  on  awakening  delirium,  which  alternated  with  sleep  for  several  hours.    {Thorn.  Land.  Dap.  p.  395.) 

M.  fatua  is  a  branching  lofty  tree ;  the  branches  long,  tortuous  and  declining ;  the  leafy  and  flowering 
branches  downy  and  ferruginous ;  and  the  flowers  in  axillary  and  terminal  clusters.  The  fruit  varies  in  size 
and  form  on  different  trees ;  but  is  generally  oblong,  and  about  as  long  as  a  pigeon's  egg.  From  the  kernel  is extracted  a  species  of  yellowish  suet  or  fat,  which  serves  for  various  medical  and  economical  purposes,  and  is 
made  into  candles.  From  the  wounded  bark  flows  a  red  acrid  juice.  The  plants  are  at  present  rare  in  British 
collections :  they  grow  in  light  loam  and  peat,  and  may  be  increased  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 

2121.  Nepenthes.  The  name  under  which  Homer  speaks  of  a  substance,  which  appears  to  have  been  opium. 
It  is  impossible  to  conceive  in  what  sense  the  word  has  been  applied  to  the  plants  now  bearing  the  name.  They are  the  famous  pitcher-plants  of  China  and  the  East  Indies,  which  bear  leaves,  the  extremities  of  which  are 
hollowed  out  into  cup-like  appendages,  which  are  generally  filled  with  water,  which  seems  as  if  confined 
within  them  by  a  little  lid,  by  which  the  pitchers  are  surmounted.  The  cultivation  of  the  plants  is  extremely 
difficult  It  requires  a  very  "damp  atmosphere,  much  heat,  and  perhaps,  not  much  light  They  are  managed more  successfully  by  Loddiges  of  Hackney,  than  by  any  cultivators  in  this  country. 

2122.  Cluytia.  Named  by  Boerhaave,  after  Outgers  Cluyt,  or  Augier  Clutius,  a  Dutchman,  and  professor  of 
botany  at  Leyden.  He  published,  in  1634,  a  little  tract  upon  the  Cocoa-nut  of  the  Maldives,  which  he  called 
nux-medica.   The  species  are  of  little  beauty  or  interest,  and  of  the  easiest  propagation  and  culture. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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Class  XXIII.  —  POLYGAMIA. 

Flowers  either  male,  female,  or  hermaphrodite,  upon  the  same  or  different  plants. 
This  class  differs  from  the  two  preceding  in  having  not  only  the  sexes  in  different  flowers  upon  the  same  in- dividual as  in  Monoecia,  or  upon  separate  individuals  as  in  Dicecia,  but  also  combined  in  one  flower,  mixed among  those  which  are  unisexual.  It  may,  therefore,  be  considered  to  contain  those  genera  which  are  in  a state  ot  transition  from  the  common  hermaphrodite  structure  to  absolute  unisexuality. To  the  first  of  its  orders  are  referred  several  grasses,  which  are  excluded  from  the  early  classes  on  account ot  the  separation  of  their  sexes ;  it  also  contains  the  numerous  tribe  of  Mimosas,  so  well  known  for  their various  properties  as  objects  of  food,  of  ornament,  of  medicine,  or  of  curiosity.  The  maple  is  also  stationed in  the  first  class,  as  are  a  few  genera  of  palms. 

r.T5S  I??st  ilnPortant  genera  of  the  second  class,  besides  the  poetical  Palmetto,  are  the  ash  and  the  fig Uledrtscnia  and  Ceratoma,  two  families  of  Leguminosa?,  are  valuable,  the  former  for  its  light,  airy,  elegant toiiage,  and  the  latter  for  its  sweet  pods,  which  are  used  in  Spain,  in  great  quantities,  as  fodder  for  cattle. 

Order!.  MONCECIA. Flowers  monoecious. 

2123.  laga.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-toothed  Cor.  tubular,  5-fid  Stam.  100,  monadelphous.  Pod  2-valved. 
Seeds  enwrapped  in  pulp,  or  in  an  arillus.  Male.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  tubular,  5-fid.  Stam.  100,  mona- delphous. 

2124.  Mimosa.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  O.  or  5-toothed.  Stam.  8.  Pod  separating  into  one- seeded  joints.    Male    CaL  5-toothed.    Cor.  O.  or  5-toothed.   Stamens  8. 
2125.  Sckrankia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-fid.  Stamens  8-10.  Pod  4-valved.  Male.  CaL 5-toothed.    Cor.  5-fid.   Stamens  8-10. 
2126.  Desmanthw.  -Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  5  petals.  Stamens  20.  Pod  2-valved.  Male. Cal.  5-toothed.    Cor.  O.   Stamens  20. 
2127.  Acacia.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal  5-toothed.  Cor.  5-64  Stamens  4-100.  Pod  2-valved.  Male.  Cal. 5-toothed.    Cor.  5-fid.   Stamens  4-100. 
2128.  Veratrum.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  O.  Cor.  6-petalous.  Stamens  6.  Ovaries  3.  Caps.  3,  many- seeded.   Male.  Same  as  hermaphrodite,  but  no  ovary. 
2129.  Andropogon.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  1-fl.  Pales  glume  bearded,  either  at  base  or  tip.  Stamens  3. Styles  2.   Seed  1.    Male.   Ovary  none. 
2130.  Chloris.  Flowers  1-sided.  CaL  2-valved,  with  2  or  6  florets :  one  sessile,  hermaphrodite ;  the  other 

stalked,  male.  Hermaphrodite.  Paleae  with  a  terminal  beard.  Stamens  &  Styles  2.  Seed  1.  Mala  CaL  O, Palea?  one  or  two,  bearded.   Stamens  & 
2131.  Sorghum.  Flowers  panicled  Glume  coriaceous-cartilaginous,  2-flowered  closed  Paleae  of  the  herma- 

phrodite bearded;  of-the  neuter  single,  beardless.    Male.    Glume  1-fl.  stalked.   Paleae  2,  beardless. 2132.  Holcus.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  glume  1-2-flowered  Pales  bearded  under  the  end.  Stamens  3. 
Styles  2.   Seed  1.   Male.   Cal.  glume  2-valved.   Pales  O.  or  2.   Stamens  3. 

2133.  Ischcemum.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  glume  2-flowered.  Pales  2.  Stamens  3.  Styles  2.  Seedl.  Male Cal.  and  palea  as  in  hermaphrodite.   Stamens  3. 
2134.  JEgilopt,  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  glume  about  3-flowered,  cartilaginous.  Palea  terminated  by  a  triple 

beard.   Stamens  3.   Styles  2.   Seedl.   Male.   Cal.  and  paL  of  hermaphrodite.   Stamens  3. 
2135.  Manisurii.  Hermaphrodite.  Glume  1-fl.  Paleae  2.  Stamens  3.  Style  bifid.  Male.  Glume  1-fl. 

Pales  2.    Stam.  3.   All  the  valves  of  calyx  emarginate  at  end  and  sides. 
2136.  Valantia.  Hermaphrodite.  £aL  O.  Cor.  4.parted  Stamens  4.  Style  2-fid  Seed  1.  Male.  CaL  O. Cor.  3-4-parted.    Styles  3-4. 
2137.  Parietaria.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  4-fid.  Cor.  O.  Stam.  4.  Style  1.  Seed  1.  Female.  CaL  4-fid Cor.  O.  Style  1.   Seed  1. 
2138.  Atriplex.  Perfect  fl.  Perianth,  jingle,  5-partite,  inferior.  Stam.  5.  Style  bipartite.  Fruit  depressed, 

1-seeded,  covered  by  the  caL  Pistilliferous  fl.  Perianth,  single,  2-partite>  Stam.  O.  The  rest  as  in  the  per- fect flower. 
2139.  Rhagodia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-parted  Cor.  O.  Stamens  5,  or  fewer.  Acinus  depressed.  Male. 

CaL,  cor.,  and  stam.  of  the  hermaphrodite. 
2140.  Terminated.  Hermaphrodite  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stam.  10.  Drupe  inferior.  Male.  CaL  five- parted.    Cor.  O.   Stamens  10. 
2141.  Fusamis.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-fid.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  4.  Ovary  inferior.  Stigma  4.  A  drupe. Male.    Fruit  abortive.    CaL,  cor.,  and  stam.  of  hermaphrodite. 
2142.  Brabejum.  Hermaphrodite.  Cor.  of  catkin  4-parted.  Stamens  4.  Style  2-fid.  Drupe  with  a  fleshy 

round  nut.    Mala   Cor.  of  catkin  4-parted.   Stamens  4.   Style  2-fid,  abortive. 
2143.  Acer.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  5-fid.  Cor.  5  petds.  Stamens  8.  Styles  2.  Samara  winged  at  end,  one- seeded.    Male.   CaL  5-fid.   Cor.  5  petals.   Stamens  8. 
2144.  Negundium.  CaL  very  small,  unequally  4-5. toothed.  Pet  O.  Male.  Floweis  fascicled.  Anthers 

4-5,  linear,  sessile.   Female.   Flowers  racemose 
2145.  Celtis.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  5.  Styles  2.  A  drupe.  Male.  CaL  six- 

parted.   Cor.  O.   Stamens  6. 
2146.  Gouania.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  5-fid,  superior.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  5.  Style  3-fid  Fruit  3-cornered, 

3-parted.    Male.   Cal.  5-fid.    Cor.  O.   Stamens  5. 
2147.  Hermas.  Hermaphrodite.  An  umbel.  Cor.  5  petals.  Stamens  5,  sterile.  Mala  An  umbeL  Cor. 

5  petals.   Stamens  5,  fertile.   Styles  2.   Seeds  2,  inferior,  cordate,  orbicular. 
2148.  Bridelia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-parted.  Petals  5,  inserted  in  calyx.  Stamens  5,  monadelphous. 

.Styles  2,  bifid  Berry  2-seeded.  Male.  Cal.  5-parted  Petals  5,  inserted  in  the  calyx.  Filam.  columnar, 
bearing  5  anthers.   Female.   Cal.  and  corolla  of  male.   Styles  2,  bifid.   Berry  2-seeded. 

2149.  Fpronia.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  5  petals.  Stamens  10.  Style  1.  Berry  5-celled, 
many-seeded.    Male.    CaL  5-toothed.   Cor.  5  petals.   Stamens  10. 

2150.  Ailantus.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-parted  Cor.  5  petals.  Stamens  2-3.  Ovaria  3-5.  Styles  lateral. 
Samaras  1-seeded  Male  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  5  petals.  Stamens  10.  Female.  CaL  5-parted  Cor.  5  petals. 
jQvaries  3-5.    Styles  lateral.   Samaras  1-seeded. 

3151.  Clusia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  6-leaved  Cor.  4-6  petals.  Anthers  clustered.  Stigmas  4-6.  Caps. 
i6-celled,  many-seeded.    Male.    Cal.  4-6-leaved.   Cor.  6  petals.   Stamens  numerous. 

2152.  Ophioxylon.  Hermaphrodite.  Cal.  5-fid  Cor.  5-fid  Stamens  3.  Ovary  1.  Male.  Cal.  2-fid  Cor. 5.-Sd   Stamens  2. 
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9153.  Rhapit.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  3-fid.  Cor.  3-fid.  Stamens  6.  Ovary  I.  Drupe  1-seeded.  Male. Cal.  3-fid.   Cor.  3-fid.   Stamens  6. 

Orders.  DIC3CI.A. Flowers  dioecious. 

2154.  Gleditschia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  4-fid.  Cor.  4  petals.  Stamens  6.  A  pod.  Male.  CaL  3-leaved. 
Petals  3.   Stamens  a   Female. .  Cal.  5-leaved.   Petals  5.    A  pod. 

2155.  Ceratonia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  5.  Style  1.  Pod  coriaceous,  many- seeded.  Male.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  5.  Female.  CaL  about  5-toothed.  Cor.  O.  Style  1.  Port 
coriaceous,  many-seeded. 

2156.  Fraxinus.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  O.  or  4-parted.  Cor.  O.  or  4  petals.  Stamens  2.  Samara  1-seeded. 
Female.   CaL  O.  or  4-parted.   Cor.  O.  or  4  petals.   Samara  1-seeded. 2157.  Brosimum.  Hermaphrodite.  Catkin  globose,  with  a  solitary  ovary  at  end.  CaL  a  scale  Cor.  O. 
Anthers  peltate,  solitary.  Style  2-fid.  Female.  CaL  O.  Cor.  O.  Ovary  imbricated  with  scales.  Style  2-fid. 
Berry  coated,  1-seeded. 

2158.  Diospyrus.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  and  cor.  4-fid.  Stam.  8..  Style  4-fid.  Berry  8-seeded.  Male.  CaL and  cor.  4-fid.   Stamens  8. 
2159.  Myrsine.   Cor.  half  5-cleft,  conniving.   Ovary  filling  the  corolla.   Drupel-seeded.  NutS-celled. 
3160.  Nyssa.    Hermaphrodite.    CaL  5-parted.    Cor.  O.    Stamens  5.    Ovarv  1.    Drupe  inferior.  Male. 

Cal.  5-parted.   Cor.  O.   Stam.  10. 
2161.  Hamiltonia.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-fid.  Cor.  O.  Nect.  a  5-toothed  disk.  Stamens  5.  Ovary  1. 

Drupe  inferior.    Male.   Cal.  5-fid.    Cor.  O.    Nect.  a  5-toothcd  disk.   Stamens  5. 
2162.  Laurovhyllus.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  4-leaved.  Cor.  O.  Stamens  4.  Ovary  superior.  Style  1. Male.   Cal.  4-leaved.   Cor.  O.    Stamens  4. 
2163.  Bursera.  Hermaphrodite.  CaL  5-toothed.  Petals  5.  Stamens  10.  Style  O.  Caps.  3-valved,  one- seeded.   Male.    CaL  5-toothed.    Petals  5.   Stamens  10.  ' 
2164.  Aretopus.  Male.  An  umbeL  Petals  and  stamens  5.  Hermaphrodite.  An  umbel.  Petals  5.  Style* 

S.   Seeds  2.    Involucre  very  large. 
2165.  Panax.  Hermaphrodite.  An  umbel.  CaL  5-fid.  Petals  5.  Stamens  5.  Styles  2.  Berry  2-seeded. Male.    An  umbeL    CaL  entire.   Petals  5.   Stamens  5. 
2166.  Fiats.  Common  receptacle  turbinate,  closed,  fleshy.  Female.  Cal.  5-parted.  Cor.  O.  Ovary  1, . 

Seed  1.  Male.  CaL  3-parted.   Cor.  O.  Stamens  3. 
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MONCECIA. 

2123.  IN'GA.  W. 14086  dulcis  IV. 
14087  Unguis-Cati  W. 
14088  biglobosa  W. 
14089  macrophylla  W. 14090  vera  W. 
14091  rhoif61ia  W.  en. 
14092  alba  W. 
14093  marginata  W. 
14094  mellifera  W. 
14095  nodosa  W. 
14096  latifolia  W. 
14097  purpurea  W. 14098  circinalis  W. 

*2124.  MIMO'SA.  W. 
14099  viva  W. 
14100  casta  W. 
14101  sensitiva  W. 
14102  latispinosa  Lam. 14103  obtusifolia  W.cn. 
14104  pudica  W. 
14105  polydSctyla  Humb. 
14106  pigra  H.  K. 14107  rubicaulis  W. 
14108  asperSta  W. 
14109  conclnna  W. 

§14110 polystachya  W.en. 
2125.  SCHRANK'IA.  W.  Scbrankia. 
14111  aculeata  W.  Vera  Cruz       A  IA1  cu 
14112  uncinata  W.  hooked  A  lAJ  cu 

14087 

I-VGA. 
sweet 
four-leaved 
two-headed 
large-leaved common villous 
white 
margined 
honey-bearing knobbed 
broad-leaved 
Soldier  Wood 
spiral-podded 
Mimosa. lively 

chaste 
Sensitive  Plant 
broad-spined blunt-leaved 
Humble  Plant 
many-fingered 
straight-spined Bramble-stalk. rough 
neat 
many-spiked 

2  Sor 

I  a  or 

i  fr 
f  l~~l  or 
X  (ZD  or f  CD  or 
I  Dor 1  afr T  □  or 
i  aor 
f  CDor »  UDor 

1  Dor 

£  El  or 
a-IZDpr 

£  Ol  cu 
•  Oel 
•  □el tt  I  I  el 
tt-  I    I  el 
•  □el •  □el 
•  □el 
•  Del 

tQel 

Leeumirwsce. 
Sp.  13—112. 20  ... 

Pk E  Indies  1800. 20  ... 
Pk 

W.  Indies  1690. 30  ... Pk Martiniq.  1823. 20  ... Pk Cumana  1815. 
30  jl.au W W.  Indies  1739. 12  ... Brazil  1815. 20  ... 

w"
 

E.  Indies  1804. 20  ... 
Pk 

W.  Indies  1752. 20  ... 
Pk 

Arabia  1822. 20  ... 
Pk 

Ceylon  1690. 10  mr.ap 
Pu W.  Indies  1768. 6  mr.ap Pu 

W.  Indies  1733. 
10  ... 

Pu 
W.  Indies  1726. 

Leguminosee. Sp.  12—71. 

Hjls 

Pu 
Jamaica  1739. 2  jl Pa.Y 
E  Indies  1741. 

1J  ap.s 
Pk Brazil  1648. 3  s 
W Madagasc.  1823. 3  ... Pu Brazil  1816. 1  ap.s 
W Brazil  1638. 

1*  jn.jl Pu Brazil  1822. 2  jn.jl 
W Vera  Cruz  1733. 3  jn.jl Pa.Y E.  Indies  1799. 2  jn.jl 
W W.  Indies  1823. 

3 Pu E  Indies  1794. 
20  ... W Martinico  1816. 

Legum xnoscE. Sp.  2—5. 2  il.au 
Pk 

Vera  Cruz  1733. 
2  jLau Pk N.  Amer.  1789. 

C  p.1 
S  p.1 
S  p.1 
S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p 

S  p.1 
S  s.p 

Roxb.  cor.l.  t.99 
Jac.8chce.2Lt.392 Ja.am.  t.179.  £87 

SLjam.2.tl83.f.l 

Pluk.aLU41.f.2 
Pluk.aL  t.211.£5 Plum.  ic.  1 9 
Bot  reg.  129 
Plum.  ic.  1 5 

S  p.1 S  p.1 C  s.p S  s.p S  s.p 

S  r.m 
S  r.m 
S  l.p 
S  Lp 

S  l.p 

S  p.1 
S  p.1  Dec.leg.  tt.61,62 

Sl.jam.2.tI82.£7 Com.hort.1.  t.28 Bot.  reg.  25 

Bot.  rep.  544 
Kunth.  mim.  t5 
Breyn.  cent  t.20 Roxb.cor.2.t.200 
Dec.  legum.  t.63 

S  p.I  Mil.ic.2.t.l82.f.l 
S  p.1   Vent,  choix. 

14095"  '     ■*  VV\  14096 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2123.  Inga.  This  is  an  American  name  adopted  by  Marcgraaf.  A  fine  genus  of  plants,  remarkable  for  their 
beautiful  foliage  and  flowers  ;  but  in  cultivation  they  seldom  blossom.  I.  purpurea  is  a  remarkably  elegant 
plant,  and  so  is  Inga  biglobosa.  I.  unguis-Cati,  the  Cat's  claw,  Mimosa,  is  so  called  from  the  form  of  its  curved spines.    All  the  species  require  the  greatest  heat  of  the  bark  stove ;  they  increase  very  slowly  by  cuttings. 

2124.  Mimosa.  Said  to  be  derived  from  /tu/ue?,  a  buffoon,  because  the  leaves  of  the  sensitive  species  appear as  if  to  play  with  the  hand  that  touches  them. 
The  cause  of  the  well  known  motion  in  the  leaves  of  the  sensitive  plant,  has  been  the  subject  of  many 

ingenious  explanations ;  but  it  has  not  been  treated  by  any  botanist  with  so  much  ingenuity  and  address  as  by 
Dr.  Dutrochet,  whose  theory  we  give,  as  explained  by  Mr.  Lindley  in  the  Botanical  Register.  M.  Dutrochet 
states,  that  having  ascertained  hot  nitric  acid  to  possess  the  power  of  separating  and  reducing  to  its  simplest 
form  the  whole  mass  of  vegetable  tissue,  and  that  the  action  of  the  same  acid  produced  other  effects  equally 
advantageous  for  the  examination  of  the  most  obscure  parts  of  vegetable  structure,  he  was  induced  to  give  his 
attention  to  that  of  the  Mimosa  pudica,  in  the  hope  of  gaining  some  evidence  respecting  the  cause  to  which 
its  sensibility  is  to  be  ascribed.  Beginning  with  the  pith,  he  observed  a  considerable  number  of  minute  glo- 

bules of  a  greenish  color,  intermingled  among  the  cells,  and  adhering  to  them  in  an  inrcgular  manner.  After 
attempting  to  shew  the  probability  of  these  globules  having  deceived  M.  Mirbel  in  various  points  of  his 
analysis  of  vegetation,  and  especially  in  regard  to  the  pores,  which  that  botanist  supposes  to  exist  in  the  cellular 
tissue  of  plants,  Dr.  Dutrochet  proceeds  to  remark,  that  the  application  of  hot  nitric  acid  to  these  globules 
renders  them  perfectly  opaque,  whence  he  concludes,  that  they  are,  in  fact,  minute  cells  filled  with  a  particular 
fluid,  which  is  subject  to  become  concrete  by  the  application  of  acids.  Now,  it  is  known,  that  such  fluids  as 
are  thus  altered  by  acids,  are  usually  dissolved  and  liquefied  again  by  the  application  of  alkalies.  A  few  drops, 
therefore,  of  a  solution  of  hydrate  of  potash  were  suffered  to  fall  upon  a  portion  of  the  pith  on  which 
nitric  acid  had  been  acting,  and  the  mixture  was  exposed  to  the  heat  of  a  lamp.  Being  examined  after  a  few 
minutes,  the  globules  were  found  to  have  resumed  their  natural  appearance.  This  curious  fact  indicated, 
in  the  opinion  of  Dr.  Dutrochet,  a  strong  and  unexpected  point  of  analogy  between  plants  and  animals. 
According  to  the  microscopical  researches  of  some  modern  observers,  it  has  been  ascertained  that  all  the 
organs  of  animals  are  composed  of  a  conglomeration  of  minute  corpuscles,  similar  to  those  just  described;  the 
corpuscles  which  constitute  the  muscles  are  soluble  in  acids,  but  those  which  compose  the  nervous  system  are 
insoluble  in  the  same  acids,  and  only  soluble  in  alkalies.  Now,  as  the  chemical  properties  and  the  external 
appearance  of  the  particles  scattered  among  the  cellular  tissue  of  plants,  and  constituting  the  nervous  system 
of  animals,  are  the  same,  the  author  is  induced  to  infer,  that  the  spherical  particles  of  plants  are,  in  fact,  the 
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MONCECIA. 

14086  Spines  stipulary  very  short  straight,  Leaves  of  two  pairs  halved  oblong  obt.  Panicle  simple  long  terminal 
14087  Spines  stipulary  straight,  Leaves  of  two  pairs  roundish  elliptical  halved  emargmate,  Raceme  terminal 14088  Unarmed,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Spike  double  of  two  globes  pendulous  . 
14089  Unarm.  Lvs.  bipin.  of  2  pairs,  Leafl.  ov.  ac.  smooth  shining  above,  Glands  betw.  every  pair,  Petiole  winged 
14090  Unarm.  Lvs.  pinn.  of  about  5  pairs,  Leafl.  ov.  obi.  acum.  smooth,  Gland  between  every  pair,  Petiole  winged 
14091  Leafl  of  5  pairs  obi.  acumin.  hairy  above  and  shining  viUous  beneath,  Branches  covered  with  rusty  down 
14092  Unarmed  Lvs.  of  3  pairs,  Leaflets  obi.  acuminate  equal  smooth,  Gland  between  each  pair,  Petiole  winged 
14093  Unarm  Lvs  pinn.  of  2  pairs,  Leafl.  obi.  lane.  acum.  smooth,  Gland  between  each  pair,  Petiole  wing,  at  end 
14094  Spines  stipulary  recurved,  Leaves  of  2  pairs,  Leaflets  halved  obovate,  Pod  ensiform  straight 
140"5  Unarm  Lvs  pinn .  of  2  pairs,  Leafl.  obov.  obi.  unequal  sided  smooth,  A  gland  between  the  lowest  small  ones 
14096  Unarmed,  Lvs.  conjugate  pinnate,  Leaflets  ov.  obi.  term.  opp.  lateral  alternate,  Flowers  in  lateral  umbels 
14097  Unarmed,  Lvs  conjugate  pinnate,  Leafl.  obi.  blunt  uneq.  at  base,  Petioles  without  glands,  Heads  stalked 
14098  Spines  stipular,  Lvs.  conjugate  pinnate,  Pinna?  of  3  pairs,  Leaflets  ovate  acute  smooth,  Pods  spirally  twisted 

14099  Unarmed  herbaceous,  Leaves  conjugate  pinnate.  Pinnae  4  pairs,  Leaflets  roundish,  Pods  with  one  joint 
14100  Prickles  of  branches  and  stems  scattered  hooked,  Lvs.  bipinn.  ciliat.  and  rough,  Sutures  of  pods  very  spiny 
14101  Stem  and  petioles  prickly,  Leaflets  nearly  halved  ovate  acute  hairy  beneath  smooth  above 
14102  Spines  of  petiol.  scatter,  very  broad  compr.  straight,  Lvs.  bipinn.  finally  smooth  without  glands,  Leafl.  10-15 14103  Stem  and  petioles  prickly,  Leaflets  halved  cordate  ovate  blunt  smooth 
14104  Stem  prickly  more  or  less  hispid,  Leaves  digitate-pinnate,  Pinna  4  of  many  pairs,  Leaflets  Unear 
14105  Stem  aculeate  smooth  hairy  upwards,  Leaves  digitate-pinnate,  Pinna?  8  of  many  pairs,  Leaflets  linear 14106  Like  M.  asperata,  but  less  hairy  .     .    .  t  „„.. 
14107  Prickles  of  branches  and  stems  scattered  hooked,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinna  of  5  pairs,  Leaflets  20-2o  lin. 
14108  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinna?  of  8-12  pairs,  Leaflets  of  many  pairs  bristly  ben.  Peduncles  twin  as  long  as  head 
14109  Prickly,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  6  pairs ;  proper  of  many  pairs  cultrate,  Gland  of  petiole  depressed 
14110  Lvs.  bipinnate  terminated  by  a  tendril,  Pinna?  of  2-3  pairs,  Leaflets  ovalemarg.  Spikes  numerous  fascicled 

14111  Prickly,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  3  pairs;  proper  of  many  pairs,  Pods  acute,  Stem  4-cornered 
14112  Prickly,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  6  pairs ;  proper  of  many  pairs,  Pods  acute,  Stem  5-cornered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
scattered  elements  of  their  nervous  system.  This  hypothesis  receives  additional  strength  from  the  great 
similarity  which  exists  between  the  medullary  substance  of  the  brain  of  Mollusca  Gasteropoda  and  the  cellular 
medullary  tissue  of  plants.  In  pursuit  of  this  idea,  Dr.  Dutrochet  made  a  variety  of  experiments  .'upon  the sensitive  plant,  the  results  of  which  seem  to  be  these  —  The  principal  point  of  locomotion,  or  of  mobility,  exists in  the  little  swelling  which  is  situated  at  the  base  of  the  common  and  partial  petioles  of  the  leaves ;  this 
swelling  is  composed  of  a  very  delicate  cellular  tissue,  in  which  is  found  an  immense  number  of  nervous 
corpuscles ;  the  axis  of  the  swelling  is  formed  of  a  little  fascicle  of  tubular  vessels.  It  was  ascertained  by 
some  delicate  experiments,  that  the  power  of  movement,  or  of  contraction  and  expansion,  exists  in  the 
parenchyma  and  cellular  tissue  of  the  swelling,  and  that  the  central  fibres  have  no  specific  action  connected 
with  the  motion.  It  also  appeared  that  the  energy  of  the  nervous  powers  of  the  leaf  depended  wholly  upon 
an  abundance  of  sap,  and  that  a  diminution  of  that  fluid  occasioned  an  extreme  diminution  of  the  sensibility 
of  the  leaves.  Prosecuting  his  remarks  yet  further,  the  author  ascertained,  that  in  the  motion  of  the  sensitive 
plant,  two  distinct  actions  take  place,  the  one  of  locomotion,  which  is  the  consequence  of  direct  violence 
offered  to  the  leaves,  and  which  occurs  in  the  swellings  already  spoken  of ;  the  other  of  nervimotion,  which 
depends  upon  some  stimulus  applied  to  the  surface  of  the  leaflets,  unaccompanied  by  actual  violence,  such  as 
the  solar  rays  concentrated  in  the  focus  of  a  lens.  As  in  all  cases,  the  bending  or  folding  of  the  leaves  evidently 
takes  place  from  one  leaf  to  another  with  perfect  continuity;  it  may  safely  be  inferred,  that  the  invisible 
nervous  action  takes  place  in  a  direct  line  from  the  point  of  original  irritation,  and  that  the  cause  by  which 
this  action  of  nervimotion  is  produced,  must  be  some  internal  uninterrupted  agency.  This  was,  after  much 
curious  investigation,  determined  by  the  author  to  exist  neither  in  the  pith,  nor  in  the  bark,  nor  even  in  the 
cellular  tissue  filled  with  nervous  corpuscles,  and  on  which,  he  supposes,  the  locomotion  of  the  swelling  at  the 
base  of  petioles  to  depend.  It  is  in  the  ligneous  part  of  the  central  system,  in  certain  tubes  supplied  with  nervous 
corpuscles,  and  serving  for  the  transmission  of  the  sap,  that  Dr.  Dutrochet  believes  he  has  found  the  true  seat 
of  nervimotion,  which  he  attributes  to  the  agency  of  the  sap  alone,  while  he  considers  the  power  of  locomotion 
to  depend  upon  the  nervous  corpuscles  alone. 
Some  of  the  species  ripen  seed ;  others  may  be  increased  by  cuttings  from  the  points  of  the  young  shoots 

planted  in  sand  and  kept  closely  covered. 
The  pods  of  M.  fagifolia  contain  a  sweet  whitish  pulp,  which  the  natives  of  Martinique  suck;  they  call  the tree  and  its  fruit  Pots  Dour,  or  sweet  pea. 
2125.  Schrankia.  Named  by  Willdenow,  in  honor  of  his  countryman,  Francis  de  Paula  Schrank,  a  well 

known  German  botanist   Herbaceous  prickly  shabby-looking  plants,  with  the  habit  of  Mimosa. 
3  14 
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2126.  DESMANTHUS.  W.  Desmanthus. 

i  l_Jor 

141X3  nutans  W. 
14114  plenus  W. 1*115  diffusus  IV. 
14116  virgatus  W. 
14117  punctatus  W. 14118  cinereus  W. 
14119  divergens  W.  en. 

t*2127.  ACA'CIA.  W. 14120  verticillata  W. 
14121  juniperina  W. 14122  acicular  is  H.K. 
14123  genistifolia  Link. 14124  sulcata  H.K 
14125  suaveolens  W. 
14126  glaucescens  W. 14127  florib6nda  W. 
14128  linifolia  W. 
14129  linearis  B.  M. 
14130  calamif61ia  Lindl. 
14131  stricta  W. 
14132  longif61ia  W. 14133  falcata  W. 
14134  laurifolia  W. 
14135  diffusa  B.  Reg. 

A.  prostrata  Bot,  Cab.  631 
14136  longis'sima  Wendl.  longest-leaved 
14137  undulata  Lindl.  wavy-leaved 14138  melanoxylon  H.  K.  black-wooded 
14139  Sophora;  H.  K.  Sophora-podd. 
14140  marginata  H.  K.     uiarginate-leav.*  i  |  or 
14141  myrt  if61ia  W.         Myrtle-leaved  *  ,  |  or 
14142  lunata  Bee.  lunate  -*  •  1 
14143  angustitolia  Wendl.  narrow-leaved 
14144  hispidula  W.  little  harsh 
14145  declpiens  H.  K.  paradoxical 

floating  sOun 
double-yellow  JtUJun 
prostrate  *~  □  un 
long-twigged  •  □  un 
spotted-stalked  •  □  un Ash-colored  •  □  un 
divergent  m  □  un Acacia. 
whorl-leaved  H  i  J  or 
Juniper-leaved  Hi  |  or 
needle-leaved  at  i  |  or 
furze-leaved  it  |  |  or 
furrowed-leav.  *  i  |  or 
sweet-scented  *  i  |  or 
blunt-leaved  *  i  inr 
many-flowered Flax-leaved linear 
reed-leaved 
double-headed 
long-leaved sickle-leaved 
Laurel-leaved diffuse 

LeguminostE 
jl.s  W 

•  i_Jor 
*i_Jor •  □  or 
•  Qor 
•  □or 
•  □or 
•  l_Jor 
•  l_Jor 

•  I  |  or 
*i_Jor 

jl.» 
jl.au 

jLau jl.au jn.jl jn.jl 

Y 
W 
Y 
W 
w 
w 

14146  bifl6ra  H.  K. 
14147  armata  H.  K. 
14148  alata  H.  K. 
14149  vestUa  B.  Beg. 

two-flowered    II  |  |  or 
simp.-lv.-prick.  S|  |  or 
wing-stalked    *  i  |  or 
clothed  j*  i  |  or 

Leguminosts. mr.my  Y 
mr.jn  Y 
mr.au 
mr.au 
my.au 
f.jn 

tin 
my.jn my.jn 
my.jn my.jn 

f.my 

mr.my  Y 

my.jn  Y 
my.jn  Y 
my.jn  Y 

my.jn  Y o.n  Y 
ap.jn  Y 
ap.jn  Y ap.jn  Y f.my  Y 
ap.my  Y 
ap.my  Y 
ap.my  Y mr.jn  Y mr.jn  Y 
ap.jn  Y 
apjl  Y apjl  Y 

So.  7-19. China  1800. 
Vera  Cruz  1733. 
W.  Indies  1731. W.  Indies  1774. 
Jamaica  1686. 
E.  Indies  1739. 
Abyssinia  1816. 

Sp.  83—258. V.  Di.  Isl.  1780. 
N.  &  W.  1790. 
N.  &  W.  1796. 
N.  &  W.  1825. N.  Holl. N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  &  W. 
N.  S.  W.  1790 
N.  S.W.  1820. 
N.  &  W.  1819. N.  S.  W.  1790. 
N.  S.  W.  1792. N.  &  W.  1790. 
Tanna  1775. 
N.  &  W.  1818. 

1803. 
1790. 179C. 

1796. 

Class  XX II  I. 

C  p.l  Bot  rep.  629 
C  p.1  Mil.ic.2.U82.f.2 C  p.l  Pluk.aL  t307.f.3 
S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2454 
C  p.l  Com.hort.1. 131 
C  p.l  Kox.cor.2.tl74 C  p.1  Bruce  Abys.  t.  6 
S  s.p C  s.p 

S  s.p 
S  s.p S  s.p C  s.p 
S  s.p C  s.p 
S  s.p 
S  s.p 
S  s.p 
C  s.p 
S  s.p 
C  s.p S  s.p 

s.p 

N.  &  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
V.  Di.  Isl. V.  Di.  Isl. N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. N.  S.  W. 
N.  HolL 
N.  Holl. N.  Holl. 
N.  HolL 
N.  Holl. 

1819. 1817. 
1808. 
1805. 
1803. 
1789. 1810. 
1816. 1794. 1803. 
1803. 
1803. 

1803. 

Bot  mag.  110 
Bot  cab.  396 

Bot  reg.  928 
Bot.  cab.  730 
Vent  choix.  13 Bot  mag.  2168 
Bot  mag.  2156 Bot.  reg.  839 
Bot.  rep.  53 
Bot.  mag.  2166 

Bot.  reg.  634 

s.p  Bot  reg.  680 
s.p  Bot.  reg.  843 s.p  Bot.  mag.  1659 
s.p  Lab.no.h.2.t237 

S  s.p 

C  s  p  Bot  mag.  302 S  s.p  Bot.  cab.  384 S  s.p  Bot.  cab.  763 
S  s.p  Bot  cab.  823 C  «.p  Bot.  mag.  1745 

S  s.p 

S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1653 
C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  396 
S  s  p  Bot  reg.  698 

14150  scandens  W.  climbing 
14151  LambertianajS.iteg.  Cowan's 14152  ciliata  H.  K. 
14153  nigricans  H.  K. 
14154  guianensis  W. 14155  Houstoni  W. 
14156  odoratissima  W. 
14157  venQsta  W.  en. 
14158  arborea  W. 
14159  Julibrissin  W. 

ciliate-  winged 
unequal-wing. Guiana 

Houston's fragrant charming 
tree Silk  tree 

14116 

»  [Z)or 10 Pu India 
«l_Jel 6 

my.jn 
Pu 

Mexico 

»i_Jor 8 

mr.jn 

Y N.  HolL 
*  1  i  or 8 

my.jl 
Y N.  Holl. 

1  CDor 

40 

W Cayenne •  □or 

10 

s.n 
Pu Vera  Cruz 

1  □« 
40 W E.  Indies 

•  □or 6 Pk S.  Amer. 

t  Qor 
40 

Pk 
Jamaica 

f  or 

20 

au W Levant 

i,  14130 
14120 

1780.  S  s.p 

S  p.1 

Rh.mal.8.t32.34 Bot.  reg.  721 

Bot  mag.  2188 Aub.  gui.2.  t.357 Bot.  reg.  98 
Rox.cor.2.  t.120 
Plu.al.at251.f.2 
Scop.  in.  1. 1 8 

14113  ̂ *  14129  14131 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

3126.  Desmanthus.  From  lur/w  a  bond,  and  «»5-«f,  a  flower,  on  account  of  the  fascicles  of  flowers,  which seem  as  if  bound  up  together.  These  plants  are  chiefly  aquatic ;  a  few  are  prickly ;  and  they  all  have  the 
habit  of  Mimosa.  1).  natans  is  used  in  China  as  a  pot-herb ;  and  is  described  by  Loureiro,  under  the  name  of 
Neptunia  oleracea.  Willdenow,  the  author  of  the  genus,  observes,  that  the  neuter  florets  have  always  a 
different  color  from  that  of  the  hermaphrodites,  whence  the  spikes  appear  parti-colored,  by  which  character 
the  genus  may  be  known  at  a  distance.    Culture  as  in  Mimosa.    D.  natans  should  be  grown  in  water. 

2127.  Acacia.  This  was  the  Greek  name  of  some  plant  of  the  present  genus,  and  not  being  appropriated, 
was  taken  by  Willdenow,  in  his  reformation  of  the  old  genus  Mimosa,  as  the  designation  of  one  of  his  new 
divisions.  This  is  one  of  the  most  ornamental  families  of  the  greenhouse  plants,  and  some  are  curious  as  well 
as  beautiful.  A.  Julibrissin,  the  Gul  ebruschim,  or  rose  of  silk  of  the  Persians,  and  the  Gazia  of  Italian  gar- 

deners, is  an  elegant  hardy  tree  with  beautiful  tufts  of  pink  colored  flowers,  which  resemble  tassels  of  silken threads. 
A.  Catechu  and  vera  are  used  in  medicine.  The  inner  wood  of  the  former  tree  is  of  a  brown  color,  from 

which  the  catechu  is  thus  prepared.  "  After  felling  the  trees,  the  manufacturer  carefully  cuts  off  all  the exterior  white  part  of  the  wood.  The  interior  colored  part  is  cut  into  chips,  with  which  he  fills  a  narrow- 
mouthed  unglazed  earthen  pot,  pouring  water  upon  them  until  he  sees  it  among  the  upper  chips ;  and  when 
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14113  Unarmed,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  3  pairs ;  proper  of  many  pairs,  Spikes  ovate,  Peduno.  with  bract e* 
14114  Unarmed,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  3  or  4  pairs :  proper  of  12  pairs,  Spikes  ovate,  Stem  prost  compres. 
141 15  Unarmed,  Lvs.  bipinnate :  partial  of  4  or  5  pairs ;  proper  of  12  pairs.  Spikes  lew- rl  capit  pen  t  and.  Pods  I'm. 
14116  Unarmed,  Lvs.  bipinnate :  partial  of  4  pairs ;  proper  of  12  pairs,  Spikes  t'ew.H.  capitate  decand.  Pods  linear 14117  Unarmed,  Leaves  bipinnate;  partial  of  4  or  5  pairs;  proper  of  many  pairs,  Spikes  ovate,  Pods  obi.  blunt 
14118  Spines  solit.  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  about  9  pairs ;  proper  of  many  pairs,  Spikes  cylind.  atten.  at  base  cernu. 
14119  Spines  solitary,  Leaves  bipinn. :  partial  of  8  pairs ;  proper  of  many  pairs.  Spikes  cylindrical  twin  pendulous 1.  Leafless. 
14120  Unarmed,  Petioles  linear  subulate  mucronate  rigid  pungent  whorled,  Spikes  cylindrical  solitary 
14121  Unarmed,  Petioles  linear  subulate  mucronate  rigid  pungent  alternate  clustered,  Spikes  globose  solitary 
14122  Petioles  round  subulate  mucronate  scattered  rigid,  Stipules  deciduous,  Spikes  globose  solitary 
14123  Stipules  spiny  very  minute,  Petioles  linear  subulate-pungent  close  together,  Peduncles  solitary 14124  Petioles  filiform  furrowed  on  each  side :  point  harmless,  Heads  twin,  Pods  wavy 
14125  Unarmed,  Petioles  linear  narrowed  at  basemucron.  Spikes  globose  stalked  racemose,  Branches  3-cornered 
14126  Unarmed,  Petioles  lanceolate  subfalcate  narrowed  at  base  blunt  about  2-nerved  glaucous,  Spikes  axillary 14127  Unarm.  Petioles  lin.  narrowed  at  each  end  mucron.  arcuate  striat.  Fls.  interruptedly  spik.  Branches  round. 
14128  Unarm  Petiol.  lin.  narrow,  at  base  straight  mucron.  Spikes  glob,  stalk,  racem.  Racemes  nearly  as  long  as  lvs. 
14129  Petioles  narrow  lin.  very  long  1-nerved  erect  entire,  Spikes  several  axillary  generally  branched 
14130  Stip.  scarcely  any,  Petioles  filiform  compressed  cernuous  spreading  with  an  incurved  point,  Pods  torulose 
14131  Unarmed,  Petioles  linear  lanceolate  narrowed  at  base  obtuse,  Spikes  globose  axillary  stalked  double 
14132  Unarmed,  Petioles  lin.  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end  3-nerved  striated,  Spikes  axillary  double  cylindrical 
14133  Unarmed,  Petioles  oblong  falcate  narrowed  at  base  acute  veiny,  Branches  2-edged 
14134  Unarmed,  Petioles  ovato-acute  many-nerved,  Spikes  globose  stalked,  Pods  falcate 
14135  Stip.  very  small  decidu.  Petiol.  lin.  1-nerved  with  an  oblique  point,  Branches  procumb.  difH  smooth  anguL 
14136  Petioles  very  long  filiform  1-nerved  spreading,  Spikes  several  axillary  generally  branched 
14137  Petioles  half  oblong  wavy :  their  inner  edge  a  little  truncate,  Stipules  spiny,  Branches  smooth 
14138  Petioles  lanceolate  oblong  nerved  somewhat  falcate,  Heads  racemose,  Young  shoots  furred 
14139  Petioles  oblong  equal-sided  nerved,  Spikes  twin  sessile,  Corollas  4-petals,  Pods  torose 
14140  Petioles  long  lane,  somewhat  falcate  edged  1-nerved  :  the  anterior  edge  with  1  gland,  Heads  racemose  4-fL 
14141  Unarmed,  Petioles  oblong  acuminate  vi-my,  Spikes  globose  stalked  racemose 14142  Petioles  half  obi.  somew.  falcate  tapered  at  base  with  a  little  gland  on  the  convex  side,  Branches  smooth 
14143  Petioles  linear  tapered  at  base  acute  mucronate  1-nerved  entire,  Heads  racemose  many-flowered 14144  Unarmed,  Petioles  sessile  oblong  cuspidate  toothletted  scabrous,  Spikes  globose  solitary  axillary 
14145  Petioles  triangular :  outer  angle  spiny ;  inner  bearing  glands,  Stip.  setaceous  caducous,  Branchlets  smooth 
14146  PetioL  triangul. :  outer  angle  spiny ;  inner  bearing  glands,  Stip.  setaceous  spiny  persist.  Branchlets  downy 
14147  Petiol.  halv.  obL  smooth  mucronul.  1-nerv. :  never  parallel  with  inner  edge,  Stip.  veiny.  Branches  hirsute 
14148  Stem  winged  two  ways,  Petioles  decurrent  1-nerved  terminated  by  a  spine,  Stipules  spiny 
14149  Petioles  half  elliptical  lanceolate  mucronate  aristate  1-nerved  in  middle  and  branches  hispid 2.  Leafy. 

»  Unarmed. 
14150  Leaves  conjugate  pinnate  terminated  by  a  tendril,  Pinnae  of  4  pairs,  Spikes  filif.  Petals  5,  Stem  climbing 
14151  Unarmed,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  2  pair ;  proper  of  2  pair  vilL  Petiole  without  glands,  Head  globose 
14152  Unarmed  hairy,  Lvs.  bipinnate :  partial  of  2  pair  ;  proper  of  2  or  3  pair,  Stip.  somew.  setaceous  deciduous 
14153  Unarmed  smooth,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  2  pair ;  proper  of  2  to  7  pair,  Stip.  subulate  setaceous 
14154  Lvs.  bipinnate :  partial  and  proper  of  10  pairs  ellipt.  blunt,  Gland  of  petiole  convex,  Spikes  filif.  solit.  ax  i  11. 
14155  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  about  6  pairs ;  proper  of  many,  Petioles  downy,  Spike  terminal  interrupted 
14156  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  4  pairs ;  proper  of  10-12,  lowest  very  minute,  Spikes  globose  term,  panicled 
14157  Unarmed,  Leaves  bipinnated,  Pinnae  of  3  or  5  pair,  Leaflets  of  15  or  20  pair  falcate  acute  smoothish 
14158  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  7  pair;  proper  of  17  pair  halv.  acute,  Spikes  glob,  stalk,  axill.  Pods  arcuate  twisted 
14159  Lvs.  Hn:nn.  :  partial  of  11  nair  ;  proper  of  many  pair  h-lved  acute,  Spikes  subglobose  terminal  aggregated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
this  is  half  evaporated  by  boiling,  the  decoction,  without  straining,  is  poured  into  a  flat  earthen  pot,  boiled  to 
one-third  part,  and  then  set  in  a  place  to  cool  for  one  dav  The  decoction  is  afterwards  evaporated  by  the  heat 
of  the  sun,  stirring  it  several  times  in  the  day ;  and  when  it  is  reduced  to  a  considerable  thickness,  it  is  spread 
upon  a  mat  or  cloth,  which  has  previously  been  covered  with  the  ashes  of  cowdung.  The  mass  is  lastly 
divided  into  square  or  quadrangular  pieces  by  a  string,  and  completely  dried  by  turning  them  in  the  sun,  until 
they  are  fit  for  sale.  This  extract,  when  first  introducd  as  a  medicine  into  Europe,  was  named  Terra  Japonica. 
from  the  supposition  that  it  came  from  Japan  and  was  an  earth." 

Medicinally  catechu  is  one  of  the  most  valuable  of  the  vegetable  astringents ;  and  as  the  dark  colored  con- 
tains the  greater  quantity  of  tannin,  on  which  its  astringency  depends,  it  is  to  be  preferred  for  medicinal  use. 

It  is  employed  with  the  best  effects  in  dysentery  and  diarrhoea,  when  the  use  of  astringents  is  admissible ;  in alvine  and  uterine  haemorrhages,  leucorrhcea,  gleet,  and  in  obstinate  catarrhal  affections.  As  a  local  astrin- 
gent, it  is  used  in  sponginess  of  the  gums,  and  aphthous  ulcerations  of  the  mouth  and  fauces,  and  we  have 

found  the  slow  solution  of  a  small  piece  of  it  in  the  mouth,  a  certain  remedy  for  the  troublesome  cough 
induced  by  a  relaxed  uvula  hanging  into  and  irritating  the  glottis.  Dr.  Paris  recommends  it  as  a  dentifrice, especially  when  the  gums  are  spongy. 

A.  vera  produces  the  gum  arabic  of  the  shops.   The  tree  is  found  in  almost  every  part  of  Africa,  but  those 
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14160  ipeciosa  W. 
14161  latisiliqua  W. 
14162  Leb'beck  W. 14163  discolor  W. 
14164  pubescens  H.  K. 
14165  lophantha  W. 

§14166  brachyloba  W. 
{•14167  glandulosa  W. 14168  decfirrens  W. 
14169  mollis  B.  Reg. 
14170  peregrina  W. 
14171  grandifl6ra  W. 
14172  glauca  W. 
14173  leucocephala  Pers. 
14174  portoricensis  TV. 
14175  quadrangularis  Link. 
14176  dealbSta  Link. 

splendid broad-podded 
Egyptian two-colored 
hairy-stemmed two-spiked Illinois 
glanriulous decurrent 
soft 
white-flowered 
great-flowered 
glaucous white-headed 
Portorice 
quadrangular whitened 

•  □or 

i  CJOT •  l_J  or •  l_|or 
•  l__|or a.  lAlor 
«- 1  I  or 
•  l_Jor •  EJOT •  I  I  or 
•□or 
•  I  |  or 
•  □or •  □or 
•  □or 
•  □or 

10  au.s 10  mr.jn 
20  mr.jn 
10  mr.jn 10  mr.jn 
6  my.jl 
2 2  ... 6  my.jl 

6  jl.au 8  jl 
10  jn.s 
5  jn.au 5  jn.au 
6  jn.au 
4  jl.s 4  ... 

Pu E.  Indies 1742. C 
Pk W.Indies  1777. C 

Pk 

Egypt 1823. 
c 

Y N.  S.  W. 1788. s 
Y N.S.  W. 1790. R 
Y N.  Holl. 1803. s 
W N.  Amer.  1803. c 
W N.  Amer.  1806. c 
Y N.  &  W. 1790. 

s 
Y N.  Holl. 

1810. 
c 

W S.  Amer. 1780. c 
Pu K.  Indies 

1769. c 
W America 

1690. 
s 

W S.  Amer. 1823. 
s 

\v S.  Amer. 
1824. 

s 
w 1825. s 
Y 

1824. 
c 

l.p  Jac.  ic.  1. 1 198 
Lp  Plum.  ic.  3.  t,  6 
l.p  PLman.p.331.Cl 
s.p  Bot.  rep.  235 s.p  Bot  mag.  1263 s.p  Bot  mag.  2108 

s.p 
s.p s.p 

s.p 

S.D 

p.l 

s.p s.p 
s.p s.p s.p 

Vent  choix.  27 
Botreg.371 

Bot.  rep.  592 
Cat.  car.  2. 1 42 

Jacq.  ic.  1 633 Bot.  mag.  2651 

14177  strombulifera  W. 
14178  reticulata  W.en. 
14179 pulcheUa  U.K. 
14180  julifiora  W. 
14181  Senegal  W. 14182  Giraffe  W.  en. 
14183  Cafra  W. 
14184  Ch6ndra  W. 
14185  Catechu  W. 
14186  leucophla/a  W. 
14187  cornlgera  IV. 

apjl 

medicinal  J  □  m  40 
panicled  {  □  or  12 
Cuckold  Tree   f  □  or  15 

14188  ebumea  W.  ivorv-thorned  •  □  or  5 
14189  hffimat6xylon»'.«».  hoary  J  □  or  20 14190  farnesiana  W.        Sponge  Tree     1  □  ft   15  jn.au 
14191  vera  W. 
14192  arfibica  JV. 
14193  cae'sia  W. 14194  penn£ta  TV. 
14195  I'ntsia  W. 14196  Ceratonia  W. 
14197  tamarindifolia  W. 
14198  horrida  W. 
14199  riexuosa  IV. 

EgyptianThornf  □  or  12  jl 
Gum  Arab,  treej  □  ec  20 
gray  fi_  □  or  15 fine-leaved      fl_  CD  or  12 
angular-stalkeda  □  or 
round-leaved  %L  □  or 
Tamarind-lvd.  •  □  or horrid  •  I    I  or 
flexuose  •  □  or 

W 
Y 
W 
w 

Y*w 
Peru C.  G.H. 
N.  HolL Jamaica Arabia 
C.  G.  H. 
C.  G.H. 

1825. 1816. 
1803. 
1793. 
1823. 
1816. 
1800. 

s.p 

s.p  Plulcal.  tl23.f.2 
s.p  Bot  cab.  212 

s.p 

s.p  Alp.  sgypt.  1. 15 

E.  Indies  1789. 

S  p.1 
S  s.p 
C  s.p 

Pa.Y  E.  Indies  1790.  S  p.l  Rox.  cor.2.  t.175 
Pa.Y  E.  Indies  1812.  C  p.l  Rox.  cor.2.  U50 
Pa.Y  S.  Amer.  1692.  C  p.l  Plu.al.3.tl22.f.l 
Y Y.w 
Y 

E.  Indies  1792. C.  G.  H.  1816. 
StDomin.  1656. 

C  p.l 
C  p.l S  p.l 

Rox.  cor.2.  tl99 

W     Egypt      1596.  C  p.l  Pluk.aL  1 120  f  1 
W 
Y 
Y Y.w 
W 
W 

E.  Indies  1820. 
E.  Indies  1773. 
E.  Indies  1773. 
E.  Indies  1778. 
S.  Amer.  1800. W.  Indies  1774. 
Africa  182a 
Cumana  1824. 

14200  brachyacanthaIT.e».short-spined     •  □  or 14201  ciliaris  W.en.        ciliated  •□or 
14202  peruviana  W.  en.  Peruvian  •  CD  or 
*2128.  VERA'TRUM.  W.  Veratrum. 
14203  album  W.  white  ^  A  m 
14204  viride  W.  green-flowered  ^  A 

4    S.  Amer.  1824. 
4    S.  Amer.  1822. 6    Peru  1820. 

Melanthacew    Sp.  5 — 7. 
5  jn.au  L.Y  Europe  1548. 5  jl.au     G      N.  Amer.  1742. 

S  p.l  Pluk.al.t.251.f.l 
S  p.l  Pluk.  1 330.  f.  1 
S  p.l  Burm.  zeyl.2.tl 
S  p.l  Rheed.mal.Rt.4 
S  p.l  Plum.  ic.  t.  8 
S  p.l  Jac.schae.3.t.396 
S  pi  Pluk.aL U21.f.4 
S  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 

Skp.l  Fl.  dan.  1120 Sk  p.l  Bot  mag.  1096 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
which  yield  the  gum  which  is  exported  from  Barbary  to  Great  Britain,  grow  principally  in  the  Atlas  moun- tains. It  is  a  hard  withered  looking  low  tree,  with  a  crooked  stem,  and  a  grey  bark.  The  gum  exudes 
naturally  from  the  bark  of  the  trunk  and  the  branches,  in  a  soft,  nearly  fluid  state,  and  hardens  in  the  air 
without  losing  its  transparency.  It  is  collected  about  the  middle  of  December.  It  has  a  faint  smell  when  first . 
*towed  in  the  warehouses,  and  is  heard  to  crack  spontaneously  for  many  weeks. 

Medicinally  gum  exerts  no  action  on  the  living  system,  but  is  a  simple  demulcent,  serving  to  lubricate 
abraded  surfaces,  and  involve  acrid  matters  in  the  prima?  via?.  In  the  solid  form  it  is  scarcely  ever  given, 
unless  to  sheath  the  fauces,  and  allay  the  tickling  irritation  which  occasions  the  cough  in  catarrh  and  phthisis 
pulmonalis ;  in  which  cases  a  piece  of  it  is  allowed  to  dissolve  slowly  in  the  mouth.  It  is  chiefly  used  in  a  state 
of  mucilage. 

According  to  Sweet,  all  the  species  of  Acacia  are  of  easy  culture.  Those  of  the  hothouse  he  recommends 
to  be  grown  in  loam  and  peat.  "  Cuttings,"  he  says, "  of  most  kinds  will  strike  root  From  the  strongest  growing kinds,  take  off  large  cuttings  at  a  joint,  and  plunge  them  in  a  pot  of  sand  under  a  hand-glass  in  the  bark-bed. 
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14160  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  4-5  pair :  proper  of  7-11  pair  halved  blunt  smooth,  Spikes  subcapitate  axilL  aggregate 
14161  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  5  pair ;  proper  of  10  pair  ellipt.  blunt,  Spikes  globose  stalked  termin.  with  bractes 
14162  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  4  pair ;  proper  of  many  pair  oblong  halved  blunt,  Spikes  subglobose  term,  aggregate 
14163  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  5  pair ;  proper  of  about  10  pair  discolored  beneath,  Spikes  globose  stalked  racemose 
14164  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  8  pair ;  proper  of  about  15  pair,  Racemes  axillary  solitary.  Heads  globose  stalked 
14165  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  9-12  pair;  proper  of  20  pair  lane  veinless,  Aglandon  stalk  and  betw.  2  term,  petiol. 
14166  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  8  pair ;  proper  of  many  pair,  A  gland  between  the  lowest  pair  of  the  partial  ones 
14167  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  12  pair  ;  proper  of  many  pair,  A  gland  betw.  every  pair  of  partial  ones,  Spikes  glob. 
14168  Lvs.  bipinn. :  part  of  11  pair;  prop,  of  many  pair,  A  gland  betw.  every  pair  of  part,  ones,  Part  petiole  marg. 
14169  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  8-18  pair ;  proper  of  many  pair  lin.  very  close  downy,  A  gland  between  every  pair 
14170  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  16  pair  j  proper  of  about  40  pair,  A  gland  on  petiole,  Spikes  glob,  stalked  axill.  in  3s 
14171  Lvs.  bipinnate :  partial  of  17  pair;  proper  of  about  40  pair,  Spikes  subcapitate  stalked  racemose  terminal 
14172  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  5-6  pairs ;  proper  of  18  distant  pair,  Spikes  globose  stalked  axillary 
14173  Leaves  bipinnate,  Finns  of  4  or  5  pair,  Leaflets  of  12  or  15  pair  oblong  linear  acute,  Petiole  downy 
14174  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  5  pair ;  proper  of  many  pair  lin.  acute,  Spikes  glob,  axill.  about  3,  Cal.  ciliat.  at  edge 
14175  Lvs.  of  5  pair,  Pinnae  of  many  pairs,  Lean.  lin.  acute  ciliat.  Rachis  of  lvs.  downy,  Heads  axill.  on  long  stalks 
14176  Leaves  of  15  pair,  Pinna;  of  many  pair,  Leaflets  equal-sided  minute  downy,  Racemes  lateral 

*  Spiny. 
14177  Spines  stipulary,  Leaves  conjugate  pinnate,  Pinnae  of  4-6  pair,  Pods  spirally  twisted 14178  Spines  stipuL  straight  almost  length  of  learl.  Leaflets  oblong  linear  obtuse  dist  Petiole  with  a  gland  at  end 
14179  Lvs.  conjugate  pinnate,  A  stalked  gland  betw.  pinnae  which  consist  of  5-7  pair,  Stip.  spiny  as  long  as  leaves 
14180  Spines  stipulary  twin,  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  2  pair ;  proper  of  20  pair,  Spikes  axill.  2-3  cylind.  pendulous 14181  Spines  stipul.  in  3s :  midd.  one  reflex.  Lvs.  bipinn. :  part  of  5  or  6  pair :  prop,  of  many  pair,  Spikes  axill.  cylind. 
14182  Spines  stipul.  twin  con.  as  long  as  lvs.  Lvs.  bipinn.  Pinnae  3  or  6  pair,  Lead.  20  pair,  Gland  betw.  every  pinnae 
14183  Spines  stipulary  twin  incurv.  Lvs.  bipinn.  :  partial  of  12  pair ;  proper  of  many  pair,  A  gland  on  the  petiole 
14184  Spines  stipulary  twin  hooked,  Leaves  bipinnate:  partial  of  9-13  pair;  proper  of  many  pair,  A  gland  on 

the  petiole  and  between  the  three  terminal  outer  leaflets 
14185  Spines  stipulary  twin  hooked,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  10  pair ;  proper  of  many  or  downy,  A  gland 

on  the  petiole  and  between  the  two  terminal  outer  leaflets 
14186  Spines  stipulary  twin  connate,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  6-10  pair ;  proper  of  many,  A  gland  between the  2  pair  of  partial  leaves 
14187  Spines  stipulary  connate  compressed,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  6  pair:  proper  of  20  pair  smooth,  A gland  on  the  petiole 
14188  Spines  stipul.  connate  twin,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  4  pair ;  proper  of  6  pair,  Spikes  globose  aggregate 
14189  Spines  double  slender  and  branches  smooth,  Branchlets,  leaves,  peduncles  andfls.  hoary 
14190  Spines  stipulary  setae,  dist.  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  16  pair ;  proper  many  pair,  A  gland  on  petiole  and  between 2  term,  pair  of  partial  leaves 
14191  Spines  stipulary  twin  spreading,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  2  pair ;  proper  of  8-10  pair,  A  gland  betw.  each 

pair  of  partial  leaves 
14192  Spines  stipul.  twin  spread.  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  5  pair ;  proper  of  many  pr.  Spikes  globose  axill.  stalked 
14193  Prickly,  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  of  7  pair ;  proper  of  16  pair,  A  gland  on  petiole,  Spikes  globose  panic,  term. 
14194  Prickly,  Lvs.  bipinn. :  partial  and  proper  of  many  pr.  A  gland  on  petiole,  Com.  ped.  and  petioles  prickly  at 
14195  Prickly,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  6  pair;  proper  of  about  12  pair  incurved,  Petioles  prickly  [base 
14196  Prickly,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  5  pair ;  proper  of  3  pair  obovate  3-nerved 
14197  Prickly,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  5  pair ;  proper  of  15  pair,  Gland  on  petioles  stip.  and  bractes  cordate 
14198  Spines  stipuL  twin  nearly  as  long  as  lvs.  Lvs.  bipinn.  of  2  or  3  pr.  :  partial  of  about  10  pr.  Spikes  glob,  stalked 
14199  Spines  stipulary  twin  connate,  Leaves  bipinnate :  partial  of  16 pair ;  proper  of  many  pair,  A  gland  on  the 

petiole  and  between  the  two  terminal  pair  of  partial  leaves 
14200  Spines  stipulary  twin  hooked,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinnae  of  about  10  pair,  Leaflets  of  10  or  12  pair  ciliated 
14201  Spines  stipul.  twin  straight  subulate,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinnae  of  3  or  4  pair,  Leaflets  of  13  pair  ciliated 
14202  Spines  stipulary  setaceous  double,  Leaves  bipinnate,  Pinnae  of  2  pair,  Leaflets  of  11-15  pair  blunt  smooth 

14203  Racemes  panic  led,  Bractes  of  branches  oblong :  partial  as  long  as  downy  peduncle,  Flowers  erect 
14204  Racemes  panicled,  Bractes  of  branches  oblong-lanceolate :  partial  longer  than  downy  petiole 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Of  the  smaller  kinds  take  younger  cuttings,  and  put  them  under  a  bell-glass,  also  plunged  in  heat  The  sooner the  plants  are  potted  off  after  they  are  rooted  the  better.    If  they  stay  too  long,  the  sand  injures  their  roots  • they  should  be  kept  under  a  close  glass,  and  shaded  for  a  few  days  after  potting  off,  and  exposed  to  the  air  bv degrees."   (Bot.  Cult.  11.) 
The  greenhouse  species  are  particularly  valuable  as  flowering  for  the  most  part  in  winter,  or  early  in  spring  • they  are  very  hardy  and  grow  freely  in  loam,  peat,  and  sand  well  drained.  Cuttings  of  most  kinds,  Sweet observes,  will  root  pretty  freely,  taken  off  in  the  young  wood  and  planted  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass,  and plunged  in  a  little  bottom  heat  The  kinds  that  do  not  root  readily  from  cuttings  may  be  increased  by  taking ott  roots,  as  large  pieces  as  can  be  spared,  and  planting  them  in  the  same  kind  of  soil  as  the  old  plants,  when they  should  be  plunged  under  a  hand-glass  in  a  little  bottom  heat  Most  of  the  kinds  might  be  propagated  bv that  means.    (Sot.  Cult.  126.)  *  3 2128.  Veratrum.  Said  by  Lemery  to  be  so  called,  because  its  root  is  vere-atrum,  truly  black.  V.  album  has a  fleshy  fusiform  root,  beset  with  strong  fibres,  gathered  into  a  head ;  this  root  and  every  part  of  the  plant  is 
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§14905  virgiuicum  H  K. 
14206  nigrum  W. 
14207  parviflorum  W. 
*2129.  AND ROPCGO N, 514208  striatus  W. 
§14209  contortus  W. 
§14210  Schamanthus  W. 
§14211  distachyos  W. 
§142-12  mfiticus  W. 14213  IschaVmum  W. 

*2130.  CHLO'RIS.  W. 
§14214  petraVa  W. 14215  ciliata  W. 
14216  radiata  W. 
14217  barbata  W. 

§14218  curtipendula  W. 

Virginian  J^or 
dark-flowered  -i  A  or 
small-flowered  i  A  »' 
W.  Andhopogon. 
nerve-gluraed  Jit  (3]  un twisted  JUL  US  un 
Lemon-grass  ilk  E]  ft 
two-spiked  ii  A  »n 
smooth-spiked  ilk  lAJ  un 
woolly  Mi  A  un 

2  jnjl     Br      N.  Amer.  1768.  D  l.p 
3  jnjl  D.Pu  Siberia  1596.  D  p.l 2  jnjl      G      Carolina  1809.  D  p.1 

Graminea. 

Bot.  mag.  985 Bot  mag.  963 

U  au 
2  jl.s 
11  ... 

H  jl.au 

Jjl.s 

1  au 

Ap 
Ap 

Ap Ap 

Chloris. 
flat-stalked 
ciliated 
many-spiked bearded 
short-spiked 

*  fAI  or *  E3  pr M  K2  pr ilk  O  pr 
ilk  A  pr 

Graminae. 
\  jl.au  Ap 
I  jl-s  Ap 1  au.s  Ap 1  jnjl  Ap 
\  jn.au  Ap 

2131.  SOR'GHUM.  W.en.  Sorghum. 
14219  bicolor  W.  en.        two-colored  ilk  O  clt 
14220  vulgare  W.  en.        Indian  Millet  ilk  O  clt 
14221  rubens  W.  en.         red-seeded  ilk  O  clt 
14222  saccharatum  W.en.  yellow-seeded  ilk  OS  clt 
14223  halepense  P.  S.       panicled  ilk  A  un 

Graminees. 
3  jl 
4  jl 3  jl 

6  jl.au 
3  jl.au 

Ap Ap 
Ap Ap Ap 

*2132.  HOL'CUS.  W.en. §14224  Gryllus  R.  Sr. 14225  mollis  W. 
14226  lanatus  W. 
§14227  avenaceus  W.  en. 
§14228  bulbosus  W.en. 
§14229  odoratus  IV. 

Soft-Grass.  Gramineie. 
purple-flower 'tl  ilk  A  un       jnjl  Ap 
creeping          ilk  A  ag  2  jl.au  Ap meadow          ilk  A  ag  3  jn.jl  Ap 
Oat-like          ilk  A  ag  5  jn.jl  Ap 
bulbous-rooted  ilk  A  ag  3  jn.jl  Ap 
sweet-scented  ilk  A  ft  l£jnjl  Ap 

2133.  ISCH-S/MUM.  W.   IschjEmum.  GraminecE. 
14230  aristatum  W.         bearded  ilk  El  un    2  jnjl  Ap 
14231  rugusum  W.  rough  ilk  O  on    2  jl.au  Ap 

Sp.  6—66. E.  Indies  1793. D CO "C  t„j;m  1T7Q 
Tj.  inuies  itt*\ j) 
K.  Indies  1786. D CO 
S.  Europe  1805. D 

CO 
C.  G.  H.  1794. D CO 
S.  Europe  1768. D 

CO Sp.  5— 24. Jamaica  1779* 

j) 

Jamaica  1779. D 

CO 
W.  Indies  1739. S CO 
E  Indies  1777. S CO 
Illinois  1808. D CO 

Sp.  5—9. Persia  1731. S 

CO 
India  1596. S 

CO 
Africa  1817. s 
India  1759. s CO 
Syria  1691. D CO 

Sp.  6—8. S.  Europe  1791. D 

CO 
Britain   com  ti . D h.l 
Britain    me.  pa. D h.l 
Britain  me.pa D CO 

D 

CO 

N.  Amer.  1777. D CO 

Sp.  2—21. E.  Indies  1803. D CO 
E  Indies  1791. S CO 

Sch.ha.3.t.342.a. 
Ru.am.5.  t72.£2 
FLgra?c.  1. 169 
Sch.  gram.2.  t.33 

Vah.symb.2.t.27 
Moris.s.8.t.3.f.l5 

M.ac.heAt.4.f.4 
M.ac.he.8.t.4.f.3 

A.ac.pa.1.  t.4.f.2 
FLgraec.  1.  t.  68 

FI.  gwec.  1. 1.  67 
Eng.  bot  1170 
Eng.  bot  1169 
Eng.  bot  813 

SaLstir.rar.l.  tl 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
extremely  acrid  and  poisonous.  It  is  used  in  medicine,  and  its  properties  are  found  to  depend  on  veratrine, 
the  same  alkaline  principle  which  is  the  active  ingredient  of  colchicum.  Medicinally  it  is  violently  cathartic 
and  sternutatory.  When  taken  internally,  even  in  moderate  doses,  its  operation  is  violent  and  dangerous; 
producing  besides  hypercatharsis,  with  bloody  stools  and  excessive  vomiting,  great  anxiety,  tremors,  vertigo, 
syncope,  sinking  of  the  pulse,  cold  sweats,  and  convulsions,  terminating,  if  the  dose  be  large,  in  death.  Its 
external  application  to  an  ulcerated  surface  also  produces  griping  and  purging.  Notwithstanding  these  effects, 
Veratrum  has  been  exhibited  internally,  and  with  advantage,  in  mania,  epilepsis,  scabies,  lepra,  and  obstinate 
herpetic  eruptions.  But  the  most  ordinary  use  of  white  hellebore  is  as  a  local  stimulant  When  taken  in- 

ternally as  a  poison,  the  best  antidote  is  a  strong  infusion  of  nut-galls.   (Thorn.  Land.  Disp.  p.  545.) V.  nigrum  is  very  nearly  allied  to  album,  but  differs  in  color,  and  seems  not  to  be  so  strong  and  acrid  in  its 
qualities ;  for  when  both  sorts  are  placed  near  each  other,  snails  will  entirely  devour  the  leaves  of  this  species, 
when  they  will  scarcely  touch  those  of  the  other. 

S129.  Andropogon.  From  am£,  a  man,  and  iruyat,  a  beard.  A  hyperbolical  comparison  of  the  little  tuft  of hairs  upon  the  flower  to  the  beard  of  a  man.  A.  schaenanthus  has  an  agreeable  smell,  with  a  warm,  bitterish, 
not  unpleasant  taste.  It  was  formerly  brought  over  from  Turkey  in  bundles  about  a  foot  long,  and  kept  in  the 
shops  to  be  employed  as  a  stomachic  and  deobstruent,  but  it  is  now  little  used.  All  the  species  are  of  the 
easiest  culture. 

2130.  Chloris.  Derived  from  vXm?os,  green,  on  account  of  the  color  of  its  herbage.  Pretty  little  grasses, 
with  beautiful  one-sided  spikes  of  silky  flowers. 

2131.  Sorghum.  Sorghi  is  the  Indian  name,  according  to  Bauhin.  S.  vulgare,  grand  millet,  Fr.,  Saggena 
or  Sorgo,  Ital.,  and  alcandia,  Span.,  is  much  cultivated  in  Arabia  and  most  parts  of  Asia  Minor.  It  has 
been  introduced  into  Italy,  Spain,  Switzerland,  and  some  parts  of  Germany ;  also  into  China,  Cochin- China,  and  the  West  Indies,  where  it  grows  commonly  five  or  six  feet  high  or  more,  and  being  esteemed  a 
hearty  food  for  labourers,  is  called  Negroe  Guinea  corn.  Its  long  awns  or  bristles  defend  it  from  the  birds. 
In  England,  the  autumns  are  seldom  dry  and  warm  enough  to  ripen  the  seeds  well  in  the  field.  In  Arabia  it  is 
called  Dora  or  Durra.  The  flour  is  very  white,  and  they  make  good  bread  of  it,  or  rather  cakes,  about  two 
inches  in  thickness.  The  bread  which  they  make  of  it  in  some  parts  of  Italy  is  dark  and  coarse.  In  Tuscany 
it  is  used  chiefly  for  feeding  poultry  and  pigeons ;  sometimes  for  kine,  swine,  and  horses.  Brooms  are  made of  the  spikes,  which  are  also  sent  to  this  country  for  the  same  purpose.  The  Indian  millet,  as  well 
as  the  common  sort  (Panicum),  is  cultivated  in  some  parts  of  North  America,  and  has  been  tried  in  this 
country,  but  it  is  only  in  the  wannest  autumns  that  it  ripens  its  seeds.  It  might  probably,  however,  be 
acclimated. 
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14205  Racemes  panicled,  Bractes  shorter  than  peduncle,  Petals  with  2  glands  at  base 
14206  Racemes  supradecompound  panicled,  Bractes  of  branches  linear- lanceolate  very  long 14207  Racemes  panicled,  Petals  bearing  the  stamens  on  their  claw 

14208  Spike  simple,  Flowers  twin  :  hermaphrodite  sessile  awned ;  male  stalked,  Outer  valve  of  cal.  nerved 
14209  Spike  simple,  Lower  flower  beardless,  Male  and  hermaphrodite  calyxes  hairy,  Awns  very  long  hirsute 
14210  Spikes  imbric.  conjug.  panic,  bract  Fls.  in  3s  :  midd.  hermap.  beard.  :  beard  smooth  :  lat  stalk,  male  beardl. 
14211  Spikes  twin  terminal,  Florets  twin  bearded:  hermaphrodite  sessile;  male  bearded,  Culm  undivided 14212  Spikes  digitate  about  3,  Florets  alternate  sessile  beardless 
14213  Spikes  digitate  about  8,  Florets  twin  woolly  at  base  :  hermaphrodite  sessile  bearded ;  male  stalked  bearded 

14214  Spikes  4-5.6  straight  erect,  Florets  imbric.  nearly  smooth  beardless,  Outer  valve  of  caL  beard.  Culm  compr. 14215  Spikes  digitate  about  5  erect,  Glumes  ciliated 
14216  Spikes  many  fascicled  nearly  erect,  Florets  subulate  smooth 
14217  Spikes  many  fascicled,  Glumes  ciliated  bearded,  Male  valves  ventricose  bearded 
14218  Spikes  many  alternate  panicled  pendulous,  Spikelets  4-flowered 

14219  Panicle  contracted  ovate,  Florets  strigose  with  down  black,  Seeds  white  round 
14220  Panicle  contracted  oblong,  Florets  obovate  shining  hairy,  Seeds  compressed 
14221  Panicle  spreading,  Florets  oblong  acute  shining  ciliated 
14222  Panicle  effuse,  Branches  spreading,  Florets  villous  oblong,  Leaves  broad  lanceolate 
14223  Panicle  spreading,  Branches  rough,  Florets  lane,  acute  silky  shining,  Leaves  lanceolate  rough  at  edge 

14224  Panicle  effuse  spreading,  Branches  whorled  3-fl.  Peduncles  bearded,  Leaves  and  sheaths  hairy 
14225  Glumes  2-fl.  hermaphrodite,  Sessile  floret  beardless  stalked  bearded,  Beard  longer  than  flower 
14226  Glumes  2-fl. :  hermaphrodite  beardless,  Beard  of  the  male  much  shorter  than  flower  recurved 
14227  Male  flowers  with  a  jointed  beard  twice  as  long  as  calyx,  Joints  of  culm  smooth,  Root  nodose 
14228  Male  flowers  with  a  jointed  beard  twice  as  long  as  calyx,  Joints  of  culm  villous,  Root  bulbous  [Gm. 
14229  Panicle  spread.  Glumes  3-fl.  beardl  Flor.  heaped :  hermap.  in  midd.  diand.  j  male  triand.  ciliat.  Hierocklot 

14230  Leaves  lane.  Florets  naked,  Outer  valve  of  cal.  with  2  nodules  on  each  side,  Beard  of  cor.  long  twisted 14231  Leaves  lanceolate,  Neuter  florets  intermediate  wrinkled  across :  two  lateral  smooth 

2132.  Holcus.  From  l\xai,  to  extract.  It  was  a  popular  notion  among  the  ancients,  that  the  leaves  of  the 
plant  they  called  Holcus,  which  seems  to  have  been  a  grass  of  some  kind,  had  the  property  of  extracting  thorns 
from  the  flesh.  H.  mollis  is  distinguished  by  its  creeping  roots,  which,  when  once  in  possession  of  the  soil,  as 
Mr.  Sinclair  observes,  can  hardly  be  again  expelled  without  great  labor  and  expence.  It  is  the  true  couch, 
grass  of  light  sandy  soils,  and  underground  stolones  have  been  found  five  feet  in  length,  the  growth  of  a  few 
months  only.  These  root-shoots  contain  a  very  considerable  quantity  of  nutritive  matter,  which  has  the  flavor 
of  new  made  meal.  Pigs  are  very  fond  of  the  roots,  and  dig  them  up  with  eagerness ;  but  the  -herbage  is  dis- 

liked by  oattle,  more  than  that  of  any  other  species  of  the  genus,  being  extremely  soft,  dry,  and  tasteless. 
The  best  mode  of  banishing  this  weed  from  light  arable  lands,  is  to  collect  the  roots  with  the  fork  after  the 
plough.    (Sinclair,  Hort.  Gram.  167.) 

H.  lanatus  has  a  fibrous  root,  and  grows  on  all  soils  from  the  richest  to  the  poorest,  but  attains  to  the  highest 
degree  of  luxuriance  on  light  moist  peaty  soils.  Cattle  prefer  almost  any  other  grass  to  this  ,  it  is  seen  in 
pastures  with  full  grown  perfect  leaves,  while  the  grasses  that  surround  it  are  cropped  to  the  roots.  Its  nutri- 

tive matter  consists  entirely  of  mucilage  and  sugar ;  while  the  nutritive  matters  of  grasses  most  liked  by  cattle 
are  either  sub-acid  or  saline.  Mr.  Sinclair  suggests,  that  this  grass  might  probably  be  made  more  palatable  to 
cattle,  by  being  sprinkled  over  with  salt.  {Hort.  Gram.  164.) 

H.  avenaceus,  the  A  vena  elatior  of  Linnaeus,  Curtis,  and  Host,  is  a  bulky  productive  grass,  eaten  by  horses, 
cattle,  and  sheep,  but  less  nutritious  than  many  other  grasses.  It  pushes  rapidly  after  being  cropped ;  and 
though  later  in  flowering  than  many  other  species,  produces  an  early  and  plentiful  supply  of  herbage  in  the 
spring.  These  properties  would  entitle  it  to  rank  high  as  a  grass  adapted  for  the  alternate  husbandry,  but  its, 
nutritive  matter  contains  too  large  a  proportion  of  bitter  extractive  and  saline  matters  to  warrant  its  cultiva- 

tion, without  a  considerable  admixture  of  different  grasses  ;  and  the  same  objection  extends  to  its  culture  for 
permanent  pasture.  It  is  always  present  in  the  composition  of  the  best  natural  pastures,  and,  as  before  men- 

tioned, eaten  in  common  with  other  grasses.  It  does  not,  however,  constitute  a  large  proportion  of  the 
herbage,  but  rather  the  least  of  any  of  the  more  valuable  grasses  that  have  been  mentioned.  (Hort.  Gram. 
p.  171.)  This  grass  and  Triticum  repens  are  the  two  species  eaten  by  dogs  to  excite  vomiting.  One  variety 
has  bulbous  roots,  and  is  a  noxious  weed  in  arable  lands. 

H.  odoratus  is  one  of  the  earliest  flowering  grasses ;  but  it  is  tender,  the  spring  produce  of  herbage  is  incon- 
siderable, and  its  powerful  creeping  roots  render  it  unfit  for  agricultural  purposes.    {Hort.  Gram.  169.) 

2133.  Ischcemum.  From  /ra,  to  stop,  and  aiua,  blood.  Pliny  says,  that  the  Thracians  first  discovered  that 
the  woolly  seed  which  is  borne  by  the  Ischaemuni,  if  introduced  into  the  nostrils,  has  the  power  of  stopping the  bleeding  at  the  nose.   Useless  grasses. 

JffS  1 14226  «SS 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars . 
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2134.  jE'GILOPS.  W. 14232  ovata  W. 
14233  triuncialis  W. 
14234  cylindrica  W. 
14235  squamosa  W. 14236  caudata  W. 

HaUD-G  KASS. 
oval-spiked       jUk  O  un 
long-spiked  Jit  O  un 
cylindrical       A  O 
rough-spiked    u  a  un Cretan  M  Q  uu 

2135.  MANISU'RIS.  W.  Manisuris. 
14237  granulans  W. 
2136.  VALANTIA.  W. 

14238  Cruciata  W. 
14239  muralis  W. 
14240  hispida  W. 14241  filiformis  W. 
14242  pedemontana  W. 14243  Cucullaria  W. 
14244  Aparine  W. Galium  verrucisum 
14245  articulata  W. 
14246  glabra  W. 
14247  aspera  W. 
2137.  PARIETA'RIA.  W. 14248  Indica  W. 

14249  officinalis  W. 
14250  judaica  W. 
14251  pensylvanica  W. 14252  urticif61ia  W. 
14253  lusitanica  (('. 14254  polygonoides  W. 

Graminece. 
|  jn.jl  Ap 
i  jl.au  Ap 1  jn.jl  Ap 
1J  jn.jl  Ap 1  jn.jl  Ap 

Graminete. 
round-grained Mi 

O  cu jn.jl 

Ap 

Vala.ntia. Rubiacece.  & 
Crosswort 

Jk 

A  or 

1J 

* 
my.jn Y 

wall 

O  un 

my.jl G bristly 

O  un 

1 my.jl G.Y least 

O  un 
i 

jl.s 

G.Y Piedmont i 

jl 

G.Y hooded 

O  un 

my.jn 
G.Y warty-fruited 

O  w 

i 

jn.au 
G.Y E.B. 

jointed 

O  un 

i 

jl.au 

smooth 
-* 

A  un 

i 

jl.au 

rough 

A  un 

i 

jn.jl 

G.Y 

W.  Pelutori Urticete.  Sp. 
Indian fAl  un 

ap.my 
G 

wall 

A  w 
jn.s 

G 
Basil-leaved 

A  un 

i 

jn.8 

G 
Pensylvanian 

O  un 

i4
 

jl 

G 
Nettle-leaved rm  un 

jn.s 

G 
Chickweed-lvd 

O  un 

i 

jl.au 

G 
Polygonum-lvd. 

O  un 

i 

jl.au 

G 
2138.  ATRIPLEX.  W. 
14255  Halimus  W. 
14256  portulacoldes  W. 
14257  glauca  W. 14258  albicans  W. 
14259  rosea  W. 
14260  sibirica  IV. 
14261  tatarica  W. 
14262  hortensis  W. 

|8  rObra 14263  laciniate  W. 
14264  patula  W. 
14265  angustif6Ha  W. 14266  erecta  W. 
14267  Uttoralis  W. 
14268  pedunculSta  W. 
14269  microsperma  W. 
2139.  RHAGO'DI  A.  R. 14270  hastata  R.  Br. 

Orachb. tall  shrubby 
dwarf  shrubby 
glaucous white 
Rose Siberian 
Tartarian 

garden red  garden frosted  sea 
spreading narrow-leaved 
upright Grass-leaved 
pedunculated small-seeded 

H.  I  |  un 
a.  I  |  un 

O  un 
O  un O  un O  cul 
O  cul 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w 
O  w O  un 

ChenopodetB. 5  jl.au  G 2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 2  jn.jl 

li  jn.jl 2  jl.au 
2  jl.au 
6  jl.au 6  jl.au 
1  $  jl.au 

I  jn.s f  jn.au 

U  au 
1  au.s 

U  jl.s 

G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 

Br.  Rhagodia. 
halberd-leaved  it  |  |  un 
14232  14236 

Chenopodece. 
£  jnjl  G 

Sp.  5. 
Hungary  1805. Levant  1794. 
Candia  1739 

Sp.  1—2. 
E.  Indies  17S4. 

Britain S.  Europe  1739. 
S.  Europe  1768. Canaries  1780. 
Hungary  1799. Levant  1780. 
Britain 

Egypt  1752. S.  Europe  1731. Siberia  1804. 

E  Indies  1790. 
Britain  walls. 
Germany  1728. 
Pensylva.  1821. Bourbon  1700. 
Spain  1710. Armenia  1728. 

Sp.  15—37. Spain       1640.  C  co Britain   mud.s.  C  co 
&  Europe  1732.  C  s.l C.  G.H.  1774. 
&  Europe  1739. Siberia  1783. 
Tartary    1778.  S  co 
Tartary    1548.  S  co 
Tartary    1548.  S  co Britain   san.sh.  S  co 
Britain   dungh.  S  co 
Britain     rub.  S  co 
England  fields.  S  co Britain    mud.s.  S  co 
England  sal. m.  S  co 
Hungary  1800.  S  co 

Sp.  1—7. N.S.W.  1803.  C  l.p 

s CO Fl.  grasc.  1. 1. 93 s 

CO 

Sch.gr.l.t.l0.fl s CO Host.gram.2.  t7 s 

CO 

Sch.gr.2.  t.27.  f.2 s CO Fl.  grajc.  1. 1. 95 

s CO Roxb.cor.2.t.H8 

D 

CO 
Eng.  hot  143 s CO Col.ecph.t297 s 

CO 

s CO 
s CO Pl.rar.hu.l.t.33 s 

CO 

Bu.cen.l.t.l9.f.2 s CO Eng.  bot  2173 
s CO 
D CO PLrar.hu.l.t.32 D CO 

D CO 
D CO Eng.  bot.  879 S CO Sch.hand.3.t346 
s CO 
s 

CO 

s 

CO 

Boc.sic.  t.  24.1".  B. s 

CO 

S  co S  co 

Par.thea.724.  f.2 
Eng.  bot  261 Dill. el 1. 1.40.  f.46 
Sch.hand.3.t350 
S.  h.3.p.538.t.350 S.  h.3.p.539.t349 

Eng.  bot.  165 
Eng.  bot  936 Eng.  bot  1774 
Eng.  bot.  2223 Eng.  bot  708 
Eng.  bot  232 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2134.  JEgilups.  From  <u|  euym,  a  goat,  and  the  eye.  The  ancients  believed  that  the  plant  they  named 

JEgilops  had  the  power  of  curing  a  disease  of  one  corner  of  the  eye,  which  seems  to  have  been  what  we  call 
Fistula  lachrymalis.  The  iEgilops  ovata  is  a  common  Sicilian  grass ;  when  ripe,  it  is  gathered  by  the  peasantry, 
who  tye  the  heads  up  in  bunches,  and  set  them  on  fire;  they  burn  with  rapidity,  and  so  give  the  grains  a  slight 
roasting,  which  are  then  considered  agreeable  food. 

2135.  Manisuris.  Said  to  be  so  called,  from  ftxnot,  relaxed,  and  tail,  or,  in  botanical  language,  a  head  of 
grass;  because  the  spikes  are  loose,  and  not  compact.  A  curious  little  plant  remarkable  for  its  wrinkled 
grains. 2136.  Fa  la  nti  a.  Miserable  weeds  of  no  beauty  or  use ;  called  by  their  present  name  by  Linnsus  in  refer- 

ence to  Sebastian  Vaillant,  a  learned  and  excellent  French  botanist,  who  died  in  1722.  The  author  of  the 
name  would  have  employed  his  time  better  in  considering  the  botanical  writings  of  Vaillant,  than  in 
identifying  with  the  most  worthless  part  of  vegetation  an  author  whose  merits  he  was  not  able  to  understand. 
No  man  was  more  given  to  sneers  of  this  kind  than  Linnaeus ;  and  yet  his  followers  manifest  a  most  extra- 

ordinary degree  of  sensitiveness  whenever  he  is  retorted  upon  in  a  similar  way ;  although  few  ever  deserved' criticism  in  some  things  in  a  higher  degree  than  himself. 
2137.  Parietaria.  From  paries,  a  wall.  Weeds  which  are  commonly  found  upon  old  walls,  or  rubbish  heaps. 

P.  officinalis  presents  some  curious  anomalies  in  its  inflorescence  and  fructification.   To  obtain  a  perfect  idea  of 
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14232  Spike  ovate,  CaL  all  with  4  beards  scabrous,  Culms  ascending 
14233  Spike  cylind.  Lower  cal.  with  2  beards :  the  rest  with  3,  Beards  of  2  terminal  florets  longer  than  the  rest 
14234  Spike  cylindrical,  Cal.  with  1  beard,  Cor.  beardless,  Terminal  beards  very  long 
14235  Spike  cylindrical,  CaL  2-toothed  beardless,  Co.r  with  1  beard 
14236  Spike  cylindrical,  Cal.  2-toothed :  teeth  unequal  beardless,  Valves  of  terminal  floret  with  1  valve  only 

14237  Valves  of  female  fl.  globose  tessellated  warted,  Culm  erect  branched,  Sheaths  hairy 

14238  Leaves  4  ellipt  obi.  3-nerved  netted  hispid,  Peduncles  branched  smooth  bracted,  Fruit  smooth 
14239  Leaves  4  elliptical  netted  smooth,  Male  fl.  trifid  attached  to  the  base  of  the  hermaphrodite 
14240  Leaves  4  obovate-oblong  veinless  roughish,  Male  fl.  trifid  attached  to  the  base  of  the  hermaphrodite 
14241  Leaves  4  oblong  ciliate  toothletted  netted  smooth,  Ovary  oblong  chaffy  longer  than  pedicel 
14242  Leaves  4  oblong  ciliate  hispid,  Pedunc.  subbifid  ciliated,  Male  fl.  trifid,  Ovary  smooth 
14243  Leaves  4  oblong,  Peduncles  protected  by  the  ovate  deflexed  bractea,  Stem  erect 
14244  Leaves  6  linear  lanceolate  hispid  at  edge,  Pedunc.  2-fl.  naked,  Male  fl.  trifid,  Fruit  warted 
14245  Male  fl.  4-fid,  Pedunc.  dichotomous  leafless,  Leaves  cordate 
34246  Leaves  4  elliptical  ciliated,  Pedunc.  branched  naked  and  fruit  smooth 
14247  Leaves  6  linear  very  rough  at  edge,  Stalk  and  fruit  hispid 

14248  Leaves  lanceolate,  Stem  erect 
14249  Leaves  oblong  ovate  acuminate  at  each  end  with  pellucid  dots,  Pedunc.  dichotomous,  CaL  2-leaved 
14250  Leaves  ovate,  Stem  erect,  Invol.  3-flowered,  Male  corollas  long  cylindrical 
14251  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  veiny  with  opaque  dots,  Involucre  longer  than  flowers 
14252  Leaves  opposite  stalked  ovate  serrated  veiny  downy,  Flowers  axillary 14253  Leaves  roundish  ovate  obtuse  the  length  of  petiole,  Stems  filiform  procumbent 
14254  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  subsessile  hairy,  Invol.  longer  than  flower 

14255  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  alternate  or  opposite  oblong  subrhomboid  entire 
14256  Stem  shrubby,  Leaves  obovate-lanceolate  entire  silvery  white 
14257  Stem  half-shrubby  procumbent,  Leaves  ovate  sessile  entire ;  lower  a  little  toothed 
14258  Stem  shrubby  erect,  Leaves  hastate  entire  acute,  Spikes  terminal 
14259  Stem  herb,  spreading,  Leaves  triangular  hoary  unequally  toothed,  Cal.  of  fruit  quadrang.  toothed 
14260  Stem  herbaceous  spreading,  Leaves  rhomboid  somewhat  toothed,  Cal.  of  fruit  muricate  toothed 
14261  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  oblong  sinuated  cuneate  at  base  hoary  beneath,  CaL  of  fruit  toothed 
14262  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  triangular  toothed  whole-colored,  Cal.  of  fruit  ovate  netted  entire 
14263  Stem  herbaceous  diffuse,  Leaves  ovato-deltoid  dentato-sinuate  very  mealy  beneath     [tuberculat  at  side 
14264  Stem  herb,  spreading,  Lvs.  triang.  hast  glab.  above  irregul.  tooth. :  upp.  ones  ent.  CaL  of  fr.  more  or  less 
14265  Stem  herb,  spread.  Lvs.  lane.  ent. :  lower  ones  somew.  hast.  CaL  of  fruit  hastate  slightly  tuberculat  at  sides 
14266  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate ;  lower  sinuated,  Cal.  of  seeds  muricated 
14267  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Lvs.  all  linear  ent  or  toothed,  Perianth,  of  fruit  sinuated  and  muricated  on  back 
14268  Stem  herbaceous  flexuose  spreading,  Leaves  obovate  entire,  Female  flowers  stalked  cuneiform 
14269  Stem  herbaceous  erect,  Leaves  triang.  hastate  acutish  a  little  toothed,  CaL  of  fruit  ovate  acute  entire 

14270  Branches  diffuse,  Leaves  nearly  opposite  rhomboid-hastate  entire  smooth,  Spikes  terminal  leafless 

the  manner  in  which  this  is  carried  on,  the  flowers  should  be  examined  at  a  very  early  period  of  their  expan- 
sion. The  manner  in  which  the  stamens  shed  their  pollen  is  curious.  The  filaments  on  their  first  appearance 

all  bend  inwards ;  as  soon  as  the  pollen  is  arrived  at  a  proper  state  to  be  discharged,  the  warmth  of  the  sun,  or 
the  least  touch  from  the  point  of  a  pin  will  make  them  instantly  fly  back,  and  discharge  a  little  cloud  of  dust 
This  process  is  best  seen  in  a  morning,  when  the  sun  shines  on  a  plant  in  July  or  August :  if  the  plant  be  large, 
numbers  will  be  seen  exploding  at  the  same  instant  Mr.  Curtis  remarks,  that  the  same  degree  of  cold  (thirty- 
one  Fahrenheit)  which  strips  the  mulberry  of  its  leaves,  will  destroy  the  herbage  of  Parietaria.  The  ashes  of 
the  plant  are  said  to  contain  a  considerable  quantity  of  nitre. 

2138.  Atriplcx.  The  same  name  as  Atraphaxis,  which  see.  A.  Halimus  (&\tftof,  maritime)  grows  on  the 
sea-coast  of  the  south  of  Europe,  and  in  this  country  its  silver-colored  foliage  adds  to  the  variety  of  our  shrub- 

beries. A.  portulacoides  requires  to  be  planted  on  a  poor  gravelly  soil ;  in  its  native  state  it  prefers  the  sea- 
shore and  salt  marshes.  A.  hortensis,  sometimes  called  mountain  spinach,  was  formerly  cultivated  as  a 

culinary  herb,  and  is  still  grown  to  a  considerable  extent  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Paris,  and  the  leaves 
gathered  as  spinach.  There  are  several  varieties  more  or  less  tinged  with  red  or  purple.  The  leaves  of  all  the 
species  may  no  doubt  be  used  as  pot-herbs. 

2139.  Rhagodia.  From  pay  air,;,  bearing  berries.  New  Holland  shrubs  with  alternate  leaves,  and 
flowers  growing  in  racemose  spikes. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars 
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2140.  TERMIN A'LI  A. 14271  Ca«ppa  W. 14272  moluccana  W. 
14273  Chebula  W. 
14274  angustifolia  W. 
2141.  FUSA'NUS.  i. 
14275  compressus  L. 
2142.  BRABE'JUM.  W. 

W.  Terminalia. 
broad-leaved    J  CZ]  or 
Molucca  J  or oval-leaved  J  CZI  or 
narrow-leaved  T  V~\  or Colpoo.v. 
flat-stalked 
African-  Almond. 

14276  stellatum  Thunb.  common 
t2I43.  A'CER.  W.  Maple. 
14277  heterophyllum  W.  evergreen 14278  tataricum  W. 
14279  Pseudo-Platanus 14280  rabrum  W. 
14281  dasycarpum  W. 14282  barbatum  Ph. 
14283  saccharinum  W. 
14284  nigrum  Ph. 
14285  platanoides  W. 

/3  laciniatum 14286  striatum  PA. 
14287  montanum  Ph. 
14288  campestre  W. 
14289  O'palus  W. 14290  opalifolium  /  ///. 
14291  monspessulanumfF.  Montpelier 14292  obtusatum  Kit.       blunt-leaved  : 
14293  crgticum  IV.  Cretan 
•2144.  NEGUN'DIUM.  Dec.  Box-Elder. 
{14294  americanum  Dec.    Ash-leaved  3E 

2145.  CEL'TIS.  W. 14295  australis  W. 
14296  Toumeforti  W. 
14297  occidentalis  W. 
14298  la?vigSta  W. 14299  crassif61ia  W. 
14300  pfimila  Ph. 

Combretacetc.   Sp.  4 — 11 SO     ...     W.a  E  Indies 
20     ...     W.a  E  Indies 
20      ...     W.o   E  Indies 

J  □  or  20     ...     W.a  E  Indies 
Santalaceee.   Sp.  1. 

tt.  l_J  un    1$    ...     G.w  C.  G.  H. Protectees.    Sp.  1. 
1  l_J  or  15  mr.ap  W     C.  G.  H. 

Acerinea- Tartarian 
Sycamore Red  or  Swamp 
Sir  C.  Wager's bearded 
Sugar black Norway 
cut-leaved 
striped-barked mountain 
common 
Italian 

Guelder-rose-lv. 

Nettle  Tree. European  $ 
Tournefort's  St American 
polished Hoop- Ash dwarf 

Sp.  17—30. or    4  my.jn  G  Levant 
tm  20  my.jn  G  Tartary 
tm  50  ap.my  G  Britain 
tm  20  ap.my  R  N.  Amer. 
tm  25  ap.my  G.v    N.  Amer. 
tra  15  ap.my  G  N.  Amer. 
tm  40  ap.my  Y  N.  Amer. 
tm  40  ap.my  G  N.  Amer. 
tm  50  my.jl    G  Europe 
tm  30  my.jl    G  Europe 
or  20  my.jn  G  N.  Amer. 
or  25  ap.my  G  N.  Amer. 
or  25  my.jn  G  Britain or  50  my.jn   G  Italy 
or  12  my.jn  G  S.  France 
or    8  my      G  France 
or  8  my  G  Hungary 
or    4  my.jn   G  Levant 

Acerinece.   Sp.  1 — 2. or  35  ap       G  N.  Amer. 
Ulmaceie.    Sp.  9—19. 

40  my      G  S.  Europe 

1778. 1804. 1796. 
1692. 

1776. 
1731. 

1759. 1759. 
hed. 1656. 
1725. 1812. 
1735. 1812. 
1683. 1683. 

1755. 1750. hed. 
1752. 1823. 
1739. 1825. 
1752. 

179a 1739. 
1656. 

S 

p.j 

Jac.  1c.  1. 1. 197 
c 

p.l 

c 

p.l 

Rox.  cor.2.  t.197 
S 

p.l. 

Jac.vind.3.  tlOO 

1 » Ber.  ca.38.  t.l.£l 

c 

l.p 

Breyn.cent.l.t.1 
s 

CO 

W.arb.10.  t.l.f.l 
L 

CO 

Dond.  brit  160 
s 

CO 

Eng.  bot.  303 
L s.l Mich.arb.2. 1. 14 
L s.l 

Mich,  arb.2. 1. 13 
S s.l 
S 

S.1 

Mich,  arb.2. 1. 15 
S s.l Mich,  arb.2. 1 16 
S CO 

Schm.arb.l.t.3,4 
L 

CO 

Schm.  urb  1  t  '> L 

CO 

Mich.  arb.  2.  t.17 
L s.l Schm.arb.l.  t.11 
S CO Eng.  bot  304 L 
L CO Tra.arc  1  n  13  ic 
L CO Schm.  arb  1  t.14 
L 

CO 

L CO Schm. arb  1. 1 15 

L s.l Schm.arb.l.  t.12 

S CO Dend.  brit  105 
S CO Tourn.  it  2.  t.41 
L CO Dtno.  brit  147 
L 

CO 

C CO Duha.  arb.  2.  t.9 
C 

CO 

14294  /«7 

) 14276 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2140.  Terminalia.  Because  the  leaves  grow  in  bunches  at  the  termination  of  the  branches.  The  species grow  in  loam  and  peat,  and  ripened  cuttings,  with  their  leaves  on,  will  root  in  sand  closely  covered. 
2141.  Fusanus.  The  ancient  name  of  the  Euonymus.  This  plant  resembles  it  in  foliage.  A  little  Cape shrub,  formerly  included  in  Thesium. 
2142.  Brabejum,  From  a  sceptre.  The  elegant  racemes  of  splendid  flowers  may  well  be  compared to  a  sceptre. 
2143.  Acer.  A  Latin  word  signifying  vigorous  or  sharp.  The  wood'  was  formerly  manufactured  into  the heads  of  pikes  and  other  weapons.  The  species  consist  of  trees,  most  of  them  yielding  a  saccharine  juice  from 

the  trunk,  branches,  and  leaves.  A.  Pseudo-Platanus,  Plane  tree,  Scot,  grows  wild  in  Switzerland,  Germany, Austria,  and  Italy.  It  is  remarkably  hardy,  and  will  grow  with  an  erect  stem,  exposed  to  the  highest  winds, or  to  the  sea-breeze.  It  is  in  leaf  by  the  middle  of  April ;  and  on  their  first  appearance  the  leaves  are  of  a 
pleasant  green,  but  they  exude  a  clammy  juice  so  abundantly,  that  they  attract  a  variety  of  insects,  which 
soon  perforate  and  disfigure  them.  The  flowers  of  none  of  the  species  are  of  any  beauty.  The  shade  of  the 
tree  is  said  to  do  less  damage  to  pasture  than  most  trees.  The  timber  was  formerly  much  used  by  the  turner, 
and  is  still  in  repute  by  the  saddle-tree  maker  and  the  millwright  In  spring  and  autumn,  if  the  trunk  be 
pierced,  it  yields  abundance  of  juice,  from  which  a  good  wine  may  be  made,  or  sugar  to  a  certain  extent  pro- cured by  evaporation.  A.  rubrum  grows  in  swamps  in  Pennsylvania,  where  the  natives  use  it  for  almost  all 
sorts  of  wood- work ;  with  the  bark  they  dye  a  dark  blue,  and  make  a  good  black  ink.  The  Canadians  tap  the 
tree  for  the  juice,  of  which  they  make  sugar  and  treacle.  The  scarlet  flowers  of  this  species  come  out  in 
spring  before  the  leaves ;  they  are  without  petals,  and  have  not  more  than  six  stamens. 

A.  saccharinum  bears  a  considerable  resemblance  to  A.  platanoides,  especially  when  young.  From  this 
tree,  and  probably  also  from  other  species,  the  inhabitants  of  North  America  make  a  very  good  sort  of  sugar. 
The  trees  are  tapped  in  February,  March,  and  April,  during  warm  days  and  frosty  nights.  The  incision  is 
made  with  an  axe  or  auger,  or  about  two  inches  deep.  A  spout  of  sumach  or  elder  is  introduced,  through 
which  the  sap  flows,  from  four  to  six  weeks,  into  a  trough,  whence  it  is  carried  daily  to  a  larger  receiver ; 
from  which  it  is  conveyed  after  being  strained  to  the  boiler.  The  boiling  and  refining  process  is  or  should  be 
carried  on  in  the  same  manner  with  that  for  the  cane  sugar  in  the  West  Indies.  A  tree  of  an  ordinary  size 
yields  in  a  good  season  from  twenty  to  thirty  gallons  of  sap,  from  which  are  made  from  five  to  six  pounds  of 
granulated  sugar. 

A.  platanoides  grows  on  the  mountains  of  the  northern  counties  of  Europe,  descending  in  some  places  of 
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14271  Leaves  obovate  without  glands  at  base  blunt  obsoletely  toothletted :  beneath  soft  with  down 
14272  Leaves  obovate  without  glands  at  base  blunt  entire  smooth  on  each  side 
14273  Leaves  obovate  oblong  blunt  entire  smooth  on  each  side,  Petioles  with  2  glands  above 
14274  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  repand  downy  beneath 

14275  The  only  species 

14276  The  only  species 

14277  Leaves  evergreen  entire  and  3-lobed  obsoletely  toothletted  smooth  on  very  short  stalks 
14278  Leaves  cordate  somewhat  cut  unequally  toothed,  Corymbs  erect,  Fruit  smooth 
14279  Lvs.  cord.  5-lobed  glauc.  and  smooth  beneath :  lobes  unequally  tooth.  Racemes  pendulous,  Fruit  smooth 
14280  Lvs.  on  long  stalks  subcordate  5-fid  smooth  glauc.  beneath :  segm.  acuminate  cut-toothed,  Umbels  erect 
14281  Lvs.  cordate  5-fid  whitish  and  smooth  beneath :  segm.  acuminate  cut-toothed,  Fl.  in  capitate  umbels 
14282  Lvs.  shortly  3-lobed  serrated  smooth  on  each  side :  male  peduncles  branched ;  female  simple 
14283  Lvs.  subcord.  acutely  5-lobed  downy  beneath :  lobes  nearly  entire,  Corymbs  before  the  lvs.  loose  nodding 
14284  Lvs.  cordate  5-lobed  downy  beneath,  Corymbs  sessile  nodding,  Fruit  smooth 
14285  Lvs.  cordate  5-fid  smooth :  segm.  acuminate  cuspidate  somewhat  toothed,  Corymbs  nearly  erect 
14286  Lvs.  cordate  3-  fid  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Racemes  simple  long  pendulous,  Branches  striated 
14287  Lvs.  about  5-lobed  acute  serrated  downy  beneath,  Racemes  compound  erect 
14288  Lvs.  cord,  bluntly  5-lobed  shining  smth.  beneath :  lobes  nearly  ent  Corymbs  erect,  Wings  of  fruit  divaricat 
14289  Lvs.  on  long  stalks  round,  coriac.  bluntly  5-lob.  pale  ben. :  lobes  bluntly  tooth.  Corymbs  erect,  Fruit  smth. 
14290  Lvs.  cord.  5-lobed  glauc.  beneath  netted :  lobes  blunt  crenate-tooth.  Umb.  pendul.  Pedun.  and  fruit  smooth 
14291  Lvs.  annual  cordate  3-lobed :  lobes  nearly  entire  equal,  Corymbs  few-flowered  erect,  Fruit  smooth 
14292  Lvs.  cordate  slightly  and  very  bluntly  5-lobed  downy  beneath :  lobes  repand,  Umbels  pendulous 
14293  Lvs.  evergreen  tapered  at  base  3-fid  :  segments  toothletted ;  lateral  shortest,  Corymbs  few-flowered  erect 

14294  Leaves  temate  and  pinnate  cut  serrate,  Male  flowers  corymbose :  female  racemose 

14295  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  acumin.  finely  serrated  scabrous  above  beneath  soft  with  down  unequal  at  base 
14296  Leaves  ovate  acute  serrated  unequal  at  base  roughish  above :  younger  somewhat  cordate 
14297  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrated  unequal  at  base  rough  above  hairy  beneath 
14298  Leaves  unequally  cordate  acuminate  nearly  entire  smooth  on  each  side 
14299  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  serrated  unequally  cordate  at  base  subcoriaceous  rough  on  both  sides 
14300  Leaves  unequal  at  base  ovate  acuminate  serrated  smoothish  on  each  side 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Norway  to  the  sea-shore.  It  abounds  in  the  north  of  Poland  and  Lithuania,  and  is  common  through  Ger. 
many,  Switzerland,  and  Savoy.  On  a  tolerable  soil  it  attains  a  large  size,  and  the  leaves  being  smooth  and  of 
a  shining  green,  as  large  or  larger  than  those  of  the  sycamore,  and  being  seldom  eaten  or  defaced,  because  the 
tree  abounds  in  a  sharp  milky  juice  disliked  by  insects,  they  have  a  much  better  appearance  than  those  of 
the  sycamore ;  and  in  the  spring,  when  the  flowers  are  out,  which  are  of  a  fine  yellow  color,  this  tree  has  great 
beauty.  Hanbury  observes,  that  in  the  autumn  the  leaves  die  to  a  golden  yellow  color,  which  produces  a 
good  effect  at  that  season,  when  the  different  tints  of  the  decaying  vegetable  world  are  displayed.  He  says 
further,  that  it  is  a  quick  growing  tree,  arrives  at  a  great  bulk,  and  is  one  of  the  best  trees  for  sheltering 
habitations.  Linnaeus  recommends  it  for  sheltering  walks  and  plantations ;  as  yielding  a  juice  from  which 
sugar  may  be  made,  if  it  be  wounded  in  the  winter ;  and  as  cutting  out  into  a  white  smooth  wood,  fit  for  the 
stocks  of  guns,  the  joiner  and  the  turner.  Dr.  Hunter  observes,  that  it  is  a  quick  grower,  arrives  at  a  great 
bulk,  and  answers  all  the  purposes  of  the  sycamore ;  the  raising  it  for  use,  as  well  as  ornament  and  variety, 
should  not  be  neglected.  (Mill.  Gard.  Diet.) 

A.  striatum  has  a  slender  stem,  with  a  smooth  bark  beautifully  varied  with  green  and  white  stripes,  the 
boughs  of  a  shining  red  in  winter.  The  thickness  of  the  shade,  the  beauty  of  the  bark,  and  the  tree  not  being 
liable  to  insects,  render  it  very  desirable  for  ornamental  plantations ;  the  only  objections  to  it  are,  that  it  is 
subject  to  be  injured  by  storms,  and  that  the  abundance  of  its  foliage  and  seeds  occasions  a  great  litter  in autumn. 

A.  campestre  forms  a  very  picturesque  little  tree,  and  the  timber  is  said  to  be  far  superior  to  that  of  the 
beech  or  the  sycamore  for  the  purposes  of  the  turner.  It  is  also  frequently  substituted  for  that  of  the  holly 
and  box  by  the  mathematical  instrument  maker. 

A.  Opalus  is  a  noble  tree,  with  large  and  beautiful  foliage,  throwing  an  extensive  shade ;  it  is  much  prized 
In  Italy  for  planting  by  avenues  and  public  walks.  All  the  species  are  easily  raised  from  seed,  though  the  ash- 
leaved  and  some  other  species  are  occasionally  propagated  by  layers  and  cuttings ;  the  cuttings  should  be  cut 
off  at  a  joint,  and,  as  in  the  case  of  most  hardy  trees  and  shrubs,  they  succeed  best  when  planted  in  the  autumn 
in  a  sheltered  situation  in  the  open  ground. 

2144.  Negundium.  A  genus  obviously  distinguished  from  Acer  by  its  pinnated  leaves.  A  fine  ornamental 
tree,  called  in  North  America  black  ash.   There  is  another  species  in  China. 

2145.  CeUit.  One  of  the  names  anciently  given  to  the  Lotus.  Tournefort  first  applied  the  name  to  the 
modern  genus,  which  may  be  said  to  resemble  both  in  fruit  and  foliage  the  shrubby  Lotus  of  the  ancients. 
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14301  sinensis  Pers. 
14302  micrantha  W. 
14303  aculeata  W. 
2146.  GOUA'NIA.  W. 

14304  domingensis  W. 
14305  tilia-folia  W; 
2147.  HERTVIAS.  W. 

14306'  depauperate  W. 14307  gigantea  IV. 

Chinese 
smooth 
prickly 

¥  or  12  ... T  O  or  10  au.s 
f  □  or  10  ... 

Asia Jamaica 
Jamaica 

1820. 
173a 
1791. 

L  p.l 

C  p.l 
C  p.l Plum.ic.t206.f.l 

GoUANIA. 
Chaw-stick  tU  □  or 
Lime-tree-lvd.  )U  □  or 
Hermas. 

hairy 

gigantic 

Rhamnece. 10  ...  G 
10      ...  G Sp.  2—20. W.  Indies  1739. 

15.  Indies  1810. C  p.l  Pluk.al.  t.201.f.4 C  p.l   Rox.  cor.  1. 1. 98 

2148.  BRIDE'LIA. 14308  spinosa  W. 
W.  Bridelia. 

prickly 
]£  lAIcu 
]£  iAJ  cu «  i_|or 

UmbeUiferce.    Sp.  2—5. 
2  jnjl      G      C.  G.  H.  1795. 
4  jn.jl      G      C.  G.  H.  1794. 

Euphorbiacete.   Sp.  1 — 5. 
6  jnjl      Ap     E.  Indies  1823. 

2149.  FERO'NIA.  Correa.   Elephant  Apple.  Aurantiacete.   Sp.  1. 14309  elephantura  Corr.    Indian  1  □  ft  40     ...     W     E  Indies  1804. 
2150.  AILANTUS.  W. 

14310  glandulosa  W. 
14311  excelsa  (('. 
2151.  CLU'SIA.  W. 14312  rosea  W. 

14313  alba  W. 
14314  flava  W. 
14315  ven6sa  W. 
2152.  OPHIO'XYLON. 14316  serpentinum  W. 
2153.  RHA'PIS.  W. 14317  nabellif6rmis  W. 

14318  arundinacea  W. 

Ailantus. 
Chinese  %  or 
Indian  J  □  or 
Balsam  Tree. 

Rose-colored    J  □  or 
white-flowered  t  □  or 
yellow-flower'd  ¥  O  or veiny-leaved    J  (23  or 
W.  Ophioxylon. 
red-flowered    n.  (23  or 
R  ha  pis. 

creeping-  rooted^.  (23  or simple-leaved    J  lAJ  or 

Terebintacete.   Sp.  2—4. 20  au       G      China  1751. 
50     ...     G      E  Indies  1800. 

Gutttferee.    Sp.  4—16. 30  jl.au     R      Carolina  1692. 
30     ...     W     S.  Amer.  1752. 
30  s         Y      Jamaica  1759. 
£0    a  Ainer.  1733. 

D  l.p 
D  l.p 

C  l.p 
C  Lp 

R  lp 

C  s.p 

C  r.m 

C  l.p 

C  r.m 
C  r.m 

  Sp.1— a 3  my.jn  W     E.  Indies  16S0.  R  r.m 
Palnue.   Sp.  2. 

6  au       G      China  1774.  R  p.l 
6  s         G      Carolina  176c.   R  p.l 

Bur.  afr.  t.71.  f.2 
T.in.ac.p.l4.tll 

Roxb.  cor.  1 172 

Rox.  cor.2.  t.141 

Dend.  brit.  104 
Rox.  cor.  1. 1 23 

Cat  car.  2. 1 99 
Jac.  amer.  1. 166 
Bot  rep.  223 Plum.  ic.  87.  f.  2 

Bot.  mag.  784 

Bot.  mag.  1371 

14302 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

C.  australis,  sometimes  called  the  lote  tree,  is  reckoned  among  the  largest  timber  trees  of  the  south  of  Europe. 
The  wood  is  one  of  the  hardest  we  are  acquainted  with  ;  it  is  also  very  tough  and  flexible.  In  France,  the 
forked  branches  are  peeled,  and  cut  so  as  to  resemble  rude  hay-forks,  and  in  that  state  used  for  various  agricul- 

tural purposes.  The  leaves  have  a  cheerful  light  green  color";  the  berries  are  the  size  of  a  small  cherry,  first yellow  and  then  black ;  they  are  eaten  by  birds  and  children. 
C.  occidental!*  bears  a  great  resemblance  to  the  first.  The  leaves  come  out  late  in  the  spring,  but  they  are 

also  the  latest  in  fading  of  any  of  the  deciduous  sort ;  the  timber  is  tough  and  pliable,  and  imported  by  coach- 
makers  for  the  frames  of  their  carriages.  It  grows  more  freely  in  this  country  than  the  European  species,  and 
in  some  years  bears  abundance  of  fruit. 

C.  orientalis  is  a  low-spreading  tree  or  bush  ;  the  timber  is  white,  and  yields  a  gum  like  that  of  the  cherry. 
C.  aculeata  is  an  inelegant  little  tree,  with  a  drupe  double  the  size  of  a  pea,  which  is  eaten  by  the  natives  of 
the  Caribbee  Islands  and  the  neighbouring  continent  All  the  species  are  easily  increased  by  layers  or seeds. 

2146.  Gouania.  Antoine  Gouan  was  professor  of  botany  at  Montpellier  in  the  middle  of  the  eighteenth 
century,  and  was  a  good  botanist.  The  species  are  increased  by  ripened  cuttings  under  a  hand-glass  in heat 

2147.  Hermas.  A  name,  the  meaning  of  which  is  wholly  unknown.  An  inconspicuous  starved-looking 
plant  of  no  known  use ;  whence  it  is  called  depauperata. 2148.  Bridelia.  Named  in  honor  of  Professor  Bridel,  the  celebrated  muscologist  Small  bushes  or  trees,  with 
little  beauty  to  recommend  them. 

2149.  Feronia.  Elegantly  named  by  the  classical  Correa  de  Serra,  after  Feronia,  the  goddess  of  the  forests. 
This  is  a  noble  Indian  timber  tree,  bearing  a  fruit  not  unlike  an  orange,  to  which  it  is  botanically  related. 

2150.  Ailantus.  Derived  from  Ailanto,  the  name  of  one  species  in  the  Moluccas.  The  usual  way  of  writing 
it,  Ailanthus,  is  therefore  incorrect.  A.  glandulosa  is  a  tree  which  may  be  compared  to  a  gigantic  stag's-horn ■umach ;  it  has  very  large  leaves,  unequally  pinnate,  with  foot-stalks  from  one  to  two  feet  in  length,  and  numer- ous flowers  in  a  terminating  pedicel,  which  exhale  a  disagreeable  odor.  The  tree  grows  very  fast,  and  on  very 
poor  soil,  especially  if  it  be  calcareous.  If  the  bark  be  wounded,  a  resinous  juice  flows  out,  which  hardens 
in  a  few  days.  The  wood  is  hard,  heavy,  glossy  like  satin,  and  susceptible  of  a  very  fine  polish.  It  is  pro- pagated by  cuttings  of  the  roots.  In  general  the  trees  bear  only  male  flowers ;  but  in  France  it  has  produced 
both  male  and  female  flowers,  and  fruit  twice  in  ten  years. 

2151.  Clusia.  So  called,  in  honor  of  the  celebrated  Charles  de  l'Ecluse,  born  at  Artois  in  1526,  and  died  in 1609.  He  was  one  of  the  most  excellent  botanists  who  ever  lived,  and  author  of  many  works  whose  value 
will  only  cease  with  the  world.  But  he  is  not  more  known  for  his  mental  excellence,  than  for  his  personal 
calamities.  In  his  early  youth  he  undertook  to  travel  through  Portugal,  Spain,  England,  Hungary,  and  other 
countries  in  pursuit  of  plants ;  no  easy  task  in  those  days.  By  excessive  fatigue  he  contracted,  so  soon  as  in 
his  twenty-fourth  year,  a  dropsical  complaint,  of  which  he  was  afterwards  cured  with  chicory  by  the  celebrated 
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14301  Leaves  broad  ovate  acuminate  serrate  smooth  on  each  side 
14302  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acuminate  serrulate  unequally  cordate  ajt  base  rough  above  hairy  beneath 
14303  Lvs.  ovate  obL  acum.  equally  cordate  at  base  entire  obsolete!  y  serrated  at  end  smooth,  Branches  prickly 

14304  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  bluntly  serrated  smooth 
14305  Leaves  cordate-ovate  with  glandular  serratures  roughish,  Racemes  terminal  downy 

14306  Stem  downy,  Leaves  oblong  sessile  toothed  downy  beneath 
14307  Leaves  lanceolate  ovate  woolly  above  downy  beneath  entire 

14308  Shrubby  erect  spiny,  Leaves  ovate  entire  acute  glabrous 

14309  The  only  species 

14310  Leaves  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  toothed  at  base,  Teeth  glandular 
14311  Leaves  abruptly  pinnated,  Leaflets  serrated 

14312  Leaves  obovate  blunt  veinless,  Cor.  hexapetalous  twice  as  large  as  calyx 
14313  Leaves  obovate  blunt  veinless,  Cor  5-7  petalous  half  as  large  again  as  calyx 
14314  Leaves  obovate  blunt  veinless,  Cor.  4-petalous  twice  as  large  as  calyx 
15315  Leaves  obovate  blunt  veiny,  Flowers  tetrapetalous 

14316  Leaves  in  fours 

14317  Fronds  palmate  plaited,  Plaits  and  margins  prickly 
14318  Fronds  simple  2-parted,  Lobes  acute  plaited,  Plaits  roughish 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Rondelet  See  Rondeletia.  At  the  age  of  thirty-nine  he  broke  his  right  arm,  during  one  of  his  botanical 
rambles ;  and  a  short  time  afterwards  his  right  thigh.  When  fifty-five,  he  dislocated  his  left  ancle  while  at 
Vienna ;  and  eight  years  after  his  right  hip.  Having  been  'unskilfully  treated,  he  was  ever  after  obliged  to walk  with  crutches.  The  consequent  deprivation  of  his  natural  exercise  brought  on  other  diseases,  among 
not  the  least  distressing  of  which  were  calculus  and  hernia.  After  having  been  the  director  of  the  Imperial 
Gardens  of  Vienna  for  fourteen  years,  he  finally  returned  to  bis  native  country,  Flanders.  He  was  named 
professor  of  botany  at  Leyden,  where  he  gave  botanical  lectures  for  sixteen  years,  when  he  died  overwhelmed 
by  the  multitude  of  his  bodily  infirmities,  but  retaining  his  faculties  unimpaired  to  the  last. 
The  species  are  trees  abounding  in  a  tenacious  glutinous  juice,  of  a  balsamic  flavor,  whence  the  English name.  C.  rosea  has  handsome  flowers, in  which  the  stamina  and  pi st ilium  are  covered  with  a  gelatinous  gluten. 

The  fruit  is  green  and  of  the  size  of  a  middling  apple,  with  eight  lines  running,  like  meridians  on  a  globe,  from 
the  stalk  to  the  crown  of  it-  When  it  ripens,  it  opens  at  these  lines,  and  divides  into  eight  parts,  disclosing 
many  mucilaginous  scarlet  seeds,  resembling  those  of  the  pomegranate.  The  whole  tree  is  exceedingly 
beautiful,  and  the  structure  of  the  fruit  is  a  most  exquisite  piece  of  mechanism.  It  grows  on  rocks,  and  fie- 
quently  on  the  trunk  and  limbs  of  trees,  occasioned  by  birds  scattering  or  voiding  the  seeds,  which  being 
glutinous,  like  those  of  the  m  islet oe,  take  root  in  the  same  manner ;  but  the  roots  not  finding  sufficient  nutri- 

ment, spread  on  the  surface  of  the  tree  till  they  find  a  decayed  hole,  or  other  lodgment,  wherein  is  some  small 
portion  of  soil ;  the  fertility  of  this  being  exhausted,  a  root  is  discharged  out  of  the  hole  till  it  reaches  the 
ground,  where  it  fixes  itself,  and  the  stem  becomes  a  large  tree.  Roots  have  been  known  to  do  this  at  forty 
feet  from  the  surface.   The  resin  is  used  to  cure  sores  in  horses,  and  instead  of  tallow  for  boats. 

C.  alba  is  an  elegant  tree,  and  epiphytical  on  other  vast  trees,  like  the  foregoing ;  the  trunk  is  frequently  a 
foot  in  diameter,  and  supports  a  spreading  head.  The  whole  abounds  in  a  balsamic  juice,  of  a  green  color, 
but  becoming  of  a  brownish  color  on  being  exposed  to  the  air.  The  flowers  are  white,  and  of  no  great  beauty ; 
the  fruit  scarlet,  with  a  scarlet  pulp;  the  birds  are  very  fond  of  them,  hang  over  them  on  the  wing,  and  pluck 
out  the  seeds  with  the  pulp  adhering. 

C.  flava  bears  in  all  respects  a  considerable  resemblance  to  the  former.  A  very  good  idea  of  the  progress  of 
culture  since  Miller's  time,  may  be  formed  by  comparing  his  directions  for  propagating  this  plant,  and  those  of Sweet.  Mr.  Miller  says,  the  best  way  is  to  have  them  brought  over  in  tubs  from  the  West  Indies  :  accord- 

ing to  Sweet,  the  pots  should  be  well  drained,  the  soil  for  rooted  plants  should  be  a  light  sandy  loam,  and 
"  cuttings  root  very  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass." 2152.  Ophioxylon.  From  eaif,  serpent,  and  {u&w,  wood.  In  Ceylon  they  employ  the  plant  in  cases  of  the 
bite  of  serpents.  It  grows  freely  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  and  may  be  increased  by  cuttings  in  sand 
under  a  hand-glass. 

2153.  Rhapis.  So  named  by  Loureiro,  from  eaqit,  a  needle,  on  account  of  the  acute  awns  of  the  corolla, which  stick  into  the  clothes.  Culture  as  in  the  other  palms ;  that  is,  abundance  of  heat  and  room,  both  for 
the  roots  and  top. 

3  K  2 
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DICECIA. 
2154.  CHAM^I'ROPS.  W.    Chamsrops.  Palnue.    Sp.  4. 14319  h6milis  W.  Dwarf  Fan  Palm£  lAJ  or  10  f.mr  G.w  S.  Europe  1731. 

14320  serrulata  W.  saw-leaved      ±  iAI  or  10     ...  G.w  N.  Amer.  1809. 
14321  Hystrix  Ph.  Porcupine       £  iAI  or  10     ...  G.w  Georgia  1801. 
14322  Palmet'to  W.         smooth-stalked  £  iAI  or  20     ...  G.w  Carolina  1809. 
2155.  GLEDITS'CHI  A.  W.    Gleditschia.  Leguminous.  Sp.  5—7. 14323  triacanthos  Ph.  Honey-locust  TreeY      or  30  jn.jl  G  N.  Amer.  1700. 

fi  inirmis                 smooth            $       or  30  jn.jl  G   
14324  brachycarpa  Ph.      curved-spined  Y       or  30  jn.jl  G  N.  Amer. 
14325  monospermaPA.  Swamp  Locust  TreeV      or  20  jn.jl  G  N.  Amer. 
14326  horrida  W.  strong-spined    $      or  10  jn.jl  G  China 14327  sinensis  P.  S.         Chinese  *      or  10     ...  G  China 
2156.  CERATCNIA.  W.  Carob  Tree. 

14328  Siliqua  W.  St. John's  Breadf  iAl  ec 

Skr.m  Bot.  rep.  599 
Skr.m S  r.m 
S  r.m 

...  S  8.1 1723.  S  p.l 
1774.  L  p.l 1812.  L  p.l 

Dend.  brit  138 

Cat.  car.  1. 1. 43 Dend.  brit.  75 

Leguminosm.  Sp.  1. 15  s.o       R.v  Levant 1570.  S  s.1   Bot  rep.  567 
2157.  FRAX'INUS.  W 14329  americana  W. 
14330  acuminata  Lam. 
14331  juglandifolia  W. 14332  carol  in  iana  IV. 
14333  pubescens  W. 

nigra  Duroi 14334  pann6sa  rent. 
14335  epiptera  W. 
14336  quadrangulata  W. 
14337  platycarpa  W. 
14338  explnsa  W. 14339  mixta  Bote. 
14340  pulverulenta  Base. 14341  rubicunda  Box. 
14342  longifolia  Bosc. 14343  vi nd is  Bosc. 
14344  cinerea  Bosc. 
14345  alba  Bosc. 
14346  Richardi  Bosc. 
14347  o  vat  a  Bosc. 
14348  elliptica  Bosc. 
14349  nigra  Bosc. 14350  fusca  Bosc. 
14351  rufa  Bosc. 
14352  pallida  Bosc. 
14353  excelsior  IV. 

Ppindula  Hort. 
y  jasptdea  W.  en. B  airomrens  P.  S. 

14354  verrucosa  Link. 
14355  heterophylla  Vahl. 

F.  simplicijolia  W. 

Ash  Tree. white 
Green 
Western  black shining 
Red  or  black 
cloth-leaved cut-winged Blue 
broad-fruited 
expanded mixed 
powdered pink- veined long-leaved 

green 
ash-colored white 

Richard's ovate 
elliptical 
black-branched fuscous 
rufous 

pale 

common weeping 

yellow-barked 
green  curled-lv. warted 
various-leaved 

Oleinee.    Sp.  54-^37. tm  20  my      G      N.  Amer.  1723.  G  co tm  40  my  G 
or  40  my.jn  G 
or  30  myjn  G 
or  20  my  G 
tm  30 
tm  30 
or  30 
or  30 or  30 
or  30 
or  30 
or  30 or  30 or  30 
or  30 
or  30 or  30 
or  30 
or  30 or  30 
or  30 
or  30 
or  30 
tm  80 or  20 
or  30 
or  4 or  60 
tm  30 

my my my my 
my my my my 
my my my 

ap.my  
G 

ap.my  
G ap.my  
G ap.my  
G 

ap.my  
G 

ap.my  
G ap.my  
G 

ap.my  
G ap.my  
G ap.my  
G 

ap.my  
G ap.my  
G ap.my  
G ap.my  
G 

N.  Amer.  1723. N.  Amer.  1783. 
N.  Amer.  1783. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
Carolina  1820. 
N.  Amer.  1823. 
N.  Amer.  1822. N.  Amer.  1820. 
N.  Amer.  1824. 
N.  Amer.  1824. N.  Amer.  1824. 
N.  Amer.  1824. 
N.  Amer.  1824. 
N.  Amer.  1824. 
N.  Amer.  1824. N.  Amer.  1823. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1825. N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1823. N.  Amer.  1822. 
N.  Amer.  ... Britain  woods. 

G  co 
G  co 
G  co 

G  co 
G  co 
G  co 
G  co G  co G  co 
G  co 
G  co 
G  co 
G  co G  co 
G  co G  co 
G  co 
G  co G  co 
G  co 
G  co G  co S  8.1 
G  co 
G  co 
G  co 
G  co 
G  s.l 

Du.Roi.ed2.tl 
Catesb.  car.  t.  80 

Eng.  bot.  1692 

14326 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2154.  Charruerops.  This  word  is  said  by  etymologists  to  be  synonymous  with  x<tlJMlMus*  or  xxfieu^i'ini't 
a  dwarf  oak.  The  modern  genus  consists  of  ornamental  palms,  which  are  line  hardy  greenhouse 
plants. 2155.  Gleditschia.  Called  in  honor  of  John  Gottlieb  Gleditsch,  a  native  of  Leipzig,  and  member  of  the 
academy  of  Berlin,  and  the  author  of  several  works,  among  which  his  Arrangement  of  Fungi,  published  in 
1753,  and  his  Botanical  System,  are  the  most  remarkable.  G.  triacanthos,  the  honey  locust  of  North  America, 
attains  the  size  of  a  large  tree,  but  very  seldom  flowers  and  ripens  its  seeds  in  this  country.  All  the  species 
grow  in  common  garden  soil,  and  are  generally  raised  from  seeds. 

2156.  Ceratonia.  This  name  has  been  derived  from  x<°u;,  a  horn,  in  allusion  to  the  long  horn-like  pods  of 
this  plant,  which  contain  a  sweet  fcecula,  for  the  sake  of  which  they  are  often  imported  from  Spain  under  the 
name  of  the  Algaroba  bean.  This  last  word  is  a  slight  alteration,  by  the  prefix  of  the  article  al,  of  the  Arabie 
name  of  the  tree,  Kharroub,  whence  also  our  English  name  Carob-tree.  This  is  generally  considered  the 
locust-tree  of  scripture ;  and  in  Spain,  where  the  seeds  are  eaten,  it  is  called  Saint  John's  bread.  Ignorance  of eastern  manners  and  natural  history,  Professor  Martin  observes,  induced  some  persons  to  fancy  that  the 
locusts  on  which  John  the  Baptist  fed,  were  the  tender  shoots  of  plants,  and  that  the  wild  honey  was  the 
pulp  of  the  pod  of  the  Carob,  whence  it  had  the  name  of  Saint  John's  bread  There  is  better  reason  to suppose,  he  adds,  that  the  shells  of  the  carob  pod  might  be  the  husks  which  the  prodigal  son  desired  to  partake 
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14319  Fronds  palmate  with  (piny  stalks,  Spathe  simple 
14320  Fronds  palmate  with  spiny  stalks,  Caudex  creeping 
14321  Stem  creeping,  Stalks  with  very  long  entangled  prickles,  Fronds  palmate 
14322  Fronds  palmate  with  unarmed  stalks,  Spathes  double,  Stem  arboreous 

14323  Branches  spiny,  Spines  thick  triple,  Leaflets  linear  oblong,  Pods  many-seeded 
14324  Spines  short  thick  triple,  Leaflets  oblong  blunt,  Pods  oblong  short 
14325  Branches  somewhat  spiny,  Leaflets  ovate-oblong,  Pods  1-seeded 
14326  Trunks  spiny,  Spines  branched,  Leaflets  oval-oblong 
14327  Spines  robust  alternately  branched,  Leaflets  elliptical  smooth 

14328  The  only  species 

14329  Leaflets  stalked  oblong  shining  acuminate  entire  glaucous  beneath,  Buds  yellowish 
14330  Leaflets  quite  entire  with  long  points  glaucous  beneath,  Buds  tawny 
14331  Leaf),  stalked  ovate  opaque  serrated  glaucous  ben.  Axils  of  veins  downy,  Branches  smooth,  Buds  fuscous 
14332  Leaflets  stalked  lanceolate  serrulate  shining  smooth,  Branches  smooth,  Buds  fuscous 
14333  Leaflets  stalked  elliptical  ovate  serrated  beneath  with  the  petioles  and  branchlets  downy 
14334  Lvs.  of  3  pair  shining  above  vilL  with  down  ben.  Leaf],  stalk,  ov.  ent.  taper,  toward  each  end,  Buds  tawny 
14335  Leaflets  oblong  lanceolate  subserrated,  Wing  of  fruit  stalked  cuneate  emarginate,  Buds  fuscous 
14336  Leaflets  subsessile  lane,  ellipt  serrated  downy  beneath.  Branches  square  with  winged  angles,  Buds  grey 
14337  Leaflets  subsessile  serrated  outwardly  and  fruit  lanceolate  elliptical 
14338  Leaflets  ovate  oblong  unequally  serrate  about  11  smooth  stalked,  Branchlets  smooth,  Buds  fuscous 
14339  Leaves  of  5  pair  smooth  above,  Veins  above  hairy,  Leaflets  oblong  subsessile  unequally  toothed 
14340  Lvs.  of  6  pair  somew.  downy  ben.  Leafl.  on  long  stalks  oblong  acute  sinuated,  Petioles  somew.  powdery 
14341  Lvs.  of  3  pair  coriac.  a  little  downy  ben.  Leafl.  obi.  acute  somewhat  toothed,  Veins  and  petioles  ben.  pink 14342  Lvs.  of  3  pair  shining  above  ben.  with  the  petioles  downy,  Leaflets  obi.  lane,  acuminate,  Branches  hirsute 
14343  Lvs.  of  3  pair  shining  above  with  veins  downy  ben.  Leaflets  oblong  acute  finely  serrated,  Branches  green 
14344  Lvs.  of  3  pair  smooth,  Veins  ben.  rather  hairy,  Leaflets  lane,  unequally  toothed,  Buds  lin.  cinereous  hairy 
14345  Lvs.  of  3  pair  beneath  and  petioles  hirsute,  Leafl.  lane,  unequally  and  finely  toothed  acum.  Branches  grey 
14346  Lvs.  of  3  pair  smooth,  Veins  ben.  rather  hairy,  Leafl.  obi.  acute  toothed,  Branches  cinereous  hairy  at  base 
14347  Leaves  of  3  pair  downy  beneath,  Leaflets  ovate  acute  equally  toothed,  Buds  tawny 
14348  Lvs.  of  3  pair  hairy  ben.  Leaflets  oblong  mucronate  somew.  toothed,  Branches  brownish-black,  Buds  tawny 14349  Leaves  of  3  pair  smooth,  Leaflets  oblong  acute  subsinuate  toothed,  Branches  blackish 
14350  Lvs.  of  3  pair  smooth  above,  Veins  beneath  villous,  Leafl.  obL  mucron.  equally  toothed,  Branches  fuscous 
14351  Leaves  of  2  pair  with  rufous  hairs  beneath,  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  cuspidate  unequally  toothed 
14352  Leaves  of  3  pair  smooth,  Leaflets  subsessile  ovate  lanceolate  toothed,  Branches  yellow 
14353  Leaflets  somewhat  stalked  lanceolate  acuminate  serrated  smooth  cuneate  at  base,  Branches  flat  smooth 

14354  Leafl.  somewhat  stalked  lanceolate  acuminate  serrate  smooth,  Branches  round  warted 
14355  Leaves  simple  and  compound  tooth-serrated.  Buds  black 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  with  the  swine  The  tree  is  very  common  in  the  south  of  Spain,  and  the  seeds  or  beans,  as  they  were  there 
called,  often  formed  the  principal  food  of  the  British  cavalry  horses  during  the  war  of  1811  and  1812.   In  our 
greenhouses  the  plant  seldom  flowers,  but  it  grows  very  well  in  loam  and  peat,  and  ripened  cuttings  root  in sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2157.  Fraxinus.  The  origin  of  this  word  is  far  from  certain.  Linnsus  says,  it  has  been  taken  from  the 
Greek  a  separation,  in  allusion  to  the  facility  of  splitting  its  wood.  De  Theis  remarks,  that  M  A 
Dureau  de  la  Malle  has  proved,  in  a  learned  dissertation  published  in  1804,  that  the  Fraxinus  of  the  Latins 
and  the  Melia  of  the  Greeks  are  our  Omus  europseus,  while  the  Ornus  of  the  Latins  and  the  Boumelia  of  the 
Greeks  are,  in  fact,  our  Fraxinus  excelsior,  or  common  ash.  Le  Frene,  Fr.,  Esche,  Gen,  and  Frassino,  Ital. The  English  name  is  from  the  Celtic  tesc,  a  pike.  F.  excelsior  is  one  of  the  most  useful  of  our  native  timber 
trees.  It  is  peculiarly  adapted  for  implements  of  husbandry,  and  the  coachmaker  and  wheeler ;  it  makes excellent  fuel,  with  very  little  smoke ;  good  hop-poles  and  hoops,  excellent  handles  for  tools,  and  very  good walking-sticks.  Its  period  of  leafing  is  very  late,  being  seldom  earlier  than  the  last  week  of  April,  and  not unfrequently  about  the  middle  of  May :  the  leaves  have  been  used  to  adulterate  tea ;  they  are  bitter,  and  said to  communicate  a  rank  taste  to  the  milk  and  butter  of  cows  which  eat*them.  The  roots  spread  to  a  great extent,  and  he  very  near  the  surface  j  and  these,  together  with  the  shade  of  the  head,  are  found  very  injurious 
to  hedges  and  pastures.   The  variety  of  this  species,  F.  pendula,  was  first  discovered  in  a  field  at  Gamblingay, 3  K  3 
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14356  macrophylla  Thouin  large-leaved 
14357  parvifolia  W. 14358  lentiscifolia  W. 
14359  argentea  Lois. 14360  sambucifolia  W. 
14361  nana  Bosc. 
14362  oxycarpa  W. 

/3  oxyphylla  F. 
t2158.  BRCSIMUM.  W.    Bread  Nut. 
14363  Alicastrum  W.  Jamaica 
14364  spurium  W.  Milk  wood 

40 
G G CO or 

20 ap.my 
G Levant  1822. G CO or 6 my.jn G Aleppo  1710. G CO or 15 my.jn G Corsica  1825. G CO or 

30 
my.jn G N.  Amer.  1800. G S.1 or 6 my.jn G G CO or 

20 
G Caucasus  1815. G CO or 

20 

G S.  Europe  1821. G 

CO 

Sp.  2—4. » IZDor  6 

Ap Ap 

Jamaica 
Jamaica 

1776. 
1789. 

Willd.arb.t6.f.2 
Pluk.al.tl82X4 

C  r.m  S.S.  i.  oc.Ltl.Cl 
C  r.m 

2159.  DIOSPY'ROS.  W. 14365  Lotus  W. 
14366  virginiana  W. 
14367  pubescens  Ph. 
14368  sylvatica  W. 
14369  E'benum  W. 14370  Kaki  W. 
14371  Embry6pteris  Pen. 14372  vaccinioides  Lindl. 
14373  discolor  W. 
14374  montana  W. 
14375  cordifolia  W. 14376  obovata  W. 

Date  Plum, 
European American 
pubescent wood 
smooth 
Japan 
polyandrous Vaccinium-like  * Mabolo-fruit    ^  i_ 

Ebenacene. 
clt  20  jn.jl  Y.g clt  20  jn.jl clt  20  ap 

lor  20 

mountain 
heart-leaved 
four-seeded 

□  tm  30 
l_Jfr  12 l_|or  25 

pr  2 

"  20 

6 
15 
15 

s  |  |  or 

|Qo
r 

2160.  MYRSI'NE  R.  Br.  Myrsine. 14377  africana  W.  African 
14378  retusa  IV.  round-leaved 
14379  Samara  R.  Rr.  oval-leaved 

Samara  pentandra  W. 
14380  melan6phleos  R.Br.  Laurel-leaved 

Sidcroxylon  melandphleum  W. 

□  or »t_]or »l_|pr 
*l_lpr 

Y.G Y.G 

..  W 

..  W ..  W.o W.G 

my  W 

"  W.G 

..  W.o 

..  W.o 

Jp.  12—29. Italy  1596. N.  Amer.  1629. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
E  Indies  1812. E  Indies  1792. 
Japan  1789. E  Indies  1818. 
China  1823. 
PhiUppin.  1823. E  Indies  1822. E  Indies  1794. 
W.  Indies  1796. 

L  s.l 
S  s.1 
C  s.1 

Myrsmecz.  Sp.  4— IS. 2  mr.my  Br     C.  G.  H. 2  jn 
3  £n 

W.o W.o Azores 
C.  G.  H. 

1691. 
1778. 
1770. 

8.1 
S.1 
r.m L  r.m 

C  r.m 
C  r.n 
C  r.n G  co G  co 

C  p.l C  p.l 
C  Lp 

Mill.  ic.  1. 116 
Dend.  brit  146 
Roxb.  cor.l.  t.47 
Ko.in.ac.ha.  2.  t.5 Ka-m.amce.t806 
Bot  reg.  499 
Hook.  ex.  ti.  139 

Roxb.  cor.l.  t50 
Jac.schce.3.t312 
Com.hort.  1. 164 
Vent  eels.  86 

1 1  |  pr  3 W.o  C.  G.  H.   1783.  C  l.p  Jac.vind.1.  t.71 

Tupelo. 
Sour-gum 
mountain 
round-headed downy 

2161.  NYS'SA.  W. 14381  villosa  W. 
14382  biflora  W. 
14383  capitata  H.  K. 14384  tomentosa  W. 

grandidentata  Mich 
14385  can'dicans  W.        Ogechee  lime 14386  denticulate  W.  water 
2162.  HAMILTCNIA.  W.   Oil  Nut. 

14387  oleifera  W.  Olive-bearing  3fc  i_l  or 
Pyruldria  pdbera  Mich. 

2163.  LAUROPHYL'LUS.  W.  Laurophyllus. 14388  capgnsis  W.  Cape  *t  \  |  or 
14368 

Santalaccce  t    Sp.  5—9. 
or  10  my      G      N.  Amer.  1806. or  10  ap.my 
or  10 or  15  ap.my 

N.  Amer.  1739. 
N.  Amer.  1806. 
N.  Amer.  1818. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  1735. 

Sp.  1. NT  Amer.  1800. 

Sp.  1. 
C.  G.  H.  1801. 

Mich.  arb.  21 Mich.  arb.  22 

Mich.  arb.  20 
Cat  car.  L  1 60 

L  p.l 

14363  14372 1<   ̂   'M4375£ 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

in  Cambridgeshire.   There  are  other  varieties  with  curled  leaves,  striped  leaves,  variegated  bark,  &c.  and 
some  consider  F.  simplicifolia  only  a  variety.   F.  Americana  is  a  lofty  tree,  in  few  respects  different  from  the 
common  ash.   Those  species  which  do  not  produce  seeds,  are  readily  increased  by  grafting. 

Little  is  known  of  the  qualities  of  the  greater  part  of  the  numerous  varieties  of  American  ash,  distinguished 
by  Bosc.  They  probably  all  form  fine  trees ;  the  young  plants  in  our  gardens  grow  freely,  and  exhibit  indi- cations of  valuable  properties  as  ornamental  trees. 

2158.  Brosimum.  From  /3gw>ju«r,  good  to  eat  B.  Alicastrum  is  common  in  the  woods  of  Jamaica.  The timber  is  not  despicable ;  but  the  leaves  and  younger  branches  are  more  useful,  and  a  hearty  fattening  fodder 
for  all  sorts  of  cattle.  The  fruit,  boiled  with  salt  fish,  pork,  beef,  or  pickle,  has  been  frequently  the  support  of 
the  negroes  and  poorer  sort  of  white  people  in  times  of  scarcity,  and  proved  a  wholesome,  and  not  unpleasant 
food  ,  when  roasted,  it  eats  something  like  our  European  chestnuts,  and  is  called  bread-nut  The  leaves  and 
younger  shoots  are  full  of  gum,  which  renders  them  disagreeable  to  most  cattle  at  first,  but  they  soon  grow 
very  fond  of  them. 

B.  spurium  is  also  common  in  woods  in  the  West  Indies,  but  its  timber  is  of  little  value.  In  our  stoves 
both  species  thrive  well,  and  like  loamy  soil ;  and  old  cuttings,  with  their  leaves  on,  root  in  sand  in  moist  heat 

2159.  Diospyros.  From  Aies  xv(os,  the  fruit  of  Jove,  or  heavenly  fruit  It  has  been  fancied  that  the 
European  species  of  this  plant  produced  that  famous  fruit,  which,  according  to  ancient  romancers,  caused oblivion.  D.  Kaki  is  a  valuable  Japanese  tree,  which  bears  the  fruit  sometimes  received  from  China  in  a  dried 
form  under  the  name  of  dates.    D.  discolor  also  bears  a  fine  fruit   D.  lotus  produces  fruit  the  size  of  a 
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14356  Leaves  simple  blistered  ovate  coarsely  serrated  dark-green  quite  smooth 14357  Leaf!,  ovate  subsessile  acute  mucronate  serrate  smooth  cuneate  at  base 
14358  Leafl.  oblong  stalked  acute  at  each  end  mucronate  serrated  smooth 
14359  Leaves  unequally  pinnated  of  3  pair,  Leaflets  stalked  lanceolate  acuminate  serrated  silvery 
14360  Leafl.  sessile  ovate  lane,  serrated  rugose-shining  rounded  at  base  unequal,  Axils  of  veins  villous  beneath 
14361  Lvs.  of  3  pairs  smooth,  Leafl.  obL  acum.  tooth.  Com.  petiole  winged  at  base,  Branches  ciner.  Buds  blackish 
14368  Leaflets  subsessile  lane,  acuminate  serrated  smooth,  Fruit  lane,  narrowed  at  each  end  with  a  long  point 

1 4363  Leaves  ovate  lane  evergreen,  Catkins  globose  stalked  twin  axillary,  Fruit  coated 
14364  Leaves  lanceolate-ovate  acuminate,  Catkins  subsessile  ovate  axillary  twin,  Fruit  soft 

14365  Leaves  obi.  acuminate  downy  beneath,  Buds  hairy  inside 
14366  Leaves  ovate  bluntish  shining  smooth  netted  with  veins,  Petioles  downy,  Buds  smooth 
14367  Leaves  obi.  acute  downy  beneath,  Petioles  long.  Fruit  few-seeded 
14368  Lvs.  obL  acute  at  base  and  end  smooth  on  each  side,  FL  trigynous  erect,  Hermaphrodite  cor.  as  long  as  cai. 
14369  Leaves  ovate-lane,  acuminate,  Buds  hairy 
14370  Leaves  ovate-elliptical  acuminate  acute  at  base  downy  beneath,  Branches  downy 
14371  Leaves  lane,  oblong,  Flowers  axillary  polyandrous,  Berry  8-seeded 
14372  Lvs.  simple  fleshy  nerveless  cover,  on  each  side  with  scatter,  stell.  scales,  Sterile  obi. -lane.  Fert.  lin.-lanc. 14373  Leaves  oblong  acute  rounded  at  base  acute  at  end :  smooth  above ;  silky  and  glaucous  beneath 
14374  Leaves  oblong  rounded  at  base  acute  at  end  smooth  on  each  side 
14375  Spiny,  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  cordate  downy  beneath 14376  Leaves  obovate  blunt  smooth  on  each  Bide 

14377  Leaves  obovate  elliptical  acute  serrated  at  end,  Pedunc.  umbelled  axillary,  Stamens  exserted 
14378  Leaves  obovate  retuse  toothletted,  Flowers  axillary  clustered,  Stamens  included 
14379  Leaves  ellipt  Corymbs  axillary  aggregate 
14380  Leaves  oblong  lane,  subcoriaceous  entire,  Flowers  axillary  clustered 

14381  Leaves  oblong  entire  acute  at  each  end,  Petiole  middle  rib  and  edge  villous,  Female  peduncles  about  3-fl. 
14382  Leaves  ovate-oblong  entire  acute  at  each  end  smooth,  Female  peduncles  --flowered 
14383  Leaves  cordate  ovate  slightly  serrated  glaucous  beneath,  Flowers  in  globose  heads,  Drupes  oblong 
14384  Leaves  on  long  stalks  obi  acuminate  remotely  serrate  downy  beneath,  Female  peduncles  1- flowered 
14385  Leaves  on  short  stalks  obi.  nearly  entire  cuneate  at  base  whitish  beneath,  Female  peduncle  1-fl. 
14386  Leaves  on  long  stalks  obL  acuminate  remotely  serrated  smooth  on  both  sides,  Female  pedunc.  1-fl. 

14387  Leaves  oval-oblong  acuminate  entire 

14388  Leaves  stalked  oblong  acute  serrated  coriaceous  veiny  smooth 
14377  14378 

14388 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

cherry,  yellow  when  ripe,  sweet,  and  somewhat  astringent  j  they  are  recommended  as  a  cure  for  the  diarrhcea 
D.  virginiana  has  a  white  brittle  wood,  covered  with  a  dark  brown  bark.  The  fruit  is  in  form  and  bigness  like a  date,  very  firm,  like  that  fruit,  and  almost  as  sweet,  with  a  large  kernel. 

2160.  Myrsine.  A  Greek  word  synonymous  with  Myrtle.  Modern  botanists  have  applied  the  name  to  a 
genus  of  African  myrtle-like  shrubs.  The  species  grow  freely  in  loam  and  peat,  and  are  increased  by  youne cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 

2161.  Nussa.  A  name  of  a  nymph,  according  to  Linnaeus.  The  species  are  large  shrubs,  which  grow  freely 
in  any  soil  or  situation,  but  prefer  moisture.  N.  denticulata  grows,  naturally  in  wet  swamps  in  Carolina  and 
Florida,  and  rises  there  to  the  height  of  eighty  or  hundred  feet  Marshall,  in  his  American  Grove,  describes 
it  as  a  tree  of  great  singularity  and  beauty.  It  produces  fruit  about  the  size  and  shape  of  small  olives,  which are  preserved  like  them  by  the  French  inhabitants  of  the  Mississipi,  where  it  greatly  abounds,  and  is  called  the olive-tree.  The  timber  is  white  and  soft  when  unseasoned,  but  light  and  compact  when  dry,  which  renders  it veryproper  for  the  carver  and  turner.    All  the  species  are  readily  propagated  by  layers  or  seeds; 

2162.  HamUUmia.  Dedicated  by  Muhlenburg,  to  Mr.  Hamilton,  an  American  botanist  A  shrub  growing 
to  the  height  of  from  three  to  six  feet.  The  flowers  grow  in  terminal  racemes  from  an  inch  to  an  inch  and  a half  long. 

2163.  LauropkyUus.  An  hybrid  name  created  by  Thunberg,  to  express  the  resemblance  of  the  leaves,  auXXa, to  a  laurel  A  shrub  with  stalked,  oblong,  acute,  serrated,  coriaceous  leaves,  and  minute  flowers  growing  in panicles  three  or  four  inches  long. 3  K  A 
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t2164.  BURSE/RA.  Wt 
14389  gummifera  W. 
,  2165.  ARCTOTUS.  W. 14390  ech  mat  us  IV. 
2160.  PA'NAX.  w. 
14391  quinquefolium  W. 14392  trifolium  W. 
14393  aculeatum  W. 
14394  fruticosum  W. 
2167.  Fl'CUa  W. 14395  Carica  W. 

14396  rubrinervia  Link. 
14397  aquatica  W. 
14398  nymphseifolia  W. 14399  crassinervia  W. 
14400  religiosa  W. 
14401  benghalensU  W. 14402  ven6sa  W. 
14403  Bras'sii  Sabine 14404  coriacea  W. 
14405  lasiophylla  Link. 14406  costata  W. 
14407  lucida  W. 
14408  oblongata  Link. 14409  martinicensis  IV. 
14410  infectoria  IV. 
14411  superstiti&sa  Link. 
14412  pedunculate  /('. 14413  ulmifolia  W. 
14414  cordate  W. 
14415  macrophylla  P.S. 14416  obtusata  Link. 
14417  Mun'tia  Link. 14418  austrilis  W. 
14419  elastica  Aur. 
14420  microcarpa  VahL 14421  ciliolosa  Link. 
14422  stipulate  W. 
14423  pumila  IV. 14424  tinct6ria  W. 
14425  brasiliensis  Link. 
14426  benjamina  W. 14427  LichtensteiniiZ<n£. 
14428  pertusa  W. 14429  nUida  IV. 
14430  Indica  IV. 
14431  popul'nea  W. 14432  laevigata  Vahl. 14433  racemosa  W. 
1+4:;+  retfisa  /K. 
14435  repens  W. 
14436  pendula  Link. 

14395 

Burse  ra. 
Jamaica 
Arctopus. rough 
Panax. Ginseng 

lesser 
prickly shrubby 

Fio  Tree. 
common 
red-nerved 
rough-leaved 
Water-lily-lvd.  '•  [  I  )  or thick-nerved  ] '  CD  or 
Poplar-leaved  ' '  O  ec 
Bengal  ' '  □  or vein-leaved  "  O  or 
Brass's  ] !  O  or 
leathery-leaved  J ;  □  or woolly-leaved  ]  [  □  or 
rib-leaved  ]  j  □  or 
shining-leaved  ]  j  □  or 
oblong-leaved  ' '  □  or 
round-fruited  1 »  □  or 
veiny  f  I    I  or superstitious  *  □  or Willow-leaved  •  □  or 

Terebintacetg.   Sp.  1. 
1  a  or  20     ...     W.o  wTlndiesl690. Umbcllifertr.    Sp.  I. 
±  l_J  m    1  my.jn  G      C.  G.  H.  1774. 

Araliaccce. 
ljjn  LY 
i  my.jn  G 
Un  G 6  au.s  G 

Sp.  4—16. N.  Amer.  1740. 
N.  Amer.  1759. 
China  1773. 
Temate  180a 

elm-leaved 
heart-leaved 
large-leaved blunt 
doubtful 
ferruginous Elastic-gum small-fruited 
ciliated trailing 
dwarf 
Otaheite 
Brazilian 
oval-leaved 
Lichtenstein's 

'□or 
■  I  |  or 

It-Jor 
*l_Jor 
»i_Jor 
«i_|or 

*  LJor 
I  l_|or »l_|or *-  l  I  or 
S~  I  I  or 

1  CD  or 
«Q  or 

1  Qor 
•  □or 

Laurel-leaved  *  □  or 
glossy-leaved Banyan  Tree 
poplar-leaved 
polished clustered 
blunt-leaved 
creeping-stem, pendulous       f  □  or 

Urticece.   Sp.  47— 143. 15  jn.jl  Ap  S.  Europe  1548. 
10  ...  Ap  Brazil  1824. 
10  ...  Ap  E.  Indies  1758. 
10  ...  Ap  E.  Indies  1759. 
10  ...  Ap  S.  Amer.  182a 
25  ...  Ap  E.  Indies  1731. 
25  ap  Ap  E  Indies  1690. 
10  ...  Ap  E  Indies  176a 
20  ...  Ap  S.Leone  1822. 
10  ...  Ap  E  Indies  1772. 
10  ...  Ap    1820. 
10  ...  Ap  E  Indies  176a 
10  ...  Ap  E  Indies  1772. 
6  ...  Ap  C.  G.  H.  1825. 
10  ...  Ap  W.Indies  1759. 
15  ...  Ap  E  Indies  176a 
6  ...  Ap    176a 
6  ...  Ap  &  Amer.  1776. 
4  ...  Ap  Phillipin.  1813. 
6  ...  Ap  C.  G.H.  1802. 
14  ...  Ap  N.  Holi  ... 
4  ...  Ap    1821. 
4  ...  Ap  N.  Holl.  1822. 
6  mr.jn  Ap  N.  S.  W.  1789. 
20  ...  Ap  E  Indies  1815. 
20  ...  Ap  Guinea  1819. 
4  ...  Ap    1823. 
i    ...  Ap  China  1771. 
1  ...  Ap  China  1759. 15  myjn  Ap  Society  I.  1793. 
4  ...  Ap  Brazil  1823. 
10  ...  Ap  E  Indies  1757. 
3  ...  Ap  C.  G.  H.  1824. 8  ...  Ap  S.  Amer.  1780. 
6  mr.jn  Ap  E  Indies  1786. 
30  ...  Ap  E  Indies  1759. 
12  ...  Ap  S.  Amer.  1812. 
6  ...  Ap  W.  Indies  1823. 
4  ...  Ap  E  Indies  1753. 
2  ...  Ap  E  Indies  179a 
4    ...  Ap  E  Indies  1805. 

12  ...  Ap    1824. 

S  p.l  Jac.  amer.  1 65 

D  p.l   Bot.  reg.  705 

D  s.p  Bot  mag.  1333 
D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1334 
C  s.p  Jac.  ic.  a  t.  634 R  r.m  Bot  rep.  595 

Tre  ehrett73,4 

Rh ee.mal. 3.  t. 62 

Rhee.maLl.  t27 
Rhee.mal.  1. 1.28 
W.ho.ber.l.t36 

Sloa.jam.2.  t.  223 Rhee.mal. 3.  t64 
PlutaL  U78.C4 
Thunb.diss.cic. 

Yen.  ma  Ira.  tll4 

Kann.amce.t804 

Rhee.maU.  t26 

Hook.  ex.  fl.  Ill Khee.mal.3.  t.63 

Rhee.maLl.  t25 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2164.  Bursera.  So  called  after  Joachim  Burser,  a  disciple  and  friend  of  Caspar  Bauhin,  and  professor  of 

botany  at  Sara,  in  Naples.  He  is  said  to  have  left  behind  him  an  Herbarium,  in  twenty-five  volumes.  B. 
gummifera  is  a  large  tree  with  a  fine  leafy  head,  and  abounds  in  copious  watery  balsamic  fluid,  which  soon 
becomes  inspissated  by  exposure  to  the  air.  The  root  is  said  to  possess  the  same  properties  as  Quassia. 
Hedges  are  made  of  it  by  the  Spanish  residents  in  South  America,  who  call  it  Almacigo. 

2165.  Arctopus.  Literally,  bear's  foot,  agzrv  «*f .  An  inconspicuous  prickly  umbelliferous  plant  The  roots are  used  with  success  at  the  Cape,  in  cases  of  siphilis ;  but  upon  trial  here  some  years  since,  they  were  found 
to  be  less  efficient  than  Sarsaparilla. 

2166.  Panax.  A  high-sounding  title,  meaning  little  less  than  that  the  plant  which  bears  it  is  the  long 
sought  universal  elixir;  the  name  has  been  taken  from  xaii,  and  axot,  a  remedy ;  a  remedy  for  all  things.  P. 
quinquefolium  is  a  native  of  Chinese  Tartary,  and  also  of  North  America.  In  the  former  country  it  has  been 
gathered  as  an  invaluable  drug  from  time  immemorial.  The  roots,  which  are  said  to  bear  some  resemblance  to 
the  human  form,  are  gathered  and  dried,  and  enter  into  almost  every  medicine  used  by  the  Tartars  and 
Chinese.  Osbeck  says,  that  he  never  looked  into  the  apothecaries'  shops,  but  they  were  always  selling  Ginseng, that  both  poor  people  and  those  of  the  highest  rank  made  use  of  it,  and  that  they  boil  half  an  ounce  in  their 
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14389  Racemes  axillary,  Leave*  pinnated  with  an  odd  one,  Leaflets  ovate  acute 

14390  Leaves  prickly  with  stellate  spines 

14391  Stem  herbaceous.  Leaves  ternate  or  quinate,  Leafl.  ovate  acuminate  serrated 
14392  Stem  herbaceous,  Leaves  ternate  or  quinate,  Leafl.  oblong  lane,  serrated 
14393  Leaves  ternate :  the  upper  near  the  flowers  clustered  simple,  Petioles  and  branches  prickly 
14394  Leaves  supradecompound  toothed-ciliated,  Stem  shrubby 

14395  Leaves  cordate  3-5-lobed  repand-toothed :  lobes  blunt  rough  above  downy  beneath 14396  Leaves  ovate  with  a  short  point  netted  beneath  very  smooth 
14397  Leaves  oblong  3-lobed  and  sinuated  entire  rough  on  each  side 14398  Leaves  cordate  roundish  mucronate  entire  glabrous  glaucous  beneath 
14399  Leaves  ovate  oblong  entire  acute  blunt  at  base  smooth 
14400  Leaves  subcordate  ovate  with  very  long  points 
14401  Leaves  ovate  entire  very  blunt  rounded  at  base  subcordate  5-nerved 
14402  Leaves  oblong  ovate  entire  acute  subcordate  at  base  impressed  with  dots  on  the  upper  surface 
14403  Leaves  oblong  pointed  smooth  on  both  sides  widely  toothed,  Branches  covered  with  brown  hairs 
14404  Leaves  oblong  smooth  narrowed  at  base  cordate  coriaceous,  Veins  immersed 14405  Leaves  ovate  blunt  soft  with  down  beneath 
14406  Leaves  ovate-cordate  with  a  deep  narrow  sinus  quite  entire  smooth  acute  green  on  each  side 
14407  Leaves  ovate-cordate  entire  smooth  blunt  3-nerved  at  base,  Branches  erect 
14408  Leaves  cordate  oblong  with  a  short  point  obtuse  smooth  with  parallel  nerves 
14409  Leaves  oblong-lanc.  entire  narrowed  and  acute  at  end  rounded  at  base  with  white  dots  above 
14410  Leaves  obi.  quite  entire  narrowed  and  acute  at  end  rounded  and  subcord.  at  base :  with  punctures  above 
14411  Leaves  ovate  tapered  at  the  base  with  a  long  point 
14412  Leaves  ovate-obL  entire  acuminate  blunt  obsoletely  cordate  at  base 
14413  Leaves  ovate  unequal-sided  toothed  acuminate  rough  on  each  side 
14414  Leaves  ovate-lanc.  entire  slightly  cordate  at  base 
14415  Leaves  cordate  oblong  entire  nerved  shining 
14416  Leaves  ovate-oblong  bluntly  serrate  crenate  hairy  on  each  side 14417  Leaves  oval  acute  serrated  rough  above  soft  beneath 
14418  Leaves  ellipt  entire  rounded  at  each  end  smooth :  young  ones  rusty  with  down  beneath 
14419  Leaves  smooth  elliptical  entire  shining  very  large 
14420  Leaves  oblong  ovate  blunt  smooth,  Fruit  twin  globose  sessile 
14421  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  blunt  tapered  at  base  netted  beneath,  Stipules  scarious 
14422  Leaves  ovate  blunt  entire  cordate  unequal  at  base,  Stipules  membranous  twin  persistent,  Stem  creeping 14423  Leaves  ovate  bluntish  entire  netted  beneath 
14424  Leaves  obliquely  ovate  blunt 
14425  Leaves  broad  lane,  with  a  short  point  tapered  at  base  shining  very  smooth  netted  beneath 
14426  Lvs.  ellipt.  obi.  ent.  narrow,  at  base  bluntly  acum.  at  end  with  fine  parallel  veins ;  dotted  with  white  above 
14427  Leaves  cordate  lane,  repand  toothed  obtuse  downy  beneath 
14428  Leaves  obL  acuminate  entire  narrowed  at  base  about  3-nerved  with  parallel  veins 
14429  Leaves  obovate  entire  with  very  short  points  and  fine  parallel  veins  shining  smooth 14430  Leaves  ovate  acuminate  entire  acute  at  base 
14431  Leaves  obi.  with  short  points  entire  smooth 
14432  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acuminate  veiny  very  smooth,  Fruit  stalked  globose  smooth 
14433  Leaves  oblong-lanc.  acute  quite  entire  somewhat  narrowed  at  base  3-nerved  veiny  dot  ted  beneath 14434  Leaves  obovate  entire  blunt  smooth,  Branchlets  furrowed 
14435  Leaves  cordate  ovate  acute  serrated  unequal  at  base  scabrous  above  hairy  beneath,  Stem  creeping 
14436  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  tapered  at  base,  Branches  pendulous 

tea  or  soup  every  morning,  as  a  remedy  for  consumption  and  other  diseases.  Jartoux  relates,  that  the  most 
eminent  physicians  of  China  have  written  volumes  on  the  medicinal  powers  of  this  plant,  asserting  that  it 
gives  immediate  relief  in  extreme  fatigue,  either  of  body  or  mind,  that  it  dissolves  pituitous  humours,  and 
renders  respiration  easy,  strengthens  the  stomach,  promotes  appetite,  stops  vomiting,  removes  hysterical, 
hypochondriacal,  and  all  nervous  affections,  giving  a  vigorous  tone  of  body  even  in  extreme  old  age.  The 
French  in  Canada  use  this  root  for  curing  the  asthma,  and  as  a  stomachic.  After  all,  our  physicians  say,  that 
we  have  no  proofs  of  the  efficacy  of  Ginseng  in  Europe,  and  that  from  its  sensible  qualities  it  seems  to  possess 
very  little  power  as  a  medicine.  The  hardy  species  thrive  well  in  light  rich  soil  j  the  others- grow  in  loam  and 
peat,  and  are  increased  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass 

2167.  Fiats.  It  is  not  known  what  the  derivation  of  this  word  is ;  but  in  most  languages  it  is  nearly 
the  same.  In  Greek  it  is  evxti,  in  Latin  Fiats,  in  Celtic  Ftgucz.cn,  in  Teutonic  feige,  in  Sclavonic  fige, 
in  Hungarian  fwgc,  in  Anglo-Saxon  fic.  The  species  are  trees  or  shrubs,  abounding  in  a  milky  juice. 
The  fruit  is  turbinate,  fleshy,  soft,  and  hollow  within.  All  the  species  are  natives  of  warm  coun- 

tries. F.  Carica,  le  Jiguier,  Ft.,  Feigenbaum,  Ger ,  and  Fico,  ItaL,  is  supposed  to  be  originally  from 
Caria,  in  Asia,  though  it  is  now  acclimatized,  and  in  some  respects  naturalized  in  the  Levant  and 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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14487  myrtifolia  Link. 
14438  aspera  W. 
14*39  oppositifolia  W. scabra  P.  S. 
14440  arbutifolia  Link. 
14441  capensis  W. 

Myrtle-leaved  *  □  or rough-leaved  *Qof 
opposite-leaved  *  □  or 
Arbutus-leav'd  *  □  or Cape  »  i_J  or 

4  ... 3  mr.jn 
4 

Ap 

Ap Ap Ap 

  1824. N.  Holl.  1807. 
E.  Indies  1802. 

1825. 1816. 
C.G.  H. 

Roxbxor.2.U24 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
the  south  of  Europe.  In  these  countries  the  fruit  green  and  dried  forms  an  important  part  of  the  food 
of  the  Inhabitants.  In  this  country  it  is  cultivated  as  a  fruit  tree,  but  not  generally  or  extensively. 
It  is  only  in  very  warm  situations  that  it  will  ripen  its  fruit  in  the  open  air,  even  though  trained  against 
a  wall ;  though  there  are  one  or  two  exceptions  in  Sussex  on  the  sea-coast,  where  it  ripens  its  fruit  on  stand- 

ards. The  only  certain  mode,  however,  is  to  grow  it  in  houses  built  on  purpose.  No  tree  is  more  robust  or 
more  prolific.  Even  plants  in  pots  or  tubs  kept  in  a  temperature  adapted  for  the  orange-tree  will  fruit 
freely,  and  ripen  two  crops  a  year.  Kept  in  the  temperature  of  the  pine-apple,  Mr.  Knight  has  proved,  that 
the  fig  will  go  on  growing  and  ripening  fruit  without  intermission.  A  variety  of  curious  and  important 
matter  respecting  this  tree  will  be  found  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Horticultural  Society,  and  in  the  Encylo- 

Class  XXIV.  —  CRYPTOGAM1  A. 

Sexual  organs  hidden  ;  either  imperfect,  or  not  existing. 
This  class  differs  essentially  from  all  the  preceding  in  the  peculiar  conformation  of  the  organs  of  reproduc- 

tion, which  are  not  formed  pf  male  and  female  parts,  like  those  of  the  higher  classes  of  plants,  but  are  of  a  nature 
altogether  different,  consisting  either  of  buds  under  a  particular  form,  or  of  vessels  containing  vegetable  sub- 

stances analogous  to  seeds,  but  differing  in  not  being  the  result  of  impregnation,  and  in  having  the  power  of 
striking  root  indifferently  from  any  point  of  their  surface.  The  internal  composition  of  these  vegetable  sub- 

stances, which  are  denominated  sporules,  is,  on  account  of  their  extreme  minuteness,  unknown.  Willdenow 
describes  Cryptogamous  plants  to  be  vegetables  without  any  visible  flower,  and  differing  from  other  plants  in 
their  external  characters,  in  which  respect  they  also  differ  from  each  other.  By  more  modern  botanists  they 
are  said  to  be  distinguished  from  other  plants  by  the  absence  of  lymphatic  vessels,  and  of  pores  of  the  epider- 

mis ;  but  the  latter  character  has  been  disputed,  and  neither  apply  to  the  three  first  orders  of  Crypto- 
gamia.  For  the  purposes  of  this  work,  which  follows  the  system  of  Linnaeus,  the  definition,  if  it  can  be  so 
called,  of  WiUdenow  is  most  applicable.  In  the  arrangement  of  the  orders  of  Cryptogamia,  it  has  been  found 
advisable  to  adhere  to  the  divisions  of  modern  writers,  who,  by  extensive  observations,  and  great  powers  of 
perception,  have  brought  this  most  abstruse  part  of  botany  to  a  considerable  degree  of  perfection. 

The  orders  which  are  here  adopted,  are 
I.  Filices.  Reproductive  organs  uniform.  Thecae  naked,  or  covered  by  an  involucre,  placed  on  the  back 

of  a  frond,  which  is  either  foliaceous,  or  contracted  in  such  a  way  as  only  to  cover  the  clusters  of  thecse,  and 
always  circinate  when  young. 

II.  Equisetacejb.  Reproductive  organs  uniform,  in  terminal  spikes,  composed  of  peltate,  several-sided  scales, 
producing  on  their  under  surface  4-7  elongated  involucres  containing  the  seeds.   Branches  whorled,  rigid. 

III.  Lycopodinejs.  Reproductive  organs  axillary,  sometimes  apparently  spiked.  Theca??  of  two  kinds, 
the  one  containing  granules,  the  other  larger  bodies.   Stems  covered  with  many  small  leaves. 

IV.  MarsileacEjE.  Reproductive  organs  radical,  uniform.  Sporules  ?  contained  in  roundish,  one  or  many- celled  indehiscent  heads.   Plants  simple,  aquatic. 
V.  Musci.  Reproductive  organs  of  two  kinds.  Thecae  many-seeded,  solitary,  furnished  with  an  operculum and  columella.   Plants  leafy. 
VI.  Hepatioe.  Reproductive  organs  of  two  kinds.  1st  Thecae  without  an  operculum,  either  naked  or 

sessile,  or  furnished  with  a  veil,  through  which  they  are,  more  or  less,  protruded.  Sporules  naked,  or  mixed 
with  spiral  threads.  2d.  Minute,  roundish,  or  oblong  bodies  variously  situated.  Plants  frondose,  of  a  cellular 
structure,  not  submersed. 

VII.  AlgjE.  Reproductive  organs  of  two  kinds.  1st.  Theca?  or  tubercles  variously  situated.  2d.  Sporules 
or  granules  naked,  or  immersed  in  the  frond.   Plants  always  aquatic,  and  submersed. 

VIII.  Lichenes.  Reproductive  organs  uniform.  Sporules  deposited  in  receptacles  of  various  forms,  dis- tinct in  substance  from  the  thallus,  which  is  either  pulverulent,  crustaceous,  membranous,  foliaceous,  or branched  and  shrub-like. 
IX.  Fungi.  Reproductive  organs  uniform.  Sporules  arranged  in  tubular  cells,  placed  in  some  part  of  the 

'external  surface  Substance  various,  mostly  thick  and  fleshy,  sometimes  vesicular.  Thallus  none. A  few  other  divisions,  such  as  HypoxylaT&a,  which  have  been  proposed  by  some  writers  of  authority,  net 
having  appeared  to  possess  characters  of  sufficient  importance,  are  here  merged  in  others. In  consequence  of  the  wide  difference  which  exists  between  the  lower  orders  of  vegetables  and  the  higher, 
and  the  impossibility  of  subjecting  the  former  to  cultivation,  it  has  been  found  requisite,  with  the  exception 
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14437  Leaves  oblong  acute  tubcordate  at  base  netted  beneath 
14438  Leaves  ovate  unequal-sided  sinuate-toothed  cordate  at  base  rough  on  each  side 
14439  Leaves  opp.  obovate  oblong  serrated  acute  scabrous  above  hairy  beneath 
14440  Leaves  oblong  acuminate  blunt  tapered  at  base  netted  beneath,  Stipules  scarious  smooth 
14441  Leaves  ovate-oblong  acute  sinuate  toothed  smooth 

psedia  of  Gardening.  (§  52680  I".  elastica  as  well  as  some  other  plants  produce  the  gum  known  as  India, rubber.  ' 
F.  indica  is  an  immense  tree,  spreading  very  wide,  the  branches  ash  -colored,  and  throwing  down  roots  into  the soil.  Marsden  mentions  one  of  these  growing  near  Memgee,  twenty  miles  west  of  Patna,  in  Bengal,  which 

was  in  diameter  370  feet ;  the  circumference  of  the  shadow  at  noon  was  1116  feet,  and  there  were  fifty  or  sixty 
stems.  It  is  called  the  priest's  tree,  and  held  in  so  much  veneration  by  the  Gentoos,  that  if  any  one  cuts  or 
lops  off  a  branch,  he  is  looked  upon  with  as  great  abhorrence  as  if  he  had  broken  a  cow's  leg.  F.  religiosa  is so  called,  because  it  is  sacred  to  the  idol  Vishnu.  The  horizontal  branches  root  into  the  soil  like  the  other ; 
all  the  species  are  of  remarkably  easy  culture,  and  root  easily  from  large  cuttings. 

of  Filices  and  their  nearest  allies,  to  introduce  some  alterations  into  the  form  of  the  pages  of  this  work.  These alterations  commence  with  Musci. 
The  orders  of  Cryptogamia  being  equal  in  importance  to  the  classes  of  flowering  plants,  they  will  be  treated 

of  as  the  classes  have  hitherto  been  treated.  Each  order  will,  therefore,  stand  by  itself,  and  will  have  its 
genera  and  species  arranged  under  it,  without  immediate  connection  with  any  other  order. 

Reproductive  organs  uniform.  Thecce  naked,  or  having  an  involucre  placed  on  the  back  of  a  frond,  which  it  either 
foltaceous,  or  contracted  so  as  only  to  cover  the  clusters  of  thecce,  and  always  circinate  when  young. 

This  is  the  most  beautiful  of  all  the  orders  of  Cryptogamic  plants,  and  has  always  been  a  favorite  tribe,  to 
which  the  most  celebrated  botanists  of  all  modern  times  have  given  their  attention.  Till  some  time,  however, 
after  the  death  of  Linnaeus,  ferns  shared  the  fate  of  all  other  departments  of  botany,  being  viewed  rather  as  ob- jects of  elegant  form  than  of  scientific  examination.  Sir  James  Edward  Smith  was  the  first  author  who 
attempted  to  distribute  them  into  genera,  by  characters  derived  from  a  minute  inspection  of  their  organs  of  re- 

production ;  and  his  arrangement,  however  imperfect  it  may  now  be  considered,  is  certainly  that  upon  the 
principles  of  which  the  more  precise  divisions  of  recent  authors  have  been  effected.  He  was  succeeded  by 
Swartz,  Willdenow,  Brown,  and  many  others,  and  lastly  by  Dr.  George  Frederick  Kaulfuss,  Professor  of 
published!       e'  wnose  arrangement  of  1824  is  chiefly  here  adopted  as  being  the  most  recent  which  has  been 

The  principal  distinction  which  exists  between  ferns  and  other  orders  of  Cryptogamous  plants  is  found  in  the 
situation  of  what  are  called  their  sori,  or  patches  of  reproductive  organs,  which  are  in  all  cases  inserted  upon 
the  back  surface  of  the  leaf,  or,  as  it  is  called  in  ferns,  the  frond,  sometimes  appearing  only  in  the  form  of  little 
spots,  sometimes  covering  the  whole  of  the  under  side  of  the  frond,  and  sometimes  contracting  the  substance 
of  the  frond,  so  as  to  give  it  the  appearance  of  a  single  mass  of  fructification,  bursting  in  a  determinate 
manner,  as  in  Ophioglossum,  Schizaea,  &c.  Besides  this  character,  the  fronds  are  always  rolled  iip  in  a  circin- ate manner  when  they  are  first  developed. 

That  part  of  the  frond  which  occupies  the  place  of  the  petiole  of  a  compound  leaf  is  called  the  rachis.  The 
groups  of  theca?  forming  the  organs  of  reproduction  are  called  sori  (a),  which  are  either  naked  or  covered  with  an 
involucrum,  or,  as  it  is  more  frequently  termed,  indushim.  (b)  This  latter  organ,  when  present,  either  bursts  out- 

wardly towards  the  margin  of  the  frond,  or  inwardly  towards  the  midrib  or  rachis.  It  may  also  be  either  single or  double ;  the  latter  term  signifying,  that  there  is  a  cover  on  each  side  the  sorus.  The  bodies  which  are  called 
meae  by  some  authors,  and  capsules  by  others,  are  constructed  in  two  ways ;  they  are  either  surrounded 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

FILICES. 
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by  an  elastic  furrowed  ting,  when  they  are  called  Annulate  (c),  or  they  are  destitute  of  such  a  ring,  in  which 
case  they  are  termed  Exannulatce  (d).  They  contain  the  minute  powdery  matter,  which  is  that  by  which  ferns 
are  reproduced ;  the  constituent  parts  of  this  matter  are  called  sporules  (e),  and  are  analogous  to  seeds  in 
more  perfect  plants. 

Teibb  I.  POLYPODIACE.E. 
Tlteas  1-celled,  with  an  articulated,  elastical,  longitudinal  ring,  bursting  across  in  an  irregular  manner. 

2168.  Polybotrya.  Thecae  closely  covering  the  whole  surface  of  the  pinnules  of  an  altered  frond.  Indusiuin none. 
£169.  Acrottichum.  Thecae  scattered,  occupying  all  the  lower  surface  of  the  frond,  or  a  part  of  it  Indusiuin none.. 
2170.  Hemionitis.  Thecae  seated  on  the  reticulated  reins  of  the  frond.  Indusium  none. 
8171.  Gymnogramma.   Thecae  seated  on  the  forked  veins  of  the  frond.    Indusium  none. 
2172.  Meniscium.  Sori  linear,  lunulate,  somewhat  parallel,  placed  across  the  spaces  between  the  veins  of  the fronds.    Indusiuin  none. 
2173.  Xiphopteris.   Sori  oblong,  oblique,  placed  on  the  reflexed  points  of  the  frond.    Indusium  none. 
2174.  Ceterach.   Sori  linear,  transverse,  concealed  under  pales.   Indusium  none. 
2175.  Poly-podium.   Sori  in  little  round  scattered  convex  spots.   Indusium  none. 2176.  Tecnitis.  Sorus  linear,  longitudinal,  placed  between  the  midrib  and  margin  of  the  frond  under  the  end. Indusium  none. 
2177.  Nothochleena.  Sori  almost  marginal,  continuous,  covered  by  the  scales,  setae,  or  hairs  of  the  frond. Indusium  none. 
2178.  Onoclea.  Sori  globose,  inserted  upon  columnar  receptacles,  inclosed  within  the  berry-like  pinnules. 

Indusium  double :  common  placed  on  the  edge  of  the  pinnule,  and  united  into  the  form  of  a  berry ;  proper membranous  enwrapping  the  sori. 
2179.  Struthiopteris.  Sori  linear,  crossing,  inserted  upon  crested  receptacles,  included  in  a  double  row  within 

the  somewhat  articulated  pinnae.  Indusium  double:  common  marginal  opening  inwards  in  a  rugged  manner; proper  membranous,  and  resembling  a  partition. 
2180.  Allosorus.  Sori  placed  on  the  transverse  forked  veins  of  spike-like  pinnules,  finally  becoming  confluent Common  indusium  very  narrow,  arising  from  the  revolute  margin  which  is  rolled  inwards. 
2181.  EUebocarpus.  Thecse  globose,  irregularly  attached  to  the  longitudinal  veins  of  the  frond.  Indusium 

transparent,  discolored,  arising  from  the  revolute  edge  of  the  frond,  continuous,  and  opening  by  a  longitudinal suture. 
2182.  Lomaria.  Sori  linear,  continuous,  occupying  the  surface  of  the  linear  pinnae  of  a  particular  frond. Indusium  marginal  or  submarginal,  conniving,  involute. 
2183.  Slechnum.  Sori  linear,  continuous,  (sometimes  interrupted)  contiguous  to  the  midrib.  Indusium 

membranous,  superficial,  continuous,  opening  inwards. 
2181.  Wooduiardia.  Sori  oblong,  distinct,  in  rows,  parallel,  contiguous  to  the  midrib.  Indusium  membranous, superficial,  vaulted,  opening  inwards. 
2185.  Doodia.  Sori  lunulate,  distinct,  parallel  with  the  midrib.  Indusium  membranous,  superficial,  flat, separating  inwardly. 
2186.  Asplenium.   Soli  linear,  placed  upon  lateral  veins.    Indusium  membranous,  flat,  separating  inwardly. 
2187.  Allantodia.  Sori  oblong,  oblique  with  respect  to  the  midrib.  Indusium  membranous,  vaulted,  cylin- drical, adhering  to  a  vein,  opening  inwards,  finally  spreading  outwards. 
2188.  Scolopendrium.  Sori  linear,  oblique,  opposite,  double,  parallel.  Indusia  membranous,  opening  in 

opposite  pairs. 2189.  Diplaxium.  Sori  linear,  double  alongside  the  veins.  Indusia  double,  narrow,  placed  between  the  sori, fixed  lengthwise  by  the  middle,  with  their  exterior  margin  separate. 
2190.  Pteris.  Sori  continuous,  linear,  marginal  Indusium  from  the  in  flexed  edge  of  the  frond,  opening inwards. 

POLYPODIACEJE. 

2168.  POLYBCTRYA.  H.  S/B.   Polybotrya.  Sp.  1—17. 
14442  cervlna  Kattlf.       hart's-tongue   ]fc  E3  or     f  ap.my  Br     Jamaica   1823.  D  l.p  Petiv.fil.  t.  8.  f.3 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2168.  Polybotrya.  So  called  in  allusion  to  the  numerous  bunches  of  the  fertile  divisions  of  its  frond;  from 

raXvf,  many,  and  fierfuf,  a  bunch.  Handsome  species  of  West  Indian  and  South  American  ferns.  The  genera of  ferns  are  not  very  dissimilar  in  habit,  so  that  it  will  be  seldom  that  any  remarks  upon  that  subject  will  be 
found  in  these  notes,  which  must  necessarily  consist  chiefly  of  the  etymology  of  the  names.  The  medical 
Properties  are  probably  the  same  in  all  the  genera ;  such  as  appear  of  any  consequence  are,  however,  inserted 
in  the  proper  places.  We  will  here  take  occasion  to  remark,  that  the  cultivation  of  ferns  is  nearly  the  same  in 
all  cases,  and  that  the  soil  best  adapted  for  their  growth  is  light  peaty  earth  with  a  little  loam.  They  are 
propagated  by  division  of  the  roots,  or  by  seeds  or  sporules.   The  latter  plan  has  been  practised  at  Liverpool, 
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9191.  Vittaria.  Sori  solitary,  continuous,  linear,  marginal  or  submarginal,  immersed.  Indusium  double, 
superficial 

2192.  Lonchitis.  Sori  lunate,  marginal,  placed  under  the  recesses  of  the  frond.  Indusium  from  the  margin of  the  frond,  inflexed,  opening  inwards. 
2193.  Antrophyum.  Sori  linear,  continuous,  immersed  in  the  reticulated  veins  of  the  frond.  Indusium 

double,  opening  in  the  middle. 
2194.  Adiantum.  Sori  inserted  into  the  indusium,  linear,  contiguous,  or  roundish.  Indusium  marginal,  open- 

ing inwards,  either  nearly  continuous,  or  squamiform,  or  reniform. 
2195.  CheUanthes.  Sori  dot-like,  separate,  marginal  in  the  recess  of  the  indusium.  Indusium  either  reflexed 

crenules  of  the  frond,  or  squamiform,  membranous,  and  arising  from  the  margin,  or  nearly  continuous,  opening inwards. 
2196.  Davallia.  Sori  roundish,  nearly  terminal  and  marginal,  distinct  Indusium  superficial,  attached 

inwards,  and  opening  outwards. 
2197.  Dicksonia.  Sori  dot-like,  marginal,  solitary  in  the  recesses  of  the  frond.  Indusia  membranous,  nearly 

globose,  marginal,  adnate,  opening  unequally  with  lacerated  orifices,  and  spreading  back  in  all  directions. 
2198.  Balantium.  Sori  oblong-linear,  nearly  terminal  and  marginal,  transverse.  Indusium  coriaceous,  reni- 

form, 2-valved,  opening  outwards  :  upper  valve  marginal,  patera-shaped ;  lower  nearly  flat. 2199.  Aspidtum.   Sori  roundish,  scattered.    Indusium  solitary,  orbicular,  peltate,  or  reniform. 
2200.  Woodsia.  Sori  dot-like,  scattered.  Indusium  membranous,  placed  under  the  sori,  somewhat  patera- shaped  and  ciliated. 
2201.  Cyathea.  Sori  globose,  scattered,  inserted  upon  an  elevated  receptacle,  which  arises  from  a  division  of 

the  vein.    Indusium  spherical,  opening  in  the  middle,  and  finally  becoming  patera-shaped. 2202.  Trichomanes.   Sori  marginal,  inserted  upon  a  long  setaceous  receptacle.  Indusium  erect,  campanulate. 
2203.  Hymenophyllum.   Sori  marginal,  inserted  upon  a  claviform  receptacle.    Indusium  erect,  2-valved. 

TbibeII.  OSMUNDACE2E. 
Thecce  without  a  ring,  netted,  pellucid,  with  radiating  strice  upon  their  top,  bursting  lengthwise  on  one  side. 

2204.  Todea.  Sori  oblong,  seated  upon  forked  veins  of  an  unchanged  frond.  Thecse  globose,  stalked,  netted, 
opening  from  their  base  as  nigh  as  a  pellucid  dorsal  projection.    Indusium  none. 

2205.  Osmunda.  Sori  nearly  globose,  alternately  arising  from  the  margin  of  a  frond,  which  becomes  changed 
into  a  panicle.  Thecse  globose,  stalked,  netted,  opening  from  their  base  as  high  as  a  pellucid  dorsal  projection. Indusium  none. 

2206.  Lygodium.  Thecse  oblong-ovate,  striated  at  the  end  in  a  radiate  manner,  seated  in  two  rows  upon 
1-sided  marginal  spikelets,  fixed  by  their  backs  and  opening  lengthwise  in  front.  Indusium  funnel-shaped, 
covering  up  each  capsule 2207.  Anemia.  Thecse  ovate,  striated  at  the  top  in  a  radiated  manner,  disposed  in  compound  unilateral 
spikes,  attached  by  the  base,  and  opening  lengthwise.   Indusium  none. 

Tbibe  III.  OPHIOGLOSSEJE. 
Thecce  l-celled,  adnate  at  base,  roundish,  coriaceous,  opaque,  without  a  ring,  not  vascular,  sometimes  fastened 

together,  hatf-bwalved. 
2208.  Botrychium.  Thecse  naked,  globose,  distinct,  attached  to  the  rachis  of  a  compound  spike,  half  2-valved, 

opening  nearly  at  one  side. 
2209.  Ophioglossum.  Thecse  naked,  connate  in  a  distichous  jointed  spike,  half  2-valved,  opening  at  the side 
2210.  Marattia.  Sori  oval,  somewhat  marginal.  Thecse  united  in  a  double  row,  opening  inwards  by  a  cleft 

Indusium  arched,  opening  lengthwise  above,  2-valved,  inclosing  on  each  side  a  row  of  thecse. 

POLYPODIACEJE. 

14442  Ster.  fronds  pinnat  Pinn.  ov.  lane,  ent  margin.  Fert  fr.  bipinn.  Pinna?  lin.  PinnuL  obi.  flatt.  runn.  together 
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by  Mr.  H.  Shepherd,  with  so  much  success,  that  his  method  has  been  made  the  subject  of  a  communication  to 
the  Horticultural  Society,  of  which  the  following  is  an  extract  "  Having  provided  a  common  garden-pot four  and  a  half  inches  in  depth,  and  three  and  a  half  wide,  let  the  bottom  part,  to  the  height  of  one  inch,  be 
filled  with  fragments  of  broken  pots,  by  way  of  drain.  Over  these  should  be  spread  a  stratum  of  such  soil  as 
is  commonly  used  for  potting  greenhouse  plants,  of  the  depth  of  two  inches ;  the  remaining  inch  and  half 
should  be  filled  with  brown  loamy  earth  sifted  through  a  hair-sieve,  the  surface  being  made  perfectly  smooth, and  on  this  the  seeds  are  to  be  scattered  as  evenly  as  possible.  Care  must  be  taken  that  the  wind  be  not  suf- 

fered to  Mow  the  seeds  away,  leaving  nothing  but  empty  capsules.  The  seeds  being  sown,  no  other  covering  is 
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216a  ACROSTICHUM.  L.  Acrostichum. 
14443  simplex  W. 14444  crinltum  W. 
14445  alcicorne  W 
14446  sorbifoluim  W. 
14447  aureum  L. 

simple  £  El  or  1  . 
hairy  £  E)  or  f  . 
Elk's-horn  £  iAI  cu  f  au. Sorbua-leaved  i  rAI  or  14  . 
golden  <C  IAI  or  4  au 

2170.  HEMIONITIS.  L.  Hemionitis. 
14448  palmata  X.  palmated         £  El  el 
2171.  GYMNOGRAM'MA.  Beso.  Gymnooramma. 

£  Elpr 
£  Elpr rAI  or 

£  El  el £  El  el 

14449  pedatum  Kaulf.  pedate 
14450  rufura  Desv.  rusty-haired 

Hemionitis  rdfa  W. 
14451  trifoliatum  Desv.  three-leaved 
14452  sulphureum  Desv.  sulphury 14453  tartareum  Desv.  whitened 

Hemionitis  dealbata  W. 
14454  calomelanos  Kaulf.  mealy Acrostichum  calomelanos  W. 
2172.  MENIS'CIUM.  Schreb.  Meniscium. 14455  reticulatum  Schr.    netted  £  E]  el 
2173.  XIPHOP'TERia  Kaulf.  Sword-Fern. 14456  serrulata  Kaulf.      serrulate         £  El  pr Grammitis  serrulata  W. 
2174.  CE'TERACH.  W.  Ceterach. 14457  oflScinarum  W.       common  £  A  n> 
2175.  POLYPCKDIUM.  L.  Polypody. 

5—12. 

..  Br ..  Br 
o  Br 
..  Br Br 

Sp.  1—5. 
f  jn.au  Br Sp.  6—26. 
i  jnjl  Br 

I  jn.au  Br 1  jl.au  Br 
1  jn.jl  Br 1  au  Br 

Jamaica   179a  D  l.p   Bot.  cab.  709 
W.  Indies  179a  D  Lp  Plum.  fiL  1 125 N.  S.  W.  18G8. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
W.  Indies  1815. 

R  s.p  Bot  reg.  262-3 D  l.p  Plum.  fil.  1. 117 
D  Lp  Plum.  fiL  1 104 

W.  Indies  1793.  D  Lp   Hook.  ex.  fl.  33 

N.Spain  1822. Jamaica  179a 
Jamaica  1810. 
Jamaica  1808. 
W.  Indies  1817. 

D  l.p  Sw.syn.fil.tl.f.3 
D  Lp  Schk.fil.  t.17.  21 
D  Lp  Plum.  fil.  1 144 D  Lp  Schku.  crypt  t4 

D  Lp 

£  El  el    1  jLau     Br     W.  Indies  1790.  D  s.p  W.  hort.  ber.  41 

14458  piloselloldes  W. 
14459  lycopodioldes  W. 
14460  phyllitidis  W. 
14461  Lin'gua  W. 14462  aureum  W. 
14463  vulgare  W. 

1?  cambricum 
14464  virginianum  W. 
14465  pectinStum  W. 
14466  asplenifolium  IV. 14467  incanum  W. 
14468  Phegopteris  W. 

Mouse-ear 
Club-moss 
Hart's-tongue 
tongue-leaved 
golden common 
Welsh 
Virginian comb-leaved 
Spleenwort-lvd. 
hoary 

Sun-fem 
14469  hexagonopterumW.  triangular 
14470  pruinatum  W. 14471  effusum  W. 
14472  Drydpteris  W. 14473  calcareum  W. 
14474  crassi folium  W. 

white-leaved 
spreading tender-branch, 
rigid-branched thick-leaved 

SwElor 
tElor tf  tAl  or 

£  lAJor j£  El  or 
i  A  of 
5  A  cu 
1  A  or £  El  or 
£  E  or k  A  or 
5  A  or k  A  or 
£  El  or 
£  El  or 
i  A  or 
6  A  or £  El  or 

Sp.  1—6. f  ap.my  Br 
Sp.  1—2. 

ijn.jl  Br 

Sp.  1—4. 
I  my.o  Br Sp.  27—160. i  au  Br 
1  jl  Br 2  jn.s  Br 1  my.jl  Br 3  mr.ap  Br 
1  my.o  Br 1  my.o 
1  jl 

14  jn.s 
2  jl 

Martinico  1793.  D  Lp  Plum.  fiL  1 110 

W.  Indies  1823.  D  Lp  Schku.  crypt  t.7 

Britain    cal.ro.  D  Lp   Eng.  bot.  1244 

*  1 

;  jnjl 

jl 

1  jn.s 
3  au.s 

Br 
Br 

Br 

Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 

W.  Indies  179a 
W.  Indies  1793. 
W.  Indies  1793. China  1817. 
W.  Indies  1742. 
Britain  sha.ba. 
Britain 
N.  Amer.  ... 
W.  Indies  1793. 
Martinico  1790. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 
Britain  moan. N.  Amer.  1811. Jamaica  1793. 
Jamaica  1769. 
Britain  moi.pl. 
Britain  cal.ro. 
W.  Indies  182-3. 

D  Lp D  Lp 

Sks.p D  Lp 

Sk  s.p D  Lp 
D  Lp D  Lp 

Sk  s.p Sks.p D  l.p D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 

Sk  s.p D  Lp 
D  Lp 
L>  l.p 

Plum.  fil.  1 118 Schk.  fiL  t.  8.  c.p 
Plum.  fil.  1. 130 
Thunbaap.  1 38 Plum.  ffl.  t.  76 
Eng.  bot.  1149 Bolt  fil.  t2.  f.5.a Plum.  fil.  t77 
Bot  cab.  748 
Plum.fil.tl02.  A 
Schk.  fil.  1 11.  b 
Eng.  bot.  2224 Pluk.al.  t284.£2 

Slo.jam.l.t57.£3 
Eng.  bot  616 Eng.  bot  1525 Plum.  fil.  t.  123 
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required  than  a  bell-glass,  which  should  just  fit  within  the  rim  of  the  pot,  so  as  to  exclude  all  air.  The  pot  is 
then  to  be  kept  in  a  pan  always  half  full  of  water,  and  set  in  a  shady  part  of  the  stove  or  hot-house,  being 
always  regularly  watered  as  above  directed.  When  the  young  plants  have  acquired  their  second  leaf,  it  is 
proper  to  give  them  a  little  air,  by  placing  a  small  piece  of  wood  under  the  edge  of  the  glass,  at  one  side.  In  a 
short  time  afterwards  the  glass  may  entirely  be  removed." The  vegetation  of  ferns  appears  to  be  less  tardy  than  botanists  have  supposed.  Specimens  of  Gymnogramma 
tartareum  having  been  brought  from  Jamaica  to  Liverpool,  on  the  tenth  of  July  1817,  a  few  seeds  were  brushed 
off  them  and  sown  immediately.  Several  plants  thus  obtained  perfected  seeds  by  the  fifth  of  August  1818, 
which  being  committed  to  the  earth,  had  produced  young  plants,  covering  the  surface  like  a  fine  moss,  by  the 
eighth  of  September  following.  Specimens  of  Pteris  cretica.and  another  marked  Pteris  acrostichoides,  from  Wil- 

liam Jackson  Hooker,  Esq.,  afforded  seeds  which  have  vegetated  and  produced  very  fine  plants  of  both  species. 
Dr.  William  Carey  sent  from  Serampore  specimens  of  PoWpodium  giganteum,  and  what  appears  to  be  a  new 
Siplazium.  These  reached  Liverpool,  July  the  tenth  1818 ;  their  seeds  being  immediately  sown,  had  produced 
young  plants  by  the  eighth  of  September.  A  small  fern  from  Sicily,  with  several  others  of  this  tribe,  collected 
in  the  Brazils  by  William  Swainson,  Jun.,  Esq.,  afforded  ripe  seeds,  which  beyuisown  in  the  spring  of  1818,  had 
partly  vegetated,  and  in  September  had  produced  Polypodum  decumanum,^P^ell  as  Gymnogramma  calome- 

lanos. Mr.  Shepherd  obtained  two  plants  of  the  latter  from  seeds  brushed  from  the  specimens  in  the  Herba- 
rium of  Dr.  John  Reinhold  Forster,  now  belonging  to  the  botanic  garden  at  Liverpool,  and  perhaps  fifty  years 

old.  He  made  the  experiments  on  other  ferns  in  that  collection,  but  without  success,  which,  indeed,  is  not wonderfuL 
The  seeds  of  this  order  of  plants  are  of  course  liable  to  damage  from  damp  or  other  accidents,  like  those  of 

plants  in  generaL   It  seems,  moreover,  that  they  are  very  soon  shed  by  the  bursting  of  their  capsules,  so  that 
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14443  Fronds  lanceolate  tapered  each  way  smooth :  fertile  linear  lanceolate,  Stalks  very  short  naked 
14444  Fronds  elliptical  obtuse  at  each  end  hairy  villous  at  the  edges,  Stalk  villous 
14445  Ster.  fronds  renif.  somew.  lobed  entire  horizontal :  fert  erect  palmate  dichotom.  bearing  fr.  on  lane.  segm. 
14446  Fronds  pinnated :  pinn.  lane,  acumin.  serr.  cuneateat  base,  Fert.  pinn. :  pinn.  linear  entire,  Stem  climbing 
14447  Fronds  pinnated :  pinn.  altera,  obi.  lanceolate  ent.  cuneate  and  equal  at  base,  all  acum. :  the  upper  fertile 

14448  Fronds  cordate  5-lobed  toothed  ciliated,  Stalk  long 

14449  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  pinnatifid  acuminate  hairy 
14450  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  oblong  acutish  subcordate  subserrate  on  each  side  as  well  as  the  stalk  hairy 
14451  Fronds  pinn  J^t  pinnae  ternate  in  pairs  and  solitary  stalked  lin.  crenul. ;  fertile  yellow  with  meal  beneath 
14452  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnulse  pinnatifid  j  segm.  cuneate  truncate  at  end  toot  1 1  letted  yell,  with  meal  beneath 14453  Fronds  bipinnate :  upper  pinn.  confluent  obi.  obt  serrul. ;  lower  somew.  pinnatif.  white  with  meal  beneath 
14454  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinn.  lane,  white  with  meal  beneath ;  lower  pinnatifid  auricled  at  base,  upper  confluent 

14455  Fronds  pinn. :  pinn.  lane  acuminate  cuneate  at  base  all  repand :  lower  opposite,  Stem  none 

14456  Fronds  linear  toothed  when  fructifying  entire  at  the  end,  Stem  filiform  ascending  simple 

14457  Fronds  pinnatifid :  segm.  oblong  obtuse  chaffy  with  entire  paleae  beneath 

14458  Fronds  hairy :  sterile  oblong  ovate  entire ;  fertile  lanceolate,  Sori  sol  i  t.  Stem  filiform  rooting  chaffy 
14459  Fronds  lanceolate  entire  smooth,  Sori  solitary,  Stem  filiform  creeping  with  bristly  paleae 
14460  Fronds  lanceolate  margined  acute  tapered  at  base  smooth,  Sori  in  two  rows 
14461  Fronds  oblong  obtuse  entire  smooth  above  rusty  with  down  beneath,  Sori  contiguous  copious 
14463  Fronds  deeply  pinnatifid  glaucous :  segm.  lane,  acuminate  entire,  Lower  sori  scattered ;  upper  solitary 
14463  Fronds  deeply  pinnatifid  :  segm.  lin.  lane,  blunt  crenul.  contig. :  upper  smaller  by  degrees,  Sori  solitary 
14464  Fronds  deeply  pinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  blunt  entire  contig. ;  upp.  smaller  by  degrees,  Sori  solit.  Stalk  naked 
14465  Fronds  deeply  pinnatifid :  segm.  lane,  acute  entire  parallel  smooth  j  upper  and  lower  smallest,  Sori  solitary 
14466  Fronds  pinnatifid  hairy:  segments  half  ovate  blunt,  Sori  solitary 
14467  Fronds  deeply  pinnatifid :  segm.  altera,  lin.  ent  obt ;  upper  smaller  by  degrees  ben.  as  well  as  stalk  chaffy 
14468  Fronds  bipinnatif. :  2  lower  pinnae  defl. ;  segm.  lin.-lanc.  blunt  ent.  ciliat  Veins  hairy,  Sori  solit  marginal 
14469  Fronds  downy  and  ciliated  bipinnatifid,  Membranes  connecting  the  opposite  pinna;  oblong  hexagonal 
14470  Fronds  4-pinn.  Branches  and  branchlets  lane.  Pinnae  lane,  pinnatifid,  Segm.  ovate  acute  glaucous  beneath 
14471  Fronds  3-pinn. :  pinnulae  pinnatif. ;  segm.  lin.  serrat  acute,  Rachis  edged  naked,  Sori  solit.  Stalk  smooth 
14472  Fronds  ternate  bipinnate  spreading  deflexed :  segments  blunt  nearly  entire,  Sori  marginal,  Root  filiform 
14473  Fronds  ternate  bipinnate  straight  rigid :  segments  bluntish  nearly  entire,  Sori  marginal  confluent 
14474  Fronds  oblong  smooth  entire  margined  acute  at  each  end,  Sori  in  rows 

they  are  more  likely  to  be  found  in  such  specimens  as  are  just  beginning  to  turn  brown  in  their  fructification, than  in  others  more  advanced. 
2169.  Acrostichum.  Said  to  be  formed  from  the  words  tue^os  rix<x,  the  commencement  of  a  verse,  and  to have  been  so  called  because  the  reverse  of  their  leaves  indicates  traces  of  lines,  resembling  the  beginning  of 

lines  of  poetry.  These  are  fine,  chiefly  tropical,  ferns,  one  of  which,  A.  aureum,  sometimes  grows  to  the height  of  five  or  six  feet 
2170.  Hemionilis.  Said  by  Dioscorides  to  be  so  called  from  the  resemblance  of  its  nature  to  that  of  a  mule, 

ifuevof ;  it  was  always  considered  sterile,  bearing  neither  flowers  nor  fruit 
2171.  Gymnogramma.  Named  by  Desvaux  from  -/»{,-,  naked,  and  yqocft/xa,,  writing,  in  allusion  to  the disposition  of  the  naked  sori  upon  the  forked  veins  of  the  frond,  whence  they  seem  to  resemble  Roman  letters. 

The  species  have  been  Separated  from  Hemionitis  and  Acrostichum. 
2172.  Meniscium.  From  /*»inj,  the  moon ;  the  sori  are  crescent-shaped.  These  ferns  are  remarkable  for  the 

arrangement  of  their  veins.  The  little  veins  which  unite  the  transverse  veins  of  the  sterile  frond  are  usually 
at  right  angles,  and  generally  united  with  each  other  by  a  little  branch  which  sets  off  from  one  or  other  of 
their  angles.    In  the  fertile  fronds  the  veins  on  which  the  sori  are  placed  are  either  curved  or  straight. 

2173.  Xiphopteris.  Divided  from  Grammitis  by  Kaulfuss,  who  seems  to  have  named  it  from  a  sword, 
and  «rre;u£,  a  fern,  on  account  of  the  sword-like  form  of  their  fronds. 

2174.  Ceterach.  The  name  employed  by  the  Arabian  and  Persian  physicians  for  this  plant  was  Chetherak. 
(Gazoph.  Ling.  Pers.  p.  S77.)  They  employed  the  plant  in  obstructions  of  the  viscera,  for  the  jaundice,  and for  disorders  of  the  spleen. 

2175.  Poly  podium.  From  ■rtXui,  many,  and  *«s  xi&te,  a  foot,  on  account  of  the  multitude  of  the  roots  which 
form  close  entangled  patches.    Many  or  the  species  of  this  genus  are  noble  plants.   They  are  mostly  epiphytic 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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14475  dccumSnum  IV. 
14476  fraxinifolium  W. 
14477  lanceolatum  W. 
14478  phvmatodes  W. 
14479  quercifolium  IV. 
14480  repens  W. 
14481  serpens  IV. 14482  tteniosum  W. 
14483  pertusum 14484  crenatum  W. 
2176.  T-K'NITIS.  Sun.  Tjsnitis. 14485  lanceolata  Kauff.  lanceolate 
2177.  NOTHOCHLiE'NA.  R.  Br. 14486  lanuginosa  Desv.  woolly 

Acrostichum  vel'leum  W. 
2178.  ONOCLE'A.  L: 14487  sensibUis  W, 

14488  obtusilobata  Schk. 

tall                a  [23  el  5  au  Br 
ash-leaved       £  [ZD  el  2  au  Br 
lanceolate       £  [2X1  or  1  au  Br 
red                £  [21]  or  $  jn.au  Br 
oak-leaved      ]£  (23  or  11  s  Br 
creeping         ̂   (23  pr  2  my.jn  Br 
gliding           ft,  (ZS  pr  i  my.jn  Br 
jointed            tLWf>*  2  my.jn  Br bored                 (23  pr  J  ja.d  Br 
crenate          j£  (Z3  pr  1J  au  Br 

Sp.  1—5. JWlZSpr  1  au  Br 
NOTHC* HL£NA.      5;).  1 — Id 

■f  i  Al  or  {  au.s  Br 

Brazil  1818. 
Caraccas  1817. 
W.  Indies  1812. 
E.  Indies  1823. E.  Indies  1824. 
W.  Indies  1810. 
W.  Indies  1816. 
S.  Amer.  1815. 
China  1821. 
Jamaica  1823. 

D  Lp 

D  l.p  Jacq.  ic.  1 639 
D  Lp  Plum.  til.  1 137 

Plu.  phyt404.f.5 
Rumph.  6.  t.  36 Plum,  fil  1 134 
Plum,  fil  121 

D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 

Hook,  ex.fi.  162 

W.  Indies  18ia  D  l.p  Hum.  fiL  1. 132 

Madeira  177a  R  s.p  Desf.  atL2. t 256 

Sp.  2. A  or    1}  au A  or    1  jl 
2179.  STRUTHIOPTERIS.  W.   Struthiopteri3.      Sp.  2. 
14489  germanica  W.        Russian  4  A  w    2  jl.au  Br 
14490  pensylvanica  IV.      Onoclea-like    5  A  or    2  au  Br 

Virginia   1799.  D  Lp 
N.  Amer.  1812.  D  Lp 

Europe    1760.  D  Lp N.  Amer.  1812.  D  Lp 

Schk.  til.  t 102 
Schk.  fil.  1. 103 

Schk.  fil.  1 105 
Schk.  fiL  t  111 

218a  ALLOSCRUS.  Bernh.  Allosobus. 
14491  crispus  Bernh.        curled  ^  A  ™ 

Fteris  crispa  L. 
2181.  ELLOBOCAR'PUS.  Kaulf.  Pod-Fern. 

So.  1. 

i  jl.au 

Br     Britain    sto.  hi.  D  Lp   Eng.  bot  1160 

14492  oleraceus  Kaulf.  eatable 
2182.  LOMA'RIA.  W.  Lomaria. 

14493  longifolia  Kaulf.  long-leaved 
2183.  BLECH'NUM.  L.  Blechnum. 14494  boreale  IV.  northern 

14495  australe  W.  Cape 
14496  occidentale  IV.  American 

f  fAI  or 

SUE)  or 
k.  Apr £  iAJ  pr 

Elpr 2184.  WOODWAR'DIA.  Sm.  Woodwardia. 14497  radicans  W.  rooting-leaved      i  Al  or 
14498  virginica  Ph.         Virginian        3t  A  or 
2185.  DOCDIA.  R.Br.  Doodia. 

14499  aspera  R.  Br.         rough-stalked       i  Al  pr 
218a  ASPLE'NITJM.  L.  Spleenwort. 14500  fontanum  R.  Br.     smooth  rock  ik  A  el 

Aspidium fontdnum  KB. 14501  Fitix-foyminaii.fr.  female  »  A  » 
14502  Adiantum-nlgrum  W.  black  J  AP' 
14503  mont&num  IV.        mountain  ^  A  pr 
14504  lanceolatum  W.      lanceolate  jfe  A  pr 
14505  rragrans  W.  fragrant  jj  rAl  el 
14506  Ruta-muraria  W.    Wall-rue  iA» 

Sp.  1—2. 1J  au  Br 
Sp.  1—20. 2  jn.jl  Br 

Sp.  3- 

|  m 

Br 
Br 

mr.s  Br 

Tranqueb.1818.  D  Lp 

W.  Indies  1810.  D  Lp 

Britain     hea.  D  Lp 
C.  G.  H.   1691.  R  s.p 
S.  Amer.  1777.  R  s.p 

Plu.alm.t215.£3 

Pl.fil.t.in.dftrfr 

Eng.  bot.  1159 Schk.  fil.  tllO.b 
Jac.  ic.  3.  t.  644 

Sp.2— 7. ljs  Br 1  au.s  Br 

Sp.  1—3. f  mr.s  Br 
Sp.  27—117. 

f  jn.au  Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 

2  jn.s 1  ap.o 

a  jn.o 

Madeira  1779.  R  s.p  Schk.  fiL  t  112 
N.  Amer.  1774  D  Lp  Plu.alm.tl79.C2 

N.  &  W.  1808.  R  s.p 

England  w.&r.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot  2024 
Britain  w. sh.pl.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot.  1459 
Britain   sha.pL  D  l.p  Eng.  bot  1950 N.  Amer.  1812.  D  Lp 
England  rocks.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot  240 
Jamaica  1793.  D  Lp  Plu.alm.t.282.f.l 
Britain    sh.roc.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot.  150 

14481 14491 
14485 14486  14487 14493 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
upon  trees.   Poly  podium  vulgare  is  sometimes  burnt  for  the  sake  of  its  ashes,  which  contain  a  large  proportion 
of  carbonate  of  potash,  which  is  employed  in  the  fusion  of  flint  for  some  kinds  of  glass-ware. 

2176.  Tcenitis.   From  the  resemblance  of  the  interrupted  line  of  sori  to  the  tenia  or  tape-worm. 2177.  NothocnUena.  From  t»&cf,  spurious,  and  x 'c<;a,  a  cloak.  So  called  because  the  sori  are  not  enclosed 
in  a  genuine  indusium,  but  are  frequently  covered  over  by  the  pales  of  the  frond.  A  genus  extracted  by  Mr. Robert  Brown  from  the  ancient  Acrostichum. 

2178.  Onoclea.  A  name  given  by  Dioscorides,  Pliny,  and  Galen,  to  a  Boragineous  plant,  and  strangely  applied 
by  the  moderns  to  a  genus  of  ferns.  O.  sensibilis  has  been  so  called  from  the  delicacy  of  its  frond,  which  is  so 
impatient  of  injury  as  to  perish  with  almost  the  least  violence. 

2179.  Strvthiopteris.  Named  from  *7{ou&««,  an  ostrich,  and  *n$n,  a  fern,  on  account  of  the  similarity between  its  fine  fronds  and  the  feathers  of  an  ostrich.    A  genus  divided  from  Osmunda  by  Willdenow. 
2180.  AUosorus.  From  aXXof,  various,  and  sorus  ;  a  name  contrived  by  Bernhardi,  in  a  paper  printed  in  Schrader's Journal,  we  presume  in  allusion  to  the  different  states  of  the  sori  at  different  periods.  A  curious  little  rock  plant 
2181.  EUobocarpui.  Named  by  Kaulfuss,  from  tXXefiet,  enclosed  in  a  pod,  and  xct^ret,  fruit,  in  allusion  to the  pod-like  form  of  the  divisons  of  the  fronds  on  which  the  sori  are  placed. 
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14475  Fronds  deeply  pinnatifid  glaucous  :  segments  lanceolate  acuminate  repand  ferrate,  Sori  in  rows 
14476  Fronds  pinnate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  acuminate  repand  wavy  distant 
14477  Fronds  lanceolate  entire  smooth  or  somewhat  scaly  rigid  erect,  Sori  solitary 
14478  Fronds  simple  3-lobed  and  pinnatifid :  segments  lanceolate  acuminate  opposite,  Sori  scattered  immersed 
14479  Sterile  fronds  sessile  ovate  sinuated :  fertile  pinnatifid;  segments  lanceolate 
14480  Fronds  on  a  creeping  stem  lanceolate  acuminate  entire  sublucid  with  flexuous  veins,  Sori  scattered 
14481  Sterile  fronds  oblong  entire :  fertile  linear  lanceolate  repand,  Sori  solitary,  Stem  paleaceous  rooting 
14482  Fronds  linear  lanceolate  much  tapered  at  the  base  somewhat  repand  quite  smooth,  Sori  scattered 
14483  Ster.  fronds  obi.  lane,  taper,  at  base :  fert.  lin.-lanc.  bear,  sori  on  upp.  half,  Sori  oval  immers.  in  dense  wool 
14484  Fronds  pinnate,  Finn,  somewhat  stalked  oblong  acuminate  coarsely  and  bluntly  serrated,  Sori  in  rows 

14485  Fronds  simple  lanceolate  acute  at  each  end  nearly  entire  fructifying  at  end 

14486  Fronds  bipinnate  woolly :  pinnules  elliptical  obtuse  covered  all  over  with  long  wool 

14487  Pinnae  lanceolate  acute  cut  toothed :  pinnules  and  rachis  smooth 
14488  Pinna?  pinnatifid  with  rounded  lobes  :  pinnules  villous,  Rachis  scaly 

14489  Sterile  fronds  bipinnatifid :  segments  entire  acute  equal 
14490  Sterile  fronds  bipinnatifid :  segments  entire  obtuse ;  lower  long  acute 

14491  Fronds  supradecompound,  Pinna*  alternate  roundish  cut 

14492  Alternate  pinna?  pinnulate  on  the  upper-side  linear  :  lower  2-parted 

14493  Sterile  pinnae  long-lanceolate  acuminate  cuneate  at  base  repand-toothed :  fertile  linear 

14494  Fronds  pinnated  smooth,  Pinna?  linear  bluntish  entire  nearly  equal  at  base 
14495  Fronds  pinnated,  Pinna?  linear-lanceolate  mucronate  auricled  at  base  scabrous  at  edge 
14496  Fronds  pinnated,  Lower  pinna?  opposite  lanceolate  entire  subcordate  at  base :  upper  alternate  united 

14497  Fronds  pinnate-pinnatifid  :  segments  lanceolate  acuminate  somewhat  repand  finely  serrulate 
14498  Fronds  very  smooth  pinnate,  Pinnae  sessile  lanceolate  pinnatifid,  Segments  oblong  blunt  crenulate 

14499  Fronds  lanceolate  pinnatifid  :  segm.  linear  ensiform  acuminate  spinulose,  Sori  lanceolate  in  two  rows 

14500  Fronds  pinn. :  pinna?  cordate  pinnatifid  j  segm.  ovate  rather  acute,  lower  and  terminal  usually  3-lobed 
14501  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  obi.  lane,  cut  serrated :  serratures  2  or  3-toothed  nearly  acute,  Sori  obi.  straight 
14502  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinna  obi.  lane,  acute ;  pinnules  oblong  pinnatifid  cut,  Sori  becoming  confluent 
14503  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  pinnatifid ;  segments  3  or  2-toothed 
14504  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  obovate  blunt  cuneate  at  base  acutely  toothed  at  end,  Sori  becoming  confluent 14505  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  oblong  acute  at  each  end  serrated  at  end  :  upper  confluent 
14506  Fronds  alternately  decompound  :  pinna?  rhomboid  cuneiform  spreading  bitten  at  end 

2182.  Lomarta.  From  Xaua,  an  edge,  on  account  of  the  marginal  position  of  the  indusia.  These  are  fine 
plants,  resembling  Acrostichum  in  habit. 

2183.  Blechnum.  One  of  the  Greek  names  of  the  fern  was  p\tx"»-  Athenasus  writes  it  0Xkx»m>  and  derives it  from        powerless,  insipid. 
2184.  Wooduiardia.  Named  by  Sir  James  Smith,  after  his  friend  Thomas  Jenkinson  Woodward,  Esq.,  a  good 

practical  English  botanist  One  of  the  species  produces  little  hairy  bulbs  at  the  axilla?  of  the  leaves,  which 
either  fall  off  and  strike  root  in  the  ground,  or  vegetate  while  attached  to  the  parent  plant  This  property  is common  to  many  other  ferns,  and  in  one  instance,  the  young  plants  so  produced  have  been  mistaken  in  Pteris cornuta  for  parasites  by  an  acute  cryptogamic  botanist. 

2185.  Doodia.  So  called  in  honor  of  Samuel  Doody,  a  London  apothecary,  who  was  almost  the  first  investi- 
gator of  British  cryptogamic  plants.    Small  rough-leaved  ferns  of  rigid  texture. 

2186.  Asplenium.  From  «,  privative,  and  «tA»jv,  the  spleen.  This  plant  was  formerly  held  to  be  a 
sovereign  remedy  for  all  diseases  of  this  organ,  and  to  be  so  powerful  as  even  to  destroy  it  if  employed  in excess.  ' 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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14507  praem6rsum  W. 14508  striatum  W. 
14509  rhiz6phorum  W. 14510  vlride  W. 
14511  melanocaulon  PA, 
14512  Trich6manes  W. 
14513  alternifolium  Sm. 
14514  ebeneum  PA. 
14515  monanthemum  W.  one- flowered 14516  Nidus  W. 
14517  mar  ilium  W. 
14518  angustifolium  W. 
14519  septentrionale  W. 
14520  rhizoph^llum  W. 14521  serratum  W. 
14522  bisectum  Swz. 
14523  pumilum  W. 14524  zamixfolium  W. 
14525  acutum  W. 
14526  palmatum  W. 

snip-leaved  £  (Z3  el striated  ]£  E3  pr 
root-bearing  j£  (23  pr 
green  Je  A  pr 
black-stalked        A  I>r Maiden-hair  ^  A  I" 
altem'ate-leav'dCfc  A  cu ebony-stalked  ^  A  or one- flowered  £  iAJ  cu 
Bird's  Nest  £  LZ3  el sea  A  or 
narrow-leaved      A  el 
forked  ^  A  or 
rooting-leaved  ^  A  cu saw-leaved  £  (23  pr 

split  £  (23  or  lj"  au pygmy  j£  LSI  pr     4  jn.jl Zamia-leaved  j£  El  cu 
acute  j£  tAI  or 
palmate  j£  lAJ  or 

f  au 

1  jn.au 1  au 

IJn.s 
i  ji 
i  my.o 
i  jn.o 

f 1  ii 
2  au 

i  jn.o 

1  jn.jl 

j  jn.o 

2187.  ALLANTCDIA.  P.  Pr.  Allantodia. 

curled-leaved 
wave-leaved 
clustered branching 

14527  axillaris  Kaulf.  axillary 14528  umbrosa  R.  Br.  Madeira 
Polypodium  umbrdsum  H.  K. 

2188.  SCOLOPEN'DRIUM.  Smith. 14529  officinarum  Swz.  common 
/3  crispum 

runduldtum 
multtfidum £  ramosum 

2189.  DIPLA'ZIUM.  te.  Diplazium. 
14530  grandifolium  W.  large-leaved 14531  auriculatum  Kaulf.  auricled 
2190.  PTE'RIS.  L. 14532  longifolia  W. 

14533  grandifolia  W. 14534  serrulate  W. 
14535  atropurpftrea  W. 
14536  argfita  W. 14537  aculeate  W. 
14538  esculenta  Swz. 
14539  caudate  W. 

H  iAI  or 
£  lAJor 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
1  j  jn.s  Br 2  ap.my  Br 
§  au.8  Br 
Sp.2— 3. 2  jn.s  Br 4  jn.s 

Jamaica  1793.  • W.  Indies  1793. 
Jamaica  1793. 
Britain  al.roc. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
Britain  sh.roc. 
Scotland N.  Amer.  1779. 
C.  G.  H.  1790. E.  Indies  1820. 
Britain  rocks. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Britain  rocks. 
N.  Amer.  1680. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
Jamaica  1821. 
W.  Indies  182a 
Caraccas  1820. 
Teneriffe  1818. 
S.  Europe  1816. 

R  s.p 
R  s.p D  l.p 
D  l.p 
D  l.p 
D  l.p D  l.p 
D  l.p D  l.p 
D  l.p 
R  s.p 
D  l.p D  l.p D  l.p 
D  l.p 

E!:pP 

D  l.p 
D  l.p 
D  l.p 

Plu.alm.t7S.f.5 Plum.ffl.tl8, 19 
SLja.I.t29,30.f.l 
Eng.  bot  2257 
Eng.  bot  576 
Eng.  bot  2258 Schk.  fiL  1 73 
Smith  ined.  1 73 
Breyn.  cent  t99 
Eng.  bot  392 Schk.fil.  t.  67.69 
Eng.  bot.  1017 Pluk.al.  t.l05.f.3 
Schk.  fil.  1 64 
Plum.  fiL  t6&  A. 

Bot.  cab.  868 

Br Hart's  Tongue.  Sp.  1. 
J?  A  cu  lijl.au £  A  cu  11  jl.au 
£  A  CU  I  ijl.au £  A  cu  11  jLau 
£  A  cu  ljjl.au 

£  (23or 
I  dor 

Sp.  2—13. 2  au  Br 
10  au  Br 

Sp.  15—37. 
Br 

Madeira   1779.  D  l.p 
Madeira  1779.  D  l.p  Schk.  fiL  1 61 

Britain  m.s.pL  D  l.p  Eng.  bot  1150 Britain  ...  D  l.p 
Britain  ...  D  Lp  Plu.phyt248.  f.l Britain  ...  D  Lp 
Britain  ...  D  Lp  Plu.phyt.248.  f.l 
Jamaica  1793.  D  l.p 
Caraccas  1820.  D  l.p 

Brake. 
long-leaved      £  (23  or 
large-leaved     £  (23  or various-leaved  £  (23  pr 
purple  ^  A  pr sharp-notched  £  lAJ  el 
prickly-stemm.  ?  L"Z)  or  10  au.s 

2  jfi 2  au 

1|  au.s 

|  au.s 

esculent American 
common 
pedated Candian 
hastate 
palmate 
pedate Plumier's 

)C  iAI  or 
i  Apr 
3t  A  or £  (23  pr 
£  iAI  cu 
£  lAJor 
£  LZ3or 
i  A  or £  rz3  or 

14540  aquilina  W. 
14541  podophylla  W. 14542  cretica  W. 
14543  hastfita  W. 
14544  palmate  W. 
14545  pedata  W. 14546  Plumieri  Link. 
2191.  VITTA'RIA.  Sm.  Vittaria. 14547  lineSte  W.  linear-leaved 
2192.  LONCHI'TIS  L.  Lonchitis. 14548  hirsute  W.  hairy 
2193.  ANTRCPHYUM.  Kaulf.  Antrophsum. 

14549  lanceolatum  Kaulf.  spear-leaved     £  (23  or Hemionttis  lanceoldta  L. 

£  123  cu 
£  (23  pr 

Br 

Br 

Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

-10. 

Br 

Sp.  1—5. jn.s  Br 
Sp.  1—8. fjl.s  Br 

3  au.s 
2  s.d 
3  jl.au 
lijn.jl 1  jl.au 2  jLs 

f  jn.au i  jl.au 

I  jl 

Sp.  1- 

W.  Indies  1770. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
India  1770. 
N.  Amer.  1770. 
Madeira  1778. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
N.  S.  W.  1815. N.  Amer.  1777. 
Britain  hea.w. 
Jamaica  1793. 
Candia  1820. 
C.  G.  H.  1823. Caraccas  1821. 
Virginia  1820. &  Amer.  1818. 

Sk  s.p 
Sk  s.p 
Sk  s.p 
D  Lp 
D  l.p D  lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 

America  1793.  D  Lp 

W.  Indies  1793.  D  Lp 
W.  Indies  1793.  D  Lp 

J.sch.3.t. 399,400 
Schk.  fiL  t.  89 
Schk.  fil.  t  91 
Schk.  fil.  1. 101 Plu.alm.t.290.f.2 
Plum.fiLt5.etll 
La.n.hol.2.  t244 
Jac.  ie.  3.  t.  645 
Eng.  bot.  1679 Brow.  jam.  89.t.l Schku.crypt.t90 
PL  phytt403.f.5 
Plum.  fiL  1 152 

Schk.  fiL  tlOLb. 
Schk.  fil.  1 86 

Schk.  fiL  t  6 

14528 14517 
14529 14513 

14515 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2187.  Allantodia.  So  named  from  cOJmtds,  a  sausage,  or  sort  of  small  pudding,  to  which  the  cylindrical arched  indusia  bear  considerable  resemblance. 
2188.  Scolopendrium.  On  the  lower  surface  of  the  fronds  of  this  plant  are  to  be  seen  little  marks  which 

bear  a  likeness  to  the  insect  called  Scolopendra.  It  is  probable  that  the  supposed  varieties  of  this  plant  are distinct  species.   One  of  them  has  been  ascertained  not  to  alter  in  being  raised  from  seed. 
2189.  Diplazium.  From  $itr\a<ris,  double;  the  indusia  are  double.  Handsome  ferns  of  large  size;  one forms  a  small  tree. 
2190.  Pteris.  The  Greeks  called  ferns  in  general  by  this  name,  because  they  generally  resemble  plumes, 

trre{v{,  in  their  light  and  divided  appearance.  Pteris  aquilina  is  the  common  brake,  well  known  as  an  excellent 
covert  for  game,  and  for  serving  for  many  household  purposes  in  the  north  of  England.   It  is  used  as  litter  for 
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14507  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  cuneate  ovate  acute  deeply  pinnatifid ;  segments  lane,  cuneate  unequally  toothed 
11508  Fronds  pinnated :  pinna?  stalked  oblong  acuminate  pinnatif. ;  segm. -obi.  obt  sharply  serrat  Sori  parallel 14509  Fronds  pinnated :  pinna;  ovate  repand  somew.  auricled  j  term,  remote  small  entire,  Fronds  rooting  at  end 
14510  Fronds  pinnated:  pinnae  alternate  elliptical  roundish  crenate,  Rachis  flattened  beneath 
14511  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  roundish  blunt  crenated  cuneate  at  base,  Stalk  discolored 
14512  Fronds  pinnated:  pinnae  ovate-roundish  crenate,  Rachis  shining  keeled  beneath 
14513  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  alternate  cuneiform  erect  eroded  at  end 
14514  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  sessile  lanceolate  serrulate  cordate  at  base  auricled  upwards 
14515  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  lanceolate  blunt  equally  and  bluntly  serrated,  Sorus  one  on  each  pinna 
14516  Fronds  broad-lanceolate  subsessile,  Sori  very  near  parallel  contiguous  to  the  midrib 
14517  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  ovate  obhque  serrated  obtuse  unequal  at  base  cuneate 
14518  Fronds  pinnat. :  pinnae  altern. ;  upp.  usually  opp.  lin.-lanc.  subrepand  truncat.  at  base  above  rounded  below 
14519  Fronds  pinnated  trifid :  pinnae  alternate  linear  torn  at  end 
14520  Fronds  lanceoL  stalked  rather  crenate  auricled  cordate  at  base  at  the  end  very  long  linear-iiliform  rooting 
14521  Fronds  lanceolate  on  short  stalks  acuminate  serrated  tapered  at  base  and  entire,  Sori  contiguous  parallel 
14522  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  lanceolate  taper-pointed  at  end  pinnatifid ;  segments  bifid,  Stalk  shining  glabrous 
14523  Fronds  ternate :  middle  leaflet  pinnatifid ;  lateral  3-parted  toothed 
14524  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  obi.  lanceolate  acuminate  coriaceous  serrated  at  end  tapered  at  base,  Stalk  chaffy 
14525  Fronds  3  pinnated :  pinnae  oblong  lanceolate  with  very  long  points,  Sori  becoming  confluent 
14526  Frond  5-lobed  cordate,  Three  middle  lobes  acuminate 

14527  Fronds  bipinnate  :  pinnules  oblong  pinnatifid  j  segments  lanceolate  finely  bidentate,  Sorus  soli t.  at  base 
14528  Fronds  3-pinnate :  pinnules  lanceolate  decurrent  cut  serrated,  Sori  contiguous  finally  becoming  confluent 

14529  Frond  simple  cordate-Ungulate  smooth  beneath 

14530  Fronds  pinnat. :  pinnae  lane,  serrat.  at  end  truncate  at  base  above  rounded  and  somew.  wedge-shaped  below 
14531  Fronds  pinnat. :  pinnae  lane,  coarsely  toothed ;  teeth  rounded  serrated  at  end  tapered  and  finely  toothed 

14532  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  linear  auricled  cordate  at  base  serrulate,  Stalk  and  rachis  paleaceous  hairy 
14533  Fronds  pinnated :  pinna?  oblong  lanceoL  on  short  stalks  entire  cuneate  at  base,  Stalk  and  rachis  smooth 
14534  Fronds  pinnated :  pinnae  lin.  decurrent  j  lower  3-parted,  Sterile  acutely  serrated :  fertile  ent  serrul.  at  end 
14535  Fronds  decompound :  lower  bipinnate ;  pinnules  lanceol.  retuse  at  base,  terminal  longer,  Stalk  pubescent 
14556  Fronds  bipinnatifid,  Lower  branches  twin  2-partite  below,  Pinnules  lanceolate  subfalcate  sharply  serrated 
14537  Fronds  supradecompound :  pinnae  broad-lanceolate  pinnatifid,  Stem  and  branches  prickly 
14538  Fronds  tripinnate :  pinnules  linear  decurrent  downy  beneath  ;  those  at  the  end  longest,  Rachis  smooth 
14539  Frond  3-parted,  Branches  bipinnate,  Pinnules  linear  elongated  blunt  entire :  lower  bipinnatifid 
14540  Frond  3-parted,  Branches  bipinn.  Pinnules  lin.  lane. :  upper  undivided ;  lower  pinnatif.  Segm.  obi.  blunt 
14511  Frond  pedate,  Branches  pinnate,  Pinnules  obi.  lanceolate  acumin.  pinnatifid,  Segm.  oblong  acute  serrated 
14542  Fronds  pinnat.  :  pinnae  lane  acum.  on  short  stalks  tapered  and  serrated  at  base ;  lowest  2-parted  or  ternate 
14543  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  somew.  stalked  ovate-lanc.  blunt  crenulate;  lower  hastate  3-lobed,  Stalk  smooth 
14544  Fronds  deeply  5Jo"oed  palmate,  Lobes  pinnatifid :  segments  linear  lanceolate  acumin.  Recesses  rounded 14545  Fronds  deeply  5-lobed  palmate,  Lobes  pinnatifid :  segments  linear  lanceolate  acute,  Recesses  acute 
14546  Pinnae  opposite  pinnatifid,  Nerve  above  a  little  strigose,  Pinnules  lanceolate  blunt  entire,  Petiole  smooth 

14547  Fronds  linear  very  long  pendulous,  Sori  solitary  within  the  margin 

14548  Fronds  bipinnate  hairy :  pinnae  pinnatifid  acuminate ;  segments  blunt,  Stalk  and  rachis  villous 

14549  Fronds  linear-lanceolate  tapered  at  each  end  ribbed,  Sori  reticulated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
cattle,  and  very  frequently  for  the  purpose  of  thatching  cottages.   The  ashes  are  employed  in  the  manufactory 
of  soap  and  glass.  Its  astringent  quality  has  recommended  it  in  dressing  and  preparing  kid  or  chamois  leather. 
The  country  people  take  it  medicinally  to  destroy  worms,  and  a  bed  made  of  the  green  plant  is  esteemed  a sovereign  cure  for  the  rickets  in  children. 

2191.  Vittaria.  From  vitta,  a  ribband,  on  account  of  the  narrow  ribband-like  appearance  of  the  fronds. 
Small  simple-leaved  grass-like  plants,  of  difficult  cultivation. 

2192.  Lonchitis.  From  Ko*x*is a  lance,  on  account  of  the  form  of  the  fronds  of  some  species.  The  Gieeks 
had  a  plant  named  Ao^/t/j,  but  it  must  have  been  very  different  from  that  of  the  moderns. 

2193.  Antrophyum.  A  genus  divided  by  Kaulfuss  from  Hemionitis,  and  named  from  atr^es,  a  cavern,  and <?vu,  to  grow,  in  reference  to  its  native  places  of  habitation. 
3  L  2 
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2194.  ADIAN'TUM.  W.  Maidenhair. 
14550  rcniforme  W.         Kidney-leaved  £  iAI  pr 
14551  radiatum  W.         radiated  £  f23  pr 
14552  macrophyllum  W.  large-leaved     j£  E]  pr 
14553  pedatum  W.  Canadian         ^  A  el 
14554  villosum  W.  hairy-stalked    £  23  or 
14555  pulverulentum  W.  dusty  j£  23  el 
14556  trapeziiorme  W.     rhomb-leaved  £  23  el 
14557  Capillus-veneris  W.  true  ik  A  el 
14558  tenerum  W.  tender  £  (Z3  el 
14559  serrulatum  W.       serrulate         )£  [Z2  or 
2195.  CHEILAN'THES.  Sivz.  Cheilanthes. 

14560  pteroides  W.  Pteris-like       <C  lAlnr 14561  vestita  Sua.  hairy  ^  A  pr 14562  fragrans  W.  sweet-scented   jj  iAI  pr 
14563  lentigera  Stux.        chaffy  EM  pr 
2196.  DAVAL'LIA.  Sm.^  Davallia. 14564  pyxidata  W.  shining  £  |  )  or 

14565  canadensis  W.       Hare's-foot      £  |A1  or 
2197.  DICKSO'NIA.  L'Hei.  Dicksonia. 

1+566  arborescens  W.       tree  ^  □  or 
14567  dissecta  W.  cut-leaved       £  23  pr 
14568  pilosiuscula  W.       hairy  &  A  pr 
2198.  B  ALAN'TIUM.  Kaidf.  Balantium. 

1456'J  Culcita  Knuff.        smooth-stemm.  £  23  or Dicksdnia  Culcita  W. 
2199.  ASPI'DIUM.  Sum.   Shield  Fern. 

f-  ap.au jl.au 
1  au.s 
1  jn.s 

lj  jn.s 1}  jn.jl 

ifrs 

1  au 

Sp.  10—63. 
i  jn.s  Br Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Sp.  4—30. 
i  jl.s  Br 1  au  Br 
|  au  Br 
}  jn.au  Br Sp.  2—39. 
f  ap.s  Br 1}  ap.8  Br 
Sp.  3— 23. 15  jn.d  Br 

3  s.o  Br 
2  jl.s  Br 

Sp.  1—2. 3  au  Br 

Madeira  1699. 
W.  Indies  1776. 
Jamaica  1793. 
N.  Amer.  1640. Jamaica  1775. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
W.  Indies  1793. 
Britain  rocks. 
Jamaica  1793. 
Jamaica  1822. 

C.  G.  H.  1775. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Madeira  1778. 
N.  Spain 
N.  S.  W.  1308. Canaries  1699. 

St.  Helena  1786. Jamaica  1793. 
N.  Amer.  1811. 

Madeira 

R  s.p  Bot.  cab.  841 
D  Lp  Plum.  til.  t  100 
D  l.p  Bro.jam.t.38.f.l R  s.p  Schk.  fiL  t 115 
D  s.p  Schk.  fil.  t  120 
D  s.p  Schk.  fil.  t  119 
R  s.p  Schk.  fil.  t  112 
R  s.p  Eng.  bot  1564 
D  s.p  Pluk.aLt.354.f.l 
D  l.p  Pluk.  aL  t.l25.f.2 

D  Lp  Ho.n.his.t.96.f.3 D  Lp  Schk.  fiL  t  124 
D  Lp  Sw.  syn.fi.  t3.f.6 

D  Lp 

D  Lp 

R  s.p  Jac.  ic  1. 1  200 

D  Lp 
D  Lp 

D  Lp  Schk.  fiL  t  131 

D  Lp 

14570  dentatum  W.  toothed 
14571  bulbiferum  W.  bulbiferous 
14572  fragile  W.  brittle 
14573  regium  W.  laciniated 
14574  rhae'ticum  W.  stone 14575  irriguum  E.  B.  brook 
14576  ae'mulum  W.  dwarf 14577  trifoliatum  tV.  three-leaved 
14578  Lonchitis  W. 
14579  auriculatum  W.  eared 
14580  exaltatum  W.  lofty 14581  unitum  W.  smooth 
14582  propinquum  Kautf.  pubescent 
14583  patens  IV.  downy 14584  noveboracense  W.  river-side 

i  A  or 
&  A  or 3t  A  el ik  A  el 
£  A  el ?t  A  or tf  iAI  or 

£  23  or iJl 

1  jl.au 

f  jn.au 

i  J" 4  jp.jl 

1  jnjl 
2  au 

Ij  ap.au 

30—160. 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

rough  Alpine  ̂   A  «    I  my.au  Br 

14585  Oreopteris  W. 
14586  Thelypteris  W. 14587  cristitum  W. 
14588  aculeatum  W. 
14589  marginale  W. 
14590  Filix-mas  W. 14591  lobatum  W. 

Heath 

£  23  or 
£  E]  or 
£  23  or 
j£  23  or 
H  23  or 
i  A  or &  A  or Lady-fern  3t  A  or 

lesser-crested  ^  A  or 
com.-prickly    ^  A  or 
marginal-flow.  ^  A  or Male- fern  ^  A  w 
close-leaved     ^  A  or 

14557 

4  ji 

4  jl 
2  au 
2  au 
2  jl.s 
14  Jl 3  jl 

1  jl.au 
\\  jn.au 2  jn.au 

Jn.s 
jn.au 
jn.au 

Br 
Br 

Br 

Br 

Br 
Br 
Br Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Wales  rocks. 
N.  Amer.  1638. 
Britain  walls. 
Britain  aLroc. 
Britain  rocks. Britain  w.sh.p. 
Madeira  1779. 
W.  Indies  1769. 
Britain  al.roc. 
E  Indies  1793. Jamaica  1793. 
E.  Indies  179a 
E  Indies  1793. 
Jamaica  1784. 
N.  Amer.  1812. Britain  hea. 

D  Lp 
D  l.p 
D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  l.p D  Lp 
D  Lp D  Lp 
D  lp 
D  Lp D  lp 
D  l.p 
D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 

Britain  mar.  D  Lp 
England  bog.h.  D  l.p Britain    sha.pL  D  Lp 
K.  Amer.  1772.  D  l.p Britain  sha.pl.  D  l.p 
England  sha.pl.  D  Lp 

14561 

Eng.  bot.  1588 
Eng.  bot.  1587 
Eng.  bot  163 

Jac.  ic.  3. 1 638 
Eng.  bot  797 
Schk.  fiL  t.  32.  b. 

Schk.  fiL  1 334 Schk.  fiL  t.  46 
Eng.  bot.  1019 
Eng.  bot  1018 
Eng.  bot.  2125 
Eng.  bot.  1562 
Schk.  fil.  t.45.  b. 
Eng.  bot.  1458 Eng.  bot  1563 14565 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2194.  Adiantum.  From  etSia>n«,  dry.  In  vain  you  plunge  the  Adiantum  in  water,  says  Pliny,  it  always 

remains  dry.  The  prettiest  of  all  ferns,  on  account  of  the  delicate  slender  stalks  on  which  the  pinnules  are 
balanced  in  the  air ;  one  species  on  this  account  is  called  Capillus  Veneris,  or  in  English,  Maiden's  Hair. 

2195.  Cheilanthes.  From  zu/.c;,  a  lip,  and  anS-os,  a  flower,  in  allusion  to  the  lip-like  form  of  the  indusium. Pretty  plants,  formerly  referred  to  Pteris. 
2196.  Davallia.  Named  by  Sir  James  Smith,  after  his  friend  M.  Davall,  a  Swiss  botanist,  who  sent  him  large 

collections  of  plants.  D.  canadensis  is  popularly  called  the  hare's-foot  fern,  on  account  of  the  peculiar  form of  its  rootstock,  which  curves  over  the  side  of  the  pot  in  which  it  grows,  and,  being  covered  with  close  brown 
hairsL  resembles  very  perfectly  the  foot  of  a  hare. 

2197.  Dicksonia.  In  honor  of  the  late  Mr.  James  Dickson,  a  celebrated  British  cryptogamic  botanist.  A 
noble  genus  containing  several  arborescent  species,  among  which  the  tree-fern  of  St  Helena  is  placed.  This 
plant  is  often  brought  in  a  living  state  to  this  country,  but  the  mode  of  cultivating  it  being  unknown,  it  rarely survives  more  than  a  few  months. 

2198.  Balantium.  A  genus  of  Madeira  ferns,  divided  from  Dicksonia  by  Kaulfuss,  on  account  of  its  trans- 
verse two-valved  indusium ;  and  named  from  £aAa«?<et>,  a  purse,  on  account  of  the  form  of  the  indusium. 
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14550  Fronds  simple  reniform-orbicular  crenate,  Both  diameters  equal 
14551  Frond  digitate,  Branches  pinnate,  Pinnte  linear-oblong  obtuse  nearly  halved  crenate,  Stalk  smooth 14552  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  ovate  acuminate  cuneate  at  base  toothed  at  end,  Sori  continuous  upon  each  edge 
14553  Frond  pedate,  Leaflets  pinnate,  Pinnae  rhomboid-oblong  somewhat  lunate  cut-lobed 14554  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  trapezoid-obl.  blunt,  Sori  oblong  at  the  end  of  the  upper  edge,  Stalk  villous 
14555  Fronds  bipinnate:  pinnules  rhomboid  oval  serrated  at  end,  Sorus  lin.  solitary  on  upper  edge,  Stalk  hairy 
14556  Fronds  supradecomp.  :  pinnules  trapezoid  acum.  cut  crenate  towards  end  of  upper  edge,  Sori  on  crenatures 
14557  Frond  alternately  decompound :  pinnules  stalked  cuneiform  lobed 
14558  Fronds  supradecompound :  pinnules  rhomboid  blunt  cut  lobed  on  upper  edge,  Lobes  toothl.  bearing  sori 
14559  Fronds  pinn.  or  bipinn.:  pinnae  obi.  lane,  halved  truncate  at  base  serrul.  Sori  on  upper  edge,  Stalk  smooth 

14560  Fronds  bipinnate,  Lower  pinnae  bipinnate :  pinnules  ovate-ellipt.  obtuse  obsoletely  subcordate  crenulate 14561  Fronds  bipinn.  hairy  on  each  side :  pinnules  pinnatif. ;  segments  obL  blunt  entire,  Stalk  and  rachis  hairy 
14562  Fronds  bipinnate  smooth  :  pinnules  obi.  lane,  obtuse  pinnatifid  cut ;  segments  subbifid,  Stalk  paleaceous 
14563  Fronds  tripinnate  somewhat  villous,  Leaflets  orbicular  very  small 

14564  Fronds  bipinnate  alternate,  Leaflets  lanceolate  pinnatifid,  Sori  linear  oblong 
14565  Fronds  3- pa  r ted  alternately  decompound :  segments  lanceolate ;  those  bearing  sori  obovate 

14566  Fronds  supradecompound  villous,  Leaflets  nearly  entire.  Stem  arboreous 
14567  Fronds  tripinnate :  pinnae  tapered;  pinnules  oblong  blunt  pinnatifid,  Segments  blunt  toothed 
14568  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnae  pinnatifid ;  segments  toothed,  Rachis  somewhat  hairy 

14569  Fronds  tripinnate  smooth  :  pinnules  ovate  oblong  cuneate  cut-toothed 

14570  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  ovate-oblong  pinnatifid ;  segments  oblong  blunt  toothletted 
14571  Fronds  pinnate  remotish :  pinnules  oblong  serrated  bulb-bearing  beneath  ;  lower  pinnatifid 
14572  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  oblong  blunt  cut-serrated,  Serratures  blunt  toothletted,  Rachis  winged 
14573  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  ov.  obi.  lobed  pinnatif. ;  segm.  linear-oblong  blunt  nearly  entire,  Rachis  winged 
14574  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  lanceolate  acuminate  pinnatifid ;  segments  linear  acute  serrated,  Rachis  winged 
14575  Frond  lanceolate  pinnate :  pinnae  deeply  pinnatifid  cut  toothed,  Rachis  quadrangular,  Sori  lateral 
14576  Fronds  tripinnate :  pinnules  pinnatifid ;  segments  linear  toothed  at  end 
14577  Fronds  simple  cordate  3-lobed  or  ternate :  middle  larger ;  lateral  auricled  at  base 
14578  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  ciliate  serrate,  Stalk  strigose 
14579  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  falcate  lanceolate  serrate  truncate  at  base  auricled  above  [marginal 
14580  Fronds  pinn. :  pinnae  lane,  subfalcate  cordate  at  base  gibb.  and  somew.  serrul.  on  upper  edge,  Sori  solitary 
14581  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  ensiform  serrated,  Serratures  half  ovate  ovate  nerved 
14582  Fronds  pinn. :  pinnae  ensiform  attenuated  at  end  downy  ben.  cut.  pinnatif.  Sori  almost  marginal  contiguous 
14583  Fronds  pinn.:  pinnae  pinnatif. ;  segm.  lane.  ac.  Lowest  of  last  pinnae  longest  pinnatif.  cut,  Veins  hairy  ben. 
14584  Pinna?  pinnatifid  somewhat  linear :  pinnules  oblong  nearly  entire,  Sori  in  tows  near  the  edge  of  pinnae 
14585  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  lanceolate  glabrous  resinous  glandulose  beneath  pinnatifid ;  the  segm.  lanceolate 

obtuse  entire,  lowermost  ones  longer,  Sori  marginal 
14586  Fronds  pinn. :  pinnae  l  in. -lane,  pinnatif.  glab. :  segm.  ov.  ac.  ent.  Sori  marginal  contigu.  at  length  confluent 
14587  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  subcordate  oblong  pinnatifid ;  segments  oblong  obtuse  dentato-serr.  Stalk  chaffy 
14588  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  rigid  ovate  sublimate  acum.  aristate  oblique  and  cuneate  at  base  and  decurr.; 

the  margins  faintly  serrated  spinulose  with  a  tooth  near  the  base  on  upper  side,  Stalk  and  rachis  chaffy 
14589  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  oblong  obtuse  decurrent  crenate.  Crenatures  of  base  deepest,  Sori  marginal 
14590  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  obi.  obt.  serrat.  mutic.  Sori  near  the  central  nerve,  Stalk  and  rachis  chaffy 14591  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  scarcely  rigid  ovate  rather  obt  aristate  truncate  at  base  which  has  a  lobe  on 

the  upper  margin  shortly  petiolate ;  the  margin  deeply  serrated  and  spinulose.  Stalk  and  rachis  chaffy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2199.  Aspidium.  From  eurm,  a  little  buckler,  on  account  of  the  form  of  the  indusia.  Fougere  Fr 

Johannis  umrtxel,  Ger.,  Fe/i  Maschia,  Ital.,  and  Polypodia  Helecho  Ma  sen  lino,  Span.  The  male  fern  is 
common  to  Europe,  in  shady  places  and  woods.  The  root  consists  of  many  matted  fibres,  forming  a  turfy  or caespitose  head,  of  the  thickness  of  the  finger,  blackish  and  scaly.  It  has  been  celebrated  from  time  immemorial 
as  a  specific  for  worms.  It  appears  to  have  been  used  as  such  by  Theophrastus,  Dioscorides,  and  Galen  •  but 
seems  to  have  been  neglected  by  the  modems,  with  the  exception  of  empiric  practitioners,  until  the  publication 
of  Madame  Nufer's  specific  for  the  tape-worm  by  the  French  government  again  brought  it  into  notice According  to  her  plan  of  administering  it,  from  one  to  three  drachms  of  the  powdered  root  were  directed  to 
be  taken  in  a  large  cupful  of  water  in  the  morning,  while  the  patient  was  in  bed ;  and  two  hours  afterwards  a 
strong  cathartic  of  calomel  and  gamboge,  proportioned  to  the  age  and  strength  of  the  patient,  was  given  •  and if  necessary,  the  further  operation  was  promoted  by  a  dose  of  purging  salts ;  nothing  but  broth  being  taken  till tne  worms  came  away.  If  this,  however,  did  not  happen  on  the  same  day,  the  process  was  ordered  to  be  re- peated on  the  next  day.  In  the  present  state  of  medical  science,  oil  of  turpentine  is  considered  a  certain  sriecinY 
for  expelling  taenia.    (Thorn.  Lond.  Disp.  186.)  ^ Aspidum  Baromez  is  the  famous  Scythian  lamb,  of  which  so  many  fables  have  been  related.    Although  it 3  L  3 
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14592  spinul6sum  W. 1*593  dilatStum  W. 
14594  elongatum  W. 14595  villosum  W. 
14596  m611e  W. 

crested-prickly      A  or  1  jn.au  Br 
great-crested    ^  A  or  2  jn.au  Br cut-leaved       j£  tAI  or  2  jl.au  Br villous  £  E  m  3  jl  Br 
soft  ]£  USi  or  2  au.s  Br 

14597  acrostichoides  W.  Acrostichum-like^  A  or  1J  jl.au  Br 
14598  intermedium  W.     intermediate    i  ̂   or  2  jn.s  Br 
14599  asplenioides  jr.      Asplenium-like^  A  or  lj  jn.s  Br 
220a  WOOIKSI  A.  R.  Br.  Woodsu. 

14600  hyperborea  R.  Br.   hairy  Alpine 14601  ilvensis  R.  Br.  rock 
i  A  el 
k  A  el 
1  □  or  15 

So.  2— 4. 

Jjts 

I  jn.jl  : 1—2 2201.  CYATHE'A.  Sm.  Cyathea. 14602  arborea  W.  tree 
2202.  TBJCHO'MANER  L.   Trichomanes.  Sp.  1—40. 14603  brevisetum  H.  K.    short-styled     £  A  el  §  my.jn  Br 

Hymenophyllum  a/a  turn  K.  B. 
2203.  HYMENOPHYLYLUM.  Sm.  Filmy-Leap.  Sp.  1—38. 14604  tunbridgense  W.     Tunbridge       j£  A  el  i  my.jn  Br 

Britain  mar. Britain  w.sh.p. 
Madeira  1779. 
W.  Indies  1793. Caraccas  1824. 
N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  1823. N.  Amer.  1823. 

D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp D  Lp 
D  Lp 
D  Lp D  Lp 

Eng.  bot.  1460 
Eng.  bot  1461 
Schk.ffl.t4ab. 
Jacq.  ic.  t  640 Schk.  crypt  1 30 
Schk.  crypt  t.  78 

Scotland  aLroc.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot.  2023 
N.  Amer.  1812.  D  Lp  Schk.  fil.  1. 19 

W.  Indies  1793.  D  Lp  Plum.  fiL  1.  tl,2 

Britain   moi.ro.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot  1417 

Britain  moi.ro.  D  Lp  Eng.  bot  162 

2204.  TO'DEA.  W. 14605  africfoa  W. 
2205.  OSMUN'DA.  L. 14606  cinnam6mea  Ph. 

14607  regalis  W. 
14608  Claytoniana  W. 
14609  interrOpta  W. 
14610  spectabilis  W. 
2206.  LYGO'DIUM.  Swx.  Snake's-Tongoe. 

Todea. 
African 
OSMUNDA. 
woolly  3t  A  or 
Flowering-Fern^t  A  or 
Clayton's  ik  A  °r interrupted  ^  A  or 
showy  ^  A  el 

OSM  UNDA  CEJE. 

Sp,  1. 
£  iAI  or    2  my.au  Br     C.  G.  H.   1805.  D  Lp  Schk.  fil.  1 147 

14611  scSndens  Swx.  climbing 
14612  circinfitum  Siro.  circulate 
14613  palmatum  Swx.  palmate 
2207.  ANE'MIA.  Su 14614  hirsuta  Sw. 

14615  adiantifoUa  Sw. 
Anemia. hairy 

Maiden-hair-lvd.  ]£  23  or 

fl.Eael 
fl_E3el fi_  AJel 

£  C3  or 

Sp.  5— a 

2  jn 

2  jl.au 2  au 2  jnjl 2  jl 

Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 

Br 
Sp.  3—18. 3  my.s  Br 

3  au  Br 3  au.s  Br 

Sp.  2—19. 3     ...  Br 
3  au.s  Br 

N.  Amer.  1772.  D  Lp Britain  sha.bo.  D  Lp 
N.  Amer.  1772.  D  Lp 
N.  Amer.  ...  D  Lp 
N.  Amer.  1811.  D  Lp 

Schk.  fiL  t  146 
Eng.  bot.  209 
Schk.  fil.  1 144 Plu.alm.t.l84.£4 

E.  Indies  1793.  D  Lp  Bot  cab.  742 
E.  Indies  1823.  D  Lp  Bum.  amb.6.t33 
N.  Amer.   ...  D  Lp  Ac.E1802.tl.f.2 

Jamaica   1794.  D  Lp  Plum.  fil.  1 162 W.Indies  179a  D  p.l 

0PHI0GL0SSEJE. 

2208.  BOTRY'CHIUM.  Swx.  Moonwort. 14616  Lunaria  W. 
14617  fumarioldes  W. 14618  dissectum  W. 
14619  virglnicum  W. 
14620  obllquum  W. 

common  3t  A  cu 
Fumitory-leav.      A  cu 
cut-leaved       ^  A  cu 

Rattlesnake  Fernet  A  cu 
oblique  A  cu 

Sp.  5—10. 
\  my.jn  Br i  jl.au  Br 

ijl  Br 1  au  Br 
|  au  Br 

Britain    hiLpa.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot  318 
Carolina  1806.  D  p.l  Schk.  fil.  t  157 
N.  Amer.  1806.  D  p.l  Schk.  fil.  t  158 
N.  Amer.  1790.  D  p.l  Schk.  fiL  t  156 N.  Amer.  1821.  D  p.l 

14603 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

is  often  brought  in  a  fresh  state  to  the  markets  of  Macao,  as  an  article  of  medicine,  no  plants  have  ever  reached 
this  country  alive.  Its  name  has  arisen  from  the  resemblance  which  its  brown  hairy  rootstalk  bears  to  a  little 
rufous  dog  couching ;  and  the  belief  in  its  animal  nature  has  been  confirmed  by  the  color  of  the  juice,  which 
is  of  a  rich  blood  color,  and  soon  becoming  thick  by  exposure  to  the  air.  It  is  needless  to  add,  that  the  stories 
about  no  plant  being  able  to  grow  near  it  are  mere  fables.  Ka>mpfer  says,  that  borannek  is  the  name  which the  people  on  the  borders  of  the  Caspian  Sea  give  to  a  kind  of  sheep  of  that  country. 

2200.  Woodsia.  Small  ferns  formerly  referred  to  Polypodium,  Aspidium,  and  Nephrodium,  by  various 
writers ;  and  distinguished  from  all  these  by  Mr.  Brown,  who  named  the  genus  after  Mr.  Joseph  Woods,  an 
ingenious  British  botanist 

2201.  Cyaihea.  From  xua&os,  a  cup ;  on  account  of  the  cup-shaped  form  of  the  indusia.  A  fine  tropical 
genus  of  ferns,  which  does  not  appear  to  have  been  well  understood  by  its  author,  who  confounds  it  with  little 
British  plants  referred  by  all  other  botanists  to  Aspidium.  Nearly  all  the  species  are  arborescent,  and  arrive 
at  the  greatest  height  of  which  ferns  are  susceptible.  C.  glauca  forms  a  lofty  tree  in  the  Island  of  Bourbon, 
and  C.  speciosa  and  excelsa  are  not  less  than  twenty-four  feet  in  height. 

2202.  Trichomanes.  From  reixts,  hair,  and  funna,,  excess.  The  Greeks  gave  this  name  to  the  plant 
now  called  Asplenium  trichomanoides,  on  account  of  its  fine  shining  stems,  which  resemble  hairs.  Elegant 
plants  with  almost  transparent  foliage. 
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14592  Frond  somew.  bipinn. :  pinnules  decurrent  ellipt.  pinnatifid  serruL  spiny,  Rachis  smooth,  Nerves  flexuose 
14593  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  oblong  distinct  inciso-pinnatifid ;  segments  mucronato-serrate,  Stalk  chaffy 14594  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnae  pinnated  bipinnatifid  below ;  pinnules  lane,  blunt,  Segments  ovate  toothletted 
14595  Fronds  3-pinnate :  pinnules  oblong  blunt  hairy  above,  toothed,  Stalk  and  rachis  bristly  chaffy 
14596  Fronds  pinnate :  pinnae  lane,  hairy  on  each  side  pinnatifid ;  segm.  oblong  blunt  entire,  lowest  nearly  equal 14597  Fronds  pinn. :  pinna?  altern.  subsess.  subserr.  ciliat.  auric,  at  base  on  upp.  edge,  Upp.  pinnae  bear,  son,  Stalk 
14598  Fronds  bipinnate  :  pinnules  lin.  pinnatifid  cut ;  segm.  mucronate  serrate  at  end,  Stalk  chaffy  [chaffy 14599  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  lin.  lane,  cut  serr.  Serrat  2  or  3  toothed :  those  at  end  most  ac.  Sori  obi.  lunate 

14600  Frond  lanceolate  pinnate :  pinnae  cordate  pinnatifid  hairy  on  each  side,  Lobes  rounded  repand 
14691  Fronds  bipinnatifid :  pinnae  oblong  blunt ;  lower  repand,  upper  entire 

14602  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  lanceolate  serrate  sharpish ;  upper  confluent,  Stalk  smooth,  Stem  arboreous 

14603  Frond  tripinnatifid  lobed  smooth :  segments  linear  entire,  Stalk  winged,  Columella  included 

14604  Frond  alternately  bipinnatifid :  segments  and  invol.  serrated,  Sori  solitary  axillary 

OSMUNDACEJS. 

14605  The  only  species 

14606  Fronds  pinnat. :  ster.  bipinnatif. :  segm.  ov.  obi.  obt  entire,  Stalk  woolly,  Fertile  fronds  bipinnate  woolly 
14607  Frond  bipinnate  bearing  the  spike  at  end :  pinnules  cordate-lanceolate  smooth 
14608  Fronds  bipinnatifid  rusty  with  down  contracted  and  fertile  at  the  end 
14609  Fronds  bipinnatifid  entire  smooth  interrupted  in  the  middle  by  3  pair  of  fertile  pinnated  racemes 
14610  Fronds  bipinn. :  pinnules  lane,  sharply  serrat.  cune.  at  base ;  all  altern.  A  fert  bipinn.  panic,  at  end  of  frond 

14611  Stem  flexuose  round,  Fronds  conjugate  pinnate,  Leaflets  bearing  spikes  on  each  edge 
14612  Stem  flexuose  climbing,  Fronds  conjugate  3-4-lobed  palmate,  Lobes  lanceolate  acute  entire 
14613  Stem  flexuose  climbing,  Fronds  conjugate  cord.  5-lobed  palmate,  Lobes  lane,  ent  obt  obscurely  sinuated 

14614  Frond  bipinnatifid  hirsute :  segments  cuneate  lined  blunt  and  serrated  at  end 
14615  Frond  3-pinnatifid  triangular :  segm.  ovate  acute  toothletted  at  end,  beneath  and  the  rachis  downy 

OPHIOGLOSSEM. 
14616  Scape  with  a  simple  frond  above,  Frond  pinnate  :  pinna;  lunate  entire 
14617  Scape  none,  Fronds  radical  3-parted  bipinnate  :  pinnules  lunate  crenate 
14618  Scape  with  a  simple  frond  at  bottom,  Frond  3-parted  bipinnatifid :  segm.  linear  2-parted  2-toothed  at  end 
14619  Scape  frondose  in  midd.  Frond  subtern.  3-parted  bipinnatifid,  Leaflets  cut  pinnatif.  Segm.  obtuse  3-toothed 
14620  Scape  with  asimple  frond  at  bottom.  Frond  mostlybitern.  Leaflets  obi.  lane,  serrul.  unequally  cord,  at  base 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2203.  Hymenophyllum.  From  vyursn,  a  membrane,  and  <pvX\mi,  a  leaf,  in  allusion  to  the  tenuity  of  the  foliage. 

This  and  the  last  are  the  most  elegant  of  all  ferns  j  they  generally  grow  in  damp  shady  places  among  moss, and  have  hitherto  refused  cultivation  under  any  plan  which  has  been  devised. 
2204.  Todea.  Named  after  Tode,  an  experienced  mycologist,  author  of  Fungi  Mecklenburgensis.  Mr.  Brown 

unites  this  genus  to  Osmunda,  but  Kaulfuss  keeps  them  distinct. 
2205.  Osmunda.  A  word  said  to  be  of  northern  origin,  and  to  have  received  its  name  on  account  of  its 

potential  qualities  in  medicine.  Osmunder  was  one  of  the  names  of  Thor,  a  Celtic  divinity,  and  mund,  in 
Anglo-Saxon,  is  expressive  of  force  or  power.  These  are  noble  species  of  hardy  ferns.  O.  regalis  is  the  finest of  all  our  native  species. 

2206.  Lygodium.  From  kvyas,  a  band.  The  species  are  elegant  twining  plants,  which  bind  together  the 
grass  or  small  shrubs  near  which  they  chance  to  grow.  L.  palmatum,  although  a  North  American  plant, must  have  the  protection  of  a  good  frame. 

2207.  Anemia.  From  am/jun,  naked ;  in  allusion  to  the  naked  spikes  of  inflorescence;  whence  some  authors write  the  word  Aneimia. 
2208.  Botrychium.  Derived  from  fior^us,  a  bunch,  'on  account  of  the  bunch-like  form  of  its  fructification. Botrychium  virginicum  is  the  largest  of  the  American  kinds,  and  is  called  the  rattle-snake  fern,  from  the 

circumstance  of  its  generally  growing  where  these  venomous  reptiles  are  usually  found. 
3  L  4 



888 CRYPTOGAMIA. Class  XXIV. 

2209.  OPHIOGLOS'SUM.  L.    Addbr's-tongue.  Sp.  3—9. 14621  vulgatum  W.         common          ^  A™  }  my.jn  Br 
14622  reticulum  W.      netted            £  [23  pr  J  my.jn  Br 
14623  bulb6sum  W.         bulbous           jfe  _Ai  pr  J  jLau  Br 

2210.  MARAT'TIA.  Sim.   Marattia.  Sp.  1—6. 14624  alata  W.               winged           £  [23  or  1|  au  Br 

Britain    ra.me.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot.  108 
W.  Indies  1793.  D  p.l  Plum.  fil.  1 164 N.  Amer.   ...    D  Lp 

Jamaica   1793.  D  l.p   Sm.  ined.  1 46 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2209.  Ophioglossum.  From       a  serpent,  and  yXurrri,  a  tongue.   The  little  green  narrow-pointed  leaves, 

seated  on  a  narrow  stalk  or  neck,  and  peeping  up  from  among  the  grass,  may  be  not  unaptly  compared  to  a 
snake's  tongue. 
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14621  Frond  ovate  veinleas 
14622  Spike  cauline,  Frond  cordate  acute  reticulated 
14623  Spike  cauline,  Frond  subcordate  ovate  obtuse,  Boot  bulbous 

14624  Fronds  bipinnate :  pinnules  acutely  serrate,  Rachis  scaly :  partial  winged 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2210.  Marattia.   In  honor  of  J.  F.  Maratti,  a  writer  upon  ferns.    He  lived  at  Vallombrosa,  in  Tuscany. 

Kaulfuss  considers  this,  Dansea,  and  Angiopteris  as  constituting  a  particular  tribe,  which  he  calls  Marattiacea?, 
but  of  which  he  has  not  given  the  characters. 



890 CRYPTOGAMIA  EQUISETACEiE.  Class  XXIV. 

Order  2. 

Reproductive  organs  uniform,  in  terminal  spikes,  composed  of  peltate,  several-sided  scales,  producing  on  their 
under  surface  4-7 -elongated  involucres  containing  the  seeds.   Branches  whoried,  rigid. 

This  order  contains  one  genus  only,  which  is  among  the  most  puzzling  of  all  the  anomalous  formations  which 
are  so  frequently  met  with  among  the  lower  orders  of  vegetation.  Both  the  stems  and  branches  are  regularly 
articulated,  and  arise  from  a  tubular  sheath.  There  are  no  leaves,  and  the  reproductive  organs  are  arranged  in 
a  terminal  spike  (6),  on  all  sides  of  which  are  inserted  many  peltate  scales  (a)  with  several  sides  or  angles.  Several 
wedge-shaped  hollow  bodies  project  from  the  surface  of  these  scales,  and  bursting  inwardly,  discharge  their contents,  which  are  not  yet  well  understood.  They  consist  of  a  number  of  green  roundish  bodies,  surrounded 
by  minute  granules,  and  furnished  at  the  base  with  four  elastic  filaments  (c),  thickened  at  their  apex.  By  some 
observers  the  granules  have  been  considered  pollen,  the  filaments  stamens,  and  the  green  bodies  ovaries ;  by 
others  the  granules  have  been  called  naked  seeds ;  by  Kaulfuss  the  wedge-shaped  hollow  bodies  are  considered 
capsules,  and  the  green  bodies,  seeds.   It  is  probable  that  none  of  these  theories  are  true. 

£209.  Equisetum.   Character  the  same  as  of  the  order. 

2211.  EQUISETUM.  L.  Horse-tail. 
14625  arvense  W.  corn  ^fc  A  w Sp.  7—18. A  mr.ap  Br 
14626  fluviatile  W. 
14627  sylvaticum  W. 14628  limosum  W. 
14629  palustre  W. 
14630  variegatum  W. 
14631  hyemale  W. 

great- water     ^  A  w    6  ap.my  Br 
wood  3l  A  w 
smooth  naked  £fc  A  w 
marsh  ^£  A  w 
variegated  J  A  01 
Dutch  Rush  £  A  ec 

1  ap.my  Br 
2  jn.jl  Br 
\\  jnjl  Br 
|  jn.jl  Br \\  jl.au  Br 

Britain  moi.fi.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot  2020 
Britain   wat.pl.  D  p.l  Eng  bot.  2022 
Britain  m.s.pl.  D  p.l 
Britain  wat.pl.  D  p.l 
Britain  bog.pl.  D  p.l 
Scotland  sc.sh.  D  p.l 
Britain   moi.w.  D  p.l 

Eng.  bot  1874 
Eng.  bot  929 
Eng.  bot  2021 
Eng.  bot  1987 
Eng.  bot  915 

14628 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2211.  Equisetum.  Literally,  horse-hair,  from  equus,  a  horse,  and  seta,  hair ;  so  called,  in  allusion  to  the fine  branches  of  all  the  species.  The  first  five  species  are  noxious  weeds  on  deep  loamy  soil,  especially  such  as 

has  been  gained  from  rivers  or  lakes.  E  fluviatile  rises  three  or  four  feet  high,  the  thickness  of  a  finger,  with 
numerous  branchlets  or  leaves  proceeding  from  the  whorls ;  according  to  Haller,  this  species  was  eaten  by  the 
common  people  among  the  Romans.   Linna;us  affirms,  that  rein-deer,  who  refuse  hay,  will,  however,  eat  this ; 
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14625  Ster.  stems  decumb.  with  simp,  branches,  which  are  rough,  tetragon. :  fertile  ones  erect  simp,  their  sheaths 
cylind.  inciso-dentate 

14666  Sterile  stems  with  very  numerous  simple  branches,  which  are  roughish  octagonal :  fertile  ones  simple  j 
the  sheaths  infundibuliform  laciniato-dentate,  their  teeth  setaceous 

14627  Sterile  and  fertile  stems  with  their  branches  comp.  roughish  deflexed  4-sided,  Branchlets  subtriquetrous 
14628  Stems  branch,  upw  with  branches  about  12  in  a  whorl  simple  pentagon,  smooth,  Spike  or  catkin  terminal 
14629  Stems  branched  glabrous  sulcate,  Branches  simple  pentagonal,  Spike  terminal 
14630  Stems  naked  very  rough  branched  at  base,  Sheaths  black  with  white  membran.  lane,  teeth,  Spike  terminal 
14631  Stems  simple  erect  very  rough  bearing  spikes  at  the  extremity,  Sheaths  whitish  black  at  base  and  summits. Teeth  aristate  deciduous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
that  it  is  cut  as  fodder  for  kine,  but  that  it  is  not  so  acceptable  to  horses.   E.  hyemale  is  the  best  species  for polishing  wood  and  metal,  and  is  imported  from  Holland  for  that  purpose  under  the  name  of  Dutch  rushes. It  is  much  used  by  whitesmiths,  cabinet-makers,  and  comb-makers,  and  formerly  it  was  in  demand  for  scour, ing  pewter  and  wooden  things  in  the  kitchen. 
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Order  31 LYCOPODINE^. 

Reproductive  organs  axillary,  sometimes  apparently  spiked.    Theas  ?  of  two  kinds,  the  one  containing  minute granules,  the  other  larger  bodies.   Stems  covered  with  many  small  leaves. 
The  reproductive  organs  of  these  plants  are  always  axillary,  the  apparently  spiked  arrangement  which  thej 
occasionally  present  being  caused  by  the  partial  abortion  of  the  leaves,  at  the  base  of  which  they  are  seated. 
The  thecae  (a)  ?  the  nature  of  which  is  very  doubtful,  and  which  have  accordingly  been  called  by  different  writers 
capsules,  conceptacula,  and  cocci,  are  formed  of  from  one  to  three  valves,  and  of  a  similar  number  of  cells,  and 
contain  either  a  mass  of  minute  powdery  granules,  or  some  corpuscles  of  a  larger  size.  The  nature  and 
properties  of  both  these  are  uncertain.  Decandolle  imagines  that  one  may  be  the  means  of  fertilizing  the other. 

2210.  Lycopodium.  Thecal  reniform,  1-celled,  2-valved,  wi'ch  many  sporules.  Sporules  very  minute, owdery. 
2211.  Psilotum.   Thecae  3-coccous,  3-cclled ;  cells  opening  upwards,  half  2-valved. 

2212.  LYCOPCDIUM.  L.  Club-Moss.  Sp.  15—114. 
14632  clavatum  TV.         common         t,  A  cu     jjl.au  Br 

14633  complanatum  W.    Arbor-vit£e-lvd.j£  A  cu   f  jl.au 14634  alpinum  W.  Savin-leaved    £.  Acu     \  au 
Br 
Br 

14635  dendroldeum  W. 
14636  annotinum  W. fan interrupted 

U1
 

I  jn.au 

Britain     hea.   D  p.l  Eng.  bot  224 
N.  Amer.  1770.  D  p.l  Fl.  dan.  78 
Britain  al. bogs.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot  234 
N.  Amer.  1770.  D  p.l  Hook.  ex.  fl.  7 
Britain    al.hea.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot  1727 

14637  inundatum  TV.  marsh 
14638  Selaginoldes  TV  prickly 
14639  ornithopodioldes  TV.  Bird's-claw 14640  helveticum  W.  Swiss 
14641  denticulatum  TV.  toothed 
14642  Selago  TV.  Fir 

£.  A  cu 
t  A  cu    \  jn.jl     Br     Britain    tur.bo.  D  p.l   Eng.  bot.  239 
l>  Acu     i  au 
t  Acu  \  jn.au 
i  Acu  lin  ... I.  A  cu  lin  jl 
t,  Acu     A  au 

rock  !U  A  cu 
glittering  1>  Acu stemless  V.  A  CU 
Walking  Fern  1U  Acu 

2213.  PSILOTUM.  Swx.  Psilotum. 
14647  triquetrum  Swx.     triangular        £  O  cu 

14639 

14643  rupistre  TV. 14644  lucidulum  TV. 
14645  ap6dum  W. 
14646  alopecuroldes  W. 

Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 

Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 
Br 

Sp.  1—3. f  jl.au  Br 
$  au 
i  au i  au 

Britain    w.al.h.  D  p.l   1812.  D  p.l 
Switzerl.  1779.  D  p.l 
Switzerl.  1779.  D  p.l 
Britain   w.al.h.  D  p.l 
N.  Amer.  ...  D  p.l N.  Amer.  1823.  D  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1819.  D  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1821.  D  p.l 

Eng.  bot.  1148 DU.M.t66.f.l.B. 
DilLM.t  64.12 Dil.M.t66.f.  1.  A 
Eng.  bot  233 
Schk.  fil.  1 165 
Schk.  fil.  1 159 Dill.  mus.t.64.f.3 
DilLmus.t.62.f.6 

W.  Indies  1793.  D  p.l  Schk.  fil.  tl65.b. 
14642 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2212.  Lycopodium.  From  kuxts,  a  wolf,  and  tvs,  a  foot ;  on  account,  as  Dalechamp  assures  us,  of  the resemblance  the  roots  bear  to  a  wolfs  foot,  Selago  is  an  ancient  word  applied  to  some  succulent  plant,  and 

derived,  according  to  De  Theis,  from  the  Celtic  sel,  sight,  and  jach,  salutary,  as  being  useful  for  complaints  in 
the  eyes.  From  the  same  root  sel,  was  formed  selma,  the  name  of  Fingal's  hall,  which  in  modern  language would  be  called  BeUe-vue.  The  species  are  neat  little  evergreen  moss-like  herbaceous  plants,  some  of  which 
are  found  in  all  parts  of  the  world.  L.  helveticum  is  a  pretty  prostrate  plant,  with  small  bright  green  leaves ; 
for  the  beauty  of  which  it  is  often  cultivated  in  hothouses  on  the  edge  of  the  aquarium,  or  in  pots  set  in 
pans  of  water.  L.  Phlegmaria  is  a  fine  species  found  in  various  parts  of  the  East  Indies,  but  hitherto  a  stranger 
to  our  gardens.   It  is  a  parasite  upon  the  trunks  of  trees,  whence  it  hangs  down  in  tufts  from  six  inches  to  a 
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14632  Stem  creeping,  Branches  ascending,  Leaves  scattered  incurved  and  hair-pointed,  Spikes  geminate 
cylindrical  pedunculate :  their  scales  ovate  acuminate  eroso-dentate 14633  Stem  erect,  Branches  altem.  dichotom.  Leaves  bifarious  connate  spreading  at  end,  Spikes  4  round  cylind. 

14634  Stems  prostrate,  Branches  dichotomous  and  fasciculated,  Leaves  quadrifarious  oblong  convex  acute  ap- 
pressed,  Spikes  terminal  solitary  sessile  short  cylindrical 

14635  Stem  erect,  Branches  alternate  compact  dichotomous  spreading,  Spikes  solitary  terminal  sessile 
14636  Stem  creeping,  Branches  ascending  dichotomously  branched,  Branchlets  simple.  Leaves  in  5  rows  linear 

lanceolate  mucronate  serrulate  patent,  Spikes  oblongo-cylindrical  solitary  sessile  terminal 
14637  Stem  creeping,  Branches  simple  solitary  erect  with  a  single  sessile  leafy  spike  at  its  extremity,  Leaves 

linear  scattered  acute  entire  curved  upwards 
14638  Stem  creep.  Branches  ascend,  simple,  Lvs.  scattered  lane,  subpatent  ciliato-denticul.  Spikes  term,  solitary 
14639  Leaves  bifarious  spreading  ovate  acute :  of  the  surface  distichous  ciliated  flat,  Spikes  roundish  sessile 
14640  Lvs.  bifar.  J-cord.  blunt :  of  surface  altem.  distichous  ovate-obi  blunt,  Spikes  stalked  term,  mostly  in  pairs 14641  Lvs.  bifarious  ovate  subcord.  acute  toothletted :  of  surface  altem.  ovate  acute,  Spikes  terminal  short  sessile 
14642  Stems  dichotomously  branched  erect  fastigiate,  Leaves  scattered  in  8  rows  linear-lanceolate  acuminate entire  imbricated  rigid,  Capsules  scattered  not  spiked 
14643  Stem  creeping  branched,  Leaves  scatt.  imbric.  ciliated  with  a  hair  at  end,  Spikes  solitary  sessile  terminal 
14644  Leaves  in  8  rows  linear-lanceolate  toothletted  acute  spreading  reflexed,  Stem  ascending  bifid 
14645  Lvs.  bifarious  roundish  ovate  acute  flat  toothl  Stem  branched  rooting  at  base,  Spikes  term.  sess.  subsolit. 
14646  Branches  nearly  simple  long  ascend,  with  one  spike  at  top,  Lvs.  lin.-subul.  toothed  at  base,  Spike  sess.  leafy 

14647  Stem  dichotomous,  Branches  3-cornered 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
foot  in  length.  L  Selago  is  used  in  Skye,  and  some  other  places,  to  fix  colours  in  dying,  instead  of  alum.  The 
Highlanders  employ  it  in  infusion  as  an  emetic  and  cathartic ;  but  it  operates  violently,  and,  unless  taken  in  a 
small  dose,  brings  on  giddiness  and  convulsions.  Linnsus  says,  the  Swedes  use  a  decoction  of  it  to  destroy  lice 
on  swine  and  other  animals.  All  the  species  may  be  cultivated  in  a  light  peaty  soil,  but  they  require  an abundance  of  moisture. 

2213.  Psilotum.  From  -]>i).o;,  naked.  This  is  a  little  bushy  evergreen  herbaceous  plant  of  no  beauty.  1U branches  are  3-cornered,  and  altogether  destitute  of  leaves.  The  theca?  appear  from  the  little  indentations  of 
the  branches,  and  are  of  a  whitish-yellow  color.  It  is  easily  cultivated  in  a  little  peat  and  sand,  but  it  has  nc 
merit  except  as  an  object  of  curiosity. 
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Order  4. MARS1LEACE.TC. 

Reproductive  organs  radical,  uniform.   Sporules  contained  in  roundish  one  or  many-celled  indehiscent  heads. Plants  simple,  aquatic. 
Very  few  plants  are  found  in  this  order.  Their  vegetation  is  various ;  they  are  at  most  a  few  inches  high, 
and  are  more  or  less  aquatic.  In  Isoetes  the  leaves  resemble  those  of  a  young  rush.  The  organs  of  repro- 

duction are  always  near  the  root,  and  are  variable,  and  their  nature  is  by  no  means  understood.  In  Pilularia  (a) 
it  consists  of  a  roundish  head,  divided  internally  into  1-4-cells,  each  ceil  containing  small  bodies  of  two  kinds. 
In  Isoetes  (b)  the  fructification  is  even  less  known  and  understood. 

2214.  Isoetes.  Head  membranous,  not  opening,  immersed  in  the  base  of  the  frond,  1-cclled.  Sporules 
angular,  inserted  upon  many  filiform  receptacles. 2215.  Pilularia.  Heads  imbricated,  solitary,  nearly  sessile,  globose,  coriaceous,  4-celled.  Cells  containing 
two  kinds  of  bodies. 

2214.  ISOE'TES.  L.        Qotixwoet.  Sp.  1—2. 
14648  lacustris  W.  marsh  -*=  A  cu     }  my.o    Br  Britain    al.lak.  D  p.l   Eng.  hot.  1084 
2215.  PILULA'RIA.  L.   Pillwort.  Sp.  1. 
14649  globulifera  /('.       Pepper-grass  t  Acu     $  jn.s     Br  Britain    moi.h.  D  p.l  Eng.  bot  521 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2214.   Isoetes.   From  itrts,  equal,  and  tros,  the  year ;  a  plant  which  remains  the  same  through  all  the 

seasons.   A  very  curious  little  submersed  aquatic,  which  grows  at  the  bottom  of  some  of  the  Scotch  lakes. 
The  leaves  are  long  and  cylindrical,  whence  the  English  name  Quill-wort. 

Order  5. MDSCI. 

Reproductive  organs  of  2  kinds.   Theca  many-seeded,  solitary,  furnished  with  an  operculum  and  columella. Plants  leafy. 
Mosses  are  distinguished  from  all  other  similar  plants,  by  the  peculiar  nature  of  the  reproductive  organs,  which 
are  of  two  kinds.  The  principal  and  the  most  obvious  is  a  theca  (a,  b),  which  is  furnished  with  an  operculum  or 
lid  (c),  by  means  of  which  the  sporules  are  retained  in  the  theca,  and  a  columella,  or  central  axis,  to  which  they are  attached,  The  other  consist  of  minute  spherical  pedicellated  organs,  concealed  in  the  axils  of  some  of  the 
leaves,  and  called  anthers  by  Hedwig.  The  theca  is  either  entire,  fir  split  into  four  valves,  as  in  Andreaea  ; 
when  in  a  very  young  state  it  is  enclosed  in  an  indusium,  which  is  torn  asunder  as  the  theca  is  elongated,  and 
being  carried  up  with  it,  remains  upon  the  summit  of  the  theca  in  the  form  of  a  little  extinguisher  called 
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14648  Fronds  subulate  half-cylindrical,  Heads  roundish  2-celled 

14649  Filiform  branched  creeping,  Heads  brown 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2215.  Miliaria.   From  pilula,  a  pill    The  little  heads  in  which  the  reproductive  organs  are  enclosed 

resemble  pills.    An  obscure  little  plant  found  creeping  among  grass  in  meadows  in  many  parts  of  England, 
and  especially  in  damp  places  which  are  overflowed  during  winter. 

calyptra  (d);  if  the  calyptra  is  slit  up  one  side  it  is  called  dimidiate(d),  if  divided  at  the  base  into  many  short  clefts, 
it  is  termed  mitriform  (e).  Theorifice  of  the  theca,  when  the  operculum  is  removed,  is  either  covered  by  a  simple 
membrane,  or  by  various  processes  called  the  peristome  (/),  either  annular,  or  in  the  form  of  teeth,  and  arranged 
in  a  single  or  double  row.  These  processes  vary  in  number,  and  in  the  manner  of  their  division ;  from  such 
differences  excellent  characters  for  the  genera  have  been  obtained. 
The  minute  attention  which  mosses  have  received  in  modern  times  has  brought  their  arrangement  to  a 

degree  of  perfection  unknown  in  other  Cryptogamic  orders.  This  has  been  effected  by  the  labor  of  Hooker, 
Greville,  and  Brown  in  our  own  country,  and  of  Hedwig,  Swartz,  Bridel,  Schwaegrichen,  Palisot  de  Beauvois, 
Nees  von  Esenbeck,  and  Hornschuch  abroad.  The  arrangement  of  the  two  last  authors  is  chiefly  adopted 
here  from  their  excellent  Bryologia  Germanica. 

With  this  order,  the  alteration  in  the  form  of  our  page,  of  which  we  have  already  spoken,  commences.  The 
columns  indicating  the  habit,  habitation  in  the  garden,  propagation,  and  soil,  are  necessarily  omitted ;  and  their 
place  is  supplied  by  a  more  extended  popular  character,  and  more  detailed  references  to  plates.  The  heights 
indicated  are  to  be  understood  as  in  inches,  and  not  as  feet ;  and  the  colors  as  the  general  color  of  the  plant 
In  the  figures  it  has  been  also  found  necessary  to  represent  the  plants  in  many  cases  much  magnified ;  when- 

ever this  has  taken  place,  the  figures  which  are  larger  than  nature  are  distinguished  by  a  *  affixed  to  their 
number.  The  popular  synonyms  of  this  and  the  succeeding  orders  have  been  rendered  as  complete  as  possible, 
especially  with  reference  to  Sowerby's  English  Botany,  to  which  valuable  work  this  will  be  a  complete  modern index  even  in  Cryptogatnia. Tribe  I.  EVAGINULATI. 

Theca  entirely  sessile  ;  Us  receptacle  stalked,  and  without  perichcetial  leaves. 
2216.  Sphagnum.  Receptacle  of  theca  stalked.  Peduncle  resembling  a  fruitstalk.  Theca  sessile  on  the 

receptacle.   Mouth  naked. Tribe  II.   VAGINTJLATI  OLOCARPI. 
Theca  more  or  less  stalked:  with pericheetial  leaves;  not  valvular. A.    Theca  terminal. 

*  Theca  indehiscent. 
2217.  Phascum.   Theca  entire,  adnate  with  the  persistent  lid.   Calyptra  shorter  than  the  theca. 
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**  Theca  dehiscent   Peristome  absent. 
2318.  Schistostega.   Fruitstalks  terminal ;  mouth  of  theca  naked.   Lid  laciniated,  with  deciduous  segments. 
2219.  Gymnostomum.   Fruits  talk  terminal   Calyptra  dimidiate.   Mouth  of  theca  naked. 

***  Theca  dehiscent.   Peristome  present. 
f  Peristome  single. 

2220.  Hymenostomum.  Fruits  talk  terminal.  Peristome  destitute  of  teeth,  but  having  an  inner  horizontal 
membrane  perforated  in  the  middle. 

2221.  Tetraphis.  Fruitstalk  terminal   Peristome  of  4  erect  teeth. 
2222.  Encalypta.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single  of  16  teeth.  Calyptra  cylindrico-campanulate, 

wholly  concealing  the  nature  of  the  theca. 
2223.  Grimmia.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single,  'of  16  entire  or  perforated  rarely  cleft  teeth. Calyptra  mitriform. 2224.  Weissia.   Fruitstalk  terminal   Peristome  single,  of  16  entire  equidistant  teeth.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 
2225.  Dicranum.    Fruitstalk  terminal   Peristome  single,  of  16  bifid  equidistant  teeth.  Calyptra  dimidiate. 
2226.  Trichostomum.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single,  of  16  equal  teeth  divided  to  the  base,  or  32  in 

pairs.   Calyptra  mitriform. 2227.  Cinclidotus.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single,  of  32  filiform  twisted  teeth  anastomosing  at  their 
base.   Calyptra  mitriform. 

2228.  TorttUa.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single,  of  32  filiform  twisted  teeth,  nearly  free,  or  more  or 
less  united  by  a  tubiform  membrane.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 

2229.  Pterogonium.   Fruitstalk  lateral   Peristome  single,  of  16  entire  equidistant  teeth.  Calyptra  dimidiate. 
2230.  Didymodon,  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single,  of  16  bifid  equidistant  teeth.  Calyptra  di- midiate. 
2231.  Splachnum.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  single,  of  8  geminate  teeth.  Theca  with  an  evident 

apophysis.   Columella  exserted,  capitate.   Calyptra  mitriform. 
2232.  Conostomum.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  simple ;  teeth  solitary,  entire,  separate  at  base,  16  in 

number,  united  at  the  tips. 
ft  Peristome  double. 2233.  Orthotrichum.  Fruitstalk  terminal.  Peristome  mostly  double ;  outer  one  of  16  teeth,  approaching  in 

pairs ;  inner  one  of  8-16  ciliary  processes  or  none.   Calyptra  mitriform.   Columella  capitate. 
2234.  Zygodon.   Fruitstalk  terminal   Peristome  double  or  simple ;  teeth  in  pairs.   Calyptra  cucullate. 
2235.  Diphyscium.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Peristome  always  double ;  outer  with  16  teeth  :  teeth  obscure. Theca  subsessile. 

Systematic Name  and Authority. 

EVAGINULATI. 

Time  of flowering,  or when  most 
conspicuous. 

Locality. Reference 
to  Figures. 

aquatic 
aquatic 

2216.  SPHAG'NUM.  L.  Sphagnum. 14650  obtusif61ium  Ehr.  blunt-leaved 
a  vulgaris  Hooker  common 

S.  lattfolium  E.  B. 
/3  minus  Hooker  small 
•yfluitans  Turner  floating 14651  squarrosum  Web.  squarrose 

14652  acutifolium  Ehr.  sharp-leaved 
capillifdlium  E.  B. 14653  cuspidatum  Ehr.  cuspidate  aquatic 

Sp.  4—11. 7  all  months 7  all  months 
aquatic  3  all  months 
aquatic  24  all  months 
aquatic  7  all  months 
aquatic  6  all  months 

Y.G  bogs 
Y.G  bogs 
Y.G  bogs 
Y.G  bogs Y.G  bogs Y.G  bogs 

6  all  months    Y.G  bogs 

Muse.  brit.  t.4 
Eng.  bot.  1. 1405 
Schwa?gr.sup.t3 

Muse,  brit  t.4 
Muse.  brit.  t.4 
Muse,  brit  t.4 

VAGINULATI  OLOCARPI. 
2217.  PHAS'CUM.  L. 14654  serratum  Schreb. 

stoloniferum  E.  B.  t2106 

Phascum. 
serrated 

solitary 
Sp.  11—39. ,a  spring Pa.  G  shady  banks  Muse.  brit.  t.5 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2216.  Sphagnum    A  name  employed  by  Pliny  to  distinguish  some  kind  of  moss  that  grew  upon  trees.  In 

th  is  genus  the  theca  is  sessile,  being  entirely  destitute  of  a  real  fruitstalk.   That  which  appears  like  one  is  the 
footstalk  of  the  receptacle,  which  in  most  of  the  Sphagna  is  so  much  lengthened  out  as  greatly  to  exceed  the 
perichaetial  leaves.   All  the  species  agree  in  the  peculiar  structure  of  the  leaves,  of  which  the  reticulation  is 
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2236.  Buxbaumia.  Fruitstalk  terminal.  Stem  Done.  Theca  oblique,  gibbous.  Peristome  double :  outer  one 
of  many  filiform,  tomlose  processes ;  inner  one  of  a  conical  plicate  membrane.   Calyptra  init rif'orm. 2237.  Funaria.  Fruitstalk  terminal.  Peristome  double,  oblique ;  outer  and  inner  ones  each  of  IS  teeth, 
opposite  to  each  other. 8238.  Bartramia.  Fruitstalk  terminal  Theca  subglobose.  Peristome  double :  outer  one  of  16  teeth  ; 
inner  one  of  a  membrane  cleft  into  16  bifid  segments.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 

2239.  Pohlia.  Fruif stalk  terminal  Peristome  double :  teeth  separate  acute  j  membrane  with  16  processes, 
which  are  entire  at  the  end  without  cilia-. 2240.  Bryum.  Fruitstalk  terminal.  Peristome  double:  outer  one  of  16  teeth:  inner  one  of  a  membrane 
cut  into  16  equal  segments,  with  filiform  processes  often  placed  between  them.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 

2241.  Polytrichum.  Fruitstalk  terminal.  Peristome  double :  outer  one  of  32  or  64  equidistant  incurved 
teeth ;  inner  one  of  a  dense  horizontal  membrane  connected  with  the  outer  teeth.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 

B.  Theca  lateral. 
2242.  Anictangium.  Fruitstalk  lateral  Calyptra  mitriform.   Mouth  of  theca  naked. 
2243.  Fissidens.   Fruitstalk  lateral.    Peristome  simple.   Calyptra  smooth.   Teeth  bifid. 
2244.  Leucodon.   Fruitstalk  lateral   Peristome  simple,  with  bifid  processes. 
2245.  Font inal is.  Fruitstalk  lateral.  Peristome  double :  outei  one  of  16  teeth  j  inner  one  of  16  ciliary  pro- 

cesses formed  by  transverse  bars  into  a  reticulated  cone.    Calyptia  mitriform. 
2246.  Anomodon.  Fruitstalk  lateral  Peristome  double :  the  drst  of  16  teeth ;  the  second  of  16  ciliary  pro- cesses arising  from  the  teeth.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 
2247.  Neckera.  Fruitstalk  lateral.  Peristome  double :  outer  one  of  16  teeth ;  inner  of  16  ciliary  processes, 

connected  only  at  the  base  by  a  short  membrane.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 
2248.  Daltonia.    Fruitstalk  lateral.  Peristome  double :  membrane  figured,  with  16  cilia?  and  reflex ed  teeth. 
2249.  Hooker ia.  Fruitstalk  lateral  Peristome  double :  outer  one  of  16  teeth ;  inner  one  of  a  membrane 

cut  into  16  entire  segments.   Calyptra  mitriform. 
2250.  Leskea.  Fruitstalk  lateral.  Peristome  double.  Membrane  with  16  entire  processes.  Teeth  erect  or 

reflexed.    Calyptra  cucullate. 
2251.  Hypnum.  Fruitstalk  lateral  Peristome  double :  outer  one  of  16  teeth ;  inner  of  a  membrane  cut 

into  16  equal  segments,  with  filiform  processes  often  between  them.   Calyptra  dimidiate. 
Tribe  III.  VAGINULATI  SCHISTOCARPI. 

Theca  more  or  lets  stalked,  with  perictustial  leaves,  valvular. 
9S15Z.  Andretea.  Theca  4-valved  :  val-es  cohering  at  apex,  and  adnate  with  the  persistent  lid. 

EVAGINULATI. 
14650  Branches  tumid,  Leaves  ovate  obtuse 

*  Stems  loosely  tufted,  Leaves  closely  imbricated 
(8  Stems  densely  tufted,  Leaves  closely  imbricated 
y  Stems  much  lengthened,  Leaves  scattered  remote 

14651  Branches  attenuated  at  their  extremities.  Leaves  ovato-acuminate  squarrose  recurved 
14652  Branches  attenuated,  Leaves  ovate-lanceolate  crowded 
14653  Branches  attenuated,  Leaves  lanceolato-subulate  lax 

VAGINULATI  OLOCARPI. 
*  Shoots  creeping,  leafless,  articulated,  branched. 

14651  Shoots  branched  conferva-like,  Perichettal  leaves  lanceolate  serrated  nerveless 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
large,  and  the  interstices  or  areola;  oblong,  interrupted  by  transverse  lines.  The  leaves  are  always  destitute 
of  a  nerve,  and  are  of  a  singularly  whitish  color. 

2217.  Phascum.   One  of  the  ancient  Greek  names  of  the  moss  was  Qcurxw.    This  genus  contains  species 

$  M 
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14655 14656 
14657 
14658 
14659 
14660 

14661 

14663 
14664 

altemifolium  Dicks.  alternate-Ieav. 
cris'pum  Hedw.  crisp 
multicap'suldre  E.  B.  618 subulatum  Linn.  subulate 
axillare  Dicks.  axillary striatum  E.  B .  t.  2093 

spreading 
pointless large 
small 
cuspidate 

patens  Hedw. muticum  Schreb. 
mdjus  Hooker minus  Hooker 
cuspidatum  Schreb. 
apiculdtum  Hooker  pointed Schreberidnum  E.  B.  t.  2026 
curvisetum  E.B.  t.  2259 
piUferum  mliferous 
bryoides  Dicks,  Bryum-like 
rec'tum  Withering  upright curvic611um  Hedw.  bent-necked 

solitary solitary 

small  patches 
lax.  sol. solitary 
solitary 
solitary 
solitary solitary 
solitary 

f  spring i  spring 
Pa.  G  moist  banks  Muse  brit  t.5 
I'a.G  banks  and  fi.  Muse,  brit  t.5 

4  spring  L.G  dry  banks  Muse.  brit.  t5 i  spr.  and  sum.  Y.G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t5 
,|  spr.  and  sum.  Pa.G  clay  fields  Muse,  brit  t5 
,j  spr.  and  sum.  Bt.  G  moist  banks  Muse.  brit.  t.5 
,i  spr.  and  sum.  BtG  moist  banks  Eng.  bot  t.  2027 
,1  spr.  and  sum.  Bt.G  sea  coast      Muse,  brit  t.5 
i  spr.  and  sum.  Gr     hed.  moi.  ba.  Muse.  brit.  t5 
i  spr.  and  sum.  Gsh  hed.  moi.  ba.  Eng.  bot  1 2025 

.solitary solitary 
solitary 
solitary 

|  spr.  and  sum.  Hoa  sandy  downs  Eng.  bot  1 1888 
|  spr.  and  sum.  G  banks  and  fi.  Muse.  brit.  t.5 
i  spr.  and  sum.  L.  G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t.5 

,|  spr.  and  sum.  L.  G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t.5 

Sp.  1. i  spring 

dense  tufts 
thick  tufts 
tufts 
tufts 

.  Sp.  13— 47. 
1  spring 
li  spring 

|  summer 
1  i  spring 

2218.  SCHISTOSTE'GA.  Mohr.  Schistostega. 
14665  pennata  Hooker        feathery  solitary 

Gymndstomum  penndtum  RIB.  t.  2219 
2219.  GYMNCSTOMUM.  Hedw.  Gymnostomum. 

14666  lapponicum  Hedw.  Lapland 14667  aestivum  Hedw.  summer IvUolum  KB.  1 2201 
14668  viridis'simum  E  B.   very  green Grim' m/a  Forstgri  E  B.  2225 
14669  curvir6strum  Hedw.  bent-pointed stelRgerum  E.B.  t2202 
14670  rupes'tre  Schwcegr.  rock eerugindsum  E.  B.  t .  2200 

14671  Griffithsianum  E.  B.  Griffith's 14672  ovatum  Hedw.  ovate 
a  vulgdre  Hooker  common 
$  gracile  Hooker  slender 

14673  truneatulum  Boffin,  truncate intermedium  E.  B.  1. 1976 
14674  Heimii  Hedw.  Heim's obt&sum  E  B.  1 1407 
14675  conicum  Schwcegr.  conical 14676  fasciculare  Hedw.  bundled 
14677  pyriforme  Hedw.  pyriform 14678  tenue  Hedw:  slender 

pauci folium  E  B.  1 2506 
14679  Donnianum  Smith  Dunn's 
2220.  HYMENO'STOMUM  B.  Brown.  Hymbnostomum.     Sp.  1. 

14680  microst6mum  B.  Br%  small-mouthed  little-patches     §  spring 

L.G  banks,  Dev.  Muse.  brit.  t8 

D.G  alpine  rocks  Muse.  brit.  t.6 
BtG  wet  rocks     Muse.  brit.  t.6 
BtG  trees  &  rocks  Muse,  brit  t.6 
Pa.G  moist  rocks  Muse,  brit  t.6 

large  tufts       1|  spr.  and  sum.  D.G  moi.mou.  ro.  Sen  wag.  sup.  1. 11 

little  spots        j  summer 
broad  patches  $  all  months 
broad  patches    |  all  months 
broad  patches  J  all  months 
patches  I  all  months 

Pa.G  mountains    Muse,  brit  t.7 
Gr    ba.  &  wa.tops  Muse,  brit  t.7 Gr     ba.  &  wa.tops  Eng.  bot  1 1889 Gr     ba.  &  wa.tops 
BtG  fields  &  ban.  Muse.  brit.  t.7 

small  patches   1  summer        Rsh   marit.  banks  Muse,  brit  t.7 
little  spots 

patches dense  patches little  patches solitary 

|  summer 
}  summer 
f  summer l|  spring 

,j  spring 

Pa.G  fields,  S.lreL  Muse,  brit  t7 
Y.G  clayey  banks  Muse.  brit.  t.7 
BtG  moist  places  Muse.  brit.  t.7 BtG  sandst  rocks  Muse,  brit  t.7 
Pa.G  Scotch  rocks  Muse.  brit.  t7 

Gymnostomum  micrOstomum  E  B.  t.  2215 
Pa.G  banks Muse,  brit  t.7 

2221.  TETRAPHIS.  Hedw.  Tetraphis. 
14881  pellucida  Hedw.  pellucid 
14682  Browniana  Greville  Brown's ovdta  Hooker 

Grim'mia  Browniana  E  B.  1 1422 

wide  tufts solitary Sp.  2— 5. 1  all  months 
}  all  months 

Pa.G  dry  banks  Muse,  brit  t.8 OLG  roofs  of  caves  Muse,  brit  t.8 

14666  """  "     14669 ^ 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

which  are  not  only  amongst  the  minute  of  mosses,  and  often  scarcely  discernible  to  the  naked  eye,  but  also 
extremely  dissimilar  in  appearance  to  each  other. 

2218.  Schistostega.  From  to  split,  and  fiyr„  a  covering,  in  allusion  to  the  singular  character  of  the 
lid  splitting  at  the  margin.  The  only  known  station  for  this  minute  moss  is  said  by  Dr.  Hooker,  from  whose 
Muscologia  Britannica,  many  of  the  remarks  in  this  work  upon  the  genera  of  mosses  are  borrowed,  to  be  in 
the  road  from  Zele  to  South  Tawton  church,  near  Okehampton,  Devonshire. 

2219.  Gymnostomum.  From  yvittcs,  naked,  and  ro^m,  the  mouth,  in  allusion  to  the  processes  called  teeth, 
from  the  orifice  of  the  theca.  Very  minute  plants,  many  of  which  are  barely  distinguishable  by  the  naked  eye 
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**  Creeping  shoots  none. 
14655  Leaves  entire  lanceolato-subulate,  Innovations  elongated 
14656  Leaves  lanceolato-subulate  flexuose  crisped  when  dry 
14657  Leaves  subulate-setaceous  straight :  their  nerve  disappearing  below  the  point 
14658  Leaves  lanceolato-subulate  straight :  their  nerve  disappearing  below  the  point,  Fruit  at  length  lateral 
14659  Leaves  patent  narrow-ovate  serrated :  their  nerve  disappearing  below  the  point 
14660  Leaves  ovato-rotundate  acuminate  concave  connivent :  the  nerve  reaching  to  the  point 

a,  Leaves  sharply  serrated  at  point 
/S  Leaves  entire 

14661  Leaves  ovato-acuminate  erect :  their  nerve  reaching  to  the  point 
a  Leaves  apiculate 

/S  Leaves  hair-pointed 
14662  Leaves  ovate  apiculate,  Thecss  elliptical 
14663  Leaves  ovate  with  a  short  point,  Thecae  globose,  Fruitstalk  nearly  erect 
14664  Leaves  narrow-ovate  acuminated,  Thecae  globose,  Fruitstalk  curved 

14665  The  only  species 

*  Stem  long,  branched. 
14666  Leaves  linear  lanceolate  crisped  when  dry :  perichaetial  broadly  ovate,  Theca?  turbinate  striated 
14667  L vs.  lane,  twist  when  dry :  the  perichaetial  ones  broadly  ovate ;  their  marg.  involute,  Theca;  obi.  smooth 
14668  Leaves  broadly  lanceolate,  Thecae  ovate,  Lid  obliquely  rostrate 
14669  Leaves  subulate,  Thecae  turbinate  ovate,  Lid  obliquely  rostrate 
14670  Lv8.  lin.  subul.  spreading  flexuose  twisted  when  dry,  Thecae  ovate,  Lid  conical  rost.  shorter  than  theca; 

**  Stems  short  simple. 
14671  Lvs.  obov.-rotund.  reticul. :  their  nerve  disappear,  below  summit,  Fruitstalk  carnose  thick,  Lid  hemispher. 
14672  Lvs.  ovate  erect  concave  piliferous :  their  nerve  furnished  with  a  granuliferous  membrane,  Lid  rostrate a  Thecae  ovate 

|S  Thecae  oblong 
14673  Leaves  ovate  apiculate  patent  nearly  plane,  Lid  obliquely  rostrate 
14674  Leaves  lanceolate  serrated  at  the  point,  Thecae  ovato-oblong,  Lid  obliquely  rostrate 
14675  Leaves  oblongo-obovate  apiculate,  Thecae  ovate,  Lid  conical  obtuse 
14676  Leaves  oblongo-acum.  nearly  plane  subserrated  margined,  Theca;  pyriform,  Lid  plane  submammillate 
14677  Leaves  ovato-acum.  concave  serrated  not  margined,  Thecae -roundish  obovate,  Lid  convex  shortly  rost. 14678  Stem  scarcely  any,  Outer  leaves  very  short  ovate  lanceolate :  inner  ones  linear  lanceolate ;  all  erect  obtuse 

with  a  strong  nerve  disappearing  below  the  summit,  Thecae  oblong 
14679  Stem  very  short,  Leaves  subulate  straight,  Thecae  turbinate 

[subulate  incurved 
14680  Lvs.  broadly  subul. :  marg.  in  vol.  above  flexuose  crisped  when  dry,  Thecae  ellipt  contracted  at  mouth,  Lid 

14681  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  ovato-acuminate :  those  of  the  perichaetium  lanceolate,  Thecae  cylindrical 
14682  Stems  very  short,  Lvs.  few  lin.  slightly  incrassated  upw. :  those  of  perichaetium  ovate  obtuse,  Thecae  ovate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2420.  Hymenostomum.  From  ifi»it,  a  membrane,  and  s-ou.ee.,  a  mouth.  This  genus  differs  from  the  last  in having  a  membrane  stretched  across  the  orifice  of  the  theca,  a  character  first  discovered  by  Mr.  Brown. Minute  plants,  with  the  habit  of  Gyranostomum. 
2221.  Tetraphis.  The  peculiar  character  of  this  genus  is  to  have  four  teeth  (rsrgs,  four).  'The  lid  in  the only  known  species  of  this  genus  is  remarkably  thin  and  scariose  in  texture,  and  the  teeth  are  reticulated,  not 

striated  as  in  most  mosses.  The  calyptra  is  striated  or  furrowed ;  the  leaves  are  rigid. 
3  M  2 
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S222.  ENCALYP'TA.  Hedw.  Encaltpt*. 
14683  streptocarpa  Hedw.    twisted-fruited  tufts 14684  vulgaris  Hedw.         common         wide  patches 

Brjfum  extinct orium  E.  B.  t.  S58 14685  ciliata  Hedw.  ciliated  tufts 
a  concolor  Hooker  whole-colored  tufts 
(3  alpina  Hooker  alpine  tufts 

14686  rhaptocarpa  Schwceg.  straight-fruit  tufted 
2223.  GRIM'MIA.  Hedw.  Grimmia. 
14687  apocarpa  Hedw.       alpine  dense  tufts 

a  nigro-viridis  Hooker  dark-green  tufts 
/3  striata  Turner        straight  loose  tufts 

14688  marltima  Turn.        sea-coast  tufted 

14689  saxicola  Hooker 
14690  pulvinata  E.  B. 

rock 
cushion 

subsolitary 
round  tufts 

5a  4— 7. 
14  all  months  Bt  G  moist  rocks  Muse,  brit  tlS 
4  all  months    Dl.G  wall  tops      Muse,  brit  tl3 

i  spring 
i  spring 

Pa.G  mountains  Muse,  brit  tlS 
Pa.G  mountains    Eng.  hot  1 1418 

4  spring  Pa.G  Scotch  alps  Eng.  hot.  1 1419 
f  all  months  D.G  Scot  mount  Gre.cryp.fl.tl63 

So.  9—29. Is  all  months  D.Ol  rocks  &  trees  Muse,  brit  1. 13 
li  all  seasons  D.Ol  rocks  &  trees  Eng.  bot  1 1134 
3  all  seasons  Ruf   mountains     Tu.mu.hi.  t.2.1.1 
i  spr.  andaut.  Br.G  marine  rocks  Muse,  brit  1 13 

14691  leucophae'a  Grev.      mottled  broad  tufts 14692  Daviesii  Turn.         Welsh  little  patches 
Encalytfta  Daviesii  E  B.  1. 1281 14693  ovata  Web.  Sf  Mohr.    ovate  tufts Dicranum  ovale  E  B.  1 2165 

14694  trichophylla  Greville  hair-leaved  tufts 
14695  Doniana  Smith         Don's  little  tufts 
2224.  WEIS'SIA.  Hedw.  Weissia. 

14696  splachnoides  Schvueg.  Splachnu.-like  broad  tufts 
Grim'mia  splachnoides  E  B.  1 2164 
Splach'num  linguldtum  E  B.  t.  2095 14697  Templetdni  Hooker    Irish  little  patches 
Funaria  Templetdni  E  B.  1 2524 

4  summer  BtG  rocks          Muse  brit.  tl3 
f  all  seasons  Br.G  house-tops    Muse,  brit  tl3 
4  all  seasons  D.Ol  subalp.  rocks  Wer.  trans. 4.  t6 
i  spring  Br.G  marit  rocks  Muse,  brit  tl3 
§  spr.  and  sum.  D.G  alpine  rocks  Muse.  brit.  tlS 
f  summer  Hoa  stone  w.,  Sc. 
4  spring  D.G  loose  stones  Muse,  brit  tl3 

Sp.  19— 54. 3  summer  D.G  Scotch  bogs  Grev.  cryp.fl.  145 

4  spring 
L.G  banks,  Irel.  Muse,  brit  1. 14 

14698  nuda  Hooker  naked 
Grim'mia  nuda  E  B.  1. 1421 

14699  nigrita  Hedw.  dark-colored 
Grim'mia  nigrita  E.  B.  1 1825 14700  latif61ia  Schwceg.  broad-leaved 

14701  Starkeana  Hedw.  Starke's Grim'mia  Starkeana  E  B.  1. 1490 14702  afflnis  Hooker  kindred 
14703  lanceolata  Hook.  lanceolate 

Grim'mia  lanceolata  E  B.  1 1408 
14704  striata  Hooker  striated 

et  minor  Hook.  small 
£  major  Hook.  large 14705  trichodes  Hooker  hairy 
Grim'mia  trichodes  E.  B.  t.  2563 14706  cirrata  Hedw.  cirrhate 
Grim'mia  cirrata  E  B.  t  2356 
Grim'mia  Dicksoni  E  B.  1. 1420 14707  curvirostra  Hook.  bent-beaked 
Grim'mia  recurvirdstra  E  B.  1. 1438 

14708  cris'pula  Hedw.  crisp Grim'mia  cris'mUa  E  B.  1 2263 
14709  controversa  Hedw.  disputed 

Grim'mia  controversa  E  B.  1. 1367 14710  calcarea  Hedw.  chalk 
Br.ijum  calcareum  E  B.  1 191 14711  recurvata  Hooker  recurved 
Grim'mia  recurvata  E  B.  1 1489 

14684 

little  patches     £  summer       L.G  clayey  soil    Muse,  brit  1. 14 
Br.G  mount  ban.  Muse,  brit  t.14 tufts 

tufted 
little  patches 
subsolitary 
subsolitary 

round  tufts 
round  tufts round  tufts 
minute  patch. 
tufts 

tufts 

dense  tufts 
dense  patches 
subsolitary 
solitary 

f  summer 
i  autumn 
4  spring 

,J  spring 4  summer 

Pa.G  Scot  mount. 
D.G  banks  and  ti. 
Pa.G  fields L.G  moist  banks 

Grev.  cryp.fl.149 
Muse,  brit  1. 14 
Muse,  brit  tl4 
Muse,  brit  t.14 

BtG  alpine  banks  Muse  brit.  t.15 
Bt.G  alpine  banks  Hed.sp.mus.tl3 
BtG  alpine  banks  Schwsg.sup.t  19 
BtG  granite  roc.  Muse,  brit  t.15 

4  spring 4  spring 
4  spring 
4  spring 4  summer        L.G  decay,  wood  Muse,  brit  tl5 

1  all  seasons    R.G  roc.  and  ban.  Muse.  brit.  tl4 
4  sum.  andaut  D.G  rooks  Muse.  brit.  t.15 
4  all  seasons     BtG  banks  Muse.  brit.  t.15 
4  spring  Ol.G  chalk  cliffs    Muse.  brit.  tl5 
,4  spring  L.G  rocks  Muse.  brit.  t.15 
14690  14693 

1 14688  -SR14689'" 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2222.  Encalypta.  From  t»,  within,  and  x*\wtrT%,  a  covering  or  extinguisher,  on  account  of  the  unusual  size 
of  the  calj  ptra,  which  entirely  encloses  the  theca ;  a  character  by  which  the  genus  may  be  distinguished  at 
first  sight   Small  plants,  forming  imperfect  tufts  of  green  among  moist  rocks,  or  on  mud-capped  walls. 2223.  Grimmia.    Named  in  honor  of  I.  F.  C.  Grimm,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  a  Flora  of  Eisenach. 
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[Calyptra  toothed  at  the  base 
14683  Stems  elong.  Lvs.  elliptico-lanc.  somew.  obt :  nerve  not  produced  beyond  sum.  Thecse  cylind.  spiral,  striat. 
14684  Stems  short,  Leaves  oblongo-elliptical  obtuse :  their  nerve  produced  a  little  beyond  the  summits,  Thecs 

cylindrical  smooth,  Calypt  entire  at  the  base 
14685  Stems  short,  Lvs.  obi.  acum. :  nerve  produced  considerably  bey.  summ.  Thecs  cylind.  Calyp.  tooth,  at  base 

a  Leaves  apiculate :  their  points  of  the  same  color,  Theca  smooth 
/3  Leaves  much  acuminate :  their  points  diaphanous,  Theca  smooth 

146S6  Leaves  oblong  acute :  nerve  as  long  or  longer  than  the  leaves,  Theca  straight  striated 
*  Fruitstalks  scarcely  any. 

14687  Stems  branched,  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  recurvo-patent :  their  margins  reflexed  ;  the  perichstial  ones 
having  their  nerve  disappearing  immediately  below  their  summits,  Theca;  ovate  sess.  Lid  shortly  rost 

»  Leaves  broad  dark-green 
jS  Stem  long,  Leaves  narrow  and  rufous  [running  beyond  summits,  Theca  ov.  sess.  Lid  shortly  rost 

14688  Stems  short  pulvin.  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  nearly  erect  crisp,  when  dry :  marg.  recurv. ;  perich.  ones  with  nerve 
*»  Fruit  stalks  longer  than  leaves. 

14689  Stem  scarcely  any,  Lvs.  lin.-subulate  crisped  when  dry,  Theca  ovate,  Fruitst  geniculate,  Lid  rost.  straight 
14690  Stems  short  pulvinate,  Leaves  narrow  elliptical :  their  margins  recurved ;  points  diaphanous  piliform, 

Theca  ovate  striated,  Fruitstalks  curved,  Lid  conical  acuminate 
14691  Stem  rather  short,  Lvs.  ov.  with  long  white  pilifer.  points,  Footst  very  short,  Theca  ov.  Lid  obscurely  rost 
14692  Stems  short,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  carin.  entire  much  crisped  when  dry :  their  margins  recurved j 

those  of  the  perichsetium  broad  and  con  vol.  Theca  turbinate,  Lid  rostrate 
14693  Stems  slightly  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate-subulate  gradually  produced  into  long  diaphanous  hair-like points :  their  margin  incurved,  Theca  ovate,  Teeth  of  the  peristome  often  perfora.  and  split,  Lid  rost. 
14694  Lvs.  lane.  subuL  carin.  recurv.  at  edge  with  a  hair-like  point,  Seta  curv.  and  flex.  Theca  ov.  ellipt  Lid  rost 
14695  Stems  short,  Leaves  lanceolate-subulate  produced  into  long  diaphanous  hair-like  points  :  their  margin incurved,  Theca  ovate,  Teeth  of  the  peristome  quite  entire,  Lid  shortly  rostrate 

*  Theca  with  an  apophysis. 
14696  Lvs.  lingul.  rounded  at  top :  nerve  disappear,  before  summ.  Theca  obov.  Apophy.  obeon.  Lid  convex  acum. 

14697  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  acute,  Theca  (with  the  apophysis)  narrowly  pyriform,  Lid  nearly  plane 
**  Theca  destitute  of  an  apophysis. 1.  Leaves  ovate  or  lanceolate. 

14696  Stems  scarcely  any,  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  nerveless,  Theca  ovate  gibbous  on  one  side  cernuous 
14699  Stems  elongat  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  Theca  obovate  cernuous  gibbous  sulcate,  Lid  hemispheric,  obtusely  point. 

[erect-cemuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14700  Stem  simple  short.  Leaves  broad  and  bluntly  ov.  with  a  short  point  imbric.  Nerve  shorter  than  leaf,  Theca 
14701  Stems  very  short,  Lvs.  ov.  with  an  excurr.  nerve,  Theca  ov.  erect,  Lid  conical,  Teeth  of  perist.  subuL  acute 
14702  Stems  very  short,  Lvs.  ov.  with  an  excurr.  nerve,  Theca  ov.  erect,  Lid  conic.  Teeth  of  perist.  subulate  acute 
14703  Stems  somew.  elongat  Lvs.  ov.  with  an  excurr.  nerve  almost  piliferous,  Theca  ovate,  Lid  obliquely  rostrate 

2.  Leaves  linear  or  subulate. 
14704  Leaves  linear  denticul.  crisped  when  dry,  Theca  ovato-turbinate  sulcate  erect,  Lid  obliquely  subulate et  Leaves  linear-subulate  subserrulate 

/3  Leaves  broad-linear  denticulate 
14705  Stems  scarcely  any.  Leaves  subula t  o-setaccous  entire,  Theca  ovate  striated,  Lid  rostrate 
14706  Leaves  broadly  subulate  crisped  when  dry :  their  margins  recurved,  Theca  ovate,  Lid  rostrate 

14707  Leaves  linear-subulate,  Theca  ovate  cylindraceous,  Lid  rostrate 
14708  Stems  divid.  Lvs.  from  a  broad  base  lanc.-subul  crisp,  when  dry :  marg.  incurv.  Theca  ov.  ellipt .  Lid  rostrate 
14709  Stems  nearly  simple,  Lvs.  lin.-subul.  crisp,  when  dry :  their  marg.  incurv.  Theca  ovato-ellipt  Lid  rostrate 
14710  Stems  scarcely  any,  Lvs.  from  a  broad  base  lin.  obt.  thick  with  a  very  broad  nerve,  Theca  turbin.  Lid  rost 
14711  Stems  scarcely  any,  Leaves  subulate,  Theca  broadly  ovate,  Fruitstalks  curved,  Lid  rostrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Plants  growing  in  roundish  tufts,  and  nearly  related  to  Trichostomum.   G.  pulvinata  is  the  moss  which 
forms  those  little  cushion-like  dark  brownish  green  lumps  which  are  so  commonly  spotted  over  the  tops  of old  walls  and  houses. 

2224.  Weissia.    In  honor  of  J.  W.  Weiss,  a  German  cryptogamic  botanist.    There  was  also  a  John 
SMS 
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14712  pusllla  Hedw.  dwarf 
Grim'mia  pusilla  R  B.  t  2551 14713  verticiUSta  Schuiteg.  whorled 
Grim'mia  veriiciUata  E.  B.  1. 1258 11714  acuta  Hedw.  acute 
Grim'mia  acuta  E.  B.  1. 1644 

2225.  DICRA'NUM.  Hedw.  Dicranum. 
14715  glaucum  Hedw.  glaucous 
14716  latif61ium  Hedw.  broad-leaved 

Trichostomum  piliferum  R  B.  2536 
14717  longifolium  Hedw.  long-leaved 14718  flexuosum  Hedw.  flexuose 
14719  flavescens  Smith  yellowish 
14720  squarrosum  Schrad.  squarrose 
14721  pellucidum  Swx.  pellucid 
14722  spurium  Hedw.  spurious 

14723  cris'pum  Hedw.  crisp 
14724  Scottianum  Turn.  Scott's fiageUAre  E  B.  tl977 14725  polycarpon  Ehr.  prolific Br  untoid  KB.  t.  2509 
14726  undulatum  Ehr.  wave-leaved 

dense  patches  if  spring 
tufts 

BtG  calcar.  rocks  Muse,  brit  tl5 

|  summer  BtG  moist  rocks  Muse,  brit  tl5 
1  sura,  and  aut.  01.G  moist  rocks  Muse,  brit  1 15 

14727  scoparium  Hedw.  rock 
a.  majus  Hooker  large 
@  fuscescens  Turner  brownish 14728  varium  Hedw.  various 
a.  Vtride  Hooker  green 
caUis'tomum  Smith  EL  Brit 

P  rufescens  brown 
y  luridum  Hooker  lurid 14729  fulvellum  Smith  tawny 

14730  heteromallum  Hedw.  interrupted 14731  subulatura  Hedw.  subulate 

broad  tufts subsolitary 

dense  tufts 
loose  tufts 
tufts 
large  masses 
tufts 
dense  masses 
loose  patches 
large  masses 
round  t:.fts 
tufts 

patches 
patches tufts 
loose  patches 
loose  patches 
loose  patches 
loose  patches dense  tufts 
large  patches loose  patches 

Sp.  23—47. 4  autumn 

|  spring 

W.G  moors  Muse.  brit.  tl6 
BtG  moun.  banks  Muse,  brit  t.16 

3  win.  and  spr.  BtG  wet  rocks 3  win.  and  spr.  D.G  peat  bogs Muse,  brit  tl6 
Muse,  brit  tl6 

3  win.  and  spr. 
3  summer 

1  £  spr.  and  sum. 
4  summer 

I  all  months 
2|  sum.  and  aut 
|  all  seasons 

2J  summer 
3  win.  and  spr. 3  win.  and  spr. 2  spring 
h  spring 

i  spring 
3  spring I  spring 
§  spr.  and  sum. 
i  spring 

i  spring 

Muse,  brit  tl7 Muse.  brit.  tl7 
Muse,  brit  tl7 

Muse,  brit  1. 17 
Muse,  brit  tl7 
Muse.  brit.  t.18 

Muse,  brit  t. IS 
Muse.  brit.  t.18 
Muse,  brit  tl8 
Eng.  bot  1 354 Eng.  bot  1 1597 Muse,  brit  t.17 
Eng.  bot  1 1215 

Rsh  moist  banks  Eng.  bot.  1 1216 
Lur 
BtG  crev.of rocks  < BtG  moist  banks 
BtG  moist  banks 

Y.G  river  banks 
Y      wet  san.  pi. 
D.G  wetsan.pl. 
BtG  bogs 

BtG  moist  banks 
BtG  mount  rocks 
BtG  rocks 
BtG  woods Sr  roc. 

Dp.  G  woods  &  ban. 
Dp.  G  woods  &  ban. 15  rsh  heathy  plac. 
D.G  moist  banks D.G  moist  banks 

>  Grev.  cryp.fU88 
Muse,  brit  t  IS Muse,  brit  t.18 

small  spots       I  spring 14732  cervicul&tum  Hedw.  hooked 
pusUlum  E.  B.  t.  2491 uncinatum  EB.  1 2261 

14733  virens  Hedw.  green  tufts 
14734  strumiferum  Smith   thick-necked  tufts 
14735  falcatum  Hedw.       falcate  large  patches 
14736  Schreberi&num/ferfw.  Schreber's  tufted 
14737  Starkii  Web. Sf  Mohr.  Starke's  tufts 
2226.  TRICHOS'TOMUM  Hedw.  Tbichostomum. 
14738  patens  Schwcegr.       spreading        deep  patches 

Dicranum  patens  E.  B.  1. 1990 TV.  obtttsum  Fl.  Brit 
14739  lanuginosum  Hedw.  woolly  deep  tufts 
14740  canescens  Hedw.      hoary  tufted  creep. T.  ericoides  E  B.  1 1991 
14741  heterostichum  lied w.  branched        broad  tufts 
14742  microcarpon  Hedw.   small-fruited    deep  patches 

14713 

Str  bogs Muse.  brit.  t!6 

1|  all  seasons  BtG  mount,  mar.  Muse,  brit  1. 17 1  all  seasons  BtG  mount. mar.  Muse.  brit.  1 17 
2  spr.  and  aut  BtG  alpine  rocks  Hoo.mus.br.tl7 
J  spring  BtG  moi.pl,  Scot  Grev.  cryp.fl.116 
1  spring  BtG  alpine  rocks  Muse,  brit  1. 17 

Sp.  9—18. 6  all  seasons  Hoa  mountains    Muse.  brit.  tl9 

4  all  seasons  Hoa  stony  mount  Muse.  brit.  tl9 
1J  all  seasons  Y.G  heaths         Muse.  brit.  tl9 
1  all  seasons  Hoa  ston.  on  mo.  Muse,  brit  t.19 
2  all  seasons  Ol     rocks           Muse.  brit.  t.19 

14718  .  „               ^  14723, 

14714 
14716 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Christopher  Weiss,  who  published,  in  1712,  a  Dissertation  on  the  pomegranate.  These  plants  are  chiefly  found 
in  wet  places,  most  frequently  in  alpine  countries  j  in  habit  they  resemble  Gymnostomum.  * '  2225.  Dicranum.  Named  by  Hedwig,  from  iixfanee,  forked,  in  allusion  to  the  division  of  the  teeth.  This is  one  of  the  finest  genera  of  mosses,  containing  many  species  which  form  broad  masses  of  turfy  vegetation, 
giving  a  decided  character  to  the  face  of  the  earth  where  they  grow.  Like  most  of  the  genera  of  this  order, 
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14712  Stems  scarcely  any,  Leaves  subulate,  Theca  orate,  Fruitstalks  always  erect,  Lid  rostrate 
14713  Stems  branched,  Leaves  broadly  subulate  nearly  flat  rather  flaccid,  Theca  ovate,  Lid  rostrate 
14714  Stems  branched,  Leaves  subulate-setaceous  subsecund  rigid  canaliculate,  Theca  turbinate,  Lid  rostrate 

*  Theca  without  a  struma. 
14715  Stems  branched  fastigiate,  Lvs.  erecto-patent  ov.  lane,  straight  nerveless  cut.  Theca  ov.  cern.  Lid  rostrate 
14716  Steins  short,  Leaves  oblong  concave  entire  apiculate  or  piliferous,  Theca  erect  ovato-oblong,  Lid  rostrate 

[nearly  erect,  Lid  rostrate 14717  Stems  elongat.  Lvs.  very  long  subul.-setace.  falcato-secund  serrul. :  nerve  very  broad,  Theca  oblongo-ovate 
14718  Stems  nearly  simple  rigid,  Leaves  lanceola to-subulate  acuminated  straight :  their  nerve  very  broad, Fruitstalks  flexuose,  Theca  ovate  striated,  Lid  rostrate 
14719  Stems  branched,  Lvs.  long  lane  serrul.  point  in  all  directions  crisp,  when  dry,  Theca;  obi.  erect,  Lid  rest. 
14720  Stems  somewhat  branched,  Leaves  from  a  broad  sheathing  base  lanceolate  obtuse  recurved  and  patent 

directed  to  every  side  crisped  when  dry,  Theca  ovate  subcernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14721  Stems  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  :  their  margins  slightly  undulated  serrated  rather  obtuse  pointing  in 

all  directions,  Theca  ovate  subcernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14722  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  fasciculated  concave  erecto-patent  directed  to  every  side  ovate :  the  superior ones  lanceolate  serrulate,  Theca  oblong  curved,  Lid  rostrate 
14723  Stems  short,  Leaves  from  a  sheathing  base  setaceous  nearly  distichous  flexuoso-recurved  crisped  when 

dry,  Theca  erect  ovate,  Lid  with  a  long  beak 
14724  Stems  branched,  Leaves  erecto-patent  directed  to  every  side  subulate :  their  margins  plane  subserrated 

crisped  when  dry,  Theca  ovate  cylindraceous  nearly  erect,  Lid  with  a  long  beak 
14725  Stems  branched,  Lvs.  patent  directed  to  every  side  lanceolate-subulate :  their  margins  recurved  flexuose 

8ubserrulate  crisped  when  dry,  Theca  obovate  subcernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14726  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  nearly  plane  lanceolate  attenuate  serrulate  at  the  points  transversely  unduL 

Theca  cylindrac.  cernuous,  Lid  with  a  long  beak 
14727  Stems  elongated,  Lvs.  narr.  subuL  canalicuL  sea  Theca  cylindrac.  arched  cernuous,  Lid  with  a  long  beak a  Leaves  falcato  secund 

/3  Leaves  subsecund  narrow  crisped  when  dry 
14728  Stems  short,  Leaves  narrow  hastato-lanceolate,  Theca  ovate,  Lid  rostrate 

a  Leaves  pointing  all  ways  lanceolate  green,  Theca  subcernuous 
(i  Leaves  subsecund  lanceolate  subulate  reddish,  Theca  erect 
•y  Leaves  subsecund  subulate  lurid,  Theca  subcernuous  [stalk,  Lid  short  rostrate 14729  Stem  near.  simp.  Lvs.  very  longsubuL  setae. :  nerve  obsolete,  percurr.  Theca  obov.  erect  striat  with  a  short 

14730  Stems  branched,  Leaves  subul.  falcato-secund  nearly  ent.  Theca  ovate  subcernuous,  Lid  with  along  beak 
14731  Stems  branch.  Lvs.  from  a  broad  sheath,  base  subul.  set  ace.  sec.  ent  Theca  ov.  subcern.  Lid  with  long  beak 

**  Theca  with  a  struma. 
14732  Stems  short,  Lvs.  lane,  subul.  ent  subsec. :  nerve  very  broad,  Theca  ovate  subcern.  strumose,  Lid  rost 

[tions,  Theca  furrowed  oblongo-ovate  subcern.  strum.  Lid  rost 
14733  Stems  elongat  Lvs.  from  a  broad  sheath,  base  subuL  ent. :  marg.  plane  crisp,  when  dry  pointing  in  all  direc 
14734  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  from  a  broad  sheathing  base  subulate  entire :  their  margins  plane  crisped  when 

dry  pointing  in  all  directions,  Theca  furrowed  oblongo-ovate  subcernuose  strumose,  Lid  rostrate 
14735  Stems  nearly  simple,  Lvs.  long  lanc-subul.  falcato-secund  nearly  ent  Theca  ov.  subcern.  strum.  Lid  rost. 
14736  Stem  erect  simple,  Lvs.  spread,  long  subul.  dilated  and  amp]  ex  ic.  at  base,  Theca  ov.  cernu.  strum.  Lid  rost 
14737  Stems  somew.  branch-  Lvs.  lane,  subul.  falcato-secund  entire,  Theca  oblongo-ov.  suberect  strum.  Lid  rost. 

14738  Stems  elongat  Lvs.  lane,  acuminated  carinated :  margins  recurv.  Theca  ovate,  Fruitst.  curved,  Lid  conic. 

14739  Stems  elongated  subpinnate,  Leaves  lanceolato-subulate  acuminate :  their  long  diaphanous  points  serrat : margins  recurved,  Theca  ovate,  Fruits  talk  short  on  lateral  branches,  Lid  rostrate 
14740  Stems  elongated  irregularly  branched,  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate :  their  diaphanous  acuminated  points slightly  serrated,  Theca  ovate,  Teeth  of  the  peristome  very  long  and  filif.  Lid  subulate 
14741  Stems  elongated  branched,  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate :  their  diaphanous  acuminated  points  slightly  serrat Theca  oblong,  Teeth  of  the  peristome  rather  short,  Lid  rostrate 
14742  Stems  elongated  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate:  their  diaphanous  acuminated  points  slightly  serrated, Theca  oblong,  Teeth  of  the  peristome  rather  short,  Lid  rostrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
there  are  species  included  in  this  which  vary  considerably  from  the  common  appearance  of  the  group.  The 
most  distinct  of  these  forms  is,  however,  removed,  after  the  example  of  the  German  muscologists,  to  Fissidens ; which  see. 

2226.  Trichostomwn.  From  ryxos,  hair,  and  g-cua,,  a  mouth ;  the  divisions  of  the  mouth  of  the  theca being  very  fine.   The  species  are  for  the  most  part  dark  green  mountain  plants,  with  hair-pointed  leaves, 
3  M  4 
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14743  aciculare  Beam.       needle-pointed  loose  tufts Dicranum  aciculare  E  B.  t 1978 
14744  fasciculare  Schrad.    bundled  broad  patches 
14745  polyphyllum  Schwceg.  many-leaved    round  tufts 

Dicranum  poly  phi)  Hum  E.  B.  t.  1217 Tr.  cirratum  Fl.  Brit 
14746  eUipticum  Hook.       elliptical         little  tufts 

Dicranum  elUpticum  E.  B.  1. 1901 

1|  summer 
2  all  seasons 
§  summer 

OLG  wet  rocks     Muse  brit  1. 19 
Y.G  moun.  rocks  Muse.  brit.  1 19 
Bt.G  moun.  rocks  Muse.  brit.  1. 19 

f  spr.  and  sum.  Bt.G  moun.  rocks  Muse,  brit  1. 19 

2227.  CINCLIDCTUS.  Pal.de  Beam. 
14747  fontinaloides  Beauv.  water Font inu lis  minor  E.  B.  t .  3d 7 

ClNCLIDOTUS. floating 

Sp.  1. 
5  summer D.Ol  in  streams    Muse,  brit  1 11 

2228.  TOR/TULA.  Ehr. 
14748  rigida  Swz. 14749  muralis  Hedw. 
14750  ruralis  Ehr. 
14751  subulata  Hedw. 
14752  cuneifolia  Both. 

Tortula. 
rigid 
wall country 

subulate 

small  patches tufts 

deep  patches 
thick  tufts 

wedge-leaved  solitary 
14753  stellata  Smith.  stellate 
14754  tortu6sa  Hedw.  tortuous 
14755  fallax  Sun.  deceitful 

T.  unguiculdta  E  B.  t  2316 
T.  imber'bis  E  B.  1 2329 14756  revoluta  Brid.  revolute 
T.  nervosa  E.  B.  t  2383 

14757  unguiculata  Hooker  unguiculate i  T  mucronuldta  E.  It.  t.  1299 
T.  aristdta  E  B.  t  2392 
T.  barbci ta  E  B.  t  2391 
T.  hii  mills  E  B.  1 1663 
T.  apiculdta  E  B.  t  2494 

14758  convoluta  Swz.  convolute 

solitary 
broad  masses 
tufts 

Sp.  11—38. J  all  seasons  D.  G 1  all  seasons  D.G 
2  all  seasons  D.  G 

1}  all  seasons  Y.G 

i  spring  Y.G 

J spring  Y.G 
spr.  and  sum.  JUG 

1}  all  seasons  LG 

rocks  &  walls 
everywhere 
trees  &  ban. 
banks 
banks 
riv.  sides,  Sc. 
limest  rocks 
everywhere 

Muse.  brit.  tl2 
Muse,  brit  tl2 

Muse,  brit  1. 12 
Muse,  brit  t.12 
Muse,  brit  t  .12 
Muse,  brit  1. 12 
Muse,  brit  1. 12 Muse,  brit  tl2 

loose  patches 
Ftbrooonium. creeping 

creeping 
creeping 

£  spring 
i  spring 

f  spring 

L.  G  banks  Muse  brit  tl2 

Dp.G  ban.  &  hedg.  Muse,  brit  t.12 

Y.G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t.12 
2229.  PTEROGO'NIUM.  Swz. 

14759  Smith'ii  Swz.  Smith's 14760  gracile  Swx.  slender 
14761  filiforme  Hedw.  filiform 

P.  ccespitdsum  E  B.  t.  2526 
2230.  DIDY'MODON.  Hedw.  Didtmodon. 

14762  purpureum  Hedw.     purple  large  patches 
Br §um  biparttivm  E  B.  t  2357 Dicranum  striatum  E  B.  t  2294 
Dicrdnum  Cel'sii  E  B.  t  2414 Trichdstomum  papillosum  E  B.  t  2533 14763  inclinfitum  Sun.        inclining  spots 
Grim'mia  incUnata  E  B.  t  1824 14764  nervosum  Hook.        nerved  loose  patches 
Grim'mia  atrovtrens  E  B.  t.  2015 14765  flexifSUum  Hook.      bent-leaved     loose  tufts 
Trich6stomum  flcxijulium  E  B.  t  2490 

14766  rigidulum  Hedw.       rigid  tufts 
Trichdstomum  rigidulum  E  B.  t  2178 

14767  trifarium  Swz.  three-rowed  tufted 
Trichdstomum  trtfdrium  E  B.  t  1707 Trich6stomum  UnoUles  E.  B.  t  2295 

14745 

Sp.  3—7 
3  all  seasons  BtG  trees,  S.  Eng.  Muse,  brit  1 14 
1}  all  seasons  BtG  subalp.  rocks  Muse,  brit  tl4 
1}  all  seasons  BtG  mountains    Muse,  brit  t.14 

Sp.  10. i  all  seasons  Rsh   moist  rocks  Muse,  brit  t.20 

f  spring  L.  G   moun.  rocks  Muse  brit.  t.20 
i  spring  Dp.G  dry  banks  Muse,  brit  t.20 
f  spr.  and  sum.  BtG  banks  Muse,  biit  t.20 
f  spr.  and  sum.  Br  walls  ft  roc.  Muse,  brit  t.20 
f  spr.  and  sum.  BtG  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t.20 

'14746 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
which  give  them  the  appearance  of  being  hoary.  The  genus  is  nearly  related  to  Grimmia  both  in  natural  and essential  characters. 

2227.  Cinclidotus.  So  called  from  xtyxMians,  grated,  in  allusion  to  the  peculiar  netted  manner  in  which  the 
cilia?  of  the  peristome  are  united  in  parcels.  A  plant  from  four  to  six  inches  long,  growing  on  stones  and 
wood  in  streams  of  water,  in  many  places  exceedingly  common.  Its  general  appearance  is  that  of  Trichos- 
tomum,  whilst  theperistome  more  resembles  that  of  a  Tortula. 2228.  Tortula.  From  torqueo,  to  twist,  in  allusion  to  the  singular  manner  in  which  the  teeth  of  the  peristome 
are  twisted  together.  Small  plants,  frequently  forming  thick  tufts,  and  common  in  almost  all  situations  from 
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14743  Stems  elongat  branch,  Lvs.  lane.  obt.  serrulat.  at  points :  nerve  vanish,  before  summ.  Theca  obi.  Lid  rost. 
14741  Stems  elongat  branch.  Lvs.  lane,  ent :  summ.  never  diaphan. ;  margins  recurv.  Theca  ovato-obL  Lid  rost. 
14745  Stems  branch.  Lvs.  lane,  -subul. :  marg.  recurv.serrat  above  very  much  crisp,  when  dry,  Theca  obi.  Lid  rost. 

14746  Stems  short  nearly  simple,  Lvs.  lane.  acum.  straight :  nerve  broad ;  margins  plane,  Theca  ellipt.  Lid  rost 

14747  The  only  species 

14748  Stems  scarcely  any,  Lvs.  patent  obi.  rigid :  marg.  much  inflex.  Nerve  broad,  Theca  obi.  Lid  conic  acum. 
14749  Stems  short,  Leaves  patent  linear-oblong  :  their  margins  recurved,  Nerve  produced  beyond  the  leaf  into 

a  white  hair-like  point,  Theca  oblong,  Lid  conical  acuminate 
14750  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  oblong  carinated  patent  and  recurved,  Nerve  terminating  in  a  long  generally diaphanous  serrated  point  Theca  oblong,  Lid  subulate,  Teeth  of  the  peristome  united  below  in  a  tube 
14751  Stems  very  short,  Leaves  oblongo- lanceolate  acuminate :  the  nerve  excurrent  often  forming  an  apiculus, 

Theca  cylindrical,  Lid  conico-subul.  Teeth  of  the  peristome  united  nearly  to  the  apex,  into  a  long  tube 
14752  Stems  scarcely  any,  Lvs.  broadly  obov.  cone.  Nerve  terminating  beyond  top  of  leaf  in  a  rather  long  and frequently  serrulated  point,  Theca  oblong,  Lid  shortly  rost  Teeth  of  the  peristome  united  at  the  base 
14753  Stems  scarcely  any,  Leaves  ovate  concave,  Nerve  running  beyond  points,  Theca  ovate  striated,  Lid  rost 
14754  Stems  elongat.  branch.  Lvs.  lin.-subul.  carinate  undulate  much  twisted  when  dry,  Theca  cylind.  Lid  rost 
14755  Stems  elongat  branch.  Lvs.  lane,  subul.  pat  or  recurv. :  marg.  refl. Theca  obl.Lid  rost  nearly  as  long  as  theca 

14756  Stems  short,  Leaves  lanceolate  acum. :  the  margins  of  those  of  the  stem  remarkably  re  vol  u  te ;  perichaetial leaves  sheathing,  their  sides  involute,  Theca  oblong,  Lid  rostrate  shorter  than  the  theca 
14757  Stems  branched,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  obtuse :  their  nerve  produced  into  an  apiculus ;  the  marg.  nearly plane,  Theca  oblong,  Lid  rostrate  nearly  as  long  as  the  theca 

14758  Stems  short,  Lvs.  obL  rather  obt :  nerve  not  protruded ;  perichait.  remarkably  convol.  Theca  obi.  Lid  rost. 
[above  half-way  up,  Fruitstalks  very  short,  Lid  rostrate 

14759  Stems  much  branch.  Branches  pinn.  Lvs.  linguL  obt  ent.  crisp,  when  dry :  marg.  recurv.  j  nerve  reaching 
14760  Branches  fascicled  curved,  Leaves  broadly  ovate  acute  concave  :  their  margins  plane  j  summits  serrated, faintly  2-nerved  at  the  base,  Lid  conical 
14761  Stems  irregularly  branched  curved,  Leaves  ovate  sub  acuminated  concave :  their  margins  recurv.  serrated : nerve  single  or  forked :  shoots  faint,  Lid  conical 

14763  Stems  scarcely  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminate  carinate :  their  margins  recurved  entire,  Theca 
ovato-cylindraceous  oblique  substrumose  furrowed  when  dry,  Lid  conical 

14763  Leaves  bifarious  from  a  sheathing  base  subulate,  Theca  ovate  inclined,  Lid  conical 
14764  Leaves  obovate  shortly  apiculate :  their  nerve  incrassated  above,  Theca  ovate  erect,  Lid  shortly  rostrate 
14765  Stems  more  or  less  elongat.  Lvs.  oblon.-ov.  flexu.  strongly  serrat  at  point,  Theca  erect  cylindrac.  Lid  rost 
14766  Leaves  closely  imbricated  on  all  sides  lanceolate  much  acumin.  carinate  with  the  rigid  nerve  running beyond  the  point,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  erect,  Lid  rostrate 
14767  Leaves  rather  distant  somewhat  trifarious  lane,  rather  obtuse  carinated  with  the  nerve  scarcely  reaching to  the  point,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  erect,  Lid  rostrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  banks  of  the  sea-shore  to  the  limits  of  perpetual  snow.  The  character  from  which  the  genus  has  received 
its  designation,  will  always  indicate  the  species  with  perfect  truth. 

2229.  Pterogonmm.  A  name  altered  by  Swartz  from  the  Fterigynandrum  of  Hedwig,  which  was  contrived 
to  express  that  the  male  and  female  flowers  of  this  genus  of  mosses  are  both  present  on  a  pinnated  stem.  An 
elegant  collection  of  species,  generally  found  in  subalpine  countries,  where  they  enliven  the  trunks  of  trees  and 
rocks  with  their  bright  green  trailing  entangled  stems,  which  have  altogether  the  habit  of  Hypnum.  P. 
Smithii  has  only  been  found  in  this  country  upon  trees  in  the  southern  counties,  especially  in  Devonshire. 

2230.  Didymodon.  So  called,  by  Hedwig,  from  iilv/Mt ,  double,  and  tint,  a  tooth,  in  reference  to  the  geminate 
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14768  capillaccum  Schrtld.  hairy  dense  tufts 
Trichdstomum  capillaccum  E.  B.  1. 1152 

14769  heteromalium  Hook,  variable 
Grim'mia  heteromdlla  E.  B.  t 1899 14770  obscurum  Katdf.  obscure 

14771  glaucescens  Greville  glaucous 
patches 

4  all  seasons  Bt.G  moun.  banks  Muse.  brit.  t.  20 
i  spring         Y.G  mountains    Muse,  brit  t  20 

2231. SPLACH'NUM.  L.  Splachnum. 
spherical 

broad  tufts  1  spr.  and  sum.  L.G  alpine  rocks  Grev.  crypt.  193 
closely  tufted  1  sum.andwin.  Gl     Scot  moun.  Grev.  crypt  127 

Sp.  7—19. 
14772  sphae'ricum  Linn, ovdtum  E.  B.  1. 1590 

rugdsum  E.  B.  t.  2094 14773  tenue  Dicks.  slender 
Grim'mia  splachnoides  Fl.  Brit. 14774  mnioides  Linn.  clustered 

a.  minus  Hooker  small 
(3  mn jus  Hooker  large 
fastigidtum  E.  B.  t.  786 14775  angusta  turn  Linn.  narrowed 

14776  ampullaceum  Linn,  bottle-headed Turnerianum  E.  B.  1 1116 
14777  vasoulosum  Bedw.  vascular 

rugdsum  E.  B.  t.  2094  ? 
14778  Frolichianum  Hedw.  Frolich's reticulatum  E.  B.  t.  2507 

2232.  CONOS'TOMUM  Sua.  Conostomum. 
14779  boreale  Sua.  northern         small  tufts 

Grim'mia  cono  stoma  E.  B.  t.  1135 
2233.  ORTHO'TRICHUM.  Hedw.  Orthotrichum. 

14780  Drumm6ndi  Hooker  Drummond's  creeping 

solitary 2  summer. Pa.G dung,  of  ani. Muse,  brit  1 9 

subsoli  tary H  summer Pa.G Scot  moun. Muse,  brit  t  9 

tufts 
tufts tufts 

2  all  seasons 
1J  all  seasons 2  all  seasons 

Bt.G 
D.G Pa.G 

mountains 
mountains 
mountains 

Muse.  brit.  1 9 
He.sti.cry.2.tll 
He.sti.cry  .2.  t.38 

tufts solitary 
i  spring  Pa.G 3  sum. and aut  Pa.G 

cow-dung bogs Muse.  brit.  t.  9 
Muse  brit  1 9 

tufts 
2  spring Pa.G 

mountains Grev,cryp.tl 
little  tufts 

1}  summer 
Pa.G mountains Muse  brit  1 9 

14781  andmalum  Hedw.  anomalous 
14782  cupulatum  Hqffm.  naked nudum  E.  B.  t.  1325 

andmalum  E.  B.  1. 1423 

broad  tufts 
tufted 

Sp.  1—4. 1  summer        Bt.G  moun.,  Scot.  Muse.  brit.  1. 10 

Sp.  13—49. 1J  summer  Drk  trun.  of  trees  Grev.  crypt.  11* 
f  all  seasons  D.Ol  rocks  &  walls  Muse,  brit  t.  21 
1  all  seasons     D.Ol  wo.  &  stones  Muse.  brit.  1 21 

14783  crlspum  Hedw. 
14784  Ludwigii  Bridel 
14785  rupincola  Funck 14786  HutcMnsis  Smith 

14787  affjne  Schrad. a  ma  jus  Hook. 
/S  pdmUum  E.  B. 

crisp  round  tufts 

Ludwig's        creep.,  branc. 
rock  branched,  lax 

Miss  Hutchins's  tufts 
akin large dwarf 

14788  diaphanum  Schrad.  transparent aristatum  Turn.  hib.  t  9.  f.  2 
14789  pulch  t  Hum  Smith  pretty 
14790  rivulare  Turn. 
14791  striatum  Hedw. 
14792  LyOllii  Hook. 

.14768 

rivulet 
striated 

Lyell's 
14772 

d 

tufts 
tufts tufts 

tufts 
tufts 
floating 

tufts 
branched 

1  summer  Bt.G 
3  sum.  and  aut  Pa.  G 
1  may  to  july  Br 
1  spring  Br.G 

1}  spring  Pa.G 
H  spring  Pa.G 

i  spring  Pa.G 

}  spr.  and  sum.  Hoa 
1  all  seasons  L.G 
2  all  seasons  Ol.G 
2  all  seasons  Bt.G 
3  all  seasons  Y.G 

14774 

trees  &  ston.  Muse,  brit  1 21 
smth.  branc.  Grev.  crypt.  133 
rocks  &  walls  Grev.  crypt.  105 rocks  Muse,  brit  1 21 
trun.  of  trees  Muse.  brit.  1 21 
trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  1 1323 trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  t.  2165 

trees  &  walls  Muse  brit.  1 21 
trun.  of  trees  Muse,  brit  1 21 
roc.  in  strea.  Muse,  brit  1 21 
trees  Muse,  brit  1 21 
trees  Muse,  brit  1 22 14779 

14773 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
arrangement  of  the  teeth  of  the  theca.  In  natural  habit,  the  plants  of  this  genus  approach  on  the  one  hand 
to  Weissia,  and  on  the  other  to  Dicranum.  With  the  former,  Dr.  Hooker  observes  that  two  species  are  liable 
to  be  confounded,  viz.  Didymodon  inclinatum,  and  D.  heteromalium,  each  of  which  has  but  sixteen  teeth, 
and  their  approximation  in  pairs  is  with  difficulty  discoverable.  D.  inclinatum  is  a  very  rare  plant,  having 
been  scarcely  found  any  where  in  this  country,  except  upon  the  mountains  of  Cunnemara,  in  Ireland. 

2231.  Splachnum.  ̂ rXa,yxtM  was  one  of  the  Greek  names  of  moss.  Generally  elegant  little  plants,  with theca;  of  exquisitely  beautiful  forms.  The  annual  species  are  usually  found  growing  upon  dung,  while  the 
perennial  are  found  in  more  permanent  situations.  They  are  in  all  cases  of  rare  occurrence.  S.  Frcelichianum 
was  found  on  the  summit  of  Ben  High,  in  the  Scotch  Highlands. 

2232.  Conostomum.   From  xwvec,  a  cone,  and  fo/jux.,  a  mouth,  the  teeth  of  the  theca  being  always- united  at 
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14768  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  nearly  distichous  subulato-setaceous,  Theca  erect  ovato-cylindrace.  Lid  conical 
14769  Stems  rather  short,  Leaves  subsecund  subulate,  Theca  ovate  cylindraceous,  Lid  conical 
14770  Leaves  lanceolate  subulate  tortuose  when  dry,  Nerve  strong,  Theca  suberect  ovate,  Lid  obliquely  rostrate 
14771  Stem  branched  erect,  Leaves  lane,  acuns.  spreading,  Nerve  reaching  apex,  Theca  oblong  with  a  short  lid 

14772  Leaves  obovato-rotundate  acuminate  slightly  serrated,  Apophysis  ovate  globose  wider  than  the  theca 

14773  Leaves  obovato-acuminate  serrated,  Apophysis  obconical  narrower  than  the  theca,  Columella  exserted 
14774  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  much  acuminat.  concave  entire,  Apophysis  obovate  nearly  as  narrow  as  the  theca 

a.  Deeper  color  with  shorter  stems 
(3  Paler  color  with  longer  stems 

[than  the  leaves 14775  Lvs.  ovato-lanc.  much  acuminat  serrat  Apophy.  obov.  somew.  narrow,  than  theca,  Fruitst.  scarcely  longer 
14776  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  acuminated  serrated,  Apophysis  inversely  flagon-shaped  twice  as  wide  as  theca 
14777  Lvs.  rhombo-rotund.  obt :  the  nerve  disappearing  before  point,  Apophysis  globose  much  wider  than  theca 
14778  Lvs.  ov.  rounded  at  points :  nerve  disappear,  before  summ.  Apophysis  obovate  much  narrower  than  theca 

14779  Stems  rather  short,  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminated  carinated  slightly  toothed 

*  Peristome  without  dliary  processes. 
14780  Lvs.  obi.  lane,  slightly  curl.  Theca  clav.  furrow.  Lid  with  a  long  beak,  Teeth  16  simple,  Calyptra  very  hairy 
14781  Leaves  lanceolate  erecto-patent,  Fruitstalks  exserted.  Peristome  of  8  double  teeth,  Calyptra  slightly  pilose 
14782  Leaves  lane,  erecto-patent,  Theca  nearly  sessile,  Peristome  of  16  double  teeth,  Calyptra  slightly  pilose 

**  Peristome  with  8  ciliary  processes. 
14783  Leaves  lanceolato-subulate  much  crisped  when  dry,  Fruitstalk  much  exserted,  Theca  striated,  Peristome 

with  8  ciliary  processes,  Calyptra  very  pilose 
14784  Leaves  erect  spreading  narrow-lanceolate  crisp  when  dry,  Theca  pyriform  smooth  plaited  and  contracted 

at  orifice,  Calyptra  very  hairy 
14785  Lvs.  erect  rigid  broad-lanc.  Theca  somew.  immersed  striat.  toward  mouth,  Teeth  16,  Calyptra  very  hairy 
14786  Leaves  lanceolate  erect  and  nearly  straight  when  dry,  Fruitstalks  much  exserted,  Theca  striated,  Perist. 

with  8  ciliary  processes,  Calyptra  very  pilose 
14787  Leaves  patent  broadly  lanceolate,  Theca  sessile,  Peristome  with  8  ciliary  processes,  Calyptra  subpilose 

*»*  Peristome  with  16  ciliary  processes. 
14788  Stems  short,  Lvs.  lane.  acum. :  points  diaphan.  Theca  sess.  Perist  with  16  ciliary  process.  Calypt  subpilose 
14789  Stems  short,  Lvs.  pat.  narr.  lane,  crisp  when  dry,  Foots  t.  exserted,  Perist  with  16  slender  ciliary  processes, 

Calyptra  subpilose 14790  Stems  elongated  much  branched,  Leaves  broadly  lanceolate  obtuse,  Theca  sessile,  Peristome  with  16 
slender  ciliary  processes,  Calyptra  smooth 

14791  Stems  elongated  branched,  Leaves  lanceolate-patent  slightly  twisted  when  dry,  Theca  sess.  ovate  smooth, 
Peristome  with  16  torulose  ciliary  processes,  Calyptra  subpilose , 

14792  Stems  elongated  much  branched,  Leaves  long  linear  lanceolate  recurvo-patent  much  crisped  when  dry, 
Theca  obi.  striat.  Peristome  with  16  rather  broad  distinctly  jointed  ciliary  processes,  Calypt  very  hairy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
the  points.  A  curious  genus,  first  established  by  Swartz,  in  Schrader's  Journal  The  British  species  approaches  in habit  to  Bartramia  fontana.  It  is  quite  an  alpine  plant,  not  growing  in  Switzerland  at  a  lower  elevation  than  7  or 
8000  feet  With  us  it  inhabits  the  summits  of  the  highest  Scotch  mountains,  particularly  in  the  Breadalbane  district 

2233.  Orthotrichum.  From  oftes,  straight,  and  ryxos,  hair,  on  account  of  the  straight,  not  twisted direction  of  the  teeth  of  the  peristome.  No  genus  can  be  more  natural  than  this,  notwithstanding  some 
variations  in  the  peristome  of  some  of  the  species  from  the  ordinary  structure.  Thus  O.  decipiens  and  anomalum 
have  no  ciliary  processes ;  and  O.  striatum  has  them  of  a  peculiar  shape  and  beaded  appearance.  Many  of  the 
plants  referred  to  this  genus  are  common  occupants  of  the  aged  trunks  of  trees,  where  they  vegetate  among 
the  soft  earth  which  collects  in  the  clefts  of  the  dead  bark.  O.  Lyellii,  which  is  the  finest  of  our  species,  is 
only  found  on  trees  in  the  New  Forest 
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2234.  ZY'GODON.  Hook.  Zygodon. 14793  conoideum  Hooker     conical  small  tuft* 
Mnium  conoideum  E.  B.  t.  1239 

2235.  DIPHYS'CIUM.  Mohr.  Diphyscium. 1479*  foliosum  Mohr.         leafy  matt,  patches 
Buxbaumia  fuliosa  E.  B.  t.  329 

2236.  BUXB AU'MIA.  L.  BUXBAUMIA. 
14795  aphylla  L. 

CRYPTOGAMIA. 

Spi. 
small  tufts        i  spring 

Sp.1. 
|  spring solitary 

2257  TUHA'RIA.  Hedw.  Funaria. 14796  hygrometrica  Hedw.  Hygrometrical  tufts 
14797  Muhlenbergii  Turn.  Muhlenberg's  tufts 14798  hibernica  Hook.        Irish  tufts 
2238.  BARTRA'MI A.  Hedw.  Bartramia. 

14799  pomiformis  Hedw.  apple-fruited  tufts a  minor  Hooker  small  tufts 
/3  major  Hooker         large  tufts 

14800  it li v phy  11a  Brid.        stiff-leaved  tufts 
14801  gracilis  FUerke         slender  deep  patches 
14802  fontana  Sua.            fountain  thin  tufts 

a  major  Hooker         large  thin  tufts 
Bryum  funtdnum  E.  B.  t.  390 

£  mdrchica  Swz.          dwarf  tufts 

Sp.1. 1  summer 

Sp.S. 
1J  winter 
f  spring 
f  spring 
Sp.  6—11. 2  summer 

1}  summer 2  summer 
1  summer 
3  summer 

summer 
6  summer 

Class  XXIV. 

Pa.G  trun.  of  trees  Muse.  brit.  t  21 

D.G  woods Muse,  brit  t 8 

Br     Fir- woods    Muse,  brit  t  22 

Pa.G  everywhere  Muse,  brit  t.  20 l'a.G  rocks  Muse,  brit  t  20 
Pa.G  cottage  roofs  Muse,  brit  t  20 

BtG 
BtG 
BtG 
BtG 

Dp.G BtG BtG 

heaths 
heaths 
alp.  heaths dry  banks alpine  rocks 
wet  places wet  places 

Muse.  brit.  t  23 
Eng.  bot.  998 Eb.l526..B.cr«*. 
Muse.  brit.  t  23 Muse.  brit.  t  23 
Muse.  brit.  t  23 Diamus.t.44.f.2 

1  summer       BtG  wet  places    Eng.  bot  t  2074 

14803  Halleriana  Hedw. 
14804  arcuata  Brid. Haller's arcuate deep  patches loose  tufts 6  sum.  andaut  BtG  moun,  rocks  Muse,  brit  t  23 

4  sum. andaut  BtG  mountains    Muse,  brit  t  23 

thin  tufts 
2239.  POH'LIA.  Hedw.  Pohxi*. 
14805  inclinata  Schwtegr.  inclined 

Br  yum  turbindtum  E  B.  1572 
Br  yum  nigricans  E  B.  1528 

14806  elongata  Hedw.  long 
Bryum  elongdtum  E  B.  t  1663 

14807  caespitlcia  Schw.  tufted 
«  major  Hooker  large minor  Hooker  small 
Br.  bicolor  Eng.  Bot 

14808  ventricosa  Schw.  ventricose 
Br  yum  ventricosum  E  B.  t.  2270 
Br  yum  bimum  E  B.  t  1518 
Br  yum  cubit  ale  E  B.  t  2554 

2240.  BRYUM.  Hedw.  Bryum. 
14809  androgynum  Hedw.    androgynous  patches 

Mnium  androgynum  E  B.  t  1238 
14810  palustre  Swart'x.       marsh  deep  tufts 

14793  _  _      j     J   \  14794, 

Sp.  4— 1& summer Pa.G  wet  sandy  pL  Muse,  brit  t  29 

subsolitary      1J  summer        BtG  mountains    Muse,  brit  t  30 

patches 
patches 
patches 

11  all  seasons  BtG  everywhere  Muse,  brit  t.  29 
1£  all  seasons  BtG  everywhere  . Eng.  bot.  t  1904 
1  all  seasons    BtG  everywhere  Eng.  bot.  1 1601 

deep  tufts       4  spr.  and  sum.  Br     mar.  ground  Muse,  brit  t.  30 

Sp.n-43. 1  spring  Y.G  wo.  and  ban.  Muse,  brit  t  2S 
4  sum. andaut.  Pa.G  bogs  Muse,  brit  t.  28 

14802  W  14800 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2234.  Zygodon.  From  (vyos,  a  yoke,  and  eSas,  a  tooth,  and  so  called,  we  presume,  in  allusion  to  the  yoking 
together  by  pairs  of  the  outer  teeth ;  but  the  name  is  unexplained  by  its  authors.  A  singular  plant,  which  was 
referred  to  Bryum  by  Dickson,  and  to  Mnium  by  Smith.  The  stems  grow  in  a  tufted  manner  like  Gymnos- 
tomum  viridissimum,  but  rarely  exceed  half  an  inch  in  length.  The  peristome  is  double ;  the  outer  consist- 

ing of  sixteen  short  obtuse  teeth  approaching  in  pairs,  which  at  length  become  recurved;  inner  of  as  many 
alternate  cilia-  lying  horizontally  over  the  mouth  of  the  theca. 2235.  Diphyscium.  From  its,  twice,  and  ̂ urxum,  a  vesicle,  in  allusion  to  the  double  nature  of  the  shell  of 
the  theca.  A  little  plant  found  in  woods,  and  on  rocks  in  alpine  situations.  The  stems  are  exceedingly  short, 
and  grow  in  densely  matted  patches.  The  theca  is  large,  ovate,  gibbous,  and  oblique.  Dr.  Hooker  denies  the 
existence  of  a  double  peristome,  while  Hornschuch  asserts  its  presence. 

2236.  Buxbaumia.  A  very  singular  plant,  destitute  of  apparent  leaves,  and  resembling  a  minute  fungus 
rather  than  a  moss.  It  was  named  in  honor  of  John  Christian  Buxbaum,  a  German  botanist,  who  published, 
in  1728,  an  account  of  the  plants  of  Asia  Minor  in  five  centuria;  of  figures  of  little  merit.  This  plant  was 
originally  discovered  in  the  vicinity  of  Astrachan,  afterwards  in  a  fir-wood  near  Norwich,  and  lately  in 
two  stations  in  Scotland.    Its  minute  size  and  want  of  foliage  may  have  caused  it  to  be  overlooked. 

2237.  Funaria.  From  funis,  a  rope,  in  allusion  to  the  twisted  nature  of  the  strongly  hygrometrical  fruit, 
stalk.  This  genus,  though  sufficiently  characterized  by  the  interior  teeth  or  cilia;  being  oblique  and  placed 
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14793  The  only  species 

14794  The  only  species 

14795  The  only  species 

14796  Leaves  very  concave  ovate  apiculate  entire,  Nerve  excurrent,  Fruitstalk  curved  flexuose  ^  .  V1 
14797  Stems  short,  Lvs.  cone.  ov.  suddenly  acuminat  serrat :  the  nerve  disappear,  below  poun\  nuiUt  straight 
14798  Stems  elongat  Lvs.  plane  ov.-lanc.  gradually  acuminat  serrat  Nerve  disappear.  Del.  point,  Fruitet  straight 

*  Fruitstalks  long,  not  curved. 
14799  Leaves  patent  subulate  strongly  serrated :  the  nerve  reaching  to  the  summit  twisted  when  dry 

B  Leaves  crisp  Linto  the  substance  of  the  leaf  straight  when  dry,  Fruitstalks  much  elongated 
14800  Stems  short,  Leaves  rigid  erecto-patent  subulate-setaceous  almost  entire:  the  nerve  half-way  up  passing 
14801  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  recurvo-patent  lane,  canaliculate  serrat  Fruitstalks  lateral  from  innovations 
14802  Stems  fastig.  Lvs.  closely  imbricat  rig.  erect  broadly  ovate  or  lane,  acuminat  nearly  plane  serr.  Fruitst.  lat *  Leaves  broad  ovate  acuminate  [from  innovations 

**  Fruitstalks  very  short,  curved. 
14803  Stems  much  elongat.  prolifer.  Lvs,  long  subul.  flexu.  serrat.  above,  Fruitet  lat  from  innov.  very  short  curv. 
14804  Stems  much  elongated  proliferous,  Leaves  horizontally  patent  ovato-lanceol.  acuminated  serrat  striated, Fruitstalks  very  short  arcuate  at  length  lateral,  Theca  smooth 
14805  Stems  short  branched  with  innovations,  Leaves  ovate  acuminated  nearly  entire :  the  margins  slightly 

recurved ;  the  nerve  running  beyond  the  points,  Theca  elong-pyrif.  pendulous 
14806  Stems  short,  Lvs.  erect  elong.-lanc.  acuminat  serrat  Nerve  reaching  to  point,  Theca  elongato-elev.  inclined 
14807  Stems  short,  Leaves  ovate  acuminated  entire  or  very  obscurely  serrated  at  the  points :  the  marg.  slightly 

recurved ;  the  nerve  reaching  to  or  beyond  the  point,  Theca  between  ovate  and  pyriform  pendulous 

14808  Stems  elongated  branched  with  innovations,  Leaves  oblong  acuminated  scarcely  serruL  :  margins  recurved 
nerve  reaching  beyond  the  point,  Theca  oblongo-obovate  pendulous 

*  Theca  sulcated. 
14809  Stems  nearly  simple,  Lvs.  lane,  serrat. :  their  marg.  recurv.  Theca  nearly  erect  cylind.  sulcat  Lid  conical 
14810  Stems  much  branch.  Lvs.  lane,  obt  ent :  their  margins  revolute,  Theca  ovate  oblique  sulcat  Lid  conical 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
opposite  to  those  of  the  outer,  is  further  remarkable  in  these  teeth  lying  horizontally  over  the  mouth  of  the 
theca.  In  the  male  flowers  of  Hedwig,  the  succulent  filaments  are  remarkably  clavate,  jointed,  pellucid,  the 
joints  containing  greenish  granules.  Funaria  hibernica  has  been  found  only  on  "the  roof  of  a  thatched  cottage at  Blarney,  near  Cork,  Ireland.  The  long  flexuose  fruitstalk  of  F.  hygrometrica,  one  of  the  commonest  of 
mosses  in  almost  every  situation,  possesses  strong  hygrometrical  qualities. 

2238.  Bartramia.  So  called  in  honor  of  John  Bartram,  an  Anglo-American,  to  whose  researches  in  North 
America  the  gardens  of  Europe  owe  many  of  their  finest  trees.  He  had  a  son  William,  who  published  in 
1773,  an  account  of  a  journey  in  the  interior  of  North  America.  This  is  an  elegant  genus  of  mosses,  remark- 

able for  their  fine  capillary  light  green  leaves,  and  spherical  capsules.  The  genus  approaches  nearly  to  Bryum, 
but  differs  in  almost  every  species  having  a  spherical  capsule ;  and  the  sixteen  broad  segments  of  the  inner 
peristome,  instead  of  being  entire  or  only  perforated,  are  cleft  like  the  teeth  of  a  Dicranum. 

2239.  Pohlia.  Named  in  honor  of  I.  E.  Fohl,  a  German  botanist  Small  plants,  often  refered  to  Bryum, 
with  which  they  entirely  agree  in  habit 

2240.  Bryum.  One  of  the  ancient  Greek  names  of  moss.  These  are  all  dwarf  plants  producing  capsules  in 
abundance,  and  generally  found  growing  in  wet  places.  In  B.  palustre  are  found  terminal  capitular  bodies, 
which  much  resemble  what  are  called  the  anthers  of  B.  androgynum ;  but  in  B.  palustre  they  are  considered 
gemmae,  and  arise  not  only  from  the  main  stems,  but  also  from  the  innovations.  B.  triquetrum  lias  only  been 
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14811  trich6des  L. 14812  demissum  Hooker. 
14813  triquetrum  Turn. 14814  dealbatum  Dicks. 

hair-pointed  patches dwarf  small  tufts 4  summer  Y.G  highl.  moun.  Muse.  brit.  t  26 
i  july,  august  Y.G   Scot.  moun.  Grev.cryptfl.92 three-cornered  loose  patches   9  july,  august  L.G  bor.  of  lakes  Muse,  brit  t  28 whitened 

patches 
1J  summer       Caes.  mount  bogs  Muse,  brit  t.  28 

14815  pyrifor'me  Stun. 
pyriform patches 

2 summer 
Y.G 

rocks Muse,  brit  t  28 
B.  aureum  E.  B.  1 38S 

14816  iulaceum  Schrad. iuliform 
patches 

1£  summer Y.C 
mountains Muse.  brit.  t  28 

14817  crudum  Huds. simple tufts 1}  summer 
Bt.G 

rocks Muse,  brit  t  28 

14818  car'neum  L. carneous 
patches J  summer L.G 

banks Muse.  brit.  t  29 
14819  argen'teum  L. 

.silvery 
patches |  spring 

Gl. on  ground 
Muse,  brit  t  29 

14820  Zierii  Dicks. 

Zier's patches 
i 

spring 
Gl. mountains Muse,  brit  t  29 

14821  roseum  Schreb^ rose-colored tufts 2 summer Pk heaths Muse,  brit  t.  29 
14822  capillare  L. capillary 

patches 
1 summer BtG 

heaths Muse.  brit.  t.  29 
B.  steUare  E.  B.2434 

14823  n  ii tans  Schreb. 
nodding 

little  patches 3 summer 
BtG walls  &  hea. Muse.  brit.  t.  29 

Brj/um  compactum  E.  B.  1. 1527  ? 
14821  alpinum  L. alpine tufts 2 summer Pu subalp.  rocks  Muse.  brit.  t  28 

14825  punctatum  Schreb. dotted 
solitary 

3 sum.  andaut.  L.G mar.  places Muse,  brit  t  30 

14826  ligulatum  Schreb. ligulate 
solitary 

4 sum.andaut.  L.G moist  banks 
Muse,  brit  t  30 

14827  rostratum  Schrad. rostrate 
solitary 

2 summer L.G subalp.coun.  Muse,  brit  t  30 
14828  marginatum  Dicks. edged tufts 2 summer Y.G shady  banks  Muse,  brit  t  31 
14829  hornum  Schreb. lurid deep  tufts 5 summer 

Y.G 
mar.  places Muse,  brit  t  31 

14830  cuspidatum  Schreb. cuspidate 
subsoli  tary 2 summer 

L.G 
wo.  &  walls Muse,  brit  t  31 

2241.  POLY'TRICHUM.  L.  Polytrichia. 
Sp.  10—22. 14831  undulatum  Hedw. wave-leaved 

solitary 
4 autumn OLG moist  banks Muse,  brit  tlO 

14832  hercynicum  Hedw Hercynian 
solitary 3 autumn OLG mountains Muse.  brit.  tlO 

14833  pillferum  Schreb. hair-pointed 
solitary 3 autumn OLG heaths Muse,  brit  tlO 

14834  juniperinum  Willd.  juniper P.  sirictum  E.  B.  2435 
14835  septentrionaie  Smz.  northern 

P.  sexangulare  E.  B.  1906 14836  commune  L.  common 

a  yuccccfolium  Ehr.  Aloe-leaved 
(S  attenudtum  Menz.  narrowed 

P.  gracile  E.  B.  1 1827 14837  alpinum  L.  alpine 
14338  urnigerum  Menz. 
14839  aloides  Hedw. 

a.  major  Hooker  large P.  rubtUum  E.  B.  1 1939 
B  Dickson*  Turner  Dickson's 

solitary 
solitary 4  autumn 

3  autumn 
broad  masses  9  all  seasons 
broad  masses  9  all  seasons 
broad  masses    4  all  seasons 

OLG  heaths  Muse.  brit.  tlO 
OLG  Scot.  moun.  Muse,  brit  1 10 
OLG  heaths         Muse.  brit.  tlO 
OLG  heaths 
OLG  heaths 
OLG  alp.  regions 
Gl.    sides  of  stre. 
Br.G  heaths 
Br.G  heaths 
Br.G  heaths 
14818  14822 

Eng.  bot  t  1197 
Eng.  bot.  1 1 198 
Muse,  brit  til 
Muse,  brit  til 
Muse.  brit.  til 

Eng.  bot  1 1649 
Eng  bot  1 1605 

14811  ̂         14814  "WTO"  14821 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
found  in  Great  Britain  upon  the  borders  of  some  lake  in  the  north  of  Ireland.  By  Mohr  it  is  considered  a 
distinct  genus,  and  called  Diplocomium. 
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»*  Tkeca  destitute  of  furrows. 
A.  Exterior  peristome  shorter  than  interior. 

14811  Stems  somew.  branch.  Lvs.  lin.  obt.  ent  reticulat  Theca  obovate  recurred  subcernu.  Fraltstalk  very  long 
14812  Stems  branched,  Leaves  ovate  cuspidate  reticulated  shorter  than  nerve,  Theca  curved  pyriform  pendulous 
14813  Stem  elongat.  branch.  Lvs.  lane,  carin.  ac  serrated  reticulat  Theca  pyrif.  erecto-cemu.  Fruitst  very  long 
14814  Stems  short,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  plane  serrated  at  the  points  reticulated,  Theca  pyriform  nearly  erect 

B.  Peristomes  equal. 
§  1.  Leaves  without  a  thickened  margin. 

14815  Stems  slightly  branched,  Leaves  subul. -setaceous  flexuose  serrated:  nerve  very  broad,  Theca  pyrif.  penduL 
14816  Steins  branched,  Leaves  closely  imbricated  broadly  ovate  concave  entire  obtuse :  nerve  running  nearly  to 

the  point,  Theca  obovato-cylindraceous  pendulous 
14817  Stems  simple,  Leaves  rigid  lanceolate :  the  upper  ones  the  narrowest  and  longest ;  all  of  them  plane  serruL 

nerve  disappearing  below  the  summit,  Theca  oblong-subpyriform  cernuous 
14818  Stems  simple,  Lvs.  lane,  reticulat.  slightly  serrul.  at  point :  nerve  disappear,  be! .  summ.  Theca  obov.  penduL 
14819  Stems  branched,  Leaves  closely  imbricated  broadly  ovate  suddenly  and  sharply  acuminated  subserrulate 

very  concave :  nerve  disappearing  below  the  point,  Theca  ovato-pyriform  pendulous 
14820  Steins  branch.  Leaves  closely  imbricated  more  or  less  broadly  ovate  acuminulate  very  concave  reticulated 

entire :  nerve  running  nearly  to  the  point,  Theca  clavate  cernuous 
14821  Lvs.  obovato-spathulate  acute  serrated  unduL  :  nerve  running  to  the  point,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  penduL 
14822  Stems  short,  Leaves  obovate  twisted  when  dry  entire :  their  nerve  produced  into  a  hair-like  point ;  their 

margins  slightly  thickened,  Theca  oblong  pendulous 
14823  Stems  short,  Lvs.  erect  lane,  acuminated  serrated  above :  nerve  reach,  to  point,  Theca  oblon.pyrif.  penduL 
14824  Stems  rig.  elongat  branch.  Lvs.  closely  imbricat.  erect  lane,  somew.  obt.  subserrul.  at  apex :  marg.  revolute; 

nerve  reaching  to  the  points,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  pendulous 
§  2.  Leaves  with  a  thickened  margin. 

14825  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  obovato-rotundate  very  obtuse  reticulated :  their  margins  thickened  entire ; 
nerve  disappearing  below  the  point,  Theca  ovate  pendulous,  Lid  shortly  rostrate 

14826  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  unduL  liguL  reticulated :  their  margins  thickened  denticuL  j  nerve  reaching  a 
little  beyond  the  point,  Theca  ovate  pendulous,  Lid  conical 

14827  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  broadly  ovate  reticulated :  their  margins  thickened  denticulated ;  the  nerve 
reaching  a  little  beyond  the  point,  Theca  ovate  pendulous,  Lid  rostrate 

14828  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  ovate  acute  reticulated :  their  margins  thickened  serrated ;  nerve  reaching  a 
little  beyond  the  point,  Theca  ovate  pendulous,  Lid  shortly  rostrate 

14829  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  lanceolate  acute  reticulated :  their  margins  thickened  denticulate ;  nerve  ge- 
nerally disappearing  below  the  summit,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  pendulous,  Lid  hemisph.  mucronulate 

14830  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  obovate  acute  reticulated :  their  margins  thickened  denticulated  above ;  nerve 
running  beyond  the  point,  Theca  ovate  pendulous,  Lid  conico-hemispheric.  obtuse 

*  Calyptra  naked. 
14831  Lvs.  lane,  undul. :  their  margins  plane  denticulat ;  their  nerve  winged,  Theca  cylind  curved,  Lid  subul. 
14832  Lvs.  lane.  rig.  ent :  their  sides  in  vol. ;  their  nerve  broad  impress,  with  furr.  Theca  obi.  suber.  Lid  conical 

**  Calyptra  hairy. 
14833  Leaves  lanceolate-subulate :  their  margins  involute  ent  terminating  in  a  pellucid  hair-like  point,  Theca 

ovate  obtusely  quadrangular  furnished  with  an  apophysis,  Lid  conical 
14834  Leaves  lanceolate-subulate :  their  margins  involute  entire;  their  points  acumin.  colored  subserrated, 

Theca  ovate  obtusely  quadrangular  furnished  with  an  apophysis,  Lid  conical 
14835  Leaves  lineari-subuL  obtuse :  their  margins  especially  towards  the  top  invoL  subserrulate,  Theca  ovate 

subangulate  furnished  with  a  minute  apophysis,  Lid  conical  acuminate 
14836  Stems  elongated,  Leaves  patent  lineari-subulate :  their  margins  plane  serrated  as  well  as  the  points  of  the 

keels,  Theca  erect  ovate  quadrangular  with  an  evident  apophysis «  Leaves  with  their  margins  of  the  same  color 
B  Leaves  shorter  with  their  margins  pellucid 

14837  Stems  elongated  branched,  Leaves  patent  subulato-lanceolate :  the  margins  plane  serrated  as  well  as  the 
points  of  the  keels,  Theca  subovate  with  an  indistinct  apophysis 

14838  Stems  elongated  branched,  Leaves  erecto-patent  lanceolate  acute:  their  margins  plane  serrated,  Theca 
erect  cylindrical  destitute  of  an  apophysis 

14839  Stems  short,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  obtuse :  their  margins  plane  serrated  principally  at  the  extremity 
and  at  the  summit  of  the  keels,  Theca  nearly  erect  cylindrical  without  an  apophysis 

a  Frui tstalks  2  inches  long,  Stems  simple 
B  Fruitstalks  very  short,  Stems  branched 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2241.  Polytrichum.    From  ro\vs,  many,  and         ryxas,  hair,  on  account  of  the  numerous  hairs  of  the 

calyptra.   Easily  distinguished  by  the  rigidity  of  the  leaves  and  the  square  form  of  the  theca,  which  is  gene- 
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scattered 
Anictangium. 

depress,  tufts 

patches 

patches 

14840  nSnum  Hedw.  dwarf 
P.  subrotdndum  E  B.  1 1624 

2242.  ANICTANGIUM.  Hedw. 
14841  ciliatum  Hedw.  ciliated 

Gymndstomum  ciliatum  E.  B.  t 1179 
14842  imberbe  Hooker  beardless 

Gymndstomum  imberbe  E.  B.  1 2237 
2243.  FIS'SIDENS.  Hedw.  Fissidens. 

14843  bryoides  Hedw.  Bryum-like Dicranum  bryoides  E  B.  1 625 Dicranum  virtdulum  E  B.  t.  1368 
Dicranum  osmundioides  E  B.  1. 1662 

14844  incftrvus  Schwtegr.    incurved  . 
Dicranum  tamarindifolium  Turner 

14845  adiantoides  Hedw.     Maidenha.-lv.  patches 
Hypnum  adiantoides  E  B.  t  264 

14846  taxifolius  Hedw.       Yew-leaved  tufts 
Hypnum  taxifotium  E  R  t  416 

2244.  LEU'CODON.  Schwtegr.  I-EUCODoy. 14847  sciuroldes  Schwtegr.  Squirrel-tail  creeping Dicranum  sciurotdes  E  B.  t  1903 
2245.  FONTINA'LIS.  L.  Fontinams. 

14848  antipyretica  L.         nerveless  floating 
14849  squam6sa  £.  scaly  floating 
14850  capillacea  Dicks.       capillary  floating 
2246.  ANCMODON.  Hooker.  Anomodon. 

14851  curtipendulum  Hook,  dark  green  pinnate Neckera  curtipendula  E  B.  t  1444 
14852  viticulosum  Hook.     pale  green 

Hypnum  viticulosum  E  B.  t  265 
2247.  NECKE'RA.  Hedw.  Neckera. 

14853  pdmila  Hcdw.  pigmy 
14854  crlspa  Hedw.  crisp 
14855  pennata  Hedw.  feathered 
2248.  DALTO'NIA.  Hooker.  Daltonia. 

14856  splachnoides  Hooker  long  stalked  tufts 
Neckera  splachnoides  E  B.  t.  2564 

14857  heteromalla  Hooker  short-stalked  tufts Neckfra  heteromalla  E  B.  t  1180 
2249.  HOOKE'RIA.  Smith.  Hookeria. 

14858  lucens  Smith  shining  procumbent 
14859  laete-vlrens  Hook.      bright-green  procumbent 
2250.  LES'KEA.  Ehrhart.  Leskea. 

14860  trichomanoides //<.'</«;.  scymitar-shap.  entangled 14861  complanata  Hedw.     flattened  entangled •  14843 

1  autumn        Br. G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  til 

Sp.  2. 1  summer        Hoa.  rocks Muse.  brit.  t.  S 

depress,  tufts    1  summer        Pa.G  Irish  moun.  Muse.  brit.  t  6 

Sp.  4—11. 
i  spring 

i  spring 2  summer 

§  summer 

o  Sp.  1-17. 
3  summer 

Sp.  3—9. 12  summer 
6  summer 
6  summer 

Sp.  2—8. 8  summer 
creeping         6  spring 

Sp.  3—24. 
2  spring creeping creeping 

flat-branched 6  summer 
3  spr.  and  sum 

Sp.  2—5. 
4  summer 
i  summer 

Sp.2— 27. 3  summer 
3  summer 

Sp.  10—43. 2  spring 
4  spring 

Pa.G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  1 16 

LG  moist  banks  Schw.suppl.t49 
L.G  wet  pastures  Muse.  brit.  tl6 
L  G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t.16 

D.G  trun.  of  trees  Muse,  britt  20 

DIG  rivers  Muse,  brit  t  22 
Ol.G  rivulets  Muse.  brit.  t  22 
Br.G  alp.  rivulets  Muse.  brit.  t  22 

D.Ol  roc.  &  trees  Muse,  brit  t  22 
Y.G  trees  &  roc.   Muse,  brit  t  22 

Pa.G  woods         Eng.  bot  1 1443 
BtG  trees  &  roc.  Etxt616..HOT>n. 

,  BtG  trun.  of  trees  Gre.sc.cry.  1 109 
L.G  Irish  moun.  Muse,  brit  t  22 
I*G  trun.  of  trees  Muse.  brit.  t  22 

Pa.G  moist  banks  Muse,  brit  t  27 
BtG  Irish  bog      Muse,  brit  t  27 

Y.G Y.G trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1 1493 
trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1 1492 

.  14848 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
rally  covered  by  a  very  hairy  calyptra :  this  organ  is  in  some  species  smooth,  by  which  character  they  have  been 
distinguished  by  the  accurate  Ehrhart,  under  the  name  of  Catharinea ;  but  Dr.  Hooker  is  of  opinion  that  the 
genus  is  not  tenable. 

2242.  Anictangium.  From  ettuxnt,  open,  and  evyyuet,  a  vase,  on  account  of  the  open  nature  of  the  theca, 
which  is  not  enclosed  by  a  peristome.  The  only  British  species  are  two  plants  with  nerveless  leaves,  and  the habit  of  Trichostomum. 

2243.  Fissidens.  Tramfissus,  split,  and  dens,  a  tooth,  in  allusion  to  the  structure  of  the  peristome.  Plants 
generally  referred  to  Dicranum  by  British  botanists,  but  differing  from  that  genus  entirely  in  habit,  and  suffi- 

ciently in  characters.  Dr.  Hooker  remarks,  that  the  structure  of  their  leaves  is  highly  curious,  and  totally 
unlike  that  of  any  other  plant  with  which  he  is  acquainted.  Besides  being  vertical,  their  upper  half  (taking 
the  nerve  for  the  line  of  separation)  is,  from  the  base  beyond  the  middle,  composed  of  two  equal  lamellae,  the 
lower  part  of  which  embraces  the  stem,  and  the  rest  very  often  embraces  a  portion  of  the  leaf  placed  imme- 

diately above  it 
2244.  Leucodon.  Named  from  Xtvxot,  white,  and  »i»t,  a  tooth,  from  the  color  of  the  peristome.  The  only 

British  species  has  occasionally  been  thrown  among  the  Dicrana,  Trichostoma,  and  Pterogonia ;  from  any  of 
which,  an  attentive  consideration  of  the  lateral  fruit,  deeply  divided  teeth,  and  dimidiate  calyptra,  will  keep 
its  genus  distinct  The  stems  are  long,  and  creeping  over  the  bark  of  trees. 

2245.  Fontinalis.  From  fons,  a  fountain,  in  allusion  to  the  places  where  it  grows.  F.  antipyretica  is  a 
common  plant,  floating  in  large  masses  in  rivers  and  pools  of  water.  The  specific  name  was  given  it  because 
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14840  Stems  short,  Lvs.  lin.  lane. :  marg.  serrat.  principally  at  extrem.  as  well  as  summit  of  keels,  Thcca  nearly 
[erect  subglobose 

14841  Leaves  ovate  much  lengthened  out  and  diaphan.  at  points :  those  of  perichaetium  laciniated  at  extremity 
14842  Leaves  ovate-acuminate  colored  at  the  points :  those  of  the  perichstium  serrated  at  the  extremity 

14843  Fruitstalks  terminal,  Perichaetial  leaves  resembling  the  cauline  ones 

14844  Like  the  last,  but  theca  drooping 
14845  Fruitstalks  lateral,  Perichsetial  leaves  ovate  slightly  convolute  pointed 

14846  Fruitstalks  radicular,  Pericha-tial  leaves  ovate  sheathing  involute  pointed 

14847  Leaves  closely  imbricated  ovate-cordate  acuminate  striated,  Theca  oblong 

14848  Leaves  nerveless  for  the  most  part  complicato-carinate 
14849  Leaves  nerveless  plane  or  very  slightly  concave 
14850  Leaves  furnished  with  a  nerve  slightly  concave 

14851  Lvs.  ov.  acum.  serrul. :  the  nerve  disappear,  below  point,  Fruitst.  twice  as  long  as  perichaetium,  Theca  ov 
14852  Leaves  ovato  lanceolate  obtuse  entire  :  the  nerve  reaching  to  the  point,  Fruitst  very  long,  Theca  cylind. 

14853  Lvs.-ovato-acum.  slightly  cone. :  marg.  recurv.  Fruitst  scarcely  longer  than  perichaet.  lvs.  Theca  oblon.-ov. 
14854  Leaves  oblong  acuminulate  transversely  rugose,  Fruitstalks  much  exserted,  Theca  ovate 
14855  Lvs.  bifar.  ov.  lane,  transversely  undul.  serrul.  at  point,  Theca  ovate  subsess.  shorter  than  perichaatial  lvs. 

14856  Leaves  oblongo-lanceolate,  Fruitstalks  long,  Calyptra  fimbriated  at  the  base 
14857  Leaves  broadly  ovate  acute,  Theca  sessile  impressed,  Calyptra  nearly  entire 

14858  Leaves  broadly  ovate  entire  obtuse  nerveless 
14859  Lvs.  ov.  acuminul.  margin,  very  obscure,  serrat  at  extrem.  with  2  nerves  nearly  reach,  their  whole  length 

14860  Lvs.  broadly  scymitar-shaped  serrat.  at  point :  nerve  reach,  to  middle  of  leaf,  Theca  ovate  erect,  Lid  rost 
14861  Leaves  oblong  apiculate  entire  nerveless,  Theca  ovate  erect,  Lid  rostrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
it  is  employed  by  the  Swedes  to  fill  up  the  spaces  between  the  chimney  and  the  walls,  and  thus,  by  excluding 
the  air,  to  prevent  the  action  of  fire. 

2246.  Anomodon.  So  called  by  the  authors  of  Muscologia  Britannica,  on  account  of  the  peculiar  nature  of 
the  peristome,  which  has  narrow  fringed  processes  arising  from  the  very  same  range,  and  from  between  the 
teeth  ;  u\ttMi,  irregular,  and  tins,  a  tooth.  The  stems  are  dark,  almost  blackish  green,  long,  cylindrical,  and 
straggling.    It  is  not  uncommon  on  the  wilds  of  Dartmoor. 

2247.  Neckera.  Named  after  N.  J.  Necker,  a  German  botanist,  who  published  in  1791,  his  Elements  of 
Botany,  a  work  which  contained  more  useful  imformation  than  many  of  his  detractors  have  been  pleased  to 
allow."  Beautiful  mosses,  found  in  woods  and  upon  trees  and  rocks.  N.  crispa  has  more  the  appearance  of some  fine  tropical  moss,  than  of  those  of  our  own  country,  where  it  is  far  from  uncommon  in  mountainous 
districts,  frequently  covering  a  great  extent  of  surface  upon  the  trunks  of  old  forest-trees. 2248.  Daltonia.  Named  in  honor  of  the  Rev.  James  Dalton,  a  skilful  English  muscologist  The  mitriform 
calyptra  separates  this  from  Neckera.  D.  splachnoides  has  only  been  found  by  the  side  of  a  streamlet  on  the 
Secawn  mountain,  near  Dublin,  where  it  grows  sparingly  in  pale  green  tufts. 

2249.  Hookeria.  This  beautiful  Hypnum-like  genus  was  named  by  Sir  James  Edward  Smith,  in  honor  of 
Dr.  William  Jackson  Hooker,  F.  JR.  S.,  &c.  professor  of  botany  in  the  university  of  Glasgow,  one  of  the  most 
distinguished  of  modern  cryptogamic  botanists,  and  a  gentleman  whose  public  reputation  is  only  exceeded  by 
his  private  excellence.  The  Hookera  of  Salisbury,  must  give  way  to  this  on  every  account  H.  laete-virens 
has  hitherto  been  discovered  only  in  a  bog  near  Cork. 

2250.  Leskea.   N.  G.  Leske  was  an  obscure  German  botanist,  of  whom  little  is  known,  except  that  he  gave 
3  N 
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3  spring 14862  polycSrpa  Ehr.         many-fruited  entangled Ilypnum  medium  E.  B. 
Hffpnum  inunddtum  E.  B.  t  1922 

14863  iulacea  Mohr.  round-leaved  prostrate 
Pteroet&nium  t  rolundifolium  E.  B. 

14864  pulchella  Hedw.        pretty  dense  tufts 
14865  rufescens  Schvxegr.    rufous  creeping 
14866  sericea  Hedw.  silky  entangled 
14867  dendroldes  Hedw.     tree-like  erect 
14868  ineurvata  Hedw.       incurved  procumbent 

Hupnum  atrovirens  E.  B. 
Hupnum  attenuation  E  B.  t  2420 

14869  polyantha  Hedw. 

3  spring 

|  spr.  and  sum. 
4  spr.  and  sum. 
3  spr.  and  sum. 
3  spr.  and  sum. 
3  spr.  and  sum. 

Class  XXIV. 

Lur.  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  t 1274 

Y.G  ground        Eng.  bot.  t  2525 
BtG  moist  banks  Eng.  bot  1 9006 
Rsh  moun.  rooks  Eng.  bot  1 2296 
Y.G  roc.  &  trees  Eng.  bot  1. 1445 
Y.G  wo.  and  bogs  Eng.  bot  1 1565 
D.G  trees  &  rocks  Eng.  bet  1 2422 

many-flowered  creep,  tangled  3  summer       Y.G  trun.  of  trees  Grecryp.fl.tl51 

2251.  HYP'NUM.  L. 14870  riparium  L. 14871  undulatum  L . 
14872  denticulatum  L. 

Hypnum.  Sp.  53—119. 
water  loose  patches  4  sum.  andaut. wavy  lax  masses  6  sum.  and  aut 
toothletted  prostrate  1}  sum.  and  aut 

a  angustifolium  Hook,  narrow-leaved  prostrate 
(3  obtus/Jolium  Hook.    blunt-leaved  prostrate 

sum.  andaut 
sum.  andaut 

14873  tenellum  Dicks.        delicate  « 
14874  serpens  L.  creeping subtile  E.  B.  t.  2496 
14875  popnleum  Hedw.  matted 

implerum  E  B.  t  1584 14876  reflexum  Weber  $  Mohr  reflexed 
14877  molle  Dicks.  soft 

14878  Schreberi  Willd.  Schreber's 
14879  eatenulatum  Sehwteg.  chained 

dense  patchos  1  spring 
patches  1  spring 
entang.  patch.  2  spring 
loose  masses    2  spring 
much  tufted 
lax  tufts 
close  tufts 

3  sum.  and  aut 
9  summer 

2  spr.  and  sum. 
14880  stramineum  Dicks,    straw-colored  loose  patches    1|  summer 
14881  murale  Hedw.  wall 

confertum  E.  B.  t  1038 
14882  purum  L.  pure Ulecebrum  E  B.  t  2189 
14883  flmtans  L.  floating 

patches  1£  all  seasons 
broad  masses  7  spring 

aquatic  6  spr.  and  sum. 
dense  mat  4  spr.  and  sum. 14884  plumosum  L.  feathered 

alpinum  E  B.  1 1496 smth.-stk.shL  d ecu mb.  bran.  4  summer 14885  salebrosum  Hoffm. 
14886  lutescens  Huds.  yellowish 
14887  nitons  Schreb.  shining 
14888  al'bicans  Neck.  whitened 
14889  alopecurum  L.  fox-tail 
14890  curvStum  Sua.  curved 
14891  splendens  Hedw.  glittering 
14892  proliferum  L.  proliferous 

recognition  E.  B.  t.  1495 14893  praslongum  L.  very  long Stokisu  E  B.  t  2036 
Swartzii  E.  B.  1 2334 

patches branched 

patches loose  masses 
lax  tufts 
lax  tufts 

3  summer 
3  summer 
2  spring 

3  spr.  and  sum. 
3  spr.  and  sum. 
9  all  masses 

loose  patches  6  all  masses 
loose  tufts       6  all  masses 

14867 

BtG  ban.ofdite. W.G  heathy  plac. 
BtG  roots  of  trees 
BtG  roots  of  trees 
BtG  mountains 

Dp.G  roc.  &  old  w. BtG  roots  of  trees 
D.G  trees  &  ston. 
D.G  mountains 

Lur.  alp.  rivulets 
lisb    wo.  and  ban. 

D.G  wet  rocks 
Pa.G  wet  places 
L.G  walls  &  ston. 

wo.  and  ban. 

Var.  pools  &  stre. 
Y.G  moist  rocks 
BtG  roc.&groun. 
Y. G   trun.  of  trees 
Go.Y  bogs 
W.G  hea.  &  bogs 
D.G  moist  woods 
BtG  trees  &  roc 
Y.G  hea.  &  banks 
Du.G  wo.  and  ban. 

Du.G  woods 

Eng.  bot  1 2060 
Eng.  bot  1 1181 
Eng.  bot  1 1260 
Hed.sti.cr.4.t31 
Eng.  bot.  1 1446 
Eng.  bot  1 1859 
Eng.  bot  1. 1037 
Tur.mus.hi.  1. 16 

Eng.  bot  1 1992 
Eng.  bot  1 1621 
Brid.  mus.t5.C4 

Eng.  bot  1 2405 
DiLmu.  t.4I.f.52 

Eng.  bot  1. 1599 
Eng.  bot  1. 1448 
Eng.  bot  1 2071 
Grev.cryp.fl.184 
Eng.  bot  1 1301 
Eng.  bot  1 1646 
Eng.  bot  1 1300 
Eng.  bot  1 1182 
Eng.  bot  1. 1566 
Eng.  bot.  1. 1424 
Eng.  bot  1. 1494 
Eng.  bot  1 2035 

14872 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
occasion  to  Hedwig  to  name  this  genus  after  him.  It  has  entirely  the  habit  of  the  next,  with  which  it  is  fre- 

quently united. 
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14362  Leaves  ovate  obtuse  concave  entire :  nerve  reaching  to  the  summit,  Theca  cylind.  nearly  erect,  Lid  conical 

14863  Leaves  closely  imbricated  rotundato-ovate  obtuse  very  concave  ventricosc  nerveless,  Theca  ov.  nearly  erect 
14864  Leaves  loosely  imbricated :  the  upper  ones  subsecund  j  all  of  them  lanceolate  acuminate  entire  nerveless, 

Theca  ovato-cylindrical  nearly  erect,  Lid  conical , 
14865  Lvs.  erecto-pat.  lane,  acuminat  ent.  striat  faintly  2-nerved  at  base,  Theca  ovate  nearly  erect,  Lid  conical 
14866  Leaves  erecto-patent  lanceolate  acuminated  entire  striated ;  nerve  running  to  three  fourths  of  the  length, 

Theca  ovate  cylindrical  erect,  Lid  conical 
14867  Stems  erect  below  simple  and  naked  fascicled  above.  Leaves  ovate  more  or  less  lanceolate  striated  set-rat. at  the  point:  nerve  reaching  nearly  to  the  summit,  Theca  erect  ovate  cylindrical,  Lid  rostrate 
14868  Stems  variously  branched  procumbent,  Lvs.  all  of  them  slightly  secund  broadly  ovate  with  an  attenuated 

obtuse  point :  nerve  running  nearly  to  the  summit,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14869  Leaves  1-sided  imbricated  erect  spreading  ovate  lanceolate  acum.  entire  obscurely  2  nerved  at  base,  Fruitst. 

numerous,  Theca  erect  ovate,  Lid  acutely  conical 
*  Stems  plane. 

14870  Lvs.  ov.-lanc.  acuminat  ent. :  the  nerve  reaching  nearly  to  summit,  Theca  oblong  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14871  Lvs.  ov.  ac.  transversely  undulat.  with  two  faint  nerves  at  base,  Theca  obi.  furrow,  arcuato  cern.  Lid  rost 
14872  Leaves  ovate  sometimes  approaching  to  lanceolate  more  or  less  acuminated  having  two  short  nerves  at 

the  base,  Theca  oblongo-cylindraceous  inclined,  Lid  conical 
at  Leaves  ovate  lanceolate  distant  quite  plane 
(i  Leaves  ovate  more  or  less  obtuse  slightly  concave 

*  *  Leaves  spreading  on  all  sides  of  the  stem. 
14873  Lvs.  fascicuL  erect  lanceolato-subul.  ent. :  nerve  reaching  to  summit,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14874  Leaves  ovato-lanceolate  rather  obtuse  patent  entire :  their  nerve  for  the  most  part  reaching  to  the 

summit,  Theca  cylindrical  curved  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14875  Leaves  lanceolate  acuminated  serrated :  margin  slightly  reflexed :  nerve  reaching  to  the  point,  Theca 

ovate  nearly  erect,  Fruitstalks  rough,  Lid  conical 
14876  Leaves  cordato-acuminate  serrated :  their  nerve  reaching  to  the  point;  their  margin  slightly  reflexed, Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Fruitstalks  rough,  Lid  conical 
14877  Leaves  loosely  imbricated  rotundato-ovate  obtuse  concave  entire  faintly  two-nerved  at  the  base  or  with 

one  short  nerve,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14873  Leaves  closely  imbricated  nearly  erect  elliptical  apiculate  concave  entire  faintly  two-nerved  at  the  base, 

Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14879  Leaves  subpatent  ovate  subacuminated  papillose  on  the  back  and  margin  with  a  very  short  nerve,  Theca 

ovate  inclined,  Lid  conical  acuminated 
_  14880  Leaves  loosely  imbricated  erecto-patent  oblongo-ovate  obtuse  entire:  their  nerve  reaching  half  way, Theca  oblongo-ovate  curved  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14S81  Leaves  nearly  erect  imbricated  oval  with  a  very  short  point  concave  entire :  nerve  reaching  about  half 

way  up,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14882  Leaves  closely  imbricated  oval  with  a  very  short  point  very  concave :  their  nerve  reaching  half  way  up, 

Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14883  Leaves  loosely  imbricated,  the  upper  ones  falcate  secund ;  all  of  them  lanceol.-subul.  scarcely  serrated  at 

their  points :  their  nerve  reaching  more  than  half  way,  Theca  ovate  obi.  curved  cemuous,  Lid  conical 
14684  Leaves  erecto-patent .  the  upper  ones  sometimes  secund ;  all  of  them  ovato-lanceolate  acuminated  sub- serrated  :  the  nerve  reaching  above  half  way,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14885  Lvs.  nearly  erect  lane.  acum.  serrul.  tow.  end :  nerve  disappear,  beyond  end,  Theca  cern.  Lid  acute  conical 
14886  Leaves  erecto-patent  lanceolate  acuminated  entire  striated  :  nerve  disappearing  below  the  point,  Theca 

ovate  cernuous,  Fruitstalks  rough,  Lid  conico-acuminated 
14887  Leaves  erecto-patent  narrow  lanceolate  acuminated  nearly  entire  striated :  nerve  running  nearly  to  the 

summit,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  curved  cernuous,  Fruitstalks  smooth,  Lid  conical 
14888  Leaves  erecto-patent  ovato-lanceolate  acuminated  striated  entire :  nerve  reaching  half  way  up,  Theca ovate  cernuous,  Fruitstalks  smooth,  Lid  conical 
14889  Stems  erect  below  simple  and  naked,  fascicled  above,  Leaves  concave  ovate  ellipt.  acute  serrated :  nerve 

running  nearly  to  the  point ;  marg.  reflexed,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14890  Branches  fascicled  curved,  Leaves  ovato-elliptical  concave  serrated  at  the  points :  nerve  disappearing 

beyond  the  middle,  Theca  ovate  erect,  Lid  rostrate 
14891  Stems  tripinnate,  Leaves  ovate  with  a  suddenly  acuminated  serrated  point  concave  faintly  two-nerved  at 

the  base :  margin  below  recurved,  Theca  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14892  Stems  tripinnate,  Leaves  serrated  papillose  on  the  back  :  the  cauline  ones  cordato-acuminate  striated  with a  nerve  running  nearly  to  the  point ;  those  of  the  branches  more  ov.  with  a  sing,  or  double  nerve  at  base 
14893  Stems  subbipinnate,  Leaves  distantly  placed  patent  cordate  or  ovate  acuminated  serrated :  nerve  disap- 

pearing below  the  summit,  Theca.  ovate  cernuous,  Lid  rostrate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars 
2251.  Hytmum.   One  of  the  names  of  moss  among  the  Greeks  was  Smm.   This  is  the  most  extensive  genus 

among  mosses,  and  is  readily  known  by  its  prostrate  pinnated  bright  green  branches,  which  form    thick  mat- 3  N  2 
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14894  flagellare  Dicks.  shady  broad  patches  6  summer 
14895  abietlnum  L.  fir-leaved  straggling  6  summer 
14896  Blandovii  Web.  Blandoff 's  broad  masses  5  spr.  and  sum. 
14897  piliferum  Schreb.  hair-pointed  straggling  7  summer 
14898  rutabulum  L.  poker  dense  mats  3  all  seasons crenuldtum  £.  B.  1. 1261 
14899  velutinum  L.  velvety  dense  patches  1£  all  seasons intricdtum  E.  B.  1 2421 
14900  Halleri  L.  Haller's  creep,  dense  2  summer 14901  dimorphum  Br  id.  two-formed  lax  procumb.  3  summer 
14902  stellatum  Schreb.  stellate  broad  tufts  3  spr.  and  sum. 

ft  syuarrosulum  E  B.  squarrose  patches  1$  spr.  and  sum. 14903  loreum  L.  strap-shaped  broad  masses  9  spring 

Bt.G  alpine  rocks  Kb.t2565H.um 
bratum D.G  mountains    Eng.  bot  1 2037 

BtG  alpine  rocks 
D.G   wo.  &  banks  Eng.  bot.  1 1516 
BtG  everywhere 
Y.G  hedge banks 

E.b.t.l647ftfire- 
virostre 

Eng.  bot.  1. 1568 
Y.Br  Scotch  rocks 
Pa.G  shady  places 
Y.Br  marshes 
Dp.G  stone  walls BtG  wo.  and  hea. 

Grev.cryp.fl.174 
Grev.cryp.fl.160 
Eng.  bot.  1 1302 Eng.  bot.  1 1709 
Eng.  bot  1 2072 

14904  ruscifolium  Neck.      stiff-leaved      floating  6  spr.  and  sum.  D.  01  in  rivulets    Eng.  bot.  1 1275 
loose  tufts  6  spring  BtG  woods         Eng.  bot  1 1648 
small  patches  1J  spring  Pa.G  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1 2407 
loose  tufts  5  summer        Y.G  bogs  Eng.  bot  1. 1425 
loose  tufts  4  summer       Pa.  G  bogs  Eng.  bot  1 1447 
matt,  patches  5  win.  and  spr.  BtG  limest  rocks  Hed.sp.mus.t66 
branch,  tufts  9  all  seasons     Y.G  wo.  and  ban.  Eng.  bot.  1 1622 
patches  7  all  seasons     BtG  wo.  and  hea.  Eng.  bot  1 1953 

14905  striatum  Schreb.  striated 
14906  confertum  Dicks.  compact H.  serruldtum  E  B.  1262 
14907  cuspidatum  L.  cuspidate 
14908  cordif6lium  Hedw.  heart-leaved 
14909  polym6rphum  Hedw.  variable 
14910  triquetrum  L.  three-cornered 
14911  squarrosum  L.  squarrose 

14912  filicmum  L. 
d&bium  E  B.  2126 
fallax  E.  B. 14913  palustre  L.  marsh 
fluviatUe  E  B.  1. 1303 adnatum  E  B.  t.  2406 

14914  aduncum  L.  hooked 

ft  rugSsum  E  B.  rugose 14915  uncinatum  Hedw.  uncinate 
14916  rugulosum  Web.  wrinkled 
14917  commutatum  Hedw.  changed 
14918  scorpioides  L.  creeping 14919  silesianum  Beauv.  Silesian 

fem-leaved      small  masses    3  spr.  and  sum.  Rsh.  bogs  Eng.  bot  1 1570 

creeping  tufts  2  spring  Li.G  ban.  ofstre.  Eng.  bot  1 1665 

broad  patches  3  spr.  and  sum.  Var.  bogs 
broad  patches 
thick  patches dense  tufts 
droop,  masses 
dense  masses 
broad  patches 

E.b.t.207S..H'.n?- volvens 
spr.  and  sum.  Var   bogs  Eng.  bot  1 2250 
spr.  and  sum.  Y.G  moist  banks  Eng.  bot  1. 1600 
spr.  and  sum.  Y.G  heath,  places  Muse,  brit  t.  26 
all  seasons     Dp.  G  marg.  ofstre.  Eng.  bot  1 1569 

Rsh.  wet  bogs 
BtG  mountains Eng.  bot  1 1039 

Eng.  bot  1 2016 
14920  cupressif6rme  X.       Cypress-leaved  thick  mass 

nigroviride  E  B.  t  1620 
ft  polydnthes  E  B.  many. jiowc red  thick  mass 14921  crista  castrensis  L.    crested  lax  tufts 

4  all  seasons     BtG  trees  &  rocks  Eng.  bot  1 1860 
all  seasons summer BtG  woods 

BtG  woods 
14922  molluscum  Hedw.  soft en tangl.  tufts   2  summer        Y.G  rocks 

Eng.  bot  1 1664 
Eng.  bot  t  2108 
Eng.  bot  1. 1327 

VA GINUL A TI  SCHISTOCARPI. 
2252.  ANDREW' A.  Hedw.  Andrew. 14923  alpina  Hedw.  alpine 

14924  rupestris  Hedw.  rock 
14925  Rothii  Mohr.  Roth's 14926  nivalis  Hooker  snow 

14894 

loose  tufts 
dense  tufts 
dense  tufts 
deep  patches 

14901 

Sp.i. 
summer 

i  summer 
f  summer li  summer 

D.Br  rocks  Muse,  brit  t  8, D.Br  rocks  &  ston.  Muse.  brit.  t  8 
D.Br  rocks  &  ston.  Muse,  brit  t  8 
D.Br  mountains    Muse  brit  t  8 

14905 
14910  14911 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
like  covering  to  the  surface  on  which  they  grow.    H.  crista-castrensis  is  at  once  the  most  beautiful  and  most 
rare  of  British  species 

2252.  AndreiEa.  Named  by  Hedwig,  in  honor  of  J.  G.  R.  Andre,  a  German  botanist,  author  of  Letters  upon 
Switzerland.  There  was  also  a  Portuguese  Andreas  de  Castro,  who  published  in  1636,  a  work  upon  plants. 
He  was  physician  to  one  of  the  dukes  of  Braganza.    There  was  besides  a  celebrated  physician  of  antiquity 
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14894  Stems  pinnate  (or  irregularly  bipinnate),  Leaves  thickly  set  cordato-acuminate  serrated  very  faintly  two- nerved  at  the  base,  Theca  oblong  cemuous,  Lid  conical 
14895  Stems  pinnate,  Leaves  serrated  papillose  on  the  back :  the  margins  reflex. ;  nerve  running  nearly  to  the 

point ;  the  cauline  ones  cordato-acuminate  :  those  of  branches  cord.  ac.  Theca  cylind.  inclined,  Lid  rost 
14896  Stems  pinn.  Lvs.  serrated  smooth  on  the  back :  marg.  reflex  ed ;  cauline  ones  cordato-acute  with  a  short 

nerve,  those  of  branches  ovate  acum.  with  nerve  disappear,  bey.  midd.  Theca  cylind.  inclin.  Lid  conical 
14897  Stems  somewhat  pinnate,  Leaves  ovate  with  a  long  narrow  acumination  serrated :  nerve  disappearing 

below  the  middle,  Theca  ovate  cemuous,  Lid  rostrate 
14898  Stems  variously  branched.  Leaves  patent  ovate  acuminated  serrated  at  the  points  striated :  their  nerve 

reaching  half  way,  Theca  ovate  cemuous,  Fruitstalk  rough,  Lid  conical 
14899  Stems  variously  branched,  Leaves  erecto-patent  ovate  often  approaching  to  lanceolate  acuminat  serrated 

striated :  nerve  reaching  half  way,  Theca  ovate  cemuous,  Iruitstalks  rough,  Lid  conical 
14900  Stems  pinn.  Branches  short  erect,  Lvs.  all  recurv.  cord.  acum.  obsol  2-nerv.  at  base,  Lid  obtusely  conical 
14901  Stems  somewhat  pinnate,  Leaves  serrulate  two-nerved  at  base  :  primary  cordate  acuminate  j  of  branches 

broad  ovate,  Theca  ovate  cemuous,  Lid  conical 
14902  Leaves  loosely  set  squarrose  cord,  much  acuminated  ent  nervel.  Theca  oblongo-ov.  curv.  cern.  Lid  conic. 
14903  Leaves  recurved  squarrose  lanceolate  much  acuminated  concave  serrated  striated  faintly  two-nerved  at 

the  base,  Theca  globoso-ovate  cernuous,  Lid  conical 14904  Leaves  loosely  imbricated  spreading  broadly  ovate  acute  serrated  concave  with  a  nerve  nearly  as  far  as 
the  middle,  Theca  ovate  cemuous,  Lid  rostrate 

14905  Lvs.  spread,  cord. -acum.  scrr.it.  striat. :  nerve  reach,  beyond  midd.  Theca  obi.  ovate  cern u.  Fruitst.  smooth 
14906  Lvs.  erect  spread,  ov.  acum.  concave  serrat. :  their  nerve  reach,  half  way,  Theca  ov.  cernu.  Fruitst.  smooth 
14907  Leaves  loosely  set  ovate  concave  nerveless  entire :  lower  squarrose ;  upper  imbricated  in  a  cuspidate  point 

Theca  oblong  curved  cernuous 
14908  Lvs.  loosely  set  squarr.  cord.-ov.  obt.  concave  ent :  nerve  running  nearly  to  point,  Theca  obi.  curv.  cernu. 14909  Lvs.  loosely  set  squarr.  cord,  much  acum.  entire :  nerve  disappear,  half  way  up,  Theca  obi.  ov.  curv.  cernu. 
14910  Lvs.  squarr.  cordate-  acum.  serrat  faintly  striated  with  two  nerves  at  base,  Theca  globoso-ov.  Lid  conical 
14911  Leaves  squarrose  widely  cordate  very  much  acuminated  and  recurved  serrated  faintly  two-nerved  at  the 

base,  Theca  ovato-globose  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
***  Leaves  seeund. 

4912  Stems  subpinnate,  Leaves  especially  the  upper  ones  falcato-secund  broadly  ovate  acuminated  serrated  > 
their  nerve  reaching  to  the  point,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  curved  cernuous,  Lid  conical 

14913  Leaves  secund  ovate  somewhat  acuminate  concave  entire :  margins  incurved  above ;  nerve  short  often 
forked  sometimes  obsolete,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  cemuous,  Lid  conical 

14914  Leaves  falcato-secund  lanceolato-subulate  concave  or  almost  semicylind.  entire :  the  nerve  disappearing 
below  the  summit,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  curved  cemuous,  Lid  conical 

P  Leaves  wider  less  falcate  [cemuous,  Lid  conical 
14915  Lvs.  falcato-secund  lanceolato-subul.  serrat.  striat :  nerve  disappearing  below  point,  Theca  cylind.  curv. 
14916  Lvs.  sec.  ovato-lanc.  serrat  nearly  plane  crisp,  transverse,  when  dry :  marg.  recurv. ;  nerve  reach,  half  way 
14917  Stems  pinnated,  Leaves  falcato-secund  cordate  very  much  acuminated  serrated  :  Iheir  margins  reflexed ; 

nerve  disappearing  below  the  summit,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  curved  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14918  Leaves  secund  broadly  ovate  ventricose  obtuse  ent.  nervel.  Theca  oblongo-ovate  curv.  cernu.  Lid  conical 
14919  Leaves  loosely  imbricated  secund  narrow-lanceolate  acuminated  serrated  nerveless  or  very  obscurely  two- 

nerved,  Theca  subcylindrical  erecto-cernuous,  Lid  conical  obtuse 
14920  Leaves  closely  imbricated  more  or  less  falcato-secund  lanceolate  acuminated  entire,  except  at  the  points, 

which  are  usually  serrated  very  faintly  two-nerved  at  base,  Theca  cylind.  erecto-cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14921  Stems  closely  pectinated,  Leaves  falcato-secund  ovato-lanceolate  acuminated  serrulate  striated  faintly two-nerved  at  the  base,  Theca  oblongo-ovate  curved  cernuous,  Lid  conical 
14922  Stems  pectinated,  Leaves  falcate  secund  cordate  acuminated  serrated  not  striated  faintly  two-nerved  at 

base,  Theca  oblong  ovate  curved  cernuous,  Lid  conical 

VAGINULATI  SCHISTOCARPI. 
14923  Stems  branched,  Leaves  obovate  suddenly  acuminate  straight  imbricating  the  stem  on  every  side 
14924  Stems  branched,  Leaves  ovate  gradually  acuminated :  the  upper  ones  falcate 
14925  Stems  almost  simp.  Lvs.  lane,  subul.  falcate  secund  fragile :  perichaetial  obi.  nervel. ;  their  marg.  involute 
14926  Stems  slightly  branched,  Leaves  loosely  imbricated  lane,  subfalcate  secund  :  perichaetial  similar  to  cauline 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
named  Andreas,  who  was  cited  honorably  by  Pliny.  This  remarkable  genus  differs  from  all  other,  mosses,  in 
having  a  theca  which  splits  into  four  valves,  cohering  at  their  ends  by  means  of  the  persistent  lid  j  it  agrees 
with  Sphagnum  in  having  no  fruitstalk,  but  in  its  room  an  elongated  receptacle,  and  appears  to  be  a  transition 
from  Musci  to  Hepatica?.  This  is,  however,  only  apparent.  All  the  species  are  natives  of  rocks  or  mountains, and  are  remarkable  for  their  nearly  black  or  dark  brown  color. a  N  s 
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Order  & 

Reproductive  organs  of  two  kinds.  1.  Thecce  without  an  operculum,  either  naked  or  sessile,  or  furnished  with  a 
veil  through  which  they  are  more  or  less  protruded.  Sporules  naked  (e),  or  mixed  with  spiral  threads  (f ). 
2.  Minute  roundish  or  oblong  bodies  variously  situated.   Plants  frondose  of  a  cellulose  structure  not  submersed. 

This  order  is  distinguished  from  Algae,  with  which  it  was  formerly  united,  by  the  nature  of  the  theca  (a,  b),  and 
of  the  foliaceous  frond  (c)  which  is  never  submersed,  and  which  bears  a  greater  affinity  to  that  of  Musci.  From 

2253.  JUNGERMAN'NIA.  X.  Jungerkanma. 
14927  trichophylla  Wahl    hair-leaved  .    loose  tufts 14928  setacea  E.  B. 
14929 julacea  Hook. 14930  laxifolia  Hook. 
14931  juniperina  Hook. 14932  Hookeri  E.  B. 

setaceous creeping 
loose- leaved 
rigid 
Hooker's 

dense  tufts 
dense  patches cush.  -like  pat. 
crowded  tufts 
small  patches 

Sp.  81—159. 1J  summer        Br     turfy  heaths  Hook.  jung.  t.  7 
2  spring  Pa.G  bogs  H.ju.  t.8.  sup.  tl 
1  summer        Pa.01  mountains  Hook.  jung.  t  2 
1  spr.  and  sum.  Pa.  G  mountains  Hook.  jung.  t59 
3  summer  It.  Br  mountains  Hook.  jung.  t.  4 
i  wint.  and  spr.  G      ditches  Hook.  jung.  t. 54 

14933  asplenioides  Hook. 
14934  spinulosa  Hook. 
14935  decipiens  Hook. 
14936  Doniana  Hook. 
14937  pumila  Hook. 14938  lanceolata  Hook. 
14939  cordifolia  Hook. 
14940  Sphagni  Hook. 14941  crenulata  Hook. 
14942  sphserocSrpa  Hook. 
14943  hyalina  Hook. 

Asplenium-like  loose  patches  3  all  seasons 
spinulose  crowded  tufts  3  all  seasons deceitful         dense  tufts      1  autumn 

OLG  moist  woods  Hook.  jung.  tl3 
Y.G  mountains  Hook.  jung.  1. 14 
OLG  Irish  heaths  Hock.  jung.  t50 

Don's  entangl.  tufts  2|  September     P.Br  Scot  mount  Hook.  jung.  t.39 
dwarf  small  patches  J  wint  and  spr.  Ol     rocks  Hook.  jung.  1. 17 
lanceolate  dense  clusters  \  autumn        Pa.G  damp  woods  Hook.  jung.  1 18 
heart-leaved  dense  tufts  2  august  D.Ol  mountains    Hook.  jung.  t. 32 
Sphagnum  entangl. pate.  3  autumn        Y.G   marshy  plac.  H.ju.  t33.su.  t2 
crenulate  matted  patch,  f  oct,novemb.  R.G  bogs  Hook.  jung.  t37 
round-fruited  dense  tufts  J  early  spring  Pa.G  Irish  bogs     Hook.  jung.  t74 transparent  broad  tufts  1  early  spring  D.G  bogs  Hook.  jung.  t63 

14944  compressa  Hook.       compressed      dense  tufts      4  june Pu     rivulets,Irel.  Hook.  jung.  t58 

14946  emarginata  Hook. 14946  concinnata  Hook. 
14847  orcadensis  Hook. 
14948  inflate  Hook. 
14949  excisa  Hook. 
14950  ventricosa  Hook. 

emarginate 
notched 
Orcades inflated 
bitten 
ventricose 

large  patches thick  tufts 
loose  patches 
dense  patches scatter,  patch, 
dense  patches 

f  may,  june }  may,  june 1  may,  june 
i  jan.  to  july 
i  spring 
i  aug.,  novem. 

Br  wet  pi.  on  m.  Hook.  jung.  t.27 
Sil  wet  pi.  on  m.  Hook.  jung.  t.  3 
Bt.G  mountains  Hook.  jung.  t.71 
OLG  boggy  places  Hook.  jung.  t38 D.G  shady  woods  Hook.  jung.  t.  9 
Pa.  G  woods  Hook.  jung.  t.28 14934 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2258.  Jungcrmannia.  Named  by  Ruppius,  to  perpetuate  the  memory  of  Louis  Jungermann,  a  German 
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these  Hepaticae  differ  in  being  destitute  of  an  operculum  or  lid  to  the  theca.  and,  with  the  exception  of Marchantia  (rf)  and  Jungermannia,  of  a  calyptra.  The  order  is  composed  of  seven  genera,  all  very  different  from 
each  other,  and  forming  an  assemblage  which  is  only  natural  in  regard  to  the  organs  of  vegetation.  It  does 
not  appear  possible  to  reconcile  those  of  reproduction.  The  herbage  consists  of  a  variously  dilated  frond  lying 
flat  upon  the  substance  on  which  it  grows,  generally  naked,  but  in  many  Jungermannias  covered  with  small 
leaves,  which  are  often  divided,  but  never  really  nerved,  so  that,  in  fact,  they  should  rather  be  considered 
dilatations  of  the  frond  :  the  substance  is  generally  loosely  cellular,  sometimes  compact,  as  in  Marchantia,  in 
which  Hooker  asserts  that  pores  of  the  epidermis  exist. 

3253.  Jungermannia.   Theca  4-valved,  supported  on  a  peduncle  longer  than  the  calyx.   Valves  free. 225+.  Marchantia.   Theca  on  the  under  surface  of  a  common  peltate  pedunculate  receptacle.    Anthers  im- 
bedded in  the  disk  of  distinct  peltate  pedunculate  or  sessile  receptacles. 

2255.  Hiccia.  Theca^spherical,  immersed  in  the  frond  (not  opening),  crowned  with  the  style,  which  is  alone 
protruded. 2256.  Anthoccros.  Theca  stalked,  linear,  2-valved,  with  a  central  columella  to  which  the  sporules  are attached. 

2257  Targionia.  Perianth  ?  globose,  arising  from  the  underside  of  the  extremity  of  the  frond,  at  length 
opening  vertically  into  2-valves.  Theca  globose,  nearly  sessile,  included  in  the  perianth,  opening  irregularly  at 
the  extremity,  and  filled  with  spiral  filaments. 

2258.  Sphterocarpus.  Thecse  minute,  spherical,  seated  upon  obpyriform  receptacles,  and  filled  with  minute 
sporules  unmixed  with  filaments.; 

A.  Leafy. 

f  Stipules  none. »  Leaves  inserted  many  ways. 
14927  Stem  creep,  irregul  branch.  Lvs.  imbricated  on  all  sides  setace.  joint,  straight,  Fr.  term. :  mouth  contract. 
14928  Stem  creep,  pinnated,  branch.  Lvs.  imbricat.  on  all  sides  setace.  joint  incurv.  Fr.  term. :  mouth  expanded 
14929  Leaves  quadrifarious  ovate  closely  imbricated  erect  acutely  bifid,  Theca  terminal  plaited  at  end 
14930  Stem  erect  nearly  simple  filif.  Lvs.  dist.  quadrifar.  ov.  somew.  keel,  acutely  bif.  Fr.  term.  Cal.  somew.  plait. 
14931  Lvs.  quadrifarious  falcato-secund  lin.-lanc.  bipart :  segments  straight  arum.  Fr.  terminal,  Cal.  ovate  leafy 
14932  Leaves  imbricated  on  all  sides  ovate  or  oblong-ovate  here  and  there  lobed  and  angled,  Fr.  term.  Cal.  none 

**  Leaves  bif  arums, a  Leaves  undivided. 
14933  Leaves  obovate  roundish  ciliate  toothed  subrecurved,  Fruit  term,  and  lateral,  Cal.  obL  compressed  oblique 
14934  Lvs.  obi.  recurv.  with  margin  on  one  side  and  apex  dentato-spinuL  Fr.  lat  and  axill.  CaL  round,  compr. 
14935  Stem  erect  flexuose  nearly  simple,  Lower  leaves  smaller  ovate  entire :  upper  rounded-ovate  or  nearly 

square,  with  one  or  more  spiniform  teeth 
14936  Stem  erect  nearly  simple  filiform  flexuose,  Leaves  closely  imbricated  nearly  horizontal  oblong  ovate concave  2-toothed  at  end  falcate  1-sided 
14937  Leaves  elliptical  ovate,  Fruit  terminal,  CaL  oblong  ovate  acuminate :  mouth  contracted  denticulated 
14938  Leaves  spreading  ovate-rounded,  Fruit  terminal,  CaL  oblong  cylindrical  depressed  and  flat  at  the extremity :  mouth  much  contracted  cut  and  toothed 
149S9  Lvs.  erect  concave  cord,  circumvol.  Fr.  term,  and  axill.  Cal.  obi.  ov.  subplicate :  mouth  minute  toothed 
14940  Lvs.  orbicul.  Fr.  upon  short  prop,  branches,  Cal.  obL  attenuat.  at  each  extrem. :  mouth  contracted  toothed 
14941  Lvs.  orbicular  margin.  Fruit  term.  Cal.  obov.  compressed  longitudin.  quadrang. :  mouth  contract  toothed 
14942  Stem  ascending  simple,  Leaves  orbicular,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  obi.  ovate  cylind.  quadri.  Theca  spherical 
14943  Stem  ascending  flexuose dichotomous,  Leaves  rounded  somewhat  wavy,  Fruit  terminal,  CaL  ovate  anguL with  a  contracted  4- toothed  orifice 
14944  Stem  erect  divided,  Leaves  orbicular :  upper  reniform  appressed,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  immersed  oblong 

fleshy  with  an  open  4-toothed  orifice 
b  Leaves  emarginate  or  bifid :  segments  equal. 

14945  Leaves  loosely  imbric.  spreading  obcordate  emarginate,  Fruit  term  CaL  ovate  toothed  immersed  in  lvs. 
14946  Leaves  very  closely  imbricated  erect  concave  ovate  obtuse  emarginate,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  O 
14947  Leaves  closely  imbric.  erect  or  spreading  cordate  ovate  plane  notched  at  extremity :  their  marg.  recurv. 
14948  Lvs.  roundish  concave  acutely  bifid :  segm.  straightobt  Fruit  term.  Cal.  obpyrif. ;  mouth  contract  tooth. 
14949  Leaves  spreading  subquadrate  deeply  emarginate,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  oblong  :  mouth  plaited  toothed 
14950  Leaves  spreading  subquadrate  obtusely  and  broadly  emarginate :  their  sides  incurved,  Fruit  terminal, 

CaL  oblong :  mouth  contracted  plaited  toothed 

"  and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
botanist,  who  was  born  in  1572,  and  died  in  1653,  after  having  published  a  catalogue  of  the  plants  of  the  neigh. 

3  N  4 
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14951  Turner!  Hook. 
14953  bicuspidata  Hook. 
14953  byssacea  Hook. 14954  connivens  Hook. 
14955  curvifolia  Hook. 

14956  capitata  Hook. 14957  incisa  Hook. 
14958  pusflla  Hook. 

Turner's two-pointed 
Byssus-like connivent 
curve-leaved 

capitate cut 
dwarf 

14959  setiformis  Hook.  bristly 

small  patches   j  march Pa.G  Irish  rivul.    Hook.  jung.  t.29 
large  tufts  1  march,  april  Pa.O  damp  banks  Hook.  jung.  t 11 
dense  tufts        $  march,  april  D.Ol  heaths  Hook.  jung.  1. 12 
loose  patches  h  april,  may     Y.G  wet  places  Hook.  jung.  t 15 
small  patches     f  april,  may     Dp.  P  mountains  Hook.  jung.  1. 16 

very  sm  11.  pat.  \  sept  em. ,  j  an.  Pa.  G  bogs  Hook.  jung.  t80 
sml.densepat    jjuly  Pa.  G  heaths  Hook.  jung.  1. 10 
sol.  orthk.pat.  \  October, may  Bt.G  moist  banks  Hook.  jung.  t69 
dense  tufts      2  spring G.Br  mountains    Hook.  jung.  t.20 

14960  nemorosa  Hook. 
14961  planifolia  Hook. 14962  umbrosa  Hook. 
14963  undulata  Hook. 

14964  resupinata  Hook. 14965  albicans  Hook. 
14966  obtusifolia  Hook. 
14967  Dicksoni  Hook. 
14968  minuta  Hook. 
14969  exsecta  Hook. 
14970  cochleariformisifooA. 
14971  complanata  Hook. 

grove flat-leaved shady wavy 

resupinate 
whitish 
blunt-leaved 

Dickson's minute 

scooped  out 
cup-shaped 
flattened 

matted  tufts crowded  pate, 
dense  tufts 
large  tufts 
verysml  tufts broad  tufts 
little  tufts 
dens,  mat  tuf. 
loose  patches 
small  patches 

large  patches 
cush  .-like  pat 

2j  july,  October  Pu     woods         Hook.  jung.  t21 2    Din.  Br  mountains    Hook.  jung.  t.67 
\  march,  april  G.Br  shady  places  Hook.  jung.  t24 3  may,  june      BtG  wet  places     Hook.  jung.  t22 
|  may,  june  Br.G  heaths  Hook.  jung.  t23 

1J  april,  july      Pa.G  hedge  banks  Hook.  jung.  t25 
\  march,  april  Pa. G  damp  places  Hook.  jung.  t26 
|  august  OL  Br  mountains    Hook.  jung.  t48 
f  spr.  and  sum.  OLBr  mountains    Hook.  jung.  t.44 
|  summer        Pa.G  heaths  Hook.  jung.  tl9 
4  summer  R.Br  mount  bogs  Hook.  jung.  tG8 
1J  summer       Pa.G  trun.  of  trees  Hook.  jung.  t81 

14972  an6mala  Hook. 
14973  Taylfri  Hook. 14974  scalaris  Hook. 
14975  polyanthus  Hook. 14976  cuneif61ia  Hook. 
14977  viticulosa  Hook. 
14978  trichomanis  Hook. 

anomalous  loose  patches    2  oct.,  novem. 
Taylor's  large  patches   3  summer scaly  broad  patches    \  summer 
many-capsuled  loose  patches  1}  april,  may 
wedge-leaved  parasitical        £  summer 
wiry  loose  patches  11  spring 
twisted  large  patches    1J  summer 

Br.G  bogs 
Pk  mountains Pa.G  loamy  soil 
Pa.G  wet  places Br  inland 

Hook.  jung.  t34 
Hook.  jung.  t57 
Hook.  jung.  t6I 
Hook.  jung.  t.62 Hook.  jung.  t64 

Y.Br  ear.  damp  pi.  Hook.  jung.  t.60 
BtG  moist  places  Hook.  jung.  t79 

14979  bidentata  Hook. 
14980  heterophylla  Hook. 
14981  stipulacea  Hook. 
14982  Franclsci  Hook. 
14983  barbata  Hook. 
14984  albescens  Hook. 
14985  reptans  Hook. 14986  trilobata  Hook. 

two-toothed  crowded  pate.  1J  Oct.,  novem.  Pa.  G  moist  places  Hook.  jung.  t30 
various-leaved  small  tufts        j  april,  novem.  Pa.G  stemsof  trees  Hook.  jung.  t.31 
large-stipuled  cush. -like  tuf.  4  summer       Pa. 01  shady  places  Hook.  jung.  t.41 

Francis's bearded 
whitened creeping 
three-lobed 

crowded  pate,    i  april,  july      Pk     moist  places  Hook.  jung.  t.49 
crowded  pate  1}  spring 
loose  patches     $  summer dense  tufts      1  summer 
large  patches    3  summer 

Ba.G  woods  &hea.  Hook.  jung.  t70 
Pa.G  Ben  Nevis  Hjun.t72.su.t4 Pa.G  woods  Hook.  jung.  t75 
Ol.  G  rocks  Hook.  jung.  t.76 

14987  platyphylla  Hook. 14988  Uevigata  Hook. 14989  ciliaris  Hook. 
14990  Woodsii  Hook. 

broad-leaved 
polished ciliated 

Woods's 14991  tomentella  Hook.  downy 

wide  patches  2  march,  aug.  Br.G  old  walls  H.jun.t.40.su.t,3 
loose  tufts  2§  summer        Br. Ol  woods  Hook.  jung.  t35 
dense  patches  2  spr.  and  sum.  R.  Br  rocks  &hea.  Hook.  jung.  t.65 
crowded  tufts  5  spr.  and  sum.  R. Br  Irish  mount  Hook.  jung.  t66 
broad  patches  3  march,  oct    Pa. G  moist  places  Hook.  jung.  t36 
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14951  Stem  procumbent  flexuosc  branched  in  a  starry  manner,  Leaves  broad-ovate  acutely  2-parted  :  segments folded  together  with  spiny  teeth,  Fruit  terminal 
14952  Lvs.  subquad.  acutely  bifid :  segm.  acute  straight  ent  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  pbl.  plaited  :  mouth  toothed 
14953  Leaves  subquadrate  obtusely  bifid :  segments  acute,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal  oblong  plaited :  mouth  toothed 
14954  Lvs.  orbicul  concave  at  extrem.  lunul.  emarg.  Fruit  term,  upon  short  prop,  central  branches.  Cal  obi.  ov. 
14955  Lvs.  round,  very  cone.  bit'. :  segm.  long  acum.  incurv.  Fr.  term,  upon  short  prop,  branch.  Cal  obi  subplicate c  Leaves  3-4-fid  :  segments  equal. 
14956  Stem  prost.  nearly  simp.  Lvs.  round,  square :  lower  bifid  j  upp.  3-4-fid,  Fr.  term.  Cal.  obi  ov.  somew.  plait. 14957  Leaves  subquadrate  waved  subtrifid ;  segm.  equal  here  and  there  toothed,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  obovate 
14958  Leaves  spreading  horizontally  quadrate  waved  obtusely  bitricrenate,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal  campanulate, 

Theca  spherical  bursting  irregularly 
14959  Leaves  bifarious  closely  imbricated  erect  quadrate  quadrifid :  their  inferior  angles  here  and  there  spinul 

toothed,  Fruit  terminal  and  lateral,  Cal.  oblong  plicate  :  the  mouth  open 
d  Leaves  bifid :  segments  unequal  folded  together. 

14960  Lvs.  unequally  2-lobed  J-bifid  tooth.  Gill  Lobes  fold,  together :  lower  ones  larger  obov. ;  upp.  subcord.  obt. 
14961  Stem  erect  nearly  simple,  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed  as  deep  as  base  :  tooth  ciliated,  Lobes  folded  together 
14962  Lvs.  uneq.  2-lob.  Lobes  folded  together  serrated  at  extrem.  acute :  lower  ones  larger  ov. ;  upp.  round,  ov. 
14963  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed  wavy  entire,  Lobes  roundish  folded  together ;  lower  ones  largest,  Fruit  term. Cal  oblong  incurved  compressed 
14964  Leaves  roundish  nearly  equally  2-lobed  entire,  Lobes  folded  together,  Fr.  term.  Cal  obi.  incurv.  compres. 
14965  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed  folded  together  with  a  pellucid  line  in  the  middle  serrated  at  the  extremity, 

Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  obovate  cylindrical 
14966  Lvs.  unequally  2-lobed  folded  together  obtuse  entire,  Fruit  term.  Cal.  obov. :  mouth  contracted  toothed 
14967  Lvs.  unequally  2-lobed  folded  together  narr.  ov.  acute,  Fr.  term.  CaL  ov.  plaited :  mouth  contract,  toothed 
14968  Leaves  horizontally  spreading  somewhat  folded  together :  upper  equally,  lower  unequally  2-lobed,  All the  lobes  rather  acute,  Cal  obovate 
14969  Stem  prostrate  nearly  simple,  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed,  Lobes  folded  together :  lower  larger  ovate 

concave  acute;  upper  minute  tooth-like 
14970  Leaves  imbricated  on  the  upper  side  unequally  2-lobed  folded  together ;  upper  lobes  the  larger  convex  bifid and  toothed  at  the  extremity 
14971  Lvs.  distich,  imbricat.  above  unequ.  2-lobed :  upp.  lobes  larger  orbicul ;  lower  ov.  appres.  flat,  Cal  trunca  t. 

ft  Furnished  with  stipules. *  Leaves  entire  or  rarely  emarginate. 
14972  Leaves  orbicular  and  ovate  acuminate,  Stipules  broadly  subulate 
14973  Lvs.  all  rounded,  Stip.  broadly  subul  Fruit  term.  Cal.  ovate  compressed  at  the  extremity  truncate  2-lipped 14974  Lvs.  round  concave  entire  and  emarg.  Stipules  broadly  subul  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  immersed  in  the  leaves 
14975  Lvs.  horizontal  rounded  quad,  plane  ent.  and  emarg.  Stip.  obi  bifid,  Fr.  upon  very  short  proper  branches 
14976  Stem  creeping  simple,  Lvs.  rather  rem.  cuneiform  ent  or  bluntly  emarg.  at  end,  Stip.  minute  ovate  bifid 
14977  Leaves  horizontal  plane  ovate  entire,  Stipules  broadly  ovate  toothed  lane.  Fr.  lat  Cal.  subterr.  obi  fleshy 
14978  Leaves  horizontal  convex  ovate  ent.  Stipules  round  lunate-emarg.  Fruit  lat  CaL  subterr.  obi.  fleshy  hairy 

**  Leaves  2  or  3  cleft :  segments  equal. 
14979  Leaves  broadly  ovate  decurrent  bifid  at  the  apex  :  segm  very  acute  entire,  Stipules  bitrifid  and  laciniate 
14980  Stem  creeping  branched,  Leaves  round-ovate  decurrent  rarely  acutely  often  obtusely  emarginate  or  entire, Stipules  bitrifid,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal  ovate 
14981  Leaves  round  acutely  emarginate :  segments  acute  straight,  Stipules  large  ovate  acuminate  with  a  single tooth  at  the  base  on  each  side 
14982  Stem  nearly  erect  simple  or  branched,  Leaves  ovate  concave  acutely  emarginate,  Stipules  minute  ovate 

bifid,  Fruit  terminal,  Cal.  oblong  cylindrical  little  plaited 
14983  Leaves  rounded  quadrate  3-4-fid,  Stipules  lanceolate  acutely  bifid :  their  margins  lacerated 14984  Lvs.  very  concave  nearly  hemispherical  emarg.  Stip.  ovate  lane,  obtuse,  Fruit  term,  upon  short  branches 
14985  Leaves  imbricated  above  subquadrate  incurved  acutely  4-toothed,  Stip.  broadly  quad.  4-tooth.  Fr.  radical 
14986  Lvs.  imbricat  above  ov.  convex  obtusely  trident.  Stip.  broadly  subquad.  cren.  Fr.  from  lower  part  of  stent 

**  Leaves  bifid :  segments  unequal  folded  together, a  Lower  Segments  or  smaller  ones  flat. 
14987  Lvs.  unequal,  lob.  :  upper  lobes  round,  ov.  nearly  ent. ;  lower  and  stip.  ligulate  quite  entire.  Fruit  lateral 
14968  Lvs.  unequal.  2-lobed  spinul.-toothed :  upper  lobes  roundish  ov. ;  lower  ligul  Stip.  obi.  quad,  spiny  toothed 
14989  Leaves  very  convex  unequally  2-lobed :  lobes  and  lobules  ovate  bipart.  fringed  with  long  and  slender  cilias 
14990  Stem  procumbent  bitripinnate,  Leaves  very  convex  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  2-parted  spiny  toothed j lower  very  minute  oblong  entire 
14991  Leaves  nearly  flat  unequally  2-lobed  cut  into  numerous  capillary  segments :  upper  lobes  2-partite ;  lower 

minute,  Stipules  subquadrate  laciniate 
b  Lower  segments  or  smaller  ones  involute. 

14992  Stem  creeping  unequally  branched,  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  rounded j  lower  minute  invol. Stipules  large  rounded  obcordate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
species  have  been  admirably  illustrated  by  Hooker,  to  whose  Monograph  no  other  botanical  work  can  be 
compared. 
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14993  serpyllifolia  Hook. 14994  hamatif61ia  Hook. 
14995  minutissima  Hook. 

thyme-leaved  imbriamasses    }  april,  june hook-leaved    very  smll.  pat  |  spring 
very  minute    little  patch es     |  april,  may 

Pa.G  trun.  of  trees  Hook.  jung.  t4S O      rocks  Hook.  jung.  t51 
Y.G  bark  of  trees  Hook.  jung.  t.52 

14996  calyptrifolia  Hook.     calyptra-leav.  little  tufts        i  summer        Pa.G  on  U lex  nan.  Hook.  jung.  t. 43 

14997  Hutchinsiae  Hook.  Miss  Hutchins's  loose  patches    1  summer        D.Ol  damp  pL,  Ir.  Hook.  jung.  1 1 
14098  dilatata  Hook.  dilated  roundpatches    f  winter  Br.P  trun.  of  trees  Hook.  jung.  1 5 
14999  Tamarisci  Hook.       Tamarisk       large  patches  3  april,  sept     Br.G  on  the  earth  Hook.  jung.  1 6 

15000  pinguis  Hook. 15001  multiada  Hook. 
fat 

many-cut 
loose  patches  2  summer crowded  tufts  1  spring 

Pa.G  moist sha.pL  Hook. jung.  t46 
Pa.G  moist  pLhea.  Hook.  jung.  t45 

15002  Blasia  Hook.  Blasia 
15003  epiphylla  Hook.  epiphyllous 
15001  f urcata  Hoak.  forked 
15005  pubescens  Hook.  downy 
15006  tyellii  Hook.  Mr.  LyeU's 15007  hibernica  Hook.  Irish 

2254.  MARCH AN'TI  A. 
15008  polym6rpha  E.  B. 
15009  hemisphs'rica  E.  B. 15010  c6nica  E.  B. 
15011  andr6gyna  E.  B. 
2255.  RICCIA.  E.B. 
15012  glauca  E.  B. 15013 natans  E.B. 
15014  fluitans  E.  B. 
15015  spuria  Dicks. 

patches  1  spring  D.G  moist  heaths  H.  jun.t. 82,83,84 
large  patches  3  spr.  and  aut  Pa.G  moist  hedges  Hook.  jung.  t.47 
large  patches    j  oct,  march    Pa.G  trun.  of  trees  Ho.  jung.  t.55,56 
patches  1  spring 
loose  patches  1  may 
loose  patches  april 

Mich.  Marchantia. 
variable         broad  patches 
hemispherical  broad  patches 
conical  broad  patches 
androgynous    broad  patches 
Riccia. 
glaucous  patches swimming  floating 
floating  floating 
spurious  patches 

2256.  ANTHCCEROS.  E.B.  Anthoceros. 
15016  mult  iridus  nicks.      mult i rid  patches 
15017  punctat  us  E.  B.         dotted  patches 
15018  major  E.  B.  large  broad  patches 
2257.  TARGIO'NIA.  E.  B.  Targionia. 

15019  hypophyUa  E.B.       flat-leaved       broad  patches 
SpH.EROCARPl'S. 

spots 

Sp.4— 7. 2  winter 
1  j  winter 2  winter 
1  j  winter 

Sp.  4. I  spring 
£  spring 
4  spring 
|  spring 
Sp.  3—5. i  summer 1|  spring 
i  spring 

Gl     rocks  Hook.  jung.  t .73 
Pa.G  bogs  Hook.  jung.  t77 
Pa.  G  shores  of  Ir.  H.ju.  t.78.s.t4.f.l 

D.G  moist  rocks  Eng.  bot  1 210 
D.G  moist  rocks  Eng.  bot  1 503 
D.G  shady  banks  Eng.  bot  1 504 Pa.  G  wet  rocks     Eng.  bot  t.  2545 

Gl     rocks  Eng.  bot.  t2546 G  ditches  Eng.  bot  1 252 
Pa.G  ditches  Eng.  bot  1 251 Pa.G  mount. mar.  Dick.cr.tll.f.16 

G  crev.  in  roc.  DilLmus.t68.f.4 
Pa.G  damp  places  Eng.  bot.  1 1537 
D.G  damp  places  Eng.  bot  1 1538 

Sp.  1—3. i  wint  and  spr.  D.  G  wet  places Eng.  bot  t.287 
2258.  SPHiEROC  AR'PUS.  E.  B. 15030  terrestris  E.  B.  earth 

Sp.  1—4. J  winter 14993 
BtG  damp  places  Eng.  bot  t.  299 

15004 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2254.  Marchantia.  Named  by  Nicholas  Marchant,  in  honor  of  his  father  John  Marchant,  the  first  botanist 

whom  the  Academy  of  Sciences  of  Paris  admitted  among  its  members,  in  1666.  Soft-leaved  creeping  plants, 
with  green  cellular  fleshy  fronds  spreading  over  the  surface  of  the  ground  in  wet  places.  M  hemisphserica  and 
polymorpha  are  often  the  pest  of  the  florist,  whose  flower  pots  are  overrun  by  them,  and  continually  dis- 
figured. 2255.  Riccia.  Pietro  Francisco  Ricci,  was  a  Florentine  botanist,  who  left  some  of  his  works  to  the  academy 
of  Florence.  Little,  generally  floating,  simple  plants,  of  the  nature  of  which  very  little  is  known.  Only  one 
kind  has  been  observed  in  fructification,  and  that  is  of  a  very  ambiguous  character.  The  thecae,  or  the  organs 
so  called,  are  little  round  bodies  immersed  in  a  cavity  of  the  frond,  and  containing  minute  sporules. 

2256.  Anthoceros.  From  mS-tf,  a  flower,  and  xtfete,  a  horn,  on  account  of  the  horn-like  form  of  the  theca, which  old  botanists  considered  to  be  the  flower.  Minute  iron  dose  plants,  with  a  linear  2-valved  theca,  con- 
taining a  columella  to  which  the  sporules  are  attached.   In  habit  they  resemble  Jungermannia, 
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14993  Lvs.  unequal.  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  rounded ;  lower  minute  in  vol.  Stip.  roundish  acutely  bifid,  Fruit  lateral 
14991  Lvs.  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  ovate-acum.  mostly  curved  at  extremity ;  lower  ovate  acutely  bifid 
14995  Stem  creeping  unequally  branched,  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed  :  upper  lobes  hemispherical ;  lower  minute almost  obsolete,  Stipules  ovate  rounded  bifid,  Fruit  lateral 
14996  Stem  creeping  branched,  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  larger  calyptriform ;  lower  bluntly 

square  circumvolute,  Fruit  lateral 
c  Lower  segments  or  smaller  ones  saccate. 

14997  Stem  creeping  branched,  Leaves  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  ovate  spiny-serrated :  lower  minute 
saccate  generally  1-toothed  at  base,  Fruit  lateral 

14998  Lvs.  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  ovate  rounded ;  lower  rounded  saccate,  Stip.  rounded  flat  emarginate 
14999  Lvs.  unequally  2-lobed :  upper  lobes  ovate  roundish ;  lower  minute  obov.  saccate,  Stip.  subquadrate  emarg. 

§  2.  Frondosc. 
f  Nerveless. 15000  Frond  obL  decumb.  nervL  fleshy  nearly  plane  above :  swell,  ben. ;  irregularly  branch.  The  margin  sinuated 

15001  Frond  lin.  nerveless  fleshy  compressed  branched  in  a  pinnated  manner,  Fruit  marginal,  Cal.  very  short 

ft  Nerved. 15002  Frond  obi.  submemb.  dichot.  costate  having  scattered  scales  on  the  underside,  Cal.  and  calyptra  within  frond 
15003  Frond  obi.  submembranous  irregularly  divided  obsoletely  ribbed :  the  margin  entire  or  lobed  and  sinuated, 

Fruit  from  upper  part  of  frond  near  the  apex 
15004  Frond  lin.  dichotomous  membranous  costate  glabr.  above :  more  or  less  hairy  beneath  and  on  the  margin, Fruit  from  the  lower  surface  of  the  nerve 
15005  Frond  lin.  dichotomous  membranous  costate  pubescent  in  every  part  [of  the  fronds 
15006  Frond  obi.  somew.  branch,  memb.  costate :  the  margin  nearly  entire,  Fruit  arising  from  the  superior  surface 
15007  Frond  obi.  dichotomous  membranous  costate  with  the  margin  entire,  Fruit  arising  from  the  upper  surface of  the  frond 

15008  Recept  of  thecae  deeply  cut  in  a  stellated  manner  into  about  ten  narr.  segm. :  that  of  the  anthers  pedunculat 
15009  Recept.  of  thee  a?  hemispherical  cloven  into  about  5  oval  segments 
15010  Recept  of  thecae  entire  conical  ovate  somewhat  angular :  that  of  the  anthers  sessile 
15011  Recept  of  thecae  hemispherical  half  4-cleft  of  4  cells 

15012  Frond  small  obi.  somew.  divid> :  the  segments  2-lobed  at  the  end  fleshy  glaucous  dotted  on  the  surface 
15013  Frond  triangular  cordate  covered  with  long  linear  lanceolate  segments  on  one  side 
15014  Frond  membranous  dichotomous,  Lobes  retuse 
15015  Fronds  membranous  lobed  pellucid,  Theca  beneath  the  sinuses  of  the  lobes  solit  exserted  turbinate  tooth. 

15016  Fronds  bipinnatifid  linear 
15017  Fronds  multifid  lobed  sinuated,  Theca  subulate  half  bifid 
15018  Fronds  lobed  rounded  flat,  Theca  short 

15019  Frond  flat  imbricated  lobed,  Lobes  rounded  retuse 

15020  Frond  simple  ovate,  Thecae  pyriform  clustered  at  the  base  of  frond 
15012     -^f^..  15016      a  15017  15008  15010 

15017 

15020 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2257.  Targionia.  So  called  in  remembrance  of  John  Anthony  Targioni,  a  meritorious  Florentine  botanist wno  published  in  1734  a  work  for  the  purpose  of  shewing  the  importance  of  botanical  lectures,  with  reference to  a  course  of  studies  in  medicine  There  was  also  another  Florentine  physician  called  John  Targioni  Tozzetti 

§k  *k  m  Tozzettia  naB  t)e&a  named.  This  genus  consists  of  only  one  species,  which  is  frondose  and  lobed! ihe  theca  is  concealed  and  almost  sessile  within  the  involucre,  globose,  bursting  at  the  apex,  and  discharging 1 HJK™^68, mixed  with  spiral  filaments.  This  genus  is  very  near  Jungermannia. 5B58.  Spfuerocarpus.  From  vfeu^et,  a  globe,  and  «k^jS,  fruit,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  fruit.  The plant  consists  of  a  roundish  delicate  membranous  frond,  bearing  on  its  disk  a  cluster  of  obpyriform  receptacles each  of  which  has  a  globose  transparent  finely  membranous  seed-vessel,  filled  with  minute  sporules  unmixed with  elastic  filaments. 
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Order  7.  ALGJE. 

Reproductive  organs  of  two  kinds.   1.  Thecce  or  tubercles  variously  situated.   2.  Sporules  or  granules  naked  or 
immersed  in  the  frond.   Plants  always  aquatic  and  submersed. 

This  order  is  constituted  of  the  sea-weeds  of  our  ocean,  and  of  the  floating  scum-like  substances  of  our  ditches 
and  rivers.  Little  is  known  of  the  functions  which  what  are  called  their  reproductive  organs  perform.  The 
nature  and  structure  of  those  organs  are  so  various  as  to  render  it  improbable  that  they  should  all  be  destined 
for  the  same  purposes.  The  bodies  which  are  called  sporules  are  variously  situated ;  now  filling  distinct  thecse  (a), 
or  even  tubercles  (A),  which  are  either  free  {b,  c,  d),  or  imbedded  in  the  substance  of  the  frond  (e,f,) ;  now  ap- 

pearing to  be  naked  and  surrounded  by  an  involucre  (g) ;  now  scattered  or  arranged  in  some  determinate 
manner  in  the  interior  of  the  frond.  (A)  The  fronds  are  either  cylindrical  (A),  or  plane  (»'),  sometimes  little  more more  than  a  mere  membrane,  sometimes  hard  and  horny,  and  extended  to  the  length  of  many  feet  Many  are 
articulated  (t,  k) :  their  line  of  separation  is  then  called  a  joint,  and  the  space  between  two  joints  an  articulation. 

Professor  Agardh,  of  Lund,  one  of  the  most  celebrated  of  modern  cryptogamists,  and  whose  disposition  of 
Algae  is  adopted  here,  in  his  latest  work,  called  Systema  Algarum,  published  at  Lund,  in  1824,  defines  the  order thus: 

"  Aquatic  plants  destitute  of  cotyledons  and  of  sexual  organs;  gelatinous,  membranous,  or  coriaceous; filamentous,  laminose,  or  even  leafy ;  in  color  green,  purple,  or  olivaceous ;  jointed  or  continuous ;  bearing 
sporidia"  (little  transparent  bodies  containing  sporules),  "  either  included  in  pericarps  or  scattered  over  the 
surface." The  Algae  form  one  of  the  three  forms  of  the  lowest  order  of  vegetation,  Lichens  and  Fungi  the  two  other. 
Of  the  former,  many  are  considered  by  some  botanists  to  be  animalcula,  and  others,  to  be  the  young  seedling 
plants  of  mosses. 

Teibe  I.  DIATOMEJE. 
Bodies  of  various  forms,  flat  and  crystalline,  and  separating  into  fragments. 

2259.  Achnanthes.    Frond  stalked,  vexilliform.  Marine. 
2260.  Diatoma.  Filaments  jointed,  hyaline,  rigid,  simple,  united  in  pairs  longitudinally,  at  length  separating 

into  articulations  cohering  by  their  alternate  angles. 
2261.  Fragillaria.   Filaments  jointed,  simple,  gelatinous,  compressed,  fragile,  separating  at  the  joints. 
2262.  Metoseira.   Filaments  jointed,  contracted  at  the  joints,  very  fragile,  and  easily  separating. 
2263.  Desmidium.  Filaments  transversely  and  densely  striated,  mucous,  flexible,  green,  half  separated  into 

articulations,  and  in  that  state  pinnatifid. 
2264.  Schizontema.  Filaments  bead-like,  composed  of  narrower  cohering  filaments  inclosing  elliptical 

granules,  into  which  they  are  finally  dissolved.  Marine. 
Tribe  II.  NOSTOCHIN.E. 

Individuals  numerous,  globular  or  filiform,  suspended  in  a  gelatine  of  a  definite  form. 
2265.  Palmella.  Minute  or  small,  somewhat  diaphanous  gelatinous  plants,  filled  with  solitary  granules unmixed  with  filaments. 
2266.  Echinella.   A  roundish  gelatine  crammed  with  elliptical  radiant  corpuscles.  Marshy. 
93SI.  Alcyonidium.    A  spongy  fleshy  lobed  frond  filled  with  granules.  Marine. 
2268.  Nostoc.  Plants  roundish  or  shapeless,  gelatinous.  Substance  composed  of  curved  moniliform  simple 

filaments,  lying  irregularly  in  a  gelatinous  nidus. 
2269.  Corynephora.  A  gelatinous  roundish  puckered  frond  filled  with  jointed  filaments,  bearing  here  and 

there  clavate  processes. 
2270.  Rivularia.  A  gelatinous  subglobose  frond  filled  with  filaments,  radiating  from  a  common  centre,  con- 

tinuous, placed  on  a  globule,  and  marked  with  annulations  inside. 
2271.  Chcetophora.  Plant  elongated  or  globose  gelatinous.  Substance  composed  of  branched  articulated filaments. 
2272.  Scythymenia.   A  coriaceous  tough  stratum,  formed  of  fibres  and  granules  mingled  together. 

Tribe  III.  CONFERVOIDE.3S. 
Filaments  jointed  either  externally  or  internally,  separate,  and  not  combined  in  any  definite  form. 

2273.  Byssocladium.   Filaments  like  cobwebs,  scattered  externally  with  sporidia.   Slightly  inundated. 
2274.  Mycinema.    Filaments  membranous,  opaque,  tenacious,  colored  (usually  tawny).    Slightly  inundated. 
2275.  Chroolepus.    Filaments  rigid,  nearly  solid,  opaque,  crumbling  into  powder,  torulose.    On  rocks  or  bark. 
2276.  Trentepohlia.  Filaments  flexible,  colored,  bearing  capsules,  which  generally  proceed  from  the  last 

articulation,  which  is  inflated.   Inundated  or  fluvialile. 
2277.  Scytonema.  Plant  not  gelatinous,  coriaceous.  Filaments  short,  forming  dark  dense  tufts,  beaded 

internally,  or  filled  with  annular  transverse  bodies.    On  rocks  or  inundated,  rarely  marine. 
2278.  Stigonema.  Filaments  continuous,  coriaceous,  naked,  marked  inside  with  dots  disposed  in  rings.  On rocks. 
2279.  Protonema.   Filaments  somewhat  jointed,  rooting  very  minute. 
2280.  Hygrocrocis.  Filaments  hyaline,  arachnoid,  obsoletely  articulated,  floating  in  a  shapeless  gelatine  or in  a  colored  membrane. 
2281.  Leptomitus.  Filaments  hyaline  or  slightly  colored,  arachnoid,  obsoletely  articulated,  separate,  erect, 

not  entangled. 
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2282.  Mesogloia.  Frond  filiform,  cylindrical,  gelatinous,  with  compact  somewhat  moniliform  branches 
radiating  from  a  medullary  pith,  and  bearing  capsules. 

2283.  Batrachospermum.  Frond  filiform,  gelatinous,  sending  out  from  the  primary  filament  moniliform 
gemmiferous  branches. 

2284.  Draparnaldia.  Filaments  green,  jointed,  very  gelatinous.  Ramuli  penicillate  fascicled.  Fructifica- tion a  granular  mass  in  the  articulations  of  the  main  filaments. 
2285.  Oscillatoria.  Plants  gelatinous.  Filaments  simple,  continuous,  membranaceous,  filled  internally  with 

transverse  parallel  striae. 
228a  Calothrix.  Filaments  destitute  of  a  mucous  matrix,  stiffish,  straight,  motionless,  with  a  continuous tube  annulated  inside. 
2287.  Lyngbya.  Filaments  without  a  mucous  matrix,  freely  floating,  flexible,  motionless,  with  a  continuous tube  annulated  inside. 
2288.  Bangia.  Filaments  capillary,  mostly  simple,  tubular,  continuous.  Fructification ;  granules  disposed  in 

regular  transverse  series  or  strata. 
2289.  Zygnema.   Filaments  jointed,  simple,  gelatinous,  compressed,  fragile,  separating  at  the  joints. 2290.  Mougeotia.  Filaments  articulated,  connected  like  a  net,  with  irregularly  placed  granules,  and  thecs 

attached  to  the  angles  of  the  meshes. 
2291.  Hydrodictyon.  Filaments  articulated,  connected  like  a  net.  Articulations  viviparous,  including  young individuals. 
2292.  Conferva.  Filaments  uniform,  jointed,  membranaceous,  simple  or  branched,  mostly  green.  Fructifi- cation, granules  scattered  in  the  articulations.    Salt  and  fresh  water. 
23S3.  Bulboctuete.  First  filament  articulated,  sending  out  from  the  apex  of  the  articulations  an  accessory 

branchlet    Theca?  alternating  with  the  accessory  branches.  Marshy. 
2294.  Nitella.  Filaments  consisting  of  a  single  tube,  membranous,  jointed,  with  whorled  branches.  Organs 

of  fructification  twofold  and  separate ;  first  nucules  spirally  striated,  without  bractes,  and  not  crowned ; 
second,  colored  globules.   Sea  and  marshes. 

2295.  Chara.  Filaments  spirally  striated,  jointed,  with  whorled  branches.  Organs  of  fructification  two- 
fold, and  close  together ;  first,  nucules  spirally  striated,  furnished  with  bracteae,  and  crowned ;  second, 

colored  globules.    Sea  and  marshes. 
2296.  Ceramium.  Filaments  jointed,  subdichotomous,  red,  articulations  veined  or  diaphanous.  Fructifica- 

tion ;  capsules  with  an  involucre  of  short  ramuli.  Marine. 
2297.  Griffithsia.  Filaments  jointed,  rose  red,  branched.  Articulations  marked  with  one  broad  tube-like 

line,  the  joints  pellucid.   Fructification ;  pedunculated  capsules  on  the  ramuli.  Marine. 
2298.  Chcetospora.  Filaments  obsoletely  articulated,  rosy,  covered  by  axillary  articulated  fruit-bearing branches,  which  either  include  in  the  middle  a  globe  of  sporules,  or  change  to  a  lanceolate  receptacle  covered 

with  setae,  among  which  the  sporules  nestle.  Marine. 
2299.  Polysiphonia.  Filaments  jointed,  longitudinally  striated,  with  internal  parallel  tubes.  Fructification  ; double  ovate  capsules,  and  granules  in  swollen  branchlets.  Marine. 
2300.  Rytivhlcea.  Frond  flattened,  distichous,  transversely  striated,  becoming  black  when  dry,  with  incurved 

ramenta.  Fruit  twofold ;  first,  spherical  capsules  with  pyriform  sporidia  j  and  second,  lanceolate  pods  with 
roundish  sporidia.  Marine. 

2301.  Ectocarpus.  Filaments  jointed,  much  branched,  fuscous.  Fructification;  lanceolate  pods  or  ovate 
capsules  solitary  or  racemose.  Marine. 

2302.  Sphacellaria.  Filaments  jointed,  branched,  olivaceous,  distichous  or  dichotomous ;  apex  of  the  branches 
sphacellate  or  hyaline,  abrupt.   Fructification  ;  granules  in  the  sphacellated  apex,  or  capsules.  Marine. 

2303.  Cladostephus.  Plant  olivaceous.  Main  filaments  opake,  inarticulate ;  branches  jointed,  mostly  whorled 
with  ramuli.   Fructification ;  capsules.  Marine. 

Tribe  IV.  ULVACEJE. 
Frond  membranous,  continuous,  tubular  or  flattened,  never  ribbed,  herbaceous,  or  very  rarely  purple.   Fruit  a 

heap  of  sporules,  either  naked,  or  forming  scattered  granules  covered  by  coniocystas. 
2304.  Vaucheria.  Filaments  dichotomous  or  irregularly  branched,  somewhat  rigid.  Fructification  ;  a  granu- 

lated mass  within  the  frond,  and  external  dark  vesicles  variously  sinuated. 
2305.  Codium.  Frond  spongy,  of  a  determinate  figure  formed  of  filaments  densely  packed,  which  are  tubular 

and  continuous,  and  colored  by  a  granular  green  powder.    Coniocystas  clustered  at  the  surface  of  the  frond. 
2306.  Bryopsis.  Root  minutely  scutate.  Filaments  tubular,  continuous,  aggregated,  branched,  pinnate,  or 

imbricated  upwards  with  branchlets.   Fructification  a  dark  internal  granular  mass. 
2307.  Solenia.  Frond  tubular,  membranous,  with  a  striated  areolatcd  surface.  Sporidia  very  minute  and compact 
2308.  Ulva.  Root  scutate.  Frond  plane,  ribless,  flabelliform  or  wedge-shaped,  or  linear  and  dichotomous. 

Fructification  naked  immersed ;  granules  distributed  in  fours  throughout  the  frond. 
2309.  Porphyra.  Frond  flat,  purple,  with  the  membrane  of  equal  texture.  Fruit  twofold ;  first,  sori  of 

oval  sporidia  collected  in  a  disorderly  manner ;  second,  two  parallel  lines  marked  on  each  side  by  a  globule. 

Tribe  V.  FLORIDEiE. 
Frond  coriaceous  or  rarely  membranous,  flat  or  filiform,  continuous,  purple  or  pink.   Sporidia  purple,  included 

in  capsules  or  clustered  in  sori. 
2310.  Polyides.  Frond  filiform,  fastigiate,  cartilaginous,  softish,  composed  of  radiating  fibres.  Fruit,  spongy warts  composed  of  fibres  supporting  sporidia. 
2311.  Ptilota.  Koot  scutate.  Fronds  compressed  or  plane,  pinnate.  Fructification  j  a  cluster  of  naked 

granules  surrounded  by  a  linear  cleft  involucre. 
2312.  Rhodometa.  Frond  either  flat  or  foliaceous,  and  somewhat  ribbed  or  filiform.  Fr  uit  twofold ;  first, 

lomenta  filled  longitudinally  with  globules  of  sporaceous  matter ;  second,  capsules  with  a  few  pyriform  sporidia 
sessile  in  the  capsule  (blackish  when  dry). 

2313.  Chondria.  Frond  continous,  gelatinoso-cartilaginous.  Fructification  double;  naked  granules  im- mersed in  the  substance  of  the  ramuli  and  external  tubercles. 
2314.  Sphterococcus.  Root  scutate.  Frond  submembranaceous  or  cartilaginous.  Fructification  uniform ; tubercles  or  capsules. 
2315.  Halymenia.  Frond  flat  or  tubular,  somewhat  membranous.  Fruit,  dot-like  tubercles  half  immersed in  the  lamina  of  the  frond. 
2316.  Bonnemaisonia.  .  Frond  filiform,  compressed,  pectinate,  ciliated.  Fruit,  capsules  with  pyriform sporidia  fastened  together  in  a  chain-like  manner. 
2317.  Delesseria.  Root  scutate.  Frond  plane,  membranaceous,  with  or  without  ribs.  Fructification  double, 

tubercles  and  clusters  of  naked  immersed  granules. 

Tribe  VI.  FUCOIDEiE. 
Frond  coriaceous,  rarely  membranous,  continuous,  olive-green,  flat  or  filiform.  Sporidia  black,  included  in 

capsules,  which  are  either  ovate,  and  surrounded  by  a  hyaline  border,  and  nestling  in  a  peculiar  receptacle,  or pyriform,  and  immersed  in  the  frond. 
■2318.  Lemanea.  '  Frond  filiform,  torulose,  tubular.  Chains  of  sporae  adhering  to  the  inner  surface  of  the filament,  pencilled  moniliform.   In  fresh  water. 
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S319.  Chordaria.  Root  scutate.  Frond  filiform  of  an  olive  color  and  cartilaginous  substance.  Fructifica- 
tion ;  clavate,  pyriform,  concentric  filaments  constituting  the  whole  frond. 

2320.  Scytosiphon.  Root  scutate.  Frond  fiiform,  tubular,  subcoriaceous.  Fructification ;  naked  pyriform granules  covering  the  whole  frond. 
2321.  Sporochnus.  Root  mostly  scutate.  Frond  plane,  with  distichous  branches,  bearing,  in  most  instances, 

delicate  pencil-like  deciduous  tufts  of  confervoid  filaments.  ("  Receptacles  composed  of  concentric,  clavate, 
articulated  corpuscules.") 2522.  Haliseris.  Frond  flat,  linear,  ribbed,  membranous.   Capsules  heaped  in  sori. 

2323.  Enccelium.  Frond  tubular  or  bladdery,  dotted  Fruit,  the  tips  of  the  frond  filled  with  a  black  spora- ceous  matter. 
2324b  Zonaria.  Root  downy.  Frond  plane,  ribless,  flabelliform  or  wedge-shaped,  or  linear  and  dichotomous. 

Fructification,  adnate  tubercles  collected  into  parallel  lines  on  the  frond. 

DIATOMEJE. 
2259.  ACHNANTHES.  Agh.  Achnanthes. 

15021  longipes  Ag.  long-stalked     fine  down 
2260.  DIATOM  A  Ag.      Dim.  .ma. 

15022  flocculosum  Ag.       floccose  fine  film 
15023  marlnum  Ag.  marine  little  tufts 
15024  Biddulphianum^g.  Miss  Biddulph's  short  down 15025  striatal  urn  Ag.        striated  short  down 
15026  obliquatum  Ag.       oblique  minute  branc. 
2261.  FRAGILLA'RIA.  Ag.  Fragillaria. 15027  pectinalis  Ag.  silvery  loose  tufts 
15028  hyemalis  Ag.  winter  dense  ft.  tufts 
2262.  MELOSEI'RA.  Ag.  Meloseira. 15029  nummuloldes  Ag.    necklace  down-like 

15030  lineata  Ag.  striated  short  down 
15031  discigera  Ag.  cup-bearing     short  down 
2263.  DESMI'DIUM.  Ag.  Desmidium. 15032  Swartzii  Ag.  pinnatifid 
2264.  SCHIZONE'MA  Ag.  Scrizonbma. 

15033  Smithii  Ag.  Smith's  slipp.  threads 15034  lacustre  Ag.  lake 
15035  Dillwynii  Ag.  Dillwyn's 15036  apiculatum  Ag.  pointed 
15037  dich6tomum  Grev.  dichotomous 

loose  masses 

slipp.  threads entangL  tufts lax  tufts 
erect  tufts 

Sp.  1—2. ( J  jury     Gsh  dit,  sea  coast 
Sp.  5—16. ,|  sum.    Y.Br  ditches 

ti   febr.    Y.G  ocean ii  nov.d.  G  sea  coast 
if  april    G  ocean J  sum.    Lt.Br  ocean 

Sp.  2—3. |  march  Y.G  on  wat.  plan. 
3  april    O.Br  rivulets 

Sp.  3—5. ii  march  Ysh  salt  marshes 
,x  march  Ysh  rivulets ,J  sum.    Brsh  lvs.  of  aquat 

Sp.  1—2. 1)  sum.    G  still  waters 

Sp.  5—9. f  sum.    Brsh  sea  coast 
f  sum.    Brsh  lakes 
ljsp.su.  01.G  sea  coast 
§  spring  Y.G  sea  in  basins 1  sum.    Y.G  sea  in  basins 

Eb.t2488.  Conf  StipUata 

E  bot.  1 1761.  Conferva 
K.b.  t.1883.  Conf.tienitEf. 
E.  bot,  1 1762.  Conferva 
E  bot.  1. 1928.  Conferva 
E  bot.  1. 1869.  Conferva 
E.  bot.  1 1611.  Conferva 
Lyngb.  phyt  dan.  1 63 
Eng.  bot.  t.  2287 Dil.con.24.  t.  15.  Conferva T)\.C0.25.LB.C.nummul 
Eb.t.2464.  Con.dissilient 
E  b.  t.  2 101.  Conf.foeUda 

Di.co.  tm.Conf.fcctida 
Grev.  crypt  t  30 

2265.  PALMEI/LA  Ag.  Palmella. 
15038  protuberans  Ag.  lobed 15039  botryoides  Ag. 
15040  adnata  Ag. 

NOSTOCHINuE. 

Sp.  6—12. 
|  sp  aut.  G 
.  aut  G rocks  Eng.  bot  1 2583.  Ulva 

damp  places i  aut     Y.Br  mount  rocks  Lyngb.  phyt  dan.  1 69 
15025 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2229.  Achnanthes.  From  ax*v,  the  froth  of  the  ocean,  and  ayZrcs,  a  flower.  Marine  productions,  separating 

into  fragments,  but  by  degrees.   In  the  middle  of  each  articulation  are  one  or  two  crystalline  points. 
2230.  Diatoma.  From  swrepui,  incision,  in  allusion  to  the  curious  manner  in  which  the  filaments  are  divided 

into  joints  cohering  alternately  by  their  angles. 
2231.  Fragillaria.  So  named  on  account  of  their  fragile  nature,  which  is  more  remarkable  than  that  of 

other  Confervas.  The  filaments  when  complete  are  flat  and  composed  of  little  fragments  glued  together 
crosswise.  These  are  very  narrow,  and  when  once  separated  do  not  cohere  again. 

2232.  Meloseira.  From  pxXts,  a  membrane,  and  truea.,  a  chain,  with  reference  to  the  form  of  the  filaments. 
This  genus  differs  from  the  last,  as  Conferva  from  Oscillatoria. 

2263.  Desmidium.  From  lurpux,  a  bond,  in  allusion  to  the  singular  manner  in  which  the  parts  cohere  when 
in  a  state  of  dissolution.  At  that  period  the  articulations  become  half  separated  one  from  the  other  in  such  a 
way  as  to  represent  a  pinnatifid  appearance. 

2264.  Schixonema.  From  rziia,  to  divide,  and  y*p*,  a  filament ;  the  filaments  are  finally  divided  into  com- 
pound granules.  These  plants  have  entirely  the  habit  and  flexible  substance  of  Conferva?.  When  fresh  they 

are  sparkling  and  brown,  when  dry  olive-green,  and  very  shining.  They  are  composed  of  many  filiform individuals,  which  include  nearly  the  same  corpuscles  as  are  visible  in  the  foreign  genera  Frustulia  and Meridion. 
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S325.  Lamlnaria.  Root  fibrous.  Stipes  dilated  into  a  plane  frond.  Fructification,  naked  granules  immersed 
and  forming  irregular  groups  in  the  frond. 

2326.  Lie),  ana.  Fronds  minute,  tufted,  greenish-black  when  growing.  Fructification  solitary  tubercles 
with  a  pore,  at  length  scutelliform. 

2327.  Furcellaria.  Frond  cylindrical.  Fructification  concealed  in  the  swollen  extremities  of  the  frond, 
capsules  in  the  centre,  and  pyriforme  granules  in  the  circumference. 

2228.  Fucus.  Root  scutate  Frond  plane  or  compressed,  (rarely  filiform)  dichotomous.  Fructification, 
tubercles  contained  in  a  common  mucose  receptacle,  and  filled  with  sporules  and  filaments. 

2329.  Cystoscira.  Root  scutate.  Stipes  cylindrical  Lower  leaves  plane,  upper  ones  filiform,  furnished  with 
pinnate  veseicles.   Fructification,  tubercles  in  common  receptacles,  the  receptacles  with  several  loculaments. 

DIATOMEJE. 
15021  Articulations  with  one  dot,  Stem  long 

15022  Filaments  striated,  Articulations  nearly  equal  in  diameter  with  parallel  striae 
15023  Articulations  half  as  long  again  as  wide  granular  transversely 
15024  Filaments  greenish,  Articulations  square  striated 
15025  Filaments  arcuate  transversely  striated,  Articulations  nearly  square  with  pellucid  joints 
15026  Articulations  half  as  long  again  as  wide  oblique  marked  with  a  pellucid  transverse  band  and  a  dot 

15027  Filaments  tapering  very  rigid  with  parallel  transverse  dense  stria? 
15028  Filaments  tapering  orange-colored,  Articulations  twice  as  short  as  their  diameter 

15029  Filaments  unequal  containing  nearly  circular  monili form  globules  in  rows 
15030  Joints  contract.  Articulations  transversely  striat  with  1  or  2  very  fine  lines  about  3  times  as  long  as  wide 
15031  Articulations  shorter  than  broad  finally  changed  into  somewhat  oval  close  moniliform  heaps 

15032  Filaments  after  copulation  pinnatifid  traversed  by  a  longitudinal  green  streak,  Articulations  2-toothed 

15033  Filaments  somewhat  branched  cespitose  acute,  Granules  parallel  clustered 
15034  Filam.  somew.  branched  csespitose  acute,  Granules  clustered  appressed,  Membrane  of  fi  lam.  inconspicuous 
15035  Filaments  densely  branched  virgate,  Granules  elliptical 
15036  Filaments  minute  continuous  erect  branched  containing  cylindrical  oblong  scattered  granules 
15037  Filaments  slender  erect  dichotomous,  Branches  swollen  here  and  there  into  roundish  knobs :  interior 

gelatinous  with  numerous  cylindrical  oblong  granules 

NOSTOCHINjE. 
15038  Frond  thick  angular-lobed,  Granules  elliptical 
15039  Fronds  aggregate  minute  globose,  Granules  globose 
15040  Frond  deformed  rugose,  Granules  globose  brown 

15029  1E032 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2265.  PalmeUa.  Apparently  a  diminutive  of  Palma,  a  little  palm ;  but  the  application  of  the  name  is  not 

obvious  in  that  sense.  The  plants  are  found  in  marshy  or  inundated  places,  and  consist  of  globules  nestling  in 
a  gelatine;  in  which  respect  the  genus  differs  from  Protococcus,  the  Red  Snow  plant  It  is  supposed  that many  of  the  species  are  only  the  ova  of  animalcules. 

The  Red  Snow  plant,  which,  as  we  have  just  said,  is  nearly  related  to  this  genus,  has  not  hitherto  been 
noticed  in  this  country,  but  as  it  has  been  found  in  many  countries  similar  to  our  own  regions  of  snow,  it  is  so 
probable  that  it  exists  in  Great  Britain,  that  we  insert  some  particulars  of  it  here,  especially  as  it  may  be  con- 

sidered to  have  been  introduced  at  least  in  1819,  by  Captain  Ross's  expedition  to  the  North  Pole.  When  viewed under  the  highest  powers  of  a  simple  microscope,  it  appears  to  consist  of  globules  containing  a  red  fluid.  We 
select  the  following  observations  upon  its  history,  from  a  communication  made  to  the  News  of  Literature  and 
Science,  on  the  twenty-first  of  January,  1826.  t  t     ̂   , "  Our  scientific  readers  will  remember  the  interest  which  was  excited  on  the  subject  of  this  natural  produc- 

tion, upon  the  return  of  Captain  Ross  from  his  Polar  expedition,  some  years  since.  At  that  time  it  was 
examined  by  three  of  the  most  acute  observers  in  this  country,  especially  of  microscopical  objects,  Wollaston, 
Brown,  and  Bauer,  who  all  formed  a  similar  conclusion  in  one  respect,  that  it  was  of  vegetable  origin,  but  were 
of  different  opinions  as  to  its  precise  nature :  Dr.  Wollaston  supposing  it  to  be  the  seed  of  a  moss ;  Mr.  Brown, 
a  substance  belonging  to  Algae,  and  nearly  related  to  Tremella  cruenta,  a  common  British  plant;  and  Mr. 
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15041  rosea  Lyngb. 
15042  moil  tana  Ag. 
15043  cruenta  Ag. 

rosy 

mountain bloody gregarious leaf-like thin  crust 
2266.  ECHINEL'LA.  Ag.  Echinella. 15044  articulata  Ag.         jointed  thin  film 
2267.  ALCYONl'DIUM  Ag.  Alcyonidium. 15045  diaphanum  Ag.       transparent     fleshy  mass 

...  sum.    Pk     on  lichens     Grev.  crypt.  t 51 
1}  sum.     K.G   alpine  rocks  Eng.  bot  t.  2195.  Ulva 
...  aU  sea.  RBr  shady  places  E  bot.  1. 1800.  TremeUa 

Sp.  1—3. ...  jn.jl  G 

15046  flavescens  Ag. 
15047  defractum  Ag. 

2268.  NOS'TOC.  Ag. 15048  commune  Ag. 
15049  pruniforme  Ag. 
15050  sphae'ricum  Ag. 15051  verrucosum  Ag. 

yellowish broken 
Nostoc 

common 
plum-shaped 
spherical warted 

fleshy  mass vermicular 

lobed  mass 
little  balls 
little  balls 
gregarious 

2269.  CORYNE'PHORA.  Ag.  Corynephora. 15052  marina  Ag.  marine  lobed  mass 
Hivularia  tuber  if ormis  E  B. 

2270.  RIVULA'RIA.  Ag.  Rivularia. 15053  atra  Ag.  dark  minute  dots 
15054  angulosa  Ag.  angular  little  balls 15055  calcarea  E.  B.         calcareous  con Hu.  mass. 

Linckia  dura  Lyngb. 
2271.  CH^TO'PHORA.  Ag.  ChjEtophora. 15056  tuberculosa  Ag.       warty  balls 

15057  endiviaefolia  Ag.      endive-leaved  branched 
,3  crassa  Ag.  thick-leaved  branched 

2272.  SCYTHYME'NIA.  Ag.  Scvthymenia. 15058  rupestris  Ag.  rock  broad  mass 

lakes 

Sp.  3—7. 6  sum.    Y  ocean 
3  sum.    Y  ocean 
4  sum.    Y.Pk  ocean 

Eb.  1. 1378.  C.cchinulata 

Eng.  bot.  t 263.  Viva FL  dan.  1 1245.  Ulva 
Eng.  bot  1 1626.  Ulva 

Sp.  4—22. 2  sum    OUG  damp  places  E.  bot.  t.  461.  TremeUa 
%  sum.    Ol.G  lakes |  sum.    Ol.G  still  waters 
1  april    Q1.G  rocks 

Sp.  1. 1 1  aug. Br     sea  shore      Eng.  bot  1. 1956 

Sp.  3—11. r!  oct.     D.G  sea  plants 
|  sum.    D1.G  ditches 
1|  aU  sea.  G 

Eng.  bot  1. 1798 
Eng.  bot  t  968 lakes  &  mar.  Eng.  bot  1. 1799 

Sp.  2—12. 
J  sept.  G 2  sum.  G 2  sum.  G 

Sp.  1. 
24  sum. 

ditches        E  bot.  t.2366.  Rivularia 
still  waters    Lyngb.  phyt.  dan.  1 65 lakes  E  b.  t.  967.  U.incrassata 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Bauer  refering  it  to  a  genus  of  Fungi,  called  Uredo.    We  have  lately  seen  a  curious  paper  upon  this  subject, 
by  Professor  Agardh,  of  Lund,  whose  opinions  upon  all  matters  connected  with  the  lower  orders  of  vegetation demand  deep  attention. 

"  That  snow  occasionally  assumed  a  red  color,  had  long  been  a  fact  of  which  there  could  be  no  doubt ;  and that  water  was  also  under  particular  circumstances  stained  with  red,  we  have  the  popular  traditions  of  showers 
of  blood,  and  water  changed  to  blood,  to  attest.  In  the  year  1608,  a  shower  of  blood  fell  near  Aix,  in  France, 
which  was  examined  by  Peiresc,  and  found  to  be  caused  by  insects ;  and  to  the  same  cause  was  undoubtedly 
to  be  ascribed  the  bloody  rain  that  fell  at  Schonen,  in  1711,  which  the  learned  Bishop  Swedberg  looked  upon 
as  a  supernatural  phenomenon,  and  a  direct  sign  of  the  anger  of  the  Divinity.  The  red  pools  which  are  occa- 

sionally met  with,  even  in  this  country,  are  generally  stained  by  the  presence  of  an  immense  number  of 
animalcules,  called  Daphinia  Pulex,  or  Cyclope  quadricornis.  The  red  stains  sometimes  seen  upon  the  sea- 

shore are  occasioned  by  a  particular  sort  of  Fucus.  Professor  Agardh  proceeds  to  observe,  that  the  red  snow 
is  very  common  in  all  the  alpine  districts  of  Europe ;  where  it  is  probably,  for  the  most  part,  of  the  same 
nature  as  that  brought  from  the  North  Pole  by  Captain  Ross.  Saussure  saw  it  in  abundance  upon  Mount 
Brevem,  in  Switzerland,  and  elsewhere ;  Ramond  found  it  on  the  Pyrenees,  and  Sommerfeldt  in  Norway.  In 
March,  1808,  the  whole  country  about  Cadore,  Belluno,  and  Feltri,  was  in  a  single  night  covered  to  the  depth 
of  twenty  centimetres  with  a  rose-colored  snow ;  at  the  same  time  a  similar  shower  was  witnessed  on  the 
mountains  of  Valtelin,  Brescia,  Carinthia,  and  Tyrol.  But  the  most  remarkable  red-snow  shower  was  that 
which  fell  on  the  night  between  the  14th  and  15th  of  March,  1823,  in  Calabria  Abruzzo,  in  Tuscany,  and  at 
Bologna,  and  upon  the  whole  chain  of  the  Appennines.  We  may  add,  that  both  snow  and  ice  were  seen 
stained  with  red,  green,  and  blue,  by  the  late  expedition  under  Baron  Wrangel  to  the  Frozen  Ocean. 

"  With  this  information  before  him,  Professor  Agardh  proceeds  to  consider  the  nature  of  this  remarkable substance,  which  he  concludes,  with  Brown,  to  be  referable  to  the  lowest  order  of  Algae,  and  to  stand  as  a 
distinct  genus,  which  he  calls  Protococcus,  upon  the  very  limits  of  the  animal  and  vegetable  kingdoms. 
Saussure,  indeed,  from  finding  that  the  red  snow  of  the  Alps  gave  out,  when  burnt,  a  smell  like  that  of  plants, 
concluded  that  it  was  of  vegetable  origin ;  but  he  supposed  it  to  consist  of  the  farina  of  some  plant,  although 
he  could  neither  account  for  its  having  ascended  to  such  elevated  regions,  nor  mention  a  plant  whose  farina was  of  that  color. 

"  Besides  the  plant  called  Palmella  cruenta,  which  is  similar  in  its  structure  to  the  red-snow  plant,  other  low vegetable  productions  have  been  noticed  by  different  authors,  as  possessing  a  similar  color.  Such  are  the 
Leprana  Kermesina,  which,  by  the  way,  is  considered  only  a  particular  state  of  the  red-snow  plant  itself,  and the  Byssus  cobaltiginea.  These  are  always  found  in  situations  in  which  they  are  exposed  to  the  intense  action 
of  light,  such  as  vast  plains  of  snow,  or  masses  of  glittering  limestone.  Whence  it  is  inferred,  that  the  color 
of  the  red  snow  is  attributable  to  the  action  of  light,  modified  in  some  mysterious  manner,  by  the  nature  of 
the  body  on  which  it  strikes.    In  confirmation  of  which  hypothesis,  it  is  remarked,  that  when  the  Lepraria 
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929 15041  Minute  roundish  soft  rose-colored  containing  extremely  minute  sporules 
15042  Frond  deformed  rugose,  Granules  ovate  red 
15043  Frond  crust-like  crimson 

15044  Corpuscles  radiant  lanceolate  jointed 

15045  Branches  elongated 15046  Branches  short  obtuse 
15047  Frond  filiform  simple 

15048  Frond  expanded  deformed  plaited  wavy 
15049  Frond  globose  watery  inside,  Integument  coriaceous  very  smooth 15050  Frond  globose  solid  smooth 
15051  Frond  bladdery  subcoriaceous  hollow  plaited  smooth 

15052  Hie  only  species 

15053  Frond  hemispherical  hard,  Filaments  very  dense  branched  by  apposition 
15054  Frond  globose  hollow,  Filaments  simple 
15055  Filaments  intermingled  with  calcareous  particles  hard  and  crus taceous  when  dry 

15056  Frond  tubercular  hollow,  Filaments  distributed  in  many  little  orbs 
15057  Frond  linear  flattish  dichotomous  at  base  much  pinnated  at  end 

&  Branches  very  short 

15058  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Kermesina  is  found  under  stems,  stones,  or  in  crevices  of  limestone,  where  light  can  scarcely  gain  admittance, its  color  gradually  passes  from  red  to  green. 

"  The  only  difficulty  in  the  way  of  this  explanation  of  its  nature  is  in  the  statements  of  so  many  observers, that  the  red  snow  falls  from  the  air.  But  Professor  Agardh  shrewdly  remarks,  that  all  the  persons  agree  that 
it  fell  in  the  night,  which  is  as  much  as  to  say,  that  no  one  saw  it  fall.  He  is  of  opinion  that  the  Protococcus, 
or  Red  Snow,  is  called  into  existence  by  the  vivifying  power  of  the  sun's  light,  after  its  warmth  has  caused the  snow  to  dissolve,  and  accompanied  by  that  incomprehensible  power  in  white  snow,  of  producing  a  color  ■ 
and,  moreover,  that  it  first  attracts  the  eye  when  there  is  a  considerable  quantity,  in  the  same  way  that  we  do 
not  see  the  color  of  drops  of  water  till  they  have  accumulated  in  the  ocean." 2266.  Echinella.  From  echinus,  an  hedgehog,  in  allusion  to  the  bristly  appearance  presented  by  its  radiant particles.   Many  naturalists  believe  the  bodies  referred  to  this  genus  to  be  animalcula. 
-2267.  Alcyoniaium.  So  called,  from  aXxvotiioy,  the  foam  of  the  sea,  among  which  the  plants  referred  to  this genus  are  naturally  produced.  This  also  is  supposed  to  be  the  nidus  of  animalcula.  Lamouroux  who  origin- 

ally fixed  it  here,  afterwards  referred  it  to  Zoophytes ;  in  which  last  opinion  GaUlon  agrees  with  him,  declaring 
that  he  has  actually  seen  the  animalcula  nestling  in  it  D'Orbigny  and  Ellis  consider  it  the  ova  of  a  testaceous animal 

2268.  Nostoc.  A  name  first  used  by  Paracelsus,  without  an  explanation  of  its  meaning.  Agardh  thinks this  singular  substance  changes  into  the  genus  Collema  among  the  Lichens. 
2269.  Corynephora.  From  xwuvn,  a  club,  and  $ icu>,  to  bear,  in  allusion  to  the  clavate  filaments  which  are 

found  on  different  parts  of  it  The  species  are  found  in  the  ocean." 
2270.  Bivularia.  So  named  on  account  of  the  places  in  which  the  species  grow.  They  have  a  globose  frond, 

of  a  gelatinous  but  toughish  texture.  Their  color  is  dark-green,  and  not  as  in  the  next  genus,  pale-green. 
The  filaments  are  very  singular,  seated  on  a  globule,  simple,  cylindrical,  and  terminated  by  a  very  fine  point  • they  are  densely  compact,  continuous,  and  filled  with  a  green  annular  matter. 

2271.  Cheetophora.  From  gaum,  a  bristle,  and  ̂ a>,  to  bear;  the  filaments  are  terminated  by  a  bristle-like 
point  This  genus  is  chiefly  distinguished  from  Confervoideae  by  its  gelatine.  The  color  is  bright  green  and the  texture  softer  than  in  the  preceding.  The  manner  of  propagation,  which  has  been  noticed  in  so  small  a 
number  of  Alga?,  has  been  observed  by  Agardh  in  two  species  of  this  genus.  In  Cbstophora  pisiformis  little 
hard  crystalline  corpuscles,  like  grains  of  sand,  may  be  seen,  which  separate  from  the  mother  plant  and  pro- 

duce young  filaments.  But  in  C.  clavata,  the  points  of  the  filaments  fall  off  and  sink  to  the  bottom  of  the 
water,  where  they  unite  by  three,  four,  five,  or  by  a  greater  number  at  a  time,  in  a  common  point,  which  is  first green,  afterwards  blackish,  and  apparently  inorganic.  From  this  beginning  new  individuals  arise. 

2272L  Scythymenia.  Derivation  unknown.  A  very  singular  plant,  formerly  referred  to  Ulva.  It  has  the 
habit  of  a  fungus,  and  grows  upon  damp  walls.   It  is  supposed  to  be  most  nearly  related  to  Palmella. 

3  O 
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2273.  rBYSSOCLA'DIUM.  Ag.  Btssocladium. 15059  fenestrate  Ag.         window  fine  tuft 
2274.  MYCINE'MA.  Ag.  Mycinema. 15060  arachnoldeum  Ag.  cobweb  patch 

15061  ffilvum  Ag.  tawny  down-like 15062  rubiginosum  Ag.  rusty  patch 
15063  pbosphoreum  Ag.  phosphoric  patches 
15064  pulvereum  Ag.  powdery  thin  crust 
2275.  CHROOLE'PUS.  Ag.  Chroolepus. 15065  J61ithus  Ag. 
15066  odoratus  Ag. 
15067  lichenicola  Ag. 
15068  rubicundus  Ag. 
15069  ebeneus  Ag. 

purple  patches sweet-scented  patches Lichen  down 
pink  patches ebony  patches 

Sp.  1—3. )  all  sea.  G 

Sp.  5—6. t}  all  sea  Pa.G 
T|  aut  Br |  all  sea.  Rust 

r|  all  sea.  V tJ  all  sea.  G 
Sp.5— 6. 

all  sea.  Pu 

t|  wint.  Br tj  sum.  R.O 
t|  sum.     H.  Br |  all  sea.  Bk 

on  windows  Dill w.  conf.  t.  91 

dead  trees 
rotten  wood 
rotten  wood rotten  wood 
rotten  wood 

rocks 
trees on  lichens barkofap.tr. 
rocks 

Dillw.conf.tC.  C<»{/"m»a 
Dillw.  conf.  t.  68.  Conf. 
Dillw.  conf.  t.  88.  Conf. ' Dillw.conf.78.  tD.  Conf 

Fl  dan.  1 899.  f.  1 
Lyngb.hydrop.  dan.  t.57 
Eng.  bot  1 1609 
E.  b.  t 702.  Byssus  nigra 

2276.  TRENTEPOH'LIA.  Ag.  Trentepohlia. 15070  purpurea  Ag.         purple  patches 15071  a  urea  Ag.  golden  patches 
£  UuAcola  Ag.  Holly  branch,  pate. 

15072  pulchella  Ag.  pretty  downy  tufts 
/3  chalybea  Ag.          iron  tufts 

2277.  SCYTONE'MA.  Ag.  Scytonema. 

Sp.3—4. ri  all  sea.  Pu  seacoa.,  roc.  Eng.  bot  1. 192.  Byssus 
t£  all  sea.  Y  roc.  &sub.w.  Eng.  bot  1 212.  Byssus 
tf  spring  Y  holly  bark    En,bot.  tl639.  Conferva 
j  spring  RBr  on  Confervas  Eng.  bot.  1 2585.  C.nana 
i  sept.     D.O!  fresh  water  Eng.  bot  t.  1996 

15073  com  pact  um  Ag. 
15074  byssoideum  Ag. 
15075  myochrous  Ag. 

(3  oceUatum  Ag. 
y  inundation  Ag. 

15076  Bangii  Lyngb. 
VXffl  Sowerbyanum  Ag. 
15078  comoides  Ag. 

compact 
byssus-like mouse-skin 
mottled inundated 

spiral 
Sowerby's tufted 

tufts 
tufts 
slimy  coat 
slimy  coat slimy  coat 
compact  tufts short  down 
broad  patches 

Sp.  5—17.  . sum.  Bksh 
1  sum. 1  sum. 
1  sum. 1  sum. 

1J  sum. 
$  sum. 

J  oct 

B 
D.Br 
D.Br D.Br 
JErug 

OLBr Rs.br 

mountains 
rocks 
rocks 
aquat  plants inund.  places 
subalp.banks ocean 
ocean 

2278.  STIGONE'MA.  Ag.  Stigonema. 15079  atrovlrens  Ag.        dark  green      bushy  tufts 
2279.  PROTONE'MA.  Ag.  Protonema. 15080  repens  Ag. 

15081  umbrosum  Ag. 
15082  velutinum  Ag. 
15083  fragrans  Ag. 
15084  cryptarum  Ag. 
15085  Orth6trichi  Ag. 
15086  muscicola  Ag. 

creeping  patches 
shady  patches 
velvety  patches 
fragrant  patches 
vault  patches Orthotrichum  dense  tufts 
moss  minute  down 

Sp.  1—3. §  sum  Bk.G 
Sp.  7—10. 4  sum.  G 

J  sum. 
i  nov. i  nov. 

~  sum. 

i  sum. 

tiaprU 

rocks 

Lyngb.hydrop  dan.  1 28 Dillen.  1. 1.  f.  18 

Eng.  bot  t.  2530 
Eng.  bot  1. 1555 
Lyngb.hydrop.dan.  1 28 Eb.t.2219.  C.mirabilis 
Eng.  bot.  1 1700.  Conf. 

Dillw.  conf.  1 25.  Conf. 

G 
G 
G 
G 
Br 
Br 

pots  in  hoth. on  the  earth  Dillw.  conf.  1 61.  Conf. 
on  the  earth  Dillw.  conf  1 77.  Conf. 
on  the  earth  Eng.  bot.  1. 1556.  Conf. 
caverns  Eng.  bot  t.  2588.  Conf. on  Orthotr.  Kb.t  1638.  C.muscicola 
on  mosses     Kb.  1 1701.  Con.castanea 

2280.  HYGROCRO'CIS.  Ag.  Hygrocrock. 15087  bar^tica  Ag. 
15088  atramenti  Ag. 
15089  typhloderma  Ag. 
15090  pallida  Ag. 15091  Rosa:  Ag. 
15092  sanguinea  Ag. 
15093  vim  Ag. 

Barytes 
ink 
Gum  Arabic 

pallid 
Rose-water 
blood-colored 
Wine 

fine  tufts fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 
fine  tufts fine  tufts fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 

2281.  LEPTOMI'TUS.  Ag.  Leptomitcs. 15094  minutissimus  Ag.     very  minute    little  tufts 
15095  lacteus  Ag.  milky  patches 

15063 

Sp.  7—8. :  all  sea.  Tr  sol. of  mur.B. all  sea.  Wsh  surf,  of  ink    Lyngb.  hydroph.  1 57 
all  sea.  Ol  in  sol.  g.arab.  Dillw.  conf.  1 83.  Conf. 
all  sea.  Y  soL  of  ochre  Dillw.  conf.  1 78.  Conf. all  sea.  Tr  rose  water 
all  sea.  C  isinglass  size all  sea.  Y  in  Mad.  wine 

Sp.  4—15. 
all  sea.  Tr 
wint.  Tr 

on  mar.  algae 
pools  Dillw.  conf.  t  79.  Conf. 

15064    15067     „  15069 . 

15059'   S'  1  I5062 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2273.  Byssocladium.  From  byssus,  a  kind  of  fungus,  and  x\xS<x,  a  branch ;  the  filamentous  branches  6f  this 
plant  being  very  similar  to  those  of  Byssus.   These  plants  grow  in  places  occasionally  overflowed  with  water. 

2274.  Mycinema.  From  (juixih,  a  kind  of  minute  fungus,  and  ttj/uc,  a  thread;  in  allusion  to  the  reserrhlance 
of  the  filaments  to  those  of  some  Fungi. 

2275.  Chroolepus.  So  called  on  account  of  the  change  which  is  undergone  by  the  exterior  membrane 
which  changes  to  powder;  from  xa<xx>  skin,  and  Xttru,  to  decorticate. 

2276.  Trentepohlia.  So  named,  in  honor  of  an  obscure  German  botanist.  This  is  an  ill-defined  genus,  which is  much  in  need  of  reformation. 
2277.  Scytonema.  From  mtuntt,  leather,  and  nyca,  a  filament ;  in  allusion  to  the  coriaceous  nature  6f  the 

filamentous  frond.   The  species  grow  chiefly  on  stones  in  inundated  places,  and  are  rarely  found  in  salt  water. 
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15059  Filaments  appressed  very  minute  short  radiant  cobweb-like  branched  sinuous  wavy 

15060  Filam.  thin  entangled  in  a  cobweb-like  membr.  Branches  scatter,  rem.  simp.  Articulat.  of  yarious  lengths 
15061  Filam.  decumb.  long  membran.  equal  branched  entangled  in  a  soft  layer,  Articulat.  thrice  as  long  as  broad 
15062  Filaments  much  branched  rigid  erect  entangled  in  a  nearly  solid  mass,  Articulat.  4  times  as  long  as  broad 
15063  Filam.  branch,  ascend,  very  short  entangled  in  a  dense  unif.  crust,  Articulat.  about  §  as  long  again  as  broad 
15064  Filam.  branch,  dichotom.  creeping  very  minute  having  caps,  at  end  andserugin.  Dissepiments  nearly  obsol. 

15065  Filaments  csespitose  erect  very  short  dichotomous,  Articulations  half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15066  Filaments  caespitose  branched  short  erect,  Branches  spreading  stiffish,  Articulations  as  broad  as  long 
15067  Filaments  erect  fascicled  alternately  branched  rigid,  Articulations  tumid  as  broad  as  long 
15068  Filam.  caespit.  rig.  short  ascend,  curved  densely  branched,  Artie,  as  broad  as  long  by  a  line  except  granules 
15069  Filaments  caespitose  branched  erect  rigid  somewhat  cartilaginous  obtuse,  Articulations  as  broad  as' long 
15070  Filam.  dichotomous  caespitose  entangled  very  minute,  Artie,  about  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15071  Filam.  flexu.  collect  in  a  dense  soft  cushion-like  tuft,  Branch,  long  spread,  rig.  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 

/3  Much  smaller,  Articulations  as  broad  as  long 
15072  Filaments  virgate  caespitose,  Branches  straight,  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad,  Tbecaj  racemose 

15073  Filaments  decumbent  rigid  flexuose  branched  entangled  in  a  crustaceous  layer,  Branches  appressed 
15074  Filaments  simple  erect  very  short  flexuose-crisp  entangled  in  a  black  layer 
15075  Tuft  with  olive-yellow  filaments,  Branches  double  1-sided 

15076  Filaments  simple  erect  flexuose  spirally  twisted  into  pointed  masses  greenish  above  brownish  below 
15077  Tuft  loose,  Filaments  netted  branched,  Branches  divaricating 
15078  Tuft  loose,  Filaments  flexuose,  Branches  solitary  remote  ascending 

15079  Filaments  rigid  branched,  Branches  slender,  Granules  disposed  in  rings 

15080  Runner  creeping  transparent  emitting  round  green  erect  branches,  Artie,  cylindrical,  Joints  obsolete 
15081  Layer  velvety,  Fdaments  erect  obtuse  clustered  brittle,  Articulations  gibbous 
15082  Layer  velvety,  Runner  creeping  rooting  sending  out  erect  obtuse  branches,  Artie,  cylind  Joints  obsolete 
15083  Layer  velvety,  Filaments  erect  blunt  rigid,  Branches  alternate,  Articulations  oval  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15084  Filaments  dichotomous,  Branches  divaricating  acuminate,  Artie,  thrice  as  long  as  broad 
15085  Filaments  olivaceous  branched  blunt  erect  in  a  cushion-like  tuft,  Artie,  about  as  broad  as  long 
15086  Filaments  branched,  Branches  alternate  divaricating  subulate,  Artie,  three  times  as  long  as  broad 

15087  Tuft  globose,  Filaments  very  fine  like  cobweb  hyaline  much  entangled  without  joints  wavy  branched 
15088  Filam.  dichot.  branch,  very  min.  decumb.  very  densely  entang.  in  a  whit,  layer,  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15089  Filam.  somewhat  branched  densely  entangled  in  an  olive-green  pellicle,  Artie,  as  broad  as  long 15090  Filam.  dichot.  curved  flexuose  entangled  in  a  coriaceous  gelatin,  pellicle,  Axilla;  round,  Artie,  very  long 
15091  Filam.  hyali.  somew.  branch,  entang.  cobw.-like  entang.  in  a  pucker,  cloud-like  memb.  or  a  comp.  gelatine 
15092  Filam.  branched.densely  entangled  in  a  gelatin,  pellicle,  Branches  divaric.  Artie,  half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15093  Filaments  hyaline  entangled  branched,  Branches  tapered  acute,  Artie,  as  long  as  broad 

*  Growing  on  vegetables. 15094  Filam.  somew.  branched  minute  hyaline,  Branches  scattered  forked  bluntish,  Joints  obsol.  Artie,  various 
15095  Filam.  at  every  joint  branched  and  clustered  in  a  shapeless  gelatinous  mass,  Articulations  very  long 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2278.  Stigonema.  So  named  in  allusion  to  the  regular  annular  dots  of  the  filaments ;  from  sriyw,  dotted,  and 

vr.ua,  a  thread.  This  genus  is  similar  in  habit  to  the  Lichens.  The  color  is  opaque  and  brown ;  the  filaments 
are  branched  with  spines,  and  marked  internally  with  distinct  dots. 

2279.  Prolonema.  It  is  uncertain  whether  this  genus  is  not  rather  the  young  state  of  germinating  mosses ; 
it  is  named  in  allusion  to  the  simplicity  of  its  structure,  from  tr^ans,  first,  or  primary,  and  vr.ua,  a  thread. 

2280.  Rygrocrocis.  From  uyjor,  any  thing  belonging  to  water,  and  zmzi;,  a  little  tuft.  These  plants  are found  in  chemical  solutions  of  vegetable  matter,  as  in  ink,  &c. 
2281.  Leptomitus.  Substances  floating  in  the  water,  and  produced  by  animal  -  matter  in  a  state  of  decay. 

They  consist  of  exceedingly  fine  intertangled  fiaments,  whence  the  name,  Kixros,  slender,  and  /jurat,  "a thread. 
8  0  2 
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15096  nanus  Ag.  dwarf 

15097  clavatus  Ag.  clavate  minute 
2282.  MESOGLCIA.  Ag.  Mesogloia. 

15098  multifida  Ag.         multifid  tufts 
15099  Huds6ni  Ag.  Hudson's  branched 15100  coccSnea  Ag.  scarlet  bushy Uivularia  verthillata  E  B. 
15101  capillaris  Ag.  capillary  turts 
15102  vermieularis  Ag.      vermicular  bushy 

flcoriacea  Ag.  leathery  bushy Rivularia  vermiculata  E.  B. 

CRYPTOGAMIA.  Class  XXIV. 

like  down       t}  aut     G      rotten  algae  Dillw.  conf.  1 30.  Conf. 

tj  aut     Tr     dead  fishes    Lyngb.  hydroph.  t ! 

Sp.  5— 8. 3  aut  R 
6  aut  R 4  sum.  R 

Germ,  ocean  Lyn.hy.  t.lG69.  Chordar. ocean  E.  b.  1 1627.  Ulva  rubra 
ocean  Eng.  bot  1 2466 

3  sum.  R  ocean 
5  august  Brsh  ocean 
5  august  Brsh  ocean 

Lyngb.  hydroph.  1. 12 
Lyngb.  hydroph.  t.  65 Eng.  bot.  1 1819 

BATRACHOSPER'MUM.  Ag.  Batrachospermum.  Sp.  2—6. 15103  vaguin  Ag. 
£  tenuis1  simum  Ag. 15104  moniliforme  Ag. 
a,  stagnate  Ag. 
fi  simpltcius  Ag. 
<y  purpurascens  Ag. 6  detersum  Ag. 

turfy 

very  slender necklace 

pool 

simple 

purple knotted 

fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 
fine  tufts 

1£  may 

1|  may 

sum. 
sum. sum. sum. 
sum. 

Bsh D.Ol 
G 
G 
B 
Pk 
D.Ol 

2284.  DRAPARNAI/DIA.  Ag.  Drapabnaldia. 
15105  tenuis  Ag.  fine  fine  tufts 
15106  plumosa  Ag.  feathery         broad  tufts 
15107  glomerata  Ag.        heaped  gelatin,  tufts 

2285.  OSCILLATO'RIA.  Ag.  Oscillatoria. 

Sp.  3—6. f  all  sea  D1.G 6  sum.  BtG 
4  sp.  su.  BtG 

ditches 
ditches 
fresh  waters 

pools pools 

sea  shore 

pools 

pools 

rivulets 

pools 

Lyngb.  hydroph.  1 64 E,  bot.  1 690.  Conf.  atra 
Dillenius,t.7.  £44 
Dillenius,  1 7.  f.  45 
DiUenius,t7.  f.40 Dill.con.  t.U.Conf.  atra 

Dill  .con  .t67.  C.protensa 
E  bot.  1 2087.  Clubrica 
K  b.  t. 1746.  C.  mutabilis 

15108  tenuissima  Ag. 
15109  autumnaUis  Ag. 

/S  vagtoutta  Ag. 15110  nigra  Ag. 
15111  Corium  Ag. 
15112  subfusca  Ag. 
15113  splendida  Grev. 
15114  tenuis  Ag. 
15115  limosa  Ag. 
15116  cyanea  Ag. 
15117  dec6rticans  Ag. 
15118  ochracea  Lyngb. 

very  fine autumnal sheathed 
black leather-like 
brownish 
splendid fine mud 
blue unbarking 
ochre-colored 

patches slimy  mass, 
slimy  mass, 
floating  tufts broad  layer tufts 
thin  masses 
slippery  layer floating  mags, 
thin  film 
thin  flakes 
gelat  masses 

Sp.  11—47. i  sum.    Pa.G  warm  springs  Eng.  bot  1 2584.  Conf. \\  sum.    OLG  on  the  earth 
ljsum.    OLG  on  the  earth  Dillw.  conf.  1 99 
J  sum.    D.G  still  waters    DiLcat  64. O.fontinali 
I  spring  Ysh    rocks  in  wat 1  all  sea.  Br.V  stones  in  riv. 

1J  all  sea.  Pa.B  wat  in  hoth. 
i  spring  Pa.G  still  waters 6  all  sea.  Xrug  mud  bot  po. ...  all  sea.  B      church  walls 
J  march  B.G   damp  wood 
|  all  sea.  Och  pools 

Dill  conf.  t.  20.  C. limosa Fl.  dan.  1 1549.  £  2 
E  bot  t.  2578.  Conferva Dillw.  conf.  1 26 
DiU.  con£  t62.  Conferva 

2286.  CA'LOTHRIX.  Ag.  Caloturix. 15119  nivea  Ag. 
15120  confervlcola  Ag. 
15121  scopulorum  Ag. 
15122  fasciculSta  Ag. 
15123  mirSbilis  Ag. 
15124  distorta  Ag. 
15125  ianata  Ag. 

pfuscescens  Ag. 

snowy 

conferva 
rock 
fascicled 
wonderful 
distorted woolly 

fulvous 

fine  tufts minute  tufts 

patches tufts little  patches floating  pate, 
floating  pate, 
floating  pate. 

Sp.  7—12. i  all  sea.  Pa.Y  sulph.  sprin.  Dill.  conf.  t  C.  Conferva 
i  sum.    Gla    marine  algae  R  bot.  1 2576.  Conferva 
ri  sum.    Pa.G  marine  alga;  E  bot.  1 2171.  Conferva |  sum.    Y.G  roc.  on  sea  c.  Dillw.  conf. 
J  sum.    JErugonKfluitans        conf.  1.96.  Conferva 
|  sum.    B.G   lakes  E  bot  t  2577.  Conferva sum.    G      springs  on  st 
sum.    Taw  pools  Ebot  1 2577.  fig.sinistr. 

■5 

2287.  LYNG'BYA.  Ag.  Lyngbta. 15126  mural  is  Ag.  wall  patch Sp.  1—7. ri  all  sea.  G damp  earth  Eng.  bot  1 1554 

228a  BAN'GIA.  Ag.         Bangia.  Sp.  2—5. 15127  laminariae  Ag.         Laminaria  broad  tufts      Ti  sum.    G      on  L  escuL    Lyngb.hydrop.dan.  t.  24 
15128  atropurpurea  Ag.     dark-purple  silky  tufts       2  sum.    D.Pu  marine  rocks  Dill.  con.  1 103.  Conferva 

£  fusco-purpu rca  Ag.  brown-purple  silky  tufts       2  sum.    Br.pu  sea  coast      Dill.  conf.  L22. Conferva 
15096  .AIKi  .15103  m»  v//\  ̂ -^==   15105 

-15100^  X.  15104/3' 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2282.  Mesogloia.  From  putt,  the  middle,  and  yhnoe,  viscid :  the  spines  of  little  branches  radiating  from  a 
common  centre,  and  forming  what  appears  to  be  a  solid  mass.  These  plants  were  formerly  referred  to 
Chaetophora,  from  which  they  differ  in  the  want  of  any  fixed  gelatine. 

2283.  Batrachospermum,  From  f}etrt*p(fis,  a  frog,  and  <rm$fjw  So  called  in  allusion  to  the  places  in  which the  species  grow ;  they  are  mostly  found  in  marshes,  less  frequently  in  the  sea. 
2284.  Draparnaldia.  James  Philip  Ralph  Draparnaud,  was  a  French  botanist,  who  wrote  some  memoirs  on 

the  subject  of  botany  in  the  beginning  of  this  century.  He  is  also  known  for  his  acquaintance  with  fresh- water Conferrse. 
2285.  Oscillatoria.  The  singular  motion  of  these  curious  plants  has  suggested  their  generic  name.  The 

oscillation  of  the  filaments  seems  almost  of  an  animal  nature,  although  it  frequently  arises  from  mechanical 
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15096  Filam.  branched  very  minute,  Branches  and  branchlets  acuminate,  Joints  pellucid,  Artie,  cylindrical 
**  Growing  on  animals. 15097  Filaments  simple  hyaline  clavate  at  end 

15098  Frond  dichotomous,  Axilla  rounded :  upper  spreading 
15099  Frond  virgate  with  all  the  branches  divaricating 
15100  Frond  somewhat  moniliform  virgate  filiform,  Branches  scattered  obtuse  spreading 
15101  Frond  much  branched,  Branchlets  tapering  at  each  end  divaricating 
15102  Frond  yellowish-brown,  Branches  divaricating 

15103  Frond  dichotomous  cylindrical  equal,  Branches  thickened  at  end 
/3  Frond  setaceous  minute 

15104  Frond  moniliform  much-branched,  Branches  rather  acute,  Cauline  whorls  nearly  distinct  globose a,  Filaments  thick,  Whorls  of  stem  confluent :  those  of  the  branches  distinct 
(3  Thinner  bluish  with  distant  whorls 

15105  Branches  simple  clustered,  First  filament  nearly  homogeneous 15106  Pencils  of  branches  lanceolate  acute  erect 
15107  Pencils  of  branches  ovate  blunt  spreading 

15106  Filaments  hyaline  very  fine  tufted  entangled  in  nearly  parallel  lines 
15109  Filaments  rigid  straight  entangled  in  a  gelatinous  black  layer  which  has  short  rays 

/3  Filaments  twisted  in  bundles 
15110  Filaments  rigid  straight  entangled  in  a  gelatinous  black  layer  with  long  rays 
15111  Filaments  stiffish  curved  entangled  in  a  compact  somewhat  coriaceous  layer 
15112  Filaments  transparent  rigid  straight  entangled  in  a  compact  brownish-violet  layer  with  short  rays 
15113  Filaments  very  minute  densely  entangled :  transverse  stria  wholly  invisible 15114  Filaments  stiffish  straight  entangled  in  a  gelatinous  green  layer  with  short  rays 
15115  Filaments  rigid  rapidly  oscillating  straight  entangled  in  a  gelatinous  layer  with  long  rays 
15116  Filaments  covered  with  a  deciduous  crust  entangled  in  a  blue  layer 
15117  Filaments  very  slender  flexuose  densely  interwoven  into  thin  masses 
15118  Filaments  very  slender  simple  greenish  lying  in  a  thick  very  tender  fragile  ochraceous  stratum 

15119  Filaments  very  fine  rigid  snow-white  packed  in  a  dull-yellow  tuft 
15120  Filaments  glaucous  erect  minute  subulate  fascicled  at  base  separate  at  end 
15121  Filaments  curved-wavy  erect  minute  entangled  in  a  dense  layer 
15122  Filaments  stiffish  erect  acuminate  simple  at  the  beginning  finally  branched 
15123  Filaments  curved  variously  united  entangled  in  a  lax  globule 15124  Filaments  mucous  stiffish  erect  branched  tufted 
15125  Filaments  stiffish  erect  branched  packed  in  a  dark-green  tuft 

15126  Filaments  stiffish  curved  wavy  tbickish  with  lax  rings 

15127  Filaments  tufted  fastigiate  equal,  Bands  approximating  in  pairs  many-dotted 
15128  Filaments  dark-purple  straight,  Bands  5-dotted 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular*. 
causes,  as  from  the  elasticity  of  the  filaments,  from  the  motion  of  minute  animalcula.   Agardh,  however, 
declares  that  O.  curviceps  has  naturally  the  motion  of  an  animal,  but  of  a  creeping  not  oscillatory  nature. 

2286.  Calothrix.  From  xaXos,  beautiful,  and  B-fif,  hair,  in  allusion  to  the  beauty  of  the  entangled  filaments ; the  latter  appear  as  if  branched,  by  the  singular  juxta-posltion  of  small  filaments. 
2287.  Lyngbya.  H.  C.  Lyngbye,  a  Danish  botanist,  is  the  author  of  an  excellent  work  on  Algae,  which  be 

calls  Hydrophytologias  Danicse  Tentamen,  published  at  Copenhagen,  in  1819,  in  one  volume  quarto.  This  genus 
differs  from  Oscillatoria  in  the  absence  of  a  mucous  matrix,  and  from  Calothrix  in  being  curved  and  quite distinct    In  habit  it  approaches  Conferva. 

2288.  Bangia.  So  called  in  honor  of  Christian  Frederick  Bang,  the  author  of  a  dissertation  upon  the  plants of  sacred  history,  published  in  1767. 
3  0  3 
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2289.  ZYGNE'MA.  Ag.    Zygnema.  Sp.  9—21. 15129  cruciatum  Ag.  crossed  entangl.  mass.  \  april  Y.G 
/3  longi-articutatum  Ag.  long,  jointed  entangL  mass.  J  april  Y.G y  brevi-articuldtum  Ag.  sAor*  jointed  entangL  mass.  f  april  Ysh 15130  decussatum            decussate  floating  tufts  14  sum.  G 

15131  bicolor  Ag.             two-colored  floating  tufts  3  sum.  G 
15132  pectinatum  Ag.       pectinate  patches 1£  march  G 

ditches  Eb.t.2463.  C.  bipunctata ditches  Dillw.  conf.  t.  2.  f.  A 
rivulets  Dillw.  conf.  t.  2.  f.  B 
ditches  Dillw.  conf.  No.  39 
sto.  in  rivul.  E  b.  t.  2288.  Conferva 
rivulets  Rb.t.2463.f.B.  Conferva 

15133  curvatum  Ag. 
15134  quininum  Ag. 
15135  deciminum  Ag. 
15136  nitidum  Ag. 
15137  punctatum  Ag. 

curved 
quinate decimate shining 
dotted 

patches  U  inarch  G  rivulets 
large  masses  £  sp.  su.  DLG  still  waters 
large  masses  \  sum.    Bt.G  still  waters float,  patches  2  sum.    Bt.G  ditches 
floating  cloud  -J  sum.    Bt.G  pools 

Eb. 12463.  A.  C.  rtictica 
Vauch.  conf.  t  5.  f.  1 
Di.co.t4.f.  A.B.C.nitida 
E  b.  t.  1656.  C.  spiralis Dill.conf.t51.  Conferva 

2290.  MOUGEO'TIA.  Ag.    Mougeotia.  Sp.  2—6. 
15138  genurlexa  Ag.         Knee-jointed    entangl.  mass,  ti  april    Y.G  ditches  Dill  conf.  t.  6.  Conferva 
15139  tierulescens  Ag.      blueish  pale  patches  l|  july     Fu.B  ditches  E  b.  1 2457.  Conferva 
2291.  HYDRODIC'TYON.  Ag.    Hydbodictyon.  Sp.  1—2. 15140  utriculatum  Ag.      bladdery         floating  web  6  jn.  sep.  G      riv.&  lakes  E.b. t.1687.  C.  reticulata 

2292.  CONFER'V A.  Ag.  Conferva. 15141  ericetorum  Roth.  heath 
15142  alpina  Bon/  alpine 15143  fasciata  Dillw.  banded 

15144  bombycina  Ag.  silky 
15145  floccosa  Ag. 15146  mucosa  Mert. 
15147  zonata  Web.  % 15148  dissiliens  Dillw. 
15149  implexa  Dillw. 

floccose mucous 
zoned 
elastic 
entangled 

fine  web 
fine  web fine  web 

floating  cloud 
float  masses 
float,  masses 
long  tuft floating  tufts 
broad  mat 

Sp.  52—130. \  sp.  su.  Br.pu  dry  bogs 
[  sp.  su.  Br  mountains 

E  b.  1 1553.  Conferva 
Lyngb.  hydrop.dan.t.47 spring  Pu.br  dit  on  carr.  DilLconf.  tB.  Conferva 

§  sum 1J  spring  G 
1£  spring  G 3  all  sea.  G 
3  sum.  G 
3  sum.  G 

G      pools  &  dit   Dill.con.t60.  C.sordida 
ditches  Eb.  t  2303.  C.  sordida 
bogs  DilLconf.  tB.  Conferva sto.  in  rivuL  Dill.  con£t47.  C.  luceris 
ditches         Eng.  bot  t.  2461 
sea-shore      E  b.  t.  2309.  C.  implexa 

15150  tumidula  E.  B. 
15151  vesicata  Ag. 

fifuscescens  Ag, 15152  rivularis  L. 
an'glica  Ag. 

15153  capillaris  Ag. 
15154  lfnum  Both. 
15155  intricate  Grev. 
15156  tortuosa  Dillw. 
15157  crassa  Ag. 
15158  melagonium  Web. 
15159  ae'rea  Dillw. 15160  Youngana  Dillw. 
15161  hormoldes  Lyngb. 
15162  collabens  Ag. 15163  Dacca  Dillw. 
15164  isog6na  E.  B. 15165  fucdrum  Roth. 
15166  flac'cida  Lyngb. 

tumid blistered 
brownish 
rivulet 
capillary 
Flax 
matted tortuous 
thick 
black-jointed 
verdi  grease 

Young's pencilled slippery 
flaccid 
equal-jointed Fucus drooping 

fine  film float  masses 
float  masses 
long  tufts 
long  tufts 
long  tufts 
long  tufts small  tufts 
crisp  masses crisp  masses 
tufts long  tufts minute  tufts 
minute  tufts 
floating  tufts 
tufts float  patches 
tufts tufts 

1  march 
6  march 
6  march 
24  sp.  su. 
24  sp.  su. 

$  sp.  su. I  sp.  su. |  spring 
2^  april 1  april 4  sum. 
6  all  sea. 
i  sum. 

|  sum. 
4  sum. 2  all  sea. 1  spring 

I  sum. 
$  may 

G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
G 
Brsh Brsh 

pools 

ditches 
ditches 
rivers 
ditches ditches 
ocean 
sea  shore 
sea  shore salt  marshes 
ocean 
ocean 
sea  shore sea  shore 
Germ,  ocean 
on  Hutchins. on  F.  vesicuL 
on  Fuci on  Fuci 

E  b.  t.  1670.  C.  inflata Eb.t2304.  C.alternata 
Dillw.  conf  t.  B. 
Eng.  bot  t.  1654 Dillw.  conf.  t.  79 
Dillenius,  t  5.  f.  25.  B. 
Lyngb.  hydroph.  t  50 
Eng.  bot.  t  2220 Dillw.  conf.  t  9 
Dillw.  conf.  t  B. 
Dillw.  conf.  t  80 
Dillw.  conf.  t  102 
Lyngb.  hydroph.  t.  49 Eng.bot.t.1929.  C.cerea Dillw.  conf.  t.  49 
Eb.tl930.  C.  youngana 
DilLcon.tC.  C.flaccida 
Eng.  bot  t  2310 

15167  ferruginea  Roth. 15168  curta  Dillw. 
15169  car'nea  Dillw. 

rusty  tufts  1  all  sea.  Rus.  on  Fuci 
cropped  minute  tufts    h  sum.    OLBi  on  Fuci 
pink  tufts  1  aut     Pk     on  Alga; 

Dill.con.t66.  C.fucicola Dillw.  conf.  t.  76 
Dillw.  conf.  t.  84 

15170  aeruginosa  Huds. 15171  Brownii  Dillw. copperas 
Brown's 

1|  sum.  BtG  sea  shore  Dillw.  conf.  t  E 
TJ  spring  G      Irishcaverns  Dillw.  conf.  t  D. 

15140 

15132      ~"  15133 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2289.  Zygnema.  From  &yts,  a  yoke,  and  ynyut,  a  filament ;  in  reference  to  the  singular  manner  in  which the  filaments  are  jointed  together  in  pairs.  „      ,,     .    „       ...  .  .  . 
2290.  Mougeotia.  Named  in  honor  of  J.  B.  Mougeot,  the  coadjutor  of  Nestler,  in  the  publication  of  their 

useful  work,  the  Stirpes  Cryptogams:  Vogeso-Rhenanse,  which,  we  believe,  is  still  continued. 
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*  Two  dotted. 
15129  Articulations  twice  as  long  as  broad,  Stella?  roundish,  Fruit  spherical 

£  Articulations  thrice  as  long  with  two  approximated  stellse  in  the  middle 
y  Articulations  about  as  long  as  broad 

15130  Articul.  4  times  as  long  as  broad :  in  fruit  convolute,  Sporaceous  matter  continuous  obscure  on  each  side 
15131  Articulations  about  as  broad  as  long,  Stellse  transversely  linear-oblong  parallel,  Rays  obsolete 
15132  Filam.  adnate,  Articul.  half  as  long  again  as  broad,  Stella;  transversely  obL  pectinated,  Fruit  spherical 

**  Marked  with  spires. 
15133  Filam.  equal  curved  and  flexuose  conjugate  at  angles  and  twice  as  long  as  broad,  Spires  simple 
15134  Filam.  equal,  Spires  simple  contracted  in  beginning,  at  length  arcuate,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 15135  Artie  4  times  as  long  as  broad :  in  fruit  elliptical,  Spires  cruciate  lax,  Crosses  about  4,  Fruit  elliptical 
15136  Articulations  about  as  broad  as  long,  Spires  cruciate  thin  contracted,  Fruit  elliptical 
15137  Filaments  simple  slippery  very  fine,  Dissepiments  obscure,  Articulations  shortish  cylindrical 

15138  Filaments  knee-jointed,  Articulations  six  times  as  long  as  broad 
15139  Filaments  purple-blue,  Sporidia  of  the  crosses  of  the  filaments  green 

15140  Spots  5-cornered 
A.  Simple. 

1.  Floating,  arachnoid,  colored. 
15141  Filaments  simple  creeping  entangled  in  a  brownish  purple  layer,  Joints  half  as  long  again  as  broad 15142  Filaments  simple  very  fine  adnate  straight  brown,  Articulations  four  times  as  long  as  broad 
15143  Filam.  simple  fine  mucous,  Articulations  about  as  long  as  broad  marked  in  the  middle  with  a  narrow  band 

2.  Floating,  arachnoid,  mucous,  green. 
15144  Filaments  arachnoid  simple  very  long  in  an  uniform  puckered  layer,  Artie,  thrice  as  long  as  broad :  when young  dotted  in  the  middle 
15145  Filam.  arach.  simp,  very  muc.  entang.  in  a  puckered  layer,  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad  or  j  as  long  again 
15146  Filam.  simple  mucous  slippery  capil  lary,  when  dry  traversed  by  a  longitudinal  band,  Artie  as  long  as  broad 
15147  Filaments  simple  fine  gelatinous  tapered  marked  by  a  transverse  band,  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad 
15148  Filaments  simple  very  fine  gelatinous  equal,  Articulations  twice  as  broad  as  long 
15149  Filaments  simple  fine  curled  entangled  smooth,  Artie,  half  as  long  again  as  broad 

3.  Capillary  or  setaceous.  Articulations  Jilted  with  globose  granules,  when  dry  alternately  compressed. 
15150  Filaments  simple  fine,  Artie.  S  times  as  long  as  broad  inflated  elliptical 
15151  Filaments  simple  fine,  Artie,  half  as  long  again  as  broad  with  globular  inflations  at  intervals 
15152  Filam.  simp,  capill.  very  long  straight  equal,  Artie,  grain-bear.  2_or  4  times  as  long  as  broad  shin,  when  dry /3  Artie,  half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15153  Filam.  simple  variously  bent  and  loosely  entangled,  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad,  Granules  scattered 
15154  Filam.  simple  filiform  rigid  crisp  loosely  entangled,  when  dry  variegated,  Artie,  turgid  dotted 
15155  Filam.  simple  very  short  and  minute  entangled  tortuous,  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15156  Filam.  simple  stifnsh  curled  entangled  fine,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad  [moniliform 
15157  Filam.  simple  filif.  rigid  crisp  loosely  entang.  when  dry  variegated,  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad,  when  dry 
15158  Filam.  simple  thicker  than  a  bristle  adnate  straight  rigid  erect,  Artie,  elliptical  when  dry 
15159  Filam.  simple  thicker  than  a  bristle  adnate  rigid  erect,  Artie,  cylindrical  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15160  Filam.  simple  very  fine  adnate  stiffish  curved,  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad  somewhat  moniliform 
15161  Filam.  simple  very  fine  adnate  straight  pendulous,  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad  moniliform 
15162  Filam.  simple  fine  adnate  mucous,  Artie,  as  long  as  broad  and  variable,  Interstices  pellucid 
15163  Filam.  simple  very  fine,  Artie,  rather  shorter  than  broad,  Joints  pellucid 
15164  Filam.  simple  very  fine  adnate  mucous  straight,  Artie,  as  long  as  broad,  Interstices  pellucid 
15165  Filaments  simple  straight  minute,  Articulations  oval  half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15166  Filaments  simple  very  fine  adnate  rigid  tapered,  Lower  artic.  shorter  than  broad :  upper  as  long  as  broad 

4.  Adnate,  pencilled,  fastigiate,  colored. 15167  Filaments  simple  rigid  fastigiate,  Artic.  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15168  Filaments  simple  fascicled  rigid  short  attenuated  at  each  end,  Artic.  somewhat  longer  than  broad 
15169  Filam.  simple  fine  short,  Artic.  torose  about  3  times  as  long  as  broad,  Sap  contained  in  a  centralf  lobule 

B.  Branched. 
15170  Filam.  branched  flexuose  short,  Branches  scattered  spreading  blunt,  Artic.  half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15171  Filam.  branched  densely  tufted  rigid  short,  Branches  1-sided,  Artic.  generally  thickest  at  the  end  about 3  times  as  long  as  broad 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2291.  Hydrodictyon.  From  water,  and  hmrven,  a  net ;  water-net;  so  named  on  account  of  its  singular reticulated  structure. 
2292.  Conferva.   A  syncope  of  the  Latin  conferruminare,  to  consolidate.   Plants  of  this  kind  were  formerly 

3  0  4 
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15172  stellaris  Fl.  Dan. 
15173  riparia  Diltw. 
15174  glomerata  L. 
15175  crispata  Roth. 15176  fracta  Dillw. 
15177  patens  Ag. 

Pprolifera  Ag. 

starry 

bank clustered 
curled broken 
spreading 
proliferous 

floating  tufts floating  tufts 
busby  tufts 

patches large  tufts large  tufts 
large  tufts 

15193  setlgera  Ag. 
2294.  NITEL'LA.  Ag. 15194  translucens  Ag. 

15195  flexilis  Ag. 
15196  opaca  Ag. 
15197  nidifica  Ag. 
15198  gracilis  Ag. 
2295.  CHA'HA.  L. 15199  hispida  L. 

15200  vulgaris  L. 

setigerous 
Nitella. 

transparent flexible 
opaque nest-like 
slender 
Cbaba. 

hispid 
common 

2296.  CERA'MIUM.  Ag.  Ceramium. 15201  lanuginosum  Ag.  woolly 
15202  floridulum  Ag.  flowering 
15203  repens  Ag.  creeping 
15204  pluma  Ag.  feather 
15205  Daviesii  Ag.  Davies's 
15206  Rothii  Ag.  Roth's 
15207  diaphanum  Ag. 

(2  pildsum  Ag. 15208  rubrum  Ag. 
15209  tetragonum  Ag. 
15210  pedicellatum  Ag. 15211  Hookeri  Ag. 
15212  arbfiscula  Ag. 

diaphanous 

pilose red 

square stalked 

Hooker's little  tree 

2  sum. 
3  sum. 1  sum. 

6      ins.ofwa.ves.  FL  Danica,  t  660.  £  1 
G      salt  ditches  Eng.  Dot  t  2100 Bt.G  riv.  on  stones  Eb.t  1854.  C.Lttevirens 

2  sp.  su.  G 
6  sp.  su.  G 
§  sum.  G 
|  sum.  G 

15178  congregate  Ag.        heaped  tufts 
15179  lanosa  Ag.  woolly  tufts 
15180  flavescens  Dillw.     yellowish  tufts 
15181  sericea  Huds.         silken  shining  tufts 
15182  refract  a  Roth.        whitish  crisp ent  tufts 
15183  as'pera  Ag.  rough  tufts 15184  heterochlba  Ag.       dense  tufts 
15185  rupestris  L.  rock  dense  tufts 
15186  aegogrogila  L.         VegetableBalls  soft  ball 15187  arcta  E.  B.  close  floating  tuft 
15188  Vaucheriaeformis  Ag.  mucous  branched 
15189  catenata  L.  chain-like  patches 
15190  HutchinsiseDttttu.  Miss  Hutchins's  dense  tufts 15191  pell6cida  Huds.       pellucid         .finely  branch. 
15192  distans  Ag.  distant  loose  bundles 
2293.  BULBOCHiETE  Ag.  Buuiochote. 

1  sum. 1  sum. 
6  sum. 
3  sum. 
4  jn.jl 

G 
G 

Y.G Y.G 
Pa.G 

f  all  sea.  G 
|  all  sea.  D.G 4  sum.  GL 
3  sum. 3  sum. 

1|  sum. 1  sum. 
4  sum. 

G Tran. 
G 
Br 
GL 

delicate  tufts 

branched 
branched branched 
branched 
much  branch. 
branched 
branched 

fine  down 
little  tufts short  down 
fine  tufts small  tufts 
broad  tufts 
diffuse 
diffuse 
solitary  weak 

tufts dense  tufts 
fine  tufts 
bushy  tufts 

5  august  Pa.G 6  aut  Pa.G 

Sp.  1. 6  aut  D1.G 

Sp.  5—11. 2  sum.  Y.Ol 
1  sum.  Y.Ol 
1  jl.  aug.  Y.Ol 
1  jL  aug.  Y.Ol 
f  sept  Y.Ol 5a  2— 10. 

li  jL  aug.  Y.G 
IJjuly  Y.G 

lakes 

pools 

ditches ditches 

roc.  sea  coa. on  Alga: 
salt  ditches 
sea  shore 
ocean ocean 
ocean 
ocean lakes 
ocean ocean 
ocean 
ocean 
ocean ocean 

Eng.  bot  t.  2350 Eng.  bot  t  2338 
DiLcon.t.10.  C.flexuosa 

Ly.hy.d.t56.  C.uncialis Dillw.  conf.  t  E. 
Eng.  bot  1 2088 
E.  b.  t  2327.  C.  albida 
DiLcon.t.E.  C.  nigricans 
Eng.  bot.  t  1699 
Eng.  bot  1 1377 
Eng.  bot  t  2098 Dillw.conf.tE  ft  arota 
Dillenius,  t  5.  f.  27 
Dillw.  conf.  t  109 
Eng.  bot  1. 1716 DUlcon.t  21.  C.  diffusa 

lakes  &  riv.  DiLcon£t59.  C.iHvipara 

Eng.  bot  1 1855.  Chara 

pools 

pon.  &  rivuL 

pools 

pools 
pools 
ponds 
ponds 

Eb.tl070.  Chara  flexilis 
Eng.  b.  t  1703.  Chara 
Eng.  b.  t  2140.  Chara 

Eng.  bot  t  465 
Eng.  bot  t.  336 

Sp.  21— 3a T|  all  sea.  Br  on  Algae       DilLconf.t.45.  Conferva 
\  all  sea.  Fa.G  roc.  seashor.  Dillw.  conf.  t  F 
*j  july     Pk  on  large  Alg.  E  b.  1. 1608.  Conferva 
4  sum.    R  on  large  Alg.  Dillw.  conf.  t.  f. 
|  july     R  sea  shore      Eng.  bot.  t  2329 \  sum.    Yi  sea  shor.  roc.  Eng.  bot  1 1702 
5  sum.  Var.  ocean 
5  sum.  Var.  ocean 
10  sum.    Pu  ocean 
3  sum. 
4  sum. 
1}  sum. 

R  ocean 
Or     sea  shore 
Pa.br  sea  shore 

3  all  sea.  D.R  sea  shore 

Eng.  bot  t  1742 E  b.  t  2428.  Conferva 
E.  b.  t  1166.  Conferva 

Eng.  bot  1 1690 Dillw.  con£  t  108 
DHL  conf.  t  106 
Eng.  bot  t.  1916 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
held  to  be  efficacious  in  healing  fractured  limbs.  Pliny  declares,  he  was  witness  to  a  cure  of  this  kind.  Some 
of  the  species  of  this  genus  are  believed  to  be  merely  the  young  of  mosses. 

2293.  Bulboc/uete.  From  @o\fios,  a  club,  and  %aur>i,  a  bristle,  in  reference  to  the  bristly  end  of  the  primary filaments. 
2294.  Nitella.  From  niteo,  to  shine.  A  genus  separated  by  Agardh  from  Chara,  because  the  stem  is 

composed  of  a  simple  tube,  and  not  of  one  spirally  striated.   The  plants  have  the  habit  of  Chara. 
2295.  Chara.  The  origin  of  this  word  is  unknown.  It  first  occurs  in  Cssar's  Commentaries,  where  it  is mentioned  as  the  name  of  a  plant,  the  root  of  which  was  used  by  the  Roman  soldiers  as  food.  That  plant 

could  have  had  no  relation  to  the  plant  of  the  moderns.  Various  opinions  have  been  held  with  regard  to  the 
station  of  this  genus.  Linnaeus  referred  it  to  the  perfect  plants,  and  he  has  been  followed  by  many  botanists, 
Dr.  Hooker  and  Mr.  Lindley,  in  the  former's  Flora  Scotica,  formed  it  into  a  particular  order,  placed  between Algae  and  Hepaticae ;  and  with  this  opinion  Dr.  Greville  coincides.  But  Professor  Agardh  thinks  it  cannot 
even  be  separated  from  true  Algae,  in  the  midst  of  which  he  has  placed  it  The  nature  of  the  fructification 
is  so  paradoxical,  that  it  is  scarcely  possible  to  trace  an  analogy  between  it  and  the  fructification  of  any  other 
plant. 
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15172  Filam.  branched  very  minute  equal  parallelly  exserted  from  an  orbicular  base 
15173  Filam.  branched  remotely  capillary  very  long,  Branches  short  divaricating,  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15174  Filam.  branched  capillary,  Branches  alternate :  those  at  the  end  clustered  one-sided  erect.  Artie,  cylind, about  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15175  Filam.  branch.  Branches  altera,  rem.  Artie,  cylind.  6-10  times  as  long  as  broad  alternately  compr.  when  dry 
15176  Filam.  branch.  capilL  Branch,  divaricat  1-sid. :  upp.  numer.  somew.  recurv.  Artie.  4  times  as  long  as  broad 
15177  Filam.  branched  capillary.  Branches  spreading  somewhat  alternate,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 

8  Artie,  elliptical  proliferous,  Pullulating  filaments  very  fine 
C.  Heaped. 

15178  Tufts  fascia  clav.  form,  a  hemisphere,  Filam.  intric.  branch.  Branch,  ascend.  Artie,  about  as  long  as  broad 
15179  Filaments  tufted,  Branchlets  long  remote,  Artie,  oblong  oval  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15180  Filaments  much  branch,  capillary,  Branches  spreading  somew.  alternate,  Artie.  6  times  as  long  as  broad 
15181  Filaments  much  branch,  capillary  dichotom.  at  base,  trichotom.  in  middle,  Artie.  5  times  as  long  as  broad 
15182  Filam.  much  branch.  capilL  Branches  divaricat  somew.  recurv.  very  numer.  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15183  Filam.  dichotom.  setae,  rigid  finally  becoming  blackish,  Branc.  erect  rem.  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15184  Filaments  opposite  much  branched :  first  branches  blackish ;  second  greenish  [as  broad 
15185  Filam.  much  bran,  setae,  when  dry  dot  with  black,  Bran,  erect,  Joints  pell  uc.  Artie,  cylind.  3  times  as  long 
15186  Filam.  from  a  common  centre  forming  a  globe  rigid  branched  obtuse,  Artie.  5  times  as  long  as  broad 
15187  Filam.  branch,  straight  virg.  capil.  Branch,  erect  somew.  hyal.  and  thicken,  at  end,  Artie,  of  various  lengths 
15188  Filam.  branched  straight  virgate  capillary  mucous,  Branches  erect  when  dry  black  at  the  ends 
15189  Filam.  more  than  bristly  trichotom.  shin,  when  dry  dott  with  black  at  joints,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15190  Filam.  much  branch,  flexuose  somew.  cartilaginous  fragile,  Branches  and  branch!,  scatter.  Artie,  torulose 
15191  Filam.  much  branched  straight  rigid,  Branches  generally  in  threes  obtuse,  Articul.  very  long 
15192  Filam.  setae,  dichotom.  flexuose,  Branch,  rem.  Branchl.  short  blunt,  Artie,  cylind.  4  times  as  long  as  broad 

15193  The  only  species 

15194  Stem  long,  Branchlets  blunt,  Nucules  nearly  naked  in  heaps  at  the  joints  of  the  stem 
15195  Stem  trichotomous  pellucid,  Branchlets  forked,  Nucules  axillary  solitary 
15196  Stem  2-3-chotomous  opaque,  Branchlets  forked  or  with  broken  joints,  Globules  solitary 15197  Fruit  branches  filiform  with  other  long  jointed  ones  between,  Nucules  clustered  axillary 
15198  Stem  slender  long,  Branches  acute  forked,  Fruit  solitary 

15199  Stem  twisted  furrowed  strigose,  Strigse  reflexed,  Bractes  aculeate 
15200  Stem  twisted  ash-colored,  Branches  not  jointed,  Bractes  linear  twin  thrice  as  long  as  nucule 

1.  Filaments  short,  fastigiate. 
15201  Filam.  somew.  branch,  minute  ferrug.  Branch,  scatter,  blunt,  Artie,  pelluc.  in  mid.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15202  Filam.  branched  fine  tufted,  Branches  scattered  simple  remote,  Articul.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15203  Filam.  creeping  rooting  densely  entangl.  much  branch.  Joints  somew.  contract.  Artie,  narrowest  in  middle 
15204  Filam.  creeping  minute  branched,  Branches  erect  naked  at  base  pinnat  upw.  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15205  Filam  much  branch,  fastig.  short,  Branc.  erect  acute,  Artie,  thrice  as  long  as  broad,  Caps,  lateral  clustered 
15206  Filam.  short  caespitose  pulvinate,  Branches  and  branchlets  fastigiate  erect,  Artie,  twice  as  long  as  broad 

2.  Filaments  dichotomous,  Branchlets  forked,  Joints  obscure,  Thecce  involucred. 
15207  Filam.  dichotom.  much  branched  somewhat  membranous  variegated  with  purple  and  hyal.  Joints  elevated B  Joints  hairy 
15208  Filam.  dichotom.  much  branched  somewhat  cartilaginous,  Branchlets  forked,  Artie,  ovate  opaque 

3.  Branches  furnished  with  branchlets,  which  are  more  or  less  dense  and  shortened. 
15209  Filam.  branched  virgate,  Primary  articulations  twice  as  long  as  broad 
15210  Filam.  setaceous  dichotomous,  Artie,  thickened  upwards  about  5  times  as  long  as  broad 
15211  Filam  much  branch. :  prim  thick  and  contiguous,  Altera,  pinnules  with  artic.  half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15212  Filam  much  branched :  primary  without  joints,  Artic.  as  long  as  broad 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Greville  observes,  "  This  is  a  most  curious  tribe  of  plants,  whose  structure,  I  am  convinced,  is  by  no  means well  understood.  At  present,  I  have  only  minutely  examined  the  fruit  of  C.  vulgaris.  Under  a  high  power  of 

the  microscope,  the  globule  is  found  to  consist  of  seven  triangular  scales,  which  in  maturity  separate  from  each 
other,  and  produce  the  dehiscence  of  the  globule.  Each  of  these  scales  has  a  vacant  portion  in  its  centre,  but 
the  margin,  which  has  a  fluted  appearance  under  a  small  magnifier,  consists  of  a  number  of  parallel,  linear- 
oblong,  hyaline,  hollow  tubes,  placed  !at  small  intervals  from  each  other,  those  forming  the  angles  of  the  scale 
being -branched.  Within  these  tubes  are  a  profusion  of  orange,  globular,  minute  bodies  (exactly  similar  to the  sporules  of  many  cryptogamic  plants),  arranged  in  no  order,  and  escaping  on  the  least  injury  to  the  tubes. 
It  is  these  little  bodies  which  give  the  orange  color  to  the  globule.  Within  the  globule  is  a  mass  of  elastic 
white  filaments,  much  convoluted,  and  distinctly  either  jointed  or  transversely  rugose." The  calcareous  matter  of  the  stem  and  branches  is  not  an  adventitious  incrustation,  but  is  the  result  of  some 
peculiar  economy  in  the  plant  itself,  as  it  evidently  originates  from  within,  and  is  covered  with  the  cuticle.  It 
is  supposed  to  be  analogous  to  the  siliceous  deposit  beneath  the  cuticle  of  Equisetum. 

2296.  Ceramium.  So  called  from  xt^a/Ms,  a  little  measure,  in  reference  to  the  appearance  of  the  capsules. 
All  the  species  are  found  in  the  sea,  and  among  the  substances  cast  up  upon  the  shore. 
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15213  corymbdsum  Ag. 
15214  roseum  Ag. 
15215  thujoides  Ag. 
15216  versicolor  Ag. 
15217  Borreri  Ag. 
15218  tetricum  Ag. 
15219  interruptum  Ag. 

corymbose 

rosy 

Arbor- Vitas 
changeable 

Borrer's livid interrupted 

little  tufts       U  July 
finely  branch,  if  sum. finely  brancn.  6  july 

fine  t ut'ts little  patches 
tufts little  tufts 

R      sea  shore 
R  ocean 
R  ocean Pu.R  on  Fuci 
Or.R  ocean 

6"  spring  Dl.pu  sea  shore 
|  july     DLpu  sea  shore 

3  sum. 

IJoct. 

delicate  bran.  2  sp.  su.  Fk 
delicate  bran.  2  sp.  su.  Fk 15220  Tumeri  Ag.  Turner's 15221  plumula  Ag.  feather-like 

2297.  GRIFFITH'SIA.  Ag.    Griffithsia.  Sp.  5—7. 15222  multlfida  Ag.  multifid  fine  tufts        3  july  R 
15223  equisetifolia  Ag.      equisetum-lv'd  sponge-lik.  t uf.  6  sum.  R 

sea  shore sea  shore 

sea  shore 
sea  shore 

15224  setacea  Ag.  bristly  lax  tufts 
15225  barbata  Ag.  bearded  flocculent 
15226  corallina  Ag.  coralline         branch,  tufts 
2298.  CH-ffiTOSPO'RA.  Ag.  Chjstosfora. 

15227  Wig'gii  Ag.  Wigg's  finely  branch. 2299.  POLYSIPHCyNIA.  Grev.  Polysiphonia. 
15228  parasitica  Ag. 
15229  spinul6sa  Grev. 
15230  coccinea  Ag. 

15231  divaricSta  Ag. 

15232  gracilis  Ag. 

parasitical  small  patches 
rough-steram.  small  patches 
scarlet  bushy  tufts 

divaricating  tufts 
slender long  tufts 

4  all  sea.  R  sea  shore 
If  july     C      sea  shore 3  july     Or.R  seashore 

Sp.  1. 
5  sum.     R.  Br  sea  shore 

Sp.  18—49. lj  sum.  R.Br  on  Fuci 
1  j  sum.    R.Br  sea  shore 4  all  sea.  S  ocean 

3  sum.    R  ocean 

4  all  sea.  Fu  ocean 

Eng.  bot  t  2352 Dillw.  conf.  1  17 
E.b.t.24t>5.  C.  purpuras. 
Eng.bot  t 966.  C.  rosea 
Eng.  bot.  t  1741 
Eng.  bot.  t 1915 
Eng.  bot  t  1838 

Eng.  bot.  t.  2339 E.bot.t.1637.  C.  Turner* 

E  bot  1 1816.  Conferva 
Eng.  bot  1 1479 

Eng.  bot  1 1689 
Eng.  bot  t  1814 
Eng.  bot.  1 1815 
Eng.  bot  1 1165.  Fucus 
E  bot.  1. 1429.  Conferva Grev.  crypt  90 
E  bot  1. 1055.  Conferva 

Lyngb.  hydroph.  t.  34 
Dffl.conf.t40/t7.  stricta 

15233  violacea  Ag. 
/3  major  Ag. 15234  nigrescens  Ag. 
fi  pectinata  Ag. 15235  urceolata  Ag. 

15236  elongata  Ag. 
15237  allochroa  Ag 
15328  BrodiaVi  Ag. 
15329  atrorubesuens  Ag. 

15240  fastigiata  Ag. 
15241  badia  Ag. 
15242  recurva  Ag. 
15243  byssoides  Ag. 
15244  fruticulosa  Ag. 
15245  filamentosa  Ag. 
2300.  RYTIPHL^'A. 15246  tinctoria  Ag. 
2301.  ECTOCAR'PUS. 15247  si  liculosus  Ag. 

/3  atrovirens  Ag. 
y  ferruginous  Ag. 15248  brachiatus  Ag. 

15249  granulosus  Ag. 15250  toment6sus 

violet large 
blackish 

pectinate urceolate 
elongated various 

Brodie's dark  red 

fastigiate 
brown 

little  bushes  9  sum. 
bushy  tufts  6  sum. 
fine  tufts,       6  sum. 

Vi  ocean D.Pu  sea  shore 
D.Pu  ocean 

little  tufts  If  sum.  D.Pu  ocean 
long  branches  8  all  sea.  R.Br  ocean 
shrubby  8  all  sea.  K.Br  ocean 
small  tufts  If  all  sea.  Vi  ocean 
large  tufts  15  all  sea.  D.R  ocean 
long  tufts        6  sum.    BLR  marine  roc. 
little  bushes 
fine  tufts 

2  sum. 3  sum. D.Br  ocean 
D.Br  ocean 

Lyngb.  hydrop.dim.t35 Eng.bott.2340.  C.  nigra 
E  bot  1 1717.  Conferva 
E  bot.  1 1239.  C.  fibrata Dill.  con.  tG.  Conferva Dill.  con.  1 33.  Conferva 
Dill.  con.  tG.  C. fibrata 
DiU.con.tl07.  Conferva 
Dili  con.  t70.  Conferva 

Eb.t.1764.  Cpolymorp. 
DilLcon.  t  G.  Conferva 

3  sum.    D.Br  sea  shore      Dill.  con.  t.  G.  C.  patens 

byssus-like  slender  tufts shrubby  finely  branch, filamentous     branch,  tufts 
Ag.  Rytiphljsa. 
dyer's  masses 

Ag.  Ectocarpus. podded  bushy 
dark-green  bushy 
ferruginous  bushy brachiate        floating  tufts 

6  spring  R  sea  shore 4  sum.    Br  ocean 4  march  R  ocean 

Sp.  1—3. 6  all  sea.  Ol.G  ocean 

Sjo.4— 8. 6  spring  D.G  ocean 
6  spring  Rus.  ocean 
6  spring  Rus.  ocean 
3  april    Pa.br  ocean 

Eng.bot.t.597.  Conferva 
Eng.  bot  t.  168*;.  Fucus Eb.t2312.  C.  Griffith. 

Tura  fuci,  1 224.  Fucus 

Dillw.  conf.  t  E.  Conf. 
E  b.  1 2319.  C.siliculosa 
E.  b.  t.  2290.  Clittoralis 
E.  bot  1 2571.  Conferva 
E  bot  1 2351.  Conferva 
Dillw.  conf.  1 56.  Conf. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2297.  Griffithsia.  Named  after  Mrs.  Griffiths,  of  Devonshire,  whose  many  discoveries  in  marine  vegetation 

truly  entitle  her  to  this  distinction :  the  highest  which  one  botanist  can  bestow  upon  another. 
2228.  Cfuetospora.  From  xaut*,  a  bristle,  and  <rtn^»,  a  sporule :  the  latter  are  placed  upon  fine  capiliary divisions  of  the  filaments. 
2299.  Polysiphonia.  From  troXvt,  many,  and  iriipm,  a  siphon,  in  reference  to  the  numerous  little  canals  by 

which  the  colored  matter  is  carried  from  one  end  of  the  plant  to  the  other.    Agardh  calls  these  plants 
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4.  Branches  pinnulate,  Pin  twice  alternate. 
15213  Filam.  branch.  Branches  virg.  surround,  by  short  corymbose  fas  tig.  branchl.  Artie.  S  times  as  long  as  broad 
15214  Filam  branched,  Branchlets  alternate  rigid  spreading  subulate,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15215  Filam.  branched,  Branchlets  scattered  decompound-pinnate,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15216  Filam.  branched,  Branchlets  scattered  virgate,  Artie.  8  times  as  long  as  broad 
15217  Filam.  virgate  with  many  simple  or  multifid  pencilled  ramuli,  Artie  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15218  Primary  filaments  downy,  Branches  straight  decompound  pinnate,  Artie.  3  times  as  long  as  broad 15219  Filam.  much  branch.  Artie.  4  times  as  long  as  broad  by  degrees  becoming  thickened,  Caps,  stalked  ellipt. 

5.  Filaments  pinnated,  Pinnce  opposite. 
15220  Filam.  pinnated,  Pinnae  opposite  nearly  simple,  Artie,  many  times  longer  than  broad 
15221  Filam.  with  irregular  branches,  having  at  each  joint  short  slender  opposite  spreading  recurved  branchlets 

1.  Branches  fascicled. 
15222  Filam.  branched,  Branchlets  subternate  distant  short  multifid,  Artie,  much  longer  than  broad  [broad 
15223  Filam.  branch,  cover,  all  over  with  somew.  whorl,  imbricat  short  multif.  branchl.  Artie,  much  longer  than 

2.  Dichotomous,  chained. 
15224  Filam.  dichotom.  straight,  Branches  erect  long,  Articulations  cylindrical  about  5  times  as  long  as  broad 
15225  Filam,  dichotom.  Fibres  multifid  very  fine,  Articulations  thickened  upwards  about  5  times  as  long  as  broad 
15226  Filaments  dichotomous  slippery,  Articulations  thickened  2-4  times  as  long  as  broad 

15227  The  only  species 
a.  Purple  or  scarlet,  fiat,  somewhat  pinnated. 

15228  Filaments  bipinnate  veiny  rigid,  Finns  and  pinnules  alternate,  Articulations  rather  shorter  than  long 
15229  Dark-red,  Branches  divaricate  rigid,  Articulations  3-tubed  as  long  as  broad,  Stem  rough  with  tubercles 
15230  Filam.  very  much  branch.  Primary  not  jointed,  Branches  decomp.-prnn.  Pinnules  heterogen.  multif.  fascic 

b.  Creeping,  Branches  divaricating,  often  one-sided. 
15231  Filaments  entangled  with  scattered'  branches,  Branches  divaricating,  Articulations  twice  as  long  as  broad c.  Purple,  witole-colored,  adhering  to  paper. 
15232  Filaments  nearly  equal  branched  virgate,  Branches  erect,  Lower  articulations  5  times  as  long  as  broad 

d.  Pencilled,  Mack  above,  generally  rose-colored  above,  adhering  to  paper. 
15233  Filam.  much  branched  diffuse,  Branches  virgate  spread.  Lower  artic.  obsol.  Artie,  much  longer  than  broad 
15234  Filaments  much  branched  at  end  diffuse,  Lower  articulations  very  short  when  dry  nodulose :  upper  about 

as  long  as  broad  with  3  veins 
/3  Filaments  short  somewhat  pectinated,  Branches  nearly  simple 

15235  Filaments  much  branched  diffuse,  Branchlets  spreading  short,  Articulations  half  as  long  again  as  broad 15236  Filam.  dichotom.  pencilled  much  branched,  Articulations  shorter  than  long  netted  veiny :  lower  obsolete 
15237  Filam.  much  branched  diffuse,  Lower  artic.  5-veined  4  times  as  long  as  broad :  upp.  3-veined  twice  as  long 
15238  First  filament  not  jointed  spirally  veiny,  Articulations  as  long  as  broad,  Capsules  axillary 
15239  Filaments  branched  veiny,  Branches  long,  Artic.  of  stem  long,  of  the  branches  thrice  as  short 

e.  Black  or  blackish-brown  when  dry,  rigid,  scarcely  adhering  to  paper. 
15340  Filam.  dichotomous  nearly  equal  fastigiate,  Artic.  shorter  than  broad  with  a  black  point  in  the  middle 
15241  Filaments  dichotomous  irregularly  branched  at  end,  Branches  and  branchlets  very  straight :  upper  artic. 

3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15242  Filam.  much  branched  long  cuff.  Branchl.  short  spread  squarr.  recurved,  Lower  artic.  long :  upper  short 

/.  Branchlets  lateral,  short,  fascicled. 
15243  Filaments  decompound  pinnated,  Branchlets  very  short  and  fine,  Articulations  3  times  as  long  as  broad 
15244  Filaments  branched  virgate,  Branch,  alternately  pinnated,  Branchlets  short  multifid,  Theca  sessile  ovate 
15245  Filam.  much  branched  covered  with  heterogeneous  hair-like  simple  branchlets,  Artic.  very  short  obsolete 

15246  Frond  somewhat  cartilaginous  compressed  transversely  rugose  bipinnated,  Pinnules  in  fruit  incurved 

15247  Filam.  nearly  separate,  Branches  erect  subulate,  Artic.  rather  longer  than  broad,  Pods  linear  subulate 

15248  Filam.  much  branched  very  fine,  Branches  and  branchlets  opposite  spreading  attenuated  acute,  Artic half  as  long  again  as  broad 
15249  Filam.  much  branch.  Branches  scatt  spread,  taper,  ac. :  at  tips  hyal.  Artic.  as  long  as  broad  finally  tumid 
15250  Frond  rope-like  somew.  spongy  divid.  into  branches,  Filam.  densely  entang.  Artic.  4  times  as  long  as  broad 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Hutchinsias,  not  being  aware  that  the  name  of  Miss  Hutch  ins  had  previously  been  applied  to  a  genus  of  Cruci- 
ferae,  by  Mr.  Brown.  The  species  of  this  genus  are,  perhaps,  the  most  beautiful  of  all  the  tribes  of  Confervas. 

2300.  Rytiphlcea.  So  called,  it  is  presumed,  from  cutis,  a  wrinkle,  and  <pXit»,  to  be  filled  with  any  thing.  The 
filaments  are  essentially  characterized  by  their  numerous  transverse  rugosities. 

2301.  Ectocarpus.  From  ixvx,  outside,  and  *«»t*,-,  fruit,  because  the  theca?  are  not  included  in  the  sub- stance of  the  frond,  as  in  the  next  genus,  but  placed  on  the  outside.   Marine  plants. 
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2302.  SPHACELLA'RIA.  Ag.  Sphacellaria. 15251  racemosa  Grev.       racemose  tufts 
152152  cirrhosa  Ag.  cirrhous         dense  tufts 
15S53  r£dicans  Ag.  rooting  fine  tufts 
152!>4  plutruSsa  Ag. 
15255  Mertensii  Ag. 
15256  scoparia  Ag. 

plumose 
Mertens's rock 

flaccid 
elegant  tufts dense  tuft 

2303.  CLADOSTE'PHUa  Ag.  Cladostephus. 15257  spongiosis  Ag.        spongy  rigid  tuft 
15258  myriophyllura  Ag.  many-leaved    rigid  tuft 

Sp.  6—14. 1  febr.    OLG  seashore 
1  sum.    OLG  ocean 
f  sum,    Br.Ol  marine  roc. 
3  spring  G.Br  ocean 4  sum.    01.  Br  sea  shore 
3  sum.    Br  ocean 

Sp.  2—7. 3  sum    G  ocean 
5  sum.    G  ocean 

Dillw.  conf.  t 86.  Conf. 
Dillw.  conf.  t  C.  Conf. 
Ebot  t2330.  C.pinnata E.  bot.  1 999.  Conferva 
E.  bot  1 1552.  Conferva 

E.D.  t2427.  f.  1.  Conferva E.b.  1. 17 18.  CverticUlata 

ULVACEJS. 

230*.  VAUCHE'RIA  Ag.  Vaucheria. D.G 
D.G 
D.G 
D.G 

Sp.  6-39. 
15259  dich6toma  Ag.  "dichotomous  large  tufts      12  sum.  D.G (3  submarina  Ag.  submarine  large  tufts      12  sum. 
15260  DUlwymi  Ag.  Dillwyn's  thin  mat         1  sp.  su. 15261  radicata  Ag.  rooting  patches  \  sept 
15262  geminata  Ag.  double  large  masses    6  sum. 
15263  racemosa  Ag.  racemose  large  masses    4  su.au.  D.G 
15264  multicapsularis  Ag.  many-fruited  patches  Ti  su.  au.  D.G 
2305.  CCDIUM.  Ag.        Codium.  Sp.  2—7. 15265  tomentosum  Ag.  downy  coralloid         6  june  G 
15266  Bur/sa  Ag.  purse  spongy  mass    3  all  sea.  G 
2306.  BRYOP'SIS.  Ag.  Bryopsis. 15267  plumosa  Ag.  feathery  fine  tufts 
2307.  SOLE'NIA.  Ag.  Solenia. 15268  intestinalis  Ag.  intestinal  simple 

/S  maxima  Ag.  very  large  simple 
15269  Lm'za  Ag.  crisp  simple $laneeolata  Ag.  lanceolate  simple 
15270  compressa  Ag.  compressed  simple 

B  crinita  Ag.  crinite  compound 
15271  clathrata  Ag.  grated  branched 

$  uncinate  Ag.  hooked  irregul  branc. 
2308.  UI/VA.  L.  Ulva. 

15272  lact  ii ca  L.  Green  Lavcr  soft  leaves 
15273  bullosa  Roth.  puckered  soft  leaves 
15274  crispa  Lighff.  crisp  broad  mass 
2309.  POR'PHYRA.  Ag.  Porphyra. 15275  laciniata  Ag.  tom  soft  leaves 

15276  purpurea  Ag.  purple  soft  leaves 

ditches  E.  bot  1 932.  Conferva 
submar.ditc.  Lyng.hydrop.  dan.  t.20 
on  the  earth  Dill.  conf.  t.16.  C.f  rig/da 
dry  ditches  E.b.  t324.  Trem.granul. still  waters  Eng.  bot  1 1766 
ditches  Lyng.  hydrop.  dan.  t23 
dry  banks     DUX  conf.  t71.  Conferva 

ocean  Eng.  bot  1 712.  Fucug 
ocean  Eng.  bot.  1 218a  Fucus 

sP.  1—7. 2  sept    Dp. G  ocean  E.b.  t.2375.  L'lv.plumosa 

Sp.  4—18 
24  sum.  G 
24  sum. 
18  sum. 
18  sum. 
12  sum. 
12  sum. 3  sum. 
3  sum. 

G 
G 
G 
G 
G 

Ysh 
Ysh 

Sp.  3—12. 12  su.  au.  G 
6  8U.au.  G 

|  sum.  G 

Sp.  2—3. 
2  sum.  Pu 
2  sum.  Pu 

ditches 
ditches 
ocean ocean 
ocean 
ocean 
fresh  water 
ocean 

DUlenius,  t  9.  f.7 
Dillenius,  1 9.  £  6 
DUlenius,  t.  9.  £  5 
Eng.  bot  1  1739.  Viva DUlenius,  1 2.  f.  7 
DiLconX  F.  C.paradoxa 
E.  b.  1 2137.  Ulv.  ramul. 

ocean  Eng.  bot  1551 
ditches        Eng.  bot  2320 
on  the  earth  DUlenius,  1 10.  £  12 

sea  shore 
sea  shore Lightf.  fl.  scot.  1 33 

2310.  POLYPDES.  Ag. 
\5ZT1  lumbrical i s  Ag. 
2311.  PTILO'TA.  Ag. 15278  plumosa  Ag. 

8  tenuis' sima  Ag. 

Poltides. 
Worm-like 
Ptilota. feathery 

delicate 

FLO  RIDE jE. 

Sp.  l. 
coralloid  6  nov. Br Kb.  tV138.Fuc.rotund. 

Eng.  bot.  1 1308.  Fucus 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2302.  SphaceUaria.  This  name  has  been  suggested  by  the  sphacelated  appearance  of  the  truncated  extremities 

of  the  shoots,  in  which  the  reproductive  organs  are  immersed. 
2303.  Cladostephus.  From  xXccSog,  a  branch,  and  rapes,  a  crown,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the 

first  stem  is  crowned  as  it  were  by  the  little  compound  whorled  branches. 
2304.  Vaucheria.  So  named,  in  honor  of  M.  Vaucher,  of  Geneva,  an  indefatigable  collector  of  submersed 

Alga;. 
2305.  Codium.   From  icaihm,  a  skin,  with  reference  to  the  appearance  of  the  second  species. 
2306.  Bryopsis.  The  filaments  of  this  genus  form  little  pinnated  or  imbricated  branches,  rexembiing  bits  of 

moss ;  whence  the  name  has  been  formed,  from  fyvov,  a  moss,  and  vtyit,  resemblance. 
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15251  Filam.  twice  or  thrice  dichotom.  Artie,  as  long  as  broad,  Tubercles  ovate  racemose  on  branched  peduncles 
15252  Filam.  much  branched  fine  striated,  Branches  alternate  somew.  pinnated,  Articulations  as  long  as  broad 
15253  Filaments  branched  rooting  straight  rigid,  Branches  scattered  simple  erect  obtuse  tapering  at  the  base, Artie,  about  twice  as  broad  as  long 
15254  Primary  filaments  branched  not  jointed  surrounded  by  pectinated  spreading  branchlets 
15255  Filaments  bipinnate  very  fine,  Pinnae  and  pinnules  opposite,  Artie,  very  short,  Theca  ovate  stalked 
15256  Stem  covered  with  confervoid  filam.  Branches  somew.  bipinnate,  Pinnae  pectinate,  Altera,  pinnules  subuL 

15257  Setae  simple  densely  imbricated 15258  Setae  incurved  forked  or  crested  imbricated 

UL  VAC  EM. 

15259  Filaments  setaceous  dichotomous  fastigiate,  Theca?  globose  sessile  solitary 
$  Filaments  finer,  Theca;  lanceolate  and  ovate 

1526b  Filaments  flexuose,  Theca:  sessile  lateral  globose 
15261  Filaments  descending  rooting,  Theca;  solitary  terminal  globose 
15262  Filaments  dichotomous,  Theca:  obovate  stalked  opposite  on  a  common  comute  pedic 
15263  Filaments  branched  csespitose,  Theca:  racemose 
15264  Filaments  branched  creeping,  Branches  erect  nearly  simple,  Thecae  heaped  towards  the  tips 

15265  Frond  dichotomous  fastigiate  cylindrical 
15266  Frond  globose  hollow 

15267  Filam.  branched  naked  below,  pinnated  in  the  middle,  Branchlets  opp.  nearly  simple  approximating 

15268  Frond  tubular  inflated  simple 
15269  Frond  lanceolate  ensiform  much  tapered  at  each  end  wavy  crisp 
15270  Frond  tubular  lined  clathrate  branched  filiform  compressed,  Branches  simple  tapering  at  base 
15271  Frond  tubular  irregularly  clathrate  filiform,  Branches  tapered 

15272  Fronds  obovate  or  lanceolate  flat  wavy  laciniate-crisp 
15273  Frond  obovate  slippery  sinuous  blistered  finally  expanded 
15274  Fronds  blistered  plaited-crisp  rugose  heaped  in  an  expanded  layer 

15275  Frond  flat  with  numerous  dilated  segments 
15276  Frond  flat  ovate  lanceolate  flat  wavy  crisp  at  the  edge 

FLO  RID  EM. 
15277  The  only  species 

15278  Jugament  filiform  compressed,  Pinnules  opposite  pectinate-cut 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars, 
2307.  Solcnia.   So  called,  from  MXijy,  a  tube,  in  allusion  to  the  tubular  nature  of  the  frond. 
2308.  Viva.  This  was  the  common  name  applied  by  the  Latins  to  all  kinds  of  marine  plants.  The  word  is 

said  to  have  been  derived  from  the  Celtic  ul,  water.  The  green  laver  which,  stewed  with  lemon  juice,  is  so 
much  esteemed  in  England,  is  the  U.  lactuca.  .  . 

2309.  Porphyra.  This  genus  has  received  its  name  from  *»tfo(*t  purple,  on  account  of  its  being  remarkable among  Ulvacea?  for  possessing  that  color.  . 
2310.  Polyides.  From  xtKuubix,  multifarious,  in  allusion  to  the  diversity  of  appearance  of  the  single  species. 8311.  PtOota.   Named  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  frond :  from  roAwntf ,  pennated. 
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2812.  RHODOME'LA.  Ag.  Rhodomela. 15279  dentate  Ag.  toothed  flat  branched 
lycopodium-like  coralloid brownish        finely  branch, 
amphibious  feathery 
Pine-like  acicular 

15280  lycopodioldes  Ag. 
15281  subfusca  Ag. 
15282  scorpioides  As. 
15283  pinastroides  Ag. 

Sp.  5—21. sum.    OLBr  sea  shore 
OLBr  ocean OLBr  ocean 
R.Pu  ocean Br  ocean 

4 
6  sum. 6  sum. 
4  sum. 
3  sum. 

3313.  CHON'DRIA. 15284  pusllla  Hook. 15285  pinnatifida  Ag. 
15286  obtfisa  Ag. 
15287  ovalis  Ag. 
15288  dasyphf  fla  Ag. 
15289  tenuSssima  Ag. 
15290  clavell6sa  Ag. 
15291  Kaliformis  Ag. 
15292  articulate  Ag. 

Ag.  Chondria. dwarf 
Pepper  dulse blunt 
oval 
thick-leaved slender 
clavellose 
Kaliform 
jointed 

entangled 
bushy 
bushy 

rigid  branch. 
Sedum-like 
asparagoid 
gelatinous coralloid much  bracch. 

Sp.9— 38. c  sum.  Psh sum. 
sum. sum. 

marine  roc. 
Psh  ocean 
Y.Pk  ocean 
Br  ocean 

2314.  SPH-EROCOC'CUS.  Ag.  SpasRococcus. 15293  rfiber  Ag.  red  tufts 

6 
4 
4 
4  all  sea.  Pu  ocean 
6  all  sea.  Pa.  01  ocean 
9  ]L  aug.  Pa.pk  ocean 5  june     Dl.P  ocean 6  sum.    R.Pk  ocean 

Sp.  17—128. 4  wint    Psh  ocean 

15294  Brodiae'i  Ag. 
15295  membranifolius  Ag. 
15296  palmette  Ag. 
15297  crfspus  Ag. 
15298  mammillosus  Ag. 
15299  ciliatus  Ag. 

ji  pal  mat  us  Ag. 

rjubatus  Ag. angistus  Ag. 
t  spinosus  Ag. 

15300  gigartinus  Ag. 
15301  c6rneus  Ag. 

(3  pinndtus  Ag. 
y  pulchellus  Ag. 6  Nereideus  Ag. 
e  clavtfer  Ag. 

15302  cartilaginous  Ag. 
15303  cor6nopifolius  Ag. 
15304  laciniatus  Ag. 
15305  Mfidus  Ag. 
15306  cristatus  Ag. 
15307  confervoides  Ag. 
15308  plicatus  Ag. 
15309  purpurascens  Ag. 
2315.  HALYME'NIA. 15310  renif6rmis  Ag. 

15311  edulis  Ag. 
,3  media  Ag. 

15312  palmate  Ag. 
/3  margintfera  Ag. y  sarniensis  Ag. 

15313  ligulate  Ag. 
15314  furceUata  Ag. 
15315  opuntia  Ag. 
13516  purpurascens  Ag. 

Brodie's membranous 
Palmetto crisp 

tea ted ciliated 
palmated mailed 
narrow spiny 
branched 
corneous 
pinnated pretty 
graceful club-bearing 
cartilaginous 
buckshorn-lvd. 

proliferous      4  su.au.  Psh  ocean 

jagged bifid crested 
conferva-like 

plaited purplish 
Ag.  Dulse. reniform 
true 
intermediate 
common 
margined Guernsey 
strap-shaped 
forked Indian  Fig 

purple 

branched 
flat  branched 
branched 
branched 
flat lobed 
flat  lobed 
finely  cut 
finely  cut 
finely  cut 
coralloid 
finely  pinnat. finely  pinnat 
finely  pinnat 
finely  pinnat 
finely  pinnat 
finely  pinnat. rigid  bushy 
flat lobed 

bushy  lobed small  tuft 
much  branch, 
coarse  bush 
thinly  branc. 

broad  leaves 
broad  leaves 
broad  leaves 
broad  leaves 
broad  leaves 
broad  leaves 
lobed  fronds 
much  lobed 
matted 
much  branch. 

oc.  jan. 
sum. s.  my. 
all  sea. 
wint wint. 
wint. 
wint wint 
all  sea. 3  sum. 

3  sum. 
3  sum. 
3  sum. 3  sum. 8  all  sea. 6  sum. 

R.Pu  ocean 
Dl.P  sea  shore 
RBr  ocean R.Br  ocean 
RBr  ocean 
RBr  sea  shore 
RBr  sea  shore 
RBr  sea  shore 
RBr  sea  shore 
RBr  sea  shore 
dp.pk  ocean 
dp.pk  sea  shore 
dp.pk  sea  shore 
dp.pk  sea  shore dp.pk  sea  shore dLBr  ocean 
Dp.R  ocean 

3  f.  may  Pk  ocean 
2  f.  may  pu.pk  sea  shore 
]  I  sum.    Pk  ocean 6  autwi.  01.  G  ocean 
3  all  sea.  Ol.Br  ocean 
6  all  sea.  Pa.  Y  ocean 

Sjo.7— 21. 8  aut.     R      sea  shore 
8  aut.     D1.R  ocean 
8  aut.     R      sea  shore 
8  oc.  ap.  psh. R  ocean 8  wint    Pu  ocean 
8  wint    Pu     sea  shore 
4  wint    Pu  ocean 
3  wint.    Pu  ocean 
1  sp.  aut  Pa.pu  ocean 6  sum.    Psh  ocean 

Eng.  hot.  1 1241.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1. 1163.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 1164.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 1428.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 1042.  Fucus 
Greville  crypt  t79 
Eng.  bot  1  1202.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1. 1201.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 711.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 847.  Fucus Eng.  bot  1. 1882.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1. 1203.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  t.  640.  Fucus Eng.  bot.  1. 1574.  Fucus 

Eng.  bot.  1 1053.  Fucus 

Lyngb.  hydrop.  dan.  t3 
Turn,  fuci,  1 74.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 1120.  Fucus Turn,  fuci,  t.  216.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 1054.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 1069.  Fucus 

Lin.trans.3.t.l7.f.2.ii'MC. 

Eng.  bot  1 908.  Fucus Eng.  bot  1 1970.  Fucus Turn,  fuci,  t.  257.  f.  d. Turn,  fuci,  1 257.  f.  p. 
Turn,  fuci,  t  257.  f.  9 
Eng.  bot  1 1477.  Fucus ' Eng.  bot  1 1478.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 1068.  Fucus 
'Eng.  bot  1 773.  Fucus 
Greville  crypt  t.  85 
Eng.  bot  1 1668.  Fucus Eng.  bot.  1. 1089.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 1243.  Fucus 

Turn,  fuci.t  113.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  t  1307.  Fucus Turn,  fuci,  t  113.  f.  g. 
Rb.t  1306.  F.  pal  mat  us Steckhouse,  fuci,  t  12 
Turn,  fuci,  t  44.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 421.  Viva 
Eng.  bot.  t.  1881.  Viva E.  bot.tl868.  Rivularia 
Eng.  bot  t  641.  Viva 

2316.  BONNEMAISO'NIA.  Ag  Bonnemaisonia. 15317  asparagoides  Ag.      Asparag.  -like  finely  branch. Sp.  1—3. 4  jl.  to  n.  Dl.pu  sea  shore      Eng.  bot.  t.  571.  Fucus 

,15286, 

15285 History,  Vse,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2312.  Rhodomela.   From  poSos,  red,  and  /mXos,  a  limb ;  in  allusion  to  the  color  of  the  fronds. 
2313.  Chondria.  The  fronds  of  this  genus  are  particularly  cartilaginous,  on  which  account  its  name  has  been 

formed  from  xe»Sj«j,  cartilage.   C.  pinnatifida  is  eaten  in  Scotland ;  it  has  a  pungent  flavor. 
2314.  Spheerococcus.  From  tfctif*,  an  orb,  and  xtxxot,  fruit  The  theca?  of  the  genus  are  round,  and  con- 

tain a  globose  nucleus  full  of  round  sporidia. 
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15279  Frond  flat  obsoletely  ribb.  alternately  bipirmatifld,  Pinnte  linear  cuneate,  Pinnules  cut,  Thecae  urceolate 15280  Stem  filiform  covered  with  setaceous  densely  imbricated  ramenta 
15281  Frond  filiform  much  branched,  Branchlets  setaceous  subulate  pinnate  fascicled 
15282  Frond  filiform  attennuate  flexuose  branched,  Branches  bipinnate :  upper  involute 
15283  Frond  filiform  equal,  Ramenta  simple  about  one-sided  clustered  involute 

15284  Frond  compres.  filif.  somew.  contract,  here  and  there,  Fructif.  either  min.  tuberc.  or  scatter,  spor.  in  ramuli 
15285  Frond  compressed  2-3-pinnate,  Pinnae  alternate,  Pinnules  obtuse  callous 
15286  Frond  round  filiform  many-times  pinnated,  Pinnae  opposite  cylindrical  clavate  short  horizontal 
15287  Stem  roundish  filiform  dichotomous,  Ramenta  elliptical  scattered  much  attenuated  at  base 
15288  Stem  round  filiform  much  branched,  Ramenta  clavate  much  attenuated  at  base 
15289  Stem  round  filiform  irregularly  branched,  Ramenta  setaceous  much  tapered  at  base 
15290  Stem  filiform  much  pinnated,  Ramenta  linear-lanceolate  distichous  tapering  at  base 15291  Frond  filiform  contracted  in  joints  tubular,  Branches  whorled 
15292  Frond  filiform  chain-like  in  joints  tubular,  Branches  fastigiate  dichotomous  and  whorled 

15293  Stem  scarcely  any,  Lamina;  chained  obsoletely  ribbed  cuneate  2-forked  or  lanceolate,  Thecae  rugose  ses- sile in  the  disk  of  the  frond 
15294  Stem  filiform  somewhat  dichotomous,  Branches  terminating  in  oblong  2-forked  somewhat  proliferous 

laminae,  Thecal  spherical  subulate  terminal 
15295  Stem  filiform  dichotom.  Branches  expanded  in  cuneiform  multifid  laminae,  Thecae  stalked  ovate  cauline 
15296  Stem  filif.  nearly  simple  expanded  into  a  cuneif.  palm,  laminae :  segm.  ligulate,  Thecae  hemisph.  sess.  in  disk 
15297  Frond  fiat  dichotomous,  Segments  linear-cuneiform,  Thecae  hemispherical  sess.  on  the  disk  of  the  frond 15298  Frond  somew.  channel,  dichotom.  Segm.  lin.  cuneif.  Thecae  spheric,  scatter,  on  short  stalks  on  disk  of  frond 
15299  Frond  membran.  leathery  fiat  somew.  lane  somew.  branched  ciliat.  Ciliae  subulate  bearing  thecae  at  end 

15300  Frond  cartilagin.  compressed  lin.  somew.  dichotom.  Segm.  ciliated,  Ciliae  bear,  thecae  either  at  sides  or  ends 
15301  Frond  cartilagin.  corneous  distich,  branched,  Segm.  compressed  flat  linear  bipinn.  Pinnae  opp.  spread,  obt 

15302  Frond  cartilagin.  filif.  compress,  decomp.  pinnated,  Pinnae  horizontal  altera.  Pinnules  bearing  thecae  at  end 
15303  Frond  cartilaginous  much  branched  dichotomous  pinnated,  Segments  tapered  at  base :  lower  compresed 

2-edged ;  the  last  furcate  acute 15301  Frond  cartilaginous  membranaceous  dichotomous  or  palmate,  Segments  obtuse  somewhat  proliferous, 
Theca  immersed  in  minute  unequal  processes 

15305  Frond  membranous  dichotomous,  Theca  spherical  marginal  sessile 
15306  Frond  membranous  dichotomous,  Segm.  linear :  upper  palmate  crested  entire,  Theca  margin,  immersed 
15307  Frond  cartilagin.  round  filif.  Branch,  long  simp,  surround,  by  little  branch.  Theca  hemispher.  sess.  scatter. 
15308  Frond  filif.  corneous  rigid  equal  with  en  tang,  branches,  Branches  horizontal  1-sided  cluster,  forked  at  end 
15309  Fronds  filif.  much  branch.  Branch!,  setaceous  tapered  at  each  end  setae.  Theca  speric.  attach,  to  branch!. 

15310  Stem  filiform  dilated  into  a  cartilaginous  reniform  or  orbicular  entire  frond 
15311  Frond  fleshy  flat  simple  cuneiform  tapered  at  base  into  the  footstalk  rounded  at  end 
15312  Frond  coriaceous  flat  palmate  entire,  Segments  cuneate  oblong  nearly  simple 

15313  Frond  membranous  tubular  flat  dichotomous,  Axillae  rounded,  Segments  linear  narrow  by  degrees 
sending  out  from  the  margin  many  simple  ramenta 

15314  Frond  gelatinous  coriaceous  dichotomous,  Segments  filiform :  end  membranous  dilated  elliptical  lanceoL 15315  Frond  filiform  with  contracted  articulations 
15316  Frond  subgelatinous  filiform,  Branches  remote  long,  Sporules  naked  in  the  substance  of  the  branches 

15317  Frond  filiform  compressed  much  branched,  Branchlets  setaceous  distichous  simple  pectinate  on  each  side 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2315.  Halymenia.  From  ku,  the  sea,  and  vtuv,  a  membrane.  Marine  plants  with  flat  or  tubular  mem- branous fronds.  H.  edulis  is  the  true  Dulse,  and  H.  palmata  the  common  Dulse,  both  of  which  are  eaten  in Scotland. 
2316.  Bonnemaisonia.  So  called  in  honor  of  M.  Bonnemaison.  a  French  cryptogamic  botanist,  who  particu- larly attended  to  Confervas.  v 
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2317.  DELESSE'RIA. 
15318  sangu'inea  Ag. 15319  ruscifolia  Ag. 
15320  hypogl6ssum  Ag. 
15321  aKta  Ag. 

fidilat&ta  Ag. 
y  angustissima  Ag. 

15322  plocamium  Ag. 
15323  lacerata  Ag. 
15324  punctata  Ag. 

As.  Delesseria. 
Blood-colored  bushy ruscus-leaved  flat  lobed 
proliferous  tufts winged 
dilated 
very  narrow scarlet 
torn dotted 

Sp.  7—24. 6  ja.  my.  Fi.  Pk  ocean 4  ja.  fob.  Ri.pu  ocean 
3  j n.  sep.  Ri.pk  ocean 
6  jan.au.  dp.pk  ocean 
6  jan.au.  dp.pk  sea  shore 

finely  branch.  6  jan.au.  dp.pk  sea  shore 
finely  branch.  4  eu.au t  dp.pk  ocean 
nearly  simple  6  jL  oct  Pa.R  ocean 
very  tender     4  sum.    Bt.pk  sea  shore 

finely  branch, finely  branch, 

Eng.  bot  t  1041.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 1395.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  t  1396.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  t.  1387.  Fucus 

K  b.  1. 1242.  F.  coccincus 
Eng.  bot  t  1067.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1  1573.  Fucus 

FUCOIDEM. 

2318.  LEMA'NEA.  Ag. 15325  fluvifitilis  Ag. 
$  media  Ag. 

15326  torulosa  Ag. 

Lemanea. 
fluviatile 
intermediate 
torulose 

lax  tufts 
lax  tufts 
tufts 

Sp.2-^5. 6  sum.    Dl  G  stones  in  riv. 
6  sum. 4  aut DLG  rivers 

DLG  rivers 
2319.  CHORD A'RI  A.  Ag.  Chordaria. 15327  Sagelliformis  Ag.     flageUiform     long  masses 

2320.  SCYTOSI'PHON.  Ag.  Scytosiphon. 

Sp.  1—5. sum.    Ol.G  ocean 

15328  filum  Ag. 
6  Thrix  Ag. 
y  foment osus  Ag. 
S  fistulSsus  Ag. 15329  fseniculaceus  Ag. 

cord 
hair downy 

fistular fennel-leaved 

simple 
simple 
simple simple 

Sp.  2. 
240  sum. 
24  sum. 60  sum. 

120  sum. 

Br.Ol  ocean 
Br.Ol  ocean 
Br.Ol  sea  shore 
Br.Ol  ocean 

2321.  SPOROCH'NDS.  Ag.  Sporochnib. 15330  pedunculatus  Ag. 
15931  aculeatus  .Ag. 
15332  vlridis  Ag. 
15333  villosus  Ag. 
15334  rhizodes  Ag. 

fi  major  Ag. 15335  ligulatus  Ag. 
2322.  HALI'SERIS.  Ag. 15336  polypodioktcs  Ag. 
232a  ENCOZ'LIUM.  Ag.  Encoslium. 15337  bulldsum  Ag.  blistered 

stalked  downy 
aculeate  much  branch, 
green  very  finely  br. villous  downy 
waited  smth.  branch. 
large  smth.  branch, ligulate  much  branch. 
Hamseris. 

polypodi.-like  flat  branched 

Sp.  6—14. 6  sum.    Lt.  G  sea  shore 
24  sp.  8u.  Ol.G  ocean 18  sum.    Ol.G  ocean 
6  sum.    Pa.Y  sea  shore 
2  sum.    Y.Br  ocean 
3  sum.  Y.Br  ocean 

48  sum.    Ol.G  ocean 

simple  tubul. 
2324.  ZONA'RIA.  Ag. 15338  pavonia  Ag. 

15339  dichotoma  Ag. 
15340  multifida  Ag. 

ZONARIA. 
Turkey  feath.  flat  lobed dichotomous  branched 
multifid  flat  cut 

2325.  L  AMIN  A'RI  A.  Ag.  Laminaria. 15341  agSrum  Ag.  perforated  large  masses 
15342  esculenta  Ag.  esculent  large  masses 
15343  digitata  Ag.  digitate  large  masses 
15344  bulbosa  Ag.  bulbous  large  masses 
15345  saccharina  Ag.  saccharine  large  masses 

fi  buliata  Ag.  blistered  large  masses 
15346  phyRitis  Ag.  tender  simple 

Sp.  1-5. 
6  all  sea.  OLG  ocean 

Sp.  1—4. 6  sum.    OLG  sea  coast 

Sp.  3— 34. 3  sum.    Br.G  ocean 
4  sum.  OLG  ocean 
3  aug.     Pa.  Ol  ocean 

Sp.6— 25. 60  sum    Br  ocean 
60  sum.    Br  ocean 
60  all  sea.  OLG  ocean 
60  all  sea.  OI.Br  ocean 
48  all  sea.  OLG  ocean 
48  all  sea.  OLG  ocean 
12  sum.    BtG  ocean 

15324 

E.  bot  1 1763.  Conferva 
Act  holm.  1814. 1 2.  f  1 

Eng.  bot  t  1222.  Fucus 

Turn,  fuci,  t  86.  Fucus Stackh.fuci.tl2.  Fucus 
Lyng.hydroph.dan.t.19 Eng.  bot  t  642.  Viva Tu.fuci,t234.  F.subtilis 

Eng.  bot  t.  545.  Fucus Turn,  fuci,  tl87.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  1 1669.  Fucus Eng.bot.t.546.  Conferva 
Lyngb.  hydrop.dan.t.13 E.b.tl688.  C.  verrucosa 
Eng.  bot  1 1636.  Fucus 

E.b.tl758.  F.  mcmbran. 

E.b.t2570.  U.  Turner* 

Eng.  bot.  t.  1276.  Ulva 
Eng:  bot  t  774.  Ulva 
Eng.  bot  1 1913.  Ulva 
Turn,  fuci, 
Eng.  bot  t Eng.  bot  t. 
Eng.  bot  t Turn,  fuci, 
E.b.tl376. 
Eng.  bot.  t 

t  75.  Fucus 1759.  Fucus 
9Sn\.  Fucus 
1760.  Fucus tl63.  Fucus F.  sacchari. 1331.  Fucus 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2317.  Delesseria.  The  most  beautiful  of  the  Fucus  tribe,  so  named  in  honor  of  M.  Benjamin  Delessert,  a 

distinguished  French  patron  of  botany ;  and  now  holding  the  same  station  among  the  scientific  men  of  Paris, 
as  was  lately  occupied  in  London  by  Sir  Joseph  Banks. 

2318.  Lemanea.  Named  in  honor  of  M.  Reman,  a  French  botanist,  who  possessed  a  considerable  knowledge 
of  Algae.  This  genus  is  the  puzzle  of  writers  upon  Algae.  It  differs  from  all  the  Nostochime  in  its  sub- 

stance, being  in  no  way  gelatinous,  and  in  its  compound  structure,  and  separate  fruit ;  from  Confervoides  it  is 
distinguished  by  its  continuous  frond,  olivaceous  color,  and  leathery  texture.  To  Fucoideae  it  most  nearly 
related  in  color,  substance,  and  structure,  but  it  is  akin  to  no  other  genus,  and  its  habits  are  entirely  different 
from  those  of  Fucoideae ;  the  species  being  all  found  floating  in  fresh  water. 

2319.  Chordaria.  So  called  from  the  cord-like  appearance  of  the  species. 
2320.  Scytosiphon.  The  fronds  of  this  genus  are  tubular  and  coriaceous ;  whence  the  name  has  been  con- 

trived, from  ffxwro;,  leather,  and  mtpon,  a  siphon. 
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15318  Stem  distinct,  Leaves  ovate  stalked  entire  costate,  Nerves  transverse  parallel 
15319  Stem  winged,  Leaves  linear  oblong  subsessile  proliferous  from  the  costa,  Veins  diaphanous  nearly  parallel 
15320  Stem  winged,  Leaves  linear-lanceolate  costate  reinless  proliferous  from  the  mibrib  netted 
15321  Frond  ribbed  obsoletely  nerved  linear  dichotomous  alternately  pinna tifid  towards  end,  Pinnae  rather  1  ingul 

15322  Frond  pinnated  dichotomous  much  branched,  Last  branches  falcate  inwards  and  pectinate 
15323  Frond  very  fine  linear  irregularly  split  entire  at  end,  Segments  rounded  at  end  not  veined,  Sori  marginal 
15324  Frond  very  thin  veinless  roundish  irregularly  split  at  the  end,  Sori  on  the  disk  of  the  frond 

FUCOIDEJE. 

15325  Filaments  simple  papillose,  Papillae  usually  ternate,  Articulations  5  times  as  long  as  broad 
jS  Branched  torulose  in  a  moniliform  manner  here  and  there 

15326  Filaments  simple  moniliform  incurved  1-colored 

15327  Frond  much  branched,  Branchlets  virgate  somewhat  distichous  spreading  at  base 

15328  Frond  quite  simple 

15329  Frond  setaceous  branched  in  an  irregular  manner 

15330  Recept.  elliptical  lateral  as  long  as  peduncle 
15331  Branches  spiny  alternate 
15332  Frond  many  times  pinnated,  Pinnae  opposite  capillary 
15333  Frond  many  times  pinnated  nodose,  Pinnae  opposite,  Nodi  villous 
15334  Frond  irregularly  branched,  torulose  and  rugose  in  every  direction 

15335  Frond  flat  membranous  scarcely  nerved  bipinnate,  Pinnae  and  pinnules  opp.  I'm. -lane,  tapering  at  base 
15336  Frond  linear  dichotomous  entire,  Sori  heaped  about  the  costa 

15337  Frond  inflated  clavate 

15338  Fronds  reniform  flabelliform  smooth  membranous,  Zones  concentric 
15339  dichotomous  entire,  Segments  erect  linear  rounded  blunt,  Thecae  scattered  on  the  disk 
15340  Frond  dichotomous  entire,  Segments  long  slender  acute 

15341  Stalk  running  through  the  lamina  which  is  riddled  with  holes 
15342  Stalk  winged  with  pinnae  and  running  through  the  ensiform  lamina 
15343  Stalk  round  expanded  into  a  roundish  digitate  split  entire  lamina 
15344  Root  inflated-bulbous,  Stalk  fiat  expanded  into  a  digitate  split  entire  lamina 
15345  Stalk  compressed  expanded  into  an  entire  linear-oblong  laminae 
15346  Stalk  compressed  expanded  into  a  thin  linear-lanceolate  entire  lamina 

15328  »       1/1/    \W15332„,,  ,  \ti MiWy/mjf       /I  15335 15338  15337 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2321.  Sporochnus.  The  meaning  of  this  word  is  not  explained.  The  genus  is  lemarkable  for  the  nature  of 

the  reproductive  organs,  which  consist  of  a  minute  receptacle  formed  by  some  clavate  corpuscles,  which  are jointed  and  arranged  in  a  concentrical  manner,  and  crowned  with  tufts  of  hair. 
2322.  Haliseris.  This  name  literally  signifies  sea-cabbage ;  from  k\t,  the  sea,  and  etfie,  a  sort  of  cabbage. The  broad  membranous  fronds  are  not  unlike  the  leaves  of  cabbage. 
2323.  Encoelium.   From  u,  within,  and  xoiXas ,  hollow.   The  fronds  are  all  tubular  and  bladdery. 
2324.  Zonaria.  Beautiful  marine  plants  marked  with  transverse  zones  of  lines,  in  which  the  organs  of  re- production are  supposed  to  exist. 
2325.  Laminaria.  The  reproductive  organs  of  this  genus  are  situated  in  the  form  of  large  sori  upon  the 

lamina  of  the  frond.  L  esculenta  is  eaten  in  Scotland,  where  it  is  called  Badderlxxks.  From  L  saccharina, 
when  dried  in  the  sun,  exudes  a  dry  white  sweetish  substance,  which  is  eaten  as  sugar  by  the  poor  inhabitants 
of  Iceland.   L.  buccinalis  furnishes  the  singular  vegetable  production  called  the  sea-trumpet 3  P 
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2326.  LICHI'NA.  Ag. 
15347  pygmae'a  Ag. 
15348  confi'nis  Ag. 
2327.  FURCELL A'RI  A. 15349  fastigiita  Ag. 
2328.  FU'CUS.  L. 15350  nodosus  L. 

fi  Mackaii  Turn. 15351  vesiculosus  L. 
f3  longi/r actus  Ag. y  linearis  Ag. 15352  ceranoides  L. 

15353  dis'tichus  L. 15354  serratus  L. 
15355  canaliculars  L. 
15356  tuberculous  Esp. 
15357  16reus  L. 

Lichinv  Sp.  2. 
pygmy           small  patches  £  sum. allied             small  patches  7|  sum. 
./.IT.  FURCELLARIA. 

G.B1 
G.B1 

roc.  on  se.  co.  Eng.  bot  1. 1332.  Focus 
roc.  on  se.  co.  Eng.  bot.  t.2575.  Lichen 

fastigiate 
Focus, knotty 

Mackay's bladdery 
long-fruited linear 
horn-like distichous 
serrated 
channelled 
waited 
strap-like 

Sp.l. 
much  branch.  9  autsp.  R.01  ocean 

leathery  bran.  36 
leathery  bran.  24 loose  masses  34 
loose  masses  24 loose  masses  24 
bushy  12 bushy  12 masses  36 
small  masses  6 branch,  wart.  6 
masses  36 

Sp.  8—18. dec.  01.G 
dec.  D.Br 
sp.  8u.  01.G 
sp.  su.  OLG 
sp.  su.  OLG 
sp.  su.  OLG 
sp.  su.  01.  G sp.  au.  D.Ol 
sp.  au.  Y.Ol 
june  Y.Ol sum.  D.Ol 

2329.  CYSTOSE'IRA. 15358  ericoides  Ag. 
15359  barbfita  Ag. 
15360  dis'cors  Ag. 15361  fibrosa  Ag. 
15362  siliqu6sa  Ag. 

(i  minor  Ag. 
y  denuddta  Ag. 

Ag.  Cystoseira. heath-like  coralloid bearded variable 
fibrous 

podded small naked 

much  branch, 
bushy 

bush,  deform, loose  masses 
loose  masses 
loose  masses 

ocean 
ocean ocean 
ocean 
ocean 
ocean 
ocean ocean 
ocean ocean 
ocean 

Sp.5— 45. 6  su  .au.  OLBr  ocean 
6  su.au.  Ol.  Br  ocean 
6  su.  wi.  Ol.  Br  ocean 
6  su.  wi.  Ol.Br  ocean 

24  au.  sp.  D.Ol  ocean 
8  au.  sp.  D.Ol  ocean 

24  au.  sp.  D.Ol  ocean 15345 

E.b.t.824.  F.  lumbricalis 

Eng.  bot.  t.  570 
Eng.  bot  t 1927 
Eng.  bot  1 1056 
Esper  fuci,  t.  146 
Eng.  bot.  t.2115 Turner  fuci,  t  4 
Eng.  bot  t.  1221 
Eng.  bot  t  823 Eng.  bot  t.  726 
Eng.  bot  t.  569 

Eng.  bot.  t.  1968.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 2179.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot  t.  2131.  Fucus 
Eng.  bot.  1 1969.  Fucus Turn,  fuci,  1. 159.  Fucus 
Stackh.  fuci,t  11.  Fucus 

'15347 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2326.  Lichina.  So  called  in  allusion  to  its  supposed  convertibility  into  some  one  of  the  Lichen  tribe.  Sir 

James  Smith  has  made  one  species  a  Lichen  and  the  other  a  Fucus. 
2327.  Furcellaria.    Named  on  account  of  the  dichotomous  forked  mfurcellate  arrangement  of  the  fronds. 
2328.  Fucus.  So  called  by  the  Greeks.  In  Latin,  the  word  signifies  paint  of  any  kind ;  a  pigment  staining 

red  is  afforded  by  certain  species  of  Fucus.  Fucus  vesiculosus  is  much  employed  in  the  manufacture  of  kelp. 
It  is  common  in  great  variety  upon  all  the  sea-coasts  of  these  islands.  It  is  known  at  first  sight  by  its  spherical 
vesicles  filled  with  air.  When  the  plant  is  dried,  it  becomes  brittle,  and  of  a  dull  black  color,  and  sometimes 
it  is  covered  with  a  saline  efflorescence.  Medically  it  is  considered  deobstruent,  and  has  been  found  efficacious 
in  scrofulous  swellings.    (Thorn.  Land.  Disp.  308.) 
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15347  Frond  flat  with  spherical  tubercles 
15348  Frond  roundish  with  elliptical  tubercles 

15349  The  only  species 

15350  Stem  compressed  here  and  there  inflated  with  internal  vesicles,  Receptacles  lateral  distic.  stalk,  pyriform 
15351  Frond  flat  ribbed  lin.  dichotom.  entire,  Vesicles  spherical  innate  upon  frond  in  pairs,  Recept.  term,  elliptical 

15352  Frond  lin.  costate  ent.  somew.  dichotom.  without  vesicles,  Lateral  segm.  narrowest  multif.  fruit-bearing 
15353  Frond  linear  entire  dichotomous  without  vesicles  ribbed,  Receptacles  linear-elliptical 
15354  Frond  dichotomous  ribbed  serrated,  Recept  solitary  flat  serrated 
15355  Frond  linear  nerveless  channelled  dichotomous,  Recept.  terminal 
15356  Frond  filiform  somewhat  dichotomous,  Recept.  terminal  cylindrical 
15357  Cup  radic.  circular  plano-convex  emitt  from  its  centre  a  frond  terminat  in  a  very  long  dichotom.  recept. 

15358  Lvs.  densely  spiny  all  over,  Vesic.  ellipt.  somew.  term,  crown,  solit.  Recept.  warty  from  inflat  base  of  spines 15359  Lvs.  filiform  dichotom.  unarmed,  Vesicles  lanceolate  chained,  Recept  terminal  ovate  ellipt  mucronate 
15360  Lower  leaves  thin  costate  pinnate.  Pinna?  lanceolate  crenulate,  Vesicles  lanceolate  somewhat  solitary 
15361  Lvs.  unarmed  filif.  much  branched,  Vesicles  innate  ovate-elliptical  somew.  chained,  Recept  filif.  terminal 
15362  Stem  compressed  pinnated,  Leaves  distichous  flat  linear  entire,  some  bearing  vesicles,  others  receptacles 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
For  rural  economy,  this  and  other  species  of  Fucus  are  burned  for  their  ashes,  which  produce  the  kelp  or 

potash  of  commerce.  On  those  shores  of  the  sea  where  these  plants  do  not  abound,  and  where  the  water  is 
sufficiently  saline,  the  different  species  of  fuci  are  raised  artificially,  by  depositing  stones  at  regular  distances, 
on  which  the  fuci  spring  up  of  themselves,  and  in  four  years  yield  a  crop  fit  for  cutting.  Those  who  are 
interested  on  this  subject  will  find  ample  information  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Highland  Society  of  Scotland 
(vol.  viii.),  and  in  Headrick's  Survey  of  Forfarshire.  A  condensed  view  of  what  is  known  on  the  subject  will be  found  in  the  Encyclopaedia  of  Agriculture  in  loco. 
2329.  Cystoseira.  From  xuerie,  a  bladder,  and  <ru°«,,  a  chain.  The  upper  parts  of  the  frond  have  the  appear- ance of  little  bladders  chained  together. 

3  PS 
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Reproductive  organs  uniform.    Sporules  deposited  in  receptacles  of  various  forms,  distinct  in  substance  from  the 
thai  I  us  or  frond,  which  is  either  pulverulent,  crustaceous,  membranous,  foliaceous,  or  branched  and  shrub-like. 

This,  Algae,  and  the  collateral  order  Fungi,  may  be  said  to  exhibit  the  lowest  stage  of  vegetable  developement, 
and  to  contain  the  simplest  forms  of  which  plants  are  susceptible.  Indeed  it  seems  that  each  is  resolved  into 
the  other  when  in  the  least  stage  of  composition.  Of  this  order,  the  lowest  tribe,  Pseudo-Lichenes,  are  con- 

sidered Fungi  by  some  authors,  and  have  been  formed  into  a  distinct  order  by  others,  under  the  name  of 
Hypoxyla.    Here  it  seems  best  to  consider  them  Lichens. 
The  fructification  is  usually  in  the  form  of  shields  or  cup-like  receptacles  [a),  dispersed  over  the  surface  of  the 

frond  or  thallus  (b),  and  bearing  various  names  according  to  their  nature.  Apothecia  is  the  common  term  used  to 
designate  the  fructification.  Podetia  are  the  stalk-like  processes  of  the  frond  (c),  which  bear  the  apothecia  on 
their  summit  Scyphx  are  cup-like  apothecia.  Cyphellts  are  pale  tubercular  spots  on  the  under  side  of  the 
frond.  Lacuna  are  small  hollows  or  pits  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  frond.  Soredia  are  little  heaps  of  free, 
pulverulent  bodies,  mostly  of  a  whitish  color,  placed  on  various  parts  of  the  frond  (e).  Pulvinuli  are  spongy,  ex- 

crescence-like bodies  arising  from  the  frond,  and  often  resembling  minute  trees.  Nucleus  proligerus,  or  kernel, 
is  a  distinct  cartilaginous  body  coming  out  entire  from  the  apothecia,  and  containing  sporules.  Lamina 
proligera  is  a  distinct  body  containing  the  sporules,  separating  from  the  apothecia,  often  very  convex  and 
variable  in  form,  and  mostly  dissolving  into  a  gelatinous  mass.  The  arrangement  of  Acharius,  which  is  the 
most  celebrated,  is  here  followed. 

Tribe  I.  IDIOTHALAMI. 
Apothecia  differing  in  color  from  the  rest  of  the  plant,  and  formed  of  a  distinct  substance. 

I  1.  Apothecia  simple,  entirely  formed  of  a  sub-uniform,  pulverulent,  or  cartilaginous  substance.  Homogemt. 
*  Apothecia  destitute  of  a  raised  margin. 

2330.  Spiloma.  Plant  crustaceous,  spreading,  plane,  adnate,  uniform.  Apothecia  composed  of  minute  bo- 
dies, collected  into  a  compact,  homogeneous,  subpulverulent,  naked,  and  shapeless  colored  mass. 

2331.  Solorina.  Plant  foliaceous,  coriaceous,  lobed,  separate  beneath,  and  veiny  or  fibrous  with  down.  Re. 
cept  adnate,  roundish,  not  edged,  covered  by  a  colored  membrane,  and  containing  a  solid,  cellular,  bladdery 
parenchyma. **  Apothecia  with  a  raised  border. 

2332.  Lecidea.  Plant  various,  crustaceous,  spreading,  adnate,  and  uniform  or  foliaceous.  Apothecia  scutel- 
liform,  sessile,  surrounded  by  a  cartilaginous  membrane ;  the  disk  of  the  same  nature  as  the  raised  border. 

3333.  Calicium.  Plant  crustaceous,  plane,  spreading,  adnate,  uniform.  Apothecia  cup-shaped,  sessile,  or 
stipitate,  cartilaginous,  containing  a  compact  pulverulent  mass,  plane  or  convex,  and  forming  a  naked  disk. 

2334.  Gyrophora.  Plant  foliaceous,  coriaceous,  or  cartilaginous,  peltate,  mostly  monophyllous,  free  beneath. 
Apothecia  subscutelliform,  sessile,  or  adnate,  covered  with  a  black  cartilaginous  membrane;  the  disk  warty  or 
plaited  in  circles,  and  bordered. 

\  2.  Apothecia  subsimple,  included,  formed  of  a  single  covering,  containing  a  capsular  body  or  nucleus. Hetebogenii. 
2335.  Endocarpon.  Plant  crustaceous,  adnate,  of  some  determinate  figure,  or  foliaceous  and  peltate.  Apo- 

thecia globose,  concealed  in  the  substance  of  the  plant,  surrounded  by  a  thin  membrane,  furnished  with  a 
slightly  prominent  orifice,  and  containing  a  nucleus. 

Tribe  II.  CCENOTHALAMI. 
Apothecia  partly  formed  from  the  substance  of  the  plant. 

$  1.  Apothecia  included  in  wart-like  processes,  formed  from  Vie  substance  of  the  plant.  Pbymatoidei. 
2336.  Thelotrema.  Plant  crustaceous,  cartilaginous,  plane,  spreading,  adnate,  uniform,  with  wart-like  recep- 

tacles, furnished  with  a  wide  pore,  and  bordered.  Apothecia  included,  and  containing  a  nucleus  within  a 
double  covering. 

2337.  Pyrenula.  Plant  crustaceous,  piano-expanded,  adnate,  uniform.  Recept.  wart-like,  formed  of  the 
thallus,  enclosing  or  surrounding  at  the  base  a  solitary  thalamium,  with  a  simple,  thick,  papillose  perithecium, 
containing  a  globose  cellular  nut. 

2338.  Fariolaria.  Plant  crustaceous,  plane,  spreading,  adnate,  uniform.  Apothecia  wart-like,  forme  from 
the  crust  (resembling  soredia),  submarginate,  white,  including  a  naked  nucleus. 
&  2.  Apothecia  scutelliform,  subsessile,  the  disk  of  a  peculiar  color  different  from  the  border,  which  is  formed  from the  crust.  Discoidei. 
2339.  Vrceolana.  Plant  crustaceous,  spreading,  adnate,  uniform.  Apothecia  shield -like,  the  disk  concave, 

colored,  immersed  in  the  crust ;  border  formed  from  the  crust,  and  the  same  color. 
2340.  Lecanora.  Plant  crustaceous,  spreading,  adnate,  plane,  uniform.  Apothecia  shield-like,  thick,  ad- 

nate, and  sessile,  the  disk  plano-convex,  colored ;  border  thickish,  somewhat  free,  formed  from  the  crust,  and the  same  color. 
2341.  Parmelia.  Plant  foliaceous,  between  coriaceous  and  membranaceous,  spreading,  appressed,  orbicular, 

lobed,  and  stellate,  variously  divided,  fibrous  beneath.  Apothecia  shield-like,  attached  by  a  central  point ;  the 
disk  concave,  colored,  with  a  border  formed  from  the  crust 
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2342.  Borrera.    Plant  cartilaginous,  branched,  and  laciniate,  the  segments  free,  channelled  beneath,  and  ci- 
liate  at  the  margin.    Apothecia  shield-like,  with  a  colored  disk ;  the  border  formed  from  the  frond. 

2343.  Cetraria.  Plant  cartilagino-membranaceous,  ascending  or  spreading,  lobed,  smooth,  and  naked  on 
both  sides.  Apothecia  shield-like,  obliquely  adnate  with  the  margin,  the  disk  colored,  plano-concave ;  border inflexed,  derived  from  the  frond. 

2344.  Sticta.  Plant  foliaceous,  coriaceo-cartilaginous,  spreading,  lobed,  free  and  pubescent  beneath,  with 
little  cavities  or  hollow  spots.  Apothecia  shield-like,  fixed  by  a  central  point,  the  disk  colored,  plane ;  border formed  from  the  crust. 

2345.  Pettidea.  Plant  foliaceous,  coriaceous,  spreading,  subadnate,  lobed,  with  woolly  veins  beneath.  Apo- thecia orbicular,  adnate,  on  produced  portions  of  the  frond,  the  disk  colored ;  border  very  thin,  formed  from the  frond. 
2346.  Nephroma.  Plant  foliaceous,  coriaceous,  membranous,  expanded,  lobed,  beneath  separate,  and  naked 

or  villous.  Recept  resupinate,  formed  of  the  ascending  lengthened  lobes  of  the  thallus.  Fertile  lamina  reni- 
form,  entirely  attached  to  the  thallus  and  its  lower  side,  and  surrounded  by  an  elevated  inflexed  margin. 

2547.  Roccella.  Plant  coriaceous,  cartilaginous,  branched,  laciniated,  round  or  flat,  erect  or  pendulous, 
woolly  inside.  Recept.  shield-like,  thick,  growing  into  the  thallus.  Fertile  lamina  forming  a  disk,  plano-con- 

vex, colored,  and  cartilaginous,  in  the  inside  hyaline,  and  of  a  similar  nature,  surrounded  by  a  margin,  which 
is  elevated,  sessile,  and  as  deep  as  the  disk,  and  which  contains  a  compact  black  powdery  mass,  which  is  hidden within  the  substance  of  the  thallus. 

2348.  Evernia.  Plant  branched,  laciniate,  angular,  or  compressed,  suberect  or  pendulous,  with  a  central 
filament  within.    Apothecia  shield-like,  sessile,  the  disk  concave,  colored;  border  formed  the  frond. 

§  3.  Apothecia  subglobose,  terminating  the  branches  or  podetia,  or  scattered,  sessile,  and  emarginate. Cephaloidei. 
*  Apothecia  covered  by  the  mass  of  the  fructification. 

£349.  Cenomyce.    General  receptacle  subcartilaginous,  foliaceous,  laciniate,  subimbricated,  free  (rarely  ad- 
nate, uniform,  or  wanting).    Apothecia  on  podetia,  orbicular,  immarginate  at  length,  capituliform,  bearing thick  colored  masses  of  fructification. 

2350.  Bceomyces.   Plant  crustaceous,  spreading,  plane,  adnate.  Apothecia  on  short,  soft,  solid,  simple  pode- 
tia, capituliform,  solid,  immarginate,  colored,  convex,  reflexed  at  the  margin. 

2351.  Isidium.  Plant  crustaceous,  plane,  spreading,  adnate,  uniform.  Apothecia  on  very  short  solid  pode- 
tia, orbicular,  convex,  solid,  terminal ;  the  disk  subimmersed,  having  a  border  formed  from  the  substance  of 

the  podetia. 
2352.  Stereocaulon.    Plant  shrubby,  cartilaginous,  branched.    Apothecia  turbinate,  sessile,  solid,  plane 

above,  at  length  subglobose,  with  a  border  formed  from  the  frond. 
**  Apothecia  clothed  with  the  substance  qf  the  frond,  and  containing  a  pulverulent  mass. 

2353.  Spharophoron.   Plant  cartilaginous,  fibrous  within,  solid,  shrubby,  branched.    Apothecia  sessile,  ter- 
minal, subglobose,  bursting  irregularly,  and  containing  a  black,  globular,  pulverulent  mass. 

Tribe  III.  HOMOTHALAMI. 
Apothecia  entirely  formed  of  the  substance  qf  the  frond,  and  of  a  similar  color. 

2354.  Alectoria.  Plant  cartilaginous,  subfiliform,  fibrous,  and  somewhat  fistulose  within,  branched,  prostrate, 
or  pendulous.    Apothecia  shield-like,  thick,  sessile,  bordered,  wholly  formed  from  the  frond. 

2355.  RamaUna.   Plant  cartilaginous,  fibrous,  and  nearly  solid  within,  branched,  somewhat  shrubby,  mostly 
sorediferous.    Apothecia  shield-like,  thick,  subpedicellate  and  subpeltate,  plane,  bordered,  wholly  formed  from  » the  substance  of  the  frond. 

2356.  Cornicularia.   Plant  cartilaginous,  fibrous,  and  nearly  solid  within,  branched,  shrubby.  Apothecia 
orbicular,  terminal,  obliquely  peltate,  at  length  convex,  somewhat  inflated :  the  border  dentate. 

2357.  Usnea.   Plant  much  branched,  filiform,  mostly  pendulous,  furnished  within  with  a  bundle  of  elastic 
fibres.    Apothecia  orbicular,  terminal,  peltate,  often  ciliate  at  the  border. 

2358.  Cottema.  Plant  subgelatinous,  homogeneous,  crustiform,  foliaceous,  or  somewhat  branched,  mem- 
branaceous or  cartilaginous  when  dry.  Apothecia  shield-like,  bordered,  formed  from  the  substance  of  the 

frond ;  the  disk  sometimes  differing  in  color  when  dried. 
Tribe  IV.  ATHALAMI. 

Lichens  destitute  qf  apothecia,  and  whose  fructification  is  unknown. 
2359.  Lepraria.   Whole  plant  crustaceo-pulverulent,  spreading,  adnate,  uniform.    Apothecia  unknown. 

Tribe  V.  PSEUDO-LICHEUES. 
Apothecia  black,  corneous,  imbedded  in  a  receptacle.   Sporules  in  slender  tubular  cells,  lying  in  a  pulp,  not 

spontaneously  emitted. 
2360.  Opegrapha.  Plant  crustaceous,  flat,  expanded,  adnate,  uniform.  Receptacle  oblong  and  elongated, 

sessile,  covered  with  a  cartilaginous  dark  membrane,  enclosing  a  solid  parenchyma.  Disk  linear,  edged  on each  side. 
2361.  Verrucaria.  Plant  crustaceous,  plane,  expanded,  adnate,  uniform.  Recept  hemispherical,  roundish 

at  the  base,  growing  into  the  thallus,  with  a  double  perithecium ;  exterior  somewhat  cartilaginous  and  thick, 
having  above  a  little  pimple  or  perforation ;  inner  very  fine,  and  membranous.    Kernel  cellular. 

2362.  Porina.  Plant  crustaceous,  cartilaginous,  piano-expanded,  adnate,  uniform.  Recept.  wart-likc, 
formed  out  of  the  thallus,  and  not  margined.  Thalamium  imbedded  in  the  substance  of  the  wart,  with  a 
simple  very  thin  perithecium,  and  a  colored  orifice  thicker  at  the  surface  of  the  wart  Kernel  roundish, cellular. 

2363.  Arthonia.  Plant  crustaceous,  piano-expanded,  adnate,  uniform.  Recept  innate,  sessile,  of  an  irregular 
roundish  figure,  without  an  edge,  covered  by  a  somewhat  cartilaginous  membrane,  and  containing  a  solid  uni form  kernel. 

2364.  Graphis.  Plant  crustaceous,  piano-expanded,  adnate,  uniform.  Recept.  long,  immersed  in  the  thallus, 
with  a  simple  cartilaginous  perithecium,  which  forms  an  edge  all  round  the  linear  kernel,  which  is  naked  at 
top  and  bottom,  and  cellular  inside. 
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IDIOTHALAMI. 
2330.  SPILCMA.  Ach.  Spiloma. 
15363  tumidulum  Ach.  tumid 
15364  versicolor  Ach.  changeable 
15365  microcl6num  Ach.  fine-branched 
15366  melanopum  E.  B.  sooty 
15367  microsc6picum/J..B.  microscopic 15368  mui ale  E.  B.  wall 
15369  dispersum  E.  B.  scattered 
15370  decolorans  E.  B.  staining 
15371  punctatum  E.  B.  dotted 
15372  variol6sum  E.  B.  speckled 
15373  auratum  E.  B.  golden 
15374  tubercul6sum  E.  B.  warted 
2331.  SOLORI'NA.  Ach.  Solorina. 

15375  crocea  Ach.  yellow 15376  saccate  Ach. 

Sp.  12—20 thin  skin         4  all  sea.  O 

spotted  crust    3  all  sea.  G  r 

bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  2151 
bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  2070 cloudy 

sooty  spots 
obi.  patches crust 
even  crust 

1|  all  sea.  Wsh 2  all  sea.  Bl 
1J  all  sea.  Sea  G 3  all  sea.  Ysh 
1  all  sea.  Gr 

lobed  patches  H  all  sea.  Gr 
crust  2  all  sea.  Gr 
cracked  crust  2  all  sea.  Wsh 
tumid  crowd.  1}  all  sea.  Wsh 
even  patch  3  all  sea.  Cses. 

Sp.  2—10. li  sp.  su.  OLG 2  sum.  Grsh 

aged  oaks 
apple  trees old  boards old  mortar 
old  rails old  wood 

Eng.  bot  2150 
Eng.  bot  2358 
Eng.  bot  2396 Eng.  bot  2397 
Eng.  bot.  2398 
Eng.  bot  2399 

leafy  frond 
leafy  frond 

2332.  LECIDE'A.  Ach.  Lecidea. 
15377  atro-cinerea  E.  B.  dark-grey 
15378  coracina  Ach.  raven 
15379  atro-alba  Ach.       black  &  white 
15380  fusco-atra  Ach.  dark-brown 
15381  fum6sa  Ach.  smoky 

Lichen  athrocarpus  E.  B.  1829. stone-splitting 15382  lapicida  Ach. 

15383  petrae'a  Ach. 
15384  c6nfluens  Ach. 
15385  parasema  Ach. 
15386  sanguinaria  Ach. 
15387  sabulet6rum  Ach 

fi  geochria  Ach. 
15388  miscella  Ach. 
15389  escharoides  E.  B. 
15390  aromatica  Ach. 

15391  dolosa  Ach.       rusty  spongy-crust 
15392  atro-virens  Ach.  dark-green 

S>  geographic  a  Ach.  geographical 15393  silacea  Ach.  flint 
15394  (Eden  Ach, 

15.364 

Sp.  66—183. close  patches    1}  all  sea.  Bl 
tessellated       2  all  sea.  Gr.Bl 
cracked  crust   3  all  sea.  Bl 

2  all  sea.  Bl 
3  sum.  Br.Gr 
3  all  sea.  G 

rock 
confluent 
black-fruited 
red-fruited 
heath 
earth-skin 
mixed 
scarred 
aromatic 

thin  crust 
tessellated 

broad  patches 
thin  crust  U  all  sea.  W 
tartareous  2  aut.  Gr.Br 
membranous  3  aut  Wsh 

rugose  crust  2  all  sea.  Wsh 
thin  cuticle  1J  all  sea.  Wsh 
thin  cuticle  1|  all  sea.  Gr 
lobed  crust  2  all  sea.  Pa.01 

granul.  crust  1 J  june  D.Br 
lobed  crust  U  all  sea.  Ol 
broad  cuticle  4  all  sea.  Ca?s. 
thin  coat  2  all  sea.  Bl 

old  oaks  Eng.  bot.  2472 
old  trees  Eng.  bot.  2077 
old  walls  Eng.  bot  2078 
sandst  rocks  Eng.  bot  2556 

tops  of  mou.  Eng.  bot  1 498 
on  the  earth  Eng.  bot.  1 288 

rocks  Eng.  bot  2096 
granite  rocks  E.  b.  1 2335  L.coracinus 
rocks  Eng.  bot  t.  2336 
rocks  Kb.  t.1734.  L.dendritic. 

alpine  rocks  E.b.  t.1830.  L.cechumen. 
brick  walls    E  bot.  821.  L.  contiguus 
roc.  &  stones  Eng.  bot  246 
rocks  Eng.  bot  1964 
bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1450 
rocks  Eng.  bot  155 
bark  of  trees 
bark  of  trees  E.  b.  1450.  L.parasemu* 
whinstrocks  Eng.  bot  1831 
earth  &rocks  Eng.  bot.  1247 
old  walls      Eng.  bot.  1777 
rocks  Eng.  bot  2581 
rocks 

15365' 

'15366 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
233a  Spiloma.   This  word  signifies  in  Greek,  a  spreading  discoloration  of  the  cuticle,  and  well  expresses  the 

general  character  of  the  genus. 
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ID  10  THALAMI. 

15363  Crust  somewhat  cartilaginous  whitish,  Apothecia  crowded  tumid  oblong  varying  in  figure  roughish 
reddish  at  length  brownish  black  and  somewhat  pruinose 

15364  Crust  somewhat  cartilaginous  powdery  cracked  variegated  with  cinereous  and  yellow,  Apothecia  immersed 
superficial  roundish  finally  confluent 

15365  Crust  very  thin  glauc.  Apothecia  burst  forth  min.  convex  cluster,  and  conflu  somew.  branch,  dark-color. 
15366  Crust  very  thin  greyish,  Apothecia  flat  diluted  irregular  somewhat  confluent  black 
15367  Crust  spread,  widely  very  thin  membran.  greyish,  Apothecia  dot-like  very  min.  black  lead-color,  when  dry 15368  Crust  obsolete  or  white,  Apothecia  very  minute  black  confluent  without  bristles 
15369  Crust  filmy  very  thin  green,  grey,  Apothecia  mostly  dispers.  hemispher.  sooty :  internally  yellowish  green 
15370  Crust  spreading  widely  very  thin ;  for  the  most  part  membranous  greyish  white,  yellowish  green  when 

rubbed,  Apothecia  minute  Hat  confluent  blueish  grey 
15371  Crust  thin  somew.  powd.  white,  Apoth.  scatter,  min.  dot-like  solid  black  with  superfic.  dark-brown  powder 
15372  Crust  tartar,  rugg.  greyish-white  cracked,  Apothecia  convex  round,  very  black  :  their  centers  often  decid. 
15373  Crust  tartar,  rugged  greyish  or  greenish-white,  Apothecia  convex  rounded  black  orange-colored  within 
15374  Crust  calcareous  greenish-white,  Apothecia  scattered  somew.  confluent  unequal  elevated  granulat  black 

15375  Thallus  green,  (brown  when  dry)  lobed :  ben.  veiny  and  of  a  fine  saffron-col.  Apothecia  somew.  turn,  brown 
15376  Thallus  lobed  grey.-green  whiter  and  fibrous  ben.  Apothecia  at  length  sunk  into  deep  pits  or  hollows  brown 

f  Thallus  crustaceous  reniform. 
*  Apothecia  constantly  black,  naked,  (not  pruinose). 

15377  Crust  tessellated  greyish-black  smooth,  Apothecia  several  together  depressed  brownish-black  with  a  paler border,  at  length  crowded  elevated  the  border  being  obliterated 
15378  Crust  continued  tessellat.  greyish-black,  Apothecia  immersed  between  the  areolae  plane  at  length  convex somewhat  angular  black  of  the  same  color  within 
15379  Crust  spreading  very  thin  cracked  black  with  swelling  whitish  scattered  areola?,  Apothecia  plane  or 

slightly  convex  often  in  the  interstices  black,  of  the  same  color  within 
15380  Crust  very  thin  black  cracked  and  tessellated  areolae  chesnut-brown  plane  marginated  shining  scattered, 

Apothecia  rather  convex  black  margined  white  within 
15381  Crust  subcarttlaginous  tessellat.  smoothish  brownish  grey,  Apothecia  buried  in  the  crust  plane  margined 

at  length  convex  clustered  and  losing  their  margin  black  within  greyish-black 
15382  Crust  tartareous  cracked  whitish  ash-color,  Apothecia  within  the  spaces  of  the  crust  depressed  flat  finally- convex  somewhat  confluent  dark  with  a  thin  edge 
15383  Crust  thin  roundish  very  finely  cracked  somewhat  powdery  white,  Apothecia  grown  into  the  crust  thick 

protuberant  somewhat  concentrical  dark-colored  with  a  tumid  elevated  contracted  margin 
15384  Crust  tartareous  somew.  spreading  tessellated  nearly  even  greyish-brown,  Apothecia  sessile  at  length  ir- 

regular convex  subglobose  confluent  black  emarginate  within  having  a  thin  greyish  stratum  ben.  disk 
15385  Crust  thin  submembranaceous  greyish-white  bordered  with  black  at  length  spreading  somew.  granulated, 

Apothecia  nearly  plane  sessile  margined  black  blackish  within 
15386  Crust  rugose  and  warted  greyish-white,  Apothecia  at  length  convex  hemispherical  somew.  tuberculated 

black  horny  and  black  within  having  beneath  a  powdery  bright  red  stratum 
15387  Crust  scattered  granular  irregularly  lobed  cinereous  whitish,  Apothecia  clustered  convex  sessile  plano- 

convex hemispherical  somewhat  confluent  dark  powdery  inside 
(3  Crust  scattered  granular  somewhat  cohering  white  coesious  or  cinereous  brown,  Apothecia  hemispherical 

somewhat  globose  often  clustered  shining 
15388  Crust  tartareous  broken  into  cracks  with  wart-like  smooth  cracked  cinereous  areolae,  Apothecia  deeply 

immersed  convex  aggregate  scarcely  edged  dark-colored 
15389  Crust  tartareous  brownish  ash-colored  composed  of  granulated  warts,  Tubercles  convex  irregular  black with  an  obsolete  black  border 
15390  Crust  somewhat  cartilaginous  scaly  granular  glaucous  cinereous,  Granules  flattish  crenulated,  Apothecia 

sessile  plano-concave  edged  finally  wavy 
15391  Crust  rugose  somewhat  granular  ferruginous  ash-colored,  Apothecia  superficial  flat  edged  finally  flexuose and  convex,  Edge  finally  obliterated 
15392  Crust  spreading  thin  black  scattered  with  planeish  subcontiguous  bright-yellow  areola;,  Apothecia  plane or  slightly  concave  black  of  the  same  color  within 

£  Areolae  bright-yellow  plane  angular  black  between  and  with  a  black  margin 
15393  Crust  tartareous  tessellated  yellowish-red,  Apothecia  sessile  plane  at  length  convex  irregular  confluent 

black  internally  cernuous  and  black 
15394  Crust  granulated  and  tessellated  somewhat  pulverulent  ochraceous  red,  Apothecia  minute  elevated  with 

the  margin  tumid :  the  disk  depressed  black  nearly  of  the  same  color  internally 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2331.  Solcrina.   From  <rc7.os,  solid,  and  {ivos,  a  skin,  in  allusion  to  the  firm  texture  of  the  fond. 
2332.  Lecidea.  An  unexplained  name  contrived  by  Acharius  for  the  Lichenes  tuberculati  of  Linnaeus, whose  shields  have  no  border  from  the  substance  of  the  frond  or  crust. 

3  P  4 
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15395  alba  Ach. 
15396  citrinella  Ach. 
15397  uliginosa  Ach. 
15398  scabrosa  Ach. 

white membranous    3  aut      W      bark  of  trees  E.  bot  1349.  Lepraria 
lemon-peel-crust,  cracked  coat    3  spring  Y.G    sand,  ground  Eng.  bot  1877 
marsh  whole  colored  3  spring  Bl       sandy  heaths  Eng.  bot  1466 
rugged-shield,  lobed  patches  2  all  sea.  Pa.  G  tiled  roofs     Eng.  bot  1878 

15399  immersa  Ach. 
15400  rivulosa  Ach. 

immersed  even  crust  4  all  sea.  Pa.  Y  calcar.  rocks  Eng.  bot  193 
rivulet  broad  incrust  6  all  sea.  Br.  Ol  rocks  Eng.  bot  1737 

15401  albo-caerulescens Ach.  whitish-blue  tartare.  crust    3  sum.    Wsh   Scotch  alps   E.  b.  t  2. 14.  L.pruinosus 
(3  turgida  Ach. 15408  abietina  Ach. 

15403  speirea  Ach. 
15404  epipolia  Ach. 
15405  corticola  Ach. 

sinuated  crust  3  sum.  W 
pr ui nose  2  all  sea.  GL 

stone  walls  Kb.  t8S0.L.multipunct. 
trunks,Abies 

pine-tree 
wavy             sinuated  crust  4  spring  W.Y  flint,  pebbles  Eng.  bot  1864 
thick             tartare.  crust  2  sum.    W  Scotch  alps  Eng.  bot  1137 

black  &  white  bark  small  verruc.  1  aut     C;cs.  old  trees      Eng.  bot  1892 
15406  conspurcata  E.  B.  dusty rimose  crust    1}  aut     Cass,    old  walls      Eng.  bot  964 

15407  Lightfo6tii  Ach.     Light  loot's      sinuat  patch,  f  all  sea.  Pa.  G  smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  1451 
Eng.  bot  485 15408  quernea  Ach. 15409  viridescens  Ach. 

15410  incana  Ach. 
15411  sulphurea  Ach. 
15412  orosthea  Ach. 

15413  decolorans  Ac'.t 
(3  gtanuldsa  Ach. Lichen  escharoides 

15414  anomala  Ach. 
15415  rupestris  Ach. Lichen  calvus  E.B. 
15416  luteola  Ach. 
15417  carneola  Ach. 

fi  arceutina  Ach. 15418  fusco-lutea  Ach. 
15419  cinereo-fusca  Ach. 
15420  anthracina  Ach. 

oak 
greenish 
hoary 

sulphur downy 

discoloring 

granular E.  B.  1247 
anomalous 
rock 
948 yellowish horny-cupped 

Griffithian 
yellow-brown 
cinereo.-brown 
dark 

thin  crust 
thin  crust 
leprous cracked  crust 
toment  crust 

granular 
granular 
spotted  patch, tartareous 
thin  crust 
papillose  crust 
smooth  coat thin  crust 
cracked  crust 
scaly  crust 

3  all  sea.  Y.G 
\\  all  sea.  Pa.G 2  aut  Gl. 
2  aut.  SuL 
3  all  sea.  Lt.G 
2  sum.  Grsh 
2  sum.  Grsh 
3  aut.  Pa.01 
2  sum.  Grsh 
3  all  sea.  Wsh 
3  all  sea.  Wsh 
2  all  sea.  W.Br 
3  sum.  Grsh 
3  all  sea.  Grsh 
2  sum.  D.Br 

clefts  of  bark dead  trees trim,  of  trees 
rocks Eng.  bot  1. 1683 Eng.  bot  1 1186 
trees  &  pales  Eng.  bot.  1 1549 
on  earth 
on  earth       E.  b.  t.\V&5.L.quadricol. 
on  earth 
rocks 
bark  of  trees 
on  oaks 
bark  of  trees mountains 

E.  b.  t 2155.  L.cyrteUus 
Eng.  bot  2345 
Eng.bot845.  L.  vernalis 
Eng.bot965.  L.  corneus 
E.bot.1735.  L.Griffithii 
Eng.  bot  1007 

trun.  of  trees 

rocks  &  trees  E.  bot  t.432.  L.  byssinus 

15421  caj'sio-rufa  Ach.     bluish-brown    tessellat  crust  3  sum.    D.Gr  rocks  &  trees  E.b.li»:0.  L.fcmtgineus 
15422  icmaddphila  Ach.     Heath  leprous  crust    2  all  sea.  G.W  on  ear.  in  he.  E.b.t.372.  L.  ericetorum 
15423  marmdrea  Ach. 
15424  alabastrina  Ach. 

marbled 
Alabaster 

thin  crust 
thin  crust 3  all  sea.  Gr.W  bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  t  739 2  sum.    Gr.W  Scotland       E.  bott.1651.  L.  rosellus 

15425  melizea  Ach.         yellow-shield,  cracked  crust   1J  spring  Y.Ol   moss,  trunks  Eng.  bot.  1263.  L.  luteus 
15426  Ehrhartiana  Ach.    Ehrhart's        cartilag.  crust  2  all  sea.  Gsh    rocks  Eng.  bot  1136 
15427  pol ytropa  Ach.  variable tessellated  m   2  all  sea.  Pale  rocks Eng.  bot  1264 

15396 15397 
15401 

154012 
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15395  Crust  membranaceous  white  with  a  greyish  or  whitish-grey  powdery  substance  scattered  over  it  in  small 
clusters,  Apothecia  minute  appressed  plane  black 

15396  Crust  leprous  granul.  powdery  green. -yell.  Apothecia  sess.  margin,  finally  convex  dark  :  of  same  col.  inside 
15397  Crust  granular  somewhat  gelatinous  greenish-brown,  Apothecia  appressed  margined  finally  hemispherical clustered  dark  :  of  the  same  color  inside 
15398  Crust  globose  watted  powdery  cinereous  yellowish,  Apothecia  convex  scabrous 

**  Apothecia  Mack,  naked :  when  moistened  becoming-red  or  brown. 
15399  Crust  thin  whitish,  Apothecia  plano-convex  immersed  in  the  stone  margined  dark :  disk  pruinose ; when  moistened  crimson,  white  inside 
15100  Crust  cracked  into  areola;  brownish  ash-color  edged  with  dark  lines,  Apothecia  sessile  flat  becoming 

convex  edged  irregular  black 

***  Apothecia  black  with  a  grey  bloom. 
15401  Crust  tartareous  contiguous  even  at  length  somewhat  tessellated  and  whitish,  Apothecia  sessile  and 

elevated  plane  black  with  a  grey  bloom  and  a  black  smooth  border 
£  Crust  of  a  regular  figure  contiguous  whitish  caesious,  Apothecia  immersed :  disk  depressed  hollowish 

15402  Crust  spreading  very  thin  smooth  glaucous :  fructification  subsessile  plane  black  with  a  grey  bloom ;  the 
border  raised  and  swelling 

15403  Crust  tartareous  contiguous  very  white,  Apothecia  sessile  thick  black  powdery  margined  becoming  convex 
with  an  ash-colored  layer  under  the  disk 

15401  Crust  tartareous  defined  tessellated  white  areolae  swelling,  Apothecia  sessile  hemispherical  with  a  grey 
bloom  black  within  with  a  thin  persistent  margin 

15405  Crust  somewhat  tartareous  granular  areolated  uneven  very  white,  Apothecia  minute  somew.  immersed 
caesious  becoming  subglobose  not  margined  dark  cinereous  inside 

15406  Crust  thick  greyish- white  cracked  rugose  at  length  mealy  very  white  within,  Apothecia  numerous  scat- 
tered minute :  at  first  prominent  and  pale-brown ;  then  concave  and  black 

****  Apothecia  black-brown,  brownish,  or  deadened  by  some  other  color. 
15407  Crust  somewhat  effuse  granular  cinereous  greenish,  Apothecia  appressed  flat  dark-brown :  inside  dirty- 

white  with  a  thin  flexuose  edge  paler  than  the  disk 
15408  Crust  lep.  granul.  pale  yellow.-brown,  Apoth.  somew.  immers.  becom.  conv.  not  margin,  brown  and  black 
15409  Crust  thin  granulat.  somew.  farin.  green  or  green,  -brown  :  fructific.  conv.  rug.  irregul.  con  flu.  black-brown 
15410  Crust  spread,  leproso-farin.  soft  uneven  glauc.  green,  Apothecia  scatter,  sess.  brown  with  marg.  ent.  paler 
15411  Crust  tartareous  cracked  and  broken  uneven  smoothish  pale  sulphur-color,  Apothecia  adnate  plane 

scarcely  margined  brown  and  scarcely  paler  in  the  margin,  at  length  irregular  and  convex 
15412  Crust  cracked  areolated  uneven  somewhat  powdery  sulphureous,  Apothecia  minute  sessile  convex  not 

•  margined  whole-colored  becoming  hemispherical 
15413  Crust  granulated  greyish-white,  Granules  becoming  pulverulent,  Apothecia  nearly  plane  red  flesh- 

colored  livid  or  brown  with  the  elevated  margin  paler,  at  length  flexuose 

15414  Crust  firmer  granulat.  and  subpapill.  Apothecia  at  length  hemispheric,  rug.  brown. -black  and  black  confiu. 
15415  Crust  thin  tartareous  contiguous  greyish-white,  Apothecia  immersed  plane  margined,  at  length  convex : 

the  margin  persistent  glabrous  reddish-brown  ;  of  the  same  color  within 
15416  Crust  thin  whit  cover,  with  somew.  globuL  pale  gran,  at  length  grey.  Apoth.sess.  becom.  conv.  yel.-brown 
15417  Crust  thin  membranous  hoary  finally  granular  powdery,  Apothecia  sessile  concave  thick  tumid  brown 

flesh-colored  with  an  edge  of  the  same  color 
S  Crust  very  thin  naked  whitish,  Apothecia  flattish  scarcely  margined  waxy  purple  brown  and  black 

15418  Crust  spreading  very  thin  membranaceous  white  or  greyish  somew.  shining  subgranulose,  Apothecia 
plane  yellow-brown,  at  length  red-brown  with  the  margin  paler  elevated,  at  length  flexuose 

15419  Crust  thin  somewhat  cracked  uneven  greyish-white :  fructification  plane,  at  length  angular  and  irregular 
yellowish  or  reddish-brown  ;  the  border  narrow  persistent 

15420  Crust  spreading  somewhat  scaly  uneven  roughish  darkish-brown,  Apothecia  minute  plane  reddish  yellow 
with  the  margin  paler,  at  length  somewhat  convex  and  brownish 

*****  Apothecia  dark-red,  or  whitish  flesh-color. 
15421  Crust  tessellated  rugose  darkish-grey,  Apothecia  plane  rusty  orange  :  the  margin  sometimes  crenulate, at  length  convex  with  the  margin  obsolete  blackish-red 
15422  Crust  leprose  uneven  somewhat  granulated  greenish-white,  Apothecia  nearly  sessile  plane  flesh-colored, at  length  waved  roughish  in  the  disk :  margin  scarcely  any 
15423  Crust  thin  grey  .-white,  Apothecia  somew.  glob,  at  length  urceol.  white :  disk  flesh-color. ;  marg.  turn.  ent. 
15424  Crust  thin  smoothish  minutely  granulated  greyish-white,  Apothecia  slightly  convex  entire  whitish  rose- color  paler  at  the  margin 

******  Apothecia  pale,  yellowish,  waxen  or  orange-colored. 
15425  Crust  thin  white  powdery,  Apothecia  plano-convex  smooth  edged  pale-yellow 
15426  Crust  cartilaginous  cracked  rugoso-plicate  granulated  white  or  greenish,  Apothecia  nearly  sessile  plane at  length  slightly  convex  waved  unequal  clustered  pale  yellowish 
15427  Crust  subt art areous  tessellated  pale,  Apothecia  nearly  plane  with  tie  margin  lobed  waved  clustered,  at length  subglobose  destitute  of  margin  yellowish  flesh-color 
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15428  lficida  Ach. 
1.5429  atro-flava  Ach. 
15430  luteo-alba  Ach. 
15431  Candida  Ach. 
15432  vesicularis  Ach. 
15433  liirida  Ach. 
15434  atro-rufa  Ach. 
15435  scalaris  Ach. 
15436  verruculosa  E.  B. 
15437  ruoiformis  Ach. 
15438  declpiens  Ach. 
15439  pholidiota  Ach. 
15440  microphylla  ylcA. 

shining 
black  &  yellow 
yellow-white hoary 

blistered 
lurid 
red-brown 

waited 
blackberry 

deceitful scaly 

small-leaved 

soft  crust 
ragged  crust smooth  crust 

sinuous 
imbricated 
imbricated 
imbricated 
imbricated 

irregul.  patch. 

patches imbricated 

leafy  crust 
broken  patch. 

2  sum. 
2  all  sea. 
1}  all  sea. 
3  all  sea. 
3  sum. 
3  sum. 
4  sum. 
3  aut.wi. 
1  autwi. 

$  wint 
2  spring 

4  spring 
2  spring 

G.V 
Br 
W 

Wsh 
Br.Bl 
G.Br 

Br PaOl 

BL Pa.G 
F 
Cass. 

Gr.G 

rocks 
expos,  flints rocks 

old  walls 

HighL  rocks 
Scotch  alps 
red  san.  gro. 

rocks  & earth 
hard  rocks 

turfy  earth 

earth 

quartz,  rocks trees 

Eng.  bot  1550 Eng.  bot  2009 
Eng.  bot  1426 

Eng.  bot.  1138 
E.b.ll39.L.cesruleo-nig. 

Eng.  bot.  1329 
Eng.  bot  1102 
Eng.  bot.  1501 
Eng.  bot  2317 
Eng.  bot  2112 
Eng.  bot.  870 
E.  b.  1955.  L.  glelxdcsus 

Eng.  bot  2128 

15441  canescens  Ach. 
15442  dsdalea  E.  B. 

hoary 

intricate round,  patch.  1}  spring  W  bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  582 
leafy  lobed      §  spring  Y.G    rocks  Eng.  bot  2129 

233a  CALI'CIUM.  Ach.  Calicium. 
15443  tigillare  Ach.         rail  soft  crust 
15444  stigonellum  Ach.    black  sessile  pimpled 

Sp.  17—29. 2  aut     Gl.     trees  Eng.  bot  1530 
3  aut     Fa.  01  on  Lichens  Eng.  bot  2520.  C.  sessile 

15445  microcephalum^cA.  small-headed  cloudy  streaks    f  dec. 
15446  claviculare  Ach.      club-headed     granul.  crust    |  aut 

OLG  oak  rails  Eng.  bot.  1865 
Grsh  naked  wood 

15447  sphaerocephalum Ach.  pin-headed  thin  crust  J  spring  Grsh  old  pales  Eng.  bot  414 15443  hyperellum  Ach.     convex  irregular  coat  2  spring  Bt.G  old  oak         Eng.  bot  1832 
15449  chrysocOpi] alum yellow-head,  patches 3  aut.     Lem    trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  2501 
15450  trabinellum  Ach.  brown 
15451  cantherellum  Ach.  cinnamon 

dense  granul.  4  aut. 
obscure  crust    j  aut 

15452  capitellatum  Ach.   sulphureous     regular  patch.  4  july 
15453  aciculare  Ach.       acicular  irreg.  incrust.    3  sum. 

Br.  01  boards  Eng.  bot.  1540 
Wsh   decay,  wood  Eng.  bot.  2557 
G.Y  sandy  soil  Eng.  bot  1539 
Ol      Scotch  firs    Eng.  bot  2385 

15454  ferrugineum  E.  B.  rusty lobed  crust      4  aut     Pa.O!  pales Eng.  bot.  2473 
15455  in'quinans  E.  B. 15456  roscidum  E.  B. sooty-knobbed  tessellat  crust  4  wint.  W.  Br  dead  wood  Eng.  bot  810 

grained  mealy  coat      4  all  sea.  G       old  boards    Eng.  bot.  1464 
15457  debile  E.  B.  weak  close-set  pate,    j  aut.     Br      old  timber    Eng.  bot  2462 
15458  aerugin&sum  E.  B.  verdigrease     granular        1|  wint    DLG  old  boards    Eng.  bot  2502 
15459  curtum  E.  B. short-stalked    crowd,  patch.    1J  wint    D1.G  decay,  wood  Eng.  bot.  2503 
2334.  GYRO'FHORA.  Ach.  Gtroprora 

15460  glabra  Ach.  smooth Sp.  8—19. 
$  polyphylla  Wahl.  many-leaved  leafy  thallus  2  sum.  D.Ol  rocks 

15461  proboscidea  Ach.  snouted 

0  arc'tica  Ach. 
15462  cylindrica  Ach, 

Jr4£8 

arctic 

cylindrical 
15431 

leafy  thallus  2  sum.  D  Ol  rocks 
leafy  thallus  2  sum.  D.Ol  rocks 
netted  frond    3  spring  Smo.  rocks 
smooth  lobed    1  i  wint.    Br  rocks 
folded  frond     2  spring  Gr.Ol  rocks 

15436 

Eng.  bot  1. 1282 
Eng.  bot  t  2483 
Eng.  bot.  2485 

Eng.  bot  522 
15437       ̂ tt^aw  15440 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2333  Calicium    From  *«Xu»(ov,  a  little  cup,  well  expressing  the  appearance  of  the  organs  of  reproduction. 

All  the  species  form  grey,  white,  or  yellow  patches,  of  various  extent,  on  old  wrought  wood,  or  boards  exposed 

^VS^tyrophora.   So  named,  from         a  circle,  and        in  allusion  to  the  concentric  circles,  more  or  less 
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15428  Crust  thin  leprose  powdery  soft  pale  green. -yellow,  Apothecia  slightly  convex  pale  yellowish :  marg.  obsol. 
15429  Crust  thin  effuse  somew.  granul.  black,  Apothecia  min  cluster,  flat  yellow,  with  an  elevat  ent.  paler  marg. 
15430  Crust  thin  smooth,  white,  Apoth.  crowd,  at  length  convex  hemispher.  margin,  orange-color,  white  within 

ft  Thallus  crustaceous,  of  a  regular  figure  or  leaf.  Lepidoma. 
15431  Crust  somewhat  imbricated  white  hoary,  Lobes  crenate  reflexed  tumid,  Apothecia  appressed  black 

glaucous ;  edge  finally  wavy 
15432  Crust  somewhat  imbricated  brownish-black  covered  with  a  greyish  powder,  Lobes  entire  swelling, 

Apothecia  black  naked,  at  length  hemispherical  with  the  margin  obsolete 
15433  Crust  imbricat.  green.-brown,  Lobes  round,  cren.  paler  ben.  Apothecia  plane,  at  length  somew.  conv.  black 
15434  Crust  somewhat  contiguous  lobed  areolate  and  imbricated  cinereous  brownish-lurid,  Lobes  becoming 

flexuose  cut-crenate,  Apothecia  appressed  not  edged  flattish  finally  confluent 
15435  Crust  imbricated  pale  olive-green,  Lobes  distinct  reniform  nearly  erect  beneath  and  the  margin  powdery, 

Apothecia  plane  margined  glaucous  black 
15436  Crust  indeterminate  very  thin  fibrous  black  with  white  convex  crowded  smooth  warts,  Apothecia  solitary 

in  each  wart  depressed  coal-black  with  a  border  of  the  same  color 
15437  Crust  somewhat  imbricated,  Lobes  rounded  crenate  livid-brownish  white  beneath  surrounding  the 

apothecia,  which  are  hemispherical  clustered  reddish  not  margined 
15438  Crust  subimbricated,  Lobes  distinct  subpeltate  roundish  flesh-colored  and  red  brown  whitish  beneath, 

Apothecia  in  their  border  convex  and  subglobose  black :  margin  obsolete 
15439  Crust  imbricated  glaucous  white,  Lobes  minute  rounded  convex,  Apothecia  convex  rufous  brown  be- 

coming blackish  :  margin  thin  entire 
15440  Thallus  slightly  imbricated  fragmentary  grey.-green  on  a  dense  black  fibrous  cushion :  its  segm.  somewhat 

linear  lobed  crenate  and  granular  at  the  margin,  Apothecia  scattered  tawny  paler  at  the. marg.  at  length 
convex  brown  obliterating  the  margin 

15441  Crust  orbicul.  rugose  plait,  hoary  lobed-plait.  in  circumfer.  Apothecia  central  plano-convex  dark-colored 
15442  Closely  imbricated  radiated  membranous  very  smooth  brownish-grey  pale  with  black  fibres  below :  its 

segments  linear  obtuse  undulated,  Apothecia  black  with  a  black  border  of  their  own  substance 
15443  Crust  areolated-warted  smoothish  wavy,  Apothecia  sessile  dark  opaque.  Disk  flat  tumid  at  edge 
15444  Crust  somewhat  contiguous  unequal  whitish  or  none,  Apothecia  sessile  subglobose  dark  smooth :  disk 

dot-like  becoming  flattish  with  a  thin  shining  margin 
15445  Crust  somewhat  tartareous  contiguous  wrinkled  olive-green,  Apothecia  roundish  dark  shining :  disk 

depressed. opaque,  and  stalks  short  whole-colored 
15446  Crust  effused  greyish  somewhat  pulverulent :  fructification  subglobose,  at  length  flattened  greyish-black 

with  a  cylindrical  thickish-black  peduncle 
15447  Crust  very  thin  grey,  smooth,  Apothecia  subglob. :  disk  dark-brown ;  margin  greyish,  Stripes  filif.  black 
15448  Crust  cartilaginous  areolate  rugose  smooth  yellow-green,  Apothecia  Ion ti  form  ferruginous  powdery, 

Stems  short  cylindrical  dark-pitch  color  thicker  at  base 15449  Crust  lemon-yellow  granulated  and  conglomerated :  fructification  subturbinate ;  disk  brown  convex,  the 
border  yellow  and  pulverulent,  Peduncle  filiform  blackish  and  shining  at  the  base 

15450  Crust  thin  white  ash-color.  Apothe.  becom.  lentif. :  disk  black.-brown  ciner.  pruin.  with  a  yell-green  marg. 
15451  Crust  thin  whitish  powdery,  Apothecia  lentiform  :  disk  flesh-colored  becoming  brown  powdered,  Stalks 

filiform  naked  pale  becoming  brownish  or  black 
15452  Crust  effuse  powdery  greenish-yellow,  Apothecia  globose,  and  stalks  filif.  very  long  flexuose  yellow.-green 
15453  Crust  leprous  powdery  pale  yellowish-green,  Apothecia  hemispherical  globose  and  stalks  tapering  up- 

wards straight  powdered  with  fulvous 
15454  Crust  thin  granulated  tartareous  rusty  white,  Apothecia  on  short  stalks  thick  black  often  compound 

with  a  pale  rusty  disk 
15455  Crust  white  granulat.  Tuber,  a  little  prominent  round  flatt.  gray  .-black  powdery  with  a  smooth  black  edge 
15456  Crust  granulated  smooth  greyish-white,  Tubercles  scattered  roundish  black  polished  wrinkled  irregular 

without  a  border  mostly  sessile 
15457  Crust  membran.  very  thin  white,  Tuber,  black  convex  with  recurv.  marg.  on  long  slend.  wavy  black  stalks 
15458  Crust  thin  tartareous  somewhat  granulated  of  a  verdigrease-grey,  Apothecia  on  slender  black  stalks 

black  hemispherical  with  a  convex  brownish-black  disk 15459  Crust  filmy  very  thin  whitish,  Apothecia  on  thickish  black  stalks  obovate  or  hemispherical  black  with 
black  prominent  loose  powder 

15460  Thallus  smooth  blackish-green :  ben.  smooth  black  and  naked,  Apothecia  at  length  conv.  rough  and  plait 
/9  Thallus  of  many  lvs.  or  lobes  variously  fold,  black-green  quite  black  ben.  on  each  side  naked  and  smooth. 

15461  Thallus  membranaceous  with  elevated  reticulations,  at  length  of  a  smoky  ash-color  rough  smoother  paler and  subfibrillose  beneath,  Apothecia  turbinate,  at  length  convex  variously  plaited 
3  Thallus  thick  hard  rigid  with  elevated  dots  rugose  olive-brown  becoming  black  naked  smooth  pale- 

yellow  beneath,  Apothecia  globose 
15462  Thallus  somewhat  naked  dark  greenish-grey  folded  and  lobed  strongly  ciliated  beneath  smooth  pale  with 

branching  fibres,  Apothecia  elevated  nearly  plane  with  conrentric  and  plaited  lines 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
complicated,  observable  in  the  disk  of  the  receptacles  of  the  shields.    The  species  grow  chiefly  upon  exposed 
alpine  rocks,  chiefly  on  granite  or  volcanic  stones.   The  vitrified  forts  in  the  Highlands  of  Scotland  produce some  of  them. 
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15463  erosa  Ach. knawed ragged 3  all  sea.  Ol.Br rocks 
Eng.  bot  2066 

15464  deusta  Ach. scorched rough  leafy 3  all  sea.  OI.Br rocks Eng.  bot  2483 
15465  pustulata  Ach. 

pimpled 
blister'dfrond 2  spring  Cin.G  rocks Eng.  bot  1283 

15466  pellita  Ach. furred sinuated 2  all  sea.  G.Br rocks Eng.  bot  931 
15467  murina  Ach. mouse-skin irregular  lob. 1  all  sea.  Br rocks Eng.  bot  2486 
2335.  ENDOCAR'PON.  Ach.  Endocarpon. 15468  sindpicum  Ach.      cracked          tessellat  mass. Sp.  10—22. 1  sum.  Or schist Eng.  bot  177 

15469  smaragdulum  Ach.  yellow little  patches fsum.  Y.G rocks Eng.  bot  1512 
15470  tephroides  Ach.  brownish Lichen  Jascet tut  E  B.  1500 
15471  Hedwigii  Ach.  Hedwig's 

little  patches 
crowd,  patch. 

1  sum.  Gl. 

}  sum.  Ol 

earth          Eng.  bot  2013 
on  the  earth  E  b.t595.  L.  trapexifor. 

jS  lach'neum  Ach. 15472  pallidum  Ach. 
black-woolled 

pallid 

crowd,  patch, 
finely  lobed 

i  sum.    D.G    on  the  earth  Eng.  bot.  1698 
§  all  sea.  Pa.OI  rocks          Eng.  bot  2541 

15473  parasiticum  Ach. parasitical round,  patch. )  sum.  Cop. on  Lichens Eng.  bot.  1866 
15474  miniatum  Ach. vermilioned thick  crust 1  all  sea.  Grsh rocks Eng.  bot.  593 

15475  leptophy'llum  Ach.  fine-leaved round  patches 
f  spring  Br 

rocks Eng.  bot  2012 
15476  complicatum  Ach. entangled coriaceous f  all  sea.  Grsh 

rocks Eb.593  f.<2.L.amphibius 
15477  Weberi  Ach. 

Weber's 
cartilaginous win.sp.  G.Br wet  rocks E  bot  594.  L.  aqua  lie  us 

CCENOTHALAMI. 

2336.  THELOTRE'M A.  Ach.    Thelotrema.  Sp.  5—19. 15478  lepadinum  Ach.      enclosed         smooth  crust    1 A  all  sea.  Wsh 
2  all  sea.  Grsh 
2  all  sea.  Pa.OI 

15479  exanthematicum^cft.  pallid  tartarcous 
15480  variolarioldes  Ach.  Variolaria-Hke  tessellated 

/3  agelte'um  Ach.  inelegant 15481  melaleucum  E.  B.  brownish 
tessellated  2  all  sea.  Pa.OI 
obscure  crust  3  all  sea.  Y 

holly  bark 
calcar.  rocks 
bar.  of  trees 
bar.  of  trees 

young  oaks 

Eng.bot678.  L.inclusus 
Eng.  bot.  1184 

Eng.  bot.  1730 
Eng.  bot  24S1 

15482  hymSnium  E.  B.     wrinkled         granular         4  all  sea.  G       old  oaks       Eng.  bot  1731 
2337.  PYRE'NULA.  Ach.  Pyrenula. 15483  nitida  Ach.  shining Sp.  4—34. cartilaginous  1 J  all  sea. 

15484  nigrescens  Ach. 
15485  tessellat  a  Ach. 
15486  umbonata  Ach. 

blackish 
tessellated 

tartarcous 
circular  dots 

nipple  shielded  even  coat 
2338.  VARIOLA'RIA.  Ach.  Variolaria. 15487  velata  Ach.  veiled  sinuous  surf. 

15488  multipfincta  Ach. 
15489  globulifera  Ach. 

1:463, 

1}  all  sea.  Br.Bl 
2  all  sea.  01.G 

1}  all  sea.  Br 
Sp.  9-^6. If  aut  GL 

2  win.  Gl. 

bar.  of  beech 

rocks 
slate  rocks 
rocks 

Weig.  obs.  t.  2. f. 14 
E  b.  1499.  Ver.  umbrina 
E.  b.  2455.  L.  viridulvs 
E.b.2153.  L.  thelostomus 

much  dotted  granular 
globuliferous   uneven  crust    H  all  sea.  Grsh 

15468  15470 

ash  trees  Eng.  bot  2062 
beech  trees  Eng.  bot.  2061 
trees  &  rocks  Eng.  bot  2008 

15473  0  *m,j  ni 

15469  15472 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2335.  Endocarpon.  From  evJev,  within,  and  xctgrts,  fruit,  because  the  receptacles  of  the  sporules  are  deeply 
imbedded  in  the  substance  of  the  frond.  The  species  form  small  roundish  or  angular  plants,  commonly  closely 
sessile  upon  earth  or  stone/  of  a  grey  or  olive  hue ;  their  fructification  appearing  like  little  black  dots  over  the surface. 

2336.  Thelotrema.  From  SrM,  a  nipple,  and  r^ua,  an  orifice.  The  protrubcrances  of  the  th alius  are  per- 
forated. This  genus  has  been  reduced  to  Endocarpon  by  Sir  James  Smith. 
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15463  Thai  I  us  rugged  olivaceous  brown,  its  circumference  perforated  and  laciniated  dark-grey :  beneath  glabrous 
somewhat  granulated  and  fibrous,  Apothecia  somewhat  convex  variously  plaited 

15464  Thallus  roughish  olivaceous  brown  with  a  brown  scattered  dust  smooth  beneath  with  pits  and  reticulations 
naked  of  the  same  color,  Apothecia  plane  with  circular  plaits,  at  length  convex 

15465  Thallus  blistered  and  warty  greenish  ash-color  ben.  deeply  pitted  smooth  palish-brown  naked,  Apothecia 
few  plane  margined :  disk  somewhat  even  papillose  and  plaited 

15466  Thallus  smooth  sinuato-lobate  of  a  greenish  coppery-brown  :  beneath  black  with  dense  pulvinate  fibres, 
Apothecia  sessile,  at  length  somewhat  globose  variously  plaited  intricate 

15467  Thallus  very  rig.  mouse-col.  ben.  black-brown  rough  with  ele vat.  paler  spots,  Apoth.  conv.  various,  plait 

15468  Thallus  crustaceous  cracked  into  areola;  figured  somewhat  lobed  greenish  rubiginous  depressed  at  the 
circumference,  Orifices  depressed  black 

15469  Thallus  crustaceo-cartilaginous  somewhat  foliaceous  minute  subpeltate  appressed  plane  roundish  entire 
yellow-green,  Orifices  of  the  apothecia  depressed  reddish-brown 15470  Thallus  crustaceous  submembranaceous  spreading  and  subfoliaceous  contiguous  wavy  cracked  glaucous 
ash-col.  irregul.  lob.  and  crenat.  at  marg.  ben.  black  somew.  spongy,  Orifi.  elevat.  conv.  black  perforat. 

15471  Plant  subcartilaginous  roundish  or  somewhat  angular  lobed  of  an  olive-green  :  beneath  pale  at  margin ; 
the  rest  blackish  and  fibrillose,  Orifice  of  the  fructification  subprominent  dark-brown 

/3  Lobes  of  thallus  aggregat  somew.  imbricat :  margin  elevated  repand-lobed  wavy  with  black  wool  beneath 
15472  Thallus  coriaceous  membranous  pallid  leafy  greenish  crenate-lobed  becoming  irregularly  ragged,  Orifices hemispherical  pale  with  a  black  dot 
15473  Thallus  coriaceous  convex  rounded  lobed  copper-colored,  at  length  rugged  black  and  shaggy  beneath, 

Orifices  scattered  sunk  minute  coal  black,  at  length  convex 
15474  Thallus  thick  crustaceo-cartilaginous  foliaceous  orbicular  peltate  greyish  spread  at  marg.  somewhat  lobed 

and  waved  beneath  smooth,  at  length  rugose  and  tawny,  Orifices  minute  slightly  prominent  brownish 
15475  Thallus  cartilaginous  foliaceous  orbicular  peltate  brown  or  greyish  :  the  border  spread  and  wavy  smooth 

naked  rough  and  black  beneath,  Orifices  of  the  apothecia  very  minute  slightly  prominent  black 
15476  Thallus  coriaceo-cartilaginous  lobed  greyish :  beneath  brownish-black ;  the  lobes  nearly  erect  rounded 

plicate  and  convolute,  Orifices  of  the  apothecia  numerous  convex  black 
15477  Thallus  cartilagineo-coriaceous  lobed  greenish-brown  olivaceous :  beneath  rather  tawny  or  blackish  on 

both  sides  smooth ;  the  lobes  laciniated  waved  plaited  and  crisped  crowd.  Orifices  rather  convex  black 

C(ENOTHALAML 
15478  Crust  smooth  whitish,  Warts  of  the  apothecia  smooth  somewhat  cone-shaped  with  the  margin  of  the 

aperture  thin  simple  somew.  indexed  and  contracted  covered  at  bottom  with  a  membrane  which  bursts 
15479  Crust  subtartareous  thin  contiguous  greyish,  Warts  of  the  apothecia  convex  half  immersed  whiter, 

Orifices  much  contracted  radiated  with  fissures  concealing  the  flesh-colored  apothecia 
15480  Crust  nearly  regular  smooth  rugulose  cinereous,  Warts  of  apothecia  clustered  irregular  whitish  with  a 

large  black  aperture  and  a  thick  somewhat  angular  lacerated  edge 
/3  Crust  white  powdery  with  granul.  and  min.  soredia,  Warts  of  apothecia  appres.  few  and  immers.  in  crust 

15481  Crustaceous  cream-colored  with  scattered  rather  convex  warts  opening  by  an  irregular  indexed  orifice, 
Apothecia  immersed  depressed  brown 

15482  Crust  cartilaginous  uneven  somewhat  polished  greenish -grey,  at  length  extremely  tumid  and  uneven, 
Apothecia  elevated  crowded  hollow  very  irregular 

15483  Crust  cartilaginous  membranous  polished  pale  brownish  cinereous,  Warts  of  apothecia  closed  closing 
surrounding  the  upper  projecting  part  of  the  thalamium 

15484  Crust  tartareous  somewhat  tessellated  unequal  brownish-black,  Warts  of  the  apothecia  spreading  at  the 
base  depressed  somewhat  rugose  surrounding  the  greater  part  of  the  prominent  apothecia 

15485  Crust  tartareous  unequal  cracked  into  areola;  cinereous  yellowish,  Warts  of  apothecia  enlarged  at  their 
base  depressed  closed  clustered  about  the  edged  orifice 

15486  Crust  tartareous  regular  finely  cracked  cinereous  rufous,  Warts  of  apothecia  smooth  reddish  depressed 
above  forming  a  margin  to  the  papilla-like  prominent  orifice 

15487  Crust  determined  somewhat  cartilaginous  smooth  very  white  plaited  in  rays,  Warts  of  apothecia  polished 
compressed  tumid :  kernel  covered  with  a  thin  powdery  skin 

15488  Crust  subcartilaginous  cracked  into  areolae  granular  cinereous,  Warts  of  apothecia  convex  clustered granular :  kernel  lentiform  enclosed 
15489  Crust  subcartilaginous  greyish  uneven  with  granules  and  soredia  scattered  in  an  irregular  manner,  Warts 

of  fructificat.  subglob.  smooth,  at  length  depressed  above  and  soredifer.  and  contain,  a  concave  nucleus 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2337.  Pyrenulji.  A  diminutive  of  rujuv,  a  kernel ;  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  receptacle  is enclosed  in  the  thalamium,  as  a  kernel  within  its  shell  Crustaceous  plants,  found  chiefly  upon  the  bark  of trees. 
2338.  Fariolaria.  The  shields  of  these  plants  resemble  the  eruptive  spots  of  the  variolas  or  measles.  The 

whole  genus  was  referred  by  Linnasus  to  his  Lichen  fagineus  and  lacteus.  The  species  are  of  a  crustaceous 
nature,  found  upon  the  trunks  of  trees,  rocks,  walls,  or  the  ground. 
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15490  communis  Ach. common radiated 

H  all  sea.  Dl.W 
trees 

(2  aspergtlla  Ach. sprinkled 
radiated 1|  all  sea.  Y.Ol rails            Eng.  bot.  2401 

15491  amara  Ach. bitter cracked  crust 2  all  sea.  Grsh bark  of  trees  Eng. b.  1713.  L.fagincus 
(3  discoidea  Ach. discoid 

pulverulent 2  all  sea.  W bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  1714 
15492  lactea  Ach. 

milky 

tartar,  crack. 
1J  wint  W rocks          Eng.  bot  2410 

15493  griseo-virens  E.  B. greyish  green tubercular 1J-  aut  D.Ol smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  2400 
15494  dealbata  E.  B. whitened cracked  crust 3  all  sea.  Lt  Br hard  rocks    Eng.  bot  2519 
15495  cinerea  E.  B. cinereous tubercular 2  all  sea.  OLG whinstone    Eng.  bot  2411 
9339.  URCEOL A'Rl  A. 15496  Achfirii  Ach. 

P  cyrtaspis  Ach. 

Ach.  Urceolaria. 
Acharius'8  -  cracked  crust red                tessellat  crust Sp.  6—23. 2  all  sea.  Pa.  R 

2  all  sea.  Ksh 
rocks          Eng.  bot.  1087 
rocks           Eng.b.450.  L.  punctata* 

15497  gibb&sa  Ach. gibbous 
fringed  patch. 3  all  sea.  Br flints           Eng.  b.  1732.  L.Jibrosus 

15498  cinerea  Ach. cinereous concent,  zones 3  all  sea.  G.Br flints           Eng.  bot  1751 
15499  scruposa  Ach. rock solid  crust 1  all  sea.  Grsh rocks           Eng.  bot  266 
15500  Gagii  E.  B. 

Gage's 

obscure  crust lj  all  sea.  Pa.Y rocks           Eng.  bot  2580 
15501  calcarea  Ach. calcareous crowd,  warts  1}  all  sea.  W roc  &  stones 

(3  Hoff.nanni  Ach. 
Hoffmann's 

sinuous  pat :. li  all  sea.  Cass. roc.  &  stone:  Eng.  bot  1910 

2340.  LECANCRA.  Ach.  Lecanora. 
15502  atra  Ach. 
15503  argopholis  Ach. 
15504  oculfita  Ach. 
15505  coarctata  Ach. 
15506  peri cl ea  Ach. 

/S  cxigua  Ach. 

dark 

pallid mottled 
contracted 
rough 

diminutive 

granulated 
warted  crust 

So.  46—79. 
1|  all  sea.  Grsh  bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  949 
2  sum.    Pale  rocks 

smooth,  crust  2  spring  W 
broad  patches  4  all  sea.  Br 

roc  &  earth  Eng.  bot  1833 
brick  walls    Eng.  bot  534 

little  spots  \  all  sea.  Wsh  old  posts  Eng.  bot  1850 
little  spots       i  all  sea.  Br      old  pales      Eng.  bot.  1849, 

15507  sophodes  Ach.  obscure mealy  crust     1|  aut     G       on  trees       Eng.  bot  1791 

15508  subfusca  Ach. 
15509  ventdsa  Ach. 
15510  frustulosa  Ach. 
15511  effusa  Ach. 
15512  chloroleuca  Ach 
15513  varia  Ach. 

15514  apocras'a  Ach . 

J5491 

brownish 

exposed 
broken 

scattered 

cartilaginous    2  all  sea.  Grsh  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  2109 
warted 
tartareous 
thin  coat 

2  all  sea.  Y.G 

f  all  sea.  Var. 3  aut.  G 

rocks  Eng.  bot.  906 
rocks  Eng.  bot  2273 
bark  of  firs   Eng.  bot.  1863 

whitish  green  Leprous variab.  shield,  crowded li  sum.  W  mountains  Eng.  bot  1373 f  all  sea.  Lt. G   old  walls       Eng.  bot.  1666 

leprous cloudy  crust     lj  wint    LtG   old  posts      Eng.  b.  2075.  Sp.  Vitiligo 
15494    ̂ ^r=^  ^^..^^ffl^-^  15500 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2339  Urceolaria.  From  urceolus,  a  little  pitcher,  with  reference  to  the  form  of  the  shields,  which  are 

sunken  in  the  crust  Natives  of  hard  stones  occasionally  inundated,  or  upon  naked  exposed  rocks ;  occa- 
sionally upon  the  trunks  of  trees.   The  crust  of  U.  esculenta,  a  native  of  Tartary,  is  eatable. 

234a  Lecanora.  An  unexplained  name.  Lecanora  perellus  affords  a  purple  dye,  and  is  caUed  in  the  south  of 
France,  where  it  is  employed  in  lieu  of  the  L.  tartarea,  PereUe  d'Auvergne,  whence  the  specific  name,  as  imith 
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15490  Crust  cartilaginous  polished  whitish  becoming  unequal  and  ash-colored  scattered  with  white  soredia 
having  no  margin,  Warts  of  apothecia  spheroidal  powdery 

/S  Crust  tartareous  cartilaginous  determined  glaucous  with  a  polished  radiated  cracked  circumference, 
Soredia  scattered  superficial  flat  not  margined 

15491  Crust  rugose  cracked  uneven  subpulverulent  white  or  greyish,  Warts  of  the  apothecia  appressed  piano. 
concave  margined  bearing  soredia  of  the  same  color  as  the  crust 

j3  Crust  pulverulent  white,  at  length  greyish  naked,  Soredia  crowded,  at  length  spreading  waved  plano- concave with  the  margin  raised  swollen 
15492  Crust  tartareous  distinctly  bordered  cracked  smooth  white :  the  circumference  somewhat  zoned  crenato- 

lobate,  Warts  of  the  apothecia  crowded  margined  very  white  and  pulverulent 
15493  Crust  elliptical  thin  slightly  tartareous  rugged  grey  scarcely  limited,  Apothecia  rounded  with  a  narrow 

border,  Powder  greenish 
15494  Crust  tartareous  thickish  greyish-white  cracked  tumid  papillary  and  rugged  obscurely  zoned  at  the  cir. 

cumference,  Apothecia  orbicular  prominent  white 15495  Crust  orbicular  tartareous  thin  ash-colored  cracked :  its  circumference  indeterminate,  Apothecia 
orbicular  very  small  white  with  an  elevated  margin  and  flesh-colored  disk 

15496  Crust  with  a  rather  decided  edge  smooth  with  narrow  cracks  pale  brick-colored :  disk  redd. ;  marg.  turn. 
fi  Crust  bordered  smooth  tessellated  reddish,  at  length  white,  Apothecia  becoming  elevated  with  the  disk 

rather  convex  reddish-brown  reaching  the  margin  of  the  crust 
15497  Crust  papillose  warted  polished  white  ash-color :  disk  concave  black  immersed  in  the  tip  of  the  warts, 

Border  contracted  protuberant  crenated  entire 15498  Crust  cracked  areolate  warted  cinereous  bordered  with  black  :  disk  somewhat  concave  dark  immersed 
among  the  warts  becoming  elevated,  Border  thickish  projecting 

15499  Crust  rugoso-plicate  granulated  white  or  greyish  :  fructification  urceolate ;  the  disk  black,  the  border swelling  inflexed  subrugose  covering  the  disk 
15500  Crust  continued  calcareous  smooth  brownish- white  irregularly  cracked  when  dry,  Apothecia  very  minute blackish  sunk  in  the  crust 
15501  Crust  determined  finely  cracked  somewhat  powdery  very  white  becoming  cinereous  :  disk  minute  concave 

black  powdered  with  white,  Border  prominent  discoid  thin 
/3  Crust  thin  cracked  into  areolae  equal  dull  ash-colored,  Fertile  areolae  raised  in  the  middle  whitish  lead- color  :  disk  somewhat  concave  dark  caesious  powdery 

f  Thallus  ad r, ate  uniform.  Rinodina. 
*  Disk  qf  apothecia  constantly  dark  and  black. 

15502  Crust  with  a  somewhat  decided  edge  granulated  and  cracked  greyish- white,  Disk  of  the  apothecia  plane 
at  length  swelling  and  black :  the  margin  free  raised,  at  length  waved  and  crenulate 

15503  Crust  smooth  uneven  warted  pale,  Warts  at  length  subimbricated  somewhat  lobed  and  deformed,  Disk 
of  the  fructification  concave  brownish-black :  the  border  sharp  crenulate  contracted 

15504  Crust  glab.  papiU.  and  branch,  white,  Apothecia  sess.  scattered :  disk  slightly  concave  black ;  marg.  tumid 
15505  Crust  effuse  thin  cracked  rugose  unequal  cinereous,  Disk  of  apothecia  somewhat  immersed  finally 

elevated  flat  dark  with  an  elevated  inflexed  powdery  border 
15506  Crust  thin  somewhat  leprous  and  dispersed  whitish,  Disk  of  apothecia  plano-convex  dark  dotted  rough. Border  obscure  powdery 

/3  Crust  uneq.  obscure,  ciner.  black.  Apothecia  miri.  aggreg.  flat  with  a  white  cren.  border  and  brown,  edge 
**  Disk  of  apothecia  black,  naked,  brownish  when  moistened. 

15507  Crust  verrucose-granular  from  cinereous  brownish-green,  Apothecia  heaped  with  a  flat  coarse  dark  disk 
brown  when  moistened,  Border  tumid  inflexed  entire 

***  Disk  qf  apothecia  black,  brown,  brownish,  or  clouded  with  other  colors,  naked. 
15508  Crust  cartilaginous  smooth,  at  length  granulated  unequal  white  or  greyish,  Disk  of  the  apothecia  plano- convex brown  or  almost  black :  margin  tumid  entire,  at  length  waved  and  crenate 
15509  Crust  tessellated  with  tumid  warts  yellow  green  or  grey,  Apothecia  appressed,  at  length  irregular  with 

the  disk  plane  or  swelling  red  brown,  at  length  rising  above  the  entire  margin 
15510  Crust  tartareous  very  much  cracked  variegated  with  black  and  white  (yellowish-white  in  dispersed  tumid 

warts),  Apothecia  pale-brown,  at  length  convex  dark-brown  :  margin  white 
15511  Crust  effuse  thin  powdery  cinereous  aeruginous,  Apothecia  minute  appressed  :  disk  flat  becoming  convex 

pale-brown,  Border  thin  obscure 15512  Crust  thin  leprose  white,  Apothecia  crowded  elevated :  disk  plane  olive ;  the  margin  waved 
15513  Crust  unequal  granular  somewhat  warted  pale-green,  Apothecia  clustered :  disk  flat  pale-brown  and variegated,  Border  raised  inflexed  finally  crenulate 
15514  Crust  etfiise  very  thin  polished  whitish  sometimes  bearing  soredia,  Apothecia  sessile ;  disk  flattish  pale 

livid-brown,  Border  pale  becoming  crenulate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
tells  us,  though  generally  spelled  Parellus.  L.  Turneri  is  probably  only  a  variety  growing  upon  the  bark  of trees. 

Lecanora  candelaria  derives  its  name  from  the  circumstance  of  the  Swedes  employing  it  to  stain  the  candles 
that  are  used  in  their  religious  ceremonies. 

Lecanora  tartarea  is  the  famous  Cudbear  (so  called  after  a  Mr.  Cuthbert,  who  first  brought  it  into  use) 
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15515  rubricosa  Ach.        red  shielded     round  patch.    1  all  sea.  Grey  old  walls      E.t>.1040.  L.  aesio-rufus 

15516  tuberculosa  Ach. warted warted  firing. 3  all  sea.  D.Ol rocks Eng.  bot  1733 
15517  glaucoma  Ach. glaucous tessellated 2  all  sea.  D.Ol rocks Eng.  bot  2156 
15518  Hageni  Ach. 

Hagen's 
spotted i  wint  D.Ol bark  of  trees  Hagen.  hist.  lich.  t.l.f.5 

/3  cremdata  Ach. crenulated small  spots i  wint.  DIG limest.  rocks  Eng.  bot  930 
15519  albella  E.  B. cream-colored obscure  crust li  wint  Wsh smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  2154 

15520  parella  Ach. 
equal 

warted 2  all  sea.  W rocks Eng.  bot.  727 
15521  upsaliensis  Ach. 

Upsal 
membranous 2  all  sea.  GLW  rocks Eng.  bot  1634 

15522  Tumeri  Ach. 
Turner's 

mealy  crust 3  aut.      JJl.  Cr old  trees Eng.  bot  857 
15523  carnco-1  utea  Ach. 
15524  tartarea  Ach. yell.-flesh-col. Cudbear 

cracked  crust 
tartar  eous 

1  sum.  Wsh 
2  all  sea.  Grsh trun.of  elms  Eng.  bot.  2010 

rocks          Eng.  bot.  156 

fifrigida  Ach. 15525  cerina  Ach. 
15526  St6nei  ̂ cA. 

northern 
waxen 

Stone's 

thin  crust 
oblong  patch 
oblong  patch 

2  aut.  Gl. 
2  wint  G 
1J  wint  G 

earth          Eng.  bot.  1879 
trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  627 
trun.  of  trees 

15527  vitelllna  Ach. yolk  of  egg 
granular li  all  sea.  Y 

pales 

Eng.  bot  1792 
15528  salicina  ̂ cA. Willow 

granular li  spring  Br 
on  trees Eng.  bot  1305 

15529  erythrella  Ach. reddish crack,  rugose 2  all  sea.  Gsh stone  walls Eng.  bot  1993 

15530  rubra  Ach. red membranous 
li  sum.  W trun,  of  trees  Eng.  bott.2218.  L.  Ulmi 

15531  hsmatom'ma  ^<7/. bloody  spotted  powdery 2  sum.  Wsh rocks Eng.  bot  486 
porphyria  Ach. smooth thin  crust 2  sum.  GL rocks Eng.  b.223.  L.  cocci neus 

15532  epigea  ./c/i. earth 
plaited li  all  sea.  W earth K  b.  1778.  L.  candicans 

15533  lentigera  Ach. white round,  patch. li  all  sea.  Wsh dry  heaths Eng.  bot.  871 

15534  sax'icola  JcA. rock scaly  crust 2  all  sea.  Pa.G roc.  &  walls Eng.  bot  1695 

15535  murorum  Ach. wall cracked  crust li  all  sea.  Y.Or rocks Eng.  bot  2157 
15536  glegans  Ach. elegant imbricated 1  all  sea.  Tawn.  rocks Eng.  bot  2181 

15537  ful'gens  ̂ cA. refulgent small  patches i  sum.  Y 
rocks Eng.  bot  1667 

15538  circinata  Ach. circled cracked  crust i  aut  Grsh flat  stones Eng.  bot  1941 
15539  gelida  >4cA. frozen cracked  crust 1  all  sea.  R. Gr rocks Eng.  bot  699 
15540  galactina  Ach. 

milky 

rugose  crust li  all  sea.  Wsh roc.  &  walls 

15541  cervina  Ach. grey lobed  scales i  sum.  Ciner roc.  &  stones  E.b.t.2011.  L.squamulo. 
15542  crassa  yJcA. thick scaly  crust 

|  sum.  Gsh 
earth  on  roc  Eng.  bot  1893 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
employed  to  produce  a  purple  for  dying  woollen  yarn ;  and  no  where,  perhaps,  used  to  so  great  an  extent  as  in 
the  manufactory  of  Mr.  Mackintosh,  at  Glasgow.   The  manufacturers  import  it  largely  from  Norway,  where 
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15515  Crust  cracked  and  areolate  somewhat  granular  whitish,  Disk  of  apothecia  rufous  becoming  brown, 
Border  white  or  yellowish  becoming  flexuose 

****  Disk  of  apothecia  black,  acsious,  glaucous,  or  variously  colored,  always  pruinosc. 
15516  Crust  greenish  ash-color  with  roundish  warts,  Circumference  fibrous,  Apothecia  mixed :  disk  concave 

becoming  flat  blackish-glaucous ;  border  elevated  thick 
15517  Crust  tartareous  tessellated  even  greyish-white,  Apothecia  immersed  in  the  mist :  the  disk  plane,  at 

length  convex  subglobose  glaucous  and  powdery ;  margin  entire  afterwards  obliterated 
15518  Crust  cartilaginous  membranous  whitish  ash-color,  Apothecia  clustered  minute:  disk. flat  becoming 

convex  variegated  with  brown  and  black ;  border  entire  naked  persistent 
(2  Crust  becoming  unequal  somewhat  granular  ash-colored  or  blackish,  Apothecia  much  clustered :  disk flat  brown  and  black  ;  border  crenulate  powdery 

15519  Crust  thin  leprous  continuous  cream-colored  somewhat  polished,  Apothecia  sessile  whitish-buff  uneven with  a  thin  white  wavy  border 
*****  Disk  of  apothecia  somewhat  flesh-colored,  pale,  testaceous,  waxen,  or  orange-colored. 

15520  Crust  granulated  or  somewhat'  waited  white,  Apothecia  thick  crowded  by  pressure  angular :  the  disk concave,  and  as  well  as  the  tumid  entire  margin  of  the  same  color  as  the  crust 
15521  Crust  very  thin  membranaceous  smooth  glaucous  white  bearing  awl-shaped  bristles,  Disk  of  the 

apothecia  at  length  spreading  plane  pale-yellowish 
15562  Crust  leprous  granular  powdery  whitish-grey,  Apothecia  scattered  thick  powdery :  disk  concave  pale flesh-colored :  border  tumid  entire  and  flexuose 
15523  Crust  thin  polish,  hoary,  Apothecia  somew.  inn. :  disk  flat  Achy-yell. ;  border  thin  somew.  in  flex,  crenat 
15524  Crust  tartareous  with  clustered  granules  greyish- white,  Apothecia  scattered  :  disk  plano-convex  a  little wrinkled  flesh-color ;  the  margin  indexed,  at  length  waved 

£  Crust  thin  glaucous  white  running  out  into  papillae  and  spiniluferous  branches  [becoming  black 
15525  Crust  granul.  ciner.  Disk  of  apothecia  flat  convex  yellowish  wax-colored ;  border  elevated  indexed  hoary 
15526  Crust  leprous -tartareous  granular  powdery  dirty-white,  Apothecia  scattered :  disk  waxen  covered  by  the powdery  inflexed  border  becoming  convex  and  dilated 
15527  Crust  granulated  bright-yellow,  Apothecia  crowded  :  the  disk  plane  of  the  color  as  the  crust,  at  length 

convex  deeper  colored  and  powdery ;  the  margin  elevated  thin,  at  length  waved  pulverulent 
15528  Crust  granular  unequal  dirty-yellow,  Disk  of  apothecia  fiat  becoming  convex  somewhat  orange-colored ; border  thin  crenulated  becoming  entire  and  flexuose 
15529  Crust  cracked  subrugose  greenish-yellow,  Apothecia  at  length  subglobose  deep  orange  shining  when the  entire  margin  becomes  obliterated 

******  Disk  of  apothecia  red,  scarlet,  or  purple,  and  sanguine. 
15530  Crust  submembranaceous  smooth,  at  length  unequal  pulverul.  and  granular  white,  Apothecia  crowded  r the  disk  concave  red ;  margin  tumid  inflexed  crenulate 
15531  Crust  tartareous  pulverulent  whitish,  Apothecia  Imbedded  scattered  subconflucnt:  the  disk  scarlet 

rather  convex ;  the  margin  sometimes  obliterated 
fi  Crust  tartar,  granul.  powd.  whit  Apothecia  sess. :  disk  flat  deep  sanguine ;  bord.  elevat,  thick  rug:  persist; 

-  ft  ThaUus  adnata,  radiate,  stellate,  and  lotted  in  the  eircuntference.  Placodium. 
15532  Crust  plaited  and  wrinkled  white :  the  circumference  smooth'  lobed,  Disk  of  the  apothecia  at  length rather  convex  brownish-black  :  the  margin  thin  entire 
15533  Crust  somewhat  imbricated  white,  Lobes  somewhat  concave  flexuose  cut-crenate,  Disk  of  apothecia  flat 

yellowish-brown  :  border  elevated  tumid 
15534  Crust  Subimbricated  scaly  somew.  rugose  uneven  pallid-green  radiated  and  lobed  in  the  circumference  : 

fructification  extremely  crowded  j  the  disk  plane  yellowish-brown  or  subochraceous  with  a  border, at  length  crenate  waved 
15535  Crust  plaited  and  lobed  cracked. bright-yellow  orange  pulverulent :  the  circumference  plicate  and  rayed : segm.  lin.  convex  cut,  Apothecia  crowd. :  disk  at  length  convex  of  a  deeper  orange ;  marg.  ent.  waved 
15536  Crust  somew.  imbricated  plaited  and  rugose  tawny  orange  naked,  Lobes  lin.  lane,  waved  convex  somew. 

distant  radiating.  Disk  of  the  apothecia  concave  of  the  same  color  with  the  crust  marg.  somew.  inflex.  ent. 
15537  Crust  somew.  contiguous' pale  yellow  with  a  plaited  lobed  edge,  Lobes  flexuose  flat,  Apothecia  scattered, Disk  very  red  plano-convex. 155S8  Crust  cracked  greyish  platted  and  raxadjn  the  circumference  fin.-laciniate,  Apothecia  much  crowded  at 

at  length  angular :  disk  plane  brojBBUblacfc  even  with  the  margin  of  the  crust 
15539  Crust  cracked  pale  reddish  grey  the«ctrcumference  rayed  and  lobed  having  brown  warts  in  the  centre cracked  and  rayed :  disk  of  the  apothecia  depressed  reddish  margin  thick  elevated  entire 
15540  Crust  subimbricat  rugulose  whitish,  lobea  and  cren.  at  the  circumference :  fructification  crowd,  angular  ; 

the  disk  plane  brownish  flesh-color  pruinose  with  a  raised  and  at  length  crenate  flexuose  border 
ft+  Thallus  imbricated  throughout. 

15541  Crust  with  lobed  scales  of  a  brownish  ash-color :  disk  of  the  apothecia  immersed  nearly  plane  blackish 
'brown  with  the  margin  at  length  prominent  ' 15542  Crust  scaly  greenish,  Lobes  imbricated  inciso-crenate  waved  irregular,  Disk  of  the  apothecia  slightly 
swelling  brownish  orange  margin  thin  entire  at  length  obliterated        '  ' 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
it  grows  more;  abundantly  than  .with  us ;  yet,  in  the  Highland  districts,  many  an  industrious  peasant  gets  a 
living  by  scraping  this  Lichen  with  an  iron  hoop,  and  sending  it  to  the  Glasgew  marker    When  I  was  in  the 

3  Q 
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15543  virella  Ach. 
15544  candelaria  Ach. 

(SpoIpcSrpa  Ach. 
15545  hypnorum  Ach. 
15546  brun'nea  Ach. 
15547  Hookeri 

CRYPTOGAMIA. Class  XXIV. 

greenish         multifid  pate  1  all  sea.  Bt.  G   trees  &  pales  Eng.  bot.  1696 
Candle-dyeing  scaly  crust  1  all  sea.  Y       trees  &  pales  Eng.  bot.  1794 
many-shielded  toothed  lobed  J  all  sea.  Gr.Y  old  posts      Eng.  bot  t.  1795 
Hypnum        scaly  crust  1  wink    Gr.Br  woods         Eng.  bot  1 740 
brown  lobed  crust  1  spring  CLBr  on  the  grou.  Eng.  bot.  1 1246 

Hooker's        imbricated  1  spring  Grsh  wet  rocks     Eng.  bot  2283 

2341.  PARMEUA.  Ach.   Parmeua.  Sp.  38—77. 15543  glomulifera  Ach.     wai  ted  round  patch.    1}  spring  Gl trim,  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  t  293 

15549  caperata  Ach. 
15550  scortea  Ach. 
15551  perlata  Ach. 
15552  perforata  Ach. 
15553  herbacea  Ach. 
15554  corrugata  Ach. 
15555  olivacea  Ach. 

15556  parietlna  Ach. 
15557  elaeina  Ach. 
15558  pityrea  Ach. 
15559  clementiana  Ach. 
15560  tiliacea  Ach. 
15561  Borreri  Ach. 
15562  lanuginosa  Ach. 
15563  pi  umbea  Ach. 
15564  rubiginosa  Ach . 
15565  omphal6des  Ach. 

15566  saxatilis  Ach. 
15567  fahlunensU  Ach. 
15568  sty gia  Ach. 

15569  aquila  Ach. 
15570  encausta  Ach. 
15571  recurva  Ach. 

wrinkled        round  patch,  f  spring  Y.G    trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  1 654 
leathery         lobed  patches  1 J  all  sea.  Br      trees  &  pales  Eng.  bot  2065 
grey  round  patch.  2  all  sea.  Grsh  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  341 
perforated      crisp  patches  3  all  sea.  Y.G    old  trees      Eng.  bot  2423 
herbaceous      round  patch.  1J  all  sea.  BtG  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  294 
rugose  imbricated  3  all  sea.  D.G   on  trees      Eng.  bot  1652 
olive  round  patch.  2  all  sea.  Ol.  Br  rocks  &  trees  Eng.  bot.  2180 
wall  round  patch.  2  all  sea.  Bt.Y  trees  &  walls  Eng.  bot  194 

i  all  sea.  Ol      bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  2158 
flat. wart ed  ljjuly     GL     walls  Eng.  bot  2064 
flat  radiated  1}  all  sea.  W.Gr  trees  Eng.  bot  1779 
flat  imbricat.  6  sum.    G       rocks  Eng.  bot.  700 
foliaceous  4  aut     OLG  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  1780 
round  patch.  3  all  sea.  YW  rocks 
round  patch.  2  aut     Bl.Gr  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  t.  353 
round  patch.  3  sum.    Br.Gr  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  t  983 
shining  dott  4  all  sea.  Pu.Br  rocks  Eng.  bot  1 604 

orbicular  olive  small  patches scurfy 

Clemen  ti's 
Linden 

Borrer's 
woolly 

leaden rusty 

navel 

rock 
Iron  mine 
pitchy 

lacerated 
griesly 
recurved 

rough  &  pitt    2}  all  sea.  Grsh  stones  Eng.  bot  t  603 
smth.  thallus   3  all  sea.  Pitch,  rocks  Eng.  bot  t  653 
starry  2  suriff  Bl      mountains  Eng.  bot.  1  2048 

multifid  lobes  4  sum.    Br      rocks  Eng.  bot  1 982 
stellated  dott.  3  sum.    Pa.Gr  rocks  Eng.  bot  t  2049 
warted  2  sum.    Pa.G  rocks  Eng.  bot  1 1375 

15548  "  15568 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

neighbourhood  of  Fort  Augustus,  in  1807,  a  person  could  eam  fourteen  shillings  per  week  at  this  work,  selling 
the  material  at  three  shillings  and  fourpence  the  stone  of  twenty-two  pounds.  The  fructified  specimens  are 
reckoned  the  best  • 
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15543  Crust  somewhat  scaly  greenish  ash-colored  becoming  powdery,  Lobes  repand  cut  wavy  with  irregular 
margins,  Disk  of  apothecia  flat  brownish  black 15544  Crust  scaly  yellow,  Lobes  very  much  crowded  cut  and  laciniated  imbricated  their,  margins  minutely 
granular,  Apothecia  nearly  of  the  same  color  as  the  crust  margin  elevated  entire 

/S  Crust  formed  of  lobes  with  many  crowded  teeth  and  segments  greyish  yellow,  Apothecia  crowded  waved : 
disk  plane  dilated  of  the  same  color  as  the  crust  at  length  fulvous  and  the  margin  crenulated 

15545  Crust  scaly  greenish-brown,  Lobes  minute  somew.  rounded  with  margin  granular  and  crenulat  Apothecia submerabran. :  the  disk  concave  at  length  dilated  plane  reddish  brown  the  marg.  elevated  index,  crenate 
15546  Crust  imbricated  greyish  lobed  and  granulated  ash-colored  brown,  Apothecia  imbedded  in  the  crust 

crowded  irregular :  disk  rather  convex  red-brown  the  margin  elevated  crenulated  persistent 
15547  Crust  imbricated  greyish,  Lobes  minute  appressed  blunt,  Disk  of  the  apothecia  plane  black  margin elevated  and  crenate 

t  All  the  divisions  of  the  t  hall  us  equal  at  end. 
15548  Thallus  cartilaginous  rigid  obicular  livid  and  glaucous  smooth  bearing  dark  green  scattered  tufted  excre- 

scences :  tawny  beneath  and  downy,  the  lobes  waved  and  laciniated  angular,  Apothecia  reddish  brown 
rugose  at  the  margin 

,15549  Thallus  orbicular  pale  yellowish  green  rugose  at  length  granulated  black  and  hispid  beneath  the  lobes  waved 
laciniated  round,  nearly  entire,  Apoth.  scatter,  brown  their  margin  incurv.  entire  at  length  pulverulent 

15550  Thallus  roundish  subcoriaceous  white  smooth  finely  dotted  with  black :  hispid  beneath,  Lobes  .Jongish 
sinuate-crenate  cut,  Apothecia  rufous  brown 

15551  Thallus  orbicular  greyish  white  smooth  blackish  brown  and  .hairy  beneath,  Lobes  rounded  cut  plane 
•their  margin  waved  entire,  Apothecia  brown  their  margin  thin  entire 15552  Thallus  orbicular  glaucous  green  naked  with  black  fibres  on  the  under  side,  Lobes  rounded  cut  flat  some- 

what plaited  at  the  edge,  Apothecia  rufous 
45553  Thallus  orbicular  membranaceous  bright  green  above,  beneath  pale  brown  almost  white  and  downy,  Lobes 

waved  and  cut,  the  segments  rounded  subcrenate,  Apothecia  red,  the  margin  index,  rugose  and  crenate 
15554  Thallus  orbicular  membranaceous  finely  rugose  glaucous  green,  beneath  blackish  brown  fibrous,  Lobes cut  rounded  lax  plaited  entire 
15555  Thallus  orbicular  olive  brown  rugged  with  elevated  points  paler  beneath  and  fibrous,  Lobes  radiating 

appressed  plane  dilated  rounded  and  crenate,  Apothecia  dark-brown  :  the  margin  crenulated 
15556  Thallus  orbicular  bright  yellow :  beneath  paler  and  fibrillose;  the  lobes  radiating  appressed  plane  dilated 

round,  crenate  and  crisped  at  the  extremity,  Apoth.  of  the  same  colour  as  the  crust  their  margin  entire 
15557  Thallus  orbicular  somewhat  membranous  contiguous  plaited  umber-olive  colored  cut  crenate  in<the  cir- cumference with  flat  somewhat  truncate  lobules 
15558  Thallus  orbicular  cinereous  powdery :  beneath  white  with  black  fibres,  Central  segments  plaited  eroded 

crisp  powdery  at  edge,  Apothecia  concave  blackish  brown 
15559  Thallus  orbicular  white  hoary  granular  powdery :  beneath  of  the  same  color  with  obsolete  blackish  fibres, Segments  of  the  circumference  flat  cut  crenate,  Apothecia  appressed  flat  brownish  black 
15560  Thallus  orbicular  membranous  glaucous  ash-colored :  blackish  brown  beneath,  Lobes  sinuate-cut ;  the end  ones  rounded  crenated,  Apothecia  brownish  with  an  entire  edge 
15561  Thallus  orbicul.  cinereous,  Soredia  grey  margined,  beneath  brownish  spongy  and  fibrous,  Lobes  concrete 

plaited :  those  of  the  circumference  rounded  cut  crenate,  Apothecia  red  with  a  tumid  edge 
15562  Thallus  orbicular  yellowish  white  pulverulent  greyish  black  and  downy  beneath,  Lpbes  imbricated  plane 

rounded  slightly  crenated,  Apothecia  reddish  ("  of  the  same  color  as  crust")"their  margin  pulverulent 15563  Thallus  orbicul.  blueish-grey,  beneath  having  a  very  thick  spongy  down,  Lobes  q{ circumference  rounded 
and  crenate,  Apothec.  scattered  at  length  convex  rusty-brown,  their  margin  of  same  color  and  entire 

15564  Thai),  orbic.  brownish-grey,  ben.  having  a  blueish-grey  spongy  down,  Lobes  of  circumf.  obtusely  notched 
elevated  pale,  Apothecia  plane  crowded  central  reddish-brown  with  tumid  incurv.  crenul.  whit  margins 

15565  Thallus  orbicular  dark  purplish-brown  shining  dotted  with  black,  beneath  black  and  fibrillose':  the  seg- ments sinuato-midtifid  linear  plane  truncated  crenatejn  the  circumference,  Apothecia  dark-brown,  the margin  slightly  crenulate 
15566  Thallus  orbicul.  greyish  rough  and  pitted  beneath  black  and  fibrillose :  the  segments  imbricated  sinuated 

.plane  subretuse,  Apothecia  bright  chesnut-brown,  their  margin  subcrenulated 
■15567  Thallus  orbicular  pitchy-brown  smooth  beneath  black  and  scarcely  fibrillose :  the  segm.  sinuated  multifid divergent  plane  or  slightly  groovedjfmargins  elevat.  lacerat  Apothec.  dark-brown,  margin  granulated 
J5568  Thallus  stellated  shining  pitchy-blacf,  beneath  black  and  almost  naked :  the  segments  nearly  linear  mul- tifid and  somewhat,  palmate  convex,  the  margins  and  extremity  recurved,  Apothec.  of  the  same  color at  length  black  with  the  margin  crenated 
.15569  Thallus  orbic.  tawny-brown  paler  beneath  with  blackish  fibres :  the  segment  mul  t  ipart  i  te  nearl  y  lin .  convex, those  of  the  circumfer.  dilated  nearly  plane  and  crenate,  Apothecia  dark-brown,  their  margin  crenated 
25570  Thallus  stellat  pale-grey,  beneath  black  uneq.  naked :  the  segments  often  uniting  convex  and  almost  round, 

lin.  multifid  roughish  dotted  with  black,  Apothecia  reddish-brown,  their  margin  somewhat  crenulated 
,15571  Thallus  stellat  pate-greenish  bear,  powdery  warts,  beneath  black  with  spongy  fibres :  segments  of  circum- 

ference multifid  very  narrow  convex  and  almost  rounded,  Apothecia  reddish -brown,  marg.  nearly  ent 
15555     ̂ rTvOS?  €  ̂   is    15567  15570 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2341.  Parmelia.   Named  from  *(tyw,  a  sort  of  small  shield,  and  uXiu,  to  enclose.  On  the  thallus ,cf  these 

plants  scattered  powdery  warts  are  commonly  found.    These  lied  wig  has  determined  to  be  anthers,  apparently for  no  other  reason  than  that  they  are  powdery,  and  that  he  could  fix  the  title  to  nothing  better. 
3  Q  2 



964 CRYPTO  G  AMI  A. Class  X  XIV. 

15572  sinu6sa  Ach. sinuous 
starry 

2  all  sea.  Pa.Y moorstones  Eng.  bot  t.  2050 
15573  aleuritcs  Ach. rugose round  patch. 3  aut.wi.  Pa.Gr  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  t  858 

15574  ambtgua  Ach. ambiguous starry  wartetl 2  aut.wi.  Pa.G trun.  of  trees 

15575  conspersa  Ach. sprinkled smth.  dotted 
1}  all  sea.  Y rocks          Eng  bot  1 2097 

15576  speciosa  Ach. 
shewy 

starry  glabr. 2  spring  6.  W  woods          Eng.  bot.  t.  1979 

15577  UevigSta  Ach. polished 

starry 
3  spring  Grsh on  trees       Eng.  bot  1. 1852 

15578  pulverulenta  Ach. powdery pruinose  roul. 2  spring  Dp.G  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  t.  2063 

15579  stellaris  Ach. stellate rugged  frond 2  spring  Grsh  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  t  1697 
15580  cassia  Ach. csesious sorediferous 

f  all  sea.  Grsh roc.  &  stones  Eng.  bot.  t  1052 
j3  dubia  Ach. dubious 

granular |  spring  Pa.  Br  boards         Eng.  bot  2547 
15581  cycloselis  Ach. circular round  patch. 1  all  sea.  LLGr  trees  &  pales  Eng.  bot.  1942 
15582  diacapsis  J?.  B. twofold-shield. tumid  crust 1}  all  sea.  Wsh stones          Eng.  bot  1954 
15583  phys6des  ylcA. bladdery multif.  smth. 2  all  sea.  Wsh rocks          Eng.  bot.  t  126 
15584  diatrypa  Ach. waited multif.  smth. S  all  sea.  Gr.G wet  rocks     Eng.  bot  t  1248 

.2342.  BORRE'U  A.  4cA. 15585  tenella  Ach. 
Borrera. 

slender branch,  segm. So.  7—23. U  all  sea.  Gl. bran,  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  1351 
15586  leucomela  Ach. black  &  white dense  tufts 1J  feb.  Wsh on  the  earth  Eng.  bot.  2548 
15587  furfuracea  A;*. 

mealy 
farinaceous lj  all  sea.  G.Gr trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  984 

15588  chrysophthalma.-JcA.  yellow-eyed 

bushy 

1  all  sea.  Or apple  trees    Eng.  bot  1088 
15589  flavicans  Ach. yellowish branched 1  all  sea.  Y trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  2113 
15590  ciliaris  Ach. ciliated 

bushy- 
1}  all  sea.  Gl. trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1352 

15591  atlantica  Ach. Barbary bushy  tufts 14  april  G.Ol 
elms           Eng.  bot  1715 

2343.  CETRA'RIA.  Ach.  Cetraria. 
15592  juniperina  Ach.  juniper 

/?  pindstri  Ach. 15593  sepincola  Ach. 
15594  glauca  Ach 

Pinaster hedge 

bushy 
bushy 

bushy  waved 

Sp.  5—14. 1  A  all  sea.  Pa.  Y   trun.  of  trees 

1J  all  sea.  Pa.Y  trun.  of  trees  Eng. 
bot.  1 2111 
bot  1 2386 J  all  sea.  Ol.Br  ston.  &  trees  Eng. 

2  all  sea.  Gl.      on  the  grou.  Eng.  bot.  1 1606 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2342.  Borrera.  Dedicated  by  Acharius,  to  Mr.  William  Borrer,  F.  L.  S.,  one  of  our  most  eminent  British 

eryptogamic  botanists.  This  genus  is  very  natural  in  habit,  including  the  Linnean  genus  Lichen  and  its allies. 
2343.  Cetraria.  An  unexplained  name.  C.  islandica  is  common  in  Iceland  and  in  the  north  of  Germany, 

and  is  also  found  in  the  mountains  of  Asturias.  It  grows  to  the  height  of  two  or  three  inches  only,  and  has  a 
rugged  bushy  aspect  In  Iceland  and  Lapland  it  is  used  as  an  article  of  diet ;  being  boiled  in  broth  or  milk, 
after  being  freed  from  its  bitter  by  repeated  maceration  in  water,  or  dried  and  made  into  bread.  It  has  of  late 
years  been  brought  in  considerable  quantities  to  this  country  for  medicinal  purposes.  The  dried  plant  differs 
vetylittle  from  its  appearance  in  a  recent  state.  Medicinally  it  is  tonic  and  demulcent ;  it  has  also  been  founa 
useful  in  -debilities  after  acute  diseases,  and  in  emaciations,  particularly  those  arising  from  the  great  discharge1 
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15572  Thallus  stellat.  pale-yellowishigrey  smooth,  black  and  fibrous  beneath  :  segments  broadly  lin,  sinuato-piri- natifid,  their  sinuses  broad  and  circular,  Apothecia  nearly  plane  dark-brown,  their  margin  thin  entire 
15573  Thallus  orbicular  continuous  rugose  pale-grey  pulverulent,  beneath  of  the  same  color  .with  blackish  fibres : 

segments  in  the  circumference  distinct  plane  rounded  waved  inciso-crenate,  Apothecia  plane  reddish- brown,  their  margin  at  length  crenulate  and  pulverulent 
15574  Thallus  stellated  pale-yellow  green  smooth -bearing  powdery  warts,  beneath  brownish-black  and  fibrillose": the  segments  linear  appressed  plane  dichotomous  somewhat  truncated,  Apothecia  subcentral  small 

nearly  plane  brown,  their  margin  entire 
15575  Thallus  orbicul.  greenish-yell,  smooth  with  blackish  dots,  browti  and  fibrillose  beneath  :  .segments  sinuato- 

lobate  rounded  crenate  nearly  plane,  Apothecia  central  chesnut-brown  with  the  margin  nearly  entire 
15576  Thallus  stellated  glabrous  greenish-white,  beneath  snowy-white  with  greyish  fibres :  the  segments  im- 

bricated linear  plane  cut  and  branched  crenate,  their  extremities  ascending  and  powdery,  Apothecia 
central  brown  with  a  tumid  singularly  rough  and  crenate  border 

15577  Thallus  stell.  smooth  greyish-white,  beneath  black  and  fibrillose :  segm.  multif.  lin.  broader  upwards  cut  di- 
varicated acute  in  the  circumference  frequently  bearing  powdery  warts,  Apothecia  concave  chesnut 

eolor  with  the  margin  entire  "  *  ,  ' 15578  Thallus  stellated  deep  glaucous  green  ca?sious  and  pruinose  when  dry,  beneath  black  and  downy  and  his- pid :  the  segment  linear  multifid  in  the  circumference  plane  appress.  Waved  retuse  at  the  extremities, 
Apothecia  glaucous  black,  the  margin  entire  and  waved  at  length  leafy 

15579  Thallus  stellat.  at  length  rugged  and  granulat  greyish-green,  beneath  with  grey  fibres :'  the  segm.  siiblin. rather  convex  cut  multifid,  Apothecia  glauc.  black,  their  margin  entire,  at  length  waved  and  crenate 
15580  Stellate  greyish-white  and  glaucous  sorediferous,  ash-colored  beneath  with  black  fibres  :  segments  linear 

cut  multif.  convex  but  plane  at  extremities ;  fructification  subconcave  black  with  a  subinflexed  border 
a  Thallus  stellate  cinereous:  segments  branched  separate  recurved  at  edge  roundish,  some  broader  than 

the  rest  and  powdery  at  the  edge 
15581  Orbicular  greenish-grey,  fibrous  and  black  beneath,  Lacfrue  imbricated  nearly  plane  multif.  erosa-crenate 

somewhat  ciliate :  the  margin  sometimes  raised ;  fructification  very  dark,  the  border  raised  entire 
15582  Crust  blueish-white  tartareous  minutely  undulated,  Apothecia  clustered  somewhat  sunk :  disk  flat  black or  brown  ;  margin  thick  externally  black 
15583  Thallus  substellated  glaucous  white  ;  beneath  brownish  black ;  the  segm.  sinuato-multifi'd  convex  glabrous inflated  and  ascending  at  the  extremity,  Apothecia  red  brown,  their  margin  entire 
15584  Thallus  substellate  greyish-green  :  beneath  rugose  blackish  and  white ;  segments  sinuato-multifid  nearly 

plane  smooth  bearing  powdery  warts  and  perforated;  the  extrem.  inflated,  Apotli.redd. :  marg.  entire 

15585  Thallus  greyish-white'naked  on  both  sides  and  of  the  same  col.  substellat. :  segm.  pinnatif.  ascend,  dilat. arched  and  ciliated  at  the  extremity,  Apothecia  scattered  :  disk  plane  ctesious  black ;  its  marg.  entire 
15586  Thallus  palish :  segments ,  erect  linear  multifid  attenuated  ciliated :  beneath  very  white  powdery  and channelled,  Apothieca  with  a  flat  black  ca?sious  disk 
15587  Thallus  greenish-grey  farinaceous  :  the  segments  linear  attenuated  branched  grooved  naked  rugose  and 

blackish  beneath,  Apothecia  somewhat  marginal  cup-shaped  with  their  margin  thin  indexed 
15583  Thallus  yellow  naked  and  of  the  same  color  on  both  sides:  segments  linear  flattish  pinnatifid  branched fibrous  at  end,  Apothecia  somewhat  terminal  with  an  orange-colored  disk 
15589  Thallus  yellow  naked :  segments  dichotomously  branched  slightly  compressed  atten.  divaricated  compji- 

cated,  Apothecia  scattered  :.  their  disk  plane  orange-red ;  their  margin  entire  naked 
15590  Thallus  greenish  ::  segments  linear  branched  attenuated  ciliated  at  end  whitish  and  channelled  beneath, Apothecia  somewhat  terminal : ,  disk  concave  becoming  flat  with  a  f'ringid  border 15591  Thallus  pale  rufous  downy :  segm.  divaricating  tortuous  linear  tapering  channelled  on  the  under  surface, Apothecia  scattered  :  disk  flattish  brownish-black  with  a  thin  entire  border, 

15592  Thallus  pale-yellow  very  yellow  beneath:  the  segments  plane  ascending  erose  crenate  and .  crisped, 
Apotnecia:  elevated :  their  disk  brown  ;  the'  margin  crenulated |8  Thallus  with  segm.  depressed :  the  lobes  rounded  crenate ;  margins  crisped  pulverulent  and  very  yellow 

15593  Thallus  olive-brown  paler  beneath ;  the  segments  plane  ascending  lobed  waved  subcrenate,  Apothecia 
elevated 'of  the  same  color :  their  margin  rugose  and  crenulate 15594  Thallus  glaucous  somewhat  shining  sinuated  and  lobed  brown  beneath  :  the  segments  cut  and  jagged curled  ascending,  Apothecia  elevated  chesnut-brown  :  their  margin  wrinkled 

Thallus  white  on  each  side  or  with  occasional  black  spots  beneath  ; 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
of  ulcers.;  and  diarrhoeas,  dysentery,  and  hooping  cough,   Its  virtues,  however,  have  been  greatly  overrated. {Thorn.  Loud.  IHsp.  365.) 
Though  plentiful  with  us,  it  is  scarcely  sufficiently  so  to  form  an  article  of  commerce.  A  great  proportion 

pf  what  comes  to  our  shops,  where  it  is  in  great  request  as  a  medicine  in  coughs,  consumptions,  &c.  is  procured 
from  Norway  or  from  Iceland,  Immense  quantities  are  gathered  in  the  latter  country,  not  only  for  sale,  but  for home  consumption,  as  an  article  of  common  food.  The  bitter  and  purgative  quality  being  extracted  by  steep*, mg  in  water,  the  lichen  is  dried,  reduced  to  powder,  and  made  into  a  Cake,  or  boiled  and  eaten  with  milk  ;  and 
eaten  with  thankfulness,  too,  by  the  poor  natives,  who  confess  *•  that  a  bountiful  Providence  sends  them  bread 
out  of  the  very  stones."  An  ample  account  of  the  nutritive  qualities  ot  this  plant  njay  be  found  mtbe Memoir  of  Professor  Proust,  inserted  in  the  Journal  de  Physique,  for  August,  1806. 

3  Q  3 
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15595  nivalis  Ach. •now bushy  tufts 2  all  sea.  Sul. rocks           Eng.  bot  1 1994 
15596  islandica  Ach. Iceland  Moss 

bushy 
2  all  sea.  Ol.Br  rocky  places  Eng.  bot  t 1330 

2344,  8TICTA.  Ach. 
15597  crocata  Ach. 

Sncr*. orange 
yellow  warts Sp.  7— 18. 

3  all  sea.  GLBr  rocks          Eng.  bot  2110 

15598  aurata  Ach. 
golden 

foliaceous 6  all  sea.  Br trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  2359 

15599  pulmonacea  Ach. liverwort reticulated 2  all  sea.  Oliva.  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  572 
15600  scrobiculata  Ach. 

pitted 
roundish  pat. 3  all  sea.  Grsh trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  497 

15601  limbSta  Ach. bordered smooth  lobed f  all  sea.  GLBr  rocks          Eng.  bot  1104 
15602  fuliginosa  Ach. 

smutty 
round  patch. 3  all  sea.  Lu.gr  moist  rocks  Eng.  bot  1103 

15603  sy  1  vat ica  Ach. wood pitted  fronds 3  all  sea.  Ru.Br  shady  woods  Eng.  bot  2298 
2345.  PELTIDF/ A.  Ach 

15601  venosa  Ach. 
Peltidea. 

veiny 
much  veined Sp.  9—21. 2  sum.  Gsh on  the  earth  Eng.  bot  887 

15605  scutata  Ach. shielded 

crisp 

1)  all  sea.  Cin. bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1834 
15606  horizontalis  Ach. horizontal shining,  cren. 2  all  sea.  Br.G shady  rocks  Eng.  bot  888 

15607  aphthosa  Ach. Thrush warted 2  aut  G among  moss  Eng.  bot  1119 

15608  rufescens  E.  B. brownish incurved 2  all  sea.  R.Br on  the  earth  Eng.  bot  2300 
15609  canina  Ach. 

dog 

broad-lobed 2  aU  sea.  Grsh on  the  earth  Eng.  bot  2299 

15610  membranacea  A*. membranous broad-lobed 1}  all  sea.  Grsh thatch 

15611  spuria  E:  B.      imperfectly  veined  lobed  frond 
If  july  Ol.Br 

thatch         Eng.  bot  1542 

15612  polydactyla  Ach. multifid smooth-hood. 
1|  july  Gl. 

on  the  earth  Jacq.colL  1 14.  £ 
2846.  NEPHROMA.  Ach.  Nephroma. 
15613  resupinata  Ach.      resupinate  short-lobed 

Sp.  2— 8. 
3  all  sea.  Gr.Br  among  moss  Eng.  bot  1 305 

15614  pari  lis  Ach. chocolate foliaceous 3  all  sea.  Br stone  quarr.  Eng.  bot  2360 

2347.  ROCC'EL'I..\.  Ach.  OrchAll. 
15615  tinctoria  Ach.         true  dyer's bushy  tufts Sp.  2—7. li  all  sea.  Y.Br marit  rocks  Eng.  bot  211 
15616  fuciformis  Ach. flat-leaved bushy  tufts *  all  sea.  GL granite  rocks  Eng.  bot  728 
2348.  EVER'NIA.  Ach.  Evernia. 

15617  prunastri  Ach.        Star's  Horn L.  stictoceros  E.  B.  1. 1353 
multif.  segm. 

Sp.  1—6. 
2  all  sea.  G.W heaths        Eng.  bot  1 859 

2349.  CENOMY'CE  Ach.  Cenomvce. 15618  papiUaria  Ach.  pimpled granul.  crust Sp.  20— 13. 1  win  t.  Grsh damp  earth  Eng.  bot  907 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2344.  Sticta.  From  fixref,  dotted,  on  account  of  the  numerous  little  pits  on  the  under  surface*  Of  the  frond* One  of  the  most  handsome  genera  of  Lichens,  growing  almost  wholly  upon  trees.  Sticta  pulmonacea  is  sup. 

posed  to  possess  the  same  qualities'  as-  the  famous  Iceland  moss,  Cetrarta  islandica. 2345.  Peltidea.  So  called  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  shields,  from  mX-m,  a  target.  Peltidea  aphthosa,  * 
large' handsome  species,  has  its  name  from  the  circumstance  related  by  Linnaeus,  that  the  Swedish  peasant* boil  it  in  milk  as  a  cure  for  the  aphtha,  or  thrush,  in  children. 

2346.  Nephroma,  From  mptot,  a  kidney ;  the  apothecia  are  of  a  reniform  figure.  N.  polaris  is  remarkable 
for  being  common  to  both  the  arctic  and  antarctic  circles. 

2347.  Roccella.  Thiris  a  slight  alteration  of  the  Portuguese  Roccha,  signifying  a  rock,  in  allusion  to  the' 



Ord.  VIII.  Tribk  II.       LICHENS  CiENOTHALAMI. 

15595  Thai lus  sulphur-colored  orange  at  the  base  pitted  and  reticulated  erect  nearly  plane  lacinifttcd  :  its  seem. 
multifid  crisped  crenato-dentate  and  often  waited  at  points,  Apothecia  plane  fiesh-coL  :  mars,  crcnulat 

15596  Thallus  olive-brown  paler  beneath  :  the  segments  erect  sub-linear  multifid  channelled  smooth  dentato- 
ciliate ;  fert  branches  spreading,  Apothecia  appressed  plane  of  the  same  color :  margins  elevated  entire 

15597  Thallus  dark  glaucous  brown  pitted  with  broad  rounded  spreading  entire  lobes,  having  bright  lemon- 
colored  powdery  spots  upon  the  margin  and  on  the  elevated  parts  between  the  pits :  downy  and  tawny 

'  beneath  with  min.  lemon-colored  little  hollows,  Apothecia  scattered  black. -brown  :  their  margin  entire 15598  Thallus  glaucous  shining  very  broad  woolly  beneath,  Soredia  minute  yellow :  segments  rounded  sinuated 
cut ;  margin  wavy  crisp  indexed  yellow-powdery 15599  Thallus  olivaceous  pitted  and  reticulated  downy  beneath  with  smooth  prominences :  the  segm.  sinuato- 
lobate  truncated,  Apothecia  submarginal  plane  reddish :  their  margin  rugose 

15600  Thallus  suborbicular  glaucous  greyish-green  very  broad  soraew.  pitted  and  having  mealy  warts :  beneath 
downy  tawny  with  white  naked  spots ;  the  segments  rounded  and  lobed  irregular,  Apothecia  scattered 
nearly  plane  reddish-brown :  their  margin  somewhat  crenate 

15601  Thallus  orbicular  glaucous  brown  roundly  lobed  smooth  grey  and  powdery  at  the  margin :  downy  beneath with  white  hollow  spots,  Apothecia  brown 
15602  Thallus  orbicular  dark  lurid-grey  rough  with  brown  granules :  beneath  grey.-brown  with  white  concave 

spots ;  the  segments  roundly  lobed  nearly  entire,  Apothecia  scattered  dark-brown  :  their  marg.  entire 15603  Thallus  wide  rusty  brown  naked  and  pitted :  brown  and  downy  beneath  with  small  pale  excavations  ; 
segments  lobed  and  obtusely  cut  unequal,  Apothecia  marginal  dark-brown 

15604  Thallus  greenish  ash-color  white  beneath  having  dark  brown  prominent  branched  veins,  Lobes  rounded 
cut  somewhat  entire.  Apothecia  marginal  plane  rounded  swelling  brown  scarcely  crenulate  at  the  margin 

15605  Thallus  ash-colored  whitish  and  veiny  beneath :  the  lobes  rounded  sinuated  and  cut  crenate  and  crisped  j 
fertile  lobules  very  short,  Apothecia  orbicular  ascending  nearly  plane  brown  somewhat  entire 

15606  Thallus  glaucous  and  brownish  green  lobed  cren.  and  shining  pale  ben.  with  numerous  brown  branching 
reticulated  veins :  fertile  lobules  abbreviated,  Apothecia  terminal  plane  horizontal  transversely  oblong 
reddish  brown  with  a  nearly  entire  margin 

15607  Thallus  green  smooth  roundly  lobed  sprinkled  with  brown  warts  whitish  beneath  with  brown  branching 
veins :  fertile  lobules  very  long  contracted  in  the  middle  their  sides  reflexed,  Apothecia  terminal  large 
ascending  red  brown  with  a  lacerated  margin 

15608  Thallus  coriaceous  concave  even  dark  reddish-brown  pale  downy  with  obsolete  veins  beneath,  Lobes 
rounded  with  numerous  fruit-bearing  processes 

15609  Thallus  greyish  green  with  broad  rounded  lobes  white  beneath  with  brownish  branching  veins :  fertile 
lobules  rather  long  with  their  sides  reflexed,  Apothecia  terminal  nearly  erect  revolute  reddish-brown with  a  subcrenulated  border 

15610  Thallus  thin  membranous  somewhat  downy  with  rounded  lobes  beneath  whitish  and  netted  with  veins  of 
the  same  color,  Fertile  lobes  short,  Apothecia  minute 

15611  Leathery  ash-colored  and  even  above :  whitish  smooth  with  indistinct  pale  veins  beneath,  Apothecia 
ascending  roundish  dark  reddish  brown 

15612  Thallus  glaucous  green  naked  glabrous  with  brown  reticulated  veins  beneath  :  fertile  lobules  very  nume- 
rous elongate  and  as  well  as  the  brown  terminal,  Apothecia  cucullato-revolute 

15613  Thallus  greyish  brown  pale  pubescent  and  granulated  beneath :  fertile  lobules  very  short,  Apothecia 
large  numerous  reddish 15914  Thallus  livid  brown  beneath  naked  wrinkled  blackish,  Fertile  lobes  short,  Face  of  the  apothecia  brownish 

15615  Thallus  rounded  glaucous  green  somew.  branched  nearly  erect,  Apothecia  scattered  elevated  :  disk  flat caesious  pruinose  as  broad  as  the  border 
15616  Thallus  flat  cinereous  greenish  with  dichotomous  divisions,  Segments  attenuated,  Apothecia  marginal 

15617  Thallus  greenish  white  segments  dichotomous  multifid  ascending  linear-attenuate  plane  pitted  grooved  and white  beneath,  Apothecia  bright  brown  concave 
f  Thallus  suberustactous  uniform.  Podetia  hollow.  Pycnothelia. 

15618  Subcrustaceous  uniform  granulated  greyish,  Podetia  ventricose  glabrous  white  simple  or  branched,  the 
branches  very  short  confluent  and  subfastigiate,  Fructification  minute  reddish-brown 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
places  where  this  plant  is  commonly  found.  This  plant  is  the  Orchall  or  Argol  of  the  dyers,  so  celebrated  for 
yielding  a  fine  purple  color,  for  which  Cudbear  is  but  a  poor  substitute. 

2348.  Evernia.  Ev^niis  signifies  tall,  or  well  branched.  The  name  has  been  well  contrived  to  express  the 
habit  of  the  species,  which  all  form  bushy,  erect,  or  pendulous  tufts. 

2349.  Cenomyce.  From  xmee,  empty,  and  fjuuxig,  a  minute  fungus,  alluding  to  the  hollowness  of  the  little 
fungus-like  receptacles.  Cenomyce  rangeferina  :  this  is  the  Lichen  which,  for  the  greater  part  of  theyear,  and  es- pecially in  winter,  is  the  support  of  the  vast  herds  of  rein-deer,  in  which  consists  all  the  wealth  of  the  Laplanders. 
No  vegetable,  Linnaeus  tells  us,  grows  throughout  Lapland  in  such  abundance  as  this,  especially  in  woods  of 
Mattered  pines,  where,  for  very  many  miles  together,  the  surface  of  the  sterile  soil  is  covered  with  it  as  with 
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15619  alcicornis  Ach. buckshorn  tufts i  wint    Gl.     heaths         Eng.  bot  1 1392 

15620  endivia>f61ia  Ach. 
15621  cervicomis  Ach. 

156-22  pyxidSta  Ach. 
15623  fimbriata  Ach. 

fi  radiata  Ach. y  cornuta  Ach. 
15624  gonorega  Ach. 

15625  ecraocyna  Ach. 

gracilis  Ach. 

endive-leaved  multi  fid  tufts    f  wint.  Y.G 

Stag's  Horn  multifid  tufts  1}  wint  GL 

cupped  tufts  f  spring  GL 
fringed  coral loid  tufts  1}  spring  GL 
radiated  coralloid  tufts  2  spring  Gl. 
cornute  coralloid  tufts  1J  spring  GL 
degenerating  tufts  1  sum.  Cm. 

dry  places  Eng.  bot  1 2361 
. Pentlan. hills  Eng.  bot  1 2574 

banks  Eng.  bot  1 1393 
moors  &  hea.  Eng.  bot  1 2138 
on  the  grou.  Eng.  bot  1835 moors  &  hea.  Eng.  bot  1836 
mountains 

/3  anomte'a  Ach.  variable leafy 

slender 

brittle  tufts     1  spring  Cin.  hills Eng.  bot  1867 

fine  tufts 
fine  tufts |  spring  Gr 

f  spring  Gr 

hea.  &  moun. 

hea.  &  moun.  Eng.  bot  1284 

15626  bacillaris  Ach. 

15627  digitfita  Ach. 

15628  deformis  Ach. 

15629  coccifera  Ach. 

rod-like 
fingered 

branched 

powdery 

2  all  sea.  Wsh 

1|  all  sea.  Y.G 

deformed  branch,  tufts  3  all  sea.  SuL 

coccus-bearing  long  tufts        3  wint  Gr.G 

woods  E  b.  1 2028.  Lfilifornm 
woods         Eng.  bot  2439 

roots  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1391 

moors  &  hea.  Eng.  bot  2051 

/3  cornucopioides  Ach. 15630  belhdifkSra  Ach. cornucopia-like  short  tufts 
daisy-flowered  stiff  scaly 

li  wint.  Gr.G 
2  wint  Pale 

moors  &  hea. 
lofty  mount.  Eng.  bot  1894 

15631  sparassa  Ach. vcntricose       branch,  tufts    2  all  sea.  GL      in  woods      Eng.  bot  i 

15632  delicata  Ach. delicate mealy  patch      |  wint    G       rotten  rails   Eng.  bot.  2052 

15633  racemosa  Ach. 
15634  furcfita  Ach. 

$  subuldta  Ach. 
15635  uncialis  Ach. 
15636  rangiferma  Ach. 

$  pun' gens  Ach. 

racemose  loosely  branc.   1  *  all  sea.  Gsh  heaths 
forked  smooth  tufts  2}  all  sea.  Liv.br  woods 
subulate  slightly  bran.   2  all  sea.  Liv.br  woods 
stiff  rigid  smooth    1)  wint    Pa.G  moors 
rein-deer  much  branch.  2  all  sea.  Hoa.  woods 
pungent  branched  tuft  2  all  sea.  Gr  commons 

Dill.  muse.  1. 16.  f.  25 

DiLmusc.  t.l6.f.27.  A-D 
DiL  muse.  tl6.  £21.  A.  B 
Eng.  bot.  1. 174 
Eng.  bot.  1. 173 

Eng.  bot.  2444 

15637  vermicularis  Ach.  vermicular 
15619         <m  15622 

high  mount  Eng.  bot.  t.  2029 
15626 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
snow.   Cn  the  destruction  of  forests  by  fire,  when  no  other  plant  will  find  nutriment,  this  Lichen  springs  up 
and  flourishes,  and,  after  a  few  years,  acquires  its  greatest  size.  Here  the  rein-deer  are  pastured,  and  whatever 
may  be  the  depth  of  snow  during  the  long  winters  of  that  climate,  thev  have  the  power  of  penetrating  it,  and 
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ft  Thallus  foliaceous.    Podetia  fist  alar  dilated  upwards  and  fertile,  or  sterile  and  subulate.   Apothecia  closed with  a  membrane.  Scyphophora. 
*  Apothecia  fuscous  or  pallid. 

15619  Thallus  foliaceous  very  pale  glaucous  green  the  segments  subpalmated  ascending  obtuse,  and  incurved, 
Podetia  elongated  turbinate  all  cup-bearing  smooth  the  cups  regular  crenate  with  the  margin  at  length 
leafy  and  proliferous,  Apothecia  brown 

15620  Thallus  foliaceous  large  glaucous  yellow  green  white  beneath  the  segments  multifid  waved  crenate  crisped, 
Podetia  turbinate  elongate  mostly  simple,  Apothecia  marginal  reddish-brown 

15621  Thallus  foliaceous  glaucous  green  :  segments  erect  multifid  narrow  repando-subdentate,  Podetia  cylin- 
drical short  glabrous  dingy  at  length  black  all  of  them  cup-bearing  :  cups  small  regular  dilated  entire 

nearly  plane  proliferous  from  the  centre,  Apothecia  marginal  sessile  brownish-black 
15632  Thallus  foliaceous :  segments  orenulated  ascending,  Podetia  all  turbinate  elongate  cup-shaped  glabrous 

at  length  granulat.  warty  rough  grey,  green  :  cups  regular ;  the  margin  at  length  prolifer.  Apoth.  brown 
15623  Thallus  foliaceous :  the  segments  small  crenate,  Podetia  elongate  cylindrical  cup-bearing  sometimes  subu- 

late slightly  pulverul  white :  cups  regular  their  margins  ent.  and  crenat.  at  length  prolifer.  Apoth.  brown 
/S  Podetia  elongated  powdery  white,  Scypha?  radiant' at  edge y  Podetia  elongate  subulate  simple  or  branched  pulverulent  white  sterile  or  with  reddish  apothecia 

15624  Thallus  foliaceous,  Segments  broadish  crenulate  cut,  Podetia  longish  smooth  somewhat  waited  glaucous 
or  whitish  green,  Apothecia  irregular  torn  into  rays  proliferous  at  edge 

£  Thallus  foliaceous  ash-colored  brittle. :  segments  imbricated  minute  crenate,  Podetia  cylindrical  rough 
and  foliaceous ;  cups  turbinate  closed  at  length  dilated  and  radiated,  Apothecia  marginal  sessile  or stalked  brownish-black 

15625  Thallus  foliaceous,  Segments  small  crenate,  Podetia  long  subulate  sterile  and  fertile  smooth  livid-brown, 
Apothecia  cup-shaped  toothed  at  edge  occasionally  proliferous 

£  Thallus  foliaceous  very  minute,  Podetia  elongate  subulate  sterile  and  cup-bearing  smth.  greenish  brown-: cups  toothed  at  the  margin  at  length  proliferous,  Apothecia  brown 
**  Apothecia  scarlet  or  deep  red. 15626  Thallus  foliaceous  small :  segm.  inciso-lobate  crenate,  Podetia  cylindr.  simple  and  somew.  branch,  at  the 

extremity  greenish  white  granulated  rarely  cup-bear. ;  cups  narr.  at  length  radiat.  •  Apoth.  min  ate  scarlet 15627  Thallus  foliaceous  small :  segments  .expanded  rounded  crenate  beneath  as  well  as  on  the  cylindrical  yellow 
green  cup-bearing,  Podetia  pulverulent :  cups  narrow  small  at  length  large  with  the  often  branched 
numerous  digitate  or  rayed  prolifications  tipped  with  the  bright  scarlet  apothecia 

15628  Thallus  foliaceous  minute :  segments  broadish  cut  crenate  naked  beneath,  Podetia  long  thick  subventricose 
sulphur-colored  slightly  pulverulent  cup-bearing :  cups  narrow  crenato-dentate  at  length  dilated  and 
jagged,  Apothecia  sessile  and  pedunculate  scarlet 

15629  Thallus  foliaceous  minute :  segm.  rounded  crenate  nak.  beneath,  Podetia  elongated  turbinate  naked  nearly 
pale  yellow  or  greyish  green  all  cup-bearing,  cups  with  their  margins  spreading  fertile,  Apothecia  large at  length  stalked  scarlet 

$  Pode.  rather  short  cup-bearing :  cups  dilat.  crisp.and  foliac.  term,  by  the  scarlet  stalk.  Apoth.  at  leng.  prolif. 
15630  Thallus  foliaceous  minute :  the  segm.  inciso-crenate  naked  beneath,  Podetia  elongate  cylindr.  rigid  glabr. 

foliaceo-squamose  pale  all  cup-bear.:  cups  narr.  their  margins  fertile  and  prolifer.  Apoth.  crowd,  scarlet 
ftt  Thallus  foliaceous.   Podetia  fistular  dilated  upwards  and  fertile.   Apothecia  pervious.  Schasmaria. 

15631  Thallus  foliac.  minute  lobedand  crenated,  Podetia  elongated  branch,  subventr.  granulat.  rough  with  leafy 
scales  cup-bearing :  cups  irregular  pervious  dentato-radiate  proliferous,  Apothecia  stalked  pale  brown 

-Hit  Thallus  foliaceous.  Podetia  somewhat  fistular,  cylindrical,  simple,  split  at  end  or  digitate.  Rays  all  fertile. Helopodia. 
15632  Thallus  foliaceous  with  minute  granular  lobes,  Podetia  smooth  granular  pallid  divided  at  end  :  divisions 

very  short,  Apothecia  clustered  brownish  black 
f  |  |f  |  Thallus  foliaceous,  scarcely  any.   Podetia  cartilaginous,  rigid,  fistular,  all  tapering  subulate  branched. 

AxilUe  generally  bored  through.  Cladonia.' 15633  Podetia  elongated  smooth  at  length  scaly  greenish  white  inflated  curved  branched,  Branches  lax  subsecund 
their  extremities  divergent  spinulose,  Apothecia  pale  brown 

15634  Podetia  elongated  smooth  livid  brown  dichotomous,  Axils  not  perforated,  Branches  narr.  subulate  curved 
the  extremities  forked  divergent :  fertile  ones  with  brown  apothecia  ; 

jS  Podetia  elong.  slender  sparingly  branch.  Branches  nearly  erect-:  fertile  bran,  with  brown  capitate  apoth. 15635  Podetia  elongate  glabr.  pale  dichotomous :  the  axils  perforated  open ;  extremities  of  the  branches  patent 
short  acute  and  rigid,  Apothecia  small  terminal;  brown 

15636  Podetia  elongate  cylindr.  erect  rough  ish  hoary  branched  :  axils  often  perforated,  Branches  scattered  very 
much  divided  spreading  the  ultimate  ones  subradiate  or  drooping,  Apothecia  subglobose  clustered  brown 

j3  Podetia  cinereous  dichotomously  branched  rigid  forming  a  cushion-like  tuft,  Axilla;  not  bored  through, End  of  branches  mucronate  diverging  brownish 
jjlHl  Thallus  none.  Podetia  soft,  subsolid,  subulate,  somewhat  branched.  Ax'UUe  not  bored  through.  Cerania. 15637  Podetia  subulate  nearly  simple  smooth  very  white  subflstulose  flexuose  prostrate 

15638^     _  .,„M.       15635      -,,  15636 

15631 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

Obtaining  their  necessary  food.   Linnaeus  has  given  a  beautiful  description  of  this  Lichen,  and  of  the  animals whose  support  it  is,  in.the  Flora  Lapponica,  p.  332. 
'  C.  pyxidata  is  sometimes  employed  by  the  poor  in  the  cure  of  the  hooping-cough. 



970 CRYPTOGAMIA. Class  XXIV. 

2850.  B/EO'MYCES.  Ach.   Bj;om yces. 15638  roseus  Ach. 
15639  rH/us  Ach. 

rosy 

rufous 

15640  microphallus  £.  B.  small-leaved 
15611  caespi titius  E.  B.  turfy 
2351.  ISI'DIUM.  Ach.  Isidium. 15642  microsticticum/foo.  small 

15643  corallinum  Ach. 
15644  Wcstrin'gii  Ach. 

coralloid 

Westring's 

granulated powdery 
imbric.  patch 
leafy  tuft 

crowded  pate, 
cracked  crust 

Sp.  4— 10. |  sum.  Gsh i  sum.  Gsh 3  wint 
3  aut. 

D.G  wet  heaths 
Pa.G  oaks 

5^5—11. i  aut  Brsh 

J  aut. 
i  aut 

Grsh Grsh 

rocks 
rocks rocks 

Eng.  bot  1 374 Ebot  t.373.  L.byssoides 
Eng.  bot  1782 
Eng.  bot  1796 

Eng.  bot  2243 
Eng.  bot  1541 
Eng.  bot  2204 

15645  phymatodes  Ach.  bladdery powdery  crust  3  wint    Fa.  Su.  stems,  old  tr. 

£  phragmte'um  Ach. 15646  coccodes  Ach. 

buff 

cracked 
2352.  STEREOCAU'LON.  Ach. 
15647  paschale  Ach.  Easter 
2353.  SPH.KRO'PHORON.  Ach. 15648  coralloides  Ach.  coralloid 

15649  fragile  Ach.  brittle 

powderycrust 
powderycrust 

Stereocaulon. 
branch,  tufts 

SpRSROPHERON. 
bushy 
bushy 

3  wint. 
2  aut. Y.Ol  stems,  old  tr.  Kb.lB29.Lepr.lutescens 

Pa.  01  park  pales     Eng.  bot  1511 

15650  compressum  Ach.    compressed  bushy 

Sp.  1-6. 2  all  sea.  Grsh  mountains    Eng.  bot ! 

Sp.  3— 14. 
1}  all  sea.  Pa.  Br  rocks 1  all  sea.  Grsh  rocks 
1  all  sea.  Wsh  rocks 

Eng.  bot  1 115 Eng.  bot  1 2474 
E.  bot.  1 114.  L.fragilis 

HOMOTHALAMI. 
2354.  ALECTO'RIA.  Ach.   Alec-tori*.  Sp.  2- 7. 15651  jubata  Ach.  mane-like       long  tufts       3  wint   Br      on  fir  trees 

tS  chalybiiformis  Ach.  long  tufts        3  wint    Gr.Bl  on  fir  trees 
15652  sarmentosa  Ach.     larmentose      much  branch.  2)  wint    Pa.  Y  mountains 
2355.  RAMALI'NA  Ach.  Ramalina. 15653  fraxlnea  Ach. 

15654  fast igiata  Ach. 
i3  ealicaris  Ach. 

15655  scopulorum  Ach. 
15656  farinacea  Ach. 

15657  pollinaria  Ach. 

ashen 
clustered 

calyx-like ivory 

mealy 

powdery 

loose  tufts 
loose  tufts 
loose  tufts 
loose  tufts 
bushy  tufts 
bushy  patch 

2356.  CORNICULA'RIA.  Ach. 15658  trisetis  Ach. 
15659  aculeate  Ach. 

fispadicea  Ach. 
15660  bicolor  Ach. 
15661  ochrole6ca  Ach. 

dingy 

prickly 
brown 

CORNfCULARIA. shrubby 

Sp.5— 19. 2  all  sea.  Grsh  bran,  of  trees 
2  all  sea.  Gl.  rocks  &  trees 

1}  all  sea.  GL  rocks  &  trees 
lj  all  sea.  Y.Gr  mar  in  crocks 
2  all  sea.  Grsh  trun.  of  trees 
3  all  sea.  Bt.G  old  oaks 

Sp.  7—16. 

Eng.  bot.  1. 1880 

Eng.  bot.  1 2040 

Eng.  bot  1 1781 
Eng.  bot  1 890 

Eng.  bot.  t.  688 
Eng.  bot  1 889 
Eng.  bot  1607 

1}  all  sea.  Dp.  Br  alpine  rocks  Eng.  bot  1 720 
1  all  sea.  Ches.  High!,  mou. 
1  all  sea.  Ches.  Highl.  mou.  E  bot  1 452.  L. hispid  un 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2359.  Beeomyces.  From  fieuef,  small,  and  uuxris,  a  fungus,  a  name  well  applied  to  this  genus,  which  much  re- sembles some  minute  kinds  of  Agaricusor  Helvetia. 
2351.  Isidium.  From  uns,  equal,,  in  allusion,  we  presume,  to  the  small  difference  which  exists  in  size between  the  podetia  and  the  substance  of  the  frond. 
2352.  Stereoeaulon.  From  si;iof,  hard,  and  z«o).«,  a  stem,  a  name  well  adapted  to  express  the  pecu- 

liarities of  this  genus.  Its  firm  branching  frond  is-  fitted  to  occupying  the  interstices  of  crumbling  granite, and  the  cells  of  volcanic  scoriae.  It  is  the  first  of  its  tribe  which  clothes  the  lava  of  volcanoes  in  a  state  of decay. 
2353.  Spheerophoron.  Front  <rf  <u;o,  a  globe,  and  ?s»i>,  to  bear,  in  reference  to  the  globular  fructification. The  most  elegant  genus  of  Lichens,  at  once  known  by  its  branched  busby  smooth  habit  like  that  of  a coralline. 



Okd.  VIII.  Tribe  II.       LICHENS  CCENOTH  ALAMI. 

971 15638  Crust  unif.  granulat  greenish  white,  Podetia  very  short  cylindr.  Apotb.  subglob.  wrinkL  pale  flesh-color 
15639  Crust  uniform  rugose  granulat  and  pulverulent  greenish  white,  Podetia  very  short  somewhat  compressed, 

Apothecia  flattish  at  the  top  sometimes  conglomerate  reddish  brown 
15640  Leaves  minute  somewhat  imbricated  rounded  nearly  entire,  Podetia  simple  tubular  smooth 15611  Thallus  clustered  ascending  leafy  pinnatif.  cut  and  crisped :  bright  green  above ;  white  beneath,  Tubercles from  the  disk  of  leaves  convex  reddish  brown 
15642  Crust  tartareous  cracked  smooth  is h  nearly  even  of  a  brownish  cream-color  thinner  towards  the  edges, 

Podetia  scattered  short  hemispherical  simple  of  the  same  color  as  the  crust,  Apotheeia  brownish 
15643  Crust  tartareous  greyish  white,  Podetia  at  length  elongat.  round,  simple  or  branch.  Apoth.  brownish-grey 
15644  Crust  tartareous  thin  unequal  cracked  and  greyish,  Podetia  subglobose  at  length  cylindrical  simple  and 

branched,  Apothecia  dark-brown 
15645  Crust  cracked  areolate  warty  a  little  powdery  unequal  pale  sulphur-color,  Podetia  becoming  cylindrical simple  and  branched,  Apothecia  yellowish  brown 

B  Crust  powdery  sulphureous-green,  Podetia  roundish  of  the  same  color,  Apothecia  pale  yellow 
15646  Crust  somewhat  cracked  powdery  and  hoary,  Podetia  subglobose  papillaeform  very  close  together, 

Apothecia  brown  hoary 
15647  Thallus  greyish  branch,  and  rough  with  granulat  excrescences,  Branches  crowded  and  very  much  divided, 

Apothecia  scattered  and  terminal  at  length  convex  conglomerate  blackish  brown 
15648  Thallus  palish-brown,  Branches  lateral  elongate  lax  divaricat  and  forked  acumi.  Apoth.  subglobose  smth. 
15649  Thallus  greyish  branched,  Branches  dichotomous  short  crowded  fastigiate  naked  rounded  rather  obtuse, 

Apothecia  globoso-turbinate  somewhat  waited 
15650  Thallus  whit  branch.  Branc.  compress,  ramulose  subfibrill.  naked,  Apoth.  subglob.  depress,  and  smth.  above 

HOMOTHALAMI. 

15651  Thallus  rounded  somewhat  shining  livid-brown  very  much  branched,  Branches  filiform  compressed  at 
the  axils,  Apothecia  of  the  same  color,  at  length  convex  entire  at  the  margin 

B  Thallus  and  subsimple  branches  flexuose  or  tortuose  complicated  rather  rigid  greyish-black  decumbent 
15652  Thallus  roundish  angular  somewhat  pitted  dichotomous  pale-yellowish :  the  extremities  much  branched' lax  and  slender,  Apothecia  rather  concave  livid  pruinose,  at  length  flattened 
15653  Thallus  plane  linear  laciniated  greyish- white  glabrous  but  rugose  and  pitted  subreticulated  :  the  ultimate' branches  attenuated,  Apothecia  mostly  marginal  plane  pale  flesh-colored 
15654  Thallus  compressed  glabrous  pitted  branched  glauc.  white,  Branches  thickened  and  fastigiated  upwards, 

Apothecia  numerous  terminal  peltate  subsessile  white 
B  Thallus  and  branches  elongated,  Branchlets  cylindrical  attenuated  pitted  and  channelled,  Apothecia 

subterminal  appendiculated  beneath 
15655  Thallus  compressed  glabrous  somewhat  pitted  branched  yellowish-grey,  Branches  linear  attenuated,. Apothecia  scattered  on  short  stalks  of  the  same  color  as  the  thallus 
15656  Thallus  compressed  glabrous  somewhat  pitted  bearing  powdery  warts  rigid  branched  greyish  or  greenish- 

white,  Branches  linear  attenuated,  Apothecia  scattered  on  short  stalks  plane  somew.  margin,  whitish 
15657  Thallus  fiat  somewhat  membranous  smooth  a  little  pitted  white  torn,,  occasionally  powdery  with  dilated 

flat  soredia,  Apothecia  nearly  terminal  very  large 
15658  Thallus  deep  pitchy-brown  rounded  or  subcompressed  smooth ish  distichously  dichotomous,  Branches 

fastigiate  black  above,  Apothecia  plano-convex  blackish-brown  somew.  marginated  entire  and  toothed 
15659  Thallus  glabrous  chesnut-brown  round,  angular  pitted  and  subcompressed  naked,  Branches  and  branchL 

divaricated  flexuose  aculeated,  Apothecia  reddish-brown  :  the  circumference  somewhat  toothed 
B  Thallus  glabrous  chesnut-colored  piano-compressed  somewhat  pitted  with  the  margins  denticulate, 

Branches  and  branchlets  short  patent  attenuated,  Apothecia  spinose-radiate  reddish-brown 
15660  Thallus  black  rounded  capill.  suberect  branched,  Branches  line  short  scatter,  pat. :  extrem.  curved  grey. 
15661  Thallus  glabrous  pale  yellowish- white  roundish  suberect  branched,  Branches  short  attenuated  blackish' at  the  points,  Apothecia  brownish  pale  in  the  circumference 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2354.  Alectoria,  seems  to  derive  its  name  from  aXixmif,  unmarried,  because  nothing  has  been  made  ouC 

respecting  the  male  flowers.  A.  usneoides  is  a  species  which  grow  on  trees  in  warm  countries,  such  as  Asia, 
Africa,  and  America,  hanging  down  in  branches  from  six  to  eighteen  inches  long :  it  was  used  by  the  Arabian* 
physicians  as  a  cordial,  and  also  for  the  purpose  of  procuring  sleep.  A.  jubata  occasionally  supplies  the  rein, 
deer  with  food  ;  for  which  purpose  the  Laplanders  cut  down  the  trees,  that  the  Lichen  may  be  devoured  from the  topmost  branches. 

2355.  RamaUna.  This  name  does  not  appear  to  have  any  obvious  meaning.  The  species  are  little  bushy 
tufts  generally  covered  with  soredia.  They  are  found  in  all  parts  of  the  world  upon  trees  and  rocks  ;  but chiefly  upon  the  former. 

2356.  Cornicularia.  So  called  in  allusion  to  the  multitude  of  little  horn-like  divisions  into  which  the  thallus 
is  divided.  Crustaceous  branched  tufts,  with  a  solid  axis. 



97? 

15663  lanata  Ach. 

]5663  pubescens  Ach. 
1566*  heteromfflla  E.B. 
2357:  US'NEA.  Ach. 15665  fiorida  Ach. 

15666  plicata  Ach. 

fihtrta  Ach. 
15667  barb.it a  Ach. 

(3  articuldta  Acb. 

2358.  COLLE'MA.  Ach. 
J5668  nigrum  Ach. 

woolly 

pubescent 
variable 

Usne  \. flowering 

plaited 
hairy 

bearded 

jointed 
Collema. 

black 

CRYPTO  G  AMI  A. 

shrubby  §  all  sea.  Gr.Bl 
entangl.  tufts  3  aut.  Bl 
rough  patch    3  aut.  Bl 

Sp.  3—10. Si  wint.  Gsh erect 

pendulous 
nearly  erect 

pendulous 
pendulous 

4  wint  Gsh 
2  wint  Gsh 
4  wint  Gsh 
4  wint.  Gsh 

rocks  Eng.  bot  1 846 
rocks  Eng.  bot  t.  2318 
bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  2246 

old  trees 
old  trees 
old  trees 
old  trees 
old  trees 

Eng.  bot  t  872 
Eng.  bot.  t.  257 
Eng.  bot.  tf  1354 
Eng.  bot  t258.  f,2 

Eng.  bot  t.  258.  f.  1 

Sp.  27—41. regular  patch  3   wet  w.  Bl.G calcar.  rocks  Eng.  bot  1161 

15669  chelleum  Ach. lipped round,  patch U  wetw.  BLG roots  of  trees 
15670  fragrans  Ach. fragrant small  patches 

}  wetw.  D.Ol trun.  of  elms  Eng.  bot  1912 
15671  crispum  Ach. 

crisp 
round,  patch. i  wet  w.  GL. on  the  grou.  Eng.  bot  834 

15672  tenax  Ach. tough lobed  tuft 1  wetw.  G moist  places  Eng.  bot  2349 
15673  plicatile  Ach, 

plaited 
lobed  tuft 1  wet  w.  OLG wet  rocks     Eng.  bot.  2348 

15674  fluviale  Ach. 
floating 

many-parted 
{wetw.  Br 

calcar.  rocks  Eng.  bot.  2039 
15675  melae'num  Ach. blackish 

starry 

|  wetw.  Br 
(i  marginal?  Ach. marginal imbric.  lobes 1  sum.  Ol Highlands    Eng.  bot  1924 

15676  fasciculare  Ach. fascicled roundish 2  aut.wi.  Br trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1162 
15677  cretaceum  Ach. 
15678  corrugatum  Ach. 

cretaceous 
wrinkled 

minute  dots 
small  patches ■jj  wint  Br 

4  wint  D.G 
chalk  stones  Eng.  bot  738 
rocks,  sea  co.  Dillenius,  1 19. 

15679  palmatum  Ach. palmated 
lobed  patch 1  spr.  su.  Br sand,  ground  Eng.  bot  1635 

15680  granulatum  E.  B. granular 
imbric.  patch 1 J  wetw.  Br gravel  walks 

15681  multipartitum  E.B.  many-parted lobed  patch 3  sum.  OLG rocks  &  walls  Eng.  bot.  2582 

15682  saturnlnum  Ach. 

dingy leafy 

2  all  sea.  B1.G trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  1980 

15683  Burgessii  Ach. 
Burgess's 

leafy 
2  all  sea.  Gl. trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  300 

15684  nigrescens  Ach. 
15685  flaccidum  Ach. 
1568(3  furvum  Ach. 
15687  scotinum  Ach. 

sinuatum  Ach. 
15663 

blackish  leafy  2  all  sea.  D.G  trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  t.  345 
flaccid  leafy  smooth    2  all  sea.  D.G  Scotland       Eng.  bot  1 1653 
rough  rugose  memb.  2  all  sea.  D.G  trun  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1. 1757 
naked  flat  patches      H  sum.    OI  old  walls 
sinuous  flat  patches    1  i  sum.    Ol  old  walls      Eng.  bot  772 

15666  15667  mil  15668 

15665 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2357.  Vsttea.   This  word  Is  said  to  have  originated  in  the  Arabic  achneh  or  dchnAn,  which  is,  according  to 
Golius,  the  name  by  which  the  Arabian  physicians  designate  Lichens  in  general.    Crustaceous  branched  tuft*,' Usually  hanging  down  from  the  substances  on  which-  they  grow. 



Ord.  VIII.  Tribe  III.       LICHENS  HOMOTH ALAMI. 

15662  Thallus  decumbent  rounded  smoothish  dichotomous  greyish-black,  Branches  and  branchl.  flexuose  intri- 
cate forked  at  the  extremity,  Apothecia  somew.  margined  plane :  circumference  naked  and  granulated 

15663  Thallus  decumbent  rounded  roughish  black,.  Branches  intricate  capillaceous :  the  ultimate- ones  simple, Apothecia  of  the  same  color  entire  in  the  circumference 
15664  Minutely  shrubby  densely  tufted  erect  entangled  cylindrical  corymbose  black  with  palish  notched  tips  ■ 

15665  Thallus  nearly  erect  roughish  greenish-grey  with  very  numerous  fine  horizontal  fibres,  Branches  patent 
subsimple,  Apothecia  plane  very  broad  whitish  ciliated :  the  ciliae  radiating  long 

15666  Thallus  pendulous  smooth  pale,  Branches  lax  much  divided  subfibrillose :  the  ultimate  ones  capillaceous, 
Apothecia  plane  broad  ciliated,  Cilise  slender  very  long 

B  Thallus  nearly  erect  somewhat  shrubby  pale  greenish-white  very  much  branched  subpulverulent  and 
roughish,  Branches  very  much  divided  flexuose  intricate  attenuated  subfibrillose 

15667  Thallus  pendulous  smoothish  rounded  thickish  pale  greenish-grey,  Branches  divergent  here  and  there 
fibrillose  capillary  at  theirextremity  articulated  below 

jS  Thallus  glabrous  greenish-grey  glabrous,  Branches  elongate  dichotomously  divided  articulated,  Articul- ations swelling  distinct :  ultimate  branches  Capillary  fibrillose 
f  Thallus  crust-like,  irregular,  or  uniform.  Placynthium. 

15668  Thallus  crustaceous  roundish  brown-black :  lobes  of  the  circumference  cut  crenate;  central  granular  a 
little  branched,  Apothecia  becoming  convex  black-edged 

+f  Thallus  imbricated, plaited,  roundish,  composed  of  minute  lobes,  becoming  very  turgid  when  wet.  Enchylium. 
15669  Thallus  suborbicular  imbricated :  lobes  thick ;  all  minute  rounded  crenulated  ascending,  Apothecia 

nearly  plane  aggregated  of  the  same  color  as  the  thallus :  the  margin  crenulated  subevanescent 
15670  Thallus  roundish  :  lobes  rounded  expanded  naked  thickened  at  edge  crenate  ascending,  Apothecia  scat- 

tered minute  concave  dull  yellow-brown :  exterior  margin  tumid  and  unequal 
15671  Suborbicular :  the  central  lobes  somewhat  erect  gianulated ;  those  of  circumference  depressed  larger  obt. 

crenulate,  Fructification  scattered  rather  concave  reddish  with  a  granulated  margin 
15672  Suborbicular  imbricated :  lobes  thickish  flat  incumbent  roundish  cut  lobed  and  crenulate,  Apothecia 

scattered  immersed  in  the  lobes  and  concave  rufous  with  an  entire  edge 
15673  Suborbicular  imbricated :  lobes  all  thick  rounded  lobed  plaited  in  circles  wavy  suberect  entire,  Apothecia scattered  concave  whole-colored 
15674  Thallus  cushion-like  formed  of  thick  close  blunt  complicated, lobes,  Apothecia  somew.  marginal  roundish 

whole-colored :  disk  urceolate  with  a  double  edge 
15675  Thallus  orbicular  somewhat  stellated  imbricated  :  lobes  cut  apd  laciniated ;  margins  elevat  waved  crisp. 

and  crenulated,  Apothecia  marginal  nearly  plane  of  same  color  as  thallus  :  their  margin  granulated 
&  Lobes  of  the  thallus  deeply  laciniated  narrow  multifid  spreading  flexuose  nearly  plane  crenate  and  lobed, 

Apothecia  marginal  and  scattered  dark-brown  their -margin  entire 
15676  Thallus  suborbicular  imbricato-plicate  :■  plaits  central  erect  flexuose,  Lobes  of  the  circumference  rounded 

inciso-crenate,  Apothecia  marginal  turbinate  fasciculate :  disk  rather  convex  reddish 
15677  Thallus  lobed  starry  dark  green,  Apothecrum  central  elevated  brownish  pink  with  a  paler  entire  margin 
15678  Thallus  thick  dark-green  with  elevated  intestine-like  convolutions 

Thallus  somewhat  foliaceous  irregular,  formed  if  naked,  expanded,  thick,  turgid,  naked  lobes.  Scytinium. 
9  Thallus  subfoliaceous  green-brown-glaucous :. lobes  thick  close  palmate  cut;  segments  somewhat  linear 

round,  Apothecia  rufous  brown 
15680  Leafy  gelatinous  fleshy  granulated  on  both  aides  of  a  blackish-olive,  color,  its  lobes,  crowded  rounded 

plaited  crisp  and  cut,  Apothecia  scattered  dark  brown-  ... 15681  Frond  radiating  fleshy :  segments  repeatedly. forked  fan-shaped  crenate  convex  above  concave  beneath, 
Shields  prominent  at  length  blackish  and  flat 

tttf  Thallus  foliaceous  :  lobes  rounded,  downy  or  fibrous  beneath.    MalloCTUM.  t 
15682  Thallus  foliaceous  blackish-green  glaucous  and  downy  beneath,  Lobes  rounded  waved  entire,  Apothecia scattered  elevated  plane  reddish  :  their  margin  entire 
15683  Thallus  foliaceous  somew.  imbricated glauc.  greenish-brown  pubescent  and  somew.  .spongy  beneath.  Lobes 

rounded  sinuated  crenulat  and  crisped,  Apoth.  depressed  planish  brown  :  their  margin  foliaceous  crisped 
t+ftt  Thallus  foliaceous lobes  somewhat  membranous,  lax,  naked,  dark-green.  Lathagrium. 

15684  Thallus  foliaceous  membranous  submono-phyllous  orbicular  depressed  plaited  rounded  and  lobed  black- 
green,  Apothecia  central  crowded  at  length  convex  reddish  brown  their  margin  entire 

15685  Thallus"  foliaceous  membranaceous  smooth  blackish-green  :  lobes  distinct  jrounded  entire  lax  waved, Apothecia  scattered  nearly  plane  reddish  :  their  margin  thin  entire  ■ 
15686  Thallus  foliaceous  membranaceous  somew.  wrinkled  complicate  Tjlackish-green  granulated  on  both  sides  : 

lobes  round,  unequal  waved  and  crisp,  ent.  Apoth.  scattered  plane  dark-brown  :  their  margin  entire 
15687  ThaUus,  foliaceous  membr.  imbr.  -naked  black.:  lobes  small  roundish  cut.  nearly  entire  suberect  plaited, 

Apoth.  scattered  sessile  whole-eolored-with-'an  entire  edge 8  Lobes  sinuate  cut  crisp  toothletted 

and  Miscellaneous,  Particulars. 
2358.  Cottema.   A  Greek  word  signifying  a  glutinous  substance.  All  the  species  are  gelatinous,  and  are 

supposedly  Fries  to  be  Alga?  in  a  Lichenifornr  state.   Nostoc  cseruleura  has  been  positively  stated  to  be  con- vertible into  Collema  limosum.    - 
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15688  tremellol des  Ach.    cremella-like    half  transpar.  1  spring  Lead  rocks  Eng.  hot.  t 1981 
15689  lacerum  Ach.         lacerated        half  transpar.  1}  spring  Gl.      earth  Eng.  bot  1 1982 

15690  subtile  Ach.  subtle  starry 
15691  tenulssimum  Ach.  very  fine  flat  patch 
15693  Schraderi  Ach.       Schrader's      small  tufts 

1J  sum.    D.G    earth  Eng.  bot  1. 1008 
2  jul.au.  D.  01  dry  banks     Eng.  bot.  1427 
ijune    Y.G    old  walls      Eng.  bot.  2284 

15693  muscicola  Ach.       moss-covering  cushion-like    f  spring  Br      among  moss  Eng.  bot  2264 
15694  spongiosum  Ach.     spongy  large  fruit       3  all  sea.  Ol.  Br  rocks  Eng.  bot.  1374 

AT  HAL  AMI. 
2359.  LEPRA'RI  A.  Ach.    Lepra  ma. 15695  chlorlna  Ach.        brimstone  cushion-like 
15696  flava  Ach.  yellow  thin  coat 15697  ochracea  E.  B.       ochre-colored  scatter,  warts 
15698  virescens  E.  B       greenish  granular 

Sp.  4—13. 2  wint    Sul.  rocks 
2  wint    lit.  Y  old  pales 
i  wint    G.Y  old  trees 
f  wint    Y.G  elm  trees 

Eng.  bot  2038 
Eng.  bot  1350 
Eng.  bot.  2408 
Eng.  bot  2149 

2360.  OPE'GRAPHA.  Ach. 
PSE  UDO-LICHENES. 

Opegrapha.  Sp.  10—35. 
15699  nimbosa  Ach. 
15700  venosa  B.  B. 
15701  Perso6nii  Ach. 

$  aporca  Ach. 
15702  calcarea  Ach. 
15703  macularis  Ach. 

15704  herpetica  Ach. 
B  disparata  Ach. 

15705  vulgata  Ach. 
15706  epipasta  Ach. 

cloudy veiny 

Persoon's 
rough  ^ 

limestone 

spotted 
eruptive 
reddish 
common 

dotted 

variegated 
flat  patch 1J  all  sea.  Pa.  Y lb  all  sea.  pa.Oc. 

old  trees 
beeches 

tartarecus  2  all  sea.  Wsh 
leprous  2  all  sea.  Wsh 
angular  dots  ,}  all  sea.  Bl 
largish  spots  |  all  sea.  Brsh 
dotted  crust  1  all  sea.  Pa.Ol 
-mealy  crust  1  all  sea.  Pa.Ol 
scaly  1}  all  sea.  G.W 
smooth  skin  3  all  sea.  G  r 

Eng.  bot  2346 Eng.  bot.  2454 
stones 
slate &stones 
mort,  old  w.  Eng.  bot  1790 
bark  of  trees  E.  bot  2262.  O.epiphcga 
hark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1789 
bark  of  trees  E.  bet  2347.  O.  rubella 
bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot  1811 
smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  1828 

B  microscopica  Ach.  microscopici 
arrow-fruited  smooth  patch.  1  %  all  sea.  Ol 15707  stenocarpa  Ach. 

@  denigrata  Ach. narrow- blach 

smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  1911 smooth  bark a  I  smooth  skin    3  all  sea.  Ol 

smooth  patch.  1}  all  sea.  Pa.  G  smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  053 

15708  notha  Ach. 
(3  diaphora  Ach. 

spurious  dotted  crust  3  all  sea.  Wsh  old  trees  Eng.  bot.  1896 
various-fruited  dotted  crust     3  all  sea.  Gr     trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot  2280 

2361.  VERRUCA'RIA.  Ach.   Vebrucabja.  Sp.  11— 56. 15709  maura  Ach.  blackamoor     cracked  crust  2  aut.  .Bl rocks 15689* 15690 
Eng.  bot  1 2456 

15692 

15694   "  »569(> 
■History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

45698 

2359.  Lepraria.   Because  the  plants  upon  which  these  substances  growAave  the  appearance  of  being  diseased 

Wi2360ePS'opW..  From  «m,  a  chink,  and  v,**»t  to  write.  The  shields  or  apothecia  are  cracks  upon  tha surface  ofthe  thallus  resembling  .Hebrew  or  oriental  characters  upon  a  pale  ground. 
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fff  [  ft  Thai  l  us  foliaceous  :  lobes  rounded,  membranous,  thin,  naked,  cinereous,  glaucous,  tome  what  transparent. 
Apothecia  sligkUy  stalked.  Leptogium. 

15688 Thallus" foliaceous  membranaceous  tbin  subdiaphanous  lead-color  obsoletely rugose  and  dotted:  lobes rounded  somewhat  cut,  Apothecia  scattered  subpedicellate  plane  reddish-brown  :  their  margin  pale 
15689  Thallus  nearly  erect  foliac.  membr.  subdiaphan.  subrugose  with  obscure  reticulations  glauc. :  lobes  small 

subimbr.  cut  and  laciniat  and  somew.  fringed,  Apoth.  scattered  rather  concave  red :  their  margins  pale 
If  1 1  ttt  Thallus  very  finely  laciniat ed  and  branehletted 15690  Thallus  substellate :  the  segments  very  narrow  linear  appressed  very  much  branched  obtuse,  Apothecia 

central  nearly  plane  of  the  same  color  as  the  crust :  their  margin  thin  entire 
15691  Thallus  subimbricated :  segm.  minute  linear  multifid  unequal  granular  acute  much  clustered,  Apothecia 

scattered  fleshy  rufous  .margined 
15692  Thallus  subcaespitose :  segm.  linear  flat  irregularly  subdivided  rugose  obtuse ;  margins  repand  obsoletely 

crenated,  Apothecia  scattered  of  the  same  color 
15693  Thallus  pulvinate  brown,  Branches  rounded  nearly  erect  flexuose  uneven  subfastigiate  rather  obtuse, 

Apothecia  nearly  terminal  plane  brown  margined 15694  Thallus  dull-green :  segm.  aggregate  branched  granular  cylindrical  obtuse,  Apothecia  scattered  concave 
brown  :  externally  spongy  and  pale  with  an  erect  thin  margin 

ATHALAMI. 
15695  Crust  thick  puMn.  bright  sulphur-color  composed  of  a  dust-like  substance  collect  into  some  w.  hairy  glob. 
15696  Crust  spreading  equal  thin  somewhat  cracked  bright-yellow  composed  of  subglobose  granules 
15697  Crust  not  discernible,  Fructification  of  an  ochrey-yellow  collected  into  thin  scattered  patches 
15698  Crustac.  granulated  continuous  somewhat  gelatin. :  greyish  dull-green  when  dry ;  bright-green  when  wet 

FSE  UDO-LICHENES. 
f  Disk  of  apothecia  very  narrow,  crack-like,  somewhat  covered  in  by  the  conniving  tumid  margins.  Hystehina. 
15699  Crust  somew.  cracked  unequal  very,  white,  Apothecia  clustered  minute  oval-oblong  turgid :  disk  closed 
15700  Crust  tartareous  determined  reddish-white,  Clefts  immersed  convex  without  any  elevated  border  re- 

peatedly branched  curved  parallel  and  equidistant 
15701  Crust  tartareous  smoothish  cohering  uneven  whitish,  Apothecia  innate  oblong :  disk  resembling  a  cleft, 

at  length  rugose  waved  plaited  dissimilar  rather  confluent  with  the  disk  irregular  somewhat  dehiscent 
fi  Crust  tartareous  or  leprose  uneven  pulverulent,  Apothecia  roundish  dissimilar  waved  plaited  tortuose 

and  variously  expanded  in  the  disk 
15702  Crust  tartareous  powdery  very  white,  Apothecia  longish  straight  swelling  opaque  collected  in  a  stellate manner :  disk  like  a  crack 
15703  Crust  very  thin  brownish-black,  Apothecia  minute  much  crowded  roundish  elliptical,  at  length  rugose 

irregular :  disk  very  narrow 
15704  Crust  somewhat  membranous  very  finely  cracked  rugose  rough  ish  cinereous-brown,  Apothecia  minute 

innate  clustered  convex  elliptical  oblong  straight  with  a  crack-like  disk 
(3  Crust  membranous  smoothish  pale-olive  or  green  and  rufous-brown,  Apothecia  variable  roundish 

oblong  straight  and  curved 
15705  Crust  between  cartilaginous  and  membranaceous  somewhat  scaly  smoothish  greyish-white,  Apothecia 

sessile  long  or  roundish  waved  somewhat  shining  with  the  disk  very  narrow 
15706  Crust  very  thin  of  a  regular  figure  polished  cinereous,  Apothecia  innate  minute  convex  rugulose  opaque 

various :  smaller  dot-like ;  longer  very  slender  flexuose  somewhat  branched 
£  Crust  very  thin  shin,  pale-olive,  Apothecia  subellipt  simp,  somew.  parallel  becoming  stellate  and  angular 15707  Crust  membranous  polished  somewhat  bordered  whitish,  Apothecia  sessile  various :  the  smaller  globose 

or  oblong ;  larger  very  long  narrow  roundish  flexuose 
P  Crust  regular  membranous  whitish,  Apothecia  sessile  close  together  somewhat  shining  longish  flexuose 

simple  and  branched :  disk  somewhat  channelled 
ff  Disk  of  apothecia  concave,  channelled,  or  flat,  appearing  between  the  separated  margins.  Alvxoria. 

15708  Crust  cartilagin.  lep.  white,  Apothecia  scatter,  sess.  round,  and  oval  deform. :  disk  flat  becoming  convex 
/3  Crust  cartilaginous  membranous  dirty-white  ash-color,  Apothecia  variable  sessile  oblong  and  tapering  at each  end  opaque :  disk  flat 

ftf  Thallus  cartilaginous,  membranous,  contiguous,  polished.  Liccphlea. 
15709  Crust  very  thin  smooth  much  cracked  very  black,  Apothecia  very  minute  subglobose  immersed :  -the extremity  prominent  umbilicated ;  nucleus  blackish 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2361.  Ferrucaria.  Thus  called,  from  verruca,  a  wart,  on  account  of  the  verrucose  nature  of  the  shields. 

Schrader  says,  this  genus  diners  from  the  similar  Eudocarpon  in  having  the  shields  always  closed,  while  the 
latter  explodes  its  contents  by  a  small  but  distinct  orifice. 
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15710  punctif6rmis  Ach. 
15711  analepta  Ach. 
19712  epidermidis  Ach. 
15713  stigmatella  Ach. 

srn.  ash  bark  Eng.  bot.  2412 
sm.  oak  bark  Eng.  bot  1648 

dot-like  thin  coat  2  all  sea.  Br 
little-dotted  thin  coat  3  all  sea.  Br 
Epidermis  thin  coat  1  all  so.  W      birch  bark 
cinereous  thin  coat  3  all  se  t.  Fa.  Br  smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  1891 

15714  ceuthocarpa  Ach.  cracked tessellated       4  all  sea.  Pa.Ol  slate  rocks    Eng.  bot  2372 

15715  Schradcri  Ach. 
15716  Harrimanni  Ach. 
15717  plumbea  Ach. 
15718  striatula  Ach. 

(3  acrotitla  Ach. 

15719  epigea  Ach. 
2362.  PORI'NA.  Ach. 
15720  pert usa  Ach. 

Schrader's  dotted  crust 
Harrimann's    small  patches 
lead-colored     lobed  patches 
striated  cloudy  spots 

cloudy  spots 

mealy  tessell. 

crust 
ground Forina. 
bored 

'2363,  ARTHO'NIA.  Ach.  Arthonu. 15721  impolite  E.  B. dull 
15722  Swartziana  Ach. 
15723  astroidea  Ach. 
15724  oliscura  Ach. 
15725  lyncea  Ach. 

Swartz's astroid obscure 
speckled 

2364.  GRA'PHIS.  Ach.  Graphis. 
15726  scripta  Ach.  written 

/S  pulverulent  a  Ach.  powder!/ 
t>  Cerasi  Ach.  Cherry-tree 

15727  dendritica  Ach.  Tree-like 
15728  serpentina  Ach.  serpentine 

15729  lyeffi  Ach.  Lyell's 
15730  elegans  Ach .  elegant 

spotted  patch. 
cracked  crust membranous warty 

broad  masses 

shining  crust 
thin  crust 
thin  crust 
smooth  patch, 
even  crust 
cracked  crust 
uneven  crust 

15710 15714 

4  all  sea.  Wsh 
1  all  sea.  Br.Ol 

1}  all  sea.  Ol 
|  all  sea.  Pa.  G 
|  all  sea.  Pa.G 
1±  all  sea.  G 

Sp.  1—19. i  aut.  Cin. 

Sp.  4—14. 
|  all  sea.  Rsh 
11  aU  sea.  Wsh 
|  all  seai  Cin. 3  allsea.D.Ol 
3  all  sea.  Wsh 

Sp.  5—16. 1)  all  sea.  Grsh 
2  all  sea.  Fa.Y 
5  all  sea.  Y 

1}  all  sea.  Y 
3  all  sea.  Pa.Ol 
4  all  sea.  Pa.Ol 
3  all  sea.  Pa.Y 15715. 

calca.  stones  Eng.  bot  1711 
hard  rocks    Eng.  bot.  2539 
limest.  rocks  Eng.  bot  2540 
flints 
flints  Eng.  bot.  1712 

dry  banks     E.  b.  1081.  L.  terrestris 

bark  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  677 

trun.  of  trees  Eng.  bot.  981 
smooth  bark  Eng.  bot.  2079 
smooth  bark  Eng.  bot.  1847 
bar.  of  old  tr.  Eng.  bot  1752 
bar.  of  oldtr.  Eng.  bot  809 

smooth  bark  Eng.  bot.  1813 
trees  Eng.  bot  1754 
old  cher.  tre.  Eng.  bot  2301 
smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  1756 
smooth  bark  Eng.  bot  1755 

rugged  bark  Eng.  bot  1876 
smooth  bark  Eng.  bot.  1812 

15719 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2362.  Porina.  From  xitfivof,  any  thing  that  crumbles  away,  a  name  applied  in  consequence  of  the  nature  of 

the  crust  of  these  plants,  which,  indeed,  is  common  to  them  with  other  Lichens. 
2363.  Arthonia.  A  name,  the  meaning  of  which  is  unexplained.  The  species  are  similar  in  habit  to  Spiloma 

and  Onegrapha. 
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15710  Crust  very  thin  determined  polished  brown.  Apothecia  min.  hemisph.  glob,  without  orifices :  kernel  white 
15711  Crust  membranous  determined  shining  somewhat  olive-colored,  Apothecia  subsessile  scattered  hemis- 

pherical conoid  papillose :  kernel  compressed  somewhat  membranous  white 15713  Crust  exceedingly  thin  spreading  quite  white,  Fructification  minute  roundish  subelliptical,  Tubercles semi-immersed :  the  interor  white 
15713  Crust  thin  cartilaginous  membranous  polished  becoming  cracked  whitish,  Apothecia  minute  hemisphe- rical clustered  subcontinent  with  scarcely  any  orifice 

ft  ThaUut  nearly  solid,  somewhat  gelatinous.  Blennorina. 15714  Crust  somewhat  gelatinous  roundish  broken  dark  crenate  cut  radiated  in  the  circumference,  Apothecia 
subglobose  immersed  papillose  at  end 
fff  Thai! us  subtartareous,  crustaccous,  contiguous,  cracked  into  areolts,  or  powdery.  LlTHOCIA. 

15715  Crust  tartar,  contig.  whitish,  Apothecia  minute  clustered  immersed  subglobose  dirty  transparent  inside 
15716  Crust  tartareous  contiguous  bordered  finely  dotted  mouse-color,  Apothecia  minute  subglobose  immersed 

with  a  prominent  papilla :  dirty-white  inside 
15717  Crust  tartareous  contiguous  finely  cracked  subrugose  lead-color,  Apothecia  subglobose  innate  finely  be- 

coming depressed  and  scutelliform 
15718  Crust  with  the  figure  of  a  tree  greenish-black  bordered,  Areolae  nearly  separate  somewhat  branched 

radiating,  Apothecia  conoid  becoming  concave  above 
fi  Areola?  of  the  crust  dispersed  deformed  brownish-black 

ff  ft  Thalius  soft,  cotton}/,  somewhat  spongy,  or  thin  and  arachnoid.  Inoderma. 15719  Thalius  thin  somew.  fibrous  uneq.  pale-yelL  Apothecia  minute  globose  immersed  with  a  prominent  orifice 

15730  Crust  equal  polished  whitish  ash-colored,  Warts  ot  apothecia  subglobose,  Orifices  several  depressed  black 

15721  Crust  white  powdery  and  cracked,  Tubercles  numerous  depressed  oblong  irregular  obtuse  yellowish- brown  clothed  with  deciduous  mealiness 
15722  Crust  cartilagin.  membr.  white,  Apoth.  sess.  broad,  turn,  round,  rep.  irreg.  and  con  fl .  dark  with  ele vat. dots 
15723  Crust  membr.  pale  cinereous  and  glaucescent,  Apoth.  flatten,  upon  the  crust  plane  angular  substell.  black 
15724  Crust  membr.  somew.  olive-col.  Apoth.  min.  flat  concav.  somew.  membr.  oval-ellipt  and  renif.  wrink.  dark 
15725  Crust  thin  subtartareous  equal  somewhat  cracked  white,  Apoth.  clustered  flat  somewhat  immersed  round 

oblong  and  curved  black  eassious 
15736  Crust  membranac.  smooth  somew.  shining  white  or  greyish-brown  bordered  with  black,  Apothecia  half 

immersed  naked  flexu.  simple  or  branch. :  disk  very  narr.  marg.  formed  of  the  thalius  raised  membranac. 
8  Crust  effuse  membr.  whitish,  Apoth.  emerging  flexuose  with  a  channelled  dehiscent  csesious  disk  with  an elevated  tumid  margin 
y  Crust  very  thin  hoary  glaucous  shining,  Apothecia  emerging  straight  long  nearly  simple  acuminate somewhat  parallel :  disk  channelled 

15727  Crust  somewhat  cartilaginous  unequal  very  white,  Apothecia  immersed  flexuose  branched  black :  branches 
divergent  forked  acute,  Disk  broad  flat  naked 

15728  Crust  cartilaginous  membranous  unequal  rugulose  of  a  regular  figure  white  and  cinereous,  Apothecia 
immersed  long  clustered  flexuose  nearly  simple  and  branched 

15729  Crust  membranous  polished  pale-olive,  Apothecia  clustered  nearly  simple  curved  turgid  obtuse :  disk 
broad  convex  cinereous  pruinose  with  a  thick  powdery  white  margin 

15730  Crust  orbicular  granular  smooth  white,  Apothecia  immersed  scattered  short  straight  nearly  simple  : margin  of  the  perithecium  with  a  longitudinal  furrow 
15721 15723 15725 

15726 15729 

15724 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2364.  Graphs.  From  yteupu,  to  write.  The  apothecia  are  extremely  similar  in  form  to  the  characters  of some  strange  language.   It  is  very  near  Opegraplia  from  which  it  does  not  at  aU  differ  in  habit. 
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Order  9 

Reproductive  organs  uniform.   Sporules  (e)  arranged  in  tubular  cells  (/)  placed  in  some  parts  of  the  external 
surface. '  Substance  various  (g),  mostly  thick  and  fleshy,  sometimes  vesicular.   Frond  none 

In  speaking  of  the  eighth  order,  Lichens,  it  has  been  observed,  that  they,  Alga;  and  Fungi  might  be  con. sidered  collateral  But  perhaps  Fungi  should  be  estimated  as  still  lower  in  the  scale  of  creation  than 
Lichens.  From  some  passages  in  the  writings  of  a  celebrated  Swedish  author  upon  Fungi,  Mr.  Fries  whose 
mode  of  arrangement  is  almost  entirely  adopted  here,  it  would  seem  as  if  he  considered  the  three  orders  to 
consist  of  the  same  beings  altered  by  the  material  on  which  they  grow,  and  organized  according  to  the  different elements  upon  which  they  depend  for  support.  Alga?,  he  observes,  which  are  much  extended  in  their  native 
element,  water,  when  exposed  to  the  air,  contract  and  become  Lichens.  Thus  Nbstoc  muscorum  becomes 
Collema  limosum,  &c. ;  and  Sir  James  Smith  has  even  decided,  that  Lichina  pygmaea  when  growingunder  water 
is  an  Alga,  and  when  above  water  a  Lichen.  But  the  differences  between  Fungi  and  Algae,  or  Lichens  are 
greater,  and  arise  out  of  their  essence ;  that  of  Fungi  being  always  reproductive,  of  Algae  primitive.  In  A'lgae the  thallus  is  the  most  essential  part,  and  the  reproductive  organs  of  secondary  importance ;  in  Fungi,  the  whole 
plant  is  generally  a  mass  of  reproductive  matter,  and  the  thallus  always  accidental.  Fungi  always  grow  upon 
dead  vegetable  matter ;  Lichens  always  upon  living  vegetation.  The  bark  which,  when  living,  bears  Lichens, 
produces  Fungi  as  soon  as  it  begins  to  decay  :  and  even  on  the  same  half-dead  branch,  the  living  side  will  be 
found  occupied  by  Lichens,  and  the  dead  by  minute  Fungi.  The  lowest  Fungi  are  considered  by  Fries,  to  bear 
the  same  relation  to  plants  as  Entozoa  to  animals;  for  which  reason,  he  is  of  opinion,  that  all  infusorial  plants 
are  Fungi,  and  not  Alga;.  But  this  may  be  doubted.  The  number  of  Fungi  which  may  be  conceived  to  exist 
is  incalculable.  Multitudes  have  been  discovered  by  the  researches  of  modern  observers,  and  multitudes  still 
remain  to  be  detected,  especially  in  extra-European  countries.  In  Sweden,  in  the  small  space  of  a  square furlong,  where  the  number  of  Phsenogamous  plants  was  420,  and  of  Lichens  and  Alga;  430,  Fries  discovered more  than  2000  species  of  Fungi. 

The  most  celebrated  writers  on  Fungi  are  Micheli,  SchaefTer,  Bulliard,  Bolton,  Sowerby,  and  Greville,  for figures  ;  and  Persoon,  Link,  Nees  von  Esenbeck,  Fries,  and  Greville,  as  sjstematists. 
Link  defines  the  essence  of  a  Fungus  to  be  sporules  disposed  in  a  series,  in  elongated  tubular  cells ;  the  cells 

situated  in  some  part  of  the  external  surface.  The  part  in  which  the  reproductive  organs  are  placed  is  called 
the  hymenium  (a),  the  hollow  base  from  which  the  stem  or  stipes  (a)  arises  is  named  the  volva  (6)  or  wrapper's the  upper  part  is  the  cap  or  pileus  (c),  which  is  provided  on  the  inferior  surface  with  thin  radiating  expansions, 
which  are  termed  gills  or  lamella!,  among  which  the  sporules  are  situated.  Many  Agarics  have  a  delicate  fringe 
connecting  the  margin  of  the  pileus  at  a  certain  age  with  the  stem ;  this  is  called  the  veil  (rf),  and  is  either 
general  (universale),  when  adnate  with  the  surface  of  the  pileus,  but  becoming  obsolete  with  age ;  or  it  is  partial 
when  it  extends  only  from  the  margin  of  the  pileus  to  the  stipes.  The  annulus  (d)  is  a  kind  of  veil,  which  is 
sometimes  fixed  to  the  stem,  at  others  free  and  capable  of  being  moved  upwards  and  downwards.  The 
Peridium,  Perithecium,  or  Perisporium,  are  different  names  for  the  envelope  immediately  enwrapping  the 
sporules. 

Tribe  I.  HYMENOMYCETES. 
Hymenium  naked. 

Class  I.   Hymenini  v.  Agaricin&. 
Hymenium  distinct.   Receptacle  long  or  expanded,  superior. 

Division  I.  Pileati. 

Receptacle  dilated,  occasionally  branched,  having  a  tendency  to  an  orbicular-form.   Hymenium  inferior. Asci  fixed. 
9365.  Agaricus.   Hymenium  in  lamellae.   Lamella;  simple,  parallel. 

*  Stem  central,  with  a  veil.    Gills  unchangeable.   Sporidia  white. 
1.  Amanita.  Veil  double,  universal  separate,  partial  annular  somewhat  persistent. 
2.  Lepiota.   Veil  simple,  universal,  concrete,  annular,  somewhat  persistent. 

Observations. 
Tribe  I.  Hymenomycetes.  This  tribe  is  readily  distinguished  from  the  others  by  its  hymenium  containing 

sporules  within  the  surface,  and  not  naked ;  from  the  Pyrenomycetes  by  the  want  of  a  'perithecium  and  a reproductive  nucleus ;  from  Gasteromycetes  by  the  want  of  a  peridium  inclosing  the  sporules,  which  constitute 
the  mass  of  the  fungus,  and  from  the  Hyphomycetes  and  Coniomycetes  by  the  sporidia  not  being  exposed. 

Division  I.  Pileati.  This  constitutes  the  most  extensive  division  in  Fungi,  and  includes  almost  every  thing 
which  was  known  to  the  ancients.  Dioscorides  mentions  one  or  two  species  distinctly,  comprehending  the  remain, 
der  among  his  eatable  and  unwholesome  kinds.  Pliny  talks  of  the  very  numerous  kinds  of  fungi,  but  describes 
very  few.  C.  Bauhin  knew  about  sixty,  which  he  chiefly  obtained  from  Clusius ;  Tournefort  nad  two  genera 
and  eighty-seven  species ;  Micheli  six  genera  and  about  800  species ;  Linnaeus  three  genera  and  fifty  species ; 
Persoon,  in  his  Synopsis,  mentions  nine  genera  and  683  species ;  finally,  Fries  describes  more  than  a  1000 
species  arranged  under  many  genera  and  subgenera. 

The  species  are  widely  scattered  overall  Europe,  but  the  extra  European  fungi,  with  the  exception  of  those 
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$  3.  Armillaria.  Veil  simple,  partial,  separate,  annular,  somewhat  persistent 
$  4.  Limacium.   Veil  very  fugacious,  viscid.   Lamella?  adnate,  decurrent. 
\  5.  Tricholoma.   Veil  very  fugacious,  flocculose,  marginal.    Lamellae  emarginate  or  rounded. 

**  Stem  central,  naked.    Gills  unchangeable.   Sporidia  white. 
\  6.  Russula.   Pileus  fleshy,  becoming  depressed.    Lamellae  equal,  juiceless. h  7.  Galorhceus.   Pileus  fleshy,  becoming  depressed.   Lamellae  unequal,  milky. 
\  8.  Clitocybe.   Pileus  fleshy,  when  young  convex.    Lamella;  unequal,  juiceless. 
\  9.  Collybia.   Pileus  fleshy-membranous,  flattish.  "Small,  dry. \  10.  Mycena.    Pileus  membranous,  campanulate.    Slender.   Stipes  hollow. 

%  11.  Omphalia.   Pileus  membranous  or  fleshy-membranous,  when  young  umbilicated. 
***  Stem  out  of  the  centre,  none.   Gills  unchangeable.   Sporidia  white. 

%  12.  Pleurotus.   Pileus  out  of  the  centre  or  lateral. 
****  Stem  always  central.    Veil  0.    Gills  changing  color.   Sporidia  rose-colored. 

$  13.  Mouceron.   Pileus  fleshy,  becoming  depressed.   Lamella;  long,  decurrent    Odor  of  new  flour. 
\  14.  Clitopilus.   Pileus  fleshy,  convex. 
$  15.  Leptonia.   Pileus  fleshy,  membranous,  from  convex  becoming  plane.  Small. 16.  Nolanea.   Pileus  membranous,  campanulate.   Slender.   Stipes  hollow. 

17.  Eccilia.   Pileus  umbilicate.   LamelUe  adnate. 

*****  Stem  always  central.    Veil  like  cobweb.    Gills  cfianging  color,  becoming  dry.    Sporidia  ochre-colored. 
$  18.  Telamonia.   Veil  annular,  woven,  somewhat  persistent   Lamella;  distant 
$  19.  Inoloma.    Veil  fugacious.    Lamella;  emarginate.   Stipes  bulbous.    Color  something  of  violet. 
\  20.  Dermocybe.   Veil  fugacious.   Lamellae  closely  packed.   Stipes  equal. 

******  Veil  distinct,  not  like  a  cobweb.   Gills  discolored,  somewhat  persistent.   Sporidia  ferruginous. 
21.  Pholiota.  Veil  dry,  annular. 
22.  Myxacium.   Veil  viscid,  fugacious.    Lamellae  affixed. 
23.  Hebeloma.   Veil  marginal,  fugacious.   Lamellae  emarginate. 

*******  Veil  very  fugacious  or  spurious,  not  like  a  cobweb.    Gills  discolored,  sontewhat  persistent.  Sporidia 
ferruginous. \  24.  Flammula.  Pileus  fleshy,  convex,  smooth,  somewhat  viscid.   Lamella  not  emarginate. 

(  25.  Inocybe.   Veil  formed  of  the  longitudinal  fibres  of  the  fleshy  convex  pileus.   LamelUe  whitish. 
I  26.  Naucoria.   Pileus  fleshy,  membranous,  flattish,  squamulose.   Small.   Lamellat  cinnamon-colored 
I  27.  Galera.    Pileus  membranous,  campanulate.   Slender.   Stipes  hollow. 
&  28.  Tapinea.    Pileus  umbilicate,  villous  at  edge. 
{  29.  Crepidotus.   Pileus  out  of  the  centre  or  sessile. 

********  Veil  present,  not  unlike  a  cobweb.    Gills  becoming  discolored,  cloudy,  dissolving.  Sporidia brownish-purple. 
&  30.  Volvaria.   Veil  universal,  separate.    A  volva. 
\  31.  Psalliota.   Veil  annular. 
\  32.  Hypholoma.  Veil  marginal,  fugacious.   Lamellae  emarginate.   Stipes  bulbous. 
!33.  Psilocybe.   Veil  very  fugacious.   Pileus  somewhat  fleshy,  and  stipes  equal,  tenacious. 

34.  Psatyra.    Pileus  somewhat  membranous,  and  stipes  brittle. 
\  35.  Coprinarius.    Lamellae  with  a  tendency  to  deliquesce.   Veil  partial.   Sporidia  black. 

2366.  Coprinus.  Hymenium  in  lamellae,  which  finally  become  deliquescent  Asci  separate  witli  sporidia  in four  rows. 
2367.  Gomphus.  Hymenium  in  lamellae,  which  are  long  branched  and  decurrent  Pileus  turbinate, umbonate. 
2368.  Cantharellus.    Hymenium  veined.    Veins  dichotomous,  subparallel,  sometimes  anastomosing. 
2369.  Merulius.  Hymenium  veined.  Veins  flexuose,  or  forming  very  irregular  pores.  Plants  sessile, resupinate  or  effused. 
2370.  Schizophyllum.    Hymenium  in  lamellae.   Lamellae  bifid,  lengthwise  revolute. 
2371.  Dtedalea.    Hymenium  sinuous,  composed  of  anastomosing  lamella;  or  flexuose  elongated  pores., 
2372.  Polyporus.  Hymenium  porous,  not  separable  from  the  substance  of  the  pileus  nor  the  pores  from  each 

other.   Pores  sometimes  lacerating  in  age.   Pileus  very  rarely  with  a  central  stipes. 
4  1.  Favolus.   Pores  ample,  with  four  or  six  angles  resembling  an  honeycomb. 
I  2.  Microporus.    Pores  minute,  roundish. 
%  3.  Polysticta.   Dots  superficial  only. 

2373.  Boletus.  Hymenium  tubular.  Tubes  separable  from  the  pileus  and  from  each  other.  Pileus  always 
with  a  central  stipes. 

2374.  Fistulina.   Hymenium  tubular.   Tubes  loose,  the  young  ones  closed. 
2375.  Hydnum.    Hymenium  subulate.    Subulae  loose. 2376.  Sistotrema.  Pileus  carnose,  irregularly  stipitate.  Hymenium  composed  of  dentate,  interrupted lamellae. 
2377.  Phlebia.   Hymenium  rugose,  formed  of  long  or  confluent  papillae. 
2378.  Thelephora.  Plant  with  very  few  exceptions  more  or  less  adnate,  thin,  coriaceous,  very  rarely  infundi- 

buliform.   Hymenium  covering  the  outer  surface. 
2.  Phyiacteria.   Sporidia  four  in  a  row.   Resupinate  and  growing  on  the  earth, 
3.  Himantia.  Effuse  resupinate,  when  young  byssoid.  Sporidia  few,  innate  in  the  hymenium,  which  is smooth  and  naked  in  the  middle. 
4.  Leiostroma.  Resupinate,  somewhat  contiguous,  smooth,  or  with  spurious  papillae.   Asci  none. 

Observations. 
on  the  coasts  of  Barbary,  and  a  few  from  North  America,  are  almost  universally  distinct  from  the  European 
kinds.  They  are  found  growing  on  the  earth,  or  in  decayed  wood,  or  similar  substances ;  never  upon  rocks. 
Those  which  have  been  described  as  natives  of  vaults  and  places  underground,  are  believed  to  be  mere 
monstrous  formations.  They  are  in  greatest  perfection  in  warm  rainy  weather,  being  chiefly  the  creations  of 
summer  and  autumn  ;  a  few  only  appear  in  the  spring,  and  sdarcely  any  in  the  winter.  The  duration  of  the 
pileate  fungi  is  often  only  ephemeral ;  some  last  from  a  week  to  a  fortnight ;  and  a  few  for  a  longer  time.  The 
Daedaleae  and  Polypori  are  often  called  perennial,  but  it  is  the  opinion  of  Pries,  that  their  substance  decays,  and 
is  only  covered  yearly  by  a  fresh  layer  of  pores.  The  roots  of  many  of  those  which  grow  upon  trees  is  peren- nial ;  of  others  merely  annual. 
When  crude  they  are  mostly  poisonous,  with  a  mucilaginous  taste,  which  is  often  acrid,  but  they  become  less 

dangerous  by  cooking.  The  dangerous  qualities  of  some  of  the  kinds  is  attributable  to  the  larvae  with  which 
they  are  infested. 

3  R  9 
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Division  II.  Clavati. 
Receptacle  long,  simple,  or  branched,  with  a  tendency  to  a  cylindrical  form,  not  margined.    Hymenium  superior. Asci  fixed. 

*  Hymenium  occupying  the  whole  surface.   Asci  distinct.   No  distinct  stem. 
2379.  Clavaria.  Plant  carnose,  cylindrical,  simple  or  branched.  Hymenium  smooth,  occupying  almost  the whole  surface,  confluent  with  the  stipes. 
2380.  Calocera.  Plant  branched  or  simple,  cylindrical,  homogeneous,  corneous,  gelatinous,  viscid.  Growing on  wood. 

**  Hymenium  only  occupying  the  end.   Asci  long.   Head  separate  from  stem,  simple. 
2381.  Geoglossum.  Hymenium  short,  club-shaped,  mostly  compressed,  stipitate.  Stipes  elongated,  smooth  or hairy.    Plants  black  or  dull  green. 
2382.  Spatularia.  Hymenium  club-shaped,  separate,  compressed,  running  down  the  stipes  on  each  side, bearing  the  asci  at  the  upper  end. 
2383.  Mitrula.    Hymenium  clavate,  ovate,  closely  surrounding  at  the  base  the  stipes,  which  is  distinct. 

***  Hymenium  only  occupying  the  end.   Asci  obsolete.   Head  separate  from  stem. 
2384.  Typhula.   Hymenium  thin,  subcylindrical,  persistent,  terminating  the  capillary  stipes. 

****  Hymenium  covering  the  whole  surface,  but  bearing  sporules  at  the  end  only,  without  asci. 
2385.  Pistillaria.   Simple,  contiguous,  linear  or  clavate.   Sporidia  emerging  at  end. 

Class  II.  Uterini  v.  Elvellacejs. 
Hymenium  distinct,  superior,  margined.   Receptacle  urceolale  or  reflexed,  always  inferior. 

Division  1.  Mitrati. 
Receptacle  pUeiform,  bullate,  never  closed.   Hymenium  neither  margined  nor  discoid. 

2386.  Morchella.  Pileus  lacunose,  confluent  with  the  stipes  either  at  the  margin  or  a  little  above  it.  Hy- menium occupying  the  whole  outer  surface. 
2387.  Helvetia.  Pileus  submembranaceous,  irregular,  smooth  on  each  surface,  deflexed  at  the  sides.  Hyme- nium occupying  the  whole  outer  surface. 
2388.  Verpa.    Pileus  conical-deflexed,  equal.   Hymenium  smooth  or  rugose. 
2389.  Leotia.  Pileus  ovate-conical  or  orbicular,  wholly  occupied  by  the  hymenium,  the  margin  free,  but closely  embracing  the  stipes. 

Division  II.  Cupulati. 
Receptacle  cupulate,  equal.   Hymenium  discoid,  when  young  somewhat  closed,  surrounded  by  the  margin  of  the 

receptacle. 
2390.  Pexixa.  Pileus  mostly  carnose,  sessile  or  stipitate,  more  or  less  cup-shaped  at  length  sometimes  plane. 

Hymenium  occupying  the  disk. 
§  1.  Aleuria.   Fleshy,  or  fleshy-membranous,  pruinose  or  scurfy  with  flocculent  matter,    Usually  on earth, 
i  2.  Lachnea.   Waxy,  hairy  or  villous  externally.    Usually  on  wood 
$  3.  Phialea.    Waxy  or  membranous,  rarely  gelatinous,  smooth,  naked.    On  wood. 
{  4.  Helotium.   Plano-convex.    On  wood. 

2391.  Ascobolus.  Pileus  carnose,  cup-shaped  or  hemispherical.  Sporuliferous  cells  in  the  disk,  forming prominent  points  filled  with  a  fluid  intermixed  with  the  eight  sporules. 

Observations. 
Division  II.  Clavati.  Scarcely  any  traces  of  these  fungi  can  be  discovered  in  the  writings  of  the  ancients. 

Clusius  described  a  few.  Tournefort  confounded  them  with  corals  and  Lycoperdons.  Holmskioid  and 
Persoon  are  the  principal  modern  writers  upon  this  tribe. 

Almost  all  the  species  of  which  there  is  any  certain  knowledge  are  European.  The  genuine  kinds  are  terres- 
trial ;  those  which  are  found  upon  wood,  being  transitious  to  other  orders.  In  vaults  or  caverns  they  become 

unusually  developed,  and  the  asci,  on  account  of  the  excessive  supply  of  moisture,  expand  and  become 
flocculent  Most  are  found  in  the  autumn  ;  the  branched  kinds  are  often  what  are  termed  meteoric,  that  is  to 
say,  spring  up  suddenly  after  heavy  falls  of  rain.   They  seldom  last  more  than  fourteen  days. 

In  qualities  they  are  mild,  some  having  a  bitter  taste,  but  the  greatest  number  are  almost  entirely  destitute 
of  smell,  color,  or  taste.  Many  of  the  large  kinds  are  used  in  cookery,  and  are  eaten  by  various  herbivorous animals. 

Class  II.  Uterini.  The  natural  form  of  the  receptacle  is  cupulate,  but  in  the  most  perfect  kinds,  the 
cupula  is  reflexed,  and  is  called  a  mitra  ;  in  the  least  perfect,  which  are  innate  in  the  matrix,  the  receptacle  is 
almost  wholly  obliterated.  The  resupinate  Pileati  are  distinguished  from  these  by  their  immarginate  form, and  by  their  asci. 

Division  I.  Mitrati.  A  small  division,  apparently  wholly  unknown  to  the  ancients.  The  species  are  almost 
entirely  European  j  a  few  are  found  in  North  America  and  Siberia.  It  is  probable,  however,  from  the  evidence 
of  Loureiro  and  others,  that  some  peculiar  genera  and  species  exist  within  the  tropics.  They  are  generally 
fond  of  a  humid  shady  station.  None  are  found  in  subterraneous  places.  If  an  individual  is  occasionally 
produced  upon  wood,  it  is  upon  such  as  is  wholly  decayed.  Many  spring  up  in  the  autumn  and  spring ;  they 
are  rarely  meteoric,  but  some  appear  in  greater  abundance  in  one  kind  of  season  than  in  another.  Most  of 
them  last  for  a  fortnight,  and  retain  their  form  when  dry 

Their  qualities  are  generally  mild,  nutritive,  and  juiceless ;  one  is  said  to  be  bitter.  They  are  little  infested 
by  larvae.   Several  are  used  as  food. 

Division  II.  Cupulati.  These  are  included  in  the  Fungoides  of  the  old  botanists.  The  species  which  are 
separate  from  their  thallus  and  much  developed,  are  little  changed  by  the  places  in  which  they  grow,  and  are 
therefore  the  same  in  the  most  remote  countries ;  but  the  eruptive  or  innate  species,  which  are  more  affected 
by  the  nature  of  the  substance  by  which  they  are  fed,  are  liable  to  greater  changes  when  their  matrix  is 
altered.  For  it  is  a  general  rule,  that  the  more  a  fungus  is  innate  in  the  substance  which  produces  it,  the  more 
it  is  not  only  imperfect,  but  affected  by  its  situation,  and  vice-versa.  Hence  Csoma,  which  is  of  a  very  low 
order,  consists  of  as  many  species  as  the  plants  upon  which  it  grows,  just  as  a  vowel  forms  as  many  distinct words  as  it  is  combined  with  distinct  consonants. 

The  Clavati  and  Pileati,  which  chiefly  depend  upon  the  access  of  light,  are  in  perfection  from  spring  to 
autumn ;  the  Elvellacea?  from  autumn  to  spring.  The  Cupulati  also  depend  much  upon  the  operation  of  light, 
for  in  caverns  or  cellars  they  remain  closed  and  sphxria-like.  Such  is  the  case  with  Peziza  cerina,  which  in 
dark  places,  undergoes  many  metamorphoses;  and  Cenangium  under  similar  circumstances,  when  some 
obstacle  is  offered  to  the  developement  of  its  hymenium,  becomes  deliquescent  Generally  the  terrestrial  sorts 
agree  in  habitude  with  the  preceding  divisions ;  but  those  which  are  eruptive  are  often  in  perfection  for  half 
a  year  together. 

Class  III.  TrcmeUmi.  These  are  nearly  akin  te  the  Pileati  and  Clavati,  especially  to  Thelephora  and 
Calocera ;  and  also  to  Elvellaces,  more  particularly  to  Hygromitra,  Peziza,  Mollisia,  Bulgaria,  and  Ditiola, 
but  they  are  distinguished  without  difficulty  by  the  characters  assigned  to  them. 

Formerly  all  the  genera  were  confounded  under  one,  along  with  various  species  of  Lichens  and  Algae.  These 
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981 2392.  Bulgaria.  Cupula  .closed  at  first  Asci  immersed,  with  paraph  yses,  becoming  separate  and  bursting  out. Gelatinous. 
2393.  Ditiola.   Hymenium  becoming  plaited  and  deliquescent.   Cupula  open.   Veil  universal.  Corky. 
£394.  Cenangium.   Hymenium  smooth,  persistent,  rarely  deliquescent  Cupula  closed,  but  opening  finally. Somewhat  coriaceous. 
2395.  Stictis.    Hymenium  smooth,  immersed.   Cupula  obliterated.   Hymenium  persistent. 
2396.  Cryptomyces.  Spreading,  quite  adnate,  emerging,  nearly  plane,  camose.  Hymenium  covering  the whole  surface.   Thecae  erect   Sporidia  large,  oval. 

Class  III.  Tremellini. 
Hymenium  confounded  with  a  gelatinous  receptacle.   Sporidia  separate.   Asci  none. 

2397.  Tremella.  Receptacle  gelatinous  homogeneous,  fructifying  in  all  directions,  without  papilla:.  Sporidia 
nearly  emerging. 

&  1.  Coryne.   Fleshy  gelatinous,  somewhat  clavate. \  2.  PhyUopta.   Somewhat  cartilaginous,  expanded,  leafy. 
2398.  Exidia.  Receptacle  gelatinous,  homogeneous,  covered  on  the  upper  surface  only  by  a  papillose  hyme- nium.  Sporidia  emitted  with  elasticity. 
2399.  Dacrymyces.  Receptacle  gelatinous,  homogeneous,  filled  with  assurgent  flocci,  and  sporidia  placed  in 

layers  inside.    When  young  compact,  but  finally  deliquescent. 
2400.  Agyrium.  Receptacle  spherical,  smooth,  compact,  waxy,  when  humid  gelatinous,  finally  crumbling 

away  in  sporidia. 
2401.  Hymenella.   Recep  acle  flattened,  adnate,  smooth,  like  soft  leather,  very  thin,  persistent. 
2402.  Ncematelia.   Receptacle  gelatinous,  surrounding  a  compact  heterogeneous  nucleus.  Sporidia  emerging. 

ClaSS  IV.  SCLEROTIACE*. 
Hymenium  confounded  both  with  the  fleshy  receptacle  and  the  sporidia.   Asci  none. 

2403.  Acrospermum.  Elongated,  somewhat  clavate,  with  a  coat  of  a  similar  substance,  distinctly  fructifying 
at  the  end. 

2404.  Sclerotium.  Subglobose,  or  without  regular  form  within,  homogeneous,  vesiculose,  camose,  or  corneous. 
Sporules  unknown. 2405.  Rhizoctonia.  Deformed,  united  with  a  similar  persistent  coat  by  means  of  root-like  fibres  proceeding 
from  all  points  of  its  surface. 

2406.  Periola.    Rootless,  fleshy,  covered  entirely  by  a  villous  persistent  coat. 
2407.  Acinula.    Rootless,  smooth,  with  a  distinct  farinaceous  granular  coat 
2408.  Erysiphe.  Sporangium  epiphyllous,  very  minute,  globose,  furnished  with  white  radiating  subjacent 

filaments,  and  containing  sporuliferous  bodies. 
Tribe  II.  GASTEROMYCETES, 

Fungus  entirely  closed,  and  bearing  sporidia  in  the  centre  ;  and  so  forming  an  uterus. 
Class  I.  Angiogastres. 

Uterus  finally  bursting  forth,  separate  from  the  receptacle.  Sporidia  lodged  in  the  receptacle. Division  I.  PhaWMeee. 
Receptacle  separate,  open  on  account  of  the  bursting  of  the  uterus.    Sporidia  placed  in  a  mucous  layer. 

2409.  Phallus.  Stipes  issuing  from  a  volva.  Pileus  furnished  with  large  cells  filled  with  a  sporuliferous 
slimy  substance. 

Observations. 
are  by  modern  writers  now  referred  to  their  proper  stations.  The  genus  Mycoderma  of  Persoon,  to  which 
are  referred  those  tough  skin-like  coatings  which  are  found  upon  vegetable  extracts  enclosed  in  bottles,  and which  is  generally  placed  among  Tremellini,  is  thought  by  Fries  to  be  not  of  a  vegetable  nature. 

The  species  at  present  known  are  found  in  Europe,  Asia,  and  North  America,  but  no  material  difference 
seems  to  be  caused  in  them  by  their  native  country.  All  the  species,  with  one  exception,  are  epiphytes ;  the 
most  perfect  bursting  forth  from  the  bark  of  trees ;  the  least  perfect  occurring  on  decorticated  wood,  the  stems 
of  herbs,  &c.  &c.  The  more  the  wood  is  dried,  the  nearer  the  species  approach  to  Lichens ;  the  more  it  is 
humid  to  Algae.  They  are  in  perfection  in  the  latter  part  of  autumn,  winter,  and  early  spring,  but  scarcely  any 
are  found  in  the  summer.  Some  live  for  a  month  or  more ;  others  appear  to  be  perennial.  When  dry  they 
are  not  to  be  recognized ;  they  may  nevertheless  be  preserved,  and  if  moistened,  they  recover  their  original 
appearance.    It  must  be  observed,  that  they  are  in  all  cases  to  be  examined  in  a  wet  and  tumid  state. 

Their  qualities  are  refrigerant,  and  but  little  known.  They  are  destitute  of  smell  and  taste,  for  which 
reason,  and  on  account  of  their  mucilaginous  texture,  scarcely  any  species  is  eatable.  Many  of  the  large  kinds 
were  formerly  used  in  medicine  in  cases  of  ophthalmia,  under  the  name  of  the  "  Jew's  ear."  Vinegar  in which  they  had  been  steeped  was  also  used  as  a  gargle  in  tumors  of  the  throat,  according  to  Clusius.  Tremella 
fimbriata  is  said  to  furnish  a  dye,  and  the  sporidia  of  T.  mesenterica  to  dye  yellow.  Dacrymyces  destroys timber. 

Class  IV.  Sclerotiacete.  The  affinity  of  this  class  is  complex ;  for  the  lower  we  descend,  the  less  differences 
are  to  be  found  between  natural  bodies.  Thus  Sclerotiacei  are  not  only  closely  connected  with  the  preceding 
divisions,  but  have  a  more  or  less  obvious  relation  to  all  the  hymenine  and  epiphytous  classes  of  other  tribes. 

Before  the  time  of  Tode,  a  most  sagacious  observer,  who  was  the  first  to  distinguish  the  Sclerotia  from  other 
fungi,  a  very  few  species  only  were  known,  which  were  confounded  with  Lycoperdon,  Sphsria,  Tuber,  and  other 
genera.  He  was  followed  by  various  other  mycologists,  and  especially  by  Decandolle,  who  described  thirty- 
nine  species.  Tode,  Persoon,  and  Link,  have  been  unable  to  detect  any  fructification ;  Decandolle,  Ehren- 
berg,  and  Fries,  declare  that  the  sporidia  are  scattered  through  the  whole  mass  of  the  fungus,  and  emerge  from it  like  hoar-frost. 

Most  of  the  known  species  are  epiphytes,  either  upon  living  or  recently  dead  plants.  When  growing  in 
cellars  and  subterraneous  places  they  undergo  no  alteration,  but  they  do  not  fructify.  They  flourish  most  in 
the  winter,  late  in  the  autumn,  and  early  in  the  spring ;  and  are  exceedingly  common  just  at  the  retreat  of 
winter.  A  very  few  Spermodia  only  are  found  in  the  summer.  Their  odor  and  smell  are  either  incon- 

spicuous or  nauseous.  None  of  the  species  at  least  are  eatable.  Those  which  grow  on  rotten  seeds  are  exceed- 
ingly poisonous.  Some  feed  on  the  roots  of  living  plants,  which  they  destroy ;  others  infest  sickly  herbs,  whence 

they  are  a  pest  to  the  farmers. 
Tribe  II.  Gasteromycetes.  These  fungi  consist  of  concrete  cells ;  they  have  a  determinate  figure  and  a 

tendency  to  a  spherical  form ;  at  first  they  are  closed,  but  finally  are  furnished  with  an  orifice ;  or  burst  in  an 
irregular  manner,  and  emit  an  internal  mass  of  reproductive  matter,  which  either  crumbles  to  pieces  or 
deliquesces.  The  integument  is  of  various  natures,  either  a  volva,  a  peridium,  or  perithecium,  of  a  somewhat 
bladdery  texture ;  and  is  simple  or  double,  but  rarely  multiple.  They  almost  all,  when  young,  are  fluxile  or soft,  or  have  some  part  or  another  of  a  fluid  nature ;  afterwards  they  become  indurated  and  rigid,  and  assume their  true  forms. 

Class  I.  Angiogastres.  These  are  fungi  of  remarkable  forms,  and  most  unusual  mode  of  fructifying ;  they 
were  well  known  to  Clusius,  not  to  mention  the  celebrated  Truffle  of  which  Theophrastus  had  knowledge. 
They  arc  found  in  different  climates ;  but  the  most  perfect  only  in  temperate  regions.   The  latter  are  also 

3  R  3 
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2410.  Batarrea.  Head  hemispherical,  crumbling  to  pieces  under  the  vertex  into  a  little  tuft  of  hairs  bearing sporules.   Stipes  smooth.   Involucrum  triple,  flowing  with  mucilage. 
Division  II.  Tuberacece. 

Sporangia  membranous,  scattered  in  an  hymenium  which  is  often  grated  with  veins,  and  inclosed  in  the  uterus. Sporidia  pulpy  at  first. 
2411.  Tuber.  Uterus  closed,  marbled  with  veins  inside.  Sporangia  stalked,  scattered  among  the  veins.' Subterraneous. 
2412.  Hhixopogon.  Uterus  sessile,  bursting  with  irregularity,  with  anastomosing  veins  inside.  Sporangia sessile.   Above  ground. 

Division  III.  Nidulariacece. 
Uterus  filled  with  separate  sporangia. 

2413.  Nidularia.  Common  peridium  simple.  Sporangia  lenticular,  fleshy,  with  "sporidia  in  heaps  in  the middle. 
2414.  Myriococcum.  Peridium  simple,  flocculent-furfuraceous,  disappearing.  Sporangia  globose,  with sporidia  in  round  heaps. 
2415.  Polyangium,    Peridium  simple,  membranous.   Sporangia  oblong,  filled  with  a  grumous  mass. 

Division  IV.  Carpoboli. 
Uterus  protruding  a  solitary  separate  sporangium. 

2416.  Atractobolus.   Peridium  cupulaeform,  with  a  lid.   Sporangium  fusiform,  with  mucous  sporidia. 
2417.  Thelebolus.  Peridium  sessile,  urceolate-ventricose  with  an  entire  orifice.  Sporangium  papillaeform, with  mucous  sporidia. 
2418.  Pilobolus.  Stipes  or  receptacle  pellucid,  watery.  Peridium  a  roundish  vesicle,  bursting  elastically, placed  on  the  apex  of  the  receptacle. 
2419.  Sphtsrobolus.  Peridium  double,  both  stellate ;  the  inner  membranous  by  inversion  throwing  out  with 

elasticity  a  globose  sporangium,  bearing  in  the  middle  heaped  sporidia. 
Class  II.  PVRENOMYCETES. 

Uterus  genuine,  forming  the  receptacle.   Sporidia  disposed  in  asci  in  regular  rows. 
Division  I.  Sphceriacei. 

Perithecium  closed,  perforated  by  an  orifice,  filled  by  an  ascigerous  somewhat  deliquescent  nucleus. 
2420.  Xylaria.  Receptacles  stipitate,  camose  or  suberose.  Spherules  immersed  in  the  receptacle,  and  con. taining  a  gelatinous  sporuliferous  mass. 
2421.  Stromatospharia.  Receptacle  sessile,  free,  or  bursting  from  beneath  the  bark  of  dead  wood.  Spherules immersed. 
2422.  Cucurbitaria.  Spherules  tufted,  free,  fixed  on  a  receptacle,  rarely  at  first  included.  Receptacle  burst- 

ing through  the  bark. 
2423.  Cryptosphceria.  Receptacle  O.  Spherules  scattered  or  aggregate,  lying  beneath  the  epidermis  or  bark, orifice  various  more  or  less  exserted. 
2424.  Heterosphterkt.   (See  Notes.) 
2425.  Spheeria.   Receptacle  O.   Spherules  sessile  on  the  surface  or  slightly  immersed. 
2426.  Lophium.  Perithecium  vertical,  compressed,  dehiscing  by  a  longitudinal  somewhat  closed  cleft.  Asci  . crumbling  away. 

Division  II.  Cytisporei. 
Closed,  perforated  by  an  orifice.   Asd  none  ;  sporidia  surrounded  by  a  little  bag  or  thin  cellule,  deliquescent. 
2427.  SphtBronema.  Perithecium  opening  by  a  pore,  enclosing  in  a  very  thin  bag  some  mucous  sporidia, which  burst  forth  and  become  indurated  in  a  globose  form.  Naked. 
2438.  Septaria.    (See  Notes.) 
2429.  Cytispora.  Cellular-many-celled ;  cells  deformed,  membranous,  united  at  ends.  Nucleus  gelatinous, 

filled  with  sporules,  propelled  through  the  common  elongated  orifice. 
2430.  Phoma.  Nucleus  grumous,  enclosed  in  a  tubercle.  Sporidia  emitted  by  a  simple  orifice  without 

regularity. 
Division  III.  Phacidiacei. 

Perithecium  finally  bursting,  with  an  open  disk.  Asci  erect,  fixed. 
2431.  Dothidea.  Nucleus  inclosing  immersed  cellules.  True  perithecium  obliterated.  Asci  erect,  remain- 

ing for  a  long  time. 
2432.  Bhytisma.    Perithecium  deformed,  bursting  into  transverse  fragments  by  means  of  a  flexuose  crack. 
2433.  Phacidium.  Receptacle  O.  Perithecia  sessile,  depressed,  bursting  from  the  centre  towards  the  circum- 

ference in  several  acute  segments.   Sporuliferous  cells  elongated,  fixed. 
2434.  Hysterium.  Perithecia  mostly  oblong,  black,  corneous,  bursting  by  a  longitudinal  slit.  Sporuliferous 

tubes  erect   (Crust  none.) 
Division  IV.  Xylomacei. 

Asci  obsolete.   Sporidia  innate. 
2435.  Actinothyrium.   Perithecium  buckler-like,  with  radiating  fibres  covering  the  fusiform  sporidia. 
2436.  Leptostroma.  Perithecium  uniform,  without  an  orifice,  but  entirely  separating  and  exposing  a  very thin  disk. 
2437.  Xyloma.  Black,  corneous.  Perithecia  single,  solitary  and  minute,  or  united  and  confluent,  irregu- larly dehiscent 

Observations. 
terrestrial ;  the  imperfect  kinds  being  inhabitants  either  of  plants  or  of  the  dung  of  animals.  Many  are 
meteoric,  flourishing  most  in  "  Jove  tonante,  densisque  cadentibus  imbris ;"  others  are  ephemeral ;  some  exist for  a  month  and  more. 

The  Phalloideae  are  generally  very  fastid,  cold,  and  venomous ;  one  species  is  accounted  in  China  a  vulnerary, 
and  also  a  food,  but  of  doubtful  quality.  The  old  physicians  had  some  peculiar  notions  about  their  use  in 
arthritis,  &c.  but  they  are  not  worth  repeating.  The  Tuberaceae  have  a  peculiar  smell,  which  is  often  grateful ; . 
their  taste  is  irritating ;  their  qualities  esculent,  nutritive,  and  aphrodisiacal. 

Class  II.  Pyrenomycetes.  The  affinity  of  this  class  is  very  complex,  for  which  reason  there  is  much 
difference  of  opinion  among  authors  as  to  its  limits.  In  fructification  it  approaches  fungi  of  a  higher  degree  of 
developement ;  on  one  hand  resembling  the  Angiogastres,  from  which  it  is  readily  distinguished  by  its  sepa- 

rate receptacle ;  on  the  other  hand,  the  Cupulati,  whose  differences  depend  upon  the  definition  of  their 
perithecium.  In  point  of  vegetation  it  descends,  first,  to  Sclerotiaceae,  which  are  entirely  different,  in  the 
absence  of  an  uterus  and  nucleus ;  secondly,  to  Perisporia,  which  have  no  distinct  perithecium,  and  no  asci ;  and 
thirdly,  to  several  genera  of  Coniomycetes, 
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983 2438.  Lasiobotrys.   (See  Notes.)  »  ,  _n. 
2439.  Asteroma.  Black,  minute,  epiphyllous.  Receptacle  radiate,  filamentous,  very  adnate,  at  length tubercled  here  and  there. 

Class  III.  Trichospermi. 
Uterus  genuine,  forming  a  receptacle.   Sporidia  intermixed  with  flood. 

Division  I.  Lycoperdinei. 
Uterus  of  a  determinate  figure,  fleshy  when  young.   Flocci  copious. 

2440.  Onygena.  Subglobose  with  a  fibrous  stipes.  Peridium  crustaceous,  fragile,  with  interwoven  fibres. Sporules  naked,  compactly  clustered. 
2441.  Tulostoma.  Globose  stipitate.  Involucrum  none.  Peridium  opening  by  a  bordered  pore  in  the summit.    Sporules  scattered  in  it. 
2442.  Scleroderma.  Sporangium  globose  or  prolonged  into  a  stipes.  Peridium  single,  coriaceous,  mostly 

warty,  bursting  at  the  apex  or  subdehiscent.  Sporules  collected  into  little  contiguous  distinct  globules  mixed with  filaments. 
2443.  Lycoperdon.  Sporangium  globose.  Peridium  single,  membranaceous,  scaly,  with  warts  or  soft  spines 

bursting  irregularly  at  the  apex,  and  containing  a  mass  of  sporules  and  filaments. 
2444.  Bovista.  Sporangium  globose.  Peridium  double ;  the  outer  one  adnate,  cracking,  somewhat  fugacious ; 

inner  one  bursting  at  the  apex,  and  containing  a  mass  of  filaments  and  pedicellated  sporules. 
2445.  Geastrum.  Globose  sessile.  Involucrum  coriaceous,  stellate.  Peridium  membranous.  Sporules  on stalks  from  the  first. 

Division  H.  Trichocisti. 
Uterus  regular,  when  young  pulpy.   Sporidia  having  numerous  flocci  scattered  among  them. 

24*6.  Craterium.   Peridium  oblong,  stipitate,  operculate,  containing  a  cellulose,  filamentous,  sporuliferous mass. 
2447.  Stemonitis.  Cylindrical  or  subglobose.  Peridium  fugacious.  Filaments  forming  a  reticulated  mass, 

perforated  by  the  stipes  to  which  they  are  attached.    Sporules  intermixed. 
2448.  Cribraria.    Globose  stipitate.   Peridium  crumbling  to  pieces  at  the  summit  in  cracks. 
2449.  Dictydium.   Globose  stipitate.   Peridium  crumbling  to  pieces  entirely  or  for  the  most  part 
2450.  Arscyria.  Mostly  cylindrical  Peridium  fugacious,  except  a  small  portion  at  the  base.  Filaments abundant,  reticulated,  fixed  at  the  base.    Sporules  intermixed. 
2451.  Leangium.  Minute  subglobose.  Peridium  single,  membranaceous,  bursting  into  subregular,  persistent, 

expanding  segments.   Filaments  attached  at  the  base  and  surrounding  a  columella. 
2452.  Trichia.  Minute  subglobose  or  irregular.  Peridium  single,  membranaceous,  bursting.  Filaments involute  attached  at  the  base,  and  expanding  elastically. 
2453.  Diderma.  Minute  subglobose.  Peridium  double ;  the  outer  one  fragile  and  fugitive.  Sporules  mixed with  a  few  filaments  and  surrounding  a  roundish  columella. 
2454.  Physarum.  Sporangium  minute,  mostly  stipitate,  subglobose.  Peridium  single,  membranaceous, 

bursting  and  deciduous  in  distinct  portions.   Sporules  mixed  with  a  mass  of  filaments. 
2455.  Leocarpus.  Minute.  Peridium  single,  fragile,  bursting,  sessile  or  substipitate,  containing  a  black  mass of  sporules  mixed  with  a  few  filaments.   Columella  O. 

Division  III.  Fuligmoidei. 
Uterus  somewhat  deformed,  sessile,  when  young  pulpy.    Sporidia  separated  by  flocd. 

245f£  -Lycogala.   Sessile  globose  or  subirregular,  pulpy  when  young.    Peridium  single,  fragile,  variously dehiscent   Sporules  mixed  with  a  few  filaments. 
2457.  Spumaria.  Form  irregular,  roundish,  effused.  Peridium  soft,  at  length  membranaceous,  fragile. 

Sporules  contained  in  the  folds  of  branched,  elongated,  membranaceous,  persistent  processes. 
Division  IV.  Liceoidei. 

Flocci  obsolete. 
2458.  Dichosporium.  Flattened  hemispherical.  Peridium  membranous,  ^coated  with  a  layer  of  granules. 

Sporules  in  globose  masses. 
2459.  Licea.  Peridium  membranaceous,  sessile,  fragile,  inclosing  a  pulverulent  mass  of  sporules  unmixed 

with  filaments.   (No  subjacent  membrane.) 
Class  IV.  Mucoroidei. 

Peridium  formed  of  flocci  loosely  woven  together,  vanishing  in  the  middle.   Sporidia  in  heaps. 
2460.  Mucor.  Peridium  membranaceous,  globose,  stipitate,  pellucid,  at  length  opake.  Pedicel  simple  or branched,  tubular,  articulated. 
2461.  Thamnidium.  Stipes  branched  at  base;  branches  bearing  solitary  globules  at  their  end.  Peridium 

globose. 2462.  Ascophora.  Peridium  membranaceous,  stipitate,  bursting  at  length,  turned  inside  out,  convex  and 
subpersistent   Pedicel  simple  or  branched,  tubular,  pellucid,  articulated. 

Class  V.  Perisporia. 
Perisporium  thin,  somewhat  membranous,  bursting.    Sporidia 'immersed,  scarcely  distinct. 

2463.  Eurotium.  Peridia  membranous,  subglobose,  with  an  articulated  floccose  innate  receptacle.  Sporules naked  in  masses. 
2464.  Amphisporium.   Subglobose.  Peridium  membranous,  thin.  Sporules  naked  of  two  forms. 

Observations. 
Its  extent  is  very  great,  ascending  from  the  most  simple  forms  to  those  which  are  very  compound,  but  at  the 

same  time  connected  with  the  former  by  the  most  strict  natural  ties.  The  true  place  of  the  genera  in  the 
system  has  been  a  subject  of  doubt  Many  authors  have  taken  them  for  fungi  in  the  most  perfect  state.  Decan- 
dolle  excludes  them  from  fungi,  and,  with  some  analogous  Lichens,  refers  them  to  a  peculiar  intermediate family. 

They  are  found  in  every  part  of  the  world  in  which  vegetation  exists  j  for  every  perfect  plant  and  all  its 
decaying  parts  nourish  Pyrenomycetes.  The  chief  families  of  trees  in  the  European  Flora  upon  which  they 
flourish  are  Conifera?,  Amentaceae,  Rosacea;,  Erices,  Rhamnoideae,  Acerinse,  and  Tiliaceas,  and  of  herbs, 
Graminea?,  Umbellifera?,  and  Liliaceae.  Many  are  peculiar  to  certain  species  of  trees,  and  others  are  common 
to  many  species.  For  example,  on  the  Betula  alba  may  be  found  about  ten  peculiar  species,  and  from  forty  to 
fifty  which  are  common  to  it  and  other  trees.  Their  qualities  are  unknown.  Many  species  which  are  included 
by  Fries  under  the  name  of  Ectostroma,  are  probably  not  vegetables,  and  are  here  omitted. 

3  R4 
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Tribb  III.  HYPHOMYCETES. 
ThaU.ua  flocculent. 

Class  I.  Cephalotrichi. 
Receptacle  distinct,  covered  over  with  flocci,  with  sporidia  scattered  among  them. 

2465.  Ceratium.  Filaments  very  short,  pellucid,  simple,  minute,  attached  to  a  membranaceous,  plicate simple  or  branched,  filiform  receptacle 
2466.  Isaria.  Filaments  minute  and  pellucid,  attached  to  an  elongated,  simple  or  branched,  clavate,  camose 
receptacle.  ' 

Class  II.  Stilboidei. 
Fibres  grown  together  upon  the  receptacle.  Sporidia  inclosed  in  a  separate  naked  head. 

2467.  Stilbum.  Minute.  Stipes  slender,  bearing  a  little  round  solid  head,  which  is  pellucid  and  semifluid  at first,  at  length  more  dense  and  opake. 
Class  III.  Inomycetes. 

Fibres  genuine,  somewhat  separated  by  divisions.  Receptacle  none.    Upon  putrescent  organic  matter. 
Division  L  Byssacei. 

Opake  fibres,  bearing  sporce  inside,  when  fertile  jointed,  when  sterile  contiguous.   Repel  moisture. 
2468.  Torula.  Thallus  composed  of  branched,  rigid,  fragile,  moniliform,  subopake  filaments,  the  articula- tions minute,  globose. 
2469.  Monilia.   Fibres  numerous,  erect,  opaque,  distinctly  articulated,  permanent.    Articulations  ovate. 
2470.  Racodium.  Thallus  composed  of  branched,  decumbent,  interwoven,  jointless,  persistent,  subopake filaments,  among  which  are  sometimes  granules  of  moniliform  filaments. 
2471.  Dematium.  Fibres  decumbent  or  ascending,  rigid,  opake,  branched,  continuous  in  all  directions, 

permanent. 2472.  CXadosporium.  Thallus  composed  of  erect,  rigid,  subopake,  jointed,  simple  or  branched,  aggregate filaments.    Sporules  ovate,  attached  in  a  series  to  the  filaments,  deciduous. 
2473.  Belicosporium.  Fibres  erect,  rigid,  nearly  simple,  opake.  Sporules  spiral,  remotely  jointed,  some  that 

are  fugacious  scattered  among  them. 
2474.  Ozomum.  Thallus  composed  of  decumbent,  branched,  entangled  filaments :  primary  ones  thick, 

irregular ;  ultimate  ones  fine-jointed. 
2475.  Rhixomorpha.  Receptacle  much  branched,  elongated,  coriaceous  or  ligneous.  Perithecia  arising  from 

the  branches,  mostly  clavate,  dehiscent  at  the  apex. 
Division  II.  Mucedmes. 

Flocci  pellucid,  with  dissepiments,  bearing  sporce  on  the  outside. 
2476.  Sepedonium.  Thallus  formed  of  entangled  filaments,  spreading  within  putrefying  fungi  Sporidia 

scattered,  globose.   (Bright  yellow.) 
2477.  Acremonium.  Thallus  composed  of  decumbent,  entangled,  branched,  pellucid  filaments.  Sporidia 

globose,  solitary,  pedicellate. 
2478.  Sporotrichum.  Thallus  minute,  tufted  or  expanded.  Sporidia  scattered  among  the  branched,  tubular 

jointed  filaments. 
2479.  Trichothecium.  Filaments  minute,  branched,  forming  a  tufted  thallus.  Sporidia  scattered,  subglobose, 

didymous. 
2480.  Acrosporium.  Thallus  composed  of  minute,  tufted,  pellucid,  moniliform,  simple  filaments,  the  upper, 

most  joints  (sporidia)  separating  spontaneously. 
2481.  Botrytis.  Thallus  composed  of  decumbent,  entangled,  branched,  pellucid  filaments.  Sporidia  globose, 

solitary,  pedicellate. 
2482.  Aspergillus.  Thallus  composed  of  minute,  pellucid,  scattered  or  tufted  filaments,  apex  of  the  main filament  mostly  clavate,  on  which  is  a  head  of  (often  beaded)  sporidia. 
2483.  Stachylidium.  Thallus  composed  of  tufted,  pellucid  filaments :  sterile  ones  procumbent ;  fertile  ones 

erect,  whorled,  with  ramuli  near  the  top,  among  which  the  sporidia  are  collected. 
2484.  PeniciUium.  Thallus  composed  of  tufted,  pellucid  filaments :  sterile  ones  procumbent ;  fertile  ones  erect, 

bearing  a  terminal  pencil-like  tuft  of  erect  ramuli,  to  which  the  sporidia  are  attached. 
2485.  Trichoderma.  Sporidia  collected  in  the  centre,  free,  the  filaments  woven  into  a  web-like  covering,  at 

length  opening  at  the  apex  and  discharging  the  globose  sporidia. 

Class  IV.  Phvlleriaceje. 
Fibres  spurious,  contiguous,  bearing  sports  inside.   Receptacle  none.   On  living  leaves. 

S486.  Rubigo.  Fibres  infundibuliform  or  clavate,  twisted,  situated  in  patches  upon  sickly  leaves. 
2487.  Erineum.  Feridia  flocciform,  subdiaphanous,  various,  subsimple,  aggregato-csspitose,  parasitic  on 

living  leaves.   Sporules.  sometimes,  but  rarely  evident 
Tribe  IV.  CONIOMYCETES. 

Sporidia  naked,  without  any  heterogeneous  receptacle. 
Class  I.    TUBERCULA  RI2B. 

Sporidia  naked,  simple,  scattered  over  the  receptacle. 
2488.  Tubercularia.  Sporangium  subglobose,  sessile,  or  somewhat  stipitate,  carnoso-vesiculose  (not gelatinous).   Sporidia  towards  the  circumference  (color  mostly  red). 
2489.  Fusarium.   Minute,  subglobose,  naked,  almost  wholly  formed  of  fusiform,  free,  jointless  sporidia. 
2490.  Exosporium.    (See  Notes.) 

Observations. 
Tribe  III.  Hyphomycetes.  Distinguished  from  other  tribes  by  their  flocculent  thallus.  In  no  other  tribe 

do  flocci  occur  in  so  perfect  a  state  of  developement,  although  they  undoubtedly  exist  as  subordinate  organs  in the  Uterini  and  Hymenomycetes. 
Class  IV.  Phylleriacece.  These  are  perhaps  morbid  states  of  the  outer  integuments  of  plants.  This  at 

least  seems  obvious  in  Phyllerium  Rubi,  Gei,  &c.  which  are  nothing  but  the  hairs  of  the  leaves  in  a  clustered and  somewhat  altered  form.   This  also  may  be  the  reason  why  there  are  no  sporidia. 
Tribe  IV.  Coniomycetes.  To  this  are  referred  those  fungi  in  which  the  sporidia  are  of  a  more  obvious  nature 

than  the  other  parts  of  the  plant,  and  so  constitute  the  essence  of  the  fungus.  Hence  they  are  more  evolved 
than  in  any  other  class.  The  receptacle,  if  present,  arises  either  out  of  united  pedicels,  or  of  united  sporidia, 
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Class  II.  ENTOpavTiE. 
Sporidia  naked,  separate,  without  a  receptacle. 

Division  I.  StUbosporei. 
Entophytes  growing  upon  dead  plants. 

2491.  Fusidium.   Thallus  plane,  effused.   Filaments  short,  branched.   Sporidia  fusiform,  scattered. 
2492.  Polythrincium.   (See  Notes.) 
2493.  Stilbospora.  Black.  Receptacle  O?  or  a  pulverulent  mass  intermixed  with  naked  sporidia,  the  whole bursting  through  the  bark  in  the  manner  of  a  Stromatospheeria. 
2494.  Sporidermium.   (See  Notes.) 
2495.  Namospora.  Receptacle  O.  Spherules  obvious,  or  somewhat  obsolete,  discharging  sporuliferpus  pulp 

through  the  bark  in  the  form  of  tendrils. 
Division  II.  Hypodermia. 
Parasites  upon  living  plants. 

2496.  Cylindrosporium.  Very  minute,  parasitic  on  the  surface  of  living  leaves.  Sporidia  pellucid,  cylin- drical, truncate,  free,  not  divided. 
2497.  Uredo.   Epidermis  of  the  leaf  forming  a  pseudo-peridium.   Sporidia  1-celled,  free,  mostly  globose. 
2498.  JEciatum.  Peridium  membranaceous,  bursting  through  the  epidermis,  and  dehiscent  at  the  apex, with  a  dentate  or  lacerate  orifice. 
2599.  Puccinia.  Epidermis  of  the  leaf  forming  a  pseudo-peridium.  Sporidia  fixed  by  a  pedicel,  one  or many-celled. 

Observations. 
and  is  homogeneous  with  the  immature  sporidia.  The  thallus  is  never  flocculent  The  organs  of  nutrition 
and  reproduction  are  the  same. 

Division  IL  Hypodermia.  The  genera  of  this  division  are  furnished  with  a  caliculus',  which  must  not  be confounded  with  the  receptacle  or  thallus,  &c.  of  other  tribes,  because  it  does  not  constitute  part  of  the  fungus, 
but  is  formed  out  of  the  epidermis  of  the  plant  oh  which  the  fungus  grows. 
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H  YMENOMYCE  TES. 
Class  I.    Hymenim.  —  Div.  I.  Pileati. 

2365.  AGA'RICUS.  L.  Agaric. 
\  1.  Amani'ta.  Peri. 15731  vermis  Bull.  vernal  stinking 

15732  phalloides  Fries.  Phallus-like  scentless 
/3  verrucdsus  Fl.Lond.  viarted  scentless 
y  virescens  FL  Dan.  greenish  scentless 

15733  porphJrius.Fw*.    porphyry  scentless 

Sp.  308—715. 
3-6  spr.  su.  W      woa.darn.pL  Bulliard,  1 108 
4  juhoct  W      woody  places  BulL  1 2. 577.  bulbosus 
4  jul.oct.  Y       woody  places  Fl.lo.t.312.f.dex.wem<c. 
4  jul.oct  Pa.Gr  woody  places  Flora  danica,  1 1246 
4  jul.oct.  Livid  among  moss  Michel  gen.  t. 76.  f.  3  - 

15734  vaginatus  Bull.  sheathed  eatable 
a  pltimbeus  SchEeffi  lead-colored  eatable 
y  hyaltnus  Schseffi  transparent  eatable 
6  pulvinatus  Bolton  cushioned  eatable 
i/Hlvus  Schaeff. 15735  nivalis  Grev. 

tawny 

alpine 
eatable 
delicate 

6  aut  W      waste  places  Bulliard,  t 512 
6  aut.  Lead  waste  places  Schaeffer,  tt.  85,  86 
6  sum.  Cass,    waste  places  Schaeffer,  t.  244 
6  sum.  Br      waste  places  Bolton,  t  49 
6  sum.  Tawn.  waste  places  Bolt.  t.  38.  f.2.  trilobatvs 
5  aug.  W      Scotch  mou.  Greville  crypt.  1. 18 

15736  muscarius  L. 
15737  pantherSnus  Dec. fly-blown mottled 4  au.oc.  Or.R 

3  au.oc.  Ol woods  Greville  crypt.  1. 54 
moun.  woods  Schaeff  t.  90.  maculatus 

15738  rubescens  Pers.  flesh-colored 
15739  asper  Alb.  $  Schvue.  rough 

2.  Lepic/ta,  Pers. 
15740  procerus  Scop.  gigantic 15741  excoriatus  ScfuEjf.  flayed 

15742  clypeolarius  Bull,  buckler 
Pfeltnus  Pers. 
y  meledgris  Sowerb. 15743  cristatus  Bolton 

spotted variegated 
crested 

nauseous stinking 

esculent esculent 

insipid 
insipid insipid 
foetid 

3  jul.sep.  F.Col.  heaths  SchaefE  t  91.  pustulatus 
3  juLoct  Rsh    open  woods  Bull.  t.  316.  Verrucosus 

10  au.  no.  W.Br  gardens 
7  jul.  au.  Wsh  fields 

Sowerby,  1. 190 Schaeff.  1. 184 19 

2  au.  oc.  Wsh  beech  woods  Sowerby,  1. 14 
2  au.  oc.  Wsh  hot-houses 
2  au.  oc.  Wsh  pine  woods   Sowerby,  1. 171 
1|  au.no.  Wsh  grassy  places  Greville  crypt  3. 176 

15744  illinitus  Fries 
15731 

besmeared 
15732 

mucilaginous   3  jul.oct  Wsh  meadows 
15733  15736 

Fl.  dan.  t  600 

15726 

15734  ~   VJ*  157351 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2365.  Agaricus.  This,  the  most  extensive  genus  in  the  vegetable  kingdom,  derives  its  name  from  Agaria,  a 
kingdom  of  Sarmatia.  The  species  are  determined  upon  various  principles.  Some  writers  have  mixed  together 
species  of  the  most  different  kinds,  as  Gleditsch  ;  and  a  few  writers  only  have  really  taken  pains  to  ascertain the  species.  If  it  is  divided  into  many  genera  it  would  be  necessary  to  break  up  Boletus  also,  which  would 
scarcely  be  judicious.  An  accurate  and  simple  mode  of  division  is,  however,  of  the  utmost  moment,  and 
several  methods  have  been  proposed,  the  greater  part  of  which  are  artificial,  and  therefore  objectionable ;  such, 
for  example,  as  that  of  Villars,  from  the  magnitude  of  the  species ;  of  Linnaeus,  from  the  color  of  the  pileus ; 
of  Haller,  from  the  color  of  the  lamellae  or  gills ;  of  Withering,  from  the  nature  of  the  stipes  and  the  color 
of  the  lamellae  taken  together ;  or  of  Otto,  from  the  position  of  the  lamellae.  The  divisions  of  Fries,  which 
are  all  named  as  subgenera,  depend  upon  the  characters  of  the  veil,  the  lamellae,  the  sporidia,  and  the  pileus. Our  notes  will  follow  these  in  their  order  of  succession. 

\  1.  Amanita.  This  name  was  applied  by  Galen  to  some  eatable  fungus,  and  has  been  restored  in  modern days  by  Persoon.  Most  of  the  species  are  poisonous.  They  do  not  perish  quickly,  and  are  found  for  the  most 
part  on  damp  earth  in  shady  woods,  never  upon  wood  or  the  dung  of  animals.  They  are  in  perfection  about the  end  of  summer. 

A.  vaginatus  is  eaten  by  the  Muscovites ;  but  in  the  Jena  Literary  Gazette  of  1819,  it  is  declared  to  be 
poisonous.    A.  ovoideus  is  said  to  be  delicious. 

A.  muscarius,  or  reddish  mushroon,  has  a  large  pileus,  varying  much  in  color,  white,  red,  or  crimson,  convex, 
sprinkled  with  downy  warts,  which  arc  raised,  compact,  and  angular,  or  thin,  flat,  and  ragged,  turning  up  with 
age.  from  two  to  seven  inches  over ;  flesh  white,  reddish  in  decay :  gills  fixed,  white,  yellowish  with  age,  mostly 
uniform,  but  a  shorter  one  sometimes  intervening ;  the  shorter  gills  varying  much  in  length,  but  rarely  less 
than  one-third  the  length  of  the  long  ones :  the  stem  solid  and  cylindrical,  but  the  internal  substance  shrivel- 

ling with  age  leaves  irregular  hollows ;  scaly,  bulbous  at  the  base,  from  three  to  five  inches  high,  and  from 
three  quarters  to  one  and  a  half  inch  in  diameter ;  ring  broad,  permanent,  and  turned  down  upon  the  stem. 
This  plant  rises  out  of  the  ground  inclosed  within  its  brown  studded  wrapper.  It  is  found  in  pastures.  The 
juice  rubbed  on  the  walls  and  bed-posts  destroys  bugs ;  and  in  the  North  of  Europe,  the  inhabitants  infuse  it  in 
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H  YMENOMYCE  TES. 
Class  I.   Hymenint.  —  Div.  I.  Pileati. 

*  Volm  loose:  edge  of  the  cap  smooth.  Unwholesome. 
15731  Cap  somewhat  scaly  :  edge  smooth,  Stipes  solid  nearly  equal,  Volva  loosely  sheathed 
15732  Cap  somewhat  scaly  :  edge  smooth,  Stipes  hollow  at  top,  Volva  connate  bulbous 

15733  Cap  naked :  edge  smooth,  Stipes  somewhat  fistular  equal,  Volva  booted 
**  Volva  loose:  edge  of  the  cap  striated.  Eatable. 

15734  Cap  furrowed  at  edge,  Gills  white,  Stipes  listular  tapering  nearly  naked,  Volva  sheathing 

15735  Whole  plant  white,  Cap  plane  or  slightly  umbonate  :  the  centre  often  pale  ochraceous ;  margin  striata. . 
pectinate,  Lamella  somewhat  distant,  Stipes  solid  naked  bulbous 

***  Volva  obliterated :  edge  of  the  cap  striated.  Poisonous. 
15736  Margin  of  the  cap  striated  orange-red  shining  warty  rarely  naked,  Volva  vanishing  scaly,  Stipes  bulbous 
15737  Cap  equally  warted :  edge  striated,  Stipes  nearly  solid  equal,  Volva  booted  adnate 

****  Volva  obliterated  :  edge  of  the  cap  smooth.  Unwholesome. 
15738  Warts  of  cap  mealy  unequal :  edge  smooth,  Flesh  pink,  Stipes  solid  somewhat  scaly  and  bulbous 
15739  Cap  somewhat  umbonate  rough  with  acute  warts  :  edge  smooth,  Stipes  solid  somew.  taper,  squarrulose 

*  Veil  finally  separate.  Gills  distant.  Eatable. 
15740  Large,  Cap  scaly,  Lamella  distant  white,  Stipes  very  long  bulbous,  Collar  free 
15741  Skin  of  cap  contiguous,  Lamella  remote,  Stipes  equal,  Collar  free 

**  Veil  fixed,  Skin  of  the  cap  peeling  off,  Gills  separate. 
15742  Inodorous,  Cap  with  the  epidermis. broken  into  ferruginous  scales,  Lamella  white  numerous,  Stipes 

subsquamose,  Collar  mostly  fugacious 

15743  Highly  odor.  Surface  of  cap  white  with  reddish  scales,  Lamella  distinct,  Stipes  smooth,  Collar  fugacious  - 
***  VeUfixed,  Gills  separate,  Skin  of  the  cap  adhering. 

15744  Cap  glutinous  striated  at  edge,  Lamella  loose,  Stipes  viscid  on  account  of  the  veil 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
milk,  and  set  it  in  their  windows  in  order  to  poison  the  flies  who  taste  it.  This  is  moucho-more  of  the  Russians, 
Kamtchadales,  and  Koriars,  who  use  it  for  intoxication.  They  sometimes  eat  it  dry,  and  sometimes  immerse 
it  in  a  liquor  made  with  the  epilobium ;  and  when  they  drink  this  liquor,  they  are  seized  with  convulsions  in 
all  their  limbs,  followed  with  that  kind  of  raving  which  attends  a  burning  fever.  They  personify  this  mush- 

room j  and  if  they  are  urged  by  its  effects  to  suicide,  or  any  dreadful  crime,  they  pretend  to  obey  its  commands. 
To  fit  themselves  for  premeditated  assassination,  they  recur  to  the  use  of  the  moucho-more.  A  powder  of  the 
root,  or  of  that  part  of  the  stem  which  is  covered  by  the  earth,  is  recommended  in  epileptic  cases,  and  exter- 

nally applied  for  dissipating  hard  globular  swellings,  and  for  healing  ulcers.  The  dose  is  from  half  a  scruple  to 
one,  taken  thrice  a  day  in  water ;  but  a  dram  administered  once  a  day  in  vinegar  has  been  thought  more 
efficacious.   Murray,  App.  Med.  vol.  v.  p.  560.   Dr.  Withering  enumerates  ten  varieties  of  this  species. 

\  2.  Lepiota.  Terrestrial,  solitary,  persistent,  autumnal  fungi,  none  of  which  are  noxious.  Named  from 
Xitrif,  a  thin  membranous  layer  or  cuticle.  The  A.  procerus,  or  tall  mushroom,  is  not  uncommon  on  hedge 
banks  and  dry  pastures,  and  is  sometimes  exposed  to  sale  in  Covent  Garden  market.  It  may  be  distinguished 
from  the  genuine  sort  by  the  sponginess  of  its  flesh ;  and  from  others  by  its  fine  and  large  horizontal  ring.  The 
gills  are  white,  uniform,  and  fixed  to  a  collar ;  the  pileus  is  a  broad  cone,  bossed  white-brown,  and  scaly ;  the 
stem  is  scaly,  and  the  ring  loose.  This  plant,  when  preserved  in  pickle,  is  very  apt  to  run  into  the  vinous  fer- mentation. 

A.  xerampelinus  is  the  most  splendid  of  all  the  agarics.  Its  gills  are  fixed,  bright  golden-yellow,  and  nearly 
orange  under  the  edge  of  the  pileus,  regularly  disposed  four  in  a  set ;  fleshy,  brittle,  and  serrated  at  the  edge 
with  a  paler  cottony  matter :  the  pileus  is  a  fine  lake-red,  changing  with  age  to  a  rich  orange  and  bull',  and every  intermediate  shade  of  these  colors,  which  render  it  very  beautiful ;  convex,  center  bossed,  edge  turned 
down,  three  to  four  inches  in  diameter,  clothy  to  the  touch ;  flesh  pale-buff*:  stem  solid,  nearly  cylindrical,  but gradually  tapering  upwards,  rich  buff,  shaded  with  fine  rose-red,  three  to  five  inches  high,  half  inch  in 
diameter ;  flesh  pale,  buffy,  spongy,  and  elastic.  This  is  common  in  Italy,  and  brought  to  the  markets  for 
sale.  The  ancient  Romans  esteemed  it  one  of  the  greatest  luxuries  for  the  table.  It  was  made  the  vehicle  for 
poison  to  Claudius  Csesar  by  his  wife  Agrippina,  and  has  therefore  been  celebrated  by  Juvenal  and  MarttaL 
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15745  granulosus  Vers,  granular A.  croceus  Sowerb. 
\  S.  Armilla'ria.  Fries. 15746  mucidus  Schrad.  mucid 

glutinous 

2  JL  dec.  Y  heaths 

2  jl.  dec.  W      old  tree 

Greville  crypt  fl.  2. 104 

FL  dan.  t.  773.  nttidus 

15747  melleus  Bolton  honey-like  esculent B  larictnus  Bolton  Larch  esculent 
y  eldsticus  Bolton     elastic  esculent 

§  4.  Lima'cium.  Fries. 15748  chrysodon  Batsch    yellow-toothed  noxious 
15749  carnosus  Sowerb.     fleshy  noxious 

15750  eburneus  Bull. 
B  nitens  With. 

ivory 
shining 

15751  olivaceo-albus  Fries  olive-white 
15752  hypothejus  Fries  slug 
15753  aromaticus  Sowerb.  aromatic 

shining 
shining 

viscid 
clustered 
glutinous 

$  5.  Tricholo'ma.  Fries. 15754  albo-brunneus  Pers.  whitish-brown  glutinous 

4  au.  oc  DI.  Y   trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  1 101.  stipttis 
'4  au.oc.  Dl.Y   trun.  of  trees  Bolton,  t 19 4  au.  oc.  Dl.Y   trun,  of  trees  Bolton,  1. 15 

{  sep.oc.  Pa.Y  beech  woods  Batsch  cent  2.  f.  212 
3  sep.oc.  Pa.Pk  among  grass  Sowerby,  1 246 

au.no.  W 
au.no.  W woods woods 

4  jul.oct  Ol      pine  woods 4  oc.dec.  Ysh  heaths 
3  oc.dec.  Pa.  Br  woods 

Sowerby,  1 71.  nitens 
Sowerby,  1. 121.  cossus 
Sch  a? ft",  t.  312.  Umacmus 
Sowerby,  1 8.  Umacmus 
Sowerby,  1. 141 

15755  f61vus  Dec. 
15756  ustalis  Fries 
15757  Russula  Schaff 
15758  aurau tius  Sch&ff. 
15759  prasinus  Schceff 15760  fucatus  Fries 
15761  luridus  Schceff. 

au.  oc.  Br      fir  leaves      SchsefF.  1 38.  striatus 
tawny  smells  of  flour  4  au.sep.  Tawn.  thickets       Schsff.  t.  62.  incertus scorched  scentless  3  au.  oc.  RBr  beech  wo.&c. 
rosy  delicious  2  aut     Pk      woods          SchaefE  t.  58 
orange  bitter  3  aut     Or      pine  woods    Schssff.  1 37 
pea-green  tuberous  3  aut     Y.G    mossy  places  ScluefE  1 218 
painted  mild  2  sep.oc  Lurid  way  sides 
lurid  gregarious  2  sep.oc.  Dl.K  pine  woods  SchaeiE  1 69 

15762  equestris  L. 15763  rutilans  Schceff 
15764  vacclnus  Schceff. 
15765  myomyces  Pers. 15766  Columbetta  Bauh. 

noble 
glittering 

mild 
splendid 

2  sep.  d.  Y.Br  way  sides     SchaafF.  1 41.  aureus 
3  au.  oc.  Y       roots  of  trees  Sow.  t.  3 1.  xerampelinus 

cow  scaly  3  oc.dec.  Ru£    damp  places  SchaefF.  t.  25 
Mouse-mushr.  smells  of  mice  3  oc.  no.  Livid  plantations  Sowerby,  t.  76.  terreus 
white-headed  eatable  H  au.  oc.  W      sandy  places  Bulliard,  1 428.  f.  1 

15767  fe'stuans  Fries       burning  very  acrid 15768  sejftnetus  Sowerb.  white  and  yelL  bitter 
15769  virgatus  Fries       streaked  bitter 

3  au.sep.  Y        among  moss 
3  sep.  oc.  Pa.  Y  dry  pine  wo.  Sowerby,  1 126 
3  sept    Gr  plantations 

15770  decastes  Fries  sinuous 
15771  gambosus  Clus.  cracked 
15772  personalis  Fries  violet 

stipes  naked  3  au.sep.  Cin. smells  of  flour  2  j  my.  jn.  Pale 
variable  3  sep.no.  Pu 

15773  nudus  Bull. 
15774  albus  Schceff. 
15775  splendens  With. 

naked white 
metallic 

wavy 

not  spotted juicy 

\  6.  Bfs'scjLA.  Pers. 15776  alutaceus  Pers.       tanned  eatable 
B  xanthopus  Fries     yellow-stalked  eatable A.  auratus  Wither. 

15777  luteus  Huds.  yellow  brittle 
15778  nitidus  Pers.  shining  nauseous 

2  8ep.no.  Vi 3  sep.no.  W 3  july  Cop. 

2  au.sep.  R 
2  au.sej).  R 

1}  au.sep.  Y 1  au.  oc.  Rsh 

157M 1574i ,5751 

beech  woods chalk,  mead. 
woods  Sowerb.  1 209.  violaceus 

gardens        Bulliard,  1 439 woods  Schaeffi  1 255 alder  stump 

shady  woods  Bull.  1 509 
shady  woods 
beech  woods 
woods  SchasfE  t.  254 

157M 

15749 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

Schssfler  and  Clusius  have  recited  several  curious  circumstances  respecting  it.  Dr.  Withering  apprehends  that 
these  authors  have  mistaken  the  species,  and  that  their  account  should  be  transferred  to  the  A.  deliciosus. 
The  A.  xerampelinus  is  eatable,  but  its  taste  is  not  at  all  agreeable.  It  is  the  A.  caesareus  of  Schseffer,  and 
first  found  by  Dr.  Withering's  daughter  on  the  red  rock  plantations  at  Edgbaston,  July  6th,  1791,  and  after- wards in  September  1793;  and  in  July  1792,  among  moss  in  the  fir  plantations  at  Tettenhall,  Staffordshire. Sr.  W.  enumerates  five  varieties. 
:  t  &  ArmiUaria.  From  armilla,  a  necklace.  Autumnal  species,  of  permanent  duration,  firm,  and  esculent 
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****  Veil  fixed,  Cap  covered,  GUIs  somewhat  united. 
15745  Cap  with  furfuraceous  scales  reddish-yellow,  Lamella  fixed  w hi te,  Stipes  subsolid  covered  below  the  veil 

with  squarrose  scales 
*  Ccespitote,  Cap  smooth. 

15746  Somew.  caespit  Cap  thin  glutin.  Lamellae  annex.. dlst.  Stipes  bulb.  Collar  reflex,  and  then  erect  furrowed 
**  Catspitose,  Cap  not  smooth. 

15747  Cap  dull-yell,  rough  with  black,  hairy  scales,  Lamellae  adnate-decurr.  dist.  Stipes  fibrous,  Coll.  turn,  spread. 

*  Cap  smooth,  fioccose  at  edge.  Unwholesome. 
J 5748  Cap  smooth  whitish,  Margin  and  top  of  stipes  yellow-flocculent  with  crisp  lamellae 
5749  Cap  smooth  whitish-pink :  edge  involute  downy,  Lamellae  straight,  Stipes  thickened  upwards  scaly 

**  Cap  smooth.  Stalk  scaly.  Eatable. 
15750  White,  Cap  smooth  umbon.  Lamella:  broad  dist  very  decur.  Stipes  white  scurfy  solid  becom.  holL  in  age 

***  Cap  finally  depressed.  Stalk  spotted. 
15751  Cap  umbonate  smooth  olive-brown,  Lamellae  connected  white,  Stipes  solid  mottled  with  brown  [yellow 
15752  Cap  obt  smooth  yellow,  covered  by  an  olive-colored  gluten,  Lamellae  distinct  and  stipes  (which  is  spotted) 
15753  Cap  smooth  cinnamon-col.  Lamella?  somewhat  decurrent  and  hollow,  Stipes  spotted  rufous 

*  Cap  truly  fleshy,  somewhat  blunt,  humid,  viscid;  with  an  involute  downy  edge,  Gills  white  or  yellow, 
.emarginate,  Stalk  clothed,  separate  from  the  cap. 

15754  Cap  smooth  viscid  umber-col.  Lamellae  annexed  white,  Stipes  solid  smooth  scaly  at  end 
15755  Cap  viscid  virgate  rufous  brown  discoidal,  Lamellae  annexed  yellow,  Stipes  hollow  equal  fibrous 
15756  Cap  smooth  viscid  red-brown,  Lamellae  emarginate  white,  Stipes  equal  solid  fibrous 
15757  Cap  somew.  depress,  vise,  granul.  and  solid  stipes  eq.  scaly  at  end  rose-color.  Lam.  somew.  separate  white 
15758  Cap  somewhat  scaly  viscid  yellow-orange,  Lamellae  adnate  white,  Stipes  solid  covered  with  orange  scales 
15759  Cap  scaly  viscid  yellow-green,  Lamellae  separate  yellow,  Stipes  solid  thick  tuberous 
15760  Cap  flexuose  virgate  viscid  lurid,  Lamellae  emargin.  broad  and  solid,  Stipes  somew.  scaly  yellowish- white 
15761  Cap  flexuose  smooth  greenish  ash-colored,  Lamellae  emarginate  narrow  yellowish,  Stipes  solid  scaly  pallid 
**  Cap  always  dry,  scaly,  with  the  young  edge  involute,  downy,  or  villous,  Gills  separate  or  emarginate,  Stalk 

scaly,  separate  from  cap. 
15762  Cap  comp.  flexuose  somew.  scaly  yellow. -brown,  Lamellae  emarg.  comp.  and  solid,  Stipes  scaly  sulphura 
15763  Cap  obt  convex  deep-yellow  more  or  less  covered  with  crimson  red  squamulose  fibres,  Lamellae  rounded 

numerous  yellow,  Stipes  solid  or  partly  hollow  streaked  with  red 
15764  Cap  umbon.  rufous,  Skin  torn  with  hairy  scales  downy  at  edge,  Lamellae  affixed  whit  Stipes  holl.  fibrous 
15765  Firm,  Cap  dry  smooth  a  little  scaly  brownish-livid,  Lamellae  emarg.  somew,  dist  whit  Stipes  solid  uneq. 
15766  White,  Cap  irregular  becoming  scaly  and  cracked,  Lamellae  emargin.  compact,  Stipes  solid  short  smooth 
***  Cap  always  dry,  smooth,  but  often  fib  r  it  lose,  with  a  naked  edge,  Gills  separate  or  emarginate,  Stalk  solid, smooth,  striated,  separate  from  the  cap. 
15767  Cap  umbonate  dry  yellow-brown  fibrous  towards  edge,  Lame! las  emarg.  broad  and  solid  striat  Stipes  yell. 
15768  Cap  somew.  umbon.  dry  yellow  streaked  with  black  hairs,  Lamellae  emargin.  broad  and  solid,  Stipes  white 
15769  Cap  umbonate  dry  grey  streaked  with  black,  Lamellae  emargin.  broad  hoary,  Stipes  solid  striated  whitish 
*****  Cap  always  dry,  smooth,  with  a  thin,  fioccose,  frosted,  involute  edge,  Flesh  soft,  Gills  rounded,  clustered, obliterated  in  front,  Stalk  united  with  cap. 
15770  Somew.  caespitose,  Pileus  smooth  unequal  cinereous,  Lamellae  round,  white,  Stipes  solid  powdery  at  end 
15771  Somew.  caespitose,  Pileus  compact  smooth  mouse-colored,  Lamella?  emarg.  and  solid  downy,  Stipes  white 
15772  Cap  somewhat  compact  smooth  with  a  villous  frosted  margin,  Lamellae  rounded  loose  and  solid  somew. bulbous  villous,  Stem  rather  violet 
15773  Gregarious,  Cap  thin  smooth  lilac-brown,  Lamellae  rounded  pale  violet,  Stipes  solid  equal  naked 
15774  White  not  spotted,  Cap  equal  smooth,  Lamellae  rounded  dense,  Stipes  solid  elastic 
15775  Cap  conical  shining,  Lamellae  loose  white,  Stipes  solid  white 

*  Gills  all  equal,  Sporidia  yellow. 
15776  Cap  somewhat  compact :  the  margin  finally  furrowed,  Lamellae  broad  equal  tanned . 

/S  Stipes  yellow 
15777  Middle-sized,  Margin  of  cap  smooth,  Lamellae  narrow  compact  equal :  the  color  of  yolk  of  egg 15778  Cap  thin  with  a  sulcate  margin,  Lamellae  broad  subdistant  equal  yellow 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
They  differ  much  in  habit  among  each  other.    The  annulus  is  either  superior,  that  is  reflexed  from  the  top 
of  the  stipes ;  or  inferior,  that  is  contiguous  to  the  middle :  or  even  proper,  being  inserted  above  the  middle. 

4  4.  Limacium.  So  called  from  A.  ttmacinus,  a  name  which  has  been  indiscriminately  applied  to  almost  all 
the  species  of  this  subgenus.  They  are  fungi  of  a  middle  size,  solitary,  terrestrial,  autumnal,  and  permanent 

$  5.  Tricholoma.  From  hair,  and  Xu/jim,  a  margin.  The  species  are  large,  robust,  and  permanent, 
solitary  or  gregarious,  and  terrestrial.  Many  are  eatable ;  some  have  an  acrid  bitter  flavor.  A.  Russula  is said  to  be  of  excellent  quality. 
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15779  emSticus  Sclueff. 
pGedrgii  L. 

emetic 

St.  George's 
15780  depSUens  Pert.  pallid 

acrid 
acrid 
nauseous 

3  sum. 3  sum Rsh 
Y 

woods woods 

lj  julsep.  R.Br  heaths 

Sowerbv,  t.  201.  integer. 
BulUard,  t.  509.  f.R. 

15781  rfiber  Lam. 
15782  fce'tens  Fries 15783  furc&us  Fries 
15781  adustus  Pers. 

13  elephant i nus  Bolt. 

$  7.  Galarh  K'l  s. 15785  controversus  Pers. 
15786  scrobiculatus  Scop. 
15787  tormin6sus  Sclueff. 15788  necfitor  Bull. 
15789  ciliciotdes  Fries 

red stinking 
forked 
scorched 
elephantine 
Fries 
controverted 

pitted 
bearded 
destructive downy 

very  bitter 
rigid bitterish 
very  compact 
very  compact 

meteoric 

gigantic dangerous 
poisonous very  downy 

2  jul.sep.  R  woods 2  au.sep.  Y  woods 
2  au.sep.  G  woods 
2  jul.oct.  Ol  woods 
3  jul.oct.  Y.Br  woods 

Bulli.  t.  42.  san  uineus 
BuUiard,t292.p»pera<iw Bulliard,  t.  26.  bifidus 
Bulliard,t.212.n<gr*can« 
Sowerby.  t.  36 

2  sep  oc.  Var.    beech  woods  Bulliard,  t.  538.  acris 
4  au.  oc.  Y       damp  woods  Schaeff  t.  227 
2  jn.  oc.  Pk      way  sides      Sowerby,  1 103 
1  au.  oc.  Ol.Br  woods  Bulliard,  1. 14 
3  sept.     Dl.Pk  pine  woods 

15790  luridus  Pers. 
15791  acris  Bolton 
15792  6  vidua  Fries 
15793  viStus  Gleditsch 
15794  hysgynus  Fries 15795  blennius  Fries 
15796  pallidus  Pers. 15797  deliciosus  L. 

lurid hot 
moist 
variable 
firm verdigrease 

pallid 
delicious 

- 15798  aurantiacus  Pers.  orange 

flattened  1|  sep.  oc.  Lurid  heaths         Sowerb.  1 203 
very  acrid  2  au.  no.  Ciner.  groves         Bolton,  t.  60 
brittle  1J  au.  oc.  Li.Pk  damp  groves 
very  acrid  2  au.  no.  Livid  woods 
variable  2£  au.  oc.  Pk      grassy  places 
very  acrid  lj  jul.  oc.  Gsb    beech  woods 
gregarious       1J  au.  oc.  Pa.Y  beech  woods 
eatable  1J  jul.  no.  Or      pine  woods    Sowerby,  1 20 
acrid 3  au.  oc.  Or  woods Batarra,  1 16.  f. 

15799  mitissimus  Fries  mild 
15800  quietus  Fries  serous A.  serbsus  Wither. 
15801  subdulcis  Pers.  sweetish 

sweet 
sweet 
nauseous 

15802  thejogalus  Bull.      yellow-milked  poisonous 
.15803  Tithymalinus  Scop,  testaceous  very  milky 
'15804  rui'us  Scopoli         rufous  scentless A.  rubescens  With. 
15805  helvus  Fries  intermediate  acrid 
,15806  glycyosmus  Fries    sweet-tasted  esculent 
15807  plumbeus  Bull.       lead-colored  insipid 

'15808  pyrogalus  Bull. 15809  flexuosus  Pers. 
,15810  piperatus  Scop. 15811  vellereus  Fries 
15812  dulcis  Hudson 
15813  depressus  Wither. 

red-milked 
flexuose 
peppery 

Lister's sweet 
depressed 

very  acrid compact 
eatable 
gregarious 
gregarious variable 

3  au.  no.  Or 
3  aut.  Pk woods 

oak  woods    FLdan.  1 1069.  rubescens 
3  sum.    Brsh  woods Sower.  1 204.  lactifiorut 

2*  sep.  oc.  Fulv.  shady  woods  Bulliard,  1 567.  f.  A. 3  sep.  oc.  Pa.Y  shady  woods  Bats.cont.f.60.  ichoratus 
2  jul.  oc.  Br  pine  woods 
2|  jul.  no.  R.Oc.  damp  places 
3  jul.  oc.  Lurid  thickets 
4  au.sep.  Lead  damp  places  Sowerby,  t.  245.  Listeri 

1J  au.  oc.  Livid  groves         Bulliard,  t.  529.  f.  1 
1  juLoc.  Br  grassy  places  Bul.t.559.f.l.  A.  azonites 
2  sep.  oc.  W  woods  Bolton,  t.  21 
2  au.  no.  W  thickets       Sowerby,  1. 104.  Listeri 2  au.no.  W  thickets. 
21  au.  oc.  Pk  grassy  places 

\  8.  Clito'cybe.  Fries 15814  giganteus  Leysser.  gigantic  very  broad      6  sept.    Wsh   thickets       Sowerby,  t.  244 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
\  6.  Russula.  So  named  from  the  russet  color  of  the  original  species.  The  species  are  all  large,  or  of  middle 

size,  rigid,  persistent,  solitary,  terrestrial,  chiefly  appearing  in  the  autumn. 
5  7.  Galarhteus.  From  yaX»,  milk,  and  pea,  to  flow ;  many  of  the  species  being  lactescent ;  some  are  juiceless. 

These  are  fungi  of  the  summer,  and  autumn,  possessing  an  aromatic  smell  and  acrid  flavor.  They  all  grow upon  the  ground.  A.  torrainosus,  in  times  of  scarcity,  is  eaten  by  the  Russians,  mixed  with  salt,  oil,  and 
vinegar.  Buxb.  A.  controversus  is  stated  by  Persoon  to  be  eatable ;  but  Fries  thinks  it  must  be  in  mistake. 
A.  deliciosus  has  gills  decurrent,  flame-colored,  narrow,  regularly  branched ;  pileus  rich,  red,  br.own ;  flesh 
nearly  flat,  but  somewhat  hollowed  at  the  centre,  and  the  edge  turned  in  from  one  and  a  half  to  three  inches 
over ;  orange-color ;  stem  orange,  solid,  tapering  downwards,  from  one  to  two  inches  high,  and  a  quarter 
to  three-eighths  high :  hollow  with  age.  The  juice  is  rich  yellow,  which  soon  turns  green.  It  is  found 
in  the  fir  plantations  of  Scotland,  and  in  those  of  the  barren  hills  at  Barr,  in  Staffordshire.  Dr.  Smith  also 
found  it  at  Hillingdon,  Middlesex,  under  some  fir  trees ;  it  also  grows  near  Guildford.  It  is  much  esteemed  in 
Italy,  and  exposed  in  the  markets,  and  supposed  to  have  been  the  A.  cssareus  mentioned  by  some  authors. 
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15779  Cap  compact  somew.  depressed  in  centre  with.  marg.  at  length  sulcate,  Lamella;  broad  subeq.  very  white 

**  Gilts  nearly  equal,  Sporidia  white. 
15780  Cap  deformed  opaque  pallid  :  margin  finally  striated,  Lamellae  distinct  whitish,  Stipes  finally  cinereous 

***  Gills  forked,  and  many  of  them  halved. 
15781  Very  hot,  Cap  very  red :  margin  smooth,  Lamellae  forked  white 
15782  Acrid  stinking,  Cap  yellow :  margin  warted  furrowed,  Lamellae  connected  and  hollow,  Stipes  white 
15783  Scentless,  Cap  greenish  :  margin  smooth,  Lamellae  forked  white     [thick.  Stipes  short  solid  very  robust 
15784  Large,  Pileus  depres.  ash  color,  olive  at  length  dark  and  as  if  burnt :  marg.  smth.  Lam.  uneq.  dist  white 

(8  Cap  brownish-yellow,  Lamellae  yellowish-white,  Stipes  solid  white 
*  Edge  of  the  cap  rolled  inwards,  downy.   Hot.  Poisonous. 

15785  White,  Pileus  villous  blood-red  variegated  downy  at  edge,  Stipes  solid 
15786  Cap  yellow  without  zones :  margin  bearded,  Milk  yellowish,  Stipes  hollow  spotted  • 15787  Cap  glabr.  pale  with  a  yellowish  brownish  or  greyish  tinge :  marg.  toment.  Stipes  most  holl.  in  part  smth. 
15788  Cap  smooth  zoned  olive-brown  :  margin  villous,  Stipes  solid 
15789  Cap  downy  dull  flesh-colored,  Lamellae  yellowish.  Stipes  rather  hollow 

**  Cap  smooth,  viscid,  with  a  naked  edge.    Hot.  Eatable. 
15790  Cap  viscid  zoned  lurid.  Lamellae  white,  Milk  reddish,  Stipes  hollow 
15791  Cap  viscid  not  zoned  cinereous-sooty,  Lamellae  yellow,  Milk  turning  red,  Stipes  solid 
15792  Cap  viscid  not  zoned  fleshy  livid  or  brownish,  Lamellae  white,  Milk  whitish-lilac,  Stipes  hollow 
15793  Cap  thin  smooth  somew.  viscid  not  zoned  livid  pale,  Lamellae  and  milk  whit.  Stipes  somew.  hollow  fragile 
15794  Cap  viscid  not  zoned  smooth  flesh-colored,  Lamellae  and  milk  white,  Stipes  hollow  spotted 15795  Cap  viscid  somewhat  dripping  not  zoned  greenish,  Lamellae  and  milk  white 
15796  Cap  viscid  smooth  not  zoned  and  stipes  (which  is  short)  hollow  and  firm  pallid,  Lamellae  and  milk  white 
15797  Cap  glutinous  obscurely  zoned  dingy-orange  or  reddish  very  pale  when  dried,  Lamellae  and  juice  orange, Stipes  becoming  hollow  glabrous 
15798  Cap  somew.  viscid  not  zoned  orange-colored,  Lamellae  compact  yellowish,  Milk  white,  Stipes  long  smooth 

***  Cap  dry,  naked  at  edge,  Gills  close,  when  young  white,  afterwards,  yellow.   Eatable  but  Acrid. 
15799  Sweet,  Cap  papillose  smooth  dry  orange-colored,  Lamellae  paler,  Milk  white,  Stipes  long  hollow 
15800  Sweet,  Cap  obtuse  smooth  dry  opaque,  Lamellae  testaceous  rufous,  Stipes  solid  firm  brownish 
15801  Cap  glabrous  polished  reddish,  Lamellae  flesh-colored  at  length  ferruginous,  Juice  white  not  changing 

color,  Stipes  firm  smooth  becoming  hollow 
15802  Somewhat  acid,  Cap  dry  smooth  somewhat  zoned  rufous  brown,  Milk  yellow,  Stipes  solid 
1B803  Acrid,  Cap  dry  smooth  obsoletely  zoned  pale-yellow,  Lamellae  pale  flesh-color,  Stipes  solid 
15804  Very  acrid,  Cap  dry  umbonate  polished  reddish-brown,  Lamellae  rufous,  Milk  white,  Stipes  solid 
15805  Acrid,  Cap  bluntish  scaly  dry  red-ochre-colored,  Lamellae  ochraceous,  Stipes  nearly  solid 
15806  Cap  thin  scaly  dry  opaque  somewhat  lurid 
15807  Cap  large  dry  zoneless  dark  fuscous  or  deep  dingy-grey,  Lamellae  yellowish  rather  numerous,  Juice  white 

****  Cap  dry,  naked  at  edge,  Gills  not  altering,  Substance  compact,  tough.   Very  Acrid. 
15808  Cap  dry  smooth  somewhat  zoned  livid,  Lamellae  distant  yellow.  Stipes  hollow  cinereous 
15809  Cap  repand  dry  smooth,  Lamellae  distant  pallid,  Stipes  short  pallid  [white  very  acrid 
15810  Cap  depress,  becom.  infundibulif.  glab.  whit  Lamel.  very  narrow  crowded,  Stipes  solid  white  thick,  Juice 
15811  White,  Cap  umbilicate  downy  rigid,  Lamellae  narrow  distant,  Milk  white,  Stipes  solid  thick J5812  AH  white  sweet,  Cap  convex,  Stipes  long 
15813  Seems  to  be  a  green  variety  of  A.  hysgynus,  with  a  solid  stipes 

A.  Gills  equally  narrowed  backward,  acute. 
1.  Cap  dry,  smooth,  Gills  close,  decurrent  or  acutely  adnate. 

*  Cap  more  or  less  fleshy  ;  when  young  convex-deflexed,  when  older  depressed,  GUIs  truly  decurrent. 
15814  Very  large  whitish  or  very  pale  Jbrown,  Cap  becoming  infundibuliform,  Lamellae  numerous  decurrent 

becoming  reddish,  Stipes  solid  very  thick 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars.  • 
Dr.  Withering  enumerates  three  varieties,  one  of  which  affords,  from  every  part  of  it  when  wounded,  a 
copious  discharge  of  yellow  acrid  juice.   They  arc  gathered  in  woods  and  dry  pastures  in  September  and October. 

Losel  asserts  in  his  Flora  Prussica,  p.  82.,  that  "  the  juice  of  A.  piperatus,  mixed  with  the  syrup  of  mallows, 
is  a  certain  cure  for  calculus,  and  a  powerful  diuretic."  Almdst  all  the  venemous  fungi,  and  especially  those of  the  present  group,  are  said  to  be  the  favorite  food  of  the  goat,  during  the  rutting  season.  It  is  sometimes 
monstrous  and  irregular.  Withering  mentions  their  attaining  the  diameter  of  ten  inches.  The  stipes  is  not 
unfrequently  thicker -than  it  is  long.  It  has  been  used  in  medicine,  and  thought  useful  in  dissolving  calculi ; a  property  we  may  safely  venture  to  deny  it. 

>•  8.  Clitocybe.  From  xXim,  inclined,  and  zv?r„  a  head.  Most  of  the  species  are  harmless,  and  of  the  larger size.  A.  nebularis  is  eatable,  so  also  is  A.  fusipes..  A.  giganteus  is  one  of  the  species  which  form  those  circles 
known  by  the  name  of  Fairy-rings,  the  origin  of  which  is  still  as  obscure  as  ever. 

A.  orcades  has.  loose  gills,  with  the  part  attached  tc  the  pieus  jutting  up  very  close  to  the  stem,  so  as  to  give 
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15815  gil'vus  Pert.  cinnamon-col.  gigantic A.  pUeolarius  Sowerb. 
15816  flaceidus  Sowerb.     flaccid  pretty 15817  gibbus  Pert. 15818  turfosus  Sowerb, 
15819  diatretus  Fries 

gibbous 
turfy 

perforated 

fragrant scentless tough 

S  au.  no.  Dl.Y  among  moss.  Grey,  crypt.  1. 41 
3  sep.  oc.  W 2  oct  Br 
1  nov.  Br 
2  sep.no.  Pk 

woods 

plains 
turf woods 

Bolton,  1. 185 
BuUiard,  t  573.  1. 2 
Sowerby,  1 210 

15820  nebularis  Battch 
A.  cdseut  With. 

15821  turgidus  Grev. turgid 
gregarious  3  sep.  oc.  Ciner.  heaths  Bolton,  t.  40.  mollit 
solitary  2  aut     Sooty  dry  woods    Grev.  crypt  1 9 

15822  vlridis  Wither. 
15823  od6rus  Bull. 
15824  candicans  Pert. 
15825  dealb&tus  Fries 

A.  agrestis  Wither. 
15826  grammopodius  Dec. 15827  millus  Sowerb. 
15828  inornatus  Sowerb. 
15829  fimbriates  Bolton 

green 
anise-scented hoary 

whitened A  variety. 
stinking 
Dog's-collar neat fringed 

Bolton,  1. 12.  cteruleus Grev.  crypt  1. 28 slender  2|  aug.     G  woods eatable  3  au.no.  Ciner.  woods 
shaggy  liau.no.  W      dead  leaves  Bolton,  1 17 
gregarious  §  au.  no.  Wsh   meadows  Sowerby,  1 123.  y 
shaggy  3  oct.     W      grassy  grov.  Sower.  1 281.  graveolera depressed  3  jan.      Brsh    woods  Sowerby,  1 184 
pretty  2  aut     Liv.G  upon  earth  Sowerby,  1 342 
gregarious  1  au.sep.  Wsh   rotten  wood  Bolton,  t.  61 

15830  lignatilis  Fries 15831  adhaesivus  Wither. 
15832  cedematopus  Schceff. 

(3  coralloidet  Dicks. 15833  obesus  Wither. 
15834  opacus  Wither. 
15835  pistillaris  Wither. 

wood sticking 
fusiform 
coralloid 
squat opaque pistillary 

15836  camaroph  yilusfWtfs  arched 
15837  pratensis  Pert.  meadow 

A.fdlmts  Wither. 
/8  ctavtgformis  With,  clavate 
y  ericeut  With.  heathy 

15838  virgineus  Wuffen  virgin-white 

irregular  2  au.dcc.  Wsh   rotten  wood 
irregular  3  sept     W.Br  plantations 
tufted  2  sp.  aut  Ruf.    woods  Schaeffi  1 259 
tufted  2  sp.  aut  Ruf.    hollow  t  ees  Battarra,  t  IX  f.  F 
tufted  H  aug.     W.Br  pastures 
cracking  2  ap.sep.  W      among  grass  Sowerby,  1 142 
crooked  j  aug.     Wsh   among  grass 

brittle  4  au.  oc.  Sooty  damp  woods  Sowerby,  1 172.  elixut 
eatable  \\  au.  no.  Ysh     way  sides      Grev.  crypt  2.  91 
eatable  \\  au.  no.  W      way  sides     Schaeffi  1 307 
eatable  1}  sep.no.  W      heaths         Bull.  1 467.  ericetosut 
eatable  2  sep.no.  W      heaths         Grev.  crypt  3.  166 

15839  psi ttacinus  Sclueff.  parrot-colored  pretty 
15840  ceraceus  Sowerb.     waxen  gregarious 
15841  c6nicus  Scht^f.  conical 15842  puniceus  Fries  crimson 15843  cocclneus  Pert.  scarlet 

watery 

beautiful 
beautiful 

2  oc.  no.  Gsh.Y  meadows 
2}  au.  no.  Y  pastures 

Grev.  crypt  2.  74 
Sowerby,  1 20 

4  my.  oc.  Ysh  meadows  Sow.  t381.  aurantiacus 
3  au.  oc.  Or.R  among  grass  Bull.  1 202.  coccineus 
2  au.  oc.  Sc       meadows      Sowerby,  1 381 

15844  baccStus  Scop.  varnished 
fiamcthystinus  Huds.  amethystine 

15845  ovfnus  Bull. 
15846  sulphureus  Bull. 
15847  t6rtilis  Bolton 
15848  ovalis  With. 

sheep 

sulphureous 
twisted 
oval 

handsome 
handsome 

mild foetid 
distorted 
satiny 

2  jn.nov.  Ros.R  on  earth       Sower.  t.208.f arinaceus 
2  jn.nov.  Viol,   shady  places  Sowerby,  1 187 
2  au.  oc  Brsh  meadows  BuUiard,  1 580 
4  sep.  oc.  Test  trees&woods  Sowerby,  t  44 
\  aut.      Br      gard.  mould  Bolton,  1 41 

2J  sep.  oc.  RBr  fir  woods 
15815 15823 15825 

15826^ 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
them  almost  the  appearance  of  being  fixed,  watery,  brownish-white,  two  or  four  in  a  set,  the  small  ones 
very  minute,  and  the  large  ones  sometimes  splitting  at  the  outer  end ;  not  numerous,  rather  broad  for  the 
size  of  the  plant,  frequently  connected  to  the  pileus  by  ligaments ;  pileus  pale,  buffy-brown,  convex,  irregular, 
with  a  sudden  depression  of  the  border  at  some  distance  from  the  centre,  often  giving  the  appearance  of  a  large 
rounded  boss  in  the  middle ;  central  color  generally  deeper ;  from  one  to  one  and  three-quarters  inch  over ; 
and  the  edge  turning  up  with  age :  stem  solid,  white,  changing  to  watery-brown,  cylindrical,  but  thicker  and 
flattened  just  under  the  pileus,  very  tough,  mostly  crooked,  twisted  when  dry,  rarely  central,  one  and  half  inch 
high,  and  thick  as  a  crow-quill  This  is  the  twenty-seventh  fungus  of  Ray's  Synopsis,  ed.  3.  p.  6. ;  A.  pratensis of  Hudson,  and  coriaceus  of  Lightfoot  There  are  two  varieties ;  one  with  cream-colored  gills,  buff  pileus,  and 
mealy  stem ;  and  another  with  yellow-brown,  more  fleshy,  and  more  regularly  convex  pileus,  found  in  groves. 
Mr.  Woodward  says,  that  this  species  has  a  much  higher  flavor  than  the  common  mushroom,  but  he  suggests, 
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15815  Large,  Cap  convex  umbonate  at  length  infundibuliform  smooth  firm  yellowish-white,  Lamellae  nu- merous decurrent  whitish,  Stipes  straight  solid  subradicating 
15816  Cap  thin  funnel-shaped  obt  smooth  flaccid,  Lamellae  decurr.  whit  Stipes  solid  thickened  at  base  villous 
15817  Cap  umbonate  smooth  becoming  funnel-shaped,  Lamel.  decurr.  white,  Stipes  solid  elastic  taper,  upwards 
15818  Cap  depressed  broad  zoned  brown  irregular,  Gills  decurrent  pallid,  Stipes  solid 
15819  Cap  flatt  somew.  umbilic.  smth.  a  lit  flesh-color. :  when  dry  whit  Lam.  decurr.  and  solid  eq.  Stipes  white 

**  Cap  closely  fleshy,  convex,  opening  out  flat,  GUIs  truly  decurrent,  Stalk  strong.  Eatable. 15820  Cap  compact  smooth  cinereous,  Lamellae  slightly  decurrent  compact  whitish,  Stipes  solid  tapering  upw 
15821  Cap  plano-convex  very  smooth  greyish-brown,  Lamella?  narrow  numerous  pale,  Stipes  hollow  stout 
***  Cap  truly  but  not  firmly  fleshy,  flattish  or  slightly  depressed,  Gills  adnate,  not  properly  decurrent, Stalk  slender. 

15822  Cap  smooth  green,  Lamellae  adnate  narrow,  and  stipes  (which  is  solid  and  smooth)  white 
15823  Fragrant  smooth  dull  bluish-green  umbonate  convex  becoming  plane,  Lamellae  numer.  adnato-decurrent 
15824  Shining-white,  Cap  smooth  convex  then  umbonate,  Lamel.  adnate  then  decurr.  Stipes  fistulous  smooth 
15825  Scentless  white,  Pileus  unequal  thin  smooth,  Lamellae  adnate  numerous,  Stipes  solid  equal  glabrous 
15826  Cap  obsoletely  umbonate  smooth,  Lamellae  adnate  close  white,  Stipes  solid  furrowed  smooth 
15827  Cap  somew.  umbon.  smooth  brown.  Lamel.  affixed  with  hind  end  recurv.  Stipes  solid  equal  strigose 
15828  Cap  obtuse  smooth  somewhat  repand  greenish-livid,  Lamellae  adnate,  Stipes  solid  smooth  [short 
15829  Dirty-white,  Cap  becom.  funnel-form.  smth. :  marg.  sinuat  and  lob.  Lam.  adnate  very  tender,  Stipes  solid 

****  Tufted,  variable,  some  growing  on  wood,  some  on  earth. 
15830  Cap  irregular  rather  out  of  centre  vill.  whit.  Lamel  adn.  compact  white,  Stipes  solid  flexu.  vill.  at  base 
15831  Cap  flat  discoid  viscid,  Lamellae  decurrent  and  solid  tapering,  Stipes  white 
15832  Cap  conical  powdery  rufous,  Lamellae  decurrent  and  solid  ventricose  powdery,  Stipes  rufous 
15833  Cap  whit-brown,  Stipes  solid  obconic.  scarcely  broader  at  top  than  bottom,  Lamel.  decurr.  branch,  white 15834  Cap  dead  white  nearly  flat,  Lamellae  white  numerous.  Stipes  white  with  brown  pith 
15835  Whitish,  Cap  convex,  Lamellae  decurrent,  Stipes  solid  subconical 

2.  Cap  somewhat  compact  dry,  Gills  very  distant,  arcuate,  decurrent. 
15836  Cap  somewhat  compact  streaked  sooty,  Lamella;  decurrent  white-glaucous,  Stipes  long  stout  fibrous 
15837  Firm,  Cap  compact  convex  becoming  partially  expanded  smooth  brownish-buff  with  a  pink  tinge. Lamellae  decurrent  thick,  Stipes  short  solid  attenuated  below 

£  All  white <y  Cap  thinner  with  a  striated  margin 15838  Viscid,  Cap  campanul.  expand,  when  humid  striated,  Lamel.  adnate  somew.  distant,  Stipes  equal  smooth 
3.  Cap  thin,  viscid,  wet,  Gills  variable,  Stalk  hollow.  Terrestrial. 15839  Green  chang.  to  yell.  Pileus  campanulate  spreading,  Lamellae  adnate  rather  distant,  Stipes  equal  smooth 

15840  Cap  nearly  plane  slimy  substriate  yellow,  Lamellae  adnate  decurrent  distant,  Stipes  rather  unequal 
gradually  attenuated  towards  the  base 

15841  Cap  conical  glutin.  mostly  yell,  or  crim.  Lamel.  crowd,  ventric.  attenuat  and  free,  Stipes  substriate  splitt. 
15842  Cap  campanuL  obt.  lob.  orange-red,  Lamel.  affixed  ascend,  yellow,  Stipes  thick  ventricose  white  at  base 
15843  Capconv.  expand  vise,  becom.  depres.  Lam.  adn.  versicolor  connect,  by  decurr.  tooth,  Stipes  compr.  scarlet 

B.  Gills  unequal  at  the  back  ;  that  is,  toothed;  or  arcuate,  decurrent,  sinuate,  emarginate,  S^c. 
4.  Cap  dry,  minutely  scaly,  Gills  generally  arcuate,  decurrent,  rarely  adnate.  Firm. 

15844  Gregarious,  Cap  scarcely  fleshy  tough  farinaceous  with  minute  scales  pale  or  deep  flesh-color :  disk  de- 
pressed in  age,  Lamellae  distant,  Stipes  long  elastic 

jS  Cap  convex  becoming  depressed  somewhat  squamulose  purple,  Lamellae  distant  thick  violet-purple, 
Stipes  purple,  hollow  when  old 

15845  Cap  fleshy  plano-convex  somew.  scaly  brown.  Lamel.  arcuate  affix,  connect  whit.  Stipes  solid  short  firm 15846  Cap  fleshy  somewhat  umbonate  slightly  silky  testaceous,  Lamellae  arcuate  adnate  somewhat  distant 
and  solid  equal,  Stem  sulphur-colored 

15847  Lamellae  brown  changing  to  purplish,  Cap  red-brown  convex  turning  up  with  age,  Stipes  brownish 15848  Lamellae  brownish-white,  Cap  cinnamon  bossed,  Stipes  brownish-white  cylindrical 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
that  from  its  leathery  nature  it  is  indigestible,  except  in  the  form  of  powder,  in  which  it  is  admirable.  Dr. 
Withering,  however,  observes,  that  he  has  seen  the  pileus  and  gills  of  this  agaric  very  brittle  and  tender  when 
fully  saturated  with  moisture  in  rainy  seasons,  and  in  that  state  it  is  sufficiently  digestive.  Professor  Martyn 
informs  us  that  he  has  eaten  these  mushrooms  for  forty  years  without  injury,  and  without  perceiving  that 
toughness,  like  leather,  of  which  others  have  complained,  except  in  very  dry  weather,  or  when  they  are  in  too 
advanced  a  state.  They  should  be  gathered  young,  and  early  in  a  morning,  and  properly  dressed.  They  are 
found  in  hedge  banks,  upland  pastures,  and  sheep  commons,  particularly  in  those  patches  called  Fairy  rings. 
Those  that  are  found  in  woods  and  hedges  are  of  inferior  flavor  to  such  as  are  gathered  in  dry  pastures,  which' have  a  very  pleasant  smell  and  luscious  flavor,  either  when  stewed  alone  or  in  ragouts,  &c  This  sort  makes 
excellent  ketchup,  and  is  much  valued  in  the  form  of  powder.  It  is  in  season  during  September  and  October, 
but  may  be  dried  so  as  to  be  in  use  for  t lie  table  all  the  winter.     Mr.  Lightfoot  supposes  that  this  species  is  the 
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15849  pelieanthinus  Fries   toothltted      beautiful         3  au.sep.  Pu      roots  of  trees  Bolt.  tAXl.dc nticulatus 

I  melaleucus  Peri,    black  &  white  elegant 3  au.no.  Sooty  damp  places 

15851  compressus  With,    compressed  pellucid 
15852  murinaceus  Bull,  nitric-acid-scent  fragile 

3  june  Br  among  grass  So werby,  1 66 
2  au.  oc.  Ciner.  pastures       Sowerby,  1 106 

15853  platyphyllus  Pert,   broad-headed  large 4  jul.oc.  Wsh   t run.  of  trees  Bui.  t. 594 .grammoceph. 

15854  radicStus  Relh 
15855  gracilis  With. 

rooting 
slender gigantic  i  jn.sep.  W      trim,  of  trees  Grev.  crypt  4.  217 more  slender  11  jn.sep.  W      trun.  of  trees 

15856  velutipes  FL  Land,  velvet-footed   casspitose        2  oc.  mr.  Fulv.  trees  Sowerby,  1 384.  £ 3 

15857  fusipes  Bull. 15858  c6nnuens  Pers. 
thick-footed  eatable 
confluent  csespitose 

15859  collmus  Scop.  hill 
15860  dry6philus  Sowerb.  oak-loving csspitosc 

2  juL  no.  W      woods         Sowerb.  1 129.  crassipes 4  au.  oc.  Wsh  shady  woods 
4  sep.  oc.  Pallid  among  grass  Bui.  t.403.  arundinaceuA 
2  oc.  no.  Wsh   heaps  of  lvs.  Sowerby,  1 127 

15861  peronatus  Bolton  woolly 
15862  oreades  Bolton  twisted 

changeable      2±  jul.  no.  Test  dead  leaves  Sowerby,  1 37 
eatable  3  my.no.  Pa.Rf.  grassy  places  Sowerb.  1 247.  prat  en  sis 

15863  porreus  Fries  Garlic-scented  stinking 
15864  f usco-purpureusPt-rs.  brown-purple  caespitose 

5  9.  Colly  bi  a.  Fries 15865  scorodonius  Fries  Onion-scented  strong  smell. 
15866  carneus  Bull.  flesh-colored  dwarf 

pumceus  With. 15867  esculentus  Wuffen  eatable  esculent 
15868  tuberosus  Bull.  tuberous  gregarious 

A.  alumnus  Bolton 
15869  racemosus  Sowerb.  racemose  compound 
15870  clavus  Bull.  club  gregarious 
15871  ramealis  Bull.  branch-living  gregarious 
15872  parasiticus  Bull.  parasitical  meteoric 

3  oc.  no.  W  plantations  Sowerb.  t  81.  alUaceus 
2J  jul. sep.  D.Pu  beech  leaves  Pers.  ic.  t.  4.  f.  1 

11  au.  oc.  Wsh  heaths         SchsefC  1 99.  alUatus 
1  au.sep.  H  grassy  places  Bull.  1 533.  f.  1 

1}  ap.  my.  Clay  way  sides i  au.  no.  W  on  fungi 
Schasffi  1 59.  clavus 
Grev.  crypt  1.  23 

J  aut      Gr  on  fungi       Sowerby,  t.  287 
1  au.  oc.  Or.R  dead  branch.  Bolton,  1 39.  B. 
i  all  sea.  Wsh  dry  branches  Bolt.  t.39.  f.  IX  candidus 
i  au.  oc.  Gr  on  fungi       Sowerby,  1 343 

15873  Vaillantii  Fries      Vaillant's  tough Merilius  androsaceu  With. 
15874  Rotula  Scop.  black-footed  gregarious 
15875  androsaceus  L.       Androsace-like  tough 
15876  foe'tidus  Fries 
15877  perforans  Fries 
15878  epiphf  llus  Pers. 
15879  Hudsoni  Pers. 

15849 

stinking boring 
shrivelled gregarious 

stinking 

gregarious 

1  au.sep.  W      dead  branch.  VaiLbotpar.  tll.f.21-24 
1  all  sea.  W      woods  Sowerby,  1 95 
1J  all  sea.  W.Br  dead  leaves  Bolton,  1 32 
1  au.sep.  Br      fallen  bran c.  Sow.  t. 21.  Merulius  feet. 
1  all  sea.  Pallid  dead  fir  lvs.  Sower. t.94.  androsaceus 
f  sep.  d.  W      dead  leaves  Sowerb.  t.  93.  squamula 

Wsh   holly  leaves  Sowerb.  1 164.  pilosus 
15862  15864 

15852  .JUT  158E6  '    15857  15861 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

mnureron  of  the  French,  who  use  it  in  ragouts  instead  of  that,  and  acknowledge  it  to  be  equal  in  flavor,  but 
mC  tough    The  mWron,  however,  has  a  very  thick  and  fleshy  pileus;  iU  gills  are  very  narrow  and  nume. Kied  to  the  stem,  and  the  stem  is  thick  and  short  Dr.  WiU«tDg  has  carefully  distinguished  several 
other  species  from  this  fairy-ring  agaric,  or  Scotch  bonnets,  as  it  is  called  by  Mr.  Ray. 
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5.  Cap  smooth,  somewhat  humid,  Gills  arcuate  at  their  connectionlwith  the  edge,  reticulated  at  their  union  with 
each  other,  with  appendages  at  edge. 

15849  Cap  convex  livid-purple  striat.  at  edge,  LameL  arc u. -annex,  purple  with  black  teeth,  Stipes  fistular  equal 
6.  Cap  thin,  dry,  Gills  emarginate.  Brittle. 

*  Cap  fleshy,  smooth,  and  stem  regular.  Terrestrial. 
15850  Cap  fleshy. soft  flatt.  smooth,  LameL  clustered  somew.  ventricose  white,  Stipes  somew.  boll,  long  and  thin 

**  Cap  somewhat  fleshy,  and  stem,  which  has  no  roots,  irregular.  Terrestrial. 
15851  Cap  subcarnose  irregular  smooth  thin  fuscous,  Lamella;  distant  white,  Stipes  hollow-whitish  compressed 
15852  Cap  fleshy  deform,  crack,  scaly  cinereous,  LameL  glued  together  dist  and  deform,  holl.  Stipes  cinereous 

***  Cap  somewhat  fleshy,  and  stem,  which  has  roots,  regular.    Growing  on  Wood. 
15853  Cap  fleshy  flat  somew.  streaked  cinere.-whit.  LameL  very  broad  dist.  and  solid  equal  striat  Stipes  white 

C.  Gills  equal,  behind  blunt. 
7.  Cap  fleshy,  glutinous,  Gills  somewhat  united,  Stem  rooted. 

15854  Cap  rugose  glutinous  tough,  Lamella;  white,  Stipes  tall  rigid  with  a  long  fusiform  root 
15855  More  slender,  Lamella;  sinuated  with  a  decurrent  tooth,  Stipes  very  long  [blackish  towards  base 
15856  Cap  nearly  plane  brown  orange  glutin.  LameL  ventric.  yellow.  Stipes  incurv.  velvety  and  redd.-brown  or 

8.  Cap  tough,  dry,  GUIs  separate,  close,  white. 
15857  Gregarious,  Cap  fleshy  loose,  LameL  somew.  separate  serrat  Stipes  hollow  ventricose  furrow,  whit  root 
15858  Confluent  caespitose.  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  whitish,  Lamellae  loose  compact,  Stipes  fistulous  somewhat compressed  red  villous  powdery 
15859  Cap  somew.  fleshy  campanul.  expanded  umbonate  pallid,  LameL  loose,  Stipes  fistulous  smooth  glabrous 
15860  Variable,  Cap  thin  watery  smooth  plane  sometimes  depressed,  Lamella;  free  soft,  Stipes  hollow  splitting 

becoming  thicker  towards  the  base  pinkish  or  yellowish-white  more  colored  at  the  summit 
9.  Cap  somewhat  leathery,  dry,  GUIs  separate,  distant,  pallid. 

*  Cap  fleshy,  Stem  solid. 
15861  Cap  dry  leathery  convex  at  length  plane,  Lamella;  distant  pale-reddish  or  huffish,  Stipes  solid  clothed towards  the  base  with  a  woolly  or  strigose  mass 
15862  Cap  tough  subumbonate  reddish  becoming  buffish  or  very  pale  opake,  Lamellae  distant  whitish,  Stipes solid  firm  cylindrical  thickest  under  the  pileus  pale 
,  „„„  0  „  „  **  Cap  fleshy,  Stem  fistulous. 15863  Strong  smeU.  Cap  somew.  fleshy  smth.  and  lamella;  somew.  loose  white,  Stipes  fistular  long  downy  rufous 15864  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  wrinkled  dark-purple  becom.  pale,  Lamellae  loose  jufous,  Stipes  fistular  rubiginous 

1.  Cap  slightly  fleshy,  smooth,  scarcely  umbUicate,  Gills  true,  Stem  hollow,  or  somewhat  fistulous. 
JfSHl  Strong  smelL  Cap  somew.  fleshy,  and  lamella;  adnate  crisp  whitish,  Stipes  fistular  short  glabrous  rufous 15866  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  smooth  pinkish-red,  Lamellae  attached  white,  Stipes  nearly  solid  short  scaly 
}fff7  Cap  somew.  fleshy  obt.  clay-colored,  Lamellae  attached  lax  white,  Stipes  fistular  rooting  smooth  yellow. 15868  Cap  plane  or  somewhat  umbonate,  Lamellae  adnate  numerous,  Stipes  subfistulose  slightly  tomentose  at the  base  and  springing  from  a  reddish  tuberous  root 
15869  Cap  membranous  papillose  grey,  Lamellae  white,  Stipes  racemose 
Jf870  Cap  plano-convex  reddish-orange,  Lamellae  white  rather  broad  fixed,  Stipes  very  slender  subsolid  whitish 15871  Gregarious,  Cap  nearly  plane  white  sometimes  changing  to  reddish,  T-amniiy  adnate  white  Stipes  short minutely  furfuraceous  marked  within  with  a  white  line 
15872  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  convex  becoming  flat  pruinose  pale-grey,  Lamellae  attached  thick  distant  more obscure,  Stipes  fistular  villous 
2.  Cap  thin,  membranous,  flat,  becoming  depressed,  plaited,  rugose,  Gills  veiny,  of  the  same  substance  as  the  cap, ,  Stem  horny,  black. 15873  Cap  flat  plaited,  and  lamellae  (which  are  very  broad  adnate  and  distant)  white,  Stipes  solid  smooth brownish  thicker  and  paler  towards  the  extremity  •mwui 
iwk  r»E  um,bilic-  Pli™*e>  Lam:  attac.h-  toa  collar  surround,  stipes  white,  Stipes  holL  striate  black  below 15875  Cap  convex  plicate  white  sometimes  tuiged  with  brown,  Lamella;  simple  adnate  white  StiDes  hollow  fur ""owed  very  glabrous  purplish-brown  or  black  except  at  the  summit 
TS?7  rl  S°?7ex  UD?bilip,ated  PMcate  redd-brown,  LameL  adnate  pale-yellow.  Stipes  boll.  redd.-brown  velvety 
1 W7R  cSi  SirfiT1        Lam-Tadna*1e  simP-  »"y  ***8  halved,  Stipes  smth.  fistular  velvety  bSckish-browi 15678  Cap  nearly  plane  rugose.  Lamellae  few  adnate  resembling  white  prominent  veins,  Stipes  hoUow  very minutely  velvety  reddish-brown  below  '     f«=  »«y 15879  Cap  convex-expanded  whitish  and  rufous,  Stipes  covered  with  straight  red  hairs,  Lamellae  whitish 15872  jam*.  15876  15878 15865 15869 

15870 

15871         0T~*&>     ~15875      15874"VI~      "    v  J5879 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
\  9.  Collybia.   So  called  from  xaXKufief,  a  kind  of  small  money.   Small  and  persistent,  ereearious  sneriaL growing  either  on  earth  or  wood.   Some  of  the  species  may  be  used  as  food. 
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$  10.  Mycb'na.  Pers. 15880  alliaceus  Jacq.       onion-scented  foetid 
15881  atro-Slbus  Bolton    black-white  scentless 
15882  alcalinus  Fries  alkaline 
15883  galericulatus  Scop,  various vdrius  With. 

proliferus  Sower.  1 169 

fetid 
scentless 

6  jl.  nov.  W.Br  dead  leaves  Jacq.  austr.  t 83 
3  au.  no.  Blsh    damp  places  Bolton,  t.  137 

2  my.  oc  Cin.    on  earth       Vaill.  par.  1. 12.  f.  1, 2 
3  my.  oc.  Brsh  trim,  of  trees  Sowerby,  1 165 

15884  polygram 'raus  Dec.  marked csspitose 6 sep.  d.  Cin. dead  leaves Bull,  t.518.  H.fistulosus 

15885  galopus  Pert. 
15886  hasmatopus  Pers. 
15887  cruentus  Fries 

white-footed 
red-footed bloody scentless 

casspitose solitary 4 
2 
3 

au.  no.  D.Gl. 
au.  oc.  Pk 
au.  no.  R 

woods 
beech  trunks fir  leaves 

Fl.  danica,  1. 1550.  f.  2 

15888  elegans  Pers. 15889  strobilinus  Pers. 
elegant Pine-cone 

fennel-scent 
gregarious 

2 
2 au.  no.  Liv.Y  pine  woods 

au.  no.  Crim.  pine  woods Sower,  t  197.  c  ace  incus 
15890  r6seus  Pers. 

rosy 

gregarious 
2 au.  no.  Rosy 

pine  woods Pers.  syn.  t.  3.  f.  5 

15891  purus  Pers. 

pure 
gregarious 

3 jn.nov.  Rosy woods Sowerby,  t.  72.  roseus 

15892  Adonis  Bull.  Adonis  various-color.  2|  sep.  n.  Rosy   woods  Bulliard,  t.  560.  f.  2 
15893  luteo-albus  Bolton  yellow-white  pretty  2  au.sep.  Y       among  moss  Bolton,  t.  38.  f.  1 
15894  lac  tens  Pers.  milky  gregarious  li  jl.  nov.  W.Y  heaths         Sower,  t.  385.  f.  5.  tenuis 

15S95  pilipes  Sowerb.  hairy-footed  csespitose  2  aut.     Pa. Br  dead  Agarics  Sowerby,  t.  249 

15896  epipter^gius  Scop,  nodding 
J5897  vulgaris  Pers.  common 

variable 

gregarious 
1}  au.  no.  Cin.  among  moss.  Sowerby,  1 92.  nutans 
1|  au.  no.  Cin.    fir  leaves      Fl.  danica,  1. 1678.  f.  2 

15898  pellucid  us  Bull.  transparent  thick 

15899  corticSlis  Bull.  bark  delicate 
15900  pterigenus  Fries  rosy  beautiful roseltus  With. 
15901  spinipes  Sowerb.  spiny-footed  gregarious 

4  11.  Ompha'lia.  Pers. 15902  stellat us  Fries  stellate  gregarious 
15903  fibula  Bull.  button  slender 
15904  pyxidatus  Bull.  box-like  variable 15905  muralis  Sow.  wall  subgregar. 
15906  ericet6rum  Pers.  heath  variable 
15907  caulicinSlis  Sower,  thick-stalked  solitary 

ljaut.     Ruf.  the  ground    Bulliard,  1 550.  f.  2 

i  oc  feb.  Ruf  bark  of  trees  Sowerby,  t.  243 
If  au.  oc.  Rosy  among  moss. 
4  au.  oc.  Br  pine  cones    Sowerby,  t.  206 

1  jl  aug.  W  hollow  trees  Sower.  1 107.  buccinalis 
1J  my.  oc.  Or.Y  among  moss  Sowerby,  t.  45 2  my.no.  Test  on  earth        Bulliard,  t  568.  f.  2 
i  aut.      Br  among  grass  Sowerby,  t.  322 
1  my.no.  W  damp  heaths  Bull,  t.276.  androsaceus 
2  jl.  oct  Ferr.  pine  woods   Sowerby,  t 163 

15908  epichysium  Pers.  dirty 
15909  obliquus  Pers.  oblique 

tender solitary 1  jl.  oct.  Cin.  will,  trunks  Pers.  ic.  pict  1. 13.  f.  1 
1  aut     Pa.Ci.  on  earth       Pers.  ic.  pict  1. 13.  f.  3 

15910  fragrans  Sowerby  fragrant 
15911  csspitosus  Bolt.  csespitose 
15912  cyathiformis  Hull,  cyathiform A.  clavatus  Wither. 
15913  murinus  Sowerby    mouse-scented  solitary 

anise-scented  1 J  aug.  d.  Livid  among  grass  Sowerby,  t  10 
pellucid  1  aug.  d.  Y        peat  Bolton,  t.  41.  f.  C. 
club-shaped     3  oc.no.  D.Br  earth  Sowerby,  t. 363.  sordidus 

2  sept.  G Sowerby,  1 162 

15914  tigrinus  Bull.  mottled 
15881  —  15883 

1|  my.  jn.  Wsh    trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  t. 
15891  15899 

15898 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
%  10.  Mycena.   From  f&uzvis,  a  kind  of  small  fungus.  The  species  are  of  the  smaller  kind,  at  least  they  are thin  and  slender,  and  tolerably  permanent.    None  of  them  are  fit  for  food ;  many  are  distinguishable  by  their 

smell,  which  is  always  powerful. 
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1.  Dry,  Cap  generally  umbonate,  not  depressed,  Gills  separate  or  adnate,  not  decurrent. 
*  Stem  rooting,  smooth,  juiceless,  Gills  separate,  whole-colored. 15880  Cap  becoming  nearly  plane  subcoriaceous.  Lamella;  free  whitish,  Stipes  tall  covered  with  a  sort  of  bloom 

dark  purplish-brown  below  velvety  at  the  base 
15881  Cap  smooth  blackish.  Margin  and  lamella;  loose  whitish,  Stipes  tumid  at  base,  strigose 

**  Stem  smooth,  Juiceless,  somewhat  rooting,  Gills  adnate,  whole-colored. 15882  Cap  obtuse  striated  cinereous,  Lamella;  adnate  glaucous  white,  Stipes  smooth  firm  villous  at  base 
15883  Cap  brown.  Latnel.  whit,  adnate  with  a  decurrent  process,  Stipes  smth.  tenacious  strig.  at  base  and  radicat. 

***  Stem  Juiceless,  striated,  Gills  whole-colored. 
15884  Cap  obscurely  striate  blue-grey,  Lamel.  attenuated  and  subadnate  whit.  Stipes  long  rigid  striate  glisten. 

****  Stem  smooth,  milky,  somewhat  rooting,  Gills  attenuated,  united  at  the  edge. 
15&85  Cap  striated  blackish  glaucous,  Lamella;  affixed  white,  Stipes  filled  with  white  juice 
15886  Cap  fleshy-membranous  whitish-red,  Lamella;  affixed,  and  stipes  filled  with  dark-red  juice 
15887  Cap  striated  reddish-brown,  Lamellae  adnate  whole-colored  at  the  edge,  Stipes  filled  with  red  juice 

*****  Stem  smooth,  juiceless,  somewhat  rooting,  Gills  adnate,  discolored  at  edge. 
15888  Cap  striated  livid-yellow,  Lamella?  adnate  linear  livid  :  margin  yellow,  Stipes  rigid  smooth  fibrous  at  base 
15889  Bright-red,  Cap  acutely  umbonate  with  a  striate  margin,  Lamella;  fixed  dilute  reddish,  Stipes  firm strigose  and  pale  at  the  base 
15890  Cap  between  fleshy  and  membranaceous  convex  pale  rose-purple,  Lamella;  ventricose  rather  paler  than 

pileus,  Stipes  smooth  villous  at  the  base 
******  Stem  smooth,  Juiceless,  scarcely  rooting,  Gills  affixed,  whole-colored.    Color  Pure 

15891  Cap  between  fleshy  and  membranous  obtuse  somewhat  rose-colored,  Lamella;  round  ventricose  pallid, Stipes  smooth  villous  at  base 
15892  Cap  obtuse  smooth,  Lamella;  adnate  white,  Stipes  smooth  rootless 
15893  Cap  umbonate  striated  and  slender,  Stipes  yellow,  Lamella;  adnate  white 
15894  Cap  somew.  umbonate  striated  yellowish-white,  Lamel.  affixed  distinct,  and  stipes  rigid  smoothish  white 

*******  Stem  Juiceless,  rootless,  but  swollen  at  base  into  a  globe.  Cap  blunt. 
15895  Pale-brown,  Cap  conical  smooth,  Lamella;  loose  compact,  Stipes  thickish  hairy 

2.  Cap  or  stem  viscid,  GUIs  adnate  or  decurrent. 
15896  Cap  obtuse  striated  and  elongated,  Stipes  yellow  viscid,  Lamella;  uncinate 
15897  Cap  umbonate  becoming  depressed  striated  cinereous,  Lamella;  decurrent  white,  Stipes  short  firm  viscid 

3.  Dry,  Cap  finally  depressed,  Gills  decurrent. *  Firm,  persistent,  with  a  firm  stem. 
15898  Cap  somewhat  membranous  campanulate  striated  at  edge,  Lamella;  decurr.  very  broad,  Stipes  solid  thin 

**  Delicate,  withering,  with  a  capillary  stem. 
15899  Cap  thin  hemispher.  becom.  unbilicat.  and  striat.  Lamel.  uncin.  decurr.  dist  Stipes  short  incurv.  smooth 
15900  Thin  rosy,  Cap  campanulate  smooth,  Lamella;  broad  distant,  Stipes  capillary  with  a  strigose  bulb 

15901  Slender,  Stipes  slender  with  stiff"  wool  at  base,  Cap  depressed  hemispherical 1.  Cap  somewhat  membranous,  Gills  decurrent. 
*  Small,  Cap  membranous. 

15902  White,  Cap  convex  Smooth,  Lamella;  distant,  Stipes  attached  to  the  base  of  a  convex  radiat.  membrane 
15903  Cap  convex  glabrous  orange-yellow,  Lamella;  whitish  distant,  Stipes  yellowish 
15904  Testaceous  rufous  pallid,  Cap  funnel-shaped :  disk  smooth,  Lamella;  narrow,  Stipes  firm 
15905  Cap  convex  umbilicated  striate,  Lamella;  broad  pale,  Stipes  solid  short  thickish  rat  the  base 
15906  Cap  depress,  in  centre :  marg.  turned  down  striate,  Lamel.  dist.  rather  broad  white,  Stipes  short  pubesc. 15907  Stipes  solid  thickened  at  base  ferruginous  downy 

**  Large,  Cap  somewhat  membranous. 
15908  Tender  cinereous  blackish,  Cap  funnel-shaped  striated,  Lamel.  I'm.  Stipes  somew.  .solid  tough  vill.  at  base 15909  Thin  pale  cinereous.  Cap  somewhat  funnel-shaped  smooth  oblique,  Stipes  thick 

•  2.  Cap  fleshy,  membranous,  Gills  adnate. 15910  Odor.  Cap  nearly  plane  pale  yellow,  or  brown  -white  when  dry,  Lamel.  numer.  whit.  Stipes  holl.  white 
15911  Livid,  Cap  somewhat  membranous  plane  striated,  Lamellae  distant,  Stipes  fistular        [attenuat  above 
15912  Cap  somew.  fleshy  funn.-shap.  smooth  dark-brown  grey :  marg.  reflexed,  Lamel.  dist.  grey.  Stipes  elastir 
15913  Cap  thin  campanulate  green  at  centre  brown  and  plaited  at  margin,  Stipes  smooth  hollow 

3.  Cap  fleshy,  coriaceous,  somewhat  corky,  soft,  Gills  decurrent. 
15914  Cap  regular  umbilicat.  whitish  with  black,  hairy  scales,  Lamel.  denticul.  white,  Stipes  thin  minutely  scaly 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
\  11/  Omphalia.   From  t/jupaXos,  the  navel,  in  reference  to  the  young  form  of  the  pileus.   Many  of  the  spe- cies are  of  the  smallest  size.   None  are  eatable. 

3  S  3 
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15915  lepldeus  Fries B  monstrdsus  Fries 
15916  cochleatus  Pers. 

scaly 

monstrous cochlea  te 
\  12.  Pleuho/tus.  Fries. 

15917  dryinus  Pers.  oak 

variable  1  my.  jn.  pa.Oc,  pine  trunks  Schsff  1 29.  squamosum 
deformed  3  my.  jn.  pa. Oc.  pine  trunks  Sower.t382.  tubceformis 
csespitose  3  sp.autwsh  old  trunks  Sower.  1 168.  confluent 

solitary  1  au.  no.  Wsh   oak  trees  Scha?ffit233.di»itt&jftM 

15918  torulosus  Pers.  knotted 

15919  conchatus  Bull. 
15920  ostreatus  Jacq. 

shell-shaped 

oyster 

very  tough      1 J  jL  oct  Rsh    birch  trees    Nees  pilze,  f. 178 

gregarious eatable 1  jl.  sep.  Cinn.  birch  trees    Bull.  t.  298 
i  sp.  aut.  Cin.    trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  t.  241 

15921  petaloides  Bull. 
15922  porrigens  Pers. 15923  flabellif ormis  Bolt. 

15924  ulmarius  Bull. 
15925  palmar  us  Bull. 15926  serotinus  Pers. 
15927  stip'ticus  Bull. Jicoides  With. 

petaloid 

pine 

flabelliform 

palmate late 
stiptic 

gregarious  i  sep.  oc.  Brsh  beech  trees  Bulliard,  1 226. 557.  t  2 imbricated  1  jL  nov.  W      pine  trees 
thin  J  jL  nov.  Pa.Br  sides  of  trees  Bolton,  t.  157 

csespitose  3  oc.dec.  Pale    trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  t 67 
csespitose  2  oc.dec.  Br      oak  trees      Sowerby,  1 62 
dwarf  1  oc.  jan.  Ol      trun.  of  trees  Bux.  cent.  5.  1 2.  f.  2 
gregarious  §  oct  ap.  Tann.  trun.  of  trees  Sow.t.l09JlabeUiformis 

15928  nldulans  Pers.  nestling  imbricated 
15929  mastrucatus  Fries  prickly  imbricated 
15930  mollis  Pers.  soft  gregarious 
15931  variabilis  Pers.  variable  gregarious 15932  lateralis  Fl.  Dan.  lateral  imbricated 

15933  tremulus  Scheeff.    tremulous       almost  sessile 
15934  sep'ticus  Fries       pubescent  delicate 15935  applicatus  Batsch    cup-shaped  delicate 

$  13.  Mou'ceron.  Bauh. 15936  Prunulus  Ctesalp.   French  Mushr.  esculent 
\  15.  Clitopi'lus.  Fries. 15937  hortensis  Fries  garden 

15938  rhodopolius  Fries  repand 
15939  fertilis  Pers.  prolific 
15940  sinuatus  Bull.      burnt  sugar-see. 15941  maritimus  With,  seashore 

elastic 
beautiful 
gregarious fragrant 
small 
fragile 
variable 
gregarious 

15942  leonlnus  Schteff.  tawny 
15943  Pluteus  Batsch.  sooty 
15944  phlebophorus  Ditt.  wrinkled reticulatus  With. 

\  15.  Lepto'nia.  Fries. 15945  griseocyaneus  Fries  blue-gray 
15946  chaly beus  Pers.  dove-colored 

4  16.  Xolaxe'a.  Fries. 15947  majalis  Fries  early 
15948  pas'cuus  Pers.  meadow 

$  17.  Ecci'li a.  Fries. 15949  asprellus  Fries       rough ish  gregarious 
15950  aquilus  Fries         exposed  subsolitary 
15951  polltus  Fries  polished  gregarious 
15952  carneo-albus  With,  salmon-color'd  gregarious 

solitary 

pretty 

casspitose variable 

1  oc.dec.  Ysh  fallen  trees 
1  sep.  n.  Gr  beech  trunks  Sower.  1 99.  echinatus 
i  sep.  n.  Y.Br  beech  trunks  Sowerby,  t  98 
i  sep.  n.  W  beech  trunks  Sowerby,  1 97.  niueus 
1}  sum.    Umb.  birch  trunks  FL  danica,  1. 1556.  f.  2 

i  au . dec.  Gr  earth  Sowerby,  1 242 
,  au.  oc.  W  decay,  trun.  Sower,  t.321.  pubescent 
\  aut  sp.  Cin.  decay,  trun.  Sowerby,  1 301 

1}  jn.  oct  W  woods Sower.  1. 143.  pallidus 

2J  aut      Sooty  gard.  on  ear. 
3  jl.  nov.  Livid  damp  places  Bolton,  t  6.  repandus 3  aut      P.  Lv.  hedge  rows  Bulliard,  1 534 
5  oct      W.Y  damp  woods  Bulliard,  1 579.  £  1 
1  oct.      W  damp  woods 

3  au.  oc.  Y  beech  woods  Schsffer,  t  48 
3  my.no.  Sooty  trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  1. 108.  lulus 
4  juLoct  Ol  decay,  wood  Grev.  crypt  3.  173 

1  i  an. sep.  Lilac  grassy  hills  Bolt  t.  41.  purpureus 
2  jl.  sep.  B  among  grass  Sow.  t.hil.  columhurius 
4  spring  Cinn.  fir  woods  Sow.  1. 174. molliusculus 
3  jan.  d.  Sooty  everywhere  Bolton,  1 35.  fissus 

H  sum.    Gr     grassy  places 
1  au.sep.  Umb.  river  sides 3  au.  oc.  Livid  among  grass 
1  au.  oc.  W      among  grass 

15923 
15925 

15916 15920 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
f)  12.  Pleurotus.  From  rAiium,  the  side ;  the  pileus  is  always  inserted  out  of  the  centre.  A  tribe  of  peren- 

nial, innocuous,  often  eatable  fungi ;  always  found  upon  trees. 
§  13.  Moucrron.  An  old  French  name  of  certain  eatable  fungi.  This,  no  doubt,  is  the  origin  of  our  word 

Mushroom.  A.  prunulus  is  said  to  be  one  of  the  very  best  of  mushrooms ;  it  is  common  in  woods,  among  grass. 
$  14.  Clitopilus.  A  name  analogous  to  Clitocybe,  §  8,  as  the  group  is  also.  Species  of  the  middle  size,  nearly 

destitute  of  smell,  mild,  but  not  used  as  food. 
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15915  Cap  compact  unequal  pale  ochiaceous,  Scales  spot-like  more  opaque,  Lamella;  torn,  Stipes  stout  scaly 
,3  Stipes  long  curved,  Cap  small 

15916  Cap  tough  somewhat  lobed  twisted  smooth  rufous,  Lamellae  toothed  pallid,  Stipes  firm  furrowed  rufous 
1.  Veil  universal,  Cap  compact,  horizontal. 

15917  Hard,  Cap  oblique  smoothish  whitish,  Scales  brownish,  Veil  fugacious 
2.  Veil  none,  Cap  fleshy,  Gills  decurrent. 

*  Cap  always  entire. 
15918  Cap  tough  depressed  reddish  tan-color,  Lamella  rather  crisp  paler,  Stipes  short  grey  downy 

**  Cap  entire  or  halved. 
15919  Cap  tough  deformed  pink  cinnamon-color,  LameL  entire  and  short  irreguL  Stipes  downy  at  base  and  pallid 
15920  Tufted,  Stipes  sublateral  or  none,  Cap  smooth  fleshy  pale  blueish-grey  or  brown,  Lamella  whitish  often anastomosing  at  the  base 

***  Cap  always  halved,  somewhat  ascending. 
15931  Ascending,  Cap  spatulate  whitish-brown,  Disk  and  stipes  somewhat  villous,  Lamol.  compact  lin.  white 
15922  White,  Cap  ascending  sessile  ear-like  glabrous,  Lamella?  narrow  linear  quite  entire 
15923  Cap  flattish  smooth  pale-brown,  Margin  and  lamellae  crenate,  Stipes  short  or  none 

3.  Veil  none,  Cap  fleshy,  when  young  horizontal,  Gills  terminating  m  a  determinate  manner. 
15924  Cap  compact  smooth  pale  whitish,  Lamellae  adnate  or  subdecurrent  whitish,  Stipes  strong  ascending incrassated  at  the  base  excentrical 
15925  Cap  smooth  rufous,  Lamellae  adnate  of  the  same  color,  Stipes  out  of  the  centre  smooth  whiter 
15926  Cap  comp.  somew.  vise,  olive-green,  LameL  adnate  comp.  pallid,  Stipes  short  rather  on  one  side  sooty  scaly 
15927  Cap  coriaceous  reniform  rather  tan-colored,  Epidermis  separating  into  scurfy  scales,  Lamellae  veiny  con- nected, Stipes  lateral  frosted 

4.  Cap  fleshy,  when  young  rcsupinate,  Gills  running  together  in  a  point  out  of  the  centre. 
15928  Cap  fleshy  reniform  downy  yellowish,  Lamellae  orange-yellow 
15929  Cap  fleshy  scaly  mouse-color,  Upper  stratum  gelatinous,  Lamellae  greyish-white 
15930  Cap  soft  smooth  gibbous  pale-yellow  brown,  Lamellae  pale  reddish-brown  somew.  ven tricose,  Stipes  none 
15931  Cap  membranaceous  white  cottony  at  first  subresupin.  at  length  re  flexed,  LameL  whit,  after  w.  pink. -buff 
15932  Cap  fleshy  smooth  umber-colored :  the  upper  layer  gelatinous,  Lamellae  pale  becoming  yellow 

5.  Cap  membranous,  Gills  adnate,  or  running  together  in  one  point. 
15933  Cap  reniform  diaphanous,  Lamellae  linear,  Stipes  marginal  ascending  villous  [like  Byssus 
15931  Cap  at  first  resupinate :  after w.  reflex,  smooth  downy,  LameL  radiat  Stipes  thin  incurved  downy,  Roots 
15935  Cap  subsessile :  at  first  resupinate ;  afterwards  reflexed  frosted  villous  at  base,  Lamellae  lax 

15936  Cap  compact  flattish  white,  Lamellae  white  becoming  pink 
1.  Gills  affixed.  Terrestrial. 

15937  Cap  somewhat  umbonate  sooty  black.  LameL  flat  decurr.  twist  whit  Stipes  hollow  thickened  downwards 
15936  Cap  somewhat  umbonate  silky  livid,  Lamellae  adnate  whitish  rose-colored,  Stipes  hollow  smooth  white 
15939  Cap  somew.  umbon.  smooth  livid  pale,  LameL  annexed  flesh-colored,  Stipes  solid  smooth  somew.  bulbous 
15940  Broad,  Cap  smooth  yellowish-white,  Lamellae  loosely  attached  very  broad  rufous,  Stipes  solid  equal  white 
15941  Small,  Cap  convex  and  stipes  white,  Lamellae  adnate 

2.  Gills  altogether  distinct.   Upon  Wood. 
15942  Cap  somewhat  membranaceous  smooth  yellow,  Stipes  solid  striated 
15243  Cap  fleshy  smooth  blackish  soot-color,  Stipes  firm  with  black  fibres 
15944  Cap  convex  at  length  plane  clear  olive  or  yellowish-brown  smooth  but  minutely  rug.  as  if  veined  towards 

the  centre,  Stipes  hollow  rather  twisted,  Lamellae  ventricose 

15945  Cap  scaly  grey-lilac  colored,  Lamellae  loose,  Stipes  hollow  fibrous  caesious 
15946  Cap  somewhat  squamose  blue,  Lamellae  bluish-white  adnate  at  length  purple,  Stipes  solid  smooth  bluish 

15947  Cap  irregular  smooth  somew.  cinnamon-colored,  LameL  loose  toothed  rosy,  Stipes  hollow  twisted  striated 
15948  Cap  campanuL  expanded  black,  soot-color  when  dry  paler  and  silky,  LameL  almost  loose  dirty  flesh-col. 

15949  Cap  fibrous  scaly  livid-grey,  LameL  adnate  and  fistular,  Stipes  (which  is  white  with  wool  at  the  base)  paler 
15950  Cap  squamulose  umber-colored,  Lamellae  sinuate  affixed  purplish,  Stipes  solid  short 
15951  Cap  smooth  with  a  striated  edge  and  the  fistular  equal,  Stipes  livid,  Lamella?  decurrent 
15952  Lamellae  salmon-colored  not  numerous.  Cap  and  stem  white 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
S  15.  Leptonia.  From  Xwent,  slender.  Small  permanent,  elegant,  scentless,  insipid,  not  used  for  food. They  are  in  perfection  at  the  end  of  summer. 
§  16.  Nolanea.  From  nolo,  a  bell.  Terrestrial,  various,  of  a  thin  watery  substance,  insipid,  not  eatable. 

Easily  distinguished  by  their  habit. 
$  17.  Eccilia.   From  ixxtiXiet,  to  excavate.   Small,  terrestrial,  inodorous,  insipid. 

3  S  4 
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$  18.  Telamo'nia.  Fries. 15953  torvus  Fries  tawny 
15954  brun'neus  Pers.  brown 

spongidsus  With. 15955  evernius  Fries  dismal 
15956  sublanatus  Sower b.  half-woolly 15957  bulbosus  Sowerb.  bulbous 

4  19.  Inolo'ma.  Fries. 15958  violaceus  L.  violet 
15959  pholidius  Fries  cobwebbed 
15960  spilomeus  Fr. spotted 

strong  scent.  4  Jul.  oc.  Br  damp  woods  Bull.  t.  600.  araneosus 
weak  scented  4  jl.  nov.  Pa.U.  pine  woods solitary 
radish  scent, 
radiiih  scent shewy 
solitary 
solitary 

5  jl.  nov.  Pu.Br  pine  woods    Sower.  1 125.  impuber 
3  au.  oc.  OLBr  woods         Sowerby,  t.  224 
4  au.  oc.  Br      among  grass  Sowerby,  1 130 

4  au.  oc.  Vi  groves 4  an.  oc.  Cin.  woods 

3  au.sep.  Pa.  Br  woods 

Bolton,  1 52 
BuL  t.586.  f.  l.psamntoce- 

phalus 

Sow.  t384.f.l.  araneosus 
15961  scaurus  Fries  curved 
15962  callochrous  Pers.  fine-skinned 
15963  glaucopus  Sclueff.  blue-footed 
15964  varius  Schtzff. 
15965  turbinates  Bull. 

thick-footed 
turbinate 

soft  3  jan.  oc  Ol  woods  Batsch  cent  2.  f.  184 
insipid  4  au.  oc.  Psh  woods  Bat.  cent.  l.f. 74.  subpurp. 
gregarious  3  au.  oc.  Ol  woods  &hea.  Sowerby,  1 223 
variable  4  au.'  oc.  Y  everywhere  Sower.  1 102.  turbinatus soft  4  sep.no.  Y  damp  woods  Bulliard,  1 110 

$  20.  Dermo'cybb.  Fries. 15966  sanguineus  Wulf.  bloody 15967  cinnamomeus  L.  cinnamon 

15968  hel'volus  Pers.  brownish 

handsome 
variable 
dirty 11  jn.nov.  Crim.  woods  Sowerby,  1 43 

3  jn.  dec.  Cinn.  everywhere  Sowerby,  1 205 
2  jn.  dec.  Cinn.  woods Sow.  1 173.  hinnulcus 

15969  Cucumis  Pers.  Cucumber-scented  strong  smell.    3  au.  oc.  Pu.Br  woods Sower.  1 344.  fusci/iss 
15970  Armenlacus  Scht^ff-  Apricot-color,  softish 
15971  castaneus  Bull.  .     Chesnut-color.  gregarious 

3  jl.  nov.  Pa.  Br  woods 
2  jL  nov.  Ches.  woods 

SchaefiE  1 81 Bulliard,  1 268 

15973  testaceus  With. 
15974  flavidus  Sowerby 

\  21.  Pholio'ta. 15975  aureus  Sowerby 
15976  caperatus  Pers. 15977  aurivellus  Batsch 
15978  squarr6sus  Pers. 
15979  flam'mans  Batsch rheotdes  With. 
15980  muricatus  Fries 

scariosus  With. 
£  incequdlis  Batt. 15981  mutabilis  Schatf: 

15P55 

hybrid variable o 
my.no.  Or testaceous crooked 4 sept.  Y 

yellowish soft 2 
sept.  Ysh Fries. 

golden 
subcaespitose 6 

sep.  oc.  Fulv. 

pale 

solitary 
5 jul.oct.  Lem. filamentous 

solitary 
3 oc.no.  Y 

squarrose ccespitose 2 au.dec.  Ferr. 
flame-colored elegant 3 jul.oct.  Y 
muricated variable 2 

juloct.  D1.Y 
unequal variable 2 juLoct.  Dl.Y changeable eatable 3 my.no.  Pa.Ci. 
contracted 

watery 

f  sept.  Y.Br 15957. 

fir  leaves  Sowerby,  t.  221 
plantations among  grass  Sowerby,  1 366 

old  trees  Schas.t.209jifo»ienr<Mu» 
roots  of  trees  Gre.cryp.  fi.t!2Jloccosus 
pine  trees      Batsch  el.  f.  30 

Bolt.  t.  50.  luteus SchseflK  t.  9 

15958 

15965 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

\  IS.  Telamonia.  So  named  on  account  of  their  gigantic  stature.  The  species  are  among  Agarics  what  Ajax 
Telamonius  was  among  men.  Large,  terrestrial,  firm  species,  none  of  which  are  eaten.  The  species  of  this  and 
the  next  subgenus  are  extremely  difficult  to  determine ;  not  only  on  account  of  their  size,  but  of  their  colors, 
which  vary  exceedingly  at  different  periods  of  their  growth,  as  well  as  according  to  their  situation.  Their  colors 
are  also  intermediate  between  fulvous,  testaceous,  cinnamon,  &c,  which  are  very  difficult  to  describe  The  most 
constant  marks  are,  first,  smell ;  second,  surface  of  pileus  being  fibrous  or  viscid  ;  third,  the  situation  of  the 
lamella,  whether  they  are  compact  or  distant ;  and  fourth,  their  color  in  the  young  state,  in  which  it  must  be 
observed,  that  they  are  always  described. 

The  A.  bulbosus  of  Hudson  and  Ray  is  referred  by  Withering  to  A.  violaceus  of  Linnaeus  ;  which  has  fixed 
purple  gills,  numerous,  eight  in  a  set ;  long  gills,  sometimes  cloven,  and  a  few  of  them  decurrent :  purple  pileus, 
soft,  smooth,  firm,  convex,  but  centrally  depressed  with  age,  and  cracking  at  the  edge,  which  is  somewhat 
turned  down,  from  half  an  inch  to  five  inches  over :  stem  solid,  cylindrical,  purple,  bulbous  at  the  base,  from 
one  to  four  inches  high,  and  from  a  quarter  to  one  inch  in  diameter ;  and  curtain  like  a  cobweb.  In  maturity 
it  plentifully  emits  a  powder  of  the  color  of  Spanish  snuff!  It  is  not  uncommon  from  October  to  December, 
in  Edgbaston  and  Barr  plantations,  in  the  woods  near  Bath,  and  at  Powick,  near  Worcester,  With  much 
broiling  and  duly  seasoned,  it  is  esteemed  as  delicious  as  an  oyster.  Another  variety,  which  is  the  A  varius  of 
Bolton,  is  found  on  grass-plats  and  new-mown  fields  in  July.    It  has  chocolate  gills,  from  brown  to  black, 
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15953  Cap  obt.  fibrous  hoary  testae.  Lamellae  adn.  purple,  An  annulus  sheath,  stipes  which  is  violet  at  upp.  end 
15954  Cap  bluntly  umbon.  somew.  fibr.  pale  umb.-color,  Lamel.  adnate  umb.-col.  Stipes  somew.  bulb,  striat  paler 
15955  Cap  somew.  fleshy  purp.-brown  becom.  fibrous  testae,  and  hoary,  Lamel.  violet-pur.  Stipes  long  eq.  violet 
15956  Cap  scaly  testaceous  olive-color,  Lamella;  yellowish  cinnamon,  Stipes  bulbous  scaly,  Veil  fuscous 
15957  Cap  obtusely  umbon.  smth.  bright-brown  when  dry  testae.  Lamel.  cinham.  Long  bulb,  stipes  and  veil  white 

1.  Cap  always  dry,  scaly,  or  fibrous,  obtuse  or  umbonate,  never  depressed. 
15958  Cap  very  convex  dull  or  brownish-violet,  Lamella;  distant  violet,  Stipes  spongy  greyish  violet  within 
15959  Cap  umbonate  squarrose  with  hairy  sooty  scales,  Lamellae  compact  violet  becoming  clay-colored,  Stipes scaly  transversely  banded  with  black 
15950  Cap  umbon.  smooth,  pale-brown,  Lamel.  compact  violet  discolor.  Stipes  taper,  varieg.  with  brown  scales 

2.  Cap  smooth,  humid,  viscid,  always  obtuse,  finally  depressed,  Stem  blue,  becoming  white. 
15961  Cap  equal  viscid,  Lamella;  compact  olive-purple,  Stipes  attenuated  bulbous 
15962  Cap  equal  viscid  smooth,  Lamellae  compact  violet-purple,  Stipes  bulbous  becoming  white  from  violet 
15963  Compact  rounded,  Cap  olivaceous  or  brownish-grey  glutinous  while  young,  Lamellae  reddish-brown tinged  with  violet,  Stipes  thick  tinged  with  violet 
15964  Firm,  Cap  yellow  somew.  scaly  humid  viscid,  Lamel.  compact  serrat.  whit-caesious,  Stipes  tapering  white 
15965  Cap  smooth  viscid  yellow  or  tawny,  Lamella;  compact  quite  entire  yellowish-cinnamon,  Stipes  bulb,  white 

1.  Cap  scaly  or  fibrous,  Stem  same  color  as  the  cap  or  paler.    Growing  on  the  earth. 
*  Cap  fleshy,  at  first  convex. 15966  Cap  slightly  fleshy  somew.  scaly,  and  stipes  (which  is  thin  and  eq.)  dull  sang.  Lamel.  affix,  more  dull-color. 

15967  Cap  glabrous  subcarnose  obtusely  umbonate  cinnamon-color,  Lamellae  numerous  adnate  yellow-cinnamon, Stipes  yellowish  rarely  straight 
15968  Cap  pale  reddish-buff  umbonate  subfarinaceous,  Lamellae  cinnamon-color  broad  numerous,  Stipes  whitish often  with  a  few  remains  of  the  veil  attached 

**  Cap  somewhat  fleshy,  at  first  campanulate. 
15969  Cap  somew.  fleshy  becom.  umbon.  smoothish  brown-purple,  Lamel.  affix  ventric.  ferrugin.  Stipes  fuscous 

2.  Cap  smooth,  but  with  a  few  surface-fibres,  Stem  white.    Growing  on  the  earth. 
15970  Cap  bluntly  umbonate  pallid,  Lamellae  compact  cinnamon-colored,  Stipes  solid  tapering  upwards  white 
15971  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  convex  becoming  bluntly  umbonate  chesnut-colored,  Lamella;  affixed  compact 

violet-testaceous,  Stipes  short  firm 
3.  Cap  smooth,  dry,  Gills  affixed. 

15972  Cap  convex  humid  orange-colored  or  fulvous,  Lamella  yellow,  Stipes  hollowish 
15973  Lamellae  brown-yellow,  Cap  deep-yellow  bossed  in  the  centre,  Stipes  scored  yellow  thickset  downwards 
15974  Lamella;  reddish-buff,  Cap  pale-yellow  bossed,  Stipes  pale-yellow 

15975  Fulvous,  Cap  fleshy :  scales  few  hairy,  Lamella;  annexed,  Stipes  solid  smooth,  Annulus  small 
15976  Cap  pitted  lemon-colored :  hairs  white ;  disk  uniform  with  scatter,  scales  towards  disk,  Stipes  solid  white 
15977  Compact,  Cap  yellow  :  scales  scattered  appressed,  Stipes  solid  fibrous  long-rooted 
15978  Cap  fleshy  brownish  or  reddish-yellow  scaly  with  fasciculat  filam. :  scales  revol.  Stipes  squarr.  with  scales 
15979  Cap  fleshy  dry  yellow  :  scales  hairy  scattered,  Lamellae  at  first  yellow,  Stipes  equal  squarrose 
15980  Cap  slightly  fleshy  obt  fulvous-yellow  vill.  with  stalked  scales,  Lamel.  adnate :  at  first  yell.  Stipes  fistut 

15981  Cap  scarcely  fleshed  glabrous  striate :  when  moist  dull  cinnamon-color  becoming  pale,  Lamellae  subde- 
current  numerous  reddish-brown,  Stipes  hollow  subincurved 

15982  Cap  yellow-brown  bluntly  conical,  Lamella;  brown,  Stipes  brown  scurfy,  Veil  permanent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
mottled,  and  in  pairs ;  pileus  mouse-color,  conical,  and  pointed ;  stem  of  the  same  color,  cylindrical,  and  firm. This,  though  a  common,  is  a  very  beautiful  species.  In  a  summer  morning  it  is  covered  with  a  bloom  like 
that  of  a  plumb,  having  often  a  glittering  spangled  appearance  ;  its  form  is  regular,  and  the  fringe  of  the  curtain 
peculiarly  delicate.  Another  variety,  with  the  stem  of  a  dark  mulberry  color,  is  found  in  wet  gravel  where 
no  grass  grows,  and  sometimes  on  cow -dung,  in  which  case  the  stem,  under  the  shelter  of  long  grass,  is  covered with  a  white  hoariness  which  is  easily  rubbed  off! 

§  19.  Inoloma.  A  name  with  the  same  meaning  as  Tricholoma,  \5.,  to  which  the  species  are  analogous. 
They  are  large,  firm,  somewhat  succulent,  autumnal,  and  terrestrial,  but  not  as  far  as  is  known,  eatabla 

\  20.  Dermocybe.  From  Seg/ut),  a  skin  or  membrane,  and  xv/Sq,  a  head,  in  allusion  to  the  nature  of  the 
pileus.  Analogous  to  Clitocybe,  \  8.  Of  middle  size,  or  small ;  scarcely  eatable.  A.  cinnamomeus  has  gills, 
four  in  a  set,  broad  about  the  middle,  deep  tawny  red,  and  fixed  by  claws  ;  pileus  convex,  but  bossed,  of  a  rich 
cinnamon  color,  from  one  and  a  half  to  three  and  a  half  inches  diameter;  the  stem  hollow,  cylindrical, 
silky,  shining,  two  inches  high,  thick  as  a  goose-quill,  of  a  fine  full  yellow  color.  This  is  a  species  that  is 
readily  distinguished  by  its  cinnamon  color.  It  is  found  in  woods  in  September  and  October,  and  has  a  good 

flavor" 
%  21.  Pholiola.  From  QoXis,  a  scale.  Species  of  various  habits.  Some  are  terrestrial,  others  grow  upon 

wood ;  some  large,  others  of  a  smaller  size. 
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J  22.  Myxa'cium.  Fries. 15983  collinitus  Sowerby  besmeared 
15984  longicaudus  Fries  long-tailed 

flexuisus  With. 
\  23.  Hebelo'ma.  Fries. 15985  fastibilis  Pers.  multiform 
$  24.  Flam'mula.  Fries. 15986  fl&vidus  Schxff.  yellowish 

15987  inopus  Fries  connate conndtus  With. 

15988  spumosus  Bait.  frothy 
JS  25.  Ino'ctbe.  Fries. 15989  scaber  Sowerby  rough 

15990  plura6su8  Bolton  feathery 15991  lanuginosus  Bull,  woolly 
15992  rimosus  Bull.  cracked 
15993  geophyllus  Sowerby  earth-leaf 

solitary 
membranous 

stinking 

caespitose subcaespitose 

5  jLnov. 
4  oct. 

Or  woods 
Tann.  pine  woods 

Sowerby,  t.  9 

2|  jl.nov.  Wsh  everywhere  Schaeit  t.  221.  gilvus 
2  au.no.  Ysh 
2  scp.oc.  Ysh 

trun.  of  trees  Schseff.  1 35 
trun.  of  trees  Bol.l.HS.radicato-ram. 

gregarious      3  au.no.  Ysh    on  earth,  &&  Battarra,  t22.  C. 

15994  furfur6sus  With.  scurfy 
\  26.  Natco'ria.  Fries. 15995  conspersus  Pers.  sprinkled 

15996  furfuraceus  Pers.  mealy viriddrius  With. 
15997  hippoplnus  With,  rounded 

\  27.  Gale'ra.  Fries. 15998  colus  With.  campanulate 
15999  tener  Schteffi  tender 
16000  h ypnorum  Schrank  Moss 
16001  atror  ufus  Bolton  dark-brown 
16002  nuceus  Bolton  hazel-nut 

$  28.  Tapine'a.  Fries. 16003  in volutus  Batsch  involute 
adust  us  With. 

\  29.  Crepido'tus.  Fries. 16004  aurant-ferrugi.  Wi.  orange-brown 
16005  foe'tidus  With.  fetid 16006  vulpinus  Sow.  foxy 
16007  m611is  Schceff  soft 
16008  haustellaris  Fries  resupinate 

resupiriatus  With. 16009  variabilis  Pers.  variable 
$  30.  Volv\'ria.  Fries. 16010  bombycinus  Selhvff.  silky 

16011  cepa^stipes  Sow.  patchy 
$  31.  Psallio'ta.  Fries. 16012  cretaceus  Bull.       chalky  Mushr. 

16013  campestris  L.         comm.  Mushr. 

solitary 
solitary 
solitary 

variable 
variable 
watery 

gregarious 
gregarious 
crooked 
brittle 
brittle 
small 
slender slender 

compact 

solitary 
solitary 

gregarious 
solitary 
small 
solitary 

eatable 
tufted 
eatable 
eatable 

1}  aug.  Sooty  pine  woods  Sowerby,  t.  207 4  aut.      Gr      woods  Bolton,  t.  33 
3  jul.sep.  Brsh  way  sides     Bulliard,  t.  370 

2  jn.sep. 

2  juLoct. 
1  june 

1|  jn  .oct. 2  au.oc. 

\  aut. 6  jl.oct. 4  my.no. 
1  jl.nov. 
3  aut 4  oct. 

Y.Br  woods 
Wsh  woods 
Y.Br  hedges 

Grev.  crypt  3.  128 
Sowerby,  1 124 

Cinn   damp  woods  Pen.  ic.  1 12.  f.  3 
Cinn    dead  lvs.  &c.  Sch.t.226.  pulverulent ut 
Pa. Br  Sco.  fir  cones 

Pa.  Br  hea.  of  rubb. 
Y.Br  grassy  places  Sowerby,  1 33. 
Ferr.  among  moss  Sch.  t.63.  campanulatus 
Br  pastures Pa.Br  fir  woods 

3  au.no.  Ferr.  woods 

Bolton,  1 51.  f.  1 Bolton,  1 70 

Sower,  t.  98.  contiguus 

2|  aut  Or.  Br  roots  of  oaks 2  aut  1)1.  Br  old  willows 
2  aut.  Pawn,  hollow  trees  Sowerby,  1 361 
i  au.oc.  pa.Cin  trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  1 98 
{  au.oc.  Pa.  tar  rotten  branc. 
i  aut.  W      rotten  trees  Sowerby,  1 97.  niveus 

6  jl.aug.  W 4  sum.  W trun.  of  trees  Schseff.  t  98 
bark  of  trees  Sowerby,  t.  2 

3  au.no.  W      meadows      Bull  t.  374 
2  my. oc.  Wsh  meadows      Grev.  crypt  1. 161 

15983 15985 
15987 15986 

15990 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
I  22.  Myxacium.  So  called  from  fJuX,a,  mucus,  on  account  of  the  nature  of  its  surface.  The  species  are 

large,  solitary,  terrestrial,  mucous,  inodorous,  and  not  eatable. 
5  23.  Hebeloma.  From  y,.-y„  down,  and  Xtifut,  a  margin.  The  only  species  has  a  nauseous  taste.  Its  lamellae are  serrated,  and  distil  drops  of  a  peculiar  fluid.    Its  varieties  are  infinite.    Common  in  woods. 
\  24.  Flammula.  So  named  in  allusion  to  their  color,  which  is  a  pale  yellow,  the  color  of  a  weak  flame. 

The  species  are  gregarious,  subcaespitose,  firm,  persistent,  rather  bitter,  and  all  eatable.  A.  social  is  and  ilici- 
nus  are  both  eaten  at  Montpellier,  where  they  are  known  by  the  names  of  Pivoulade  d'eouse  and  Frigoule. \  25.  Inocybe.  From  net,  fibres,  and  Kofi k,  a  head.  A  tribe  which  can  scarcely  be  compared  to  any  other. 
It  consists  of  fungi  of  middle-size,  or  smaller,  solitary,  growing  on  the  ground  during  the  summer,  and  not 
known  to  be  poisonous ;  although,  on  account  of  their  nauseous  odor,  they  are  suspicious. 

\  26.  Naucoria.  Small  gregarious  epiphytous  fungi,  growing  upon  stipules,  leaves,  wood,  and  even  muddy 
earth,  fragile,  and  without  any  smell.  Their  stature  is  that  of  Collybia,  but  their  veil  is  of  the  same  nature  as 
that  of  Lepiota,  resembling  the  kernel  of  a  nut  (naucum),  whence  they  are  named. 
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15983  Cap  fleshy  smth.  orange-brown,  LameL  pur. :  then  ferrugin.  Stipes  part  across  into  bluish  gelatin,  scales 
15984  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  smooth,  Lamellae  cinnamon-colored,  Stipes  long  smoothish 

15985  Cap  somewhat  repand  opaque,  Stipes  scaly  white,  Sporidia  clay-color 
1.  Cap  dry,  GUIs  adnata,  Tufted.    Growing  on  wood. 

15986  Cap  smooth  yellowish,  Lamella;  adnate  yellow-ferruginous,  Stipes  fibrous 
15987  Cap  smooth  yellowish,  Lamellae  affixed  yellow,  Stipes  fibrous  pallid  solid 

2.  Cap  viscid,  Gills  adnate,  Not  tufted.    Growing  upon  both  wood  and  earth. 
15988  Yellowish,  Cap  smooth  viscid,  Lamellae  adnate,  Stipes  hollow  tapering  at  base 

1.  Stem  fibrous  or  scaly  with  fibres. 
15989  Cap  fleshy  obtuse  scaly  brownish-grey,  Lamellae  free  or  nearly  so,  Stipes  solid  fibrillose 
15990  Cap  somew.  fleshy  hemispherical  mouse-color,  Stipes  solid  thin  long  scaly  squarr.  Lamel.  somewhat  loose 
15991  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  convex  scaly-villous,  Lamella:  loose  and  solid :  then  fibrous,  Stipes  solid 

2.  Stem  nearly  at  the  top  with  white  scales. 
15992  Cap  dry  campanulate  at  length  nearly  plane:  surface  splitting  longitudinally  pale  shining-brown, Stipes  solid  somewhat  tuberous  at  the  base 
15993  Cap  conical  at  length  expanded  umbonate  silky,  Lamellae  subadnate,  Stipes  solid  slender  sprinkled  with white  pulverulent  particles 
15994  Cap  yellow-brown  scaly,  Gills  watery  white  irregular,  Stem  yellow-brown  crooked  scored 

15995  Cap  somew.  fleshy  scurfy  scaly  rufous  cinnam.-color.  LameL  emarg.  lin.  cinnam. -color.  Stipes  scaly  at  end 159%  Cap  somew.  fleshy  :  then  umbilicat,  scaly  or  silky,  LameL  somew.decurr.  cinnam.-color.  Stipes  fistuL  scurfy 
15997  Cap  dark-brown  convex,  Lamella;  light-brown,  Stipes  light-brown 

15998  Cap  somewhat  membranous  smooth  pallid,  Lamel.  somewhat  loose  saffron-color.  Stipes  long  villous  white 15999  Cap  obtusely  conical  stri.  when  moist :  when  dry  smth.  ochrac.  LameL  adnate  lin.  Stipes  long  glab.  fragile 
16000  Minute,  Cap  campanulate  striate :  when  moist  reddish-buff  becoming  pale,  Lamella;  adnate  rather  broad 

distant,  Stipes  somewhat  crooked  filiform 
16001  Cap  somewhat  conical :  when  dry  elastic,  Lamellae  few  trifid,  Stipes  very  long  and  slender 
16002  Cap  globose  chesnut-color  lobed  and  incurved  at  edge,  LameL  trifid  wavy,  Stipes  slender  white  fistulous 

16003  Compact,  Cap  depressed  ochrey-brown  with  a  tomentose  involute  margin,  Lamellae  mostly  dichotomous, 
Stipes  thick  often  excentrical 

16004  Cap  convex  scaly  cracked  and  irregular,  Lamella;  orange-brown,  Stipes  stout  somewhat  lateral 
16005  Cap  conv.  viscid  becom.  wrinkled  dull-brown  :  marg.  invoL  LameL  adnate  yellow.  Stipes  hard  thick  black 16006  Imbricated  sessile  fulvous,  Cap  fleshy  obovate  scaly  towards  the  margin 
16007  Cap  subsessile  smooth  flaccid  pale,  Lamells  watery  cinnamon-colored 
16008  Cap  reniform  villous  pale  tan-color,  Lamellae  rounded  ferruginous,  Stipes  lateral  tapering  upwards  white 
16009  Cap  membranous  reflexed  silky  downy  white,  Lamellae  whitish 

16010  Cap  silky  white,  Lamellae  flesh-colored,  Stipes  solid  tapering  incurved,  Volva  lax 
16011  Cap  campanulate  with  scattered  scales,  Stipes  hollow  ventricose  smooth  below 

16012  White,  Cap  dry  smoothish,  Lamellae  loose  broadest  in  front,  Stipes  hollow  smooth,  Annulus  ascending 
16013  Cap  white  fleshy  dry  subsquamose  or  sericeous,  Lamellae  free  ventricose  pink  changing  to  dark-fuscous Stipes  solid  white  with  an  annular  veil 

\  15999  16000  16002  16003  16006 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
\  27.  Galera.  From  galea,  a  helmet,  in  reference  to  the  figure  of  their  pileus.  The  species  are  slender, 

fragile,  tolerably  permanent,  mostly  growing  on  the  ground,  and  for  the  most  part  choosing  humid  stations. They  have  neither  smell  nor  use. 
$  28.  Tapinea.  Fungi  of  various  natures,  deriving  their  name  from  retrtitooi,  to  depress.  Mostly  terrestrial 

and  permanent,  but  scarcely  fit  for  food 
$  29.  Crepidotus.  These  plants  form  a  transition  to  Pratella.  They  grow  on  wood  or  trees,  and  are  hardly 

eatable.  A.  olearius,  a  species  which  grows  upon  olives  in  the  south  of  Europe,  a  poisonous  species,  exhibits  a 
phosphoric  appearance  in  the  night   A.  translucens,  a  French  species,  is  eaten  by  the  poor  of  Montpellier. 

$  30.  Volvaria.  So  called  from  the  magnitude  of  their  volva.  The  species  grow  in  fertile  manured  spots,  or on  wood,  are  soft  and  soon  perishable.   The  larger  are  fit  for  food. 
5  31.  P  ml  Hot  a.  Mostly  eatable.  Named  from  •fyotXXim,  a  chain-bit,  in  the  same  sense  as  Armillaria. To  this  place  belongs  the  common  Mushroom,  A.  campestris,  so  called  from  Mouceron,  the  French  name  of 

another  eatable  kind.  It  is  found  all  over  Europe,  the  north  of  Asia,  and  of  Africa,  and  in  North  America. 
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16014  Ge6rgii  Sowerby    St  George's  eatable 
16015  prse'cox  Pers.        early  tufted 

(3  appendiculdtus  Sow.  appendaged  tufted 
y  aelicatus  With.      delicate  solitary 

16016  semiglobatusSafacA  half-rounded  gregarious 
16017  squamosus  Pers.     scaly  solitary 
16018  versicolor  With.     changeable-col.  spongy 
16019  aeruginosus  FUond.  verdigrease  pretty 
16020  littoreus  With.       sea-shore  solitary 

\  32.  HypBolo'ma.  Fries. 16021  lachrymabundusSou).  weeping fragile 
16022  laterltius  Schieff. 
16023  fascicularis  Huds. 

\  33.  PsiLO'CYBE. 16024  myos6tis  Fries 
16025  stercorarius  Sehum. 

adnd'us  Hudson 
16026  ericae'us  Pers. 16027  fusco-purpureus  Wi. 16028  callosus  Fries 

fi  vdrius  Bolton 
§  34.  Psathy'ra. 16029  stipatus  Pers. 16030  tentaculum  Sower. 

one-sided 
bundled Fries. 
olive adnate 
heath 
brown-purple 
callous various 
Fries. 
stalked 
slender 

cajspitose 

gregarious brittle 
variable twisting 

gregarious gregarious 
tufted 
fragile 

16031  cuspidatus  Bolton  cuspidate  thin 
\  35.  Coprina'rius.  Fries. 16032  semioviitus  Sowerby  balf-ovate  upright coronatus  With. 

16033  fimiputris  Bull.      shield-headed  fragile 
16034  papilionaceus  Bull,  butterfly 
16035  Bolt6ni  Pers.  Bolton's 16036  titubans  Bull. 

16037  papyraceus  Pers.  papery 16038  disseminata  Pers.  scattered 
2366.  COPRI'NUa  Link.  Coprinus. 16039  comatus  Link.  maned 

A.  cylindricus  Sowerby,  1. 189 
16040  picaceus  Fries  ventricose 16041  atramentarius  Link  inky 

4  aut      Wsh  mead.*  woo.  Sowerby,  t  304 
2£  spr.  su.  Ysh  among  grass 

21  spr.su.  Ysh  among  grass  Sowerby,  4. 324 
2  spr.su.  Ysh  among  grass  Bolt  t67.  f.  1.  durus 
3  my.no.  Y  meadows      Sowerby,  t.  248 
4  sep.no.  Y  woods 
2  july      G.Br  groves 1}  au.  no.  Y.G  woods  Sowerby,  t.  S64 1  oct.      Y.Br  woo.  &  fields 

2  au.  no.  W.Br  on  ground    Sowerby,  t.  41 

my,  oc.  Fulv 1 1  my.no.  Ysh 
2  my.oc.  Fulv.  trun.  of  trees  Bolt.  t.  5.  pomposus 

decay,  trees  .Sowerby,  t.  285 

unpleasant 
fragile delicate 
semitranspar. 
gregarious 

subsolitary 
tufted 

3  sep.no.  G.Ol  damp  places 
4  juloct.  Liv.Y  cow  dung 
4  jul.oct  Br      damp  places  Schaeff.  1 210.  helvolus 2  aut      Pa.  Br  among  grass 
3  au.  no.  Y  way  sides  Sow.  t248.f.l.  semiglob. 
3  au.  no.  Livid  way  sides     Bolton,  t.  65.  f.  1 

3  jl.  nov.  Br  trun.  of  trees  Bolt.  1. 15.  concinnus 
3}  au.  no.  Brsh   gardens        Sowerby,  1 385.  f.  1 
4  aut      R.  Br  pastures       Bolton,  1 55 

16014 16015 

6  sum.  Wsh 
4  au.  oct  Ciner. 
3  my.no.  Sooty 
3  spring  Y 
3  ausep.  Y 
3  aut  Wsh 
1  spr.  au.  Ysh 

Sp.  10—24. 2  au.  oct  W 

5  sep.  oc.  Wsh 
6  jn.  dec.  Br 

16016 

cowdung 

horse  dung 

dunghills 
dunghills dunghills 

Sowerby,  1 131 
Bolt.  1 57.  clypeatus 
Bulliard,  t58 
Sower,  t  96.  jiavidus 
Sowerby,  1. 128 

oak  trees  Bolt.  til.  membranace. 
trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  tl66.  stria  tut 

gardens       Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 119 
shady  woods  Sowerby,  1 170 
trun.  of  trees  Sow.  t  \%&.  A.fimetaritu 

16019 

160S3 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Of  all  the  species  of  agaric,  one  only  has  been  selected  for  cultivation  in  our  gardens,  viz.  the  A.  campestris,  or 
common  mushroon,  or  champignon.  The  gills  of  this  species  are  loose,  pinky  red,  changing  to  a  liver -color,  in 
contact  with  the  stem,  but  not  united  to  it ;  very  thick  set?  irregularly  disposed,  some  forked  next  the  stem, some  next  the  edge  of  the  pileus,  some  at  both  ends,  and  in  that  case  generally  excluding  the  intermediate 
smaller  gills.  The  pileus  is  white,  changing  to  brown  when  old,  and  becoming  scurfy ;  regularly  convex, 
fleshy,  flatter  with  age,  from  two  to  four  inches,  and  sometimes  nine  inches  in  diameter,  and  liquefying  in 
decay ,  the  flesh  white.  The  stem  is  solid,  white,  cylindrical,  from  two  to  three  inches  high,  half  an  inch 
in  diameter  ;  the  curtain  white  and  delicate  When  this  mushroom  first  makes  its  appearance,  it  is  smooth 
and  almost  globular;  and  in  this  state  it  is  called  a  button.  This  species  is  esteemed  the  best  and  most  savoury 
of  the  genus,  and  is  much  in  request  for  the  table  in  England. .  It  is  eaten  fresh,  either  stewed  or  boiled,  and 
preserved  either  as  a  pickle,  or  in  powder ;  and  it  furnishes  the  sauce  called  ketchup.  The  field  plants  are 
better  for  eating  than  those  raised  on  artificial  beds,  their  flesh  being  more  tender ;  and  those  who  are  accustomed 
to  them  can  distinguish  them  by  their  smell.  But  the  cultivated  ones  are  more  sightly,  may  be  more  easily 
collected  in  the  proper  state  for  eating,  and  are  firmer  and  better  for  pickling.  The  wild  mushrooms  are  found 
in  parks  and  other  pastures,  where  the  turf  has  not  been  ploughed  up  for  many  years ;  and  the  best  time  for 
gathering  them  is  August  and  September.   Dr.  Withering  mentions  four  varieties. 

The  A.  Georgiiof  Linnaeus  resembles  the  former,  but  is  much  inferior  to  it  in  flavor.  Its  gills  are  yellowish 
white ;  the  pileus  yellow,  convex,  hollow  in  the  centre ;  the  stem  yellow,  thickish,  and  smooth ;  the  juice 
yellow,  which  flows  plentifully  from  it  when  wounded.  It  is  gathered  in  September  in  woods  and  pastures. 
A  variety  of  this  is  found  on  the  sea-coast  of  Cornwall,  of  a  large  size,  with  the  button  as  big  as  a  potatoe ; 
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16014  Cap  very  fleshy  convex  white  or  pale-yellowish  mostly  smooth,  Lamellae  broad  whitish  at  length  deep 
purple-brown,  Stipes  thick  with  a  persistent  collar 

16015  Cap  fleshy  smooth  yellowish  tan-color,  Lamellae  annexed  with  a  decurrent  tooth  pale-brown,  Stipes 
nearly  solid  smooth  white 

16016  Cap  hemispher.  smooth  glutin.redd.-yel].  Lame),  adnate  mostly  horizont  darkly  mott  Stipes  holl.  squam. 16017  Cap  somewhat  viscid  yellow :  scales  scattered  concentrical,  Lamellae  adnate  blackish,  Stipes  solid 
16018  Cap  scaly  greenish-brown,  Lamella;  decurrent  becoming  rufous-brown,  Stipes  solid  bulbous  [squamose 
16019  Cap  fleshy  yell  but  being  cover,  with  a  blue  slime  appear,  green.  Lamel.  adnate  purple-brown,  Stipes  hoi  1. 
16020  Stipes  solid  white,  Annulus  persistent,  Cap  yellow-brown,  Lamellae  adnate  reddish-grey 
16021  Cap  fleshy  very  fibrous  pale  yellow-brown,  Lamella?  dull  reddish-brown  exuding  a  thin  grey  fluid,  Stipes hollow  fibrifiose  thickest  at  the  base 
16022  Cap  fleshy  obt.  brown-orange,  Lamel.  slightly  green.  Stipes  filled  with  a  spongy  mass  stained  by  the  veil 
16023  Cap  somew.  fleshy  umbon.  ochrace.  or  recM. -orange,  Lamel.  green,  numer.  Stipes  holl.  rather  long  slender 

16024  Cap  convex  viscid,  Lamellae  adnate  whitish-brown,  Stipes  long  fibrous 
16025  Cap  obtuse  smooth  viscid  livid-yellow,  Lamellae  broad  decurrent  brown,  Stipes  long  naked 
16026  Cap  convex  smooth  shining,  Lamellae  broad  adnate  blackish,  Stipes  long  naked 
16027  Cap  light-brown  semiglobular,  Lamellae  purplish-brown  broad  thin,  Stipes  reddish-brown 
16028  Cap  conical  dry,  Lamellae  adnate  ascending  dark-purple,  Stipes  tough  smooth  pale 

16029  Cap  somew.  fleshy  smooth  fuscous-brown  pallid,  Lamel.  adnate  numer.  brown,  flesh-color.  Stipes  smooth 
16030  Cap  somewhat  membranous  campanulate  obtuse,  Lamellae  very  broad  at  back  adnate  cinereous-blackish  : 

margin  pink,  Stipes  thin  smooth 
16081  Cap  cinnamon-color  conical,  Lamellae  dusky-brown,  Stipes  brownish  cylindrical  smooth 

16032  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  obtusely  campanulate  glutinous  yellowish  or  brownish-white,  Lamellae  adnate 
greyish-black,  Stipes  long  white,  Veil  annular  entire 

16033  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  campanulate  humid  cinereous  pallid,  Lamellae  adnate  cinereous-black  whole- 
colored  at  edge,  Stipes  long  rufous,  Annulus  ragged 

16034  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  campanulate  dry  blackish  soot-colored  pallid,  Lamellae  adnate  cinereous-dark 
white  at  edge,  Stipes  long  rufous  striated  at  end 

16035  Cap  convex  somewhat  umbonate  viscid  yellow,  Lamellae  annexed  pallid,  Stipes  attenuated  smooth  yellow 
16036  Cap  membranaceous  plicate  viscous  yellow,  Lamellae  scarcely  attached  to  the  stipes  pale  purplish  at 

length  brown  flesh-color,  Stipes  equal  shining 
16037  Cap  hemispherical  smoothish  whitish,  Lamellae  loose  blackish-purple,  Stipes  naked  white 
16036  Gregarious  small,  Cap  ovato-campan.  plicate,  Lamel.  subadnate  whit  at  length  grey,  Stipes  incurv.  glab. 

16089  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  white  scaly,  Lamellae  white  changing  to  red-purple  and  to  black,  Stipes  sub- 
bulbous,  Veil  annular  moveable 

16040  Cap  membranous  white  separating  into  broad  scales,  Lamellae  blackish,  Stipes  bulbous  naked 
16041  Tufted,  Cap  somewhat  fleshy  grey  becoming  reddish-brown  smooth  scaly  at  the  apex,  Lamel.  venericose 

white  changing  to  purplish-brown,  Stipes  equal  naked 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular*. 
the  expanded  pileus  eighteen  inches  over,  the  stem  as  thick  as  a  man's  wrist,  the  gills  very  pale,  the  curtain tough,  and  thick  as  leather,  and  the  juice  yellowish.    A  plant  of  this  kind,  as  Dr.  Withering  informs  us,  was 
gathered  on  an  old  hot-bed  in  a  garden  in  Birmingham,  which  weighed  fourteen  pounds. 

Greville  says, "  A.  Georgii  derives  its  name,  according  to  Parkinson,  from  springing  up  about  the  time  of 
St.  George's  day.  It  is  unquestionably  the  largest  of  the  British  agarics.  It  has  been  known  to  weigh  fourteen pounds.  Mr.  Hopkirk  mentions  one  that  weighed  five  pounds  six  ounces,  and  measured  forty-three  inches  in 
circumference ;  but  Mr.  Stackhouse  found  it  to  attain  the  enormous  size  of  eighteen  inches  in  diameter,  which 
is  fifty-four  in  circumference,  having  a  stem  as  thick  as  a  man's  wrist.  The  best  distinguishing  marks  are,  the extreme  paleness  of  the  lamellae  at  the  period  of  the  bursting  of  the  veil,  compared  with  the  true  mushroom ; 
the  greater  convexity  and  thickness  of  flesh  at  the  same  period ;  and  shortly  afterwards,  the  more  yellowish 
and  tough  pileus." §  32.  Hypholoma.    So  called,  from  v? a; ,  a  cup,  and  kapM,  an  edge.    Wood  species  growing  in  patches. 

%  33.  Pstlocybe.  From  -^O  o;,  thin,  and  sevfa,  a  head.  A  very  natural  assemblage.  The  species  are  for  the most  part  terrestrial,  inhabiting  fertile  and  somewhat  fenny  places,  growing  either  solitary  or  in  groups,  not 
eatable,  and  subject  to  much  variety  of  appearance. 

\  34.  Psathyra.  So  called,  from  ̂ aBv^ef,  fragile,  on  account  of  their  remarkable  brittleness.  Many  species are  found  upon  moist  wood,  and  in  grassy  places  on  a  fertile  soil 
§35.  Coprinarius.   All  the  species  are  found  on  dung,  whence  their  name,  from  dung. 
2366.  Cuprums.  Named  for  the  same  reason  as  the  last.  The  species  are  gregarious  and  fugacious.  They 

are  found  on  dunghills,  rich  grassy  places,  and  in  the  hollow  trunks  of  decayed  trees.    The  taste  of  the 
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16042  congregat us  Fries  clustered 16043  niveus  Pers. 
16044  cinereus  Fries 
16045  domesticus  Fries 
16046  plicatilis  Fries 

snowy 

cinereous domestic 

plaited 

tufted  3  my.  no.  Ferr.  trim,  of  trees  Sowerby,  1 261 
variable  3  au.  no.  W  horse  dung 
solitary  4  jul.  oct  Cin.  dunghills      Bolt  1 156.  tomentosus 
pretty  3  wet  w.  Sooty  walls  Bolton,  t  26 
tender  2  sum.     Cin.  damp  places  Sowerby,  t.  364 

16047  epheinerus  Pert,    ephemeral      fugacious        2  my.  oc.  Br      dunghills      Sow.  t.  262.  stercorarius 
16048  radiatus  Bolt. radiated very  aelicate    2  my.  oc.  Cin.  dung Bolton,  1 39.  £  C. 
2367.  GOM'PHUa  Fries.  Gomphus. 16049  glutinosus  Fr.       glutinous  solitary 

16050  rutilus  Fr.  sparkling  solitary 
2368.  CANTHAREI/LUS.  Adans. 

16051  umbonatus  Pers.  umbonate 
16052  aurantlacus  Fr.  orange 
16053  cibarius  Fries  eatable 
16054  cinereus  Fries  cinereous 
16055  cornucopioJdes Fries  purplish 

Merdlius  purpuratus  With. 
16056  undulatus  Fries  wavy 16057  lobatus  Fries  lobed 
16058  lutescens  Fries  yellowish 

Chantarell. 
gregarious poisonous esculent tufted 
elastic 

Sp.  2— 4. 3  jl.  nov.  Pu      pine  woods    Sowerby,  1 7 
3  au.  oct  Brs h    pine  woods    Sowerby,  1. 105 

Sp.8— 43. 3  au.no.  Cin. 2  au.no.  Or.Y 

lJjLnov.  Y 1}  oct  Blsh 2  au.  no.  Br 

among  moss  Jacq.  coll.  2. 1 16.  f.  1 fields  Jacq.  coll.  2.  1. 14.  f.  5 fields  Sow.t46.A.cantharellus 
among  moss  Bolt.tS4.«yund»6utarfo woods  Sowerby,  t.  74 

tough  f  all  sea.  Pale    on  ground    Sower.  1 75.  fioriformis 
tough  |  spring  Brsh    h  urn  id  places  Bo.t.  177.  membranaceus 
spirit-scented    2  jul.  no.  Yah     humid  places  Sow. t. 47. A.cantharelloi. 

2369.  MERU'LIUS  Holler.  Dry-Rot. 16059  lachrymans  Schum.  common  parasite 
/3  obUquus  Bolton  oblique 

parasite 2370.  SCHIZOPHYI/LUM.  Fries.  Schizophylltjm. 
16060  commune  Fr.        common  gregarious 
2371.  DJEDA'.LEA.  Pers.  D.edalea. 16061  quercina  Pers.       oak  variable 16062  biennis  Fries         biennial  threeincb.br. 

16063  betullna  Pers. 
16064  confragosa  Pers. 
16065  unlcolor  Fries 
16066  gibbosa  Pers. 
16067  angustata  Fries 

birch  smaller 
broken  woody 
whole-colored  imbricated 
gibbous  six  inches  br. 
tapering         two  inches  br. 

2372.  POLYPCRUS.  Micheli.  Polyporus. 
\  1.  Fa\  i/li  s.  Beauv. 

16068  squamosus  Fr.       scaly  3-18  inc.  wide 
16069  heteroclitus  Fr.  variable 

16044 
2£  inches  wide 

Sp.  1—10. 4  all  sea.  Y.Br 
4  all  sea.  Y.Br 

Sp.  1. 2  wetw.  Grsh 

Sp.7— 30. 
0  all  sea.  Pa.Y 
1  all  sea.  Ferr. 
0  all  sea.  Pallid 
0  all  sea.  Brsh 0  aut.  Sooty 
0  aut.  YVsh 0  aut  Cin. 

Sp.  35—143. 
2  jn.nov.  Ochr. 
0  aut  Or 

decay,  wood  Sowerby,  1 113 
decay,  wood  Bolton,  1 74 

trim,  of  trees  Grev.  crypt  t  61 

oak  trees  Sowerby,  1 181 
rotten  wood  Sowerby,  1 190 
birch  trees    Sowerby,  1 182 
service  trees  Bolton,  1 160 
trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  1 325 
trun.  of  trees  Sower.  1 194.  sinuosus 
poplar  trees  Sowerby,  1 193 

trun.  of  trees  Grev.  crypt.  207 
on  earth       Bolton,  1. 164 

16047 15050 

16042  "-*"ir16049  16053 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

European  species  is  watery  and  nauseous ;  they  are  therefore  not  eatable.  But  in  the  spice  islands,  two  species, 
C.  moschocaryanus,  whien  is  found  on  the  nutmegs,  and  C.  saguarius,  which  inhabits  the  pith  of  the  Sago  palm, 
are  said  to  be  most  delicious.   C.  cinereus  is  extremely  rapid  in  its  growth,  attaining  perfection  and  dissolving 
in  the  course  of  a  few  hours.   At  its  first  appearance,  it  is  covered  with  the  delicate  frosted  remains  of  the  veil. 

2367.  Gomphus.  So  named  from  their  form,  from  ytftfot,  a  club.  Large  Fungi,  scarcely  fit  for  food,  with little  taste  or  smell. 
2368.  Cantharellus.  An  alteration  of  the  French  Chantarelle.  C.  cibarius  is  one  of  the  best  of  our  eatable 

mushrooms.  The  best  way  of  preserving  the  plants  for  use  is  to  string  them  in  rows,  after  they  have  become 
flaccid,  and  to  hang  them  in  a  dry  place  where  they  can  have  plenty  of  air.  They  then  form  a  delicious 
ingredient  in  rich  gravies,  &c. 

2369.  Merulius.  A  name  applied  by  the  ancients  to  the  common  morel,  Morchella  esculenta.  Natives  of 
rotten  wood,  which  they  soften  and  finally  destroy.  M.  lacrymans,  the  dry  rot,  is  a  pest  to  the  wood  of  dwel- 

ling houses,  which  it  speedily  destroys.  It  is  said  to  be  destroyed  by  a  wash  of  diluted  sulphuric  acid.  The 
whole  plant  is  generally  resupinate,  soft,  tender,  at  first  very  light,  cottony  and  white.  When  the  veins  appear, 
they  are  of  a  fine  yellow,  orange,  or  reddish-brown,  forming  irregular  plicae,  most  frequently  so  arranged  as  to have  the  appearance  of  pores,  but  never  any  thing  like  tubes.  Sometimes  the  pileus  or  substance  of  the  plant, 
from  its  situation,  produces  pendent  processes  like  inverted  cones.  "  The  whole  fructification  often  forms  a 
circle  of  1 — 8  inches  in  diameter."  Except  in  favorable  situations,  it  does  not  produce  fructification,  and resembles  a  dry  pithy  cottony  substance,  whence  it  has  been  called  the  dry  rot  When  in  a  perfect  state,  its 
sinuses  contain  drops  of  clear  water,  which  have  given  rise  to  the  specific  name. 

2370.  Schizophyllum.    From  to  cut,  and  <fvtXa>,  a  leaf,  in  allusion  to  its  lacerated  appearance.  Found 
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16042  Tuft.  Cap  membranac  furrow,  furfurac  brown-orange,  Lamel  pale  chang.  to  black,  Stipes  equal  fragile 
16043  Cap  campari.  farln.  with  min.  scales,  Stipes  snow-white  tomentose,  Lamel.  narrow,at  length  brown. -black 16044  Cap  furrowed  subtomentose  cinereous  smooth  on  the  summit,  Lamel.  lin.  Stipes  tall  attenuated  upwards 
16045  Cap  obtuse  scaly  scurfy  wavy-furrowed  sooty,  Lamella;  numerous  linear  blackish,  Stipes  somewhat  silky 
16046  Very  tender,  Cap  conical  at  length  plane  umbilicated  plicate,  Lamellae  not  reaching  to  the  stipes 

distant  dark-grey,  Stipes  smooth  weak 
16047  Ovato-campanulate  scaly  while  young  afterwards  glabrous  becoming  expanded  and  revolute  grey  or 

tinged  with  brown  very  thin  splitting,  Lamellae  distant 
16048  Very  delicate  and  fugacious,  Cap  grey  furfuraceous  at  length  splitting  in  a  radiated  manner  glabrous 

brownish  in  the  centre,  Stipes  filiform 
16049  Cap  obtuse  glutinous  purplish-brown,  Lamellae  whitish  cinereous 
16050  Cap  umbonate  somewhat  viscid  rufous-brown,  Lamellae  purple  umber-colored 

16051  Cap  slightly  fleshy  umbonate  cinereous-blackish.  Stipes  solid  paler,  Plaits  straight  white 
16052  Cap  fleshy  rather  depressed  downy  and  solid,  Stipes  orange-yellow,  Plaits  straight  orange-colored 
16053  Rich  buff  yellow,  Cap  fleshy  irregular  smooth  :  veins  tumid,  Stipes  solid  attenuated  at  the  base 
16054  Cap  funnel-shaped  pervious  scaly  and  hollow,  Stipes  blackish,  Plaits  distant  cinereous 
16055  Cap  tubeform  pervious  scaly  black  umber-color :  wrinkles  obsolete 
16056  Cap  coriaceous  membranous  depressed  wavy  pallid  rugose  beneath,  Stipes  solid 
16057  Horizontal  sessile  lobed  membranaceous  dilute  brown,  Veins  branched 
16058  Cap  submembranac.  funnel-shap.  waved  yellowish  or  oli vac.  brown,  Veins  anastomosing,  Stipes  holl.  yell. 

16059  Effused  large  yellow  ferruginous  or  deep  orange :  margin  white  and  cottony,  Veins  large  forming  irre- 
gular pores  by  their  sinuosity 

16060  The  only  species 

16061  Sessile  pale  with  a  woody  aspect,  Cap  suberose  rugose  glab.  Hymen ium  contorted  sinuose  anastomosing 
16062  Cap  somewhat  corky  depressed  rather  velvety  subferruginous,  Hymenium  composed  of  labyrinth-like 

pores  grey  flesh-color,  Stipes  irregular  central  or  nearly  lateral 
16063  Sessile  pallid,  Cap  coriaceous  banded  downy,  Lamella;  straight  somewhat  branched 
16064  Sessile,  Cap  corky-coriaceous  banded  rough  brownish,  Recesses  labyrinth-like  cinereous 
16065  Sessile  cinereous,  Cap  coriaceous  villous  banded,  Recesses  unequal  somewhat  flexuose  becoming  ragged 
16066  Sessile  whitish,  Cap  corky  villous  projecting  and  gibbous  at  base,  Pores  linear  straightish 
16067  Sessile,  Cap  corky  downy  banded  brownish-cinereous,  Pores  long  narrow  olive-yellow 

16066  Large,  Cap  fleshy  pale  dirty-yellowish  with  broad  dark-colored  scales,  Pores  large  angular  whitish  be- coming mere  reticulations  at  the  base,  Stipes  very  short 
16069  Sessile  orange-colored,  Cap  imbricated  lobed  villous,  Pores  large  deformed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
upon  the  trunks  of  leafy  trees  through  all  Europe  and  Asia,  the  Gold  Coast,  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  North 
America,  the  Antilles,  and  South  America. 

2371.  Dtedalea.  So  called  from  its  sinuosities,  which  appear  as  if  arranged  with  Dtedalean  art  Most  of  the 
species  grow  upon  wood.  The  dried  substance  of  D.  quercina  is  a  good  styptic.  D.  suaveolens  has,  according 
to  Bolton,  a  smell  like  aniseed ;  and  Linnaeus  mentions,  that  the  Laplanders  carry  it  about  them  when  they 
visit  their  mistresses,  in  order  to  render  themselves  more  agreeable.  From  the  powder  of  the  plant  is  pre- 

pared an  electuary  which  is  said  to  have  been  used  with  success  in  cases  of  phthisis.  The  dose  from  a  scruple to  a  drachm.  \ 
2372.  Pohfporus.  From  toIv;,-  many,  and  irtfts,  a  pore,  on  account  of  the  multitude  of  pores  which  constitute 

its  hymenium.  P.  squamosus  is  a  common  species  on  trunks  of  willows,  oaks,  walnuts,  &c.  From  this  was extracted,  by  Braconnot,  the  Fungic  acid.  It  is  colorless,  does  not  crystallize,  has  a  very  sour  taste,  and  when 
evaporated  to  dryness,  deliquesces  upon  exposure  to  the  air.  The  ('ungates  of  potash  and  soda  do  not  crystal- lize, are  very  soluble  in  water,  but  not  in  alcohol  The  fungate  of  ammonia  crystallizes  in  regular  six-sided 
prisms.  The  fungate  of  lime  is  not  altered  by  exposure  to  the  air,  and  is  soluble  in  about  eighteen  times  its 
weight  of  water  at  seventy-three  degrees. 

P.  Tuberaster,  a  species  common  in  Italy,  in  various  parts  of  the  kingdom  of  Naples,  and  the  Pontifical 
states,  is  held  in  the  highest  esteem  as  an  article  of  Neapolitan  cookery.  P.  annosus,  a  Swedish  species,  is 
used  by  the  peasantry  as  a  cure  for  the  bite  of  snakes.  Fries  says,  that  he  saw  the  blood  which  was  flowing 
from  the  mouth  of  a  kid  which  had  been  hurt  stopped  in  a  short  space  of  time  by  its  application.  From  P. 
dryadeus,  the  Boletus  pseudo-igniarius  of  Bulliard,  Braconnot  obtained  his  Boletic  acid.  The  color  of  this 
principle  is  white ;  it  is  not  altered  by  exposure  to  the  air,  and  its  crystals  are  regular  four-sided  prisms.  Its 
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$  2.  MicRoro'Rfs.  Beauv. 16070  leptocephalua  Jacq.  small-capped 16071  brumahs  Pers.  winter 
16072  perennis  Fr.  perennial 16073  strobili  formis  Dicks,  cone-like 
1607*  pellficidus  With.  pellucid 
16075  variegatus  Sower,  variegated 

/?  vdrius  Pers.  variable 
B.  lateralis  Bolt.  83 

y  nummularius  Bull,  moneywort 

one  inch  wide  1  aut.      Gr  on  wood       Jacq.  misc.  t.  1. 12 
1-4  inch,  wide  2  all  sea.  Sooty  trun.  of  trees  Schseffi  t.  281.  piletts 
thin  3  aut.      Cinn.  trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  1. 192 
lumpish  2  aut.     Br  trun.  of  trees  Crypt,  brit  t.  3.  f.  2 
two  inch.  br.  1  aug.     Br  old  wood 
patches  5  all  sea.  Br  trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  t  368 
patches  2  all  sea.  Grsh  trun.  of  trees  Grev.  crypt  202 

16076 16cidus  Fr. 
16077  frond6sus  Fr. 
16078  velutinus  Fr. 
16079  giganteus  Fr. 
16080  sulphureus  Fr. 16081  betulinus  Fr. 
16082  spumeus  Fr. 
16083  cas'sius  Fr. 16081  hispidus  Fr. Bol.  velutinus  Sowerby,  345 
16085  cuticularis  Fr.  cuticular 
16086  adfistus  Fr. 
16087  ulmarius  Fr. 
16088  suaveolens  Fr. 

,i  saUdnus  Fr. 
16089  versicolor  Fr. 
16090  radiatus  Fr. 
16091  pallescens  Fr. 16092  abietinus  Fr. 
16093  fomentarius  Fr. 

shining leafy 
velvety 

gigantic sulphur-color, birch frothy 

csesious 
hispid 

scorched 
elm Anise-scented 
willow 
changeable radiated 

pallid pine-tree soft  tinder 

patches  2  all  sea.  Wsh   trun.  of  trees 
variable  1£  or  0  sum.  Ysh  trun.  of  trees 
broad  patches  2  sep.  oc.  Sooty  roots  of  oaks thin 
tufts 
tufts acid thick 
very  thin 
spongy 

imbricated 
imbricated 
3-4  inch,  wide 
fragrant 
fragrant tufted imbricated 
imbricated 
imbricated spongy 

2  spr.  au.  Wsh   trun.  of  trees 24  sum.  Pa.Br  beech  trees 
24  sum.  Rsh.Y  oak  trees 
2  sum.  Brsh   birch  trees 
3  aut.  Wsh  trun.  of  trees 
2  aut  Bsh  trun.  of  pines 
6  sum.  Ferr.  oak  trees 
3  aut 2  aut 
0  aut. 3  aut. 
3  aut. 

Ferr. 
Pa.  Br Pallid 
W 
W 

1  su.aut  Bsh 1  aut.  Y.Br 
2  aut.  pa.Oc. 
li  aut  Wsh 6  all  sea.  Sooty 

trun.  of  trees 
trun.  of  trees 
elm  trees willow  trun. 
willow  trun. 
trun.  of  trees 
trun.  of  trees 
trun.  of  trees 
dead  pines beech  trees 

Sower,  t  368.  fig.  min. 
Sowerby,  1 134 Schseffer,  1 127 
Sow.  t  86.  tmbricatus 
Grev.  crypt.  113 
Sowerby,  t.  212 Sower.  1 211.  stipitatus Sower,  t.  226.  albidus Grev.  crypt  14 

Sower.  1 195.  tmpuber Sower.  1 231.  carpinus 
Sowerby,  t.  88 
Sowerby,  t.  228 Sowerby,  1 227 
Sowerby,  1 229 
Sowerby,  1. 190 
Sow.  t  250.  pelleporus 
Dicks,  crypt,  t.  9.  f.  9 
Sowerby,  1. 133 

16094  igniarius  Fr. hard  tinder  hard 6  all  sea.  Ferr.  trun.  of  trees  Sowerby,  1. 132 
16095  spongidsus  Fr.  spongy  tufts 
16096  medulla  panis  Fr.  bread-crumb  thick 
16097  vulgaris  Fr.  common  fragile 
16098  ferruginosus  Fr.  rusty  unequal 
16099  molluscus  Fr.  slippery  variable 
16100  incarnatus  Fr.  pink  firm 

2  aut  Ferr. 4  aut  W 
12  all  sea.  W 
1  sum.  Ferr. 
3  all  sea.  W 
3  sum.  Pk 

trun.  of  trees  Bolt.  1. 165.  resupinatus 
fallen  timber  Bolton,  1 166.  f. 1 
fallen  timber  Bolt  1 166.  proteus 
alder  trees    Grev.  crypt  155 
dead  trees     Sow.  t.326.  Medul.  panis 

pine  wood 3.  Polystic'ta. 16101  reticulatus  Nees.     netted  very  delicate 
16102  carmichaelianus  Gr.  min.  hon.-com.  crust-like 
2373.  BOLE'TUS.  Dill.    Boleti  s. 

2  sum. 3  aut. 
W 
W pine  wood decay,  trun. 

16103  ldteus  L.  yellow 
16104  lactifluus  With.  milky 
16105  piperatus  Bull.  peppery 
16106  subtomentdsus  L.  downy 

0  sanguineus  With,  bloody 16107  lfiridus  Sehceff.  lurid B.  rubeolas  Sower.  150 
16108  esculentus  Per.  esculent 
16109  scaber  Fr. 

(i  auranltacus  Sow. 
y  bovinus  SchirfK 

16110  cyanescens  Fries 

3  inch,  broad 2-4  inches  br. 
2|  inch,  broad cracked cracked 
6  inches  broad 
cracked 
3  inches  broad 

Sp.  8—20. 2  aut.  Y 
2J  aut  Buff 1|  su.  aut  Ysh 2  jn.  oct.  Ol 
2  jn.  oct  Crim.  woods 2  su.aut.  OLG  groves 
4  su.aut.  Sooty  woods 

old  trees 

pastures 
woods 
woods 

rough 
orange-colored  3  inches  broad 
flutinous  3  inches  broad luish  frosted 

2374.  FISTULI'NA.  Bull.  Fistulina. 
16111  hepatica  Bull.        liver-like  patches 

16071 16073 16076 

su.aut  W  woods su.aut.  Ruf.  woods 
su.aut.  Sooty  woods 
su.aut.  Straw  woods 

Sp.  1. 
aut      Crim.  oak  trees 16079 

Nees  crypt,  f.  225 Grev.  crypt-  22* 

Grev.  crypt  183 
Sowerby,  1 34 
Bulliard,  1 393 
Sow.  t.  225.  commutatus 
Grev.  crypt  121 

Sowerby,  t.  111.  edulis 
Bolt.  t.  86.  procerus Sowerby,  1 110 
Sowerby,  1. 175.  scaber Bulliard,  t.  369 

Sowerby,  t.  58 16099 

16073 16084 
16089 16093 16094 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

taste  is  similar  to  that  of  tartar.  It  is  soluble  in  180  times  its  weight  of  water,  at  a  temperature  of  sixty-eight 
degrees,  and  in  forty-five  times  its  weight  of  alcohol.  The  aqueous  solution  reddens  vegetable  blues.  It  com- 

bines with  the  different  bases  forming  boletates,  which  have  been  but  little  examined.  The  boletate  of 
ammonia  crystallizes  in  flat  four-sided  prisms,  and  is  soluble  in  twenty-six  times  its  weight  of  water  at  sixty- 
eight  degrees.  The  boletate  of  potash  is  very  soluble  in  water,  and  crystallizes  with  difficulty.  The  boletate 
of  lime  crystallizes  in  flat  four-sided  prisms,  and  is  soluble  in  about  110  times  its  weight  of  water  at  seventy- two  and  a  half  degrees.  Polyporus  fomentarius  is  much  used  on  the  continent  for  making  Amadou ;  also  very 
generally  in  the  Highlands  of  Scotland  for  the  same  purpose  by  the  shepherds,  who  manufacture  it  for  them- selves. 
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16070  Cap  fleshy  coriaceous  thin  smooth  brownish,  Pores  very  small  roundish  white,  Stipes  short  pallid 
16071  Cap  soft  fleshy  somewhat  umbilicated  villous  sooty  pallid,  Pores  somewhat  angular  white,  Stipes  pallid 
16072  Cap  coriaceous  velvety  zoned,  Pores  minute  at  length  lacerated,  Plant  cinnam.-col.  Stipes  central 16073  An  obscure  species  scarcely  known 
16074  Cap  concave  rich  brown  scaly,  Pores  white  very  short,  Stipes  whitish  thick  short 
16075  Cap  rigid  glab.  smooth,  Pores  minute  round,  pallid,  Stipes  short  smooth  pallid  abruptly  black  downwards 

/S  Cap  rigid  glab.  smooth,  Pores  small  round,  pale,  Stipes  short  smooth  pale  becom.  suddenly  black  at  base 
y  Cap  yellow  ochre-color  or  whitish 16076  Cap  corky  and  stipes  smooth  shining,  Pores  minute  round  pale 

16077  Much  branched,  Caps  halved  rugose  sooty-grey,  Pores  white  [Pores  excessively  short  min.  round  whit 
16078  Imbricated  scarcely  reflex,  whit  or  brown.-grey,  Cap  betw.  corky  and  coriac.  thin  velvety  obscure,  zoned, 16079  Imbricated  multiplied,  Caps  very  broad  somewhat  banded  pale-brown,  Pores  unequal  pale 
16080  Multiplied  subsessile,  Caps  broad  imbricated  smoothish  reddish-yellow,  Pores  minute  flat  sulphur-colored 
16081  Cap  subsessile  not  dimidiate  compact  smooth  pale  whitisb-brown,  Pores  white  small  unequal 
16082  Whitish,  Cap  fleshy  rugose  hispid  obtuse,  Pores  short  roundish 
16083  Cap  fleshy  subsericeous  white  changing  to  bluish,  Pores  minute  white  irregular  lacerated 

1 16084  Cap  dimidiate  large  somew.  fleshy  thick  villous  ferrugin.  Pores  yellowish  pale  and  fringed  at  the  orifices 
16085  Caps  fleshy  corky  downy  ferruginous.  Pores  shining  greyish  ferruginous 
16086  Caps  fleshy  tough  villous  pale :  margin  straight  blackish,  Pores  minute  round  cinereous 
16087  Cap  fleshy  corky  not  banded  glabrous  pallid,  Pores  small  equal 
16088  Cap  fleshy  corky  not  banded  villous  white,  Pores  largish  brownish  [brown  short  irregular 

8  Sess.  or  dimid.  bet.  suber.  and  coriac.  round,  smooth  white  at  length  brown.  Pores  white  becom.  yellow.- 16089  Cap  mostly  reflexed  coriaceous  villose  variegated  by  zones  of  different  colors,  Pores  round  white  short 
16090  Caps  coriaceous  streaked  in  rays  somewhat  velvety  brownish-yellow,  Pores  minute 
16091  Caps  coriaceous  smooth  not  banded  pale  ochre-color,  Pores  equal  [lacerating 16092  Effused  but  at  length  mostly  reflex.  Cap  thin  coriac  vill.  white,  Pores  violet  at  length  brown,  and  toothed 
16093  Cap  subtriangular  glabrous  dark  brownish-grey  soft  within :  margin  pale  glaucous  as  well  as  the  pores (which  are  very  minute)  but  at  length  ferruginous 
16094  Hard,  Cap  thick  obtuse  smoothish  mostly  ferruginous  blackish  at  the  base  banded :  margin  convex, Pores  minute  greenish  at  length  cinnamon-color 
16095  Effused  coriaceous-spongy  ferruginous,  Pores  straight  round  minute 
16096  Effused  somewhat  wavy  hard  smooth  dry  white,  Pores  middle-size 
16097  Broadly  effused  thin  dry  smooth  white,  'Pores  minute  subequal 16098  Effused  thick  portions  sometimes  growing  out  horizontally  ferrugin.  Pores  round,  very  uneq.  Flesh  none 
16099  Effused  thin  soft  white  with  a  fibrous  circumference,  Pores  thin  unequal 
16100  Effused  coriaceous  very  thin  submarginate,  Pores  orange  flesh-color  minute  round  suboblique 

16101  Very  fine  resembling  byssus  fugacious  white,  Pores  distant  cupuljeform  powdery 
16102  Effus.  entirely  resupin.  very  thin  white:  marg.  membran.  laciniat.  Pores  min.  subhexagonal  very  shallow 

16103  Cap  glutinous  varying  from  bright-yellow  to  fulvous  :  tubes  adnate  yellow,  Stipes  firm  with  an  annular  veil 
16104  Cap  red-buff*,  Pores  yellow,  Stipes  bright-yellow,  Juice  like  milk 16105  Cap  redd,  or  brownish-yell,  smooth  :  tubes  adnate  somew.  decurr.  large  ferrugin.  Stipes  smooth  deep-yell. 
16106  Cap  round,  dry  subtoment  reddish  or  olivaceous :  tubes  adnate  large  angul.  yell.  Stipes  very  firm  smooth 
16107  Cap  convex  subtomentose  mostly  olivaceous :  tubes  yearly  free  round  yellow ;  the  orifices  crimson-red, Stipes  thick  reticulated  with  crimson-red  \ 
16108  Cap  convex  smooth  cinereous  yellow  or  brown  :  tuBes  nearly  free  roundish  minute  whitish  at  length yellowish,  Stipes  thick  reticulated :  flesh  white  not  changing  color 
16109  Cap  convex  glabrous :  tubes  free  round  whitish,  Stipes  firm  attenuated  upwards  scabrous 

i3  Cap  somewhat  rufous  with  black  scales 
y  Cap  slightly  glutinous  reddish-brown  thin :  tubes  adnate  compound  yellowish,  Stipes  smooth 

16110  Cap  compact  somewhat  downy :  tubes  loose  round  equal.  Stipes  solid  smooth  ventricose 

16111  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2373.  Boletus.  Pliny,  C&salpinus,  Porta,  and  others,  call  these  plants  Suilli.  The  Boleli  (from  a  field, 

in  allusion  to  the  places  where  they  are  found)  of  the  Romans  were  terrestrial  Fungi,  and  more  particularly 
Agaricus  caesareus.  By  Tournefort  these  were  called  Phalloidei ;  by  Micheli,  MorchelUe.  The  species  grow 
singly  upon  the  ground,  are  succulent,  and  have  their  parts  in  the  greatest  perfection  of  any  fungi.  B. 
granulatus  is  eatable,  according  to  Persoon ;  so  is  Boletus  subtomentosus.  Boletus  edulis  is  excellent  when cooked. 

2374.  Fistulina.  So  called  from  the  fistulous  nature  of  its  tubes  ;  the  genus  is  just  intermediate  between 
Boletus  and  Hydnura,  to  the  former  of  which  it  bears  the  same  resemblance  as  Schizoph  yllum  to  Agaricus. 
There  is  only  one  species,  and  it  is  said,  by  Persoon,  to  be  eatable. 

3  T 
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2375.  HYIVNUM.  L. 
16112  imbricatum  L. 
16113  repandum  L. 

/S  squamosum  Fr. 16114  rufescens  Pert. 
16115  auriscalpium  L 

16116  gelatinosum  Scop. 16117  erinaceum  2?m#. 

CRYPTOGAMIA. Class  XXIV. 
Htdnum. 

imbricated 
repand 
scaly 

brownish 
ear-pick 

esculent 
esculent 
esculent 
eatable curious 

Sp.  13-87. 1  sep.  oc.  Umb.  pine  woods    Greville  crypt  71 lJsu.autYsh  woods         Greville  crypt  44 
1  su-a^Xfhu  woods  Bolton,t88.wiirtcflft(»M 3  su.  aut  Pksh  beech  woods  Bolton,  1 89.  repandum all  sea.  Bl  pine  cones     Greville  crypt  196 

gelatinous  curious 
Hedge  Hog  variable I 

aut 
oct. Fuse,  pine  woods  Jacq.  aust.  t.  239 

W      beech  trees   Buluard,  t.  34 
16118  coralloides  Scop.  coralloid 
16119  crispum  Scheeff. 
16120  ochraceum  Per*. 
16121  minimum  Bolton 

tufts 
4  inches  wide 

1  aut     W      trun.of  trees  Sowerby,  t  252 crisp 

ochre-colored  variable 
least  curious 

dead  wood 

pine  wood rotten  oak 

Schaeffi  t  147.  f.  1 
Sowerby,  t  15.  Daviesi* Bolton,  t- 171 

16122  membranaceum2?u//.membranous  effused 
16123  Barba  J6vis  Bull.    Jew's  Beard     12  inches  wide 16124  spatulatum  Fr.      spatulate         very  delicate 
2376  SISTOSTRE'MA.  Fries.  Sistostrema. 

16125  confluens  Pers.      confluent  gregarious 
2377.  PHLE'BIA.  Fries.  Phlebia. 

16126  vaga  Fries  wandering  membranous 
2378.  THELE'PHORA.  Mr.  Thelephora. 

16127  pann6sa  Fr.  cloth-like  gregarious 
16128  caryoph  vlla/a  Fr.   clove  tough 

0  oct  Brsh 2  all  sea.  Ysh 
1  aut  Taw. 
0  sum.  Ferr. 0  sum.  Wsh 
0  all  sea.  W 

Sp.l. 
1  au.  no.  Wsh 

Sp.  1—4. 2  sep.no.  Sul. 

Sp.  33—75. 2  aut  Pallid  on  ground  Sowerby,  1 155 
1J  aut      Psh     among  grass  Schaaffer,  1 325 

pine  wood  Sowerby,  t.  327 hollow  trees  Sowerby,  t.  328 
pine  trees     Nees  syst  f.  231 

way-sides     Sowerby,  1 112 

alder  trees 

16129  terr&tris  Fr. 
16130  laciniata  Fr. 

terrestrial 
ragged gregarious 

gregarious §  1.  Me r i s ma.  Fr. 
16131  palmata  Fr.  palmate  stinking 

/S  anthociphala  Fr.    flower-headed  stinking 16132  cristata  Fr.  crested  crust-like 
16133  tuberosa  dwarf  tuberous  solitary 

liaut      Brsh    on  ground  Bui.  t268.  caryophylUea 
1J  aut     Ferr.  on  ground  Bolt  173.  caryophylUea 
2  wetau.  Psh     pine  woods  Greville  crypt  fl.  t  46 2  wetau.  Ferr.  pine  woods  Sowerby,  t  156 3  au.  oct  Pallid  damp  places  Sow.  t  158.  laciniata 
H  aut.     Rsh    bare  ground  Greville  crypt  178 

16134  rubiginosa  Schr.  rusty 
16135  tabacina  Fr.  Tobacco 

Auric,  nicotiana  Bolton,  1 174 
16136  hepatica  Fr.  Liver 
16137  hirsata  W.  hairy 
16138  ochroleuca  Fr.  pale-yellow 
16139  purpurea  Solium.  purple 
16140  intybacea  Pers.  endive-like 
16141  simians  Pers.  sinuous 
16142  corylea  Pers.  Hazel-Tree 
16143  curium  Pers.  leathery 
16144  ochracea  Fr.  yellow-ochre 
16145  radiato-rimosaGraj.  cracked 
16146  sanguinolenta  Fr.  bloody  verygregar, 

16112  .^gassgia&a.  16113 

woody 

elegant 
imbricated 
firm membranous 
wavy 

very  irregular 

gregarious imbricated 
thin 
very  broad confluent 

2  all  sea.  Bt.Br  old  oaks 
6  su.  aut  Ferr.  bran,  of  trees 
4  aut  Dl.Br 
3  all  sea.  Ysh 
3  aut.  Wsh 
3  aut.  Pu 
6  au.spr.  Rsh 
1  au.  wi.  Y.Br 
6  all  sea.  Ochr. 
6  aut.  Buff 
12  aut  Ochr. 
4  aut.  R.Br 

trun.  of  trees trun.  of  trees 
trun.  of  trees trun.  of  trees 
stumps  of  tr. 
oak  branches 
decay,  hazel dead  trunks 

Sow.  1 26.  Au.ferrugin. 
Sowerby,  t  25 
Sow.t.388.f.2.  Aur.  la  vis 
Sow.  t  27.  Au.  reflexa 
Sow.  t.  319.  Au.papyrinus 
So.t.3f>8.f.l.A.persistens 

Greville  crypt  147 

Greville  crypt.  225 
16121 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2375.  Hydnum.  The  Greeks  had  their  and  tumours,  which  were  analogous  to  the  tubers  of  the 

Romans.  H.  coralloides  is  eatable ;  so  is  H.  leoninum,  a  Swedish  species.  A  very  extensive  genus  of  fungi, 
chiefly  found  in  moist  situations  upon  the  trunks  of  trees.  The  pileus  is  furnished  on  its  lower  surface  with 
numerous  awl-shaped  bodies,  which  Linnsus  compares  to  the  prickles  of  a  hedgehog  j  they  are  soft,  solid, 
conical  or  cylindrical  substances,  emitting  sporules  from  every  part  of  their  surface. 

2376  Sistostrema.  So  named  from  avvis*ipu,  part.  cv*ift»s,  compounded,  and  tmi/m,  an  orifice,  in  allusion  to the  regular  rows  of  poresr  Intermediate  between  the  Agarics  and  Hydna.  Gregarious,  becoming  concrete, 
fragile,  scentless,  white,  becoming  yellow  in  age.   The  pilei  are  thin,  somewhat  fragile,  from  half  to  one  inch 
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1.  Stem  perpendicular,  Cap  distinct,  round,  nearly  entire.    Growing  on  the  ground. 
16112  Cap  fleshy  flat  tessellated  scaly  not  banded  umber-colored,  Processes  buffish-cinereous,  Stipes  short 
16113  Cap  fleshy  smooth  subrepand  bullish,  Subulate  processes  of  hyraenium  unequal  pale,  Stipes  unequal  thick 
16114  Cap  fleshy  orbicular  somewhat  tomentose  brownish-flesh-color,  Processes  nearly  equal,  Stipes  thin  equal 16115  Cap  coriaceous  tomentose,  Stipes  lateral  tomentose 

2.  Stem  simple,  somewhat  horizontal,  Cap  halved,  or  out  of  the  centre.   Fleshy.    Growing  on  wood. 
16116  Cap  gelatinous  papillose,  Processes  soft  pyramidal  glaucous,  Stipes  short  lateral 
16117  Very  large  heart-shaped  white  becoming  rather  yellow,  Cap  subsessile  fibrous  torn,  Processes  very  long 

3.  Cap  confounded  with  the  stem,  obliterated.    Fleshy.    Growing  on  wood. 
16118  Much  branched  white  becoming  yellow,  Branches  entangled  tapering,  Processes  unilateral  subulate 

4.  Cap  sessile,  lateral.    Growing  on  wood. 
16119  Cap  coriaceous  lobed  scaly  plaited  rufous  brown  projecting  behind,  Processes  imbricated  pale  rufous 
16120  Effuse-reflexed,  Cap  coriaceous  thin  banded  ochre-colored,  Processes  minute  numer.  ochre-flesh-colored 
16121  Coriaceous  woody  spherical  orange-color,  Processes  short  erect 

5.  Cap  resupinate,  effuse.    Growing  on  wood. 
16122  Effused  thin  glabrous  tawny-ferruginous,  Processes  in  the  middle  straight 
16123  Effused  downy  pale-white,  Processes  rounded  pubescent  at  the  end  bearded  with  orange 
16124  EffUs.  white  at  length  yellow,  with  a  byssoid  marg.  Process  of  hymen,  oblique  subent.  compr.  vill.  at  apex 

16125  The  only  species 

16126  Effused  soft  sulphur-colored :  the  circumference  expanded  and  byssoid,  Plaits  distant  irregular 
1.  Cap  entire,  with  a  stem.  Terrestrial. 

16127  Corky  pale,  Cap  depressed  scaly  beneath  smooth  somewhat  pilose 
16128  Somew.  tuft,  stipit  or  sess.  Cap  irregul.  rarely  quite  ent.  striato-fibr.  purplish-brown :  marg.  often  laciniate 

2.  Cap  lateral,  somewhat  stipitate.  Terrestrial. 
16129  Irregularly  tufted  dark  fuscous,  Cap  rather  thick  stria  to- fibrous  sessile  often  imbricated  sometimes 

with  a  very  short  lateral  stipes 
16130  Ferruginous  brown,  Caps  fibrous  scaly  ragged  and  crisp  at  their  edges 

3.  Cap  and  stem  confounded,  running  into  compressed  branches.   Terrestrial.    Merisma.  Pers. 
16131  Erect  purple-brown,  Branches  compressed  palmate  folded  paler  at  the  summit (2  Somewhat  ferruginous,  Branches  glabrous  obtusely  ragged  fastigiate 
16132  Subdecumbent  pale  greyish  or  yellowish,  Branches  effused  plane  expanding  fimbriato-laciniate 
16133  Erect  distinct  stipitate  reddish-grey,  Cap  with  branches-of  nearly  equal  length,  Stipes  bulbous  at  base 

4.  Cap  sessile,  lateral.    Growing  on  wood. 
16134  Imbricated  rigid  somewhat  zoned  purplish  reddish-brown  glabrous,  Hymenium  papillose  minutely 

velvety  rubiginous  paler  at  the  margin 
16135  Effuse-reflexed  thin  silky  ferruginous  margined  downy  beneath 
16136  Somewhat  imbricated  bandless  smooth  on  each  side  very  smooth  dull-brown 
16137  Effuse-reflexed  coriaceous  strigose,  Hymenium  smooth  yellowish  or  orange-buff 16138  Effuse-reflexed  somewhat  membranous  striated  pubescent  beneath  smooth  and  ochraceous 
16139  Imbricated  subcoriaceous  zoned  hirsute,  Hymenium  smooth  purple 
16140  Imbricated  velvety  zoned  pale  reddish-buff,  Hymenium  smooth  irregularly  papillose  huffish  at  length 

ferruginous  sometimes  shooting  out  into  rude  stems  anastomosing  and  producing  irregularly  caps 
16141  Round,  thick  often  conflu.  Marg.  waved  splitting,  Hymenium  tuberculose  yellow,  or  reddish-brown  crack. 
16142  Broadly  effused  thickish,  The  margin  slightly  reflexed,  Hymenium  ochraceous  uneven  unequally  papillose 
16143  Coriaceous  broad  thin,  Margin  free  with  the  surface  tomentose,  Hymenium  smooth  minutely  reticulated 

liu If' becoming  darker  in  age 16144  Effus.  very  broad  thin,  Hymen,  somew.  of  an  ochrey  pale-yell.  smth.  or  with  scatter,  uneq.  false  papillae 16145  Resupinate,  Margin  free  whitish  hirsute,  Hymenium  fuscous  smooth  somewhat  shining  and  faintly zoned  towards  the  margin  cracking  in  a  radiated  manner 
16146  Circular  effused,  Margin  sometimes  free  rarely  reflexed,  Hymenium  pale  whitish-brown  pruinose  silky 

and  minutely  byssoid  at  the  margin  turning  red  when  wounded 
16138  -T*^. 

16130 16146 

The  only  species  is  found  in  August 

16137 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
broad,  somewhat  depressed,  flexuose,  and  apt  to  grow  to  one  another, 
and  November  by  the  side  of  sandy  paths  in  pine-groves. 

2377.  Phlebia.  So  called,  from  <pte*i>,  a  vein.  As  the  last  was  intermediate  between  Agaricus  and  Hydnum, 
so  is  this  between  Cantharellus  and  Thelephora.  As  that  differed  from  Dsedalea,  does  this  from  Merulius. 
The  species  are  all  found  upon  bark,  late  in  the  year.  No  species  was  described  before  the  writings  of  Fries. 
P.  merismoides  is  an  elegant  little  plant,  distinguished  by  its  reddish-flesh-colored  hues.  It  is  found  occasionally 
spreading  over  wood  and  smooth  bark  ;  and  sometimes  runs  with  its  papillose  veiny  branches  among  mosses. 

2378.  Thelephora.  So  called,  from  SyXti,  a  nipple,  and  (ft^ti,  to  bear,  in  allusion  to  the  papillose  surface  of 
3  T  2 
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16147  querctna  Pert.  oak 16148  fraxinea  Pers.  ash 
16149  TIlia;  Pers.  lime 
16150  epidermea  Pers.  bark 
16151  incrustans  Pen. 
16152  calcea  Pers. 

incrusting chalky 

brittle thin 
irregular 
irregular 
spreading 
cracked 

6  spr.au.  Blsh   fallen  oaks 1  aut.     Grsh  dead  ashes 
2  aut.      Cm.  woods 
3  no  v.     Pa.Bu  dead  trunks 

Greville  crypt  142 

3  aut. 
6  aut. Ysh 

W 
earth,tr.,&c. 
decay,  wood 

16153  Sambuci  Pers.       Elder  Tree      membranous    4  aut      \V      decay,  elders 
$  2.  Phylacte'ria.  Pers. 16154  biennis  Fr.  biennial 

$  3.  Himan'tia.  Pers. 16155  domestica  Pers.  household 
16156  fusca  Fr.  brown 
16157  lactea  Fr.  milk-white H.  Candida  Pers. 

\  4.  Leiostro'ma.  Fr. 16158  cinerea  Fr.  cinereous 

plaited  4  aut     Wsh   on  ground     Bulliard,  1 436 

smooth  6  wet  w.  Br      da.  pla,  in  ho. 
rugose  2  aut     Vi.Br  trun.  of  trees 
very  thin  2  aut     W      trun.  of  trees  Sow.t387.£l.  F.  steUata 

4  spr.  au.  Cin.    elder  tree     Sowerby,  1 388 

16163  cristfita  Pers. 
16164  cinerea  Pers. 
16165  cornea  Pers. 

crested 
cinereous 

Division  II.  Clavati. 

2379.  CLAVA'RIA.  Vatil.  Clavari*. 16159  Botrvtis  Pers.  bunched 
16160  flava  Pers.  yellow 
16161  coralloides  L.  coral-like 
16162  abietina  Pers.  pine-wood 

much  branch, delicious 
very  smooth 
gregarious 
polymorph tufted 

Sp.  23—66. 3  sum.    Wsh  beech  woods  Sch.tl76  acroporphyria 
3  aug.     Y  woods  Schaeffer,  t  175 
3  aut      W  on  ground    Sowerby,  t.  278.  fig.  sup. 
3  aut     Ochr.  fir  woods      Greville  crypt  117 

2}  aut 3  sum. 

gregarious      §  aut. 

W     woods         Greville  crypt  190 
Cin.    damp  places  Greville  crypt  fl.  t  64 
Y       dead  fir  trees 

16166  stric'ta  Pers.         erect  thin 
16167  praten'sis  Pers.      meadow  viscid 16168  corniculata  Schatff.  homed  solitary 
16169  rugosa  Bull.  rugose  tough  ish 

1  au.  oc  Brsh  trunks  Schaeffer,,  t.  286.  pallida 
1  aut     Y  meadows  Bolton,  t.l  14.  muscoides 
3  aut     Y  meadows  Sow.  1. 157.  muscoides 
2|aut     W  damp  earth  So.  t.278.lig.ini'.  cor  allot. 

16170  pist illaris  L.  pistillary 
16171  Ardenia  Sowerby  flexuose 
16172  fusiformis  Sowerby  fusiform 16173  ceranoides  Pers.  wrinkled 
16174  inasquglis  Fries  unequal 
16175  fragilis  Pers.  brittle 

C.  gracilis  Sowerby,  232 
16176  acuta  Sowerby  acute 
16177  fimbriata  With.  fringed 
16178  helvola  Pers.  pale-red 16179  vermicularis  Fries  worm-like 
16180  uncialis  Grev.  dwarf 
16181  setipes  Grev.  bristle-footed 
2380.  C  ALO'CERA.  Fries.  Caloceba. 16182  tuberosa  Fries  tuberous 

16183  cornea  Fries  horny 
2381.  GEOGLOS'SUM.  Pers. 16184  hirsutum  Pers. 

16147 

largest 
opaque regular  tufts much  tufted 

gregarious gregarious 
gregarious polymorph, flexuose 
crowded  tufts 
very  gregar. 
gregarious 
root  roundish 
tufted 

12  au.  no.  Ysh  beech  woods  Sowerby,  t.  277 
6  sep.      Brsh  bran,  of  lime  Sowerby,  t  215 
3  sep.      Y  among  grass  Sowerby,  1 234 3  aut      Ysh  upon  trees    Sowerby.  1 235.  rugosa 
2}  aut.      Y  meadows      Sow.  t.  253.  vermicularis 1  aut     Ysh  damp  places  Greville  crypt  37 
2  aut      W  upon  trees    Sowerby,  t.  333 
2  aut      W  upon  trees 
1 3  aut.      Y  meadows 3  aut      W  mea.  &  past 
1  aut      W  rotten  twigs  Greville  crypt  98 
J  aut      W  dead  leaves  Greville  crypt  fl.  t  49 

und.ba.oftr.  Sowerby,  t  199 
various  trees  Sowerby,  t  40 

16169  16170 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

of  the  pileus  of  all  the  species.   T.  caryophyllssa  is  very  common  upon  the  exposed  roots  of  old  firs  in  the 
autumn.  The  substance  is  tough  and  somewhat  woody ;  the  color  a  chocolate  brown.  The  plants  often  grow 
in  masses,  attached  by  their  upper  side  to  sticks,  old  bark,  &c.  and  are  from  one  to  three  inches  in  diameter. 

2379.  Clavaria.  So  called,  from  the  simple  clavate  form  of  the  species.  Some  are  eatable ;  as  for  instance 
C.  flava,  which  is  said  to  be  delicious ;  C.  cinerea,  which  is  frequently  eaten  in  France ;  C.  pyxidata  is  said  by 
Persoon  to  be  tolerably  good.  Loureiro  has  also  an  eatable  species  found  in  Cochin-Chin  a,  growing  upon  ele- 

phant's dung. 
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5.  Cap  obliterated,  resupinate.    Growing  ox  wood. 
16147  Resupinate  rigid  nearly  black  beneath,  Hymenium  flesh-color  rugose  and  papillose  at  length  cracking 
16148  Very  thin  effused  cracking  and  becoming  in  vol.  very  dark  ben.  Hymen,  brown.-grey  minutely  farin.  papill, 
16149  Effus.  extremely  thin,  Marg.  appress.  minutely  vilL  Hymen.  purp.-grey  cover,  with  small  uneq.  papilla? 
16150  Effused  thin  smooth,  Margin  delicate  and  byssoid,  Hymenium  whitish  at  first  at  length  very  pale-buff, Papillae  scattered  or  none 
16151  Effused  spreading  over  moss,  &c,  Margin  fibrous,  Hymenium  very  unequal  tuberculose  yellowish 
16152  Effused  unequal  in  thickness  hard,  Hymenium  white  glabrous  cracked  in  different  directions  so  as  to  be 

often  tessellated  obtusely  papillose 
16153  Effused  membranaceous  thin,  Margin  entire,  Hymenium  very  white  glabrous  subpapillose 

16154  Membranous  smooth  plaited  at  base  whitish  becoming  blackish 

16155  Effused  membranous  smooth  pale  beneath  white  with  cobweb-like  down 
16156  Effused  somewhat  rugose  soft  of  a  violet-brown :  at  the  margin  and  beneath  downy 
16157  Mostly  on  dead  leaves,  Filaments  very  fine  white  radiating  dilated  at  the  extremities  in  a  plumose  manner 

16158  Broadly  effused  thin  dry  smooth  glabrous  cinereous 

Division  II.  Clavati. 
*  Much  branched,  Stem  thick. 

16159  Deformed,  Stipes  decumbent  very  thick  pale,  Branches  short  somewhat  wrinkled  red  at  ends 
16160  More  erect,  Stem  thick  white,  Branches  straight  round  fastigiate  yellow 
16161  White  erect,  Stipes  thick.  Branches  elongated  irregular  unequal  mostly  acute 
16162  Dull  ochrey-yellow  much  branched  white  and  tomentose  at  the  base  turning  green  when  bruised, Branches  erect  crowded  slightly  rugose  with  acute  often  forked  summits 
16163  White  or  ciner.  tuft,  branch,  smooth,  Branch,  dilat.  at  sutnm.  and  jagged  or  shortly  but  acutely  laciniate 
16164  Grey  often  with  a  bluish  or  a  purplish  tinge  much  branched  unequally  incrassated  rugose  often  subcom- pressed,  Summits  either  very  obtuse  or  somewhat  acuminate 
16165  Yellow  half  an  inch  high  branched  or  nearly  simple  viscous,  Stipes  of  several  plants  connected  at  the  base 

**  Branched,  Stem  thin. 
16166  Much  branched  pale  brownish,  Branches  and  branchlets  straight  appressed  acute 
16167  Yell,  tuft  Stipes  short  producing  numer.  short  geniculate  divaricate  branches  :  the  ramuli  subfastigL  obt. 
16168  Yellow  erect  much  branched  in  a  dichotomous  manner,  Branches  slender  with  acute  summits 
16169  White  gregarious  incrassated  rugose  simple  or  branched,  Branches  few  short  obtuse 

***  Simple,  clavate. 
16170  Solitary  large  glabrous  yellowish-brown  thickened  upwards  and  obtuse 
16171  Very  long  hollow  thickened  upwards  brownish  downy  at  base 
16172  Heaped  fascicled  yellow,  Branches  nearly  equal  incurved  yellow 
16173  Fascicled  unequal  subdivided  hollow  yellowish-brown  at  end  [irregular  at  the  apex 
16174  Yell,  or  yell.- white  tuft  or  gregarious  fragile  uneq.  ven trie,  deformed  somew.  acum.  often  bifurcate  and 
16175  Yellow  or  white  gregarious  sometimes  subcasspitose  solid  or  hollow  very  brittle  rather  firm  attenuated  at 

the  base  subrugose  in  age  and  often  crooked 
16176  Straight  white.  Head  distinct  round  acuminate  as  long  as  stipes 
16177  Stem  slender  villous,  Branches  long  compressed,  Branchlets  numerous  setaceous  cut 
16178  Yellow  gregarious  cylind.  equal  smooth  obt.  slender  below  and  paler,  apex  frequently  of  a  cinnamon-color 
16179  Pure  white  tuft  crowd.  subuL  flexuose  solid  but  with  a  small  perforat  mostly  somew.  connected  at  base 
16180  White  gregarious  round  club-shaped  obtuse  much  attenuated  at  the  base  smooth  not  brittle 
16181  White  minute,  Hymenium  oblong  or  ovato-clavate  passing  suddenly  into  a  filiform  pilose  stipes 

16182  Tough  yellowish  nearly  simple,  Stem  tuberous  long-rooted 
16183  Tufted  smaller  simple  and  branched  viscid  yellow  connate  at  base 

16184  Stipes  hirsute  deep-black,  Hymenium  somewhat  plicate 
16171        \    ih  tut  ii  16172  16173 

16184 16183 16181 S and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2380.  Calocera.  From  xakes,  beautiful,  and  xifots,  a  horn,  in  allusion  to  the  divisions  of  the  plants.  They grow  on  wood,  and  are  either  brown  or  yellow ;  but  their  sporidia  are  generally  white.   C.  viscosa  is  at  once o^P1^      e  by  lts  Deautiful  Bold  color.   Some  of  the  species  adhere  to  paper  when  dry. Zfcl.  Geoglossum.  From  yt,,  the  earth,  and  y^ufffa.,  a  tongue ;  earth-tongue:  in  allusion  to  the  simple  form ot  the  species,  which  all  grow  upon  earth,  and  are  of  a  blackish  or  dark-green  color.  Fries  considers  the genus  to  be  scarcely  distinct  from  Clavaria. 3  T3 
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16185  glabrum  Pers.        smooth  gregario.    1  sum.     Blsh    among  grass 
16186  viscosum  Pers.       viscid  cylindric.  1J  aut      Bl      moist  meadows 16187  vlride  Pers.  green  gregario.    2  aut.      G       moist  meadows 
2382.  SPATULA'RIA.  Pers.    Spatularia.      Sp.  1.  Clavaria  Sow. 16188  flavida  Pers.  yellowish  variable     1§  aut      Ysh    dead  leaves 
2383.  Ml'TRULA.  Fries.  Mitrula.  Sp.  1—5.  Clavaria  Sow.  Leotia  Pers. 16180  paludosa  Fries.       marshy  hollow       1  my.au.  Y       wet  ditches 
16190  minuta  Fries         minute  gregario.    J  sum. 
16191  abietis  Fries  fir-wood  dry  }  aut Leotia  mitrula  Grev.  81 

Bolton,  t  111.  fl.  f.  2 Greville  crypt  fl.  t.  55 Greville  crypt  211 

Greville  crypt  165 

Sowerby,  t.  293 
Y  bracof  Dips,  pilos.  Sowerby,  t.  391 
Cinn.  fir  woods  Sow.  t  M.ferruginea 

2384.  TY'PHULA.  Fries.   Typhula.      Sp.  4— li. 
16192  phacorhiza  Fr.       iuberous       flexuose  "  2  aut, 16193  erythropus  Fr.  red-footed 16194  tenuis  Fr.  thin 
16195  filifor'mis  Fr.  filiform 

gregario. 
gregario. 
creeping 

\  aut i  sum. 
i  aut. 2385.  PISTILLA'RIA.  Fries.  Pistillakia. 

16196  quisquiliaris  Fr.     obtuse  gregario. Sp.  1—7. i  aut. 

Clavaria  Sow. 
W  woods W      sticks  and  leaves 
Blsh    on  wood Cin.    dead  leaves 

Clavaria  Sow. 
dead  fern  leaves 

Sowerby,  t.  253 
Gre.cry.43.  Phacorhiza 
Sowerby,  t  386.  f.  5 
Gre.  cry.93.  Phacorhiza 

Sow.  t  334.  f.  1.  obtusa 

Class  II.   Uterini  v.  Elvellacejc  —  Division  1.  Mitrati. 
2386.  MORCHEL'LA.  Dill.  Morel. 16197  esculenta  Pers. 

k.  rotunda  Pers. 
|3  vulgaris  Pers. 16198  patula  Pers. 16199  semilibera  Dec. 

2387.  HELVEI/LA. 
16200  crispa  Fr. 
16201  lacunosa  Afz. 16202  esculenta  Pers. 
16203  In'fula  Schaff. 

esculent eatable 3 round eatable 3 
common eatable 3 
spreading eatable 3 
half-separate  cap  brown  4 
Helyella. 

crisp 
solitary 

4 

pitted 

solitary 
4 esculent eatable 3 

brown eatable 4 

Sp.  3—14. 

on  the  earth 

Sp.  5—15. aut     Ysh    borders  of  fields 
aut     Livid  hedge  banks 
mr.  my  Brsh  pine  woods 

Greville  crypt  68 
Sow.  t.  51.  fig.  sinistr. Sower,  t.  51.  fig.  dextr. 
Sower,  t.  51.  fig.  med. 
Grev.  crypt.  89.  hybrida 

Gre.  cry.  143.  leucopluea 
Grev.cryptfl.t36.  Mitra Schajffer,  1. 160 

aut     Cinn.  damp  scorch,  places  Flora  danica,  t  835 

16204  elastica  Fr.  elastic         slender      4  su.  aut.  Blsh    damp  places  Sower.  1 154.  fuliginosa 
2388.  VERT  A.  Slug.       Verpa.  Sp.  1—6. 

16205  conica  Swz.  conical        fistular      3  aut     Br      on  ground  Sowerby,  1. 11.  Relhani 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2382.  Spatularia.  A  very  distinct  genus,  named  from  its  spatulate  form.  The  only  species  known  is  an 

autumnal  epiphyte,  common  on  fallen  leaves,  decaying  mosses,  &c.  Its  color  is  at  first  pallid  •  afterwards  it becomes  yellow  and  ferruginous :  but  the  stipes  retains  its  paler  color.  It  is  found  in  plantations  in  various 
parts  of  England.  In  a  state  of  perfect  maturity,  the  head,  on  being  touched,  throws  up  its  sporules  in  the form  of  smoke,  which  rises  with  elastic  force,  and  glitters  in  the  sunshine  like  particles  of  silver. 

2383.  Mitrula.   So  called  from  its  mitrate  form.   The  species  are  small  epiphytes  with  a  simple  stem. 
2384.  Typhula.  A  diminution  of  Typha,  a  well-known  marsh  plant,  the  heads  of  fructification  of  which this  genus  resembles  in  miniature.  All  the  species  are  delicate,  and  are  found  upon  decayed  leaves,  or  even 

occasionally  upon  Sclerotias. 
2385.  Pistittaria.  So  called  from  its  pistil-Vike  form.  The  species  are  all  small,  delicate  epiphytes,  appearing in  the  autumn. 
2386.  Morchella.  A  name  altered  by  Dillenius  from  Morchel,  the  German  name  of  the  plant.  Fungi  of  a 

large  size,  appearing  in  the  spring  upon  the  earth.  The  eatable  morel  is  one  of  the  most  valuable  of  fungi  for 
purposes  of  cookery ;  but  is  more  frequently  used  in  a  dried  state  for  sauces,  than  when  fresh.  It  is  found  in 
greatest  abundance  in  places  where  trees  have  been  burned,  which  led  in  Germany  to  a  practice  of  burning down  masses  of  forests  for  the  sake  of  the  future  morels.  This  practice  proved  so  injurious,  that  it  became 
necessary  to  suppress  it  by  law.  The  morel  is  subject  to  many  variations  of  figure  and  color,  which  are  all 
referable  to  four  principal  forms.  But  there  are  also  some  legitimate  species  which  have  been  distinguished 
by  modern  botanists.  Of  these  it  is  not  ascertained  which  are  natives  of  England ;  but  it  is  probable,  that  they 
are  all  to  be  found  if  sufficiently  sought  for.  Without,  therefore,  absolutely  inserting  them  in  the  list  of 
British  species,  it  cannot  be  otherwise  than  useful,  considering  the  importance  of  an  accurate  knowledge  of  the 
eatable  fungi,  to  enumerate  the  two  principal  in  this  place. 

1.  M.  Deliciosa  is  found  in  the  spring,  among  grass  and  bushes  by  the  sides  of  fields  in  France,  and  is  said 
to  be  much  superior  in  flavor  to  the  M.  esculenta.  Its  stipes  is  hollow,  and  shorter  than  the  pileus,  scarcely 
ever  so  much  as  an  inch  long,  about  three  or  four  lines  thick,  nearly  equal  in  the  whole  length,  but  sometimes 
thickened  and  compressed  at  the  base ;  under  a  lens  covered  with  a  slight  downiness.  Pileus  is  conical-cylin- 

drical, from  one  inch  to  two  inches  and  an  half  long,  with  nearly  parallel  ribs,  which  can  scarcely  be  said  to 
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16185  Glabrous  dry  blackish,  Stipes  somewhat  scaly  [thin  and  attenuated  downwards 
16186  Smooth  very  slimy  in  moist  weather  black,  Hymen,  cylind.  round,  at  apex  confluent  with  stipes  which  is 16187  Green  somewhat  fasciculate,  Hymenium  distinct,  Stipes  minutely  scaly 

16188  The  only  species 

16189  Yellow  subgregarious,  Cap  orange-yellow  obtuse  hollow  :  margin  connate  with  the  stipes 16190  Very  smaU,  Head  lanceolate  yellow,  Stipes  equal  paler  *  ...  u 
16191  Gregarious  solid,  Hymenium  ovate  yellow  cinnamon,  Stipes  slender  dark-brown  flexuose  at  the  base 

16192  White  filiform  elongated  somewhat  villose  at  the  base  radicular  tuber  dark  fuscous  lenticular 
16193  Gregarious  min.  Hymenium  smooth  white  short  terminat  in  an  elongated  filiform  dark  pink-red  stipe9 16184  Simple  smooth  dark  thickened  at  end 
16195  Somewhat  branched  spadiceous,  Heads  thickened  whitish 

16196  Thickened  towards  the  extremity  white  confluent  with  the  stipes 

Class  II.   Uterini  v.  Elveixaceje.  —  Division  I.  Mitrati. 

16197  Cap  round,  or  oval:  marg.  contract,  round  the  stipes,  Areola?  much  hollow.  Stipes  white  dilat.  tow.  base a  Cap  and  areolae  round 
B  Cap  oval,  Areola  quadrangular   

16'98  Cap  obtuse  separate  as  far  as  the  middle,  Areola?  rhomboid,  Stipes  smooth  [thick  wh»te 
16199  Cap  short  conic,  spread,  at  base,  Areola  shall,  partly  formed  by  longitudin.  parallel  ribs,  Stipes  long  equal 

*  Cap  waxy,  membranous,  at  first  united,  afterwards  wavy  in  plaits. 
16200  Cap  irregularly  deflexed  free  often  variously  lobed  yellow-white,  Stipes  deeply  sulcateand  lacunose  white 
16201  Cap  dark-livid  inflated  deflex.  and  partially  adnate  with  stipes,  Stipes  deeply  furrow,  and  lacunose  white 
16202  Cap  inflated  deformed  wavy  wrinkled  in  circles  brown,  Margin  villous  adhering  to  the  smooth  stipes 
16203  Cap  deflexed  lobed  adnate  about  cinnamon-colored,  Stipes  smoothish  villous  pale 

**  Cap  somewhat  membranous,  smooth,  always  separate. 
16204  Cap  loose  smooth  inflated  becoming  sharply  lobed,  Stipes  long  thin  tapering  pruinose 

16205  Cap  campanulate  smoothish  fuscous  somewhat  sinuated  at  the  edge :  beneath  and  the  stipes  yellow 
v16197         16198  16199  ̂   16200      ̂ «*Hsk  16201 

16202 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

anastomose,  but  which  are  united  by  transverse  rugosities.  The  color  is  usually  yellowish,  rarely  of  a  pale livid  hue. 
2.  M.  elata  has  a  longer  stipes  than  the  last,  an  inch  and  more  thick,  very  hollow  and  brittle,  with  irregular 

cavities.  The  pilous  is  ovate-conical,  two  or  three  inches  long,  but  of  a  far  more  delicate  texture  than  any  of 
the  others.  The  longitudinal  ribs  are  much  elevated,  membranous,  flaccid,  with  very  few  anastomoses,  but 
united  by  transverse  costs,  which  give  the  spaces  between  a  sort  of  misshapen  rhomboidal  figure.  The  color 
is  a  soft  brown.  The  flavor  is  watery  and  vapid,  and  in  decay  becomes  so  fetid  as  to  be  unfit  for  food.  This 
is  found  in  pine-woods,  erpecially  in  humid  places.  It  is  a  rarer  kind  than  the  last  and  like  it,  appears  In  the spring. 

M.  patula  and  semilibera  are  readily  known  from  the  true  morels  by  their  pileus  not  being  attached  to  the 
stipes  by  the  base,  but  altogether  separate  from  it  They  are  distinguished  from  each  other  by  the  latter 
having  a  much  longer  stipes,  and  a  shorter  pileus,  which  is  more  conical  and  acute.  M.  patula  is  considered 
by  Fries  to  have  been  confounded,  in  Mr.  Sowerby's  fine  work  on  Fungi,  with  Helvetia  esculenta. 2387.  Helvetia.  A  name  employed  by  Cicero,  as  the  name  of  a  fungus.  The  species  of  the  modern  genus 
are  permanent,  somewhat  fragile  fungi,  with  little  odor  or  taste,  but  always  innocuous.  They  grow  on  the 
earth  or  upon  very  wet  wood,  and  are  chiefly  found  in  the  autumn.  H.  crispa  is  excellent  as  an  article  of 
cookery.  H.  lacunosa,  which  is  confounded  with  it,  is  jy  no  means  so  good.  H.  esculenta  has  a  good  flavor, 
and  is  commonly  eaten,  but  is  far  inferior  to  Morchella  esculenta.  Its  qualities  are  nearly  the  same  as  those 
of  the  latter  plant,  and  it  is  popularly  confounded  with  it  under  the  name,  in  Sweden,  of  Stenmurkla,  and  in 
Germany,  of  Gemeine  Morchel,  Stumpf  Morchel,  and  Stockmorchel.  H.  infula,  a  large  species,  with  an  inflated 
smooth  pileus  of  various  hues  of  brown,  is  also  esculent.  This  last  plant  is  the  true  H.  Mitra  of  Ruppius,  and 
old  botanists ;  a  name  which,  having  been  applied  by  one  writer  or  other  to  every  species  of  Helvetia,  is  now 
abandoned  altogether  in  order  to  avoid  further  confusion. 

2388.  Verpa.  An  old  Roman  name  synonymous  with  Phallus,  and  restored  to  modern  science  by  Swam. 
The  species  are  meteoric,  terrestrial,  and  intermediate  between  the  Morels  and  Leotia.  The  hymenium  is 
covered,  as  is  the  case  with  many  Mitrati,  with  a  frost-like  flocculence,  which  Swartz  mistook  for  sporules,  but which  more  recent  observation  has  shewn  to  have  been  a  mistake. 

3  T  4 
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2389.  LEOTIA.  Hill.      Leotia.  Sp.Z— 11. 
16206  infundibuliformisFr.funnel- form,  solitary  3  oct  Cm.    on  ground 
16207  nana  With.           dwarf          subsessile  }  aut  W      on  trees 
'6208  h'tbrica  Pers.         slippery        gregario.  2  aut.  Ol      moist  woods 

S390.  PEZI'ZA.  mi. 
\  1.  Aleu'ria. 16209  acetabulum  L. 

16210  badia  Pers. 
16211  leporina  Batsch 16212  onotica  Pers. 
16213  aurantia  Fl.dan. 
16214  concSnna  Pers. 
16215  cochleata  Huds. 
16216  cerea  Sowerby 16217  vesiculosa  Bull. 
16218  repanda  Fr. 

Peziza. 

saucer 
brown 
hare's-ear 

rosy 

orange 
neat 
cochleate 
waxen bladdery 
repand 

Division  II.    Cupula ti. 

Sp.  45—300. 
clustered 
tufted 
gregario. gregario. beautiful 
very  broad brittle 

gregario. crowded fleshy 

i  spring 1  su.  aut 
1  aug.oc. 
If  aug.oc. 

f  aut. 
1  sum. 
2|  su.  aut i  sum. 

24  aut. 
l|  aut. 

Sooty 

Br Brsh 
Brsh 
Or I  .pm. 
Y.Br 
Sooty 

Wsh 
Wsh 

damp  woods 
grassy  places on  ground dead  leaves 
sandy  places dead  leaves 
fields 
dunghills 
dunghills 
on  ground 

Sowerby,  1 153 
Greville  crypt.  56 

Sowerby,  t.  69 
Bolton,  t.  99.  cochleata 
Schaeffer,  t.  156 
Sowerby,  t.  79.  leporina 
Sowerby,  t.  78.  coccinea Bolton,  tl75.  vesiculosa Sowerby,  t.  5 
Sowerby,  t.  3 
Greville  crypt  107 
Greville  crypt,  fl.  59 

16219  macropus  Pers.      large-footed  solitary     2  su.aut  Cin.    shady  woods 
16220  tuberosa*  Bull.        tuberous  slender 16221  cupularis  L.  cupped  fringed 
16222  argillacea  Sowerby  argillaceous  scattered 
16223  granulata  Bull.      granular  gregario. 
16224  reticulata  Grev.      netted         very  fine 

2  mr.  ap.  Br      shady  woods 
J  aut.     Pa.  Br  scorched  earth 
£  aut     Ysh  clay 

tJ  sum.    Or.R  cow  dung 
4  spring  Br      on  ground 

Bolton,  t.  96.  hispida 
Sowerby,  t.  63 Bull  t.  396.  f.  3 
Sowerby,  t  148 BulL  t.  438.  f.  3 
Greville  crypt.  156 

16225  erecta  Sowerby 
16226  humosa  Fries 

erect 
earth patches scattered 

I  aut. 
J  aut 

Ysh  shady  woods 
Crim.  damp  earth Sowerby,  t.  369.  f.  10 

Sowerby,  t  369.  f.  2 

solitary     J  wint    Br      hazel  bark 16227  ns'sa  Fries.  split 
$  2.  Lach'nea.  Fries. 16228  coccinea  Scop.  scarlet 

P.  epidendra  Sow. 
16229  melas'toma  Sower.  blk.-mouth.  solitary 16230  radiculata  Sower,    rooting        clustered  § 
16231  hemisphae'rica  Wig.  hemispheric,  scattered   0  jn.  dec.  Brsh 16232  hirta  Schum.         hairy  scattered   TA  aug.oc.  Brsh 
16233  cerina  Pers.  smooth      much  crowd.  0  spr.au.  Ysli 
16234  scutellata  L.  scutellate     beautiful     \  spr.au.  Or 

subgrega.  }  spring  W      dead  branches 
i  feb.mr.  Pa.Br  heaths su.  aut.  Sul.     earth  in  gardens earth  in  woods 

earth 
decayed  dry  wood old  cow  dung 

Greville  crypt  171 

Sowerby,  1. 149 
Sowerby,  t.  114 Sowerby,  t.  147.  hispida 
Sow.  t369.f.  X.hybrida 
Sowerby,  t.  24 

16235  Nidulus  Pers.        bird's-nest    punctif.     0  aut.     Br  decayed  stems 16236  casrulea  Bolton      blue            punctif.      \  aut.      Bsh  pine  trees  Bolton,  1 108.  f. 
16237plano-umbilicataGr.plano-convex  hairy        0  su.  aut.  W  decayed  nettles 16238  stercorea  Pers.       dung  gregario.       spr.  su.  Taw.  cow  dung 
16239  albo-spadicea  Grev.  pallid  handsome  -A  aut.      R.lir  bare  earth 16240  sulphurea  Pers.      sulphur        pretty       0  aut     Y  decay.herbacstems  Greville  crypt,  fl.  83 

Sowerby,  t.  352.  equina 

16241  virginea  Batsch 
16242  blcolor  Bull.' 16243  variecolor  Fries. 
16244  papillaris  Bull. 16245  villusa  Fries 
16246  plumbea  Grev. 
16247  anomala  Pers. 
16248  domestica  Sower 
16249  Wauchii  Grev. 
16250  ffisca  Grev. 

16206 

virgin  solitary two-colored  beautiful variable 

pimpled villous 
leaden 

gregario. 
gregario. crowded 
crowded 

i|  aut      W  rotten  sticks         Sowerby,  1 65.  nivea 
t4  aut      W  larch  twigs  Sowerby,  t.  17 0  all  sea.  Ysh  rotten  wood  Sower.  1. 178.  hydnoidea 
0  all  sea.  W  upon  wood  Sowerby,  1. 177 0  aut      W  dead  herbac.  stems  Sower.  1 389.  f.l.  sessilis 
0  aut.     Fu.  ol.  rotten  wood 

all  sea.  Dl.Y  fallen  branches 
all  sea.  Ruf.    damp  walls 

■f  i  aut.      Pa.  Br  dead  wood 
0  ap.my.  Gr      dead  branches 

Greville  crypt,  fl.  11 
Sower.  1 369.  f.3.  rugosa 
Sowerby,  t.  351 Greville  crypt.  139 
Greville  crypt  192 16225 

16223 

16209 
16212 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2389.  Leotia.  Named  by  Sir  John  Hill,  of  famous  memory,  for  no  known  reason.  Gregarious  terrestrial 

substances  of  the  middle  size,  appearing  in  summer  or  autumn,  without  smell  or  taste.  They  are  most  nearly 
akin  to  Helvella  and  Verpa,  from  which  they  difler  in  form  and  substance.  The  species  are  not  known  to  be 
eatable,  with  the  exception  of  L.  amara,  a  native  of  Cochin-China,  which  is  capable  of  being  deprived  of  its 
native  bitterness  by  long  stewing. 
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16206  Cap  depressed  cinereous  livid  smooth  on  each  side,  Stipes  solid  smooth 
16207  Dwarfs,  Cap  rugose  white  beneath  smooth  brown,  Stipes  solid  cylindrical  white 
16208  Tremellose,  Cap  tumid  spread,  olivac. :  margin  rounded,  Stipes  orange-cylindr.  or  unequally  compressed 

Division  II.  Cupulati. 
1.  C ii pule  always  open,  or  when  young  conniving,  Veil  superficial,  Sporidia  with  two  smaller  sporidia. HeLVELLOIDEjE. 

16209  Cyathiform  sooty  veiny  on  the  outside  arising  from  a  short  fistulous  pitted  stipes 
16210  Subsess.  ent.  flexuose  brown,  Margin  at  first  involute  externally  pruinose  paler  and  somew.  olive-colored 
16211  Substipitate  lengthened  on  one  side  ear-shaped  somew.  ferrugin.  mealy  outside  smooth  inside  at  the  base 
16212  Substipitate  lengthened  on  one  side  ear-shaped  farinaceous  outside  pink  inside  becoming  rugose  at  base 
16213  Gregarious  fiexuose  very  brittle  white  externally,  Hymenium  fine  orange 
16214  Coespito.se  large  very  brittle  externally  lemon-colored  becoming  wrinkled  pale  flesh-color  inside 
16215  Gregarious  csespitose  variously  contorted  externally  yellowish-brown,  Hymenium  dull  reddish-brown 
16216  Large  funnel-shaped  repand  yellowish  villous  and  whitish  outside  and  upon  the  stipes-like  base  [base 
16217  Gregar.  casspit  glob,  at  first  with  mouth  conniv.  at  length  campan.  splitt  externally  whit,  and  toment.  at 
16218  Sessile  solitary  or  somewhat  tufted  large  at  first  hemispherical  and  concave  at  length  nearly  plane  sub- rugose  and  brown  within  the  outer  surface  farinose  whitish,  Margin  crenate 

2.  Cupule  at  first  closed,  Veil  innate,  Sporidia  simple.  Geofyxis. 
16219  Subgregarious  large :  the  pileus  hemispherical  slightly  hairy  and  verrucose  ash-colored ;  the  hymenium 

mouse-colored  at  length  pale,  Stipes  very  long  incrassated  below 
16220  Thin,  Cupule  funnel-shaped  brownish  pallid,  Stipes  long  seated  on  a  black  deformed  root 
16221  Subsessile  thin  globose  campanulate  brownish  or  pale  mealy  outside  crenate  at  edge 
16222  Sessile  yellowish  smooth  at  first  urceolate  afterwards  cracked  and  torn  with  hairs  about  the  root  outside 
16223  Sessile  minute  flattish  orange-red  externally  granulated  with  pimples      [Stipes  usually  short  and  thick 
16224  Centre  plicate  and  reticulat.  without  whit  and  pruin.  Cap  invoL  at  margin  variously  split  somew.  spread. 

3.  Cupule  a  little  fleshy,  small,  Veil  fioccose  only  at  the  edge,  or  fugacious,  Sporidia  with  a  solitary  little 
sporidium.  Humaria. 

16225  Sessile  clustered  subcylindrical  smooth  somewhat  yellow  becoming  dilated  with  an  erect  subciliated  orifice 
16226  Sessile  fleshy  plano-convex  smooth  crimson  entire  at  margin 

4.  Membranaceous,  bursting  forth  with  a  separating  veil,  Sporidia  simple.  Enoelia. 
16227  Subcaespitate  sessile  coriac.  membran.  Margin  split  ragged  externally  scurfy  and  brown,  internally  white 

1.  Cupule  fleshy,  or  fleshy-membranous.  Crust  none.  Sarcoscyphe. 
16228  Stipitate  large  subinfundibuliform  externally  white  and  tomentose,  Hymenium  crimson-red 
16229  Cupule  fleshy,  Disk  urceolate  black  externally  rubiginous-flocculent,  Stipes  short  down  dense  dark  strigose 
16230  Subcaespit  fleshy  sess.  from  hemispher.  becom.  flatten.  Disk  sulph.  external,  and  thick  root  white  and  vill. 
16231  Sessile  hemispherical  wavy  brownish  externally  covered  by  dense  fascicled  hairs,  Disk  glaucous  white 
16232  Sessile  subhemispher.  externally  fuscous  hairy  with  a  somewhat  in  flexed  margin,  Vermilion  colored  inside 
16233  Min.  sess.  or  subsessile  hemispher.  externally  tomentose-pulverulent  yellowish-olive,  Hymen,  dull  ochrac. 
16234  Sessile  gregarious  or  scattered  nearly  plane :  external  surface  of  the  margin  hispid  with  black  rigid  hairs, 

Hymenium  orange-red 
16235  Sessile  gregarious  very  minute  orbicular  somewhat  depressed  substrigose  brown  or  nearly  black 
16236  Plane  ciliated  blackish  externally,  Hairs  pale,  Disk  blue  [at  margin,  Hymenium  gently  umbonate 16237  Small  sess.  gregar.  whole  plant  white  glob,  concave  at  length  quite  plane ciliate  with  horizont.  white  hairs 
16238  Gregarious  concave  tawny  externally  surrounded  near  the  edge  with  straightish  brown  hairs  [white 
16239  Sess.  gregar.  glob,  at  length  quite  plane,  exter.  surface  and  marg.  strig.  with  redd.-brown  hairs,  Hymen. 16240  Sessile  gregarious  small  globose  at  length  plane :  the  strigose  external  surface  yellow,  Hymenium  white 

2.  Cupule  waxy,  dry,  villous.  Crust  none.   Epiphytes.  Dasyscyphe. 
16241  Stipitate  gregarious  small,  Stipes  rather  long,  Pileus  hemispherical  subpatulose  villous,  whole  plant  white 
16242  Subsess.  small  gregar.  externally  very  white  vill.  Mouth  contract  Hymen,  varying  from  dii  yell  to  orange 16243  Sessile  hemispherical  orbicular  rather  firm  flocculent,  Disk  urceolate  whitish 
16244  Sessile  distinct  concave  villous  hairy  milk-white  on  each  side  granulated  at  edge 16245  Sessile  very  minute  gregarious  white  subglobose  villous,  Mouth  more  or  less  connivent 
16246  Sessile  minute  gregarious  depressed  externally  fusco-olivaceous  villose,  Hyjmenium  smooth  bluish-grey 

3.  Cupule  waxy  or  coriaceous,  seated  on  a  downy  crust.  Tapesia. 
16247  Substipitate  much  crowded  form,  a  crust,  Cupules  turbinate  vUX  light  bistre-colored :  disk  urceoL  whitish 
16248  Sessile  gregarious  obovate  strigose  rufous 
16249  Sessile  gregarious  ovate  globose  golden-yellow  strigose  with  a  subjacent  woblly  paler  web 
16250  Cam.  sess.  Cup.  concave  brown  at  length  plane  grey :  marg.  glab.  attach,  by  fibres  to  a  wide  toment.  web 

16228 
16229 

16225 16250 16232  16230 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2390.  Pezlza.   Pliny  had  a  tribe  of  Fungi  which  he  called  Pezica,  from  which  the  modem  name  has  been 
corrupted.  The  present  genus  is  very  extensive,  but  almost  wholly  of  modem  creation.  The  species  are  found 
in  various  situations,  but  chiefly  on  decayed  wood.  They  are  remarkable  for  their  leathery  texture,  and  for 
emitting  their  sporules  in  the  form  of  smoke  from  the  bottom  of  their  cup. 
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§  3.  Pbia'lea.  Pers. 16251  BKma  Pers. 
16252  Persoonii  Moug. 
16255  fructigena  Bull. 
16254  serotina  Pers. 
16255  inflexa  Bolton 
16256  pedicellata  Sow. 

firm 

Persoon's fruit late 
intiexed stalked 

gregano. clustered clustered 
gregario. 
solitary 

1  aut. 
i  aut  R i  aut.  Ysh i  spring  Y 
i  aut  Wsh 
|  Wsh 

Oc.Br  rotten  sticks  Sower.  tll5.  ochroleuca 
bogs  on  Equisetum  Grevil le  crypt  162 
nuts,  &c.  in  woods  Sowerby,  1 117 
damp  shady  places  Bolton,  t  98 rotten  sticks 
rotten  sticks Sowerby,  t  306 

Sowerby,  t  369.  £  4 
16257  tuba  Bolt. 
16258  caly cuius  Sow. 
16259  aeruginosa  Fl.  dan. 

Uggleved  Swed. 16260  Aspegrenii  Fr. 16261  citrina  Balsch 
cyathoides  Wither. 16262  pallescens  Pers. 16263  tricolor  Sow. 

16264  campanula  Nees 16265  cribr6sa  Grev. 
16266  claroflava  Grev. 
16267  punctata  Grev. 
16268  herbarum  Pers. 

tubular       gregario.   |  aut.     Y       fallen  branches 
cupped        gregario.     £  aut      Or. Br  rotten  wood 0  su.aut  Bt.G   damp  wood verdigrease  destruct 

Aspegren's  gregario. lemon-color,  crowded 

pallid  numer. three-color,  scattered bell  delicate 
porous  curious bright-yell,  punctif. 
dotted  punctif. Herb  crowded 

£  aut. 
iaut 
i  aut 
0  aut 

,j  aut 
1  aut 
0  aut 
0  aut 

if  aut 

Ysh 
Y damp  wood fallen  branches 
Pa.Y  old  trees 
Sooty  trunks  of  trees W  dead  twigs 
Bl  sandy  places 
Y  decayed  wood Y  dead  leaves W  dead  herbac.  stems 

Bolton,  t.  106.  f.  1 Sowerby,  t  116 Sowerby,  t  347 
Sower.  1 369.  f.7.  bicolor 
Sowerby,  1 150.  aurea 
Sowerby,  t  151.  citrina 
Sowerby,  1 369.  f.  6 
Nees  syst  t  38.  £  295 

Greville  crypt  fl.  63 

16269  conigcna  Pers. 
16270  chrysocoma  Bull. 16271  cinerea  Batsch 
16272  vulgaris  Fries albella  With. 

/S  diaphana  Sowerby  transparent  scattered  0  wint 
16273  erumpens  Grev.      Sycam.-peti.  scattered  0.  aut 

pine-cone  gregano. 
yellow-hair,  crowded cinereous 
common  patches 

0  au  sp.  W  pine  cones 
0  aut      Fu.  Or  posts  &  rails 
0  wint    Wsh  dry  bark 

Sowerby,  1 152 Sowerby,  t  64 

Tran.  rotten  wood  Sowerby,  t  389.  £  7 
Ca-s.    stalks  of  Sycamore  Greville  crypt.  99 

16274  ochracea  Grev. 
16275  atrovirens  Pers. 
16276  Abbottiana  Sow. 

ochrey 
dark-green 

Abbott's 

puckered  0  aut crowded  0  aut 
scattered   0  aut 

Oc.Br  fallen  trunks 
G  rotten  wood 
Sea  G  wood 

\  4.  Hblo'tium.  Pers. 16277  fibulifdrmis  Fries  button-shap. 
16278  acicular  is  Pers.      needle-like  gregario. 
2391.  AS'COBOLUS.  Pers.  Ascobolus. 16279  furfuraceus  Pers.   scurfy  gregario. 
2392.  BULGA'RIA.  Fries.  Bulgaria. 

16280  in'quinans  Fries     dirty  gelatino. 16281  sarcoides  Fries       fleshy  polymor. 
2393.  DITI'OLA  Fries.  Ditiola. 16282  radicata  Fr.  rooting 

i  aut  Y 5  au.dec.  W 
trunks  of  elms hollow  oaks 

Greville  crypt  5 

Sowerby,  1 389.  £  8 
Bolton,  t  176 
Sow.  t.57.  agaricifortnis 

2394.  CENAN'GIUM. 
16283  quercinum  Fr. 

Sphofria  collapsa 16284  Prunastri  Fr. 
16285  Cerasi  Fr. 
16286  Aucupariae  Fr. 
16287  ferruginosum  Fr. 
2395.  STIC'TIS.  Pers. 16288  radiata  Pers. 

gregario. Fr.  Cenangium. 
oak  gregario. Sow. 
Plum  crowded 
Cherry  crowded Mount  Ash  tufted 
ferruginous  patches 
Sncns. 

radiating  spots 
16264 

Sowerby,  1 428 
Bolton,  t  101.  £  2 

FL  dan.  1  1378.  £  2 

Sp.  1—11. 0  all  sea.  Brsh   old  cow  dung 

Sp.2— 6. 0  au.  wL  Umb.  dead  oaks 
1  aut      l'u. II  decaying  trees 

Sp.  1—5. |  ap.  jn.  Gold,  barked  pines 

Sp.5—30. i  all  sea.  Cin.    dead  oak  branches  Sowerby,  t.  373.  f.  3 
0  aut.     Bl  dead  plum  branches 
0  all  sea.  RBI  dead  cherry  branches 
0  aut     Bl  dead  mountain-ash  branches 
0  aut     R.B1  Scotch  fir  branches  Greville  crypt  197 

Sp.  1—23. 0  au.  spr.  W     bark  of  trees  Sowerby  1 16 
16253   16273 

16267  16270 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2391.  Ascobolus.  From  ascus,  one  of  the  forms  of  theca  in  which  the  sporules  are  retained  among  Fungi, 
and  /2<«AA«,  to  emit,  in  allusion  to  the  principal  peculiarity  of  the  genus.  Small  gregarious  soft  plants,  without 
roots,  but  not  very  perishable,  growing  upon  dung,  and  most  obvious  during  rainy  weather. 

2392.  Bulgaria.  An  intermediate  genus  between  Peziza  and  Exidia,  named  from  bulga,  a  leather  bag,  on account  of  the  saccate  form  of  the  species.  Scentless,  insipid,  mucilaginous,  rootless,  soft  fungi,  tolerably 
permanent,  and  generally  breaking  forth  in  clusters  from  the  bark  of  trees  during  the  winter  and  autumn. Miller  is  said  to  have  succeeded  in  obtaining  glue  from  B.  inquinans,  but  subsequent  attempts  have  failed  of 
success. 

2393.  Ditiola.  From  Sis,  double,  and  io\es,  down,  in  allusion  to  the  nature  of  the  pubescence  of  the  velum. 
The  species  of  this  genus  are  gregarious,  firm,  permanent,  without  smell,  flourishing  upon  dry  wood  from  the 
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1.  Cupule  somewhat  membranous,  distinctly  stalked,  Hymenium  distinct.  Hymenoscyphe. 
16251  Rather  large  ochrey-brown  infundibulif.  at  length  concavo-rep.  or  very  plane.  Stipes  elongat  dark  at  base 
16252  Cap  smooth  urceolate  orange-color  with  a  prominent  membranous  pale  margin,  Stipes  cylindrical  pink 
16253  Gregar.  yell,  or  redd.-white  subinfundibulif. :  surface  of  hymen,  plane,  Stipes  long  subflexu.  and  attenuat 
16254  Bright-yellow,  Cupule  plano-convex  thinnish,  Stipes  short  firm  thickish 
16255  Stipit  glab.  white  or  yellow,  subinfundibulif  Margin  fringed  with  inflexed  teeth,  Stipes  elongated  curved 
16256  Stipitate  campanulate,  Margin  smooth,  Stipes  straight 

2.  Cupule  fleshy,  waxy,  firm,  obconical,  somewhat  stalked,  Hymenium  distinct.    Calycin  js. 
16257  Yellow,  Cupule  turbinate :  disk  flat ;  margin  tumid,  Stipes  long  slender  [orange-brown 
16258  Gregarious  globoso-mfundibulif.  slightly  concave,  Stipes  rather  short  attenuat  whole  plant  ferrugin.  or 
16259  jEruginose,  Cupule  turbinate  becoming  expanded  and  flexuose :  disk  whitish,  Stipes  short 
16260  Cupule  subrepand  smooth  :  disk  yellow  exteriorly  white  as  well  as  the  somewhat  ascending  stipes 
16261  Veil,  crowd,  apparently  sess.  but  having  a  short  thick  obconical  stipes  crnose,  Hymenium  plano-concave 
16262  Crowded  smooth  pale-yellow  or  whitish,  Cupule  concave,  Stipes  short  thickish  pallid 
16263  Hemispherical  margined,  Disk  yellowish  externally  sooty,  Stipes  very  short  whitish 
16264  Gregarious  white  rather  small  very  membranaceous  campanulate  unequal,  Stipes  filiform  short 
16265  Black  solitary  rather  large  very  concave,  Hymen,  cribriform  or  full  of  lacerat.  irregular  pores  or  sinuses 
16256  Yellow  gregarious  minute  obconical  at  length  somew.  plane,  Margin  raised  obt  externally  somew.  paler 
16267  Yellow  very  minute  gregarious  punctiform  globular  at  length  plane  or  subconvex,  Margin  minutelv  cren. 
16268  White  gregar.  carnose  at  length  convex  but  sometimes  depress,  in  centre  turning  reddish  in  age  and  decay 

3.  Cupule  waxy,  soft,  watery,  sessile  or  obconical,  Hymenium  confluent.  Mollisia. 16269  White  gregarious  excessively  minute  orbicular  subimmarginate 
16270  Fulvous  orange  gregarious  crowded  minute  nearly  plane  subtremella-like 16271  Grey  gregarious  depressed  waved  subtremellose,  Margin  obsolete 16272  Sessile  somewhat  tufted  membranous  soft  smooth  whole-colored  all  over  and  whitish 

i8  Scattered  flattisb-urceolate  whitish  transparent  [in  wet  weather 16273  Minute  ceraceous  glab.  sess.  grey  connate  within  the  semiputrid  petioles  of  the  Sycamore  and  burst  forth 
4.  Cupule  waxy,  dry,  sessile,  flat  at  base  or  innate  edged.  Patellea. 

16274  Ochrey-brown  min.  gregar.  carnose  thick  obconic  Hymen,  minutely  granul.  at  length  plane  or  subconvex 
16275  Green  gregarious  minute  subtremellose  hemispherical  at  length  plane  becoming  black  in  decay 
16276  Sessile  dry  patellate  caesious  on  the  outside,  Disk  yellow 

16277  Firm,  Head  convex  yellow  black-brown  beneath,  as  is  the  short  thick  villous  stipes 16278  White  smooth,  Head  convex,  Stipes  long  equal 

16279  Sessile  gregarious  somewhat  concave  olive-green  or  brownish  externally  furfuraceous 

16280  Turbinate  firm,  externally  rugulose  scaly  umber-colored,  Disk  flattish  blackish 
16281  Polymorphous  casspicose  subgelatinous  somew.  firm  purplish-red  externally  subvenose,  Hymen,  concave 

16282  Disk  flattish  golden-yellow,  Stipes  thick  villous  white  long-rooted 

16283  Simp,  gregar.  long  flexu.  at  first  closed  pruin.  and  blackish-cinereous,  afterw.  open  with  a  broad  pale  disk 
16284  Substipitate  opake  rigid  black  marginate,  Hymenium  concave 
16285  Coriaceous  reddish-black  at  first  closed  at  length  expanded  and  plane 
16286  In  round,  tufts,  Caps  stipit.  subturbin.  concave  with  round,  marg.  intermix,  with  digit  or  subuL  processes 
16287  Gregarious  between  membrane  and  leathery  subsessile  rugose  somewhat  pruinose,  The  orifice  compressed inflexed :  when  moist  spreading 
16288  Immersed  orbicular,  Limb  snow-white  ragged  pulverulent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
autumn  until  the  spring.   They  are  to  be  considered  noxious  fungi  from  the  injury  they  bring  to  the  timber 
upon  which  they  vegetate.   Their  mucilaginous  roots  insinuate  themselves  between  the  fibres  of  the  wood, 
and  separate  and  soften  them.   Their  tubercles  burst  forth,  and  filling  the  wood  with  clefts,  and  rendering  its 
interior  accessible  to  wet,  soon  destroy  it.   D.  radicata  is  one  of  the  species  of  dry  rot. 

2394.  Cenangium.  From  xives,  hollow,  and  uyyim,  a  capsule  or  vessel,  in  allusion  to  the  hollow  nature  of 
the  receptacle.  Chiefly  distinguished  from  Peziza  by  substance,  and  the  coriaceous  nature  of  the  cupules. 
From  Tympanis  it  is  distinguished  by  its  closed  cupules  and  smooth  permanent  hymenium.  The  species  are 
small  and  deformed,  growing  upon  the  bark  of  trees,  either  singly  or  in  tufts,  and  mostly  produced  in  winter. 

2395.  Stictis.  So  named  from  the  punctiform  appearance  of  many  of  the  species,  from  fixtoc,  a  dot  Very simple,  minute,  gregarious  fungi. 
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2396.  CRYPTOMY'CES.  Grev.  Cryptomyces.  Sb.1. 16289  Wauchii  Grev.       Willow        firm         0  su.autBr willow  branches    Greville  crypt.  206 

clustered  f  aut.  Pu  rotten  wood 

deformed    \  sept.    Bl      dead  Agaric 

Class  III.  Tremeixini. 
2397.  TREMEL'LA.  L.   Tremella.  Sp.  4—18. 

16290  mesenterica  Rtx.    Mesent-like  subsolit     2  aut  sp.  Y       fallen  branches 16291  aKbida  Huds.         whitish        clustered    1  aut      Wsh   fallen  branches 
16292  intumescens  E.  B.  tumid  twisted  lobes  2  wet  w.  Br  trunks  of  trees 
16293 clavarisformisPerc.  Clavar.-like  gregarious  1  su.  aut.  DL  Or  juniper  stems 

\  1.  Co'ryne.  Nees. 16294  sarcoides  Fries  fleshy 
\  2.  Phyllop'ta.  Fries. 16295  biparasitica  Fries  parasitical 

2398.  EXI'DIA.  Fries.  Exidia. 
16296  auricula  Judas  Fries  Jew's-ear  tufted 

jS  rubescSnti-fUsca  Fr.  redd.-brown  tufted 
16297  recisa  Fr.  cut-back  gregarious 16298  flaccida  E.  B.        flaccid  thin 

16299  glandulosa  Fr.       glandular  verygelat 
2399.  DACRYMY'CES.  Nees.  Dacrymyces. 

16300  morif6rmis  Fr.      mulberry-like  sessile 
16301  stellatus  Nees        trickling      very  soft 

T.  deliquescent  Grev 
2400.  AGY'RIUM.  Fr.  Agyrium. 

16302  CEc'sium  Fr.  cassious  punctif. 
2401.  HYMENEL'LA.  Fr.  Hymenella. 16303  vulgaris  Fr.  common  tumid 
2402.  NiEM ATE'LI  A.  Fr.  Njsmatelia. 

16304  encephala  Fr.        monstrous  deformed 

Sp.3— 14. 3  autwi  Blsh    elder  trunks 
3  autwi.  Rsh     elder  trunks 
f  winter  Brsh    dead  willows 
|  winter  Dark  oak  bark 
2  aut     Br      dead  trees 

Sp.  2-7. 0  aut      Bl      dead  wood 
4  all  sea.  Or.  Y  rotten  wood 

Sp.  1—6. 
0  all  sea.  Caes.    dead  pine  wood 

Sp.  1—4. £  aut.     Blsh    nettle  stems 

Sp.  1—3. |  aut.     Flesh  dead  pine  wood 

Eng.  bot.  t709 
Eng.  bot  1 2117 Eng.  bot  1 1870 
Jacq.  ic.  t.  648 

Eng.  bot  1 2450 

Bolton,  1 107 
Eng.  bot.  t.  2447 E.b.  tl819.  bolctiformis 
Eng.  bot  t.2452 
E.  b.  1 2443.  T.  arborea 

Eng.  bot  2446 Grev.  crypt  159 

Class  IV. 
ACROSPERMUM. 

Sclerotiacei. 
2403.  ACROSPER'MUM.  Tode. 16305  cornutum  Fr.        corn  ute       gregarious   \  aut 

16306  comprissumTbie  dk.  narr.-stem.  scattered    ti  aut Sp.2— 5. Ruf.    putrid  Agarics Bulliard,  1 256 
Blsh    dead  herbac.  plants  Grev.  crypt  182 

2404.  SCLERO'TIUM.  Tode.  Sclerotium. 1OT  semen  Tode 
P  Bras' sicce  Bolt 16308  fungdrum 

16289 

Mustard  Seed  hard 
Turnip  Seed  hard 
Fungus  roundish 

16291 

Sp.  12—60. J  wi.spr.  W.Y  dead  leaves 
i  wi.spr.  W.Y 0  aut.  Br 

Grev.  crypt.  144 
dead  leaves  Sowerby,  1 393 
gills  of  dead  Agarics 16294  16297 

16293 16292 16296 16298 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2396.  Cryptomyces.  Upon  this  curious  addition  to  the  British  Flora,  Dr.  Greville  has  the  following  remarks. 
"  This  very  curious  plant,  I  have  little  hesitation  in  placing  as  a  new  genus  among  the  true  Fungi.  It  is difficult  to  say,  with  what  it  has  nearest  affinity.  In  general  habit,  it  might  be  supposed  to  resemble  some 
species  of  Thelephora,  but  there  the  comparison  stops.  Our  plant,  besides  being  produced  under  the  epidermis, 
seems  to  belong  to  a  more  perfect  group,  when  its  structure  is  examined.  The  hymenium  is  a  quite  distinct 
substance  from  that  of  the  receptacle.  The  fructification  is  fully  and  beautifully  developed,  a  good  deal  similar  to 
that  of  the  Helvellae.  The  receptacle  is  carnose  and  white ;  and  the  whole  exhales  a  very  strong  odor,  precisely 
like  what  is  universally  known  under  the  name  of  a  fungus-like  smell.  Till  the  plant  is  perfected,  it  remains 
concealed  beneath  the  epidermis ;  and  on  this  account,  I  have  named  the  genus  Cryptomyces.  The  epidermis, 
in  fact,  scarcely  seems  to  crack  by  the  swelling  of  the  fungus,  more  than  by  the  natural  consequence  of  being 
killed  by  its  separation  from  the  subjacent  bark.  A  cluster  of  willows,  which  was  attacked  in  the  beginning  of 
the  season  by  this  plant,  has  been  nearly  destroyed  by  it ;  and,  from  the  rapidity  of  its  progress,  I  have  no 
doubt  that  a  whole  plantation  might,  in  the  course  of  a  couple  of  seasons,  be  rendered  good  for  nothing.  At 
a  little  distance,  the  affected  branches  look  as  if  they  were  dry,  scorched,  and  rotten." 2397.  Tremella.  Large  or  middle-sized  fungi,  rooting  at  the  base,  which  is  considerably  contracted  between the  bark  and  the  wood  of  trees.  Dillenius  named  the  genus  on  account  of  its  soft,  tenacious,  tremulous  sub- 

stance, but  his  name  was  applied  in  a  far  more  extensive  sense  than  at  present  The  section  called  Phyllopta 
is  an  aberrant  form  of  the  genus,  and  should  perhaps  be  separated. 

2398.  Exidia.  From  e£u/>u,  to  proceed  from  a  thing;  with  reference  to  the  manner  in  which  the  sporidia 
exude  as  it  were  from  their  receptacle.  This  genus  differs  from  Tremella,  to  which  it  is  nearest,  in  its  hori- 

zontal Peziza-like  receptacle ;  in  its  hymenium  being  superior,  the  lower  surface  being  dissimilar  and  either 
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16289  Suborbicular  olivaceous  at  length  nearly  black  white  within,  Thecae  elongated  obtuse 

Class  III.  Tremellini. 
16290  Sessile  roundish  orange-yellow  variously  lobed  and  plicate 
16291  Sessile  roundish  or  spreading  and  somewhat  expanded  obtusely  lobed  and  plaited  whitish 
16292  Sessile  clustered  tumid  plaited  shining-brown 
16293  Gregarious  distinct  tender  gelatinous  simple  Ungulate  dull-orange  pulverulent  towards  the  apex 

16294  Sessile  gelatinous  reddish-purple  at  first  club-shaped  then  rounded  lobed  plaited  or  curled  finally  blackish 

16295  Cartilaginous  lobed  somewhat  wrinkled  black 
1.  Pezizoid,  plicate,  villous  beneath,  or  dotted  with  roughness,  Tubes  half  inferior,  distinct.  Auricula 

16296  Sessile  concave  flexuose  blackish  plaited  on  each  side  with  veins :  beneath  downy  olive-grey 
16297  Very  soft  truncate-flat  subrepand  fuscous  beneath  dotted  scabrous,  Stipes  very  short  oblique  out  of  centre 
16298  Thin  flaccid  very  dark,  externally  opaque,  internally  wrinkled 

2.  Somewhat  flattened,  wavy,  rugose  beneath,  Tubes  half -inferior,  obsolete.  Glandulose. 
16299  Sess.  round,  rather  spread,  thick  not  goyrose  plicate  ben. :  the  surface  bear.  min.  white-headed  processes 

16300  Conglobated  sinuous  dark  opaque  fleshy  and  purple  inside 
16301  Gregarious  entire  round  depressed  pulpy  orange-yellow 

16302  Gregarious  nearly  separate  convex  whitish  csesious 

16303  Long  various  smooth  whitish  when  dry  becoming  brown  :  the  circumference  adhering 

16301  Subsessile  pulvinate  plaited-rugose  pale  flesh-color  becoming  dry 

ClaSS  IV.  SCLEROTIACEI. 
16305  Horn-like  smooth  when  dry  furrowed  rufous  becoming  paler  at  the  end 
16306  Stipitate  mostly  lanceolate  somewhat  obtuse  subcompressed  of  a  dark  olivaceous  color 

16307  Separate  spherical  whitish-yellow  becoming  wrinkled  and  black,  white  inside /S  Clustered  somewhat  immersed  pale  inside 
16308  Deformed  lobed  smooth  pale  becoming  tawny,  whitish  inside 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
villous  or  rugose,  and  ribbeJ  in  a  peculiar  manner ;  in  the  conoid  papilla;  of  the  disk ;  in  the  tubes,  which 
must  be  esteemed  rudimentary  asci,  containing  the  sporules;  and  in  the  elastic  manner  in  which  the 
sporidia  are  produced.  The  species  are  simple,  rarely  growing  in  patches,  of  a  large  or  middle  size,  and  gene- 

rally inhabiting  wood  ;  when  dry  they  are  membranous,  but  nearly  regain  their  original  form  upon  being moistened. 
2399.  Dacrymyces.  From  a  tear,  and  /u.vx*i,  a  fungus;  in  allusion  to  their  deliquescent  nature. 

Tremella  deliquescens  of  Bulliard,  a  yellow  confluent  mass  found  chiefly  upon  pine-timber  in  the  spring,  is 
the  type  of  the  genus. 

2400.  Agyrium.  Apparently  from  nyvys,  a  crowd,  in  allusion  to  the  clustered  disposition  of  the  individuals ; 
although  Fries,  the  author  of  the  name,  expressly  declares  that  it  has  been  named  "  ob  superficiem  nunquam 
non  laevem."  Small  dot-like  gregarious  plants  growing  upon  wood,  perennial,  seated  upon  a  crust-like  spot,  and resembling  some  species  of  Lecidea. 

2401.  Hymcnella.  This  genus  consists  of  plants  growing  upon  plants,  generally  upon  the  stem,  having  the 
habit  of  Sclerotium  durum,  but  softer,  more  tender,  and  bearing  sporidia  within  their  surface,  for  which 
reason  they  seem  as  if  they  consisted  only  of  a  kind  of  elementary  hymenium,  whence  their  name. 

2402.  Narmatelia.  From  veufut,  gelatine,  and  u\u»,  to  enwrap,  on  account  of  the  nucleus,  which  is  of  various 
figures,  enclosed  in  the  receptacle 
2403.  Acrospermum.  Minute  fungi  of  a  rigid  habit,  parasites  upon  decaying  vegetables.  From  the 

summit,  and  tSiyjun,  seed,  on  account  of  the  apex  of  the  plants  becoming  tumid,  and  emitting  the  sporules. 
2404.  Sclerotium.  From  rxX^es,  hard,  in  allusion  to  the  remarkably  firm  substance  of  the  species.  All  the 

species  are  parasites  upon  other  plants,  and  some  are  very  destructive. 
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16309  muscflrum  Pert. 
16310  salicinum  Pert. 
16311  populneum  Pert. 16312  Pteridis  Pert. 
16313  scutellatum  Alb. 
16314  nitidum  Pert. 
16315  durum  Fr. 
16316  bullatum  Dec. 
16317  quercinum  Pert. 16318  fructuum  Grev. 

Moss  irregular     i  spring  Or.Y  stems  of  mosses      G.cr.101.  subterranean 
Willow  patches      0  autwi.  Rsh  Salix  caprea  leaves 
Poplar  patches     0  all  sea- Rsh  Populus  tremulalvs. 
Bracken  pu  net  i  form  0  aut  sp.  Bl  dead  Pteris  aquilina 
shield-like  button-like  0  spring  Br  leaves  of  trees 
shining  less  crowd.  0  wi.spr.  Bl  dead  herb,  stems 
hard  corneous    0  wi.spr.  Bl  dead  herb,  stems 
blistered  confluent  0  aut.     Bl  rotten  gourds Oak  scattered    0  aut.     Bl  dead  leaves 
Fruit  crowded     0  aut      Wsh  putrid  fruit 

Grev.  crypt.  144 
Grev.  crypt.  1 
Grev.  crypt.  1 77 

2405.  RHIZOCTO'NIA.  Dec.  Rhizoctonia. 16319  croc6rum  Dec.      Crocus-blight  clustered 
Thanatdphyta  crocdrum  Nees 

2406.  PERI'OLA.  Fr.  Periola. 
16320  tomentosa  Fr.        downy  scattered 
2407.  ACl'NULA.  Fr.  Ergot. 16321  Clavus  Fr.  common  nauseous 
2408.  ERY'SIBE.  Rebentisch.  Mildew. 

16322  Artemisia;  Grev.     Wormwood  patches 16323  Trifolii  Grev. 
16324  Berberidis  Dec. 
16325  Lathyri  Grev. 16326  Ret iiia:  Dec. 
16327  Robin  ia;  Grev. 
15328  Arc'tii  Grev. 
15329  Aquilegias  Dec. 

Clover Berberry 
Vetch 
Birch 
Acacia Burdock 
Columbine 

powdery 

spots powdery scattered 
powdery 
patches spots 16330  AlchemllUeGreo.  Lady's  Mantle  powdery 1S331  Pisi  Dec.  Pea  crowded 

16332  A'ceris  Dec.  Sycamore  scattered 16333  Lonicere  Dec.  Honeysuckle  powdery 
16S34  Asperifoliarum  Gm>.  Borage  powdery 16335  Ranunculi  Grev.     Crowfoot  scattered 

Nees  syst  f.  135 Sp.  1—4. 
0  all  sea.  Ruf.    saffron  roots 

Sp.  1—3. I  wi.  spr.  W  potatoe  roots 
„  SP-  J-  Vrotium 0  sum.    Blsh  glumes  of  grasses    Decmem.  tl4.lT 8.  Scle- 

Sp.  14—37. 0  aut.     Wsh  Artemisia  vulgaris 0  aut      Bl  Trifolium 
0  aut      Rsh  berberry 
0  aut      R,Br  Lathyrus  pratensis 0  su.aut.  Blsh  birch  leaves 
0  aut.      Wsh  Robinia  viscosa 
0  su.  aut.  Rsh  Arctium  Lappa 
0  aut.      Wsh  Aquilegia  vulgaris 
0  su.  aut.  Ysh  Alchemilla  vulgaris 
0  aut.      W  garden  pea  Grev.  crypt.  134 0  aut.     Blsh  maple  &  sycamore 
0  aut      Glau.  honeysuckles 
0  aut      Wsh  Asperifoliae 
0  aut     Wsh  Ranunculi 

G ASTER  0MYCE  TES. 

Class  I.    Angiogastres.  —  Division  I.  Phalloidece. 
2409.  PH  AI/LUS.  Mich.    Phallis.  Sp.  2—9. 

16336  impudicus  L.      Stinking  Morel  very  fetid  8  su.  aut  Wsh   woods  and  hedges  Gr.cry.213, 214  fietidut 16337  caninus  Huds.        scentless      smaller      4  au.sep.  Pk      rotten  hazel  trunks  Sow.  t.  330.  inodorus 
2410.  BATAR'REA.  Pert.     Batarrea.  Sp.  1—  . 

16338  phalloides  Pert.      Phallus-like  long  3  au.      Br      banks  Smith  spiciL  1.  1 12 
Division  II.  Tuberaceee. 

2411.  TU'BER.  Plin.      Truffle.  Sp.2— 6. 16339  cibarium  Sibth.       common       esculent     If  winter  Br      underground         Nees  pilz  syst.  f.  147 
16340  aVbidum  Cu-salp.    pale  less  fragrant  f  su.aut.  Wsh   under  ground 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2405.  Rhizoctonia.  Subterraneous  fungi,  reposing  upon  the  roots  of  living  plants,  which  they  destroy.  The 

species  appear  in  the  summer  or  au  tumn,  and  are  very  destructive.  They  have  received  their  name  from  their 
habits;  a  root,  and  xruru,  to  destroy.  They  are  very  nearly  related  to  the  subterraneous  Sclerotia. 
R.  crocorum  grows  parasitically  on  the  roots  of  the  cultivated  Saffron,  Crocus  sativus,  in  France,  and  is  so 
pernicious  as  to  have  acquired  the  name  of  la  mort  du  safran.  It  is  very  destructive,  soon  causing  the  bulb  to 
perish,  and  spreading  with  great  rapidity  over  a  whole  field  of  that  valuable  crop,  if  not  speedily  stopped  by  a 
trench  fifteen  to  eighteen  inches  deep,  to  cut  off*  the  communication  between  the  infected  and  the  sound plants.  The  smallest  quantity  of  earth  from  an  infected  field  is  said  to  be  capable  of  communicating  this 
plague,  even  if  the  ground  were  not  planted  with  saffron  till  twenty  years  afterwards.  "  Hitherto  this  de. structive  parasite  has  not  been  heard  of  but  in  France.  The  plants  are  of  an  irregular  knobbed  figure,  from 
half  an  inch  to  an  inch  long,  of  a  light  reddish  brown,  scarcely  bursting ;  granular  and  paler  within.  Long 
branching  capillary  roots  are  sent  out  in  all  directions,  propagating  the  plants  very  extensively  and  readily  by 
offsets  which  attach  themselves  to  the  saffron,  and  multiplying  in  the  substance  of  the  bulbs  soon  destroy 
tbem."  {Smith.) 

2446.  Periola.  From  jrej/,  about,  and  toXts,  hairiness,  in  allusion  to  the  appearance  the  species  exhibit  when 
growing  upon  the  roots  of  plants,  or  decaying  fungi. 
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16309  Gregarious  roundish  but  very  irregular  tuberculose  orange-yellow  within  and  without  or  whitish 
16310  Depressed  epiphyllous  scattered  or  very  confluent  reddish  fulvous 
16311  Minute  on  both  sides  of  the  leaf  numerous  dark  mostly  angular  and  subconfluent 
16312  Black  very  minute  roundish  or  oval  numerous  depressed 
16313  Epiphyllous  orbicuL  flattened  at  length  somew.  concave  in  middle  fixed  ben.  by  a  central  filamentous  point 
16314  Minute  somewhat  scattered  or  partially  aggregate  very  black  orbicular  depressed 
16315  Deep-black  oval  or  elongated  cemuous  at  length  substriate  or  rugose  white  within 
16316  Roundish  or  oval  confluent  corneous  externally  and  black  paler  within  and  concave 
16317  Epiphyllous  scattered  globular  or  subdepressed  smooth  pale  at  length  black,  Substance  very  corneous 
16318  Rounded  or  oblong  sometimes  confluent  white  at  length  brown  or  black  corneous  externally,  within somewhat  hollow  and  carnose 
16319  Rufous,  Filaments  few  spreading  over  the  bulb  in  the  form  of  a  disk 

16320  Round  deformed  downy  white 

16321  Horn-like  cylindrical  powdery  and  purple-black  outside,  white  inside 

16322  Very  minute  on  both  surfaces  of  the  leaf,  Filaments  forming  a  dense  whitish  web 
16323  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  very  globular  nearly  black,  Filaments  giving  the  leaf  a  farinose  aspect 
16324  On  both  sides  of  leaf  form,  circular  pulverul.  spots  at  length  conflu.  Filam.  dichotom.  at  their  extremities 
16325  Red-brown  minute,  Filaments  spreading  over  the  whole  leaf  pulverulent 
16326  On  the  under-surface  scattered  very  visible  blackish,  Filaments  few  simple  not  rendering  the  leaf  whitish 
16327  On  the  upper-surface  finely  pulverulent,  Receptacles  minute  congregated  here  and  there 
16328  On  the  under-surface  thickly  covering  the  whole  leaf,  Filam.  simple  granuliferous  :  bodies  pyriform  small 
16329  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  forming  a  light  pulverulent  surface,  Recept  few  scattered  distinct 
16330  On  under-surface  very  numer.  min.  Filam.  few  forming  no  filament,  or  pulverul.  appear,  to  the  naked  eye 
16331  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  so  crowded  as  to  darken  its  color,  Filaments  very  long  and  slender 
16332  On  the  under-surface  scattered  at  length  concave,  Filaments  elongated  interwoven 
16333  On  both  sides  the  leaf  very  numerous  scattered  minute,  Filaments  presenting  a  glaucous  powdery  surface 
16334  On  both  sides  the  leaf  scattered  becoming  confluent  pulverulent,  Recept.  aggregated  here  and  there 
16335  Chiefly  on  under-surface  partially  scatter.  Filam.  long  flexu.  Granulifer.  cells  oval  contain,  mostly  4  gran. 

G ASTER  0MYCE  TES. 
Class  I.    Angiogastres.  —  Division  I.  Phalloidece. 

16336  Vol  va  large,  Stipes  very  cellulose  white.  Cells  of  the  head  containing  a  fetid  dull-green  sporuliferous  slime 16337  Head  close  to  the  stipes  ovate  warted  impervious  pink 

16338  Stipes  cylindrical  straight  mucilaginous 

Division  II.  Tuberacete. 
16339  Very  rough  with  warts  blackish 
16340  Very  rough  with  warts  whitish 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2007.  Acinula.    Very  similar  to  Sclerotium  or  Periola ;  but  distinguished  by  the  diffluent  coat,  containing 

a  nucleus  resembling  an  acinus  in  a  berry,  whence  the  name.    A.  Clavus  is  the  Ergot  of  corn. 
2408.  Erysibe.  A  Greek  name  of  mildew.  Most  of  fhe  productions  arranged  under  this  head  are  known 

by  the  popular  name  of  mildew.  They  are  better  characterized  by  the  plants  on  which  they  grow,  than  by 
their  peculiar  differences,  which,  it  is  probable,  depend  very  much  upon  the  former  circumstance. 

2409.  Phallus.  Large  terrestrial  fungi,  sometimes  growing  upon  rotten  wood,  not  clustered,  appearing  in  the 
summer  after  thunderstorms,  fetid,  and  highly  poisonous.  Their  form  is  so  similar  to  that  of  the  ft&XXos  of  the 
Greeks,  as  not  to  be  overlooked. 

2410.  Batarrea.  So  named  by  Persoon,  in  honor  of  Antonio  Batarra,  professor  of  botany  in  the  Lyceum  at 
Rimini,  and  author  of  a  Historia  Fungorum  Agri  Ariminensis,  published  at  Faenza,  in  1759,  in  quarto,  with 
forty  plates.  A  very  curious  plant  found  only  in  England,  where,  however,  it  is  exceeding  rare.  The  volva  or 
wrapper  is  about  the  size  of  a  hen's  egg,  originally  of  three  slightly  coriaceous  layers,  hollow  internally,  when a  spongy  stalk  is  formed  which  rises  suddenly  to  its  full  height  of  about  twelve  inches.  This  stalk  carries  up 
on  its  summit  full  half  the  innermost  layer  of  the  volva,  which  is  white  and  smooth  within,  and  covered 
externally  with  copious  brown  sporules  intermixed  with  fibres. 

2411.  Tuber.    An  ancient  Roman  name.   T.  cibarium  is  the  famous  truffle,  so  celebrated  in  the  annals  of 
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2412.  RHIZOPO'GON.  Fr.   Rhizopogon.  Sp.  1—4. 16341  albus  Fr.  white  flocculent    |  aut.      Rufes.  way  sides 
Lycoperdon  gibbdsum  Dicks. 

Class  XXIV. 

Bull,  champ,  t  404 

Division  III.  Nidulartacece. 

2413.  NIDULA'RIA.  Bull.   Nidularia.  Sp.3—13. 16342  striata  Bull.  striated        gregarious  f  au.  no.  Brsh   on  rotten  leaves 
16343  campanulata  Sibth.  bell-shaped  flocculent  $  su.aut.  Ciner.  shavings  of  wood 
16344  Crucibulum  Hqffm.  crucible       coriaceous  £  su.aut.  Oc.fer  pine  bark 
2414.  MYRIOCOC'CUM.  Fr.  Myriococctjm. 

16345  pne'cox  Fr.  early  confluent Sp.  1. j  ear.  sp.  W 
2415.  POLYAN'GIUM.  Lk.   Polyanghim.  Sp.  1. 16346  vitelllnum  Lk.       yolk  of  egg  gregarious  0  au.oct.  Y 

dead  leaves,  &c. 

damp  trunks 

Sow.  t.  29.  hirsute Sow.  t  28 
Grev.  crypt  34 

Nees  syst  f.  131 

Division  IV.  Carpoboli. 
2416.  ATRACTO'BOLUS.  Tode.    Atractobolus.  Sp.  1. 

16347  ubiquitarius  Tode  common      powdery    0  th.  sto.  W      wood,bones,stones,&c.  Fung.meckl.p.  45.  f.9 
2417.  THELE'BOLUS.  Tode.   Thelebolus.  Sp.  1—2. 16348  sterc6reus  Tode     dung  gregarious  tJ  w.  aut.  Ysh    cow  dung 
2418.  PILO'BOLUS.  Tode.   Pilobolus.  Sp.  1—2. 16349  crystal linus  Tode   transparent  very  fugac.   J  cool  w.  Bl      horse  dung 

ro'ridus  Pers.       frosted        very  fugac.  J  cool  w.  Pellu.  horse  dung 
2419.  SPH.ffiRO'BOLUS.  Tode.   Sphjsrobolus.  Sp.  1—2. 16350  stellatus  Tode        starry  emerging   0  su.  aut.  Pa.Y  wood,  Ac. 

Nees  syst.  f.  363 

Bolton,  1 133.  f  1 Bolton,  t  132.  f.4 

Grev.  crypt  158 

Class  II.    Pyrenomycetes. —  Division  1.  Sphceriacei. 
2420.  XYLA'RIA.  Hill  Xylaria. 

16351  hypoxylon  Grev.     wood  various 
16352  digitata  Pers.         fingered  tufted 
16353  polymorpha  Grev.  polymorph,  variable 

Sp.  11—29. 2  all  sea.  Bl      stumps  of  trees 
2  all  sea.  Bl       stumps  of  trees 

16354  gracilis  Grev.  slender 16355  entomorhiza  Dicks,  insect-root. 
16356  capitata  Holtnsk.  capitate 
16357  alutacea  Pers.  tan-like 
16358  hypoxylon  Ehr.  wood 

Bl 
Br 

stumps  of  trees moist  places simple 
stalked 
tufted brittle 
gregarious 

jS cupresstfdrmisW oodv.  cypress-like  gregarious  "|  aut.  sp.  Wsh  old  trunks 16359  punctata  Sotverby   dotted  gregarious  f  all  sea.  Sooty  animal  dung 
16342  JS^SfflS^U  16343  16344 

Sow.  1 69.  digitata Grev.  crypt  86 2  aut 
3  aut 
2  aut      Fuse,  dead  larvae  of  insects  Dicks,  crypt,  l.t  S.£S 
3  sep.  oc.  Br  on  Scler.  cervinum  Sow.t.354.agariciformit 2§  au.oct.  pa.tan  dead  pine  leaves     Sow.  1 159.  clavata 

autsp.  Wsh   old  trunks Bolton,  t.  129.  f.  g 
Sow.  t.  54 

Willl'l 

16348  rf"  16349 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

cookery.  Dogs  are  taught  to  find  this  fungus  by  the  smell,  and  to  scratch  it  up  out  of  the  earth.  An  instance 
is  recorded  of  a  man  having  possessed  this  power.  It  is  brought  to  table  either  simply  boiled,  or  stewed  in 
various  forms.  It  is  reported  to  have  a  stimulating  aphrodisiacal  quality,  which  perhaps  renders  them  more 
popular  than  their  flavor,  which  is  trifling.  Truffles  are  found  under  the  surface  of  the  ground  in  various 
parts  of  Europe,  where  the  soil  is  light  and  dry ;  as  well  as  in  Japan  and  the  East  Indies.  There  are  said  to be  numerous  varieties  of  color. 

2412.  Rhizopogon.  Large  or  middle-sized  Fungi,  emerging  from  the  earth,  and  resembling  potatoes ;  scarcely eatable ;  but,  according  to  Gleditsch,  possessing  aphrodisiacal  qualities.  On  the  outside  covered  with  netted 
corymbose  rooting  fibres,  whence  the  name,  from  6i£a,  a  root,  and  nuyon,  a  beard. 

2413.  Nidularia.  A  diminution  of  nidus,  a  nest  The  plants  consist  of  a  leathery  cup  containing  several 
lenticular  bodies  supposed  to  contain  sporules,  and  all  together  resembling  a  bird's-nest  with  eggs. 2114.  Myriococcum.  From  pvzu>;,  a  thousand,  and  xoxxot,  a  little  capsule.  Related  to Sclerotium.  The  only 
species  consists  of  superficial  deformed  confluent  tubercles,  2-4-lines  broad,  at  first  sight  resembling  a  white 
compound  Sphaeria  with  prominent  brown  orifices. 

2415.  Polyangium.  Named  by  Link,  from  to\v;,  many,  and  cvyym,  a  capsule.  Easily  distinguished  from  the 
last  by  the  internal  grumous  substance,  which  Nees  and  Fries  consider  unequal  sporidia. 

2416.  Atractobolus.  From  ar^ecxTos,  a  spindle,  and  /SeOAa,  to  cast  The  bladder  which  contains  the  sporules, 
is  fusiform  and  closed,  and  is  ejected  from  the  base  of  the  cupule  as  soon  as  the  operculum  is  thrown  off! 

2417.  Thelebolus.  From  &ijX*i,  a  nipple,  and  Bxu.v,  to  emit  The  uterus  protrudes  a  globose  papilliform 
vesicle   This  is  found  on  the  dung  of  swine,  after  rainy  weather  in  June  and  July.   Tode  compares  it  to  the 
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16341  Round  somewhat  rugose  whitish-brown  slightly  fibrous  at  base 

Division  III.  Nidulariaccee. 
16342  Obconical  hirsute  bright-brown  striated  inside 
16343  Campanulate  villous  cinereous-brown  lead-colored  and  shining  inside 
16314  Campanula te-cylindrical  truncate  at  each  end  some w.  downy  ochrey-brown  smooth  and  pale-yellow  inside 

16345  Tubercles  superficial  deformed  confluent,  at  first  sight  resembling  some  kind  of  compound  sphoaria 

16346  About  the  size  of  a  grain  of  sand 

Division  IV.  Carpoboli. 
16347  Resembling  to  the  naked  eye  flour  scattered  about 

16318  Subglobose  saffron-color  gregarious  sessile 

16349  Stem-like  receptacle  inflated  upwards  (rarely  filiform)  Pointed  capitular  vesicle  round  depressed  black 
fi  Stem-like  receptacle  globose,  Stipes  oblong  filiform,  Capitular  vesicle  dot-like  black 

16350  Globose  pale-yellow,  Orifice  regular  stellate  toothed 

Class  II.   Pybenomycetes.  —  Division  I.  Spharriacei. 
16351  Gregarious  branched  compressed  black  white  and  farinaceous  towards  the  apex  downy  at  the  base 
16352  Gregarious  somewhat  tufted  black,  Peduncles  glabrous  more  or  less  united  at  their  base,  Receptacle cylindrical  terminated  by  a  sterile  acuminate  apex 
16353  Black  gregar.  simp,  or  divid.  Pedunc.  pass,  into  a  ventric.  recept  contain,  spherules  ben.  its  whole  surface 
16354  Stipes  elongat  cylindr.  equal  somew.  flexuose,  Recept  smooth  roundish-ovate  brown,  Spherules  obL  pale 16355  Fleshy,  Head  globose  fuscous,  Stipes  thin  very  long 
16356  Fleshy,  Head  ovate  globose  brown,  Stipes  yellow  becoming  blackish 
16357  Fleshy  soft,  Head  clavate  pale  tan-color  confluent  with  the  stipes 
16358  Corky  simple  and  branch,  compressed  at  first  whitish  powdery  afterwards  naked  and  black,  Stipes  villous 2  Smaller  simple,  Head  distinct  cylindrical  conical  acuminate 
16359  Stipitate  turbin.  Disk  truncate  white  dotted  with  black  blackish  externally 
16351  16359  16354  &k     g\  16355 

16353 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

roe  of  a  fish  in  appearance,  and  to  poppy-seed  in  size.  The  color  is  a  tawny  yellow.  Each  individual  is  globular, attached  at  the  bottom  by  capillary  roots,  and  crowned  by  a  small  papillary  tubercle  of  a  more  orange  or  golden 
hue  than  the  rest  ,  .  .  . 

2418.  Pilobolus.  Named  from  *iXos,  a  cap,  and  /3etXAa>.  A  very  natural  genus,  consisting  of  gregarious  little 
fungi,  of  a  very  fugacious  nature,  inhabiting  dung,  appearing  in  the  summer  and  autumn ;  when  full  grown 
they  resemble  species  of  Mucor,  but  in  a  younger  state  they  are  more  evidently  interwoven,  and.  resemble Splueria  or  Sclerotium.    . 

2419.  SphceroboUis.  From  tyeum,  a  globe,  and  /SoOAai.  The  pendium  is  double,  membranous  inside,  at  length 
becoming  elastically  inverted,  and  emitting  a  globose  solid  sporangium,  filled  with  sporidia  clustered  in  the 
centre.  Epiphytous  persistent  plants,  generally  appearing  in  the  autumn.  S.  stellatus  is  found  in  various  parts of  Europe  in  autumn  upon  rotten  wood  or  branches  of  trees,  heaps  of  sawdust,  or  in  the  tan-pits  of  hothouses. 
In  an  early  state  each  plant  consists  of  a  pale  yellow  globe  larger  than  a  mustard  seed.  Several  such  grow 
crowded  in  patches,  bound  down  as  it  were  by  a  fine  cottony  web.  After  a  while  each  plant  bursts  into  several 
starry  rays,  and  by  a  momentary  explosion,  projects  to  the  distance  of  six  or  eight  inches  a  whitish  globular mass  of  powdery  seeds  from  its  internal  cavity.  Sometimes  this  ball  of  seeds  remains  sticking  to  the  points  of 
the  rays.  When  fallen  to  a  distance,  the  skin  of  this  ball  is  found  empty,  the  seeds  having  flown  out,  in  its passage,  through  a  hole  in  its  base.    (Smith.)  ,  ,     . ,  „ 

2420.  Xylaria.  From  Z*\ot,  wood,  in  allusion  to  their  station,  or  to  their  woody  and  durable  texture.  Once included  in  Spharia. 
3  U 
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2421.  STROM  ATOSPHJE'RI  A.  Grev.  Stromatosphabria.      Sp.  24—58. 16360  concentrica  Grev.  concentric    suberose     1  aut.     Bl      ash  trunks 
16361  defista  Grev. 
16362  fiisca  Grev. 
16363  undulata  Grev. 
16361  striceformis  Grev. 
16365  mGlticeps  Grev. 

scorched 
fleshy 

i  all  sea.  Brsh  rotten  stumps 
fuscous  suberose    0  all  sea.  Br  dead  hazel 
wavy  broad        7|  aut     Bl  decayed  branches 
striated  gregarious  0  aut     Bl  herbaceous  stems 
many-head,  masses      rj  aut     Bl  dead  branches 

16366  fragiformis Grev.  Strawberry-like  clustered   J  aut     R.Br  dead  beeches 

Sow.  1 160.  fraxinea 
Sow.  t.  338.  maxima 

Grev.  crypt  223 
Sower,  t.  394.  f.  8 
Grev.  crypt  136 

16367  stigma  Grev.         spot  spreading  0 
16368  decorticata  Grev.    decorticating  spreading  0 
16369  lata  Grev.  broad  spreading  0 
16370  ulmaria  Grev. 
16371  disciformis  Grev. 
16372  emcrsa  Sowerby 
16373  elliptica  Grev. 

Elm  punctiformO 
disk-shaped  gregarious  0 
emersed 
elliptical 

16374  parallela  Sowerby  parallel 16375  ribesia  Grev.  Currant 

gregarious  0 
gregarious  0 
deformed  0 
furrowed  0 

16376  immersa  Sowerby   immersed     opaque  0 
16377  nigro-annulataGr«».black-ringed  beautiful  0 

all  sea. all  sea. 
all  sea. 

all  sea. 
all  sea. 
all  sea. all  sea. 
all  sea. 
all  sea. 
all  sea. all  sea. 

Bl  dead  hazel,  &c. 
Bl  dead  hazel,  &c. 
Bl      wood  and  deadtrees 
Gr.Bl  elm  leaves 
D. Br  dead  hazel,  Ac. 
Dark  lime  branches 
Ru.Br  dead  birches 
Dark  dead  oaks 
D1.B1  dead  currants 

Grev.  crypt  223 Sow.  1. 137 
Sow.t373.f.9.  fuliginota 
Sower,  t.  374.  f.  3 Sow.  1 216.  depresta 
Sow.  1 372.  f.  10 
Grev.  crypt.  114 
Sow.  1 374.  f.  4 

dead  hazels 
dead  limes 

Sow.  1 374.  f.  1 

16378  rubigin 6sa  Grev.    purplish       crusts       0  all  sea.  Br      dead  trunks  Grev.  crypt  110 

16379  nivea  Grev.  snow-white  gregarious  0  all  sea.  W      dead  oak  branches 
16380  prunastri  Grev.  Plum dense  mass  §  all  sea.  Bl      dead  sloe  branches 
163S1  querclna  Grev. 
16382  ferrug'mea  Grev. Oak 

rusty 
contiguous  T3  all  sea.  Bl subconfluent  0  all  sea.  Bl 

dead  oak  branches 
decayed  hazel 

16383  comiculata  Grev.  horned subcortical  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  branches 

2422.  CUCURBIT A'Rl A.  Gray.   Cucurbitaria.       .    Sp.B— 13. 16384  Berber  id  i  s  Grev.     Berberry      crowded    -\  all  sea.  Bl       dead  h  erb.  branch  es  Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 84 16385  pinastri  Grev.        Pinaster      gregarious  0  all  sea.  R       dead  spruce  branch.  Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 50 
16386  cocclnea  Grev. 
16387  decol6rans  Grev. 
16388  elongata  Grev. 

scarlet  variable 
discoloring  larger 
long  black  cracks 

0  all  sea.  Sc  dead  branches 
0  all  sea.  Pa.  R  dead  branches 
0  all  sea.  Blsh    furze  branches 

2423.  CRYPTOSPHiE'RIA.  Grev.  Cryptosph^ria.         So.  30— 48. 16389  faginea  Grev.        Beech-wood  protruded  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  beeches 
16390  pulcheila  Grev.      pretty  broad  pate.  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  birches 
16391  bi irons  Fries         two-fronted  dry  spots    0  wL  spr.  Bl      dry  oak  leaves 

Gr.cry.135.  cinnabarina Grev.  crypt  195 

Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 67 So.  t373.  f.4.  circumvaU 
lata 

16392  Gnomon  Grev.       Gnomon     yellow  spots  0  all  sea.  Bl 
16393  Lonicera;  Sowerby  Woodbine  longit. cracks  0  all  sea.  Bl 
16394  acuta  Grew.  acute         very  minute  0  all  sea.  Bl 
16395  Hederse  Sowerby    Ivy  leaf       innate      0  all  sea.  Wsh 
16396  millepunctfita  Grev.  punctulated  punctiformO  all  sea.  Bl 
16397  subconfluens  Sower,  subconfluent  patches     0  spring  BI 
16398  Taxi  Grev.  Yew  conv.  spots  0  all  sea.  Bl 

hazel  leaves  Sower.  373.  f.  6 
honeysuc.  branches  Sower,  t.  393.  f.  6 dead  nettle  stems 

dry  ivy  leaves dead  ashes 

upon  leaves dead  yew  leaves 

Sower,  t  371.  f.  5 
Grev.  crypt.  201 
Sower.  1 37a  f.  7 
Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 13 

16361 16363 16368 16371 16376 

16360 
16366        ~~  16373  16378 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2421.  Stromatospharia.  From  r;»A">>  »  ,ayer  01  bed,  and  <npouj«,  a  globe,  in  allusion  to  the  imbedded  *  c  .u~  .nnni dc      A  nnawnNv  wall  divided  hv  r»r  flrpville  from  Sohseria. 
jhwacteVof  the  species.    Apparently  well  divided  by  Dr.  GreviUe  from  Sphseria. 

2422.  Cucurbitaria.   So  named  in  reference  to  the  form  of  the  sporules,  which  resemble  little  nasKs Sphseria 
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*  Receptacle  free,  not  bursting  through  bark. 
16860  Large  black  somewhat  hemispherical,  Surface  smooth,  Orifices  of  the  spherules  scarcely  at  all  raised 

within  composed  of  regular  concentric  strata 
16361  Large  pale  and  camose  at  length  brownish-black  and  rigid  spreading  thick  undulato- rugose :  the surface  dotted  with  raised  points 
16362  Brown  hemispher.  depress,  lomew.  con  flu.  when  crowd,  interior  of  same  col.  Spher.  very  slightly  promin. 
16363  Black  thick  is  h  undulato-rugose  whitish  within,  Mouths  of  the  spherules  round  and  somewhat  prominent 
16364  Black  gregarious  forming  linear  or  oblong  stris  smooth,  Spherules  very  minute  without  obvious  mouths 
16365  Black  irregular  mostly  free  but  sometimes  bursting  through  the  bark  spreading  confluent  thickish-green within,  Mouths  of  the  spherules  obtuse  granulated  prominent 
16366  Globose  purplish-red  shining  black  within,  Spherules  in  circumference  with  more  or  less  promin.  orifices 

**  Receptacle  bursting  through  bark, 
a.  Orifices  of  the  spherules  plane,  or  slightly  prominent. 

16367  Black  plane  spread,  transversely  on  branch,  smooth  :  inside  whitish,  Mouths  of  spherules  not  prominent 
16368  Black  plane  spreading  longitudinally  white  within,  Mouths  of  the  spherules  somewhat  prominent  conical 
16369  Black  plane  widely  spreading  somewhat  rugose  at  first  subdistinct  at  length  confluent  and  united  by  a 

kind  of  irregular  crust,  Mouths  of  the  spherules  conical  and  angular 
16370  Grey. -black  scattered  plano-conv.  round,  parasitic  on  elm  leaves,  Surface  papill.  with  mouths  of  spherules 
16371  Scattered  distinct  very  gregarious  round  elevated  plane  dark-brown  dotted  with  the  orifices  of  the 

spherules,  Orifices  nearly  plane 
16372  Scatter,  broadly  thin,  Perithecia  immers.  scatter,  cover,  with  a  dark  membran.  crust,  Orifices  burst  forth 
16373  Scattered  gregarious  rather  large  elliptical  rusty-brown  smooth  minutely  pulverulent  blackish  and  friable 

within,  Mouths  of  the  spherules  quite  concealed 
16374  Short  of  a  determinate  figure  emerging  dark,  Perithecia  somewhat  ovate,  Orifices  obtuse-unequal 
16375  Rather  small  roundish  elliptical  dull-black  bursting  transversely  through  the  bark  depressed  rugoso- 

sulcate,  Surface  minutely  rough  with  the  mouths  of  the  spherules 
16376  Innate-immersed  effused  smooth  black,  Perithecia  ovate  immersed,  Orifices  prominent  somew.  depressed 
16377  Gregar.  distinct  bursting  through  the  bark  which  is  marked  with  a  narrow  black  ring,  Disk  small  covered 

by  an  evanescent  membr.  ben.  white  pulveruL  dott  with  the  black  orifices  of  the  immersed  spherules 
16378  Thickish  purplish-brown  black  within  covered  with  a  min.  pulverul.  substance,  Spher.  conceal.  Spor.  ova) 

b.  Orifices  of  the  spherules  more  or  less  spinous. 
16379  Scattered  very  gregarious  somewhat  conical  roundish :  the  disk  pulverulent  white,  Orifices  of  the 

spherules  somewhat  prominent  and  converging 
16380  Deep  black  bursting  transversely  through  the  bark  oblong  elevated,  Orifices  of  the  spherules  crowded 

level-topped  acutely  4-sided  and  grooved 
16381  Black  round  much  elevated  very  gregarious :  the  orifices  thick  irregular  4-sided 
16382  Black  gregarious  sometimes  subconfluent  bursting  transversely  through  the  bark  ferruginous  within, 

Orifices  of  spherules  erect  straight  cylindrical  spinose 
16383  Receptacle  very  small  black,  Spherules  few  crowded  with  thickish  cylindrical  elongated  obtuse  coarctate 

orifices  umbilicate  at  their  apex  and  piercing  the  bark 
16384  Black  ellipt-obL  burst,  longitudin.  through  the  bark,  Spher.  seat  on  recept  crowd,  rugose  somew.  tessellat 
16385  Clustered,  Spherules  globose  dotted  red  at  length  black  at  first  immersed  in  the  receptacle,  Tubes  con- 

taining the  sporules  attenuated  at  each  extremity 
16386  Very  gregarious,  Spherules  minute  clustered  scarlet  oval  irregular  in  size  smooth  :  the  mouth  papillifonn 
16387  Dull  pale-red  scattered  or  crowded  on  the  receptacle,  Spherules  globose  tuberculated  and  rugose 
16388  Black,  Stroma  very  long,  Perithecia  at  first  immersed  at  length  sessile  crowded  globose,  Orifice  papiUU 

form  with  a  circular  depression  around  it 
*  Spherules  collected  into  circular  clusters. 

16389  Black,  Spherules  few :  the  mouths  elongated  rough  converging 
16390  Black  spherules  aggregated  forming  a  dense  circle,  Mouths  filiform  flexuose  converging  depressed 
16391  Innate  grow,  on  both  sides,  Leaf  arrayed  in  round  spots  flat  black,  Perith.  convex  promin.  becom.  bossed 

**  Spherules  more  or  less  scattered,  or  simply  aggregated, 
a.  Spherules  with  an  orifice. 

16392  Spherules  few  aggregated  globose  black  :  the  orifice  suberect  filiform  shining  style-like 
16393  Gregar.  burst,  forth,  Perithecia  glob,  nearly  separate  fine  black  becom.  ragged  and  cup-shap.  Orifice  simp. 16394  Black  shining  very  numerous  ovate  conical :  the  mouth  short  thick  cylindrical  piercing  the  epidermis 

like  a  black  point.  After  the  decay  of  the  epidermis  the  spherules  are  naked 
16395  Scattered,  Perithecia  prominent  convex  smooth  black,  Orifice  open  white 
16396  Spherules  black  minute  very  numerous  globose  white  within  immersed  in  the  substance  of  the  bark :  the 

mouth  very  short  scarcely  piercing  the  epidermis  which  seems  covered  with  innumerable  dots 
16397  Upon  leaves,  Perithecia  innate  prominent  punctiform  globose  black  clustered  in  unequal  spots 
16398  Minute  scattered,  Spherules  depressed  :  the  mouth  very  short  not  exserted,  Epidermis  of  the  leaf  convex 

and  slightly  ruptured,  Sporules  naked  extremely  minute 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Cucurbitula  of  Tode,  seems  to  have  afforded  the  type  of  the  genus,  which  contains  most  of  the  species  con- 

stituting the  seventh  section  of  Sphsria  in  Persoon's  system. 
2423.  Cryptosphteria.  A  genus  formed  by  Dr.  Greville,  to  include  those  plants  formerly  refered  to  Spha>ria, 3  U  2 
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16399  strobilina  Grev.  Pine-cone  uneven 
16400  Lauri  Grev.  Laurel  scattered 
16401  dfiplex  Sowerby  double  variable 16402  bifrons  Grev.  two-fronted  scattered 

0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  fir  cones 
0  all  sea.  Blsh  dead  laurel  leaves   Sower.  1 371.  f.  4 
0  all  sea,  Bl  Spargan.  stems,  &c  Sower.  1 375.  f.  4 
0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  holly  leaves    Sower,  t .  316 

16403  aurantia  Grev. 
16404  Pteridis  Sowerby 
16405  decomponens  Sow. 16406  acuminata  Sower. 
16407  curvirostra  Sower. 
16408  Tamariscinis  Grev. 

orange 

Brake 
decomposing 
acuminate 
curv.  -beaked 
Tamarisk 

16409  semi-immersaGfrev.  ^-immersed 
16410  herbarum  Grev.  Herbaceous 
16411  nebul6sa  Grev.  cloudy 

succulent 
confluent 
spots very  min. 
very  min. 
patches shining 

punctif. 

spots 

0  all  sea.  Ysh    dead  fungi Grev.  crypt.  78 

6  spring  Bl  P.  aquilina  stems    Sower.  t 394.  C  10 
0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  poplar  branc.  Sower,  t  217 0  all  sea.  Bl  thistle  stems         Sower,  t.  394.  f.  3 
0.  all  sea.  Bl  Umbellifer.  stems 
0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  Tarn,  german.  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  45 
0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  honeysuckle 
0  winter  Bl  dead  herbac.  plants 
0  winter  Bl  dead  herbac.  plants 

16412  capilteta  Grev.       hairy       very  min.     0  allsea.Br.Bl  deadlvs.of  Holcus  mollis  Grev.  crypt.fl.t.69 
16113  JEgopodii  Grev.      JEgopodium  spots         0  all  sea.  Blsh 16414  punctiformis  Grev.  dot-like       white  spots  0  all  sea.  Bl 
13415  microscopica  Grev.  microscopic  cld-lik.  sp.  0  all  sea.  Bl 
16416  glauco-punctataGr.  glauc.  dotted  cld.-lik.sp.  0  all  sea.  B.B1 
16417  arundinacea  Sow.   Reed  minute      0  spring  Bl 
16418  arbuticola  Sower,    arbutus        polymorp.  0  spring  Bl 

living  lvs.  of  JEgopod.  Podagraria 
dead  oak  and  other  leaves 
dead  Port  laurel  lvs. 
dead  Ruse,  aculeat.  lvs. reed  stems  Sower,  t.  336 
dead  Uva  ursi  lvs.  Sower,  t.370. f. 6 

2424.  HETEROSPHJS'RIA.  Grev.   Heterosphjsria.      Sp.  1. 16419  patella  Grev.         collapsed     shining     0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  herbac.  stalks  Grev.  crypt  103 
2425.  SPH^E'RIA.  Haller.  Sphsria. 

16420  spermoldes  Pers.    seed-like      crowded  0 16421  Peziza  Pers.  cup  irreg.clust.  0 
16422  Doliolum  Pers.      tub  contiguous  0 
16423  affinis  Grev.         red  mouthed  pretty  0 
16424  citrlna  Pers.         yell,  web-like  byssoid  0 16425  concentrica  Bottom  concentric    confluent  0 
16426  tuberculosa  Bolton  warted         superficial  0 
16427  serpens  Pers.         creeping      broad  pat.  0 
16428  reptans  Sowerby     branched     superficial  0 
16429  lae'vis  Sowerby       smooth        immersed  0 16430  nummularis  Fries  moneywort  orbicular  0 
16431  enterole6ca  Fries    white-heart,  crustace.  0 

Sp.  38-63. all  sea.  Bl all  sea.  R 
all  sea.  Bl 
aut  R 
autwi.  Y 
aut  Blsh 

rotten  wood  Grev.  crypt  fl.  t  6 
dead  dry  wood  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  186 dead  herbac.  stalks 
on  Bangia  atrovirens  Grev.  crypt  186 
on  rotten  wood,  &c.  Grev.  crypt  215 
upon  trees 

bordered  immersed  0 
oblong  in  circles  0 
converging  patches  0 
bird's  nest  spots 

16432  leiphae'mia  Fries 16433  oblonga  Sowerby 
16434  convergens  Sower. 
16435  NIdula  Sowerby 
16436  hydrophora  Sower,  pitcher  small 

S.  Peziza  Tode 
16437  san guinea  Sibth.      blood-red     minute  0 
16438  papulosa  Sowerby  pimpled       gregarious  0 
16439  stercoraria  Sower,    dung        middle  sized  0 
16440  episphae'ria  Tode    parasitic       dots  0 

all  sea.  Fuse,  bark  of  trees 
spr.  wL  Bl  dead  wood aut.     Dark  dead  wood 
aut     Bl  dead  wood 
autwi.  Dark  dead  wood 
all  sea.  Wsh  dry  branches 

Bolton,  1. 180 
Bolton,  t.123.  f.l Sow.  t372.f.  1 1.  crustacea 
Sower.  1 395.  f.  1 
Sower,  t  394.  f.  5 Sower.  1 373.  diffusa 
Sow.  t!20.  ?  tentaculata 

spr.  su.  Pallid  dead  oak  branches  Sower,  t  218.  Saturnus all  sea.  Bl      birch  bark  Sower.  1 374.  f.  7 
all  sea.  Bl      smooth  bark  Sower.  1 374.  f.  6 aut     Dark  bean  roots  Sower.  1 394.  f.  2 
autsp.  Or.R  soft  beech  wood  Sower.  1 23 
spring  Crim.  naked  wood all  sea.  Dark  rotten  wood 
spring  Bl  dung 
wi.  spr.  R  Stromatosphaeria 

Grev.  crypt.  175 
Sower.  1 236 Sower.  1 357 Grev.  crypt  175 

16441  byssiseda  Pers. 
16442  hirsuta  Pers. 
16443  pilosa  Pers. 
16444  calva  Pers. 
16445  aurea  Grev. 
16446  rosella  Alb. 

16400 

byssoid 
hairy 

pilose bald 
golden 

rosy 

16401 

spread,  wide  0  all  sea.  Br.Bl  dead  branches shining 
shining 

0  all  sea.  Bl 
0  all  sea.  Br 

dead  branches 
dead  branches 

dry  rotten  branches decay,  large  fungi red 
Grev.  crypt.  1 47 
Grev.  crypt  138 

16403 

16404 16406 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

which  are  destitute  of  a  receptacle  and  remain  concealed  {x.%wrms,  hidden,  whence  the  name)  beneath  the epidermis  of  vegetables,  which  is  only  perforated  by  their  mouths.  They  are  further  characterized  by  having 
their  spherules  not  enclosed  in  filiform  tubes  as  in  true  Sphsria. 
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16399  Black  roundish  oblong  scattered  bursting  through  the  epidermis,  Orifice  irregular  papillose.  [minute 16400  Scatter,  rather  min.  plano-convex  black,  splitt  Epider.  in  centre  and  becom.  unibilicat.  Spor.  naked  very 
16401  Scattered,  Perithecia  immersed  globose  black  concealed,  Orifices  dilated  naked  hemispherical 
16402  Scattered  black  shining  plane :  the  margin  slightly  raised :  the  epidermis  united  with  the  plant  and 

bursting  at  the  centre  into  3  &  acute  segments,  Sporules  naked  oblong  in  3-5  distinct  masses 
16403  Gregarious  often  crowded,  Spl  srules  yellowish  globose  somewhat  fleshy,  Orifices  short  cylindrical  sur- rounded by  an  orange  web 
16104  Somew.  innate  parallel  conflu.  i  "lin.  black  burst  with  paraL  slits,  Thallus  black,  Perith.  in  rows  connate 16405  Scattered,  Perithecia  immersed  globose,  Orifices  min.  convex  peeping  out  of  a  black  spot  becom.  bossed 
16406  Gregarious,  Perithecia  somewhat  immersed  ovate  black,  Orifice  bursting  conical  acute 
16407  Gregarious,  Perithecia  covered  ovate  black,  Orifices  bursting  equal  smooth  longer 
16408  Scattered  under  the  epidermis  which  is  very  convex  "and  ruptured  in  the  centre,  Mouth  very  short  obtuse not  exserted,  Sporules  oval  in  filiform  tubes 
16409  Scattered  globose  with  a  very  short  rounded  umbilicated  mouth  :  at  first  .the  mouth  only  visible  at  length 

the  spherule  itself  semi-exserted  falling  out  in  decay  and  leaving  a  cavity 
16410  Spherules  minute  scattered  very  numerous  black  round  depress.  Orifice  papilliform  piercing  the  epidermis 

like  minute  dots  at  length  naked  when  it  decays 
16111  Spherules  excessively  minute  scattered  forming  dark  greyish  cloud-like  longitudinal  spots  on  the  smooth 

stalks  of  plants :  the  orifice  somewhat  acute  penetrating  the  epidermis 
b.  Spherules  without  an  evident  orifice. 

16412  Parasitic  on  the  leaves  of  dead  grasses  scattered  brown  black  white  within  flat  hemispherical :  the  apex 
furnished  with  a  tuft  of  black  rigid  diverging  hairs 

16413  Scattered  or  in  small  groups  minute  blackish  roundish  producing  pale  spots  on  the  leaf 
16414  Scattered  very  gregarious  fructiform  somewhat  shining  rarely  dehiscent 
16415  Excessively  minute  very  gregarious  so  as  to  form  dark  cloud-like  irregular  spots  on  the  leaf 
16416  Spherules  very  numerous  punctiform  glaucous  or  blueish-black  rendering  the  leaf  pale 
16417  Bursting  forth  lin.  black  with  hardly  any  thallus,  Perithecia  in  1  or  2  rows  somew.  connate  black  inside 
16418  Gregar.  conflu.  cover,  with  a  blackened  epider.  Perith.  deform,  black :  disk  finally  burst,  forth  and  opaque 

16419  Forming  nearly  equidistant  spots  upon  the  stems  of  large  dead  herbaceous  plants,  Very  common 
*  Spherules  with  an  orifice,  not  hairy. 

16420  Black  globose  nearly  smooth  crowded :  the  orifice  minute  slightly  papilliform 
16421  Fine  red  min.  smooth  gregar.  glob,  with  a  very  min.  papilL  orifice,  Spher.  at  length  collapsed  and  concave 
16422  Black  scattered  gregarious  roundish  ovate  acute  shining :  the  mouth  papilliform 
16423  Subgregar.  or  scattered  sessile  orange-colored  smooth  glob,  destitute  of  orifice  whit,  and  filament  at  base 
16424  Perithecia  glob.'subimmers.  Orifices  promin.  convex  furnish,  with  an  effused  filament  strat.  of  a  yell,  color 16425  Globose  deformed  brownish-black  banded  within  with  concentric  layers,  Perithecia  oblong  immersed 16426  Convex  pulvinate  fuscous  whole-colored  inside,  Perithecia  globose,  Orifices  bossed 
16427  Effused  thin  flattened  black,  Perithecia  subglobose  prominent  pimpled 
16428  Dark,  Layer  diffused  branched,  Perithecia  oblong  smooth  pimpled 
16429  Elliptical  smooth  black  white  inside,  Perithecia  immersed  ovate  without  orifice 
16430  Of  a  regular  figure  very  flat  contigu.  dark  extern,  and  internally,  Perith.  immers.  ov.  Orif.  glob,  promin. 
16431  Orbic.  conv.  separ.  Layer  white,  Perithecia  min.  Orifices  numer.  disengaged  glob,  and  rostell.  somew.  rug. 
16432  Pustular,  Layer  adhering  to  the  bark  and  emerging,  Disk  palish,  Orifices  exserted  oval  and  rostellate 
16433  Perithecia  subovate,  Orifices  long  thickened  at  end  united  in  an  opaque  disk  bursting  transversely 
16434  Minute  circulate,  Perithecia  about  6  ovate  and  converging,  Orifices  round  somewhat  tapering  emerging 
16435  Csespitose  growing  to  the  surface,  Perithecia  stalked  ovate  acute  smooth  dark 
16436  Gregarious  soft,  Perithecia  globose  smooth  somew.  pimpled  orange-red  becoming  concave  by  collapsion 
16437  Scattered  soft  very  small,  Perithecia  ovate  smooth  pimpled  crimson 
16438  Dark,  Perithecia  thin  globose  smooth,  Orifice  papillaeform 
16439  Black  shining,  Perithecia  globose  rigid  smooth,  Orifice  papillaeform 
16440  Sess.  min.  soft  aggregated  or  scattered  smooth  blood-red,  Perithecia  subglob.  collapsing,  Orifice  papilliform 

**  Spherules  with  an  orifice,  hairy. 
16441  Rather  large  brownish-black  shining  globose  with  a  papilliform  orifice  arising  from  a  dense  brown 

filamentous  stratum  which  sometimes  partly  envelopes  the  sperules 
16442  Gregarious  somewhat  clustered  quite  black,  Spherules  roundish  ovate  somewhat  tuberculate  with  short 

rigid  scattered  hairs,  Orifice  obtuse 
16443  Spherules  minute  crowded  roundish :  when  young  appearing  like  one  mass  of  diverging  brown  hairs  at 

length  almost  naked  towards  the  apex  and  black,  Orifice  minute  papilliform 
16444  Black  gregar.  hemispher.  minutely  granulat :  the  apex  naked  somew.  shin. ;  the  base  hairy,  Orif.  papill. 16445  Gregar. very  crowd,  ov.  somew.  acum.  orange,  Orifice  indist.  but  the  spherules  escape  in  a  pulveruf  form 
16446  Gregarious  rose-colored,  Spherules  ovato-globose  subacute  or  papillose  placed  on  a  paler  colored  web 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2424.  HeterospJueria.  From  Inge;,  various,  and  Sphceria ;  but  we  do  not  know  in  allusion  to  what  pecu- liarity.   A  small  black  dot-like  plant 
2425.  Sphteria.   In  allusion  to  the  spherical  figure  of  the  species,  which  are  exceedingly  numerous  and  dhli- 3  U  3 
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16447  biformlg  Per*, 
terrestris  Sow. two-formed  scattered  0  spring  B]  rotten  wood 

terrestrial    clustered    0  spring  Bl      gravelly  soil 
Pers.  syn.  t.  2.  f.  14 Sower.  1 373.  £  7 

16448  moriiormis  Pert.    Mulberry  contiguous  0  all  sea.  Bl 
16449  lignaria  Grev.        black  wood  punctiformO  all  sea.  Bl 
16450  rugosa  Grev.         rugose  tessellated  0  all  sea.  Bl 
16451  PIsi  Sowerby         Pea  scattered    0  wL  spr.  Bl 
16452  pulvis-pyrius  Pers.  small  black  seed-like    0  all  sea.  Bl 
16453  irregularis  Sower,    irregular  pulvinate  0  aut.  Brsh 
16454  Vaccinii  Sower.      Cranberry  patches      0  wi.  spr.  Dark 
16 k«  myriocarpa  Fries  minute-crowd,  pun cti form  0  aut      Bl       dead  wood 
16456  verrucosa  Grev.      warty  areolated    i  aut.  wi.  Bl       cup  of  fungi 
16457  hirsuta  Sowerby      hirsute  clustered    0  all  sea.  Bl  plaster 
2426.  LCPHIUM.  Fries.   Lophium.  Sp.  2—3. 

16458  elatum  Grev.         elongated  scattered    ,4  all  sea.  Bl      pine  bark 
16459  mytilinum  Fr.       muscle-shap.  crustaceous  0  all  sea.  Bl      pine  bark 

dead  wood  Sow.  t  337.  claviformis dead  wood  Grev.  crypt  82 
dead  Polypor.abietinus  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  39 
dead  pease  haulm  Sower,  t.  393.  f.  8 
dead  dry  wood       Grev.  crypt  152 
dead  wood  Sower.  1 374.  f.  9 
liveVacc.Vitisidsa  Sower,  t.  373.  £  1 Grev.  crypt  152 Grev.  crypt  39 

Sower.  1 386.  £  3 

Grev.  crypt  177 
Grev.  crypt  177 

Division  II 
2427.  SPH^RON^E'MA.  Fries.  Sph«ron.ema. 

16460  subulatum  Fries    awl-shaped  spiculiform  ,  j  aut 
2428.  SEPTA'RIA.  Fries.  Septaria. 

16461  Ul'mi  Fr.  Elm-leaf      stains        0  aut 
2429.  CYTISPO'RA.  Ehrenb.   Cytispora.      Sp.2— 18. 16462  Chrysosperma  Fr. 16463  Rosarum  Grev. 
2430.  PHO'MA.  Fr. 16464  saligna  Fr. 

16165  Populi  Fr. 

Cytisporei. Sp.  1—15. Ciner.  on  Agarics 

p.  1—2. 
Br      elm  leaves 

Sphctria.  Sowerby 
0  all  sea.  Bis h    poplar  bark 

Grev.  crypt  189 

Grev.  crypt.  112 
Sow.  1. 138  cirrhata yellow-seed,  spots 

Rose  twig    pustular    0  aut.     Pallid  dead  rose  branches  Grev.  crypt  20 
Phoma.  Sp.2— 5.         Sphteria.  Sowerby 

willow  leaf  pimpled     0  wi.  spr.  Brsh   dead  willow  leaves  Sow.  1 372.  f.  1.  salicina 
poplar  leaf   pimpled     0  wi  spr.  Test  dead  poplar  leaves  Sower.  1 374.  £  2 

2431.  DOTHIDE'A.  Fr.  Dothidea. 
16466  typhina  Fr.  Bull-rush SpluEria  spicitiifera  Sower.  270 
16467  Ul'mi  Fr.  Elm 16468  Robertiana  Fr.  shining 

Cryptosphteria  nitida  Grev. 
16469  al'nea  Pers.  alder 

Xyloma  alneum  Pers. 16470  rubra  Fr.  red 
16471  fulva  Fr.  tawny 
16472  be  tu  I'm  a  Fries  Birch-leaf 

Division  III.  Phacidiacci. 
Sp.  7 — 54.         Sphteria.  Sowerby encrusting  0  sum.    Y       live  stems  of  grass  Grev.  crypt  204 

spots  0  su.aut.  Blsh punctiformO  su.aut.  Bl 
elm  leaves  Grev.  crypt  200 
live  Geran.RobertK-<}rev.  crypt  146 an.  lvs.  J 

punctiformO  aut     Bl      live  alder  leaves      Grev.  crypt  146 

patches patches 
0  aut 0  aut 

R 

Br punctiformO  su.aut  Blsh 

leaves leaves 
birch  leaves 

2432.  RHYTIS'MA.  Fries.    Rhytisma.  Sp.  1—22.  ,„ 
16473  corrugatum  Fr.      wrinkled      gregarious  0  all  sea.  crusts 'of lichens 
2433.  PHACI'DIUM.  Fries.   Phacidium.  Sp.  2—20. 16474  coronatum  Grev.    crowned       black  spot  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  oak  leaves 

16475  dentatum  Schm.     toothed        white  spot  0  all  sea.  Bl      oak  leaves 
2434.  HYSTE'RIUM.  Tode.    Htstebium.  Sp.  12—52. 16476  lineare  Fries         linear  lines  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  wood 

16477  maculare  Fries      pale  spot      blotches  0  aut     Bl      dead  leaves 
16448 16450 

16451 

Grev.  crypt  120 
Grev.  crypt  200 

Eb.l464.i.gron(/br»M* 

Grev.  crypt  fl.  t52 

Grev.  crypt  167 
Grev.  cr$pt.  129 

16457 

16460    TO        fc^=«ggJ  g=j>  16461  16463 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

cult  of  determination.  Most  of  them  are  highly  curious  objects  when  minutely  examined,  and  some  even 
beautiful.   Spha?ria  militaris  is  a  fine  species,  about  an  inch  in  height,  the  head  being  ovate,  of  a  beautiful 
.scarlet,  granulated  like  orange-peel. 2426.  Lophium.  So  named  from  Xofts,  a  little  elevation.  Differs  from  Sphaeria  in  being  completely  evolved, 
dehiscent,  compressed,  without  a  veil,  and  having  a  nucleus  crumbling  to  powder.  The  plants  are  very  similar to  the  valves  of  a  bivalved  shell 

2427.  Sphceronoema.  From  r<pauim,  a  sphere,  and  wm«,  gelatine,  in  allusion  to  the  round  mucous  bag  in 
which  the  sporules  are  enclosed.  The  species  are  minute  innate  plants,  generally  growing  on  wood,  very  per- 

manent, and  often  cohering  by  their  base. 
2428.  Septaria.  Growing  upon  dead  leaves,  in  the  form  of  clouds  or  spots.  Named  upon  account  of  the 

septa  of  the  sporidia. 
2429.  Cytispora.  From  xvris,  a  little  chest,  and  «-sra>$«,  a  sporule.  The  species  are  very  common,  growinr upon  plants,  immersed,  soft,  bearing  fruit  during  damp  weather,  and  even  by  watering  only,  within  doors.  Thv most  essential  character  consists  not  in  the  cirrhi,  common  to  many  fungi,  but  in  the  deformed  cellular 

perithelia,  by  which  it  may  be  easily  known  in  any  state. 



Ord  IX.  TeimII.       fungi  gasteromycetes. 1031 

16447  Perithecia  somew.  ov.  rather  wart  black  cover,  with  strigose  hairs  of  same  col.  Orifice  rather  lengthened 
/9  Perithecia  numerous  seated  on  a  little  strigose  villous  crustaceous  stalk 

* **  Spherules  without  an  evident  orifice. 
16448  Gregarious  obovate  deep-black  smooth  tuberculated 
16449  Spher.  minute  solitary  or  somew.  cluster,  black  ovate  setoso-rugose  mouthless,  Spor.  ovate  in  cylindr.  tubes 
16450  Minute  black  scattered  globose  very  rugose  and  tuberculated  parasitic  on  the  pileus  of  Polyporus  abietinus 
16451  Scatter.  Perith.  ellipt.  rounded  depress,  plaited  lengthwise  opaque  black,  Orifice  hidden  somew.  compress. 
16452  Spher.  black  min.  very  numer.  crowded  roundish  somew.  tuberculated  and  often  with  a  transverse  furrow 
16453  Emerging  prominent  irregular  brownish-black  rufous  brown  internally,  Orifices  concealed 
16454  Tufted  innate  on  the  surface,  Perithecia  subglobose  solid  without  orifice  at  first  villous  afterwards  naked 16455  Naked  more  or  less  crowd,  ovate-glob,  black  shining,  Perith.  very  small  smooth  at  first  without  an  orifice 
16456  Minute  black  scattered  globose  very  warty,  Parasitic  on  the  cap  of  Polyporus  abietinus 
16457  Perithecia  subglobose  ovate  tuberculate  black  covered  with  scattered  hairs  of  the  same  color 

16458  Stipit.  compress,  black  transverse,  striat  dilat  gradual  from  stipes  into  an  elongat.  wedge-shap.  peritheci. 16459  Somewhat  stalked  dilated  upwards  striated  across  shining 

Division  IT.  Cytisporei. 
16460  Perithecia  conico-subulate  acute  yellowish  somewhat  pellucid,  Globule  very  pale 

16461  Spherules  aggregated,  Sporidia  3  or  4  times  divided,  Cirrhi  often  becoming  effused 

16462  Cells  impressed  on  the  receptacle,  Disk  emerging  blackish,  Cirrhi  yellow  [with  a  cottony  margin 
16463  Sporulifer.  tendr.  white  simp.  Spher.  waved :  when  divid.  horizontal,  manifest  under  epider.  Orifice  black. 

16464  One  or  many-celled  convex  brownish-black  somewhat  umbonate  in  the  centre 
16465  Generally  many-celled  roundish  flat  brownish-testaceous,  Orifices  obsolete 

Division  III.  Phacidiacei. 
16466  Long,  surrounding  the  culms  whitish  becoming  dark-yellow  at  length  rendered  granular  by  the  orifices 
16467  EpiphylL  round,  conflu.  convex  cinereous-black :  internally  black  with  white  cells,  Orifices  like  granulat 
16468  Epiphyllous  subgregarious  hemispherical  smooth  shining  very  black  white  within 
16469  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  regularly  scattered  roundish  black  shining  collapsed  rugose  and  plaited 
16470  Plane  o|ange-red,  Sporules  unequal  globose 16471  Plane  pale  fulvous 
16472  Epiphyllous  somewhat  angular  and  irregular  in  form  subconfluent  tuberculose  black  shining  black  within : the  cellules  white 
16473  Minute  innate  on  the  surface  rugose  plaited  opening  with  many  flexuose  cracks 

16474  OrbicuL  subhemispher.  depressed  black  dehiscent  in  numer.  acute  segm.  Disk  pale  greenish  or  yellowish 
16475  Four-sided  small  black  or  whitish  spots  on  the  leaf  splitting  in  4-5  acute  segments,  Disk  dingy 

16476  Subimmersed  crowded  parallel  linear  black.  Lips  of  the  orifice  tumid  smooth,  Disk  linear 
16477  Collected  on  pale  defined  spots  roundish  elliptical  black :  the  margin  depressed  and  paler 

16466  16469    16473  16474 

16467 
16470  1047". and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

16477 

2430.  Phoma.  Said  by  its  author  to  be  named  in  allusion  to  the  pustular  appearance  of  the  plants,  which are  of  a  brownish  color,  and  grow  within  the  substance  of  leaves.  ' 2431.  Dothidea.  A  genus  which  has  been  named  from  SeS-zao,  a  tubercle,  and  uSes,  similar,  and  appears  to  be 
coloreA  ,nCt         l*01^  are  numerous,  growing  upon  plants;  many  of  them  are  innate  and  dark,  a  few 

2432.  Bhytisma.  From  hm{,  a  wrinkle.  R.  corrugatum,  the  Lichen  graniformis  of  English  botanv  is  a gregarious,  subcorneous,  shining  flattish  plant,  referred  to  Lichens  by  Acharius,  but  considered  bv  Fries  and Ehrenberg  to  belong  to  Fungr.    It  is  common  upon  the  crusts  of  Lichens  and  upon  dry  wood 
iJZ^L. Pi^f*um-    A  name  with  the  same  meaning  as  Dothidea;  from  and  uSoi.  Intermediate between  Rhytisma  and  Hysterium,  but  differing  from  both  in  the  manner  of  dehiscence.   The  soecies  are 

» innate,  epiphytous,  tolerably  permanent,  blackish,  and  with  a  kernel  which  becomes  softishT' trZfr^,!/t  frT1'  *K?rT  penury,  in  allusion,  perhaps,  to  the  diseased  and  squalid  appearance  which trees  attacked  by  this  fungus  assume.  Minute  plants,  resembling  Opegrapha,  and  like  that  genus,  found 
occupying  the  bark  of  trees ;  but  destitute  of  a  crust.  '  ts»ius,  iouua 

3  U  4 



1032 CRYPTOGAMIA- Class  XXIV. 

18478  RAM  Pert, 
16179  folilcolum  Fries 
16480  melaleucum  Fries 
16481  pulicare  Pers. 16482  Fraxini  Pers. 
16483  quercinum  Pers. 
16484  angustatum  Per*. 16485  Pinastri  Pers. 
16486  JunSperi  Grev. 
16487  gramlneum  Per;. 

Bramble-stem  lines         0  aut     Bl  bramble  branches  Grev. 
various        dot-like     0  spring  Bl  common  ivy  leaf  Grev. 
bl  k.  &  white  dots  0  aug.     Bl  Vacc.  Vitis  idasa  Grev. 
flea-like       verygrega.  0  all  sea.  Bl  rugged  oak  bark  Grev. Ash  corneus     0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  ash  branches  Grev. 
Oak  gregarious  0  all  sea.  Gr.Br  dead  oak  branches 
tapered       minute     0  all  sea.  D1.B  dead  wood  &  stumps 
Pinaster      scattered   0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  Scotch  fir  Ivs.  Grev. 
Juniper       spots        0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  juniper  leaves  Grev. 
Grass         gregarious  0  all  sea.  Bl  dead  grass  leaves  Grev. 

crypt  34 crypt.  129 
crypt  88 crypt.  167 
crypt.  72 

crypt  fl.  1 60 
crypt  fl.  1 26 crypt  fl.  1 87 

Division  IV.  Xylomacci. 
2435.  ACTINOTHYHIUM.  Kunz.  Actinothyrium.      Sp.  1. 

16488  gram  in  is  Kunz.      grass  gregarious  0  spring  Bl      culms  of  grasses     Grev.  crypt  218 
2436.  LEPTOSTRO'MA.  Fr.   Leptostroma.  Sp.  1—9. 16489  scirpmum  Fr.        Rush  spots         0  su.aut.  Bl      Scirpus  lacustris     Fries  obs.  1. 1.  £  6 
2437.  XYLO'MA.  Pers.  Xyloma. 16490  acerinum  Pers.  Maple. 

&>.8— 14. 
broad  spots  0  all  sea.  Bl      living  sycamore  leaves 

16491  salicinum  Pers. 
16492  salignum  Pers. 
16493  populinum  Pers. 16494  Geranii  Grev. 
16495  fagineum  Pers. 16496  concavum  Grev. 

Willow 
Sallow 
Poplar Geranium 
Beech concave 

solid  spots  0 
yell,  spots  0 small  spots  0 
crowded  0 
very  min.  0 scatt.  spots  0 

16497  peziaoldeum  Pers.  Peziza-like  punctiformO 
2438.  LASIOBO'TRYS.  Kunxe.  Lasiobotrys. 16498  Lonicerse  Kunxe    Woodbine    spots  0 
2439.  ASTERO'MA  Dec.  Asteroma. 
16499  Ul'mi  Grev.  Elm  pale  spots  0 
16500  Alchemllla  Grev.  Lady's  Mantle  pale  spots  0 

all  sea.  Bl  living  Sal.capraa  Ivs.  Grev.  crypt  118 
all  sea.  Br  decaying  Sal.capraa  Ivs.  Grev.  crypt.  118 
all  sea.  Brsh  aspen  leaves 
all  sea.  1)1.  Bl  living  Geran.sylv.lvs. 
all  sea.  Bl  dead  beech  leaves 
all  sea.  Bl  dead  holly  leaves    Sow.  1 317.  Sphteria  ■ all  sea.  Bl  dead  oak  leaves      So.  1 118.  Pes.  comitialis 

Sp.1— ?. 
sum.    Bl      honeysuckle  leaves  Grev.  crypt  191 

Sp.  2—?. all  sea.  Bl      living  elm  leaves 
all  sea.  Bl      living  Alchernillalvs. 

2440.  ONYGE'NA.  Pers.  Onygena. 
16501  equina  Pers.         horse-hoof  minute 

Class  III.  Trichospermi  Division  I.  Lycuperdinci. 

\  aut. Sp.l. 
Wi 

sh  decaying  hoofs,  and  Willd.  fl.  beroL  f.  20 similar  substances 

2441.  TULO'STOMA.  Pers.  Tulostoma.  Sp.  1—3. 16502  brumale  Pers.       winter        subsolitary  1  au.oct .  W.Br  pastures 
2442.  SCLERODERMA.  Pers.  Scleroderma.  Sp.  4—14. 

16503  verrucosum  Grev.  warty  handsome  5  aut.      Y.Br  plantations 
surf.variab.2  aut.     Y.Br  plantations 16504  cepa  Grev.  solid Tuber  solidu  m  With. 

16505  citrinum  Pers.      Lemon-color,  tessellated  2  aut 
16506  spadioeum  Pers.     brown         tessellated  1  sum. 

16488 

Bull  iar d,  t.  471.  f .  2 

Grev.  crypt,  fl.  1 48 
Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t  66 

Pa.  Y  about  oak  roots 
Pa.  Br  beech  trunks 

16496""  yM2£Z&"~"  y     <K  X6497 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
S435.  Actinothyrium.   So  called  from  ctxriv,  a  ray,  and  Bv^ea,  to  enclose,  in  allusion  to  the  radiated 

integument  of  the  sporidia.  The  only  known  species  is  innate,  growing  upon  plants,  orbicular,  almost  black, 
and  appearing  in  the  early  part  of  the  year. 

2436.  Leptostroma.  From  As*T«f,  thin  or  delicate,  and  f^u/jut,  a  layer,  in  allusion  to  the  disk,  which,  when the  perithecium  separates,  becomes  naked  and  very  thin. 
2437.  Xyloma.  From  £vXo»,  wood,  and  kaifjux,,  a  margin.  The  species  are  innate  coated  tubercles,  of  a  hard 

vesicular  substance,  but  which  does  not  produce  fructification.  One  of  the  most  common  kinds,  X  acerinum, 
has  a  ragged  border. 

2438.  Lasiobotrys.  From  Xcktik,  wool,  and  j3or%vs,  a  bunch.  This  plant  originates  beneath  the  epidermis  of 
the  leaf,  during  its  green  and  living  state.  When  mature,  it  is  of  a  very  black  color,  and  regular  circular 
form,  from  one  to  two  lines  in  breadth,  very  slightly  convex,  the  surface  uniformly  granulated,  and  the 
whole  generally  situated  on  a  paler  or  colorless  portion  of  the  leaf  On  the  bursting  or  laceration  of  the 
epidermis  of  the  leaf,  which  takes  place  in  the  centre,  our  plant  is  found  to  consist  of  a  multitude  of 
distinct  perithecia  of  a  roundish  form,  closely  arranged  side  by  side,  destitute  of  orifice,  and  the  summits  of 
which  produce  a  granulated  appearance  to  the  naked  eye  or  a  small  magnifier.  These  perithecia  are  fixed 
to  the  leaf  by  a  number  of  short  filaments  radiating  from  their  base,  and  are  not  to  be  detached  without  some 



Ord.IX.  Trims  II.       fungi  gasteromycetes. 
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16478  Kllipt.or  obi.  at  ten.  each  end  black  some  v.  chin,  obscure,  striat.  Sura,  of  sporulifcr.  cells  obtuse,  club-shap. 
16479  Innate  scattered  elliptical  obtuse  rather  tumid  smooth  naked  black  with  a  longitudinal  depression 
16480  Minute  black  irregularly  gregarious  oval  or  roundish  convex,  Sporuliferous  tubes  club-shaped 
16481  Gregarious  black  oblong  or  roundish-elliptical  obtuse  somewhat  striate 
16482  Convex  tumid  oblong-elliptical  very  black  disposed  in  a  subconcentric  manner,  Sporules  large  obi.  yellow 
16483  Bursting  through  the  bark  oblong  elliptical  flex  nose  somewhat  ventricose  greyish-brown 16484  Gregarious  linear  narrow  parallel  smooth  of  dull  black 
16485  Minute  oval  elliptical  very  black  disposed  in  a  subconcentric  manner,  Sporules  large  oblong  yellow 
16486  Very  min.  oval  shin,  somew.  plane  growing  longitudinally  on  leaf,  Sporulifcr.  tubes  clavate  acum.  at  apex 
16487  Very  minute  linear  elliptical  black  mostly  on  the  ribs  of  the  leaf  or  culm 

Division  IV.  Xylomacci. 
16488  Scattered  or  gregarious  orbicular  4  to  i  line  broad  very  dark  a  little  ribbed  and  elevated  in  the  centre 

16489  Orbicular  opaque  bossed  in  the  centre  at  length  entirely  separating,  Disk  whitish 

16490  Black  spreading  in  large  irregular  spots  which  are  either  uniform  or  composed  of  somewhat  distinct 
dots  dehiscence  irregular  and  rugose 

16491  Large  irregular  very  thick  black  white  within 
16492  Gregarious  sometimes  crowded  roundish  slightly  convex  brown  at  length  blackish 
16493  Gregarious  rarely  scattered  over  the  whole  surface  flattish  irregular  smooth  dull-brown 
16494  Scattered  black  unequal  in  size  plane :  the  surface  rugose  and  somewhat  papillose  in  the  centre 
16195  Minute  crowded  often  in  circular  groups  round  black  shining  plane  rugose 
16496  Minute  roundish  regularly  scattered  black  shining  smooth :  the  upper  half  separating 
16497  Clustered  orbicular  black  becoming  open,  Margin  erect  somewhat  crenate,  Disk  pale 

16498  Feritbecia  even  much  crowded  black :  the  radiating  fibres  simple 

16499  Filam.  black  radiat  subdichotom.  at  length  covered  with  confluent  rugoso-plicate  shining  black  tubercles 
16500  Filam.  very  min.  extremely  fine  branch,  at  length  subdist  black,  Tubercles  producing  a  pale  spot  on  leaf 

Class  III.  Trichospebmi.  —  Division  I.  Lycoperdinei. 
16501  Stipes  short  somewhat  .fibrous,  Peridium  scabrous  always  closed,  Sporules  ovate 

16502  Stipes  smoothisb,  Peridium  globose,  Orifice  flat 

16503  Large  gregarious  subglobose  yellowish-brown,  Scales  small  numerous,  Stipes  subelongated  incrassated below  lacunose  and  variously  divided  at  the  root 
16504  Globose  subdepressed  very  firm  smooth  or  warty  sess.  or  with  a  very  short  thick  stipes,  Root  scarcely  any 
16505  Middle-sized  roundish  long-rooted  pale  lemon-color  obsolete!  y  scaly,  Scales  thickish 16506  Gregarious  smaller  somewhat  spotted  smooth  brown,  Root  hard  fibrous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
force.  Their  surface  is  smooth  black.   Within  they  are  replete  with  a  somewhat  gelatinous  granulose  mass, containing  subglobose  sporidia.   The  above  is  a  description  of  the  usual  appearance  of  this  plant 

A  variety,  however,  occurs  in  the  form  of  a  ring  or  annulus,  the  centre  being  unoccupied.  Sometimes  the 
perithecia  are  scattered  in  irregular  groups,  a  few  together,  and  may  even  occur  solitary. 

2439.  Asteroma.  So  named  by  Decandolle :  but  we  know  not  with  what  meaning.  Many  of  the  substances 
referred  to  this  genus  are  believed  to  be  merely  young  states  of  various  kinds  of  Dothidea ;  some  are  the  black 
lines  by  which  certain  Pyrenomycetes  are  bounded ;  others  are  merely  darkened  veins  of  leaves.  To  this  the 
whole  of  Actinonema  of  Persoon,  and  several  of  his  Capillarias  are  to  be  referred. 

2440.  Onygena.  So  called  from  wf,  a  hoof,  and  yutufuu,  to  be  born,  in  allusion  to  the  singular  circumstance 
of  the  original  and  only  species  being  always  found  on  old  horse-hoofs  in  shady  woody  places. 

2441.  TiUostoma.  From  tvKot,  a  wart,  and  e*nfta,  the  mouth,  in  reference  to  the  nature  of  the  orifice  by which  the  seeds  of  this  plant  are  dispersed.  T.  brumale  is  found  on  the  mossy  tops  of  walls  about  London  in 
the  winter  and  spring.    It  may  easily  be  overlooked  for  some  unexpanded  Agaric. 

2442.  Scleroderma.  So  called  from  rxkr^oe,  hard,  and  isytet,  skin,  in  allusion  to  the  hardness  of  the  coat  of 
the  species.  S.  spadiceum  is  found  on  heaths  in  England,  but  is  very  rare ;  it  is  about  the  size  of  a  chcsnut, rather  depressed  at  the  top. 
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2443.  LYCOPERDON.  Mich, 16507  bovlsta  Pers. 
16508  pratense  Pert. 
16509  excipulitormePc™. 
16510  pyriforme  Pert. 
2444.  BOVIS'TA.  Pert. 16511  nigrescens  Pert. 

16512  gigantea  Grev. 

Puff-ball.  Sp.  4—11. 
large  turbinate  3  aut     Wsh  pasture! 
meadow       i  subterra.  2  su.aut.  W  pastures chan. to  br.  2  aut      W  pastures 
pear-shaped  tufted       1}  su.  aut.  Pa.Br  about  tree  stumps 
Bovista.  Sp.  2—4. 

blackish      becom  blk.  2  su.autW  pastures 
gigantic      cracking  12  su.aut.  Y.W  pastures 

2445.  GEAS'TRUM.  Mich.    Geastrum.  Sp  4—5 JSJ?™^™6/^*      Puree-shap.  subsolitary2  aut     Brsh  pastures 16514  Woodwardi  Pert.   Woodward's  subsolitary  1  aut     D.Br  dry  banks 
i«JHUn-?fidum  lers   9u*drifid      subsolitary  2  aut     Wsh  pine  woods 16516  stellatum  Bolt,      stellated      subsolitary     sp.autBr  moors Lycoperdon  recolligens  Woodw. 

Class  XXIV. 

Sower.  1 332.  Proteus 
Bulliard,  1 435.  f  2 Bull  iard,  t  450.  f.  2 
Bulliard,  t.  435.  f.  3 
Sower,  t.  331 
Bulliard,  t.447 

Dic.cr.t3.C4. 1.ycoperd. 
Bry.histf.19.  Lycoperd. 
Sch.t.183.  L.fornicatum 
Bolt  1 179.  Lycoperdon 

aut 
aut 

Trichocisti. 

%2-6. 

Division  II. 
2446.  CRATE'RIUM.  Trent.  Cratbriim. 

16517  leucocephalumZVen/. white-head,  pretty 
16518  vulgare  Dittm.      common  pretty Cyathus  minutus  Sowerby 
2447.  STEMONI'TIS.  Pert.  Stemonitis. 16519  fasciculate  Pert,     fascicled  dense Trichia  n&da  Sow. 

16520  papillata  Pert.       pimpled       scattered   j  aut      D.Br  rotten  wood 2448.  CRIBRA'RIA.  Schrad.  Cribraria. 
16521  micropus  Schrad.    small  stalk,  pinheaded  ti  aut 
2449.  DICTY'DIUM.  Schrad.  Dictydium. 

mosses,  &c. 
mosses,  &c. 

Sp.2— ?. f  su.  aut.  BLBr  rotten  wood 

Sp.  1—?. Br      pine  trunks 

16522  cernuum  Neet       cernuous      pinheaded  Tj  all  se^PBl    "  rotten  wood 2450.  ARSCY'RTA.  Pert.  Arscyria 
16523  punicea  Pert.        crimson       gregar.  J Trichia  denudata  Sowerb.  29 
16524  nutans  Grev.         nodding       weak  j 
2451.  LEAN'GIUM.  Link.  Leangium. 16525  floriforme  Link. 

16526  Trevelyani  Grev. 
2452.  TRI'CHIA.  Pert 16527  reticulata  Pers. 

16528  ovata  Pert. 
16529  fallax  Pert. 

Spheerocdrpusfragilis  Sowerb. 
2453.  DIDER'MA.  Pert.  Diderma. 

16530  globosum  Pert.      globose  clustered 
2454.  PHY'SARUM.  Pert.  Physarum. 

flower-like  scattered  T}  aut 
Trevelyan's  scattered  xi  aut Trichia. 
netted  pulpy       0  aut ovate  crowded    0  aut 
deceitful  variable    0  aut 

Sp.2— ?. su.  aut.  Crim.  rotten  wood 
su.  aut.  Pa.  Y  rotten  wood 

Sp.  2—?, Y  decaying  trunks Pa.Br  leaves  of  mosses 

Sp.3— ?. Ysh    rotten  wood 
Y  rotten  wood Rsh    rotten  wood 

0  aut 
16531  sulcatum  Link 
16532  nutans  Pert. 
16533  nigripes  Link. 16534  viride  Pert. 
16535  leucopus  Link. 
16536  aureum  Pert. 

16507 

Sp.  1—?. Cin.    dead  beech  leaves 

Sp.  6—?. i  sp.  aut.  Gr      rotten  wood 
I  aut.      Gr      rotten  wood aut.      D.Gr  rotten  wood Y.G    rotten  wood 

GL      dead  beech  wood 
gregar.      ̂   sp.  aut  Y       decaying  trunks 

16512  asSS^SlTSeis^  16513 

Grev.  crypt,  t  65 Sower,  t.  239 

Greville  crypt  170 

Nees  syst  t.  10.  f.  118 
Schrad.  gen.  t.  2.  £  1.2 
Greville  crypt.  153 

Greville  crypt  130 
Sower.  1 260.  Trichia 
Bulliard,  t.  371 
Grev.  crypt  132 

Nees  syst  1. 10.  f.  Ill Sower,  t  85.  turbinata Sower.  1 279 

Grev.  crypt  122 

furrowed  weak 
nodding  weak black  stem,  firm 
green         rather  weak  J  aut white  stem,  very  stiff  $  aut 
golden  yell. 

16509 

Bull.  t.  407.  f.  3 
Sturm's  Deuts.  fun. 1 42 Bull.  1 481.  f.  1 
Grev.  crypt. 

16508 16520 
16517  ̂   -  ̂   "16519 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2443.  Lycoperdon.  So  called  by  Tournefort,  from  >.ux  <x,  a  wolf,  and  trivia,  to  explode  backwards,  that  author 
certainly  having  improved  upon  the  foolish  old  name.  Crepitus  lupi,  by  making  it  less  generally  intelligible. 
(Smith.)  These  are  roundish  tuber-like  plants,  when  ripe,  exploding  and  emitting  the  sporules  in  the  form  of 
smoke,  whence  country  people  call  the  species  pufl-balls. 

2444.  Bovista.  A  name  of  barbarous  origin,  having  been  formed  by  Dillenius,  from  the  German  Bqfitt. Bovista  furfuracea,  an  Italian  species,  is  said  by  Micheli,  to  be  common  on  heaths  near  Florence,  where  it  is 
sold  with  others  of  its  tribe,  as  an  article  of  food.  Bovista  gigantea  is  the  largest  of  the  genus,  and,  indeed,  of 
the  whole  order,  measuring  not  unfrequently  nearly  2  feet  in  diameter.  Bulliard  mentions  having  seen  many 
of  eighteen,  twenty,  and  twenty-three  inches  in  diameter,  and  on  the  authority  of  others,  affirms  them  to 
attain  the  enormous  bulk  of  nearly  nine  feet  in  circumference.  The  flesh  is  at  first  white,  afterwards  of  a 
greenish-yellow,  lastly  of  a  brow  n. grey.  The  outer  peridium  cracks  and  peels  off  in  large  flakes  on  being  handled. 
-  2445.  (least rum.  So  called  from  >  the  earth,  and  ecrr.u  a  star,  in  allusion  to  the  stellate  appearance  of  the species  when  burst  and  lying  on  the  ground.  A  genus  formed  by  Micheli  upon  the  Puff-balls  with  a  stellated volva. 

2446.  Craternan.  So  nav.ed  from  *(*vti(,  a  cup,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  the  peridium,  which  in  C.  vulgare 
u  formed  like  a  small  goblet  This  is  a  minute  subsolitary  plant,  with  the  habit  of  Calicium. 
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16507  Large  obconical  soft  whitish  plicate  beneath,  Scales  broad  often  indistinct 
16508  White  soft  hemispherical  subsessile  somewhat  smooth,  Warts  scattered 
16509  Large  white  variable,  Peridium  subglob.  cover,  with  spinuL  warts,  Stipes  somew.  smooth  long  and  plicate 
16510  CsBspit  pyrif.  umbon.  pale-brown,  Scales  in  form  of  min.  slender  spin,  process.  Root  consist,  of  long  fibres 
16511  Large  white  becoming  blackish-brown  plicate  beneath 
16512  Almost  sessile  very  large  globular  yellowish-white,  with  scattered  nearly  obsolete  scales 
16513  Volva  multifid,  Peduncles  andoscula  of  the  peridium  numerous 
16514  Smaller,  Head  flat  above,  Orifice  acuminate  with  longer  cilia? 
16515  Peridium  globose  stalked,  Orifice  hoary,  Radii  somewhat  quadrifid  arched 
16516  Volva  multifid  spreading,  Laciniae  equal,  Head  depressed  spherical  sessile,  Orifice  acuminate 

Division  11.  Trichocisti. 
16517  Cup-shap.  redd.-brown,  Operculum  convex  whit  very  thin  evanescent,  Filam.  white,  Sporules  very  dark 16518  Campanulate  chesnut-color,  Operculum  firm  white,  Stipes  orange,  Sporules  blackish 

16519  Crowded  cylindrical,  Stipes  black  arising  from  a  shining  subjacent  membrane,  Pendia  very  fugacious blackish-brown,  Stipes  continued  to  the  summit  of  the  peridium 
16520  Dark-brown  globose  stipitate,  Stipes  penetrating  through  the  summit  of  the  peridium 

16521  Gregarious  roundish,  Stipes  short  blackish 

16522  Gregar.  brownish-purple  nodding  umbilicated,  Membrane  of  peridium  deciduous,  Flocci  persistent  robust 

16523  Gregarious  often  caspitose  stipitate  dull  crimson,  Sporules  abundant  crimson-red 
16524  Pale-yellow  substipitate  cylindrical  long  weak  drooping 

16525  Yellow  globose  stipitate,  Peridium  splitting  into  holes  which  are  beautifully  expanded  and  reflexed 
16526  Sporangium  sess.  Peridium  splitting  into  many  regular  reflexed  segm.  Colum.  very  min.  Spor.  pediceUat 

16527  Effused  forming  an  irregular  sort  of  reticulation  yellowish  or  pale-brown 
16528  Crowded  obovate  ochrey-yellow  bursting  at  the  summit 
15529  Shortly  stipitate  reddish  at  length  yellowish  bursting  at  the  apex  plicate  beneath 

16530  Sessile  subglobose  smooth  greyish- white :  both  of  the  peridia  fragile,  Sporules  globular 

16531  Head  globose  flattish  beneath  grey  inclined,  Stipes  rather  long  pale  weak  sulcate,  Sporules  dark-brown 
16532  Head  glob,  flatt.  ben.  blueish-grey  nodd.  Stipes  thin  weak  whit,  not  furrow.  Spor.  and  filam.  dark-brown 16533  Head  globose  dark-grey,  Stipes  long  firm  black,  Sporules  and  filaments  very  dark 
16534  Subglob.  umbilicate  ben.  yellowish-green,  Stipes  slender  rather  weak  brown.  Sporules  and  filam.  very  dark 16535  Head  globose  depressed  pale-glaucous,  Stipes  very  short  thick  pale  at  length  brownish 
16536  Peridium  subglobose  fine  yellow,  Stipes  slender  rather  long  greyish-brown,  Sporules  globose 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2447.  Stemonitis.  From  rvfw,  a  stamen,  in  allusion  to  the  form  of  some  of  the  species,  which  may  be 

compared  to  the  male  organ  of  a  flower,  taking  the  stipes  for  the  filament,  and  the  head  for  the  anthera. 
2448.  Cribraria.  A  genus  formed  by  Schrader  out  of  the  Sphserocarpi  of  Bulliard.  It  has  for  its  essential 

character,  a  peridium,  the  upper  part  of  which  has  numerous  apertures,  whence  the  name,  from  cribro,  to 
perforate.    All  the  species  are  found  in  autumn  upon  rotten  wood. 

2449.  Dictydium.  From  hnrutu,  a  net,  and  tiSee,  similar ;  the  peridium  appears  like  net-work  fastened 
together  by  minute  delicate  ribs.   Very  minute  pinheaded  plants,  with  the  appearance  of  Calicium. 

2450.  Arscyria.  From  a$xvs,  a  net.  The  sporules  are  fastened  together  by  a  net-work  of  fibres.  Beautiful little  minute  fungi,  found  upon  wood. 
2451.  Leangium.  From  Kate,  smooth,  and  ayyits,  a  vessel,  in  reference  to  the  smoothness  of  the  peridium. 

Small  wart-like  plants,  resembling  a  minute  Lycoperdon. 
2452.  Trichia.  From  3rei£  ryxfit,  hair,  in  allusion  to  the  internal  mass  of  elastic  fibres  gradually  expanding, 

after  the  head  bursts.  These  are  pin-headed  plants,  growing  upon  old  wood,  and  very  rarely  seen  in  this country. 
2453.  Diderma.   From  its,  double,  and  Si^/jm,  a  skin,  on  account  of  the  double  peridium. 
2454.  Physarum.  So  named,  on  account  of  the  bladdery  appearance  of  the  peridium,  from  Qv<rn,  a  vesicle. 
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2455.  LEOCAR'PUS.  Link.   Leocarpus.  Sp.  I—?. 16537  vernic6sus  Link,     varnished     enc  i  aut      R.Br   steins  of  grasses 
Lycopirdon  frdgile  Sowerb. 

Division  III.  Puliginoidei. 
2456.  LYCOGA'LA.  Mich.  Lycogala.  Sp.3—?. 16538  miniata  Pers.        vermilion     granular  0  sp.  aut.  R       rotten  wood 

16539  argentea  Pers.       silvery         fragile  0  aut.      Wsh   rotten  wood 
Reticularia  Lycoperdon  Sowerb. 

16540  minuta  Grev.        minute        gregario.  0  aut     W      decayed  leaves 

Grev.  crypt  111 

Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 38 
Grev.  crypt  t  106 
Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 40 

2457.  SPUMA'RIA.  Pers.  Spumaria. 16541  alba  Grev.  white  frothy 
Sp.  1—?. 

1  aut     Br      rottwood,grass,&c.  Sow.  1 280.  Reticularia 
Division  IV.  Liceoidei. 

2458.  DICHOSPO'RIUM.  Nees.  Dichosporium. 
16542  aggregatum  Nees    clustered  spots        0  aut 

Spumaria  physaroides  Pers. 
2459.  LI'CEA.  Schrad.  Licea. 

16543  circumscis'sa  Pers.  pared  like  ovules  0  aut 

Sp.\. 
Bl 

Nees  syst  f.  99 

Sp.  2—?. Ysh     between  bark  &  wood 

16541  fragiformis  Nees  strawberry-like  pulpy 0  aut      Dl.R  rotten  wood 

Class  IV.  Mucoroidei. 
watery 

Nees  syst.  t.  8.  f.  102 

Sp.  1—?. 
2  wint    W  dung 2460.  MU'COR  Pers.  Mucor, 16545  sterc6rea  Grev.  common 

Hydr6phora  stercSrea  Tode. 
2461.  THAMNl'DIUM.  Link.  Thamnidium. 

16546  elegans  Link.      elegant  whorled    -jj  aut 
2462  ASCCPHORA.  Tode.    Ascophora.  Sp.  1—?. 
16547  mucodo  Link.       mouldy        veryslend.  J  all  sea.  W      putrid  substances    Sow.  t.378.f.5,6,7.  Mucor 

Sp.  1—?. 
Pale    putrid  substances    Nees  syst.  75 

Class  V.  Perisporia. 
2463.  EUROTIUM.  Link.    Eurotium.  Sp.  2—?. 

16548  herbariorum  Link,  herbarium    punctiformO  all  sea.  Y       dried  plants  Grev.  crypt.  164 
16549  Rosarum  Grev.      rose  patches     0  sum.    W      rose  bushes  Grev.  crypt  164 
2464.  AMPHISPO'RIUM.  Link.    Amphisporium.  Sp.  1. 16550  versicolor  Link.     changeable   spots        0  wint    Y       hyacinths  in  glasses  Nees  syst  100 

HYPHOMYCE  TES. 
Class  I.  Cephalotrichl 

2465.  CERATIUM.  Albertini.   Ceratium.  Sp.  1— ?. 
16551  hydn6ides  Alb.    Hydnum-like  fugacious  TJ  aut.      W      dead  wood 

16537 16538 
Berl.  mag.  v.  3  1 1.  f.  33 

16539 

16540 16541  16542 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

16544 

2455.  Leocarpus.  A  word  with  the  same  meaning  as  Leangium ;  which  see.  L.  vernicosus  appears  as  il 
varnished  over  with  vermilion.  The  plants  grow  in  clusters  upon  bits  of  rotten  wood,  and  are  each  formed  of 
a  pear-shaped  stalked  peridium,  bursting  at  the  end,  and  letting  fall  out  a  nucleus  of  sporules  held  together  by fibres. 

2456.  Lycogala.  From  Xuxas,  a  wolf,  and  yxXec,  milk,  a  genus  of  fungi  whose  internal  appearance  and  sub- 
stance in  an  early  state  are  like  a  mass  of  thick  cream.  It  is  included  under  Mucor  by  Linnaeus,  Schreber,  and 

others.  L.  argenteum  is  found  upon  rotten  wood  in  the  autumn.  It  is  about  an  inch  or  more  in  diameter, 
brown  and  pulpy  when  young,  of  a  brilliant  white  when  arrived  at  maturity,  discharging,  by  one  or  more 
irregular  accidental  openings,  a  mass  of  rich  dark  snuff-colored  powder. 

2457.  Spumaria.  From  spuma,  froth.  S.  mucilago  is  spread  in  the  autumn  over  the  leaves  and  stems  6f 
living  plants,  or  over  dead  branches,  when  it  resembles  in  some  measure  stiffened  foam  or  froth. 

2458.  Dichosporium.  From  S/%«,  double,  and  proga,  a  seed  :  in  allusion,  we  presume,  to  the  double  coat  of 
the  peridium,  the  innermost  of  which  is  formed  of  granules  like  sporules.  The  only  species  known  is  found 
upon  the  bark  of  the  oak. 

2459.  Licea.  The  meaning  of  this  word  is  unexplained.   The  species  have  been  referred  to  Trichia,  Didy> 
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1G537  Shortly  stipitate  obovate  reddish-brown  shining  crowded,  Stipes  whitish 

Division  III.  Fuliginoidei. 
16538  Globular  gregarious  red  changing  to  brown,  Sporules  orange-red  at  length  purple-grey 
16539  Large  suboval  very  fragile  silvery. white,  Sporules  profuse  deep-brown,  Filaments  few 
16540  Minute  white  roundish  depressed  rarely  confluent  fragile,  Sporules  black  intermixed  with  a  few  filaments 

16541  Eft  used  frothy,  Feridium  furnished  internally  with  horn-like  grey  processes  inclosing  brown  sporules 

Division  IV.  Liceoidci. 
16542  The  only  species 

16543  Gregarious  sessile  yellowish  or  chesnut-brown  subglobose :  the  upper  half  of  the  peridium  separating 
like  a  lid,  Sporules  rarely  mixed  with  one  or  two  filaments 

16544  Peridia  cylindrical  very  fragile  densely  crowded  forming  a  roundish  or  hemispherical  mass  dull-red 
changing  to  pale-brown,  Sporules  brown  in  the  form  of  minute  abundant  dust 

Class  IV.  Mucoroidei. 
16545  Byssus-like  white  becoming  yellowish,  Stipes  erect  or  lax  simple  bearing  a  minute  subglobose  head 

16546  Filaments  branched  whorled,  Feridium  elevated 

16547  Stipes  simple,  Heads  inflated  spherical  dark-grey  bursting  close  to  the  stipes  which  is  long  and  filiform 

Class  V.  Peristoma. 
16548  Gregarious  punctiform  yellow,  Filaments  whitish  branched 
16549  Tufted,  Peridia  gregar.  greenish  covered  by  the  filam.  which  are  elongat  simple  profuse  somew.  erect  in 

[centre 16550  Changes  from  yellow  to  grey 

HYPHOMYCE  TES. 
Class  I.  Cefhalotrichi. 

16559  Growing  in  small  tufts,  Filaments  subconfluent  simple  or  branched  and  fasciculated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
mium,  Sec.  by  various  writers.  They  are  minute  productions  scarcely  bigger  than  pins'  heads,  found  chiefly  on rotten  wood  of  the  fir  kind. 

2460.  Mucor.  An  alteration  of  funeys,  the  name  of  a  small  fungus.  To  this  genus  are  referable  the  greater part  of  the  substances  which  form  the  mould  upon  cheese  and  other  materials. 
2461.  Thamnidium.  From  3-aftros,  a  rod  or  twig,  in  allusion  to  the  appearance  of  the  plants  under  the microscope.   Minute  plants,  with  a  bushy  branched  stipes,  and  a  head  like  that  of  Mucor. 
2462.  Ascophora.  From  atrxos,  a  term  used  by  mycologists  to  denote  a  peculiar  kind  of  receptacle  of  sporules, 

and  <pt%u,  to  bear.  These  are  pin-headed  fungi,  with  the  habit  of  Mucor,  from  which  they  chiefly  differ  in their  peridium  being  turned  inside  out  after  bursting,  and  being  somewhat  persistent. 
2463.  Eurutium.  Evicts  was  the  Greek  name  of  a  sort  of  mouldiness,  and  has  been  with  a  sufficient  reason 

applied  to  this  genus  of  plants. 
2464.  Amphisporium.  From  apupi,  double,  and  nw«,  a  sporule.  These  organs  are  of  two  forms,  either roundish  With  three  dots  in  the  middle,  or  Ovate  acuminate,  and  quite  pellucid. 
2465.  Ceratium.  So  named  from  xteat,  a  horn,  on  account  of  the  cornute  appearance  of  the  plants  under a  microscope. 
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2466.  ISA'RI  A.  Pert.      I  sari  a.  Sp.  1—?. 16552  microscopica  Grev.  microscopic  very  min.  0  spring  W      Tricbla  clavata 
Class  II.  Stilboidei. 

2467.  STIL'BUM.  Tode.   Stilbum.  Sp.  1— ?. 16553  vulgare  Tode.        common       very  min.  0  aut      Wsh   decayed  stems 

Class  XXIV. 

Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 3 

Tode  fun.  meckl.t.2.  f.  16 

Class  III.   Inomycetes.  —  Division 

Sp.  1- 

Bl 0  aut, 

Sp.  1— ?. T  J  all  sea.  Y 

Sp.1— 1. 
3  all  sea.  Sooty 

2468.  TO'RULA.  Link.  Torula. 16554  herbarum  Link      herbaceous  fragile 
2469.  MONI'LI  A.  Pers.  Monilia. 

16555  aurea  Pert.  golden  yell,  stalked 
2470.  RACCDIUM.  Pers.  Racodium. 

16556  ceUite^Pers.  wine-cellar  shaggy Fibrillaria  vindria  Sowerb. 
2471.  DEMA'TIUM.  Pers.  Dematium. 16557  articulatum  Pers.  articulated    minute      0  aut 
2472.  CLADOSPCRIUM.  Link.    Cladosporium.  Sp.2— ?. 
16558  herbarum  Link      herbaceous    very  min.  0  su.aut  OLG 
16559  velutinum  Grev.     velvety        patches     0  spring  G.B1 
2473.  HELICOSPO'RIUM.  Nees.  Helicosporium. 16560  vegetum  Nees       quickening   cloud-like  0  oct. 
2474.  OZCNIUM.  Lk.  Ozonium. 

16561  auricomum  Link    yell. -headed  byssoid      3  aut 
2475.  RHIZOMOR'PHA.  Both.  Rhizomorpha. 

I.  Byssacei. 

dead  stems 

rotten  wood 
cellars 

Sp.  1—?. Bis  h    stems  of  herbs 

Sp.1. Gr 

Sp.  1— ? 
Or 

16562  subcortical  Pers. 
16563  divergens  Grev. 16564  farinacea  Grev. 
16565  subterranea  Pers. 
16566  medullaris  Sm. 

Sp.  5— ». 
subcortical    net-like     72  all  sea.  Br 
diverging     creeping    24  aut.  Rsh mealy      much  branc.  36  all  sea.  W subterrane.   filament    24  all  sea.  Bl 
medullary  much  branc.  144  all  sea.  W 

dead  stems 
rotten  wood 

foot  of  trees 

rotting  wood 

beneath  bark 
beneath  bark 
decayed  trunks mines 
cellar* 

Division  II.    Muce dines. 
2476.  SEPEDCNIUM.  Link.  Sepedonictm. 

16567  myc6philum  Link  yellow         cloudy      0  aut 
Acremonium. 

patches     0  aut 
2478.  SPORO'TRICHUM.  Link.   Sporotrichum.  Sp.  6— ?. 16569  macrosporumGmf.  large  grained  blotches    0  spr.  su.  Hoa.   apple  leaves 

2477.  ACREMO'NIUM.  Link. 16568  fuscum  Schmidt  brown 

Sp.  1—?. Or      dying  fungi 

Sp.  1—?. OLG  dead  sticks 

16570  minfitum  Grev.      minute  tufts 
16571  sulphureum  Grev.  sulph.-color.  tufts 
16572  aurantiacum  Grev.  orange-col.  tufts 
16573  stercorarium  Link  dung  tufts 
16574  tenuis'simum  Grev.  thin  thin  coat 

16552 16553 

0  aut.  w.  W 
0  all  sea.  Y 
0  all  sea.  Or 
0  all  sea.  Or 
0  aut  W 

16554 

dung 

casks  in  cellars 
damp  cellars 
damp  cellars dead  bark 

16555 

Sower,  t  432 

Pers.  disp.  t  4.  £  2 

Nees  syst  t.  5.  C  64 

Nees  syst  66 

Sow.  392.  f.  1&  2.  patens 
Grev.  crypt  154 

Linn,  trans.12. 1 20 

Grev.  crypt  198 

Schm.  mycol.  1. 1 2.  £23 

Wern.  trans.  4.  t.  5.  £  " Wern.  trans.  +.  t.  5.  f. Wem.  trans.  4.  1 5.  £ 
Wern.  trans.  4.  t.  5.  £  2 

16556 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2466.  Isaria.  From  ttrtt,  equal,  on  account,  perhaps,  of  the  equality  which  exists  among  the  filaments  of  the 

plants  both  in  size  and  length. 
2467.  Stilbum.  From  fi\$as,  shining.  The  species  are  all  found  upon  old  rotten  wood,  and  are  at  first 

watery  or  gelatinous,  but  become  opake  and  turbid  as  they  ripen. 
2468.  Torula.  A  diminutive  of  thorns  or  torus,  a  bed.  This  plant  forms  a  thick  compact  bed  or  layer  upon 

the  plants  on  which  it  grows. 
2469.  Monilia.  From  monile,  a  necklace,  with  reference  to  the  peculiar  manner  in  which  the  filaments  are articulated. 
2470.  Racodium.  Ynxiw  was  the  name  among  the  Greeks  for  a  worthless  worn-out  ragged  garment ;  and 

has  been  applied  to  the  present  genus,  in  allusion  to  the  dirty  interwoven  cloth-like  substance  with  which  it clothes  whatever  it  grows  upon.  R  cellare  is  the  black  substance  which  overruns  the  bottles  of  the  wine 
merchant,  and  which  often  hangs  in  long"  thick  festoons  from  the  sides  and  roof  of  his  cellars. 2471.  Dematium.  A  diminutive  of  Siput,  a  bundle  or  parcel.  The  filamentous  thallus  is  often  collected into  bundles. 

2472.  Cladosporium.  From  xXaief,  a  branch,  because  the  sporules  are  attached  to  the  branches  of  the fungi. 
2473.  Helicosporium.   From  helix,  a  spiral,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  sporules  are  curved. 
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16552  Extremely  minute  scattered  simple  club-shaped  very  white,  Filaments  and  sporidia  indistinct 

Class  II.  Stilboidei. 
16553  Head  roundish  whitish  semifluid  becoming  firmer  and  yellowish,  Stipes  rather  thick  cylindrical 

Class  III.    Inomtcetes.  —  Division  I.  Byssacei. 
16554  Filaments  densely  crowded  so  as  to  form  a  black  crust 

16555  Tufted  gold  color 

16556  Very  soft  lax  much  interwoven  of  a  greenish  black  color,  Filaments  intermixed  with  irregular  granule! 

16557  Minute  blackish  fascicled,  Bristles  diverging  sometimes  jointed 

16558  Tufted  extremely  minute  of  an  olive-green  color  becoming  blackish  and  rigid  in  old  age 
16559  Very  minute  spreading  on  old  wood  in  wide  velvety  patches  greenish-black,  Filaments  simple  or  branched 

jointed  somewhat  thickened  upwards 
16560  The  only  species 

16561  Very  irregular  rigid  diverging :  when  young  from  a  common  centre ;  afterwards  straggling,  Filaments 
tawny  orange-color  compressed  of  various  sizes 

16562  Compressed  brown  or  black  shining  anastomising  often  broad  and  very  extensive  [regularly  patent 
16563  Stem  pale  redd,  cyl  hid.  subflex.  never  anas  tenuis.  Branches  spread,  in  all  directions  free,  Fructific.  clavate 
16564  Stems  covered  with  a  mealy  substance 
16565  Long  branched  roundish  somewhat  separate  black 
16566  Round  much  branched  snow-white,  cellular  and  yellow  inside 

Division  II.  Muccdincs. 
16567  Spreading  widely  within  putrefying  Agarici  and  Boleti,  Filara.  white,  Spor.  profuse  bright  orange-yellow 

16568  Filaments  spreading  branched  olive-brown,  Pedicels  of  the  sporules  numerous  alternate 

16569  Forming  a  pulverulent  hoariness  interspersed  with  very  minute  tufts,  Filaments  few  branched  straggling, 
Sporules  large  obtusely  oval 16570  Tufts  roundish  minute  very  white,  Filaments  loosely  entangled,  Sporules  very  numerous  oval 

16571  Tufts  yellow  irregular  roundish,  Filaments  lax  entangled,  Sporules  numerous  subglobose 
16572  Tufts  of  a  reddish  orange-color,  Filaments  very  slender  much  entangled,  Sporules  glob,  extremely  minute 16573  Differs  from  the  last,  chiefly  in  its  paler  color 
16574  Very  white  forming  a  web,  Filam.  densely  interwoven  very  fine,  Sporules  globular  scattered  very  minute 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2474.  Oxonium.  We  presume,  from  e?«f,  a  branch,  in  allusion  to  the  manner  in  which  the  filaments  branch 

or  diverge  from  a  common  centre.   This  genus  has  been  extracted  from  Dematium  by  Link 
2475.  Rhixomorpha.  So  called  from  its  resemblance  to  the  branching  fibrous  roots  of  various  plants.  All 

the  productions  referred  to  this  genus  are  very  obscure  and  uncertain.  R.  phosphorea,  the  Clavaria  phosphorea 
of  Sowerby,  is  a  plant  sometimes  existing  as  a  parasite  between  the  wood  and  bark  of  trees,  or  in  wine-cellars among  saw-dust,  and  is,  when  fresh,  remarkably  luminous  in  the  dark. 

2476.  Sepedonium.  From  <r*ixi&m,  putrescence.  The  species  grow  among  the  decaying  parts  of  fungi,  and other  putrid  substances. 
2477.  Acremonium.  From  a,x$ipu»,  a  branch  j  the  thecal  are  produced  about  the  filaments  in  fascicles,  as branches  are  about  trees. 
2478.  Sporotrichum.  From  tsrefx,  and  hair,  in  allusion  to  the  filamentous  nature  of  the  sporules.  A 

very  destructive  parasite  in  some  seasons,  and  probably  of  general  distribution,  for  it  has  been  detected  on  a 
great  variety  of  plants.  To  gardeners  it  is  well  known  as  a  kind  of  mildew  or  blight,  and  is  commonly  taken 
for  an  insect.  The  leaves  of  the  peach-trees,  even  when  protected  by  glass,  are  often  attacked  by  it,  nor  does 
the  fruit  itself  always  escape,  in  which  case  it  frequently  drops  ofE  The  leaves  are  more  or  less  distorted  by 
it  As  its  production  is  probably  the  result  of  a  peculiar  state  of  the  atmosphere,  there  is  little  chance  of  any means  being  discovered  for  its  prevention. 
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2479.  TRICHOTHE'CIUM.  Link.   Twchothecium.      Sp.  1— 16575  roseum  Link         rose-colored  tufts 
2480.  ACROSPO'RIUM.  Nees.  Acrospowum. 16576  monilioides  Nees     Monilia-like  spots 

16577  fasciculatum  Grev.  fascicled  patches 
2481.  BO'TRYTIS.  Mich.  Botrytis. 

16578  diffusa  Alb.  diffuse  broad  tufts  J  aut 
??5Z?  agariclna  Link       Agaric        wool,  coat  0  aut. 16580  effusa  Grev.  effused 
16581  parasitica  Pen.  parasitic 
2482.  ASPERGILLUS.  Mich.  Motjldiness. 

spots lax 

6  aut  w.  W      rotten  wood 

Sp.  2—?. 0  sp.  aut  W      leaves  of  grasses      Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  73 
0  spring  Gl.      rotten  oranges 

Sp.4— ?. W  rotten  herbac.stems  Wern.  trans.  4.t.  5.  f  7 W      decaying  fungi 

patches 
patches 

0  aut      Pu.Gr  underside  of  live  lvs. 
0  spr.  su.  W      on  shepherd's  purse  Sower,  t.359 

Sp.  4—?. 0  all  sea.  B       rotten  substances    BerL  mag.  3. 1 1  £23 
rjaut      Wsh  putrid  fungi 

broadspotexi  aut      Gsh    putrid  fungi  [barium 
spots        0  allsea.  D.Gr  damp  specimens  in  Her-  Grev.cryptfl.t32 Stachylimum.         Sp.  1  ?. 
spreading  tJ  aut     W      dead  wood  Wern.  trans.  4.  t.  5  £  6 

2484.  PENICIL'LIUM.  Link.   Penicillium.  Sp  2-? ?^I8?fif8um^e?-  fca"ered  broad  lines  ti  aut  W  rotten  herbaastems  Grev.  crypt,  fl  1 58  f  2 16588 glaucumZ**       blue  tufts       tJ  all  sea.  Gl.     rotten  substances   Grev!  crypt [fl.  t. £1 
2485.  TRICHODER'MA  Vers.  Trichoderma.  Sp  l-» 16589  vinde  Pers.  green  tufts        0  aut  w.  W      rotten  wood 

16582  glaucus  Link  blue 
16583  laneus  Link.  white 
16584  vlrens  Link  green 
16585  penicillatus  Grev.  pencilled 
248a  STACHYLI'DIUM.  Link. 16586  candidum  Grev.  white 

Class  IV.  Phyixeriacejs. 
2486.  RUBI'GO.  Link.  Rubigo. 

16590  al'nea  Pers.  alder  spots 
2487.  ERI'NEUM.  Pers.  Erineum. 

16591  aureum  Pers.        golden       velvety  spots  0 
16592  griseum  Pers.  grey  velvety  spots  0 
16593  acerinum  Pers.  Sycomore  depress,  tufts  0 
16594  pyrinum  Pers.  Pear  depress.tufts  0 
16595  tortuosum  Kunze  tortuous  depress,  tufts  0 
16596  Juglandis  Dec.       Walnut     depress.tufts  0 
16597  clandestinumKunz.  concealed    depress.tufts  0 
16598  roseum  Kunxe       rose-colored  depress. tufts  0 
16599  betuUnum  Rebent.  Birch        depress,  tufts  0 

Sp.1— ?. sum.    D.Br  under  alder  leaves 

Sp.  9—?. sum.    Bt.Y  lvs.  Populus  nigra 
spr.  su.  Dl.ru  under  oak  leaves 
sp.  aut  RBr  und.  sycomore  lvs. 
aut     R.Br  on  crab-tree  lvs. 
spr.  su.  Wsh  on  birch  leaves 
sum.  Pale  under  walnut  lvs. 
sum.    W.  Pk  und.  hawthorn  lvs. 
sum.    Crim.  on  birch  lvs. 
spr.  su.  Wsh  on  birch  lvs. 

Nees  syst  63 

Edin.phU.jour.  6.t.3.£15 
Ed.ph.jo.6.t.3.f.l7.?wn« 
Edin.phiI.jou.at2.£l&6 
Grev.  crypt  fl.  t  22 
Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t  94 

Ed.ph.  jo.6.t2.f.4.  subuL Edin.  phiL  jour.  6.t2.£8 
Grev.  crypt  fl.  t.  21 
Edin.phiL  jour.6.t.3.£16 

CONIOMYCETES. 
ClaSS  I.  TlJBERCULARIJS. 

2488.  TUBERCULA'RIA.  Tode.   Titbercularia.  Sp.3~?. 16600  vulgfins  Pers.        common      gregario.   ri  all  sea.  Dp.  R  decayed  sticks Clavarta  coccinea  Sowerb. 
16601  confluens  Pers.      confluent      gregario.    0  aut  sp.  F.R rough  scattered   ti  aut  Br 

16576 

Sower,  t  294 

16602  granulata  Pers 
16575 

dead  sycomore  branches 
dead  branches        Grev.  crypt  187 
16579  16585 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2479.  Trichothecium.  The  theca?  are  intermixed  among  a  mass  of  hair-like  filaments ;  whence  the  name. 
2480.  Acrosporium.  From  ax^os,  the  top  of  any  thing,  and  tire^a,  a  sporule;  the  latter  occupying  the summit  of  the  simple  filaments. 
2481.  Botrytis.  So  called  from  /8«tj«,  a  bunch  of  grapes,  in  allusion  to  the  clusters  of  little  globular  seeds  or seed  vessels. 
2482.  Aspergillus.  This  is  the  name  of  the  brush  with  which  the  holy-water  is  scattered  in  Catholic  cere- 

monies. The  little  plant,  consisting  of  a  stem  and  a  cluster  of  sporules  at  the  top,  is  not  unlike  a  little  brush with  its  handle. 
2483.  Staehyttdium.  From  eraxvi,  a  spike,  and  uits,  similar.  The  sporules  are  dispersed  in  a  sort  of  spiked manner  on  the  filaments. 
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16575  Tufted,  Tufts  distinct  at  length  sometimes  confluent,  Filam.  white,  Sporules  pink  very  numerous  oval 

16576  Filaments  simple  forming  white  spots  of  one  or  two  lines  in  length  on  the  living  leaves  of  grasses 
16577  Filam.  branched  somew.  fasciculated  erect  in  spreading  tufts  white  at  first  at  length  a  fine  glauc.  color 

16578  Very  lax  tuft,  white  branch.  Branch,  few  long  spread,  set  with  short  patent  ramuli  bear,  round  clust.  of  spor. 
16579  Tufted  confluent  white,  Filaments  one  line  high,  Branches  divaricate,  Sporules  numerous  ovate  large 
16580  Pale  purpl.-grey  spread.  Filam.  branch,  towards  summ  t.  Branch,  divaric.  short,  Spor.  large  oval  numerous 16581  Somewhat  tufted  lax  white  not  much  branched,  Sporules  roundish 

16582  Tuft.  min.  formed  of  white  erect  filaments  with  little  heads  at  first  white  but  when  mature  of  a  glauc.  color 
16583  In  dense  tufts  composed  of  whitish  or  yellowish  suberect  entangled  filaments  with  yellowish  heads 
16584  Tufts  rather  dense,  Filaments  entangled  suberect  heads  as  well  as  the  filaments  greenish 
16585  Filaments  scattered  gregarious  about  a  line  high  supporting  an  elongated  tuft  of  beaded  sporidia 

16586  Filaments  branched  erect  remotely  jointed  scattered  white,  Sporules  globular 

16587  Barren  filaments  effused  interwoven  :  fertile  ones  simple  somewhat  scattered,  Heads  of  sp  (rules  white 
16588  Densely  tufted  spreading,  Heads  of  sporules  at  length  glaucous 

16589  Tufted,  Tufts  roundish  composed  of  snow-white  interwoven  filaments,  Sporules  profuse  green  at  length 
giving  the  whole  a  green-color 

Class  IV.  Phylleriacex. 
16590  Irregularly  tufted  or  effused  and  confluent  whitish  at  length  reddish-brown,  Peridia  shortly  branched, Branches  thick  bearing  several  round  or  ovate  lobes 
16591  On  the  surface  of  the  leaf  bright  gold-color  effused  sometimes  spreading  over  the  whole  leaf,  Peridia 

simple  crowded  club-shaped,  Sporules  evident  excessively  minute  yellow 
16592  Hypophyllous,  so  minute  as  scarcely  to  be  raised  above  the  surface  of  the  leaf  pale  obscure  purple  widely 

effused,  Peridia  simple  obtusely  club-shaped 
16593  On  the  under  surface  of  the  leaf  depressed  distinct  or  confluent  pale  becoming  reddish-brown,  Peridia 

club-shaped  very  rarely  turbinate  flaccid,  the  upper  half  often  inclined 
16591  Mostly  on  the  under  surface  of  the  leaf  scattered  subeffused  rich  reddish-brown,  Peridia  compressed  lin. somewhat  lax  with  the  apex  club-shaped  and  often  truncate 
16595  Mostly  on  the  under  surface  irregularly  tufted  whitish  becoming  ferruginous,  Peridia  linear  cylindrical twisted  with  rounded  summits 
16596  Hypophyll.  silky  or  toment.  pale  or  quadrangular,  Peridia  erect  cylindric.  long  and  attenuated  to  a  point 
16597  On  the  under  surface  whitish-pink  becoming  subferruginous  rarely  in  the  form  of  spots  or  tufts  but  con- fluent at  the  margin  of  the  leaf  which  is  rolled  inwards  and  conceals  it,  Peridia  short 
16598  Mostly  on  the  upper  surface  unequally  scattered  confluent  fine  crimson,  Peridia  polymorphous  turbinate 

club-shaped  or  capitate,  the  summit  frequently  truncate 
16599  Mostly  on  the  under  surface  whitish  at  length  dark  ferruginous  often  confluent,  Peridia  short  polymor- 

phous sometimes  turbinate  but  generally  with  two  blunt  horn-like  patent  summits 

C0NI0MYCETES. 
Class  I.   Tube  it <? clarus. 

16600  Gregarious  deep-red  rugose  furnished  with  a  very  short  thick  pale  stipes 
16601  Gregarious  confluent  depressed  flesh-red  small  somewhat  plane 
16602  Somewhat  round  somewhat  shortly  stipitate  dull-red  at  length  black,  Surface  tuberculate  wrinkled 

16591  16592  16596/  |,  {i    k  16597 

16594  ̂   vrf ( it  inr  10595  v 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2484.  PemcUlhim.  A  name  with  the  same  meaning  as  Aspergillus,  to  which  genus  this  is  extremely  similar jn  appearance.  ' 
2485.  Trichodernut.  From  r?,x<x,  hair,  and  Js?/tt«,  a  coat.  The  threads  to  which  the  sporules  are attached  spread  round,  radiating  through  the  powdery  mass  in  little  tufts  from  a  subjacent  membrane 2486.  Rubigo.  An  ancient  Latin  name  of  blight  There  was  a  inferior  deity  whom  the  Romans  acknow ledged  under  the  name  of  Rubigus,  and  whom  they  propitiated  in  bad  seasons.  All  the  productions  referred hither  are  popularly  called  mildew  or  blight 
2487.  Ertneum.  So  named  in  reference  to  its  hispid  appearance,  which  resembles  the  common  hedge-hog Ennaceus.    Found  growing  upon  leaves  in  little  tufts.  ^  ̂ " 2488.  Tubercularia.   So  named  in  allusion  to  its  warted  appearance. 

3  X 
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2489.  FUSA'RIUM.  Link.   Fusarium.  Sp.  1— ?. 16603  tremelloldes  Grev.  gelatinous    very  small  0  spring  Pksh  dead  nettle  stems 
2490.  EXOSPO'RIUM.  Link.   Exosporium.  Sp.  1—?. 16604  TUije  Link  Linden        punctif.     0  sept.    Bl       linden  branches 

Class  II.   Entophttob. — Division  I. 

Grev.  cryp.  fl.  t  10 

Grev.  crypt  208 

Sp.2— ?. Wsh  dead  beech  leaves 
Ysh     dead  beech  leaves 

Sp.  1. Bl clover  leaves 

Sp.l— ?. 

Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  102 
Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t  102 

Grev.  crypt  216 

Stilbosporei. 
2491.  FUSI'DIUM.  Link.  Fusidium. 

16605  grlseum  Grev.        grey  efifus.  spo.  0  aut. 
16606  flavo-virens  Dittm.  yellow-green  effus.  spo.  0  aut 
2492.  POLYTHRIN'CIUM.  Kunze.  Polytiirincium. 16607  Trifdlii  Kunze       TrefoU        punctif.     0  aut. 
2493.  STILBOSPO'RA.  Hqffm.  Stilbospora. 

16608  profusa  Grev.        profuse        spots        0  spring  Br      sycamore  branches  Grev.  crypt.  212 16609  microsperma  Pen.  small  grain,  emerging  0  all  sea,  Bl      dead  beech  bran. 
16610  ovata  Pers.  ovate  dots         0  aut.      Br      dead  branches        Grev.  crypt.  212 16611  biloculata  Grev.      two-celled     emerging  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  furze  branch. 
2494.  SPORIDER'MIUM.  Link.   Sporidehmium.  Sp.  1—?. 

16612  Strum  Link.  dark  parasitic    0  aut.      Bl       on  species  of  Thelephora  Grev.  crypt.  194 
2495.  N.dEMASPCRA.  Pers.    N^maspora.  Sp.  3— ?. 

16613  Carpini  Sowerb.      Hornbeam    irregular  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  hornbeam      Sower,  t.  376 
16614  filamentosa  Grev.    filamentous  tortuous    0  all  sea.  Gr.Bl  dead  branches 

16615  Rosarum  Grev.      Rose      slightly  prom.  0  all  sea.  Bl      dead  rose  branches  Grev.  crypt  fl.  t.  20 
Division  II.  Hypodermia. 

2496.  CYLINDROSPO'RITJM.  Grev.   Cylindrosporium.      Sp.  1—?. 16616  concent ricum  Grev.  concent,  speck.lik.hea.  0  my.  jn.  W      cabbage  leaves       Grev.  crypt  fl.  t  27 
2497.  URF/DO.  Pers.      Uredo.  Sp.  45—?. 

16617  Geranii  Dec.  Geranium    scattered  0  sum.    D.Br  on  Geranium  lvs.    Grev.  crypt,  fl.  1 8 
16618  Ficfiriae  Alb.  Pile-wort     pulverul.    0  su.aut.  D.Br  under  Ficaria  lvs. 
16619  suaveolens  Pers.     odoriferous   fragrant    0  spr.  su.  Pu.Br  Cnicus  arvensis  lvs. 
16620  Polygon6rum  Dec.  Polygonum  spreading  0  su.aut  Pa.Br  under  Polygonum  lvs.  Grev.  crypt  fl.  t  80 16621  Primula:  Dec. Primrose      scattered   0  sum.    Pa  Br  under  primrose  lvs. 
16622  CichoracearumJDw.  Syngenesious  spots Cow-Parsnep  patches 16623  Heraclei  Grev. 
16624  Mfrons  Grev. 
16625  Rumicum  Dec. 
16626  Fabas  Pers. 
16627  Labiatarum  Dec 
16628  intrfisa  Grev. 
16629  oblongata  Lk. 

16603 

two-sided 

Dock 
Bean 
Mint 

depressed oblong 

spots 
small 

patches 
pustular scattered 

pustular 16604 

0  su.aut.  D.Br  on  Composite  lvs. 
0  sum.    Pa.  Br  under  Sphondylium  lvs. 
0  aut.  Pa.  Br  both  sides  of  sorrel  leaves 
0  aut  Br      on  Rumex  leaves 
0  aut  Pa.  Br  on  bean  leaves 
0  aut.  Y.Br   on  mint  leaves 
0  aut.  K.  Br  on  Alchimella  lvs. 
0  sum.  R.Br   on Luzula  leaves 

16605 

Grev.  crypt  fl.  t  95 

Grev.  crypt  fl.  1 12 
16607 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2489.  Fusarium.    The  sporules  are  remarkable  for  their  regular  fustform  figure. 
2490.  Exosporium.  So  called  by  Link,  from  sg,  on  the  outside,  and  tnrofes,  a  sporule ;  on  account  of  their 

external  situation.  Entire  plant  about  one-third  of  a  line  in  diameter,  rarely  larger,  very  gregarious,  deep black,  convex,  bursting  from  beneath  the  epidermis,  and  appearing  bristly  under  a  pocket  magnifier.  Sporidia 
very  crowded,  elongated,  obtuse  at  the  apex,  subopake,  divided  transversely  about  five  times,  fixed  at  the 
base  upon  a  roundish  dark-colored,  solid  receptacle,  and  there  persistent. 2491.  Fusidium.    A  name  with  the  same  meaning  as  Fusarium. 

2492.  Polytiirincium.  From  sroXus,  many,  and  S-pyxos,  a  little  division.  To  the  naked  eye,  this  little  plant appears  in  the  form  of  numerous  minute  black  spots  of  unequal  size.  Under  the  microscope,  these  spots  are 
each  found  to  consist  of  a  number  of  distinct  little  roundish  tufts  of  filaments,  nearly  equidistant  from  one 
another,  and  becoming  smaller  towards  the  circumference.  The  filaments  are  densely  crowded,  semitrans- 
parent,  gradually  thickening  upwards,  somewhat  moniliform  from  the  numerous  articulations,  erect,  simple ; 
the  sporidia  oval,  two-celled,  scattered  among  the  filaments. 

2493.  Stilbospora.  From  r<xCa>,  to  shine,  and  exc^os,  a  sporule.  Asci  or  sporules  naked,  imbedded  in  a  black substance  flowing  from  the  branches  of  trees. 
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16603  Minute  roundish  or  oval  subgelatinous,  Sporules  long  slender  slightly  curved 

16601  Gregarious  black  minute  convex,  Sporidia  elongated  obtuse  about  5  times  transversely  divided 

Class  II.    Entophyms.  —  Division  I.  StUbosporei. 
16605  Mass  thin  irregular  of  a  whitish  or  grey  color 
16606  Mass  irregular  thin  bright-yellow  or  greenish 
16607  The  only  species 

16608  Heaps  rather  large,  Sporidia  extremely  minute  nearly  equally  2-celled 
16609  Black  granulated  irregularly  ovate  at  length  shapeless,  Sporules  ovate  attenuated  at  each  extremity 
16610  Heaps  small,  Sporidia  ovate  unilocular 
16611  Heaps  roundish  bursting  through  the  bark,  Sporules  ovate  obtuse  2-celled 

16612  Black  very  crowded,  Filaments  linear-oblong  4  or  5  times  divided 
16613  Spherules  depressed  black  immersed,  Sporules  large  ovate  escaping  in  the  form  of  thick  black  tendrils 
16614  Spherules  very  small  grey  black,  Sporules  excessively  minute  dust-like  under  a  high  magnifying  powel 

escaping  in  the  form  of  long  capillary  entangled  dull-orange  tendrils 
16615  Spherules  waved  when  divided  horizontally  elevating  the  epidermis,  Orifice  blackish  with  a  cottony 

margin,  Sporules  very  minute  forming  a  single  short  slightly  tortuous  whitish  tendrils 

Division  II.  Hypodermia. 
16616  The  only  species 

16617  Hypophyllous  scattered  dark  fuscous  round  very  pulverulent  sometimes  confluent,  Sporidia  globose 
16618  Aggregated  deep-brown  chiefly  hypophyllous  confluent,  Sporidia  oval  sometimes  with  a  very  min.  stipes 16619  Hypophyllous  scattered  becoming  confluent  reddish  or  purplish-brown,  Sporidia  globose  greenish  under 

a  high  power  of  the  microscope 
16620  Hypophyllous  circular  scattered  rarely  disposed  in  a  circle  round  a  pale-brown  centre,  Sporidia  globular 
16621  Hypophyllous  scattered  single  or  disposed  in  a  circle  round  a  central  one  light-brown,  Sporidia  globular subovoid  and  rarely  furnished  with  a  minute  pedicel 
16622  On  both  sides  of  leaf  dark  fuscous  minute  round  scattered,  Sporidia  globular  rarely  with  a  minute  pedicel 
16623  Hypophyllous  scattered  sometimes  subconfluent  roundish  light-brown  girt  by  the  remains  of  epidermis, 

Sporidia  oviform  sometimes  furnished  with  a  very  short  blunt  pedicel 
16624  On  both  surfaces  of  the  leaf  and  opposite  to  each  other  scattered  round  light-brown  girt  with  the  remains 

of  the  epidermis,  Sporidia  globose 
16625  On  both  surfaces  of  the  leaf  brown  round  minute  often  not  bursting :  the  epidermis  rarely  disposed  in  a 

circle,  Sporidia  ovoid  sometimes  with  minute  pedicels 
16626  Scattered  round  depressed  light-brown  girt  with  the  remains  of  the  epidermis,  Sporidia  rounded  or 

suboval  rarely  with  minute  pedicels 
16627  Hypophyllous  pale  yellowish-brown  sometimes  disposed  in  a  circle  round :  a  central  one  minute  rarely confluent,  Sporidia  roundish  or  egg-shaped  and  rather  hyaline 
16628  Hypophyllous  scattered  or  partially  aggregated  reddish-brown  rounded  somewhat  prominent  minute  very 

unequal,  Sporidia  roundish  or  oval  rarely  pedicelled 
16629  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  scattered  distinct  oblong  reddish-brown  girt  by  the  ruptured  epidermis,  Sporidia 

subglobose  rarely  subpedicclled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2494.  Sporidermium.  From  crooo;,  a  sporule,  and  Si^fMe.,  a  skin,  or  coat.  A  plant  of  a  very  simple 

structure,  composed  entirely  of  linear-oblong  or  club-shaped  semi-opake  bodies,  closely  arranged  side 
by  side,  exactly  of  the  same  height,  and  transversely  divided  by  three  or  four  dissepiments.  When 
viewed  with  the  naked  eye,  it  resembles  an  intensely  black  thin  crust,  creeping  over  the  surface  of 
Thelephora.  Specimens  from  Captain  Carmichael,  as  well  as  those  found  by  Dr.  Greville,  occurred  on  Thele- 
phora  vulgaris. 

2495.  Ncemaspora.  From  »»»/*«,  a  thread,  and  <rtr«j«,  a  sporule.  The  species  resemble  distorted  threads  filled with  minute  sporules. 
2496.  Cylindrosporium.  In  allusion  to  the  cylindrical  form  of  the  sporules.  Found  on  both  surfaces  of  living cabbage  leaves  (Brassica  oleracea).  Frequent  in  May  and  June.  A  very  extraordinary  plant,  forming  minute 

speck-like  heaps  of  an  oblong  shape,  but  otherwise  very  irregular,  and  projecting  into  little  angles  and  pro- 
cesses. They  are  disposed  in  a  concentric  manner,  are  pure  white,  and  change  in  decay  to  a  dirty  yellow. 

Sporules  naked,  very  numerous,  cylindrical,  truncate  at  each  extremity,  pellucid. 
2497.  Vredo.  An  old  Latin  name,  from  vro,  to  burn  or  scorch,  applied  to  those  occasional  discolorations  of 

the  surfaces  of  plants  which  were  attributed  to  blasts  or  injuries  of  the  atmosphere  or  heavenly  bodies,  and  are 
S  X  2 



1044 CRYPTOGAMIA. Class  XXIV. 
16630  Salicis  Dec. 
16631  Vitellmaj  Dec. Willow       mettled     0  aut     Y       under  Salix  pentandra  Its. under  Sal.  vitellina  lvs. 

0  aut  Pa.Y  under  SaL  Caprea  lvs. 0  sum.    Or      under  coltsfoot  lvs. 
OoldenOsier  pimpled    0  my.aut  Y 

16632  farinosa  Pers.        powdery  mealy 
16633  Tussilaginis  Pers.    Colt's-foot  gyrose 
16634  Senccion  is  Dec. 
16635  confluens  Pers. 
16636  PotentilUe  Dee. 
16637  R6sae  Pers. 
16638  Rubdrum  Dec. 
16639  efftisa  Grev. 
16640  gyrosa  Rebent 

Ragwort  blotches  0  sum.  Or      under  Senecio  lvs. 
confluent  gyrose  0  sum.  Y       on  Mercurialis  lvs: 
Cinquefoil  powdery  0  sum.  GoLY  on  Fragaria  sterilis  lvs. Rose  mottled  0  sum.  Or      under  rose  lvs. 
Bramble  very  posvd.  0  sum.  GoLY  under  bramble  lvs. 
effused  spreading  0  sum.  ROr  under  Rosacea:  lvs.  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  1 19 
concentric  gyrose  0  spr.  su.  Y       on  raspberry  lvs. 

16641  Aleheni'ilUrFtv  s.  Lady's  Mantle  spreading  0  my.  jn.  Or      under  Alchemilla  lvs. 
0  su'aut.  R.Y  Scrophularinese 16642  Rhinanthacearum  Dec.  bt-yellow  spots 

16643  T.lni  Dec.  Flax  shining 
16644  Saxifragarum  Dec.  Saxifrage  brilliant 
16645  Campanulas  Pers.   Campanula  bright 

16646  Py'rolae  Grev.     Winter  Green  minute 

0  sum.  Or.Y  Linum  cartharticum  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  31 
0  sura.  Or  Saxifrage 
0  sum.  Or  under  Campanula  lvs. 
0  sum.  Gold,  under  Fyrola  lvs. 

16647  Helioscopiae  Dec.    Euphorbia    round       0  aut. Gold,  under  Euphorbia  lvs. 
on  grass  leaves 1664-8  linearis  Pers.         linear  very  com.  0  sp.  aut  Y 

16649  aecidiiformis  Grev.  /Ecidium-like  pustular  0  spring  Y  on  Sphondylium  lvs. 
16650  Cerastii  Grev.        Cerastium    punctif.  0  sum.    Gold,  on  Cerast  viscosum  lvs. 

pimpled        punc  t  if.  0  spring  Y  on  Epilobium  pal  us  tre  lvs. 16651  pustulata  Pers. 
16652  Sdnchi  Pers. 
16653  Fetasites  Dec. 

16654  Populina  Pers. 
16655  ov£ta  Strauss 
16656  Candida  Pers. 
16657  segetum  Pers. 
16658  urceolorum  Dec. 
16659  caries  Dec 

Sow  Thistle  spreading  0  sum.    R.Or  under  Sonch.  olerac.  lvs. 
gyrose       0  aut.     Or      under  Fetasites  lvs. Fetasites 

Poplar beautiful  0  aut     Gold,  under  Populus  nigra  lvs.  Ann.wett.2.tll.f.5 
Aspen white spots  0  aut. 

spreading  0  aut. 
Smut  Brand  spreading  0  sum. 
sedge  spreading  0  sum. 
cankering    destroying  0  aut 

Tawn.  on  Populus  tremula  lvs.  Ann.wett.2.tll.f.6 
W      Crucifera;  Sower,  t.  340.  Thlaspi 
Bl      within  grains  of  corn 
Bl      on  fructif.  of  Carex 
BLBr  within  grains  of  wheat  DeutschL  fl.  t  34 

16660  antherarum  Dec.  Anther 
16661  tloseulosum  Dec.  Floret 

2498.  ̂ CI'DIUM.  Pers.  -Ecidium. 
16662  PIni  Pers. 

spreading  0  sum.    Pu      on  Caryophylleae 
spreading  0  sum.    Pu.Br  on  ScabiosaarvensisSow.  t396.f.2.  Scabtostc 

16663  Epilobii  Dec. 
16664  Violarum  Dec. 
16665  albescens  Grev. 
16666  Taraxaci  Grev. 

Violet 
whitish 

Sp.  21—?. scattered   |  sum.    Fa. Or  on  Pinus  sylvestris  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  1 7 
W      on  Epilobium  montanum  lvs. 
Wsh  under  Viola  canina  lvs. 

Pine 

Epilobium    beautiful  0  sum. 
crowded    0  sum. 
beautiful    0  april  W 

Dandelion    spreading  0  sum. W 

16667  Fericlymeni  Dec.  Woodbine  large  spot  0  sum.  Ysh 
■6668  Bunii  Dec.  Ground  Nut  deformed  0  spring  Ysh 

16639  16656 

Adoxa  moschatellina 
under  Leon todon  Taraxacum  lvs. 
under  woodbine  lvs. 
on  Fun  i um  lvs. 

16643  II  ; — ~"  16659 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
called  mildew  or  blight   All  the  species  are  obscure  and  require  further  examination.  They  are  in  the  hands 
of  Bauer,  whose  knowledge  and  pictorial  powers  cannot  be  better  employed  than  in  illustrating  this  obscure 
part  of  vegetation. 
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16630  HypophyL  scatter,  very  mm.  rounded  becom.  contigu.  but  not  confluent,  Sporidia  pyriform  subpedicellate 
16631  Hypophyl.  very  min.  convex  orbicular' scattered  becom.  confluent,  Sporidia  very  min.  globuL  transparent 16632  Hypophyl.  pale  ochrey-yell.  distinct  at  first  soon  bursting  becom.  court u.  and  very  pulveruL  Sporidia  oval 
16633  Hypophyllous  bright  orange-yellow  prominent  crowded  generally  forming  circles  and  becoming  very confluent,  Sporidia  very  numerous  obovate 
16631  Hypophyllous  orange-yellow  oblong  irregular  becoming  confluent,  Sporidia  numerous 
16635  Hypophyllous  depressed  yellow  oblong  concentric  becoming  confluent,  Sporidia  nearly  oval 
16636  Chiefly  hypophyllous  golden-yellow  scattered  irregular  convex  becoming  confluent,  Sporidia  subspherical 
16637  Hypophyllous  small  scattered  effused  orange-yellow,  Sporidia  suboval  sometimes  with  a  minute  pedicel 
16638  Hypophyllous  golden-yellow  suborbicular  becoming  effused,  Sporidia  very  numerous  irregularly  spherical 
16639  Bright  reddish-orange  broad  pulverulent  hypophyl.  and  on  nerves  and  petioles,  Sporidia  numer.  subglob. 
16610  Epiphyllous  much  scattered  rather  large  yellow  thick  elevated  from  the  leaf  and  bursting  in  a  gyrose 

manner,  Sporidia  subglobose 
16611  HypophyL  lin.  obi.  crowded  arranged  in  a  sul  (parallel  manner  orange-yell,  becom.  pale,  Sporidia  spherical 
16612  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  and  calyx  oblong  thickish  sometimes  partly  disposed  in  a  circular 

manner  and  subconfluent  deep  reddish-yellow,  Sporidia  spherical 
16613  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  and  stem  suborbicular  prominent  bright  orange-yellow  scattered,  Sporidia oval  or  even  oblong  transparent 
16611  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  calyces  rather  large  oval  with  an  indurated  disk  after  the  sporidia  have  escaped, 

Sporidia  bright  orange  spherical  and  granular  within 
16615  Hypophyllous  scattered  round  depressed  rarely  confluent,  Sporidia  yellowish-orange  spherical  surrounded by  the  remains  of  the  ruptured  epidermis 
16616  Hypophyllous  punctiform  scattered  or  collected  into  small  clusters  golden-yellow  scarcely  bursting, 

Sporidia  ovate  or  oblong  somewhat  transparent  and  granular  within 
16617  HypophylL  golden-yell,  scatter,  dist  in.  surround,  by  remains  of  ruptur.  epidermis,  Sporidia  subglob.  minute 
16646  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  oblong  or  lin.  sometimes  forming  long  lines  yellow  becoming  reddish  or  brownish 

in  decay,  Sporidia  globular  or  suboval 
16619  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  somewhat  aggregated  but  generally  following  the  course  of  the  veins, 

bullated  yellow  bursting  in  the  centre 
16650  Chiefly  hypophyllous  very  minute  regular  numerous  convex  late  in  bursting  golden-yellow,  Sporidia roundish  oval  or  even  oblong 
16651  Chiefly  hypophyllous  very  minute  pale-yellow  subrotund  convex  scattered  or  collected  into  clusters 

scarcely  bursting,  Sporidia  suboval 
16652  HypophylL  depressed  regular  in  form  redd,  orange  scattered  becoming  partially  conflu.  Sporidia  egg-shaped 
16653  Hypophyllous  depressed  minute  spreading  somewhat  aggregated  subconfluent  irregular  in  form  of  a 

deep  orange  or  orange-red,  Sporidia  oval 
16651  Hypophyllous  scattered  or  crowded  distinct  convex  roundish  large  compared  with  the  following  mostly 

closed  pale  becoming  golden-yellow,  Sporidia  very  long  obtuse  at  each  extremity 
16655  Hypophyllous  punctiform  prominent  or  papilliform  numerous  tawny  yellow  mostly  closed,  Sporidia  ovate 16656  Polymorphous  of  various  forms  sometimes  disposed  in  a  circular  manner  quite  white  frequently  never 

bursting,  Sporidia  in  great  profusion  globular 
16657  Within  the  fruit  and  glumes  of  com  and  various  grasses  spreading  and  in  a  short  time  filling  the  whole 

with  a  profuse  black  dust,  which  under  the  microscope  consists  of  minute  spherical  sporules 
16658  Attacking  the  fructification  of  Carices  and  forming  a  black  compact  slightly  pulverulent  mass  composed 

of  a  pale  solid  nucleus  surrounded  by  the  naked  sporidia  which  are  small  and  globular 
16659  Always  inclosed  within  the  grain  and  filling  it  with  uniform  dense  fetid  blackish-brown  mass  composed 

of  very  minute  spherical  sporidia 
16660  Attack,  anth.  and  ovary  of  the  CaryophyUece,  fine  purp.  Spori.  very  plentiful  pulveruL  min.  and  globuL 
16661  Sporidia  very  min.  purpL-brown  plentiful  produc.  within  florets  and  often  filling  them  with  pulveruL  mass 

16662  Large  oblong  or  conical  much  scattered  pale-orange  bursting  with  an  irregular  orifice,  Sporidia  excessively 
abundant  bright-orange 

16663  Hypophyllous  numerous  distinct,  Sporidia  very  white  toothed,  Teeth  beautifully  rolled  back  brittle  and 
vanishing,  Sporidia  pinkish-orange 

16661  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  scattered  or  subaggregated  numerous,  Peridia  whitish  split  into  many 
small  deciduous  teeth,  Sporidia  orange  becoming  obscure  brown 

16665  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  scattered  distinct,  Peridia  very  white  split  into  a  few  comparatively  large 
teeth,  Sporidia  yellowish-white,  Surface  of  the  leaf  blistered  whitish 16666  Hypophyllous  very  numerous  subsessile  scattered  or  collected  into  little  clusters,  Peridia  white  split  into 
subrevolute  teeth,  Sporidia  fine  orange 

16667  Hypophyllous,  Peridia  distinct  but  decidedly  clustered  and  crowded  prominent  becoming  subelongated ; 
the  mouth  with  a  few  broad  very  delicate  decidious  teeth,  Sporidia  fine  orange 

16668  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  irregularly  clustered  and  deforming  the  parts  on  which  it  grows, 
Peridia  somewhat  indistinct  round  prominent  and  yellowish  with  a  subentire  orifice 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2498.  JEcidium.  These  plants  are  found  upon  the  leaves  of  other  vegetables,  and  one  of  them  is  known  to 

agriculturists  under  the  name  of  Red  Gum.  This  species  usually  grows  inside  the  glumes  of  the  calyx,  Under the  epidermis,  which,  when  the  plant  is  ripe,  bursts  and  emits  a  powder  of  a.  bright  orange  color.   It  does  not 3X3 
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16669  Jacobs'*  Grev. 
16670  PrenSnthis  Pert. 
16671  Urticse  Dec. 
16672  confertum  Dec. 
16673  Grossularia?  Dec. 

Ragwort  agglomerat  0  sum. 
Prenanthea  spots  0  sum. 
Nettle  clusters  0  sum. 
dense  clusters  C  sum. 
Gooseberry  bright  sp.  0  sum. 

0  sum. 16674  RanunculaceanimDfc.Crowfoot  clusters 

16675  Cal'thas  Grev.        Caltha        bright      0  spring  Or 
16676  Berberidis  Pers.  Berberry  blight  spreading  0  sum,  Or 
16677  lacerStum  Dec.      ragged        swollen     0  sum. 
16678  cornutum  Pers.     cornute        spots         J  sum. 
16679  Tussilaginis  Pers.  Coltsfoot    concentrical  0  sum. 
16680  rubellum  Dec.       pink        concentrical  0  sum. 
16681  Allii  Pers.  Allium     concentrical  0  sum. 
16682  Thallctri  Grev.      Thalictrum  clustered  0  sum. 
2499.  PUCCI'NIA.  Mich.  Puccinia. 

Ysh    under  Sen.  Jacobsa  1  vs. 
W      under  Hierac.  sylvat  Ivs. 
Ysh     on  Urtica  dioica 
Wsh  on  Ficaria 
R       under  gooseberry  Ivs.  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  1 6! 
Wsh    under  Ranunc.  lingua  Ivs. 

under  Caltha  palustris  Ivs. 
on  Berb.  vulgaris     Grev.  crypt  fl.  t  97 

Br      on  hawthorn         Grev.  crypt  209 
Y.Br  on  mountain-ash     Grev.  crypt.  180 
Psh     under  Farfara  Ivs.   Sower.  1 397.  f. 
Crim.  under  Rumex  Ivs.    Sow.t.405.  Rumicis 
Y       under  All.  ursinum  Ivs. 
Or      Thalictrum  alpinum  Grev.  crypt.  4 

16683  Rosse  Grev. 
16684  llubi  Dec. 
16685  gracilis  Grev. 

Rose 
Bramble 
slender 

many-cell.  0  aut 
many-cell.  0  aut 
many-cell.  0  aut. 

Sp.30— ?. Bl      under  rose  leaves    Grev.  crypt  fl.  1. 15 
under  bramble  Ivs. 
under  raspberry  Ivs. 

16686  Potentilla?  Pers.  Potentilla  many-cell.  0  aut 
16687  Asparagi  Dec.  Asparagus  two-celled  0  aut 
16688  Circae'se  Pers.  Circasa  two-celled  0  aut. 
16689  Chrysosplenii  Grev.  Chrysosplen.  two-celled  0  may 
16690  Avicularia?  Dec.  knot  grass  two-celled  0  aut 

16691  JEgop6dii  Stratus  JEgopodium  two-celled  0  aut 
16692  tumida  Grev.  tumid  two-celled  0  june 

Bl      under  Potentilla  Ivs.  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  1 57 
Bl      dead  asparagus 
Pk.Br  under  Circsa  Ivs. Pa.  Br  under  Chrys.  opp.  Ivs. 
Bl      under  Polygonum  Ivs. 
B.Gr  on  iEgopodium  Ivs. 
Br.  Gr  on  Bunium  Bulbocastanum 

16698  Men'thae  Pers. 
16694  Polygoni  Pers. 
16695  Centaurea?  Dec. 

Mint two-celled  0  spring  Bl      under  Mentha  Ivs. 
Polygonum  two-celled  0  aut 
Centaury      two-celled  0  aut 

16696  Umbelliferfirum  Dec.  Umbellifer.  two-celled  0  aut 
16697  Sanlcula?  Grev.      Sanicle        two-celled  0  aut 
16698  variabilis  Grev. 
16699  Heraclei  Grev. 
16700  Epilobii  Dec. 
16701  Betdnics  Dec. 
16702  pulverulenta  Grev.  powdery 
16703  Adoxx  Dec.  Moschatel 

16679 

variable       two-celled  0  aut. 
Cow  Parsnip  two-celled  0  sum. 
Epilobium    two-celled  0  june 

two-celled  0  aut 
two-celled  0  sum. 
two-celled  0  sum. 

16680 

Betony 

R.Br  under  Polyg.  amphib.  Ivs. 
Bt      on  Centaurea  nigra 
Ve.D  on  Umbellifers  Ivs. 
Bl.Br  under  Sauicula  Ivs. 
Blsh  on  Lcont.  Taraxacum  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  75 
Blsh  under  Sphondylium  Ivs.  Grev.  crypt,  fl.  t.  42 
Br  under  Epilobium  palustre  Ivs. 
Ferr.  under  Beton.  offic.  Ivs. 
D.Br  under  Epilobium  Ivs. 
D.Br  on  Adoxa  MoschatelUna 

16682 

16683 16684 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
appear  to  be  materially  injurious  to  the  grain,  if  at  all.   Ears  full  of  it  have  been  found  with  very  plump 
grains ;  and  it  has  also  been  found  upon  branded  ears.   Before  the  cuticle  which  covers  the  fungus  bursts,  it 
has  much  the  appearance  of  a  pustule  upon  the  human  body. 
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16669  Hypophyllous  at  first  prominent  pustular  soon  becoming  agglomerated  very  numerous,  Feridia  splitting into  short  brittle  yellowish-white  teeth,  Sporidia  pale-orange 
16670  Hypophyllous  in  widely  scattered  agglomerated  clusters  but  not  very  crowded,  Feridia  subsessile  split 

into  very  white  exceedingly  brittle  teeth,  Sporidia  pale 
16671  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  and  stem,  Feridia  campanulate  agglomerated  rarely  single  split  into 

many  short  recurved  teeth,  Sporidia  ochre-yellow  numerous  ovate 
16672  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles,  Feridia  in  dense  agglomerated  clusters  whitish  split  into  revolute 

teeth,  Sporidia  yellowish  :  the  leaf  whitish  around  the  clusters 
16673  Hypophyllous  upon  a  thickened  portion  of  the  leaf,  which  on  the  upper  surface  is  of  a  fine  red  color  with 

a  yellow  border,  Peridia  densely  crowded  splitting  into  yellowish- white  teeth,  Sporidia  pale 16674  Hypophyllous,  Peridia  agglomerated  in  scattered  clusters  of  various  sizes  whitish  with  a  brittle 
dentated  margin,  Sporidia  yellow 

16675  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  aggregated  short  somewhat  campanulate  with  numerous  very  minute 
marginal  teeth,  Sporidia  bright-orange  subglobose  or  oval 

16676  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  fruitstalk,  seed-vessel,  calyx,  and  even  petals,  Peridia  short  or  elongated  cylin- 
drical densely  crowded  fine  orange,  Sporidia  yellow  under  the  microscope 

16677  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  and  young  fruit,  Peridia  elongated  agglomerated  brown  splitting  to  the 
base  in  capillary  segments,  Sporidia  numerous  light-brown 

16678  Hypophyllous,  Peridia  2 — 12  long  cylindrical  slightly  curved  yellowish-brown  springing  from  an  orange- 
colored  thickened  portion  of  the  leaf,  Sporidia  numerous  greyish  becoming  brown 

16679  Hypophyllous  marked  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  leaf  by  a  yellow  or  purplish  spot,  Peridia  partly  im- 
mersed short  splitting  into  white  revolute  teeth,  Sporidia  pink-orange 

16680  Hypophyllous  producing  a  crimson  spot  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  leaf,  Peridia  minute  subimmersed 
splitting  regularly  into  small  revolute  white  teeth,  Sporidia  yellowish-white 

16681  Hypophyllous  marked  by  a  pale  spot  on  the  upper  surface  of  the  leaf  and  a  pale  ring  round  the  peridia, 
which  are  small  not  numerous  splitting  into  small  brittle  yellowish-white  teeth,  Sporidia  pale 

16682  Hypophyllous  somewhat  clustered,  Clusters  of  a  roundish  form,  Peridia  oblongo-cylindrical  bright- 
orange,  Mouth  paler  and  bursting  irregularly 

16683  Hypophyllous,  Sporidia  mucronated  5-7-celled  with  a  white  filiform  stipes  incrassated  towards  the  base which  is  furnished  with  a  yellow  gland 
16684  Hypophyllous  deep-black  tufted,  Sporidia  4-celled  obtuse  mucronate,  Stipes  slender  incrassated  at  the  base 
16685  Hypophyllous  tufted  of  various  sizes  black  rather  lax  scattered,  Sporidia  7-9-celled  somewhat  attenuated mucronate  with  a  slender  stipes  incrassated  at  the  base 
16686  Somewhat  tufted  scattered  black,  Sporidia  cylindrical  3-4-celled  obtuse  never  mucronated,  Stipes  filiform 
16687  Round,  or  ov.  obi.  scatter,  black  somew.  convex,  Sporidia  densely  crowded  obi.  obt.  firmly  fix.  by  pedicels 
16688  Hypophyl.  deep  pinkish-brown  promin.  consist,  of  a  number  of  distinct  aggregat.  tufts,  Sporidia  obi.  acute 
16689  Hypophyllous  small  of  various  sizes  few  together  and  confluent  pale-brown,  Sporidia  long  somewhat 

waved  much  attenuated  at  each  extremity  with  an  elongated  stipes 
16590  Hypophyllous  punctiform  minutely  tufted  subrotund  blackish-brown,  Sporidia  crowded  obtusely  egg- shaped  with  a  long  flex  nose  filiform  pedicel 
16691  Chiefly  hypophyllous  minute  aggregated  rendering  the  nerves  and  petioles  swollen  dark  bluish-grey  before bursting,  Sporidia  nearly  black  oval  not  contracted  in  the  centre,  Stipes  short 
16692  Hypophyllous  and  on  the  petioles  conglomerated  confluent  brownish-grey  before  bursting,  Sporidia  nearly black  obtuse  scarcely  contracted  in  the  centre :  the  upper  cell  sometimes  divided 
16693  Hypophyllous  round  scattered  nearly  black,  Sporidia  of  an  obtuse  irregular  figure  with  a  short  filiform 

stipes  somewhat  incrassated  at  the  base 
16691  Hypophyllous  minute  round  very  crowded  reddish-brown :  upper  cell  of  the  sporidia  thick  globose ; the  lower  one  long  and  narrow,  Stipes  short 
16695  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  and  on  the  stem  in  small  nearly  black  scattered  tufts  surrounded  by  the  remains 

of  the  ruptured  epidermis,  Sporidia  oval  the  two  cells  nearly  equal,  Stipes  very  short 
16696  Hypophyllous  minute  very  dark  scattered,  Sporidia  short  with  both  cells  obtuse  and  a  short  stipes 
16697  Hypophyllous  circular  very  variable  in  size  blackish-brown  scattered  rarely  confluent,  Sporidia  very obtuse  with  a  subelongated  stipes 
16698  On  both  sides  of  the  leaf  in  minute  tufts  nearly  black  circular  bordered  by  the  remains  of  the  epidermis, 

Sporidia  variable  very  obtuse  rounded  2-celled  both  often  subdivided,  Stipes  very  short 
16699  Hypophyllous  blackish-brown  irregular  in  figure  girt  by  ferruginous  remains  of  epidermis,  Sporidia 

crowded  obtuse  divided  but  scarcely  contracted  in  the  middle,  Stipesjshort 16700  Hppophyllous  scattered  closely  over  the  whole  surface  small  round  brown  depressed,  Sporidia  much 
contracted  in  the  centre  nearly  resembling  figure  8 :  the  upper  cell  largest 

16701  Hypophyllous  very  thickly  scattered  and  becoming  contiguous  but  very  rarely  confluent  minute  at  first 
and  ferruginous  after  bursting,  Sporidia  short :  upper  cell  obtuse,  Stipes  very  short 

16702  Hypophyllous  dark-brown  scattered  or  sub-confluent  often  concentric,  Sporidia  crowded  pulverulent 
obtusely  oval  slightly  contracted  in  the  middle :  the  lower  cell  terminating  in  an  abrupt  and  short  stipes 

16703  On  the  leaf  and  petiole  crowded  confluent,  Sporidia  dark-brown  pulverulent:  upper  cell  obtuse,  Stipes somewhat  lengthened 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2499.  Puccinia.  A  name  of  obscure  meaning:  possibly  derived  from  mix*,  closely  packed,  in  allusion  to  0i6 

crowded  manner  in  which  the  little  plants  are  placed.   P.  graminis  is  a  plant  too  well  known  to  the  farmer 
under  the  name  of  blight.   It  attacks  the  stem  and  leaves  of  corn,  at  first  having  the  appearance  of  orange. 

3X4 
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16701  Primula:  Grcv. Primrose two-celled  0 sum. D.Br  under  primrose  Ivj. 
16705  VSola?  Dec. Violet two-celled  0 sum. D.Br  under  Viola  canina  Ivs. 
16706  Valantiaa  Pers. 
16707  glomerfita  Grev. 

Cross-wort heaped two-celled  0 
two-celled  0 

spr.  su. 
Dp.  Br  on  Galium  verum Dp.  Br  under  Senecio  Jacobaeae  Its. 

16708  Ulmaria?  Dec. Ulmaria two-celled  0 
aut 

Pu.Bl  under  Ulmaria  Ivs 
16709  caricina  Dec. Sedge two-celled  0 aut. Bl      on  Carex  leaves 
16710  Graminis  Pers. Grass two-celled  0 aut. Bl       on  corn  &  grasses   Sow.  tl40.  U.Frumcnti 
16711  globosa  Grcv. 16713  Buxi  Sow. globose Box 

one-celled  0 
two-celled  0 aut. 

sum. Bl       on  bean  leaves       Grev.  crypt  fi.  t.  29 
Br      leaves  of  box         Grer.  crypt  fl.  t  17 

16710 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
coloured  streaks,  which  afterwards  assume  a  deep  chocolate-brown  colour.  The  little  plants  chiefly  attack  the parenchyma,  immediately  below  the  stomata  with  which  the  cuticle  abounds.  Each  individual  is  so  small, 
that  any  stoma  on  a  straw  will,  according  to  Sir  Joseph  Banks,  produce  from  twenty  to  forty  fungi,  and 
every  one  of  them  will,  no  doubt,  produce  at  least  one  hundred  reproductive  particles ;  so  that  the  progeny 
from  a  single  stoma  will  be  enough  to  infect  a  whole  plant  The  period  of  a  generation  is  supposed  not  to 
exceed  a  week ;  and  as  the  reproductive  particles  are  exceedingly  light,  they  are  wafted  aloft  in  the  air, 
which  is  thus  loaded  with  clouds  of  animated  dust,  ready  upon  the  first  favourable  occasion  to  carry  blight 
and  disease  into  all  the  neighbourhood.  The  figures  which  illustrate  this  subject  are  copies  of  Mr.  Bauer's illustrations  of  blight,  published  in  1805  by  Sir  Joseph  Banks,  a  (preceding  page),  a  piece  of  infected  wheat 
stem,  natural  size ;  b,  a  highly  magnified  longitudinal  cutting  of  the  same  ;  c  ton,  highly  magnified  repre- 

sentations of  the  Puccinia  graminis  in  various  states ;  o,  a  piece  of  the  cuticle  magnified,  and  showing  the 
stomata ;  p,  a  highly  magnified  transverse  cutting  of  the  straw ;  q,  a  magnified  representation  of  the  outside 
of  the  straw ;  r,  a  very  highly  magnified  representation  of  a  part  of  the  same. 

The  alarming  state  of  the  harvest  of  August  1804,  from  what  is  vulgarly  called  blight,  induced  Sir  Joseph 
Banks  to  have  some  blighted  stalks  of  wheat  examined  under  a  powerful  microscope,  and  drawings  made 
from  them  by  Mr.  Francis  Bauer.  These  were  published  in  a  pamphlet  in  January  1805,  the  object  of  which, 
as  we  are  informed  in  the  advertisement,  was  to  procure  "  actual  observations  on  the  origin  and  progress  of 
the  disease "  from  those  "  intelligent  agriculturists,  whose  residence  in  the  country  enables  them  daily  to examine,  not  only  the  progress  of  their  crops,  but  the  origin  and  advances  also  of  all  those  obstacles  which 
nature  has  opposed  to  the  success  of  agricultural  labours,  as  if  to  awaken  the  energies  of  reason,  and  to 
reward  the  farmer  for  the  exertions  of  his  intellectual  faculties,  by  the  satisfaction  of  surmounting  them. " As  we  have  here  a  space  that  would  otherwise  be  unoccupied,  we  cannot  do  better  than  to  fill  it  up  by 
transcribing  the  whole  of  the  pamphlet  alluded  to,  there  being  still  ample  room  for  "  actual  observations  "  on that  baneful  disease. 

"  Botanists  have  long  known  that  the  blight  in  corn  is  occasioned  by  the  growth  of  a  minute  parasitic fungus  or  mushroom  on  the  leaves,  stems,  and  glumes  of  the  living  plant  Felice  Fontana  published,  in  the 
year  1767,  an  elaborate  account  of  this  mischievous  weed*,  with  microscopic  figures  which  give  a  tolerable idea  of  its  form ;  more  modern  botanists  f  have  given  figures  both  of  corn  and  of  grass  affected  by  it,  but 
have  not  used  high  magnifying  powers  in  their  researches. 

"  Agriculturists  do  not  appear  to  have  paid,  on  this  head,  sufficient  attention  to  the  discoveries  of  their fellow-labourers  in  the  field  of  nature ;  for  though  scarcely  any  English  writer  of  note  on  the  subject  of  rural 
economy  has  failed  to  state  his  opinion  of  the  origin  of  this  evil,  no  one  of  them  has  yet  attributed  it  to  the 
real  cause,  unless  Mr.  Kirby's  excellent  papers  on  some  diseases  of  corn,  published  in  the  Transactions  of  the Linnean  Society,  are  considered  as  agricultural  essays. 

"  On  this  account  it  has  been  deemed  expedient  to  offer,  to  the  consideration  of  farmers,  engravings  of  this destructive  plant,  made  from  the  drawings  of  the  accurate  and  ingenious  Mr.  Bauer,  botanical  painter  to  His 
Majesty,  accompanied  with  his  explanation,  from  which  it  is  presumed  an  attentive  reader  will  be  able  to form  a  correct  idea  of  the  facts  intended  to  be  represented,  and  a  just  opinion  whether  or  not  they  are,  as  is 
presumed  to  be  the  case,  correct  and  satisfactory. 

"In  order,  however,  to  render  Mr.  Bauer's  explanation  more  easy  to  be  understood,  it  is  necessary  to  premise, that  the  striped  appearance  of  the  surface  of  a  straw,  which  may  be  seen  with  a  common  magnifying  glass,  is 
caused  by  alternate  longitudinal  partitions  of  the  bark,  the  one  imperforate,  and  the  other  furnished  with  one 
or  two  rows  of  pores  or  mouths,  shut  in  dry,  open  in  wet  weather,  and  well  calculated  to  imbibe  fluid  whenever 
the  straw  is  damp.  Pores  or  mouths  similar  to  these  are  placed  by  nature  on  the  surface  of  the  leaves, 
branches,  and  stems  of  all  perfect  plants,  a  provision  intended,  no  doubt,  to  compensate,  in  some  measure,  the 
want  of  locomotion  in  vegetables.  A  plant  cannot  when  thirsty  go  to  the  brook  and  drink,  but  it  can  open 
innumerable  orifices,  for  the  reception  of  every  degree  of  moisture  which  either  falls  in  the  shape  of  rain 
and  of  dew,  or  is  separated  from  the  mass  of  fluid  always,  held  in  solution  by  the  atmosphere ;  it  seldom 

"  *  Osservazioni  sopra  la  Ruggine  del  Grano.  Lucca,  1767.  8vo. 
"  f  Sowerby's  English  Fungi,  vol.  ii.  tab.  140.  Wheat ;  tab.  139.  Poa  aquatica. 
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16704  Hypophyllous  deep  brown  solitary  scattered  or  concentric  and  subconfluent,  Sporidia  rather  slender  with 

16706  Hvwphyll1  ve^mSSter.  deep-brown,  Sporidia  thick  obt.  variable  in  shape  with  lower  cell  fusiform 
16707  S^yltoStalUdS  depressed  broad Pdark  fuscous  composed  of  many  smaUer  ones  confluent  at the  centre,  Sporidia  oblong  with  lower  cell  somewhat  attenuated  <•  „„u„h 
16708  Hypophyllous  purplish  black  scattered  in  tufts,  Sporidia  variable  generally  very  obtuse  two  rarely  o-celled 

16709  JPZ^t^^^^o^^nt,na  forming  iong  lines,  Sporidia  oblong  with  . 

16710  T^Zn^mong^^^X^  long  parallel  lines  changing  from  yellowish-brown  to 
black,  Sporidia  elongated :  the  upper  cell  the  shortest,  Stipes  filiform 

16711  Emohvllous  minute  scattered  nearly  black,  Sporidia  globose  with  a  filiform  slender  stipes  „w™„ 
16712  Mattered  reddish-brown  round  very  conve^sm-rounded  by  the  ruptured  epidermis,  Sporidia  oblong 2-celled  yellow  with  a  long  filiform  stem 16710 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular*. 
happens  in  the  driest  season,  that  the  night  does  not  afford  some  refreshment  of  this  kind,  to  restore  the  moisture 
that  has  been  exhausted  by  the  heats  of  the  preceding  day.  By  these  pores,  which  exist  also  on  the  leaves  and 
glumes,  it  is  presumed  that  the  seeds  of  the  fungus  gain  admission,  and  at  the  bottom  of  the  hollows  to  which 
they  lead  (6  p)  they  germinate  and  push  their  minute  roots,  no  doubt  (though  these  have  not  yet  been  traced), into  the  cellular  texture  beyond  the  bark,  where  they  draw  their  nourishment  by  intercepting  the  sap  that 
was  intended  by  nature  for  the  nutriment  of  the  grain ;  the  corn,  of  course,  becomes  shrivelled  in  proportion 
as  the  fungi  are  more  or  less  numerous  on  the  plant;  and  as  the  kernel  only  is  extracted  from  the  gram, while  the  cortical  part  remains  undiminished,  the  proportion  of  flour  to  bran,  in  blighted  corn,  is  always 
seduced  in  the  same  degree  as  the  corn  is  made  light.  Some  corn  of  this  year's  crop  will  not  yield  a  stone  ot flour  from  a  sack  of  wheat;  and  it  is  not  impossible,  that  in  some  cases  the  corn  has  been  so  completely  robbed 
of  its  flour  by  the  fungus,  that  if  the  proprietor  should  choose  to  incur  the  expense  of  thrashing  and  grind- 

ing "it,  bran  would  be  the  produce,  with  scarcely  an  atom  of  flour  for  each  grain. "  Every  species  of  corn,  properly  so  called,  is  subject  to  the  blight ;  but  it  is  observable  tnat  spring  corn  la 
less  damaged  by  it  than  winter,  and  rye  less  than  wheat,  probably  because  it  is  ripe  and  cut  down  before  the 
fungus  has  had  time  to  increase  in  any  large  degree.  Tull  says, '  that  white  core,  or  bearded  white,  which  has  its 
straw  like  a  rush  full  of  pith,  is  less  subject  to  blight  than  lammas  white,  which  ripens  a  week  later.'  (See page  74.)  The  spring  wheat  of  Lincolnshire  was  not  in  the  least  shrivelled  this  year,  though  the  straw  was  in some  degree  infected :  the  millers  allowed  that  it  was  the  best  sample  brought  to  market.  Barley  was  in  some 
places  considerably  spotted,  but  as  the  whole  of  the  stem  of  that  grain  is  naturally  enveloped  in  the  hose  or basis  of  the  leaf,  the  fungus  can  in  no  case  gain  admittance  to  the  straw ;  it  is,  however,  to  be  observed,  that 
barley  rises  from  the  flail  lighter  this  year  than  was  expected  from  the  appearance  of  the  crop  when gathered  in. 

"  Though  diligent  enquiry  was  made  during  the  last  autumn,  no  information  of  importance  relative  to  the origin  or  the  progress  of  the  blight  could  be  obtained :  this  is  not  to  be  wondered  at,  for  as  no  one  of  the 
persons  applied  to  have  any  knowledge  of  the  real  cause  of  the  malady,  none  of  them  could  direct  their curiosity  in  a  proper  channet  Now  that  its  nature  and  cause  have  been  explained,  we  may  reasonably  expect 
that  a  few  years  will  produce  an  interesting  collection  of  facts  and  observations,  and  we  may  hope  that  some 
progress  will  be  made  towards  the  very  desirable  attainment  of  either  a  preventive  or  a  cure. 

"  It  seems  probable  that  the  leaf  is  first  infected  in  the  spring,  or  early  in  the  summer,  before  the  corn 
shoots  up  into  straw,  and  that  the  fungus  is  then  of  an  orange  colour ;  after  the  straw  has  become  yellow, 
the  fungus  assumes  a  deep  chocolate  brown :  each  individual  is  so  small,  that  every  pore  on  a  straw  will  pro- 

duce from  twenty  to  forty  fungi,  as  may  be  seen  in  the  plates,  and  every  one  of  these  will,  no  doubt,  produce at  least  one  hundred  seeds ;  if  then,  one  of  these  seeds  tillers  out  into  the  number  of  plants  that  appear  at 
the  bottom  of  a  pore  (S  p),  how  incalculably  large  must  the  increase  be !  A  few  diseased  plants  scattered 
over  a  field  must  speedily  infect  a  whole  neighbourhood,  for  the  seeds  of  fungi  are  not  much  heavier  than  air, as  every  one  who  has  trod  upon  a  ripe  puff-ball  must  have  observed,  by  seeing  the  dust,  among  which  is  its seed,  rise  up  and  float  on  before  him.  , 

"  How  long  it  is  before  this  fungus  arises  at  puberty  and  scatters  its  seed  in  the  wind,  can  only  be  guessed 
at  by  the  analogy  of  others;  probably  the  period  of  a  generation  is  short,  possibly  not  more  than  a  week  in  a hot  season  •  if  so,  how  frequently  in  the  latter  end  of  the  summer  must  the  air  be  loaded  as  it  were  with  this 
animated  dust,  ready  whenever  a  gentle  breeze,  accompanied  with  humidity,  shall  give  the  signal,  to  intrude 
itself  into  the  pores  of  thousands  of  acres  of  corn.  Providence,  however,  careful  of  the  creatures  it  has created,  has  benevolently  provided  against  the  too  extensive  multiplication  of  any  species  of  being;  was  it 
otherwise,  the  minute  plants  and  animals,  enemies  against  which  man  has  the  fewest  means  of  defence,  would increase  to  an  inordinate  extent  This,  however,  can  in  no  case  happen,  unless  many  predisposing  causes 
afford  their  combined  assistance.  But  for  this  wise  and  beneficent  provision,  the  plague  of  slugs,  the  plague 
of  mice,  the  plagues  of  grubs,  wireworms,  chafers,  and  many  other  creatures  whose  power  of  multiplying  is 
countless  as  the  sands  of  the  sea,  would  long  before  this  time  have  driven  mankind  and  all  the  larger  animals from  the  face  of  the  earth.  . 

"  Though  all  old  persons  who  have  concerned  themselves  in  agriculture  remember  the  blight  in  corn  many 
years,  yet  some  have  supposed  that  of  late  years  it  has  materially  increased  ;  this,  however,  does  not  seem  to 
be  the  case  Tull,  in  his  Horse-hoeing  Husbandry,  p.  74.,  tells  us  that  the  year  1725  was  a  year  of  blight, 
the  like  of  which  was  never  before  heard  of,  and  which  he  hopes  may  never  happen  again ;'  yet  the  average 
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price  of  wheat  in  the  year  1726,  when  the  harvest  of  1725  was  at  market,  was  only  36$.  id.,  and  the  average  of 
the  five  years  of  which  it  makes  the  first,  37*.  Id. :  1797  was  also  a  year  of  great  blight;  the  price  of  wheat, 
ill  1798,  was  49*.  Id.,  and  the  average  of  the  five  years,  from  1795  to  1799,  63s.  5d. 

"  The  climate  of  the  British  isles  is  not  the  only  one  that  is  liable  to  the  blight  in  corn ;  it  happens occasionally  in  every  part  of  Europe,  and  probably  in  all  countries  where  corn  is  grown.  Italy  is  very  subject 
to  it,  and  the  last  harvest  of  Sicily  has  been  materially  hurt  by  it  Specimens  received  from  the  colony  of 
New  South  Wales  show  that  considerable  mischief  was  done  to  the  wheat  crop  there,  in  the  year  1803,  by  a 
parasitic  plant  very  similar  to  the  English  one. 

"  It  has  been  long  admitted  by  farmers,  though  scarcely  credited  by  botanists,  that  wheat  in  the  neighbour, hood  of  a  barberry  bush  seldom  escapes  the  blight.  The  village  of  Rollesby  in  Norfolk,  where  barberries 
abound  and  wheat  seldom  succeeds,  is  called  by  the  opprobrious  appellation  of  mildew  Rollesby.  Some 
observing  men  have  of  late  attributed  this  very  perplexing  effect  to  the  farina  of  the  flowers  of  the  barberry, 
which  is  in  truth  yellow,  and  resembles  in  some  degree  the  appearance  of  the  rust,  or  what  is  presumed  to  be 
the  blight  in  its  early  state. 

"  It  is,  however,  notorious  to  all  botanical  observers,  that  the  leaves  of  the  barberry  are  very  subject  to  the attack  of  a  yellow  parasitic  fungus,  larger,  but  not  otherwise  different  from  the  rust  in  corn. 
"  Is  it  not  more  than  possible,  that  the  parasitic  fungus  of  the  barberry  and  that  of  wheat  are  one  and  the same  species,  and  that  the  seed  is  transferred  from  the  barberry  to  the  corn  ?  Mistletoe,  the  parasitic  plant 

with  which  we  are  the  best  acquainted,  delights  most  to  grow  on  the  apple  and  hawthorn,  but  it  flourishes 
occasionally  on  trees  widely  differing  in  their,  nature  from  both  of  these :  in  the  Home  Park,  at  Windsor, 
mistletoe  may  be  seen  in  abundance  on  the  lime  trees  planted  there  in  avenues.  If  this  conjecture  is  well 
founded,  another  year  will  not  pass  without  its  being  confirmed  by  the  observations  of  inquisitive  and 
sagacious  farmers. 

"  It  would  be  presumptuous  to  offer  any  remedy  for  a  malady,  the  progress  of  which  is  so  little  understood ; conjectures,  however,  founded  on  the  origin  here  assigned  to  it,  may  be  hazarded  without  offence. 
"  It  is  believed,  but  not  dogmatically  asserted  (because  Fontana,  the  best  writer  on  the  subject,  asserts  that the  yellow  and  dark  coloured  blight  are  different  species  of  fungi),  to  begin  early  in  the  spring,  and  first  to 

appear  on  the  leaves  of  wheat  in  the  form  of  rust,  or  orange-coloured  powder;  at  this  season,  the  fungus  will, 
in  all  probability,  require  as  many  weeks  for  its  progress  from  infancy  to  puberty  as  it  does  days  during  the 
heats  of  autumn ;  but  a  very  few  plants  of  wheat  thus  infected  are  quite  sufficient,  if  the  fungus  is  permitted 
to  ripen  its  seed,  to  spread  the  malady  over  a  field,  or  indeed,  over  a  whole  parish. 

"  The  chocolate-coloured  blight  is  little  observed  till  the  corn  is  approaching  very  nearly  to  ripeness :  it appears  then  in  the  field  in  spots,  which  increase  very  rapidly  in  size,  and  are  in  calm  weather  somewhat 
circular,  as  if  the  disease  took  its  origin  from  a  central  position. 

"  May  it  not  happen,  then,  that  the  fungus  is  brought  into  the  field  in  a  few  stalks  of  infected  straw  uncor- rupted  among  the  mass  of  dung  laid  in  the  ground  at  the  time  of  sowing  ?  It  must  be  confessed,  however, 
that  the  clover  leys,  on  which  no  dung  from  the  yard  was  used,  were  as  much  infected  last  autumn  as  the 
manure  crops.  The  immense  multiplication  of  the  disease  in  the  last  season  seems  however  to  account  for 
this ;  as  the  air  was  no  doubt  frequently  charged  with  seed  for  miles  together,  and  deposited  it  indiscriminately 
on  all  sorts  of  crops. 

"  It  cannot,  however,  be  an  expensive  precaution  to  search  diligently  in  the  spring  for  young  plants  of wheat  infected  with  the  disease,  and  carefully  to  extirpate  them,  as  well  as  all  grasses,  for  several  are  subject 
to  this  or  a  similar  malady,  which  have  the  appearance  of  orange-coloured  or  black  stripes  on  their  leaves,  or 
on  their  straw ;  and  if  experience  shall  prove  that  uncorrupted  straw  can  carry  the  disease  with  it  into  the 
field,  it  will  cost  the  farmer  but  little  precaution  to  prevent  any  mixture  of  fresh  straw  from  being  carried  out 
with  his  rotten  dung  to  the  field. 

"  In  a  year  like  the  present,  that  offers  so  fair  an  opportunity,  it  will  be  useful  to  observe  attentively whether  cattle  in  the  straw  yard  thrive  better  or  worse  on  blighted  or  on  healthy  straw.  That  blighted  straw, 
retaining  on  it  the  fungi  that  have  robbed  the  corn  of  its  flour,  has  in  it  more  nutritious  matter  than  clean 
straw  which  has  yielded  a  crop  of  plump  grain,  cannot  be  doubted  ;  the  question  is  whether  this  nutriment 
in  the  form  of  fungi  does  or  can  be  made  to  agree  as  well  with  the  stomachs  of  the  animals  that  consume  it,  as it  would  do  in  that  of  straw  and  corn. 

"  It  cannot  be  improper  in  this  place  to  remark,  that  although  the  seeds  of  wheat  are  rendered,  by  the exhausting  power  of  the  fungus,  so  lean  and  shrivelled  that  scarcely  any  flour  fit  for  the  manufacture  of  bread 
can  be  obtained  by  grinding  them,  these  very  seeds  will,  except,  perhaps,  in  the  very  worst  cases,  answer  the 
purpose  of  seed-corn  as  well  as  the  fairest  and  plumpest  sample  that  can  be  obtained,  and  in  some  respects 
better;  for  as  a  bushel  of  much  blighted  corn  will  contain  one  third  at  least  more  grains  in  number  than  a 
bushel  of  plump  corn,  three  bushels  of  such  corn  will  go  as  far  in  sowing  land,  as  four  bushels  of  large  grain. 
Eighty  grains  of  the  most  blasted  wheat  ot  the  last  year  that  could  be  obtained,  were  sown  in  pots  in  the 
hot-houses ;  of  these,  seventy-eight  produced  healthy  plants,  a  loss  of  10  per  cent  only. 

"  The  use  of  the  flour  of  corn  in  furthering  the  process  of  vegetation  is  to  nourish  the  minute  plant  from  the time  of  its  developement  till  its  roots  are  able  to  attract  food  from  the  manured  earth ;  for  this  purpose,  one 
tenth  of  the  contents  of  a  grain  of  good  wheat  is  more  than  sufficient  The  quantity  of  flour  in  wheat  has 
been  increased  by  culture  and  management  calculated  to  improve  its  qualities  for  the  benefit  of  mankind,  in 
the  same  proportion  as  the  pulp  of  apples  and  pears  has  been  increased,  by  the  same  means,  above  what  is found  on  the  wildings  and  crabs  in  the  hedges. 

"  It  is  customary  to  set  aside  or  purchase  for  seed-corn,  the  boldest  and  plumpest  samples  that  can  be obtained ;  that  is,  those  that  contain  the  most  flour ;  but  this  is  unnecessary  waste  of  human  subsistence ; 
the  smallest  grains,  such  as  are  sifted  out  before  the  wheat  is  carried  out  to  market,  and  either  consumed  in 
the  farmer's  family  or  given  to  his  poultry,  will  be  found  by  experience  to  answer  the  purpose  of  propagating the  sort  from  whence  they  sprung  as  effectually  as  the  largest 

"  Every  ear  of  wheat  is  composed  of  a  number  of  cups  placed  alternately  on  each  piece  of  the  straw ;  the lower  ones  contain,  according  to  circumstances,  three  or  four  grains,  nearly  equal  in  size,  but  towards  the  top 
of  the  ear,  where  the  quantity  of  nutriment  is  diminished  by  the  more  ample  supply  of  those  cups  that  are 
nearer  the  root,  the  third  or  fourth  grain  in  a  cup  is  frequently  defrauded  of  its  proportion,  and  becomes 
shrivelled  and  small.  These  small  grains  which  are  rejected  by  the  miller,  because  they  do  not  contain  flour 
enough  for  his  purpose,  have,  nevertheless,  an  ample  abundance  for  all  purposes  of  vegetation,  and  as  fully 
partake  of  the  sap,  '  or  blood,  as  we  should  call  it  in  animals,'  of  the  kind  which  produced  them,  as  the fairest  and  fullest  grain  that  can  be  obtained  from  the  bottoms  of  the  lower  cups,  by  the  wasteful  process  of 
beating  the  sheaves." 
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PART  II. 

NATURAL  ARRANGEMENT. 

First  grand  Division,  VASCULARES 

First  Class,  Dicotyledones 

Subdivision  I.  Dichlamydete 

Subclass  1.  Thalamifloras 

Subclass  2.  Calyciflora 

Subclass  3.  Corolliflora 

Subdivision  II.  MonoclUamydeee 

Second  Class,  Monocotyledones 

(vas,  a  vessel ;  plants  with  woody  fibre and  cellular  tissue). 

Second  grand  Division,  CELLUL ARES 

(dis,  two,  and  cotyledon  ;  cotyledons  two). 

[dis,  two,  and  chlamys,  a  coat  or  covering; 
calyx  and  corolla  distinct). 

(thalamus,  a  bed  or  receptacle,  and  flos,  a 
flower;  stamens  under  the  pistillum). 

[calyx  and /loss  stamens  on  the  calyx). 

(corolla,  and  floss  stamens  on  the  corolla). 

(monos,  one,  and  chlamys,  a  coat  or  covering; calyx  and  corolla  not  distinct). 

(monos,  one,  and  cotyledon;  cotyledon  one). 

First  Class,  Foliache 

Second  Class,  Aphyll^e 

(cellvla,  a  little  cell ;  plants  with  cellular tissue  only). 

(foliaceus,  leafy;  habit). 

(a,  priv.,  mAphyllon,  a  leaf ;  leafless). 

T  HE  difficulties  connected  with  the  adoption  of  the  natural  system  of  plants  ate  these,  that  the  characters 
of  many  of  the  orders  are  at  present  imperfectly  known,  and  that  they  depend  upon  a  consideration  of  many 
points  of  structure  which  are  not  to  be  determined  without  much  labor  and  a  considerable  degree  of  practical 
skill  in  the  use  of  the  microscope  and  the  dissecting  knife.  But  the  facilities  which  the  habit  of  viewing  all 
natural  bodies  with  reference  to  the  relations  they  bear  to  other  bodies,  and  not  as  insulated  individuals 
merely  possessing  certain  peculiarities  by  which  they  may  be  referred  to  some  station  in  an  artificial  system, 
ultimately  gives  to  the  investigations  of  the  naturalist,  are  so  great,  that  difficulties  of  the  nature  just  alluded 
to  ought  not  to  be  suffered  to  influence  the  botanist  in  determining  which  line  of  study  he  will  follow, 
whether  that  pointed  out  by  Linnaeus,  or  that  traced  by  the  hand  of  nature.  By  the  artificial  system  of 
Linnaeus,  indeed,  no  great  difficulty  exists  in  determining  the  number  of  stamens  or  styles  possessed  by  a  given 
plant,  or  the  nature  of  their  combination,  and  from  the  knowledge  so  obtained,  in  referring  them  to  their 
class  and  order  in  the  Linnaean  system.  But  when  this  step  has  been  gained,  what  more  has  been  acquired 
than  the  bare  knowledge  that  the  plant  in  question  possesses  a  certain  number  of  stamens  and  styles  ?  No 
possible  notion  can  be  formed  of  the  relation  it  bears  to  other  plants  of  the  same  nature,  of  the  qualities 
it  probably  possesses,  or  of  the  structure  of  those  parts  not  under  examination,  the  fruit  for  example ;  and, 
finally,  if  it  were  wished  to  convey  an  idea  of  the  plant  to  a  stranger,  no  means  would  be  in  the  possession  of 
the  Linnaan  botanist  of  doing  so,  except  by  stating  that  the  plant  belonged  to  Pentandria  Monogynia  for 
example,  which  is  stating  nothing.  But  what  would  be  the  condition  of  the  student  of  the  natural  affinities 
of  plants  in  a  similar  case  ?  It  is  true  he  would  be  obliged  to  consult  more  characters  than  the  two  uninfluen. 
tial  ones  of  Linnseus  —  it  would  be  necessary  to  ascertain  if  his  subject  was  Vascular  or  Cellular ;  if  Vascular, 
whether  it  was  Monocotyledonous  or  Dicotyledonous ;  if  Dicotyledonous,  whether  the  leaves  were  opposite  oi 
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alternate,  stipulate  01  exstipulate,  whether  the  flowers  were  monopetalous,  polypetalous,  or  apetalous,  the nature  and  station  of  the  stamens,  the  condition  of  the  ovarium,  and  so  on.  But  when  he  has  ascertained 
thus  much,  only  let  it  be  remembered,  for  a  moment,  how  much  he  has  gained  indirectly  as  well  as  directly. 
Perhaps  he  has  discovered  that  his  plant  belongs  to  Rubiaces ;  he  will  then  have  learned  that  all  vegetables 
with  opposite  entire  stipulate  leaves,  and  a  monopetalous: superior  corolla,  are  also  Rubiaceous ;  if  a  fragment of  the  leaves  and  stem  only  of  such  a  plant  were  afterwards  submitted  to  him  for  examination,  he  would 
recognise  its  affinities,  and  remember  that  it  was  Rubiaceous,  and  being  aware  of  that  fact,  he  would  be  able 
safely  to  infer  that  its  calyx  and  corolla  would  be  of  a  particular  nature,  that  if  the  roots  afforded  any  color 
for  dying,  it  would  be  red ;  that  the  medicinal  properties  of  the  bark,  if  any,  would  be  tonic,  astringent,  and 
febrifugal,  and  that  its  seeds  would  be  of  the  same  nature  as  those  of  coffee,  and  finally,  its  geographical 
position  would  be  tolerably  certain  to  him. 
The  really  important  obstacle  which  exists  in  the  way  of  acquiring  this  kind  of  knowledge,  is  undoubtedly 

the  want  of  any  introduction  to  the  study  of  it,  accompanied  by  the  distribution  and  characters  of  the 
natural  orders  into  which  plants  are  divided.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  English  readers  at  least  will  not  long 
have  to  regret  this  deficiency  in  their  elementary  works.  In  this  place,  it  must  suffice  to  point  out  the 
characters  upon  which  the  great  divisions  depend,  under  which  the  orders  themselves  are  arranged ;  and  it  is 
to  be  hoped,  that  even  this  small  aid  will  be  found  to  smooth  the  way,  and  to  remove  some  of  the  obstacles 
that  at  present  are  supposed  to  exist  at  the  very  threshold  of  the  temple. 

Plants  considered  with  reference  to  their  general  structure,  are  separated  into  two  grand  divisions  called Cellulares  and  Vasci  lares. 
The  Cellulares  answer  to  the  Linntean  Cryptogamia,  and  are  also  called  Acotyledonous ;  the  Vasculare* 

answer  to  the  rest  of  the  Linneean  system,  which  is  sometimes  called  Phanerogamia  and  Cotyledonous. 

a,  Longitudinal  section  of  a  stem.  f,  Crnstaceous  tballus  of  a  lichen,  with,  shields. 4,  Transverse  section  of  a  stem.  g,  Fungi  of  the  highest  dignity. c,  Stem  of  a  moss,  with  leaves  and  theca,  or  seed-case*  n,  i,  Fungi  of  the  lowest  rank. d,  Leaf  of  a  moss,  magnified.  *,  Conferva  magnified. e,  Leafy  thallus  of  a  lichen,  with  shields. 
Cellulares,  Cryptogamous,  or  Acotyledonous  plants  are  all,  therefore,  different  terms  denoting  the  same 

combination  of  vegetables.  The  first  term  is  here  adopted  in  preference  to  the  others  as  expressing  the  most obvious  character  upon  which  the  division  depends,  namely,  the  cellular,  not  vascular,  structure  of  the  plants 
composing  it.  Cellular  plants  are  formed  entirely  of  cellular  tissue  {fig.  1.),  without  woody  fibre  or  spiral vessels  ;  or  in  more  familiar  terms  by  having  no  veins  in  their  leaves  if  foliaceous,  and  not  forming  wood ; 
they  also  are  destitute  of  perfect  flowers.  The  lower  tribes,  such  as  Fungi  and  Algae,  are  destitute  of  leaves, 
and  in  some  points  approach  the  animal  kingdom  so  nearly  as  to  be  scarcely  distinguishable.  In  the  highest 
tribe,  Ferns,  apparent  veins  are  formed  in  the  leaves;  but  as  they  are  imperfectly  supplied  with  spiral 
vessels,  they  cannot  be  considered  more  than  analogous  to  the  veins  of  other  plants.  Ferns,  however,  hold the  intermediate  station  between  Cellulares  and  Vasculares,  and  are  chiefly  retained  among  the  former  on 
account  of  their  perfect  accordance  in  other  respects.  In  the  whole  of  Acotyledones,  it  is  unnecessary  to 
examine  the  seed  for  the  purpose  of  determining  whether  it  has  one  cotyledon,  several  cotyledons,  or  none, 
the  structure  of  the  perfect  plant  giving  the  most  obvious  and  satisfactory  evidence. 

/,  Vertical  section  of  a  vascular  stem.  o,  Leaf  of  a  dicotyledonous  plant, in,  Woody  fibre.  p,  Leaf  of  a  manocotlyedonous  plant. n.  Spiral  vessel 
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Vascul&res,  Phjenooamous,  or  Cotyledonous  plants,  are  also  separated  into  two  great  classes  called 
Endogenes  or  Monocotyledones,  and  Exogenes  or  Dicotyledones,  both  which  are  distinguished  as  accurately 
by  their  obvious  physical  structure  as  they  are  by  the  minute  and  obscure  peculiarities  of  the  seed.  They  are 
all  formed  with  cellular  tissue,  woody  fibre,  and  spiral  vessels  (fig.  2.),  and  their  leaves  are  traversed  by  veins; 
the  last  character  is  sufficient  for  practical  purposes,  if  it  is  remembered  that  they  also  bear  perfect  flowers, 
(that  is,  flowers  furnished  either  with  stamina,  or  pistillum,  or  both,)  which  will  always  prevent  their  being 
confounded  with  the  highest  tribes  of  Cellulares. 

q,  Transverse  section  of  a  monocotyledonous  stem*  t,  Section  of  a  germinating  embryo  of  a  grass,  to  show  the  two r,  Oermination  of  a  monocotyledonous  seed.  alternate  cotyledons  of  unequal  size;  the  back  and  front  lobes s,  Section  of  ditto,  to  show  the  cotyledon  remaining  in  the  represent  these,  the  middle  lobe  is  the  plumula. testa.  u,  Stem  and  leaves  of  a  monocotyledonous  plant. 
Endogenes,  or  Monocotyledonous  plants,  are  the  first  remove  from  Cellulares,  and  hold  an  intermediate  rank 

between  them  and  Exogenes  or  Dicotyledonous  plants,  in  which  vegetation  acquires  its  highest  form  of  deve- 
lopement.  They  were  formerly  characterised  by  having  a  single  cotyledon,  but  this  circumstance  is  not  only 
not  absolute  but  difficult  of  determination,  except  after  minute  analysis.  The  real  difference  in  the  seed  of 
them  and  Dicotyledones  is  this,  that  in  Monocotyledones  there  is  only  one  Cotyledon  (fig.  3.  s) ;  or,  if  two,  that 
they  are  alternate  with  each  other  (t),  while  in  Dicotyledones  they  are  always  opposite,  and  more  than  one, 
sometimes  several,  as  in  Pinus  (fig.  4  y).  The  physiological  structure  of  the  two  classes  is,  however,  that  by 
which  they  are  familiarly  distinguished,  and  exhibits  a  beautiful  proof  of  the  harmony  that  exists  between  the 
great  features  of  vegetation  and  their  first  principle,  the  seed  from  which  they  originate.  In  Endogenes,  or 
Monocotyledones,  there  is  no  distinction  between  wood  and  bark:  (fig.  3.  q) ;  in  Exogenes,  or  Dicotyledones,  the 
wood  and  bark  are  distinctly  separated  (Jig.  4.  v).  In  Monocotyledones  the  wood  and  cellular  tissue  are  mixed 
together  without  any  distinct  annual  layers  of  the  former  being  evident ;  in  Dicotyledones  the  wood  and 
cellular  tissue  have  each  their  particular  limits  assigned  them,  a  distinct  layer  of  the  former  being  annually 
deposited.  In  Monocotyledones  there  are  no  radiations  from  the  medulla  to  the  bark ;  in  Dicotyledones  the 
radiations  are  distinctly  marked.  In  Monocotyledones  there  is  generally  no  articulation  between  the  leaves 
and  the  stem,  while  in  Dicotyledones  the  leaves  are  always  jointed  with  the  stem  from  which  they  fall  off, 
leaving  a  scar  behind  In  Monocotyledones  the  veins  of  the  leaf  pass  in  parallel  lines  from  the  base  to  the  apex, 
in  Dicotyledones  they  diverge  from  the  midrib  towards  the  margin  at  various  angles ;  in  the  former  they  are 
unbranched,  the  principal  veins  being  connected  by  nearly  simple  secondary  veins ;  in  the  latter  they  are  much 
branched,  ramifying  in  many  directions,  and  giving  the  surface  of  the  leaf  a  netted  appearance. 

v.  Transverse  section  of  a  dicotyledonous  stem.  y,  An  embryo  with  many  cotyledons. w,  An  embryo  with  two  cotyledons.  x,  Stem  and  leaves  of  a  dicotyledonous  plant. 
x,  An  embryo  with  .four  cotyledons. 
Such  are  the  very  obvious  distinctions  of  the  two  great  classes  of  Phsenogamous,  or  flowering,  plants ;  and 

so  far  is  it  from  there  being  any  necessity  for  dissecting  a  seed  in  order  to  ascertain  its  structure,  that  this 
point  is  one  of  the  most  easy  determination,  and  about  which  there  cannot  be  in  one  case  in  five  hundred  the 
slightest  cause  of  doubt  or  difficulty.  It  is  almost  impossible  to  take  even  a  morsel  of  a  plant  in  the  hand 
without  instantly  being  in  possession  of  the  knowledge  of  the  structure  of  its  seed,  with  respect  to  the 
cotyledons. 

Thus  far  have  we  advanced  without  a  single  obstacle  to  impede  us.  In  all  farther  investigation  no  greater 
degree  of  knowledge  or  application  is  requisite  than  what  ought  to  be  possessed  by  every  one  who  would  be 
able  to  ascertain  the  genus  of  a  plant.  Many  of  the  orders  do  not  depend  upon  the  minute  characters  of  the 
seed  so  much  as  is  believed ;  the  structure  of  the  ovarium  and  position  of  the  ovuia,  are  aids  which  frequently 
make  amends  for  the  absence  of  fruit :  and  the  nature  of  the  foliage  and  inflorescence  are  guides  which, 
though  sometimes  treacherous,  are  often  as  faithful  as  the  fructification  itself.  But  as  it  is  not  intended  to 
give  the  characters  of  the  orders  in  this  place,  neither  is  it  necessary  to  advance  farther  in  an  explanation  of 
the  manner  of  determining  them ;  upon  that  point  each  order  would  require  a  particular  note.   It  may,  how- 
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ever,  be  confidently  believed,  that  there  are  no  greater  Impediments  in  the  road' to  an  acquaintance  with  the natural  relations  of  plants  than  those  that  have  been  already  removed ;  and  that  although  neither  the  science 
of  botany,  nor  any  other  science,  is  to  be  taken  by  storm,  yet  that  the  fortress  is  sure  to  be  reduced  by  silent 
and  patient  approach. It  only  remains  to  explain  briefly  upon  what  principles  the  names  of  the  orders,  suborders,  &c.  are  formed. 
It  is  usual,  in  the  school  of  Jussieu,  to  give  to  a  natural  order  a  name  derived  from  that  of  the  genus  which  is 
understood  to  be  the  type  of  the  order ;  as  Ranunculaceae  from  Ranunculus,  Rosaces  from  R6sa,  and  so  on. 
But  several  deviations  from  this  principle  had  been  admitted  by  Jussieu,  in  favor  of  certain  groups  of  plants, 
long  known  by  other  popular  names,  derived  from  certain  peculiarities ;  such  as  Labiate,  because  their  co- 

rollas are  labiate ;  Composite,  because  their  flowers  are  what  is  commonly  called  compound ;  Guttifera,  on 
account  of  the  resinous  fuice  in  which  they  abound,  and  some  others.  It  would,  perhaps,  have  been  better, 
if  uniformity  in  nomenclature  had  not  thus  been  sacrificed  to  a  dread  of  innovation ;  but  it  is  now  too  late  to 
remedy  the  evil,  if  such  it  be ;  nor  would  the  advantage  of  alteration  be  at  this  day  equivalent  to  the  inconve- nience. For  the  purpose  of  making  it  at  once  apparent,  whether,  in  speaking  of  a  group  of  plants,  reference 
is  had  to  an  order  or  a  suborder,  it  has  of  late  years  been  thought  convenient  to  terminate  the  name  of  the 
natural  order  in  acete,  and  of  the  suborder  in  eoe.  Thus,  in  speaking  of  the  whole  mass  of  which  Ranunculus 
is  the  representative,  the  word  Ranuncutocftp  is  used ;  but  in  speaking  of  the  particular  division,  or  suborder, 
of  which  Ranunculus  forms  a  part,  the  term  Ranunculi  is  employed.  This  manner  of  speaking  is,  however, 
at  present,  very  partial  in  its  application,  and  is  of  little  importance,  except  in  a  few  cases,  of  which  Ranuncu- 
lacese  is  one  of  the  most  striking  examples.  In  those  orders,  the  titles  of  which,  necessarily,  from  their  gram- 

matical construction,  end  in  ece,  as  Orchidese,  it  is  obviously  inapplicable,  without  a  total  change  in  a  great 
part  of  the  nomenclature  of  natural  orders,  a  measure  which  cannot  be  too  much  deprecated. 

It  may,  perhaps,  be  finally  expected,  that  these  remarks  should  be  concluded  by  a  recommendation  of  some 
work,  from  which  those  who  are  anxious  to  become  fully  acquainted  with  the  principles  and  distinguishing 
characters  of  the  Natural  System  of  Botany,  may  derive  the  necessary  information.  Unfortunately,  however, 
such  a  work  has  at  present  no  existence.  M.  Decandolle's  Theorie  F/lementaire  de  la  Botanique  explains  the principles  upon  which  the  orders  of  plants  are  constituted ;  and  M.  de  Jussieu's  Genera  Plantarum  contains their  characters,  as  determined  in  1789 :  but  the  latter  is  now  too  obsolete  to  be  very  useful  to  the  tyro.  In 
our  own  language,  the  only  work  that  can  be  consulted  upon  the  subject  with  advantage,  is  the  Flora  Scotica 
of  Professor  Hooker,  in  which  the  characters  of  the  natural  orders  of  Scottish  plants  are  concisely  indicated 
by  Mr.  Lindley.  We  understand  a  work  upon  the  subject  is  in  preparation  by  the  latter  gentleman,  by  which 
this  great  desideratum  in  the  science  of  Botany  will  be  supplied.  It  may  be  expected  to  appear  in  the 
course  of  1829,  previously  to  which,  however,  the  division  Botany,  in  the  forthcoming  Encyclopaedia  of  Na- 

tural History  will  have  been  published,  in  which  much  information  may  be  expected  upon  this  important 
subject 

I.  VASCULARES. 

Class  I.  DICOTYLEDONES. 
Subdivision  I.  DICHLAMYDE.32. 

This  subdivision  comprehends  all  the  Dicotyledonous  plants,  that  have  both  a  calyx  and  corolla,  by  which 
they  are  distinguished  from  Monochlamydeae,  in  which  the  calyx  only  exists.    It  is  in  consequence  of  this 
high  developement  of  the  floral  envelopes,  that  the  greater  part  of  flowering  trees  and  shrubs  are  found  in 
Dichlamydete,  it  rarely  happening  that  those  with  a  single  floral  covering  only  have  any  brilliant  coloring. 

Subclass  I.  THALAMIFLORiE. 
Petalt  inserted  into  the  receptacle. 

The  insertion  of  the  petals  and  stamens  into  the  receptacle  is  the  great  character  of  this  subclass,  which, 
therefore,  contains  all  the  polyandrous  plants  of  Linnsus,  as  the  Calyciflorae  contain  the  icosandrous  genera  of the  same  botanist. 

Section  1.    Carpella  numerous,  or  stamens  opposite  the  petals. 
OrdebI.  RANUNCULACE.E. 

The  greater  part  of  the  plants  of  this  order  are  objects  of  interest  with  gardeners,  containing,  as  it  does,  many 
of  the  most  elegant  or  showy  of  the  tribes  of  hardy  plants.  It  is  here  that  the  graceful  Clematis,  the  lowly 
Anemone,  the  glittering  Ranunculus,  and  the  gaudy  Pasony  are  found ;  differing,  indeed,  in  external  appear- ance, but  combined  by  all  the  essential  characters  of  the  fructification.  It  is  remarkable,  however,  that  the  acrid 
and  venomous  properties  of  these  plants  are  nearly  as  powerful  as  their  beauty  is  great.  They  are  all  caustic, and  in  many  of  them  the  deleterious  principle  is  in  dangerous  abundance.  M.  Decandolle  remarks,  that 
its  nature  is  extremely  singular ;  it  is  so  volatile,  that,  in  most  cases,  simple  drying  in  the  air  or  infusion  in 
water  is  sufficient  to  destroy  it :  it  is  neither  acid  nor  alkaline ;  but  its  activity  is  increased  by  acids,  honey, 
sugar,  wine,  or  alcohol ;  and  it  is,  in  reality,  destructible  only  by  water.  The  crowfoots  of  our  European  pas- 

tures, and  the  Anem6nes  trilobata  and  triternata,  of  those  of  South  America,  are  well  known  poisons  of  cattle. 
Blistering  plasters  are  made  in  Iceland  of  the  leaves  of  Ranunculus  acris.  The  foliage  of  some  species  of 
Clematis  is  supposed  to  afford  the  means  employed  by  beggars  of  producing  artificial  ulcers.  Some  of  the 
Aconites  are  diuretic,  especially  Napellus  and  Cammarum.  Delphinium  Consolidais  said  to  be  an  ingredient in  those  French  cosmetics  which  are  so  destructive  of  the  surface  of  the  skin.  The  Helleborus,  famous  in 
classical  history  for  its  drastic  powers,  and  the  Nigella,  celebrated  in  ancient  housewifery  for  its  aromatic  seeds, 
which  were  used  for  pepper  before  that  article  was  discovered,  are  both  comprehended  in  Ranunculaceas.  The 
range  of  this  order,  in  a  geographical  point  of  view,  is  very  extensive.  A  great  number  has  been  discovered  in 
Europe,  but  they  are  so  abundant  in  all  parts  of  the  world  that  an  order  can  scarcely  be  found  more  universally 
and  equally  dispersed.  It  is  singular,  that,  with  the  exception  of  the  climbing  species  of  Clematis  and  of  Xan- thorhiza,  scarcely  an  instance  occurs  in  Ranunculaceae  of  a  shrubby  stem. 

Tribe  1.  Clematidea 
Clematis  L.  1228  Naravelia  Dec. 

Tribe  2.  Anemones. 
1229  Thalictrum  W.  1225  Hepatica  W.  en.  1231  Knowlt6nia  Sal. 
1226  Anem6ne  W.  1241  Hydrastis  W.  1230  Adbnis  L. 

Tribe  3.  Ranuncules. 
707  Myosfirus  W.  708  Ceratocephalus  P.  S.        1233  Ranunculus  W.  1232  Ficaria  Pers. 

Tribe  4.  Hellebores. 
1239  Caltha  W.  1235  Isopy>um  W.  1053  Garidella  W.  1204  Delphinium  W 
1234  Tr6Uius  W.  1237  Hellehorus  W.         1209  Nigella  W.  1205  Aconitum  H- 
1286  Eranthis  Sal.  1239  Coptis  Sal.  1208  Aquilegia  W. 
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Tribe  5.  Pasonieje. 
1164  Acta/a  Ph.  1207  Cimicifuga  Ph.  1202  Pasonia  W.  709  Xanthorhfza  W. 

OederII.  DILLENIACEjE. 
Fine  plants,  almost  exclusively  confined  to  tropical  countries.  Dillenia  speciosa,  a  native  of  India,  is  a  most 

noble  tree  with  large  yellow  flowers,  rivalling  those  of  a  Magn61ia.  Hibbertia  volubilis  is  a  green-house  plant well  known  for  the  beauty  of  its  blossoms,  and  their  powerfully  fetid  smell.  The  medical  properties  of  this 
order  are  scarcely  known ;  a  decoction  of  their  leaves  or  bark  is  astringent,  and  used  for  gargles ;  and  the  acid 
juice  of  the  fruit  of  some  of  the  species  of  Dillenia  is  used  in  India,  mixed  with  water,  as  a  pleasant  beverage 
in  fevers.  The  foliage  of  many  of  the  species  is  extremely  scabrous,  whence  the  dried  leaves  are  used  for  the 
same  purposes  as  fish-skin  and  sand-paper  in  Europe ;  those  of  Trachytella  aspera  are  even  employed  in  China 
for  polishing  works  of  metal. 

1201  Curatella  W.  1206  Trachytella  Dec.  1203  Hibbertia  H.  K. 
1212  Tetracera  L.  1214  Dillenia  W.  1211  Colbertia  Sal. 

Order  III.  MAGNOLIACEJE. 
No  one  is  ignorant  of  the  grandeur  of  Magnolias,  or  of  the  delicious,  though  sometimes  dangerous,  fragrance 

of  their  blossoms ;  but  it  is  less  generally  known,  that,  from  their  affinity  to  the  trees  that  produce  the  famous 
Winter's  bark  and  Melambo  bark,  they  possess  medicinal  qualities  of  no  common  power.  The  bark  of  all  of 
them  is  said  to  have  a  bitter  flavor  without  any  astringency,  and  combined  with  a  hot  aromatic  principle.  In the  United  States,  the  bark  of  Magnolia  glauca  and  Liriodendron  tulipifera,  is  employed  for  the  same  purposes 
as  Jesuit's  bark,  and  from  the  fruit  of  Magn61ia  acuminata,  a  tincture  is  prepared  which  has  some  reputation for  removing  attacks  of  rheumatism.  The  fruit  of  Illicium  anisatum,  is  the  material  which  flavors  the  liqueur 
called  Anisette  de  Bourdeaux.  The  Magnolias  are  exclusively  inhabitants  of  Asia  and  America,  no  species 
having  hitherto  been  found  either  in  Europe  or  in  Africa. 

1215  Illicium  W.  1216  Liriodendron  W.        1217  Magndlia  W  1218  Michglia  W. 
Order  IV.  ANNONACEiE. 

The  plants  of  this  order  are  closely  allied  to  Magnoliacea?,  from  which  they  are  principally  distinguished  by 
the  absence  of  stipuUe,  and  by  the  structure  of  their  anthers  and  seeds.  The  latter  consist  of  a  hard  mass  of 
albumen,  ruminated,  as  the  botanists  call  it,  that  is  to  say,  perforated  by  the  substance  of  the  seed-coat,  in 
every  direction.  They  are  all  trees  or  shrubs,  and  chiefly  inhabitants  of  the  hottest  parts  of  the  tropics,  but  a 
few  have  been  discovered  straggling  into  the  temperate  zones  of  America.  The  fruit  of  the  Annona  is  in 
many  species  highly  esteemed  as  an  article  for  the  dessert,  especially  that  of  the  Cherimoyer,  which  has  the 
reputation  of  being  the  finest  fruit  in  the  world,  next  to  the  Mangosteen.  The  hard  fruits  of  the  species  of 
Uvaria  are  highly  aromatic ;  those  of  one  of  them  furnish  the  Piper  aethiopicum  of  the  shops.  The  genus 
Asimina  is  the  only  one  which  contains  any  hardy  species,  and  these  are  so  delicate  as  to  be  seen  very  rarely 
in  this  country.  In  Brazil,  the  bark  of  Xyl6pia  sericea  is  used  for  cordage;  for  which  it  is  admirably 
adapted. 

1219  Uvaria  W.  1221  Artab6trys  R.  Br.  1223  Asimina  Ad. 
1220  Ann6na  P.  S.  1222  Guatteria  R.SfP.  1224  Xyl6pia  W. 

Order  V.  MENISPERME.32. 
The  order  of  Menispermee  consists  entirely  of  twining  shrubs  with  minute  flowers.  They  are  ex- 

tremely dissimilar  in  habit  from  the  orders  which  are  placed  near  them,  and  occupy  their  present  station 
entirely  on  account  of  certain  minute  but  important  characters  in  their  fructification.  With  the  exception  of 
Schizandra  coccinea  none  of  them  are  worth  cultivating  as  plants  of  ornament.  The  berries  of  Lardizabala 
biternata  are  sold  in  the  markets  of  Chile,  under  the  name  of  Aguilboquil,  Guilbogui,  or  Coguill-  Vochi,  according to  different  travellers.  The  bitter,  diuretic,  and  aperient  sorts  of  Pareira  brava,  are  produced  by  a  species  of 
Menispermum,  as  is  ateo  the  famous  Columbo  root,  so  much  esteemed  for  its  intense  bitterness,  and  for  its 
use  in  diarrhoea  and  dysentery.  The  poisonous  drug,  called  Cocculus  indicus  in  the  shops,  is  the  seed  of  Meni- spermum Cocculus.  Several  Brazilian  species  of  Cocculus  are  said  to  possess  powerful  febrifugal  properties. 
No  species  of  Menispermea;  is  found  in  Europe ;  they  are  chiefly  natives  of  tropical  America  and  Asia. 

858  Wendlaiidia  W.  2100  Menispermum  D.  2116  Cissampelos  Dec. 1972  Schizandra  W.  2101  C6cculus  Dec. 
Order  VI.  BERBERIDEJE. 

With  the  exception  of  Berberis  this  order  does  not  contain  any  genus  of  much  interest ;  most  of  the  others 
are  low,  inconspicuous,  herbaceous  plants ;  Nandina  is  an  elegant  Japanese  shrub.  The  Berberises  are  all 
shrubs  of  much  beauty  and  interest,  especially  the  species  with  pinnated  leaves,  which  are  sometimes  called 
Mahonias.  These  are  all  inhabitants  either  of  Europe,  Asia,  or  North  and  South  America ;  none  have  ever 
been  seen  in  Africa  or  New  South  Wales.  Many  of  the  finest  species  from  Chile  and  India  yet  remain  to  be 
introduced.  The  berries  of  the  Berberises  are  acid  and  astringent ;  the  latter  quality  is  especially  abundant in  the  stem  and  bark. 

297  Epime'dium  W.  826  Caulophyllum  Mich.  829  Berberis  W. 825  Le6ntice  W.  827  DiphyUeia  Mich.  830  Nandina  W. 
Order  VII.  PODOPHYLLACE^. 

Little  interesting  herbaceous  North  American  plants,  nearly  related  on  the  one  hand  to  Nymphaeaceat,  and, 
on  the  other,  to  the  herbaceous  genera  of  Berberidese.   Their  juice  is  held  to  be  purgative. 

1166  Podophyllum  W.  896  Jeffersonia  Ph. 
Order  VIII.  HYDROPELTIDEiE. 

This  order  differs  from  Nymphseacese  chiefly  in  having  a  definite  number  of  seeds.   It  consists  of  only  two 
fenera,  each  containing  a  single  species.  Both  are  little  floating  plants  of  tropical  and  northern  America. 
Tothing  is  known  of  their  properties. 

1240  Hydropeltis  H.  K. 
Order  IX.  NYMPILEACE.K. 

Like  the  last,  these  are  all  floating  plants,  and,  to  gardeners,  possessed  of  great  interest,  on  account  of  the 
elegant  form  and  various  hues  of  their  flowers  Three  species  are  known  as  the  lilies  of  our  own  streams  and 
ponds,  and  the  remainder  occupy  similar  stations  in  other  countries.  Some  of  the  Indian  species  of  NymphaVa 
are  delightfully  fragrant.  The  holy  Cyamus,  or  Pythagorean  bean  of  antiquity,  is  the  produce  of  the  Nelum- 
bium,  a  stately  aquatic,  which  abounds  in  all  the  hotter  countries  of  the  East,  where  its  roots  are  frequently 
used  as  an  article  of  food.  The  ditches,  about  Pekin  and  other  Chinese  cities,  are  literally  choaked  up 
with  its  abundance.  The  pericarpia  or  beans  are  oblong,  hard,  smooth  bodies,  and  possess  the  power  of  vege- 

tating after  having  been  dried  for  even  thirty  years.  The  flowers  and  roots  of  the  common  white  Nymphse'a have  been  long  celebrated  for  their  sedative  and  antiaphrodisiacal  qualities,  which  are,  however,  now  con- 
sidered doubtful.  In  Sweden,  in  years  of  scarcity,  the  roots  of  Nuphar  lutea  are  pounded  into  cakes  along with  the  inner  bark  of  Pinus  sylvestris. 
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This  order  has  been  the  cause  ot  much  difference  among  botanists,  as  to  its  true  station  In  a  natural  classifi- 
cation, its  structure  being  of  so  doubtful  a  character  as  to  leave  room  for  disputing  whether  it  belongs  to 

Dicotyledones  or  Monocotyledones.  Upon  this  subject  M.  Decandolle  has  the  following  remarks  :  "  Gaertner declares  that  the  embryo  Is  undivided,  and  therefore  monocotyledonous.  In  1802,  I  remarked  in  the  Bulletin 
Philomathique,  that  the  embryo  both  of  Nymphae'a  and  Nfiphar  is  enclosed  in  a  peculiar  integument,  and  that a  dicotyledonous  structure  is  apparent  when  that  integument  is  removed ;  shortly  after,  M.  Mirbel  declared 
that  the  embryo  of  Nelumbium  has  two  thick  cotyledones ;  in  1806,  M.  Turpin  gave  an  accurate  description 
of  the  fruit  of  Nelumbium  lftteum,  without  however  removing  the  doubts  about  the  real  structure  of  the 
embryo,  and  two  years  afterwards  his  colleague,  M.  Poiteau,  described  the  seed  and  germination  of  the  same 
plant,  pointing  out  that  the  embryo  consisted  of  two  thick  cotyledons  enclosed  within  a  stipular  membrane,  but 
destitute  of  radicula :  this  was  subsequently  confirmed  by  M.  Mirbel  after  very  minute  anatomical  examin- 

ation ;  that  observer  compared  the  seed  of  Nelumbium  to  the  seed  of  Amygdalus,  and  also  to  that  of  Piper 
and  Saururus,  and  also  demonstrated  that  the  structure  of  the  stem  was  analogous  to  that  of  exogenous  or 
dicotyledonous  plants.  A  very  different  opinion  was  shortly  afterwards  held  by  M.  Correa  de  Serra,  an  observer 
of  the  highest  order,  who  admitted  indeed  that  Nymphseacea?  are  exogenous,  but  contended  that  the  parts 
which  had  been  taken  by  previous  observers  for  cotyledons  were,  in  fact,  a  mere  expansion  of  the  radicle, 
and  that  cotyledons  were  as  entirely  absent  in  Nelumbium  as  in  Cuscuta.  In  the  meanwhile  M.  de  Jussieu 
adhered  to  the  old  opinion,  that  Nymphasaceae  are  monocotyledonous ;  in  which  he  was  supported  by  the  late 
Professor  Louis  Claude  Richard,  a  name  for  ever  memorable  in  the  annals  of  Carpology,  who  published  a  new 
view  of  their  structure,  in  which  he  differed  materially  from  all  his  predecessors ;  this  botanist  considered  the 
stipulary  membrane  of  Poiteau  a  simple  cotyledon,  and  the  cotyledons  of  that  writer  the  hypoblastus,  or  body 
of  the  radicula  s  he  also  refused  to  admit  any  evidence  derived  from  the  anatomical  structure  of  the  stem.  In 
this  conflict  of  opinions,  I  have  determined  to  station  Nymphaeaceae  among  Exogenes,  for  the  following 
reasons :  1st,  because  the  structure  of  their  stem  is  that  of  Exogenes  rather  than  of  Endogenes ;  2dly,  because 
the  two  opposite  bodies,  enclosed  within  the  little  bag  or  stipulary  membrane,  described  by  Poiteau,  appear  to 
be  undoubtedly  cotyledons,  which  is  confirmed  by  the  presence  of  a  plumula  between  them  in  Nelumbium  ; 
Sdly,  because  of  the  structure  of  their  flower,  which  has  a  great  affinity  with  that  of  Ps6nia,  Magn61ia,  and 
Papaver ;  4thly,  on  account  of  the  similarity  between  their  fruit  and  stigma  and  that  of  Papaver ;  5thly, 
because  of  their  milky  juice  and  convolute  leaves,  two  characters  which  are  not  known  to  exist  among  Endo- 

genes." Those  who  are  interested  in  pursuing  this  curious  discussion  any  farther,  will  find  many  remarks  and illustrative  figures  in  the  English  edition  of  the  Analyse  du  Fruit,  published  by  Mr.  Lindley  in  1819. 
1174  Nymphae'a  W.  1176  Nuphar  H.  K.  1177  Eur^ale  H.  K.  1213  Nelumbium  J. 

Section  2.   CarpeUa  solitary  or  connate  j  Placentae  parietal. 
OrdebX.  PAPAVERACEiE. 

These  plants  are  better  known  for  their  medicinal  properties  than  for  their  beauty.  Some  of  them  are  the 
common  pests  of  corn  fields,  and  with  grain  have  been  disseminated  over  all  the  world.  Sanguinaria  is  a  neat 
little  American  plant  well  known  for  its  crimson  juice,  and  the  emetic  purgative  powers  of  its  roots.  Sara- 
cennia  is  a  genus  of  very  doubtful  affinity ;  consisting  of  curious  little  American  marsh  plants  of  difficult  culture, 
and  remarkable  for  the  singular  pitcher-like  form  of  its  leaves.  The  peculiar  power  of  the  poppy  is,  as  is  well 
known,  narcotic ;  a  property  which  pervades  all  the  order,  although  in  a  less  intense  degree  in  all  than  in  the 
officinal  P.  somniferum,  from  which  exclusively  the  drug  opium  is  obtained.  The  Mexicans  use  the  expressed 
oil  of  the  seeds  of  Argemone  mexicana  for  polishing  furniture. 

1170  Papaver  W.  1168  Romeria  Med.         1172  Argemone  W.  1073  Bocc6nia  W. 
1165  Sanguinaria  W.         1169  Glaticium  J.  313  Hypecoum  W.        ?  1173  Saracenia  W. 
1167  Chelid6nium  W.        1171  Meconopsis  Fig. 

Order  XI.  FUMARIACEiE. 
Tender  herbs,  with  finely  cut  leaves  and  annual  stems,  abounding  in  a  watery  juice ;  without  any  appear- ance of  milkiness.  They  are  reckoned  slightly  diaphoretic  and  aperient,  but  their  medical  properties  are 

trifling.  Formerly  they  were  combined  with  Papaveraceae,  from  which  they  are  now  universally  distin- 
guished. The  greater  part  of  them  are  natives  of  hedges  or  thickets  in  the  cooler  parts  of  the  northern hemisphere  ;  two  are  natives  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope.  Many  of  the  species  are  beautiful  ornaments  of  the 

flower-garden. 
1502  Cor^dalis  Vent.  1504  Dictf  tra  Dec.  1506  Sarcocfipnos  Dec. 
1503  Cysticapnos  W.  en.  1505  Adlumia  Raf.  1507  Fumaria  P.  S. 

Order  XII.  CRUCIFF^JE. 
The  importance  of  this  order  to  mankind,  and  the  singled-  nature  of  its  botanical  characters,  render  it expedient  to  speak  very  fully  upon  it :  in  which  the  remarks  of  the  learned  M.  Decandolle,  who  has  paid 

Cruciferae  particular  attention,  will  be  chiefly  followed.  The  order  consists  wholly  of  annual  or  perennial, 
often  biennial  herbs,  occasionally  assuming  a  suffrutescent  habit ;  then,  however,  never  exceeding  the  height 
of  three  feet.  The  roots  are  either  thick  and  perennial,  or  annual  or  biennial  and  slender,  almost  always  per- 

pendicular and  undivided.  The  young  roots  are  tipped  with  a  little  sheath,  called  the  coleorhiza,  which  is 
produced  by  the  extended  ruptured  coat  of  the  epidermis  when  the  rootlet  first  appears.  This  is  a  curious 
character,  and  deserves  attention.  The  stems  are  round  or  somewhat  angular,  branched,  and  often,  even  in 
the  annual  species,  indurated  at  the  base.  The  branches  proceed  from  the  axilla;  of  the  leaves,  but  the  upper- 

most ones  are  abortive  in  most  cases.  The  racr "  .es  are  always  opposite  to  the  leaves ;  sometimes  the  terminal branch  is  abortive  when  the  raceme  appears  to  be  terminal ;  but  this  is  merely  owing  to  that  circumstance. 
The  leaves  are  simple,  generally  radical  or  alternate,  rarely  opposite.  The  flowers  are  either  white,  yellow, 
or  purple,  or  in  a  few  Cape  species  bright  blue.  The  fruit  is  called  either  a  siliqua  or  silicula,  the  tormer 
being  a  linear  pod  containing  many  seeds,  the  latter  a  roundish  pod  containing  one  or  very  few  seeds,  whence 
this  order,  which  is  the  same  as  the  Linnaean  class  Tetradynamia,  is  divided  by  Linnseus  into  two  parts,  called 
Siliquosse  and  Siliculosae.  In  the  seed,  the  radicle  and  cotyledons  are  applied  to  each  other  in  different  ways, from  which  the  suborders  of  M.  Decandolle  derive  their  characters.  When  the  edge  of  the  cotyledons  is 
pressed  close  to  the  radicula,  so  that  a  cross  section  would  be  thus  O  =  .  the  cotyledons  are  said  to  be  accum- 
bent,  as  in  all  Pleurorhizese :  when  the  side  of  the  cotyledons  is  pressed  to  the  radicula  thus  O  1 1 ,  *e/?rme5 are  called  incumbent,  as  in  Notorhizeae.  If  the  cotyledons  are  incumbent,  and  at  the  same  time  half  folded 
together  or  conduplicate,  thus  0>  >>  the  suborder  Orthoploceaj  is  formed:  when  the  cotyledons  are 
incumbent  and  spirally  twisted,  so  that  a  section  would  resemble  this  O  I J  1 1  >  «>ey  constitute  the  suborder Spirolobeae ;  and  finally,  when  the  cotyledons  are  incumbent,  and  doubled  twice  in  their  length,  thus  O  II  II  1 1 » we  have  Diplecolobeae. 

The  whole  order  is  preeminently  European ;  166  species  are  found  in  the  north  and  middle  of  Europe,  and 
178  on  the  sea-shores  of  the  Mediterranean ;  45  are  found  between  Mogadore  and  Alexandria ;  184  in  the 
countries  of  the  East,  that  is  to  say,  Syria,  Asia  Minor,  Tauria,  and  Persia ;  99  in  Siberia ;  35  in  China,  Japan, 
and  India ;  16  in  New  Holland  and  the  South  Sea  islands ;  6  in  the  Mauritius  and  adjacent  countries ;  70  at 
the  Cape ;  9  in  the  Canaries ;  2  in  Saint  Helena ;  2  in  the  West  Indies ;  41  in  South  America ;  48  in  North 
America ;  5  in  Kamtchatka  and  the  bordering  islands ;  and  finally,  35  are  common  to  several  parts  of  the 
globe.  From  this  it  appears  that  there  are  about  100  species  in  the  southern  hemisphere,  and  about  800  in  the 
northern  :  or,  if  they  are  considered  with  reference  to  the  zones  of  temperature,  205  are  natives  of  the  frigid 
zone  of  the  northern  hemisphere ;  30  of  the  whole  of  the  tropics ;  548  of  the  temperate  zone  of  the  northern 
hemisphere ;  and  86  of  fc.e  southern.   The  forty-first  degree  of  north  latitude  may  be  considered  the  equa- 
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torial  line  of  Cruciferee,  about  half  being  found  on  one  side  of  it,  and  half  on  the  other.  Their  station  is  very 
variable;  many  inhabit  open  sandy  places,  some  form  the  vegetation  about  the  limits  of  the  perpetual 
snows  of  lofty  mountains,  and  many  follow  the  footsteps  of  man  through  all  parts  of  the  world. 

The  useful  qualities  of  the  turnip,  the  radish,  the  rape,  and  the  cabbage,  and  its  multiform  varieties,  are 
all  well  known.  The  greater  part  of  the  order  consists  of  plants  possessing  high  antiscorbutic  powers.  These 
appear  to  depend  upon  a  certain  acrid  volatile  oily  principle,  the  chemical  nature  of  which  is  imperfectly 
known.  It  is  particularly  abundant  in  the  seeds  of  mustard  and  the  roots  of  horseradish,  and  the  leaves  of Lepidium  latifolium,  which  latter  exercise  a  violent  influence  upon  the  organs  of  digestion.  The  same 
sort  of  acrimony,  but  in  less  degree,  is  found  in  the  herbage  of  the  scurvy-grass  and  the  roots  of  the  radish, 
which  act  much  more  mildly  when  taken  inwardly ;  thus,  when  any  cruciferous  plants  are  found  to  be  eatable, 
either  from  culture  or  other  circumstances,  it  is  to  be  understood  to  depend  upon  a  reduction  of  this  acrid 
principle.  The  exciting  powers  of  this  last,  are  what  render  the  horse-radish,  the  scurvy  grass,  and  others,  so 
remarkably  useful  as  antiscorbutics ;  they  are  also  believed  to  possess  diuretic  and  diaphoretic  properties.  It  is 
to  be  remarked,  that  Crucifera?  are  always  eatable  when  their  texture  is  succulent  and  watery,  as  in  the 
roots  of  the  radish  and  the  turnip,  and  the  leaves  of  the  cabbage  tribe.  A  further  diminution  of  the  acrid 
principle  is  produced  by  blanching.  Crucifera  are  said  to  possess  a  greater  share  of  azote  than  any  other  tribe 
of  plants ;  as  is  apparent  in  their  fetid  smell  when  fermented.  The  embryo  of  all  the  order  abounds  in  oil, 
whence  many  species  are  employed  with  much  advantage  for  expressing,  either  for  eating  or  for  feeding 
lamps.  Some  of  the  species  are  extremely  beautiful  and  fragrant,  as  the  Stocks,  the  Gillyflowers,  the  Hes- 
perides,  the  Candytufts,  and  many  others.  The  Hutchinsias,  Drabas,  Cardamines,  &c.  are  among  the  most 
interesting  of  alpine  plants 

Suborder  I.  PLE  VRORHIZEM.  O  : 

1381  Mathiola  R.  Br. 
1382  Cheiranthus  L. 
1383  Nasturtium  B.  Br. 
1384  Leptocarpa/a  Dec. 

1395  Lunaria  L. 
1396  Ricotia  L. 
1397  Farsetia  Turr. 
1398  Berteroa  Dec. 

Tribe  1. 
1385  Notoceras  B.  Br. 
1386  Barbarea  R.  Br. 
1387  Braya  Stern. 1389  Turritis  B.  Br. 

TribeS. 
1399  Aubrietia  Adans. 
1400  Vesicaria  Lam. 
1401  Alyssum  L. 

ARABIDE2B. 
1390  A'rabis  i.  1392  Cardamine  L. 
1388  Parrya  B.  Br.  1393  Pteroneuron  Dec. 
1391  Macropodium  R.  Br.  1394  Dentaria  L. 

ALYS91NEX. 
1402  Clypeola  W. 1403  Peltaria  L. 
1404  Petrocallis  R.  Br. 

1405  DrSba  L. 
1406  Er6phila  Dec. 
1407  Cochlearia  L. 

1408  Thlaspi  L. 1410  Hutchinsia  R.  Br. 

Tribe  3.  Thlaspide*. 
1411  Teesdfilia  jR.  Br. 
1412  Iberis  L. 1413  Biscutella  L. 

Tribe  4.  EuclidiEjE. 
1414  Euclidium  B.  Br.  1415  Ochth6dium  Dec 

Tribe  5,  Anastaticbsl 
1416  Anastatica  L. 

Tribe  6.  Cakilinrx. 
1417  Cakile  Tourn.  1419  Chorispora  Dec. 

Suborder  II.  NOTORHIZEJE.  O  It 
Tribe  7.  Sistmbrie^. 

1420  Malc6mia  R.  Br.  1422  Sisymbrium  L. 
1421  Hesperis  L. 1423  Alliaria  Adans. 1424  Erysimum  L. 

Tribe  8.  CamelinejE. 
1425  Camelina  Crantx  1426  N&lia  Desv. 

Tribe  9.  LepidinejE. 
1427  Coronopus  Sm.  1428  Lepidium  L.  1409  Capsella  Monch. 

Tribe  10.  Isatid&s. 
1430  Isatis  L.  1431  Myagrum  L. 

Suborder  III.   OBTHOPLOCEJE.  O  >  > 
Tribe  11.  Brassicea. 

1429  JEthionema  R.  Br. 

1432  Brissica  L. 
1433  Sinapis  L. 

1437  Vella  L. 

1440  Zilla  Forsk. 

442  Crambe  W 

1434  MoricSndia  Dec. 
1435  Diplotaxis  Dec. 
Tribe  12.  Vellea. 

1438  Carrichtera  Adans. 

1436  Eruca  Tourn. 

1439  Succowia  Monch. 
Tribe  13.  Ziilex. 

1441  Calepina  Adans. 
Tribe  14.  Raphanes. 
1418  Rapistrum  Desv. 1443  Baphanus  L 

Suborder  IV.   SPIROLOBEM.  O  II  II 
Tribe  15.  Buniadeje. 

1444  Bunias  L. 
Tribe  16.  Eruca  rus. 
1445  Erucaria  Geertn. 

Suborder V.  DIPLECOLOBEM.  OH  II  | 
Tribe  17.  Heliophilea 

1446  Heli6phila  L 
3  Y 
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Tribe  18.  Subularik*. 
1447  Subularia  L. 

$  Of  doubtful  station. 1380  Schizop&alon  Sims. 
Order  XIII.  FCACOURTIANEjE. 

A  very  small  order  formerly  comprised  in  Tiliacese.   It  is  remarkable  on  account  of  the  structure  of  its 
fruit,  to  the  inner  lining  of  which  the  seeds  are  attached  upon  a  branched  placenta.   Nothing  is  knowr.  of  the 
properties  of  the  Flacourtias.   The  berries  of  Flacofirtia  Ram6ntchi  are  eaten  in  Madagascar.   The  order 
consists  entirely  of  small  tropical  trees  or  bushes. 

2102  FlacoGrtia  W. 

Order  XIV.  CAPPARIDE.33. 
These  are  nearly  related  to  Crucifere,  of  the  properties  of  which  they  partake.  Many  are  very  pretty  plants, 

especially  Cleome  rosea,  and  the  various  species  of  Crata/va.  The  common  caper  is  an  elegant  bush,  remark- 
able for  its  large  white  flowers  and  long  purple  stamens.  The  species  are  found  occasionally  in  various  parts of  the  world.  The  different  kinds  of  Capparis  are  reputed  to  be  stimulating,  antiscorbutic,  and  aperient 

The  bark  of  the  root  of  the  common  caper  passes  for  a  diuretic  medicine.  Several  species  of  Cleome  have  an 
acrid  taste,  which  has  been  compared  by  travellers  to  that  of  mustard.  The  root  of  Cleome  dodecandra  is 
employed  as  a  vermifuge  in  the  United  States ;  and  the  leaves  produce  an  inflammation  of  the  skin,  whence 
they  are  used  in  Cochin-china  as  a  sinapism.  Dec. 

1162  Capparis  W.  1086  Cratae'va  W.  1448  Cle6me  W. 
Order  XV.  VIOLARIEiE. 

This  is  one  of  the  most  favorite  orders  with  gardeners ;  consisting,  as  it  chiefly  does,  of  the  Violet  genus, 
from  which  most  of  the  others  are  recent  dismemberments.  The  greater  part  are  hardy  herbaceous  plants, 
some  of  which  are  remarkable  for  their  perfume,  others  for  their  brilliant  colors,  and  all  for  their  neatness. 
They  are  natives  of  the  temperate  or  cold  zones  of  both  hemispheres,  often  growing  at  great  elevations  above  the 
sea.  Among  them  is  a  tribe  called  Alsodineas,  consisting  of  suffrutescent  tropical  plants ;  but  none  of  them  have 
been  introduced  into  the  gardens  of  this  country.  The  attention  of  collectors  should  be  directed  to  procuring 
the  shrubby  Violacese  of  Brazil,  some  of  which  possess  great  interest  The  medical  properties  of  the  order 
are  found  principally  in  their  roots,  which  appear  to  possess,  in  all  cases,  emetic  properties,  in  a  greater  or 
less  degree.  One  of  the  Ipecacuanhas  is  the  root  of  a  Brazilian  violet  M.  Decandolle  has  the  following 
observations  upon  the  affinities  of  the  Violariea? :  —  They  are  very  nearly  akin,  he  observes,  to  the  Polygalea? and  llroseraceae,  and  especially  to  the  Passiflores.  From  the  first  they  are  distinguished  by  their  unilocular 
fruit,  leaves  furnished  with  stipules  and  two-celled  anthers ;  from  Droseracea?  by  their  solitary  style,  length- ened embryo  and  stipulate  leaves,  the  vernation  of  which  is  involutive,  not  circinate.  From  Passifloreas  they 
differ  in  their  fruit  being  capsular,  not  berried ;  in  their  albumen  being  compact  and  shining,  not  pitted ;  in 
their  stamens  being  hypogynous,  not  perigynous ;  in  their  anthers  being  attached  along  their  whole  length,  not 
fixed  by  their  middle ;  finally,  in  their  stigmas  being  one  and  not  three.  The  genus  Calyptrion  approaches 
Passiflorca?  in  its  twining  stem,  and  Hymenanthera  borders  upon  Polygaleoe  on  account  of  its  monospermous 
pericatpium  with  solitary  pendulous  seeds. 

541  Ionidium  Vent.  540  Viola  W.  539  Sauvagesia  Jacq. 
Order  XVI.  POLYGALEJE. 

Most  of  the  plants  of  this  order  are  interesting,  and  deserving  the  attention  of  the  gardener,  some  for  their 
neatness,  some  for  their  beauty,  and  some  for  their  use  in  medicine  They  are  natives  of  most  countries,  and 
are  either  low  herbaceous  plants,  occasionally  less  than  an  inch  in  height  (small  specimens  of  Pol^gala  pur- 
pfirea),  or  shrubs  varying  from  a  dwarf,  rigid,  spiny  habit,  to  a  tall,  graceful,  drooping  appearance.  Polygaless 
are  remarkable  for  the  union  of  their  stamens  into  a  single  body,  their  one-celled  anthers  opening  with  a 
pore,  and  their  irregular  flowers,  one  of  which  is  often  keel-shaped,  and  beautifully  crested  or  bearded.  The leaves  have  generally  a  bitter  astringent  taste,  which  is  much  more  abundant  in  the  roots,  combined  with  an 
acrid  and  somewhat  resinous  flavour :  these  properties  are  particularly  sensible  in  P.  senega,  which  is  reputed 
a  sudorific,  diuretic,  sialagogue,  cathartic,  or  mild  emetic,  according  to  the  manner  in  which  it  is  adminis- 

tered. The  Yelhoi  of  South  America,  the  root  of  a  species  of  Monnina,  has  the  same  properties  as  P.  senega, and  is  particularly  used  as  a  remedy  for  dysentery.  The  well  known  Rattany,  or  Ratannia  root,  of  Chile,  is  the 
produce  of  a  plant  of  this  order,  and  possesses  powerful  tonic  and  astringent  qualities.  According  to  the 
analysis  of  a  French  chemist,  it  contains  gallic  acid,  but  neither  tannin  nor  resin. 

1508  Polygala  W.  1509  Muraltia  Neck.         1510  Mundia  Kunth.         1511  Securidfica.  L. 
Order  XVII.  DROSERACEA. 

The  order  of  sun-dews  is  a  small  group  of  plants,  natives  of  marshes  or  inundated  grounds  in  all  the  tem- 
perate parts  of  the  world.  The  species  are  very  remarkable  for  the  abundance  of  glandular  hairs  with  which 

all  the  parts  of  the  foliage  are  covered.  Only  two  species  are  in  any  degree  frutescent.  The  young  leaves 
are  always  rolled  up  in  the  circinate  manner,  so  remarkable  in  ferns.  Their  medicinal  properties  appear  to  be 
trifling :  the  leaves  have  the  power  of  curdling  milk. 

702  Drosera  W.  1009  Dionas'a  W. 
Ohder  XVIII.  BIXINEiE. 

The  plants  of  this  order  are  few  in  number,  and  not  remarkable  either  for  beauty  or  use.  The  Bixa  orel- 
lfina  is  chiefly  known  for  producing  the  seed  called  in  the  shops  Arnotta  (Rocon,  Fr.),  and  used  for  coloring 
cheese ;  the  properties  of  the  Amotta  are  slightly  purgative  and  stomachic.  They  are  all  bushes  or  small 
trees,  and  mostly  tropical.  Azaras,  Chilian  shrubs  with  fragrant  flowers,  are  not  yet  known  in  the  gardens of  Europe. 

1178  Bixa  W.  1179  Prockia  L. 

Order  XIX.  CISTTNEA. 
The  common  rock  roses  of  our  gardens  give  an  accurate  idea  of  this  order,  which  contains  little  else  They 

are  all  very  ornamental,  and  particularly  well  calculated  for  covering  rockwork.  The  species  of  Cistus  and 
Heliantbemum  have  been  multiplied  by  Dunal  in  an  extravagant  manner,  as  has  been  well  demonstrated  by 
Mr.  Bentham.  They  are  natives  of  most  parts  of  the  world  in  dry  elevated  places.  The  gum  called  Ladanum 
is  the  produce  of  some  kinds  of  Cistus  j  it  exhales  a  fragrant  perfume  when  burnt,  and  possesses  slightly 
tonic  and  stomachic  properties. 

1089  Hudsonia  W.        1197  Cistus  J.        1198  Helianthemum  J.        222  Lechea  W. 
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Section  &  Ovarium  solitary.  Placenta  central. 
Order  XX.  CARYOPHYLLEjE. 

These  consist  of  herbs  or  low  undershrubs,  inhabiting  the  mountains  and  pastures  of  all  parts  of  the  world. 
In  Europe  and  Siberia  they  are  particularly  abundant,  and  least  so  in  Africa  and  South  America.  Many  are 
common  weeds,  as  most  of  the  Cer&stiums,  Spergulas,  and  others.  Several  of  the  Silenes  are  very  ornamental, 
and  among  the  Arenarias  are  to  be  found  some  dwarf  species  of  considerable  elegance.  But  it  is  in  Dianthus 
that  the  pride  of  the  order  consists :  this  genus  is  almost  unrivalled  for  the  brilliancy  of  its  colors,  the  neat- ness of  its  foliage,  and  the  perfume  of  its  flowers.  From  the  finest  of  its  species  the  title  of  the  order  has  been 
derived.  The  virtues  of  Caryophyllese  are  slight.  Saponaria  officinalis,  and  one  or  two  others,  have  been 
praised  for  possessing  antisyphilitic  properties ;  the  root  of  Silene  virgimana  is  reputed  anthelmintic;  and  the 
Arenaria  peploides,  being  fermented,  is  used  by  the  Icelanders  for  food. 

Tribe  1.  Silenele. 
1044  Gyps6phila  W.               1017  Cucubalus  L.  1066  Agrostemma  W. 1046  Dianthus  W.                   1048  Silene  L.  604  Velezia  W. 
1045  Saponaria  W.  1067  Lychnis  W.  687  Drypis  W. 

Tribe  2.  AlsinejB. 
91  Ortegia  W.  931  Elatine  W.  1070  Spergula  W.  1050  Arenaria  W. 

311  Buffonia  W.  225  Mollugo  IV.  1069  Larbrea  St.Hil.  1068  Cerastium  TV. 
319  Sagina  W.  691  Pharnaceum  W.  1049  Stellaria  W.  1051  Cherllria  W. 
920  Moehringia  W.         220  Holosteum  W.  688  Alslne  W. 

Order  XXI.  LINEJE. 
Separated  by  M.  Decandolle  from  Caryophylleae,  from  which  it  is  well  distinguished  by  its  fruit  having 

several  cells,  or  in  the  language  of  the  botanist  just  named,  being  formed  by  the  cohesion  of  several  carpella. 
Most  of  the  species  are  pretty  plants,  bearing  yellow,  blue,  or  white  flowers.  They  are  of  immense  import- ance in  the  world,  on  account  of  the  tenacity  of  their  fibres  when  made  into  flax.  The  seeds  of  common  flax 
are  between  mucilaginous  and  oily ;  the  leaves  of  Linum  catharticum  and  L.  selaginoides,  the  latter  a  native 
of  Peru,  are  purgative. 

701  Linum  W.  321  Radiola  Sm. 
Order  XXII.  FRANKENIACEiE. 

Distinguished  from  Caryophyllea?  by  the  fruit  not  having  a  central  separate  placenta,  but  bearing  the  seeds 
on  the  inner  margin  of  the  valves.   The  species  are  natives  of  arid  situations  in  Europe,  Africa,  and  South 
America.  They  have  not  much  beauty,  and  no  known  medical  properties.   Besides  the  genus  here  recorded, 
there  are  two  others  mentioned  by  M.  Decandolle. 835  Frankenia  W. 

Order  XXIII.  MALVACEAE. 
Before  this  order  was  dismembered  of  Bombacea?  and  Byttneriaceae,  it  contained  most  of  the  grandest  flowers 

in  nature.  Even  now,  the  splendour  of  the  various  species  of  Malva,  Althae'a,  to  which  the  hollyhock  belongs, and  Hibiscus,  renders  it  one  of  the  most  remarkable  groups  of  plants.  With  the  exception  of  the  numerous 
genus  Sida,  nearly  all  Malvaceae  are  objects  worthy  of  the  gardener's  care,  particularly  those  which  are  hardy.  In stoves  or  greenhouse,  the  softness  of  their  branches  and  leaves  render  them  peculiarly  liable  to  the  attacks  of  the 
red  spider,  mealy  bug,  and  scale,  from  which  few  collections  are  free ;  a  circumstance  which  makes  them  less 
generally  esteemed  than  the  surpassing  beauty  of  many  of  them  merits.  The  greater  part  of  the  order  is 
clothed  with  stellate  pubescence,  and  a  reniform  one-celled  anther  is  a  character  common  to  the  whole. 
These  two  peculiarities,  together  with  the  alternate  stipulate  leaves,  distinguish  Malvaceae  from  all  the  rest  of 
Dichlamydeae.  All  the  species  abound  in  a  nutritive  mucilage  j  a  quality  which  renders  the  young  heads  of the  Ochro,  or  Hibiscus  esculentus,  an  object  of  great  value  within  the  tropics,  as  an  ingredient  in  soups.  In 
Brazil,  the  Abfitilon  esculentum  serves  the  same  purposes.  The  emollient  properties  of  Althae'a  officinalis, or  Guimauve  of  the  French,  are  well  known  to  physicians,  as  a  remedy  for  catarrhs  and  pulmonary  complaints. 
A  decoction  of  the  leaves  of  Sphseralcea  cisplatina  is  used  for  similar  objects  in  Brazil.  A  species  of  Pavonia 
is  employed  in  the  same  country  as  a  diuretic  in  the  form  of  a  decoction.  The  straight  shoots  of  Sida 
micrantha  are  employed  as  rocket-sticxs  at  Rio  Janeiro.  The  chewed  leaves  of  Sida  carpinifSlia  allay  the inflammation  occasioned  by  the  stings  of  wasps.  The  tough  fibres  of  many  Malvaceae  are  manufactured 
into  cordage.  Their  petals  are  astringent ;  whence  those  of  Hibiscus  Rosa  sinensis  are  used  in  China  to 
blacken  the  eyelashes  and  the  leather  of  shoes.  The  fibrous  threads  in  which  the  seeds  of  Gossypium  are 
enveloped  furnish  the  valuable  cotton,  an  article  of  immense  importance  to  the  world ;  these  threads  when 
examined  by  the  microscope,  will  be  seen  to  be  finely  toothed,  which  explains  the  cause  of  their  adhering 
together  with  greater  facility  than  those  of  Bombax  and  several  Apocinese,  which  are  destitute  of  teeth,  and 
which  cannot  be  spun  into  thread  without  an  admixture  of  cotton. 

1471  Malope  W.  1476  Malachra  W.  1487  Sida  W.  1482  Redoutea  Vent. 1472  Malva  W.  1477  Urena  W.  1478  Pav6nia  W.  1483  Palavia  W. 
1475  Lavatera  W.           1484  Cristaria  Cav.             1479  Achania  W.  1488  Lagunea  TV. 
1474  Althae'a  TV.            1485  Anoda  Cav.                1480  Hibiscus  W.           1481  Gossypium  TV. 1473  Kitaibelia  TV.  1486  Periptera  Dec. 

Order  XXIV.  BOMBACK3E. 
Distinguished  from  the  last  by  the  imbricate  aestivation  of  the  calyx,  and  the  arrangement  of  the  stamens 

in  five  sets,  or,  in  Linnaean  language,  brotherhoods.  The  species  are  mostly  fine  trees  with  large  showy 
flowers,  and  natives  of  the  tropics.  Some  of  them  are  among  the  largest  trees  in  the  world :  Adansonia,  the 
Baobab  of  Senegal,  has  been  seen  with  a  diameter  of  twenty-five  feet,  and  specimens  of  Bombax  Ceiba,  and 
Eriodendron  anfractu6sum,  are  not  uncommon  an  hundred  feet  in  height.  The  wood  of  all  the  species  is  light 
and  soft,  as  in  Malvaceae,  from  which  this  order  probably  does  not  differ  in  its  medicinal  properties. 

1458  Ochr6ma  TV.  1490  Carolinea  W.  1492  B6mbax  W. 
1466  Helicteres  IV.  1491  Adans6nia  W.  1493  Myrodia  W. 

Order  XXV.  BYTTNERIACEiE. 
Much  the  same  kind  of  plants  as  those  of  the  two  last  orders,  from  which  they  were  not  formerly  dis- 

tinguished ;  and  from  which  they  scarcely  differ,  except  in  their  bilocular  anthers.  Many  of  the  Sterctilias 
are  fine  umbrageous  trees,  the  seeds  of  which  are  large  and  eatable ;  especially  those  of  the  famous  Kola, 
which  possess  the  property,  being  chewed,  of  rendering  bad  water  pleasant  to  the  palate.  The  seeds  of  the 
Chicha,  another  and  very  noble  species  of  the  geuus,  are  highly  esteemed  in  Brazil  for  the  dessert  Astrapa^a, 
and  several  other  genera  related  to  it,  are  among  the  most  beautiful  in  the  world.  The  flowers  of  a  species  of 
Pentap£tes,  called  by  the  Indians,  Machucunha,  give  out  a  mucilaginous  refrigerant  juice,  which  is  employed 
in  gonorrhaea.  Guazuma  ulmif61ia  has  its  fruit  filled  with  a  pleasant  mucilage,  which  is  sweet  and  very 
agreeable;  an  extract  of  the  bark  of  the  same  plant  is  used  in  Martinique  to  clarify  sugar;  its  old  bark  is 3  Y  2 
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employed  in  the  form  of  a  strong  decoction,  as  a  sudorific.  Waltheria  Douradlnha  contains  a  great  deal  of 
mucilage,  and  is  employed  by  the  Brazilians  as  an  antisyphilitic. 

Tribe  1.  Stbrculiace*. 
2036  Stercfilia  W.  2037  Heritiera  W. 

Tribe  2.  Byttneries. 
1607  Theobroma  W.        1608  Bubroma  W.  704  Rulingia  R.  Sr.  527  Ayenia  W. 1609  Abr6ma  W.  703  Commers6nia  W.        526  Buttneria  W.  1098  Kleinhofia 

Tribe  3.  Lasiopetaxe*. 
525  Seringia  Gay.  524  Thomasia  Gay.  523  Lasiopltalum  Sm. 

Tribe  4.  HebmanniacejE. 
1445  Hermannia  W.  1456  Mel6chia  W.  1454  Waltheria  W. 

Tribe  5.  Dombeyace^b. 
1489  Ruizia  W.  1467  Dombeya  J.  1469  Astrapas'a  Lindl. 1468  Fentapites  W.  1457  Melhania  J.  1470  Pterosp^rmum  W. 

Order  XXVI.  TREMANDREiE. 
A  very  small  order  containing  only  seven  species,  all  small  bushes,  natives  of  New  Holland,  and  remarkable 

for  the  peculiar  neatness  of  their  appearance.    In  habit,  they  may  be  compared  to  heaths,  with  which  they 
agree  in  the  anthers  bursting  by  a  pore  at  the  end.    Nothing  is  known  of  their  properties. 

879  Tetratheca  Sm. 
Order  XXVII.  TILIACE2E. 

Trees,  shrubs,  or  herbs,  in  general  not  remarkable  for  their  beauty,  the  greater  part  of  the  last  being  the 
commonest  weeds  of  the  tropics.  The  Lime,  from  which  the  order  derives  its  name,  is  a  genus  of  fine  trees 
with  fragrant  flowers,  and  Sparraannia  and  Entelea  are  handsome  broad-leaved  greenhouse  arborescent 
plants.  The  inner  bark  of  Tilia  is  tough  and  separable,  and  supplies  the  material  whence  the  Russia  mats 
used  by  gardeners  and  others  are  prepared.  C6rchorus  olitorius  is  cultivated  in  Egypt  as  a  kitchen-garden 
vegetable ;  the  fibres  of  the  bark  of  Corchorus  capsularis  are  twisted  into  fishing  lines ;  and  the  roasted  nuts  of 
the  Lime  tree  are  reported  to  bear  some  resemblance  to  chocolate. 

1087  Triumfetta  W.  1181  Apeiba  W.  1184  Muntingia  W.        1186  Tilia  W. 
1100  HeliocSrpus  W.  1182  Sparmannia  W.        1185  Grewia  W.  1187  C6rchorus  W. 1180  Sloanea  W.  1183  Entelea  R.  Br. 

Order  XXVIII.  ELiEOCARPEiE. 
These  differ  from  Tiliacea?  in  nothing  except  their  lobed  petals  and  anthers  opening  by  two  pores  at  the 

apex.   The  flowers  of  some  of  the  species  of  Elaeocarpus  are  fragrant,  the  fmit  eatable,  and  the  hard  rugose stones  manufactured  into  necklaces. 
1192  ElawcSrpus  W. 

Order  XXIX.  SAPINDACE/E. 
One  of  the  distinctive  peculiarities  of  this  order  consists  in  the  petals  having  an  additional  lobe  in  the 

inside,  or  a  tuft  of  hairs  instead.  Nearly  all  the  plants  have  compound  leaves,  and  bunches  of  white  flowers  j 
a  few  of  them  are  twining  herbs,  but  the  greater  part  are  trees  or  shrubs,  all  natives  of  the  warmer  parts  of 
the  world,  and  in  a  great  proportion,  of  the  East.  The  only  genus  which  will  bear  the  climate  of  England  is 
Kolreuteria,  a  fine  shrub  or  small  tree,  with  panicles  of  white  or  pale  yellow  flowers.  Nephelium  and 
Diraocarpus  are  both  genera  bearing  excellent  fruit  The  rind  of  the  berry  of  Sapindus  saponaria  is  of  a 
soapy  quality,  as  the  name  of  the  plant  indicates.  The  pulp  of  Melic6cca,  the  arillus  of  Blighia  sapida,  and the  kernel  of  Bertholletea  and  Pekea  are  all  excellent  eating. 

926  Sapindus  W.  832  Ornitrophe  W.        887  Kolreuteria  W.         925  Cardiospermum  W. 
1971  Nephelium  W.  884  Melicocca  W.  923  Paulllnia  W.  897  Dodonas'a  W. 883  Dimocarpus  W.  885  BUghia  H.  K.  924  Seriana  W.  1991  Amir61a  Pert. 
831  Cosslgnia  Juts.  886  Metaiba  Aubl. 

Order  XXX.  HIPPOCASTANEiE. 
The  only  genus  is  jE'sculus,  from  which  some  botanists  have  divided  the  smooth-fruited  species  under  the name  of  Pavia.  The  order  is  much  valued  for  the  grandeur  of  the  foliage  and  flowers  of  most  of  the  species, 

which  are  all  hardy  trees.  Their  bitter  fruit  has  sometimes  been  used  as  a  sternutatory  j  it  contains  a  large 
quantity  of  potash,  and  an  abundance  of  starch.  The  bark  is  astringent,  bitter,  and  febrifugal,  and  has  been recommended  as  a  substitute  for  Cinch6na. 

866  JE'sculus  W. 
Order  XXXI.  HIPPOCRATICEiE. 

Little  is  known  of  this  order.  The  species  are  tropical  arborescent  or  climbing  shrubs,  with  opposite  simple 
leaves,  and  small  inconspicuous  flowers.  The  genus  Tonsella,  of  which  there  is  none  in  cultivation,  contains 
some  species  known  in  Sierra  Leone  as  bearing  poisonous  fruit. 

83  Hippocratea  L. 
Order  XXXII.  MARCGRA  AVIACEJE. 

Verv  curious  half-climbing  shrubs,  all  natives  of  hot  countries.   Some  of  them  bear  among  the  flowers, 
which  are  large  and  showy,  singular  hollow  bodies,  like  thepitchers  of  Sarracenia.  The  order  has  been  well 
illustrated  by  Professor  Hooker,  in  the  160th  article  of  his  Exotic  Flora. 1163  Marcgraavia  W. 

Order  XXXIII.  ACERINEiE. 
Valuable  trees,  native  of  the  woods  of  Europe,  Siberia,  and  North  America.  Their  flowers  are  in  all  cases 

inconspicuous ;  the  breadth  and  rich  color  of  their  leaves  constituting  their  beauty.    All  the  larger  species 
abound  in  a  very  saccharine  sap,  from  which  sugar  is  prepared  in  North  America;  it  is  chiefly  made  from 
A'cer  saccharinum  and  Negundium,  but  may  be  obtained  from  many  others. 

2143  A'cer  W.  2144  Negfindium  Dec. 
Order  XXXIV.  MALPIGHIACEJE. 

Undulated  unguiculate  spreading  petals  form  one  of  the  most  obvious  characters  of  this  order,  the  species  of 
which  are  all  tropical,  and  are  either  trees  or  shrubs,  often  climbers.   Many  of  the  Malpighias  are  well  known 
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for  tlie  prurient  hairs  produced  on  the  surface  of  their  leaves ;  their  fruit  is  eatable,  their  timber  of  a  deep 
red  color,  and  their  bark  a  febrifuge.  Their  showy  pink  or  yellow  flowers,  and  firm  neat  foliage,  render  all 
this  order  worthy  of  cultivation,  except  Aspicarpa,  which  is  a  weed. 

1054  Malpighia  W.  1056  HiraVa  W.  1007  Gaertngra  W. 
1055  Banisteria  W.  29  Aspicarpa  Rich. 

Order  XXXV.  HYPERICINEJE. 
The  whole  of  these  abound  in  a  resinous  juice,  and  are  in  most  cases  glandular  in  some  degree.  Their  leaves 

are  all  dotted,  and  which  is  very  remarkable,  the  dots  are  often  black,  even  upon  the  yellow  petals.  These latter  have  a  singular  obliquity,  which  is  not  indicated  by  their  outline,  but  by  the  arrangement  of  their 
veins.  The  juice  just  noticed  as  abundant  in  this  order  is  yellow,  viscid,  rather  bitter,  often  purgative  or 
anthelmintic ;  and  so  very  analogous  to  Gamboge,  that  the  juice  of  Hypericum  baccatum,  and  some  other 
Guiana  species,  has  received  the  name  of  American  Gamboge.  Most  Hypericineae  are  bitter,  and  slightly 
astringent,  whence  they  have  been  used  as  febrifuges.  A  small  part  of  the  order  is  tropical ;  but  in  its  most 
genuine  form  it  consists  of  herbaceous  or  undershrubby  plants,  delighting  in  the  shade  of  groves  and  thickets 
in  the  cooler  parts  of  Europe  and  Asia.  Nearly  all  the  flowers  are  yellow;  those  of  H.  cochinchinense  are dull  red. 

1617  Hypericum  W.  1618  Asofrum  W.  694  Parn&sia  W. 
Order  XXXVI.  GUTTIFER.3S. 

Trees  or  shrubs  found  in  the  hottest  parts  of  the  world,  and  well  known  by  their  thick  entire  opposite  leaves 
and  resinous  juice.  In  the  countries  where  they  grow  they  are  of  great  importance.  One,  the  Garcinia 
mangostana,  bears  a  fruit,  the  equal  of  which  is  supposed  not  to  exist.  The  well  known  Gamboge  is  the  in- 

spissated juice  of  Garcinia  Gambogia,  and,  perhaps,  other  species  ;  the  juice  of  others  is  found  an  efficacious 
vermifuge,  and  also  a  remedy  for  the  chiggers,  one  of  the  worst  pests  of  equinoctial  America.  The  bark  and 
fruit  of  many  Garcinias  are  astringent.  The  unripe  fruits  of  Grias  cauliflora  are  pickled.  The  flowers  of  all 
the  order  being  showy,  the  foliage  good,  and  the  properties  interesting,  every  species  deserves  cultivation. 

1079  Garcinia  W.  1190  Mammea  W.  2J51  Clusia  W. 
1085  Canella  W.  1616  Xanthochymus  Roxb.  1188  Grias  W. 
1189  Calophyllum  W. 

Order  XXXVII.  VINIFER.32. 
The  vine  is  the  type  and  representative  of  this  order.   Cissus  and  Ampelopsis  differ  little  from  it  in  botan- 

ical characters,  and  not  at  all  in  habit.   The  common  grape  is  the  only  species  that  bears  really  good  fruit ; 
the  American  kinds,  with  large  fleshy  berries,  being  spoiled  by  a  disagreeable  foxy  flavor,  which  is  not  found 
to  be  removed  by  cultivation. 

501  Vitis  P.  S.  502  Ampelopsis  W.  305  Cissus  W.  454  Leea  W. 
Order  XXXIII.  GERANI  ACEiE. 

The  Geraniums  are  well  known  to  all  gardeners  for  their  beauty,  and  the  facility  with  which  hybrid 
varieties  are  produced  among  them.  Geranium  and  Erodium  are  chiefly  natives  of  the  northern  hemisphere ; 
and  Pelargonium  of  the  southern.  Different  as  they  appear  from  Vinifera?  in  most  respects,  there  are  some 
points  in  which  a  curious  resemblance  may  be  found  between  the  two  orders.  The  young  stems  of  both  are 
articulated  and  separable  at  the  articulations ;  and  the  lower  leaves  are  opposite,  while  the  upper  ones  are 
alternate.  In  Geraniaceae  no  tendrils  are  produced,  but  the  peduncles  are  opposite  to  the  leaves,  as  in  Vitis, 
and  occupy  the  place  of  tendrils.  M.  Decandolle  observes,  that  of  the  true  Geraniaceae,  some  are  slightly acid,  especially  those  of  which  the  leaves  and  bark  are  succulent ;  several  exhale  a  resinous  smell  which  is 
sometimes  agreeable,  but  occasionally  so  powerful  as  to  be  unpleasant.  The  resinous  principle  is  so  abundant 
in  Geranium  spinosum,  that  its  stem  burns  like  a  torch,  and  exhales  an  agreeable  perfume.  The  most 
common  property  of  European  geraniums  is  to  be  astringent,  which  is  chemically  determined  by  their  juice 
being  blackened  by  sulphate  of  iron ;  this  is  particularly  remarkable  in  G.  Robertianum  and  sanguineum, which  are  both  accounted  vulnerary,  and  in  G.  moschatum,  prat  en  se,  and  others,  in  which  it  is  united  to  a 
slight  aromatic  principle,  whence  they  have  been  recommended  for  various  purposes,  and  among  others  for 
removing  calculous  disorders.  The  astringent  property  of  the  geraniums  is  also  present  in  G.  maculatum, which  grows  in  much  abundance  about  Philadelphia ;  the  root  of  this  plant,  boiled  in  milk,  is  used  for  the 
cholera  in  children.  Barton  is  of  opinion,  that  it  would  be  a  good  substitute  for  gum  kino  in  nephritis  and obstinate  diarrhoeas. 

1460  Er6dium  W.  1461  Pelarg6nium  W.  1463  Geranium  W.  1465  Monsonia  W. 
Order  XXXIX.  OXALIDEJE. 

Formerly  confounded  with  the  last  order.  It  is  the  opinion  of  modern  botanists,  that  the  species  are  more 
nearly  allied  to  Rutaceae  or  Zygophylles,  and  that  their  character  and  peculiar  habit  is  quite  sufficient  to 
distinguish  them.  The  beauty  of  the  genus  O'xalis  is  very  great,  and  the  readiness  with  which  the  species may  be  cultivated  and  caused  to  flower,  would  have  been  expected  to  make  them  universal  favorites  j  they  are 
not,  however,  much  seen  in  cultivation.  Their  properties  are  well  known  :  all  of  them  have  a  slightly  acid 
taste,  whence  some  have  occasionally  been  employed  as  salad ;  their  acidity  is  very  agreeable  and  depends 
upon  the  presence  of  a  small  quantity  of  oxalate  of  potassa.  In  some  of  the  species  of  equinoctial  America 
oxalic  acid  exists  in  great  abundance.  Several  species  are  employed  in  Brazil  as  a  remedy  for  certain  fevers of  that  country. 

1064  Bioph^tum  Dec.  1065  O'xalis  W.  1058  Averrhc-a  W. 
Order  XL.  TROP-EOLEiE. 

These  are  climbing  or  trailing  herbs  with  handsome  solitary  axillary  flowers,  and  fleshy  stems  and  leaves. 
They  are  distinguished  from  Geraniaceae  by  their  stamens  being  separate,  and  not  agreeing  in  number  with  the 
petals ;  by  their  axillary  flowers,  and  fleshy  indehiscent  fruit  It  is  very  curious,  that  this  is  the  only  order 
in  which  the  peculiar  acrid  flavor  of  Crucifera  is  found  to  exist.  Tropae'olum  pentaphyllum,  with  probably other  species,  is  a  powerful  antiscorbutic.  All  are  natives  of  shady  places  in  various  parts  of  South  America. The  roots  of  some  are  fleshy  and  eatable. 

875  Tropae'olum  W. 
Order  XLI.  BALSAMINEiE. 

The  flower  of  this  order  has  been  remarked  by  a  learned  botanist  to  be  that  of  Fumariaceae,  the  capsule  of 
O'xalis,  the  embryo  of  LSnum,  and  the  habit  peculiar.  The  .well  known  elastic  spring  with  which  the  seeds are  ejected,  constitutes  a  principal  character  of  the  order.  All  the  species  are  annuals,  with  the  exception  of 
Impatiens  fruticosa ;  they  delight  in  moist  hot  situations,  generally  within  the  tropics;  and  are  remarkable for  the  singularity  and  varied  colors  of  their  flowers. 

538  Impatiens  W. 
Order  XLII.  ZYGOPHYLLEiE. 

The  hardness  of  the  wood  of  the  shrubby  species  of  this  order  is  most  remarkable,  if  the,  softness  of  the 
stems  of  the  herbaceous  ones  is  remembered.  To  this  the  extreme  difficulty  of  propagating  Guaiacum  is  to 3  Y  3 
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be  attributed.  Zygophf  Hum  Fabago  is  employed  as  an  anthelmintic,  but  it  is  in  the  Guatacum  that  the  great 
medical  virtues  of  the  order  are  found:  all  Hie  genus  is  extremely  exciting;  the  wood  and  bark  of  Gual- 
acum  officinale  and  sanctum  have  a  rather  bitter  acrid  flavor,  and  are  principally  used  as  sudorifics, 
diaphoretics,  or  alteratives ;  they  have  been  found  to  contain  a  particular  substance  differing  both  from  gum 
and  resin,  which  has  been  called  guayacine.  Many  of  the  species  bear  beautiful  flowers,  especially  the 
Trlbuluses,  which  with  their  brilliant  yellow  Cistus-like  blossoms,  enliven  many  a  barren  rock  in  the  tropics. None  are  found  in  the  colder  latitudes  of  the  world. 

994  Zygophyllum  W.  995  Fag6nia  W.      '      996  Trfbulus  W.  993  Guaiacum  W. 
Order  XLIIL  MELIACEJE. 

The  nearest  affinity  of  this  order  is  probably  with  Sapindacese.  It  is  particularly  distinguished  by  the 
stamens  being  united  into  a  tube  bearing  the  anthers.  The  leaves  are  usually  pinnated,  and  most  of  the 
species,  which  are  all  either  trees  or  shrubs,  are  natives  of  tropical  forests.  Melia  bears  bunches  of  fine  lilac 
colored  flowers,  but  few  of  the  genera  are  interesting  on  account  of  their  inflorescence.  The  qualities  of  the 
different  species  are  little  known.  Canella  alba  is  aromatic,  and  is  used  in  equinoctial  America  as  a  spice. 
The  bark  of  Guarea  trichilioides  is  said  by  Aublet  to  be  purgative  and  emetic  The  pulpy  fruit  of  Melia Azedarach  is  said  to  be  poisonous ;  both  this  part  and  the  inner  bark  have  been  used  as  anthelmintics  either 
in  substance  or  in  decoction.  It  is  asserted  by  Michaux,  that  the  pulp  that  surrounds  the  kernel  is  considered 
in  Pekin  a  specific  in  scrophulous  cases.  The  oil  expressed  from  the  seeds  of  the  same  plant  is  said  to  have 
strong  antispasmodic  powers. 

888  Guarea  W.  988  Melia  W.  991  Ekebergia  W. 
987  Trichilia  W.  9S9  Quivisia  Cav.  992  Heynea  Boxb. 

Order  XL1V.  CEDRELE2E. 
Some  of  the  finest  trees  of  the  tropical  regions  of  the  globe  are  comprehended  in  this  order,  as  the  well 

known  mahogany,  and  the  New  Holland  cedar,  which  is  a  species  of  Cedrela.  Their  winged  seeds  distinguish 
them  from  Meliaces.  The  bark  of  Cedrela  Ttna  is  employed  in  the  East  Indies  as  a  febrifuge,  as  is  also  that 
of  the  mahogany  in  the  West  But  the  most  powerful  remedy  for  fevers  in  the  whole  order  is  the  Soymida  of 
the  West  Indies,  which  is  the  produce  of  Swietenia  febrifuga ;  its  taste  is  bitter  and  nauseous,  and  its  virtue! 
are  extolled  as  equalling  those  of  Cinch 6na. 

990  Swietenia  W.  531  Cedrela  TV. 

Order  XLV.  AURANTIACEiE. 
These  are  also  known  under  the  name  of  Hexperid&B.  They  consist  of  trees  or  shrubs  of  the  greatest  beauty 

and  utility.  The  well-known  orange  and  lemon  are  the  representatives  of  the  order,  the  characters  of  which are  so  well  defined  that  there  is  no  material  deviation  from  the  type  afforded  by  those  species.  The  thick 
leaves,  articulated  with  their  petiole,  and  abounding  in  transparent  reservoirs  of  odoriferous  oil,  are  the  most 
obvious  peculiarities.  The  flowers  are  fragrant,  and  the  fruit  in  all  cases  fleshy,  and  generally  eatable.  The 
wood  is  particularly  close-grained.  The  volatile  oil  contained  in  the  reservoirs  of  the  leaves  and  fruit  possesses 
powerful  tonic  and  stimulating  properties.  M.  Decandolle  thus  explains  the  singular  structure  of  the  fruit  of 
the  orange.  In  the  opinion  of  this  learned  botanist  it  consists,  first,  of  a  thick,  valveless,  indehiscent  indusium 
or  coat,  which  is  most  likely  to  be  considered  a  continuous  torus.  Secondly,  of  several  carpella,  verticillate 
around  an  imaginary  axis,  often  separable  without  laceration ;  membranous,  and  either  containing  seeds  only, 
or  filled  with  pulp,  lying  in  innumerable  little  bags  proceeding  from  the  inner  coats  of  the  cells. 

600  TriphSsia  Lour.        1004  Glyc6smis  Corr.         1005  Murraya  W.         1196  jE'gle  Corr. 1003  Lim6nia  W.  1615  Citrus  W.  1006  Co6kia  W.  2149  Feronia  Corr. 
Order  XLVI.  TERNSTROMI ACEJE. 

A  very  small  order,  consisting  wholly  of  trees  or  shrubs,  bearing  handsome  white  or  yellowish  flowers.  They 
are  nearly  related  to  Camelliese,  from  which  they  do  not  diflfer  at  all  in  habit.    Nothing  is  known  of  their  pro- 

perties. Noronha  states  that  a  species  of  Saurauja  found  in  Java  has  a  subacid  fruit,  in  flavor  resembling  the 
Tomato,  and  that  it  is  eaten  by  the  Javanese  under  the  name  of  Koleho. 

1083  Eurya  J7».  1494  Gord6nia  W.  1495  Stuartia  W. 
Order  XL VII.  CAMELLIE32. 

Camellias  are  too  well  known  in  our  gardens  to  render  it  necessary  to  say  much  upon  their  peculiarities. 
The  Camellia  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful,  and  the  tea  one  of  the  most  useful,  plants  in  the  world.  Both  are 
natives  either  of  China,  Japan,  or  Nepal  The  tea  is  well  known  for  the  stimulating  influence  of  its  decoction 
upon  the  nerves,  which  is  attributed  by  Cullen  to  the  presence  of  a  narcotic  principle.  The  seeds  of  Camellia 
oleifera  yield  a  fine  oil.  None  of  the  species  bear  fragrant  flowers.  Their  nearest  affinity  is  with  Temstronu- aceae,  from  which  they  probably  ought  not  to  be  separated. 

1496  Camellia  Ker 

Order  XLVIII.  OLACINEiE. 
Smooth  trees  or  shrubs,  with  simple  stalked  exstipulate  alternate  entire  leaves,  and  little  axillary  flowers. 

Botanists  doubt  whether  what  is  called  a  calyx  is  not  rather  an  involucrum,  in  which  case  the  corolla  would 
become  a  calyx,  and  the  station  of  the  order  among  Monochlaraydea?,  rather  than  in  this  place. 

890  XimSnia  W. 

Order  XLIX.  RUTACEiE. 
An  interesting  and  extensive,  but  rather  heterogeneous,  group  of  plants,  natives  of  all  countries  and  all  situ- 

ations The  species  are  either  fetid  northern  herbaceous  plants,  as  the  garden  rue,  or  neat  heath-like  southern shrubs  with  an  aromatic  odor,  as  the  CapeDidsmas;  broad  or  long-leaved  Australasian  shrubs,  with  a  stellate 
pubescence,  as  Phebalium,  or  tropical  trees  with  panicles  of  pallid  minute  flowers,  as  the  Cusparias  and  Xan. 
th6xylums.  The  order  contains  nearly  300  species,  of  which  but  a  small  proportion  is  in  our  gardens.  The 
medical  properties  of  many  genera  are  considerable.  Rfita  and  Peganum  are  emmenagogue,  anthelmintic,  and sudorific  Di6sma  abounds  in  a  volatile  oil  of  an  agreeable  smell,  but  acrid  flavor ;  several  of  its  species  are 
reputed  antispasmodics.  The  Xanthdxylums  are  said  to  possess  acrid,  stimulating,  or  tonic  qualities ;  CMva 
Herculis  and  fraxineum  are  said,  in  America,  to  be  powerful  sudorifics  and  diaphoretics.  According  to 
Barton  they  possess  a  remarkable  power  of  exciting  copious  salivation,  not  only  when  applied  to  the  mouth, 
but  even  when  taken  internally ;  they  have  both  been  found  powerful  remedies  in  paralysis  of  the  muscles 
of  the  mouth.  Xanth6xylum  caribas'um  is  regarded  in  Guiana  as  a  detersive  vulnerary  and  febrifuge.  The famous  febrifugal  Angostura  bark  is  the  produce  of  Cusparia  febrifuga. 

Tribe  1.  Rutrs. 
998  R6ta  W.  1088  Feganum  W.  1293  MeUfinthus  W.  905  Jambolifera 
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Tribe  2.  Diosme«. 
997  Dictainnua  W.        999  Cr6wea  Sm.  617  Diosma  W.  en.  590  Agath6sma  W.  en. 
528  Calodendrum  W.     878  Bor6nia  5m.  518  AdenSndra  W.  en.         1965  Empleurum  W. 
880  Corra^a  W.  304  Zieria  Sm.  519  Bary6sma  W.  en. 

Tribe  3.  Zanthoxtl&x. 
303  Fagara  W.  2066  Xanth6xylum  W. 

Tribe  4.  Cusparikb. 
41  Galipea  Aubl.  1500  Monnieria  W. 

Order  L.  CORIARIR& 
Five  species  constitute  the  whole  of  this  order,  distributed  in  South  Europe,  New  Zealand,  Peru,  and 

Mexico.  They  possess  no  beauty,  and  are  only  interesting  on  account  of  their  problematical  station  in  a botanical  arrangement.  The  leaves  of  C.  myrtif61ia  are  astringent,  and  are  employed  in  dying  black.  Its 
berries  are  very  poisonous.  On  one  occasion,  during  the  Spanish  war  fifteen  French  soldiers  were  taken  ill 
after  eating  them,  and  three  died  from  their  powerful  narcotic  effects. 

2091  Coriaria  W. 

Section  4.  Fruit  {gynobasic)  inserted  into  a  fleshy  receptacle,  with  which  the  style  is  continuous. 
Order  LI.  OCHNACEiE. 

Beautiful  yellow-flowered  tropical  shrubs  or  trees  with  lucid  leaves.  The  roots  and  leaves  of  Walkera  serrata, 
a  Cingalese  plant,  are  bitter :  a  decoction  of  them,  either  in  water  or  milk,  is  used  in  Malabar  as  tonic, 
stomachic,  and  antiemetic.  The  bark  of  Gomphia  hexasperma  is  found  useful  in  healing  sores  produced  in 
cattle  in  Brazil  by  the  stings  of  insects. 

1001  G6mphia  W.  1191  O'chna  W. 
Order  LII.  SIMARUBACE.E. 

Thirteen  plants,  found  in  equinoctial  America,  constitute  this  order.  They  are  trees  or  shrubs,  with  an 
intensely  bitter  bark,  a  milky  juice,  and  pinnated  leaves.   The  Quassia  is  well  known  as  the  most  pure  and 
intense  bitter  hitherto  discovered ;  the  same  property  exists,  in  a  milder  degree,  in  the  rest  of  the  order. 
Quassia  amara  is  a  very  ornamental  plant,  but  rare,  at  present,  in  collections. 

1002  Quassia  W. 

Subclass  II.  CALYCIFLOREjE. 

Petals  separate,  inserted  into  the  calyx. 

Order  LI  1 1.  CELASTRINEiE. 
This  order  differs  from  the  succeeding,  in  having  the  stamens  alternate  with  the  petals ;  the  sepals  imbri- 

cated in  aestivation ;  and  the  ovarium  wholly  superior.  It  consists  entirely  of  shrubs  or  small  trees,  with 
simple,  rarely  compound,  alternate  or  opposite  leaves,  and  inconspicuous  flowers  of  a  greenish  or  white  color. Several  are  favorite  ornaments  of  our  shrubberies,  as  the  Staph ylea,  the  Celastrus,  and  the  Eu6nymus ;  the 
latter  of  which  is  valued  on  account  of  its  beautiful-colored  fruit.  The  fruit  of  Euonymus  europa/us  is  a  brisk 
purgative,  as  is  also  the  inner  bark,  and  in  strong  doses  powerfully  emetic.  The  famous  Paraguay  tea  is  the 
foliage  of  a  species  of  Ilex.  The  bark  of  Piinos  verticillatus  possesses  such  active,  astringent,  bitter,  tonic, 
and  febrifugal  qualities,  that  it  is  used  in  North  America,  with  success,  as  a  substitute  for  Cinchona.  A  de- 

coction of  the  twigs  of  Ma^tenus  boaria  is  used  to  bathe  the  swellings  produced  bj  the  poisonous  shade  of  the tree  Lithi. 
Tribe  1.   Staph  yleacrk. 

684  Staphylea  W. 
Tribe  2.  Euonymek. 

509  Euonymus  W.  507  Celastrus  W.  31  Ma^tenus  Mot.  516  EUeodendrum  W. 
Tribe  3.  Aquifoliacbx. 

682  Caserne  W.  605  Bumalda  Th,  828  Prinos  W. 
301  Hartogia  W.  314  Myglnda  W.  543  Plectr6nia  W. 300  Curtisia  W.  315  Ilex  W.  514  Schrebera  Betx. 

Order  LIV.  RHAMNEJE. 
In  nabvt,  this  altogether  agrees  with  the  last,  from  which  the  medical  properties  of  the  species  are  not 

widely  different.  Throughout  the  order,  as  far  as  it  has  been  examined,  there  is  a  remarkable  agreement 
between  the  fruit  and  the  inner  bark,  especially  in  Rhamnus  catharticus,  frangula,  and  others,  in  which  they 
both  are  purgative  and  emetic.  Some,  as  the  Jujuba,  and  the  African  Lote,  nevertheless,  yield  a  wholesome 
and  agreeable  fruit ;  and  the  berries,  of  the  greater  number,  yield,  under  the  chemist's  hands,  green  or  yellow dyes  of  much  importance  in  manufactures.  The  leaves  of  Rhamnus  theezans  are  substituted  for  tea  by  the 
poorer  sort  among  the  Chinese.   The  bark  of  Ceanothus  ca?r61eus  is  esteemed  in  Mexico  as  a  good  febrifuge. 

506  Zizyphus  W.  503  Rhgmnus  W.  542  Pltflica  W.  532  Hovenia  Th. 505  Palifirus  Gcert.  510  Cean6thus  W.  2146  Gouania  W.  S060  Schsffena  W. 
504  OSn6plia  Mich.  512  Fomaderris  W. 

Order  LV.  BRUNIACE2E. 
Small  heath-like  shrubs,  all  natives  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  and  extremely  ornamental,  both  in  flower and  foliage.  Their  properties  are  unknown. 

533  Brfnia  W.  511  Staavia  W. 

Order  LVI.  SAMYDEiE. 
Tropical  shrubs  or  small  trees,  with  entire,  stipulate,  alternate  leaves,  covered  with  pellucid  dots,  and 

axillary  flowers  of  little  shew.   Some  of  the  species  of  Samyda  are  pretty,  but  very  rare.  Their  properties  are 
unknown.   M.  Decandolle  remarks,  that  in  their  fruit  they  approach  Bixines  and  Flacourtianese ;  but  on  ac- 

count of  the  position  of  their  stamens  must  be  arranged  in  the  vicinity  of  Rhamneie  and  Rosacea;. 
1034  Samyda  W. 

8  Y  4 
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Order  LVII.  HOMALINE.E. 
Evergreen  handsome  shrubs,  with  alternate  leaves  and  deciduous  stipuls ;  the*  are  readily  known  by  their 

parietal  placenta;,  an  unusual  character  among  the  orders  that  surround  them.  Blackweilia  fagif&lia  has  fine 
bunches  of  starry  white  fragrant  flowers.  Aristotelia  is  an  evergreen  half  hardy  shrub,  with  eatable  berries. Little  is  known  of  their  medical  properties  ;  the  root  of  HomSlium  Raco6bea  is  used  in  Guiana  as  a  cure  for gonorrhoea. 

1108  Blackweilia  Just.  873  Astranthus  L.  1084  Aristotelia  W. 
Order  LVIII.  TEREBINTHACEJ3. 

This  order  is,  notwithstanding  the  labors  of  several  botanists,  in  a  very  confused  state;  from  want  of  suffi- 
cient knowledge  of  many  of  the  genera,  which  have  been  hitherto  imperfectly  described,  it  is  difficult  either  to 

determine  the  value  of  the  characters  assigned  to  the  tribes,  or  the  dignity  of  the  tribes  themselves.  All  the 
species  are  shrubs  or  trees,  with  alternate  exstipulate  leaves,  and  inconspicuous  flowers,  and  abound  in  a  bal- 
samiferous  resin,  which  is  chiefly  present  in  the  leaves  and  bark,  and  from  which  the  denomination  of  the 
order  has  been  derived.  Notwithstanding  the  minuteness  of  their  flowers,  many  of  the  species  are  valuable  as 
ornamental  plants,  on  account  of  the  beauty  of  their  foliage,  others  for  the  sake  of  their  utility  in  arts  or  medi- 

cine, and  others  for  their  fruit  The  walnut,  the  Cashew  nut,  and  the  Pistachio  are  valuable  for  their  nuts, 
which  are  well  known  articles  of  the  markets  of  Europe.  The  Spondias  and  Mango  are  equally  famous  in  the 
tropics.  The  well-known  balsam  of  Tolu  is  the  produce  of  the  Toluifera ;  the  balsam  of  Mecca,  of  the 
Amyris  gileadensis;  and  balm  of  Acouchi,  of  the  I'cica  acuchini;  gum  comes  from  Amyris  elemlfera  and 
I'cica  leptophylla ;  mastich  from  Pistacia  atlantica  and  lentiscus ;  and  Venetian  turpentine  from  Pistacia  tere- binthus.  Schinus  Molle  produces  a  resin  which  in  Peru  is  used  as  a  dentrifice,  as  myrrh  is  with  us. 
Some  of  the  best  varnishes  are  prepared  from  the  exudation  of  Amyris  guianensis,  Rhus  vernix,  copallina, 
and  others  ;  the  finest  kinds  of  incense  are  also  afforded  by  plants  of  this  order,  such  as  the  wood  and  resin  of 
the  different  species  of  I'cica,  of  Amyris  balsamifera,  and  of  Canarium  commune,  the  Coumia,  which  is  used in  Guiana  for  such  purposes,  and  finally,  the  Boswellia  thurifera,  which  is  the  true  frankincense  of  Indian 
temples.  But  among  the  fragrant  and  wholesome  plants  of  which  the  order  chiefly  consists,  lie  concealed 
others  in  which  acrid  and  poisonous  qualities  no  less  abound.  Such  are  several  pieces  of  Rhus,  the  juice  of 
which  produces  blisters  upon  the  skin,  and  the  Amyris  toxifera,  the  juice  of  which  is  accounted  poisonous. 
To  conclude  this  long  list  of  the  uses  and  dangers  of  Terebinthaceas,  the  bark  of  Brucea  is  used  as  an  astrin- 

gent in  dysenteries,  that  of  Rhus  glabra  as  a  febrifuge  and  as  a  mordant  for  red  colors,  and  that  of  Rhus 
coriaria  as  a  powerful  means  of  tanning  skins  of  animals.  It  is  curious  to  remark  how  strongly  Terebinthaceae 
are  connected  with  Amentacea?  through  Juglans. 

Tribe  1.  Anacabdiea. 
935  Anacfirdium  W.  2065  Pistacia  W.  2067  Picramnia  W. 
513  Mangifera  W.  85  Comocladia 

Tribe  2.  Sumachines. 
681  Rhus  W.  2093  Schinus  W. 

Tribe  3.  Spondiacbs. 
1059  Spondias  W. 

Tribe  4.  Burberacex. 
2164  Bursera  W.  1010  Garfcga  Roxb. 

Tribe  5.  Amyride^. 
889  Amyris  W. 

Tribe  6.  Pteleace.*. 
298  Ptelea  W.  529  Toddalia  Lam.  84  Cneorum  W.  683  Spathelia  W. 

Tribe  7.  Connaracb*. 
1057  Cnestis  Lam.  2061  Brucea  W. 

Tribe  8.  Juglandeb. 
1999  Juglans  W. 

Order  LIX.  LEGUMINOS-iE. 
The  family  to  which  the  various  kinds  of  pulse  belong  is  one  of  the  most  familiar  to  the  world,  and  at  the 

same  time  one  of  the  most  useful  to  mankind.  Their  papilionaceous  flowers  characterise  a  large  number,  and 
their  nods  and  pinnate  leaves  the  remainder,  with  a  few  exceptions,  which  it  is  not  necessary  to  particularise. 
As  objects  of  ornament,  many  are  possessed  of  unrivalled  beauty,  for  example,  among  hardy  flowering  trees, 
the  Robinia  and  the  Laburnum  ;  among  shrubs,  for  decorating  the  borders  of  the  flower-garden,  the  various 
tribes  of  Cytisus,  Caragana,  Colusa,  Am6rpha,  and  others;  among  hardy  climbers  the  far-famed  Glycine  of 
China,  and  its  sister  of  North  America,  with  the  species  of  the  herbaceous  genera  Vicia  and  Lathyrus;  and, 
lastly,  among  hardy  herbaceous  plants,  the  numerous  species  of  Lupinus  and  Astragalus  Great,  however,  as 
is  thebeauty  of  the  Leguminosse  which  can  brave  the  inclemencies  of  the  seasons  of  Northern  Europe,  it .must 
give  way  before  the  splendor  and  elegance  of  their  brethren  of  the  tropics.  The  flowers  of  the  Erjthrina^or 
Coral  tree  are  of  the  deepest  crimson,  and  borne  in  profusion  upon  some  of  the  loftiest  trees  of  the  forest 
The  Bauhinias,  with  their  snake-like  stems  and  twin  leaves,  hang  in  festoons  of  flowers  from  branch  to  branch 
of  other  trees,  and  are  only  rivalled  by  the  less  vigorous  and  elegant  but  more  richly  colored  bloss  °™  ofthe 
Carpopogons.  But  all  these,  with  their  broad  heavy  foliage  and  gaudy  colors,  are  far  surpassed  by  the  rugged 
trunkLtrembling  airy  foliage,  and  golden  flowers  of  the  Mim6sa,  which  cast  a  charm  over  even  the  most 
sterile 'deserts  of  burning  Africa.  While  the  forests  of  hot  countries  are  thus  indebted  to  species  of  this  order 
for  theifumter.th™  meadows  and  pastures  of  the  same  latitudes  are  enamelled  with  the  «owen ,  of  myriads of  Hedfsarums  and  animated  by  the  wonderful  motion  of  sensitive  plants.  As  in  our  own  country,  the gayXart  Tour  Lenery  is  in  many  places  indebted  to  the  yellow  flowers  of  <^±^^^'^l^l 
countries  the  same  effect  is  produced  by  other  genera  of  Legummosffi;  by  Lipana,  Borb6nia,  and  Aspala- 
thus  at ̂   the Tew Tof  Good  Hope,  and  by  the  Pultenae'as,  Daviesias,  A6tuses,  and  multitudes  of  similar  genera in  New  HollanT  TheWd  of  the  order  is  very  hard  and  durable,  with  a  yellow;  tinge,  sometimes  changing 
nto  green,  as  in  tne  Srnun,  of  Europe,  ana  in  the  better  known  Brazil  wood  of  commerce^ produced  by 
C«salpinia  The  following  useful  remarkHipon  the  properties  of  the  order  are  made  by  M.  Decandolle  >- «  The  f^ily  of  egSus  plants,  though  established  upon  characters  ̂ V^Wf^Xf^\lVt1^ 
PiStil^ 
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much  less  uniformity  in  its  results  than  any  other.  It  Is,  without  doubt,  to  the  presence  of  the  extractive 
principle,  in  considerable  quantities,  that  many  leguminous  plants  owe  their  purgative  properties,  which  are 
common  to  several  extracts,  and  which  many  chemists  attribute  to  the  acetate  of  potash,  which  they  are  almost 
universally  found  to  contain.  Thus  the  leaves  and  foliaceous  pods  of  Cassia  senna  Lin.,  of  Cassia  lanceolata 
Forsk.,  of  C&ssia  emarginata  of  the  Antilles,  of  the  Cassia  marylandica  employed  in  the  United  States,  of 
Colutea  arborescens,  of  Spartium  ptirgans,  and  perhaps  also  of  Coronilla  emerus,  act  as  brisk  purgatives,  and 
often  cause  wind  and  pain  in  the  bowels.  The  juice  of  Coronilla  varia  excites  vomiting,  and  may  even  become 
poisonous  when  taken  in  too  large  quantities.  It  is,  perhaps,  from  a  different  cause  that  the  pulp  which  is 
contained  in  the  husks  of  leguminous  plants  operates  upon  the  human  body ;  it  purges  gently  without  causing 
the  least  pain,  and  ought  to  be  considered  as  laxative  rather  than  purgative.  Such  is  the  character  of  the 
juicy  pulp  that  exists  in  the  Cassia  fistula  Lin.,  in  the  Tamarindus  indica  Lin.,  in  the  Ceratonia  siliqua 
Lin.,  and  probably  in  the  Mim6sa  inga  and  the  M.  fagifolia,  which  are  eaten  in  small  quantities  in  the  Antilles, 
but  which,  taken  more  copiously,  would  have  the  same  effect  as  our  Carobs.  There  are  some  fruits  of 
Leguminosae,  for  example,  the  Sopn6ra  and  the  Gleditschia,  with  tumid  pods,  in  which  is  found  a  juice  which 
surrounds,  it  is  true,  the  seeds,  as  in  the  plants  just  mentioned,  but  which  differs  from  them  altogether  in  its 
very  astringent  and  nauseous  flavor ;  the  nature  and  properties  of  this  juice  deserve  to  be  examined  by  che- 

mists, and  would  undoubtedly  throw  some  light  upon  the  nature  of  Leguminosae.  I  am  induced  to  think,  that 
the  astringent  juice  of  the  Soph6ra  is  a  secretion  of  the  pericarp,  whilst  the  sweet  and  purgative  juice  of  the 
Cassia  would  be  a  secretion  of  the  external  part  of  the  seed ;  but  this  hypothesis  requires  to  be  verified :  what 
leads  me  to  this  opinion,  is  the  flavor  commonly  found  in  husks ;  in  the  Carobs,  for  example,  the  husk  is 
astringent,  and  the  pulp  sweet  and  laxative.  But  let  us  return  to  the  properties  which  may  be  attributed  to 
the  extractive  principle.  It  is  undoubtedly  from  some  one  of  these  modifications  that  the  singular  property  of 
the  Piscidia  and  many  Galegas  is  derived,  which  are  employed  in  America  to  stupefy  fish,  which  are  taken  by 
this  means  as  readily  as  with  Nux  vomica.  The  decoction  of  the  root  of  Galega  virginiana  is  considered  in 
America  as  a  powerful  vermifuge.  It  is,  perhaps,  indeed,  to  the  very  same  cause  that  the  rubefacient  powers  of the  fresh  leaves  of  some  Leguminosae  are  to  be  ascribed,  which  act  readily  upon  the  skin  if  applied  as  plasters ; 
as,  for  example,  in  Ornithopus  scorpioldes  among  ourselves,  and  Hyperanthera  moringa  elsewhere.  It  appears 
to  me,  that  it  is  to  the  greater  or  less  considerable  mixture  of  the  extractive  principle  with  the  fsecula  con- 

tained in  the  seed,  that  the  different  properties  of  the  pulse  of  leguminous  plants  may  be  attributed.  If  found 
in  small  quantities,  the  seed  may  serve  as  food  for  man  and  animals,  as  we  see  in  French  beans,  peas,  lentils, 
chick  peas,  beans,  and  many  others,  &c.  If  found  in  a  more  considerable  quantity,  it  will  render  them  pur- 

gative or  emetic,  as  in  the  Cy^isus  laburnum,  the  Anagy>is  foe'tida,  and  even  in  most  Coronillas.  It  is remarkable  that  the  botanical  characters  of  Leguminosa?  should  so  strictly  agree  with  the  properties  of  their 
seeds:  the  latter  maybe  divided  into  two  sections;  namely,  first,  those  of  which  the  cotyledons  are  thick  and 
filled  with  fsecula,  and  destitute  of  cortical  pores,  and  which,  moreover,  in  germination  do  not  undergo  any 
change,  but  nourish  the  young  plant  by  means  of  that  supply  of  food  which  they  already  contain ;  secondly, 
those  of  which  the  cotyledons  are  thin,  with  very  little  fsecula,  and  furnished  with  cortical  pores,  and  which 
change  at  once  into  leaves  at  the  time  of  germination  for  the  purpose  of  elaborating  food  for  the  young  plant. 
All  the  seeds  of  the  first  section  are  employed  as  food  in  different  countries ;  none  of  those  of  the  second  sec- 

tion are  ever  so  employed ;  the  Cajan,  which  has  long  been  classed  among  the  Cf  tisi,  was  apparently  an  excep- 
tion to  this  general  rule  j  but  observation  has  proved  the  contrary.  Bearing  in  mind  its  known  properties,  I 

formerly  paid  particular  attention  to  its  structure,  and  I  have  shown  in  a  note,  which  accompanies  my  cata- 
logue of  the  Montpelier  garden,  that  the  Cajan  forms  a  particular  genus  much  more  nearly  allied  to  the  French 

bean  than  to  the  Cftisi,  and  that  it,  in  fact,  belongs  to  the  first  of  the  sections  which  I  have  just  described. 
The  seeds  of  Leguminosas  present  also  many  other  anomalies  more  difficult  to  reduce  to  any  fixed  laws :  thus 
some  are  found  which  contain  a  rather  large  portion  of  fixed  oil ;  such  as  the  seed  of  the  A'rachis  hypogae'a, lately  introduced  into  European  agriculture,  and  that  of  Guilandina  moringa  which  produces  oil  of  ben ;  there 
are  some,  of  which  the  flavor  and  smell  are  rather  powerful ;  as  the  seed  of  Dipterix  or  Coumarouna  odo>a  of 
Aublet,  which,  under  the  name  of  Tonquin  bean,  is  used  for  perfuming  snuff;  there  are  others  which,  like  the 
chick  pea,  have  rather  a  bitter  taste  and  exciting  properties,  and  are  on  that  account  administered  for  the  jaundice. 
There  are  others  again,  like  those  of  the  Andira,  which  are  so  bitter  as  to  be  used  in  Java  and  Brazil  as  tonic, 
alexiteric,  and  vermifuge.  In  a  word,  are  not  the  aperient  and  diuretic  properties  which  are  observable  in  the 
herbage  and  the  roots  of  many  leguminous  plants,  such  as  broom,  beans,  Ononis,  Guilandina  ringa  and 
moringa,  Anthyllis  cretica,  &c.  to  be  attributed  to  a  modification  of  this  extractive  principle  ?  There  are,  in 
another  view,  roots  which  are  furnished  with  tubercles,  that  is  to  say,  with  reservoirs  of  faecula  which  furnish 
mankind  with  wholesome  food,  as  we  see  in  the  Lathyrus  tuberosus,  which  is  eaten  in  Holland,  the  Dolichos 
tuberosus,  and  the  D.  bulbosus,  which  the  Indians  use  as  food.  The  roots  of  the  liquorice  have  a  sweet  and 
mucilaginous  taste,  which  is  well  known  by  every  body,  and  which,  united  to  an  acrid  and  rather  exciting 
principle,  causes  it  to  be  employed  as  a  pectoral ;  the  analysis  of  this  root,  published  by  M.  Robiquet,  proves 
that  independently  of  its  woody  skeleton,  the  same  kind  of  amylaceous  fsecula  is  found  as  in  the  tuberous  roots 
of  which  we  have  just  been  speaking;  it  is  thence  seen  that  the  acrid  flavor  of  decoctions  of  liquorice  depends 
on  the  small  quantity  of  resinous  oil  which  it  contains,  and  that  its  sweet  properties  are  by  no  means  analogous to  common  sugar,  since  it  is  insoluble  in  cold  water,  soluble  in  warm  water  or  in  alcohol,  not  capable  of  fer- 

mentation, and  does  not  yield  to  the  action  of  nitric  acid  any  of  the  known  products  of  sugar.  It  may  here 
be  added,  that  the  sugary  flavor  of  liquorice,  and  its  other  properties,  are  not  confined  to  this  genus :  they  are 
found  equally  in  the  roots  of  TriMlium  alpinum,  vulgarly  called  Mountain  liquorice ;  in  those  of  the  A'brus precatorius,  from  which  a  pectoral  draught  is  prepared  in  Hindoostan,  called  Velti,  and  in  others.  The  barks 
of  some  trees  of  the  leguminous  class,  are  remarkable  for  their  bitterness,  and  are  used  as  febrifuges ;  the  dif- 

ferent kinds  of  Geoffroya  possess  this  bitter  and  febrifugal  quality  in  a  remarkable  degree ;  in  India,  the 
bark  of  the  iEschyndmene  grandifldra  and  of  the  Caesalpinia  bonducella  are  employed  for  the  same  purpose. 
The  barks  of  many  leguminous  plants  are  also  remarkable  for  their  astringent  qualities,  caused  by  the 
quantity  of  tannin  which  they  are  found  to  contain ;  this  is  observable  in  the  Acacia  C&techu,  and  in  the 
Acacia  arabica,  which  is  used  for  tanning  leather,  and  elsewhere.  It  is  well  known  that  almost  all  coloring 
matter  proceeds  from  the  extractive  principle ;  and  as  it  appears  that  this  principle  abounds  in  Leguminosae, 
we  ought  to  find  in  them  a  considerable  number  of  the  colors  which  are  used  by  dyers :  to  this  family,  in  fact, 
belong  the  principal  blue  colors,  known  by  the  name  of  indigo,  extracted  from  every  kind  of  Indig6fera  and 
from  some  Galegas ;  and  the  red  colors,  which  are  yielded  by  all  the  species  of  Caesalpinia  and  of  Haematoxy- 
lon.  We  may  add  the  red  juice,  which  is  drawn  from  the  Pterocfirpus  draco  and  Santalinus,  under  the  name 
of  sandal  and  of  dragon's-blood ;  from  Erythrina  monosperma,  under  the  name  of  gum  lac ;  and  also  from  Dal- bergia  monetaria.  These  juices  appear  to  differ  in  many  particulars,  but  their  history  and  analysis  are  at  present 
so  far  from  being  known,  that  it  is  impossible  to  form  a  true  estimate  of  the  nature  of  their  differences.  But 
anomalies  of  this  nature  are  far  from  being  confined  to  the  plants  just  mentioned.  Among  the  exotic  drugs 
employed  in  the  arts  they  are  very  common :  such,  for  example,  are  the  balsam  of  Capivi,  produced  by  the 
Copaifera ;  the  balsam  of  Peru,  which,  Mutis  says,  is  obtained  from  Myroxylon ;  the  Cachou,  which  has  been 
found  to  be  almost  pure  tannin,  and  which  is  supposed  to  be  produced  by  Acacia  Catechu ;  of  the  same  cha- 

racter is  that  remarkable  resin  that  is  yielded  by  Hymenae^a  Courbaril ;  gum  Arabic,  produced  by  the  bark and  roots  of  Acacia  senegal£nsis,  nilotica,  arabica,  and  others ;  gum  tragacanth  obtained  from  Astragalus 
creticus,  gummifera,  and  verus ;  and  finally,  manna,  secreted  by  Hedf  sarum  alh&gi." 

The  arrangement  of  this  tribe  of  plants  has  been  found  to  be  attended  with  much  difficulty.  By  Linnaeus, 
and  the  writers  who  succeeded  him,  the  number  of  genera  was  much  smaller  than  those  admitted  by  botanists 
of  the  present  age ;  many  additions  have  been  made  in  consequence  of  the  discovery  of  New  Holland,  and  a 
large  number  of  subdivisions  in  old  genera  have  been  from  time  to  time  introduced  by  one  writer  or  another. 
To  combine  these  scattered  improvements  under  one  uniform  system  has  lately  been  attempted  by  the  learned 
botanist,  from  whom  the  foregoing  extract  has  been  taken.  This  was  not  executed  at  the  time  when  those 
parts  of  the  present  work,  in  which  leguminous  plants  are  found,  were  written ;  for  which  reason  the  names 
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of  the  suborders  will  not  be  found  in  the  body  of  the  work.  M.  DecandoUe's  method,  however,  being  here adopted,  it  will  be  useful  to  explain  the  principles  upon  which  it  is  founded.  He  divides  Leguminosae  into  two 
grand  divisions,  the  first  of  which  consists  of  plants,  the  radicle  of  whose  seed  is  curved  back  upon  the  edge  of 
the  cotyledons,  and  the  second  of  those  whose  radicle  and  cotyledons  are  straight :  the  former  are  Curvem- 
brim,  the  latter  Rectembrjs.  In  the  Curvembrue,  certain  diversities  in  the  structure  of  the  calyx  and  corolla 
again  divide  into  two  principal  forms,  one  of  which,  comprehending  all  the  genera  with  papilionaceous  flowers, 
is  called  Papilionaceae,  and  the  other,  consisting  of  a  very  small  number  of  species,  with  one  or  two  petals  or 
more,  and  an  obscurely  lobed  calyx,  is  called  Swartzieae.  The  last  is  not  subdivided,  but  the  Papilionacea? 
resolve  themselves  into  the  two  great  tribes  pointed  out  by  M.  Decandolle,  namely,  those  with  fleshy  cotyle- 

dons and  eatable  pulse,  Sarcolobee,  and  those  with  foliaceous  cotyledons  and  seeds  which  are  not  eatable, 
Phyllolobie.  Each  of  these  is  divisible  by  three,  upon  slight  differences  in  the  fructification.  In  Rectembrice 
two  suborders,  Mimoseas  and  Cssalpineae,  are  formed  upon  variations  in  the  aestivation  of  the  calyx  and 
corolla ;  in  the  former,  it  is  valvate,  in  the  latter,  imbricated  j  the  first  constitute  a  single  tribe,  the  latter 
divide  into  three,  distinguished  by  less  momentous  peculiarities  of  structure.  Having  premised  thus  much, 
the  following  tabular  explanation  will  be  intelligible : 
I.  CURVEMBRIiE. 

"  PAPIM0NACR&. 
("Tribe  1.  Sophorete.   Pod  continuous.   Stamens  distinct Ph  11  inh      J  Tribe  2.  Lotete.   Pod  continuous.   Stamens  united  by  the  filaments. a.  rnyiioiODas.   <  -pjjj^  ̂   Hedysareee.   Pod  with  transverse  articulations.   Stamens  mostly  united  by 
C  the  filaments. 
5 Tribe  4.  Viciece.   Pod  polyspermous,  dehiscent.  LeaveB  cirrhous,  the  first  alternate. Tribe  5.  Phaseolets.   Pod  polyspermous,  dehiscent    Leaves  not  cirrhous,  the  first 6.  Sarcolobee. 

2.  SWABTZIEX. 
II.  RECTEMBRIEjE. 1.  MlMOSEiE. 

2.  CISALPINE*. 

)  opposite. (.Tribe  6.   Dalbergiece.    Pod  one  or  two-seeded,  indehiscent   Leaves  not  cirrhous. Tribe  7.  Swartziete 

Tribe  8.  Mimosas. 
Tribe  9.   Geqffrece.  Sepals  and  petals  imbricated  in  aestivation. 

connected  by  the  filaments. 
Tribe  10.  Cassiece.   Sepals  and  petals  imbricated  in  aestivation.   Stamens  distinct. 
Tribe  11.  DetarietB.  Sepals  before  expansion  indistinct,  calyx  bladder-like.  Petals  0. 

Stamens  variously 

Suborder  I.  JPAPILIONACEM. 

941  Soph6ra  H.  K. 940  Edwardsia  Sal. 
912  Orm6sia  Jacks. 
945  Virgilia  Lam. 
943  AnagyTis  W. 
944  Thermopsis  B.  Br. 
947  Baptisia  R.  Br. 

1536  H6vea  H.  K. 
1525  Platyl6bium  Sm. 1531  Bossia^a  Sm. 
1534  Goodia  R.  Br. 
1532  Scottia  R.  Br. 
1533  Templet6nia  H.  K. 

Tribe  1 
946  Cycl6pia  B.  Br. 
948  Podalyria  R.  Br. 949  Chorozemia  Lab. 950  Podolobium  H  K. 
951  Oxylobium  H.  K. 
952  Callistachys  Vent. 
953  Brachysema  H.  K. 

i  Tribe  2. Subtribe  1. 
1527  Rafnia  Th. 
1526  Borb6nia  W. 
1565  Liparia  W. 1584  Hallia  Th. 
1530  Crotalaria  W. 
1523  Viborgia  W. 

SOPHOREJB 
954  Gompholobium  H.  K. 
955  Burtonia  H.  K. 
956  Jacksdnia  H.  K. 
957  AHminSria  H.  K. 
958  Sphaerol6bium  H.  K. 959  A6tas  H.K. 
960  DiUwynia  H.  K. 

LotkjE. 
Genistete. 

1535  Loddigesia  B.  M. 1539  Lebeckia  W. 
1529  Sarcophyllum  Th. 1528  Aspalathus  W. 1540  Ulex  W. 

961  Eutaxia  H.  K. 
962  Sclerothamnus  H.K. 
963  Gastrol6bium  H.  K. 
964  Euchilus  H.  K. 
965  Pultenae^a  H.  K. 966  Daviesia  L.  T. 
967  Mirbfilia  L.  T. 

1537  Spartium  W. 1538  Genista  W. 
1566  Cytisus  W. 1541  Ononis  W. 
1542  Anthyllis  W. 

1605  Medicago  W. 
1603  Trigonella  W. 1598  MelU6tus  J. 

1597  Psoralea  W. 
1589  Indig6fera  W. 

1501  Petalostemum  Mich. 
1596  Dalea  P.  S. 
1574  Glycyrrhiza  W. 1575  LiquoritiaJkfowcA. 
1591  Galega  P.  S. 

Subtribe  2.  Trifolieee. 
1600  Trifolium  J. 
1599  Lupinaster  Ph. 
1604  Dorycnium  W. 

Subtribe  3.  Clitorus. 
1556  Clitoria  W. 1555  Galactia  Mx. 

Subtribe  4.  Galegeee. 

1601  Lotus  W. 
1602  Tetragon61obus  Roth. 
1606  Hymenocarpus  W. 

1552  Glycine  L. 

1590  Tephrdsia  P.  S. 1545  Am6rpha  W. 
1512  Niss61ia  W. 
1567  Mullera  W. 

1568  Robinia  W. 
1581  Sesbania  H.  K. 
1524  Piscidia  W. 
1569  Caragana  Royen. 

Subtribe  5.  Astragaleee. 
1592  Ph&ca  W. 

1579  Scorpiurus  W. 

1587  Z6rnia  Mich. 
1583  Stylosanthes  Swx. 

1564  Cicer  W. 
1561  Vicia  W. 

1643  R6thia  W. 
1546  A'brus  W. 1548  Teramnus  Browne 

1593  Oxytropis  Dec. 1594  Astragalus  Dec. 
Tribe  3.  Hbdybare*. 
Subtribe  L  CoronUlees. 

1576  Coronilla  H.  K.        1578  Ornithopus  W. 
Subtribe  2.  Euhedysarece. 

1582  2Eschyn6mene  H.  K.      1588  Hedf  sarum  W. 1580  Smithia  Sal.  1585  Lespedeza  Mtch. 
Tribe  4. 

1562  E'rvum  W. 1563  Ervllia  Lk. 

VICIEjE. 
1560  Pisum  W. 
1558  Lathyrus  W. 

1573  Colutea  L. 1570  Swains6nia  H.  K. 
1572  Lessertia  H.  K. 
1571  Sutherlandia  B.  K. 

1595  Bisdrrula  W. 

1577  Hippocrepis  W. 

1586  Flemingia  Boxb 

1557  Crobua  W. 
1559  O'chrus  Bauh. 

Tribe  5.  Phasbolrs. 
1553  Kennedia  Vent.        1551  StizoWbium  P.  S. 1547  Phaseolus  W. 
1549  Carpopogon  Boxb. 

1550  D6Uchos  W. 
1544  Lupinus  W. 

1554  Cylista  W. 1521  Erythrina  W. 1522  Butea  W. 
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1514  Pongamia  rent. 
1513  Dalbergia  TV. 

Tribe  6.  Dalbbrgies. 
1515  Pterocarpus  TV. 
1516  Ecastaphyllum  Rich. 

1520  Amerlmnum  W- 

2124  Mim6sa  TV. 
2123  I'nga  TV. 

1543  A'rachis  TV. 

2155  Gleditschia  TV. 
2094  Gymnocladus  TV. 979  Guilandina  H.  K. 
978  Csesalpinia  H.  K. 977  Poinciana  B.  K. 
981  Hoffinanseggia  Cav. 

Suborder  II.  or  Tribe  7.  MIMOSEM. 
2125  Schrankia  W.  982  Adenanthera  TV. 
2126  Desmanthus  TV.        984  Prosopis  ifeM*. 

Suborder  I1L  CJESALPLVEM. 
Tribe  8.  Geoffrkb. 

1517  Geoffiroya  TV.  1464  Br6wnea  TV. 
Tribe  9.  Cassis*. 

985  Haematoxylon  W. 976  Parkins6nia  W. 
983  Cadia  TV. 

2156  Cerat6nia  TV. 
867  Jonesia  W. 

1449  Tamar'indu8  TV. 

974  Cassia  W. 
975  Cathartocarpus  P.  8. 971  Afzelia  Sm. 
969  Schdtia  W. 
986  Copalfera  TV. 
973  Cynometra  TV. 

2127  Acacia  W. 

1518  Dipterix  TV. 

1519  Pariv6a  .rfuM. 
972  Hymene'a  TV. 970  Bauhinia  TV. 
968  Cercis  fT. 30  Codarium  Vahl 

980  Hyperanthe>a  TP. 
Order  LX.  ROSACEA. 

With  the  exception  of  Chrysobalaness  and  Sanguisorbeas,  this  order  is  so  uniform  in  its  appearance,  that 
R6sa,  the  type  from  which  all  the  other  genera  are  to  be  considered  variations,  when  justly  understood,  will be  found  to  contain  every  form  of  structure  which  is  essential  to  the  order.  Having  stated  this,  it  will  be  at 
once  obvious,  that  if  the  other  genera  have  such  close  affinity  to  Rosa,  they  must  also  bear  a  great  analogy  in 
beauty.  And  this  is,  indeed,  the  fact.  Amygdalus  and  Prunus  among  trees,  and  Potentilla,  Geum,  and 
others,  among  herbaceous  genera,  rival  the  rose  in  their  blossoms,  and,  in  many  particulars,  surpass  that  most 
lovely  of  all  flowers  in  foliage  and  general  appearance.  But  it  is  not  for  charms  alone  of  smell,  or  blossom,  or 
foliage,  that  this  order  has  fixed  itself  so  high  in  the  estimation  of  mankind.  It  has  also  the  rare  merit  of 
comprehending  all  the  most  important  of  the  fruits  of  the  temperate  regions  of  the  world.  Thus  the  apple 
and  the  pear  belong  to  Pyrus,  the  plum  and  the  apricot  to  Prunus,  the  peach  and  the  nectarine  to  Amygdalus ; 
Eriobotrya  produces  the  loquat,  Mespilus  the  medlar,  and  finally,  the  quince  is  borne  by  the  Cydonia.  The 
medical  powers  of  many  plants  of  this  order  are  not  less  active  than  their  fruit  is  excellent  The  principal  of 
these  is  the  well-known  Prussic  acid,  which  exists  in  abundance  in  the  leaves  and  kernels  of  many  genera, especially  of  Prunus  and  Amygdalus  :  it  is  the  basis  of  Laurel  water,  which,  when  taken  in  small  doses,  acts 
either  as  a  violent  purgative  or  as  an  emetic ;  and,  in  stronger  doses,  is  said  to  destroy  irritability  without 
exciting  inflammation ;  these  properties,  however,  although  thus  dangerous  in  the  distilled  water  of  the  laurel 
and  other  similar  plants,  can  scarcely  be  said  to  exist  in  any  important  quantity  in  the  plants  in  a  state  of 
nature.  The  kernel  of  the  bitter  almond,  for  example,  in  which  the  Prussic  acid  is  more  abundant  than 
usual,  is  used  for  many  culinary  and  other  purposes  without  any  bad  effect  There  are,  however,  cases  in 
which  it  is  said  to  be  dangerous  to  eat  the  fresh  leaves  or  kernels ;  as  in  the  Prunus  virginiana,  the  leaves  and 
fruit  of  which  are  reputed  in  the  United  States  to  be  poisonous  to  certain  animals.  Besides  the  Prussic  acid, 
there  are  several  other  principles  which  abound  in  the  order.  All  Drupaeeas  yield  a  gum  which  is  nearly 
allied  to  gum  Arabic,  and  which  affords  a  strong  evidence  of  the  affinity  that  exists  between  Rosacea:  and 
Leguminoss.  A  great  deal  of  astringency  is  found  in  many  species,  whence  different  parts  have  been 
occasionally  employed  as  febrifuges,  and  as  remedies  for  haemorrhage,  diarrhoea,  and  dysentery.  The  root  of 
the  Tormentilla  is  used  for  tanning  in  the  Ferro  Isles  j  and  that  of  the  Capollim  cherry  in  Mexico.  The  bark 
of  Prunus  virginiana  is  used  as  a  febrifuge  in  the  United  States ;  Potentilla  reptans  has  been  praised  for  the same  properties.  The  root  of  Geum  urbanum  has  been  found,  by  Milandi  and  Moretti,  to  contain  one  eleventh 
of  its  weight  of  tannin ;  it  has  been  used  both  in  America  and  Europe  as  a  substitute  for  Jesuit's  bark.  The leaves  of  Dryas  octopetala  in  the  north  of  Europe,  of  RGbus  fircticus  in  Norway,  of  Prunus  spinosa  and  avium, and  of  Rosa  rubigin6sa  have  been  manufactured  into  a  sort  of  substitute  for  tea.  The  bark  of  the  root  of 
Gillenia  trifoliata  is  remarkable  in  having,  in  addition  to  the  astringency  already  mentioned,  an  emetic 
property,  on  which  account  it  is  employed  in  North  America  as  Ipecacuanha.  It  is  said,  that  a  similar  power 
exists  in  other  Spiree'as. It  must  not  be  omitted,  that  the  order  Rosacea  nearly  answers  to  the  Icosandria  of  Linnaeus. 

1130  Cbrysob&lanus  TV. 
Tribe  1.  Chrysobalanes. 

870  Parinarium  Just.        499  Hirtella  TV.         1080  Grangeria  Lam. 
Tribe  2. 

1128  Amygdalus  TV. 
A  M  YGD  ALINEJE. 

1129  Prunus  TV. 

1156  Kerria  Dec. 
TribeS.  SpiRiEACBiB. 
1141  Spiraea  TV. 

Tribe  4.  Neuradeje 
1063  Grielum  TV. 

1142  Gillenia  Monch. 

1159  Dry as  TV. 1161  Sieversia  TV. 
1155  Geum  TV. 
1160  Col6ria  R.  Br. 

Tribe  5.  DryadejE. 
1140  Waldstelnia  TV.  1154  Tormentilla  L. 
1149  Rubus  TV.  1153  Potentilla  L. 
1150  Dalibarda  Mich.  710  SibbSldia  TV. 
1151  Fragaria  TV. 

1101  Agrim6nia  TV. 1152  Comarum  TV. 

Tribe  6.  Sanguisorb&e. 
255  Alchemffla  TV.  1190  Poterium  TV. 
256  Sanguis6rba  TV.  2106  Clifiortia  TV. 

Tribe  7.  Roses. 
1148  R6sa  TV. 

Tribe  8.  Pomace*. 
1137  Eriob6trya  Lindl. 1139  Cotone&ster  Lindl. 
1138  AmeUnchier  Lindl. 

1132  Crataegus  L. 
1136  Raphiolepis  Lindl. 1135  Photlnia  Lindl. 

68  Ancistrum  L. 

1131  Mespilus  Lindl. 
1133  Pyrus  Sm. 
1134  Cyd6nia  Juss. 
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Order  LXI.  SALICARI.S: 
Most  of  these  are  very  showy  plants,  m  particular  the  genera  Lyttirum  and  Lagerstroymla,  which  are  the 

representatives  of  the  order.  They  are  chiefly  natives  of  temperate  climates,  on  mountains  and  among  bushes. 
Glaux  and  Peplis  are  common  shore  plants  in  England.  Heimia  is  remarkable  for  its  yellow  flowers.  Little 
is  known  of  the  properties  of  Salicariae ;  they  are  mostly  astringent ;  the  common  Salicaria  is  used  in  inveterate 
diarrhoeas ;  a  species  of  Lf  thrum  is  used  in  Mexico  as  a  vulnerary  and  astringent,  and  Lawsonia,  which  is 
used  by  the  Turkish  women  to  stain  their  nails,  is  also  supposed  to  possess  similar  properties.  There  is  a  plant 
of  this  order  called  Hanchinol  in  Mexico,  whnh  is  said  to  possess  much  more  remarkable  powers  than  any  of 
the  preceding ;  its  expressed  juice,  taken  in  dc  ?es  of  four  ounces,  excites  violent  perspiration  and  secretion  of 
urine,  and  is  said  to  cure  venereal  disorders  in  an  incredibly  short  space  of  time. 

877  Grislea  W.  1094  1$ thrum  W.  302  Ammannia  W.  898  Laws6nia  W. 
1097  Cuphea  Jacq.  1095  Nesa/a  Kunth.  568  Glaux  W.  1031  Acisanthera  J. 
1195  Lagerstrce'mia  W.     1096  Heimia  Lk.  836  Peplis  W. 

Order  LXII.  MELASTOMACE.K. 
All  these  are  remarkable  as  handsome  tropical  shrubs  or  trees,  with  large  purple  or  white  flowers,  and  leaves 

with  several  costae,  or  nerves  as  they  are  incorrectly  termed.  The  genera  admitted  in  the  body  of  the  work 
are  those  received  by  the  greater  part  of  previous  writers ;  they  have  been  much  increased,  and  apparently 
with  great  propriety,  by  Mr.  D.  Don.  The  species  are  generally  ill  treated  in  collections,  where  they  are  not 
unfrequently  to  be  found  under  the  form  of  sickly  stunted  plants,  instead  of  noble  broad-leaved  spreading 
shrubs,  with  masses  of  brilliant  flowers.  To  be  grown  well  they  require  much  heat,  much  moisture  during  the 
summer,  and  much  pit-room  and  head-room.  The  fruit  of  true  Melastomas  is  a  fleshy  insipid  juicy  berry, which  is  for  the  most  part  eatable,  and  is  often  so  deep  a  black  as  to  dye  the  teeth  and  mouths  of  those  who 
eat  it  They  are  nearly  related  to  Myrtaceaj,  from  which  they  differ  in  the  want  of  essential  oil,  and  of  the 
dot-like  reservoirs  of  the  leaves  which  contain  it.  The  juice  of  the  leaves  of  M.  succosa  and  alata  is  used  as  a 
lotion  for  recent  wounds  by  the  inhabitants  of  Guiana. 

899  Osbeckia  W.  1029  Melastoma  W.  1075  Blakea  W. 
900  Rhexia  W.  1030  Petal6ma  W. 

Order  LXIII.  MYRTACEJE. 
Dotted  leaves,  with  marginal  ribs,  and  an  inferior  ovarium  and  single  style,  are  the  great  features  of  Myr- 

tacese.  They  are  all  fine  evergreen  shrubs  or  trees,  generally  bearing  white  flowers,  and  in  the  first  section 
producing  fleshy  fruit.  It  is  there  that  the  Allspice,  the  Clove,  the  Rose-apple,  and  the  Guava  find  their  station, 
by  the  side  of  the  common  myrtle  and  pomegranate  of  Europe.  The  section  with  capsular  fruit  comprehends, 
with  the  exception  of  the  gigantic  Eucalyptuses,  almost  wholly,  handsome  hard-wooded  New  Holland  or  South 
Sea  shrubs,  with  white  or  crimson  flowers  and  stamens ;  yellow  flowers  are  very  uncommon.  The  volatile  oil 
contained  in  the  little  reservoirs  of  the  bark,  the  leaves,  and  the  floral  envelopes,  gives  these  plants  the 
fragrance  which  has  caused  them  to  be  celebrated  by  poets  of  all  ages.  It  is  very  aromatic,  a  little  acrid,  and 
slightly  tonic  and  stimulant,  whether  it  is  under  the  form  of  Cajeputi  oil,  the  produce  of  Melaleuca  leucaden- 
dron,  or  of  oil  of  cloves  or  of  myrtle.  In  the  clove  this  oil  is  so  abundant  as  to  constitute  nearly  a  fifth  of  the 
whole  weight  of  the  calyxes  that  produce  it.  There  is  also  a  considerable  proportion  of  astringent  principle  in 
these  plants ;  in  the  bark  of  the  pomegranate  it  is  very  obvious ;  and  in  Myrtus  regni  and  luma  of  Chile,  Eu- genia malaccensis,  it  is  so  abundant  as  to  render  a  decoction  of  those  plants  of  great  use  in  cases  of  dysentery. 
Eucalyptus  resinifera  produces  an  astringent  resinous  substance  resembling  gum  Kino.  The  leaves  of  the 
Chilian  myrtles,  Leptospermum  scoparium,  and  some  other  species,  have  been  used  as  substitutes  for  tea. 

1193  Alangium  J. 
1118  Psi'dium  W. 
1119  Eugenia  W. 

Tribe  1.  Baccatje. 
1120  Caryophyllus  P.  S.      1123  Pimenta  Lindl. 1121  Myrtus  W. 
1122  Calyptrfinthes  W. 

1124  Olynthia  Lindl. 
1127  Punica  W. 

1499  Careya  Boxb. 1082  Decumaria  W. 

891  Bai'ckia  Sm. 1115  Leptospermum  TV. 1116Fabricia  W. 

1125  Stra vadium  Juss. 

Tribe  2.  Capsulares. 
1117  Metrosideros  W. 
1126  Eucalyptus  W. 
1610  Melaleuca  H.  K. 

Tribe  3.  Lectthide*. 
1497  Barringtonia  W. 

1611  Tristania  Sr. 1612  Calothamnus  Lab. 
1613  Beauf6rtia.Br. 

1498  Gustavia  W. 

Order  LXIV.  COMBRETACEiE. 
Combretum  and  Quisqualis  are  among  the  most  splendid  of  the  climbing  plants  of  the  tropics,  adorning  the 

trees  from  which  they  depend  with  garlands  of  white  and  crimson,  and  y  ellow.  The  bark  of  Bficida  BGceras 
is  used  with  success  in  Guiana  for  tanning  leather.  The  juice  of  Terminalia  vgrnix  is  employed  by  the  Chinese 
as  a  varnish  ;  it  is,  however,  caustic,  and  its  exhalation  dangerous ;  benzoin  is  the  produce  of  Terminalia 
Benzoin.  The  kernel  of  several  species  is  eaten  as  a  nut,  and  the  expressed  oil  has  the  remarkable  quality 
of  not  becoming  rancid. 

544  Conocarpus  W.  1027  Getonia  Roxb.  2140  Terminalia  W. 
916  Combretum  W.  1028  Quisqualis  W. 

Order  LXV.  PASSIFLOREJE. 
The  beauty  of  Passifl6ras  is  well  known ;  they  are  remarkable  for  the  singular  arrangement  of  the  stamens 

and  pistiUum,  upon  a  column  surrounded  by  several  lines  of  circumvallation,  formed  by  as  many  rows  of 
barren  thread-like  colored  stamens,  which  are  popularly  called  the  rays.  The  fruit  of  several  species  of  passion- 

flower is  filled  with  a  pleasant  acidulated  pulp,  on  which  account  they  are  eaten  as  dessert  fruit.  It  is  not 
known  that  they  possess  any  medical  properties.  The  station  of  the  order  is  not  settled  j  it  is  undoubtedly 
very  near  Cucurbitaceae. 

1459  Passiflora  W.  2075  Modecca  Lam. 
Order  LXVI.  CUCURBIT  ACE.E. 

Here  is  the  station  of  the  gourd,  the  melon,  and  the  cucumber,  succulent  climbing  vegetables,  the  fruit  of 
which  administers  to  us  many  of  our  comforts  and  necessities.  The  importance  of  the  gourd  in  hot  countries 
is  of  the  highest  degree,  where,  from  the  nature  of  the  climate,  few  of  those  culinary  vegetables  that  are  so abundant  in  the  north  can  be  made  to  succeed.  Among  these  tribes  of  climbing  annuals,  the  papaw  tree  is  a 
remarkable  deviation  from  the  ordinary  character  of  the  vegetation.  Its  fruit,  however,  and  floweis  are  in 
all  respects  those  of  Cucurbitaceas.  The  fruit  is  mostly  sweet,  watery,  refreshing,  and  pleasant  to  the  palate  ; 
but  the  coloquintida  gourd,  the  spirting  cucumber,  and  the  Trichosfinthes  amara,  are  all  possessed  of 
violent  bitter,  drastic,  purgative  qualities,  which  are,  indeed,  to  be  found,  in  a  slight  degree,  even  in  the 
mildest  of  the  eatable  gourds.  M.  Decandolle  observes,  that  as  the  violent  action  of  the  Colocinth  resin  is 
much  softened  by  the  mixture  with  it  of  gum,  it  is  probable  that  the  difference  in  the  fruits  of  the  order  de- 

pends upon  the  different  proportions  between  these  two  substances.  The  seeds  of  the  gourd,  like  those  of  the 
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passion-flower,  possess  none  of  the  properties  of  the  pulp ;  they  are  sweet  and  nutty,  and  readily  form  an  emul- sion. The  roots  of  the  bryony  are  purgative,  but  also  contain  a  wholesome  faacula.  It  is  said  that  the  roots  of 
a  species  of  bryony  are  eaten  in  Abyssinia,  after  being  merely  boiled.  There  are  some  Cucurbitaceae,  the 
roots  of  which  are  intensely  bitter ;  those  of  one  of  this  description  are  used  in  Peru,  to  remove  the  pains 
attendant  upon  inveterate  venereal  disorders. 

651  Gron6via  W.        2019  Trichosanthes  W     2022  Cucumis  TV.        2024  Bryonia  W. 
1940  Anguria  W.         2020  Mom6rdica  W.        2023  Sicyos  TV.  2095  Carica  W. 
1976  Luffa  Cav.  2021  Cucurbit*  W. 

Order  LXVII.  LOASE-ffi. 
Nothing  is  known  of  the  qualities  of  this  order.  It  consists  of  succulent  cut-leaved  plants,  generally  covered 

with  asperities  or  rigid  stinging  hairs,  and  yellow  or  white  flowers.   They  are  all  natives  of  America,  and 
handsome  annuals.    A  very  few  of  them  are  climbers. 

1113  Bart6nia  Ph.  1194  Mentzelia  TV.  1619  Loasa  £ 
Order  LXVI1I.  HALORAGEJE. 

Obscure  weeds,  chiefly  distinguished  from  Onagrariae,  by  their  naked  and  solitary  ovula.  They  are  natives 
of  moist  places  or  ponds,  in  various  parts  of  Europe  and  North  America.  Some  of  the  species  of  Haloragis  are 
tropical.  They  are  not  known  to  possess  any  medicinal  properties. 

23  Hippuris  TV.  932  Haloragis  W.      1987  MyriophyTlum  TV.   309  Ludwigia  TV. 
27  CaUitriche  W.       1968  Serpicula  W.        258  Isnarda  W, 

Order  LXIX.  ONAGRARIiE. 
A  very  well  defined  order,  generally  known  by  its  pollen  cohering,  by  a  sort  of  filamentous  substance,  an 

inferior  polyspermous  ovarium,  a  tetrasepalous  tetrapetalous  flower,  with  a  definite  number  of  stamens,  and  a 
single  style  From  this  form  there  are  some  anomalous  variations,  such  as  Circse'a  and  Lopezia,  which  are, however,  easily  reconciled  to  the  usual  structure  of  the  order.  Most  of  the  genera  are  pre-eminently  beauti- 

ful ;•  as  Epilobium,  Oenothera,  and  Fuchsia,  which  are  old  favorites  among  gardeners.  The  properties  of 
Onagrariae  are  little  known,  and  probably  very  weak.  The  leaves  of  Jussiae'a  peruviana  are  used  as  an  emol- lient poultice,  the  seed  of  Trapa  natans  as  an  eatable  nut,  and  the  root  of  Oenothera  biennis  as  a  sort  of salad. 

71  Circas'a  TV.  903  Epil6bium  TV.  1026  Jussias'a  TV. 18  Lopezia  Cav.  904  Fuchsia  TV.  901  Oenothera  TV. 
902  Gaura  TV.  308  Trapa  TV.  2064  Montinia  W. 

Order  LXX.  FICOIDEJE. 
These  are  all  plants  with  a  greater  or  less  degree  of  succulence ;  the  Mesembryanthemums  and  Hymeno- 

gyne  are  well-known  dry-stove  plants,  many  of  which  are  beautiful  in  the  highest  degree.  Of  the  former 
of  these  two,  the  flowers  are  of  all  colors,  many  of  the  most  vivid  hues,  and  remarkable  for  expanding 
only  beneath  bright  sunshine ;  this  phenomenon,  indeed,  is  common  to  the  whole  order.  Tetragonia  ex- 
fansa,  Sesuvium  portulacastrum,  and  Mesembryanthemum  edele,  are  excellent  substitutes  for  summer 
spinach.  A  large  quantity  of  saline  matter  is  contained  in  all  of  them ;  in  Reaumuria  vermiculata,  a  sub- stance is  secreted,  which  has  been  found  by  chemical  analysis  to  consist  of  muriate  of  soda  and  nitrate  of 
potash.  The  whole  order  grows  in  very  dry  or  saline  places,  in  the  temperate  regions  of  the  world.  Four 
fifths  of  the  whole  are  natives  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope.  The  leaves  of  the  different  species  of  Mesembryan- 

themum, offer  the  most  remarkable  instances  of  figure  known  in  the  vegetable  world. 
1090  Nitraria  TV.         1143  Sesuvium  TV.      1145  Tetragonia  W.  1147  Hymen6gyne  Haw. 
1107  Glinus  TV.  1141  Aizoon  TV.         1146  Mesembryanthemum  L.    1210  Reaumuria  TV. 

Order  LXXI.  PORTULACEiE. 
With  the  exception  of  Turnera,  Tamarix,  Talinum,  and  a  few  species  of  Clayt6nla,  the  whole  of  this  order 

consists  of  insignificant  weedy  plants,  of  no  beauty,  and  little  use.  Claytonia  perfoliate  and  common  purs- 
lane, which  are  occasionally  used  as  salads,  being  the  only  species  of  a  useful  kind.  They  are  chiefly  herba- 
ceous plants,  frequenting  dry  barren  situations,  or  the  sea-shore  of  all  parts  of  the  world ;  all  are  insipid  and inodorous,  and  destitute,  as  far  as  is  known,  of  medicinal  properties.  Some  of  the  kinds  of  Tamarix  have  an 

astringent  tonic  bark,  and  yield,  when  burnt,  a  large  proportion  of  sulphate  of  soda.  Turnera  resembles  a Cistus. 
224  M6ntia  TV.  1092  Talinum  Haw.        871  Limeum  W.         690  Corrigiola  W. 
537  Claytonia  TV.  1093  Anacampseros  L.     692  Portulacaria  TV.     686  Turnera  TV. 689  Telephium  W.         1036  Trianthema  TV.      1037  SclerSnthus  TV.     685  Tamarix  TV. 

1091  Portulaca  TV. 
Order  LXXII.  CACTI. 

All  succulent  plants  destitute  for  the  most  part  of  leaves,  the  place  of  which  is  supplied  by  fleshy  stems  of 
the  most  grotesque  figure ;  some  angular,  and  attaining  the  height  of  thirty  feet,  others  roundish,  covered 
with  stiff  spines,  like  the  hedgehog,  and  not  exceeding  the  stature  of  a  few  inches.  Their  flowers  are  in  many 
cases  large  and  remarkably  specious,  varying  from  pure  white  to  rich  scarlet  and  purple,  through  all  the  inter- 

mediate gradations  of  colors.  The  species  are  chiefly  natives  of  the  hottest  and  dryest  parts  of  the  tropics,  and 
are  cultivable  with  little  care,  in  pots  filled  with  rubbish,  in  a  dry-stove.  Their  fruit  is  fleshy  and  watery,  and 
generally  insipid,  but  it  is  eaten  in  their  native  countries  for  the  sake  of  its  refreshing  moisture  and  coolness. 
Two  species  of  Opontia  are  hardy  in  Great  Britain.  The  characters  of  this  order  and  the  next  are  very 
similar,  although  their  habit  is  so  widely  different.   Cacti  are  sometimes  called  Nopaleae. 

1111  Cactus  TV  1112  Rhipsalis  Gcert. 
Order  LXXIII.  GROSSULACEJE. 

Distinguished  from  the  last  by  the  definite  number  of  their  stamens  and  woody  leafy  stems.  The  utility  and 
excellence  of  the  gooseberry  and  currant  are  known  to  every  one.  None  of  the  other  species  equal  these, 
although  the  fruit  of  several  possesses  considerable  excellence.  The  berry  of  most  of  these  is  sweet,  watery, 
and  acid,  but  that  of  Rlbes  nigrum,  and  a  few  more,  is  tonic  and  stimulant,  which  appears  to  have  some  con. 
nection  with  the  presence  of  glands  upon  the  leaves  of  those  species. 

550  Ribes  TV. 
Order  LXXIV.  SEMPERVIVEiE, 

Still  another  order  of  succulent  plants,  but  with  a  habit  very  different  from  that  of  those  which  have  gone 
before.  The  species  are  often  characterised  by  the  rosulate  or  densely  imbricated  arrangement  of  their 
leaves,  but  this  is  not  by  any  means  a  universal  character.  They  are  natives,  for  the  most  part,  of  dry  bar- 

ren places  in  Europe,  North  Africa,  and  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  and  are  cultivable  with  ease  in  pots  of  dry 
rubbish.  Many  of  them  have  extremely  beautiful  flowers,  especially  those  of  the  genera  Sempervivum  and 
Crassula,  which  are  either  white,  yellow,  or  deep  rose  color.  Their  leaves  are  used  medicinally  as  refrigerant 
and  abstergent ;  they  are  also,  in  a  slight  degree,  astringent,  and  in  Sedum  acre  so  acrid,  that,  taken  internally, 
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they  operate  violently  both  as  purgatives  and  emetics.  The  leaves  of  Sedum  telephium  are  occasionally 
eaten  as  a  vegetable,  but  they  are  always  found  to  leave  behind  a  slight  and  unpleasant  taste  of  burning. 

1061  Sedum  TV.  927  Verea  TV.  874  Septas  W.  699  Crassula  W. 
1110  Sempervivum  W.      698  Rochea  Dec.  1062  Penth6rum  IV.       320  Tilhe'a  TV. 1060  Cotyledon  W.  928  Bryophyllum  Sal. 

Order  LXXV.  SAXIFRAGEiE. 
The  whole  of  these  plants  constitute  the  glory  and  delight  of  the  cultivator  of  alpine  plants.  This  is  to  be 

attributed  to  the  neatness  and  perpetual  verdure  of  their  leaves,  and  the  exquisite  simplicity  and  elegance  of 
their  flowers,  rather  than  to  any  striking  attractions,  of  which  they  are  wholly  destitute :  their  blossoms 
being  generally  white  or  pale  pink,  occasionally  becoming  brownish-purple.  All  the  genuine  species  are 
humble  herbaceous  plants,  affecting  mountainous  situations,  but  occasionally  found  in  marshes  by  the  sides  of 
springs,  and  even  upon  dry  walls.  All  are  natives  of  cold  regions,  or  of  the  most  temperate  mountainous 
situations  of  hot  ones.  They  are  slightly  astringent ;  some  of  them,  as  Heuchera  americana,  eminently  so. 
Infusions  of  the  leaves  have  been  reckoned  lithontriptic,  and  the  powdered  root  of  the  last-named  plant  is 
used  with  success  in  cancerous  disorders.  Hydrangea,  which  is  shrubby,  is  not  a  legitimate  inhabitant  of the  order. 

1041  Saxifraga  W.         1043  Mitella  TV.  930  Adoxa  TV.  1040  Chrysosplenium  W. 
1042  Tiarella  W.  606  Heuchera  TV.       361  Galax  W.  1039  Hydrangea  TV. 

Order  LXXVI.  PHILADELPHE.E. 
This  consists  at  present  of  a  single  genus,  which  was  formerly  referred  to  Myrtaces.  but  which  has  lately been  separated  with  much  acuteness  by  Mr.  Don.   The  species  are  hardy  ornamental  shrubs,  natives  of  North 

America,  with  white  flowers;  in  some  cases  fragrant  Nothing  is  known  of  their  properties. 
1114  Fhiladelphus  TV. 

Order  LXXVII.  CUNONIACE.E. 
These  were  formerly  included  in  Saxifrages,  from  which  Mr.  Brown  first  distinguished  them.  They  are 

shrubs  of  the  southern  hemisphere,  mostly  with  pinnated  leaves  and  white  flowers.  Callicoma  and  Bauera, 
which  have  simple  leaves,  are  elegant  gr«en-house  shrubs.  The  bark  of  a  species  of  Weinmannia  is  employed 
in  Peru  for  tanning  leather,  and  is  said  to  be  also  used  for  adulterating  the  quinquina.  Nothing  is  known  of 
the  properties  of  the  remainder. 1038  Cunonia  TV.  1099  Callicoma  B.  R.         1199  Bauera  H.  K.        919  Weinmannia  L. 

Order  LXXVIII.  ARALIACE.K. 
Araliaceae  are  a  slight  divergence  from  the  well-known  Umbellifera,  with  which  they  nearly  agree  in  habit, 

except  in  being  frutescent,  and  from  which  they  are  obviously  distinguished  by  their  5-celled  fruit.  Their 
flowers  have  no  beauty,  but  the  foliage  of  many  is  extremely  fine,  especially  of  the  species  of  Actinophyllum ; that  of  our  common  ivy  must  not  be  omitted.  Their  medicinal  properties  are  much  the  same  as  those  of 
Umbellifera,  except  the  fruit,  which  differs  in  virtues  as  it  does  in  botanical  structure.  Their  bark  exudes 
an  aromatic  gum  resin,  as  in  Aralia  umbellifera.  Their  roots  are  tonic,  with,  in  some  cases,  the  flavor  of 
parsnep.  The  famous  ginseng,  which  is  produced  by  a  Panax,  is  reputed  to  have  powerful  tonic,  restorative, 
and  even  aphrodisiacal  qualities ;  but  it  is  probable  that  these  have  been  greatly  exaggerated. 

607  Cussonia  L.  697  Actinophyllum  R.  &  P.  1109  Gastonia  Juss. 696  Aralia  TV.  549  Hedera  TV.  2166  Panax  W. 
Order  LXXIX.  UMBELLIFERAE. 

One  of  the  least  attractive  groups  of  plants,  and  at  the  same  time  one  of  the  most  important  to  the 
world.  They  are  not  more  useful  as  food  than  they  are  dangerous  as  poison  ;  while  in  their  native  ditches 
they  are  often  suspicious  lurid  weeds,  but  under  the  influence  of  cultivation  they  lay  aside  their  venom,  and 
become  wholesome  food  for  man.  They  are  generally  recognised  by  their  hollow  stems  and  cut  leaves,  with 
what  botanists  call  a  sheathing  petiole ;  that  is  to  say,  with  a  petiole,  the  base  of  which  wraps  round  the  stem. 
Their  flowers  are  mostly  white  or  greenish,  rarely,  as  in  Astrantia,  some  species  of  Caucalis,  and  others,  of  a 
pink  color.  The  inflorescence  is  umbellate,  and  their  fruit  consists  of  two  ribbed  portions,  improperly  called 
seeds,  which  are  held  together  by  a  common  axis,  and  a  thickened  discus.  All  are  natives  of  damp  ditches  or 
way-sides,  in  cool  parts  of  the  world  ;  in  the  tropics  they  are  either  extremely  rare  or  wholly  unknown,  and when  present,  have  generally  a  character  unlike  that  of  our  European  species.  The  simplicity  of  their 
structure,  and  uniformity  of  their  appearance,  has  rendered  their  classification  a  matter  of  very  great  difficulty. 
It  has  been  attempted  in  modern  days  by  Lagasca,  Sprengel,  and  Koch,  all  of  whom  have  added  something  to 
our  knowledge ;  but  much  still  remains  to  be  done.  The  arrangement  of  Professor  Sprengel,  objectionable  as 
it  is  many  points,  is  here  adopted  as  the  most  perfect,  upon  the  whole,  of  any  yet  published.  The  culinary 
and  agricultural  importance  of  many  species  is  well  known ;  the  parsnep  and  carrot  form  a  large  part  of  the 
staple  winter  store  of  the  inhabitants  of  Europe,  as  the  Arracachas  do  of  those  of  South  America  ;  and  the 
Prangos  of  Thibet  is  supposed  to  be  the  most  important  and  productive  of  any  in  the  whole  world,  as  a 
forage  plant  The  medicinal  properties  of  Umbellifera  are  not  more  powerful  than  they  are  at  variance  with 
each  other.  While  the  seeds  of  some  are  aromatic,  and  stimulating  in  the  highest  degree,  the  fresh  roots  and 
leaves  of  others  are  not  less  narcotic  This  has  been  supposed  to  arise  from  the  difference  in  the  state  of  the 
sap  in  different  parts  of  the  plant;  and  it  has  been  thought  that  the  narcotic  principle  is  only  to  be 
found  in  the  ascending  sap,  while  the  aromatic  stimulant  properties  are  found  in  the  juices,  which  are  fully 
elaborated  and  matured.  It  has  been  already  observed,  that  their  dangerous  properties  are  often  removed  by 
cultivation ;  the  common  celery  is  a  familiar  instance  of  this ;  but  the  most  remarkable,  that  of  (Enanthe 
pimpinelloides,  a  most  dangerous  species  when  wild,  which  is  cultivated  about  Angers  for  the  sake  of  its  roots, 
which  are  there  called  Jouanettes,  and  about  Saumur,  where  they  are  known  by  the  name  of  Mechons.  The 
roots  of  some  Umbelliferae  contain  a  large  proportion  of  sugar ;  those  of  the  carrot,  when  dried,  more  than  an 
eighth ;  those  of  the  parsnep  just  an  eignth  ;  and  those  of  the  chervil  about  eight  parts  in  100.  Galbanum, 
Opopanax,  and  Assafcetida,  are  all  the  produce  of  different  species  of  Umbellifera. 

Tribe  1.  Desciscentes. 
2165  Arct6pus  TV.  622  Erf  ngium  TV.  644  Actin6tus  Lab.         637  Dondia  Spreng. 
548  Lagoecia  TV.         624  Echinophora  TV.        623  Sanicula  TV.  674  Astrantia  TV. 

Tribe  2.  Hydrocotylin.*. 
658  Hydroc6tyle  TV.  659  Spananthe  Jacq. 

Tribe  3.  Bupleurin*. 
657  Bupleurum  TV.  2147  Hennas  W. 

Tribe  4.  Pimpinelles. 
635  Pimpinella  TV.        647  Sison  TV.  656  Cnidiuin  Cum.  651  A'pium  TV. 629  Ledebfiria  Lk.        652  jEgopodium  TV.     632  CSnanthe  TV.  653  Meum  Jacq. 642  Seseli  TV.              655  Carum  TV.            636  Phellandrium  TV. 
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Tribe  5.  Smyrnieje. 
650  Smyrnium  W.        677  Cachrys  W.  648  Cicfita  W. 
633  Ctithmum  W.  678  Hippomarathrum  Lk.  661  JEthfisa  W. 
660  Ulospermum  Lk.     618  Coriandrum  W. 

666  Hasselqulstia  W. 
673  Tordylium  W. 

626  Caucalis  W. 
625  Daficus  W. 
627  T6rilis  (x<w<. 

Tribe  6.  Caucaline.e. 
628  Oliveria  Vent. 
631  Athamanta  W. 
638  Trachyspermum  Lk. 

640  Bubon  W. 631  Bunium  W. 676  Rumia  Hqffht. 

619  Scandix  P.  5. 
Tribe  7.  Scandicinrs. 

630  Myrrhis  P.  S.         621  Chaerophyllum  P.  S. 620  Anthriscus  P.  5. 

639  A'mmi  W. 
611  Cuminum. 

Tribe  8.  AmminejB, 
646  Slum  W. 
649  Conium  W. 

665  Ligtfsticum  W. 645  Trinia  i/<ufjw. 

663  Selinum  W. 
670  Peucedanum  W. 
672  Heracleum  W. 

Tribe  9. 
675  Zosimia  Hqffin. 
671  Pastinfica  W. 
668  Ferula  W. 

664  Angelica  W. 
662  Imperatbria  W. 
643  Thapsia  fT. 

669  Laserpitium  W. 
667  ArWdia  W. 654  An6thum  W. 

Order  LXXX.  RHIZOPHORE.K. 
The  mangroves  are  plants  of  arborescent  stature,  which  are  remarkable,  in  tropical  countries,  for  growing 

upon  the  shores  of  the  sea,  even  as  far  as  low  water.  The  seeds  have  the  singular  property  of  germinating, 
while  enclosed  within  the  capsule,  and  adhering  to  their  parent,  and  pushing  forth  a  long  thread-like  radicle, 
which  lengthens  till  it  reaches  the  soil,  where  it  takes  root,  and  forms  a  new  individual.  The  bark  of 
Rhizophora  gymnorhiza,  which  is  very  astringent,  is  used  in  India  for  dying  black. 

1078  Rhiz6phora  W. 
Order  LXXXI.  HAMAMELIDEJS. 

Hardy  American  deciduous  shrubs,  with  the  appearance  of  Amentaceas,  to  which  they  are  undoubtedly 
closely  allied  notwithstanding  their  situation  here,  which  must  be  considered  quite  artificial.  Nothing  it known  of  their  medicinal  qualities. 

1200  FotherglUa  W.  312  Hamamelis  W. 
Order  LXXXII.  CAPRIFOLIACE-E. 

This  is  an  eminently  beautiful  order,  consisting  either  of  twining  or  erect  shrubs  with  clusters  of  trumpet- 
shaped  fragrant  flowers,  or  of  fine  bushes  having  cymes  of  white  blossoms.  The  honeysuckle  is  the  repre- 

sentative of  the  former,  the  dogwood  of  the  latter.  Here  too  is  found  the  modest  and  delicate  Linnse'a, which,  however  inferior  its  attractions  for  the  vulgar  eye  may  be  to  those  of  its  more  ostentatious  neighbours, 
yields  to  none  of  them  in  elegance  or  interest  for  the  botanist.  All  the  genera  have  a  more  or  less  astringent 
bark ;  that  of  Lonicera  corymbosa  is  used  in  Chile  for  dying  black ;  that  of  Cornus  flurida  in  North  America 
in  intermittent  fevers,  as  is  also  the  bark  of  C6rous  sericea,  which,  according  to  Barton,  is  scarcely  inferior  to 
Quinquina.  The  Elders  are  the  link  between  honeysuckles  and  umbelliferous  plants,  to  the  latter  of  which 
they  are  allied  by  their  stinking  divided  foliage  and  half  herbaceous  habit ;  their  flowers  are  sudorific  and  sopo- 

rific in  a  high  degree,  their  leaves  and  inner  bark  are  emetics  and  drastic  purgatives.  I'riosteum  perfoliatum is  intermediate  between  this  order  and  Rubiaces,  with  the  former  of  which  it  agrees  in  its  purgative,  and 
with  the  latter  in  its  emetic,  qualities,  which  resemble  those  of  ipecacuanha.  All  Caprifoliacesfove  shady  cool 
places  in  both  hemispheres ;  but  few  have  been  found  in  such  as  endure  a  very  severe  climate. 

474  Caprifolium  R.  S.  VH  Diervilla  J.  306  C6rnus  W. 
475  Lonicera  R.  S.  478  Tri6steum  W.  679  Viburnum  W. 
476  Symphoria  PA.  292  Linnae'a  W.  680  Sambucus  W. 

Order  LXXXIII.  LORANTHEJE. 
None  of  these  are  cultivable ;  they  are  all  genuine  parasites  rooting  beneath  the  bark  of  the  trees  on  which 

they  grow,  and  deriving  from  their  juices  the  whole  of  their  nutriment  The  Viscums  have  little  or  no 
beauty,  but  the  Loranthi  are  among  the  most  lovely  of  plants,  hanging  in  clusters  of  rich  scarlet  flowers 
from  the  branches  of  trees  in  the  tropics,  which  they  often  clothe  with  a  beauty  not  their  own.  The  misletoe 
of  the  Druids  is  supposed  to  have  been  the  Loranthus  europav'us,  the  common  Viscum  never  being  seen  upon the  oak,  while  the  Loranthus  inhabits  no  other  tree.  If  this  be  so,  the  latter  must  have  once  existed  in  this 
kingdom  although  now  extinct.  It  has  been  suggested,  that  all  vestiges  of  their  religion  were  extirpated  with 
the  Druids,  which  will  account  for  the  Loranthus  having  disappeared  wherever  that  religion  formerly  held  its sway. 

2054  Viscum  W. 

Order  LXXXIV.  RUBIACEJE. 
Opposite  entire  leaves  with  intervening  stipulse,  a  monopetalous  superior  corolla,  with  a  definite  number  of 

stamens  and  a  bilocular  ovarium,  are  the  great  characteristics  of  Rubiacea? ;  an  order  of  such  extent  that  it 
embraces  a  very  large  proportion  of  the  whole  of  phamogamous  plants,  including  within  its  limits  humble 
weeds  and  lofty  trees,  plants  with  important  medicinal  qualities  and  flowers  of  varied  dyes,  and  herbs  of 
neither  value  nor  beauty  as  far  as  has  yet  been  ascertained.  The  sections  into  which  the  order  has  been 
divided  are  merely  artificial,  with  the  exception  of  Stellata?,  which  are  the  representatives  of  the  order  in 
northern  regions.  Among  these  the  Rubia,  or  madder,  is  the  most  important  on  account  of  its  dye ;  Galium 
also  possesses  some  qualities  of  minor  consequence,  which  have  been  already  indicated  in  the  body  of  this 
work.  Among  the  other  sections,  the  plants  of  beauty  or  value  are  innumerable :  of  the  former  description,  the 
genera  Ixora,  Bouvardia,  CatesbaVa,  Portlandia,  Coutarea,  Gardenia,  Mussae'nda,  Hamlllia,  CephaeJis,  Ce- phalanthus,  and  many  others,  are  notable  examples ;  to  the  latter,  every  genus  has  a  contribution  of  one  kind 
or  another.  The  root  of  Oldenl&ndia  umbellata  is  employed  in  India  for  staining  nankin ;  that  of  Morinda 
umbellata  in  the  Moluccas,  and  of  Morinda  citrif61ia  in  India,  is  used  for  dying  red  and  brown.  The 
potent  febrifugal  properties  of  the  Cinch6na  need  not  be  insisted  on ;  it  is  less  generally  known  that  the  bark 
of  Pinckneya  pubens,  Macrocnemum  corymbosum,  Guettarda  coccinea,  and  Portlandia  grandifl6ra,  possesses 
similar,  but  weaker  powers.  The  bark  and  roots  of  Antirh6a  are  used,  in  the  Isle  of  Bourbon,  to  stop  haemor- 

rhage ;  and  that  of  Morinda  Royoc  is  used  for  ink.  Astringent  properties  of  a  very  marked  character  are 
found  in  the  juice  of  Naftclea  Gambir  of  Hunter,  and  the  Uncaria  Gambir  of  Roxburgh,  both  which  are 
often  improperly  confounded  with  Gum  kino,  which  is  the  produce  of  a  very  different  plant.  Some  of  the 
species  formerly  comprehended  under  the  genus  Cinch6na,  but  since  separated  by  the  name  of  Exostemma, 
possess  strong  emetic  powers.    The  same  qualities  exist  in  Psychotria  emltica  Cephaelk,  Ipecacuanha, 
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and  Psychfitria  herbgcea,  which  are  often  used  as  ipecacuanha.  The  seed  of  the  CofFea  furnishes  the  valuable 
beverage  which  is  so  much  esteemed  in  Europe  and  the  East,  under  the  name  of  coffee. 

266  Galium  W. 
267  Rubia  W. 

270  Spermacoce  W. 285  Chomelia  W. 
288  Ixora  W. 
292  Siderodendrum  W. 

287  Bouvardia  H.  K. 
261  Houstonia  W. 
293  Coccocypsilum  W. 295  Oldenlandia  W. 
296  Manettia  W. 
406  Ophiorhiza  U 

493  Erithalis  W. 

Section  I. 
268  Asperula  W. 269  Sherardia  W. 

STELLATJE. 
271  Crucianflla  W. 

2136  Val&ntia  W. 
Section  II. 

290  Pavetta  W.  479  CofFea  W. 
291  Ern6dea  Sua.  480  Chiococca  W. 
294  Mitchella  W.  482  Canthium  Pers. 
439  Paediria  W.               494  Webera  W. 

Section  III. 
456  Dentella  W 
457  Macrocnemum  W. 
460  Rondeletia  W. 
455  Spermadictyon  Roxb. 832  HIMa  W. 
289  Catesbae'a  L. 

485  Posoqueria  Aubl. 458  Exostemma  Rich. 
462  Portlandia  W. 
461  Coutarea  Aubl. 
487  Gardenia  P.  S. 
488  Genipa  P.  S. 

Section  IV. 
486  Vanguiera  W. 

Section  V. 
484  HameUia  W. 

617  Phyllis  W. 

483  Psychotria  W. 495  P16cama  W. 
833  Richardia  L. 

489  Oxyanthus  Dec. 490  Randia  P.  S. 
491  Mussae'nda  W. 492  Pinckneya  Mich. 481  Serissa  If. 

1981  Guettarda  W. 

Section  VI. 
497  Cephaelis  W.      498  Sarcocephalus  Jfz.      286  Adina  Sal.  459  Burchellia  R.  Br. 
496  Mormda  W.       521  Nauclea  If.  275  Cephalanthus  W.      2060  Anthospermum  W. 

Obdeb  LXXXV.   OPERCUL A  R I  NEiE. 
~  Exotic  weeds,  nearly  related  to  Rubiaceae.   Their  properties  are  unknown.    M.  de  Jussieu  has  remarked that  their  affinity  to  Valerianes  is  supported  by  the  curious  circumstance,  that  birds  devour  the  young  shoots 
of  the  Opercularias  as  they  do  those  of  the  Corn-salads. 

250  Opercularia  W.  251  Cryptospennum  P.  S. 
Obder  LXXXVI.  VALERIANEJE. 

Small  herbaceous  plants,  more  interesting  for  the  sake  of  their  symmetry  and  neatness,  than  on  account  of 
any  particular  attractions :  they  may  be  considered  a  connecting  link  between  Rubiaceae  and  Dipsaceae. 
Many  of  the  Valerians,  and  all  the  Patrinias,  are  pretty  plants.  The  ValerianlUas  are  useful  esculents, 
known  under  the  name  of  com-salads.  Their  medicinal  properties  are  of  a  decisive  character. '  The  roots of  Valeriana  officinalis,  Phu,  and  others,  are  bitter,  tonic,  aromatic,  antispasmodic,  and  vermifugal; 
they  are  occasionally  used  as  febrifuges.  The  odour  of  Valerian  is  not  generally  agreeable,  but  the  Orientals 
collect  with  care,  on  the  mountains  of  Austria,  the  roots  of  Valeriana  celtica,  with  which  they  perfume  their 
baths  ;  and  the  natives  of  India,  at  this  day,  employ  the  Valeriana  jatamansi,  the  spikenard  of  old  times,  as  a 
perfume,  and  against  hysterics  and  epilepsy. 

20  Centranthus  Mich.  78  Valeriana  W.  80  Valerianella  Dec. 
72  Fedia  Dec.  79  Patrinia  W. 

Obdeb  LXXXVII.  DIPSACKE. 
Very  nearly  akin  to  Composite,  of  which  they  have  nearly  the  habit   All  are  herbaceous  plants  with 

flowers  growing  in  heads.   Some  of  the  Scabi6sas  are  very  handsome,  and  popular  border  flowers.  The  whole 
tribe  is  cultivated  with  great  facility.   Some  of  the  species  of  Scabidsa  have  been  employed  as  diaphoretic  and 
antisyphilitic,  but  are  now  neglected. 

70  Morina  W.  263  Cephalaria  Schr.  265  Knautia  W. 
262  Dipsacus  W.  261  Scabidsa  W. 

Obder  LXXXVIII.  CALYCERE.E. 
Obscure  weedy  South  American  plants,  differing  from  Composite,  chiefly  in  the  position  of  their  ovula. 

1842  Acicarpa  Just. 
Obdeb  LXXXIX.  COMPOSITE. 

A  most  extensive  and  natural  order,  obviously  characterized  by  the  cohesion  of  their  antherae,  and  the 
arrangement  of  their  florets  in  involucrated  heads,  or  calathidia,  as  they  are  now  called.  Most  of  them  may 
be  said  to  be  ornamental  plants,  and  yet  but  a  very  few  hold  that  station  in  the  opinion  of  the  public.  It  is difficult  to  account  for  this  circumstance,  nor  is  this  the  place  to  enter  upon  such  an  investigation ;  certain, 
however,  it  is,  that  with  the  exception  of  Dahlias,  the  varieties  of  Chrysanthemum  sinense,  and  a  few  Calen- 

dulas and  Arct6tises,  and  perhaps  Tagetes,  scarcely  a  single  Composite  now  finds  a  place  in  a  fashionable 
flower  garden.  The  prevailing  color  of  the  flower  in  the  order  is  yellow ;  red,  purple,  or  scarlet,  being  com- 

paratively uncommon.  The  species  inhabit  every  part  of  the  world,  and  in  all,  perhaps,  in  nearly  equal  pro- 
portions :  —  in  Europe  and  the  north  of  the  world  they  are  chiefly  herbaceous ;  but  within  the  tropics,  they 

are  more  frequently  frutescent.  Their  medical  properties  are  very  important ;  Tussilago  farfara,  Chamomile, 
I'nula,  Solidago  Virgaurea,  Matricaria  Parthenium,  Stevia  febrifuga,  and  Eupatorium  perfoliatum,  are instances  of  the  presence  of  tonic  and  febrifugal  properties ;  Tanac£tum  and  Santolina  are  anthelmintic ;  Matri- 

caria and  the  AcniUeas  emmenagogue ;  some  Eupatoriums,  Achilleas,  Artemisias,  and  Calendulas,  are  sudorific : 
certain  Liatrises  are  diuretic,  and  Erigeron  philadelphicum  is  both  sudorific  and  diuretic.  Ptarmica  and 
A'rnica  are  sternutatory,  and  Spilanthes,  Siegesbeckia  orientalis,  A'nthemis  pyrethrum,  and  others,  power- fully excite  salivation ;  finally,  many  Achilleas,  Chamomile,  Tanacetum,  and  Eupatoriums,  are  tonic  and 
antispasmodic.  Others  seem  to  possess  all  these  properties  combined,  and  are  reckoned  among  the  best 
alexiterics,  as  the  Ayapana  of  Brazil,  and  the  Guaco  of  Peru.  Every  one  knows  the  excellent  and  refreshing 
flavor  communicated  to  vinegar  by  Tarragon :  the  same  effects  are  produced  in  the  Alps  by  Achillea  nana, 
Artemisia  glacialis,  rup&tris,  and  spic&ta.  Some  species  of  Achillea,  Bellis,  and  Artemisia  have  been  used  as 
substitutes  for  tea.  The  seeds  of  many  Compositae,  as  Madia  and  Verbesina,  yield  a  copious  oil :  and  the  fleshy 
roots  of  Helianthus  tuberosus,  a  wholesome  food  for  man.  The  juice  of  Lactuca  virdsa  is  highly  narcotic,  and 
has  been  even  employed  with  extraordinary  advantage  as  a  substitute  for  opium.  It  is  not  necessary  to  men- 

tion the  utility  of  the  leaves  of  the  lettuce,  the  endive,  the  succory,  the  cardoon,  or  the  roots  of  Scorzonera 
and  Salsafis,  as  culinary  productions ;  they  must  be  familiar  to  all  our  readers ;  as  also  the  fleshy  receptacle  of 
the  artichoke  and  some  other  plants.  The  flowers  of  Echinops  strigosus  are  used  as  a  kind  of  tinder ;  those 
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of  the  artichoke,  the  cardoon,  and  others,  have  the  power  of  curdling  milk.  The  arrangement  of  Composita? 
U  attended  with  extreme  difficulty ;  the  greatest  progress  that  has  yet  been  made  in  reducing  them  to  order 
has  been  with  M.  Cassini,  by  whom  they  are  called  Synanthereae :  but  unfortunately,  the  remarks  of  that 
learned  botanist  are  so  scattered  and  unconnected, -that  the  public  has  hitherto  been  able  to  derive  little  benefit from  his  labors.  His  general  arrangement  is  here  adopted,  but  for  the  reasons  now  given,  his  genera  have  not 
been  enquired  after,  as,  until  they  shall  have  been  more  completely  systematized,  the  adoption  of  them  would necessarily  be  full  of  errors,  which  would  only  add  to  the  confusion  that  already  too  extensively  exists.  Those 
who  wish  to  make  themselves  masters  of  this  very  interesting  and  difficult  branch  of  systematic  botany,  should 
consult  the  Opuscules  phytologiques  of  M.  Cassini,  and  Mr.  Brown's  elaborate  essay  on  the  structure  of Composite,  in  the  Transactions  of  the  Tiinnean  Society. 

1767  Relhania  W. 
1765  Leysfra  W. 
1764  Longcharapsia  W. 
m<2  Gnaphaiium  W. 

Suborder  1. 
1848  Casslnia  H.  K. 
1681  Ammobium  R.  Br. 
1713  Ixodia  H.  K. 
1727  Astelma  R.  Br. 

INVLEJE. 
1747  Podolepis  H.  K. 1725  Antennaria  R.  Br. 
1726  Metalasia  R.  Br. 
1846  Stoe*be  W. 

1841  CEdera  W. 
1723  Leontopodium  R.  Br. 1728  Athrixia  Ker 
1730  Elichrysum  W. 

Tribe  1. 
l$38,Fi\igo£,. 
1724  E'vax  Lam. 
1839  Micr6pus  W. 

Archetype. 
1734  Conf  za  W. 
1744  Fnula  W. 
1745  Pulicaria  G<srt. 

1731  Carpesium  W. 1785  Columellia  lac. 
1710  Neurols'na  R.  1 

Tribe  2.  Buphtbalmea. 
1797  Buphthalmum  IV.  1849  Sphseranthus  W. 

Suborder  II.  LACTUCEJE. 
Tribe  3.  Prototypes. 

1659  Sc61ymu8  W.  1626  Picridium  P.  S.  1628  Lactuca  W. 1623  Amop6gon  W. 1627  Sdnchus  W. 

1639  Helmtnthia  J. 
1634  Picris  W. 
1651  Lapsana  W. 

1630  Prenanthes  W. 
1635  Hierackim  L. 

Tribe*. 
1653  Rhagadiolus  W. 
1629  Chondrtlla  W. 
1632  Apargia  W. 

Tribe  5. 
1641  Tolpis  W. 
1644  Krigia  IK 

Crepide*. 
1652  Zacintha  W. 
1637  Borkhausia  Dec. 
1636  Lagoseris  IJc. 

HlERACIES. 
1649  Soldevilla  Lag. 
1654  Moscaria  Ft.  per. 

1638  Crepis  fV. 
1640  Myoseris  Lk. 

1643  Rothia  W. 
1642  Andr^ala  W. 

1647  Robertia  Rich. 
1648  Seriola  W. 
1650  Hypochte'ris  W. 1620  Geropogon  W. 

1689  Stevia  W. 
1687  Ageratum  W. 

Tribe  6.  ScqbzonbrejE. 
1621  Tragopogon  W.  1625  Scorzone'ra  W. 1633  Thrincia  W.  1622  Troximon  Gcert. 
1631  Le6ntodon  W.  1645  Hydseris  W. 
1624  Podospermum  Dec.      1646  Hedypnois  W. 

Suborder  III.  ADENOS TYLEJS. 
1678  Palafoxia  Lag. 

Suborder  IV.  E  UPATORIEM. 
Tribe  7.  Agerate*.; 
1688  Caelestina  Cass. 

1655  Catananche  W. 
1657  Cichdrium  W. 

1700  Lavenia  W. 
1704Piqueria  W. 

Tribe  8. 
1683  Mikania  W. 

ARCRETYPjE. 
1685  Eupatorium  W. 

Tribe  9.  Liatride^. 
1682  Liatris  W. 

Suborder  V.  AMBROSIEJE. 
Tribe  10.  Ivem. 

1841 1'va  W. 
Tribe  11. 

1974  X&nthium 
Archetypje. 

1977  Ambr6sia 

1721  Artemisia  W. 
1711  H6mea  Sm. 
1835  Soliva  Ft.  per. 
1834  Hippia  W. 

SubohdebVI.  ANTHEMIDEJE. 
Tribe  12.  ChrysanthemejE. 

1774  Cenia  J.  1719  Pentzia  Th. 
1175  Cotula  W.  1720  Tanacetum  W. 
1718  Balsamtta  W.       1770'Pyrethrum  W. 1776  Grangea  W.        1788  Chrysanthaium  P  S. 

1769  Chrysanthemum  W. 
1771  Matricaria  W. 
1773LidbSckia  W. 

1717  Athanasia  W. 
1715  OtanthusZ*. 
1714  Santolina  W. 

1812  Gortena  W. 
1813  Gazania  H.  K. 

"Tribe  13.  SANTOLiNEiE. 
1777  Anacfclus  W. 
1778  A'nthemis  W. 
1837  Eriocephalus  W. 

Suborder  VII.  ARCTOTIDEJE. 
Tribe  14.  Gortsriea. 

1811  Didelta  W. 
1601  Galardia  W. 

1781  AchiUga  W. •1806  Osmites  W. 
1816Sphen6gyne5.J?r. 

1809  Cundmia  H.  K. 
1810BerckhfyaftJC 

Tribe  15.  Archetypje. 
iSU  Cryptost^mma  R.  Br.    1815  Arctoth&a  W. 3Z 4831  Arct5tis  H.  K. 
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1750  GerWria  Burm. 

Suborder  VIII.  CALENDULE2E. 
Tribe  16.  Archetypjb. 

1830  Calendula  TV. 
Tribe  17.  Osteospermejb. 
1832  Osteospermum  W. 

Suborder  IX.  UVTISIEM. 
Tribe  18.  Archetype. 

1748  Chastanthera  Fl.  per. 
Tribe  19.  Gerberie.e. 
1829  Chaptalia  Vent. 

Suborder  X.   TUSSILA  GINE/E. 
1737  Tussilago  TV. 

1752  Perdicium  H.  K. 

Suborder XI.  NASSAUVIEM. 
Tribe  20.  TrixidejE, 

1686  Duraerllia  Lag.  1825  Trixis  Dec. 
Tribe  21.  Archetype. 
1656  Triptllion  Fl.  per. 

1671  Acarna  TV. 
1670  Atractylis  TV. 
1658  Baeazia  Fl.  per. 

Suborder  XII. 
1676  Cardopaturu  Pers. 1669  Carlina  TV. 
1662  Saussurea  Dec. 

CARLINEJE. 
1677  Staehelina  TV. 
1673  StobaVa  Th. 

Suborder  XIII.  CENT  A  UR1EJE. 
1819  Centaurta  TV.  1665  Cnlcus  TV. 

1729  Xeranlhemum  TV. 1674  Onobr6ma  Gcert. 

1817  Za/gea  TV. 

1660  A'rctium  TV. 1663  Carduus  TV. 
1675  Carthamus  TV. 

Suborder  XIV. 
1668  Cf  nara  W. 1820  Galactites  P.  S. 
1818  Lefizea  Dec. 

Suborder  XV. 
1850  Echinops  TV. 

CARD  UTNEJE. 
1666  Onopordum  TV. 1667  Berardia  Fill. 

ECHINOPSEM. 
1699  Lagasca  Can. 

1661  Serrfitula  TV. 
1664  Silybum  Garrt. 

Suborder  XVI.   TAGE  TIN  EM. 
1749  A'rnica  TV.  1763  Pectis  TV.  1760  Tagetes  W. 1702  Kleinia  TV.  1766  Sellda  Spraig;  1759  Bcebera  TV. 

Suborder  XVII. 
Tribe  22. 

HELIANTHEM. 
HeLENIEjS. 

1782  Tridax  W. 1707  Calea  TV. 
1716  Caleacte  R.  Br. 

1690  Cephalophora  TV. 1792  Galinsogea  TV. 
1755  Hellnium  TV. 

1692  Hymenopappus  J. 
1694  Marshallia  Ph. 
1762  Schkfihria  TV. 

Tribe  23.  CoreopsidejE. 
1697  Bidens  TV.  1758  Dahlia  Cs».  1824  Silphium  TV. 
1804  Core6psis  TV.         1761  Heterosp£rmum  IF.  1791  Synedrella  P.  S. 
1803  Cosmea  TV.  1840  Parthenium  W.  1753  Tetragonotheca  TV. 

1793  AcmeUa  P.  S. 
1807  Encelia  Cod. 
1798  Helianthus  TV. 
1708  Isocarpha  if.  Br. 

1823  Baltimdra  -FT. 1786  Ecllpta  TV. 

1852  Brotera  TP. 
1712  Caesfilia  TV. 
1787  Meyera  Swz. 1779  Centrospermum  Spr. 

1783  Amellus  TV. 
1743  Kaulftissia  New. 
1739  A'ster  W. 1740  Solidago  TV. 

Tribe  24.  Archetype 
1693  Melananthera  Mi.     1780  SanvitSIia  Cav. 
1709  Petr6bium  R.  Br.      1805*lmsia  Pers. 
1698  Platypteris  Kth.       1695  Spilanthes  TV. 
1696  Salmea  ifec. 

Tribe  25.  Rudbeckieje. 
1799  Gyninol5mia  Kth.      1705  Pascalia  W. 
1796  Heli6psis  P.  S. 

Tribe  26. 
1827  Chrys6gonum  L. 1854  Euxenia  Cham. 
1847  Nauenbfirgia  TV. 1845  Flaveria  Juss. 

1800  Rudbeckia  W. 
MlLLERIEJE. 

1735  Madia  TV. 1828  Me1amp6dium  TV. 
1822  Miliaria  P.  S. 
1826  Polymnia  TV. 

1790  Verbesina  W. 1754  Xftnenesia  7K 
1768  Zinnia  TV. 

1802  Tithonia 1821  WediSlia  TV. 

1808  Sclerocarpus  IV. 
1789  Siegesbeckia  JP. 1794  Zaluzania  P.  S. 

Suborder  XVin. 
1732  Baccharis  TV. 
1733  Molina  Fl.per. 
1756  Bellia  TV. 1143.  Calotis  R.  Br. 

ASTEREM. 
1757  BSHium  TV. 
1T12  Boltonia  TV. 
1705  Chrysocoma  TV. 
1736  Erigeron  TV. 

1784  Starkea  W. 
1836  Psiadia  TV. 
1746  Grindelia  FK  en. 
1679  Pteronia  If. 

Suborder  XIX.  SENECIONES. 
1701  Cacfilia  JP.  1751  Dor6nicum  TV. 
1741  Cineraria  IT.  1833  Othdnna  TV. 

Suborder  XX.  VERNONIEJB. 
1843  Elephantopus  TV.      1851  Rolandra  TV. 1703  Ethfilia  FP. 1853  Gundelia  TV. 1684  Spargan6phorus  Geertn. J672  Stoklsia  FT. 

1738  Senecio  W. 

1706  Tarchonanthus  FT. 
1680  Vem6nia  TV. 
J691  Ampherlphis  JRA. 
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Order  XC.  CAMPANULACE.E. 
These  differ  from  the  last  in  not  having  the  flowers  in  heads,  in  their  usually  distinct  anthers,  which  arei 

however,  syngenesious  in  Lobelia,  in  their  polyspermous  fruit,  and  also  in  exuding  a  milky  juice.  All  the 
genera  are  pretty,  and  some  highly  ornamental  They  are  mostly  herbaceous,  and  by  far  the  greater  number 
are  extra-tropical,  abounding  especially  in  the  woods  and  coppices  of  the  North.  The  roots  of  Campanula Rapunculus  are  used  as  a  vegetable  under  the  name  of  Rampion.  The  juice  of  some  of  the  Lobelias  is  highly 
caustic  and  inflammatory ;  when  taken  internally,  producing  vomiting  and  even  death :  nevertheless,  the  root 
of  Lobelia  siphilitica,  in  small  doses,  acts  as  a  diaphoretic,  in  greater  quantity  as  diuretic  or  purgative,  and,  if taken  in  considerable  quantities,  as  an  emetic.  An  infusion  of  Lobelia  inflate  is  used  in  North  America  as  a 
remedy  for  leucorrhcea ;  and  the  root  of  Lobelia  cardinalis  is  employed  in  the  same  country  as  a  vermifuge. 

464  Lobelia  W.         466  Trachelium  W.  467  Roella  IV.  834  Canarina  W. 
463  Campanula  W.    546  Lightfo6tia  L'Ser.      545  Cyphia  W.  547  Jasione  W. 465  PtayteGma  W.     895  Michauxia  W.\ 

Order  XCI.  GOODENOVl^E. 
New  Holland  and  South  Sea  herbs  or  undershrubs,  very  nearly  akin  to  the  last,  from  which  they  differ 

more  in  artificial  characters  than  in  habit.    All  of  them  are  pretty,  and  deserving  culture.   Nothing  is  known 
of  their  properties. 

468  Goodenia  R.  Br.        470  Dampiera  R.  Br.        473  Scae'vola  R.  Br. 469  Euthales  R.  Br.         472  VeUeia  Sm. 

Order  XCII.  STYLIDE.3E. 
like  the  last,  the  properties  of  this  very  small  but  curious  order  are,  if  any,  undiscovered.  All  are  inhabit- 

ants of  New  Holland,  and  either  herbs  or  half-herbaceous  shrubs.  They  have  pink  flowers,  ornamented  with 
glittering  glands ;  their  stamens  are  united  into  a  column,  which  is  terminated  by  a  sessile  stigma,  and 
which  is  irritable  in  so  high  a  degree,  that,  if  touched  with  a  pin,  it  instantly  starts  from  its  place  with  great elasticity. 

1932  Stylidium  R.  Br. 

Order  XCIH.  GESNERlEiE. 
Fine  tropical  herbs,  with  broad,  fleshy,  downy  leaves,  and  purple  or  scarlet  flowers.'  They  all  require  stove 

heat,  and  decayed  vegetable  soil;  in  their' native  country,  which  is  chiefly  equinoctial  America,  they  are found  growing  in  the  woods,  where  the  earth  is  little  more  than  a  bed  of  rotten  leaves  and  bark. 
1290  Gesneria  W.  1291  Gloxinia  W. 

Order  XC1V.  ERICEJE. 
These  are  distinguished  from  the  neighbouring  orders  by  their  polyspermous  fruit,  aristate  anthers,  and  dry 

shrubby  habit.  Every  genus  is  eminently  beautiful,  and  worthy  of  the  most  assiduous  cultivation.  The  first 
tribe  is  a  native  of  hill-sides  and  open  plains,  chiefly  of  the  extra-tropical  regions  of  the  earth.  Some  are 
famous  for  their  beauty,  some  for  their  fragrance,  and  many  for  their  foliage.  The  heaths  are  the  glory 
of  the  Cape,  the  Arbutuses  of  Europe,  the  Andr6medas  of  America,  and  Clethra  of  the  Canaries.  The  second 
tribe  is  distinguished  from  the  rest  by  its  inferior  berry,  and  is  not  less  valuable  for  its  fruit  than  conspicuous 
for  its  beauty.  The  species  are  principally  North  American.  Monotropeas  stand  in  their  systematic  station  as 
they  grow  in  their  native  woods,  lowly  herbs  among  thickets  of  bushes  and  trees.  Rhodoraceae,  once  con- 

sidered a  distinct  order,  are  chiefly  North  American ;  their  flowers  are  less  tubular  than  those  of  true  Ericeae  ; 
but  their  habit  is  not  materially  different ;  here  the  Azalea  the  Kalmia,  and  the  Rhododendron,  the  pride  of 
European  gardens,  as  they  are  of  their  native  woods,  find  their  station.  The  utility  of  the  fruit  of  Vaccinium 
is  well  known  ;  its  bark  is  reckoned  tonic,  stimulant,  and  astringent,  and  their  fruit  slightly  styptic.  The 
berries  of  A'rbutus  uva-tirsi  are  considered  lithontriptic :  its  leaves  have  also  been  employed  successfully  in infusions  in  obstinate  cases  of  gonorrhoea.  Extract  of  Chimaphila  umbellate,  in  the  form  of  pills,  in  doses  of 
five  scruples  a  day,  has  been  found  successful  in  cases  of  dropsy.  Some  of  the  species  are  possessed  of  narcotic 
qualities ;  this  is  the  case  with  Ledum,  Rhododendron  chrys&nthum,  and  especially  Azalea  pontica ;  honey 
obtained  from  the  juice  of  which  is  said  by  Xenophon,  to  have  caused  the  death  of  many  soldiers  in  the  famous retreat  of  the  ten  thousand.  An  infusion  of  Rhododendron  maximum  is  used  in  America  in  cases  of  chronic 
rheumatism,  and  that  of  Rhododendron  ponticum  in  Asia,  against  gout  and  rheumatism. 

Tribe  1.  Ericeae  Vers. 
284  BUe'ria  W.            535  Itea  L.  1018  Gaultheria  W.  1020  Cl&hra  TV. 
892  Erica  W.              536  Cyrllla  L.  1019  A'rbutus  W.  1021  Mylocaryum  W.en. 534  Brossa/a  L.          1016  Andromeda  W.  1017  Enkianthus  B.  M. 

Tribe  2.  Vacginie*. 
906  Oxyc6ccus  P.  S.  907  Vaccinium  L. 

Tribe  3.  MonotropEjE 
1022  Pyrola  W.  1023  Chimaphila  Ph.      1008  Monotropa  W. 

Tribe  4.  Rhodoraceae. 
403  Azalea  W.  1011  Kalmia  W.  1014  Rhododendron  W. 
404  Chamaaledon  Lk.  1012  Ledum  W.  1015  Epigas'a  W. 893  Menziesia  Sm.         1013  Rhodora  W.  .1076.  Bejaria  Ph. 

Subclass  III.  COROLLIPLOR^. 
Petals  cohering  in  the  form  of  a  hypogynous  corolla,  which  is  not  attached  to  the  calyx. 
To  this  subclass  a^e  to  be  referred  all  genera  which  have  a  monopetalous  corojja,  with  the  stamens  inserted 

into  it,  and  a  superior  ovarium. 
Order  XCV.  MYRSINEJE. 

Showy  shrubs,  with  evergreen  undivided  leaves,  and  cymes  of  white  or  red  flowers.  Theophrasta  is  a  very rare  stove  plant,  with  a  simple  stem,  and  undulated  spiny  toothed  leaves.   The  Ardisias  are  common  in  col- 
lections.  None  are  natives  of  Europe,  but  are  found  in  the  hot  parts  of  Asia,  Africa,  and  America.  Nothing is  known  of  their  properties. 

408  Theophrasta  L.  435  Ardisia  W.  443  Baobotrys  Vahl. 
409  Clavija  FL  per.  2160  Myrsine  R.  Br. 3Z  2 
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Order  XCVI.  SAP0TE.E. 
These  are  also  shrubs,  which  are  mostly  evergreen,  and  natives  of  the  warmer  regions  of  the  world.  Some 

of  the  Bumelias  are  found  in  the  southern  states  of  N.  America,  but  none  of  the  order  exists  in  Europe. 
They  are  chiefly  valuable  for  their  fruit,  which,  in  many  cases,  contributes  richly  to  the  dessert.  Mimusops 
elengi,  Imbricaria  malabarica,  Sideroxylon  spinosum,  are  all  of  this  description  ;  the  star  apples  of  the  West 
Indies,  the  produce  of  several  species  of  Chrysophf  Hum,  and  particularly  of  C.  cainito,  are  esteemed  delicious ; 
and  the  Medlars,  Lucumas,  and  Sapotillas  of  equinoctial  America,  all  the  fruit  of  different  kinds  of  A'chras, are  among  the  most  valuable  productions  of  the  western  world.  The  seeds  of  all  the  order  are  oily  :  those  of 
A'chras  sapota  are  accounted  diuretic  and  aperient  Their  oil  is  not  fluid,  but  so  concrete  as  to  have  the appearance  and  consistence  of  butter,  whence  the  name  of  butter-tree  has  been  applied  to  different  species 
both  in  Africa  and  India.  The  most  famous  of  this  description  is  the  Indian  mava,  mahva,  or  madhuca,  the 
Bassia  butyracea  of  botanists ;  the  seeds  of  which  are  so  oleaginous,  that  a  single  tree  has  been  known  to 
produce  three  quintals  of  oil ;  the  dried  flowers  of  the  same  tree  are  mixed  by  some  Indians  with  their  food, 
and  a  kind  of  spirit  is  distilled  from  them  by  others.  The  juice  of  all  the  sapotas  is  milky,  but  not  acrid  and 
poisonous  like  that  of  most  other  lactescent  orders,  but,  on  the  contrary,  yielding  a  wholesome  beverage  or 
food.  Here  is  supposed  to  belong  the  famous  Palo  de  Vaca,  or  Cowtree  of  South  America,  the  trees  of  which 
are  regularly  milked  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  districts  in  which  it  grows.  According  to  Brown,  the  bark  of 
some  of  the  A'chrases  is  so  astringent  and  febrifugal  as  to  be  substituted  for  quinquina. 

423  Bumelia  W.  426  Jacquinia  W.  434  Manglilla  Juts.         1024  Inocarpus  W. 
424  Chrysophyllum  W.     427  A'chras  W.  881  Mimusops  W.  1074  Bassia  W. 425  Sideroxylon  W.         433  Sersalisia  R.  Br. 

Ohder  XCVII.  SYMPLOCACEJE. 
Shrubs  with  serrated  leaves,  turning  yellow  in  drying,  and  small  white  flowers  which  are  sometimes  fragrant 

The  leaves  of  most  of  them  are  astringent;  those  of  Alstonia  tinge  the  saliva  greenish  yellow,  of  S^mplocos 
Unctoria  are  used  in  America  under  the  name  of  Sweet-leaf,  for  dying  yellow. 

1614  Symplocos  L. 

'Order  KCVIII.  EBENACEiE. 
Some  of  these  are 'hardy  trees  or  shrubs,  with  deciduous  leaves  and  white  flowers,  natives  of  woods,  moun- tains, and  banks  of  streams  in  North  America  and  Europe;  others  are  tropical  evergreens.  Among  the 

former,  the  best  known  are  the  Snow-drop  tree,  or  Halesi,  with  pendent  shewy  white  blossoms ;  and  the 
different  species  of  Stjrrax :  of  the  latter,  many  of  the  Diospyruses' produce  are  eatable  fruit ;  as,  for  example, the  Mabolo  of  the  Phillippine  Islands,  which  is  as  big  as  a  peach,  and  the  Kaki  of  Japan,  which  resembles  an 
apricot  All  these  fruits  are  remarkable  for  their  extreme  austerity  before  maturity,  and  the  necessity  of 
letting  them  decay,  like  our  medlars,  before  they  are  fit  for  table.  These  are  also  distinguished  for  the  excessive 
hardness  of  their  wood,  and  for  the  black  colour  it  sometimes  acquires  when  old,  as  the  Ebony.  The  bark  of 
Diospyros  virginiana  is  used  in  North  America  in  intermittent  fevers. 

1035  Royena  W.  £159  Diospyros  W.  1081  Halesia  W. 
2086  Maba  J.  1025  Styrax  W.  1105?  Visnea  W. 

Order  XCIX.  OLEIN^:. 
The  olives  are  known  by  their  monopetalous  corolla,  with  a  valvular  aestivation,  two  stamens  alternate  with the  segments,  a  bilocular  ovarium  with  no  discus  at  the  base,  and  pendulous  collateral  ovula.  They  were 

formerly  combined  with  the  jasmines.  They  have  all  simple  opposite  leaves ;  their  flowers  are  either  white, 
yellow,  or  purple,  and  frequently  fragrant  The  Phillyreas  are  among  our  finest  evergreens,  and  the  Lilac  or 
Syringa  perhaps  at  .the -head  of  hardy  deciduous  bushes.  The  ash  is  an  anomalous  genus  which  hardly  belongs 
to  the  order.  The  seed  of  the  olive  contains  so  large  a  proportion  of  fixed  oil,  that  it-has  long  been  one  of the  most  important  objects  of  cultivation  in  the  South  of  Europe.  The  bark  and  leaves  of  many  Oleinas  are 
bitter  and  astringent.;  these  .properties  are  particularly  apparent  in  the  ash,  which  has  often  been  employed 
successfully  as  a  febrifuge.  From  the  exudation  of  many  species  of  that  genus,  the  mild  purgative  called 
manna  is, formed ;  it  is  most  commonly  found  upon  the  Crnus.  M.  Decandolle  remarks,  that  in  proof  of  the 
natural. affinity  of  the  plants  here  combined,  and  of  the  propriety  of  separating  the  jasmines  from  them,  it  has 
been  found  that  all  the  olives  as  now  restricted,  will  bud  or  graft  upon  one  another,  but  not  on  the  jasmines. 
Thus  the  lilac  will  graft  on  the  ash,  the  Chionanthus,  and  the  Fontanesia,  and  even  upon  Phillyrea  latifolia, 
and  the  olive  .will  take  upon  the  Phillyrea,  and  even  on  the  ash. 

32  OTea  W.  34  Chionanthus  W.        fl7  Linociera  B.  P.        69  Crnus  P.  S. 
33  Phillyrea               36  Ligustrum  W.           66  Fontanesia  W.       2\51  Fraxinus  W. 
35  NoteUe'a  B.  P.         37  Syringa  W.   — 

Order  C.  JASMINES. 
Fragrance  is  the  predominant  property  of  the  jasmine,  and  has  made  it  for  ages  the  favourite  of  peets  and 

of  the  people ;  this  arises  from  the  presence  of  an  oil  which  can  be  extracted  so  as  to  retain  its  perfume.  In 
medicinal  qualities,  the  jasmines  do  not  differ  materially  from  the  last ;  they  are  neatly  distinguished  by botanists  by  the  direction  of  their  ovula  which  are  erect  in  Jasminese,  and  pendulous  in  Oleinae. 

38  Nyctanthes  W.  39  Jasmlnum  W. 

Order  -CI.  ABOCYNJE.E. 
We  now  turn  from  the  contemplation  of  plants  endued  with  mild  and  agreeable  properties  and  fragrant 

flowers,  and  often  bearing  food  for  man,  to  others  which  are  among  the  most  dangerous  and  fatal  poisons ; 
whose  juices,  milky  indeed,  like  the  Cowtree,  are  not  a  wholesome  and  delicious  beverage  like  those  of  Sapotea?, 
but  on  the  contrary  acrid,  caustic,  or  bitter.  They  are  readily  known  by  the  twisted  direction  of  the  segments 
of  the  corolla,  which  have  been  compared  to  the  Tays  of  a  Catherine's  wheel,  whence  they  were  called  by Linnauis,  Contorta?.  By  far  the  greatest  part  of  the  order  consists  of  tropical  trees  and  shrubs:  a  few 
Apocynums,  Ams6nias,  and  Vincas,  are  natives  of  the  colder  zones  of  the  earth.  Many  are  elegant  climbers, as  the  different  species  of  Echites  and  Melodinus.  The  splendid  Oleander  belongs  to  Nerium ;  the  different 
species  of  Plumieria,  Cameraria,  Stropbfinthus,  and  Arduina  are  stove  plants  of  the  greatest  beauty.  The medicinal  action  of  these  plants  is  highly  powerful.  The  Strychnos,  or  nux  vomica  tree,  is  remarkable  for  its 
bitterness  and  acrid  deleterious  effects,  which  are  indicated  not  only -when  introduced  into  the  stomach,  but still  more  violently  when  absorbed  into  the  system  by  inoculation.  In  general,  the  Apocynea;  are  acrid, 
stimulating,  and  astringent ;  these  principles,  when  in  excess,  act  so  powerfully  on  the  nerves  as  to  produce 
stupefaction.  The  root  of  Ophi6xylon  is  very  bitter  and  purgative :  under  the  name  of  snake-root  it  is  used 
in  India  as  an  antidote  to  the  bites  of«erpents.  The  bark  of.Cerbera  Manghas  is  purgative;  of  Echites 
antidysenterica,  and  the  Wrightta  of  the  same  name,  astringent  and  febrifugal  j  the  leaves  of  the  Vlnca  are 
so  astringent,  that  they  have  been  used  successfully  in  tanning ;  those  of  Nerium  oleander  are  said  to  abound 
in  free  gallic  acid.  The  inspissated  juice  of  a  species  of  Cerbera,  known  in  Mexico  under  the»name  of  Ycotli, is  a  fatal  poison. 

407  Allamanda  W.      411  Nerium  R.  Br.        413  Echites  R.  Br.  415  Plumieria  W. 
410  Vlnca  W.  412  Wrightia  R.Sr.      414  Ichnocfirpus  R.  Br.     416  Strophantus  Dec. 
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417  Cameraria  W.  420  Cerbera  W.  438  Carissa  W.  572  Apfcynum  R.  Br. 418  Tabernsmontana  W.  436  Arduina  W.  440  Gelsemium  J.  573  Melodlnus  Forst. 
2152  Ophi6xylon  W.         437  Strychnos  W.             441  Rauw61fia  W.  299  ?  Monetia  W. 419  Ams6nia  Mich. 

Obdee  CII.  ASCLEPIADEJE. 
These  differ  from  the  last  only  in  having  the  stamens  united  into  a  sort  of  fleshy  crown*  and  the  pollen 

coherent  in  masses  of  a  waxy  substance  like  that  of  Orchides ;  their  properties,  habit  and  geographical 
range,  are  much  the  same.  Periploca  is  a  singular  instance  of  an  asclepiadeous- plant  being' a  nardy  shrub, every  other  frutescent  species  of  the  order  being  natives  of  countries  where  frost  is  unknown.  Hoya  compre- hends climbing  plants,  with  waxen,  clustered,  odoriferous  flowers  distilling  honey.  Pergularia  is  valued  for  its 
fragrance,  Ceropegia  for  its  singularity,  and  Asclepias  for  beauty  and  hardiness.  But  the  most  extraordinary 
genera  of  the  order  are  Stapelia,  Piaranthus,  and  Huernia,  in  which  the  place  of  leaves  is  supplied  by  fleshy 
short  stems  of  various  forms,  and  whose  flowers  are  not  less  singular  for  their  curious  and  complex  organiza- 

tion, than  they  are  remarkable  for  their  strange  coloring  and  spotting,  and  offensive  for  their  fostor.  The  root 
of  Gymnema  vomitorium,  Asclepias  curassavica,  Calotropis  procera,  and  some  others,  isemployed  in  different 
countries  for  ipecacuanha.  An  infusion  of  the  root  of  Asclepias  dectimbens  has  the  singular  property  of 
exciting  general  perspiration ;  whence  it  is  successfully  used  in  Virginia  for  pleurisy.  It  is  very  singular 
that,  in  a  tribe  of  plants  so  generally  poisonous  as  these  are,  the  young  shoots  of  some  species  should  be 
an  article  of  food :  of  this  nature  are  Pergularia  epulis,  Periploca  esculenta,  Apocynum  indicum,  and  several more. 

574  Periploca  R.  Br.        581  Cynanchum  R.  Br.       587  Gomphocarpus  R.  Br.  593  Ceropegia  Roxb. 
575  Cryptosttfgia  R.  Br.    582  Oxystelma  R.  Br.        588  Asclepias  R.  Br.  594  Stapelia  R.  Br. 
576  Hemidesmus  R.  Br.  583  Gymnema  R.  Br.        589  Gondlobus  R.  Br.        595  Piaranthus  R.  Br. 
577  Secamone  R.  Br.       584  Cal6tropis  R.  Br.        590  Pergularia  R.  Br.        596  Huernia  R.  Br. 
57*  Microloma  R.  Br.      585  Dischidia  R.  Br.         591  Mar&denia  R.  Br.        597  Brachystelma  R.  Br 
579  Sarcostemma  R.  Br.   586  Xysmalobium  R.  Br.    592  Hoya  R.  Br.  598  Caralruma  R.  Br. 
580  Ds'mia  R.  Br. 

Order  CHI.  GENTIANE-E. 
An  order  in  some  degree  intermediate  between  Polemoniaceae  and  Scrophularinea?,  from  both  which  it  is 

distinguished  both  by  habit  and  fruit ;  some  of  the  genera  border  closely  upon  Apocynea;.  The  species  are 
natives  of  cool  or  mountainous  regions  or  pools  in  all  parts  of  the- world.  The  Gentians  are  mostly  dwarf herbaceousplants,  with  deep  blue  flowers ;  the  latter  color,  and  different  shades  of  orange,  being  the  prevail- 

ing hues.  They  are  ail  pretty,  and  many  beautiful  in  the  highest  degree ;  but,,  with  a  few  exceptions,  they  are 
impatient  of  cultivation.  The  medicinal  properties  of  the  root  of  Gentiana  lutea,  rdbra,  and  purpurea,  are 
eminently  tonic,  stomachic,  and  febrifugal ;  their  bitterness  is  second  only  to  Quassia.  Similar,  but  more 
feeble  virtues,  are  found  in  most  of  the  order,  especially  in  Villarsia  ovata,  Gentiana  peruviana,  Chirayita, 
Fraslra  Walteri,  &c.  Spigelia  anthelmia  is  used  as  a  vermifuge;  and  the  root  of  Spigelia  marylandica  infused 
in  water  as  anthelmintic,  and  in  wine  as  febrifuge.  Potalia  amara  is  used  in  Guiana  as  an  emetic.  A  kind 
of  spirit  is  distilled  in  Switzerland  from  the  roots  of  Gentiana,  macerated  in  water. 

281  SebaVa  R.  Br.        365  Eustoraa  P.  L.  600  Gentiana  W.  368  Logania  R.  Br. 
282  Frasera  Walt.        366  Erythras'a  P.  S.  599  Swertia  W.   
280  E'xacum  W.  367  Sabbatia  P.  L.  379  Spigelia  W.  362  Menyanthes  W. 364  Chir6nia  L.  894  Chlora  W.  378  Lisianthus  W.  363  Villarsia  R.  Br. 

Order  CIV.  BIGNONIACE^I. 
The  showy  trumpet-shaped  flowers  and  broad  leaves  of  these  plants,  render  them  objects  of  general  admir- 

ation. The  greatest  number  is  found  in  the  equinoctial  regions,  a  few  only  passing  beyond  those  limits  to  the 
north  Bignonia  radicans  is  a  hardy  climbing  plant,  of  exceeding  beauty ;  and  the  Jacarandas  are  resplendent with  flowers  of  blue  or  purple,  and  leaves  which  emulate  the  elegance  of  the  Acacia.  Nothing  important  is 
known  of  their  qualities.  Their  wood  is  said  to  resist  the  attack  of  worms. 

St  Catalpa  Juss.  1294  Bignonia  W.  1295  Jacaranda  Juss. 
Order  CV.  COB-STACE-ST. 

A  climbing  genus  with  large  purple  flowers,  recently  separated  from  the  Bigndnias  by  Mr.  Don.  Nothing 
is  known  of  its  medicinal  properties^ 388-  Coba^a  Cav. 

Order  CVI.  POLEMONIACE.32. 
Herbaceous  plants  with  showy  blue,  red,  or  white  flowers,  and  often  with  pinnated  leaves.  They  are  natives 

of  cool  or  mountainous  parts  in  Europe  and  America.   Nothing  is  known  of  their  properties. 
369  Phlox  W.  70  Polem6nium  W.  389  Cantua  W.  390  Hoitzia  Cav. 

Order  CVII.  CONVOLVULACEA 
Nearly  the  whole  of  these  are  twining  plants,  with  shewy  flowers  expanding  beneath  the  influence  of  bright 

sunshine.  A  few  are  shrubs,  but  the  greater  part  are  herbaceous,  and  very  many  annual  They  are  fre- 
quently, also,  weeds,  which,  from  their  creeping  roots,  are  difficult  to  extirpate.  All  parts  of  the  world 

produce  them,  from  the  cold  regions  of  the  north  to  the  burning  soil  of  the  equator.  Cuscuta  is  a  singular 
parasite,  wholly  destitute  of  leaves.  The  root  of  many  is  filled  with  a  milky  acrid  juice,  which  is-  very  purgative-- Scammony,  jalap,  and  some  other  drugs,  are  the  produce  of  Convolvulaceae.  The  root  of  Convolvulus 
floridus  and  scoparius,  and  Ipoms'a  quam6clit,  is  stimulatory;  that  of  Conv61vulus  batatas,  which  is  the sweet  potato  of  America  and  Southern  Europe ;  and  Conv61vulus  Idulis  are  wholesome  articles  of  food. 

Hydrolete  are  little  known,  pretty,  herbaceous  plants,  mostly  with  blue  flowers,  native  both  of  cold  and 
tropical  countries ;  Diapensia  fapponica  being  an  inhabitant  of  Lapland  mountains,  and  Hydrolea  spin6sa  of 
West  Indian  marshes.  Their  botanical  characters  are  very  neatly  the  same  as  those  of  Polemoniaceae.  The 
roots  of  Hydrolea  spindsa  are  reputed  bitter,  and  slightly  purgative. 

Tribe  1.  Genuine. 
383  Ipoma^a  R.  Br*  387  Calystegia  R.  Br.  310  Cuscuta  W. 384  Conv61vulus  Wl  602  Falkia  L.  603  Dich6ndra  W. 
385  Argyreia  Lour.  696  Evolvulus  L.  391  Retzia  Th. 

Tribe  2.  Hydroleje. 
601  Hydrolea  W.  358  Diapensia  W  359  Pyxidanthera  Mi. 

Order  CVI  1 1.  BORAGINEjE. 
True  Boragineae  are  chiefly  herbaceous  plants,  with  alternate  exstipulate  leaves,  the  surface  of  which  is 

covered  over  with  minute  asperities,  and  with  flowers  arranged  in  one-sided  spikes  or  racemes,  occasionally 
solitary.    Each  flower  has  also  four  distinct  little  nuts  or  seeds,  as  they  are  commonly  called.   Some  E'chiums 3  Z  3 
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and  a  few  more  are  shrubs.  They  are  found  abundantly  in  Europe,  Siberia,  and  the  North  of  Africa,  less 
commonly  in  India,  and  the  equinoctial  parts  of  the  world ;  in  some  quantity  in  North  America,  and  in 
tolerable  abundance  inNew  Holland.  Within  the  tropics  the  order  is  principally  represented  by  Heliotropiums 
and  Tournefortias ;  in  colder  latitudes  by  Anchfisas,  Cynoglossums,  herbaceous  K'chiums,  and  the  like. 
Some  are  mere  weeds,  quite  unworthy  of  culture;  others  are  eminently  beautiful,  as  many  E'chiums, On6smas,  Onosmodiums,  Symphy turns,  and  others.  In  general  they  are  mucilaginous  and  emollient,  qualities 
which  are  especially  abundant  in  the  root  of  Symphytum  and  Cynoglossum.  Pure  nitre  has  been  found  in 
several  plants  of  the  order.  A  red  color  is  given  out  by  Anchftsa  tinct6ria,  Lithospermum  tinctorium,  and 
On6sraa  echioides,  which  is  used  in  dying.  Several  plants  are  employed  on  the  same  account  in  America.  The 
Hydrophylleae  are  often  considered  as  distinct,  on  account  of  their  capsular  fruit  and  cartilaginous  albumen. 
One  or  two  of  these  are  pretty  plants,  but  most  of  them  mere  weeds. 

Tribe  1.  Asperifoli*. 
316  Coldenia  TV. 
325  Heliotripium  L. 
326  Myosotis  B.  P. 
327  Echinosp^rmum  Sw. 328  Mattia  Sch. 
329  Tiaridium  Lehm. 

330  Lithospermum  TV. 331  Batschia  Mich. 
332  On6sma  TV. 
333  Anchusa  TV. 
334  Symphytum  TV. 335  Onosmodiura  Mich. 

336  Cynoglossum  TV. 
337  Omphalodes  Lehm. 338  Pulmonaria  W. 
339  Cerinthe  TV. 
340  Borago  TV. 
341  Trichodesma  R.J3r. 

342  Asperfigo  TV. 343  N6nea  Monch. 
344  Lycopsis  TV. 345  E'chium  TV. 346  Tournefortia  R.  Br. 
347  Nolana  TV. 

372  Hydrophf Uum  TV. 
Tribe  2.  HydrophyllEjB. 

373  Phacllia  Mich.  386  Ncm6phila  Nutt.    432  EUisia  TV. 

Order  CIX.  CORDIACEJE. 
Trees  formerly  referred  to  the  last  order,  from  which  their  habit,  plaited  cotyledons,  and  dichotomous  style 

divide  them.    Little  is  known  of  their  properties,  except  that  the  flesh  of  their  fruit  is  emollient  and  muci- laginous. The  nuts  of  Cordis  Sebestena  are  employed  sometimes  as  laxatives. 
428  Cordia  TV.  429  Varronia  W.  430  Ehretia  TV.  431  Bourreria  Gcert.  . 

Order  CX.  SOLANE.E. 
The  baneful  nightshade  represents  this  order,  which  participates  very  generally  in  its  qualities,  although 

they  are  frequently  hidden  beneath  a  fairer  form,  and  often  much  mitigated,  Many  of  the  Solanums  are  very 
handsome.  The  Verb&scums,  Datfiras,  and  Solandras  are  all  plants  of  great  beauty,  although  the  former,  on 
account  of  their  frequency,  are  despised  in  gardens.  C&psicums  are  famous  for  their  pungent  fruit  and  seeds ; 
Brunsfelsias  for  their  fragrance,  and  Nicotianas,  or  Tobacco,  for  their  fcetor.  The  leaves  indeed  of  the  whole 
order  are  disagreeably  scented.  The  usual  effect  of  Solaneae  is  narcotic ;  but  it  is  thought  that  this  has  been 
exaggerated,  on  account  of  the  intense  and  deleterious  properties  of  A'tropa  bellad6nna.  These,  accord, ing  to  the  observations  of  Vauquelin,  depend  upon  the  presence  of  a  bitter  nauseous  matter  which  is  soluble 
in  spirits  of  wine,  forming  with  tannin  an  insoluble  compound,  and  giving  out  ammonia  when  decomposed  by 
fire.  Notwithstanding  the  narcotic  power  of  the  roots  of  the  Mandrake,  the  Bellad6nna,  and  others,  those  of 
the  potato  are  found  to  contain  an  abundant  feecula,  which  is  among  the  most  valuable  food  of  man.  The 
leaves  of  many  Solaneae  are  exciting  and-  narcotic,  but  in  very  unequal  degree,  as  in  Tobacco,  Phf  salis, Henbane,  &c. ;  those  of  the  Nightshade  excite  vertigo,  convulsions,  and  vomiting.  The  juice  of  Stramonium is  given  in  North  America,  in  doses  of  from  twenty  to  thirty  grains,  in  cases  of  epilepsy.  The  fruit  of 
Phf  salis  Alkekengi  is  a  veterinary  diuretic ;  that  of  P.  edulis  is  used  in  tarts ;  that  of  Solarium  Lycopersicum, 
and  Melongena,  is  served  at  table  in  various  forms,  under  the  name  of  Tomatoes  and  Aubergines. 

375  Verbascum  W. 
374  Ram6nda  P.S. 

1377  Alonsoa  H.  K. 
1376  Celsia  TV. 
376  Datura  IV. 
377  Brugmansia'.P.  S. 380  Nicfndra  J. 

381  Hyoscyamus  L. 382  Nicotiana  TV. 
446  A'tropa  TV. 
447  Mandrag6ra  TV.  en. 
<m  Phf salis  TV. 
449  Saracha  Fl.  per. 

273  Witheringia  W. 450  I.fcium  W. 
371  V&tia  W.  en. 451  Solanum  W. 
452  Nyctelrium  Vent. 
453  Capsicum  W. 

1336  Crescentia  W. 
1375  Brunsftlsia  W. 445  Solandra  W. 
446  Cestrum  W. 

1378  Anthocercis  R.  Br. 
1000?  Godon  W. 

Order  CXI.  OROBANCHRJE. 
Leafless  parasites  on  roots,  with  brown  or  colorless  scaly  stems  and  flowers. 

1335  Orobfinche  W.  1339  Lathrasa  W. 

Order  CXI1.  SCROPHULARINE^. 
A  great  part  of  Linnteus's  Didynamia  Angiospermia  is  found  here,  capsular  fruit  and  didjnamous  stamens being  among  the  most  obvious  characteristics  of  the  order.  The  species  are  generally  herbs  with  opposite 

leaves,  very  rarely  shrubs ;  and  natives  of  mountains,  valleys,  ditches,  woods,  and  waysides,  in  all  parts  of  the 
world.  The  Personatae  have  the  palate  so  prominent  as  to  close  up  the  orifice  of  the  corolla.  Ringentes  have 
the  palate  open.  Some  are  highly  ornamental,  as  Digitalis,  Pedicularis,  Calceolaria,  Sec,  others  are  mere 
weeds,  as  is  the  case  with  a  large  proportion  of  them.  Most  of  them  have  a  weak  unpleasant  smell,  a  bitterish 
taste,  and  acrid  and  suspicious  properties ;  but  this  odor  is  sweet  and  aromatic  in  the  Ambulia  of  Lamarck; 
the  taste  is  refreshing  in  Mimulus  luteus,  which  is  a  culinary  plant  in  Peru,  and  the  ordinary  acrid  properties 
become  emollient  in  some  Antirrhinums.  The  Rhinanthaceae  are  remarkable  for  their  astringent  tonic  bark 
and  leaves.  The  leaves  and  roots  of  Scrophularia  aquatica,  Gratiola  officinalis  and  peruviana,  and  Calceolaria, 
act  as  purgatives,  or  in  strong  doses  produce  vomiting :  these  properties  exist,  in  a  high  degree,  in  Digitalis 
purpurea.  The  leaves  of  this  plant,  reduced  to  powder,  excite  vomiting  and  vertigo,  excite  urine  and  saliva, 
and  lower  the  pulse :  in  too  strong  doses  they  cause  death ;  in  moderate  doses  they  are  useful  in  scrophula, 
dropsy,  asthma,  &c. 

1343  Antirrhinum  J. 
1344  Linaria  J. 
1345  Anarrhinum  Desf. 

Tribe  1.   Personate  (or  RuiNanthace*). 
1346  Nemesia  Vent.        1342  Euphrasia  W.  1337  Castilteja  Stn. 
1347  Maurfindya  W.  1340  Rhinanthus  W.  1299  Tourr£ttia  J. 1349  Pedicularis  W.        1341  Baftsia  W.  1298  Chelone  W. 

40  Veronica  TV. 
43  Gratiola  W. 
51  Calceolaria  W. 

276  Scoparia  W. 279  Buddlea  TV. 
1297  Pentstemon  TV. 
863  Disandra  TV. 

1338  Halleria  TV. 
1348  Gerardia  TV. 

TribeS 
1350  Erinus  TV. 
1351  Mimulus  TV. 
1352  Hornemannia  TV. 
1353  Mazus  Lour. 
1354  Isoplexis  Lindl. 
1355  Digitalis  TV. 
1356  Scrophularia  TV. 1357  Vand^llia  L. 
1358  Sibth6rpia  TV. 

Ringentes; 
1359  Limosglla  TV. 
1360  Browfillia  TV. 

i.     1361  Stemodia  TV. 1362  Trevirfaa  TV.  en. 
1363  Columnea  TV. 
1364  RusseUia  TV. 1365  Dodartia  TV. 
1366  Lindemia  R.  Br. 
1367  Herpestis  R.  Br. 

1368  Capraria  P.  S. 1369  Buchnera  B.  P. 
1370  Manulea  TV.  en. 
1371  Angelonia  Kth. 1372  Schizanthus  R.  &P. 
1373  Besleria  TV. 
1374  Te£dia  P  S. 
1379  Cymbaria  TV. 
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Tribe  3.  MelampyracejE. 
1315  Melampyrum  W. 

Order  CXIII.  LABIAT/E. 
A  portion  of  Diandria  Monogynia,  and  the  whole  of  Didynamia  Gymnospermia  of  Linnaeus,  make  up 

Labiatse,  which  are  characterized  by  their  didynamous  stamens,  four  little  nuts  or  naked  seeds,  single  style,  and 
irregular  corolla.  They  are  mostly  natives  of  extra-tropical  countries,  although  under  the  form  of  Hyptis, 
Anisomeies,  I<e6cas,  O'cymum,  &c,  they  are  found  in  the  hottest  zones  of  the  world.  Many  are  extremely odoriferous  in  the  leaves,  some  bear  handsome  flowers,  but  by  far  the  greater  part  are  no  better  than  weeds. 
They  are  all  remarkable  for  their  tonic,  cordial,  and  stomachic  virtues '.  they  contain  both  a  bitter  and  an aromatic  principle,  in  different  proportions.  The  bitterness  which  is  given  out  in  decoctions,  resides  in  a  gum- 
resinous  secretion,  abounding  in  some  TeGcriums,  which  are  particularly  employed  as  stomachics,  and  some- 

times as  febrifuges  :  those  which  abound  in  essential  oil,  and  which  are  consequently  aromatic,  are  used  as 
stimulants.  From  the  different  degree  of  combination  of  these  principles  in  different  plants,  they  have  obtained 
various  uses ;  such  as  savory,  thyme,  marjoram,  for  seasoning  of  food ;  sage,  balm,  ground  ivy  for  tea ;  marum, 
marjoram,  lavender,  and  thyme,  for  sternutatories ;  others,  such  as  lavender,  mint,  balm,  and  rosemary,  for 
perfumes.  It  is  a  remarkable  fact,  that  the  essential  oil  of  all  contains  camphor,  which  exists  in  such  quantity in  sage  and  lavender,  that  it  has  been  supposed  that  the  separating  of  it  might  become  an  object  of  commerce. 

55  Lycopus  W. 56  Amethystea  W. 
57  Ziziphora  W. 

%  1.  Diandrce. 58  Cunila  P.  S. 
59  Hedeoma  P.  S. 
60  Monarda  W. 

61  Rosmarinus  W. 
62  Salvia  W. 
63Collinsonia  W. 

1242  A'juga  W. 1213  Anisomeies  R.  Br. 
1244  Teucrium  W. 
1245  Westringia  Sm. 
1246  Satureja  W. 
mi  Thymbra  W. 1248  Hyss6pus  W. 
1249  Nepeta  W. 1250  Elsh61tzia  W. 
1251  Lavandula  W. 
1252  Sideritis  W. 
K53  Bystrop6gon  W. 

5  2. 

1254  Mentha  W. 
1255  Perilla  W. 
1256  Hyptis  Pott. 3257  Horminum  Ort. 
1258  Glechoma  W. 
1259  Lamiura  W. 
1260  Galedpsis  W. 
1261  Galedbdolon,  E. 1262  Bet6nica  W. 
1263  Stachys  W. 1264  Zietenia  Pers. 
1265  Ballota  W. 

Tetrandrte. 
1266  Marrfibium  W. 
1281  Leondrus  R.  Br. 
1268  Phlomis  R.  Br. 
1259  Leficas  R.  Br. 
1270  Leon6tis  R.  Br. 
1271  Moluccella  W. 
1272  Clinop6dium  W. 

B.     1273  Pycnanthemum  Th. 
1274  Origanum  W. 
1275  Thymus  L. 
1276  A'cynos  Pers. 1277  Calamintha  Ph. 

1278  Melissa  W. 
1279  Dracocephalum  W. 1280  Melittis  W. 
1281  O'cymum  W. 1282  Plectranthus  W. 1283  Trichostema  W. 
1284  Prostanthera  R.  Br. 
1285  Scutellaria  W. 
1286  Prunella  W. 
1287  Cle6nia  W. 
1288  Prasium  W. 
l289Phr>ma  W. 

Order  CXIV.  PEDALING. 
Herbaceous  plants,  formerly  included  in  Bignoniaceae,  from  which  they  are  distinguished  by  the  small 

number  of  seeds  in  each  cell  of  the  fruit     Natives  of  the  tropics,  with  shewy  trumpet-shaped  flowers. 
The  seeds  of  Sesamum  abound  in  oil,  which  is  easily  expressed,  for  which  Hie  common  species  is  extensively cultivated  in  hot  countries. 

1296  Sesamum  W. 1300  Martynia  W. 1331  Pedilium  W. 

Order  CXV.  MYOPORINEiE. 
South  Sea  and  New  Holland  shrubs,  with  scarcely  any  hair.   The  leaves  are  simple,  alternate,  or  opposite, 

with  no  stipulse.   The  flowers,  scarlet,  white,  or  blue,  axillary  without  bractes.   These  are  very  near  Verbe- 
nacese.   Stenochilus  is  the  handsomest  genus  of  the  order:  the  Avicennias  are  shore  plants,  growing  in  the 
{>lace  of  the  mangroves,  and  shooting  their  long  roots  to  a  great  distance  among  the  mud,  sometimes  to  the 
ength  of  six  feet  along  the  surface  before  they  fix  themselves.  Their  medicinal  properties,  if  any,  are unknown; 

1323  Avicennia  L.       1332  Myoporum  Forst.       1333  Stenochilus  R.  Brr       1334  Bontia  R.  Br. 
Order  CXVI.  VERBENACEiE 

A  mixture  of  weeds  and  "shewy  herbs,  of  humble  creeping  plants  and  of  lofty  timber  trees.  Some  of  the Vitexes  and  Clerodendrums  are  handsome  shrubs :  Aloysia  is  esteemed  for  the  fragrance  of  its  flowers,  and 
Holmskioldia  for  the  refulgent  scarlet  of  its  enlarged  calyxes.  Tectona  produces  the  famous  Indian  teakwood. 
No  properties  of  consequence  have  been  attributed,  by  medical  men,  to  any  plant  of  the  order,  those  formerly 
ascribed  to  the  vervain  and  chaste-tree  being  now  disregarded.  The  species  are  natives  of  waysides  in  Europe, and  of  woods  and  barren  plains  in  the  tropics. 

1322  Verbena  L. 
54  Stachytarpheta  Vahl 1310  Zapania  J. 1320  Priva  P.  S. 

1314  Lippia  L. 
272  Callicarpa  W. 65  Ghinia  IV. 

274  iEgiphila  W. 421  Tectona  W. 
1309  Hebenstreitia  W. 
1310  Hosta  Jacq. 
1317  Vitex  W. 
1318  Comutia  W. 

1313  Alof  sia  FT.  per. 
1316  Selago  W. 1312  Lantana  W. 
1311  Gmelina  W. 
1321  Spielmannia  W. 1324  Caldasia  W. 

1325  Clerodendrum  B.  P. 
1326  Volkameria  H.  K. 
1327  Holmski61dia  H.  K, 
1328  Petrea  W. 
1329  Cithargxylum  W. 
1330  Duranta  W. 

Order  CXVII.  ACANTHACE^; 
These  are  known  by  the  elastic  dehiscence  of  their  capsules,  and  the  hooked  processes  of  the  6eeds.  They 

are  almost  entirely  tropical  herbs  or  shrubs,  with  the  pubescence,  if  any,  simple  or  capitate,  but  never  stellate. 
Their  leaves  are  opposite,  occasionally  arranged  in  fours,  simple  and  undivided,  or  very  seldom  lobed.  The 
flowers  are  either  in  imbricated  heads  or  open  racemes,  always  enclosed  in  their  bractea? ;  and  are  white,  blue, 
yellow,  searlet,  or  purple.  Some  of  the  species  are  very  shewy,  but  few  of  them  are  cultivated  commonly ;  a 
large  proportion  are  mere  weeds.  The  Thunbergias  are  fine  climbers,  and  the  Acanthus  mollis,  the  foliage 
of  which  gave  rise  to  the  classical  acanthus  of  architecture,  is,  perhaps,  except  Morina  persica,  one  of  the 
most  interesting  of  hardy  herbaceous  plants.  It  is  also  one  of  the  few  species  to-  which  any  medical  properties 
are  ascribed,  being  used  sometimes  as  an  emollient  by  reason  of  its  mucilage.  Justicia  bifl6ra  is  employed  in 
Egypt  as  a  poultice,  J.  Ecbolium  as  a  diuretic,  and  J.  pectoralis  as  a  vulnerary. 
•  45  Elytraria  It.  49  Er&nthemum  P.  B.     1384  Ruellia  J.  1306  Aphelandra  R.  Br. 46  Hypoestes  R.  Br.  1302  Barleria  W.  1305  Blechum  R.  Bf.         1307  Crossandra  P.  L. 
47  Justicia  W.  1303  Phayl6psis  Juts.        1301  Acanthus  W.  1308  Thunbergia  W. 48  Dicliptera  W. 

Order  CXVIIf.  LENTIBULARI^T. 
Very  pretty  interesting  aquatics,  which  are  scarcely  susceptible  of  cultivation,  except  in  a  few  cases.  The 

Pingueculas  are  either  European  or  North  American,  inhabiting  elevated  patches  in  bogs  :  the  Utricularias 
are  floaters,  found  in  most  countries  in  marshes  and  little  rills :  their  flowers,  are  white,  yellow,  or  blue. 

52  Pinguicula  W.  53  Utricularia  W. 
3  Z  4 
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Order  CXIX.  PRIMULACEjE. 
Beautiful  dwarf  herbs,  Inhabiting  the  mountains  and  meadows  of  all  parts  of  the  world,  but  especially  in 

the  northern  hemisphere.  Nothing  can  be  more  lovely  than  the  little  delicate  alpine  Primulas,  Androsaces, 
Aretias,  and  Soldaneilas,  with  their  little  modest  blossoms,  sometimes  rivalling  the  whiteness  of  the  surround, 
ing  snow,  sometimes  emulating  the  intense  blue  of  the  empyrean,  as  if  the  one  had  borrowed  its  hues  from 
heaven,  and  the  other  from  the  spotless  mantle  of  the  eartn.  Hoft6nia  is  a  naiad  of  the  stream,  inhabiting 
several  parts  of  England,  in  ponds  and  ditches,,  which  are  enlivened  for  many  a  month  with  its  rosy  flowers, 
peeping  from  among  the  sedge  and  under  grass,  by  which  it  is  environed.  All  the  genera  are  familiar  to  gar- 

deners, except  Centunculus  and  Sch  wenckia^ of  which  the  former  is  singular  in  the  order,  as  being  an  obscure 
minute  weed,  and  the  latter  has  inelegant  green  flowers,  curious  to  the  botanist  but  ungrateful  to  the  florist. 
The  prominent  botanical  character  is  the  one-celled  fruit,  with  a  central  placenta,  and  the  stamens  opposite 
the  petals.  The  properties  of  Primulaceae  are  feeble  and  of  little  consequence ;  they  appear  to  be  slightly 
astringent  and  bitter;  the  root  of  CjFclamen  is  acrid,  and  only  eaten  by  wild  boars;  the  flowers  of  the 
primrose  and  cowslip  are  fragrant,  and  mildly  sudorific  and  soporific.  Cortusa  Mathiola  has  been  used  in nervous  disorders. 

350  Primula  W.  352  Soldaneila-  W.  356  Lysimachia  W.  277  Centunculus  W. 349  Androsace  W.  353  Dodecatheon  W.  392  Lubinia  Comm.  42  Schwenckia  W. 
348  Aretia  W.                  354  Cyclamen  W.          357  Anagffllis  W.              471  Sam61us  W. 
351  Cortusa  W.  355  Hott6nia  W.  360  C6ris  W.  862  Trientalis 

Order  CXX.  GLOBTJLARINiE. 
Pretty  alpine  plants  with  blue  flowers.   The  leaves  of  Globularia  Alypum  arevery  bitter  and  powerfully 

purgative,  giving  at  the  same  time  a  tone  to  the  stomach  and  intestines. 
260  Globularia  W. 

Ordeb>CXXI.  PLUMBAGINE^ 
These  are  properly  placed  at  the  limit  between  Monochlaraydea?  and  Dichlaraydea?,  to  either  of  which  they are  referable  in  the  minds  of  some  botanists,  although  it  appears,  upon  the  whole,  to  be  most  convenient  to 

station  them  where  they  are  now  arranged.  They  are  loWshrubs  or  herbaceous  plants,  with  shewy  red  or 
blue  flowers  of  an  arid  texture,  inhabiting  salt  marshes  and  subalpine  tracts,  in  the  temperate  latitudes  of 
both  the  northern  and  southern  hemispheres.  All  the  Statices  and  Armerias  are  fine  plants  worth  culti- 

vating. The  root  of  Statice  Lim6nium  is  astringent  and  tonic;  of  the  Plumbagos,  the  root  and  whole  plant 
are  acrid  and  caustic,  and  employed  as  vesica tories. 

324  Plumbago  W.  70S  Arraeria  W.  en.  706  Statice  W.  en. 

Subdivision  II.  MONOCHLAMYDEiE. 
Berianthium  simple. 

The  absence  of  corolla  characterizes  this  subdivision  of  dicotyledonous  vegetation ;  but  as  the  term 
corolla  is  subject  to  frequent  misunderstanding,  it  should  be  borne  in  mind,  that  whenever  there  is  only  one 
floral  envelope,,  that  envelope  is  to  be  considered  calyx,  whether  green,  as  in  most  cases,  or  colored,  as  in  the Marvel  of  Peru. 

Order  CXX1I.  PLANTAGINE*^. 
Little  inconspicuous  herbs  found  in  waste  places  all  over  the  world.  The  leaves  are  stellate,  and  occasionally 

temate ;  the  pubescence  is  jointed ;  the  flowers  are  brownish,  and  arrayed  in  dense  spikes.  Their  leaves  are 
rather  bitter  and  astringent;  their  seeds  mucilaginous  and  rather  acrid;  those  of  Plantago  arenaria  are 
imported  in  large  quantities  from  the  south  of  France,  for  the  purpose  of  forming  an  infusion  in  which 
muslins  are  washed,  P.  media  is  sometimes  cultivated  by  farmers  under  the  name  of  ribgrass. 

278  Plantago  W.  1967  Littorella  W. 
Order  CXXIII.  NYCTAGINE*:. 

With  the  exception  of  Mirabilis,  in  which  the  colored  calyx  has  a  shewy  effect,  all  the  order  consists  of 
weeds,  growing  often  among  the  loose  sand  on  the  sea  coast  of  the  tropics  and  western  hemisphere;  none  are 
found  in  Europe.  The  Abr6nias  are  curious,  neat,  and  often  fragrant  The  root  of  Mirabilis  Jalapa  was 
formerly  considered  the  jalap,  which  is  now  known  to-be  an  error ;  it  is  however  purgative,  although  in  a  less degree.   Boerhaivia  tuberosa  is  also  a  reputed  purgative. 

IS  Boerhaavia  W.       81  Calyraenia  B.  P.      322  Mirabilis  W.       323  Abronia  Juss.      864  Pis6nia  W. 
Order  CXXIV.  AMARANTHACEiE. 

Upon  this  order  Dr.  von  Martius  has  the  following  remarks :  Leaves,  especially  when  young,  of  a  lax  soft 
texture  abounding  in  saccharine,  mucilaginous,  and  fibrous  particles,  and  therefore  fit  for  food.  The  seeds 
are  farinaceous,  consisting  chiefly  of  starch  and  mucus.  Their  virtues  are  nutritive,  emollient,  demulcent; 
the  root  of  Gomphrena  officinalis  is  tonic  and  stimulant  The  species  are  either  gregarious  or  solitary ; 
mostly  diffuse  and  villous,  and  existing  in  dry  stony  exposed  places,  or  erect  and  reclining  en  other  vegetables, 
with  little  pubescence,  when  found  on  the  skirts  of  ancient  forests ;  a  few  are  found  in  saline  coast  places ; 
finally  they  are  more  common  in  low  land,  little  elevated  above  the  surface  of  the  sea,  than  in  mountainous 
regions  They  are  met  with  in  both  hemispheres ;  rarely  under  the  equator,  but  increasing  both  north- 

wards and  southwards  as  we  recede  from  them ;  they  are  confined  to  no  countries  in  particular,  but  are  found 
to  affect  all  regions  of  the  world.  Among  an  abundance  of  weeds,  we  distinguish  a  few  fine  plants  deserving 
cultivation,  as  the  Globe  Amaranthus,  the  Cockscombs,  and  a  few  species  of  Amaranthus,  one  of  which,  under 
the  name  of  Love-lies-bleeding,  is  commonly  reared  for  the  sake  of  its  long,  tail-like,  pendent  masses  of  crimson 
flowers.    Amaranthus  oleraceus,  and  a  few  others,  are  occasionally  cultivated  as  potherbsi 

552  Achyrinthes  W.        556  Alternanthera  B.  Br.     5S3  peeringia  B.  Br.  918  Aphananthe  Lk. 
553  Philoxerus  B.  Br.       560  iErfia  Juss.  565  Celosia  B.  Br  1975  Amaranthus  W. 
554  Desmochas'ta  Dec.      561  Lestibudesia  B,  Br.       566  Gomphrena  B.  Br.      2069  Iresme  W. 

Order  CXXV.  ILLECEBREJE. 
Weeds  distinguished  from  Amaranthaceas  by  their  membranous  stipules.  They  are  found  in  dry  barren 

places,  for  which  they  are  better  fitted  than  for  a  garden,  unless  as  objects  of  curiosity. 
555  Illecebrum  Juss.  569  Mollia  W.  82  Loeflingia  W  226  MinuSrtia 
557  Paronychia  Juss.  614  Herniaria  W.  221  Polycarpon  W.         227  Quena  W. 
559  AnychiaM«*.  order  CXXVI.  CHENOPODEiE. 

The  habit  of  this  order  is  a  better  distinction  from  Amaranthacea?,  than  any  artificial  character  which  it  is 
easy  to  point  out.  While  Amaranthacea?  have  a  dry  perianthium  with  a  dense  inflorescence,  Chenopodea?  on 
the  contrary  have  a  fleshy  perianthum  and-  a  very  effuse  inflorescence.    In  the  former,  the  stamens  are  usually 
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inserted  under  the  ovarium  :  in  the  latter  into  the  calyx,  but  this  mark  is  not  constant  None  of  them,  unless 
Phytolacca  is  excepted,  can  be  esteemed  plants  of  ornament;  on  the  contrary,  they  have  a  weedy  uninviting 
appearance,  which  is  not  improved  by  the  fetid  smell'  of  some  of  them.  But,  although  their  appearance  is  less attractive  than  that  of  the  Amaranths,  their  use  to  man  is  far  more  considerable.  Their  qualities  are  very 
various ;  Camphor6sma  has  the  smell  of  camphor ;  Petiveria  stinks  like  onions ;  Phytolacca  roots,  leaves,  and 
berries,  are  violent  purgatives  and  emetics ;  the  latter  are  esteemed  in  North  America  nearly  equal  to  Guaiacum, 
and  are  employed  in  chronic  rheumatisms,  and  in  rheumatic  pains  following  venereal  diseases ;  an  extract  of the  berries  nas  been  employed  in  scrophula  and  cancerous  ulcers ;  and  the  young  shoots  of  the  plant  are  eaten 
in  the  United  States  as  asparagus.  Some  of  the  Chenopodiums,  as  Ambrosioides,  B6trys,  &c,  possess  anti- 

spasmodic and  tonic  properties ;  the  leaves  of  Spinacia,  and  of  many  Chenopodiums,  are  eaten  as  spinach ;  as are  those  of  Basella  in  China  and  India.  Salsola  and  Salicornia  are  often  employed  as  pickles.  Beet  roots  are 
equally  valuable  as  a  culinary  and  agricultural  production,  and  the  leaves  are  an-  excellent  vegetable  when boiled.  But  the  most  remarkable  feature  in  the  properties  of  the  order  is  the  abundant  production  of  soda, 
which  is  obtained  from  many  of  the  species,  as  from  all  the  SaisoTas,  Salicornias,  Anabasis,  many  species  of 
A'triplex,  several  salt  marsh  Chenop6diums,  and  others.  The  seeds  of  Chenopodium  aathelminticum  are 
used  as  a  vermifuge,  those  of  A'triplex  hortensis  excite  vomiting,  frequently  attended  with  acute  pain ;  those of  Chenopodium  quinoa  are  said  to  be  used  as  rice.  To  conclude  this  list  of  remarkable  properties  in  one  of 
the  most  vile  of  all  assemblages  of  plants,  the  roots  of  beet  yield  an  abundance  of  sugar. 

21  PolUchia  W. 
22  Salicornia  W. 
92  Polycnemum  W. 611  Chenopodium  W. 

609  Salsola  W. 610  K6chia  Roffi. 
612  Beta  W. 

608  Anabasis  W. 
558  Chen61ea  W. 
613  Bosea  W. 
28  Blitum  IV. 
26  Corispermum  W. 253"Rivina  W. 

254  Camphor6sma  W. 693  Basella  W. 
865  Petiveria  W. 
917  Galenia  W. 

1071  Phytolacca  W. 1937  Ceratocarpus  W. 

19*3  Axfris  W 1961  Didtis  W. 
2070  Spinacia 
2138  A'triplex 2139  Rhagodia  R.  Br. 
2072  Acnida  W. 

Order  CXXVII.  POLYGONE.3E. 
Herbaceous  or  suffrutescent  fleshy-leaved  plants,  chiefly  natives  of  the  northern  hemisphere;  a  few 

Polygonums  and  Coccolobas  are  found  to  the  south,  the  former  in  barren  places,  the  latter  on  sea  shores.  A 
great  part  of  the  order  consists  of  worthless  weeds.  Some  of  the  Polygonums,  and  all  the  Eriogonums,  are 
handsome  plants ;  the  Rheums  are  famous  in  medicine.  The  root  of  Rheum  is  tonic  and  purgative ;  most  of the  Rumexes  and  Polygonums  are  also  tonics.  The  juice  of  the  Coccolobas  is  very  astringent.  The  young 
leaves  and  shoots  of  several  species  of  Rumex  and  Rheum  are  eaten  either  raw  or  baked,  under  the  name  of 
sorrel,  French  sorrel,  and  tart  rhubarb.  For  the  sake  of  its  seeds,  Polygonum  Fagopyrum  is  cultivated  by 
farmers  under  the  name  of  buck- wheat ;  the  seeds  of  P.  aviculare  are  very  emetic  and' purgative.  The  fleshy calyx  of  the  Coccolobas  is  colored ;  and,  the  fruit  growing  in  clusters,  the  genus  has  received  the  name  of  the 
sea-side  grape. 

228  Kcenigia  W.  857  OxyTia  Dec.  937  Eriogonum  Mi.  1106  CalHgonum  W 
838  AtrapMxis  W.  921  Polygonum  W.  938  Rheum  W.  2090  Triptaris  W. 856  Rumex  W.  922  Coccoloba  W.  1052  Brunnichia  W. 

Order  CXXVI1I.  BEGONIACE.2E. 
The  acid  qualities,  sheathing  stipules,  and  alternate  leaves  of  these  tropical  herbs  approximate  them  to 

Polygoneae,  notwithstanding  the  very  different  structure  of  their  fructification.    Most  of  the  species  are 
pretty,  some  very  handsome ;  all  requiring  great  heat  and  humidity  to  be  grown  in  perfection. 

1989  Begonia  W. 

Order  CXXIX.  LAURINE.E. 
Noble  trees  or  shrubs  with  handsome  foliage  and  inconspicuous  flowers.  They  are  chiefly  natives  of  hot 

countries,  where  they  constitute  some  of  the  most  valuable  of  the  productions  known  under  the  name  of 
spice.  By  botanists  they  are  readily  recognized  by  the  singular  circumstance  of  their  anthers  having  each 
four  cells,  the  valves  of  which  are  hinged  as  it  were  to  the  upper  edge  of  each  cell,  and  do  not  open  longitu- 

dinally like  those  of  most  other  plants.  It  is  well  known  that  the  cinnamon  is  the  produce  of  the  Laurus 
cinnamimum,  and  that  its  properties  are  eminently  aromatic,  warm,  and  stomachic.  The  same  peculiarities, 
but  in  a  less  degree,  exist  also  in  Laurus  cassia,  L.  malabatnrica,  and  L.  culilaban,  which  are  all  occasionally 
substituted  for  true  cinnamon ;  they  are  found  in  the  leaves  of  Laurus  parvifolia,  in  the  bark  of  the  species 
which  produces  the  Pichurim  bean ;  in  that  of  L.  cupularis,  which  is  the  Isle  of  France  cinnamon ;  of 
L.  quixos,, which  yields  the  Peruvian  cinnamon;  in  L.  Benzoin,  which  was  used  as  spice  in  the  United  States 
during  the  American  war ;  and  finally,  in  the  common  bay  tree  of  our  plantations.  Laurus  sassafras  yields 
the  sassafras  chips  of  the  shops,  but  its  bark  is  much  more  powerful!  The  fruit  of  many  Laurinete  are 
extremely  aromatic ;  that  of  Laurus  Persea  is  an  agreeable  West  Indian  fruit,  called  the  alligator  pear. 
Camphor  is  the  produce  of  Latirus  camphorarand  of  another  or  two ;  this  substance  is  found  indeed  in  small 
quantities  in  the  roots  of  almost  all  the  order ;  one  of  the  cinnamons  is  even  named  Capuru  Carundu,  which 
signifies  camphorated  cinnamon. 

93*  Lauras  W.  936  Cassytha  W.       19*2  Hernandia  W.  1077  Agathophyllum  W. 
OrdehXXXX.  MYRISTICEJE. 

Closely  allied  to  the  last,  especially  in  sensible  properties.   The  arillus  of  Myristica  is  the  mace  of  the  shops, 
and  its  nut,  the  famous  nutmeg.  It  is  well  known  that  this  abounds  with  oil*;  in  Vir61a  sebifera  the  oily  secre- tion is  so  copious,  that  it  is  readily  separated  by  immersion  in  boiling  water  under  the  form  of  fat. 

2120  Myristica  W. 
Order  CXXXI.  PROTEACE^. 

Favorite  shrubs  With  gardeners,  both  on  account  of  the  neatness  of  their  foliage  and  the  beauty  of  their 
flowers.  With  very  few  exceptions,  they  are  confined  to  the  southern  promontory  of  Africa,  and  to  New 
Holland,  where  they  adorn  large  tracts  of  country.  They  are  shrubby  or  arborescent  plants  with  an  arid 
habit  The  leaves  are  simple,  evergreen,  narrow,  entire  or  serrated;  The  flowers  generally  grow  in  clusters, 
and  are  green,  yellow,  or  red,  sometimes  in  true  Proteas  surrounded  by  colored  bracteae  with  dark  hairy 
margins.  Their  stamens  are  four,  with  distinct  anthers,  which  rarely  adhere  together.  The  pollen  is  triangular ; 
the  stigma  undivided  and  usually  oblique.  Their  fruit  is  of  various  kinds,  either  a  solitary  nut  or  a  sort  of 
cone  consisting  of  many  nuts  immersed  among  the  indurated  remains  of  abortive  flowers.  Of  their  pro- 

perties, little  is  known.  Some  of  the  Rhopalas  afford  tolerable  timber ;  the  bark  of  Protea  speciosa  and 
grandifldra  is  astringent  and  useful  in  diarrhoeas.  The  seeds  of  Emb6thriura  tinctorium  yield  a  powder  which 
is  employed  for  dying  pink.  The  Proteas  of  the  Cape,  and  the  Banksias  and  Dryandras  of  New  Holland, 
are  the  finest  plants  of  the  order. 

229  Petr6phila  R.  Br. 
230  Isopogon  R.  Br. 231  Protea  R.  Br. 
232  Leucospermum  iJ.5r. 052  Aulax  R.  Br. 

2053  Leucadendron  R.  Br. 

233  Mimetes  R.  Br. 
23*  Serruria  R.  Br. 
235  Nivenia  R.  Br. 
236  Sorocephalus  R.  Br. 
237  Spat411a  R.  Br. 238  Persoonia  R.  Br. 

239  Grevillea  R.  Br. 
240  Hakea  R.  Br. 
241  Stenocarpus  R.  Br. 242  Lambertia  R.  Br. 
243  Xylomelum  R.  Br. 
244  Telopea  R.  Br. 

245  Lomatia  R.  Br. 
246  Rhopala  R.  Br. 
247  Banksia  R.  Br. 
248  Dryandra  B.  Br. 21*2  Brabejum  W. 
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Order  CXXXII.  THYMELjEjE. 
Nearly  all  shrubby  plants,  found  in  all  parts  of  the  world,  but  most  abundantly  in  the  south  of  Africa.  The 

flowers  are  white,  yellow,  or  red,  most  commonly  in  clusters,  and  often  fragrant ;  the  foliage  is  entire,  either 
smooth  or  silvery,  and  generally  very  neat.  Their  wood  is  particularly  soft ;  their  inner  bark  easily  separable, 
and  in  Daphne  Lagetta,  pulls  out  by  the  division  of  the  vertical  fibres  into  a  sort  of  network  resembling lace.  Their  bark  is  extremely  acrid,  acting  as  a  vesicatory  when  applied  to  the  skin,  and  if  chewed,  producing 
extreme  heat  and  torture  in  the  mouth ;  a  decoction  of  it  has  been  used  with  some  success  in  venereal 
diseases.  The  seeds  of  these  plants  are  poisonous  to  man,  but  birds  eat  them  with  impunity.  The  fibres  ot 
Dirca  and  Lagetta  are  used  for  cordage ;  those  of  Daphne  gnidium  and  Passer! na  tinctoria  are  employed  in 
the  south  of  Europe  for  staining  wool  yellow,  which  is  converted  into  green  by  the  addition  of  Isatis. 

73  Pimelea  B.  P.  910  Daphne  W.  913  Stellera  W.  915  Lachnae'a  W. 249  Struthiola  W.  911  Dirca  W.  914  Passerina  L.         1032  Dais  W. 
909  Lagetta  J.  912  Gnldia  W. 

Order  CXXXIII.  SANTALACEjE. 
Trees  or  dwarf  herbs,  with  inconspicuous  or  unattractive  flowers.  They  are  chiefly  natives  of  the  Cape, 

New  Holland,  and  India,  a  few  only  being  found  in  Europe  and  North  America.  Their  virtues  are  few.  The 
wood  of  Santalum  album  has  a  sweet  aromatic  flavor,  and  a  slightly  bitter  taste :  it  is  chiefly  known  as  a 
perfume,  although  it  is  said  to  possess  mild  sudorific  properties.  The  leaves  of  Myoschilos  are  purgative,  of 
Osyris  jap6nica  eatable  as  salad j  Thesium  is  slightly  astringent. 

307  Santalum  W.  908  Memecylon  W.  2051  Osyris  W.  2161  Nyssa  W. 569  Thesium  W.  1033  Bucida  W.  2141  Fus&nus  L.         2162  Hamiltonia  W. 

Order  CXXXIV.  EL-EAGNEjE. 
Hardy  shrubs  or  small  trees,  with  deciduous  leaves,  covered,  as  well  as  the  bark,  with  minute  silvery  scales : 

their  flowers  are  inconspicuous,  but  sometimes  agreeably  fragrant   They  occupy  but  little  space;  a  few 
inhabiting  China  and  Japan,  and  the  remainder  Europe,  North  America,  and  Guiana.    The  berries  of 
Hippiphae  rhamnoides,  which  are  slightly  acid,  are  used  as  a  kind  of  sauce  by  the  Swedes. 

259  Elaeagnus  W.  2057  Shepherdia  Nutt.  2058  Hipp6phae  W. 
Order  CXXXV.  ARISTOLOCHI.E. 

Here  we  are  on  the  limits  of  Monocotyledones  and  Dicotyledones.  The  species  are  herbaceous  or  half 
shrubby  plants,  with  simple,  often  reniform,  leaves ;  and  mottled  grotesque  flowers,  usually  brownish  purple. Their  roots  are  all  bitter,  and  possessed  of  tonic  and  stimulating  properties ;  but  the  degree  in  which  they 
exist  in  different  species  is  not  at  present  ascertaine  L  The  Aristol6chias  have  been  in  former  days  praised  as 
emmenagogues,  and  many  are  still  used  in  South  America  as  a  remedy  for  the  bite  of  serpents.  A'sarum 
europae'um  is  a  purgative  and  emetic  when  fresh,  but  its  powers  are  much  diminished  by  drying ;  its  dried leaves  are  occasionally  used  by  the  country  people  in  some  parts  of  England  as  a  sternutatory. 

1072  A'sarum  W.  1934  Aristolochia  W. 
Order  CXXXVI.  EUPHORBIACEiE. 

Weeds  and  lofty  trees,  of  such  varied  appearance  and  property,  that  it  is  scarcely  possible  to  frame  a  brief 
character  by  which  they  can  be  expressed.  Their  vegetation  in  cold  countries  is  mostly  herbaceous,  in  hot 
countries  frutescent  or  arborescent ;  their  juice  is  milky,  and  their  flowers  mostly  inconspicuous.  It  is  for 
their  medicinal  properties  that  they  are  chiefly  known,  and  these  are  as  various  as  their  aspect ;  mostly,  how- 

ever, dangerous,  and  always  to  be  suspected.  In  a  few  of  them,  the  smell  and  taste  are  aromatic ;  but  in  most, there  is  either  no  smell  or  it  is  nauseous,  and  the  taste  constantly  acrid  and  pungent.  Some  possess  also  an 
acrid  limpid  fluid,  which  is  given  out  by  the  leaves  when  touched.  Many  of  them  act  strongly  upon  the 
kidneys,  as  several  species  of  Phyllanthus,  the  leaves  of  Mercurialis  annua,  and  the  root  of  Ricinus  communis. 
Many  are  said  to  be  powerful  medicines  in  cases  of  dropsy.  The  bark  of  several  Cr6tons,  the  wood  of  Cr6ton 
TJglium  and  Buxus,  the  leaves  of  the  same,  and  also  of  Cicca  disticha,  several  Euph6rbias,  and  others,  are 
recorded  as  sudorifics,  and  useful  against  syphilis ;  as  emetics,  we  find  the  roots  of  the  Euph6rbias,  the  juice 
of  C6mraia,  A'nda,  Mercurialis  perennis,  &c.  A  great  number  are  purgative,  especially  the  leaves  of  Buxus 
and  Mercurialis,  the  juice  of  Euph6rbia,  C6mmia,  Hura,  the  seeds  of  Ricinus,  Croton  Tiglium,  A'nda,  and Jatropha.  The  effects  of  some  others  are  so  dangerous,  particularly  Hippomane,  that  it  is  not  advisable  to administer  them  even  in  very  small  doses ;  even  in  many  Euphorbias  it  is  difficult  to  draw  a  line  between  the 
quantity  in  which  they  are  poisonous,  and  that  in  which  they  are  harmless  or  useful.  The  nature  of  their 
poison  is  mostly  acrid,  occasionally,  however,  mixed  with  something  narcotic,  as  is  apparent  from  the  effect  of those  which  are  used  for  poisoning  or  rather  stupifying  fish.  The  purgative  oil  in  which  the  seeds  of  many 
are  found  to  abound,  has  been  determined  to  reside  wholly  in  the  albumen ;  hence  the  embryo  of  some,  as 
©mphalea  diandra,  is  eaten  as  nuts.  Boiling  or  roasting  has  also  the  effect  of  dissipating  their  noxious  effects ; 
thus  Jatropha  Manihot,  than  which  there  scarcely  exists  a  more  dangerous  poison,  affords  a  food  when  sub- 

mitted to  fire,  called  cassava,  the  flour  of  which  is  often  used  in  London  as  a  luxury  for  making  puddings, 
than  which  few  are  reputed  to  be  more  wholesome.  But  the  most  curious  of  all  the  products  of  Euphorbiaceae 
is  the  Caoutchouc,  that  singular  substance  which,  although  the  produce  of  dangerous  acrid  trees,  possesses 
nothing  whatever  which  has  been  found  capable  of  acting  upon  the  human  system  in  whatever  way  applied, 
which  is  unalterable  either  in  air,  in  water,  or  in  spirits,  although  it  softens  at  a  high  temperature.  It  is 
chiefly  produced  by  Siph6nia  elastica,  but  also  exists  in  the  juice  of  very  many  others,  as  Excascaria  Agalactia, 
Hippomane  MaricineUa,  Hura  crepitans,  Sapium  aucuparium,  Plukenetia  volubilis,  the  Jatrophas,  MSbea, 
Omphaieas,  and  many  others.  Tournesole,  another  curious  chemical  preparation,  is  the  juice  of  Crtfton 
tinctorium,  but  is  also  found  in  several  others.  Many  other  properties  belong  to  this  order,  which  it  would  be 
too  long  to  detail  in  this  place.  The  curious  reader  will  find  ample  information  in  the  medical  division  of 
M.  Adrian  de  Jussieu's  monograph  of  the  order,  from  which  most  of  the  foregoing  remarks  are  taken. 

Section  I. 
1963  Pachysandra  Afi.  1957  Buxus  W.  1978  Securinega  W.  2071  Flfiggea  W. 

Section  II. 
1958  Cicca  W.  2092  Kiggelaria  W.  2122  Cluftia  W. 

Phyllanthus  W.         2025  Andrachne  W.  2148  Bridelia  W. 
Section  III. 

2032  Croton  W.        2105  Rottlera  Roxb.  2034  Ricinus  W.  2028  Aleurites  W. 
2118  Adelia  W.        2104  Gelonium  Roxb.         2033  Jatropha  W.  2097  Hyamanche  H.  JL 
2044  B6rya  W.         2119  Loureira  W. 

2038  Acalypha  W. 
Section  IV. 

2088  Mercurialis  W.  2040  Pluken§tia  W.  1944  Tragia 
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Section  V. 
2031  Sapium  W.  2030  Hippomane  W.  2035  Hum  W.  2029  Omphalea  W. 
2026  Stillingia  W.         1992  Acidoton  W.  2117  ExcsecSria  W. 

Section  VX 
2039  Dalechampia  W.  1103  Euphorbia  W.  1101  Pedilanthus  Neck. 

Order  CXXXVII.  RESEDACEjE. 
Weeds  of  no  interest,  except  the  Reseda  odorata  for  its  delicious  fragrance.   R.  IuWola,  a  common  annual 

in  waste  places,  yields  a  yellow  color  fit  for  dying. 
1102  Reseda  W.  2099  Datisca  W. 

Order  CXXXVIII.  CALYCANTHE.E. 
Handsome  grateful  deciduous  shrubs,  with  deliciously  fragrant  flowers,  natives  of  North  America  and 

Japan.   They  are  not  known  to  possess  any  medicinal  virtues,  but  their  odour  insures  them  a  place  in  every 
garden,  notwithstanding  the  uninviting  look  of  the  blossoms  themselves. 

1157  Calycanthus  L.  1158  Chimonanthus  Lindl. 

Order  CXXXIX.  ATHEROSPERMEiE. 
Allied  to  the  last  in  sensible  and  botanical  qualities :  they  are  shrubs,  natives  of  America  and  New  Holland, 

of  which  little  is  known  either  to  gardeners  or  botanists. 
2103  Peumus  Pers. 

Order  CXL.  EMPETRE^E. 
Dwarf  heath-like  shrubs,  with  obscure  flowers  and  berries,  natives  of  Europe  and  North  America. 

2045  Empetrum  L. 
Order  CXLI.  URTICE.E. 

Few  are  the  objects  in  this  order  deserving  the  care  of  the  cultivator ;  it  is  rather  extraordinary,  however, 
that  those  few  are  abundantly  so.  Among  worthless  weeds  and  shabby  half  herbaceous  shrubs,  some  of 
which  are  covered  with  rough  points,  and  others  defended  by  stinging  hairs,  we  find  the  fig,  the  mulberry, 
the  hemp,  the  hop,  and  the  bread-fruit,  all  objects  of  the  first  consequence  to  the  world.  Here  also  is  placed 
the  half  fabulous  Upas,  with  which  lying  travellers  and  credulous  naturalists  have  long  deluded  Europe.  The 
Upas  tree  is  now  known  to  be  the  Antiaris  toxicaria,  the  inspissated  juice  of  which  is  indeed  a  frightful 
poison,  but  the  baneful  effects  of  whose  branches  are  purely  imaginary.  Similar,  though  inferior,  qualities 
have  been  found  to  exist  in  Ficus  toxicaria,  and  some  of  the  Artocarpuses.  The  root  of  the  black  mulberry 
is  bitter,  acrid,  and  purgative ;  of  Dorstenia  brasilieiisis,  emetic ;  of  D.  contrayerba,  bitter,  aromatic,  hot, 
and  stimulant  A  decoction,  or  the  dried  leaves,  of  hemp,  is  eminently  narcotic,  and  forms  the  basis  of  the 
well  known  intoxicating  Turkish  drug  called  Bang  or  Haschisch.  The  tenacious  nature  of  the  fibres  of  the 
hemp  is  also  found  in  other  plants  of  the  order,  especially  Urtica  cannabina,  the  hop,  the  bread-fruit  tree,  tho 
common  stinging-nettle,  and  others. 

1962  Urtica  W.  1993  Thelygonum  W.        2043  Cecropia  W.  75  Gunnera  W. 1961  Pilea  Lindl.  2059  Broussonetia  W.         1969  Madura  Nutt.  2158  Br6simum  W. 
2137  Parietaria  W.  2073  Cannabis  W.  1959  M6rus  W.  1973  Franzeria  Cav. 
1960  Boehmeria  IV.  2074  Humulus  W.  1935  Artocarpus  W  2063  Trriphis  W. 
933  Forskdhlea  W.  2167  Ficus  W.  25J  Dorstenia  W.  2050  Stilago  W. 

Order  CXLII.  AMENTACE.E. 
Here  is  the  group  in  which  all  the  timber  trees  of  Europe,  and  most  of  those  of  all  cold  countries,  are 

stationed.  Every  genus  consists  of  plants  important  to  the  wants  of  man.  The  alder,  the  birch,  the  willow, 
the  poplar,  the  oak,  the  chesnut,  the  hornbeam,  and  the  plane,  are  all  collected  in  this  place,  to  which  they 
have  been  brought  by  the  coincidence  of  similar  fructification  existing  in  all  of  them.  This  similarity  depends 
upon  their  producing  flowers  of  one  sex  only,  the  males  of  which  are  always  arrayed  in  catkins,  of  which 
the  flowers  are  destitute  of  calyx  or  corolla,  in  the  place  of  which  is  produced  a  single  scale.  Their  bark  is 
furnished  with  an  astringent  principle,  which  has  rendered  them  valuable  either  for  staining  black,  as  in  the 
alder  and  the  oak  gall ;  or  for  tanning,  as  in  the  oak  j  or  as  febrifuges,  as  the  alder,  the  birch,  the  oak,  most of  the  willows,  and  also  Populus  tremuloldes,  which  is  well  known  in  North  America  as  a  tonic  and  stomachic 
febrifuge.  The  substance  called  tacamahaca  was  formerly  supposed  to  be  produced  by  some  of  the  poplars, 
but  it  is  now  believed  to  be  obtained  from  a  very  different  plant,  Fagara  octandra.  The  fruit  of  many Amentaceae  contains  a  considerable  proportion  of  fecula,  which  renders  it  fit  for  the  food  of  man  and  other 
animals,  as  the  acorns  of  the  oak,  the  mast  of  birch,  the  nut  of  Castanea  and  Corylus,  &c. 

1955  A'lnus  W.  2001  Liquidambar  W.  1995  O  strya  W.  1997  Fagus  W. 1956  Betula  W.  2002  Platanus  W.  1996  Carpinus  W.  1998  C6rylus  W. 2042  Salix  W.  2003  Salisburia  L.  T.  1994  Castanea  W.  2000  Quercus  W. 
2087  Populus  W. 

Order  CXLIIL  ULMACKE. 
Many  of  the  observations  upon  the  last  order  are  also  applicable  to  this,  which  differs  rather  in  certain 

technical  characters,  than  in  any  arrangement  of  nature.  The  elm  is  its  representative,  from  which  the 
others  only  slightly  differ. 

616  Plan^ra  Mich.  615  Ulmus  L.  2145  Celtis  W. 

Order  CXLIV.  CASUARINRffi. 
These  are  nearly  related  to  Conifera?,  than  which  they  are  dwarfer,  and  of  far  less  importance.  By  various 

writers  they  have  been  tossed  about  between  Amentacea;  and  Coniferae,  and  have  at  last  settled  in  a  place  by 
themselves.  The  leaves  of  Compt6nia  asplenifolia  are  employed  in  the  United  States  against  diarrhoea.  The 
berries  of  Myrica  cerifera  yield,  on  boiling,  an  abundance  of  wax  which  is  manufactured  into  candles;  the 
nuts  of  Ephedra  distachya  are  eatable ;  the  wood  of  some  of  the  Casuarinas  is  remarkably  hard  and  durable. 

1936  Casuarina  W.  1941  Comptonia  W.  2056  Nageia  Gcertn. 
2115  Ephedra  W.  2055  Myrica  TV. 

Order  CXLV.  CONIFERS. 
These  bear  the  same  relation  in  point  of  consequence  to  resinous  trees,  that  Amentaceas  bear  to  those  that 

are  not  resinous.  They  are  well  known  as  lofty  timber,  yielding  valuable  wood  and  abundance  of  resin. 
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Among  them  is  now  numbered  the  loftiest,  tree  in  the  world,  a  species  of  pine  found  by  Mr.  Douglas  in 
California,  which  grows  220  feet  high,  with  a  circumference  of  60  feet  Pitch,  turpentine,  Venice  turpentine, 
are  produced  by  various  species.  Gum  Sandarach,  by  Thuja  quadrivalvis ;  a  matter  like  olibanum,  by  Juniperus 
lycia ;  a  sort  of  liquid  storax,  by  Altingia  excelsa.  The  Juniperuses  in  which  the  resin  is  "  incompletely 
oxygenized,"  are  more  fragrant,  and  also  stimulating  in  a  greater  degree ;  as  the  savin  for  example.  The berries  of  many  of  these  plants  possess  similar  qualities.  Their  seeds  are  all  oily ;  those  of  Pin  us  Pinea, 
Cembra,  and  Lambertiana,  and  SaKsburia  adiantifolia,  are  eatable  as  nuts.  The  fleshy  fruit  of  the  ivy,  which  is 
poisonous,  is  an  exception  to  the  general  innoxious  character  of  the  order.  Conifers  are  mostly  inhabitants 
of  the  northern  parts  of  the  world,  where  they  form  immense  forests,  and  supply  with  their  dense  persistent 
leaves  the  place  occupied  by  the  evergreen  trees  of  warmer  climates.  A  few  are  found  in  the  southern 
hemisphere. 
2012PinusW.  2017  Cupressus  W.  2112  Araucaria  J.  1970  Exocarpus  Lab. 
2013  ATries  Salisb.  2018  ThGja  W.  2010  Belis  SalisB.  2016  Podocarpus  L'her. 
2014  Larix  Salisb.  2113  Juniperus  W.  2011  A'gathis  Salisb.  2114  Taxus  W. 2015  Schubertia  Mirb. 

Order  CXLVI.  CHLORANTHE.E. 
Obscure  Asiatic  weeds  of  no  known  use,  and  wholly  destitute  of  interest  for  gardens. 

25  Chloranthus  W. 

Order  CXLVII.  PIPERACEJE. 
The  peppers; are  far  more  valuable  in  commerce  than  interesting  in  cultivation,  their  flowers  being  in  all 

cases  very  insignificant,  and  their  leaves  so  uniform  in  appearance,  as  to  create  but  little  variety.  Nearly  the 
whole  indeed  of  the  herbaceous  species  or  Peperdmias,  as  they  are  sometimes  called,  are  mere  weeds.  The 
berry  of  the  pepper  is  well  known  to  be  hot,  aromatic,  pungent,  and  stimulating ;  not  only  in  the  common 
peppers  of  the  shops,  but  also  in  P.  cubeba,  carpunga,  and  heterophyllum.  The  Piper  anisatum  yields  a  strong 
smell' of  anise;  a  decoction  of  its  berries' is  used  in  Spanish  America  for  washing  ulcers.  The  Piper  Betel  and Siriboa  afford  the  Malays  a  powerfully  acrid  and  exciting  preparation,  which,  they  suppose,  invigorates  and  ena 
files  them  to  withstand  the  debilitating  influence  of  their  climate.  In  the  South  Sea  Islands,  an  inebriating 
beverage  is  procured  by  the  mixture  of  the  leaves  and  stems  of  P.  inebrians  with  water.  No  pepper  has  yet 
been  found  beyond  the  limits  of  the  tropics,  Saururus  is  the  representative  of  the  order  in  extra-tropical countries. 

77  Piper  W.  872  Saururus  W. 
Order  CXLV1IL  CYCADEiE. 

The  true  station  of  this  very  curious  order  is  extremely  uncertain.  Although  placed  here  in  conformity 
with  the  common  practice,  it  is  to  be  supposed  that  its  true  station  is  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  ferns,  with 
which  the  species  agree  in  vernation,  and  in  many  curious  particulars.  All  are  natives  of  countries  beyond 
the  reach  of  frosts,  chiefly  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope  and  equinoctial  America.  With  a  low  trunk  which 
rarely  exceeds  the  height  of  a  few  inches,  they  have  the  fronds  and  appearance  of  pigmy  palms,  and  the 
inflorescence  of  gigantic  Equtsetums.  The  trunk  of  Cycas  contains  a  great  quantity  of  fsecula,  which  is 
manufactured  into  a  kind  of  spurious  sago ;  and  a  similar  substance,  it  has  lately  been  ascertained,  may  be 
ebtained  from  the  stem  of  Cycas.  {Gard.  Mag.,  vol.  iv.) 

2107  Cycas  W.  2108  Zamia  W. 

Class  IL  MONOCOTYLEDONES. 

The  physiological  peculiarities  of  this  class  of  plants  have  been  already  explained*  in  the  general  remarks which  precede  this  arrangement  of  natural  orders.  To  what  is  there  stated,  little  remains  to  be  added,  except 
that  in  these  northern  regions,  every  thing  included  in  it  is  herbaceous,  and  that- in  hotter  latitudes,  few deserve  the  name  of  either  bush  or  tree,  except  the  palms,  and  a  few  Aroides  and  Aspbodeles. 

Section  I.   STAMENS  EP1GYNOUS. 
Order  CXL1X.  HYDROCHARIDEJ2. 

Floating  white-flowered  plants,  of  which  Stratiotes  is  the  most  majestic.   They  possess  no  known  properties, 
but  have  the  singular  character  in  Monocotyledones  of  being  in  some  cases  lactescent  The  species  are  natives 
of  various  parts  of  the  world. 

308  Trapa  W.  859  Damasonium  W.  2089  Hydrocharis  W.  2096  Strati6tes  W. 
Order  CL.  ORCHIDEJS. 

Of  all  tribes  of  plants,  this  is  the  most  singular,  the  most  fragrant,  and  the  most  difficult  of  culture.  The 
flowers  are  often  remarkable  for  their  grotesque  configuration,  which  has  been  likened  to  heads  and  bodies  of 
animals,  and  for  the  strange  character  of  their  stems,  which  are  sometimes  attenuated  into  a  degree  of  grace- 

fulness scarcely  equalled  even  among  grasses,  and  sometimes  contracted  into  a  clumsy  goutiness  of  figure such  as  is  known  no  where  else.  The  species  are  found  inhabiting  the  mountains  and  meadows  of  the  cooler 
parts  of  the  globe,  or  adhering  by  their  tortuous  roots  to  the  branches  of  the  loftiest  trees  of  the  tropical 
forest,  to  which  their  blossoms  often  lend  a  beauty  not  their  own.  Vulgarly,  this  last  description  of  plants  is 
ealled  parasitic ;  they  are,  however,  not  so,  deriving  no  support  from  the  juices  of  the  plants  on  which  they 
grow ;  but  on  the  contrary,  are  epiphytes,  merely  adhering  to  other  plants  for  support,  and  vegetating  amidst 
the  rich  black  soil  which  collects  at  the  foot  of  all  trees  growing  in  a  hot  humid  climate.  It  is  very  singular 
that  the  pollen  of  these  plants  has  no  parallel,  except  among  the  very  different  and  distinct  order  of 
AsclepiadeK.  The  only  medical  properties  of  the  order  exist  in  the  roots  of  some  of  the  O'rchises,  from which  the  nutritious  substance  called  salop  is  prepared.  The  Vanilla  of  the  shops  is  the  pod  of  the  genus 
called  Vanilla.  From  the  boiled  stems  of  some  of  the  Brazilian  species  a  tenacious  glue  is  obtained,  which 
is  employed  in  many  useful  purposes. 

Tribe  1.   NeottiejE,  Lindl. 
1870  Goodyera  R.  Br.  1872  Ponthieva  R.  Br.       1876  Listera  R.  Br.  1875  Stenorhvnchus  Rich. 
1871  Diuris  Sw.  1873  Nedttia  L.  1874  Spiranthes  Rich. 

Tribe  2.   ArethusejE.  Lindl. 
1877  Arethfisa  L.  1879  Pog6nia  R.  Br.  1880  Epip&ctis  Sw. 
1878  Calopogon  R.  Br.  1881  Caleana  R.  Br.  1882  Corallorrhiza  Holler. 

Tribe  3.   Gastrodie.e.  R.  Br. 
1926  Pnescotia  Lindl.  -  1930  Vanilla  Sw. 
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1859  Orchis  L. 
1863  G16ssula  Lindl. 
1864  Anaoamptis  Rich.  1869  Serapias  R.  Br. 
1860  Nigritella  Rich.     1855  Disa  Sw. 

Tribe  4. 
1865  A'ceras  R.  Br. 
1866  Cphrys  L. 

OphrydejB.  Lindl 
1861  Habenaria  X.Br. 
1858  Gymnadenia  R.  Br. 
1857  Flatanthera  Rich. 
1867  Cham6rchis  Rich. 

Tribe  5.   Yandex.  Lindl. 
1923  Calanthe  R.  Br. 
1913  Octomeria  R.  Br. 
1892  Maxillaria  Fl.jner. 1901  Camaridium  Lindl. 
1902  Ornithldium  Salisb. 
1904  Pholid6ta  Ljnd/. 
1910  Omithocephalua  Hook. 
1909  Cryptarrhena  it.  Br. 

1917  Aerides  Sw. 
1916  Vanda  R.  Br. 
1915  Sarcanthus  Lindl. 
1922  Aeranthes  LiWA 
1921  Angne'cum  Pel.  Th. 1919  Ionopsis  Kth. 1918  Renanthera  Lour. 
1885  Cymbidium  Sura. 

1887  Lissochilus  it.  Br. 
1888  Geodorum  Jocfc. 
1895  Oncldium  Sw. 
1898  Macradenia  A  Br. 
1886  Brassia  «.  .Br. 
1896  Cyrtopodium  R.  Br. 1889  Catasetum  Rich. 

1868  Herainium  it  Br. 
1862  Bartholin*  A.  .ffr. 
1856  Satyrium  W. 

1920  Eulophia  R.  Br. 
1891  Xylobium  Z.i?u«. 1908  Polystachya  Hooker 1890  Trizeuxis  Lindl. 
1883  Rodriguezia  i=7.  per. 1884  Gomeza  R.  Br. 
1893  Notylia  Lindl. 

1911  Bl^tia  jP7.  per. 
1914  Brassav61a  R.  Br. 

Tribe  6.   Epidbndrex.  Lindl. 
1907  Epidendrum  L. 1906  Cattleya  XindZ. 

1905  Broughtonia  R.  Br 
1903  Isochilus  B.  Br. 

Tribe  7.  Mjllaxide*.  Lindl. 
1912  E'ria  Lindl.              1897  Cslogyne  Lindl.  1928  Liparis  fi»e*. 1900  Dendrobium  H.K.  1925  Malaxis  Z.  1929  Calypso  Salisb. 
1899  AnUop£talum  Hooker  1927  Micr6stylis 

Tribe  8.  Cypmpediek. 
1931  Cyprip£dium  W. 

1894  Pleurothallis  R.  Br. 
1924  Stelis  Sw. 

Order  CLI.  SCITAMINE.K. 
These  are  distinguished  from  the  last  by  their  pollen  not  cohering  in  masses,  their  seeds  not  being  winged, 

and  their  plurilocular  ovarium.  Their  sensible  qualities  are  also  widely  different.  The  species  are  natives 
only  of  the  tropical  parts  of  the  world,  where  they  form  stemless  or  caulescent  herbaceous  plants,  with  long 
broad  leaves,  and  flowers  of  white,  yellow,  or  red,  often  possessing  great  fragrance,  and  generally  much  beauty. 
Their  sensible  qualities  reside  either  in  the  root  or  the  seeds.  The  former  is  the  part  used  of  the  Ginger,  the 
Galangale,  the  Costus,  Turmeric,  Zedoary,  and  others,  all  of  which  are  more  or  less  aromatic.  The  root  of 
turmeric  is  also  well  known  as  affording  a  yellow  dye,  a  property  which  it  possesses  in  common  with  some others.  The  seeds  of  Cardamom  are  well  known  for  their  aromatic  stimulating  powers. 

6  Hedychium  W.        9  Hellenia  R.  Br.  12  Kaempferia  W.  15  Globba  Rose. 
7  Roscoea  S?n.  10  Zingiber  Rose.  A3  Amomum  Rose.  16  Mantisia  Sims 
8  Alpinia  W.  11  Costus  Rose.  i  14  CurcGma  W. 

Order  CLI  I.  CANNES. 
Differing  from  the  preceding,  in  the  absence  of  aromatic  principles,  in  the  petaloid  nature  of  the  filament, 

and  the  single  cell  of  their  anther,  they  wholly  resemble  them  in  external  appearance  and  geographical 
distribution.  The  Carinas  are  well  known  for  their  beautiful  flowers,  and  the  Maranta  arundinacea  is  cele- 

brated for  the  abundance  of  nutritive  fsoula  which  is  prepared  from  it,  and  imported  to  Europe  under  the name  of  arrow-root. 
1  Canna  W.  4  Thalia  W.  3  Calathea  Meyer. 
2  Maranta  W.  5  Phrfnium  W. 

Order  CLIII.  MUSACE2G. 
A  noble  order  of  plants,  resembling  the  two  last  in  appearance,  but  of  far  more  gigantic  stature,  different 

geographical  distribution,  and  sensible  qualities.  All  the  species,  without  exception,  are  among  the  grandest 
in  the  vegetable  world,  whether  the  breadth  and  beauty  of  their  foliage,  or  the  surpassing  grandeur  of  their 
flowers,  be  considered.  They  are  not,  like  Scitaminea?  and  Cannes,  confined  to  the  tropics,  but  approach  in 
many  points  towards  the  cooler  latitudes  of  either  hemisphere.  While  the  Strelitzias,  resplendent  with  orange 
and  scarlet  and  white,  are  peculiar  to  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  the  plantain  is  laden  with  its  enormous  masses 
of  wholesome  pleasant  fruit,  in  the  mild  climate  of  Madeira ;  the  Heliconias  and  Uranias  appear  in  the  sultriest 
forests  of  Madagascar  and  Guiana.  The  fruit  of  the  Mfisa  is,  as  just  stated,  pleasant  and  wholesome ;  the  leaves 
of  the  same  plant  form  a  valuable  thatching  for  cottages ;  and  the  fibres  of  a  particular  species  are  manufac- 

tured into  a  fine  hemp,  from  which  the  most  delicate  muslins  of  India  are  prepared. 
570  Heliconia  W.  571  Strelitzia  H.  K.  721  Musa  W.  722  Urania  W. 

Order  CLIV.  HSMODORACEiE. 
The  name  of  this  order,  derived  from  aS/ut,  blood,  indicates  its  most  striking  peculiarity ;  the  roots-of -several 

species  of  Ha?mod6rum,  Wachendorfia,  and  Heritiera  yielding  a  brilliant  crimson  dye.  The  species  have 
equitant  leaves,  and  six  stamens,  with  anthers  turned  towards  the  ovarium ;  in  which  last  character  they  differ 
from  the  closely  allied  order  of  Irides.  They  are  found,  with  very  few  exceptions,  in  the  .Cape  of  •Good  Hope and  New  Holland. 

108  Xiphidium  W.       Ill  Haemodorum  8m.        718  Lophiola  B.  M.  720  Anigozanthos  Lab. 
110  Wachendorfia  Ker  113  Dilatris  Ker  719  Argolasia  Juss. 

Order  CLV.  IRIDEiE. 
The  peculiarity  of  this  order  exists  in  the  superior  six-cleft  perianthium,  three  stamens  opposite  the  outer 

segments,  and  the  anthers  so  inserted  that  the  line  of  their  bursting  is  towards  the  outside  of  their  flower. 
Occasionally,  they  are  still  called  by  the  old  appellation  of  Ensata*.  Most  of  the  species  are  extremely  beautiful ; and  as  they  are  generally  very  easily  cultivated,  they  have  become  universal  favorites  in  gardens.  Many  of  the 
species  are  found  by  the  side  of  streams,  or  in  rich  pastures  in  Europe,  Siberia,  and  America ;  others  adorn  the 
most  barren  deserts  of  the  same  countries,  with  their  perishable  flowers ;  a  third  set,  consisting  for  the  most 
part  of  Sisyrinchium  and  its  allies,  are  found  in  cool  parts  of  the  islands  in  the  South  Seas ;  and,  lastly,  a  large 
proportion  of  the  order  contributes  to  the  herbage  of -Southern  Africa,  that  indescribable  charm  which  has  cap- 

tivated all  observers.  Their  medicinal  virtues  are  trifling,  i'ris'florentina  and  germanica  have  roots,  which, when  dry,  smell  like  violets,  and  are  slightly  stimulant,  acting  as  sternutatories  or  purgatives,  according  as  they 
are  employed.  The  stigmas  of  the  Cr6cus  form  the  well-known  saffron,  which  differs  from  the  general 
character  of  the  order,  in  being  aromatic,  and  possessing  a  valuable  coloring  matter,  which  has  the  singular 
property  of  entirely  disappearing  under  the  influence  of  the  sun's  rays. 

93  Cr6cus  Ker  95 1'xia  Ker  97  Geissorhiza  Ker  99  Sparaxis  Ker 9i  Witsenia  Ker  96  Trichonema  Ker  98  Hesperantha  Ker        100  Tritfnia  Ker 
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101  Wats6nia  Ker 
102  Babiana  Ker 
103  Lapeyrofisia^fr 
104  Melasphas'rula  Ker 

105  Gladiolus  Ker 
106  Anomatheca  Ker 
107  Antholyza  Ker 112  Aristea  Ker 

115  I'ris  Ker 
116  Morse'a  Ker 117  MfiricaXer 
118  Pardanthus  Ker 

1450  Patersonia  /I.  Br. 
1451  Ferraria  A<?r 
1452  Tigrldia  J. 1453  Galaxia  W. 

Order  CLV1.  AMARYLLIDE.K. 
Here  we  have  another  group  of  vegetation  so  lovely  as  to  ha  ve  excited  admiration  from  the  days  of  Solomon, 

who  called  them  the  lilies  of  the  field,  down  to  our  own  period.  Their  roots  are  all  bulbous.  In  stature  they 
seldom  exceed  a  foot  or  two :  in  Doryanthes,  and  some  species  of  Crinum  alone,  much  surpassing  such  a  size ; 
in  foliage  they  possess  a  uniformity  of  figure  which  is  very  singular ;  in  color  they  vary  from  white  and 
yellow  to  deep  scarlet  and  azure  blue ;  in  fragrance  they  vie  with  the  violet  and  the  primrose.  Some  of  the 
species  are  natives  of  thickets  in  the  cooler  provinces  of  Europe  and  Asia ;  others  are  found  deep  rooted  in  the 
burning  shores  of  islands  where  scarcely  a  blade  of  grass  interposes  itself  between  them  and  the  torrid  rays  of  a 
scorching  sun ;  many  spring  up  in  the  gloomy,  damp,  and  sultry  woods  of  equinoctial  America ;  and  another 
set  intermingles  with  the  Ixias  and  Gladioluses  of  Southern  Africa.  Several  of  the  Narcissi,  independent  of 
their  beauty,  possess  emetic  qualities ;  from  the  viscid  juice  of  Hxmanthus  toxicarius,  the  Hottentots  procure 
a  poison  wherewith  to  smear  their  arrows. 

731  Hsmanthus  TV.        737  Brunsvigia  Heist.        743  Zephyranthes'  Herb 732  Galanthus  TV.  738  Nerine  Herb.  744  Habranthus  Herb. 
733  Leucojum  TV.  739  Amaryllis  TV.  745  Doryanthes  B.  Br 
734  Strumaria  Jacq.         740  Vallota  Herb.  746  Getnyllis  H.  K. 735  Crinutn  TV.  741  Griff  inia  Ker  748  Alstroemeria  TV. 
736  Cyrtanthus  H.  K.      742  Sternbergia  TV.  749  Conanthera  FLper. 

711  Narcissus  W. 
712  Pancratium  TV. 
713  Eucrosia  B.  Beg. 
714  Eurycles  Salisb. 715  Calostemma  R.Br. 
716  Chlidanthus  Herb. 
717  Chrysiphiala  Ker 

Order  CLVII.  HYPOXIDEiE 
America,  New  Holland,  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope,  Polynesia,  and  the  Indian  Archipelago  give  birth  to  these 

plants,  which  have  sweet  yellow  flowers  and  linear  leaves,  protected  by  long  weak  hairs.  Nothing  is  known  of their  medicinal  qualities. 
750  Hypoxis  TV.  751  Curcdligo  H.  K. 

Order  CLVIII.  DIOSCORE^. 
A  climbing  stem,  and  broad,  cordate,  or  angular  leaves,  inconspicuous  yellowish  flowers,  and  a  large  fleshy 

root,  are  the  obvious  characteristics  of  this  order,  of  which  the  yam  is  the  representative ;  the  roots  of  this 
plant  yield  one  of  the  most  important  articles  of  food  in  the  tropical  countries. 

2083  Testudinaria  Burch.  2084  Rajania  TV.  2085  Diosc6rea  TV. 

Section  II.  STAMENS  PEBIGYNOUS. 
Order  CLIX.  HEMEROCALLIDE2E. 

These  are  fine  shewy  plants,  bearing  their  flowers  in  umbels  or  racemes,  either  white,  yellow,  red,  or  blue ; 
they  are  mostly  inhabitants  of  temperate  zones,  and  are  of  little  utility,  with  the  exception  of  the  Aloe,  the 
purgative  powers  of  which  need  not  be  insisted  on.  Tins  genus  is,  besides,  remarkable  among  Monocotyledones 
for  its  fleshy  leaves,  in  which,  and  its  woody  stem,  it  offers  a  striking  deviation  from  the  usual  structure  of 
these  plants. 

747  Polifinthes  L.  769  Hemerocallis  TV.         777  Tritoma  B.  M.  780  Tulbaghia  TV. 
767  Agapinthus  TV.         770  Aloe  TV.  TIB  Veltheimia  H.  K.         792  Brodia^a  Sm. 768  Blandfordia  B.  Br.     776  Aletris  TV.  779  Sanseviera  TV. 

Order  CLX.  ASPHODELE^. 
'  Different  from  Hemerocallidea;  in  their  expanded  flowers  and  dark  crustaceous  seed-coat ;  the  only  charac- ters which  have  yet  been  discovered  to  distinguish  them.  The  species  are  all  pretty,  many  very  handsome, 

.  some  bulbous,  some  with  fasciculated  roots,  a  few  with  arborescent  stems.  They  are  uncommon  in  tropical 
countries,  very  abundant  in  temperate  latitudes,  and  not  unfrequent  in  the  cooler  regions  of  the  world. 
Among  the  prettiest  are  Gagea,  SciUa,  and  HyacSnthus;  the  least  interesting  are  Chloroph^tum  and  Zuc 
cagnia.  Asparagus  and  Dracaena  have  berried  fruits ;  the  former  is  diuretic,  and  when  young  is  employed  as 
a  favorite  food ;  the  same  properties  are  possessed  by  Scilla  and  A'llium.  The  stamens  of  Arthrop6dium  are remarkable  for  their  tuft  of  yellow  hairs,  of  Dianella  for  the  thickening  of  the  filaments.  Many  of  the  A  lliums 
are  very  pretty,  and  admired  notwithstanding  their  unpleasant  odor ;  their  roots  are  all  eatable,  and  those  of 
some  among  the  most  useful  articles  of  food.  Thysan6tus,  the  fringed  violet  of  New  Holland,  has  rich  purple 
blossoms,  with  long  delicate  fringes  which  sparkle  in  the  sun,  as  if  continually  bedewed  with  minute  particles of  water.  From  Ph6nnium  tenax  the  strong  fibrous  substance  called  New  Zealand  flax  is  prepared.  Xan- 
thorrhae'a  has  an  arborescent  stem  which  abounds  in  resin. 

795  SowerbaVa  L.  T. 808  Asph6delus  TV.  815  Eustrephus  B.  Br. 807  Bulbine  TV.  en.  805  Massonia  TV. 
806  Eremurus  Bieb.  803  Scilla  TV. 
809  Anthericum  TV.  804  Puschkinia  Bieb. 
810  Arthrop6dium  .B.i?r.  802  Omithogalum  TV. 
811  Chlorophytum  Ker  801  Gagea  Sal. 812  Ca/sia  B.  Br.  800  Eriospermum  TV. 
813  Narthecium  B.  M.  796  Allium  TV. 
814  Dianella  Lam.  797  Albuca  TV. 

798  Xanthorrhoe'a  B.  Br. 791  Eucomis  TV. 
799  Thysanotus  B.  Br. 
794  Aphyllantbes  TV. 
775  Phylloma  B.  M. 774  DracaVna  TV. 816  Asparagus  L. 817  Drimia  Jacq. 

818  Urop^talon  Ker 
819  Hyacinthus  B.  M. 820  Zuccagnia  Th. 
821  Muscari  B.  M. 
822  Lachenilia  TV. 823  Phormium  TV. 
824  Cyanglla  TV. 793  Peliosanthes  B.  B. 
2111  Ruscus  TV. 

Order  CLXI.  SMILACE.E. 
These  scarcely  differ  from  the  baccate  Asphodelea?,  except  in  their  usually  trifid  style,  and  the  membranous 

integuments  of  the  seed.  Many  are  interesting  plants,  especially  the  lily  of  the  valley,  a  species  of  Conval- 
laria,  the  odor  of  which  is  perhaps  the  most  grateful  in  the  vegetable  kingdom.  Several  others,  as  Uvularia, 
Smilacina,  Polygonatum,  and  Trillium  are  objects  of  ornament.  Smilax  is  remarkable  for  its  twining  stems, 
and  its  leaves,  which  resemble  those  of  Dicotyledones ;  the  roots  of  several  species  form  the  sarsaparilla  of  the 
shops,  a  drug,  the  nature  of  which  is  mucilaginous  and  rather  bitter,  and  which  is  employed  as  diaphoretic  and diuretic.   Medeola  is  also  an  active  diuretic  The  roots  of  Tamus  are  purgative  and  dangerous. 

785  Uvularia  TV.  788  Smilacina  Detf.  843  Myrsiphf  Hum  2082  Tamus  TV. 
786  Strept6pus  M.        789  Polygonatum  Desf.      846  Medeola  TV.etu  850  Trillium  TV. 
787  Convallaria  Detf.    790  Ophiop&gon  Ker       2081  Smilax  TV.  729  Paris  TV. 

Order  CLXII.  BROMELIACE.3E. 
Of  these  the  eatable  pine-apple  is  the  representative,  from  which  the  other  genera  differ  more  in  the  want  of 

a  fleshy  fruit  than  in  general  appearance.   Their  habit  is  acid,  their  leaves  rigid  and  toothed  with  spines,  and 
covered  with  minute  scales,  their  bractea?  often  colored  with  scarlet,  and  their  flowers  either  white  or  blue. 
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They  are  all  natives  of  tropical  countries,  with  the  exception  of  Tillandsia,  which,  in  the  humid  woods  of 
Carolina,  forms  dense  festoons  among  the  branches  of  the  trees ;  this,  like  many  others  of  the  order,  is  an 
epiphyte,  vegetating  among  the  black  mould  that  collects  upon  the  bark  of  trees  in  hot  damp  countries ;  others 
are  inhabitants  of  deep  and  gloomy  forests;  and  others  form,  with  their  spiny  leaves,  an  impenetrable  herbage 
in  the  extensive  pampas  of  Buenos  Ayres  and  Brazil.  From  the  Agave  mexicana  a  fermented;  beverage,  is 
prepared,  from  which  a  strong  colorless  spirit,  resembling  the  best  Scotch  whiskey,  is  distilled. 

726  BromiSlia  W.         727  Guzmannia  Fl.  per.      723  Bonapartea  F.  P.        725  Furcras'a  V. 728  Pitcairnia  W.        729  Tillandsia  W.  724  Agave  H.  K. 

Order  CLXIII.  LILIACEiE. 
It  is  doubted  whether  several  of  the  preceding  orders  are  not  rather  sections  of  this ;  until,  however,  the  com- 

bination of  these  shall  be  effected  by  some  hand  yet  more  masterly  than  those  by  which  they  have  been  divided, 
it  is  best  to  let  them  remain  as  they  are.  The  beauty  of  the  plants  composing  the  Liliaceae,  strictly  so  called, 
is  universally  acknowledged ;  the  rich  colors  of  the  branching  lilies,  the  vivid  hues  of  the  painted  tulip,  the 
modest  graces  of  the  humble  Erythr6niums,  and  the  portly  forms  of  the  Yuccas  are  all  attractions  of  which  no 
good  garden  should  be  destitute.  The  species  are  all  inhabitants  of  either  cold  or  temperate  latitudes. 

771  Lflium  W.  773  Fritillaria  W.  782  Erythronium  W. 
712  Tulipa  W.  781  Yucca  W. 

Order  CLXIV.  MELANTHACEJE. 
These,  too,  are  pretty  herbs,  although  destitute  ol  the  grandeur  of  the  preceding,  which,  however,  they  far 

surpass  in  the  potency  of  their  virtues.  The  flowers  of  many  are  inconspicuous,  and  of  a  dull-green  or  yellow 
color,  sometimes  assuming  a  livid  hue,  which  will  bespeak  the  nature  of  their  powers.  A  dangerous  or 
poisonous  acrid  juice  is  their  characteristic,  which  is  particularly  active  in  some  of  them,  such  as  the  C61- 
chicum  and  Veratrum.  The  roots  of  the  former  are  the  basis  of  the  eau  medicinale,  and  are  now  used  in 
cases  of  gout  with  much  success.  The  root  of  Veratram  is  believed  to  have  been  the  hellebore  of  the  ancients, 
an  active  drug,  which,  administered  in  small  doses,  is  a  drastic  purgative,  in  more  abundance  a  violent  emetic. 
The  root  of  Helonias  dioica,  infused  in  water,  is  anthelmintic,  but,  steeped  in  spirits,  yields  a  bitter  and  tonic 
tincture.  The  leaves  of  Colchicum  and  Veratrum  often  produce  vomiting  and  severe  pain  in  the  animals 
that  eat  them ;  the  flowers  of  the  first  are  also  said  to  be  poisonous,  and  its  seeds  to  possess  the  same  properties 
as  the  roots,  but  in  a  milder  degree.  Groves  and  pastures  in  Europe  and  Siberia  and  North  America  are  the 
most  frequented  by.  Melanthaceae,  several  are  found  at  the  Cape,  and  GIori6sa  is  a  native  of  the  woods  ot middle  Africa. 

851  Colchicum  W.  847  Xerophyllum.M»cA.      849  Androcymbium  W.      858  Nollna  Mich. 784  Bulbocodium  W.  842  Lichtensteinia  W.       844  Tofieldia  Hud.  2128  Veratrum  W. 
845  Melanthium  L.  848  Warmbea  L.  852  Hel6nias  Z.  783  Gloriosa  W. 

Order  CLXV.  BUTOMEiE. 
Fine  water  plants,  of  which  Butomus,  by  general  consent  the  most  beautiful  of  British  plants,  has  purple 

flowers ;  and  Limnocharis,  a  native  of  the  marshes  of  Brazil,  has  yellow  ones. 
939  Butomus  W.  1175  Limnocharis  Rich. 

Order  CLXVI.  ALISMACE.E. 
Handsome  water  plants,  with  white  flowers,  and  many  ovaria.  Some  are  common  in  our  English  ditches, 

others  are  found  in  similar  situations  in  the  tropics. 
860  Actinocarpus  R.  Br.  1988  Sagittiria  W.  '  861  AHsma  W. 

Order  CLXVII.  COMMELINEjE. 
Mostly  inhabitants  of  marshy  ground,  in  either  hemisphere,  but  not  known  in  Europe  except  in  cultivation. 

America  is  their  grand  station.  Many  are  insignificant  creeping  plants,  especially  the  Commelinas ;  others,  as 
the  Pontederias  are  very  handsome;  and  the  Dichoriz&ndras  are  exceedingly  noble  caulescent  plants,  with 
large  thyrses  of  blue  flowers :  this  color  is  the  prevailing  one  of  the  order. 

84  Callisia  TV.  89  Aneilema  B.  P.  730  Pontederia  W.         766  Dichorizandra  Vand. 
88  CommeUna  B.  P.  90  Cartonema  B.  Br.         765  Tradescantia  W. 

Order  CLXVIII.  JUNCE.2E. 
Inconspicuous,  rigid,  worthless  weeds,  for  the  most  part;  X^ris  and  Philydrum,  which  have  pretty  yellow 

flowers,  if  belonging  to  the  order,  being  exceptions.    They  clothe-  barren  ground  in  most  parts  of  the 
world,  and  are  the  first  approach  to  the  formation  of  a  regular  perianthium,  as  we  ascend  in  the  scale  of 
vegetation.  Xerotes  has  the  habit  of  a  low  palm. 

86  Xyris  L.  761  Lnzula  Dec.  2076  Xer6tes  R.  Br. 
760  Jfincus  L.  839  Flagellaria  W.  17  ?  Pliilf  drum  R.  Br. 

Order  CLXIX.  ERIOCAULEiE. 
Pretty  interesting  little  bog  plants,  found  in  all  parts  of  the  world.   The  order  consists  of  Eriocafilon  only, 

many  of  whose  species  are  easily  cultivated,  though  seldom  seen  in  gardens.   The  Eriocaulon  septangulare, 
found  in  a  lake  in  the  Isle  of  Skye,  is,  perhaps,  the  rarest  of  European  plants.  They  are  not  known  to  possess any  medical  virtues. 223  Eriocaulon  W. 

Order  CLXX.  PANDANEJE. 
With  the  habit  of  palms,  and  the  inflorescence  of  Aroidese,  this  fine  order  standi  very  distinctly  separated from  all  others.  The  stem  is  an  arborescent  caudex,  either  growing  to  a  considerable  height,  or  weak,  and 

lying  on  the  ground.  The  leaves  of  some  are  formed  into  a  coarse  cordage ;  the  flowers  of  P.  odoratissimus, 
and  the  fruit  of  some  others,  are  eaten.    All  are  tropical. 

2004  Carludovica  Fl.  per.  2041  Pandanus  W. 

Order  CLXXL  NAIADES. 
Floating  uninteresting  plants,  scarcely  susceptible  of  cultivation :  they  form  a  close  approach  to  Cellulares. 

1938  Zannichellia  W. 

Order  CLXXII.  RESTIACEJE. 
Rigid,  inelegant,  often  leafless  plants,  with  split  vaginae,  and  the  habit  of  some  Cyperaceae,  or  true  Juncese. 

They  are  all  inhabitants  of  the  southern  hemisphere,  especially  of  the  Cape  of  Good  Hope  and  New  Holland. 
2046  WiUden6via  Th.  2047  Restio  W.  2048  E16gia  W.  2110  LeptocSrpus  R.  Br. 
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Order  CLXXIII.  PALMJE. 
These  were  well  named  by  Linnaeus,  the  princes  of  the  vegetable  world ;  for  they  far  surpass  all  other  plants 

in  the  grandeur  and  majesty  of  their  port  Their  lofty  stem,  supported  by  a  mass  of  fibrous  roots,  which  fre- quently creep  along  the  surface  of  the  ground,  consists  of  wood  with  longitudinal  fibres,  soft  in  the  centre,  but 
hard  as  horn  itself  at  the  circumference ;  it  is  almost  always  unbranched,  bearing  a  tuft  of  leaves  at  the 
summit;  in  a  very  few  cases  it  is  dichotomous,  always  round,  and  it  terminates  by  a  single  bud ;  by  the  fall  of 
the  petioles  of  the  leaves,  which  sheath  it  in  a  greater  .or  less  degree  at  the  base,  it  is  covered  with  large  scars. 
The  leaves,  technically  called  fronds,  are  pinnate  or  flabelliform,  never  simple;  and,  in  a  young  state,  before 
they  expand,  they  are  folded  up  in  plaits  from  the  base  to  the  apex.  The  flowers  are  small,  with  bractex  at 
their  base,  either  sessile  or  seated  in  some  cavity,  of  a  pallid  color,  and  contained  in  a  large  bag  called  a  spatha ; 
when  they  open,  the  .mass  of  inflorescence,  called  a  spadix,  bursts  .suddenly  through  the  under  side  of  the 
spatha,  generally  .evolving  the  most  fragrant  odors.  Impregnation  takes  place  rapidly,  through  the  injection 
of  the  pollen  upon  the  humid  surface  of  the  stigmas,  which  gape  open  to  receive  it.  The  fruit  is  perfected  in  a 
period  varying  from  six  months  to  a  year ;  when  ripe  it  is  a  drupe  or  berry,  with  either  a  fibrous  or  fleshy  coat ; 
the  mass  of  its  kernel  consists  of  oily  albumen,  which,  in  the  case  of  the  cocoa  nut,  is  soft  enough  to  be  eaten, 
but  which  in  most  species  is  as  hard  as  horn.  Dr.  von  Martius,  the  celebrated  traveller  in  Brazil,  to  whom  the 
world  is  indebted  for  nearly  all  that  is  known  of  these  plants,  concludes  his  remarks  upon  the  characters  of  the 
order  in  the  following  words :  —  "  Palms,  the  noble  offspring  of  Terra  and  Phoebus,  are  natives  of  those  happy countries  within  the  tropics,  where  the  rays  of  the  latter  are  ever  beaming.  In  all  such  climates  they  are  to 
be  found,  with  this  limitation,  however,  that  in  the  southern  hemisphere  they  do  not  overstep  the  35th  degree 
of  latitude,  nor  in  the  northern  the  40th.  Most  species  are  confined  within  fixed  and  narrow  bounds,  for  it 
comes  to  pass  that  wherever  a  district  is  characterized  by  striking  peculiarities  of  soil  or  climate,  those  species 
exist  which  are  not  found  elsewhere ;  but  few,  on  the  contrary,  extend  over  a  large  extent  of  .surface,  as  the 
Cocos  nucifera,  AcrocSmia  sclerocarpa,  Borassus  flabelliformis,  Ac.  It  is  probable  that  the  number  of 
palms  existing  on  the  face  of  the  earth,  will  be  found  by  future  travellers  to  amount  to  as  many  as  a  thousand 
species.  Most  of  them  love  the  margins  of  springs  and  streams,  but  few  establish  themselves  on  the  shores  of 
the  ocean,  and  yet  a  smaller  number  ascend  into  the  alpine  regions  of  their  country ;  some  collect  in  large 
forests ;  some  are  scattered  singly  or  in  clusters,  among  woods  and  plains.  In  the  most  ancient  periods  of  the 
world,  when  the  genera  of  plants  were  beginning  to  be  formed,  palms  scarcely  existed ;  they  were  preceded  in 
the  creation  by  the  more  ancient  Ferns,  Cycadeae,  Grasses,  and  Equisetacese.  Some  of  their  remains  have, 
however,  been  found  in  variegated  sandstone,  and  in  limestone  of  the  third  order  (fletzkalk),  part  of  which 
belong  to  unknown  species,  and  part  to  species  still  in  existence.  But  in  the  times  succeeding  the  deluge,  they 
appear,  from  the  written  evidence  of  historians  and  poets,  to  have  followed  the  footsteps  of  man,  to  whom 
their  fruit  yielded  food,  drink,  and  oil;  their  stems  houses,  arms,  utensils,  flour,  and  wine;  and  their  leaves 
cordage  and  roofs  for  habitations.  In  cultivation  their  soil  should  be  slightly  saline ;  they  are  propagated  by 
seeds  more  readily  than  by  truncheons  of  the  stem ;  when  cultivated  .they  undergo  no  alteration,  except  in  pro. 
ducing  more  fleshy  or  stemless  fruit :  it  is  extremely  difficult  to  transplant  .them  beyond  their  own  country; 
naturally  their  migration  is  absolutely  opposed  by  the  barriers  of  the  ocean." 

762  Corypha  W.  1982  Sagus  W.  2008  Nipa  Th.  2079  Borassus  W. 763  Licuala  W.  1983  Cocos  W.  2009  Artca  W.  2080  MauriUa  W. 
764  Thrinax  W.  1984  E'late  W.  2049  Phoenix  W.  2109  Latania  J. 855  Sabal  P.  S.                  1985  Bactris  W.               2077  Elais  W.  2153  Rirapis  W. 
753  Calamus  W.  2007  Cary6ta  W.  2078  Chamaedorea  W,       2154  Chamae'rops  W. 

Section  III.  STAMENS  HYPOGYNOUS. 
Order  CLXXIV.  GRAMINEiE. 

The  order  of  grasses  is  beyond  doubt  the  .most  natural  of  all  that  the  .ingenuity  of  systematic  botanists has  contrived;  it  is  also  the  most  numerous  in  species.  The  inflorescence  is  very  much  alike  throughout  the 
order,  and  the  floral  envelopes,  which  are  bracteaa  in  a  progressive  state  to  the  form  of  calyx  and  petals,  offer 
few  striking  characters  by  which  the  genera  can  be  characterized.  Hence  it  is  that  the  classification  of  the 
order,  and  its  division  into  genera,  has  not  only  been  found  extremely  difficult,  but  has  given  rise  to  much 
difference  of  opinion  among  botanists ;  some  of  whom,  adhering  to  the  synthetical  arrangement  of  Linnsus, 
admit  but  a  small  number  of  genera,  while  others,  admitting  the  analytical  principles  of  modern  science, 
divide  it  into  a  vast  number.  The  middle  course  in  this,  as  in  most  other  cases,  is  probably  the  just  one.  A 
subdivision  of  the  order  into  tribes,  has  been  attempted  by  Palisot,  Trinius,  Dumortier,  Raspail,  Kunth,  Link, 
and  others ;  that  of  M.  Kunth  is  here  adopted.  The  general  habit  of  grasses  is  so  familiar  .to  every  one,  that 
it  may  be  passed  over  in  silence.  They  are  remarkable  for  exhibiting,  in  no  case,  properties  that  are  actually 
poisonous ;  possessing  on  the  contrary,  in  almost  all  cases,  wholesome  and  nutritive  qualities.  These  latter  are 
especially  obvious  in  their  seeds,  which  always  contain  a  farinaceous  substance,  mixed  with  a  certain  propor- tion of  glutinous  matter.  No  one  is  ignorant  of  the  various  and  important  uses  of  the  seeds  of  wheat,  rye, 
barley,  oats,  maize,  rice,  and  others,  and  in  general  of  all  the  larger  kinds  of  grass.  It  must  however  be  re- marked, that  if  the  smaller  sorts  are  not  employed  in  like  manner,  it  is  merely  on  account  of  their  minuteness, 
and  not  on  account  of  any  difference  in  their  nature  ;  in  fact,  in  times  of  scarcity,  and  in  half  cultivated  coun- 

tries, use  has  advantageously  been  made  of  Festuca  fiuitans,  Zizania  aquatica,  Avena  fatua,  Panicum  sangui- 
nale,  Avena  elatior,  Bromus  secalinus,  and  Elymus  arenarius.  It  is  also  to  be  noted,  that  the  .particular  uses 
for  which  the  seeds  of  certain  grasses  are  employed,  are  not  peculiar  to  them,  but  may  be  obtained  from  all 
the  others,  with  slight  modifications.  Thus  beer  is  made,  not  only  from  barley  but  also  from  wheat ;  spiri- 

tuous liquors  not  only  from  our  European  cerealia,  but  also  from  rice.  'But  it  must  he  remarked,  that  a  sin- gular exception  to  the  generally  wholesome  properties  of  grasses,  appears  to  exist  in  Lolium  temuleiitum, 
the  seed  of  which  is  reported  to  be  narcotic  and  inebriating,  and  even  poisonous ;  there  is  no  doubt,  however, 
that  these  qualities  have  been  greatly  exaggerated ;  for  in  the  first  place  they  disappear  in  bread  or  beer 
manufactured  from  Lolium  temulentum ;  and  secondly,  in  times  of  scarcity,  people  have  frequently  lived  upon 
it.  But  even  supposing  all  that  has  been  stated  upon  the  subject  to  be  true,  this  plant  will  still  be  found  to  be 
little  different  from  wheat,  when  long  exposed  to  wet ;  so  well,  indeed,  is  this  known  by  country  people,  that  a 
belief  exists,  that  in  wet  summers  wheat  is  actually  transmuted  into  rye  grass.  The  exciting  properties  of  the 
oat,  which  are  very  unusual  in  this  order,  have  been  found  to  reside  in  the  husk  and  not  in  the  seed,  and  to 
depend  upon  the  presence  of  a  minute  quantity  of  an  aromatic  principle,  analogous  to  Vanilla,  lying  im- 

bedded in  the  envelope  of  the  seed,  and  capable  of  being  extracted  by  aid  of  alcohol.  As  to  the  deleterious 
effects  of  the  ergot  of  rye,  these  do  not  depend  certainly  upon  any  such  property  in  the  rye  itself,  but  is  caused 
either  by  the  ergot  disease,  or,  as  is  believed,  by  the  parasitic  fungus,  from  the  attack  of  which  it  arises.  Now 
let  us  pass  from  the  seeds  of  Graminee  to  their  stems,  and  we  shall  find  a  no  less  remarkable  uniformity  of 
nature  in  them.  They  all  contain,  especially  before  flowering,  a  sweet  sugary  mucilage,  which  varies  in  quan- 

tity in  different  species.  The  sugar  cane,  in  which  this  is  found. in  greatest  abundance,  not  only  constantly  exists 
in  the  most  favorable  condition  for  producing  it,  as  it  rarely  flowers,  but  is  also  one  of  the  largest  grasses 
known.  The  maiee  also  abounds  in  sugar ;  and  the  same  substance  is  secreted  in  -such  abundance  by  the Sorghum  saccharatum,  that  attempts  have  actually  been  made  in  Italy  to  cultivate  it  as  the  sugar  cane.  The 
creeping  roots  of  grasses,  which  are  generally  mucilaginous  and  demulcent,  are  sometimes  used  in  medicine; 
but  they  are  of  more  importance  for  retaining  in  banks  the  sand  of  the  sea  shore,  so  as  to  form  artificial  cliffs 
on  flat  coasts,  to  restrain  the  inroads  of  the  sea.  The  stems  of  Andropogon  schaenanthus,  the  leaves  of 
Andropogon  citrStum,  the  roots  of  Andropogon  nardus,  and  the  whole  plant  of  all  the  species  of  Anthox- 
anthum,  exhale  an  aromatic  odor,  and  possess  slightly  tonic  properties.  1o  conclude,  the  epidermis  of  grasses 
iias  been  found  to  contain  a.considerable  quantity  of  silex. 
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139  PSspalum  W. 140  Axonopus  P.  de  B. 141  Milium  W. 
142  Knappia  E.  B. 

Tribe  1. 
143  Digitfiria  P.  S. 144  Fanicum  B.  P. 
145  Setaria  P.  de  B. 

Panicea 
146  Echinochloa  P.  de  B. 
147  OrthopAgon  P.  de  B. 148  Penicillaria  P.  de  B. 

K9  Lappago  W. 134  Cenchrus  P.  S. 
135  Pennis£tum  Rich. 

Tribe  2.  Supaceje. 
150  Stlpa  W. 138  Oryzopsis  Mich. 

151  Muhlenbergia  Schr. 152  Chseturus  ZA. 
153  Lagurus  W. 
154  PolypAgon  W.  en. 155  Gastrldium  P.  de  B. 

169  Corynephorus  P.  rfei?. 76  Anthoxanthum  W. 
170Aira  W. 
171  A  vena  P.  5. 
172  Trisetum  P.  5. 
173  Danth6nia  P.  de  A 
174  Gaudinia  P.  de  A 
175  Arundo  With. 

Tribe  3. 
156  Agr6stis  W. 
157  Trich6dium  Mi. 
158  Tristegis  Nees. 
159  Spordbolus  J?.  P. 160  Airopsis  Desu. 

AgROSTIDEjE. 
161  Cinna  P.  deB. 
136  SpartSna  W. 162  Psamma  P.  de  B. 163  Crfpsis 
133  Cornuc6pUe  L. 

Tribe  4. 
176  Chrystfrus  P.  S. 177  Sesleria  P.  de  A 
178  Cynosurus  P.  S. 179  Koeleria  P.  S. 
180  Dactylis  W.  e». 
181  Glyceria  R.  Br. 182  Festuca  W. 
183  Mygalurus  £A. 

Brome^e. 
184  Bromus  W. 
185  Brachyp6dium  P.  de  A 186  Uniola  W. 
187  Trici'ispis  P.  de  B. 188  Diplachne  P.  de  B. 189  Ceratochl6a  P.  deB. 
190  Schismus  P. deB. 
191  Tri6dia  iJ.  #r. 

Tribe  5.  Chlorides 
199  Sclerochloa  P.  de  B.      201  Dactyloctenium  P^de  5.     203  Cyliodon  P.  5. 200  Eleusine  R.  Br. !  Leptochlua  P.  de  5. 204  DinebraP.de  B. 

164  Alopecfirus  W. 165  Phleum  W. 166  Achnod6nton  P.  rfe  B. 
167  Chilochlda  P.  deB. 
168  Phalaris  W.e*. 

192  Beckmannia  Hort. 
193  Melica  W. 
194  Motinia  P.  deB. 
195  Briza  W. 
196  P6a  W. 
197  Eragr6stis  P.  de  B. 
198  Megastachya  P.  de  A 

205  Echinaria  Desu. 

206  Triticum  W. 
207  L61ium  W. 
208  Elymus  W. 

214  Perotis  H.  K. 

217  Leersia  R.  Br. 

Tribe  6.   Hordeace^e  (or  Cereales.) 
209  Secale  W. 
210  H6rdeum  W. 
211  Microchloa  R.  Br. 
Tribe  7.  Saccharines 

215  Saccharum  W. 
Tribe  8.  Oryze*. 

8S7  0r?za 

212  Ophiurus  P.  de  5. 213  Monerma  P.  de  2JL 
137  Nardus  W. 

216  Imperata  Cyr. 

754  Ehrharta  W. 

1950  Zea  W. 
1951  C6ix  W. 
1952  Tripsacum  W. 
1953  Heteropogon  Rich. 

Tribe  9. 
1954  Olyra  W. 
1979  Zizania  W. 
1980  Pharus  W. 
2129  Andropogon  W. 

Olyre^e. 
2130  Chl6ris  W. 
2131  Sorghum  JT.  en. 
2133  Ischa/mum  W. 

2132  H61cus  W.  en. 
2134  iE'gilops  W. 
2135  Manisuris  W. 

218  Diarrhena  Mich. 752  Bambfisa  W 
Tribe  10.  Bambusace^e. 

131  Remirea  Aub.  219  Arundin&ria  W. 
Station  Uncertain. 
132  Lygeum  W. 

Order  CLXXV.  CYPEB.ACE.ffi. 
The  sedges,  as  these  may  be  ca  led  in  English,  differ  from  grasses  not  only  in  their  comparative  worthlcss- 

ness,  and  the  different  developement  of  the  parts  of  fructification,  but  also  in  the  sheath,  at  the  base  of  the 
leaves,  being  closed  up,  not  slit  As  objects  of  ornament  they  are  of  no  value,  and  as  subjects  of  agricultural 
interest  of  but  little ;  they  are,  moreover,  of  little  utility  to  man.  They  are  chiefly  valuable  for  covering,  with 
the  appearance  of  herbage,  waste,  and  barren,  marshy,  or  sandy  tracts,  in  which  little  else  will  thrive.  The 
roots  of  Carex  arenaria,  disticha,  and  hirta,  possess  diaphoretic  and  demulcent  properties,  whence  they  are 
sometimes  called  German  sarsaparilla.  Some  of  the  Scirpuses  and  Cyperuses  have  eatable  nutty  roots ;  the 
stems  of  Scirpus  lacustris,  Eledcharis  palustris,  Cyperus  textilis,  and  others,  are  manufactured  into  mats  and 
the  bottoms  of  chairs ;  the  roots  of  Cyperus  esculentus  abound  in  oil,  a  very  unusual  circumstance ;  the 
papyrus  of  the  ancients  was  manufactured  from  the  stem  of  Cyperus  papyrus  ;  finally,  the  roots  of  Cyperuf 
ldngus,  odoratus,  and  others,  are  fragrant. 

74  Cladium  Schr.  122  Isolepis  R.  Br.  126  Trichophorum  P.S.      130  Mariscus  Vahl 
119  Schae"nus  Vahl  123  Scirpus  R.  Br.  127  Cyperus  W.  1947  Carex  W. 120  Rhynchosp6ra  Vahl         124  Eledcharis  R.  Br.        128  Papyrus  Lk.  1948  Cobresia  W. 
121  Fimbrlstylis  Vahl  125  Eriophorum  P.  S.        129  Kylllnga  W.  1949  Uncinia  Rich. 

Order  CLXXV1.  AROIDE.E. 
Herbaceous,  stemless,  or  caulescent  plants,  with  broad  fleshy  leaves,  approaching  very  nearly  to  those  of 

Dicotyledons.  Their  flowers  are  enclosed  within  a  spatha,  and  are  imbedded  on  a  simple  cylindrical  spadix. 
Some  are  natives  of  Europe  and  of  similar  latitudes,  but  the  greater  number  inhabit  the  tropics,  where  they 
often  climb  by  their  rooting  stems  to  the  tops  of  lofty  trees.  They  have  thick  fleshy  roots,  which,  when  fresh, 
contain  an  acrid  stimulating  principle,  which  is  so  volatile  that  it  passes  off  freely  upon  the  application  of 
heat ;  whence  the  roasted  roots  of  many  species  are  among  the  most  common  articles  of  negro  food.  The 
leaves  of  A'  rum  seguinum  are  so  paralyzing,  that  if  chewed  they  deprive  one  of  the  power  of  utterance ; whence  in  the  West  Indies  it  is  called  the  dumb  cane ;  the  leaves  of  Drac6ntium  pertusum  are  acrid ;  fresh 
gathered,  and  applied  all  over  the  surface  of  the  body,  they  produce  a  slight  inflammation  and  blistering,  and 
are  used  in  Demerara,  by  the  natives,  in  dropsical  cases.  The  root  of  A'rum  triphyllum,  boiled  in  milk,  has been  found  efficacious  in  consumption.  The  flowers  of  many  species  are  highly  fetid.  Typhineaj,  or  bull- 
rushes  are  very  like  Cyperacese  in  habit.  Pistiaceae  are  floating  plants,  in  which  the  organs  of  fructification 
are  reduced  to  the  very  simplest  stale.   Juncaginea;  are  obscure  marsh  or  river  plants. 

Tribe  1.  Genuine 
252  Pothos  W.  758TaccaW.  868  Dracontium  W.  876  Roxburghia  Dr. 
755  A'corus  W.  2006  A'rum  W.  869  Calla  W.  769  Aspidistra  Ker 756  Or6«tium  W.  2005  Caladium  W.    757  Tupistra  B.  M. 

4  A 
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Tribe  2.  Typhine*:. 
1915  Tfpha  W.  1946  Sparganium  W. 

Tribe  3.  PistiacejE. 
1939  Lemna  W. 

Tribe  4.  Juncagine*. 
109  Lept&nthus  Mich.  840  Scheuchzeria  W.  841  Triglochin  W. 854  Aponogeton  W.  317  Potainogeton  W. 

Order  CLXXVH.   FLU VI  ALES. 
With  these  the  Vasculares  and  Monocotyledones  terminate :  it  has  long  been  apparent  that  we  have  been 

descending  in  the  scale  of  vegetation ;  and  hence,  the  last  order  exhibited  a  structure  the  most  simple  of 
all  vascular  plants.   In  the  present  order,  Zostera  and  Ruppia  are  so  closely  allied  to  Algs,  that  they  may be  mistaken  for  them. 

24  Zostera  L.  318  Ruppia  W. 

II.  CELLULARES. 

The  characteristics  of  this  division  have  already  been  explained  in  the  preliminary  observations  upon  the 
natural  orders ;  and  the  remarks  which  were  required  for  each  natural  order  of  Cellulares  have  already  been 
given  in  Cryptogamia  in  the  body  of  the  work.  It  has,  therefore,  been  thought  advisable  to  adopt  from  Pro- 

fessor Agardh  such  observations  as  he  has  made  upon  the  orders,  as  a  sort  of  contrast  to  those  already  given. 

Class  1.  FOLIACEJE. 

Order  I.  FILICES. 
Of  these  the  stem  is  perennial,  often  subterraneous  and  creeping,  and  occasionally  becoming  arborescent 

and  leafy  above  the  ground.  The  fronds  or  leaves  are  usually  pinnatifid,  and  more  or  less  compound ;  some- 
times nearly  simple  and  entire,  with  reticulated  veins.  The  capsules  are  minute,  one-celled,  seldom  many- celled,  brown,  membranous,  and  surrounded  by  a  thick  articulated  elastic  ring,  irregularly  bursting,  and  either 

clustered  on  the  lower  surface  of  the  frond,  or  compound  in  spikes.  Their  vernation  is  circulate,  and  some 
are  propagated  by  bulbs.  The  old  botanists  denied  any  fruit  whatever  to  Ferns  ;  believing  the  seeds  of  these 
plants  to  be  so  rare  as  to  invest  any  body  with  invisibility  who  could  collect  them.  Afterwards,  their  capsules 
were  believed  to  be  their  seeds.  Linnaeus,  and  some  others,  doubted  whether  their  fructification  were  seeds  or 
pollen.  Finally,  the  experiments  of  Ehrhart  and  Lindsay  proved,  beyond  all  cavil,  that  they  were  really  seeds. 
As  to  the  male  organs  nothing  is  known ;  some  suppose  them  to  be  glands  of  the  frond,  others  the  elastic  ring, 
some  the  indusium,  and  others  the  pores  of  the  epidermis ;  lastly,  Martius  has  supposed  them  to  be  the  mem- 

brane including  the  spiral  vessels.  Ferns  are  chiefly  inhabitants  of  the  torrid  zone,  becoming  rarer  as  we 
approach  the  poles.  They  delight  in  a  humid  soil,  and  they  often  grow  parasitically  upon  trees.  The  medi- cinal virtues  of  some  are  highly  astringent,  of  others  anthelmintic,  of  others  purgative;  some  have  acquired 
celebrity  for  their  pectoral,  others  for  their  corroborant  qualities.  The  young  leaves  and  roots  of  some 
constitute  an  article  of  food;  beer  is  obtained  from  the  roots  of  others,  and,  finally,  Aspidium  fragrans  has been  used  as  tea. 

Tribe  1.  Polypodiace^. 
2168  Polyb6trya  H.&B. 2169  Acr6stichum  L. 
2170  Hemionitis  L. 
2171  Gymnogramma  Desv. 2172  Meniscium  Schreb. 
2173  Xiphopteris  Katitf. 
2174  Ceterach  W. 
2175  Polypodium  L. 2176  Ta/nitis  Swz. 

2177  Nothochte'na  R.  Br. 2178  Onoclea  L. 
2179  Struthiopteris  TV. 2180  Allos6rus  Bernh. 
2181  Ellobocarpus  Kaulf. 2182  Lomaria  W. 
2183  Blechnum  L. 
2184  Woodwardia  Sm. 
2185  Do6dia  B.  Br. 

2186  Asplenium  L. 2187  Allantddia  B.  Br. 
2188  Scolopendrium  Sm 
2189  Diplazium  Sua. 
2190  Pteris  L. 
2191  Vittaria  Sm. 
2192  Lonchitis  L. 2193  Antr6phyum  Kautf. 
2194  Adiantum  W. 

2195  Cheilfinthes  Sues. 
2196  Davallia  Sm. 
2197  Dicks6nia  L'Her. 2198  Balantium  Kavlf 
2199  Aspidium  Stuz. 2200  Woodsia  R.  Br. 
2201  Cyathea  Sm. 2202  Trich6manes  L. 
2203  Hymenophyllum  Sm. 

Tribe  2.  Osmundaceje. 
2204  T6dea  W.  2205  Osm6nda  L.  2206  Lyg6dium  Sua.         2207  Anemia  Swz. 

Tribe  3.  Ophioglosse*. 
2208  Botrychium  Swz.  2209  Ophiogl6ssum  L.  2210  Marattia  Swz. 

Order  II.  EQUISETACE^. 
'  Marsh  plants,  with  a  verticillate  arrangement  of  their  branches,  and  a  highly  indurated  epidermis.  Their seeds  are  remarkable  for  a  hygrometrical  movement.  The  quality  of  some  is  said  to  be  hurtful  to  cattle, 
which  is  denied  by  others.  Formerly  they  were  used  in  medicine  as  astringents  and  diuretics.  Equisetum 
hyemale  has  been  employed  for  tea,  and  as  a  polishing  material  for  furniture,  under  the  name  of  Dutch rushes. 

2211  Equisetum  L. 

Order  III.  LYCOPODINEJE. 
With  the  habits  of  mosses  they  have  the  seeds  of  ferns.  They  are  herbaceous  prostrate  plants,  with  imbri- 

cated simple  leaves.  Lycopodium  complanatum,  Selago,  and  clavatum  as  used  as  dyes ;  the  sporules  of  Lyco- 
p6dium  clavatum  are  said  to  be  employed  for  ameliorating  wine,  and  are  also  used  in  making  fire-works,  on account  of  their  inflammable  nature.  The  herb  of  Lycop6dium  clavatum  and  Selago  is  emetic,  and  produces 
abortion.    Lycop6dium  phlegmaxia  is  reputed  an  aphrodisiac. 

2212  Lycop6dium  L.  2213  Psil6tum  Swz. 
Order  IV.  MARSILEACE^ 

Floating  or  erect  simple-leaved  plants  of  no  known  use.   The  Marsileas,  which  are  to  some  countries  what 
Lemna  is  to  this,  are  not  known  in  cultivation. 

2214  Isoetes  L.  2215  Pilularia  L. 
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Class  II. APHYLLiE 
V.  MUSCI. 

Winter  plants,  reviving  in  humid  air,  abundant  about  the  poles,  rare  at  the  equator.  They  cover  the  moun- 
tains of  the  earth  as  high  as  the  limits  of  perpetual  snow;  growing  in  patches,  they  clothe  the  most  barren 

spots  with  verdure,  preserve  trees  from  heat  and  cold,  prepare  the  earth  for  nourishing  more  perfect  plants, 
and  fill  up  bogs  and  morasses  with  vegetable  matter.  To  the  economy  of  nature  they  are,  therefore,  more 
subservient  than  to  the  purposes  of  man.  Medicinal  astringent  properties  were  formerly  ascribed  to  some  few, 
but  they  are  now  neglected  or  forgotten. 

Tribe  1.  Evaginulati. 
2216  Sphagnum  L. 

2217  Phascum  L. 
2218  Schistostega  Mohr. 
2219  Gymnostomum  Hedw. 
2220  Hymen6stomuraj?.i7r. 2221  Tetraphis  Hedw. 
2222  Encalypta  Hedw. 2223  Grimmia  Hedw. 
9324,  Weissia  Hedw. 
2225  Dicranum  Hedw. 

Tribe  2.  Vaginulati  Olocarpi. 
2226  Trichostomum  Hedw.  2235  Diphyscium  Mohr. 2227  Cinclidotus  P.deB.    2236  Buxbaumia  L. 
2228  Tortula  Ehr. 
2229  Pterog6nium  Swz. 
2230  Didymodon  Hedw. 
2231  Splachnum  L. 2232  Con6stomum  Swx. 

2237  Funaria  Hedw. 
2238  Bartramia  Hedw. 
2239  P6hlia  Hedw. 
2240  Bryum  Hedw. 
2241  Polytrichum  L. 

2233  Orth6trichum  Hedw.  2242  Anictangium  Hedw. 
2234  Zygodon  Hook.  2243  Fissidens  Hedw. 

Tribe  3.  Vaginulati  Schistocarpi. 
2252  Andra/a  Hedw. 

2244  Leucodbn  Schwcegr. 
2245  Fontinalis  L. 
2246  An6modon  Hook. 
2247  Neckera  Hedw. 2248  Daltonia  Hook. 
2249  Hookeria  Sot 
2250  Leskea  Ehr. 
2251  Hypnum  L. 

Order  VI.  HEPATIOK. 
Creeping  small  plants,  with  their  leaves  arranged  in  an  imbricated  manner.   They  differ  from  Lichens  in 

structure,  color,  and  fruit ;  from  Musci,  in  the  dehiscence  of  their  capsule.   Their  qualities  are  mild,  if  any ; 
come  of  them  are  fragrant. 

2253  Jungermannia  L.  2255  Riccia  E.  B.  2257  Targi6nia  E.  B. 
2254  Marchantia  Mich.  2256  Anth6ceros  E.  B.  2258  Sphserocarpus  E.  B. 

Order  VII.  ALGiE. 
Plants  ascending  from  the  simplest  form  known  in  vegetation  to  a  very  compound  state.  The  lowest  are 

filiform,  leafless,  with  their  fructification  immersed ;  the  highest  are  leafy,  with  the  fructification  included  in 
an  indehiscent  wart-like  pericarpium.  Some  copulate,  like  animals,  others  have  a  spontaneous  motion  like 
worms.  Their  color  is  lively,  in  the  lowest  grades  green,  in  the  highest  red  or  purple.  Some  are  ephemeral 
and  microscopical,  annual  or  perennial,  and  others  extend  to  the  length  of  many  fathoms.  They  grow  at  the 
bottom  of  the  sea,  or  in  fresh  water,  the  depths  of  which  they  clothe  with  vegetation,  as  the  higher  orders  of 
plants  cover  the  earth  with  forests.  They  grow  on  stems  in  the  water  only,  or  on  each  other.  Some  exhale 
oxygen,  others  are  scented  like  violets.  Their  taste  is  mild ;  their  substance  gelatinous,  membranous,  or 
coriaceous,  usually  covered  externally  with  mucus.  The  structure  of  the  lowest  is  articulated ;  of  the  highest fibrous. 

Tribe  1.  Diatom  EjE. 
2259  Achnanthes  Ag. 
2260  Diatoma  Ag. 

2261  Fragillaria  Ag. 
2262  Meloseira  Ag. 

2263  Desmidium  Ag. 
2264  Schizonema  Ag. 

2265  Palmllla  Ag. 
2266  Echinella  Ag. 

2273  Byssocladium  Ag. 
2274  Mycinema  Ag. 
2275  Chroolepus  Ag. 
2276  Trentepohlia  Ag 
2277  Scytonema  Ag. 
2278  Stigonema  Ag. 
2279  Protonema  Ag. 
2280  Hygrocrocis  Ag. 

Tribe  2. 
2267  Alcyonidium  Ag. 2268  Nostoc  Ag. 

NOSTOCHINJE. 
2269  Corynephora  Ag. 
2270  Rivularia  Ag 

Tribe  3.  Confervoideje. 
2281  Leptomitus  Ag. 
2283  Batrachospermum  Ag. 
2284  Draparnaldia  Ag. 
2285  Oscillat6ria  Ag. 
2286  Calothrix  Ag. 
2287  Lyngbya  Ag. 
2288  Bangia  Ag. 

2289  Zygnema  Ag. 
2290  Mouge6tia  Ag. 
2291  Hydrodictyon  Ag. 
2292  Conferva  Ag. 
2293  Bulbochayta^ff. 
2294  Nitella  Ag. 
2295  Chara  L. 
2296  Ceramium  Ag. 

2271  Chaetophora  Ag. 
2272  Scythymenia  Ag. 

2297  Griffithsia  Ag. 2298  Chaetospora  Ag. 
2299  Polysiph6nia  Gret 
2300  Rytiphlae'a  Ag. 2301  Ectocarpus  Ag. 
2302  Sphacellaria  Ag. 2303  Cladostephus  Ag. 

Tribe  4.  Ulvace*:. 
t  Vaucheria  Ag.       2306  Bry6psis  Ag. 2305  Codium  Ag. 2307  Solenia  Ag. 

2308  U'lva  L. 2309  Pfirohyra  Ag. 

Tribe  5. 
2312  Rhodomela  Ag. 
2313  Ch6ndria  Ag. 

Floride^. 
2314  Spha?roc6ccus  Ag. 2315  Halymenia  Ag. 2310  Polyides  Ag. 

2311  Ptilota  Ag. 
Tribe  6.  Focoide^;. 

2318  Lemanea  Ag.          2321  Spor6chnus  Ag.  2324  Zonaria  Ag. 2319  Chordaria  Ag 
2320  Scytosiphon  Ag. 

2322  Haliseris  Ag. 
2323  Encomium  Ag. 

2325  Laminaria  Ag. Lichina  Ag. 

2316  Bonnemaisonia  Ag. 
2317  Deless^ria  Ag. 

2327  Furcellaria  Ag. 
2328  Fucus  L. 2329  Cystoseira  Ag. 

Order  VIII.  LICHENS. 
Lichens  are  not  only  most  useful  in  the  (Economy  of  Nature,  as  preparing  the  surface  of  the  earth  for  the 

reception  of  larger  vegetables,  but  they  are,  moreover,  of  great  utility  to  man  Many,  as  Cetraria  islandica, 
are  eatable,  having  a  bitter  principle,  and  giving  out  a  styptic  tincture,  if  immersed  in  alcohol.  Others, 
steeped  in  urine  or  salts,  are  used  for  dying ;  crustaceous  species  of  this  kind  are  Variolaria  oreina,  Lecan6ra 
tartarea,  Lepraria  chlorina,  &c. ;  foliaceous  species,  Parmelia  saxatilis,  Sticta  pulmonacea,  Solorina  crocea, 
Gyr6phora  de6sta  and  pustulata,  &c. ;  and  branched  kinds,  Roccclla  tinct6ria  (the  common  Orchal),  U'snea plicata,  Alect6ria  jubata,  and  others.  In  medicine,  Cetraria  islandica  and  nivalis,  Sticta  pulmonacea,  Alectoria 
usneoides  are  tonic  and  nutritive;  Parmflia  parietina,  Borrera  purpuracea,  Evernia  prunastri,  &c,  are  astrin- 
fent  and  febrifugal ;  Peltid^a  aphthosa,  anthelmintic ;  Evernia  vulpina,  poisonous.  Some  yield  a  gum,  as 
Ivernia  prunastri;  Sticta  pulmonacea  may  be  employed  for  bittering  beer  instead  of  hops,  and  Ramalina 4  A  2 
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scopul6mm  instead  of  scap.  The  various  species  give  the  grey  hue  to  old  walls  and  stones,  cover  desert  heaths, and  mottle  the  bark  of  ancient  trees. 

2330  Spiloma  Ach. 2331  Solorlna  Ach. 

Tribe  1.  Idiothalami. 
2  Lecidea  Ach. 
13  Calicium  Ach. 2334  Gyr6phora  Ach. 2335  Endocarpon  Ach, 

2336  Thelotrema  Ach. 
2337  Pyrenula  Ach. 2338  Variolaria  Ach. 
2339  Urceolaria  Ach. 
2340  Lecan6ra  Ach. 

Tribe  2. 2341  Parmelia  Ach. 
2342  Borrera  Ach. 
2343  Cetraria  Ach. 2344  Sticta  Ach. 
2345  Peltidea  Ach. 

CCENOTHALAMl. 
2346  Nephroma  Ach. 
2347  Roccella  Ach. 2348  Evernia  Ach. 
2349  Cen6myce  Ach. 

2350  BEeomyces  Ach. 2351  Isidium  ^cA. 
2352  Stereocatilon  ^cA. 
2353  Sphasrophoron  Ach. 

2354  Alectoria  .4cA. 
2355  Ramalina  ^cA. 

2360  Opegrapha  Ach. 2361  Verrucaria  .dcA. 

Tribe  3.  Homothalami. 
2356  Cornioularia  ylcA. 
2357  U'snea  Ach. 

Tribe  4.  Athalami. 
2359  Lepraria  Ach. 

Tribe  5.  Pseudo-Lichenes. 
2362  Porina  Ach. 
2363  Arthonia  Ach. 

2358  Collema  Ach. 

2364  Graphis  .rfcA. 

Order  IX.  FUNGI. 
We  have  now  reached  the  lowest  station  of  vegetable  existence,  in  arriving  where  the  vesicles  which  com- 

pose the  vegetable  fabric  are  combined  in  various  forms,  according  to  the  contingent  circumstances  under 
which  they  are  developed.  The  mould  on  the  cheese,  the  ergot  of  corn,  the  rust  of  the  rose,  and  the  huge 
Boletus,  which,  in  Java,  spreads  out  its  many-handed  body  from  the  trunks  of  ancient  trees  like  a  vegetating 
demon,  differ  only  in  the  number  of  the  vesicles  of  which  they  are  composed.  Many  species  are  eatable,  as 
Agaricus  campestris ;  others  are  deadly,  as  Boletus  scaber  ;  some  are  used  medicinally,  as  Dasdalea  suaveolens 
in  coughs ;  Agaricus  tuba  reginae  in  diarrhoea :  Agaricus  piperatus  in  calculous  disorders ;  Phallus  Mokusin 
against  cancer ;  Polyp6rus  annosus  against  the  bites  of  serpents.  Some  Coprini  are  used  for  healing 
ulcers;  Polyporus  officinalis  as  a  purgative;  Polyporus  igniarius  as  a  styptic ;  Polyporus  destructor,  and  a 
number  of  others,  constitute  dry  rot.  For  the  poison  of  fungi,  the  roots  of  garlic,  the  leaves  of  parsley,  and 
tincture  of  lacmus,  are  said  to  be  remedies :  so  also  is  common  spirit  Fungi  swarm  in  all  the  coldest  countries 
of  the  world,  but  as  we  approach  the  equator  they  are  extremely  rare ;  the  place  where  they  most  flourish  is 
Sweden,  and  the  adjacent  regions. 

Tribe  1.  Hymenomycetes. 
<j  1.  Hymenini. 
Div.  1.  Pileati. 

2369  Merulius  Holler.        2373  Boletus  Dill.  2376  Sistostrema  Fries. 
2370  Schizophyllum  Fries.  2374  Fistulina  Bull.  2377  Phobia  Fries. 
2371  Djedalea  Pers.  2375  H^dnum  L.  2378  Thelephora  Ehr. 

2365  Agaricus  L. 
2366  Coprinus  Lk. 
2367  G6mphus  Fries.  _  .  . 
2368  Cantharellus  Adans.  2372  Polyp6rus  Micheli. 

2379  Clavfiria  Vaill. 2380  Calocera  Fries. 

2386  Morchella  Dill. 

I  Pez'iza  Dill. .  Asc6bolus  Pers. 

Div.  2. 
2381  Geogl6ssum  Pers. 
2382  Spatularia  Pers. 

Clavati. 
2383  Mitrula  Fries. 
2384  Tf  phula  Fries. 

$  2.   Uterini  v.  Elvellaceas. 
Div.  1.  Mitrati. 

2387  Helvella  L. 
Div.  2. 

2392  Bulgaria  Fries. 2393  Ditiola  Fries. 

2388  Verpa  Sua. 

Cupulati. 2394  Cenangium  Fr. 2395  Stictis  Pers. 

2385  Pistillaria  Fries 

2389  Leotia  Hill. 

2396  Cryptomyces  Fr. 

2397  Tremella  L. 
2398  Exidia  Fries. 

2403  Acrosp£rmum  Tode. 2404  Sclerotium  Tode. 

§  3.  Tremellini. 2399  Dacrym^ces  Nees. 
2400  Agyrium  Fr. 

§  4.  SclerotiaceL 2405  Rhizoetonia  Dec. 
2406  Peri61a  Fr. 
Tribe  2.  Gasteromycetes. 

2401  Hymenella  Fr. 
2402  Nasnatelia  Fr. 

2407  Acinula  Fr. 
2408  Erysibe  Bebentisch. 

§  1.  Angiogastres. 
Div.  1.  PhalloidetB. 

2409  PhSUus  Mich.  2410  Batarrea  Pers. 
Div.  2.  Tuberacete. 

2411  Tiiber  Plin.  2412  Rhizopogon  Fr. 

2413  Nidularia  Bull. 
Div.  3.  Nidulariacete. 

2414  Myrioc6ccum  Tr. 
Div.  4.  CarpobolL 

2416  Atract6bolus  Tode.      2417  Thelebolus  Tode.       2418  Pilobolus  Tode. 

2415  Polyangium  Lk. 

2419  Sphasrubolus  Tode. 

§  2.  Pyrenomycetes. 
Div.  1.  Sphteriacei. 

2420  Xylaria  HUL  2422  Cucurbitaria  Gray.     2424  Heterosphaeria  Grev.  2426  Lophium  Fries. 
2421  Stromatosphae'riaGrer.2423  Cryptosphai'ria  Grev.  2425  Sphoe'ria  HaUer. 
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2427  Sphapronas'ma  Fries. 

2431  Dothidea  Tr. 

Div.  2.  Cytisporei. 
2428  SeptSria  Fries  2429  Cytisp6ra  Ehr.  2430  Phoma  Fr. 

Div.  3.  Phacidiacei. 
2432  Rhyttsma  Fries.       2433  Phacidium  Fries. 

2435  Actinothyrium  Kunx. 
2436  Leptostroma  Fr. 

2440  Onygena  Vers. 2441  Tulostoma  Pers. 

Div.  4.  Xylomacei. 
2437  Xyl6ma  Per* 2438  Lasiobotrys  Kunx. 

5  3.  Trichosperml. 
Dir.  1.  Lycoperdinei. 

2442  Scleroderma  Pers. 
2443  Lycoperdon  Mich. 

2434  Hysterium  Tode. 

2439  Asteroma  Dec. 

2444  Bovista  Pers. 
2445  Geastrura  AfjcA. 

Div.  2.  Trichocisti. 
2446  Craterium  Trent.  2449  Dictjdium  Schrad.  2452  Trichia  Per*. 
2447  Stemonltis  Per*.    2450  Arscyria  Per*.  2453  Diderma  Pers. 
2448  Cribraria  Schrad.  2451  Leangium  Z.A. 

2454  Physarum  Pert. 
2455  Leocarpus  Lk. 

Div.  3.  Fuliginoidei. 
2456  Lycogala  AficA.  2457  Spumaria  Pers. 

Div.  4.  IAceoidei. 
2458  Dichosporium  Aee*.  2459  Lfcea  Schrad. 

2460  M6cor  Per*. $  4.  Mucoroidei. 2461  Thamnidium  Lk. 2462  Ascophora  Tode. 

2468  Torula  Lk. 
2469  Monilia  Per*. 

$  5.  Perisporia. 2463  Eur6tiura  ZA.  2464  Amphisp6rium  Lk. 
Tribe  3.  Hyphomycetes. 

\  1.  Cephalotrichi. 2465  CerStium  Alberiini.  2466  Isaria  Per*. 

$  2.  Stilboidei. 2467  Stilbum  Torfe. 

§  S.  Inomycetes. 
Div.  1.  Byssacei. 

2470  Racodium  Per*. 
2471  Dematium  Per*. 

2472  Cladosp6rium  Lk. 
1X13  Helicosporium  Nees. 

2474  Oz6nium  Lk. 
2475  Rhizom6rpha  .RoM. 

Div.  2.  Mucedines. 
2476  Sepedonium  Lk.    2479  Trichothecium  ZA.  2482  Aspergillus  Mich. 
2477  Acremonium  ZA.  2480  Acrosp6rium  Nees.  2483  Stachylidiura  Lk. 
2478  Spor6trichum  LA.  2481  B6trytis  Mich. 

$  4.  Phylleriacee. 
2486  Rubigo  ZA.  2487  Erineum  Per*. 

2484  Penicillium  ZA. 
2485  Trichoderma  Per*. 

Tribe  4.  Coniomycetes. 
V 1.  Tuberculariae. 

2488  Tubercularia  Tode.      24S9  Fusarium  Lk. 2490  Exosp6rium  Lk. 

2491  Fusldium  ZA. 
2492  Polythrincium  Kunx. 

\  2.  Entophyta?. 
Div.  1.  Stilbosporei. 

2493  Stilbospora  Hqffm. 
2494  Sporidermium  XA. 

2495  Naemaspora  Per*. 

Div.  2.  Hypodermia. 
2496  Cylindrosp6rium  Gre».  2497  Uredo  Pers.  2498  JEcidium  Per*. 8499  Puccinia  Mich. 

After  the  most  perfect  classification  which  the  present  state  of  botanical  knowledge  renders  practicable, 
there  still  remain  a  few  genera  which  are  incapable  of  having  their  true  station  assigned  to  them,  either  in 
consequence  of  their  structure  being  incompletely  known,  or  of  their  affinity  not  having  yet  been  discovered. 
As  far  as  this  work  is  concerned,  they  are  the  following,  all  of  which  are  Dicotyledones. 

1966  Aucuba  W.  1462  Ait6nia  W.  2121  Nepenthes  W. 
405  Brexia  Nor.  2068  Antidesma  W.  2163  Laurophyllug  W. 
442  Vallesia  Fl.  per.  2098  Euclea  W.  1986  Ceratophyllum  W. 
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GLOSSARY OF 

TERMS  USED  IN  THE  GENERIC  AND  SPECIFIC  DESCRIPTIONS,  IN  THE  GENERAL 
OBSERVATIONS  ON  THE  CLASSES,  AND  IN  THE  NOTES. 

The  figures  between  parentheses  (  )  refer  to  the  engravings  at  the  bottom  of  the  page. 
After  each  term  a  reference  is  given  to  an  example  of  its  application  in  the  body  of  the  work  ;  in  these 

references,  g.  signifies  genus,  a.  species,  p.  page. 

A. 

A,  in  composition,  signifies  without,  as  Aphyttus, 
without  leaves ;  Acaulis,  without  stem.   s.  1339. 

Abbreviate  {abbreviare,  to  shorten).  Used  in  com- 
parative descriptions,  to  indicate  that  one  part  is 

shorter  than  another.    Salvia  crassifolia,  8.  4-20. Aberrant,  deviating  from  the  natural  or  direct  way ; 
applied  in  Natural  History  to  species  or  genera  that 
deviate  from  the  usual  characters  of  their  neigh- 

bours,  p.  408. 
Abortion  (1)  signifies  an  imperfect  developement  of  any 

given  organ.   Cephalanthus,  g.  275.  p.  78. 
Abraded,  rubbed  or  worn  off.  Acacia,  g.  2127.  (note.) 
Abstergent,  cleansing,  having  a  cleansing  quality.  Sa- 

pindus,  g.  926.  (note.) 
Accessory,  something  added  to  the  usual  number  of 

organs,  or  their  parts.   Phalaris,  g.  168.  p.  32. 
Accretion,  the  growing  of  one  thing  to  another,  p.  748. 
Accumbent,  lying  on,  prostrate,  supine ;  this  term  is 
employed  in  Cruciferae,  to  signify  a  radicle,  which 
lies  upon  the  edge  of  the  Cotyledons,   p.  536. 

Acerose,  (2)  needle-pointed  ;  fine  and  slender,  with  a 
sharp  point    Banksia  pulchella,  s.  1449. 

Acescent,  sour,  tart,  acid.    Pinguicula,  g.  52.  (note.) 
Acetarious,  any  thing  belonging  to  the  salad  tribes  of vegetables.   Lactfica,  g.  1628.  (note.) 
Acetous,  something  that  produces  acidity.  Triticum, g.  206.  (note.) 
Adcular,  (31  needle-shaped.  Leptospermum  trilocu- lare, s.  6931. 
Acinaciform,  (4)  scimitar-shaped.    Ehrlutrta,  g.  754. 

p.  238. Acini,  the  small  stones  in  grapes,  strawberries,  &c. 
Cecropia,  g.  2043.  (note.) 

Aculeate,  (5)  being  furnished  with  aculei  or  prickles,  as 
distinguished  from  spines.   Spartma  pblystacbya, s.  920. 

Aculei,  prickles,  sharp  hard  processes  of  the  epidermis 
falling  off  when  old;  by  which  character  they  are 
distinguished  from  spines,  which  do  not  fall  off. 
Medicago  mtirex,  s.  10910. 

Acuminate,  (6)  taper-pointed.   Canna  indica,  s.  2. 
Acutangular,  i7)  having  sharp  angles.  Corchorus acutangulus,  s.  7722. 
Adnate,  (8)  adhering  to  a  thing.  Anthers  are  called 
adnate  when  they  are  attached  to  the  filament 
by  their  whole  length.  Anthoxanthum  amarum, s.  498. 

Adult,  the  full-grown  of  any  thing :  full-grown  leaves are  adult  leaves.   Protea  obtfisa,  s.  1318. 
Mruginous,  having  a  color  like  that  of  aerugo  or  ver- digris.   Curcuma  aeruginosa,  s.  82. 
Agglomerated,  collected  in  a  heap  or  head,  ̂ cidium 

Jacobse'a,  s.  16669. 
Aggregate,  (9)  gathered  together;  usually  applied  to  a 
'  dense  sort  of  inflorescence.  Calymenia  aggregate, S.570. 

Agrumi,  a  name  given  by  the  Italians  to  any  kind  of lemons  or  oranges.   Citrus,  g.  1615.  (note.) 
Akenium,  (10)  a  hard  pericarpium,  containing  a  single 
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seed,  which  does  not  adhere  to  it ;  it  is  the  same  as 
the  Linna?an  nux.    HippophaeX  g.  2058.  p.  817. 

Albumen,  the  substance  under  the  inner  coat  of  the 
testa,  surrounding  the  embryo ;  it  is  sonfetimes  ab- sent  Reseda,  g.  1102.  (note.) 

Alembick,  a  vessel  used  in  distilling,  or  acting  like  a still.    Phoenix,  g.  2049.  (note.) 
Alexipharmic,  that  which  counteracts  poisons,  anti- dotal.  Maranta,  g.  2.  (note.) 
Alexiteric,  having  the  power  of  doing  away  poisons, 

p.  1065. Alkalescent,  having  the  properties  or  effects  of  alkali. Rumex  acetosa,  g.  856.  (note.) 
Alkali,  any  substance  which,  when  mingled  with  acid, 

produces  fermentation.   Viola,  g.  540.  (note.) 
Alveolate,  (11)  resembling  a  honeycomb.  Borkhatisia. 

g.  1637.  p.  661. Alvine,  of  or  belonging  to  the  intestines.  Acacia, 
g.  2127.  (note.) 

Amentum,  (12)  a  catkin ;  mode  of  inflorescence.  Apo- 
nogeton,  g.  854.  p.  240. 

AmpleMcaul,  (13)  stem-clasping  :  the  base  of  the  leaf surrounding  the  stem.     Cestrum  auriculatum, s.  2465. 
Amylaceous,  having  the  properties  of  starch,  p.  1065. 
Anastomosing,  (14)  uniting,  or  inosculation,  of  vessels. Cinclid6tus,  g.5227-  p.  896. 
Androgynous,  producing  both  male  and  female  sexes on  the  same  root,  or  in  the  same  flower.  Unclnia, 

g.  1949.  p.  768. Anfractuose,  full  of  turnings  and  winding  passages. 
Ochroma,  g.  1+58.  p  560. 

Angular,  (15)  composed  of,  or  furnished  with,  angles. £op£zia  coronata,  s.  103. 
Angulo-dentate,  (16)  angularly  toothed,  or  angular  and toothed.    Lapsana  communis,  s.  11324. 
Annotations,  (17)  rings  or  circles.    Rivularia,  g.  2270. 

p.  925. 
Anterior,  growing  in  front  of  some  other  thing.  Ha- kea  acanthophylla,  s.  1434. 
Anthelmintic,  capable  of  killing  worms.  Geoffroya, 

g.  1517.  (note.) Antheriferous,  (18)  bearing  anthers.  Lopezia,  g.  18.  p.  1. 
Antiaphrodisiacal,  any  thing  which  checks  the  desire of  sexual  intercourse.   Vitex,  g.  1317.  (note.) 
Anti-pestilential,  efficacious  against  pestilence.  An- 

gelica, g.  664.  (note.) Antiphrasis,  the  use  of  words  in  a  sense  opposite  to 
that  of  some  neighbouring  parallel  sentence.  Glo- 
bularia,  g.  260.  (note.) 

Anti-scrophulous,  antiscorbutic;  efficacious  against 
scurvy.    Cynogl6ssum,  g.  336.  (note.) 

Antiseptic,  efficacious  against  putrefaction.  Artemisia, 
g.  1721.  (note.) 

Aperient,  having  a  slight  purgative  quality.  Cur- 
cuma, g.  14.  (note.) 

Apetatous,  being  without  petals,   p.  1. 
Apex,  (19)  the  summit ;  generally  applied  to  any  thing terminating  in  a  point.   Thalia  dealbata,  s.  26. 
Aphrodtsiacal,  any  thing  which  excites  a  desire  for sexual  intercourse.  Justicia,  g.  47.  'note.) 
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Aphthous,  resembling  something  covered  with  little 
ulcers.    Acacia,  g.  2127.  (note.) 

Apiculate,  (20)  terminating  in  an  apiculus  or  little 
point.    Rosa  microphylla,  s.  7512. 

Apiculus,  (21)  a  small  point.  This  term  is  generally 
used  when  the  midrib  projects  beyond  the  leaf,  form- 

ing a  little  point,  or  when  a  small  point  is  vertt  sud- denly and  abruptly  formed.  T6rtula  unguicnlata, 
s.  14757. 

Apophysis,  (22)  a  swelling  beneath  the  theca  of  a  moss. 
Splichnum,  g.  2231.  p.  896. 

Appendix,  (23)  that  which  is  attached.  Sarracenia 
rubra,  s.  7675. 

Appense,  being  hung  up  as  a  hat  is  upon  a  pin ;  an 
approach  to  pendulous.  Pinn'nta,  g.  1123.  p.  409. Appressed,  placed  close  upon  something  else:  when hairs  lie  flat  upon  the  surface  of  a  plant,  they  are 
said  to  be  oppressed.   StachytSrpheta  hirsutlssima, s.  337. 

Approximated,  near  together.  Silvia  trunc&ta,  s.  445. 
Apterous,  without  wings,  or  the  membranous  margins 

which  botanists  call  wings.  Pinguicula,  g.52.  (note.) 
Aquatics,  growing  in  or  belonging  to  water,  p.  1. 
Arboreous,  being  a  tree,  as  distinguished  from  frutes- 

cent  or  shrubby.   Pelargonium  discipes,  s.  9633. 
Arborescent,  having  a  tendency  to  become  a  tree. 

Piper  tomentdsum,  s.  517. 
Arcuate,  curved  or  bent  like  a  bow.    Hypecoum  pro- 
cumbens,  s.  1815. 

Areolce,  (24)  little  spaces  or  areas  on  the  surface  of  a 
thing':  the  surface  of  crustaceous  lichens  is  often cracked  in  every  direction ;  the  spaces  between  the 
cracks  are  the  areola;.  Lecidea  coracina,  s.  15378. 

Areolated,  the  adjective  of  the  last  term.  Solenia, 
g.  2307.  p.  925. 

Aridity,  dryness.   Xer6tes,  g.  2076.  (note.) 
Arillate,  having  that  peculiar  appendage  called  the Arillus.  The  term  is  only  applied  to  seeds,  p.  751. 
Arillus,  (25)  a  process  of  the  placenta  adhering  to  the 
hilum  of  seeds,  and  sometimes  enveloping  them. 
Phrynium,  g.  5.  p.  1. 

Aristate,  bearded,  as  the  glumes  of  barley.  Many 
grasses. Aroma,  the  spicy  quality  of  a  thing.  Justicia,  g.  47. (note.) 

Articulation,  the  place  where  one  thing  is  joined  with 
another,  another  word  for  joint.  Corynephorus, 
g.  169.  (note.) 

Asci,  (26)  small  tubes  in  which  the  sporules  of  Crypto- 
gamic  plants  are  placed,  p.  978. 

Ascigerous,  having  asci.   p.  982. 
Assurgent,  rising  upward.   Phlox  amoe'na,  s.  2113. Attenuate,  made  thin  or  slender.    Lopezia  racemosa, s.  102. 
Auriculated,  (27)  having  an  ear-like  base.  Jasminum auriculatum,  s.  174. 
Awns,  the  beard  or  arista  of  corn.    Salsola  muricSta, s.  3404. 
Axil-flowering,  flowering  in  the  axilla.  Chionanthus axillaris,  s.  154. 
Axilla,  literally  the  armpit ;  in  plants  applied  to  the 
angle  formed  by  the  union  of  the  leaf  and  stem. 
Dipsacus,  g.  262.  (note.) 

Axillary,  (28)  placed  in  the  axilla.    Pollichia  campes- tris,  s.  113. 
Axis,  the  line,  real  or  imaginary,  that  passes  through 

any  thing.   Actinoc&rpus,  g.  860.  (note.) 
B. 

Baccate,  berried,  having  a  fleshy  coat  or  covering, 
Gmelina,  g.  1311.  p.  493. 

Bagged,  resembling  a  bag  or  sack.  Ceanothus,  g.  510. 
p.  113. Ball,  (29)  the  round  central  part  of  the  flower  of  the 
Stapelia.  p.  199. 

Bands,  (30)  or  vitta»,  are  the  spaces  between  the  ele- vated lines  or  ribs  of  the  fruit  of  umbelliferous 
plants.    Bubon,  g.  640.  p.  116. 

Barred,  crossed  by  a  paler  color  in  spaces  resembling 
bars.    Sanseviera  glauca,  s.  4540. 
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Beak,  any  thing  which  resembles  the  beak  of  a  bird; hard  snort  points.   Briza,  g.  195.  p.  33. 
Bearded,  having  long  hair  like  a  beard.  Wulfenia, 

g.  50.  p.  9. Beardletted,  having  small  awns.  Clnna  arundinacea, s.  1010. 
Bicuspidste,  (31)  twice  pointed.  Carex  lagopodioides, s.  13081. 
Bidentate,  (32)  double-toothed,  or  having  two  teeth. AIant6dia  axillaris,  s.  14527. 
Biennial,  -a  plant  is  said  to  be  biennial  which  requires two  seasons  to  mature  its  fruit,  and  then  dies.  Phf- 
lydrum,  g.  17.  (note.) 

Bifarious,  (33)  placed  in  two  rows.  Alpinia  tubulata, s.  50. 
Bifid,  (34)  half  divided  in  two;  two  cleft  Carina  lutea, s.  4. 
Biglandular,  double-glanded.    Malpighia  glanduldsa, s.  6374. 
Bilabiate,  (35)  having  two  lips.  Dicliptera,  g.  48.  p.  9. 
Bilobed,  (36)  divided  into  two  lobes.  O'xaiis  ri licau lis, s.  6518. 
Binate,  growing  two  together.  C6rnus  suecica,  s.  1791. 
Bipartible,  capable  of  being  parted  in  two.  Pr6tea, 

g.  23L  p.  77. 
Bipinnate,  (37)  a  mode  of  foliation ;  twice  pinnate. 

Petrophila  pulchella,  s.  1306. Bipinnatifid,  (38)  twice  pinnatifid,  a  mode  of  foliation. Ver6nica  Jacquini,  s.  238. 
Bisaccate,  having  two  little  sacks,  bags,  or  pouches. 

Mathiola,  g.  1381.  p.  536. 
Biscutate,  (39)  resembling  two  bucklers  {scuta)  placed side  by  side.   Biscutella,  g.  1413.  p.  537. 
Biternate,  (40)  divided  in  three  twice  over.  Clitero- 
ph^llum  Clayt6ni,  s.  3491. Bi-tri-crenate,  orenate  twice  or  thrice.  Jungermannia 
pusllla,  s.  14958. 

Bi-tri-pinnatifid,  pinnatifid  twice  or  thrice  over.  Pe- trophila diversif61ia,  s.  1307. 
Bi-tri-ternate,  growing  in  threes  twice  or  thrice  over. 

Actse'a  americ&na,  g.  7650. 
Bivalved,  two-valved.   p.  877. 
Blanching,  made  white  by  being  grown  in  a  dark 

place.   Lactuca,  g.  1628.  (notej Bland,  fair,  beautiful.  Mesembryanthemum  blandum, s.  7348. 
Blight,  a  vague  term,  signifying  a  pestilence  among 

plants  caused  by  the  attack  of  insects  or  of  para- 
sitical fungi,  or  by  some  endemical  affection  of  the 

atmosphere.    Humulus,  g.  2074.  (note.) 
Blistered,  having  the  surface  raised  as  the  skin  is 
when  blistered.    Salvia  micr&ntha,  s.  393. 

Bole,  trunk  of  a  tree.   O'rnus,  g.  69.  (note.) Bordgineous,  of  or  belonging  to  the  natural  order 
Boraginese.    Rhexia,  s.  900.  (note.) 

Brachiate,  (41)  having  arms  or  branches  usually  placed opposite  to  each  other,  nearly  at  right  angles  with 
the  main  stem,  and  crossing  each  other  alternately. 
Phillyrea  angitstif61ia,  s.  143. 

Bracteate,  furnished  with  bractea;.   p.  443. 
Bract eoUe,  little  bractea?.  Geropogon,  g.  1620.  p. 661. 
Bi  octets,  (42)  small  leaves  placed  near  the  calyx.  Ma- r&nta  obliqua,  8.  19. 
Branchlets,  small  branches.    Agrostis  vulgaris,  s.  993. 
Bristles,  rigid  hairs.    Ghinia,  g.  65.  p.  10. 
Bulbiferous,  bulb-bearing.   G16bba  marantlna,  s.  96. Bulbous,  having  bulbs.    Cyperus,  g.  127.  p.  81. 
Bulbs,  (43)  underground  buds  resembling  roots,  and 

consisting  of  numerous  fleshy  scales  placed  one 
over  the  other.    A'llium,  g.  796.  p.  272. 

Burry,  covered  with  hooked  stiff  hairs,  like  the  head* of  Bur  or  Burdock.    Pis6nia,  g.  864.  (note.) 
Byssoid,  having  the  appearance  of  Byssi.   p.  979. 

C. 
Carf««ws,  falling  off  soon.  Epimgdium,  g.,297.  p.  79. 
CcBSious,  grey.    Curcuma  cassia,  s.  84. 
CcEspilose,  growing  in  little  tufts.    Erinus  alpinus, s.  8825. 
25  26  27         28  29  41 
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Calcaratc,  (44)  spurred,  or  spur-shaped.  AlpinU  carda- momum,  s.  48. 
Calcareous,  chalky,  or  growing  on  chalk.  O'lea, g.  32.  (note.) 
Calceijorm,  (45)  formed  like  a  little  shoe.  Pedilanthus, 

g.  1104.  p.  893. 
Colli,  small  callosities,  or  rough  protuberances.  Salvia amarissima,  s.  397. 
Callous,  hardened.   Brunia  ericoldes,  s.  3005. 
Colt/cine,  of  or  belonging  to  a  calyx.  Cartonema, 

g.  90.  p.  30. 
Calyculated,  (46)  haying  bracteolfe  resembling  an  ex 

ternal  or  additional  calyx.  Mydseris,  g.  1640.  p  661. 
Calyptra,  (47)  literally  an  extinguisher;  applied  to  the 
body  which  tips  the  theca  of  a  moss,  and  the  like, 
p.  895. Calyptrate,  having  a  covering  resembling  an  extin- guisher.   Erica  coarotata,  s.  5330. 

Calyptrate,  having  a  calyptra.  Actinophj  Hum,  g.  697. 
p.  117. Calpptriformis,  shaped  like  a  calyptra.  Marcgraavia, 
g.  116a  p.  456 

Campanidate,  (48)  bell- shaped.    Cost  us  g.  11.  p.  1. Canaliculate,  channelled  or  furrowed.  Weissia  acuta, s.  14714. 
Cancellate,  latticed;  resembling  lattice- work.  Tri- 

gonella  cancellata,  s.  10882. 
Canescent,  hoary,  approaching  to  white.  Selago canescens,  s.  8662. 
Capillary,  (49)  very  slender ;  resembling  a  hair.  Tri- 
chophorum,  g.  126.  p.  31. Capitate,  (50)  growing  m  a  head.   Chloranthus,  g.  25. 

p.  1. Capitular,  growing  in  small  heads.  Bryum,  g.  2240. (note.) 
Captiuli,  small  heads.   Reseda,  g.  1102.  (note.) 
Capitulfform,  formed  like  a  small  head.  Cenomyce, 

g.  2349.  p.  949. 
Carbonised,  burned  to  a  coal.  Que  reus  suber,  g.  2000. (note.) 
Carina,  (51)  a  keel  like  that  of  a  boat ;  also  the  two 

lower  petals  of  papilionaceous  flowers.  Pongamia, 
g.  1514.  p.  598. 

Car inatc,  keel-shaped.   Utricularia  minor,  s.  329. 
Cariopsis,  (52)  a  one-celled,  small,  indehiscent  pericar- 
pium  adhering  to  the  seed  which  it  contains,  as  the 
grain  of  grasses.   Hydrastis,  g.  1241.  p.  469. 

Carious,  decayed.   Juniperus,  g.  2113.  (note.) 
Carminative,  medicines  which  promote  perspiration. 
Fimpinella  anisum,  s.  3562. 

Carnose,  fleshy.  Gymn6stomum  Griffithsianum,  s. 14671. 
Carpella,  (53)  the  small  parts  out  of  which  compound fruit  are  formed.   Actinocarpus,  g.  860.  (note.) 
Carpology,  the  science  which  treats  of  the  structure of  fruits  and  seeds,  p.  1056. 
Cartilage,  gristle    R6cnea  odoratissima,  s.  3868. 
Cartilaginous,  gristly.    Aspicarpa,  g.  29.  p.  1. 
Cataplasm,  a  plaster,  or  more  properly  a  poultice. 

Zingiber,  g.  10.  (note.) 
Catarrhal,  of  or  belonging  to  a  cold.  Acacia,  g  2127. 

(note.) Cathartic,  purgative   Gratiola,  g.  43.  (note.) 
Catkin,  (12)  inflorescence  of  the  natural  order  Amen. taceae.    Artocarpus,  g.  1935.  p.  768. 
Caudate,  tailed,  being  like  a  tail.    Strophantus,  g. 

416.  p.  111. 
Caudex,  the  trunk  or  stem.  06c os  aculeata,  s.  13321. 
Caudicula,  (54)  a  small  membranous  process  on  which 
the  pollen  of  orchideous  plants  is  fixed.  Rodri- 
guezia,  g.  1883.  p.  749. 

Caulescent,  acquiring  a  stem.  Trich  oncma  caulescens, s.  642. 
Cauline,  produced  on  the  stem.  Centr&nthus  calci- 

trapa,  s.  112. 
Causticity,  having  a  burning  quality.  Plumbago, 

g.  324.  (note.) Cautery,  that  which  burns.  Artemisia,  g.  1721.  (note.) 
Cellular,  composed  of  cells.  Eriocaulon  septangulare, 

■•  1295- Centimetre  (55)  is  a  French  measure  equal  to  41ines 
or  near  4$  lines.   Palinella,  g.  2265  (note.) 

Centuries,  hundreds.  Buxbaumia,  g.  2236.  (note.) 
Cephalic,  medicinal  to  the  head.    Ksempferia,  g.  12. (note.) 
Ceraceous,  wax-like.    Peziza  erumpens,  s.  16273. 
Cernuous,  (56)  nodding,  drooping,  or  pendulous.  Canna iridifl6ra,  s.  17. 
Chaffy,  (57)  bearing  processes  resembling  chaff.  Erio- phorum,  g.  125.  p.  31. 
Chalaza,  (58)  a  spot  on  the  seed,  indicating  where the  vessels  of  the  raphe  terminate.  Eriob6trya. 

g.  1137.  p.  409. 
Channel-leaved,  (59)  folded  together  so  as  to  resemble 

a  channel  for  conducting  water.   Trichonema  bul- bocodium,  s.  640. 
Charlatanry,  quackery.  Mandrag6ra,  g.  447.  (note.) 
Charring,  blackening   by  fire.     Quercus,  g.  2000. 

(note.J 

Chlorosis,  the  green  sickness,  a  disease  so  called. A'nthemis,  g.  1778.  (note.) 
Ciliw,  (60)  hairs  like  those  of  the  eyelash.  Flantago subulata,  s.  1707. 
Ciliary  processes,  like  eyelash  hairs,   p.  907. 
Ciliated,  eyelash-haired.   Lopezia  cordata,  s.  104. 
Ciliato-dentate,  toothed  and  fringed  with  hairs  like 
eyelashes.   Cnicus  heterophyllus,  s.  11405. 

Cinereous,  ash-colored,  grey.     Grevillea  cinerea. s.  1417. 
Cingalese,  inhabitants  of,  or  belonging  to,  Ceylon. 
Plumbago  zeylanica,  s.  1861. 

Circinately,  (61)  curled  round  like  a  sharp  crook,  p.  539. 
Cirrhiferous,  bearing  tendrils.     Gloriosa  superba, s.  4574. 
Cirrhose,  or  Cirrhous,  (62)  tendrilled.  Bign6nia  unguis, 8.8531. 
Clammy,  viscid,  sticky.    Boerhaavia  viscosa,  s.  109. Clathrate,  latticed,  divided  like  latticework.  Solenia compressa,  s.  15270 
Clavate,  club-shaped.   Curcuma  comosa,  s.  85. 
Ctavellose,  clubbed,  or  having  club-like  processes. Ohondria  clavellosn,  8.  15290. 
Claims,  a  name  for  the  ergot,  a  disease  in  corn.  Fes- tuca  duriuscula,  g.  182.  (note.) 
Claws,  (269)  the  taper  base  of  a  petal.  Canna  limbata, 

s.8. 

Clinandrium,  (63)  that  part  of  the  column  of  orchi- deous plants  in  which  the  anther  lies.  lastera, 
g.  1876.  p.  749. 

dypeate,  (64)  shaped  like  a  Roman  buckler.  Tu- 
plstra,  g.  757.  p.  238. Cobwebbed,  covered  with  loose  hairs,  as  if  with  a  cob- web.   Anacampseros  arachnoides,  s.  6630. 

Cochleate,  (65)  resembling  the  shell  of  a  snail. Rhexia,  g.  900.  p.  300. 
Cohering,  connected.   Pr6tea,  g.  231.  p.  77. Collapston,  the  act  of  closing  or  falling  together. 
Sphe'ria  hydrophora,  8.  16436. Columella,  (66)  the  axis  of  the  fruit  of  mosses,  p.  874. 

Columnar,  formed  like  columns.    I'xia  fucata,  s.  623. Comminuted,  pulverised  or  pounded.  Li n  inn ,  g.  701. (note.) 
Cosnose,  this  term  is  used  to  express  a  kind  of  inflo- 

rescence,  which  is  terminated  by  sterile  bractes. Maranta  comosa,  s.  24. 
Compact,  close,  solid.    Cyperus  vegetus,  s.  895. 
Complicate,  folded  together.  Rhopala  dentata,  s.  1447* 
Complicato-carmate,  folded  together  so  as  to  form  a sort  of  keel.    Fontinalis  antipyretica,  s.  14848. 
Compound,  used  in  botany  to  express  the  union  of 
several  things  in  one  :  thus,  a  compound  umbel  is 
formed  by  several  simple  umbels,  a  compound 
flower  by  several  simple  flowers,  &c.  Alpliua  nu- 

tans, s.  43. 
Compressed,  pressed  together.   Salicornia,  g.  22.  p.  1. Concave,  hollow.   Zingiber  mi6ga,  s.  54. 
Concentric,  points  or  lines  at  equal  distances  from  a 
common  centre.   Eurycles  amboinensis,  s.  4077. 

Concrete,  hardened  or  formed  into  one  mass.  O'rnus, g.  69.  (note.) 
Cone,  (67)  a  particular  kind  of  compound  fruit  Pe. troph ila,  g.  229.  p.  76. 
Conferruminate,  united  together,  so  as  to  be  undistin. 
guishable.   Olynthia,  g.  1124.  p.  409. 
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Ctmfervoid,  like  confervas.  Sporochnus,  g.  2321. 
p.  926. Confluent,  running  into  one  another.  Jasminum grand  if  In  rum,  s.  181. 

Conglobated,  collected  into  a  spherical  form.  Dacry- niyces  morifurmis,  s.  16300. 
Conical,  (68)  resembling  a  cone.    Hedychium  hetero- mallum,  s.  16300. 
Conico-hemispherical,  (69)  between  conical  and  round. 
Br^um  cuspidatum,  s.  14830. 

Conico-ovate,  (70)  between  conical  and  ovate.  Pinus 
sylv&tris,  s.  13502. 

Conjugate,  (71)  joined  in  pairs :  a  term  chiefly  applied 
to  leaves.  Piper  cuneif61ium,  s.  524. 

Connate,  (72)  joined  together  at  the  base.  Calceolaria 
paralia,  8.  320. 

Con  m 'vent,  (73)  converging.   Loeflingia,  g.  82.  p.  30. Conoid,  cone-tike.   Silene  conoidea,  s.  6223. 
Constricted,  (74)  tightened  or  contracted  in  some  par- 

ticular place.   Salix  lanceolata,  s.  13691. 
Converging,  approaching  together.    Datura  ferox, s.  2164. 
Convex,  rising  in  a  circular  form  Piper  rubellum, s.543. 
Convexo -plane,  plane  on  one  side, convex  on  the  other. Carex  vulpina,  s.  13084. 
Convolute,  (75)  rolled  together.   Crocus,  g.  93.  p.  30. CoraUoid,  like  coral.   Ch6ndria  kaliformis,  s.  15291. 
Cordate,  heart-shaped.   Carina  variabilis,  s.  9. 
Coriaceous,  leathery.   Chionanthus  virginicus,  s.  152. 
Corneous,  horny,  of  the  consistence  of  horn.  Sphsro- coccus  corneas,  s.  15301. 
Corniculate,  having  processes  like  small  horns.  Me- sembryanthemum  procumbens,  g.  7251. 
Cornute,  horned.   Eucalyptus  cornfita,  s.  7003. 
Corona,  (76)  literally  a  crown :  applied  in  botany  to  the 
crown-like  cup  which  is  found  at  the  orifice  of  the tube  of  the  corolla  in  Narcissus,  Pancratium,  and 
others.   Brodiae'a,  g.  114.  p.  31. 

Corpuscle,  a  small  body :  a  particle  of  any  thing.  Se- cam6ne,  g.  577.  p.  114. 
Corroborant,  strengthening,  having  the  power  to  give 

strength.    Melissa,  g.  1278.  (note.) 
Corrosive,  having  the  power  of  wearing  away.  Sa- 
pindus,  g.  926.  (note.) 

Corrugated,  wrinkled  or  shrivelled.   Paspalura  stolo- niferum,  s.926. 
Cortical,  of  or  belonging  to  the  bark.    Linum ,  g.  701. 

(note.) 
Corymb,  (77)  a  raceme  or  panicle  in  which  the  stalks of  the  lower  flowers  are  longer  than  those  of  the 
upper,  so  that  the  flowers  themselves  are  all  on  the same  level.   Centranthus  ruber,  s.  110. 

Corymbose,  formed  or  arranged  after  the  manner  of  a 
corymb.   Lop£zia  coronata,  s.  103. 

Corymbulose,  formed  or  arranged  in  many  small  co- rymbs.   Crassula  corymbulnsa,  s.  3887. 
Cosmetic,  beautifying.    Dipsacus,  g.  262.  (note.) 
Costee  literally  ribs  :  applied  by  botanists  sometimes 
to  the  midrib  of  a  leaf,  and  sometimes  to  any  pro- 

jecting round  elevations  having  the  same  direc- tion as  the  axis  of  the  fruit.  Morchella,  g.  2386. 
(note.) 

Costate,  ribbed.  Jungermannia  furcata,  s.  15004. 
Cotyledons,  (78)  seed  leaves.  H6rdeum,  g.  210.  (note.) 
Cowled-leaved,  a  thing  is  said  to  be  cowled  or  cucullate when  its  end  is  curved  inwards  in  such  a  manner  as 

to  represent  the  cowl  or  hood  of  a  monk.  Lache- nalia  bifVSlia,  s.  4898. 
Crente,  notches.    Saxifraga  umbrosa,  s.  6063. 
Crenate,  (79)  notched.    Canna  limbata,  s.  8. 
Crenature,  the  notching.   Prasium  minus,  s.  8518. 
Crenulate,  full  of  notches.   Salvia  pomifera,  s.  370. 
Crest,  (80)  applied  to  some  elevated  appendage  ter- 

minating a  particular  organ:  a  stamen  is  crested 
when  the  filament  projects  beyond  the  anther,  and 
becomes  dilated.    Kempferia,  g.  12.  p.  L 

Cribriform,  riddled  with  holes  like  a  sieve.  Peziza cribr6sa,  s.  16265. 
Cribrose,  perforated  like  a  sieve.  Parinarium,  g.  870. 

p.  297. Crisp,  when  leaves  are  very  much  undulated  at  the 

margin,  they  are  called  crisp  or  curled.   Costus  vil- losissimus,  s.  66. 
Cruciate,  (81)  shaped  like  a  Maltese  cross :  a  flower  is said  to  be  cruciate  when  four  equal  petals  are  placed 

opposite  each  other  at  right  angles.    Gentiana  sep- temfida,  s.  3360. 
Cruciferous,  the  name  of  a  particular  family  of  plants bearing  cruciate  flowers,   p.  536. 
Crustaceous,  having  a  hard  brittle  shell.  Helllnia, 

g.  9.  p.  1. Crystalline,  consisting  of,  or  resembling,  crystals. Mesembryanthemum  lanceolatum,  s.  7382. 
Cucullate,  (82)  hooded,  cowled;  see  Cowled.  Calathea, 

g.  3.  p.  1 Culm,  the  stem  of  grasses,  scitamineous  plants,  and  the 
like.   Maranta  arundinacea,  s.  18. 

Culmiferous,  producing  culms.     Triticum  spelta, s.  1235. 
Cultrate,  (83)  shaped  like  a  pruning-knife.  Crassula cultrata,  s.  3880. 
Cuneate,  wedge-shaped.   Teucrium  cubense,  s.  8117. Cup,  the  same  as  corona:  see  that  word,  g.  711. 

p.  236. Cupule,  (84)  the  cup  of  an  acorn,  and  of  all  amenta. ceous  plants,   p.  1017. 
Cupuliform,  or  Cupulate,  shaped  like  a  reversed  bell, 

p.  982. Cuspidate,  (85)  like  the  point  of  a  spear,  a  leaf  is 
cuspidate,  when  it  is  suddenly  tapered  to  a  point. Tritonia  rosea,  s.  664. 

Cutaneous,  relating  to  the  skin.  Scabiosa,  g.  264. (note.) 
Cuticle,  the  scarf  skin,  or  epidermis.  Chara,  g,  2295. (note.) 
Cut-toothed,  (86)  cut  and  toothed  at  the  same  time. Plantago  macrorhiza,  s.  1708. 
Cyathiform,  cup-shaped,  concave.    Narcissus  pul- cheQus,  8.  4025. 
Cylindraceous,  having  the  form  of  a  cylinder.  Di- cranum  Scottianum,  s.  14724. 
Cylindrical,  cylinder-shaped.  Salic6rnia  raclicans, 

s.  116. 
Cylindrico-campanulate,  cylindrically bell-shaped.  En- 

calypta,  g.  2222.  p.  896. 
Cymblform,  (87)  boat-shaped.  Vallesia  glabra,  s.  2456. 
Cyme,  (88)  a  mode  of  inflorescence,  resembling  a  flat- tened panicle.   Scirpus  lac  fist  ris,  s.  861. 
Cymose,  flowering  in  cymes.  R6chea  cymfisa,  s.  3866. D. 

Decandrous,  having  ten  stamens.  Phytolacca  abys- sinica,  s.  6573. 
Deciduous,  falling  off.  Leaves  which  are  shed  an- nually are  said  to  be  deciduous  :  as  are  also  trees 

that  annually  lose  their  leaves.  O'lea  excelsa, s.  141. 
Decimate,  curved  downwards.  Zingiber  zerumbet, s.  56. 
Decoction,  a  preparation  or  digest  by  boiling  water. 

Cunila,  g.  58.  (note.) 
Decompound,  (89)  a  leaf  is  said  to  be  decompound  when it  is  twice  pinnated ;  a  panicle  when  its  branches 
,   are  also  panicled.    Linociera  compacta,  s.  474. 
Decorticated,  disbarked.  Amygdalus,  g.  1128.  (note.) 
Decumbent,  lying  down.   Chloranthus  inconspicuus. s.  121. 
Decurrent,  (90)  running  down.  Lopezia  coronata,  s.103. 
Decursive,  having  a  tendency  to  run  down.  Actin6tus helianthi,  s.  3591. 
Decussated,  when  two  right  lines  cross  each  other  at 

right  angles  they  are  said  to  decussate ;  leaves  are often  placed  in  this  position.    Ix6ra  parviflora, s.  1746. 
Deflexed,  turned  downwards.  Schizanthus  pinuatus, s.  272. 
Dehiscent,  (91)  gaping ;  an  expression  applied  to  the mode  in  which  the  anthers  or  the  fruit  burst  open 

and  discharge  their  contents,   p.  896. 
Deliquescent,  melting  away  upon  exposure  to  air. 

p.  979. 
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DeltaJeaved,  Deltoid,  (92)  shaped  like  the  Greek  A. 
Mesembryanthemum,  g.  1146.  p.  437. 

Demulcent,  having  the  property  of  softening  any 
thing.    Malva,  g.  1473.  (note.) 

Dentate,  (93)  having  the  margin  divided  into  incisions resembling  teeth.    Veronica  acuta,  s.  196. 
Dentato-ciliate,  having  the  margin  dentate  and  tipped with  ciliae.    Sonchus  arvensis,  s.  11106. 
Dentato-sinuate,  (94)  scolloped  and  toothed.  Hypo- 

chae'ris  glabra,  s.  11319. Denticulate,  being  finely  dentate    CircaVa  lutetiana, s.  487. 
Denticulations,  small  toothings.    Bossiaj'a  scolopen- drium,  s.  10121. 
Dentiform,  tooth-shaped.     Barbarea  plantaginea, s.  8980. 
Dentrifice,  powder  made  to  scour  the  teeth.  Acacia, 

g.  2127.  (note.) 
Deobstruent,  having  the  power  of  removing  obstruc- 

tions, a  term  of  medicine.     Agrim6nia,  g.  1101. (note.) 
Dependent,  hanging  down.  MoraVa  spathacea.  8. 826. 
Depressed,  pressed  downward.   Thalia,  g.  4.  p.  1. 
Depurated,  purified,  cleansed.  CKxalis,  g.  1065.  (note.) 
Despumate,  to  throw  off  in  froth  or  scum.  Cecropia, 

g.  2043.  (note.) 
Detergent,  Detersive,  having  the  power  of  cleansing. Physalis,  g.  448.  (note.) 
Diandrous,  having  two  stamens.  Boerhaavia  hirsuta, s.  107. 
Diaphanous,  transparent  Encalf  pta  ciliata  B  alplna, s.  14685. 
Diaphoretic,  promoting  perspiration.  Sambficus, g.  680.  (note.) 
Dichotomous,  (95)  a  stem  that  ramifies  in  pairs. 
Phrynium  dich6tomum,  s.  28. 

Dicoccous,  having  two  cocci,   p.  78. 
Didymous,  two  united.    Priva  mexicana,  s.  8675. 
Didynamous,  (96)  having  two  long  stamens  and  two 

short  ones  in  the  same  flower,  each  pair  being  col- 
lateral.  StenochUus,  g.  1333.  p.  493. 

Dietetics,  relating  to  food  or  diet.  Saccharum,  g.  215. (note.) 
Diffbrm,  two  forms;  used  to  express  irregularity. 

Anacampseros  rotundifolia,  s.  6629. 
Diffuse,  scattered,  widely  spread.   Verdnica  saxatilis, s.  226. 
Diffusible,  such  as  may  be  spread.  Amygdalitis,  g.  1128 (note.) 
Digitated,  (97)  fingered,  shaped  like  the  hand  spread 

open.   Veronica  digitata,  s.  255. 
Digitiform,  formed  like  fingers.  Mesembryanthemum incomptum,  s.  7408. 
Digynous,  two  styles  or  female  organs.  Salvia  crctica, s.  401. 
Diluent,  something  diluting.  Melissa,  g.  1278.  (note.) 
Dimidiate,  198)  halved,  divided  into  two  parts,  p.  895. 
Dioecious,  when  a  plant  bears  female  flowers  on  one 

individual,  and  males  on  another,  it  is  called  dioe- 
cious.   Valeriana  dioica,  s.  £44. 

Discoid.  (99)  When  in  Comp6sitae  the  florets  are  all 
tubular,  the  head  of  flowers  is  said  to  be  discoid.  In 
other  cases,  when  the  florets  of  the  centre  of  a 
head  of  flowers  are  more  perfect  than  the  rest, 
they  are  called  discoid.  Finally,  when  any  thing 
is  dilated  into  something  which  may  be  compared 
to  a  disk,  the  term  discoid  is  also  made  use  of. 
Valerianella  discoidea,  s.  563. 

Discus,  or  Disk,  the  fleshy  annular  process  that  sur- 
rounds the  ovarium  of  many  flowers :  also  the  sur- 

face of  a  leaf;  also  the  centre  of  a  head  of  flowers 
of  Comp6sitas.   JEn6plia,  g.  504.  p.  113. 

Discutient,  having  the  power  to  scatter  the  matter of  tumours.    Artemisia,  g.  1721.  (note.) 
Dissepiment,  (100)  the  partitions  by  which  a  seed  ves- sel is  divided  internally.   Elytraria,  g.  45.  p.  9. 
Distichous,  (1.01)  two-rowed :  producing  leaves  or 

flowers  in  two  opposite  rows.  Schce'nus,  g.  119. 
p.  31. Ditrichotomous,  (102)  divided  in  twos  or  threes;  a 
stem  continually  dividing  into  double  or  treble  ra- mifications.  Trichodium  caninum,  8.  1001. 

Diuretic,  having  the  power  of  promoting  the  flow  of urine.   Bromelia,  g.  726.  (note.) 
Divaricate,  growing  in  a  straggling  manner.  Veronica 

pinnata,  s.  219. 
Dodecandrous,  having  twelve  stamens.    Rivina  do- decandra,  s.  1511. 
Dolabr\form,  (103)  axe-shaped.  Stizolobium,  g.  1551. 

p.  599. Dorsal,  growing  on  the  back.  Kaempferia  rotunda, s.  67. 
Drastic,  applied  to  medicines  which  act  violently. Dictamnus,  g.  997.  (note.) 
Drupe,  (104)  a  kind  of  fruit  consisting  of  a  fleshy  suc- culent rind,  and  containing  a  hard  stone  in  the 

middle.    O'lea,  g.  52.  p.  9. 
Dyspepsia,  difficulty  of  digestion.  Artemisia,  g.  1721. (note.) 

R 

Echinated,  (105)  covered  with  prickles  tike  an  echinus 
or  hedgehog.    Amomum  subulatum,  s.  79. 

Edible,  eatable.    Eleusine,  g.  200.  (note.) 
Effuse,  (106)  literally  poured  forth ;  applied  to  inflores- cence, it  means  a  kind  of  panicle  with  a  very  loose 

one-sided  arrangement.   Juncus  effusus,  s.  4327. 
Electuaries,  a  medicine  of  conserves  and.  powders 

in  the  consistence  of  honey.  Prunus  domestica, 
s.  7045. 

Elephantiasis,  a  disease  in  which  the  limbs  become 
prodigiously  swollen  and  finally  fall  off.  Smilax, g.  2081.  (note.) 

Ellipsoid,  (107)  like  an  ellipsis.    Nasturtium  amphi- bium,  s.  8970. 
Elliptic-lanceolate,  (108)  a  form  between  elliptical  and 

lanceolate.    O'lea  americuna,  s.  140. 
Elongated,  lengthened,    (  anna  gigantea,  s.  G. 
Emarginate,  (109)  having  a  small  notch  in  the  end. Canna  coccinea,  s.  3. 
Embossed,  (110)  projecting  in  the  centre  like  the  boss or  umbo  of  a  round  shield  or  target.  Protea  umbo- 

nalis,  s.  1327. 
Embracing,  (13)  a  leaf  is  said  to  embrace  a  stem  when 

it  clasps  it  round  with  its  base.  Salvia  amplexi- caulis,  s.  428. 
Emetic,  that  which  produces  vomiting.  Primula  vul- 

garis, s.  2020. Emmenagogue,  any  medicine  that  promotes  menstru- ation.   Ligusticum,  g.  665.  (note.) 
Emollient,  softening.    Triumfetta,  g.  1087.  (note.) 
Emulsions,  medicines  made  of  bruised  oily  seeds 

and  water.    Amygdalus,  g.  1128.  (note.) 
Ensate,  or  Ensiform,  (111)  shaped  like  a  sword  with  a 

straight  blade.    A'loe  candicans,  s.  4-144. 
Epidermis,  the  outer  skin  of  the  bark.  La  ',rus, g.  934.  (note.) 
Epiphyllous,  (112)  growing  upon  a  leaf.  Jungermannia 

epiphylla,  s.  15003. Epiphytes,  plants  which  grow  upon  other  plants  with- out deriving  any  nutriment  from  them.  Catasetum, 
g.  1889.  (note.) 

Equidistant,  equally  distant  jEgopodium,  g.  652. 

p.  116. Equilateral,  having  equal  sides.  A'loe  reticulata, s.  4392. 
Equitant,  (113)  a  mode  of  vernation,  or  of  arrangement of  leaves  with  respect  to  each  other,  in  which  the 

sides  or  edges  alternately  overlap  each  other.  Mo- rse'a  iridioides,  s.  827. 
Erecto-patent,  between  erect  and  spreading.  Dicra- 
num  glaucum,  s.  147J5. 

Eroded,  (114)  gnawed,  bitten  ;  a  term  used  to  express 
a  particular  kind  of  irregular  denticulation.  Salvia 
pinnata,  s.  377. Eroso-dentate,  the  toothing  being  eroded.  Lycopo- 
dium  clavatum,  s.  14632. 

Errhine,  promoting  a  discharge  of  mucus  from  the 
nostrils.    A'sarum,  g.  1072.  (note.) 

Escharotic,  having  the  power  to  scar  or  burn  the 
skin.  Junlperus,  g.  21ia  (note.) 

Esculent,  good  for  food.    Oxystelma  esculentum, 
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Estuaries,  arms  of  the  sea,  mouths  of  a  river.  Poly- 
gonum amphibium,  a  5568. Etiolated,  whitened  by  being  kept  from  air  and  light. 

TrHicum  spelta,  p.  70.  (note.) 
Evanescent,  quickly  vanishing.  Heracleum,  g.  672. 

p.  117. Evolved,  unfolded.   Aneilema,  g.  89.  (note.) 
Excavated,  hollowed  out.   Borago,  g.  340.  p.  109. 
Eccentrical,  (115)  flying  off  from  the  centre.  Agaric  us 
ulmarius,  s.  15921. 

Excoriate,  stripped  of  the  bark  or  skin.  Bromelia 
Karfitas,  g.  726.  (note.) 

Excurrent,  projecting  or  running  beyond  the  edge  or 
point  of  any  thing.  Tortula  subulata,  s.  14751. 

Exotic,  foreign,  p.  1. 
Expectorant,  any  thing  that  promotes  the  discharge of  mucus  from  the  chest.  Sambftcus  nigra,  p.  225. 

(note.) Exserted,  (116)  projecting  beyond  something  else. Jasminum  revolutum,  s.  179. 
Exsiccated,  dried  up.   Papaver,  g.  1170.  (nota) 
Extra-axillary,  above  or  on  the  outside  of  the  axils. Mesembryanthemum,  g.  1146.  (note.) 
Extra-foliaceous,  away  from  the  leaves,  or  inserted  in a  different  place  from  them.   Echites  bispinosa, 

s.  2360. 
Exuvice,  whatever  is  cast  off  by  plants  or  animals. 

Cactus,  g.  1111.  (note.) F. 

Ftscula,  the  nutritious  powder  of  wheat  or  of  other 
things.    Codarium,  g.  30.  p.  8. 

Falcate,  or  Falciform,  (117)  bent  like  a  sickle.  Dacty- 
Ioctenium,  g.  201.  p.  33. 

Falcato-secund,  bent  on  one  side  like  a  sickle.  Dicra- 
num  longifolium,  s.  14717. 

Falsely  tuio-valved,  having  two  valves  which  are  not of  the  same  nature  as  other  valves.  Hakea,  g  240. 
p.  77. Farinaceous,  full  of  flour.    Triticum,  g.  206.  (note.) 

Fascicles,  parcels  or  bundles.  Maranta  obliqua,  s.  19. 
Fasciculate,  (118)  arranged  in  bundles  or  parcels. 

Aspalathus,  g.  1528.  (note.) 
Fastigiate,  (119)  tapering  to  a  narrow  point  like  a  py- ramid.  Salicornia  procumbens,  s.  118. 
Fauces,  (120)  the  jaws ;  the  gaping  part  or  orifice  of 

a  monopetalous  flower,   Acacia,  g.  2127.  (note.) 
Favose,  (11)  pitted  or  excavated  like  the  cells  of  a  ho- 

neycomb.   Thrincia,  g.  163a  p.  661. Feathery,  resembling  a  feather.  Anindinaria,  g.  219. 
p.  35. Febrifuge,  efficacious  in  moderating  fever.  Swietenia febrifuga,  s.  5867. 

Feculent,  muddy,  thick  with  sediment  Aloe,  g.  770. (note.) 
Fecundation,  the  act  of  making  fruitful.  Jasione, 

g.  547.  (note.) 
Feroces,  (121)  thickly  set  with  spines,  p.  443. 
Ferruginous,  iron-colored,  rusty.    Sitter  it  is,  g.  1252. (note.) 
Fibrillose,  (122)  covered  with  little  strings  or  fibres, 

p.  989. Fibrous,  (123)  being  composed  of  fibres.   Sclrpus  mul- 
ticaulis,  s.  858. 

Fiddle-lipped,  (124)  having  a  lip  resembling  the  figure of  a  fiddle.   Zingiber  panduratum,  s.  53. 
Filiform,  shaped  like  a  thread.    Mantisia,  g.  16.  p.  1. 
Fimbriate,  (125)  fringed.    Eleusine,  g.  200.  p.  33. 
Finger-parted,  (97)  divided  into  lobes  having  a  fanciful resemblance  to  the  five  fingers  of  a  human  hand. 

Veronica  verna,  s.  254. 
Fistular,  or  Fistulous,  hollow  like  a  pipe.  Monarda media,  s.  356. 
Flaccid,  feeble,  weak.    Canna  flaccida,  s.  15. 
Flexile,  capable  of  being  bent  in  different  directions, 

pliable.    Paullinia,  g.  923.  (note.) 
Flexuose,  having  a  bent  or  undulating  direction.  Al- 

pinia  cardamomum,  s.  48. 
Flexuose-recurved,  bent  backward  in  a  flexuose  or 

undulated  manner.   Dicranum  crispum,  s.  14723. 

Flocci,  little  tufts  like  wool.  p.  983. 
Florce  hurologicce,  flowers  which  expand  at  particular 

hours,  whence  they  are  a  sort  of  timekeepers.  Ana- gallis,  g.  357.  (note.) 
Floral  envelopes,  the  calyx,  bracteas,  and  corolla,which 
envelope  the  inner  parts  of  the  flower  are  all  so called,   p.  1. 

Florets,  (126)  little  flowers ;  chiefly  applied  to  those 
which  constitute  what  were  formerly  called  com- 

pound flowers.    Festuca  vivipara,  s.  1093. 
Floriferous,  that  which  bears  flowers.  C61chicum, g.  851.  (note.) 
Flosculous,  compound  flowers,  consisting  of  many tubulose  monopetalous  florets.  Card  u  us,  g.  1663. 

p.  680. Foliaceous,  (127)  having  the  form  of  leaves.  Pinck- neya,  g.  492.  p.  113 
Follicle,  (128)  a  particular  kind  of  seed-vessel.  Hakea, g.  240.  p.  177. 
Footstalks,  (129)  the  stalks  of  either  flowers  or  leaves. Avena,  g.  171.  (note.) 
Fornicate,  (130)  arched.    Rosc6ea,  g.  7.  p.  1. 
Fragmentary,  composed  of  fragments.   Lecidea  mi- crophylla,  s.  15440. 
Fringed,  (125)  having  a  border  like  a  fringe.  Canna 

glauca,  s.  16. Frond,  the  leaves  of  palms.  Sabal,  g.  855.  p. 
292. 

Frontal,  that  which  is  in  front  Kaempferia  rotunda, 8.  67. 
Frosted,  (131)  covered  with  glittering  particles,  as  if 

fine  dew  had  been  congealed  upon  it.  Anoma- theca,  g.  106.  p.  31. 
Fructification,  all  those  parts  composing  the  flower and  fruit  of  plants.    Poa  alpina.  p.  67.  (note.) 
Frutescent,  or  Fruticose,  shrubby.      Piper,  g.  77. (note.) 
Fugacious,  that  which  lasts  but  for  a  short  time. Utricularia,  g.  53.  (note.) 
Fulvous,  tawny  yellow  or  fox-colored.  Sanseviera fulvo  cincta,  8.  4545. 
Fungous,  having  the  substance  of  fungi  or  mushrooms. Cachrys,  g.  677.  p.  177. 
Funicle,  (132)  the  little  stalk  by  which  a  seed  is  at- tached to  the  placenta.  Cardamine,  g.  1392.  p.  536. 
Furcate,  forked.    A'juga  furcata,  s.  8099. Furfuraceous,  scaly,  mealy,  scurfy.  Agaricus  granu- 

losus, s.  15745. 
Fuscous,  blackish-brown.    Brunia  ericoides,  8.  3005. 
Fusiform,  (133)  spindle-shaped.    Selinum  palustre, 

Galeate,  (134)  helmeted ;  the  upper  lip  of  a  ringent corolla  is  the  galea  of  that  corolla.  Tourettia, 
g.  1299.  p.  492. Gelatine,  jelly ;  a  term  of  chemistry,   p.  924. 

Gelatinous,  consisting  of  jelly.  Chrysoph^llum,  g.  424. 
(note.) 

Geminate,  doubled.  Didymodon,  g.  2230.  (note.) 
Gemmce,  (135)  leafy  buds  as  distinguished  from  ala- bastra  or  flower  buds.  Bryum,  g.  2240.  (note.) 
Geoponic,  relating  to  agriculture.  Columellia,  g.  1785. (note.) 
Germ,  or  Germen,  the  old  name  of  the  ovarium. Muscari,  g.  821.  (note.) 
Germen  inferior,  (136)  fruit  below  the  flower,   p.  L 
Germination,  the  first  act  of  vegetation  in  a  seed. Triticum  spelta,  p.  70.  (note.) 
Gibbous,  protuberant.    Maranta  gibba,  s.  23. 
Glabrous,  smooth.    Asperula  laevigata,  s.  1641. 
Gladiale,  (111)  shaped  like  a  short  straight  sword, 
Eryngium  aquaticum,  s.  3495. 

Glandular,  having  glands.   Schwenckia,  g.  42.  p.  9. 
Gtaucescent,  or  G/aucine,  having  something  of  a 
bluish   hoary  appearance.  Mesembryanthemum gtaucescens,  s  72/3. 

Glaucous,  having  a  decided  hoary  grey  surface. Canna  glauca,  s.  16. 
Globose,  or  Globular,  (136)  round  or  spherical.  Pin- guicula  lusitanica,  s.  322. 
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Glochidatc,  having  hairs,  the  ends  of  which  are 
split  and  hooked  back,  so  that  the  hook  is  double. 
Thrincia  hispida,  s.  11175. 

Glomerate,  (137)  gathered  into  a  round  heap  or  head. 
Conyza  glomerata,  s.  11850. 

Glottis,  the  throat    Acacia,  g.  2127.  (note.) 
Glumaceous,  plants  are  said  to  be  glumaceous  when 

their  flowers  are  like  those  of  grasses.  Cladium, 
g.  74.  p.  11. Glume,  (138)  a  part  of  the  floral  envelopes  of  a  grass. 
Anthoxanthum,  g.  76.  p.  11. 

Gluten,  a  chemical  principle.     Triticum,  g.  206. 
(note.) 

Glutinous,  adhesive.   Salvia  glutinusa,  s.  398. 
Grained,  (139)  the  segments  of  the  flowers  of  Rumex 
have  tubercles  which  are  called  grains.  Rumex 
patientia,  s.  4997. 

GranWorm,  formed  like  grains  of  corn.  Mesembry. 
antnemum  parvifolium,  s.  7441. 

Granular,  covered  as  if  with  grains.   Galium  angli- 
cum,  s.  1616. 

Gregarious,  herding  together.  Agaricus  fusipes, s.  15857. 
Grooved,  furrowed,  channelled,  marked  with  grooves. 

Caucalis,  g.  626.  p.  115. 
Grumous,  clubbed,  knotted,  contracted  at  intervals 

into  knots.    AconStum  napeilus,  g.  1205.  (note.) 
Gynandrous,  (140)  having  the  stamens  and  style  com- 

bined in  one  body.  O'rchis,  g.  1859. Gyrose,  turned  round  like  a  crook.  TJreclo  gyrosa, s.  16640. 

H. 

Habit,  features  or  general  appearance  of  a  plant. 
Dicliptera,  g.  48.  p.  9. 

Hcemorrhages,  copious  bleeding.     Acacia,  g.  2127. 
(note.) 

Hcemorrhoid,  a  kind  of  disease.  Ornith6galum, 
g.  802.  (note.) 

Hastate,  (141)  formed  like  the  head  of  a  halbert. 
Silvia  canadensis,  s.  372. 

Hastato-lanceolate,  between  halbert  shaped  and  lan- ceolate.  Dicranum  varium,  s.  14728. 
Hastato-sagittate,  between  halbert-shaped  and  arrow, 

shaped.    A'rum  maculatum,  s.  13472. Haulm,  dead  stems  of  herbs.  Dioscorea,  g.  2085. 
(note.) 

Helmet.  (134)  the  same  as  Galea ;  see  Galeate. Monarda,  g.  60.  p.  10. 
Herbaceous,  a  plant  the  stem  of  which  perishes  an- 

nually.  Maranta  arundinacea,  s.  18. 
Hermaphrodite,  consisting  of  two  sexes.  Hippuris, 

g.  23.  (note.) 
Hexagonal,  six-sided.   I'ris  ochroleuca,  s.  782. Hexandrous,  (142)  having  six  stamens.  Gardenia 
hexandra,  f.  2834. 

Hexangular,  six-angled.   I'ris  graminea,  s.  795. 
Hexapetalous,  having  six  petals.  Furcrae'a  cubensis, «.  4105. 
Hilum,  (143)  the  scar  or  mark  on  a  seed  which  indi- 

cates the  place  by  which  it  adhered  to  the  placenta. 
A'chras,  g.  427.  p.  111. Hirsute,  rough  with  soft  hairs.  Panicum  miliaceum, s.  948. 

Hispid,  rough  with  stiff"  hairs.  Justicia  ciliaris, s.  288. 
Hoary,  covered  with  white  down.  O'lea  oleaster, s.  135. 
Homogeneous,  having  a  uniform  nature,  or  principle, 

or  composition.   Draparnaldia  tenuis,  s.  15105. 
Honey-pore,  (144)  the  pore  in  flowers  which  secretes honey.    Geissorhiza  rochensis,  s.  646. 
Honey-scales,  (145)  the  scales  in  flowers  which  se- crete honey.    Cotyledon,  g.  1060.  p.  341. 
Honey-spots,  the  spots  in  flowers  which  secrete  honey. 

Rfita,  g.  998.  p.  339. 
Hooded,  (130)  being  curved  or  hollowed  at  the  end  into 

the  form  of  a  hood    Hippocratea,  g.  83.  p.  30. 
Horn,  (146)  any  long  subulate  process  in  a  flower  is 

called  a  horn.   Zingiber,  g.  10.  p.  1. 

Husks,  the  dry  envelopes  of  either  flowers  or  fruits. Spor6bolus,  g.  159.  (note.) 
Hyaline,  crystalline,  transparent.    Diatfima,  g.  2260. 

p.  924. Hybrid,  mule ;  partaking  of  the  nature  of  two  species. Syringa  chinensis  $  rothomagensis,  s.  161. 
Hydragogue,  that  which  removes  dropsy.  Euphorbia, g.  1103.  (note) 
Hygrometrical,  indicating  the  approach  of  moisture. Avena  sterilis,  p.  60.  (note.) 
Hypercatharsis,  a  medicine  that  produces  too  power- ful effects  as  a  purgative.  Veratrum,  g.  2128. 

(note.) Hypocrateriform,  salver-shaped.  Galipea,  g.  41.  p.  9. 
Hypogynous,  (147)  situated  below  the  ovarium.  Ser- rfiria,  g.  234.  p.  77. 
Hypophyllous,  (148)  under  the  leaf.  Erineum  griseum, s.  16592. 

I. 

Iced,  (131)  covered  with  particles  like  icicles.  Me- sembryantnemum pisi  forme,  s.  7210. 
Ice-drops,  transparent  processes  resembling  icicles. Mesembryantnemum  glaciale,  s.  7377. 
Imbricate,  (149)  laid  one  over  another  like  tiles. Maranta  obliqua,  s.  19. 
Incised,  (150)  cut,  separated  by  incisions.  Veronica austriaca,  s.  239. 
Incrassated,  (151)  becoming  thicker  by  degrees.  Te- traphis  Browniana,  s.  14682. 
Incurved,  bending  inward.   Roscoea,  g.  7.  p.  1. 
Incurve-recurved,  bending  inwards  and  then  back- wards.   Mesembryantnemum  lineolatum,  s.  7302. 
Indehiscent,  not  dehiscing.   Neslia,  g.  1426.  p.  537. 
Indigenous,  native  of  a  country.  Crocus,  g.  93. (note.) 
Indurated,  hardened.   Milium,  g.  141.  p.  32. 
Indusium,  (152)  the  membrane  that  encloses  the  theca? offems.    Polyb6trya,  g.  2168.  p.  87a 
Inflated,  blown  up.    Amomum  sylv£stre,  s.  78. 
Inflexed,  bending  inward.   Dicliptera,  g.  48.  p.  9. 
Inflorescence,  disposition  of  flowers.  Chloranthos, g.  25.  (note.) 
Infundibuliform,  funnel-shaped.  Tritonia  fenestrate, s.  672. 
Innocuous,  harmless.  Gom pilocarpus,  g.  587.  p.  115. 
Inspissated,  thickened ;  spoken  of  sap  or  other  liquor. 

A'tropa,  g.  446.  (note.) 
Intenerating,  having  the  power  of  making  tender  or 

softening.   Carica,  g.  2095.  (note.) 
Internodes,  the  space  between  the  joints  of  plants. Bambusa,  g.  752.  (note.) 
Interpetiolar,  between  the  petioles  or  leafstalks. Microloma,  g.  578.  (note.) 
Interstices,  spaces  between  one  thing  and  another. 

Pimpinglla,  g.  635.  p.  116. Intramarginal,  within  the  margin.    List  era,  g.  1876. 

p.  749. 
Inverse,  inverted.   Santalum,  g.  307.  p.  79. 
Involucels,  (153)  the  partial  involucra  of  umbelliferous 

plants.    Caucalis  platycarpos,  s.  3528. 
Involucral,  having  an  involucre.  Amm6bium,  g.  1681. (note.) 
Involucrated,  covered  with  an  involucre.  Penicillaria, 

g.  148.  p.  32. Involucre,  or  Involucrum,  (154)  the  bracteae  which surround  the  flowers  of  UmbelUfere  in  a  whorl. 
Caucalis  platycarpos,  s.  3528. 

Involute,  rolled  inwards.    Mors'a,  g.  116.  p.  31. 

Joints,  the  places  at  which  the  pieces  of  the  stem  are articulated  with  each  other.  Boerhaavia  erecta, s.  105. 

Juliform,  (155)  formed  like  an  amentum  or  catkin, liryum  iulaceum,  s.  14816. 
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Kaliform,  formed  like  Salsola  kali,  a  sea-coast  plant. Ch6ndria  kalif6rmis,  s.  15291. 
Keel,  (51)  when  the  midrib  of  a  leaf  or  petal  is  sharp and  elevated  externally  it  is  called  a  keel.   p.  31. 
Kneed,  or  Knee-jointed,  bent  like  the  knee-joint. Aconitum  tortuosum,  s.  7867. 

L. 

Ldbellum,  (156)  the  front  segment  of  an  orchideous or  other  flower.   Ionopsis,  g.  1919.  p.  750. 
Lacinice,  segments  of  any  thing.  Parmelia  cycloselis, s.  15581. 
Laciniate,  cut  or  divided  into  segments.  Phlomis 

laciniata,  s.  8365.  * Lactescent,  yielding  milky  juice.  Maclura  aurantiaca, s.  13256. 
Lacuna;,  little  pits  or  depressions,   p.  948. 
Lacunose,  covered  with  little  pits  or  depressions. 

Helvetia  crlspa,  s.  16200. 
Ltsvigated,  smoothed.   CEnothdra  glauca,  s..  5459. 
Lamellated,  (157)  divided  by  plates  internally.  Musa, 

g.721.  (note.) Lamina,  literally  a  plate ;  it  is  mostly  applied  to  the 
leaf  of  a  plant  considered  without  its  petiole.  Beta 
cicla.  p.  207.  (note.) 

Lanceolate,  (158)  lance  or  spear  shaped.  Costus, 
g.  11.  p.  1. Lanceolato-subulate,  between  lanceolate  and  subulate. 
Sphagnum  cuspid£tum,  s.  14653. 

Lateral,  on  one  side.    Alpinia  nutans,  s.  43. 
Lax,  loose,  not  compact.   Zingiber  r6seum,  s.  59. 
Leaflets,  (159)  small  parts  of  compound  leaves.  Co- darium  acutifulium,  s.  133. 
Legume,  or  Legumen,  (160)  a  pod ;  the  fruit  of  legu- minous plants.    Gomphol6bium,  g.  954.  (note.) 
Leguminous,  plants  which  bear  legumes,  such  as  the 

pea,  the  bean,  the  kidneybean.   p.  8. 
Lenticular,  shaped  like  a  lens.  Kyllinga,  g.  129. 

p.  31. Lentiform,  in  form  like  a  lens.  Rivina,  g.  253. 
p.  78. Leprous,  covered  with  spots  or  scales.  Rhododen- dron ferruglncum,  s.  5923. 

Lid,  (161)  the  calyx  which  falls  off  from  the  flower  in 
a  single  piece.    Eucalyptus,  g.  1126.  p.  409. 

Ligula,  (162)  the  membrane  at  the  top  of  the  petiole of  grasses  and  other  plants.  Zingiber  panduratum, s.  53. 
Ligulate,  (163)  strap-shaped.  Aneil£ma  sinicum,  s.  595. Limbate,  having  a  colored  or  dilated  surface.  Erica 

oppositif61ia,  s.  5265. Linear,  when  the  two  sides  are  parallel.  Canna, 
g.  1.  p.  1. Linear-ensate,  long  sword-shaped.  Marica  californica, 8.  833. 

Linguiform,  or  Ungulate,  (164)  tongue-shaped.  Haj- manthus  cocclneus,  s.  4149. 
Lipped,  (156)  having  a  distinct  lip  or  labcllum. Roscoea,  g.  7.  p.  1. 
Lithontriptic,  having  the  power  of  breaking  the  stone in  the  bladder,    p.  1075. 
Lobelets,  (165)  small  lobes.   Geranium  sanguineum, s.9644. 
Lochial,  relating  to  the  natural  discharges  conse- 

quent upon  childbirth.  Aristol6chia,  g.  1934.  (note.) 
Locomotion,  motion  from  place  to  place.  Mimosa, 

g.  2124.  (note.) 
Loculaments,  partitions  or  cells  of  a  seed  vessel. 

Cystoseira,  g.  2329.  p.  927. 
Loeular,  (166)  a  fruit  is  called  unilocular  if  it  contains 

but  one  cell  (a),  bi loeular  if  two  cells  (i),  tri loeular 
if  three  (c),  and  so  on.    Fedia,  g.  72.  p.  11. 

Lament,  (167)  a  kind  of  legume  falling  in  pieces  when 
ripe.   Mullera,  g.  1567.  p.  597. 

Lomentaceous,  bearing  pericarpia,  called  lomenta. 
Erucaria,  g.  1445.  p.  539. 

Lorate,  (163)  shaped  like  a  thong  or  strap.  Pan- cratium littorale,  s.  4062. 
156  1.57      158  159  160 

Lubricate,  to  make  slippery.    Acacia,  g.  2127.  (note.) 
Lucid,  bright,  shining.    Salvia  lineatifolia,  s.  399. 
Lunate,  or  Lunulate,  (168)  shaped  like  a  half  moon. Cestrum  auriculatum,  s.  2465. 
Lurid,  a  color  between  purple,  yellow,  and  grey. 

Morae'a  lfirida,  s.  828. 
Lymphatic,  of  or  belonging  to  lymph  or  sap.   p.  874. 
Lyrate,  (169)  lyre-shaped.   Salvia  lyrkta,  s.  450. M. 

Macerate,  to  decompose  by  steeping  in  water  or  other 
liquid.    Mentha,  g.  1254.  (note.) 

Marginal,  relating  to  the  margin.    Helle'nia,  g.  9. 

p.l. 

Masticatory,  grinding  or  chewing  with  the  teeth. 
Pimpinella,  g.  635.  (note.) 

Math,  an  old  term  for  crop.    Alopecurus,  g.  164. (note) 
Matrix,  a  place  where  any  thing  is  generated  or 

formed.    Calothrix,  g.  2286.  p.  925. 
Medulla,  the  pith  of  a  plant,   p.  1053. 
Medullary,  relating  to  the  pith  of  plants.  Mimosa, g.  2124.  (note) 
Melastomaceous,  partaking  of  the  nature  or  appear- ance of  Melastoma.   p.  300. 
Melliferous,  honey-bearing.   Anchusa,  g.  332.  (note.) 
Membranaceous,  or  Membranous,  having  the  texture 

of  a  membrane.   Chionanthus  maritima,  s.  153. 
Menstruum,  a  liquor  used  as  a  dissolvent.  Ranun- culus, g.  1233.  (note.) 
Meshes,  the  openings  in  any  tissue.  Mougeotia, 

g.  2290.  p.  925. Mkacious,  glittering,  shining.  Wats6nia,  g.  101. (note.) 
Midrib,  (170)  the  large  vein  which  passes  from  the  pe- tiole to  the  apex  of  a  leaf.   P6thos,  g.  252.  (note.) 
Miliary,  granulate  resembling  many  seeds.  Citrus mexiica,  p.  655.  (note.) 
Mitriform,  (171)  formed  like  a  mitre,   p.  895. Mobility,  the  power  of  motion.  Mimosa,  g.  2124. 

(note.) Monadelphous,  (172)  having  the  filaments  cohering  in 
a  tube.   I'xia  monadelpha,  s.  629. 

Monandrous,  (173)  having  one  stamen.  Alchemilla A'phanes,  s.  1519. 
Moniliform,  formed  like  a  necklace,  that  is  to  say, 

with  alternate  swellings  resembling  beads  and  con- 
tractions.   Heliophila  amplexicaulis,  s.  9312. 

Monocotyledons,  having  one  seed  leaf.   p.  236. 
Monoecious,  having  the  one  sex  in  one  flower,  and  the 

other  in  another.    Sehce'nus  monoicus,  s.  847. Monopetalous,  having  one  petal    p.  9. 
Monosepalous,  having  one  sepal  or  division  of  the 

calyx.    Pontederia,  g.  730.  p.  237. Mordant,  that  which  enables  vegetable  matter  or 
tissue  to  receive  dyes  or  coloring  matter,  and  to retain  them.   p.  1064. 

Mottled,  marked  with  blotches  of  color  of  unequal 
intensity  passing  insensibly  into  each  other.  Syringa 
persica,  s.  162. Mucilage,  a  turbid  slimy  fluid.    Salvia,  g.  62.  (note.) 

Mucronate,  (174)  pointed  sharp.    Corispermum  in- termedium, s.  127. 
Mucronulate,  having  a  little  hard  point.  Banksia 

integrif61ia,  s.  1459. 
Mulch,  a  gardener's  term  for  the  placing  manure about  the  roots  of  trees  on  the  surface  of  the 

ground.    Rosa,  g.  1148.  (note.) 
Multifarious,  very  numerous ;  or  arranged  in  many 

rows.    A'loe  rigida,  s.  4387. Multipartite,  much  divided.  Pteronia  stricta.  s.  11492. 
Multiplex,  much   multiplied.     Selago  fasciculata, 

s.  8657. 
Muricated,  covered  with  short  sharp  points.  Panicum muricatum,  s.  949. 
Muricato-hispid,  covered  with  short  sharp  points  and 

rigid  hairs  or  bristles.    Bryonia  scabrella,  s.  13588. 

161  162  163  164  165 
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Naiades,  nymphs  of  the  springs  and  fountains;  a 
particular  order  of  Monocotyledon  ous  plants,  p.  772. 

Narcotic,  producing  sleep  or  torpor.  Br6mus,  g.  184. 
(note.) 

Navicular,  (175)  boat-shaped.  Airopsis,  g.  160.  p.  32. Neck,  the  upper  tapering  end  of  bulbs  is  called  the 
neck.   Crinum  sumatranum,  s.  4184. 

Nectariferous,  bearing  honey.  Swertia,  g.  599.  p.  115. 
Nectary,  or  Nectarium,  (144,  145.)  that  part  of  a 

flower  which  produces  honey.    Alplnia  Allughas, s.51. 
Nerves,  the  strong  veins  upon  leaves  or  flowers. 
Canna  rubricaulis,  s.  11. 

Nervimotion,  the  power  of  motion  in  leaves.  Mimosa, 
g.2124.  (note.) 

Nervose,  or  Nervine,  composed  of  nerves.  Eranthe- mum  pulchellum,  8.  312. 
Neuter,  neither  male  or  female.  Anthoxanthum, 

g.  76.  p.  11. 
Nidulant,  nestling ;  lying  among  any  thing  as  a  bird 

in  its  nest.    Samyda,  g.  1034.  p.  340. 
Nidus,  the  nest  of  any  thing.    Alcyonidium,  g.  2267. (note) 
Nodding,  (177)  having  a  drooping  position.  Veronica complicate,  s.  190. 
Nodi,  (178)  the  articulations  of  plants :  the  place  where one  joint  is  articulated  with  another.  Sporochnus 

villosus,  s.  15333. 
Nodose,  having  many  nodi  or  knots.    P6a  serotina, s.  1187. 
Nodules,  small  hard  knots.  IschaVmum  aristatum, s.  14230. 
Notch-flowered,  having  the  flower  notched  at  the margin.    Veronica  crenulata,  s.  185. 
Nucamentaceous,  producing  nuts.    Bunias,  g.  1444. 

p.  539. Nucleus,  the  kernel.   Myrica  Faya,  s.  13869. 
O. 

Ob  is  used  in  the  composition  of  Latin  technical 
terms,  to  indicate  that  a  thing  is  inverted ;  for  in- 

stance, obovate  is  inversely  ovate,  obcordate  in- 
versely cordate,  and  so  on. 

Occidental,  coming  from  the  west  Alpinia  occiden- talis,  s.  42. 
Ochraceous,  having  the  color  of  clay  or  yellow  ochre. 

Oscillatoria  ochracea,  s.  15118. 
Oct  a  in/ rous,   (179)  having  eight  stamens.  Rivina octandra,  s.  1511. 
Octogynous,  (180)  having  eight  styles.  Phytolacca octandra,  s.  6572. 
Officinal,  any  thing  that  is,  or  has  been,  used  in  the 

shops.    Kaempfexia  Galanga,  s.  68. 
Oleaginous,  having  the  qualities  of  oil.  Rivina, g.253.  (note.) 
Oleraceous,  esculent,  eatable.    Ranunculus,  g.  1233. 

(note.) 
Olivaceous,  having  the  qualities  of  olives,   p.  924 
Opercular,  (161)  covered  with  a  lid.    p.  749. 
Operculiform,  having  the  figure  and  position  of  a round  lid  of  something.   Opercularia,  g.  250.  p.  78. 
Operculum,  (161)  a  lid.  p.  874. 
Opiate,  having  the  power  of  opium.  Dictamaus, 

g.  997.  (note.) 
Orbicular,  or  Orbiculate,  a  plane  surface  circumscribed 

by  a  circle.   Farsetia,  g.  1397.  p.  586. 
Orchideous,  of  or  belonging  to  the  natural  order  of 
Orchldese.  p.  748. 

Orifice,  an  opening.   Schwenkia,  g.  42.  p.  9. 
Ossified,  become  like  bone.   C6ix,  g.  1951.  p.  768. 
Ova,  the  eggs  of  any  thing.    Palmella,  g.  2265.  (note.) 
Oval,  having  the  figure  of  an  ellipse.  Corispermum, 

g.  26.  p.  1. 
Ovarium,  or  Ovary,  (176)  the  part  of  the  flower  in 
which  the  young  seeds  are  contained.  Hsemod6- 
rum,g.  111.  p.  31. 

Ovate,  (181)  egg-shaped.   Maranta  Tonchat,  s.  22. 
Ovato-acuminate,  (182)  egg-shaped,  and  tapering  to  a 

point.   Carex  ovalis,  s.  13080. 

Ovato-cylindraceous,(\8S)  egg-shaped,  with  a  convolute cylindrical  figure.  Did^modon  purpureum,  s.  14762. 
Ovato-deltoid,  triangularly  egg-shaped.  Bltula  alba, s.  13188. 
Ovato-rotundate,  roundly  egg-shaped.   Phascum  mu- 
ticum,  s.  14660. 

Overlapping,  when  the  margin  of  one  thing  lies  upon that  of  another,  it  is  said  to  overlap.  Cyclamen 
vemum,  s.  2051. 

Ovoid,  (181)  egg-like.    Psoralea  Lupiaellus,  s.  10758. 
Ovules,  (176)  the  young  seeds  of  plants  contained  in the  ovarium.   Nemophila,  g.  386.  p.  110. 

Palate,  (184)  the  mouth  of  a  ringent  flower.  Pin- 
guicula  edentula,  s.  327. 

Paleaceous,  abounding  with  chaffy  scales.  Bromelia Karat  as,  s.  4114.  (note.) 
Palmated,  or  Palmatffid,  (185)  divided  so  as  to  resem- ble a  hand.   Curcuma  Zedoaria,  s.  80. 
Pandurtform,  (186)  having  ,  the  figure  of  a  fiddle. Ksmpferia  pandurSta,  s.  70. 
Panicled,  (187)  loose-spiked.   Maranta,  g.  2.  p.  1. 
Pannary,  useful  for  making  bread.  Triticum,  g.  206. (note.) 
Papilionaceous,  (188)  butterfly-shaped  flowers,  p.  338 
Papillose,  producing  small  glandular  excrescences like  nipples.   Onosmodium  hispidum,  s.  1930. 
Pappus,  (189)  the  crown  of  the  fruit  of  Composite, and  similar  plants.    Centranthus,  g.  20.  p.  1. 
Papulose,  producing  small  glands  like  pimples.  Me- 
sembryanthemum  parvifoTium,  s.  7442. 

Parabolically,  in  form  like  a  parabola.    A'loe  brevi- f61ia,  s.  4435. 
Parenchyma,  all  the  parts  of  plants  which  consist  of cellular  tissue  only.   Solorina,  g.  2331.  p.  948. 
Parietal,  being  attached  to  the  sides  of  an  ovarium instead  of  its  axis.    Globba,  g.  15.  j>.  1. 
Patent,  spread  out  or  expanded.    Lycopodium  an. notinum,  s.  11636. 
Patenti-reflexed,  spread  out  and  turned  back.  Carex 

pauciflora,  s.  13069. 
Patulous,  slightly  spreading.   Centaurea  babyl6nica, s.  12613. 
Pectinate,  (190)  resembling  the  teeth  of  a  comb. Veronica  oriental  is,  s.  237. 
Pectoral,  relating  to  the  breast  Trapa,  g.  308.  (note.) 
Pedatifid,  (191)  cut  into  lobes,  the  lateral  ones  of  which do  not  radiate*from  the  petiole  like  the  rest  Saxi- 

fraga  pedatifida,  s.  6089. Pedicellate,  slightly  stalked.    Cestrum  tinctdrium, s.  2475. 
Pedicels,  small  footstalks  of  flowers.  Commelina 

ccelestis,  s.  592. 
Peduncle,  the  common  footstalk  of  flowers.  Canna 

Lamberti,  s.  5. 
Pellicle,  a  thin  skin.    Papyrus,  g.  128.  (note.) 
Pellucid,  bright,  transparent    Mesembryan them  urn 

reptans,  s.  7278. Peltate,  (192)  when  the  petiole  is  fixed  in  the  disk instead  of  the  margin.   Piper  peltatum,  s.  514. 
Pencilled,  (193)  marked  in  lines  as  if  with  a  pencil. Crocus  lagenjeflorus  y  penicillatus,  s.  612. 
Pendulous,  drooping,  hanging  down.   Curc6ma  an- 

gustifolia,  s.  91. Pentagonal,  having  five  angles.    Piqueria,  g.  1704. 

p.  663. 
Pentagynous,  (194)  having  five  styles.  Phytolacca 

abyssinica,  s.  6573. 
Pentandrous,  (194)  having  five  stamens.  PortUndia 

grandiflora,  8.  2622. 
Pentapetalous,  (194)  having  five  petals,   p.  115. 
Perennial,  lasting  many  years  without  perishing. 

Aspicarpa  ureas,  s.  132. Perfoliate,  (195)  when  the  stem  passes  through  the 
base  of  the  leaf.    Veronica  perfoliata,  8.  251. 

Perianthium,  the  envelope  that  surrounds  the  flower; 
this  term  is  applied  when  the  calyx  cannot  be  dis- 

tinguished from  the  corolla.  Gomphrena  perennis, s.  3178. 
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Pericarp,  the  seed  vessel.  Deerlngia,  g.  563.  (note.) 
Perichcetial,  (196)  leaves  which  in  mosses  surround the  base  of  the  stalk  of  the  theca.   p.  895. 
Perigynous,  (197)  inserted  into  the  calyx.  Larbnc'a, g.  1069.  p.  341. 
Peristome,  (198)  the  rim  which  surrounds  the  orifice 

of  the  theca  of  a  moss.    p.  895. 
Perithecium,  Peridium,  or  Perisporium,  different 
kinds  of  envelopes  of  the  reproductive  organs  of 
Fungi.    Pyrenula,  g.  2337.  p.  948. 

Persistent,  remaining,  not  falling  off.  Codariura, 
g.  30.  p.  8. 

Pervious,  having  a  passage  through  which  anything can  be  transmitted.   Primula,  g.  350.  p.  110. 
Petaloid,  like  a  petal.    Damasonium,  g.  859.  p.  241. 
Petals,  (194)  divisions  of  the  corolla,   p.  1. 
Petiolate,  having  footstalks.  Alpinia  malaccensis, s.  46. 
Petioles,  footstalks  of  leaves.  Cissus  heterophfUa, s.  1780. 
Petiolules,  little  petioles.  Erythrina,  g.  1521.  (note.) 
Pezizoid,  like  a  Peziza ;  a  kind  of  fungus  resembling 

a  cup  in  figure,   p.  1021. 
Phcenogamous,  such  plants  as  are  visibly  furnished with  sexual  organs,   p.  108. 
Phagedenic,  eating,  corroding;  a  gnawing  of  the 

stomach  ;  also  applied  to  ulcerous  sores.  A'nthemis, g.  1778.  (note.) 
Pharmaceutical,  relating  to  the  art  of  pharmacy. 

Astragalus  Tragacantha,  p.  637.  (note) 
Phthisis pulmonalis,  consumption  of  the  lungs.  Acacia, 

g.  2127.  (note.) 
PUeate,  (199)  having  a  cap  or  lid  like  the  cap  of  a mushroom.   Cuscuta  chilensis,  s.  1811. 
Pileus,  the  cap  of  a  mushroom,   p.  978. 
Piliferous,    bearing  hairs.     Sphen6gyne  dentata, s.  12528. 
PUiform,  formed  like  down  or  hairs.    Grimmia  pul- vinfita,  s.  14690. 
Pilose,  slightly  hairy.   Monarda  Kalmiana,  8.  363. 
Pimpled,  covered  with  minute  pustules  resembling 

pimples.    Saxifraga  ligulata,  s.  6051. 
Pinrue,  or  Pinnulte,  the  segments  of  a  pinnated  leaf. 

Calceolaria  pinnata,  s.  315. 
Pinnate,  (200)  a  leaf  is  so  called  when  it  is  divided into  numerous  smaller  leaves  or  leaflets.  Codarium 

acutifoltum,  s.  133. 
Pinnatifid,  (201)  a  leaf  is  so  called  when  it  is  divided 

into  lobes  from  the  margin  nearly  to  the  midrib. 
Centranthus  calcitrapa,  s.  112. 

Piquancy,  sharpness,  pungency.    Spilanthes,  g.  1695. (note.) 
Pisiform,  formed  like  peas.    Lagetta,  g.  909.  p.  300. 
Pistillum,  or  Pistil,  (202)  the  columnar  body  situate  in 

the  centre  of  a  flower,  consisting  commonly  of  three 
parts,  viz.  the  ovarium,  style,  and  stigma.  Knappia. 
g.  142.  p.  32. 

Pitchers,  (203)  hollow  leaves  so  called.  Nepenthes distillatoria,  s.  14077. 
Pith,  medulla  occupying  the  centre  of  a  stem  or  shoot. 

Melica,  g.  193.  (note) 
Pituitous,  discharging  mucus.  Panax,  g.  2166.  (note.) Plane,  flat.   Matricaria,  g.  1771.  p.  664. 
Piano-compressed,  compressed  down  to  a  flattish  sur- face.   Poinciana,  g.  977.  p.  339. 
Plethoric,  having  a  full  habit  Juniperus,  g.  2113. (note.) 
Plicate,  (204)  plaited    Nicotian*  reparian,  s.  2206. 
Plumose,  (205)  feathery,  resembling  feathers.  Centran- thus, g.  20.  p.  1. 
Plumula,  (206)  the  young  leaves  in  the  embryo,  p.  1053. 
Plurilocular,  (207)  having  many  cells,   p.  1085. 
Pod,  (160)  a  kind  of  seed  vessel  such  as  that  of  the 

pea  tribe.    Epimedium,  g.  297.  p.  79. 
Polyandrous,  (208)  having  more  stamens  than  20. Royena  amblgua,  s.  6037. 
Polygamous,  a  plant  is  said  to  be  polygamous  when 
some  flowers  are  male,  others  female,  and  others 
hermaphrodite.   Rhag6dia,  g.  562.  p.  114. 

Polygynous,  (208)  having  numerous  styles.  Royena amblgua,  s.  6037. 
Polypetalous,  (209)  having  many  separate  petals,  p.  10. 
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Polyspermous,  (210)  having  many  seeds,  p.  1066. 
Pome,  an  apple.  Pyrus,  g.  1133. 
Pores,  apertures  in  the  cuticle  through  which transpiration  takes  place.    £<asiop£talum,  g.  523. 

p.  113. Porrect,  extended  forward.  Bauhinia  aurita,  s.  5768. 
Pouch,  a  little  sack  or  bag  at  the  base  of  some  petals 

and  sepals.   Nigritella,  g.  1860. Prcenomen,  the  first  name  of  several;  in  plants  it  is 
the  same  as  the  generic  name.     Crocus,  g.  93. (note.) 

Precocity,  ripe  before  the  usual  time.  Daphne  M ez£- reum,  p.  323.  (note.) 
Prismatic,  formed  as  a  prism.    Polyene  mum  arvense, 8.599. 
Processes,  protrusions  either  natural  or  monstrous. 
Orthotrichum,  g.  2233.  p.  896. 

Proliferous,  a  plant  is  said  to  be  proliferous  when  it 
forms  young  plants  in  abundance  about  its  roots. 
Scirpus  Luzuke,  s.  867. 

Prominences,  protuberant  risings  from  the  surface. Coin  tea  arbor  es  cells,  s.  104S4. 
Propendent,  hanging  forward  and  downward.  Css'sia rittata,  s.  4831. 
Prurient,  stinging,  p.  1061. 
Pubescence,  down,  closely  pressed  to  the  surface. 

Fragaria  vesca,  s.  7566. 
Pullulating,  budding.    Conferva  patens  j3  prolifera, s.  15177. 
Pulverised,  reduced  to  powder.  Crocus,  g.  93.  (note.) 
Pulvinate,  become  cushion-shaped     Grimmia  pul- vinata,  s.  14690. 
Pulvinuli,  little  cushions,   p.  948. 
Punctiform,  formed  like  points.    Peziza  punctata, s.  16267. 
Pungent,  stinging  or  pricking.  Corispermum  Re- dowskii,  s.  126. 
Pustular,  or  Pustulate,  covered  with  glandular  excres- 

cences like  pustules.  Pelargonium  pustulosum, s.  9621. 
Pustules,  pimples  or  little  blisters.  Brunsvigia  R&- dula,  s.  4215. 
Pyriform,  shaped  like  the  fruit  of  a  pear.  Paulllnia 

pinnata,  s.  5612. 

Quadrangular,  four-angled.  Dorstenia  Houstoni, s.  1526. 
Quadrifarious,  arranged   in  four  rows  or  ranks. Struthiola  imbricata,  s.  1487. 
Quadr\fid,  divided  four  times.  Plantago,  g.  278.  p.  78. 
Quadriglandular,  having  four  glands.  Malpighia glandulifera,  s.  6373. 
Quartz,  a  species  of  stone.    Laurus  cinnamomum, s.  5640. 
Quaternary,  succeeding  by  fours,   p.  76. 
Quaternate-tunnate,  (211)  pinnate;  the  pinnae  being 

arranged  in  fours.    Anthyllis  tetraphylla,  s  10211. 
Quinate,  in  fives.   P6thos  pentaphy  Ua,  s.  1506. 
Quinquefid,  (212)  divided  into  live.    Cissus,  g.  305. (note.) 
Quintuple,  five  times  multiplied.  Ephedra,  g.  2115. 

p.  819. 

R. 

Racemes,  (213)  a  particular  arrangement  of  flowers, 
when  they  are  arranged  around  a  filiform  simple 
axis,  each  particular  flower  being  stalked.  Alpinia 
nutans,  s.  43. 

Racemose,  flowering  in  racemes.  Ver6nica  Barrelien, s.  212. 
Rachis,  (214)  that  part  of  a  culm  which  runs  up through  the  ear  of  corn,  and  consequently  the  part 

that  bears  the  flowers  in  other  plants.  Paspalum, 
g.  139.  p.  31. Radiant,  or  Radiate,  (215)  a  flower  is  said  to  be  radiant, when,  in  a  cluster  or  head  of  florets,  those  of  the 
circumference  or  ray  are  long  and  spreading,  and 
unlike  those  of  the  disk.  Scabiosa  cane'scens, s.  1569. 
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Radical,  proceeding  from  the  root  Phrf  nium  capita- tun],  s.  27. 
Radicate,  producing  roots  from  the  stem.  Marc 

graavia,  g.  1163.  (note.) 
Radicule,  (216)  that  end  of  the  embryo  which  is  op- posite to  the  cotyledons,   p.  537. 
Radius,  (217)  the  ray  of  compound  flowers.  Solidago 

canadensis,  s.  12066. 
Ramenta,  little  brown  withered  scales  with  which 

the  stems  of  some  plants,  especially  ferns,  are  co- vered.   Rhodomela  lycopodioides,  s.  15280. 
Ramentaceous,  (218)  covered  with  ramenta.  Euph6rbia 

fragifera,  s.  6793. 
Ramifications,  subdivision  of  roots  or  branches.  Era . grostis  pil6sa,  s.  1207. 
Ramose,  branchy.   1'lex,  g.  315.  (note.) Ramuli,  twigs  or  small  branches.  Draparnaldia, 

g.  2284.  p.  925. Raphe,  in  seeds  this  is  the  channel  of  vessels  which 
connects  the  chalaza  with  the  hilum ;  in  umbellife- rous plants  it  is  the  line  of  junction  of  the  two  halves 
of  which  their  fruit  is  composed.  Bubon,  g.  640. 
p.  116. Rationale,  the  reason  of  a  thing.  Solanum,  g.  451. (note.) 

Receptacle,  (219)  that  part  of  the  fructification  which 
supports  the  other  parts.   Pollichia,  g.  21.  p.  1. 

Recesses,  the  bays  or  sinuses  of  lobed  leaves.  Sisym- 
brium obtusangulurn,  8.  9169. 

Rectangular,  right-angled.  Teficrium  asiaticum, s.  8114. 
Rectilinear,  right-lined.   B6mbax  erianthos,  s.  9942. 
Rectum,  an  intestine.   A'nthemis,  g.  1778.  (note) Recurved,  bent  backward.   Zingiber,  g.  10.  p.  1. 
Recurvo-patent,  bent  back  and  spreading.  Grimmia 

apocarpa,  s.  14687. 
Reflated,  bent  backward.   Canna  gigantea,  s.  6. 
Reflexed  recesses,  sinuses  of  leaves  which  are  bent 
backward  from  the  ordinary  direction  of  the  surface 
of  a  leaf.   p.  165. 

Refrigerant,    producing  coolness.     Oxalis,  g.  1065. (note.) 
Reniform,  (220)  kidney-shaped.    Leptanthus  reni- f6rmis,  s.  736. 
Repand,  (221)  a  leaf  having  a  margin  undulated  and 
unequally  dilated  is  said  to  be  repand.  Eranthe- mum  bicolor,  s.  313. 

Repando-dentate,  repand  and  toothed.  Dor6nicum Pardalianches,  s.  12189. 
Repellant,  that  which  turns  you  away  from  any  thing. 

A'tropa,  g.  446.  (note.) 
Replicate,  folded  back.    Cycl6pia,  g.  946.  (note.) 
Resolutive,  or  Resolvative,  having  the  power  to  dis- solve.   Argem6ne,  g.  1172.  (note.) 
Resolvent,  having  the  power  of  dissolving.  Curcuma, 

g.  14.  (note.) 
Restringent,  astringent.    Berberis,  g.  829.  (note.) 
Resupinate,  inverted  in  position,  so  that  that  which was  in  front  becomes  at  back.     Hedychium,  g.  6. 

p.  1. Reticulated,  resembling  a  net.  Hakea  undulata, s.  1435. 
Refuse,  (222)  abruptly  blunt  Hedychium  flavum,  s.  36. 
Revolute,  rolled  back.   Canna  specidsa,  s.  13. 
Rhombaidal,  (225)  like  a  rhombus.  Salvia  mexicana, 

8.385. 
Rhomboid-ovate,  rhomboidally  egg-shaped.  Cheno- 
p6dium  atriplicis,  8.  3416. 

Rib,  (170)  the  projecting  vein  of  any  thing.  Curcuma rubescens,  s.  83. 
Rigid,  stiff.   Notelae'a  rigida,  s.  157. Ringent,  (223)  gaping.  Justicia,  g.  47.  p.  9. 
Ringing,  making  an  incision  resembling  a  ring  all round  a  branch.   Liriodendron,  g.  1216.  (note.) 
Rotate,  (224)  a  monopetalous  corolla,  the  limb  of which  is  flat  and  the  tube  very  short,  is  called  rotate. 

Valerianella  discoidea,  s.  563. 
Rotundo-ovate,  roundly  egg-shaped.    Carex  fulva, 

s.  13123. 
Rubefacient,  any  thing  which  reddens  the  skin,  or 

raises  slight  cutaneous  inflammation.  Euphorbia, 
g.  1103.  (note.) 

Rudiment,  when  an  organ  is  imperfectly  developed, 
botanists  call  such  developement  a  rudiment.  Mo. 
lfnia,  g.  194.  p.  33. 

Rufous,  reddish  orange-colored,  or  rusty.  Canna 
glauca  /3  rufa,  s.  16. 

Rugose,  rough  or  coarsely  wrinkled.  Calceolaria 
rugosa,  s.  317. 

Rugulose,  finely  wrinkled.    Salvia  chamaedryoides," s.386. 
Runcinate,  (226)  hooked  back,  applied  to  the  lobes  of leaves.   Mesperis  runcinata,  s.  9161. . 
Runcinato-dentate,  hooked  back  and  toothed.  Apar- 

gia  taraxaci,  s.  11166. Runners,  (229)  procumbent  shoots  which  root  at  their extremity.  Ranunculus  salsugin6sus,  s.  8037. 
Rusty,  rust-colored.    Cure  (una  ferruginea,  s.  87. 

S. 

Saccate,  bagged ;  having  a  bag  or  pouch ;  as  many 
petals.   CaWtropis,  g.  584.  p.  115. 

Sagittate,  (227)  shaped  like  an  arrow-head.  Dorstenia arifolia,  s.  1528. 
Salivation,  a  discharge  of  saliva  from  the  glands  of the  mouth.    Plumb&gB,  g.  324.  (note.) 
Samara,  (228)  a  kind  of  winged  seed  vessel ;  the  same as  what  the  English  call  key.  CKrnus,  g.  69.  p.  11. 
Sapid,  agreeable  to  the  palate.    Nelfimbium,  g.  1213. (note.) 
Saponaceous,  soapy.    /E'sculus,  g.  866.  p.  296. Sarmentose,  (229)  producing  sarmenta  or  runners. Echites  biflora,  s.  2355. 
Sawed,  resembling  the  teeth  of  a  saw.  Coldenia  pro- cumbens,  s.  1833. 
Scabrous,  rough  with  little  asperities.  Salvia  runci- nata, s.  459. 
Scales,  any  small  processes  resembling  minute  leaves ; also  the  leaves  of  the  involucrum  of  Composite. 

Pollichia,  g.  21.  p.  1. 
Scandent,  climbing.    Piper,  g.  77.  (note.) 
Scape,  (231)  a  stem  rising  from  the  root  and  bearing nothing  but  flowers.   Maranta  com6sa,  s.  24. 
Scariose,  or  Scarious,  membranous  and  dry.  Bufonia tenuif61ia,  s.  1813. 
Schistous,  rocky,  formed  of  the  rock  called  schist Olea,  g.  32.  (note.) 
Scion,  a  shoot  intended  for  a  graft.  Camellia,  g.  1476. (note.) 
Scotub,  cinders.    Camellia,  g.  1476.  (note.; 
Scrobiculate,  excavated  into  little  pits  or  hollows  An- 

tennaria,  g.  1725.  p.  663. 
Scrotiform,  formed  like  a  double  bag.    Ellisia,  g.  432. 

p.  111. Scurfy,  covered  with  scales  resembling  scurf.  Eu- stoma,  g.  365  p.  110. 
Scutate,  formed  like  an  ancient  round  buckler.  Pti- 

lota,  g.  2311.  p.  925. Secund,  (232)  arranged  on  one  side  only  :  the  same  as unilateral,  which  is  better,    p.  917. 
Sedges,  a  tribe  of  marsh  plants  so  called,   p.  31. 
Segments,  parts  of  any  thing,  p.  1. 
Semi-,  half. Seminal,  belonging  to  the  seed.  Scabiosa,  g.  264. (note.) 
Semination,  seeding.    Cr6cus,  g.  93.  (note.) 
Sepals,  (233)  the  segments  of  the  calyx.  Sebas'a,  g.  281. 

p.  98. 
Septa,  (166)  the  partitions  that  divide  the  interior  of the  fruit.   Rulingia,  g.  704.  p.  118. 
Septfferous,  bearing  septa.   Ram6nda,  g.  374.  p.  110. 
Serrated,  (230)  like  the  teeth  of  a  saw.  Maytenus boaria,  s.  134. 
Serrulations,  notchings  like  those  of  a  saw.  Agave 

yuccaefolia,  s.  4093. Sessile,  without  footstalks.   Zostera,  g.  24.  p.  L 
Setaceo-rostrate,  having  a  beak  with  the  figure  of  a bristle.   Carex  ampullacea,  s.  13162. 
Setaceous,  resembling  a  bristle  in  shape.  Justicia  ni- 

gricans, s.  282. 
Setts,  bristles.   Schoe'nus  nigricans,  s.  845. Setiform,  (234)  formed  like  a  bristle.  Rosa  hibernica, s.  7501. 
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Setigerous,  or  Setose,  covered  with  bristles.  Knappia, 
g.  142.  p.  32. Sheath,  the  lower  part  of  the  leaf  that  surrounds  the 
stem.   Zostera,  g.  24.  p.  1. 

Sherds,  the  fragments  of  potting  employed  by  gar. 
doners  to  drain  their  flower-pots.    Protea,  g.  231. (note.) 

"  Shield,  (29)  a  broad  table-like  process  in  the  flower  of StapOiia  and  its  allies.     Huernia  clavlgera,  s.  3351. 
Sialagogue,  having  the  power  of  exciting  saliva. 
SUicated,  coated  or  mixed  with  flint  Astragalus 

tragacantha,  p.  637.  (note.) 
Siliceous,  flinty.  Laorus  cinnamdmum,  g.  934.  (note.) 
SUicle,  (235)  the  small  round  pod  of  Crucifera.  Lu- 

naria,  g.  1395.  p.  536. 
Silique,  (236)  the  long  taper  pod  of  Cruciferae.  Bras- 

sica,  g.  1432. Simple,  the  reverse  of  compound,   p.  1. 
Sinuate,  or  Sinuose,  (237)  bending  in  and  out  Lyco- 

pus  eu ropa/us,  s.  338. 
Sinuato-dentate,  sinuate  and  toothed,  Leontodon 

pal u st r is,  8.  11156. 
Sinus,  the  bays  or  recesses  formed  by  the  lobes 

of  leaves  or  other  bodies.    Hamamelis  virginica, s.  1814. 
m  Soboltferous,  (238)  producing  young  plants  from  the 

root.    A'loe  brevis,  s.  4415. Saddened,  soaked.    Protea,  g.  231.  (note.) 
Somniferous,  causing  sleep.   Primula  veris,  s.  2022. 
Soporific,  causing  sleep.    Hamulus,  g.  2074.  (note.) 
Sorediferous,   (239)  bearing  soredia.  Ramalina, 

g.  2355.  p.  949. 
Sort,  (152)  the  patches  of  fructification  on  the  back  of 

the  fronds  of  ferns,   p.  925. 
Spadix,  (240)  a  spike  protracted  from  a  spatha. 

Zostera,  g.  24.  p.  1. 
Spatha,  a  broad  sheathing  leaf  enclosing  flowers  ar- 

ranged upon  a  spadix.  Hedychium  spicatum,  s.  34. 
Spathaceous,  furnished  with  a  spatha.   p.  1. 
Spathulate,  [241)  shaped  like  a  spatula,  a  knife  so called.   Canna  gigantea,  s.  6. 
Sphacelate,  withered  or  dead.    Senecio  ssgyptius, s.  1191 L 
Sphterical,  round  like  a  sphere.  Alpinia  nutans, s.  43. 
Spheroidal,  almost  like  a  sphere.  Cactus  latispinus, s.  6852. 
Spherules,  (242)  minute  spheres.  Stromatosphse'ria concentrica,  s.  16360. 
Spite,  (214)  flowers  sessile  upon  a  long  rachis.  Ma- ranta  lutea,  s.  20. 
Spines,  indurated  branches  or  processes  formed  of 
woody  fibre,  and  not  falling  off  from  the  part  that 
bears  them.   Ancistrum,  g.  68.  p.  10. 

Spiniform,  formed  like  a  spine.  Mesembryanthemum spiniforme,  s.  7363. 
Spinous,  full  of  spines.    Alpinia  corn  ua,  8.  44. 
Spinulescent,  having  a  tendency  to  produce  small 

spines.  Mesembryanthemum  spinuliferum,  s.  7421. 
Spinu/ose,  covered  with  small  spines.    Rheum  Ribes, s.  5667. 
Spiral,  (253)  circularly  involved.  Coitus  spiralis,  s.  65. 
Sporules,  that  part  in  Cryptogamous  plants  which  an- 

swers to  the  seeds  of  other  plants,   p.  874. 
Spornltferous,  bearing  sporules.  Phallus  impudicus, s.  16336. 
Spurious,  counterfeit    I  ris  spuria,  8.  781. 
Spurs,  (243)  long  processes  resembling  horns  produced 

by  various  parts  of  the  flower.  Curcuma,  g.  14.  p.  1. 
Squamiform,  like  scales.    Santalum,  g.  307.  p.  79. 
Squarrose,  (244)  spreading  rigidly  at  right  angles,  or 

in  a  greater  degree.   Zingiber  squamosum,  s.  60. 
Squinancy,  an  inflammation  in  the  throat  Asperula, 

g.  268.  (note.) 
Stamen,  (245)  the  male  organ  of  a  flower,  p.  1. 
Staminiferous,  producing  stamina.  Campanula,  g.  463. 

p.  112. Standard,  (188)  the  upper  segment  of  the  flower  of 
Leguminosse.    Thermopsis,  g.  944.  p.  338. Stellate,  in  the  manner  of  a  star.  Schwdnkia,  g  42. 

p  9. 

Steiiidatc,  resembling  little  stars.  Onosma  tauricum, s.  1907. 
Sterile,  barren.   Amomum  grand i durum,  8.  74. 
Sternutatory,  qualities  which  provoke  sneezing.  Pri- mula vulgaris,  g.  350.  (note.) 
Stigma,  (246)  the  female  organ  of  a  flower.  Canna, 

g.  1.  p.  1. Stimulating,  exciting.    China,  g.  161.  (note.) 
Stimuli,  stinging  haire.   U'rtica  ardens,  s.  13230. Stipes,  (247)  the  stalk  of  Fungi,  p.  978. Stipitate,  having  a  short  stalk.    Aspidistra,  g.  759. 

p.  238. Stipulaceous,  having  appendages  called  stipuke.  So- lanum  peruvianum,  s.  2516. 
Stipulary,  occupying  the  place  of  stipuUe.  Paliurus australis,  s.  289a 
Stipules,  (248)  small  scales  at  the  base  of  the  petiole 

of  certain  leaves.    Spermacoce  s t yl6sa,  s.  1653. 
Stoloniferous,  (249)  having  creeping  roots.  Sesleria elongata,  s.  1075. 
Stolons,  root  shoots.    Agrostis,  g.  156.  (note.) 
Stomachic,  relating  or  agreeable  to  the  stomach. Ksempferia,  g.  12.  (note.) 
Strangury,  a  disease,  and  produced  on  plants  by  tight 

ligatures.   Ornith6galum,  g.  802.  (note.) 
Strata,  layers,  beds.    Capsicum,  g.  453.  (note.) 
Strue,  small  streaks,  channels,  or  furrows,   p.  877. 
Striated,  having  stria:.    Alpinia  racemosa,  s.  41. 
Striga,  little,  rigid,  unequal,  irregular  hairs.  Chara hispida,  s.  15199. 
Strigose,  having  strigae.    Lithospermum  arvlnse, s.  1895. 
Strophiolate,  surrounded  by  protuberances.  Hovea, 

g.  1536.  p.  599. Struma,  a  wen  or  protuberance,   p.  903. 
Strumose,  or  Strumous,  covered  with  struma;.  Me- sembryanthemum grossum,  s.  7422. 
Style,  (250)  the  stalk  which  intervenes  between  the ovarium  and  stigma,  bearing  the  latter,   p.  1. 
Styptic,  having  the  power  to  staunch  blood.  Rhus, g.  681.  (note.) 
Sub,  in  composition,  signifies  subordinate,  or  some- what 
Succedaneum,  coming  in  the  place  of  another.  Tacca, g.  758.  (note.) 
Succulent  fleshy  and  filled  with  juice.    Blitum,  g.  28. (note.) 
Sudorific,  having  the  power  of  producing  perspir- ation.  Salvia,  g.  62.  (note.) 
Suffruticose,  shrubby  in  a  slight  degree.  Spermacoce sulfrutieosa,  s.  1656. 
Sulcate,  furrowed.   Viborgia,  g.  1523.  p.  599. 
Supernatant,  floating  on  the  surface  of  any  thing. A'loe,  g.  770.  (note.) 
Suppurate,  to  generate  matter.    Rhus,  g.  681.  (note.) 
Supra-decompound,  doubly  compounded.  Scirpus sylvatieus,  s.  868. 
Surculi,  young  shoots.    Erythronium,  g.  782.  (note.) 
Suture,  the  line  formed  by  the  cohesion  of  two  parts. 

Mirbelia,  g.  967.  p.  338. 
Syngenesioits,  (251)  belonging  to  the  nineteenth  class of  the  sexual  system.   Phl6x,  g.  369.  (note.) 
Synthetical,  combining;  opposed  to  analytical.  Gil- lenia,  g.  1142.  (note.) 
Syphilitic,  useful  in  the  cure  of  syphilis.  Chenopo- dium,  g.  611.  (note.) 

Tails,  (252)  the  long  feathery  or  hairy  terminations  of certain  fruits.    Clematis  chinensis,  s.  7968. 
Tap-root,  a  root  which  penetrates  deep  and  perpen- 

dicularly into  the  ground  without  dividing.  Crinum defixum,  s.  4182. 
Tortureous,  consisting  of  tartar.  Lecidea  c6nfluens, s.  15384. 
Teated,  resembling  the  figure  of  the  teat  of  animals. A'chras,  g.  427.  p.  111. 
Tendrils,  (253)  the  curling  twining  organs  by  which 
some  plants  lay  hold  of  others.    Vitis  indica, s.  2858. 
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Tenesmus,  a  disposition  to  go  to  stool,  without  the 
power  of  evacuation.   A'nthemis,  g.  1778.  (note.) 

Tepid,  lukewarm.    A'nthemis,  g.  1778.  (note.) Terebinthinate,  consisting  of  turpentine.  A'bies  bal- samea,  p.  805.  (note.) 
Terete,  taper,  round  and  long.  Hakea  obliqua,  8. 1423. 
Terminal,  ending,  or  at  the  top.  Maranta  lutea, s.  20. 
Ternary,  consisting  of  threes.  Valeriana,  g.  78.  (note.) 
Ternate,  (254)  growing  together  in  threes.  Hedy- chium  elatum,  s.  31. 
Tessellated,  variegated  by  squares.  Sarcocephalus, 

g.  498.  p.  113. Testa,  the  skin  or  integument  of  the  seed.  Psidium, 
g.  1118.  p.  409. 

Testaceous,  having  a  pale  brown  color.  Mesembryan- themum  testaceum,  s.  7430. 
Tetrachotomotis,  (255)  a  stem  that  ramifies  in  fours. 

Euph6rbia,  g.  1103.  (note.) 
Tetrandrous,  (256)  having  four  stamens.  Collinsdnia am  sat  a,  s.  469. 
Tetrapetalous,  (256)  having  four  petals,   p.  1069. 
Tetrasepalous,  (256)  having  four  sepals,   p.  1069. 
Thalamus,  (258)  that  part  of  a  flower  which  rises  from 
below  the  ovarium  and  sometimes  supports  the 
outer  envelopes,   p.  539. 

Thallus,  (257)  that  part  which  bears  the  fructification of  Lichens,   p.  874. 
Thecte,  the  cases  that  contain  the  sporules  of  Cryp- 
togamic  plants,  p.  874. 

Threads,  long  delicate  hairs.     Anacampseros  fiia- mentosa,  s.  6632. 
Throat,{\W)  the  orifice  of  a  flower.  Justiciapicta,  8.285. 
Thyrse,  (259)  a  kind  of  dense  panicle  like  that  of  the 

lilac.    A'juga  furcata,  s.  8099. Thyrsoid,  resembling  a  particular  kind  of  panicle called  a  thyrsus,   p.  85. 
Tomentose,  densely  and  closely  hairy.   Thymus  to- me nt os us,  s.  8414. 
Tomentum,  dense  close  hair.    Grevillea  buxifolia, 8.  1418. 
Tonic,  bracing,  corroborative.   Salvia,  g.  62.  (note.) 
Toothed,  (260)  divided  so  as  to  resemble  teeth.  Pol- Hchia,  g.  21.  p.  1. 
Toothletted,  furnished  with  little  teeth.  Salvia 
paniculata,  s.  402. 

Topical,  local,  confined  to  some  particular  place. 
Papaver,  g.  1170.  (note.) 

Torose,  uneven ;  alternately  elevated  and  depressed. 
Papaver  h^bridum,  s  7659. 

Tortuose,  twisted.    Helianthemum  Fumana,  s.  7773. 
Torulose,  slightly  torose.    Ech'ites  torosa,  s.  2357. Torus,  (258)  the  same  as  thalamus,  which  see.  Sisym- brium, g.  1422.  p.  537. 
Trapeziform,  in  the  shape  of  a  trapezium.  Boronia serrulata,  s.  5091. 
Trapezoid,  like  a  trapezium.    Adiantum  villosum, s.  14554. 
Triandrous,  (261)  having  three  stamens,   p.  30. 
Trichotomous,  (102)  branches  divided  in  threes.  Tri- chodium  decumbens,  s.  1000. 
Tricuspidate,  (262)  having  three  points.  Allium P6rrum,  s.  4617. 
Trifarious,  arranged  in  triple  rank.    Aloe  tortuosa, s.  4386. 
Trifid,  divided  in  three.   Mantisia,  g.  16.  p.  ,1. 
Trilocular,  (166)  having  three  cells.  Leptospermum triloculare,  s.  6931. 
Tripetaloid,  appearing  as  if  furnished  with  three 

petals.   Tillandsia  xiphioides,  s.  4144. 
Tripetalous,  having  three  petals.  Elatine  hydropiper, s.  5635. 
Triquetrous,  having  three  sides  or  angles.  A'loe reticulata,  s.  4392. 
Triturated,  reduced  to  powder  by  pounding,  Amyg- dalus,  g.  1128.  (note.) 
Tropical,  belonging  to  the  torrid  zone.  Conocarpus, 

g.  544.  (note.) 
Truncate,  (263)  blunt,  as  if  cut  off.   Hedychium  spi- catum,  s.  34. 
Tuberculate,  covered  with  knobs  or  tubercles.  Ranun- culus parviflorus,  s.  8073. 

Tuberous,  (264)  bearing  solid  fleshy  roundish  roots  like 
the  potato.   Canna  edulis,  s.  12. 

Tubers,  roots  so  called.   Curcuma,  g.  14.  (note.) 
Tumid,  swelling.    Secale  orientate,  s.  1267. 
Tunic,  a  coat    Crocus  pusillus.    s.  606. 
Tunicated,  having  a  coat.    Allium  Porrum,  s.  4617. 
Turbinate,  (265)  having  the  figure  of  a  top.  Salicornia. 

g.  22.  p.  1. Turgid,  swollen,  puffed  up.  BrOmus  prattnsis,  s.  1132 

U. 

Vmbellules,  (153)  divisions  of  an  umbel.  Caucalis daucoides,  s.  3524. 
Umbels,  (154)  the  round  tuft  of  flowers  produced  by 

the  carrot,  &c.   Boerhaavia  sc&ndens,  s.  108 
Umbilicus,  (266)  the  cord  which  attaches  the  seed  to 

the  receptacle.    Herberts,  g.  829.  p.  239. 
Umbonate,  (267)  having  a  top  in  the  centre  like  that  of the  ancient  shield.  Cuc6rbita  Melopepo,  s.  13566. 
Unarmed,  destitute  of  prickles  or  spines,  which  are 
the  arms  of  plants.   Corispermum  hyssopifolium s.  124. 

Uncinate,  (268)  hooked.   Piper  aduncum,  s.  502. 
Unctuous,  fat,  oily.    Anchusa,  g.  333.  (note.) 
Undulate,  waved.   Salvia  pomifera,  s.  370. 
Undulato-rugose,  rugose  or  rugged  and  waved.  Stro- 
matospharria  deusta,  s.  16361. 

Unguiculated,  furnished  with  a  short  unguis.  Al. 
pinia  galanga,  s.  40. Unguis,  (269)  the  taper  base  of  a  petal  Dianthus, 
p.  372.  (note.) 

Unilateral,  one-sided.     Brachypodium  loliaceum, s.  1147. 
Unilocular,  (166)  one-celled.  Calepina,  g.  1441.  (note.) Unisexual,  being  of  one  sex.    Prockia,  g.  1179. 
(note.) 

Urceolate,   (270)    pitcher-shaped.  Camphorosma, 
g.  254  p.  78. Uterine,  belonging  to  the  womb.    Acacia,  g.  2127. 
(note.) 

Uterus,  the  womb.   p.  981. 
Utricle,  or  Utriculus,  a  little  bottle  or  bladder.  Sali- 
c6rnia,  g.  22.  p.  1. 

Uvula,  the  gland  of  the  throat    Acacia,  g.  2127. 
(note.) 

Valvular,  (271)  or  Valved,  consisting  of  valves  or  seed 
cells,   p.  895. Varicose,  (272)  swollen  here  and  there.  Pterocirpus, 
g.  1515.  p.  598. Vascular,  (273)  consisting  of  tissue  in  a  very  succulent enlarged  state.   Potamogeton,  g.  317.  (note.) 

Vaulted,  (274)  formed  or  placed  like  the  roof  of  a vault    Gladiolus  namaquensis,  8.  709. 
Veneering,  the  art  of  covering  one  kind  of  wood  with 
thin  plates  of  another  kind.    Spartium  scoparium, 
p.  611.  (note.) Ventricose,  (275)  inflated.    Gastridium,  g.  155.  p.  32. 

Veratrine,  the  active  principle  of  Veratrum.  Vera- 
trum,  g.  2128.  (note.) 

Vermifuge,  that  which  expels  worms.  Helleborus, 
g.  1237.  (note.) Vernacular,  native.    Zingiber,  g.  10.  (note.) 

Vernal,  belonging  to  the  spring.   Veronica  verna, 
s.  254. Versatile,  (276)  swinging  lightly  on  a  stalk  so  as  to  be continually  changing  direction.  Sternbergia,  g.  742. 

p.  237. 
Vertex,  the  uppermost  point  Komeria,  g.  1168. 

p.  456. 
Vertical,  perpendicular.    Nivenia,  g.  235.  p.  77. 
Vertically  compressed,  that  is  depressed.  Salicornia, 

g.  22.  p.  1. Vertilinear,  the  same  as  rectilinear;  in  a  straight 
line.   Viola  campestris,  s.  3037. 

Vesicatories,  blistering  plasters.  Ranunculus  g.1233 (note.) 
257  258        259  260  261 
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Vesicles,  (277)  hollow  excrescences  resembling  blad- 
ders, g.  310.  (note.) 

Venillum,  (188)  a  standard ;  the  upper  petal  of  a  papi- 
lionaceous flower.    Petalostemum,  g.  1501.  p.  598. 

Villous,  (278)  shaggy,  with  long  loose  hair.  Costus villosissimus,  s.  66. 
Virescent,  green,  flourishing.  Mesembryanthemum vircscens,  s.  7275. 
Virgate,  twiggy.   Verbascum  cupreum,  s.  2153. 
Viscid,  or  Viscous,  adhesive,  clammy.  Boerhaavia viscosa,  s.  109. 
Vivacious,  lively.   Carduus,  g.  1663.  (note.) 
Viviparous,  (279)  bearing  young  plants  in  the  place of  flowers  and  seed.   Marica  csertilea,  s.  841. 
Vulnerary,  useful  in  the  cure  of  wounds.  Symphy- tum, g.  334.  (note.) 
Vulvtform,  like  a  cleft  with  projecting  edges.  Me- 
lampodium,  g.  1828.  p.  665. 

W. 

Wattled,  having  processes  like  the  wattles  of  a  cock. Rhinanthus  alectorolophus,  s.  8746. 
Welted,  flaccid,  drooping.    Carduus  acanthoides, s.  11375. 
Whorls,  (280)  leaves  inserted  round  a  stem.  Hip- 
puris,  g.  23.  (note.) 

Wing,  (281)  in  botany,  signifies  a  membranous  bor- der, wherewith  many  seeds  are  supported  in  the  air 
when  floating  from  place  to  place.  Amomum  de- albatum,  s.  77. 

Zones,  (282)  stripes  or  belts.  Zoniriapavonia,  s.  1533S. 

O  signifies  wanting  or'absent  p.  79. 
O  O  i  very  numerous. 

4  B  a 
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Der  schleimapfel- 
baum Geissfuss 

Die  unachte  sinn- 

pflanze 
Le  marronier  d'Inde  Die  rosskastanie 
JEthuse 
Crinole  d'Afrique L'aganc 

L'agave' 
L'agerate 
L'aigremoine 
La  nielle 
Agrostis Lelangit 
Canche 
La  languette La  bugle 

L'alchimille L'aleurit 

Le  fluteau 
Liane  a  lait 

Der  gartenschierling 
Die  Afrikanische hakenblume 
Der  blatterschwamm 

Die  baum-aloe 
Das  ageratum Der  odermennig 
Der  raden Das  straussgras 
Schmellen,  or 

schmielen Das  immergrttn 
GUnsel 
Dass  weissleder 
Der  sinau 
Der  mehlbaum 
Der  froschloffel 



OF  THE  GENERA, 

DIFFERENT  LANGUAGES. 

applied  to  plants  by  the  ancients,  by  the  first  letter  being  in  Italic,  as  ifbies :  as  corn- 
aboriginal,  or  of  uncertain  derivation,  by  the  whole  word  being  in  Italic,  as  M'rua.  All the  Greek  and  Latin. 

Page  Dutch. Italian. Spanish. 
Portuguese!  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 

614  Weegboontjes Abro  de  cuentas  Berdeebeedeo  Otaheite.  Olinda  Ceylon.  Konni  Malab. de  rosario 
814  Netelkruid 
516  Beerenklaauw 
864  Ahom 

Acanto Acero Acanto Arce Acanto  Port. 
Acero  Port. 

726  Duizendblad 
Hetgemeene  dui- zenblad 

150  Sapodilleboom 190  Kafbloem 
834  Kennip 

Achillea 
Millefoglie Aquilea 

Sapote 
Canamo  de  Vir- 

ginia 

Aconito 
Acoro  calamo 
Acrostico 

Zapota  menor  Port.  Sapotilletne  Dan. 

474  Monnikskappen 
S56  Kalmus 
878  Plakvaren 

Aconito Acoro 
Acrostico 

Aconito  Port. 
Acoro  calamo  Port.  Waembu  Malab.  Cassabel 
Egypt. Acrostico  Port.  PletbrtegneDan. 

460  Kristoffelkruid Actea Actea Actea  Port. 

508  Void  mynte 
592  Meloenboom,  aa- penbrood  boom,  or baobaboom 

Albahaca  menor Serpao  Port. Iciboicica  Brazil. 

350  Klierenbloem Adenantera Adenantera Adenantera  Port. 
884  Venushaair Adianto Adianto Adianto  Port.  Cay  Dudi  chon  China. 
484  Adonisbloem Fiore  d'  Adono Adonis Adonis  Port. 
328  ̂ luskuskruid 
862  Geitenoog 
96  Het  geitenboompje 

468  Slymappelboom 

Moscatellina 
Egilope 
Egifila 

Moscatelina Ejilope 

Ejifila 

MoscatelinaPorl.  Desmerurt  Dan.  Desmansort  Swed  ■ 
Egilopee  Port.  Gedeoye  Dan.  Getoga  Swed. 
Egiphila  Port.  Lidet  geedetraae  Dan. Marmeleiro  da  India  Port.  Covalam  Malab. 

216  Gerardskruid 
762 192       .  . 
680  Schaamboom 

Fodagraria Egopodio 
Egopodio  Port.  Snit  Russ.  Podagrycznik  Pol. Fum-lan  China.  Phaong  Ion  Cochinch. 
Aerva  Arab.fel.  Sedjaret  ennaghi  Cairo. 

296  Paardenkarstenge- boom 
218  Tuinscheerling 
260  Afrikaanse  haak- lelie 
986  Kampernoelje 

L*  ippocastano 
Cicuta  minore 

Agarico 

Esculo  castana 
de  caballo Cicuta  menor 

Agarico 

Esculo  Port.  Kbnskoi  kastan  Rut s. 
Cicuta  menor  Port.  Medwjeschei  kdren  Russ. 

Agarico  Port.  FastackiJap.  Bladsvamp  Dan.SfSwcd 

244  Boomaloe 
690  Geurkruid 
398  Agrimonie 388  Koomvlam 
£6  Struisgras 

866      -      -  . 
58  Rietgras 

Aloe  grande,  or 
agave Agerato 

Agave 
Agerato 

Agave  Port.  Den  trsealoe,  or  agave  Dan. 
Agerato  Port.  Ageratum  Dan.,  %c. 
Agrimonia  Port.  Daikon  so  Jap.  Repnik  Russ. 
Agrostema  Port.  Drema  Russ.  Firletka  Poi 
Agrostis  Port,  liven  Dan.  &  Swed. 
Tong-yen-tsao,  or  Tchean-theum  China. 
Sivegraes  Dan.  Tatelen  Swed.  Eeyrgrese  Iceland. 

428    ...  . 
494  Senegroen 
S74  Stiftbloem Bugola 

Aizoa  Port. 
iEdel  vundurt  Dan.  Karingkruka  Swed. Albuca  Port. 

88  Leeuwenvoet Alchimilla Alchemila Alchimilla  Port.  Maria  kapa  Swed.  Synovites. 
294  Water  weegbree Guldblomme  Dan.  Stackra  Swed. 

4  B  3 
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Page 
272  AlUwn  L. 1.  ascal6nicum  L. 

sp.4664 2.  Pbrrum  L. 
sp.  4617 

3.  Schoenoprasum  X. 
sp.4688 

4.  Cepa  X.  sp. 
780  A'inus  Tou. 534  Alonsba  R.  &  P. 
56  .dlopeciirus  X. 

518  Aloysia  Or. 228  A\s\ne  X. 
192  Altemanthera R.JBr. 
584  4Itha?\»  X. 
544  .(iryssum  X. 
786  ̂ marantus  X. 
252  Amaryllis  L. 
788  Ambrbsia  X. 
726 .4m£llus  X. 
20  Amethystea  X. 

214  A'mmi  X. 4  imbmum  Rose. 
614  Amorpha  X. 

No*.  British  or  Systematic to  Genera.  Sjnonymea. 
796 

English  Names. Germ  an. 
Garlic  L'ail  Der  lauch 
Shallot,  or  scallion   Echalote,  or  ail  sterile  Die  schalotte,  or asch  lauch 

1955  5<Hula^'lnus 1377  Hemimeris 

Leek 
Chives 
Onion Alder 

164 
1313 

1474 1401 

Perbena 

Alysson 1975  Velvet  flower 
739 1977 

1783 56 
639 
13 1545 

A'ster 

148  Amsbnia  Walt. 
420  ̂ mygdalus  Tou. A.  Persica  X. 

sp.7020 304  -dmjris  X. 204  Anabasis  X. 
334  Anacardium  Rox.  935 

419  Tabernaemontana 
1128 

724  Anacyclus  X. 
128  ̂ nagallis  X. 
342  ̂ nagyris  Tou. 548  Anastatica  X. 
120  .Aichusa  X. 
810  ̂ ndrachne  X. 
860  Androp6gon  W. 126  ̂ ndrosace  X. 
676  Andrfala  L. 886  Anemia  Swz. 
482  Anembne  X. 
218  ̂ nethum  X. 
220  Angelica  X. 

1777 
357 

943 1416 

2025 2129 349 
1642 2207 
1226 
654 
664 

912  Anictanglum Hedw. 
494  Anis6meles  R.  Br.  1243  tfepeta 480  Annhna  Adan.  1220 
912  Anomodon  Hook.  2246  flypnum 
724  ̂ 'nthemis  X.  1778 
280  Anthe"ricum  X.  809 44  Anthoryza  X.  107 
832  Anthosp£rmumX.2062 28  Anthoxanthum  X.  76 
208  ̂ Inthriscus  Pert.     620  Scandix 
612  yfnthyllis  X.  1542 834  Antidesma  X.  2068 
526  ̂ ntirrWnum  X.  1343 
882  Antrbphyum  2193 Kautf. 
518  AphelandraiJ.^r.  1306 
272  AphyllanthesX.  794 

A.  monspeliensis  X. 
sp.4614 

216  Ativan  X.  651 
A.  graveolens  X. 

sp.  3618 194  ̂ pocynum  X.  572 
292  Aponogetort  Thun.  854  "  1208 

1390 
1543 

476  Aquil&gia  X. 
540  ̂ 'rabis  X. 
614  ̂ 'rachis  X. 
230  Aralia  X. 
360  .4'rbutus  X. 
680  ̂ 'rctium  X. 
872  Arctopus  X. 734  Arctotheca  Wtd. 
740  Arctdtis  X. 
800  Areca  L. 
378  Arenaria  X. 
462  Argembne  7Y>u. 766  ̂ ristolochia  X. 
234  Armeria  W.  en. 

696 1019 1660 
2165 1815 
1831 2009 

1050 1172 
1934 

705 

Fox-tail  grass 
Chickweed 

Marsh  mallow 
Madwort 
Amaranth Daffodil  lily 

Blue  amethyst 
Bishop's  weed Cardamoms Bastard  indigo 

Almond 
Peach 
Balm-tree 
Berry-bearing 

glasswort Cashew  nut 
Ring-flower 
Pimpernel Bean  trefoil 
Rose  of  Jericho 

Bugloss Bastard  orpine 

Pasque-flower Dill Herb  archangel 

Custard  apple 

Chamomile 

Amber  tree 
Spring  grass 
Rough  chervil 
Kidney  vetch 
Snap  dragon 

Lily  pink 
Parsley 

-  Celery 

Dog's  bane 
Columbine -  Wall  cress 

Pindars,  or  ground  Earth  nut nuts 
Angelica  tree Strawberry  tree 
Burdock 

Osmunda 
Pulsatilla 

2242  Gymn6stomum 

Toadflax 
Vittaria 

Arctostaphylc* 
Clot-burr 
Arctbtis 

Statice  Armeria 

Bear's  ear 
Cabbage  tree 
Sandwort Prickly  poppy 
Birthwort 
Thrift 

Porreau,  or  l'ail  a tuniques 
Ciboulette L'oignon L'aune 

Le  vulpin 
La  morgeline L'alternante 

La  guimauve 
L'alysse 
L'amaranthe L'amaryllis 
L'ambrosie 
L'oeil  de  Christ L'am£thystee 
L'amome 
L'amorpha 

L'amandier 

Le  pecher 
Le  balsamier L'anabase 
L'acajou 

L'anacycle 

Le  mouron 
Le  bois  puant 
La  j£rose  hygrom£- trique 
La  buglosse L'andrachne 
Le  barbon 
L'androsace' 
L'andriale 
L'an^mone 

Anith Angelique 

Le  corossol 
La  camomille L'antheric 
L'antholise 
L'anthosperme 
La  flouve 
Cerfeuil  a  fruits 

courts L'anthyllide L'antidesme 
Le  muflier 

Jonciole 
Bragalou  de  Mont- 

pellier Le  persil Cellri L'apocin 
L'aponoget 
Ancolie L'arabette 
L'arachide 
L'aralie 
L'arbousier 
Bardane 
L'arctope 

L'arctotide 

L'arec,  or  chou  pal- mis  te 
La  sablonibre L'argemone L'aristoloche 
Statice 

Der  zahme  lauch,  or 
der  Spanische  lauch Der  binsenlauch,  or 
schnittlauch 

Die  zwiebel 
Die  erle 
Der  fuchsschwanz 
Der  hiihnerbiss 

Der  eibisch 
Das  steinkraut 
Der  amarant 
Die  narcissenlilie 
Das  traubenkraut 
Die  amethystpflanze 
Die  kardamomen 
Der  unform 

Der  mandelbaum 
Der  pfirschenbaum 
Der  balsamstrauch 
Die  salzbeere 
Der  acajoubaum 
Der  scheibenring 
Das  gauchheil 
Der  stinkbaum 
Die  Jerichorose 
Die  ochsenzunge 
Die  spaltblume Das  bartgras 
Das  mannschild 
Derziillich,  or  ziilch 
Die  anemone 
Das  dillkraut Die  angelika,  or 
engelwurz 

Der  flaschenbaum 
Die  kamille 
Das  spinnkraut Die  steinblume 
Der  amber8trauch Das  ruchgras 
Der  rauhe  kerbel 
Die  wollblume 
Die  schlangenbeere Der  dorafit 

Die  blattlose 

Die  petersilie Der  celeri 
Der  hundekohl 
Der  schwimmer Der  ackeley 
Der  gansekraut Die  erdnuss 
Die  aralie 
Der  erdbeerbaum Die  klette 
Der  barenfuss 

Das  barenohr 
Die  arekapalme 
Das  sandkraut Der  staehelmohn Die  osterluzey 
Das  seegras 
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272  Look 1.  Cbalotte 

ItaUaa. 
Aglio  Ajo 
Scalogni,  or        Escalimia,  or 

cipolle  malige  chalote 
2.  Prey,  or  porreyc  Porro,  or  porreta  Puerro 
3.  Bieslook,  or  sny-  Cipolletta  maligia  Cibollino  de 

Inglaterra CipoHa  Cebolla Ontano Uijen 780  Elzeboom 
56  Vossestaart 

228  Muur 
192  - 
584  De  hoemst 
544  Tanddraad 
786  Amaranth 
252  Lelie-narcis 
788  Druifkruid 
20  Amethystkruid 

214    -  - 4  Kardamom 
614  Amorpha,  or 

bastaard  indigo 
420  Amandelboom 

Persikboom 
304  Balsemboom 
204  Zoutdruif 

Alopecuro 
Morgellina 

Altea Alisso Amaranto 
Giglio  narciso 

Aliso 
Alopecuro 
Alsine 

Althea 
Aliso Amaranto 
Amarylis 

Indaco  bastardo   Indigo,  or  anil bastardo 
II  mandorlo  Almendro 
Pesco,  or  persico  El  melocoton 
II  balsamino 

334  Catsjoe-appelboom   II  albero  acaju 
724  Ringbloem 
128  Het  guichelheil 
342  Stinkboompje 
548  Roos  van  Jericho 
120  Ossetong 
810  Andrachne 
860  Baardgras 
126  - 676  Woldistel 
482  Anemone 
218  Dille 
220  Engelwortel 

Anaciclo 
Anagailide 
Anagiride Rosa  di  Jerico 
Ancusa 
Andropogon 

Anemone Aneto 
Angelica 

El  balsamo 

Anacardio  occi- dental Anaciclo 
Anagalide 
Leno  hediondo 
Rosa  de  Jerico 
Anchusa 
Andropogon 
Cantarillos 

Anemone 
Eneldo 
Anjelica 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 
Alho  Port.  Turn  Indian.  Sir  Pers.  Tschesnok  Russ- 
Scalotlbgen  Dan.  dialottenliik  Swed.  Ossleych  Boh- 
Mogyoro-hagyma  Hung.  Cay-nen  Cochinch. Alho  porro  Port.  Purio  Swed.  Pras  Jtuss.  Plodziszek 
Pol.  Pkr-hagyma  Hung.  Chazii  Heb.  Korrat  Cairo. Cebolinha  de  Ingalaterra  Port.  Graslog  Dan.  Luczer 
lupny,  or  Szczypiorek  Pol. Bhazal  Hebr.  Pias  Pers.  Sochan  Turk.  Sogan  Tatar. 

Alemo  Port.  Olcha.  Russ.  Olsza  Pol.  Ell  Dan. 
Alopecuro  Port.  Raeverumpe  Dan.  RaffVants  Swed. 

Kavar  el  abid  Arab.  J el.  Hamel,  in  Rosetta. 
Althea  Port. Alisso  Port. 
Amaranto  Port.  Krowawlck  Russ. 
Amarylis  Port.  Amaryllis  Dan.  Sf  Swed. Ambrosia-Urt  Dan.  Ambrosia-ort  Swed. 

Asperokephalos  Tenedos.  Chs-tie  Egypt. Cardamono  menor  Port. 
Anileira  bastarda  Port.  Bastard  Indigo  Dan. 

Him  ho  gin  Chin.  Mindalnoe  derevo  Russ. 
Scheptals  Russ.  Baratsk.fa  Hung. 
O  balsamo  Port.  Abu  scham  Arab. 

Anacardo  da  America  Port.  Kapa-mava  Malab. 
Anaciclo  Port.  RingblomsterDan.  Ringsk;fvan  Swed. 
Murriao  Port.  Kurjatschja  noga  trawa  Russ. 
Anagyro  de  Hespanha  Port.  Bob  kamienny  Pol. Rosa  de  Jerico  Port.    Kaf  marjam  Egypt.  Roza 
Jerychonska  Pol. 

Andrachne  Dan.  8;  Swed. 
Andropogon  Port.  Skaeggegras  Dan. 
Pereloinaja  trawa  Rus.  Rzesa  skalna  Pol.  HUsko  Sw. 

Anemone  Port.  Ollina  gusa  Jap.  Wjetreniza  Russ. Endro  Port. 
Angelica  Port.  Angelika  Russ.  Dziegiel  ogrodny  Pol. 

480  Annona 
724  Kamille 280  Anthericum 
44  Antholyza 832  Amberstruik 
28  Geelbloem 

208  Wilde  kervel 
612  Wundkruid 
834  Vlaschboom 
526  Leeuwebek 

La  camomilla 
Anterico 
Antospermo Antoxanto 

Antillide 
Antirrino 

Annona 

La  manzanilla Anterico 
Antospermo Antoxanto 

Antillide 
Antirrino 

Guanambao  Port. 
A  macella  Port. 
Anterico  Port.  Kosatki  Pol. 
AntospermoPor*.  AmbratrteJDan.  AmbrabuskeSwai. Guul  ax  Dan.  Vartiradd  Swed. 

Vundurt  Dan.  Ullbomster  Swed. Cordueira  Port.  Noeli-tali  Malab. 
Antirrino  Port. 

272  Bies-anjelier 

216  Peterselie Sellery 

194  Hondsdood 
476  Akeley 
540  Honigschub 614  Aardeikel 
230  Aralia 
360  Arbutus 
680  Klissen 
872  Gedoornd 
740  Beerenoor 
800  De  koolboom 
378  Zandmuur 
462  Klepheul 
766  Osterlucie 
234  Zeegras 

Petroselino 
Appio 
Apocino 
Acquilegia 
Fistacehie  di terra 
Arbuto 
Lappola 

Arenaria 
Aristolochia 
Statics 

Perejil 
Apio  hortense 

Apocino 
Pajarilla Arabide 
Mani 

Madrono 
Lampazo 

Arctotis 

Arenaria 
Aristolochia 
Statice 

Baqdunis  Egypt.  Petruschka  Russ.  Pietruszka  Pol. 
Kerafs  Egypt.  Selderi  Russ.  Zelerya  Pol. 
Hundedod  Dan. 

Odamaki  Jap.  Kolokbltschiki  Russ.  Orlik  Pol. 
Gaaseurt  Dan.  Akerleukojer  Swed. 
Amenduinas  Port.  Mundubi  Brazil.  Caydauphung 

Cochinch. 
Ljesnkja  jablon  Russ.  Jezowka  wloska  Pol. Lapa  Port.  Lapuschnik  Russ.  Lopian  Pol. Biornefod  Dan. 

Arctotis  Port.  Biorneore  Dan.  Bjorndra  Swed 

Arenaria  Port.  Sandurt  Dan.  Sandort  Swed. 
Pigvalmue  Dan.  Piggvalmoge  Swed. 
Liden  biergnellike  Dan.  Strandblomster  Swed. 'JB4 
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810  Anthericum 
1935 2006 219 
175 1072 588  _ 

1618 
1528 
816 

Hypericum Anona 

S42  Wildbugloss 

Nos. to  Genera. 
716  A'rnica  X.  1749 696  Artemisia  L.  1721 A.  DracGnculusX. 

sp.  11739 280  Arthropbdium R.Br. 
770  Artocarpus  X. 800  AVum  L. 
74  Arundinaria  Mx. 
60  Arundo  With. 

392  A'sarum  X. 196  Asclepias  L. 
658  -4'scyrum  X. 430  Asimina  Adan. 
S06  ̂ spalathus  X. 
282  Asparagus  X. 
124  Asperiigo  X. 
94  Asp^rula  X. 

280  .4sph6delus  X. A.  liiteus  X.  sp.  4793 A.  ram&8us  X. 
sp.  4795 884  Aspidium  Swz, 

880  Aspienium  X. 
706  A'ster  X. 
636  Astragalus  X. 222  Astrantia  X. 
212  AthamSnta  X. 
696  Athanasia  X. 
686  Atrfictylis  X. 
288  Atraphaxis  X. 
862  A'triplex  X. 
154  A'tropa  L. 828  Afilax  Berg. 58  Avena  X. 
380  Averrhiw  L. 
144  Azalea  X. 
42  Babiana  Ker. 

702  iftccharis  X. 

504  Sallbta  X. 
696  J?alsamlta  Dettf. 
856  Batnbusa  Schr. 
342  Baptisia  Ten. 540  Barbara  K.  Br. 
596  BanringtbnjfcForst.1497  Butonica 752  Barthollna  R.  Br.  1862  Arcthusa 
524  Bartsia  L.  1341 
228  BasiUa  L.  693 
346  Bauhinia  Pluk.  970 

i  Beckmanm'a  Hort  192  Cynosurus 

2199 
2186 1739 1594 
674 
634 1717 
1670 838 
2138 446 

Deadly  nightshade 2052 Protea 
171 1058 
403 
102 Pxia 1732 

2198 

Dicks6nt'a 1265 Black  horehound 
1718 Tanacetum 

752 Artfndo  Bdmbos 947. 
Podalyria 1386 .Erysimum 

English  Names. 
Wormwood 
Tarragon 

Bread  fruit Wake  robin 
Cane-brake 
Reed Asarabacca 
Swallow-wort 

African  broom 
Sparrowgrass German  madwort 
Woodruff 
Asphodel 
King's  rod 
Shield  fern 
Spleenwort Starwort Milk  vetch 
Masterwort 

Spignel Distaff  thistle 
Orache 
Dwale 

Oat  grass 

Plowman's  spike- nard 

Le  doronic L'absinthe 
Estragon 

Le  jaquier Le  gouet 
Le  roseau 
L'asaret 

L'asclepiade 

L'aspalat L'asperge 

Le  porte-feuille L'asperule 
L'asphodele 
Baton-de-Jacob Baton  royal 

Die  wolverley 
Der  wermuth 
Dragonkel 

Der  brodbaum 
Der  aronswurz 
Das  rohr Die  haselwurz 
Die  seidenfrucbt 

Witschen Der  spargel 
Das  scharf  kraat Das  megerkraut 
Der  affodil 

La  doradille L"astere 
L'astragale 
L'astrance 
L'atbamante 
L'athanasie 

La  quenouillette L'atraphace L'arroche 

La  belladone L'avoine 

Carambolier  a  fruits 
ronds L'azalee 

La  bacchante 

Der  streiferrfarren 
Die  sternblume 
Tragant Astranz 
Die  hirschwurz 
Die  athanasie 
Das  spindelkraut Die  strauchmelde 
Die  melde 
Die  wolfskirsche 
Der  hafer 
Zuurknoopboom 

Der  feWnstrauch 
Die  baccharis 

Stinking  horehound  La  ballote 
Costmary  Coq  des  jardins 
Bamboo  cane 
Winter  cress 

Le  roseau  d'Inde 
La  barbaree 
Le  butonic 
Cocrete 

Malabar  nightshade  BaseUe 
Mountain  Ebony  Bauhine 

802  Belis  Sal. 
718  .Bellis  X. 
684  BerardtVt  VU. 
286  Btrberis  L. 
206  -Beta  X. 
502  £et6nica  X. 
780  .Betula  X. 692  Bldens  X. 
514  Bignbnta  L. 
546  BiscuteTla  X.  1413 
638  Biserrula  X.  1595 
<64J5ira:L.  1178 

201P  Pinus 
1756     -  - 1667  Arctium 

1955 
1697 
1294 

880  .Blechnum  L. 
518  -Bldchum  J. 
762  Bletia  R.  &  P. 
302  Bllghm  H.  K. 8  5Titum  X. 
392  Boccom'a  L. 6  BoerhaavtVz  L. 
1008  .Boletus  Dil 
592  Bombax  X. 
524  B6nti  a  L. 

2183  - 1305  Ruelha 
1911  Limodorum 
885 28 

1073 19 2373 
1472 1334 

122  JJorago  X.  340 836  Borassus  X.  7079 
826  Bbrya  W. 206  Bbsea  L. 2044  Adelia,  Bigelbvfa 013 
886  Botrychium  Swz.  2208  Osmunda 
152  Bourrerm  ffae. 
98  Bouvardm  Sal. 

864  Brabejum  L. 762  Brasavbla  R.  Br. 
756  Brassia  R.  Br. 

431  Ehreti'a 287  Houstbnfo 2142 
1914  Epidgndrum 1886  Malaxis 

Daisy 

Barberry 
Beet Betony 

Birch 
Trumpet  flower 
Buckler  mustard 
Hatchet  vetch Anotta 

Akee  tree 
Strawberry  blite Celandine  tree 
Hogweed 

Spunk Silk  cotton  tree 
Barbadoes  wild olive Borage 

Fan  palm 

Golden  rod 
Moonwort 

La  paquorette 
L'epine-vinette 
Bette,  or  betterave Betoine 
Le  bouleau 
Le  bident 
La  bignone 
La  lunetiere 
La  pelecine Le  rocurier  des Indes 
Blegne 

Blete,  or  blite 
La  tassole 
La  morille Le  fromager 
Le  daphnot  des  An- tilles 
Bourrache 
Le  rondier 
Bose 
Lunaire 

African  almond  Brabei 

Die  zahnlose 
Die  frauenmunze 

Das  bambus-rohr 
Die  winterkresse 

Die  beerblumc 
Die  bergebenholz 

Maslieben 

Der  sauerdorn 
Mangold 
Die  Iietonika Die  birke 
Der  zweyzahn 
Die  trompeten- 
blume 

Das  doppelschild Das  sagekraut Der  Orleansbaum 

Der  rippenfarrn 

Die  beermelde 
Die  burhavie 
Der  16'cherschwamm Der  wollsame 
Der  wilde  oliven- baum  von  Barbados Borago 

Die  weinpalme 

Der  goldruthenbaum Die  mondraute 

Der  scepterbaum 
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I'age  Dutcl 
716  Valkruid 
696  Alsem Dragon 

Assenzio 
Dragoncello 

Spanish. 
Ajenjo 
Estragon 

Vol  verley  Dan.  Fibler  Swed. Polin  Buss.  Malurt  Dan. 
Torun  Pol.  Kigy6tiang  Hung. 

770  Broodboom 
800  Kalfsvoet 
60  Riet 

392  Mans-oor 
396  Zydevrught 
658  - 

Artoriarpo 
Aro 
Canna Asaro 
Asclepiade 

Zueco 
Yaro 
Cana 
Asaro 
Asclepiada 

Eoroo  Otaheite.  Brodtrae  Dan. Munskesvands  Dan. 

Trost  Russ.  Trcina  Pol.  Ror  Dan.  $  Swed. 
Wodolei  Buss.  Kopytnick  Pol. 
Ascyro  Port. 

282  Aspergie  Sparagio  Esparrago  Sparsa  Rttss. 
124  Scherpkruid  Asperugine  Asperugo  Rapette,  or  brevtaske  Dan.    Ormogen  Swed. 
94  Ruuwkruid  .  -  Schwedopetschenaja  trawa  Russ.  Myseka  Dan. 
280Affbdil  Asfodelo  Affodelo  Asiait  Buss.  Kozle  jayka  Pol.  Beenbrud  Dan. 

880  Miltkruid 
706  Sterrebloem 
636  Kootkruid 222  Sterrekruid 
212  Beerwortel 
696  Duurbloen 
686  Staalkop 
288  Atraphaxis 862  Melde 
154  Doodkruid 
58  Havor 

380  Zuurknoopboom 
144  Azalea 
702  Roerkruid 

Asplenio Astero 
Astragalo 
Atamanta 
Atanasia Atrattile 
Atrepice Atropa 

Vena 

Asplenio Aster  Stiernblomst  Dan.  Stjernort  Swed. 
Astragalo  Hvirvelurt  Dan.  Strutschkowaja  trawa  Buss. Astrancia  Port.  Zapotza  Hung. 
Atamanta  Hiorterod  Dan.  Saffcrot  Swed. 
Atanasia  Atanasia  Port. 

Acarna  de  Creta  Port.  Spindelurt  Dan, 
Atraphaxis  Dan.  &  Swed. Armuelles  Lebeda  Russ.  Loboda  Pol.  Holla  Swed. 

Atropa  Belladonna  Port.  Beschenaja  wischnja  Buss. 
Avena  Area  Port.  Owes  Russ.  Owies  Pol. 

Cbcramela  Port.  Bilimbi  Malab.  Billinghas  Cey. 
TsususiJop.  Odur  rshawnoi  Russ.  Azalea  Dan. 

504  BaUoto 
696  Tuinbalsam 
256  Bamboesriet 
540  Winterkers 

Marrobio 
Costo  ortense 
Canna  bambu 
Barbarea 

Marrubia  Marroyo  Port.  SzantaczarnaPo/. 
Hierba  de  Santa  Balsamita  .Porf.  HanegrasDan.  Svensk  salvia  Swed. Maria 
Cana  bambos  B.  owhe  Otaheite.  Ily  Malab.  Bambusor  Dan. 

Hierba  de  Santa  Herva  de  S.  Barbara  Port. '  Barbora  Pol.  Vinterkars Barbara Dan. 

524 
228  Beetklim 
346  Bauhinia 

Bergskalle  Swed.  Lokasiods  broder  Iceland. 
Murasakki  Jap.  LoqueiChin.  Cay boung  toi Cochinch. 

718  Madelieven 
286  Berberis 
206  Beete 
502  Betonic 
780  Berk 692  Tandzaad 
514  Bignonia 
546  Brilkruid 
638  Zaagpeul 464  Orleane 
880  Ribvaren 

Margheritina  Maya 
Crespino 
Bieta Betonico 
Betulla 
Bidente 
Bignonia 

Berberis Acelga 
Betonica 
El  abedul Bidente 
Bignonia 

Bonina  Port.  Barcbatnaja  zwietbschka  Russ. 
Tomara  soo  Jap.  Barbariss  Russ.  Ciernie  biale  Pol. 
Acelga  Port.  SweUk  Rtiss.  Cwikla  Pol. Betonica  Port.  Bukwiza  Buss. 
Beresa  Russ.  Brzoza  Pol.  Birk  Dan.  BioikSwed. 
Bronsel  Dan.  Brunskiar  Sw. 
Bignonia  Port.  Jacaranda  Brazil. 

Urucu  Port.  Achiotl  Mexico.  Bixa  Dan.  %  Swed. 

8  Bes-melde Blito 
6  Boerhaavia 

1008  Zwam  Bolcto 
592  Kapokboom 524  Barbadoesche  wildc 

olyfboom 
122  Bernagie  Borraggine 
836  Wyngeevende 

palmboom 
206  Bosea 
886  Maankruid  Lunaria  minore 

Bledo  ZmindaPoi  Bxrmeld  Dan.  Barmolla  Swed. 
Folhas  de  pitao  Port.  Nuna-nunaO/aA.  Vuddjef  Arab. 

Boleto  Boleto  Port.  Grib  Russ.  GrzybPol. Bombasi  Osttrsee  Dan.  Osttrad  Swed. 

Borraja  BorragemPorf.  Oguretschnaja  tia.wa.Russ.  BorakPo/. 
Falmeira  macha  brava  Port.  Ampana  Malab. 

Hierba-mora       Bosea  Dan.  tf  Swed. 
Lunaria  menor    Lunaria  bastardaPort.Bogoroditschka  rutschka.fluM 

864  Kransboom Brabyla  Port. 
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1432  Cole,  colewort 

^  tc 
552  Arassica  L. 

A  o.  a.  capitate A  o.  6.  c.  rubra 
A  o.  y.  bullata B.  o.  c.  bullata 
B.  o.  S.  acephala 
A  o.  s.  B6trytis 
Ao.t   B.  JVapusi.  sp.9247 A  -Briica 
A  a  vaccina 
A  o.  fimbriate 
A  .ZVapo-Srassica A  rutabaga 
A  o.  camp&tris 
A  .Mtpus  sylvestris A  Aapa  X.  sp.  9246 66ArlzaZ.  195  . 

246  Bromeh'a  L.  726  Ananas 64  Aromus  L.  184 
870  Br6simum  Swz.  2158 
760  Broughtbm'a  R.Br.1905 
134  Brugmansj'a  Pers.  377 250  Brunsvigjo  Heir.  737 
810  Arybnia  L.  2024 214  tfubon  L.  640 
650  Bubroma  W.  1508 
364  Buclda  L. 1033 

Dendrbbium 
Datitra 
Amaryllis Wild  hops 

Theobrbma 
Guazhma 

Adceras 

270  Bulbocbdium  L.  784 
558  Alnias  L.  1444 
212  Alnium  L.  631 
728  Auphthalmum  L.  1797 
218  Aupleurum  L.  657 182  Bursaria  Cav.  530 
872  Bursero  Jac.  2164 
336  Butomus  L. 
780  Auxus  L. 
692  Cacalia  L. 
224  Cachrys  L. 410  Cactus  L. 

939 1957 

1701 
677 

1111 

Water  gladiole 

350  Cidia  Forslc  983 
350  CssalpimTz  (brasi-  978 liensis)  Plttk. 
548  Cakile  Tou.  1417  Aiinias 
798  CaliXdium  Ven. 
508  Calamintha  PA. 
256  Calamus  i. 
18  Calceolaria  L. 

J^Caldasm  W. 740  Calendula  L. 
298  Calla  L. 
96  Callicarpa  L. 

406  Calligonum  i. 36  Callisia  L. 
8  CaUitriche  W. 

English  Names. Cabbage 
White 
Red 
Savoy 

Brussels  sprouts 
Borecole 
Cauliflower 
Broccoli 

466  Calophyllum  L.  1189 
756  Calopogon  A  Br.  1878  Limodorum 
196  Cal6tropis  A  Br.  584  Aclepias 490  Caltha  L.  1239 

2005  ̂ rum 
1277  Melissa 753  Rotang 

51 

{ 422
1 

1324  {  Bonp
landi

a 1830 869 
272 

1106 87  
27  Vernal  star-headed  Water  starwort chickweed 

Quaking  grass Fine-apple 
Brome  grass 
Bread  nut 

Bryony 

Bastard  cedar 
Olive-bark  tree, 

or  black  olive 

Sea  rocket 
Earth  nut Ox  eye 
Hare's  ear 
Jamaica  birch  tree 
Flowering  rush Box  tree 

Cochineal  fig 

Brasiletto 

Calamint 

Slipperwort 

Marigold 

French. 
Le  chou 
Chou  cabus  blanc Chou  cabus  rouge 
Chou  de  Milan Chou  de  Bruxelles  a 

jets 

Choux  verts 
Chou-fleur 
Chou-brocoli Navet 

Roquette Chou  cavalier Chou  frisiS  du  nord 
Chou-naver, Chou-rutabaga 
Chou-colza Navette Navet  turnep 
Brize L'ananas 

Brome,  or  droue 

Der  kohl 

Das  zittergra* 
Die  ananas Die  trespe 

Bryone,  or  couleavree  Die  zaunriibe Bubon  Der  steineppich 
Orme  d'Amerique     Der  guazumabaum 
Le  grignon 
Campanette 

La  terre-noix 
Le  bupthalme 
Le  buplevre La  bursaire 
Le  gomart  d'Ame- rique Butome 
Le  buis 
La  cacalie L'armarinte 
Le  cactier 

Caquille 
Le  calament 
Le  rotin 
La  calceolaire 

Le  souci  de  jardin Calle Callicarpe 
Le  calligon 
Callise 
Le  callitric 

American  calaba     Le  calaba 

454  Calycanthus  L. 
764  Calypso  Sal. 
140  Calystegia  A  Br. 550  Camellna  Crz. 
592  Camellia  L. 
148  Cameraria  L. 
162  Campanula  L. 
88  Camphorosma  L. 288  Canarlna  L. 

394  Canella  P.  Br. 
2  Canna  L. 

834  Cannabis  L. 
458  Capparis  L. 
532  Capraria  L. 

1157     -      -  - 1929  Limod&rum 
387  Convolvulus 

1425  3/yagrum 
1476  Japan  rose 417 

463 
254 
834  . 

1085 1  Flowering  reed 
2073     .  . 1162 
1368  Sweet  weed 

Marsh  marigold 
Allspice 

Le  populage 
Le  calycant 

Bearbind  Le  liseron  des  haies 
Gold  of  pleasure      La  cameline La  rose  du  Japon 

170  Caprif  blium  R.  %  S.  474  Lonicera 
546  Capsella  Moen.     1409  Thlaspi 
160  Capsicum  L.  453 
626  Caraghna  Lam.  1569  Robinia 
202  CaraUuma  R.  Br.  598  Stapelia 

Bastard  manchineel 
Bell  flower 

Canary  bell-flower 
Indian  shot 
Hemp 

Caper  tree 
Honeysuckle 
Shepherd's  purse Guinea  or  Indian 
Pepper 

Siberian  pea-tree 

La  catnpanule La  camphree 
Cannelle  blanche 
Le  balisier 
Le  chanvre 
Le  caprier 
Capraire 

Le  piment 

Die  katzchentra 
gende  mangle Die  uchtblume 

Das  zackenkraut 
Die  erdnuss Das  rindsauge 
Das  hafenohrchen 
Der  beutelwurm 
Die  gummitragende bursere 
Die  blumenbinse 
Der  buchs 
Die  pestwurzel Die  nussdolde 
Die  koschenillen- 

pflanze Das  brasilicnholz 
Der  meersenf 

Der  kalamint Der  rotang 
Die  schuhblume 

Die  ringelblume 
Das  schlangenkraut Die  wirbelbeere Der  hackenknopf Der  zartling 
Der  wasserstern 
Der  kalababaum 

Die  sumpf-dotter- blume 
Die  kelchblume 
Die  zaunwinde 
Der  leindotter Die  sinesische,  or 

japanische  rose 
Die  glockenblume Die  kampferpflanze 
Der  weisse  zimmet 
Das  blumenrohr ) 
Der  hanf  (hampf) 
Die  kapemstaude Die  herzblume 

Der  Spanische  pfeffet 
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„  __  .  .  ....  „     , .  Portuguese.  Danish.  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Page  Dutch.  Italian.  Spanish.  Oriental,  or  other  Names. 
S52Kaal  Cavolo  Berza  yer^&Port.  KspustaBuss.SfPol.  Kaal  Dan.  Kal Swed. 

66  Trilgras  Briza  Briza 246  Ananas  Ananas  Pina  de  Indias 
64  Zwenkgras  Bromo  Bromo 

Bevegraes  Dan.  BarVegras  Steed. 
Ananas  Port.  Kapa-tsjakka  Malab. Bromo  Port.  Kosterj  7ij«s.  HejteDan. 

810  Bryone 214  Gomeppe 
650  Bastard-ceder 
364  Leertouwersboom 
270  Klokbol 
558  Knodsvrugt 
212  Aardnoot 
728  Koe-oog 218  Haazenoor 
182  - 872  Gom  elemniboom 
336  Zwaanebloem 
780  Palm 692  Dokkeblad 
224  Nootekroon 
410  Cocheniljedraa- 

gende  vygplant 350  ...  - 
350  Brasilie-hout  boom 
548  Europische knodsvrugt 

508  Berg-kalaminth 
256  Rottinggewas 
18  Klompbloem 

Brionia  Nueza 
Bubon  Bubon Norca  branca  Port.  Przestep  bialy  Pol. 

Mangle  bastarda  Port. 
Colchico  de  la 
primavera 

Castagna  di  terra  Castano  de  tierra Buftalmo  Buftalmo 
Bupleuro  Buplero 

Almacigo  ame- ricano 
Butomo  Butomo 
Busso  £1  box 
Cacalia  Cacalia Tuero 
Planta  di  Cardon  de  cochi- 
cocciniglia  nilla 

Legno  di  Fer. nambuco 
Cachile 

Calaminta 

Fernambuco 
Cakile 

Calaminto 

Castanha  de  terraPorf .  JordoldenDan.  Jordnot  Swed. 
Oxe-oye  Dan.  Oxoga  Swed. 
Bupleuro  Port.  Buplewr  Russ. Pungen  Dan. 

Susak  Russ.  Sit  kwitnacy  Pol  Blomstersiv  Dan. 
Schimschat  Persia.  Samschit  Russ.  Bukspan  Pol. Pestrod  Dan.  Pestrot  Swed. 
Noddkrone  Dan.  Nothrona  Swed. 
Cochenilheira  Port.  Nupalnochezli  Mexico. 
Kadi  Arab. 
Pao  Brasil  Port.  Ibiri-pitanga  Brazil. 
Strandkarse  Dan.  Strandsenap  Swed. 

Melissa  Russ.  Melisa  Pol. 
Rotang  Dan.  $  Swed.  Rotan 

740  Goudbloem 
298  Slangekruid 

Calendula 
Calla 

Calendula 
Calla 

Nogotki  Russ.  Nogietek  Pol. 
CatiaPort.  Smei  trawaRus.  MysseDan.  Drakrot  Swe. 

8  Sterrekruid 
466  Geele  gom-appel- boom 

Callitrica Calitriche Callitriche  Port.  Kaldunowa  trawa  Suss. 

490  Moerassig  geel-      Sposa  del  sole bloem 
454  Kelkbloem 

140  Haagwinde  H  vilucchio 550  Vlaschdotter  Miagro 592  Chineesche  roos 

Hierba  centella    Nogietek  Pol.  Kabeleye  Dan.  Kalfleka  Swed. Malmequer  dos  brejos  Port 

Correguela         Trepadeira  Port. Miagro  Ryschik.Rws,s.  KrowiaPoJ.  H6rrurtDa».  DodraSwed. Tsubakki  Jap. 

162  Klokjes 88  Kamferkruid Campanella Canforata Campanula Canforada 
Kolokoltschik  Russ. 
Campherplante  Dan.  Kamphervask  Swed. 

2  Bloemriet 
834  Hennip 
458  Kappers 
532  Geitenkruid 

Canna Canapa 

Cappari Capraria 

Cana  Port.  Racua-canga  Brazil.  Katu-bala  Malab. 

Canamo  Canhamo  Port.  Konapli  Russ. Alcaparro  Alcapparra  Port.  Kapersowoy  kust  Russ 
Capraria  CaprariaPortHierteblomsterZ)an.HjertblomsterStfe. 

160  Spaanschepeper       11  peberone         FJ  pimentero 
626 

Pimentao  Port.  Vallia-  Capo-  Molago  Malab.  Perez 
Russ. Gorochownik  Russ.  Karagan  Tartar 
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542  CardSmine  L.       1392  - 
328  Cardiosp£rmum  Z.  925  Heart-pea 680  Carduus  Z. 
774  Carex  Z. 842  Carica  Z. 
152  Carissa  L. 
684  Carlina  L. 
592  Carollnea  L. 
702  Carp^sium  Z. 
792  Carpinus  Z. 686  Cdrthamus  L. 
218  arum  Z. 
416  Caryophyllus  Z.  1120 
800  Caryota  Z.  2007  - 348  Cassia  Z.  974 
792  Castanea  Tou.  1994  fSgus 
772  Casuarlna  Z.  1936 
678  Catananche  Z.  1655 
100  Catesba^a  W.  289  - 
350CathartocarpusPer«.975  Cassia 210  Caucalis  Z, 

1663 1947 
2095  - 438  Cardndcu 1669 1490 

1731 
1996 1675 

655 

English  Names- 
Lady's  smock Heart-seed 
Thistle 

Papaw  tree 
Carline  thistle 

French. 
cresson 
corinde chardon 
laiche 

papayer calac 
carline 

pachirier 

178  Ceanbthus  Z. 
826  Cecr&pfa  L. 182  Cedrela  Z. 
178  Celastrus  Z. 
192  Cel&sia  Z. 
534  C£lsia  L. 
864  Celtis  Z. 
52  Cenchrus  Z. 

734  Centaurea  L. 
96  Centunculus  Z. 

Bastard  parsley 
510     -     -  - 
2043  Trumpet  tree 
531     .      -  - 
507  - 565 

1736 
2145 134     ..  . 
1819     .  . 
277 

Nodding  starwort  La  carpesie Hornbeam  Le  charme 
Safflower  Le  carthame 
Caraway  Le  carvi 
Clove  tree  Le  giroflier 

Caryote 
La  casse 
Le  chataignier Le  filao 
La  cupidone La  catesbee 
La  caucalide 
Ceanote  d'Afrique Le  coulequin 

96  Cephalanthus  L.  275 
388  CerastiumZ.  1068 
772  Ceratocfirpus  Z.  1937 66  Ceratochl6a.Beaw».  189 
868  Ceratbnia  Z.        2156  St  John's  bread 790  Ceratophyllum  Z.  1986  Fond  weed 148  Cerbera  L.  420 
346  Cercis  Z.  968 
122  Cerinthe  Z.  339 
154  Cestrum  Z.  445 
878  Citerach  W.        2174  JspUnium 
208  Chserophyllum  L.  621 
868  Chama?*rops  L.  2154 
936  Cha'ira  Z.  2295  - 538  Cheiranthus  Z.    1382  Gilliflower 
460  ChelidbniumSBuA.1167 

Lily  thorn 
Bur  parsley 
Snake- wood 
Bastard  cedar Staff-tree 
Cock's  comb 
Nettle  tree 
Centaury 
Bastard  Pimpernel 
Button-wood 

.  Mouse-ear  chick- weed 
Horn  grass Carob  tree 
Hornwort 
Indian  mango  tree Judas  tree 
Honeywort 

Chervil Palmetto 

516  Chelbne  Z.  1298 
206  Chenopbdium  Z.  611 
362  Chimaphila  Ph.  1023 172  Chiococca  W.  480 
12  Chionanthus  Z.  34 

316  Chlbra  Z.  894 
670  Chondrilla  Z.  1629 
424  Chrysobalanus  Z.  1130 
694  Chrys6coma  Z.  1705 
150  Chrysophyllum  L.  424 
366  ChrysospleniumZ.1040 

Pyrola 
Snowdrop  tree 

624  Clcer  Tou. 
678  Cichbrium  Z. 

C.  Endivia  Z. 
sp.  11338 216  Cicikta  Z. 

476  Cimicifuga  Z. 

1564 1657 

648 1207 

Wallflower 
Celandine 
Tortoise  flower 
Goosefoot 
Snow  berry 
Fringe  tree 

Perfoliate  centaury  Yellow  wort ....    Gum  succory 
...    Cocoa  plum 

Goldylocks Star  apple 
Golden  saxifrage Chick  pea 

...  Succory Endive 

904  Cinclid6tus.Seau0.2227 
Water  hemlock 
Bugbane 

712  Cineraria  Z. 
26  Cu-cae'a  L. 

848  Cissampelos  Z. 102  Cissus  Z. 
468  Cistus  Tou. 
520  Citharexylum  Z. 652  Citrus  Z. 
26  Cladkim  Schr. 

1012  Clavaria  Fail. 
184  Claytbnt'a  W. 482  Clematis  Z. 
558  Clebme  W. 
520  Clerodendrum  J. 
362  CletnraZ. 

1741 
71 2116 305 1197 

1329 
1615 

74 2379 537 
1227 
1448 
1325 1020 

iSchoe'nus 

Traveller's  joy 

506  Clinopbdium  Z.    1272  *  . 
618  Clitbria  Z. 
866  Citato  L. 
544  Clypeola  Gae. 

1556 
2151 
1402 

Cowbane 
Bugwort Fontinalis 
Ragwort 
Enchanter's  night- shade 
Wild  vine Wild  grape 
Rock-rose 
Fiddle-wood 
Orange  tree 

Purslan  tree 
Virgin's  bower 

Wild  basil 
Clitoris  flower 
Balsam  tree 
Treacle  mustard 

Le  passevelours 
Le  micocoulier 
La  racle La  centauree 
Centenille  bassette 

Cephalante  d'Ame- nque Le  ceraiste 
Ceratocarpe 

Le  caroubier 
La  cornifle L'ahouai 

Le  gainier Le  m^linet Le  cesteau 
Le  cerfeuil 
Le  palmier  nain 
La  charagne 
Lagiroflee La  chelidoine 
Galane,  or  tortue L'anserine 

Chiocoque 
Chionante 
La  chlore L'icaquier 
La  crisocome 
Le  caimitier Dorine 
Le  pois  chiche La  chicor£e 
La  scarole 
La  cicutaire 
Cimicaire 
La  cineraire 
La  circle 
Liane  a  coeur 
L'achit 

Le  ciste 
Le  cotelet L'oranger 

La  clavaire 
Claytone La  clematite 
Le  mosambei 
Le  fortune 

Le  clinopode 
La  clitore 

Clypeole 

German. 
Die  gauchblume 
]Die  herzsame Oie  distel Das  riedgras 
Der  papayabaum 
Die  eberwurz 
Der  wilde  kakao 
baum 

Die  kragenblume 
Die  hagebuche Die  biirstenpflanze 
Der  kiimmel 
Gewiirznaglein 
Die  brennpalme 
Kassien 
Der  kastanienbaum 
Der  kasuarbaum 
Die  rasselblume 

Die  haftdolde 
Die  seckelblume 
Der  trompetenbaum 

Die  celosia 
Der  lotusbaum Das  klebgras 
Die  flockenblume 
Der  centunkel 
Der  knopfbaum 
Das  hornkraut 
Die  homfrucht 
Die  sodschoten 
Das  hornblatt 
Der  schellenbaum 
Der  Judasbaum 
Die  wachsblume 
Der  hammerstrauch 
Der  kalberkropf 
Die  zwergpalme 
Der  armleuchter Die  leucoje 
Das  scholkraut 
Die  schildblume 
Der  gansefuss 
Die  schneebeere Die  schneeblume 
Das  bikerkraut 
Die  ikakopflaume 
Das  goldhaar Der  sternapfel 
Die  goldmUz Die  kichem 
Die  cichorie 
Die  endivie 
Der  wiitherich 
Das  wanzenkraut 
Die  aschenpflanze Das  hexenkraut 

Die  grieswurzel Klimmen Das  cistenrOschen 
Das  geigenholz 
Derpomeranzenbaum 
Der  keulenschwamm 
Der  portulakbaum Die  waldrebe 
Die  pillenblume Der  losbaum 
Die  amerikanische else 

Die  wirbeldoste 

Die  klitorisblume 
Das  schildkraut 
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Page Dutch. 
542  Schuimblad 
328  Hartvrugt 
680  Distel 
774  Rietgras 
842  Fapajaboom 
684  Everwortel 

702  Kraagbloem 
792  Haagbeuk 686  Saffloer 
218  Karwey 
416  Kruidnagel-boom 
800  Sagueerboom 348  Kassie 
792  Kastanieboom 
772   -      -  - 
678  Dwangkruid 

Italian. 
Cardaraindo 
Cardiospermo Cardo 
La  caretta 
II  papaio 
Carlina 

Carpesio 
Carpino Cartamo 
II  carvi 
II  garofano  aro. matico 
Cassia 
Castagno 
Catananche 

Spanish. Cardamina Cardiospermo Cardo 
£1 carex £1  papayo 

Carlina 

Carpesio Charmilla 
Cartamo 
Alcaravea 
£1  clavo  aroma- tico 

Cassia Casta  no 

Catananche 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 
Lugobiii  kres  Suss.  Rzezucha  polna  Pol. Blasre-erter  Dan: 
Oset  Russ.  $  Pol.  Tidsel  Dan. O  carrico  Port.  Stasrgraes  Dan.  Starr  Swed. 
Papayo  Port.  Pino-guacu  Brazil.  Papaya-maram  Mai. 
Koliutschka  Russ.  Lepczyca  Pol.  Korstom  Dan. Xiloxochitl  Mexico. 
CarpesioPorf.  KraveblomsterDan.  KrageblomsterSto. 
CarpePor*.  AsadPeri.  GrabRuss.fyPol.  AvenbogDan. CartamoPort.Chartairjufrad.  PolewoLBw*.  KrokosPo/. 
AlcaraviaPort.Timon.fli»«.  KarnyPoLKommenDan. Cravoaria  Port.  Chanke  Java.  Gwosditschka  Buss. 
Schunda-panna  Malab.  Nibun  Malej.  Kettule  Cey. 
Chaiarxambar  Egypt.  Cassie  Dan. 
Riits  Jap.  Keschtan  Russ.  Kasztan  owoc  Pol. 
Kajo  tsjammara  Malej. Catananche  Port. 

S10  Doornzaad 
826  Trompetboom 

Caucali 
Ambaiba 

178  ... 192  Der  hahnenkamm  Celosia 534 
864  Lotusboom 
52  Kleefgras 

734  Santorie 
96  Zeer  klein  guichel- muur 
96  Kogelboom 

388  Hoornbloem 
772  Hoornvrugt 
868  Karobenboom 
790  Hoornblad 
148  Rinkelboom 
346  Judasboom 
122  Waschkruid  } 

Arturo  di  Candia II  loto 
Cencro 
Centaurea 

Carobola 
Ceratofilo 
Siliquastro Cerinte 

Ambaiba 
Celastro Celosia 

i £1  alraez 
Cencro 
Centaurea 

Ceratocarpo  Ceratocarpo 
Algarrobo Ceratofila 
Algarrobo  loco Ceriflor 

Beterluus  Dan.  Kaukalis  Swed. 
Trompettrse  Dam.  Trumpettrkd  Swed. 
Kuro  gani  Jap.  Celastertrae  Dan.  CelastertradSuwf. 
Hanekam  Dan.  Hankam  Surca*. 
Temur-agatsch  Pers.  Lotustne  Dan.  Lotustrad  Swed. 
Cencro  Port.  Burregras  Dan.  Borregras  Swed. 

Knaptrase  Dan.  Knapptrad  Swed. 
Hornurt  Dan.  Hornort  Swed. 
Ustelipole  Russ .  Hornfrugt  Dan.  %  Swed. 
Alfarroba  Port.  Johannisbrod  Dan.  %  Swed. 
Ceratofilo  Port.  Hornblad  Dan.  Sf  Swed. 
Siliquastre  Port.  Fanna  suwo  Jap.  Judastnee  Da». Chupamel  Port.  Voxurt  Dan.  VaxOrt  Swed. 

308  Kervel 
868  Laage  palmboom 
936  Kaarskroon 
538  Violier" 460  Schelkruid 
516  Schildbloem 
206  Ganzevoet 
172  Sneeuwbesie 
12  Sneeuwbloem 

Cerfoglio  Perifollo Palma  di  S.  Pier  Palmitos martire 
Chara  Chara 
Leucojo  Alheli Celidonia  Celidonia 

Albero  di  neve    Arbol  de  nieve 

Cerofolho  Port. 
Palmeira  des  vassoiras  Port.  Dvergpalme  Dan. 
Dvargpalm  Swed. 

Chara  Port.  Armstage  Dan.  Ljusarm  Swed. 
GoiveiroPor.NaegeisL<raS.GwosditschntijafialkeiJ«*. Svaleurt  Dan. 
Skiolblomster  Dan.  Skoldblomster  Swed. Guasefod  Dan. 
Sneebasr  Dan.  SnobaxSwed. 
Sneeblomster  Dan.  Snbblomster  Swed. 

424  Icacopruim 694  Pronkbloem 
150  Star-appelboom 366  Goudveil 
624  Cicers 
678  Suikerey Endivie 

Albero  icaco 
Crisocoma 
Crisofilo 

Ceci Cicoria 
Endivia 

Icaco  arbol Crisocoma 
Chrysophyllo 
Garbanzo Achicoria 
Endibia 

216  Water-scheerling 
476  Wantsdryver 
712  Aschkruid 
26  St.  Stevenskruid 

848  Touwdruif 
102  Boschtouw 
468  Veldroosje 
520  Vedelhoutboom 
652  Oranjeboom 

Cistio 
Melarancino 

Jara 
Naranjo 

1012  Knodszwam 
482  Clematis 
558  Hederik 
520  Lotboom 
362  Clethra 

Clematite Clematide 

506  Borstelkrans Clinopodio Albahaca  sil- vestre 
Clitoria 
Hierba  rodela 

618  Kittelbloem 
866  Lymboom 544  Schildzaad 

Clitoria 
Rotella 

Ikakoblomme  Dan.  Ikakoplommon  Swed. Guldhaar  Dan. 
ChrysophylloPort.  StierneaMeDara.  StjernapleSwd. Gylden  steenbrek  Dan.  Gul  stenbracka  Swed. 
ErvancoPort.  Ciecierzyca  ogrodnaPoAMuseaertDaw. Zikorija  Russ. 
Endibia  Port.  Andiwija  Russ.  StetbSk.  Boh. 
Cegude  Par.  Omeg  Bus.  Vand-skarntyde  Dan. 
Tsegeurt  Dan. 
Aske.urt  Dan.  Ask-ort  Swed. 
Kaldunowa  trawa  Buss.  Czarownik  Pol. 

Caapeba  Port. 
Cisto  Port.  Cistusrose  Dan.  Cistusros  Swed. 
Fiolintra?e  Dan.  Fioltrad  Swed. 
Cay  cam  Cochinch.  Pomeranez  Buss. 
Klubban  Swed.  Ktillesop  Dan. 
Powoy  Pol.  Clematis  Dan.  #  Swed. Tarenaya  Port. Pinna  Cey. 

Clinopodio  Port.  Bloschinza  Russ.  Storzyszek  Pol. 
Clitoria  Port.  Clitorisblomster  Dan.  %  Swed. 
Escudinha  Port.  Skiold.urt  Dan.  Sk&ld-ort  Swed. 
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^  to 
36  Cnebrum  Z. 

682  Crricus  W. 
778  Cobresfa  W. 326  Coccoloba  Z. 
844  C6cculus  Bauh. 
546  Cochlearia  Tom. 
788  Cbcos  L. 10  Codarium  faW. 
170  Coffia  I* 
778  Coix  Z. 
476  Colbertia  SaL 
292  Cttlchicum  Z. 
24  CollinsbmV*  L. 

626  Colfctea  X,. 
452  C<5marum  Z. 
36  Comocladia  Z. 

934  Conferva  Ag. 216  Cbnium  Z. 
188  Conocarpus  Jac. 270  Convallaria  Z. 
140  Conv61vulus  Z. 
702  Ctaryza  Z. 
356  Codki'o  Sonn. 350  Copaifera  L. 
488  Coptis  Sal. 756  Corallorrhlza 

R.Br. 
466  Ctirchorus  Z. 
150  Cordm  L. 
732  Coreopsis  Jac. 
208  Coriandrum  Z. 
482  Coriaria  Z. 
130  Cbris  Z. 

8  Corispermum  X. 
52  Cornucbpis  Z. 102  Cornus  Z. 

520  Cornutio  L. 
628  Coronllla  Z. 
550  Coronbpus  5m. 
228  Corriglola  L. 128  Cortilso  L. 
600  Corydalis  7)cc. 
792  C6rylus  L. 
58  Corynephorus Beauv. 

258  Corypha  Z. 722  Cotuk  Z. 
382  Cotyledon  X. 556  Crambe  Tou. 
230  Crassula  X. 
424  Crataegus  L. 396  CrataeVa  L. 
674  Crepis 524  Crescentio  L. 
250  Crlnum  Z. 
212  Crithmum  Z. 
36  Crocus  Z. 

608  Crotalaria  Z. 
812  Crbton  Z. 
94  Crucian  ella  Z. 

734  Cryptostemma R.  Br. 
372  Cucubalus  Z. 
808  Cucumis  Z. 
808  Cucurbita  L. 
732  Culliimia  R.  Br. 
214  Cumlnum  Z. 
806  Cupressus  Z. 6  Curciima  L. 
100  Curtisja  H.  K. 
104  Cttscuta  X. 
5286  Cyanella  Z. 
846  CycasZ. 
128  Cyclamen  Z. 
426  Cydbnia  Tou. 
534  Cymbaria  Z. 
196  Cynanchum  Z. 
684  Cynara  Z. C.  Cardunculus  Z. 

sp.  11458 123  Cynogl6ssum  Z. 
348  Cynometra  Z. 
62  Cynoshrus  Z. 
50  CypSrus  Z. C.  esculentus  Z. 

sp.896 

British  or  Systematic 
Synonymes. 

Carex 

84 
1665 1948 

2101  Menispermum 
1407  - 
1983  - 30 479 
1951 
1211  Hibbertfo 
851  . 63  . 1573  . 

1152 
85 2292 649 

544 
787  May  lily 

1734 1006 

1238  fielleborus 1882  O^hrys 

428  Sebesten 
1187 
428 

1804 
618 2091 

360 
26 

133  ... 
306  Cornelian  cherry 1318 1576 1427 

690  Bastard  knotgrass 351      .  . 1502 1998 169 
Fumaria 
Hazel  nut  tree 

1775 1060 
1442 699 

1132 
1086 1638 
1336 

735 633 
93 1530 

2032 
271 
1814 
1047 
2022 2021 
1809 641 
2017 

14 
300 310 

824 2107 354 
1134 1379 
581 1668 

973 178 127 

Kidneywort 

Cascarilla 
Petty  madder Arctbtis 

Berckhfeya 

English  Names. ■Widow  wail 

Thistle 
Seaside  grape 

Scurvy  grass 
Cocoa-nut  tree 
Black  tamarinds 
Coffee  tree 
Job's  tears 

Meadow  saffron 
Aniseed  tree Bladder  senna 
Marsh  cinquefoil  , 
Maiden  plum 

Hemlock 
Button  tree 
Lily  of  the  valley 
Bind  weed 
Flea-bane 
Wampee  tree Balsam  of  capevi 

La  camelee Le  cnichaut 
Der  zeyland 
Das  kratzkraut 

Le  raisinier  de  mer    Die  seetraube 
Le  cranson 
Le  cocotier 
Le  caffayer 
Larmille 

Das  losselkraut Die  kakospalme 
Der  kaffebaum 
Das  thranengras 

Colchique  d'automne  Die  zeitlose 
Le  baguenaudier Le  comaret Comoclade  a  feuilles entieres 
La  conferve La  cigue Le  conocarpe 
Le  muguet 
Le  liseron 
La  conise 
Le  copaier 

Der  blasenbaum 
Das  funfblatt 
Die  astlose 
Der  wasserfaden Der  schierling 
Der  zirbelbaum 
Die  mayblume 
Die  winde 
Die  diirrwurz 
Der  kopaivabaum 

Jew's  mallow 
Tickseed  sun- flower 
Coriander 
Myrtle-leaved sumach 
Tickseed 
Horn  of  plenty  grass 
Dogwood 
Scorpion  senna Wart  cress,  star  of the  earth 
Strapwort 
Bear's-ear  sanicle 
Nut  tree 
Club  grass 
Fan  palm 
Mayweed Navel,  wort 
Sea  Kail 
Hawthorn 
Garlic  pear 
Succory  hawkweed Calabash  tree African  lily 
Samphire 

La  corete 
Le  sebestier La  coriope 

La  coriandre 
Le  redoul 
Le  coria 
Le  corisperme 
Le  coqueluchiole Le  cornouiller L'agnanthe 
La  coronille 

La  corrigiole La  cortuse 
Le  noisetier 

Die  muspflanze 
Der  sebestenbaum Das  kappchen 

Der  koriander 
Der  gerberstrauch 
Der  erdkiefer 
Der  wanzensame Das  fUllhorngras 
Der  kornelbaum 
Die  kronwicke 

Das  lingenkraut Die  kortuse 

Die  haselstaude 

Crosswort 

Bladder  campion 
Cucumber 
Gourd 
Cumin 

Cypress Turmeric 
Hassagay  tree 
Dodder 

Coryphe 
La  cotule 
Le  cotylet,  or  cotylier Le  crambl 
La  crassule L'aubepine 
Le  tapier 
Crepide Le  calabassier 
La  crinole La  bacille 
Le  safran 
La  crotalaire 
La  crucianelle 

Die  8chirmpalme 
Die  laugenblume 
Die  nabelflanze 
Der  meerkohl Das  dickblatt 
Der  hagedom 
Der  tapiabaum Pippau 
Der  kiirbisbaum 
Die  hakenlilie Der  meerfenchel 
Die  safranpflanze 
Die  klapperschote 
Das  kreuzblatt 

Pyrus 

Sago  tree Sow  bread 

Quince Dog's  bane Artichoke 
Cardoons 
Hound's  tongue 
Dog's-tail  grass 

Lebehen 
Le  concombre La  courge 

Le  cumin 
Le  cypres 
Le  curcuma 
Cuscute 
La  cyanelle 
Le  cycas  des  Indes 
Cyclame Coignassier 
Cymbaire La  cynanque L'artichaut 
Cardon 

Cynoglosse Le  cynomfetre Cretelle Le  souchet 
Amande-de-terre 

Das  behen 
Die  gurke Der  kttrbiss 

Der  kiimmel 
Die  cypresse 
Kurkuma 
Die  flachsseide 
Das  hangblatt 
Der  sagoubaum Die  erdscheibe 
Der  quittenbaum Das  nachenkraut Der  hundswiirger 
Die  artischoke 
Kardonen 
Die  hundszunge 
Die  hundsscham Daskammgras 
Das  cyperngras 
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Page  Dutch. 
36  Chamaelea 

682  Distel 
326  Druiveboom 
546  Lepelkruid 788  Kokosboom 
170  Koffyboom 
778  Traangras 

292  Wildi  saffiraan 
626  Senneboom 
452  Rood  waterbezie 
36  Maagden-pruim- boom 

934  Flap 
216  Scheerling 
188  Knopboom 
270  Lelietjes  van  den 

dale 
140  Winde 
702  Tonderkruid 
350  Balsem  copayve- boom 

Italian.  Spanish. 
Camelca  Olivilla 

Grappoliere  Coccoloba 
Coclearia  Cochlearia 
Albero  del  cocco  El  coco 
II  caffe 
Lacrime  di Giobbe 
Colchico 
Solatro 

Cicuta 

II  mughctto 
II  vilucchio 
La  conizza 

Copaiba 

El  caK 
Lagrimas  de Moises 
Villorita 

Espanta-lobcs 

Ceguda 
Azucena  del valle 
La  correguela 
La  coniza 

Copai 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names* 
Citocacio  Port.  Chamaelea  Dan.  $  Swed. Kradstidsel  Dan.  Kratstistel  Swed. 
Druetrae  Dan.  Drusvetrad  Swed. 
Skee-urt  Dan. 
Inaiaguacuiba  Br  anil.  Cay  dua  Cockinch. 
Cay  caphe  Cochinch.  KofiS  Russ.  Kawa  Pol. 
Lagrymas  de  N.  Senhora  Port.  Jobs  taarer  Dan. 

ColchicoPort.  Beswremennoi  rwjetRuss.  RozsiadPoA 
Colutea  Port.  Linsetraee  Dan.  LinsetrHd  Swed. 
Sabelnik  Buss.  Pieciornik  Pol.  Krakfottis  Swed. 

Thachhoa  Cochinch.  Vandtrad  Dan. 
Boligolow  Muss.  Swinia  wesz  Pol.  Skarntyde  Dan. 
Knaptraee  Dan.  Knapptrad  Swed. Landisch  Russ.  Konwalia  Pol. 
O  liserao  Port.  Snerli  Dan. 
A  conizaPorf.  CattuschiragumMaiVii.  TroldurtDan. 
Copiba  Port.  Cooaiba  Brasil.  Copaivatrae  Dan. 

466  M oeskruid  -  -  Melochia  Arab.  Madurt  Dan. 
150  Sebestenboom  U  sebesten  El  sebesto  SebesteiraPt^fcVidi-maramilfatofi.SebestentneeDaTi. 
732Wantszaad  Tsegefro  Dan.  Vagglusfro  Swed. 
208  Koriander  Coriandro  Cilantro  Coentro  Port.  Koriander  Russ.  Ghad  Hebr. 
482  Lederboom  Rulda  Lajdertrae  Dan.  Ladertrad  Swed. 
130  Zeethym  II  cori  Hierba  pinul  A  corea  Port.  Korisurt  Dan.  Korisort  Swed. 

8  Wantz-zaader  Corisperma  Corispermo  Vocggeluussaed  Dan. 
52  Trechtergras  Cornucopia  Cornucopia  Frugthom-grass  Dan.  Fruckthorn-gras  Swed. 102  Kornoeljeboom  11  corniola  El  cornizo  Cornisolo  Port.  Kuroslejepnik  Russ. 

628  Kroonkruid  Coronilla  Coronilla  Kroneurt  Dan.  Kronort  Swed. 

228  Riempjes 
128  Kortusa 
792  Hazelaar 

La  coregiuola  La  correguela  A  correjola  Port.  Remurt  Dan.  Remort  Swed. 

EJ  nocciuolo        El  avellano         Avelleira  Port.  Frandik  Turk.  Oreschnik  Russ. 

258  Sariboeboom 
722  Koedille 
382  Navelkruid 
556  Zeekool 
230  Dikblad 
424  Haagdoorn 
396  Stinkappelboom 674  Hondsbloem 
524  Kalabasboom 
250  Haaklelie 
212  Zeevenkel 
36Saffiran 

608  Rammelaar 
94  Kruisblad 

Cotiledone 
Crambe  marina 

Ombliguera 
Col  marina 

Bianco  spino      Espino  bianco 

Cuiete 
Crino 
Critmo 
Zafferano 
Crotalaria 

Cuiete 
Crino 
Hinojo  marino Azafran 
Crotalaria 

Arvore  dos  sombreiros  Port.  Codda-panna  Malab. Luudblomster  Dan. 
Cotyledone  Port.  Rzesa  wietrzna  Pol. Strandkaal  Dan.  8;  Norw. 
T^kblad  Dan.  Tjockblad  Swed. Bodlak  Pol.  Bojarischnik  Russ. 
Tapia  do  Brasil  Port.  Tapia  Brasil.  Nurrvala  Malab. 
Cuiete  Port.  KalabastrxeJDan.  Kalabastrad  Swed. 
Crino  Port.  Kroglilie  Dan. 
Funcho  marinhoPort.  SoefenkelDan.  SjofenkSlSwca. 
AgafraoPor^Zatiphra^rai.Schafranfltts.SzafranPo/. 
CrotalariaPorf.  KlapperbaslgeDan.  SkallerskidaSwed. 
Korsblad  Dan.  %  Swed. 

372  Wit  been 
808  Komkommer 
808  Kauwoerde 
214  Komyn 
806  Cypresseboom 6  Kurkuma 
104  Warkruid 
846  Sagoeboom 128  Varkensbrood 
426  Kweeboom 
534  Bootjesvrught 
196  Worgkruid 
684  Artisjok 

II  been  bianco  Colleja 
Cetriuolo  Pepino 
La  zucca  Calabaza 
Comino 
Cypresso 

II  sago 
Ciclamine 
Cotogno 
Cinanco 
Carciofo 

Comino 
Cipres 

El  sagu 
Panporcino Membrillero 
Cinanco 
Alcachofa 

Herva  traqueira  Port.  Skum-neglike  2)<m. 
Pepino  Port.  Kira  Indian.  Ogurzi  Russ.  Ogorek  Pol. Abobara  Port.  Kabak  Pers.  Tikwa  Russ.  TykwiaPo/. 
CmamhoPort.  TimonRuss.  KminPot  Kun.men.Dara. 
CyprestePort.  Elhanni^raft.Kyparlsnoe  derevroRuss. 
Mangella-kua  Malab.  Gurgumeye  Dan. 
Pawiliza  Russ.  Kania  przedza  Pol. 
O  sagueiro  Port.  Todda-panna  Malab.  SagutraeeDara. 
Pao  de  pqrco  Port.  Galteknappe  Dan.  Svinbr6d  Swed. MarmeleiroPort.  HaivahPers.  Armudfltw.PigwaPo/, 

CinancoPori.  HundemorderZ><m.  HundstrypareSurca'. Artitschok  Russ.  Karciof  Pol.  iErteskok  Dan. 

122  Hondstong 
348  Teef  jes-klink 
62  Vingerpluim 
SO  Cypergras 

Cinoglossa  La  vinicbla         Lingua  de  cAo  Port.  Tscherednik  Russ.  Psi  iezik  Pol. 
Hanekamsgraes  Dan.  Kam-exing  Swed. 

Cipero  -      -  Cipergraes  Dan.  Cipergras  Swed. 
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Page Nos.     British  or  Systematic to  Genera.        Synonym es. 
766  Cypripedium  L.  1931 

624  C^tisus  L. 62  Dactylis  L. 
718  Dahlia  Cav. 
294  Damasbnium Schreb. 
593  Daphne  L. 

1566 
180  - 1758  Georglna 859  ̂ llisma 

910  - 
2099  Bastard  hemp 
376  • 
625  - 2196  7Vich6manes Celbsia 

844  Datteca  W. 
134  Datura  L. 
210  Daucus  L. 
384  Dav&Hfa  Sm. 
192  DeerSngto  R.  Br.  563 
472  Delphinium  Tou.  1204 
370  Dianthus  L.         1046  - 
354  Dictamnus  L.  997 
904  Didymodon  Hedw.9.230  .Bryum 
170  Diervitta  Tou.       477  Lonicera 
530  Digitalis  L. 
52  Digitaria  Sco. 478  Dillenia  L. 

302  Dimocarpus  W. 356  Dionse\»  L. 

1355 
143 1214     -  - 883  Longan 1009 

838  Dioscbrea  L.  2085 
180  Diosma  Wnl.  517 
870  Diosp^ros  L.  2159 
908  DiphfsciumJVfoAr2235  BuxbafimiVj 
90  Dipsacus  X. 

604  Dipterix  Schreb. 324  Dlrca  L. 
128  Dodecatheon  L, 
616  Z>61ichos  L. 
716  Dorfrnicum  L. 88  Dorstenta  L. 
544  Draba  L.  1405 
266  Dracaena  L.  774 
510  DracocephalumX.  1279 
298  Dracontium  L.  OM 232  Drosera  L. 
454  Dryas  L. 
228  Drypis  L. 
9.10  Echin6phora.L. 
746  .Echlnops  L. 146  £chltes  L. 
124  £*chium  L 

Fuller's  thistle 1518 
911 353 1550 

1751  - 257  Contrayirva 

702  . 1159  . 
687     -      -  - 624  Prickly  parsnep 
1850  -  - 
413 
345 

340  Edwardsto  Sal.  940  Sophbra 152  EhreUa  L.  430 
90  £laeagnus  L.  259 

468  Elaeocarpus  L.  1192 180  EUeodendrum.7tfc.  516 
836  Elais  Jac.  2077 
790  £1ate  L.  1984 
828£latineX.  931     .  . 
48  Eleocharis  R.  Br.   124  Scirpus 

744  Elephantopus  L.   1843  ... 68  Eleusbwr  Gae.        200  Cynosurus 
700  jElichrysum  Pers.  1730  Xeranthemum 
880  Ellobocarpus KaulJ. 
72  £1ymus  L. 

826  jBmpetrum  L. 
848  .Ephedra  L. 
760  Epidendrum  L. 
358  EpigaeNi  L. 
318  Epilbbium  L. 
100  £pimedium  L. 
890  jEquisetum  L. 
68  Eragrostis  Beauv.  197 18  Eranthemumfl.^r.  49 

488  Eranthis  Sal.       1236  flelleborus 
304  .Erica  Z.  892  Ling 
704  .Erigeron  L.         1736  - 426  Eriobotrya  Lindl.  1137  Mespilus 
76  Eriocaulon  L.  223 

742  Eriocephalus  L.  1837 
50  Eri6phorum  L. 568  Erbdium  Herit. 

556  £ruca  Tou. 

English  Names- 
Ladies'  slipper 

Cytisus Cock's-foot  grass 

Spurge-laurel 
Thorn  apple 
Carrot 

Larkspur 

Pink Fraxinella 

St  Peter's  wort 
Fox-glove 
Finger-grass 
Litchi 
Venus's  fly-trap 

Yam Bucku  plant 
Date  plum 
Teasel 
Tonquin  bean Leather  wood American  cowslip 
Horse-eye  bean 
Leopard's  bane 
Whitlow  grass 
Dragon  tree 
Dragon's  head Dragon 
Sundew 

Sea-parsnep 
Globe-thistle 

Viper's  bugloss 

Olive  wood 
Oily  palm 
Waterwort 
Spike  rush 
Elephant's  foot 

Sabot  de  la  Vierge,  or  Der  Venusschuh Soulier  de  Notre Dame 
Le  cytlse Le  dactile 
Fluteau 
Laureole 
La  cannabine 
Stramoine 
La  carote 

2181  Pteris 
208     ...  . 
2045  Black-berried  heath 2115 
1907  Vanilla 
1015 
903 297  . 2211 

Der  geissklee Der  knauelgras 
Der  froschloffel 
Der  seidelbast 
Das  streichkraut Der  stechapfel 
Die  mdhre 

La  dauphinelle L'oeillet 

Dictame  blanc 
La  dierville 
La  digitale 
Le  sialit 
L'attrape-mouche 

Tgname 
Le  plaqueminier 
Cardere  a  foullon 
Le  bois  de  cuir 
Gyroselle  de  Virginie Le  dolic 
Le  doronic 
Dorstene 
La  drave 
Le  dragonier Dracocephale Draconte 
Le  rossolis Driade 
La  drypis L'echinophore Echinope L'echite 

La  viperine 

Der  rittersporn 
Die  nelke Der  diptam 

Die  akadische lonizere 
Der  fingerhut 
Der  rosenapfel 

Venus  die  fiiegen- 
fangerin 

Der  pseudolotus 
Die  kardendistel 
Das  lederholz Die  gftttergabe 
Faseln Gemsenwurz 
Die  contrayerva 
Das  hungerbliimchen Der  dracnenbaum Der  drachenkopf 
Zehrwurz 
Der  sonnenthau Das  silberkraut 
Das  kronenkraut 
Die  stacheldolde 
Die  kugeldistel Der  klammerstrauch Der  natterkopf 

Le  cabrillet 
L'olivier  de  Boheme  Der  wilde  oelbaum 
Le  ganitre  Die  ganiterbaum 
L'avoira  de  Guinee  Die  oelpalme 
L'indel  asiatique  Die  tannenpaune 
L'elephantope Der  elephantenfuss 

Lyme  grass Crow-berry 
Shrubby  horse-tail 

Trailing  arbutus Willow  herb 
Barrenwort Horse  tail 
Live  grass 
Winter  aconite 
Heath 

Loquat 
Pipewort 

Elyme  des  sables  Das  haargrass Camarine  Die  rauchbeere 
L'uvette  Die  seetraube 

L'epigee  Der  grundstrauch 
L'epilobe  Der  weiderich 
Le  chapeau  d'eveque  Die  bischofsmiitze Prele  Das  kannenkraut 

624  £  rvum  L. 
E.  £ens  L. 

sp.  10421 558  Erucaria  Gae. 
210  £ryngium  L. 
550  .Erysimum  L. 
604  Erythrlna  L. 

125  - 1460 
1436  - 1562  True  bitter  vetch 

1445  Condyloclrpus 622  Holly 
1424 1521 

Cotton  grass 
Heron's  bill Rocket Tare 

Eryngo 
Hedge  mustard Coral  tree 

L'erantheme 

La  bruyere 
La  vergerette 
La  joncinelle 
La  linaigrette 
L'ers  ervillier 
Lentillon 

Panicaut 
Le  velar L'erythrine 

Die  friihblume 
Die  heide 
Das  scharfe 
Der  kantenhalm Der  wollkopf 
Das  dungras 

Die  erve 
Die  linse 

Die  krausdistel 
Der  hederich 
Der  korallenbaum 
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766  Vrouweschoen 

624  Cytisus 
62  Krop-aair 

294  Water- weegbree 
322  Zwart  peper- "boompje 
844  Weedaart 134  Doornappel SlOFeen 
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Italian. 
Pantoffola 

Citiso II  dattilo 
Damasonio 

Spanish. Zueco 

Citiso 
£1  dactilo 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 
Calcado  de  Nuessa  Senhora  Port.  Kokuschkiny  Sa- 

poschki  Buss. 
O  dactylo  Port.  Hvasgraes  Dan.  Exing  Swed. 
Damasonio  Port. 

Laureolamascbio  Laureola  macho  Loireola  macho  Port. 

Stramonio 
Carota 

Estramonio 
Zanahoria Estramonia  Port.  Durman  .Bom. 

Morkow  Russ.  Marchew  Po/. 

Speronella  Espuela  de  ca-  Esporeira  Port.  Kawalerskoi  spor  Russ.  Ostrozka ballero  Pol. 
Garofano  Clavel  Cravino  Port.  Gwosdika  Russ.  Gozdzik  Pol. 
Dittamo  bianco    Chitan  Dictamo  branco  Port.  Badm  Russ.  Dyptan  Pol. 
Madreselva         Madreselva         Madresylva  Port. 

Digitale  Dijital  Digital  Port.  Naperstok  Rtiss. 
Fruta  estrellada  Port.  Syalita  Malab. 

Moscapanha  Port. 
Oowhenote  maowa  Otaheite.  Katsjil-kelengu  Malab. 
Loto  de  Italia  Port. 

Dissaco  Cardencha         Cardb  penteador  Port.  Sukonnaja  Russ.  Szczetf  Pol. 

Draba 
Dragone 
Dragocefalo 

Doronico 
Contrayerba 
Draba Drago 

Dragocefalo 
Rugiada  del  sole  Rociada 

Echinofora  Echinofora 
Echinopo  Echinopo Echite  Echite 
Echio  Hierba  de  la  vi- 

bora 

Doronico  Port.  Geede-urt  Dan.  Vildget-ort  Swed. Contraerva  Port. 
Hungersblomst  Dan.  Hungerblomster  Swed. 
Dragoneiro  Port.  Dragetrae  Dan. DragocefaloPort.  Cay  co  co  Cochinch.  Drageh  ovedJDdm, 
A  rossolina  Port.  Solneznaja  trawa  Russ. 
Holta-soleyg  Iceland.  Sehingari  Tungus. 
Echinofora  Port. 
Echinopo  Port.  Klottistel  Swed. Echite  Port. 
Viperina  Port.   Rumian  Russ. 

472  Ridderspoor 
370  Anjelier 
354  Diptam 
170  Akadische  lonicera 
530  Vingerhoed 
478  Roosappelboom 
356  Vliegenknip 

838  - 
870  Basterd-lotus 
90  Vollers  kaarden 

324  Lederstruik 
128  Afgodskruid 
616  Slingerboon 
716  Wolverley 
88  Contrajerva 544  Taschkruid 
266Draakboom 
510  Draakskop 
298  Speerwortel 232  Zonnedaauw 454  Hertenkruid 
228  Kroondoorn 
210  Stekelkroon 
746  Morgenster 
146  Rooswinde 
124  Slangekruid  , 

90  Olyfwilg  Olivo  di  Boemia  Arbol  de  paraiso 468  Ganiterboom 
836  Falmietboom 
790  Wilde  daadelboom 

744  Olyphants-poot 

Kalaf  Pers.  Lochowina  Russ.  Oliwa  lesna  polna  Pol. Perin-kara  Malab. 

Tamara  do  matoPort.HinindiCey.  Katou-indel  Malab. 

72  Zandig  koomgras  Elimo  Elimo  Elimo  Port.  Sandhavre  Dan.  Strandrog  Swed. 
826  Besheide  -      -  Camarinas  Camarinhas  do  reyno  Port.  Wodaniza  Russ. 
848  Zeedruif  ...  Hierba  de  las  Stepnaja  malina  Russ.  Kirsik  Kalmuk. 

coyunturas 
358       ...       -     .  ...  Memecylo  da  Canada  Port. 
318  Basterd-wederik  Epilobio  Epilobio  Kiprei  Russ.  Karamuk  Tartar.  Abragarest  Lapl. 
100  Muiltjesbloem  Epimedio  Epimedio  Epimedio  Port.  Ikaniso  Jap. 
890  Akkerig  paardes-  Equiseto  Equiseto  Equiseto  Port.  Ma  haang  Cochinch.  Chwostch  Russ. taart 

18  Vroegbloem  Erantemo '  Erantemo  Erantemo  Port. 
304Heide  Erica  Brezo  WereskiJas*.  Wrzos  Pol.  LyngDan.  Iaung  Swed. 
704  Scherp  fynstraal  Olivardilla  Blaa  troldurt  Dan. 
76  Kcnthalm 
50  Wolgrag  Erioforo  Erioforo  Erioforo  Port.  Ageruld  Dan.  angull  Swed. 

624  Erven  Ervo  Yero 
Lins  Lenticchia  Lenteja  Lentilha  Port  Tschetschewiza  Russ.  Soczewika  Pol. 

210  Kruisdistel  Eringio  Cardo  corredor  Sinaja  golownik  Russ. 
550  Steenraket  Erisamo  Jaramago  Gortschitza  polewaja  Russ.  Gorczyca  polna  Pot 604  Koraalboom  Arvore  corallo  Arbol  der  coral  Arvore  coral  Port.  Koraltraee  Dan. 4  C 
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Erythrbnium  L.  782 
Eucalyptus  Her  it.  1126 Eiiclea  L.  2098 
Eugenfo  L. £uunymus  Tou. 
EwpaXbrium  L. 
.Euphorbia  L. 
Euphrasia  L. Evolvulus  L. 
.E'xacum  L. Excaecaria  L. 
Fagara  L. 
Fagbm'a  Tou. FkgusL. Farsetia  Turra 
Fedia  Moen. 
Ferbnia  Corr. 
.Ferula  L. 
Festuca  L. 
Ficaria  Dil. 
.Flcus  L. 
Filago  L. 

270 
418 
842 
416 178 

850 
102 354 
792 542 

742 
912  Fissidens  Hedw. 
290  Flagellaria  L. 
630  Flemings  Rox. 912  Fontinalis  L. 
452  Fragkria  Tou. 288  Frankenia  L. 
868  Fraxinus  L. 
266  Fritillaria  L . 

F.  imperialis  L. 
sp.  4513 946  Fficus  L. 

602  Fumaria  Tou. 
246  Furcroe"a  Ven. 276  Gigea  Sal. 618  Galactia  Br. 
248  Galanthus  L. 
634  Galega  Tou. 502  Gale6bdolon  Sm. 

BritLh  or  Systematic 
S^uonymes. English  Names. 

Dog's-tooth  violet 
French. 

Le  dent  de  chien 
German. 

Der  hundszahn 

1119 
509  . 1685 
1103 
1342 
695  . 
280 2117 
303 995  . 
1997  . 1397  ̂ lyssum 
72  Valeriana 

2149  . 668 
182     .  . 
1232  .Ranunculus 
2167  . 
1838  Cudweed 
2243  Dicranum 
839  . 

1586  ffedysarum 2245 
1151  . 
835 2157 
773  . 

1507  Earth-smoke 725  Agave 
801  Ornithogalum 1555  ciitbria 
732 1591  . 1261  Gale6psig 

Red  gum  tree I/eucle - Rose  apple Jambosier Der  jambusenbaum Spindle  tree Le  fusain Der  spindelbaum Hemp  agrimony I/eupatoire Abkraut 
Spurge L'euphorbe Das  euphorbium 
Eye-bright 

L'eufraise 
Der  augentrost 

_ La  liserole Die  kriechende  winde 
La  gentianelle Die  kugelrohre 

- L'agalloche Der  blendbaum 
- Le  fagarier 

Der  fagara 

Beech Le  hetre Die  buche 

- La  mache Der  ackersalat 
Elephant  apple 
Giant-fennel La  ferule Das  ruthenkraut 
Fescue -grass La  fituque 

Schwingel 
Pilewort La  petite  chelidoine Feigen-ranunkel 
Fig  tree Le  figuier Der  feigenbaum 
Cotton  rose La  cotonniere  com- Das filzkraut 

mune 

-  La  flagellaire Die  peitschenpflanze 
Water-most La  fontinale Das  hullmo8 
Strawberry Le  fraisier Die  erdbeerpflanze 
Sea  heath La  franquenne Ash  tree Le  frene Die  esche Fritillary 

La  fritillaire  meleagre 
Das  kiebitzey 

Fritillaire  imperiale Die  kaiserkrone 
Sea  wrack Varec 

Tang 

Fumitory La  fumeterre Der  erdrauch 

Snowdrop 
Goat's  rue Dead  nettle 

Perce-neige  Schneetropfchen 
Galega  Die  geisraute 
L'ortie  morte  des  bois  Die  gelbe  hanfnessel 

502  Galeopsis  L.         1260  Common  dead  nettle  Hemp  nettle 
Ladies'  bed-straw 92  Galium  L. 

394  Garcim'o  L. 172  Gardenia  L. 
380  GarideUa  Tou. 
40  Geissorhiza  Ker 

172  Jenipa  Tou. 610  Genista  L. 
202  Gentiana  L. 
756  Geod6rum  Jac. 
604  Geolfroya  W. 578  Geranium  Herit. 
665  Geropbgon  L. 454  Geum  L. 
42  Gladiolus  L. 

460  Glaucium  Tou. 
194  Glafix  L. 
502  Gl^choma  L. 
868  Gleditschza  L. 
406  Glinus  L. 

6  Gldbba  Rose. 
90  Globularia  L. 

270  Gloribsa  L. 
618  Glycine  L. 
628  Glycyrrhlza  Tou. 518  Gmellna  L. 
698  Gnaphalium  L. 324  Gnldia  L. 
196  Gomphocarpus R.Br. 
194  Gomphrena  L. 
754  Goodyera  R.  Br. 592  GordbmYj  EL 
588  Gossypium  L. 866  Gouania  L. 
16  Grafiola  L. 

466  Grias  L. 
384  Grielum  L. 
352  Guatacum  L. 
304  Guhrea  L. 
788  Guettarda  L. 
350  Guilandlna  J. 
750  Gymnadenia  Rich.  1858  O'rchis 482  Gymnocladusiam.2094  Guilandlno 

266 1079 487 
1053 97 
488  . 
1538 600  . 
1888  Malaxis 1517 
1463 1620  . 
1155  Herbbennet 
105     .  . 
1169  Chelidbnium 
568  Sea  milkwort 1258  .  . 
2155  Three-thorned 

Acacia 
1071 15  . 
260  Blue  daisy 

783  ' 
1552  . 1574 
1131  . 
1722  Cotton  weed 912  . 
587  ̂ sclepias 
566 
1870  Ne6ttia 
1474 
1481 
2146 43 

1188 1063 
993 888 

1981     .  . 
979  Yellow  bonduc 

Bed-straw 
Mangosteen 
Cape  jasmine 
Tile-root 
Genip  tree Broom 
Gentian 
Bastard  cabbage  tree 
Crane's  bill 
Old  man's  beard Avens 
Corn  flag Horn-poppy 

Black  saltwort Ground  ivy 

Dancing  girls 
Madwort Superb  lily 
Kidneybean  tree 

Everlasting 

Globe  Amaranth 

Smooth  loblolly  bay 
Cotton 
Chaw-stick Hedge  hyssop 
Anchovy  pear 

Lignum- vita  tree 

Nicker  tree 

Le  galeope Die  taube  nessel 

Le  gaillet Das  labkraut 
Le  mangoustan Der  mangostanbaum 
Le  jasmin  du  Cap 
La  garidelle Die  garidelle 

Der  genipabaum 
Le  genet Der  ginster 
La  gentiane Der  enzian 

Le  geranion 
Der  storchschnabel 
Der  weissbart 

Benoite  commune Das  nelkenkraut 

Le  glayeul Der  schwertel 
Das  gehdrnte  schtiL kraut 

Glauce 
Milchkraut 

La  terrete Gundelreben 
Le  fevier  a  trois Der  honigdorn 

epines Der  glinus La  glinole Globbee 
Globulaire Die  kugelblume La  m£thoniqu Die  prachtlilie 
Glycine 

Die  glycine 
Reglisse Sussholz 
Gmelin Gnaphale Die  ruhrpflanze Gnidienne Das  schnabelkorn 

L'amaranthine 
Der  kugelamaranth 

globuleuse 
Le  cotonnier Die  baumwolle La  liane  brulee 
La  gratiole Das  gnadenkraut 
La  grias Die  anschojebirn 
Le  griel Die  kronranunkel Le  gayac Das  franzosenholz Gouart 
Le  guettard Le  bonduc Der  schusserbaum 
Le  chicot  de  Canada 
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270  Hondstand 
842  .... 416  Jamboesboom 
178  Paapenhout 688  Boelkenskruid 
400  Euphorbium 
526  Oogentroost 
228  Kruipwinde 98  Kogelpyp 
850  Verblindboom 
102  Zadelboom 
354  . 792  Buikeboom 
26  Sprinkhaandkruid 

220  Holstok 62  Dravik 
484  Speenkruid 
872  Vygeboom 742  Beurkruid 

Italian. 
Dente  di  cane 

Giambosa 
Fusaggine 
Eupatorio Euforbio 
Eufrasia 
Esaco 

Fagara 
II  faggio 

Valerianella 
Ferula 
Festuca 

Spanish. 
Diente  de  perro  Dente  de  ckoPort.  Kandikiftm.  HundetandDan.  fySw. 

Xe  lin  tsu  Chin. '  Cay  nhaoe  Cochinch. 
Bieslen  Bohm.  Swida.Rw.ss.  Ukurgol  Tatar. 
Eupatorio  Port.  Griwa  konskaja  Buss .  Sadziec  Pol. 
Eupborbio  Port. 
EuphrasiaPorl.  Otschnaja  pomotsch  TJkj.  SwieczkiP«& 
Esaco  Port. 

Jambosa Bonetero 
Eupatorio Euforbio 
Eufrasia 
Esaco 

Fagara La  haya 

Canonigos 
Canaheja 
Festuca 

Celidoniaminore  Ficaria 
Fico  Higuera' 

Fagara  Port. 
Djxmdffi,  Schoki  Arab. 
A  faya  Port.  Buk  Jims.  $  Pol 
Balderjan  Buss.  Kozlki  Pol. 
Canafrecha  Port.  RiisurtZton.  Kisort  Swed. 
Mannagrss  Dan.  Svingel  Steed. Celidonia  menor  Port.  Tschisttak  menschoi  Rust. 
Figueira  Port.  Tin  Arab.  Finik  Buss.  Figa  Poi 

912  Fonteinmoos 
452  Aardbezie 
8fi8  Escheboom 
266  Kievitsbloem 

Keiserskroon 
946  Zeeruy 
602  Duivekervel 
246  Boomaloe 

.  .     ..  Panambu  valli  Malab.  May  boac  Cochinch. 
Fontinale  Fontinal  Fontinal  Port.  Aaemoos  Daw.  Lonkemossa  Swed. 
Fragaria  Fresera  Morangueiro  Port.  Semljaniza  Buss. 
Frassmo  Fresno  FreixoPorf.  Jas  Buss.  Jesion  Pol.  Ask  Dan.SjSwcd. 
Fritillaria  La  fritilaria  A  fritilaria  Port.  VibeaegDara.  VipaaggStmi 

Fuco  Fuco  Fuco  Port.  Si  sj  Jap.  Tang  Dan.  %  Swed. 
Fummosterno  Palomilla  Fumaria  Port.  Fingosakf  Jap.  Semlanja  orech  Buss. 

248  Wittertje 
634  Vlakkenkruid 
502  Geelbloemige bondsnetel 
502  Knoopige  bonds- netel 92  Walstroo 
172 

Galanto Galega 

Ortica  morta 
Gaglio 

Galega 

Ortiga  muerta 
Cuaja  leche 

Ho  virag  Hung. 
Gallega  For.  Pestilentsrod  Dan.  Pestilentsrot  Swed. 

Ortiga  morta  Port.  Rasnozwetnaja  kropiwa  Buss. 
Calhaleite  Port.  Roschodnik  Boh. 
Cay  deanh  tau  Cochinch.  Cha  tsu  Chin. 

610  Brem 
202  Gentiaan 
604  - 
578  Oijevaarsbek 666  Grysbaard 
454  Gemeen  nagel- wortel 
42  Gladiolus 

460  Gehoorud  scbeU 
kruid 

194  Melkkruid 
502  Aaardveil 

Ginestra 
La  genziana 

Geranio 
Geropogon 
Erba  benedetta 
Ghiagguiolo 

Jinesta  Giesta  Port.  Genista  Dan.  %  Swed. 
La  jenciana  Goretschafka  Buss. 

Camarinhas,  Camarinheira  de  Brazil  Port. 
Jerenio  Geranio  Port  Scnuratelinei  nos.Riws.Pychawiec  Pot. 
Iglera  Cravoilha  Port.  Grebnik  Buss .  Zarzyczka  Pol.  NeL 
_  HkerodDare. E6padana  Schpaschnaja  trawa  Buss.  Mieczyk  ziele  Pol. 

-  ...      Melecznik  Pol.  Melkurt  Dan.  Mjolkort  Swed. 
EUera  terrestre    Hiedra  terrestre  Krotowik  Buss.  Bluszcz  poziemny  Pol. 

406  . 
6    -  - 

90  Kogelkruid 
270  Pragtige-leliepraal 618  Kruipboom 628  Zoethout 
518  Heilpeeren 
698  Droogbloem 

Globularia 

Regolizia 
Gnafalio 

Haschfe  Arab. Jamma  mjoga  Jap. 
Siempre  enjuta    GlobulariaPor*.  KugleblomstZton.  BergskubbaSurctl 

Methonika  Malab.  Junglang  Java.  Nienghala  Cetf. 

Regaliz 
Gnafalio 

Cam  thwCochinc.  Dubez  solotkoi  Bus.  LakrycyaPoZ. 
Tani  Malab.  Dematha  Cey.  Doery  radak  Java. 

194  Rondbtoem Inmortal Perpetua  roxa  Port.  Wadapu  Malab.  Hoa  nua 
ngai  Cochinch. 

588  Katoen 
16  Genadekruid 

384  Grootbloem 
352  Pokhout 
304 
788  - 350  Balletjestruik 

Cotone 
Graziola 

Guaiaco 

Algodon 
Graciola 

Guayacan 

Kopa.  Indian.  Chloptscha  tajabumaga  .Rmss. 
Licharodotschnaja  trawa  Buss.  Konjtrud  Pol. 

Guaiaco  Port.  BakautRtm.  Franzostrase  Dan. 
Jito  Brazil.  Guara  Java. 
Tawhannov  Otaheite.  Bava  pou  Malai. 

4  C  2 
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to  &a.  Btitf3™£Jmt£rtX°       Engltah  Names.  French.  German. 878  GymnogrSmma    2171  Grammltis Desv. 
368  Gyps6phila  L.      1044  -  .  La  gypsophie  Die  gypsflanze 
752Habenaria.R..Br.  1861  Crchis  wi-vy™  gyi»niuze 
248  Hajmanthus  L.      731  African  tulip         Blood  flower  L'hemanthe  Die  blutblume 
350  HsmatoxylonX.    985  Campeachy  wood    Logwood  Le  campeche  Das  campescheholz 
394  Halesia  L.           1081  -                  -    Snowdrop  tree  L'halesier 
524  Halleri'a  L.          1338  .    African  fly  honey-  L'haller  Die  hallerie 
630  Halho  Thun.       1584  fledysarum 
101  Hamamelis  L.       312  Black  Virginian      Witch-hazel  L'hamamelis  Die  zauberstrauct* 
870  Hamiltbm'a  MhL  2162  .                 -    Oil  nut 188  ffedera  L.            549  .    Ivy  Lelierre  Der  epheu 

2  Hedychium  Ron.      6  -  Garland  flower  Le  gandasuli 
630  ZTedysarum  L.      1588  French  honeysuckle  La  sulla  Die  sulla 

JET.  OnobrJx:b.is  L.  -  Sainfoin  Le  sainfoin  Esparzette 
sp.  10597 

716  Hateaium  L.       1755  .  Willow-leaved  sun-  L'helenie flower 
470  Helianthemum     1198  Cistus  Sun  rose 

Ton. 
730  Helianthus  L.      1798  -      -  Sun  flower  L'helianthe  Die  sonnenblume H.  tuberbsus  L.  -  Jerusalem  arti-  Topinambour  Die  erdapfel 

sp.  12439  choke 194  Helicbnia  L.         570    Lebihai 
580  Helicteres  L.       1466  .      .    Screw  tree  L'helictere  Der  schraubenbaum 558  Heliophila  L.       1446  ........        ....     Die  eonnenfreundin 
118  fieliotrbpium  L.     325  Heliotrope  Turnsole  L'heliotrope  Die  sonnenwende 488  ifelleborus  L.       1237  ....    Hellebore  L'hellebore  Die  nieswurz 

1014  Helvella  L.         2387  -   L'helvella  en  mitre   Der  faltenschwamm 
260  flemerocallis  L.     769  -  Day  lily  L'hemerocalle  Die  lilienaffodill 
878  //emionltis  L.      2170  ....       ....  L'hemionite  Der  gitterfarrn 
480  Hepatica  Dil.       1225  Anemone  .  .  L'anemonehepatique  Die  leberblume 
222  J7eracleum  L.       672  Hogweed  Cow-parsnep  La  berce  Das  heilkraut 
814  Heritiera  H.  K.    2037  ...    Looking-glass  plant 866  Hirmas  Thun.     2147  -    Die  stieldolde 
754  Herminium  R.  Br.  1868  CPphrys  Musk  orchis 
772  HernandzVt  L.      1942  Jack  in  a  box  L'hernandier  Die  hernandie 
208  Herniaria  L.         614  -      -  Rupture-wort  L'herniare  Das  bruchkraut 532  Herpestis  R.  Br.    1367  Gratlola 
40  Hesperantba  Ker     98  Z'xia  Evening  flower 548  Hesperis  L.         1421  Dame's  violet         Rocket  La  julienne  Die  nachtviole 204  Heuchera  L.         606  L'heuchere 584  .Hibiscus  L.          1480  -  ...  La  ketmie  Hibiskus 

672  JEfieracium  L.       1635  .      .    Hawkweed  L'eperviere  Das  habichtskraut 628  Hippocrepis  L.     1577  •  Horseshoe  vetch  Hippocrepe  Die  hufeisenpflanze 
812  Sipp6mane  L.      2030  Manchineel  Le  mancenillier  Der  manschinell- 

baum 
832  /fippophae  L.       2058  Sallow  thorn  Sea  buckthorn  L'argoussier  Der  haftdorn 

6  flippuris  L.            23  Mare's  tail  Pesse  d'eau  Der  schafthalm 
174  Hirtella  W.           499  ......  L'hiitelle  Der  krausler 860  .Holcus  L.            2132  -    Soft  grass  Houque  Das  darrgras 
74  JJbl6steum  L.        220  ..            .....  Holoste  Spurre 
72  flordeum  L.          210  ....    Barley  L'orge  Die  gerste 

128  Hottbnta  L.          355  Water  milfoil         Water-violet  L'hottone  aquatique  Die  wasserviole 198H6yoR.Br.          592  ̂ sclepia* 
202  Huernia  R.  Br.      596  Stapelto 
834  Hamulus  L.        2074  -  Hop  Houblon  Der  hopfen 814  Hitra  L.             2035  -  Sandbox  tree  Le  sablier  Der  streubuchsen- 

baum 546  Hutchtnsia  R.  Br.  1410  Cardamine 
284  Hyacinthiu  L.      819  -  Hyacinth  La  jacinte  Die  hyacinthe 
482  Hyasnanche  H.  K.  2097  ...     Hyaena  poison 

1010  Hydnum  L         2375  ....       .  .  L'erinace  Der  stachelschamm 490  Hydrastis  L.        1241  Yellow  root  -  .  Hydraste 
842  Hydr6charis  L.     2089  ...    Frog-bit  Morene  Der  froschbiss 
208  Hydroc6tyle  L.      658  -  Pennywort  Hydrocotyle  Der  wassernabel 
204  Hydrblea  L.          601  -     -     -  Coutarde  epineuse  Kleber 
490  Hydrop^ltis  L.     1240  Brasenta 
132  Hydrophyllum  L.   372  -  Water-leaf  L'hydrophylle  Das  wasserblatt 346  Hymen#V»  L.       972  Locust-tree  Le  courbaril  Der  heuschrecken- 

baum 886  HymenophyUum  2203  -     -  Filmy  leaf Sm. 
898  Hymenostomum  2220  Gymnostomum R.  Brown 
136  JJyoscyamusX.     381  -     -  Henbane  La  jusquiame  Das  bilsenkraut 
676  fly6seris  L.         1645  Swine's  succory  Hyos£ride  Der  schweinsalat 104  i/yp^coum  L.        313  ....       ...  Le  cumin  cornu  Die  lappenblume 350  HyperanthferaFaW  980  GuilandinaMormga  Horseradish  tree  Le  ben  oleifere  Derbehenbaum 
656  Hypericum  L.      1617  -     St  John's  wort  Le  millepertuis  Das  Johanniskraut 
914  i/ypnum  L.         2251  -                  -     Feather  moss  L'hypne  Das  astmos 676  iTypocha^ris  L.     1650  Caf  s  ear  La  porcelle  Das  saukraut 
254  Hyp6xis  L.           750  -  L'hypoxis  Der  harling 496  ffyssbpus  L.         1248  Hyssop      -      .  Hysope  Der  isop 
546  /bens  L.            1412  -     •  Candy  tuft  L'iberide  Die  iberpflanze 
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Spanish. 
Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 

368  Gipsminner 
248  Tulp  van  de  Kaap  Emanto der  Goede  Hoope 
350  Kampechehout       Legno  di  Cam- 

peggio 524  Afrikaansche 
kamperfolie 

104  Toverhazelaar 

Perekatipole  Buss.  Gipsurt  Dan.  Gipsott  Swed. 
Flor  de  la  sangre  Flor  do  sangue  Port. 
Palo  de  Cam- 

peche 

Campecheeiro  Port.  Campeschetreee  Dan.  Campes- chetiM  Swed. 

188  Klimop  Edera  Hiedra 
630  Sierlyk  haanekop    La  sulla  Sulla 

Haanekammetjes    La  cedrangola  Esparsita 

Hera  Port.  Bjcullu  Pers.  Bljustsch  Russ.  Bluszcz.Po£ 

Pipirigallo  Port.  Esparset  Dan.  $  Swed. 

730  Zonnebloem 
Aardpeeren 

Girasole . Girasol Soelblomstor  Z)an.  Podsolneschnik  Rus. 

580  Schroevenboom 
118  Zonnewende 
488  Nieskruid 

1014  Tolzwam 
260  Dagschoon 878  Oorvaaren 
480  Leverkruid 
222Heilkruid 

Eliotropio 
Elleboro 
Pasta  sciringa 

terrestre 
Emerocale 
Anemone  fega- tella 
Sfondilio 

Heliotropio 
Eleboro Tornesol  Port.  Sakran  Egypt, 

Heleboro  Port.  NyseurtDaw.  Prustrot  Swed. 

Lirio-asfodelo      Hemerocallia  Port.  Bolschoi  ladtisch  Russ. Miliaria 
Anemone  hepa-   Hepatica  nobre  Port.  Solotnikowa  trawa  Russ. tica 
Esfondilio  Canabraz  Port.  Kulupar  Pers.  Putschki  Russ. 

772  . 
208  Duizendgrein Milgranos 

Tooneenna  Otakeite. 
Herniaria  Port.  Sporyz  trzeci  Pol.  BridurtX)o». 

548  Damast 
584  Hibiscus 
672  Havikskruid 
628  Hoefyzer 
812  Manceniljeboom 
832  Duinbessen 

6  Kattestaart 
860  Zorghzaad 74  Heelbeen 
72  Gerst 128  Waterviolier 

Esperide  Hespero 
Ibisco        *  Hibisco Ieracia  Hieracio 
Ferro  di  cavallo  Hierba  de  la  her- redura 

Mancanila 

Espino  amarillo 
Ippuride 
Erba  lucciuola 
Orzo Cebada 

Hesperina  For*.  NatfiolZton.  Nattfiol  Swed. 
HibiscoPort. 
Hieracio  Port 
Ferradurina  Port.  Hesteskoe  Dan.  HastskoSwA 

Rakitnik  Russ.  Haftorn  Dan.  8;  Swed. 
Hesterumpe  Dan.  H&sts  vans  Swed. 
Honninggras  Dan.  Myskgras  Swed. 
Cevada  Port.  Jetschmen  Russ.  JeczmieniW. 
Tisatschie  Listnik  Russ.  Vandrdllike  Dan. 

834  Hoppe 
814  Ratelboom Lupolo Hombrecillo Lupulo  Port.  HymelPers.  Chmel  Russ.  ChmiclPo/. Baruce /radian. 

284  Hyacinth 
1010  Stekelzwamm 
842  Vorschenbeet 
208  Waternavel 
204  Waterolyf 
132  Waterblad 
346  Gom  anime  boom 

II  giacinto 
Stecherino 

Jacinto 

Sombrera  de  agua 

Jacintho  Port.  Hyacinth  Dan.  $  Swed. 
Braadsvamp  Dan.  Gaddsvamp  Swed. 
Liaguschnik  Russ. 

Xiong  fung  Chin. 

Jataiba,  itaiba  Brawl. 

136  Bilsenskruid 
67b"  Zwynenslaa 104  Lappenbloem 350  Kellerboom 
656  St  Jans  kruid 
914  Takmos 
676  Biggenkruid 
496  Hysop 
546  Bitter  scheefbloem 

Giusquiamo Trinciatella 

Pilatro 
Ipno 

Belcno 
Zadorija 

Corazoncillo 
Hipno 

MeimendroPort.  BelenaRuss.  BielunPo/.BulmeDan. 

Moringa  Port. Melfurada  Port.  Sweroboi  Russ. 
HypnoPort.  Vasgmosse  Dan.  Vaggmos  Swed. Hierba  del  alcon  Kongpenne  Dan.  Veres  lapu  Hung. 

Hisopo 
Carraspique 

4  C  3 
Hyssopo  Port.  Esob  Heft.  Isop  Dan.  Sj  Swed. 
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146 
104 
192 
478 
184 
220 634 
854 
362 
714 188 138 
834 44 
552 
760 894 
48 
80 

744 

Ichnocarpus  R.  Br.  414 .Tlex  L.  315 
JlWcebrum  L.  555 
Illlcium  L.  1215 
Impatiens  Riv.  538 
Imperatoria  L.  662 
Indigofera  L.  1589 
Inga  Plu.  2123 
Inocarpus  Forst.  1024 
7'nula  L.  1744 Ionidium  Veil.  541 
Ipomce^a  L.  383 Ir&sine  L.  2069 
/Vis  L.  115 
/satis  Bauh.  1430 
Isochllus  R.  Br.  1903 
Isoetes  L.  22U 
Isolepis  R.  Br.  122 
Isopbgon  R.  Br.  230 Pva  L.  1841 

British  at  Systematic 
Synonymes. A>6cynum Hulver 

Whitloe  wort 
Touch  me  not 

188  Jasione  L. 
12  Jasminum  L. 

812  Jatropha  L. 298  Jonesfa  W. 
794  JGglans  L. 258  Jfincus  L. 
84S  Juniperus  L. 
18  Justicia  L. 

547 

867 

1999 

760 
2113 47 

Mimosa 

Flola 

Epidlndrum 
SchceVius 
Proteos 
Bastard  Jesuit's bark  tree 

Mogorium Barbadoes  nut 
Hickory 

4  Ka?mpfenV»  L  12 
356  Kalmfa  L.  1011 
618  Kennedio  Ven.  1553  Glycine 668  iactuca  L.  1628 
322  Lagetta  J.  909  Daphne 
188  LagceYia  L.  548 
54  Lagiirus  Z.  153      -  - 502  LamiumZ,.  1259  Dead  nettle 

518  Lantana  L.  1312 
42  Lapeyrousza  Ker  103  /"xia 678  Xapsana  L.  1651 

806  iarix  Sal.  2014  Plnus 
220  iaserpitium  L  669  . 846  Latdnia  Com.  £109 
524  Lathr<e\i  L.  1339 
620  iathyrus  L.  1558  Vetchling 
332  Xafirus  £.  934  Bay  tree 498  Lavandula  L.  1251 
584  Lavatera  L.  1475 
316  Laws&ma  L.  898 
358  .Ledum  L.  1012 
772  iemna  L.  1939 
506  Leonbtis  R.  Br.  1270 
286  Xeontice  L.  825 
670  Le6ntodon  L.  1631 
700  Zeontopodium  1723 R.Br. 
506  Leonurus  L.  1267 
552/epidium/,.  1428 L.  sativum  L.  - 

sp.  9212 912  Leskea  Ehrh.  2250  Bf  pnura 
626  Lesserti'o  Dec.  1572  Colutea 192  Lestibudesia  R.  Br.  561  Celosia 
830  Leucadendron  L.  2053  Prbtea 
506  Xeiicas  R.  Br.  1269  Phlbmis 
912  Leficodon  Schwte.  2244  Dicranum 
248  ieucbjum  L.  733     -  - 
144  Leucopogon  R.  Br.  401  Styphelia 
80  Leucospermum  232  Prbtea R.Br. 

188  Lightfootia  Herit  546  -Campanula 220  Xigusticum  L.  665 

Phlbmis 
Piss-a-bed 
Gnaphalium 

English  Names. HoUy 

Knot-grass Aniseed  tree 
Balsam 
Masterwort Indigo 

Otaheite  chestnut Elecampane 

Flower  de  luce 
Woad 

French. German. 

Le  houx  Die  stechpalme 
Paronique  Das  nageflcraut Lebadian  de  la  Chine  Der  sternanis 
La  balsamine  Der  springsame 
L'imp£ratoire  Die  meisterwurz L'indigotier  Die  indigopflanze 

Quillwort 

Sheep's  scabious Jasmine 
Physic  nut Asoca  tree Walnut 
Rush Juniper 
Malabar  nut 

Lettuce 
Lace-bark  tree 
Hare's-tail  grass Archangel 

Nipplewort 
Larch 
Laserwort 
Bourbon  palm Toothwort 
Tare Laurel 
Lavender Tree  mallow Henna  bush Wild  rosemary 
Duckweed 

Lion's- tail 
Lion's  leaf Dandelion Lion's-foot! 
Motherwort 
Pepperwort Garden  cress 

Snow-flake 

Lovage 

12  Ligustrum  L. 264  /.ilium  L. 
298  iimeum  L. 
356  Limbnia  L. 
532  Limosdlla  L. 
526  Linaria  Tou.  1344  Antirrhinum 
514  Linnae\i  Gro.  1292 
232  Xlnum  Bauh.  701 
798  Liquidambar  L.  2001 
628  Liquoritia  M'dnch.  1575  Glycyrrlilza 478  Liriodendron  W.  1216 
754  Listera  R.  Br.  1876  OYdirys 
120  Aithosp^rmum  L.  330 

36  Primprint  Privet 771  Lily 871 
1003   
1359  Bastard  plantain  Mudwort " Toadflax 

Flax 
Sweet  gum 
Liquorice Tulip  tree 

L'inule  aunee 

Le  quamoclit 
L'iresine L'iris 

Le  pastel 

Der  alant 
Die  trichterwinde 
Die  straussblume 
Die  iris Der  farberwaid 

L'isote  des  etangs      Der  brachsemfarrn 

Le  faux  quinquina 

La  jasione Le  Jasmin 
Le  medicinier 

Le  noyer  1 

Jonc 

Le  g£n£vrier 
La  carmentine 
Zedoaire  a  feuilles obrondes 

La  laitue 

Lagocie 
Lag-tire Le  lamier 
Le  camara 

La  Iampsane  com. mune 
Le  mcleze Le  laser 

La  clandestine 
La  gesse Le  laurier 
La  lavande Lavatere 
L'hering 

L&lier 
La  lehticule 

gueue  de  lion 

a  leontice 
Le  pissenlit 

Der  jesuitische  rin- denbaum 
Die  jasione 
Der  jasmin 
Die  purgiernuss 
Die  wallnuss Die  binse 
Der  wachholder. strauch 
Die  malabarische nuss 
Der  grosse  galgant 
Der  lofftlbaum 
Der  salat 
Der  wilde  kiimmel 
Das  sammetgras 
Die  taubnessel Der  Surinamsche  Th< 

Der  rainkohl 
Der  larchenbaum 
Die  laserpflanze 
Die  schuppenwurz 
Die  platterbse Der  lorbeerbaum 
Der  lavandel 
Der  malvenbaum 
Der  porsch Die  teichlinse 
Der  lowenschwanz 
Das  lowenblatt 
Der  lowenzahn 

L'agripaume  Das  herzgespann La  passerage  Die  kresse 
Cresson  alenois         Die  gartenkresse 

L'arbre  d'argent       Der  silberbaum 

Nivfeole  Das  weisse  veilchen 

L'angelique  k  feuilles  Libstockel 

d'ache 

TroSne  Der  liguster 
Le  lis  Die  lilie 
Limeole  Der  randknoten 
Le  limonellier  Limonelle 
La  limoselle  Das  sumpfkraut La  linaire  Das  flackskraut 

Gromwell 

Le  lin 
Le  liquidambar 
La  reglisse Le  tulipier 

Le  gremil 

Der  flachs 
Der  amberbaum 
Siissholz 
Der  tulpenbaum 
Der  steinsamc 
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Page  Dutch. 

104    -  - 
192  Schubbig  hardkelk 
478  Steranys 
184  Springzaad 220  Meesterwortel 
634  Indigo 

714  Gewoon  alant 
138  Trechterwinde 

Italian. 

44  Iris 
552  Verfweede 
894  Priemkruid 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 

Azevinho Port.  Waesoscheld  Buss. Agrifoglio  Acebo -  Nevadilla 
Anice  stellate  Anis  de  la  China  Pa  co  huei  hiam  Chin.  Stierneanis  Dan. 
Balsamina  gialla  Balsama  amarilla  Melindre  nad  me  toques  Port.  Springurt  Dan. Imperatoria Indaco 

Enula 

Ipomea 
Iride 
Guado 

Imperatoria Indigo Imperatoria  Port.  Mestarurt  Dan.  Mastererot  Swed. 
Anileira  Port.  Houer  Arab.  Indigo  Dan.  Sj  Swed. 
Hi  Otaheite 

Enula  campana   Dewjatschik  Buss. 

Ipomea 
Iris 
Pastel 

Ipomea  Port. 

Ljetnjak  Buss.  SiiuloPol. 
Braksnagras  Swed. 

188  Schaapskruid 12  Jasmyn 
812  Purgeernooten 
794  Ockernootenboom 
258  Biezen 
848  Geneverboom 
18  Adhatoda 
4  Sineesche  galanga 

356 
668  Salade 
188  Wilde  komyn 
54  Haazestaart 
502  Doove  netel 
518    -  .  . 
678  Akkermoes 
806  Lorchenboom 
220  Laserkruid 
524  Schubwortel 
620  Lathyrus 
S32  Laurierboom 
498.Lavendel 584 
316  . 
358  Wilde  rosmaryn 
772  Kroos 
506  Leeuwestaart 
286  Leeuwenblad 
670  Paardebloem 

II  gelsomino 

II  noce 
Giunco 
II  ginepro 

Lattuga 

Lampsana 
Larice 
Laserpizio 

Latiro Alloro 
Lavendola 

Ledo 
Lenticchia d'acqua 

Jasione 
£1  jazmin Pinones  de  Indias 
Nogal 
Junco 
£1  enebro 

Lcchuga 

Ortica  morta       Ortiga  muerta 

Lampsana 
Alerce 
Laserpicio 
La  madrona 
Latiro Laurel Espliego 

Ledo Lentejueala acuatica 
Aguavientos 

Piscia  in  letto  Amargon 

Jasione  Port.  MonkeStffrf. 
O  jasmim  Port.  Jasmin  Arab.  Jasmin  Dan.  $  Swed. 
Pinhoes  do  Brasil  Port.  Munduy  guacu  Brazil. 
Cay  Hach  dao  Cochinch.  Grezkia  orechi  Buss. Junco  Port.  Trostnik  Buss .  Sit  Pol. 
Moscheweluik  Buss. 
Wanaepala  Malab.  Adhatoda  Cey. 
Katssula  kelengu  Malab.  Thien  lien  Cochinch. 
Skedtrad  Swed. 
Alface  Port.  Handibe^rafi.  Laktukifrm.  SalataPo/. 
Cuminho  bastardo  Port 
KargasinaPers.  Rasnozwietnaja  kopriwa  Buss. Camara  Brazil. 

Brzoskiew  polna  Pol. 
Listwenizaitow.  Lerketrsee  Dan. 
Laserpicio  Port.  Laserurt  Dan.  Laserort  Swed. 
Dentaria  bastarda  Port.  Petrow  krest  Buss. Latiro  Port. 
Bobek  drzevoPoZ.  Dafna  Tart. 
Alfazema  Port,  Lawendul  Buss. Malvaiscad  Port. 
Alhenna  Arab. 
Bagulnik  Buss.  Rozmarin  Pol.  Vild  rosmarin  V 
Lentilha  aquaticaPori.  RiisVaBuss. Rzesa  wod 

Molotschai  trawa  Buss.  Papawa  zielePo/. 

506  Hartgespan 
552  Peperkruid Tuinkers 

Agripalma Lepidio Crescione 
Agripalma Lepidio Mastuerzo 

AgripalmaPortDikaja  Yrop'maBuss.  SerdecznikPo/. 
Mastruf  o  Port.  Kres  Buss.  Nasturcya  Pol. 

830  Zilverboom 

248  Tydeloos Leucoio Leucoio Leucoio  Port.  Tozek  viola  Hung. 

220  Lavaskruid 

12  Liguster 
264  Lelie 
356    ...  . 
532  Slykertie 
526    -  . 
514    .  . 
232  Vlasch 
798  Amberboom 
628  Zoethout 
478  Tulpboom 
120  Steenzaad 

Ligustico 

Ligustro 
Giglio 

Linaria 
Lino 

Regolizia 

Ligustico 
Alhena 
Azucena 

Linaria 
Lino 

Regaliz 

Lithospermo 
4  C  4 

Ligustico  Port.  Loestilk  Dan. 

Alfena  Port.  Ibata  Jap.  SchostBuss.  Ptasza  zob  Pol. 
Lilieja  Bus s.  LUia  Pol. 
Catutsjeri-Narregam  Malab.  San  peng  lac  Chin. 
Linaria  Port.  Dikol  len  Buss. 
MarislegraesDan.  Vindgras  Swed. 
BadHebr.  Len  Buss.  $Pol.  H6r  Dan.  Lin  Swed. 
Liquidambreiro  Port.  Xochiocotzo-quahuiU  Mexico 
Lakrycya  Pol. 
Old  wife's  shirt  North  Amer. 

Aljofar  Port.  Worobiewa  trawa  Buss. 
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784  Littorella  L. 
166  Lobelia  L. 
70  Lblium  L. 

L.  perenne  L. 
sp.  1246 84  Lomitia  A.  Br. 

882  Lonchltis  i. 
170  Lonicera  R.  &  S. 
642  Lbtus  L. 
542  Lunaria  L. 
640  Lupinaster  PA. 
614  iuplnus  Tou. 258  Luzula  Dec. 
388  Xychnis 
156  Xycium  L. 

1034  Lycoperdon  Mx. 
892  Lycopbdium  X. 
124  Xyc6psis  X. 
20  Lycbpus  X. 
52  Lygeum  X. 

886  Lygbdium  Swz. 
128  Xysimachia  X. 
398  Xythrum  X. 
784  Macl&ra  Nut. 
478  Magnolia  L. 

Nos.      British  or  Systematic to  Genera.  Synonymes. 
1967  Grass-leaved  plan- tain 464 
207 

245  Embothrium 
2192  Aspidium 475 
1601 
1395  Moonwort 
1599  7"rif61ium 
1544  - 761  Jiincus 1067 

450  - 2443  Puff  ball 2212  Wolfs  claw 
344 
55  - 132 

2206  - 356  Willow  herb 
1094  - 1969  Osage  orange 
1217  - 

English  Naraei. 
Shore  weed 

Cardinal's  flower Darnel 

German. 
Der  strandling 

Die  kardinalsblume 
Der  jahrige  lolch 

Honeysuckle Bird's-foot  trefoil Honesty 
Bastard  lupine 

Lupine  Le  lupin 
Batchelors'  buttons  Lychnide 

French. 
La  UtoreUe 

Lobelie L'yvraie 

Ray-grass  d'Angle- terre 

La  lonchite  Der  buchtenfarrn 
ChevrefeuUle  Das  geisblatt Le  lotier  Der  schotenklee 
La  lunaire  Die  mondviole 
Trefle  a  feuilles  de  Der  sibirische  lupi. 
lupin  nenklee 

Box-thorn 
Club  moss 
Wild  bugloss 
Water-horehound 
Snake's- tongue 
Loose-strife 
Purple  willow  herb 

Le  liciet La  vesseloup 
Le lycopode 
Lycopside Marrube  aquatique L'alvarde 

Lisimaque 
Salicaire 

380  Malpighia  L.       1054  - 
582  ikfalva  X.  1472 
466  Mammea  L.  1190 
154  itfandragora  Tou.   447  A'tropa 

Evergreen  laurel-    Le  magnolier leaved  tulip  tree 
Barbadoes  cherry     Le  moureiller 

180  Mangifera  L. 2  Maranta  L. 
50  Jtfariscus  Vahl 

504  Afarrubium  X. 
538  MatMola  R.  Br. 
722  Matricaria  X. 
290  Mcdhola  L. 
646  Medicago  X. 

M.  lupulina  X. 
sp.  10898 652  Melaleuca  X.  1610 

740  Melampbdium  X.  1828 
520  Afelampyrum  X.  1315 

513 

2  - 130  Schce^nus 
1266  - 1381  Cheiranthus 
1771 
846  - 

1605  Lucern 

Mallow Mammee  tree 
Mandrake  - 
Mango  tree Arrow  root 
Horehound Stock 
Feverfew 

1029 

1293 193 
884 1598 

364  Melastoma  X. 
352  Melia  X. 
514  Melianthus  X. 
66  Melica  X. 

302  Melicdcca  L. 
640  Melilbtus  Tou. 
508  Melissa  X. 
510  Melittis  X. 
322  J/emecylon  X. 
844  Menispermum  X.  2100  Wendlandio 500  Mentha  L.  1254 
130  ikfenyanthes  X.      362  Marsh  trefoil 

1278  Calamint 
1280  Balm-leaved  arch- angel 

316  Menziesi'oSm. 840  Mercuiialis  L. 
430  Mesembryanthe- mum  X. 
424  Af espilus  L. 216  ikfeum  Tou. 
480  Michelia  L. 

893  .Erica 2088 

1131  -  - 653  u£thusa 
1218 

72  Microchlba  R.  Br.  211  Rottb6h7a 
196  Microloma  R.  Br.  578  Ceropegia 
744  Micrbpus  X.         1839  - 52  Mlium  X.  141 
82  Mimetes  R.  Br. 

854  Mimosa  X. 
528  Mimulus  X. 
302  Mimusops  X. 118  MirabiUsX. 
368  Mitella  X. 
324  Moehringi'a  L. 
76  3/bllugo  X. 506  Moluccella  X. 

233  Protea 
2124  Acacia 
1351  Bastard  fox-glove 881 

1043 
920 225 
1271 

Medick 
Nonsuch 

Cow  wheat 

American  goose- 

berry 

Bread  tree 
Honey-flower Melic  grass Honey  berry 
Melilot 
Balm 
Bastard  balm 

Moon  seed  ] 
Mint 
Buck  bean 
Mercury 

Fig  marigold 
Medlar Bawd  money 

Millet  grass 

Monkey  flower 

Marvel  of  Peru" 
Mountain  chick, 
weed 

Molucca  balm 

La  mauve 
Mamei  d'Amerique La  mandragore 
Le  mangier 
Herbe  a  la  fleche 
Marrube  commun 
Le  giroflle La  matricaire Medeole 
La  luserne 
Lupuline Le  cajeput 
Le  melampire 
Melastome 

L'azedarac  bipinne1 Melianthe 
La  melique  bleue Le  kn£pier  bijugue 
Le  mmlot  commun 
La  melisse 
Le  melissot 
Le  cornouiller  de Zeylan 
Menisperme La  menthe Meniante 

La  mercuriale Ficoide 

Die  lupine 
Die  lychnis 
Wolfsdorn 
Der  staubschwamui Kolbenmos 
Der  krummhals Wolfsfuss 
Das  spartogras 

Der  gelbe  weiderich Der  braune  weiderich 

Der  gurkenbaum 
Die  malpighische 

pflanze 
Die  malve 
Der  mamaybaum Der  schlafapel 

Der  mangobaum 

Der  weisse  andorn 
Das  mutterkraut 
Das  virginische krollkraut 
Der  schneckenklee 
Die  hopfinluzerne 
Der  kajaputbaum 
Der  geissfuss Der  wachtelweizen 
Der  beerenbaum 
Der  zederach 
Die  honigblume Das  blaue  perlgras 

Der  gemeine  stein. klee Die  melisse 
Das  melissenblatt 
Der  saffranbaum 
Der  mondsame 
Die  miinze Fieberklee 

Das  bingelkraut 
Die  mittagsblume 

Le  ngflier  Der  mispelbaum 
jEthuse  a  feuilles  ca-  Barwurz 

pillaires Le  champac 

Micrope 
Le  petit  millet 

Mimule 

Belle-de-nuit 
Mitelle 

Molugine 
La  molucelle 

Der  schampakka- 
baum 

Die  falzblume Das  milisgras 

Der  gaukler Die  spitzenblume Die  wunderblume 
Die  bischofsmutze Der  bergmeyer 
Der  weichling 
Die  molukkische 

melisse 



Page  Dutch. 
784  Oevergras 
166  Kardinaalsbloem 
.70  Dolyk 

Italian. 
Litospermo 
Fior  cardinale 
Loglio 
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Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. Spanish* 
Escurripa Joyo Cardealina  Port. 

Kukol/itm.  Kakol  Po£  Heyre  Dan.  D'Arrepe  Swed. Renrepe  Swed.  Pschanez  Russ. 

170  Kamperfolie 642  Rolklaver 
542  Maankruid 

Madreselva 
Tl loto 
Lunaria 

Madreselva 
£1 loto 
Lunaria 

Madresylva  Port. 
O  loteiro  Port.  Kierringtand  Dan. 
Lunaria  Port.  Maaneviol  Dan.  ManeflolerSwed. 

614  Vygeboon 
388  Lychnis 
156  Boksdoorn 

1034  Stuifzwamm 
892  Wolftklaauw 
124  Wolfschyn 
20  Wolfspoot 
52  Nootgras 

128  Weiderick 
398  Partyke 
478    -      -  - 
380  Barbados  kersen 
582  Maluwe 
466  Mammeboom 
154  Appeldraagend doodkruid 
180  Mangasboom 

Lupino 
Licnide 

Licoperdo 
Licopodio 
Licopo 

Lisimachia 
Salicaria 

Malva 
Mandragola 

Altramuz 
Cruces  de  Jeru- 

salem 
Espino  africano 
Licoperdo Licopodio 
Licopo 
Albardin 
Lisimaquia 
Salicaria 

Malva 
Mandragora 

Tremogo  Port.  TeaasArdb  LupineDun.  LupinSweaV 
Cruz  de  Malta  Port.  Tatarskajo  muilo  Russ. 

Licoperdo  Port.  Stovsvamp  Dan.  Klotsvamp  Swed. 
Licopodio  Port.  Ulvefoed  Dan. Liden  oxetunge  Dan.  Aakerstik,  Stikgras  Norm. 
Licopo  Port.  VandmarruDora.  Vargfot  Su/ed. 
Esparto  bastardo  Port. 
Lysimachia  Port.  Werbuinik  Russ. 
SalicariaPort.  Plakun Russ.  Sju  Jap.  Wroina  Bohem 
Kobus  Jap. 

Mamoeira  Port. 
Koldunowa  trawa  Russ.  Pokrzyk  ziele  Pol. 
Mangueira  Port.  Amb  Arab.  Can  xu  Chin.  Po  Java. 

504  Gemeene  malrove  Marrobio  bianco  Marrubio  bianco  Maroyo  branco  Port.  Marrub  ili  schandra  Russ. 
722  Maartel  Matricaria         Matricaria         Maruna  ziele  Pol.  Moderurt  Dan. 

646  Rupsklaver 
Hoppige  rupsklaver 

652  Kajapoetie 
520  Akkerig  zwart- koorn 
364  Bessenboom 
352  Azedarach 
514  Honigbloem 
66  Blaauwhavergras 

640  Melote 
508  Melisse 
510  Melissebladig kruisbloem 
322  Safflraanboom 
844  Gulpzaad 500  Munt 
130  Driebladige  ruig- bloem 
840  Bingelkruid 
430  Middagbloem 
424  Mespelboom 216  Beerwortel 
480  Sarapaccaboom 

Medica  Mielga  Medicagem  Port.  Gunscha  Per*.  Snegleklever  Dan. 

Caju-kelan  Java.  Cay  flam  Cochinch. 
Malampiro         Trigo  de  vaca      Trigo  de  vacca  Port.  Pwan  Russ.  Koehvede  Dan. Skiille  Swed. 
-  -      Fruta  da  Gralha  Port.  Muiva  Brazil.  Kadali  Malab. 

Azedarac  El  cinamomo      Amargoseira  Port.  Zaenzalacht  Arab.  Jussura  Jap. 
Flor  de  miel       Juki  no  fato  Jap. 

•  -  -  Blaaetoppet  greesZ/ara.BlaaebunkeA'ijriu.BlaslokSwe. 
Meliloto  Meliloto  MelilotoPort.  TschimaeuP«r«.  Gretscha  dikajai2u«s. 
Melissa  Melisa  Melissa  Port.  Melissa  Russ.  Melisa  Pol. 
•  ...      Melissa  bastarda  Port.  Vild  hiertensfryd  Dan.  Sjuvo 

Jap. 

.     -         -  Waukaku  Cey. 

Menta  Menta  Miata  Russ.  Mietka  Pol. 
Meniante  Trifolio  palustre  Trilistnik  Russ. 

Mercorella         Mercurial  Mercurial  Port  Proleska  Russ. 
Ficoide  Ficoide  Ficoide  Port.  GhasuLlrao.  JisplanteDan.  IsbitSwed. 
Nespolo  Nispero  NespereiraPorAAigilPeri.TschiskiiZws.NiesplikPo/. 
Meu  Meu  Meon  Port.  Medwjeschei  koren  Russ.  Olesnik  Pol. 

Hapuphaha  Cey.  Hoa  su  nam  Cochinch. 

744  Kleinpoot 
52  Hirsgras Gramigna  mig. liaria Mijo  esparcido 

Leonpodio  do  reyno  Port. 
Mijo  esparcido  Port.  Hirsegrss  Dan. 

528  Potzer 
302  - 118  Wonderbloem 
368  Ruigbloem 
324  Mosachtig  muur 
76  Zagtblad 506  Molukje 

Fior  di  notte 

Momordica 

Mimulo 
Maravillas  de noche 

Momordica 

Mimulo  Port. 
Elengi  Malab.  Munamal  Cey.  Kauki  Java. 
Maravilha  do  PeruPort.Hachal  indi  Braxil.KesoJap. 

Momordica  Port.  Ballesan  Arab. 
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British  or  Systematic 
Synonymes. 

Nos. 
to  Genera, 

808  Momordica  X.  3020 
30  Monarda  L.  60 

356  Monotropa  L.       1008  Primrose-scented 
76  Muntio  L. 

174  Morinda  L. 
782  Mbrus  i. 
464  Muntingta  L. 
244Mfisa  L. 
284  MuscSri 
552  Myagrum  L.  1431 
64  Mygaldrus  Lk.  183 

362  MylocaryumW.CTi.1021 
113  Myosbtis  L.  326 

hypopithys Blinks 

1959  - 
1184  . 
721     -  - 821  ffyacinthus 

23k  Myosdrus  L. 707 
830  Afyrica  L.  2055 
790  Myriophyllum  L.  1987 
850  Myristica  L.  2120 
212  A/yrrhis  Mor.  630 
870  Myrsine  L.  2160 
416  >/yrtus  L.  1121 
832  Nageia  Gae.        2056  Afyrica 240  Narcissus  L.  711 
52  tardus  L.  137 

280  Narthecium  Mohr.  813  Anthericum 
538  Nasturtium  R.  Br.  1383  Sisymbrium 
182  Naficlea  £.           521  - 
912  Neckero  Hedw.    2247  Hypnum 
864  Negundium  Dec.  2144  A\et 
476  NelUmbium  J.  1213 
526  Nemesia  Ven.  1346 
850  Nepenthes  L.  2121 
498  N£peta  L.  1249 
786  Nephelium  W.  1971 146  Nerium  L.  411 
694  Neurote^na  R.Br.  1710 136  NicotMna  L.  382 
476  Nig^lla  Tow.  1209 396  Nitraria  L.  1090 
82  Niventa  R.  Br.  235 

880  Nothochlae^na  2177 
540  Notoceras  R.  Br,  1385 
464  mphar  Sm.  1176 
12  Nyctanthes  L.  38 

462  Nymphas'a  Neck.  1174 870  Nyssn  L.  2161 

Cyamus Antirrhinum 

Nep 

Rose  bay 

Devil  in  a  bush 

Prbtea" 

Acrostich
um 

Erysimum 
Nympha^a Jasminum 
Water  rose 

620  Oxchrus  Vers. 762  Octomeria  R.  Br. 
5l0  Ccymum  L. 212  ffinanthe  L. 
S18  ffinothera  L. 

10  0"lea  L. 122  Omphalbdes  Leh. 758  Oncidium  Swiss. 
880  Onoclea  i. 
612  Onbnis  L. 
684  Onop6rdum  L. 
120  Onosma  X. 
888  Ophioglossum  L.  2209 
272  Ophiopbgon  Ker.  790 
144  Ophiorhiza  X.  406 
866  Ophioxylpn  i„  2152 
72  Ophiurus  Beauv.    212  Rottbollta 
752  ofyirys  L.  1866 750  Orchis  L.  1859 
506  Origanum  L.  1274 
760  Ornithidium  Sal.  1902  Cymbidium 
276  0mith6galum  L.  802 
628  Ornithopus  L.  1578 i  O^nus  Pars. 
524  Orobanche  i. 
618  O'robus  Tou. 256  Or6ntium  X. 

.Fraxinus 
1335  Strangle- weed 1557 

756 
54  Orthopbgon  R.  Br.  147  Panicum 288  Or^za  L.  837 

886  Osmunds  L.  2205 
792  Cstrya  Mx.         1995  Carpinus 

English  Names.  French. 
Male  balsam  apple  Momordique Oswego  tea 
Yellow  bird's-nest  Le  sucepin 
Chickweed  Montie 
Indian  mulberry  Morinde Mulberry 

Plantain  tree 
Grape  hyacinth Gold  of  pleasure 
Mouse- tail Buckwheat  tree 
Scorpion  grass 
Mouse-tail 

Le  murier Calabure  soyeux 
Le  bananier Jacinte  botride 
La  cameline 

Gremillet  ou  scor- 

pionne Queue  de  souris 
Candleberry-myrtle  Le  cirier 
Water-milfoil         Le  volant  d'eau Nutmeg  Le  muscadier 
Myrrh Myrsine  d'Afrique 

Myrtle Le  myrthe 
Narcisse 

Mat  grass  Le  nard  serre 
Lancashire  asphodel  Le  brise-os 

German. 
Der  balsamapfel 
Der  fichtensauge 

Die  quellen-monti 
Der  indianische maulbeerbaum 
Der  maulbeerbaum 
Der  pisang 

Die  traubenhyacinthe Der  leindotter 

Vergiss  mein  nicht 
Das  mausechwanz- chen 
Der  wachsbaum 
Der  federball 
Die  muskatmuss 
Die  afrikanische 

myrsine Die  myrte 
Die  narcisse 
Das  borstengras 
Das  beinbrechgras 

Water-cress 

Sacred  bean 
Pitcher  plant 
Catmint Rambutan 
Oleander Halberd  weed 
Tobacco 
Fennel  flower 
Salt  tree 

Yellow  water  lily 
Water  lily 

Tupelo 

Cresson  de  fontaine    Die  brunnenkresse Der  morgenstern 

L'erable  &  feuilles  de  Der  aeschenahorn frene 

1559  Plsam 1913  Dendrbbium 
1281  - 632  Wild  parsley 
901  Broad-leaved  tree 

primrose 
32  -      -  - 
337  Cynoglossum 
1895  Epidendrum 
2178  Osmunds 1541  Cammock 
1666  Woolly  thistle 332 

Basil Water  dropwort 
Evening  primrose 
Olive 
Venus's  navelwort 

Nepenthe Chataire 

Le  laurose 
Le  tabac 
La  nielle Nitree 

L'arbre  triste 
Le  nenuphar 
Le  tupelo 
Ocre 
Basilic 
Oenanthe 
L'onagre 
L'olivier 

Der  kannentrager Die  nepte 

Der  oleander 
Dez  tabak 
Der  schwarzkiimmel 
Der  salpeterstrauch 

Der  traurige  baum 
Die  seeblume 
Der  tupelobaum 
Die  ochererbse 
Basilikum 
Die  rebendolde 
Die  nachtkerze 
Der  oelbaum 

828  Osyxis  Lam. 2051 

-    L'orcanette  sensible    Der  fuhlfarrn Rest  harrow  Bugrane  Die  hauhechel 
Cotton  thistle         Le  chardon  commun  Die  zellblume 

L'orcanette  jaune      Die  ochsenzunge 

Adder's  tongue       Langue  de  serpent  Natterziinglein 
Snake's  beard Snake  root 
Snake- wood 
Hard  grass 
Insect  orchis 
Dogstones 
Marjoram 
Star  of  Bethlehem Bird's  foot 
Flowering  ash Broom  rape 
Bitter  vetch 
Floating  arum 
Rice 
King  fern 
Hop  hornbeam 
Poet's  cassia 

Racine  de  serpent 
Bois  de  couleuvre 

Ophrise Orquis La  marjolaine 
Ornithogale 
Pied  d'oiseau Le  frene  a  fleur Orobanche 
L'orobe 
L'oronce 

Le  ris L'osmonde 
Charme  a  fruit  de houblon 
Le  rouvet 

Die  schlangenwurzel 
Das  schlangenholz 
Die  ophrys 
Die  orchis 
Der  majoran 

Die  vogebnilch Der  vogelfuss 
Die  bliihende  esche Der  erbsenwiirger 
Die  bergerbse 
Die  schwimmaron 
Der  reiss 
Der  traubenfarrn Der  italienische  hag. buche 
Die  poetenkasia 
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Page  Dutch 
808  Balseraappel 
356  Europische  bladloos 
76  Bronminnendc montia 

174  Braamboozenboom 
782  Moerbezieboom 464  Shaftbloem 
244  Pisang 
284  Druiffiyacinth 552  Vlaschdotter 

Spanish. 

II  giacinto Miagro 
Bananas 
Jacinto 
Miagro 

Portuguese  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 

Lungort  Swed. 
Mindste  vand-arve  Dan.  Montii-Crt  Swed. 
Coda-pilavaAfatai.  MaccondouJatvz.  BayaMacassar. 
Tatai-iba  Brazil.  Tut  Pers.  Schelkowiza  Russ. Mallam-toddali  Malab. 
BananeiraP6?£MeiyaOteAette.PallaPer».Bala3/a/a6. 
MiagroPort  Ryschikifctt.  KrowiaPo/.  HorrurtDan. 

118  Kruidig  muizenoor  Orecchio  di  topo  Miosota 
234  Muizenstaartje       Corda  di  topo      Cola  de  raton 
830  Waschboompje 
790  Vederkruid  ... 850  Nooten  moskaat      Noce  moscada  Moscada 

MyosotaPor*.  Dukowka  .Buss.  Forgjast  mig  ej  Dan. 
Cauda  de  rato  Port.  Myschei  chwost  Russ.  Ogonki 
mysze  Pol. Woskownik  Russ.  Pors  Dan.  Norm.  Swed. 

VingeurtDon.  Fjader6rt  Swed. Moscadeira  Port.  Muskad  Z>on.  Muskot-trad  Swed. 

416  Myrtus  Mirto  Mirto  Ankaenda  Cey.  Myrter  Dan.  Myrten  Swed. 
240  Narcis  Narciso  Narciso  Narcizo  Port.  Narcisse  Dan.  Narsiss  Swed. 
52  Borstelgras  Nardo  Nardo  Nardo  Port.  Belous  Suss. 

280  Beenbreekend  Anterico  ossi-      Anterico  ossi.      Anterico  Port.  Kosatki  Pol.  BeenbrudDan.  Ilagraset 
frago                 frago  •  Swed. 538  Waterkers  Crescione  Berro  Agriad  Port.  Wodanoia  kress  Russ.  Rzezucha  Pol. 

182  Bankalboom  Katu-tsjacca  Malab.  Cay  gao  Cochinch. 

850  Kanaraagcr 
498  Kattekruid  Gattaria 
146  Oleander  Oleandro 
136  Tabak  Tabacco 
476  Nrgelle  Nigella 
395  Salpeterstruik 

...      Bandura  Cey. 
Gatera  Kutka  Malab.  Koschitza  mehta  Suss. 
Adelfa  Loendro  Port.  TiflseArab.  Oleander  Dan.  %  Swed. 
Tabaco  Petume-BWiztf.  Tamaka/ndmn.  Tabac  Suss.8[  Pol.  $c. 
Aranuela  Nigella  Port.  Ozarnucha  ziele  Pol. 

Solotucha  Buss.  Diesengir  Kirgis.  Sugak  Turcoman. 

464  .  . 
12    -  - 462  Plompen 

870  Amerikaanscbe waterboom 
620  Italische  erwt 
510  Basilicum 
212  Druivebloem 
318  Tweejaarige 
10  Olyfboom 

Nenufaro 

Bassilico 
Enante 

Ulivo 

Tapizot 
Albahaca 
Enante 

Neekblad  Swed.  l&\vA&Bohem. 
Arvore  triste  Port.  Manja  pumeram  Malab. 
Xlaufai  Egypt.  Wodanoi  lelei  Russ. 

AlfavacaPort.RehanPera.WasilikiJass.BazylikaPo/L Enante  Port.  Vand-steenbrek  Dan. 
Idegen  Sarga  Viola  Hung. 
Seitun  Arab.  OUva.Rtw«.  Oliwne  drzewo  Pol 

880  Gevoelig  welkvaren 612  Stalkruid  Ononide 
654  Witte  wegdistel  Onopordo 120  Ezelsreuk 
888  Adderstong 

144  Slangenwortel 
566  Slangenhout 
752  Tweeblad 
750  Standelkruid 
506  Mariolein 

lingua  serpen- tina 
Radice  di  serpe 
Legno  di  serpe 

Ofri Orchide 
Maggiorana 

276  Vogelmelk  Ornitogalo 
628  Vogelpoot  Piede  d'uccello 26  
524  Leeuwstaart  Orobanche 
618  Erven  Orobo 
256  Dryvend  kalfsvoet 
288  Ryst  Riso 886  Trosvaren  Osmunda 
7S2  Italiaansche  juk-  Carpino  nero boom 
828  Witte  osyris 

Detiene-buey      Restaboy  Port.  Iglischnik  Suss.  LisiogonPo/ Onopordo  Onopordo  Port.  Tatarnik  Suss.  Oset  poyloczny  PoL Barannei  jaszik  Buss.  Tambii  Kirgis.  TaTga  atratzel 
Hung. 

Lengua  de  sierpe  Lingua  de  serpentePor/.SlangetungeDan.Laketunga Swed. 

Raiz  de  serpiente 
Leno  serpentino 

Ophris Orchis 
Mejorana 
Ornitogalo 
SerradUla 
Orobanca 
Orobo 

Hampaddu-tanah  Malay. 
Raiz  de  mongoPorr.  Ekawerya  Cey.  SlangetrteeDaa, 
Ofrio  Port. 

Mardakusj  Arab.  Maeran  .Buss.  Maieran  P<tf. 
Ornitogale  TJiws. 
PedepassaroPor/.  Fuglefod  Dan.  Voe&fot  Swed. Orneiro  Port. 
Zaraza  Pol  Loverumpe  Dan.  SkierfKr6  Swed. MuseerterZfcm. 

Arroz Osmunda Carpe 
Arroz  Port.  DschjawatJnA  Ptscheno.^iws.  RyzPoL 
CarpePort.  AsadPers.  GrabRuss.SfPol.  AvenbogDan. 

Retama  blanca    Mamaku  Jap. 
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Page 
384  O'xalis  L. 172  Oxyanthus  Dec. 
320  Oxycoccus  Pars. 
636  Ox^tropis  Dec. 152  Paedferia  X, 
472  Pasdnuz  L. 
178  Pali&rus  Tou. 
242  Pancratium  X. 
820  Panditnus  L. 
52  Panicum  X. 

460  PapSver  Toa. 48  Pardfinthus  Ker. 
862  Parietkria  X. 
328  Paris  X. 
350  Farkinsbns'a  L. 
S28  Parn&ssia  X. 
744  Parthenium  X. 
52  Paspalum  X. 324  Passerlna  X. 

564  Passiflbra  X. 
222  Pastinaca  X. 
328  Paullinia  Schum. 
100  Pavitta  L. 
524  Pedalium  X. 

Nos.  British  or  Systematic to  Genera.  Synonymes. 
1065 489  Gardenia 
906  Faccinium 
1593  Astragalus 

1202  - 505  iihamuus 
712 2041 
144 

1170     -  . 118  rris 
2137  Wall-wort 929 
976 

1840 
139  . 
914 1459 
671 
923  - 290  Ixbra 

1331 
528  Pedicularis  X.  1349 
406  Pedilanthus  Neck.  1104 
396  Planum  X.  1088 
568  Pelargbniumflm'i  1461  Geranium 544  Peltaria  X.  1403  - 
52  Pennisetum  Rich.  135  Panicum 

580  Pentapetes  X.  1468 
384  Penthbrum  W.  1062 

1297  Chelbne 
1719  Tanacfetum 

514  Pentstemon  W. 
696  Pentzia  Thun. 
288  Peplis  X. 
716  Perdicium  Dec.  1752 
198  Perguliria  X.        590  - 502  Perilla  W.  1255 
194  Periplbca  X.  574 296  Petivbrio  L.  865  . 
694  Petrbbium  R.  Br.  1709  - 
544  Petrocallis  R.  Br.  1404  flrhba 
80  Petrophila  R.  Br.  229  Prbtea 

222  Peucedanum  X.  670  Hog's  fennel 1016  Pezlza  Dil. 
636  Phaca  X. 
58  Phalaris  X. 

1022  Phallus  Mx. 
896  PhSscum  X. 
614  Phaseolus  X. 

1592  . 
168  . 2409 
2217  - 
1547  French  beans 

214  Phehandrium  X.  636 
414  Philadelphus  X.    1114  Mock  orange 
192  Phil6xerus  R.  Br.  553  Gomphrena 
58  Phleum  X.  165  Timothy  grass 506  Phlbmis  X.  1268 

English  Names. 
Wood  sorrel 
Cranberry 

Paeony 

Christ's  thorn Sea  daffodil Screw  pine 
Panic  grass 

Poppy 

Pellitory 
True  love 

Grass  of  Parnassus 
Bastard  feverfew 

Sparrow  wort Passion  flower Parsnep 

Supple  Jack 

Lousewort 
Slipper  plant Wild  Syrian  rue 
Stork's  bill 

132  Phl6x  X. 
828  Phoe^nix  X. 286  Phormium  X. 
810  Phyllanthus  X. 
208  Phyllis  X. 
156  Physalis  X. 
168  Phyteuma  X. 
390  Phytolacca  X. 202  Piaranthus  R.  Br. 
668  Picridium  Pers. 
672  Plcris  X. 
782  Pilea  Lindl. 
894  PilulariaX. 
212PimpinellaX. 
SO  Pinguicula  X. 

802  Plnus  X. 
28  Piper  L. 

606  Piscidia  X. 
832  Pistacia  X. 
620  Plsum  Tou. 
96  Plantago  X. 

798  PUtanus  X. 
606  Platylbbium  Sm. 

369  Bastard  Lychnis 
2027 
617 
448 
465 1071 

595 1626 
1634 
1961 
2215 635 

Alkekengi 

Mountain  caloloe 

StapeU'a 
Sonchus 
Yellow  succory 
ETrtica 
Pepper  grass Anise 

52  Yorkshire  sanicle 
2012  - 
77  - 1524  -      -  - 

2065  Turpentine  tree 
1560  -     -     .  . 
278  -      -  - 2002  Button  wood 
1525 

Surelle 
La  canneberge 

Dana'ide  fetide 

La  pivoine 
Epine  de  Christ Narcisse  de  mer 
Le  baquois 
Le  panic Le  pavot 
La  parietaire Parisette 
Le  genet  epineux 
Fleur  du  Parnassus 
Parthene 
Le  paspal 
La  passerine La  grenadille 
Le  panais Liane  a  persil 
Pedale 

La  pddiculaire 
Harmale 
Pellette  alliaire 

St  Helena  red  wood 
American  night- shade 

Water  purslane  Peplide 

510  PlectranthusHenY.1282  O'cymum 

Virginian  silk Guinea  henweed 
White  wood 

Sulphurwort Jew's  ears 
Bastard  vetch 
Canary  grass Morel 
Beard  moss 
Kidneybean 
Water  hemlock 
Syringa 

Cat's,  tail  grass 
Jerusalem  sage 

Lychnidea Date  palm 
New  Zealand  flax 

Bastard  hare's-ear Winter  cherry 
Rampion 
Virginian  poke 

Ox  tongue 
Pillwort 
Burnet  saxifrage 
Butterwort Pine  or  fir 
Pepper 
Fistachia  tiee 
Pea 
Plantain Plane  tree Flat  pea 

Pergulaire Perille 
Periploque 

Peucedane 
Oreille  de  Judas Phaque 
Alpiste  de  Canaire Morille 
Haricot  commun 
La  cicutaire  des marais Le  seringat 

Fleole  des  pres 
Phlomide 

Le  phlox Le  dattier 

Phyllide 
Coqueret La  raponcule Morelle  &  grappes 

Picride 
Pilulaire Boucage 

Grassette 
Le  pin 
Le  poivrier Le  boisivrant 
Le  pistacbier Pois 
Plantain 
Leplatane 

German. 
Der  sauerklee 
Die  moosbeere 

Die  knackbere 

Die  paonie Der  Chris tdorn 
Die  machtlilie 
Das  panikgras 
Der  mohn 
Das  glaskraut Die  einbeere 
Der  stachlichte  gin. sterbaum 
Das  einblatt 
Die  meidblume 
Das  pfannengras Der  vogelkopf 
Die  passionsblume 
Die  pastinake 

Der  ostindische fuss  angel 
Das  lausekraut 
Die  harmelstaude 
Das  scheibenkraut 
Der  scharlachrothe 

flUgelsame Die  ilinfspitze 

Die  zipfelblume 
Bursten Der  laubenstrauch 
Die  Indianische 

melisse Schlingen 

Haarstrang 

Der  becherschwamm 
Das  knollenkraut Kanariengras 
Die  morcnel 
Das  bartmos 
Die  gemeine  bohne, 

or  phaseole Pferdesaamen 

Der  pfeifenstrauch 

Das  wiesen-lieschgras Die  strauchartige 

phlomis 
Die  flammenblume 
Der  dattelbaum 
Die  blatterblume Die  schone  phyllis 
Die  judenkirsche 
Der  rapunzel Die  scharlachbere 

Das  bitterkrautj 

Der  pillenfarn Kleine  bibernel 
Das  fettkraut 
Die  kiefer 
Der  pfeffer Der  fischfanger 
Der  pistazienbaum Die  erbse 
Wegerich Der  platanua 
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Page  Dutctl. 
384  Klaverzuuring 
320  Veenbessen 

152  Stinkende  knap. bessen 
472  Peonie 
178  Christdoorn 
242  Trosnarcis 
820  - 52  Panik 
460  Maankop 
862  Glaskruid 
328  Wolfsbezie 
350  Doornbiemboom 
228  Parnaskruid 
744  Maagdebloem 52  Raspgras  , 
324  Passerina 
564  Passiebloem  >.. 222  Pinsternakel 
328  Praatjes 100  Scheelkoorn 
524  Oostindisch  min- 

kyzer 528  Luiskruid 
396  Harmel 
544  Schyfzaad  £ 

Italian. 
Alleluia 
Ossicocco 

Peonia 
Paliuro 
Giglio  marino 
Panico 
Papavero 
Parietaria Uva  di  volpe 

Parnasia 

Granadiglia 
Pastinaca 

Pidocchiera 
Armora 

Spanish. Ale'.uya 

Vacernia  la. 

gunosa 
Peonia 
Paliuro 
Amores  mios 

Panizo Adormidera 
Parietaria 
Ubas  de  zorro 

Mierdacruz 
GranadiUa 
Pastinaca 

Gallarito 
Alharma 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 
Koganne  gusa  Jap.  Saitschaitschawel  Buss. 
Glukwa  Muss.  Tranbar  Steed. 

Fakobokon,  Feifuri  kadsura,  Kusa  panja  Jap. 

PeoniaPorf.Thuoc  duocCocAz'ncA.Fionnaja  rosa  Rut: Taken-agatch  Tart. 
Kaida  Malab.  Cay  jua  Coch.  Kadi  Arab. 
Proso  Russ.    Pol.  Panikgraes  Dan. 
Papoila  Port.  Post  Ind.  Mak  Russ. Pol.  ValmueDoj;.. 
ParietariaPort.  Noc  i  dzien  Pol. 
Parisetta  Port.  Woronei  glas  Buss. 

Parnasia  Port.  Pereloi  trawa  Russ.  Jednolist  Pol. 

Passionsblomster  Dan.  Passionsblomma  Steed. 
Pustarnak  Russ.  Pasternak  Pol.  Pastinak  Dan. 
Cururu-ape  Br  ax.  Kaka-toddaly  Mai. 
Pavate  Cey.  Pavetra  Malab.  Ta  sa  Chin. 
Patiraja  Cey.  Kaki-mullu  Malab. 
PiolheiraPwi.  LuusurtDaji. 
Harmala  Port.  Hornaia  routa  Russ. 

Sjasmin  Malab. 
384  Vyfpunt 

288  Kleine  moeras- muur 
716  Patryskruid 1!«  Luiffelbloem 5u2 

194  Slingerplant 

Huo  muon,  Fi  si  than  Chin. Cottam  Malab. 

Sar  modam  Tart.  %  Kalm. 

222  Haairstreng 
1016  Judas-oor 
636  Bootpeul 58  Ranary 

1022  Morilje 
896  Baardmoos 
614  Turksche  boonen  Fagiuolo 

Peucedano  Peucedano 
OrecchiodiGuida  Oreja  de  Judas Faca 
Falari 
Spugnola 

214  Waterkervel 
414  Welriekende  phi- ladelphus 
58  Weidig  doddegras 

506  Heesterig  vitlkruid 
132  Vlambloem 
828  Dadelboom 
810  Bladbloem 
208  Kanarische  phyllis 156  Blaaskruid 
168  Raponsje 
390  Lakplant 

Felandro  acua- 
tico 

Siringa  bianca 

Garvancilla 
Alpiste Murguras 
Fasoles 

Geringuilla 

Aguavientos 

Palma  dattilifera  Palma 

Alchechengi 
Raperonzolo Pianta  lacca 

Alcuequenjo 
Rapunculo Hierba  cannin 

Peucedano  Port.  Wolosjankaifam.  Wieprzyniec  Pol. Orelha  de  Judas  Port. 
Arai  Jap.  Kanariegraes  Dan.  Kanariefro  Steed. Morilha  Port.  Smortschok  Russ. 
Feija6  Port.  Torok  mame  Jap.  Bobii  turezkie  Russ. Fazoli  Pol. 
Kruszykamien-ziele  Pol.  Stiikra  Sioed. 
Philadelpho  Port.  Tschubuschnik  Russ.  Hvit  schers. min  Steed. 

Arjan£tz  Russ.  Donhammergraes  Dan. Wetrenaja  sapja  Russ. 

PalmeiradeigrejaPorA  Nachl -4raS.  Palma  Pol. 

Miachounha  Russ.  Boborelka  Boh. 
Rapunculo  Port.  Rapunzel  Dan.  %  Swed. Kalalio  Surinam. 

672  Bitterkruid  .  .      .      Libbayn  Arab. 
894  Pillenkruid  Pilularia  Pilularia  Pilularia  Port. 
212  Kleine  bevernel  Pimpinella  sassi-  Pimpinella  Pimpinella  branca  Port.  Bedrenez  Russ. 

fraga  bianca 
SOSmeerblad      ,  Pinguicola  Grassila  Grassetta  Port.  Vibefit  Dan.  Tetort  Steed. 

802  Pynboom  Tl  pino  El  pino  Sosna  Russ. 
28  Peper  Pepe  Pimienta  Pimenteira  Port.  Pilpil  Pers.  Perez  Russ. 606  Vischboom 

832  Pistacheboom  Pistacchio  Alfocigo  Alfostigo  Port.  Fistuk  Arab. 
620  Erwt  Piselli  Pesoles  Ervilhas  Port.  Wan  Jap.  Goroch  Russ.  Groch  Pol. 
96  Weegbree  Piantaggine  Llanten  Kamasch  Pers.  Uschik  Russ.  Babka  Pol. 

798  Platanus  Platano  Platano  Platano  Port.  Tschinar  Russ.  Tschandary  Georg. 
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PaSe  to  Ctenera. 
758  Pleuroth41UsJJ.5r.1894 
118  Plumbago  L.  324 148  Plumieria  L.  415 
66  Pba  L.  196 

342  Podalyria  Lam.  948 
460  Podophyllum  L.  1166 
756  Pog&nia  R.  Sr.  1879 908  Pohtfo  Hedw.  2239 
350  Poinciano  L.  977 
132  Polembnium  L.  370 
254  Polianthes  L.  747 
876  Polyb6trya  H.  SfB.  2168 
74  Polycarpon  L.  221 

602  Poly gala  Tou.  1508 
270  Polyg6natum  Desf.  789 

-British  or  Systematic 
Synonymes. 

Epidendrum 

Sophbra May  apple Arethusa 
firyum Cssalpini/z 
Jacob's  ladder 
Acrostichum 
ZAnum 
Rattlesnake  root 
Convallaria 

326  Polygonum  L.       921  Redshanks 
878  Polypodium  L.  2175 56  Polypogon  Z>e$f.     154  jigrostis 
910  Polytrichum  £.  2241 
754  Ponthieva  R.  Br. 
S40  Populus  L. 39S  Portulaca  L. 
228  Portulaciria  Joe. 
106  Potamogeton  L. 452  Potentilla  L. 
790  Potfcrium  i. 
88  Pathos  L. 

512  Prasium  i. 
■670  Prenanthes  L. 
126  Primula  IV. 
286  Prlnos  i. 
80  Prbteo  L. 

512  Prunella  L. 
422  Prtmus  Tou. 

P.  jlrmenlaca 
P.  Cerasus 
P.  Padus 

416  Psldium  L. 
638  Psoralea  £. 
100  Ptelea  L. 
882  Pteris  L. 

1872  Neottia 
2087  Abele  tree 
1091     -  - 692  CUytomVi 317 
1153 
1990 
252 1288 

1630 350 
828 
231 
1286  - 1129  Cerasus 

1181 1597 

2190  Female  fern 
122  Pulmonaria  L.       338  Bugloss  cowslip 
420  Ptinica  W.  1127      -  - 
722  Pyrethrum  Sm.  1770  Matricaria 
362  Pyrola  Z  1022  > 
424Pyrus.L.  1133 P.  itfalus  L. 

sp.7090 354  Quassia  W.  1002 794  QuSrcus  L.  2000 
364  Quisqualis  L.  1028 132  Ramonda  Mx.       374  Ferbfiscum 
174  Randi'o  L.  490  Gardemo 486  RanfinculusRaaA.  1233  Buttercups 
556  Raphanus  L.  1443  Charlock 
426  Raphiol^pis  Lindl.1136 154  Rauw61fiV>  L. 
398  Resfeda  L. R.  Luteola  L. 

sp.  6658 828  Restio  L. 
176  Rhamnus  L. 334  Rheum  L. 
318  Rhexia  L. 
524  Rhinanthus  L. 
414  Rhipsalis  Gae. 

441 
1102 

Dyer's  weed 2047 
503 
938 
900 1340 
1112 

358  Rhododendron  L.  1014 
224  Rhus  Tou. 
43  Rhynch6spora 

Vahl 
681 120 

Cock's  comb 
Cactus 

Schoe'nus 

English  Names. 
Leadwort 
Red  jasmine Meadow  grass 
Duck's-foot 

Greek  valerian 
Tuberose 
All-seed 
Milkwort 
Solomon's  seal 
Persicaria Polypody 

Great  golden maidenhair 
Poplar Purslane Purslane  tree Pond- weed 
Cinquefoil Burnet 

Hedge-nettle Wall  lettuce 
Primrose Winter  berry 
Self-heal 
Plum 

Apricot 
Cherry 
Bird  cherry 
Guava 
Shrubby  trefoil Brake 
Lungwort 
Pomegranate 

Feverfew- Winter-green 
Pear 
Apple 
Quassi  wood Oak 

Crowfoot 
Radish 
Indian  hawthorn 

Mignonette 

Dentelaire Le  franchipanier 
Paturin 

Bleywurz Der  rothe  jasmin Viehgras 
Entenfuss 

Poincillade  Der  pfauenschwanz 
La  val£riane  grecque  Das  speerkraut La  tubereuse  Die  tuberose 

Le  polygale  Die  kreuzblume Le  sceau  de  Salomon  Die  weisswurz 
Le  persicaire Le  polypode 

Flo'hkraut 

Der  tiipfelfarren 

La  perce-mousse       Das  haarmos 

Le  peuplier 
Le  pourpier 
Le  potamot 
Quintefeuihe La  pimprenelle 

Condrille  des  murs 
La  primevere 
Apalanche L'arbre  d'argent 
Brunelle 
Prunier L'abricotier 
Le  cerisier 
Le  putiet Le  goyavier  rouge Trefle  bitumineux 

Fougere  femelle 
La  pulmonaire Le  grenadier La  matricaire  offi- cinale 

Pyrole La  poirier Pommier 

Bois  de  quassie 
Le  chene 
Le  quisqualier 
Renoncule 
Raifort 
Le  boislait 
Le  r£secla Gaude 

Die  pappel 
Der  portulak 
Das  saamkraut 
Das  funffingerkraut 
Die  pimpernelle Anhangsel 
Die  nesselstande 
Die  mauerprenanthe 
Die  schliisselblume Die  winterbeere 
Der  silberbaum 
Die  prunelle Der  pflaumenbaum 
Der  aprikosenbaum Der  kirschbaum 
Die  traubenkirsche 
Der  kujava-apfel 
Der  harzklee 
Der  saumfarren 
Das  lungenkraut 
Der  granatbaum Das  mutterkraut 
Das  wintergriin 
Der  birnbaum 
Der  apfelbaum 
Die  quassie Die'eiche 
Der  sonderling 

Die  ranunkel Der  rettig 

Rope  grass 
Buckthorn  Le  nerprun  " Rhubarb  Rhubarbe 
Virginian  soapwort  Quadrette 
Yellow  rattle         Cocrete  des  pres 

Die  reseda Der  wau 

Der  kreuzdorn 
Rhabarber 
Die  ankerblume 
Der  hahnenkamm 

Dwarf  rosebay 
Sumach 

Le  rosage 
Alprosen Le  sumach  ordinaire  Der  sumach 

190  Rlbes  L. 550 Currant 
R.  Grossularia Gooseberry 

814  Ricinus  L. 2034 Palma-christi 
626  Robinia  L. 1568 Locust  tree 
442  R6sa  Tou. 1148 Rose 
22  Rosmarinus  L. 61 Rosemary 
94  if  Libia  Z. 

267 
Madder 

450  Rubus  L. 1149 Blackberry Bramble 
R.  Ida?\is  L. Raspberry 

sp.  7524 292  Rfimex  L. 856 Sorrel Dock 
846  Rtiscus  L. 2111 Knee  holly Butcher's  broom 351  Rfita  Tou. 998 Rue 
130  Sabbatio  Adaa 

367 
Chirunza 

74  Saccharum  L. 
215 Sugar-cane 106  Sagina  L. 319 Chickweed  break- Pearlwort 

stone 

Le  grosseiller  com. mun 
Le  groseiller  epineux Le  ricin  ordinaire 
Acacie  commun 
Le  rosier 
Romarin 
La  garance La  ronce 
Framboisier 

Die  .Tohannisbeere 

Die  stachelbeere 
Der  wunderbaum Der  acacienbaum 
Die  rose Der  rosmarin Die  farberrothe Der  brombeerstrauch 
Der  himbeerstrauch 

L'oseille  Der  sauerampfer 
Le  fragon  piquant      Der  mausdorn La  rue  Die  raute 
Cannamelle 
Sagine Das  zuckerrohr Der  vierling 
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Page  Dutch. 

118  Loodkruid 
66  Beemdgras 

460  Eendenpoot 

Piombaggine 
Poa 

Spanish. 
Veleza 

Poa 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 

Dentellaria  Port.  Iiigtorneurt  Dan.  Blyrot  Swed. 
Faaregrass  Dan.  (iioe  Swed. 

350  Paauwekuif 
132  Speerkruid 254  Tuberoos 

Polemonio 
Tuberoso 

Tsietti.mandaru  Malab.  Hoa  phung  Cochinch. 
Valeriana  griega  Valeriana  grega  Port.  Grezkoe  balderjan  Russ. Tuberosa  Hoa  hue  Cochinch.  Tuberose  Dan.  Tuberos  Swa 

Persicaria 
Polipodio 
Politrico 

Pioppo 
Porcellana 
Potamogeto 
Cinquefoglio 

602  Kruisbloem 
270  Salomons  zegel 
326  Persenkruid 
878  Boomvaren 
910  Haairmos 

840  Abeelboom 
396  Porselein 
106  Fonteinkruid 
452  Vyfvingerkruid 
790  Gewoone  pimpernel  PimpineUa 88  Hangbast 
670  Muurig  knikbloem 126  Sleutelbloem  Primavera 
80  Zilverboom 

512  Bruinelle 
422  Pruimboom Abrikoos 

Kersenboom 
Vogelkersen 

416  Gojaves-appel 
638  . 
882  Randvaren 
122  Longekruid 420  Granaatboom 
722  Maartel 
3fi2  Wintergroen 424  Peereboom 

Appelboom 
25$  Kwassiehout 
794  Eik 
364  Warstruik 

Poligala  Poligala 
II  ginocchietto    £1  sello  de  Salo- mon 

Persicaria 
Polipodio 

Brunella 
Prugno 
Aibercocco Ciriegio 
Pado 

Politrico 

Alamo 
Verdolaga 
Potamogeto 
Cinco  en  rama 
Pimpinela 

Primula  veris 

Brunela 
Ciruelo 
Albarico-queira Cerezo 
Pado 
Culeno 

Felce  feminina    Helecho  femi- nino 
Polmonaria Granato 
Matricaria 

Pirola- II  pero Melo 

Pulmonaria 
Granado 
Matricaria 
Pirola 
El  peral Manzano 

Legno  di  quassia  Leno  de  quassia 
Quercia  Roble 

Fima  fagi" Jap.  Iztod  Russ.  Wyczka  konicza  Pol. O  scello  de  Salomao  Port.  Kupena  Russ. 
Ramasch  Pers.  Potschednaja  trawa  Buss. 
Panna  kalengo  Malab.  Osokor  Buss.  Paproc  Pol. 
Politrico  Port.  Kokuschnik  lenn  Buss.  Jomfrueha Dan. 

Topol  Buss.  Topola  Pol.  Poppel  Dan 
Beldroega  Port.  Cholsa  Pers.  Schruka  Buss. 
Medwesche  ucho  Russ.  Rdest  wodny  Pol. Schabnik  Buss. 
Pimpinella  Dan.  Pimpernella  Swed. 
PothaCtey.  Ana-parua  Malab.  Cay  ray  leo  Cochinch. 
Vild  latuk  Dan.  SfNorw. 
Primavera  Port.  Bukwiza  Russ. 

Prunella  fort.  Kago  noso  Jap.  Gortanajatrawa/teM. Amexieirai?or .  Barkuk  ̂ 4ra6.  Sli  wnikRus.  Sli  winafo/. 
Krniga.  Russ.  MorelaPot 
Wiscnnaija  Buss.  Wisnia  Pol. Tochereinucha  Buss. 
Xalxocotl  Mexico.  Malacca  pela  Malab. Culeno-  Chili. 

Feto  femea  Port.  Warabi  Jap.  Wodianoi  popoictnik Buss. 
Pulmonaria  Port.  Meduniza  Russ.  Plucnik  Pol. 
Romeira  Port.  Rumman  Arab.  Granatnik  Buss. 
Matricaria  Port.  Matoschnaja  trawa  Buss. 
Pirola  Port.  Gruscha  dikaja  Buss.  Vintergron  Dan. 
Kummitri  Arab.  -Gruscha  Buss.  Gruszka  Pol. 
Maceira  Port.  Iablon  Russ.  TgfFah  Arab. 

guassiatraee  Dan.  Quassiatrad  Swed. Pttut  Pers.  Bub  Russ.  Bab  Pol.  Eeg  Dan.  EkSwed. 
Xi  kiun  ssu  Chin.  Cay  tlun  Cochinch. 

486  Ranonkel 
556  Tamme  radys 

Ranuncolo 
Rafano 

Ranunculo 
Rabano Rainuncuk)  Port.  I.utik  Buss.  Ranunkel  Dan.SjSwed. 

Daikon  Jap.  Rcddikke  Dan.  Rattika  Swed. 

398  Reseda Wouw 
Reseda 
Guadarclla 

Minoneta 
Gualdu Gauda-Port  Vau  Dan. 

175  Wegedoorn 334  Rhabarber 
318  Ankerbloem 
524  Haanekam 
228  Roozelaar 
224  Sumak 

Ranno  Ramno  Escambroeiro  Port.  Getappel  Swed. Rabarbaro  Ruibarbo  Ruibarbo  Port.  Rhewen  Buss. 

Cresta  di  gallo     Cresta  de  gallo     Klopownik  Buss.  -  Hanekam  Dan.  Skallergras  Swed 
Pjanischnik  Russ.  Schei  Tart. 

Sommaco  Zumaque  Sumagre  Port.  Koschewnoe  ilerewo  Buss. 

190  Aalbezie Ribes  rosso Ribes  rojo 

Kruisbezie 
814  Wonderboom 
626  Zoethoutboom 
422  Roozeboom 
22  Rosmaryn 
94  Mee 

450  Braamen Braamboos 

Uva  spina 
Ricino 
Rosajo 
Rosmarino 
Robbia 
Rovo Rovo  ideo 

Uva  espina 
Ricino Falsa  acacia 
Rosal Romero 
Granza Zarza 
Zarza  idea 

292  Veldzuuring 846  Muisdoorn 
354  Ruite 

Acetosa 
Rusco Ruta 

Acedera Brusco 
Ruda 

74  Suikerriet 
106  Vetmuur 

Cannamele Cana  de  azucar 

Groselheira  vermelha  Port.    Smorodina  krasnaja 
Russ. Groselheira  Port.  Krischownik  Russ. 

Nhambu  guacu  Brazil.  Charua  Arab. Acacia  bastarda  Port. 
Roseira  Port.  Kimanh  tu  Coch.  Rosa  Buss.  RozaPoA 
Rosmarinho  Port.  Kill  Arab.  Rosmarin  Dan.  Swed. 
Mariona  Buss.  Marzana  Pol. 
Jaschewika  Russ.-  Iezyny  Pol. 
Malinik  Russ .  MalinyPoZ. 
Azedeira  Port.  Konnewoi  schawel  Russ. 
Menschoi  myschei  tern  Russ.  Musetorne  Dan. Sche&ab  Arab.  Ruta  Buss.  Rude  Dim.  Vinruta  Swed. 
Cana  de  assucar  Port.  Viba  Brazil. 
Takanostme  Jap.  Grasarv  Norw. 
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790  SagittSria  X. 

S.  sagittifolia  X. 
sp.  13330 788  Sdg  us  Gae. 6  Sauc6rnia  X. 

798  Salisbilria  Sm. 
820  Salix  X. 
204Salsi>laX. 
22  Salvia  X. 

224  Sambucus  X. 
168  Samblus  X. 
460  Sanguinaria  X. 
88  Sanguis6rba  X. 

"    Noa.     taltish  or  Systematic to  Genera.  Synonymes. 
1988  Adder's  tongue 

English  Names. 
Arrow-head 

1982  . 22  Saltwort 

609  Glasswort 

471  Pimpernel 
1165  .  . 
256  Burnet  saxifrage 

623  - 307  Saunders 
1714  - 

210  Sanicula  X. 
102  Sdntalum  W. 
694  San  toll  na  L. 
328  Sapindus  X. 
370  Saponaria  X.  1045 
174  Sarcocephalus^/z- 498 462  Sarracenm  L.  1173 
496  Satureja  L.  1246 
750  Satyrium  X.  1856  O'rchis 298  Sauriurus  L.  872  - 
366  Saxlfraga  L.  ;  1041 90  Scabibsa  Vail.  264 
208  Scandix  X.  619 
482  Schinus  X.  2093 
898  SchistostegaMoAr.2218 
48  Schce^nus  X.  119 806  SchubSrtia  Mir.  2015 

278  ScUla  X.  803 
48  Scirpus  R.  Br.  123 366  Scleranthus  X.  1037 
68  Sclerochloa  Beauv.  199 

882  ScolopendriuraSm.2188 
678  Scolymus  X.  1659 
96  Scoparia  X.  276 

628  Scorpi&rus  X.  1579 666  Scorzonira  L.  1625 
530  Scrophularia  X.  1356 512  Scutellaria  X.  1285 

Sago  palm Glasswort 
Gingko  tree Willow Saltwort Sage 
Elder 
Brook-weed 
Puccoon 
Great  bumet 

.  Sanicle 
Sandal  wood 
Lavender  cotton Soap-berry 

.  Soapwort 
Guinea  peach 

.    Side-saddle  flower -  Savory 

.    Lizard's  tail 

Chervil 
Peruvian  mastick- tree 
Gymnostomum 
Cupr£ssus 
Bull-rush 
Poa 
^splenium 

72  Secale  X.  209 
382  Sedum  X.  1061 

S.  album  X. 
sp.  6451 220  Seunum  X  663 

406  Sempervlvum  L.  1110 

Hooded  willow, herb 

704  Senecio  X. 
754  Serapitu  L. 680  Serratula  X. 
82  Serrurio  R.  Br. 

514  S^samum  W. 
630  Sesbania  Pers. 
214  S<5seli  X. 
60  Seslena  Sco. 

832  Shepherdta  Nut 94  Sherardto  L. 
810  SIcyos  X. 
588  S\da  X. 
498  Siderltis  X. 
100  Siderodendrum Jac. 
150  Siderixylon  X. 374  Silene  X. 
554  Sinapis  Ton. 
216  Slson  X. 
214  Slum  X. 5.  Sisarum  X. 

sp.  3598 270  Smilaclna  Detf. 
836  Smllax  X. 628  SmltluTi  H.  K. 
216  Smyrnium  X. 156  Solanum  X. 

Simpson 
Helleborine 1738 1869 

1661 

234  Prbteo 
1296  - 1581  jEschyn6mene . 
642  - 177  Cynosfcrus 2057  Hippophae 269 

2023 1487 

12:".2 
292 

425 1048 
1433  - 647  Stone  parsley 
646. 

788  Convallaria 
2081     -  - 1580  .<£schyn6mene 
650  . 
451     -  - 

Saxifrage 
Scabious Cicely 

Bog-rush 

Squill  * 

Club- rush Knawel 
Hard  grass 
Hart's- tongue 
Golden- thistle 
Wild  liquorice 
Caterpilla

r 
Viper's  grass Figwort Skull-cap 

Rye Stone-crop 

Milk-parsley 
Houseleek 
Groundsel 

S.  Lycopersicum  W 
sp.  2517 S.  tuberosum  X. 
sp.2521 128  Soldanella  X. 

710  Solidago  X. 668  S6nchus  L. 
860  Sdrghum  W.  en. 
82  Sorocephalus 

R.  Br. 

Sagittaire Flechiere  commune 
Le  cycas  des  Indes Salicorne 
Le  saule 
La  soude La  sauge 
Le  sureau 
Samole 

Le  grande  pim- 
prenelle  des  pres La  sanicle 

Santal Santoline 
Savonnier 
La  savonniere 

Sarriette 
Le  satyrion Llzardelle 
Saxifrage 
La  scabieuse 
Le  cerfeuil 

Le  molle' Le  choin 
Cypres  distique La  scille Le  scirpe 
Gnavelle  annuelle 

Lupine  jaune Le  balai 
Chenille 
Scorsonere 
La  scrophulaire La  toque 
Le  seigle 
La  joubarbe 
Trique-madame 
Lc  persil  de  marais Joubarbe 
Le  senecon L'elleborine 
Sarrette 

Oily-grain  Sesame 
Meadow-saxifrage   Le  seseli 

Field-madder 
Single-seeded  cu- cumber 
Indian  mallow 
Ironwort 
Iron-tree 
Iron-wood Catchfly 
Mustard 
Honewort 
Water  parsnep 
Skirret 

L'abutilon 

La  crapaudine L'argan 

Silene 
La  moutarde 
Berle  aromatique 
Berle 
Chervis 

Rough  bindweed     Le  smilace 
Alexanders 
Nightshade 
Love  apple 

Potato 

1740  - 1627  - 
2131  H61cus 
236  Protea 

Golden-rod Sow  thistle 

Le  maceron 
Morelle 
Tomate 

Pomme-de-terre 
Soldanelle 
La  verge  d'or Le  laiteron 

German. 
Das  pfeilkraut 

Der  sagoubaum Glasschmalz 
Die  weide 
Die  so^apflanze Die  salbey 

Der  hohlunder 
Das  samoskraut 
Der  wiesenknopf 
Der  sanickel 
Der  santelbaum 
Das  cypressenkraut Die  seisenbeere 
Das  seisenkraut 

Die  saturei 
Bocksgeilen 
Der  eidechsensch- wanz 
Der  steinbrech Die  skiibiose 
Der  gartenkerbel Der  mollebaum 

Das  knopfgras 

Die  meerzwiebel Die  binse 
Der  wilde  knauel 

Die  golddistel Das  besenkraut 
Der  skorpionschwanz Die  skorzonerc 
Die  braunwurz 
Das  schildkraut 
Der  roggen 
Das  sedum 
Die  sumpfsilge 
Die  hauswurz 
Die  kreuzpflanze Die  serapie 
Die  farberscharte 

Der  sesam 
Der  sesel 

Die  ackerrothe 

Die  sida 
Das  gliedkraut 

Das  eisenholz 
Die  silene 
Der  senf 
Amomlein 
Wassermerk 
Die  zuckerwurzel 

Die  stechwinde 

Das  smyrnenkraut Der  schwarze  nacht 
schatten 

Liebes  apfel 
Die  kartoffeln 
Die  drattelblume 
Die  goldruthe Die  saudistsl 
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790  Pylkruid 

Italian^ 
Saetta Spanish. Saeta 

Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian,  PcAlsh,  South  American,. Oriental,  or  other  Names. 
Setta  Port.  Bossai  Jap.  Strelnajaiiwis.  Piilurt  2>a». 

778  Sagoeboom 6  Zoudkruid 
820  Wilg 
204  Loogkruid 22  Salie 
224  Vlierboom 
168  Strandpungen 
88  Sorbenkruid, 

210  Sanikel 102  Sandelboom 
694  Cypreskruid 
328  Zeepboom 
370  Zeepkruid. 

II  sago  El  sagu  O  sagueiro  Port.  Todda-panna  Malab.  Sagutree  Dan. Salicornia  Salicor  SaMcomiaPort.ChxmsiArab.  SalturtDanSaltortSwetf. 
Salcio  Sauce  Jeno  ki  Jap.  Wetla  Buss.  Piil  Dan.  Pihl  Steed. Soda  Sosa  Solianka  Buss.  Saltyder  Dan.  Soudaort  Swed. 
Salvia  Salvia  Salva  Port.  Schalweja  Buss.   Szalwia  Pol. 
Sambuco  Sauco  U  chu  yu  Chin.  Busina  Buss.  Bez  Pol. ■r.  Strandsamel  Dan. 

Pimpinela  de  Italia  Port.  Tschernogolowka  Buss. 
Sanicula  Port.  Zankiel  Pol.  Sanikel  Dan. 
Sandalo  Port.  Cay  huynh  da  Coch.  Sandeltre  Dan. Santolina  Port. 
Rarak  Java.  Cay  bon  hon  Cochinch. 

Saponaria  Jabonera  Saboeira  maior  ou  ordinaria  Port.  Sasbeurt  Dan. 

Pimpinella  mag-  Pimpinela  de 
giore  Italia Sanicola  Sanicula 

Sandalo      •  ... Santolina  Santolina 

496  Keul 
750  Bokskulletjes 

Santoreggia 
Satyrio Ajedrea Satyrio 

Segurelha  Port.  Tschaberitew.  Oza.br  Pol.  Saer  Dan. 
Satyrio  Port. 

366  Steenbreek 
90  Schurftkruid 

208  Tuinkervel 
482  Heilboom 

Sassifragia 
Scabbiosa 
Cerfoglio 

Saxifragia 
Escabiosa 
PerifoUo 
Falso  pimiento     Mulli  Peru. 

Saxifraga  Port.   Steenbrek  Dan. 
Escabiosa  Port.   Grudnaja  trawa  Buss. 
CerofolhoPort.  KenreLBwM.TrzebulaPo/.  KorvelDan . 

48  Biesgras 
278  Zeeajuin 48  Bies 
366  Jaarlyks  hardbloem 

Scilla Scirpo 

Escheno 
Escila Cirpo 

Avnknippe  Dan.  Ag  Steed. 
Alvarraa  Port.  Skille  Dan. 
Scirpo  Port.  Sitnik  Buss.  Kogleax  Dan.  Sat  Swed. 
Skleranse  Buss.  Knavel  Dan.  Tandgi&a  SwedfyNorw* 

678  Varkensdistel 96  Bezemkruid 
628  Scorpioenstaart 666  Skorzdneere 
530Skrofelkrui(L 
512  Helmkruid 
72  Rog 

382  HuMook. 

Scolimo 

Scorpioide Scorza  nera 
Scrofolaria 
Terzanaria 
Segale Sedo  bianco 

Cardillo  Escolymo  Port. 
Escobilla  mentida  Vassoirinha  do  Brasil  Port.  Tupeicava  Brazil. 
Escorpiuro  Escorpioa  Port. Escorzanera        Escorcioneira.Porf,  SkorzonereDan.SkorzoneraSWd, 
Escrofularia        Escrofularia  Port.  Naryschnikifott. Tercianaria        Xercianaria  Port.  Schischak  trawa  Buss.  Feberurt Dan. 
Centeno  SenteioPor*.  RoschBuss.  RezPoi.  RugDan.HsigSwed^ 
Uvas  de  gato       Steenpryd  Dan.  Helleknoppar  Swed. 

220  "Wilde  eppe 406  Donderbaard 
704  Kruikskruid 
754  Niesblad 
680  Zaagblad 

514  Vygboonen 
214  Bergvenkel 

Semprevivo Senecione Elleborina 
Serratola 

Sesamo 
Seseli 

Apio  lechal  Vandmerke  Dan.  Finsk  ingfara  Swed.  Jert  Lapl. 
Siempreviva  Sayao  curto  Port.  Tschesnok  dikoi  Buss. Hierba  cana  Tasneirinha  Port.   Krestownik  Buss. 
Eleborina  Elleborinha  Port.  Huullajbe  Dan. 
Serratula  de  los  Serratula  Port.  Serp  Buss.  Jelenl  trank  Pol. tintoreros 

Ajonjole  Gergelim  Port.  Kunschut  Pers.  Sesam Dan.  $  Sweet. 
Seseli  Seseli  Port.  Seselurt  Dan.  Seselort  Stved* 

94 
Blaameader  Norte. 

588  Hoornheemst 
498  Yzerkruid 

Abutilo Abutilo Abutilo  Port. 

150  Yzerboom 
374  Veldkaara 
554  Mosterd 
216  Kruiderige  sleiv neppe 
214  Watereppe 

Suikerwortei 

Senepa 

Sio 
Sisaro 

Svaelgkrands  Dan. 
Mostazo  Kabar  Arab.  Gortschiza  Buss.  Gorczyka  Pot Amomo  da  Allemanha  Port. 
Berrera  Rabaca  maior  ou  des  rios  Port. 
Cfairivia  tordesca  Sokkerod  Dan. 

836  Steekende  winds  Smilace 
216  Veldeppe Macerone 
156  Zwarte  nagtschade  Solatro  nero 

Appeltjes  der  liefde  Albergamo 
Aardappelen  Tartufibianci 

128  Soutenelle 
710  Goudroede 
C68  Haazenlatuw Verga  d'oro Sonco 

Esmilace 

Apio  caballar Hierba  mora 
Tomates 

Salsaparilha  Port. 
Olusatro  Port. 
Herva  moira  Port. 
Tomateiro  Port. 

Enabeddib  Arab. 

Batatas  inglezas  Batata  da  terra  Port. 

Vara  de  oro Cerraja Vara  d'oiro  Port.  Senbli  Jap.  Solotoschnik  Buss. Tschistotel  Ruts.  Mleczne  Pol.  SvinetidselZ»a«. 
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Nos.     British  or  Systematic to  Genera.  Sjnonjmei. 
218SpanSnthe  Jac.     659  Hydroc6tyle 
40  SparSxis  Ker.  99  Z'xia 774  Sparganium  L.  1946 

610  Spartium  X.        1537  * 
82  Spatalla  .R.  .Br.      237  Prbtea 

390  Spergula  X.  1070 
94  Spermacbce  X.  270 

896  Sphagnum  L.  2216 
734  Sphenogyne R.Br.\8l6  Arctotis 
134  Spigelia  L.  379  - 690  Spilanthes  X.  1695 
834  Spinacia  X.  2070 
428  Spiraea  X.  1141 
906  SplSchnum  X.  2231 
382  Spondias  X.  1059 
56  Sporibolus  R,  Br.  159 

504  Stachys  X.  1263 
20  Stachytarpheta  54 Vohl 

226  Staphylfea  X.  684 234  Statice  X.  706 
376  Stellaria  X.  1049 
324  Stellera  L.  913 
814  SterciUia  X.  2036 
828  Stilago  X.  2050 
54  Stipa  X.  150 616  Stizolbbium  P.  S.  1551 

482  Strati&tes  X.  2096 
S70  Strept5pus  Afar.  786 
880  Struthiopteris  W.  2179 
152  Strf  chnos  X.  437 
362  Styrax  X.  1025 558  Subularia  X.  1447 
626  Sutherland*!  H.K.  1571 
352  Swietenia  L.  990 
170  Symphbria  Ph.  476 
122  Symphytum  X.  334 
728  Synedrella  Goe.  1791 
12  Syringa  L.  37 880  Tsemtis  Stoz.  2176 

718  Xagefe*  L.  1760 

Queen  of  the  mea- dows 

^grostis 
Ferbena 

Dolichos 
Water  aloe 
Uvularia 
Osmunda 
Nux  Vomica 

Colutea 
Lonicera 
Veibe8\na 
Pteris 

562  Tamarindus  X, 
228  Tamarix  X. 
838  T'amus  X. 696  Tanacetum  X. 
694  TarchonanthusX.  1706 
848  Taxus  L. 148  Ttctona  I* 
546  Teesdalia  R.  Br. 
228  Telhphium  L. 
84  Telopea  A.  Br. 

634  Tephrbsia  Pert. 864  Terrain  alia  X. 

1449 
685 
1720  Costmary 

2114  - 421  Indian  oak 
1411  Tberis 
689  Sedum 
244  - 1590 2140 

898  T<5traphi8  .Hedui.  2221 494  Tehcuum  L.  1244 
484  rhalictrum  X.  1229 
214  Thapsia  X.  643 650  Theobr&ma  X.  1607 
342  Thermopais  R.  Br.  944 194  Thesium  X.  569 
546  TTilaspi  DO.  1408 
806  Thuja  X.  2018 
508  TTiymus  X.  1275 
562  Tigridia  Jac.  1452 466  3Wa  X.  1186 
886  Tddea  W.  2204 
222  TYwdylium  X.  673 454  TormentUla  X.  1154 
516  Tourrettia  Domb.  1299 
168  Trachelium  X.  466 
260  Tradescantio  L.  765 
666  Tragopogon  X.  1621 
104  Trapa  X.  308 

1020  Tremella  X.  2397 
592  Trevirana  W.  en.  1362 
354  TMbulus  Tou.  966 
122  Trichodesmafl.^n  341 
56  Trichodium  Mxi  157 
40  Trichonema  Ker.  96 
50  Trich6phorum  126 Pert. 

808  Trichosanthes  X.  2019 
296 Jrientalis  X.        862  . 640  raflflium  Tou.     1600  Clover 
290  Triglochin  X.       841  - 

Feathered  colum- bine 

Podalyrio 
Treacle-mustard 
Tree  of  life 

Linden  tree 
Osmunda 
Hedge  parsley Tormentil Dombeya 

Cyrillo Ztorago 
.dgrostis 
J'xia 

Eriophorum 

English  Nunea. 

Bur  reed Broom 

Spurrey 
Button  weed 
Bog  moss 
Worm  grass 
Spinage  i 
Meadow  sweet,  &c. 

Hog  plum 
Hedge  nettle Bastard  vervain 
Bladder  nut 
Sea  lavender 
Stitch  wort 

Chinese  laurel 
Feather  grass 
Cow-itch Water  soldier 

Storax 
Awlwort 
Mahogany  tree 
St  Peter's  wort Comfrey 

Lilac 

Le  rubannier 
Le  genet 

Spergule 
Sphaigne 

Abeddaire L'epinard 
La  reine  des  pres 
Le  splane Le  monbain 
Stachyde 

Staphilier Statice 
La  stellaire 
La  bois  caca Stipe 

Aloides 

Noix  vomlque 
Alibousier 
Subulaire 
Le  mahagon 
La  consoude 
Lilas 

African  and  French  Oeillet  d'Inde marigolds 
Tamarind  tree 
Tamarisk Black  bryony Tansy 

African  fleabane 
Yew  tree 
Teak  wood 

Waratah 
Fish  poison 

Germander 
Meadow  rue 
Deadly  carrot Chocolate  nut 
Bastard  toadflax 
Shepherd's  purse Arbor-  Vitae 
Thyme 
Tiger  flower Lime  tree 
Hartwort 
Septfoil 
Throatwort 
Spiderwort Goat's  beard 
Water  caltrops 

Le  tamarinier 
Tamarisc Le  tamier Tanaisie 
If 

Le  badamier  de Malabar 
Germandree 
Rue  des  pres 

Tapsie Le  cacaoyer 
Thesium 
Bourse  de  pasteur L'arbre  de  vie Le  thym 

Tilleul 
Le  seseli  de  Crete 
La  tormentille 
Herbe  aux  trachees 
Ephemenne Sersifi 
Macre  flottante 
La  tremelle 
Tribule Caltrops 

Snake-gourd 
Winter-green  Trientale TrefoU  Trefle 
Arrow  grass  Troscart 

Die  igelsknospe 
Die  pfrieme 
Der  ackerspergel 
Das  torfmos 

Der  spinat Die  wiesenkonigen 
Der  schirmmos Der  monbinbaum 
Die  rossnessel 

Die  pimpernuss Das  seegras 
Das  augentrostgras Die  sperlingszunge 
Der  stinkbaum 
Der  salamanderbaum 
Das  pfriemengras 
Die  wasserfeder 

Krahenaugen 
Der  storax 
Wasserpfriemen 

Der  mahagonibaum 
Derbeinwell 
Der  syringa 

Die  sammetblume 
Der  tamarindenbaum 
Tamarisken Schwarzwurzel 
Der  rheinfarrn 
Der  taxus Der  thekabaum 

Bathengel 
Die  wiesenraute 

Der  kakaobaum 
Das  leinblatt 
Die  hirtentasche 
Der  baum  des  lebens 
Der  thimian 

Die  linde 
Das  drehkraut 
Tormentil 
Das  halskraut 
Der  bocksbart Die  stachelnuss 
Die  gallerte 
Burzeldorn 

Anguine  a  fruits      Der  sinesische  kiirbis 
Das  stembliimchen 
Der  klee 
Das  salzgras 
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Spanish. 
Portuguese,  Danish,  Russian.  Polish,  South  American, Oriental,  or  other  Names. 

774  Egelknop 610  Bezembrem 

390  Akker-spurrie 
896  Veenmoss 

Sparganio 
Sparzio 

Spergola 

Flatanaria  Pindsviinknoppe  Dan.  Traggan  Steed. 
Retama  de  esco-  Oiesteira  menor  Port.  Gyel  Dan.  PingstblommaSuvd bas 

Espergula  Toriza  Russ.  Kruegras  Dan.  Fryle  Swed. 
Rodmus  Dan.  Rodmossa  Swed.  • 

834  Spinagie 
428  Reynette 
906  Parasolmos 
382  Varkensprium 
504  Andoorn 

Spinaci Ulmaria 

Splacno 

Stachi 

Espinaca Ulmaria 

Splacno Hobo 

Estaquis 

Espinafre  Port.  Spinasch  Bms.SzpinakPol.  SpinatD««. Medunischnik  Suss. 
Spacno  Port.  Skyggeknop  Dan.  Parasolmossa  Swed. 
Acaja ;  Ibametara  Brazil.  Oubou  Carib. 
Ortiga  morta  dos  bosquesPort. 

226  Pimpernooten 
234  Zeegras 
376  Oogentroostgras 
324    -      -  - 814  Stinkboom 
828  Salamanderboom 
54  Kwispelgras 

482  Ruiterskruid 

Staffilodendro Statice Klekotschka  Russ.  Klokocina  lesna  krzak  Pol. 
Statice  Strandblomster  Steed. 

Ojentrost  Dan.  Perer  Swed. 
Moujik-korene  Russ.  Rudzik  Tungus. Satiriao  Port. 

Esparto  Esparto  Port.  Kawil  Russ.  Fejer  arva  Sung. 
Mudores  bolschoiifoj.  VandaloeZton.  Vattu-aloeStced. 

152  Braaknooten 
362  Styraxboom 558  EJskruid 
352  Nieuwblad-boom 
122  Smeerwortel 
12  Syring 

718  Afrikaan 
562  Tamarindenboom 
228  Tamarisch 
838  Vrouwcnzegel 696  Reinevaren 
848  Taxisboom 
148 

Noce  vomica 
Storace 

Siringa 

Tagete 
Tamarindo Tamariscoj 
Brionia  nera 
Tanaceto 
Tasso 

Mataperros  Noz  vomica  Port.  Caniram  Malab.  Braeknodd  Dan. 
Estoraque  Storaque  Port.  StoraxDan.  $  Swed. SylbladDan.  Frytilje  Norio. 

Consuelda  major  Consolda  majorPorf.Solnoi  korenRuss.  ZywokostPoA 
Lila  Lilaz  Porf.  Serik/fim.  Syreen  Swed. 
Clavel  de  muerto  Tagecia  Port.   Sammetsros  Swed. 
Tamarindo  Tammer  bendi  Arab.  Tamarintrse  Dan. 
Taray  Tamargueira  Port.  AH  Arab.  Grebenschik  Russ. 
Tamo  Norca  preta  Port. 
Tanaceto  Tanasia  Port.  Dikaja  riabina  Russ.  Wrotecz  Pol. 
Tejo  Teixo  Port.  Kja  raboku  Jap.  Tis  Rus.  Cis  Pol.  Id  Sw. Theka  Malab.  Cay  sao  Cochinch. 

Adamaram  Malab. 

494  Gamander 
484  Waterruit 
214  - 650  Kakauboom 
194  Vlaschblad 
546  Herders-taschjes 806  Boom  des  levens 
508  Gemeene  thym 562    -  - 
466  Linde 
222  Gemeen  krielzaad 
454  Tormentil 
168  Halskruid 
666  Boksbaard 
104  Waternooten 

1020  Lilmos 
354  Voetangel 

Camedrio Germandrina 

Zumillo 
Cacahual 

Carvalhinha  Port.  Ozanka  Pol. 
Zolotoucha  Russ.  Wrzodowiec  Pol. 

Bona  di  pas  tore  Bolsa  de  pastor Albero  di  vita  Arbol  de  la  vida 
Teino  Tomillo 

Cucuhuaquahuitl  Mexico.  Kakaotrsee  jDan. 
linossisty  tesi  Russ.  Horbladet  naalebaeger  Dan. Neko  no  sansin  Jap.  Jerschow  glas  Russ. 
Arvore  da  vidaPor/.Iavets  trweDan.  LifVets  tr'adSwe. Tomilho  Port.  Fimiane  Russ.  Tym  Pol.  Timian  Dan. -  Oceloxochitl  Mexico. 

Tlglio  Tilo  Uglamur  Arab.  Lipa  Russ.,  Pol.,  Bohem.,  Siber.,  $c. 
-      -  -  Seseli  de  Creta  Port. 

Tormentilla        Tormentila  ,      Sabiasnoi  koren  Russ.  Kurze  zielePo/. 
Hermosilla 

Barba  di  becco    Barba  cabruna     Barba  de  bode  Port.  Kozlowa  boroda  Russ. 
Tribolo  acquatico  Tribulo  acuatico  Tribulo  aquatico  Port.  Panover-tsjeraua  Malab. 

-  -  -      Levrehinde  D<m.  Skyfall  Swed. 
Tribolo  terrestre  Tribulo  terrestre  Tribulo  Port.  Kotewki  Pol. 

808  Tota-piri  Malab.  KualooninJop.  Muop  i&ocCocJiinch. 
296  Vintergron 
640  Klayer  Trifogli*  Trebol  Trilistnik  Russ.  Konicz  Pol. 890Zoutgras  ...  .  .      Trehage  Dan.  Salting  Swed.  Saltgnes  None. 4  D  2 
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Page 
644 66 
170 
60 

Festuca 

40 
488 

Trigonella  Z. Tri6dia  R.  Br. 
Tri68teum  L. 
Trisetum  Pert. 

I  rrlticum  Z. 
T.  SfAlta  L.  sp.  1235 I  Tritoma  Ker.        777  Aletris 

Nos.      British  or  Systematic Genera.  Synonymes. 
1603 
191 
478 173  Aviso* 
206  . 

Tritdnia  Ker. 
Trdllius  L. 
Tropse\>lum  L. 
Trophis  Z. Tidipa  L. Turrltis  BiL 
Tussilago  Z. 

832 266 540 
704 
774 613  ZTfex  Z. Tfpba  L. 

Tea  " 
208  trimus  Z, 
940  I/'lva  Z. 778  Unclnia  Pers. 
64  Dtilola  Z. 

244  Urania  Schreb. 
282  Uropetalon  Ker. 
782  I7rtfca  Z. 20  Utricularia  Z. 
320  Pacclnium  Z. 
34  Valeriana  L. 

556  Fella  Z. 
268  Veltheimio  Gled, 
458  Feratrum  Z. 
132  rerbascum  X. 
520  Ferbena  Z.  1322 
686  Vern&nfa  Schreb.  1680 
14  Veronica  L.  40 

544  Vesicaria  Za»i.  1400 
132  Festia  W.  en.  371 
224  Fiburnum  Z.  679 
622  Ficia  Tom.  1561 
130  VUlarsjo  Ven.  363 
344  Viminaria  Sm.  957 
146  Ffnca  Z.  410 
186  Flola  Tom.  540 
342  Virgffio  Lam.  945 830  FlscumZ.  2054 
520  FUex  Z.  1317 
174  FHis  Z.  501 
40  Watsbnt'o  Ker.  101 294  Wendlfindia  W.  858 

886  Wo6dwo  R.  Br.  2200 
146  Wrlghtia  R.  Br.  412 786  Xanthium  Z.  1974 
236  Xanthorhlza  709 

Merit 834  Xanthoxylon  Z.  2066 700  Xeranthemum  Z.  1729 
878  Xiph6pterislCatt{f.2173 

100  7'xia 
1234  - 
875  . 2063  . 
772  . 1389  . 1737  Butter-bur 
1945 :  Reed  mace 
1540  Whin 
615     .  . 
2308  . 1949  Carex 
186  . 722  Raventoa 
818  Zuccagnia 1962 

53  - 907  Bleaberry 
78  - 1437  - 
778  Aletrig 

2128     -     -  . 
375 

480  Xylbpia  Z. 268  Y&cca  L. 
846  Zamia  Z. 
520  Zapania  J. 
778  Zea  Z. 

4  Zingiber  Gaert. 788  Zizfinia  Z. 
20  Ziziphora  Z. 

178  Zizyphus  Tou. 630  Zdrnia  Gm. 
908  Zygodon  Hook. 
352  Zygophyllum  Z. 

1224 
781 2108 1319 
1950 

10 1979 57 
506 1587 

2234 994 

High  taper 
Holy  herb ySerratuIa 
Fluellen 
Alyssum 
Periphragmos 
Tare 
Menyanthes 

Sophbra 

Gladiolus 
Menisp£rmum Acr6stichum 
Atrium 

Grammitis 
Anbna 

Ferbena 
Maize 

i?hamnus 
tfedysarum 

English  Name*. 
Fenugreek 
Feverwort 
Wheat 

Spelt 
Globe  flower 
Indian  cress 
Ramoon  tree 
Tulip 

Tower  mustard Colt's  foot 
Cat's  tail 
Furze 
Elm  tree 
Laver 

Seaside  oat 

Nettle 
Hooded  milfoil Whortleberry 
Valerian 
Cress  rocket 

Mullein 
Vervain 

Speedwell 
Wayfaring  tree Vetch 
Rush  broom 
Periwinkle 
Violet 
Misseltoe 
Chaste  tree Vine 

Lesser  burdock 
Yellow  root 
Toothach  tree Everlasting 

Adam's  needle 

Indian  corn Ginger 

Bean  caper 

French. 
Fenu-grec 

Le  froment,  le  bled E'peautre 

Trolle  globuleux 
La  capucine 
La  tulipe 
La  tourette Tussilage. 
Massette 

Ajonc 
L'orme Ulve 

L'ortie 

L'utriculaire L'airelle 

La  valeriane 

White  hellebore  Hellebore 
Bouillon-blanc 
Vervene 
Veronique 
Vesicaire 
Viorne 
La  vesce 

La  pervenche Violette  de  mars 
Le  gui Gatilier 
La  vigne 

Lampourde 

Le  clavalier L'immortelle 

German. 
Das  bockshorn 

Der  weitzen 

Die  kugelranunkel 
Die  kapuzinerblume Die  tulpe 

Das  thurnkraut 
Der  huflattich 
Die  rohrkolbe 
Der  europaische 

stechginster Die  ulme 

Watt 

Diebrennessel 
Der  wasserschlauch Der  heidelbeere 
Der  baldrian 

Die  nieswurzel 
Das  wollkraut 
Das  eisenkraut 
Der  ehrenpreiss 
Die  blasenalysse 
Der  schlingbauro 
Die  futterwicke 

Das  sinngrun 
Das  margveilchen 
Der  mistel 
Der  keuschbaum Der  weinstock 

Die  spitzklette 

Der  zahnwehbauir. 
Die  strohblume 

Yuca  Die  yukke Die  keulpalme 
Le  mats  Der  mays 
L'amome  des  Indes    Der  ingwer Seehafer 

-  -  Zizifer 
Jujubier  commun      Die  brustbeerc 

Fabagelle 
Bohnenkapem 
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Page  Dutch. 
644  Hoornklaver 

68  Tarw 

Italian. 
Fienogreco Spanish. 

Alforva 

Trigo 

Alforvas  Port.  Grsskhoe  Dan.  Fenugrek  Swed. 

Ptscheniza  Hits.  BAza  Bun.  Budai  Tar.  Hvete  Swe. 

488  Drolbloem 
302  Spaanscbe  kers 
266Tulp 
540  Turrekruid 
704  Hoefblad 
774  Lischdodde 
612  Heybrem 
208  Olm 
940  Watervlies 

Fior  cappucino 
Tulipano 
Tossilaggine 

Ufa 
Olmo 

Capuchinas 
Tulipan 
Tusilago 
Espadana Aliaga 

Olmo X)va 

KupalnizaiZ«m.EngblommeX>a».BuUerbloinster5ur«; 
Mastrufo  do  Peru  Port.  Indiansk  karse  Dan. 
Tulipa  Port.  Lale  Turk.  Tiulpan  Ruts.  Tulipa  Ban. 
TaarnspidseDan.  RockentrafiSweri.  HvassennepiVbrw. 
Tossilagem  Port.  Dwoje  listnikitara. 
Tabua  Port.  Bo  hoang  Cochinch.  Paloschnik  Bust. 
Tojo  Port.  Tornblad  .Oan. 
Olmo  Port.  Kasagatsch  Turk.  Him  Russ.  Tim  Pol. Morskoe  salo  Buss, 

782  Brandenetel 
20  Neetekruki 

320  Blaauwbessen 
34  Valeriaan 

Ortica 
Mirtillo 
Valeriana 

Ortiga 

Mirtilo 
Valeriana 

Ortiga  Port.  Pokrzywa  Pol. Vandrbllike  Dan.  Vassrollike  Norw. 
Myrtillo  Port.  TechernizuRuss.  Borrowki  czame  PoL 
ValerianaPort.  Fai  so  Jap.  Balderjan  Atuj.  KozlkiPof. 

858  Nieswortel 
132  Wollekruid 
520  Yzerhard 
14  Eerenprys 

544  Blaazig  tanddraad 
224  Viorne 
622  Tamme  vitsen 

Elleboro  bianco  Vedegambre 
bianco Tassobarbasso 

Verbena  ■ 
Veronica 

Viburno 
Veccie 

Gordolobo 
Verbena 
Veronica 

Viburno 
Alverjanas 

Helleboro  branco  Port.   Tschemeriza  Russ.  Hvil 
prustrot  Swed. Verbasco  branco  Port.  Zaarokii  gkipetr  Russ. 

VerbenaPort.  Co  roi  nguaCochihch.  Scheelsnikito*& 
Veronica  Port.  Weronika.Hiws.  .Srenpriis  Dan. 

Germeschek  Turk.  Gordowina  Russ.  Hordewid  Pol. 
Myschei  goroch  Russ.  Wyka  Pol. 

146  Maagdepalm  Pervinca  Pervinca  Congo&ra  Port.  Barwinek  Pol.  Singron  Dan. 
186  Tamme  viool  Viola  marzia  Violeta  Pacfiutsciibju  fialko  Russ. 
830  Marentakken  Vischio  Liga  Visgo  Port.  Omela  Suss.  Jemiel  Pol 
520  Kuischbooiu  AgnocastQ  Sauzgatillo  AnhocastoPort.Dikoiperez.Ru«.Kydskhedstr«e.D<wi. 
174  Wyngaard  Vite  Vid  JEmeb  Arab.  Winograd  .flttM.  Winna  macica  Po& 

786  Kleine  klissen        Lappola  minore  Lampazo  pequeno  Bardana  menor  Port.  Durkoman^u;. 

700  Straalbloem Perpetua  larga  Port.  Souchotzwet  Ross. 

778  Mays 4  Gember 
788  Wild  koom 

178  Jobenboom' 

352  Haauwkapperg 

Gran  turco 
Zenzero 

Giuggiolo 

Maiz Jeniibre Tlaoilli  Mexico.  Tyrkisk  Vom  Dan.' Zenjebel  Arab. /el.'  Inbirflttss.  Imbier  Pol 
Maceira  de  anafegaPort.TJnap2WA.Frangulina.ff«M. 

Stroutschkowatye  kapersy  Russ. 
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FIRST 

ADDITIONAL  SUPPLEMENT 

TO 

THE   ENCYCLOPAEDIA  OF  PLANTS; 

BRINGING  DOWN  THE  WORK  TO  MARCH,  1839.' 

Prepared  by  William  H.  Baxter,  under  the  Direction  of  J.  C.  Loudon  ; 
and  finally  revised  by  George  Don,  F.L.S. 

N.B.  A  +  prefixed  to  genera  or  species  indicates  that  such  genera  or  species  have  been  already  registered,  but  are  here 
repeated  with  more  perfect  details. 

Page  8.    Class  II.  —  DIANDRIA.    2  Stamens. 
Order  I.   MONOGYNIA.  2  Stamens.  1  Style. 

2500.  47a.  Belopirone.  Calyx  S-parted.  Upper  lip  of  corolla  concave,  lower  one  trifid.  Stigma  subulate.  Capsule compressed  from  the  base  to  the  middle  and  empty  ;  but  swollen,  and  containing  4  seeds  at  top. 
2501  64a.  Streptocdrpus.  Cal.  5-cleft.  Cor.  tubularly  funnel-shaped ;  Limb  5-lobed,  nearly  equal,  oblique. Stam.  4 :  2  front  ones  fertile ;  the  other  2  tubercle-formed  and  sterile.  Valves  of  capsule  twisted.  Stigma  2-lobed. Seed  minute,  naked. 

Page  30.    Class  III.  —  TRIANDRIA.    3  Stamens. 
Order  I.   MONOGYNIA.  3  Stamens.   1  Style. 

2502.  80a.  Betckia..   Cal.  1-toothed,  deciduous.   Cor.  funnel-shaped,  5-lobed.   Caps.  1-celled,  1 -seeded. 
2503.  94a.  Streptanihera.  Perianth  6-parted ;  tube  very  short.  Anthers  twisted  round  each  other.  Ovar.  6- 

augled,  also  a  little  twisted.   Ovula  kidney-shaped. 
2504.  107a.  Anisdnthus.  Spathe  2-valved,  subringent.  Perianth  unilabiate ;  limb  equal,  6-parted  ;  upper  segment 

long,  cochleariform.  Stigmas  3,  dilated,  entire.  Capsule  triangular,  3-valved.  Seeds  cumulated,  winged. 
2565.  114a.  Dietes.   Flower  6-parted,  equal,  spreading.    Stigmas  petal-like,  bifid. 
2506.  1146.  Leucocdryne.  Perianth  salver-shaped,  6-parted,  3  fertile  combined,  and  the  3  sterile  on  the  limb, fleshy,  and  sometimes  antheriferous.    Style  terete.    Stigma  simple. 
2507.  114c.  Tritelela.  Perianth  funnel-shaped,  6-cleft.  Stamens  6 ;  upper  ones  opposite  the  petals.  Stigma 

3-lobed.   Ovarium  many-seeded. 
2508.  117a.  Sisyrinchium.  Spathe  2-lvd.  Calyx  0.  Petals  6.  Filaments  connate.  Style  1.  Caps.  3-celled, inferior. 
2509.  1176.  Renedlmia..  Perianth  6-parted.  Filaments  connate  or  distinct.  Stigmas  3,  involute,  filiform,  acute Capsule  obovate.   Seeds  angular. 

Page  76.    Class  IV.  —  TETRANDRIA.    4  Stamens. 

Order  I.   MONOGYNIA.  4  Stamens.   1  Style. 

2510.  237a.  Conospermum.   Cal.  ringent;  Upper  lip  2-lobed.    Nut  pappose,  inversely  cone-shaped. 
2511.  2376.  Botrfjceras.  Cal.  4-parted.   Cor.4-petaled.  Style  arcuate.  Nut  subulate. 
2512.  238a.  Anadinia.   Calyx  nearly  regular.  Gland  0.   Follicle  1 -seeded. 
2513.  238A.  Agdstachys*.  Calyx  regular.  Filaments  distinct.    Stigma  lateral.   Ovary  1-seeded. 
2514.  295a.  Lt'pdstoma.  Limb  of  cal.  4-parted.  Cor.  tubular  at  base,  and  ventricose  at  throat,  bearded  inside. Stam.  inserted  in  throat.  Style  capillary.  Stigm.  2,  subulate,  hispid.  Caps,  globose,  2-celled,  opercuL,  many-seeded, often  1-celled.    Seeds  small,  angular,  scabrous. 
"2515.  306a.  Benthdmia.  Flowers  disposed  in  heads.  Invol.  of  4  petal-like  parts.  Cal.  4-toothed.  Petals  4,  flesher Fruit  constituted  of  many  pomes  grown  together.   Endocarp  2-celled.    Seeds  solit.  and  pendul.  in  each  cell. 4  E 
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Class  I.  —  MONANDRIA. 

MONO  G  YNIA. 

5, 

8  £ 

16713 
16714 

16715  ■ 
16716 
16717 
16718 

16719 

16720 

16721 

16722 
16723 

Name  and Authority. 

1.  CA'NNA. 5a  discolor  LindL 
15a  Reevestt  Lindl. 
16  glafica 

y  r ubro-lutea  Hook. -  Achlras  Gill. 
2.  MARA'NTM. 24a  tricolor  Ker 
3.  CALAVTHEA. 25a  Qavescens  Lindl. 

256grandifdlia  Lindl. 
5.  PHRY'NIUM. -  coloratura  Hook. 
6.  HEDY'CHIUM. 35a  carneum  Caret/ 
8.  ALPI'NM. -  magnifica  Boj. 

12.  KJEMPFE^RM 68a  Roscoedna  Rose 
-  elegans  Wal. 

16714 

a  a 

►3  c  g  3 Native  "gB335 Country. Reference  to 

Figures. 
various-cld. 

Reeve's yeL&red  cld-tid Achiras 

£  El  or  10  n ]f  EJ  or  5  my 

)C  El  or  4J  au 
£  i  |  or  4J  au Y.R D.R 

Sp.  20—38.  • 
Trinidad  1827. 
China  ?1835. 
Jamaica  ?  1834. 
Mendoza  1829. 

two-coloured     £  EI  pr    $  ap.n  W 
flavescent 
great-leaved 
coloured 

flesh-cld-^d 

magnificent 

Roscoe's elegant 16717 

£  El  pr  lj  au 
j£  El  or  2  year 
]£  EI  or  2  ap.my  O 

£  E)  or  4  au  Pk 

£  El  spl  10  au 
R 

£  EI  or  Jo 
^  El  or  1  .. 

Sp.  8—15. Brazil  1823. 

Sp.  3—10. Brazil  1822. 
Rio  Jan.  1826. 

Sp.  3—17. Brazil  1828. 

Sp.  10—22. East  Indies  1823. 

Sp.  14  25. Mauritius  1830. 

Sp  8  9. East  Indies  1  «27. 
Pegu  1828. 

R  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1231 
R  r.m  Bot.  reg.  2004 
D  r.m  Bot.  mag.  3437 
D  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1358 

D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  786 

D  8.1  Bot.  reg.  932 
D  8.1  Bot.  reg.  1210 

D  8.1  Bot.  mag.  3010 

D  1     Bot.  mag.  2637 

D  r.l  Bot.  mag.  3192 

R  s.l   Bot.  reg.  1212 
D  s.l  Wal.pl.asra.27 

16716 

16721.  Alplnfa  magnifica. 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

Sir  W.  J.  Hooker  says  of  this  species,  that  he  contents  himseli  "  with  laying  before  the 

Class  II.  —  DIANDRIA. 

16724 

16725 

16726 

16727 

16728 16729 
16730 

16731 
16732 

31.  MAYT&NUS. 
134a  chilensis  Dec. 
36.  ilGU'STRUM. 

159rt  spicatum  D.  Don 
37.  SYRPNGA. 

160a  Josikae"a  Jac. 

Chilian 

MONOGYNIA. 

m.  |  or  8  my 

spike-flowered  &      or  8  jn.jl 
&      or  8  my.jn 

Josika's 39.  JASMPNUM. 
I79apubigerum  D.  Don.  down-bearing Wallichionum  Lindl. 
44.  SCHIZA'NTHUS. 
272  pinnatus 

(9  humilis  Lindl. 272a  Ho6keri  D.  Don 
273a  Graham j  Hook. 
2736  retusus  Hook. 

47.  JUSTPCM. 
2?9aventricosa  Wal. 
296a  speciosa  Rox. 

dwarf 

Honker's Graham's tetase-petaled 
ventricose showy 

or  10  mr.o 

O  or  1  jn.o 
O  or  2  jn.o O  or  2  jn.o 
O  or  2  jn.o 

•  □  or  3  jn  jl 
il  l    I  or  4  au.n 

Sp.  2—2. C.y     Chile  1829.  C  p.s.l  Bot  reg.  1702 

Sp.  3—3. W      Nepal  1823.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2921 

Sp.  4—4. 
Dp.Li  Germany  1833.  Skco  Bot.  mag.  3278 

Sp.  19^-35. Y       Nepal      1827.  C.  1     Bot.  reg.  1409 

Sp.  5—5. Li.C  Valpar. 
Ro.Li  Chile Va  Chile 
Va  Chile 

1831.  S  l.t  Bot.  reg.  1562 1828.  S  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3070 
. . .  S  l.t  Bot.  mag.  3044 Sit  TW  mac,  a/UK 

Sp.  35.— 15. W.R    China       1826.  C  p.l.  Bot.  mag.  2766 
P       East  Indiesl326.  C  p.l.  Bot.  mag.  2722 
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Class  I.  — MONANDRI  A. 

MONOGYNIA. 

Essential  specific  Character. 
16713  Lvs.  discol.  Inf.  petals  emargin.  Flws.  didymous  peduncul.  Brae,  cuneate  convol.  Inner  limb  of  cor.  trifid 
16714  Probably  not  distinct  from  C.  flaccida.  The  lvs.  are  shorter,  lessglauc.  Inner  pet.  distinctly  cuspid,  and  unequal 

rmembran.  deciduous 
16715  Lvs.  oblong-ovate  abrupt  acumin.  Flws.  mostly  in  pairs  on  short  pedun.  Brae,  broad-ellip.  concave  rounded 

16716  Stemless,  Lvs.  elliptic  blotched  above,  beneath  purplish 

16717  Leaves  oblong  costately  veined  glaucous  beneath,  Heads  sessile  many-flowered 16718  Leaves  distich,  spread,  horizont.  oblong apicul.  lucid  little  undul.  short,  th.  petioles,  Heads  terrain,  obi.  Brae. obtuse  undul.  loose  short,  th.  flws. 
16719  Leaves  oblong-lanceolate  acuminate,  Scape  erect  rigid  terete 

16720  Leaves  acuminate  2-in.  broad,  Bracteas  ciliated  1-flowered 

16721  Leaves  few  oblong-acute,  Spike  capitate,  Bracteas  of  a  fine  deep  rose-red  colour  margined  with  a  white  line 
[flat  very  spread.,  Segms.  obov.  obtuse 16722  Stemless,  Lvs.  suborbicul.  acute  varieg.  above,  Flws.  few  radio,  fascic.  erect  sess.  Outer  limb  shorter,  Inner 

16723  Lvs.  oblong  dimidiato-cordate  petiolate,  Spike  terrain.  Outer  bract  or  spatha  elegantly  nerved  transv.  striped 

Class  II.  —  DIANDRIA. 

MONOGYNIA. 

16724  Leaves  elliptic-oblong  tapering  to  base  taper-pointed  with  serrated  edges 

[base 

16728  Lvg.  oblong  approach,  ovate  coriac.  glossy  waved  acumin.  Panic,  term.  Cal.  with  4  minute  imbric.  bract,  at 
[Twigs  purple 

16726  Lvs.  ellipt-lanceol.  attenuated  both  extrem.  white  and  veined  below  wrinkled,  Branches  very  slightly  wart. 

[obtuse 16727  Lvs.  altera,  pinnate,  Leafl.  7  ovato-lanceo.  or  oblong  acumin.  Pedun.  elongate.  1-flwd.  Segm.  of  cor.  5-6 

[long-acumin. 16728  Pedic.  erect,  Tube  of  cor.  much  longer  than  cal.  Lower  lip  middle  segm.  bicornute  lateral  linear,  Upper  lip 
16729  Tube  of  cor.  equal  in  length  to  cal.  Lat.  segm.  equal  in  length  to  the  middle  which  is  bifid,  Upper  lip  ov.-acum. 
16730  Lateral  segm.  of  lower  Up  shorter  than  middle  one  which  is  sagittate,  Upper  segm.  rhomboid-oblong  retuse 

16731  Spikes  terminal,  Bract,  rounded  convex  entire  veined,  Tube  of  cor.  a  little  swollen  upwards 
16732  Pedun.  axill.  &  term,  often  prolif.  sometimes  wanting,  Bract,  constituting  dbl.  invol.  Tube  of  cor.  very  long curved  remark,  twisted 4  E  2 
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16733     3ni»  nodosa  Hook.  knotty-sftnd      «  □  or    2  s  K        Brazil       1820.  C  p.l    Bot.  mag.  2914 
U6734 
16735  - 
16736  - 
16737  - 2500. 
16738  - 

16740 
16741 
16742 16743 
16744 
16745 
16746 

16747 
16748 16749 

167M 
16752 
16753 
16754 
16755 16756 
16757 
16758 

16759 
16760 

16761 
16769 16763 
16764 

16765 16766 
16767 

305a  flavicoma  B.  R. 
•  carnea  Lindl. 

guttata  Wal. venusta  Wal. 

yellow-tufted flesh-coloured 

spotted beautiful 

«-l  I  or •  □spl 2  jl.s 
6  au.s 

Brazil 
Rio  Jan. 1825.  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1027 

1827.  C  l.p   Bot.  reg.  1397 

*  El  or   1£  ap.au  Y.spot  East  Indiesl828.  D  l.p   Bot.  reg.  1334 
;  O  or  5  s Bengal 

47a.  BELOPE'RONE  Nees.      (Belos,  arrow,  peronc,  strap ;  connectivum.) oblongata  Nees:  oblong-leaved 
49.  ERA'NTHEMUM. 
■  foecundum  Lindl.  ever-blowing 

51.  CALCEOLANRIA. 318  integrifblia 
3  angustifblia  Lindl.  narrow-leaved 318a  viscosissima  Lindl.  clammiest 

:  □  or   3  s 

a.  □  or  1J  all  sea  Li 

«.  |  |  or  2 

Ro.P  Brazil 

Sp.  4—11. Brazil 

C  l.p   Bot.  reg.  1380 
Acanthacete.  Sp.  1 — 1. 

1832.  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1657 

?1829.  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1494 

Sp.  26.-32. 
au.s     Y       Chile        1822.  C  l.p  Bot.  reg.  1083 

3  my.o    Go.Y  Chile        1832  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1611 
integrifolia  y  viscosissima  Hook,  in  Bot.  Mag.  3214 ;  rugdsa  macrochilia  Hon. ;  rugdsa  latifolia  Serb. 

3186sessilis  R.  &P.         sessile-leaved    n.  |  or   1J  s         Y       Valparaiso  1832.  C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1628 3l8casccndens  B.  R.        ascending         tt.,  |  or   1  jl.s      Y       Cordiller.  1826.  C  l.p   Bot.  reg.  1215 
3I9aYoungti  Penny        Young's  £  iAI  spl  2  my.o    Och.D  Eng.  hyb.  >830.  D  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1448 3  pallidior  Penny  paler-yld.      «-  electa  Penny,  beloved,  bright-brown-fid.      S  atra  Penny,  dark-fld. 

Wheeler's  £  AJ  or  1  my.o  P  Eng.  hyb.  1831.  D  p.l  Sw,fl.gar.2.  s.130 
Martineau's      £  _AI  or   1  ap.au   Y.spot  Hybrid      1831.  D  lt.r.ni. Sw.tl.  g.2.  s.162 

3196Wheelert  Swt. 
319c  Martineaut?  Swt. 

319a- purpurea  Grah. /3  elegans  D.  Don 
y  plcta  D.  Don IhyrsiSdra  Grah. 

-  polifolia  Hook. -  connata  Hook. 

purple-flowered  £  iAI  or   1  jl.s elegant  £  _A1  or  I  jl-s 
paiuted-cor.  £  _AI  or   1  su 
thyrse-flowered  a.  i_J  or   1 J  jn.s 
Poly-leaved  £  iAJ  cu   1  jl 
connate-teaveo°  <£  \QA  or  3  jl.au floribunda  Linil.,  Bot.  reg.  1214;  paniculata  Herb. 

-  arachuoidea  Grah.  cobweb-like  iA/  or  1  jn-8 tinctoria  Gill. 
8  alba  Hort.  white-flowered  ■£  iAI  or   1  jn.s 
y  refulgens  D.  Don  refulgent-cor.  if  _AJ  or  1  jn.s 

321a  plantagtnea  Sm.       Plantain  Ivd         i  Al  or   1  au 
bfcolor  Grah.  two-coloared  n.  i  |  or  2  au.s 

-  angustifldra  R.  $  P.  narrow-lid  n.  i  !  or   1£  jn 
Herbertidua  Lindl.   Herbert's  £  i  |  or   2  my.o 3  parvifldra  Lindl.     small-flowered  it.  i  |  or   2  my -  chiloensis  Lindl.       Chiloe  n.  |  or   2  au 

-  crenatifldra  Caw  notched-lipped  _AI  or  1 J  jn.s 
3  knypersliensisi). Don  Knypersley  £  _AJ  or  |  jn.s 
AtkinsjVino  D.  Don  Atkins's  £  _AI  or  1£  ju.o 
mirabilis  A'  $  IV.      admirable  )£  iAI  spl  2  ... 

60.  MONARD^. 
355  fistulbsa 

B  fl.  maculato  Hook,  spotted-lipped 
364aRusselk'ana  Sims  Russell's 367a  aristata  Nut.  awned 

62.  SA'LVIA. 384a  strictiflora  Hook.  erect-flowered 
387a  involucrSta  Cav.  involucrate 
3874  Graham«  Benth.  Graham's 407afulgens  Cav.  fulgent 

cardinalis  H.  B.  et  K.,  splendens  var. 
407Sdolichosta"chya  Lag.  long-spiked 408a  canescens  Mey.  hoary 
438a  Sirnsidraa  B.  R.  Sims's bracteata  Bot.  Mag.,  2320. 

-  folibsa  Benth.  leafy 

P Va.P 
W.p 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Chile        1827.  D  l.p  Bot.  mag.  2775 
Chile        1832.  D  l.p  Sw.fl.gar'.2.s.l99- Eng.  gard.?1832.  D  lt.r  Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.244 
Chile        1827.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2915 
Chile        1826.  D  l.p  Bot.  mag.  2897 
Chile        1824.  D  l.p   Bot.  mag.  2876 
Chile 1827.  D  l.p  Bot.  mag.  2874 

k  A  or 
^  A  or k  Al?r m  Dor 
»l_Jor •  i    |  or 

|  spl 

3  su 

2  jl.au 
d 

jl.au 

jl.o 
my.o 

W   
BtRuR  Eng.hyb.  °1833. Y  Chile  1827. 
Y.Wsh.Peru  1829. 
Y  Peru  ?  1830. 

'   Y        Chile  1828. 
Y  Valparaiso  1832. Y  Chiloe  1830. 
Y.spotChiloe  1831. Y.d.b  Eng.  hyb.  ?1834. 
Y.  r  Eng.  hyb.  1830. 
P.       Eng.  hyb.  1834. 

Sp.  15—19. 
P.RspotN.Orleans  1832.  D  co W  N.  Amer.  1823.  R  p.l 
Pa.Ro  N.  Amer.  1836.  R  o.l 

Sp.  103—1-32. Br.R  Peru         1831.  C  It 

D  l.p 

D  r.lt  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.227 
D  l.p  Bot.  mag.  2805 C  It    Bot.  reg.  1374 
C  p    Bot.  mag.  3094 
S  p    Bot.  leg.  1313 C  p.s.l.Bot.  reg.  1579 C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1476 
S  p.s.l.  Bot.  mag.  3255 
Dlf.m.s.Sw.B.  g.2  s.262 
D  p  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.l68 D  r.m  Fl.  cab.  n.  17 

nbva  G.  M.  5.  p.  577 
41  I  |  or  6  au.o 
^  A  or  2  jn.au ^  A  or  3  jn.jl 

R 
R 
S f.  116. 
S 
P Pa.B 

Mexico Mexico Mexico 
1825.  C  s.l 
1829.  C  s.l 
1829.  C  s.l 

Mexico   V 1820. 
Caucasus     ...  C  co 
Russia      1820.  D  p.l 

Bot-  mag.  3310 
Bot.  mag.  2513 Bot.  mag.  3526 

Bot.  mag.  3135 Bot.  mag.  2872 
Bot.  reg.  1370 
Bot.  reg.  135G 

Bot.  reg.  n.  s.  36 Bot.  reg.  1008 

Ol  or   1J  all  sea  B       Mexico     1827.  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1429 
2501.  64a.  STREPTOCA'RPUS  Lindl.  Stbeptocarpus.  (Streptos,  twisted,  karpos,  fruit.)  Bignoniucece.  Sp.l— 1. 

167H9       ~  Rextf  Lindl.  Rex's  £  IZ2  P>"    4  year     B        C.  G.  H.      ...  Sp.l   Bot.  reg.  1173 
Didymocarpus  Rt'xt'i  Bot.  Mag. 16738  &  16736 

16735 16732 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
51  Calceolaria.  The  varieties  and  hybrids  of  this  genus,  which  have  been  raised  in  different  parts  of  the  country, 

are  almost  innumerable,  and  some  of  them  are  of  very  great  beauty.  They  are  all  of  the  ciM.-st  culture,  and  require 
very  little  heat.  Most  of  them  continue  flowering  several  weeks,  and  some  of  them  the  greater  part  of  the  summer. 
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16733  Bran,  swoll.  at  joints,  Lvs  ovate. -acum.  obsc.  serr.  Flws.  in  short  axil.  2-3-flwd.  racem.  erect,  Bract.  4-5  base 
each  fl.  lin.-til.  [Brae,  and  cal.  segms.  subul.  short,  th.  cor. 

16734  Stem  joints  short  tumid  in  middle,  Lvs.  obi. -Ian.  very  acumin.  wavy  minutely  downy,  Panic  terrain,  crowded, 
16736  Lvs.  on  long  pet.  ovate-atten.  at  base  sharply  acumin.  Tetic.  Bract,  numer.  outer  ovate-lanceo.  inner  lia.  Cor. 

very  long,  Up  lip  erect  ent.  low.  revol.  3-toothed. 16736  Lvs.  obi.  atten.  both  extrems.  acute  subcrenul.  Racemes  term.  Flws.  fascic.  Cal.  &  brae.  lin.  thd.,  Cor.  sptd. 
16737  Lvs.  ovate  acumin.  cren at.  Panic,  large  termin.  ̂   Flws.  remotely  fascicul.  subsess.  disposed  in  "slender  elongated racemes 
16738  Spikes  axill.  Brae,  bracteol.  and  leaves  lanceolate,  Anthers  calcarate  at  base 

16739  Lvs.  subsess.  obl.-lan.  acumin.  very  entire,  Brae,  small,  Cal.  segms.  obt.  Tube  bent,  Spike  termin.  subsimp. 

16740  Lvs.  larger  &  broader  than  those  of  C.  integrifolia.  The  whole  plant  clothed  with  viscid  pubescence 
16741  Leaves  lanceolate-acumin.  canescent  beneath,  Corymbs  panicled,  Pedicels  elongated 
16742  Leaves  ovate  petiolate  denticulate  pubesc.  lower  ones  acute  at  base.  Corymbs  umbellate  few-flowered 
16743  A  hybrid  between  C.  corymbbsa  and  C.  arachnoidea,  with  ochraceous  and  dirty-purple  flowers 

[ovate  bluntish 
16744  Lvs.  obl.-ovate  bluntish  much  veined  &  rugose,  hispidly  hairy,  Stem  erect,  very  hairy,  Segm.  of  cal.  broadly 16745  Lvs.  rather  obtuse  atten.  at  base  velvety  above  beneath  clothed  with  long  hairs  and  small  scale-Ik.  brist.  serr. 

'  ,  Cal.  peltate  deeply  4 -cleft 
16746'  Stem  lvs.  cordate  decuss.  upper  ones  smaller  entire  with  few  long  scat,  hairs  on  their  surfaces,  Calyx  downy 

[bellate 
16747  Lvs.  linear  atten.  at  both  ends  lined  distinct,  serr.  Teeth  reflexed,  2-in.  long  2  lines  broad,  Pedun.  comp.  um- 
16748  Whole  plant  clothed  with  white  wool,  Lvs.  ovate  or  oblong,  Flws.  corymbose,  Calyxes  3-nerved 
16749  Lvs.  ovate  acute  waved  nerved,  Lower  ones  atten.  at  base  and  connate,  Upper  ones  nearly  cord,  sessile,  Pan. spreading 
16750  Herb  clothed  with  white  cobwebbed-wool,  Lvs.  ligulately-oblong  little  toothed  petioles  5-in.  long,  Peduncles terminal  twin 

16751  Stemless,  Lvs.  radical  ovate  rhomboid  rosulate  serrated  nerved,  Scapes  generally  2-3-flwd.  pilose 
16752  Leaves  ovate  biserrated,  Branches  dependent  bluntly  tetragonal  of  a  rusty  purple  colour 
16753  Lvs.  ovate-lanceol.  sharply  serr.  pubesc.  Pedun.  collected  into  term,  panic,  generally  4-flwd.  shorter  than  lvs. 
16754  Stem  pilose,  Lower  lvs.  ovate-oblong  obtuse  petiolate,  Upper  ones  sessile,  Lower  lip  of  cor.  very  large 

[sess.  Iufl.  cymose  many-fid. 
16755  Stem  cal.  &  bract,  beset  with  glandul.  hairs,  Stem  lvs.  oblong-lanceol.  undul.  thd. :  upper  ones  ent.  ov.  acum. 
16756  Radical  lvs.  many:  stem  lvs.  few :  2  lower  ones  subpet. :  upper  ones  sess.  Pedic.  racem.  1-flwd.  Caps  papery. 

[fulvous 16757  Rad.  lvs.  obov.  rather  spathul.  obtuse  uneq.  thd.  Stem  lvs.  ov.  pointed  aim.  ent.  Corymbs  forked  10-30-nd.  Ped. 
16758  Radical  lvs.  ovate  somewhat  obtuse,  Corymbs  few-flowered  [filif.  clthd.  gland,  pubes. 

[revol.  obsol.  3-th  J. 16759  Lvs.  ovate-acumin.  rounded  at  base:  lower  ones  serr. :  upper  quite  ent.  Lower  lip  much  wider  than  upper 
16760  Lvs.  obi  .-lanceol.  narrowed  at  base  sharply  &  remotely  toothed,  Bract,  ciliated  often  purplish  or  yellowish 

[gland.  &  viscid 16761  Lvs.  ovate-cord.  2-3-in  long  glabrous  obtuse  rather  wavy,  Flws.  erect  oppos.  subsecund,  Bract  ovate  acute 
16762  Lvs.  cord.-ovate  acumin.  toothed,  Whorls  6-flwd.  Bract,  decid.  very  large  broadly  ovate,  nerved  red 16763  Lvs.  oval  obtuse  rounded  or  cuneated  at  base  irreg.  crenated  in  middle  nearly  glabrous,  Whorls  2-flwd.  Cal. 
16764  Lvs.  cord.-ovate  crenated  hoary  beneath,  Bract,  decid.  Galea  villose  [usually  eld. 
16765  An  undescribed  species,  introduced  by  Lagasca. 
16766  Racemes  branched,  Flowers  fewer  &  smaller  than  those  of  S.  phlomoides 
16767  Lvs.  ovate  acum.  crenate-sinuate :  upperm.  ent.  Fls.  in  dist.  about  6-flwd.  whorls  each  wh.  supported  by  2  ov.- acum.  awned  concave  streaked  bracts 
16768  Lvs.  petiol.  broadly  ov.  acute  subcord.  at  base,  Rac.  loose  verticill.  few-flwd.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  entire  toothed : Lower  acute 
16769  The  only  species 

16750 
16756 16769 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2501.  Strertoc&rpys.  This  plant  is  very  readily  increased  by  seed,  or  by  division  of  the  root,  and  thrives  best  in  a .ignt  rich  soil.   It  18  a  very  ornamental  stove  herbaceous  plant,  and  well  deserving  of  cultivation. 4  E  3 
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16770 
16771 
16772 16773 
16774 
16775 
16776 
16777 
16778 
16779 
16780 

73.  PIMELE'A 491a  ligustrina  Lab. 4916  intermedia  Lindl. 
492a  hispida  R.  Br. 492ft  lanata  R.  Br. 
492clongiflora  /{.  Br. 
492rf  gracili  flora  Hook. 
492e  sylvestris  B.  Br. 493a  humilis  R.  Br. 
4936nivea  Lab. 
493c  arenaria  Cun. 

-  Aypertcina  Cun. 

Privet-like Sp.  15—24. It 
i_J 

or 

10 mr W 
V.  D.  L. 1823. 

intermediate «_ i  | or 2 rar Wsh    K.  G.  S. 1825. 
hispid-flowered • i_J 

el 

2 

jn 

Bh N.  Holl. 1830. i  1 

el 

6 

my 

W V.D.L. 
1834. 

long-flowered • |_J or 4 

jn 

W N.  Holl. 
1831. 

eilender-calyxed * uJ or 3 my.jn W 
K.  G.  S, 

1830. wood m 
l_J 

el 

2 

jn 

Bh 
N.  Holl. 1830. humble n. 

l-J 

or 

1 my.jn W N.  Holl. 1824. 
white-Aerft. a. 

l_J 

pr 

6 VV N.  HolL 1833. 
sand-inhabit. 

tt 

1_J 

pr 

1 

ji"
 

W N.  Zeal. 
1827. 

Hypericum-tod St 
1_J 

or 3 

sp 

W K.  G.  S. 
1830. 

Bot.  mag.  3330 

Class  III.  —  TRIANDRIA. 
MONOGYNIA. 

16781 
2502, 

16782 

80.  VALER1ANE' LLA. 
568a  congesta  Lindl.  crowded-yluxi O  or   1  jn.s Sp.  12—20. Columbia   1826  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1094 

80a.  BE'TCK/4  Dec.   (A/.  Betcke,  who  has  described  manysp.  of  Valerianella.)  Valerianae.  Sp.  1_2 major  Dec, 
93.  CRCTCUS. 

601  vernus 
$  1.  Purple  and  Lilac. 

1  puniceus  Sab. 
2  pur pil reus  Sab. 
3  marginatus  Sab. 4  Sablni  Ander.  H.  tr.  7.  11 
5  grandis  Sab. 6  obov&tus  Sab. 
7  concinnus  Sab. 8  Phaethora  Sab. 
9  gracilis  J.C. 10  maculdsus  Sab. 

11  pluradsus  J.C. 12  turbinates  Sab. 
13  clavatus  Sab. 

604  versicolor 
$  1.  Grey,  striped. 

1  Gawlerj'Sab. 2  neglectus  Sab. 3  similis  Sab. 

larger  O  P«"   1J  jn.  s, 
Garden  Varieties. 

14  viola^eus  Sab. 
15  dubius  Sab. 
16  pruindsus  Sab. 
17  fusif6rmis  Sab. 
18  Styl&SUS  Sab. 
19  plumbeus  Sab.  H.  tr.  7. 11. 10. 20  lnflatus  Sab.  B.  tr.  7.  11.  13. 
21  tulip&ceus  Sab. 
22  pallens  Sab. 23  minimis  Sab. 
24  nanus  J.C. 
25  pallidus  Sab. 26  neapolitanus  precox  Sab. 27  lildcinus  maculatus 

Garden  Varieties. 
$  2.  Purple,  striped. 

4  purj>ureus  Sab.  H.tr.  7.  11.  6. 5  venustus  Sab. 
6  elegans  Sab.  H.  tr.7.  11.  8 

1836.  S  eo 

Sp.  18—27. 

28  lildcinus  pre'cox  Sab. 
<j  2.  Purple-feathered. 29  p ictus  Sab.  Bot.  reg.  1440. 30  fucatus  Sab.  H.  tr.  7.  11.14. 

\  3.  Spotted. 31  dorsalis  Sab. 
32  unguis  Sab. 
33  Unguis  major  Sab. 
34  leucorhynchus  Sab.  Bot.  reg.  1416. 

\  4.  Lilac,  striped. 35  pulchellus  Sab.  H.  tr.  7.  11.  19. 
36  1  meatus  Sab. 37  striatus  Sab. 

$  3.  Lilac,  striped. 
7  violaceus  Sab. 8  Haw6rth>Y  Sab 
9  lineatus  Sab. 

610  sulphureus 
3  albidus  Sub.  4  isabelllnus  Sab 

16783    610a  lacteus  Haw.  cream-cld- 
/3  blue-streai 

94a.  STREPTANTHEVRA  Swt. 

Garden  Varieties. 
5  striatus  Sab. if.  mr 

\  f.  mr 

S  A tf  A Pa.Y  Moesia 
Y.  B  Moesia 

2503 
16784 
16785 

elegans  Swt. 
-  cuprea  Swt. 

elegant (Streptos,  twisted,  anthera,  anther.) 
S  _AJ  pr     i  my.  jn  W.b.y  C.  G.  H copper-coloured  3  _AJ  or    f  jn.  jl    Cop     C.  G.  H, 

6  stridulus  Sab. 
?  1620.  O  co   Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  194 

...  O  co    Sw.fLgar.2.s.  194 
Iridea:.      Sp.  2—2. 1827.  O  s.p.l  Sw.fl.gar.  209 

1825.  O  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.l22 
99.  SPARA'XIS. 16786  658a  versicolor  Swt. 

16787  661apendula  Ker 
16788  -        lineata  Swt. 
16783  •        stellaris  D.  Don 

Sp.  8—10. C.  G.  H. C.  G.  H. party-coloured  _A]  or  is  P.y pendulous  _AJ  or   1  jn  CP 
red-lined  ?  iAI  or    £  sp       W.Pk  C.  G.  H. 
starry-flowered  5  j\J  or   1  my.  jl  P       C.  G.  H. 

16772 

1825. 1825. 

1836. 

R  s.l  Sw.fl.gar.  160 
O  8.1   Bot.  reg.  1360 
O  s.pJ  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.131 O  s.p.l  Sw.fl.gar.  383 

16770 

16759 
16777 16774 

'16764  "  16763 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 

2502.  Be/ckia..   Plants  with  the  habit  of  ValerianiUa  and  requiring  the  same  treatment.   The  seeds  may  be  sown 
in  May,  in  the  open  ground,  in  a  sheltered  situation. 

93.   Crdcus.   The  numerous  varieties  of  C.  vernus  and  C.  versicolor  were,  a  few  years  ago,  all  in  cultivation  in 
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16770  Invol.  4-lvd.  Leafl.  ovate-oblong,  Cor.  pubescent,  Leaves  oblong  lanceolate  veined  [within 
16771  Invol.  2-4-lvd.  shorter  than  flws.  Lvs.  small  lanceol.  acute  at  each  end  sess.  Segm.  of  limb  oblong  obt.  smooth 
16772  Invol.  4-lvd.  I. call,  roundish-ovate,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  &  linear,  Head  before  expand,  subglobose  apiculated 
16773  Invol.  4-lvd.  Leafl.  ovate  with  membran.  margin  about  equal  in  length  to  the  head,  Cor.  hairy,  Lvs.  lanceolate 
16774  No  distinct  invol.  Lvs.  linear-lanceol.  hairy  3-nerved,  Flws.  In  globose  heads,  Perianth  extern,  hairy,  Tube very  long  and  slender 
16775  Invol.  6-7-lvd.  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  dotted  above,  Tube  of  cor.  long  slender  glabrous  slightly  dilated  upwards 
16776  Leaves  lanceol.  acute  smooth  on  both  sides,  Heads  many-flwd.  termin.  Perianth  smooth,  Tube  infundib. 
16777  Leaves  oblong-obtuse,  Floral  lvs.  oval,  Calyx  silky,  Stem  erect  simple 
16778  Leaves  subrotund  obtuse  revolute  beneath  as  well  as  the  calyx  clothed  with  hoary  tomentum 
16779  Lvs.  decussate  ovate  acute  nearly  sess.  horiz.  or  reflex,  slightly  downy  above  densely  silky  beneath,  Per.  ext. 

silky,  Tube  contracted  upw. 
16780  Invol.  8-lvd.  4  innerm.  often  smaller,  Lvs.  distant  on  very  short  thick  pet.  ellipt-obl.  oft.  narrower  acute  very smth.  Flws.  numer.  polygam. 

Class  III. —  TRIANDRIA. 
MONOGYNIA. 

16781  Radic.  leaves  obov.  or  spathul.  Stem  lvs.  broadly  ovate  sess.  subdent.  Flor.  ones  lin.  oblong.  Flws.  monoecious, 
Whorls  cymose  2-parted :  male  flws.  largest. 

16782  Radic.  leaves  ovate  acute,  Stem  leaves  linear-lanceolate 

§  5.  Grey,  striped. 
38  Glorianella  Sab. 
39  GloriSna  Sab.  H.  tr.  7.  11.  18. 
40  elegans  J.  C. 
41  specidsus  J.  C. 
42  variegatus  Sab. 
43  proplnquus  Sab. 44  dentdsus  Sab. 
45  decdrus  J.  C. 
46  bicolor  Sab. 
47  afflnis  J.  C. 
48  emargindtus  J.  C. 49  tortuosus  J.  C. 
50  reticularis  Sab. 

tj  4.  White,  striped. 
10  vittatus  J.C. 
11  Horibundus  Sab. 
12  pect  hiatus  Sab. 
13  spectabilis  J.  C. 

Garden  Varieties. 
51  griseus  Sab. 
52  pectinatus  Sab. 53  inctfrvus  Sab. 
54  lineellus  Sab. 
55  obesus  Sab. 
56  spectabilis  J. 57  obtusus  J.  C. 

\  6.  White,  striped 
58  crassus  Sab. 
59  Andersbm  Sab.  H.  tr.  7.  11. 16. 
60  penicillatus  J.  C. 61  stellatus  J.  C. 
62  albidus  J.  C. 

Garden  Varieties. 
14  stridulus  J.  C. 
15  Morleon  Sab. 
16  inconsplcuus  Sab. 
17  stellatus  Sab. 
18  penicillatus  J.  C. 

63  parvulus  Sab. 64  unilineatus  J.  C. 
65  trilineatus  Sab. 
66  unduldtus  J.  C. 
67  obsolttus  Sab. 

&7.  White. 
68  albus  m aj or  Sab.  H.tr.  7.11.11. 
69  albus  minor  Sab. 

4  8.  Purple,  late  flowering. 
70  delectus  Sab. 
71  neapolitanus  Sab. 
72  alpinus  Sab. 
73  aprllis  Sab. 74  tardi  116ms  Sab. 

19  pulchgllus  J.  C. 20  proplnquus  Sab. 
21  afflnis  Sab. 22  urbauus  Sab.  H.  tr.  7.  11. 9, 
23  pallidas  J.  C. 

16783  Flowers  unibracteate,  Filaments  incurvedly  spreading  puberulous  geniculated  above. 

16784  Leaves  ensif.  bluntish  cut  in  the  middle,  Scape  1,2-flwd.   Segments  of  perianth  ovate  bimaculate  in  the  middle 
16785  Lvs.  ensif.  acute  mucron.  striated,  Scape  smth.  2-4-flwd.  Per.  6-parted,  Segm.  of  limb  closely  imbric.  ovate blunt  keeled  fof  the  perianth 
16786  Stem  leafy  erect  branched,  Leaves  nerved  mucronate,  Spike  3-4-flwd.  Spatheawned  3  times  as  long  as  the  tube 
16787  Spathes  marked  with  linear  spots,  Segm.  of  limb  oblong,  Scape  many-spiked,  Spikes  pendulous 16788  Scape  cylindric.  smooth  2-4-flwd.  Spathe  2-valved,  Valves  ov.  lacer.  membr.  veined,  Segm.  6  erect  acute  keeled 
16789  Scape  few-flowered  longer  than  the  leaves,  Leaves  acute,  Perianth  funnel-shaped,  Tube  filiform,  Segments lanceolate  acute,  Branches  of  style  elongated 
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16790 
16791 
16792 
16793 
16794 

105.  GLADrOLUS. 
715ahyalinus  Jac. 7155  tenellus  Jac. 
715c  ColvIlltV  Swt 
717« cochleatus  Stat. 
721a  pudibundus  Suit. 

tender 

ColvlU's spoon-lipped 
tf  lAJ  or 
tf  iAI  or tf  iAI  pr 
tf  lAJ  or tAnsh-fiowered  tf  .Al  or 

Sp.  35—40. 1  my.jn  Y.r  C.G.H. 
f  my.jn  Va.Y  C.G.H. 1  jn.jl  S.Y  hybrid 14  mr  W.a  C.G.H. 

3  ...        Bh      Eng.  hyb 

1825.  O  s.p.l  Jac.  ic.  2.  242 
1825.  O  s.p.l  Jac.  ic.  2.248 1824.  O  l.g    Sw.fl.gar.  155 
1829.  O  s.p.l  6\v.fl.gar.2.s.  140 ...  O  r.l   Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  176 

16795    728a  natalensis  Beinw.  Natal 
16796 

16797 
2504. 16798 

2505. 
16799  - 
16800  - 

2506. 
16801  - 

.2507. 16802  - 16803 
16804 

16806 16807 
16808 

2508. 
16810  - 16811 

16813 16814 
16815 
16816 

2509. 
16817  - 

psittacinus  Hook,  in  Bot.  Mag.  3032.,  and  Lindl.  in  Bot.  Reg.  1442, tf  A  ipl  4  au       S.y     Natal  riv.  1830.  O  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.g.281 

Mort&nitts  Herb.  ms.    Morton's       tf  A  or  1£ S.  Africa  1837.  O  s.p  Bot.  mag.J 

Sp.  2—2. C.G.H. 106.  ANOMATHE'CA. 
732acruenta  Lindl.         bloody  tf  Al  or   1  my.s    Bd     "C.G.H.      1830.  O  s.p.l  Bot.  reg.  1369 
107a.  ANISA'NTHUS  Swt.     Anisanthus.        (Anisos,  unequal,  anthos.  a  flower.)      Irideee.      Sp.  3— 3. spl&ndens  Swt.         splendid  tf  iAI  spl  14,  my  .in  S        C.G.H.     1825.  O  s.p.l  Sw.fl.gar.  84 

Nos.  704.  &  706.  in  p. 42.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
114a.  BPETES  Sal.  Dietes.    (])is.  twice,  etes.  an  associate ;  related  to  JVis  &  MokbVj.;   Irideee.  Sp.  3 — 3. 

-  tricolor;  S;/^.  two-coloured    j£  A!  or  2  jl.o      Y.b    ...    D  l.p  Bot.  reg.  1404 
-  catenulata  Swt.       chain-dotted         _AJ  or   U  ap.au   W.B    Madagas.   1826.  D  l.p  Bot.  reg.  1074 Mora^a  tridoldes  in  p.  46.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

114S.  LEUCOCO'RYNE  Lindl.    (Leukos,  white,  koryne,  a  club  ;  sterile  anthers.)    AsphodXtece.  Sp.3 — 3. .  odorata  Lindl.         sweet-scented    tf  Al  or   1  au       W      Valparaisol826.  O  p.l  Bot.  reg.1293 
No.  752.  in  p  44.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

M4c.  TRITELErA  Lindl.   (Treis,  three,  teleios,  complete  ;  ternary  arrangement.)  Atphodilete.  Sp.3 — 3. 
-  grand!  flora  Lindl.     great-flowered  tf  _AJ  or  2jl.au    ?W    N.Americal826.  O  p.l 
-  laxa  Benth.  loose-umbelled  tf  Al  or   14  jn.jl    Dp.B  California  1832.  O  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1685 -  uniflbra  Lindl.         one-flowered     tf_AJel.  1  jn       B       B.  Ayres   1836.  O  p.l  Bot  reg.  1921 

115.  J'RIS.  Sp.  68—105 
755a  Humet'  G.  Don        Sir  Ab.  Hume's  J  Aor  8  ap.my  B  Nepal nepalensis  B.  R.  not  of  D.  Don. 
762  variegata 

&  De  Berg  H.  Bel.   De  Berg's  &  A  or 
y  Van  De  Will  H.Bel.Van  De  Will's  ̂   A  or 793alongispatha  Fts.      long-spathed  3t  A  or 

798a  longifolia  Swt.        long-leaved  A  A  or 805«tenax  Don.  tough  £  A  or   1  ap.my  F       California  1826.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1218 

3  my.jn  Y.Br.  Belgian 
3  jn.jl  Y.Br.  Belgian 
3  jl  P  Siberia 
f  ap  P.Gsh  Naples 

1822.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  818. 

hyb.  D  co 
hyb.  D  co 1828.  R  co  Bot.  mag.  2528 
1829.  D  It  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.l46 

Ho6keri  Penny  Hooker's 3t  A  or  1$  myjn  P       N.  Amer.  1826.  D  co  Bot.  mag.  2886 
117a.  SISYRI'NCHIUM  L.    Sisyrinchium.    {Sys,  pig  or  hog,  rhynchos,  snout.)    Irideee.       Sp.  15—26. .  chilense  Hook.         Chilean  tf  lAI  or   1  jn.au    B       Chile        1826.  D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2786 

-  graminifblium  Lindl.  Grass-leaved     £  iAI  or  \  ap.my  Y       Chile        1825.  D  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1067 
/§  pumilum  Lindl.     dwarf  )£  iAI  or    |  o         Y       Chile  ...  D  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1915 

-  pedunculatum  Gill,  stalked-./? v:d     tf  Al  or    1   s.o       Y        Chile        1827.  D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2965 
-  odoratissimum  L. 
-  maculatum  Hook. 
-  speciosum  Hook. 

sweetest-scntd  £  Al  or  1  jn 
spot-petal.  <l      ]£  .Al  or    1  my 
showy  £  lAI  or   1  jn 

W      S .America  1828.  D  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1283 
Y.spt  Chile        1831.  D  l.p  Bot  mag.  3197' B       Chile        1836.  D  co  Bot.  mag.  3544 

grandiflorum  Don.  large-flowered  £  A  or  {my.jn  D.p.  N.Americal826.  D  p Nos.  833.  to  840.  in  p.  48.,  are  now  referred  to  this  genus. 
Bot.  reg.  1364 

1176.  RENE ktMIA  R.  Br.  (P.  $  -V.  L.  Renealme,  the  first  a  Fr.  phys.,  the  other  a  bot.)  Irideee.  Sp.  1— 3. 
grandiflbra  R.  Br.    large-flowered  £iAlor   ljap       W      N.Zealand  1822.  R  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.  64 

16795     .  16798  A,„  16801 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 
105.  Gladiolus.  Some  valuable  additions  have  been  lately  made  to  this  beautiful  genus,  of  which  the  mr>st  splendid 

is  unquestionably  G.  natalensis,  which  is  also  very  hardy,  and  of  as  easy  propagation  and  culture  as  the  G.  communis. 
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16790  Lvs.  3-ncrved,  Scape  few-flwd.  Segments  of  cor.  ringent  even  somewhat  transparent 
16791  Lvs.  very  narrow,  Scape  2-flwd.  Tube  equal  to  the  spathe,  Segments  lanceolate  obtuse 
16792  Lvs.  linear  ensif.  ribbed  slightly  glaucous,  Tube  scarcely  equal  to  the  spathe  [hollow 
16793  Lvs.  narrowly  linear  elong.  straight  rigid  promin.  2-nerved,  Lower  segm.  of  fl.  obovately  ovate  spoon-shaped 16794  Lvs.  broadly  ensif.  acumin.  ribbed,  Spike  distich,  about  10-flwd.  Tube  shorter  than  outer  spathe,  Segm.  ovate- oblong  recurved  and  wavy 
16795  Leaves  ensif.  bicostate  obscured  nerved,  Spikes  term.  10-12.flwd.  Sheath  dbl.  convolute,  Tube  J  length  of  fl. campan.  spreading 
16796  Lvs.  8.9  green  nerved  acute  twisted 

16797  Nearly  allied  to  A.  Juncea,  but  differs  in  having  longer  tube  to  flower,  greater  irregularity  of  limb  and  form  of 
spots  at  base  of  3  anterior  segments 

16798  Scape  simple  erect,  Lvs.  ensif.  linear  acute  smooth  nerved,  Flowers  distichous 

16799  Lvs.  equal  linear  ensif.  Scape  round  branch  at  top 
16800  Lvs.  distichous  ensif.  spirally  twisted,  Scape  branched  compressed  leafy  many-flowered 

16801  Lvs.  linear  glaucous,  Limb  laciniate  lanceolate,  Stamens  sterile  subulate  obtuse 

16802  Lvs.  ovate-lanceolate,  Limb  linear-lanceolate 
16803  Lvs.  linear  glaucous,  Scape  longer,  Involucrum  with  pedicels  twice  as  snort,  Umbel  many-flwd. 
16804  Lvs.  linear,  Involucrum  sheathed :  at  top  bifid,  Peduncle  filiform  shorter 

16805  Crested,  Scape  2-flowered,  Leaves  falcate  shorter,  Spathe  2-leaved 

[1 2  furrows  and  12  obtuse  angles 
16806  Scape  nearly  round  ltl.  flatt.  twist,  about  3-flwd.  Spathe  3-bracts :  outer  nearly  1  ft.  long  very  nan-,  atten.  Germ. 16807  Sheath  radical  long  surrounding  the  leaves,  Lvs.  very  long  thick  quadrangular  striated  very  glaucous 
16808  Lvs.  in  tufts  rigid  erect  linear- ensif.  tough,  Stem  angul.  leafy,  Ovar.  on  long  stalks  not  enclosed  in  flor.  leaves 

somewh.  3-cornered,  Stigm.  2-lbd.  short 
16809  Stem  3-4-flwd.  Lvs.  linear-en sil.  striat.  acumin.  slightly  falcate,  Peduncle  shorter  than  foliaceous  spathe 

[mucron.  Caps,  pear-sh.  pubes. 
16810  Lvs.  linear-ensif.  striat  Peduncs.  4-5  in.  long,  Pedic.  Ij  in.  long  also  very  slender,  Pet.  6  oblong.spathul.  retuse 
16811  Foliage  minutely  hairy,  Scape  erect  longer  than  lvs.  somet.  divided  bearing  mostly  3  fascicles  of  flws.  Flws- 

with  little  heart- sh.  spot  at  base 
16812  Pedun.  solit  or  2-4,  Spathe  diphyl.  Bract,  scariose  convolute,  Col.  of  fil.  long  densely  covered  with  longish 

gland,  yellow  hairs  [sever,  very  frag,  nodding 
16813  Lvs.  very  narrow  glauc.  subul.  at  apex,  Spath.  consist,  of  bract,  membran.  at  margin  lowerm.  sharpest,  Flws. 
16814  Stem  remarkably  compressed,  Spathe  lanceol.  condupl.  green  with  broad  white  membr.  margin.  Germ,  glandlr. 
16815  Bulb  ovate,  Lvs.  mostly  radic.  dply.  striat.  sheathing,  Spathe  2  unequal  lvs.  about  2-flwd.  Pedun.  1-in.  long curved,  Ov.  oblong  glabrous 
16816  Stem  terete  simple,  Lvs.  lanceol.  veined,  Spathe  gener.  3-flwd.  Segm.  of  cor.  spathulate,  Root  bulbous 

16817  Lvs.  oval-oblong  pointed  smooth  on  both  sides,  Flowers  in  long  racemes 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
16815.  Sisvrinchium  specidsum  is  a  lovely  species,  found  about  Valparaiso,  on  sandy  hills;  to  be  brought  to  perfect 

tion,  it  requires  to  be  planted  in  dry  light  soil,  and  placed  in  a  warm  sunny  situation  in  the  green-houst. 
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230.  ISOPOvGON. 16818  1312a  longifblius  R.  Br.  long-leaved 
16819  -        Baxter*  R.  Br.  Baxter's 
16820  -      -  Loudon;  R.  Br.  Loudon's ji  linearis  It.  Br.  linear 

MONOGYNIA. 

*  i  |  or  3  jn.jl 
»  I  |  or  2  mr.ap *  I  |  or  4£  sp 
*  I  |  or  2  sp 

Sp.  8—14. Y       N.Holland  1823.  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.900 
Ro      N.Holland  1831.  S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3539 
P       K.G.S.      1830.  S  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3421 
Pa.P  K.G.S.      1830.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3450 

2510.  237a.  CONOSPE'RMUM  R  .Br.  Conospermum  (Konos.  a  cone,  sperma,  a  seed.)  ProtedceiB.   Sp.  2—9. 1G821  -      -  ericifolium  R.  Br.    Heath-leaved    « |_]  or   3  jn.au    W       N.  Holland  1820  C  s.p  Lin.  tr.  10.  17.  1 
16822  .      .  /axifolium  Sm.        Yew-leaved      « i_J  or  3  jn.au    W      N.  Holland  1824  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2724 

2511. 
16823  - 2376.  BOTRY'CERAS  W.   Botbyckras.  (Botrys,  a  raceme,  keras,  a  horn.)   Protedceee.     Sp.  1—1. -  /aurinum  W.  Laurel-like      *  i_J  or  4    N.Holland  182a  C  p.s  W.b.m.l0J0.18ll. 

2512. 
16824  - 

238a.  ANADE^NIA  R.  Br.  {A,  without  aden,  a  gland  ;  nectariferous  wanting.)  Protedceee. -  pulchella  R.  Br.       neat  *  s_J  or  2    Y       N.Holland  1824.  C  p.l 
2513. 

16825  - 
2386.  AGA'STACHYS  R.  Br. odorata  It.  Br. (Agastos,  admirable,  stachys,  a  spike.) 

sweet-scented   II  t  |  or  3  ap.s 
Protedceee 

239.  GREVFLLE4. 
16826  1409a  conclnna  R.  Br. 

1411  linearis 
/3  incarnata  B.  M. 
y  alba  hod. 16827  1416a  pubgscens  Hook. 16828  14166  canescens  R.  Br. 

16829  1  420a  Daleyi  R.  Br. 16830  14206  robusta  Cun. 
261.  HOUSTOW^. 

1541a  serpylliiolia  Mx. 

neat St  i  |  or  4  ap.s  P 

Pa.Y  N.Holland  1826.  C  s.p 
1824  C  s.p 

Sp.  1—1. 

Sp.l— 1. 
Sp.  18—40. N.  S.W. 

flesh-coloured  it  \  |  or  4  ap  s 
vriiite-Jlowered  »  i  I  or  4  ap.s 
pubescent        *  i  |  or  4  ap.s 
hoary-leaved     *  i  |  cu  5   
Caley's            *i  lor  5  jn.s robust  J  |  |  or  80   

F 
W 
R 

N.  Holland  ...  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2661 
N.  Holland  ...  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1003 
N.Holland  1822.  C  s.p  Hook.  ex.  fl.  216 

16831 

16832 

Wild-Thyme-lvd  £  A  pr 
271.  CRUCIANE'LLA 

styldsa  Trin. 
283.  PENjEM. 

1732a  imbricata  Grah. 

long-styled 

imbricate-lvd 
295.  OLDENLA'ND/^. 

-  Deppeana  S.  &  C.  Deppe's 

\  jn.au i  A  o'  ljjn.au 

*l_Jpr  2  jn.jl  Pk 

n.  n  cu  1  year  W 

G.taw  P.Jackson  1824.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  318ft 
R       P.Jackson  1829.  C  l.p  Bot.  mag.  3133 
O       Moreton    1830.  C  l.p  Bot.  mag.  3184 

Sp.  3—6. W      N.America  1826. D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2822 

Sp.  10—16. Bt.Pk  Persia     ?  1836.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  n.  s.  55 

Sp.  3—8. C.G.H. 

Sp.  3—1. 
Mexico 

2514. 
16835  ■ 

16836 

1824.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2809 

1835.  C  l.p  Flor.  Cab.  1. 

295a.  LIPO'STOMA  D.  Don.   (Leipo,  to  fall  from,  stoma,  mouth  ;  lid  from  capsule.)  Rubihcete.    Sp.l — 1 
campanuliJibra  D.  Don  bell-flwd      lUElpr    Jjn.au  B 
JEginStta  capitata  Grah.,  Hedybtis  campanuliflbra  Hook. 

296.  MANETTM. 
glabra  SSf  C.  smooth  i_  i_J  or  5  au.d  S cordifblia  Hook.,  in  Bot.  Mag.  3202. 

Brazil  1825.  C  l.p  Bot.  mag.  2840 

Sp.  2-3. B.Ayies  1831.  C  pj  Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.233 

297.  £PIMEND1UM. 16837  1763a  diphy  Hum  hod.        twin-leafed       i  A  P'    I  my 
16838  17636 macranthum  Lindl.  large-flowered  &  A  pr?l?ap 

W 
LLP 

grandiflbrum  Sieb 1763c  oiolaceum  Sieb. 

Sp.  4—5. Japan 
Japan 

1880.?  D  lt.l  Bot.  mag.  3448 
1835.  D  s.l    Bot.  reg.  1906 

fap.my  Y       Japan     1835.  D  pi. Violet-coloured  3t  lAl  or 
2515.  306a.  BENTHAW^  Lindl.  (George  Bentham,  Secretary  to  the  London  Hort.  Soc.)  CornAceee.  Sp.l— 1 

16840  -     -  fragifera  Lindl.       strawberry-/<!d  *      or  10  su       Ysh     E.  Indies  1825.  L  co    Bot  reg.  1579 
16820     ̂ „.„.  16825    J  16821  16822  ̂ ojmuSti.  Ps^-I       -  16831 

16823 16830 
16824 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2514.  Lipdstoma.  The  species  of  this  genus  thrive  in  any  kind  of  light  soil,  and.cuttings  root  readily  in  the  same 
under  a  hand-glass,  in  a  little  heat.  ' 

2515.  Bentheimm.   A  very  desirable,  nearly  hardy  shrub,  which,  perhaps,  might  be  rendered  hardier  oy  grafting  it 
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MONOGYNIA. 

16818  Lvs.  linear-Ungulate :  upperm.  quite  entire :  lower  ones  sub- 3-fid.  Calyx  silky,  Stigma  smooth 16819  Lvs.  hard  stiff  glandul.  on  both  sides :  upper  1  or  2-trifid  cune.  &  1  or  2ce.  twisted  at  base,  Heads  of  flwg.  crowd. 
16820  Lvs.  coriaceous  lanc.-lingul.  or  subspathul.  faintly  3-nerved,  Branches  Sc  perianth  smooth 

16821  Lvs.  subulat.-filif.  imbricated,  Spikes  shorter  than  the  axillary  peduncle 
16822  Lvs.  lanceol. -linear  acute  mucron.  slightly  pubescent  somewhat  obliquely  twisted 

16823  Leaves  lanceolate  coriaceous  serrated,  Panicle  corymbose 

16824  Lvs.  pinnatifid  slightly  hairy,  Lobes  cuneiform,  Follicle  viscid 

16825  The  only  species 

16826  Bran,  hoary  slightly  angul.  Lvs.  1  in.  revol.  at  edge  with  small  mucro  somet.  2  or  3-fld  at  point  densely  hairy ben.  Cal.  extern,  silky 

16827  Lvs.  spathulato-oblong  mucronate  pubes.  on  both  sides,  Racemes  corymb.  Pedicels  and  calyx  smooth 16828  Lvs.  oblong-obovate  obtuse  mucron. :  above  pubescent :  beneath  very  downy  pale  grey,  Racemes  recurved 
16829  Lvs.  pinn.  segm.  altern.  lin.-obl.  obt. :  above  downy  with  patent  ferrug.  hairs:  below  silky  with  adpressed  hairs 
16830  Lvs.  pinnatif.  segm.  acute  smooth  and  veiny  above  hoary  beneath,  Racemes  panic.  Peria.  &  pistil  very  smooth 

16831  Caespitose  bearing  many  rooting  stems,  Lvs.  spathui  rather  hairy,  Peduncle  termin.  1-flwd.  elongated 

16832  Procumbent,  Lvs.  8-9  in  a  whorl  &  are  as  well  as  stems  hispid,  Style  clavate  much  exserted  bifid  at  apex 

16833  Lvs.  sessile  rhomb.-ovate  acute  very  entire  imbricated  or  spreading,  Bract,  few  naked. 

16834  Lvs.  petiol.  ovate-lanceol.  taper,  into  petioles  firm  much  acuminated  rather  revol.,  Stip.  white  glandul.  downy 
setosely  jagged,  Panic,  loose  at  ends  of  bran. 

16835  Plant  hairy,  Lvs.  roundish  undulated  spreading 

16836  Lvs.  cordate-acumin.  shining  on  both  sides,  Bract,  connate,  Fedun.  axill.  1-flwd.  Tube  clavato-fuim. -shaped 

16837  Petiol.  numer.  filiform  dichot.  sparingly  hairy  more  abund.  at  swollen  joints,  Petals  flat 
16838  Lvs.  tritern.  leafl.  cord.-ovate  petiol.  hairy,  Rac.  many-flwd.  Sep.  lin.  obt.  Petals  ov.-lanc.  inner  ones  spurred twice  long.  th.  outer  ones 
16839  Lvs.  tritern.  leafl.  ovate-oblong  petiol.  smooth 

16840  The  only  species 

on  C6rnus  sanguinea.  It  is  readily  propagated,  either  by  seeds  or  by  cuttings.  The  fruit,  when  ripe,  somewhat resembles  that  of  the  arbutus,  but  is  much  larger.  The  flesh  is  yellowish  white,  rather  insipid,  but  not  unpleasant, 
although  a  little  bitter  ;  and,  as  Mr.  Royle  informs  us,  it  is  eaten  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  hills  in  the  Himalayas. 

834  16835 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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Page  108.    Class  V.  —  PENTANDRIA.    5  Stamens. 
Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.   5  Stamens.   1  Style. 

2516.  349a.  Dougldsia.  Caps,  cartilaginous,  1-celled,  5-valved.  Cor.  inrandibuliform  ;  tube  ventricose ;  limb  flat, 
5>parted.    Stigma  a  minute  depressed  cup.    Seeds  2,  peltate  oblong,  convex  on  outside,  concave  on  inside. 2517.  369a.  Collbmia.  Cal.  campanulate,  5-cleft.  Cor.  salver-sh.,  tube  slender »  Stam.  inserted  towards  middle  of 
tube.    Cells  of  caps.  1-2- seeded. 

2518.  373a.  EUtoca.    Cor.  deciduous.    Ovar.  pilose.   Placentas  linear,  4,  or  many,  ovulate.   Caps,  half  2. celled . 
2519.381a.  Xicrcmbergin.   Cor.  with  long  slender  tube  and  equal  dilated  limb.    Stam.  exserted  ;  filamen.  combined 

at  base.   Stigm.  transverse  or  peltate. 
2520.  3816.  Petunia.   Cor.  with  short  tube  and  dilated  rather  uneq.-limb.    Stam.  unequal,  enclosed. 

;  2521.  384a.  Pharbitis.   Ovarium  3-celled  ;  cells  3-seeded. 
'2522.  388a.  Giiin.  Cal.  campanul.,  5-cleft.  Cor.  funnel-sh.  or  subcampan.  Stamens  inserted  in  throat.  Cells  of caps,  many-seeded. 
2523.  3886.  JEgdchloa.  Cal.  tubularly  campanulate,  5-cleft.  Cor.  somewhat  salver-shaped.  Stams.  inserted  in  the 

upper  part  of  tube.    Cells  of  caps,  many-seeded. 2524.  388c.  Lindnthus.  Cal.  tubular,  with  5  strong  green  nerves,  terminating  in  subul.  recurv.  teeth  at  apex. 
Cor.  funnel-sh.   Anthers  filiform,  hardly  sagittate  at  base. 

2525.  388tf.  Hugelia.  Cal.  tubul.  campanul.  Cor.  funnel-sh.  Tube  fhort,  exserted.  Stam.  inserted  at  throat Anthers  linear  sagittate. 
2526.  388e.  Leptoslphon.  Cal.  tubul.  campan. ;  lobes  linear,  subulate.  Cor.  funnel-sh. ;  tube  very  long,  slender  ; 

limb  campanul.,  5-cleft,  with  oval  very  entire  lobes.    Stams.  inserted  at  throat.    Cells  of  caps,  many-seeded. 
2527.  388/  Fe'nzlisi.  Cal.  tubul.  campanul.,  deeply  5-cleft,  with  membranous  sinuses  and  linear  acutish  erect negms.    Cor.  somewh.  funnel-sh. ;  tube  snort ;  limb  5-parted.   Anthers  ovate-sagittate,  a  little  exserted. 
2528.  394a.  Mdlichrus.  Cal.  many-bracteate.  Cor.  rotate  or  urceolate,  furnished  with  5  fascicles  of  glands  near 

the  base  inside ;  segments  half-bearded. 
2529.  399a.  Sphendtoma.  Cal.  bibracteate.  Cor.  salver-sh.,  with  slender  tube,  coarctate  throat,  and  blunt  beard- less limb.    Stam.  epipetalous.   Hypogynous  scales  5.   Placent.  hanging  from  top  of  central  column. 
2530  .  3996.  Trochocdrpa.  Cal.  bibracteate.  Cor.  campanul. ;  limb  spreading,  bearded.  Stam.  exserted.  Ovarium 

10-celled.   Drupe  baccate. 
2531.  400a.  Poncelella.  Cal.  foliaceous.  Cor.  short,  campanul.,  5-cleft,  beardless.  Stam,  hypogynous.  Anther peltate  below  middle,  with  marginate  dissepiment.   Hypogynous  scales  0.   Placentas  adnate  to  central  column. 
2532.  4006.  Cosmelia.  Cal.  foliaceous.  Cor.  tubular.  Stam.  epipetalous,  adnate  to  ciliated  tops  of  filaments. 

Hypogynous  scales  5.   Placentas  adnate  to  central  column. 
2533.  413a.  Pachypddium.  Stam.  enclosed.  Anthers  nearly  sess.,  adhering.  ?  Hypogynous  scales  0.  Cor.  salver- 

sh.,  with  equal,  obtuse  segments.   Follicles  ovate. 
2534.  424a.  Nvcterisition.  Cal.  and  cor.  5-parted.  Stam.  5,  all  fertile.  Ovarium  5-celIed ;  cells  1-seeded. 

Stigma  obtuse,  almost  entire.    Seeds  bony,  albuminous. 
2535.  462a.  Wahlenbfrgia.  Cor  3-5-lobed  at  apex,  rarely  divided  to  middle.  Stam.  3-5,  free ;  filaments  rather 

broadest  at  base.  Style  enclosed,  pilose,  most  so  towards  upper  part.  Stigmas  2-5.  Ovar.  combined  with  tube  of 
cal.  Caps.  2-5-celled,  each  opening  by  so  many  valves  at  apex,  which  bear  each  a  dissepiment  in  middle.  Seeds  very numer.  minute. 

2536.  464.r .  Prdlia.  Limb  of  cal.  5-toothed.  Cor.  cleft  on  back,  even  to  base  ;  limb  5-parted,  unilabiate.  Stam. 
combined  above.   Anthers  cohering ;  two  lower  ones  mucronate.    Stigma  2-lobed.   Caps,  baccate,  crowned. 

2537.  404//.  Tupa.  Cal.  spherical,  5-parted.  Cor.  cleft  on  back  almost  to  base ;  limb  divided  into  5  segms.,  which 
are  all  united  at  their  tips.  Stams.  combined  almost  to  base  ;  anthers  cohering,  bearded.  Stigma  2-lobed,  protrud- 

ing.  Caps.  2-celled,  many-seeded. 

MONOi 
323.  ABRC^NIA. 

16841  1859a  melllfera /)ok.        honey-bearing  -*  A  P>" 
332.  ONCSMA. 

16842  1909a  tinctdrium  Bieb.      dyers'  _A1  el 16843  1912a  tricerospfermum  Zag.  3-horn-seeded  ^  _A1  el 
343.  NONNEii 

16844  1966a  flavescens  Mey.       yellowish-/ltMJ      O  or 
346.  TOURNEFO'RTIA. 

16845  1998a  Aeliotropioldes  Hook.  Heliotrope-Ik. «.  □  or 
347.  NOLA'NA. 16846  2006a  paradoxa  Lmdl.      paradoxical       «*  O  el 

16847  20066  otriplicifolia  D.Don  Atriplex-leaved  Ji  O  or 

Sp.  2—2. J  jn.au  W     California  1826.  D  s.p  Bot.  mag.  287? 

Sp.  9—21. £  ap.jn.  Y       Caucasus  1826.  S  s.p J  ap.jii    Y        Spain       1824.  S  s.p 

Sp.7— 9. ljmy.n   Ysh     Russia    1835.  S  co 

Sp.  9—12. 2  my     Pa.Li  B.  Ayres  1829.  C  1-p  Bot.  mag.  3096 

Sp.  3—5. l£au      B       Chile       1825.  S  co   Bot.  reg  865 
i  au      B.w.Y  Peril       1824.  S  r.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.305 
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2538.  4642.  Siphocdmpylos.  Limb  of  cal.  5-parted.  Tube  of  cor.  curved,  undivided,  ventricose  in  middle;  limb  5- 
parted,  bilabiate.    Stums,  and  anthers  combined  ;  anth.  bearded.   Caps.  2-celled,  2-valved,  dehiscent. 

2539.  467a.  LechenaiUtia..  Calyx  superior.  Cor.  with  tube  on  upper  side.  Anth.  at  first  cohering.  Stigma  obso- 
lete, bilabiate  in  bottom  of  indusium.   Caps,  prismatic,  2-celled,  4-valved.    Seed  cubical  or  nucamentaceous. 2540.  470a.  Brundnia.  Heads  involucrate.  Cal.  5-fid,  4-bracted.  Cor.  monopetalous,  infundibuliform ;  limb  5- 

parted.    Stam.  5,  hypogynous.    Anth.  connate.    Ovar.  1 -seeded.    Seed  exalbuminous. 
2541.  478a.  Lcycester'\A.  Cal.  with  an  ovate  tube,  and  5-parted  irregular  limb,  ciliated  with  glands.  Cor.  funnel, sh.,  tube  gibbose  at  base,  limb  5-parted  and  campanulate.  Stigma  capitate.  Berry  roundish,  5-celled,  crowned  by 

<*lyx  ;  cells  many-seeded. 
2542.  491a.  Luculia.  Calyx  5-parted,  segms.  foliaceous.  Cor.  tubular ;  limb  5-lobed,  imbricate  in  aestivation. 

Stigma  bipartite.    Caps.  2-celled.  Seed  samaroid,  surrounded  by  jagged  membranous  margin. 2543.  496a.  Unc&ria.  Cal.  tubularly  urceolate,  5-cleft.  Caps,  pedicellate,  clavate,  attenuate  at  base.  Flws.  less crowded  than  in  Nauclea. 
2544.  509a.  Col/itia.  Calyx  campanulate,  coloured.  Petals  0.  Anth.  1 -2-celled,  reniform  or  ovate.  Disk  cup-sh. 

Style  simple,  elongated.  Fruit  dehiscent,  containing  3  nuts. 
2545.  5096.  Ketan ilia.  Calyx  urceolate,  5-cleft.  Petals  cucullate,  sessile.  Stam.  enclosed.  Anth.  reniform,  1- 

celled.   Disk  covering  bottom  of  calyx.   Style  simple.   Fruit  containing  a  3-celled  nut. 
2546.  509c.  Trevda.  Cal.  turbinate,  5-cleft.  Petals  cucullate.  Stamens  enclosed.  Anthers  1-celled,  reniform. 

Disk  almost  wanting.    Style  long,  hairy.   Caps,  membranous,  2-valved,  l-seeded. 
2547.  518a.  Coleonhna.  Cal.  5-parted.  Disk  adnate  to  base  of  cal.  with  5-lobed  margin.  Petals  5,  with  spreading 

border.   Antb.  terminated  by  minute  sessile  gland.    Caps,  of  5  horned  carpels. 
2548.  529a.  Escalldnia..  Tube  of  the  calyx  semiglobose,  adnate  to  ovarium  ;  limb  5-toothed  or  5-lobed.  Petals  5, 

arising  from  calyx.  Stam.  5.  Anthers  ovate-oblong.  Stigma  peltate.  Style  filiform,  permanent.  Caps,  baccate. 
Seeds-  numerous. 

2549.  540a.  Erpetion.  In  every  respect  the  same  as  J^ola,  but  the  sepals  are  hardly  drawn  out  at  base,  and  the 
lower  petal  is  not  drawn  out  into  a  spur ;  but  furnished  with  a  small  gibbosity.   Anth.  without  appendages. 

2550.  241a.  Hymenitnthera.  Sepals  imbricate.  Petals  at  length  refiexed.  Structure  of  stams.  as  in  Hola,  but 
joined  at  base  into  monadelphous  disk,  with  a  scale  at  back  of  each.    Caps,  rather  baccate,  2-celled ;  cells  l-seeded. 

2551.  565«.  Oploth&ca.  Cal.  semi-5-fid,  bibr  actuate.  Cor.  0.  Nectar,  tubular.  5-toothed.  Anth.  5,  sessile  at  mouth 
of  tube  of  nectarium,  and  alternate  with  its  teeth.   Utriculus  l-seeded.   Style  undivided.  Stigma  capitate. 

Order  2.   DIGYNIA.   5  Stamens.   2  Styles. 
2552.  578a.  Harrisonia.  Cor.  urceolate,  5-toothed,  throat  naked.  Crown  of  stam.  of  5  pieces,  each  with  a  fleshy 

process  or  tooth. 
2553.  5786.  Tweidxa.  Calyx  5-parted.  Corolla  campanulate.  Corona  simple  of  5  retuse  exserted  pieces  opposite the  petals.  Pollen  masses  ventricose.   Stigma  acuminated  bipartite.   Gynostegium  none. 
2554.  579a.  Philib,:rtVA.  Corona  double  ;  outer  one  annular,  entire,  fleshy,  undulated ;  inner  one  inserted  on  the 

top  of  the  gynostegium  of  5  entire  fleshy  segments.  Cor.  urceolate,  sinuately  5-lobed,  furnished  with  small  teeth  be- tween the  segments. 
2555  590a.  Physidnthus.   Cor.  tubular.  Tube  inflato-ventricose ;  limb  5-fid,  connivent. 
2556.  592a.  Tyl6phora.  Corona  simple,  5-lvd. ;  leaflets  depressed,  fleshy,  toothless  inside,  pressed  to  the  gynoste- 

gium. Pollen  masses  transverse  or  ascending.   Cor.  rotate. 

Order  3.    TRIG  YN I  A.   5  Stamens.   3  Styles. 
2557.  684a.  Stackhoisia..  Calyx  5-parted.  Petals  5,  joined  by  the  claws.  Stamens  unequal,  alternating  with  the 

petals.   Stigma  acute,  simple.   Capsule  tricoccous. 

MONOGYNIA. 

16841  Lvs.  ovate  or  ovato-oblong  somewhat  sinuated  glutinous,  Per.  1  in.  long,  Tube  glabr.  Limb  spreading  waved 
[Filanis.  very  short 

16842  TubercuL  hispid  or  strigose ;  hairs  or  strigse  spread.  Stem  much  bran.  Lvs.  lanceol.  upper  ones  dilat.  at  base, 
16843  Strigose,  Flws.  drooping  longer  than  oalyx,  Nut  3-horned 

16844  Downy  also  beset  with  stiff  bristles  or  strigse,  Stem  diff.  or  erect  bran.  Lvs.  obi.-  Ian.  ac.  ent.  caul,  ones  sess. 
llor.  ones  subcord.,  Cor.  equal  to  calyx  ^  seeded 16845  Stem  somewhat  shrubby,  Bran,  herbac.  hairy,  Lvs.  ellipt.  obtuse  pubesc.  on  both  sides  waved,  Berry  4-celled 

[l-seeded 16846  Prostrate  hairy,  Lvs.  ovate  obtuse  pilose,  Segms.  of  cal.  tnangul.  Cor.  campanul.-funnel-sh.  Drupes  cumul. 
1C847  Procumbent  rather  villous,  Cal.  campanul.  segms.  ovate-lanceol.  acute  connivent,  Lvs.  spatul. :  root  ones  large 

16848 16850 16851 

16360 $ 
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348  ARENTL«. 16848  2008a  pubescens  Dec .  pubescent 
16849  2009a  argon  tea  Gae.  silvery 

349.  JNDKO'SACE. 16850  2013a  carinata  Turin/  keeled 
16851  2015a  macrocarpa  Led.  large-capsuled 16852  2017a  linearis  Grah.  linear  -leaved 

£  AP'    Jmy.jn  W Al  pr   }  my.jn  W 

£  A  pr 
O  pr £  A  pr 

iap  Y 
J  jn.au  W i  ap.my  W 

Sp.  5—5. 
Switzerl.  1824.  D  s.p   Bot.  cab.  1273 
Switzerl.  1826.  D  s.p 

Sp.  13—17. N.  Amor.  1826.  D  p.s  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.l06 
Siberia     1827.  S  co 
N.  Amer.  1826.  D  s.p 

2516.  349a.  DOUGL.VS/.-J  Lindl.  DoUGLASIA.  (David  Douglas, the  lamented  bot.  collector.)  Primulacece.  Sp.l— 1. 
16853  nivalis  Lindl.         snow -inhabiting^  A  pr    i  ap.     F       Rocky  M.1827  S  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1886 

16854 
16855 16856 
16857 
16858 

16859 
16860 

350.  PRI'MULA. 2023  farinbsa 
a  small  red-flowered,  Sw.  fl.  g.  2.  s.  65a.  /S 

2025a  verticil  lata  Forsk.  verticil,  flws.  Ivs.  )£  iAI 
20255  suavdolens  Bert.  sweet-scented 2025c  in  flat  a  Leh.  inflated 
2027a  lougiAdra  All.  long-flowered 2033a  glaucescens  Moret.  glaucescent 
2036  sinensis 

(3  fibre  albo 
rli m bria ta  rosea fimbriata  alba 

2039a  amoe"na  Bieb. 2040a  sibirica  Jac. 
0  integerrima  Hook,  very  entire -  venusta  Host  neat 

A 
_  A 
£  A 
£  A 

1824. 
1825. 
1825. 
1826. 

white-flowering  ]£  tAI 
frgd  rose-cld-Jld  j£  iAJ fringed  whitest?  )£  iAI 
pleasing  £  A 
Siberian  4  A 

5  AJ 
£  A 

Sp.  31.— 48. 
large  pale-flowered,  ditto  656. pr     i  mr      Y  Egypt 
pr  a  mr.myY  Italy 
pr    I  mr.myY  Hungary 
pr  J  my.jl  R  Europe or    a  jn.jl    Pk  Switzerl. 

pr    fja.o     W  China pr  1  ja.o     Ro  gardens  1833, 
pr  1  ja.o     W  gardens  1833. 
pr  J  ap.jl    P  Caucasus  1823. 
pr  j  my.jl  R  Siberia  1818 or  1  mr.ap  R.Li  Altaic  M 
pr  a  ap.my  P  Hungary 

y  white-flowered,  ditto  65c. 1826.  D  s.p   Bot.  mag.  2842 
D  s.F 
D  s.l D  p.l 
D  p.l 
S 
S  . 
S  s.l D  s.l 

Fl.  nap.  1.  13 
Leh.  m.  2 Fl.  au.  5.  46 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  254 

s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  196 

353.  DODECATHEON 
2046  Mefidta 

»  lilacina  Swt. 
/3  albiflbra  Swt 

r Slogans  Swt. gigantSa  Swt. 2046a  integrifblium  Mx. 

Sp.  2—2. 

.    D  p.l 
1832.  D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3445 1833.  D  s.l    Bot.  reg.  1983 

TA\ac-flowered  3i  A  or  1  aP-in  L* white-flowered  4  Aor  1  ap.jn  W 
elegant  at  A  or  1  ap.jl  Ro 
gigantic  ^£  A  or  2  ap.jl  L{ entire-leaved  i  A  or  &  ap.jn  L.P 

Virginia  1744.  D  1 
gardens    1824.  D  1 
gardens    1827.  D  1 
gardens    1819.  D  1 N.  Amer.  1829.  D  l.p 

Bot.  mag.  12 
Bot.  cab.  1489 
Sw  fl.  gar.  2.  s.60 
Pluk.  al.  76.  6 

16863 lf>864 

16865 

16866 

354.  CY'CLAMEN. 2049  persicum  a 2050  Aederafolium 
2050a  repandum  Sm. 
20506  neapo!  i  tan  urn  Ten. 

357.  ̂ NAGA'LLIS. 2070a  indica  Swt. 
2073  Monellt Blildcina  D.  Don 

Willmoreana  Hook 

Sp.  7—10. inodbrum  /3  odordtum  y  albiflbrum 
a  purpurascens  /3  albidum 
repand  Jfe  A  or    I  ap.my  R  Greece 
Neapolitan       A  A  or  i  ap.my  R  Italy 

Sp.6— 13. Indian  O  pr  1  my.s  B  Nepal 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  117 1816.  S  p.l 
1824.  S  p.l 

1824.  S  co    Sw.  fl.  gar.  132 

TAlac-flowered  £  lAlor  1  my. 
Willmore's      £  iAi  or    I  au.o 

Li    1836. 
P.n.Y.n  Madeira  1834. G  p.l C  ft 

Sw.fl.  gar.  377 
Bot.  mag.  3380 

369.  PHLO'X. 16867  21106  reflexa  Swt. 
2111  pyramidalis  (3 16868  2111a  cordata  £#. 

168G9  2109a  Drumm6nd«Y  Hook. 
16870  2118a  canadensis  Ho  it. 
16871  21 186  aristata  B.  C. 
16872  2118c  procumbens  Leh. 
16873  2 1 1 M  specidsa  Hou. 
16874  21 17a  tardifldra  Penny 

longifldra  Swt. 

reflexed  5t  A  or   3  jl.s 
penduliflbra        y  corymb&sa cordate-leaved  jfc  A  or  3 

Sp.  28—48. R  hybrid 
S  alba Pa.P  Carolina  1827.  D  p.l 

D  pJ 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  232 
Sw.fl.  gar.n.  s.  13 

Drummond's    lAlO  or  1  su.aut  Ro.P  Texas     1835.S&CU.1  Bot.  mag.  3441 

16875 16876 
j3  purpurea 2110a  odorata  Swt. 

2110c  scaur  a  Swt. 

Canadian awned 
procumbent 
show 
late-flowering 

parp\e-flwd. sweet-scented 
scabrous 

3t  A  or  1  ap.my  B 
C  Al  pr  J  ap  W 
£  A  or  i  my  F 

N.  Amer.1825.  D  p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  221 
Carolina  1828.  C  p.l  Bot.  cab.  1731 
N. Amer.  1827.  D  p.l  Sw.fl. gar. n.i. 7 

a.      or  1  ... 

^  A  or  2  au.o 
i  A  or  J  au.s 
^  A  of  3  au 
i  A  or  3  au 

F 
W 
P 
Li 

Li 

Columbia  1826. 
N.  Amer.  1825. 

hybrid  1836. N.  Amer.  ... 
N.  Amer.  ... 

C  s.l D  co 
D  co 
D  p.l 
D  p.l 

Bot.  reg.  1351 Sw.il.  gar.  n.s.  31 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  224 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  248 

2517.  369a.  COLLOvMIA  Nut.   Collomia.         (Kolla,  glue ;  flowers.)  Polemonidcece.   Sp.  7— 7. 
16877  -     -  heterophylla  Hook,  various-leaved       O  or    f  jn.s     Pk     N.W.Am.  1826.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2895 

16866  .„J&  16871  16873 

16862   V  '»»•"*   16863  168S9 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

369.  Vhldx.  All  the  phloxes  are  elegant  plants ;  the  lower-growing  sorts  are  most  ornamental  on  rockwork,  and 
the  taller  kinds  in  beds  or  borders.  Of  the  latter  by  far  the  most  splendid  is  P.  Drumm6ndtt',  which,  with  Ferbena chamaedrifblia,  ought  to  be  in  every  flower-garden. 
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16843  Lvs.  ovate  acuminate  pubescent  crowded  on  the  stem 
16849  Lvs.  orate  acuminate  with  a  mucro  at  the  point  slightly  pubescent  and  silvery 

[nearly  to  base  persist. 16850  Lvs.  crowded  ovate-lanceol.  acute  keeled  on  upper  side  ciliat.  Scape  villous,  Umbel  many-nwd.  Cal.>5-cleft 16851  Lvs.  oblong  acuminate  smooth  above  and  slight  downy  beneath,  Capsule  large 
16852  Lvs.  linear  mucron.  slightly  pubescent  underneath 

16853  Lvs.  tin.  obtuse  subamplexic.  closely  hairy,  Bran,  rigid  hoary  subverticil.,  Flws.  subumbell.  on  long  pedunc. 

16854  Lvs.  oblong  acute  serrat.  powdery  beneath,  Flws.  verticill.,  Invol.  leafy,  Tube  of  cor.  very  long,  Segms.  entire 16855  Lvs.  lanceolate  smooth 
16856  Lvs.  ovate  oblong 
16857  Lvs.  ovato-lanceolate 
16858  Lvs.  oblong-lanceol.  acute  rigid  cartilaginous  margin  beneath  glaucous,  Umbel  few-flowered,  Calyx  acum.  thd. 

[than  cat. 16859  Lvs.  spathul.  obi.  rugose  slightly  hairy  above  densely  woolly  below,  Umbel  many-flwd.  Tube  scarcely  longer 16860  Lvs.  oval-subrotund  petiol.  very  ent.  or  obtusely  cren.  Umbel  few-flwd.  loose  nodding,  Invol.  4-lvd.  Leafl. 
spurred  at  base 

16861  Lvs.  obi.  obovate  undul.  smooth  repando-dentic.  Flws.  umbellate  nodding,  Cal.  tubular  5-fid 

16862  Lvs.  oblong  entire 

16863  Lvs-  cordate  minutely  toothed,  Segm.  of  cor.  oblong  obtuse 
16864  Lvs.  variable  either  Ivy-sh.  hastate  heart-sh.  arrow -sh.  or  irreg.  coriac.  alw.  plaited  middle  lobe  somet.  much 

extend.  Cal.  segs.  reflex  short  sharp  -J  twist 
16865  Stem  ascending  branched  slightly  winged,  Lvs.  sessile  cordate-ovate  scabrous  at  the  margins 

16866  Differs  from  A.  Monellt  in  the  cor.  being  of  brilliant  blue-purple  above  paler  and  redder  ben.  the  eye  or  centre yellow  minutely  and  irregul.  crenat. 
16867  Stems  downy  scabr.  spot.  Lvs.  refl.  glabr.  shining  above ;  lower  narr.  lanceol. ;  upper  cordate  acute,  Teeth  of 

cal.  lanceol.  mucron.  spread. 
16868  Lvs.  oblong-cordate  acumin.  edges  scabrous,  Fedic.  and  cal.  downy,  Segms.  long  awned 
16869  Stem  clothed  with  long  pat.  hairs,  Lvs.  lower  oppos.  oblong-spat h. :  upper  altera,  oblong  acute  arist.  Segms. of  cor.  very  acumin.  reflexed  [Cal.  teeth  subul.  lin.  Tube  much  long.  th.  cal. 
16870  Stem  rather  downy,  Upper  lvs.  broadly  lanceo.  oppos.  and  altera,  lower  ovate,  Bran,  downy  few-flwd.  compact, 16871  Procumbent,  Panic,  loose  fastigiate,  Fedic.  generally  twin.  Cal.  teeth  very  long  subulate 
16872  Bran,  clthd.  with  hair. Ik.  down  as  well  as  pedun.  and  cal.  Lvs.  Ian.  acute  atten.  at  base  smoothish  ciliat.  Tube hairy  erect  twice  long,  than  cal. 
16873  Shrubby,  Lvs.  lin.  acumin.  pungent  dilated  somewh.  ciliat.  at  base  edges  callous.  Branches  of  corymb.  3-flwd. 
16874  Stem  roughish  obscur.  spot.  Lvs.  lane. -acumin.  glabr.  both  sides  shining :  upper  ones  broadest,  Tube  of  cor. 3  times  longer  than  cal. 

[corymb  form  thyrsoid  raceme 
16875  Lvs.  lower  linear :  middle  obi. -Ian, :  upper  cord. -ovate,  Teeth  of  cal.  ovate  shortly  acumin.  erect,  Bran,  of 
16876  Stem  glabr.  at  bottom  downy  at  top,  Lvs.  pbl.-Ian.  acute  scabr.  above  undul.  scabr.  edges,  Panic,  loose,  Cal. teeth  subul.  straight 

[crowded  shorter  than  invol. 
16877  Prostrate,  Lower  lvs.  pinnatif.  and  cut ;  upper  cuneate  pinnatif.  or  cut,  Invol.  lvs.  oblong  acute  entire,  Flws. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2517.  Collomia.  A  genus  of  annual  plants  of  the  easiest  culture,  requiring  only  to  be  sown  in  the  open  ground  in ppriog.  Some  ol  the  species  are  pretty,  and  deserving  of  cultivation. 
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16878  - 
16879  - 
16880  - 16881 
16882  - 16883 

Cavanilldsit  H.  &  A.  Cavanilles's  O  or   l}jn.n  K.y Phlox  linearis  Cav.  not  C.  linearis  Nut.   C.  coccinea  Lehm. 
grandifldra  Dou. linearis  Nut. 
giliotdes  Benth. 
glutinbsa  Benth. 
gracilis  Dou. 

great-flowered linear-leaved 
Gilia-like 
glutinous slender 

370.  POLEMO^NIUM. 16884  Richardson// Grah.  Richardson's 
16885  -     -  pulcherrimumlfooA.  prettiest 

373.  PHACE^LIA. 2125a  congests  Hook.  grouped-rocem. 
-  tanacetifdlia  Benth.  Tansy-leaved vinifolia  Paxt.  Vine-leaved 

16886 
16887 
16888  - 

2518. 
16889  - 16890  - 
16891  - 16892  - 
16893  - 
16894  - 
16895 

Sp.  4—6. Ujn.   Br.psh.B  Texas 2  jn.au  V  Californ 
1J  au.o    Bt.B  Texas 

373a.  EUvTOCA  R.  Br.    Eutoca.    (Eu/ukos,  fruitful  ;  number  of  seeds.) 

k  A  or 
£  A  or 

O  or 
O  or 

O  P"- 

2  jn.o 
1  jn.o 
1  jn.o 

pr  jn.o 

Jjn.s 
i  jl-o fjl.au 

Saf 
R 
Pk 
Pk 

Pk 

Chile  1832.  S  CO  Bot.  mag.  3468 C.  lateritia  D.  Don. 
N.W.Am.  1826.  S  < 
N.W.Am.  1826.  S  ( 
California  1833.  S  ( 
California  1833.  S  < 
N.W.Am.  1826. 

Bot.  reg.  1174 
Bot.  reg.  1166 

co   Bot.  mag.  2924 

Sp.  5—12. Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2800 
B       N.  Amer.  1827.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2979 

Franklinti  R.  Br. 
multiflora  Dou. 
Menzies//  D.  Don. 

■  sericea  Grah. 
divaricata  Benth. 
Wrangelirinfl  Fis. viscida  Benth. 

Franklin's many-flowered silky 

straggling 
Wrangel  s 
clammy-AatVetf 

O  el  1  ap.jl 
O  el   U  my.jl 

O  el 
O  pr 

O  el 
O  el 

1  my.jl ..  my.jn 
1  au 2  jl 

Pk 
Pk 
B 
L.V 
B 
B.ro 

N.  Amer 
N.  Amer 
N.  Amer. 
Californ. 
Californ. 
Californ. 

1835.  S   co   Bot  mag.  3452 .  1832.  S   co   Bot.  reg.  1696 
1834.  S  lt.l  Paxt.mag.  3. 121 
Hydrophytlete.      Sp.  6 — 6. .  1827.  S   s.l   Bot.  mag.  2985 
.1826.  S   s.l   Bot.  reg.  1180 
1827. 
1833 

S  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3003 
S   It    Bot.  reg.  1784 

377.  BRUGMA'NSJji. 2171a  sanguinea  R.  $  P.  blood; blcolor  Pers. &  I  1  or  20  o.n 

378.  LISIA'NTHUS. 
16896  2174s.  Husseltfanai  Hook.  D.  of  Bedford's 

381a.  NIEREMBE'RGM  Kth 

Sp.  3—4. 
R.o  Peru 

Sp.  5—11. Mexico 

i»3».  a  it  not.  reg.  1784 
1835.  S  s.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  362 
1834.  S  s.l  Bot.  reg.  1808 

1833.  C  1  Bot.  reg.  1739 

2519. 
16897  - 
16898  - 
16899  - 
16900  - 2520. 
16901  - 
16902  - 
16903  - 
1G904  • 

16905 
16906- 
16907  ■ 16908. 
16909 ■ 

16910  ■ 
16911  ■ 
16912  ■ 
16913- 

2521. 
16915  - 

•  calyclna  Hook. -  gracilis  ? -  filicaulis  Lindl. 
-  ar  is  tat  a  D.  Don 

O  or  3  l.au  P  Mexico  1835.  S  lp.  Bot.  mag.  3626 
(J._E.  Nieremberg,  a  Spanish  jesuit.)    _    Holandcetr.    Sp.  4—4. 

terge-calyxed  )U  iAl  or  1  jl.o slender  £  i  Al  el  Jjl 
thread-stemd.  j£  iAl  or  1  my 
swaeA-calyxed  £  iAl  or  1  au 

W  Uraguay  1834.  C  lt.r 
Wsh  Uraguay  1831.  S  lt.r Li  B.  Ayres  1832.  C  p 
W.p  Parana    1832.  Cp.s 

Bot.  mag.  3371 
Bot.  mag.  3108 
Bot.  reg.  1649 
Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.255 

3816.  PETIPN1A  J.    Petunia.      (Petun,  the  name  for  tobacco  in  Brazil.)       Solandceee.   Sp.  4—4. 
-  nyctaginiflora  J.    Mar.  of  Peru-flwd  ]£  A  or   1  jn.s     W      S.  Amer.  1823.  Ceo     Sw.fl.gar.  119 
-  intermedia  J).  Don  intermediate     f  i  Al  or   1  au.o    P.Y    Parana    1832.  S  It  Sw.fl.gar.2-s.237 Salpiglossis  linearis  Hook.    NierembergiYi  intermedia  Grah. 
-  phoenfcea  D.  Don    purple-  flowered  a.     I  snl  2j  in.n     C.p     B.  Ayres  1831.  C  s.l     Bot.  reg.  1626 
Salpiglossis  integrifblia  Hook.    Nierembergj'a  phoenicea  D.  Don.   Petilnia  eiolacea  Lindl. O  or  2  jl.o    Rich  P  Eng.hyb.  1834.  C  It      Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.  268 -  Atkins/ona  D.  Don  Atkins's 

382.  mCOTIAWA 
2998a  glauca  Grah. 

-  longiflbra  Cav. glaucous long-flowered I  1  or  20  au.o O  or  4  jl.s 
Sp.  19—32. Y.g    B.  Ayres  1827.  C  l.p 

Pk      Chile      1819.  S  co 

-  persica  Lindl. -  acuminata  Grah. -  multi valvis  B.  R. 
383.  IPOMCE^A. -  Ait6n«  Lindl. 

-  H or sfailte  Hook. 
O  °r _AJ  or 
O  or 

2  jn.s 
2  jl.au 

Persian 
acuminate-/?';/ 
many-valved 

Aiton's  CD  or  10  ap.o 
Mrs.  Horsfall's     ED  spl  20  d.ja 

W.G 
W 
W 

Persia 
Chile 
Columb.  1826. 

1831.  S  s.l t 1827.  S  co 

Bot.  mag.  2837 
Fl.  per.  2.  130 
Bot.  reg.  1592 
Bot  mag.  291 
Bot.  reg.  105 

Sp.  57—116. Pa.P   
Ro      Africa  1833. 

S  C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1794 
C  p.l     Bot.  mag.  3315 

-  rubro-caerulea  Hook,  reddish-blue 
-  bonariensis  Hook.      Buenos  Ayres _i  E3  spl  ?8  s.n 

A  E3  or  10  au 

B.R 
P 

Mexico  ?1833.  S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3297 
B.  Ayres  1826.  S  r.m.  Bot.  mag.  3665 

-  bigaombldes  Sims    Bignonia-like  J_  (23  pr  3  jl.au    P       Cayenne  1834.  C  p.l    Bot.  mag.  2645 
Batdtas  bignoiiidldes  Don's  Mill. 

384a.  PHARBPTIS  Chois.   Pharbitis.  (Farbe,  colour,  Ger. ;  beauty  of  flowers.)  Convolvulacctv.  Sp.4— 
-  diversifolia  Lindl.     various-leaved  jj  O  pr  5  jn.  s  B.R     Mexico  ?1836.  S  lt.r  Bot.  reg.  1988 Nos.  2240.  2244,  and  2245.  in  p  133.  are  referable  to  this  genus. 
10901 

16896 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2518.  Eutoca.   A  genus  of  showy  hardy  annuals.    They  succeed  best  on  rockwork,  in  dry,  sandy,  or  gravelly soil.. 
2519.  Nierembirgia.  All  the  species  are  exceedingly  elegant  when  in  blossom.  In  the  open  border  they  succeed 

well  from  May  to  Sep.,  and  in  large  patches  have  a  very  pleasing  appearance.    In  the  autumn  it  is  necessary  to  pot  a 
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16878  Lts.  lanceol.  linear ;  upper  one  ovate  lanccol.  entire  or  deeply  2-4-toothed  at  apex 
16879  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  entire  shining  ciliat  With  glands,  Cal.  villous  gjandul.  Cor.  ventricose 16880  Lvs.  ovate-lanceol.  quite  entire  opaque  unlfornRS  uPPer  ones  do#|rrbeneath 
16881  Lvs.  pinnate,  Leafl.  linear  entire,  Cal.  deeply  5-cleft,  Stamens  enclosed 
16882  Procumb.,  Lvs.  deeply  pinnatif.  almost  pinnate,  Segms.  oblong  linear  entire  or  slightly  cut,  Cal.  nearly  5-part. 16883  Lvs.  lanccol. -oblong  obtuse,  Cal.  clothed  with  black  glands,  Segments  long,  subulate 

16884  Lvs.  'pinnate,  Leafl.  ovate-roundish  mucronulate,  Segms.  of  corolla  obtuse  cr emulated 16885  Lvs.  pinnate,  Leafl.  ovate-obtuse  glabrous,  Segments  of  corolla  ovate  acutish 
[lateral  and  term.  Rac.  corymb. 

16886  Lvs.  pinnate,  Leafl.  altera,  very  uneq.  obi.-ovate  some  sess.  others  petiol.  pinnatif.  lobed  &  cut  pubes.  Pedunc. 
16887  Lvs.  bipinnatifid,  Leafl.  oblong  dentately  piimatifid,  Cal.  segments  oblong-linear  hispid 16888  Stem  slender  branching,  Calyx  linear  5-cleft,  Corolla  spreading  5  ovate  obtuse  lobes 

16889  Lvs.  pinnatifid  or  bipinnatifid,  Ovula  20  or  more  to  each  placenta 
16890  Lvs.  linear  or  lanceol.  quite  entire  sometimes  trifid  or  bipinnatif.  Placenta  20  or  many  ovulate 

[several  abortive 16891  Lvs.  silky  on  both  sides  pinnatif. :  upper  leaves  linear  entire,  Stam.  3  times  as  long  as  cor.  Plac.  many-ovuU 16892  Stem  dichotomously  divaricate,  Leaves  all  ovate  undivided,  Placent.  12-20-ovulate 
16893  Lvs.  ovate  acute  quite  entire,  Cor.  about  twice  as  long  as  calyx,  Placenta  8-10-ovulate 16894  Herb  clothed  with  clammy  pili,  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  rather  angul.  serrat.  Racemes  elongated  forked  and  simple 

16895  Lvs.  sinuately  lobed  sub-tomentose  as  well  as  petiol.  and  bran.  Points  of  corolla  elongated,  Calyx  2-3-lobed 

[ofpedun.  Cal.  dply.  5-partite 16896  Glabr.  &  glauc.  Lvs.  oppos.  &  connate  ovate  or  ov.  -obi.  3-5-nrvd.  very  acute  passing  into  subul.  bracts,  at  base 
[segms.  obov.  3-nerved 16897  Herb  clothed  with  glandul.  pubesc.  Lvs.  oppos.  &  altera,  roundish-obov.  petiol.  Cal.  large  campan.  foliaceous 

16898  Herb  downy,  Lvs.  linear  subspathul.  obtuse,  Cal.  segms.  linear  bluntish  much  short,  than  tube  of  corolla 
16899  Herb  glabrous  erect  filiform,  Lvs.  lin. -lanceol.  acute  or  obtuse,  Tube  of  cor.  glandul.  as  are  the  filaments 16900  Herb  smoothish,  Lvs.  linear  acumin.,  Cal.  segms.  acumin.  much  shorter  than  tube  of  cor. 

[times  long,  than  cal. 16901  Lower  lvs.  altera,  ovate-oblong  obt  pubesc.  attenuated,  Floral  lvs.  sess.  cord. -ovate  oppos.  Tube  of  cor.  3-4 
16902  Lvs.  linear  obt.  Cor.  funnel-sh.  tube  scarcely  longer  than  cal.  Segms.  emarginate,  Style  clavate 
16903  Lvs.  ovate  on  short  petioles  acute,  Cor.  ventricose,  Segms.  ovate  acute,  Flws.  axillary  solitary  pedunculate 

[twice  as  long  as  cal. 
16904  A  hybrid  between  P.  nyctaginifldra  &  I',  intermedia,  with  ovate  acutish  lvs.  Cal.  segms.  ligulate,  &  tube  of  cor. 

[cup-shaped 16905  Arboreous,  Lvs.  uneq.  cord.-ovate  naked  on  long  petiol.  Tube  of  cor.  slightly  curv.  mouth  contract,  limb  small 
16906  Lvs.  stem-clasping  cord. -lane,  acumin.  Tube  of  cor.  long  filif.  5  times  longer  than  foliac.  cal.  Lobes  of  cor. 

ovate-lanc.  acute  [Seg.  ov.  obt  emar.  somew.uneq. 
16907  Root  lvs.  obi.  spathul.  stem  lvs.  sess.  half-stem-clasp,  acumin.  hardly  repand.  Cor.  salver -sh.  Tube  long  clav. 
16908  Lvs.  broad-lanc.  acumin.  undul.  on  longish  petiol.  Panic,  few-flwd.  Tube  of  cor.  elong.  Segms.  roundish  obt. 
16909  Lvs.  fleshy  ov.-lan.,  lower  petiol.  Flws.  axill.  solit.  Cal.  many  parted,  Caps,  many-celled,  Segms.  of  cor.  obt. 

deeply  veined  [thickened 16910  Lvs.  cord,  roundish  3-lbd.  Lobes  acute,  Pedun.  many-flwd.  longer  than  petioles,  Cor.  campanulate,  Tube 
16911  Lvs.  quinately  digit,  leafl.  Ianc.  quite  ent.  margins  undulat.  Pedun.  as  long  as  petiol.  Inflor.  cymose,  Sep. 

imbric.  obt.  eq.  Cor.  funnel-sh.  [to  petiol.  Pedun.  axil.  3-4-flowered  somewh.  racera 16912  Lvs.  altera,  membran.  truly  cord,  deep  broad  sinus  at  base  sharply  acumin.  wavy  on  surf,  much  veined  ab.  eq. 
16913  Lvs.  cord,  petiol.  with  very  dp.  sinus  at  base  3-5-lbd.  in  palmated  manner,  lobes  very  uneq,  Petiol.  much  short. th.  lvs.  Pedun.  axill.  soflt.  5-7-flwd. 
16914  Tuberous,  Lvs.  trilob.  lower  lobe  rounded  at  base  imbricated]  Pedup.  axill.  many-flwd.  Petiol.  short  Cor, infundib.  limb  crispate 

16915  Lvs.  cord. -acumin.  pubesc.  ent.  &  3-lobed  auricul.  divergent,  Pedun.  leafy  subbifl.  Sepals  ovato-lanceol.  acu'e 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
few  plants  of  each  species,  and  preserve  them  in  the  green-house  through  the  winter.  They  seldom  ripen  their  seeds, 
but  are  all  readily  propagated  by  cuttings,  and  thrive  best  in  light  rich  soil.  .  - 

2520.  Petunia.   Culture,  propagation,  &c,  same  as  that  of  Nierembergta. 
2521.  Pharbltis.  A  genus  of  very  showy,  tender,  twining  annuals.  They  thrive  best  in  light  rich  soil,  or  a  mixture of  loam  and  decayed  leaves. 

4  F 
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386.  NEMCPHILA. 
16916  2293a  parvifldra  Dou. 

f2294  phacelidldes  Bart. 16917  2294a  aurita  Lind. 
16918  22946  Inslgnls  Benth. 
16919  2294c  atomiria  Fis. 

small-flowered      O  or  1  jl  au  B 
Phacelia-like    i  O  cu  1-J  jl.au  B 
ear-leaved       i  O  »'  1  my.au  F showy  i  O  or  1  jn.o  B 
speckled         -A  O  el 

Sp.  5—5. N.  Amer.  1826.  S  p  i 
N.  Amer.  1822.  S  co     Bot.  mag.  2373 
Californ.  1831.  S  p.l    Bot.  reg.  1601 Californ.  1833.  S  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1713 

2522.   388a.  GVhlA  Car.  Gilia. 
i  jn.o   AY. spot  Californ.  1836.  S  p.l    Bot. reg.  1940 

(P.  S.  Gilio,  a  Spanish  botanist.)  Polemom'dceat.   Sp.  14—14. 
1.  Dactyiophy'llum.  —  Lower  leaves  opposite,  all  sessile  and  palmately  cut.   Flowers  solitary  on  long  footstalks. 

Corolla's  tube  very  short,  its  limbs  spreading.   Perhaps  the  species  of  this  section  are  properly  a  genus.  —  Benth. 
16920  -      -  finifl&ra  Benth.        Linum-flwd  O  pr  i 16921  .     -  pharnaceoloc*  Benth.  Phariaceum-lk  O  pr  J 
16922  -      -  pustlla  Benth.  dwarf  O  «'  ± 
II.  IpomSpsu 

Californ.  1833.  S  s.l 
Californ.  1833.  S  s.l Chile        1833.  S  s.1 

16924 
16025 16926 

Leaves  alternate,  pinnately  cut  or  pinnatifid.    '  Flowers  solitary  or  associated.    The  corolla's  tube lengthened  and  protruded  far  beyond  the  calyx. 
+2300  coronopifdiia  Pers.   Coronopus-lvd      O  spl  2)  jl.s      S        Carolina  1726.  C  l.p Ipomopsts  elegans  Sm.  not  of  Lindl.  Bot.  reg.  1281.  nor  Mx. 

-  pulchella  I)ou.         pretty  O  spl  2J  jl.s       S        NW.Am.  1826.  C  l.p aggregate  D.  Don,  Cantua  aggregata  Ph. 
-  tenuiflora  Benth.      slender-corol.        O  or   2  au       Ko.V.  Californ.  1833.  S  CO 
-  areniria  Benth.         sand-tnAoo.  O  or    1      ...     B        Californ.  1833.  S  8.1 
-  crassifolia  Benth.     thick-leaved         O  or  2     ...     Ysh     Chile       1832.  S  s.l 

Bot.  reg.  1691 

Bot.  reg.  1281 
Bot.  reg.  1888 

III.  Eugi'lia. — Leaves  alternate,  pinnately  cut  or  pinnatifid.  Flowers  more  or  less  stm'ctly  solitary,  or  more  usually grouped  in  heads.    Corolla's  lube  as  short  as,  or  shorter  than,  the  calyx. 
■(-2301  luconspicua  Dou.      inconspicuous        O  or    2  au      B       N.  Amer.  1793.  S  co    Bot.  mag.  2883 parviflora  Spr.  Ipomopsis  inconspicua  Sm.    Cdntua  parvifldra  Ph. 16927 

16928. 
16929. 
16930  • 
16931  • 

2523. 
13932- 

2524. 
16933- 

2525. 
16934  - 
16935- 16936  - 
16937- 

25S6. 

16941  - 
16942  - 

■  tricolor  Benth.  three-cld-cor. 
fi  fl.  albicantibus  D.  Don  whitish-flwd 
.laciniata  R.  &P. 
-  multicaulis  Benth. 

cut-leaved 
many-stemmed 

O 
O 

O  cu O  or 

1  jl.s 

4  ji-s 

JJi 

Li.r     Californ.  1833.  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1704 
Wsh.O  Californ.  1833.  S  co   Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  264 
Pk 
B Chile 

Californ. 
1831. 
1833. 

S  co  Fl.  per.  123 
S  co 

.  achmetefblia  Benth.  Milfoil-leafed  O  or  1J  au.d  P 
■  capitata  Dou.  headed-wjfor.       O  or  2*  jn.n  B 
|8  corolla-alba  Dens,  white-corollaed     O  or  2J  jn.n  W 

Californ.  1833.  S  co  Bot  reg.  1682 
N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2698 
gardens    1829.  S  co 

388fi.  iEGO'CHI.OA  Benth.  (Aix,  a  goat,  chloa,  a  green  herb ;  some  species  fetid.)  Polemonidcete.  Sp.l — 6. 
-  pungens  Benth.        prickly-feat;tftf"       O  cu  ljjas     B       Californ.  1826.  S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  2977 

388c.  LIN A'NTHUS  Benth.     (Linon,  flax,  anthos,  flower ;  resemblance.)    Polemonidcete.    Sp.  1—1. 
-  dich6tonius  Benth.    forked-oran.         O  or   1)  Pk     Californ.  1833.  S  co 

388rf.  HUGEvLZ/<  Benth.    Hugblia.     {Baron  Chas.  de  Hugel  of  Vienna.)     Polemonidcete.    Sp.  4— 4. -  densif&lia  Benth.      crowded-lvd         O  or  ?  J    ...    B       Californ.  1833.  S  co 
-  elongata  Benth.        elongated-ftran.     O  or  ?1      ...    Dp.B  Californ.  1833.  S  co 
-  virgata  Benth.  twiggy  O  or  P  J    ...    Dp.B  Californ.  1833.  S  co    Hook.  ic.  200. 
-  lutea  Benth.  jellow.flwd  O  or  ?  J    ...    Y       Californ.  1833.  S  co 

388c.  LEPTOSrPHON  Benth.   Leptosiphon.  {Leptos,  slender,  siphon,  tube.)  Polemonidcete.  Sp.5— 5. 
-grandiflbrus  Benth.    large-flowered      O  or   1 J  au.o    B.go  Californ.  1833.  S  co 
-  androsaceus  Benth.   Androsace-like     O  or  1  au.o  Dp.B.G  Californ.  1833.  S  co  Bot  reg.  1710. 
-  luteus  Benth. 
.  parviflorus  Benth -  densifldrus  Benth. 
(3  corolla  alba 

yellow-JItcd pale-yellow-flwd small-flowered 
clustered-flwd 
white-corol. 

O  or  H  au.o O  or  11  au.o 
O  or  IJ  au O  el  f  ap.o 
O  el  |  ap.o 

Dp.Y  Californ. Pa.Y  Californ. Y  Californ. 
P  Californ. 
W  Californ. 

1833. 1833. 
1833. 
1833. 
1833. 

S  co S  co 
S  co 
S  co   Bot.  reg.  1725 
S  co   Bot.  reg.  1725 

2527. 
16943- 

388/  FE'NZLM  Benth.  Fenzlia.  (Dr.  Fenzl,  author  of  a  monograph  of  Jlslneae.)  Polemonidcete.  Sp.l— 1 -  dianthifldra  Benth.   Dianthus-flwd        O  or   1$  au      P.y    Californ.  1833.  S  co    Hook.  ic.  199. 
16917  mifX_  4&  16924  „      .  16931 

f2300 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

16928 2522.  Gilia..  Elegant  hardy  annuals  of  the  easiest  culture,  the  seeds  requiring  only  to  be  sown  in  the  open  border 
in  spring.  The  larger  the  quantity  of  each  grown  together,  the  more  showy  their  appearance. 

2583.  JEgichloo.  A  genus  of  singular,  but  by  no  means  showy,  plants,  requiring  the  same  treatment  as  those  of GHia. 
2524.  LMmthus.   Cttrrtrrev  propagation,  &c,  the  same  as  those  of  Gllia. 
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169J6  Lvs.  pinnatif.  lobes  few  broad  little-toothed,  Cor.  scarcely  longer  than  calyx,  Placentas  2-ovulate f 2294  Nearly  related  to  N.  parviflora,  but  differs  in  flws.  being  twice  the  size  &  calycine  append,  being  larger  Sc  longer 
16917  Petioles  auriculately  dilat.  at  base,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  cal.  Lvs.  while  oppos.  connate  at  base 
16918  Lvs.  3-4-llxl.  on  each  side  entire  or  cut,  Petiol.  without  append.  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  cal.  Placent.  10-12-ovul. 16919  Lvs.  oppos.  pinnatif.  lobes  5.9  aim.  ent.  Cor.  rotate  very  pilose  bottom  &  obov.  segms.  Placent.  about  10-ovul. 

Seed  strophiolate  smooth 

16920  Corolla  3  times  longer  than  the  calyx 
16921  Corolla  twice  longer  than  cal.  Flws.  one  half  smaller  than  those  of  G.  /minora 
16922  Corolla  hardly  exceeding  the  calyx,  Habit  of  Arenaria  tenuif&lia 

[or  ovate  flat f2300  Lvs.  pectin.  - pinn .  Leafl.  linear  acumin.  Tube  of  cor.  5  times  longer  than  cal.  Limb  spread.  Segms.  acute  obi. [acumin.  channelled 
16923  Lvs.  pectin. -pinn.  clthd.  cobwebbod  villi  as  are  bract.,  Leafl.  or  segms.  lin.  macron.  Segms.  of  limb  ov. -lane. 
16924  Lvs.  glabr.  bipinn.  Flws.  usually  solit.  Corymbs  loose  on  long  pedunc.  Cor.  4  times  longer  than  calyx 
16925  Lvs.  pinnatif.  Lobes  ovate,  Flws.  somewhat  glomer.  Cor.  3  times  longer  than  the  cal. 
16926  Lvs.  pinnatif.  rather  woolly  at  length  glabr.  Segm.  oblong  lane.  ent.  or  cut,  Flws.  nearly  solit.  divaric.  panic. Cor.  twice  long,  than  cal. 

t'2301  Lvs.  pinnatif.  lower  ones  bipinnate,  Segms.  linear,  Flws.  solit.  term,  panic.  Cor.  about  twice  length  of  calyx 
16927  Lvs.  bipinnate,  Leafl.  or  segms.  linear  subul.  Corymbs  3-6-flwd.  virgately  panic.  Corolla  about  3  times  longer 

than  calyx.  „  , 
[Cal.  segms.  subul. 16928  Lvs.  pinnatif.  Segms.  narrow  obi.  sinuat.,  Pedun.  axill.  solit.  1-3-flwd.  Cor.  tubular  hardly  long,  than  cal. 

16929  Lvs.  sornewh.  bipinnate  smoothish,  Segms.  linear,  Corymbs  3-10-fiwd.  Pedun.  very  long,  Cor.  hardly  twice longer  than  cat.  [than  cor. 
16930  Lvs.  2  or  3-pinn.  Segms.  or  leafl.  linear  subul.  Cal.  rather  woolly,  Cor.  twice  longer  than  cal.  Stam.  shorter 16931  Lvs.  bipinnatif.  Segms.  linear  cut,  Flws.  sess.  dispersed  in  dense  heads,  Cor.  longer  than  cal.  Stam.  snorter than  cor. 

16932  Lvs.  pinnate,  Leafl.  ent.  or  cut  lobes  lane.  lin.  very  acute  spinose,  Cal.  segms.  lanceol.  Flws.  glomerate  termin. 

16933  Lvs.  opposite  sessile  palmate,  with  3  to  5  linear-subulate  segments 

16934  Lvs.  numerous  nearly  all  pinnatif.  glabr.  Tube  of  cor.  longer  than  cal.  Stam.  about  equal  in  length  to  cor. 
16935  Lvs.  short  simple  or  furnished  with  1-2-segm.  on  each  side  tomen.  Tube  of  cor.  exserted,  Stam.  exceeding  cor. 16936  Lvs.  elongated  simple  or  pinnatif.  clothed  with  loose  white  wool,  Tube  of  cor.  longer  than  cal.  Stam  shorter than  cor. 
16937  Lvs.  lower  elongated  simple  glabr.  upper  short  pinnatif.  woolly,  Tube  of  cor.  shorter  than  cal.  Stam  equal 

to  cor. 
16938  Lvs.  7-1  l-cleft,  Segms.  subul.  straight  margins  revolute.  Tube  of  cor.  hardly  twice  longer  than  limb,  Filam. 

very  short 16939  Lvs.  5-7-cleft,  Segms.  oblong-linear,  Tube  of  cor.  2  or  3  times  longer  than  limb,  Stam.  3  times  shorter  than  limb of  cor. 
16940  Lvs.  ditto,  Tube  of  cor.  about  4  times  longer  than  limb,  Style  scarcely  equal  to  corolla 
16941  Lvs.  ditto,  Tube  of  cor.  4  times  longer  than  limb,  Stams.  hardly  J  shorter  than  limb  of  cor.  Style  little  exserted 
16942  Lvs.  9-1  l-cleft,  Segms.  subul.  erect  margins  revolute,  Tube  of  corolla  shorter  than  limb 

16943  Herb  nearly  simple  glabr.  or  downy,  Lvs.  oppos.  lin.  ent.  Flws.  1-3  together  pedunculate,  Cor.  nearly  1  in.  long 
16933  -sigSSS^  16932  16943 

16939 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2525.  HagJfla.    Culture,  propagation,  &c,  the  same  as  those  of  Gllia. 
2526.  Lcptos-iphon.  All  the  species  of  this  genus  are  very  pretty  showy  plants,  and  are  well  worth  cultivating  in 

every  garden.    Culture,  &c,  of  Gllia.  - 2527.  f&iisfla.  Culture  and  propagation  the  same  as  those  of  Leptoslpnon. 
4  F  2 
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390.  HOI'TZIA  mexicana  Lam.\  syn.  No.  3302.  in  p.  142.,  LcosdhVi  coccinea  G.  Don,  Cantua  Hottxia  W. C.  coccinea  Pair. 
393.  E'PACRIS. 

16944  2308acampanul4taJ?.  C. 
fi  alba  B.  C. 16945  23086  impressa  Lab. 

16946  2308c  variabilis  B.  C. 
16947  2308<i  nivalis  B.  C. 
16948  2308c  ceraeflora  Grah. 
16949  2309n  paluddsa  iJ.Jr. 16950  2309ft  onosmaeflbra  Cun. 

bell-flowered ■white-fluid 
impressed variable 
snowy-flwd 

*  1  J  or  3  f.mr *  I  |  or  2  mr *  I  J  or  3  ap.jl 
*l_Jor  2  ja.f II I  |  or  3  mr 

Dp.ll C 

Bk 
W 

1. 14—18. 
N.Holl. N.S.W. N.HoU. 
N.S.W. 
N.Holl. 

1830.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1925 
1830.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1931 
1824.  C  s.p  Sw.  au.  4 
1829.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1816 
1829.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1829 

wax-flowered    «,  |or  2  mr.ap  W      V.D.L.   1831.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.3243 
marsh  «i_Jor  3  apjl  Pa.E  N.Holl.  1825.  C  s.p 
Onosma-flwd    *i  |  or  2  ap.jl    R       N.Holl.   1823.  C  s.p 

16951   2310a  mucronuiata  R.  Br.  small-pointed    »i_Jor  3  apjl    It       N.Holl.  1824.   C  s-p 
2528.  394a.  ME'LICHRUS  R.  Br.     (Melichros,  honey-coloured  ;  glands  of  flowers.)   Epacridete.    Sp.  2—2. 16952-      -  rotatus  R.  Br.         rotate  » i_J  or   Hap.au  S       N.Holl.    1824.  C  s.l.p  Cav.ic.4.  349. 1 

-16953  .  -medius  Cun.            middle             » i_|  or  2  ap.my  S       N.Holl.  1824.  C  s.l.p 
2529.  399a.  SPHENCTOMA  Suit.  (Sphen,  wedge,  tome,  segment ;  corolla.)       Epacridete.    Sp.  2—2. 

16954  -  -  gracilis  Swt.            slender           »  i_|  or  2  ap.my  W     N.Holl.  1823.  C  s.p   Sw.  au.  44 
16955-  -  capitata  R.  Br.         spiAe-headed     a.  i_J  or   1  ap.my  W     N.S.W.  1830.  C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1515 

2530.  3996.  TROCHOCA'RPA  R.  Sr.    ( Trochos,  a  wheel,  karpos,  fruit ;  cells.)      Epacridece.     Sp.  1— 1. 16956  -      -  fourina  R.  Br.  Laurel-fea/ed  1  |_J  or  25  ap.au  W      N.  HoU-  1823.  C.  s.p   Bot.  mag.  3324 
2531.  400a.  PONCELE"TJ^  R.  Br.   Ponceletia.  (M.  Poncelet,  a  French  botanist.)  Epacridete.  Sp.l— 1. 16957-      -  sprengehoto  R.  Br.  Sprengelia-like  a.  |  J  or   1  my.jn  S        N.Holl.  1826.  C  s.p 
2532.  4006.  COSME^LIA  R.  Br.    Cosmelia.     <      (Kosmco,  to  adorn  }  beauty.)        Epacridea    Sp.  1— I. 16958  -      -  rubra  R.  Br.  rei-flowered     *  |_J  or  1J  R       N.Holl.    1826.  C  s.p    Bot,  reg. 

+403.    AZATiEA  D.  Don.   Azalea.  (Jzah-os.  drv,  arid  ;  habitation.)  Ericdcete.    Sp.l — 1. +2339  procumbens  Lie.       trailing  n.      or    *  ap.my  Pk.    Britain     sc.mo  L  s.p  Eng.  bot.  866 
The  genus  Azalea  /(". ,  in  p.  144.,  is  by  modern  botanists  included  under  Rhododendron,  in  p.  1190 413a.  PACHYPCTDIUM  Lindl. 3533 

46959  ■ 
16960- 

-  tuberosum  Lindl. 
-  succulentum  Lindl. 

tuberous-roofed . succulent 
(Pachys,  thick,  podion,  peduncle ;  footstalks.)     Apocynicete.  Sp.2 — 2, 

ap.jn 415.  PLUMIE'R/^. 16961  2366a  purpurea  R.  %  P.     purple  *Dor  4  jl.au  P 
16962  23666  mcarnata  R.  &  P.    ilesh-coloured  »  □  or  5  jl.au  F 
16963  -      -  Lambertidna  Lindl.  Lambert's  *  rj  or  10  my.au  W 

W.r  C.G.H. 
W.b  C.G.H. 

Sp.  10—23. Peru 
Peru Mexico 

1813.  C  s.l 
1820.  C  s.l 

Bot.  cab.  1679 
Bot.  reg.  1312 

1820.  C  r.m  Fl.  per.  2.  137 
1820.  C  r.m  Fl.  per.  2.  138 1824.  C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1378 

418.  TABERNJEMONTANN^. 
16964   2380a  gratissima  Ztmtt.  most  grateful- sctd  »  □  or   6  my.s  W 
16965- 2534. 
16966  - 

-  densifldra  Wai.        dense-flowered  *  I   I  or 
424a.  NYCTERISI'TION  R.  %P -  ferrugineum  R.  $  P.  rusty 
428.  CO'RD/J 

16967  •      -  gran  dinar  a  Lindl.     great-flowered  ill   I  or 
435.  ARDI'SIA. 16968  «     -  odontophylla  Wall,  tooth-leaved 
444.  SOLA'NDRX 

16969  2458a  guttata  D.  Don  efotted-flwd 
451.  SOLA'NUM. 16970  2521a  etuberbsum  Lindl.  tubeiiess 

16971  2539a  Tweedianitm  Hook.  Tweedie's 16972  2553a  coriaceum  Hook.  coriaceous 

4  jn Sp.  6—15. E.  Indies  1824.  C  p.l E.  Indies  1824.  C  pJ Bot.  reg.  1084 Bot.  reg.  1273 
{Nycteris,  a  bat,  sition,  food  ;  flower.) 

1  r_)fr  30     ...   W.      S.  Amer.  1823. 
Sp.  10—23. l      W      S.Amer.  1827. 

Sapbtets.   Sp.  1 — 1. C  r.m  Fl.  per.  2.  187 

C  l.p    Bot.  reg.  1491 

1834.  C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1892 

Sp.  3—5. *  D  or  12  jn  jl    Pa.Y  Mexico  1830.  C  rjn  Bot.  reg.  1551 

•  □or  6  jl Sp.  14—25. Pa.  Sal.  Bengal 

3i  A  or  2  jl.o l£  t_J  or  1J  o *  O  or  4  jl.au 

Sp.  84—153. Dp.P   Chile      1833.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1712 W.P     B.  Ayres  1833.  S  co  Bot.  magji3S5 
P.B                     1820.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.^708 

16973  -     -  fragrans  Book.  fragrant 
16974  -    •  Herbertt'dntom  Hort.  Herbert's 

S.Brazil  1835. 1833. C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3684 C    l.s  Pax.  mag.  5.  26 

16956v 

Bistort/,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2528.  Mtlichrus.  Fine  shrubs,  bearing  elegant  flowers,  and  therefore  desirable  plants  for  all  collections.  They 

Hinve  best  in  an  equal  mixture  of  sand,  loam,  and  peat ;  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  bell- 
2529.  Sp/iendtoma.   Culture,  &c,  the  same  as  those  of  E'pacris. 2530.  Troehoeirpa.   Culture  and  propagation  as  for  Andersdnta. 
2531.  Ponceli&a.   Culture  and  propagation  the  same  as  for  E'pacris. 



Order  I. PENTANDRIA  MONOGYNIA. 

116'J 16944  Lvs.  ovate  reflexed,  Flowers  axill.  whole  forming  spike,  Cor.  2-3  times  longer  than  cal.  campanulate 
[long,  than  cihat.  cal. 16945  Lvs.  lane,  nearly  sess.  atten.  at  apex,  mucron.  Pedun.  3  times  shorter  than  cal.  Tube  of  cor.  prismatic  twice 

16946  Lvs.  ovate  sessile  tapering  to  apex,  Corolla  3  or  4  times  longer  than  calyx 
16947  Lvs.  ovate-lanceol.  very  spreading,  Flws.  spicate  axill.  solit.  secund,  Tube  of  cor.  campan.  much  long,  than segms.  of  calyx  .... 
16948  Lvs.  lanceol.  very  spreading,  Flws.  spreading  axill.  solit.  secund,  Tube  of  cor.  ovate  segms.  of  cal.  acute  ciliated 16949  Lvs.  narrow-lanceol.  acumin.  flat  striat.  beneath  margins  scabr.  Cal.  segms.  very  acute  naked  eq.  to  tube  of  cor. 
16950  Lvs.  ellip.-lanc.  acumin.  cucull.  concave  5-nrvd.  mucron.  petiol.  marg.  ciliat.  Cor.  cylind.  ventric.  Tube  exceed. 

very  acute  cal. 16951  Lvs.  lanceol.  very  acute  erectly  spread,  ending  in  pungent  pellucid  mucro,  Cal.  segms.  acute,  margins  naked 

16952  Cor.  rotate,  Cal.  villous,  Lvs.  lanceol.  lin.  pilose  on  both  sides  and  on  margins 
16953  Cor.  urceol.  Cal.  pilose,  Lvs.  lane,  atten.  very  acute  mucron.  concave  many-nrvd.  with  membran.  dentic.  edges 

[fringed  with  long  hairs 
16954  Flor.  branch  much  long,  than  ovate  spikes.  Caul.  lvs.  lanc.-subul.  spread  or  recurv.  Bran.  lvs.  adpress.  Lvs, 
16955  Flor.  branch  much  long,  than  ovate  spikes.  Caul.  lvs.  lanc.-ensif.  erectish.  Branch  lvs.  adpressed 

16956  The  only  species 

16957  The  only  species 

16958  The  only  species 

+2339  The  only  species 

16959  Stems  tuberous  at  base,  Lvs.  oblong  toment.  beneath  glabr.  above,  Prickles  straight  subulate 
16960  Lvs.  linear  or  lanceol.  toment.  beneath  glabr.  above,  Prickles  filiform  setaceous 

16961  Lvs.  oblong-ovate  with  revolute  edges,  Flws.  terminal  cymose 
16962  Lvs.  ovate-oblong  acute,  Flws  cymose,  Cymose  subumbellate 
16963  Lvs.  oblong-acumin.  flat,  Segms  of  limb,  broad-rhomboid  obtuse 

16964  Lvs.  oblong-lanceol.  undul.  glabr.  Cal.  teeth  or.  Segms.  of  cor.  convex,  crenul.  Cymes  divaricate 
16965  Lvs.  lanceol  .-acumin.  approxim.  sometimes  3  in  a  whorl.  Cymes  many-flwd.  Cal.  segms.  &  bract,  lin.  Ianc.  acute 

16966  Lvs.  oblong-ovate  with  emarg.  acumen  shining  ab.  clthd.  with  silky  rusty  down  ben.  as  are  cal.  &  branchlets 

16967  Lvs.  ov. -acumin.  narr.  at  base  serr.  clthd.  silky  strigae  ab.  and  dense  fusees,  pili  ben.  Heads  glob,  on  long 
pedun.  Stams  enclosed 

16968  Lvs.  lanc.-obl.  acute  both  ends  on  long  pet.  sharply  toothed  puberul.  Racemes  axill.  much  short,  than  lvs. Pedic  and  Pedun.  velvety 
16969  Lvs.  ellipt.-obl.  acute  downy  beneath,  Flws.  termin.  solit.  Segms.  of  cor.  crispately  crenat.  spread.  Tube  twice 

long,  than  3-lobed  tubul.  cal. 
16970.  i-eafl.  uneq.  complic.  much  undul.  approxim.  altera,  ones  minute,  Pedic.  articul.  Cal.  &  Cor.  5-angled  glabrous 16971  Plant  clothed  with  clammy  down,  Lvs.  cordate  angul.  toothed  at  base  on  long  petioles,  Racemes  umbellate 
16972  Lvs.  petiol.  obi.  coriac.  shining  entire  rather  veiny,  Pedun.  term.  &  axill.  gener.  1-flwd.,  Lobes  of  cor.  blunt  and 

plicae  mucron.  long,  than  lobes  [campanul.  segms.  reflex.  Stigma,  dilat.  concave 
16973  Arborescent,  Lvs.  twin  ovate  and  cordate  very  entire,  Rac.  solit.  from  axill.  of  bran,  secund.  Cor.  fleshy  rotate- 
16974  Shrubby  evergreen,  Stem  erect,  branched,  ferrugin.  pubescent,  Lvs.  petiolate  ovate-oblong  blunt  green  above brownish  pubescent  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2532.  CosmUia.   Culture  and  propagation  resembling  those  of  E'pacris. 2533.  Pachypddium.  Very  pretty  succulent  shrubs.  They  succeed  best  in  a  mixture  of  lime-rubbish,  sand,  and 

loam.  Cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.  The  plants  should  be  kept  moderately  dry,  when  in  a  dor- mant state. 
2534.  Fycicrisition.  Propagation  and  culture  same  as  those  of  Chrysophf  Uum. 

4F  3 
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1697S 455.  SPERMADI'CTYON. 261 1  a  azureum  Lindl.       az  ure •  □or  4  ja 
Sp.  2—2. 

Pa.B  Nepal 1823.  C  l.p  Bot.  reg.  1235 

16976  - 
2535. 16977 

460  RONDELE^T.M. -  odorata  Jac.  scented »  □  or  3  jl.au  R Sp.  4— II. W.  Indies  1836. C  s.p  Fl.  cab.  36 

462a.  WAHLENBE'RGM  Sch.    (G.  Wahlenberg,  M.D.,  author  of  FL  Lap.)    Campanuldcete.    Sp.  6— 6. ripens  creeping  %,  A         ijn.o    Wsh    1830.  D  co  Dec.  Camp.  15 Nos.  2634.  2651.  2671,  2672,  and  2692.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

16978 
2536. 

16979  - 
16980  - 

2537. 
16981  . 
16982  - 
16983  - 
16984  - 
16985  - 
16986  - 

2538. 
16987  - 

463.  CAMPA'NULA. 2635a  garganica  Mount  St.  AngeloJU  A  or 

§  jl.au 

Sp.  76—834. Pa.B.   M.  St.  A.  1830. S   p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.252 
464*.  PRA^TjM  Gaud.   (  M .  Prat-Bernon,  of  the  Fr.  navy,  accomp.  Freycenet.)   Lobelidcete.  Sp.  2 —  . -  corymbdsa  B.  M.     corymbose        if  iAI  or    fjn.au   R        C.  G.  H.  1824.  Dpi    Bot.  mag.  2693 
-  begonicsfblia  Wal.    Begonia-leaved  !U  jAJ  pr  $  jn.jl    Pa.B   Nepal     1827.  D  co 

464y.  TUKPA  G.  Don blanda  D.  Don 
-  Feuillef  Gaud. 

Lobelia  Tupa  L. 
-  purpurea  Lindl. -  arguta  B.  R. -  Cavanilles/dna 
-  polyphylla  H.Sf  A. 

4642.  SIPHOCA'MPYLOS  D.  Don. -  bicolor  D.  Don  two-coloured 

(Name  applied  by  the  Indians  of  Chile  to  a  sp.  of  this  gen  )  Lol Chile       ...     D  lt.l charming 

Feuillee's 
purple sharp-notched 
Cavanilles's many-leaved 

^  _AJ  or  3 
5t  iAJ  spl  8  s.o n.  n  or  1  jn.o 
H  [Z3  or  2  s 
3t  lAI  yr  3  au.o 

3t  iA)  or  -lis 

Pk 
S 
P 
Y 
Bt.C D.P 

Lobelidcete.  Sp.  6  
Sw.fl.gar.2.8.308 

J.  Fernan.  1824.  R  co    Bot.  mag.  2550 
Valpar 
Chile 
Chile 
Valpar. 

5.  C  p.l i.  D  l.p 1824.  L»  l.p 
1831.  D  l.p Bot.  reg.  1325 Bot.  reg.  973. Bot.  mag.  3207 
1829.  D  lt.r  Sw.fiLgar.2.s.242 

No.  2720.  in  p.  166.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
(Siphon,  tube,  kampylos,  curved  ;  corolla.)  Lobeliacete.  Sp.  2— 
j*      pr  3  ap      Ry     Georgia   1835.  C   s.p   Sw.  fl.  gar.  389 

16989 
16990 
16991 
16992  - 

2539. 
16993  ■ 
16994  ■ 

464.  LOBE^L/J. 2076a  robusta  Fis.  robust  ]£  EI  or  3  au 
2719  syphilitica /3  hybrida  Hook.      hybrid  3t  A  or  2  jn.o 

L.  speciosa  and  L.  Mflleri  Hort. 
2719a  colorata  Swl.  coloured-tareed"  )£  A)  or  5  ... blue 2741a  caerfllea  B.  M. 

KrausiV  Grah. 
-  Bridges//  Hook. 

467a.  LECHENAU'LT/^  R  Br. -  formdsa  R.  Br.  handsome -  oblata  Sir/.  oblate 

£  lAlor  ljjnjl 
B.o 
B 

Kraus's Bridges 's 
<£  iAI  or 

H  l_Jor 
IJja.f 

4  jn 

Sp.  51—102. Hayti       1830.  D  s.l 
English    hyb.  D  s.p 
N.Amer.  1832.  D  p.l 
C.  G.  H  1824.  D  p.l 
Dominica  182a  D  l.p 
Chile       1836.  S  p.l 

Bot.  mag.  3138 
Bot.  mag.  3604 
Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.180 Bot.  mag.  2701 
Bot.  mag.  3012 Bot.  mag.  3671 

(Af.  Lechenault,  a  French  bot.  and  trav.)    GoodenAvice.     Sp.  2—2. 
it-  i  |  pr   1  jn.       S        N.  Holl.  1824.  C   p.l    Sw.  au.  ic.  in 
«-  i_j  pr   1  jn.jl    O       N.  Holl.  1824.  C  p.l   Sw.  au.  46 

2540. 
16995  ■ 

Baxter/  G.  Don,  formbsa  B.  M.  and  B.  R.  not  R.  Br 

470a.  BRUNO^N/^  Sm.     (Robt.  Brown,  Esq.,  a  learned  systematic  bot.) australis  R.  Br. southern 

16996 16997 

16998 16999 
17000 
17001 

2541. 
17002  ■ 

474.  CAPRIFCTLIUM. 
2785a  Douglas//  Lindl.  Douglas's 27856  hirsutum  Dens.       hairy-leaved  S, 

£  iAI  or  1 
N.  Holl. 

Goodenbvice , 
1834.  ?D  ?1 

or  20  jl.s  O or  20  my.jn  Y 
2785c  occidental  p  Lindl. 
2785a"  cilidsum  Ph. 
2789a  longiflbrum  5a/. 

hispldulum  Lindl. 

western ciliated 

long-flowered rather-hispid 

or  20  jn.au or  6  jn 

or  20  jl.s or  ...  jl Y.w 
Ro 

Sp.  17—17. N.  Amer.  1824. 
Canada  1822. 

FtVancouv.  1824. 
Missouri  1825. 
China  1826. N.W.Am.  1827. 

Sp.  1—1. 
Bot.  reg.  1833 

Bot  mag.  3103 
Bot.  reg.  1458 

co  Bot  reg.  1232 p.l  Bot.  reg.  1761 
478a  LEYCESTE^Ri/i  Wal.  Leycesteria.  (W.  Leycester.  chief  judge  at  Bengal.)  Caprtfolidcete.  Sp.  1— 1. formdsa  WaU  handsome        *  i  J  or  4  au.s     W.p    Nepal      1824.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  3695» 

16&75 

16976 

History,  L'se,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2535.  Wahlenbirgia.  The  seeds  of  the  annual  sp.  of  this  genus  require  to  be  raised  on  a  hot-bed;  and,  when  suf- ficiently strong,  planted  into  the  open  border,  in  a  sheltered  situation.  The  perennial  sp.  grow  freely  in  loam,  peat, 

and  sand,  and  strike  root  readily  under  a  hand-glass. 
2536.  Pj-d/ia.  Plants  of  this  genus  are  readily  increased  by  division  of  the  root,  or  by  seed  ;  and  thrive  best  in  a mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand. 
2537.  Tupa.  The  species  of  this  genus  are  deserving  cultivation  in  every  collection,  on  account  of  the  beauty  and 

singularity  of  their  flowers.  They  are  generally  raised  from  imported  seeds  ;  and,  when  the  plants  are  sufficiently 
strong,  may  be  planted  in  the  border  under  a  south  wall,  but  require  to  be  potted  in  the  autumn,  and  placed  In  the 
green-house  during  winter.    T.  Feuilldi  yields  a  dangerous  poisou  in  Chile. 
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16975  Lvs.  ovate-lanc.  short-acumin.  scabrous  on  both  surfaces  rounded  at  base,  Cal.  segms.  linear  villous 

16976  Lts.  scarcely  petiolate  ovate  or  subcordate  scabrous  above  and  on  the  nerves  beneath,  Corymbs  terminal 

16977  Stem  creeping 

[Cor.  rotate 16978  Stems  diffused,  Lvs.  reniform-cordate  deeply  serrated,  Peduncle  usually  2-flwd.  Segms.  of  calyx  toothed, 

16979  Glabrous,  Stems  branched,  lower  lvs.  roundish ;  upper  ones  linear  spat  ul.it e  deeply  serrated,  Fedunc.  corym. 
16980  Stems'filif.  creeping  hairy,  Lvs.  roundish-cord.  serr.  petiol.  hairy  both  surfs,  oblique  at  base,  Pedic.  solit  Cal. segms.  lin.  subul. 
16981  Lvs.  lanceolate  cuspidate,  doubly  serrated,  decurrent  at  the  base,  Bracts  convolute,  Calyx  toothed  subulate, 

Anthers  glabrous 
16982  Stem  erect  thick  sufFrut.  at  base  simple  leafy,  Lvs.  ov.-lanc.  sess.  decurrent  clothed  sof.  whitish  down,  Raceme term,  spicate 
16983  Glabrous,  Lvs.  lanceolate  serrulated,  Flowers  racemose,  Calyx  spherical  5-toothed 
16984  Stem  suffrut.  simple  glabr.  Lvs.  lin.-lanc.  serrul.  quite  glabr.  both  surfs.  Pedic.  axill.  shorter  than  lvs. 
16985  Stem  villous,  Lvs.  sess.  ovate-oblong  serrul.  macron,  downy  glauc.  Raceme  short  leafy,  Cor.  downy 
16986  Lvs.  ov.-lan.  mucron.  sharply  serrat.  quite  glabr.  Racemes  term,  leafy,  Tube  of  cor.  little  long,  than  cal. 2  lower  anth.  beard. 

16987  Lvs.  Ian.  acumin.  unequally  serrated  attenuated  at  base,  Flowers  axillary  solitary  pedunculate 

16988  Lvs  obovate-lanceol.  acumin.  coarsely  toothed  glabrous  shining,  Rac.  termin.  simple  secund 

16989  Glabrous,  Lvs.  lanceol.  acumin.  erosely  toothed,  Raceme  leafy,  Peduncles  naked,  Segms.  of  cal.  linear  subulate 
16990  Stem  short  decumb.  at  base  densely  leafy,  Lvs.  lane,  dentately  pinnatif.  downy  atten.  at  base,  Pedun.  term,  very 

long.  Segms.  of  cor.  long.  th.  lvs.  [subul.  little  toothed  spread. 
16991  Lvs.  sess.  lanceol.  decur.  sharply  serrat.  glabr.  Pedic.  axill.  solit.  long.  th.  lvs.  Rac.  termin.  leafy,  Cal.  segms. 
16992  Lvs.  5-6  in.  long  lanceol.  much  acumin.  closely  and  acutely  serrated 

[cuneat.  Filam.  glabrous 
16993  Flws.  axill.  solit.  bractless  droop.  Cor.  bilabiate  glabr.  upper  lip  of  cor.  rounded  ent. :  lower  tripart.  segms. 
16994  Flws.  axill.  and  term,  bractless  somewh.  droop.  Cor.  bilab.  downy  outside :  upper  lip  2-lobed :  lower  tripart. 

Segms.  oblate 

16995  Lvs.  undivided  villous  beneath  as  are  scapes  hairy  spread.  Cal.  segms.  longitud.  feathered  apex  somewhat  acute 

16996  Whorls  capit.  Lvs.  oval  acute  both  ends  petiol.  glabr.  ciliat.  toment.  on  outside  upper  ones  connate 
16997  Lvs.  large  ovate-ellipt.  waved  rath,  acute  on  short  petiol.  upper  sess.  lower  connate-perfol.  downy  glauc.  ben. ciliat.  on  margin  .  [beneath 
16998  Flws.  in  verticil!,  heads,  Cor.  glabr.  with  elongated  gibbous  tube,  Lvs.  oval  almost  sess.  glabr.  ciliat.  glauc. 
16999  Spikes  approx.  vertic.  heads  of  nearly  sess.  flws.  Tube  of  cor.  hairy  ventric.  in  middle,  Lvs.  coriac.  retic.  ov.  on 

short  ped.  glauc.  ben.  ciliat. 
17000  Glabrous,  Lvs.  petiol.  obl;-lanc.  shining  above  pale  ben.  Pedun.  short  2-flwd.  Tube  of  cor.  very  long  filiform 
17001  Hispid-pilose,  Umbels  pedunculate,  Lvs.  petiolate  cordate  ovate  obtuse  underneath  glaucous 

17002  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2538.  Siphocdmpylos.  The  sp.  of  this  genus  have  all  large,  showy,  scarlet,  or  red  flowers,  and  well  deserve  a  place 

in  every  stove.  They  are  of  easy  culture.  A  mixture  of  loam,  sand,  and  peat  soil  suits. them  best ;  in  which  cut- 
tings strike  readily  under  a  hand-glass  in  heat. 

2539.  Lechenatiltisi.  Elegant  plants  when  in  blossom.  A  mixture  of  turfy  loam,  peat,  and  sand  suits  them  best  j 
and  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  root  freely  in  the  samn  kind  of  soil  under  a  hand-glass. 

2540.  Brunbid-A.   Culture  and  propagation  as  for  Scae'vola  in  p.  169. 2541.  Let/cesteriA.  This  is  a  beautiful  shrub  when  in  a  flowering  state,  from  the  contrast  between  the  deep  green 
hue  of  its  stem  and  lvs.  and  the  reddish  purple  of  its  large  bracteas  and  berries.  It  is  easily  propagated  by  cuttings, 
or  by  seeds,  which  it  produces  in  abundance. 4  F  4 
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2542.  491<i.  L  VCITLIA  Swt  Lucuma. 
17003  -     -  gratf  ssima  Swt.       most  grateful 

8543.  496a.  UNCAVRIA  Gae.  Uncaria. 17004  -     -  Gdmbie r  Wal.         Gam  bier 
505.  PALIITRUS. 

17005  28!i6«  virgatus  D.  Don  twiggy 
509.  £UO'NYMUS. 

2912  europaehis 
j3  latifdlius  Lo.  C.  broad-leaved 

,.  .  y  leucocarpus  Dec.  white-fruited 
17006  291  lo  grandifldrus  Wal.  large-flowered 
17007  29114  HamiltonteinwiWal.  Hamilton's 

(Luculi  Swa  of  Nepal.) 
•  I  |  or  9  au.s    R  Nepal 
(  Uncus,  a  hook  ;  old  petioles.) 
4.  □  or  10    ...      Fa.R  K.  India 

or  15  au.s  G.y Sp.  2—2. 
Nepal 

Sp.  7—19. 

Rubi&cete.   Sp.  1 — I. 1823   C  p.l  Sw.  H.  gar.  145 
Rubiuccce.  Sp.  I — 2. 

1825.  C   p.l  Lin.  tr.  9.  22 

1817.  L  co  Bot.  mag.  2535 

St      or  15  my.jl  W 
St      or  12  myjl  W 
m  |  or  8  my.jl  W 
I  I  or  20  mr  W 

Britain 
E.  Indies  1824.  C  s.p 
Nepal      1825.  L  r.m 

(Collet,  a  French  botanist.) 
my.jn  GskW.P  Chile 

2544.  509a.  COLLE'TLl  Com.  Colletia. 17008  -     -  h6rrida  Brong.  horrid 
fdrox  of  Gill.  S,-  Hook,  in  Bot.  misc.,  not  the  hdrrida'of  W. 

2545.  5096.  RET  AM' LL  A  Brong.  Rbtanilla.  (Its  name  in  Peru.) J  7009  -     -  obcordata  Brong.    obcordate -Ivd.    « O  or  2    ...      Y  Peru 
2546.  509c.  TREVOR  Cav.  Trevoa. 

17010 (  Trevo,  the  name  of  some  botanist.) G.Y  ChUe 

Sp.  9—23. 

Rhamnete.  Sp.  1 — 3. 1832.  S  sJ    Bot  reg.  1776 

RhamnetB.  Sp.  1 — I. 1822.  C  l.p  Vea  eels.  92 
Rhamnete.  Sp.  1 — 2. 1828.  C  p.l 

17011 N.  Amer.  1827. 

triplinervis  Gill.  triple-nerved 
510.  CEANOvTHUS. 2925  azureus 

/S  fibre  albo  Hort.     white-flowered  *  _J  or  10  ap -  colllnus  Dou.  hill  tL      or  1  mr.s 
515.  BILLARDIE^RJ. 17012  2936a  ovalis  Lindl.  oval-leaved       $  Ipr20  my 

17013  2937a  heterophylla  Lindl.  various-leaved  J_  |  |  or  6  jl S611ya  heterophylla  Lindl. 
2547.  518a.  COLEONE'MA  B.  <$•  W.   Coleonema.   (Koleos,  a  sheath,  nema,  a  filament.)   Rutdcecc.    Sp.  1— 3. 17014-        pfilchrum  Hook.      beautiful  m  \  |  or  6  ap.my  Ro      C.  G.H.?    ...    C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3340 Didsma  angustifdlia  of  the  gardens. 

Sp.  6-7. Gsh.Y  V.  D.  L.  1833. 
B       N.  HoU.  1830. 

p.l 

p.l  Bir.  bot.  g.  13 

s.p  Bot  reg.  1719 
p.l  Bot.  reg.  1466 

2548.  529a.  ESC  ALLOW.*  Mutis. 
17015  - 17016  - 
17017 
17018  - 17019  - 
17020  - 17021 

discolor  Mutis  two-coloured-/iNj.  *  □  or 
montevidensis  Dec.  Monte  Videan  •  i  I  or 

au 

Bot.  cab.  1291 

Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  247 

-  pulverulenta  Pers.  dusted 
-  viscdsa  Lk.  S[  Otto  viscous 
glandul&sa  Sm.  glandular 

-  rubra  Pers.  red-flowered -  illinlta  Presl  varnished 
540.  JTOLA. 

3022  peddta. 
13  flabellata  D.  Don  fan-leaved 

17022  3029a  preemdrsa  Dow.  bitten-rooted 17023  3040a  sua  vis  Bieb.  fragrant 
17024  3042a  flavicdrnis  Sm.  yellow-horned 
1 7025  3064a  palmSensis  P.  B.  W.  Palma 

2549.  540a.  ERPEvTION  Swt.      Sphrless  Violet. 17026  -      -  reniformis  Swt.       reniform  A.  Al  pr 
2550.  541a.  HYMENANTHE'RA  R.  Br.       (Hymen,  membrane,  anthem,  an  anther.)        Violdcete.    Sp.  1—1. 17027  -      -  dentata  R.  Br.        toothed-leaved  m  i_J  or  6  ap.my  Y       N.  Holl.  1820.  C.   p.l  Bot.  mag. 

m  |  or  8  jl 
•  •_!  or  5  .. 
»  1_J  or  3  8 »;_Jor  3  s •  I  I  or  5  au.s 

3t  A  or  Jo 3t  A  or  J  rnyjl 

tA&a    J!  - It  A  or  J  my.jl tL  |  |  or  1  my.jl 

S.  Amer.  1820. C 

l.p 

M.  Video  1827. C 

p.l 

w Chile  1831. C 

p.l 

w Mendoza  1829. C 
R Chile  1827. C 
R Chile  1827. C 
W Chile  1830.?C S 

Sp.  54—112. 
LLP Georgia  1831. D P R Columbia  1826. D co 
Pa.B Ukraine  1823. D CO 
Y.B Britain    ch.pl  D CO 
B Palma  ?1836. O 

l.p Escallonuicece.    Sp.  7—8. 

(Erpetos,  trailing,  ton,  a  violet )  Violdcece.  Sp.  1—2. |  my.o  P.b     N.  Hull.  1823.  D  s.p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  170 

17004 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2542.  Luculia  gratissima.  It  is  impossible  to  conceive  any  thing  more  beautiful  than  this  tree,  when  covered  with its  numerous  cymes  of  fragrant  flowers.  A  good  rich  light  soil  suits  it  best ;  and  cuttings  may,  though  with  great 

difficulty,  bo  rooted  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass. 
2543  Uncaria  Gambier.  Gambier  is  the  Malay  name  of  an  extract  prepared  from  the  leaves  of  this  plant,  and  one 

of  the  drugs,  if  not  the  only  one,  formerly  called  Terra  Japonica  in  Europe.  It  is  chewed  by  the  natives,  mingled  with 
oetel  leaf  and  areca,  after  the  manner  in  which  the  cutch  is  used  on  the  continent  of  India.  (  Don's  Mill. ) 2544.  Colliti*.  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  appears  to  suit  the  plants  of  this  genus  best ;  and  cuttings  of  the  young 
Wood  will  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass. 2545.  Rejtanllla  Propagation,  culture,  4tc,  as  for  Colletta. 
2546  Trev&a..    For  propagation,  culture,  &c,  see  CollfiU'a. 
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1 7003  The  only  species. 

17004  Lvs.  ov-obl.  acute  on  short  pet.  smooth  both  surfs.  Stips.  ovate,  Fedun.  axill.  solit.  oppos.,  Bracteol.  in  middle: lower  sterile  convert,  int.  hooked  spines 
17005  Branches  smooth,  Lvs.  obliq.  cord,  or  ellipt.  3-nerved  shining,  Wing  of  fruit  entire 

[as  long  as  Its.  3-fi-flvvd. 17006  Bran,  terete  smooth,  Lvs.  obov.-obl.  obt.  acutely  serrat.  tapering  and  ent.  at  base,  Fedun.  slender  flatten,  about 
17007  Bran,  smooth  terete,  Lvs.  lanceol.  finely  serrat.  Fedun.  dichotom.  6-flwd.  Flws.  tetrandrous,  Petals  4-lanceol. cordate 
17008  Spines  strong  awl-sh.,  Fascicles  scattered,  Cal.  oblong-cylindrical,  Anth.  nearly  sess. 

17009  Lvs.  obcord.  quite  entire  3-nrvd.  Flws.  sess.  spiked  rising  from  axilla;  of  scales 

17010  Lvs.  3-nerved 

17011  Lvs.  ovate  roundish  hairy 

17012  Branchlets  pubesc.  Lvs.  lin.  obi.  obtuse,  Peduncle  1-flwd.  glabrous,  Petals  straight  bluntish 
17013  Branchlets  glabrous,  Lvs.  ovato-lanc.  lower  ones  serrated  upper  ones  quite  entire,  Cymes  opposite  the  leaves 

17014  Bran,  twiggy  pendent,  Lvs.  filif.  acumin.  flat  above  ben.  cemiterete,  Flws.  axill.  solit.  on  short  pedun.  with several  subul.  imbric.  bracts 
[flwd.  CaL  puberal.  Petals  obovate 

17015  Branchl.  rath,  pubesc.  Lvs.  cuneif.-lanc.  somewh.  crenul.  quite  ent.  middle  nerve  hairy,  Panic,  termin.  many- 17016  Lvs.  obi.  cuneate  at  base  acutish  finely  serrat  full  of  resin,  dots  ben.  Panic,  term,  many-flwd.  crowded 
intermixed  with  foliac.  bract  Petals  obov.-obl.  [term,  spike-formed  erect,  Petals  obovate 

17017  Hairy,  Bran,  somewh.  trigon.  Lvs.  ellipt.  obtuse  on  short  petioles  serrul.  rather  clammy  above  when  young,  Rac. 
17018  Lvs.  oblong  hairy  viscid 
17019  Lvs.  oval  acuminate  smooth  on  both  sides  [Cor.  cylindrical,  Limb  revolute 
17020  Lvs.  obov.-lanceol.  acute  doubly  serrat.  glandul.  at  the  base  tapering  at  petiole,  Pedun.  simple  or  branched, 
17021  Lvs.  oblong-lanceolate  serrulate  clammy  varnished,  Corymbs  3-fiwd.  racemose,  Corol.  cylind.  Limb  spreading 

[as  long  as  lvs. 17022  Stem  simple  erect,  Lvs.  ovato.-obl.  petiol.  entire  hairy,  Caps,  pubesc.  Stip.  lanceolate  ent.  Pedun.  about  twice 
17023  Distinguished  from  /'.  odorata  by  its  paler  green  herb,  larger  and  paler  flws.  upper  petals  longer  and  narrower and  lower  broader  and  more  distinctly  emargin.  Stip.  also  narrower 
17024  Stem  woody  soraew.  angul.  much  bran.  Lvs.  cord,  coriac  smooth  even,  Stip.  and  brae,  fringed,  Sepals  lanceol 
17025  Lvs.  ovate  acum.  lbd,  smth.  above'  and  slightly  hairy  beneath.  [Pedun.  erect. Caps,  short,  and  round,  th.  / ".  canlna 

17026  Lvs.  crowded  renif.  repandly  toothed  punct  Stips.  lin. -awl. -sh.  acumin.  Petals  reflex.  2  lateral  ones  bearded  on 
upper  side 

17027  Lvs.  oblong  denticulated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2547.  Coleonema  pulchrum.  A  beautiful  little  shrub,  which  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  sand,  with  a  little 

loam.  The  tops  of  the  young  shoots,  made  into  cuttings,  and  planted  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass,  root  r&auily  with- out heat. 
2548.  F.scallbnm.  The  species  are  fine  evergreen  half-hardy  shrubs,  and  thrive  best  in  a  mixture  of  peat,  sand, and  loam.   Cuttings  strike  readily  in  the  tame  kind  of  soil,  or  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 
2549.  Erpition.  Elegant  little  plants,  that  deserve  to  be  cultivated  in  every  garden.  They  are  well  adapted  for 

rockwork,  and  are  easily  increased  by  separating  their  runners.  They  require  the  protection  of  a  frame  during 
winter. 

2550.  Hymenanthira.  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  suits  the  species  of  this  genus  best,  and  cuttings  root  readily 
in  sand  under  a  bell-glass.  , 
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f550.  BVBES  Li.  (Ribes  of  the  Arabian  physicians,  found  to  be  the  ittigura  Blbes.)  GrossuUceee.  Sp.41— 41 . 

I.  Grosscla'ble.  —  Gooseberries. 
Hawthom-ft»d  &      or  3  ap.my  G.w    N.  Amer.  1705.  C  co  Di.  el.  139.  166 
bristly  Sfc      or  4  ap.my  G.w    N.  Arner.  1810.  C  co  Bot.  reg.  1237 
three-flowered  Sk      or  4  ap.my  G.w    N.  Amer.  1812.  L  r.l  W.  h.  b.  1.  61 

3107  oxyacantholdes  L. 
17028  3107a  setbsum  Lindl. 3108  triflbrum  W. 

17029  3108a  ntveum  I. hid!.          snowy-flowered  &  or   5  ap.my  W 
3109  Cyn6sbati  L.           Dog-bramble    si  or  4  ap  W 

17030  3109a  divaricStum  Dou.     spreading-6rara.ilfc  or  7  ap      W      N.  Amer.  1826.  C   co   Bot.  reg.  1359 
17031  31096  irriguum  Dou.        well-watered     Sk  or  4    ...      G.w    N.  Amer.  1820.  C   co   A.  b.  f.  721. Cynosbati,  divaricatum,  and  irriguum  are  probably  only  varieties  of  triflbrum. 

3110  hirtellum  Mx.         slightly  hairy    fik  or  4  ap.my  G.w    Canada    1812.  L  s.l 
3111  gr&cile  Mx.            slender-Srare.    2k  or  4  ap.my  G.w    N.  Amer.  1812.  L  s.l 

17032  3111aaciculaTe  Sm.  axAcuXax-spined  3t      or    W 3112  Grossularia  L.  common  Gooseberry  Si  fr    4  rar.ap  G.w 
/8  IPva-crispa  Eng.  bot.  2057.         y  spinosissima  Berl.  ms. p.  ISO.       t  Bessertana  Berl.  ms.  t  subinermis  Berl.  ms. Berl.  ms. 

N.  Amer.  1826.  L  co  Bot.  reg.  1692 
Canada    1759.  C  8.1   Schm.  ar.  98 

Siberia       ...    L  co  Led.  fl.  alt.  230 
Britain     hed.   C   r.m  Eng.  bot.  1292 8  reclinata  Berl.  ms.  No.  3126  ot 

«j  macrocarpa  Dec.       &  bracteata 

17033  3112a  specidsum  Ph. stamlneurn  Smith. showy-flowered  Sk       or  4  ap  jn  R       Californ.  1829.  L  r.l    Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  149 

II.  BoTRYci'ttPA  Plants  intermediate  between  Gooseberries  and  Currants. 
3113  orientale  Poir.         Eastern  Ok      or  4  my.jn  G.y    Syria_      1824.  C  co 17034  3113a  saxatile  Pall. 
3114  Diacantha  L.fil. 
3115  lacfistre  Poir. 

fi    4  ap.my  G       Siberia     1819.  C  co   Led.  alt.  239 
twin-prickled lake-.w/V 

oxyacantholdes  Mx.  and  echiniUum  Douglas  ms 
4  my.jn  G.V 
4  ap.my  G.y 

Siberia  1781.  L  r.l  Schm.  ar.  97 
N.  Amer.  1812.  C  p.l   A.  b.  f.  724 

III.  UibeVia — Currants. 
31 16  rubrum  L.  common  red     31s       fr    4  ap.my  G       Britain     riv.ba  C  r.m  Eng.  bot.  1289 

a  sylvestre  Dec.      /3  hortense  Dec.      y  carneum  Berl.  ms.   flesh-cld-6ew'ed.      5  variegatum  Dec. 
striped-ierrierf.    c  £lbum  Ait.  white-6tm'«Z.      ?  f61.  luteo  varieg.  Dull.      »j_fbl.  albo  varieg.^DaA. 3117  alplnum  L.  alpine  & 

j3  pumilum  Lindl.  dwarf  Si 
y  f61.  variegatis  Hort.  variegated-lvd  $k 

3118  petra*um  Wutf.         rock  38 
3119  spicatum  Robs.         spiked-flwd.  Sk 

17035  3119a  carpathicum  Kit. 3120  multiflbrum  Kit. Carpathian  3fe 
many-flowered  it 

3  ap.my  G 
2  ap.my  G 4  ap.my  G 
4  my  R 4  ap.my  G 
4  ap.my  G 5  ap.my  G 

3121  proctimbens  Pall.     procumbent  -* 
3122  prostratum  L.  prostrate         Jt       or  li  ap.my  Y 

(3  laxifibrum  A.  B.,  B.  laxiflbrum  Ph.,  B.  afllne  Douglas  ms. 
resinous  it      or    3  ap.my  Y.G 

my.jn  P 
3123  resinbsum  Ph. 
3124  trifidum  Mx. 

17036  3124a  albinervum  Mx. 
17037  31246  punctatum  R  $  P. 

triftA-calyxed  Jc 
white-nrvd-fo<i  Jet 
dotted-leaved    $k . 

or  pros,  ap  .my 
fr     4  ap.my  G 

J  cu  3  ap.my  G.Y 

Britain 
Eng.  bot.  704 

A.b.  f.r~ 

woods  C  co C  co 
Britain   gard.    C  co 
England  mount  C  co   Eng.  bot.  705 
England  mo.wo  C  co  Eng.  bot.  1290 
Carpathia  1318.  C  co 
Hungary  1822.  C  co  Bot.  mag.  2368 
Dahuria  1804.  L  m.s  Pal.  ros.  2.  65 
Newfou.  1812.  L  s.l    Schm.  ar.  95 
N  Amer.  1800.  L  co   Bot.  mag.  1583 
Quebec    1823.  L  co  Bot.  mag.  2368 N.  Amer.  ...    C  co 
Chile       1826.  C  co   Bot  reg.  1278 

17038  3124c  glandulbsumii.  $  P.  glandular-co/.  Sk      or  6  ap.my  G.y   Peru        1820.  Ceo  Fl.  per.  233.  b 

3125  nigrum  L.  black  &  fr    5  ap.my  Wsh  Britain    m.hed  C  r.m  Eng.  bot.  1291 
/8  bacca  flavida  G.  M.       y  bacca  virida  Hort.      S  fbl.  variegatis  Hort. 

17039  3125a  trlste  Pall.  saA-cld-flwd     Sk  or  3  ap.my  Brsh.R.Y  Siber.  1820.  C  co  Pal.  p.  10 
3126  fl6ridura  Herit.        flowery  m  or  4  ap.my  Y      N.  Amer.  1729.  C  co  DL  el.  244.  315 

/3  grandiflbrum  Hort.  syn.  B.  rlgens  Mx.       y  parviflbrum  Hort. 
17040  3126a  inebrians  Lindl.      intoxicating      Sk  cu  3  ap    Gsh.W  N.  Amer.  1827.  Ceo  Bot.  reg.  1471 
17041  31266  cereum  Don.  wa.xy-leaved     Sk  or  2  ap       W      N.  Amer.  1827.  Ceo  Bot.  reg.  1263 
17042  312Cc  viscosissimum  Ph.    very  clammy     Sk       or  4  ap.my  Y 

Coreosma  viscosfssima  Spach. 
17043  3126rf hudsonianum  Rich.  Hudson's  Bay  Sk       or  4      ...  W petioUre  Douglas  in  Hort.  Soc.  Trans.  7.  514. 
17044  3126eglaciale  Wal.  icy  St       or  6  ap.my  W 

17028 

N.  Amer.  1826.  C  co   Hook.  am.  74 
Huds.Bay    ...   C  co 
Nepal      1823.  C  co 
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i.  —  Flowers  greenish  while. 
[Pedun.  short.  1-2-flwd.  Berry  glob,  glabr. 

3107  Infra-axill.  prickl.  larger  most  solit.  smaller  ones  scattered,  I,ts.  glabr.  lobes  dent,  petioles  vill.  rather  hisp. 17028  Prickles  uneq.  sub.  Lvs.  round. -cord,  at  base  pub.  3-6-lbd.  dply.  cren.  Pedun.  2-flwd.  somet.  bract.  Berries  hispid 
3108  Infra-axill.  prickl.  solit.  Lvs.  glabr.  3-5-lbd.  incisely  dent.  Pedun.  1-3-flwd.  Pedic.  long,  Bract,  membr.  sheathing, Petals  spathul.  obcor.  [Stam.  very  prom,  conniv. 

17029  Prickles  solit.  in  2  s.  or  3  s.  Lvs.  glabr.  round,  ent.  at  base :  3  blunt  cren.  cut  lobes,  Fed.  abt.  2-flwd.  Sepals  reflex. 
3109  Infra-axill.  prickles  1-2,  Lvs.  3-4-lbd.  softly  pubesc.  Pedun.  2-3-flwd.  Petals  small  much  short  th.  stigm.  and 

stam.  Berry  prickly  [glabr.  Pedun.  3-fiwd.  Style  and  Stam.  exser. 
17030  Bran,  divaric.  bristly  at  length  naked,  Spines  1-3  togeth.  axil,  deflex.  large,  Lvs.  roundish  3-lbd.  dply.  thd.  nrvd. 
17031  Prickl.  axill.  ternary,  Lvs.  cord,  somewh.  5-lbd.  thd.  ciliat.  pilose  both  surf.  nrvd.  Pedun.  3-flwd.  glandul.  Cal. segms.  equal  to  tube 
3110  Spines  infra-axill.  Branch,  spngly.  hisp.  with  short  hairs,  Lvs.  small :  cleft.  \  down  into  3  dent.  lbs.  Ped.  1-flwd. 
3111  Infra-axill.  spine  very  short,  Lvs.  on  slend.  stalks  pub.  on.  bth.  sides  :  lbs.  acute  cut  and  toothed,  Pedun.  slend. upright,  about  2-flwd.  [middle,  Berries  bractless 
17032  Very  prickly,  Prickles  stip.  3-5-parted,  Lvs.  rath.  pub.  nrly.  orbic.  3-5-lbd.  Pedun.  usually  1-flwd.  bracteol.  in 
3112  Prickles  2-3  under  each  bud,  Bran,  otherw.  smth.  spread,  or  erect,  Pedic.  1-2-flwd.  Lvs.  3-5-lbd.  rath.  vill. Bract,  close  togeth.  Style  downy 

ii  Flowers  red. 
17033  Infra-axill.  prickl.  triple,  Bran.  hisp.  Pedun.  longer  than  lvs.  1-3-flwd.  Cal.  cylind.  4-parted,  Pets.  eq.  to  and Stains,  twice  long,  than  cal. 

[Bract,  long,  than  flws. 
3113  Rather  prickly,  Lvs.  3-5-lbd.  somew.  renif.  orbic.  cut  hairy  ;  lbs.  rath.-  deep  obtuse,  Racemes  erectish  few-flwd. 
17034  Prickles  scat.  Lvs.  roundish-cuneif.  bluntly  3-lbd.  Racemes  erect,  Bract,  snorter  th.  pedic.  Cal.  flat,  scabr.  Sep. small,  Petals  spathul.  [ovate  or  globose 
3114  Stipul.  prickl.  twin,  Lvs.  wedge-sh.  glabr.  parted  into  3  dent,  lobes,  Racemes  erect,  Brae,  length  of  flws.  Berry 
3115  Infra-axill.  prickl.  manifold,  Stem  hisp.  with  minute  prickl.  Lvs.  lbd.  beyond  middle  glabr.  ben.  rath,  pilose  ab. Pedun.  2-3-flwd. 

i  Flowers  greenish  or  greenish  yellow,  or  reddish  ;  and  fruit,  in  a  wild  state,  red. 
3116  Lvs.  cord,  bluntly  3-5-lbd.  pubes.  ben.  wh.  young  usually  rath,  toment.  glabr.  ab.  Racemes  droop.  Petals  obcord- 

Fruit,  quite  glabr. 
3117  Lvs.  with  3-5-obt.  lbs.  hairy  ab.  shining  ben.  Racemes  grouped,  Brae,  lanceol.  inflat.  sparingly  glandul.  mostly 

larger  than  flowers [racemes  pendul.  Brae,  short  than  pedic. 
3118  Lvs.  acumin.  3-5-lbd.  rath.  cord.  dply.  serrat.  on  long.  pet.  pilose  ab.  Racemes  erect  crowd,  pubes.  Fruit. 
3119  Lvs.  roundish-cord.  3-5-lbd.  hairy  above  toment.  ben.  Racemes  erect,  Flws.  more  or  less  pedicel.  Brae.  obt. toment.  much  short,  than  pedic. 
17035  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  5-lbd.  cord.  Racemes  pendul.  pubesc.  as  are  calyxes,  Petals  flattish  smaller  than  calyx 
3120  Lvs.  5-lbd.  cord,  toment.  beneath,  Racemes  very  long  pendul:  Brae,  short,  than  flws.  Petiol.  length,  of  lvs. 

Petals  wedge-sh.  [rising  from  cal. 3121  Lvs.  bluntly  lobed,  Lobes  serrat.  lateral  ones  little  cut,  Racemes  erect,  Pedunc.  long  setaceous,  Anther  hardly 
3122  Lvs.  dply.  cord.  5-7-lbd.  glabr.  Lobes  acutely  cut,  dbly.  serr.  naked  both  surf.  Cal.  rotate,  Pedic.  germ,  and berries  beset  with  glandul.  bristles. 
3123  Glandul.  hairy,  Lvs.  3-5-lbd.  roundish,  Rac.  erect,  Cal.  flattish,  Petals  bluntly  rhomb.  Brae.  lin.  long.  th.  pedic. [Petals  spathul.  round  at  apex 
3124  Lvs.  smooth  moderately  lbd.  Rac.  loose  many-flwd.  pubesc.  Cal.  segms.  rath,  trifid,  Berries  hairy,  Rac.  weak, 17036  Lvs.  short  petiol.  dply.  &  acutely  lbd.  smoothish  with  white  nerves,  Rac.  recurved,  Flws.  small,  Ber.  glabr. 
17037  Lvs.  3-lbd.  serrat.  beset  with  resin,  glands  ben.  as  are  bracteas,  Rac.  long,  than  lvs.  droop,  or  erect,  Berries oblong  hairy  red  &  dotted 
17038  Lvs.  cord,  bluntly  3-lbd.  dbly.  serrat.  rugged,  Racemes  short,  Calyx  glandular  pubescent 

ii.  —  Flowers  greenish  yellow,  sometimes  with  the  tip  of  the  sepals  and  petals  red.   Fruit  black. 
3125  Lvs.  dotted  from  glands  beneath,  3-5-lbd.  Rac.  loose,  Brae,  minute  subul.  or  obt.  much  short,  th.  pedic.  Petals obi.  Cal.  segms.  reflexed  [flattish,  Petals  revolute,  Root  creeping 
17039  Lvs.  5-lbd.  Bran,  simple  twiggy  bearing  lvs.  &  flws.  at  apex,  Rac.  pendul.  both  when  in  flw.  &  fruit,  Cor. 
3126  Lvs.  full  of  resinous  glands  3-5-lbd.  cord.  dbly.  serrat.  Rac.  pendul.  pubesc.  Brae.  lin.  long.  th.  pedic.  Cal.  tub. campanul.  glabr.  segms.  obt.  length  reflexed  [Flws.  aggreg.  Cal.  tubul.  gland. 
17040  Lvs.  roundish  dply.  3-5-lbd.  &  dply.  toothed  truncate  at  base  gland,  on  both  surf.  Pedun.  3-5-flwd.  pendul. 
17041  Lvs.  small  cord.  lbd.  serr.  glandul.  pubescent  glabr.  glauc.  full  of  white  glands  above,  Rac.  pendul.  rath,  capit. 

Flws.  nearly  sess.  cylind.  [tubul.  campan.  segms.  spread*,  obt. 17042  Lvs.  cord.  obt.  3-5-lbd.  dply.  crenated  viscid  &  gland,  pubesc.  glands  on  both  surfaces,  Rac.  erect  corymb.  Cal. 
17043  Lvs.  3-lbd.  quite  glabr.  above  full  of  resin,  dots  beneath  villous  as  are  petiol.  Germ,  dotted,  Rac.  erect  pubesc. 

Brae,  short,  Berries  glob,  glabr.  [droop.  Petals  long.  th.  cal. 17044  Lvs.  glabr.  above  with  few  scattered  bristly  hairs  beneath  cord,  at  base  3-5-lbd.  at  apex  lobes  acute  serrat.  Rac 17041 
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17045  3126/sangufneum  Ph.       bloodj-cld-flwd St       or  6  ap.my  Bd     N.  Amer.  1826.  C  co   Bot  reg.  1349 malvaceum  Stn.,  Calobotrya  sail  guinea  Spach. 
(3  glutinbsum  Benth.;    syn.  R.  angustum  Don.  ms.        y  malv&ceum  Benth.  has  dark  pink  flowers. «  atro-rubens  Hort.  has  dark  red  flowers. 

IV.  Sympho  'calyx. — Calyxes  tubular  and  yellow.   Racemes  many-flowered.    Unarmed  shrubs. 
3127  aureum  Ph.  golden-flowered  3*       or  8  ap.my  Y      Missouri  1832.  C  r.m  Bot.  reg.  125 

a  prasYox  Lindl.      fi  villbsum  Dec.  syn.  longi&drum  Preiser's  Cat.      <y  serotinum  Lindl.  A.  b.  f.  74S 17046  3127a  tenuiflbrum  Lindl.  slender-flwd     3fc       cu  6  ap.my  Y      N.  Amer.  1812.  Ceo  Bot.  reg.  1274 aureum  Cotta,  flavum  Berl.,  missouriensis  Hort.,  Chrysobotrya  Lindleyana  Spach. 
a.  fructu  nigra  A.B.  blacki>A-berried.        8  fructu  luteo  A.  B.  yellow-berried. 

17047  3187ft  flavum  CoUa  yeWovi-flwd      A       cu  6  ap.my  Y      N.  Amer.  1812.  C  co   Col.  h.  rip.  1.  B 
aureum  y  sanguineum  Lindl.,  palmatum  Desf.,  aureum  Ker  not  Ph.,  Chrysobotrya  intermedia  Spach. 

565a.   OPLOTHE*CA  A;<(.    {Oplon,  armour,  tfieca,  a  slieath  ;  capsules.)    Amaranthdcete.  Sp.l— 2551 
17048  ■ floridana  Nut.  Florida  ^  A  or  3 

No.  3180.  in  p.  194.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
570.  HELICOvNIA. 17049  3190a  brasiliensis  Hook.    Brazilian  £  !23  spl  8  au 

17050  -     -  bicolor  Botanist      two-coloured  £  (22  cr  3 
17051  -      -  pulverulenta  Lindl.  dusted-leaved  £  (23  or   2  jl 

570a.  not  721.  MITS4. 
17052  4090a  CavendishiV  Paxt.    Cavendish's  f  I    I  or  6 chinensis  Stat. 

W      N.  Amer.  1824.  R  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2603 

Sp.6— 11. S        Brazil     1820.  D  p.l  Hook.  ex.  fl.  190 
W.c    Brazil    71828.  D  pi  Botanist,  no.  101 
G.s     ?S.Amer.  1830.?  D  p.l  Bot  reg.  1648 

Sp.  5—10. S  China 1829.  Skr.I   Pax.mag.3. 51 

2552. 
17053- 2553. 
17054- 

2554. 
17055  - 

2555. 
17056- 

2556. 
17057 

DIGVNIA. 

578a.  HARRIS OvNL4  Hook.   (Mrs  Harrison,  of  Aighburgh,  near  Liverpool.)    Asclepidceat.    Sp.l— 1. -  lonicerok/.'s  Hook.     Lonicera-liko    *  !    i  or   6  jl.au    S       Brazil      1825.  C  8.1    Bot. mag.  2699 
5786.  TWEE'DW  Hook.  Twredm.   {Mr.  Tweedie,  a  botanical  collector.)  Serophularineee.  Sp.  2—2. -  caerulea  D.  Don.       blw-flotoered       iAI  or  3      ...    B       B.  Ayres  1837.?  C  s.l   Sw.  fl.  gar.  407 versicolor  Hook. 
579a.  PHILlBE'RT/4  Kth.  Philibertia.  (M.  Philibert,  a  botanical  author.)  Asclepiadacete.  Sp.l— 1. -  gracilis  D.  Don.       slender  i_  (23  el    6  jn       Y.w   B.  Ayres  1836.  C  8.1   Sw.fl.gar.2.s.  403 grandifldra  Bot.  Mag.  3618. 
590a.  PHYSIA'NTHUS  Mart.  Phvsianthus.  (Physa,  bladder,  anthos,  flower.)  Asclepiaddcets.    Sp.l— I. -  albens  Mart.  whit;8u-fea»«*  i_  CD  or  20  au      W      B.  Ayres  1830.  S  l.p  Mart.  br.  54. 32 
592a.  TYLCPHORA  B.  Br.   (Tylos,  a  wart,  phoreo,  to  bear ;  lvs.  of  corolla.)  Asclepiaddcets.    Sp.  1— 1. ■  exilis  Colb. 
600.  GENTL4\AM. 

17058  3365a  quinquefl&ra  Pers. 
17059  -      -  clavata  B.  M. 

606.  HKITCHERj!. 
17060  -      -  cylindrdcea  Lindl. 

615.  tf'LMUS. 
3460  campestris 

1.  vulgaris  A.  B. 2.  latif&lia  Hort. 
3.  alba  Mast. 
4.  acutifdlia  Mast. 

3461  suberbsa 
1.  vulgdrU  A.B. 

3463  glabra 

slender 

five-flowered 
studded 

O  or  10  jn.jl    Pa.P  E.  Indies  1823.  C  p.l    Lin.  tr.  12. 16 

Sp.  30—59. 

A  or 
k  A  el 

?1 

Li 
B N.York  1834.?  S  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3496 

1820.  Dp.l   Bot.  mag.  2303 

cylindric-panjc.  3i  A  el    2  my Sp.  5—10. G       N.  Amer.  1835.  D  l.p   Bot.  reg.  1924 

Sp.  16—21. 5.  stricta  Hort.  A.  b.  f.  230. 
6.  vlrens  Hort.,  The  Kidbrook. 
7.  cornubiensis  Hort.;  syn.  V.  stricta  L. 8.  sarniensis  A.B. 

2.  fdl.  variegatis  Loci 

9.  tortubsa  A.  B. 
10.  fol  varies.,  white  varieg-lvd. 
11.  ftetulaafolia  A.B. 12.  viminalis  A.  B.  A.  b.  pi.  231. 

3.  alba  A.  B.,  while-barked. 

1.  vulgaris 
2.  vegeta,  Huntingdon;  syn.  Chichester  Elm,  American  Elm  of  some,  ?ScampstonElm. 

Britain i 7061   3463a  major  E.  B. 
17045 greater 

tm  40  ap.my  Br 
17046 

3.  major  A.B. 4.  gland uldsa  Lindl. 
G  co   Eng.  bot.  2542 

2552.  Harrisbnii. 
hand-glass. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  suits  this  plant  best,  and  ripened  cuttings  root  in  sand  under  a 
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iii.  —  Flowers  deep  red.   Fruit  black. 
17045  Lvs.  cord,  somewhat  5-lbd.  serrat.  veiny  smthish.  ab.  toment.  ben.  Rac.  drooping  pubesc.  twice  length  of  lvs. Brae  obov,  gpathul.  Berries  turbinate  hairy 

[pedic.  Tube  slender,  Segms.  obi.  obt. 
3127  Quite  glabr.  Lvs  3-lbd.  lobes  divaric.  with  few  deep  teeth  short,  th.  petioles  ciliat.  at  base,  Cal.  tubul.  long  th. [glabr.  long.  th.  pedic.  Petals  quite  ent. 
17046  Quite  glabr.  Lvs.  roundish  3-lbd.  mealy  lbs.  bluntly  toothed  at  apex,  Rac.  pendul.  many-flwd.  Cal.  tubul. 

[short  4-5-flwd.  Brae,  elliptic 
17047  Quite  glabr.  Young  lvs.  3-lbd.  adult  ones  usually  5-lbd.  dply.  toothed  about  eq.  to  the  ciliat.  petioles,  Rac. 

17048  Stem  erect,  Spike  crowded  oppos. :  lower  spikes  distant,  Cal.  globose  very  densely  woolly 

17049  Lvs.  oblong  smooth  shining 
17050  Lvs.  narrow  at  base  acuminate  nerved,  Spathe  lanceolate  scarlet  4-5-flwd. 
17051  Lvs.  blunt  or  cord,  at  the  base  and  acute  at  the  apex  powdery  beneath,  Spathes  3  few-flwd.  shorter  than  the bracteal  leaf 
17052  Spadlx  nodding,  Spathes  spotted  with  white,  Male  flws.  deciduous,  Lvs.  obtuse,  Stigma  globose 

DIGYNIA. 

17053  The  only  species 

17054  Lvs.  oppos.  on  short  petioles  oblong  cordato-hastate  at  base,  Pedun.  axil,  bearing  3-4-flwd.  umbel,  Cal-  dply. cut  into  5  erect  lanceol.  segms. 

17055  Pubesc.  Cor.  rotately  campanulate,  Leaflets  of  corona  gibbous  beaked  depressed  at  top,  Stigma  bifid 

[chot.  cymose  4-8-flwd. 
17056  Lvs.  oppos.  very  ent.  acute  cordato-truncate  below  :  undulat.  &  pruinose  above,  Pedun.  later  rarely  axil,  subdi- 

[of  corona  broad  ellipt.  very  obtuse 
17057  Glabrous,  urs.  ov.  lanceol.  acumin.  Panic,  large  composed  of  umbels,  Stigma  apiculated 

[5-fid,  Lvs.  amplexic.  deltoid-cord.  3-5-nerved 
17058  Stem.  bran,  square  winged,  Flws.  clust.  at  ends  of  stem  &  bran.  3-5  together,  Cal.  very  short  acute,  Cor.  clav. 17059  Lvs.  obov.-obl.  3-nrvd.  Flws.  termin.  aggreg.  Cal.  foliac.  uneq.  Cor.  ventric.  5-fid. 

1 7060  Apetalous,  Panics,  very  much  contracted 

13.  parvifolia  A.  B. ;  syn.  U.  microph. 
Pen.,  pumila  W. 14.  planifolia  A.  B.  A.  b.  pi.  232. 

15.  chinensis  A.  B. 
16.  cueullata  Hort. 
17.  concavaefblia  Hort. 

18.  fol.  atireis  Hort.,  yel\<m-varifg.*\rd. 19.  viscdsa  Hort. 20.  nana  Hort. 

4.  erecta  hod. 5.  var.  The  broad-leaved  Hertfordshire. 

5.  latifMia  Lindl. 
6.  microphalli  Lindl. 

7.  pendula  A.  B. 8.  variegata  H.  S. 

6.  var.  The  narrow-leaved  Hertfordshire 

9.  ramuldsa  Booth. 

17061  Lvs.  rough  uneq.  &  rather  bluntly  serrat.  Flws.  nearly  sess.  4-cleft.  Samara  obov.  slightly  cloven  glabr.  Bran, droop.  Bark  corky 

17051 

17052    « I^HlbaSz^  17054 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2554.  Philibirtia..   Culture,  propagation,  &c,  as  of  PerguUria,  in  p.  198. 
2556-  Tylophora.   Culture  and  propagation  as  for  H6ya,  in  p.  199. 
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17062 
17063 

17064 

.3464  mootuna 
1  vulgaris  A.  B. 
2  rugosa  Mast. 

3464a  carpinifblia  Lindl. 
3464/;  cffusa  W. 
3465  americana 

1  rubra  Ait., 

3  major  Mas*.  A.  b.  pi.  238.       5  cevennensls  Hort. 
4  minor  Mast.  6  nigra  Hort.,  Irish.  7  australis  Hort. 

Hornbeam-lvd  %       tm  40  ap.my  Br      Britain    hed  L  co 
spreading-yZwd.  t       tm40  ap.my  Br      Britain       ...  Leo 

red-branched. 
657.  .BUPLEITRUM. 

364a  aureum  Fis. 
672.  HERACLE^l/M. 17065  3735a  asperum  Bieb. 

17066  37356  pubescens  Bieb. 
17067  3735c  giganteum  Fis. 

golden rough 

pubescent 
gigantic 

2  Slba  Ait.,  vrhite-branche d ;  syn.?  U.  mollifdlia. 

4  A  pr  1  my.jn.  Y 

,  b.  pi. 

3  pendula  Ph. 
Sp.  23—37. Siberia 1820.  D  co 

k  CD  or  12  jl 
3t  C3)  or  4  jl 5t  Q)  or  12  jn.jl 

Sp.  13—30. Caucasus  1818.  S  co 
Caucasus  1823.  S  co 
Siberia    1820.  S  co 

679.  FIBU'RNUM. 17068  8763a  cotinifdlium  D.Z>o».  Cotinus-lvd 
17069  3774a  orientale  Pall.  oriental 

TRIGYNIA. 
Sp.  25—29. 8k  or  10  my.jn  W.pk  Himalay.  1803?  L  1  Bot.  reg.  1650 

Sk       or  10  jl       W      Caucasus  1827.  L  p.l 
2557.  684a.  STACKHOU'S.M  R.  Br.  Stackhousia.  (M.  Stackhouse,  a  British  botanist.)  Stackho&sice.  Sp.l— 2, 

17070  -      -  monogyna  Lab.        one-styled        £  A  P'   1  ap      Pk.L   V.  D.  L.  1835.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1917 
PENTAGYNIA. 

701.  LTNUM.  Sp.  28-49. 
17071  3918a  mon6gynum  Font,  concrefe-styled  ^  A  °i  2  jn.au  W  N.  Zeal.  1832. 
17072  3937a  Cumingj  B.  C.        Cuming's         n.  \  |  or     §  su       Y  Chile  1830. 
17073  -      -  Berendidri  Hook.     Berendier's  O  or  2  au       y.o    Bejar  1835, 

706.  STA'TICE.  Sp.33— 61. 
17074  3960a  binervdsa  G.  E.  Sm.  2-nerved         ]£  A  or  1  jn.s     B       England  ch.cl  S  l.p    Eng.  bot.  2663 

S  s.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.270; 
C  p.l   Bot.  cab.  1969 S  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3480 

17057      "         'J£.-«l.'H->  -  *=a3^3460. 14 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2557.  Stackhotlsiz.   An  interesting  plant,  as  forming  the  type  of  a  verv  small  natural  order  bearing  its  name. 

Lindl.  Nat.  Sys.  ed.  2.  p.  118. 

Page  236.    Class  VI  HEXANDRIA.    6  Stamens. 
Order  I.   MONOGYNIA.  6  Stamens.   1  Style. 

2558.  Ismene.  Perianth  6-parted.  Corona  staininiferous,  tube  curved,  cylindrical.  Filaments  short.  Seeds 
fleshy,  round.   Scape  solid. 2559.  Choriiis.  Perianth  with  a  nearly  straight  cylindrical  tube,  and.  a  spreading  limb.  Corona  spreading. 
Filaments  converging.   Anthers  versatile. 
2560.  Coburghm.  Perianth  drooping,  with  a  long  curved  cylindrical  tube,  and  a  short  half-spreading  equal  limb. 

Filaments  equal.    Stamens  equal,  connected  by  tubular  membrane.   Stigma  blunt.  Ovarium  3-sulcate.  Scape  solid. 2561.  Stenomisson.  Flowers  drooping.  Perianth  with  a  nearly  straight  tube,  constricted  in  the  middle,  and  ventri- 
cose  at  the  apex.    Limb  short,  regular.    Corona  short.    Stamens  straight.    Capsule  ovate,  3-furrowed. 
2562.  Barbace'nia,.  Perianth  funnel-shaped,  6-cleft,  adnate  to  the  ovarium.  Filaments  bifid.  Anthers  fixed  to  the back  of  the  filaments  in  the  division.    Ovarium  furnished  with  6  rows  of  tubercles.    Capsule  3-celled,  many-seeded. 
2563.  Pourretia.    Calyx  3  parted,  inferior.   Corolla  3-parted,  naked  at  base.    Capsule  3-celled.    Seeds  naked. 
2564.  Diyckia..  Calyx  3-parted.  Segments  concave.  Corolla  urceolately  campanulate.  Petals  erect,  fleshy  at  the 

base.    Stamens  monadelphous  at  the  base.   Ovarium  tripartite.    Cells  many-seeded.    Stigmas  fringed. 
2565.  Billbergii.  Calyx  3-parted,  unibracteate.  Petals  3,  convolute,  with  scales  at  the  base.  Stigmas  3,  convo- 

lute.   Capsule  3-celled,  many-seeded. 
2566.  Arcia.  Perianth  drooping,  campanulate,  6-parted.  Stigma  obsoletely  3-lobed.  Capsule  3-celled.  Seeds 

fleshy  angular.    Spat  he  2-valved. 2567.  CUvea.  Perianth  tubular,  6-parted,  deciduous.  Segments  imbricate ;  outer  shorter  than  inner.  Stam.  equal 
inserted  in  orifice  of  tube.  Anth.  versatile.  Ovarium  inferior,  3-celled,  many-seeded.  Fruit  berried  indehiscent, 
1 -seeded  from  abortion.   Seeds  very  smooth,  transparent. 

2568.  Pyrolirion.  Flowers  sessile,  funnel-shaped,  erect.  Segments  equal,  recurved  at  ends.  Spathe  bifid,  equal. 
Stamens  spreading  in  the  throat.    Ovarium  3-celled.   Segments  of  stigma  dilated.    Scape  1 -flowered,  hollow. 

2569.  Hippedstrum.  Perianth  decimate,  6-parted;  tube  short,  stamens  declinate.  Capsule  3-valved,  3-celled. 
Scape  hollow,  many-flowered. 

2570.  Sceptrdnthes.  Perianth  funnel-shaped,  with  a  long  cylindrical  tube,  6-parted  spreading  limb.  Capsule 
3-gonal,  seeds  in  two  rows. 
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8  pendula  A.B.  A.b. pi.  239. ;  syn.  V. horizontalis  rubra  H.  S. 9  fastigiata  Hurt.  Exeter;  syn.  I'.ex oniensis  &  F6rdii  Hort. 10  crlspa  A.B. 

17062  Lvs.  ov.-acumin.  corlac.  strongly  veined  simply  cren.  serr.  slightly  oblique  &  cord,  at  base .  shining  but  rather scabr.  ab. ;  smooth  ben.  Bran,  near  sm 
17063  Lvs.  smooth  on  upper  side  uneq.  at  base  doubly  serrat.  Flws.  on  droop,  stalks,  S tarns.  6-8,  Samara  ellipt.  dply. cl.iv.  strongly  frin.  with  coarse  dense  hairs 

4  inclsa  H.  S.,  A.  b.  pi.  242.  5  fbliis  varregdfis  Hort. [Involucels  5-lvd.  conform,  to  those  of  involucr. 
17064  Rad.  lvs.  ov.  ov.-oblong  obov.  atten.  Stem  lvs.  ov.  acute  amplexic.  Involucrum  3-5-lvd.  ellipt.  orbicul.  mucron. Tvolucr,  lvs.  setaceous 
17065  Stem  rough  from  striga?,  Lvs.  dply.  lbd.  serrat.  acute  scabrous  above  ;  pubes.  beneath,  Umbels  of  40  rays,  In- [2-lvd.  Involucels  short  coriac.  few-lvd. 
17066  Stem  lvs.  ternate,  Leafl.  somewh.  palmately  pinnatif.  toothed,  Segms.  acute,  Umbels  many-rayed,  Involucra  1- 
17067  Stem  lvs.  ternate,  Lean,  pinnatifid  deeply  toothed,  Umbels  many-rayed,  Stem  from  10  to  12 feet  high 

TRIGYNIA. 
[woolly 17068  Lvs.  roundish  oval  quite  ent.  clthd.  with  stellate  tomentum  both  surfs,  grey  ben.  as  well  as  bran.  Corymbs  term. 

17069  Lvs.  3-lbd.  acumin.  coarsely  &  bluntly  dent.  Fetiol.  glandless  glabr.  Corymbs  termin.  not  radiant,  Fruit  obi. 
compressed 

17070  Lvs.  linear-lanceolate,  Spike  cylindrical  elongated  at  top  acutely  conical,  Segments  acute,  Stamens  unequal 
PENTAGYNIA. 

[longer  than  ovarium 17071  Glabr.  erect,  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  3-nrvd.  Flws.  corymbose,  Cal.  lvs.  ov.-lanceol.  acute  keeled,  Styles  connate 17072  Lvs.  oblong  lanceolate  slightly  hairy  [racem.  Brae.  &  sepals  lanceol.-acumin. 
17073  Bran,  angul.  Lvs.  scat,  linear  fia  in  length  mucron.  glabr.  quite  ent.  slightly  glauc.  Flws.  subcorymb,  Fruit 

[Cal.-ribs  termin.  about  base  of  5  blunt  membran.  segms. 
17074  Lvs.  spathul.  3-5-nrvd.  below :  coarsely  reticul.  above,  Panic,  bran. :  bran,  angul.  in  front  rounded  behind 

17071 

'17065W       W   V^NF"**-*-     //  g»  'W  1707T  '  17070 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
17067  Heracleum  gigantezim,  when  growing  on  deep  loamy  soil,  and  liberally  supplied  with  water  when  it.is  sending 

up  its  flower  stalk  will  attain  the  height  of  12  to  15  feet 

2571.  HayUdda.  Perianth  cylindrical,  with  a  widened  throat  and  a  half-spreading  limb.  Stamens  conniving. 
Stigmas  3,  recurved  at  ends.   Capsules  3-gonal. 2572.  Cummlngw..  Perianth  campanulate,  6-cleft,  deciduous,  alternate.  Segments  ciliated.  Anthers  emarginate  at 
the  base,  conniving.   Stigma  pruinose  dot.   Capsule  3-celled,  few-seeded. 2573.  FUnkia.  Perianth  funnel-shaped,  deciduous.  Stamens  and  styles  declinate.  Stigma  clavate,  3-gonal.  Cap- 

sule 3-celled,  many  seeded.    Seeds  disposed  in  two  rows  in  each  cell,  winged  at  end. 
2574.  Cyclobdthra.  Flowers  drooping.  Sepals  glabrous,  petals  bearded,  with  a  nectary,  hollow  in  the  middle. 

Capsule  3-winged.  Seeds  in  single  rows. 
2575.  Rhinope'talum.  Perianth  6-leaved,  deciduous ;  each  leaf  furnished  with  a  naked  nectariferous  hollow  at  the base,  upper  one  horned  on  the  back.   Filaments  bearded.   Ovarium  3-gonal,  3-celled,  many-seeded. 2576.  Charlwoddia.   Perianth  3-parted.   Filaments  thickened  in  the  middle.   Stigma  3-cleft.  Ovarium  3-celled. 
'2577.  Calliprbra.  Perianth  campanulate,  6-parted.  Filaments  petaloid,  2-lobed.  Anthers  sessile  between  the  lobes. 

Ovarium  stipitate,  3-celled,  many-seeded.   Stigma  3-lobed.   Capsule  3-winged. 2578.  Laxmannia.  Corolla  6-parted,  persistent.  Filaments  subulate,  smooth,  inserted  in  the  base  of  corolla.  Anther 
peltate.    Capsule  3-celled.  Seeds  sub-solitary,  peltate. 2579.  Barndrdia.  Perianth  6-parted,  spreading,  persistent.  Stamens  dilated  at  base.  Ovarium  3-celled,  3- seeded. 
Stigma  simple. 

2580.  Daubenya.  Inflorescence  umbellate,  sessile.  Perianth  tubular.  Limb  bilabiate.  Upper  lip  short,  3-dentate, 
lower  one  tripartite.    Ovarium  3-celled. 2581.  Camassia.  Perianth  spreading,  6-lvd,  upper  leaf  ascending,  lower  one  deflexed.  Stamens  equal  ascending. 
Ovarium  3-celled,  many  seeded.    Stigma  3-toothed.   Seed  6  in  each  cell. 

2582.  Trichopitalum.  Calyx  recurved.  Petals  bearded  along  the  margins.  Stamens  equal.  Stigma  3-angular. 
Capsule  3-celled,  many-seeded.    Seeds  reniform. 2583.  Stypdndra.  Perianth  6-parted,  spreading,  deciduous.  Filaments. curved,  bearded,  and  swollen  at  top..  Stigma 
simple.   Capsule  3-celled,  few-seeded. 2584.  Tricdryne.  Perianth  6-parted,  .  spreading,  deciduous.  Stamens  bearded.  Ovarium  tripartite ;  lobes 
2-seeded.   Stigma  simple.   Pericarps  3,  clavate,  1-seeded. 

2585.  Herriria.  Sepals  6,  recurved.  Style  trigonal.  Stigma  sessile,  3-lobed,  papillose.  Capsule  3-winged,  3-celled, 
many-seeded.   Seeds  winged. 
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258G.  Geifonoplt'stum.  Perianth  6-parted,  spreading,  deciduous.  Filaments  curved  at  apex.  Anthers  sagit- tate, conniving,  longer  than  the  filaments.  Style  3-sulcate.  Stigma  simple.  Berry  few-seeded.  Seeds  nearly 
globose. 2587.  Mahonia.  Sepals  6,  guarded  on  the  outside  by  3  scales.  Petals  6,  without  glands  on  the  inside.  Stamens 
furnished  with  a  tooth  on  each  side  at  top  of  the  filament.   Berries  3-9-seeded. 

3588.  Schrdderi.  Cal.  with  ovate  tube,  and  short  truncate  or  sub-denticulated  limb.  Cor.  funnel. sh.,  tube  terete. 
Anth.  5-8  sess.  lin.  inserted  into  throat  of  cor.,  hardly  exserted.  Style  short,  bifid.  Berries  pea-sh.,  3-4-sided. 
2-4-celled.   Cells  many-seeded.  Seeds  minute. 

MONOGYNIA. 
711.  tfARCI'SSUS. 

17075  3999a  stellaris  Haw.         starry-sepaled  {  A  or 
17076  4008o  Cypri  Haw.            Cyprian  tf  A  or /S  corona  plena  Haw.  full-crowned  tf  A  or 
17077  4031a  consplcuus  D.  Don.  conspicuous-/^  j  ̂   or 
17078  4036a  cernuus  Haw.         drooping  tf  A  or 

0  corona  plena  Haw.  full-crowned  tf  A  or 
17079  4037a  maximus  D.  Don     largest  j  A  or 
17080  albicans  Haw.         whitish  tf  A  or 

Sp.  61—86. 1  my  W.c   1  mr.ap  W.t  Cyprus 
1  mr.ap  W.y  gardens 

i  my  Y 
1  mr.ap  Crea.W  Spain  ? 
1  mr.ap  Crea.W  Spain  ? 
1  ap  Y 
1  ap      W  Spain 

.fl.gar  .2.8.132 .fl.  gar. 2. 8.92 
.fi.gar.2.8.326 
.fl.g.2.8.101.3 
.fl.g.2.s.l01.4 
.fl.gar.2.s.286 
fl.gar.2.8.165 

712.  PANCRA'TIUM. 17081  4075a  plicat urn  Liv.  plaitei-lvd Sp.  25  2S tf  (23  or  1  jl.au   W  Mexico 
2558.  *712a.  ISME'NjU  Sal. 17082  KnlghtiY  K.  &  W. 17083  Macleana  Herb. 

Ismene.  (The  daughter  of  CEdipus  and  Jocasta.) 
Knight's  tf  (23  el    2  mr     W  Florida M'Lean's  tf  [23  or  2  jn       W  Lima Nos.  4058, 4059,  and  4060.  in  p.  242.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

1827.  O   r.m  Bot.  mag.  2908 
AmaryUidece.      Sp.  2 — 5. 1836.  O   r.m  Fl.  cab.  251 
1837.  O   s.p  Bot  mag.  3675 

17084 
2560, 

17085  . 

17086 
2561. 

17087  - 

.  *7l2b?.  CHORE'TIS  flerfi.      Choretis.  ( Choreics,  rustic.)  Amaryllidea.       Sp.  1. glauca  Herb.         glaucous  tf  [23  or  1  au      W     Mexico    1837.  O  s.p  Fl.  cab.  2. 101 

.  »712c.  COBU'RGRM  Swt.        Coburghia.  (Prince  Coburgh.)       Amaryllideie.       Sp.  1—2. -  fulva  Herb.  ta.wvy.flwd       tf  iAl  or  If         Taw  S.  Amer.  1829.  O  l.r.m  Bot.  reg.  1497 
714.  EITRYCLES.  Sp.  3—1 

4078a  Cunninghamti  Llndl.  Cunningham's  tf  iAl  el  1  mr.ap  W      H.  Holl.    1830.  O   p.l  Bot.  reg.  1506 
*717a.  STENOME'SSON  Domb.      (Stenos,  narrow,  messon,  middle  ;  flower.)     AmaryVUdetB.     Sp.  1 croceum  Red. saffron-cM tf  iAl  or  1  my O Peru 1820.  O   s.l  Bot.  mag.  3615 

17088 
17089 

2562. 
17090 

720.  ANIGOZA'NTHOS. 
-  Manglesit  D.  Don    Mangles's  <£  i  Al  or  3  my /Sangustifolia  Lindl.  narrow-leaved  £  iAl  or  3  my.s coccinea  Lindl.       scarlet  £  lAI  or  5  jn Sp.  3— 4. 

G       Sw. River  1833.  D  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.265 
G.r    N.  Holl.?  1836.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  2012 
S       Sw.River  1837.  D  p.l  Pax.  mag.  5. 271 

*720a.  BARBACE^N/^  Van.  Barbacbnia.   (Barbacena,  gov.  of  Minas  Geraes.)   Hcemodordcecc.    Sp.  1. -  purpurea  Huok.       purple  £  [23  or   1J  jl.       P       Brazil      1825.  D  s.l  Bot.  mag.  2777 

17091 17092 
728.  PITCAI'RN/^. 412S«  flammea  B.  R. 

4130a  albinos  Herb. flame-rio"  £  [23  or  2  n white-flowered  £  [23  or  3  s 
Sp.  12—16 R..Ian< 
Brazil 
R.Janeiro  1825.  Sk  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1092 

1824.  Sk  p.l  Bot.mag.  2642 

17093  41306  suaveolens  B.  R.     sweet-scented    £  !23  or  2  jl.au    Y      Brazil       1824.  Sk  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1069. 
*728o.  POURREvT/^  R.  &  P.   Pourrbtia.   (M.  Pourret,  a  French  botanist.)    Bromelidcete.    Sp.  1—3. -  pyramidata.ff.4rP.  pyramidal        £  [23  or   1  jn.jl     Y      Peru        1822.  Sk  s.p  Fl.  per.  3. 257 
*7286.  DY'CK/^Sch.fil.   (Prince  of  Salm-Reifferscheid-Dyck,  a  lover  of  gardening.)   Bromeliacete.  Sp.  1. Brazil      1832.  O.S  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1782 

2563. 
17094  ■ 

2564. 
17095  • 
17095 
17097 
17098 

rarifldra  Sch.fd. 
729.  TILLA'NDSU. 4142a  psittaclna  Hook. 4144a  acaulis  Lindl. 

-  rosea  Lindl. 
17037 

scatter ed-flwd   £  SI  or   2  jn 

Sp.  14—31. R.  Janeiro  1826. 
R.  Janeiro  1826. Brazil 

Sk  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2841 
Sk  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1157 Sk  s.I    Bot.  reg.  1357 

17C86 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

17088  Anigoz&nthus  Vanglisn  is  a  singularly  beautiful  plant,  for  which,  and  for  a  number  of  other  plants  of 
rarity  and  beauty,  the  public  Is  indebted  to  Robert  Mangles,  Esq.,  of  Whitmore  Lodge,  Berks. 
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2686.  Stepkanln.    Cal.  2-lobed.   Petals  4.    Torus  small.  Ovarium  stipitate,  oblong. 
Order  3.  TEIGYNIA.  6  Stamens.  3  Styles. 

2590.  Calochdrtus.  Calyx  3-lvd.  Petals  3,  bearded  inside.  Stigmas  petaloid.  Capsule  3-valved,  3-gonal.  Seeds flat,  inserted  by  single  rows. 
2591.  Merendfira.  Perianth  funnel-shaped,  of  6  sepals.  Petals  on  very  long  claws.  Stamens  inserted  in  the  petals above  the  claws. 
2592.  Livistdnia.  Perianth  double,  both  tripartite.  Ovaria  3.  Styles  3,  combined.  Stigma  undivided.  Berry  1  -seeded. 

MONOGYNIA. 
[cron.  tapering  very  much  to  base 

17075  Perian.  petal-Ik.  tube  bluntly  tetragon,  thick,  Segms.  spreadg.  like  star  quite  distinct  at  base,  cuneat.-obov.  mu- 
17076  Scape  slender  4-flwd.  Segms.  perian.  obov.mucronate  somewhat  reflexed  twice  as  long  as  the  cup-shaped  trun- 

cate yel.  corona. 
17077  Corona  plicate  repand  longer  than  the  segms.  Style  longer  than  the  corona,  Leafs  erect,  Scape  compressed. 
17078  Lvs.  lorately  linear  channelled  on  upper  side  keeled  at  back,  Crown  cylindr.  curled  6-lobd.  Lbs.  round  entire, Segms.  of  perian.  obliq.  ovate 
17079  Segms.  perian.  ovate  spreading,  Corona  funnel-shaped  length  of  segms.  Limb  spreading  deeply  crenated 17080  Lvs.  9-10  in.  long  erect  little  spreadg.  glauc.  striat.  and  keeled  at  back  upper  side  somewh.  concave  margin 

thickened,  Segs.  of  perian.  ov.  or  obov.-lanceol.  cup  2|  in.  long 
17081  Lvs.  expanded  into  a  wing  above  the  base,  Wing  plaited 

[linear-lanceol.  6,  Corona  spreading  rotate  closely  toothed 
17082  Lvs.  8  or  10  linear-oblong  striated,  Scape  2-edged  10-12-flwd.  longer  than  lvs.  Spathe'lanceolate  Segms  of  perian. 17083  Perian.  yellowish  marked  with  green,  Tube  slender,  Limb  and  Style  exceeding  the  Corona,  Ovarium  pedicellate 

17084  Glaucous,  Scape  3-flwd.  Tube  long  green,  Limb  white,  Corona  white  rotate  with  a  jagged  border 

17085  Lvs.  glaucous  acutish,  Scape  compressed  green,  Stamens  enclosed 

17086  Lvs.  oblong-cord.  Umbel  6-flwd.  Segms.  of  perianth  obl.-lanceol.  Lateral  teeth  of  filament  very  much  elongat. and  sometimes  2-lbd. [into  cylind.-campan.  limb 
17087  Scape  terete  bearing  umbel  of  about  7  flws.  Spathe  of  2  membranac.  lvs.  Perian.  cyhndric  gradually  widening 

17088  Stem  erect  clthd.  with  short  thick  crimson  persistent  velvety  down,  Flws.  in  short  termin.  spiked  raceme, 
Stigma  capit.  project,  beyond  tube 

17089  Deep  green,  Flws.  panicled,  Perianth  swelling  towards  the  summit  hairy,  Segms.  a  little  reflexed 

17090  Lvs.  linear  keeled  with  spiny  serratures,  Ovarium  elongated  tuberculated 
[straight  1-sided  long.  th.  stam. 

17091  Lvs.  lanceol.  very  ent.  acumin.  glauc."  and  woolly  ben.  Pedic.  shorter  th.  brae,  quite  smooth  as  is  cal.  Petals 17092  Lvs.  lin. -lanceol.  very  entire  smooth  acumin.  { in.  broad,  Stem  simple,  Segms.  of  cor.  revol.  white,  Stigma 
3-fid.  white  [and  rachis  pubes.  Brae,  much  long.  th.  pedic. 

17093  Raceme  many-fhvd.  elongat.  Petals  oblong-lanceol.  obtuse  twisted  to  one  side  concave  with  galeat.  spur,  Cal. 

17094  Lvs.  lanceol  .-linear  elongated  ciliato-spinulose  furfuraceous  beneath,  Racemes  panicled  villous 

17095  The  only  species 
[remote,  Brae.  ab.  eq.  to  flws. 

17096  Lvs.  lin.-ligul.  ent.  invol.  at  base,  towards  extrem.  plane  recurved  acute,  Spike  simple,  Rachis  zigzag,  Flws. 17097  Lvs.  oblongo-lanceol.  accumulated  undulated  recurved,  Flowers  aggregate  sessile 
17098  Lvs.  ligulate  acumin.  furfuraceous,  Spike  ovate  solitary  scarcely  higher  th.  lvs.  Brae,  ovate  concave  bright  pink 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2864.  Dycl  xa.  "  The  dry  stove  seems  to  suit  it,  for  there  it  produces,  its  rich  orange  flowers  in  great  perfection, 

and  retains  them  in  all  their  freshness  and  beauty  for  several  weeks."  (Bot.  Reg.) 4  G 
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2565.  *729a.  BILLBE'RG/^  Thun.     (J.  G.  Billberg,  a  Swedish  Botanist.)      Bromelidcece.        Sp.  3—10. 17099  -     -  jrfdifolia  B.  B.        Iris-leaved       £  El  or   1  mr      S.b.y  K.Janeiro  1825.  Sk  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1068 
17100  -  .  zebrma  Lindl.  zebra-streaked  £,  El  or  H  jn  ...  S.  Amer.  1820.  Sk  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2686 
17101-     -  fasciata  B.  B.  banded  2(23  or  1J  au       B.b    R.Janeiro  1826.  Sk  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1130 

Nos.  4115.  4123.  and  4136.  in  p.  246-8.  are  now  referred  to  this  genus. 
730.  PONTEDETIJ^. 

17102  4145z  caerulea  Maund 
2  azdroa  Him. 

17104    4145?/  cr&ssipes  Mart. 
2566.  *733a.  A'CIS  Sal. 17105.  -     -  roseus  Stot. 

17106  -     -  grandiflorus  Bed. 

blue-Jlwd  *  A  or  2  au  B 
rfne-blue  *=  El  or    f  jl.au  B 
xhick-petioled       Ei  or  f  s.o  B 

Sp.  7. 
N.  Amer.  1830.  D  h 
Jamaica    1824.  O  1 
Guiana     1825.  O  1 

Bot.  gar.  551 Bot.  mag. 

Mart.  tar.  4. 
Ac  is.        (.la's,  a  shepherd,  son  of  Faunus.)  AmaryUidece :         Sp.  2 — 3. rose-c&Z  tf  A  pr  j  au.s     R      Corsica    1820.  O  s.l   Sw.  fl.  gar.  297 
great-flowered  }  A  pr  J    au.s    W      Numidia  1820.  O  s.l  Bot.  reg.  544 Nos.  4168.  and  4169.  in  p.  248.  are  also  referred  to  this  genus. 

17107 
2567. 

17108  - 

2568. 
17109  - 

2569. 

735.  CRrNUM. 
4 1 87a  elegans  Carey elegant tf  [Zd  or  4  s Sp.  27—66. W      E.  Indies  1823.  O  sJ   Bot.  mag.  2698 

•736a.  CLI'VE.4  Lindl.  (Named  in  compliment  to  the  Duchess  of  Northumberland.)  AmaryUtdece.  Sp.I. -  nubilis  Lindl.  noble  tf  lAI  spl  ljmy.au  R.Y    C.  G.  H,  1823.  O   r.m  Bot.  reg.  1182 Imatophy Hum  Aitont  Hook.  Bot.  mag.  2856. 
*738fl.  PYROLI'RION  Herb.      (Pur,  fire,  lirion,  lily  ;  colour  of  perianth.)      AmarylUdecc.  Sp.I. -  aureum  Herb.      nolden-perianthed  g  i  Al  or   1  ap       Go     Peru        1833.?  O  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1724 

Sp.  2. O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  3542 O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  3549 
•7384.  HIPPEA'STRUM  Hook.  Knight's  Star.  (Hippeus,  a  knight,  aslron,  a  star.)  Amaryllidece ambiguum 

8  longifldrum  Hook,  long-flowered    tf  El  or    W.r  Lima  1836 
17110  -     -  breviflorum  Herb,    short-flowered  tf  El  or  3  ap       W.B  B.Ayres  1836, aulicum ;  syn.  Amaryllis  aulica,  No.  4235.  in  p.  252. 

739.  AMARY'LLIS.  Sp.  34—113. 4236  psittaclna 
/3  hybrida  Hook.  hybrid  tf  El  spl  1J  ap  R.o  Eng.  hyb.  1820.  O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  3528 
psittaclna  Johnson/'  Gowan  in  Hort.  tr.  5.  p.  361. ;  A.  Griffint  Swt.  hort.  brit.  p.  509. 17111  4240a  kermeslna  Booth  carmine-perianth  tf  El  or  1  ...       Car    Brazil      1833.  O  l.p.s  Bot.  reg.  1638 4242  pulverulenta. 
)8  longipedunculata  Lindl.  long-ped.  tf  lAlor  2  mr.ap  O      Mexico    1826.  O  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1188 

743.  ZEPHYRA'NTHES. 
17112  4272a  Spoffbrthiana  Herb.  Spofforth 
17113  4'273«  cariniita  B.  31.  keeled 17114  42736  verecuuda  Herb.  blushing 17115  4273c  striata  Herd.  channelled 

Sp.  7—11. tf  LAlor  I  my  Ro  hybrid 
tf  lAI  pr  i  my.jn  Pk  Mexico 
tf  lAI  pr  |  ap.my  Pa.R  Mexico 
tf  lAI  P'  - 1  ap.my  W  Mexico 

183a?  O  r  jn  Bot.  reg.  1746 
1824.  O  s.l    Bot.  mag.  2594 
1824.  O  s.l   Bot.  mag.  2583 
1824.  O  si   Bot.  mag.  2593 

2570.  »743a.  SCEPTRA'NTHES  Grah.      (Skeptron,  a  sceptre,  anthos,  a  flower.)      AmaryUtdece.  Sp.I. 
17116-     -  Drumm&ndt  D.  Don.  Drummond's  tf  .Al  or   ljjl        W.Pk Texas      1835.  O   r.m  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.32S Zephyranthes  Drumm6ndt  D.  Don. 

2571.  *7436.  HAYLO'CK/,4  Herb.      (Matthew  Haylock,  gard.  to  Mr.  Herbert.) 17117  -        pusllla  Herb.  dwarf  tf  _AJ  or  }  s  Str     B.  Ayres 
744.  HABRA'NTHUS. 

4276  gracilifblius 
3  Boothtdnus  Herb.  Booth's 17118  4276a  an  gust  us  Herb.  narrow 

17119  42766  bifidus  Herb.  two-cleft 
17120  -        Bagnoldi  Herb.  Bagnold's 
17121  -     -  Andersom  Herb.  Anderson's B  texfinus  Herb.  Texian 
17122  -     -  miniitus  D.  Don  teA-flouxred 

748.  ALSTRCEME'R/A 7123  4286a  ovata  Cav.  ovate 
17124  42866  acutifblia  Lk.  $  O.  acute-leaved 

AmarylUdecc .       Sp.  1. 
829.  O   s.l   Bot.  reg.  1371 

17125  4286c  hirtella  Kth. 
17126  4286c?  psittaclna  Leh. 

17100 

rather  hairy 

parrot 17109 

Sp.  7—14. 
tf  A  pr o Pk     B.  Ayres 1836. 

O 
tf  lAI  pr 

*4
 

s R  Brazil 

'1822. 

O 
tf  _AI  or 

Pk     B.  Ayres 1823. o 
tf  .Al  or 

1 n Y  Chile 1829. o 

tf  lAI  or 
1 

ap.my 
Y.r    Mt.  Video  1829. o 

tf  lAI  or 
1 Y  Texas 1834. o 

tf  ̂Al  or 
1 

Jl"
 

R  Chile 1832. o 

Sp.  12—21. 

i  A  or 

4 
jn.jl 

B.O.T  Chile 1824. R 

J.AJ  or 

6 au.o U. y.g  Mexico 1829. O 

*  A  or 
4 

jl 

R.Y.G  Mexico 1824. S 

X-Alel 

6 s.o C.p  Mexico 
1829. 

o 

s.l 

Bot.  reg.  1967 
Bot.  mag.  2639 
Bot.  mag.  2597 
Bot.  reg.  1396 
Bot.  reg.  1345 
Bot.  mag.  3596 

R  l.s.p  Cav.  ic.  1.  76 
O  l.p   Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.77 

p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  228. 

Lp    Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.l 5 

17106, 

17102(8 

^ss^  17108 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
8567.   Chvez.   A  splendid  green-house  plant  of  easy  culture,  and  may  be  propagated  either  by  seeds  or  suckers. 
748.  AlstrcemMa..  All  toe  species  of  this  genus  have  showy  and  beautiful  flowers,  and  they  may  all  be  cultivated  in 
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17099  Lvs.  lallceol.-ensiform  undulat.  acumin.  rather  spinous,  Spike  petid.  many  flwd.  Flws.  solit.  Brae,  very  entire 17100  Leaves  most  singularly  barred  at  uncertain  intervals  with  white 
17101  Bad.  lvs.  glauc.  erect  recurved  channelled  ligul.  obt.  with  a  tittle  point  spinous  serratures  and  cross,  with  white 

downy  bands,  Spike  capit.  prolifer. 

17102  Erect  lvs.  cordate  lanceol.  Flws.  in  crowded  spikes 
17104  Floating  lvs.  reniform  cordate  acuminated,  Petioles  inflated,  Flws.  in  spikes 

17105  Spathe  I  -  flwd.  Leaflets  of  the  perianth  obi.  bluntish  entire,  Lvs.  narrow  linear  obtuse  glaucous  spreading 17106  Petals  entire 

17107  Limb  longer  than  the  tube  much  shorter  than  the  style 

17108  Lvs.  distichous  eoriac.  strap-sh.  sheathg.  at  base  retuse  and  oblique  at  apex  margin  rough,  Flws.  48 — 60  in 
pendulous  umbel 

17109  The  only  species 

17110  Scape  ab.  3  ft.  high  rounded  glauc.  Spathe  2  lanceol.  membran.  lflts.  Umbel  6-flw<L  scentless,  Germ,  obovate 
3-gonous,  Style  short,  than  perianth 

17111  Lvs.  linear  obtuse  shorter  than  scape,  Umbel  3-flwd.  Flws.  nearly  erect  funnel-gh.  Pedic.  round  slender  2-3 
inches  long,  Spathe  2-valved  acumin. 

[much  declined  long,  than  filatn. 
17112  Hybrid,  Scape  6|  in.  high,  Spathe  brownish-green,  Pedun.  1  in.  long,  Lvs.  not  i  in.  wide  acute  keeled,  Style 
17111  Lvs.  ligulate  channeled  keeled  acute  red  near  the  base,  Spathe  1-lvd.  cells  of  ovarium  many  seeded,  Style  robust 17114  Lvs.  linear  bluntish  channeled  purplish  at  the  base,  Spathe  bifid,  Style  thick  [declinate 
17115  Lvs.  linear  blunt  channeled,  Spathe  reddish  oifid 

[somewhat  3-lobed  Lvs.  glaucous  shorter  than  scape 
171 16  Limb  of  the  perianth  coarctate  3  times  shorter  than  tube,  Segms .  ovate  mucron .  with  involute  margins,  Capsules 

17117  Lvs.  narrow  lying  on  the  ground  rising  in  autumn  after  the  flowers 

17118  Lvs.  narrow  obtuse,  Scape  2-flwd. 
17119  Lvs.  narrow,  Scape  4-flwd.  Spathe  bifid 17120  Lvs.  obtuse  glaucous  umbel  6-flwd. 
17121  Lvs.  narrow,  Scape  1-flwd.  Spathe  divided  at  apex [rather  long,  than  lvs. 
17122  Umbel  2-S-fiwd.  Perianth  campanul.  Limb  6-parted  thrice  longer  th.  tube,  Throat  beard.  Scape  very  smooth 

17123  Lvs.  obi.  acumin.  petiol.  villose  above,  Pedun.  umbellate,  Bract,  loose,  Segms.  of  cor.  connivent 
17124  Stem  twining,  Leaves  obi.  lanceol.  acumin.  many-nerved  twisted  at  the  base,  Nerves  pilose  above,  Umbel  many- flwd.  peduncles  hispid  [snorter 
17125  Stem  smooth,  Lvs.  obi.  acumin.  striated  petiolate  pubesc.  ben.  Umbel  many  flwd.  Outer  segments  of  cor. 
17126  Stem  erect  spotted,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  acute  twisted  at  the  base,  Umbel  many-flwd.  Peduncles  angular 

111       „  17116 

17117 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

deep  dry  sandy  soil  in  a  warm  situation  in  the  open  air,  provided  they  receive  the  protection  of  a  frame  or  of  drv  litter or  leaves,  during  winter.  '  ' 4  G  2 
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4288  pulchella  Sims  ;  syn.  HookSnY  Swt. 
/8  pilbsa  T.indl.         hairy-leaved     Jt  EI  spl  1  aut 

17127  4288a  Nellln  Gill.  Neill's  A  lA!  el  2  jn 17128  42886  haemantha  R.  St  P.  b\ood-c\d-jlwd  &  (22  or  1$  jl 
17129  -     -  aurantlaca  R.  $  P.  orange-cld-sep.  Jfc  _AJ  spl  2  jn 

S       Chile         ...     S  l.s.p.  Bot.  reg.  1410 
Pa.Ro  Mendoza  1827.  O  l.p  Bot.  mag.  3105 

Dp.O.R  Chile  1830.  O  l.s.p  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.159 
O-spot  Chile  1831.  D  l.s.p  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.205 

2572.  *749a.  CUMMI'NGJ/i  D.  Don.    {Lady  Gordon  Cumming,  of  Altyre,  Forres,  N.B.)    AsphodUem.  Sp.l— 3. 17130  -     -  trimaculata  D.  Von  three-spotted  _AI  el  |  d 
765.  TRADESCA'NTL*. 

17131  4361a  caricifblia  Hook.      Sedge-leaved  3f  A  or  1  au.s 
17132  4364a  pilbsa  Leh.             hairy  ^  A«i  2^  aut 

Chile 
1829.  O   p.l    Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.88 

Sp.  14—26. B  Texas  1835.  D  r.m  Bot.  mag.  3546 
B.p    Louisiana  1832.  U   co  Bot.  mag.  3294 

2573. 
17133  ■ 
17134  - 
17135  ■ 

17137 

*769a. t.  FVSKIA  Spr.  Funkia.  {Henry  Funk,  a  German  cryptogamist.)  Hemerocal&deee.  Sp.  3 — 7 
Sieboldtzdna  Dens.  Sieboldt's        ̂   A  or   1  jn        Li      Japan       1830.  D   r.l   Bot.  cab.  11 -  lanceaefblia Dens,     lance-leaved     ^  A  or   2  jl.au  Li 

-  albo-marginata  Hook,  white-mar gd  £  A  or   If  jl  L 
Nos.  4383.  and  4384.  in  p.  260.  are  referable  to  this  genus. 

771.  il'LIUM. 44866  specibsum  Thun.     showy  A  spl_2__au  C 

Japan Japan 182  .  D 
1837.? D 

1869 
i.l  Bot.  cab.  1658 
s.l  Bot.  mag.  3657 

Sp.  23—35. Japan      1833.  O  p.l  Bot.  reg.  2000 
superbum  Thun.  Fl.  Jap.  134. ;  Kasbidgo  vulgb  Konokho  Juri  Kaempf.  Amoen.  871. ;  lancifblium  Hurt. 

0- 

17138 
Tametbmo  Sieb. 
exlmium  Hort. 

Tametoma spl  4  jl.au     W      Japan      1834.  O  r.m 

17139 
17H0 
17141 
17142 
17143 
17144  . 2574. 
17145  . 
17146  ■ 
17147 
17148 

2575 
17149 

2576 
17150 

4503a  tenuifblium  Fis. 
772.  TV  LIP  A. 
4506  Oculis  solis. 

,3  persica  Lindl. 4507a  mon tana  B.  R. 
4508a  pra?vcox  Ten. 

slender-leaved  S  A  or  1  jn.jl  S 

Persian  suit's  eye  i  A  spl  1  mr  S.bk mountain         tf  A  or   1  jl  S 
eaxly-Jlowering      A  or   1  an  .my  S 

Siberia 

Sp.15— 24. Persia Persia 

Italy 
1820.  O  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.275 

1826. 
1826. 
1825. 

co  Bot.  reg.  1143 r.m  Bot.  reg.  1106 
r.m  Sw.  fl.  gar .157 

45086  pubescens  W.  pubescent 
4508c  Bonaroteana  Reboul  Bonarota's 

j  A«'  1  ap.my  R 
tf  A  or  1J  ap.my  R.Va  Italy 

1824.  O  r.m 
1827?  O  co 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  78 
Sw.fl.  g.  2.S.116 

Kumana  1827.  O  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2762 
Italy        1837.  O  r.m   Bot.  reg.  1990 

Tulipacece.    Sp.  4. 
O  p.l     Sw.fl.  g.  2.s.  20 O  s.p     Hort.  tr.  7.  9 

4509a  stellata  B.  M.  starred  _AJ  or  2£  mr.ap  W 
-  scabriscapa  Sir.       rough-stemmed  5  A  or  2  ap.my  R.y 

*773a.  CYCLOBO'THRA  Swt.       {Kyklos,  a  circle,  bothros,  a  pit ;  each  sepal.) -  purpurea  Swt.        purple  tf  _AI  or  3  au.s    P.G     Mexico  1827. 
-  elegans  Ph.  elegant  tf  _A1  pr     J  jn.jl    W      Columbia  1826. Calochortus  elegans  Ph. 
-  pulchella  Benth.      pretty-flwd       tf  A  or   1  au.s     Y       Californ.  1832?  Op  I     Bot.  reg.  1662 
alba  Benth.  white-petaled    {  A  or  1  au.s    W       Californ.  1832?  O  p      Bot.  reg.  1661 

•7736.  RHINOPE'TALUM  Fis.    {Rhin,  nose,  petalon,  petal ;  base  of  upper  sepal.)    Lilihcece.    Sp.  1. 
-  Karellni  Fis.  Kafeline's        If  A  pr    £ja  Pa.Pk.Spt.Ural        1834?  O  p.l     Sw.fl.  g.2.  s.283 

*773c.  CHARLWOCDW  Swt.  {G.  Charlwood,  F.L.S.,  an  enthusiastic  Eng.  bot.)  Asphodelece.   Sp.  1—4. stricta  Swt.  upright 
Dracaena  stricta  B.  M. I  □  or   10  mr       B       N.  Zeal.   1820.  C  p.l     Bot.  reg.  956 

774.  DRACiE'NA. 4529a  terminalis  Jac. terminal 

17152 
17153 

2577 
17154  • 

2578. 
17155  ■ 

Sp.  8—21. E.  Indies  1820.  C  p.l 

Sp.  4—5. N.W.  A. 
N.W.A. 

1826?  O  p   Op fCHor   10  jn.jl  W 
782.  ERYTHRO'NIUM. 4573a grandiflbrum  Ph.    large-perianthedti  A  or  £  my  Y -  giganteum  Lindl.    gigantic  g  A  spl  

•795a  ?  CALLIPRCTRA  Lindl.       {Kale,  pretty,  prora,  iront :  its  beauty.) 
-  lutea  Lindl.  yellowed       tf  A  or  f  jl         Y         .Califor.1831?  "O  p 

*798a.  LAXMA'NN/^4  R.  Br.  {E.  Laxmann,  a  Siberian  traveller.)  AsphodUete.    Sp.  I — 
-  gracilis  R.  Br.        slender  £  iAI  or   £  jnjl     P.w    N.  Holl.   1824.  D  s.p 

Bot.  reg.  1749 

Bot.  reg.  1786 

.    Sp.  1—  . Bot.  reg.  1590 

803.  SCI'LLA. 
17156  4754a  praebractelta  Haw.  long-bracted peruviana  Hort.  not  of  L. 
17157  4755a  Cupanitfraa  Guss.  Cupani's 17158  4758a  amce'nula  W.  pretty 
17159  4759a  villbsa  Desf.  viUous-tod 

tf  A  or   1  my.jn  B Sp.  25—33. S.Europe          O  s.l Bot.  mag.  749 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
772.  Tulipa.   It  appears  to  us  highly  probable  that  the  greater  number,  and  indeed  perhaps  the  whole,  of  the  above names,  are  only  varieties. 
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[pruinose  ent.  Pedun.  2-flwd. 17127  Lvs.  spathul.  about  7-nerved  central  rib  hardly  promin.  behind  In  upper  half  reflect,  at  point  and  sides  glauco. 
17128  Erect,  Lvs.  lin.-lanceol.  twisted  margins  ciliated,  Pedunc.  branc.  umbellate,  Perianth  6-lvd.  3  outer  ones  ovato- 
17129  Stem  erect,  Lvs.  lanceol.  obtuse  obsoletely  denticulated,  Umbels  many-flwd.  Pedunc.  angular   [lanceol.  serrated 

17130  Limb  of  the  perian.  longer  than  tube  with  3  blk.  spots  in  the  centre 
[Sheaths  ciliat.  on  margins 

17131  Stem  erect  simple  or  bran,  rounded  glabr.  jointed,  Lvs.  lin.-acumlnated  glabr.  striated  sheathing  at  base, 17132  Stem  dichotom.  bran,  and  jointed :  lower  part  glabr.  upper  densely  hairy,  Lvs.  scarcely  sheath,  lanceol.  wavy 
striat. :  lower  downy,  upper  densely  hairy  [wider  ,n  proportion 17133  Lvs.  all  radic.  ov.  acumin.  striat.  Bracteas  lanceol.  lower  ones  longer  th.  flws.  upper  one  gradually  smaller  and 

17134  Lvs.  lanceol.  nerved,  Corolla  campanulate  [11  wd.  Brae.  ov.  twice  as  long  as  pedic. 
17135  Lvs.  all  radic.  petiol.  ov. -lanceol.  verv  acute  elegantly  margined  with  white,  Petiol.  longer  th.  lvs.  Rac.  12-14 

17136  Stem  glabrous,  Leaves  scattered  lanceolate  3-nerved  attenuated  at  both  ends,  Corolla  tubularly  campanulate 
[volute  papillosely  bearded 

17137  Stem  erect  smooth,  Lvs.  scattered  ovato-obl.  nerved  petiol.  Bran.  1-flwd.  Flws.  drooping  reflexed,  Cor.  re- 
17138  Lvs.  very  narrow  linear  scattered,  Perianth  smooth  revolute,  Capsule  turbinate 

[Lflts.  ov.  flat  acute 17139  Stem  leafy  1-flwd.  Lower  lvs.  obi. -lanceol.  channeled  acumin.  undul.  glauc.  Upper  ones  lin.  flat,  Perian.  oval. 
17140  Stem  1-flwd.  glabrous,  Flws.  erect,  Petals  ovate  lanceol.  acuminated  bearded  at  the  apex,  Lvs.  ovate  lanceol. ciliate,  Bulbs  woolly 
17141  Stem  pubescent  1-flwd.  3  outer  petals  acute  3  inner  ones  obtuse  and  mucronate,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceolate  pubescent 
17142  Stem  pubescent  longer  than  that  on  lvs.  Perianth  campanulately  spread.  Segms.  ellipt. -lanceol.  acute  bearded 

at  apex  margin  involute  [Filam.  subulate 
17143  Lvs.  lin.-lanceol.  subconvolute  glauc.  Petals  lanceol.  obtuse  very  spreading  3  outer  ones  longest,  Stam.  equal 
17144  Scape  pubescent  scabrous,  Lvs.  flaccid,  Segms.  of  perian.  acumin.  Stem  1-flwd. 

[acute  glab.  inner  ones  blunt  ciliated 
17145  Glaucous,  Stem  few-flwd.  Lvs.  channeled  acuminated  upper  ones  dilated  at  the  base,  Outer  segms.  of  perianth 
17146  Stem  3-flowered  one-leaved,  Inner  petals  woolly 

[ovate-lanceol.  acumin. 
17147  Umbel  2-3-flwd.  Pedun.  shorter  than  bract.  Petals  ovate  obtuse  serrulato-fimbriate,  Flws.  globose,  Sepals 
17148  Umbel  2-3-flwd.  Pedun.  shorter  than  bract.  Petals  ovate  very  obtuse  margin  naked,  Sepals  ovate-lanceol.  half 

length  of  petals 
17149  Lvs.  lanceol.  subconvolute,  Flws.  terminal  solitary 

17150  Stem  upright  simple  densely  leafy,  Lvs.  lin.-lanceol.  cuspid,  recurv.  patent  ent.  Rac.  terminal  many-flwd. 

17151  Stem  arborescent,  Lvs.  attenuated  at  both  ends,  Branches  of  panicle  divaricate,  Flws.  nearly  sessile 

[3-parted 17152  Lvs.  obl.-lanceol.  subcomplic.  obtuse,  Segms.  of  perian.  ovate-lanceol.  acumin.  reflex,  nearly  from  base,  Stigma 
17153  Lvs.  obi.  or  lanceol.  Scape  irregularly  bran.  5-flwd.  Segms.  of  perian.  acumin.  reflex,  from  middle,  Stigma 3-lobed 
17154  Habit  of  Allium 

17155  The  only  species 

17156  Lvs.  broad  linear  longer  than  the  scape,  Bracteas  equal  In  length  to  pedicels,  Flowers  disposed  in  a  large  sub- 
conical  corymb.  Perian.  spreading  persistent  [few-flwd.  Caps,  rotate 

17157  Lvs.  lanceol.  flat  very  smooth  and  densely  ciliated  (edged  with  broken  cartilaginous  margin  Lindl.),  Corymbs 
17158  Scape  5-angled,  Racemes  3-flwd.  Pedunc.  drooping,  Cor.  campanulate- patent,  Bracteas  very  short 
17159  Lvs.  lanceolate  sparingly  villous,  Racemes  corymbose  5-7-flwd.  Bracteas  lanceol.  equal  to  peduncles 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2577.    Calliprbra.  A  handsome  hardy  bulbous  plant,  growing  freely  in  a  shaded  peat  border. 

4G  3 
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2579.  *803a.  BARN A'RD.L4  Lindl.   (£.  Barnard,  F.L.S.,  Vice-Sec.  Hoit.  Soc.  London.)   Asphodilees.    Sp.  1. 17160  -      -  iciUoldes  B.  R.        Scilla-like         SAlor  ^  jl.au    P       China      1826.  O  p.I     Bot.  reg.  1029 

2580.  »805«.  DAUBE^NY^  Lindl.  {Dr.  Charles  Daubtny,  Prof,  of  Chem.  &  Bot.  at  Oxford.)  Asphodeleee.    Sp.  1. 
17161  -  aurea  Lind.  golden- c/d-fiwd  S  iAJ  or  i  jn        Y       C.G.H.    1832?  O  s.l      Bot.  reg.  1813 Massunta  lutea  Hort. 

2681.  *809a.  CAMA'SSIA  Lindl.  (Quamasfi,  or  Cumas,  native  name  in  N.W.  Amer.)  Asphodeleee.  Sp.  1 —  . 17162-        esculenta  Lindl.     esculent  A  or  l$jl        D.P   Columbia  1827.  Op      Bot  reg.  1486 

2582.  *8096.  TRICHOPE'TALUM  L.  (Thrix,  hair,  petalon,  a  petal ;  inner  perianth  fringed.)  Asphodeleee.  Sp.  2—2. 17163  -      -  gracile  Lindl.         slender  £  .AJ  cu  3  jn.au  W.GshChile      1828.  D  r.m   Bot.  reg.  1535 
17164  -  stellatum  Lindl.      staxry-flowered  £  _A1  cu   1  ap       W      Chile       1829.  D  co     Bot.  mag.  3084 

Antherieum  plumdsum  Bot.  mag.  3084.,  Loud.  Hort.  Brit.,  R.  %  P.f 
2583. 

17165 
*810a.  STYPA'NDRA  iff.  Br.   Stypandra.     (Stype,  tow,  aner,  an  anther.)      Asphodeleee.  Sp.  1— 5. -  propinqua  Cun.       near  akin         jg  _AJ  or   1  sp       azure  N.S.W.    1823.  C  s.p.l  Bot.  mag.  3417 

2584 
17166 

2585. 
17167 

£586. 
17168 

♦8106.  TRICO'RYNE  R.Br.  Tbicoryne.  ( Treis,  three,  koryne,  a  club  ;  capsules.)  Asphodilea;.    Sp.  1— 3. -  elatior  R.  Br.         taller  £  iAI  or  2  jn.jl     W.     N.  Holl.   1824.  D  ran 

*816a.  HERRE*R.L4  it.  &  P.      (C.  A.  de  Herrera,  a  Spanish  agriculturist.)       Asphodilea.    Sp.  1— 2. -  parviflbra  B.  R.      small-awd       _J  E3  or  8  jn.jl     G.y    Brazil      1824.  C  r.m    Bot.  reg.  1042 

•8166.  GEITONOPLE^SIUM  Cun.  (Geiton,  neighbour,  plesion,  near ;  affinity  &  habitat.)  Aspho.  Sp.3— 1. cymdsa  .«.  Br.        cymose  j;  i_J  pr  3  my.jn  G       N.  Holl.    1825.  C  p.I     Bot.  mag.  3131 
Luzuriaga  cymosa  Brown  in  Prod. 

822.  LACHENA'L-L*. 17169  4888a  anguinea  Swt. 17170  48886  ftliifldra  Jac. 
17171  4883a  mutabilis 
17172  4889a  purpurea  Jac. 
17173  48896  glauca  B.  li. 

829.  BE'RBERIS. 4922  vulgaris 
17174  4922a  iberica  Fis. 
17175  4924a  floribunda  Wal. 
17176  49246  asiatira  Rot. 
17177  4930a  dealbata  Lindl. 

serpent 
Lily-flowered changeable 

purple glaucous 

El  pr  1  jn.jl  W tf  ESpr  1  ap.jl  W 
tf  E]  el  J  n  B S  E3  or  £  mr.my  P 
S  A  or  |  my  P.o 

Sp.  31—36. C.G.H. 
C.G.H. C.G.H. 
C.G.H. 
Persia 

1825. 
1825. 1825. 
1826. O  s.l O  s.l O  s.l 

O  s.l 

1825.  O  s.l 

Sw.  ft.  gar.  179 
Jac.  ic.  2.  387 Bot.  cah.  1076 
Jac.  ic.  2.  393 
Bot.  reg.  1086 

i  lutea  Dec,  yellow  -fruited Iberian            m      or  5  ap.my 
many-flowered  St      or  10   

Sp.  14—24. e  purpurea  Dec,  ptirple-fruited Iberia      1818.  L  r.m 
Nepal    L  r.m 

Asiatic  * 
whitened- Ivd  * 

or  4  .. 
or  10  d Nepal Mexico 

1823.  L  r.m 
1830?  L  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1760 

2587.  *829a.  MAHO'N/^  Nut.     (Bernard  M'Mahon,  of  N.  Amer.,  a  lover  of  botany.)      Berberideee.   Sp.  5. 
17178  -      -  fasciculans  Dec.      bundled-./?«>d"     It  |  or  10  ap  my  Y       Californ.  1819.  L  co     Bot.  mag.  2396 No.  4929.  in  p.  286. 

4quifdlium  Nut.      Uol\y-leaved    tt  |  or  6  ap.my  Y       N.  Amer.  1824.  G  r.m   Bot.  reg.  142S 17179 
17180 
17181 
17182  - 

-  nervbsa  Nut. 
glumacea  Dec. 

-  repens  G.  Don 
-  tenuifdlia  Lindl. 

nerved-leaved    34  , or  10  o         Y        N.  Amer.  1826.  G  r.m   Bot.  reg.  1426 
or  2  ap  Y  N.  Amer.  1824.  R  r.m  Bot.  reg.  1176 
or    V.  Cruz    1838'  L  r.m 

2588.  »833o.  SCHRA'DER^  Vahl.    Schradera.  (Henr.  A.  D.  Schroder,  a  German  bot.)  Rubiacees.    Sp.  1—  , 
17183  -        cephaldtes  W.         round-headed    *  □  or  4  jl.au    R       Jamaica  1820.  C  l.p Fuchsia  involucrata  Swx. 

2589.  •836a.  STEPHAVNZ4  Dec.  Stephania. 17184  -      -  cleomoldes  Dec.      Clcomc-like  * 
Capparis  paradoxa  Jac 

171C0  .7162 

(F.  Stephan,  a  professor  at  Moscow.)  Capparideee.  Sp.  1. 
~Z\  or    Caraccas  1823.  C  l.p     Jac.  sc.  Ill 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2581.  Camfissia  17162  esculenta.  "This  plant  is  Known  by  the  natives  under  the  name  of  dan  mash;  and  the 

bulbs  are  carefully  collected  by  them,  and  baked  between  hot  stones,  when  they  assume  the  appearance  of  baked  pears, 
and  are  of  an  agreeable  sweet  taste.  They  form  a  great  part  of  their  winter  stores.  Though  an  agreeable  nod  to 
Governor  Lewis's  party,  they  occasioned  bowel  complaints  if  eaten  in  any  quantity.  It  is  perfectly  hardy,  requiring 
to  be  planted  in  a  peat  border,  and  may  be  propagated  either  by  seeds  or  bulbs.  (Pursh.) 

2585.  Herreriz.  A  singular,  but  desirable,  hot-nouse  climber,  growing  freely  in  any  good  soil. 
2587.   Mahdnia.  "  The  species  are  elegant  evergreen  shrubs,  with  yellow  flowers  and  pinnate  leaves.   The  latter 
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[Seems,  obl.-concaye  narrowed  at  base 
17160  Lvs.  weak  lin.  channel,  cuspid,  rather  angul.  extern.  Scape  erect  6-angled,  Rac.  simple  conic.  Perian.  0-leaved, 

17161  Habit  of  Massbnta,  Umbel  sessile 

1 7162  Bulb  ov.  about  size  of  hazel  nut,  Lvs.  Hn.  acumin.  channel,  short,  than  scape  broken  back  from  weakness,  Pedlc. 
filif.  (in.  long,  Perian.  6-lvd.  2 in.  in  diam. 

17163  Stem  paniculate,  Petals  and  sepals  revolute,  Flowers  nodding 
17164  Scape  2-4-flowered  rather  leafy,  Petals  bearded  capsules  elongated 

17165  Glaucesccnt,  Lvs.  distinct  twisted 

17166  Stem  terete  leafy,  Leaves  flat,  Umbels  5-7-flowered 

17167  Lvs.  lanceolate,  Segments  of  perianth  ovate  obtuse 

17168  Cymes  terminal  bipartite,  Branches  terete,  Branchlets  striated  glabrous 

17169  Flws.  campanulate  stalked  drooping,  Stamens  exserted  descending,  Leaf  long  solitary  fasciate  underneath 
17170  Lvs.  twin  lauceoL  pustulate,  Scape  erect,  Corolla  spreading  reflexed,  Petals  nearly  linear        [broader  at  base 
17171  Lvs.  obl.-lanceol.  acute  channeled  smooth  margins  undu!  jC.  Flws.  subsess.  horizont.  Brae,  very  small  acumin. 
17172  Lvs.  twin  lanceolate  crenulated,  Flowers  pedunculate  spreading.  Corolla  subcylindrical 
17173  Flws.  turbinate,  Rac.  loose  pyramidal  many-flwd.  Lvs.  broadly  acuminated  glaucous 

?  nigra  Dec,  black-fruited  v  asperma  Dec,  seedless  3-  dulcis  A.  B.,  s*  <set-fruited 
17174  Spines  simple  and  3-parted,  Lvs.  obovate  oblong  quite  entire,  Racemes  many-flwd.  Petals  entire 
17175  Spines  3-parted  and  very  stiff,  Lvs.  oblong  or  obl.-lanceol.  nearly  ent.  toothed  in  various  degrees  somewt.  deeply 

and  coarsely  veined,  Rac.  slend.  long  loose  [Rac.  short  many-flwd.  corymbose 
17176  Spines  trifid  or  simple,  Lvs.  oval  cuneat.  or  ellipt.  mucron.  smooth  under  surf,  glauc.  ent.  or  spinulosely  thd. 
17177  Spines  scarcely  any,  Lvs.  roundish  coarsely  toothed  rather  glauc.  white  ben.  Rac.  very  short  compact  pendulous 

17178  Lvs.  3-6  pairs  with  odd  one  lowest  pair  near  base  of  pet.  Leafl.  ov.-lan.  rath,  distant  1-nrvd.  4  or  5  spiny  teeth on  each  side,  Rac.  nearly  erect 
17179  Lvs.  4  pairs  with  odd  one  lowest  pair  distant  from  base  of  pet.  Leafl.  ov.  approxrm.  cordate  at  base  1  nrvd.  9  or 

6  spiny  teeth  on  each  side,  Rac.  erect  [somewhat  3-5-nrvd.  Rac.  elongated 
17180  Lvs.  5-6  pairs  with  odd  one  lower  pair  dist.  from  base  of  pet.  Leafl.  ov.  acumin.  12  or  14  teeth  on  each  side 
17181  Lvs.  2-3  pairs  with  odd  one  roundish -ov.  opaque  spiny  toothed,  Rac.  diffuse,  Root  creeping 17182  Lvs.  pinnate  and  ternate,  Leaflets  ovate  oolong  acute  thin  flat  and  quite  entire 

17183  Lvs.  obi. -acuminated,  Pedunc  termin.  solit.  short,  Heads  of  flws.  surrounded  by  ent.  involucr.  Cor.  7-8-lobed 

17184  Lvs.  obl.-lanceol.  acuminated  scarcely  longer  than  pedicels 17179 

17177  tW"  ™  )nry  vn,  —  x  nig] and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
resemble  pretty  much  those  of  the  ash,  and  hence,  doubtless,  the  name  of  Ash-berberry.  Natives  of  the  N  W  coast of  Amer.,  and  also  of  Nepal,  and  perhaps  Japan.  Though  some  botanists  think  that  the  characters  ascribed  to  this genus,  and  those  ascribed  to  Berberis,  are  not  sufficient  to  keep  them  separate  as  genera;  yet  the  habits  of  the  species of  one,  as  to  the  mode  of  growth,  foliage,  and  inflorescence,  are  so  distinct  from  those  of  the  other,  as  to  induce  us  to adopt  Mahonfa.  The  species  in  British  gardens  are  all  of  comparatively  slow  growth,  and  admit  of  but  slow  multipli- cation by  layers,  and  scarcely  at  all  by  cuttings.  Some  of  them,  however,  seed  freely,  and  are  readilv  Dronaoatad  in that  way."   (Arb.  Brit.  voL  ii.  p.  309.)  1  * 

4  G  4 
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TRIG  FN I  A. 
2590.  »845o.   CALOCHO'RTUS  Ph.  Calochortus.   (Kalos,  handsome,  chortos,  grass.)    Liliaccce.   Sp.  4— 6. 

17185  -  macrocarpus  Dou.  long-fruited  Al  spl  2  au        P       Californ.  1826.  O  s.p    Bot.  reg.  1152 17186  -      -  splendens  Dou.       splendid-cor.     tf  _AJ  spl  1J  au.s     Li      Californ.  1832?  O  s.p    Bot.  reg.  1676 
17187  -  yentistus  Dou.        handsome-cor.      _AJ  snl  i|  au.s     W.spt  Californ.  1832?  O  s.p    Bot.  reg.  1669 
17188  -      -  luteus  Dou.  ye&ow-petaled      A  or  1  s.o    Y.G.spt  Californ.  1834.  O  s.p    Bot.  reg.  1567 

2591.  *851a.  MEREND&RA  Bieb.     (A  name  given  to  Colchicum  by  the  Spaniards.)     Melanthdcets.    Sp.  1. 
17189  -      -  cauc&sica  Bieb.       Caucasian        o  A  or  i  aa      P       Caucasus  1823.  O  s.p    Bot.  mag.  3690 Bulbocbdium  trigynum  Adams,  Colchicum  caucasicum  Spr. 

855.  SA^BA  L.  Sp.  2—5. 
17190  4996a  Blackburntana  Lo.C.  Blackburn's  1  Z3  or   G       tropics     1825.  S  s.l     G.  m.  t.  f.  10. 

2592.  *855o.  LIVISTO'NIA  B.  Br.     (Patrick  Murray,  of  Lcvistone,  near  Edinburgh.)    Palrrue.   Sp.  1—2. 17191  inermis  R.  Br.      unarmed         £  i  |  or  40    N.  Holl.  1824.  S  r.m    Mart.  Palm.  t. 

Page  296.    Class  VII.  —  HEPTANDRIA.    7  Stamens. 
Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.  7  Stamens.  1  Style. 

2593.  Fdvia.   Capsule  smooth.   That  of  /E'sculus  is  echinated. 

MONOGYNIA. 

2593.  *866o.  PAK\ IA  Boer.  Pavia.     (Pierre  Paw,  professor  of  botany  at  Leyden.)    JEsculaccce.   Sp.  6— 8. f5058  rubra  Lam.           red-flowered     *      or  6  my.jn  S       N.  Amer.  1711.  G  s.l     Den.br.  120 
✓E'sculus  P&vi'a  L.   No.  5058.  in  p. 296. 0  arguta  Bot.  reg.  993,  y  sublaciniita  Den.  br.  120, 

f  5060  flava  Dec.            yellow            $      or  20  my.jn  Y      N.  Amer.  1764.  G  s.l     Den.  br.  163 
✓E'sculus  flava  H.  K.   No.  5060.  in  p.  296. 

t  5059  discolor  Swt.         U\-o-c\A-Jiwd     Sk      or  5  my      R.Y    N.  Amer.  1812.  G  s.l     Bot.  reg.  310 
✓E'sculus  discolor  Ph.   No.  5059.  in  p.  296. 

17192  -      -  neglecta  G.  Don      neglected         j      or  20  my.jn  Pa.Y    1823?  G  CO     Bot.  reg.  1009- 17193  -     -  macrocarpa  Hort.    long-fruited      $      or  20     ...     B,y    1826.  G  co  A.b.vol.5.pl.52 
17194  -      -  macrostachya  Dec.  long-spiked       &      or  6  jn.jl     W      N.  Amer.  1820.  G  co     A.b.  f.  137 parvifl&ra  Walt.    JE.  niacrostachya  Mx. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2590.  Calochdrtus.  A  genus  of  very  handsome  bulbous  plants,  which  may  be  planted  in  a  warm  border  in  the  open 

air  during  the  summer,  but  should  be  taken  up  as  soon  as  the  leaves  are  withered,  and  kept  dry  till  they  begin  to 
shoot,  when  they  may  oe  potted  and  kept  in  the  green-house  till  the  spring  frosts  are  over. 

Page  SCO.    Class  VIII.  —  OCTANDRIA.    8  Stamens. 
Order  1.  MONOGYNIA.  8  Stamens.  1  Style. 

2594.  Chymocdrpus.  Calyx  persistent,  v aired  in  aestivation.  Petals  2.  Fruit  baccate,  composed  of  3  1  -seeded 
carpels. 

2595.  Arthrostdmma.  Cal.  turbinate  or  campanulate,  usually  beset  with  bristles  or  scales  on  .mtside,  4-lobed. Petals  4.  Stigmas  8,  glabrous  Anthers  oblong ;  having  their  connectives  rather  long,  and  bluntly  biauriculate  at 
base.    Ovarium  bristly  at  apex.   Capsule  4-celled. 
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TRIG  FN  I  A. 

17185  Stem  3-5-lvd.  2-fiwd.  Petals  beautifully  bearded  at  base,  Capsule  erect  linear-oblong 
17186  Stem  3.5-flwd.  Sepals  revol.  Petals  with  wart-like  tuft  of  very  short  firm  hairs 
17187  Stem  few-lvd.  sub-2-flwd.  Sepals  erect,  Petals  with  oblong  tuft  of  rather  loose  hairs  a  short  distance  above  base 
17188  Stem  sub-3-flwd.  Lvs.  convolute  shorter  th.  pedun.  Petals  cuneate  rounded  at  apex  transv.  bearded  about  middle 

17189  Anthers  versatile,  Lvs.  lanceol. -linear  spreading,  Flowers  rising  at  the  leaves 

17190  Leaves  fan-shaped,  Spathe  divided,  Flowers  panicled 

17191  Segments  of  fronds  connected  by  threads,  Stipes  unarmed 

Class  VII.  -  HEPTANDRIA. 

MONO  GYNIA. 

f5058  Leafl.  5  ellipt.-obl.  tapering  at  both  ends  smooth  as  is  pet.  axils  of  nvs.  hairy  on  under  surf,  of  lvs.  Petals  4 
longer  than  stains. 

S  humilis  But.  reg.  1318,  ■  humilis  pendula  A.  B. 
f  50G0  Leafl.  5-7  pubesc.  beneath  and  above  upon  nerves,  Petioles  pubescent  flattish  towards  the  tip 
f5059  Whole  plant  including  young  wood  covered  with  pubescence,  Flws.  large  and  snowy 
17192  Lvs.  with  rufous  down  on  veins  on  upper  side  smooth  beneath  :  rather  plicate  [petals  less  spreading 
17193  Lvs.  large  smooth  on  upper  surface  and  shining,  Flws.  nearly  as  large  as  those  of  JE  sculus  Hippocastanum  but 
17194  Stamens  much  longer  than  corolla,  Racemes  very  long,  Root  stolomferous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2593.  Pdvia.  Middle-sized  deciduous  trees  or  shrubs,  distinguishable  from  the  horsechestnuts  by  the  smoothness 

of  their  fruit,  and  the  comparative  smallness  of  their  flowers,  which  have  their  petals  erect  and  narrower.  The  leaves, 
also,  are  generally  smaller  and  smoother.  (Arb.  Brit.  p.  469.)  Budding  and  grafting  are  the  most  usual  modes  oi 
propagation,  though  they  are  frequently  increased  from  seed. 

2596.  Goditia.  Limb  of  calyx  reflexed.  Capsule  opening  at  angles.  Placenta  persistent.  Stamens  all  alike. Chalaza  of  the  seed  crowned  round  the  margin  by  a  fringe. 
2597.  C/arAia.  Limb  of  calyx  4 -parted.   Petals  4,  tripartite.   Caps.  4-celled.   Seeds  not  pappous. 
2598.  Eucharidimm.  Tube  of  calyx  above  the  ovarium,  elongated, filiform,  with  a  4-partecl  deciduous  limb.  Petals  4, 

clawed,  trifid.   Capsule  4-celled,  4-valved,  dehiscent.   Seeds  numerous. 
2599.  Franco*.  Calyx  4-parted.  Petals  4.  Stamens  distinct,  16,  8  of  which  are  fertile.  Anthers  2-cefied. 

Capsule  4-gonal,  4-celled. 
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MONOGFNIA. 
875.  TROP.aS'OLUM.  Sp.  10— 11. 5083  majus 

y  atrosanguineum  D.  Don  dark  red  -*  O  or  3  jn.au  D.R   gardens    S  co  Sw.fl.g.2.  s.204 
17195  6086a  polyphyllum  Cav.    many-leaved     fc.  lAJ  or  3  jngl  O.Y     Chile      1827.  C  s.l  Cav.  ic.  4. 385 
17196  50866  JarrattjV  Youell       Jarratt's  ft.  1  I  el  '2  ......  S.y     Santiago  1836.  C  p.l  Pax.  mag.  5.  29 17197  5086c  tricoldrum  Swt.      three-coloured  ft.  iAI  el  12  jn.s  O.p     Valpara.  1828.  C  p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  270 
17198  50S6d  brachyceras  Hook,   short-spurred       tAI  pr  12  au  YR   Chile-    C  l.p  Bot.  reg.  1926 
17199  5086c  tuberdsum  Maund  tuberous-roofe-tljfc  |  esc  3  s  Y.       Peril}       1837.  R.C  r  Bot.  gar.  633 

2594.  *875a.  CHYMOCA'RPTJS  D.  Don.         (Chymos,  juicy,  karpos,  fruit ;  berry.)  Tropcebleas.   Sp.  1. 17200  -      -  pentaphyllus  D.Don  five-leayed       _£  iAI  or  4  au.o  R.g.p  B.  Ayres  1830.  C  s.p.l  Sw.  a.  g.2.  s.245 Tropaj\>lum  pentaph#Uum  Lam. 
892.  .ERPCA.  Sp.  320—562. 

17201  5114o peniciliata  Sal.       pencilled         *t  lor  2  va.sea  Ro     C.G.H.     1792.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1918 
17202  5127a carinata  Lod  keeled  «i  |  or  1J  s  P       C.G.H.     1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1071 
17203  51276 carnlula  Lod.         flesh-coloured  *i  |  or  1  jl.s  F       C.G.H.    1818.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  92G 
17204  5127c  chloroloma  Lindl.   green-fringed    *|  |  or  2  n  Co     C.G.H   C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  a.  s.  17 
17205  5128a  rigida  Lod.  stiff  »i_|or  2jl.au  Pk     C.G.H.    1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1286 
17206  5134a  epistbmia  Nois.       spontflowered  *|  |  or  2  my.jn  Y.G    C.G.H.    1810.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1186 
17207  5184a  pseudo-vestlta  Sot.  hybrid-clothed  «.  i  |  pr  2  my.  Pk     hybrid    C  s.p  Botanist,  104 
17208  5205a  calostoma  Lod.       pretty-mouthed  a.  |  |  or  1  my.jn  F       Eng.  hyb.  1810.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1759 
17209  5212a  Russelliana  Lod.    Russell's  *  |  |  el  1}  my.jn  Pk      C.G.H.     1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1013 17210  5237a  c6nica  Lo.  C.         conical   |  or  2  my.au  P       C.G.H.    1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1179 
17211  5284a  codonddes  Lindl.     bell-formed      it      or  12  f.m  Pa.Ro   C  s.p  Bot.  reg,  1698 5352  Tetralix 

y  carnea  flesh-cofoarai   *      or  1  jn.au  F       Britain    mo. he  L  co 
5  Mackaiana  A.B.  Mackay's         *      or  1  jn.au  F       Ireland    L  s.p 17212  5358a  lactiflbra  Lod.        milk-flowered    *  i_Jor  2  jn.s  W      C.G.H.     1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  901 

17213  5359a  villosiuscula  B.  C.  slightly  villous  *  |  |  or  1J  my  Li       C.G.H.    1829?  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1844 
17214  6372a recurvSta  Bedf.       recurved  *{  [or  2  my  B.w.r  C.G.H.    1810.  C  s.p  Bot  mag.  3427 
17215-      -  rubida  Lod.  red  «i_Jor  2  jl.au  Pk      C.G.H.    1826.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1166 
17216  -        crinlta  Lod.  hairy  « i_J  or  2    R       C.G.H.    1826.  C  p.l  Bot.  cab.  143 

17217-      -  Beaumonttana  Roll.  Beaumont's      •  t_J  or  1  jn  W      C.G.H.    1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1686 17218  -        vernfilis  B.  C.         vernal  *k\  |  or  3  mr.ap  Pk     C.G.H.    1827.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1608 
172$-      -  undulata  B.C.         wxved-tubed     *i_Jor  1?  su  Ro      C.G.H.    1727.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1792 
17220  -      -  quadrata  B.  C.        eqaare-moutked  *  |  |  or  limy  W      C.G.H.     1829.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1943 
17221  -      -  hlspida  5.  C.  hairy-leaved      *  i_J  or  ljjnjl  Pk      C.G.H.     1792.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1982 
17222  -      -  cantharif6rmis5.C.  cantharis-yfwo'  »i  |or  .,.myjn  W      C.G.H.    1829?  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1961 17223  -        dichr6mata  B.  C.     two-coloured    » |  |  or  3  aut.w  Y.Pk  C.G.H.    1800.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1813 
17224  -      -  verecunda  B.  C.      ruddy-flowered  »i  |or  3  su.aut  Ro      C.G.H.    1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1827 
17225  -      -  Will  more/  K.  &  W.  Willmore's       » t_J  or  3  jl  Pk     hybrid      1837.  C  s.p  Fl.  cab.  2.  115 

2595.  *900a.  ARTHHOSTE'MMA  Pav.  (Arthron,  joint,  stemma,  crown  ;  anth.  jointed  on  fil.)  Melastom.  Sp.2. 17226  -      -  nltidum  Grah.        glossy-leaved     «.  lJ  or  2  jl  Pa.Li  B.  Ayres  1830.  S  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3412 
17227  -      -  versicolor  Dec.       various-cld       «.  t  |  or  §  s  Pk     Brazil      1825.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3678 

901.  <ENOTHENRA.  Sp.  41—70.  (including  8  sp.  of  Godetia.) 17228  5437a  salicifolia  Desf.       Willow-leaved  £  <J>  or  2  jn.au  Y    1824.  S  co 17229  5446a  serrulata  Nut.         serrulated         &  A  pr  1  jn  Y       N.  Amer.  1824.  S  p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  133 
17230  54465  cheiranthlfolia  Hort.  Cheir.-leaved    tt-i_|or  1J  jn.au  Y       Chile       1823.  S  s.l  Bot.  reg.  1040 
17231  5446c  Drummondu  Hook.  Drummond's    t~  Al  or  J  au.s  Y       Texas     1833.  C  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3361 
17232  5446<*  ser6tina  Hort.        late-flowering   ^  A  or  1J  au.s  Y    1820.  D  co  Sw.  fl.  gar.  184 5447  frutic6sa 

/3  ambigua  Hook,     ambiguous       if  A  or  1  jl  Y       N.  Amer.  1813.  D  co  Bot.  mag.  3546 
(E.  ambigua  Spr.,  Dec. ;  (E.  canadensis  Gold,  in  Edin.  Phil.  Joum. 

17233  5448  missouriensis  B.  M.  Missouri  ^  A  or  1  jn.au  Y       N.  Amer.  1818.  R  8.1  Bot.  mag.  1592 
17197  f^J7_         mk.  /m  17200x5'  17206  m  jff,  .17209 

17195  17199 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

875.  TropcB'olum  17199  tuberdsum.  This  specie*  may  be  considered  about  as  hardy  as  the  potato,  and,  like  it, 
produces  eatable  and  agreeably  flavoured  tubeu  Mr.  Lambert  was  the  first,  we  helieve,  who  grew  these  tubers  in England,  and  presented  them  at  table.  When  boiled,  the  tubers  are  of  a  soft  pulpy  substance,  and,  Mr.  Cameron  says, 
in  flavour  resemble  sea-kale,  mixed  with  the  hot  taste  of  garden  cress.  The  council  of  the  Caledon.  Hort.  Soc.  considers the  tubers  to  be  of  a  very  delicate  flavour,  resembling  the  richest  asparagus.   Mr.  Young  of  Epsom  found  the 
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[quite  entire 17195  Leaflets  5-10  obi.  or  obovatc  little-toothed  ouneated  at  base,  Petals  unguicul.  rather  longer  than  cal  obtuse 17196  Leaflets  7  obovate  lanceolate,  Segments  of  calyx  blunt 
17197  Tuberous,  Stem  slender  climbing  branched,  Lvs.  peltately  divided,  Segms.  6-7  obov.  ent.  cuspid.  Petioles  ckrhose 
17198  Lvs.  peltate,  Segms.  6-7  oblong-obov.  ent.  sess.  Petals  cuneif.  Cal.  segms.  obtuse,  Spur  very  short  and  very  blunt 
17199  Lvs.  peltate  nerved  5-lobed  transversely  truncate  at  base  smooth,  Petals  almost  length  of  calyx 

17200  Leaflets  5  ovate  or  ov.-lanceol.  ent.  stalked,  Petals  2  sessile  acute  quite  ent.  shorter  than  calyx 

17201  Lvs.  linear,  Peduncles  axillary  1-flwd.  Stamens  much  exserted,  Ectasis  [Crests  of  anths.  plumose 
17202  Lvs.  5 in  whorl  refiexed  woolly,  Flws.  termin.  Bract,  remote  from  cal.  Tube  of  cor.  cyllnd.. inflated  ribbed, 
17203  Lvs.  3-4  in  whorl  linear  glabr.  flws.  termin.  racemose,  Cal.  bracteate,  Cor.  with  inflated  tube  and  short  limb 
17204  Lvs.  linear  5  in  a  whorl  pubescent,  Branchlets  pilose,  Corolla  cylindrical  glabrous  constricted  at  apex,  Syringodea 
17205  Glabr.  Lvs.  4  in  whorl  linear  spread.  Flws.  termin.  pedicellate,  Cor.  ventricosely  tubular,  Border  blunt,  Bract. 

remote  from  cal.  [Stam.  and  pist.  enclosed  aristate 
17206  Lvs.  glabrous,  Flws.  termin.  Bract,  remote  from  and  close  to  cat  Cal.  large  inflated,  Tube  of  cor.  obi.  inflated, 
17207  Lvs.  acerose,  Corolla  cylindrical,  Limb  short  spreading  [white  limb 
17208  Glabrous,  Lvs.  lin.  4  in  whorl,  Flws.  termin.  crowded,  Cor.  with  elongate  ventricose  tube  dark  neck  and 
17209  Lvs.  4  in  whorl  lin.  glabr.  Flws.  termin.  Bract,  remote  from  cal.  Cor.  ov.-globose  with  large  open  segments 
17210  Lvs.  4  in  whorl  linear  glabrous,  Flws.  axillary  racemose,  Stam.  and  pist.  enclosed 
17211  Branchl.  villose,  Lvs.  in  threes  very  narrow,  Cor.  campanulate,  Style  exserted,  Stigma  simple 

17912  Lvs.  4  in  whorl  as  well  as  bran,  scabr.  Flws.  termin.  erectish,  Cor.  ovate,  Bract,  remote  from  cal.  Ahth.  crested 
17213  Hairy,  Lvs.  acicular  ciliated  with  long  hairs,  Flws.  in  racemose  terminal  fascicles,  Cor.  campanulate 
17214  Lvs.  6  in  whorl  lin.  flexuous  recurved,  Flws.  termin.  nearly  sess.  drooping  capit.  Bract,  sess.  Cor.  curved  ov.- obl.  Anth.  mutic 
17215  Lvs.  4  in  whorl  lin.  glabr.  Flws.  termin.  and  axill.  Bract,  distant  from  cal.  Cor.  tubular  drooping 
17216  Lvs.  6  in  whorl  crowded  lanceol.  each  termin.  by  a  hair,  Flws.  nrly.  termin.  drooping,  Ccr.  cyundric  contract. 

at  neck  [little  exserted 
17217  Glabrous,  Lvs.  lin.  5-6  in  whorl,  Flws.  axill.  and  termin.  drooping,  Pedic.  many-bracted,  Cor.  campanul.  Style 17218  Glabrous,  Lvs.  3  in  whorl,  Flws.  terminal,  Cor.  campanulate,  Style  exserted 
17219  Lvs.  linear  obtuse  Corymbs  4-flwd.  Cor.  tubularly  ventricose,  Limb  spreading,  Stamens  enclosed,  Callista 
17220  Lvs.  short  blunt,  Branchlets  3-4-flwd.  Cor.  ovate,  Stamens  enclosed,  .Erica  [urceol.  globose 17221  Lvs.  4  in  whorl  hispldly  ciliated  lin.  spread,  obt.  Flws.  termin.  racemose  pendul.  Bract,  remote  from  cal.  Cor. 
17222  Lvs.  obtuse,  Flws.  terminal,  Pedicels  about  3  together,  Cal.  reflexed,  Cor.  ovate  ventricose 
17223  Lvs.  short  obtuse,  Branchlets  3-4-flwd.  Cor.  tubular  inflated  towards  the  top  Stamens  enclosed,  Syringodea 17224  Lvs.  4  ?  in  a  whorl  lin.  obt.  Flws.  lateral  verticillate,  Cor.  with  ventricose  tube  and  spreading  limb 
17225  Lvs.  linear  Sin  a  whorl,  Flws.  early,  Cor.  tubular  ventricose  constricted  at  the  mouth,  Anthers  enclosed 

[axill.  3-flwd.  longer  than  pet. 
17226  Shrubby  erect  4-gonalIy  winged  as  are  bran.  Lvs.  ov.  acute  serrul.  glabr.  on  both  surfs,  shining  above,  Pedun. 17227  Suffrutic  pilose,  Lvs.  petiol.  ov.  serrul.  5-nrvd.  discoloured  beneath,  Flws.  termin.  solit.  Lobes  of  cal.  4  serrated 

at  apex 
17228  Lvs.  oblong-lanceol.  acute  nrly.  ent.  rath,  pilose  thickish,  Stem  tall  simple  angul.  Caps,  oblong  tetragonal 
17229  Stem  branched  pubese.  Lvs.  obi.  linear  serrulated  mucronate  pubesc.  beneath,  Flws.  sessile.  Calyx  angular, Petals  entire  [somet.  obL  somet.  ov.  rath.  cord,  aft  obt. 
17230  Lvs.  glauc.  pubesc.  of  several  shapes,  lower  spatulate  on  long  pet.  distant :  upper  clqse  togeth.  somewb.  sess. 17231  Lvs.  obi.  elhpt.  somewh.  obtuse  slightly  sinuately  toothed  atten.  at  base,  Stem  bran,  succulent  soft  with  down 

as  is  fol.  [of  stigma  blunt  spread. 
17232  Stems  ascend,  bran,  pubesc.  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  dentic.  glabr.  atten.  at  base,  Petals  wrinkled  or  plaited,  Segms. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars.  , 

Jf^  xivhea2Mi)ed'  8uperior  ta  fiavour  t0  any  Potato,  though  disposed  to  be  watery  and  not  boiling  firm.  (Gard. 
2894.   btt/mocdrpus.  For  culture,  &c,  see  Tropaxolum. 2595.  Artkrostimma.   Propagation,  &c,  the  same  as  recommended  for  MelSstoma. 
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17234   5457a  (araxaclfblia  Hort.    Dandelion-lvd  i  A  or   j  m7.au  W      Peru        1825.  S  co      Sw.  fl.  gar.  294 
17235  5467a denslflbra  Lindl. 
17236  5468a  pallida  hind  I. 

close-floweredl  O 
pale-flowered  '  £  A 

3  aut 

l£jn.s 
W.R 

N.Califor.  1831. America  1826. S  s.l 

1)  p.l 
Bot.  reg.  1593 
Bot.  reg.  1142 

2596.  *901a.  GODKxT7i4  Spach.  (Unexplained,  but,  doubtless,  a  Latinised  proper  name.)  Onagraccce.  Sp.ll— 3. +5450  purpurea  Cur.        purple-jJotoerat     O  or  1  my.au  P       N.  Amer.  1794.  S  co     Bot.  mag.  352 
ffinothera  purpurea,  No.  5450.  in  p.  318.;  Godetta  Willdenowi'dna  Spach. 

17237  -      -  Romanzovit  Led.    Romanzow's         O  or   1  jn.au  P       N.  Amer.  1817.  S  co     Bot.  reg.  562 17238  •     -  decumbens  Dou.     decumbent  O  pr   1  jn.n     P       Californ.  1827.  S  co     Bot.  mag.  2889 
17239  -     -  rbseo-alba  .BeroA.    red  &  white  O 
17240  -      -  quadrivulnera  Dou.  4-spotted-petaled  O 
17241  -      .  Lindleydna  Dou.     Lindley's  O +5463  tenella  Fl.per.       delicate  O 

ffinothSra  tenella,  No.  5463.  in  p.  318. 
17242  -        vimlnea  Dou.        twiggy  O 
17243  -      •  rubicunda  Lindl.     ruddy  O 
17244  -      -  lepida  Lindl.  pretty  O 
17245  -      -  vlnusa  Lindl.         v/ine-cld-Jliod  O 

or   1  my.au  R.w  Nepal      1827.  S  co  Loud.fl.g.pl.8.f.8 
or  1*  s        Pk  N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1119 
or   1£  jn.n     P  N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2832 
pr  }  ap.au  P  Chile       1822.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2424 

3  jn.s  P       Californ.  1826.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  2873 
2  jl.au  P.Fla  Californ.  1834?  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1856 
ljau.8  Pk      Californ.  1835.  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1859 
2  jl.au  Bh     Californ.  1835.  S  co  Bot.  reg.  1880 

17247 

17248  - 

pretty white-flowered 
elegant 

2597.  *902o.  CLA'RKZJ  Ph. 
17246  -      -  pulchelia  Ph. 

(3  fl.  albo  Stat. glegans  Dou. Phae6stoma  Douglas?*  Spach. 
/S  rbsea  Hort.  rose-cld-flwd 
y  fl.  pldno  Hort.  double-flwd •  rhomboidea  Dou.  rhomboid 
gauroldes  Dou.  ms.  Sw.  fl.  g.  379 

2598.  *9026.  EUCHARI'DIUM  F.  Sf  M.  (Eucharis, 17249  -      -  concinnum  F.  iy  M.  neat  O 
904.  FU'CHSJJ. 

17250  5490c  maerostemon  Fl.per.  long-stamened  *  | 
a  discolor  Lindl.    two-coloured  »  I 
/3  c6nica  D.  Don    conic  *  | F.  conica  Lindl. 
y  globus  a  D.  Don  globose-JJtod 

F.  globdsa  Hort. 
subv.  elegans  Pax.  elegant-jluro'  *  1  | S  gracilis  D.  Don     slender  m  _J 
F.  gracilis  Lindl.,  F.  decussata  Graft. 

i  recurvata  Hook,    recurved-sep.  41  | 
17251  549(Wmicrophylla  Kth.     small-leaved  «i  | 

{Cape.  Clark,  accomp.  Capt.  Lewis  to  Rocky  Mountains.) 
~  pr  li  jn.o  P  N.  Amer.  1826. pr  14  jn.o  W  N.  Amer.  1826. 

pr  2  jl.s      Ro.P   Californ.  1832. 

OnagracetB.   Sp.  3. S  co     Bot.  reg.  1100 
S  co  L<md.fl.g.pl.9.f.2 S  co     Bot.  reg.  1575 

Pa.R  gardens    Roco  Loud.fl.g.pl.9.f.4 
Pa.R  gardens    S  co 

Bot.  reg.  1981 
pr  2  jl.s pr  2  jl.s  e<..u^us 
pr  1  au       P       Californ.  1834.  S  co 

agreeable ;  appearance  of  the  plant.)   Onagrhcete.  Sp.  1. 
pr  1  ap.s 

jLo 

au 

jn.o 

'P 

S.p R.Y 
S.p 

N.  Amer.  1836.  S  p.l 

3p.  14—18 Chile       1823.  C  p.l 
P.Famine  1830?  C  p.l Chile       1825.  C  p.l 

Bot.  reg.  1962 
Bot.  cab.  1062 
Bot.  reg.  1805 Bot.  reg.  1062 

i_J  or  5  jn.s     C.p     Eng.  hyb.  1830?  C  p.l     Bot.  reg. 

spl  6  jn or  8  my.o 

spl  7  ... 
pr  6  jn.s 17252  5490e  baccilUris  Lindl. 

17253  5492a  parviflora  B.  B. 
rod-branched 
small-flowered 1   I  or  5  su 

:  1  I  or  4  my.o 

S 
S.P 
R.p 
S.P 
Ro 
R 

Eng.hyb.?1836?  C  pi Chile       1823.  C  p.l 

17254 
17255 
17256 17257 

17258 

Thyme-leaved  m  \  |  or  6  my.o 
arborescent      f_  i_J  or  16  o 
cylindrical-./iu><f  tt.  |  |  el  2  au glowing  41 1  I  spl  4  my.o 

Ir.  hyb. 
Mexico 

Mexico Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico Mexico 
Mexico 

1835.  C  p.l 1828.  C  p.l 
1829.  C  p.l 1824.  C  p.l 

1827.  C  p.l 
1824.  C  p.l 1837.  C  p.l 
1837.  C  pj 

Pax.  mag.  75 
Bot.  reg.  847 
Bot.  mag.  3521 Sw.  fl.  g.  2.  s.  16 
Bot.  reg.  1480 
Bot.  reg.  1048 
Bot.  reg.  1284 Bot.  reg.  943 
Bot.  reg.  n.s.  66 
Bot.  reg.  n.s.  1 

54924  /hymifolia  Kth.       Thyme-leaved  >i  |  or  6  my.o  R 5492c  arborescens  Moc.    arborescent  J  1  |  or  16  o  Pk 
•  cylindr&cea  Lindl. •  fulgens  Dec. 

916.  COMBRE'TUM.  Sp.  5— 13. 
5563a  grandiflbrum  G.  Don  large-flowered  «  1  |  or  5'  f.jl  S       S.  Leone  1824.  C  r.m 17259  55636  paniculdtum  G.  Don  paniculate  fl_  I    I  or  50  ja.jn  S       Guinea     1824.  C  r.m 

17260  5563c  elegans  Kth.  elegant  J_  □  or  15  ap.jl  S       Brazil      1820.  C  r.m 

TETRAGYNIA. 

2599.  *932a.  FRANCO'/!  Cav.  (Af.  Franco,  of  Valentin,  a  promoter  of  botany  in  the  16th  cent.)  Galadnete.  Sp.3. 
17261  -  appendieulata  Cav.   appendlcled      -p   Al  or   3  my.jn  Ro.C  Chile        1831.  S    p.l  Bot.  reg.  1834 17262  -     -  sonchifblia  Feu.       Sowthistle-lvd  £  A  or  2J  jl.au    Ro.P  Chile       1830.  S    r.l  Bot.  cab.  1864 
17263  -     -  rambsa  D.  Don       branch. -inflor.  £  .Al  or  2J  jl.au    W     Chile       1831.  S  p.l  Sw.fl.gar .2.8.223 

17247  _  J?)  a£&K\£a  17242 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2596.  Gode&z.  A  genus  of  highly  ornamental  plants,  separated  by  Spach  from  the  genus  ffinothera.  It  contains 

all  the  species  with  purple  flowers,  which  Dr.  Lindley  informs  us  will  not  mix  with  the  yellow-flowered  kinds,  so  as  to 
form  hybrids ;  neither  do  they  close  their  petals  in  the  sunshine,  and  thus  forfeit  all  title  to  the  name  of  Evening Primrose.   Culture,  &c,  same  as  recommended  for  ffinothdra.  ^.„^v,>»„ 

2597.  Clarkta.   A  genus  of  very  ornamental  annuals,  requiring  the  same  treatment  as  that  of  the  annual  asnothera. 
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17234  Procumb.  Lvs.  pubes.  altera.  Interruptedly  plnnatlf.  slnuately  toothed  ent.  at  apex,  Tube  of  cor.  very  long, 
Petals  large  obov.  ent.  5-nrvd. 

17235  Tomentoso,.Lvs.  linear  lanceol.  toothed,  Ovarium  cylindrical,  Petals  2-lobed,  Stamens  4  fertile  4  sterile 
17236  Glabrous,  Stems  decum.  Lvs.  linear  lanceol.  toothed,  Capsules  linear  twisted,  Boot  creeping 

f6450  Lvs.  lanceol.  atten.  at  both  ends  bluntish,  Tube  of  cal.  short,  Caps,  ovate  triquetrous  sess.  angul.  pilose 
17237  Lvs.  lanceol.-obl.  mucron.  tapering  into  petioles,  Caps,  obi  .-cylindric.  somewh.  .tetragonal  pilose 
17238  Lvs.  glauc.  quite  ent.  pubesc.  lower  ones  broadly  ov. :  upper  ov.-lanceol.   Caps,  bluntly  4-gonal  tapering  from base  villous 
17239  Lvs.  lanceol.  bluntish  slightly  toothed  glauc.  Stem  round,  Caps,  cylindrically  tetragonal  [villous 
17240  Lvs.  linear-lanceol.  somewh.  denticul  puberulous,  Stem  bran,  weak  puberulous,  Caps.  4-gonal  atten.  at  apex 
17241  Lvs.  linear-lanceol.  quite  entire  glabr.  Stem  ascending  diffuse  bran.  Caps,  round  elongat.  acute  larger  th.  lvs. 
f5463  Lvs.  linear  spatulate,  Stem  bran,  erect,  Caps,  furrowed  cylindric.  curved  downy  longer  than  bracteas 
17242  Lvs.  lanceol.  glauc.  ent.  Caps,  cylindric.  atten.  furrowed  pubescent,  Bran,  long  slender  rod-like 
17243  Lvs.  linear-lanceol.  slightly  toothed,  Anthers  fiery  red  yellow  at  apex,  Caps,  linear  sess.  truncated 
17244  Lvs.  ovate-lanceol.  ent.  Caps.  sess.  ovate-oblong  hairy 
17245  Lvs.  linear-oblong  subdentated  glabrous,  Anthers  crimson  yellowish  at  summit 

17246  Leaves  linear,  Petals  deeply  3  -lobed 
17247  Leaves  ovate  dentated  &  entire,  Petals  rhomboid  undivided 

/3  Has  the  flowers  of  a  pale  brick-red  rather  than  rose  colour 
y  Has  the  flowers  semidouble 

17248  Leaves  lanceolate,  Petals  rhomboid  entire 

17249  Pubescent,  Lvs.  petiolate  ovate  entire,  Flws.  axillary  solitary 
[spreading  petals,  Stigma  4-lobed 17250  Bran,  glabr.  Lvs.  3  in  whorl  ov.  acute  denticul.  on  short  petioles,  Lobes  of  cal.  oblong  acute  exceeding  obov. 

(3  Lvs.  3-4  in  whorl,  Flws.  pendul.  solit.  Petals  equal  to  oaL  Tube  of  cor.  conical,  Stigma  ovate 
y  Lvs.  in  threes  ovate  toothed  smooth  as  are  bran.  Calyx  glob,  half  length  of  pendul.  smooth  filif.  red  pedun. 

i  Lvs.  oppos.  glabr.  on  long  petioles  remotely  denticul.  Pedic.  axill.  nodding  puberal,  length  of  cal.  Cal.  lobes 
obi.  acute  exceeding  pets.  Stigm.  ent. • 

17251  Lvs.  oppos.  small  ellipt.-obl.  acutish  dent,  glabr.  little  ciliat.  Pedic.  axill.  shorter  th.  flws.  Cal.  funnel-sh.  lbs. 
ov.  acumin.  Stigm.  4-lbd. 

17252  Bran,  erect  slender  rod-like,  Lvs.  pale  green  thin,  Cal.  segms.  very  narrow  &  subulate 
17253  Bran,  smoothish,  Lvs.  scatter.  &  oppos.  petiol.  ov.-cord.  or  oval  quite  ent.  glauc.  &  glabr.  Pedic.  sub-aggreg. 

Cal.  lbs.  reflexed,  Stig.  thick  4-lbd.  [short,  th.  flws.  Stig.  undiv. 17254  Bran,  puberal.  Lvs.  about  oppos.  small  ov.  or  roundish  ov.  obt  almost  ent.  hairy  above  glabr.  ben.  Pedic.  axil. 
17255  Glabr.  Lvs.  3  in  a  whorl  ov.-obl.  acumin.  at  both  ends  petiol.  quite  ent.  Panic,  trichotom.  nrly.  naked,  Cal.  lbs. 
17256  Dioecious,  Lvs.  obovate,  Calyx  cylindrical,  Petals  roundish  apiculated,  Anthers  enclosed    [ov.  acute  reflexed 
17257  Lvs.  oppos.  petiol.  ov.-cord.  acute  denticul. glabr.  Pedic.  axill.  short,  th.  flws. :  upper  ones  racemose,  Cal.  lbs. ov.-lanceol.  acute  exceeds  petals 
17258  Lvs.  oblong,  Spikes  short  axillary  &  terminal,  Cal.  pubescent,  Petals  obovate  obtuse,  Stamens  long 
17259  Lvs.  obi.  obtuse,  Panic,  terminal  branched  hairy,  Cal.  pubescent,  Bract,  very  short,  Flws.  pedicellate 
17260  Lvs.  ellipt.  acute  acumin.  puberul.  above :  clothed  with  yellowish  tomentum  ben.  Spks.  simple,  Pedun.  short, 

Petals  lanceol.  acute  hairy 
TETRAGYNIA. 

17261  Stemless,  Lvs.  petiolate,  Bacemes  loose  secund,  Calycine  segments  lanceolate  acute 
17262  Caulescent,  Lvs.  sess.  Bac.  loose  nodding,  Cal.  segms.  dilated,  Petals  with  involute  margins 
17263  Caulescent,  Lvs.  petiolate,  Bac.  spirate  erect,  Cal.  segms.  lanceol.  obtuse  nerveless 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2588.  Eucharhtium.  A  pretty  and  very  neat  little  plant,  seeds  of  which  may  be  sown  at  any  period  of  the  spring 

or  summer,  as  they  will  generally  flower  in  about  six  weeks  after  sowing. 
2599.  Francos..  A  genus  of  ornamental  perennials,  which  are,  however,  found  to  be  most  useful  if  treated  as  half* 

hardy  annuals,  because,  as  perennials,  they  are  too  tender  to  endure  the  winter  in  the  open  air  without  protection, 
Besides  this,  they  can  only  be  propagated  by  seeds. 
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Page  332.    Class  IX.  —  ENNEANDRIA.    9  Stamens. 
Order  1.    MONOGYNIA.  9  Stamen*.   1  Style. 

2600.  TetrarUhira.  Involucrum  of  umbel  4-5-lvd.,  deciduous.  Limb  of  perianth  4-6-parted.  Stamens  6-15 Anthers  4-celled.   Stigma  dilated,  sub-lobate  very  naked. 

MONOGYNIA. 

2600.  *934a.  TETRANTHE^RA  Jme.    Tetbanthbra.    (Tetra,  four,  aner,  an  anther.)  Laurirue.    Sp.  1— 8 17264  -     -  feurifMia  Joe.         Laurel-leaved  *  □  or  6  my.jn  G       China       1822.  C   p.l   Bot.  reg.  893 Libia  chi  lien  sis  Lam. 
937.  ERIO'GONUM.  Sp.3-5. 

17265-      -  compSsitum  Dow.    compound       i  A  Pr   1|  my.jn  Ysh.WNew  Alb.    ...  C  m.s  Bot.  reg.  1774 

Page  338.    Class  X.  —  DECANDRIA.    10  Stamens. 
Order  1.  MONOGYNIA.   10  Stamens.   1  Style. 

2601.  Castanosp&rmum.  Calyx  somewhat  bilabiate,  with  short  tube ;  upper  lip  bifid,  lower  one  3-fid.  Petals  6 
papilionaceous,  with  wings  and  keel  nearly  equal  in  length.  Legume  stipitate,  large,  oblong-cylindrical,  2-valved 
usually  4-seeded.   Valves  coriaceous,  spongy  inside. 

2602.  ReichdrdisL.  Sepals  5,  joined  into  campanulate  crenulated  calyx.  Petals  6-10,  somewhat  papilionaceous 
Stain,  declinate,  distinct,  cohering  together  beneath  middle  by  beard.  Style  filiform.  Stigma  dilated.  Legume samaroid,  ending  in  oblong  wing. 

2603.  Erioslhnon.  Calyx  5-parted.  Petals  5,  marcescent.  Stamens  unequal,  free,  fringed,  tapering  into  a  thread which  bears  the  anthers.  Fruit  of  5,  rarely  1-2,  carpels.  -  «^ 
2804.  Phcb&lium.  Calyx  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Stamens  unequal,  smooth.  Style  and  stigma  5-fnrrowed.  Fruit  of 5  capsular,  2-valved,  1 -seeded  carpels,  girded  by  calyx. 
2605.  Pirns.  Calyx  5-parted.  Corolla  tubular  or  ovate,  with  a  contracted,  5-toothed,  revolute  mouth /^-Filaments 

dilated,  furnished  with  two  bristles  at  the  tip.  Anthers  with  short  incumbent  cells  that  open  lengthwiseTNStyle 5-cornered.   Stigma  truncate.   Leaves  coriaceous.   Flowers  drooping,  terminal,  racemose. 
2606.  Pernitty*.  Corolla  globose,  with  a  revolute  limb.  Anthers  with  the  2-cells  2-lobed  at  the  tip ;  the  lobes 

bifid.    Hypogynous  scales  10,  3-lobed,  surrounding  the  ovary.   Berry  with  5  cells,  the  dehiscence  loculicidal. 
2607.  Limndnthes.   Calyx  5-parted.   Petals  5.   Stamens  10.   Nuculae  5. 
2608.  Chtelogastra.  Calyx  turbinate,  pilose  or  scaly,  5-lobed.  Petals  5.  Filam.  10,  glabrous.  Anthers  oblong, 

having  connectives  drawn  out  into  simple  or  bifid  spur,  and  sometimes  only  into  2  blunt  tubercles.  Ovarium  bristly 
at  apex.   Capsules  5-celled. 

2609.  Ceratopitalum.  Limb  of  calyx  5-parted,  permanent.  Petals  5,  linearly  multifid,  permanent  or  wanting. Anthers  beaked.    Capsule  1 -seeded  from  abortion,  dehiscing  at  apex.  Leaves  simple  or  ternate. 
2610.  Darwinm.  Tube  of  calyx  drawn  out  into  membranous  deciduous  limb,  throat  dilated.  Lobes  roundish, 

cordate.   Stamens  free.  Ovarium  1-celled,  1-ovulate. 

MONOGYNIA. 
940.  EDWA'RD&L*.  Sp.  4—6. 17266  5670a chilensis  Mien        Chilian  Ii  |  or  ...  ap.my  Y  Chile 
949.  CHORO'ZEMA.  Sp.  7— 9. 17267  5703a  triangulate  Lindl.    three-angled  a.  |  |  or    f  ap  S       N.  Holl. 

17268  5704a ovatum  Lindl.         ovate-fcawetf  it.  |  |  el  1  my  S        N.  Holl. 
17269  57046  Henchmannit  R.Br.  Henchmann's  *|  |  spl  2  ap.jn  S       N.  Holl. 17270  -  cordatum  Lindl.      cordate-feared  «-  \  |  pr  2  ap  R       N.  S.  W. 

950.  PODOLO'BIUM.  Sp.  3— 5. 17271  5705a  staurophyllum  Dec.  cross-leaved  H<  |pr  2  mr  Y       N.  Holl. 
17272  57056  scandens  Dec.        climbing  |_  i_J  or  3  ap.jn  Y       N.  Holl. 

j9  humifusum  Dec.   trailing  !U  i  |  or  1  ap.jn  Y      N.  Holl. 
Davear/'a  humifusa  Sm. 

1822.  L    1      Bot.  reg.  1628 

1830.  C 1830.  C 
1824.  C 

1822. 1824. 1823. 

s.p  Bot.  reg.  1513 
s.p  Bot.  reg.  1528 
s.p  Bot.  reg.  986 
s.p  Bot.  reg.  n.  s.  10 

pi  Bot.  reg.  959 

s.p s.p 
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Class  IX.  —  ENNEANDRIA. 

MONOGYNIA. 

17264  Lvs.obovate  obi.  glabrous  above :  pilose  beneath  as  well  as  petioles  &  branches,  Involucre  4-1  vd.  tomentose 

[Peduncle  scapiforra,  Involucre  many-flwd. 
17265  Lvs.  approximate  at  the  base  of  the  stem  ovate  rounded  or  cordate  at  the  base  clthd.  with  white  wool  beneath. 

Order  2.  DIGYNIA.   10  Stamens.  2  Styles. 
2611.  Pachynema.  Stamens  7  or  10,  free.  Filaments  broad  and  thick  at  base.  Ovaries  2.  Styles  awl-shaped. 

Sepals  and  petals  5,  but  the  petals  soon  fall  off. 
2612.  Add miii.  Limb  of  calyx  with  5  short  teeth.  Petals  5.  Styles  ending  in  rather  club-sh.  2-lobed  stigmas. 

Berry  crowned  by  teeth  of  calyx,  somewat  5-celled,  many-seeded. 2613.  Tillima.  Free  part  or  calyx  inflated,  5-toothed,  the  adhering  part  conical.  Petals  5,  jagged.  Styles  2-3, distinct.   Capsule  l-celled,  2-valved  at  apex. 
Order  3.   TRIGYNIA.  10  Stamens.  3  Styles. 

2614.  Sti«maphfillnm.  Calyx  5-parted,  4  of  the  segments  biglandular  at  the  base.  Petals  unequal.  Stamens 
unequal.    Styles  floriaceous  at  apex.    Samar.  usually  3,  one-seeded,  winged  at  end. 

2615.  Thrydllis.  Petals  roundish,  unguiculate.  Stamens  awl-shaped.  Caps,  triquetrous,  separable  into  3  parts ; cells  opening  by  outer  angles. 
2616.  GalphimifL.  Calyx  glandless.  Petals  unguiculate.  Stamens  nearly  free.  Drupe  containing  3  l-seeded  nuts, 

which  open  on  the  back. 
2617.  DeiitoAa.  Calyx  5-cleft.  Petals  5.  Filaments  flattened,  tridentate  at  apex,  middle  tooth  bearing  the  anther. 

Capsule  3-4-celled. Order  5.  PENTAGYNIA.  10  Stamens.  5  Styles. 
2618.  Echeviria..  Cal.  5-parted.  Sepals  erect,  referable  to  leaves,  united  at  very  base,  erect,  thick,  stiilish.  thickest 

at  middle  nerve,  and  nearly  3-gonal  at  base,  acute.  Stamens  shorter  than  petals,  adnate  to  them  at  base.  Carpels  5, ending  each  in  subulate  style. 
2619.  BalMsia.  Calyx  5-leaved,  involucrated  by  10  lineal  bracteas.  Petals  spreading,  obtuse.  Stigma  5-lobed,  sessile. 

Capsule  5-lobed,  many-seeded.    Seeds  compressed. 
2620.  Viscdria.   Calyx  cylindrical,  6-toothed,  naked.  Petals  5,  unguiculate,  scales  in  the  throat.  Capsule  5-celled. 

MONOGYNIA. 

17266  Lvs.  13-19  elliptic  obi.  obtuse  silky  beneath,  Upper  petal  length  or  the  lateral  ones,  Legume  2-jointed  wingless 
17267  Lvs.  subhastate  pinnatifidly  spinous,  Pedicels  with  bracteas  at  base 
17268  Stems  weak  ascending,  Lvs.  ovate  acute,  Peduncles  long  terminal  naked  3-flwd 
17269  Plant  hoary,  Lvs.  acicular,  Flowers  axillary 
17270  Lvs.  sessile  cordate  ebtuse  spiny-toothed,  Flowers  racemose  drooping,  Calyx  pubescent 

17271  Leaves  opposite  trifid,  Lobes  about  equal  entire  spiny  at  apex,  Ovary  smooth 
17272  Leaves  opposite  oblong-elliptic  quite  entire  mucronate,  Ovary  villous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
949.  Chorteemo.  All  the  species  are  small  shrubs,  profusely  covered  with  beautiful  flowers  ;  one  of  the  handsomest is  C.  Henchmanmi,  Which  grows  freely  in  sandy  peat. 
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17273 

17274  - 17275  . 17276 

17277 
17278 

2601. 
17279  - 

17280  - 17281 
2602. 

17282  - 
2603. 

17283  - 
17284  - 

2604. 
17285  - 

clustered-^liod  *  t  |  or  2  jl.g  V 

s  i_J  or 
■■\  lor 

a- 1  |  or 
ap.jn 

ap ap 

my.jl 
myjl 

p.  2—4. 
S.W.Aus.  1830. 

Sp.  16—47. Y       N.  HoU.  1824. 
O       V.  D.  L.  1832. O.Y     V.  D.  L.  1831. 

Sp.  4—6. P       N.  Holl. P.o     N.  Holl. 

C  s.p  Bot.  reg.  1600 

1824. 
1825. 

s.l.pBot.  reg.  1584 
s  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3443 
s.p.l  Bot.  mag.  3254 

s.l.p 

s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  2771 

955.  BURTO'ltM, 5720a  conferta  Dec. 
965.  PULTEN^\<. 

-  rosmarinif  dlia  Lindl.  Rosemary-lvd. -  cordata  Grah.  cordate-leaved subumbellata  Hook,  subumbellate 
967.  MIRBEVL74. specidsa  Sieb.  showy 
-  grandifldra  B.  M.  large-flowered 

*972o.  CASTANOSPE'RMUM  Cun. australe  Cun.  southern 
977.  POINCLT.YJ. 
-  regia  Boj.  royal 
-  GUlidstV  Hook.  Gillies's 

•978a.  REICHA'RD/^  Roth.     (J.  J.  Reichard,  a  celeb.  French  botanist.)      Leg.  Cees.  Cass -  hexapiStala  Roth       six-petaled       «  □  or  10    ...       Y       E.  Indies  1824.  S  pj 
'  *999a-  5^I9.STTMON  ™,     {Eri°»t  wool>  s'emon,  stamen ;  fringed  filaments.)    Rutdcece.  Sp.2. ■     .  ralicifbhus  Sm.        Willow-leaved  *  ,_|  or  3  ap.jl     Pk     N.  Holl.  1824.  C   s.p.l  Lin.  tr.  1 126 -     -  cuspidatus  Cun.      cuspidate         *  i_J  or  3  ap.jl     Pk      N.  Holl.  1824.  C   s.p  1  Bot.  cab.  1247 
.  *mb.  PHEBA'LIUM  Ven.     Phebalium.     (Phibalee,  a  myrtle  j  appearance.)     Rutdcece.    Sp.  1-6. squamuldsum  Ven.  squamulose  *  t_J  or  21  ap.jl  Y  N.  Holl.  1824.  C  s.l.p  Ven.  mall02 
tl014.  .RHODODE'NDRON  L.      (Rhodon,  a  rose,  dendron,  a  tree.)     Eric&cece  Rhodbrece.     Sp.  32. 

(Castanca,  chestnut,  spcrma,  seed. )      Legumindste.      Sp.  1. 
Il_Jfr40    ...      Saf.     N.  Holl.  1828.  X  1     Bot.  mis.  51, 52 

Sp.  4—5. Madagas.  1828.  C  r.m  Bot.  mag.  2884 
S.  Amer.  1829.  C  r..m  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.31 1 

Sp.  1. 

f  □  spl  40  . ai_JspU0  jl 

I.  PONTICBM. 

5923  pdnticum  L. 
0  obtusum 
y  my r ti t'ulium 6  Smithti 
1  L6wt> 
Z  azaleoldes 

■  Limb  of  calyx  short,  5-lobed.    Corolla  campanulate. 
Leaves  coriaceous,  evergreen.   (Don's  Mill.  Ui 

Pontic 
obtuse 
Myrtle-leaved 
Smith's 
Low's 
Azalea-like 

subv.  odoratum  Lo.C.  sweet-SCtd 

spl  12  my.jn  P  Gibraltar 
spl  4  my.jn  P  Armenia 
or  4?  my.jn  P  Gibraltar 
spl  12?  my.jn  P.spot  hybrid 
spl  6?  my.jnW.spot  hybrid 
spl  3  jn.au    Pk  hybrid Pk  hybrid 

1  album 
2  angustifdlium 
3  angustlssimum 4  arbutifblium 
5  bTomeMicjblium 

spl  3  jn.au 
Nursery  Varieties. 
6  bulldtum 
7  cassinefbliwn 
8  CEerulescons 
9  cont6rtum 10  crispum 

Stamens  10.  Ovarium  b-cellcd. 
p.  843.) 

L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  650 
L  s.p  Den.  br.  162 
L  s.p  Bot.  cab.  908 
L  s.p  Sw.fl.gar.  2.  s.50 

L  s.p 

L  s.p  Bot.  rep.  379 
L  s.p 

1763. 
1763. 
17G3. 

1820. 

5924  maximum  L.  largest  f 
/3  album  Hort.  has  pure  white  flowers 

5925  purpureum  G.  Don  purple-jZwd  J 
maximum  y  purpureum  Ph.  in  p.  358. 

5926  Purshti  G.  Don      Pursh's  f maximum  0  album  Ph.  in  p.  358. 
17282. 

spl  20  jn.au    Pk     N.  Amer. 
y  hybridum  Bot.  mag., 

spl  25  jn.au    P      N.  Amer. 
or  20  jn.au   W      N.  Amer.  1811    L  s.p 

1 1  fibre  pldno 
12  fdliis  argenteis 
13  fbliis  aureis 
14  fbliis  marginatis 
15  fronddsum 
1736.  L   s.p  Bot.  mag.  951 
3454.  has  fragrant  flowers 

L  s.p 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2601.  Castanospermum.  The  seeds  are  eaten  by  the  natives  about  Moreton  Bay  on  all  occasions,  and,  when 

roasted,  have  somewhat  the  flavour  of  Spanish  chestnuts ;  and  even  Europeans,  who  nave  subsisted  on  them  for  two 
or  three  days  together,  have  found  no  bad  effects  from  them  when  roasted.  For  culture  and  propagation,  see  Cera- tonia. 
977.  Poinding  17282  rigia  is  a  magnificent  tree,  no  less  remarkable  for  its  extreme  beauty  than  for  its  rarity, 

having  been  found  only  in  Madagascar,  near  Foul  Point,  where  it  is  known  by  the  name  of  Tanahou. 
17281  Gilliesii.  The  flowers  of  this  species  have  a  disagreeable  smell,  and  are  considered  by  the  common  people  of 

Chile  to  be  injurious  to  the  sight ;  hence  the  vernacular  name  mal  de  ozos.  The  shrub  will  not  grow  unless  in  irrigated 
places.   (Don's  Mill.  v.  2.  p.  433.) 
2602.  Re>chard'\A.  Culture  and  propagation  the  same  as  for  Poincidna. 2603.  Eriostimon.  A  genus  of  beautiful  shrubs  with  pink  flowers,  which  deserve  a  place  in  every  collection  of 

green-house  shrubs.   They  require  the  same  treatment  as  Phebalium. 
2604.  Phebalium.  An  equal  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  suits  this  genus  of  plants,  but  care  must  be  taken  not  to 

overwater  them,  or  crowd  them  amongst  other  plants.   Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass,  without  heat. 
1014.  'Rhododendron.  '•  Under  this  genus.  Professor  D.  Don  has  included  the  Azalea,  which,  however  technically correct,  appears  to  us  injudicious  in  a  practical  point  of  view ;  and  though  we  have  followed  his  arrangement  in  this article,  yet  we  have  indicated  two  sections,  containing  the  Indian  or  tender,  and  the  Asiatic  and  American,  or  hardy, 

azaleas,  which  those  who  cultivate  extensive  collections  of  these  shrubs  may,  if  they  choose,  consider  as  constituting 
the  genus  Azalea  as  heretofore.  Such  persons,  therefore,  may  view  the  genus  Azalea  as  remaining  exactly  as  it  is  in 
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17273  Leaves  simple  very  crowded  linear  subulate  with  revolute  margins  smooth  as  are  branches 

17274  Heads  m.my-flwd.  Bract,  shorter  th.  cal.  Lvs.  linear  mucron.  with  revolute  margins  pubescent  beneath 17275  Lvs.  cordate  ovate  acute  mucronate  glabrous,  Stipules  scarious,  Heads  terminal 
17276  Bran,  ciner.  pilose,  Lvs.  linear  obtuse  smooth  both  sides,  Heads  termin.  subumbell.  many-flwd.  Brae,  very short  setaceous  feathered 
17277  Leaves  linear  acutish  with  revolute  quite  entire  margins,  Spikes  interrupted  terminal  leafy 
17278  Pubescent,  Lvs.  alternate  ovate  lanceolate,  FIws.  axillary  twin 

17279  The  only  species 
[crenate  at  marg.  Involute  at  base 

17280  Unarmed,  Lvs.  abruptly  bipinnate  11-18  pairs  of  pinna;  which  are  4  in.  long  horizontally  patent,  Petals  orbicul. 
17281  Unarmed,  Lvs.  bipinnate,  Leaflets  oblong,  Petals  glandular  denticul.  ciliat  at  apex,  Legume  acinacif.  glandul. 1  -seeded  dry 
17282  Cor.  6-petaled,  Lvs.  abruptly  bipinnate  prickly  as  are  stems 

[Filam.  hispid 
17283  Lvs.  linear  lanceol  eat.  smth.  Bran,  triquetrous,  Flws.  axill.  almost  sess.  solit.  Cal.  &  pets,  hoary  on  outside, 
17284  Lvs.  obi. -lanceol.  acute  glauc.  ending  in  hooked  mucro,  Racemes  umbellate  4-5-flwd.  axillary  or  terminal 

17285  Lvs.  linear  lanceol  acute  scaly  beneath,  Flws.  terminal  umbellate,  Stamens  exserted 

5923  Lvs.  oblong-lanceol.  glabr.  both  surfs,  wide  lanceol.  streak  on  upper  side,  Segms.  of  cor.  ovate,  acute,  or  lane. 
$  Leaves  subcordate  coriaceous  obtuse 
r Leaves  small Leaves  lanceol.  clothed  with  white  tomentum  beneath,  Corymbs  many-flwd.  Ovarium  tomentose  10-celled 
■  Corolla  white  marked  by  a  few  dull  scarlet  spots 

16  grandiflorum 17  incarnStum 
18  intermedium 
19  kaXmiceJblium 
20  macrophyllum 

Nursery  Varieties. 
21  niv&ticum 
22  obtusum 
23  ovatum 

24  pygmae'um 

25  rdseum 
26  saliri folium 
27  spectabile 28  violdceum 

5924  Arborescent,  Lvs.  ellipt.-oblong  acute  convex  bluntlsh  at  base  whitish  or  rusty  beneath  glabr.  Cal.  segms.  oval 

[obtuse 6926  Arboreous,  Lvs.  large  obl.-elliptic  flattish  acute  bluntish  at  base  glabr.  both  surfs.  Segms.  of  cor.  oblong  & 
5926  Arborescent,  Lvs.  cuneate-lanceol.  flat  glabr.  gradually  tapering  to  base  paler  ben.  Segms.  of  cor.  roundish- oblong. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

our  Hortus  Sritannicus."  (Arb.  Brit.  vol.  ii.  p.  1130.)  "  Of  all  the  genera  in  existence,"  G.  Don  observes,  "  Rhn- 
dodendron"  (under  which  he  includes  the  Azalea)  "  comprises  the  most  handsome,  elegant,  and  showy  shrubs  for 
adorning  shrubberies  or  planting  singly  on  lawns."  Though  in  Britain  these  plants  are  solely  cultivated  as  orna- mental, yet,  in  their  native  countries,  they  are  not  without  their  other  uses.  '*  The  .flhoddreae,"  Mr.  Royle  observes abound  m  stimulant,  and  even  deleterious,  properties.  Thus  /Jhododendron  ponticum,  S.  maximum,  R.  ferrugi- 
neum,  and  R.  cbrysanthum,  are  poisonous  to  cattle  which  feed  on  them ;  and  yet,  in  moderate  doses,  are'used  in  me- dicine, for  the  cure  of  rheumatism,  &c.  Azalea  procfimbens  L.  and  .Ledum  palustre  are  accounted  diuretic  •  and  L 
latifdlium,  being  more  stimulant,  is  used  as  a  tea,  under  the  name  of  Labrador  tea,  but  determines  to  the  head.  Kal- 
mia  latifblia  is  accounted  poisonous,  and  honey  collected  by  bees  from  its  flowers  is  of  a  deleterious  nature  as' is  that of  Azalea  pontica,  which  was  so  injurious  to  the  soldiers  in  the  retreat  of  the  Ten  Thousand.  In  the  Himalayan  spe- 

cies, Jl.  arbOreum  is  more  remarkable  for  its  use  as  a  timber  tree  than  the  other  species.  The  flowers  are  eaten  by 
the  hill  people,  and  formed  into  a  jelly  by  European  visiters.  The  leaves  of  R.  campanulatum,  being  used  as  a  snuff  by 
the  natives  of  India,  are  imported  from  Cashmere,  under  the  names  of  hoolas-kasmeeree  (Cashmere  snuff)  and  burs-t- 
tibbut  (Thibet  leaf),  though  easily,  procurable  within  the  British  territories.  It  is  remarkable  that  De  Candolle  men- 

tions the  employment  in  the  United  States,  for  a  similar  purpose,  of  the  brown  dust  which  adheres  to  the  petioles  of 
kalmias  and  rhododendrons.  The  leaves  of  R.  lepiddtum  (a  species  not  yet  introduced  into  Europe)  are  highly  fra- 

grant, and  of  a  stimulant  nature."  {Royle  III.  219.)  Culture,  propagation,  and  other  particulars,  see  p.  144  and p.  358,  369. 

4  H 
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5927  catawbiense  Mr.      Catawba  it      or  4  jn.au   P       N.  Amer.  1809.  L  g.p  Bot  mag.  1671 
j3  Russell&nttm  has  flws.  of  a  bt  rosy  red,  approaching  to  crimson.  A  splendid  var.  but  somewhat  tender. 

6928  chrys&nthum  Pall,  yellow-flwd.      a.      or   j  jn.jl     Y       Siberia     1796.  L   s.p  Par.  Ion.  80. officinale  Sal. 
I  au       P       Caucasus  1808.  L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  1146 

y  pule  her  rim  um  Bot.  reg.  1820.  f.  2.  "most  beautiful." 4  jn.au   Pk     N.  Amer.  1786.  L  s.p  Bot.  reg.  36 
4  jn.au 

5929  caucasicum  Pall.     Caucasian        CL  o 
/3  st  ramhieum  Bot.  mag.  3422.,  straw-cld  flws. 

5930  punctatum  Andr.  Aotted-leaved 

17286 

(3  majus 5931  ferrugmeum  L. 
(3  album 5932  hirsutum  L. 
(i  variegatum 5932a  set  us  um  D.  Don 

larger 
maty -leaved white-Jlwd 
hairy-leaved variegated-lvd bristly a.  |  or 

or  1}  my.jl or  11  my.jl or  1$  my.jl 

or  1|  my.jl 

Pk 
S 
W 
S 
s 
p 

N.  Amer.  1786. 
Switzerl.  1752. 
Switzerl.  1762. Switzerl.  1656. 

  1800. 
Nepal  1825. 

s.p  Bot.  reg.  37 
s.p  Bot.  cab.  65 

s.p 

s.p  Bot.  mag.  1853 

s.p s.p 

II.  Lepi'pherum  D.  Don.   (Lepis,  a  scale,  phero,  to  bear;  Irs.  covered  with  small  scales.) — Limb  of calyx  dilated,  b-lobed.  Corolla  campanulate  or  rotate.  Stamens  10.  Ovarium  b-cel/cd.  Leaves membranous  j  sometimes  deciduous,  but  generally  persistent. 
17287   5932ft  1  a ppom cum  Uahl.    Lapland  a.   i  or     \  mr.my  R       Lapland  1810.  L  s.p 

5933  daurlcum  L.  Dahurian        Sk      or  2  mr.d    P       Siberia    1780.  L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  636 
(3  atrovirens           deep-green       it      or  2  mr.d    P       Siberia      ...     L  s.p 

III.  Cham.-eci'stcs  D.  Don.  (Chamai,  on  the  ground,  and  cistus,  the  rock  rose ;  plants  with  the  habit of  Helianthemum. )  — Limb  of  calyx  foliaceous,  6-clefl.  Corolla  rotate.  Stamens  10.  Ovarium b-cclled. 
5934  camtschaticum  Pall.  Kamtschatka   t~.      or  2  jl        P      Kamtsch.  1802.  L  s.l  A.  b.  fig.  940 
5935  Chamaecistus  L.      Ground  Cistus  *»      or    $  my  jn  Pa.P  Austria     1786.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  488 

IV.  Pentanthe'ka  D.  Don.   (Pente,  five,  anthera,  an  anther ;  flowers  pentandrous.)  —  Limb  of  calyx short,  b-lobcd.   Corolla  funnel-shaped.   Stamens  5. 
5936  flSvum  G.  Don        yellow -flowered  it      or  6  my  .jn  T 

Ovarium  b-cclled. 1793 
Azalea  pontica  L. 

2  album  Lo.  C. 
3  aurantium  Lo.  C. 

5936a  nudifl&rum  Torr. 

Turkey Leaves  deciduous. 
L  s.p  Bot.  mag.  433 

4  crocatum  Lo.  C. 
5  cupreum  Lo.  C. 

naked-flowered  3k 
9  coloratura  Lo.  C. 

10  conspfcuum  Lo.  C. 11  crispum  Lo.  C. 12  cumulum  Lo.  C. 
13  discolor  Lo.  C. 
14  exlmium  D.  Don 
15  fas  tig  ii\  turn  Lo.  C. 
16  fldre  pleno  Lo.  C. 

59366  bicolor  Gf.  Don    two-colouredJJwo"  Sk      or  4  myjn  St 5936c  calenduUceum  Torr.  Marigold-Jlwd  3*      or  4  myjn  O 
/3  Morten:  Swt.  fl.  g.  2.  s.  10, 

1  album  D.  Don 
2  album  et  rubrura  Lo.  C. 
3  amce'num  Lo.  C. 4  blandum  Lo.  C. 
5  carneum  D.  Don' 6  caroliniilnum  Lo.  C. 
7  Cobfirgi  Lo.  C. 8  coccineum  D.  Don 

6  flamineum  Lo.  C. 
7  folgens  Lo.  C. 

3  myjn  S.pk  N.  Amer.  1734.  L   s.p  A.  b.  fig.  943 
17  floridum  Lo.  C. 
18  globdsum  Lo.  C.  [f.964 
19  Govea/'ara«7»  O.Don.  A.b. 
20  grandiflorum  Lo.  C. 21  incanum  Lo.  C. 
22  incarnatum  Lo.  C. 
23  mirabile  Lo.  C. 24  montanum  Lo.  C. 

5936<2  canescens  Cr.  Don 5936t?  viscbsum  Torr. 
canescent clammy 

N.  Amer.  1734.  L  s.p 
N.  Amer.  1806.  L  s.p 

subvar.  1  carneum"  with  flesh-cld.  cor.  with  upper  segment  orange- coloured,  edged  with  flesh-colour ft      or  3  myjn  R       N.  Amer.  1812.  L  s.p 
m      or  2  jl.au    W      N.  Amer.  1734.  L  s.p  A.  b.  f.  947. 

2  album 
3  crispum 

11  amoe"t»um 12  actinatum 13  Aurora 
14  basillssum 
15  calodendron 

35  Agate 
36  albo  pleno 
37  amatule 38  amaraatinum 
39  amcenissimum 

A.  Varieties. 
4  dealbatum 
5  penieillatum 

B.  Hijbridce  altaclcrenscs. 
16  calororypho 

17  Cartoni'sw* 18  charlessa 
19  coccineum  nobile 
20  euda^mon 
C.  Hybrida  belgicce. 
40  ardens 41  atro-rubens 
42  aurSntium  maximum 
43  blandlnum 
44  calendulaceum  globdsum 

6  prse^cox 7  pubescens 
21  edprepe6 
22  Goveniion 23  Herberttanum 
24  imperatrix 25  inclytum 

45  cardon 
46  coccineum  maximum 

specidsum 47  conclnnum 48  corfiscans 
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5927  Lvs.  short-oval  rounded  and  obtuse  at  both  ends  glabr.  different  colour  ben.  Cal.  seems,  elongated  oblong y  tigrinum,  much  resembles  var.  fi,  but  with  obvious  spots  on  the  inside  of  the  corolla 
5928  Lvs.  acutish  attenuated  at  base  obi.  glabr.  reticulately  veined  &  rusty  ben.  Flws.  &  buds  clthd.  with  rusty toment.  Cal.  hardly  any 
5929  Lvs.  ovate-obl.  clthd.  with  rusty  toment.  ben.  rugged  &  green  above,  Bracteas  elongated  toment.  Cor.  rotate. 

t  Nobleonum  Bot.  reg.  1820.  f.  1.  differs  from  var.  y  in  having  deep  and  brilliant  rose-coloured  flowers 
5930  Leaves  oval-lanceol.  acute  at  both  ends  glabr.  beset  with  rusty  resinous  dots  ben.  Segms.  of  cor.  ovate  little $  Leaves  and  flowers  larger  [undul.  Cal.  teeth  short 
5931  Leaves  oblong  atten.  at  both  ends  glabr.  thickly  beset  with  rusty  dots  beneath,  Cal.  segms.  dentately  ciliated, 

Filam.  hairy  at  bottom  [Cal.  segms.  fringed  and  bearded 
5932  Leaves  ovate-lanceol.  or  ellipt.  acutish  ciliat.  with  rusty  hairs  on  margins,  Glabr.  ab.  dotted  and  hairy  ben. 

8  Leaves  edged  with  yellow 
17286  Branchl.  beset  with  bristles,  Lvs.  ov.  bristly  on  margins  and  under  surfs.  $  in.  long,  Cal.  segms.  rounded coloured  naked  crenulated 

[undulat.  Stains.  5-8  equal  to  cor 
17287  Procumbent,  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  stiff,  beset  with  honeycomb-like  dots  yellowish  &  scaly  ben.  Segms.  of  cor.  uneq. 5933  Lvs.  obi.  atten.  at  both  ends  glabr.  but  sprinkled  with  rusty  scales  especially  ben.  ferrugin.  ben.  Limb  of  cal. 

5-toothed,  Cor.  rotate 

5934  Lvs.  obov.  acutish  5-nrvd.  naked  ciliat.  Peduncles  hairy  usually  twin,  Cal.  segms.  ciliated  foliaceous 
5935  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  atten  at  both  ends  stiffish  glandularly  ciliat.  Pedun.  usually  twin,  beset  with  glandul.  hairs as  are  cals. 

5936  Flws.  leafy  clammy,  Lvs.  ovate  obi  pilose  ciliated,  Corolla  funnel-sh.  Stamens  very  long 

8  glaucum  Lo.  C.  10  ochroleucum  Lo.  C.  12  tricolor  Lo.  C 
9  ignciccns  Lo.  C.  11  pallidum  Lo.  C. 

5936a  Lvs.  land. -obi.  nrly.  smth.  ciliat.  an  margins,  Midrib  bristly  ben.  woolly  above,  Tube  of  cor.  long.  th.  segms 
33  purpureum  Lo.  C. 34  roseum  Lo.  C.  A.  b.  f.  945. 35  ruberrimum 
36  rubicundum 
37  rubrum  Lo.  C. 38  rufum  Lo.  C. 
39  rutilans  Lo.  C. 
40  serotinum  Lo.  C. 

41  stamineum  Lo.  C. 
42  stellatum  Lo.  C. 
43  tricolor  Lo.  C. 
44  varium  Lo.  C. 
45  variabile  Lo.  C. 
46  versicolor  Lo.  C. 
47  vioUceum  Lo.  C. 

25  ochroleucum  Lo.  C. 
26  pallidum  Lo.  C. 
27  palliddsum  Lo.  C. 
28  papilionaceum  X>.  Don 
29  partltum  D.  Don 
30  periclymenoides  Lo.  C. 
31  polyandrum  D.Don 
32  purpurascens  Lo.  C. 

59366  Lvs.  oblong  clothed  with  fine  hoary  pubescence  on  both  surfs.  Tube  of  cor.  hardly  longer  than  segments 
5936c  Lvs.  oblong  pubescent  on  both  surfs,  but  afterwards  hairy,  Cal.  teeth  obi.  Tube  of  cor.  hairy  short,  th.  segms. 

subvar.  2  prse'stans  has  pale  copper-ckl.  flws.  tinged  with  blush y  fulgida  Hook,  has  orange-red-cld.flws.  [rounded  obtuse. 
5936d  Lvs.  obov. -obi.  downy  above  tomentose  ben.  Tube  of  cor.  hardly  shorter  th.  segms.  Cal.  teeth  very  short 
5936e  Lvs.  obi. -obov.  acute  smooth  and  green  on  both  surfs,  ciliat.  Midrib  bristly,  Flws.  clammy  leafy  hairy,  Tube of  cor.  as  long  as  segms. 

A.  Varieties. 
8  variegatum 9  vittatuin 10  noUeod&ras 

26  jasminoddrum 
27  lepidum 28  ochroleucum 
29  polkilum 

B.  Hybrids  raised  at  High  Clere. 
30  ponticum  Howard. hexaplum 
31  pulchellum 

32  regale 33  rugens 
34  thyrsiflorum 

49  croceum 
globosum 50  cruentum 

51  cupreum rubrum 5936; 

C.  Hybrids  raised  in  Belgium. 
cup.  splindens 52  decoratum 

53  decus  hortdrum 
54  dulcddo 
55  elect um 

elec.  maximum rubrum 
56  elegantlsimum 
57  exquisltum 58  Ferr&ckii 

17291 

4  H  2 
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59  flamboyante 
60  fulgidum insigne 

novum 
superbum album 
legans eximium 
globdsum 61  fulvum 

62  gldria  rati ndi 

glor.  mfin.  maxima minor 
63  Gulielmus  primus 
64  hybridum  cocclferum 

coccineum niveura 
65  incarnatum  maximum rubrum 
66  lcpidum 
67  luteum  rubicundum 
68  magnlficum 

69  maritimum  incarnatum 
70  miniatum 71  mirabHe 
72  mixtum  triumphant 73  Mortem 
74  no  plus  ultra 
75  nubile 76  noritas  antillescens 
77  noritatum 
78  optimum 79  ornatum  pallidum 

'  glaucum  G.  Don      g\aucous-lcavcd  Ik      or  2  jn       W      N.  Amer.  1734.  L  s.p  Den.  br.  15 
'hispidum  Torr. i  nltidum  Torr. 

hispid 
shining-forf 

at  or  15  jn  W 
Sk      or  4  jl  W 

17288  5236t  specibsum  G.  Don  showy 17289  6936A  arborescens  Torr.  arborescent 
or  4  mv.jn  S 
or  10  jl  R 

N.  Amer.  1734. 
N.  Amer.  1812. 
N.  Amer.  ... N.  Amer.  1818. 

s.p  Den.  br.  6 l.p  Bot.  reg.  414 

p.l  Den.  br.  116 

s.p. 

V.  Rhodo^ba  D.  Don.  ( Rhodon,  a  rose ;  colour  of  flws.)  —  Limb  of  calyx  b-toothed.  Corolla  bilabiate  s 
upper  lip  broadest,  and  2-Z-clcJt ;  lower  one  bidentate.  Stamens  10.  Capsule  b-celled,  b-valved. Leaves  deciduous. 

5936/  iihodbra  G.  Don  Rhodora 
iihoddra  canadensis  L. j*      or  2  ap.my  P      N.  Amer.  1767.  L  p.l  Bot.  mag."474 

VI.  Boo'ram.    (Name  of  B.  arbdreum  in  Nepal.)  —  Limb  of  calyx  b-lobed.  Corolla  campanulate. Evergreen  trees. 
5936»iarbbreum  Sm.        tree  ±  |spl20  ap.my  S       Nepal      1820.  L  s.p  Bot.  reg.  896 

1  sanguineum  Bot.  reg.  890.  2  rbseum  Sta.fi.  g.  2.  s.  382.,  But.  reg.  1240.        3  ni'veum  Suit. 17290  5936»  campanula  turn  D.  Don  campanulate  it  i  or  4  ap.my  Pa.Pk  Nepal      1825.  L  s.p  A.  b.  f.  953. 

VII.  Pogona'nthdm.  (Pogon,  a  beard,  and  anthos,  a  flower  ;  throat  woolly  inside.)  — Limb  of  calyx short,  b-lobed.  Corolla  salver-sh.  with  cylindrical  tube,  and  a  spreading  limb.  Stamens  5,  enclosed. 
Ovarium  b-celled.   Evergreen.   Leaves  coriaceous. 

17291  5936o  anthopdgon  D.  Don  bearded-j!uxi    n.  |or  1  ap.my  P       Nepal      1820.  L  s.p  A.  b.  f.  954 
VIII.  Tsutsu'tsi  D.  Don.  (Chinese  name  of  Azalea  indica.)  —  Limb  of  calyx  foliaceous,  b-cleft.  Corolla 

campanulate.  Stamens  5-10.  Ovarium  b-celled.  Evergreen.  Leaves  membranous,  hispid  from hairs.  Indian  azaleas  of  British  gardens. China Indian 

17292 

2605 
17293 

17294 

17295 
17296 

5936p  indicum  Swt. 
2  phoeniceum  Swl.fi.  g.  2.  s.  128 
3  fibre  pleno  Bot.  mag.  2509 4  tedifblium  Bot.  mag.  2901 

5936g  sinense  Swt.  Chinese 
fi  flav&cens  Swt.fi.  g.  290. 

,  *1016n.  PPERIS  D.  Don.  Pibris. ovalifolia  D.  Don  oval-leaved 
1018.  GAULTHE'R/^. 5963o  Shdllon  Ph.  Shallon 
1019.  ̂ 'RBUTUS. 

6965a  procera  Dun ■ 69656  tomeutbsa  Ph. 

4  mr.my  S 
5  pulchrum  Swt.fi.  g.  2.  s.  117 
6  ignescens  Swt. 7  aurantlacum  G.  Don 

1808.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  1480 
8  luteum  Swt. 
9  spathulatum  Blum. 
10  grandifldrum  Blum. 

«  I  |  or  3  my      Y       China       1823.  L  s.p  Bot.  cab.  885 
y  mac  rant  hum  Dun's  Mill.  3.  p.  846 

{Pieris,  a  general  appellation  of  the  Muses.)   JSricacete.     Sp.  I. 
t  l_|  or  20  my      W      Nepal      1825.  C 

or  4  my W Sp.  2— 4. 
N.  Amer.  1826. 

s.p  A.  b.  f.  913 

s.p  A.  b.  f.  926 

tall  * 
woolly  bran.  4  pet.  *  , 

|  or  15?  my 
I  or  4?  mr 

Sp.  10—16. Gsh.W  N.W.Am.  1827. .p  Bot.  reg.  1753 
W      California  1826.  L  p.l   Bot.  mag.  3320 

2606.  »1019a.  PERNE'TTY^  Gaud.    (Dom  Pernetty,  author  of  a  Voy.  to  Falkland  Isles.)   Ericacete.    Sp.  2. 17297  -     -  mucronata  Gaud.     mucronate        «_  |  |  or   6?  my.jl  W      Magellan  1828.  L   p     Bot.  reg.  1675 
/f'rbutus  mucronata  L.fil.  Bot.  mag.  3093. 

17298  -        pilosa  G.  Don         pilose  i»      cu   i  my      W      Mexico    1829.?  L   l.p   Bot.  mag.  3177 
vl 'rbutus  pilbsa  Grah. 

2607.  *1026o.  LIMNA'NTHES  B.  Br.  {Limne,  lake,  anthos,  flower ;  habitat.)      Limnanthete.      Sp.  1— 
7299          Dougtasii  R.  Br.     Douglas's        i  O  f"  1  aut      Y.w    California  1833.  S   m.s  Bot.  reg.  1673 

17292     A,    A  5936».4_  „  17293 A 

17295 
17294 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2605.  Pieris.   Plants  with  the  habit  of,  and  requiring  the  same  treatment  as,  those  of  Andr6meda. 
2606.  Pernitty*.   Propagation,  culture,  &c,  as  for  4'rbutus. 
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80  picturatum 81  p6nticum  globbsum kanink 
tricolor  var. 

82  prastantissimum 
83  pulchellum 
84  puniceum 85  recqui 
86  reglna  belgica 87  restantissimum 
88  rigidum  incarnaturn 

89  robustum 90  rubrum  aurantium 
folvum 

91  rubricatum 
92  sanguineum 
93  Saturn! 
94  severum 
95  speciosum 96  speciosissimum 
97  splendens 

98  splendidum 99  sulphureum 100  superbum 

101  tricolor  Jacob:' Wolff 
102  triumphans 103  variegatum 
104  venustum 105  venustisgimum 106  versicolor 

5936/  Branchl.  hispid,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  acute  glabr.  on  both  surfs,  glauc.  ben.  ciliated,  Midrib  bristly,  Tube  of  cor. 
twice  long.  th.  segms.  [cor.  wide  scarcely  long.  th.  segms. 

5936ff  Branches  straight  very  hispid,  Lvs.  long-lanceol.  hispid  ab.  smooth  ben.  ciliated,  Nerves  bristly  ben.  Tube  of 5936a  Bran,  smoothish,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  rather  macron,  coriac.  smooth  on  both  surfs,  shining  ab.  Margins  revolute 
ciliat.  Tube  of  cor.  little  long.  th.  segms. 

17288  Bran,  hairy,  Lvs.  lanceol.  ciliated  acute  both  ends,  Cor.  silky  with  obtuse  ciliated  lanceol.  undulated  segms. 
17289  Lvs.  obovate  rather  obtuse  smooth  on  both  surfs,  glauc.  ben.  ciliated,  Midrib  almost  smooth,  Tube  of  cor.  longer th.  segms. 

5936/  Lvs.  oval  quite  entire  pubesc.  &  glauc.  ben.  Flws.  in  terrain,  clusters  or  racemose  umbels  protruded  before  lvs. 

[curled  margins 
5936»j  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  silvery  ben.  tapering  to  base,  Pedunc.  &  cals.  woolly,  Segms.  of  cor  2-lobed  with  crenul. 4  rinnambmeum  5  venustum  Sw.JL  g.  2.  s.  285. 
17290  Lvs.  ellipt.-obl.  mucron.  rusty  ben.  rather  cordate  at  base,  Segms.  of  cor.  flat  emarginate,  Ovarium  6-celled 

glabr. 

17291  Branchl.  downy,  Lvs.  oval  rusty  ben.  from  lcpidoted  toment.  ending  In  reflexed  mucro,  Cor.  with  woolly  throat 

[obtuse  ciliated  spreading 
5936p  Bran,  strigose,  Lvs.  cuneate-lanceol.  finely  crenulat.  strigoso  atten.  at  both  ends,  Cal.  teeth  long-lanceol. 

11  angustifblium  Slum.  13  Danielstdnum  Fax.  mag.  15  variegatum  Slum. 
12  floribundum  Slum.  14  laterltium  Sot.  reg.  1700  16  speciosum  D.  Don  • 

17292  Lvs.  ellipt.  acutish  pilosely  pubesc.  feather-nrvd.  ciliated  canesc.  beneath  subevergreen,  Cor.  downy,  Stams.  eq. to  limb  of  cor. 
[segms .  ovate  &  acute 

17293  Lvs.  oval,  acurain.  2-4  in.  long  1-2  in.  broad  rounded  at  base  entire,  Racemes  lengthened  leafy  many-flwd.  Cal. 
[secund  bracteate  clthd.  with  rusty  down 17294  Procumbent.  Stems  hairy,  Leaves  ovate  subcordate  serrated  glabr.  on  both  surfs,  abruptly  acumin.  Racemes 

17295  Lvs.  obi.  serrated  or  entire  glabrous,  Racemes  terminal  panicled  secund 
17296  Whole  p'ant  except  flws.  downy  while  young,  Bran,  hispid,  Lvs.  ov.  acute  subcord.  at  base  clthd.  with  white toment.  ben.  Midrib  hispid  ,.  , r  [to  leaves 
17297  Lvs.  ovate  cuspid,  denticul.  serrulate  stiff  shining  on  both  surfs.  Pedicels  axill.  bracteate  about  eq.  in  length 
17298  Stem  pilose  procumb.  Lvs.  ov. -elliptic  ciliat  el  y  serrulated  coriac.  without  mucro  &  callous  at  point,  Cor.  ovate '-with  blunt  revolute  teeth 

[ltlts.  with  odd  one,  Pedun.  axill.  1-flwd. 
17299  Glabr.  much  bran,  especially  nr.  base  decumb.  Lvs.  altem.  on  long  pet.  pinnated  1-3  pairs  of  obi.  or  lanceol. 

and  Miscellantn/us  Farticuuns. 
2S07.   Limndnthcs.   A  sweet-scented  ornamental  annual,  requiring  to  be  sown  or  planted  in  a  damp  border. 

4H  3 
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2608.  »1029a.  CHJDTOGA'STRA  Dec,  Ch«togastra.  ( Chaite,  hair,  gaster,  belly ;  ovary.)  Melastom.  Sp.2— 2. 17300  -      -  lanceolata  Dec.        lanceolate-tod       O  pr    1  ja        W      Trinidad  1820.  S    p.l   Bot  mag.  2835 
17301  -  gracilis  Hook.         slender  O  pr   1  jn        R.Li  Brazil      1834.  S    p.l    Bot.  mag.  3481 

2609.  »1034a.  CERATOPE'TALTJM  Sot.  Ceratopetalum.  (Keras.  a  horn,  petalon,  a  prtal.)  Cunonidcca:  Sp.  1. 17302  -        gummlferum  Sm.     gum-bearing     f  |_J  or  50    ...       Y       N.  Holl.  1820.  C  p.l   Sm.  n.  h.  1. 3. 
2610.  *I0346.  DARWI'N/J  Rud.    (Dr.  Darwin,  author  of  the  Botanic  Garden,  a  poem.)  Rhdmneee.    Sp.  1—2. 17303  -     -  fasciculata  Rud.       fascicled  «i_Jor29  my.jl     ...     N.  Holl.  1820.  C   s.p.lLin.  tr.  11.  22 

DIGYNIA. 

2611.  *1037fl.  PACHYNEMA  R.  Br.      (Pachys,  thick  ncma,  a  filament ;  stamens.)     Dilleniaeea;.      Sp.  1. 
17304  -    -  complanttum  R.  Br.  flat-branched    ml  i_J  or   1J   N.  Holl.  1825.  C   s.l   Delets.  1.73 

2612. 
17305 

2613 
17306  ■ 
17307 
17308 

17309 
17310 
17311 

*1039«.  ADA^MZd  Wal 
-  cydnea  Wal. 

*1043a.  TE'LLIMA  R. 
-  grandiflbra  Dou. 

1045.  SAPONA'RIA. 6132n  cerastioldes  Fis. 
61326  calabrica  Guss. 
1046.  DIA'NTHUS. 6140a  aggregatus  Poir. 

8  fibre  pleno 
6145a  giganteus  Urv. 6194a  Libanot is  Lab. 

(Dr.  J.  Adam,  of  Calcutta.) 
blue-6erned     Sfe  i  1  or  4  Pk 

Caprifolictcece  \  Hydrangehcea.       Sp.  1. 
Nepal       1829.  0    l.p.s  Bot.  mag.  3046 

Br.  Tellima. 
great-flowered 

(Anagram  of  Mitella ;  separated  from  it.) 
£  A  cu   1  ap.my  Pk     N.  Amer.  1826. 

Saxifrages.    Sp.  1. 
D   s.p  Bot.  reg.  1178 

Cerastium-like Calabrian 

aggregate  £ 
double-flowered  )f gigantic  ]£ Rosemary  £ 

O  pr 

O  or 

Q)  or 

A i  jn.s 
|  au.s 

jn.jl 
jn.au 

A  or  3  jl.au 

A  or  4 

Sp.  8—13. Russia  ? 
Calabria 1833. 1830. 

Sp>  63—103. .:   1817. 
gardens  ?1832. Greece  1824. 

S  co 
S  co 

S  s.l 
C  r.l S 

W.spt  Mt.  Leb.  1830.  C  l.p 

Sw.  fl.  g.  2.  s.  79 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  288 Bot.  reg.  1584 

TRIGYNIA. 

2614.  *1055c.  STIGMAPHY'LLUM  Hil.  (Stigma,  stigma, phyllon,  leaf ;  stigma  foliaceous.)  Malpigh.  Sp.l— 2. 17312  -      -  aristStum  Lindl.     awned-tea/ed    i_  □  or  20  jn.au   Y       Brazil      1832?  C  p. s.l  Bot.  reg.  1659 
2615.  *10556.  THRYA'LLIS  7,.  Thryallis.  (Greek  name  for  a  plant  of  the  Mullein  kind.)  Malpighidcetz.  Sp.l. 

17313-      -  brachystachysLinoT.  short-spiked        ZD  el  10  s.o       Y       Rio  Jan.   1823.  C  p.s     Bot.  reg.  1162 
2616.  *1055c.  GALPHI'MI/<  Cav.  Galphimia.       (An  anagram  of  Malplghia.)       Malpighidceis.    Sp.  1— 2. 

17314  -      -  glauca  Cav.  glaucous  i_  ZD  or  8  ...       Y       Mexico     1829.  C  l.p     Cav.  ic.  5. 489 
2617.  *    -     DEU'TZ/il  Thun.  Dectzia.  (John  Deutz,  sheriff  of  Amsterdam;  abot.  patron.)  Philadilphece.  Sp.l. 17315  -        scabra  Thun.  rough-fedtied    &      or  6  my      W      Japan      1833.  C  co     Bot.  reg.  1718 

PEN  TA  G  FN  I  A. 

2318  *1060a.  ECHEVE'RIii  Dec.   Echeveria.  (Echeveri,  a  botanical  draughtsman.)   Crassulacea.  •  Sp.  2—6. 17316  -        grandifdlia  Haw.     great-leaved     tt.  i_J  or   2  o        O       Mexico     1828.  C  s.l     Sw.  fl.  gar.  272 
17317  -  gibbiflbra  Dec.       gibbous-flwd    «.  i_J  or  2  jl.o     Y.Pk  Mexico    1826.  C  s.l    Bot.  reg.  1247 Nos.  6410.  &  6414.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

17318 
17319 17320 

17321 
17322 

1061.  SE^DUM. •  Ewers/j  Led. 
-  Sieboldn 
-  cajrfUeum 

1065.  (yXALIS. 
6464a  crenat a  Jac. 
6469a  Slms«j  Swt. 

rosea  of  Bot.  mag 
17305 

Ewer's Siebold's b\\xe-flowered 

notched-peZW 

Sims's 
not  of  others. 

±  A  or  J 
*r  A  or  J A  or  J 

jl.au jn.au 
;fc  !AI  esc  3  s £  lAJor  i  ap.jn 

Ro 

B 
B 

Y 
C 

Sp.  44—76. Siberia 
Japan Tunis 

1829.C.D.s.l.ruBot.gard.  613 1836. 
1822. 

C  l.ru C  s.l.ru  Bot.  reg. 

Sp.  87—121. Lima  1829. Chil_>  1822. C  s.l 

O  s.p 

Sw.  fi.g.2.  s.125 
Bot.  mag.  2415 

17312 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2608.  Chtetogastra.  The  species  require  a  mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand ;  and  young  cuttings  root  readily  in 

heat,  under  a  hand-glass.  *      <  •       j  j-i  •        j  j 
2609.  CeratopSlaltim.    A  mixture  of  peat  and  loam  suits  this  plant,  and  ripened  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand,  under 

"  ̂llo'^Darwinia.  Singular  plants,  requiring  to  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand ;  and  young  cuttings root  readily  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass.      '   . 
261 1.  Pachynema.  This  shrub  thrives  well  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand,  under i  h  snd"  crl  as  s 
2612.  Adarma.  This  shrub  requires  a  mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand,  and  cuttings  root  readily  in  the  same  kind 

of  soil,  under  a  hand-glass.    It  is  called  Bansook  by  the  natives. 



Order  I.  MONOGYNIA  PENTAGYNIA.  1197 

[n  rvd.  villous  both  surfs.  Fedun  trichot. 
17300  Stem  somewh.  4-gonal  clothed  with  adpressed  villi,  Lvs.  petiol.  broad  lanceol.  acumin.  serrulately  ciliated  5- 
17301  Erect  nearly  simple.  Stem  4-gonally  terete  villous,  Lvs.  almost  sess.  lanceol. .lin.  acute  quite  ent.  3-5-iirvil. villous,  Pedic.  axill.  1-Swd. 
17302  Leaves  ternato.  Flowers  with  petals 

17303  Leaves  aceroge,  Receptacle  chaffy,  Style  3  times  length  of  flowers,  Calyx  red 

DIGYNIA. 

17304  A  little  leafless  shrub  with  the  habit  of  Ephedra.  The  only  species 

17305  The  only  species 

17306  Lvs.  cordate  lobeddentately  serrated,  Racemes  elongated,  Petals  oblong-linear  pinna tifldly  jagged 

17307  Lvs..  ovate  acute  serrat.  pilose,  Racemes  termin.  tomentose  rather  compound  at  the  base,  Flws.  usually  trigynous 17308  Stem  erect  dichotom.  branched,  Lvs.  obovate  spatulate  nrly.  smth.  cilfat.  on  margins,  Flws.  axill.  solitary 

17309  Flws.  aggreg.  sess.  Cal.  scales-broad  mucronate  with  membranaceous  margins  longer  than  tube,  Lvs.  lanceol. 
many-nerved  [lin.  very  long  connate  at  base 17310  Flws.  numerous  sess.  in  hemispherical  heads  leafy  bracts  at  base,  Cal.  scales  ov.  acumin.  pressed  to  cal.  Lvs. 

17311  Stem  erect,  Flws.  rather  aggregate,  Calycine  scales  6  acuminated  divaricating  shorter  than  tube,  Petals  mul- 
tifid  bearded,  Lvs.  lanceol. 

TRIG  YN I  A. 

17312  Lvs.  glabr.  sagittately  hastate  angular  acute,  Hind  lobes  truncate  margined  horned,  Petiole  biglandular  at  apex 

17313  Lvs.  ovate  lanceol.  glauc.  green  above  white  ben.  Racemes  short  panicled,  Petioles  biglandul.  at  apex 

17314  Lvs.  ovate  obtuse  smooth  glaucous  beneath  1  tooth  on  each  side  at  base.  Petioles  without  glands 

17315  Lvs.  ovate  acute  sharply  serrated  pilose,  Rac.  terminal  tomentose,  Flowers  usually  trigynous 
PENTAGYNIA. 

17316  Lvs.  orbicularly  cuneated,  Petiole  thick,  Flws.  in  spicate  panicles 17317  Lvs.  flat  cuneiform  acutely  mucron.  crowded  at  tops  of  branches,  Pedic.  spreadg.  Flws.  on  short  pedic.  along 
bran,  of  panicle 

[compound,  Petals  lanceol.  acute  little  long.  th.  stains 
17318  Lvs.  oppos.  obsoletely  denticul.  adnate :  inferior  ones  broadly  ellipt.  superior  sess.  cord.  Corymbs  termin. 
17319  Lvs.  opposite  orbiculate  denticulate  [obtuse 
17320  Stem  flat  on  ground  at  base  ascending,  Lvs.  obi.  altern.  obt  loosened  at  base,  Cymes  bifid  glabrous,  Petals  7 

17321  Stem  erect  leafy,  Pedun.  umbelliferous  5-6-flwd.  longer  than  lvs.  Leaflets  obovate.  Petals  crenated 
17322  Stem  erect  branched,  Pedun.  long,  Flws.  subumbellate  drooping  before  expansion,  Leaflets  3  obcordate  sessile 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2614.  StigmaphjjUum.  A  handsome  climber,  propagated  by  cuttings. 
2615.  Thrtfduis.  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  will  suit  this  plant,  and  ripened  cuttings  will  root  in  sand  under 

a  hand-glass,  in  heat. 
2616.  GalpMmia.   A  genus  of  rather  handsome  shrubs,  requiring  the  same  treatment  as  Thryallis. 
2617.  Deutzia.  A  very  showy  free-flcwering  shrub,  which  deserves  a  place  in  every  collection.  It  is  readily  pro- pagated by  cuttings  or  layers.  According  to  Kaempfer,  the  wood  is  used  by  the  cabinetmakers  in  Japan  for  making 

their  very  finest  pegs,  for  which  its  hardness  and  toughness  render  it  well  adapted. 
2618.  Echevirta.   Culture,  propagation,  &c,  see  CrSssula,  in  p.  230. 
1065.  O'xalis  17321  crcndta.  "  The  tubers  of  this  plant  are  produced  in  considerable  plenty,  and  are  often  2  in. long  and  1  in.  in  diameter.  When  raw,  they  are  slightly  subacid,  but  on  being  boiled  they  lose  It  entirely,  and  taste 4H  4 
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FIRST  ADDITIONAL  SUPPLEMENT. Class  XI. 

64696  rosea  Jac.  rosy  jg  iAI  pr  J  mr.jn  Ro 
floribunda  Bot.  reg. ;  not  of  Lehman  or  of  Sweet. 

Chile 1826.  O  g.p     Bot.  mag.  2830 

17324  -  6478«  ftilgida  B.  R. 17325  6480a  ciiprea  B.  C. 17326  6482a  tortuosa  Lindl. 
17327  64826  mauritiana  B.  C. 
1732S  6482c  punctata  B.  M. 
17329  64924  bipunctata  Grah. 
17330  6482e  Deppet  B.  C. 
17331  6482/ floribunda  Left, 

fulgid 

copper-cld twisted Mauritian 
dotted 
2-spotted 

tf  lAlpr 
iAI  pr M- 1  1  or 

iAI  or j  A  or tf  lAlpr 4  s.n 

i  ap  j" 

Jjn.au 
\  s.o i  ap.jn i  ap.jn 

C 

Cop 

Y 

Deppe's  tf  _A1  el    J  mr.n many-flowered  tf  _AJ  or  $  ap.s 

17332  6488a  Commersdnti  Ferg.  Commerson's  iAI  pr  |  o.n 
17333  6524a  Darwallt'ana  Westc.Darwall's  If  _AI  pr  J  ... 17334  -        CumfngzY  Herb.      Cuming's  £  Al  pr  §  au.s 17335  -  divergens  Benth.     diverging  ?  _AJ  or  §  jn.s 

C.G.H. C.G.H. Chile 
Pa.  Ro  Mauri  t. P  C.G.H. 
Li  Brazil 

Cop.  R  Mexico Ro  Brazil 
Y Pa.C 
Go 
W 

1820.  O  S.p 
1822.  O  s.p 
1825.  C  8.1 1810.  O  s.p ...  O  s.p 

1825.  O  s.l 

Chile 
Mexico 

1827. 1829. 

1831. 
1829. 

O  s.p 

O  8.1 

O  s.p O  s.p 

S  s.l O  p.l 

Bot.  reg.  1073 
Bot.  cab.  824 
Bot.  reg.  1249 
Bot.  cab.  1780 
Bot.  reg.  2781 Bot.  mag.  2781 

Sw.fl.gar  .2.8.96 
Sw.fl.gar.2.s.54 

Bot.  reg.  1545 
Bot.  reg.  1620 

2619.  *1065a.  BALBI'SL*  Cav.  {John  Baptist  Balbis,  a  botanical  ruthor.)  Ficoidcce  D.Don,  O.validccv  Dec.  Sp.l. 17336  -      -  peduncuUris  D.Don  long-pedunc.     tt.  i  )  or    1   an       Y       Chile       1825.  C  s.l     Bot.  reg.  1392 
Ledocarpon  pedunculare  Lindl.,  Bot.  reg.  1392 ;  Cruickshanksta  ristifldra  Hook.,  Bot.  mis.  90. 

1066.  AGROSTE'MMA. 
17337  6537*  Bungeana  D.Don  Bunge's  3t  A  or  ljjl Lychnis  Bungedna  Hort. 
17338  -      -  pyreniica  G.  Don    Pyrenean         4  A  pr  1  jn.jl 
17339  -        suecica  Maund        Swedish  £  A  pr     j  jn.s 

Sp.  7—  . ,  As.  Rus. 1834.  CD  r.lt  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.317 
Pa.Ro  Pyrenees  1819.  D  p.l Pk      Sweden    1824.  D  co 

Sw.fl.gar.2.s.202 Bot.  gar.  576 

2620.  *  1066a.  VISCA'RI A  Roehler.  Rock  Lychnis.  (Viscus,  birdlime ;  stems  glutinous.)  CaryophyUece.   Sp.  3. 17340  -      -  neglecta  G.  Don     neglected         £  A  or  f  my.jl   W    1807.  Deo     Bot.  gard.  523 
.Lychnis  Viscaria  albiflora  Hort. 

Page  392.    Class  XL  —  DODECANDRIA.    12  Stamens. 
Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.  12  Stamens.  1  Style. 

2621.  Caiandrinin.  Calyx  2-parted.  Petals  3-5,  free  or  rather  connate  at  base.  Stamens,  4-15.  Style  very  short, 
tripartite  at  the  apex.  Lobes  clavate.  Capsule  oblong-elliptic,  3-valved.   Seeds  wingless. 

MONOGYNIA. 

1091.  PORTULA'CA. 17341  6618a  grandiflora  Hook. 
17342  -      -  GiUidsH  Hook. 

great -flowered  Jfe  iAI  or  \  jn.jl 
Gillies's  O-  i  Al  or     \  jn.jl 

Sp.  10—14. Y.p    Chile       1827.  S  s.l 
R.p     Mendoza  1827.  C  s.l 

Bot.  mag.  2885 Bot.  mag.  3064 

2621.  *1092a.  CALANDRI'NI-i!  H.  &  B.    (J.  L.  Calandrini,  a  Genoese  botanist.)     Portul&ceee.  Sp.  6—10. 
17343-      -  grandifldra  Lindl.     great-flowered  jg,  i_|  or_  1  jn.jl     P^    Obile        1826.  C.Sp.l  Bot.  reg.  1194 17344 
17345 
17346 

•  specibsa  Lindl. •  discolor  Schr. 

showy 

two-cld-jJicd spl  Jmy.o  D.P  N.Califor.1831.  S  "s.l  Bot.  reg.  1598 a.  |  |  or  1  a  41.au    Bt.Ro  Chile       1834.  C.S  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3357 
-  arenaria  Lindl.         sand-inhabiting -*  A  cu  J  jl 
No.  6624.  in  p.  396.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

17329  ̂ ,  tJOEl  ~  17323 

O.ro  Valpar.    1831.  S  s.l Bot.  reg.  1605 

17325 

17327  — ~"  17336 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture 

▼err  much  like  the  potato,  for  which  they  might  form  occasionally  an  agreeable  substitute  at  table.  It  is  a  native 
of  Peri i  and  is  cultivated  abundantly  in  the  gardens  about  Lima,  as  a  salad,  for  which  purpose  its  succulent  stems, 

anlacid  flavour'  seem  strongly  to  recommend  it.  It  grows  freely  in  the  open  border  and  is  r^ly  incre^ed  by  cut- tings, as  well  as  by  the  tubers,  which  require  to  be  taken  up  and  treated  as  potatoes.     (Su>.  Fl.  Gar.,  2. ; s.  125.) 
26197  Balbisia.  A  showy  conservatory  plant,  which  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  but  is  apt  to  damp  off ;  if  kept in  health,  it  is  very  handsome. 
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17323  Stem  erect  fleshy  leafy,  Fedun.  bifid  corymbosely  racem.  at  apex  4  times  longer  th.  Irs.  Lflts.  obcord.  Petals 
crenated  at  apex  [very  long 

17324  Stem  decumb.  bran.  Leaflts.  lin.  sess.  acute,  Pedun.  much  higher  than  Its.  Bract  approaching  cal.  Styles 
17325  Hairy  nearly  stem  less,  Scape  1-flwd.  drooping  before  expansion,  Leaflets  3  obcordate 17326  Stem  fleshy  scaly,  Leaflts.  lin.  obt.  pilose  beneath,  Flws.  umbellate,  Pedicels  and  petioles  twisted  fleshy. 
17327  Stemless,  Scapes  2-3-flwd.  Leaflts.  3  obcordate  [lvs.  with  2  bracts  ab.  middle 17328  Stemless,  Lflts  roundish  obcord.  bright  purple  and  dotted  with  shining  golden  dots  beneath,  Scapes  longer  th. 
17329  Stemless,  Lflts..3  sess.  broadly  obcord.  pubesc.  ben.  smth.  ab.  Scape  compress,  paniculately  many-flwd.  Petals truncate  uneql  cren. 
17330  Bulb  large  scaly  stemless,  Lflts.  4  large  obcord.  pilose  glauc.  ben.  on  short  pilose  petioles,  Umbels  many-flwd. 
17331  Tuberous,  Lflts.  3  roundish- obo v.  deeply  emarginate  hairy  leprous  ben.  on  margins,  Scape  many-flwd.  Filam. and  styles  bearded  [middle 
17332  Stem  very  short  leafy,  Lflts.  6  ovate  clothed  with  close-pressed  villi,  Scapes  longer  than  lvs.  with  2  bracts  in 17333  Stem  very  short  leafy,  Flowers  pale  crimson 
17334  Stipe  fleshy,  Leaflets  3  obcordate  ciliated  pubesc.  Scape  3-  5-flwd.  bifurcate,  Calyx  ciliated 17335  Stemless  smooth,  Lflts.  3  cuneate  2-lobed,  Lobes  diverging,  Scape  many-flwd.  Sepals  ovate 

17336  Lvs.  usually  alternate  with  linear  pilose  segms.  Peduncles  much  longer  than  lvs. 

17337  Lvs.  ovate  and  lanceolate  pubescent,  Flowers  solitary,  Petals  cut 
[lvs.  spatul.  on  long  footst.  Stem  lvs.  cord.  sess. 

17338  Stems  tufted  diffuse,  Flws.  in  dichotom.  bundles  1-flwr.  in  each  fork  on  long  peduncles,  Lvs.  leathery,  Radic. 
17339  Lvs.  linear  channelled,  Stem  ones  opposite  subulate,  Petals  jagged 

17340  Stems  not  clammy,  Petals  entire,  Lvs.  lanceol.  linear  ciliated  at  base 

Order  3.   TRIGYNIA.  12  Stamens.  3  Styles. 
2622.  Poinsert'm.  Involucrum  1-lvd,  androgynous,  5-celled  at  base,  appendiculate  outside,  nectariferous.  Flowers pedicellate,  naked :  male  ones  monandrous,  in  two  rows  ;  female  ones  solitary.  Germen  3-lobed.  Lobes  1-seeded. 

Order  6.  DODECAGYNIA.  12  Stamens.   12  Styles. 
2623.  Cephal&tus.  Calyx  coloured,  6-cleft.  Stamens  12.  Anthers  didymous,  glandular  on  the  back.  Ovaries  6, distinct.  Styles  terminal.  Chenia  1-seeded. 

MONOGYNIA. 

„«.,..,  P>y  whorl  of*lvs.  and  crowded  hairs. 17341  Stem  diffuse  bran.,  Lvs.  scattered  cylindr.  acute  with  pilose  axils,  Flws.  3-4-together  termin.  crowd  surround. 
17342  Stem  erectish  bran,  at  base,  Lvs.  obi. -cylindr.  rather  compressed  obtuse  dotted  axillary  fascic.  of  hairs  erect adprcssed,  Flws.  termin.  usually  solit. 
17343  Glaucous,  Lvs.  fleshy  rhomboid  acute  petiolate,  Raceme  simple  loose,  Calyx  spotted,  Petals  obcordate. 
17344  Glabrous  diffuse,  Lvs.  spatul.  acute  elongat.  at  base,  Flws.  racemose,  Pedicels  and  bracteas  very  short 
17345  Lvs.  fleshy  obovate-obtuse  elongat.  into  petiole  somew.  d  scoloured  ben.,  Rac.  bending,  the  pedicel  drooping after  the  falling  of  the  petals  fbose,  Pedic.  little  long.  th.  brae. 
17346  Glauc,  Stems  numer.  prostrate  leafy,  Lvs.  linear,  Common  pedunc  termin.  naked  simple  or  bran.,  Rac.  corym. 

-17343  17341* 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular*. 
2620.  Viscdria.   Culture  as  in  the  common  catchfly. 
2621.  Calandrinia..  A  genus  of  ornamental  succulent  plants,  generally  treated  as  annuals,  although  properly  they 

are  not  so,  as  they  may  be  preserved  in  the  green-house  through  the  winter,  and  in  time,  so  treated,  C.  grandiflSra will  become  shrubby.   They  require  to  be  planted  in  hot  dry  exposed  places. 
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Class  XL 

17347 
17348 

1103.  evpho'Kbia. 6703a  splenden s  Boj. 
67036  Bojen  Hook. 

shining 

Bojer's 

FRIGYNIA. 

!  O  spl  4  jn.s 
O  spl  4  n.f 

Ap 

3p.  139—223. I.  France  1826.  C  p.l  Cot.  mag.  2902 
Madagas   C  p.l     Bot.  mag.  3527 

17349- 
17350- 

2622. 
17351  - 

2623. 
17352- 

Mexico  1836.  C  s.p 

S.  Europe  1829.  D  ru 
Fax.  mag.  4.  31 

Bot.  reg.  n.s.  43 

-  fulgens  Karw.         fulgent  >l    I  spl  4  jl.s  Ap 
JacqutauV^Idra  Hort. 

-  rigida  Bieb.  rigid  tL  _J  rk   }  my.jn  Ap biglandulosa  Dcsf. 
*110Sa.  POINSE'TT/J  Gra.  Poinsettia.  (.V.  Poinsctte,  a  Mexican  traveller.)  Euphorbi&cae.   Sp.  1—1. 

-  pulcherrima  Gra.     fairest  a  ~H  spl  4  ja.mr  Ap  Mexico     1834.  C  s.l     Bot.  mag.  3493 0  albida  Hentl.        wbite-bracted      ZD  or  4  d       Ap  Mexico    1834.  C  s.l     Botanist,  70 
HEXAGYNIA. 

•1109a.  CEPHALCTTUS  Lab.  {Kephalc,  hc.nl,  ous,  ear  ;  glandular-headed  stam.)  Rosacea?.    Sp.  1— 1. 
-  follicuUris  Lab.       follicled  £  lAI  cu  1    W      N.  Holl.  1822.  S  bog    Lab.  n.  h.  2. 145 

P.  408.   Class  XII.  —  ICOSANDRI  A.   Stamens  many,  perigynous,  or  inserted  into  the  Calyx, 
Order  1.  MONOGYNIA.   Many  perigynous  Stamens.   1  Style. 

2624.  Melocactus.  Tube  of  calyx  adhering  to  ovarium.  Lobes  5-6,  petaloid,  crowning  the  young  fruit.  Petals 
5-6,  united  into  a  long  tube  along  with  the  sepals.  Stamens  disposed  in  many  series.    Stigma  5-rayed.  Fruit  smooth. 

2626.  Echinocdctus.  Sepals  numerous,  imbricate,  adhering  to  the  ovarium  ;  outer  ones  in  the  form  of  an  involu- 
crum ;  inner  ones  petaloid.   Style  multifid  at  the  apex,  very  scaly  from  the  remains  of  the  sepals. 
2626.  MammiUaria.  Tube  of  calyx  adhering  to  the  ovarium.  Lobes  5-6,  coloured,  crowning  the  young  fruit. 

Petals  5-6,  hardly  distinguishable  from  the  sepals.    Stamens  disposed  in  many  series.  Stigmas  5-7-cleft,  very  smooth. 2627.  Cereus.  Sepals  numerous,  imbricate,  adhering  to  the  base  of  the  ovarium,  united  into  an  elevated  tube. 
Outer  sepals  like  a  calyx  ;  middle  ones  longer  and  coloured ;  innermost  ones  petaloid.  Style  multifid  at  the  apex. 
Berry  areolate,  tubercular,  or  scaly. 

2628.  EpiphyUum.  Tube  of  calyx  long,  furnished  with  remote  scale.  Limb  of  cor.  multifid,  rosaceous,  or 
ringent. 

2629.  Opuntia.  Sepals  numerous,  foliaceous,  adnate  to  the  ovarium ;  upper  ones  flat  and  short ;  inner  ones 
petaloid.   Stigmas  numerous,  erect.   Berry  oval,  umbilicate,  tubercled,  or  spiny 

MONOGYNIA. 
262-1.  *1 11  \a.  MELOCA'CTUS  C.  Bauh.  Melon  Thistle.    ( Milo,  melon,  cactus  ;  shape.)   Cactdcca?.    Sp.  2 — 6. 

46848  communis  X.  4  O.   common  a.     I  gr   *  jl.au    R       W.  Indies  1688.  O  s.p    Plant. grass.  112 Cactus  Melocactus,  No.  6848.  in  p. 410  ;  No.  6853.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
2625.  *11116.  ECHINOCA'CTUS  L.  %  O.    (Echinot,  the  sea  urchin,  cactus  ;  spiny.)  Cactaccce.    Sp.  9— 32. 

17353  -      -  Eyriest't  Otto  Eyrles's  n.  ZH  fra  1  va.sea  W.y   Mexico     1829.  O  s.p    Bot.reg.  1707 
17354-  -  mammillaridides  Hook.  Mammil.-lk.  tt  ZD  gr   i    Y.R     Chile  1836.  O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3558 
17355  -  -  Mackiedna  Hook.    Mackie's  n.  ZD  gr  i    Y.w    Chile  1836.  O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3561 17356-  -  oxygona  Lk.  %  O.     sharp-angled    tt-Z3gr   1    Pa.Ro  Brazil  1831.  C  s.l  Bot.  reg.  1717 17357  -  -  tubiflbra  Hort.        tube-flowered   tt.  ZD  gr  J    W      Mexico  1836.  O  s.p  Bot.  mag.  3637 

Nos.  6841.  6844. 6150.  &  6852.  in  p.  410.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
2626.  *111  lc  MA  MM  ILL  ATI  I A  Haw.   Mammillabia.  (Mamma,  the  nipple ;  tubercles.)  Cacticece.   Sp.  9—34. 

17358  -      -  pulchra  Haw.         pretty  «-  ZD  gr  4  jn       Ro     Mexico    1826.  O  ru     Bot.  reg.  1329 
17359  -      -  tenuis  Dec.  slender  «*-  ZD  gr  J    my      Pa.Y    1830.  O  ru     Bot.  reg.  1523 
17360  -      -  atrata  Hort.  dark  green       «.  ZD  gr   i    Pk      O  s.p     Bot.  mag.  3642 

2622.  Poinsettia.  "  Nothing  can  be  more  ornamental  in  the  stove.  The  rose-like  whorls  of  bracteae  which  termi- 
nate the  branches  have  been  seen  on  the  large  plants  cultivated  at  Philadelphia  as  much  as  20  in.  across,  and  equal  in 

colour  to  the  finest  tints  of  .Hibiscus  iidsa  sinensis."  (Bot.  Mag.)  A  mixture  of  sand  and  loam  suits  this  plant,  and 
outtings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass  in  heat. 



Order  III. DODECANDRIA  TRIGYNIA. 
1201 

TRIG  FN I  A. 
[scarlet  roundish  united  and  concave  at  base 

17347  Much  bran,  clthd.  with  numer.  long  and  strong  straight  spines,  Lvs.  oblongo.-spathul.  mucron.,  Brae,  large 
17348  Stem  obtusely  and  irregul.  angul.  smth.  pale  gray-cld.,  Lvs.  coriac.  on  short  petioles  obov.-obl.  retuse  with mucro  each  If.  situat.  betw.  2  strong  spines,  Brae,  brick  scarlet 
17349  Glabrous,  Lvs.  lanced  acum.  entire  uppermost  ones  reddish,  Peduncles  axillary  racemose  few  flowered 
17350  Stems  diffuse,  Lvs.  stiff  obov.  acute  glaucous,  Umbel  multifld,  Bracteas  roundish  cordate,  Segms.  of  involucre 

biglandular 

17351  The  only  species 

HEX  A  G  FN  I  A. 

17352  The  only  species 

2630.  PerislAa.  Sepals  numerous,  foliaceous,  adnate  to  the  ovarium.  Cor.  rotate.  Stigmas  aggregate,  spiral. 
Berry  globose  or  ovate. 2631.  Ptirshia.  Lobes  of  calyx  obovate,  obtuse.  Petals  and  stamens  arising  from  the  calyx.  Stamens  about  20. 
Carpels  1-2,  ovate-oblong,  tapered  into  a  short  style,  pubescent ;  each  includes  1  ovule  inserted  into  its  base,  and 
opens  by  a  longitudinal  cleft. 
2632.  CowanXa.  Cal.  5-cIeft.  Petals  5.  Ovaries  5-14.  Ovule  erect.  Styles  terminal,  continuous.  Achenia  awned 

with  the  plumose  persistent  styles.  EmWryo  erect. 
Order  2.   DI-PENTAGYNIA.   Many  perigynous  Stamens.   2  to  5  Styles. 

2633.  Stranvafsia.  Cal.  5-toothed.  Petals  5,  concave,  sessile,  spreading,  villous  at  base.  Stamens  20.  spreading. 
Ovary  villous,  superior,  5-celled.  Cells  containing  2  ovules.  Fruit  spherical,  enclosed  by  the  calyx,  containing  the' superior,  5-valved,  hard,  brittle,  dehiscent  capsule.  Seeds  oblong,  compressed.  Testa  cartilaginous.  Radicle  ex- serted.  Leaves  simple.   Flowers  corymbose. 
2634.  Kageneckia.  Cal.  saucer-shaped,  furnished  with  a  ring  a  little  elevated  on  the  inside,  girding  the  ovaries. 

Petals  wanting  ?  Stamens  15,  5  of  which  alternate  with  the  lobes  of  the  calyx,  the  rest  by  pairs  opposite  the  lobes. 

MONOGYNIA. 

17353  Subglobose  umbilicate,  Ribs  13  continuous  somewhat  undulated,  Tubercles  woolly  bearing  many  short  stiff 
straight  spines,  Petals  acute  [spreading 

17354  Roundish  cylindrical,  Mammillae  lrge.  conical  rather  angular  disposed  along  16  rather  spiral  ribs,  Spines  slender 
17355  Obovate,  Mammillae  lrge.  conical  depressed  disposed  along  16 — 17  ribs,  Spikes  8—10  long  slender  spreading 17356  Nearly  globose  glaucescent,  Ribs  14  acute,  Spines  unequal  spreading,  Flowers  very  long 
17357  Nearly  globose  umbilicate,  Ribs  9 — 10  undulated,  Spines  5 — 6  straight  black,  Petals  acuminated 

17358  Oblong  cylindrical,  Spines  6—7  upper  ones  largest  brown 
17359  Cylindrical  proliferous,  Axils  naked,  Spines  20  equal  spreading  [Petals  nearly  equal 
17360  Simple  oval  cylindrical,  Mammilla;  large  conical  obtuse,  Spines  8 — 10  stiffish  straight  nearly  equal  spreading, 

173GO  -i^lM^_17354  17362 

F17359 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2623    Cevhalotus.   This  plant  grows  best  in  turfy  peat  soil,  and  should  be  kept  rather  damp.   If  moss  is  allowed to  grow  on  the  surface  of  the  soil  it  helps  the  growth  and  health  of  the  plant.   It  Is  increased  by  seed.  ,.„,,. 
1111  Cactus  to  2630.  Pertskia.  For  propagation,  culture,  and  other  particulars  relating  to  Cacteae,  see  p.  410-415. ; 

also,  for  some  excellent  remarks  on  the  general  treatment  of  CSctea:,  sec  Gard.  Mag.,  vol.  xv.  p.  83. 
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17361  -      -  floribunda  hook.     copious  flwg     tL     I  gr  j 
17362  . -  Lehmanni  Hook.      Lehmann's       n.  ZD  cu  4   Also  Nos.  6839,  6840.  &  6842.  are  referable  to  this  genus. 

Pk 
Y 

Chile 
Mexico 

O  s.l 

O  ru 

Bot.  mag.  3647 

Bot.  mag.  3634 

2627.  *lllltf.  TJE'REOS  Ham    CBflBUS.     (Cerctts,  a  torch  or  taper  ;  resemblance.)      Cacthcctc.    Sp  25—68. 
17363  6870a  Napolebnft  Grah.  Napoleon's       *  ZD  spl  6  s         W    ?1825.  C  s.l     Bot.  mag.  3458 Cactus  Napoleonts  Hort.   CSreus  triangularis  var.  major  SeUm-Dyck. 

6857  specioslssimus. 
/3  lateritius  LindU    brick-red         tt.  ZD  or  2  my.s    Bri.R  Eng.  hyb.  1831.  C  It      Bot.  reg.  1596 

17364  6875a  Mallisbns  Hort.      Mallison's        1»  ZD  or  6    C       Eng.  hyb.  1830.  C  p.1.8  Bot.  reg.  1565 17365  -      -  setosus  B.  C.  bristled  tJor  j  ,ra       Fk     Brazil      1829.  C  lt.l    Bot.  cab.  1887 
pentalophus  Dec. 8  subarticulatus  Pf.  subarticulate    ft.     I  or  1    jL       Mexico    C  s.p     Bot.  mag.  3651 
Nos.  6868,  6869,  6854,  6855,  6856,  6857,  6858,  6878.  6876.  6872.  6871.  6857. 6859.  6861,  6162,  6863. 6807. 6865. 

6860.  6874. 6873.  and  6875.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
2628.  *llll<r.  EPIPHYT.LUBI  Haw  Epiphyllum.  (Epi,  upon,  phyllon,  a  leaf ;  flowers.)  Cactacete.  Sp.7— 8. 

17366  6901a  Ho6ken*  Haw.       Hooker's         n.  ZD  or  2  ju.jl    W  S.  Amer   C  s.p Cactus  Phyllfinthus  Hook.,  not  of  Haw. 
17367  6901S  speci&sum  Haw.     showy  it.     I  or   3  jajl     R  Brazil      1810.  C  s.p 

/3  Jenkinsbnt  Hort  Jenkinson's      tL  ZD  spl  3  ap.my  C  Eng.  hyb   C  s.p <y  laterftia  Hen*.      brick-red         «L  ZD  spl  3  in       R  Eng.  hyb.  1828.  C  s.p 
17368  6901c  Ackermfinnt  Haw.   Ackermann's    tt^or  2  jn       S  Mexico     1829.  C  s.p 17369  6903a  crispatum  Haw.      curled  tL  ZD  gr   1  aut      Y  Brazil      1829.  C  s.l 

Nos.  6901,  6902,  and  6903.  are  also  referred  to  this  genus. 
2629.  *Ul\f.  OPU'NTIA  Haw.  Indian  Fig |6884  vulgaris  Haw.  common  ti_ 

Cactus  Opuntia  L.    No.  6834.  in  p.  412. 
17370  6887a  Reus  indica  Haw.  Indian  Fig         «.  ZD  gr  2  jn.jl 

To  this  genus  Nos.  6877.  to  6901.  inclusive,  are  referred 

(Plentiful  near  Opus,  a  city  of  Locris.)  Cactacem. 
fr    2  jl.au    Y       S.Europe  1596.  C  s.l 

Bot.  mag.  2692 
Bot.  reg.  304 
Botanist,  12 
Bot.  mag.  3598 

Sp.  25—43. 
Bot.  mag.  2393 

S.  Amer.  1731.  C  s.p 

2630.  *1112a.  PERE'SKiii  Haw.  Barbadoes  Gooseberry.  (N.  F.  Peiretkius,  a  lover  of  bot.)  Cactacete.  Sp.  2—2, 

17371 
+6904  aculeata  Haw. Cactus  Periskta  L. -  Blio  H.  &  K. 

prickly  *  ZD  fr No.  6904.  in  p.  414. 
Bleo  »  ZD  fr 

17372  - 
17373  - 

1113.  BARTCPNM 
-  albescens  Gill. 
-  aurea  Lindl. 

whitish 

golden  -flowered 

5  o.n 
5  o.ja 

2  jl.n 
2  jl.n 

W      W.  Indies  1696.  C  s.p     Di.  el.  227.  294 
Ro     Mexico     1827.  6  p.I     Bot.  reg.  1473 

Sp.  4—4. Pa.Y  Chile  1831.  S  s.l  S\v.fl.gar.2.s.l82 
Go     Californ.  1833.  S  m.s.l  Bot.  reg.  1831 

1114.  PHILADE'LPHUS. 
17374  6915a  Zeyherf  Schrad.  Zeyher's 

or  4  jn 

17375 17376 
17377 
17378 

17379 

69156  latifblius  Schrad.  broad-leaved 
6915c  floribundus  Schrad.  bundle-flwd 
6915dlaxus  Schrad.  loose-growing humilis  Hort.,    pubescens  Lo.  C. 
6917a  tomentosus  Wall.  \roo\\j-leaved 

4  jn 

6  jtijl 

Sp.  9—15. 
w L  co 
w 

L  co 
w 

L  CO 

w N.  Amer.  1830. 

L  CO 

w Nepal  1822. 
L  co 

A.b.fii Sc.  phi 

and  P.  grandiflorus  W.  is  the  P.  inodbrus  Hort.  and  P.  laxus  Lo.  C. 
1121  JlfY'RTUS. 

6974  communis 
0  fl&re  pldno 1  variegata 
x  maculata 

5980a  obscura  B.  B. 

double-flwd  *  i  |  or 
variegated-tod  *  i  |  or blotched -/vd  *  i  1  or 
doubtful  *  O  or 

Sp.  11—15. 
6  jl.au  W  S.Europe  1597.  C  r.m 
6  jl.au  W  S.Europe  1597.  C  r.m 
6  jl.au  W  S.Europe  1597.  C  r.m 
6  jn.au  W  Maranh.   1823.  C  s.p 

Sc.  phil.  ic. 
ig.  676 il.  ic. 

Sc.  phil.  ic. 
Royle  ill.  46. 1 

Bot.  reg.  1044 

(7\  Pursh,  author  of  Fl.  Amer.  Sept.)       Rosacece.  8p.  1—1. •      or  2  my.jn  Y       N.  Amer.  1826.  C  l.p     Bot.  reg.  1446 2631.  *1130a.  PU'RSHi^  Dec.  Porshia. 
17380  -      -  tridentSta  Dec.  3-toothed-/»d 

Tigctrea  tridentata  Ph. 
2634.  »1135a.  COWA'NM  D.Don.   Cowama^  (James  Cowan,  an  English  merchant.)  Rosacea.^  Sp.  1—1 

17381  -      -  plicata  D.  Don  plaited-fcared Mexico    L  s.p    Sw.  fl.  gar.  400 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2631.  Purshia.   A  dry  light  soil  suits  this  plant,  and  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  will  root  in  sand  under  a  hand- 

;lass. 
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17361  Globose  subcylindrical,  Mammillae  lrge.  conical  obtuse,  Spines  14 — 16  strong  straight  nearly  equal,  Petals  very unequal  [acuminate 
17362  Oblong  subcylindrical,  Mammillae  lrge.  subtetragonal,  Spines  1 — 8  straight  slender  one  longer  than  rest,  Petals 

17363  Branches  diffuse  creeping  triangular,  Spines  4 — 5  stiff  spreading. 

17364  Hybrid  between  C.  speciosissimus  and  C.  flabellif6rmis  [linear  obtuse 
17365  Stems  creeping  triangular,  Spines  numerous  bristle-shaped,  Flowers  solitary  from  the  centre  of  the  bristles,  Petals 

17366  Branches  deeply  serrated  naked,  Tube  of  flower  very  long  slender,  Segms.  of  cor.  lin.  lanceoL 
17S67  Stem  serrated  repand,  Tube  of  cor.  short  scaly  unarmed 

17368  Branches  seldom  with  any  spines  except  when  young,  Cor.  large  ringent  nearly  four  times  longer  than  tube, 
17369  Branches  cuneate  oblong  undulated,  Margins  appearing  curled  from  large  crenatures 

6884  Proliferous  loose,  Joints  ovate,  Spines  setaceous 
17370  Joints  ovate  oblong  blunt  at  both  ends,  Spines  setaceous  length  of  the  wool 

6904  Lvs.  ellipt.  Prickles  solitary  in  axils  of  lvs.  fascicled  on  stems,  Flowers  panicled,  Fruit  globose 
17371  Livs.  ellipt.  acute  tapering  into  short  footstalks,  Spines  fascicled,  Upper  axils  bearing  thick  rounded  fleshy 3-5-flwd.  pedunc,  Petals  obov.  retuse  soon  reflected 
17372  Stem  with  white  shining  epidermis,  Lvs.  sinuately  toothed,  Capsule  naked  3-valved,  Seed  broadly  marginate , Flws.  in  leafy  panic. 
17373  Stem  branched  hispid,  Lvs.  ovate  lanceol.  pinnatifid,  Bract,  pinnatifid,  Petals  5  obovate  cuspidate 

17374  Lvs.  ov.  acumin.  serrately  denticul.  rounded  at  the  base  3-nerved,  Flws.  fewer  and  larger  than  In  P.  vulgaris 
and  scentless  [minate 17375  Bark  whitish,  Lvs.  broad-ovate  acumin.  toothed  about  5-nrvd.  hairy  ben.  Inflor.  racemose,  Lobes  of  cal.  acu- 

17376  Lvs,  ovate-oval  with  long  acuminate  tip  serrat.  toothed  3-nrvd.  hairy  ben.  InAor.  subracemose,  Flws.  5-7  showy slightly  scented  [level  with  stamens 
17377  Lvs.  oval-ovate  with  long  acuminate  tip  toothed  pubes.  ben.  Flws.  solitary  or  2-3  together,  Stigmas  about 
17378  Lvs.  ovate  acuminated  denticulated  toment.  ben.  Racemes  termin.,  Pedicels  oppos.  Lobes  of  cal.  ovate  acute 

17379  Peduncles  angular  short  usually  solitary,  Lvs.  ovate  lanceol.  acum.  Calyx  hairy  4-cleft,  Petals  hairy  outside 

17380  Subdecumbent,  Lvs.  grouped  wedge-sh.  ending  in  2-3  teeth  villose  ab.  toment.  ben.  Buds  scaiy,  Stipules  none or  minute  ' 

17381  Leaves  wedge-shaped  oblong  pinnatifid  plaited,  Ovaries  14 

[Petals  keeled 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2632.    Cowdnin.  A  handsome  evergreen  hardy  shrub,  with  large  showy  blossoms  resembling  a  small  rose. 
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D  I-  PENT  A  G  YNIA. 

+1 132.  CRATJE^GUS.  L.  (Kratos,  strength  ;  hardness  and  strength  of  wood.)  Rosacea  \Pimete.    Sp.  27— 27. 
I.  Cocci'neje. — Leaves  cordate,  lobed,  acutely  serrated.    Flowers  and  Fruit  latge.   Plants  large  and  of  free and  vigorous  growth. 
f7063  coccinea  L.  scarlet-fruited  $     or  20  my.jn    W      N.  Amer.  1683.  B  co     Den.  br.  62 aestivalis  Booth,  Mespilus  aestivalis  Wall.,  M.  coccinea  Mill. 

P  corallina  A.b.f.  565.;  svn.  C.  corallina  Lod.,  C.  pyriformis  of  some. 
y  indentata  A.b.f.  566.;  svn.  C.  indentata  lo.  C. 

t7067  glandulbsa  W.         glandular         ¥      or  15  my.jn  W      N.  Amer.  1760.  B  co     Den.  br.  58 
Mespilus  rotundifblia  Ehrh.,  Pyrus  glandulbsa  Mcench,  C.  rotundifblia  Booth. 
/Ssucculenta  Fis.  y  subvillbsa  A.b.f.  568.;  syn.  C.  subvilldsa  Fis. 

II.  Pcnota't;e. — Leaves  not  lobed,  large,  with  many  nerves.  Bark  white  or  ash-coloured.  Fruit  large  or  small. 
t7070  punctata  Ait.  dotted-/ru»fed  $       or  15  my.jn  W      N.  Amer.  1746.  B  co     Den.  br.  57 

Crus-galli  Duroi,  Mespilus  cuneifolia  Ehrh.,  M.  punctata  Link,  M.  cornifblia  Lam. a,  rubra  A.  b.  f.  569.;  syn.  C.  edulis  Ronalds. 
rubra  strfcta  Hort.;  syn.  C.  p.  stricta  Ronalds. 

+7065  pyrifblia  Ait.  Pear-tree-lvd    $      or  20  jn       W      N.  Amer.  1765.  B  co     Bot.  reg.  1877 
leucophloe'oi  Mcench,  radi&ta  Lod.,  tomentbsa  Duroi,  Mespilus  latifolia  Lam.,  M.  Calpodendron  Ehr., M.  pyrifolia  Link,  M.  cornifblia  Pair.,  Booth,  C.  latifolia  Ronalds. 

III.  Cru's-Ga'lli. — Leaves  without  lobes.   Fruit  small  or  middle-sized,  round,  dark  green  till  nearly  ripe,  when ripe  scarlet.   Spines  very  long,  and  bent  like  the  spur  of  a  cock. 
+7071  Crus-galli  L.  Cock's.spur      ¥       or  20  my.jn  W      N.Amer.  1691.  S  co     Den.  br.  56 lucida  Wang.,  cuneifolia  Lod.,  Mespilus  lucida  Ehrh.,  M.  Crus-galli  Poir.,  M.  hyemalis  Walt.,  M.  cunei- 

folia Mcench.  ' 
/3  splendens  Dec. ;  syn.  C.  orbutifblia  and  C.  splendens  Ait. 
y  nyracanthifblia  Dec.  A.b.f.  580.;  syn.  C.  pyracanthifblia  Lod.,  M.  lucida  Dum. 

17382  -      -  ovalifblia  Horn.       oval-leaved      5f       or  30  my.jn  W      N.  Amer.  1810.  B  co     Bot.  reg.  1860 
Crus-galli  ovalifblia  Lindl.,  elliptica  Lod. 

17383  -  pninifblia  Bosc        Plum-tree-lvd  or  20  my.jn  W      N.  Amer.  1818.  B  co     Bot.  reg.  1868 
Crus-galli  prunifblia  Lindl.,  Carolinian  a  Lod.,  Mespilus  prunifblia  Poir. fi  ingestria  A.  B.      Ingestrie  £      or  20  my.jn  ...      Eng.  hyb   B  co 

IV.  NivGR3i. — Leaves  middle-sized,  deeply  lobed.  Lobes  pointed.   Fruit  round,  black  or  purple.    Tree  rather  fasti- giate,  with  few  or  no  spines.  Bark  smooth. 
+7083  nigra  W.$K.         black-fruited  or  20  ap.my  W.     Hungary  1819.  B  co    Den.  br.  64 

Mespilus  nigra  W.,  carpatica  Lod. 
17384  -      -  purpurea  Bosc         purple-ftran.     ¥      or  15  my.jn  W     AltaicM.?  1822.  B  co     Den.  br.  60 

/3  altalca  A.B..        Altaic  $      or  15  my.jn  W      AltaicM.    B  co     A.b.  f.  583 
V.  Dolglavsii. -Leaves  small,  and  not  lobed  as  in  the  preceding  section.   Spines  rather  numerous  and  rigid.  Fruit 

small,  and  dark  purple.  Pulp  soft  and  watery. 
17385. -  DougUstf  lindl.  Douglas's or  15  my      W      N.W.Am.  1630.  S.Bco   Bot.  reg.  1810 
VI.  FlaV.e.  Leaves  small,  obovate,  slightly  lobed,  and  serrated.  Flowers  frequently  solitary.  Spines  numerous, 

straight,  and  more  slender  than  in  division.   Fruit  top,  or  pear,  shaped ;  yellow,  or  greenish-yellow. 
17386  -      -  flava  Ait.  yellow-fruited  t       or  20  my      W      N.  Amer.  1724.  B  co     Den.  br.  59 

glandulbsa  Mr.  not  of  Walt.,  Mespilus  MichauxtY  Pers.,  C.  carolini&na  Poir.,  C.  flavissima  Hor. 
17387-  -  lobata  Bosc  lobed-leaved      $      or  15  myjn  W      B  co     A.b.  £  554  &  586 

Mespilus  lobata  Poir.,  C.  lutea  Hort. 
17388-  -  trilobate  Lod.         three-lobed-tod  i      or  15  my.jn  W      hybrid     1820.?  B  co    Bot.  cab.  1100? 

spinosissima  Lee. 
VII.  ApuroYi.Tj  Leaves  deltoid,  or  somewhat  resembling  those  of  the  common  thorn.  Fruit  also  of  the  same  colour. 

But  the  tree  has  a  totally  different  habit,  having  the  shoots  loose  and  spreading,  weak,  and  almost  without  thorns. 
t7074  opiifblia  Mr.  Parsley-leaved  V Oxyacantha  Walt.,  opiifblia  major  Lod. 

$  minor  A.  B.  less  A 

or  15  my.jn  W 
or  ...  my.jn  W 

t7067  t 

N.  Amer.  1812.  B  co     A.  b.  f.  589 
B  co    A.  b.  f.  588 

+7071 0  ̂       fJWl  ' 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 17383 

1132.  Crataegus.  "  Of  all  the  genera  of  hardy  deciduous  ligneous  plants  in  cultivation  in  British  gardens,  there  ie 
not  one  which,  taking  it  altogether,  can  be  compared  with  the  genus  CraU&'gus.  .  . .  They  are  not  only  highly  beauti- ful when  in  flower  (a  period  which  extends  from  the  beginning  of  April  to  the  end  of  July,  commencing  with  C.  pur- 

purea and  ending  witn  C.  corddta),  but  also  when  they  are  covered  with  ripe  fruit,  which  includes  a  period  com- 
mencing with  C.  purpurea  and  C.  nigra,  in  the  beginning  of  July,  and  continuing  till  the  following  spring  or  summer ; 
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7063  Lvs  cord. -ovate  angled  with  lobes  acutely  serrated  glabr.  Fetiol.  &  cal.  pubes.  glanded,  Petals  orbicul.  Styles  5, Fruit  eatable 
t  maxima  Lod.  ;  syn .  C.  c.  spinbsa  Godcfroy. 
i  neapolitana  Hort. ;  syn.  Jtfespilus  constantinopolitana  Godefroy. 

7067  Lvs.  obov.-wedge-sh.  angled  glabr.  glossy,  Petioles  stipules  &  sepals  glanded,  Fruit  oval  scarlet,  Nuts  4-5,  Flesh hard  and  dry 
i  macracantha  A.b.  f.  572. ;  syn.  C.  macracantha  Lod.,  C.  spina  longlssima  Lee. subvar.  minor  A.  b.  f.  573 

7070  Lvs.  obov.-wedge-sh.  glabr.  serrat.  Cal.  rather  villose,  Sepals  awl.-sh.  entire,  Fruit  usually  dotted 
rafirea;  syn.  No.  7068.  in  p.  424.,  C.  dtilcis  Ronalds,  C.  edulis  Lod.,  C.  pentagyna  flava  Godcfroy . 

brevisplna  Don,  A.b.  f.  2462  [Sep.  lin-lanceol. 
7065  Spiny  or  spineless,  Lvs.  ovate-ellipt.  incisely  serrat.  obscurely  plaited  rather  hairy,  Styles  3,  Cal.  slightly  villose, 

[some wh.  serrat.  Styles  2 
7071  Spines  long,  Lvs.  obov.-wedge-sh.  nrly.  sess.  glossy  glabr.  falling  off  late,  Stipules  linear,  Cal.  lobes  lanceol. 

i  salicifolia  Dec.  A.  b.  f.  578 
f  linearis  Dec.  A.  b.  f.  577. ;  syn.  M.  linearis  Desf. 
£  nana  Dec.  A.  b.  f.  552. ;  syn.  AT.  nana  Dum. 

17382  Lvs.  oval  serrat  rather  pilose  on  both  sum.  shining  on  upper  one,  Stipules  sub-cord,  incisely  serrat.  with glanded  serratures 
17383  Lvs.  broadly  ovate  uneq.  serrated  &  glabr.  Petioles  bearing  few  glands,  Sepals  with  glanded  serratures,  Fedun. and  cal.  little  vill. 

7083  Lvs.  sinuately  lobed  serrat.  somew.  wedge-sh.  truncately  so  at  base  villose  ben.  Stip.  obi.  serrately  cut,  Cal. vill.  Styles  5,  Fruit  black  [serratures 
17384  Lvs.  ovate  cuneate  at  base  lobed  serrat.  glabr.  or  pubes.  ben.  Stip.  somewhat  circular  serrated  with  glanded 

17385  Spines  straightish  short  and  long,  Lvs.  obovate  and  oval  gashedly  serrated  acute  cuneate  at  base  glabr.  in autumn  leathery  purplish  and  shining 

17386  Lvs.  obov.-cuneat.  slightly  lobed  crenately  serrate  on  short  petioles,  Stip.  glanded,  Nuts  4  in  a  fruit 

[bote 

17387  Bran,  rather  vill.  Lvs.  ovate  uneq.  serrat.  or  lobed  slightly  downy  bent  on  short  petioles,  Stip.  cut,  Inflor.  corym- 
17388  Lvs.  ovate-cuneate  notched  and  serrat.  Petioles  slender,  Branches  small  thickly  beset  with  slender  thorns 

7074  Lvs.  cut  into  acute  and  incisely  toothed  lobes,  Pedlc.  in  corymb  vill.  mostly  simple,  Cal.  tube  vill.  Sepals obscurely  serrated 

C.  mcxicdna,  C.  vireinica,  and  some  other  species,  ret  .lining  their  fruit  all  the  winter.  .  . .  All  the  species  may  be 
trained  either  as  small,  handsome,  exceedingly  picturesq  ae  trees,  or  as  beautiful  and  picturesque  shrubs,  at  the  pleasure 
of  the  cultivator."  (Arb.  Brit.,  p.  814.)  "Most  of  the  species  would  make  excellent  hedges  All  the  species will  grow  on  any  soil  that  is  tolerably  dry;  but.  they  wi  1  not  grow  vigorously  in  a  soli  that  is  not  deep  and  free,  apd 
rich  rather  than  poor."  (Ib.) 
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VIII.  MrcRocA'itr.K— Fruit  small,  round,  red.   Flowers  small,  produced  in  corymbs,  later  in  the  season  than  in  any of  the  other  species.   Spines  few,  but  sometimes  very  large. 
t7064  cord&ta  Mil.  heart-leaved  or  20  jn.jl     W      N.  Amer.  1738.  B  co     Bot.  reg.  1151 populifblia  Walt.  Afespilus  acerifblla  Poir.  diet. 
t7073  spathuiata  EU.         spathula-sAopetf^      or  15  myjn  W      N.  Amer.  1806.  B  co     Bot  reg.  1846 microcarpa  Lindl.  Bot.  reg. 

IX.  Azaro^m — Fruit  large,  round  or  pear-shaped;  yellow  or  red ;  eatable.   Leaves  wedge-shaped,  3  cleft,  or  more, shining,  pubescent,  or  hairy.   Spines  few  or  none. 
t7078  AxarUus  L. 17389  -      -  maroccana  Pers. 

Azarole Morocco or  15  my.jn  W 
or  15  my.jn  W S.  Europe  1640.  B  co  Bot.  reg.  579 Morocco   1822.  B  co     A.  b.  f.  594 

17390  -      -  Arbnia  Bosc  Aronia  V       or  15  my.jn  W      S.  Europe  1810.  B  co     Poc.  or.  85 Afispilus  ArbniaW.,  N.Duh. ;  C.Axardlus  0  Willd.  sp.,C.  ftssa  Lod. ;  M.  orient,  apiifol. stibtus  hirsuta  Poc. 
f7080  orientals  Bosc        Eastern  *      or  15  my.jn  W      S.  Europe  1810.  B  co    Bot.  rep.  590 odoratissima  Bot.  rep.  and  No.  7080.  in  p.  424.,  Mespilus  orientals  Poir. 

fi  sanguinea  A.  B.     blood-cld-^d     J      or  15  myjn  W      Crimea     1810.  B  co    Bot.  reg.  1852 C.  orientals  Lindl.  Bot.  reg.,  C.  sanguinea  Schrad.,  C.  tanacetifolia  0  taurica  Dec. 
+7079  tanacetifolia  Pers.    Tansy-lvd        $      or  15  my.jn  W      Greece     1789.  B  co     Bot.  rep.  591 if.  tanacetifolia  Poir.  diet.,  N.  Duk.  ;  M.  pinnita  Bum. ;  M.  CeUidna  Dum.  ? 

8  glabra  Lod.  A.  b.  f.  598.  y  Lccana  A.  b.  f.  599. ;  syn.  C.  inclsa  Lee. 

173S1 
X.  Het eroph  y'll/E.  — Leaves  cuneate  and  subpersistent.   Fruit  long,  middle-sized,  and  crimson. 
-  heterophylla  Plug,   various-leaved  t      or  20  my.jn  W      N.  Amer.  1816.  B  co    Bot.  reg.  1847 

XI.  Oxyaca'nthje.  — Leaves  obovate,  trifid,  or  variously  cut.  Flowers  numerous,  in  corymbs.  Fruit  generally  red. 
17075  Oxyacantha  L.         Sharp-thorn     $      or  15  my.jn  W      Britain     hed.    S  co     Eng.  bot.  2054 

2  obtusata Dec.,  B.  r.  1128.;  syn.  C.  oxyacantholdes 
ThuiU. 

3  sibirica  A.  B.\  syn.  C.  monogvna  L. 
4  transylvanica  Hort.;  syn.  C.  0.  3  siMrica  ? 5  ouercifblia  Booth,  A.  b.  f.  608 
6  lacinttta  A.  b.  f.  603.;  syn.  C.  lacini&a Lo.C. 
7  pterifblia  A.  b.  f.  604. ;  syn.  C.  peetinata  Hort. 
8  eriocarpa  Lindl.,  A.  b.  f.  607. ;  syn.  No.  7076  in 

p.  424 9  purpurea  (purple-aAoofc)  A.  b.  f.  61 1 

10  Oliveridna  A.  B.,  Bot  reg.  1933. ;  syn.  C.  Oli- vSria  and  orientalis  Lo.  C. 
11  melanocarpa  A.  B.,  Bot.  reg.  1874.;  syn.  C.  fissa 

Lee,  platyphylla  B.  R. 12  atirea  Hort.,  A.  b  f.  610. ;  syn.  No.  7075.  2  in 

p.  424 

13  aurantlaca  Booth 
14  leucocarpa  A.  B. 
15  multiplex  Hort.,  A.  b.  t  609. ;  syn.  No.  7075. 

( in  p.  424 
Fruit  green  or  greenish  yellow  ; XII.  Parvifo'lijB.  —  Leaves  small,  ovate,  serrated  or  notched,  but  scarcely  lobed. rather  large  and  hard. 

t7069  parvifblia  Ait.  small-leaved     3fc      or  6  my.jn  W      N.  Amer.  1704.  B  co     Den.  br.  65 
A/espilus  axillaris  Pers.,  M.  tomentbsa  Poir.,  M.  xanthocarpus  L.  fil.,  M.  parvifblia  Wats.,  C.  toment6sa 

L.  sp.,  C.  uniflbra  Duroi,  C.  viridis,  axillaris,  detulifblia,  fl6rida,  and  linearis  Lo.  C. 8  florida  Led.  Florida  *       or   6  mv.jn  W      N.  Amer    B  co     A.b.  f.  613 
y  grossul  arias  folia  A.  B.  Gooscb.-lvd  34       or   6  my.jn  W      B  co     A.  b.  f.  616 C.  linearis  Lo.  C. 

17392-      -  virginica  Lod.         Virginian         it      or  5  my.jn  W      Virginia   1812.  B  co     A.  b.  f.  615 

XIII.  Mexk  a'na.  — Leaves  large,  oval  lanceolate,  notched  and  serrated.  Fruit  large,  green  or  greenish  yellow. 

17393  • -  mexicana  M.  gj  S.  Mexican  } 
stipul&cea  Lo.  C,  Lambertt'^na  Hort. 

or  15  my.jn  W      Mexico    1823.  B  co  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.300 

XIV.  Pyraca'ntha. — Leaves  oval,  lanceolate,  glabrous,  entire,  small,  evergreen.  Fruit  numerous,  of  a  bright  coral colour. 
f7072  Pyracantha  Pers.    Pyracantha      »      or  10  my.     W      S.  Europe  1629.  S  s.l    A.  b.  f.  561 

fi  crenulata  A.  B.     crenulated       *      or  10  my.jn  W      Nepal      1830.  B  s.l 
C.  crenulata  Box.  ms.,  Lindl.  in  Lin.  trans.,  Don's  Mill.  ;  Afespilus  crenulata  D.  Don. 

2633.  *1132a.  STRANVjE'S/^  Lindl.    {Hon.  W.  Fox  Strangways,  a  learned  botanist)   Rosdcete.   Sp.  1— 1. 17394  -      -  glaucescens  Lindl.    grey-leaved      J       or  20  jn       W      Nepal      1828.  B  co     Bot.  reg.  1956 Crataegus  glafica  Wall,  Arb.  brit.  p.  844.  figs.  562,  563. 
17390      t7075.  15  ̂ IPi /<*  t7075.7       JkJIk     ... f7078.6  J$jMM*7m.P 

t7073 
2633.  Stranv(s"si&. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
This  plant  succeeds  perfectly  when  grafted  on  the  common  hawthorn. 
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7064  Lvs.  cord. -ovate  angled  by  lobes  glabr.  Petioles  and  calyxes  glandless,  Styles  6 
7073  Lvs.  fascicled  obi.  cuneat.  3-cleft  lobed  and  cuneat.  smth.  shining,  Corymbs  many-fld.  Cai.  smth.  Segms.  ovate ent.  Fruit  5-celled 

[Styles  1-3 
7078  Lvs.  pubes.  trifid,  Lobes  blunt  and  with  few  large  teeth,  Branchlets  corymbs  and  calyxes  pubes.  Sep.  obtuse, 
17389  Lvs.  3-lobed  and  pinnatif.  glabr.  glandless,  Stip.  cut  rather  palmately,  Fedunc.  long,  Corymbs  termin.  Sepals 

obtuse,  Styles  2  [yellow 
17390  Branchlets  pubes.  Lvs.  pubes.  on  under  surf.  Lobes  obtuse  entire  each  ending  in  3  obtuse  mucron.  teeth,  Fruit 
7080  Branches  toment.  Lvs.  3-Iobed  downy  ben.  2  side  lbs.  ovate  with  tooth-Ik.  incisions  at  tip  middle  1-3-fid,  Stip. IS  Fruit  of  a  very  dark  purplish  red  or  port  wine  colour  [broad  and  cut 

7079  Lvs.  pinnatifidly  cut  hairy,  Lbs.  obi.  acute  having  few  teeth,  Sepals  acutish  reflexed  hairy,  Styles  5,  Fruit  glo- 
bose yellowish  green 

17391  Lvs.  lanceol. -cuneat.  toothed  at  apex  3-cleft,  Segms.  serrate,  Cal.  tube  fusiform,  Cymes  many-flwd.  Style  1, 
Stips.  large  and  pinnatifid 

7075  Lvs.  obov.-cuneate  almost  ent.  or  3-fid  or  cut  glabr.  rather  glossy,  Corymbs  of  several  flws.  Sepals  glandless 
acute,  Styles  1-3 

16+rosea  Hort.,  A.  b.  f.  612  23  pendula  Lod. 
17  punicea  But.  cab.  1363. ;  syn.  C.  0.  rosea  superba  24  regime  Hort.  (Queen  Mary's  Thorn)  A.  b.  p. . Hort.  153 
18  punicea  fl.  pi.  Hort.  25fpraeYox  Hort.  (Glastonbury  Thorn) 
19  fol.  atireis  Lod.  26  mon6gyna  A.  B. ;  syn.  No.  7077.  in  p.  424 
20  f  dliis  argenteis  Hort.  27  apetala  Lod. 
21  strfeta  Lod.,  A.  b.  pi.  152. ;  syn.  C.  O.  rigida  Ro-  28  lucida  A.  B. nalds  29  capitata  Sm.  of  Ayr 
22  Cehiana  Hort.  30  flexu6sa  Sm.  of  Ayr 

7069  Lvs.  oval-lanceol.  incisely  serrat.  pubes.  Flws.  mostly  solit.  Branlts.  and  cal.  vill.  Stip.  Dristle-lk.  Sep.  serrat. Fruit  aim.  top-sh.,  Nuts  5 
/3  Has  the  leaves  and  fruit  somewhat  smaller  and  rounder  than  those  of  the  species 
y  Has  the  leaves  lobed,  and  somewhat  like  those  of  the  gooseberry 

17392  Lvs.  obov.  cuneat.  glabr.  shining  notched  not  lobed  small,  Fruit  round  rather  larger  than  a  common  haw  dark 
green 

17393  Lvs.  oval-lanceol.  notched  and  serrat  acumin.  somewhat  ciliated  at  base,  Fetiol.  short  channeled,  Margin winged,  Stains.  10-15,  Styles  2  rarely  4 

7072  Lobes  of  cal.  obtuse,  Styles  6,  Fruit  globose 

17394  Lvs.  lanceol.  coriac.  serrat.  pointed  at  base  midrib  and  nrvs.  on  under  side  and  young  twigs  hairv  Corymbs some w.  woolly,  Fedic.  3-4  times  as  long  as  bud 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
f7080.  Crataegus  orientdlis  /S  sangulnea  has  large  fruit  of  a  port  wine  colour,  and  is  one  of  the  handsomest  species of  the  genus.   C.  OxyacSntha  eriocarpa  forms  a  handsome  tree  of  the  middle  size. 

4  I 
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17395 
17396 

17397 

17398 
17399 
17400 
17401 

1133.  PY'RUS. 7086  communis 
a.  /Tchras  WcUlr.  {entire-leaved) 
S  Pyraster  Wallr.  {serrated-leaved) 

7087a  crenata  D.  Don  crenated  i 
70874  variolosa  Walt.  variable- Ivd  1 P.  Pdshia  Ham.  mss. 
7096  /f'ria tt  obtusifblia  Dec.  blunt-lvd 

/3  acutifdlia  Dec.  sharp-lvd 
? undulate  Lindl.  undulated  -Ivd 

angustifblia  Lindl.  narrow-leaved  1 f  rugbsa  Lindl.  wrinkled 
?  cretica  Lindl.  Cretan 
hi  bullata  Lindl.  blistered 

7097o  vestlta  Wall.  clothed 
7101  aucuparia B  fructu  ltiteo 
7000a  lanuginosa  Dec.  woolly-leaved 
7085a  floribunda  Lindl.  bundle- flwd  j 
70856  depressa  Lindl.  depressed  j 
7085c pubens  Lindl.  downy-bran.  i 

Sp.  33—47. 

rfdliis  variegatis fructu  variegato  (fruit  variegated  with  yellow  and  white) 
or  15  mv.jn  W      Nepal        1820.  Geo    Bot.  reg.  1655 
or  ...  ap.my  Fksh.  Nepal       1825.  G  co    A.  b.  pi.  170 

tm  40 
tm  40 
tm  30 tm  30 tm  30 
tm  SO tm  30 
or  30 

my.jn  W 
my.jn  W 
my.jn  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W 
my.jn  W my.jn  W 
my.jn  W 

Europe 
Europe 
S.  Europe 
S.  Europe S.  Europe 
Crete  ? S.  Europe 

Nepal 

1820. 

G  co G  co 
G  co G  co G  co 
G  co G  co 
G  co 

1  fbliis  variegatis or  25  my.jn  W 
or    4  my.jn  \V 
or  H  my.jn  W 
or   5  my.jn  W 

i  fastigiate 
Hungary  ...  S  co China  1818.  G  co N.  Amer.  ...  L  co 
N.  Amer.  1810.  B  co 

Fl.  dan.  302 
Duh.  no.  34 
A.  b.  pi.  139a 

A.  b.  pi.  391 

A.  b.  pi.  146 Bot.  reg.  1006 

17402  7085ft  grandifblia  Lindl.  great-leaved or   5  myjn  W      N.  Amer.  1810.  B  co    Bot.  reg.  11.54 

1830.  L  1       Bot.  reg.  1836 2634.  *1137a.  KAGENE'CKLl  R.  &  P.  (AT.  De  Kageneck,  a  German  statesman.)  Rosacea;  \  Quillaje<e. 17403  -      -  cratagifblia  Lindl.    Hawthorn-lvd   il  j  or  10  jn       W  Chile crataegoldes  D.  Don. 
1138  AMELA'NCHIER.  Sp.  5—6. 17404  7120a  sangulnea  Dec.        bloody  it     or   4  ap.my  W      N.  Amer.  1824.  L  co 

Pyrus  sangulnea  Ph.,  Arbnia  sangulnea  Nutt.,  Afespilus  canadensis  y  rotundifblia  Mx. 
17405  7121a  llorida  Lindl.  flowery  *jf      or  12  myjn  W      N.  Amer.  1826.  Leo 

1139  COTONEA'STER.  Sp.  10-10. 17406  7123a  laxia&ra  Jac.  loose-flowered  tt     or  ...  ap      Pk    1826.  L  co 
17407  71236frfgida  Wall.  frigid  J      or  10  ap.my  W      Nepal      1824.  G  1 

Bot.  reg.  1171 
Bot.  reg.  1589 

Bot.  reg.  1305 Bot.  reg.  1229 

17408  7125a  nummular  in  Lindl.    money- lk. -lad  or  15  ap.my  W  Nepal 
elliptica  Hort.,  Eriob6trya  elllptica  Ltndl.,  .Vespilus  Cutle  Hort. 

17409  7 1256  rotundifblia  Wall,     round-leaved    il      or   3  ap.my  W  Nepal 
microphylla  S  UNa-ursi  Lindl.  Bot.  Reg.,  IT va-u rsi  Hort. 

1824. 

17410  7125c  microphylla  Wall. 
17411  71254  ftuxifblia  Wall. 

1141.  SPIR^A. 
17412  7127a  arisefblia  Swi. 

7128  jalicifblia 
a,  carnea  Ait. 
B  alpestris  Pall. 

r paniculate  W. latifblia  W. 

small-leaved 
Bos-leaved my.jn  W my.jn  W 

Nepal  1824. Neelgher.  1824. 

White-Beam-lvd  34      or    5  jn.jl Sp.28— 46. Ysh.WN.  Am.  1827. 

Gl  A.b.pl.  1226 
L  co  Bot.  reg.  1187 
L  co  Bot.  reg.  1114 L  co 

C  co  Bot.  reg.  1365 

17413 17414 
17415 

flesh-cld-^Iwd  or    5  jn.au    F      Britain  ?  m.  n alpine  tt      or  2?  jn.au   W      Russia  1820. 
panicled  fife      or    5  jn.au   W      N.  Amer.  ... 
broad-leaved     St      or    5  jn.au   W  Europe 

S.  carpinifolia  Willd.  enum..  No.  7129.  in  p.  428. ;  S.  obovata  Raft.,  not  of  W.  & 
t  grandiflbra  A.  B.    large-flowered   Sfe      or    5  jn.au  Pk      Kamtsch.  1826. 

7132  Aypericifblia a  uralensis  Ser.,  syn.  No.  7136.  p.  428.  8  Plukenetiana  Ser.,  syn.  No.  7132.  p.  428. 
7144a vacciniifblia D.  Don  Strawberry-lvd  tt  or  2  jl.au  W  Nepal  1820. 7149a  palmate  Thun.         palmate  ^  A  or    2  jl.au    R       China  1823. 
71496  digitate  W.  digitate  ^  A  or   2  jl.au    R       Siberia  1823. 

Sk  co 
Sk  co 
Sk  co Sk  co 
K. Sk  co 

Eng.  bot.  1408 Pall.  ros.  1.  22. 
Mil.  ic.  257.  2. 
A.b.f.441 
A.b.  f.442. 

y  acuta  Ser.,  A.  b.  f.  434. 
C  p.l     A.  b.  f.  439 D  p.l 
I)  p.l    Pal.  ros.  1.27. 

POLYGYNIA. 
1148.  iJO'SA. 17416  7478a  Dicksont  Lindl. 

Dickson's Dahurian 
Sp.  77—121. 5  my.jn  D.R  Ireland 

6  my.jl   Pk  Siberia 
L  co 

1824.  L  r.m 

Eng.  bot.  2707. 
17417  74786  dahurica  Pall. 

7480  alplna 
S  pimpinellifblla  Lindl.,  syn.  R.  glandulbsa  Bel.  s  lagen&ria  Ser.,  tiaAsh-fld.  I  sorbinella  Ser. 
n  hispidella  Ser.,  syn.  it.  a.  coronate  Desv.  6  UeMs  Ser.,  A.b.  f.  483.   i  pyriformis  (pear-shaped-/rutfcd') 

17395 17396 17398 

17397 
70S6y 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Kagmicla*  17403  cratagtfolia.   The  leaves  of  this  plant  are  intensely  hitter,  and  they  are  used  by  the 
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i  sanguinolenta  ( flesh  of  fruit  red  or  reddish)  n  jaspida  {bark  striped  with  yellow) 
(  flure  pleno  0  satlva  Dec.         [woolly,  Sepals  ovate  subacute 

17395  Branlts.  whitely  toment.  Lvs.  oval  acute  crenat.  glabr.  ab.  foment,  ben.  when  young,  Corymbs  simple  and 
17396  Lvs.  ovate  acumin.  crenat.  glabr.  in  adult  state  when  young  clthd.  with  yellowish  toment.  ben.  Umbels  termin. 

Fedic  and  cal.  woolly 
«  Leaves  broadly  ovate  and  obtuse 
/S  Leives  ovate-oblong  acute 
r Leaves  flat  oval-lanceol.  broad  undulat.  unequally  and  deeply  serrated,  acumin.  and  cobwebbed  above Leaves  oval  obtuse  concave  somewhat  simply  serrated  woolly  above 
t  Leaves  large  ovate-elliptic  doubly  serrated  shining  above  ana  wrinkled,  white  beneath  [webbed 
?  Lvs.  fiat  orbicularly  ellipt.  crenately  serrat.  refuse  cuneated  at  base,  smooth  ab.  hoary  beu.  Bran,  cob- 
i)  Lvs.  concave  elliptic  acumin.  blistered  ;  closely  serrated  at  apex,  but  entire  at  base 

17397  Lvs.  cymes,  and  young  bran,  clthd.  with  white  toment.  Lvs.  ellipt,  or  obov.-ellip.  acumin.  serrat.  towards  apex, Corymbs  branched  and  termin. 
17398  Buds  woolly,  Lilts,  serrat.  woolly  ben.  Petiole  woolly,  Pome  globose  [flwd.  and  long  th.  leaves 
17399  Bran,  cinereous,  Lvs.  obl.-lanceol.  acute  on  longpets.  toment.  ben.  as  well  as  cal.  Fruit  spheric.  Corymbs  many- 17400  Stem  humble  reclin.  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  toment.  ben.  as  well  as  cal.  Fruit  pear-sh.  Corymbs  length  of  leaves 
17401  Erect,  Bran,  pubes.  Lvs.  obi.  or  obov.  abruptly  acumin.  smth.  Fruit  spherical  as  well  as  cal.  quite  glabr. 

Corymbs  lax  many-flwd.  [with  vill.  dist. 17402  Lvs.  obi.  or  obov.  acute  glabr.  Fruit  spherical  and  as  well  as  cal.  glabr.  Corymbs  few-flwd.  coarctate,  Fruit 

17403  Lvs.  oval-lanceol.  smooth  glaucous,  Male  and  female  flowers  produced  separately  on  the  same  plant 

17404  Lrs.  oval  obt.  at  both  ends  mucronate  finely  serrat.  sub-cord,  at  base,  Rac  few-flwd.  Cal.  glabr.  Fruit  eatable 
17405  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  at  both  ends  coarsely  serrate  in  terminal  portion  glabr.  Bract,  and  stipules  feathery  at  tip  soon 

falling  off,  Rac.  upright  many-flwd. 
17406  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  at  both  ends  smooth  ab.  woolly  ben.  Cymes  panicled  pilose,  Cal.  quite  smooth 
17407  Branlts.  woolly,  Lvs.  ellipt.  mucron.  coriac.  crenitlat.  glabr.  woolly  ben.  when  young,  Corymbs  panicul. termin.  white  and  woolly 
17408  Lvs.  orbicul.  or  ellipt.  ending  in  mucro  sometimes  emargin.   Stips.  lin.-lanceol.  membran.  soon  falling  off, 

Cymes  axill.  few-flwd. 17409  Lvs.  roundish  pilose  ben.  evergreen,  Peduncles  1-flowered 
17410 17411 Lvs.  oblong  obtuse  pubescent  beneath  evergreen,  Peduncles  usually  1-flowered 

Lvs.  ovate  woolly  beneath  evergreen,  Peduncles  2-3-fiowered  woolly 

17412  Lvs.  elliptical  oblong  more  or  less  lobed  toothed  pale  villose  beneath,  Panicle  villose,  Flws.  very  numerous 
a  Lvs.  lanceol.  Panicles  consisting  of  racemes  more  or  less  spicated,  Bark  of  branches  yellowish 

Leaves  shorter  than  those  of  var.  a,  Branches  very  short 
r Leaves  ovate-oblong,  Petals  white,  Bark  of  branches  red 

Leaves  ovate-oblong,  Petals  white,  Bark  of  branches  reddish 
1  Flowers  nearly  twice  as  Urge  as  those  of  the  species 

7132 £  crenata  Ser.  syn.  S.  obovata  W$  K.     t  savranica  Ser.  A.  b.  f.  436    (  Bessertttna  Ser.  syn.  S.  cronata  Bess. 
17413  Branlts.  hairy,  Lvs.  ellipt.  acute  serrated  at  tip  glabr.  glauc.  ben.  Cymes  termin.  tomentose  few-flowered 
17414  Lvs.  5-7  lobed,  Lobes  oblong  acumin.  acutely  &  doubly  serrated,  Panic,  cymose  decompound 
17415  Lvs.  pinnate  toment.  ben.  Termin.  lflt.  largest  7-lobed  lateral  ones  5-lbd.  Corym.  bran,  contract.  Carpels 

parallel  villous 
POLYGYNIA. 

17416  Bran,  flexuous  setiger.  Prickles  few  slender  scattered,  Lflts.  folded  togeth.  uneq.  with  coarse  dbl.  serrat.  Stips. 
pets,  and  sepals  compound  [ben.  dply.  serrat.  Fruit  ovate  red 

17417  Bran,  slender  coloured,  Prickles  stipular  spreading  little  recurved,  Stips.  linear,  Lflts.  obi.  wrinkled  toment. 
*  setdsa  Ser.  (bristly-ca/y*«f)    A,  globdsa  Desv.  (globular-fruited)    /u.  Aelleborina  Ser.    t  pilosula  Ser.  (pilose- 

vedunclcd)    £  turbinate  Desv.  ( top-sh  .-/id),  syn. It.  inermis  Del.    «  specidsa  Hort.  (Drummond's  thornless) 

17409  -   ot^w  ^~    17410  -  -  *       **3»  J74I3 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
inhabitants  of  Chile  to  cure  intermittent  fevers.  It  strikes  readily  by  cuttings,  and  may  probably  be  grafted  on  the common  hawthorn.  The  plant  thrives  in  loam,  peat,  and  sand. 4  12 
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17418"  7480asuivis  W.  sweet  ffi      or   4  jnjl     Pk    1818   L  r.m    A.  b.  f.484 
17419  7492a  Wilson/  Bor.            Wilson's          a  or    3  jn.jl     D.Pk  Britain  ...     Leo      Eng.  bot.  2723 7495  g&llica 

•y  arvhia  Lindl.,  syn.  R.  arvlna  Kr.  sil.  i  inaperta  Ser.  (  Vilmorin  Rose)  t  A'gatha  Red  (Agatha  Rose) 17420  7495a  pulchella  Spr.          neat  or    2  jn.jl     R       France  1824.  L  r.m 
17421  7494/1  gracilis  Woods  slender  &      or    8  jn.jl     R       Britain  Highl.v.  L  r.m    Eng.  bot.  583 
17422  7499a Sherardt  I)av.  Sherard's         Sk      or    6  jn.jl     Pk      Britain     hed.   L  co 
17423  74996  sylvestris  Lindl.       wood  *      or    7  jn.jl    Britain    hed.   L  co 

7503  rubiginbsa 
&  VaUlantidna  Red.  t  aculeatissima  Dup.  ?  f  umbellata  Lindl.  rot.  87 
y  rotundifblia  Lindl.  ros.  88  t  nemoralis  Red.  r,  pubera  Ser. 

17424  7  503a  suaveolens  Rafi.       sweet-smelling  ifc      or    6  my.jl  Pk      N.  Amer.  1800.  L  r.m 
17425  75036  iberica  Stev.  Iberian  St      or    6  mv.jl   Pk      Iberia      1*20.  L  r.m 
17426  7505a  KlukttBes.  Kluk's  SI      or    6  my.jl   W      Tauria     1819.  L  r.m rubiginbsa  Sieb.,  floribtinda  Stev.,  balsamea  Bes. 
17427  75056  Montezuimc  H.  &  B.  Montezuma's    ffi  or    3  jn.jl    Pk      Mexico  1825.  C  r.m    Red.  rog.  1.16 7507  canlna 

j3  surculbsa  Wood*                            <  sgyptiaca  Lindl.  3-  obtusifblia  Desv. r niida  Woods                                 J  burboniana  Desv.  i  glaucescens  Desv. 
aciphylla  J  An.,  A.b.f.  501,  502            tj  nitens  Desv.  x  Schottuina  Ser. 

17428  7507a  F6rster»  Sm.           Forster's         £  or   6  jn.jl    Pk      Britain  hed.  Leo      Eng.  bot.  2611 
17429  75076  aumefbrum  Thuil.    thicket  £      or   6  jn.jl  Britain    hed.    Leo     Eng.  bot.  2610 
17430  7507c  bractescens  Woods    bractescent       it      or    6  jn.jl     Pk      Britain    hed.    L  co 
17431  7507//sarmentacea  Sux.     twiggy  11      or    8  jn.jl     Pk.w  Britain    hed.    Leo     Cur.  Ion.  5. 34 

17132  7.)07<-  cassia  Sm.  grey  &      or    8  jn.jl     Pk.w  Scotland  hed.  Leo     Eng.  bot.  2367 
17433  7507/Bdrreri  Woods        Borrer's  SI      or   6  mr.jl    Pk  Britain    hed.  Leo     Eng.  bot.  2579 7509  indica 

t  NoisettfVin/i  Noisette's        •  |or  H)  my.s    W  hybrid       ...  C  p.l     A.  b.  f.  505 £  caryophfllea  Red.  c\o\  e.?scented  *      or     ...  C  p.l 
ri  pannd6a  Red.        pannose  *      or   P.ro    ...  C  p.l 
3-  omenta  Red.        bloody  41      or     ...  C  p.l 
i  Fraserldna  H.  B.   Fraser's  4l_Jor    4  my.s    P    ...  C  p.l x  ruga  wrinkled  £_     or  12    ...      Bh.w  Italy        hyb.  C  p.l     Bot.  reg.  1389 
X  ochroleuea  yellowish-white  •      or    2  my.s   Crea  China      1824.  C  p.l 
fx.  Blairi  D.Don       Blair's  *      or    5  jn        R  hybrid      1830.  C  p.l     Sw.  fl.  gar.  406 
v  SmHhit  Swt.         Smith's  uel.-N.  m      or    5  sp.su    Y  Eng.hyb.  1829.  C  r.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.l59 {  nlvea  D.Don        snowy-dbl.-Jld  m      or    3  jt        W.B  gardens    1831.  CI       Sw.fl.gar  .2.8.229 

7515  sempervirens 
(3  Russelltdna  A  B.  Russell's         ±  Jk  or  20  jn.jl     Bh  Eng.  hyb.  ...  L  p.l y  Claret  Lindl.        Rose  Clare  Jt  or  ...  jn.jl     Dp.R  Eng.  hyb.  ...  L  p.l      Bot.  reg.  1438 
S  Leschenaultt'dna  Red.    Lesch.'s    J_  )U  or  60  jnjl     V  Neelgher.  ...  L  p.l 7516  multifldra 
fi  Grevillet  Hort.     Grev.  7-Sisters   I      or  80  ap.jl   Psh  China        ...  C  p.l      A.  b.  f.  513 

R.  Grevlllet  Hort.,  R.  Roxburgh/*  Hort.,  R.  platyphylla  Red. 
rRusselliana  Hort  Russell's  ft      or   ...  C  p.l 

BoursfilttY  G.  Don  Bouraalt's         J,      or  13  my.s    Pk  hybrid     1821.  C  p.l R.  Hon rsoult/7  Hort. 
1153  POTENTI'LLA.  Sp.  48—126. 17434  7580a  atrosanguinea-pedata  Maund  (hyb.)  3t  A0'    1  jn.s  Dp. O  Eng.  hyb  1831.  Deo  Bot.  gard.  385 

17435  75806  ferrug'mea  Paxt.       rusty-cW  k  A  or    1  jl.au  O.B    hybrid      1835.  D  co  Fax.  mag. 5. 223 17436  7581a  nemorali-formdsa     (hybrid)  Ji.  a  or    \  my.n  O.a     Irish  hyb.  1829.  Dr 
17437  75816 Mackaydna  Swt      Mackay's  ^  A°rlJ  su.au  Y.pk  Eng.hyb.  ...     Dl  Sw.fl.gar .2.8.43 
17438  7581c  Russelltdna  Swt.      Russell's  jlAspl  1}  jn.au    S       hybrid       ...     Deo      Sw.fl.gar.  279 
17439  75X1  rf  Hop  wood/'// ha  Swt.  Hop  wood's        3  A  or  1$  jnjl     B.RO  Eng.  hyb.  1829.  Deo      Sw.fl.gar  .2.8.61 
17440  7584a  glandulbsa  Ztna7.     glandulose        ^  Acu   1  au       Y       Californ.  1830.  Deo      Bot.  reg.  1583 

/3  inclsa  Lindl.        cat-leaved  ^  A™    '  i"        Y       Californ.  1835.  D  co      Bot.  reg.  1973 
7609  reptans /3  fibre  plono  y  variegata 

17441  -     .  gracilis  Don  slender  ^  A  or    1  jn.au  Y       N.  Amer.  1827.  S  co      Bot.  meg.  2984 
fll56.  KWRRIA  Dec.   Kerria.   {W.  Ker,  a  collector  of  plants  for  Kew  Gardens.)   Roshcece.   Sp.  1— 1. 
f7629  japfinica  Dee.  Japan  A      or    6  year     Y       Japan      ?1834.  L  co      A.  b.  f.  2446 

0  fibre  pldno  double-flowered «      or    6  year     Y       Japan      1700.  L  co      Bot.  mag.  1296 
C6rchorus  jap6nicus  L.,  No.  762S.  in  p.  454. 
74809  17427  17428 
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17418  Stem  hispid,  Lvs.  glabr.  giaucescent  ben.  Fedunc.  and  petioles  clothed  with  glandular  bristles,  Petals  dply 
2-lobed,  Fruit  obi.  glabr.  [Fruit  ovato-urceoi. 

17419  Prickles  crowde  duneq.  straight  intermixed  with  setae,  Lilts,  simply  serrat.  hairy,  Diskeglandulose,  Cal.  simple, 

5  inermis  Ser.  ti  parvifblia  Ser.  (small-lvd  Burgundy)  ;  syn.  B.  parvifblia  Ehrh.,  Bot.  reg.  452 
17420  Ovaries  roundish-obov.  Pedunc.  &  cal.  beset  with  glandul.  bristles,  Petioles  clothed  with  glandul.  pubes.  un- armed, Caul,  prickles  scattered  [Lfits.  dbly.  serrat.  hairy,  Fruit  globular 
17421  Pedunc.  usually  in  pairs  bristly  often  bracteate,  Bran,  fruit,  &  cal.  bristly,  Larger  prickles  curved  usually  twin, 
17422  Prickles  conic,  hooked  compressed,  Lfits.  ellipt.  acute  downy  both  surfs.  Sepals  pinnate,  Fruit  globul.  abrupt 

rather  bristly  ^ellipt.  bristly 17423  Prickles  hooked,  Lfits.  oblong  acute  hoary  both  surfs.  Sepals  diverging  deciduous  before  fruit  is  ripe,  Fruit 
S-  grandifldra  Lindl.  x  spinulifdlia  Ser.  ft  parvifblia  Lindl.  ros.  145 I  major  Ser.  X  flexubsa  Lindl.  v  LybmY. 

17424  Prickles  scattered  straight,  Pets,  beset  with  glandul.  bristles,  Lilts,  ovate  serrat.  sparingly  glandul.  ben.  Flws. 
usually  solit.  Fruit  ovate  [glandul.  on  both  surfs. 

17425  Cauline  prickles  scat,  hooked  dilat.  at  base,  Pets,  glandul.  and  prickly,  Lfits.  broad  ovate  glandularly  serrat 17426  Caul,  prickles  strong  compressed  dilat.  at  base  recurved,  Pets.  vill.  &  prickly,  Lfits.  small  ellipt.  acute  biserr. 
vill.  ab.  rusty  &  glandul.  ben.  [Cal.  tube  ellipt.  glabr. 17427  Pets  armed  with  little  hooked  prickles,  Bran,  unarmed,  Lfits.  ovate  sharply  serrat.  glabr..  Flws.  solit.  termin. 

X  pilosiuscula  Desv.  f  microearpa  Desv.  f  squarrbsa  Bau. 
/u.  fastigiata  Desv.  c  Meratidna  Ser.  «•  rubiflbra  Ser. »  hispida  Desv.  *  ambigua  Desv. 

17428  Prickles  scatter,  conic,  hooked,  Lfits.  simply  serrat.  smth.  ab.  hairy  on  ribs  ben.  Sepals  dbly.  pinnate,  Fruit elliptic  smooth  as  are  flowr.  stalks  [slightly  hairy.  Fruit  ellipt.  smth. 
17429  Prickles  numer.  scat,  hooked,  Lfits.  simply  serrat.  hairy  on  both  surfs.  Sepals  pinnate  dec-id.  Pedun.  aggreg. 17430  Calyx  tube  globose,  Prickles  hooked,  Lilts,  simply  serrat.  downy  beneath,  Bracteas  overtopping  the  fruit 
17431  Prickles  hooked,  Lfits.  ovate  dbly.  serrat.  smooth  glandul.  Pedun.  aggreg.  smth.  or  minutely  bristly.  Sepals 

pinnate  decid.  Fruit  broad-ellipt.  [nate  decid.  Fruit  ellipt. 
17432  Prickles  hooked  uniform,  Lilts,  ellipt.  somewh.  dbly.  serrat.  glauc.  hairy  ben.  glandless,  Sepals  distantly  pln- 17433  Prickles  hooked,  Lilts,  ovate  dbly.  serrat.  hairy  glandless,  Sepals  pinnate  often  dbly.  pinnate  decid.  Flw.  stalks 

aggregate  hairy 
i  Stem  firm  as  well  as  bran,  prickly,  Stips.  nrly.  ent.  Flws.  panicled' very  numer.  semidoubie,  Styles  exserted ?  Has  the  flowers  in  a  kind  of  panicle,  and  the  leaflets  large  and  thin  [t her  droopin 
*i  Stem  &  bran,  prickly,  Lfits.  ovate  red  ben.  Stips  so  finely  denticul.  as  to  appear  fringed  or  pannose,  Flws.  ra- 
.9-  Differs  from  var.  tj  principally  in  having  the  stems  &  branches  almost  unarmed  &  the  stipules  almost  entire i  Has  double  pink  flowers 
*  Has  double  blush,  changing  to  white,  sweet-scented  flowers,  and  is  of  rapid  growth 
A  Has  large  cream-coloured  flowers,  deepening  almost  into  yellow  in  the  centre ft  Has  fine  double  crimson  flowers  with  a  yellowish  tinge 
*  Has  very  double  pale  yellow  flowers 
f  Very  beautiful  white-flowered  variety 7515 
/3  Is  a  very  strong-growing  variety,  quite  deciduous,  with  Mush  flowers 
rls  an  elegant  variety  with  deep  red  flowers 

Germens  ovate,  Pedunc.  hispid  with  glanded  hairs,  Stems  &  pet  prickly  violaceous,  Lflts.  ovate-lanceoL 7516 
B  Is  a  beautiful  variety,  with  much  larger  &  more  double  flowers  than  those  of  the  species,  Stipules  fringed 

rA  vigorous-growing  climber A  remarkable  variety  from  its  petals  having  a  reticulated  appearance 

[ent.  or  bifid 17434  Decumb.  clthd.  with  silky  villi,  Lvs.  tern,  petiol,  Lflts.  obov.  dply.  serrated  foment,  ben.  Stip.  ov.  lanceol. 17435  Hybrid  between  P.  pedata  and  P.  atrosanguinea 
17436  Hybrid  between  P.  nemoralis  and  P.  formdsa 
17437  Villous,  Stems  ascend,  bran.  Lvs.  flaccid  radic.  ones  quinate,  Lflts.  obl.-cuneat.  coarsely  and  bluntly  toothed, Stem  lvs.  ternate  few-toothed  [rather  silky  ben.,  Stip.  adnate  ov.  lanceol.  acumin. 
17438  Villous,  Stems  bran,  diffuse,  Radic.  lvs.  petiol.  3-4-5-nate,  Lflts.  ov.  or  obov.  obt.  dply.  serrat.  feather-nrvd. 
17439  Villous,  Stems  ascend.  Lower  lvs.  5-6  lflts.  upper  ones  ternate,  Lflts.  obl.-cuneif.  coarsely  thd.  hairy  on  both 

surfs.  Cal.  segms.  ov.-acumin.  •  [Panicles  dichotomous  few  flow. 17440  Stems  erect  covered  with  glandular  hairs,  Radic.  lvs.  pinnate  upper  ones  sessile  ternate,  Stip.  round  membran. 

[dply.  serrat.  toment.  ben 17441  Stem  erect  hairy  corymbosely  panic,  at  apex,  Lvs  quinate  lower  ones  petiolate  upper  aim.  sess.  Lflts.  lanceol. 
7629  The  only  species 

8  The  only  form  known  in  British  gardens  previously  to  i>bout  1834- 
7509a 
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Page  456.    Class  XIII.  —  POLYANDRIA.    Stamens  many,  hypogynous,  or  inserted  under the  Ovary. 

Order  1.   MONOGYNIA.    Stamens  many,  hypogynous.    Style  1. 
2635.  Rydnea..  Flowers  hermaphrodite,  apetalous,  with  petaloid  urceolus  between  the  stamens  and  pistil.  Fruit baccate,  indehiscent. 
2636.  jfchlgs.  Sepals  0.  Petals  0.  Flowers  naked,  disposed  in  a  dense  spike.  Stamens  numerous.  Stigma 

dilated,  hence  concave.   Ovary  ovate,  smooth,  1  -celled,  1  ovule  fixed  to  bottom  of  cell. 
2637.  Hunnemdnia..  Petals  4.  Stamens  indefinite.  Stigma  peltate,  4-furrowed,  slightly  4-lobed.  Capsule  silique- 

formed,  rather  compressed,  10- ribbed,  1 -celled,  2-valved. 
2638.  Litdia.  Calyx  permanent,  5-7-parted ;  lobes  oval.  Petals  0.  Stamens  numerous,  inserted  in  the  disk.  An- 

thers roundish.  Ovary  1,  ovate.  Style  filiform.  Stigma  3-fid,  rarely  4-fid.  Berry  dry,  globose,  pointed  by  the 
style,  6-8-seeded. 

2639.  Azam.   Calyx  4-5-parted.   Petals  0.    Style  awl-shaped.    Stigma  obtuse.   Berry  many-seeded. 
2640.  Lte"tia.  Calyx  5-parted,  marcescent.  Petals  5,  or  wanting.  Stamens  indefinite,  hypogynous.  Anthers roundish.  Capsule  fleshy,  3-5-valved,  small,  globose,  acuminated  with  the  style. 
2641 .  Godoj/a.  Calyx  of  many  deciduous  sepals.  Petals  5.  Stamens  numerous,  disposed  in  many  rows,  or  col- 

lected into  five  bundles.  Anthers  long,  biporose.  Style  simple.  Capsule  3-5-valved ,  3-5-celled,  with  the  edges  of  the valves  bent  inwards,  forming  the  dissepiments,  many-seeded.    Seeds  winged. 
2642.  Dendromecon.  Sepals  2,  caducous.  Petals  4.  Stamens  numerous,  filif.  Anthers  linear.  Stigmas  2, 

sessile,  short.  Capsule  silique-formed,  1-celled,  2-valved.  Placentae  marginal,  fllif.  Seeds  many,  pear-shaped,  smooth. 

MONOGYNIA. 

2635.  *1162aRYA,NJSM  Vahl.    (John  Ryan,  M.D.,  F.R.S.,  a  corresp.  of  Vahl's.)   Flacourlidne.ce.    Sp.l—  1. 17442-      -  speciosa  Vahl  showy  »a°r  10   ...      W      Trinidad  ,1823.  C  s.l     Vahl  ee.  1.  9 Fatrinia  pyrifera  Rich. 
2686.  *1166a.  A'CHLYS  Dec.    (Achlys,  the  goddess  of  obscurity  ;  genus  obscure.)  Podophyllacece.   Sp.  1 — 1 17443  -      -  triphylla  Dec. 

1170  PAPA'VER. 17444  7G59a  persicum  Lindl. 

three-leaved      A  A  or  2J.ap.jn    W      N.  Amer.  1827.  D  s.l.p  Hook.  am.  12 
Persian O  or  \\  jn.jl  Bri 

17445  76f>2arubro-aurantlacum  Fis.  red-orange  ̂   A  or  f  jl.au 17446  7667a  h6rridum  Dec.        horrid  Q  or  2  jl.au 

B,o 
R 

16—24. 
Persia 
D  anuria N.  Holl. 

1830?  S  co     Bot.  reg.  1570 

17447 
17448- 
17449 
17450 

17451 
2637. 

17452. 
2638. 

17453- S639. 
17454- 
17455- 2640. 
17456- 

76676  setigerum  Dec. 
•  garieplnum  Surch. 

1172.  ARGEMOxNE. 7672a  ochroleuca  Swt. 

bristle-bearing 
South  African 

O  or 

2  jl.au 4  jn 

yellowish  white  O  or  2  jl.au 
great-flowered  ^  A  or  3  jl.au 

=*=  Al  or  1J  ap 

W 
R 

W 

1822.  S  s.l 1826.  S  CO 

S.Europe  1825.  S  co S.  Africa  1835.  S  co 

Sp.  3—5. 
Mexico 

7672A  grandiflbra  Swt. 
1175.  LIMNO'CHARIS 

7687a  Humboldti/  Rich.    Humboldt's      *  _AJ  or  1  a  ap       Pa. Y 
*1176a.  HUNNEMA'NM  Swt.       (John  Hunncmnn,  a  zealous  botanist.) -/umari<cf61ia  Swt.     Fumaria-lvd     j£  _AJ  or  2  ...       Y  Mexico 

1827.  S  co 
1827.  S  co 

Bot.  mag.  2344 Sw.  fl.  gar.  173 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  172 
Bot.  mag.  3628 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  242 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  226 Mexico 

Sp.  2—2. Ayres  1831.  D  m.s   Bot  mag.  3248 
PapavcrdcecE.     Sp.  1 — I. 1827.  S  r.m    Sw.  fl.  gar.  276 

*1179rj.  LITDIA  Lam.    (Ludo,  to  sport ;  in  shape  of  lvs.  in  young  and  old  plant.)    Bix&cae.    Sp.l — 2. 
-  heterophylla  Lam.    various-lvd       HI    I  or  4  jl.au     Y       Mauritius  1823.  C  s.l.p  Lam.  11. 466. 1,2 

*1 1796.  AZA*R/J  R.  &  P.    (Jo*.  Nich.  Axara,  a  Spanish  promoter  of  science.)  Homalinacccc.    Sp.  2—2. -  dentata  R.  *P.       toothed-feo/irf  *  I  fra  10  ...      Y       Valpar.    1830.  L.Cs.p.lBot.  reg.  1788 
-  integrifdlia  R.  8c  P.  entire-leafed      *  i  |  fra  18   Conception  1832.  C  Lp    Fl.  per.  5.  466 

»1179c.  lul&TIA  lr.     (J.  de  Laet,  of  Antwerp,  author  of  a  history  of  America.)     Bixaceee.   Sp.  1—1. 
-  Th&mnia  Sun.         Thamnia  *l    I  or  4  ju.au  W      W.  Indies  1824.  C  s.p.l  Br.  jam.  25.  2 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2*35.  Rvanez  17442  speciisa  is  a  beautiful  and  singular  plant,  deserving  a  place  in  every  stove.   Ripened  cuttings 

root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass,  in  heat.   The  plant  thrives  in  vegetable  mould  with  a  little  sand. 
2636v  jficMys  17443  triphyUa.  This  plant  succeeds  well  in  common  garden  soil,  and  is  increased  by  division  of  the 

r°2637.   Hunnemaniat.   For  culture,  &c,  see  Eschsch61tzia,  p.  1218. 
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2643.  Platystemon.  Sepals  3,  caducous .  Petals  6.  Stamens  numerous.  Filaments  dilat  Membrane  cordate. 
Anthers  linear.  Ovaria  numerous,  linear,  each  terminated  by  a  linear  sessile  stigma.  Capsules  distinct,  torulose, 
articulated,  indehiscent,  transversely  many-celled,  hispid.    Seeds  pendulous,  solitary  in  the  cells. 

2644.  Platystlgma.  Sepals  3,  ovate,  deciduous,  hairy.  Petals  4-5.  Stamens  numerous.  Filaments  thread-like. 
Anthers  linear,  2-celled,  opening  sideways.  Stig.  3,  ovate,  acute,  erect,  divergent.  Caps,  oblong,  attenuated  at  base, 1 -celled.  3-furrowed,  3-valved,  opening  from  top  to  base.  Seeds  numerous,  minute,  egg-shaped,  black,  smooth, shining. 
2645.  Calythrix.  Calyx  drawn  out  into  a  cylindrical  tube;  lobes  ending  in  a  long  bristle  each.  Stamens  10-30, 

free.   Fruit  dry,  indehiscent,  1-celled. 

Order  2.   D I-'l'RIG YNI  A.    Stamens  many,  hypogynous.   Styles  2-3. 
2646.  rieurandra.  Stamens  5-20,  all  leaning  to  one  side,  and  fertile.  Ovaries  2.  Styles  filiform.  Sepals  and 

petals  5. 
Order  3.   TETRAGYNIA.    Stamens  many,  hypogynous.   Styles  four. 

2647.  Eschschdltzia.  Stamens  indefinite.  Stigmas  4,  2  short  and  2  long.  Caps,  elongated,  silique-formed,  2- 
valved,  1-celled.  Cal.  calyptrate.  Recept.  expanded. 

Order  5.  POLYGYNIA.   Stamens  many,  hypogynous.   Styles  many. 
2648.  Talauma.  Carpels  disposed  in  spikes,  1-2-seeded,  joined  together  into  a  strobile-like  fruit  opening  valvately 

and  irregularly  on  the  outside.   Calyx  of  3  sepals. 

MONOGYNIA. 

17442  Under  surface  of  the  leaves  stellately  hairy  on  the  ribs,  Peduncles  1-flwd. 

17443 

17444 
17445 17446 
17447 
17448 

Lflts.  with  very  unequal  sides  upper  side  or  front  coarsely  sinuate-toothed  or  lobed,  Lobes  blunt  finely  rayed with  nerves 
Caps,  hispid  oval,  Sepals  hairy,  Lvs.  pinnatif.  hairy  laciniated  part  often  terminating  in  bristles,  Stems  bran. 
and  leafy  [Lbs.  cut,  Lobules  termin.  by  a  bristle 

Caps,  hispid  obov.-obl.  Sepals  bristly,  Pedun.  radic.  very  long  covered  with  adpressed  hairs,  Lvs.  pinnately  lbd. 
Caps,  smooth  ellipt.  Sepals  hairy,  Stem  few-flwd.  covered  with  stiff  bristles,  Lvs.  somew.  stem-claspg.  glauc. 

sinuately  pinnatif.  [terminated  by  a  bristle 
Caps,  smooth  obov.  Sepals  rather  setose,  Stem  smooth  few-flwd.  Lvs.  stem-claspg.  glauc.  toothed  each  tooth 
Caps,  smooth  obov.-obl.  Sepals  hairy,  Stem  covered  with  numer.  bristly  hairs,  Lvs.  sess.  hispid  sinuately  pin- natif. Lbs.  ov .  and  distant 

17449  Lvs.  profoundly  sinuat.  or  pinnatif.  glaucescent,  Nrvs.  with  prickly  bristles,  Flws.  solit.  Caps,  oblong  dply. 5-6-furrowed  covered  with  smoothish  reflex,  prickles 
17450  Lvs.  sinuated  smooth  spiny-toothed,  Nrvs.  unarmed,  Flws.  panic,  polyandr.  Caps,  bluntly  quadranguL  almost unarmed 
17451  Lvs.  petiol.  roundish-ov.  obtuse  7-nrvd.  central  one  remarkably  swollen  below,  Petioles  terete,  Pedunc.  elongat. 1-flwd.  Petals  twice  length  of  cal.  Pistils  6 
17452  Leaves  decompound  triternate  glaucous,  Lflts.  linear  bluntisn 

17453  Lvs.  obov.  shining  veiny  those  of  the  young  'plants  small  and  iplnosely-toothed  those  of  adult  ones  larger  and quite  entire 
17454  Leaves  in  pairs  toothed  larger  one  elliptical  smaller  one  roundish,  Flws.  umbellate 
17455  Lvs.  in  pairs  quite  entire  larger  one  obovate  smaller  one  roundish,  Flws.  in  drooping  spikes 

17456  Flws.  apetalous,  Pedun.  axill.  many-flwd.  sub-divided,  j^vs.  oblong  acute  somewhat  crenated  shining 
17451  /rfTN  17452 

17453 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
«MB8    L&dia.    Shrubs  with  lateral,  almost  sessile,  flowers,  which  thrive  in  a  mixture  of  loam,  sand,  and  peat ;  and 

ripped  cttttags  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  heat.  The  native  name  of  L.  heterophylla  is  Bots  tarn 

*2639.  Azarsi.  For  propagation  and  culture  see  Liidia. 2640.  L^ria.  Propagation  and  culture  as  recommended  for  Ludia. 4  14 
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2641.  *U90o.  GODOYM  R.  &  P.  Godoya. 
17457  -      -gemroiflbra  Mart.  bud-tfte-flowered 

{Em.  de  Godoy,  Prince  of  the  Peace.)  GutllfertB.  Sp.  1—1. 
»  □  or  8    Y      Brazil      1820.  C  s.l.p  Mart.  or.  74 

2642.  *11906.  DENDROME'CON.  Bcnth.  {Dendron,  tree,  mekon,  poppy  ;  hah.  and  affln.)  Papaveracece.  Sp.  1— I. 17458  -      -  rigida  Ik  nth.  stiS-habited       i.  |  or  2    Y      Californ.  1833.  S  8.1    Hook.  1c.  1.  37. 
2643.  *1190c.  PLATYSTEvMON  Benth. 17459  -      -  californicus  Benth.  Californian 

Bo6thta  californica  Douglas  ms. 
17460  -      -  leiocarpus  F.  8;  M.  smooth-fruited 

(Platys,  broad,  stemon,  stamen.)     Papavericeie.         Sp.  2— 2. 
O  or  I  au       Y      Californ.  1833.  S  s.l     Bot  reg.  1679 
O  or  1  jn.au   W.y  Siberia     1837.  S  s.l     Fl.  cab.  2.  p.  129 

2644.  *1190d.  PLATYSTI'GMA  Benth.  Platystigma.    (Platys,  broad,  stigma.)    Papavericete.   Sp.  1—1. 17461  -      -  lineare  Benth.         linear-fea/ed      £  _J  pr  J  ...       Y       Cafiforn.  1833.  S  s.l  Hort.tr.2.s.406-7 
2645.  *1193a.  CA'LYTHRIX  Lab.  (Kalyx,  calyx,  thrix,  hair  ;  terminations  of  calyx.)   Myrtdceee.     Sp.  1— 3. 17462-      -  virg&ta  Cun.  twiggy-bran.    *i  |  or  2  ap.au  W 

ericoldes  Cun.  in  Field's  New  South  Wales,  p.  350. 
1194.  MENTZEvLTii. 

hispid  £  iAI  or  1}  jnjl  Y 
stalked  £  _AI  or  2  o  Y 

N.  S.  W.  1823.  C.  s.p    Bot.  mag.  3323 

17463  7736a  hispida  W. 
17464  -       -  stipitata  Dec. 

1197.  CI'STUS. 17465  7740a  ClusiV  Dun. 
17466  7742a  oblongifblius  Swt. 
17467  77426  asperifolius  Swt. 
17468  7742c  psilosepalus  Stat. 
17469  7745a  latifdlius  Swt. 
17470  7746a  fiorentinus  Lam. 
17471  7748a  cymdsus  Dun. 

Clusius's oblong-leaved 

rough-leaved  < 
smooth-sepaled  ■ 
broad-leaved  ! Florentine 
cymose 

or  3  jn.jl or  3  jnjl 
or  2  jn.jl or  3  jn.jl 

| or  4  jn or  3  jnjl 
or  3  jn.jl 
or  3  jnjl 

I  or  2  jn.jl 
/3  acutifblius  Swt.    acute-leaved     A      or  1  my.s 

C.  acutifblius  Swt.,  C.  jalvifblius  (3  humifusus  Dec. 
1198.  HELIA'NTHEMUM 

7739a  rugbsum  Dun.        wrinkled-Zprf     ft . 
7763a  cheirantholdesPer*.  Stock-leaved    *  , 
77636  candidum  Swt.       white-leaved     *  ' 

17472  7750a  obtusifblius  Swt.  obtuse-leaved 
17473  77506  Cupanianus  Presl  Cupani's 

17474 
17475 
17476 
17477 
17478 
17479 
17480 
17481 
17482 
17483 
17484 
17485 
17486 
17487 
17488 
17489 
17490 
17491 
17492 

Sp.  4—5. 
Mexico  1820.  S  s.l 
Mexico     1835.  C  s.l 

Sp.  27—40. Spain  '  1810.  C  s.p S.Europe  ...    C  co 
S.Europe  ...    C  s.l 

  C  s.l 
Barbary    1656.  C  p.l 
Italy        1825.  C  s.l   C  s.l 

  C  s.l Sicily        ...    C  s.l 
S.Europe  ...    C  s.l 

7764a  glomeratum  Lag. 77646  brasiliense  Pers. 
7764c  lignbsum  Swt. TfiZa  arabicum  Pers. 
77TTa  dich6tomum  Dun. 
7778a  pulchellum  Swt. 
77786  alpestre  Dun. 7779a  vineale  Pers. 
7784a  barbatum  Pers. 
7793a  macranthum  Swt. 

P  multiplex  Swt. 77936  rhod&nthum  Dun. 
7793c  canescens  Swt. 
7793d  lanceolatum  Swt. 
7798a  variegatum  Swt. 

glomerate Brazilian 
woody 

Aiabian 
dichotomous neat 

alpine vine 

«.  |  or 
1U  Al  or 

3  jnjl 
3  jn.jl 3  jnjl 
1  jnjl 
1  jn.jl 

i  jnjl 

Sp.  72—130. Y.spt.  Portugal  1800 Y  Portugal  1818. 
Y  Spain 
Y  Mexico  1823. 
Y  Mexico  1823. Y  Brazil  1323. 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 

C  s.f 

C  s.p 
C  s.p 
C  s.p 

ror  1  jnjl 
J  or  1  jnjl 

|  or  1  jn.au  Y or  }  myjl  Y 
or  \  jn.jl or  £  jn.jl 

  1806.  C  s.p 
S.Europe  1826.  C  s.p 

Spain  1826.  C  s.p S.  Europe  1820.  C  co 
Germany  1818.  C  s.l 
Germany  1817.  C  s.l 

bearded-*/ipaZ.  tt. 
long-flowered  )U manifold  S~ 
red-flowered  !U 
canescent 
lanceolate-fod  t~ 
variegated  )U 

or  1  jn.jl    Y       S.Europe  ...  C  co 
or   1  myjl  Crea.W    ...  C  co 
or   1  myjl  Crea.W    ...  C  co 
or   i  myjl    R        Spain       1800.  C  s.p 
or  a  myjl   R       S.Europe  1800.  C  s.p 

or  I 
or  i 

my.au  W.y  hybrid  1818.  C  s.p 
myjl   R.w    S.Europe   ...     C  s.p 

77986  versicolor  Swt.  party-colored  a. 
7803a  Ayssopifblium  Ten.  Hyssop-leaved  t~ 

>17460 

or   1  jn.jl 
pr  i  myjn  Y  Italy 

R.w    S.Europe  1800.  C  s.p 
..     C  s.l 

Bot.  mag.  3205 Botanist,  34 

Sw.  cist.  32 Sw.  cist.  67 
Sw.  cist.  87 
Sw.  cist.  33 
Sw.  cist.  16 
Sw.  cist.  59 
Sw.  cist.  90 

Sw.  cist.  42 Sw.  cist.  70J 

Sw.  cist.  78 

Sw.  cist.  65 Sw.  cist.  107 
Sw.  cist.  25 
Sw.  cist.  113 
Sw.  cist.  110 
Sw.  cist.  43 
Sw.  cist.  46 Sw.  cist.  97 

Cav.  ic.  3.262. 
Sw.  cist.  74 

Cr.  au.  6.  1 Sw.  cist.  77 
Sw.  cist.  73 
Sw.  cist.  103 
Sw.  cist.  104 Sw.  cist.  7 
Sw.  cist.  51 
Sw.  cist.  100 
Sw.  cist.  38 
Sw.  cist.  26 

(,17461    17458^^^KP         ~^>f  17461 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2641.  Godopa  is  a  genus  of  elegant  trees  worth  cultivating.  A  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat  suits  them,  and 
ripened  cuttings  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  heat. 

2642.  Dendromecon.   Requires  some  care  to  keep  it  through  the  winter, 
2643.  Platysthnon.   Remarkable  for  the  peculiar  pale  yellowish  white  colour  of  its  flowers. 
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17457  Lvs.  oblong  bluntish  obsolctely  serrul.  Racemes  axill.  or  termin.  compound  elongated,  Cal.  of  10  sepals, Stamens  about  40 
17458  The  only  species 

1745?  Whole  plant  hairy  spreading,  Lvs.  lanceolate  in  threes,  Scape  solit.  Carpels  hairy 
17460  Carpels  smooth 

17461  Stems  very  short  and  densely  covered  with  leaves,  Lvs.  linear  ent.  amplexic.  1-nrvd.  Pedunc.  1-flwd.  slightly hairy  erect. 
17462  Lvs.  on  short  petioles  scattered  lax  patent  (less  so  and  more  crowd,  in  young  bran.)  tereti-filif.  acute  dotted, Tube  of  cal.  elongat.  very  narrow  upwards 

17463  Petals  obov.  mucronately  acumin.  longer  th.  cal.  St  am.  30-35,  Lvs.  and  flws.  nearly  sessile 
17464  Petals  oval  mucronately  cuspidate  much  longer  than  cal.  Stamens  30-40,  Flowers  and  leaves  stipitate 

[5-celled 17465  Lvs.  somen*.  3-nrvd.  linear  margins  revolute  canes,  ben.  Cal.  3-5-sepaled  pilose,  Sepals  ovate  acute,  Capsules 17466  Erect,  Bran,  hispid  vill.  Lvs.  on  short  footstalks  obt.-lanceol.  obi.  pubes.  and  waved  at  margins  veiny  ben. 
Pedunc.  cymose  [rough,  Flowers  cymose 17467  Lvs.  aim.  sess.  ovate-lanceol.  acute  3-nrvd.  wrinkled  smthish.  ciliat,  netted  with  veins  ben.  Nrvs.  and  veins 

17468  Lvs.  on  short  footstalks  obl.-lanceol.  3-nrvd.  acute  undulat.  somewhat  denticul.  and  ciliat.  rather  hairy,  Petals broad  cuneat.  imbric.  [broad  cord,  villose 
17469  Lvs.  broadly  cord,  acute,  Margins  waved  denticul.  ciliat.  Pedun.  bracteate  somewhat  cymose  pilose,  Sepals 
17470  Lvs.  narrow-lanceol.  wrinkled  reticul.  ben.  almost  sess.  Peduncles  villose  generally  3-flwd. 
17471  Lvs.  broad-ovate  twisted  at  top  acutish  wrinkled  and  hoary  ben.  Footst.  dilat.  at  base  somewhat  sheathing, 

Cymes  5  or  10-flowered  [acute 
17472  Lvs.  aim.  ses.  tapering  to  base  ov-obl.  obt.  wrinkled  clthd.  with  starry  pubes.  Outer  sepals  broadly  cordate 
17473  Lvs.  stalked  cord.-ov.  3-nrved.  reticul.  veined  scabr.  ab.  clthd.  with  fascicled  hairs  ben.  Margin  fringed,  Pedun. 

pilose  2-3-flowered j3  Lvs.  pubescent  on  both  surfaces,  Branches  twiggy  diffuse  and  rather  prostrate 

[oblique  hoary  ben. 17474  Bran.  rath,  hairy  clthd.  with  leprous  toment.  scabr.  brownish  grey,  Lvs.  sess.  tapering  to  base  obov-obl.  rath. 
17475  Young  bran.vill.  toment.  hoary,  Lvs.toment.  hoary  obl.-lanc.  tapering  to  base,  Ped.  very  short  2-flwd.  Cal.  5-sep. 
17476  Bran,  leprously  white,  Lvs.  obov.-lanceol.  white  on  both  surfs,  tapering  to  base  pilose  ab.  scabr.  from  papillae 

ben.  Sepals  3  or  5  acute  [Racemes  axill.  or  termin.  many-flowered 
17477  Somewhat  dichotom.  bran.  Bran,  rather  tomentosely  cinereous,  Lvs.  lanceol. -obi.  tapering  to  base  hoary  ben. 
17478  Branlts.  simple  hairy,  Lvs.  ovate-obl.  acute  sess.  hairy,  Pedun.  and  cal.  hairy  canescent,  Pedun.  solit.  1-flwd inner  sepals  ovate  acumin.  [canescent  nrvd.  ben.  furrowed  ben. 
17479  Stem4-gonal,  Bark  rough  scaly,  Bran,  hispidly  hairy,  Lvs.  ov .-obi.  ending  in  petiole  3-nrvd.  hispidly  hairy 
17480  Bran,  twiggy,  Lvs.  altera,  lin.-obl.  hairy  aim.  sess.  Pedun.  solit.  1-flwd.  almost  oppos.  the  lvs.  rameal  or termin.  Cal.  hairy  [slender  few-flowered 
17481  Bran,  dichotom.  smthish.  Lvs.  minute  ovate  acute  glabr.  margins  revolute  on  short  footstalks,  Racemes 
17482  Bran,  clthd.  with  hoary  toment.  Lvs.  roundish  or  ovate  obt.  green  and  beset  with  hisp.  hairs  ab.  and  hoary 

toment.  ben.  Rac.  simple,  Cal.  pilose  [Hairs  cinereous 
17483  Procumb.  Bran,  pilosely  hairy,  Lvs.  green  on  both  surfs,  obi. 'ellipt.  rather  glabrous  or  with  hairs  in  fascicles, 17484  Procumb.  Bran,  ascend,  pilosely  toment.  canesc.  Lvs.  ov.-obl.  green  and  strigosely  pilose  ab.  hoary  toment. 

ben.,  Rac.  simple  few-flowered  [Rac.  long  hairy  bearded  many-flwd. 17485  Bran,  clothed  with  fascicled  hairs,  Lvs.  hairy  green  both  surfs,  lower  ones  roundish-ovate  upper  ones  ellipt. 
17486  Bran,  procumb.  rather  toment.  Lvs.  flat  ov.-obl.  acutish  smth.  ab.  densely  toment.  ben.  pale  cinereous,  Stips. rath,  pilose  about  eq.  to  petioles  [Stips.  awl-sh.  pilose  and  bristly  at  tip 
17487  Procumb.  Bran.  rath,  toment.  and  hoary,  Lvs.  obi.  revolute  margins  hoary  toment.  ben.  greenish  glauc.  ab. 
17488  Bran.  rath,  toment.  Lvs.  flat  or  hardly  revolute  at  margins  toment.  hoary  ben.  greenish  glauc.  ab.  lower  lvs. 

ov.-obl.  obt.  upper  lanceol.  acute  [Stips.  awl-sh.  lin.  longer  than  pets. 
17489  Bran,  hoary  toment.  at  apex,  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  margins  revolute  green  and  smthish  ab.  hoary  toment.  ben. 
17490  Bran,  toment.  rath,  hoary,  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  flattish  hoary  toment.  ben.  green  and  rath,  scabr.  ab.  Stips.  lin. 

ciliat.  longer  than  pets.  Cal.  clthd.  with  violac.  toment.  [at  top  somewh.  longer  than  lvs. 
17491  Lvs.  oblong  flat  or  concave  above  hoary-toment.  beneath  green  and  glabr.  above,  Stips.  obl.-lin.  ciliat.  bristly 
17492  Bran,  hairy-tomentose,  Lower  lvs.  oval  upper  ones  oblong-lanceol.  green  on  both  surfs,  flat  hairy,  Cal.  hairy. Petals  imbricate 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2644.  Platys&gma.  A  pretty  little  hardy  annual,  and  requiring  the  usual  treatment  of  such. 
2645.  Cdlythrix.  A  genus  of  singular  plants,  requiring  the  same  treatment  as  that  recommended  for  Ludia, 

p.  1213. 
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a  crocatum  Sivt. 
/3  cupreum  Stvt. y  multiplex  Swt. 17493  78034  cupreum  Swt. 17494  7803c  venustum  Swt. 

17495 
17496 

7803d  Mfllert  Swt 
7805a  diversifblium  Swt. 

snfFron-cld 
copper-cld iouble-flwd 
copper-cld beautiful 

Miller's 
divers-leaved 

or  J 

or  * 
or  4 or  4 

or  4 
my.jl  Saf. 
my.jl  Cop. my.jl  Cop. jn.jl  Cop. 

jn.jl  R 

Europe  ...  C  co 
Naples  ...  C  s.l Italy  ...  C  s.p 
hybrid  1825?  C  co S.Europe  1800.  C  s.p 

or  |  my.jl  Cop.  S.Europe  ? 
or  I    my.jn  R  Europe 

C  co 
C  co 

Sw.  cist.  92 Sw.  cist.  58 
Sw.  cist.  72 
Sw.  cist.  66 
Sw.  cist.  10 
Sw.  cist.  10 
Sw.  cist  95 

17497  78056  eriosepalon  Swt.     woolly-sepaled  !U      or  |  my.jl    Y       S.Europe    ...   C  s.p    Sw.  cist  76 

DIGYNIA. 

264a  *1201o.  PLEURA'NDRA  Lab. 17498  -      -  braeteata  R.  Br.  bracteate 
(Pleura,  rib,  aner,  anther ;  stamens,) 

*i_Jor  2  my.jn  Y       N.  HoII. 
Dilleniacea.  Sp.  1—6. 1823.  C  s.p    Deless.  1.  78 

17499 
17500 
17501 
17502 

1202.  P MCHSIA. 
7812  Mottan 

i  Anneslei'  ( pink-flowered)  Hort.  tr.  6.  7 t  Hume i  (purple-flowered)  Bot.  reg.  379 
I  rdsea-semiplena  (semidouble-rose) 

7813  albiflora 
a  vestalis  {white-flowered)  Bot.  rep.  64 

7816  officinalis 
^  anemoniflora  {red-flowered)  Bot.  mag.  3175 

7821  arietlna 
8  oxoniensis  (pale-blush-flowered) 

7823a  Russi  Biv.  Russ's  %  A  or 78235  pubens  B.  M.         downy  %  A  or 

Sp.  19—22. 
v  rbsea-pldno  (double-rose)  And.  rep.  373 
5-  Rawest  (pale pink-flowered) 
i  camea-plena  (double-flesh-co&raraf) 

«*  Candida  (flesh-coloured-flowered) 
i  Sabint  (dark-crimson)     B.  cab.  1075. 

7823c  villdsa  Swt.  villous  *  A  or 
7823d  Browntt  Dou.         Brown's  *  A  or 7826  tenuifolU 

8  flbre-pleno  (double-flowered) 

2  my.jn  C 
2  my.jn  R 
2  my.jn  R 
2  my.jn  R 

subvar.  fldre-albo  (white-flowered) 
Sicily  ...  R  s.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  122 

  ...     R  s.l     Bot  mag.  2264 
S.Europe  1816.  R  s.l N.  Amer.  1826.  R  s.l 

y  latifolia  (broad-leaved) 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  113 

TRIGYNIA. 

1204.  DELPHI'NIUM. 
17503  7830a  Menzidsti  Dec.      Menries's        A  A  »pl  2  jn.jl 17504  7831a  virgitum  Poir.      twiggy  O  or  l\  jajl 

Sp.  47—53. N.  Amer.  1826. 
Syria  1823. 

D  p.l 
S  co 

Bot.  reg.  1192 Deless.  1.  55 

17505 

17506 17507 
17508 
17509 
17510 
17511 
17512 
17513 
17514 

7834z  Oliver ianum  Dec.  Oliver's  O  or   1}  jn.jl 
7837  grandifldrum •y  album                     i  Album  pleno 
7838  cheilanthum 

B  multiplex  D.  Don  double-flwd  )  ̂   tpl  5  jn D.  Barldwtt  Hort. 
7839  intermedium 

a.  pilosissimum  B  leptostachyum 
7840a  alplnum  W.  &  K.    alpine  Bee  i  A  or  6  jl.au 7842a fissum  W.  ScK.      cleft  St  A  or  4  jl.au 
78424  velutlnum  Bert.      velvety  5  A  or  4  jl.au 

B       S.Europe  1826.  S  co     Deless.  1.  51 
•  pallidum  9-  rub  rum 

Dp.B  England  hyb.  D  co     Bot.  reg.  1944 

y  pallidum  Bot.  reg.  1969 
B       Hungary  1816.  D  co     W.  &  K.  3.  246 
B       Hungary  1816.  D  co     W.&K.  1.  81 B       Italy        1819.  D  co 

7842c  pentagymun  Lam. 7842d  Slogans  Dec. 
8  flore  pleno 

7842e  amoe'num  Stev. 7843a  palmatifidum  Dec. 
&  glabellum  Dec. 7851a  mon  tan  urn  Dec. B  bracteosum  Dec. 

78516  dasycarpum  Stev. 

five-styled 
elegant 
double-flwd 
pleasing-6/uc 
palmate-cleft smoothish 
mountain bracteose 
thick-fruited 

3t  A  or  2  jl.au 1  A  or  ljjl.au 
5  A  or  1}  jn.jl 
^  A  or  2  jl.au 
5  A  or  3  jl.au $  A  or  3  jl.au 
3t  A  or  4  jl.au 
5  A  or  8  jl.au 
3t  A  or  4  jl.au 

B 
B 
B 
Pa.B B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

S.Europe  1819.  D  co N.  Amer.  ...  D  co 
N.  Amer.  1741.  D  co 
Siberia  1818.  D  co 
Siberia  1824.  D  co 
Siberia  1817.  D  co 
Switzerl.  1819.  D  co 
S.Europe  1816.  D  co 
Caucasus  1819.  D  co 

7812* 

Desf.  at.  1.  Ill 
Fl.  con.  43 Gm.  si.  4.  77 
Gm.  si.  4.  79 Gm.  si.  4. 75 

17493 

17500 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2646    Pleurandra.  A  genus  of  pretty  small  green-house  shrubs.   A  mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand  suits  them. 

Cuttings  root  readily  under  ̂   hand-glass. 
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»  Has  flowers  saffron -eld.,  with  more  or  less  of  a  ferruginous  tint,  and  may  represent  the  species /3  Has  flowers  of  a  reddish  copper  colour 
y  Has  double  flowers  of  a  reddish  copper  colour  [Stips.  lanceol.  acute  ciliat.  bristly  at  apex 

17493  Bran.  rath,  toment.  adult  ones  glabr.  Lvs.  obi. -lanceol.  channeled  green  and  hairy  ab.  hoary  toment.  ben. 
17494  Bran,  glabr.  wai  ted  somewh.  toment.  at  apex,  Lvs.  obi. -lanceol.  acute  flat  or  hardly  revolute  marg.  hoary 

toment.  ben.  green  and  shining  ab.  [Cal.  hairy 
17495  Bran,  hoary-tonient.  Leaves  oblong  bluntish  flat  green  on  both  surfs,  hairy,  Stips.  falcate  longer  than  petioles, 
17496  Bran.  rath,  toment.  Lvs.  stalked  green  hairy  ab.  hoary  tomentose  ben.  lower  ones  oval  or  obi.  obt.  flat  upper 

lin.  lanceol.  ciliat.  3-4  times  longer  than  pet.  [hairs,  Cal.  clthd  with  woolly  hairs 
17497  Stems  hoary  at  apex,  Lvs.  lanceol.  acute  margins  somewh.  revolute  green  on  both  surfs,  and  beset  with  starry 

DIGYNIA. 

17498  Lvs.  obi.  smthish  mucronulate,  Bracteas  crowded  about  the  sess.  flws.  which  are  villous  on  the  outside 
Ovaries  very  hairy 

7812 

7813 
7816 

7821 

x  albida-plSna  (double-white)  »  punfcea  {carmine-coloured)  Sw.  fl.  gar.  2.  s.  297 
A  variegata  (white  and  purple)  Sw.  fl.gar.2.S.238  £   peciosa  (showy  pink-flowered) 
It,  lacera  {bright  rosc-red-cld-ftwd)  Bot.  reg.  1771 

i  Pottsi'i  {crimson-flowered)  Bot.  reg.  1436  *  Reev£sts  ( pink-flowered) 
*  Baxter;  (crimson)  X  variegata  (varidgated-feavAi) 

17499  Carpels  hairy,  Segments  of  leaves  elliptical  entire  hardly  puberulous  beneath 
17500  Lvs.  bitern.  Lilts,  lanceol.  acumin.  densely  clthd.  with  soft  pubescence  ben.  Ovaries  toment.  each  crowned  with 

somewh.  orbic.  stigma  [somew.  bitern.  upper  ternate,  Lflts.  pinn. 
17501  Carpels  densely  toment.  erect  but  somewh.  incurv.  at  apex,  Lvs.  villous  pubes.  and  whitish  glauc.  ben.  lower 
17502  Carpels  5  quite  smooth  erect,  Lvs.  smooth  on  both  surfs.  Lflts.  ternately  divid.  or  pinnatif.  jagged,  Segments obi.  those  of  upper  lvs.  very  blunt 

TRIGYN1A. 

17503  Petioles  hardly  dilated  at  base,  Lvs.  5-parted  with  entire  linear  lobes, «Brac.  trifid,  Root  grumose 
17504  Stem,  erect  bran,  from  base,  Lvs.  smooth  lower  ones  3-fid.  with  toothed  lbs.  those  of  bran,  and  flws.  ent.  and 

acute,  Rac.  loose  [Cap's  smooth 17505  Stem  smooth  a  little  bran.  Bran,  hardly  diverging,  Flws.  few  loosely  racemose,  Pedicels  length  of  bracteas 

17506 17507 
17508 
17509 
17510 
17511 
17512 
17513 
17514 

9  caerulescens  Bot.  reg.  1984.  i  ranunculifdlium  3-  laxum 
Petioles  not  dilat.  Lvs.  cordate  5-7-cleft  upper  ones  3-lobed,  Racemes  branched 
Petioles  dilat  at  base,  Lvs.  many-parted  linear  lobes,  Racemes  elevated,  Spur  straight  longer  than  flower 
Petioles  dilat.  and  sheathing  at  base,  Lvs.  5-parted  multitid  with  lin.  lbs.  Rac.  lax  clthd.  with  soft  down  as  are 

the  stems,  Spur  curved,  lower  brae.  long.  th.  flws.  [Pet.  shorter  than  cal 
Pet.  ditto,  Lower  leaves  5-lobed.  lobes  cut  and  bluntish  at  apex  upper  ones  5-parted  many  cleft  into  linear  lbs' Pet.  hardly  dilat.  at  base,  Lvs.  smth.  5-parted  with  3-5-cleft  lobes  and  linear  lanceol.  ac.  lobules,  Rac  lax  few- flwd.  Spur  curved  short,  th.  sepals  [th.  cal.  Spur  straight 
Pet.  ditto,  Lvs.  pubes.  ben.  5-part.  with  lanceol.  pinnatif.  lbs.  and  linear  acute  lobules,  Rac.  bran.  Petals  shorter Petioles  not  dilated  at  base,  Lvs.  ciliat.  5-cleft  somew.  truncate  at  base  lbs.  cut  at  apex  upper  lvs  of  3  ent. 3-fid  lbs.  Brae.  caps,  and  cal.  smooth 
Petioles  not  dilat.  at  base,  Lvs.  pubes.  5-1  ad.  Lbs.  wedge-sh.  at  base  but  3-fid  and  cut  at  apex,  Rac.  simple  Brae cal.  and  caps,  pubesc.  Spur  bent  inwards  [ag  long  as  brae.  Spur  straight Pet.  ditto,  Lvs.  pubes.  5-lbd.  Lbs.  lanceol.  somewh.  trifid  dply.  toothed  at  apex,  Rac.  simple-pubes.  Pedic.  thrice 

17511 

7838/3  17505 and  MitceUaneotts  Particulars. 
VccbniA  Mofitan.  The  varieties  of  this  species  have  lately  been  greatly  increased,  in  consequence  of  plants  having 

ripened  seeds  in  various  parts  of  France ;  and  also  as  the  result  of  cross-fecundation  with  the  herbaceous  peony, both  on  the  Continent  and  in  England. 
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17515  7851c  specibsum  Bieb.      showy  ^  A  or  4  jl.au    B       Caucasus  1816.  Deo  Deless.  1. 62 
17516  7851dtrlste  Fts.  sad  ^  A  or  2  jl.au    Br      Dahuria    1819.  D  co 

17517  7852a  albifldrum  Dec'      white-flowered  ^  A  or   4  jl.au    W       Armenia  1823.  Deo  Deless.  1.58 17518  -      -  tenuissimum  Sibth.  slenderest-6ra».     O  or   1  au       P       Greece     1835.  S  r.m 
17519  •      •  vimmeum  D.  Don  wand-like        ^  a  pf  4  au       B       N.  Amer.  1835.  D  p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  374 

TETRAGYNIA. 

2647.  *1205a.  ESCHSCHO'LTZ/^  Cham. 17520  -      -  calif6mica  Cham.  Californian 
17521  -      -  crdcea  Benth.  Saffron-cW 

/3  flbre-pleno  double-flwd 17522  -      -  compucta  Lind!.  compact 

(Dr.  Eschscholtx,  a  botanist.)       Papaveracece.    Sp.  3 — 3. 
A  A  or   1  jl.o      Y       Californ.  1826.  S  co      Sw.  fl.  gar.  265 
A  A  or   1  jLo      Saf     Califora  1833.  S  co     Bot.  mag.  3496 
J&  A  or   1  jl.o      Saf     gardens    1837?  D  co 
A  A  or  1  jl.o     Y       California          S  co     Bot.  mag.  1948 

PENTAGYNIA. 

1208.  AQUILE'GIA.  Sp.  14—18. 7882  vulgaris 
/£  corniculata  (small-horn  double  blue  $  white  flwd)  y  inversa  (inverted  double  blue  $  white  flwd) 

17523  7882a  sibirica  Lam.         Siberian          3t  A  or  14  my.jl  B.w    Siberia    1806.  Deo     Deless.  1. 47 
17524  78826  Garnienana  Swt.     Miss  Garnier's  i  A  or   1J  my.jl  P.  Str  Eng.  hyb.  1829.  Deo      Sw.  fl.  g.2.s.l03 17525  7884a  davurica  Pair.       Dahurian         i  A  or  11  my.jl  P       Dahuria   1827.  D  co      Deless.  1.  49. 
17526  7885a  aneraonoldes  W.     Anemone-like   4  A  or   I  my.jl  P       Altai       1827.  D  co 
17527  7886a  grandifldra  Patr.     great-flowered  i  A™   H  my.jl  B       Siberia     1818.  D  s.p 
17528  7887a  formbsa  Fis.          beautiful         3t  A  or  1J  my.jl  R.o    Kamsch.  1822.  D  s.p 

POLYGYNIA. 

1217.  MAGNO'LLi. 7904  grandiflora S  ferruginea  B.  M.  rusty  :  i  :  ~  Pvnti t  exoniensis 
J  rotundifolia 
*i  pra?\:ox J9-  crfspa 
i  angustif61ia 

7905  glatica 
/3  Thompsonj'^na y  longifolia 7907  conspfcua 
j3  Soulangedna 

r Alexandria specibsa i  citriodbra 
7915  acuminata 

/3  Cand&lli  Savi 
y  maxima 

Exeter round-leaved 
early -flowering curled 
narrow-leaved 

Thompson's  V long-leaved  g 

Soulange's  & , 
Empress  Alex.  Sk showy  &  , 
lemon-scented  fl*  , 

De  Candolle's  £ largest  g 

or  20  jn.o 
or  20  jn.o 
spl  20  jn.o or  20  jn.o 
spl  20  jn.o or  20  jn.o 
or  26  jn.t or  20  jn.o 

W 
W 
W 
W 
w 
w 
w 
w 

3  ap.my  P.w 3  mr.myP.w 
3  ap.my  P.w 
3  ap.my  P.w 

Sp.  14—18. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. N.  Amer. N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. Paris 

hybrid 
N.  Amer. 

hybrid 
Fr.  hyb 
Fr.  hyb Fr.  hyb 

1825. 

L  l.p L  l.p L,  l.p 

L  l.p 
L  Lp L  l.p 

1817.  Jj  l.p 
...     L  p.l 

1826. 1831. 

or  60  my.jl  Gsh 
or  60  my.jl  Ysh.G 

C  p.l 
C  p.l 
C  p.l C  p.l 
L  s.l 
L  s.l 

Bot.  cab.  1814 

Bot.  mag.  2164 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  260 

Bib.  it.  224 

•2648  *1217a  T4LAUMA  J.   (The  vernacular  name  of  the  South  Amer.  species.)    Magnolidceee.   Sp.  2 — 3. 
Plumier's        *  □  fra   W      Antilles    1829.  L  p.l Ofra  l5  f.mr  Cr.taw.  Java        1827.  L  p.l 17529 

17530 
.  Plumiiri  Dec. 
-  Cand611j'i  Blume De  Candolle's Magnol/a  odoratissima  Reinwardt,  No.  7910.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

Bot.  reg.  1709 

1223.  ASTMINA. 
17531  7932a  grandiflbra  Dun. 

1226.  j4NEMOvNE. 17532  7944a  witifblia  Buc. 
17533  7948a  Fischeridna  Dec. 

large-flowering  St 1820.  L  p.l     Dun.  mon.  11 

Bot.  reg.  1385 

17522       «.//  V£  u'  17519 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2647.  Eschschdltxia.  The  generic  name  Chrysdi*  has  been  applied  to  this  genus  by  Dr.  Lindley,  under  the  sup- 

position that  the  name  Eschscholtx  was  the  same  as  that  of  Elsholtz,  after  whom  another  genus  had  been  named.  It 
has,  however,  since  been  proved  that  the  names  are  quite  distinct,  therefore  we  retain  that  of  Eschscholtzia.  Showy 
flowers,  which,  though  they  will  occasionally  last  several  years  as  perennials,  are  grown  as  anuuals,  and  are  desirable 
for  the  flower-garden. 



Order  III. POLYANDRIA  TRIGYNIA. 
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17515  Pet.  ditto,  Lvs.  pubes.  5-lbd.  lbs.  dply.  serrat.  Brae,  lanceol.  villous  clammy,  Spur  curved,  Capsule  smooth 
17516  Pet.  ditto,  Lvs.  3-5-parted,  Lbs.  narrow  somew.  pinnatif.  acute  upper  lvs.  3-parted  with  entire  lobes,  Rac.  lax, Caps,  pubes.  [long.  th.  pedicel. 
17517  Pet.  dilat  and  sheathing  at  base,  Lvs.  many-parted,  Lbs.  linear,  Rac.  elongat.  crowded,  Spur  straight  blunt  rather 
17518  Stem  erect  slender  a  little  bran,  and  rather  pubes.  at  apex,  Pedic.  much  longer  than  the  awl-sb.  bracteas 17519  Lvs.  petiolate  tripartite  segms.  lin.-cuneate  ent.  or  dply.  and  uneq.  bifid,  upper  ones  narrowest,  Rac.  lax 

elongat.  Rachis  and  pedicels  downy 

TETRAGYNIA. 

17520  Stigmas  4  two  longer  than  the  others,  Seeds  globose  almost  black 
17521  Stem  branching  and  leafy,  Segms.  of  lvs.  linear,  Peduncle  with  funnel-shpd.  appendage,  Limb  much  dilated, Cal.  long  and  acumin.  [large  nearly  fiat 
17522  Stem  dwarf  densely  bran.  Segms.  of  lvs.  linear  wedge-sh.  tridentate  at  apex,  Cup  of  pedunc.  funnel-sh.  Limb 

PENT  A  G  YNIA. 

S  stellata  (starred  double  blue  %  white  fltrd)  t  degener  (degenerate  double  blue  $  while  flwd) 
17523  Spur  incurved,  Caps,  very  smooth,  Stem  1-2-flwd.  almost  naked  smooth,  Sepals  very  blunt 
17524  Hybrid  between  A.  sibirica  and  A.  vulgaris 
17525  Spur  straight  equal  in  length  to  petals,  Stamens  equal  in  length  to  petals,  Styles  protruding 
17526  Spur  straight  very  short  equal  in  length  to  pet.  Petals  thrice  as  long  as  cal.  Pedun.  radic.  1-flwd.  almost  naked 
17527  Spur  straight  length  of  limb,  Sepals  oval,  Stem  few-flowered,  Lvs.  deeply  divided  [longer  than  petals 17528  Spur  straight  much  longer  than  petals  and  very  short  stamens,  Styles  not  protruding,  Sepals  lanceol.  much 

POLYGYNIA. 

i  Differs  from  var.  t  in  having  rather  broader  leaves  and  larger  flws.,  and  forms  a  broader  and  more  compact 
t  Lvs.  oblong-elliptical  generally  rusty  beneath,  Flws.  somewhat  contracted  [tree  or  bush Z  Has  roundish  leaves 
■>)  Lvs.  oval-oblong,  Flws.  fully  expanded 0 
Lvs.  lanceol.  pointed  at  both  extremities  wavy 
Is  a  supposed  hybrid  between  M.  glauca  and  M.  tripetaJa y  Lvs.  elupt.  acute  at  both  ends  resembling  those  of  M.  tripetala  but  thicker  smaller  and  glaucous  beneath 

(i  Hardly  distinguishable  from  M.  conspicua  except  by  the  flws.  which  resemble  in  form  those  of  M.  purpurea 
y  Closely  resembling  var.  /3  from  which  it  differs  in  flowering  somewhat  earlier  [var.  gracilis i  A  hybrid  scarcely  differing  from  var.  y 

j3  Leaves  ovate  oblong  acute,  Flws.  greenish 
y  Leaves  much  larger  than  those  of  the  species 

17529  Lvs.  ovate  roundish  somewh.  cuneated  at  base,  Petals  12  thick  oblong  obtuse 
17530  Lvs.  oblong  acumin.  at  both  ends,  Flws.  9-12  petaled  outer  ones  short,  Pedun.  1-flwd.  rather  droopg.  clthd.  as are  petioles  of  young  lvs.  with  ruf.  vill. 

17531  Lvs.  cuneate-obov.  obt.  under  surf,  as  well  as  bran,  clthd.  with  brown  pubes.  Flws.  sess.  Outer  petals  obov. much  larger  than  cal. [ab.  bluntly  cord.  5-lbd.  3-Ivd. 
17532  Lvs.  large  cord.  5-lbd.  woolly  ben.  Lbs.  broad  ov.  cut  and  cren.  those  of  involucr.  stalked  woolly  ben.  smth 
17533  Lvs.  Intern,  those  of  involucr.  on  very  short  stalks,  Lbs.  elongat.  acumin.  Pedic.  2 pubescent,  Sepals  5  elliptical 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2648.  Talauma  is  a  genus  of  magnificent  trees  and  shrubs,  resembling  magnolias.  A  mixture  of , loam,  peat,  and 

sand  suits  them.  They  may  be  increased  by  layers  or  inarching  on  Magnolia  obovsrta,  and  ripened  cuttings  will  root 
in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  heat 
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Imy.jn  B 
1  my  W 

y  cserulea  (b\ue-ftou>ered) Siberia 
Levant 

Sp.  33—45. 

1826. 

1824. 

ss:F 

Deless.  1.  14 Deless.  18 
7949  nemordsa 

8  fldre-pleno  (double-flowered) 
17534  7950a  caerulea  Dec.  blue  A  A  or 
17535  7952a  umbellata  W.  umbelled  k  A  or 

»        1227.  CLE'MATIS. 7970  florida 
y  Sieboldtn  p.  Don  Sieboldt's        ±       or  10  jn   Gsh.&P  Japan      1836.  L  s.l      Sw.fl.gar.  396 

C.  florida  bicolor  Lt'ndl.,  Bot.  reg.  n.  s.  25. 17536  7974a  campaniflbra  Brot.  bell-flowered     .£       or  6  jn.s 
17537  7981a  grandiflora  Dec.      large-flowered  £_  □  or  12  f.my 
17538  79816  dahurica  Pers.       Dahurian         ±       or  12  s 
17539  -      -  grSta  Wal.  grateful-scented  l_      or  12  o.n 

W 
Y.G Y.G 

W 
pain 

1810.  L  £.1 
S.  Leone  1823.  L  p.l 
Dahuria   1820.  L  p.l 
E.  Indies  1831.  S 

1754C 
17541 

cserulea  Lindl. 
montana  Ham. 
nepalensis  Dec. 

Wae-flowered mountain 
or  10  ap 
or  20  my V 

W Japan 
Nepal 

1836.  L  s.l 
1831.  L  1 

Bot.  cab.  987 
Bot.  reg  1234 
WaLasiat.1.98. 
Bot.  reg.  1955 
Sw.fl.gar.2.s.253 

Page  490.   Class  XIV.  —  DIDYNAMI  A.   4  Stamens,  of  which  two  are  shorter  than  the  others. 
Order  I.    GYMNOSPERMIA.   Pericarpium  divided  into  four  lobes  resembling  naked  seeds. 

2649.  Lophanthus.  Calyx  equal,  or  oblique,  or  sublabiate,  usually  15-nerved;  superior  teeth  the  largest.  Co- rolla bilabiate.    Stamens  ascending,  or  diverging. 
2650.  Aphanochilus.  Corolla  tubular.  Limb  short,  bilabiate.  Anthers  versatile.  Cells  divaricate.  Lobes  of 

gynophore  shorter  than  ovarium. 
2651.  Dysophylla.  Anthers  terminal,  also  the  younger  ones  confluently  1 -celled.  Stamens  somewhat  declinate. Corolla  almost  regular. 
2652.  Pycndstachys.  Lower  segment  of  corolla  elongated,  concave.  Teeth  of  fructiferous  calyx  subulately  spinose. 

Whorls  of  flowers  spicate. 
2653.  Sphdcele  Calyx  reticulately  veined,  5-toothed,  limb  not  dilated,  teeth  nearly  equal.  Tube  of  corolla  ample. Cells  of  anthers  linear,  diverging. 
2654.  Perildmia.  Achenia  membranously  winged.  Segments  of  corolla  flattish.  Gynophore  elongated,  incurved, 

oblique  at  apex.   Lips  of  calyx  entire. 
2655.  Roylca.   Calyx  tubular  at  base,  10-nerved.  Segment  5,  equal,  oblong,  membranous. 
2656.  Micromiria.  Tube  of  corolla  rarely  exserted.    Calyx  nearly  equal.   Superior  stamens  antheriferous. 
2657.  Gardoquin.  Calyx  tubular,  somewhat  incurved,  with  an  equal  or  sub-bilabiate  mouth.  Tube  of  corolla 

much  exserted.   Stamens  1-3,  now  and  then  sterile. 
2658.  Physastigia.  Calyx  obscurely  veined,  inflated  after  inflorescence.  Corolla  much  exserted,  with  an  ample throat. 
2659.  Cbleus.  Fructiferous  calyx  toothed,  not  spiny,  with  an  open  mouth.  Filaments  monadelphous.  Lower  seg- ment of  corolla  elongated,  concave. 
2660.  Chitbdia.   tipper  lip  of  calyx  entire,  tube  short,  13-nerved,  lower  one  bifid.    Anthers  mutic,  2-celled. 

Order  2.  ANGIOSPERMIA.   Seeds  several,  enclosed  in  an  undivided  pericarpium. 
2661.  Pentarhphia.  Calyx  adnate  to  the  ovarium.  Corolla  superior.  Ring  of  glands  hardly  present.  Anthers 

connected  by  pairs. 
2662.  Rytidophj/Uum.  Calyx  adnate  to  the  ovarium.  Corolla  superior.  Epigynous  ring  thick  and  sinuated. Leaves  stipulate. 
2663.  Smningia.  Corolla  oblique,  ringent,  with  only  one  gibbosity  at  base.  Calyx  adnate  to  the  ovarium,  angu- 

larly winged. 
2664.  Amphicome.  Calyx  tubular,  5-toothed.  Corolla  tubular,  ventricose  near  base.  Limb  5-lobed,  ciliated.  Sta- 

mens 4,  didynamous,  with  rudiment  of  a  fifth.  Stigma  bilamellate.  Capsule  silique-formed.  Seeds  winged  at  both ends,  and  bearded. 

GYMNOSPERMIA. 

1242.  A'JUGA. 17542  8093a  bractebsa  Wall. 
17543  8096a  australis  R.  Br. 

17532 
3t  A  or  £  jl.au  B 
j(  A  or  £    my.jl  B Sp.  12—11. Nepal      1821.  D  s.l N.Holl.  1822.  Ds.l 
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17534  leaves  of  inrolucrum  3-5  cleft  on  short  stalks  with  deeply  toothed  segments,  Sepals  4-6  oral  [umbellate 
17535  Radic.  Irs.  3-5-parted  segms.  trifid  very  entire  densely  villous  at  margins  those  of  involucr.  undivided,  Flws. 

y  Is  a  very  beautiful  var.    The  sepals  are  cream-coloured,  suffused  with  violet  spots,  Lvs.  and  bran,  more 
hairy  than  those  of  the  sp.  [spreading  at  apex  wavy 

17536  Pedunc.  1-flwd.  somewh.  long,  than  lvs.  Lvs.  biternately  decompound,  Lflts.  ent.  or  3-lobed,  Sepals  half- 
17537  Pedunc.  1-flwd.  Flws.  campanulate  tomentose,  Sepals  oblong,  Lvs.  pinnate,  Leaflets  ovate  serrated  pilose 
17538  Pedunc.  3  1-flwd.  Lvs.  ternate  smooth  leaflets  ovate  entire  flws.  drooping 
17539  Flowers  axillary  panicled,  Leaves  subbiternate  villous,  Leaflets  cordate  acuminated  serrated  3-lobed,  Sepals obtuse.  [naceous  margin  distend. 
17540  Lvs.  spreading  hairy  ternate,  Segms.  ovate  acute  ent.  Pedunc.  1-flwd.  Sepals  6-8  obi.  lanceol.  acute  membra. 
17541  Pedunc.  1-flwd.  not  bractd.  several  togeth.  Lvs.  ternately  parted,  Segms.  ovate-obl.  acumin.  incisely  toothed, 

Sep.  ellipt.-obl.  mucronul.  spreading 

2665.  Ficldia.  Calyx  5-parted,  enclosed  in  spathe-formed  bractea,  which  is  cleft  on  one  side.  Corolla  tubularly 
ventricose.  Limb  equal,  5-lobed,  sub-bilabiate.  Stamens  5 ;  4  fertile  exserted,  sterile  one  enclosed.  Stigma  bilamel- 
late.   Berry  spongy,  longer  than  calyx. 
2666  Tecoma.  Calyx  5-toothed.  Corolla  with  short  tube  and  campanulate  throat.  Limb  5-lobed,  sub-bilabiate. 

Lobes  of  anthers  divaricate.  Capsule  silique-formed ;  dissepiment  contrary.  Seeds  disposed  in  2  rows,  imbricate, 
winged,  transverse. 

2667.  Salpigldssis.  Calyx  5-angled,  5-cleft.  Corolla  funnel-shaped,  5-lobed.  Lobes  2-lobcd.  Stamens  didynamous, 
with  rudiment  of  a  fifth  between  the  2  longer  ones.   Style  tongue-shaped  at  apex.    Stigma  truncate,  transverse. 
266S.  Calampelis.  Calyx  semi-5-cleft.  Corolla  with  tubular  base,  ventricose  throat,  and  a  contracted  5-lobed 

limb.  Stamens  4,  didynamous,  without  any  rudiment  of  a  fifth.  Lobes  of  anthers  obtuse,  divaricate,  distinct  at  apex. 
Wings  of  seeds  repandly  sinuated,  emarginate  at  base. 
2669.  Eccremocarpus.  Calyx  membranous,  5-cleft,  coloured.  Corolla  tubular,  with  an  equal  throat,  and  a  5-lobed equal  limb.  Stamens  4,  didynamous,  with  the  rudiment  of  a  fifth.  Anthers  versatile.  Cells  parallel,  combined.  Wings 

of  seeds  repandly  sinuated,  nerved. 
2670.  Strobiltinthes.  Calyx  5-parted.  Corolla  funnel-shaped.  Anthers  erect,  with  parallel  cells.  Capsule  4-seeded in  the  middle.  Seeds  small. 
2671.  Goldfus&iz.  Calyx  5-parted.  Corolla  funnel-shaped.  Limb  nearly  equal.  Anthers  erect,  2-celled.  Stigma 

subulate,  crenulate  on  one  side.   Capsule  (i -angled,  2-valved.   Cells  2-seeded  at  bottom.   Seeds  discoid. 
2672.  Caluphancs.  Calyx  5-parted,  equal.  Corolla  funnel-shaped.  Throat  ventricose.  Limb  bilobed,  nearly equal.  Stamens  enclosed.  Cells  of  anthers  parallel,  spurred  at  the  base.  Stigmas  simple.  Cells  of  ovarium  2-seeded. 

Capsules  sessile,  almost  cylindrical. 
2673.  Amasbnia.  Calyx  5-cleft,  bracteate.  Bracteas  coloured.  -Corolla  tubular,  5-cleft,  equal.  Style  bifid. 

Drupe  2-4-seeded. 
2674.  Geissomeria.  Calyx  5-parted.  Sepals  glumaceous,  equal.  Corolla  tubular,  clavate.  Limb  nearly  equal, 

lower  segment  bearded.  Cells  of  anthers  parallel,  hairy  at  apex.  Ovarium  2-celled.  Cells  2-seeded.  Stigma  funnel- shaped. 
2675.  Chloanthcs.  Calyx  5-cleft.  Corolla  tubular  ;  upper  lip  bifid,  lower  one  tripartite.  Stamens  exserted.  Stigma bifid.  Drupe  containing  3  nuts. 
2676.  Lophospirmum.  Corolla  bilabiate.  Tube  wide,  gibbous  at  base.  Capsule  dehiscing  irregularly  under  the  apex. 
2677-  Seymirta.   Calyx  deeply  5-cleft.   Corolla  with  a  short  tube,  and  a  subrotate  spreading  limb.    Stamens  a little  longer  than  the  corolla.    Cells  of  anthers  nearly  equal. 
2678.  Dlplacus.  Calyx  prismatic,  5-cleft.  Corol'a  nngent,  5-cleft.  Lobes  emarginate.  Stigma  bilamellate.  Cap- sule 2-celled.  Placenta  broad.   Seeds  subulated  at  both  ends. 
2679.  TorhAtt.  Calyx  plicate,  obliquely  5-toothed.   Two  lower  filaments  appendiculate,  or  gibbous  at  base. 
2680.  Collhism.    Corolla  gibbous  above  the  base.    Limb  very  irregular.   Capsule  2-valved.    Valves  bipartite. 
2681.  Francises*.  Calyx  5-toothed.  Corolla  salver-shaped.  Stigma  2-lobed.  Capsule  2- celled ;  dissepiment parallel  with  the  valves,  separating  from  the  parietes  at  the  base. 

GYMNOSPERMIA. 

17542  Diffuse  without  stolones,  Branches  pilose,  Lvs.  ovate  sinuately-toothed  or  entire  villous,  Upper  whorls  of  flowers 
17543  Lvs.  narrow-obl.  narrowed  at  base  quite  ent.  or  sinuat.  rather  vill.  Lower  whorls  of  flws.  remote  upper  subspic. Teeth  of  cal.  short 

17546 
17548 
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2649.  *1248a.  LOPHA'NTHUS  Benth.  (T.ophos,  crest,  anthos,  flower ;  appearance  of  flowers.)  Labidceee.  Sp.5— 6. 
17544  -        onisatus  Benth.      Anise-scented    jfc  A  or  3  jl.s      B       N.  Araer.  1825.  S  co     Bot.  reg.  1282 Nos.  8162,  8163,  8164.  and  8188.  are  also  referable  to  this  genus. 

2650.  *1254a.  APHANOCHTLUS  Benth.    (Aphanos,  obscure,  cheilos,  a  lip  ;  lip  of  flower.)   Labidceee.  Sp.I— 2. 
17545  -      -  Inclsus  Benth.        cut  ^  A  or  2  s         W      Nepal      1824.  Deo  PI.  rar.  gen.  23.  t.  8. Mentha  bl&nda  Lindl.,  but  not  of  Wal. 

2651. 
17546  - 

•12546.  DYSOPHY'LLA  Blume. 
-  pumlla  Benth.  dwarf 

Mentha  pumila  Grab.,  verticillata 
{Dysodes,  fetid,  phyllon,  leaf ;  smell  ?)       Labiaceee.    Sp.  1 — 2. k  A  cu  I  jl-s      P       Nepal      1826.  D  co     Bot.  mag.  3907 
D.r .Don. 

2652. 17547 

17548 

17549  ■ 
2653, 

17550  . 
2654. 

17651  • 
2655 

17552 

*1256a.  PYCNO'STACHYS  Poir.  Pycnostachys.  (Pyknos,  dense,  stachys,  a  spike.)  Labidceee.   Sp.  1— 1. ED  or  3  au       B       Madagas.  1825.  S  co     Hook.  ex.  fl.  202 blue -  caerulea  Hook. 
1259.  LA^MIUM. 

8272a  longiflbrum  Ten.     long-flowered   £  A  or  1  mr 
maculatum  Eng.  bot.,  but  not  of  Flora  Greeca white 

£  A  or  1  mr 

Pk 
W 

Sp.  12—17. S.Europe    D  co Eng.  bot.  2550 

A  spl 

A  or 

au.o 

jl.au 

P 
Pk 

gardens    D  co 

Sp.  38—57. 
Germany  1826.  D  p.l 
N.  Africa  1832.  C  s.l 

Bot.  reg.  1289 
Bot.  reg.  1697 

j3  Alburn 
1263.  STA^CHYS. 8299  germanica 

/3  pubescens  Lindl.  pubescent 
-  inflata  Benth.  inflated-c«///.r 

*1263a.  SPHA'CELE  Benth.    Sphacele.      (Sphakele,  Greek  name  for  Sage.)      Labi&cece.    Sp.  1—2. 
-  Lindleyt  Benth.      Lindley's         tL\  |  un  2  au       Pk     Chile       1825.  C  lt.r    Bot.  reg.  1226 Stdchys  Salvia;  Lindl. 

»1264a.  PERILO^MIA  H.SfK.  (Peri,  around,  loma,  margin ;  fruits  with  membran.  border.)  Labidceee.  Sp.I— 1. -  ocymoldes  Kth,       Basil-like         *     I  or  3  au.s     P       Peru       1829.  C  s.l     Bot.  reg.  1394 
*12Go<?.  ROY'LE.J  Wal.   (Dr.  Roylc,  superintend,  of  ISot.  Card.  Saharumpoor.)  Labidceee.    Sp.  1— 1. 

flegans  Wal.         elegant    "       £  A  or  2  jl.au    P       Nepal      1824.  C  s.l     Wal.  pl.  as.  J. iJallota  cinerea  D.  Don. 

Sp.  16—25. Y  Egypt  1828.  D  s.l.p  Bot.  rep.  1300 Br      Levant     1821.  D  r.m   Bot.  mag.  2542 
1268.  PHLO'MIS. 17553  8356a  floccbsa  D.  Don      floccose  *  |  or  2  jl.o 

17554  8361a  Russeliidna  Lag.    Russell's  £  A  or  3  jn.jl 
2656.  »1275a.  MICROMEvRIA  Benth.   Micromeria.    (Mikros,  small,  meris,  a  part.)    Labidceee.    Sp.  1— 1 17555  Tenerififae  Benth.     Teneriffe         n.  i_|  or   1  jn.jl     P       Teneriffe  1829.  C  co 

Thymus  Teneriffas  Pers. 
2657.  *1277«.  G  ARDOQUPJ  R  &  P.  Gardoojoia.  (D.  Diego  Gardoqui,  a  noble  Spaniard.)  Labidceee.   Sp.  2—3. 

17556  -  Gilliesit  Grah.        Gillies's  £_AJpr    fjn.s     Li.Y    Chile      1828.  C  p.s     Bot.  reg.  1812 17557  -  multifibra  B.  $  P.  many-flowered  £  i  !  pr  1  jn.s     S       Chile    C  s.l.p  Botanist,  6 
2658.  *1279a.  PHYSOSTE'GIA  Benth.    (Physa,  a  bladder,  stege,  a  covering;  calyx.)   Labidceee.   Sp.  6— 7 17558  -      -  imbricata  Hook.     imbricated-^ifd  £  A  or  6  su.aut  Pa.P  Texas      1833.  Deo     Bot.  mag.  3386 

17559  -      -  truncata  Benth.',     truncate- calyx  ̂   O  or   1    Pa.Pk  S.  Felipe  1834.  D  lt.l    Bot.  mag.  3494 To  this  genus  Nos.  8435,  8436,  8437.  and  8450.  may  be  referred. 
2659.  *1282a.  CCTLEUS  Lou.    Coleus.         (Koleos,  a  sheath  ;  united  stamens.)         Labidceee.    Sp.  3 — 3. 

17560  -  aromaticus  Benth.  aromatic  n.  □  fra  1J  mr.my  Pa.V  India       1826.  C  p.l     Bot.  reg.  1520 
Nos.  8476.  and  8477.  also  belong  to  this  genus. 

2660.  *1283a.  CHILO'DEA  B.  Br.  (Cheilos,  lip,  odous,  tooth  ;  tip  of  lower  lip  of  cal.  bifid.)  Labidceee  Sp.  1— 1. 
17861  -      -  scutellari6*ldesiJ.5r.Scutellaria-lk.  *  i_|  pr  2Jva.sea  V       N.S.W     1829.  Sp.I     Bot.  mag.  3405 

17562 
1290.  GE'SNER^. 

-  Douglasrt  Lindl. 
17550, Douglas's 

ANGIOSPERMIA. 

Sp.  21—28. jfeEJor   Us         R.Y    Rio  Jan.  1326. 
17552 

Bot.  cab.  1929 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2649.  Lophanthus.   Plants  which  prefer  a  light  dry  soil,  and  may  be  increased  by  division  of  the  root,  or  by  seed. 
2650.  AphanochUus.   Plants  of  easy  culture,  and  will  grow  in  any  light  rich  soil. 
2651 .  Dysophplla.  The  species  grow  well  in  the  open  air  in  summer,  if  planted  in  a  cistern  or  pond,  but  require 

the  protection  of  a  green-house  or  stove  during  winter.   Readily  increased  by  division. 
2652.  Pycndstachys.   Plants  of  easy  culture  and  propagation,  thriving  in  a  light  rich  soil. 
2653.  Sph&cele.  Tree  growers  and  flowerers.  Any  light  rich  soil  will  suit  them,  and  cuttings  root  freely  under  a 

hand-glass. 
2654.  Perilbmia.  Any  light  rich  soil  suits  this  genus,  and  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  root  readily  under  a  hand- 

glass. 2655.  Rofflei.  For  propagation  and  culture  see  SphScele,  above. 
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17544  Glabrous,  Lvs.  or.  or  ov.-lanceol.  acute  crenate,  Spikes  cylindrlc.  interrupt,  at  base,  Cal.  segms.  lanceol. -acute, Stamens  ex  sorted 

17645  Nearly  glabrous,  Lvs.  petiol.  rhomboid-ov.  dply.  serrat.  Whorls  equal  loose.  Spikes  panicled,  Cor.  hardly exceeding  the  calyx 

17546  Glabr.  Lvs.  4  in.  whorl  lower  ones  usually  6  ellipt.-lin.  narrowed  at  both  ends  remotely  serrat.  Flor.  Its.  ov. Cal.  villous 

17547  Stem  and  bran.  4-gonal.  Lvs.  sess.  obi. -lin.  or  lanceol.  acute  remotely  serrat.  narrowed  at  base,  Spikes  dense termin.  1-2  in.  long 
17548  Leaves  heart-shaped  pointed  deeply  serrated,  Whorls  10-flwd. 

17549  Lvs.  nrly.  sess.  obi.  obt.  quite  ent.  little  wrinkled  toment.  ben.  Whorls  6-flwd.  Flws.  sess.  Cal  innately  cam- panul.  with  ov.  bluntish  mutic  teeth 
17550  Bran,  floccose,  Lvs.  ov.  cordate  at  base  bullately  wrinkled  woolly  ben.  Rac.  dense,  Whorls  many-flwd.  Cor. twice  as  long  as  cal. 

17551  Glabr.  or  hardly  pubes.  Lvs.  petiol.  ov.  crenat.  roundedly  truncate  at  base,  Rac.  elongat.  Cor.  4-5  times  longer than  calyx 
17552  Cal.  tubular  at  base  10-nrvd.  Limb  5-cleit,  Segms.  erect  oblong  membranaceous  reticulately  veined  equal 

[teeth  subul.  stiff  glabr.  hooked 
17553  Bran,  floccose,  Lvs.  ov.-obl.  cord  at  base  much  wrinkled  and  floccose  ben.  Whorls  densely  many-flwd.  Cal. 
17554  Bran.  aim.  simple,  Rad.  lvs.  ov.  dply  cord,  at  base  as  well  as  stem-lvs.  wrinkled  canes,  ben.  Whorls  40-50-flwd. 

Cal.  teeth-  spread 
17555  Lvs.  sess.  ovate  acute  rigid  glabr.  flat  lower  ones  broader  and  some wh.  plicate  upper  aim.  lanceol.  Cal.  teeth setaceous  about  equal  to  cor. 

[teeth  lanceol. -subul.  nrly.  equal 
17556  Lvs.  obl.-linear  or  cuneated  obtuse  quite  ent.  3-6  in.  long,  Whorls  few  many-flwd.  rather  loose  and  irreg.  Cal. 17557  Lvs.  petiol.  ov.  bluntish  crenat.  little  rounded  at  base,  Whorls  loose  subsecund,  Cymes  pedunc.  Cal.  teeth  acute 

[concave 17558  Lvs.  ellipt. -lanceol.  coarsely  serrated,  Spikes  panicled  4-gonal,  Flws.  erect  densely  imbricat.  Upper  lip  of  cor. 17559  Calyx  truncate  obscurely  3-5-lobed,  Lobes  very  broad  denticulated 

17560  Lvs.  petiol.  broad-ov.  crenat.  rounded  at  base  or  cuneat.  very  thick  hispid  or  clothed  with  white  villi,  Whorls remote  20-30-flwd. 

17561  Bran,  pubes.  Lvs.  sess.  lin.  lanceol.  acute  quite  ent.  with  subrevolute  edges,  Flor.  lvs.  exceeding  flws  Cal ciliated 

ANGIOSPERMIA. 

17562  Pubesc.  Lvs.  falsely  verticill.  4-5-6  rarely  oppos.  ov.  acute  crenately  toothed,  Cyme  termin.  Hypogynous glands  twin  behind 
17559  vW    17556  17561     .VjH  17560 

17558 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2656.  Micromeria  is  a  genus  of  plants  which  thrive,  during  the  summer,  on  rock  work,  but  require  the  protection of  a  frame  in  winter. 
2657.  Gardoqute.  The  species  are  well  deserving  of  cultivation ;  they  thrive  in  a  mixture  of  sand,  loam,  and  peat 

and  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass.  ' 2658.  Physosthgia.  Elegant  plants  of  easy  culture,  well  adapted  to  the  flower  border.  They  may  be  readily increased  by  division  of  the  root,  and  will  thrive  in  common  garden  soil. 
2659.  Colons.   A  mixture  of  peat  and  loam  suits  this  plant,  and  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand,  in  a  gentle  heat. 2660.  Chilbdia.  For  propagation  and  culture  see  Cdleus,  above. 
1290.  Gisnerv.  Very  showy  plants  while  in  flower.  A  light  rich  soil,  or  a  mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand,  suits 

them.  Most  of  the  species  increase  readily  by  cuttings,  and  by  tubers  of  the  root.  While  dormant,  they  require  to  be kept  dry. 
4  K 
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17563  - 17664 
17665 
17566 

17567  - 

17568  - 
17569  - 
17570  - 
17571  - 17572  . 
17573  - 
17574  - 
17575  - 
17576  - 

/3  verticillata  Hook,  verticillate  A  23  or  2  ap  R.b  Rio  Jan.  1826.  R  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3612 
SelldwiY  Mart.        Sellow's  jfc  BS  or  2  jl  S  Brazil      1835.  O  p.l  Pax.  mag.  4.  27 fauciilis  Lmdl.       wide-mouthed  £  (23  or  2  jl  S  Brazil      1833?  O  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1785 
macrostachva  LjW/.long-spiked  &  E)  spl  2  year  S  Rio  Jan.  1825.  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1202 
elongate  Hum.       elongated  a.  I    I  or  2  g  S  S.  Amer.  1835.  C  p.l  Botanist,  27 
corymbdia  Swx.  corymbose 
sceptrum 
/S  igneum  Hook.  fiery-flowered 

■  spicate  L.%0.  spiked-m/Jor. •  allagophylla  Mart,  changing-lvd 

h-  □  or   2  jn.au   S        Jamaica    1822.  C  p.l 

3  s 

ii'ji" 

rutila  Lindl. 
Lindlfiyf  Hook, ttlmifolia  Hum. 
hirsute  H.  $  B. Sutton;  Booth 

Cooper;'  Pax. lateritia  Lindl. 

tt- 1  I  or 

A  El  or 
a.  I   I  or 

£  El  spl  2  au.s £  E)  spl  2  jn  jl 
j£  El  or  2  jn.au 

Rsh.Y  Brazil 

brilliant  red 

Lindley's Elm.  leaved 

hairy  M.  □  or  1  jn.au 
Capt.  Sutton's  A  £23  or  2  jl 

S.Y 
S.Y 
s 
s 
s 

Brazil 
Brazil 
Brazil S.  Amer, 

1835.  C  p.l 
1831.  O  p.l 
1834.  C  p.l 
1825.  C  p.l 1825.  C  p.l 
1820.  C  p.l 

Cumana  1826.  C  p.l 
Rio  Jan.  1833.  C  r.l 

Bot.  mag.  3576 
Bot.  reg.  1767 

Bot.  reg.  1158 Bot.  mag.  3602 
Bot.  reg.  1032 

Bot.  reg.  1637 

Cooper's brick-red A  El  or  2  my.jn  S 
A  tZS  or  2  jn  R 

Brazil 
Brazil 

1829?  C  s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3041 
1834.  O  p.l     Bot.  reg.  1950 

2661.  *1290o.  PENTARA'PHIA  Lindl.  Pentaraphia.  (Pente,  five,  raphis,  a  spike.)  Gemericets.   Sp.  1— 1. 17577  -        longifldra  Lindl.     long-flowered   a.  O  or   \l  jn.jl     ...      Jamaica  1823.  C  p.l Gesndria  ventricbsa  Swz. 
2662.  *12906.  RYTIDOPHY'LLUM  Mart.     (.Rylis,  wrinkle,  phyllon,  leaf ;  surface.)    Gesnerdceee.    Sp.  2— 2. 17578  -        auricuUtum  Hook,  auricled  «.  □  or  5  n        Y.g.r  Brazil      1836.  C  p.l     Bot.  mag.  3562 No.  8521.  in  p.  512.  is  also  referable  to  this  genus. 
2663.  »1290c.  SINNI'NGJ.4  Nees.   (W.  Sinning,  gardener  to  the  University  of  Bonn.)  Gesner&cea. 17579 

17580  - 
17581  - 17582 

Hellert  Nees 
SchbttiY  Mikan, 
guttata  Lindl. velutlna  Lindl. 
villdsa  Lindl. 

1291.  GLOXI'N/4. 15343.  specidsa 
/3  alba 17583  8527a  caulescens  B.  R. 

17584  8527i  hirsute  B.  M. 

Heller's 
spotted 
velvety 
villous 

caulescent 

,  5—5. 
tL  □  or   1  jn.jl     W.G   Rio  Jan.  1820.  C  p.l     Bot.  reg.  997 
tt- 1   1  or 
tt.  □  or  1|  my  jl 1  i  myjl myjl 

myjl 
tt-CDor  IJ 

y  maxima j£  El  or  |  jl.au 

Y.B.w  Brazil 
Y  Brazil 
Y.o  Brazil 

Sp.  4—5. 

1827.  C  p.l 1827.  C  p.l 
1827.  C  p.l 

Bot.  reg.  1112 Bot.  cab.  1398 Bot.  cab.  1629 

S  alba  maxima 
Pernamb.  1826.  D  p.l    Bot.  reg.  1127 hairy 

2664.  *1294o.  AMPHl'COME  Boyle. 17585        -  argute  Boyle  finely  cut 

El  or  a  jn.au   B       S.  Amer.  1824.  D  s.p    Bot.  mag.  2690 
(Amphi,  around,  kome,  hair  ;  seeds.)        BignonidcetB.    Sp.  1 — 1. 

L  A  pr   1  au       L       Himalayas  ...    C  l.p     Bot.  reg.  n.  8. 19 
2665.  *12946.  FIEVLDJ^1  Cun.     {Baron  Field,  some  time  chief  judge  in  N.  S.W.)     BignonidcetB.    Sp.  1— 1. 17586  australis  Cun.         southern  %,\  1  or   1  jl.au    W      N.  Holl.    1826.  C  s.l     Ex.  fl.  232 
2666.  *1294c.  TE'  CO  MA  J.   Tecoma.       (Tecomaxochitl,  the  Mexican  name.)       Bignoniucece.   Sp.  6— 14. 17587  -  capensis  B.  R.        Cape   |  or   8  jl.s      O       C.G.H.    1823.  C  p.l     Bot.  reg.  1117 Nos.  8547.  8559.  8550,  8551.  and  8554.,  in  p.  514.,  are  referable  to  this  genus. 
2667.  »1294d.  SALPIGLCSSIS  B.SfP.  Salpiglossis.  (Salpigx,  a  tube,  glossa,  a  tongue.)  Solandceee.  Sp.  1—9. 

17588        -  sinuata  R.  $  P.  sinuated-feaned atropurpurea  Grah. 
0  picta  Swt.  painted 
rstraminea  Hook,  straw -coloured 
Barclay      Penny  Barclay's S.  intermedia  Swt. 

Q)  or  ljau.s  P.cstrChile       1824.  Sit  Bot.  mag.  2811 
Q)  spl  2  my.jn  Va     Chile       1820.  S  co  Sw.  fl.  gar.  258 
Q)  or  ljjn.au  Crea.BChile       1824.  Spl  Hook.  ex.  fl.  229 
Q)  or  3  jn.s  Br.Y  Eng.  hyb.  ...     S  It  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.ll2 

2668.  *1294e.  CALA'MPELIS  D.  Don.    Calampelis.    (Kalos,  pretty,  ampelis,  a  vine.)  BignonidcetB.   Sp.  1 — 1. 17589  seabra  D.  Don        scabrous  fi_  _AJ  pr  10  jl.s       O      Chile       1824.  C  l.s      Sw.  fl.  g.  2.  s.  30 
Eccremocarpus  scaber  R.  S[P. 

17571  ~.    _     _^=JSte»  sS&>.       .  17578 

17562  (3  | 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2661.  Pentaraphia.   For  propagation  and  culture  see  Rytidophyllum. 
2662.  Rytidophy'llum.  A  light  rich  earth,  vegetable  mould,  or  a  mixture  of  loam,  sand,  and  peat,  suits  the  species ; and  cuttings  root  readily  in  heat. 
2663.  Sinntngia.   For  culture,  &c,  see  Rytidophyllum,  above. 
2664.  Amphicome.  For  culture,  &c,  see  Rytidophyllum,  above. 
2665.  Fieldia.   Culture,  &c,  as  recommended  for  Rytidophyllum. 
2666.  Tecoma.   For  propagation  and  culture  see  Bignbnia,  in  p.  514. 
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[later,  many-flwd.  Hypogynous  glands  4 
17563  Stem  pilose,  Lvs.  oppos.  on  short  petioles  cord.-ov.  acute  serrat.  hairy  ab.  hoary  toment.  ben.  Cymes  thyreoid 
17564  Lvs.  nearly  sessile  cord,  obi.  cren.  tomentose,  Rac.  terminal,  Bract,  reflex.  Cor.  tomentose  upper  lip  obi.  2-lobed throat  wide  [glands  twin  behind 
17565  Downy,  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  oppos.  petiol.  cord.-ov.  crenated  wrinkled,  Cymes  axill.  many-flwd.  racemose,  Hypog. 
17566  Bran.  4-gonal  clthd.  with  woolly  hairs,  Lvs.  oppos.  obi.  acumin.  acute  at  base  somen-,  crenat.  rufes.  ben.  Pedun. axill.  4-flwd.  elongat. 
17567  Lvs.  petiol.  oppos.  ov.  acute  serrat.  scarious  rough  toment.  ben.  Pedunc.  termin.  and  axill.  many-flwd.  corymb. 

(3  Villous,  Lvs.  on  short  pets,  oppos.  or  3  in  whorl  1J-2  in.  long  obtuse  rarely  crenat.  pubes.  ben.  and  canes. 
Hyp.  glands  4-5  [**yp-  glands  5 17568  Stem  simple  pilose,  Lvs.  3  in  whorl  petiol.  lanceol.-obl.  acumin.  crenat.  pilose  ab.  toment.  ben.  Whorls  10-flwd. 

17569  Stem  usually  3-gonal,  Lvs.  villous  nrly.  sess.  3  in  whorl  o^  oppos.  or  scattered  lin.  -oblong  or  spatul.  obtuse crenat.  Limb  equal,  Hyp.  gl.  2  behind  [out,  Hyp.  gl.  2  behind 
17570  Villous,  Lvs.  oppos.  obl.-lanceol.  acutish  at  both  ends  coarsely  crenat.  Pedunc  axill.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  drawn 
17571  Pubesc.  rather  scabrous,  Lvs.  pet.  ovate  obi.  cren.  Rac.  terminal  compound,  Limb  of  cor.  oblique  upper  lip  largest 
17572  Bran,  subtetragonal  and  pilose,  Lvs.  oppos.  ov  .-acute  obliquely  cord,  at  base  crenat.  blistered  ab.  pubes.  ben. 

Ovarium  girded  by  yellow  ring  [twin,  Hypog.  gl.  hairy 
17573  Bran,  very  hairy,  Lvs.  oppos.  obl.-ov.  acumin.  rounded  at  base  pilose  ab.  toment.  ben.  Pedun.  axill.  1-flwd. 
17574  Stem  terete  toment.  Lvs.  ov.-cord.  crenat.  toment.  Pedun.  axill.  solit.  1-flwd.  Upper  lip  of  cor.  oblong  undu- 

lated lower  small  revolute  [bifid  erect  lower  one  small  and  reflexed 
17575  Pubescently  tomentose,  Lvs.  oppos.  cord.-ovate  crenate-serrate,  Panicle  termin.  Upper  Hp  of  cor.  very  long 
17576  Lvs.  petiolate  roundish  ovate  cord,  crenate  hairy  axillary,  Flws.  solitary  terminal  ones  twin  stem-clasping, 

Upper  lip  of  corolla  obi.  concave 
17577  Lvs.  cllipt.  acuminat.  glabr.  Pedun.  usually  4-flwd.  Cal.  segms.  subul.  elongat.  Cor.  cylindric.  incurved 

17578  Lvs.  broadly  lanceol.  somewhat  obliquely  falcate  crenate-serrate  sessile  auricul.  at  base  very  wrinkled  and bullate  ab.  beautifully  reticul.  ben. 

17579  Lvs.  glabrous  cordate-ovate  serrated  ciliated,  Cal.  turbinate  twice  as  long  as  ovarium 
[as  ovarium 17580  Lvs.  obl.-lanceol.  atten.  at  base  pubes.  lucid  serrat.  Cor.  spotted,  Cal.  cylindrically  campanul.  3  times  as  long 

17581  Leaves  oblong  subcordate  velvety,  Cal.  cylindrically-campanul.  3  times  as  long  as  ovarium 17582  Stem  and  leaves  villous,  Cal.  5-parted  length  of  ovarium,  Flowers  aggregate 

t  pallida  maxima  {  Menziesn  z  violdcea 
17583  Lvs.  ov.  crenat.  obt  toment.  edges  revolute,  Pedun.  axill.  elongat.  Cor.  downy,  Segms.  nrly.  equal  middle  one 

cord.-ov.  all  unduL 
17584  Stemless  very  hairy,  Lvs.  ov  .-roundish  wrinkled  hispid  rath.  cord,  at  base,  Scapes  and  pedunc.  aggreg.  1-flwd. Cor.  funnei-sh. 
17585  Lflts.  oppos.  on  short  pets.  3-4  pairs  lanceol.  acumin.  unequal  at  base  dentately  serrated 

17586  The  only  species 

17587  Glabr.  Bran,  terete,  Lflts.  9  ovate  serrat.  bearded  in  axils  of  veins  ben.  Rac.  termin.  on  long  pedunc.  Limb  of 
cor.  4-parted 

17588  Clthd.  with  glandul.  hairs,  Lower  lvs.  petiol.  ellipt.  obi.  sinuat.  upper  sess.  lanceol.-Un.  ent.  Bran,  dichotom. 
Filam.  glandul.  pilose 
Corolla  elegantly  variegated  with  yellow  and  bluish  purple r Corolla  cream-coloured  veined  with  blue 
Corolla  striped  with  brown  and  yellow 

17589  Lvs.  2  pairs  of  pinnae,  Lflts.  altera,  obliquely  cord,  ovate  serrat.  or  ent.  Stems  angul.  clthd.  with  short  stiff 
pellucid  hairs  when  young,  Cor.  hairy 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2667.  Salpigldssis.  A  genus  of  very  showy  handsome  plants,  which  succeed  well  if  sown  in  the  open  border  early 

in  spring,  or  they  may  be  sown  in  autumn,  if  preserved  in  the  green-house  or  frame  during  winter,  where  they  will require  a  free  admission  of  air  and  light. 
2668.  Calampelis  17589  sedbra  is  a  beautiful  climber,  generally  raised  from  seeds  in  spring,  on  a  hot -bed.  The 

plants  succeed  well  if  trained  in  a  conservatory,  or  in  the  open  ground  against  a  wall  or  house  with  a  south 
exposure. 

4  K  2 
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•1294/.  ECCREMOCA'RPUS  R.  $  P. -  longifldrus  Hum.  long-flowered 
1297.  PENTSTEvMON. 

17591  - 
17592  - 
17593  - 

-  atropurpureum  G.Don  dark  purple 
-  pulchellum  Lindl.  pretty 
elegans  G.  Don  Cheldne  elegans -  rdseum  G.  Don  roseate 

17594 
17595  - 

Kunthu  G.  Don 
glanduldsum  Dou. Kunth's glandular 

17596  - 
17597  - 

-  venfistum  Dou. 
Richardsdnn  Dou. graceful 

Richardson's 
17598 
17599  - 

Scofileri  Dou. 
-  specidsum  Dou. Scouler's 

showy 

17600  - 17601 
-  acuminatum  Dou. 
-  Coboe'o  Nutt. 

acuminate 
Cub(Ei\-jl>cd 

17602 
17603 

digitalis  Nutt. -  ovatum  Dou. 
finger 
ovate-leaved 

17604 
17605 

-  procerum  Dou. -  confertum  Dou. tall crowded-,/fw«i 
17606 
17607 glaucum  Grah. deustum  Dou. glaucous blasted 
17608  - 
17609  - 

attenuatum  Dou. 
-  diffusum  Dou. 

tapering diffuse 

17610  - 
17611  - 

-  triphyllum  Dou. 
-  gracile  Nutt. 

three-leaved 
slender 

17612  - 17613  - -  Murrayanum  Hook.  Murray's -  crassifulium  Lindl.  thick-leaved 

{Ekkremes,  pendent,  karpos,  fruit.) 
J__Alpr   6  jl.au    O  Peru 

Sp.  32—40. £  _A)  or    ljjl.o      D.P  Mexico 
£  Al  P*  14  jn.au   Li  Mexico 

Kth. 
£  _AI  or  1J   R  Mexico 
£  A)  or   1J   P  Mexico £  A  or  2  jn.au   Pa.P  N.  Amer. 

Class  XIV. 

Sp.  1—1. H.  &  B.  65 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  235 
Bot  reg.  1138 

£  A  or  2  jl.s £  A  or  ljjn.s 
P 
D.P 

N.  Amer. 
Columbia 
N.  Amer. 
N.  Amer. £  A  or  3  my.jn  P.b 

£  A  or  3  jl.s  B 
£  A  or  1  jn.au  P  N.  Amer. 
£  A  or   2J  aut   W.P.T.R  Texas 

Arkansa N.  Amer *  A  or  ljjl.s  W 
£  A  spl  4  jn.au  B 
£  A  or  1  jn.au  P  N.  Amer. 
£  A  or  2  jl.au  Pa.Y  N.  Amer. 
£  A  or  1  jn.au  Pa.Li  N.  Amer. 
£  A  or  1    P  N.  Amer. 

Bignoniacea 1825.  C  s.l.p 
1827.  D  pj 
1827.  D  p.l 

1825.  D  p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  230 
1825.  D  p.l  H.  &  B.  2173 
1827.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1262 
1827.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1309 
1825.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1121 
1827.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1277 
1827.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1270 
1827.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1285 
1835.  S  s.l  Bot.  mag.  3465 
1824.  D.p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  120 
1826.  D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2903 
1827.  D  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2954 
1827.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1260 
1827.  D  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1286 
1827.  D  co 

£  A  or  1}  jl.au 
£  A  or  \\  jn.n 
£  A  or  l^jl.au 
£  A  or  1  jl.s 

£  A  or 
£  A  or 

Pa.Y  N.  Amer.  1827.  D  co 
P       N.  Amer.  1826.  D  p.l 

3  aut 
1  jn 

17614 
17615 

17616 

17617 

17618 
17619 

1298.  CHELCTNE. 
8573a  nemorbsa  Dou. 

grove 3t  A  or  1  jl.s 
8574a  centranthif  61ia  Benth.  Cent.-leaved 

1300.  MARTY'N/ii. 8579a  lutea  Lindl.  yellow 
1302.  BARLE'R/4. -  lupulina  Lindl.  Hop-headed 
1304.  RUE'LLZ^. 

-  plcta  B.  C. 

£  A  or tm  or 

«  □  or   2  au 

7  jl.n 

4  au 

Pk 
B 

California  1827.  D  p.l 
N.  Amer.  1824.  D  co 
S.  Felipe  1835.  D  p.l X.  Amer   D  co 

Sp.6— 8. N.  Amer.  1827.  S  r.m 
California  1834?  D  co 

Sp.  5—4. 
Brazils 1825.  S  co 

Sp.  9—13. Mauritius  1824. C  p.l 

ciliatifldra  Hook. painted fringed-flwd 
lit  □  or 

£  Qor 

1  ap.au B 
Pa.P Sp.  20—31. Domingo  1826.  C  p.l 

B.  Ayres  1838.  C  co 

Bot.  reg.  1295 
Bot.  reg.  1132 
Bot.  reg.  1245 
Bot.  mag.  2945 
Bot.  mag.  3472 
Bot.  reg.  n.  8.16 

Bot.  reg.  1211 
Bot.  reg.  1737 

Bot.  reg.  934 

Bot.  reg.  1483 

Bot.  cab.  1448 Bot.  mag.  3718 
2670.*  1304a.  STROBILA'NTHES  Nees.  (Strobilos,  pine  cone,  anthos,  flower;  in  bud  state.)  Acanth.    Sp.l— 1. 

17620  -        Sabiniana  Nees       Sabine's  *  □  or  4  w        B.p     Nepal       1826.  C  p.l     Bot.  mag.  3517 
Ruellt'a  Sabineana  Wall.,  Hort.  Brit. 

■2671.  *13046.  GOLDFU'SS/J  Nees.   (Dr.  Goldfuss,  professor  of  nat.  hist,  at  Bonn.)   Acanthdcets.    Sp.l — 1. 
17621  -  anisophylla  Nees    unequal-leaved  »  O  or  3  ju.au  B       Silhet      1823.  C  l.p     Bot.  mag.  3404 Rueilia  anisophylla  Wall.,  R.  persicifolia  B.  B.,  R.  amygdalarfolia  Hort. 

2672*  1304c.  CALO'PHANES  D.  Don.  (Kalos,  beautiful,  phaino,  to  appear  ;  flowers.)  Acanthdcets.    Sp.l — 1. 17622  -      -  oblongifWia  D.  Don  oblong-leaved   £  ±AI  or   1  au       B       Carolina  1832.  D  l.p     Sw.fl.  g.2.  s.  181 
Rueilia  oblongifolia  Michaux. 

2673.  *1305a.  AMASO'NTd  L.   Amasonia.   {Thomas  Amason,  an  American  traveller.)    Verben&cetE.    Sp.l — 2. 17623  -  -  punicea  Vahl.  scarlet  £iAlpr  ljau.s  Y  Trinidad  1825.  Sk.  s.l  Aub.  gui.  252 
3674.  *1306a.  GEISSOME'RIA  B.  R.  (Geisson,  penthouse,  men's,  part ;  calyx  imbric.)  Acanthdcece.    Sp.  1—1. 17624  longifldra  B.  R.      long-flowered   •  □  el   3  jl.au    S        Brazil      1826.  C  l.p     Bot.  reg.  1045 

17597 17620 17618 
17611 

17616 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2669.  Eccremocarpus.   See  Calampelis  for  propagation  and  culture. 2670.  Sfrobildnthes  Sa&miana  is  a  very  handsome  plant,  easily  propagated  by  cuttings. 
2671.  Goldfussin.  A  pretty  stove  plant,  easily  propagated  by  cuttings  in  any  rich  moist  soil. 



Order  II. DIDYNAMIA  ANGIOSPERM1  A. 
1227 

17590  Lvs.  abruptly  triplnnate,  Lflts.  oval  entire  rarely  bifid  or  trifid  sess.  Stem  furrowed,  Pedun.  pendulous  3-4-flwd. 
[both  ends  upper  ov.  acumin.  stem-clasp. 17591  Stem  rath,  fiexuous  shining  glandul.  pili  at  top,  Lvs.  sess.  sharply  serrul.  glabr.  lower  ones  lanceol.  atten. 

17592  Stem  pubes.  Lvs.  sess.  ovate-lanceol.  serrul.  glabr.  Pedun.  1-2-flwd.  Corolla  rather  pilose  glandless 
17593 
17594 
17595 
17596 17597 
17598 17599 
17600 
17601 
17602 
17603 
17604 
17605 
17606 17607 
17608 
17609 
17610 
17611 
17612 
17613 

L>s.  sess.  glabr.  ov.-lanceol.  sharply  serrulat.  acumin.  upper  lvs.  broader,  Pedunc.  usually  3-flwd.  Cor.  rath. hairy,  Lower  lip  bearded  [lip  densely  bearded  at  base 
Stem  and  lvs.  glabr.Lvs.  linear  sharply  serrul.  spreadingly  recurv.  Pedun.  1-2-flwd.  hairy,  Cor.  downy,  Lower 
Plant  clthd.  with  glandul.  pubes.  Rail.  lvs.  ovate  coarsely  toothed,  Stem  lvs.  stem-clasp,  acute  nrly.  ent.  Cal. segs.  ov.  Cor.  ventricose 
Lvs.  sess.  ov.-lanceol.  acumin.  denticul.  glabr.  Pedun.  many-flwd.  Cal.  glabr.  Cor.  ventricose  ciliated 
Lvs.  sess.  pinnatif.  Pedun.  few-flwd.  Cal.  clthd.  with  glandul.  pubes.  segms.  ovate-acute,  Cor.  ventric.  Ster. filam.  with  few  hairs  at  apex  [woolly 
Lvs.  obov. -lanceol.  serrul.  upper  lvs.  quite  ent.  Pedun.  1-flwd.  racemose,  Cal.  downy  segms.  acumin.  Anthers 
Glauc.  glabr.  Lvs.  quite  ent.  rad.  ones  spatul.  caul,  ones  lanceol.  sub-undulat.  sess.  Flws.  verticillately  panicled, 

Ster.  til .  quite  glabr.  [stem-clasp.  Cor.  with  funnel-sh.  tube 
Glabr.  and  very  glauc.  Rad.  lvs.  ov. -obi.  on  long  pets.  ent.  rath,  coriac.  Caul.  lvs.  and  brae.  cord,  acumin.  sess. Clthd.  with  glandul.  pubes.  Lvs.  sharply  serrul.  shining,  Rad.  lvs.  lanceol.  petiol.  Stem  lvs.  ov.  ultim.  ones 
sub-amplex.  Throat  of  cor.  inflat.  naked  [campanul. 

Glabr.  Caul.  }vs.  lanceol.  acumin.  repandly  denticul.  Cal.  clammy  segms.  acumin.  reflexed,  Cor  large  sub- 
Flws.  stems  and  pedun.  glandul.  hairy,  Lvs.  ov.-cord.  amplex.  glabr.  coarsely  toothed,  Upper  lvs.  on  long  pets. 

Pedun.  axill.  subcorymb.  Cor.  tubular  [lately  spicate,  Whorls,  dist. 
Stem  erect  nrly.  simple,  Lvs.  lanceol.  quite  ent.  lower  ones  petiol.  upper  sess.  subconnate,  Flws.  verticil- 
Lvs.  quite  ent.  glabr.  rad.  ones  spatul.  acumin.  on  long  pets,  upper  sess.  ov.  acumin.  Upper  flor.  lvs.  reduced  to 
jagged  serrat.  bracteas  [sess.  amplex.  Panic,  thyrsoid 

Stem  smthish.  Lvs.  all  glabr.  rad.  ones  lanceol.  petiol.  quite  ent.  or  denticul.  Stem  lvs.  and  brae,  ov.-lanceol. 
Stem  aim.  simple  glabr.  Lvs.  dply.  toothed  rad.  ones  ov.-obl.  those  near  them  spatul.  Stem  lvs.  obi.  acute 

segs.  upper  ones  aim.  quite  ent.  [cal.  and  cor.  downy 
Stem  erect  pilose  at  top,  Rad.  lvs.  ellipt.  acute  petiol.  upper  ovate-obl.  amplex.  all  quite  glabr.  and  ent.  Panic. 
Stem  bran.  Lvs.  ov.-obl.  glabr.  uneq.  serrat.  Pedun.  axill.  many-flwd.  forming  termin.  panic.  Cal.  turbinate 

with  jagged  segms.  [Pedun.  2-3-11  wd.  cobwebbed 
Humble,  Lvs.  3-4  in  whorl  glabr.  bluntly  cut  lower  ones  obi.  Flor.  lvs.  ent.  lin.-lanceol.  usually  ternate, 
Stem  smth.  and  slend.  Lvs.  smth.  lin.  acute  sub-amplex.  sharply  serrul.  Panic  simple  few-flwd.  Cor.  smth. 

inside,  Cal.  segs.  lin.-obl.  [very  glabrous,  Tube  sub-cyiindr. Lvs.  very  glauc.  quite  ent.  obi.  lower  lvs.  spathuL  upper  lvs.  or  brae,  connato-perfoliate,  Flws.  racemose,  Cor. 
Glabrous,  Lvs.  obovate  lanceol.  entire  rac.  terminal  few-flwd.  secund,  Anthers  very  villous 

17614  Bran,  glabr.  Lvs.  ov.  acumin.  serrat.  upper  ones  amplexic.  cord.  Pedun.  3-flwd.  downy,  Cal.  segms.  and  brae. 
subul.  downy  as  is  cor.  [subul.  pendul.  glabr. 

17615  Glabr.  glauc.  Lvs.  ov.-lanceol.  quite  ent.  cordately  stem-clasp,  at  base,  Pedun.  axill.  many-flwd.  panicul.  Cor. 

17616  Stem  bran,  clthd.  with  glandul.  down,  Lvs.  oppos.  cord.-orbicul.  toothed  clthd.  with  gland,  down,  Beaks  much long.  th.  pericarp. 
17617  Lvs.  lanceol.  quite  entire,  Spines  simple  spreading,  Spikes  ovate,  Bracteas  ovate  concave  imbricated 

17618  Lvs.  ovate  ellipt.  Flws.  sessile  solitary  axil.  Segms.  of  cor.  undulated 
17619  Lvs.  petiol.  ovate  uneq.  serrated  more  or  less  hairy,  Panic,  termin.  leaflless.  Cal.  long  and  narr.  pubescent glandul.  Segms.  subul.  uneq.  Limb  spreading  ,.       _  ., 
„  .  .  .  J        ,  T  [ben.  Spikes  axill.  and  termin. 

I7b^0  Bran,  erect  glabr.  younger  one  quadrangul.  Lvs.  oppos.  uneq.  oval  acumin.  obliq.  obscurely  cren.-serrat.  purple 

17621  Lvs.  obi.  cordato-acuminate  dark  green  with  prominent  nerves  above  paler  ben.  with  sunken  nerves  oppos.  or abortive  leaf  very  small 

17622  Lvs.  spatulate,  Tube  of  cor.  }  longer  than  calyx 

17623  Stem  erect,  Flowers  yellow 

17624  The  only  species 
17615 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars 

4^"^  o  A  ™^,b.ea»tlful  P1^.  .increased  by  cuttings  or  division  of  the  root. 2673.  Amasoma.    See  Ruellm  for  propagation  and  culture. 
2674.  Getssomeria.  A  splendid  free-flowering  stove  plant,  easily  propagated  by  cuttings.  Requires  a  rich  moist  soil. 
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17625  - 17626  - 
17627  - 
17628- 

17629. 

17630- 

1308.  THUNBE'RG/jI. 
-  alata  Lod.  winged 
-  apgulata  Boj.  angular -  cocclnea  Wal.  scarlet 
-  Hawtayneano  Wal.  Hawtayne's 

1312.  LANTAVNA 8639  nlvea 

%_  □  or  4  my. s 
%_  □  or  4  my.B 
%_  □  or  4  my  .s 
fl_  □  spl  10  ... 

Sp.  6—8. Y       E.  Indies  1823.  C  p.l 
B       Madagas.  1823.  C  p.l 
S        Nepal  1823.  C  p.l 
P       Nepal  1826.  C  p.l 

Sp.  18—30. 

Bot.  cab.  1045 
Bot.  cab.  1044 
Hook.  ex.  fl  195 

/3  mutabilis  Hook.    changeable-Aticd*  □  or  5my.jn  Y.ro C  l.p.    Bot.  mag.  3110 

SelloYtdno  L.  &  O.  Sellow's 
1314.  LI'PPM -  dtilcis  Trev. 

M-CDor  1  dja  Psh.R  Montevid.  1822.  C  p.1    Bot.  mag.  2981 

«- 1   I  pr  §  jn.s  W Sp.  2—2. 
Trinidad  1827.  D  p.l Bot.  cab.  1573 

2675.  *1317a.  CHLOA'NTHES  R.  Br.  (Chloos,  greenish  yellow,  anthos,  flower.)  Verbendcece.  Sp.  1— a 
17631  -      -  Stoe'chadis  R.  Br.     Stcechas-WAre    n.  |  |  or  2  jn.au   G.y    N.  Holl.  1822.  C  s.p    Bau.  n.  h. 

1322.  FERBEVNA. 17632  8678a  alata  Lk.  &  0.  winged-stem 17633  8679a  scabra  Vahl  scabrous 
17634  8683a  polystachya  Kth.  many-spiked 17635  86836  diffusa  Desf.  diffuse 
17636  8683c  veroniceefoVa.  H.  SfB.  Veronica-lvd 
17637.  8684a  lasi  stachys  Lk.  hairy-spiked 17638  8684c  trlfida  Hum.  trifid 

8685  Aubl  et ia 
f}  Drumm6nd«  Lindl.  Drummond's 8685a  pulchella  Sat.  neat 
0  cor.  albida  whitish  corol. 8686a  chamasdrifolia  Sm.  Germander-lvd 
MeUndres  Gill. 

86865  Tweedieana  Hook.  Tweedie's 8686c  inclsa  Hook.  cut- Ivd 

£  _AI  or i  A  of 
5  A  or £  AJor 

O  or iOor 
O  or 

£  A  or 
n.  |  el a.  |  el 
a.  |  el 
a.  _]el 
a.  I  el 

4  jl.au 
4  jl.au 
3  jl.au 

|  jl.au 

2  jl.au 
1  jl.au 

14  jl 1  jn.s 
1  jn.s 
1  jn.s 

1J  jn.s 
2  jn.s 

Sp.  31—41 . Ro.R  Mon.Vid.  1828. Mexico  1825. 
Mexico  1820. 
N.  Amer.  1818. 
Mexico  1825. 
Californ.  1826. 

S  It 
D  r.m 
D  p.l D  p.l S  co S  co 

Sw.fl.gar.2.8.41. 

Mexico     1818.  S  s 

17639 
17640 
17641 
17642 

17643  86860"  rugbsa  D.  Don       wrinkled-/»d.    3i  A  or  2  jl 17644  •      -  teacruAdes  G.  Sc  H.  Germander-like  £  .Al  or  2  au 8687  Lamberti 
rosy-Jltod sister 
Erinus-lk. 

L  Texas    D  co 
P  B.  Ayres  1827.  S  co Wsh    1834.  C  co 
S  B.  Ayres  1827.  C  co 

Bot.  reg.  1925 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  295 
Sw.fl.gar.2. 8.9 

Brazil  18S4.?Cpl  Bot  mag. 3541 
Panama    1836.  C  p.l     Bot.  mag.  3628 

V  B.  Ayres  1833.?  D  lt.l 
W.pk  S.  Amer.  1837.  D  co 

17645 17646 

17647 

/3  rosea  D.  Don 8689a  sordria  D.  Don 
8691a  erinoldes  W. 

multifida  R.  $  P. 
0  Sablni  D.  Don 

-  venbsa  G.  %  H. Sabine's strong-veined 

i  A  or k  A  or ftr-AJor 
triilor 
£  AJ  or 

1*  jl 
2  jl.au 

I  jl.au 

jn.o 

my.s 

Pk 
P 
B 

Carolina    D  co 
Nepal Peru 

1824. 
1818. 

Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.318 Bot.  mag.  3694 

Sw.fl.gar.2.s.347 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  202 

Ro 

1325.  CLERODE'NDRUM. squamatum  Vahl ;  syn.  C.  speciosissimum  Paxt.  mag.  3, 
17648  8699a  emimense  Boj. 
17649  8702a  pubgscens  Lindl. 

Emire 
pubescent 

•  □or 
•  □or 

f.mr 

jl.au 

Chile  1834. 
B.  Ayres  1830. 

Sp.  17—39. 

p.  217. 
W  Madagas.  1822. W      W.  Indies  1824. 

Sp.  6—13. 

S  r.m S  co 

C.L  co  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.363 
S  s.l     Bot.  mag.  3127 C  l.p 

Bot.  mag.  2925 
Bot.  reg.  1035 

17650 

1343.  ̂ NTIRRHPNUM. 
8756  majus 

t  album  ?  fl.  alb.  plSno  *i  caryophylldldes  *  vanegatum 
-  rytidocarpum  Fit.     wrinkled-fruited    O  or  2  au.s     R.p.y  California  1834.?  L  co    Bot.  reg.  1C93 glandulosum  Lindl .,  Bot.  Reg,  1893. 

1346.  .NEME'SIA. -  floribunda  Benth. many-flowered      O  or  1  jn.au Sp.  4—4. W.y   C.  G.  H S  s.l     Bot.  reg.  n.  s.39 17G51  - 
2676.  »1346a.  LOPHOSPE'RMUM  D.  Don.  (Lophox,  crest,  sperma,  seed  ;  crested  seeds.)  Scroph.   Sp.  3—3. 17652-     --  e rubescens  D  Don  blushing  g  |  or  10  jn.o     Ro     Jalapa      1830.  C  s.l     Bot.  reg.  1381 

17653  -      -  scandens  D.  Don      climbing  fl  |  or  10  jn.o     P       Mexico     1835.  C  s.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.401 
17654  .      -  atrosangulneumKuc.  dark-bloody  fl  |  or  10  jn.o     D.P   Mexico     1833.  C  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.250 

Rhodochlton  volubile  Zuccarim,  Lophospermum  RhodocWton  D.  Don. 

17655 
2677 

17656 

1347.  MAURA'NDY.4. 
8803a  Barclayana  Lindl.  Barclay's 
*1348a.  SEYME'R/ii  Ph.  Seymeria -  pectinata  Ph.  pectinated 

17629  ̂ s,,  17630 

Sp.  3— 3. 
B.w  Mexico 1825.  C  l.p 

t_  1  ( or  10  year 
(Henry  Seymer,  an  English  naturalist.)  Scrophularinete. 

O  pr   1  jl.au     Y       N.  Amer.  1820.  S  s.p 
17625 

Bot.  reg.  1108 

Sp.  1—9. 

2675. 
2076 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
Chlodnthes.   For  propagation,  culture,  &c,  see  Verbena. 
Lophospermum.  For  propagation,  culture,  4c,  see  Calampelis. 
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17629  L vs.  cord,  triangular  sinuately  toothed  five-nerved,  Petioles  winged 
17626  Lvs  cord,  triangular  entire  five-nerved,  Petioles  wingless 17627  Lvs.  cord,  entire,  Flowers  scarlet 
17628  Lvs.  cord,  entire  coriaceous,  Flowers  purple 

/3  Has  beautiful  heads  of  changeable-coloured  flowers  which  o  >en  yellow,  outer  ones  gradually  becoming  pink, 
the  whole  dying  off  of  a  delicate  rose- colour  [Involucr.  cord,  smaller  th.  heads 17629  Lvs.  subsess.  or  petiol.  oppos.  ovate  somewh.  acute  crenate-s<  rrat.  pubes.  on  both  sides,  Heads  subglobose, 

17630  Lvs.  oblong  acute  serrate  rough,  Flowers  white 

17631  Stem  erect,  Flowers  greenish  yellow 
[strigose,  Spikes  crowded  panicled 17632  Stem  erect  branched  glabrous,  Branches  tetragonal  winged  when  young  hispid,  Lvs.  lanceoL  sessile  8-nerved 17633  Stem  erect,  Whole  plant  scabrous 

17634  Stem  erect,  Spike  branched 
17635  Stem  erect,  branched,  Flowers  blue 
17636  Stem  trailing 
17637  Stem  erect  hairy 
17638  Lvs.  trifid,  Flowers  purple 

17639  Ascend,  branched,  Branches  hairy,  Lvs.  3-partite  pinnatifid,  Corymbs  terminal,  Calyx  elongated 
17640  Ascend,  hispid,  Lvs.  obi.  acute  serrated  upper  ones  almost  entire,  Corymbs  terminal,  Calyx  elongated,  Segms. 

of  cor.  cun.  emarg.  [cun.  emarg. 
17641  Erect  pubesc.  Lvs.  ovate  lanceol.  acumin.  coarsely  serrated,  Corymbs  spiked,  Calyx  elongated,  Segms.  of  cor. 
17642  Erect  pubesc.  Lvs.  cord.  obi.  pinnatifid  upper  ones  lanceol.  Corymbs  terminal,  Calyx  elongated,  Segms.  of  cor. cun.  bifid 
17643  Erect  hairy,  Lvs.  cord.  obi.  serrated,  Spikes  dense  short,  Cor.  hairy,  Segms.  cun.  emarginate 
17644  Erect  branched,  Lvs.  pinnatifid  scabrous,  Spikes  filif.  panicled,  Pedunc.  and  calyx  covered  with  glandul.  hairs 

17645  Prostrate  hairy,  Lvs.  multifid,  Segms.  narrow  ciliated,  Spikes  capitate,  Flws.  tetrand.  Cor.  pubesc.  Segms.  emar. 
17646  Erect  hispid,  Stem  acutely  tetragonal,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  sessile  subcordate  coarsely  serrated,  Spikes  panicled 

17647  Erect  branched  pilose,  Lvs.  obi.  or  lanceol.  sessile  deeply  cut,  Spikes  elevated,  Calyx  elevated 

17648  Lvs  opposite  alternate  ovate  acute  entire  or  serrated,  Corymbs  terminal.  Tube  of  cor.  slender,  Calyx  5- toothed 
17649  Pubesc.  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  acumin.  entire,  Pedun.  axil.  3-fid,  Tube  of  cor.  short,  Calyx  5-toothed 

17650  Covered  with  glandular  pili,  Lvs.  ovate  lanceol.  Raceme  dense  leafy,  Lobes  of  calyx  lin.  lanceol.  unequal 

17651  Erect  nearly  glabrous,  Lvs.  ovate  serrated  lower  ones  petiolate  upper  ones  nearly  sessile,  Spur  bluntish  equal in  length  to  lower  Up  of  cor. 
&jr  deeply  serrat.  Pedic.  vill.  bractless y  5-lbd .  downy,  Lbs.  mucron.  crenat. 

17653  Lvs.  cordate  acuminated  dply.  serrated  hairy  5-nrvd.  Pedunc.  bractless,  Stem  herbaceous,  Flws.  pendulous 
17654  Lvs.  cordate  acuminated  coarsely  and  dentately  serrated,  Cal.  semiquinquefid  spreading,  Cor.  tubular,  Filam. simple 

17655  Lvs.  cordate  acuminated  young  ones  somewhat  hastate,  Cal.  segms.  lin.-lanceol.  very  acute  clthd.  with  glan- dular hairs 
17656  Downy,  Lvs.  pinnatifid  with  linear  obtuse  rather  cut  segments,  Capsule  downy  obtuse 

17651  &  it,£),  17654 

''17648  17631 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2677-   SeymerUx.  For  culture  and  propagation  see  Gerardta,  in  p.  628. 
4  K  4 
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1351.  .Jfl'MULUS. 17667  8829a  Lewis»i  Ph. 
17658   88295  cardinalis  Dou. Lewis's scarlet 

3t  A  pr  f  au 
O  spl  2  jl.s 

p.  13—18. Pa.P  Missouri  1824.  D  p.l    Ph.  am.  2.  20 
N.W.Am.  1835.  S  co     Bot.  mag.  3560 

17659 8829c  rbseus  Lindl. 
8833  luteus 

/3  rivularis  rivulet  £fc 
.*  Wilson*  Miss  Wilson's  ^£ 
e  Yoimgunus  Young's  jC i  variegatus  Dou.  variegated-JftctSU 17660  88335  proplnquus  Lindl.  related  ^ 

17661  8833c  Smiths  Lindl.  Smith's 17662  8833d  rdseo-cardinalisfleras.rosy-scarlet 17663  8833e  moschatus  Dou.  mask-scented 

rosy-fluid         3(  _AI  or  1  jl.au     Ro     N.  Calif.  1831.  C  p.l     Bot  reg.  1591 

A  pr A  pr 
A  or 
A  or A  or 
Al  or 

Q  Pr At  A  pr 

f  jn.s 

4  Jl 
f  jl.au 

1  au S"  ap.o 

f  f.n 

2  jl.s 

i  ji.s 

Y  Chile 
Y.sptP  hybrid 
Y.spt  Chile Pa.Y.p  Chile Y  N.  Amer. 
Y.spotEng.  hyb. 
R  hybrid Y  Colombia 

1826.  D  p.l 
1836.  ? D  p.l 1833.?  D  pit 
1831.  S  ltl 1827.  D  pi 
1832.  D  p! 
1837.  S  co 1826.  D  p.l 

17664 
2678. 

17665  - 2679. 
17666- 
17667- 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  406 
Bot.  mag.  3363 Bot.  cab.  1872 
Bot.  reg.  1330 Bot.  reg.  1674 
Botanist,  51 
Bot.  reg.  1118 

N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co      Bot.  reg.  1125 8833/floribundus  B.  B.     bundle-flwd  O  or  f 
*1351«.  DI'PLACUS  Nut.    (Dis,  two,  plax,  plakos,  a  placenta  ;  capsule.)    Scrophularidcete.    Sp.  1 — 1. -  puniceus  Nut.  sc&rlet-jtwd.      It  l_I  or  4  year     S       Californ.  1837.  C  r.m   Bot.  mag.  3655 
*1353a.  TORE'NLi  L.  Tobenia.  (Rev.  Olof  Toren,  a  Swedish  botanist.)  Scrophularidcete.  Sp.  2—4. scabra  Grah.  rough-feowd     *  i_J  or  3  jn.au    Pa.B  Moretn.Bayl830.  C  r.l     Bot.  mag.  3104 -  cordifblia  Box. heart-leaved EE  or  £ Pa.  Li  Samulcot.  1838.  S  r.l     Bot.  mag.  3715 
1364.  RUSSE^LL*. 17668  -      -  juncea  Zuc. rushy-Sron.       *  □  or  3  jl.au  S Sp.  2—4. 

Mexico 1833.?  C  si     Bot.  reg.  1773 
2680.  »1368o.  COLLI'NSU  Nut.  (Zaccheus  Collins,  a  vice-pres.  of  Ac.  Nat.  Sc.  Philadel.)  Scrophul.  Sp.  6— 5. 17669  -      -  verna  Nut.  spring  O  el    1  rnyjn  B.p     N.  Amer.  1826.  S  It.     Sw.  fl.  gar.  220 

17670  -      -  parviflbra  B.  B.       gmall-flowered       O  or  J  my.jl    P.b     Colombia  1826.  S  It.     Bot.  reg.  1082 
17671  -      -  sparsiflora  F.  $  M.    scattered-flwd       G  or  j  jn.jl      V.P    Californ.  1836.  S  It. 
17672  -      -  grandiflbra  B.  B.      large-flowered       O  or   1  my.jlj  Pk.B  Colombia  1826.  S  It.     Bot.  reg.  1107 
17673  - 
17674- 

-  blcolor  Bent  ft. 
-  heterophylla  Nut. 

two-c\A-flwd 
various-lvd O  or  1J  my .s  W.p  Californ.  1833.  S  It.  Bot.  reg.  1734 

O  or  1  i  jl.au     P.w    Colombia  1833.  S  It.     Bot.  mag.  3695 
2681.  *1375a.  FRANCPSCJ5.4  Pohl.    Franoiscea.    (Francis,  emperor  of  Austria.)    Solandcece.    Sp.  1— 1. 

17675  -      -  uniflbra  Pohl  one-flowered     *  □  or  3  jaau    W.p    Brazil      1826.  C  l.p     Bot.  cab.  1332. 
Hoped «<i  Hook.  Bot.  mag.  2828. 

P.  536.   Class  XV.  —  TETR  ADYNAMIA.    Stamens  6,  of  which  four  are  longer  than  the  rest. 

2682.  Strcptuntltus.  Silique  very  long,  angular,  compressed.  Seeds  flat,  marginate,  disposed  in  1  row.  Cotyledons accumbent. 

2682.  *1390a.  STREPTA'NTHUS  Nut.  (Streptos,  twisted,  anthos,  flower  ;  claws  of  petals.)  Cructferte.  Sp.  2— 2. 17676-      -  obtusifolius  Hook,     blunt-leaved         O  or   1J  au.s     Ro     Arkansa   1833.  S  s.l     Bot.  mag.  3317 
17677  -     -  Ayacinthoide*  Hook.  Hyacinth-Jlwd      O  or  3  au       Bsh.P  Texas      1834.  S  s.l     Bot.  mag.  3516 

139<1  AUBRIE'T/.J.  Sp.  2— 3. 17678  9051a  purpurea  Dec.         purple  *~  A  pr  i  mr.jn  P       Greece     1820.  D  co     Fl.  gr.  643 
2683.  *1400o.  SCHIVERE'CK/^1  Andrz.     (Andr.  Schivereck,  a  Russian  botanist.)     Cruclferee.     Sp.  1— 1. 17679  -      -  poddlica  Andrz.       Podolian  £  A  or  J  my.jl   W      Podolia    1821.  D  sp.    Sw.  fl.  gar.  77 

History,  Use,- Propagation,  Culture, 
2678.  Diplacus.    See  *fimulus  for  propagation  and  culture, 
2679.  Torinia.    The  species  require  a  moist  soil.    They  are  readily  increased  by  division. 
2680.  Colllnsia.  All  the  species  are  very  desirable  showy  annual  plants,  and  have  a  good  appearance  if  sown  in 

large  patches 
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17657  Plant  downy,  Lvs.  sess.  obi. -lanceol.  acute  nrvd.  mucron.  dentlcul.  Flws.  few  terrain,  on  very  longpedics.  Cal. 
acuminated 

17658  Villous,  Lvs .  amplexic.  ovate  with  erosely  toothed  margins,  Pedunc.  long  th.  lvs .  Cal.  large  innately  tubul.  hardly 
plicate  with  o v. -acute  teeth 

17659  Pubescent,  Lvs.  amplexic.  obi.  little-toothed  5-nerved,  Pedunc.  shorter  th.  Irs.  Cal.  large  subinflat.  tubul. 
with  ov .-acute  nrly.  eq.  teeth 

/S  Caulescent  many-flowered 
r Flowers  yellow  spotted  with  purple 
Decumbent,  deep  yellow,  Segms.  of  limb  with  a  large  blood-coloured  spot  on  each f  Stem  erect,  Corolla  pale  yellow,  each  segment  stained  with  a  large  purple  spot 

17660  Clothed  with  glandular  pubesc.  Stems  decumb.  round,  Lvs.  ovate  toothed  upper  ones  sessile,  Peduncles  axil- 
17661  Hybrid,  M.  variegatus  and  M.  luteus  rivulSris  [lary  1-flwd.  shorter  than  lvs. 17662  Hybrid  between  M.  rdseus  and  M.  cardinalis 
17663  Diffuse  clthd.  with  woolly  villi,  Lvs.  petiol.  ovate  or  o v. -lanceol.  little- toothed  rounded  at  base  rath,  pilose  and clammy,  Cal.  teeth  uneq.  lanceol.  [very  short  acute 
17664  Diffuse  loosely  pilose  clammy,  Lvs.  petiol.  broad-ovate  little-toothed  truncate  at  base  or  rounded,  Cal.  teeth 

17665  Clammy  glabrous,  Lvs.  lanceol.  serrul.  rather  connate  at  base,  Segms.  of  cal.  unequal 

17666  Lvs.  lanceol. -ovate  serrated  scabrous,  Stem  erect  pubescent,  Calyx  5-toothed  equal 
17667  Lvs.  ovate-cord.  Pedunc.  axill.  subfascicled  or  solitary,  Cor.  about  twice  length  of  cal.  which  is  ovate  and rounded  at  base 
17668  Branches  tetragonal  erect  rushy,  Lvs.  small  ovate,  Peduncles  fllif.  generally  2-flwd. 

17669  Lvs.  lanceol.  Pedicels  axill.  solit.much  long.  th.  flws.  Cal.  downy  about  equal  in  length  to  corolla 
17670  Lvs.  ov.-obl.  nrly.  ent.  downy,  Pedic  axill.  solit.  much  long  th.  flws.  Segms.  of  cor.  acutish  entire,  Cal.  downy 
17671  Diffuse,  Lvs.  all  oppos.  Flws.  solitary,  Pedicels  little  longer  than  calyx,  Capsule  globose        [about  eq.  to  cor. 
17672  Lower  lvs.  spatulate,  upper  ones  oblong-linear,  Pedic.  verticill.  shorter  than  flws.  Cor.  segms.  dilated  retuse, Cal.  glabr.  1  length  of  cor. 
17673  Erect  downy,  Lvs.  glabr.  ov.-ianceol.  subcordate  at  base,  Pedicels  verticillate  racemose 
17674  Lower  lvs.  3-lobed  upper  ones  ov.  Cal.  clth.  with  glandular  pubesc.  Segms.  of  cor.  crenated  at  apex 

17675  Bran,  diffuse  spreading,  Lvs.  ellipt.  acute,  Bract,  lanceol.  glabrous  as  are  calyxes,  Flws.  solitary 

2683.  SchivereclAa.  Silicle  ovate  j  valves  convex,  somewhat  depressed  lengthwise  in  the  middle.  Seeds  numerous 
Calyx  equal  at  base.    Petals  entire.   Larger  stamens  toothed. 

17676  Lvs.  elliptic  very  obtuse  dply.  2-lobed  at  base  amplexicaul,  Petals  obov.  on  long  and  at  length  twisted  claws, Filam.  short  subul.  [abortive  linear  anther 
17677  Lvs.  oblong-linear  acumin.  Petals  linear  with  reflex,  limb,  Filam.  combined  forked  at  apex  bearing  each  an 

17678  Pedicels  shorter  than  the  calyx,  Lvs.  oblong  entire  or  toothed  hispid  with  stellate  down 

17679  The  only  soecies 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2681.  Frandscea..    For  cultivation,  &c,  see  Brunsfelsia,  in  p.  534. 
2682.  Streptanthus.    This  genus  requires  the  usual  treatment  of  other  hardy  annuals. 2683.  Schiverickia.  17679  podSlica  is  a  very  pretty  little  rock  plant,  and  thrives  well  if  grown  in  a  small  Dot  in 

light  sandy  soil.  t~  " 
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1412.  /BE'RIS.  -Sp.  17— 23. 17680  9120a  corondria  D.  Don    crown-ftoivering     O  or  1  ]n        W    1836.  S  co     Sw.rl.gar.  2.8,359 
1424.  £RY'SIMUM.  Sp.  16—47. 

17681  -      -  Perowskidnum  F.  &  M.  Perowski's  O  or  1J  jn        O.s     Palestine  1838.  S  co     Fl.  cab.  19 
i448.  CLECTME.  Sp.  17—21. 

17682  -      •  dendroldes  Schnlt.    tree-like  *  1  J  or  5  ...       P       Brazil  1828.  S  s.l     Bot  mag.  3296 
17683  -      -  speciosissima  Deppe  most  showy  Q  or  ...  jn.s     P       Mexico  1827.  S  co      Bot.  reg.  1312 

Page  560.    Class  XVI.  —  MONADELPHIA. 

Order  1.    TRIANDRIA.    Stamens  3. 
2664.  Orthros&nthes.  Spathe  many-flowered,  2-valved.  Perianth  6-parted,  equal,  with  a  short  triangular  tube. 

Stamens  3,  combined  at  the  base.    Stigmas  3,  fringed  at  top.    Capsule  oblong,  trigonal,  many-seeded. 
2685.  CyptUa.  Spathe  2-leavcd.  Perianth  6-parted,  concave  at  the  base ;  outer  segments  large,  spreading ;  inner ones  small,  convolute,  reflexed  at  apex.  Stamens  3,  monadelphous.  Style  slender.  Stigma  3-lobed,  the  lobes  3-fid 

and  appendiculate.    Capsule  oblong,  3-celled,  3-valved,  many-seeded.    Seeds  angular. 2686.  HerbirtiBk.  Perianth  6-parted,  tube  very  short,  3  outer  segments  much  smaller  than  the  inner  ones.  Sta- 
mens 3,  monadelphous.   Anthers  linear.   Stigmas  3,  bifid.   Capsule  oblong,  3-celled,  many-seeded.    Seeds  angular. 

2687.  Spataldntftus.  Spathe  rigid,  2-valved,  1-flowered.  Perianth  spreading,  with  a  very  short  tube,  and  a  6-parted regular  limb.  Stamens  3,  short,  monadelphous. .  Anthers  oblong,  sagittate.  Ovarium  warted  at  apex.  Stigmas  3, 
bifurcated 
2688.  Homeria.  Perianth  6-parted,  alternate  segments  smaller,  tube  very  short.  Stamens  3,  monadelphous. 

Stigmas  3-fid,  the  segments  bifid  and  fringed. 
Order  2.  PENTANDRIA.   Stamens  5. 

2689.  Mahimia.  Cal.  naked,  campanulate,  5-cleft.  Petals  5,  with  an  obcordate  limb,  spirally  twisted,  and 
straightish  claws.  Filaments  monadelphous  at  base,  dilated  into  a  cordate  tubercle,  or  a  cup-formed  process  in  the 
middle.   Styles  5,  sometimes  joined  into  1.    Capsule  5-celled,  5-valved,  many-seeded. 2690.  Malesherbia.  Cal.  tubular,  membranous,  inflated,  5-lobed.  Filaments  filiform,  distinct,  or  connected  with 
the  stipe  ot  the  ovarium.  Anthers  versatile.  Ovarium  superior,  stipitate,  1-celled,  with  the  placentas  at  the  base, 
from  which  the  ovules  arise  by  the  intervention  of  umbilical  cords.  Styles  3,  filiform.  Stigmas  clavate.  Fruit  cap- 

sular, 1-celled,  3-valved.  Testa  crustaceous,  brittle,  with  a  fleshy  crest  and  no  arillus.  Embryo  round,  in  the  centre 
of  fleshy  albumen,  with  the  radicle  next  the  hilum. 
2691.  Clintbnia.  Limb  of  cal.  5-cleft.  Cor.  bilabiate,  with  hardly  any  tube.  Anthers  cohering ;  2  superior  ones 

bearded.  Capsule  silique-formed,  triangular,  dehiscing  by  3  loriform  valves,  many-seeded.  Seeds  attached  to  two 
parietal  placentas. 

Order  6.   DODECANDRIA.    Stamens  12. 
2692.  Philothica.  Cal.  5-parted.  Petals  5,  unguiculate.  Stamens  10,  unequal,  connate  at  base,  with  tube  smooth 

and  free,  part  of  the  filaments  hairy.   Fruit  of  5  1  seeded  carpels.  Leaves  alternate,  linear. 

TRIANDRIA. 

2684.  *1450a.  ORTHROSA'NTHES  Swt. 
7384 

7685 
17686 17687 

17688 

-  multiflbra  Swt. 
1451.  FERRAvR//4. 9342a  obtusifblia  Swt. 

93426  uncinata  Swt. 
9342c  divaricata  Swt. 
1452.  TIGRI'DIA. 9343a  conchiflbra  Swt. 
176?4 

S  Swt.  Orthrosanthes.  {Orthros,  morning,  anthos,  flower.)  Iridete.  Sp.  1 —  . 
-flowered      tAi  or   1  jnjl     B       N.  HoU.  1820.  D   s.p  Bot.  reg.  1090 

many 

obtuse-leaved 
hooked 
divaricate 

5  lAIpr 
tf  lAlpr 
S  lAIpr i  my.jl 

4  myjl 
i  my.jl 

r.  5— 8. 
C.  G.  H.  1825.  O 
C.  G.  H.  1825.  O 
C.  G.  H.  1825.  O 

s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  148 
s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  161 
s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  192 

shell-flowered 1823.  O  s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  128 17680 

17682 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
1424.  Erysimum  17081  Perowskikaum.   A  very  .splendid  annual,  of  the  easiest  culture 



Class  XV. TETR  ADYNAMIA. 

123^ 17680  Pubescent,  Lvs.  wedge-sh.  obtusely  dent.  Pods  corymbose  acutely  2-lbd.  ma  gins  gnawed  crenat.  Seeds winged,  Stem  strictly  branched 
17681  Lvs.  Janceol.  toothed,  Petals  obov.  Stigmas  globose,  Fruit  silique  4-sided 

17682  Velvety-pubescent  somewhat  clammy,  Lflts.  7  with  20  reins  on  each  side  of  each  leaflet 
17683  Unarmed,  Lflts.  5-7  lanceol.  acuminated  pilose,  Brae,  ovate,  Petals  length  of  pedicels,  Pedicel  of  fruit  long 

2693.  Omphalbbium.  Cal.  5-parted.  Petals  5,  imbricate  in  (estivation.  Stameus  monadelphous,  or  somewhat 
polyadelphous  at  base.  Carpels  5,  each  bearing  a  style.  Capsules  1-5,  legume-formed,  2-valved,  dehiscent.  Seeds 
twin,  or  solitary,  exalbuminous.   Leaves  trifoliate,  or  impari-pinnate. 2694.  Pdrkia.  Flowers  hermaphrodite.  Calyx  tubular,  bilabiate,  imbricate  in  estivation.  Legume  compressed, 
many-seeded.'  Seeds  covered  with  farinaceous  substance. 2695.  Sarcocaulon.    Sepals  5,  equal.   Petals  4,  equal.   Stamens  15,  monadelphous  at  base. 

2696.  Monteziima..  Calyx  hemispherical,  truncate,  sinuately  toothed.  Stamens  numerous,  twisted  around  the 
style,  monadelphous,  with  5  distinct  furrows.   Capsules  globose,  4-5-celled.   Cells  many-seeded.  Leaves  entire. 2697.  Assbaia..  Calyx  girded  by  a  3-crenate  1-leaved  involucel.  Antheriferous  filaments  15 ;  3  fertile  between 
each  sterile  one.  Styles  5,  very  short.  Carpels  5,  2-  seeded,  closely  connected  into  a  single  capsule.  Seeds  rather 
triquetrous,  not  winged. 

2698.  Plagidnthus.    Calyx  5-cleft.   Petals  5, 2  of  which  are  approximate,  remote  from  the  rest.    Stigma  clavate. 
2699.  Nuttallia..  Cal.  naked,  5-cleft.  Anth.  numerous.  Stig.  numerous,  filiform.  Carp,  numerous,  disposed 

into  a  ring,  or  whorl ;  1 -seeded,  not  opening  spontaneously. 
2700.  Lebreloms..  Cal.  5-parted,  girded  by  a  shorter  5-parted  involucel.  Petals  5,  exserted  in  part,  twisted  in 

aestivation,  with  a  spreading  limb.    Styles  10.    Carp.  5,  or  only  4  from  abortion,  1 -seeded,  indehiscent. 2701.  Abutilon.  Cal.  naked,  5-cleft,  usually  angular.  Styles  multifid  at  apex.  Carp,  capsular,  5-30,  many-seeded, 
usually  bladdery,  disposed  into  a  whorl  around  the  axis,  so  closely  connected  with  each  other  as  to  form  a  many-celled 
capsule. 2702.  ErioUe"na.  Cal.  tomentose,  girded  by  a  5-leaved  involucel.  Leaflets  jagged,  3  inner  ones  largest,  all  shorter than  the  calyx.  Petals  unguiculate.  Stam.  disposed  in  many  series,  monadelphous,  outer  ones  shortest,  all  fertile. 
Style  solitary,  villous,  crowned  by  numerous  aggregate  small  stigmas. 2703.  Jteevesia..  Flowers  hermaphrodite.  Stams.  monadelphous.  Anth.  15,  sessile  on  the  top  of  the  tube.  Caps, 
stipitate,  5-celled,  5-valved.   Cells  2-seeded.    Seeds  winged  at  base. 2704.  Stravadium.  Limb  of  calyx  4-parted.  Ovarium  semilocular.  Cells  2-ovulate.  Otherwise  agreeing  with 
Barringtbm'o,  in  p.  561.  .  . 2705.  Morisbnia.  Cal.  obovate,  bifid.  Petals  4.  Stams.  20,  somewhat  monadelphous  at  base  ?  Berry  stipitate, 
globose. 

TRIANDMA. 

17684  The  only  species 

17685  Stem  erect-branched  raany-flwd.  Lvs.  distich,  enslform  obtuse  keeled  on  both  sides 17686  Stem  short-branched  shorter  than  the  ivs.  Lvs.  linear  striated  hooked  at  top,  Spathe  2-flwd.  Segms.  of  perianth 
17687  Stem  branched  at  top,  Lvs.  linear  acute  glaucescent,  Spathes  many-flwd.  [acuminated  involuted  at  apex 

17688  Stem  angular,  Outer  leaflets  of  the  perianth  oblong-ovate  acutish  mutic  inner  ones  short  acute  concave  beneath 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2684.  Ot  throsanthes.    Equal  proportions  of  loam  and  peat  suit  this  genus,  and  the  species  arc  increased  by  offsets. 
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2685.  *1453a.  CYPE'LLA  Herb.     Cjpella.     {Kitpellon,  a  kind  of  cup;  shape  of  flower.)    Iridete.    Sp.  1— 2. 
17689  -        Herbert!  B.  M.       Herbert's         If  lAI  or   1  jn.au   Ve     B.  Ayres  1823.  O   s.p  Bot.  mag.  2599 

Tigridia  Herbert!  B.  M.,  ̂ ora'a  Herbert!  B.  M. 
2686.  »14536.  HERBE'RT/4  Swt. 

17690  -      -  pulchella  Swt.  neat 
{Hon.  $  Bev.  W.  Herbert,  an  assiduous  botanist.)     Iridete.   Sp.  1 — 1. 

tf  .AI  or  f  jl        B.p     Chile       1827.  O  s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  222 
2687.  *1453c.  SPATALA'NTHUS  Swt.  Spatalanthus.  {Spatalos,  delicate,  anthos,  flower.)  Irideas.  Sp.  1—1. 17691        -  specibsus  Swt.        showy  tf  _AJ  spl   }  jh.au  R       C.  G.  H.  1825.  O   s.l   Sw.  fl.  gar.  300 
2688.  •1453d.  HOME'RLl  Ven.  Homeria 17692  -      -miniata  Swt.  red  spottfwd     tf  iAl  or   i  my.jn  Ve     C.  G 

Nos.  806,  807.  and  816.,  in  p.  46.,  are  referable  to  this  genus. 
{Homer,  the  father  of  epic  poetry.) 

~  H.  1825, 
Irideee.       Sp.  4—10. 

O   s.p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  152 

PENTANDRIA. 

2689.  *1455a.  MAHE'RNJ^  L.    Mahebnia.   (An  anagram  of  Hermanniaj  affinity.)   Byttneriaceee.   Sp.  2— 14. 17693  -      -  YerticuUta  L.         whorled  tt  i_J  or  2  jn.au  Y       C.  G.  H.  1820.  C  l.p  Car.  dis.  6. 176.1 
heterophyila  is  synon.  with  No.  9379.  in  p.  564. 

2690.  *1459*.  MA.LESHE'RB/J  R.  &  P.  {De  Malesherbes,  a  French  patron  of  botany.)  Malesherbidcete.  Sp.  1—2. 17694  -        linearifdlia  Poir.      linear-leafed        XI)  or   1}  aut      P.b    Chile       1831.  S    l.t   Bot.  mag.  3362 paniculata  Don,  in  Ed.  ph.  journ.  1827 ;  coronata  Dou.  in  Swt.  fl.  gar.  2.  s.  167.,  Gynopleura linearifblia  Cav. 

17695 17696 
17697 
17698 17699 
17700 
17701 
17702 
17703 
17704 
17705 17706 
17707 
17708 

17709 17710 

1459.  PASSIFLO'RA 9392a  CavanittesiY  Dec.  Cavanilles's 
9396a phoenicea  Lindl.      crimson-/; wd 
9397a  ligularis  J. 9398a  coccinea  Aub. 
9404a  Andersdnii  Dec. 

ligular scarlet 

Anderson's 

|_  D  or  ...  }\m 
fl_  □  spl  20  s 
k.  D  or  20  s L  □  or  20  jLn 
fi_  O  or  ...  jl.o 

Sp.  58—80. Cop    Caribees  1822. C    1831. C  l.p  Cav.  dis.  273 C  l.p  Bot.  reg.  1603 
Gy.P  N.  Gran.  1819.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2967 S  Guiana  1820.  C  p.l  Aub.  gui.  3.324 
Str     St.  Lucia  1823.  C  l.p 

9405a  discolor  Lk.  sundry-cld        fl_  □  or  8  my.jn  ...      S.  Amer.  1800.  C   p.l  Bot.  reg.  597 
vespertllioJBof.  reg.  Maximiliima  Bory. 

9423a  nigelliflbra  flbo*.     Nigella-flwd     fl_  □  or  10  s         W.o  B.  Ayres  1835.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3635 
9424a  vitifdlia  H.  $  B.      Vine-leaved      ft.  □  or  10  
9425a fossypiifdlia  Desv.  Cotton-tree-lvd  g_  O  cu  8  au  W -  tucumanensis  Hook.  Tucuman         J_  □  or  10  jl  W 

S.  Amer.  1823.  C  p.l 
W.  Indies  1831.  C   r.l  Bot  reg.  1634 
Chile       1836.  C  p.l   Bot.  mag.  3636 

9431a  onychina  Lindl. 
94315  kermesina  L.  is  0. 
9431c  Loudoni 
9431c?  bicolorata 

Lieut.  Suli  van's  J_  □  or  10  n  B crimson  J_  □  spl  20  all  sea  C 
Loudon's        _i  Q  spl20     ...  P two-coloured    ft.  □  or  20  jl.au  W.b 

B.  Ayres  1827.  C 1831.  L 
 L.C 

  C 

l.p   Bot.  reg.  n.  s.  21 r.l   Bot.  reg.  1633 
r.l r.l 

*1460a.  CLINTOW.4  Dou.  {De  Witt  Clinton,  late  governor  of  the  State  of  N.  York.)  Lobelidcets.  Sp.  2— 2. elegans  Dou.  elegant  O  pr   i  jl.au     B       Colombia  1827.  S    co   Bot.  reg.  1241 
-  pulchella  Lindl.       pretty  O  el     Jjl.au   B.w.Y  Colombia  1831.?  S    co   Bot.  reg.  1909 

DECANDRIA. 

1463.  GERA'NIUM. 17711  9662a  Lambert!  Swt. 
17712  9665a  erianthum  Dec. albifl&rum  Grah. 
17713  9673a  cristatum  Stev. albanum  Bieb. 

Lambert's  A  or    \{  jl.s 
woolly-flowered  3t  A  or  1J  su 

Sp.  48—63. R       Nepal  1824. Wsh  N.Amer.  1827. 
s.l   Sw.  ger.  338 

3t  A  or   \\  jn.jl     R       Iberia      1820.  D   s.l    Bot.  mag.  3732 

2692.  *1463a.  PHILOTHE'CA  Bud.  {Psilos  (err.  philos),  smooth,  theke,  sheath ;  tube  of  stam.)  Butacece.  Sp.  1— 1 17714  -      -  australis  Rud.         southern  i  Jor  2  ap       W      N.  Holl.  1824.  C  p.l   Lin.  tr.  11. 21 
17695    <*m**.  17696  ^s^^^^Sa^  m.17693 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2685.  Cuptlla.   Soil  and  propagation  as  recommended  for  Orthrosanthes  above. 
2686.  Herb6rt\&.   Soil  and  propagation,  see  Tigridia. 
2687.  Spatalanthus.  Thrives  in  a  mixture  of  turfy  loam,  peat,  and  sand,  in  pots  kept  in  a  frame. 
2688.  Homen.i.    For  soil  and  propagation,  see  Gladiolus. 
2689.  Mahirnia.  is  a  genus  of  pretty  little  shrubs,  which  thrive  in  loam  and  peat,  and  cuttings  of  the  young  wood 

root  readily  under  a  hand-glass. 



Order  I. MONADELPHIA  TRIANDRIA. 

1235 

17689  Lvs.  plicate  obl-lanceol.  acute,  Stem  flexuose  bifurcate  branched,  Branches  1-flwd.  Outer  segms.  perian.  dilat. at  top 

17690  Lvs.  linear  ensif.  acute  at  both  ends  plicate,  Segms.  of  perianth  bearded  at  the  base 

17691  The  only  species 

17692  Lvs.  linear  striated  glaucous,  Scape  kneed  branched,  Segms.  of  perianth  bearded  acutish  at  base 

FENTANDRIA. 

17693  Lvs.  disposed  in  whorls  entire  or  trifid  linear  ciliated,  Stem  decumbent,  Fedunc.  1-2-flwd.  involucrated 

17694  Glandularly  pubes.  Lvs.  lin.  obt.  toothed  recurved  with  pair  of  3-partite  stips.  at  base,  Mouth  of  cal.  dilat. Ovary  subglobose 

17695  Leaves  glabrous  ovate  glandless  ciliated,  Petioles  glandless,  Pedicels  solitary 
17696  Lvs.  smooth  oblong  cuspid,  ent.  Petiol.  with  2  glands  at  the  upper  end,  Stips.  lin.-lanceol.  Brae,  cord.-ovate 

serrated  at  base  [ab.  with  about  6  filiform  clav.  glands,  Stip.  ov.  acumin. 
17697  Involuc.  of  3  large  ovato-acumin.  serrat.  lflts.  little  distant  from  fl.  Lvs.  glabr.  cord,  very  ent.  Petiol.  grooved 
17698  Leaves  glabrous  ovate  toothed  and  acutish,  Petioles  bearing  4-6  glands,  Bracteas  ovate  subserrated  velvety 
17699  Leaves  glabrous  glandular  beneath  rounded  at  the  base  3-nerved  truncate  at  the  apex  sublimate,  Pedicels twin,  Petioles  glandless 
17700  Lvs.  cuneif.  2-lob.  acum.  divaricate  2-glandular  at  base,  Petioles  glandless,  Involucr.  wanting 
17701  Clthd.  with  silky  pili,  Lvs.  cordate  5-lbd.  hairy  or  almost  silky  on  both  surfs,  sharply  serrat.  Invol.  close  ben. 

Cal.  of  3-pinnatif.  lvs.  Segms.  tipped  with  gland  [toothed 
17702  Lvs.  cord,  downy  beneath  deeply  3-lbd.  toothed,  Lobes  bigland.  in  the  sinuses,  Petioles  bigland.  Bracteas  gland. 17703  Velvety,  Lvs.  cordate.  3-lobed,  Lobes  ovate  obtuse  or  acumin.  a  little  toothed,  Ovarium  villous 
17704  Glabr.  Lvs.  broadly  cord.  dply.  3-lbd.  Lbs.  spreading  obi.  or  nrly.  ov.  or  lanceol.  glandulose-serrate  at  base, Pedun.  solit.  1-flwd.  Brae.  3  ov.-cord.  waved 
17705  Glabr.  Lvs.  cord.  31bd.  Segms.  obi.  obtuse  obscurely  serrulated,  Petioles  bearing  4-6  glands,  Ovarium  tomentose 
17706  Glabr.  Lvs.  cord.  3-lbd.  denticulated  wine-cld.  beneath,  Petioles  2-glandular 
17707  Lvs.  cord.  3-lbd.  wine-coloured  beneath,  Flowers  purple 17708  Lvs.  cord.  3-lbd.  Flowers  white  and  blue 

[long  acumin. 17709  Glabrous,  Stem  procumb.  branched  rather  angular,  Lvs.  sess.  ovate  3-nrvd.  Flws.  solit.  axill.  sess.  Ovary  sess. 17710  Lvs.  and  sepals  obtuse,  Upper  segms.  of  cor.  ovate  acute  divaricate  mid.  segm.  of  lower  lip  longest 

DECANDRIA. 

[toothed,  Pedun.  3-flwd. 
17711  Stem  diffuse  geniculately  bran,  elongat.  Lvs.  oppos.  cord.  5-lbd.  pilose  both  surfs.  Lbs.  cuneif.  cut  bluntly 
17712  Stem  erect  almost  simple  naked  below,  Lvs  5-7-  lbd  deeply  serrated,  Peduncles  short,  Calyx  villous,  Petals 

entire,  Filaments  villose  ' 17713  Stem  flaccid  simple,  Lvs.  renif.  7-lbd.  Lbs.  trifid,  Lobules  3-toothed,  Pedun.  elongat.  hispid  as  are  cals.  Carpels crested 

17714  Leaves  very  numerous  linear  somewhat  imbricate  convex  beneath,  Pedicels  axillary 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2690.  Maleshirb'19.  is  a  genus  of  singular  and  ornamental  plants,  at  present  somewhat  rare  in  collections,  but  never- theless well  deserving  cultivation. 
2691.  ainlduia  is  a  genus  of  tender  annuals,  and  requires  the  treatment  of  such.  The  flowers  are  elegant;  but 

the  plants  are  very  thinly  clothed  with  foliage. 
2692.  Philothica.  The  soil  most  suitable  to  this  genus  is  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat,  and  the  plants  require 

to  be  placed  in  an  airy  situation,  and  not  crowded  amongst  other  plants.  Cuttings  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass. 
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2693.  *1463S.  OMPHALO'BIUM  Gae.  Omphalobium.  {Omphalos,  a  navel,  lobot,  a  pod.)  Connardccce.  Sp.  1—2. 17716  -        africanum  Dec.       African  *  O  or  8  ...        Pa.R  Guinea     1822.  C  p.l   Cav.  dis.  7.  221 
2694.  *1464a.  PA'RKIA  R.  Br.    (Mvttgo  Park,  the  celebrated  African  traveller.)   Legumm.  Mimbsece.    Sp.  1—2. 17716  -      -  biglobbsa  R.  Br.     blglobular         ±  □  esc  30  mr.ap  Ve     Guinea     1822.  S    r.m  Beau.  ow.  2.  90 

DODEGANDRIA. 

2695.  •1465a.  SARCOCAU'LON  Dec.    Sarcocaulon.     (Sarx,  flesh,  kaulos,  stem.)     Geranidcece.    Sp.  2— 3. 
17717  -        Pattersdnrt  Dec.      Patterson's       a.  □  or  21  my.jn    ...     C.  G.  H.  1827.  R  s.l   Patters.  14 

S.  L'HeritiSrj  Dec.  is  syn.  with  No.  9693.  in  p.  680. 
2696.  *1467a.  MONTEZITM-ii  M.& S.   Montezuma.    (  Montezuma,  a  Mexican  sovereign.)  Bombaceie.  Sp.  1— 1. 17718  -        speciosissima  M.  Sf  S.  showiest        f  □  or  30    ...       r       Mexico     1827.  C  s.l 
2697.  *14676.  AS  SO' NIA  Cav. 

17719  -      -  poptilnea  Cav.        Popha-leaved    f  □  or  10 W      Bourbon  IS s.l   Cav.  dis.  3. 42. 3 

2698.  *1470a.  PLAGIA'NTHUS  Forst.  Plagianthus.  (Plagios,  oblique,  anthos,  flower.)  Bombacete.  Sp.  1— 1. 17720  -      -  divaricatus  Forst.    divaricated       m  \  |  or  8  jn.jl     R       N.  Zeal.   1822.  C  s.l   Forst.  43 

POLYANDRIA. 

17721 
17722 
17723 

17724 
17725 

1472.  MA'LVA. 9730a  purpurita  Lindl.  empurpled 
9753a  Cteeana  Hook.  Cree's miniata  /3  Creedna  Penny. 
9753A  Munrouraa  Dou.  Munro's 

k  A  or S  Al  or 1J  jn.o 
2  jl.o 

Sp.  59—78. P.R   And.  ChUe  1825. 
R       Hybrid  1835. 

Bot.  reg.  1362 Bot.  mag.  3698 

JAor  2  jl.au  S Columbia  1828.  S    co   Bot.  reg.  1306 
•1472a.  NUTTA'LLLi  Dick.    (Thomas  Nuttall,prof.min.  Cambridge,  N.  Eng.)    Malvace&j.    Sp.  2—5. 

17726  - 
2700. 

17727  ■ 
17728 
17729 
17730 
17731 
17732 
17733 

Papaver  Grah. -  coi-data  Lindl. 
1474.  AhTUJE'A. f9769  hirsuta  W. 
1477.  URFTNA. 

gpecidsa  Wal. 

Poppy-flowered  3t  A  or heart-leaved      3t  Pr 
R.p 
Pk 

Louisiana  1833.  S 
N.  Amer.  1835.  R p.l  Bot.  mag.  3287 

p.l  Bot.  reg.  1938 hairy 

showy 

O  or •  □or 
2  jn.jl  W Sp.  11—17. Britain 

Sp.  5—13,. Ava 

•1479a.  LEBRETCTNIA  Schrank. coccinea  Schk. 
1480.  HIBI'SCUS. 9836a  crinltus  Wal. 

9837a  Llndle»  Wal. 
9840a  filiiflbrus  Cav. 

j3  hybridus 98406  Gendvtt  Boj. 
9840c  rbseus  Thore 
9840d  splendens  Fra. 

scarlet 

long-haired 

Lindley's Lily-flowered 

hybrid Geneve's Rose-coloured 
splendid 

17734  9849a  africimus  Roth. 

m  O  or  10  jn.jl S Brazil 1823. 

Sp.  53—90. £  fAl  spl  3  s.o Y.B Prome 1828. 

*  □  spl  3  d P India 1828. 
*  i  |  or  6  jn.jl S Bourbon 1822. 
m  □  spl  10  ji S Mauritius  1828. 
*  D  spl  15  jn.jl Ro Mauritius 

3i  A  or  4  jl.s 
Pk 

Italy 

1827. 

*  □  spl  10  my Ro N.  Holl. 
1828. 

O  or  2  jn.o W.p Africa 1826. 

ch.pl.  S    co   Eng.  bot.  2674 

1828.  S    s.l  Wal.pl.  as.  ra.  26 
Malvdceai.      Sp.  1 — 1. C   s.l   Sch.  mo.  90 

S    p.l  Wal.  pl.as.ra.44 
l.p  Bot.  reg.  1395 
s.p  Cav.  dis.  3.  57. 1 s.p  Bot.  mag.  2891 C  •  l.p  Bot.  mag.  3144 

p  Sw.  fl.  gar.  277 r.m  Bot.  mag.  3025 

2701.  *1487a.  ABIPTILON  Kth.  (Arabic  name  of  a  plant  analogous  to  the  marsh-mallow.)  Malvdcete.  Sp.  25—36. 
17735.        -  pulchgllum  Sutf .     pretty  *      fra  8  sp       W      N.  S.  W.  1821.  C  p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.287 

Slda  pulchella  Bonp.  Nos.  9897.  to  9921.  inclusive  are  referable  to  this  genus. 

17720 
17716 History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2693.  Omphalbbium.   For  soil  and  propagation,  see  PhilothSca,  above. 
2694.  Pdrki*.  The  species  of  this  genus  may  be  increased  by  cuttings  of  the  young  wood,  planted  in  sand  under  a 

bell-glass,  in  heat.  "  In  Soudan  the  seeds  of  P.  africana  are  roasted  as  we  roast  coffee,  then  bruised,  and  allowed  to 
ferment  in  water  ;  when  they  begin  to  become  putrid  they  are  well  washed  and  pounded,  the  powder  made  into  cakes somewhat  in  the  manner  of  our  chocolate.  They  form  an  excellent  sauce  for  all  kinds  of  food.  The  farinaceous 
matter  surrounding  the  seeds  is  made  into  a  kind  of  sweetmeat."  (Don's  Mill.,  2.  396.) 2695.  SarcocaAlon  is  a  genus  of  curious  spiny  shrubs,  which  bear  beautiful  large  flowers.  They  may  be  increased 
by  cuttings  and  slips  of  the  roots,  in  good  soil,  under  a  bell-glass. 
"2696.  MontexiimBL  17718  speciosissima  is  a  very  showy  tree,  thriving  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat.  Full-grown cuttings  (not  too  old)  will  root  freely  in  sand,  under  a  bell-glass,  in  a  moist  heat. 
2697.  Assdmsi.  A  light  rich  soil,  or  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat,  suits  this  genus  ;  and  young  cuttings  root  freely, 

under  a  hand  glass,  in  heat. 
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17715  Lilts.  3  oval  acuminated  smooth  on  both  surfs,  somewh.  membran.  and  feather-nrvd.  Flws.  panicled,  Carpels solit.  stipitatc 
17716  Lts.  with  about  20  pairs  of  pinnae,  Each  pinna  ab.  30  pairs  of  obt.  pubes.  lflts.  Flower  heads  biglobular 

DODECANDRIA. 

17717  Lvs.  oblong  cuneate  blunt  entire  some  of  them  almost  sessile  others  on  short  petioles 

17718  Lvs.  smooth  cord,  acute  entire  stalked,  Fedic.  1-flwd.  rising  from  the  brans,  beneath  the  lvs.   The  only  species 

17719  Lvs.  cordate  acuminated  smooth  a  little  serrated,  Peduncle  scarcely  longer  than  the  petioles 

17720  Leaves  small  in  bundles  linear,  Flws.  solitary.   The  only  species 

POLYANDRIA. 

17721  Pubes.  Lower  lvs.  5-cleft  upper  ones  3-fid,  Segms.  usually  3-fid,  Lbs.  forked  obt.  Pedun.  axill.  solit. 
17722  Brans,  clthd.  with  harsh  stell.  hairs,  Petiol.  somewh.  flatten,  ab.  hairy  like  stem,  Upper  lvs.  trilob.  central  lb. 

elongat.  lower  less  dply.  lbd.  Invol.  of  3  filif.  lvs. 
17723  Toment.  Lvs.  roundish  cord,  somewhat  5-lbd.  crenate,  Involucel  setaceous,  Pedun.  axill.  and  termin.  Panic. 
3"5"flwd*  [Involuc.  5-lvd.  Lflts.  lanceol. 17724  Root  lvs.  lobed  or  pedate,  Lower  stem  lvs.  palmato-pedate  upper  digit,  or  simple,  Cal.  segms.  ov.-acute  ciliat. 

17725  Rad.  lvs.  cord,  obtuse  deeply  lobed,  Stem  lvs.  tripartite  and  simple,  Bracteas  and  calyx  pilose  at  apex 

•f9769  Lvs.  cord,  rough  with  hairs  lower  ones  obtusely  upper  ones  acutely  lbd.  and  toothed,  Stem  hispid,  Pedunc. 1-flwd. 
17726  Lvs.  3-nrvd.  denticul.  hoary-toment.  ben.  with  gland  on  each  nrv.  ben.  Lower  lvs.  roundish  acutely  somewh. 

3-lbd.  upperm.  ones  lanceol.  nrly.  sess. 
17727  Lvs.  ovate  acuminated  serrated,  Pedic  axill.  1-flwd.  longer  than  petioles,  Cor.  twice  as  long  as  involucel. 

17728  Setosely  hispid,  Lvs.  roundish  cord,  acumin.  toothed  obtusely  5-angled,  upper  ones  sagitt.  Rac.  few-flwd. 
Involuc.  12-parted  ciliat.  Stips.  lin.  filiform  [Flws.  axill.  solit.  Invol.  8-10  lin.  hisp.  ciliat.  2-lbd.  lflts. 

17729  Petiol.  and  pedun.  scabr.  and  prickly,  Lvs.  roundish  cord,  palmately  3-7  parted,  Lbs.  lanceol.  acumin.  serrat. 
17730  Lvs.  lanceol.-obl.  ent.  or  rarely  trifid,  Invol.  5-lvd.  shorter  than  5-toothed  cal.  Petals  rather  velvety  on  outside 

j3  A  splendid  hybrid  from  H.  miiflbrus  impregnated  with  the  pollen  of      mu  tabilis 
17731  Lvs.  roundish-ovate  ent.  at  base  unequally  toothed  at  apex,  Petals  obovato-cuneate  spreadg.  Seeds  subtrigon. convex  on  back  clthd.  appressed  hairs  [the  middle 
17732  Lvs.  cord,  toothed  somewh.  3-lbd.  hoary  from  down  ben.  Pedic.  axill.  free  from  petioles  1-flwd.  jointed  above 
17733  Bark  clthd.  with  stell.  pubes.  intersp.  with  short  spreadg.  nrly.  straight  tubul.  aculei,  Lvs.  palmat.  3-5-lbd.  with harsh  stell.  pubes.  on  both  surfs.  [full  of  nerves 
17734  Lvs.  toothed  lower  ones  undivided  upper  ones  5-cleft  with  oblong  blunt  lobes,  Cal.  inflat.  membranaceous 

17735  Lvs.  cord,  ov.-lanceol.  coarsely  and  uneq.  crenat.  somewh.  downy  ben.  from  stell.  pubes.  scabr.  ab.  Rac.  axill. 
few-flwd.  Carpels  5  2-awned 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2698.  Plagidntkus.  A  shrub  which,  if  planted  in  a  warm  sheltered  situation,  will  stand  our  winters ;  and  cuttings  of 

young  wooa  root  freely  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass. 2699.  Nutt&lRa.  is  a  genus  of  very  elegant  plants  when  in  blossom,  well  deserving  a  place  in  every  collection.  Peat 
with  a  little  sand  suits  them  best.  They  may  be  increased  by  division  or  by  seed. 

1477.  Urena  17726  specibsa.  "  This  is  a  very  elegant  plant,  with  large  pink  flowers,  which  are  disposed  in  a  kind  of terminal  racemose  panicle.  It  differs  so  much  in  habit  from  all  the  other  species  of  this  genus,  that  we  doubt  its  being 
a  genuine  species  of  Urena."   (Don's  Mill.,  1.  470  .... 2700.  Lebretdnia.  The  species  of  this  genus  deserve  to  be  cultivated  in  every  collection,  on  account  of  their  showy 
scarlet  blossoms.  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  suits  them  best.  Cuttings  taken  off  close  to  the  stem  of  the  plant  root 
readily  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass.   None  of  the  leaves  should  be  taken  off,  or  shortened  above  the  sand. 

2701.  Abutilon.  Some  of  the  species  of  this  genus  are  rather  ornamental  when  in  flower.  They  thrive  In  any  light 
rich  soil,  and  are  readily  increased  by  cuttings,  which  should  be  placed  in  a  gentle  heat. 
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2702.  *1489a.  ERIOL.SS'NA  Dec.  Eriolxna.  (Erion,  wool,  Lena,  cloak  ;  calyx  woolly.)  Byttneridcete.  Sp.l — 2. 
17736  -        WallichtY  Dec.        Wallich's         *  i_J  or  6    ...       R       E.  Indies  1823.  C  s.p  Mem.  m.  10.  5. 

2703.  *14896.  REEVEXSL4  Lindl.  Reevesia. 17737  thyrsoidea  Lindl. 
1596.  CAME'LLLl. 17738  9953y  euryoldes  B.  R. 17739  99532  Kissi  Wal. 

9953  Sasdnqua. 
y  plena  alba 

thyrse-lk.-JJtcd  *  |  \  or  4  ja 
(John  Reeves  of  Canton.) 

Eurya-like Kissi 
double  white 

i\  |pr  4 8  semiplena  alba  semidouble  white  *  i  |  pr  4 

Jspl  6 

reticulated 17740  9953a  reticulata  Lindl. 
9954  jap6nica 

19  Carnation-flwd  Warratah 
20  Pale  yellow 
21  Fringed  white 
22  Thick-nerved 
23  Expanded  red 
24  Shell-flwd 
25  Lady  Campbell's  red-stmd 26  Long.leaved 
27  Aucuba-leaved 

i  i  I  or  4  my.jn 
I  |  or  10  my.jl 

f.n 
f.n 
ap.jl 

W 

W 
W 
w 
w 
R 

China 

Sp.  9—8- 
China 
Nepal 
China 
China 
China 

Byttneridcets.       Sp.  1 — 1. 
1826.  C   p.l  Bot.  reg.  1236. 
1824. 
1823. 

1824. 
1811. 1824. 

p.l  Bot.  reg.  983 
p.l  Ab.  f.  99 
p.l  Bot.  reg.  1091 
p.l  Bot.  reg.  12 
p.l  Bot.  reg.  1078 

28  Scarlet 
29  Great-flwd  red 
30  Dwarf 31  Incarnate 
32  Blush  Warratah 

33  Ross's 34  Spatulate 35  Straw-coloured 
36  Aiton's  large  single  red 

2704.  »1497fl.  STRAVA'DIUM  3.   Stra vadium.   (Tsjeria  Samstravadi,  its  Malabar  name.)  MyriacecB.  Sp.  1— 2. 17741  -      -  acutangulum  J.       sharp-angled      f  □  or  20     ...      P       E.  Indies  1822.  L    s.p   R.  mal.  4. 7 Barringtdnta  acutangula  Rox.,  Eugenia  acutangula  L.,  S.  rubrum  Dec. 
2705.  *I4996.  MORISO^N-Ll  Plu.   (R.  Morison,  professor  of  botanyat  Oxford,  d.  1683.) 17742  -     -  americ&na  L.  American         J  □  or    W      W  Indies  1824. 

Capparis  Morisdnt  Swz. 

37  Hollyhock-flwd 38  Coral-flowered 
39  Splendid 40  Flowery 
41  White  Anemone-flwd. 
42  Chandler's  striped  Warratah 43  Grey's  spotted 44  Rose  of  the  World 
45  Press's  single  red 

Capparidete.  Sp.  1 — 1 . C  p.l     Jac.  am.  97 

Page  598.    Class  XVII.  — DIADELPHIA.    Stamens  united  in  two  separate  parcels. 
Order  3.    OCTANDRIA.    Stamens  8. 

2706.  Monnina.  Flws.  resupinate.  Sepals  5,  deciduous,  2  inner  ones  wing-formed,  3  outer  ovate,  2  of  these  usu- 
ally united.  Petals  3-5,  connate  at  base,  middle  one  concave,  3-toothed.  Stams.  8,  rather  pilose,  united  into  a  tube  at 

base,  which  is  cleft  on  one  side.  Drupe  or  capsule  2-ceIled,  2-seeded,  or  1 -celled,  1-seeded,  girded  by  a  membranous wing,  or  without.    Seed  hanging  from  the  top  of  the  cell.   Albumen  sparing. 
Order  4.   DECANDRIA.    Stamens  10. 

2707.  Amhr'rstia.  Cal.  tubular,  5-toothed,  with  the  stamens  inserted  in  it  near  the  apex,  bibracteate  at  base,  val- vate  in  aestivation.  Petals  unequal ;  upper  one  large,  unguiculate,  obcordate ;  lateral  ones  wedge-shaped ;  2  lower  ones 
awl-shaped.  Stams.  10,  9  joined  and  1  free,  adhering  to  the  pedicel  of  the  ovary.  Anth.  versatile.  Legume  stalked, 
flat,  oblong,  few-seeded. 

2708.  Ruddlphia.  Cal.  tubular,  bilabiate ;  upper  segment  obtuse,  lower  one  acute,  2  lateral  ones  very  short.  Vex- 
illum  oblong-linear,  very  long.   Wings  shorter  than  calyx,  very  narrow.   Legume  compressed,  many-seeded. 2709.  Lalage.  Calyx  bracteate,  bilabiate;  upper  lip  bifid,  lower  one  tripartite.  Vexillum  flat,  round,  emarginatc. Keel  obtuse.    Stamens  all  connected. 

OCTANDRIA. 
1508.  POLY'GALA.  Sp.  29—44. 17743  9986a  ihesioldes  W.  Thesium-like    ml  |  or  f  jl  B       Valpar.  1832.  C  p.s.l  Sw.fl.g.  2.8.215 

17744  9991aattenuata  Lod.         attenuated        *  (  |  or  3  my.v  P       C.  G.  H  1820.  C  s.p  Bot.  cab.  1000 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
27C2.  Eriohe^na.  Any  light  rich  soil,  or  a  mixture  of  loam,  peat,  and  sand,  suits  this  genus ;  and  cuttings  of  the young  wood,  not  deprived  of  their  leaves,  root  readily  in  the  same  soil,  if  placed  under  a  hand-glass,  in  heat. 
2703.  Reevesia.  Ripened  cuttings,  not  deprived  of  their  leaves,  root  readily  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  a  moist 

heat.  Soil  as  for  Eriols^na,  above. 
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[5-lvd. 
17736  Lv  5 .  stalked  cord,  acumin.  toothed  pubes.  ab.  villous  ben.  Pedic.  villous  1-flwd.  3  times  as  long  as  petioles,  Jnvol. 

17737  The  only  species 

17738  Lvs.  ovate-lanceol.  acumin.  serrated  sulcate  ben.  Branches  hairy,  Fedunc.  lateral  1-flwd.  scaly 
17739  Lvs.  ellipt.  serrulat.  bluntly  acumin.  Flws.  sess .  axill.  generally  solit.  and  somewh.  termin.  usually  4-pet.  and with  3  distinct  furrowed  woolly  styles 

17740  Lvs.  obi.  acumin.  serrat.  flat  reticulated,  Flws.  axill.  solit.  Calyx  5-sepaled  coloured,  Ovary  silky 

46  Press's  Eclipse 47  Single  red-spotted 48  Chinese  Rose 
49  Rawes's  showy 50  Elegant 
61  Imbricated 
52  White  semidouble 
53  Neat 
54  Colvill's 

55  Sweet's 
56  Reeves's 57  Compact-flowered 
58  Donkelaer's 59  Rose-like-flwd 

60  Parks's 61  Sabine's 62  Choice 
63  Lady  Wilton's 

64  Woods's 65  Rosy-coloured 66  Epsom 

67  Knight's 68  Elphinstone's 69  Susanna 
70  Martha 

71  Wadie's 
17741  Lvs.  cuneatc-obl.  acuminat.  obsoletely  serrulated,  Rac.  very  long  pendulous,  Drupe  acutely  4-angled 

17742  The  only  species 

2710.  VilmoritAa.  Cal.  cylindrical,  4-toothed,  somewhat  bilabiate.  Wings  shorter  than  the  keel.  Style  acute. Legume  stalked,  lanceolate,  compressed,  tapering. 
2711.  Barbiina..  Cal.  tubular,  5-cleft,  bibracteate  at  base,  Wings  shorter  than  keel,  and  keel  shorter  than  vex- 

illum.   Style  bearded  at  apex.   Stigma  obtuse.   Legume  linear,  villous,  many-seeded. 
2712.  Dum&sia,.  Cal.  obliquely  truncate,  toothless,  bibracteate  at  base.  Claws  of  petals  length  of  calyx.  Keel 

obtuse.   Legume  tapering  to  the  base,  compressed,  few-seeded. 2713.  Neuroc&rpum.  Cal.  tubular,  with  5  acuminated  nearly  equal  teeth,  and  furnished  with  2  bracteas  at  base. 
Vexillum  large,  roundish.  Keel  obtuse.  Legume  stipitate,  compressed,  sub-tetragonal  from  the  middle  nerve  of  the 
valves  being  rather  prominent ;  4-8-seeded. 

2714.  Cologdma.  Cal.  tubular,  5-cleft,  bibracteate  at  base,  somewhat  bilabiate.  Vexillum  roundish.  Ovary  stipi- tate, linear,  very  hispid,  girded  by  the  disk.   Style  smooth,  obtuse. 
2715.  Clidnthus.  Calyx  campanulate,  5-toothed,  5-cleft.  Vexillum  ovate-lanceolate,  acuminate,  rather  short, 

the  keel  reflexed.  Wings  lanceolate,  spreading.  Keel  cymbiform.  Anthers  incumbent.  Style  filiform.  Stigma 
truncate.  Legume  oblong,  swollen,  coriaceous. 

2716.  Ad&smia.  Cal.  5-cleft ;  lobes  acute.  Vexillum  complicated  above  the  wings  when  young.  Keel  curved  and truncate  at  base.    Stams.  distinct,  but  approximate.   Legume  compressed,  many-jointed. 
2717.  Hosdckia.  Cal.  campanulate,  5-cleft.  Wings  equal  in  length  to  vexillum.  Keel  beaked.  Stigma  capitate. Legume  cylindrical,  or  rather  compressed,  straight. 

OCTANDRIA. 

17743  Stems  many  erect,  Lvs.  obl.-lin.  crowded,  Rac.  8-12-flwd.  Capsule  somewhat  2-horned  at  apex 17744  Lvs.  narrow  tapering  to  both  ends  acute  and  as  well  as  twigs  smooth,  Rac.  elongat.  Brae,  decid.  Pedunc longer  than  flws.  Wings  obtuse 9995 

_  99900 
and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 17741 

StravSdium.  For  culture,  &c,  see  Barringt&mVj,  in  p.  597 
2704. 

4  L 
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9995  myrtifblla 
(8  grandifl&ra  Hook,  large-flowered  » i_J  or  4  my.o    P       C.  G.  H.  1818.  C  s.p     Bot.  mag.  3616 

9996  oppositit'61ia ,8  major  Lindl.  larger  «i  |  or  3  my.au  P       C.  G.  H.     ...    C  p.l     Bot.  reg.  1146 
2706.  *1510a.  MONNPNi  R.  &  P.   Monnina.   (Monnino,  Count  de  Flora  Blanca.)    Polygtilew.    Sp.  1— 1. 

17745  -     -  obtusifolia      $  K.    obtuse-leaved    *  i_J  or  2  jn      Ksh.P  Peru        1830.  S  p.l     Bot.  mag.  3122 

2707 
17746 

17747 
2708 

17748 

17749 
17750 

2709 
17751 

DECANDRIA. 

•1520.  AMHE'RST/4  Wall.   (Countess  Amherst  and  her  daughter  Lady  Sarah.)   Lcgumin.    Sp.  1— 1. -  n&bilis  Wall.  noble  3f[Z]spl40mr      Ve.w.y  Martaban  1837.  S  lt.r.m  Wal.pl. as.ra.l 
1521.  ERYTHRPNA.  Sp.  11—35. 

10043a  /aurilolia  Jac.        Laurel-leaved    £   |  spl  4  jl.s      S       S.  Amer.  1800.  S  r.m    Sw.  fl.  gar.  142 
*1521a.RTJDO'LPHLI  W.   Rcdophia.   (W.  J.  H.  Rudolph,  a  bot.  of  Jena.)  Leg.  Pap.  Phaseol.   Sp.  1— 2. rosea  Tus.  roseate  [.Dor  6  .„       R       W.  Indies  1826.  C  s.l     PI. am.  102.  1? 
1525.  PLATYLO'BIUM  Sp.  5-fi. 

10050a obtusangulum  Hook,  obtuse-angled  n.  \  |  or   1  my      Y.r    V.  D.  L.  1832?  S  s.p     Bot.  mag.  3258 
100506  Murray anwwj  Hook.  Murray's        m.  i  |or  1  my      Y.r    V.  D.  L.  1832.  S  s.p     Bot.  mag.  3259 
* 1525a.  LA'LAG&  Lindl.   Lalage.   (Lalage,  a  lively  dame  in  Horace ;  appearance.)  Legumin.   Sp.  1 — 1. ornata  Lindl.           gay-flowering  «  □  or 
1530.  CROTALAvRIA. 17752  -    -  striata  Hook.           striated-^wd  *  □  or 
1532  SCO'TTLl. 

10128a  angustifblia  Lindl.  narrow-leaved  *|  lor 

2  ap      Y.bd.P  N.Holl.  1830.  C  p 

Sp.  41—85. Y.r    Maur.  ?    1831.  S  l.p 

17753 
17754 101286  lasMs  Lindl. smooth-bran. 6  jn.n 3  jn.s Sp.  3—3. Pk.Y  N.  Holl.  1826 Y.s     N.  Holl.  1833, 

17755 
17756 

17757 

17758 
17759 
17760 
17761 
17762 
17763 17764 

17765 
17766 
17767 
17768 
17769 
17770 17771 

1536.  HO^VEA. 10137a  villbsaJCwKfl.        shaggy  *i  |  el    3  ap 
Mangiest!  Lindl.       Cty>*.Mangles's  a.  |  |  pr  1  ja 

1537.  SPA'RTIUM. 
10139a  acutif&lium  Lindl.  sharp-leaved      it      or  6  jl.s 

junceum  var.  odoratissimum  ?  Svj.fi.  gar.  390. 
1540.  ITLEX  10185  europee"a. 

Bot.  reg.  1722 

Bot.  mag.  3200 

Bot.  reg.  1266 
Bot.  reg.  1652 

Bot  reg.  1612 Bot.reg.n.s.62 

1836.  S  co    Bot .reg.n.s.  1974 

C  p.l 

C  s.p 

Sp.  7—15. N.  Holl.  1829.  C  s.p 
SwanRiv.  1836.  C  co 

Sp.  22—2. 

Turkey 

/3  fl.  pleno 
1544.  XUPPNUS. 
-  bracteolaris  Desv. 

-  puslllus  Ph. -  bicolor  B.  B. 
.  micranthus  Dou. 
•  polyphyllus  B.  B. 
0  albiflbrus -  rivularis  Lindl. 

double-flowered  *      or  6  ap.jn  Y Sp.  2—4. Britain gard.  C  co 
bracted 
little 
two-coloured 

O  or   ljjl.au  B Sp.  51—58. Mon.Vid.  1820. S  co 

O  or  $  jl.au 
O  or  J  jl.au 

small-flowered  O  or  i  my.jl 
many-leaved  3t  £  spl  4  jn.jl white-flowered  &  £  spl  4  jnjl 

macrophyBus  Benth.  large-leaved 
-  laxiflorus  Dou.  loose-flowered 

^  A  or  3  my.s 
3t  A  spl  4  jn-jl 
3f  A  or  1  au 

Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1817.  S  co 
Pa.B  N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co 
P.B  N.  Amer.  1826.  S  co 
B  Colombia  1826.  S  co 
W  Colombia  1826.  S  co 
W.b.p  Californ.  1831.  S  co 
B    S  s.l 

Bot.  reg.  1109 
Bot.  reg.  1251 
Bot.  reg.  1096 Bot.  reg.  1377 
Bot.  reg.  1595 
Sw.fl.g.  2.S.356 

B.pk  Columbia  1826.  R  co     Bot.  reg.  1140 
-  lepidus  Dou. -  ornatus  Dou. 
-  albifrons  Benth 
-  Iittoralis  Dou. 

pretty 
ornamental 3t  A  or  4 

3t  A  or  2 

au.s my.jn 
B.pk 
B.pk 

Columbia  1826.  S  co 
Columbia  1826.  S  co 

Bot.  reg.  1149 
Bot.  reg.  1216 

hoArj-herbaged  *  |  or  3}  s.n 
shore  3t  A  or  1  jn.o 

Dp.B  Californ.  1833.  C  s.l 
B.pk  Columbia  1826.  S  co 

"i77.2~sas!*  17751 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2706.  Monriina.  A  genus  of  plants  not  worth  cultivation  for  ornament.  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  suits  them  ; 
and  cuttings  of  the  young  wood  root  readily  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  heat 2707.  Amh&rsiXa  17746  ndbilis  is  a  native  of  the  Burman  empire,  in  the  garden  of  a  decayed  kioun,  a  sort  of  monastery,  2 
miles  from  the  right  bank  of  the  Salven  river,  and  27  miles  from  the  town  of  Martaban,  but  its  native  place  of  growth  is 
still  unknown,  as  the  trees  found  in  the  garden  have  undoubtedly  been  planted  there.  The  flowers  are  large,  of  a  fine 
vermilion  colour,  diversified  with  yellow  spots.  This  tree,  when  in  foliage  and  blossom,  is  the  most  superb  object  that 
cau  possibly  be  imagined,  and  not  surpassed  by  any  plant  in  the  world.   The  Burmese  name  of  the  tree  is  Thoka. 
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17745  Lvs.  oblong  obtuse  cuueate  at  base  obsoletely  veined  rather  leathery  glabrous  as  are  branchlets,  Rac.  solitary 

DECANDRIA. 

17746  The  only  species 

17747  Stem  suffrutic.  bran.  Bran,  glabr.  rather  prickly,  Lflts.  petiol.  obi.  acumin.  Petioles  rath,  prickly  glandul. 
Cal.  truncate  unident. 

17748  Bran,  smooth  glabrous,  Lvs.  ovate-oblong  glabrous  acuminated,  Racemes  pedunculate 
[3  or  4  brown  concave  bracteag 

17749  Lvs.  oppos.  rather  remote  deltoid  subcoriac.  angles  rath,  obt  and  mucronate,  Fedunc.  very  short  concealed  by 
17750  Much  branched,  Bran,  erect  flexuous  somewh.  wiry,  Lvs.  deltoid  angles  acute  and  mucron.  Fedun.  filif.  longer th.  If.  with  about  6  small  distich,  bract,  at  base 
17751  The  only  species 

17752  Stipules  wanting,  Lflts.  ellipt.  obt.  mucron.  nrly.  glabr.  Rac.  termin.  and  nriy.  oppos.  lvs.  Bract,  setaceous deciduous 
17753  Leaves  opposite  lin.-oblong  truncate  at  base,  Flws.  solitary  on  very  short  pedicels 
17754  Lvs.  ovate  truncate  at  base  unequally  denticulated,  Branches  smooth 
17755  Lvs.  linear  obi.  obtuse  mucronulate  glabr.  reticulated  above  very  villous  beneath  as  well  as  branches,  Pedicels 

twice  shorter  than  petioles  villous 
17756  Lvs.  linear  mucron.  with  revolute  margins  glabr.  above  pilose  beneath,  Flowers  twin  sess. 

17757  Lvs.  acumin.  Racemes  loose 

17758 
17759 
17760 
17761 
17762 
17763 
17764 

17765 
17766 17767 
17768 17769 
17770 
17771 

Flws.  altera,  pedicell.  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bipartite  lower  trifid,  Stip.  ov.  lanceol.  Lflts.  5-6  obov.-obl. 
Till,  on  both  surfs.  [as  are  stems  and  pets.  Leg.  very  hairy 

Flws.  altera,  without  bracteoles,  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bipart.  lower  ent.  Lflts.  5-7  lin. -ellipt.  glabr.  ab.  hairy  ben. 
Clthd.  with  silky  pill,  Lflts.  5-7  lin.  spatulate,  Flws.  few  verticill.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  elongat.  and 

ent.  Wings  longer  than  vexillum  [6-seeded  transversely  furrowed 
Flws.  somewh.  verticill.  bracteol.  sess.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  ent.  Lflts.  5-7  lin.  spatulate  ciliat.  Leg. 
Flws.  rath,  verticill.  without  bracteoles  pedicill.  Lflts.  11-15  lanceol.  hairy  ben.  Both  lips  of  cal.  quite  entire, 

Stems  pilose  [Vexillum  sessile 
Silky,  Leaflets  7  pubes.  beneath,  Racemes  vertlcillate,  Cal.  bractless,  Lips  entire  upper  one  gibbous  at  the  base, 
Hairy  leaflets  12-15  lanceol.  acute,  Whorls  many-flwd.  contiguous,  Cal.  bractless,  Lips  entire,  lower  one  lanceol. acute 
Pilose,  Flws.  altera,  without  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  ent.  saccate  at  base  lower  longer  ov.  and  acumin. 

Keel  beardless,  Lflts.  7-9  lin.-lanceol.  Tlanceol.  silky  on  both  surfs. Flws.  altera,  pedicell.  without  bracteol.  Cal.  villous  upper  lip  bipart.  lower  acumin.  and  elongat.  Lflts.  5-7 
Flws.  verticill.  appendicul.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid,  lower  ent.  elongat.  Lflts.  7-12  lin.-lanceol.  clthd.  with 

silvery  silky  down,  Leg.  4-6-seeded  [slender  racemes 
Stem  and  lvs.  clthd.  with  silvery  silky  down,  Lflts.  obovato-oblong  narrowed  at  base,  Flws.  verticill.  in  long 
Flws.  verticill.  pedic.  without  brae.  Lips  of  cal.  ent.  Lflts.  5-7  lin.  spatulate  silky  both  surfs.  Leg.  10-12- 

seeded  transversely  furrowed  [Stipules  subulate 
Very  hairy,  Flws.  verticill.  pedicell.  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  ent.  Lflts.  5-9  lin.-lanceol.  villous, 
Very  villous,  Flws.  altera,  on  short  pedic.  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  ent.  Lflts.  5-7  lanceol.  silky, 
Leg.  glabr.  3-5-seeded 

17756 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
Handfuls  of  flowers  were  presented  as  offerings  in  the  cave  before  the  images  of  Buddha.  Along  with  this  tree  were 
found  some  trees  of  Mesua/cfrrea  and  Jonisia.  Asdca.  It  is  not  a  little  remarkable,  that  the  priests  of  these  parts 
should  have  manifested  so  good  a  taste  as  to  select  three  sorts  of  trees,  as  ornaments  to  their  objects  of  worship,  which 
can  hardly  be  surpassed  in  beauty.  A  light  loamy  soil  suits  this  tree  ;  and  large  cuttings  root  in  sand,  under  a  hand, 
glass,  in  heat. 
2709.  Ullage,  17751  ornata  is  a  very  gay  flowering  shrub,  which  requires  to  be  kept  in  a  well-aired  green-house,  in 

peat  soil,  and  may  be  multiplied  by  cuttings. 4L  2 
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17772 
17773 
17774 
17775 

17776  - 
17777  - 
17778 
17779 
17780 
17781 
17782 
17783  - 

17785  . 
17786 
17787 
17788 
17789  . 17790 
17791 

17792  . 

leucophyllus  Dou. 
Sabinidnus  Dou. 
serfceus  Ph. 
ar  gen  tens  Ph. 
Slogans  H.  %  K. arbustus  Dou. 
multiflbrus  Desv. 
incanus  Grah. 
mutabilis  Suit. 
canaliculars  Swt. 
versicolor  Swt. 
pulchellus  Swt. 

white-leaved     3t  A  or 

k  A  or Sabine's 

silky 

silvery 

elegant shrub 

2  s.o 3  my 
Pk 
Y 

4  A  or 
A  A  or 

O  or 
n.  |  or 

1  my.jn  P 
1  my.jn  W 

many-flowered  ! 
ho&ry-herbaged  '■ 
changeable  '. channeled 

party-coloured  i pretty 

2  jn li  jl.au 

4  jl.s 
3  jn.o 
5  jl.s 
4  jn.au 
5  jl.s 
3  jn.o 

V.RO 
Pa.P 

Columbial326. 
Columbial827. 
N.  Amer.1826. 
N.  Amer.1826. 
Mexico  1831. 
Californ.  1826. 

B Mte.  Vid.  1810. 
Pa.Li  B.  Ayres  1832. B.Y 
B Bogota  1819. 

B.  Ayres  1828. 
Pk.B  Mexico  1825. 
B.p     Mexico  1828. 

S  co 
S  s.l D  s.p 

S  s.l 

S  s.l S  co 

C  s.l 
S  s.l 
C  s.l C  p.l 

C  s.l 
C  s.l 

Bot.  reg.  1124 
Bot.  reg.  1436 

Bot.  reg.  1581 
Bot.  reg.  1230 

Bot.  mag.  3283 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  130 
Sw.  fl.  gar.  283 

Sw.  fl.  gar.2.s.  1 Sw.fl.gar.2.8.67 

17784  -    -  leptophyllus  Benth.  narrow-leaffe/ed    O  or   1  jl.s      B.li     Californ.  1833.  S  s.l     Bot.  reg.  1G70 
bimaculatus  Hook. 
tomentdsus  Dec. twin-spotted tomentose -4  A  or  ...  s 

«  I  or  6  jn.jl 
J*  |  or  5  jl.o Marshalhanws  Swt,  Marshall's 

Hartwegii  Lindl.  Hartweg's densifldrus  Benth.  dense-inflor. 
■  latifblius  Lindl.  broad-leaved    ^  A  or  "1J  jl subcarndsus  Hook.  subcarnose-lvd'      Q  or  1  jl 

B       Texas     1835.  S  It. s.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.314 
Pk.w  Peru       1825.  C  co     Sw.  fl.  gar.  261 
B        Eng.  hyb.  1830.  C  s.l     Sw.fl.g.  2.S.139 

O  or  3  jn.o  D.B.pk  Mexico    1838.  S  co  Bot.reg.n.a.  1839.31 
O  or  f    jl.s      W.pk  Californ.  1833.  S  s.l     Bot.  reg.  1689 B       Californ.  1834.  S  l.p    Bot.  reg.  1891 

1835.  S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  3467 Dp.B.w  Texas 
texensis  Hook. Texas O  or  ljjl        Dp.B  Texas S   s.l    Bot.  mag.  3492 

1553.  KENNE*DY^4. 
17793  10315anigricans  Lindl.      d&rk-corollaed  t_\  |  or  3?  f.jn 
17794  10317a  Marryatt<e  Lindl.    JVfrj.Marryatt's  i_  \  |  or  4  jn.jl 
17795  103176  Stirling!  Lindl.  '     Stirling's         J.  i  1  or  3?  ap 17796  10318a  macrophylla  Lindl.  long-leaved  |  |  or  15  ... 10319  monophylla. 

/S  longeracembsa  Lindl.  lg-racemed  %_  \  |  or  3  mr.au  Pk 

Sp.  10—16. D.P.s  N.  Holl.  1832?  C  s.p 
S       Australia  1834.  S  s.p 
S        Swan  R.  1834.  C  s.p 
P        Swan  R.  1835.  C  s.p 

Bot.  reg.  1715 Bot.  reg.  1790 
Bot.  reg.  1845 
Bot.  reg.  1862 

N.S.W.   1828.  S   l.p    Bot.  reg.  1336 
2710.  *1555a.  VILMORI'N/^  Dec.  (M.  Vilmorin,  memb.  of  Agricul.  Soc,  Paris.)  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.   Sp.  1—1. 

2711.  »15556.  BARBIE'RLi  Dec.   (J.  B.  G.  Barbier,  M.D.  a  French  botanist.)   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.    Sp.  1—1. 17798  -     -  polyphylla  Dec.        many-leaved     •  O  or    P       S.  Amer.  1818.  C   s.p    Dec.  leg.  5. 39 
2712.  *1555c.  DUMA'S^  Dec.    (M.  Dumas,  one  of  the  edit,  of  Annals  of  Nat.  His.)  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.  Sp.  1—2. 17799  -  pub£scens  Dec.         pubescent        t_  E3  or  6  au.d     Y       Nepal      1824.  C  s.l     Bot.  reg.  962 
2713.  »1556a.  NEUROCA'RPUM  Desv.      (Neuron,  nerve,  karpos,  fruit.)      Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.    Sp.  1—2. 17800  -     -  guianense  Desv.        Guiana  n.  O  or   2      ...     P        Guiana     1826.  C   p.l    Aub.  gui.  2.305 

Crotalariaguiancnsis  Aub.lon  gi folia  Lam. 
2714.  »15566.  COLOGAvN74  Kth.  Cologania.  (The  family  of  Cologan,  in  Teneriffe.)  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.  Sp.  1— 2. 17801 angustifblia  Kth. 

1557.  O'ROBUS. 10333a  Fischer/  Swt. 

narrow-leaved      G5)  or  3 

Fischer's         ifc,  A  or  '  my-jl 

Mexico    1827.  C  p.l    Kth.  mini.  58 

Sp.  21—36. Siberia S  co     Sw.  fl.  gar.  289 
17803  103-13nr  for  most  is  Stev.  beautiful 
17804  10344a  atropurpureus  De$/".  dark-purple 
17805  103446  stipulacens  Hook. 
17806  -  pisifbrmis  Maund 

1558.  XA'THYRUS. 
17807  10368amagellanicus 

fl0371  rotundifblius  W. 

stipulaceous 
pea-formed 

Magellan round-leaved 

3f  A  or 
3t  A  or 
k  A  or 
k  A  el 

j  my.jl 

1  my 
6  my 1  my 

Caucasus  1818.  R  p.l 
Algiers     1826.  S  si 

Lin.  tr.  11.36 Bot.  reg.  1763 
Bot.  mag.  2937 
Bot.  gar.  634 

or  10  jn.au  P.b A  or  3  ap.my  Pk 
rotundifblius  var.  ellipticus  D.  Don  in  Swt.  fl.  gar.  2.  s.  333. 
JftftfTrlsi  17768  ..-J*       ̂   17795 

N.  Amer.  ?  ...  D  co 
S.Europe  1822.  R  s.l 

Sp.  34—53. Brazil      1829.  S.C  lt.sl  Bot.  gard.  52G 
Tauria     1822.  R   co     Sw.fl.g.2.  s.333 

17793 

17796 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2710.  Vilmorin\&.  A  mixture  of  peat,  loam,  and  sand  suits  this  genus ;  and  cuttings  will  root  in  sand,  under  a  bell- 
gliss,  in  heat ;  but  the  most  ready  mode  of  increasing  it  is  by  seed. 

2711.  Barbiiria.   For  soil  and  propagation  see  Vilmorlma,  above. 
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17772  Very  villous,  Flws.  altera,  pedicell.  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cat.  bifid  lower  ent.  I  Jits.  7-9  obl.-lanceol.  Stipules subul.  woolly 
17773  Flws.  somewh.  vcrticill.  without  bracteoles,  Bac.  many-flwd.  Cal.  villous,  Upper  lip  ov.  and  acute  lower  boat- 

sh.  Lflts  7-12  lan.-acumin.  [surfs.  Stems  clthd.  silky  foment. 
17774  Flws.  rath,  verticill.  without  bracteoles.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  cut  lower  ent.  Lflts.  7-8  lanceol.  acute  silky  both 
17775  Flws.  altera,  without  brae.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  obtuse  lower  ent.  Lflts .  5-7  lin.  lanceol.  acute  glabr.  at),  clthd. 

silky  silvery  down.  ben.  [lanceol. -acute,  Stipules  setaceous 17776  Clthd.  with  soft  pili,  Kac.  elongat.  peduncul.  Flws.  somewh.  verticill.  Lower  lip  of  cal.  acute  and  ent.  Lilts. 
17777  Flws.  altera,  pedicell.  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  one  ent.  acute,  Lflts.  7-13  obov.-obl.  silky  on 

both  surfs.  Leg.  3-4-seeded  [villi 17778  Flws.  altera,  almost  sess.  bracteol.  Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  tridentate,  Lflts.  lanceol.  covered  with  silky 
17779  Silky,  Lvs.  digit.  Lflts.  about  9  lin.- lanceol.  carin.  below  ent.  very  acute,  Pedic.  scatt.  over  rachis  or  within  a little  way  of  base,  Brae,  small  subul.  adpress.  inconspic.  [Upper  lip  of  cal.  bifid  lower  keeled  acute  ent. 
17780  Bran,  spreadg.  glauc.  glabr.  Lflts.  7-9  glances,  rath,  pubes.  ben.  lanceol.  bluntish,  Flws.  somewh.  verticill. 17781  Clthd.  with  silky  toment.  Flws.  altera,  pedicell.  bracteol.  Cal.  appendicul.  Upper  lip  bifid  lower  ent.  and 

acumin.  Lflts.  8-9  lin.  canalicul.  obt.  [caducous  sprdg.  silky  ciiiat.  long.  th.  silky  cal. 
17782  Bran,  and  lvs.  pubes.  Lilts.  7-9  lanceol. -spatul.  bluntish  somewh.  mucron.  smthish.  ab.  pubes.  ben.  Bract. 
17783  Bran,  erect  clthd.  with  silky  pubes.  Lflts.  5-7  obl.-lanceol.  acute  mucron.  pubes.  ben.  Sup  setaceous,  Kac. peduncul.  Flws.  verticill.  Brae,  caducous  and  setaceous 
17784  Bran,  angul.  clthd.  adpress.  pubes.  Lflts.  9  lin.  acute  few  silky  hairs  on  both  surfs.  Stip.  foliac.  lin.  Flws.  in 

lax  peduncul.  racemes  somewh.  verticill.  Lips  of  cal.  ent. 
17785  Sannentose  and  hoary,  Flws.  somewh.  verticill.  tern,  pedicel,  bracteolate.  Vexillum  bicallous  at  base 
17786  Clthd.  with  silky  toment.  Flws.  verticill.  pedicell.  bracteol.  Both  lips  of  cal.  ent.  Lflts.  8-10  obi.  bluntish 

mucronul.  tapering  to  base,  Ovarv  very  hairy      [lanceol.  acute,  Brae,  long  and  slend.  extending  beyond  flws. 
1 7787  Clthd.  with  soft  woolly  and  silky  hairs,  Lower  lvs.  of  9-14  lflts.  upper  ones  8-5  lflts .  Lflts.  varying  from  ellipt.  to 
17788  Pilose,  Stipules  setaceous,  Lflts.  7-9  obi.  obtuse,  Raceme  elong.  many-flwd.  Bracteas  setaceous  plumose,  Keel 
17789  Lvs.  of  7-9  oblongo-spathul.  lflts.  Whorls  6-10-flowered,  Legume  villous  2-seeded  [beardless 
17790  Glabr.  Lflts.  5-7  obov.  narrowed  at  base,  Whorls  few-flwd.  Cal.  bractless  silky,  Lips  nearly  entire 
17791  Stem  downy,  Lvs.  on  long  pets,  of  five  obov  .-lanceol.  singularly  thick  and  aim.  fleshy  retuse  lflts.  Lflts.  of  lower lvs.  shortest  and  broadest  glabr.  ab.  somewh.  silky  ben. 
17792  Lvs.  of  5  lanceol.  acute  lflts.  very  smooth  ab.  silky  ben.  Stip.  subulate,  Lower  lip  of  cal.  always  entire 

[straight,  Vexill.  remarkably  retrofracted 
17793  Lvs.  broadly  ov.  almost  cord,  at  base  retuse  at  apex  sometimes  tern.  Flws.  erect  secund  racemose,  Keel  nearly 
17794  Villous,  Leaflets  3  obi.  obtuse  undulated,  Stipules  and  bracteas  cord.  Pedunc.  4-flwd. 
17795  Leaflets  3  roundish  ov.  mucron.  almost  glabr.  Petioles  and  stems  pilose,  Stipules  ovate  acute,  Bracteas  in 
17796  Leaflets  3  ovate  obi.  retuse  mucron.  Stip.  setaceous,  Racemes  many-flwd.   [fascicles  or  whorled,  Pedun.  2-flwd. 

17797  Stem  erect  glabr.  Lvs.  pinnate  with  5  or  6  pairs  of  ovate  lflts.  which  are  pubes.  beneath,  Racemes  shorter  than leaves 
17798  The  only  species 

17799  Branches  petioles  peduncles  and  leaves  pubescent,  Lflts.  ovate,  Legume  4  times  longer  than  calyx 

17800  Stem  erect  shrubby,  Lvs.  sess.  trifoliate,  Lflts.  obi.  obt.  and  somewh.  mucron.  pubes*  as  are  brans.  Flws.  2-3  on 
very  short  peduncles 

17801  Twining,  Lflts.  linear  obtuse  rather  strigose  on  both  surfaces,  Calyx  covered  with  hispid  pili 

17802  Stem  tetragonal  aim.  simple,  Lflts.  lin.  bluntish  mucronul.  rather  silkr  ben.  Stip.  lin.  acute  little-toothed 
auricle  at  base,  Flws.  secund,  Leg.  6-7-seeded  [axill.  about  2-flwd.  Leg.  lanceol.  glabr 17803  Quite  smooth,  Lflts.  ovate  mucronul.  Stip.  small  semisagitt.  acute  denticul.  with  diverging  nrvs.  Pedunc. 

17804  Stem  striat.  or  anguL  Lvs.  with  3  pairs  of  lin.  acute  lflts.  Stip.  semisagitt.  very  narrow  awned,  Pedun  many- 
flwd.  Leg.  compressed  somewh.  ellipt.  [axill.  and  termin.  few-flwd. 

17805  Stem  erect  angul.  bran.  ab.  Lvs.  with  2-3  pairs  of  lin.  attenuat.  very  long  lflts.  Stip.  large  semisagitt.  Pedun. 
17806  Leaflets  6  linear,  Stipules  broad  sagitt.  Pedun.  2-4-flwd. 

Ttate,  Tendrils  3-fid,  Pedunc.  3-7-flwd. 
17807  Glabrous  glaucous,  Stems  branch.  4-gonal,  Lvs.  with  one  pair  of  ovate  obi.  leaflets,  Stipules  broad  cordate  sagit. 
fl0371  Pedunc.  many-fl.  Tendrils  2-lvd.  Leaflets  roundish,  Joints  membranous 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2712.  Dumasxa..    Soil  and  propagation  as  recommended  for  Vilmorinfo,  above. 
2713.  Neurocarpum.   Propagation,  &c  ,  the  same  as  that  of  Vilmorin/a. 
2714.  Cologdnia  requires  the  same  treatment  as  that  recommended  for  VilmorlniVi. 4  L  3 
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17808  10377a  decaphyilus  Ph.  ten-leaved 
17809  10378a  mutabilis  Stat. 
17810  103786  calilornicus  B.  B. 

1566.  CY'TISUS. 17811  1 0453a  seolicus  Guss. 

changeable California!! 

Strombolo 

1  A  or  4  jn 

A  A  or A  A  or 

H.li     N.  Amer.  1829.  S  co    Bot.  mag.  3123 
4  jn.au 4  jn.jl 

P.R 
P 

or  7  my 

Siberia  1825.  S 
California  1826.  S 

Sp.  26—38. Stromb.   1836.  S 

Sw.  fl.  gar.  192 
Bot.  reg.  1144 

g.l     Bot.  reg.  1902 
2715.  *1571a.  CLIA'NTHUS  Sol.   (Kleios,  glory,  anthos,  flower  ;  noble  aspect.)   Legumindcae.    Sp.  1 — 1. 

17812  -      -  puniceus  Scl.  crimson-cor.      *  |  spl  4  myjn    C       N.  Zeal.  1832?  C  p      Bot.  reg.  1775 
Donia  punicea  G.  Don,  Parrot's  bill. 

1573.  COLUTEA 
17813  10485a  nepalensis  B.  M. Nepal or  5  au.s Sp.  5—12. Nepal 1822.  S  co     Bot.  mag.  2622 

2716.  *1583a  ADE'SMIA  Dec.   (A,  without,  desmos,  a  bond;  stam.  free.)  Le, 
17814  . 
17815  - 
17816 

17817  - 17818  - 

microphyila  Hook. 
pendula  Dec. 

small-leaved 
pendulous 

«_  |  or 

£  A  or 

2  va.sea  Y 
1  jn.jl  O.y 

Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euhed. Valparai.  1830.  S  s.l 
B.  Ayres  1825 

LoudbntVt  H.  &  A.    Loudon's         *  |  or   2  my.jn  Y Louddnta  anthylloldes  Bertero  Mis. 
Chile 

17819 
17<«20 

viscbsa  G.  Self.  clammy-Aerfi. 
-  uspallatt-nsis  Gill.  Uspallatan 

1589.  INDIGO'FERA. atropurpfllrea  Ham.  dark  purple violet-cor. 

*  |  or  12  my,o  Y.taw  Chile 
|pr  1  jl 

Chile 
1832. 
1832. 

-  violacea  Box. 
1597.  PSORA'LEA. 17821  10756a  brachifita  Dou. 

#Dor Sp.  26-49. D.p.c  Nepal  1816. P.b    E.  Indies  1819. 

Sp.  5—8. Bot.  cab. 
s.l   Sw.fl.gar.2.  s.322 

p.l  Bot.  reg.  1720 
lt.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.230 
s.l    Sw.il.  gar  :>.  s. 222 

s.p  Bot.  reg.  1744 s.l  Bot.  mag.  3348 

brachiate Sp.  31—39. Jfc  A  esc  lljnjl    W.B  Pl.RockyM.  1828. D   p.l  Hook.  am.  53 
17822  10763a  macrostachya  Dec, 
17823  orbicularis  Lindl. 

long-spiked  ^  A  or  3  jl  P  Califom.  1833.  S  sJ  Bot.  reg.  1769 
round-tawed     J  A  or     h  jn.jl     P       Califom.  1835.  K   p.l  Bot.  reg.  1971 

2717.  *1601a.  HOSA'CK/il  Dou.  Hosaokia.  (D.  Hosack,  M.D.,  F.R.S.,  of  New  York.)  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Sp.  1—2. 17824  -      -  Mcolor  Dow.  two-coloured         A  or  i  J1-8      Y.w    N.  Amer.  1826.  D  co  Bot.  reg.  1257 
Xdtus  pinnatus  Hook.  Bot.  mag.  2913. 

Page  650.    Class  XVIII.  —  POLYADELPHIA.    Stamens  united  into  several  parcels. 
Order  2.   POLYANDR^V.    Stamens  indefinite. 

2718.  Eudismia.  Limb  of  calyx  4-toothed.  Petals  jouged  into  a  deciduous  operculum.  Bundles  of  stamens  4, 
alternating  with  teeth  of  calyx.   Caps.  4-celled,  4-valved.  Tlws.  pedunculate. 2719.  Canddllea.  Cal.  of  5  oval,  mucronate,  permanent  sepals.  Petals  5,  obovate  or  obcordate,  deciduous.  Stams. 
indefinite.    Style  filiform.    Carpels  2-5,  ovate,  opening  on  the  inside. 

POLYANDRIA. 

1610.  MELALEUCA. 
17825  -        Frasert  Hook.        Fraser's  »  i  1  or   1J  ... 

1613.  BEAUFO'RT/J. 
17826  10970a  Dampierj  Cun.       Dampier's        a.  i  |  or  2  my carinata  Cun.  f 

2718.  *1613a.  EUDE'SMIA  B.  Br. 

Sp.  26—50. Pa.Ro  N.S.W.  1 

Sp.  3—5. Pk      Hartog's  I. 
Eudesmj  a.     (Eu,  well,  desme,  bundle ;  stamens.) 

tetragona  B.  Br.      four-angled       t  l  I  or  16  jl        W      N.  Holl.  1824. 
I'812 

C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  3210 

C   s.p  Bot.  mag.  3272 

Myrtacece  Sp.  1 — 1. C    s.p  Sw.  au.  21. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture. 
2715.  Clidnthus  17812  puniceus  is  a  splendid  half-hardy  shrub,  which  well  deserves  a  place  in  every  collection.  It 

is  very  readily  increased  by  cuttings  and  by  seed,  and  thrives  in  peat  or  any  light  rich  soil.  In  New  Zealand  it  is 
called  kowain-gutukaka,  or  the  parrot's  bill ;  and  it  is  said  to  grow  there  to  the  size  of  a  large  tree. 2716.  Adismia  is  a  genus  of  South  American  plants,  some  of  which  are  shrubby;  the  appearance  of  several  of 
them  resembles  that  of  Genista,  and  may  be  increased  in  the  same  manner. 
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17808  Glabr.  or  pubes.  Lvs.  with  4-6  pairs  of  ellipt.  rarely  ov.  or  obi.  lflts.  Stip.  small  semisagitt.  lanceol.  with  lobe 
deflexed  and  about  eq.  in  length  to  stjps.  r acute  angularly  toothed  at  base,  Leg.  convex  narrow 

17809  Stem  flexuous  winged,  Wing3  ciliately  pubes.  Lvs.  with  3-4  pairs  of  ov.  obt.  glauces.  lflts.  Stip.  semisagitt.  ov. 
17810  Stem  4-gonal  glabr.  Lvs.  glauc.  with  4.5  pairs  of  ov.-obl.  glabr.  mucronul.  lflts.  Stip.  semisagitt.  about  size  of lflts.  Leg.  obi.  rather  falcate  inflated 
17811  Bran,  round  hoary  as  are  Its.  Lvs.  trifoliate,  Lflts.  oval  toment.  on  margin,  Flws.  tern.  aim.  bractless,  Cal. 

membran.  pubes.  Log.  glabr. 
17812  Minutely  pubes.  Lflts.  altera,  obi.  retuse  coriaceous,  Flws.  racemose,  Calyx  5-toothed  smooth 

17813  Lflts.  roundish  ellipt.  retuse,  Rac.  droopg.  fcw-flwd.  Callosities  of  vexillum  papilliform,  Leg.  rather  coriaceous 
pubescent  [3-jointed  covered  with  long  plumose  bristles 17814  Much  bran.  Bran,  striat.  pubes.  divaric.  spinose,  Lvs.  6-pairs  of  small  orbicul.  lflts.  on  short  pets,  pubes.  Leg. 

17815  Stem  diffuse  hardly  pubes.  Lvs.  7-9  pairs  of  oval-obl.  ent.  pubes.  lflts.  Rac.  elongat.  Leg.  pendul.  with  7-8 rather  hispid  joints 
17816  Silky  erect  much  branched  very  leafy,  Lflts.  3-pairs  lin.  lanceol.  Fedunc.  axillary  solit.  Cal.  5-cleft,  Legumes 
3-jointed  [lflts.  Pod  of  4  to  6  1  -seeded  joints 

17817  Unarmed  clammy  with  numer.  tubercul.  shining  glands,  Lvs.  of  9-14  pairs  of  cuneat  .-obi.  cren.  coriac.  nrly.  sess. 
17818  Spiny,  Leaflets  5  pairs  oval  obtuse  glabrous,  Teeth  of  calyx  semiovate  acute  reflexed,  Legumes  bristly  2  or  3 
Jomts  [Leg.  straight  compressed  mucron.  pendul.  8-10-seeded 17819  Lvs.  pinnate  with  5  7  or  10  pairs  of  oval  retuse  mucronul.  lflts.  rather  undul.  on  margins,  Rac.  axill.  slender, 

17820  Lvs.  pinnate  with  5  pairs  of  obovato-ellipt.  flat  slightly  pubes.  lflts.  Rac.  axill.  longer  th.  lvs.  Leg.  subcylind. 
glabr.  G-10-seeded 

17821  Stem  erect  flexuose  alittle  branch,  villous,  Lvs.  of  5  ellip.  hairy  lflts.  Pedunc.  axill.  elong.  Racemes  obi.  spicate. 
Flowers  erect  [lvs.  Spikes  cylindric.  hairy  as  are  rachis  and  bract. 

17822  Lvs.  pinnately  trifol.  pubes.  Lflts.  ovate  mucron.  Petioles  scabr.  from  glands,  Pedun.  axill.  4  times  longer  than 
17823  Covered  with  down  intermixed  with  glands,  Leaflets  round,  oval  heads  con.  Pedunc.  very  long  axill.  Bract eas 

obi.  coneave,  very  hairy,  Stem  creeping 
17824  Glabrous,  Flws.  umbel.  6-10  in  each  umbel  bractless.  Leaves  with  7-9  leaflet* 

2720.  Blutnenbachia.  Tube  of  cal.  spirally  twisted.  Limbo-parted.  Petals  10 ;  5  outer  ones  cucullate,  and  the  5 
inner  ones  scale-formed,  each  scale  enclosing  2  sterile  filaments.  Fertile  stams.  disposed  in  5  bundles.  Fruit  dividing into  10  parts  at  base. 

2721.  Scyph&nihus.  Cal.  deeply  5-parted,  permanent,  equal.  Petals  5.  Stams.  numerous,  perigynous ;  10  outer ones  destitute  of  anthers,  and  placed  by  twos  opposite  the  scales,  and  longer  than  the  rest,  which  are  disposed  in  5 
fascicles  opposite  the  petals.  Caps,  prismatic,  silique-formed,  crowned  by  tube  of  calyx,  3-valved  at  apex.  Seeds oval,  wrinkled. 

POLYANDRIA. 

17825  Lvs.  altera,  lin.-subul.  compress,  reflexo-patent  slightly  atten.  at  base  acumin.  with  mucro  at  point,  Flws.  in subglob.  spike  terminated  by  2  or  3  annotinous  shoots 
17826  Leaves  oppos.  decussate  many-nerved  keeled  on  the  back  ovate  or  oval  glaucous 

17827  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

2717.  Hosacki*.  The  species  of  Hosficki'a  are  rather  showy,  and  well  adapted  for  ornamenting  flower-borderg  and rockwork.  They  will  grow  in  any  common  garden  soil,  and  are  easily  increased  by  seeds,  or  by  division  of  the root. 
2718.  Euddxmia.   For  culture  and  propagation  see  Melaleuca,  in  p.  652. 

414 
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2719.  *1613i.  CANDO'LLE^  Lab.  (Aug.Py.  DeCandolle,  F.R.S.,  F.M.L.S.&c,  Geneva.)  DiUenidcets. 17828  -        cuneiformis  Lab.  wedge-shaped   *  i  |  or  7 
1619.  LOA'SA. 17829  11054a  hlspida  L.  hispid  -*  O  or   2  jl.au 

ambrosiaefdlia  Just.,  and  Lindl.  In  Bot.  reg.  1390. 
17330  110544  incana  a  rah.  hoary  !U  _AJ  cu    21  o.n 
17831  11054c  alba  JD.  Don  white-Jlowered      Q  or   1  jl.o 
17832 11054dlateritia  Hook.  brick-cld-Awd   ±  Q  or  20  jl.o 

p.  1-1. 
N.  Holl.  1824.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2711 

p.  8—9. Lima  1830.  S  s.l   Bot.  mag.  3057 
Peru  1830.  S  co  Bot.  mag.  3048 
thile  1831.  S  co   Sw.  fl.gar.2.s.l92 Tucura  1835.  S  s.l    Bot.  mag.  3632 

aurantlaca  Hort.,  punicea  R.Sf  P.?  coccmea  Hort,  Caiophora  lateritia  Benth.,  C.  punicea  Presl  t 
2720.  *1619a.  BLUMENBAvCH//i  Schr.  (J.  P.  Blumenbach,  F.R.S.,  prof,  med.,  Gottingea)  Loasaceee.  Sp.2— 2. 17833  insignis  Schr.         remarkable       -*  Q  or    f  jl.u     W    Monte  Vid.  1826.  S    r.m  Sw.  fl.  gar.  170 

17834  -  multtfida  Hook.       multi&d-leaved       O  or   1  jl.n  GsIi.r.y  B.  Ayres  1826.  S    rjn  Bot.  mag.  3599 
2721.  *1619ft.  SCYPHA'NTHUS  Swt.    Scyphanthus.  (Skyphos,  a  cup,  anthos,  a  flower.)  LoasicetB.   Sp.  1— 1. 17835  -  grandiflorus  Swt.    great-flowered  JOor  2  au.s     Y      Chile       1827.  S    s.l   Sw.  fl.  gar.  238 

17835         „  <^m.Z-     17?30    *n  #^.1  17832 

2719. 
2720. 

17827 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

Candillez.   Requires  the  same  treatment  as  that  recommended  for  Melaleuca,  in  p.  652. 
Blumenbdchfa  it  a  genus  of  ornamental  annuals,  and  requires  the  usual  treatment  of  such. 

17828 

Page  660.    Class  XIX.  —  SYNGENESIA.    Stamens  5.    Anthers  united  by  their  edges. 
Order  1.  JEQUALIS.     Florets  of  the  disk  and  ray  all  hermaphrodite. 

2722.  Craspedia.  Heads  5-flwd.  homogamous,  girded  by  bracteas  seated  on  a  cylindrical  woolly  rachis,  receptacle narrow.  Paleae  entire.  Scales  of  involucrum  membranous.  Corollas  tubular,  5-toothed.  Anthers  setiferous  at  the 
base.    Achaeuia  oblong,  villous.    Pappus  in  one  series,  composed  of  filiform  plumose  bristles. 

2723.  Erythrolafna.  Involuc.  conical ;  inner  lvs.  imbricated,  outer  ones  reflexed,  spiny-toothed.  Receptacle  convex, 
pilose.  Flowers  hermaphrodite,  tubular,  with  a  5-parted  limb  and  a  5-angled  tube.  Filaments  glandular.  Anthers bisetose  at  the  base.    Stigma  bifid.  Pappus  sessile,  plumose. 

2724.  Albmia.  Heads  many-flwd.  Involucrum  campanulate,  imbricate.  Scales  narrow,  acute.  Receptacle 
naked,  convex.  Tube  of  corolla  slender,  glabrous.  Anthers  terminated  by  obtuse  appendages.  Lobes  of  style  elon- 

gated.  Achaenia  5-angled,  naked  at  top. 
2725.  Ozothdmnus.  Head  3-20-flowered,  homogamous.  Receptacle  alveolate,  usually  naked.  Involucrum  imbri- 

cate. Scale  scarious,  obtuse.  Corolla  3  -toothed.  Anthers  bisetose  at  the  base.  Achaenia  obovate.  Pappus  in  one series,  composed  of  filiform  scabrous  bristles. 
Order  2.   S  UPE  RFLUA.    Florets  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  of  the  ray  female. 

2726.  LeptostSlma.  Involuc.  equal,  hemispherical.  Receptacle  paleaceous.  Flowers  of  the  ray  ligulate, 
female  ;  those  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  tubular,  5-toothed.  Pappus  capillary. 
2727.  Adenotrichia.  Involucrum  double,  many-lvd. ;  outer  lvs.  squarrose,  subulate,  glandular.  Flowers  of  the 

ray  ligulate,  almost  entire,  female ;  those  of  the  disk  tubular,  filiform,  hermaphrodite.  Receptacle  naked.  Pappus  pilose. 
2728.  DipUrp&ppus.  Ray  flowers  in  1  series,  female ;  those  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  tubular.  Pappus  in  2  series. 

Corollas  of  the  disk  regular.   Achaenia  beakless. 
2729.  Brachygldttis.  Heads  9-10-flowered,  heterogamous.  Ray  flowers  in  1  series,  female,  ligulate,  shorter  than 

the  disk  ;  disk  flowers  tubular,  5-toothed,  hermaphrodite.  Receptacle  naked.  Involucrum  oblong,  surrounded  by  1 row  of  linear  scales.  Achaenia  oblong.  Pappus  in  1  series,  composed  of  dense  scabrous  bristles,  which  are  combined 
at  the  base. 

2730.  Rhoddnthe.  Heads  many-flwd.  Flowers  hermaphrodite.  Pappus  in  1  series,  hair-formed,  plumose.  Achae- 
nia beakless,  woolly.   Receptacle"  naked. 2731.  DipUcoma.  Involucrum  many-lvd.  imbricated.  Flowers  of  the  ray  female,  ligulate ;  those  of  the  disk  her- maphrodite, tubular.   Achaenia  of  the  rays  bald  at  the  top ;  those  of  the  disk  pappose.   Pappus  double,  unequal. 

2732.  Neja.  Involucrum  many-lvd.  imbricated.  Receptacle  pitted.  Flowers  of  the  ray  female,  ligulate  ;  those  of 
the  disk  hermaphrodite,  tubular,  5-toothed.   Achaenia  uniform.   Pappus  double ;  outer  paleaceous,  inner  pilose. 
2733.  Mutism.  Involucrum  many-lvd.  imbricated.  Receptacle  naked.  Flowers  of  the  ray  ligulate,  female; those  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  bilabiate.  Filaments  papillose.  Anthers  bisetose  at  the  base.  Achaenia  a  little 

beaked.   Pappus  in  many  series,  plumose. 
2734.  ChcetachltB'na.  Heads  many-flwd.  heterogamous,  ray-formed.  Involucrum  hemispherical  imbricate,  with linear  flat  scales.  Receptacle  pilose  or  fringed.  Ray  flowers  bilabiate ;  outer  lip  large,  3-toothed ;  inner  one  small, 

bipartite.  Corollas  of  the  disk  tubular,  5-cleft,  glabrous.  Anthers  bisetose  at  the  base.  Achaenia  beakless,  some- 
what compressed.   Pappus  in  two  series,  setaceous,  scabrous. 

2735.  Lasthinia.  Head  many-flowered,  homogamous.  Flowers  of  the  ray  female,  tubular,  obliquely  truncate. 
Receptacle  conical,  papillose.  Scales  of  involuc.  in  one  series,  combined  into  a  toothed  ciliated  cup.  Corolla  short! 
with  an  inflated  throat  and  a  5-toothed  limb.  Achaenia  compressed,  pubescent.  Pappus  composed  of  5-10-toothed' paleae. 
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17828  Leaves  smooth  obovately  cuneated  blunt  at  the  top  entire,  Branches  cinereous  rough 

17829  Lvs.  altera,  bipinnatifid,  Lobes  bluntish,  Fedic.  extra-axill.  Lbs.  of  cat.  lancool. -linear  acute  shorter  than  petals 
[hispid  inciso-serrate,  Fedun.  spread,  ab.  half  length  of  lvs. 17830  Clthd.  with  harsh  barbed  white  hairs  and  a  few  stinging  ones  intersp.  Lvs.  scatter,  petiol.  spread,  ov.  acute 

17831  Canescent,  Lvs.  oppos.  palmate  toothed,  Cal.  segms.  long  and  linear,  Outer  appendages  hatchet-formed  awned 
17832  Climbing,  Lvs.  cord,  palmate  lobed,  Petals  sessile  keeled,  Append.  3-lbd.  truncate  each  furnished  inside  with 

2  bristles,  Caps,  spiral  ribbed 
17833  Lower  lvs.  generally  7-  but  sometimes  5-lobed ;  upper  ones  deeply  bipinnatifid 
17834  Leaves  palmate  with  bipinnatifid  lobes,  Flowers  bibracteated,  Petals  hispid 

17835  Stem  dichotomous,  Segments  of  leaves  obtuse  ciliated 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2721 .  Scy  plan  thus  is  a  twining  annual,  with  somewhat  curious  inflorescence.   It  is  said  to  have  been  lost  soon  after its  introduction  in  1827 

2736  Batria.  Head  many-flowered,  heterogamous,  radiate.  Scales  of  involuc.  about  10,  flat,  in  2  rows.  Recep- tacle conical,  naked.  Flowers  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  5-toothed ;  those  of  the  ray  female,  ligulate,  fertile,  in  1 
series.   Achaenia  fusiform,  somewhat_ tetragonal,  glabrous. map 

^2738*!'  Laeendphora.  Head  many-flowered,  heterogamous.  Flowers  of  the  ray  ligulate,  female,  in  1  series;  those of  disk  tubular,  5-toothed,  hermaphrodite,  male.  Receptacle  flat,  naked.  Scales  of  involuc.  in  2  series,  acute,  ad- pressed.   Achaenia  of  the  rays  compressed,  oblong,  beakless ;  those  of  the  disk  abortive. 
2739.  Oxyiira.  Head  many-flowered,  radiate.  Flowers  of  the  ray  10-12,  in  1  series,  ligulate,  female ;  those  of  the disk  tubular,  5-toothed,  hermaphrodite.  Scales  of  involuc.  in  1  series,  convolute,  each  drawn  out  into  lin.  leafy 

appendage  at  top.  Receptacle  paleaceous.  Branches  of  the  styles  of  the  disk  flowers  drawn  out  each  into  a  hispid 
appendage.   Achaenia  compressed,  glabrous. 
2740.  Cladanthus.  Heads  many-flowered,  heterogamous.  Flowers  of  the  ray  ligulate,  neuter  ;  those  of  the  disk 

tubular,  hermaphrodite,  6- toothed.  Receptacle  conical,  paleaceous,  intermixed  with  threads.  Scales  of  involuc  rum 
in  1  series,  scarious  at  top.  Achaenia  compressed,  glabrous. 2741.  Eriocoma.  Involucrum  few-lvd.  Receptacle  paleaceous.  Paleae  cucul.  mucronate.  Flowers  of  the  ray 
4-10-ligulate,  neuter ;  those  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  5-toothed.  Achsenia  cuneated,  glabrous  at  top,  enclosed  by  the persistent  paleae.  ,  , 

2742.  Viguiirst.  Heads  many-flowered,  heterogamous.  Flowers  of  the  ray  neuter,  ligulate ;  those  of  the  disk 
hermaphrodite,  5-toothed.  Involucrum  semi  globose,  scales  nearly  equal,  each  drawn  out  into  leafy  appendage  at 
top.  Receptacle  paleaceous.  Achaenia  compressed,  obovate,  pubescent,  crowned  by  four  lamella;  and  two  awns  from 

th2743f  (fallidpsis.  Heads  many-flowered,  heterogamous.  Flowers  of  the  ray  neuter,  in  1  series,  ligulate,  3-5-toothed  ; those  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite,  tubular,  5-toothed.  Involucrum  in  2-series,  outer  scales  short,  squarrose,  inner 
ones  large,  erect,  combined.  Receptacle  flat,  paleaceous.  Achaenia  compressed,  glabrous,  incurved,  truncate,  with  a 
minute  epigynous  disk.  . 

2744.  Plectociphalus.  Involucrum  globose,  imbricate.  Appendages  to  scales  cartilaginous,  pectinated.  Receptacle 
clothed  with  setaceous  paleae.  Flowers  of  the  ray  neuter,  funnel-shaped,  radiate ;  those  of  the  disk  hermaphrodite, 
tubular,  quinquefid.   Pappus  uniform,  pilose,  scabrous,  caducous. 

Order  4.  NECESSARIA.    Florets  of  the  ray  female,  of  the  disk  male. 
2745.  Moscaria.  Involucrum  5-lvd.  Receptacle  paleaceous.  Paleae  of  two  forms ;  outer  paleae  cucul.  gibbous 

at  the  base,  and  truncated  at  apex.  Flowers  all  hermaphrodite,  bilabiate,  equal.  Pappus  paleaceous,  very  short. 
2746.  Centroclinium.  Involucrum  subglobose  or  cylindrical,  imbricated.  Flowers  of  the- disk  tubular,  5-toothed, 

deeply-cleft  on  one  side ;  those  of  the  ray  7-12  in  number ;  bilabiate,  inner  lip  very  minute,  bipartite  ;  outer  lip  very  long, 
3-fitL  Anthers  biaristate,  stigma  entire.  Pappus  unequal,  scabrous.   Receptacle  hispid. 
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jEQUALIS. 
2722. 

17836  - 
2723. 

17837  - 

17838  - 
2724. 

17840 

2725. 
17841 
17842  - 

(Kraspedon,  a  fringe ;  pappus.) 
Ysh.W  V.  D.  L.  1834. 

Compositor.     Sp.  1 — 2. S    s.l  Bot.  mag.  3415 . 

Bot.  reg.  n.  s .  59 

♦1624a.  CRASPE^DIA  Lessing.  Craspedia. -  macrocephala  Hook,  large-headed    £  _A1  or  1£ 
-    -  •  ERYTHROLiE*NA  Swt.   (Erythros,  red,  Uena,  cloak ;  scales  of  calyx.)   Comp.  Card.    Sp.  1— 1. -  conspicua  Swt.        conspicuous      jfc  Q)  or  8  s.o      Pa.Y  Mexico     1825.  S    r.m  Sw.  fl.  gar.  134 
1689.  STE'VL*.  Sp.  11—30. fascicularis  Dec.  close-beaded  £t  I  I  Pr  1    •••      W      Mexico    1837.  C  co 

*1692a.  ALO^MIA  Kth.         Alomia.       (A.  privative,  loina.  a  fringe.)       Comp.  Eup. -  ageratoldes  Kth.  Ageratum-like  £  iAI  or   1 J  jl.au    W      K.Spain  1824.  C  s.l 
1705.  CHRYSO'COMA.  Sp.  10—14. -  squamata  Lab.        scaly^talked     *  _AJ  or  2  my      Y       N.  S.  W.  1837.  C  co 

Leptorhynchos  squamatus  Less. 
*1705a.  OZOTHA'MNUS  R.  Br.      (Oxos,  branch,  thamnos.  shrub.)      Comp.  Card.  Vern, -  cinSreus  B.  Br.       grey  *      or   1  ap.s     Y       V.  D.  L.  1820.  C  pJ 

Chrysocoma  cindrea  Lao. 
.  rosmarinifdliusiJ.Br.Rosemary-lvd»i  |  or  1  ap.s     Y       V.  D.  L.  1822.  C  s.p £upatdrt«m  rosmarinifblium  Lab. 

Sp.  1—1. 
H.  &  B.  4.  354. 

Bot.  mag.  3625 

Sp.  2—3. Lab.  n.  h.2. 182 
Lab.  n.  h.  2. 181 

1725.  ANTENNA'RIA. 17843  11782a  hyperbbrea  D.  Don  northern 
dioica  £  hyperbbrea  Dec. 

SUPERFLUA, 

t  Apr  J  jl Sp.  9—8. Wsh  I.  of  Skye  mou D  p.l  Eng.  bot.  2640 

Sp.  23—47. 1730.  HELICHRY^SUM. 11815  brae tea turn 
£  involucro-Slbido  whitish-involucr. 17844  11815a  blcolor  Lindl,  two-coloured 

1735.  MAyDTA. 17845  11859a  elegans  D.  Don  elegant 
Maddria  elegans  Dec. 

1736.  £RI'GERON. 
17846  -      -  specibsum  Dec.      showy-flowered  3l  A  or 

Stenactis  specidsa  Lindl. 
2726.  *1736a.  LEPTOSTE'LMA  D.  Don.  (Leptos,  slender,  steltna,  crown  :  slender  rays  form.)  Comp.Ast.  Sp.l — 1. 

3  jl.o 3?au 

1}  aut 

2  jl.o 

Cambr.  1833.?  S 
V.  D.  L.  1835.  S 

Sp.  3-3. N.W.Am.  1831.  S 

Sp.  22—42. California  1831.  D 

Bot.  reg.  1814 

Bot  reg.  1458 

Bot.  reg.  1577 

17847 

17848 
17849 

maximum  D.  Don  largest  3fc  _A|  or  6  s.n      Wsh  Mexico    1827.  D 
1738.  SENE'CIO.  Sp.  64— 105. ampullaceus  Hook.  flask-A«Hferf       fO  or  2    ...      Y      Texas      1834.?  S  co 

-  russilfiginis  Lindl.  Coltsfoot-tod     £  iAI  or   1  w.sp    Li      Teneriflfe  1829.  L  s.l Fericalus  Tussilaginis  D.  Don,  Sw.  fl.  gar.  2.  s.  228.,  Cineraria  russilaginoldes  Webb, 
g  Waterhousttino  Pax.Waterhouse's  a.  i  Al  or  2  mr.jn  R      hybrid      1835.  C  l.p 

Sw.  fl.  gar.2.8.38 

Bot.  mag.  3487 
Bot.  reg.  1550 
Pax.  mag.  4.219 

2727.  *1738a.  ADENOTRI'CHIA  Lindl.  Adenotrichia.  (Aden,  a  gland,  thrix,  hair.)  Comp.  Jacobite.  Sp.  1— 1. 17850  -      -  amplexicatilisifnd/.  stem-clasping    £  tAI  pr   2  my      Y       Chile        1826.  S    co   Bot.  reg.  1190 
Sp.  110—157. Russia  1834. 1739.  .4'STER 17851  12012a  cassiarabica  F.SfM.  Arabian  Cassia  3t  A  or  2  s         P       Russia     1834.  D   co  Bot.  gard.  672 

2728.  *1739a.  DIPLOPA'PPUS  Cass.     (Diploos,  double,  pappos,  pappus;  fruit.)     Compos.  Astir.      Sp.  1— 1. 17852  -      -  incanus  Lindl.        hoaxj-herbaged  a.  _AJ  or  2  aut      Li.Y   California  1832.  C  s.l   Bot.  reg.  1693 
2729.  *1740a.  BRACHYGLO'TTIS  Forst.      {Brachys,  short,  glottis,  tongue.)     Compds.  Jacbbeec .     Sp.  1— 1. 17853  -      -  reparian  Font.        spreading         »  I  or  8 

1741.  CINERAXRIA. 17854  12121a  pulchella  Swf .        neat  «-i_Jor  \\  f.my  P 
Brachyrhynchos  cymbalariastblius  Dec. 

17855  12137a  aurantiaca  Hoppe    orange  3t  O  el   f  my.jl  O Seneeio  aurantlacus  Dec. 
17856  -      -  macrophf  11a  Led.    long-leafed       3t  A  or  8  jl.au  Y 

Ligul&ria  macrophyRa  Dec. 
17849 

N.  Zeal.    1834.  C  l.p 

Sp.  36—62. Canaries  1818.  C  l.p 
Switzerl.  1819.  D  p.l  Sw.  fl.  gar.  s.  256 
Altai  Mts.  1831.  S  It    Bot.  gard.  524 

17844 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2722.  Craspidia  is  a  genus  of  ornamental  herbaceous  plants,  increased  by  division  of  the  root  and  by  seed,  and 

thrives  in  good  light  loam. 
2723.  Erythrolafna  17837  conspicua  is  an  ornamental  biennial,  and  delights  in  a  warm  sheltered  situation,  planted 

in  rich  garden  soil. 
2724.  Aldmia.    A  mixture  of  sand  and  loam  suits  this  genus,  and  cuttings  root  readily  in  sand  under  a  bell-glass. 



Order  I. SYNGENESIA  JEQUALIS. 

JEQUALIS. 

1249 

17836  Lvs.  oblong  altera,  gradually  smaller  upwards  lower  and  root  Its.  longest  and  broader  upw.  so  as  to  be  spatbul. 
clthd.  with  appress.  rather  silky  hairs 

17837  The  only  species 

17838  Lvs.  opposite  rhomb,  lanceol.  deeply  serrat.  upper  ones  sessile,  Inlloresc.  fastigiate 

17839  The  only  species 

17840  Bran,  downy  erect  slender  virgate  leafy,  Lvs.  lin. -lanceol.  lowerm.  1J  to  2  in.  long  acute  passing  into  small scales  clthd.  with  white  toment.  ben.  Scales  of  involucre  numer. 

17841  Lvs.  linear  obtuse  revolute  on  the  margins  clth.  with  cinereous  cobwebbed  tomentum,  Corymb-  panicled, 
Involucr.  hemispher.  woolly 

17842  Lvs.  linear  mucron.  with  revolute  margins  cobwebbed  and  muricate  above  and  tomcntose  beneath,  Corymb 
terminal,  Involucr.  cobwebbed  and  rusty 

SUPERFLVA. 

17843  Stolones  procumbent,  Flower  stems  simple,  Lvs.  spatulate,  Upper  ones  lin.  tomentosc  on  both  surfaces  but 
almost  glabrous  in  an  adult  state,  Corymbs  terminal  simple 

17844  Lvs.  lin.  lanceol.  acumin.  obtuse  at  the  base  roughly  ciliated  upper  ones  subulate,  Stem  glabrous  branch.  Bract. 
of  involucr um  acute 

17845  Receptacle  conical  pilose,  Flowers  of  the  disk  bearded  in  the  limb,  Stems  diffuse 

17846  Stem  erect  corymbose  many-flwd.  glabrous  Lvs.  ciliat.  acute  quite  entire  rad.  ones  spatulate,  Stem  ones  ovate 
lanceol.  somewhat  stem-clasping 

17847  The  only  species 
[of  many  closely  placed  linear  scales 

17848  Lvs.  obi.  obt.  semiamplexic.  at  base  thick  and  fleshy  entire  rad.  lvs.  spathul.  Panic  corymbose,  Invol.  cylindr. 
17849  Lvs.  cord,  stalked  angular  sharply  toothed  white  and  woolly  ben.  upper  ones  amplexic.  Capitula  numerous  in 

corymbose  panicle 

17850 

17851 

17852 

17853 

17854 
17855 
17856 

The  only  species 

Erect  pilose,  Lvs.  ovate  acute  serrated  tapering  at  the  petioles,  Infloresc.  paniculate  corymbose 

Lvs.  lin.  obt.  hoary  half  stem-clasp.  Stem  corymbose,  Bran.  1-flwd.  Lflts.  of  involucrum  squarrose  glandular 

Lvs.  ovate  repandly  Binuate,  Panicle  compound  divaricate 

Glabrous  erect,  Lower  lvs.  petiol.  lyrate  downy  beneath,  Terminal  lobe  reniform  toothed,  Upper  lvs.  sessile 
amplexic.  lanceol.  and  little  toothed  uppermost  ones  quite  entire,  Pedunc.  1  -headed Stem  simple  rather  woolly,  Rad.  lvs.  ellip.  repandly  toothed,  Stem  lvs.  lanceol.  entire,  Infloresc.  corymbose [leafless,  Achaenia  glabrous 

Smoothish,  Stem  simple  furrowed,  Radical  lvs.  elbp.  toothed  cauhne  one  amplexic.  Panicle  elong.  crowded 
17851    _  jh.  17852  _ 

and  Miscellaneous  Particular, 
9725  Oxoihamnus.  A  mixture  of  peat  and  loam  suits  this  genus,  and  the  species  may  be  increased  by  cuttings. 
2726'  LevtostHma    This  genus  may  be  increased  by  division  of  the  root,  and  will  thrive  in  good  garden  soil. 2727!  Mcnotrkhia.   Culture,  &c,  see  LeptostShna,  above.  . 
2728  Divlovdppus    This  genus  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  the  plants  thrive  in  a  sandy  loam. 
272o!  BrachygMtis.   For  soil  and  propagation  see  Diplopappus,  above. 
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17807  -      -  reniiolia  Mey.        kidney-leaved  i  A  or  |  jn Ligularia  renifdlia  Dec. 
1746.  GRINDE'L/^. 

17858  12178.-2  coronopifblia  Lett.    Coronopus-lvd  j£  iAI  or  If  jl.S 

Russia     1833.  D  r.m  Bot.  gard.  619 

Sp.  7—9. Y       Mexico     1826.  C  l.p 

2730.  *1747a.  RHODA'NTHE  Lindl.  ( Rhodon, rose,  anthos,  flower;  inner  scales  rose-cld.)  Compdsikc.  Sp.l— 1. 
17859  -        Manglesii  Lindl.  Capt.  Mangles's       cQJ  or   1J  my.n    Ro.y  Swan  Riv.  1832.  S  It    Bot.  reg.  1702 1747.  PODCLEPIS  Grah. 
17860  -      -  gracilis  Leh.           slender            3t  A  pr  3  jl.s      Pk     N.  S.  W.  1826.  S  co   Sw.  fl.  gar.  285 

2731.  *1751a.  DIPLO'COMA  D.Don.  {Diploos,  double,  home,  hair:  pappus  two  forms. )  Comp.  Card.  Fern.  Sp.l— 1. 17861  -      -  villdsa  D.  Don        villous             4  A  or   1  myjl    Y       Mexico    1826.  D  co   Sw.  fl.  gar.  246 Dordnicum  villdsum  Sessi. 
2732.  *17516.  NE^JA  D.  Don.  Nkja. 17862  -      -  gracilis  D.  Don  slender 

(Without  meaning.)  Comp.  Aster.  Sp.l — 1. 
£^|or  1  au       Y       Mexico     1828.  C   l.t  Bot.  cab.  1814 

2733,  *l752a.  MUT1'SZ4  Cav.  (Celestine  Mutts,  the  discoverer,  a  S.  Amer.  bot.)    Compos.  Labtat.    Sp.  3— 3. 17863  -      -  arachnoldea  Mart,  cobweb-like      A_  l  I  or  6  jl.au    R      Brazil      1823.  C  p.l  Bot.  mag.  2705 specibsa  Bot.  mag. 
17864  -  latifblia  D.  Don      broad-leaved     I_i_jorl0  ?o  Pa.Pk.Y  Valpar.     1832.  C   p.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.288 

l.p 

17865 ilicifdlia  Hook. Holly-leaved     t_  •  |  or  10 S.  Amer.  1832.  C  l.p  Bot.  mis.  1.  7 
2734.  *1752o.  CH^TACHL^NA  D.Don.  (Chaite,  hair,  chlaina,  covering;  points  of  invol.  scales.)  C.Lab.  Spll— 1. 17866  -      -  odorata  D.  Don      sweet-scented    £  i    I  or   1  au.s     R       Chile       1830.  S  s.l 

On-'.seris  odorata  Dec,  Leysera  odorata  It.  %  P. 
2735.  »1754a.  LASTHE'NIA  Dec.      Lasthenia.      (Meaning  of  the  name  not  given.)     Comp.      Sp.  2 — 2. 17867  -      -  glabrSta  Lindl.      smooth-surfaced     O  or   1  my.jl   Y       Californ.  1834.  S    co  Bot.  reg.  1780 Hologymne  glabrata  Bartl.  Bot.  mag.  3730. 

17868  -      -  glaberrima  Dec.      smoothest  O  or   1  my.jl    Y       Californ.  1834.  S    co   Bot.  reg.  1823 ? 
2736.  *17546.  BAEvR/i4  F.  &  M.    Babbia.    {Professor  Boer,  of  the  University  of  Dorpat)    Comp.    Sp.  1— 1. 17869  -      -  chrys6stoma.F.#.Jf.  golden-mouthed     O  el    1  ap.jn   Y       Californ.  1835.  S    co   Sw.  fl.  gar.  395 
2737.  *1755a.  ERIOPHY'LLUM  Lag.   (Erion,  wool,  phyllon,  a  leaf;  woolly  foliage.)    Comp.  Helian.    Sp.  1— 2. 17870  -      -  csespitbsum  Lag.     turfy  fU  A  or  1   my.jn   Y       N.  Amer.  1826.  D   co   Bot.  reg.  1167 Trichophyllum  lanatum  Nut.,  Actinella  lanata  Ph.,  Bdhia  lanata  Dec,  Hetevkium  lanatum  Spr. 

2738.  *1756a.  LAGENO'PHORA  Endl. 
17871  -  Forsteri  Endl.  Forster's 

(Lagenos,  flask,  phoros,  bearing.) 
Y.p    N.  Zeal    1837".  D  lt.l 

1758.  DA'HLL*. 
17872  12207a  Cervantdsit  Lag.  Cervantes'! Georgina  Cervantesti  W. 

1759.  BCE'BER4. 
17873  12209a incana  Lindl.  hoary-Aero. Dysbdia  incana  Dec. 

1760.  TAGWTES. 
17874  12210a  florida  Swt.  florid 
17875  12212a  corymbosa  Stat.  corymbose 

P  lutea  yellow 

£  l_Jor 
i  A  or  7  n 
a.  i   I  or  1J  n 

5t  _AI  or  1  jl.n O  or  li  au.s O  or  li  au.s 

Comp.  Ast.       Sp.  1—1. 

Go 
Sp.  3—3. Mexico 

Sp.  2—3. Mexico 

R   pi  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.22 

1828.  S    lt.l  Bot.  reg.  1602 

Sp.  10—15. Mexico 
Mexico 
Mexico 

1827. 
1825. 
1825. 

D  co  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.35 S    co  Sw.  fl.  gar.  151 
S  co 

2739.  *1769a.  OXYITRA  Dec.  Oxyura. {Oxus,  sharp,  oura,  a  tail ;  involucre.)     Comp.  Senec.     Sp.l — 1. 
17876  -      -  chrysanthemoldes  Dec.  Chrysanth.-lk.  O  or   1J  jn.s     Y       Californ.  1834.  S    lt.l  Bot.  reg.  1850 

2740.  *1777a.  CLADANTHUS  Cos.    (Klados,  branch,  anthos,  flower ;  on  branches.)    Comp.  Anth.    Sp.  1— 2. 
17877  -      -  canescens  Swt.        whitish  *L  [or   1  mr.au  Y       Canaries  1829.  S    s.l  Sw.fl.g. 2.s.ic. in 

17868  .ao^^  jflfc         17859  MSfe.     ^MCO^.    17861  _  17864 

17858  ■v**"        17860  nammmmsruesa 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2730.  B  hod  an  the  is  a  very  elegant  little  tender  annual,  and  highly  deserving  a  place  in  every  greenhouse,  and 
it  requires  to  be  grown  in  a  good  light  soil. 

1747.    Podolepis  17860  gracilis  is  a  very  pretty  annual,  deserving  a  place  in  every  flower  border. 
2731.  Diploeoma.  A  handsome  but  rather  tender  herbaceous  plant,  requiring  a  light  soil,  with  slight  protection  in severe  weather. 
2732.  Neja  may  be  readily  increased  by  cuttings,  and  will  thrive  in  a  good  light  soil. 
2733.  Mutisia.  is  an  exceedingly  interesting  genus  of  shrubby  climbers,  with  leaves  terminating  in  tendrils,  by  the 

prehension  of  which  the  stems  are  supported.  M.  latifblia  represents  a  family  of  climbers  so  very  different  from  every 
other  hitherto  propagated  in  British  gardens,  that  we  cannot  but  strongly  recommend  it  for  trial  against  every  con- servative wall.   (Art.  Brit.) 

2734.  Chtvtachl<vsna.    A  very  pretty  herbaceous  plant,  of  easy  culture. 
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17857  Glabrous,  Stem  1-4-headed,  Lvs.  spatulate  toothed,  Lower  ones  renlf.  Upper  ones  somewhat  rhomb.  Petioles naked  woolly  at  base,  Achamia  glabrous 

17358  Lvs.  sessile  thickish  lin.  pinnatifidly  toothed  wrinkled  glabrous,  Heads  solitary,  Involucr.  clammy,  Outer  scales 
,  spreading 

17859  The  only  species 

17860  Glabrous  branch.  Scales  of  involucr.  glandular  along  the  spike  obtuse,  Cauline  Irs.  adnate  by  the  auricles  to the  stem. 
17861  The  only  species 

17862  The  only  species 

17863  Scandent,  Lvs.  pinnate,  Lilts.  6-7  ov.-lanceol.  very  acute  sess.  cobwebbed  ben.  terminat.  by  large  branching 
tendril,  Stip.  ellipt.  Flws.  solit.  Lower  scales  acute  and  reflexed  [equal  truncate 

17864  Stem  winged,  Lvs.  cord.  obi.  dentately  spinose  woolly  beneath,  Scales  of  involucr.  appendiculate,  Rays  of  pappus 
17865  Glabrous,  Stem  terete,  Lvs.  amplexicaul.  cord,  oval  spinosely  toothed  reticulated 

17866  Lvs.  sessile  obi.  lanceol.  attenuated  at  the  base,  Outer  scales  of  involucr.  ending  each  in  a  long  Qexuose  bristle 

17867  Quite  glabr-  Involucr.  15-toothed,  Pappus  wanting,  Achasnia  mucron.  at  apex 
17868  Branchl.  and  pedicels  pubesc.  Involucr.  15-toothed,  Pappus  of  5  palea 

17869  The  only  species 

17870  Decumbent,  Stem  and  under  side  of  lvs.  tomentose,  Lvs.  altera,  pinnatif.  upper  ones  lin. entire,  Pedunc.  elong. ]  -headed  tomentose 

17871  Lvs.  glabr.  obovate  orbicular  acutely  toothed  petiolate,  Petioles  ciliated 

17872  Stem  soiid  not  pruinose,  Ligulate  flowers  of  the  ray  without  any  style 

17873  Stem  hairy,  Lvs.  pinnate  rather  hairy,  Lilts .  lin.  acute  channeled  some  entire  and  some  3-fid.  Peduncles  I -headed 

17874  Stem  erect  branch.  Lvs.  lanceol.  sharply  serrated  the  lower  serratures  awned,  Liguhe  usually  3 
17875  Stem  and  branches  erect  angular,  Lvs  opposite  and  altern.  pinnate,  Lilts.  6-8  pairs  nar.  serrat.  dotted,  the  serrats. 

of  the  upper  lvs.  awned,  Peduncles  corymbose  1 -headed 

17876  The  only  species 

17877  The  whole  plant  canescent 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2735.  Lasthetiia  is  a  genus  of  ornamental  annuals,  which  may  be  sown  in  the  open  border ;  and  as  the  plants, 

under  ordinary  circumstances,  flower  in  about  6  weeks  after  the  seeds  are  sown,  it  will  be  found  necessary  to  have 
several  sowings  to  keep  up  a  good  appearance. 
2736.  Baeria..   An  elegant  annual,  requiring  the  same  management  as  Lasthenia. 
2737.  EriophijUum  is  a  desirable  and  showy  herbaceous  perennial,  is  readily  increased  by  division,  and  thrives  in 

any  good  garden  soil.  .  . 
2738.  Lagendphora  is  a  showy  perennial,  easily  increased  by  division. 
2739.  Oxyura  17876  chrysanthcmuutcs  is  an  ornamental  annual.  It  may  be  sown  in  the  open  border,  where  it  is intended  to  remain. 
2740.  Claddnt/ms.  A  genus  of  very  ornamental  annuals,  may  be  sown  the  open  border. 
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1798.  HELIA'NTHTJS. 17878  12436a  lenticuUris  Dou.  lenticular 

17879  12466a  Hookeri  G.  Don  Hooker's 
"pubescens  Hook. 17880  -      -  specibsus  Hook.  showy 
Leigh/7/  specidsa  Dec. 

2741.  •1800c/.  ERWCOMA  Kth.  Eriocoma. 
17881  •      -  i'rugrans  D.  Don  fragrant 

1801.  GAILLA'RDLL 
17882  12471a  Drummondti  Dec.   Druramond's    &  _AJ  or l  Hook., 

FRUSTRANEA. 

O  or  6  au 

3i  A  or   3  jl.o 
O  or  6  s.n 

Sp.  27—33. Y       N.  Amer.  1827. 

Jorullo.  1833. 

CO  Bot.  reg.  1265 
co  Bot.  mag.  2778 
co  Bot.  mag.  3295 

{Erion,  wool,  home,  hair ;  pales.) ■  _J  or  3  c         W  Mexico Comp.  Helianth.    Sp.  1 — 1. 1828.  C   CO  Sw.  fl.  g.  2s.  44. 

bicolor/3  Drummondti  integerrimal 
17883  124716  aristata  Ph. 

1804.  COREO'PSIS. 17884  12477a  grandiflbra  Hogg 
17885  12479a  filifblia  Hook. 
17886  12489c/  diversifbUa  Hook. 
17837  12492a  ldngipes  Hook. 
17888  •     •  coronata  Hook. 

awned Sp.  3—4. 
2  au     Car  y    Louisiana  1833. 

picta  D.  Don,  Sw.  a.  gar.  2.  s.  267. 
D  It    Bot  mag.  3551 

jlAor  1  jl.o 
large-flowering  3t  A  or  3  au.s  Y 

N.  Amer.  1812.  D  c 

Sp.  24—24. N.  Amer.  1826.  S 

thread-leaved 
various-leaved 
long-stalked 
crowned 

O  or O  or 

2  au.s  Y  Texas 
2  jl      B.o.br.  Texas 

O  el  2  mr.au  Y  Texas 
O  or  2  su.aut  Y.br.sp  Texas 

1835. 1825. 

1835. 
1835. 

r.m  Sw.  fl.  gar.  175 

p.l  Bot.  mag.  3505 co  Bot.  mag.  3474 
co  Bot.  mag.  3586 

co  Bot  mag.  3460 
Comp.HeU.  Sp.  1— 13. C   p.l    H.&B.  4.379 2742.  *1804a.  VIGUIE'R^  Kth.   Viguiera.  {L.  G.  A.  Viguier  of  Montpelier,  botanist.) 17889  •     -  heliantholdes  Kth.   Sunflower-like  £  [23  or  3  jl.au    Y      Cuba  1825. 

2743.  *18046.  C  ALLIO'PSI  S  Rchb.     (Kallistos.  most  beautiful,  opsis,  eye  ;  of  fl.)     Comp.  Helian.     Sp.  3—5. fl2488  tinctbria  Dec,  Diplosastera  tinctbria  Tausch. 
/3  atrosanguinea  M.  Aaik-blood-cld-fld  O  or  3  jl.o    D.Bld.N.  Amer.  1823.  S    co  Bot.  gard.  538 

17890  -     •  Atkinsoniana  Dou.  Atkinson's  O  or  2  su      Y.br  Columbia  1826.  S    co  Bot.  reg.  1376 
17891  •      -  Drummundu  j*  Don  Drummond's       C  or  2  s     Y.rsh.br    1835.  S    co  Sw.fl.gar.2.8.315 

f(VGY 1816.  SPHENO'GYNE. 17891al2530a  specibsa  Maund  showy O  or  1  jl.au  Del.Y 

8—10. 

S.Amer.  1836.  S co  Bot.  gard.  625 
2744.  *1819a.  PLECTOCE'PHALUS  D.  Don.  {Plektos,  plaited,  kephale,  head;  involucre.)  Comp.  Carol.  Sp.l— 1. 17892  -     -  americanus  D.  Don  American  O  or  3  au.s     Li      Arkansa  1824.  S    s.l  Sw.fl.gar.2.s.51 Centaurda  americana  Nut. 

Comp.  Lab.       Sp.  1 — 1. 1827.  S    CO    Sw.  ti.  gar.  229 

NECESSARIA. 

2745.  *1824a.  MOSCA'RIA  Dec.      Moscaria.        (Moschos,  musk  ;  scent.) 
17893  -      -  pinnatifida  R.  %  P.  pinnatifid-too"    ]£  _AJ  or  3  au.s    W  Chile Gastrocarpha  runcinata  D.  Don. 

2748.  •1829a.  CENTROCLl'NIUM  D.  Don.    {Kentron,  sharp  point,  klme,  bed.)  Compos.  Labial.     Sp.  1—2. 17394        -  appressum  Hook,   appressed-ica/erf  »l    I  or   2  jn        Ro     Peru  1830.  S    It    Bot  mag.  3115 Onoseris  appressa  Dec. 

SEGREGATA. 

1854.  EUXE'NIA. 17895  -      -  Mitlqui  Lindl. Mitiqui 

17880 
History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 

2741.  Eriicoma.   A  handsome  fragrant  annual. 
2742.  Figuiira..   An  ornamental  stove  plant. 
2743.  Cauiopsis.  A  very  showy  genua  of  annuals,  of  very  easy  culture,  and  deserving  a  place  in  every  garden. 
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FRUSTRANEA. 

17878  Stem  hispid,  Lvs.  altera,  petiol.  ov.  3-nerved  serrate,  Heads  large  drooping,  Scale  of  invol.  expanded  scabr.  on 
the  back,  Paleae  3-fid,  Achaenia  biaristate  [subul.  or  lin.-lanceol.  slightly  downy  ciliat, 

17879  Lvs.  oppos.  sess.  subamplexic.  ov.-lanceol.  crenato-serrate  very  hairy  ab.  scabr.  to  touch,  Scale  of  invol.  imbric. 
17880  Leaves  cordate  entire  and  3-lbd.  Fedun.  swollen  upwards,  Involucrum  foliaceous,  Paleae  very  acute 

17881  Lvs.  cord.  obi.  toothed  tomentose  acute,  Corymbs  compound,  Throat  of  corolla  campanulate  about  equal  to  the 
length  of  the  tube 

17882  Annual  rather  downy,  Lvs.  narrow  undivided  rather  ent.  Scales  of  invol.  ciliated  at  the  base  with  a  very  short 
glabrous  subulate  appendage 

17883  Perennial,  Invol.  very  hairy  at  the  base  with  lin.-lanceol.  scales,  Cors.  of  the  disk  very  hairy 

17884  Stem  erect  branch,  furrow,  glabr.  Lvs.  oppos.  sess.  ciliated  at  base,  lower  ones  biternate,  upper  ones  ternate 
or  3-partite,  Ligulae  acutely  5-toothed  [bipin.  Segms.  aim.  filiform  rath,  fleshy  furrowed  above 

17885  Stem  erect  slender  bran,  especially  upwards  striat  and  glabr.  as  is  every  part  of  plant,  Lvs.  oppos.  pinnatif.  and 
17886  Lvs.  generally  glabr.  petiolat.  obovato-spathul.  and  undivided  ternate  pinnate  and  even  bipinnate,  Lflts.  obov. or  oval  and  very  obt.  those  of  lowermost  lvs.  most  orbicular 
17887  Stem  erect  but  weak  and  flex.  Lvs.  oppos.  and  connate,  lower  ones  ent.  rest  more  or  less  pinnatif.  or  bipin- 

natif.  Segms.  lin.-lanceol.  flaccid  glabr.  Fedun.  elongated 
17888  Stem  ditto,  Lvs.  oppos  in  remote  pairs  spathul.  tapering  at  base  undivided  or  cut  in  pinnated  manner,  Fedun. 

elongat.  Achaen.  obi.  ov.  bearing  2-3  white  chaffy  scales 
17889  Stem  glabr.  Lvs.  altera,  ov.  acumin.  quite  entire  3-nerved  scabrous  above  and  pilose  beneath,  Fetioles  ciliated, Receptacle  conical  hollow 

[obi.  minutely  tubercled  on  both  sides +12488  Glabr.  Radical  lvs.  pinnate  or  bipinnatifid,  Outer  scales  of  involucrum  very  short  acute,  Ligulae  trifld,  Achaenia 
17890  Radical  lvs.  bipinnatifid  cauline  ones  pinnate,  Outer  scales  of  invol.  lin.  obi.  Ligulae  3-toothed,  Achaenia  smooth 
17891  Pilose,  Upper  lvs.  ternate,  Segms.  ovate,  Achaenia  ventricose  tuberculated  [margined  with  a  short  wing 

17892  Lvs.  obi.  membran.  undiv.  Fedunc.  ventric.  at  top,  Outer  scales  of  involuc.  3  times  as  short  as  their  appendages 

NECESSARIA. 

17893  The  only  species 

17894  Lvs.  lanceol.  waved  nrly.  ent.  white  and  cottony  ben.  Fedunc.  naked,  Invol.  cylindr.  fmbricat.  with  many  close- pressed  subulate  scales 

SEGREGATA. 

17895  Lvs.  oval  lanceol.  cuneate  at  the  base  and  acumin.  at  apex  coarsely  serrated  in  the  middle 
17894      _  A         .>,.  sVlMn/,/  Wj  ;V6, 17c92  17882 

17895 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2744.  Plectocfyhalus.  A  very  curious  and  striking  annual. 
2745.  Gastrocarpha.  A  handsome  strong-growing  annual. 
2746.  Centroclmium.  A  showy  plant,  requiring  rather  a  moist  high  temperature. 
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Page  748.    Class  XX.  —  6  YNANDRIA. 

Orchida'CEJB.  — "  The  uses  to  which  the  plants  of  this  family  are  applied' are  few,  but  in  several  instances  highly romantic.  In  Demerara,  that  most  deadly  of  all  poisons,  the '  Wourali,'  is  thickened  by  the  juice  of  the  Catasetums ;  and 
in  Amboyna  the  true  '  Elixir  of  Love '  is  prepared  from  the  minute  farina-like  seeds  of  Grammatophyllum  specidsum. 
In  Mexico,  where  the  '  language  of  flowers'  is  understood  by  all,  the  Orchidacea?  seem  to  compose  nearly  the  entire alphabet.  Not  an  infant  is  baptised,  not  a  marriage  is  celebrated,  not  a  funeral  obsequy  is  performed,  at  which  the  aid 
of  these  flowers  is  not  called  in  by  the  sentimental  natives,  to  assist  the  expression  of  their  feelings ;  they  are  offered 
by  the  devotee  at  the  shrine  of  his  favourite  saint,  by  the  lover  at  the  feet  Of  his  mistress,  and  by  the  sorrowing  sur- 

vivor at  the  grave  of  his  friend :  whether,  in  short,  on  fast  days  or  feast  days,  on  occasion  of  rejoicing  or  in  moments 
of  distress,  these  flowers  are  sought  for  with  an  avidity  which  would  seem  to  say  that  there  was  '  no  sympathy  like 
theirs ; '  — thus,  *  Flor  de  los  Santos,'  '  Flor  de  Corpus,'  '  Flor  de  los  Muertos,'  *  Flor  de  Maio,'  '  No  me  olivides'  (or 
'  Forget  me  not '),  are  but  a  few  names  out  of  the  many  that  might  be  cited,  to  prove  the  high  consideration  in  which our  favourites  are  held  in  the  New  World.  Nor  are  these  the  only  honours  that  are  paid  to  them :  for  Hernandez 
assures  us  that  in  Mexico  the  Indian  chiefs  set  the  very  highest  value  on  their  blossoms,  for  the  sake  of  their  great 
beauty,  strange  figure,  and  delightful  perfume ;  while  in  the  Bast  Indies,  if  Rumphius  is  to  be  credited,  the  flowers  them- 

selves positively  refuse  to  be  worn,  except  by  princesses  or  ladies  of  high  degree.  In  Honduras,  again,  the  large  hol- 
low cylindrical  stalks  of  a  fine  species  of  Epidendrum  [E.  tibfcinum]  are  made  into  trumpets  by  the  little  boys  and 

girls  of  the  country  ;  and  the  pseudo-bulbs  of  several  of  the  more  succulent  species  are  used  instead  of  resin  for  the strings  of  their  guitars.  The  following  are,  however,  almost  the  only  known  instances  in  which  the  tribe  do  any 
direct  service  to  mankind.  The  bulbs  of  Maxillaria  bicolor  contain  a  large  quantity  of  an  insipid  watery  fluid,  which 
is  greedily  sucked  by  the  poor  natives  of  Peru  in  the  dry  season ;  a  fluid  of  a  similar  nature  is  obtained  from  what  is 
probably  a  Laelia,  m  Mexico,  and  is  administered  as  a  cooling  draught  in  fevers ;  from  the  roots  of  some  of  the 
orchises,  the  nutritive  substance  called  '  Salep'  is  obtained ;  in  New  Zealand  certain  species  are  of  considerable  im- portance as  esculents  ;  and  in  Guiana,  the  soles  of  the  shoemaker  are  as  much  indebted  to  the  viscid  matter  obtained 
from  the  Catasetums  and  Cyrtopodiums,  as  are  the  poisoned  arrows  of  the  Indians."   {Bate.  Orch.,  p.  2.) 

Mr.  Bateman,  speaking  of  the  fragrance  of  many  of  this  order,  says :  "  We  question  whether  '  Araby  the  blest '  can boast  of  any  perfumes  that  can  at  all  compete  in  sweetness  with  those  exhaled  by  such  plants  as  Angrsecum  odora- 
ti8simum  Lindl.  MSS.,  Tetrapeltis  tragrans,  Aerides  odoratum,  and  Epidendrum  aromaticum.  Other  species  emit 
odours  which  remind  the  recipient  of  the  smell  of  a  druggist's  shop,  of  the  milk  of  the  cocoa-nut,  of  fresh  hay,  of wallflowers,  violets,  pomatum,  aniseed,  and  angelica,  of  noyau,  cinnamon,  allspice,  citron,  musk,  and  honey.  Some 
of  these  yield  no  fragrance,  except  in  the  daytime ;  but  there  are  others  which,  like  Epidendrum  nocturnum  and 
Brassavola  nodosa,  are  aromatic  only  by  night ;  and  there  are  none,  we  believe,  which  are  positively  offensive  at  any 
hour,  either  of  the  night  or  day."   (76.,  p.  4.) The  attention  and  curiosity  are  excited  no  more  by  the  beauty  and  delicacy  of  the  blossoms  of  many  of  this  tribe,  than 
by  the  very  close  resemblances  they  bear  to  objects  of  the  animal  kingdom.  In  our  native  species  we  find  the  bee, 
fly,  spider,  lizard,  man,  &c,  surprisingly  imitated;  and  in  those  of  warmer  climates,  swans,  eagles,  doves,  pelicans, 
&c.  &c. The  cultivation  of  Orchidacea?  may  be  mentioned  under  two  heads,  namely,  that  of  terrestrial  and  that  of  epiphytal Orchidacese. 

Terrestrial  Orchidacea;  should  never  have  a  great  volume  of  external  air  admitted  at  once,  however  fine  the  wea- 
ther may  be.  To  prevent  the  house  (which  should  have  a  southern  aspect)  from  becoming  too  hot,  a  thick  canvass 

shading  should  be  drawn  over  it  during  summer  sunshine.  During  the  growing  season,  Orchidaceae  require  a  mode- 
rately moist  heat,  varying  from  65°  to  85° ;  in  the  dormant  season,  from  60°  to  75°  is  quite  sufficient ;  in  the  season  of rest  the  house  should  be  kept  dry.  Orchidacea?  in  pots  should  be  sparingly  watered  in  the  growing  season ;  in  the 

dormant  state,  little  or  no  water  should  be  given.  The  secret  of  growing  these  plants  is  to  take  care  never  to  kill  the 
old  roots :  when  too  much  water  is  given,  while  the  plants  are  in  a  growing  state,  almost  all  the  old  roots  invariably 
perish.   (Paxton  in  part.) 

Epiphytal  Orchidaces?  may  be  grown  in  the  same  house  with,  and  receive  nearly  the  same  treatment  as,  terrestrial 
Orchidaceae,  except  that  they  require  to  be  grown  on,  instead  of  in,  the  soil,  attached  to  blocks  of  wood,  or  in  baskets, 
or  any  rustic  construction  in  the  basket  way,  and  suspended  from  the  roof,  or  by  any  other  suitable  means.  In  the 
outset,  before  the  plants  are  established  on  the  soil,  or  wood,  where  they  are  intended  to  be  grown,  it  is  very  necessary 
to  secure  firmly  the  plant,  and  such  roots  as  may  be  already  formed,  to  the  wood  or  soil,  by  means  of  bast  or  pegs,  as 
judgment  shall  direct.  The  best  kind  of  soil  for  growing  epiphytal  Orchidacea;  on  is  found  to  be  good  surface  peat, 
cut  into  pieces  of  1  in.  to  2  in.  square ;  this  should  be  placed  over  a  considerable  quantity  of  drainage,  in  order  to  carry 
off  superfluous  water,  and  at  the  same  time,  if  they  are  plunged  in  a  tan-bed,  will  allow  the  heat  to  rise  more  freely than  if  the  pots  were  entirely  filled  with  soil. 

"  It  is  of  the  greatest  importance  to  preserve  and  encourage  the  roots  ;  and,  as  they  are  generally  protruded  near  the surface  of  the  soil,  it  should  be  raised  several  inches  above  the  level  of  the  pot,  in  a  pyramidal  form,  in  order  that  they 
may  have  full  room  to  push  out."   (Bot.  Reg.) Syringing  the  plants  moderately,  when  in  a  growing  state,  till  the  flowers  are  neatly  expanded,  helps  their  growth much. 

For  some  other  particulars  respecting  this  order,  see  p.  748.  to  767. 
Order  1.   MONANDRIA.   Stamen  1. 

1.  Malaxi  dek  Pollen  cohering  in  masses  of  a  fine  waxy  texture,  without  any  of  the  cellular  substance  by 
which  the  grains  are  connected,  remaining  under  the  form  of  a  distinct  gland  lying  upon  the  stigma,  or  of 
a  transparent  caudicula  between  the  pollen  masses  and  the  gland. 

\  1.  Pleurotliallece.  Column  erect,  drawn  out  a  little  at  the  base. 
+1894  PleurothdUis,  page  749. 
+1913.  Octomtria,  page  749. 
2747  Lepanlhes.  Sepals  spreading,  connate  at  the  base.  Petals  2,  free  and  short.  Labellum  2-lobed  at  apex,  and 

combined  with  the  column.    Column  elongated,  cylindrical,  2-winged.  Pollen  masses  2. 2748.  Speckltma.  Sepals  conniving,  equal,  distinct ;  lateral  ones  saccate  at  the  base,  gibbous  outside.  Petals 
conforming  to  the  sepals,  but  much  smaller.  Labellum  free,  saccate  at  base.  Column  short,  free,  membranaceously 
winged.  Anther  1-celled.  Pollen  masses  2.  (No  species  given.) 
+1924  Stilts,  page  750. 2749.  Oberbma..  Sepals  spreading  or  reflexed,  usually  equal,  free.  Petals  smaller  than  the  sepals.  Labellum 

ascending,  of  various  forms,  usually  elongated,  always  more  or  less  4-lobed.  Column  small,  free.  Stigma  elevated. Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  2,  pear-shaped,  solid.  (No  species  given.) 
+1927.  Micrdstylis,  page  750. 
+1925.   MalAxis,  page  750. 
+1882.    Corallorhlxa,  page  749. 2750.  Aplictrum.  Petals  equal,  connivent.  Labellum  unguiculate,  not  drawn  out  at  the  base.  Column  free. 

Anther  seated  below  the  summit  of  the  column.   Pollen  masses  4,  oblique,  lenticular. 
2751.  Acianthus.  Sepals  subringent,  acumin.,  free.  Petals  smaller,  acum.  Labellum  free,  entire,  bicallous  at 

base,  with  a  naked  disk.  Column  semiterete, clavate.  Anther  term.,  recumbent,  2-celled.  Stigma  ovate,  transverse. Pollen  masses  8. 
+1928  Liparis,  page  751 . 2752.  CtsHia.   Sepals  distinct,  equal,  spreading.   Petals  nearly  equal,  but  a  little  smaller  than  sepals.  LabeVum 
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quite  entire,  unguiculate,  continuous  with  the  base  of  the  column.  Column  short,  continuous  with  ovarium,  drawn 
out  a  little  at  base.   Anther  2-celled.   Pollen  masses  4,  by  pairs. 

+1904.   Pholiddta,  page  749. 
+1897.   Cceldgyne,  page  749. 

%  2.   Dendrobiite.    Column  recumbent,  drawn  out  much  at  the  base. 
2753  MegacUnium.  Sepals  erect,  unequal ;  lateral  ones  the  smallest,  combined  with  the  column.  Petals  short. 

Labellum  short,  quite  entire,  articulate  with  the  base  of  the  column.  Column  short,  marginate,  disk-formed. 
Anther  obsoletely  2-celled.    Pollen  masses  4,  cohering  by  pairs. 
2754.  Bolbophyllum.  Sepals  erect,  acumin.,  nearly  equal ;  lateral  ones  combined,  or  connate  with  the  base  of  the 

column,  and  oblique  at  the  base.  Petals  short.  Labellum  articulated  with  the  foot  of  the  column,  unguiculate, 
usually  entire.  Column  short,  bidentate  or  2-horned  in  front.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  4,  free,  very  unequal, sometimes  combined  in  one,  and  sometimes  cohering  by  pairs. 

2755.  Cirrhopitalum.  Sepals  ringent ;  lateral  ones  acumin.,  drawn  out  at  the  base,  adnate  to  the  column,  much 
longer  than  upper  one.  Petals  short,  apiculated.  Labellum  entire,  articulated  with  base  of  column.  Column  small, 
drawn  out  at  base,  and  furnished  with  2  petaloid  horns  at  top.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  4,  2  inner  ones smaller. 
2756.  Trias.  Sepals  equal,  ovate,  spreading,  connate  at  the  base.  Petals  small,  erect.  Labellum  small,  undivided. 

Column  short,  semiterete,  emarginate,  free.  Anther  2-celled,  drawn  out  into  a  petaloid,  cuneated,  emarginated  mem- brane at  the  apex.    Toll  en  masses  4, 2  inner  ones  smaller. 
2757.  Brybbium.  Flowers  villous.  Sepals  conniving,  lateral  ones  equal  at  the  base.  Petals  narrower  and 

shorter  than  the  sepals,  reflexed  between  them.  Labellum  undivided,  unappendiculated,  constricted  at  the  base. 
Column  short.  Pollen  as  in  E'ria. 
+1912.  E*ria,  page  749. 2758.  A'porum.  Sepals  fleshy,  erect ;  lateral  ones  larger,  oblique,  connate  with  the  column.  Petals  smaller  than upper  sepal.  Labellum  articulated  with  foot  of  the  column,  undivided,  or  3-lobed.  Limb  crested,  callous,  or  naked. 

Column  semiterete,  drawn  out  at  base.  Anther  sess.,  2-celled,  sometimes  membran.  at  apex.  Pollen  masses  4,  col- lateral by  pairs. 
+1908.  Polystdchya,  page  749. 
+1900.  Dendrdbium,  page  749. 
2759.  Paxtdnia.  Sepals  6,  spreading,  equal.  Labellum  conforming  to  the  petals.  Column  erect,  terete,  subclavate, 

a  little  shorter  than  the  petals.  Anther  terrain.,  opercular,  deciduous.  Pollen  masses  8,  narrow,  clavate,  cohering  at 
tops. 

II.  Epide'ndhrs.  —  Pollen  cohering  in  masses  of  a  fine  waxy  texture',  with  cellular  substance.  Caudicula;  not transparent,  and  connected  with  the  stigma  by  means  of  a  gland,  as  in  V&nda  ;  but  powdery,  and  very  often turned  back  on  the  face  of  the  pollen  masses.  Anther  terminal,  opercular. 
+1907  Epidtndrum,  page  749. 
2760.  Dinema.  Sepals  and  petals  nearly  equal,  spreading.  Labellum  large,  membranous,  undivided,  unguiculate, 

combined  with  the  base  of  the  column.  Column  short,  bicornute.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  4,  adnate  by pairs  to  2  replicate  caudicula;. 
2761.  Encf/clia.  Sepals  and  petals  nearly  equal,  connivent.  Labellum  cuculate,  involving  the  columns,  3-lobed  at 

apex,  callous  at  base.  Column  free,  semiterete,  clavate,  parallel  with  the  labellum.  Anther  4-celled,  with  marginate dissepiments.  Pollen  masses  4.  Collateral  caudicula;  4,  revolute. 
2762  Chi/sis.  Sepals  a  little  connate,  spreading.  Petals  conforming  to  the  sepals.  Labellum  3-lobed,  spreading  ; 

Column  marginate,  channeled,  rustic.  Anthers  roundish,  glabrous.  Pollen  masses  8 ;  the  four  outer  ones  thin,  and the  four  inner  ones  thicker,  beak  convex. 
2763.  Phystnga.  Sepals  membranous,  equal,  connate  at  the  base.  Petals  small,  obliquely  adnate  to  the  base  of  the 

sepals.  Labellum  fleshy,  tubercular,  undivided,  connate  with  the  base  of  the  column,  and  furnished  with  a  bladder- 
formed  sac  at  the  base.  Column  fleshy,  short,  2-lobed,  antheriferous  at  the  base.  Pollen  masses  4,  adnate  to  2  twin 
powdery  threads. +1903.  IsochUus,  page  749. 

2764.  Hartwegi^  Perianth  spreading,  coloured.  Lateral  sepals  drawn  out  at  the  base,  adnate  to  the  labellum. 
Labellum  connate  with  the  column,  gibbous  at  base,  ovate.   Anther  4-celled.   Pollen  masses  4.  Caudicula;  replicate. +1914.  BrassavdlaL,  page  749. 

2765.  La?lia.  Sepals  flat,  lanceol.,  equal.  Petals  larger  than  sepals,  fleshy,  flat.  Labellum  3-parted,  lamellate, twisted  round  the  column.  Column  wingless,  fleshy,  channeled  in  front.  Pollen  masses  8,  with  4  elastic  caudl- culse. 
2766.  Schomburgk\&.  Sepals  and  petals  similar,  spreading,  all  free  and  equal  at  the  base.  Labellum  difformed, 

membranous,  2-3-Iobed,  cucullate,  connate  at  the  base,  with  the  margin  of  the  column  tumid  above  the  base  with lamellate  veins.   Column  marginate.   Pollen  masses  6. 
+1906.   Cattliya,  page  749. 
+1905.    Broughtbni&,  page  749. 
2767.  Leptbtes.  Sepals  and  petals  linear,  nearly  equal,  spreading.  Labellum  3-lobed,  parallel  with  the  column. 

Lateral  segms.  short,  convolute  around  the  column,  middle  segm.  obi.  with  reflexed  margins.  Column  short,  thick, 
semiterete.  Pollen  masses  6,  incumbent  j  2  upper  ones  pear-shaped,  oblique,  compressed ;  4  lower  ones  unequal  and thinner. 
+1911.  Blette,  page  749. 
2768.  Crybe.  Sepals  and  petals  similar,  lanceol.  conniving,  lateral  ones  oblique  at  the  base.  Labellum  large, 

membran.,  cucullate,  never  expanded,  half-connate  with  the  clavate  marginate  column. 
2769.  Pesomiria.  Sepals  nearly  equal,  free,  deciduous.  Petals  conform,  adnate  to  the  base  of  the  column,  per- sistent. Labellum  connate  with  the  base  of  the  column,  gibbous  at  the  base,  with  an  undivided  convolute  limb. Column  clavate,  semiterete.  Pollen  masses  4,  cuneate. 
2770.  Phaius.  Sepals  and  petals  nearly  equal,  spreading,  free.  Labellum  usually  cucul.,  adnate  with  the  base  of 

the  column,  spurred,  entire,  or  3-lobed,  usually  keeled,  lamellose  or  crested  above.  Column  erect,  continuous  with 
the  ovarium,  semiterete,  marginate,  elongated.  Anther  8-celled.  Pollen  masses  8,  nearly  equal. 

III.  Va'ndrk. —Pollen  cohering  in  masses  of  a  fine  waxy  texture.  Caudicula?  separating  along  with  the  glandof the  stigma,  and  forming  a  strict  adhesion  with  the  pollen  masses.  Anther  terminal,  rarely  dorsal  .opercular. 
2771.  Nanbdes.  Perianth  ringent.  Upper  sepal  arched,  lateral  ones  connate  to  the  labellum  at  the  base.  Petals' conforming  to  the  lateral  sepals,  free.  Labellum  fleshy,  undivided,  connate  with  the  column.  Column  winged.  Anther 2-celled,  beaked.  Pollen  masses  4,  collateral,  sessile. 
2772.  Aspctsia.  Perianth  spreading,  equal ;  lateral  sepals  free,  the  upper  one  connate  with  the  petals  at  the  base Labellum  oblong,  concave,  spurless,  obsoletely  4-lobed,  half-connate  with  column.  Column  parallel  with  the  label- lum, semiterete,  marginate.   Pollen  masses  2,  pear-shaped,  furrowed  behind.  CaudicuUe  flat,  cuneated +1902.  Ornithidium,  page  749. 

.  2773.  Sophronitis.  Perianth  spreading.    Sepals  nearly  equal,  imbricated,  free.    Labellum  entire,  cucul.  connate 
with  the  base  of  the  column,  with  a  simple  transverse  crest  in  the  middle.    Column  free,  winged  on  both' sides  at the  apex.  Anther  8-celled.  Pollen  masses  8. 

+1890.    Trizeiutis,  page  749. 
+1910.   Ornithociphalus,  page  749. 
2774.  Cirrhce*a.  Perianth  spreading.  Sepals  free,  equal.  Petals  linear,  flexuose.  Labellum  unguiculate  con tinuous  with  the  column,  tripartite.   Column  erect,  clavate,  terete,  with  a  nearly  square  horizontal  stigma,  and  a 4  M 
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tendril  beak.  Anther  dorsal,  membranous,  subunilocular.  Pollen  masses  9,  parallel,  oblong,  compressed,  with  a 
short-homed  caudicula,  and  an  incurred  gland. 3775.  Sarcochilus.  Perianth  spreading.  Lateralisepals  connate  with  the  claw  of  the  labellum  beneath.  Petals 
conform  to  the  sepals.  Labellum  spurless,  continuous  with  the  claw  of  the  labellum,  slipper-shaped;  middle  lobe fleshy,  solid.   Pollen  masses  2,  sessile  on  a  deltoid  gland. 

+1892.   MaxiUdria,  page  749. 
+1891 .  Xylbbium,  page  749. 
2776.  Bifrenhria.  Sepals  spreading,  free,  nearly  equal.  Lateral  one  adnate  to  the  produced  base  at  the  column. 

Petals  about  half  the  size  of  the  sepals.  Labellum  articulated  to  the  mucronate  base  of  the  column,  cucullate,  3-lobed, 
callous  in  the  middle.  Column  snort,  semiterete,  mutic.  Anther  mutic,  somewhat  crested.  Pollen  masses  4,  incum- 

bent, with  two  distinct  caudiculae. 
2777.  Trigonidium.  Sepals  equal,  cohering  into  the  form  of  a  trigonal  cup,  spreading  at  the  top.  Petals  about 

half  the  size  of  the  sepals,  veiny.  Labellum  short,  3-lobed,  articulated  with  the  column,  fleshy  in  the  middle.  Column 
short,  free,  semiterete.   Anther  1-celled.   Pollen  masses  4,  cohering.   (No  species  given.) 2778.  Trichopilia.  Sepals  and  petals  equal,  spreading,  narrow.  Labellum  large,  petaloid,  convolute,  parallel 
with  the  column,  3-lobed.  Column  terete,  clavate.  Anther  1-celled,  compressed,  convex  in  front.  Pollen  masses  2, 
adhering  to  a  slender  cuneate  caudicula.   Gland  small. 
2779.  Dicrypta.  Sepals  free,  erect,  equal.  Petals  conform  to  the  sepals,  but  smaller.  Labeilum  3-lobed,  fleshy, articulated  with  the  column.  Column  continuous  with  the  ovarium,  semiterete,  clavate  in  front  at  the  base.  Anther 

obsoletely  bilocular.   Pollen  masses  4,  flattened,  incumbent,  with  irshort  linear  caudicula,  and  a  binate  gland. 
2780.  Govinia.  Perianth  bilabiate.  Lateral  sepals  falcate.  Petals  conniving  under  the  upper  sepal.  Labellum 

quite  entire,  spurless,  concave,  articulated  with  the  column,  sessile.  Column  terete,  margined  on  both  sides  at  the 
apex,  drawn  out  a  little  at  the  base.  Anther  hood-formed,  1  -celled.  Pollen  masses  4,  solid,  incumbent,  with  a  short caudicula,  and  a  small  triangular  gland. 

2781.  Batemanaia..  Flower  rfogent.  Sepals  spreading,  lateral  ones  unguiculate.  Petals  broader  than  sepals, 
oblique  at  base,  adnate  to  the  produced  base  of  the  column.  Labellum  articulate  to  the  column,  3-lobed,  cucullate. 
Column  semiterete.  Anthers  small,  2-celled,  membranous.  Pollen  masses  2,  2-lobed  behind,  with  a  triangular  gland and  no  caudicula. 
2782.  Cycnbches.  Perianth  spreading.  Lateral  sepals  lanceolate,  upper  one  narrow.  Petals  broader  than  sepals, falcate.  Labellum  free,  spurless,  lanceolate,  quite  entire,  continuous  with  the  column,  with  an  abrupt  callous  claw. 

Column  elongated,  arched,  clavate  at  apex,  furnished  with  two  falcate  auricles.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  2, 
furrowed,  with  a  linear  caudicula  and  a  thick  gland. 

2783.  Mydnthus.  Perianth  flattened.  Sepals  free,  equal,  similar  to  the  petals,  but  narrower.  Labellum  flat, 
obovate,  tridentate,  shorter  than  the  sepals.  Column  erect,  terete,  bicirrhose  at  the  base.  Anther  and  pollen  masses as  in  CatasStum. 

+1889.    Catasctum,  page  749. 
2784.  Monachanthus-  Perianth  flattened.  Sepals  and  petals  equal,  turned  backwards.  Labellum  fleshy,  undi- 

vided, ventricose,  much  larger  than  the  sepals.  Column  short,  thick,  mutic.  Anther  and  pollen  masses  as  in  Cata- 
sStum. 
2785.  Mormbdes.  Upper  sepal  a  little  arched,  narrow,  lateral  ones  reflexed.  Petals  broader  than  the  sepals,  erect. 

Labellum  ascending,  3-lobed,  cuneated,  apiculated,  articulated  with  the  column.  Column  semiterete,  mutic.  Pollen 
masses  4,  connate  by  pairs,  fixed  to  thick  caudicula,  and  adhering  to  thick  fleshy  gland. 
2786.  Stanhbpea.  Perianth  membran.,  spreading,  or  reflexed.  Sepals  free,  subundulated.  Petals  narrower  than 

sepals.  Labellum  free,  spurless,  fleshy,  and  horned  on  both  sides.  Column  very  long,  marginate.  Anther  2-celled. 
Pollen  masses  2,  elongated,  cleft,  caudicula  shorter  than  the  2-lobed  gland. 2787.  Gongbra.  Perianth  flattened.  Lateral  sepals  free,  upper  one  connate  to  the  back  of  the  column.  Petals 
smaller,  adnate  to  the  middle  of  the  column.  Labellum  continuous  with  the  base  of  the  column,  free,  unguiculate. 
Column  very  long,  arched,  clavate,  marginate.  Anthers  subbilocular.  Pollen  masses  2,  linear,  sessile  on  a  cuneated caudicula. 
2788.  Coryantkes.  Perianth  spreading.  Sepals  dilated,  flexuose,  conduplicate.  Petals  erect,  much  smaller  than 

the  sepals.  Labellum  large,  unguiculate,  galeate,  continuous  with  the  base  of  the  column,  3-dentate.  Column  terete, 
2-horned  at  the  base,  elongated,  recurved  at  apex,  2-winged.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  2,  compressed,  sulcate behind,  with  a  linear  arched  caudicula  and  a  lunate  gland. 
2789.  AngulAa.  Perianth  globose.  Sepals  and  petals  free,  concave,  nearly  equal.  Labellum  unguiculate,  cucul- 

late, 2-lobed,  with  an  intermediate  reflexed  segment.  Column  semiterete,  clavate,  2-horned  at  apex.  Anther  beaked. Pollen  masses  2,  with  a  lanceolate  caudicula  and  small  ovate  gland.  (.No  species  given.) 
2790.  Peristiria.  Perianth  globose.  Sepals  somewhat  connate  with  the  base  of  the  labellum.  Petals  smaller 

than  the  sepals.  Labellum  erect,  articulated  in  the  middle.  Column  erect,  semiterete,  dilated  at  the  base.  Anther 
crestless,  2-celled.   Pollen  masses  2,  cleft  behind.   Gland  sessile,  naked,  involving  the  beak. 

+1885.   Cymbidium,  page  749. 
+1901.    Camartdium,  page  749. 
2791.  Grdbya..  Perianth  flattened,  bilabiate.  Lateral  sepals  connate  at  the  base.  Upper  sepal  erect,  shorter. 

Petals  dilated,  erect,  connivent,  much  larger  than  the  sepals.  Labellum  3-lobed,  naked,  articulated  with  the  base  of 
the  column,  smaller  than  the  sepals.  Column  erect,  semiterete,  arched,  thickened  at  the  base.  Pollen  masses  2- 
lobed  behind,  adnate  to  two  short  caudiculae.    Gland  oval. 

2792.  Acropira.  Sepals  spreading,  upper  one  galeate,  lateral  ones  divaricated.  Petals  short,  oblique,  truncate  at 
apex.  Labellum  unguiculate,  articulate  at  the  base  of  the  column,  3-lobed ;  the  middle  lobe  smaller  and  saccate. Column  erect,  marginate,  saccate  at  the  base.  Pollen  masses  2,  linear,  convolute,  with  a  linear  subulate  caudicula 
and  a  minute  gland.  Beak  subulate. 

2793.  GrammatophyUum.  Perianth  flattened,  spreading.  Sepals  and  petals  nearly  equal.  Labellum  articulate 
with  the  column,  short,  3-lobed,  cucullate.  Column  arched,  erect,  semiterete,  callous  at  the  base.  Anthers  subbi- 

locular. Pollen  masses  2,  globose,  sulcate  at  the  base,  sessile  upon  the  extremity  of  an  arched  gland. 
+1888.    Geoddrum,  page  749. 
2794.  Softrdfia.  Perianth  large,  rather  fleshy,  flattened,  spreading.  Sepals  and  petals  nearly  equal.  Labellum 

cucullate,  involving  the  column,  narrowed  at  the  base,  2-lobed.  Column  erect,  elongated,  marginate,  clavate,  winged 
on  both  sides  at  the  apex.   Anther  2-celled.   Pollen  masses  2,  with  a  linear  caudicula. 
2795.  Acanthophippium.  Perianth  ventricose.  Sepals  agglutinate.  Lateral  sepals  adnate  to  the  claw  of  the 

column.  Labellum  unguiculate,  articulate  with  the  base  of  the  column,  3-lobed,  complicate,  with  a  lamellate  disk. 
Anther  fleshy,  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  8,  unequal,  sessile. 

+1929-   Calypso,  page  750. 
+192 ).  Eulbphia,  page  759. 
2796.  Dipddium.  Perianth  spreading.  Petals  and  sepals  equal.  Labellum  auricled  on  both  sides  beneath  the 

middle,  bearded  in  the  disk,  saccate  at  the  base,  and  connate  with  the  column.  Column  erect,  marginate,  semiterete. 
Anther  membranous,  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  2,  obliquely  2-lobed,  fixed  to  two  caudicula;. 
2797.  Galeandra.  Perianth  spreading  or  connivent.  Sepals  and  petals  ascending,  free.  Labellum  funnel-shaped, 

spurred,  undivided,  sessile,  sometimes  fringed  on  the  margin.  Column  erect,  winged.  Anther  helmet-shaped,  with a  recurved  crest.   Pollen  masses  2,  excavated  behind,  with  a  short  caudicula  and  elongated  gland. 
2798.  Zygopitalum.  Perianth  flattened.  Sepals  and  petals  ascending,  nearly  equal,  connate  with  the  claw  of 

column.  Labellum  mutic,  undivided,  spreading,  with  an  ascending  claw  and  large  transverse  fleshy  crest.  Column 
short,  arched,  semiterete.  Anther  subbilocular.  Pollen  masses  2,  almost  sessile  on  a  transverso  gland. 

2799.  Huntiiya.  Perianth  flattened,  nearly  equal.  Lateral  sepals  involute  at  the  base  in  front.  Labellum  flat, 
unguiculate,  spreading,  rhomboid,  fringed  at  the  base,  articulated  with  the  base  of  the  column.  Column  clavate, 
cucullate  at  apex,  winged  in  the  margin.   Anther  2-celled,  mutic.  Pollen  masses  4. 
2800.  Stenia.  Perianth  flattened,  nearly  equal.  Lateral  sepals  oblique  at  the  base.  Labellum  continuous  with 
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the  base  of  the  column,  concave,  appendiculated  in  the  disk.   Column  semiterete,  drawn  out  at  the  base,  rounded  at 
the  apex,  mutic.   Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  4,  linear,  twin ;  dorsal  one  small.  Caudicula  nearly  square,  acute. 

fl896.    Cyrtopbdium,  page  749. 
2801.  Cyrtopcra.  Perianth  flattened.  Sepals  and  petals  ascending,  nearly  equal,  connate  with  the  claw  of  the 

column.  Labellum  spurless,  concave,  3-lobed,  wkhjjcallous  crestedjgr.  tubercled  veins.  Column  semiterete,  mar- 
ginate.   Anther  1 -2-celled.  Pollen  masses^lj§4<fip|lehind,  with  a  slfflft>|Jt<ll"lil<Lular  caudicula. +1887.   Lissochilus,  page  749. 

+1893.  Notl/lia,  page  749. 
2802.  MasdevalRa.  Perianth  closed.  Sepals  acuminate,  or  awned,  connate  into  acampanulate  tube.  Petals 

short.  Labellum  short,  oblong,  concave,  entire,  articulated  with  the  column.  Column  erect,  linear,  channelled. Pollen  masses  2,  with  a  short  caudicula. 
2803.  CryptochUus.  Perianth  tubular,  contracted  at  the  throat,  gibbous  in  front  at  the  base.  Sepals  connate, 

except  at  the  apex.  Petals  free,  rather  smaller  than  the  sepal.  Labellum  undivided,  free,  continuous  to  the  base  of 
the  column.   Column  semiterete.  Anther  2-celled.   Pollen  masses  8,  adhering  by  pairs  to  common  glands. 

+1919.   lonOpsis,  page  751. 
2804.  Quekittia.  Perianth  cylindrical.  Sepals  linear,  equal,  gibbous  at  the  base ;  lateral  ones  connate.  Petals 

linear,  of  equal  length.  Labellum  oblong,  entire,  mutic,  parallel  with  the  column,  excavated  at  the  base,  bicallose. 
Column  semiterete,  erect,  auricled  on  both  sides  at  the  apex.  Anther  1 -celled.  Pollen  masses  2,  excavated  behind  ; with  a  linear  caudicula  and  a  minute  gland. 
+1883.  Rodrigttezia,  page  749. 
+1884.   Gomeza,  page  749. 
2805.  BurlingtdniSL.  Perianth  membranous,  convolute,  oblique.  Sepals  unguiculate,  shorter  than  the  labellum  ; 

lateral  ones  concave  at  the  base,  connate.  Petals  unguiculate,  parallel  with  the  labellum.  Labellum  2-lobed, 
parallel  with  the  column,  with  a  channelled  lamellate  claw.  Column  terete,  clavate.  Stigma  horned  on  both  sides. 
Anther  1-celled.   Pollen  masses  2,  excavated  behind,  adnata  to  a  subulate  elastic  caudicula. 
2806.  Comparittia..  Perianth  ringent.  Middle  sepal  and  petal  short,  free,  somewhat  galeate ;  lateral  ones  connate, 

one-spurred.  Labellum  free,  flattened,  obcordate,  unguiculate,  furnished  with  2  spurs,  which  are  hidden  within  the spur  of  the  sepals.   Column  free,  erect,  mutic.  Pollen  masses  2,  adnate  to  beaked  cuneated  caudicula. 
+1898.   Macradhiia,  page  749. 
+1909.    Cryptarrhena,  page  749. 
+1895.   Oncidium,  page  749. 
2807.  Fernandezist.  Perianth  spreading.  Sepals  free.  Petals  conniving  under  the  upper  sepal.  Labellum  spur- 

less,  free,  3-lobed,  tubercledon  the  disk.  Column  short,  eared  on  both  sides.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  2,  obovate. 
2808.  Scaphygldttis.  Sepals  connivent.  Lateral  ones  drawn  out  at  the  base,  a  little  connate  with  the  foot  of  the 

column,  upper  one  linear,  convex.  Petals  a  little  shorter  than  the  sepals.  Labellum  oblong,  channelled,  continuous 
with  the  column,  with  arepand  margin.   Column  marginate.   Pollen  masses  4,  sessile  on  a  cuneated  gland. 

2809.  Pachyphpllum.  Perianth  connivent.  Sepals  and  petals  free,  equally  acute.  Labellum  free,  undivided,  sessile, 
furnished  with  one  tubercle  at  the  base,  and  two  at  the  apex.  Column  petaloid.   Pollen  masses  2.  (No  species  given.) 

2810.  Dichte^a.  Perianth  connivent.  Sepals  and  petals  free,  acute,  equal.  Labellum  unguiculate,  naked,  spurless, deltoid,  articulated  with  the  column.  Column  erect,  terete,  wingless.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  4,  by  pairs, collateral,  with  a  cuneate  caudicula  and  a  minute  gland. 
2811.  Miltdnia.  Perianth  flattened.  Petals  revolute,  and  lateral  sepals  connate  at  the  base,  sessile.  Labellum 

large,  dilated,  undivided,  sessile,  connate  with  the  column,  lamellate  at  the  base.  Column  short,  semiterete,  eared  at 
the  apex.   Pollen  masses  2,  adnate  to  an  oblong  caudicula. 
2812.  Cyrtochilum.  Perianth  flattened.  Sepals  free,  lateral  ones  unguiculate.  Petals  a  little  smaller  than  sepals. 

Labellum  free,  undivided,  continuous  to  the  base  of  the  column,  with  a  tuberculated  claw.  Column  short  winged.  An- 
ther 2-celled.   Pollen  masses  2,  with  a  filiform  caudicula  and  a  minute  gland. 

+1886.   Brdssia,  page  749. 
2813.  Tetraptttis.  Perianth  somewhat  spreading.  Sepals  free,  equal.  Petals  very  narrow,  of  equal  length. 

Labellum  free,  sessile,  saccate,  geniculate,  3-lobed.  Column  erect,  length  of  petals  semiterete,  clavate.  Rostellum straight.  Pollen  masses  4,  globose,  pitted  behind,  adhering  by  pairs  to  two  narrow  caudicula;  connected  by  a  common 
gland. 2814.  Phaltendpiis.  Perianth  flattened,  spreading.  Sepals  free.  Petals  larger  than  the  sepals,  dilated.  Labellum 
connate  with  the  column,  free,  3-lobed,  callous  at  the  base ;  middle  lobe  narrower,  bicirrhose.  Column  lying  upon  the 
ovarium,  semiterete.  Rostellum  gladiate.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen  masses  2,  nearly  globose,  with  a  flat  spatulate caudicula  and  a  large  caudate  gland. 

+1916.    VSnda,  page  750. 
2815.  Camarbtis.  Perianth  flattened.  Lateral  sepals  connate  with  the  back  of  the  labellum,  free  at  apex.  Petals 

a  little  smaller  than  the  sepals,  free.  Labellum  obovate,  channelled,  appendiculate  at  apex.  Column  erect,  terete, 
free,  beaked.  Anther  dorsal,  apiculate,  subbilocular.  Pollen  masses  2,  with  a  very  long  subulate  caudicula  and  a forked  rostellum. 
+1918.  Renanlhira,  page  750. 
2816.  Mioropira.  Perianth  equal,  spreading.  Lateral  sepals  adnate  to  the  base  of  the  labellum.  Labellum  con- 

tinuous with  the  base  of  the  column,  slipper-shaped,  3-lobed ;  middle  lobe  very  small.  Column  short,  with  a  large inflexed  rostellum.  Pollen  masses  2,  with  a  subulate  caudicula. 
2817.  Saccoldbium.  Perianth  flattened,  spreading.  Sepals  equal  to  the  petals,  lateral  ones  usually  largest. 

Labellum  undivided,  spurred,  connate  with  the  base  of  the  column.  Column  erect,  semiterete,  with  subulate  rostellum. 
Anther  semibilocular.   Pollen  masses  2,  nearly  globose,  with  an  elongated  caudicula  and  a  minute  gland. 
2818.  Cleisdstoma.  Sepals  and  petals  spreading,  linear,  nearly  equal.  Labellum  spurred,  connate  with  the  base 

of  the  column,  3-dentate.  Column  semiterete.  Anther  semibilocular.  Pollen  masses  2,  2-lobed,  nearly  globose, with  a  filiform  caudicula  and  a  hooked  minute  gland.  (No  species  given.) +1915.    Sarcdnthus,  page  750. 
2819.  (Ecedclades.  Perianth  spreading,  ringent,  or  connivent,  nearly  equal,  free.  Labellum  free,  sessile,  articulate 

with  the  column,  spurred,  naked,  or  bilamellate  at  the  base.  Column  elongated,  semiterete.  Anther  2-celled.  Pollen 
masses  2,  furrowed  behind,  with  a  narrow  caudicula  and  a  minute  gland. 
+1917.  Aerides,  page  750. 
+1922.  Aerantkes,  page  750. 
+1921 .   Angrse\;ura,  page  750. 
2820.  Trichocentrum.  Perianth  spreading,  free,  equal.  Labellum  sessile,  spurred,  flat,  2-lobed,  lamellose  at  the 

base,  connate  with  the  base  of  the  column.  Column  short,  semiterete,  thick,  winged  on  both  sides.  Anther  2-celled, 
mutic  Pollen  masses  2,  complicate,  with  a  cuneated  caudicula  and  a  minute  gland. 

+1923.   Calanthe,  page  750. 
IV.   Ophry'de«  Pollen  cohering  in  innumerable  waxy  masses,  collected  on  a  cobwebbed  elastic  axis,  fixed  to the  glands  of  the  stigma.  Anther  terminal,  erect,  or  resupinate,  persistent,  with  complete  cells. 

+1859.   (yrchis,  page  748. 
+1864.   Anacdmpiis,  page  748. 
+1858    Gymnadenia,  page  748. 
+1860.  Ntgriteila,  page  748. 
+1865.  A'ceras,  page  748. +1857.   Platanthira,  page  748. 
+1868.   Herminium,  page  748. 
fl867.   Cham&rchis,  page  748. 
+1861.  HabenMa,  page  748. 
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2821.  Bondtea.  Perianth  and  anther  of  Habenaria.  Upper  lip  of  stigma  free,  cucullated,  or  complicated  ;  piocesi 
of  the  stigma  sometimes  long  and  sometimes  short. 
2822.  Cyndrchis.  Sepals  equal,  conniyent.  Petals  fixed  under  the  upper  sepal.  Labellum  connate  with  the 

column,  spurred,  usually  4-parted.  Sepals  larger  than  the  petals,  and  of  a  different  texture.  Column  short.  Anther 
horizontal  or  resupinate,  with  distinct  elongated  cells.  Rostellum  flat,  3-partite.  Pollen  glands  naked.  Lobes  of stigma  2,  fleshy. 

+1862.    Bartholin*,  page  748. 
+1850.    Satyrium,  page  748. 
+1855.  Dlsa,  page  748. 
+1862.   Serapias,  page  748. 
2823.  Pterygbdium.  Perianth  subringent.  Lateral  sepals  exterior,  horizontal,  concave.  Labellum  inserted  in  the middle  of  the  column,  between  the  remote  cells  of  the  anther. 
2824.  Corycium.  Perianth  ringent.  Petals  equal  at  the  base,  erect ;  lateral  ones  connate.  Petals  free,  concave. 

Labellum  unguiculate,  connate  with  the  face  of  the  column,  appendiculate  in  front.  Anther  dorsal,  resupinate. Glands  naked. 
+1866.  O'phrys,  page  748. 2825.  Dispiris.  Perianth  ringent,  of  4-5  sepals.  Lateral  sepals  exterior,  horizontal,  somewhat  spurred.  Labellum erect  from  the  base  of  the  column,  and  connected  with  it.  Anther  revolute,  drawn  out  in  two  segments,  which  are bent  in  front. 

V.  Gastrodie'  ,r..  —  Anther  terminal,  opercular.  Pollen  masses  cohering  in  granules,  which  finally  become  waxy, and  are  indefinite  in  number. 
2826.  Gastrbdia.  Perianth  tubular,  5-lobed.  Lobes  secund.  Labellum  closed,  free,  unguiculate,  lying  on  the column.  Column  long,  hollow  at  top.  Anther  deciduous,  with  approximate  cells.  Pollen  masses  large,  composed  of 

numerous  angular  particles. 

VI.  Arethu'se.e.  —  Anther  terminal,  opercular.    Pollen  masses  as  in  tribe  Neottieae. 
+ 1 881 .   CaU&aiL,  page  749. 
2827.  Corysdnthes.  Perianth  ringent.  Helmet  large.  Lower  lip  4-parted,  short,  hidden  by  the  labellum.  Label* 

lum  large,  cucullate,  or  tubular.   Anther  1 -celled,  2-valved,  persistent.   Pollen  masses  4,  powdery. 
2828.  Pteristylis.  Perianth  ringent,  4-leaved,  inner  leaflet  bifid.  Labellum  unguiculate,  almost  enclosed,  appen- 

diculate, or  gibbous  at  the  base.  Column  connate  with  the  base  of  the  galea,  winged  at  apex.  Anther  persistent,  with 
approximate  cells.   Pollen  masses  2  in  each,  all  compressed,  powdery. 
+1877.  ArethUsa,  page  749. 
+1879.  Pogbnia,  page  749. 
+1878.    Catopbgon,  page  749. 
2829.  Glossodia.  Perianth  of  5  equal  spreading  sepals.  Labellum  dissimilar,  short,  undivided,  glandless.  Appen- dage between  the  column  and  the  labellum.  Anther  terminating  the  membranous  dilated  column,  with  approximate, 

cells.   Pollen  masses  2  in  each  cell,  compressed,  powdery. 
2830  Chlorce^a.  Perianth  membranous.  Outer  sepals  nearly  equal ;  lateral  ones  deflexed;  upper  one,  along  with the  inner  ones,  conniving  into  a  galea.  Labellum  sessile,  cucullate,  entire  or  3-lobed,  with  a  crested  disk.  Column 

elongated,  semiterete,  marginate.  Anther  2-celled,  Stigma  lying  on  the  top  of  the  column.  Pollen  masses  2,  bipar- tite, cohering  behind. 

MONANDRIA. 
•2747..     -  LEPA'NTHES  Sum.     (Lepos,  bark, anthos,  flower;  habit.)     Orchid.  Mala*.  Pleur.         Sp.  1— 1. 

17896  -      -  tridentfita  Swz.       3-toothed-fod    £  El  cu   4  ja       P.v    Jamaica   1834.  D   mo  Bot.  reg.  1762 
*2750.  -    -  APLE'CTRUM  Swt.   (,4,  without,  plektron,  a  spur ;  flower.)    Orchid.  Malax.  Pleur.    Sp.  1 — 1 17897  -  hiemale  Swt.  wintry  /fElcu   1     ...      Br      N.  Amer.  1827.  O  s.p Corallorhlza  hiemalis  Nut. 
*2751.       .  ACIA'NTHUS  B.  Br.   (Akis,  point,  anthos,  flower  ;  bristly  tips.)   Orchid.  Malax.  Pleur.    Sp.  1— 3. 17898  -      -  cauda t us  R.  Br.       tailed  A  lAI  or   1  my.jn  Br      N.  Holl.    1824.  R  Lp 
•2752.-  -  C(E*LIA  Lindl.  Cobma.  (Koilos,  hollow  ;  pollen  masses.)  Orch.  Malax.  Pleur.  Sp.  1 — 0. 
17699  Bauerana  Bauer's  £  El  cu   1   Jamaica      ...    R  l.p     Sm.ic.pict.  14 

«2753.       •  MEGACLI'NIUM  Lindl.    (Megas,  large,  klino,  to  bend  ;  spike.)    Orch.  Malax.  Dendrob,  Sp.  1—3. 17900  -      -  maximum  Lindl.     largest  £  fAl  cu    1  au       G       S.  Leone  1836.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1959 
•2754.       -  BOLBOPHY'LLUM  Thou.  (Bolbos,  bulb,  phyllon,  leaf ;  mode  of  leafing.)  Orch. Mai. Den.  Sp.  2— 9 
17901  leopardlnum  LindL leopard-spotted  £  El  spl    Ysh.G.pE.  Indies   ...     D  p.r.w 17902  -  sanatorium  Lindl.   dancing  £  El  pr   4  d        R       S.  Leone  1835.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1970 

17902  ^        17898  l79f0  1789 ' 
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f 1880     Epipdctis,  page  749. 
2631.  Caladinia.  Perianth  bilabiate,  glandular  outside.  Upper  lip  flattlsh.  Labellum  unguiculate,  cucullate, 

somewhat  3-lobed,  or  narrowed  at  the  apex,  ornamented  with  rows  of  glands  in  the  disk.  Column  membranaceously 
dilated.  Anther  persistent,  with  approximate  cells.   Pollen  masses  2  in  each  cell,  compressed,  half  2-lobed,  powdery. 2832.  Eriochilus.  Perianth  bilabiate.  Outer  lateral  sepals  unguiculate ;  inner  ones  erect,  smaller.  Labellum 
unguiculate,  inappendiculate,  with  apubescent  glandless  disk.  Column  semitereto,  simple  at  top.  Anther  persistent, 
mutic,  with  approximate  cells.   Pollen  masses  4  in  each  cell. 
2833.  Chiloglottis.  Perianth  bilabiate.  Outer  lateral  sepals  channelled,  and  terete  at  the  apex.  Labellum  ungui- 

culate, glandular  in  the  disk,  and  furnished  with  a  tongue-shaped  appendage  at  the  base.  Column  bifid  at  apex. Anther  persistent,  with  proximate  cells.   Pollen  masses  2  in  each  cell,  compressed,  powdery. 
2834.  Cyrtostylis.  Perianth  bilabiate.  Sepals  mutic,  4  lateral  ones  nearly  equal,  spreading.  Labellum  dissimilar, 

stretched  out,  flat,  obtuse,  undivided,  bicallose  at  the  base.  Column  semitereto,  dilated  at  apex.  Anther  persistent, 
with  approximate  cells.   Pollen  masses  as  in  Chiloglottis. 2835.  Micrdtis.  Perianth  ringent.  Outer  lateral  sepals  sessile  ;  inner  ones  almost  similar,  ascending.  Labellum 
dissimilar,  oblong,  obtuse,  callous  at  the  base.  Column  funnel-shaped.  Anther  furnished  with  a  membranous  auricle on  both  sides.  Pollen  masses  2  in  each  cell,  powdery,  fixed  by  the  base. 

VII.  Nbottib^ —  Anther  parallel  with  the  stigma,  and  erect.  Pollen  masses  simple,  or  consisting  of  granules in  a  loose  state  of  cohesion. 
tlS74.    Spirdnthes,  page  749. 
tl876.   Stenorhgnchos,  page  749. 
fl873.  Nedttia,  page  749. 
fl876.    Listers.,  page  749. 
3836.  Pelixia.  sepals  conniving  into  a  cylinder.  Outer  lateral  ones  dependent,  connate  with  the  base  of  the 

column.   Labellum  entire,  stretched  out,  spurred  at  the  base,  connate  with  the  ovarium. 
2837.  Saurogtussum.  Perianth  connivent.  Lateral  sepals  linear,  arcuately  spreading,  running  into  the  ovarium  at 

the  base.  Labellum  linear,  channelled,  callous  at  the  base.  Column  elongated,  semiterete,  drawn  out  at  the  base, 
and  somewhat  spatulate  at  the  apex.   Rostellum  ovate.  Pollen  masses  2, 2-lobed,  with  a  very  short  caudicula. 

+1 870.    Goddycm,  page  748. 
2838.  AncectochUus.  Perianth  ringent.  Upper  sepal,  along  with  the  petals,  forming  a  galea ;  lateral  sepals  spreading. 

Labellum  connate  with  the  column  at  the  base  spurred,  with  a  channelled  inflexed  claw,  and  a  2-lobed  spreading limb.  Column  short,  with  membranous,  dilated,  involute  margins. «  Stigma  bicallous  at  the  base.  Pollen  masses  2, 
powdery,  2-lobed,  with  very  short  caudicula,  and  an  oblong  gland. fl872.  Ponthiiva,  page  748. 
2839.  Cranichis.    Perianth  resupinate,  subringent.   Labellum  arched.   Anther  as  in  Neottia. 
fl926.    iVt-scrftfia,  page  750. 2840.  Calochilus.  Perianth  ringent.  Inner  sepals  sessile,  smaller  than  the  outer  ones,  erect.  Labellum  longer 

than  the  sepals,  sessile,  acuminated,  with  the  margins  and  disk  bearded.   Anther  parallel  with  stigma,  persistent. 
2841.  Frasop/ipllum.  Perianth  ringent ;  galea  in  front ;  2  outer  sepals  usually  cohering,  inner  ones  unequal-sided. 

Labellum  ascending,  undivided,  spurless,  unguiculate.  Column  bipartite.  Anther  parallel  with  the  stigma,  persistent, 
with  approximate  cells.1  Pollen  masses  2  in  each  cell,  powdery,  fixed  to  the  top  of  the  stigma. +1871.  Diiiris,  page  748. 

+1 930.   Vanilla,  page  751 . 

MONANDRIA. 

17896  Leaf  ovate  acute  marginate  triden.  at  apex,  Flws.  triquetrous  at  base,  Sepals  acuminated 

17897  The  only  species 

17898  Scape  1-2-flwd.  Horns  very  long,  Margins  of  lvs.  undulated 

17899  The  only  species 

17900  Upper  sepal  acute  lateral  ones  acum.  reflex,  with  involute  margins,  Labellum  linear  revolut 
[fleshy  quite  entire 17901  Pseudo-bulbs  tufted  ovate  obi.  Lvs.  conaceoui  stiff  ovate  obi.  solitary  petiolate,  Flws.  rad.  fascicled,  Labellum 

17902  Pseudo-bulbs,  ov.  comp.  wedged,  Lvs.  soL  acute  shorter  than  rac.  Bracteas  ov.  membran.  Sepals  pubesc.  La- bellum ovate  feathered  at  top 

4  M  3 



1260 FIRST  ADDITIONAL  SUPPLEMENT. Class  XX. 

*2755.       -  CIRRHOPE'TALUM  Z.mk«.  (Kirrhos,  tawny,  pefaton,  petal;  flowers.)  Orch.  Mai.  Dend.  Sp.l— 3. 
17933        -  ThouSrsji  Lindl.     Thouars's         £  El  cu   1  jl        Y.b    Soc  Isles  ...     D   p.r.w  Bot.reg.n.  s.11 Bolbophyllum  longifldrum  Thou.,  Zygoglossum  umbellatum  Reinw. 
•2756.  TRVASLindl  Trias.  (Trias,  three  ; lOpen  flower  forming  a  triangle.)  Orch.  Malax.  Dendrdb.  Sp.l — 1. 

17904  -      -  oblonga  Lindl.        oblong  £  El  el    ...  n     Din.G.p  E.  Indies   ...     D   p.r.w    WaL  pi.  as. 
*2757.       •  BRYOvBIUM  Lindl.      (Bruo,  to  sprout,  bio,  to  live ;  bulbs.)      Orch.  Malax.  Dendrdb.      Sp.  1— 1. 17905  -  pubescens  Lindl.     pubescent        £  K  cu  1  n  G     E.  Indies  1836.  D  p.r.w 
*2758.       •  A'PORUM  Blume.  (Aporux,  a  running  shoot ;  appearance.)     Orch.  Malax.  Dendrdb.    Sp.l — 1. 

17906  anceps  Lindl.         two-edged-**»»a"  £  El  cu  ±  year    Y.G    Bengal     1826.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1239 
1900.  DENDRO'BIUM.  Sp.  13— 32. 

17907  12922a  n6bile  Lindl.  noble  £  El  pr  2  f      Gsh.  Y.p  China      1836.  D   p.r.w  Sert.  orch".  3 
17908  129226  cfcrulgscens  Wal. 
17909  12925a  densiflorura  Wal. *2759 

17910  - 

bluish  £  El  or  2  ap       B.p     India       1837.  D   trunks  Sert  orch.18 
dense-flowered  £  El  or   1J  my      Y       Nepal      1830.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1828 

PAXTO'NLl  Lindl.  (J.  Paxton,  F.L.S.  cond.  of  Mag.  of  Bot.,  a  successful  cultiv.)  O.M.D.  Sp.  1— 1. rosea  Lindl.  rose-coloured  pr  £  s.o      Ro  Philippines  1837.  D   pj   Bot.  reg.  n.  s.60 
1907.  EPIDE'NDRUM.  Orch.  Epiddndrete.  Sp.  20—71. 17911  12939a  odoratissimum  Z,i?i<«.  sweetest- sctd  {Hfral  su        G.y    Rio  Jan.    1827.  D  p.r.w.  Bot.  reg.  1415 

Encyclia  patens  Hook  in  Bot.  mag.  3013.,  Macradenia  lutfescens  Bot.  Cab.  1556.,  but  not  of  Bot.  reg. 
17912  129396 oncidib'Ides  Lindl.    Oncidium-like  £  EI  fra  3  jn        Y.br  S.  Amer.?1823.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1623 17913  12939e  aromSticum  Bate,    aromatic  £  El  el  3  my       Pa.Y  Guatem.    1835.  D   p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  10 
17914  12947a  bicornutum  flboA.    two-horned      £  El  fra  1J  ap        W.sp  Trinidad  ?1831.  D  p  r.w  Bot.mag.3332 
17915  12942a floribundum  Hook,   many-flowered  £  El  el   1  n         G.b    Mexico      ...     D   p.r.w  Bot.  mag. 3637 

DINE'MA  Lindl.        (Dis,  double,  nema,  a  filament;  filaments.)        Orch.  EpidSnd.   Sp.  1  — polybfilbon  many-bulbed    £  E  cu   1  au        W      Jamaica    1832.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  cab.  1230 
?  Epidendrum  polybulbon. 
ENCY'CLIA  Hook.   Encyclia.   (Egkykleo,  to  wrap  round  ;  column  by  lip.)  Orch.  Epid.    Sp.l — 1. viridiflbra  Hook.      green-flowered  fEJcu   1  f         G      Rio  Jan.   1827.  D   p.r.w.  Hot.  mag. 2831 
CHY^SIS  Lindl.   (Chysis,  a  melting ;  pollen  masses,  as  it  were,  fused  together.)  Orch.  Ep.  Sp.  1 — 1. aurea  Lindl.  golien-ftwd      £  [23  or   I  s         Go    Venezuela  1834.  D  p.r.w  Bot-  reg.  1937 

-  PHYSI'NGA  Lindl.         (Phusa,  a  bladder  ;  shape  of  labellum.)       Orch.  Epidind.    Sp.  1— 1. prostrata  Lindl.      prostrate  £  123  cu  1  au        G.p    Demerara  1837.  f>  p.r.w 
HARTWE'GLl  Lindl.  (M.  Theodore  Hartweg,  bot.  collect,  to  Lond.  Hoit.  Soc.)    Or.  Ep.  Sp.  1—1. purpurea  Lindl.      purple  £  23  or    P      Vera  Cruz  ?1837.  D  p.r.w 

-  T-iBFLlA  Lindl.         Ljblia.         (Ltelia,  a  vestal  virgin.)         Orch.  Epidend.         Sp.  6 — 20 
anceps  Lindl.         two-edged- scpd  £  El  el   1J  d         Pa.P  Mexico     1833.  O  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1751 
/9Barker«na  Lindl.  Barker's  ^123  ell  J  d         P       Mexico     1833.  O  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1947 autumnalis  Lex.      autumnal         £  E)  spl  3  au.o     Li.p   Mexico     1836.  D  p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  9 

*2760. 
17916  - 

•2761.  - 
17917 

•2762.  - 
17918  - •2763. 

17919  - 
•2764  - 

17920 *2765. 
17921 

17922  - •2766. 
17923  - 

SCHOMBU'RGKLl  Lindl.   (R.  J.  H.  Schomburgk,  a  traveller  in  Guiana.)   Orch.  Epid.    Sp.  1—1 marginata  Lindl.  bordered 
1906.  CATTLEvYi<. 

17924  129363  M6ssj'<s  Hook 
17925  12935yPerrSn»'i  Lindl. 
17926  129376  guttata  Lindl.  - 
17927  12937c  pumila  Hook. 

*2767.  - 

Mrs.  Moss's 
Perrin's spotted-yZttxi 
dwarf 

£  El  or  4  au.s     R.Y    Surinam  1834.  D   trees  Sert.  orch.  13 
Orchiddcece-  Epidtndrece.  Sp.  20 — 30 P  S.  Amer.  1836.  D  p.r.w.  Bot.mag.3669 

P       Brazil        ...     D   p.r.w.  Bot.reg.n.s.2 
£  E!  or £  fAl  or 

£  Ei  or 

£Eel 

1  jn.au 1  \..: 

1 

i 
...  G.Bd.W.F  Brazil 
jl.au     P       S.  Amer. 

1827. 
1837. D  p.r.w.  Bot.  reg.1406 

D   p.r.w.Bot.  mag.3656 

17928 
LEPTCTTES  Lindl.   Leptotes.   (Leptos,  slender ;  leaves.)   Orchiddcece  Epidfndrece, 1831.  D .  tricolor  l.indl. two-cld-^wd     £  El  or 

1911.  BL.FSTIA 
12957  verecunda 

/3  Shepherd*/  Lindl.  Shepherd's       3t  El  or 
17929  12957a  patula  Hook.  spreading-yZtod'  A  El  el sic 

i  ap       W.r  Brazil 
Orch.  Epidind.   Sp.  9—15. 

Sp.  1—1. p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1625 

17930  129576  gracilis  B.  C. 
17931  12957c  reflexa  Lindl, 

Aender-scaped  3t  El  Pr 
retlexcd-Sf paled  A  El  01 

2  ja.m 2  mr 

lijl.au 2  n 

Dp.P  Jamaica  1825?  D P  Hayti  1830.  O Y.r    Mexico    1830.  D 
p.l  Bot.  mag.  3319 
p.l  Bot.  mag.  3518 
p.l   Bot.  reg.  1681 

P.Q.w  Mexico    1833?  O  p.l   Bot.  reg.  1760 

♦2768.  -  -  CRY^BE  Lindl.  (Krubeis,  concealed  ;  column  hidden  by  floral  envelopes.)  Orch.  Epidind.  Sp.  1—1. 
17932  rosea  Lindl.  rose-coloured     £  El  or  1  jn       Pa.G  Mexico    1834.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1878 
•2769.  -     •  PESOME'RIA  Thou.      (Pipto  {peso),  to  fall,«nd  mcros,  a  part.)      Onh.  Epidend.   Sp.  1—1. 

17933 tetragons  Thou.      i-comere&-stmd£  Ecu  2  d 17918  . 
Br      Mauritius  1837.  D  p.r.w 

17933 
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17903  Petals  ciliated  and  are  as  well  as  the  upper  sepal  awned,  Lvs.  obi.  obtuse  emargmate  shorter  than  the  scape 

17904  Lvs.  oblong 

17905  The  only  species 

17906  Lvs.  fleshy  acute, Flws.  sol.  or  twin,  Sepals  fleshy.  Stems  pendulous,  Labellum  emarginate  crenulated 

17907  Stems  terete  pendulous,  Lvs.  obi.  obliquely  emarginate  obtuse,  Flws.  twin,  Sepals  oval,  Petals  conforming  to 
the  sepals  but  larger,  Labellum  roundish  cucullate  cordate  -  [emarginate 17908  Stem  erect  fleshy,  Lvs.  obi.  obtuse  emarginate,  Racemes  horizont.  2-3-flwd.  Sepals  linear  obtuse  spreading 17909  Stems  articulated  clav.  pendulous  leafy  at  top,  Lvs.  obi.  acute.  Racemes  later  many-flwd.  Labellum  rhomb. 
unguiculate  serrul.  retuse 

17910  The  only  species 
[Labellum  almost  free  3-lobed  with  a  callous  depressed  disk 

17911  Lvs.  oval  corrugated  twin  ensif.  Rac.  almost  simple,  Sepals  obi.  and  areas  well  as  the  cuneated  petals  spreading, 
[3-lobed,  Lateral  lobe  short  oblong 

17912  Lvs.  oval  2-edged  ensif.  Panicle  term,  branched,  Sepal  and  petals  obovate  unguiculate  spreading,  Labellum 
17913  Pseudo-bulb  large  1-2-leaved,  Scape  panicled,  Sepals  lanceol.  Labellum  3-lobed,  Middle  lobe  orbicular 
17914  Lvs.  few  lin.  obi.  obtuse  coriaceous,  Raceme  term  pedunc.  few-flwd.  Sepals  and  petals  equal,  Labellum  3-lobed, Middle  lobe  lanceol.  acute  homed  inside  at  base. 
17915  Lvs.  lanceol.  obi.  acum.  submembran.  Panicle  term.  Sepals  reflex,  lanceol.  Petals  filiform,  Labellum  4-  lobed bituberculate  at  base,  Middle  lobe  lin. 
17916  The  only  species. 

17917  The  only  species 

17918  The  only  species 

17919  The  only  species 

17920  The  only  species 

17921  Lvs.  twin  or  sol.  lanceol.  Scape  2-edged  2-flwd.  clothed  with  keeled  scales,  Ovarium  clammy,  Disk  of  labellum 
lin.  elong.  3-lobed.  at  apex,  Pseudo-bulbs  ovate  distant  4-angled 

17922  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  keeled  arched,  Scape  elong.  many-flwd.  Pseudo-bulbs  turbin.  furrowed 

17923  Petals  and  Sepals  undulated  obtuse,  Mid.  lobe  of  labellum  round  acute 

17924  Flws.  large,  Sepals  lanceol.  Petals  ellip.  ovate  ungui.  with  curled  margins,  Labellum  obov.  2-lobed  crenul. 
17925  Sepals  obi.  lin.  obtuse,  Lateral  ones  falcate  narrower  than  obtuse  petals,  Labellum  obi.  lanceol.  3-lobed,  Mid. 

lobe  obi.  obtuse  undulated,  Lvs.  obi.  coriaceous 
17926  Flowers  fleshy,  Sepals  lin.  obi.  obtuse,  Petals  conform,  to  sepals  but  a  little  broader  undul.  Labellum  3-lobed, Middle  lobe  obcord.  with  tuberculated  disk,  Lvs.  concave 
17927  Sepals  obi.  acute  upper  one  recur,  narrower  than  petals,  Petals  oval  obi.  obtuse  undul.  Mid.  lobe  of  labellum 

short  obtuse  undulately  laciniated,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol. 
17928  The  only  species 

[emarginate  transversely  plicate  6  unequal  lamella?  on  the  disk 
17929  Lvs.  lanceol.  Scape  tall  branched,  Flws.  spreading,  Sepal  lanceol.  ellip.  spreading,  Labellum  cucul.  Mid.  lobe 
17930  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  plicate,  Scape  simple,  Sepals  and  Petals  nearly  equal  lanceol.  acumin.  Labellum  3-lobed 

mid.  lobe  emarginate  undulated  with  a  solitary  lamella;  in  the  disk 
17931  Lvs.  narrow  ensif.  plicate,  Scape  simple  2-4-flwd.  Sepals  lin.  lanceol.  lateral  ones  reflex.  Petals  cun.  lanceol. Labellum  3-lobed,  Mid.  lobe  narrow  undulated  furnished  with  5  lamella;  on  the  disk 
17932  The  only  species 

17933  The  only  species 

4  M  -I 
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•2770. 

17934  - •2771. 
17935  - •2772. 

17936  - •2773. 
17937 

*2774. 

17938  - 

17939  - •2775. 
17940  - 

PII .VIU  S  Lour.    Phaius.      (Phaio,  to  shine  ;  splendour  of  flowers.)      Orch.  Epidind.    Sp.  1 — 2. 
-  filbus  Lindl.  white  £  El  spl  2  jl         W.p.g  Nepal      1837?  D   p.l  Bot.  reg.n.  s.  23 
=  NANO\DES  Lindl.  Nanodes.  (Nanodes,  pygmy  ;  size  of  plant.)  Orch.  Vdndece.  Sp.  1 — 1. 
-discolor  two-colored      j$f  E)  cu  £  au       G.p    Rio  Jan.  1827.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1541 
-  ASPAVSIA  Lindl.         (Aspazomai,  I  embrace  ;  column  by  labellum.)      Orch.  Vdndece.    Sp.  1 — 2. -  variegata  Lindl.      variegated-j?«7<i  £  E)  fra  f  f       G.sp.Y.R  S.Amer.  1836.  O  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1907 
SOPHRONTTIS  Lindl.  Sophronitis.  (Sophron,  modest  :  appearance. )  Orch.  Vandece.  Sp.  1— 6. 
grandifldra  Lindl.  large-flowered  £  EI  or  4  ...  S  Organ  Mts.  1837.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  3709 CattlSya  coccinea  Lindl.  in  text  of  Bot.  reg.  1. 1919, 

-  CIRRH^A  Lindl.    ClRRHfA.    (Cirrhus,  a  tendril ;  form  of  rostell  urn  )     Orch.  Vdndece.    Sp.  2 — 5. 
-  vlridi-purpurea  Lod.  green  &  purple  £  El  or  f  my   G.p.spt.  Brazil  1827.  D  It.mosa.ptsh.  Bot  cab.1967 
Gongdrtc  viridi-purpurea  Hook.  Bot.  mag.  2978.,  C.  Loddigesii  Lindl.,   C.  dependens  B.  R.,  Cymbi- 

dium  dependens  Bot.  Cab.  936. 
-  ttUtii  Lindl  dxill-cld-Jlwd     ^B3ca  |  jn      D.p.g.r  Mexico    1834.  O  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1889 

ap 

17941  - 
17942 
17943  - 
17944  - 17945 
17946  - •2776. 
17947 

*2778. 
17948 *2779. 

17949  - 
*2780. 

17950  - 17951 *2781. 
17952  - *2782. 
17953  - 
17954  - *2783.  ■ 
17955  - 
17956  - 

SARCOCHPLUS  R.  Br.  Sarcochilus 
-  falcatus  R.  Br.       falcate-intf       £  El  or  f 

1892.  MAXILLAVRIA. 
Henchmannii'Hook.  Henchmann's    £  23  cu  1  ap.my  P 

(Sarx,  flesh,  cheilos,  a  lip.)   Orchid.  V&ndecs.    Sp.  1— 1. 
W.pk  N.  Holl.  1821.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1832 

Orchid.  Vdndete. Mexico  1835. Sp.  10—40. D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  3614 
Warredna  Lod. cristata  Lindl. 
Rollissdnt  Lindl. 
aureo-fulva  Hook. 

War  re's 
cre&teA-labeU. 

Rollisson's golden-brown 

)6  El  or  2  au £EJor  4  jl 
W.p.y  Brazil  1829.  D  p.r.w  Bot  cab.  1884 
W.p    Trinidad  1834.  O  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1811 

5  EI  or 

f  Ei  pr 
i  au  Y  Brazil  1836.  D  p.r.w  Bot. reg.n. s. 40 
1  my  jn  Go. Br  S.  Amer.  1836.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  2789 

-  vitelllna  Lindl.       yolk  of  egg-cld  £  EI  or  J  jn       Y.b     Brazil      1838.  D  p.r.w  Bot.reg.1839.12 
-  BIFRENA'RIA  Lindl.   Biprenaria    (Bis,  twice,  frcenum,  a  bridle.)    Orchid.  Vdndete.    Sp.  1— ?2. -  aurantlaca  Lindl.     orange-cld        £E)or  }  o         O       Demer.    1834.  D  p.r.w Bot.  reg.  1875 
-  TRICHOPI'LIA  Lindl.    Trichopilia.   (Thrix,  hair,  pilion,  cap ;  cap  of  anther.)   Orch.  Vandece. -  t6rtilis  Lindl.         twisted-pe/oferf  £  El  cu  f  ja        W.c    Mexico     1835.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1863 
DICRY'PTA  Lindl.   (Dis,  two,  krypto,  to  conceal ;  pollen  masses.)     Orchid.  Vandece.    Sp.  3— 10. 

-  crassif&lia  Lindl.     thick-lvd.         JQcu  1  year     Y       Brazil     1830.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1028 Heterot&xis  crassifblia  Lindl.  Bot.  reg. 
GOVE^N/jl  Lindl.   (James  Robt.  Qowcn,  Esq.,  an  English  botanist.)   Orchid.  Vandece.    Sp.  2— 2. 

-  superba  Lindl.        superb-cspected  3t  El  spl  5  f.mr     O       Mexico    1828.  D  s.lt     Bot.  reg.  1795 
-  ffliacea  Lindl.         U&y-fiwd         A  El  el    1  jl        Psh.W  Mexico    1837.  D  p.l     Bot.reg.  a  s.13 
-  BATEMA'NNL4  Lindl.   {Jos.  Bateman,  Esq.,  Knypersley  Hall.)    Orchid.  V&ndece.    Sp.  1—1. 
Collfcyj  Lindl.         Colley's  £  El  or  \  au       P.w.G  Demer.    1834.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1714 
CYCNCTCHES  Lindl.   (Kyknos,  swan,  auchen,  neck ;  column  of  flower.)  Orchid.  Vandece.  Sp.  2 — 2. 

-  Loddig&sti  Lindl.  Loddiges's  £  El  fra  1  jn.jl  G.spt  Surinam  1830.  D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  1742 »  ventricbsus  Bate.     ventricose-#p    £  El  or  2  ...        G.w    Guatem.   1835.  D  p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  5 
MYA'NTHUS  Lindl.  (Myia,  fly,  anthos,  flower 

.  cernuus  Lindl.        drooping-mjlor.  £  El  or   1|  my Catasetum  trifidum  Hook.  Bot.  mag.  3262. 
barbatus  Lindl.       bearded-ta&etf.  £  EI  cu  f  f.mr 

appearance  dried.)  Orch.  Van.  Sp.  2 — 3,  and  2  vara. Lu.G.pRio  Jan.  1832.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1721 

1889.  CATASEVTUM. 17957  12892amacuiatum  Kth.      spotted-Jlwd      £  El  or 17958  12892fipurum  Nees  spotless  £{Z3or 
inapertum  Hook.  ex.  A.  semiapertum  Hook. 

17959  12892clundum  Lindl.        lurid-Jltod        £  E)  or 

G.P     Demer.    1834.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1778 
Orchid.  Vandece.    Sp.  8— 11. 3  ...      G.spt.p  N.  Gren.  1836.  D  p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  2 

1  w      Y.G      Brazil     1824.  D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  3388 
1  s.n     G.Y.br  Brazil      1832.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1667 

•2784. 
17960 *2785. 
17961 *2786. 
17962  - 
17963  - 
17964  - 
17965  - 

Nos.  12893.  &  12894.  in  p.  756.  are  only  varieties  of  C.  tridentatum. 
-  MONACHA'NTHUS  Lindl.  ( Monachos,  monk,  anthos,  flower";  labellum.)  Orchid.  Vandece.  Sp.  1—2. -  dfscolor  Lindl.        dingy  2-cld        £  El  or   1  n        P.y     Demer.    1834.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1735 
-  MORMO  DES  Lindl.   (Mormo,  a  goblin ;  appearance  of  flowers.)   Orchid.  Vandece.   Sp.  1— 1. 

-  atropurpureaLt»wtt.  dark-purple      £  EJ  cu  f    d       D.p    Sp.  Main  1834.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1861 
STANHO'PE A  Hook.    (Earl  Stanhope,  Pres.  of  the  Medico-Bot.  Soc.)   Orchid  Vandece.   Sp.  7—8. -  insignia  Hook.         remarkable       £  El  or   1  jLo      P       Trinidad  1826.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  2948 

Ceratochllus  insfgnis  Lindl. 
-  tigrina  Bate.  tiger-spotted      £  EJ  spl  2  mrjn   Y.p    Mexico     1836.  D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  1S39 
-  grandiflbra  Lindl.    large-flowered  £  El  or  2  jl.o      P       Trinidad  1824.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  cab.  1414 ebtfrnea  Lindl.       ivory-lipped      ̂ EJor    \  jl         W.p   Rio  Jan.   1828.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1529 

17952  imiiiwmr  ^  ̂ rBdSa  17955  ^Sfcf?  17950 
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["obi.  cilcul.  denticu.  with  5  crests  in  the  disk,  Spur  emarginate 17934  Caulescent,  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  acute  glauc.  beneath,  Sepals  and  petals  obi.  lanceol.  acute  nearly  equal,  Labellum 

17935  The  only  species 

17936  Pseudo-bulbs  obi.  2. edged,  Sepals  lin.  obi.  Petals  somewhat  rhomb,  acute,  Lateral  lobes  of  labellum  recur.  Mid. one  fleshy  serrated 
17937  Fseudo-bulbs  obi.  cylind.  1-lvd.  Petals  ellip.  round.  Sepals  obi.  lanceol.  smaller,  Labellum  small  3-lobed,  Mid. lobe  flattish  acumin. 

17938  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  Petals  lin.  arched,  Mid.  lobe  of  labellum  cuneated  equal  to  lateral  ones 

17939  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  Petal  lin.  spatulate,  Labellum  sagit.  Mid.  lobe  lin.  abruptly  acute,  Lateral  ones  acumin. 

17940  The  only  species 

17941  Pseudo-bulbs  oval  obi.  compressed  smooth  bearing  a  sol.  lin.  ligul.  leaf,  Pedunc.  1  flwd.  Petals  and  sepals  erect 
obi.  acute,  Labellum  obscurely  3-lobed  [obovate  obi.  undivided 

17942  Lvs.  obi.  lanceol.  acumin.  plicate,  Scape  radical  many-flwd.  Sepals  ovate  concave,  Petals  smaller,  Labellum 
17943  Pseudo-bulbs  ovate  bearing  a  sol.  obi.  lanceol.  plicate  leaf,  Scape  pendu.  2-flwd.  Sepals  and  petals  lanceol.  acute 

equal,  Labellum  3-part.  Mid.  lobe  fringed 
17944  Pseudo-bulbs  roundish  compressed  bearing  2-obl.  lanceol  lvs.  Scape  1-2-flowered,  Sepals  keeled,  Labellum  3-lobed 
17945  Pseudo-bulb  compressed  tetragonal  bearing  a  sol.  3-nerv.  leaf,  Flws.  racem.  Petals  oval  2  lower  ones  drawn out  into  a  horn  at  base,  Labellum  obovate  subtrilobed  crested. 
17946  Pseudo-bulb  ovate  bluntly  angular  bearing  a  lanceol.  chan.  leaf,  Raceme  droop.  Labellum  cuneate  3-lobed,  Mid. lobe  2-lobed  crenulated 
17947  Pseudo-bulb  roundish  compressed  2-lvd.  Lvs.  obi.  plicate,  Raceme  erect,  Lateral  lobes  of  labellum  semicord.  Mid. one  transverse  subundulated  callous  at  the  base 
17948  The  only  species 

17949  The  only  species 

17950  Labellum  ovate  cord.  Spike  cylind.  Bracteas  acumin.  Lvs.  obi.  acum.  narrowed  at  the  base 
17951  Labellum  ovate  cucul.  at  base,  Spike  obi.  Bracteas  obi.  cucul.  Lvs.  obovate  lanceol.  Root  tuberous 

17952  The  only  species 
[short  winged  claw,  Column  slender  arched  clavate  on  both  sides 

17953  Sepals  lin.  obi.  Lateral  ones  ovate  obi.  pendulous,  Petals  obi.  lanceol.  Labellum  spreading  obi.  entire  with  a 
17954  Sepals  and  petals  lanceol.  acumin.  reflexed,  Labellum  entire  ventricose  acumin.  callous  at  the  base  with  a  short claw,  Column  arched  much  shorter  than  upper  sepals 
17955  Labellum  not  bearded 
17956  Labellum  bearded  with  succulent  hairs 

17957  Two  innner  calycine  segments  spotted,  Labellum  ciliated 
17958  Leaves  linear-lanceolate,  Perianth  spreading  obsoletely  dotted,  Labellum  ventricose  incurved  at  apex  ciliated 
17959  Leaves  oblong  5-plicate,  Perianth  globose  scarcely  spotted,  Labellum  ventricose  straight  at  apex 

17960  Raceme  loose  many-flwd.  Labellum  hemispherical  with  flat  margins  and  fringed  in  the  middle 

17961  The  only  species 

17962  Labellum  constricted  in  the  middle,  Flws.  pendulous 
17963  Lateral  sepals  large  roundish  oblong  much  broader  than  the  petals 
17964  Labellum  oblong  constricted  in  the  middle,  Scape  erect  2-flwd.  shorter  than  the  petals 
17965  Labellum  obi.  constricted  in  the  middle,  Scape  pendulous  2-flowered  twice  as  long  as  the  petals 
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17566  -      -  quadric6rnis  Lindl.  four-horned      £USipr  3  jn        Y.sp.RSp.  Main  1836.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  n.s.5 
17967  -      -  oculata  Lindl.         eyed  )£  El  el   2  jn.jl      Pa. Y  Mexico    1829.  O  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1800 
*2787.  -    > GONGOH4&  &  P.   {Anton.  Caballero  y  Gongora,  a  friend  of  Mutis.)    Orchid.  Vdndeee.  Sp.l— 6. 

17968  -      -  maculate  Lindl.  spotted Vitfd     £  El  or  2J  my      Y.spt  Denier.    1832.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1616 
*2788.  .  CORYA'NTHES  Hook.  (Korys,  helmet,  anthos,  flower  ;  shape  of  Up.)  Orchid.  Vdndeee.  Sp.  1— 3. L7969  -      -  maculate  Hook.       spotted-lipped   £  El  &pl  1  jn        Y.P     Demer.    1829.  D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  3102 
*2790.  -  -  PERISTE^RIA  Hook.  (Peristera,  a  dove ;  its  column  resembles.)   Orchid.  Vdndeee.   Sp.  1—4. 17970  -     -  c6rina  Lindl.  waxen  £  El  or  1  jn       Y       Sp.  Main  1835.  D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  1953 
*2791.  -  -  GROxBY4  Lindl.   (Lord  Grey  qfGroby,  a  patron  of  horticulture.)   Orchid.  Vdndeee.    Sp.  1— 1. 

17971  .      -  AmherstiVe  Lindl.   Lady  Amherst's     fAI  or  }  s         Och.s  Brazil      1829.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1740 
*2792.  -    •  ACROPE'RA  Lindl.   (Akros,  the  extremity, pera,  a  bag;  append,  to  labell.)  Orchid.  Vdndeee.  Sp.— 

17972  -  Loddigesn  Lindl.     Loddiges's       £  El  or  f  au.s    Pa.  Y.P  Mexico    1828.  D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  3563 
*2793.  -  -  GRAMMATOPHY'LLUM  Blume.  (Grammata,  letters, phyllon,  leaf.)    Orchid.  Vdndete.   Sp.  1— 4. 17973  -      -  specibsum  Blume.    showy  £  El  spl  6  ...        Y.br  E.  Inuies  1837.  D  p.r.w  Ru.  Am. 
*2794.  -  -  SOBRA^LJ^  R.  &  P.    Sobralia.    (F.  M.  Sobral,  a  Spanish  botanist.)      Orch.  Vdndeee.    Sp.  1— 4. 17974  .     -  Caravdta  Lindl.      Caravate         £  E)  or  2   Guiana     ...    D  p.r.w  Aub.  gui. 
*2795.     -  ACANTHOPHI'PPIUM  Bl.  Acanthophippium.  (Application  unknown,)  Orchid.  Vdndeee.  Sp.  1—3. 

17975  -        bicolor  Lindl.         2-c\&.-pcrianth.  £  El  or  f  jn       Y.e     Ceylon     1833.  O  p.pots.  Bot.  reg.  1730 
*2796.  -     DIPCTDIUM.R.  Br.    (Dis,  two, pom,  foot ;  threads  of  pollen  masses.)    Orchid.  Vandece.   Sp.  1— 1. 

17976  -      .  punctatum  R.  Br.    spotted  £  El  or   lijn.au    R       N.  Holl.  1822.  U  p.l  Sm.ex.boU.12 
*2797.  -  -  GALEA'NDRA  Lindl.    (Gale,  a  weasel,  aner,  a  male ;  flowers.)      Orch.  Vdndete.   Sp.  1— 3. 17977  •  gracilis  Lindl.         slender  (t  7\1  or   1}  au.o    G       S.  Leone  1832.  D  p.l    Bot.  reg.  742. 
*2798.  -  -  ZYGOPE'TALUM  Book.  (Zygos,  yoke,  petalon,  petal ;  joined  at  base.)   Orchid.  Vdndete.  Sp.  3—6. 

1797.8        .  Mackait  Hook.        Mackay's         £  El  or   1  jn.jl    B.g.y  Brazil      1825.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  2748 /3  crinltum  Lindl.    hairy-lipped      £  El  or   1  o    W.spot.G  Brazil      1829.  D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  3402 
17979  -      •  maxillare  Pax.         tooth-like-fiwd   fi  fAI  or    1  jn.jl     B.Q     S.  Amer.  1829.  D  p.r.w  Pax.  mag.  271 
17980  -      -  Murray  anum  Gard.  ms.  Murray's     ft  fAI  cu  \  ...        G.w    Brazil      1837.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  mag.  367 

*2799.  -  -  HUNTLE'YJ  Bate.   (Rev.  John  Thomas  Huntley,  of  Kimbolton.)   Orchid.  Vandece.    Sp.  1—2. 17981  -  meleagris £«»«#.      Guinea-hen       (i  1A1  spl  1  jn        Y.R.w  Brazil      1838.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1839 
•2800.  -  -  STE'NIA  Lindl.      Stem  a.      (Stenos,  narrow;  pollen  masses.)    Orchid.  Vdndete.     Sp.l — 1. 17982  -  pallida  Lindl.        pale-flowered    £  EZXj  pr  }  au      Y      Demer.     ...    D  p.r.w  Bot. reg.n.s.20 
•2801.-   -    CYRTOPE*RA  Lindl    ( Kurtos,  convex,  pera,  a  pouch  ;  labell  urn.)     Orch.  Vdndete.      Sp.  1— 1. 

17983  -      -  Woodf6rdi'»  Woodford's      £  El  or  1  o        P       Trinidad  1814.  D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  1814 
•2802.      -  MASDEVA'LLL4  R.  &  P.    (Joseph  Masdevall,  a  Spanish  botanist.)     Orch.  Vdndete.     Sp.  1—1. 17984  -      -  infrficte  Lindl.        broken  £  El  cu    Wsh.Y  Org.Mnts.  ...     D  p.r.w 
*2803.  -       CRYPTOCHrLUS  Wall.   (Kruptos,  hidden,  cheilos,  lip  ;  by  calyx.)   Orchid.  Vdndeee.   Sp.  1—1. 

17985  -      -  sanguinea  Wall.      blood-coloured  £  El  pr   1  jn       S       Nepal        ...    D  p.r.w  Bot.reg.n.s.23 
•2804.-    -  QUEKE'TTM  Lindl.   (E.  J.  Quekett,  F.L.S.,  a  skilful  veget.  anatomist.)    Orch.  Vdndeee.   Sp.l— 1. 17986  -     -  microsedpica  Lindl.  minute  £  El  cu  i   Brazil       ...    D  p.r.w 
•2805.-       BURLINGTO^NLi  Lindl.   Burlingtonia.   (Countess  of  Burlington.)    Orchid.  Vandece.    Sp.l — 1. 17987  -      -  Candida  Lindl.        snow- white      fElde  1  ap       W      Demer.    1834.  D   p.r.w  Bot  reg.  1927 
•2806.  -    -  COMPARE'TTLl  Pop.     (A.  Comparetti,  an  Italian  botanist.)      Orchid.  Vandece.      Sp.  1—2. 17988  -      -  coccmea  Lindl.       scarlet  £  El  or  \  au       S       Brazil      1837.  D  p.r.w  Bot.reg.n.s.68 

1895.  ONCI'DIUM.  Orchid.  Vdndete.      Sp.  18—41. 17989  -      -  leucochllum  Bate,   white-lipped     £  El  or  1  au.s  W.G  Guatem.  1835.  D  p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  1 
17990  -      -  Lemontdnton  Lindl.  Sir  C.  Lemon's  £  El  or  fmy  Y.spt  Havann.  1835.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1789 
17991  -      -  Cavendishrdnum  Bate.  Cavendish's  £  El  or  4  jn  Y.o    Guatem.  1836.  D  p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  3 
17992  -      -  lisncecinum  Lindl   Lance's  £  E3  or   1}  jn.jl     V.y.c  Surinam  1834.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1887 
17993  -      -  Russelltdnton  Lindl.  Russell's        £  E)  or   1  ...        Li.P  Rio  Jan.   1835.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1830 
17994  -  -  Forbfisa  Hook.        Forbes's         £  EI  or   1  o         S.t    Org.Mnts.1837.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  mag.3705 
17995  -  -  ranlferum  Lindl.      frog-bearing     £  El  pr   1  au-s     Y.spt  Brazil      1838.  D   p.r.w  Bot.reg.n.s.43 

•2807.      -  FERNANDE*Z7i<  R.  &  P.  (George  Garcias  Fernandez,  a  Spanish  bot.)    Orch.  Vdndete.    Sp.  1—2. 17996  -  -  elegans  B.  R.         elegant  £Elcu  \  jnjl    Y      Trinidad  1817.  D  p.r.w  Bot  mag.  2715 
LockhartiVt  elegans  Hook. 

•2808  SCAPHY  GLOTTIS  Pop.   (Skaphe,  boat,  glotta,  a  tongue ;  labellum.)    Orchid.  Vandece.   Sp.  1— 1. 
17997  -      -  tdolacea  Lindl       violet-cld-flv>d  £  El  cu  f  f        R.v    Demer.     ...    D  p.r.w  Bot  reg.  1901 

I  I  J 17986  «ffd»17976  17953  -s^p-  WLS&JZea  17974  "V     17984  /       y  « 
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17966  Labellum  constricted  in  the  middle,  Lvs.  obi.  acute  at  both  end8  on  short  petioles 
17967  Labellum  constricted  in  the  middle  orate  acuminated 

17968  Leaves  obovate  obi.  5-plicate  lateral,  Sepals  truncate  at  top  with  acute  angles  which  are  drawn  out  into  two tendrils. 
17969  Lts.  broad  lanceol.  Scapes  nodding  many-flwd,  Labellum  spotted  with  purple  inside 

17970  Scape  short  pendulous,  Raceme  dense,  Middle  lobe  of  labellum  curled  on  the  mar  m  Column  win- less 

17971  The  only  species 

17972  The  only  species 

17973  Stem  fleshy,  Lvs.  ensif.  plicate,  Scape  radical 

17974  Lts.  lanceol.  pubesc.  Heads  imbricate  termin. 

17975  Petals  obi.  lanceol.  acutish,  Lateral  lobes  of  labellum  rounded,  Perianth  ovate 

17976  Scales  radical  distant,  Labellum  straight  with  a  pubescent  disk 

17977  Lvs.  lin.  lanceol.  acumin.  shorter  than  scape,  Perianth  spreading,  Labellum  fringed  in  the  margin 
[lum  obcord.  pubesc. 

17978  Lvs.  loratelv  lanceol.  striat.  recurved  at  apex  shorter  than  raceme,  Sepals  and  petals  obi.  lanceol.  acute,  Label- 

[obovate 17979  Lvs.  lanceol.  undul.  acumin.  longer  than  flexuose  raceme,  Sepals  and  petals  ovate  obi.  acute.  Labellum 
17980  Lvs.  lanceol.  striat.  longer  than  racem.  Racemes  many-flwd.  Sepals  aud  petals  ovate  lanceol.  acute,  Lobes  of labellum  obi.  Lateral  ones  erect,  Middle  one  large  reflexed 
17981  Sepals  and  petals  ovate  acumin.  tessellated,  Labellum  unguiculate  concave,  Hood  of  column  crenated 

17982  The  only  species 

17983  Stems  fusiform  fleshy,  Lvs.  lanceol.  plic.  Scape  radical  many-flwd.  Sepals  lanceol.  Petals  obi.  conniving 

17984  Lvs.  obov.  obi.  on  short  petioles  length  of  scape,  Flws.  ventricose,  Sepals  awned 

17985  The  only  species 

17986  The  only  species 
17987  Racemes  pendulous,  Anterior  sepal  2-lobed  at  apex,  Upper  sepal  as  well  as  the  petal  obtuse,  Labellum  furnished with  two  rows  of  fleshy  lamella; 
17988  The  only  species 

17989  Scape  tall  panicled,  Sepals  and  petals  obi.  obtuse  spreading  [free,  Petals  obi.  undul. 
17990  Pseudo-bulbs  very  small  2-lvd.  Lvs.  compressed  acum.  sulc.  above,  Scape  few-flwd.  Sepals  small  spatul.  apicul. 17991  Leaf  erect  fleshy,  Scape  tall  panicled,  Sepals  ovate  obtuse  upper  one  arched,  Petals  obi.  obtuse  undulated, 

Labellum  large  3-lobed  [undulated  margins 17992  Bulbless,  Lvs.  obi.  acute  striat.  fleshy,  Scape  compound  racemose,  Sepals  and  petals  obi.  obtuse  concave  with 
17993  Pseudo-bulbs  ovate  ribbed  2-lvd.  Lvs.  ligul.  lanceol.  Raceme  few-flwd.  radical,  Sepals  and  petals  ovate  obi. subundul.  Lamellae  on  the  disk  of  labellum  truncate 
17994  Pseudo-bulbs  obi.  furrowed  compressed,  Leaf  lanceol.  coria.  Scape  panicled  many-flwd.  Petals  and  sepals obovate  undulated,  Disk  of  labellum  tubercularly  crested  at  the  base  [acute  spreading 
17995  Pseudo-bulbs  ovate  furrowed  2-lvd.  Lvs.  broad  linear  shorter  than  the  panicled  scape,  Sepals  and  petals  oblong 

17996  Lvs.  ovate  obtuse  keeled,  Flws.  panicled,  Labellum  hastate,  Lateral  lobes  acute,  Middle  lobe  oblong  obtuse 

17997  Lvs.  lin.  emarginate  at  the  apex,  Flws.  usually  twin,  Labellum  lin.  apicul.  repand 
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•2810. 
17996  - 
•2811.  ■ 

17999  - 
•2812.  ■ 

18000  - 
•2813.  ■ 

18001  - •2814. 
18002  . •2815. 
18003  - •2816. 
18004  • •2817. 
18005  ■ 

*2819.  - 

.  DICHJE'A  J.indl.  Dichjea.  {Diche,  in  two  rows ;  disposition  of  leaves.)  Orch.  Vdndeee.  Sp.  1—3. •  framinoldes  Grass-like         £  23  cu   1  au        St      Guiana     1823.  D  p.r.w   Hook.  ex.  fl. 
-  MILTO'N/ii  Lindl.   {Kamara,  a  chamber,  ous,  an  ear  ;  top  of  labellum.)     Orch.  Vdnd.    Sp.  1 — 1. -  spectabllis  Lindl.     showy  £  tfSl  or 
Macrochllus  Fryd-nus  K.  &  W.  Fl.  cab.  45. 

R.G    Brazil      1835.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1992 

-  CYRTOCHrLUM  ft  #  K.  {Kyrtos,  convex,  cheilos,  lip  ;  labellum.) 
-  bictoniense  Bate.     Bicton  £  [ZD  or  2  n        R  Guatem. 
-  TETRAPF'LTIS  Wall.  {Tetra,  four,  pelte,  buckler ;  pollen  masses.) 
frdgrans  Wall.         sweet-scented  £  23  or    W  Nepal 
-  PHALjENO'PSIS  Blume, 

-  amabilis  Blume  lovely 
{Phataina,  a  moth,  opsis,  resemblance.) 

£  22  or  1 J  ju       W.h.y  Manilla 

Orchid.  Vdndeee.  Sp.  1—4. 
1836.  D  p.r.w  Bate.  orch.  6 
Orchid.  Vandeee.   Sp.  1—1. 

D  p.r.w 
Orchid.  Vdndeee.  Sp.  1—1. 1836.  D   p.r.w  Bot.reg  n.s.34 

CAMARCTTIS  Lindl.  {Kamara,  a  chamber,  ous,  an  ear  ;  top  of  labellum.)  Orch.  Vdnd.  Sp.  1— 0. 
•  purpurea  Lindl.      purple  fi  1A1  or    1  ...        P       India        1838  D  p.r.w 

MICROPE'RA  Lindl.    Micropera.    < Mik :ros,  small,  pera,  pouch.)     Orchid  Vdtidete.    Sp.  1— 3. -  pallida  pale-coloured     g  (23  or   2  ...        Y       Silhet        ...     O  m.s 
SACCOLA'BITJM  Blume.  {Saccus,  a  sack,  labium,  a  lip ;  labellum.)   Orchid.  Vdndete.   Sp.  1 — 4. -  papillosum  Lindl.    pimpled  £  C3  or   1  au.s  W.spot  India        1828.  D  p.potsh.  Bot.  reg. 1552 
(ECEO'CLADES  Lindl.   (Probaoly  from  oikeo,  to  inhabit,  klados,  a  branch.)  J)rch.  Vdnd.    Sp.  2—2. +12979  falcata  Lindl.  falcate 

Angreefcum  falcatum  in  p.  764.,  No i5  23pr .  12978.  is  i J  n.d      W  China also  referable  to  this  genus. 
1815.  D    p.r.w  Bot.  mag. 2097 

18006  - 
18007  - •2820. 
18008  - *2821. 
18009 

1921.  ANGRATCUM. 
eburneum  Thou,    ivory-lipped       £  23  or   1}  n.ja     G.w  Madagas. 

•  taud&tum  Lindl.   tailea-labellumed  £  23  cu  1}  au      W.y.g  S.Leone 
-  TRICHOCE'NTRUM  Pop. fuscum  Lindl.  brown-flwd 

Orchid.  Vdndeee.    Sp.  3—5. 1826.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  1522 
1834.  D  r.w    Bot.  reg.  1844 
Orchid.  Vdndeee.    Sp.  1 — 1. 
1835.  D   p.r.w  Bot.  reg. 1951 

{Bonato,  prof,  of  botany  at  Padua.)    Orchid.  Ophrydeee.    Sp.  1 — 1. £  23  el    2  au       W      C.  G.  H.  1820.  D   s.p     Bot.  cab.  284 

Sp.  1—1. 
Bot.  reg.  1998 

Sp.  1—2. 
*2824.  - 

18012  - 
*2825.  - 

18013  - *2826.  - 
18014  - *2827.  - 
18015  . 

•2828.  - 
18016  - 

»2829.  - 
18017  - 

•2830.  - 
18018  - 

•2831. - 
18019  - *2832 

18020  - 
*2833.  - 

18021 
•2834.  . 

18022  - 
•2835.  - 

18023  - 

{Thrix,  hair,  kentron,  spur  or  centre.) 
£  23  cu  J  jl    ■    G.w.p  Mexico 

-  BONA'TE^  W.    Bona  tea. -  specidsa  W.  showy 
-  CYNO'RCHIS  Thou.     Doo  Orchis.     {Kyon,  a  dog,  orchis.)     Orchid.  Ophrydae . -  fastigiata  Lindl.      fastigiate  Ji  23  cu  £  ap      G.b     I.  France  1835.  R  s.l 
-  PTERYGO'DIUM  Sum.       {Pterygodes,  wing-like ;  sepals.)        Orchid.  Ophrfdeee. -  aiatum  Swx.  winged  A  23  or  1  jn.au     ...     C.  G.  H.  1821.  R  l.p 
CORY'CIUM  Swx.  Coryciom.  {Korys,  a  helmet ;  form  of  flower.)  Orchid.  Ophrpdete.  Sp.  1 — 2. 

m  orobancholdes  Swx.  Orobanche-like  &  23  or  |  jn.au  Y.p       C.  G.  H.  1825.  R   Lp  Bot.  reg.  n.  s.  45 
-  DISPE'R  S  Swx.  {Dis.  two,  pera,  pouch ;  outer  lateral  segms.  of  perian.)  Orchid.  Op  Sp.l— 3. -  cucullSta  Swz.        hooded  A  23  or  f  jn.jl     P       C.  G.  H.  1822.  R  Lp 
-  GASTRO^PIA  B.Br.  (Gaster,  a  belly,  odous,  a  tooth  ;  top  of  column.)  Orchid.  Gaslrodieee.   Sp.l — 1. -  jesamoldee  R.  Br    Sesamum-like  £  23  cu  \  ap.my  W      N.  Holl.  1826.  D  p.r.w 
-  CORYSA'NTHES  B.  Br.   {Korys,  helmet,  anthos,  fl. ;  helmet  large.)   Orch.  Arethisete.    Sp.  1—3. 

-  fimbriatafl.flr.      fringed  X  23  or  ...jl.au     D.Br  N.  Holl.  1824.  R  p.l  Par.  Ion.  83? 
-  PTERO'STYLIS  jR.  Br.    {Pteron,  wing,  stylos,  style  ;  col.  at  top  winged.)     Orch.Areth.    Sp.l — 2. 

-  Banksit  R.  Br.       Banks's  A  lAJeu   1*  d        Y.w   N.  Zeal.  1826.  D   p.l  Bot.  mag.  3172 
-  GLOSSO'DIA  R.Br.    {Glossa,  tongue, eidos,  like ;  append,  within  fl.)    Orchid.  Areth.    Sp.  1— 2. -  minor  B.Br.  smaller  AiAlpr   ...jn.au   B       N.  Holl.  1824.  R  pi 
-  CHLORE'A  Lindl.  Chlou.ba.  {Chloros,  green ;  hue  of  the  flower.)  Orchid.  ArethiUeee.   Sp.  1 — 1. -  longibracteata  Benth.  long-bracted  A  23  cu   1  s.o       W.Y   Chile       1837.  D  l.p  Botanist,  94. 
.  CALADE^NIA  fl.  Br.   (Kalos,  beautiful,  aden,  gland ;  disk  of  labellum.)   Orch.  Areth.    Sp.  1—8. -  carnea  fl.  Br.         flesh-coloured    &  iAI  or    F       N.  Holl.   1826.  R  p.l 

AiAJ"r  1 
R 

Sp.  1 

N.Holl.  1823.  R  p.l  Lab.n.h.2.211.2 -  autumnalis  fl.  Br.  autumnal 
^pipactis  cucullata  Lab. 
-  CHILOGLO'TTIS  fl.  Br.  {Cheilos,  lip,  glotta,  tongue;  app.  to  lip.)  Orch.  Arethuseee.  Sp.  1— 1. diphylla  fl.  Br.       two-leaved       A  lAJ  or   |  ...        R      N.  Holl.    ...     R  p.l  Bauer  n.  h.  8 
-  CYRTO'STYLIS  fl.  Br.  Cyrtostylis.   (Kyrtos,  convex,  stylos,  style.)  Orch.Areth.  Sp.  1— 1. 

•  raiifiSrmis  fl.  Br.    reniform-featferf  Jfc  iAI  cu  f  myjn    ...     N.  Holl.  1823.  D  pJ 
•  MICRO  TIS  fl.  Br.  {Mikros,  small,  ous,  ear;  auricle  on  each  side  of  column.)  Orch.  Areth.  Sp.  1—4. 

-  alba  fl.  Br.  white  *  iAI  cu  1  myjn  W      N.  Holl.  1826.  R  Lp 18001 
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17998  Stems  erect,  Lvs.  lin.  acute,  Petals  and  sepals  acute,  Labellum  cuneately  sagittate,  Capsule  glabrous 

17999  The  only  species 

18000  Pseudo-bulbs  oblong  compressed,  Lvs.  linear  ensif.  Raceme  secund  terminal  many-flwd 

18001  The  only  species 

18002  The  only  species 

18003  The  only  species 

18004  The  only  species 

18005  Lvs.  ligulate  oblique  at  the  apex  cuspidate,  Racemes  very  short  capitate,  Sepals  fleshy  lin.  ovate  obtuse 

[upper  sepal,  Ovarium  scabrous 18006  Stem  simple,  Lvs.  coriac.  shining,  Spikes  many-flwd.  secund,  Labellum  cord.  cusp.  Spur  parallel  with  the 
18007  Lvs.  lorate  channelled  emarginate,  Spike  radical  pend.  flex.  4-flwd.  Labellum  obovate  beaked  serrulated,  Spur very  long 
18008  Lvs.  obi.  acute  obliquely  twisted  longer  than  the  racemes,  Labellum  glabrous  bilamellate  at  the  base,  Wings of  column  serrated 
18009  Stem  leafy,  Lvs.  obi.  subundul.  Raceme  many-flwd.  compact,  Bracteas  cucul.  acumin.  Flws.  galeate,  Petals 

bipartite 
18010  Lvs.  twin  radical  obi.  lanceol  acumin.  Stem  furnished  with  one  scale,  Raceme  corymbose,  Labellum  4-parted, 

Spur  very  long  filiform 
18011  Stem  many-lvd.  Lvs.  broad  lanceol.  Labellum  3-lobed,  Middle  lobe  very  narrow 

18013  The  only  species 

18013  Stem  2-lvd.  1-flwd.  Lvs.  obi.  pubesc.  beneath  as  well  as  the  bracteas,  Ovarium  glabrous 

18014  The  only  species 

18015  Labellum  spurless  cucullate  at  the  bottom  and  dilated  at  top  with  indexed  fringed  margins 

18016  Stem  leafy  1-flwd.  Lvs  broad  lanceol.  keeled  below  and  sheathing  at  the  base,  Labellum  obi.  bluntish  somewhat uncinate  equal  in  length  to  the  column 
18017  Appendage  2-partite,  Lobes  parallel  and  blunt 

18018  The  only  species 

18019  Sepals  acute,  Column  and  labellum  striped,  Glands  in  2  rows,  Middle  lobe  fringed,  Disk  naked 

18020  The  only  species 

18021  The  only  species 

18022  The  only  species 

18023  Lower  sepals  revolute  inner  ones  linear,  Lower  half  of  labellum  linear  upper  half  dilated  and  bifid  with  a thickened  disk  and  undulated  margins 
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*2836. 

18024 
*2837. 

18025  - »2838. 
18026  - *2839. 
18027  - •2840. 
18028  - *2841. 
18029 

-  PELE'XIA  Poit.  Pelexia.  {Pelex,  a  helmet ;  large.) 
spiranthoides  R.Br.  Spiranthes-like  £  (23  or  f  ap  W Ne6ttia  adnata  Swz. 

Orchid&cece  Ncottiicc.        Sp.  1 — 1. W.  Indies  1823.  D  l.p  Bot.  reg.  985. 

-  SAUROGLO'SSUMZiikK. -  elatum  Lindl.  tall (Saura,  a  lizard,  glossa,  a  tongue.) 
]£  EI  pr   1J  mr     W.ysh  Brazil 

Orchid.  Neottiete  Sp.  1—1. 
1832.  D   g.p  Bot.  reg.  1618 

-  ANCECTOCHrLTJS  Blume.  {Anoiktos,  open,  cheilos,  lip  ;  apex  spreading.)  Orch.  Neottieee.  Sp.l—  1. 
■  setaceus  Blume.      triage-flowered  £  El  cu  J  jn       K.w.g  Java        1836.  D  p.r.w  Bot.  reg.  2010 
-  CRA'NICHIS  Swz.  Cranichis.  (Krrmos,  a  helmet ;  form  of  flower.)  Orchid.  Neottiete.  Sp.l — 8. -  muscdsa  Swz.         Moss  £  El  cu  |  ...        ...     Jamaica    ...      D  s.p 
CALOCHrXUS  5.  Br. 

campestris  B.  Br.  field (Kalos,  beautiful,  cheilos,  lip.)       Orchid.  Neottii<s.        Sp.  I — 2. 
A  lAl  or  |  ...       Br      N.  HolL  1824.  D  l.p 

-  PRASOPHY'LLUM  R.  Br.  (Prason,  leek,  phyllon,  leaf ;  similarity.)  Orchid.  NeottietB.  Sp.  1— 7 fuscum  R.  Br.         brown  A  lAJ  or    1   ...        Br      N.  lloll.  1824.  R  l.p 

1934.  ̂ RISTOLO^CHIA. 18030  13011a  caudata  Lindl. 
18031  13019a  chilensis  Lindl 
18032  13030a  cymMfera  Mart. 
18033  ■      -  trffida  Lam. 
18034 
18035 

-  saccata  Wall. 
-  ciliosa  Benth. 

tailed-lipped 
Chilian 

boat-flowered tri&d-lcaved 

HEXANDRIA. 

Sp  27—38 Jt  El  cu  5  jn       Ld     Brazil  1828.  Sk  lt.l.r  Bot.  reg.  1453 
$  Ai  cu   6  s         P.o    Chile  1832.  D   s.l  Bot.  reg.  1680 
S.  D  or  20  jl.au  Y.p  St.  Paul  1829. 
t_  O  cu  15  ...Gsh.Y.n.it  Caraccas  ... 

pouch-flowered  _$  □  cu fringed  |_  □  cu Y.psh.B  Silhct  1829. P.g    N.Patag.  1836. 

p.l  Bot.  reg.  1543 
p.l  Botanist,  3 
l.p  Bot.  mag.  3640 
s.l.p  Botanist,  96. 

Page  768.    Class  XXI.  —  MONCECIA. 
Order  2.    DIANDRIA.    Stamens  2. 

2842.  Ceratiola  Cal.  2-lvd.  membranaceous,  with  4  scales  at  base.  Petals  2,  converging  into  a  tube.  Stamens  2. 
Stigma  6-cleft.  Berry  globose,  2-stoned. 

Order  4.  TETRANDRIA.   Stamens  4. 
2843.  Sarcocdcca.  Flowers  monoscious.  Calyx  of  male  flowers  4,  equal  sepals.  Stamens  3-4  exserted.  Calyx 

of  female  flower  of  many  imbricated  sepals.  Ovarium  2-celled.  Cells  2-seeded.  Stigmas  2,  sessile.  Drupe  1 -celled, 1-seeded. 

DIANDRIA. 

2842.  *1940a.  CERATTOLA  Z.   Ceratiola.      (Keralion,  a  little  horn ;  stigma.)  Empetreee.  Sp.  1— 1. 
18036  -      -  ericdldes  Z.  Heath-like        *t-  |  pr   1$  jn.jl     Br      N.  Amer.  1826.  C  s.p  Bot.  mag.  2758 

TETRANDRIA. 
2843.  *1957a.  SARCOCCCCA  B.  R.   (Sarx,  flesh,  kokkos,  a  berry  ;  substance  of.)  Euphorbidcete.    Sp.  1—1. 

18037  -      -  pruniformis  B.  R.    plum-shaped     m  |_|  or  4  jn.jl     Pa.  Y  Nepal  1820.  C  p.l  Bot.  reg.  1012 
POLYANDRIA. 

2842.  Ceratiola  18036  ericoldet  is  a  small  heath-like  evergreen  shrub,  grown  in  British  gardens  in  peat  soil,  and 
may  be  propagated  by  cuttings. 
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18024  The  only  species 

18025  The  only  species 

18026  Lts.  ovate  or  oval  acute  discoloured,  Spike  generally  4-flwd.  Outer  sepals  pubescent,  LabeLum  multifid  towards the  base,  Sack  of  labellum  subdidymous 
18027  Boot  fascicled  filiform  tomentose,  Radical  Ivs.  spatulate  ovate,  Cauline  ones  sheathing,  Flowers  spreading, Labellum  dotted  inside 
18028  Labellum  a  litte  longer  than  the  perianth  furnished  with  a  semilanceol.  aoum.  point,  Column  2-gland.  at  the 

base,  Spike  4-8-flwd. 
18029  Ovaria  obovate  3  times  longer  than  bractea,  Sepals  acumin.  hind  ones  cohering  at  the  base 

HEXANDRIA. 
[Lip.  cord,  cuspid,  the  cusp  twisted  filiform 

18030  Lower  lvs.  renif.  6-angular  3-lobed,  Upper  Ivs.  3-partite,  Cal.  cylind.  ventricose  and  6-spurred  at  the  base, 18331  Lvs.  renif.  emarg.  undul.  pubesc.  beneath,  Limb  of  cal.  ventric.  at  base  obi.  oblique  emarg.  on  both  sides 
peduncL  1-flwd.  bractless  pubesc.  [one  longer  inflated  with  a  broad  emarg.  undul.  lamina 18032  Glabrous,  Lvs.  cord,  renif.  Flws.  solit.  Tube  obov.  Limb  cylind.  bilabiate,  Upper  lip.  lanceoL  acute,  Lower 

18033  Glabrous,  Stems  furrow.  Lvs.  3-lobed,  Cal.  cyclind.  incurv.  Lip.  cord.  cusp.  Appendage  6- parted  reflexed 
[more  silky  ben.  th.  above,  Flws.  formiug  large  pouch,  Throat  circular  vertical 

18034  Lvs.  12  to  15  in.  long  and  4  in.  broad  scatt.  ovato-cord.  atten.  at  apex  slightly  waved  and  sinuat.  ent.  edges 18035  Glabrous,  Lvs.  cord,  renif.  PeduncL  1-flwd,  Tube  of  perianth  obliquely  ventric.  at  base  stretched  out  from 
the  mid.  to  the  apex  cylindricul,  Limb  orbicul.  ciliated. 

Order  7.  POLY  AND  It  I  A.   Stamens  more  than  6. 
2844.  Pteroc&rya.  Male  flws.  in  spikes.  Stamg.  in  a  flower  many.  Female  flws.  in  long  pendulous  spikes,  and  distant, 

sessile,  and  without  bracteas.  Cal.  connate  with  the  ovary,  except  in  a  terminal  portion,  which  is  cleft  into  ?  3.5 unequal  lobes.  Ovary,  and  the  part  of  the  cal.  that  is  connate  with  it,  taken  together,  flaggon-sh.,  bearing  2  wing? 
above  the  base.  Cell  1.  Ovule  1,  erect.  Fruit  subdrupaceous,  angled,  not  opening,  containing  a  bony  nut.  Embryo without  albumen. 

Order  8.  MONADELPHIA.  Stamens  united  into  a  single  body. 
2845.  Vtcra.  Differs  from  Plnus.  and  A*bies  in  having  the  cones  erect  The  strobile  is  cylindrical,  and  has  its carpels  not  thickened  at  the  tip.  Both  carpels  and  bracteas  separate  from  the  axis  of  the  strobile  ;  and  the  leaved  are 

obviously  2-ranked  in  direction. 

DIANDRIA. 

18036  Flws.  in  axils  of  upper  lvs.  solitary  except  a  small  abortive  one  by  the  side  of  the  principal  flower 
TETRANDRIA. 

18037  The  only  species 
POLYANDRIA. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2843.  SarcocScca.  The  Stigmas  of  this  plant  are  so  like  those  of  the  common  box,  that,  in  the  absence  of  fruit, 

there  would  be  little  apparent  reason  to  suspect  a  difference  from  Buxiu,  to  which  genus  the  narrow-leaved  variety 
bears  a  great  resemblance. 
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18039  13350a  semperfiorens  Lk. ever-flowering «.  □  or  2  ap.s Pk Brazil 1829. C 

l.p 

Bot.  mag.  2920 

18040  - -  diversifdlia  Grah. various-leaved 
£  ES  or   I  o 

Pk Mexico 1829. C 

l.p 

Bot.  mag.  2966 
18041  13361a  papillbsa  Graft. 

papillose 
a.  1    1  or  3  ap.s Pk Brazil 

1826. c 

l.p 

Bot.  mag.  2846 

18042  . -  inslgnis  Grah. remarkable M. □  or  2d Pk S.  Amer. 1826. c 

1-P 

Bot.  mag.  2900 
18043  13343a  villdsa  B.  R. 
18044  •      •  dipetala  Grah. 

villous 
two-petaled 

tt.  O  or    f  jl 
B- 1  I  or  3  ap.s 

W 
Pk S.  Amer. 

Bombay 
1827. 

s 
c 

1-P 
Lp 

Bot.  reg.  1252 Bot.  mag.  2849 
18045  . -  longipes  Hook. long-pediceled a.  1   1  or  3  mr.au  W Mexico 1828. c 

p.l 

Bot.  mag.  3001 

18046  - -  herapleifdlia  S.  &  C. Heracleum-lfd A  lAJ  or  2  year 

Ro 
Mexico 1831. D r.m Bot.  reg.  1668 

18047  » 
18048  . 

-  Fischeri  Otto 
geraniifblia  Hook. Fischer's Geranium-lfd 

a.  1    1  or   1J  f.mr 
Jt  E2  or  1}  s 

W 
W.B Lima 1835. 1833. 

C 
D 

l.p 

It 
Bot.  mag.  3532 Bot.  mag.  3387 

18049  - -  monoptera  Otto one- winged 
A  El  or  au 

W Brazil 
1829. D 

l.p 

Bot.  mag.  3564 

18050  • 
18051  . 

-  octopetala  Herit.  eight-petaled 
grandifldra  Fl.  Cab.  25. 

-  parvifolia  Otto  small-leaved 
Ji'lZ2or  2  o.n 
a.  □  pr  3  year 

Gsh.W  Peru 
W      C.  G.H. 

1835. 
1835. C 

l.p 

l.p 

Bot.  mag.  3559, 

Bot.  mag.  3720 
18052  - .  petalddes  Lind! 

petaled 
a.  I  1  or  1  ap Ro.w Brazil 1832. C lt.l Bot.  reg.  1757 

18053  • -  platanifdlia  Pax. Plane-treeJvd *  □  or  10  s Pksh Brazil 1829. C lt.l Bot.  mag.  3591 

2844.  *19996.  PTEROCAvRYA  Kth.   (Pteron,  a  wing,  karya,  common  walnut.)  Juglanddcem.    Sp.  1— 1. 18054  .      -  caucasica  Kth.         Caucasian        ^      tm  40  ap.my  Ap      N.  Amer.  ...     S  co    A.  b.  pi.  199 
Juglans/raxinilolia  Lam.,  J.  pterocarpa  Mx.,  /ih4s  obsciura  Bieb.,  Fraxinus  laevigata  Hort.  Par. 

MONADELPHIA. 
+2012.  iTNUS  L.  Pine.  {Pinos,  Gr.,  used  by  Theophrastus  to  designate  the  pine  tree.    Pinos  has  for  its 

-  root  pion,  which  signifies  fat ;  because  the  trees  of  this  genus  furnish  pitch  and  tar.   Others  derive the  word  from  ptn,  or  pyn,  a  mountain  or  rock,  Celt. ;  habitat.)    Conijerte.    Sp.  40—40. 
1.  BiVk.  —  Leaves  generally  two  in  a  sheath. 

i.  Sylvb'stres. 
13502  sylvgstris  L.  wood,  Scotch     f        m  80  my      Ap     Scotland  scalp  S   s.l    Lamb.  pin.  1.  i 

1  vulgaris  A.  b.  f:  2046  3  uncinata  A.  b.  f.  2047      5  rigensis 
2  horizon  talis  (Highland  Pine,  Speyside  Pine)       4  haguenensis  6  genevensis 

13503  pumilio  Ha.  dwarf  f      or  12  ap.my  Ap      Carniola  1779.  S  s.l     Lamb.  pin.  5 

2  rubrefldra 
13006  BanksiVina  Lamb. Banks  s  Scrub   J       or  12  my.jn  Ap 

3  Fischerj 

Huds.Bay  1785.  S  s.l Lamb.  pin.  7.  3 

13512  mops  Ait. poor,  Jersey tm50  my      Ap      N.  Amer.  1739.  S  s.l 
13514  mltis  Mx.  soft-lcavcd        ±      tm50  mv.jn  Ap      N.  Amer.  1739.  S  s.l 

P.  variabilis  Pursh,  Lamb.  pin.  ed.  2.  1.  14.,  A.b.  f.  2131.  and  No.  13514.  in  p.  802. 
13505  pungens  Mx.  prickly  coned     ±       tm  50     ...     Ap     N.  Amer.  1804.  S  8.1 

13504  Lariclo  Poir. 
1  corsicana 

4 18031 

±  tm50 U.  Labicionbs. 
Corsican  Larch  J  tmSO 

2  subviridis 

Lamb.pin.18.13 

A.  b.  f.  2072-6 
Mic.ar.  1. 61.  5 

Ap      Corsica    1814.  S   ».l  Lamb.pin.2.28.9 
3  caramanica,  syn.  P.  romana  H.  cel.  t 

180S0 

'18032  HSI  &    "*  18034 History.  Use.  Propagation,  Culture 
2844.  Pterocarya  18054  caucdsica.  This  tree  is  '« sufficiently  hardy  to  be  classed  among  ornamental  trees  of  *he third  rank.  It  is  readily  propagated  by  layers.  For  small  gardens  and  diminutive  arboretums  this  tree  may  serve  very well  to  exemplify  the  JuglandSceaj.  Care  should  be  taken  to  train  it  to  a  single  stem,  and  not  to  plant  it  in  soil  so nch  and  moist  as  to  prevent  it  from  ripening  its  wood.  Perhaps  something  might  be  gained,  in  noint  of  hardinets  bv 

grafting  it  upon  the  common  walnut."  (Arb.  Brit.,  vol.  Hi.  p.  1452.)  ' 
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18039  Very  smooth,  Lvs.  ov.-rotund.  obt.  at  base  rarely  little  cord.  uneq.  aplcul.  Marg.  minutely  serrat.  subciliat. Largest  wing  of  cap.  trian.  projecting 
18040  Smth.  and  shining  herbac.  Stem  obscurely  angled  transparent.  Root  lvs.  renif.  nrly  eq.  at  base  broadly  cren. 

on  long  pets.  Stem  Its.  sublob.  sharply  and  uneq.  serrat.  Upper  ones  uneq.  cord. 
18011  Stem  erect  terete,  Lvs.  very  uneq.  cord,  acumin.  somewh.  undul.  and  bullate  crisped,  Upper  surf,  bright  green 

shining  occasionally  spot,  with  white  having  distant  papilla;  red  ben. 
18042  Lvs.  altera,  on  smooth  shining  pets,  A  length  of  Its.  uneq.  cord,  acumin.  slightly  concave  pale  green  and 

sparingly  strig.  ab.  paler  or  red  ben.  obscurely  lbd.  dbly.  serrat.-ciliat.  crisped 18043  Lvs.  semicord.  obsoletely  toothed  obtuse,  Petioles  and  branches  villous  larger.  Wing  of  capsule  roundish 
18044  Lvs.  semicord.  acute  somewh.  lbd.  uneq.  and  doubly  serrato-dent.  above  green  with  white  spots  below  blood- cld.  when  old  blanched,  Wings  of  cap.  rounded  subequal 
18045  Stem  thick  rough  with  thick  short  hairs  or  glands,  Lvs.  altera,  large  a  span  or  more  long  sheathed  when  young 

with  ov.-obl.  decid.-  bractea  very  uneq.  rotund-cord. 
18046  Lvs.  all  radio,  bright  green  ab.  paler  ben.  subpelt.  cord-palm,  hairy  with  7  strong  radiating  nrvs.  very  promin. 

bel.  Lbs.  lanceol.  obi.  undulat.  sinuate  unequal  [bright  red  ben.  M.  fiws.  4- pet  F.  flws.  6-pet. 18047  Stem  erect  swollen  at  joints  red,  Lvs.  uneq.  cord,  acute  indistinctly  sinuat.  glabr.  on  both  surfs,  when  young 
18048  Very  smooth,  Lvs.  equally  cord,  plaited  cut  into  many  uneq.  very  acute  inciso-serrate  lbs.  Margin  red,  M. 

flws.  4-pet.  Outer  and  larger  aim.  orbic.  and  red,  2  inner  obov.  waved  white 
18049  Stem  erect  genicul.  and  swollen  at  joints  dull  red  minutely  papill.  and  downy,  Rad.  lvs.  somewh.  renif.  trunc. 

at  base,  Stem  lvs.  rndsh.  obliq.-cuneat.  papill.  and  red  ben.  Germ.  1-winged 18050  Stomless,  Lvs.  on  long  succul.  downy  pets.  cord.  dply.  lbd.  and  serrat.  slightly  downy,  M.  flws.  2  in.  in  diam. 
of  8-9  obov.  spreading  uneq.  pets.  F.  flws.  smaller  generally  6  pets. 

18051  SuflVutic.  glabr.  Lvs.  unequally  cord,  at  base  pale  and  crystalline  ben.  with  promin.  reddish  veins,  Lbs.  subacute 
distantly  serrat.  with  minute  bristle  on  base  of  each  fissure 

18052  Lvs.  equal-sided  orbicular  5-9-lobed  serrated  cucullated,  Male  flowers  of  2  sepals  and  2  petals,  Female  flowers 
of  4  sepals  and  4  petals,  Wings  of  fruit  nearly  equal. 

18053  Shrubby,  Lvs  altera,  pet.  renif.  nrly.  eq.  at  base  hispid  on  both  surfs.  Lobes  acute  contort,  serrulato-dentic. 
Stips.  oppos.  ov.  acute  invol.  herbac. 

18054  Lvs.  with  about  19  lilts,  ovate-oblong  acuminate  argutely  serrat.  glabr.  each  with  lower  side  of  its  base  attached 
the  petiole 

MONADELPHIA. 

*  Cones  having  the  scales  without  prickles. 
[twisted,  Edges  finely  serrulated 

13502  Lvs.  rigid  in  pairs,  Young  cones  stalked  recurved,  Crest  of  the  anthers  very  small,  Lvs.  somewhat  waved  and 
7  monophylla  9  intermedia  11  tortudsa 
8  scari&sa  10  altaica 

13503  Bran,  generally  recumb.  Lvs.  short  stiff"  somewhat  twist,  thickly  distrib.  over  bran,  with  long  lacerat.  woolly white  sheaths,  Cones  1J-2  in  long,  and  f-1  in.  broad. 
4  M&ghus ;  syn.  No.  13507.,  P.  montSna  Baum.  Cat.,  5  nana  A.  b.  f.  2062 echinata  Hort.,  uncinata  Bee.  {Knee  Pine) 

13506  Lvs.  in  pairs,  divaric.  oblique  1-1 J  in.  long,  Cones  recurved  twisted  1  J-2in.  long,  Crest  oi  anthers  dilated 
»  *  Cones  large,  having  the  scales  furnished  with  prickles. 

13512  Lvs.  in  pairs  lf-2*  in.  long,  Cones  drooping  oblong-conic.  2|-3J  in.  long  and  1-lf  in.  broad,  Scales  awl-sh.  with promin.  prickles,  Crest  of  anth.  short  broad  jagged  [small  slender  mucro  pointing  outwards 
13514  Lvs.  long  slend.  2J-4in.  long,  Cones  small  ovate-conic.  2  in.  long  and  lin.  broad,  Scales  terrain,  in  a  very 
13505  Lvs.  short  and  thickly  set  2£in.  long  Including  sheath,  Cones  top-sh.  very  large  yellow  3Jin.  long  and  2Jin. 

broad,  Scales  with  hard  incurv.  prickl.  thick  broad  at  base 

13504  Lvs.  lax  twice  length  of  cones  4-6  in.  long,  Cones  conical  often  in  pairs  rarely  in  threes  or  fours  varying  from 
2-4  in.  and  more  in  length,  Scales  very  slightly  pointed 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
2012.  Vinus.  For  information  relative  to  this  genus,  see  p.  802.  804. ;  and  also  for  extensive  and  valuable 

information  relative  to  Conifene  generally,  too  extensive  for  the  limits  of  this  work,  see  Arboretum  et  Frutketum 
Britannicum,  vol.  iv.  p.  2103. 2152 ;  and  relative  to  the  Scotch  Fir,  p.  2153.  2186. 

4  N 
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18055  13504a  austrlaca  Hoss Austrian,  Black  $      tm .. Ap      Austria    1835.  S  s.l     A.  b.  f.  2005 
18056  135045  Pallasi'ana  Lamb.  Pallas's 18057  13504c  pyrenaica  Lap. 

13513  rcsinosa  Ait. rubra  Mx. 

13508  Pinaster  Ait. 

Pyrenean 
resinous,  Red 

tmGO  my 
tm50  ... 

Ap 

Siberia 

Pyren. 

1820.  S  s.l 
1834.  S  s.l 

Lamb.pin.2.1.1 
A.b.  f.  2090-93 

tmaO  my      Ap      N.  Amer.  1756.  S  s.l  Lamb.pin.20.14 
iii.  Pina'stri. 

Pinaster,  Cluster  f       tm60  ap.my  Ap S.  Eur.    1596.  S  s.l     Lamb.  pin. 94,5 
2  E  scar  fin  us,  syn.  P.  P.  Aberdonta? 3  LemontdniM 4  minor,  syn.  P.  marltima minor  N.  Duh. 

5  fbliis  variegatis 
6  maritimus 

13509  PlneaX.  Stone  Pine 
.2  fragilis 

13511  halepensis  Ait.  Alejppo 2  minor 
8068  13511abrutia  Ten.  Calabrian 

conglomerate  Graf. 

t      tm60  my 
3  cretica 

It.  Halepe'nses. 
J       tm40  my 3  marltima 

1  tm  

Ap     S.  Eur. 1584.  S  s.l  Lamb.pin.11.6,7,8 
4  americana 

Ap      Levant    1683.  S   s.l  Lamb.pin. 2.30.10 4  genuensis,  syn.  P.  genuensis  Cook 
Ap      Calabria    ...    S  s.l  Lamb.  pin.  3. 82 

13515  7Vda  L.  Frankinc.  Loblolly 
(3  alopecuro'idea  Ait.  Foxtail-Ik.  * 13518  rigidaJtfiV. 

13517  serotina  Mx. rigid late,  Pond 

II.  Tebn.Ot*  Leaves'?,  in  a  sheath. 
v.  T.t'D.E.; tm30  my.jn  Ap 

tm30  my.jn  Ap tm50  my.jn  ̂ Ap 
or  40  my.jn  Ap 

N.  Amer.  1713.  S  s.l  Lamb.pin.23. 16,17   S  si 
K.  Amer.  1759.  S  s.l  Lamb.pin  .25.18,19 
N.  Amer.  1713.  S  s.l   Mic .  ar.  1.  86,7 

18059  13517(7 ponderbsa  Do?;.  heavy-wooded 

18060  135176  Sabinttna  Dou.  Sabine's 
18061  13517c  Coulteri  D.  Don  Coulter's macrocarpa  Lindl.  ms. 

13521  longifolia  Box.  long-leaved 

18062  13521  dGerardiano  Wall.  Gerard's Kedsa  Govan 

13519 '  australis  Mx  southern g  excelsa  lofty 

13520  canadensis  C.  Sm.  Canary adunca  Bosc  ? 
18063  13520a  sinensis  Lamb.  Chinese 
18064  13520a  instgnis  Dou.  remarkable 

Vi.  PONDEBO^SA."' 1       tmSO  ... 
vii.  SabiniaVb. 
*  or  110  f.mr 
J       or  100  ... 

1  _|  or  40  ... 
vlii.  GeraudiaS-*. 

i  _J  or  
[ix  Austra'les. 
t   |tm60 
f  tm  

x.  Canahie'nses." 

i   I  or  60 t   lor  40 

18065  135206  Teocbte  S.  &  D. 
18066  13520c  patula  S.  8,-  D. 

Teocote,  twisted  t spreading-/;^  J 
xi.  LlaveaVe. 

18067  13520rf  Llaved/ifl  Otto        La  Llave's 

Ap  N.  Amer.  1828.  S  co  A.  b.  f.  2132-7 

Ap  Californ.  1832.  S  s.l  Lamb.pin.2.80 
Ap  Californ.  1832.  S  s.l   Lamb.pin.3. 83 
Ap  Nepal       1801.  S  p.l    Lamb.  pin. 29. 21 

Ap  E;  Indies  ...     S  p.l  Lamb.pin.2.2.79 

Ap  N.  Amer.  1730. '  S  s.l  Lamb.pia.27.20 Ap      N.  Amer.  1830.  S  s.l 

Ap  Canaries  1815.  S  s.l  Lamb.  pin. 2. 1.23 
Ap  China      1825.  S  s.l    Lamb. pin. 2  1.29 
Ap  Californ.  1833.  S  s.l  A.  b.  f.  2170-72 
Ap  Mexico    1826.  S  p.l  Lamb.pin.2.1.20 
Ap  Mexico     ...  S  p.l  Lamb.pin. 2.1. 19 

Mexico     1830.  S   s.l  A.  b. ..  2177-79 or    Ap 

III.  QrTN.E.  —  Leaves  5  in  a  sheath, 
xii.  OccidbntaYbs. 
f  I  I  tm  80  my.in  Ap  W.Indies  1826.  S  co  Lamb.pin.2.1.23 

1  _J  or    Ap 

18068  13520(7  occidentals  Stvz.  western 
L&rix  americana  Ton. 

18069  13520/  Montezunus  Lamb.  Montezuma's 
18070  13520g  Ocbte  Loud.  Ocote  t  _  or  40    ...    Ap     Mexico     1838.  S  p.l  G.m  xv.  p.  237 

'  -Tcarpa  f  " ' 

Mexico S    p.l  Lamb. pin. 2.1.23 

Ocote  Prae  of  the  Mexicans ;  '  oocarpa  Schiede. 
18053    vm  ,  „». 

18054 
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18055  Lvs.  2-5  in.  long  seldom  and  but  little  twisted  when  young  erect  when  older  standing  out  and  curved  towards 
twig,  Points  prickly  [slightly  tuberculate  ending  in  very  small  prickles 

18056  Lvs.  in  pairs  very  long  erect  rigid  channeled,  Sheaths  very  short,  Cone  ovate-oblong  often  recurved,  Scales 
18057  Lvs.  long  in  tufts  at  extremities  of  shoots,  Brans,  dispersed  naked  scaly  when  young,  Conical  smooth  little recurved,  Seeds  hard  [of  lvs.  Scales  dilated  in  middle  unarmed 
13513  Bark  red,  Lvs.  in  pairs  4  in.  to  5  in.  long,  Cones  reddish  brown  ovate-conical  rounded  at  base  and  half  length 

[short,  than  lvs.  4  in.  to  6  in.  long  and  If  in.  to  24  in.  wide 
13508  Lvs.  in  pairs  rigid  very  long,  Cones  conical  in  whorls  of  3  4  or  even  as  many  as  8  together  rarely  solit.  much 

9  nftvus  hollandicus,  syn.  P. 
ndva-zslanica  Ait. 

10  st.  helenicus 11  Masson&nu* 7  chinensis 
8  nepalensis 

13502  Lvs.  in  pairs,  Cones  ov.  obt.  nrly.  as  long  as  lvs.  Scales  with  rccurv.  deciduous  points,  Seeds  bony  with  very 
short  wings . 

f  pairs  stalked 
13511  Lvs.  in  pairs  very  slender,  Cones  pyramidal  rounded  at  base  turned  downwards  smooth  solitary  or  in 
18058  Lvs.  in  pairs  very  long  slender  wavy,  Cones  sess.  crowded  ovate  smooth,  Scales  truncate  at  apex  flattish umbilicate 

*  Cones  hardly  so  long  as  the  leaves  ;  the  scales  with  prickles. 
13515  Lvs.  in  threes  elongated,  Cones  often  in  pairs  short,  th.  lvs.  obi.  pyramidal  rather  truncate  at  apex,  Scales  with 

sharp  prickles  turned  inwards  [Male  cats,  elongat.  Crest  of  anth.  dilat.  and  roundish 
13518  Lvs.  in  threes,  Cones  ov.-obl.  in  threes  or  fours  much  short,  th.  lvs.  Scales  terminat.  by  rough  thorny  point, 13517  Lvs.  in  threes  very  long.  Male  cats,  erect  Incumbent,  Cones  ovate,  Scales  having  very  small  mucros,  Seed  very 

small,  Wing  {in.  to  {in.  in  length 
[termin.  in  conic  minute  recurv.  spine 

18059  Lvs.  in  threes  much  long,  than  cones  flexible  tortuous  with  short  sheaths,  Cones  ov.  reflex.  Apices  of  scales 
**  Cones  having  the  scales  hooked. 

18060  Lvs.  in  threes  very  long,  Cones  ovate  echinate  very  large,  Scales  long  awl-shaped  incurved  and  spiny  at  apex 
18061  Lvs.  ditto  and  compressed,  Sheaths  ragged,  Cones  obi.  solit.  very  large,  Scales  wedge-sh.  apex  elongat. thickened  lanceoL  mucron.  compress,  hooked  [thick  recurved 
13521  Lvs.  in  threes  very  long  and  slender  pendul.  Sheaths  long,  Cones  ovate-oblong,  Scales  elevated  at  apex  very 

18062  Lvs.  in  threes  short,  Sheaths  deciduous,  Cones  ovate-obL  8  in.  long  and  about  5  in.  broad,  Scales  thick  blunt recurved  at  apex . 

13512  Lvs.  in  threes  very  long,  Male  cats,  long  cylindric.  of  a  tawny  blue  divergent,  Cones  very  long  tessellated  wilh 
tumid  tubercles  ending  in  very  small  mucros 

13520  Lvs.  in  threes  and  spreading  rough,  Crest  of  anthers  round  entire,  Cones  oblong  tuberculate 

[point 

18063  Lvs.  in  threes  sometimes  twos  very  slender,  Male  cats,  short,  Cones  ovate,  Scales  truncate  at  apex  without  any 
18064  Lvs.  3  sometimes  4  in  a  sheath  much  twisted  varying  greatly  in  length  longer  than  cones  grass  green,  Cones 

ovate  pointed.  Scales  tuberculate.  [dilat.  at  apex  somewb.  trapezoid 
18065  Lvs.  in  threes  compressed  flexuous  scabrous,  Sheaths  about  Jin.  long,  Cones  ovate  smoothish  drooping,  Scales 18066  Lvs.  in  threes  very  slender  2-channeled  spreading,  Sheaths  about  1  in.  long,  Cones  ovate-oblong  polished 

18067  Lvs.  short  narrow  triquetrous  slightly  twisted  glauc.  generally  in  threes  often  in  twos  sometimes  in  fours, 
Cones  conic,  pointed,  Scales  slightly  tubercled  without  prickles 

[small  mucros 18068  Lvs.  in  fives  slender,  Sheaths  persistent,  Cones  conical  half  length  of  lvs.  Scales  thickened  at  apex,  with  very 
18069  Lvs.  in  fives  erect  triquetrous,  Sheaths  about  1  in.  long  persistent,  Cones  oblong  about  9  in.  long  tuberculate 
18070  Lvs.  in  fives  long,  erect  triquetrous,  Sheaths  short  persistent,  Cones  ovate  4-5  in.  long,  Scales  tubercled 4-angular 

18058    ui,„.j,.m  18060 

18061 
4  N  2 
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xlli.  Lkiophy'll<e. 
18071  18520A  leiophylla  S.  Sj  D.    smooth-leaved  f   |or   Ap  Mexico 

xiv.  Ce'mbe^. 
13523  Cimbra  L. 

a  sibfrica 

13522  Str6bus  L. alba 
13516  excelsa  Wall. 

Cembran I       tm  «J  my 
jB  pygmseX  syn.  P.  C.  pumila 

xv.  Stro^bi 
Strobus,  Weymouth  ±       tm  100  ap 

lofty 

18072  13516a  Lamberh'ana  Dot*  Lamb., Gigantic  J 
13073  135166  montlcola  Dow.      mountain  ± 

Ap 

y  brevifolia tm  100  my.jn  Ap 
tm  150  ...  Ap 

tm 

S    p.l  Lamb.pin.2.1.21 

Ap     Siberia  1746. S  s.l  Lam.pi.34.23.34 
y  helvetica 

N.  Amer.  1705.  S    s.l  Lamb.  pin.  31 .22 S  compressa 
Nepal       1823.  S    co  Lamb.pin.2.1.33 N.  Amer.  1827.  S    p.l  Lamb.pin.2.1.34 

Ap     Californ.  1831.  S    p.l  Lamb.pin.2.3.87 

13074  13516c  californiana  Lot. 
IV.  DiTbi*.  —  Doubtful  to  which  section  it  belongs. 
California         }       tm60my       Ap     Californ.  1829.  S  s.l 

i^«Ju?n~  to  rige;  aspiring  habit:  or,  «pfo»,  pear  tree;  form  of  fruit.)  Conifer*.  Sp.10-10. 1J530  excelsa  Dec.  \ofty  Norway  ±       tml20ap       Ap     N.Europe  1548.  S    s.l   Lamb.pin.2. 1.35 
communis  Hort..  Picea  Mil.,  Plnus  Shies  L.,  P.  excelsa  Lam.,  P.  Picea  Duroi,  Prussian  ̂ m-A1-°° 1  communis  A.  b.  f.  2212        3  carpatica  5  foliis  variegatis 2  nigra  A.  b.  pi.  338a  4  pendula  6  ClanbrasihV?»a  Nc.  13529.  in  p.  804. 

13531  Mte  Jfo.               white              ±       tm  50  my.jn"  Ap     N.  Amer.  1700.  S    s.l  Lamb.pin.2.1.36 Plnus  alba  Ait.,  P.  canadensis  Durot,  A.  curvifolia  Hort. ;  Single  Spruce,  American. p  nana  Dickson       dwarf  m      or    Ap        ......       ...     L    s  1 13533  nigra  Ait.  black.  •       tm  70  my.jn  Ap     N.  Amer.  1700.  S    s!l  Lamb.pin.2.1 37 1..Mi™8  n'f?ra  Att->  P-  mariana  Ehr.,  A.  mariana  Wangh. ;  Double  Spruce,  American. 
l«n7*  ilw^™£t£™w.ii  red  t       tmSOmy       Ap     N.  Amer.  1755.  S    s.l   Lamb.pin.2. 1.38 18075  13.32a  Smith. |»a Wall.      Smith  s  >       tm  50   ..        Ap     Kainaon  1818.  S    s.l   Lamb.  pin.  3. 88 ,oe„„  Plnus  Smlthiana  Wall.,  P.  KhutrovTRoyle,  A.  Morinda  Hort.,  Himalayan  Spruce. 13528  orientalis  Tourn.     Oriental  ±       or  30  my      Ap     Levant     1825.  S    co  Lamb.pin.2.1.39 Plnus  orientalis  Lamb.,  A.  excelsa  var.  V  A.  B. 

18076  13528a  Douglas,,- Lindl.  Douglas's  t  to  100  my  Ap  N.  Amer.  1826.  S  s.l  Lamb.  pin.  3. 90 to-vw  &  «™fl>lw  P'-  2-  2.  47.  Ph.,  I.  California  Hort.,  Trident-bracted  and  Nootka  Fir. 18077  135286  Menziesw  Dou.       Menzies's         ♦       tm   Ap     California  1831.  C  s.l   Lamb.  pin.  3. 89 P.  MenziesM  Lamb.,  Warted-branched  Spruce  Fir.  vu.a.«a 13527  canadensis  L.  Canadian  f  or  60  my  Ap  N.  Amer.  1736.  S  s.l  Lamb.  pin.  1.45 .0^,0          P'  canadensis  Z,.,  P.  amencana  Duroi,  P.  A.  americtoa  Marsh.,  Hemlock  Spruce. 18078  13527acephalonic»;<.P.    Cephalonian      ♦       or  60    ...      Ap  Cephalonia  1824.  C  s.l  A.  b.  £  2235-36 A.  faxifdha  Hort.,  A.  luscombeana  Hort.,  Mount  Enos  Fir. 
2g,5i,^3fl'  Don-     {p'*<  Pitch  5  the  tree  producing  abundance  of  resin.)     Conifer*.     Sp.  9—9. tl3525pectoata  D.Don    ,P|Ctinate  ♦       tm  100  my      Ap,     Germany  1603.  S    s.l  Lamb.pin.2.1.40 ^bies  Picea  No.  13525.,  A.  pectinate  Dec.,  Plnus  Picea  L.,  Plnus  ̂ bies  Duroi,  A.  alba  MiU. A.  vulgaris  Poir.,  A.  <axifblia  Hort.,  A.  excelsa  Lk. 

0  tortuosa  (twisted-6ra»cAerf)  y  fbliis  variegatis  (variegated-leaved) 18062 

History  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2845.  Yicea.  "Some  confusion  exists  in  the  works  of  modern  authors  respecting  the  silver  fir  and  the  spruce ; partly,  as  it  would  appear,  from  the  circumstance  of  Linnaeus  having  made  an  erroneous  application  of  the  names 

given  to  these  trees  by  Pliny.  The  tree  which  Theophrastus  calls  Elate,  Pliny  calls  Abies,  and  Linnaeus  Plnus  Picea ; 
while  the  tree  that  Pliny  calls  Picea,  and  which  is  our  spruce  fir,  is  named  by  Linnaeus  Plnus  A^bies.   The  silver  fir was  esteemed  by  the  Romans  for  its  use  in  carpentry,  and  for  the  construction,  of  vessels  The  wood  of  the 
silver  fir  is  elastic,  and  the  colour  is  whitish.  The  grain  is  irregular,  as  the  fibres  which  compose  it  are  partly  white 
and  tender,  and  partly  yellow  or  fawn-coloured,  and  hard.  The  narrower  the  white  lines  are,  the  more  beautiful  and solid  is  the  grain  of  the  wood.  In  the  Vosges,  it  is  said  that  the  external  layers  are  more  compact  than  the  internal 
ones,  which  may  arise  from  the  practice  of  barking  the  trees  there  before  they  are  cut  down.  The  weight  of  this  wood 
varies  exceedingly,  according  to  the  age  of  the  tree,  the  place  where  it  grew,  and  even  the  part  of  the  trunk  from 
which  it  was  taken.  According  to  Hartig,  the  wood  of  a  tree  80  years  old  weighs  66 lbs.  14  oz.  per  cubic, foot  green, 
and  41  lbs.  5  oz.  when  dry ;  while  that  of  a  tree  40  years  old  weighs  only  37  lbs.  9  oz.  when  dry.  It  shrinks  consider- 

ably in  drying,  like  all  white  woods.  It  is  used  for  planks,  and  carpentry  of  all  kinds,  for  the  masts  of  small  vessels, 
for  joists  and  rafters,  and  for  building  the  boats  for  navigating  rivers,  it  is  said  to  endure  a  long  time  when  used  as 
piles,  and  to  be  much  employed  in  Holland  for  that  purpose.  In  the  Vosges  it  is  used  in  every  department  of  agricul- ture, carpentry,  joinery,  and  even  cabinet-making  arid  sculpture.  In  England,  the  wood  of  the  silver  fir  has  been 
chiefly  used  for  flooring ;  and,  according  to  Arthur  Young,  and  also  to  Mitchell,  boards '.sawn  out  of  full-grown  trees 



Order  VIII. MONCECIA  MONA  DELPHI  A. 
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18071  Lvs.  in  fives  very  slender,  Sheaths  deciduous,  Cones  ovate  stalked,  Scales  depressed  truncate  brown  scariou' white  and  torn  on  the  margin 

13523  Lvs.  in  fives,  Sheaths  deciduous,  Cones  ov.  erect  ab.  length  of  lvs.  Scales  when  young  pubes.  Wings  of  seed 
obliterated,  Crest  of  anth.  kidney-sh. 

13522  Lvs.  slender  without  sheaths,  Male  cats,  small,  Cones  cylindrical  long  and  pendulous,  Cotyledons  6  to  10 
[smooth  pendulous  long,  than  lvs. 13516  Lvs.  in  fives  very  long  and  slender  loose,  Crest  of  anthers  roundish  truncate  simple  lacerated,  Cones  cylindric. 

18072  Lvs.  in  fives  rigid  roughish,  Sheaths  very  short,  Cones  thick  very  (14 in.  to  16  in.)  long  cylindric,  Scales  looso roundish 
18073  Lvs.  in  fives  short  smoothish  obtuse,  Cones  cylindrical  and  smooth  about  7  in.  long,  Scales  loose  and  pointed 

18074  Leaves  in  twos  and  threes,  Cones  much  longer  than  the  leaves,  Sheaths  short  black 

I.  Leaves  tetragonal,  awl-shaped,  scattered  in  insertion. 
13530  Lvs.  scattered  quadrangular,  Cones  cylindric.  5  in  to  7  in.  long  and  from  IJin.  to  2  in.  broad  termin.  pendent, .  Scales  naked  truncate  at  summit  fiat 

7  Clanbrasili dna  stricta  9  tenuifblia  11  monstr&sa,  syn,  A.  monstrbsa 
8  pygmaexa;  syn.  nana  Hort.,  elegans  Sm.         10  gigantea  Sm.  of  Ayr. 

13531  Lvs.  somewhat  glauc.  scattered  round  the  brans,  erect  quadrangular,  Cones  obl.-cylind.  pendul.  lax.  Scales with  entire  margins 
13533  Lvs.  solit.  regularly  disposed  all  round  the  brans,  erect  veTy  short  somewh.  quadrang.  Cones  ov.  pendul.  Scales somewh.  undulat.  crenulat.  or  divided  at  apex 
13532  Lvs.  solit.  awl-sh.  acuminate,  Cones  obi.  blunt,  Scales  round  somewhat  2-lobed  entire  [on  margin 
18075  Lvs.  compress.  4-gonal  straight  awl-sh.  sharp-pointed,  Cones  ov.-obl.  Scales  obov.- roundish  coriac.  rigid  smooth 
13528  Leaves  solitary  tetragonal,  Cones  ovate-cylindrical,  Scales  rhomboid 

II.  Leaves  flat,  generally  glaucous  beneath,  imperfectly  1-rowed. 
18076  Lvs.  flat  blunt  entire  pectinate  silvery  ben.  Cones  ovate-obl.  Bracteas  elongated  linear  3-pointed,  Cones  about 4  in. long 
18077  Lvs.  acute  flat  silvery  ben.  turned  in  every  direction,  Cones  cylindric,  Scales  scarious  gnawed  on  the  margin 
13527  Lvs  solit  flat  slightly  denticulate  obtuse  2-ranked,  Cones  oval  termin.  pendent  naked  scarcely  longer  than  the leaves 
18078  Lvs.  subulate  flat  dark  green  above  silvery  ben.  terminat.  in  sharp  spine,  Petioles  very  short  dilated  lengthwise at  point  of  attachment  to  brans. 

fl3525  Lvs.  solit.  flat  obtuse  2-ranked  points  turned  up,  Cones  axill.  cylindric.  erect,  Scales  with  long  dorsal  bractea, Anth.  with  short  crest  with  2-teeth 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
maybe  laid  down  at  once,  without  any  risk  of  their  shrinking.  As  fuel,  the  wood  of  the  silver  fir  Is  to  that  of  the 
beech  as  1079  is  to  1540,  and  that  of  the  spruce  as  1079  is  to  1211.  The  charcoal  is  to  that  of  the  beech  as  1127  is  to  1600. 
Though  the  charcoal  is  much  inferior  to  that  of  the  beech,  yet  it  Is  preferred  for  heating  iron  that  is  to  be  forged,  as 
producing  the  heat  more  slowly,  In  consequence  of  which  the  iron  is  more  pliant  to  work.  The  bark  may  be  employed 
for  tanning  leather,  and  is  used  generally  in  some  parts  of  Switzerland.  A  resinous  sap  flows  from  the  trunk  and 
branches,  called  larmes  de  sapin.  This  sap  is  bitter,  acrid,  and  viscous,  and  its  smell  approaches  to  that  of  the  citron ; 
it  is  healing,  balsamic,  and  antiseptic.  The  resinous  fluid  is  found  in  small  tumours  or  blisters,  under  the  epidermis 
of  the  bark,  and  in  the  green  cones,  from  the  latter  of  which  it  is  collected  about  midsummer.  From  the  resin  of  this 
tree  are  manufactured  Strasburg  turpentine  (so  called  from  a  large  forest  of  silver  firs,  the  Hockwald,  near  Stras- 
burg),  colophony,  and  white  pitch.  The  quantity  of  potash  furnished  by  the  bark  and  wood  is  in  proportion  of 
2  lbs.  of  potash  to  1000  lbs.  of  wood  and  bark,  which  places  the  silver  fir  in  the  rank  of  21  in  a  series  of  73  ligneous 
plants.  In  some  parts  of  Europe,  the  young  cones,  reduced  by  boiling  to  a  pulp,  and  preserved  with  sugar,  are  eaten as  a  sweetmeat.  This  conserve  is  put  into  tea,  to  which  it  is  said  to  communicate  an  agreeable  odour.  The  leaves 
serve  for  litter ;  and,  in  Switzerland,  according  to  Kasthoffer,  are  given  to  sheep  and  goats :  but  they  are  said  to  give 
the  milk  a  peculiar  taste." "  The  silver  fir,  like  all  the  other  ̂ bietinse,  will  attain  a  large  size  on  soils  of  a  very  opposite  description  ;  but  a 
loam,  rather  rich  and  deep  than  otherwise,  appears  to  suit  it  best."  (Arb.  Brit.,  vol.  iv.) 4N  S 
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18079  13'25a  Pichta  A.  B.  Pitch  ±       tm  50  my Plnus  Pichta  Lo.  C,  P.  siblrica  Led.,  A.  Pichta  Fis. 
fl3526  balsamea  L.  balm  oj  Gilead  f       or  20  my      Ap      N.  Amer.  1696. 

Plnus  balsamea  £.,  Plnus  A"bies  balsamea  Marsh.,  A^biet  Taxi  fdllo,  &c.  Hort Dvh.,  A.  balsamifera  Mx. 
6  longif  61ia  Booth    long-leaved      J       or  20  my 

f-13524  Frasert  Ph.  Fraser's  «£       or  30  my 
Plnus  Fraseri  Ph.,  A^bies  FrSsert  LindL 18080  13524a  granduDou.  great  f  tmlTOmy 
Plnus  grandis  Dou.  ms.,  J'bies  grandls  Lindl. 18081  135246  amabilis  Dou.        lovely  J  tm  
P.  grandis  ? 18082  13524c  nAbUis  Don.  noble  f  tm  
Plnus  nobilis  Dou.  ms.,  .4'bies  nobilis  Lindl. 

18083  13524d  Webbtana  Wall.     Webb's  £       tm  90  ...       Ap  Nepal Plnus  WebWana  Wall.,  P.  spectabilis  Lam.  monog.,  A^bies  WebWana  Lindl. 18084  13524e  Pindrow  Eoyle       Pindrow  ±       tm  100  my      Ap     Kamaon  1837. 
Plnus  Pindrow  Royle  ill.  t.  86.,  Taxus  LamberU'ana  Wall.,  P.  Webbtana  var.  ? 

Ap     Siberia     1820.  S    s.l   Led.  ic.  p.f.r.499 
S  s.l  Lamb.  pin.  2.1. 4! 

Angl.,  A.  balsamlnea  A*. C  s.l 
S    s.l   Lamb.pin. 2.1.42 

Ap 
Ap Ap 

Ap 
Ap 

AP. 

Pennsyl.  1811. 
N.  Calif.  1831.  S 
N.Calif.  1831.  S 
N.  Amer.  1831.  S 

1822. 

s.l  Lamb.  pin.  3. 94 
8.1  .  A.  b.  f  2247-48 
8.1  A.  b.  f.  2249-50 

C   s.l  Lamb.  pin.  2. 44 
C  s.l  Lamb.  pin.  392 

Page  816.   Class  XXII.  —  DKECIA. 
Order  4.   TETRANDRIA.    Stamens  4. 

<2846.  Garry*..  M.  flws.  in  pendulous  catkin-like  racemes  within  connate  bracteas.  Cal.  4-leaved.  Stam.  4.— 
Female  flws.  in  pendulous  catkin-like  racemes,  within  connate  bracteas.  Cal.  connate,  with  a  2-topthed  1 -celled  ovary. Styles  2,  setaceous.  Ovules  2,  pendulous,  with  funiculi  as  long  as  themselves.  Fruit  a  berried  pericarp,  not  opening, 
2-seedcd.  Embryo  very  minute,  on  the  base  of  a  great  mass  of  fleshy  albumen. 

TETRANDRIA. 

■  2067.  SHEPHK'RDLl.  Sp.  2—2. 18085  13878a  argentea  Nut.         silvery  $      or  10  ap.my  Ap     Missouri  1818.  L  p.l  A.  b.  f.  1208 
  2058.  HIPPO'PHAE.                                                       Sp.2— 2. 18086  13879a«alicif61ia  D.  Don    Willow-leaved  8k      or  8    ....      Ap     Nepal,  1822.  L   l.p  A.  b.  f.  1207 conierta  Wall. 

*2846.        -  GA'RRYi*  Lindl.     (.Nicholas  Garry,  secretary  of  Hudson's  Bay  Co.)     Garryacete.     Sp.  1  1. 18087  ellfptica  Lindl.        elliptic-featied  *      cu       o        G       N.  Calif.  1828.  L  1  Bot.  reg.  1686 

OCTANDRIA. 

*2847.  2087a.  RHODTOLA  L.  Rose  Root.  (Rhodon,  a  rose  ;  roots  smelling  like  roses.)  Crassulaceee.  Sp.  1—8. 
18088  -      -  rbsea  L.  'Rose-smelling    J  ̂   or  1  my.jl   Y       Britain     moun.  D  co  Eng.  bot.  508 

MONADELPHIA. 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2846.  Garrya.  18088  clliptica  is  an  evergreen  hardy  shrub,  with  thick  coriaceous  leaves,  like  some  species  of  ever- 

green viburnum.  "  This  is  probably  the  greatest  botanical  curiosity  sent  home  by  Douglas ;  for  it  appears  to  represent a  natural  order  altogether  distinct  from  any  previously  known,  and  connecting  certain  well-known  natural  orders 
in  an  unexpected  and  satisfactory  manner.  In  its  amentaceous  inflorescence,  imperfect  flowers,  superior  calyx,  and 
mode  of  germination,  Garrya  is  very  similar  to  Cupullferae,  from  which  it  differs  most  essentially  in  its  wood  without 
concentric  circles  or  dotted  vessels,  its  opposite  exstipulate  leaves,  simple  fruit,  and  minute  embryo  lying  in  a  great 
mass  of  albumen.  The  latter  characters  bring  it  near  PipeWicese  and  their  allies,  especially  ChlorSnthes,  with  which 
itp  yoneless  wood  ( for  ChlorSnthus  has  no  annual  zones),  simple  fruit,  and  opposite  leaves,  also  agree ;  but  the  stipules 



Order  IV. MONGECIA  TETRANDRIA. 
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18079  Lvs.  solit.  tetragon,  dark  green,  Cones  cylindric.  erect.  Scales  cuneate-obov.  rounded  at  apex  quite  entire convex  externally 
fl3526  Lvs.  solit.  silvery  ben.  apex  emargi nate  or  entire  somewh.  recurv.  and  spreading,  Cones  cylindric.  violet- coloured  and  pointing  upwards 

+13521  Lvs.  linear  emarginate  silvery  ben.  Cones  oblong  squarrose,  Bracteoles  somewh.  leafv  obcordate  mucron.  half- exserted  reflexed 
18080  Lvs.  flat  obtuse  emargin.  pectinate  silvery  ben.  Cones  cylindric.  Bracteoles  ovate  acumin.  irregularly  dentate very  short 
18081  Lvs.  flat  obtuse  entire,  Cones  cylindrical,  Bracteoles  very  short  pointed,  Scales  triangular  upper  margin rounded  entire 
18082  Lvs.  mostly  on  one  side  the  brans,  falcate  short  acute  silvery  ben.  Cones  cylindric.  Bracteoles  elongat.  spathul. 

gnawed  imbricated  backwards 
18083  Lvs.  2-rowed  lin.  flat  obtusely  emargin.  silvery  ben.  Cones  cylindric.  Scales  kidney-sh.  roundish,  Bracteoles oblong  apiculate 
18084  Lvs.  2-rowed  lin.  flat  same  colour  on  both  sides  sharply  2-toothed  at  apex,  Cones  oval,  Scales  trapezoideo- cordate,  Brae,  roundish  emarg.  irreg.  crenulat. 

Order  7.   OCTANDRIA.   Stamens  8. 
2847.  Rhodlola.  Barren  flowers.  Cal.  4-partite.  Petals  4.  Glands  4,  emarginate.  —  Fertile  flowers.  Cal.  4-partite. Petals  4.   Glands  4,  emarginate.   Germens  4.   Caps.  4,  many-seeded. 

Order  13.   MONADELPHIA.    Stamens  united  into  one  body. 
2848.  Ampeloslcyas.  Male  flowers  with  a  turbinate  5-cleft  calyx,  and  a  fringed  5-petaled  corolla,  and  5  stamens, 

which  are  disposed  in  3  bundles.  —  Female  flowers  having  the  limb  of  the  calyx  5.  toot  bed,  Corolla  as  in  the  male,  and  a 
3-S-lobed  stigma.  Fruit  fleshy,  long,  furrowed,  divided  into  3  twin  cells.   Seeds  compressed,  reticulated. 

TETRANDRIA. 

18085  Lvs.  obl.-ov.  obtuse  on  both  surfaces  glabrous  and  covered  with  silvery  peltate  scales 

18086  Thornless  upright-branched,  Lvs.  lanceol.  obt.  whitely  tomentose  as  are  the  branchlets 

18087  Young  brans,  pubes.  and  purplish  when  older  smooth  and  greyish,  Lvs.  oppos.  exstipul.  wavy  on  short  footst. obi. -acute  leathery  dark  green  and  shining  ab.  hoary  ben. 

OCTANDRIA. 

18088  The  only  species 

MONADELPHIA. 

18089  Lvs.  loosely  imbricat.  lanceol.  mucron.  glauc.  green  keeled  ben.  Fem.  cats,  roundish-oval,  Scales  recurved 
18080.^,  18081 

18084 and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 

of  Chlorfinthese,  together  with  its  achlamydeous  bisexual  flowers  and  articulated  stems,  distinctly  separate  that  order." 
(Bot.  Bee.)  "  Only  the  male  plant  of  G.  ellfptica  is  in  the  country.  When  in  flower  (which  it  is  from  December  til. April),  the  plant  has  a  most  striking  graceful  appearance,  from  its  slender  pendulous  catkins,  many  of  which  are  8  in. 
to  1  ft.  in  length.  It  was  at  first  grown  in  peat,  but  appears  to  prefer  a  loamy  soil.  It  is  readily  increased  by  layers 
and  by  cuttings  in  sand  under  a  hand-glass."    (Arb.  Brit,  iv.  2031.) 

2847.  BhocRola  18088  Tbsea  is  a  plant  with  the  habit  of  Sedum  T'elephtton.  It  is  found  on  wet  rocks,  on  the  moun- tains of  the  north  of  England  and  Ireland,  and  in  the  north-west  of  Scotland,  abundant ;  likewise  on  cliffs  by  the sea-shore.  It  is  the  badge  of  the  Highland  clan  Gunn. 4  N  4 
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18090  140476  Cunnlnghami  G.Don  Cunningham's  I  i_J or  30  ...       Ap      N.  Holl.  1824.   S  p.l Altingta  Cunninghamt  Nor. 
2114.  TA'XUS.  Sp.2— 3. 1S091  14063a  canadensis  W.         Canadian         ±       or  20  f.ap     Ap     Canada     1800.  S  co 

2848,  *2122a.  AMPELOSI'CYOS.         (Ampelot,  a  vine,  siri/us,  a  cucumber.)       Cucurbitacas.       Sp.  1— 1. 18092  -      -  scandens  Thou.       climbing  $_  E3  cu  20  P       Zanzibar  1825.  C  p.l  Bot.m. 2681  2751,  2 Jollifia  africana  Boj. 

Page  852.    Class  XXIII.  —  POLYGAMIA. 
Order  2.   DICECIA.   Flowers  dioecious. 

2849.  Galactodendron.  Fruit  globose,  rather  fleshy,  having  the  appearance  of  a  walnut,  containing  a  one-seeded nut 

18093 
18094 
18095 18096 
18097 
18098 
18099 
18100 
18101 
18102 
18103 
18104 

18105 
18106 

2127.  i<CA%CIA. 14145  decipiens 
praomdrsa  Graft. -  tristis  Grah. 

-  verniciflua  Cun. 
-  gravdolens  Cun. 
-  brevipes  Cun. 
-  undulcefdlia  Cun. 
-  elongata  Sieb. 
Cunningh&mt  Ait. -  umbrdsa  Cun. 

-  intermedia  Cun. 
-  plumdsa  Lowe 
-  prensans  Lowe 
-  pentadenia  Lindl. 

214a  ̂ CER. 
14278*  oblongum  Wall. 
14284a  macrophyilum  Ph. 

M  ON  (EC  I  A. 

bitten-leaved     *  i  |  or  3  mr.jn 
dull-green        »  i  |  or  18  mr.ap 
Tarnish-flowing  *  i  |  or  6  mr.my 
strong-scented  Ht  i  |  or  15  ap.jn 
short-pediceled  it  |  |  or  6  ap 
waved-leaved    St  i  |  or  4  ap.jn 
long-branched  *  i  1  or  6  ap.jn 

Cunningham's  it  t  |  or  4  ap.jn shade-inhabg.    *»  i  |  fra  25  ap 
intermediate    It  i  |  or  8  ... 
feathery-fea»ed  £  □  or  20  ?  ... 
holding,  prickles  g_  i  |  or  40  ... 
5-glanded         *  i  |  or  5  ap 

Sp.  95—273. 
K.  Holl. 
N.  Holl. N.  Holl, 
V.  D.  L. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 
N.  S.  W. 

Y  N.  Holl. Pa.Y  N.  S.  W. 

N.  Holl. 

1830.  C 
1828.  C 
1823.  C 

...  C 
1810.  C 
1824.  C 

1823.  C 
1823.  C 
1823.  C 
1818.?  C 
...  C ...  C 

1830.  C 

oblong-featfetf    ^  L—  or  20  f 
long-leaved      ¥      or  25  my.jn 

Sp.  19—19. G.w  Nepal 
G      N.  Amer. 

1824.  S 
1812.  L 

g.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3244 s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3420 
s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3266 
s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3276 
s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3358 
s.l.p  Bot  mag.  3394 
s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3337 

s.l.p  Hook,  ic-1225 s.l.p  Bot-  mag.  3338 
s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3203 
s.l.p  Bot.  mag.  3366 
s.p.l  Bot  mag.  3408 
s.pJ  Bot.  reg.1521 

co  A.  b.  f.  112 co  Hook,  am,  i.  38 

DKECIA. 

2849.  *2 158a.  GALACTODE'NDRON  Hum.   Cow  Trek   (.Gala,  milk,  dendron,  a  tree.)  Vrticeee.    Sp.  1—1. 18107        -  utile  Bum.  useful  J  □ ...  50    ...       ...     Caraccas  1829.  S  l.p  Bot.  mag.2723-4 
18085  ^^/i       i^fcfc       .jh        .»  YkNLiU«Aift*..tfeA6/    ...  18001 

History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
2848.  Ampelosicyos  180P2  scandens .  "  The  fruit"  of  this  plant  "  is  3  ft.  long,  and  8  or  10  inches  in  diameter,  full  of  seeds as  large  as  chestnuts  (264  in  one  fruit),  which  are  as  excellent  as  almonds,  and  have  a  very  agreeable  flavour ;  and,  when 

pressed,  they  yield  an  abundance  of  oil,  equal  to  that  of  the  finest  olives.  It  is  a  perennial  plant,  and  grows  at  the 
margins  of  the  forest,  enveloping  the  trees  with  it  branches,  while  its  trunk  is  frequently  seen  with  a  circumference  of 
18  in."   (Bot.  Mag.)   The  name  of  this  plant  among  the  Indians  of  Zanzibar  is  Koume. 
2849.  Galactodlndron  18107  utile.  "  M.  de  Humboldt  was  the  first  to  bring  the  Cow  Tree  of  Caraccas  into  notice. 

'  We  returned,'  he  says,  in  his  valuable  Rilation  Historique,  vol.  ii.  p.  106.,  '  from  Porto  Cabello  to  the  Valley  of Araguas,  stopping  at  the  plantation  of  Barbula,  through  which  the  new  road  to  Valencia  is  to  pass.  For  many  weeks, 
we  had  heard  a  great  deal  of  a  tree  whose  juice  is  a  nourishing  milk.  The  tree  itself  is  called  the  CowTree,  and  we  were 
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18090  Decandrous,  Lvs  of  young  tree  vertically  compressed  spinuloso-mucron.  straight,  of  full-grown  tree  lanceol. acute  imbric.  Cones  ovate,  Scales  with  membranac.  wings  on  margin 

18091  Lts.  linear  2-ranked  crowded  rcvolute,  Male  flowers  globose  always  solitary 

18092  Lvs.  altera,  pedate  of  five  obl.-ov.  lflts.  with  waved  and  distinctly  toothed  margins  pointed  at  both  ends,  Seeds 
orbic. compress,  reticul.  reined 

2850..  Scmccarpus.  Flowers  polygamo-deciduous.  Cal.  5-cleft.  Petals  5,  oblong.  Ovary  1,  sessile,  1-celled. 
Stams.  5,  all  fertile.    Styles  3.   Nut  compressed,  heart-shaped,  seated  on  a  thick  depressed  torus.   Leaves  simple. 
2851.  MeUmorrh<eya.  Flowers  hermaphrodite.  Sepals  5,  caducous,  cohering  valvately.  Petals  5,  rarely  6,  imbri- cate in  aestivation.  Stam.  numerous,  inserted  in  the  torus.  Style  1 .  Fruit  indehiscent,  depressedly  kidney-shaped, 

stalked.  Leaves  simple. 

MONCECIA. 

[2  uneq.  nrrs.  Pedunc.  subsolit.  I  length  of  lvs. 
18093  Stips.  like  strong  rigid  straight  and  spreading  sets  at  first  soon  becoming  brown  decid.  Phyllod.  falcate  with 
18094  Phyllodia  lin.-lanceol.  2-nrvd.  falcate  attenuated  at  base,  Heads  of  flws.  globose  axillary  twin,  Young  branches viscid  [young  brans.  Heads  of  flws.  usually  twin  axill. 
18095  Phyllodia  lanceol.  tapering  at  both  ends  shining  2-nrvd.  with  a  gland  on  upper  margin  at  base  clammy  as  are 
18096  Phyllod.  lanceol.  obi.  and  frequently  narrow  lanceol.  4  to  6  in.  long  falcate  striate  usually  3-nrvd.  Pedun.  very 

short,  axill.  solit.  Younger  phyllod.  clthd.  with  grey  scale-like  process 
18097  Phyllodia  obliquely  ov.  undulat.  and  murginat.  1-nrvd.  glabr.  ending  in  hooked  twisted  point,  Heads  of  flws. 

axill.  solit.  Pedun.  beset  with  adpress.  pill 18098  Phyllod.  altera,  lin.  acute  with  callous  point  falcate  wiih  3  elevated  longitud.  lines  on  each  side  and  an  oblong 
gland  on  upper  edge  nr.  base,  Cor.  5-lbd.  Pedun  solit.  or  2  or  3  together  [narrow  elongated 

18099  Lvs.  lin.  falcate  mucron.  2-3-nrvd.  scattered  twice  as  long  as  pedunc.  Heads  of  flws.  axill.  solit.  Leg.  very 
18100  Phyllodia  obliquely  ov. -lanceol.  tapering  at  both  ends  ending  in  hooked  mucrone  with  a  gland  on  upper  margin, Heads  of  flws.  racemose  [rather  obt.  reflex,  at  apex. 
18101  Phyll.  lin.-lanceol.  acute  atten.  at  base  obscurely  3-nrvd.  Spikes  cylindric.  Cor.  quadrifid,  Segms.  oblongo-ovate 
18102  Prickly,  Lvs.  2-pinn.  Lflts  very  small  lin.  rather  obt.  straight  or  nrly.  so  40  or  50  pairs  61  thereab.  Spikes  obi. 

abbreviat.  \  in.  long.  Leg.  5  to  6  in.  long  1  in.  broad  flat  1-celled  dry 
18103  Clthd.  with  hooked  prickles,  Lflts.  16-20  with  generally  an  odd^one  at  base  almost  lin.  acute  very  uneq.  at  base, Brae.  ov.  or  lanceol.  decid.  ferrugineo-pubes.  Heads  globose  very  dense 
18104  Unarmed  glabrous  branched  angular,  Lvs.  with  4  or  5  pairs  of  pinnae  and  each  pinna  with  about  24  pairs  of 

obi.  obtuse  lflts.  a  depressed  gland  on  the  petiole  between  each  of  the  pinnae,  Heads  pedicellate  solitary 
[smooth  separated 18105  Lvs.  obi. -lanceol.  acumin.  quite  entire  coriac.  smooth  rounded  at  base,  Rac.  compound,  Wings  of  fruit  parallel 

18106  Lvs.  digit.  5-lobed  with  roundish  recesses,  Lbs.  somewh.  3-lbd.  repandly  toothed  pubes.  ben.  Rac.  compound erect,  Stam.  9  with  hairy  filam.  Ovary  very  hairy 

DICE  CIA. 

18107  The  only  species 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
assured  that  the  negroes  on  the  farm,  who  are  in  the  habit  of  drinking  large  quantities  of  this  vegetable  milk,  consider  it 
as  highly  nutritive ;  an  assertion  which  startled  us  the  more,  as  almost  all  lactescent  vegetable  fluids  are  acrid,  bitter, 
and  more  or  less  poisonous.  Experience,  however,  proved  to  us,  during  our  residence  at  Barbula,  that  the  virtues  of 
the  Cow  Tree,  or  Palo  de  Vaca,  have  not  been  exaggerated.  This  fine  tree  bears  the  general  aspect  of  the  Star-apple 
Tree  (Chrysophyllum  CainMo)  ;  its  oblong,  pointed,  coriaceous,  and  alternate  leaves  are  about  10  in.  long,  and  marked 
with  lateral  nerves,  that  are  parallel,  and  project  beneath.  The  flower  we  had  no  opportunity  of  seeing ;  the  fruit  is 
somewhat  fleshy,  and  contains  one  or  two  kernels.  Incisions  made  in  the  trunk  of  the  tree  are  followed  by  a  profuse 
flow  of  gluey  and  thickish  milk,  destitute  of  acridity,  and  exhaling  a  very  agreeable  balsamic  odour.  It  was  offered  to 
us  in  calabashes ;  and,  though  we  drank  large  quantities  of  it,  both  at  night  before  going  to  bed,  and  again  early  in 
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2850.  *2164o.  SEMECA'RPUS  L.     (Semeio,  to  mark,  fcarpos,  fruit ;  use  of  juice)     Terebinthaceee.    Sp.  —I. 18108  -        Anacardium  L.       Anacardium      f  I    I  fr  20    ...       G.y    E.  Indies  1820.  C   r.m  Ru.  am.  1  70 Anacardium  longifdlium  Lam.,  Cassuvium  Spr. 
2851.  *21646.  MELANORRHCE\A  Wall. 18109  -  usitata  Wall.  common 18102 

(Melas,  black, rheo,  to  flow  ;  juice.)       TerebinthUcece.       Sp.l — 1. 
f  a  us  50    ...      R       E.  Indies  1829.  C  LpWal.pLas.ra.11,12 

18106  jzTgggjWW'  &  18103' History,  Use,  Propagation,  Culture, 
the  morning,  we  experienced  no  uncomfortable  effects.  The  viscidity  of  this  milk  alone  renders  it  rather  unpleasant 
to  those  who  are  unaccustomed  to  it.  The  negroes  and  free  people,  who  work  in  the  plantations,  use  it  by  soaking 
bread  in  it  made  from  Maize,  Manioc,  Aropa,  and  Cassava.  Slaves  become  visibly  fatter  during  the  season  when  the 
Palo  de  Vaca  yields  most  milk.  When  exposed  to  the  air,  this  fluid  displays  on  its  surface,  probably  by  the 
absorption  of  the  atmospheric  oxygen,  membranes  of  highly  animal  nature,  yellowish  and  thready,  like  those  of 
cheese ;  which,  when  separated  from  the  more  watery  liquid,  are  nearly  as  elastic  as  those  of  caoutchouc,  but  in 
process  of  time  exhibit  the  same  tendency  to  putrefaction  as  gelatine.  The  people  give  the  name  of  cheese  to  the 
curd  which  thus  separates  when  brought  into  contact  with  the  air,  and  say  that  a  space  of  5  or  6  days  suffices  to  turn 
it  sour,  as  I  found  to  be  the  case  in  some  small  quantities  that  I  brought  to  New  Valencia.  The  milk  itself,  kept  in 
a  corked  bottle,  had  deposited  a  small  portion  of  coagulum,  and,  far  from  becoming  fetid,  continued  to  exhale  a 
balsamic  scent.  When  mingled  with  cold  water,  the  fresh  fluid  is  coagulated  with  difficulty  ;  but  contact  with  nitric acid  produced  the  separation  of  the  viscous  membranes. 

"  This  wonderful  tree  appears  peculiar  to  the  cordillera  of  the  shore,  especially  from  Barbula  to  the  Lake  of Maracaybo.  Some  individual  Cow  Trees  are  also  said  to  exist  near  the  village  of  San  Mateo,  and  likewise  in  the 
Valley  of  Caucaguea,  three  days'  journey  to  the  east  of  Caraccas. 

"  At  Caucaguea,  the  natives  call  the  tree  which  yields  this  nutritive  fluid,  Milk  Tree  (Arbol  de  leche)." 
"  The  wood  forming  the  body  of  the  trunk  is  white,  very  close-grained,  and  hard,  resembling  the  boxwood  of 

Europe.  The  soil  which  these  trees  inhabit  is  dark  and  rich,  and  must  be  damp  or  very  wet  all  the  year  round." (Bot.  Mag.) 
2851.  Semecarpus  18108  Anacardium  is  a  lofty  tree  with  spreading  branches.  Leaves  about  18  in.  long,  and  about 

4  or  5  broad.  Flowers  small,  of  a  greenish  yellow  colour.  Receptacle  of  the  fruit  when  ripe  yellow,  about  the  size  of 
the  nut,  which  is  black ;  the  cover  or  shell  is  composed  of  2  laminae,  the  inner  hard,  the  outer  less  so  and  leathery ; 
between  them  are  cells  which  contain  the  black,  corrosive,  resinous  juice,  for  which  this  nut  has  been  long  known; 
the  juice  is  of  a  pale  milk-colour  till  perfectly  ripe,  when  it  becomes  black.  The  wood  of  this  tree  is  reckoned  of  no use,  not  only  on  account  of  its  softness,  but  also  because  it  contains  much  acrid  juice,  which  renders  it  dangerous  to 
cut  down  and  work  upon.  The  fleshy  receptacles  on  which  the  seeds  rest  are  roasted  in  the  ashes;  and  eaten  by  the 
natives  ;  their  taste  is  very  like  that  of  roasted  apples  :  unroasted,  they  taste  astringent  and  acrid,  leaving  a  painful 
sensation  on  the  tongue  for  some  time.  The  kernels  are  rarely  eaten.  The  green  fruit,  well  pounded  into  a  pulp, 
makes  good  birdlime.  The  pure,  black,  acrid  juice  of  the  shell  is  employed  by  the  natives  externally  to  remove 
rheumatic  pains,  aches,  and  sprains  :  in  tender  constitutions  it  often  produces  inflammation  and  swelling  ;  but  where 
it  has  not  these  effects  it  is  an  efficacious  remedy.  It  is  employed  by  the  Telinga  physicians  in  the  cure  of  almost 
every  kind  of  venereal  complaint.  It  is  in  general  use  for  marking  cotton  cloths ;  the  colour  is  improved  and 
prevented  from  running  by  a  little  mixture  of  quicklime  and  water.    This  juice  is  not  soluble  in  water,  and  is  only 
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18108  Lvs.  oblong  bluntish  glauc.  ben.  more  or  less  covered  on  the  nerves  beneath  with  scabr.  down,  Panicle terminal  tomentose 

18109  Leaves  obovate  very  blunt  villous 

diffusible  in  spirits  of  wine,  for  it  soon  falls  to  the  bottom,  unless  the  menstruum  be  previously alkalised.  The  solution 
is  then  pretty  complete,  and  of  a  deep  black  colour.  It  sinks  in  expressed  oils,  but  unites  perfectly  with  them : 
alkaline  lixivium  acts  upon  it  with  no  better  success  than  plain  water.  (Don's  Mill.,  ii.  63.)  Culture,  Sec,  see Melanorrhoe'a  below. 

2861.  Melanorrhce'a  18109  usitdta.  This  tree  is  a  native  of  Hindostan,  in  a  large  valley  called  Kadbbu,  in  the kingdom  of  Munipur,  Silhet,  and  Tipperah,  as  well  as  in  the  Burmese  empire,  on  the  banks  of  the  Irrawadi,  where  it 
is  called  Theet-tsee  or  Zit-si.  This  is  identical  with  the  majestic  Kkeu  or  varnish  tree  of  Munipur,  on  the  north-east frontier  districts  of  Silhet  and  Tipperah.  Mr.  M.  R.  Smith,  who  has  resided  a  long  time  in  Silhet,  considers  this  the 
same  as  the  varnish  tree  of  the  Chinese,  in  the  eastern  and  north-eastern  provinces.  It  is  procurable  in  great 
quantities  from  Munipur,  where  it  is  used  for  painting  river  craft,  and  for  varnishing  vessels  destined  to  contain  liquid. The  drug  is  conveyed  to  Silhet  for  sale  by  the  merchants.  On  being  handled  it  occasions  extensive  erysipelatous 
swellings,  attended  with  pain  and  fever,  but  never  of  long  duration.  In  the  neighbourhood  of  Prome  a  considerable 
quantity  of  varnish  is  extracted  from  the  tree,  but  very  little  at  Mart aban,  owing,  it  is  supposed,  to  the  poorness  of 
the  soil,  and  partly  also  to  there  being  none  of  the  people  in  that  part  whose  business  is  to  perform  the  process, although  it  is  very  simple.  Short  joints  of  a  thin  sort  of  bamboo,  sharpened  at  one  end,  and  shut  up  at  the  other,  are 
inserted  in  a  slanting  direction  into  holes  made  in  the  trunk  and  principal  branches,  and  left  there  for  24  or  48  hours  ; 
after  which  they  are  removed,  and  their  contents  emptied  into  a  basket  previously  varnished  over.  Sometimes  a 
hundred  bamboos  may  be  seen  sticking  into  the  tree  at  once  during  the  collecting  season,  which  last  as  long  as  the 
tree  is  destitute  of  leaves,  namely,  from  January  until  April,  and  they  are  renewed  as  long  as  the  juice  will  flow.  In 
its  pure  state  it  is  sold  at  Prome  at  the  rate  of  1  tical,  or  is.  6rf.,  the  viss  :  and  at  Martaban,  2  Madras  rupees  the  viss, 
although  of  an  inferior  quality  to  that  sold  at  Prome,  being  usually  mixed  with  oil  of  sesamum.  A  tree  is  reckoned  to 
produce  2  to  3  or  4  viss  annually,  a  viss  being  equal  to  3i  lb.  Every  article  of  household  furniture  destined  to 
contain  solid  or  liquid  food  is  lacquered  over  with  it.  The  article  to  be  varnished  with  it  must  be  prepared  with calcined  bones,  after  which  the  varnish  is  laid  on  thinly,  either  in  its  pure  state,  or  variously  coloured.  The  process 
of  drying  is  the  most  difficult  part,  being  effected  in  a  very  slow  and  gradual  manner,  by  the  articles  thus  varnished 
being  placed  in  subterraneous  vaults  for  many  months.  The  drug  is  also  used  as  a  size  glue  in  the  process  of  gilding ; nothing;  more  being  required  than  to  besmear  the  surface  of  the  article  to  be  gilded  with  it,  and  immediately  to  apply the  gold  leaf.  If  it  is  considered  how  very  extensively  that  art  is  practised  by  the  Burman  nation,  it  being  among  their 
most  frequent  acts  of  devotion  and  piety  to  contribute  to  the  gilding  of  their  numerous  religious  edifices  and  idols,  it 
will  be  evident  that  a  great  quantity  of  the  drug  must  be  consumed  for  that  purpose  alone.  Finally,  the  beautiful Pali  writing  of  the  religious  order  of  the  Burmas,  on  ivory,  palm  leaves,  or  metal,  is  entirely  done  with  this  varnish 
in  its  native  and  pure  state.  (Don's  Mill.,  ii.  67.)  A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  will  suit  this  tree ;  and  ripened  cuttings will  root  in  sand,  under  a  hand-glass,  in  heat. 

and  Miscellaneous  Particulars. 
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COMPREHENDING 

SUCH  GENERIC  NAMES  AS  ARE  NOT  TO  BE  FOUND  IN  THE  BODY 
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Which  Names  are  either  synonymous  with  some  of  those  already  given,  or  not  sufficiently 
popular  to  be  included  in  detail  in  this  Supplement. 

To  this  are  added  their  derivations,  authorities,  and  natural  orders,  the  number  of  the  genus  to 
which  each  should  be  annexed  in  the  arrangement,  and  also  the  numbers  of  the  species  with 
which  they  are  synonymous. 

2852  *121a  ABiLDQAA'RDi'a  Valil.  (Prof.  Abildgaard,  of  Copenhagen.)  monostachya  Vahl.  Cyperaces.  A  curious perennial  bog  plant,  a  native  of  New  Holland,  and  introduced  in  1819. 
2853  ̂ lOOa  Abv^ta  Aub.  (Abutua,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  rufescens  Aub.   Menisperm.   A  stove  climber,  attaining the  height  of  10  ft.    It  produces  yellowish-green  flowers,  and  was  introduced  from  Guiana  in  1820. 
2854  68  Acm'n\  L.   (Akaina,  a  thorn  ;  the  berries.)  Sanguisorb.    Syn.  Nos.  475.  to  482.  in  p.  26. 2855  *1082a  AceraVium  Dec.   {A,  priv.,  keras,  a  horn  ;  anthers  without.)  oppositifbhum  Dec.   Eleocarpaceae.  A stove  shrub,  a  native  of  Amboyna,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818.  It  produces  white  flowers,  and 

thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
2856  *1565*  Achyro'nia  W.   (Achyron,  chaff;  branches  and  leaves  chaffy.)    villbsa  W.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.  A New  Holland  shrub,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  July  and  August.   Introduced  in  1819. 
2857  1650a  Achyro'phobus  D.  Don:   (Achyron,  chaff,  phoreo,  to  bear ;  receptacle.)  maculatus  D.  Don.  Comp. Cich.   No  11316.,  also  11315.  and  11320. 
2868   1029/  Acio'tis  D.  Don.    (Akis,  a  point,  ous,  an  ear ;  petals.)   .   .  MelastomaceEe.    Nos.  6016. and  5434. 
2859  *51Ja  Acmade'nia  B.  #  W.   {Akme,  a  point,  aden,  a  gland  ;  anthers.)   tetragdna  Hil.    Rutaceae.  Adenandra tetragdna  Swt.   A  Cape  shrub,  producing  white  flowers  from  April  to  July.    Introduced  in  1798. 
2860  11176  Acme^no  Dec.  (Acmena.  a  nymph  of  Venus's.)   floribunda  Dec.  MyrtSceae.   No.  6936.  in  p.  416. 
2861  12816  Acroce'phalus Benth.    (Akron,  summit,  kephale,  head;  flowers.)   capitStus  Benth.    LabidceaB.  No. 8472.  in  p.  510. 
2862  1985e  Acrocomia  Mart.    {Akros,  top,  home,  tuft ;  leaves.)  Palmaceae.    Nos.  13321.  and  13322. 
2863  *1975a  Acroglo'chin  Schr.  (Akros,  summit,  glochin,  spear  point.)  chenopodioldes  Schr.   Amarant&ceae.  Ama.- rantus  Acroglbchin  Spr.  An  interesting  annual,  a  native  of  Nepal,  producing  its  green  flowers  in  July 

and  August.   Introduced  in  1824. 
2864  *399c  Acro'tricha  R.  Br.  (Akros,  a  point,  thrix,  hair;  corolla.)  cordata  R.  Br.   Epacridacea?.   A  genus  of white-flowered  New  Holland  shrubs,  which  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  sandy 

peat  soil. 2865  18046  ActinCmkris  Nut.  (Aklin,  ray,  meris,  part.)  squarrosa  Nut.   Comp.  Hel.   No.  12411.,  also  Nos.  12494. and  12495. 
2866  *237a  Adena'nthos  Lab.  (Aden,  a  gland,  anthos,  a  flower. )  obovata  Lab.   Protedcex.   A  shrub  producing  red flowers.    Introduced  from  New  Holland  in  1826. 
2867  1464A  Adenoca'rpus  Dec.  (Aden,  a  gland,  karpos,  fruit.)      .   .       .  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.   No.  10439.  in 

p.  624. 2868  462a  Adeno'phora  P is.  (Aden,  a  gland,  phoreo,  to  bear.)         .    .       Campanullces.   Nos.  2646.  2649.  and 2650.  in  p.  164. 
2869  »2Ha  iEGOPo\30N  Hum.  (Aix,  a  goat, pogon,  a  beard.)  pusillus  Beauv.    Graminacea?.   A  curious  little  annual grass,  a  native  of  South  America.    Introduced  in  1822. 
2870  »1328a  JEolla'nthus  Mart.  (Aiollo,  to  vary,  anthos,  flower.)  suavdolens  Mart.    Verbenaceae.    A  tender annual,  producing  its  white  flowers  in  July  and  August.  It  is  a  native  of  Brazil,  and  was  introduced in  1825. 
2871  1C356  jETHO*N«'a  D.  Don.  (JEthon,  one  of  Phcebus's  horses.)  frutic&sa  D.Don.   Comp.  Cich.   No.  11245.  also 11281. 
2872  *677<J  AGkSY'hws  Spr.  (Greek  name  of  the  gum  ammoniac  plant.)  caucasica  Spr.    Umbelliferse.  Slier caucasicum  Spr.   An  uninteresting  white-flowered  biennial,  introduced  from  Caucasus  in  1818. 
2873  1741a  Agathj^a  Cos.  (Agathos,  excellent ;  flowers  beautiful.)  coelestis  Cos.    Comp.  Jacob.    No.  12144.  also No.  12140. 
2874  1627a  Agathy'rsus  D.  Don.  (Agathos,  pretty,  thyrsus,  a  thyrse.)  sibiricus  D.  Don.   Comp.  Cich.   No.  11116. also  11109, 11110, 11111, 11112,  and  11117. 
2875  1581a  Aga^ti  Rh.  (Agaty,  its  name  in  the  Sanscrit  language.)  grandifldra  Desv.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gal.  No. 10521.  in  p.  630. 
2876  *244a  Agno'stcs  Cun.  (Agnostos,  unknown ;  provisional  name.)  sinuata  Cun.   ?Protedces.  An  ornamental evergreen  green-house  tree,  attaining  the  height  of  15  ft  A  native  of  Moreton  Bay.  Introduced in  1830. 
2877  206a  Agropy'rum  Beauv.  (Agros,  a  field,  pyros,  wheat.)     ....   Graminlcea?.   Nos.  1238, 1239,  1240. 1242.  1245.  p.  70. 

156  jIgro'stis  L.  (The  Greek  name  for  all  grasses.   Agros,  a  field.)  splca  venti  W.   GraminScese.  Anema- grfotis  splca  venti  Trin.  Apdra  splca  venti  Beauv. 
2878  *20346  Agynevja  L.  (A,  priv.,  gyne,  woman ;  neither  style  nor  stigma.)  impubes  L.    Euphorbiacea?.  An uninteresting  annual,  producing  its  green  flowers  in  July  and  August.  Introduced  from  China  in 1820. 
2879  7116  A^jajt  Haw.  (A  poetic  name  ;  a  warrior  in  siege  of  Troy.)  Amarylldceae.    Nos. 4051.  4060. 4042  4041.  4036,  4037.  4040. 4038.  4048.  4045.  4047.  and  4046. 

255  Alchexi'lla  L.  (Alkemclyeh,  its  Arabic  name.)  arvensis  Sm.    Rosacese.    A'phanes  arvensis  L.  No. 1519. 
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2880  *7026  Aldrova'ndo  L.  ( Ulysses  Aldrovandus,  an  Italian  nat.)  vesiculosa  L.  Drosericee.  A  curious  little 
bog  plant,  produces  white  flowers,  is  a  native  of  Italy,  and  was  introduced  in  1823. 

2881  1586a  Alba*qi  Tou.  (Arabic  name  of  the  plant.)  Maurbrum  Tou.    Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.    No.  10550.  in 
p.  630. 2882  *309«  Allio^ioL.  (Charles  Allioni,  prof.  bot.  at  Turin.)  Nyctaginaceae.  A  genus  of  ornamental annuals  of  wliicr  two  species  were  introduced  from  Curoana  in  1820 ;  A.  violacea  and  A.  incarnata. 

2883  *541c  Alsode'a  Thou.  (Alsodes,  leafy.)  pauciflbra  Thou.  ViolSceae.  A  genus  of  white-flowered  shrubs,  natives of  Madagascar,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
2884  *411a  AxsTo^Nta  R.  Br.  (Dr.  C.  Alston,  prof,  of  med.  at  Edinb.)  scholaris  R.  Br.   Apocyna"ceae.  J/drium tinctorium  Hort.  The  species  are  natives  of  the  East  Indies.  For  other  particulars  see  Alsod&a, above. 
2885  2112a  Axti'ngj'o  Nor.   (Alting,  some  obscure  German  bot.)  excelsa  Nor.   Coniaceae.   No.  14048.  in  p.  846. 2886  15866  Alysica'rpus  Neck.  (Alysis,  chain,  Icarpos,  fruit)  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.    Nos.  10551, 10552,  10553.  and  10557. 

1401  ̂ ly'ssitm  L.  (A,  priv.,  lyssa,  canine  madness,  sup.  med.  qual.)  maritimum  Lam.   Cruciacea?.  Glyce maritima  Lindl. 
2887  *411c  Alv'xia  R.  Br.   (Alyxis,  anxiety ;  gloomy  appearance.)  daphnbldes  Cun.   ApocynScea?.   A  shrub  pro- ducing white  fragrant  flowers.  It  is  a  native  of  the  Norfolk  Islands,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1831. 

A  mixture  of  peat  and  loam  suits  the  plant. 
2888  *507a  Aiza'teo  R.  &  P.  (J.  A.  de  Alzate,  a  Span,  naturalist.)  verticiliata  R.  %  P.    CelastrSceae.   A  tree,  a native  of  Peru.   Introduced  in  1824. 
2889  *1464m  Ami'cio  H.  &  B.  (J.  B.  Amid,  a  celebrated  physician.)  zygSmeris  Dec.   Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Eul     A  stove climber,  introduced  from  Mexico  in  1826. 
2890  1552a  Amphica'rfa  Ell.  (Amphi,  on  both  sides,  Icarpos,  fruit;  above  and  under  ground.)  Leg. Pap.  Phas.  Nos.  10296,  10297.  and  10300. 
2891  1294c  Amphilo^bium  Kth.  (Amphi,  around,  lobos,  a  pod.)  paniculata  Kth.   BignoniSceae.   No.  8535.  in  p. 314. 
2892  *139a  Amphipo*gon  R.  Br.  (Amphi,  around,  pogon,  a  beard.)  strictus  R.  Br.    Graminiceae.  A  perennial  grass, a  native  of  New  Holland.   Introduced  in  1823. 
2893  *1547a  A'mphodus  Lindl.  (Amphi,  on  both  sides;  odous,  a  tooth.)  o  vat  us,  Lindl.   Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   A  curious perennial  stove  twiner,  produces  its  purple  flowers  in  July  and  August,  and  was  introduced  from  Trini- dad in  1820. 
2894  726a  Akana'ssa  Thun.  (Nonas,  the  name  in  Guiana)  satlva  B.  R.  BromeliSceae.  No.  4108.,  also  Nos.  4110. and  4119.  in  p.  246. 
2895  *586a  Ana'nthebix  Nut.  (A,  without,  anther  ix,  an  awn.)  vlridis  Nut.   Asclepiaceae.    Jscldpias  viridis  Walt. 

A  curious  little  herbaceous  plant,  producing  yellowish  green  flowers.  A  native  of  North  America  In- troduced in  1812. 
2896  21296  Anathe'rum  Beauv.  (A,  priv.,  other,  awn ;  valves  of  calyx  awnless.)  muticum  R.  &  S.  Graminacea?. No.  14212.  in  p.  860. 
2897  *241e  ANCHiB'TEa  Hil  (P.  Anchietea,  a  Brazilian  writer  on  plants.)  pyrifblia  G.  Don.    Violiceae.  Calyptrion pyrifolium  Mart.  An  ornamental  stove  climber,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  3  ft.,  and  producing 

white  flowers  in  July  and  August.   Introduced  from  Brazil  in  1822. 
2898  15166  And^ra  Lam.  (Its  name  in  Brazil.)  inermis  H.  8(  B.   Leg.  Ca?s.  Geoff.   No  10029.  in  p.  604. 
2899  *1421a  Andreo'skio  Dec.  (Ant.  Andrxejowski,  a  Russian  botanist. )  integrifdlia  Dec.    Cruciaceae.  Sisymbrium integrifblium  L.   A  genus  of  uninteresting  annuals  and  biennials,  natives  of  Siberia. 
2900  1499a  .^ndros^mum  AU.   (Aner,  a  man,  haima,  blood;  colour  of  juice.)  officinale  All.  Hypericaceae. No.  11000.  in  p.  656. 
2901  1843a  Angia'nthus  Wall.  (Aggos,  a  vessel,  anthos,  flower.)  atireus  Wal.   Comp.  Echin.   No.  12772.  in  p. 744. 
2902  1117a  Ango'phora  Cav.   (Aggos,  a  vessel,  phoreo,  to  bear ;  form  of  fruit.)  .Myrtaceae.   Nos- 69351  and 6937.  in  p.  416. 
2903  *845a  Anguilla*ria  R.  Br.  (Anguitta,  an  eel ;  twisted  seeds.)  indica  R.  Br.  Melanthdcese.  A  little  half-hardy dark-purple-flowered  herbaceous  plant,  a  native  of  Tranquebar,  may  be  increased  by  division, and  grown  in  a  sandy  peat  soil.   Introduced  in  1810. 
2904  *254a  Anisaca'ntha  R.  Br.  {Anisos,  unequal,  akantha,  a  spine.)  divaricata  R.  Br.    Chenopodiaceae.    A  cu- rious New  Holland  shrub,  introduced  in  1824 ;  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture of  peat  and  loam. 
2905  107a  Anisa'nthvs  Suit.  (Anisos,  unequal,  anthos,  &  flower.)  Iriddceae.  Nos.  704.  and  706.  in 

p.  42. 2906  12826  Anisochi'ltjs  Wall.  (Anfsos,  unequal,  cheilos,  lip.)  carnosa  Benth.   Labiaceas.   No.  8199.  in  p.  498. 
2907  *380a  Ani'sodds  Lk.  (Anisos,  unequal,  odous,  a  tooth ;  cal.)  stramonifblius  G.  Don.  Solanaceae.  Whitleya stramonifolia  Swt.  An  ornamental  perennial  with  yellowish  green  flowers.  A  native  of  Nepal, introduced  in  1823. 
2908  1401c  Anodo'ntea  Dec.  (.4,  destitute,  odbruos,  ol  a  tooth;  stamens.)  .   .   .   .      Cruciaceae.    Nos.  9068.  9070 9071,  and  9072. 
2009    2126  Anthe'phora  Schreb.  (Anthos,  a  flower,  phoreo,  to  bear.)  eleganB  Schreb.  Graminficeae.  No.  13179.  in 

p.  780. 2910  *2129g  Anthisti'ria  W.  (Anthistemi,  to  resist ;  harshness  of  stubble.)  ciliata  itefe.  GraminSceae.  Andropdgon quadrivalvis  L. 
2911  *420a  Anthoclei'sta  Afa.  (Anthos,  a  flower,  kleistos,  shut  up.)  macroph^lla  G.  Don.  Apocynaceae.  An  ever- green stove  tree,  attaining  the  height  of  20  ft.,  and  producing  white  flowers.  It  is  a  native  of  Sierra 

Leone,  was  introduced  in  1820,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
2912*     836  A'nthodon  R.  St  P.  (Anthos,  a  flower,  odon,  a  tooth.)  panicuUtum  Mart.   Hippocrateae.   A  stove  shrub producing  yellowis  hgreen  flowers.    Introduced  from  Rio  Janeiro  in  1818,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of 

peat  and  loam. 
2913  *1163a  Antholo>ma  ia6.  (Anthos,  a  flower,  loma,  a  fringe.)  montana  iafi.   Marcgraavi&cese.   A  New  Holland shrub,  introduced  in  1810 ;  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  sandy  loam. 
2914  261a  Ano'tis  Dec.  (A,  priv.,  ous,  otos,  an  ear ;  teeth  of  cal.)  cilioldsa  G.  Don.  Rubiaceae.  Hedybiis  ciliol6sa Hook. 
2915  1730c  Aphele'xis  D.  Don.  (Apheles,  simple,  exis,  habit;  plants.)       .       .       Comp.  Vern.   Nos.  11798. 11807,  11808.  and  11810. 
2916  769g  A'picra  W.  (Apikros,  not  bitter;  unlike  bitter  aloes.)   ,       ...   Aloineae.   Nos.  4388. 4405.  to  4412. in  p.  262. 
2917  1553c  yi'pios  Boer.  (Apios,  a  pear  ;  form  of  roots.)  tuberbsa  Moen.   Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   No.  10313.  in  p.  618. 2918  998a  Aplophy'lldm  J.  (Haploos,  simple,  phyllon,  leaf;  lvs.  simple.)  patavlnum  J.    Rutacese.  No.  8893.  also 5891.  and  5892. 
2919  *2l29e  Aplu'daZ.  (Apluda  chaff ;  involucres.)  aristata£.    Gramin&ceae.   Andropogon  involucratus  Kion. 
2920  *272a  AftUA'RTi'a  Jac.    (B.  Aquart,  Jacquin's  comp.  in  Amer.)    tomentdsa  Jac.     Solanacese.     A  South American  shrub  producing  white  flowers.  It  was  introduced  in  1819,  and  requires  to  be  grown  in  a sandy  loam. 
2921  *10346  Aquila  ria  L.    (Aquila,  an  eagle  ;  called  Bois  d'Aigle  by  French  colonists.)  malaccensis  Lam.  Samy- daceae.  A.  ovata  Cav.  An  ornamental  stove  shrub  introduced  in  ) 823.  It  produces  greenish  yellow flowers,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat. 
2922  664a  Archange'lica  Hqffm.  (Supposed  archangelic  virtues.)  officinalis  Hqffm.   Umbellicea?.  No.  3677.  also 3681.  in  p.  220. 
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2923  1019a  jIrctosta'phylos  Adan.    Bear's  Grape.  (Arktos,  bear,  slaphyle,  a  grape.)  .       ...  Ericaceae. Nos.  5966.  and  5967. 
2924  920a  Aremo^nia  Dec.  (Changed  from  AgrvmoniaS)  agrimonid*ldes  Dec.   Rosaces.  No.  6657.  in  p.  398. 2925  425d  Aroa'nia  K.  &  S.   (Argam,  its  aboriginal  name.)    Sideroxylon  R.  &  S.    Sapot&ceas.    No.  2938.  in 

p.  180. 2926  2006a  ;<risa*rum  Ton.  (Adopted  from  the  Greeks.)  vulgare  Kth.   Ariceae.   No.  13477.  in  p.  800. 
2927  *150a  Aristi'da  L.  (Arista,  an  ear  of  corn.)   stipoldes  R.  Br.   Gramindceae.    A  native  of  New  Holland,  and was  introduced  in  1826. 
2928  11286  ̂ 1rmknixaca  Tou.  (Originally  from  Armenia.)  vulgaris  Lam.   Rosacea.  No.  7056.  also  Nos.  7057,  7058. and  7044. 
2929  *649o  Arraca'cia  Bancroft  (Euphonised  from  Arracacha,  its  name  in  Santa  F6.)  esculentaDtfc.  Umbellacea?. C6nium  Arrac&cha  Hook. 
2930  2132a  Arrhenathb^rum  Beauv.  (Arrhen,  male,  other,  point ;  male  spikes  awned.)         .   .   .  Graminaceas. Nos.  14227.  and  14228.  p.  860. 
2931  *1353a  Artane^ma  D.  Don.  (Artao,  to  append,  nema,  filament ;  fil.  toothed.)  fimbriatum  D.  Don.  Scrophu- 

lariaceae.  Toreni'a  scabra  ?  Grah.  An  ornamental  green-house  perennial,  producing  pale  blue  flowers from  June  till  August.   Introduced  from  Moreton  Bay  in  1830. 
1721  ARTEMi'sta  L.  {Artemis,  one  of  the  names  of  Diana.)  campestris  L.    Comp.  Anthem.  Oligdsporus campestris  Cass. 

2932  *1578a  Arthrolo'bium  Desv.  Joint- Vetch.  (Arthron,  a  joint,  lobos,  a  pod  ;  jointed  seed-vessel.)  ebracteatum 
Desv.   Leg.  Hed.   Found  on  "  sandy  ground  near  Grand  Havre,  Guernsey,  but  rare."  —  Hook 2933  *        AsacrkVi  Lindl.  (Dr.  Asa  Gray,  one  of  the  auths.  of  Fl.  of  N.  Amer. )  officinalis  Schl.  Melanthacea?. 
Heldnias  officinalis  D.  Don  is  the  Feritrum  officinale  of  Schlecht.  It  is  a  half-hardy,  bulbous-rooted, white-flowered  perennial.   Introduced  from  Mexico  in  1839. 

2934  1680a  Ascarici'da  Cuss.   (Ascaris,  an  intestinal  worm,  ceedo,  to  kill)   anthelmintica  Swt.    Comp.  Vern. No.  11504.  in  p.  688. 
2935  71  Id  Assa'racim  Haw.  .  (Assaracus,  a  Trojan  prince.)      ....   Amaryllacea;.    No.  4027.  in  p.  240. 2936  *1610a  AstarteVi  Dec.     (Astarte,  the  Syrian  Venus.)     fascicularis  Dec.     Myrtaceae.     Melaleuca  fascicu- laris Lab. 
2937  *578c  Aste'phanus  R.  Br.  (A,  Without,  Stephanos,  crown ;  stamens.)  triflbrus  R.  Br.    Asclepiadaceae.  A genus  of  Cape  twiners,  two  species  of  which  were  introduced  in  1816 ;  they  bear  white  flowers,  and 

require  to  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
2938  264a  Astbrocb'phalus  Vail.  (Aster,  star,  kephale,  head ;  seeds;)  .       ...    Dipsaceas.    No.  1569.  to  1594. in  p.  69. 
2939  1043a  Asti'lbe  Ham.  (A,  intensive,  stilbe,  brightness.)  decSndra  D.  Don.    Saxifragaceae.   No.  6109.  in  p.  38. 
2940  *1985g  Astroca'ryum  Mey.  (Astron,  star,  karyon,  nut.)  Murumura  Mart.   Palmaces.   A  palm  attaining  the height  of  40  ft.   Introduced  from  Brazil  in  1825. 
2941  1578a  Astrolo^bium  Desv.  (Astron,  star,  lobos, pod;  disposition.)  .  .      .  .  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Cor.  Nos.  10611. 10513,  and  10514. 
2942  1002c  Atala'ntiVj  Corr.  (Atalanta,  the  daughter  of  Schoeneus.)  monophylla  Dec.   Aurantiaceae.   No.  5902. in  p.  356. 
2943  16276  Atala'nthus  D.  Don.  (Atalos,  soft,  anthos,  a  flower.)  pinnatus  D.  Don.   Comp.  Cich.    No.  11151.  also 11149.  and  11152. 
2944  2130a  Atheropovgon  Mhl.  (Ather,a.wa,pogon,'benri;  awns  bearded.)  apludoldes  W.  Gramin&ceae.  No.  14218. in  p.  860. 
2945  *1985/  Atherospe'rma  Lab.  (Ather,  awn,  sperma,  seed.)  moschata  Za6.    Calycanthacea?.  ?   A  New  Holland tree  growing  to  the  height  of  20  ft.,  and  producing  its  white  flowers  in  May  and  June.  Introduced in  1824. 
2946  1226a  ̂ tra'gene  L.  (A  name  given  by  Theophrastug  to  a  species  of  Clematis.)  Ranunculaceae. Nos.  7963,  7964,  and  7965.  in  p.  482. 
S947  *20O7d  Atta'lia  Hum.  (Attains,  magnificent ;  tiees.)  excel sa  Mart.   Falmaceae.  A  genus  of  Brazilian  palms, the  species  varying  from  10  ft.  to  70  ft.  in  height. 
2948  *62a  AuDiBE'RTia  Benth.  (M.  Audibert,  of  Tarascon,  a  nurseryman.)  incana  Benth.    Labiaceae.  Salvia carndsa  Her.  Dou. 
2949  533d  Acdoui'njo  Brong.  (A.  Audouin,  an  entomol.  and  friend  of  Brongniart.)  capitata  Brong.  Bruniacese. No.  2949.  in  p.  180. 
2950  537a  2/ALSAMfNA  Riv.  (Balsamine,  a  name  used  by  Dioscorides.)  hortensis  Desp.   Balsaminaceae.  No.  3016. 

also  3017.  in  p.  134. 
2951  *889a  Balsamodendron  Kth.  (Balsamon,  balsam,  dendron,  tree.)  zeylanicum  Kth.    Tcrebinthacese.  AmfrU zeylanica  Retx.  A  tree  attaining  the  height  of  30  ft.,  a  native  of  Ceylon ;  may  be  increased  by  cuttings, 

and  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
2952  *984c  Ba'phia  Afls.  (Baphe,  a  dye ;  use.)  nitida  tod.   Leg.  Swartzieae.  A. tree  growing  to  the  height  of  about 30  ft.,  and  producing  white  flowers  from  June  to  November.  It  is  a  native  of  Sierra  Leone,  and  was introduced  in  1793. 
2953  *412a  Beaumo'ntiVj  Wal.  (Diana,  the  lady_  of  Col.  T.  Beaumont.)  grandifldra  Wall.   Apocynsiceae.  An  elegant white-flowered  stove  twiner,  a  native  of  the  East  Indies.    Introduced  in  1820. 
2954  803a  Bellevali'o  Lap.  (P.  R.  Belleval,  a  French  botanist.)  operculata  Lap.    Asphodeleae.    No.  4774.  in 

p.  278. 2955  1749a  Bellidia'strum  Cos.  (Bellis,  daisy,  astrum,  an  affix  signifying  like.)  Michelts  Cas.     Comp.  Vera. No.  12186.  in  p.  716. 
2956  2136a  BEN'NCA\sa  Savf.  (Count  Benincasa,  an  Italian  nobleman.)  cerifera  Savi.   Cucurbitaceae.  Cuctirbita cerifera  Fis. 
2957  533c  Bera'rdi<j  Brong.  (Berard,  prof,  of  Chemistry  at  Montpelier.)  .    .       .   .    Bruniacea.    Nos.  2994. and  3006. 
2958  503a  Berche'miVj  Neck.  (M.  Berchem,  a  French  botanist.)  .  .   Rhamnaceae.  Nos.  2894.  and  2895. in  p.  176. 
2959  *  1002a'  Bfi'RGERa  Kon.  (C.  J.  Berger,  prof,  of  bot.  at  Kiel.)  Konigtt  Rox.   Aurantiacea.    A  curious  East Indian  shrub,  producing  its  white  flowers  in  June  and  July.  Ifmay  be  increased  by  layers,  and  grown 

in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
2960  *1070a  Bs'RGia  L.    (P.  J.  Bergius,  M.D.,  prof.  nat.  hist.  Stockholm.)  verticiMta  W.    Caryophylleao.  A curious  little  reddish-white-flowered  annual,  a  native  of  Egypt.   Introduced  in  1820. 
2961  1266a  BERiNGE^Rta  Neck.  (Beringer,  probably  a  man's  name.)  .       .       .  Labiates.   Nos.  8339.  8342,  8343, 8344.  8346,  8347,  and  8348. 
2962  *1178a  Be'rrY0  Rox.  (Dr.  Berry,  who  first  introd.  it  to  Calcutta  bot.  gar.)  Amomilla  Rox.   Tili&ceae.   A  tree, a  native  of  the  East  Indies,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818.  It  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and loam. 
2963  *U96a  Berthoj.evtui  H.  &  B.   Brazil  Nut.  (L.  C.  Bertholet,  a  celebrated  chemist.)  excelsa  H.  &  B.  Lecy- th&ceas.  A  stove  tree  attaining  the  height  of  100ft.  It  is  a  native  of  Para,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings, 

and  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat,  loam,  and  sand. 
2964  533a  Berze'lio  Brong.  (Berzelius,  a  celebrated  chemist.)  Bruniilceaj.   Nos.  2995.  and  3001. 
2965  *        BE'ssERa  Schultes  fil.  (Dr.  Besser,  prof,  of  botany  at  Brody.)  &legans  Lindl.   LiliSceae.   An  ornamental bulbous-rooted  plant,  producing  its  crimson-coloured  flowers  from  June  till  October.  Introduced  from Mexico  in  1839. 
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2966  618a  Bi'foris  Spr.  {Bis,  double,  forts,  a  flap ;  fruit.)  testiculars  Bieb.   UmbeUaceas. No.  3477.  in  p.  208. 
2967  270c  BlGELO^via  Spr.  (Prof.  Bigelow,  of  N.  Amer.)  ...    .    .   Rubifcesa.    Nos.  1649.  and  1652.  ta JP-  M- 
2968  *1613o  BilloVjo  Coll.  (Mad.  Tecophila  Billoti,  of  Turin.)  acerfcsa  Coll.    Myrtaceas.    A  New  Holland  shrub, producing  its  red  flowers  from  July  till  September.   Introduced  in  1816. 
2969  «1428o  Bivon<eVj  Dec.  (Ant.  Bivom  Bernardi,  an  Ital.  botan.)  lutea  Dec.   Cruciacese.   TTilSspi  luteum  Bw. 

An  uninteresting  little  yellow-flowered  annual.    Introduced  from  Italy  in  1824. 
2970  »1301a  Ble'pharis  J.  (Blepharis,  the  eyelashes  ;  bracteas  of  cal.)  capensis  Pers.    Acanthaceae.    A  biennial, introduced  in  1818,  and  producing  its  blue  flowers  in  July  and  August.  . 
2971  60a  Blephi'lia  Baf.  (Blepharis,  eyelash;  sepals  fringed?)  ......   Labiacea?.  Nos.  365.  and  3fab.  m n.  22. 
2972  123a  Bly'smus  Panz.  (Blusmos,  a  source  or  spring  j  locality.)  compressus  Panx.    Cyperaceae.   No.  849.  in 

2973  1176  Bo'ba'btiVj  L.  (Jacob  Bobart,  prof,  of  bot.  at  Oxford,  1669.)  IridScea;.  Nos.  826.  and  831. 

2974  *816  Boldo;«  Lag.  (D.  Boldo,  a  Spanish  botanist.)  purpurSscens  Cav.  Nyctaginficea?.  An  herbaceous  stove 
plant,  a  native  of  Cuba,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820.  ■ 

2975  *1437a  Bo  leum  Desv.  (Bolos,  a  ball ;  round  pods.)  asperum  Desv.   Cruciacea;.    Fella  fispera  Pers.   A  pretty 
half-hardy  undershrub.   Introduced  from  Spain  in  1820,  and  producing  its  cream-coloured  flowers  irom 

2976  *39a  BouvaSuVi Schlec.  fin  honour  of  the  great  Bolivar.)  trifida  Schlec.  Jasminicea|..  An  ornamental  green- house shrub,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  July.   A  native  of  Chile.    Introduced  m  1828.. 
2977  *825a  Bonga'rdjYi  Mey.   (H.  G.  Bongard,  a  French  botanist.)  Rauwc-lfii  Mey.    Berberaceaa.  iftotice 

Chrysogonum  L.    A  yellow-flowered  tuberous-rooted  perennial.   Introduced  from  Persia  in  18J6. 
2978  43a  BoNNA^Ya  Lk.  (Bonnay,  a  German  botanist.)  veronicarfmn  Spr.    Scrophularineae.   No.  269.  in  p.  lb. 
2979  *1190a  BoNNsMa  Schreb.  (Charles  Bonnet,  a  Genevese  naturalist.)  palustris  Vahl.   Guttaceae.  A  stove  tree, producing  red  flowers.   A  native  of  Trinidad.   Introduced  in  1819.  . 
2980  «10866  Bo'scm  Lam.  (L.  Bosc,  Direct,  of  Roy.  Bot  Gard.at  Paris.)  senegalensis  Lam.  Cappandacea?.  FodOna 

senegalensis  Pers.  A  stove  shrub  introduced  in  1824,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  iu 
2981  »1010a  Bosme'LLfo  Box.  Olibanum  Tree.  (Dr.  John  Boswett,  of  Edinburgh.)  serrata  Stack.  Terebinthaceae. 

A  medicinal  tree,  a  native  of  the  East  Indies,  introduced  in  1820.  It  produces  pale  yellow  flowers,  and may  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat.   
2982  *693<i  Boussingau'i/k'o  H.  B.  &  K.  (J.  B.  Boussingault,  a  celeb,  naturalist.)  baseUoldes  Hum.  Chenopodiace®. A  whitish-flowered  tuberous-rooted  green-house  plant,  a  native  of  South  America.  Introduced 

2983  *769d  BowiE'a  Haw.  (J.  Bowie,  a  collect,  of  plants  for  Kew  gar.)  myriacantha  Saw.   Hemerocallideas.  A curious  little  creeper  with  yellowish-green  flowers,  a  native  of  Monte  Video.   Introduced  in  1827. 
2984  *658o  BowLE'si'a  K.  &  S.   (W.  Bowles,  an  Irish  botanist.)  tenera  Spr.  UmbeUaceas. 2985  1731a  BrachyljE^na  B.  Br.  (Brachys,  short,  lecna,  cloak  ;  calyx.)  nereifolia  Swt    Comp.  Vern.   No.  11820. 

185  Bbachypoxdhjm  Beauv.  (Brachys,  short,  pous,  foot.)  toliaceum  R.  If  S.   Graminacea?.  Catapodium toliaceum  Lk.  . 
2986  *2032o  Bradley  Gae.  (Rich.  Bradley,  first  prof,  of  bot.  Cambridge.)  sinica  Gae.   Euphorbiaceas.   A  curious stove  shrub.   Introduced  from  China  in  1816. 
2987  *1 586c  BREMONTiExRa  Dec.   Sand  Wood.  (M.  Bremontier,  an  agriculturist.)  Ammoxylon  Dec.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed. Euh.   A  stove  shrub,  a  native  of  the  Mauritius.    Introduced  in  1826. 
2988  6466  Briono'lio  Bert.  (J.  L.  Brignoli,  a  prof,  at  Verona.)  panacifdlia  Brig.    Umbellacea?.  Wo.  3601.  in 
2989  *1516c  BiJoNGNiA'RTz'a  H.  &  B.  (M.  Adolphe  Brongniart,  a  Fr.  bot.)  podalyriolrfes  Kth.  Leg.  Geof.   A  half- hardy  undershrub,  producing  flesh-coloured  flowers  from  September  to  November.  A  native  of  New Spain.    Introduced  in  1827. 
2990  *1175e  Brownlo'wio  Rox.  (The  late  Lady  Brotimlow,  daughter  of  Sir  A.  Hume.)  elSta  Box.  Tiliaceae.  A  tree 

growing  to  the  height  of  60  ft.,  a  native  of  the  East  Indies,  produces  yellow  flowers,  is  increased  by cuttings,  and  thrives  in  sandy  loam.   Introduced  in  1820. 
2991  *617a  BRUNo'ma  Sm.  (Robt.  Brown,  Esq.,  a  learned  syst  botan.)  australis  R.  Br.    Goodenoviae.   An  orna. mental  blue-flowered  New  Holland  perennial.   Introduced  in  1834. 
2992  1464r  jBry\a  Br.  (Bryo,  to  sprout,  seeds  germin.  before  falling.)  jE'benus  Dec.   Leg.  Pap.  Dalb.   No.  10034. in  p.  604. 
2993  *1059a  Buchanan  Rox.  (T.  Buchanan,  now  Hamilton,  M.D.)  angustifdlia  Rox.    Terebinth3ceae.  Mangifera 

axillaris  Lam.  A  genus  of  East  Indian  trees,  producing  white  flowers,  of  which  two  species  were introduced  in  1820. 
2994  *864a  BuginvilljsV*  Com.  (Bougainville,  a  Fr.  navigator.)  spectabilis  J.    Nyctaginaceae.    An  ornamental 

stove  climber,  growing  to  the  height  of  IS  ft.  and  producing  pink  flowers.  Introduced  from  South America  in  1829. 
2995  *320a  Bullia'rdo  Dec.  (M.  Bulliard,  a  Fr.  botanist.)  VaillSnti"  Dec.    Crassulaceaj.   A  curious  little  aquatic annual,  with  white  flowers,  a  native  of  the  South  of  Europe.    Introduced  in  1825. 
2996  1007a  Bunciktsia  J.  (Bunchos,  coffee,  Arab  i  similar  seeds.)      ....   Malpighiaceas.  Nos.  6371.  to  6375. and  also  6379. 
2997  *786a  BuRCHA'RDia  R.  Br.  (H.  Burchard,  M.D.,  a  bot.  author.)  umbellata  R.  Br.   Melanthacea;.   A  New Holland  white-flowered  herbaceous  plant.    Introduced  in  1820. 
2998  *702a  By^bli*  Sal.  (Byblis,  the  daughter  of  Miletus.)  finifl&ra  SaL    DroserScea.   A  curious  little  bog  plant, producing  blue  flowers.   A  native  of  New  Holland,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1800. 
2999  1054a  Byrso»nima  Rich.  (Byrsa,  a  hide;  used  for  tanning.)         .   .  .    Malpighiacea.    No.  6380.  to  6384, in  p.  380. 
3000  1  548A  CAJjfNusDec.   Pigeon  Pea.  (Caljang,  its  name  in  Malabar.)  ndvus  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   No.  10443. in  p.  624. 
3001  175a  Calamagro'stis  Adam.  (Kalamos,  a  reed,  agrostis,  grass.)  ...       .   GraminSceaa.   Nos.  999.  1068, 1069,  1070. 
3002  ?1819a  Callice'phalus  Mey.   (KaUos,  beauty,  kephak,  head ;  flws.)  nltens  Mey.   Comp.  Cynar.  CentaurSa >  nltens  Bieb.   No.  12621 .  in  p.  738. 
3003  1635a  Calliope'*!  D.  Don.  (Calliope,  one  of  the  Muses.)  aurea  D.  Don.   Comp.  Cich.    No.  11186.  in  p.  672. 
3004  *795a  Callipro'ra  Lindl.  (Kale,  pretty,  prora,  front ;  its  beauty.)  lutea  Lindl.  Asphodelese.  An  ornamental bulbous-rooted  plant,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  July.  Introduced  from  New  California  in 1831  ? 
3005  *662a  Calu'sace  Fis.  (Kallos,  beauty,  sakos,  a  buckler ;  seeds.)  dahurica  Fis.  UmbellSceae.  An  uninteresting 

green-flowered  perennial,  a  native  of  Siberia.   Introduced  in  1816. 
3006  892i  Calli'sta  D.  Don.  (Kallistos,  most  beautiful ;  flws.)  Walken"  D.  Don.    Ericaceae.   Type.    No.  5217. in  p.  308. 
3007  1739a  Calliste*mma  Cos.   China  Aster.  (Kallistos,  prettiest,  stemma,  crown  ;  flws.)  hortense  Cas.  Comp. Vern.   No.  12032.  in  p.  710. 
3008  1117a  Callistevmon  R.  Br.  (Kallistos,  most  beautiful,  stemon,  stamen.)  .   .       .   ,  Myrt&ceaa.  Nos.  6941 .  to 6950.  (6947.  excepted.) 
3009  *2018a  Ca'llitbis  Ven.   (Kallos,  beauty;  appearance.)  quadrivfilvis  Ven.    Condceae.    A  tree  attaining  the 
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height  of  from  15  ft  to  20  ft  A  native  of  Barbary.  Introduced  in  1815,  and  flowering  from  February to  May. 
3010  892r  CaixuIna  Sal.  (Kalluno,  to  adorn  ;  flws.)  vulgaris  Sal.  EricScea?.    Type,  No.  5268.  in  p.  310. 
3011  1569e  Calo'phaca  Fig.  (Kalos,  beautiful,  phake,  lentil.)  wolgarica  Fis.   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gal.   No.  1044a  in 

p.  6*24. 3012  »5416  Caly'ptrion  Ging.  (Kalyptra,  a  veil,  ion,  a  violet.)    AubldtiY  Ging.  Violates;.  Piola  Hybanchus  Aub. A  climber,  a  native  of  Guiana.   Introduced  in  1823.    It  produces  cream-coloured  flowers. 
3013  *1126a  Ca'lytrix  ia6.  (Kalyx,  a  calyx,  trixos,  triple.)  glabra  R.  Br.   MyrtScea?.   A  genus  of  New  Holland shrubs  which  produce  white  flowers,  are  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  sandy  peat. 
3014  *809a  Cama'ssia  Lindl.   (Quamash  or  Cumas,  its  name  in  North-West  America.)   esculenta  Lindl.  Aspho- deleaa.  Quamdsia  esculenta  Rqfl.  A  dark-purple-flowered,  hardy,  bulbous-rooted  plant.  Introduced from  Columbia  in  1827, 
3015  765a  Campb'lia  Rich.  (Kampe,  a  bending,  helios,  the  sun.)  Zemdnia  Rich.   Commeliniceae.  No.  4372.  in p.  260. 
3C16  *49a  Campyj.a'nthus  Roth.  (Kampylos,  a  curve,  anthos,  a  flower.)  salsoleides  Roth.  Primulacea?.  An evergreen  green-house  shrub,  with  purplish  blue  flowers,  introduced  from  Teneriffe  in  1825,  and  re- quiring to  be  grown  in  a  sandy  peat  soil. 
3017  1464?  Canava"lia  Dec.   (Canavali,  its  Malabar  name.)  ensif6rmis  W.  Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   No.  10288.  in  p.  616. 3018  649a  Capnophy'llum  Gae.    (Kapnos,  smoke,  phyllon,  a  leaf.)    afric&num  Gae.    Umbellaceas.    No.  3610. ifumia  capensis  Lk. 
3019  7296  Caragua^taYIu.  (Its  name  in  South  America.)  IfnguUta  Lindl.   BromeliScae.   No.  4138.  in  p.  248. 3020  *1079a  Cara'llia  Rox.   (CaraUie  in  the  Telinga  lang.,  in  Hindoostan.)  liicida  Rox.   Pomacese.  An  East Indian  tree  producing  yellow  flowers.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3021  *989c  Cara^pa  Aub.   {Caraipe,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  guianensis  Aub.   Meliaceas.  A  tree  attaining  the  height of  20  ft.,  and  producing  yellow  flowers.   Introduced  In  1824. 
3022  1674e  Carduncr'llus  Dec.  (A  diminutive  of  Cardunculus.)  vulgaris  Dec.  Comp.  Cord.    No.  11484.  also 11483. 
3023  *2159a  Cargillui  R.  Br.   (Dr.  James  CargiU,  of  Aberdeen.)  laxa  R.  Br.   Ebenaceae.   A  genus  of  New  Hol- land trees,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  15  ft.,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture of  loam  and  peat. 
3024  1674a  CARLowi'zia  Moen.  (Carlowiz,  some  obscure  botanist.)  *alicifdlia  Moen.  Comp.  Card.    No.  11478. in  p.  686. 
3025  1602a  CARMicHAE'w'a  R.  Br.    (Cap*.  Dugald  Carmxchael,  F.L.S.)   australis  R.  Br.    Leg.  Pap  Lot.  Trif. No.  10850.  in  p.  644. 
3026  *4146  Carpodi'nus  R.  Br.   Sweet  Pishamin.   (Karpos,  a  fruit,  dinos,  a  circle ;  round  fruit.)   dfilcis  G.  Don. Apocynaceae.  A  native  of  Sierra  Leone,  introduced  in  1822.  It  produces  green  flowers,  and  thrives  in  a mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3027  *12126  Carpodo'ntos  Lab.  (Karpos,  a  fruit,  odontotos,  toothed.)  lucida  Lab.   Hyperica"ceae.   A  tree,  a  native of  New  Holland,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820. 
3028  594A  Caruncula^ria  Haw.  (Caruncula,  fleshy  protuberance :  fl.)  pedunculate  Haw.  Asclepiaceae.  No. *  3339.  in  p.  202. 
3029  1999a  Canrya  Kut.   (Karyon,  a  nut.)  JuglandSceae.   Nos.  13378.  to  13384. 3030  *1205a  CaryoVjar  L.   Butter  Nut.  (Karyon,  a  nut ;  bearing  nuts.)  tomentdsum  TV.   Rhizobol&cee.  Pdkea sp.  Aub.  A  genus  of  fruit-bearing  trees  growing  to  the  height  of  about  100  ft.   Natives  of  Guiana. 
3031  *1034a  CASEA'Ria  L.    (J.  Casearius,  cooperator  in  Hort.  Malab.)  ramifldra  Vahl.    Samydacea?.  lrouchna guianensis  Aub.  A  genus  of  stove  shrubs,  producing  greenish  yellow  flowers,  may  be  increased  by cuttings  and  grown  in  sandy  loam. 
3032  10166  CAssA'NORa  D.  Don.   (Cassandra,  the  daughter  of  Priam  and  Hecuba.)  calycuhtta  D.  Don.  Ericaceae. No.  5959.  in  360. 
3033  1016a  Cassi'oP£  D.  Don.  (Cassiope,  the  mother  of  Andromeda.)    Aypnoldes  D.  Don.    Ericacece.    No.  5938. in  p.  358. 
3034  *877a  CASTEYa  Turp.   (Jf.  Castel,  author  of  a  poem  upon  plants.)   erecta  Turp.    Rhamnaceae.    A  West Indian  shrub,  introduced  in  1825,  is  increased  by  cuttings,  and  may  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat and  loam. 
3035  I70a  Catabro'sa  Beauv.   (Katabrosis,  food.)  aquatica  Beauv.   Graminaceae.   No.  1041.  in  p.  58. 3036  2014a  (Vdrus  Barrl.   (Cedron,  a  brook  in  Judea  :  plentiful  on  its  banks.)  Libani  Barrl.    Contaceae.  No. 13537.  in  p.  806. 
3037  174a  CentotheVa  Desv.   (Kenteo,  to  prick,  theke,  a  sheath.)  lappacea  Desv.    Graminacea?.    No.  914.  in 

p.  52. 3038  892c  Cera'mia  D.  Don.   (Keratnion,  a  little  pitcher.)   urceolaMs  D.  Don.   Ericaceae.  Type,  No.  5354.  in 
p.  314. 3039  *541d  Ceranthe'ra  Beauv.    (Keras,  a  horn,  anthera,  an  anther.)   subintegrifdlia  Beauv.   ViolScea?.  An ornamental  shrub  with  white  flowers,  a  native  of  Guiana.   Introduced  in  1824. 

3040  1129a  Ce'rasus  J.   (Originally  from  Cerasus,  a  town  of  Pontus  In  Asia.)   ....       Rosacea?.   Nos.  7026. to  7043.  and  also  7048,  and  7049.  7053,  7054,  and  7055. 
3041  20196  Cbratosa'nthes  Brm.    (Keras,  horn,  anthos,  fl.;  inner  segms.)  tuberdsa  J.   Cucurbitacea;.  No. 13554.  in  p.  808. 
3042  *141a  Cere'siYj  Pers.  (Ceres,  a  goddess  ;  inventress  of  tillage.)  elegans  Fers.  Graminaceas.  Paspalummem- branaceum  Flug.   An  ornamental  grass,  introduced  from  Peru  in  1816. 
3043  lG60a  CESTRi>(n«  Cass.   (Cestrinus,  the  son  of  Helenus  and  Andromache.)  carthamol&es  Cass.  Comp.  Card. 

No.  11460.  in  p.  684. 
3044  *1506  Ch«tavria  Beauv.  (Chaite,  an  awn  or  bristle.)  hystrix  Beauv.    Graminaceae.   An  uninteresting  East Indian  plant,  introduced  in  1820. 
3045  1552a  Chjeto'calyx  Dec.  (Chaite,  bristle,  kalyx,  calyx;  teeth.)  vincentlua  Dec.   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.  No. 10310.  in  p.  618. 
3046  119a  Chjeto'spora  R.  Br.  (Chaite,  a  bristle  or  awn,  spora,  a  seed.)  ferruginea  Hum.   Cyperaceae.   No.  848. in  p.  48. 
3047  *615a  CHAiLLa'Ti'a  Dec.  Rat  Poison.  (M.  Chaillet,  a  Swiss  botanist.)   Toxicaria  G.  Don.    Chailletutceae.  A poisonous  shrub,  a  native  of  Sierra  Leone,  introduced  in  1824,  produces  white  flowers,  and  requires  to 

be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3048  2085c  ChamjELI'rium  W.    (Chamai,  ground,  leirion,  lily.)   carolinianum  W.    Melanthaceae.    No.  4984.  in 

p.  292. 3049  *552a  CHAMisso'a  H.  &  B.   (M.  Chamisso,  who  accompanied  Kotzebue.)  altfssima  H.  Sf  B.  AmaranUtceae. Achyranthes  altissima  L.  An  evergreen  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  5  ft.,  produces  yellow 
flowers,  is  a  native  of  Jamaica,  and  was  introduced  in  1816. 

3050  1271a  Chasmo'nia  Lindl    (Chasmao,  to  gape  wide  ;  calyx.)  inclsa  Lindl.  Labiaceae.  No.  8378.  in  p.  506. 
3051  *1463a  Cheiroste'mon  H.  *  B.   (Cheir,  hand,  stemon,  a  stamen.)  />latanoldes  H.  %  B.   Bomba'ceae.   A  stove tree,  a  native  of  New  Spain,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820. 

165  Chilo'chloa  Beauv.  (Chilos,  fodder,  chloa,  grass.)  arenaria  Schr.    Graminaceae.    A'chnodon  arenarius Trin.   No.  1030. 
3052  1294/  Chilo'psis  D.  Don.  (Cheilos,  a  lip,  opsis,  resemblance  ;  flower.)  saligna  D.  Don.  Bignoniitcea?.  No.  8557. 

in  p.  514. 
3053  10296  Chito^nia  D.  Don.  (Chiton,  a  coat  of  mail ;  calyx  scaly.)  MelastomSceae.   Nos.  6013.  and 6014.  in  p.  364. 
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3054  711n  Chlora'ster  Haw.  (Chloros,  green,  aster,  a  star ;  corona.)  ftssus  Haw.   Amaryllaeese.  No.  4019.  in 
p.  240. 3055  *989a  Chloro'xylon  Dec.    (Chloros,  green,  xylon,  wood.)  Swietfinia  Dec.    MeHficeae.    SwletiniVr  Chlo- rdxylon  Rox.  A  timber  tree  attaining  the  height  of  100  ft.,  a  native  of  the  East  Indies.  Introduced in  1820. 

3056  *999a  Choi'syo  H.  &  B.   (J.  D.  Choisy,  a  Genevese  botanist.)  ternata  H.  &  B.    Rutaceat.   An  ornamental stove  shrub,  a  native  of  Mexico.  Introduced  in  1825.  It  produces  white  flowers  in  July  and  August, and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat. 
3057  892/  Cho^na  D.  Don.    (Chone,  a  funnel;  figure  of  cor.)  sanguinea  D.Don.   Ericaceae.   Type,  No.  5171. in  p.  306. 
3053  2131a  ChrysopoNson  Trim.    '  Chrysos,  gold,  pog on,  beard ;  yellow.)  gryllus  Trin.   Graminace®.   No.  14224. in  p.  860. 
3059  1804<Z  Chrysostr'mma  Lessing.  {Chrysos,  gold,  stemma,  crown ;  flws.)  trfpterig  Leasing.  Compfisitee.  Na 12482.  in  p.  732. 

1?6  ChbysuIius  P.  S.  (Chrysos,  gold,  our  a,  a  tail ;  the  flowers.)  echin&tus  P.  de  B.  GraminScese.  Fhaldne echinata  Dumort. 
3060  *4586  CiNCHo'Na  L.  (Cured  Countess  of  Cinchon  of  a  fever.)  officinalis-  L.   Rubidceae.  A  medicinal  tree, introduced  from  Peru  in  1810.  It  produces  red  flowers,  and  requires  to  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  loam 

and  peat. 
3061  934s  Cinnamovmum  B.  Br.  (Kinamon,  cinnamon,  Arab.)  verum  Stat.    Lauraceas.    No.  5640.  also  Nos. 5641,  5642,  5643,  and  5647. 

fl665  CPrsium  Vahl.  (Kir/cos,  a  swelled  vein ;  supposed  to  heal.)  Comp.  Card.   The  genus 
Cni'cus  in  p.  682. 

3062  *1778a  Clada'nthus  Cos.  (Klados,  a  branch,  anthos,  a  flower ;  on  bran.)  arSbicus  Cos.   Comp.  Antb.  No. 12334.  in  p.  724. 
3063  554a  Clado'stachys  D.  Don.  (Klados,  a  branch,  stachys,  a  spike.)   ....      Amarantacess.    Nos.  3144. and  3145.  p.  192. 
3064  *  004a  Clausb^na  Brm.    (Not  explained.)    pentaphylla  Dec.    Aurantfeceae.  Limonia  pentaphylla  Herb- Lam. 
3065  *1175J  Cley'ero  Thun.  (A.  Cleyer,  M.D.,  a  German  botanist.)  jap6nica  Thun.   Ternstroemiacea.  A  green- house  shrub,  introduced  in  1820,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  sandy  peat. 
3066  1029c  Clide'mui  D.  Don.  (Clidemius,  an  ancient  Greek  botanist.)  Melastomaceae.  Nos.  6004, and  6007.  in  p.  364. 
3067  1944a  Cnemido'stachys  Mart.  (Cnemis,  spoke  of  wheel ;  stachys,  spike.)  Chamelae'a  Spr.  Euphorbiaceae. No.  13057.  in  p.  774. 

1665  Cni'cds  L.  (Knizo,  to  prick,  or  wound.)  lanceoldtus  W.,  Eri61epis  lane.  Cass.;  palustris  L.,  On6- trophe  palfistris  Cass.   Comp.  Card. 
3068  1493a  Cochlospe'bmum  Kth.  (Kochlo,  to  twist,  sperma,  seed.)   Gossypium  Kth.  Bomb&cese.  B6mbax  Gos- 

sypium L. 3069  1290a  Codono'phora  Lindl.  (Kodon,  a  little  bell,  phoreo,  to  bear.)  lanceolata  Lindl. ;  grandiflbra  Lindl. Gesneraeeae.    No.  8521.  and  No.  8524.  in  p.  512. 
3070  * 1322a  CoLEBROO'KEa  Sm.   (H.  T.  Colebrooke,  an  accomplished  botanist.)  oppositifblia  Sm.    Verbena"ceae.  A white-flowered  shrub,  a  native  of  Nepal,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820. 
3071  *20326  Colliova^JA  Mol.    (Its  native  name.)  odorlfera  Mol.    Euphorbiaceae.    A  greenish-yellow-flowered shrub,  a  native  of  Chile.    Introduced  in  1831. 
3072  *836J  Colopho'nia  Kth.    (Yielding  a  resin  like  Colophon.)    mauritiana  Kth.    Terebinth&ces.    A  purple- flowered  stove  tree,  introduced  in  1826. 
3073  510a  Colubri'na  Brong.  (Coluber,  a  snake  ;  twisted  stems.)  ferrugindsa  Brong.    Rhamnaceae.  No.  2870. also  Nos.  2871.  2889.  and  2922. 
3074  569a  Coma'ndra  Nut.   (Kome,  hair,  aner,  an  anther.)  umbellata  Nut.   Santalaceas.  No.  3187.  Hamiltdnta umb.  Spr. 
3075  1151a  Comaro'psis  Rich.  (Comarum,  marsh  cinquefoil,  opsis,  appearance.)    ragarioldes  Dec.  Rosacea?.  No. 7576.  in  p.  452.  : 
3076  *506a  Condaxl«»  Cav.  (A.  Condal,  a  Spanish  physician.)  microphylla  Cav.  Rhamnacea?.  Zizyphus  myrtoldes Or.  A  curious  half-hardy  shrub,  with  green  flowers.   A  native  of  Chile.   Introduced  in  1824. 
3077  673c  Condyloca'bpus  Hqfm.    (Kondyle,  a  knob,  karpos,  fruit.)  officinalis  Koch.    Umbell&ceae.    No.  3738. also  3740. 
3078  *1959a  Conoce'phalus  Blume.     (Konos,  a  cone,  kephale,  head  ;  form.)    naucleifldrus  Lindl.  Urticacese. Z/rtlca  naucleiflbra  Rox.  A  curious  stove  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  10  ft.,  and  producing  its 

yellow  flowers  at  all  seasons.    Introduced  from  Chittagong  in  1820. 
3079  621a  Conopo*dium  Koch.    (Konos,  a  cone,  podion,  a  little  foot ;  disk.)  Umbellaceae.  Nos. 3490.  and  3491.  in  p.  210. 
3080  *7206  Cono'stylis  R.  Br.    (Konos,  a  cone,  stylos,  a  style.)   aculeata  R.  Br.   Haemodoraceae.  A  genus  of New  Holland  herbaceous  plants,  requiring  to  be  grown  in  a  sandy  peat  soil. 
3081  711"  Corbula^hia  Haw.  {Corbula,  a  small  basket ;  form  of  corona.)  Amaryllacese.   Nos.  4030, 4031.4034.  and  4033. 
3082  *814a  Cordyli^nb  R.  Br.   (Kordyle,  a  club.)  hemichrysa  Com.   Asphodelese.  A  stove  shrub,  a  native  of Bourbon,  introduced  in  1823.    It  may  be  Increased  by  suckers,  and  grown  in  vegetable  soi . 
3083  2045a  Core'ma  D.Don.  (Korema,  a  broom;  habit  of  plant.)  alba  D.Don.  Empetrtceae.  No.  13821.  in 

p.  826. 3084  1744a  CoRvisA'RTi'a  Merat.  (M.  Corvisart,  a  man's  name.)  Heldnium  Merat.  Comp.  Vera.   No.  12147.  in 
p.  714. 3085  76a  Coryca'bpcs  Zea.  (Korys,  a  helmet,  karpos,  a  fruit.)  arundindceus.  Gramindcess.  No.  1108.  in  p.  62. 

3086  *510a  Corynoca'bpus  Forst.   (Koryne,  a  club,  karpos,  fruit.)  laevigatas  Forst.   Myrsinaceae.   An  evergreen tree,  introduced  from  New  Zealand  in  1823.  It  may  be  increased  by  layers,  and  grown  in  a  light  rich 

'soil. 

3087  *2085a  Cosci'nium  Col.  (Koskinion,  a  little  sieve  ;  cotyledons  perforated.)  fenestratum  Col.  MenispermSceae. Menisperm.  fenestrat.  Gal.  A  stove  climber,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  10  ft.,  and  producing 
greenish-yellow  flowers.   Introduced  from  Ceylon  in  1800. 

3088  *9786  Cjoultenr?o  Kth.  (Dr.  Coulter,  a  botanical  author.)  tinctdria  Dec.  Leg.  Cess.  Cass.  Poincidna  T&rra R.  &  P.  An  ornamental  shrub,  producing  orange-coloured  flowers.  A  native  of  Carthage,  whence  it was  introduced  in  1822. 
3089  280a  Coutov^bba  Aubl.  (Its  name  in  Guiana.)  spicata  Aubl.   Gentianaceaa.  No.  1727.  in  p.  98. 
3090  *J159a  Cowa'niVi  D.  Don.  (James  Cowan,  an  English  merchant.)  plicata  D.  Don.  RosScsse.  A  pretty  ever- green shrub,  producing  red  flowers  in  June.  It  is  a  native  of  Mexico. 
3091  1300a  Craniolavria  L.  (Kranion,  a  skull ;  supposed  resemblance  in  capsule.)  annua  L.   Ses&mese.   No.  8577. in  p.  516. 
3092  *603a  Cre'ssa  L.  (Cressa,  a  native  of  Crete;  abounds  there.)  eretica  L.  Convolvulkces.  A  curious  little trailing  annual  with  purple  flowers.  A  native  of  the  Levant.   Introduced  in  1822. 
.4093  2032a  Crozo'pbora  Neck.   (Not  explained.)  tinctbriaX.  Euphorbiaceae.   No.  13629,  in  p.  812. 
3094  *542a  Crypta'ndra  Sm.  (Kryptos,  hidden,  aner,  a  man ;  stamens.)  ericifolia  Sm.  Rhamnaces?.  A  genus of  curious  shrubs  natives  of  New  Holland.  They  produce  white  flowers,  and  require  a  sandy  peat  soil. 
3095  934c  Cryptoca'rya  R.  Br.  (Kryptos,  hidden,  karya,  a  nut.)  glaucescens  R.  Br.  Laurace*.   A  genus  of 4  O 
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New  Holland  trees,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  15ft.,  and  producing  their  white  flowers  from  April to  June. 
3096  *4U6  Crypto'iepis  R.  Br.   (Kryptos,  hidden,  lepis,  a  scale.)  elegans  Lod.   Apocynaceae.   An  ornamental store  twiner,  a  native  of  Brazil,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1824. 
3097  1701a  Colci'tium  Bonp.   (Culcita,  a  stuffed  bed  ;  heads  of  pales.)  salicinum  Spr.   Comp.  Jac.   No.  11615.  in 

p.  692. f2010  Cunningha"miVi  R.  Br.  (J.  &  A.  Cunningham,  travellers  in  N.  S.  W.)  IanceolSta  R.  Br.   Conacese  No. 13499.  in  p.  802. 
3098  *882a  CtrpA'Nia  L.  (Father  Franc.  Cupani,  an  Italian  Capuchin.)  Sapindlcese.  A  genus  of  stove trees  and  shrubs,  producing  white  or  nearly  white  Bowers  ;  the  species  may  be  increased  by  cuttings, and  will  thrive  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
8099     699c  Curto'gyne  Haw.   (Kurtos,  curved,  gyne,  a  style.)  undulata  Haw.   Crassulicea?.   No.  3882.  in  p.  230. 3100  *1464A  Cyamopsis  Dec.   (Kyamos,  bean,  opsis,  resemblance.)  psoraleOldes  Dec.    Leguminosa?  Pap.  Lot.  Clit. Dolichos  psoraledldes  Lam.  Dolichos  /abasformis  Herit.  Psoralea  tetragon61obus  L.  Zuplnus 

trifoliatus  Cav.  An.  annual,  a  native  of  Arabia,  and  produces  its  purple  flowers  in  July  and  August. Introduced  in  1813. 
3101  7656  Cyano-tis  D.Don.    (Kyanos,  blue,  otu,  an  ear.)  cristata  D.Don.    Commelinacese.    No. 4371.  in 

p.  260. 3102  *401«  Cyatho"des  Lab.  (Kyathos,  a  cup,  eidos,  like ;  nectary.)   Oxycedrus  R.  Br.  Epacridaceae.  Styphdlia Oxycedrus  Lab.    An  evergreen  shrub,  a  native  of  Van  Diemen's  Island.    Introduced  in  1822. 
3103  2004a  Cycla'nthus  Poj'r.   (Kyklos,  a  circle,  anthos,  a  flower.)   PlumiSri  Poit.  Araceae. 
3104  2129c  Cymbopo'gon  Spr.    (Kymbe,  boat,  pogon,  beard:  valves  of  calyx.)  Schcenanthus  Spr.  Gramindceae. No.  14210.  in  p.  860. 
3105  904a  Cymino'sma  Gae.    (Kyminon,  cumin  seed,  osme,  smell.)  pedunculata  Dec.    Rutaceas.   No.  5493.  in 

p.  320. 3106  808a  Cza'ckiYz  Andr.    (Andrexouskii  Czack,  a  Russian  bot.)   Liliastrum  Andr.   Asphodeleae.    No.  4825.  in 
p.  280. 3107  1016A  Dabob'cjVj  D.  Don.  (Called  in  Ireland  St.  Dabeoc's  Heath.)  polifblia  D.  Don.   Ericaceae.    No.  5412.  in 
p.  316. 3108  *2016a  Dacry'dium  Sol.    (Dakry,  a  tear ;  gummy  exudation.)    cupressinum  Sol.     Conaceaj.  Thal&mia cupressina  Spr.  A  New  Zealand  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  20  ft.,  and  was  introduced in  1825. 

3109  *1503a  Dactylica'pnos  Wall.  (Daklylos,  finger,  kapnos,  fumitory;  berries.)  <halictrifdlia  Wall.  Fumariaceae. Dielytra  scandens  Don.  A  half-hardy  climber,  producing  its  yellow  and  brown  flowers  from  August  to October.   Introduced  from  Nepal  in  1831. 
3110  *2156a  Dalry'mpleo  Rox.  {Alex.  Dalrymple,  auth.  Oriental  Repertory.)  pomifera  Rox.   Celastraceae.  Tur- 

pmta  pomifera  Dec.   A  shrub,  a  native  of  'Nepal.   Introduced  in  1820,  and  thrives  in  sandy  loam. -f-2011  Da'mmara  Rum.   (Its  name  in  Amboyna.)  orientals  Lamb.    Conacese.   No.  13500.,  also  13501. 
3111  569e  DARLiNGTOvNi'a  Dec.    (Dr.  Darlington,  an  American  botanist.)  Leguminacea?.  Nos. 14166.  and  14167.  in  p.  858. 
3112  892»  Dasya'nthes  D.  Don.   (Dasys,  hairy,  anthos,  flower ;  cor.  hairy.)    Sparrmanni'  D.  Don.  Ericaceas: Type,  No.  5146.  in  p.  306. 
3113  *1581c  Daubento^nia  Dec.    (M.  Daubenton,  a  celebrated  naturalist.)  punicea  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gal. jEschynomene  mini&ta  Or.  An  ornamental  stove  shrub,  producing  its  vermilion-coloured  flowers  in 

July  and  August.   Introduced  from  New  Spain  in  1820.' 3114  10345  De'codon  Gen.   (Dekas,ten,  odous,  a  tooth  ;  calyx.)  verticillatus  EU.   Salicacea?.   No.  6640.  in  p.  398. 
3115  *1191o  Deli'ma  L.  (Detimo,  to  shave  off;  lvs.  used  for  polishing.)  sarmentosa  L.   Dilleniiiceae.  Tetracera sarmentdsa  Vahl.  A  yellow-flowered  stove  climber,  a  native  of  Ceylon.   Introduced  in  1820. 
311G     1706  Descha'mpsmj  Beauv.    (M.  Deschamps,  M.  D.,  a  French  bot.)   ....       Graminacese.   Nos.  1042, 1043.  and  ?1045. 
3117  &92d  De'smia  D.  Don.  (Desme,  a  little  bundle ;  flowers  crowded.)  conferta  D.  Don.   Ericaceae.    Type,  No. 5332.  in  p.  312. 
3118  158(W  Desmo'dhim  Dec.   (Desmos,  band ;  staras.  joined?)  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.    Nos.  10554, 10555,  10556.  10558.  10560,  10561.  10563.  10566.  to  10580.  10582.,  and  10600. 
3119  *1985/  DESMo'Ncns'lfort.  (Desmos,  band,  ogkos,  hook ;  tendrils  at  apex  of  lvs.)  polyacinthus  Mart.  Palmacea?. A  genus  of  palms  which  grow  to  the  height  of  about  6  ft. 
3120  *?29ra   Desvau'xiVi  K.Br.  (N.  Desvaux,  a  French  botanist)  BillardiSri  Ait.  DesvauxiScea?.  A  tender  annual, introduced  from  New  Holland  in  1823. 
3121  *1367a  Dia'scia  Lk.  (Dis,  two,  askion,  little  bladder;  two  protuberances  at  base  of  cor.)    Berghina  Lk. Scrophulariaceae.   An  uninteresting  little  annual,  introduced  from  the  Cape  in  1815. 
3122  *10826  Di'cera  Font.    {Dis,  double,  keras,  a  horn  ;  anth.  2-horned.)  dentata  Forst.  Elasocarpaceae.  Eric- stemon  dentatus  Col.  A  green-house  shrub,  a  native  of  New  Zealand,  and  produces  its  white  flowers  in July.   Introduced  in  1810. 
3123  1580c  Djce'rma  Dec.   (Dis,  twice,  hernia,  prop  ;  bracts  at  cal.  base.)  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.  Nos. 10548.  and  10562. 
3124  *1464/  DichVlos  Dec.   (Dis,  twice, cheilos,  lip;  calyx.)  lebeckioiocs  Dec.   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.   A  yellowish- white- flowered  Cape  shrub,  introduced  in  1826. 
3125  *517a  Dicho'sma  Dec.  (Dicha,  without,  osme,  smell.)  bifida  Dec.   Rutaceae.  Di6sma  bifida  Jac.  An  orna- mental white-flowered  Cape  shrub. 
3126  *1443a  Dide'smis  Desv.   (Dis,  twice,  desmos,  band ;  silicles  of  two  joints.)  bipinnatus  Dec.  Cruciilceaa.  Sinapis bipinnata  Desf.  An  uninteresting  annual,  a  native  of  N.  Africa ;  introduced  in  1827,  and  produces  its white  flowers  in  June  and  July. 
3127  20046  DieffenbaYhio  Bot.   (M.  Dieffenbach,  a  German  botanist  ?)    segulnum  Bot.   Aracea?.   No.  13451.  in 

p.  798. 3128  143  Digita'ria  Sco.  {Digitus,  a  finger ;  heads  being  fingered.)  sanguineus  P.  S.  GraminScea?.  Syntherisma vulgare  Schreb. 
3129  168a  Di'graphis  Trin.    (Dis,  twice,  grapho,  to  mark.)  arundinacea  Trin.    Graminaceas.  Baldingera arundinacea  Dum.   No.  1032.  in  p.  58. 
3130  *387c  Dine^tus  Swt.   (Dinetos,  that  may  be  twined.)  racemdsa  Swt.   Convolvuliceae.  Porana  racemusa  Rox. A  white-flowered  twining  annual,  introduced  from  Nepal  in  1823. 
3131  *1548c  Dio'clea  Kth.  (Diocles  Carystinus,  an  ancient  Greek  botanist.)  mollis  Dec.  Leg.  Pap.  Phas.  Dolichos mollis  Jac. 
3132  *270a  Dio'dia  L.  (Diodos,  a  journeying ;  wayside  plant.)  virginica  L.   Rubiacea?.   A  genus  of  curious  little trailers,  mostly  natives  of  the  West  Indies. 
3133  711g  Diome'des  Haw.  (A  Grecian  hero  at  the  siege  of  Troy.)  ......  Amaryllaceas.  Nos.  4009.  4043. 
3134  1797a  Diome'  Dia  Cas.  (Diomeda,  daughter  of  Phorbas.)  glabrata  Kth.,  No.  12426.  in  p.  728.;  bidentata  Cos. No.  12425.   Comp.  Helian. 
3135  *15776  Di'phaca  Lou.  (Dis,  double,  phake,  a  lentil ;  two  seeds  in  a  pod.)  edehin-chinensis  L.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed. Euh.  Dalbergta  Diphaca  Per. 
3136  *15696  Diphy'sa  Jac.  (Dis,  double,  physa,  bladder  ;  inflated  append,  to  pod.)  carthagenensU  Jac.   Leg.  Pap. Lot.  Gal.  An  ornamental  yellow-flowered  stove  shrub.   Introduced  in  1827. 
3137  *136a  Dipla'zia  Rich.  (Diplaxo,  to  double  ;  the  glumes.)  karati{bVi&  Rich.    Cypertceae.    An  uninteresting stove  plant,  a  native  of  Guiana.   Introduced  in  1825. 
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3138  »       Diplolx'na  Desf.  (Diploos,  double,  lama,  cloak ;  double  involucrum.)  Dampieri  Desf.    Rutaceaa.  A curious  greenhouse  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  4  ft.  Introduced  from  the  Swan  River  in 1837. 
3139  *580a  Diplo'lepis  R.  Br.  (Diploos,  double,  lepis,  a  scale.)  Asclepiacea?.  A  genus  of  uninteresting twiners,  with  green  flowers,  natives  of  China. 
3140  *       Diplope'ltis  Endl.  {Diploos,  double,  pelte,  a  shield ;  bilamellate  disc.)  HugeltV  Endl.    Sapinddceae.  A white-flowered  under-shrub.   Introduced  from  the  Swan  River  in  1837. 
3141  *40a  Diplophy'llcm  Leh.  (Diploos,  double,  phyllon,  a  leaf.)  veronicteforme  Leh.    Scrophular.  Veronica Crista-Galli  Stev.  A  curious  trailing  annual  with  blue  flowers,  a  native  of  Caucasus.  Introduced  in 1813. 
3142  *2007a  Diplothe'mium  Mart.   (Diploos,  double,  fhema,  spathe.)  maritima  Mart.  PaJmaceae.    A  palm  growing about  10  ft.  high.    Introduced  from  Brazil  in  1823. 
3143  14596  Dise'mma  Lab.  (Dis,  double,  stemma,  a  crown ;  crown  double.)  Herbertidna  Dec.  Passifloracea*.  Nos. 9426.  and  9427. 
3144  *4204  DjssoLiBrNA  Lou.  (Dis,  double,  solen,  a  tube ;  tube  of  corolla.)  verticillata  Lou.  Apocyndceae.  Cerbero chinensis  Spr.   An  ornamental  green-house  shrub,  a  native  of  China.   Introduced  in  1812. 
3145  *11916  Dolioca'rpus  Rol.  (Dolios,  deceitful,  karpos,  fruit;  poisonous.)  Calinea  Gm.    Dilleniaceae.  Calinea scandens  Aub.  A  stove  climber,  producing  yellow  flowers.  It  is  a  native  of  Guiana,  and  was  intro- duced in  1822. 
3146  *399o  Dracophy'llum  R.  Br.  (Drakon,  a  dragon,  phyllon,  a  leaf.)  secundum  R.  Br.  Epacridaces.   A  genus of  New  Holland  shrubs  with  white  flowers,  and  requiring  to  be  grown  in  sandy  peat. 
3147  1514a  Drepanoca'rpcs  Met/.    (Drepanon,  sickle,  karpos,  fruit.)  lunatus  Mey.   Leg.  Pap.  Dalb.    No.  10026. in  p.  604. 
3148  646c  Drepanophy'llum  Hqfni.  (Drepanon,  scythe,  phyllon,  leaf ;  form.)  agreste  Hqfin.  Umbellacea?.  No. 3600.  in  p.  216. 
3149  *12056  Dri'mys  For st.  (Drimys,  acrid ;  bark  acrid  and  aromatic.)  Winter*  Forst.    Magnoli&ceae.  Winters aromatica  Mur.   A  medicinal  tree,  a  native  of  Magellan.    Introduced  in  1827. 
3150  *606a  Drummo'ndjVi  Dec.  (Mr.  Drummond,  botanical  collector.)  mitelldldes  Dec.    Saxifragacea*.  Mitella pentandra  Hook.  A  curious  hardy  perennial,  producing  its  yellowish  flowers  in  June.  It  is  a  native  of 

the  Rocky  Mountains. 
3151  *659a  Deu'sa  Dec.  (M.  Le  Dru,  a  botanist.)  oppositifblia  Dec.   Umbellacea;.  An  uninteresting  little  white- flowered  creeper.    Introduced  from  Teneriffe  in  1824. 
3152  688a  Dryma'ria  W.   (Drymos,  a  forest ;  habitation.)  cordata  W.    Caryophyllitceae.   No.  1291.  in  p.  74. 3153  1373a  Drymo Via  Mart.   (Drymonia,  woodland ;  inhabits  forests.)  bicolor  Mart.   Gesneraceae.   No.  8923.  in 

p.  534. 3154  *2056<z  Dry'petes  Vahl.  (Drypto,  to  lacerate';  spiny.)  crdcea  Pott.  JRhamnaceas.   SchaeffSria  lateriflora  Swx. A  West  Indian  shrub,  introduced  in  1820. 
3155  *1 19c  Dcli'chium  Pers.  (Name  of  the  island  where  found.)  spathdceum  Pers.   Cyperaceae.  A  curious  hardy bog-plant,  a  native  of  North  America.   Introduced  in  1818. 
3156  *1608a  Dv'rio  L.  (Durio,  a  thorn,  Malay  ;  spinous  fruit.)  zebethlnus  L.    Malvaceae.   A  stove  tree,  attaining the  height  of  60  ft.    Introduced  from  the  Bast  Indies  in  1825. 
3157  594ff  DcvA'L&'a  Haw.  (M.  Duval,  a  French  botanist.)  ,  .   .   .   .  Asclepiaceas.   Nos.  3333.  to  3337.  in  p.  202. 3158  19854  Duvau'o  Kth.  fcl.  xxi  ord.  17.]  (M.  Duvau,  a  French  botanist.)  Terebinthdceae.  No.  13985. and  13986. 
3159  I464»  f  bencs  L.  (Abnous,  ebony,  Arabic.)  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.   Nos.  10214.  and  10219.  p.  614. 
3160  1060c  Echeve'ri<i  Dec.  (Echeveri,  a  botanical  draughtsman.)  Crassulacese.   Nos.  6410.  and  6414. in  p.  382. 
31G1   1800c  Echinacea  Moen.  (Echinos,  a  hedgehog;  receptacle.)  Comp.  Hel.   Nos.  12469.  and  12470. 
3162  *153a  Echinopo'gon  Beauv.  (Echinos,  prickly,  pogon,  a  beard.)  ovatus  Beauv.   Graminacese.  ^grostis  ovatus Lab.   A  New  Holland  grass.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3163  892o  E'ctasis  D.  Don.  (Ektasis,  extension :  stamens  prominent.)  PlukenettY  D.  Don.   Ericaceae.  Type,  No. 5114.  in  p.  304. 
3164  *9046  Ela^phrium  Jac.  (Elaphros,  contemptible;  wood.)  glabrum  Jac.    Rutaceae.   Fagdra  Elaphrium  W. A  stove  tree,  a  native  of  Carthagena.    Introduced  in  1818. 
3165  *2023a  £late'rium  L.  (Elater,  an  impeller  ;  elastic  seed-vessel.)  carthaginense  L.   Cucurbitdceae.   A  twining annual,  grows  to  the  height  of  about  5  ft.,  and  produces  its  yellow  flowers  in  June  and  July.  Intro- duced in  1823. 
3166  *15886  Eleio'tis  Dec.  (Eleios,  dormouse,  ous,  ear ;  leaves.)  sordria  Dec.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.    HeAf  sarum 

sor6rium  L.  Halb'a  sorbria  W.  Onobrychis  sordria  Desf.  An  uninteresting  tender  biennial,  with red  flowers.   Introduced  from  the  East  Indies  in  1817. 
3167  *893a  Euio'-rtta  Mhl.  (Stephen  Elliot,  a  N.  Amer.  bo  tan.)  racemdsa  Mhl.   Ericaceae.   A  half-hardy  white- flowering  shrub,  a  native  of  Georgia,  may  be  increased  by  layers  and  grown  in  a  sandy  peat  soil. 
3168  *2286  Elode'a  Mx.  (Elodes,  growing  in  marshy  places.)  guianensis  Mx.  Fluviiceae.  A  tender  annual  aquatic, producing  white  flowers.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3169  *124a  Ely'na  Schr.  (Elyo,  to  cover.)  spicata  Schr.   Cyperaiceas.  A  small  European  bog  plant.    Introduced  in 1819. 
3170  *435a  Embe'lia  Brm.  (Mmbilla,  its  name  in  Ceylon.)  robfista  Box.   Myrsinaceae.    An  East  Indian  tree, producing  greenish  white  flowers.    Introduced  in  1823. 
3171  *246c  Embo'thrium  Forst.  (En,  in,  bothrion,  a  little  pit ;  anthers.)  strobillnum  Lab.   Proteaceae.   An  orna- mental New  Holland  shrub,  producing  yellowish  green  flowers  in  April.    Introduced  in  1824. 
3172  20276  E'mblica  Gae.  (Its  name  in  the  Moluccas.)  officinalis  Gae.    Euphorbidceae.   No.  13616.,  also  13613. 
3173  856a  E^mbx  Neck.  (Probably  without  meaning.)  spindsus  Camp.   Polygonaceae.   No.  5028.  in  p.  294. 3174  *14436  Enarthroca'rpds  Lab.  (Ennea,  nine,  arthron,  joint,  karpos,  fruit.)  pterocSrpus  Dec.  Cruciaceae.  R&. phanus  pterocarpus  Pers.  An  uninteresting  yellow-flowered  annual,  a  native  of  Egypt.  Introduced in  1823. 
3175  2127a  Enta"da  Adan.  (Its  name  in  Malabar.)  monostachya  Dec.   Leg.  Mim.   Mmusa  Eutdlla  W..  also  No. 14110.  in  p.  854. 
3176  170c  Eria'chne  R.  Br.  (Erion,  wool,  achne,  a  glume.)  obtusa  R.  Br.   Graminaceae.   No.  1044.  in  p.  58. 
3177  *215a  Eria'nthus  Mx.  (Erion,  wool,  anthos,  a  flower.)  saccharides  Mx.    Gramindceae.   Saccharum  gigaru t£um  Pers.   A  North  American  grass,  in  appearance  resembling  the  sugar-cane.    Introduced  in  1826. 

223  Eriocau'lon  L.  (Erion,  wool,  kaulos,  a  stem.)  septangulare  E.  B.   Eriocauldnese.   Nasmytht'a  arti- culata  Huds. 
3178  1492a  Eriode'ndron  Dec.  (Erion,  wool,  dendron,  tree  ;  wool  in  pods.)  leiantherum  Dec,  No.  9942.  in  p.  592.  • 

anfractubsum  Dtc,  No.  9943.   Bombaceae.  ' 
3179  892/>  Eriodk'smia  D.  Don.  (Erion,  wool,  desme,  a  little  bundle.)  capitata  D.  Don.   Ericaceae.   Type.  No 

5258.  in  p.  310.  Jr 
3180  *206  Eri'sma  Rud.  (Erisma, contest;  genus  long  disputed.)  floribundum  .Rao'.  Vochyaceae.  A  blue-flowered stove  tree,  a  native  of  Guiana.    Introduced  in  1825. 
3181  «9846  Erythrophle  um  Afz.  Red  Water  Tree.  (Erythros,  red,  phleos,  a  water  plant.)  guineense  G.  Don.  Leg. Mim.  Afzeha  grandis  Hort.  A  poisonous  tree,  a  native  of  Sierra  Leone.  It  grows  to  the  height  of 100  ft.,  and  produces  pale  yellow  flowers    Introduced  in  1793. 
3182  *1056«  Erythro'xylon  L.  (Erythros,  red.  xylon,  wood.)  faurifolium  Lam.   Erythroxjleae.  A  genus  of  timber trees,  natives  of  the  Mauritius.  They  produce  greenish  yellow  flowers,  and  may  be  grown  in  sandy  loam. 
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3183  1337a  Euchro'ma  Nut.  (Eu,  well,  chroma,  colour  ;  brae  teas.)  cocclnea  Nut.    Scrophulariaces.   No.  8748.  ia 
p.  524. 

3184  «>14286  Euno^mia  Dec.  (Eu,  well,  name,  fodder  ;  used  for  fodder.)  oppositifolla  Dec.  Cruciaceae.  iepldium  op- positifolium  Lab.,  /  bdris  oppositifblia  Pers.,  Thlaspi  oppositifolia  Potr.,  Lepia  oppositifblia  Desv.  A 
half-hardy  herbaceous  plant,  producing  its  white  flowers  in  June  and  July.  Introduced  from  Syria  in 1827. 

3185  8826  Eupho'ria  Com.  (Euphoros,  fertile  ;  fruit.)  Sapindaceae.   Nos.  5101.  and  5102.  p.  302. 
3186  »1161a  Eupoma'tia  R.  Br.  (Eu,  well,  pomato,  to  close  with  a  lid ;  flower  bud.)  /aurina  B.Br.  AnonSceae.  A New  Holland  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  4  ft.,  and  thriving  in  a  mixture  of  sand,  loam,  and peat.   Introduced  in  1824. 
3187  1739a  Eury'bia  Cass.  (Eurybies,  wide-spreading ;  its  creeping  offsets.)  corymbbsa  Cass.  Comp.  No.  12062. in  p.  710. 
3188  892ff  Eury'lepis  D.  Don.  (Eurys,  broad,  lepis,  a  scale  ;  calyx  scales  dilated.)  Ifalicacaba  D.  Don.  Ericaceae. Type,  No.  5190.  in  p.  308. 
3189  892*  Eurylo'ma  D.  Don.  (Eurys,  broad,  lama,  margin :  limb  of  corolla  dilated.)  AUoni  D.  Don.  Ericaceae. Type,  No.  5219.  in  p.  308. 
3190  892/  EobysteNha  D.  Don.  (Eurys,  broad,  stege,  a  cover  ;  calyx  large.)  glatfca  D.  Don.  Ericaceae.  Type,  No. 5269.  in  p.  310. 
3191  *579o   Euste'gia  R.  Br.  (Eu,  good,  stege,  a  covering.)  hastfita  B.  Br.    AscIepUceas.    yfp6cynum  hastitum Thun.   A  white-flowered  trailer,  a  native  of  the  Cape,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1816. 
3192  21306  Eu"stachys  De«».  (Eu,  well,  stachys,  a  spike;  large.)  petra'a  Zfero.   Graminacea?.  No.  14214.  in  p.  860. 
3193  1985c  Eute'rpb  Gae.  (Euterpes,  pleasing ;  habit  of  trees.)  caribae'a  Spr.   Palmaceaj.   No.  13496.  in  p.  800. 
3194  17056  Eutha'mia  Nut.  (Eu,  well,  thatnes,  crowded:  flowers.)  graminifblia  Nut.  Comp.  Vera.   No.  12092.. also  12093. 
3195  *301e  Evo'dia  Forst.  (Euodia,  a  sweet  smell.)  triplvylla  Dec.  Rutacee.  Fagira  triphy  11a  Lam.  An  East Indian  shrub,  producing  white  flowers.    Introduced  in  1821 . 
3196  994a  Faba'go  Led.  (Faba,  a  bean  ;  Ivs.  resemble  those  of  the  bean.)  major  D.  Don.   ZygophyllScese.  No. 5872.  in  p.  352. 
3197  15536  Fagb^lzj  Neck.  (Not  explained.)  bituminosa  Neck.   Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   No.  10306.  in  p.  618. 3198  *437a  Fagr,eV»  Thun.  (J.  T.  Fagr&us,  M.D.,  a  friend  of  Thunberg.)  zelanica  Thun.    Apocynaceae.  Wil- lughbefa  zelanica  Spr.  A  white-flowered  evergreen  tree.  Introduced  in  1816.  It  requires  to  be  grown in  a  mixture  of  sandy  peat  and  loam. 
3199  »292u  Febne'lui  J.  (J.  Fernet,  physician  to  Henry  II.  of  France,  died  in  1558.)  obovaUa  Lam.    RubiScea?.  A genus  of  evergreen  shrubs,  natives  of  the  Isle  of  France,  of  which  two  species  were  introduced  in  1816. 
3200  668a  Jerula'go  Koch.  (Ferio,  to  strike  ;  used  as  rods.)  nodiflbra  Koch.   Umbeliaceae.   No.  3701.  in  p.  220. 
3301     1838  Fila*go  L.  (Filum,  a  thread;  covered  with.)  germanica  L.,  Gifola  vulgaris  Cass.;  gallica  L.,  Ldgfia subulata  Cass.  Comp.  Vern. 
3202  «9896  FLiNDE'Rsfa  R.  Br.  (Capt.  M.  Flinders,  a  celeb,  voyager.)  australis  B.  Br.   MeMceae.   A  New  Holland timber  tree,  attaining  the  height  of  60  ft.   Introduced  in  1823. 
3203  *11266  Fcbti'dia  Com.  (Faetidus,  fetid  ;  odour  of  wood.)  mauritiana  Lam.  ...       .A  stove  tree,  growing  to the  height  of  25  ft.,  and  producing  white  flowers.   Introduced  in  1825. 
3204  *1083c  FRiE'sta  Dec.  (Ettas  Fries,  of  the  Univ.  of  Lund.)  peduncularis  Dec.   Elaeocarpaceae.  Elasocfirpus pedunculated  Lab.  A  green-house,  shrub,  a  native  of  Van  Diemen's  Land.  Introduced  in  1818.  It produces  white  flowers,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam.  | 
3205  *1175c  Fbezie'rb  Swz.  (A.  F.  Frexier,  a  traveller  in  Peru  and  Chile.)  theeeoldes  Swz.   Ternstroemiaceae.  A shrub,  a  native  of  Jamaica,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and thrives  in  sandy  loam. 
3206  *1662a  FBOLo'vi'a  Led.  (Frolow,  a  Russian  botanist.)  lyrtta  Led.  Comp.  Cynar.   Saussurea  Frolbvi'j  Led.  A sulphur-colaured-flowered  perennial,  a  native  of  Altaia.   Introduced  in  1834. 
3207  *134a  FuiRE^Na  Rtb.  (G.  Fuiren,  a  Danish  bot.)  umbellata  Rtb.  Cyperacese.  A  curious  perennial  bog  plant,  a native  of  the  West  Indies.   Introduced  in  1825. 
3208  *984c  Gaonbbi'na  Neck.  (Of  no  meaning.)  axillaris  Dec.  Leg.  Mim.   Mimbsa  pterocarpa  Lam.   An  ever- green shrub,  a  native  of  the  Mauritius,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1824. 
8209   1739c  Galatb'lla  Cass.  (Meaning  not  given.)  punctata  Nees.    Comp.  Vern.    No.  12008.  in  p.  708. 3210  71V  Ganyme^dej  Haw.  (A  son  of  Tros,  and  cup-bearer  to  Jupiter.)   .  .       Amaryllaceae.   Nos.  4025. 4021.  and  4023. 
3211  769e  Gastbvria  Haw.  (Gasler,  a  belly ;  base  of  flowers.)  .       .       .  HemerocalKdeae.   Nos.  4427.  to  4439. in  p.  262. 
3212  *8a  Gastkochi^us  Wall.  (Gaster,  a  belly,  cheilos,  lip;  bellied  lip.)  pulcherrimus  Wall.    Scitamineae.  An ornamental  stove  perennial,  producing  yellow  and  pink  flowers  in  August.  Introduced  from  Rangoon in  1828. 
821.1    736a  Gastrone^ma  Herb.  (Gaster,  a  belly,  nema,  a  filament.)  clavatum  Herb.    Amaryllaceae.    No.  4209.  in 

p.  250. 3214  *571a  Gaudichau'djVj  H.  &  B.  (C.  Gaudichaud,  accomp.  Freycinet.)  cynanchoides  H.  8f  B.  Malpighiaceae. An  ornamental  stove  twiner,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  10  ft.   Introduced  from  Mexico  in  1824. 
3215  *2080a  Geo'noma  W.  (Geonomos,  skilled  in  agriculture ;  propagation.)  pinn£tifrons  W.     Palm&ceae.  An ornamental  palm,  growing  to  the  height  of  15  ft.    Introduced  from  Caraccas  in  1821. 
8216    497a  Geo'phila  D.  Don.  (Ge,  the  earth,  phileo,  to  love.)  reniformis  D.  Don.    Rubiaceas.    No.  2814.  In 

p.  172. 3217  *1460a  GiLLiR'sia  Lindl.  (Dr.  Gillies,  of  Conception,  in  Chile.)  graminea  Lindl.    Gilliesiacese.    A  curious half-hardy  bulbous-rooted  plant,  producing  its  green  flowers  in  August  and  September.  Introduced from  Chile  in  1825. 
3218  6996  Globu"lea  Haw.  (Globulus,  a  globule  ;  stems.)     .   .  Crassulaceae.  Nos.  3874.  3876.  3880.  3885. 3890.  in  p.  230. 
8219  *15816  Glotti'didm  Desv.   (Glottis,  superior  opening  of  larynx  ;  legume.)  floridanum  Desv.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot. Gal.  Sesbdnia  disperma  Ph.,  Sesbania  vesicaria  Spr.,  S.  platycarpa  Pers.,  .Phaca  floridima  W., 

.rEschynomene  platycarpa  Mx.  A  tender  annual,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  July  and  August. A  native  of  Florida,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1816. 
3220  *2040a  Gne'tum'L.  (From gnemon,  its  name  in  the  Island  of  Ternate.)  Gnimon'L.  Urtica'ceae.  An  East  Indian tree,  introduced  in  1815.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  the  plants  thrive  in  a  mixture  of  peat and  loam. 
3221  *14316  GoLDBA^cHia  Dec.   (C.  L.  Goldbach,  of  Petersburg,  botanist.)  laevigata  Dec.  Cruciaceae.  ii&phanus laevigatas  Bieb.   An  ornamental  annual,  producing  its  pale  blue  flowers  from  May  to  July.   A  native  of Astracan.   Introduced  in  1827. 
.3222  *20076  GoMifrvs  Rum.  ( Its  name  in  Malabar  ?)  sacch&rifer  Spr.   Palmaceae.    A  palm,  growing  to  the  height of  40  ft.    Introduced  from  the  Moluccas  in  1820. 
3223  *321a  Gonoca'rptjs  Thun.  (Gonia,  an  angle,  karpos,  fruit;  seeds.)  micranthus  Thun.    Salic&ceae.   A  curious white-flowered  annual.   A  native  of  China.    Introduced  in  1806. 
3224  5946  Gonoste^mon  Haw.    (Gonia,  an  angle,  stemon,  a  stamen.)  .    .  .  Ascleptitceae.    No.  3307.  in 

p.  200. 3225  *9la  Goupfe7<j  Robil.  (Gouffi  de  la  Cour,  a  botanist  of  Marseilles.)  Aolosteoldes  G.  Sj  M.  Caryophyllaceae. 
A  simple  white-flowered  annual.  Introduced  from  Russia  in  1836. 

3226  -f-1608  Gvazv^ma  Plu.  (Its  name  in  Mexico.)  ulmifblia  Lam.  Byttneriaceas.   No.  10935.  in  p.  650. 
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3227  *1594«  Gulden st&'dt?7i  Fis.  (J.  A.  Guldenstacdt,  naturalist.)  paucifl&ra  Fit.  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Astr.  -rfetragalus paucifldrus  Pall. 
3228  *252fi  Gymno'stachys  R.  Br.  (Gymnos,  naked,  stachys,  spike.)  finceps  B.  Br.    Araceas.    An  ornamental New  Holland  plant.  Introduced  in  1820.  It  requires  to  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam,  and 

may  be  increased  by  suckers.  •> 
3229  14486  Gynandro'psis  Dec.  (Gynandros,  hermaphrodite,  opsis,  appearance.)  pentaphylla  Dec.  Capparaces. ,No. 8326.  nip.  558. 
3230  892a  Gypsoca'llis  Sal.  (Gypsos,  lime,  kallistos,  most  beautiful.)  vagans  Sal.    Ericacese.    Type,  No.  5370. in  p.  314. 
3231  *2146a  Gyroca'rpus  Jac.  {Gyro,  to  turn  round,  karpos,  fruit;  in  air.)  americanus  Jac.    Laur.  afflnes. Jacquint  Gae.   A  West  Indian  tree.    Introduced  in  1816. 
3232  *124la  Gyroste"mon  Desf.  (Gyros,  circle,  stemon,  stamen  ;  concentric  arrangement.)  attenuatus  Hook.  Tili- aceae.  Codonocarpus  australis  Can.  A  curious  green-house  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  25  it. Introduced  from  Moreton  Bay  in  1830. 
3233  *558a  HABM'TZta  Bieb.  (M.  C.  von  Hablilz,  auth.  of  Travels  in  Crimea.)  famnold  s  Bieb.  Chenopodiaceas. A  deciduous  perennial  climber,  producing  its  white  flowers  from  July  to  October.  A  native  of  Cau- casus.  Introduced  in  1828. 
3234  414a  HjEmadi'ctyon  Lindl.  (Haima,  blood,  diklyon,  a  net ;  leaves.)  vendsum  Lindl.    Apocynacese.  No. 2364.  in  p.  146. 
3235  1569a  Halimode'ndron  Fis.  Salt  Tree.  (Halimos,  maritime,  dendron,  tree.)  argenteum  Fis.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot. Gal.   No.  10473. 
3236  1635a  Hapaloste^bium  D.  Don.  (Hapalos,  soft,  stephos,  crown  ;  hairy  receptacle.)  .   .       .   .  Comp.  Cich. 

Nos.  11213, 11214,  11215.  11250.  and  11253. 
3237  1553a  Habdenbe'rgio  Benth.  (Frances  Countess  Hardenbere,  sister  of  Baron  Hiigel.)  monophylla  ZtentA.  Leg. Pap.  Phas.  No.  10319.  in  p.  618. 
3238  *986S  Hardwi'ckjYj  Rox.  (Major-Gen.  Hardtoick,  E.  I.  C.  Artillery.)  binata  Box.   Leg.  Cses.  Cass.   A  genus of  East  Indian  trees,  which  grow  to  the  height  of  about  40  ft.,  and  produce  yellow  flowers. 
3239  *1617a  Har&nga  Thou.  (Its  name  in  Madagascar.)  roadagascariensis  Choi.    Hypericaceae.    H.  paniculata Lo.  C.  A  yellow-flowered  stove  shrub.    Introduced  in  1825. 
3240  1630a  Harpa'lycc  1).  Don  {Harpalyce,  daughter  of  Lycurgus.)  alba  D.Don.    Comp.  Cich.    No.  11146.,  also 11147,  and  11148. 
3241  769/  Ha wo'RTHj'a  Duval.  (A.  H.  Raworth,  F.L.S.,  a  distinguished  botanist.}  Hemerocallfdeae.  Nos. 4385.  to 4387.  4389.  to  4404.  4413,  4414.  4416.  4418.  to  4426.  and  4440. 
3242  1739e  HaxtoViTj  Caley.  (John  Haxton,  gardener  attached  to  Macartney's  embassy  to  China.)  argophflla  Caley. Comp.  Vera.   No.  11961.,.  also  11957.  in  p.  706. 
3243  »8896  Hedwi'giVi  Swz.  (John  Hedwig, ,  a  cryptogamist,  died  1799.)  balsamifera  Sw*    Terebintha'ceae.  A  West Indian  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  40  ft.  Introduced  in  1820.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and 

grown  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat. 
3244  295a  Hedyo^tis  W.  Indian  Madder.  (Hedys,  sweet, ous,  an  ear;  leaves  like  ears.)  ....  RubUceae. Nos.  1760.  and  1761. 
3245  *I002c  Heiste'riVj  L.  Bois  Perdrix.  (Lawrence  Heister,  prof.  bot.  Halstadt,  died  1758.)  cocclnea  Jac.  Olacaceae. An  ornamental  West  Indian  tree,  producing  scarlet  flowers.   Introduced  in  1822. 
3246  711p  HELEVia  Haw.  (The  daughter  of  Leda  and  Jupiter,  most  beautiful  woman  of  her  time.)  .  . 

Amaryllaceae.   Nos.  4018.  and  4002. 
3247  646a  Heloscia'dium  Koch.  (Helos,  marsh,  skiadion,  umbel.)  nodiflorum  Koch.    Umbellaceae.   No.  3596., also  3597.  and  3604. 
3248  *248a  Hemicli'dia  R.  Br.  (Hemistis,  half,  hleio,  to  shut  up  ?)  Baxters*  R.  Br.   ProteSceae.   Dryfindra  falcata R.  Br.   A  green-house  shrub,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  June.   A  native  of  Lucky  Bay. 
3249  *42a  Hemi'meris  L.  (Hemt,  half,  meris,  a  part ;  a  half  flower.)  montanai.  Scrophulariaceae.   An  ornamental herbaceous  green-bouse  plant,  a  native  of  the  Cape.   Introduced  in  1816. 
3250  1674S  Heraca'ntha  Lk.  (Heros,  noble,  akantha,  thorn;  flws.)  Comp.  Card.   Nos.  11480, and 11481.  p.  686. 
3251  711o  HERMivoNe  Haw.  (The  daughter  of  Menelaus  and  Helena.)  AmarylUtceas.    Nos.  4015.4014. 4016.  4013. 4004.  4003.  4008.  4007.  4006.  4005.  4012.  4011.  and  4020. 
3252  799a  Hesperosco'rdum  Lindl.  (Hesperot,  evening,  skordon,  garlic  ;  smell.)  Ayacfnthinum  Lindl.  Aspho- delete.   No.  4609.  in  p.  272. 
3253  *109a  Hbtbranthe'ra  Beauv.  (Heteros,  variable,  aner,  anther.)  .     .       Pontederacese.    No.  736.  in 

p.  44. 3254  2129a  Hetehopo'gon  Beauv.  (Heteros,  variable,  pogon,  beard  ;  awns.)  cont6rtus  Beauv.    Graminaceae.  No. 14209.  in  p.  860. 
3255  1055c  Hbtero'pteris  H.  &  B.  (Heteros,  various,  pteron,  wing';  capsule.)  .       .       .  Malpighiacea:.  Nos.  6388, 6389.  6391.  and  6395. 
3256  *1072a  Hetero'tropa  Morr.  (Heteros,  variable,  trope,  change ;  plant  variable.)  asaroldes  Morr.  Asaraceae. A  curious  green-house  perennial,  producing  its  purple  flowers  in  April  and  May.  Introduced  from Japan  in  1836. 
3257  *1464c  HEYLA'NDi'a  Dec.  (M.  Heyland,  artist  employed  by  Decandolle.)  hebecSrpa  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen. Hallta  monophylla  Desv. 
3258  *1536  Hiero'chloe  Got.  (Hieros,  holy,  chloe,  grass.)  borealis  B.  8f  S.   Gramindces?.    No.  14229.  in  p.  860. Hdlcus  borealis  Schr.,  H.  odoratus  L.  It  was  discovered  by  the  late  Mr.  G.  Don,  in  a  narrow 

mountain  valley  called  Kella,  in  Angusshire. 
3259  367fi  Hi'ppion  Spr.  (Hippos,  a  horse,  ion,  a  violet.)  viscdsum  Spr.   Gentianacea?.   No.  1726.  in  p.  98. 
3260  *417a  Holarrhb'na R.  Br.  (Holos,  entire,  arrhen,  a  male;  anthers.)  villosa  Ait.   Apocynaceae.   An  East Indian  shrub.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3261  *2164c  Holiga'rna  Rox.  (Its  name  in  Karnata.)  longifblia  Rox.    Terebinthaceae.    An  East  Indian  tree, growing  to  the  height  of  60  ft.   Introduced  in  1828. 
3262  *1203a  Homa'lium  Jac.  (Homalos,  equal ;  stamens.)  racembsum  Jac.  Homalinaceae.   A  West  Indian  shrub, producing  its  white  flowers  from  May  to  July.    Introduced  in  1816. 

210  flb'RDEUM i.  (According  to  Bodaeus  a  Stapel,  hordus,  heavy.)  distichon  L.  Graminacese.  Zeocritor. distichum  C.  Bauh. 
3263  *1034c  HoRKE'Lta  Cham.  (John  Horkel,  prof,  of  Physiol,  at  Berlin.)  congesta  Dou.  Rosacea?.      A  curious white-flowered  hardy  perennial,  a  native  of  North  America,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1826. 
3264  *228c  Houttuy'niYj  Thun.  (Dr.  Houttuyn,  a  virtuoso-of  Amsterdam.)  cordata  Thun.  Araicea?.  A  curious  little herbaceous  stove  plant,  producing  yellowish  green  flowers.  A  native  of  Japan,  and  was  introduced in  1820. 
3265  *1463i  HuGo**Nia  L.  (Dr.  A.  J.  Hugo,  a  friend  of  Haller's)  nrystax  L.  Chlenaceis  afflnes.   A  stove  shrub, a  native  of  Ceylon,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  June  and  July.   Introduced  in  1818. 
3266  199a  Hydro'chloa  Hot.  (Hydor,  water,  chloa,  grass.)  Graminjiceae.    Nos.  1173.  1195.  and  1201. 
3267  1304a  Hygro'phila  R.  Br.  (Hygros,  moist,  phileo,  to  love  ;  habitat.)  rlngens  R.  Br.  Acanthaceae.   No.  8606. in  p.  518. 
3268  *458a  Hymenodi'ctyon  Wall.  (Hymen,  a  membrane,  dictyon,  a  net.)  thyrsiflorum  Wall.  Rubiaceae.  Cinchona thyrsiflbra  Rox.   An  Eastlndian  tree,  introduced  in  1819.    It  produces  yellowish  green  flowers,  and thrives  on  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat. 
3269  *       Hymenopy'ramis  Wall.  (Hymen,  membrane,  pyramis,  pyramid.)  brachiata  Wall.    Verbenaceas.  An East  Indian  shrub,  introduced  in  1832. 4  O  3 
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3270  *2078a  Hyph.jb'nb  Gae.  (Hyphaino,  to  entwine ;  fibres  of  fruit.)  coriacea  Gae.   Palma'ceae.   Cucifera  thebaica Del.   A  palm,  growing  to  the  height  of  20  ft.   A  native  of  Egypt.   Introduced  in  1824. 
3271  1464(2  Hypocaly'ptus  Thun.  (Hypo,  under,  kalypto,  to  veil.)  obcordktus  Thun.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.  No. 10110.  in  p.  608. 
3272  *128a  Hypoe'lytrum  Rich.  (Hypo,  under,  elytron,  covering;  bract  under  glume.)  argenteum  Vahl.  Cypera- ceae.    A  native  of  the  East  Indies,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1824. 
3273  *2046a  Hyfolx'na  R.  Br.  (Hypo,  under,  chlaina,  cloak;  base  of  fruit.)  fastigiata  R.  Br.  Restiaceae. 3274  *1346  Hypo'lytrum  Vahl.  (Hypo,  under,  elytron,  involucrum.)  senegalense  Rich.  CyperSceas.    A  bog  plant introduced  from  Senegal  in  1824 
3275  *10106  I'cica  Aub.  (Its  name  in  Guiana.)  heteroph^lla  Dec.    Terebinthacea:.   Avafris  heterophylla  W.  A genus  of  stove  trees,  bearing  white  flowers.   A  mixture  of  loam  and  peat  suits  them. 
3276  711e  I'llus  Kaw.  (Son  of  Tros  and  Callirrhoe  ;  from  whom  Troy  had  its  name  Ilium.)  Amaryl- laceae.   No.  4026.  in  p.  240. 

1744  Pncla  L.  (Corrupted  from  Helenium.)  crithmifdlia  L.   Comp.  Card.  Vern.   Limbarda  tricfispis  Cass. 
3277  *148«  Isa'chne  R.  Br.  (Isos,  equal,  achne,  a  glume.)  australis  R.  Br.   Graminaceae.  A  New  Holland  bog plant.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3278  1246a  Isa'nthus  Mx.  (Isos,  equal,  anthos,  flower ;  regular  corolla.)  caeruleus  Mx.    Labiaceae.   No.  8485.  in 

p.  512. 3279  8336  IsE'RT/a  Schreb.  (P.  E.Isert,  a  Danish  surgeon  on  coast  of  Guinea.)  coccinea  Vahl.  Rubiacea?.  No.  13315. In  p.  788. 
3280  *1770a  Ism&lia  Cass.  (Meaning  unknown.)  maderensis  D.  Don.    Com.  Anth.     A  half-hardy  shrub  intro- duced in  1834. 

122  Isc/lepis  R.  Br.  (Isost. equal,  lepis,  a  scale;  flower  of  equal  scales.)  fluitans  R.  Br.  Cyperaceae. 
Heleogelton  fiuitans  Lindl. 

3281  *447«  Jaboro'sa  J.  (Jaborose,  Arabic  name  for '  mandrake  ;  affinity.)  runcinata  Lam.   Solanacese.   A  pretty herbaceous  green-house  plant.   Introduced  from  Plata  in  1831. 
3282  lT19a.  dambo*sa  Rum.  (Jambos,  aboriginal  name.)  vulgaris  Dec.   Myrtaceae.   No.  6959.  also  6958.  and  6951. 3283  2033a  Jan?PHA  Kth.  (Janipaba,  its  name  in  Brazil.)  Manihot  Kth.    Euphorbiaceae.   No.  13649.  in  p.  814. 
3284  *83c  Jo'HNia  Rox.  (Rev.  Dr.  John,  of  Tranquebar.)  salacioldes  Rox.    Hippocrateae.    A  stove  shrub  with yellowish-green  flowers,  a  native  of  the  East  Indies.   Introduced  in  1822. 
3285  711m  Jonqui'lla  Haw.  (Jonquille,  Fr.,  dim.  of  juncus,  Lat,  a  rush.)  Amaryllaceae.  No.  4017.  in 

p.  240. 3286  *1118a  Jossi'kia  Com.  (Not  known.)  orbiculata  Dec.  Myrtaceae. 
3287  1527  Kalancho^b  Adan.  (Chinese  name.)  .   .  .    .  .   Sempervlveae.   Nos.  5629,  5630,  and  5631. 3288  698a  Kalosa'nthes  Haw.  (Kalos,  beautiful,  anthos,  a  flower.)  Crassulacea?.   Nos.  3865.  to  3870, and  3884.  p.  230. 
3289  1674ox"Kentrophy'llbm  Neck.  (Kentron,  spine,  phyllon,  leaf.)  arborescens  Hook.    Comp.  Card.    No.  11485. in  p.  686. 
3290  *2034c  Kirgan&lia  J.  (Kirganeli,  its  Malabar  name.)  elegans  J.  Euphorbiaceae.  Phyllanthus  Kirganelia  W. An  ornamental  stove  shrub.    Introduced  from  the  Mauritius  in  1820. 

142*Kna'ppmi  E.  B.  (Mr.  M.  Knapp,  who  wrote  on  British  grasses.)  agrostidea  E.B.  Granrineae.  Chamae- 
grostis  minima  Schr.,  Mib&ra  vena  Beauv.,  Sturmj'a  minima  Hoppe. 

3291  *2706  KNo'xt'a  L.  (Robert  Knox,  an  English  traveller  in  1681.)  zeylanica  L.  Rubiaceas. 
3292  14016  Konivgo  R.  Br.  (Charles  Konig,  F.R.S.,  British  Museum.)  maritima  R.  Br.    Cruciaceae.    No.  9069. Adysetum  marltimum  Lk. 
3293  *1685a  KuvHN«a  L.  (Adam  Kiihn,  of  Pennsylvania,  pupil  of  Linnaeus.)  Crit6m*a  W.   Comp.  Eup.  Critbn/a Kuhnta  Gae.   A  genus  of  somewhat  ornamental  white-flowered  perennials,  natives  of  South  America. 
3294  *1985«  KVurnia  Hum.  (C.  S.  Kunth,  an  acute  French  botanist.)  montana  Hum.  Palmacea?.    An  ornamental 

palm  growing  to  the  height  of  about  10  ft.   Introduced  from  New  Grenada  in  1829. 
3295  *         Labichjb\»  Bentb.  (M.  Labiche,  a  French  naval  officer.)  lanceoldta  Bentft.    Labiaceae.   A  green-house shrub,  a  native  of  the  Swan  River.    Introduced  in  1837. 
3296  15486  La' blab  Adan.  (Lablab,  the  Arabic  name  of  the  convolvulus.)  vulgaris  Savi.    Leg.  Pap.  Phas.  No. 10270.,  also  No.  10285.  p.  606.  genus  Lablatia  D.  Don. 
3297  113a  Lachna'nthes  Ell.  (Lachne,  wool,  anthos,  a  flower.)  Haemodordceae.   No.  751.  in  p.  44. 
3298  *11796  Lje'tiVj  L.  (J.  de  Laet,  of  Antwerp,  author  of  a  History  of  America.)  ThSmnia  Sum.  Bix&ceae.  A  West Indian  shrub,  introduced  in  1834.    It  produces  its  white  flowers  from  June  to  August. 
3299  2019a  Lagena'ria  Spr.    Bottle  Gourd.   (Lagena,  a  bottle ;  form  of  fruit.)  vulgaris  Ser.  Cucurbitaceae. No.  13561. 
3300  *984a  Lacony'chium  Bieb.  (Lagos,  a  hare,  onychion,  a  little  nail.)  Stephanio»«m  Bieb.   Leg.  Mim.  Mimosa micrantha  Vahl.    A  half-hardy  deciduous  shrub,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  July  and  August. 
3301  566a  Laha^yo  R.  &  S.  (M.  Lahaye,  a  botanical  gardener.)      ....   Paronychi&ae.    Nos.  3181.  and  3182. in  p.  194. 
3302  892A  La'mprotis  D.  Don.  '  (Lamprotes,  splendour;  calyx  glistening.)  calyclna  D.  Don.    Ericaceae.  Type, No.  5237.  in  p.  308. 
3303  »996a  La'rreo  Cav.  (J.  A.H.  deLarrea,  a  Spanish  hot.)  nitida  Cav.    Zygophyllacese.   An  ornamental  under- shrub,  a  native  of  South  America,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1823.  It  produces  its  yellow  flowers  in 

June  and  July. 
3304  1714a  Lasiospe'rmum  Lag.  (Lasios,  woolly,  sperma,  seed.)  pedunculate  Lag.    Comp.  Anthem.   No.  11656., also  11657.  and  11658. 
3305  *639a  LAVRAxDia  Dec.  (Vandelli,  Marquis  of  Lavradio.)   montana  Mart.    Violaceae.     A  pretty  Brazilian under -shrub,  producing  purple  flowers.    Introduced  in  1826. 
33C6  *1195a  Le'cythis  L.  (Lekythos,  an  oil  jar  ;  seed-vessel.)  grandiflbra  Aub.   Lecythaceae.   A  genus  of  stove  trees and  shrubs,  which  produce  whitish  yellow  flowers,  may  be  increased  by  cutting  sand  grown  in  sandy  loam. 
3307  2128a  Leima'nthium  Mx.  (Leimon,  meadow,  anthos,  flower.)  virginicum  W.    Melanthaceae.    No.  14205.  in 

p.  860. 3308  *1985a  Leopoldi^ng  Mart.  (The  late  Empress  of  Brazil.)  pulchra  Mart.   Palmaceae.  A  palm,  attaining  the height  of  60  ft.   A  native  oi  Brazil.    Introduced  in  1825. 
3309  12566  Lepechi'n«»  W.  (John  Lepechin,  a  Russian  botanist.)  spicata  W.   Labiacese.   No.  8265. 
3310  *13016  Lepida'gathis  W.  (Lepis,  a  scale,  agathis,  a  ball.)  cristata  W.  Acanthaceae.   An  East  Indian  perennial, introduced  in  1820,  and  thrives  in  sandy  loam. 
3311  *1196  Lepidospe'rma  Za6.  (Lepis,  a  scale,  sperma,  a  seed.)  gladiata  X.  Br.   Cyperaceae.    A  curious  green- 

house perennial  bog  plant.    Introduced  from  New  Holland  in  1819.       "  » 3312  *1424a  Lepta'leum  Dec.  (Leptaleos,  slender;  leaves.)   fiiifblium  Dec.   Cruciaceae.   Sisymbrium  filifdlium  W. A  curious  little  yellow-flowered  annual.    Introduced  from  Siberia  in  1820. 
3313  39a  Lepta'ndra  Nut.  (Leptos,  slender,  aner,  anther.)         .   .       Scrophulariaceae.   Nos.  182.  and  183.  in 

p.  14. 3314  »2047a  Leptoca'rpos  R.  Br.    (Leptos,  slender,  karpos,  fruit.)    t&nax  R.  Br.    Restiaceae.  Schcenbdum t(>nax  Lab. 
3315  *5696  Leptome^ria  R.  Br.  (Leptos,  slender,  meris,  a  part ;  habit.)  Billardieri  R.  Br.    Santalaceae.  Thesium drupaceum  Lab.  A  genus  of  curious  little  white-flowered  New  Holland  shrubs,  two  species  of  which were  introduced  in  1823. 
3316  *20466  Lepyro^dia  R.  Br.  (Lepyrodes,  scaly  ;  bracteas  within  scales  of  spikes.)  gracilis  R.  Br.  Restiacea?. 
3317  1738a  Le'rio  Dec  (Leri,  a  friend  of  Decandolle's.)  nutans  Dec-  Comp.  Labiat.   No.  11882.  in  p.  704. 
3318  *1175d  LETTSo\M!'a  R.  &  P.  (J.  Cockley  Lettsom,  an  English  naturalist.)  tomentdsa  R.  $  P.  Ternstrcemiaceae. 
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A  shrub  growing  to  the  height  of  about  4  ft.  Introduced  from  Peru  in  1823.  and  thrives  in  sandy loam. 
3319  1146  Leucoco'Ryne  Lindl.  (Leukos,  white,  koryne,  club  ;  sterile  anthers.)  t'xioldes  Lindl.  Asphodelaceas. No.  752.  in  p.  44. 
3320  1730a  Leucoste'mma  D.  Don.  (Leukos.  white,  st  -mma,  a  crown  ;  flowers.^  vestltum  D.  Don.    Comp.  Vera. No.  11795.  in  p.  700. 
3321  1016e  IiECcoTHoe  D.  Don.   (Leucothoe,  a  beautiful  nymph  beloved  bv  Apollo.)   .       ...  Ericaceae. 

Nos.  5948.  5954,  5955.  5957,  and  5958. 
3322  6656  Levi'sticum  Koch.  {Lew,  to  assuage ;  relieves  flatulency.)  officinale  Koch.   Umbellacea.    No.  3683.  in 

p.  220. 3323  *1173a  Lewi'sjVj  Ph.  (Capt.  M.  Lewis,  who  accompanied  Clarke  to  Rocky  Mountains.)  redivlva  Ph.  Crassu- laceae.   A  fusiform-rooted  white-flowered  perennial,  a  native  of  North  America.    Introduced  in  1826. 
3324  *604a  Linco'NIA  L.  (Probably  a  man's  name.)  rtiymifolia  Swz.   Bruniaceae.  Diosma  deusta  Thun.    A  genus of  white-flowered  Cape  shrubs,  which  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat and  loam. 
3325  725a  Litt«\j  Brig.  {Duke  of  Lytta,  near  Milan.)  geminiflbra  Brig.    Bromeliaceaa.    No.  4102.  in  p.  244. 

Bonaparteajuncea  Haw.  Sf  Horl. 
3326  *2108a  Lodoi'ceo  Com.    {Laodice,  the  daughter  of  Priam  and  Hecuba.)    sechellarum  Lab.  Palmaceae. Cdeos  maldivica  Gm.   An  ornamental  palm,  attaining  the  height  of  80  ft.  A  native  of  Sechelles. 
3327  1717a  ZO'jvas  Adan.  (Probably  without  meaning.)  inoddra  Gae.    Comp.  Anthem.   No.  11663.  in  p.  696. 
3328  1512a  Lonchoca'rpus  H.  #  B.  (Logche,  lance,  karpos,  fruit.)  latifblius  H.8fB.  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gal.  No.  10033. in  p.  604. 
3329  892g  Lopha'ndea  D.  Don.  (Lophos,  crest,  aner  andros,  a  man  or  stamen.)  pyramidalis  D.  Don.  Ericaceae. Type,  No.  5376.  in  p.  314. 
3330  1130a  Lophi  ra  Banks.  African  Scrubby  Oak.  (Lophos ,  a  crest ;  bract,  of  flower.)  africana  Banks.  Lophirese. 
3331  *1482a  Lopi'mia  Mart.     (Lopimos,  easy  of  decortication.)    malacophylla  Mart.     Malvaceae     51da  mala- cophylla Lk.  An  evergreen  stove  shrub,  producing  its  red  flowers  from  July  to  September.  A  native 

of  Bahia.   Introduced  in  1823.  ^ 
3332  1580a  Lou'rea  Neck.   (Not  explained.)  vespertilibnis  Desv.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.   No.  10559.  in  p.  630. 
3333  1148a  LoVaa  Lindl.  {Rev.  Mr.  Lowe,  travelling  bachelor  of  the  University  of  Cambridge.)  6«-6m'f61ia Lindl.   Rosacea?.   No.  7463.  in  p.  442. 
3334  427a  Lvcv'ma  J.  (Its  Peruvian  name.)  mammbsa  J.   Sapotaceae.   No.  2409.  in  p.  150. 
3335  *1619c  Lu'HEa  W.  (Charles  Vander  Luhe,  a  German  botanist.)  paniculata  Mart.   Tiliaceae.   A  stove  climber producing  rose-coloured  flowers.   A  native  of  Brazil.   Introduced  in  1828. 
3336  *450a  Lycioseri'ssa  R.    S.  (Lpcium  and  serissa  ;  serissa-like  lycium.)  capensis  R.S;  S.   Solan&cese.   An  un- interesting Cape  shrub,  producing  green  flowers.  Introduced  in  1820. 
3337  4505  Lycope'rsjcum  Tou.    (Lykos,  wolf,  persikon,  peach ;  aphrodisiac.)   escuk'ntum  Dun.  Solan&cre No.  2517.,  also  2516.  2518,  2519,  2520.  p.  156. 
3338  10160"  LYo'Nja  Nut.  (J.  Lyon,  an  American  collector  of  plants.)  Ericaceas.    Nos.  5939  5940  5941 

5946, 5947-  5951, 5952,  5958.  and  5956.  '  ' 
3339  *415a  LYO'Nsia  R.  Br.  (J.  Lyons,  a  English  botanist.)  stramlnea  R.  Br.    Apocynaceae.    Has  straw-coloured flowers.   A  native  of  New  Holland.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3340  1073a  Maclea^yo  R.  Br.  (A.  MacLeay,  secretary  to  Liu.  Soc.)  cordlta  R.  Br.    Paoaveracete.    No.  6583  in 

p.  392. 3341  »519a  Macro'stylis  B.  $  W.  (Makros,  long,  slylis,  a  style.)  barbata  HiL   Rutaceae.   Agathfisma  barbata  Spf 
3342  943a  Macro'tropis  Dec.   (Makros,  long,  tropis,  a  keel ;  flower.)  fo^tida  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Soph.    No.  5678* in  p.  342. 
3343  *1164a  MacroVys  Rafi.     (Makros,  long,  ous,  ear;  capsule.)    racem&sa  Rafi.     RanuncuUcea;.  Acta?*. racembsa  L.  A  North  American  deciduous  perennial,  and  produces  its  white  flowers  from  April  to June. 
3344  442a  Mm"sa  J.  (Maas,  its  Arabian  name.)  indica  Wall.   Myrsinaceae.  No.  2457.  in  p.  154. 
3345  1495a  Malachode'ndron  Cav.  (Malachos,  soft,  dendron,  tree.)  ova,tum  Cav.    Ternstrcemiaceae.    No  9950 in  p.  592. 
3346  -f-1479  Malvavi'sccs  Dil.  (McUva,  mallow,  viscus,  glue.)  arbbreus  Cav.   Malvaceae.    No.  9804.  also  Nos  9805 and  9806. 
3347  *2007c  Mamca'ria  Gae.  Wine  Palm.  (Manica,  a  glove  ;  spathe.)   sacclfera  Gae.    Palmficeae.  Attains  the height  of  30  ft.    A  native  of  the  East  Indies.    Introduced  in  1823. 
3348  *212c  Manisuxrus  L.  (Manis,  scaly  lizard,  oura,  tail ;  spikes.)  granulans  Swz.    Graminaceae.    A  curious East  Indian  perennial  grass.    Introduced  in  1821. 
3349  *68a  Margyrica'rpus  R.  %  P.  (Margaron,  pearl,  karpos,  fruit;  resemblance.)  setbsus  R.&  P.  Rosacea; A  curious  green-flowered  stove  shrub.    Introduced  from  Peru  in  1829. 
3350  *908a  Ma'rlea  Rox.  (Marliya,  its  Bengal  name.)  begoniarfblia  Rox.   .   .         A  yellow-flowered  green-house shrub,  a  native  of  China. 
3351  *21536  Maximilian  Mart.  (Maximilian,  Prince  Weid-Neuwied.)  regia  Mart.    Palma'ceae.    A  palm  erowin» to  the  height  of  60  ft.   A  native  of  Brazil,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1825.  ° 3352  *1413a  Megacarpjs  a  Dec.  (Megas,  great,  karpos,  fruit.)  laciniata  Dec.   CruciSceas.   Biscutella  meeacaroa  Fis A  yellow-flowered  biennial.   Introduced  from  Siberia  in  1818. 
3353  663a  Melanoseli'num  Hofrn.  (Melas,  black,  selinon,  parsley ;  appearance.)  deefpiens  Bofm.  Umbellaceai. No.  3676.  in  p.  220. 
3354  *1 1186  Melanopsi'dium  Col.  (Melas,  black,  psidium,  guava.)  nigrum  Col.  Rubiaceae.   A  stove  tree  woducine cream-coloured  flowers.   Introduced  in  1823.  ' 
3355  ̂ 9040  Meu'cope  Forst.  (Meli,  honey,  kope,  incision  ;  nectary  of  notched  glands.)  ternata  Forst.   Rutacete  A New  Zealand  shrub  introduced  in  1822.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture  of peat  and  loam. 
3356  *752a  Meloca'nna  Trin.  (Melon,  apple,  kanna,  a  reed.)  6a»n6ttsoides  Trin.    Graminacea:.    Bambhsa  bac- cifera  Rox.  A  native  of  the  East  Indies,  attaining  the  height  of  20  ft.  and  requiring  to  be  grown  in loam. 
3357  *19406  JlfELO'THRiA  L.  (Melothron,  supposed  to  be  bryony ;  similarity.)  foe'tida  Desv.  Cucurbitacea?  Trichosfin- foetidissima  L.  A  genus  of  uninteresting  trailing  annuals,  which  produce  yellow  flowers  from  June  to September. 
3358  *1401a  Menio'cits Desv.  (Mene, the  moon,  okkos,  eye;  seeds?)  finifblium  Desv.  Cruciacea?  ^Wssum  finifolium Step.  An  ornamental  little  annual,  a  native  of  Caucasus,  whence  it  was  introducedin  1817.  It  nroduces its  yellow  flowers  in  June  and  July.  r 
3359  *        MiNONvi'LLEa  Dec.  (M.  Thiiry  de  MenonviUe,  a  French  naturalist.)  filifMia  Fisch.    Crucia*cea;  An elegant  greenish-white-flowered  annual.    Introduced  from  Chile  in  1836. 
3360  »1029g  MERiA'Na  Swz.  (M.  S.  Merian,  an  entomological  authoress.)  leucantha  Swz.    MelastomScea?     A  eenus of  ornamental  shrubs,  natives  of  Jamaica.  Three  species  are  introduced,  M.  leucantha.  M.  nurnurea and  M.  coccinea.  r   r  * 
3361  *2413a  Merte'nszTi  Kth.  (Professor  F.  C.  Mertens,  of  Bremen.)  laevigata  Kth.  Urticacese 3362  346a  Messerschmi'dhz  L.  (D.  Messerschmid,  a  German  botanist.)  BoragiikceK,   No.  2004.  and 2005.  in  p.  124. 
3363  *581a  Metabte'lma  R.  Br.  (Meta,  instead  of,  stelma,  crown  ;  append.)   parviflbrum  R.  Br.  Asclepiace*. A  curious  whitish-green-flowered  West  Indian  twiner.  r  ««« 4  O  4 
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3364  1029a  Mico^ia  R.  &  P.  (Dr.  D.  Micon,  a  Spanish  botanist.)     .  .      .  Melastomaces.  Nos.  6001.  6003.  6005. 6008.  and  6015.  in  p.  364. 
3365  *406  Micra'nthemum  A/>.  {Micros,  small,  anthos,  flower.)  orbiculatum  Mx.   PrimulSceae.   A  pretty  white- flowered  perennial  trailer.   A  native  of  Carolina.    Introduced  in  1826. 
3366  *15466  Micra'nthls  Poir.  {Mikros,  small,  anthos,  flower.)  cbchin-chinensis  Lou.  Leg.  Pap.  Phas.  A  deciduous stove  twiner,  producing  its  white  flowers  from  June  to  August. 
3367;    2806  Microcavle  Lk.  {.Mikros,  small,  kalos,  pretty.)  filiforme  Lk.   Gentianeae.   No.  1728.  in  p.  98. 
3368  *313a  Microub'na  Beauv.  ( Mikros,  small,  lenos,  wool ;  flower-stalk.)  stipoldes  Beauv.  Graminaceae.  Ehrharta stipoldes  Lab.   A  curious  grass,  a  native  of  New  Holland,  introduced  in  1822. 
3369  *6036  Microte'a  Swz.  ( Microtes,  smallness  ;  of  parts  of  fructification.)  maypurensis  G.  Don.  Phytolaccea?. Ancistrocarpus  maypurensis  Kth.   A  genus  of  curious  little  white-flowered  tender  annuals. 
3370  *817a  Mi'iAEa  Car.   (Julien  Milla,  chief  gardener  at  royal  gardens,  Madrid.)  biflbra  Cos.   Asphodeleas.  A ,  .  white-flowered  bulbous-rooted  plant,  a  native  of  Mexico,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1826. 
3371  *33a  MlLLlNGTOxN/a  Rox.  {Sir  T.  Millington,  Sav.  Prof.  Oxford.)  simplicifblia  Box.   Oleaceae.   An  orna- mental stove  tree,  producing  yellow  flowers.   A  native  of  the  East  Indies,  .introduced  in  1828. 
3372  *281a  Mitrasa'cme  B.  Br.  (Mitra,  a  mitre,  akme,  a  point.)  Gentianaceae.  A  genus  of  rather pretty  New  Holland  herbaceous  plants,  producing  white  flowers,  and  requiring  to  be  grown  in  sandy ,  loam. 
3373  *28a  Mnia'rum  Forst.  {Mniaros,  mossy.)  bifl&rum  Forst.  Chenopodiaceae. 3374  *5526  Mogi'phanes  Mart.  (Not  explained.)  virgata  Schr.   Amarant&ceae.    A  curious  loose-growing  biennial or  perennial.    Introduced  from  Russia  in  1836. 
3375  *751a  MoLiNBvsia  Coll.  (Ignatio  Molinerio,  director  of  Turin  bot  gar.)  plic&ta  Coll.  Hypoxidaceas.  A  scarlet and  yellow  flowered  herbaceous  stove  plant.  A  native  of  Java.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3376  665a  Molopospe'bmom  Koch.  {Molops,  a  wheel,  sperma,  a  seed.)  peloponnesiacum  Koch.  Umbellaceae.  No. 3685.  in  p.  220. 
3377  *147a  Mona'chne  Beauv.  {Monos,  one,  achne,  a  glume.)  unilateralis  Beauv.   Graminacea;.   Milium  villbsum Lk.   An  uninteresting  tender  annual,  a  native  of  the  West  Indies.   Introduced  in  1819. 
3378  1110a  Mona'nthes  Haw.  {Monos,  one,  anthos,  a  flower.)  polyphylla  Haw.   Crassulaceae.   No.  6338.  in  p.  408. 
3379  *1220a  Monodo'ra  Duval.  {Monos,  one,  doron,  gift;  fruit  solitary.)   Myristica  Duval.    Anonacese.  Anima Myristica  Gae.  An  ornamental  shrub,  a  native  of  Jamaica.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and 

grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3380  464a  Mono'psis  Sal.  {Monos,  one,  opsis,  a  face.)  conspicua  Sal.   Lobeli&ceae.   No.  2742.  in  p.  168. 
3381  *         Monota'xis  Brong.  (Monos,  one,  taxis,  series;  male  and  female  flowers.)  simplex  Brong.  Euphorbi- acese.  A  New  Holland  shrub,  which  may  readily  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture  of 

peat  and  loam. 3382  *1824a  Montano\j  Lai  {Montana,  a  Mexican  patriot.)  grandifldra  Lai.   Comp.  Helian.    A  genus  of  uninter- 
esting, yellow-flowered  Mexican  shrubs.  They  are  readily  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrive  in  good common  earth. 

3383  *387a  Moreno va!  Lai.  {P.  Moreno^  a  Mexican  botanist)  patula  Lai.    Convolvulaceae.    A  genus  of  scarlet- flowered  Mexican  twiners.  A  mixture  of  peat  and  loam  suits  the  species. 
3384  979a  Mori'nga  Dec.  (Its  Malabar  name.)  pterygospenna  Dec.   Leg.  Caes.  Cass.   No.  5852.  in  p.  350. 
3385  *         MoBi'sta  ?  D.  Don.  (Prqf.  Moris,  the  discoverer.)  hypogse'a  ?  D.  Don.    Cruciaceas.   A  curious  and pretty  half-hardy  perennial,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  April.  It  is  a  native  of  Sardinia.  Introduced in  1833.    A  light  sandy  loam  suits  the  plant. 
3386  *        Mo'rn/i  Lindl.  (Morna,  a  heroine  of  the  Northern  romances.)  nitida  Lindl.   Composite.   An  elegant green-house  under-shrub.   Introduced  from  Sardinia  in  1835. 
3387  *         MoRRB^Nj'a  Lindl.  (Prqfessor  Charles  Morren  of  Liege.)  odorata  Lindl.    Asclepiaceaj.    A  native  of Buenos  Ayres,  produces  fragrant  green  flowers,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  light rich  soil. 
3388  1281a  Moscho'sma  Bchb.  (Moschos,  musk,  osme,  smell ;  odour.)  ocymoides  Benth.    Labiacea?.   Nos.  8469. and  8475.  in  p.  510. 
3389  fl030  Mourfria  J.  (Mouriri,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  myrtilloldes  Aub.   Memecylaceaa.  No.  6022.  in  p.  364. 
3390  1548g  MucxfNA  Adan.  &  Dec.    Cow  Itch.  (Mueuna-Guaca,  name  in  Brazil.)  Leg.  Pap.  Phas. 

Nos.  10293, 10294,  and  10295.,  also  Nos.  10268,  and  10269. 
3391  *1440a  Murica^ria  Desv.  {Muricatus,  full  of  prickles.)  prostrata  Desv.    Cruciaceae.   .Bunias  prostrata  Desf. An  uninteresting  trailing  annual,  producing  its  white  flowers  in  June  and  July.  Introduced  from  the 

South  of  Europe  in  1821. 
3392  1459a  Mvrvcv" ia  J '.  (Murucuja,  its  name  in  Brazil.)  ocellata  Pers.   Passifloraceae.   No.  9400.,. also  9401. 183  MYGALif  bus  Lk.  (Mygale,  a  field  mouse ;  oura,  a  tail.)  Graminaceae.    Vulpia  species. Nos.  1118, 1119.  and  1122. 
3393  1121a  My'rcio  Dec.   (A  surname  of  Venus.)  acris  Dec.   Myrtaceae.   No.  6978.  and  6980. 
3394  1577e  Myriade'nus  Desv.   (Myrios,  innumerable,  aden,  gland.)  tetraphyilus  Desv.    Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh. Ornithopus  tetraph^fius. 
3395  685a  Myrica'ria  Desv.  (Myrike,  Greek  name  of  tamarisk.)  germfinica.     Tamaricacea:.     No.  3S26.  in 

p.  228. 3396  *940a  Myrospe'rmum  H.  8;  B.    (Myros,  balsam,  sperma,  a  seed.)   tolulferum  Mx.     Leg.  Pap.  Soph.  A medicinal  tree,  a  native  of  South  America.  It  may  be  readily  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrives  in  a 
mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 

3397  *1978a  Na'jas  W.   (Naias,  a  water  nymph ;  habitat.)  major  All.   Fluviaceae.   N.  monosperma  W.  A  curious annual  aquatic,  a  native  of  Europe.   Introduced  to  England  in  1 816. 
813  Narthb'cium  Mohr.  (Narthex,  a  rod ;  stem.)  ossifragum  Hud.  Juncaceae.   Abama  ossifraga  Dec. 3398  *752fi  ̂ a'stus  J.  (Nastos,  the  Greek  name  for  a  kind  of  reed.)  latifblia  Spr.  Graminaceae.   Bcmb&sa  latifolia 

H.  %  B.   A  native  of  Cumana,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818.    It  grows  to  the  height  of  20  ft. 
3399  *1796a  Nectarosco'rdum  Lindl.  {Nektar,  honey,  skorodon,  garlic.)  stculum  Uc.   Asphodeleae.   A'Wium  si- culum  Uc. 
3400  2075a  Nbgv'ndo  Moe.  (Meaning  unknown.)  /raxinifblium  Nut.   Aceraceae.   No.  14294.  in  p.  868. 
3401  *1118a  Ne'litris  Gae.  (Ne,  priv.,  elytron,  seed-case  ;  berry  unpartitioned.)  JambosiUa  Gae.  MyrtSceie. 

Psidium  decaspermum  L.JU.  A  white-flowered  stove  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  10  ft.  Introduced from  the  Society  Isles  in  1810. 
3402  *48a  NELSo'Wia  R.  Br.  (Dr.  Nelson,  a  botanist  who  accompanied  Capt.  Cook.)  hirsuta  B.  Br.  Acanthacese. An  uninteresting  red-flowered  East  Indian  plant.    Introduced  in  1818. 
3403  *20755  Nemopa'nthes  Rafi.  (Nemos,  grove,  ops,  eye,  anthos,  flower.)  canadensis  Dec.  Celastrdcese.  fascicularis 

Rafi.  7 'lex  canadensis  Mx. 
3404  1394a  Neurolo^ma  Dec.  (Neuron,  a  nerve,  loma,  a  fringe.)  arabidiflbrum  Dec.   CruciScea?.    No.  9164.  in 

p. 648. 3405  *2023c  Neijrospe'rma  Rafi.  (Neuron,' &  nerve,  sperma,  seed.)  cuspidata  Bqft.   Cucurbiticeae.   A  trailing  an- nual, producing  its  yellow  flowers  from  June  to  September.    Introduced  from  Kentucky  in  1827. 
3406  1580c  NicoLso'Nia  Dec.   (Af.  Nicolson,  wrote  on  nat.  hist  of  St.  Domingo.)  barbate  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Hed. E  uh .  Hedy  sarum  bar  bat  um  L . 
3407  *11626  NiEBu'HRz'a  Dec.  (Carslen  Niebuhr,  a  traveller  in  Arabia.)  cSffra  Dec.    Capparidaceae.    CrataeVa  caffra Burc.  A  New  Holland  shrub,  introduced  in  1818.  It  thrives  in  a  sandy  peat  soil,  and  produces white  flowers. 
3408  1699a  No'cca  Cav.  (Dominic  Nocca,  a  professor  at  Ticin.)  rubra  SwL   Comp.  Vera.  No.  11600.  in  p.  692. 
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3409  »641a  Noisb'ttjVi  H.  &  B.  (I.  C.  Noisette,  nurseryman  at  Paris.)  longifdlia  H.tfB.    Violate®.   An  orna- mental shrub,  producing  cream-coloured  flowers.  A  native  of  Cayenne,  whence  it  was  introduced  in 1824. 
3410  *483a  NoNATByLlA  Aub.  (Its  name  in  Guiana.)  officinalis  Aub.   Rubiacese.   Psychotria  involucrata  Swx.  A native  of  Guiana,  introduced  in  1827.   It  is  a  green-flowered  evergreen  shrub. 
3411  *1 1636  Nora'ntea  Aub.  (Gonoro-Antegri,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  guianensis  Aub.   Marcgraaviaceje.  .d'scyrum violaceum  Aub.  A  shrub,  producing  pale  violet-coloured  flowers.   Introduced  in  1818. 
3412  1350a  Nyctkri'nia  D.Don.    (Nycterinos,  nocturnal;  expansion  of  flowers.)      ....  Scrophulariacee. Nos.  8827  and  8828.  p.  528. 
3413  594/  Obe'sia  Haw.  (Obesus,  fat ;  flowers.)  Asclepiaceae.  Nos.  3331,  3332.  in  p.  200. 
3414  *420a  Ochbo'sia  J.  (Ochros,  pale ;  wood.)  borbonica  J.    Apocynaceae.    Cerbera  borbdnica  Spr.    A  stove shrub,  introduced  from  Bourbon  in  1823,  requiring  to  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3415  892^  Octopr'ra  D.  Don.  (Okto,  eight,  pera,  a  sack ;  capsule  8-celled.)  Bergidna  D.  Don.   Eric&ceae.  Type, No.  5395.  in  p.  316. 
3416  *       Odontarrhs'Tia  Mey.  (Odous,  a  tooth,  arrhen,  a  male  ;  filaments.)  microphylla  Led.    Cruciacece.  A pretty  little  perennial  trailer,  introduced  in  1832,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and  peat. 
3417  *19856  CEnoca'rpus  Mart.  (Oinos,  wine,  karpos,  fruit)  Batata  Mart.    Palmaceae.  A  palm,  attaining  the height  of  40  ft.  A  native  of  South  America,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820. 
3418  711c  Oi'leu«  Haw.  (A  king  of  the  Locrians,  and  father  of  Ajax.)  obscissus  Haw.  Amaryllacese.  .Narcissus obscfssus  Haw. 
3419  *83d  O'lax  L.  (fllax,  a  furrow ;  the  flower.)  scandeus  Box.    Olacaceae.    A  white-flowered  East  Indian climber.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3420  *2026a  Omala'nthes  Grah.  (Homalos,  smooth,  anthos,  flower.)  oopulifolia  Grah.  Euphorbiaceae.  A  New Holland  shrub,  producing  its  white  flowers  from  July  to  September.    Introduced  in  1825. 
3421  *969a  Omphalo'bium  Jac.  {Omphalos,  the  navel,  lobos,  a  pod.)  Schotia  Jac.  Legiim.  Cses.  Cass.  Schbtja latifblia  Jac.   A  Cape  shrub,  producing  pale  purple  flowers  from  May  to  July.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3422  *       Oncorhy'nchus  F.  $  M.  (Onkos,  tumour,  rhygchos,  beak  ;  lip.)  tenellus  F.  §•  M.   Rhinanthaceae.  A delicate  biennial.   Introduced  in  1837. 
3423  1588a  Onobry'chis  Tou.  (Onos,  ass,  brycho,  to  gnaw.)  satlva  Lam.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.   No.  10597.,  also Nos.  10584.  10598,  10599.  10603.  and  10604. 
3424  671a  Opo'panax  Koch.  (Opos,  juice,  panax,  the  plant  yielding  it.)  Chirdm'cum  Koch.    Umbellacese.  No. 3725.  in  p.  222. 
3425  1632a  Opori'nea  D.  Don.  (Oporinos,  autumnal ;  time  of  flowering.)  autumnalis  D.Don.   Comp.  Cich.  No. 11167.  in  p.  670. 
3426  594e  O'bbea  Haw.  (Orbis,  an  orb;  flower.)  Asclepiaceae.  Nos.  3318.  to  3330.  in  p.  200. 
3427  626a  OaLA'Ya  Hofin.  (Orlay,  probably  the  name  of  some  botanist.)  Umbellaceae.    Nos.  3523 and  3528.  in  p.  210. 
3428  1577<f  Obmoca'rpum  Beauv.  (Ormos,  necklace,  karpot,  fruit.)  sennoldes  Dec.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.  No.  10587 in  p.  682. 
3429  8456  Ornithoglo'ssum  Sal.  Bird's  Tongue.  (Ornis,  bird,  glossa,  tongue  ;  petals.)  vlride  Sal.  Melanthdceae. No.  4921. 
3430  *6646  Oste'sicum  Hofin.  (Osteon,  a  bone ;  seeds.)  pratense  Hofin.   Umbellacese.  Angelica  pratensis  Spr. 3431  *856  Ovtba  Aub.  (A  Caribe  name.)  bijuga  Dec.  Leguminaceae.   An  East  Indian  shrub.   Introduced  in 1823 
3432  *989c  OxLE'va  Cun.  (John  Oxley,  late  surveyor-general  of  N.  S.  W.)  xanth6xylon  Cun.  Meliaceae.  A  New Holland  timber  tree,  attaining  the  height  of  100  ft.    Introduced  in  1828. 
3433  81a  Oxy'baphus  it.  $  P.  (Oxys,  acid,  baphe,  dyer's  colour.)  Nyctaginaceae.  Nos.  569,  570,  571. in  p.  36. 
3434  *5786  Oxypk'talum  B.  Br.  (Oxys,  sharp,'  petition,  a  petal.)  appendiculatum  Mart.  Apocynaceae.  A  stove twiner.   Introduced  from  Brazil  in  1823. 
3435  f857  Oxy'ria  Hill.  (Oxys,  acid.)  reniformis  Sm.   Polygonices.   No.  5034.  in  p.  294. 
3436  769c  Pachide'ndron  W.  (Pachys,  thick,  dendron,  a  tree.)  .....  HemerocalUdeae.'  Nos.  4472.  4447, 4448.  4454,  and  4455.  in  p.  262. 
3437  1548c  Pachyrhi'zus  Rich.  (Pachys,  thick,  rhixa,  root ;  tuberous.)  angulatus  Rich.  Leg.  Pap.  Phas.  No.  10284. in  p.  616. 
3438  8926  Pa'chysa  D.  Don.  (Pachys,  thick ;  substance  of  corolla.)  ardens  D.  Don.   Ericaceae.  Type,  No.  5280.  in 

p.  310. 
3439  *50a  P^edero'ta  L.  (Ancient  name  of  a  sp.  of  Acanthus.)  BonarOta  L.    Scrophulariacese.    A  little  annual rock  plant,  producing  blue  flowers.   A  native  of  Austria,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818. 
3440  •4836  Palicu  ata  Aub.  (Le  Palicour,  of  Guiana.)  cr&cea  R  S[  S.   Rubiacese.   Psychdtria  crdcea  Swx.  A  West Indian  shrub.  Introduced  in  1823.    It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrives  in  saudy  loam. 
3441  *       Panm'tia  Cass.  (Not  explained.)  ffilva  Lindl.    Com.  Helich.   A  pretty  annual,  producing  its  red  and golden-coloured  flowers  in  May.   Introduced  from  the  Swan  River  in  ?1837. 
3442  *205a  Pappo'phorum  Schreb.  (Pappos,  down,  phoreo,  to  carry.)  nigricans  B.  Br.    Gramin&cexe.   An  unin- teresting New  Holland  grass.    Introduced  in  1822. 
3443  *2007e  Parana  Aub.   (Its  name  in  Guiana.)  campestris  Aub.   Graminaceae.    A  curious  stove undershrub, introduced  from  Cayenne  in  1803. 
3444  *1548d  Paro'chetus  Ham.  (Para,  nigh,  ochelos,  a  brook.)  communis  Hum.    Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   A  purple- flowered  half-hardy  creeper.  Introduced  from  Nepal  in  1820. 
3445  *4136  Parso'nszTz  R.  Br.  (Dr.  Parsons,  a  Scotch  botanist.)  corymbose  B.  Br.   Apocynaceae.   £chltes  corym- bosa  Jac.  A  South  American  twiner.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3446  429a  Patago'nula  L.  (Patagonia,  its  native  country,)  americana  L.   Boraginacese.   No.  2420.  in  p.  150. 
3447  594i  Pectina^ria  Haw.  (Pecten,  a  comb.)  articulata  Haw.   Asclepiaceae.    No.  3299.  in  p.  200. 3448  *2147a  Pentacry'pta  Leh.  (Pente,  five,  krypte,  a  vault.)  atro-purpurea  Leh.   Umbellaceae.   An  uninteresting purple-flowered  stove  perennial.   A  native  of  Mexico.    Introduced  in  1829. 
3449  *1616a  Pentade'sma  R.  Br.  Butter  and  Tallow  Tree.  {Pente,  five,  desme,  bundle ;  stamens.)  butyracea  R.  Br. Guttaceae.  A  stove  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  30  ft.   Introduced  from  Sierra  Leone  in  1822. 
3450  77a  Pepbro'mia  B.  %  P.  (Analogous  to  Piper.)  Piperaceae.  Nos.  500.  509.  and  520.  to  543.  in 

p.  28. 3451  160a  Periba'lia  Trin.  (Periballo,  to  encompass.)  hispanica  Trin.   Graminaceae.  No.  1008.  in  p.  56. 
3452  *1448a  Pbri'toma  Dec.  (Peritome,  a  cutting  round  about ;  baseofcal.)  serrulata  Dec.  Capparidaceae.  Cledme serrulata  Ph.  An  ornamental  annual,  producing  its  purple  flowers  from  June  to  August.   A  native of  Missouri.   Introduced  in  1823. 
34E3    9346  Pe'rsea  Gae,  Alligator  Pear.  (Used  by  Theophrastus  for  an  Egyptian  tree.)  gratissima  Gae.  Lauraceae. No.  5651. 
3454  1128a  Pb'rsica  Tou.  (Originally  from  Persia.)  vulgaris  Lam.,  No.  7020.  ;  Isevis  Dec,  No.  7020.  /3.  Rosa- cea;. 
3455  465a  Pbtroma'RULA  Pers.  (Petro,  a  rock,  moron,  an  herb.)  pinnata  Pers.  Carapanulaceae.  No.  2760.  in  p.  168. 
3456  673a  Pbtroselivnum  Hofin.  (Petra,  a  rock,  selinon,  parsley ;  habitat.)  sativum  Hofin.    Umbellaceae.  No. 3617.,  also  3603.  and  3690. 
3457  *1093a  Phacospb'bma  Haw.  (Phakos,  a  lentil,  spertna,  a  seed.)  peruviana  Haw.   Ficoidaceae.   A  perennial 

stove  plant,  producing  its  purple  flowers  in  June  and  July.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3458  8086  Phaia'noium  Mx.  (Phalangx.  a  venomous  spider  ;  cures  bite.)   ....    Asphodeleae.    Nog.  4804. and  4824.  in  p.  2S0. 
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3469  *  Pha'rium  Herb.  (Pharos,  a  veil ;  ovarium  in  membranous  cup.)  fistulbsum  Herb.   Asphodeleie.  A 1  purple-and- white-flowered  bulbous-rooted  plant    A  native  of  Mexico.   Introduced  in  1831. 
3460  *  Philodb'ndron  LindL  (Phileo,  to  love,  dendron,  a  tree ;  habit.)  crassinervium  Lindl.    Araceae.  A curious  greenish- white  flowered  Brazilian  climber,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  20  ft.  Introduced  in 1835. 
3461  711/  Philo'gyne  Haw.   (Phileo,  to  love,  gyne,  a  female ;  anthers  conniving  over  the  stigma.)  .   .       .  . Amaryllacee.   Nos.  4022.  and  4021 . 
3462  1730ft  Phceno'coma  D.  Don.  (Phoinos,  bloody,  kome,  hair;  involucre.)  prolifera  D.  Don.   Comp.  Vera.  No. 11803.  in  p.  702. 
3463  212a  Phomu'rus  Trin.  (Pholis,  a  scale,  oura,  a  tail.)  pannonicus  Trin.   Graminaceae.   No.  1280.  in  p.  72. 3464  1746  Phraomi^tes  Trin.  (Phragmos,  a  hedge ;  forming  hedges.)  communis  Trin.  Graminete.    No.  1072.  in 

p.  60. 3465  739a  Phyce'lla  Lindl.  (Dim.  of  phykos,  red  alkanet ;  colour.)  .        .         .  Amaryllacea;.   No.  4243.  and 4244.  p.  252. 
3466  *20166  Phyllo'cladus  Rich.  (Phyllon,  a  leaf,  klados,  a  branch.)  rhomboidMis  Rich.    Conaceae.  Podocarpus 

asplenifolia  Lab.  A  tree  attaining  the  height  of  20  ft.  A  native  of  Van  Diemen's  Land,  whence  it was  introduced  in  1825. 
3467  1016g  PHYLLo'DOce  Sal.  (One  of  Cyrene's  attendant  nymphs.)  /axifdlia  Sal.   Ericaceae.   No.  5413.  in  p.  316. 3468  *1464»  Phyllo'lobom  Fit.  (Phyllon,  a  leaf,  lobos,  a  pod.)  zanzibarense  Boj.    Leg.  Phyllol.   An  uninteresting herbaceous  stove  plant.    Introduced  in  1826. 
3469  665a  Physospe'rmum  Cus.  (Physao,  to  inflate,  sperma,  seed.)  commutatum  Spr.   Umbellaceas.    No.  3687.  in 

p.  220. 3470  *21086  Phyte'lbphas  R.  $P.  (Phyton,  plant,  elephas,  ivory.)  macrocfirpa  R.  $  P.    Pandanaceae.    An  orna- mental stove  shrub,  introduced  from  Peru  in  1822. 
3471  *1577c  PiCTE'Tia  Dec.  (A.  Pictel,  a  celeb,  physician.)  squamata  Dec.  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.  Eobima  squamata Vahl. 
3472  *904e  Piera'rd&>  Rox.  (Mr.  Pierard,  of  Kew  Green.)  sapida  Rox.    Sapindaceae.    A  stove  tree,  growing  to the  height  of  20  ft.,  and  producing  yellow,  flowers.   A  native  of  Sumatra.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3473  1016/  Pi'eris  D.  Don.  (A  general  appellation  of  the  muses,  Pierides.)  jap6nica  D.  Don.    Ericaceae.  Noi 5945. in  p. 360. 
3474  943a  Pipta'nthus  Suit.  (Pipto,  to  fall,  anthos,  flower ;  soon  falling  off.)  nepalensis  Swt.   Leg.  Pap.  Soph. No.  5680.  in  p.  342. 
3475  1416  Piptathe'rom  Beauv.  (Pipto,  to  fall,  ather,  an  awn.)  Graminacea?.   Nos.  931,  932,  and 933.  in  p.  52. 
3476  10606  Pistori'nia  Dec." (Pistron,  a  cup ;  affinity  to  Cotyledon.)  hispanica  Dec.   Crassulacea?.   No.  6416.  in 

p.  382. 3477  *280c  Pla'oera  Rox.  (Pladaros,  aboundingin  juice.)  virgata  Rox.  Gentianaceae.    An  East  Indian  biennial, producing  red  flowers.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3478  *1565y  Plagio'lobum  Swt.  (Plagios,  transverse,  lobos,  a  pod.)  tlicifblium  Swt.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.  Hovea flicifolia  Can.  A  genus  of  ornamental  blue-flowered  New  Holland  shrubs ;  may  be  increased  by  cuttings, and  grown  in  sandy  peat. 
3479  *1294g  Platyca'rpom  Kth.  (Platys,  broad,  karpos,  seed-pod.)  orinoclnse  Kth.  Bignoniaceae.   A  tree,  attaining the  heightof  20  ft.,  and  producing  pale  rose-coloured  flowers.    Introduced  in  1813. 
3480  *1464a  Platychi'lum  Delau.  (Platys,  broad,  cheilos,  lip ;  corolla.)  Celsidnum  Her.  am.  Leff. 

Pap.  Lot.  Gen.  Gompholobium  Celsidnum  Hort.  A  yellow-flowered  New  Holland  shrub,  which thrives  in  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3481  462c  Platyco^don  A.  Dec.  (Platys,  broad,  kodon,  a  bell.)  grandiflora  A.Dec.   Campanuliceas.   No.  2647.  in 

p.  164. 3482  673d"  Platyspe'rmum  Hqfin.  (Platys,  broad,  sperma,  seed.)  pulcherrimum  Koch.   Umbelliiceae.   No.  3527., also  No.  3521. 
3483  1557a  Platy/stylis  Swt.  (Platys,  broad,  stylis,  style.)  sessilifblia  Swt.   Leg.  Pap.  Vic.   No.  10335.  in  p.  618. 
3484  *938a  Ple'ea  Mx.  (Pleias, the  seven  stars;  flowers.)  tenuifolia  Mx.    Juncacea?.    A  curious  little  brown- flowered  bog  plant.   Introduced  from  Carolina  in  1824. 
3485  1029d  Plero^ma  D.  Don.  (Pleroma,  fulness  ;  cells  of  capsule.)  ...       .  Melastomaces.   Nos.  6018.  and 6019.  in  p.  364.,  also  Nos.  5430.  5434.  and  5436.  in  p.  318. 
3486  6656  Pleurospe'rmum  Hqfm.  (Pleuron,  a  rib,  sperma,  seed.)  austrlacum  Hofnu  Umbellaceae.   No.  3686.  in 

p.  220. 3987   1603a  Poco'ck/a  Ser.  (Rd.  Pococke,  a  traveller  in  the  Levant.)  cretica  Ser.   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Trif.   No.  10776. in  p.  640. 
3488  594c  Poda'nthes  Haw.  (Potts,  a  foot,  anthos,  a  flower.)  .    .       .   .  (Asclepiaceae.)   Nos.  3308.  to  3314.  in 

p.  200. 3489  *8566  Podo'pterus  Kth.  (Pons,  a  foot,  pteris,  a  wing.)  mexicanus  Kth.  Polygonaceae.  An  ornamental  green- house undershrub.   Introduced  in  1825. 
3490  *        Podothe'ca  Cass.  (Potts,  foot,  theca,  sheath;  stalks  of  achenia.)  angustifblia  Cass.   Comp.  Sencc. Podosperma  angustifblia  Lab.  A  curious  yellow-flowered  annual.  Introduced  in  1837. 
3491  * 1282a  Pogoste'mon  Deijf.  (Pogon,  a  beard,  stemon,  a  stamen.)  plectrantholdes  Desf.  Labiaceae.  A  little  white- flowered  half-hardy  undershrub.   It  may  readily  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  sandy  peat. 
3492  *1464»  Poire'  Tia  Ven.  (J.  L.  M.  Poiret,  editor  of  Encyc.  Botanique.)  scandens  Ven.    Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh. 

Turpim'a  punctata  Pers.  Glycine  punctata  W.  A  stove  climber.  Introduced  from  Caraccas  in 1823. 
3493  1030a  Poi'VBEa  Com.  (N.  Poj'itc,  intendant  of  the  Mauritius  in  1766.)  coccinea  Dec.    Corabretacea?.  Nos. 5562,  and  5563. 
3494  1097a  Polani'sia  Rafi.  (Poly,  very  much,  anisos,  unequal;  stamens?).       .       .  Capparidacea?.  Nos.  9323, 9324,  and  9325.  in  p.  558. 
3495  21296  Polli'nnj  Spr.  (Cyrus  Pollini,  prof,  at  Verona.)     .   .   .    .  Graminaceaa.   Nos.  14208.  and  14211. 
3496  *1692a  Poly'pteris  Nut.  (Polys,  many,  pteron,  a  wing.)  integrifdlia  Nut.   Comp.  Heliantheae.  Hymenopappug integrifblius  Spr. 
3497  14956  Poly'spora  Swt.  (Polys,  many,  spora,  seed ;  fruit.)  axillaris  Swt:   Ternstrcemiacea;.  No.  9956.  in 

p.  596. 3498  540c  PoMBA'Lm  Van.  (Marquis  de  Pmribal,  a  Portuguese  statesman.)  Ituba  Ging.    Violaceae.    No.  3072. in  p.  188. 
3499  *3876  Pora  na  Brm.  (Poreno,  to  journey  ;  extension  of  branches.)  volubilis  Brm.    Convolvulaceas.  An  East 

Indian  white-flowered  twiner,  attaining  the  height  of  50  ft.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3500  *693a  Poranthe'ra  Rud.  (Poros,  a  pore,  anthera,  an  anther.)  ericifolia  Bud  A  curious  little white-flowered  New  Holland  undershrub.    Introduced  in  1824. 
3501  *880a  Porlie'rg  R.  &  P.  (P.  Antoine  Porlier,  a  Spanish  promoter  of  botany.)  hygrom£trica  Fl.  Per.  Zvgophyl- lacea?.  An  ornamental  undershrub,  a  native  of  Peru,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820.  The  plant 

thrives  in  a  mixture  of  sandy  loam  and  peat. 
3502  *2134a  Potamo'phila  R.  Br.  (Potamos,  river,  phileo,  to  love.)  parviflora  R.  Br.  Graminaceas. 
3503  *10594  Poupa'rtia  Com.  (Called  Bois  de  Poupart,  by  inhabitants  of  Bourbon.)  borbonica  Lam.  Terebinthd- 

cese.   A  purple-flowered  timber  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  40  ft.    Introduced  in- 1825. 
3504  *1311a  Pre'mna  L.  (Premnon,  a  stump  of  a  tree  ;  trunk.)  reticulata  J.    VerbenSceas.    Introduced  from Jamaica  in  1819 ;  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  sandy  loam. 
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1630  Prena'nthes  L.  (Prenes,  drooping,  anthos,  flower.)  muralis  L.,  Mycdlis  angulbsa  Cass. ;  AleracifbliaZ., Phaecasium  iapsanoides  Cass.  Comp.  Cich. 
3505  *411e  Presto'ioVi  R.Br.  (.Or.  C.  Preston,  a  correspondent  of  Ray.)  tomentbsa  jB.  Br.  ApocyniJceae.  Ajenus'of stove  twiners,  which  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrive  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3506  1565a  Pkiestle>Y£c  Dec.  (M.  Priestley,  a  physiological  botanist.)  Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.  Nos.  10428. to  18434.  in  p.  624, 
3507  463a  Pbismatooa'rpus  Herit.  {Prisma,  a  prism,  karpos,  fruit.)  nitidus  Herit.    Campanul     No.  2694.,  also 2693.  2695,  2696,  2697,  and  2698. 
3508  *1962a  Pro^cris  Com.  (The  wife  of  Cephalus.)  punctata  Ham.    Urticacea?.   An  uninteresting  green-house perennial,  producing  green  flowers  in  July  and  August.   A  native  of  Nepal.   Introduced  in  1820. 
3509  *228a  Proserpina'ca  L.  (Proserpo,  to  creep.)  palustris  L.    Halorageae.    A  curious  white-flowered  annual aquatic.   A  native  of  Canada.    Introduced  in  1818. 

162  Psa'mma  Beauv.  (Psammos,  sand ;  its  place  of  growth.)  arenaria  Beauv.   Graminacese.  Ammbphila arenaria  Hort. 
3510  1548/  Psophoca'rpu8  Neck.  (Psophos,  a  sound,  karpos,  a  fruit.).jtetragon61obus  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Phas.  No. 10276. in  616. • 
3511  *1439a  Psychivne  Desf.  (Psyche,  a  butterfly ;  wing  of  seed.)  styldsa  Desf.    Cruci&ceae.   Thlaspi  Psychlne  W. An  uninteresting  annual,  a  native  of  the  South  of  Europe.   Introduced  in  1818. 
3512  *300a  Pteli'dium  '.Thou.  (Diminutive  of  ptelea,  an  elm.)  ovatum  Thou.   Celastracese.    Ptelea  ovata Lou., Serfngia  ovata  Spr.  An  evergreen  shrub,  a  native  of  Madagascar,  and  was  introduced  in  1818.  It  is 

increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  sandy  peat  and  loam. 
3513  261c  Pteroce'phalhs  Fail.  (Pteron,  wing,  kephale,  head ;  seeds.)  Dipsaceae.  Nos.  1559,  1560, and  1561.  in  p.  90. 
3514*       Pteroste'gia  P.  %  M.  (Pteron,  wing,  stegos,  covering ;  involucre  winged.)  drymarioldes.F.  %M.  Polygo- nacea?.   An  annual. 
3515  *1788a  Ptiloste^phium  Kth.  (Ptilon,  feather,  siephos,  crown  ;  pappus.)  eoronopifijlium  Kth.    Comp.  Helian. A  genus  of  curious  yellow-flowered  tender  annuals,  natives  of  Mexico. 
3516  642a  Ptycho'tis  Koch.  (Ptyche,  a  plait,  ous,  an  ear;  petals.)  /rmmoldes  £.   Umbellacea?.   No.  3581.  in  p.  214. 
3517  1464/  PuBRA^Ria  Dec.  (AT.  M.  N.  Puerari,  Prof,  at  Copenhagen.)  tuber6sa  Dec.     Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Clit.  No. 10578.  in  p.  632. 
3518  *246a  Qua'drso  R.  &  P.  (Antoine  de  la  Quadra,  a  Spanish  cultivator.)  heterophylla  R.  %  P.  Proteaceae. Guevlna  .4vell£na  Mol.  An  evergreen  green-house  tree,  attaining  the  height  of  40  ft.  A  native  of Chile.    Introduced  in  1826. 
3519  *20c  Q.ua'lea  Aub.  (Name  given  to  the  tree  by  the  Indians  of  Guiana.)  j/iolacea  Mart.   VochySceae.  A Brazilian  tree.    Introduced  in  1824. 
3520  711i°  Que'lti'o  Haw.    (Nicholas  Le  Quelt  j  discoverer  of  original  species.)  Amaryllacea?. No.  4035.  in  p.  240. 
3521  533J  RASPA^Lia  Brong.  (Raspail,  a  French  botanist.)  microphylla  Brong.    Bruniaiceae.   No.  2998.  in  p.  184, 3522  1800a  Ratab?da  Raf.  (Meaning  unknown.)  columnaris  Raf.   Compbsita?.   No.  12462.  in  p.  730. 
3523  *1355a  Rehma'nnia Libosch.  (An  unexplained  name.)  chinensis  Fis.   Scrophulariaceae.   Gerardi'a  glutinbsa Bunge.   A  curious  dingy-flowered  perennial.   Introduced  in  1835. 
3524  *14G4i  REQuis'Nt'a  Dec.  (M.  Requien,  of  Avignon,  a  French,  botanist.)  obcordata"  Dec.   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen. Podalyria  obcordata  Lam.  A  stove  shrub,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  July.  Introduced  from 

Senegal  in  1825. 
3525  *200a  Rhabdo'chloa  Beam.  (Rhabdos,  a  twig,  chloa,  grass.)  virgata  Beauv.  Graminacese.  Cynosiirus  virgitus L.    Chlbris  noaeformis  Humb.   A  pretty  annual  grass,  introduced  from  the  West  Indies  in  1820. 
3526  1818a  Rhapo'ntica  Dec.  (Rha,  rhubarb,  Ponticus,  ofPontus.)  scaribsa  Dec.   Comp.  Card.   No.  12612.,  also 12538. 
3527  *1157a  Rhee^dki  L.  (Henr.  van  Rhecde  van  Draakenstein,  patron  of  botany.)  javanica  Hort.    GuttScess.  An evergreen  stove  tree,  introduced  in  1826.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture  of 

sandy  loam  and  peat. 
3528  7696  Rhipidode'ndron  W.  (Rhipis,  a  fan,  dendron,  a  tree.)  plicatile  Haw.    Hemerocallficeae.   No.  4473.  in 

p.  264. 3529  1553a  Rhyncho'sia Lou.  (Rhynchos,  beak;  keel.)  .        .        .   Leg.  Pap.  Phas.    Nos.  10298. 10301,  10302. 10304,  10305.  10309.  and  10311.  in  p.  618. 
3530  8G9a  RiCHA'RDia  Kth.  (L.  C.  Richard,  an  eminent  Fr.  bot.)  tethi6pica  Kth.   Aracea?.   No.  5069.  in  p.  298. 
3531  +833  Richardso'niVi  Kth.  (Rich.  Richardson,  an  Engl,  bot.)  scabra  Kth.    Rubiacea?.  •  No.  4936.  in  p.  288. 
3532  1086a  RiCHiE'a  R.  Br.  (Mr.  Richie,  a  traveller,  died  at  Tripoli,  1820.)  fragrans  R.  Br.    Capparidaceae.  No. 6601.  in  p.  396. 
3533  1456a  RiEDLEVa  Ven.  (M.  Riedle,  accompanied  Capt.  Baudin  round  the  world.)  ...  Byttneriaceae. Nos.  9386.  and  9387.  p.  564. 
3534  *336a  Rl'NDERa  Pal.  (Rinder,  dean  of  medicine  in  Moscow.)  laevigata  R.  $  S.    Boraginacea?.    R.  tetraspis Pal.  Cynoglossum  Rlndera.  Pal.  An  ornamental  perennial,  producing  red  flowers.  Introduced from  Siberia  in  1818. 
3535  *2129a  Ripi'dium  Trin.  (Rhipidium,  little  fan ;  applicat.  not  evident.)  Ravenna?  Trin.  Graminacese.  Erianthus Ravenna;  Beauv. 
3536  *786c  Ripo'gonum  Forst.  (Ripos,  a  flexile  twig,  gonos,  a  shoot)  album  R.  Br.  Smiliicese.  A  perennial  climber, a  native  of  New  Holland.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3537  *10">9e  Robe'rgiYi  Schreb.  (Laurent  Roberg,  prof.  med.  at  Upsal.)  frutescens  .W.    Terebinthacea?.    It  prc-r -duces  white  flowers.   A  native  of  Guiana,  and  was  introduced  in  1823. 
3538  1641a  RoDi'Gt'a  Spr.  (Rodig,  a  friend  of  Sprengel's.)  Comp.  Cich.   Nos.  11310.  and  11313. 3539  993a  RoE'r-ERa  Lindl.  (J.  Roeper,  author  of  Monograph  of  German  and  Hungarian  Euphorbiaceae.)  aurantlaca Lindl.  Zygophyllaceaj. 
3540  756a  Ro'HDEa  Roth.  (Mich.  Rohde,  of  Bremen,  in  Germany.)  japonica  Roth.   Aracese.   No.  4319.  in  p.  256. 
3541  *184a  Rostra'ria  Trin.  (Rostrum,  a  beak.)  pubescens  Trin.    Graminacea?.   ifrbmus  dactylbldes  Roth, Dfictylis  pfingens  Horn.  An  European  annual  grass.  Introduced  in  1820. 
3542  1521a  Rudo'lphjVi  W.  (W.  J.  H.  Rudolph,  a  botanist  of  Jena.)  dubia  Ham.    Leg.  Pap.  Phas.    No.  10308.  in 

p.  618. 
3543  *5296  Ru'YSCH/a  Jac.  (F.  Ruysch,  M.D.,  a  celebrated  Dutch  anatomist.)  clxxsuefblia  Jac.  Marcgraaviacea?. A  native  of  the  West  Indies,  and  was  introduced  in  1823.    It  produces  purple  flowers. 
3544  *9S8a  Sandcricvm  Cav.  Sandal  Tree.  (Santoor,  the  aboriginal  name.)  indicum  Cav.    Meliacea?.   A  West 

Indian  timber  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  40  ft.,  and  producing  white  flowers.  Introduced  in 
1820. 

3545  *583a  Sarco'lobits  R.  Br.  (Sarx,  flesh,  lobos,  a  pod.)  globbsus  R.  Br.  Asclepiitcea?.    A  white-flowered  East Indian  twiner,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  16  ft.    Introduced  in  1823. 
3546  *1212e  SAuaAu'Ja  W.  (Saurauio,  a  Spanish  botanist  ?)  excelsa  W.   Ternstrcemiaceae.  A  shrub,  a  native  of Caraccas.  Introduced  in  1820,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 

1041  Saxi'fbaga  L.  (Saxum,  stone,  frango,  to  break ;  medical  qualities.)  ...        .  Saxifragaceae. 
Leibgyne  species  Don.   Nos.  6072.  6080.  6083, 6084,  and  6085.  ' 

3547  182a  Schedono'hus  Beauv.  (Schedon,  near  to,  oros,  a  mountain.)  Graminaceae.  Nos.  1091.1099. 1101,  1102.  1108,  1109.  and  1111.  in  p.  62. 
3548  *7866  Schelha'mmer«  R.  Br.  (C.  C.  Schelhammer,  prof,  at  Jena.)  undulata  R.  Br.  MelantMceae.    A  small evergreen  purple-flowered  herbaceous  plant,  a  native  of  New  Holland.   Introduced  in  1824. 
3549  71U  Schisa'nthes  Haw.  (Schixo,  to  cut,  anthos,  a  flower;  petals.)  .   .   .   .  Amaryllacea?.  Nc-.  4010.  in  p.  240. 
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3550  *673i  Schizome'ria  D.  Don..  (Schizo,  to  cut,  men's, ,part;  cut  petals.)  ovata  D.  Don.    Araliacea?.  A  white* flowered  New  Holland  shrub.    Introduced  in  1825. 
3551  f882  ScHMiDE'Li'a  L.  (C.  C.  Schmidel,  prof.  bot.  acad.  of  Erlang.)  .       .   .      Sapindaceae.   Nos.  5099.  and 5100.  in  p.  302. 
3552  766  ScHMi'DT/a  Trat.  {Schmidt,  a  German  botanist.)  sdbtilia  l'rat.    Graminacea;.    Coleanthus  stibtilis R.  $S. 
3553  *647a  Schu'ltziYi  Spr.  (M.  Schultz,  a  celeb.  Germ,  bo  tan.)  crinlta  Spr.   Umbellacese.   SIson  crinltum  Pall. An  uninteresting  umbelliferous  biennial,  a  native  of  Siberia,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818. 
3554  696a  Sciodaphy'llum  Br.  (Skiodes,  shady,  phyUon,  leaf.)  digitatum  G.  Don.    Araliicea?.    No.  3863.  in 

p.  230. 3555  311c  Scopovli/i  Jac.  (G.  A.  Scopoli,  celebrated  professor  of  botany,  died  1789.)  carniolica  Jac.  Solanacea?. No.  2188.  in  p.  136. 
3556  *2153a  SEAFO'RTza  R.  Br.  {Francis  Lord  Seaforth,  a  botanical  patron.)  elegans  R.  Br.  Palmaceae.  An  orna- mental palm.  Iutroduced  from  New  Holland  in  1822. 
3557  *20236  SExcHiun'£r.  Choko.  (Sekizo,  to  fatten  ;  given  to  hogs.)  edule  Br.  CucurbitSceaa.   SIcyos  edulis  Jac. 3658   1577a  Securi'gera  Dec.  (Securis,  hatchet,  gero,  to  bear ;  pods.)  Coronllla  Dec.  Leg.  Fap.  Hed.  Cor.  No. 10504. in  p.  628. 
3559  1427a  Senebie'eo  Poir.  (J.  de  Senebier,  o(~ Geneva,  a  vegetable  physiologist.)  Cor6nopus  Poir.  Cruciacess. No.  9207.  in  p.  550. 
3560  17416  Seneci'llis  Gae.  (Diminutive  of  Senecio  ?)..•-.    .   .  Comp.  Jacob.   No.  12132.  in  p.  714. iJ561  *10566  SeSthio  Kth.  (S.  Sethi,  writer  on  culinary  vegetables.)  Indica  Dec.  Erythroxylese.  Erytnr6xyIon  mon6 gynum  Box.  An  East  Indian  timber  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  40  ft.,  and, producing  yellow flowers.   Introduced  in  1824. 
3562  6696  Sila'us  Bes,  (A  name  used  by  Pliny.)  pratensis  Bes.    Umbellaceas.   No.  3G30.,  also  No.  3599. 
3563  669a  Si'ler  Sco.  (Salio,  to  shoot  up  ;   quick  growth.)  trilobum  Sco.    Umbellaceae.    No.  3704.  Zaser- pttium  aquilegifdlium  Spr. 
3564  *10026  Sima"baHA.  (Its name  in  Guiana.)  guianensis  Aub.    Simarubaceas.    Zwingera  amara  W.  A  white. flowered  stove  shrub.  Introduced  in  1826. 
3565  1 002a  SistAROyDA  Aub.  (Simarouba,  its  name  hi  Guiana.)  officinalis  Dec.   Simarubacea?.   No.  5901.  in  p.354. 
3566  *2376  Sl'MS/a  B,  Br.  (John  Sims,  M.  D.,  an  English  botanist.)  anethifblia  R.  Br.   Proteacea?.    A  small shrub,  growing  about  1  ̂  ft.  high.    A  native  of  New  Holland,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1825. 
3567  *2034a  Sipho^nia  Rich.  (Siphon,  a  pipe;  use  of  exudation,  Indian  rubber.)  Cahuchu  Rich.  Euphorbi2cea>. Hevia  guianensis  Aub.  S.  elastica  Pert.  Jatropha  elastica  L:  A  stove  shrub.  Introduced  from Guiana  in  1823. 
3568  »1215a  SMEATHMA'NNia  Sol.  (Smeathmann,  an  African  traveller.)  laevigata  Sol.    Passifloraceae.    A  shrub,  a native  of  Sierra  Leone,  producing  its  white  flowers  in  February  and  March.    Introduced  in  1822. 
35C9  *1431a  SoBOLEw'sKia  Bieb.  (G.  Sobolewski,  a  Russian  bot.)  lithophila Bieb.  Ciuciaceae.    Crambe  macrocirpa Bieb.  An  uninteresting  white-flowered  biennial.    Introduced  from  Iberia  in  1824. 
3570  15476  SO*JA  Moeu.  (Stfa,  its  name  in  Japan.)  hlspida  Moen.  Leg.  Pap.  Vic.   No.  10289.  in  p.  616. 
3571  5406  So'LEa  Ging.  (  W.  Sole,  author  of  an  essay  on  genus  Mentha.)  c6ncolor  Ging.    Violaceae.    No.  3055.  ia 

p.  186 3572  *21596  Sorindei'a  Thou.  (Meaning  unknown.)  madagascariensis  Thou.    Terebinthacese.    A  purple-flowered. stove  shrub,  growing  to  the  height  of  8  ft. ;  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of 
peat  and  loam. 

3573  5426  Soula'ngiVi  Brong.  (Soulange-Bodin,  a  nurseryman,  near  Paris.)  Rhamnacea?.   Nos.  3080. 3084,  3085.  and  3387. 
3574  *1332a  Spartotha'mnus  Cun.  (Spartos,  broom,  thamnos,  a  shrub;  habit.)  ./finceus  Cun.   MyoporJcess.  An ornamental  shrub,  producing  its  white  flowers  in  August  and  September.  It  is  a  native  of  New 

Holland,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1819. 
3575  12941?  Spatho'dea  Beauv.  [Spathe,  sheath  ;  flower  sheathed  at  base.)  uncata  Spr.   Bignoniacea?.   Nos.  8537. 8552,  and  8553. 
3576  4636  Specula'ria  F.  #  M.  (From  the  ancient  name  Speculum  Veneris.)  ...      .  Campanuteceae,  Nos. 2695, 2696,  2697,  and  2698. 
3577  *1056c  Spergula'strom  Mx.  (From  similarity  to  Spfrgula.)  lanuginosum  Ux.  Caryophyllilceae.  MicropStalon lanuginbsum  Pers.  A  curious  little  perennial,  producing  its  purplish- white  flowers  in  June  and  July. Introduced  from  North  America  in  1821. 
3578  *83e  Sperma'xyron  £a6.  (Sperma,  a  seed,  zyron,  acute.)  strictum  Dec.   Olacacese.    A  New  Holland  shrub. Introduced  in  1820. 
3579  14726   Sphjera'lcea  Hil.  (Sphaira,  a  globe,  alcea,  marsh-mallow.)  .  Malvaceae.   Nos.  9758, 9759, 9760,  and  9761. 
3580  *1573a  Sph-krosphy'sa  Dec.  (Sphaira,  sphere,  physa,  bladder  ;  pods.)  caspica  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gal. Phaca  salsula  Bieb.,  Colutea  caspica  Bieb.  An  ornamental  perennial,  producing  its  red  flowers  in 

July  and  August.    Introduced  from  Siberia  in  1818. 
3581  *1620a  Sphjsroste'ma  Blume  (Sphaira,  globe,  sterna,  stigma.)  propfnquum  Blume.    Anonacere.    An  orna- mental yellow-flowered  stove  twiner.   Introduced  from  Nepal  in  1828. 
3582  *         Sph^rosti'gma  F.  S;  M.  (Sphaira,  a  globe,  stigma,  a  stigma.)  hlrta  F.  %  M.    Onagrdceae.    A  curious ?  biennial.   Introduced  from  Russia  in  1836,  and  produces  its  yellow  flowers  in  August  and  September. 
3583  *421a  Sphenode'sme  Jack.  (Sphenoo,  to  wedge  up,  desme,  fascicle;  flws.  by  bracteas.)  pentandra  Jack.  Verbe- nacex.   An  ornamental  East  Indian  climber.   Introduced  in  1823. 
3584  1722a  Spira'lepis  D.  Don.  (Speira,  a  spire,  lepis,  a  scale;  twisted.)  Comp.  Vein.    Nos.  11774. 11776,  and  11777. 
3585  »520a  Spiranthe'ba  St.  Hil.  (Speira,  spiral,  anthera,  an  anther.)  odoratissima  St.  Hil.   Rutacesa.  Terpnan- thus  ./asminodbrus  Nees.  Reddish  white  flowers.  A  native  of  Brazil,  and  was  introduced  in  1823. 
3886    533«  Staa'viVi  Thuu.  (Martin  Staaf,  a  correspondent  of  Linnasus's)  ciliata  Brong.  Bruniiceae.  No.  3004.  in 

p.  184. 3587  •904a'  Stadma'nnio  Lam.  (M.  Sladmann,  a  botanical  traveller.)  austriilis  jR.  Br.    Sapindacea?.    A  tree, attaining  the  height  of3  Oft.  A  native  of  New  Holland.  Introduced  in  1823,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture 
of  sandy  loam  and  peat. 

3588  *14246  Stanle'yo  Nut.  (Edwd.  Ld.  Stanley,  F.R.S.,  V.  P.  of  Lin.  Soc.)  pinnattfida  Nut.  CruciScese.  Clebme pinnata  Ph.  An  ornamental  half-hardy  perennial,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  in  June  and  July.  It is  a  native  of  Louisiana,  and  was  introduced  in  1816. 
3589  *1464g  Stauroca'nthus  Lk.  (Stauros,  cross,  akantha,  spine.)  aphyllus  Lk.   Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.    ETlex  mltis 

Host,  U.  genistoldes  Brot.    A  hardy  yellow-flowered  evergreen  shrub.  Introduced  from  Spain  in  1823. 
3590  *1431e  Steri'gma  Dec.  (Sterigma,  a  support ;  stamens  joined  at  base.)  tomentbsum  Dec.  Cruciaceae.  Cheirin- thus  tomentbsus  W.   A  genus  of  curious  yellow. flowered  biennials. 
3591  *1386a  Steve*njVi  Adams  ( C.  Steven,  a  Russian  botanist. )  alyssotdes  Fis.    Crucificese.   An  uninteresting  little annual,  producing  white  flowers  from  May  to  July.  A  native  of  Siberia,  whence  it  was  introduced  in 

1824. 
8.'i92   1320a  Stre'ptium  Box.  (Streptos,  twisted  ;  spiral  tube  of  corolla.)  asperum  Box.   Verbenaceae.    No.  8676. in  p.  520. 

fl495  Stua'rtio  Cav.  (John  Stuart,  Marquess  of  Bute,  a  distingished  botanist.)  virglnica  Dec.  Ternstrccmi. acea;.   No.  9949.  in  p.  592. 
3593  *588a  Styla'ndra  Nut.  (Stylos,  a  column,  aner,  a  man  ;  anthers.)  pumila  Nut.    Asclepiiceae.  Podostigma 

pubescens  Spr. 
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3694    2616  Succi'sa  VaS.  (Succistis,  lopped;  appearance  of  roots.)  pratensis  Jlfoen.  Dipsaeeae.  No.  1563.,  and  also Nos.  1549.  to  1558. 
3595  *1198a  Swa'rtzjo  W.  (OlofSwartx,  a  celebrated  botanist.)  pinnata  W.  Leg.  Swartzieae.    A  white-flowered stove  shrub.   Introduced  from  Trinidad  in  1820. 
3596  *1546a  SweeViVi  Dec.  (Robert  Sweet,  F.L.S.,  author  of  several  botanical  periodicals.)  longifblia  Dec.  Leg.  Pap. 

Phas.  Galega  longifblia  Jac.  A  genus  of  ornamental  purple-flowered  stove  twiners.  They  may  be 
increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  sandy  peat. 

3597  *1985A  Sy\agru«  Mart.  (The  first  who  wrote  the  Trojan  war  in  verse.)  cocoldes  Mart.   Palmtceae.  A  palm 
attaining  the  height  of  20  ft.   Introduced  from  Brazil  in  1824. 

3598  *463a  Symphia'ndra  A.  Dec.  (Symphyo,  to  grow  together,  aner,  anther.)  -pendulaA.  Dec  Campanulacea?. Campanula  pendula  Bieb. 
3599  *284a  Sympie  za  Lich.  (Sympiexo,  to  press  together.)  capitellata  Lich.   Ericaceae.  Blae'rta  bracteata  Wall. An  ornamental  Cape  shrub.  Introduced  in  1812. 
3600  252a  Symploca'rpus  Nut.  (Symploke,  connexion,  karpos,  fruit.)  foe'tidus  Nut.    Ariiceae.  No.  1504.  in  p.  88. 
3601  892m  Syringo'dba  D.  Don.  (Syrigx.  a  reed  or  pipe ;  corolla  long  tubular.)  vestlta  D.  Don.  Ericaceae. Type,  No.  5184.  in  p.  306. 
3602  1122a  Syzy'gium  Gae.  (Zuxygium,  its  aboriginal  name.)  caryophyllifolium  Dec.  Myrtacese.   No.  6984,  also 6968.  and  6982. 
3603  *986a  Tachyga'lia  Aub.  (Tachygali,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  bfjuga  Dec-  Leg.  Ctes.  Cass.    A  Brazilian  tree, growing  about  20  ft.  high.    Introduced  in  1822. 
3604  1459c  Tacso'nia  J.  (Tacso,  its  name  in  Peru.)  pedunculitis  Pert.  Passiflorilceae.  No.  9428.  in  p.  366. 
3605  762«  Talie^ra  Mart.  (Its  aboriginal  name.)  bengalensis  Spr.  Palnutceaj.   No.  4358.  in  p.  258. 
3606  *886a  Tale'sia  Aub.  ( Toulichi,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  guianensis  Aub.    Sapindaceae.  An  ornamental  red- flowered  shrub,  introduced  in  1824,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3607  13286  Tamo*ma  Aub.  (Tamone,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  curassavica  Swz.   VerbenSceas.   No.  472. m  p.  26. 
3608  *1336a  Tanje'cium  Sum.  (Tanaekes,  stretched  out ;  stem.)  pinnatum  W.    Solanaceae.   A  genus  of  little  white- flowered  annuals,  natives  of  Siberia. 
3609  *1430«  Tausch^Vi  Fis.  (Sign.F.  Tausch,  prof,  at  Prague.)  Iasiocarpa  Fit.  Cruciaceas. 
3610  1580/  Tavernie'R(1  Dec.  (J.  B.  Tavernier,  an  Eastern  traveller.)  nummularia  Dec.    Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh. //edysarum  nummularifdlium  Dec. 
3611  17976  Tele^kia  Baam.  (Not  explained.)  speciosa  Bautn.   Comp.  Helian.   No.  12433.  in  p.  630. 
3612  657a  Teno'rm  Spr.  {M.  Tenore,  professor  of  botany  at  Naples.)  Umbellalceas.    Nos.  3650.  to 3655.  in  p.  218. 
3613  *1 175a  Ternstrcb ?uia  L.  (M.  Ternstrcem,  a  Swedish  naturalist.)  brevipes  Dec.  Terastrceniuiceae.  A  genus  of 

stove  shrubs,  growing  about  6  ft.  high,  are  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrive  in  a  good  sandy  loam. 
3614  *2061a  Tetra'bium  Lou.  ( Tetradion,  a  quaternion ;  fructification.)  trichotomum  Lou.  Terebinthaceae.  Brucea trich6toma  Spr.  A  tree  growing  to  the  height  of  20  ft.  Introduced  from  China  in  1820,  and  thrives 

in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3615  288a  Tbtramevhium  Gae.  (Tetra,  four,  merion,  subdivision ;  fruit.)  odoraUssimum  Gae.    Ruliacete.  .No. 2805.  in  p.  170. 
3616  *209a  Tstrapo'gon  Detf.  (Tetra,  four, pogon,  a  beard.)  villdsus  De^.  Graminaceae.  A  curious  annual  grass. Introduced  from  Barbary  in  1818. 
3617  *       Tetrapo'ma  Taurex.  {Tetra,  four,  poma,  a  cover;  capsule  4-valved.)  barbareae/dtfum  Taurez.  Cruciafiea?. An  uninteresting  yellow-flowered  biennial.  Introduced  in  1834. 
3618  *10556  Tetra'pteris  Cav.  ( Tetra,  four,  pteron,  a  wing  ;  capsule.)  duxifdlia  Cav.   Malpighi&ceae.  Tri6pterig 6uxifolia  W.  A  stove  shrub,  a  native  of  St.  Domingo.  It  produces  yellow  flowers,  may  be  increased  by 

cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam.   Introduced  in  1822. 
3619  2046c  Thamnocho'rtus  Berg-  (Thamnos,  shrub,  chortos,  grass  ;  habit.)  dichotomus  R.  Br.  Restiaceae.  No. 13826.  in  p.  828. 
3620  1495c  The'' a  L.  (Tcha,  the  Chinese  name  for  tea.)  Camelliacese.  Nos.  9951.  and  9952.  in  p.  S94. 3621  *411d  Thena'rdiVj  Kth.  (M.  Thenard,  a  distinguished  French  chemist.)  floribunda  Kth.  Apocynaceae.  A blue-flowered  stove  twiner,  introduced  from  Mexico  in  1823,  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  requires to  be  grown  in  a  mixture  of  peat  and  loam. 
3622  1480a  Thespb'sia  Corr.  (Thespesiot,  divine;  planted  about  tropical  churches.)  poptilnea  Corr.  Malvaceas. No.  9812.  in  p.  586. 
3623  *8866  Thoui'nio  Poit.  (And.  Thouin,  of  the  Jardin  des  Plantes,  Paris.)  pinnata  Turp.  Sapindaceae.   A  white- flowered  shrub,  a  native  of  New  Spain.    Introduced  in  1823. 
3624  6626  Thyssbli'num  Hofm.  (Thyo,  to  burn,  telinon,  parsley ;  acrid.)  palustre  Hqfin.  Umbellacese.  No.  3669. in  p.  220. 
3625  *20856  Tiliaco'RA  Col.  (Tiliakora,  its  name  in  Bengal.)  racemosa  C«Z.   Menispermaceas.  Menispermum  poly- carpon  Rot.  A  stove  climber,  attaining  the  height  of  20  ft.  A  native  of  the  East  Indies.  Introduced in  1800. 
3626  *1352a  Tittma'nnm  Rchb.  (Tittmann,  a  man's  name.)  ovata  Rchb.   Scrophulariaceae.   Hornemannia  ovata Lk.  A  pretty  little  red-flowered  trailing  annual,  a  native  of  the  Society  Isles,  whence  it  was  Intro- duced in  1816. 
3627  *1029e  TdccfcA  Aub.  (Tococo,  its  name  in  Guiana.)  Aubletet  D.  Don.  Melastomace.  Melastoraa  phys6phora Vahl.  A  genus  separated  by  Prof.  Don  from  Mel&stoma.  T.  Aubletit  has  pale  red  flowers,  and  was introduced  from  Guiana  in  1826. 
3628  *485a  Tocoye"na  Aub.  (Its  name  in  Guiana.)  longifldra  Aub.   Rubiaceae.   Meriana  specidsa  W.   An  orna- jnenfal  yellow-flowered  shrub,  a  native  of  Guiana.    Introduced  in  1826. 
3629  *83a  Tonsb'LLA  Vahl.  (Ravoua-tonteUe,  a  Caribe  name.)  scandens  Vahl.   Hippocraceae.   A  green- flowered stove  climber,  introduced  from  Guiana  in  1824. 
3630  *6596  Trachyme'ne  Rud.  (Trachys,roagh,  hymen,  membrane;  Involucre.)  linearis  Spr.  Umbelliceas.  A  genus of  curious  shrubs,  natives  of  New  Holland.  They  may  be  increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  sandy 

peat  soil. 
3631  635a  raA'GiUM  Spr.  (Tragos,  a  goat ;  odour.)  Anlsum  L.   Umbellacese.  No.  3562.  in  p.  212. 
3632  921a  Tragopy'rum  Bieb.  Goat's  Wheat.  (Tragot,  a  goat,  pyros,  wheat.)  Polygonaceae.  Nos. 5579.  and  5593. 
3633  *2108c  TRE'wi'a  L.  (C.J.  Trew,  of  Nuremberg,  botanical  author.)  nudiflbraZ.    Euphorbiiiceae.    T.  macro- phylla  Roth.   A  stove  shrub  growing  to  the  height  of  6  ft.   Introduced  from  the  East  Indies  in  1796. 
3634  172a  Trich^'ta  Beauv.  ( Treis,  three,  c/uetc,  a  bristle.)  ovata  Beauv.   Graminaceae.  2?rdmus  ovatus  Cav. Trisetum  ovatum  Pert.  It  is,  besides  the  syuonymes  given  above,  the  ̂ vena  ovata  of  Spr.  It  was 

introduced  from  the  South  of  Europe  in  1824. 
3635  *        Trichi'nium  R.  Br.  (Trichinos,  composed  of  hairs;  flowers  shaggy.)  alopecurdideum'  Lindl.   A  mar  an - taceae.  A  curious  half-hardy  annual,  producing  purple  and  blue  flowers  from  March  to  October. Introduced  from  New  Holland  in  1836. 
3636  *2041a  Tricho'cladus  Pert.  (Trichion,  hairy,  klados,  branch.)  crinltus  Pert.  .  .  .  ~  .  A  Cape  shrub, introduced  in  1823,  is  readily  increased  by  cuttings,  and  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  sandy-peat  and  loam. 
3637  156a  Tricho'chloa  Dec.  (Thri*,  hair,  chloa,  grass.)  Graminaceae.  No.  1009.  in  p.  56. 

157  Tricho'diom  Schrad.  (Thrix,  hair, eidos, like;  inflorescence.)  canlnum Schrad.  Graminaceas.  Astragalus canlnus  Beauv.    No.  157.  r 
3638  *2i56  Tricholjb^na  R.  S[  S.  (Thrix,  hair, tena,  a  cassock. )"micrSntha  R.      5.    Graminaceae.  Saccharum Teneriffse  L„  Panlcum  Teneriffae  of  Sprengel.  A  pretty  perennial  tender  grass.  Introduced  from Teneriffe  in  1825. 
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3639  *17S5a  TrichophVllum  Nut.  (Thrix,  a  hair,  phyllon,  a  leaf.)  oppositifolium  Nut.     Comp.  Helianth.  An ornamental  yellow-flowered  perennial,  a  native  of  the  Missouri. 
3640  501a  Tbide'ntea  Haw.  ( Triiens.  a  trident ;  flowers.)  .    .    .       .  Asclepiaceae.   Nos.  3300, 3301,  3302,  3303. 3305.  in  p.  200. 
3641  *1459<J  Trigo^nia  Aub.  (Treis,  three,  goma,  an  angle;  fruit.)  villdsa  Aub.   Hippocracea;.   A  stove  shrub,  a native  of  Cayenne,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1820. 
3642  *1055a  Trio'ptrris  L.  {Treis,  three,  pteron,  a  wing ;  capsule.)  jamaicensis  £.    Malpighiacea?.    A  yellow- flowered  climber.  Introduced  in  1822. 
3G43  *665c  Trochisa'nthes  Koch.  (Trochiskos,  a  small  wheel,  anthos,  flower.)  nodifldra  Koch.  Umbellaceae. Xigusticum  nodiflorum  Vil. 
3644  594d  Tromo'triche  Haw.  (Tromos,  fear,  thrix,  hair.)  Asclepiaceae.   Nos.  3515,  3316,  and 3317. in  p.  200. 
3645  71 1A  Tro's  Haw.  (Son  of  Erichthonius,  third  king  of  Dardania.)  poculif5rmis  Haw.  Amaryll&ceae.   No.  4028, also  4029. 
3646  6266  Turgb'nia  Hojm.  (Turgeo,  to  swell ;  seeds.)  latifblia  Hofm.   Umbelteceae.   No.  3825.  in  p.  210.- 
3647  699a  Turgonsia  Haw.  (Err.  for  Pyrgosia :  pyrgos,  tower  ;  inflorescence.)  Cra&sulaceae.  Nos.  3897, 3898.  3907,  and  3908. 
3648  *9886  TuEitiE'a  L.  (G.  Turrtea,  prof,  of  bot.  at  Padua.)  vlrens  L.   Meliaceas.   A  white-flowered  East  Indian tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  20  ft.    Introduced  in  1820. 
3649  *442a  Ullo  a  Pers.  {Antonio  UUoa,  a  Spanish  naturalist.)  parasitica  Pers.    Solanacea?.   Juanullba  parasitica R.  Sf  P.  An  ornamental  red-flowered  stove  plant,  a  native  of  Peru.    Introduced  in  1824.   ft  may  be increased  by  cuttings,  and  grown  in  a  stiff  rich  soil. 
3b50  1060a  Umbilicus  Dec.  (Umbilicus,  the  navel;  hollow-leaved.)  serratus  Dec.    Crassulaceae.  No.  6415.,  also 6418,  6419.  and  6436. 
3651  *1219a  Uno'na  L.  (  XJno,  to  unite ;  stamens  with  germens.)  Ndrum  Duval.    Anonaceee.   A  brown-flowered stove  climber.  Introduced  from  Malabar  in  1820. 
3652  15806  Vraxria  Desv..  (Not  explained.)  Leg.  Pap.  Hed.  Euh.   Nos.  10565.  10584.  and  10605. 
3653  *924a  URViLLf'a  Kth.  (D.  d'Urville,  a  French  navigator  and  botanist.)  ferruginea  R.  Br.    Sapind£cee.  A white-flowered  Brazilian  climber,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  25  ft.  It  may  be  increased  by  cuttings, and  thrives  in  sandy  peat.    Introduced  in  1823. 
3654  *4l3a  Valla'ris  R.  Br.  (  Vallo,  to  enclose ;  used  for  fences  in  Java.)  pergulanus  Brtn.  Apoeynitcese.  Pergu- ISria  glabra  W.   A  white-flowered  stove  twiner.   Introduced  from  the  East  Indies  in  1818. 
3655  *2044a  VALLisNE'Ttia  L.  (Antonio  Vallisneri,  an  Italian  botanist.)  spiralis//.   HydrocharSceae.   A  very  curious, brown-flowered,  half-hardy,  perennial  aquatic.   Introduced  from  the  South  of  Europe  in  1818. 3656  14646  VascoVi  Dec.  (Vascode  Gama,a  celebrated  Portuguese  circumnavigator.)  per  folia  ta  Dec.   Leg.  Pap. Lot.  Gen.  No.10055.  in  p.  606. 
3657  699d  Vaua'nthes  Haw.  (Vau,  the  letter  V,  anthos,  a  flower.)  chloreeflbra  Haw.    Crassulaceae.    No.  3904. in  p.  230. 
3658  1464c  Vibo'rgio  Spr.  (Eric  Fiborg,  an  acute  Danish  botanist.)  obcordata  Thun.    Leg.  Pap.  Lot.  Gen.  No. 10083.  in  p.  608. 
3659  117c  ViEUssEo'xia  Lar.  (M.  Vieusseux,  a  physician  of  Geneva.)  ....   .  Iridaceae.   Nos.  808,  809.  811, 812,  813.  822.  and  828. 
3660  1548a  Vi'GNa  Savi.  (Dominic  Vigna,  commentator  on  Theophrastus.)  glabra  Savi.    Leg.  Pap.  Phas.  No. 10272.  in  p.  616. 
3661  *16176  Vl'SMEa  Van.  (M.  de  Visme,  a  Lisbon  merchant.)  guianensis  Pers.  Hypericilceae.  Hypericum  guianense Aub.  The  Guiana  wax-tree  is  a  stove  shrub,  producing  its  yellow  flowers  from  July  to  October. Introduced  in  1824. 
3662  *886c  ViTMA'NNfa  Vahl.  (F.  Vitmann,  prof,  at  Milan,  1792.)  elliptica  Vahl.  Malpighiacea.   A  tree,  growing  to the  height  of  about  20  ft.,  a  native  of  Ceylon,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1817. 
3663  *1516a  Voandzb^ia  Thou.  ( Voandzou,  its  name  in  Madagascar.)  subterranea  Thou.  Legum  Caesalp.  Geoff. Glycine  subterranea  L. 
3664  *20a  Vochy'sia  Poir.  (Its  Caribe  name.)  excelsa  Lam.    Vochyaceae.   A  yellow-flowered  evergreen  stove tree,  a  native  of  Trinidad,  introduced  in  1825,  is  readily  propagated  by  cuttings,  and  thrives  in  sandy 

peat. 3665  *367a  Vobi'ria  Lam.  (Voyria,  name  of  the  Caripons.)  »-bsea  Aubl.    Gentianaceae.    A  red-flowered  sto7e plant,  a  native  of  Guiana,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1822.  It  thrives  in  a  mixture  of  loam  and 

peat. 3666  *85a  Voua'pa  Aub.  (A  Caribe  name.)  bifdlia  Aub.   Leguminaceae.   A  stove  shrub,  introduced  from  Guiana in  1823,  and  thrives  in  sandy  loam. 
3667  *569d  "Walke^riVi  Schreb.  (R.  Walker,  founder  of  Cambridge  bot.  gar.)  serrata  W.    Ochnaceae.    A  yellow- flowered  stove  tree,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  12  ft.   A  native  of  Malabar.   Introduced  in  1824. 
3668  *1985<i  Walli'chui  Rox.  (Dr.  Nath.  Wallich,  superintendant  of  Calcutta  botanic  garden.)  caryotoldes  Rox. Palmaceae.   A  palm,  growing  to  the  height  of  about  25  ft.   Introduced  in  1825  from  the  East  Indies. 
36G9   *63Ia  WALLRO'Tma  Spr.  (Dr.  F.  Wallroth,  a  German  botanist.)  tuberdsa  Spr.  Umbellaceae.  .Bunium  alplnum Kit.,  iigusticum  alplnum  Spr.    A  little  uninteresting  plant,  introduced  from  Hungary  in  1823. 
3670  *992a  Wallsv^ra  Rox.  (Wallursi,  its  Telinga  name.)  robusta  Rox.   Meliaceae.   A  stove  tree,  growing  to  the height  of  20  ft.   A  native  of  the  East  Indies,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1827. 
3671  204a  Wangenhei'mjo  Trin.  (F.  A.  J.  Wangenheim,  a  German  botanist.)'  lima  Trm.  Graminaceae.  No. 1228.  in  p.  68. 
3672  *1737a  WBRNE'Rta  Kth.    (A.  G.Werner,  a  celebrated  mineralogist.)  rigida  Kth.    Comp.  Jac.  Dordnicum peruvianum  Lam.  A  pretty  little  herbaceous  perennial  green-house  plant.  Introduced  from  Quito in  1828. 
3673  *        WiGA'NDia  H.  &  B.  (John  Wigand,  a  bishop  of  Lithuania.)  caracassana  H.  B.  %  K.   Hydroleaceae.  An ornamental  stove  undershrub.   Introduced  in  1836. 
3674  5106  Willeme'tj'c  Brong.  (P.  R.  WiUetnet,  author  of  Herbarium  Mauritianum.)  africana  Brong.  Rhamna- ceae.   No.  2923.  in  p.  178. 
3675  *420c  WiLLUGHB&a  Sco.  (F.  Willughby,  a  distinguished  English  naturalist.)  edillis  .Roar.   Apocynaceae.  Alow East  Indian  tree,  growing  about  10  ft.  high.    Introduced  in  1818.   A  mixture  of  peat  and  loam  suits  it. 
3676  1552a  WisTA^Rja  Nut.  (Caspar  Wistar,  sterol,  in  Pennsylvania.)  Consequana  Loudon.   Leg.  Pap.  Phas. 3677  *1212a  Wo'rmio  Rtb.  (Olaus  Wormius,  a  Danish  physician  and  botanist.)  dentata  Dec.   Dilleniaceae.  Dil- lfinia  dentata  Thun.  A  stove  tree,  attaining  the  height  of  20  ft.,  and  producing  yellow  flowers.  A 

native  of  Ceylon,  whence  it  was  introduced  in  1818. 
3678  *        Xanthopsia  Dec.  (Xanthos,  yellow ;  tomentum  in  some  species.)  rotundifolia  Dec.   UmbeUScee.  A white-and-red-flowered  green-house  undershrub.  Introduced  from  Port  Jackson  in  1836. 
3679  2027a  Xylophy'lla  L.  (Xylon,  wood,  phyllon,  leaf;  rigidity  of  foliage.)  EuphorbUceae.  Nos. 13618,  and  13619. 
3680  1016c  ZENotoia  D.  Don.    (A  queen  of  Palmyra,  distinguished  for  virtue  and  learning.)  speciosa  D.  Don, Ericaceae   No.  5943.  in  p.  358 
3681  *1821a  ZexmeVkj  Lai.  (An  anagram  of  Ximenesj'a.)  taget(flbra  D.  Don    Com.  HeL    A  half-hardy  yellow. flowered  perennial.    Introduced  from  Mexico  in  1829- 
3682  15536  Zi'CHya  Hug.  (Countess  Molly  Zich,  a  botanist  at  Vienna.)  coccinea  Hug.   Leg.  Pap.  Phas.   No.  10316. in  p.  618. 
3683  783a  Zigade'nus  Mx.  (Zygos,  a  yoke,  aden,  a  gland  ;  two  in  sepals.)  Melanthaceae.  Nos.  4987.  and 4988.  in  p.  292. 
3684  650a  Zi'zia  Koch.  (J.  B.  Zixii,  a  German  botanist.)  aflrea  Koch.   Umbellaceae.  No.  3615.  in  p.  216. 
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2701.  ABITTILON. 
18110-  -  striatum  Dick.        BtriateA-Jlwd     3ti_Jor  4  all  sea.  O.c.    Brazil      1837.  C  r.lt.l  Botanist,  144 

A  green-house  shrub  of  great  beauty,  producing  at  all  seasons,  on  long  slender  stalks,  Its  bell-shaped 
orange-coloured  flowers,  which  are  strongly  veined  with  crimson. 

357.  ̂ INAGA'LLIS. 
There  are  many  seedling  varieties  of  ̂ nagSllis  in  cultivation,  all  of  which  contribute  greatly  to  the 

ornament  of  the  flower-garden.  The  varieties  at  present  in  most  general  cultivation  are  A.  PhilUpstr, 
bicolor,  speciosa,  elegans,  &c.  Mr.  Joseph  Plant,  of  Cheadle,  Staffordshire,  has  produced  many  desirable 
varieties,  as  have  also  other  nurserymen  and  amateurs. 

1208.  AQUILE'GIA. 18111-  glatica  Lindl.         glaucous  A  A  or  2my.jn  Pa.Y  Himal.     1839.  D  co   Bot.reg.1840, 46 
18112  -      .  fragrans  Benth.        fragrant  ^  A  or  2  my       Pa.Y  Himal.     1839.  D  co  Botanist,  181 This  species  differs  from  A.  glauca  in  having  the  spurs  of  the  petals  hooked  inwards,  and  the  leaves  not 

being  glaucous.   The  flowers  are  also  larger  and  handsomer. 
515.  BILLARDIE'IM. 

18113  17013a  linearis  Lindl.         linear-ft»o"       »i_Jor  5  s.n      B      Swan  Riv.  1839.  C  l.s.p  Bot.  reg.  1840,3 syn.  S611ya  linearis  Lindl. 
The  intense  blue,  large  size,  and  great  abundance  of  its  flowers,  render  this  species,  for  ornamental  pur- 

poses, preferable  even  to  the  well-known  S.  beterophyila. 
287.  BOUVA'RD/J  1740  triphflla £  splendens  Groh.     splendid         tt.  i  )  or  2  ap.  n     S  ?     Mexico     1838.  D  co  Bot.  mag.  3781 

yangustifolialforf.  narrow-fed     *L|  |or  2  au.  s     S       Mexico     1838.  C  s.  1  Pax.mag.vii.100 
3036.  CE'DRUS. 

18114-  -  Deoddra  Rox.  Deodara  ±  tm90my  Ap  Nepal  1822.  S  s.l  Lamb.  p.  2. 8.4 This  is  the  most  celebrated  coniferous  plant  of  the  Himalayas,  according  to  Dr.  Royle.  It  is  called  by  tha 
Hindoos  Devadera,  or  the  tree  of  God,  and  is  regarded  as  sacred  by  them.  "  In  England,  the  specimens of  it  are  at  present  small ;  but  the  feathery  lightness  of  its  spreading  branches,  and  the  beautiful  glaucous 
hue  of  its  leaves,  render  it,  even  when  young,  one  of  the  most  ornamental  of  the  coniferous  trees." (Arb.  Brit.) 

1741.  CINERARIA  12143  lanSta  L'Her.  syn.  SenScio  Heritieri  Dec. /ScyanophthalmusHooi.  blue-eyed    «.  i_J  or  2  ...       W.  b     hybrid       ...    C  It.R  Bot.  mag.  3827 A  very  elegant  hybrid,  remarkable  for  the  intense  blue  of  its  disk  and  whiteness  of  its  ray. 
537.  CLAYTCTNXil  3014  alsinoldes  Ph.  syn.  LImnia  alsinoldes  Haw. 

This  species,  of  which  a  figure  is  given  in  p.  185.,  was,  in  1837,  observed  by  Mr.  Joseph  Paxton,  "  in  an elevated  part  of  a  large  plantation  bordering  Chatsworth  Park,  unquestionably  wild ;  as  its  situation 
is  such  as  not  to  offer  any  probability  of  either  seeds  or  plants  being  conveyed  there  by  any  other  means 
than  by  nature."  (Baxter  s  British  Phcenogamow  Botany,  vol.iv.  pi.  253.) 880.  CORR.2EM. 

18115  5094a  Harrisji  Paxt.         Mr.  Harris's  B.  (_  J  oi     2  ap.jn  C         hybrid    1837.  C  s.p.l  Paxt.mag.vli.  79 A  splendid  hybrid,  between  C.  pulchella  and  C.  specidsa,  raised  by  Mr.  Beaton,  gardener  to  T.Harris, Esq.,  of  Kingsbury.   Its  flowers  are  of  a  brilliant  crimson. 
310.  CV'SCUTA  epilinum. 

A  species  new  to  the  British  Flora,  found  on  the  XInum  usitatissimum,  by  J.  E.  Bowman,  Esq., 
at  Ellesmere.  T.  B.  Flower,  Esq.,  found  the  same  species  on  flax,  on  the  road  side  between  West  Harp- tree  and  Cheddar,  July  31. 1840;  and  it  has  this  year  (1840)  made  its  appearance  on  a  small  bed  of  flax  in 
the  experimental  compartment  of  the  Oxford  Botanic  Garden. 

[piaddce<e. 3685.  592o.  CYRTO'CERAS  Bennet.  Cyetoceras.  (Kurtos,  curved,  keras,  horn;  segments  of  crown.)  Ascle. 18116-      -  reflexum  Bennet      reflexed         i.  □  or  ...    au   W.y    Manilla    1838.  C  lt.l  Bot.  reg.  1839,18 
syn.  H6ya  coriacea  Blume. 

2617.  DEITTZ^. 
18117  -      -  corymbosa  R.  Br.     corymb^wg   A       or  5    jn     W       Nepal      1838.  C  co    Bot.  reg.  1840,5 

This  very  beautiful  species  of  Deutzj'a  forms  a  handsome  hardy  shrub,  producing  abundance  of  white lemon -scented  flowers,  in  loose  corymbs.    It  also  bears  forcing  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Persian 
lilac,  &c. 

3686.  -      -  LEMCPNJ4  Lindl.   Lemonia.   (Sir  C.  Lemon,  Bart.  M.P.  patron  of  bot.)   Rut&cetB.  5. 1. 1— I. 
18118-      -  spectSbilis Lmrf/.     beautiful-jlt^a"  *  O  or  3?  jn.au  C       Cuba      1839?C  lt.l  Bot. reg. 59-1840 

1471.  MA'LOPE  9708  trifida 
y  grandiflbra  Hort.    \arge-flwd  O  spl  3  jl.o     Rosy  C  gardens   ...     S  CO     L.f.g.  ann.  16,4 A  most  desirable  ornamental  annual. 

3687.  1308«.  MEYE'N/4  Nees.  Meyenia.  (Dr.  Meyen,  a  distinguished  Prussian  botanist.) 
Hawtayneona  Wall.  syn.  Thunbergf'a  Hawtaynedna,  p.  1228.   Botanist,  188. 

2520.  PETTTNIA  16903  phcenicea. 
The  hybrids  and  varieties  of  this  species  are  very  numerous,  as  it  hybridises  freely  with  P.  nyctagini* 

flora.   Some  of  the  flowers  of  the  hybrids,  or  varieties,  are  very  large,  handsome,  and  fragrant. 
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2521  PHARBPTIS. 
18119        -Leant  Paxt.      Lear's  ft_CUspl30jn.s    Dk.B.B  Ceylon    1839.  C  r.lt.l  Pax.  mag.  vi.  267 This  very  beautiful  species  has  the  stem  clothed  with  hair,  and  the  leaves,  which  are  often  deeply  cut, 

covered  with  pubescence;  and  the  stems  are  shrubby.  It  is  of  the  easiest  culture,  protruding  roots  at 
nearly  all  its  joints,  if  kept  in  vigorous  growth.  •  \thacece    1  1 3688.  476.  PHLOGACA'NTHUS  Nees.   Phlogacanthus.  (Phlogeos,  flaming,  and  acanthus}  flowers.)  Acan- 

18120-  -  curviflbrus  Nees      curve&-fiwd    SQor  6n         Y.R      Sylhet     1839.  C  r.lt.l   Bot.  mag.  3783 Justfcia  curviflbra  Wall. 
It  is  a  handsome  stove  shrub,  producing  large  thyrse-like  racemes  of  flowers  and  leaves  about  a  foot in  length. 

369.  PHLCX. 
18121-  -  Coldrydna  Hort.      Coldry's        3t  A  or  2  su        Psh      hybrid  '. ..    D  r.l    Pax. mag.  197 This  very  ornamental  phlox  was  raised  by  Mr.  Coldry,  late  foreman  of  the  Bristol  Nursery. 16869.  Drummondt  var.  formosa  Hort. 

A  very  splendid  variety,  producing  its  flowers,  which  are  of  a  rich  carmine  colour,  from  early  in  the season  till  nipped  by  the  frost.  It  is  readily  propagated  by  cuttings,  and  requires  the  same  treatment  as 
the  species. 

1091.  PORTULA'CA. 
18122-  -  ThellusdntfLindl.  afr.Thelluson's  OUspl  1  su        S      S.Europe  1839.  S  p.s.l   Bot. reg.  1840,31 syn.  P.  grandiflbra  rittila  Bot.  Reg.  1839. 

62.  SA'LVIA. 
18123  -      -  patens  Cav.         spreading-Jfrotf  «.  i_J  spl  3  all  sea  B      S.Amer.    1838.  C  r.lt.l  Botanist,  109. 

This  very  splendid  half-hardy  salvia  should  find  a  place  in  every  flower-garden.  It  is  of  the  easiest 
culture ;  either  by  cuttings,  which  will  root  freely  in  a  warm  border  under  a  hand-glass,  if  put  in  early in  the  season ;  or  by  seed,  which,  however,  is  but  sparingly  ripened  in  this  country. 

44.  SCHIZA'NTHUS. In  the  body  of  the  work  this  genus  has  been  inserted  at  p.  16.  in  the  class  Diandria,  and  also  at 
p.  534.  in  class  Didynamia,  it  will  be  necessary  therefore  to  cancel  it  from  p.  534. 

A  very  distinct  and  desirable  variety,  from  the  great  dissimilarity  in  the  colour  of  its  flowers  to  those  of 
any  other,  being  white  with  bright  yellow  lower  lip,  was  raised  by  Mr.  Priest  of  Reading,  in  1833,  and  is 
now  become  pretty  general  in  flower-gardens,  under  the  name  of  S.Pridsttt*.  It  is  figured  in  Mrs. Loudon's Ladies'  Flower-Garden  of  Ornamental  Annuals,  pi.  42.  f.  5. 

1141.  SPIR-ffi'A. 18124  7146a  barbate  Wal.        bearded  jg  A  or  2  jn       W        Nepal    1835?  Deo    Bot.  reg.  2011 
This  is  synonymous  with  the  Hoteia  jap6niea  of  Mor.  and  Decaisne. 

3689.  739a.  SPREKE'L/4 A  new  name  given  by  Mr.  Herbert  to  a  portion  of  the  genus  Amaryllis,  of  which  A.  formosfssuna  is  the 
type. 

1322.  FERBE'NA. The  great  beauty  of  the  flowers  of  several  species  of  this  genus,  and  their  peculiar  adaptation  to  summer 
and  autumn  ornament,  have  caused  them  of  late  to  be  carefully  attended  to  by  the  trade  and  by 
amateurs,  and  consequently  many  and  very  elegant  varieties  have  been  produced.  The  following,  not 
enumerated  in  the  Supplement,  are  in  most  general  cultivation :  V.  Mel'indres  superba,  splendens,  Twee- 
diofla  superba,  Mramdna,  Neilli't,  Eyeridna,  HylandiY  (nearly  allied  to  Aubletia),  shrubby  pink,  &c. 
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OF 

ALL  THE  GENERA  GIVEN  IN  THE  BODY  OF  THIS  WORK 

WHICH  HAVE  UNDERGONE  ANY  CHANGE  IN  THEIR  NOMENCLATURE  SINCE    THE  PUBLI- 
CATION OF  THE  SAME, 

TOGETHER  WITH  THE  NAMES  OF  GENERA  DIVIDED  FROM  THEM. 
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Alysicarpus Desmddium Dicerma 
LoUrea 
Onobrychig Ormocarpum 
Puerario 

^Uriria rAphel^xig 
•  \  Leucostemma 1  .Phaenocoma • '  Chamslirium 

i  Zigad^nug 

Funkf'o 

Mahernta  - Neurol&ma 

Thespesia  - f  JEthdnta 
<  Calliopda  - C.  Hapalostdphium 

{Arrhenatherum  - 
Chrysopdgon 

DrymSria Zeocriton 
Lepechinia 
Cyrtoceras Scopdlia Moringa 

^ndrosse'mum Achyrophorus 
Lophanthus 
i?alsamlna  - f  Corvisartia 

\  Limbarda Pombalto 
Pharbltis 
Heleogelton 

Cyminosma Janlpha 

{Cirya
 

Pteroci
rya 

Phloga
canthu

s 

f  Harden
bergta

 

I  Zichya rChamae
grostis

 

)  Mibira
 

L  SturmiV
i 

N6cco 
Cedrus 
Slier 

f  Cinnam
bmum 

t  Pittesi Anisoch
llus 

Heteran
tbdra A'cis  . 

{LeT
isti

cum 

Molo
posp

^nnu
m 

Petro
selln

um 

Phys
osp^

rmum
  

- Pleur
osper

mum  

- AtalSn
tia 

Pries
tlSya

 

f  Mono
psis

  
- l_  Sipho

campy
los 

i  Carmi
chael

ia 

I  Hosac
ki'a 

 
- 

1287 

1291 -  1294 
-  1290 1287 
-  1297 

1290 -  1290 
1283 
1287 

1224 -  1224 1299 

fll50 

'1 1283 

1283 1283 
1286 

■  1290 1297 
1297 

1300 .  1298 .  1285 
1292 1299 

1283 1283 

1288 
1288 1293 
1295 
1295 

1297 

1300 1283 1293 1296 
1286 
1300 •  1178 
1234 

1294 1299 
1282 
1285 1291 
1284 
1287 
1289 
1291 
1292 

.  1301 1298 
1294 1283 
1282 1222 
1284 
1287 

1292 .  1296 
.  1158 

1292 
■  1288 

1292 
1286 1270 
1302 .  1291 ■  1300 

1292 
1292 1292 
1294 
1286 ■  1298 

•  1287 
1295 •  1283 

-  1291 1176 
1293 ■  1294 
1295 
1296 
1296 

1284 
1297 

1294 
.  1164 .  1286 •  1244 

1218 
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Malplghia 
A/alva 
Marica 
IV/arrubium 
Martynai Aietanthium 

Melastoraa 

Afelildtus 
Melbchia 
Mentha 
Menziesia 

Metrosideros 
Milium 
Mimdsa 
M611ia 
Moluccella 
MonSrda 
Monsbm'a 

Mora' a 

Mygalurus Jtfvrtus 

Narcissus 

Narthecium 
NegHndium Ne6ttia 
Nesce'a O'cymum 
(Enoplia Oldenlandfo 
Onobrdma 
Ophiurus Ornithopus 
Ornltrophe O'robus 
Orontium 
Oxyldbium 
Oxy>ia Pancratium 
Passifldra 
Pastin&ca 
Petaloma 
Phalaris 

Phy"lica 
Phyllfinthus 
Phyteuma Pimpinella Plnus 
Piper Plectranthus 
P&a 
Polygonum PdtAos 

PrenSnthes 

(  Bunchbsia 
I  Byrsdnima Sphseralcea f  Bobartia 
I  Sisyrirtchium 
Bering&n'a Craniolaria Ornithogl6ssum 

fAcibtis Chitdnia 
1  Clidemia 

I  Micdnt'a LPleroma Pocdckia 
Kiedleio 

f  Aphanochllus 
(_  Dysoph^lla I  DabceWa 
I  Phyllodoce rAcm&na 
-J  Ang6phora  - CCallistemon 
Piptath£rum EntcLda Lahayo 
Chasmdnia  - 
Blephilia Sarcocatilon 

TBobartia 

|  Cypella i  Dletes 

I  Homen'a (.Vieusseuxm Vfflpia 
My>cio 

fA'ja* 
Assaracui  • 
Chloraster  - 
Corbuliiria  - Diomddej 
GanymtSdei  - Helena 
Herralone I'llos 

JonquiUa Olleui 
Philogyne  - 
Queltia Schisanthes  - 

JTrts  • 
Abdma 
Negindo Pelexia 
Decodon 

{Acrocephalus 
Moschosma 
Berchdmia 
Hedydtis 

Carlo  wizt'a Pholiurus  - Astrol&bium 
Scbmidelta 
Flatystylis  - Rdhdea Macrotropis 
Oxyria Ismene 

rDlsemraa <  MurucUia 
C  Tacsdnia 
Opoponax Mouriria  - 

f  Baldlngera 
I  Digraphis Soulangto 

{E'mblica 
Xylophylla Petromarula 
Tr3gium 
Picea 
Peperomia Cdleus 
Hydrochloa Tragopyrum 
Symplocarpus f  Atalanthus 

1  Harpalyce 
1  Mycelis 
C  PnaeciUium 

1285 
12*5 1298 
1285 
1150 
1284 1287 
1295 
1282 1286 1287 
1294 
1296 
1296 1297 

1222 
1222 1288 
1296 
1282 1283 
1285 1296 1289 
1292 1286 
1285 1236 

1285 1234 
1150 1234 
1300 1294 
1294 
1282 
1284 1287 
1287 
1288 
1290 
1291 
1291 
1292 1292 
1295 1296 1297 1297 
1300 
1294 1294 
1268 1288 1282 
1294 
1284 1291 1286 
1296 
1284 1298 
1296 1297 
1293 
1295 1174 1289 

1294 1299 
1295 
1294 
1288 1288 1298 1289 
1300 1295 1299 
1274 
1295 
1222 1291 1299 
1299 

1284 1291 1297 
1297 

Priva 
Primus 
Psamma 
Psych6tria Pterocfirpus 
Quassia Restio iftiamnus 
-ffhexia 
Richard/a Rochea 
.Rosa 
Budbeckm 

RuellrVz 

iJumex 
MUta. Santollna Saxifraga 
Scabibsa 
Schmus 
Scho^nus 
Scilla 
Sedum 
Sellnum 
Sempervlvum Serlola 
Sesbania 
Seseli 
51da 
Slsort 

Slum 

Smf  rnium Solatium Solidago 
Sonchus 
Spermacdce 
Spiraea 

i'tachys 

Stapelui 

Stuartia 
Tallnum 
rSmarix 
Thymus 
Thunbergt'a Tigridia 
Tillands/a 
Tordflium Tournef6rWa 
TradescanttTi 
Trigia 
Trich&dium Trichosanthes 
Trichostdma 
Trfpsacum Trisetum 
TYlticum russil^go 
TerStrum Verbeslna 
Vfcrea Vernbnia 
Ver6nica 
Flola 

Z6rni'a 
Zygophfllum 

=  Streptium 

  C  ̂ rmenlaca  - 
I  Cerasus ss      Ammophila  - =  Geophila 

=      Drepanocarpus  - =  Simaruba 
=  Thamnoch6rtus =  Colubrlna 

  CAcibtis  - 
I  Plerbma =  RichardsbntVi 

=  Kalosanthes =  Loweo 
f  Echinacea 
I  Ratablda C  Calophanes 

_    J  Goldffiss/o 

j  Hygr6phila 
(.  Strobilanthes =  E~mex 

=  Aplophfllum 
—      Lasiospermum  • =  Leiogyne 
=  Asterocephalus =  DuTada 

  f  Blf  smus (_  Chaetospora =  BellevahVi 
=      Umbilicus  - 

{Melanosellnum 
Thyssellnum =      Monanthes  - =  Rodigta =  Agctti 

=  Ptychfttis =  Abiltilon 
=  Petrosellnum 

rBrigndliVi  - 
  >  Drepanoph  Jllum 
j  Helosciadium =  Zizio 

=  Lycopersicum 
=      Euthamia  - 
=      Agathyrsus  - 
=  Bigeldvj'a 
=  Hoteia 
=  Sphacele "CaruncuUria 

Duval/j'a 

GonostSmon Obesia 
O'rbea 

Pectinaria 
Podanthes 
Trtdentea  - 
.Trom6trlche =  Mucima 

_    f  Stuartf'a {.Malachodendron =  Calandrinia 
=      MyricSrla  - =      MicromtSria  - =  Meyfinjo 
=  Cypella 

{Billbergi'a  . 

Caragu&ta  . =      Condylocarpus  - 
=      Messerschmidj'a  - _    f  Campdlia 

I  Cyan5tis 
=  .     Cnemidostacbys  - =      Agragulus  - =  Ceratosanthes 
=3      Isanthus     -  - 
=      Anthephora  - =  Trichaeta 
=  Agropyrum =  Leria 
=  Leimanthium 
=  Actinomeris =  Kalanchbe 
=      Ascariclda  - 
=      Leptandra  - =  Sdlea 
=  Dicerma =  Fabago 

1298 
1288 
1286 1297 
1290 1289 
1298 
1299 1287 
1282 1296 
1297 

1292 
1293 1289 
1297 

1226 
1226 1291 1226 
1289 
1283 1292 

1297 

1284 1289 

1285 1286 
1284 
1300 1293 
1299 
1294 1297 

1282 1297 
1236 
1295 
1285 
1289 
1291 
1298 
1300 1293 
1290 

1282 
1285 
1302 
1222 1286 
1289 1290 
1295 1295 
1295 1296 
1300 
1300 
1294 
1298 
1293 1198 
1294 1222 
1302 

1234 
1176 
1286 1287 
1293 
1286 

1288 
1287 
1299 
1286 

1292 1283 1299 

1282 
1292 1292 1282 
1292 
1284 1292 
1298 
1288 1290 

4  P  2 



GENERAL  INDEX, 

COMPREHENDING 

THE  SYSTEMATIC  AND  ENGLISH  GENERIC  NAMES,  AND  THE  ENGLISH  AND 
SYSTEMATIC  SYNONYMES  IN  COMMON  USE. 

In  this  Index,  the  systematic  Mmes  are  distinguished  as  classical,  i.  e.  names  applied  to  plants  by  the  ancients, 
by  the  first  letter  being  in  Italic,  as  A^biea ;  as  commemorative,  by  the  terminating  letter  or  letters  being 
in  Italic,  as  Banksz'a  ;  and  as  aboriginal,  or  of  uncertain  derivation,  by  the  whole  word  being  in  Italic,  as JE'rua.  All  the  other  names  are  formed,  in  almost  every  case,  from  the  Greek,  but  sometimes  from  the Greek  and  Latin.   Where  n.  is  added  after  the  name,  it  refers  to  the  note :  s.  indicates  a  synonyme. 

813 
13958  2087 

2013 

Page  of  No.  of 
Lin.  Nat.  Spec.  Gen. Arr.  Arr. 
1294  Abdma,  s. 
840  Abele-tree 

1274}  1084  ̂ bies 1282         Abildgaardm  2852 650  1060  Abrbraa  1609 

II54] 1080  Abronia  323 
614  1066  Avbrus  1546 1282         Abitta  2853 

1301  ]      Aliitilon  2701 

1 278  ] 1067  ■4(Acia  2127 1282        Acffilia  2854 
814  1082  ̂ calypha  2038 

1097  ̂ cantha'cEjE,  Or.  117. 1264        Acanthophippium  2795 516  1079  Acanthus  1301 
686  1074  Ac&rm.  1671 

1278  J  1060  ̂ ,cer  2143 752  1085  A'ceras  1865 1282        Aceratium  2855 
1060  ̂ cebi'nks,  Or.  33. 584  1059  Achania  1479 

726  1073  Achillea  1781 
1212         AVhlys  2636 
1286        A'chnodon  165 926  1091  Achninthes  2259 

58  1089  Achnodonton  166 
150  1076  jfchras  427 
190  1080  Achyranthes  552 1 286        A.  see  Chamselirium  3048 

1282        Achyrbnia  2856 
1282         Achyr6phorus  2857 1258        Acianthus  2751 
744  1072  Acicarpha  1842 792  1083  Aciddton  1992 

1022  1092  Acinula  2407 
1282         Aciotis  2858 
1176        Wis  2566 
364  1068  Acisanthera  1031 

1282        Acmadenia  2859 
728  1074  Acmella  1793 

1282        Acmena  2860 
834  1081  Acnlda  2072 
474        Aconite,  n. 
474  1054  ̂ conltum  1205 
256  1089  J'corus  755 1038  1093  Acrem&nium  2477 

1282        Acrocephalus  2861 1282        Acrocbmia  2862 
1282        Acroglbchin  2863 
1264        Acropera  2792 1020  1092  Acrospermum  2403 
1040  1093  Acrospdrium  2480 878  1090  Acrosticbum  2169 
1282        Acrotricba  2864 
460  1055  Acts?  a.  1164 

1293        A.  see  Macrbtys  3343 1250         Actinella,  s.  2737 
294  1087  ActinocSrpus  860 1282         Actin6meris  2865 
230  1070  Actinophyllum  697 
1032  1093  Actinothfrium  2435 

Page  of No.  of 
Lin.  Nat.  Spec.  Gen. An .  Arr. 
214  1070  Actin&tus 
508  1079  ̂ 'cynos 244        Adam's  apple,  n. 
268        Adam's  needle 1196  Adamia 
592  1059  Adansoni'a 888        Adder's  tongue 850  1082  Adelia 
180  1067  AdenSndra 1282        A.  see  Acmadenia 
350  1063  Adenanthera 
1282  Adenanthos 
1282  Adenocarpus 
1282  Aden6phora 1248  Adenotrichia 
1244  Adesmia 
2194  1090  ̂ diantum 

98  1072  Adlna 600  1056  Adliimia 
484  1054  Addnij 
328  1070  Adoxa 1292         Adysetum,  s. 
1044  1093  .Scidium 
2134  1089  iE'gilops 
1152         jEgineti'a,  * 96  1079  JEglphila 

644 1276 

781 2612 1471 2209 

2118 
518 2859 

982 2866 2867 

2868 2727 
2716 884 

286 
1505 1230 

930 3292 2497 
862 2514 

274 1196 
2523 

652 
468  J062  M^gle 1160  jEgochloa 216  1070  -2Egop6dium 

1282         jEgopogon  2869 1282         jEollanthus  2870 
764  1085  Aeranthes  1922 
762  1085  Aerides  1917 
192  1080  M'rua  560 630  1066  -<£schyn6mene  1582 1288  JE.  see  Daubent&mo  31 13 

1290        M.  see-Glotttdium  3219 
296  1060  JE'sculus  866 1182        M.  see  Pav»a  2593 
552  1057  -Ethioneraa  1429 

1282        JEthbuia  2871 
218  1071  Xthusa  661 
864        African  almond  2142 
694        African  fleabane  1706 
260        African  lily  767 1063  African  lote 
718        African  ma- 

rigold T    12212  1760 346  1069  Afzllia  971 
1289  A.  see  Erythro- 

phleum  3181 260        Agapanthus  767 
986         Agaric  2365 
986  1092  ̂ garicus  2365 

1152        Agastachys  2513 
1282        ̂ gasfllis  2872 
1282        Agathae'a  2873 804  1084  A'gathis  2011 304  1081  Agathophyllum  1077 
182  1063  Agathosma  520 1293        A.  see  Macrdstylis  3341 

1282         Agathyrsus  2874 
1282         Agdti  2875 
244  1087  Agave  724 
690  1073  ̂ geratum  1687 1282        Agn6stus  2876 

Page  of 
No.  of 

Spec.  Gen. 
Lin.  Nat. Arr.  Arr. 
1299        Agragulus,  s. 
398  1067  Agrimbnia 398  Agrimony 1282  Agropjrum 
388  7 

1198  i  1058  A8ro'terama 
56  1089  -4gr6stis 

1289        A.  see  Echinopdgon  3162 1282  Agyneja 
1020  1092,Agyrium 

157 
1101 
1101 

2877 

1066 

156 

866  'Aildntus 
58  1089  Air* 

160  1089  Airopsis 762        Air  plant 
578  1093  Aitbnio 
428  1069  ̂ izoon 
1282  A 'jar 

I4,?4}1079  A'juga 302  Akee-tree 468  1068  Aldneium 
176  ^laternus 
274  1086  Albuca 
88  1067  AlchemlUa 

391         Alcohol,  n. 
928  1091  Alcyonidium 
780  1083  Alder 1283  Aldrovanda 
690        Ale-cost,  n. 
970  1092  Alectbria 
268  1086  Aletris 
812  1082  AleurUes 216 

846 

2400 2150 

170 

56 

1917 

1462 
1144 

2879 

1242 

885 1193 
502 
797 

255 

2267 

1955 

2354 
776 

2028 650 
14046  2111 

2881 

Alexanders 
Alexandrian laurel 

868         Algaroba-bean,  n. 1283  Alh&gi 
205        Alicant  soda,  n. 
294  1087  ̂ lfsma  861 

1087  -i4usma'ce.b,  Or.  166. 146  1076  Allamando  407 
882  1090  Allantbdia  2187 
550  1057  Alliaria  1423 480        Alligator  apple,  n. 

1295] 1081  Alugatorpear5651  [3453 1283  Allibnia  2882 
272  1086  4'llium  796 
1294        A.  see  Nectaro- scordum 
880  1090  Allosbrus 
74  All-seed 454  1061  Allspice 
418  Allspice-tree 420  Almond 
780  1083  vi'lnus 260  1086  jl'loe 1248  Alomia 
534  1078  Alonsou 
56  1089  Jlopecttrus 

518  1079  Alofsia 
368  Alpine-brook 

II44]  1085  A1PInia 
228  1059  ̂ lslne 1283  Alsodea 

3399 

2180 
221 

1157 

6985  1123 
1128 
1955 

770 2724 

1377 164 

1313 
1041 8 
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Lin.    Nat.  Sp. 
1283  Alst&nia 

lffll 1086  Alstroem6n'a 
192  1080  AlternanthSra 

1 236  ]  1059  ̂ lthae>a 1283  Altingf'a 1278         Alting/a,  s. 
1283  Alysicarpus 
544  1057  41yssum 1293        A.  see  Menibcus 
1283  Alexia 1283  Alzatea 
786  Amaranth 

1080  ̂ marantha^cEjB, Or.  124. 786  1080  ̂ marantus 
1282        A.  see  Acrogl&chin 

Gen. 2884 

748 
556 

1474 
2885 
2112 
2886 
1401 
3358 2887 
2888 
1975 

1975 
2863 

1086  AMARYLLictaE,  Or.  156. 

mi] 1086  Amarf1Us 1226  Amasbm'a 832  Amber-tree 
788  1073  ilmbrdsia 

J 1067  Amelanchier 726  1074  ̂ melius 

739 2673 
2062 1977 

1783 
864 
244 

1083  Amenta'ce*,  Or.  142. 

128  7 1156J 
321 

American  almond 
American  aloe 4094 
American  cowslip 
American  cran- berry, n. 

541         American  cress,  n. 
605        American  ebony,  ». 

1061  American  gam- boge 
150        American  mar- malade, n. 
604  1067  ylmerlmnum 
20  1079  Amethystea 1240  Amherstia 

1283  Amlcia 
792  1060  AmirUa 
102  1068  Ammanma 
214  1071  i'mmi 688  1073  Ammbbium 

1297        Ammophila,  s. 4  1085  im6mum 
614  1066  Amorpha 
176  1061  Ampelopsis 
1278  Ampelosicyos 
690  1074  Ampherephis 
1283  Amphicarpa 
1224  Amphfcome 
1283  Amphilbbium 
1283  Amphipbgon 
1036  1093  AmphispSrium 
1283  A'mphodus 148  1077  Amsdnfa 
420  1067  ̂ mvgdalus 
304  1064  ̂ myris 
1284  A.  see  Balsamoden- dron 
1292        A.  see  I'cica 204  1081  Anabasis 
396  1069  ̂ nacampseros 
752  1085  Anacamptis 334  1064  Anacardium 

1280        Anacardium,  t. 
724  1073  AnScyclus 1152  Anadenia 
1268  Ancectochllus 1287 

1156  M080  ̂ nagallis 13013 
342  1066  jtnagyris 
1283  Anandssa 
1283  Anantherix 
526  1078  -4narrhlnum 
548  1057  Anastatica 
1283  Anatherum 
1283  Anchietea 
466        Anchovy  pear 120  1078  ̂ nchusa 

1294        Anristrocarpus,  s. 26  1067  Ancistrum 
142  Andersbnta 
1283  Andlra 
8)0  1082  ̂ ndrachne 
916  1091  Andreae> 
1283  Andreoskia 

1520 

56 

2707 
2889 
1991 
302 639 
1681 
162 13 

1545 502 
2848 
1691 
2890 2664 2891 
2892 
2464 
2893 419 
1128 

2951 3275 
608 1093 

1864 
935 

2850 1777 
2512 
3838 
357 

2895 
1345 1416 

1188 
333 3369 
68 

398 2898 
2025 
2252 

Lin.    Nat.                        Sp.  Gen. 
290  1087  Androcvmbium  849 
358  1075  Audromedo  1016 
860  1089  Andropdgon  2129 1283        A.  see  Anthistiria  2910 

1283        A.  see  Apluda  2919 

l}§e]l080  ̂ ndrosace  349 1283        ̂ ndrosae'mum  2900 676  1073  Andrhala  1642 
36  1087  Anetfema 

1282  Anemagrdstis,  s.  156 886  1090  Anemia  2207 

121s]1054  Jaemi>ne  1226 218  1071  -dnethum  654 
220  1071  Angelica  664 1295  A.  see  Ostericum  3430 
230        Angelica-tree    3859  626 
534  1078  Angeldnia  1371 
1283  Angianthus  2901 
1283         Angdphora  2902 

1062  Angostura-bark 

1266} 1085  Ansr^cum  1921 1266        A.  see  fficedclades  2819 
1283        Anguillaria  2903 
772  1069  ̂ nguria  1940 
59  Angus  oat,  n. 

912  1091  Amctangium  2242 

j^jl085  Anigozanthos  720 60  Animal  oat  1054  171 
1283        Anisacantha  2904 

}£}      Anisanthus  {-
« 

212        Anise  635 
478        Aniseed-tree  1215 

1283        Anisochllus  2906 
1283         Anisodus  2907 
494  1079  Anisomeles  1243 
758  1085  Anisopetalum  1899 480  1055  Anndna  1220 
1294        A.  see  Monoddra  3379 

1055  Annorufcece,  Or.  4, 
588  1059  Anbda  1485 

1283        Anoddntea  2908 

H5o]1086  Anomatheca  106 912  1091  Andmodon  2246 
1283        Anbtis  2914 

124I}1073  Antennaria  1725 724  1073  ̂ 'nthemis  1778 1283        Anthephora  2909 
280  1086  Anthericum  809 

1 1 80         A.  see  Trichopeta- lum,  s.  2582 1283         Anthistiria  2910 
534  1078  Anthocercis  1378 
922  1091  Anth6ceros  2256 

1283         Anthoclelsta  2911 
1283         A'nthodon  2912 1283         Antholbma  2913 

44  1086  Antholyza  107 
832  1072  Anthospermum  2062 28  1089  Anthoxanthum  76 
208  1071  ̂ nthrfscus  620 
612  1066  ̂ nthyllis  1542 834  1093  Antidlsma  2068 

1228  }  1078  Antirrhinum  1343 882  1090  Antrophyum  2193 
584  Antwerp  holly- hock 9776  1474 
192  1080  Anychia  559 344  1066  Abtus  959 
670  1073  Apargia  1632 
464  1060  Apeiba  1181 

1282        Apera,  s.  156 
324  1080  Aphananthe  918 
1282  A'phanes,  s.  255 
1222        Aphanochllus  2650 
518  1079  Aphelandra  1306 
1283  Aphelexis  2915 

1091  Aphv'llje,  CI.  2. 272  1088  Aphyllanthes  794 
1283        A'picra  2916 1283        .^pios  2917 
216  1070  .4'pium  651 1258        Aplectrum  2760 

1283        Aplophfllum  2918 1283  Apluda  2919 
1076  ApocY'NBjE,.Qr.  101. 

194  1077  -4p6cynum  572 4  P  3 

435 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1290        A.  see  Eustegia  3191 
292  1090  Aponogeton  854 

1260         A'porum  2758 
466        Apothecaries'  boxes,  n. 

1166]      Apple-berry  513 426  1067  Apple-tree     7090  1133 422  1067  Apricot  7056  1129 
1283         Aquartia  2920 1283         Aquilaria  2921 

476) 

1218(1054  Aquilegia  1208 
1301 3 

540  1057  ̂ 'rabis  1390 
614  1067  ̂ 'rachis  1543 230  1070  Aralia  696 

1070  Aramaxc£«,  Or.  78. 

jlygjim  AraucSria  2112 806  1064  A'rbor  Vita?  2018 

1194} 1075  •4'rbutus  1019 1194        A.  see  Pernettya  2606 

1222} 1079  Archangel  1259 1283  Archangelica  2922 
680  1074  ̂ 'rctium  1660 
872  1070  Arctdpus  2165 
1284  ^rctostaphylos  2923 
734  1073  Arctotheca  1815 
740  1073  Arctbtis  1831 

1 162  } im  Ardfgla 

152  1077  Ardulna  436 
800  1088  Arica  2009 

1284        Arembnia  2924 
3783059  Arenarla  1050 
754-1084  Arethusa  1877 

l}fe}  1080  Ax&tia  348 1284        Arg&nia  2925 

12lliI0S6  ArgemSne  1172 967        Argol,  n. 244  1085  Argolasia  719 
140  1077  Argyrela  385 1284        ̂ risarum  2926 
44  1086  Aristea  112 

1284        Aristlda  2927 

1268} 1082  An8401001"8  1934 1 082  A  ristolochie'jB,  Or.  135. 394  1064  Aristoteho  1084 
1284        ̂ rmenlaca  2928 
234  1080  Armerla  705 
716  1074  A'rnica  1749 
666  1073  Arnopogon  1623 464  1058  Arnotta  1623 

1089  Aao\Dvm,  Or.  176. 
1208        ArbTaa,s.    '  1138 1284         Arrac&cia  2929 
1284        Arrhenatherum  2930 
290        Arrow-grass  841 
790        Arrow-head  1988 

1144}  ̂"85  Arrow-root 
1034  1093  Arscfria 480  Artabotryg 
1284  Artanema 
220  1071  Artedio 
696  1073  Artemisia 1284  Arthrolbbium 
976  1092  Arthtmia 
280  1086  Arthropbdium 1184  Arthrostemma 
684  1072  Artichoke  1668 
770  1083  Artocarpus  1935 800  1089  Axxxm  2006 
74  1089  ArundinSria  219 60  1089  ̂ rundo  175 

1284        AsagraOa  2933 
392        Asarabacca  1072 
392  1082  ̂ I'sarum  1072 1284        Ascaridda  2934 

1077  ̂ sclepiaVc*,  Or.  102. 
196  1077  ̂ fscldpisw  588 1283        A.  see  Anantherix  2895 

1018  1092  Ascobolug  2391 
1036  1093  Ascophora  2462 
658  1061  yf'scyrum  1618 1295        A.  see  Nordntea  3411 
868  1076  Ash-tree  2157 480 

1218 

2 
2450 
1221 2931 667 

1721 2932 
2363 810 

•  1055  Asimina 
1223 
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Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
606  1066  Aspalathus  1528 
282  1086  Asparagus  816 

1262         Aspasia  2772 
840         Aspen  13961  2087 
1040  1093  Aspergillus  2482 
124  1078  Asperugo  342 
94  1072  Asperula  268 

280         Asphodel  808 
1086  Jsphode~i.es,  Or.  160. 280  1086  Jsphddelus  808 

8  1061  Aspicarpa  29 
258  1089  Aspidistra  759 
884  1092  Aspfdium  2199 
880  1090  Jsplenium  2186 
220  1070  Assa-fcetida  3702  668 1284         Assaraciw  2935 
617        Asses'  eyes,  n. 1236        Assobm  2697 
1284         A star tea  2936 
700  1073  Astt'lma  1727 1284        Astephanus  2937 

1248  ]  1074  A'ster  1739 1284        Asterocephalus  2938 1032  1093  Asterbma  2439 
1284         Astflbe  2939 
636  1066  Astragalus  1594 

1291         A.  see  Gulden- 
stse'dtto  3227 1299        A.  see  Trich&dium  157 

298  1064  Astranthus  873 
222  1070  Astrantia  674 
580  1060  Astraps'a  1469 1284        Astrocaryum  2940 1284        Astroldblum  2941 
142        Astrolbma  396 

1284        Atalanthus  2943 
1284         Atalanfa'o  2942 254         Atamasco  lily  4273  743 212  1071  Athamanta  634 
696  1073  Athanasia  1717 

1284         Atherop&gon  2944 
1284         Atherosperma  2945 

1083  Atherospe'rmejR, Or.  139. 
700  1073  Athrixia  1728 

1024  1092  Atract6bolus  2416 
686  1074  <<tracrylis  1670 

1284         Atragene  2946 
288  1081  Atraphaxis  838 
862  1081  A'triplex  2138 
154  1078  A'tropo  446 1284        Attalia  2947 
442         Attar,  n. 

1078  Aubergines 

l'^  1 1057  Aubrieba  1399 784  101'3  Aicuba  1966 
1284         AudiberU'a  2948 1284         Audoufnia  2949 
828  1081  Aulax  2052 

1062  Aueantia'ce.jb,  Or.  45. 126         Auricula  2031  350 
58  1089  Avena  171 

1299        A.  see  Tricha'ta  3634 454         A vens  1155 
380  1061  Averrhoa  1058 
520  1079  Avicenma  1323 
177         Avignon  berries,  n. 558         Awlwort  1447 
52  1089  Axonopus  140 

772  1081  A'xyris  1943 1072  Ayapana  of  Brazil 
182  1060  Ayema  527 

"^j  1075  Azalea  403 1190        A.  see  .Rhododen- 
dron 1014 

1212        Azara  2639 
424        Azarole  7078  1132 
42  1086  Babi&na  102 

678  1074  Bacazia  1658 
702  1074  jBaccharis  1732 
790  1088  Bactris  1985 
304  1068  Bx'ckSa  891 
970  1092  Basomyces  2350 
154  1075  Bae6botrys  443 1250  Baerfa  2736 
176        Bahama  red 

wood  2870  503 
1250        Bdhia,  *.  2737 
884  1090  Balantium  2190 
1198         Balbfst'a  2619 1288        Baldingero  3129 

Lin.     Nat.  Sp.  Gen 
504  1079  .Baildta  1265 
1222  B.see  Roy  lea  2655 508  1079  Balm  1278 

1064  Balm  of  Acouchi 
804        Balm  of  Gilead 

fir  13526  2013 
184  Balsam  538 
808  Balsam  apple  13555  2020 1284        .Balsanilna  2950 

1061  -Balsami'ne^,  Or.  41. 696  1073  .Balsamlta  1718 
350  1065  Balsam  of  Capevi  986 
305  1064  Balsam  of  Mecca,  n. 1065  Balsam  of  Peru 

1064  Balsam  of  Tolu 
866  Balsam-tree  2151 1284  Balsamodendron  2951 
738  1074  Baltimbra  1823 
256  Bamboo-cane  752 
256  1089  Bamtriisa  Ibl 

B.  see  Melocanna  3356 
B.  see  ATastus  3398 4088  721 

1294 
244 
793 100 
460 

Banana-tree Bandboxes,  w. 
Bondhooka  1743  288 
Bane-berry  7649  1164 1083  Bang 

932  1091  Bangia  2288 380  1061  Banistena  1085 
86  1081  Banks/a  247 

1196        Bansook,  n. 
872  Banyan  tree  14430  2167 592        Baobab,  n. 

1284         BSphia  2952 
342  1066  Baptisia  947 1174 
848 
380 
414  J 
1202j 
252 

Barbacemo  2562 
Barbadces 
cedar  14062  2113 

Barbadoes  cherry  1054 
Barbadoes  ?RQnifllll 
gooseberry  J  OW4  \  2630 Barbadoes  lily  4238  749 ~   "     "  1386 540  1057  Barbarea 

286  Barberry 
1242  Barbiena 
205         Barilla,  n. 

1226 11079  Barler"» 
72  1088  Barley 
75        Barley  sugar,  ». 1180  Barn&rdta 

II52I  Barren-wort 596  1068  Barringtdm'a 1238        B.  see  Stravadium 
752  1085  Bartholin^ 

1202} 1069  Barton'° 908  1091  Bartramt'a 524  1078  Barts?a 
180  1063  Bary6sma 228  1081  BaseUa  693 
400  Base-rocket  6673  1102 510  Basil  1281 
822  Basket  osier  13733  2042 
394  1076  BSssia  1074 

2711 
1302 210 
2579 297 

1479 

2704 1862 
2238 
1341 
519 

120 
510 
604 
182) 
650J 

208 
614 
640 
148 
810 
96 426 

194 
20 

6?6 

Bastard  alkanet,  n. 
Bastard  balm  1280 
Bastard  cabbage- tree  1517 
Bastard  cedar    531  1608 
Bastard  cinna- mon 5641 
Bastard  hare's-ear Bastard  indigo 
Bastard  lupine 
Bastard  manchineel 
Bastard  orpine 
Bastard  pimpernel 

934 

617 

1545 1599 417 

2025 
277 

Bastard  quince  7104  1133 Bastard  toadflax  569 
Bastard  vervain  54 
Bastard  vetch  1592 

2410  1092  Batarrea  1022 
1158        Batdtas,  s.  383 
1262        Batemam'a  2781 932  1091  Batrachospermum  2283 
120  1078  Batscht'a  331 470  1070  Bauera  1199 
346  1067  Bauhim'a  970 216  Bawd-money  653 
831         Bayberry-bush, ». 
332  1081  Bay-tree         5646  934 

Lin.   Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
352        Bead-tree  988 
425        Beam-tree,  n. 622  1065  Bean             10420  1561 
352        Bean-cape.r  994 
342         Bean-trefoil  943 
360        Bear-berry  5967  1019 Bear-bind  387 

Bear's  breech  1301 Bear's-ear  sanicle  351 
Bear's  foot  8085  1237 
Bear's  grape  2923 

jl068  Beauf6rtfo 

140 
516 
128 

488 
1284 
652 

1244 1284  Beaumont/a 
479        Beaver-tree,  n. 66  1089  Beckmamua 
92  Bed-straw 
792  Beech 206  1081  Beet 

1613 

2953 
192 
266 

1996 

612 

1268  j 1081  Bee°n"»  1989 1081  BEGONtacau,  Or.  128. 
394  1075  BejarzYj  1076 
802  1084  Belis  2010 
252        Belladonna  lily  4255  739 540        Belleisle  cress  8978  1386 1284  Bellevalia 
162  Bell-flower 1284  Bellidiastrum 
718  1074  Jffellis 
718  1074  Bellium 

2954 

463 
2955 1756 1757 2500 
1196 
2956 

1146  Beloperone 
468        Bengal  quince 
1284  Benincasa 
334        Benjamin-tree  5656  934 
56        Bent-grass  156 1152        Benthamia  2515 

363  1068  Benzoin,  n. 
im}mi  Ber6rdia  {2957 

1055  Berberldete,  Or.  6. 

118o]1055  sirberis  829 

11 80  J      Berberry  829 1284        Berchemta  2958 
732  1073  Berckheya  1810 

1284         Bergera  2959 1284         Bergio  2960 
1284        Beringena  2961 
848        Bermudas  ce- dar            14050  2113 

1284        Berrya  2962 
544  1057  Berteroa  1398 

1284         Bcrtholeti'a  2963 1284         Berzelia  2964 534  1078  BeslSrta  1373 
3'  G         Besoms, ». 
1284  Bessera  2965 
20G  1081  £eta  612 

1148         Betck/a  2502 
28        Betle-nut         507  77 

502  1C79  .8et6nica  1262 
502        Betony  1262 780  1083  J?etula  1956 
692  1074  Bldeng  1697 
1285  Biforis  2966 
1262  Bifrenaria  2776 
1285        Bigelbvta  2967 
514  1077  Bignfima  1294 320 

ISO' 

1166 
1301. 1176 
1285 
140 

1077  BiGHOxiace<e,  Or.  104. 
Bilberry 

Billardiera 

Billbergi'a 

Billofc'a 

Bindweed 
384  1061  Bi6phytum 
780  1083  Birch 830 
160 126 

628 
642 1295 

766 

Bird-lime,  ». Bird-pepper 
Bird's-eye 
Bird's-foot 
Bird's-foot  trefoil Bird's-tongue 

5497  S07 

515 
2565 
2968 384 
1064 
1956 

2591  453 
2023  350 

1578 1601 
3429 

Birth  wort  1932 
546  1057  Biscutella  1413 
638  1066  Biserrula  1695 
326         Bistort  5595  921 

1067  Bitter  almond 

1242  } 1066Bitter  vetcn  1657 1285 
BivorusVi 

2969 
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Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
464  1058  Blxa  1178 

1058  Bixlnete,  Or.  18. 
372        Bizarres,  n. 
964         Black  ash,  ». 
838         Black  bryony  ! 
648        Black  nonesuch,  n. 
56         Black  quitch, «. 194         Black  saltwort  567 

476        Black  snakeroot 
7877  1207 406  1064  Blackwellm  1108 

586        Bladder  ketmia 
9850  1480 

226  Bladder-nut 

1244} 1066  Bladder  Senna 98  1075  BlaeVa 
1293        B.  see  Sytnpieza 394  1068  Btfkea 
260  1086  Blandfordia 
320  Bleaberry 880  1090  .Blechnum 
518  1079  .Blechum 

684 1573 

1285 
1285 
736 

Blephylia 
Blepharis Blessed  thistle 

284 3599 
1075 

768 5502  907 2183 
1305 
2971 

2970' 
1260  ] 1085  m6Ua 302  1060  Bllghia 
1041         Blight,  n. 8  1081  BMtum 

12597  1819 
1911 
885 

248 
460 
734 320 
320 

1246 
1285 1285 

Blood-flower 
Blood-wort 
Blue-bottle 
Blue  tangles Bluets 
Blumenbachia 
Blysmus 
Bobarli'a 392  1056  Boccbnia 

125o] 1074  Boe'bera 782  1083  Bcehmerfa 
6  1080  Boerhaavj'o 130 48 

1239 
1291 
1213 
1258 
1260 

731 7651  1165 12549  1819 5507  907 
5504  907 

2720 2972 
2973 1073 
1759 
1960 

19 

Bog  bean,  n, Bog  rush  119 
Bois  mabonia,  n 
Bois  perdrix  3245 Bois  sans  ecorce,  n. 
Bolboph|llum  2754 B.  see  Cirrhopeta, lura  2755 

1285  Boldo"a  2974 1008  1092  .Boletus  2373 
1285  Bbleum  2975 
1285  Bolivart'a  2976 722  1074  Boltbma  1772 
1059  Bomba'ceje,  Or.  24. 592  1059  Bombax  1472 
1287        B.  see  Cochlosper- mum  3068 
322  Bonacebark  5532  910 
249  Bonana  bird's  nest,  n. 1293  Bonapfirtea,  s.  3325 1266  Bonatea 
1285  BongSrdiVi  2977 
1285  Bonnaya  2978 
942  1091  Bonnemaisdnt'o  2316 1285  BonnettVt  2979 
524  1079  Bontta  1334 
1214  Boothia,  s.  2643 
124  Borage  340 

1077  -BonAGiNEJ!,  Or.  108, 

Lin.  Nat. 98 1 
1072  £  BouvSrdto 13083 
1034  1093  Bovtsta 

Sp.  Gen 

287 

2444 

122  1078  .Bora-go 836  1088  Borassus 
606  1066  Borbbnta 
674  1073  Borkhatista 
302  1063  Bordnia 
964  1092  B6rrera 
826  1082  Bbrya 
1285  B6sc<a 
206  1081  Bbsea 
608  1066  Bossias'a 1285  Boswelha 
838        Botany-bay  tea 13934  2081 
1152  Botrfceras 
886  1090  Botrychium 

1040  1093  Botrytis 
1292        Bottle  gourd 
846        Bourbon  palm 152  1078  Bourrerio 
1285  Boussingaultm 

340 
7079 1526 1637 
878 

2342 2044 
2980 613 
1531 
2981 

2511 

2^]  1086  Brodias'a 

2481 

1285  Bowiea 
1285  Bowlesm  2981 
466        Bowls,  a. 
864        Box  elder  2144 
156        Box  thorn  450 
780        Box-tree  1957 
864  1081  Brabejum  2142 

1248        Brachygl6ttis  2729 
1285        Brachylaftia  2985 

64  1089  Brachypddium  185 
1248         Brachyrhynchos,  s.  1741 
342  1066  Brachysema  953 
202  1077  Brachystelma  597 882        Brake  2190 
450        Bramble  1149 
350        Brasiletto  978 
762  1085  Brassavbla  1914 
756  1085  Br&ssta  1886 
552  1057  Jfrassica  1432 
540  1057  Br&ya  1387 350  1064  Brazil-wood,  n. 
770  1083  Bread  fruit  1935 
870  Bread  nut  2158 
640        Bread  root     10756  1597 

1285        Bremontidra  2987 
144  1093  Brexia  405 
866  1082  Brldeha  2148 
1285  Brigndlia  2988 
705        British  herb  tobacco,  n. 66  1089  -Srlza  195 
218  Broad- seed  660 555  Broccoli 

fll4 

{792 

64        Brotno- grass  184 246  1087  Bromeho  726 
1086  BROMBLiTfcap,  Or.  162. 

64  1089  jBromus  184 
1297        B.  see  Rostraria  3541 
1299        B.  see  Tetradium  3614 
1299        B.  see  Trichaj'ta  3634 1285  Brongniartta  2989 16        Brooklime        234  40 
168        Brookweed  471 
610  1064  Broom  rape  1335 870  1083  Brdsimum  2158 
184  1075  Brossa?'a  534 746  1074  Brotera  1852 
760  1085  BroughtbntVt  1905 
832  083  Broussonett'a  2059 532  1078  Browallio  1360 
418        Brown  gum  tree 6988  1126 
580  1067  Br6wnea  1464 

1285         Brownldwta  2990 832  1064  Brucea  2061 

1158  j 1078  Brugmanfi'V»  377 184  1063  Brum's  533 1063  Bmmdcete,  Or.  55. 
380  1081  Brunnichta  1052 
1164        Brunbma  2540 
534  1078  BrunsfelstVz  1375 
250  1086  Brunsvigia  737 

1285         .Brya  2992 
1260         Brybbium           »  2757 
810  1069  .Bryonia  2024 
810         Bryony  2024 328  1070  Bryophyllum  928 
940  1091  Bry6psis  2306 
908  1091  .Bryum  2240 214  1071  .Bubon  640 
650  1060  Bubrbma  1608 
1285        Buchanama  2993 
532  1078  Buchnera  1369 
364  1082  Buclda  1033 
130        Buck  bean  362 
546  Buckler  mustard  1413 
168        Buck's-horn    2740  464 176        Buckthorn  503 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp. 
280  1086  2?ulbltie 
936  1091  BulbochseHe 
270  1087  Bulbocddium 1182        B.  see  Merendira 

1018  1092  Bulgaria 
422        Bullace-tree  7046 
176         Bull-grape  2863 54  1089  Bull-rush  976 1285  Bulliarda 
150        Bully-tree,  n. 204  1063  BumSlda 
148  1076  .Bumelia 1285  Bunchbsia 
558  1057  manias 

1294        B.  see  Muric2ria 212  1071  .Bunium 
1300        B.  see  Wallr6thi'o 244  1087  Buonaparteo 
728  1073  .Buphth&lmum 

1172] 1070  -Supleurum 
52  Bur  914 

1285  Burchfird/a 
162  1072  Burchellio 
680  Burdock 

1191        Burg-i-tibbut,  n. 804  Burgundy  pitch,  n. 
1264  Burlingtbnta 
790  Burnet 212        Burnet  saxifrage 210        Bur  parsley 
774        Bur  reed 
182        Bursa  ria 
872  1064  Bursera 

liloi 1066  Burton,'a 

846        Butcher's  broom 840        Butcher's  trays,  n. 606  1066  Butea 1087  BvTbmzs,  Or.  165. 
336  1087  JTutomus 

240 

Gen. 

807 

2293 

784 

2591 

2392 1129 501 

148 2995 

605 
1444 
3391 631 
3669 

723 

1797 657 

134 2997 459 

1660 

2805 
1990 635 
626 

1946 530 
216 

955 2111 

704 

487 
487 

758 794  7 

1286J 

326  1081  Buckwheat  5602  921 
362  Buckwheat-tree  1021 98  1078  Buddies  279 
642        Buffalo  clover  10803  1600 
104  1059  Bufifoma 
1285  Buginvillts'a 3299    494?]rV7Q  „„„,„ 

2109  1220  j  1079  BuSle 
120  Bugloss 
476  Bugwort 4  P  4 

311 
2994 

1242 

Butter  and  eggs 
4035  711 

Butterbur     11891  1737 
Butter  cups,  n. 
Butter-flower,  n. 
Butterfly  plant 1291 2 1895 Butternut    13377  [^|q 

1076  Butter-tree 1295        Butter  and  tallow  tree 
3449 20  Butterwort 

182  1060  Buttneria 354        Button  flower 
188  Button-tree 94         Button  weed 
96        Button  wood 

908  1091  Buxbaumj'a 780  1082  £nxus 1285  Bybli* 
1285  Byrsonima 
930  1091  ByssocUdium 500  1079  Bystropbgon 

1059  BYTTNEHt<ice<F,  Or.  25, 
393        Cabaret,  n. 
552  1057  Cabbage 
800  Cabbage-tree 
692  1074  Cacalia 1065  Cachou 
224  1071  CSchrys 

1069  Ca'cti,  Or.  72. 410  1069  Cactus 

52 
526 
1001 
544 270 

275 2236 
1957 

2998 2999 2273 

1253 

1432 
2009 

1701 677 

1202 
1200 
1202 1200 
1200 1202 
1202 

C.  see  Ctireus 

1111 2627 

C.  see  Echinocactus  2625 
C.  see  Epipbyllum  2628 C.  see  Mammillaria  2626 

431 
2982 

C.  see  Melocactus 
C.  see  Opontia  2629 
C.  see  Pereskia  2630 

350  1067  Cddia  983 
690  1073  Cselestina  1688 
350  1067  Cffisalplni'a  978 280  1086  Cassia  812 
694  1074  Cssulia  1712 

1246         Cai6phora,  s.  1619 1065  Cajan 
1285        Cajinus  3000 

1068  Cajeputi-oil 652        Cajeputi-tree  10938  1610 548  1057  Cakile  1417 
524        Calabash-tree  1336 

333 1 1266         Caladenia  2831 
1214    798  1089  Caladium  2005 
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Lin.    Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
185         Calamagrostii  300) 508         Calamint  1277 
508  1079  Calamintha  1277 

1224         CalSmpeb*  2668 256- 1088  Calamus  753 1 198         Calandrinia  2621 
764  1085  Calanthe  1923 

1144j  1085  Calatnea  3 202         Calathian  violet  3368  600 

jjjgj  1078  Calceolaria  51 

l$Jl079  CaldW  {«» 694  1074  Calea  1907 
696  1076  Caleacte  1716 
756  1084  Caledna  1881 
740  1074  Calendula  1830 
556  1057  Caleplna  1441 954  1092  Callcium  2333 
356         Calico-bush     5915  1011 

1289         Calinea,  s.  3145 298  1089  Calla  869 
96  1079  Callicfirpa  272 

1285         Callicephalus  3002 398  1070  Callicoma  1099 
406  1081  Calligonum  1106 
1285         Calliopea  3003 
1252  1285  Calliopsis  2743 

CalUprbra  {^j77 1285         Callisace  3005 
36  1087  Callisia  87 1285         Callista  3006 

342  1066  Callistachys  952 1285         Callistemma  3007 
1285         Callistemon  3008 

8   1069  CallUriche  27 
1285  CSUitris  3009 
1286  Calluna  3010 
1170  Calobdtrya,  *.  550 1012  1092  Calocera  2380 
1268  Calochllus  3840 
1182  Calochortus  2590 
1178        Calochortus,  s.  2574 182  1063  Calodendrum  528 
1286        Calophaca  3011 
1226        Calophanes  2672 
466  1061  Calophyllum  1189 756  1084  Calopogon  1878 242  1086  Calostemma  715 
652  1068  Calothamnus  1612 
932  1091  Cfilothrix  2286 
714  1074  Calbtis  1742 
196  1077  Cal6tropis  584 490  1054  C&ltha  1239 
354         Caltrops  996 

1083  Calyca'nthb*,  Or.  138. 454  1083  Calycanthus  1157 
1063  CALiCYFbo'RiB,  Subc.  2. 
1072  Calyce're-e,  Or.  88. 36  1080  Calymenia  81 

764  1085  Calypso  1929 
418  1068  Calyptranthes  1122 
1286  Calyptrion  3012 12^83         C.  see  Anchieteo  2897 
J  40  1077  CalystSgia  387 

1214         Caiythnx  2645 
1286         Calytrix  3013 
760  1085  Camaridium  1901 

\m]      Oamduta  {2581 550  1057  Camellna  1425 

1238  j  1062  Camgu'°  1476 1062  CameWits,  Or.  47. 
148  1077  CamerSria  417 

1  lot] 1075  CamPSnula  463 1075  Campanul.Oce*;, Or.  90 
1286         Campelia  3015 
332  1081  Camphire-tree  5643  934 333  1081  Camphor,  n. 
88  1081  Camphorosma  254 

372         Campion  1047 
1286  Campylauthus  3016 788         Canada  rice    13313  1979 
288  1075  CanarlDa  834 
58        Canary-grass  168 1286  CanavMia  3017 

8?0        Candleberry  myrtle  2055 1246  Cand611ea  2719 
212        Candy  carrot    3556  634 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 

1232} 1057  Candy-tutt  1412 74         Cane-brake  219 394  1061  Canella  1085 

1144}  1085  Canna  1 834  1083  Cannabis  2073 
1085  Ca'nnba,  Or.  152. 

164        Canterbury  bells 
2675  463 1006  1092  Cantharellus  2368 

172  1072  Cdnthium  482 

1162]  1077  Cdntua         389  *•  380 1082  Caoutchouc 
172        Cape  jasmine  2826  487 
226        Cape  phillyrea  3817  682 402  1058  Caper  6748  1103 
458        Caper-tree  1162 

1286        Capnophfllum  3618 
1058  Cappari'dre,  Or.  14. 458  1058  Capparis  1162 1238  C.  see  Morisbnio  2705 

1L80  C.  see  Stephanta  2589 
532  1078  CaprSria  13682 

1071  CaprifoliVcejB,  Or.  82. 

II64]1071  CaprifSlium  474 546  1057  Capsella  1409 
160  1078  Capsicum  453 
626  1066  Caragana  1569 
1286        Caragiulta  3019 1286        Carallia  3020 
202         CaraMma  598 
1286         Carapa  3021 
218        Caraway  655. 542  1057  CardSmine  1392 

4  1085  Cardamom         48  8 
166        Cardinal  flower  2715  464 
328  1060  Cardisopermum  925 
684  1072  Cardoon        11458  1668 
686  1074  Card6patum  1676 

1286         Carduncellus  3022 
680  1074  Carduus  1663 
774  1089  Cfirex  1947 
596  1068  Careyrt  1499 

1286         Cargllljo  3023 842  1069  Carica  2095 
152  1  077  Carusa  438 
684  1074  Carllna  1669 
684         Carline  thistle  1669 

1286         Carlowizta  3024 
798  1087  Carlud6vica  2004 
1286  Carrdichaeli'a  3025 372         Carnation       6164  1046 
868        Carob-tree  2156 688         Carolina  vanilla 

plant, ». 592  1059  Carolines  1490 
702  1073  CarpSsium  1731 
792  1083  Carpinus  1996 
1286         Carpodlnus  3026 
1286         Carpod6ntos  3027 
616  1066  Carpopbgon  1549 556  1057  Carrichtira  1438 
210  1070  Carrot  625 
420        Carthagenian  apple,  n. 
686  1074  Cdrthamus  1675 
36  1087  Cartonema  90 

218  1070  Carum  655 
1286        Caruncularia  3028 
1286        Carya  3029 
1286        Carybcar  3030 

1059  Caryophy'll&s,  Or.  20. 416  1068  Caryophfllus  1120 
800  1088  Carydta  2007 
813  Cascarilla-bark,  ». 1286        Casearia  3031 
334  1064  Cashew  nut  935 
1286        Cassandra  3032 
814  1082  Cassava  13649  2033 
348  106T  Cassia  •  974 333  Cassia-buds,  n. 326  1063  Casslne  682 
744  1073  Cassinia  1848 
224  Cassioberry-bush 3766  679 

1286        Casslope  3033 
1280         CassUvium,  s.  2850 
334  1081  Cassvtha  936 
792  1083  Castanea  1C94 
1190        Castanospermum  2601 1286         Castelrt  3034 
524  1078  Castilleja  1337 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
814         Castor-oil  plant 13652  2034 
772  1083  Casuarlna  1936 

1083  CASUARlNiue,  Or.  144. 
1286        Catabrdsa  3035 

26  1077  Catdlpa  64 
678  1073  Catananche  1655 

1285         Catapodium,  s.  185 

,2^ J 1085  Catasetum  1889 1262        C.  see  Myanthus  2783 
374        Catchfly  1048 
93        Catch-weed,  n. 856        Catechu, ». 

628        Caterpillar  1579 
100  1072  Catestxe'/i  289 350  1067  Cathartocarpus  975 
498  Catmint  1249 
854        Cat's-claw  mimosa, ». 
676        Cat's-ear  1650 774        -Cat's-tail  1945 
58        Cat's-tail  grass  165 494        Cat  thyme       8109  1244 

1260  ] 1085  Cattl6y<» 

Cedrus 3036 

1906 

1262"       C,  see  Sophronltis  2773 210  1071  Caucalis  626 555  Cauliflower 
286  1055  Caulophfllum  826 
161         Cayenne  butter,  n. 161         Cayenne  pepper,  n. 

1 5^}  1063  Ceanbthus  510 826  1083  Cecr&pta  2043 
806        Cedar  of  Goa  13544  2016 
806        Cedar  of  Le- 

banon        13537  2014 182  1062  Cedrela  531 
1062  Cedre'l&b,  Or.  44. 1286) 

1301  j 

460         Celandine  1167 
1063  Celastri'nes,  Or.  53. 178  1063  Celastrus  507 

217         Celeriac,  n. 
216  1070  Celery            3618  651 

1090  Cellula'res,  Div.  2. 192  1080  Cel&sia  565 
534  1078  Celsia  1376 
864  1083  Celtis  2145 

1018  1092  Cenanglum  2394 52  1089  Cenchrus  134 
722  1073  Cenia  1774 
966  1092  Cen6mvce  2349 
734  1074  Centaurea  1819 
1285  C.  see  Callicephalus  3002 
.  252         C.  see  Plectocepha- lus  2744 
734        Centaury  1819 1286  Centotheca  3037 

6  1072  Centrtothus  20 1252        Centroclinium  2746 
724  1074  Centrospermum  1779 96  1080  Centunculus  277 
174  1072  Cephaelig  497 
96  1072  Cephalanthus  275 
90  1072  Cephalgia  263 

690  1074  Cephalophora  1690 
1200        Cephalbtus  2623 1286         Cerimia  3038 
936  1091  Ceramium  2296 

1286        Ceranthera  3039 
1036  1059  Cerfistium  2465 1286         Cerasus  3040 
1268        Ceratlola  2842 
1036  1033  Ceratium           &  2465 
772  1081  CeratofSrpus  1937 
234  1054  Ceratocephalus     -  708 1262        Ceratochllus,  2786 
66  1089  Cerat6chloa  189 

868  1067  Ceratbnia  2156 
1196        Ceratopetalum  2609 
790  1093  Ceratophfllura  1986 1286         Ceratosanthes  3041 
148  1077  Cgrbero  420 

1289         C.  see  Dissolas*na  3144 1295        C.  see  Ochr&sia  3414 
346  1067  Cercis  968 

1286        Ceres/a  3042 1202         Cereus  2627 
410        Cereuses,  n. 122  1078  Cerlnthe     *  339 
198  1077  Ceropfcgia  593 1286        Cestrlnu*  3043 
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tin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
154  1078  Cestrum  445 
878  1090  Citerach  2174 
964  1092  Cetraria  2843 
208  1071  Chteroph<llum  621 
250        Chsetachlse'na  2734 716  1074  ChaetanftiSra  1748 286         Chsetaria  3044 

1286         Ch»t6calyx  3046 
1196         Chietogaster  2708 
928  1091  Chtet6phora  2271 

ill]1091  Ch*t6spora  {^298 54  1089  Chaeturus  152 
1286         Chailldtffl  3047 
1192         Chamascistus  3935  1014 
836  1088  Chamaedbrea  7078 

1292        Chamaegr6stis,  s.  142 144  1075  Chamaeledon  404 1286        Chamaellrium  3048 
868  1088  Chamae'rops  2154 1286         Chamissba  3049 
724  1072  Chamomile  1778 
754  1085  Cham6rchis  1867 

1004         Champignon, ». 
1006         Chantarell  2368 
740  1073  Chaptalio  '1829 936  1091  Chara  2295 1178        Chart  wood/a  2576 

1286        Chasmbnia  3050 
1520  1079  Chaste-tree  1317 
866         Chawstick'    14304  2146 
101         Chay-root,  n. 465        Cheese-colouring,  n. 
92         Cheese-rennet  1604  266 

884  1090  Cheilanthes  2195 
538  1057  Cheiranthus  1382 

1298        C.  see  Sterigma  3590 
286  Cheirost&mon  3051 

1460  1056  Chelidbnium  1167 

!  226  j 1078  Chelbne  1298 192  1081  Chenblea  558 
1080  CHENOPbDEiE,  Or.  126. 

206  1081  Chenopbdium  611 
480  1055  Cherimoyer     7921  1220 
380  1059  Cherleri'a  1051 422  Cherry  1129 
160  Cherry  pepper  2596  453 208  1070  Chervil  621 
792  1083  Chestnut  1994 
624  1065  Chickpea  1564 7fi  1  C  224 
288  j       Chickweed  [m 58  1089  Chil6chloa  167 

1266        Chilbdea  2660 
1266         Chiloglottis  2833 
1286         Chil6psis  3052 
362  1075  Chimaphila  1023 454  1083  Chimonanthus  1158 
586        China  rose      9819  1480 
423  Chinese  cherry,  n. 
12.1076  Chionanthus  34 

833         Chio  turpentine,  n. 
172  1072  Chiroc6cca  480 
130  1077  Chirbnia  364 
1286  Chitbnia  3053 
274  Chives  4688  796 
242  1086  Chlidanthus  716 

1228         Chloanthes  2675 
316  1077  Chlbra  894 

1266         Chlora'a  2830 
1084  Chlora'ntheje, Or.  146. 

8  1084    Chloranthus  25 
1287  Chloraster  3054 
860  1089  Chlbris  2130 
1297  C.  see  Rhabd6chloa 3525 
280  1086  Chlorophytum  811 

1287         Chlor6xylon  3055 650        Chocolate  nut  1607 
287  Choisya  3056 1298  Choko  3557 
98  1072  Chomelf'o  285 1287         Chbna  3057 

942  1091  Ch6ndria  2313 
670  1073  Chondrilla  1629 
944  1091  Chordaria  2319 

1174         Choretis  2555 
548  1057  Chorispora  1419 

^jlOSe  Chorozema  949 342  1066  Chorozemia  949 
708        Christmas  daisies,  n. 
4X8         Christmas  rose  8080  1237 

Lin.  Nat.                          Sp.  Gen. 

1168]       Christ's  thorn  505 980  1  091  Chro61epus  2275 
728  1073  Chrysanthellum  1788 
720  1073  Chrysanthemum  1769 
1218         Chryseii,  s.  n.  2647 
242  1086  Chrysiphlala  717 
424  1067  Chrysobalanus  1130 
1170         Chrysob6trya,  s.  550 

1248} 1074  ChTSOcoma  1705 1248         C.  see  Ozothamnus  2725 
740  1074  Chrysogonum  1827 
150  1076  Chrysophfllum  424 

1287         Chrysopbgon  3058 366  1070  Chrysosplenium  1040 
1287        Chrysosterama  3059 
60  1089  Chrysurus  176 

1184         Chymocarpus  2594 
1260         Chysis  2762 782  1082  Cicco  1958 
624  1066  Clcer  1564 
678  1073  Cichbrium  1657 
216  1071  Cicuta  648 
476  1055  Cimicifuga  1207 1287         Cinchbno  3060 

1291         Cinchbno,  s.  3268 
904  1091  Cinclidbtus  2227 
712  } 

1248  V 1074  Cineraria  1741 1301 J 

1248        C.  see  Senecio  1738 
56  1089  Cinna  161 

1287  Cinnambmum  3061 
332  1081  Cinnamon       5640  934 

121o} 1067  cin1uefoil  1153 26  1069  Circae'a  71 1262        CirrhaeVi  2774 
1260        Cirrhopetalum  2755 
1287         Cirsium  +1665 
848  1055  Cissampelos  2116 102  1061  Cissus  305 

1058  CistInEjE,  Or.  19. 

1214] 1058  Cistus  1197 358         Cistus  iddum,  n. 
520  1079  Citharexylum  1329 654         Citron          10979  1615 
652  1062  Citrus  1615 

Cladanthus  {»« 26  1089  Cladium  74 
1038  1093  Cladospbrium  2472 
1287         Cladostachys  3063 940  1091  Cladostephus  2303 151  Clammy  cherry,  n. 
1186        Clarkta  2597 

24         Clary  438  62 
1287         Clausbia  3064 
1012  1092  Clavaria  2379 
146  1075  Clavlja  409 

130l]  1069  clayton»'a  537 152  Clearing' nut  2447  437 94         Cleavers  1620  266 
482? 
12203 

1232}  1058  Cleome 
1295        C.  see  Perltoma  3452 
1298         C.  see  Stanleya  3588 512  1079  Clebnia  1287 

1228] 1079  Clerodendrum  1325 362  1075  CISthra  1020 
1287  Cleyera  3065 1244  Clianthus  2715 
1287  Clidemia  3066 
844  1067  Cliffortio  2106 
506  1079  Clinopbdium  1272 1234  Clintbnto  2691 
618  1066  Clit&ria  1556 
1176  Clivea  2567 
452  Cloud-berry  7563  1149 372  1068  Clove  6164  1046 
642  Clover  10802  1600 
416  Clove-tree  1120 
504  Clown's  all- heal 8295  1263 
58  Club  grass  169 
892  Club  moss  2212 
48  Club  rush  123 

866  1061  Clusia  2151 

■  1054  Clematis 
1227 

1448 

Cnlcus 1665 

Lin.  Nat.                           Sp.  Gen. 
850  1082  Cluftto  2122 
544  1057  Clypeola  1402 

1287         Cnemid6stachys  3067 36  1064  Cnebrum  84 
380  1064  Cnestis  1057 

682  i 
12871 

218  1070  Cnidium  656 792  Cob  13370  1998 
373        Cob-pinks,  n. 142  1077  Cob«r\»  388 

1077  Coiueeicets,  Or.  105. 778  1089  CobresiVi  1948 
1174         Coburghia  2560 
100  1072  Coccocypselum  293 326  1081  Cocc61oba  922 
844  1055  Cocculus  2101 
412        Cochineal  fig  6888  1111 
546  1057  Cochlearia  1407 

1287        Cochlospermum  3068 
192  1080  Cock's-comb  565 62  Cock's-foot  grass  180 651         Cocoa-nut,  n. 
788        Cocoa-nut-tree  1983 
424        Cocoa  plum  1130 788  1088  .Cbcos  1983 
1293         C.  see  Lodoiceo  3326 

10  1067  Codarium  30 
940  1091  Cbdium  2305 320         Codlins  and 

cream          5477  903 
354  1078  Cbdon  1000 

1291         Codonocarpus,  s.  3232 
1287         Codon6phora  3069 1258        CceUia  2752 
758  1085  Ccelogyue  1897 
170  1072  Cqfria  479 
170  1072  Coffee-tree  479 
332        Cog-wood-tree  5644  934 
778  1089  C6ix  1951 
476  1055  Colberti'a  1211 292  1087  C61chicum  851 1182         C.  see  Merendira  2591 
106  1078  Coldenta  316 

1298         Coleanthus,  s.  3552 1287         Colebrookeo  3070 1166        Coleonema  2547 
1222  .       Cbleus  2659 
972  1092  Collema  2358 
1168         ColleU'a  2544 1287         Colligutya  3071 1230         Colltnsm  2680 

24  1079  Collinsbnza  63 
1156        Coll&mia  2577 

1068  Colocynth  resin 1242  Cologanta 
844  Colombo-root,  n. 1287  Colophbnia  3072 
809  1068  Coloquintida  gourd,  n. 
864         Colpoon  2141 
226        Colpoon-tree  682 704         Colt's  foot  1738 1287         Colubrlna  3073 

476  ]] 

12I8J 

1055  Columbo-root 728  1073  Columelljo  1785 
532  1078  Columnea  1363 
456  1067  Coluria  1160 

1244] 1066  Colutea 
1298        C.  see  Spheeros- 

physa  3580 1287        Comandra  3074 
1287        Comar6psis  3075 1266        Comarbtis  2815 
452  1067  Comarum  1152 

1068  Combreta'c^s,  Or.  64. 

1186} 1068  Combr6tum  916 122         Comfrey  334 36  1087  Commellna  88 
1087  CommelInc^,  Or.  167. 

232  1060  Commersbm'a  703 626         Common  aca- cia            10460  1118 
36  1064  Comocladia  85 

1264        Comparettia  2806 
1072  Composite,  Or.  89. 

772  1083  Compt&nia  1941 254  1086  Conanthera  749 
1287        Condalia  3076 
1287         Condylocftrpus  3077 934  1091  Conierva  2292 

1054  Columbine 

2714 

1208 

1573 
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C.  see  Kerria 1156 

428 

1804 

Lin.    Nat.                           Sp.  Gen. 
1083  CoNlFERiB,  Or.  145, 216  1071  Cbnium  649 

1284         C.  see  Arracacia  2929 
188  1068  Conocarpus  544 

1287         Conocephalus  3078 
1287        Conopbdium  3079 
1152         Conospermum  2510 906  1091  Conostomum 
1287         Conostylis  3080 

88        Contrajerva  root  1527  257 270  1086  Convallaria  787 
1077  CONVOIAULA''CE.«,Or.ll7 140  1077  Conv61vulus  384 

702  1073  Coitfza  1734 
356  1062  Co6ki'a  1006 351         Copaiba  balsam,  n. 
350  1067  Copalfera  986 

1034  1092  Coprlnus  2366 
488  1239  Coptis  1238 
222        Coquaine  parsnep,  n. 756  1085  CoraUorrhlza  1882 

1258        C.  see  Aplectrum  2750 
1066  Coral  tree  1521 

1287        Corbularia  3081 
466  1060  C6rchorus  1187 454) 

1210  5 

lie"]1078  C6tdia 1078  Connidreie,  Or.  1C9. 
1287         Cordyline  3082 1287        Cordma  3083 

1252  j 1074  Core6psis 1168        Coreosma,  s.  550 208        Coriander  618 
208  1071  Coriandrum  618 
482  1063  Coriaria  2091 

1063  Coriarie'je,  Or.  50. 130  1080  Cbris  360 
8  1081  Corispermum  26 

794        Cork-tree      13395  2000 480  Corkwood  7925  1220 
102        Cormier, ». 
388        Com  cockle     6535  1066 

H5o}  Corn  flag  105 102        Cornelian  cherry 1794  306 
970  1092  CornicuUria  2356 
532        Cornish  moneywort 8887  1358 

1072        Corn  salad 
52  1089  Cornucdpue  133 102  1071  C6rnus  306 

520  1079  Cornutid  1318 
1075  CoROLLIFLOR«, Subc.  3. 

628  1066  Coronilla  1576 
550  1057  Coronopus  1427 

j  1063  CorrasV»  880 228  1069  Corriglola  690 128  1080  Cortusa  351 
1287        Corvitartio  3084 
1264         Coryanthes  2788 
1287        Corycarpug  3085 
1266        Corycium  2824 
600  1056  Corydalis  1502 
?92  1083  C6rylus  1998 
928  1091  Corynephora  2269 
58  1089  Corynephorus  169 

1287         Corynocarpus  5086 
258  1088  Corypha  762 

1263         Corysanthes  2827 1287         Coscinium  3087 
732  1074  C6smea  1803 

1162         CosmSlia  2532 
286  1060  Cossignia  831 
696         Costmary  1718 4  1085  Cdstus  11 

J  1G67  Cotonefister  1139 588         Cotton  1481 
50        Cotton  grass  125 742         Cotton  rose  1838 

684         Cotton  thistle  1666 
722  1073  C6tula  1775 
382  1070  Cotyledon  1060 
70        Couch  grass    .1239  206 1287         Coulterw  3088 

162  1072  Coutarea  461 
1287         Coutodbea  3089 

Lin.  Nat. 
616 

12021 
1287J 
216 

Sp.  Gen, Cowage  or  cowitch  1551 
Cowan*.  [|f|2 
Cowbane  .648 
Cowberry  5519  907 
Cowdiepine  13501  2011 
Cow  parsnep  672 

126*1080  Cowslip  2022  350 1278        Cow-tree  2849 1076  Cow-tree  of  South America 
520         Cow  wheat  1315 
466         Cradles,  n. 
556  1057  Crambe  1442 

1298        C.  see  Sobolew'skio  3569 

802 
222  7 
1172J 

320 

906 
1463 
3091 

2722 
699 

1132 
2633 
1086 
3407 

2446 1638 
1336 

9212  1428 
1437 

3092 
2448 

735 1484 633 
3293 

93 

1307 271 

1530 

Cranberry 

1234] 1061  Crane's  bill 
1268  Cranichis 
1287  Craniolaria 
1248  Craspedia 230  1070  Crassula 

1204  j 1067  Crataegus 1204         C.  see  Stnume'sto 396  1058  CratseVa 
1294        C.  see  Niebuhria 
1034  1093  Craterium 
674  1073  Crepis 
524  1078  Crescentia 
552  Cress 
556        Cress  rocket 
1287  Cressa 
1034  1093  Cribraria 

1176} 1086  Crlnum 
588  1059  Cristfiria 
212  1071  Crlthmum 

1292        Critbnio,  3. 

1 148  } 1085  Cr6cus 
518  1079  Crossandra 
94 7 

1152 1  Crosswort 

1240J  1066  Crotalaria 1242  C.seeNeurocarpum2713 
812  1082  Crbton  2032 
826  Crowberry  2045 354  1063  Crbweo  999 
486  1054  Crowfoot  1233 
388        Crown  of  the  field,  «. 
1287         Crozdphora  3093 

u||j  1072  Crucianella  271 1056  Chuoi'ferjE,  Or.  12. 1198         Cruickshanksia,  s.  2619 
1260  Crybe  2768 

56  1089  Crypsis  163 
1287  Cryptandra  3094 
760  1085  Cryptarrhena  19C9 
1287  Cryptocarya  3095 
1264         Cryptochllus  2803 
874  1090  Cryptoga'mia,  CI.  24. 
876  1090  C.  .Fi'lices,  Or.  1. 
890  1090  C.  J?quiseta'cejs,  Or.  2. 892  1090  C.LYCopoDl'NE«,Or.3. 894  1090  C.  D/URsiLe&ceie,  Or.  4. 
894  1091  C.  Jtfu'sci,  Or.  5. 
918  1091  C.  HEPA'TiciE,  Or.  6. 
924  1091  C.  A'lgm,  Or.  7. 
948  1091  C.  Zichevnes,  Or.  8. 
978  1092  C.  Fu'ngi,  Or.  9. 1288  Crypt61epis 
1020  1092  Crypt6myces 

88  1072  Cryptospermum 
1026  1092  Cryptosphae'ria 196  1177  Cryptostegia 
734  1073  Cryptostemma 

3096 2396 251 

575 1814 
480        Cu¥ebs,  n. 
1292        Cucifera,  s.  3270 794        Cuckold        13373  1998 
858         Cuckold-tree  14187  2127 487        Cuckoo  buds  of 

yellow  hue, ». 542        Cuckoo  flower  9026  1392 
372  1059  Cucubalus  1047 
808  1068  Cucumber  2022 
479        Cucumber-tree,  n. 808  1069  Cucumis  2022 
808  1069  Cucfirbita  2021 

1284         C.  see  Beuincasa  2956 
1068  Cdcurbita^ce^,  Or.  66. 

550 

300 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1026  1092  Cucurbitaria  2422 
960         Cudbear         15524  2340 1288  Culcitlum  3097 
332         CulilMan        5647  934 732  1073  Cullumia  1809 

»J      Cumin  {•« 
214  1071  Cumlnum  641 

1178         Cummingia  2572 
20  1079  Cunlla  58 

1288        Cunninghami'a  +2010 366  1070  Cunonta  1038 
1070  CuNont'dcap,  Or.  77. 1288        Cupania  3098 398  1068  Cuphea  1097 

806  1084  Cupressus  2017 
472  1055  Curatella  1201 
256  1086  Curculigo  751 

6  1085  Curcuma  14 

116s]1069  Curran' 

100  1063  Curtista 
1288        Curtogyne  3099 

j3Qj  j  1077  CAscuta  310 204  1070  Cussbnia  607 
480        Custard  apple  1220 

1288         Cyam6psis  3100 286  1086  Cyanella  824 
1288        Cyanotis  3101 
886  1090  Cyathea  2201 

1288        Cyathddes  3102 1084  Cyca'drje,  Or.  148. 
846  1084  Cycas  2107 

jjf^j  1080  Cyclamen  354 1288        Cyclanthus  3103 
1178        Cyclobfithra  2574 342  1066  Cyclopia  946 
1262         Cycnbches  2782 
426  1067  Cydbnia  1134 

1042  1093  Cylindrospbrium  2496 
618  106C  Cyllsta  1554 
534  1078  Cymbaria  1379 
756  1085  Cymbidium  1885 
1288        Cymbopbgon  3104 
1288        CyminOsma  3105 
196  1077  Cynanchum  581 
684  1074  Cynara  1668 
68  1089  Cynodon  203 

122  1078  Cynogl6ssum  336 
1297         C.  see  Rindero  3534 
348  1067  Cynomdtra  973 

1266         Cyn6rchis  2822 
1168         Cynosbati,  *,  550 

62  1089  Cynosurus  178 
1297         C.  see  Rhabdochloa  3525 
1234         Cypella  2685 1089  CYPERaVeiE,  Or.  175. 

50  1089  Cypdru*  127 
188  1075  Cyphia  545 8C6         Cypress  2017 
800         Cypress  powder,  n. 
833        Cypress  turpentine,  n. 
766  1085  Cypripedium  1931 184  1075  Cyrfilo  536 
250  1086  Cyrtanthus  736 

1301         Cyrt6ceras  3685 
1266        CyrtochHum  2812 
1264         Cyrtopera  2801 
758  1085  Cyrtopbdium  1896 
1266        Cyrt6styUs  2834 
600  1056  Cysticapnos  1503 
946  1091  Cystoseira  2329 
1030  1093  Cytlspora  2429 

1244} 1066  C?ti8US  1566 1288        Czackt'a  3106 
1288        Daboe"cta  3107 1288        Dacrfdium  3108 
1020  1092  Dacrymyces  2399 
1288        Dactylicapnos  3109 

62  1  089  -Dactylis  180 1297        D.  see  Rostraria  3541 
68  1089  Dactyloctenium  201 1006  1092  Dsedalea  2371 

196  1077  Dafmia  580 
242        Daffodil          4040  711 

125o} 1074  D&hllVl  1758 364  1082  Dais  1032 
718        Daisy  1756 
604  1067  Dalbergj'a  1513 1288        D.  see  IMphaca  3135 
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Lin.  Nat. 
638  1066  Dalea 
814  1083  Dalechfimpt'a 452  1067  Dalibarda 
1288  Dalrymplea 912  1091  DaltOnia 
294  1084  Damasduium 
802        Dammar  pine 1288  Ddmmara 
168  1075  Dampiera 
670  Dandelion 
60  1089  Danthbaia 

322  1082  Daphne 

8p. Gen. 1596 
2039 1150 
3110 
2248 859 
2011 

f2011 
470 

1631 
173 
910 3111 207 

2610 
3112 2049 
2159 2099 376 
3113 
2680 
625 2196 

950 
966 
769 1261 643 

1288  Darlingtdma 
70  Darnel 

1196  Darwint'o 1288  Dasyanthes 828        Date  palm 
870        Date  plum 844  1083  Datisca 
134  1078  Datura 1288  Daubentbnta 
1180  Daubenya 
210  1071  Daucus 
884  1090  DavfiUfo 
1188        Daveario,  s. 
346  1066  Davidsj'a 260        Day  lily 502        Dead  nettle 
214        Deadly  carrot 
154        Deadly  night- shade 
802        Deal  wood,  n. 
338        Deca'ndeia,  CI.  10. 340        D.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 
364        D.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
372        D.  Trigy'nia,  Or.  3. 
380        D.  Pentagy'nia,  Or.  4 
390        D.  Decagy'nia,  Or.  6. 806  Deciduous 

cypress 1288  Decodon 
394  1068  Decumaria 
192  1080  Deerfngia 
944  1091  Delessena 
1288  Dellma 

1216  ] 1054  ̂ phlnium 1038  1093  Dematium 

1 260  j 1085  Dendrbbium 1214     '  Dendromecon 542  1057  Dentaria 
162  1072  Dentella 
1288  Desch&mpstTi 
856  1067  Desmanthus 1288  Desmia 
926  1091  Desmldium 
192  1080  Desmoch*vta 

2479  446 

13538  2015 
3114 1082 563 2317 

3115 
1204 2471 

1900 

1288 1288 
1288 1196} 1301 J 

90 450 598 
600 
600 
602 
604 8 
10 
28 

282  1086  Dian&to 

1196] 1059  DiSnthus 130  1077  Diapensia 74  1089  Diarrhena 
1288  Diascia 
926  1691  Diatoma 
1288  Dicera 
1288  Dicerma 
1266  Dichaj'a 1288  Dichllus 

2642 1394 
456 

3116 
2126 3117 
2263 
554 3118 3119 

3120 
2617 

1563  264 
7530  1149 

Desmbdium Desm6ncus 
DesvauxtVt 
Deutzia 
Devil's  bit Dewberry 
Diade'lphia,  CI.  17. 
D.  Penta'ndria,  Or.  1. 
D.  Hexa'ndria,  Or.  2. 
D.  Octa'ndria,  Or.  3. 
D.  Deca'ndria,  Or.  4. DlA'NDRIA,  CI.  2. 
D.  Monooy'nia,  Or.  1. 
D.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
D.  Trigy'nia,  Or.  3. 

814 1046 
358 218 

3121 2269 
3122 
3123 2810 
3124 

1054  DlCHLAMY'DEjE,  Subd.  1. 204  1077  Dichondra  603 
260  1087  Dichorizandra  766 
1288        Dichdsma  3125 
1036  1093  Dichospbrium  2458 884  1090  DicksbmYi  2197 

18  1079  Dicliptera  48 
600  1056  Diclytra  1504 

1054.  Dicotyle'dones,  CI.  1. 

Lin.  Nat. 
902  1091 

1262 354  1063 
1034  1093 
732  1073 1034  1093 

1288 1146 
904  1091 490 
494 
512 

1288 
1288 170  1071 1150 
530  1078 
52  1089 

1288 44  1085 

478  1055 1300 

1055 344  1066 
302  1060 
68  1089 

1260 
1288 1288 
1288 816 
820 820 
826 
828 
832 836 
840 
840 

842 
842 
844 
844 846 
1288 
1288 356  1058 838  1086 

1086 180  1063 
1288 1293 
870  1076 
784  1081 1288 
286  1055 

1288 
908  1C91 
64  1089 1230 

1288 882  1090 1250 1289 
1289 
1248 1289 
1289 
1252 
554  1057 

1289 1264 
1072 

90  1072 604  1067 
324  1082 
750  1085 296  1078 196  1077 

1289 
466 1266 
1289 687 
1018  1092 506 

754  1084 
292 532  1078 
104 
392 
392 

Sp. Dicranum Dicrfpta 
ZKctamnus Dictfdium 
Didelta 
Did£rma 
Didesmis 
Didymoc&rpus,  s. 
Didymodon 

Gen. 2225 
2779 
997 2449 

1811 
2453 
3126 
2501 2230 

Didyna'mia,  CI.  14. 
D.GYMNOSPE'RMIA.Or.l. 
D.  ANG10SPE'RMIA,Or.2. 

3127 

3109 

477 

2505 

1355 143 3129 
113 

654 1214 
3677 

960 
883 

204 
2760 

3130 3131 3132 

Dieffenbachia 
Dielytra,  s. Diervilla Dietes 
Digitalis 
DigitaTia Digraphis Dilatris 
Dill 
DillSnia 
D.  see  W6rmf7j DiLLENidcoe,  Or.  2. 
DillwyniVi Dimocarpus 
Din&bra 
Dinema 
Dinetus 
Didclea 
Dibdia Dl<EvC!A,Cl.  22. 
D.  Mona'ndria,  Or.  1. 
D.  Dia'ndria,  Or.  2. 
D.  Tria'ndria,  Or.  3. 
D.  Tetra'ndria,  Or.  4. 
D.  Penta'ndria,  Or.  5. 
D.  Hexa'ndria,  Or.  6. 
D.  Octa'ndria,  Or.  7. 
D.  Ennea'ndria,  Or.  8. 
D.  Deca'ndria,  Or.  9. 
D.  DODECA'NDRIA.Or.lO. 
D.  Icosa'ndria,  Or.  11. 
D.  Polya'ndria,  Or.  12. 
D.  MoNADB'LPHIA,Or.l3. Diomede*  3133 
Diomedte  3134 
Diona?\»  1009 
Dioscbrea  2085 
DioscbRoe,  Or.  158. Diosma  517 
D.  see  Dichdsma  3125 
D.  see  Lincdnia 
Diospyros 
Dibtis 
Diphaca 
Diphylleia Diphysa 
Diphyscium Diplachne 
Diplacus 
Diplazia 
Diplazium 
Diplocoma 
Diplolse>na Dipl61epis Diplopappus 
Diplopeltis Diplophyllum Diplosastera,  s. 
Diplotaxis Diplothdmium 
Dipbdium DipsaNjejb,  Or.  87 

3324 2159 
1964 
3135 827 

3136 
2235 
188 

2678 3137 
2189 

2731 3138 
3139 
2728 3140 314] 

2743 
1435 
3142 
2796 

Dipsacus 
Dipterix Dirca 
Dtea Disandra Dischidia 
Disemma Dishes,  n. 
Disperis Dissolae^a 
Distaff  thistle,  n. Ditlola 
Dittany  of Crete 
Diuris 
Dock 

Dodarti'a 
Dodder 

262 
1518 
911 

1855 
863 585 

3143 

2825 
3144 2393 

8388  1274 1871 
856 

1365 310 

Uodeca'ndria,  CI.  11. 
D.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 

398 406 
406 

406 

128"! 

1156  j 

Sp.  Gen. D.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
D.  Trigy'nia,  Or.  3. 
D.  Tetragy'nia,  Or.  4. 
D.  Pentagy'nia,  Or.  5. D.  Dodecagy'nia,  Or.  6. 

1080  Dodecatheon 

316  1060  Dodonae'a 1266 219 

194 

792 

62 

2701 

353 897 

Dog  orchis Dog-parsley,  n. 
Dog's-bane  672 
Dog's.cab. 
bage  13360  1993 Dog's-tail  grass  178 

j  178  j  1087  Dog's-tooth  violet  782 
102  1071  Dogwood  306 
616  1066  Dolichos  1550 
1288  D.  see  Cyam6psis  3100 

3131 
3145 

1467 637 

2716 2185 
1761 3672 
275 

745 

1604 2431 
2516 

1288  D.  see  Dibcleo 
1289  Dolioc&rpus 580  1060  Dombeya 
214  1070  Dbndio 1244        Dbnta,  s. 
880  1090  Doodfo 
716  1074  Dordnicum 

1300        £>.  see  Wernen'a 88  1083  Dorstenta 
254  1086  DorySnthes 
644  1066  Dorycniura 1030  1093  Dothidea 
1156  Douglasj'n 589        Down, ». 
544  1057  Draba 
266  1086  Draca?'na 1178 

1405 

774 
D.  see  Charlwoodia  2676 

510  1079  Dracocephalum  1279 298  1089  Z»rac6ntium  868 
1289        Dracophyllum  3146 
298        Dragon  868 

1065  Dragon's  blood 510        Dragon's  head  1279 266         Dragon-tree  774 
932  1091  Draparnfildt'o  2284 1289        Drepanocarpus  3147 
1289        Drepanophyllum  3148 282  1086  Driniia  817 
1289  Drlmys  3149 428        Dropwort       7147  1141 232  1058  Dr6sera  702 

1058  Drosera^cejb, Or.  17. 
1289        Drumm6ndta  3150 
1289        T>rilsa  3151 

86  1081  Dryandro  248 1291          D.  see  Hemiclldia  3248 
454  1067  Dryas  1159 

1289        Drymaria  3152 
1289         Drymbnia  3153 1289         Drypetes  3164 
228  1059  Drypis  687 

1006  1092  Dry  rot  2369 
460        Duck's-foot  1166 772        Duck-weed  1939 1289        Dulictrium  3166 

-942         Dulse  2315, 1242  Dumasffl  2712: 
798  1089  Dumb  cane    13451  2005 
690  1074  Dumerilt'a  1686 

71 

Dunstable  straw,  n. 
1330 
3156 

522  1069  Durante 
1289  DUrio 2C8        Dutch  elm,  n. 
424        Dutch  medlar,  n 
399        Dutch  pink,  n. 
890  1090  Dutch  rush    14631  2211 1289 

1174 
398 

1250 1222 
620 1012 
212  7 614  J 

326 

3157 
3158 

DuvHUia 
Duvauo 
Dwarf  fan-palm 

14319  2154 

Dycks'a 

Dyer's-weed 
Dysbdia,  s. 
Dysoph^lla Earth  pea 
Earth  tongue 
Earth-nut 
Easter  giant,  n. 

1087  Eau  medlcinale 
1076  2?benavcb«,  Or. 1289  E'benus 1076  Ebony 

604  1067  Ecastaphyllum 

2564 
6658  1102 

1759 2651 10531  1558 

2381 
f  631 

(1543 
35 

1516 
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Lin.   Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1226        EccremocSrpus  2669 
1224  E.  see  Calampelis  2668 

Msg}      Echeveria  {*W 1289        Echinacea  3161 
68  1089  Echinaria  205 

928  1091  Echinella  2266 
1200         Echinocactus  2625 

54  1089  Echinochloa  144 
210  1070  Echinophora  626 

1289        Echinopbgou  3162 
746  1074  .Echlnops  1850 
120  1078  Echinosp<5rmum  327 146  1076  £chltes  413 

1295         E.  see  Parsonsia  3445 
124  1078  £'chium  345 728  1074  Eclipta  1786 
1289  E'ctasis  3163 938  1091  Ectocarpus  2301 

1188}  1066  Edw&rds"»  94« 
160  Egg-plant  2565  451 
462  Egyptian  lotus  7681  1174 152  1078  Ehretia  430 
256  1089  Ehrharta  754 
1294  E.  see  MicroUe^na  3368 352  1062  Ekebergfo  991 

1082  £laa;gnb£j  Or.  134. 90  1082  £lseagnus  259 
1060  El,eoca'rpe.«:,  Or.  28. 4680  1068  Elseocarpus  1192 1290  E.  see  Fridsia  3204 

180  1063  Elaeodendrum  516 
836  1088  Elaels  2077 
1289        Elaphrium  3164 
790  1088  E'hae  1984 1289         £laterium  3165 
328  1059  -Blatine  931 
224  1071  Elder  680 
714         Elecampane   12147  1744 828  1087  £legia  2048 
1289        Eleidtis  3166 

48  1089  Eleocharis  124 
866        Elephant  apple  2149 
744  1074  Elephantopus  1843 
744  Elephant's-foot  1843 
838         Elephant's-foot,  or Hottentot's  bread  2083 68  1089  Eleuslne  200 
700  1073  .Elichrysum  1730 152  1078  Ellisia  432 

1254         Elixir  of  Love 
1289         Elliottta  3167 
880  1090  Ellobocarpus  2181 
j^}  1083  Elm  tree  615 1289         Elodda  3168 
498  1079  Elsh61tZ!o  1250 
72  1089  .E'lymus  208 1289        Elyna  3169 
18  1079  Elytraria  45 1289         Embelia  3170 

1289         E'mblica  3172 1289         Embothrium  3171 
1289        E'mex  3173 

1083  £mpe'tre«,  Or.  140. 
926  1083  £'mpetrum  2045 784  1063  Empleurum  1965 
1289  EnarthrocSrpus  3174 
900  1091  Encalypta  2222 732  1074  Encelia  1807 
26  Enchanter's  night- shade 71 

944  1091  Encomium  2323 
1260  Encyclia  2761 
1260  E.  see  Epidendrum  1907 678  1072  Endive  11338  1657 
956  1092  Endocarpon  2335 
206        English  mercury 3414  611 
360  1075  Enkianthus  1017 
332        Ennea'ndbia,  CI.  9. 
332         E.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 
334         E.  Twgy'nia,  Or.  2. 
336        E.  Hexagy'nia,  Or.  3. 1289         Entdda  3175 
464  1060  Entelea  1183 

1162 }      E'pacris  393 848  1083  £'phedra  2115 

1260 } 1085  Epidendrum  1907 358  1075  Epiga^a  1015 
318  1069  Epilobium  903 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 

1 152}  1055  -Epimedium  297 1266         E.  see  Eriochilus  2832 
756  1084  .Epipactis  1880 

1202         Epiphyllum  2628 
890  1090  .Equisetum  2211 68  1089  Eragr6stis  197 

1146  \ 1079  Erdnthemum  49 488  1054  Eranthis  236 
278  1086  Eremurus  806 

1022  1092  Ergot  2407 
762  1085  E'ria  1912 1289         Eriachne  3176 

1289         Erianthus  3177 
1297  Erianthus,  *.  3535 

1184  } 1075  jBrlca  892 1075  Eri'cejr,  Or.  94. 

1248 } 1074  -Erigeron  1736 1040  1093  Erineum  2487 
1208        E.  see  Cotoneaster  1139 
528  1078  £rlnus  1350 
426  1067  Eriob6trya  1137 

1087  Ebicau'le*,  Or.  169. 76  1087  Eriocafilon  223 
742  1073  Eriocephalus  1837 1266         Eriochilus  2832 

1252        Eri6coma  2741 
1289        Eriodendron  3178 
1289        Eriodesmia  3179 

lllll 1081  Eri<igonuni  937 1238        Eriolse'na  2702 1287  Eriolepis,  s.  1665 
50  1089  Eri6phorum  125 

1250        Eriophyllum  2737 
276  1086  Eriospermum  800 1190        Eriostemon  2603 
1288  Eriostemon,  *.  3122 1289  Erisma  3180 
174  1072  Ertthalis  493 
100  1072  Ernbdea  291 
568  1061  Erbdium  1460 
544  1057  Er6phila  1406 

1166        Erpetion  2549 556  1057  £ruca  1436 558  1057  Erucaria  1445 
624  1066  £rvilia  1563 
624  1066  £'rvum  1562 
210  1070  jEryngium  622 
210         Eryngo  622 

1022  1092  JJrysibe  2408 

j ̂ 2} 1057  -Erysimum  1424 130  1077  Erythra^a  366 

124o}  1066  Erythrlna  1521 1248         Erythrolsetia  2723 

j2ygjl087  Erythrbnium  782 1289         Erythrophleum  3181 
1289  Erythr6xylon  3182 
1298  Erythroxylon,  t.  3561 1166  Escallbnia  2548. 
1218        Eschscholtzia  2647 
501  Essence  of  peppermint, ». 
442  Essential  oil  of  roses,  n. 
388        Essential  saltof  lemons, ra. 
694  1074  Elhiilia  1703 
418  1068  Eucalyptus  1126 1186        Eucharidium  2598 
344  1066  Euchilus  984 
1290  Euchrbma  3183 
842  1093  Euclea  2098 
548  1057  Euclidium  1414 
272  1086  Eucomis  791 
242  1086  Eucrbsia  713 

1244         Eudesmia  2718 
416  1068  Eugenia  1119 1238        E.see  Stravddium  2704 
762  1085  Eulbphia  1920 1290        Eunbmia  3184 

1161} 1063  ■Bu6nynms  509 688  1073  Eupatbrium  1685 1248        E.  see  Ozothamnus  2725 

120o} 1083  -BuPhorb^'^,  1103 1082  EvvnoKBi&cete,  Or.  136'. 1290        Euphdria  3185 
526  1078  Euphrasia  1342 

1290        Eupomatia  3186 

1854 

Lin.   Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1036  1093  Eurbtium  2463 
394  1062  Eurya  1083 464  1056  Euryale  1177 

1290         Eurybia  3187 

117!}  1086  Eurycle*  714 1290        Euryiepis  3188 
1290        Eurylbma  3189 
1290         Furyst&gia  3190 
1290        Eustachys  3192 
1290        EustSgia  3191 130  1077  Eustoma  365 
282  1086  Eustrephus  815 
344  1066  Eutaxia  961 

1290        Euterpe  3193 168  1075  Euthales  469 
1290        Euthamia  3194 
1158         Eutoca  2518 

1252} 1074  Eaxenia 
700  1073  EVaar  1724 
40        Evening  flower  98 698        Everlasting  1722 966  1092  Evernia  2348 

1290        Evbdia  3195 228  1077  Evolvulus  695 
98  1077  .E'xacum  280 850  1083  Excaecaria  2117 

1020  1092  Exidia  2398 
786  1084  Exocarpus  1970 

1042         Exospbrium  2490 162  1072  Exostemma  458 
526         Eye-bright  1347 1290        Fabago  3196 
414  1068  Fabricia  1116 
102  1063  Fogira  303 
1289  F.  see  Elaphrium  3164 
1290  F.  see  Evbdia  3195 
1290         Fagilia  3197 
354  1062  Fagfmio  995 

1290         FagraeVj  3198 
792  1003  Fagus  1997 
991         Fairy  rings,  n. 
204  1  077  Falkm  602 
258        Fan  palm  762 
542  1057  Farsetia  1397 
54        Feather-grass  150 26  1072  Ftdia  72 
202  Felwort  599 
218         Fennel            3626  654 
476        Fennel  flower  1209 
644         Fenugreek  1603 

1160         Fenzlia  2527 
1264        Fernandezf'a  2807 1290  Fernelta  3199 
876  1090  Ferns 866  1062  Ferbnia  2149 

1232 }  1086  Ferriria  1451 220  1071  Ferula  668 
1290         ferulago  3200 

62        Fescue-grass  182 62  1089  Fesl&ca  182 
722         Feverfew  1770 
170        Feverwort  478 484  1054  Ficaria  1232 1069  jftcoiDEJE,  Or.  70. 
872  1083  Mens  2167 
292        Fiddle            5009  856 
522        Fiddle-wood  1329 1224         Fieldto  2665 
94        Field  madder  269 

430        Fig  marigold  1146 
872  1053  Fig-tree  2167 
530        Figwort  1356 

^jwSFilago 

792  Filbert  13370  1998 
886        Filmy  leaf  2203 
48  1089  Fimbristylis  121 
52  Finger-grass  143 56        Fiorin             995  156 

804         Fir  2013 
706        Fire-weed,  n. 793  Fishing-rods, «. 
552         Fish-poison     9224  1428 912  1091  Fissidens  2243 

1008  1092  Fistullna  2374 
844  1058  Flacourtta  2101 

1058  FLAC0URTt2ne<e,  Or.  23. 
290  1087  Flagellars  839 
372        Flakes,  n. 1176         Flame  lily  2568 
606         Flat  pea  1525 
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744  1074  Flaveria  1845 

1059  Flax  701 
286         Flax  lily  823 702  Flea  bane  1754 
98         Fleawort          1714  278 

630  1066  Flemingi'a  1586 1290         Flindersi'a  3202 550         Flixweed  1422 
350         Flower-fence  5840  977 
26        Flowering  ash 

886        Flowering  fern  14607  2205 
336          Flowering  rush  939 
834  1082  FIGggea  2071 

1090  FluviaYes,  Or.  177. 1290        Foetidia  3203 
1090  Foliancb&,  CI.  1.  Div.  2 26  1076  Fontanel  66 

912  1091  Fontinalis  2245 
218  Fool's  parsley  661 1 1 9        Forget-me-not,  n. 320  1083  Forskbhtea  933 
470  1071  Fotbergillo  1200 
118        Four  o'clock  flower,  n 530  Fox-glove  1355 
174        Fox-grape        2860  501 
56        Fox-tail  grass  164 452  1067  FragSria  1151 

926  1091  Fragillaria  2261 1230         Francisco  2681 
1186        Francba  2599 
288  1059  Frankenia  835 

1059  FRANKKNia'cftP,  Or.  22. 1064  Frankincense  of 
Indian  temples 

786  1083  Franzen'o  1973 98  1077  Frjsera  282 354        Fraxinella  997 
868  1076  .Fraxinus  2157 

1270         F.  see  Pterocfirya  2844 
1065  French  beans 

177        French  berries,  n. 
632        French  honey- suckle       10592  1588 
718        French  mari- gold 12211  1760 
998        French  mush- room         15936  2365 
26        French  oak,  n. 

1081  French  sorrel 1290  Freziera  3205 
800         Friar's  cowl   13477  2006 1290        Fridsia  3204 
6Q        Friesland  oat,  n. 

1086  Fringed  violet  of New  Holland 
12         Fringe-tree  34 266  1087  Fritillaria  773 

266        Fritillary  773 
842         Frogbit  2089 

1290         Frolbvi'a  3206 870        Fruit  of  Jove, ». 
60        Frumerty,  n. 

1069  Fuchsia  904 
1180         F.  see  Schradera  2588 
946  1091  Fucus  2328 

1290         Fuirena  3207 
602  1056  Fumaria  1507 

1056  FUMABIA^CEiB,  Or.  11. 602         Fumitory  1507 908  1091  Funiria  2237 
978  Funguses 1178        Funkio  2573 
946  1091  Furcellaria  2327 
246  1087  Furcrce'o  725 

j^q]  1066  Furze  1540 864  1082  Fusinus  2141 
1042  1093  FusaTium  2489 
1042  1093  Fusldium  2491 
782        Fustick-wood  132111  959 
356  1061  Gse'rtnero  1007 
276  1086  Gdgea  801 
1290        Gagnebina  3208 
732  ]  1073  f  Gaillardia  \  im 

1 252  j  m6  {Galardia  J  1801 618  1066  Galactia  1565 
738  1074  Galactltes  1820 

1278         Galactodendron  2849 
4  1085  Galangale  12 248  1056  Galanthus  732 

1290         Galatilla  3209 
130  1070  Galax  361 

1018 

Lin.  Nat.                           8p.  Gen 
562  1086  Galaxia  1453 

1070  Galbauum 1264         Galeandra  2797 
634  1066  Galega  1591 1299         G.  see  SweStio  3596 
324  1081  Galenia  917 
502  1079  Galeobdolon  1261 
502  1079  Galeopsis        ,  1260 
728  1074  Galinsdgea    *  1792 16  1063  Galipea  41 92  1072  Galium  266 
669         Gall  of  the  earth,  n. 
1196  Galphimia  2616 1166  Gdmbier  17004  2543 
1166         Gambier,  n. 1061  Gamboge 
1290        Ganymede*  3210 
394  1061  Garcinj'a  1079 18  Garden-balsam  297  47 
61        Gardener's  garten, ». 172  1072  Gardenia  487 

1222         Gardoqulo  2657 
380  1054  Garidel/a  1053 

1144.}      Garland-flowers  6 272        Garlic  796 
396        Garlic  pear  1086 

1276         GSrrya  2846 
356  1064  GarUga  1010 1290        Gasteria  3211 
406  1070  Gastbma  1109 
56  1089  Gastridium  155 

1252        Gastrocarpha,  *.  2745 
1290         Gastrochilus  3212 
1266        Gastrddia  2826 
344  1066  Gastrolbbium  963 

1290        Gastronema  3213 
1290         Gaudichaudta  3214 

60  1089  Gaudim'a  174 

II94]  1075  Gaulth6r'v» 
318  1069  Gaura  208 
734  1073  Gazania  1813 
1034  1093  Ge&strum  2445 1226         Geissomeria  2674 40  1085  Geissorhlza  97 
1180         Geitonoplesium  2586 84  1083  Geldnium  2104 
154  1077  Gelsemium  440 
172  1072  Genipa  488 
172  Genip-tree 610  1066  Genista  1538 

1170} 1077  Genti4»° 1077  GEHTia'neie  103. 756  1085  Geodbrum  1 
604  1067  Geoflr6yo  1517 
1012  1092  Geogl6ssum  2381 1290        Geonoma  3215 
1290         Ge6phUa  3216 
1250         Georgma,  s.  1758 

1061  Gerania^ce*;,  Or.  38. 

1234]  1061  GerSnium  1463 528  1078  Gerardta  1348 
1297         G.  see  Rehmannia  3523 
716  1074  Gerben'a  1750 494         Germander  1244 124         German  madwort  342 

1089  German  sarsaparilla 
666  1073  Geropbgon  1620 

1222]  1075  Gesnerfl  1290 1224        G.  see  Fentaraphia  2661 
1075  GESNERite,  Or.  93. 

234  1086  Gethyllis  746 
362  1068  Getbnia  1027 
454  1067  Geum  1155 
26  1079  Ghinia  65 

220          Giant  fennel  668 
1290        Gifola, «.  3201 1160         Gilio  2522 
428  1067  Gillinia  1142 
1290        Gilliesia  3217 
538  1057  Gillyflower     8946  1381 

4  1085  Ginger  10 
298  Ginger-bread-tree 5073  870 
872  1070  Ginseng        14391  2166 232        Gisekta  700 

106 

Gentian 600 
600 

1075  Gloxinia 

1291 

115o} 1086  Gladl°lus 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
6        Glasswort  22 

424  Glastonbury-thorn 
7075  i  1132 460  1056  Glaucium  1)69 

194  1068  Glaux  568 
502  1079  Glechdma  1258 
868  1067  Gleditschia  2155 
406  1069  Gllnus  1107 

6  1085  Gldbba  15 
194  1080  Globe  amaranth  566 
488         Globe  flower  1234 
746        Globe  thistle  1850 
90  1080  Globularia  260 

1080  GlobularInje,  Or.  120. 
1290        Globulea  3218 
270  1087  Gloribsa  783 

1266         Glossodia  2829 
752  1085  Glossula  1863 

1290        Glottidium  3219 
512? 1224J 

1283  .      Glyce,  s.  1401 
62  1089  Glycdria  181 

6J8  1066  Glycine  1552 1296         G.  see  Poiretio  3492 
1300        G.  see  Vochjjsia  3664 
356  1062  GlycSsmis  1004 
628  1066  Glycvrrhlza  1574 518  1079  Gmelina  1311 
698  1073  Gnaphalium  1722 1290         GnUum  3220 324  1082  Gnidia  912 

«*!]      Goat's  beard  {™\ 
384         Goat's-foot,     6483  1065 
636         Goat's-hora    10694  1594 
634         Goat's-rue  1591 
638         Goat's  thorn  10724  1594 532         Goat-weed      8903  1368 1186        Godetta  2596 

1214         Godoya  2641 1290  Goldbachia  3221 
487         Gold-cups,  n. 710         Golden  rod  1740 
206         Golden-rod-tree  613 
366        Golden  saxifrage  1040 678         Golden  thistle  1659 

1226        Goldfussi'a  2671 550         Gold  of  pleasure  1425 
694        Goldylocks  1705 756  1085  Gomeza  1884 

1290         Gomiitus  3222 
354  1063  Gomphia  1001 
196  1077  Gomphocarpus  587 
344  1066  Gompholbbium  954 

1296         G.  see  Platychllum  3480 194  1080  Gomphrdna  566 
1006  1092  G6mphus  2367 
1264         Gongbra  2787 
1262         G.  see  Cirrhseva  2774 1290         Gonocarpus  3223 198  1077  Gon61obus  589 
1290         Gonosteraon  3224 
168  1075  Goodem'a  468 1075  GooDENbviVr,  Or.  91. 
610  1066  Goodta  1534 
754  1084  Goodyera  1870 

,}ggjl069  Gooseberry    3127  550 258         Goose-corn      4333  760 
206         Goose-foot  611 
93         Goose-grass,  n. 592  1062  Gordonm  1474 

734  1073  Gortdno  1812 
588  1  059  Gossypium  1481 
866  1063  Gouania  2146 

1290        Gouffei'a  3225 808  1068  Gourd  2021 
216        Gout-weed  652 F262        Govenia  2780 

4         Grains  of  paradise  76  13 
1088  Gramine^,  Or.  174. 

1264         Gramraatophyllum  2793 
564         Granadiila,  n 
724  1073  GiSngea  1776 
394  1067  Grangenu  1080 
174  1061  Grape  2857  601 
284  Grape  hyacinth  821 
976  1092  Graphis  2364 288  Grass  of  Parnassus  694 
16  1078  Gratlola  43 88  Great  bumet  256 

788        Great  Macaw  tree 19322  1983 
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llH} 1069  Greek  valerian  370 423        Greengage,  n. 940         Green  laver    15272  2308 
752        Green  man    12835  1865 
822        Green  osier    13732  2042 

1152 j 1081  prortllea  239 466  1060  Grew'to  1185 466  1061  Gfrlas  1188 
384  1067  Grielum  1063 
254  1086  Grifflnia  741 
938  1091  Griffithsia  2297 
900  1091  Grimmta  2223 

!^o}l074  Grindelta  1746 302  1068  Grfslea  877 
60        Grist,  n. 

1264        Grbbya  2791 120         Gromwell  330 
190  1069  Gronbvia  551 

1969  Grossulasce&,  Or.  73. 502  1079  Ground  ivy  1258 
494         Ground  pine  8097  1242 

j^°J]  1074  Groundsel  1738 702  Groundsel-tree 11821  1732 
640        Gruy6re  cheese,  n. 1072  Guaco  of  Peru 
352  1062  Guaiacum  993 
304  1062  Gudrea  888 
480  1055  Guatteria  1222 
416  1068  Guava  1118 

1062  Guayacine 1290  Guaxilma  3226 
224  Guelder  rose  3774  679 
252  Guernsey  lily  4222  738 788  1072  Guettarda  1981 
1297  Guevina,  s.  3518 
350  1067  Guilandlna  979 
297  Guinea-ben  weed,  n. 
174  Guinea  peach  498 
298  Guinea  plum    5072  870 1291  Guldenstadtw  3227 
347  Gum  auime,  n. 
857  Gum  arabic, ». 858  1065  Gum  arabic  tree 

14192  2127 
468         Gum-cistus    7740  1197 1065  Gum  lac 

1084  Gumsandarach 
670        Gum  succory  1629 
€38        Gum  tragacanth,  n. 746  1074  Gundeho  1853 

1083  Gdnnera  [lflg 
596  1068  Gustav/a  1498 

1061  GurrtPBHJB,  Or.  36. 
246  1087  Guzmanwia  727 
750  1085  Gymnadenia  1858 
196  1077  Gymnema  583 
642  1067  Gymn6cladus  2094 
878  1090  Gymnogramma  2171 
730  1074  Gymnolbraia  1799 

1291         Gymn6stachys  3228 
898  1091  Gymndstomum  2219 
748         Gyna'ndria,  CI.  20. 
750        G.  Mona'ndria,  Or.  1. 
766         G.  Dia'ndria,  Or.  2. 
766        G.  Hexa'ndria,  Or.  3. 

1291         Gynandropsis  3229 
1234        Gynopleura,  s.  2690 
1291  Gypsocallis  3230 
368  1059  Gyps6phila  1044 
1291  Gyrocarpus  3231 
954  1092  Gyr6phora  2334 
1291  Gyrostemon  3232 752  1085  Habenaria  1861 
1291         Hablitzia  3233 

j^4.  J 1086  Habranthus  744 1291         Haemadictyon  3234 248  1086  Hsm&nthus  731 
350  1067  Haemat6xylon  985 

1085  HvEMODOra'cEjB,  Or.154. 44  1085  Hsmodbrum  111 
58  Hair-grass  170 84  1081  Hakea  240 

694        Halberd-weed  1710 394  1076  Halesut  1081 
1291         Halimodendron  3235 
944  1091  Haliseris  2322 
524  1078  Hallena  1338 
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630  lOee^Hallia  1584 

1291         H.  see  Heyl&ndto  3257 
1069  Halora'ge^e,  Or.  68. 330  1069  Haloragis  932 

942  1091  Halymenia  2315 1071  HAMAMELiOBiG,  Or.  81 
104  1071  fiamamelis  312 
216        Hamburgh  parsley 
172  1072  Hameltfa  484 
870  1082  Hamiltdn/a  2162 

1287        H.  see  Comandra  3074 
1291         Hapalostephium  3236 
1291  Hardenbergt'a  3237 
687  r  199 72  >  Hard  grass  <  212 8623  {2134 

1291  Hardwickea  3238 
232         Hare,  n. 
278-       Harebells        4770  803 

1172} 1070  Hare's-ear 
884        Hare's-foot  fern 14565  2196 
64        Hare's-tail  grass  153 1291         Har6nea  3239 

1291         Harpalyce  3240 1170        Harrisbnta  2552 
100  1063  Hartdgfc  301 
882        Hart's-tongue  '2188 1260        Hartwegta  2764 222        Hartwort  673 1083  Haschisch 
100        Hassagay-tree  300 220  1071  Hasselquistta  666 
638        Hatchet  vetch  1595 
452        Hautboy         7569  1151 672        Hawkweed  1635 

1291         Haworthi'a  3241 

1204  J 1067  Hawthorn  H32 1291         Haxtonia  3242 
1176        Haylockt'a  2571 792        Hazel            13370  1998 
186         Heart's-ease    3060  540 328        Heart-seed  923 

1184  \ 1075  Heatn  892 870        Heavenly  fruit,  n. 518  1079  Hebenstreltta  1309 
20  1079  fledebma  59 

188  1070  Hedera  549 
550        Hedge  garlic  1423 
16        Hedge  hyssop  43 

(sen  ■% 1232 J 1057  HedSe  mustard  1424 504        Hedge  nettle  1263 
1291         Hedwigia  3243 21 
11443  1085  tledychium  6 1291         Hedydtis  3244 1283  H.  see  Anbtis  2914 
1152        Hedybtis,  s.  2514 
676  1073  Zfedypnois  1646 
630  1066  fled^sarum  1588 
1289        H.  see  Eleiotis  3166 
1294        H.  see  Nlcolsbn/a  3406 
398  1068  Heimia  1096 

1291         HeistSna  3245 
1291  Helena  3246 
716  1074  Hafnium  1755 
1250        H.  see  Eriophyllum  2737 
1292  Heleogelton,  *.  122 

1214  ] 1058  Helianthemum  1 198 

1252  j 1074  HeU&»thus  1798 
1248} 1073  -Helichrysum  1 730 

1170  j  1085  Heliconia  WO 1038  1093  Helicosporium  2473 580  1059  Helicteris  1466 
398  1060  Heliocarpus  1100 
558  1057  HeU6phila  1446 
728  1074  Heli6psis  1796 
1 18  1078  i/eliotrdpium  325 488        Hellebore  1237 
488  1054  Hell&orus  1237 

4  1085  Hellenic  9 
676  1073  Helmlnthia  1639 
292  1087  Helbnias  852 
1284  H.  see  Asagrseta  2933 
1291  Helosciadium  3247 
1014  1092  tfelvella  2387 

Lta-  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1086  ifEMEROCALLI'DE.*:, Or.  159. 

260  1086  i/emerocaUis  769 
1291  Hemiclidia  3248 
196  1077  Hemidesmus  576 1291  Hemimeris  3249 
878  1090  //emionltis  2170 
216  Hemlock  649 
804         Hemlock  spruce 13527  2013 
834  1083  Hemp  2073 
688         Hemp  agrimony 11530  1685 
502  Hemp  nettle  1260 
406         Hen  and  chicken 6834  1110 
136  1078  Henbane  381 
502         Henbit  8277  1259 
316        Henna  plant    5422  898 480  1054  Hepatica  1225 
263        Hepatic  aloes,  n. 
296         Hepta'ndria,  CI.  7. 
296        H.  Monogy'nia.  Or.  1 . 298         H.  Digy'wa,  Or.  2. 
298        H.  Tetragy'nia,  Or.  3. 
298        H.  Heptagy'nia,  Or.  4. 1291         Heracantha  3250 

1172  J 1071  Heracl&im  672 726  Herbarota  12346  1781 
354        Herb  of  grace,  n. 
328         Herb  Pails  5633  929 
580        Herb  Robert  9685  1463 

1234         Herberfc'a  2686 814  1060  Heritiera  2037 
562  1060  Hermanma  1455 
866  1070  Hernias  2147 
754  1085  Hermtnium  1868 
1291         Hermlone  3251 
772  1081  HemandfVi  1942 
208  1080  Herniaria  614 
568        Heron's  bill  1460 532  1078  Herpestis  1367 

11K0        Herren'a  2585 40  1085  Hesperaatha  98 
548  1057  Bfoperis  1421 

1291         Hesperoscordum  3252 
1291         Heteranthgra  3253 

1291  ] 1089  Heterop&gon 
1291         Heter6pteris  3255 tfl8  1074  Heterospermum  1761 
1028  1092  HeterosphaeVia  424 1262  Heterot&xis,  s.  2779 
1291  Heter6tropa  3256 

!  17(5]  1070  Heuchera  606 1298         Hevea,  s.  3567 
236         Hexa'ndria,  CI.  6. 
240         H.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  I. 
288         H.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
290         H.  Trigy'nia,  Or.  3. 
294        H.  Polygy'ma,  Or.  4. 1291         Heylandia  3257 352  1062  Heynea  992 
472  1055  Hibbertta  1203 

1059  .Hibiscus  1480 
794        Hickory-tree  13379  1999 672  1073  fiier&ium  1635 

1291         Hier6chloe  3258 286  1072  Hillia  832 
60        Hill  oat,  n. 

1176        HippeSstrum  2569 742  1073  Hippia  1834 
12S1         Hippion  3259 

1060  Hippocasta^nee,  Or.  30. 36  1060  Hippocrates  83 1060  HiPpocRATE£ce«,Or.  31. 
628  1066  Hippocrepis  1577 
812  1083  i?ipp6mane  2030 
224  1071  JEfipponoarathum  678 

jPgjl082  ifipp6phae  2058 6  1069  fiippuris  23 
380  1061  Hirae'o  1056 174  1067  Hirtella  499 
350  1067  HoflVnaDseggm  981 
794        Hog-nut  13384  1999 
382        Hog-plum  1059 6        Hog-weed  19 

II62} 1077  Holtxia  390 1291        Holarrhena  3260 
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860  1089  H61cus  2132 

1291        H.  see  Hier6chloe  3258 
1291  Holigarna  3261 
104  Holly  315 584  1059  Hollyhock  9772  1474 520  1079  Holmskloldia  1327 

1250         Hologyinne  2735 74  1059  flbl6steum  220 
1055  Holy  cyamus 
1064  Homali'nejk,  Or.  57. 1291  Homalium  3262 

272        Homer's  moly  4623  796 
1234        Homdrfo  2 — 542  Honesty  1395 216  Honewort  647 
302  Honey-berry 
514  Honey-flower  1293 
868        Honey  locust  tree 14333  2155 

II64}  1071  Honeysuckle  474 122  Honey  wort  339 20  Hooded  milfoil  53 
912  1091  Hookerm  2249 
1191  Hoolas-kasmeeree,  n. 
864  Hoop-ash  14299  2145 
240  Hoop-petticoat  4031  711 
88  Hoop-withy, ». 

834  1083  Hop  2074 
792  Hop  hornbeam  1995 
792  Hop-poles, ». 
648  Hop  trefoil,  n. 72  1089  flordeum  210 
504        Horehound  1266 
1291  HorkeltV*  3263 
502  1079  -fforminum  1257 
792  1083  Hornbeam  1996 
528  1078  Hornemanm'd  1352 
1299  H.  see  Tittmannt'a  3626 66  Horn-grass  189 
52  Horn  of  plenty,  n. 
460  Horn-poppy  1169 790  Hornwort  1986 
296  Horsechestnut  866 
546  1057  Horseradish  9089  1407 
350  Horseradish-tree  980 
628  Horseshoe  vetch  1577 
890  Horse-tail  2211 
772  Horse-tail-tree 13034  1936 
682         Horse-thistle  1665 
26  Horse-weed,  n. 1244  Hosackja  2717 

518  1079  H6sto  1310 
838  Hottentot  bread  2083 
226        Hottentot  cherry 3819  682 
434  Hottentot  fig  7271  1146 128  1080  Hottbnta  355 
122  Hound's  tongue  336 406        Houseleek  1110 
1 1072  Houst6n«V»  261 1291         Houttufnfo  3264 

j24o}l066  Hdvea  1536 1296        H.  see  Plagi61obum  3478 184  1063  Hovento  532 
198  1077  Hofa  592 396  1058  Hudsbnia  1089 
202  1077  Huernia  596 

1160         Hugelia  2525 
1291  Hugow'a  3265 854        Humble  plant  14104  2124 694  1073  Humea  1711 
834  1083  Humulus  2074 

1212        Hunnema-nta  2637 1264        Huntleya  2799 814  1  083  Hiiro  2035 
546  1057  Hutchlnsta  1410 
284  Hyacinth  819 
278        Hyacinth  of  Peru,  n. 284  1086  J3yacinthiu  819 
842  1082  Hyamanche  2097 
842        Hyama  poison  2097 

1010  1092  flydnum  2375 
366  1070  Hydrangea  1039 
490  1054  Hydrastis  1241 

1084  Hydbochaei'deje, Or.  149. 
842  1084  Hydr6charis  2089 

1291    .    Hydrochloa  3266 
218  1070  Hydrocfityle  658 
934  1091  Hydrodictyon  2291 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
204  1977  Hydrblea  601 

1055  Hydropelti'db*,  Or.  8. 490  1055  Hydropgltis  1240 
132  1078  Hydrophyllum  372 
930  1091  Hygrocrocis  2280 

1291         Hygr6phila  3267 
346  1067  Hymenal  972 
1166        Hymenanthera  2550 1020         Hymenella  2401 
648  1066  Hymenocarpus  1606 1291  Hymenodictyon 
442  1069  Hymenogyne  1147 
690  1074  Hymenopappus  1692 1296        H.  see  Polypteris  3496 
886  1090  Hymenophyllum  2203 
1291  Hymenopyramis  3269 
898  1091  Hymenostomum  2220 136  1078  -Hyoscyamus  381 
676  1073  7iy6seris  1645 
104  1056  .ffypecoum  313 350        HyperanthSra  980 

1061  ZTypbrici'neje,  Or.  35. 656  1061  Hypericum  1617 1300        H.  see  Vfsmea  3661 
1292  Hyphaefne  3270 
914  1091  flypnum  2251 
1292        Hypocalyptls  3271 
676  1073  Hypochc/ris 1292  Hypoelytrum 
18  1079  Hypoestes 

1292  Hypote'na 1292  Hyp61ytrum 

1650 3272 
46 

3273 
3274 

1086  Hypoxi'dejE,  Or.  157 254  1086  Hypoxia  750 
502  1079  Hyptis  1256 
496  Hyssop  1248 
496  1079  flyssbpus  1248 

1030  1093  Hysterium  2434 
1057  iberis  1412 

1290  /.  see  Eundmia  3184 
966  Iceland  moss  15596  2343 
438  Ice-plant  7376  1146 
146  1076  Ichnocarpus  414 

1292         I'cica  3275 
408  ICOSA'NDRIA,  CI.  12. 
410        I.  Monooy'nia,  Or.  1. 
424  I.  I)I-PENTAGY'NIA,Or.2. 
442        I.  Polygy'nia;  Or.  3. 104  1063  r\ex  315 

1294        I.  see  Nemopfinthes  3403 
1080  /LLECB'BBEJi,  Or.  125. 192  1080  /llecebrum  555 

478  1055  Illicium  1215 
1292  I'Uus  3276 
1176         Imatophyllum,  s.  2567 
184  1061  Impatiens  538 
74  1089  ImperSta  216 220  1071  Imperatbria  662 
2         Indian  arrow  root 

790        Indian  cordage,  n. 778        Indian  corn  1950 302  1 
1184 1  Indian  cress  875 290        Indian  cucumber 

4962  846 
562        Indian  date,  n. 
412        Indian  fig       6884  1111 

1202         Indian  fig  2629 426        Indian  hawthorn  1136 
462        Indian  lotus     7682  1174 

1152j  Indian  Madder  295 860  Indian  millet  14220  2131 
174  Indian  mulberry,  ». 1058  Indian  muslin 
328  Indian  soap, «. 

2  } 

1144 1  Indian  shot  1 875  Indian  rubber,  n. 

12441 1065  Indi8°  1589 
12441 1066  Indig°fera  1589 854  1067  I'nga  2123 362  1076  Inocarpus  1024 714  t 

1292  j10?3  Z'nula  1744 188  1058  Ionidium  541 
762  1085  Ionopsis  1919 
402         Ipecacuanha    6739  1103 

1158} 1077  ̂ omasN*  383 834  1080  Ireslne  2069 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1085  Im'DZM,  Or.  155. 

1150  j  1086  r™  115 316         Irish  heath       5412  893 613  Irish  whin,  n. 
100  Iron  tree  292 

150  ■) 
416  i-  Iron-wood  6947  425 792,  n.) 
497         Iron-wort  1252 1286         Irouc&na,  s.  3031 1292        Isacbne  3277 

1292         Isanthus  3278 
1038  1093  Isaria  2466 
552  1057  /satis  1430 
860  1089  ischse'mum  2133 1292         Isertfa  3279 
970  1092  Uldium  2351 

1081  Isle  of  France  cinna- mon 
1292        Ismelia  3280 
1174        Ismene  2558 

90  1069  Isnarda  258 
694  1074  Isocarpha  1708 760  1085  Isochlfus  1903 
894  1090  isdetes  2214 

1292] 1089  l8<ilePis  122 528  1078  Isoplexis  1354 

1152]  1081  Is°P&g°n  230 488  1054  Jsopyrum  1235 
184  1075  /'tea  535 744  1073  Vva  1841 
188  1070  Ivy  549 
38  1085  Z'xia  95 694  1073  Ixbdia  1713 
100  1072  Ixbro  288 1292  Jaborbsa  3281 
514  1077  Jacar&nda  1295 
770  Jaca  tree  13033  1935 
772  Jack  in  a  box  1942 
344  1066  JacksbmVi  956 
252  Jacobealily  4234  739 
150  1076  Jacqumm  426 801  Jaggory,  n. 
138  1077  Jalap  2231  383 
606        Jamaica  dog-wood 

10048  1524 604  Jamaica  ebony  10034  1520 
870        Jamaica  milkwood 14363  2158 
418  Jamaica  pepper,  n. 
418  Jarabolana-tree  6982 1 1 22 
320  1062  JamboHfera  905 
1292  Jambbsa  3282 
1292  Janlpha  3283 188  1075  Jasibne  547 

1144  J  1076  Jasmine  39 10;  6  Jasmi'ne^,  Or.  100. 

llllj 1076  Jasmlnum  39 812  1082  JStropha  2033 
1298         J.  see  Siphbnia  3567 418        Java  plum,  n. 
316  1055  Jeffersbnm  896 
736        Jersey  thistle  12592  1819 730        Jerusalem  artichoke 12439  1798 
506        Jerusalem  sage 8355  1268 
104        Jesuit's  nuts,  n. 
778        Job's  tears  1951 
1292        Johm'a  3284 
479        Joiner's  planes,  n. 1284        Joint  vetch  2932 

1278         Jollifia,  s.  2848 298  1067  Jonesm  867 
1 241         JoneVa,  n. 
240         Jonquil  4021  711 
1292  JonquUla  3285 1292  Josslnia  3286 
1300  Juanullda,  s.  3649 
346  Judas-tree  968 
794  1064  Juglans  1999 

1270        J.  see  Pterocarya  2844 
1087  Jc'nceb,  Or.  168. 258  1087  Juncus  760 

918  1091  Jungermanm'a  2253 848        Juniper  2113 
848  1084  Juniperus  2113 
614  Jupiter's  beard 10218  1542 
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362  1069  Jussiaeo 

uJ|^1079  Justfcia 

1144  J 1085  K*empfen'a 1208  Kageneckta 1292  Kalanchde 
3S6  1075  Kfilmfe 
1292  Kalosanthes 
102        Kanguru  vine  1779 

Gen. 1026 

305 
246         Karattas  4114  726 
714  1074  Kaulfussi'a  1743 216        Kecksies,  n. 
205  947  Kelp,  n. 

ifii} 1066  Kennedy* 1292  Kentrophfllum 

1210  J 1067  K6r«'« 
1004        Ketchup,  n. 
1281         Kheu,  n. 
614  Kidneybean 
612        Kidney  vetch 
842  1082  Kiggefena 
50  1089  Kifilnga 

487        King-cups,  n. 1292  Kirganilia 
210        Kissing  comfits  of Falstaff,  n. 
584  1059  Kitaibdlm 
398  1060  Kleinhdfia 
694  1074  KlelntYt 

1292}  1089  KnSpP*'* 734  Knapweed 92  1072  Knatitia 366  Knawel 
1176        Knight's  star 192  Knot-grass 
508        Knotted  marjoram,  n 484  1054  Knowltirafo  1231 
204  1081  Kbchia  610 
62  1089  Koeleria  179 
76  1081  Kcenigta 

304  1060  Kolreuten'a  887 1292         Konlga  3292 1278        Koume,  n. 
1 244        Kowain  gutukaka,  n. 
676  1073  Krlgj'a  1644 1292         Kuhm'o  3293 1292         Kuuthta  3294 

1079  Labia'tji,  Or.  113. 

1553 3289 
1156 

1547 
1542 2092 129 

3290 
1473 
1098 
1702 
142 12544  1819 265 1037 

2569 
555 

1292 -1292 
1292 
358 
624 322 

Labichee'a Lablab 
Lablhvia,  t. 
Labrador  tea 
Laburnum 
Lace-bark 

3295 3296 
3296 
1012 10435  1566 5525  909 

1180  } 1086  Lachenaila  822 
324  1082  Lachne'a 1292  LachnSnthes 
668  1073  Zactuca 
670 
359 228 

915 
3297 
1628 

Lactucarium,  ». Ladanum,  n. 
Ladies1  bed-straw 3842  691 
Ladies'  mantle  255 
Ladies'  slipper  1931 Ladies'  traces  2860  1874 
Lady-fern      14586  2199 

7929  480 1312 

Lady's  smock Larfia 
Lse'tia 

766 754 884 
542 
1260 1212) 1292J 
692  1074  Lagasco 
1292  Lagenaria 
1250  Lagen6phora 
468  1068  Lagerstroe'mia 322  1082  Lag&tta 
188  1070  Lagce'cia 1292  Lagonychium 
674  1083  Lagoseris 
592  1059  Laguneo 
54  1089  Lagurus 

1292  Lahaya 
1240  lAlage 84  1081  Lambertia 

1148.}      Lamb's  lettuce 944  1091  Laminaria 
,f2?]l079  Zamium 

1392 
2765 f  2640 

£3298 
1699 3209 
2738 1195 
909 
548 

3300 1636 
1488 .  153 
3301 
2709 
242 
80 

2325 
1259 

1022  La  mort  du  safran,  ». 

Lfa.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1292  Lamprbtis  3302 
506  Lamp- wick  8360  1268 
280        Lancashire  asphodel 4832  813 
480  Lancewood 

1228  J 1079  Lantana 
42  1086  Lapeyrousta  103 54  1089  Zappago  149 

678  1073  iapsana  1651 388  1059  Larbrea  1069 
806        Larch  2014 
806  1084  ZSrix  2014 

1270        Z.  see  Pinus  2012 

1216} 1054  LarksPur  1204 1275        Larmes  de  sapin,  n. 
1292         Larrea  3303 
220  1071  Zaserpitium  669 1298        L.  see  Slier  3563 
220  Laserwort 

1032  1093  Lasi6botrys  2438 
182  1062  Lasiopetalum  523 

1292         Lasiospermum  3304 
1250        Lasthenia  2735 
846  1088  Latdnia  2109 
524  1078  Lathra;va  1339 

1242}  1066  iathy™s  1558 332        Laurel  934 
1067  Laurel-water 

224        Laurestine      3754  679 
1081  Zauri'neje,  Or.  129. 870  1093  Laurophyllus  2163 332  1081  Zadrus  934 

498  1079  Lavandula  1251 
584  1059  Lavatera  1475 
493  1079  Lavender  1251 
694        Lavender  cotton  1714 
692  1073  Lavbtia  1700 
1292  Lavradj'a  3305 316  1068  Lawsonia 
1178        Laxm&nnta  2578 
118         Leadwort  324 

1034  1093  Leanglum  2451 324         Leather- wood  911 
612  1066  Lebeckia  1539 

1236        Lebretdma .  2700 
958  1092  Lecandra  2340 
74  1058  Lecheo 

950  1092  Lecldea  2332 
1164        Lechenatfltta  2539 
1292         Leeythis  3306 212  1070  Ledeburta  629 
1198        Ledoc&rpon,  * .  2619 358  1075  Zedum  1012 
162  1061  Leea  454 
302  Leechee  5101  883 
272        Leek              4617  796 
74  1089  Leersta  217 
71         Leghorn  straw,  n. 

1064  Legumino'SjB,  Or.  59. 1252         Leighm,  s.  1798 
1292        Leimanthium  3307 
1297        Leiogyne,  *.  1041 944  1091  Lemanea  2318 
772  1090  Zemna  1939 
652  1062  Lemon  10973  1615 
860        Lemon-grass  14210  2129 1301        Lemonta  3686 

1079  Lentibulavri.s,  Or.  118. 624  1065  Lentil            10421  1562 
1036  1093  Leocarpus  2455 506  1079  Leon&tis  1270 
286  1055  Zeontice  825 

1285        Z.  see  Bongardw  2977 670  1073  Le6ntodon  1631 
700  1073  Xeontopbdium  1723 506  1079  Leonurus  1267 
716        Leopard's  bane  1751 1292        Leopoldina  3308 1016  1092  Lebtia  2389 
1258        Lepanthes  2747 
1292         Lepechinia  3309 
1290        Lepia,  s.  3184 
1292        Lepidagathis  3310 
552  1057  Zepidium  1428 1290        Z.  see  Eundmia  3184 

1292        Lepidosperma  3311 
974  1092  Lepraria  2359 

1292        Leptaleum  3312 
1292        Leptandra  3313 

44  1090  Leptanthus  109 
540  1057  Leptocarpseva  1384 

1292  J 1087  Leptocarpus 
68  1089  Leptdchloa 1292  Leptomeria 

930  1091  Lept6mitus 
1248        Leptorhynchos,  s 1160  Leptoslphon 
414  1068  Leptospermum 
1248  Leptostelma 
1032  1093  Leptostrdma 1260  Leptdtes 
1292  Lepyrbdia 
1292  Lena 
912  1091  Leskea 
630  1066  Lespedeza 
626  1066  Lessertia 
192  1080  Lestibudesm 1292  Lettsbmia 
668  1072  Lettuce 
830  1081  Leucadendron 
506  1079  Zeucas 1150  7  x 

1293  J  Leucocoryne 
912  1091  Leucodon 
248  1086  Zeucbjum 144  Leucopdgon 
80  1081  Leucospermum 1293  Leucostemma 

1293  Leucothoe 
734  1074  Leuzea 
792        Lever-wood,  n. 1293  Levlsticum 
1293  Lewlsi'a 1164  Leycest£rta 
720  1073  Leysera 

Sp.  Gen. 

(•2110 

£3314 

202 

3315 2281 
1705 2526 
1115 
2726 
2436 2767 

3316 
3317 

2250 1585 
1572 516 

3318 
1628 2053 
1269 

J  2506 (3319 

2244 

733 

401 
232 

1250 

3321 1818 

3325 2541 

1765 
L.  see  Chsetachls'na  2734 688  1073  Lidtris 

1036  1093  Licea 
946  1091  Lichlna 
290  1087  Lichtensteint'a 260  1088  Licudla 
111  1073  LidbecktVt 
188  1075  Lightfootia 
352  Lignum-vitae-tree 
1248  LigulSria 
220  1071  Zigusticum 

1300        Z.  see  Trochisanthes 
3643 1300        Z.  see  Wallr6th?a 

1144 1 1076  -^gtistrum 

1144}  1076  Lilac 

1087  Zilia'ce^,  Or.  163. 1086  Lilies  of  the  field. 

1682 
2459 
2326 
842 
763 1773 
546 

993 
1741 

66 

3669 
36 
37 

1178] 1087  -Miuni 

imi1087  Lily 

771 771 
270  1086  Lily  of  the  valley  787 
272  Lily  pink  794 
100  Lily  thorn  289 
1292  Limbardo,*.  1714 
652         Lime  10974  1615 466  1060  Lime  tree  1186 
298  1069  Zlmeum  871 
1194  Limnanthes  2607 

1212} 1087  Lhnnocharis  1175 356  1062  Limdnia  1003 
1287        Z.  see  Clausena  3064 
532  1078  LiraoseUa 
1160  Linanthug 
526  1078  Liuaria 
1293  Lincdnia 
532  1078  Lindernto 

1059  Zi'nbjE,  Or.  21 
232        Linen  cloth,  n. 303        Ling,  n. 

514  1071  Linnse'a 26  1076  Linociera 
232        Lint,  n. 

lifil1059  ilnum 
700  Lion'g-foot 286  Lion's-leaf 
506  Lion's-taU 624  1066  Liparia 
764  1085  Lfparis 
1152  Lip6stoma 

1228  } 1079  LJPDjfl 
798  1083  Liquidimbar 
628  1065  Liquorice 

1359 
2524 
1344 
3324 1366 

1292 

67 

701 
1723 

4913  825 1270 
1565 1928 2514 

1314 2001 

1575 
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Lin.  Nat.                           Sp.  Gen. 
628  1066  Liquoritia  1575 478  1055  Liriodendron  1216 

jj||]l077  Llsitothus  378 142        Lissanthe  395 
756  1085  Lissochllus  1887 
754  1084  Listera  1876 302        Litchi            5101  883 
120  1078  Z,ithospermum  330 

1293         LittaTa  3325 
784  1080  Littorella  1967 

1188         Litzea,  t.  2600 
68        Live-grass  197 1182         LivistOnitf  2592 
298  Lizard's-tail  872 75        Loaf  sugar, ». 

j!5*]  1069  Loasa  1619 1069  LohsecB,  Or.  67. 

1164  j 1075  Lobd,,V»  464 1264        Lockhartfo, ».  2807 
346        Locust-tree  971 
610  1066  Loddigesta  1535 1293        Lodoicea  3326 
36  1080  LoefflngtYs  82 

1162        Lceselia,  t.  •  390 
130  1077  Log&nfa  368 

1290        LSgfla,  s.  3201 
350        Logwood  985 70  1089  Xdllum  207 
880  1090  Loraaria  2182 
84  1081  Lomatia  245 

1293        Lbnas  3327 
882  1090  Lonchltis  2192 
1293        Lonchocarpus  3328 
366  London  pride  6063  1041 550        London  rocket  9172  1422 
302        Longan          5102  883 
718  1073  Longchampsfo  1764 
170  1071  Lonicera  475 
814        Looking-glass  plant  2037 128        Loose  strife  356 

6  1069  Lopezta  18 
1293        Lophandra  3329 
1222         Lophanthus  2649 
244  1085  Lophlola  718 
,293        Lophlra  3330 
1030  1092  Ldphium  2426 
1228        Lophospermum  2676 
1293        Lopimia  3331 
426  1067  Loquat  1137 

1071  Lora'nthe*,  Or.  83. 
610        Lord  Anson's pea            10368  1558 178        Lote-tree        2897  506 642  1066  Zotus  1601 
1244         L.  see  Hosackia  2717 
1244        LouddmVt,  s.  2716 1293         Lo&rea  3332 
850  1082  Lourelra  2119 

1<293        Lowea  3333 528        Lousewort  1349 
220         Lovage  665 
156        Love-apple      2517  451 
68        Love-grass      1210  198 

786  1080  Love-lies-bleed- ing   .        13302  1975 142  1080  Lubinta  392 
646        Lucern         10892  1605 

1166         Lucitlia  2542 
1293        Luckma  3334 
1212        Ludia  2638 
104  1069  Ludwigta  309 
788  1069  Ldjffh  1976 1293        Luhea  3335 
542  1057  Lunaria  1395 
122        Lungwort  338 640  1066  Luphiaster  1599 

1240  ] 1066  LuPme  1544 

j^4]  1066  Zuplnus  1544 1238        L.  see  Cyam6psis  3100 258  1087  Luzula  761 
1180        Luzuriago,  s.  2586 
132        Lychnidea  369 
388  1059  .Lychnis  1067 

1198        L.  see  Agrostetnma  1066 
1198        L.  see  Viscaria  2620 
1293        Lycioserissa  3336 
156  1078  iycium  450 

1036  1093  Lyc6gala  2456 
1293        Lycopersicum  3337 

Sp.  Gen 2443 
2212 
844 55 

132 2287 

3338 

Lin.  Nat. 
1034  1093  Lycoperdon 
892  1090  Lycopbdium 124  1078  Lyc6psis 20  1079  Lycopus 
52  1089  Lygeum 

886  1090  Lygbdium 
72  Lyme-grass 932  1091  Lyngbfa 

1293  Lybnia 
1293  Ly6ns«'a 128  1080  J.ysimachia  356 
142         Lysinema  399 
398  1068  iythrum  1094 840  1076  Mdba  2086 
870  1076  Mabolo-fruit  14373  2159 
788        Macaw-tree    13322  1983 850  1081  Mace,  n. 
1293        Macleaya  3340 784  1083  Maclura  1969 
758  1085  Macradenia  1898 

1260        M.  see  Epidendrum  1907 
1266        Macrochilia,  s.  2811 
162  1072  Macrocndmum  457 
542  1057  Macropbdium  1391 
1293        Macrostylis  3341 
1293         Macr6tropis  3342 
1293        Macrbtys  3343 394        Madagascar  nutmeg 

1077 

1248        Materia,  s.  1735 
160         Mad  apple       2566  451 94  1071  Madder  267 
334        Madeira  mahogany,  n. 
352        Madeira  wood,  n. 

1248} 1074  M&dia  1735 544  Madwort  1401 
1293         Mce"sa  3344 

1218  j  1055  Ma8nMfa 
1218        M.  see  Talaima  2648 

1055  MAON0Ltjce<7,  Or.  3. 
1234         Mahernto  2689 
352  1062  Mahogany-tree  990 1180         MahbntYl  2587 1055  Mahonias 
884    •     Maiden-hair  2194 
798  Maiden-hair-tree 13441  2003 
36        Maiden  plum  85 1088  Maize 
228  Malabar  nightshade  693 18  Malabar  nut  302  47 
1293  Malachodendron  3345 
584  1059  itfalachra  1476 
764  1085  Malaxis  1925 
416         Malay  apple-tree 6958  1119 548  1057  Malc6m»>  1420 
884         Male-fern       14590  2199 
1234        Malesherbia  2690 
1190        Mai  de  ozos,  n. 

^JlOMMSlope 

1217 

1471 

1236] 1059  Mallow 

1472 

380  "1060  Malpighia  1054 1060  MALPiGHidcor,  Or.  34. 
73        Malt,  n. 

1236  } 1059  mi™  1472 1059  AfALVA^CEjB,  Or.  23. 1293        Malvaviscus  3346 
466  1061  Mammia  1190 
150        Mammee        2409  427 
466        Mammee-tree  1190 1200        Mammillaria  2626 
812  Manchineel  2030 
814        Mandioca,  n. 
154  1078  A/andragora  447 
154  1078  Mandrake  447 
161        Man-dram, ». 

II52} 1072  Man6ttia  296 180  1064  Mangifera  513 
152  1076  MangBUa  434 

6        Mango-ginger  94  14 394        Mangosteen  1079 
180  1064  Mango-tree  513 
394  1071  Mangrove  1078 

1293        Manicaria  3347 
862  1089  Manisuris  2135 
1293  Mamshrus  3348 

26  1076  Manna, ». 

4  Q 

Lin.  Nat.  8p.  Gen. 
26        Manna  ash        484  69 62         Manna  seeds,  n. 

631         Manna  trungebeen,  n. 
6  1085  Mantisia  16 532  1078  Manulea  1370 

2143 ,1s4]  1060  Maple 

1144]  1085  Maranttf 
888  1090  Marattia  2210 
458  1060  Marcgraav/o  1163 1060  Marco raav iitceee,  Or.32. 
922  1091  MarchantiVi  2254 
6  Mare's-tail  23 

1293        Margyricarpus  3349 46  1086  Marica  117 
506  1079  Marjoram  1274 50  1089  Marlscus  130 

1293        Marlea  3350 
173        Marmalade  box, n. 
504  1079  Afarrubium  1266 
57        Marrum, ». 

198  1077  Marsdem'a  591 690  1074  Marshalha  1694 
452        Marsh  cinquefoil 

7575  1152 584  Marsh  mallow  1474 
490  Marsh  marigold  1239 
-218         Marsh  pennywort 

3656  658 
7  Marsh  samphire,  ». 

264        Martagon        4495  771 

1226] 1079  Mart?ma  1300 1079  Mkrvaa 118  1080  Marvel  of  Peru  322 
740        Marigold  1830 1264        Masdevallia  2802 
278  1086  MassbntVt  805 

1 180        M.  see  Daubdnya,  s.  2580 

»}      Masterwort  {« 508        Mastick  8411  1275 
834  1064  Mastick-tree  13893  2065 
tl]   Mat-s™s  fig 538  1057  Mathlola  1381 

722  1073  Matricaria  1771 
120  1078  MatttVt  328 

1228  ] 1078  Maurandy« 
838  1088  Mauritia 

1262} 1085  MaxiUaria  1892 1293        Maximilians  3351 

566,  n  ]  May  aPPle       7652  1166 

II44] 1063  Mtytentts 
528  1078  Mazus 
128        Meadia,  n. 
66        Meadow  grass  196 484        Meadow  rue  1229 

292        Meadow  saffron  851 
214  Meadow  saxifrage  642 428        Meadow  sweet 

7148  1141 
60        Meal,  n. 

462  1056  Meconopsis  1171 290  1086  Medeofet  846 
646  1066  Medicago  1605 646         Medick  1605 
424  1067  Medlar  1131 
402        Medusa's  head 6697  1103 

1293         Megacarpaeva  3352 1258        Megaclinium  2753 
68  1089  Megastachya  198 

1244  j 1068  Melaleuca  1610 1284  M.  see  Astart&z  2936 
740  1074  Melamp&dium  1828 
520  1078  Afelampyrum  1315 
690  1074  Melananthera  1693 
684  Melancholy  thistle,  n. 
1293  Melanop8idiura  3354 
1280  Melanorrbce'a  2851 1293  Melanoselinum  3353 

1087  Melantha^ce*:,  Or.  164. 290  1087  Jfelanthium  845 
42  1086  Melasphae'rula  104 364  1068  Melastoraa  1029 

1299  M.  see  Tocbca  362T 
1068  Melastoma'ce&,  Or.  62. 

1347 

2080 

31 
1353 
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Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
564  1060  Melhania  1457 
352  1062  Afelia  988 

1062  Mema'cea,  Or.  43. 514  1062  Melianthus  1293 
66  1089  Melica  193 
66         Melic-grass  193 1162         Melichrus  2528 
302  1060  Melicocca  884 

1293        Melicope  3355 640         Melilot  1598 
640  1066  Melilotus  1598 
508  1079  Melissa  1278 
510  1079  Melittis  1280 
1200        Melocactus  2624 
1293        Melocanna  3356 
564  1060  Melbchia  1456 
194  1077  Melodlnus  573 
810  1068  Melon  13573  2022 

120o]       Melon-thistle  2624 926  1091  Meloseira  2262 
1293        Melothria  3357 
322  1082  ilfemecylon  908 1293         Menibcus  3358 
878  1090  Meniscium  2172 

1055  MBNISPE'RMEjE,  Or.  5. 844  1055  Menisplrmum  2100 1287  M.  see  Coscinium  3087 1299  M.  see  Tiliac&ra  3625 
1293        MenonvIUea  3359 
500  1079  Mentha  1254 

1222         M.  see  Aphanochllus 
2650 

1222        M.  see  Dysophylla  2651 

ltu] 1069  Mentzhlia  1194 130  1077  Jtfenyanthes  362 316  1075  Menziesio  893 
840  1082  Mercurialis  2088 
840  Mercury  2088 1182  Merendera  2591 
1299  Meriana,  t.  3628 
1293  Meriana  3360 
1293  Mertensi'a  3361 1006  1092  Merulius  2369 
430  1069  Mesembry anthem  um 1146 
932  1091  Mesoglbia  2282 
424  1  067  3fespTlus  1131 1 208  M.  see  Amelanehier  1 138 
1208  M.  see  Cotone&ster  1139 
1204  M.  see  Crataegus  1132 1293  Messerschmidta  3362 
1241  Mesua,  n. 304  1060  Metatba  886 
700  1073  Metalasia  1726 
1293  Metastelma  3363 
416  1068  MetrosideTos  1117 
216  1070  Jlfeum  653 
252  Mexican  lily  4239  739 638  Mexican  tea  10750  1597 
562  Mexican  tiger- flower  9343  1452 
1302  Meyenta  3687 
728  1074  Meyera  1787 322        Mezereon       5526  910 
1292  Mibbra,  I.  142 
710        Michaelmas  daisy 12037  1739 
316  1075  Michatixm  895 
480  1055  Michelirt  1218 
1294  Micbnta  3364 
1294  Micranthemum  3365 
1294  Mlcrantbus  3366 
1294        Microcale  3367 
72  1089  Micr6chloa  211 

1294  MicnnVna  3368 
196  1077  Microloma  578 
1222  Microraeria  2656 
1266  Micropore  2816 
1298  Micropetalon,  s.  3577 
744  1073  Micrbpus  1839 
764  1085  Micrdstylis  1927 1294  Microtia  3369 
1266  Microtis  2835 
400  Mignonette  6676  1102 
688  1073  Mikania  1683 

1041  n  J    Mildew  2408 
726   '     Milfoil  1781 52  1089  Milium  141 
1294        M>  gee  Monachne  3377 
220  Milk  parsley  663 149        Milk  tree,  n. 

Lin.  Nat.                            Sp.  Gen. 
636        Milk  vetch  1594 
870         Milk  wood     14364  2158 
602         Milk  wort  1508 

1294         Millea  3370 
738  1074  Millerto  1822 
52         Millet  grass  141 

1294         Millingt&ma  3371 1266         MiltdntVi  2811 82  1081  Mimetes  233 
854  1067  Mimosa  2124 
1289  M.  see  Entada  3175 
1290  M.  see  Gagmbina  3208 
1292        M.  see  Lagonychium 3300 

lfJo]1078  J-fimulus  1351 302  1076  Mimusops  881 500  1079  Mint  1254 
76  1080  Minuartta  226 
118  1080  Mirabilis  322 

1066  Mirbeba  967 
830  1071  Mistletoe  2054 
100  1072  Mitchello  294 
368  1070  Mitella  1043 
1289        M.  seeDrummtindto 3150 
1294         Mitrasacme  3372 
1014  1092  Mitrula  23S3 
1294        Mniarum  3373 
794        Mocker  nut,  n. 836  1068  Modecca  2075 
324  1059  Mcehrfngia  920 
1294        Mog'iphanes  3374 510        Moldavian  balm 8446  1279 
702  1074  Molina  1733 
66  1089  Mol'ini'a  194 1294         MolineYia  3375 

1294        Molopospermum  3376 194  1080  Molha  567 
76  1059  Mollugo  225 506        Mollucca  balm  1271 
506  1079  Molucella  1271 
808  1069  Moinordica  2020 
1262        Monachanthus  2784 
1294        Monachne  3377 
660  MONADE'LPHIA,  CI.  16. 
562  M.  Thia'ndria,  Or.  1. 562  M.  Penta'ndhia,  Or.  2. 
568  M.  Hepta'ndria,  Or.  3. 
578  M.  Octa'ndria,  Or.  4. 
578  M.  Deca'ndria,  Or.  5. 
589  M.  Dodeca'ndria, Or.  6. 
582  M.  Polya'ndria,  Or.  7. 1  MONA'NDRIA,  CI.  1. 
2  M.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 
8         M.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 1294        Monanthes  3378 

llfg]  1079  Monfirda  60 72  1089  Monerma  213 
100  1077  Moneti'a    ^  299 128         Money- wort  20G8  356 1038  1093  Monilia  2469 

123o]  1078  Monkey-flower  1351 592  Monkies'-bread, «. 474  Monk's  hood  7872  1205 600  1063  Monnierto  1500 
1240  Monnlna  2706 

1080  Monochlamy'de^e, Subd.  2. 
1084  MoNOCOTYLE'DONES, 

CI.  2. 
768        Monce'cia,  CI.  21. 770        M.  Mona'nuria,  Or.  1. 
772        M.  Dia'ndria,  Or.  2. 
772        M.  Tria'ndria,  Or.  3. 
780        M.  Tetra'ndria,  Or.  4. 
786        M.  Penta'ndria,  Or.  5. 
788        M.  Hexa'ndria,  Or.  6. 
790        M.  Polya'ndria,  Or.  7. 
800  M.  Monade'lphia,  Or.8. 1294  Monodbra  3379 
1294  Mon6psis  3380 
1294        Monotaxis  3381 
142        Mon<5toca  400 
356  1075  Monotropa  1008 
580  1061  Monsdm'a  1465 1294  Montanba  3382 
1236  Montezuma  2696 

76  1069  M6ntia  224 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
832  1069  Montinjo  2064 
844  Moon-seed  2100 
646         Moon-trefoil  10890  1605 
886          Moon-wort  2208 46  1086  MoraVi  H6 

1234         M.  see  Cypella  2685 1150         M.  see  Dietes  2505 1014  1092  Morchella  2386 
1014        Morel  2386 
1294         Morenda  3383 554  1057  Moricandta  1434 

26  1072  Moiina  70 
174  1072  Morinda  496 

1294         Mortnga  3384 
1294        Morista  3383 
1238         Morisdnza  2705. 
1262         Mormddes  2785 1294  M6rna  3386 
462         Morphia,  n. 
782  1083  Jtfbrus  1959 
1294  Morrenia  3387 

f  1654 12745 

328         Moschatel  930 
1294        Moschosma  3388 

1267 

1252] 1073  M°scaria 506  Motherwort 
994        Mouceron,  n. 934  1091  Mougebtifl  2290 

1040  1092  Mouldincss  2482 
426        Mountain  ash  7101  1133 355  Mountain  damson,  n. 
346        Mountain  ebony  970 

1065  Mountain  liquorice 
294         Mountain  sorrel  857 
863        Mountain  spinage,  ». 

1294        Mourlria  3389 
672        Mouse  ear     11184  1635 
388        Mouse  ear  chick- weed  1068 

Mouse  tail 
632  Moving  plant  10568  1588 
699        Moxa,  n. 1036  1093  Mucor  2460 

1294         MucUna  3390 
532         Mudwort  1359 
698         Mugwort  11733  1721 54  1089  Muhlenbergirt  151 
782  1083  Mulberry  1C59 
132        Mullein  375 
626  1066  Mtillera  1567 
602  1058  Mundia  1510 
464  1060  Muntingfa  1184 
602  1058  Murfilti'a  1509 1294         Muricaria  3391 
356  1062  Murraya  1005 

1294         Murucuia  3392 

mo]  1085  Mu-  {57702a 1085  MnsAVe«,  Or.  153. 284  1086  Muscari  821 
423        Muscle  plum,  n. 
75        Muscovado  sugar,  n. 

1002         Mushroom     16013  2365 
586         Muskokro      9839  1480 
174  1072  Mu&sce'nda  491 554  1057  Mustard  1433 

1250        Mutisia  2733 
552  1057  Myagrum  1431 1262  Myanthus  2783 
1297        Mycelis,  s.  1630 930  1091  Mycinema  2274 

j^jl089  Mygaldrus  183 104  1063  Myginda  314 
362  1075  Mylocarpum  1021 

1079  Myopori'ne*,  Or.  115. 524  1079  Myoporum  1332 
676  1073  My6seris  1640 
118  1078  .Myosbtis  326 234  1054  Myosurus  707 

1294         Myrcia  3393 
1294         Myriadenus  3394 
830  1083  A/yrlca  2055 

1294        Myricaria  3395 
1024  1092  Myrioc6ccum  2414 
790  1069  Jfyrioph^Uum  198fe, 
850  1081  Myristica  2120* 1081  Myristi'ce«,  Or.  130. 422        Myrobalan  plum 7047  1129 
592  1059  Myrbdia  1473 
1294        Myrospermum  3336 
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,«§}  1068  Myrtle 

,|J|]l068  Myrtus 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
212  Myrrh  630 
212  1071  llyrrhis  630 
870  1075  A/yrstae  2160 

1075  JtfYRSi'NES,  Or.  95. 290  1086  Myrsiphyllum  843 
1068  .MYETA'cEiB,  Or.  63. 

1121 

1121 
1042  "1093  Nsemaspora  2495 1020  1092  Naematella  2402 
832  1083  Nagfto  2056 

1087  Nai'adbs,  Or.  171. 1294  Najas  3397 60  Naked  oat,  n. 
286  1055  Nandina  830 
1262  Nanbdes  2771 
484  1054  Naravelia  1228 

!?74}l086  .Narcissus  711 52  1089  tardus  137 
280  1086  Narthecium  813 
150  Naseberry  tree  2411  427 

1289         Nasmythi'a,  *.  223 538  1057  Nasturtium  1383 1294  Vastus  3398 
353        Native  gum,  n. 
151  Natural  marmalade,  n. 
182  1072  Natfclea  521 
744  1074  Nauenbergia  1847 382  Navelwort  1060 
912  1091  Neckera  2247 
341         Necklace-tree,  n. 
420  1067  Nectarine  7020  1128 1294  Nectaroscordum  3399 
860  Negro  Guinea  corn,  n. 
1294  Neg&ndo  3400 
864  1060  Negfindivm  2144 
1250  Neja  2732 1294  Nelitris  3401 
1294  Nelsbniii  3402 
476  1056  Nel&mbium  1213 
476        Nelumbo,  ». 

1346 
3403 

116o}  1078  Nem°Phila 754  1084  NeSttia  1873 
1268  N.  see  Pelexia  2836 
850  1093  Nepenthes  2121 
498  1079  Nepeta  1249 
786  1060  Nephelium  1971 
966  1092  Nephroma  2346 
252,  1086  Nerlne  738 146  1076  Nerium  411 
1283  N.  see  AlstdntVi  2884 
398  1068  Nesse'a  1095 550  1057  N&lia  1426 782  Nettle  1962 
864  Nettle-tree  2145 
1242  Neurocfirpum  2713 
694  1073  Neurolse'na  1710 1294  Neurol&ma  3404 

1294         Neurosperma  3405 1062  New  Holland  cedar 
178        New  Jersey  tea 2918  510 

1086  New  Zealand  flax 
430        New  Zealand  spinage 

7161  1145 414        New  Zealand  tea 
6918  1115 134  1078  Nicandra  380 

350  Nicker-tree  979 
1294        NicolsdmVi  3406 

1158  j 1078  Nicotian 1024  1092  Nidularia  2413 
1294        Niebuhrfa  3407 
1158        Nierembergia  2519 
476  1054  Nigella  1209 
13        Night-flower,  n. 

318        Night-primrose,  n. 
156  1078  Nightshade  451 
752  1085  Nigritella  1860 
800  1088  Nipa  2008 
678        Nipplewort  1651 604  1066  Nissblia  1512 
936  1091  Nitella  2294 
396  1069  NitrSria  1090 
82  1081  Nivema  235 

1294         Nocca  3408 

j^]l078  Nemesia 1294  Nemopanthes 386 

382 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1295        Noisettta  3409 

1154  J  1078  Nol3na  347 292  1087  Nollno  853 185        Nolitangere,  n. 
1295         Nonatelia  3410 

llH}  1078  N6nea  343 646  Nonesuch  10898  1605 
1295  Norantea  3411 
846        Norfolk  Island  pine 

14048  2112 
804        Norway  deal,  n. 804         Norway  spruce 

13550  2013 
928  1091  Nostoc  2268 
12  1076  Notehe'a  35 

880  1090  Nothochl£evna  2177 540  1057  Notoceras  1385 
758  1085  Notflia  1893 
464  1056  Nuphar  1176 
850  1081  Nutmeg  2120 
,792        Nut-tree  1998 1236         NuttaU«o  .2699 

1076  Nux  vomica  tree 
1080  Nyctagi'ne*,  Or.  123. 12  1076  Nyctanthes  38 

1295        Nycterinia  3412 
1162  Nycterisition  2534 
160  1  078  NyctSrium  452 
462  1056  Nymphae'a  1174 1055  NYMPafiA%cE*,  Or.  9. 870  1082  Nyssa  2161 774  1083  Oak  2000 1083  Oak  gall 
58  1088  Oat-grass  171 1295        Obesia  3413 1266  Oceoclades  2819 

468  1063  O'chna  1191 
1063  Ochna'crb,  Or.  51. 564  1059  Ochrbma  1458 

1295        Ochrbsia  3414 
620  1066  O'chrus  1559 548  1057  Ochthbdium  1415 
300        Octa'ndria,  CI.  8. 
302         O.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1 . 
324         O.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
326        O.  Trigy'nia,  Or.  3. 
328         O.  Tetragy'nia,  Or.  4. 762  1085  Octomeria  1913 
1295  Octopera  3415 
510  1079  O'cymum  1281 744  1073  OS'dera  1844 1295  Odontarrhena  3416 
212  1070  CEnanthe  632 
1295  CEnocarpus  3417 
176  1063  CEnoplia  504 

1 184  ] 1069  <Enoth6ra  901 1186  (E.  see  Godgtto  2596 
870  Ogechee-lime 14385  2161 
1295  Olleus  3418 
870         Oil  nut  2162 1065  Oil  of  ben 
333         Oil  of  camphor,  n. 

1 1068  Oil  of  cloves,  ». 342         Oil  of  roses,  n. 
514         Oily  grain  1296 
836        Oily  palm  2077 

1062  Olaci'nbjE,  Or.  48. 1295        Olax  3419 

ll^]l072  Oldenlandifl  295 666        Old  man's  beard  1620 10  1076  OUea  32 
146  1076  Oleander  411 
90        Oleaster  259 

1076  OLB'iNiB,  Or.  99. 1285  Olibanum-tree  2981 
849        Olibanum,  n. 

1284        OHg6sporus,  s.  1721 10  1076  Olive  32 
364        Olive-bark-tree  1033 
212  1071  OlivSn'a  628 180        Olive-wood  516 418  1C68  Olfnthia  1124 
780  1089  Olyra  1954 1295  Omalanthes  3420 
510        Omine  plant    S482  1282 
812  1083  Omphalea  2029 

lis]      Omphalbbium  f^93 
4  Q  2 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
122  1078  Omphalbdes  337 

1069  Onagra'rue,  Or.  69. 

1264]  1085  On***1"1111  1895 1295  Oncorhvnchus  3422 
274         Onion             4686  796 
686  1074  Onobrbma  1674 

1295         Onobrychis  3423 1289         O.  see  Eleibtis  3166 
880  1090  OnoclSa  2178 
612  1066  Onbnis  1541 
684  1074  Onopordum  1666 

1250 ?       Onoseris  1  J"5"34 1252  j      onoseris,*.  j2746 

IIm]  1078  On68™3  332 122  1078  Onosmbdium  335 
1287         Onotrophe,  t.  1665 1032  1093  Onygena  2440 
974  1092  Opegrapha  2360 6         Opera  girls        99  16 
88  1072  Opercularia  250 1072  Opercular1ne«,  Or.  85. 

888  1090  Ophioglossum  2209 272  1086  Ophiopbgon  790 
144  1072  Ophiorhlza  406 
866  1077  Ophi6xylon  2152 
72  1089  Ophiurus  212 752  1085  (Tphrys  1866 461  1056  Opium,  n. 

1170         Oplotheca  2551 1295  1070  Opopanax  3424 
1295        Opori'nea  3425 
1202         Opu'ntia  2629 862         Orache  2138 
652  1062  Orange-tree  1615 

1295         O'rbea  3426 1091  Orchal 
1084  OscHiOEiB,  Or.  150. 

750  1085  O'rchis  1859 
506  1079  Origanum  1274 

1295         Orllyo  3427 
1295        Ormocarpum  3428 340  1C66  Ormbsia  942 
760  1085  Ornithidium  1902 
762  1085  Ornithocephalus  1910 
276  1086  Ornithogalum  802 
1295        Ornithoglossum  3429 
628  1066  Ornlthopus  1578 
302  1060  Ornitrophe  882 
26  1070  O'rnus  69 524  1078  Orobanche  1335 

1078  Oroba'ncbejs,  Or.  111. 

1242  ] 1066  °'robus  1557 256  1089  Orontium  756 
228  Orpine  689 
46         Orrice-root,  n. 36  1059  Ortegfe  91 
54  1089  Orthopbgon  147 906  1091  Orth6trichum  2233 

1232         OrthrosSathes  2684 
288  1089  Oryza  837 
52  1089  Oryzrtpsis  138 

784        Osage  orange  v  1969 
316  1068  Osbecki'o  899 932  1091  Oscillatbria  2285 
826         Osier            13802  2042 
732  1073  Osmltes  1806 
886  1090  Osmfinda  2205 
742  1074  Osteospermum  1832 1295         Ostericum  3430 
792  1083  O'strya  1995 22        Oswego  tea      364  60 
828  1082  Osyris  2051 382  Otaheite  apple  6402  1059 362  Otaheite  chestnut  1024 
788        Otaheite  myrtle  1978 696  1073  Otanthus  1715 
742  1074  Oth6nna  1833 
1295        OUtea  3431 

1061  OxalIdeje,  Or.  39. 

1196  j  1061  °'xalls  1065 728  Ox-eye  1797 
720         Ox-eye  daisy  12238  1769 
1295  Oxlfcya  3432 
126        Ox-lip            2021  350 
672        Ox-tongue  1634 
172  1072  OxySnthus  489 

1295        Oxfbaphus  3433 
320  1075  Oxyc6ccus  906 
342  1066  Oxylbbium  951 
1295        Oxypetalum  3434 
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Lin.  Nat. 

1295}  1081  0x?ria 196  1077  Oxystelma 
636  1066  Oxftropis 
1250  Oxyura 1038  1093  Ozdnium 

Sp.  Gen. 
r  857 

(3435 
582 

1593 2739 
2474 
2725 
3436 2611 
2533 3437 
3438 1963 439 
3439 
1202 

1202 1678 
1483 3440 
505 

2034 
2265 

3441 2166 

712 

1248  Ozothamnug 
1295  Pachidendron 
1196  PachynSma 
1162  Pachypbdium 
1295  Pachyrhlzus 
1295  P&chysa 
784  1082  Pachysandra 152  1072  Pa:deria 
1295  Psederota 

im  ] 1055  PlBi>aia 

mil  **™y 686  1073  Palaf6xte 
588  1059  Palav»a 
1295  Palicur/a 

j{£!Jl063  Paliurus 259  1088  Palm,  n. 814        Palma  Cbristi 
1088  jPa'lm*,  Or.  173. 926  1091  Palmella 

790         Palm  oil,  ». 
1279        Palo  de  Vaca,  n. 1295  Panalgia 
872  1070  Panax 

j^2j  1086  Pancratium 1087  Pandc'tneee,  Or.  170. 820  1087  Pandunus  2041 
52        Panic-grass  144 52  1089  Panicum  144 

1299        P.  see  Tricholas'taa  3638 
j*6"]  1056  Papa ver  1170 

1056  Papavera'ces,  Or.  10. 842  1068  Papaw-treo  1095 
832        Paper  mulberry 13880  2059 

1295        Pappophorum  3442 
50  1089  Papyrus  128 

1063  Paraguay  tea 48  1086  Pard&nthua  118 
848  1055  Fareira  brava  root  2116 
789        Pariah  arrack,  n. 1295  Pari&na 
862  1083  Parietaria 
298  1067  Parindrium 
328  1086  PSris 
604  1067  Parivba 
1236  Parkia 
350  1067  Parkinsbm'a 962  1092  Parmelia 
228  1061  Parnassia 
1295  Par6chetus 
192  1080  Paronychia 

1244        Parrot's  bill,  s. 540  1057  Parry* 216  Parsley 
88        Parsley-piert  1519 222  1070  Parsnep 

1295  Parsonsw 
744  1074  Parthfcntum 
728  1074  Pascalta 
52  1089  Paspalum 

1286        P.  see  Ceresj'o 482         Pasque  flower  7957  1226 324  1082  Passerlna  914 

]  1068  Passiflora  1459 

1234} 1068  Passion  flower  1459 1068  PASSIFLOKE.B,  Or.  65. 222  1071  Pastinaca  671 
1295        Patag6nula  3446 
562  J  086  Patersbnta  1450 
292        Patience         4997  856 
326         Patience  dock,  n. 
34  1072  Patrini'o  79 1212  P.  see  Ryaneo  2635 

328  1060  PaullintO  923 
100  1072  Pavitta  290 

1182  1060  Pavfa  2593 
584  1059  Pavbn«7i  1478 
1260  Paxtbnio  2759 
620  1065  Pea  1560 
420  1067  Peach  7020  1128 426  1067  Pear  7086  1130 

3443 2137 
870 
929 1519 
2694 
976 2341 
694 3444 557 

2715 1388 
651 
255 
671 

3445 1840 1795 139 

Lin.   Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
73        Pearl-barley,  n. 106         Pearlwort  317 

1295         Pectinaria  3447 
718  1074  Pectis  1763 

1079  PedalInbjE,  Or.  114, 524  1079  Pedalium 
528  1078  Pedicularis 
406  1083  Pedilanthus 
60         Peel  corn,  n. 

396  1062  Peganum 
1286         Pikea,  t. 
794        Pekan-nut,  n. 568  1061  Pelargdnium 1268  Pelexia 
272  1086  Peliosanthes 
862  Pellitory 
724         Pellitory  of  Spain 12330  1778 
544  1057  Peltiria 
966  1092  Peltidea 
98) 

1152  5 

54  1089  Penicillaria 
1040  1093  Penicillum 

52  1089  Pennisetum 

1331 1349 

1104 
1088 
3030 
1461 2836 

793 
2137 

1403 2345 
Pena?\i 

546 
500 496 

218 1295 1295 
108 118 
194 224 
228 
228 234 

Penny  cress Pennyroyal 

283 
148 

2484 

135 
9099  1408 8254  1254 

Pennyroyal-tree 8157  1246 
Pennywort  658 
Pentacrypta  3448 
Pentadesma  3449* Penta'ndria,  CI.  5. 
P.  Monogt'nia,  Or.  1. 
P.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
P.  Teigy'nia,  Or.  3. 
P.  Tetragy'ma,  Or.  4. 
P.  Pentagy'nia,  Or.  5. 
P.  Poiygy'nia,  Or.  6. 580  1060  Pentapetes 

1224  Pentaraphia 
384  1070  Penthorum 

1226] 1078  Pentst^mon 
696  1073  Pentzio 
1295  Peper&mia 288  1068  Peplis 
28  1084  Pepper 

1468 
2661 
1062 1297 

1719 3450 836 
77 

nil] 1078  PhacSUa 
1030  1093  Phacfdium 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1016  1092  Pezlza  2390 
636  1066  Phaca  1592 
1290  P.  see  Glottldinm  3219 
1298        P.see  Spha>rosphysa3580 

373 2433 
3457 
1630 
2597 

2770 2814 3458 
168 2409 176 

1295 1297 
1186 
1262 1266 
1295 

Phacosperma Phsecasium,  s. 
Phasostoma,  s. Phaius 
Phalam6psis Phalangium 

58  1089  Phfilaris 
1022  1092  Phallus 
1287        Phalbne,  s. 

1302]  PharbXtis 
1296  Pharium 228  1059  Pharnacewm 
788  1089  Pharus 
896  1091  Phascum 614  1066  Phasdolus 
516  1079  Phayl6psis 
484  Pheasant's-eye 190  Phebalium 
214  1070  Phellandrium 

!>42  Pepper-dulse  15285  2313 
1394         Pepper-grass  14649  2215 500  Peppermint  8229  1254 
418  Peppermint-tree 6999  1126 
501  Peppermint  water,  n. 
543  Pepper-root,  n. 
176         Pepper-vine     2867  502 552  Pepperwort 
716  1074  Perdlcium 1202  Pereskta 
198  1077  Pergularia 1300        P.  see  Vallaris 
1295  Peribalia 
1248         Pericallis,  s. 
502  1079  PeriUa 
1222  Peril&mia 
1022  1092  Peridla 
194  1077  Perlploca 
588  1059  Periptera 
1264  PeristSria 
1295  Perttoma 146  Periwinkle 
1194  Pernettya 

74  1089  Perotis 
1295  Persea 
1295        Persica  • 326  Persicaria 

84  1081  Perso6nio 
1260  Pesomeria 1081  Peruvian  cinnamon 
705        Pestilent-wort,  n, 364  1068  Petalbma 
600  1066  Petalostemum 296  1081  Petivena 
520  1079  Petrea 
694  1074  Petrbbium 
544  1057  Petrocallis 
1295  PetromSrula 

80  1081  Petrophila 
1295        Petrosellnum  3456 
612        Petty- whin     10176  1538 

IH  peiiinia  2520 222  1071  Peucedanum  670 
844  1083  Peitmus  2103 

1428 1752 2630 590 

3654 3451 
1738 1255 
2654 2406 
574 1486 

2790 
3452 
401 

2606 
214 

3453 
3454 921 238 
2769 

1030 
1501 865 
1328 1709 
1404 
3455 

2521 
3459 
«91 
1980 2217 
1547 

1303 
1230 2604 
636 

1070  Philade'lphbje,  Or.  76. 

'  j  1070  Philadelphus  1114 

414; 

1202J 

1170  Philibertta 
12  1076  Phillfrea 

1296  Philodendron 
1296  Philogyne 
1234  Philotheca 
192  1080  Phil6xerus 

6  1087  Phllydrum 
1010  1092  Phlebia 58  1089  Phleum 
1302  Phlogacanthus 

1222] 1079  i>nlomis 

130) 

1156  £  1077  Pbldx 1302.) 

828  1088  Phoe'nix 1296  Phce.)6coma 
760  1085  Pholidbta 1296  Phollurus 
1030  1093  Phbma 
286  1086  Phormium 
426  1067  PhoOnia 
1296  Phragmltes 
512  1079  Phrpma 

14|jl085Phrfnlum 
1296  PhyceUa 
188  1063  Phflica 
810  1082  Phyllanthus 1292         P.  see  Kirganilia 
208  1072  Phf Ills 
1296  Phyll6cladus 
1296  Phyllodoce 1296  Phyll61obum 
268  1086  Phylldma 
156  1078  Phf  salis 

1034  1093  Physarum 
1170  Physianthus 
812  Physic-nut 1260  Physlnga 
1296  Physospermum 1222  Physostegia 
1296  Phytelephas 
168  1075  Phyteuma 
390  1081  Phytolacca 
202  1077  Piaranthus 
1274  Picea 1274        P.  see  yfbies 

11  1081  Pichurim-bean Pickled  olives,  n 
390        Pickpurse,  it. 
372        Picotees,  n. 
1296  Pictdtta 
834  1064  Picramnia 
668  1073  Picridium 
672  1073  Plcris 1296 
1194  7 

2554 

33 

3460 3461 

2692 
553 

17 

2377 

165 3688 1268 

369 2049 

3462 1904 
3463 2430 823 
1135 
3464 
1289 

5 

3465 
542 

2027 

3290 
617 

3466 
3467 
3468 

775 

448 

2454 
2555 
2033 2763 3469 

2658 
3470 465 1071 
595 

2845 
2013 

1296j 

624) 
1285j 

782  1083  Pilea 484  Pilewort 
894  Pillwort 

3471 
2067 

1626 
1634 3472 

C2605 

{3473 
Pigeon  pea  10443^*^ 1961 1232 

2215 

Pierfirdi'a 
Pleris 
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73 1123 
357 

635 492 
2012 

726 52 1046 

6897  1111 
2012 

Lin.   Nat.  Bp.  Gen 
1024  1092  Pilobolus  2415 
894  1090  Pilularia  2215 

,  j||  j  1082  Pimelea 418  1068  Piminta 

11  sl}  Pimpernel 212  1070  Pimpinella 174  1072  Pinckneyo 

127o]1083  Pine 246  1086  Pine-apple 
20  1097  Pingulcula 

1196}  1059  Fink 412  Pin-pillow 

127o} 1083  Plnus 1274  P.  see  4'bies  2013 1274         P.  see  Picea         2013  a 
28  1084  Piper  77 

1084  Piprraxce.s,  Or.  147. 76        Pipewort  223 
1296        Piptanthus  3474 
1296         Piptatherutn  3475 
694  1073  Piqueria  1704 606  1066  Piscidia  1524 
296  1080  Pisbnia  864 
832  1064  Pistachia-tree  2065 832  1064  Pistacia  2065 

1014  1092  Ptstillaria  2385 
1296  .     Pistorinia  3476 
620  1065  Plsura  1560 

II74}  1087  pitcafrn,Vl  728 1084  Pitch 
850        Pitcher-plant  2121 182        Pitt6sporum  522 1296        Pladera  3477 

1236        Plagianthus  2698 
1296        Plagiolobum  3478 208  1083  Planero  616 
798  1083  Plane-tree  2002 
608         Plank-plant    10121  1531 1080  PLANTAGiNEJE,  Or.  122. 
96  1080  Plantago  278 96  1083  Plantain  278 

,^}l085Plantain.tree  [6™ 103        Plant  of  gluttony,  n. 750  1085  Platanthlra  1857 
798  1083  Platanus  2002 
1296        Platycarpum  3479 
1296         Playchllum  3480 
1296         Platycodon  3481 

1240  }  1066  platyloM«m  1525 692  1074  Platypteris  1698 
1296  Platyspermum  3482 
1314  Platystemon  2643 
1214  Platystfgma  2644 
1296  Platystylis  3483 1252  Plectocephalus  2744 510  1079  Plectranthus  1282 
188  1063  Plectrdnia  543 1296  Pleea  3484 
1296  Plerbma  3485 
1316  Pleurandra  2646 
1296  Pleurospermum  3486 758  1085  Pleurothallis  1894 
174  1072  Plocama  495 
702  Ploughman's  spike- nard 1732 
816  1082  Plukenetia  2040 
422  1067  Plum  1129 

1080  PLUMBAGlNEiE,  Or.  121. 
118  1080  Plumbago  324 

jjggj  1076  Plumien'a  415 66  1089  Pba  196 
1296  '  Pocockia  3487 342  1066  Podalyria  948 
1297  P.  see  Requiento  3524 1296         Podanthes  3488 
880         Pod  fern  2181 
806  1084  Podocarpus  2016 
296        P.  see  Phyllocladus  3466 
I2^}l073Pod61epis  1747 

1 188  } 1066  P°dol°bium  950 
1055  Podophylla^cejb,  Or.  7. 460  1055  Podophyllum  1166 

138  1296  Pod6pterus  3489. 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen, 
1285         Podbria,  i.  2980 
666  1073  Podospermum  1624 1296        P.  see  Podotheca  3490 

1298         Podostigma,  ».  3593 1296         Podotheca  3490 
828         Poet's  cassia  2051 756  1084  Pogbnia  1879 

1296         Pogostemon  3491 908  1091  Pbhlio  2239 

119o}  1067  F°tocidna  977 1287  P.  see  Coulteno  3088 
1200  Poinsettio  2622 
1296  Poiret/a  3492 
250  Poison-bulb    4187  735 
152  Poison-nut      2446  437 
226  Poison-oak      3801  681 
12%  Poivrea  3493 
1296  Polanlsia  3494 

1077  Polemonia'ce*,  Or.  106. 

1 158  } 1077  ̂ ole™011111111  370 254  1086  Polianthes  747 
6  1081  PolHchia  21 1296         Polllnia  3495 

496         Poly  8137  1244 
650  POLYADE'LPHIA,  CI.  18. 
650        P.  Deca'ndiua,  Or.  1. 652         P.  Polya'ndria,  Or.  2. 
456        Polya'ndria,  CI.  13. 
458         P.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 
470        P.  Di-Trigy'nia,  Or.  2. 
474        P.  Pbntagy'nia,  Or.  3. 
476        P.  Polygy'nia,  Or.  4. 1024  1092  Polyanglum  2415 
240         Polyanthus      4008  711 
876  1090  Polybotrya  2168 74  1080  Polycarpon  221 
36  1081  Polycnemum  92 

1508 

j^|jl058Polygala 1058  Polyga"le^,  Or.  16. 
852  Polyga'mia,  CI.  23. 
854  P.  Monce'cia,  Or.  1. 868         P.  Dkb\ua,  Or.  2. 
270  1086  Polygdnatum  789 

1C81  jPolyg6ne.<e,  Or.  127. 
326  1081  Polygonum  921 
940  1091  Polyldes  2310 
740  1074  Polymnio  1826 
878  1090  Polypodium  2175 
878         Polypody  2175 
56  1089  Polypogon  154 

1006  1092  Polyporus  2372 
1296         Polypteris  3496 
938  1091  Polysiphbnia  2299 
1296        Polyspora  3497 
760  1085  Polystachya  1908 
1042  1093  Polythrlncium  2492 
910  1091  Polytrichum  2241 180  1063  Pomaderris  512 
1296.       Pombalt'o  3498 420  1068  Pomegranate  1127 
1 162        Poncelett'a  2531 

m]      ̂ nd-weed  [  «« 
604  1067  Pongdmia  1514 

1 176  } 1087  Pontedena  730 754  1084  Ponthieva  1872 
674        Poor  Robin's  plan- tain, n. 
840  1083  Poplar  2087 

1056  Poppy  H70 
840  1083  P6pulus  2087 

1296        Porana  3499 
1288        P.  see  Dinetus  3130 
1296        Poranthera  3500 976  1092  Porina  2362 
1296         Porliera  3501 
940  1091  P6rphyra  2309 
162  1072  Portlands  462 
800        Portland  sago, ». 
422  Portugal  laurel  7030  1129 

396") 
1 198  \  1069  Portuttca  1091 10323 
228  1069  Portulacaria  692 

1069  Portula^cejs,  Or.  71. 172  1072  Posoquiria  485 
106  1090  PotamogSton  317 

1296        Potamophila  3502 805  947  Potash,  n. •   4  Q  3 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
156  1078  Potato  2521  451 59         Potato  oat,  n. 
73        Pot  barley,  n. 

121o}  1067  PotenMIla  1153 790  1067  Poterium  1990 
88  1089  Pbthos  252 848         Pounce,  n. 

1296         PouparUa  3503 1174         Pourretta  2563 
512  1079  Prasium  1288 

1268        Prasophyllum  3841 1164        Pratia  2536 
1296  Premna  3504. 

1297}  1073  Prenanthes  1630 764  1084  Prescbtio  1926 
1297  Preston/a  3505 

54        Prickly-grass  146 413  Prickly  pear,  n. 
875        Priest  s-tree,  n. 

1297        Priestleyo  3506 

j}|gj  1080  Primrose  350 

!j|gj  1080  Primula  350 1080  Primula'ce-e,  Or.  119. 
786        Prince's  feather 13299  1975 
286  1063  Prlnos  828 

1297        Prismatocarpus  3507 520  1079  Priva  1320 

111!}       Privet  36 464  1058  Prdckta  1179 
1297        Prbcri*  3508 
1297        Proserpinaca  3509 
350  1067  Prosopis  984 512  1079  Prostanthera  1284 
80  1081  Prbtea  231 

1181  PROTEace^,  Or.  131. 
927         Protoc6ccus,  n. 930  1091  Protonema  2279 
512  1079  Pruntlla  1286 
422  1067  Primus  1129 

1067  Prussic  acid 

1297  } 1089  Psamma  162 742  1074  Psiadia  1836 
416  1068  Psidium  1181 
1294  P.  see  Nelitris  3401 
892  1090  Psildtum  2213 

1297         Psophocarpus  3510 

1244  } 1066  Psor$lea  1597 1288        P.  see  Cyam6psis  3100 
1297        Psychlne  351 1 172  1072  Psychotria  483 1295  P.  see  Nonaiilia  3410 
1295        P.  see  Palicuria  3440 100  1064  Ptelea  298 
1297        P.  see  Ptelldium  3512 
1297         Ptelidium  3512 882  1090  PtSris  2190 
604  1067  Pterocarpus  1515 

1270         Pterocarya  2844 
1297        Pteroc^phalus  3513 
904  1091  Pterogbnium  2229 
542  1057  PteroneUron  1393 
686  1074  Pterbnia  1679 
580  1060  Pterospermum  1470 
1297        Pterostegia  3514 
1266        Pter6stylis  2828 
1266         Pterygbdium  2823 
1297        Ptilostephium  3515 940  1091  Ptilbta  2311 
1297        Ptychbtis  3516 1046  1093  Puccinia  2498 
460        Puccoon  1165 

1297         Pueriria  3517 1034         Puftball  2443 
716  1073  Pulicaria  1745 
122  1078  Pulroonaria  338 1064  Pulse 

1190  } 1066  Pulten«'7»  965 808        Pumpkin'      13563  2021 420  1068  Punica  1127 
1202         Purshi'a  2631 396  1069  Purslane  1091 
228        Purslane-tree  692 
278  1086  Pushkint'a  804 506  1079  Pycnanthemum  1273 1222        Pycn6stachys  2652 
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Gen. 
Pyracantha 

Sp. 
7072  1132 2337 

1770 
1022 2568 
1133 

Lin.  Nat. 
424? 1206  J 
956  1092  Pyrenula 
722  1073  Pyrethrum 362  1075  Pyrola 
1176  Pyrolirion 

^jioerPyms 1208        P.  see  Ameldnchier  1138 
1054  Pythagorean  bean of  antiquity 

130  1077  Pyxfdanthera  359 1297  >      Quidria  3518 
66         Quaking  grass  195 

1297         Qudlea  3519 
278  Quamash  4773  803 

1180         Quamash,  ft. 
1286         Quamdsia,  s.  3014 
354  1063  Quassia  1002 

1264         Quekettta  2804 
1297         Queltia  3520 
794  1083  Quercus  2000 
76  1080  QufertVz  227 
56         Quick,  n. 

894         Quillwort  2214 
426  1067  Quince  1134 
364  1068  Quisqualis  1028 
352  1062  QuivUia  989, 

1038  1093  Racodium  2470 
108  1059  Radlola  321 
556  1057  Radish  1443 
606  1066  Rafma  1527 
388         Ragged  Robin  6540  1067 
742         Ragwort  1833 
838  1086  Rajdmo  2084] 970  1092  Ramallna  2355 
786         Rambutan  1971 ' 132  1078  Ramonda  374 
832         Ramoon-tree  2063 
168  1075  Rampion  465 274        Ramson  4671  796 
174  1072  Randia  490 

1054  flANUNCUlXCBjE,  Or.  1. 486  1054  .Ranunculus  1233 
554  1057  Rape  9247  1432 
556  1057  .Raphanus  1443 

1289        R.  see  Enarthrocar- 
pus  3174 290        B.  see  Goldbacbia  3221 

426  1067  Raphiolepis 
548  1057  Aapistrum 

1297         ~      " " 450 1297 
1286 256 
886 

1136 
1418 
3521 7524  1149 3522 3047 

602 

Raspah'a 
Raspberry 
Ratabida 
Rat  Poison 
Rattan-cane,  n. 
Rattlesnake-fern 14619  2208 
Rattlesnake-root 10005  1508 

154  1077  Rauwolfta 
75         Raw  sugar,  n. 476  1069  Reaumurfa 334 

793 848 
802 
1043 
418 226 

441 

1210 
5653  934 

14056  2113 

Red  bay 
Red  beech,  n. 
Red  cedar 
Red  deal,  n. 
Red  gum,  n. 
Red  gum-tree  6992  1126 Red  lac  3792  681 

588  1059  Redoutea 
604 Red  Saunder's-wood 

1482 d 1515 
927         Red  snow  plant,  n 
586        Red  sorrel,  n. 
65        Red-top,  n. 

176        Red-wood  2872  503 60        Reed  175 
1238        Reevdsta  2703 
1297         Rehmannia  3523 
1190        Reichardia  2602 
720  1073  Relhanta  1767 
50  1089  Remirea  131 

762  1085  Renanthera  1918 
1150        Renealmia  2509 
1297        Requiema  3524 398  1083  fleseda  1102 

1083  Abseda\;ue,  Or.  137. 612        Restharrow  1541 
1087  RestiaNjbjs,  Or.  172. 828  1087  Restio  2047 

1168         Retanilla  2545 
142  1077  Retzia 
1297  Rhabd6chloa 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
678  1073  Rhagadlolus  1653 

£?!}l081Rhag6dia  [256| 1063  iiRA'MNEjE,  Or.  54 176  1063  flhamnus  503 
866  1088  Rhapis  2153 
1297  Rhap6ntica  3526 
121  1058  Rhatany-root,  n. 

1297         Rheedi'a  3527 334  1081  .Rheum  938 
318  1068  Ahexia  900 
524  1078  Rhinanthus  1340 

1178        Rhinopetalum  2575 
1297         Rhipidodendon  3528 414  1069  Rhipsalis  1112 1022  1092  Rhizoctbnia  2405 
1038  1093  Rhizomorpha  2475 
394  1071  Rhizophora  1078 

1071  Rhizoph6re;e,  Or.  80. 
1024  1092  Rhizopdgon  2412 1250        Rhodanthe  2730 
1276  Rhodlola  2847 
1228        Rhodochlton  17654  2676 

1190  } 1075  ■Bhododendron  1014 942  1091  Rhodomela  2312 

,^]l075  iJhodara  }°J» 1270        R.  see  Pterocarya  2844 
86  1081  Rhopdla  246 334  1081  Rhubarb  938 

224  1064  .Rhus  681 
1297         Rhynchdsia  3529 

48  1089  Rhynchospora  120 
1030*  1093  Rhytlsma  2432 

Ills}1069  Rihes  550 96  1080  Rib-grass        1687  278 922  1091  Riccio  2255 
288  1088  Rice  837 
llw}1072  [sll 1297        Richardsdnta  3531 
1297         Richiea  3532 814  1082  flfcinus  2034 
542  1057  Ricdtta  1396 

1297         RiedleYa  3533 
1297         Rlndera  3534 
1297        Ripidium  3535 
1297        Ripogonura  3536 88  1081  Rivina  253 
928  1091  Rivularia  2270 
1297         Robergta  3537 676  1073  Robertto  1647 
626  1066  RoMnia  1568 
1296  R.  see  Pictetia  3471 
274  Rocambole  4648  796 
966  1092  Rocctlla  2347 
230  1070  Rbchea  698 
548 I  Rocket  f1421 556  J       K0CKet  11436 

1214  } 1058  R0ck  Rose  1197 1297  Rodigta  3538 756  1085  Rodriguezia  1883 
168  1075  RoeUa  467 

1297         Rce'pera  3539 1297        Rohdea  3540 
746  1074  Rolandra  1851 
460  1056  Romeria  1168 

1164}  1072  Ronael6t,v»  46° 828        Rope-grass  2047 

j4^!]  1067  Rbsa.  1148 1067  .Rosa'cb^,  Or.  60. 4  1085  Roscoea  7 

1208  } 1067  Ro8e  1148 626        Rose  acacia    10465  1568 1068  Rose  apple 
318         Rose  bay         5474  903 
388        Rose  campion  1066 
22  1079  Rosemary  61 548        Rose  of  Jericho  1416 

1276  Rose-root  2847 
443        Rose  water,  n. 22  1079  .Rosmarinus  61 
233         Rossoli,  n. 
1297        Rostraria  3541 

676[!o735jRatWa 73        Rottboellm,  n 844  1082  Rottlera  2105 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 464  Roucon,  n. 
208  Rough  chervil  620 
302  1089  Roxburghta  876 
334  Royal  bay  5648  934 
364  1076  Roydno  1035 1222  Royleo  2655 
94  1072  .Rubia  267 

1071  Aubia\3EjE,  Or.  84. 1040  1093  iJublgo 
450  1067  Aubug 
730  1074  Rudbeckta RudHphfo 
354  Rue 

1226  j 1079  Ru<m"» 

1226 
1226 
1226 

2486 
1149 1800 

f  2708 

(3542 

998 1304 

R.  see  Calophanes  2672 
R.  see  Goldffissta  2671 
R.  see  Strobilanthes  2670 

592  1060  RuSztVl  1489 
234  1060  Rulingta  704 
75        Rum,  n. 292  1081  .Rumex  856 

222  1071  RUmia  676 
106  1090  Ruppla  318 
208        Rupture-wort  614 846  1086  Auscus  2111 
258        Rush  760- 344  Rush-broom  957 
50        Rush-nut         896  127 

123o] 1078  Russ61,'°  l364 
1060  Russian  mats 
1092  Rust 354  1062  RUta.  998 
1062  Ruta'cxx,  Or.  49. 1297         RuTSchta  3543 

1212         Ryanea  2635 
72  1088  Rye  209 
70        Rye-grass        1246  207 1224         Rytidophyllum  2662 

938  1091  Rytiphloe'a  2300 

liiij 1088  sa6"i  855 130  1077  Sabbitio  367 
74  1089  Saccharum  215 

1643 

1289 
S.  see  Erianthus 

3177 
1299. 

S.  see  Tricholte'na 
3638 1266 Saccolabium 
2817 

476 Sacred  bean 1213 
38  1085 Saffron 614 93 

22) 

1146  }.  1079  Sage 62 
1302J 23 

Sage-apple,  n 106  1059 Saglna 319 
790  1087 Sagittaria 1988 
846 

Sago, ». 
Sago  palm 1982 

788  1088 Sdtevs 1982 658 St.  Andrew  s  cross 
11047 

1618 

736 St  Barnaby's  thistle 12598 1819 

632 
Saintfoin 

10597 

1588 
868 

St.  John's  bread 
14328 2156 

656 St.  John's  wort 

1617 

170 St.  Peter's  wort 

476 256  } 

752,  n.  $ 

Salep 

4321 

758 

1254  3 

1068  Salica'bue,  Or.  61. 6  1081  Salic6rnia 
798  Salisburia 
820  Salix 
690  1074  Salmea 1084  Salop 

1224  Salpiglossis 
1158  Salpiglossis,  s. 666  1072  Salsify 
204  1081  Saliola 388  Salt  of  lemons,  n. 
1291  Salt  tree 
204  Saltwort 

1146  W079  Salvia 
13023 

1284         S.  see  AudiberWa 
224  1071  Sambucus 
168  1080  Samolus 212  Samphire 
364  1063  Samyda 

1063  Samy'dejb,  Or.  56. 

22 
2003 2042 
1696 2667 

2520 
11066  1621 609 

3235 609 

62 2948 680 
471 
633 1034 
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Lin.  Nat. 
1065  Sandal 

1297  Sandal-tree 102  Sandal-wood 848         Sandarach,  n. 
814  Sapdbox-tree 1297  SeUddricum 
378  «mdwort 
460  1056  Sanguinaria 
88  10(7  Sanguis6rba 210  Sanicle 21C1070  Sanlcula 

268  1086  Sauseviera 

Sp.  Geo. 

3544 307 

3544 1050 
1165 256 
623 
623 
779 1082  Santalicece,  Or.  133. 102  1082  Sdntalum  307 

694  1073  Santollna  1714 
724  1074  Sanvitalta  1780 
177        Sap-green,  n. 

1040  Sapinda'cks,  Or.  29. 328  1060  Sapfndus  926 
812  1083  Sapium  2031 

!  1$; }  1059  Saponaria  1045 150  1076  Sapbta  427 
1076  Sapdtete,  Or.  96. 156  1078  Saracha  449 

762  1085  Sarcanthus  1915 
602  1056  Sarcocapnos  1506 1236        Sarcocaulon  2695 
174  1072  Sarcocephalus  498 1262         Sarcochilus  2775 

1268        Sarcococca  2843 
1297         Sarc&lobus  3545 
608  1066  Sarcophyllum  1529 196  1077  Sarcostemma  579 
462  1056  Sarracenfa  1173 

1086  Sarsaparilla 334  1081  Sassafras-tree  5657  934 
496  1079  Satureja  1246 
750  1085  Satfrium  1856 

1297        Saurafija  3546 1268        Sauroglossum  2837 298  1084  Saururus  872 
680  1074  Saussurea  1662 

1290        S.  see  Frolovi'tf  3206 186  1058  Sauvagesia  539 
46  Savanna-flower 2356  413 

848  1084  Savin  14053  2113 
496  1079  Savory  1246 554  Savoy 
260        Savoy  spiderwort 4382  769 
680        Saw-wort  1661 
366  ]  1070  Saxifraga 1297 1041 

Saxifrage  1041 1070  Saxifrages,  Or.  75. 
90  1072  Scabiosa  264 90        Scabious  264 
168  1075  Scae'vola  473 140  1077  Scammony      2260  384 208  1071  Scandix  619 

1264         Scaphyglottis  2808 
1176        Sceptranthes  2570 832  1063  Scharferia  2060 
1289         S.  see  Drypetes  3154 1297         Schedonorus  3547 
1297         Schelhammera  3548 
290  1090  Scheuchzen'a  840 482  1064  Schlnus  -  2093 1297        Schisanthes  3549 
66  1089  Schismus  190 

898  1091  Schistdstega  2218 
1230        Schiverecki'a  2683 786  1055  Schizandra  1972 

1078  Schizanthus f  44 

11372 1298         Schizomdria  3550 
926  1091  Schizonema  2264 
538  1058  Schizopetalon  1380 
1006  1092  Schizophfllum  2370 
718  1074  Schkuhr/a  1762 
1298        Schraidelfo  3551 
1298         Schmidtia  3552 
1292        Schoenddum,  s.  3314 

48  1089  Schcehius  119 
1260        Schomburgkta  2766 346  1067  Schotia  969 
1295         S.  see  Omphalb- bium  3421 
1180        Schradera  2588 
854  1067  Schrftnkj'a  2125 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
180  1063  Schrebero  514 
806  1084  Schubert/a  2015 

1298         ScMltztYz  3553 
16  1080  Schw&nckia  42 

1 178  ] 1086  Scflla  803 1298         Sciodaphyllum  3554 48  1089  Sclrpus  123 1085  ScitamInejE,  Or.  151. 366  1069  SclerSnthus  1037 
732  1074  Sclerocarpus  1808 68  1089  Sclerochloa  199 
1032  1093  Scleroderma  2442 
344  1066  Sclerothamnus  962 
1020  1092  Sclerbtium  2404 
882  1090  Scolopendrium  2188 
678  1073  Scolymus  1659 
96  1078  Scoparia  276 

1298        Scopblia  3555 
118  Scorpion-grass  326 628        Scorpion  senna 10494  1576 
628  1066  Scorpiurus  1579 
666  1073  Scorzonera  1625 
290        Scotch  asphodel 14954  844 
73        Scotch  barley,  n. 

994         Scotch  bonnets,  n. 

I^}l066  Scottio  1532 93         Scratch-weed, ». 
820        Screw  pine  2041 580        Screw-tree  1466 
530  1078  Scrophularia  1356 1078  SCROPHULARfNEJE, Or.  112. 
88        Scunkweed  1504  252 

546  1057  Scurvy-grass  1407 512  1079  Scutellaria  1285 
1246         Scyphanthus  2721 
92S  1091  Scythymenia  2272 
930  1091  Scytonema  2277 
944  1091  Scytoslphon  2320 206  Seablite  3443  611 
832  Sea  buckthorn  2058 
380        Sea  chickweed  1050 

1298         SeaforttVt  3556 288         Sea  heath  835 
210         Sea  holly  3502  622. 556         Sea-kale  1*42 

im]  1080  Sea  lavender 561         Seamatgrass    1011  16? 
210        Sea  parsnep  624 
714         Sea  ragwort   12138  1741 548  Sea  rocket       9144  1417 
812         Seaside  balsam 

13632  2032 
326  1081  Seaside  grape  922 812  Seaside  laurel  13617  2027 
64        Seaside  oat  186 
945  Sea  trumpet,  n. 

8        Sea  wrackgrass  24 
98  1077  S8ba?\i  281 72  1089  SecSle  209 
196  1077  Secambne  577 

1298         Sechium  3557 
602  1058  Securidaca  1511 

1298        .  Securlgera  3558 
788  1082  Securfnega  1978 
744  1089  Sedge  1947 

1196  }  1070  s6dum  1061 520  1079  Selago  1316 
512         Self-heal  1286 
220  1071  Sellnum  663 
720  1074  Sell6a  1766 
1280         Semecarpus  2850 

1069  SempervIyeje,  Or.  74. 
406  1070  Sempervlvum  1110 178        Senacte  508 
1298        Senebiera  3559 1298        Senecillis  3560 

1248 ],0?4  Sen6ci0  1^38 1248  S.  see  Cineraria  1741 
880        Sensitive  fern 14487  2178 
854  1064  Sensitive  plant 14101  2124 

1038  1093  Sepedbniutn  2476 
1030  1093  Septaria  2428 
298  1070  Septas  874 
454         Septfoil  1154 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
754  1085  Serapio*  1869 328  1060  Seriana  924 
182  1060  Serlngta  525 1297  S.  see  Ftelldium  3512 
676  1073  Serlola  1648 
172  1072  Serissa  481 
866  Serpent-wood  14316  2152 
784  1069  Serplcula  1968 628  Serradilla  10515  1578 
680  1074  Serratula  1661 82  1081  Serruriu  234 
152  1076  Seraflisia  433 
426  Service .  7100  1133 
514  1079  Sesamum  1296 
630  1066  Sesbdnia  1581 1290  5.  see  Glottldium  3219 
214  1070  Sesell  642 60  1089  Seslerio  177 
428  1069  SesHvium  1143 
54  1089  Setaria  145 1298  Sethio  3561 

1228         Seymena  2677 654  Shaddock  10980  1615 
274         Shallot  4664  796 
648  Shamrock,  n. 
356  Sheep  laurel  5916  1011 
666  Sheep's  beard  1623 188  Sheep's  scabious  547 
294  Sheep's  sorrel  856 794        Shell-bark  hickory,  n. 

ml}  1082  shePh&rd"»  2057 132  Shepherd's  club  2133  375 
546        Shepherd's  purse  p40| 94  1072  Sherfirdia  269 
884  Shield  fern  2199 
353  Ship-blocks,  «. 784  Shore-weed  1967 
100  Shrubby  trefoil  298 588  Shuttlecock     9865  1486 
236  1067  Sibbaldta  710 
426  Siberian  crab  7092  1133 
626  Siberian  pea-tree  1569 
532  1078  Sibthdrpjo  1358 
""J  1069  Sfcyos  {£» 
588  1067  Slda  1487 

1236        S.  see  Abhtilon  2701 
1293        S.  see  Lopimia  3331 
;  498  1079  Siderltis  1252 
t0o  1072  Siderodendrum  292 

~150  1076  Sideroxylon  425 462        Side-saddle  flower  1 173 
728  1074  Siegesbeckro  1789 456  1059  Sieversta  1161 
1298         Silaus  3562 
374  1059  Silene  1048 

1298         Slier  3563 
592         Silk-cotton-tree  1492 856        Silk-tree        14159  2127 
738  1074  Silphium  1824 830        Silver-tree     13840  2053 
140         Silver-weed  385 
682  1074  Silybum  1664 1298         Simaba  3564 

1298         Simarilba  3565 
1063  Simarubdcete,  Or.  52. » J  ion  [jgg 

554  1057  Sinapis  1433 1288  S.  see  Didesmis  3126 
810  Single-seeded  cu- cumber 2023 
1224  Sinningta  2663 
1164  Siphocimpylos  2538 
1298  Siphbnia  3567 
846         Sir  Joseph  Banks's pine  14047  2112 

j^jwoSlson,,. 

1010  1092  Sistotrema  2376 
550  1057  Sisymbrium  1422 1283        S.  see  Andredskia  2899 
1292        S.  see  Leptaleum  3312 
1160        Sisyrlnchium  2508 214  1071  Slum  646 214  Skirret  3598  646 
1 40        Sk  irret  of  Peru,  ». 
512         Skullcap  1285 
406        Slipper-plant  1104 

1146  }  Slipperwort  51 464  1060  Sloaneo  1180 
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Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
422  Sloe-tree  7052  1129 1298         Smeathmannta  3568 

1086  Smil&'ceje,  Or.  161. 270  1086  Smllaclna  788 
836  1086  Smllax  2081 
628  1066  Smlthia  1580 
216  1071  Smyrnium  650 
616  Snail-flower  10256  1547 
808  Snake  gourd  2019 
144  1076  Snake-root  406 
272  Snake's  heard  790 
886  Snake's  tongue  2206 326  Snake's  weed  5594  921 826         Snakewood  2043 

1228  ] 1078  Snap-dragon  1343 18  Snap-tree  304  47 26  Sneezewort  12348  1781 
224  Snowball  tree  3774  679 
172  Snowberiy  480 
248  Snowdrop  732 
394  1076  Snowdrop-tree  1079 248  Snowflake  733 
328         Soap-berry  926 
jj^j  1059  Soapwort  1045 1298  Sobolew'sklo  3569 1264  Sobralta  2794 
205  Soda,  n. 
860  Soft-grass  2132 
1298  Sitfa  3570 

1162j  1078  SolSndra  444 1078  SolaNe^e,  Or.  110. 

1Kb]  1078  Solanum  .  451 
128  1080  Soldanella"  352 676  1073  Soldevllla  1649 
.854  Soldier-wood  2123 ^298  Sdlea  3571 
940  1091  Solenia  2307 
710  1074  Solidago  1740 
742  1073  Sollva^  1835 1166  S611ya,W 
270         Solomon's  seal  788 
950  1092  Solorina  '  2331 668  1073  Sonchus  1627 
340  1066  Sophdra  941 
1262  Sophronltis  2773 
860  1089  Sdrghum  2131 1298  Sormdela  3572 
82  1081  Sorocephalus  236 294  1081  Sorrel  5031  856 

587         Sorrel  cool  drink,  n. 
2360         Sorrel-tree      5952  1016 
1298  SoulangNJ  3573 
592  Sour  gourd  9941  1491 
870  Sour  gum  14381  2161 
480         Soursop  7920  1220 696  Southernwood 

11685  1721 
106  South  Sea  tea  1831  315 
272  1086  Sowerbse\j  795 
60         Sowins,  n. 

668        Sow-thistle  1627 
616         Soy  10289  1550 
218  1070  Spananthe  659 
552  Spanish  cress  9221  1428 
150         Spanish  elm     2415  428 
46         Spanish  nut       824  46 
140        Spanish  potato,  n. 
205         Spanish  soda, ». 

u^  1085  Sparaxis  99 774  1090  Sparganium  1946 
688  1074  Sparganophorus  1684 
464  1060  SparmanmV*  1182 

.  324         Sparrow-wort  914 52  1089  Spartlna  136 

1240  ] 1066  sPfirtium  1637 1298         Spartothfimnus  3574 
1234        Spatalanthus  2687 

82  1081  Spatalla  237 
226  1064  Spathelia  683 

1298         Spathddea  3575 
1014  1092  Spatularia  2382 
500        Spearmint,  n. 
486         Spearwort  8025  1233 

1298         Specularia  3576 
14        Speedwell  40 
70        Spelt  1235  206 

390  1059  Spergula  1070 
1298        Spergulastrum  3577 

Lin.  Nat.                           Sp.  Gen. 
94  1072  Spermacdce  270 

1164]  1072  Spermadictyon  455 1298         Spermfixyron  3578 
940  1091  Sphacellaria  2302 

1298         Sphaeralcea  3579 
744  1073  Sphaeranthus  1849 

1028  1092  Sphae'ria  2425 1024  1092  Sphseribolus  2419 
922  1091  Sphasrocfirpus  2258 
942  1091  Sphserococcus  2314 
344  1066  Spha>rol6bium  958 1030  1093  Sphasronema  2427 
970  1092  Spha;rdphoron  2353 

1298         Sphaerosphysa  3580 
1298         Sphserostema  3581 
1298         SphserosHgma  3582 
896  1091  Sphagnum  2216 

1298         Sphenodesme  3583 

1252} 1073  Sphendgyne  1816 1162        Sphendtoma  2529 1081  Spice 
752         Spider  ophrys  12838  1866 

1178] 1087  Spiderwort  765 520  1079  Spielmfinnfo  1321 
134  1077  Spigelia  379 
212         Spignell  634 
48         Spike-rush  124 690  1074  Spilanthes  1695 

950  1092  Spilbma  2330 
834  1081  Spinacia  2070 
834  1081  Spinage  2070 

117a  1 

1168  j  Spindle-tree  509 

428) 

1208  £  1067  Spiraea  1141 1302J 

1298         Spiralepis  3584 
1298         Spiranthera  3585 
754  1084  SpirSnthes  1874 
906  1091  Splachnum  2231 
880        Spleenwort  2186 
382  1064  Sposdias  1059 
858        Sponge-tree    14190  2127 1042  1093  Sporidermium  2494 
56  1089  Spor6bolus  159 

944  1091  Sporochnus  2321 
1038  1093  Sporotrichum  2478 
1302         Sprekelta  3689 
142         Sprengelta  397 
28         Spring-grass  76 
275  Spring  salad  onion,  n. 
804         Spruce-beer,  n. 

1036  1093  Spumaria  2457 

1200]  1083  SPurSe  1103 322         Spurge  laurel  5530  910 
1166         Spurless  violet  2549 
390        Spurrey  1070 
j278}  1086  Squill  803 

73         Squirrel  grass,  n. 808  1068  Squirting  cucumber 13559  2020 
56  Squitch,  n. 

^8}l063  Staavta  [™. 1040  1093  Stachylfdium  2483 

1222} 1079  Stichys  1263 1222        S.  see  SphScele  2653 
20  1079  StachTtftrpheta  54 

1172        Stackhonsta  2557 1298        Stadmanma  3587 
686  1074  Sbehellna  1677 
178        Staff-tree  507 

1298        Stanleys  3588 
1262         Stanhbpea  2786 
198  1077  Stapeli'a  594 226  1063  Staphylea  684 
150  1076  Star-apple  424 198         Star-fish          3278  594 
276  Star  of  Bethlehem  802 98         Star  of  the  earth 1710  278 
736        Star-thistle     12605  1819 

1248} 1074  Star-wort  1739 728  1074  Starkea  1784 

1172  j 1080  stktice  706 1298         Staurocanthus  3589 

Lin.  Nat. 
764  1085  Stelis 
376  1059  Stellaria 324  1082  Stellero 
532  1078  Stemodia 

1034  1093  Stemonltis 
1248         Stenactis,  t. 144  Stenanthera 
1264  Stenia 

84  1081  StenocSrpus 
524  1079  Stenochlfus 1174  Stenomlsson 
754  1084  Stenorhynchus 1180  Stephanm 
814  1060  Sterculia 
970  1092  Stereocaulon 
1298  Sterlgma 
254  1086  Sternbergj'a 1298  SteTenta 

1248} 1073  St6v,'° 

966  1092  Sticta 
1018  1  092  Stictls 
11%  Stigmaphyllum 
930  1091  Stigonema 828  1083  Stilago 
1042  1093  StilbBspora 
1038  1093  Stilbum 
810  1083  Stillingia 

Sp.  Gen. 
1924 1049 
913 

1361 
2447 

1736 
402 

2800 
241 

1333 2561 
1875 2589 

3590 

742 
3591 1689 

2344 2395 
2614 2278 
2050 
2493 2467 

2026 

1061 

1083  Stinging  nettle 
504        Stinking  horehound  1265 
54  1089  Stlpa  150 

376         Stitch  wort  1049 616  1066  Stizoldbium  1551 
686  1074  Stobae'a  1673 538  1057  Stock  1381 
744  1073  Stce'be  1846 686  1074  Stokesia  1672 

1196] 1070  stonecrop 
362         Storax  1025 
568  Stork's-bill  1461 134         Stramdnium      2165  376 

1206         Stranvse'st'a  2633 228         Strapwort  690 
482  1084  A'tratibtes  2096 

last]1068  Stravidium 
452         Strawberry  1151 8  Strawberry  blite  27 412         Strawberry  pear,  n. 

1194} 1075  Strawberry-tree  1019 194  1085  Strelttzio  571 
1148         Streptanthera  2503 
1230         Streptanthus  2682 1298         Streptium  3592 
1146         Streptocarpus  2501 270  1086  Strept&pus  786 
1226         Strobilanthes  2670 
1026  1092  Stromatosphffi'ria  2421 148  1076  Strophanthus  416 250  1086  Strumaria  734 

86  1082  Struthlola  249 
880  1090  Struthi6pteris  2179 
152  1077  Strychnos  437 

1298  ] 1062  stu*rt«'«  1476 1292         Sturmia,  s.  142 
1298  Stylandra  3593 1075  STYLiDEiE,  Or.  92. 
766  1075  Stylldium  1932 
630  1066  Stylosanthes  1583 

1180         Stypandra  2583 
142         Styphelia  394 

1288         S.  see  Cyathbdes  3102 
362  1076  Styrax  1025 558  1058  Subularia  1447 
1299  Succlsa  3594 
678  1072  Succory  1657 
263        Succotrine  aloe,  n. 
556  1057  Succ6w«'o  1439 75        Sugar, ». 
75         Sugarcandy,  n. 
74  1088  Sugar-cane  215 222         Sulphurwort  670 

224  «  Sumach  681 
206         Summer  cypress  2413  610 232  1058  Sundew  702 
730         Sunflower  1798 

1058  Sun  rose  1198 
328         Supplejack    5615  923 626  1066  Sutherlandta  1571 
626  1066  Swainsbnta  1570 
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726 
620 1286 

Un.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
196  Swallow-wort  588 
868         Swamp  locust-tree 14325  2155 
479  Swamp  sassafras,  n. 1299        Swartzio  3595 
426         Swedish  beam-tree 

7097  1133 554         Swedish  turnip 
9245  1432 

332  Sweet  bay  5646  934 448  Sweet  briar  7503  1148 
564        Sweet  calabash 

9394  1459 
256  Sweet  flag  4316  755 
830  Sweet  gale  13865  2055 
798  Sweet  gum  13435  2001 1076  Sweet  leaf 

Sweet  maudlin 12350  1781 
Sweet  pea      10362  1558 
Sweet  pishamin  3026 140  1077  Sweet  potato  2264  384 

480  Sweet  sop  7922  1220 738  Sweet  sultan  12627  1819 
370         Sweet  William  6140  1046 1299         Sweetia  3596 
202  1077  Swertffl  599 
352  1062  Swieten/a  990 

1287         S.  see  Chlor6xylon  3055 
676         Swine's  succory  1645 878  Sword  fern  2173 

1299         SJagrew  3597 
864  Sycamore  14279  2143 

1299        Symphiandra  3598 
170  1071  Symphbria  476 
122  1078  Symphytum  334 

1299         Sympieza  3599 
1076  Symploc AxCEiE ,  Or.  97. 1299        Symplocarpus  3600 

652  1076  SJmplocos  1614 
728  1074  Synedrella  1791 
660  "   666 696 
730 
738 744 1288 

396 
12 1144 414 

1202 1299 
1299 

Syngene'sia,  CI.  19. 
S.  JEqua'lis,  Or.  1. S.  Scpe'rflua,  Or.  2. 
S.  Frustra^nea,  Or.  3. 
S.  Necbssa^ria,  Or.  4. 
S.  Segrega'ta,  Or.  5. Syntherisma,  s.  3128 
Syrian  rue      6611  1088 

1 1076  Syringa  37 1114 
3601 
3602 

1760 
2648 

3606 3605 

1070  Syringa 
Syringodea 
Syxygium 

jjg|  1 1077  Tabernaemontano  418 840  1083  Tacamahac     13970  2087 
256  1089  Tdcca  758 

1299         Tachygdtia  3603 1299         Tacsdnia  3604 
880  1090  Tasnltis  2176 

12w]1074  l*gtef 1218  Tala&ma 
1299  Talesia 
1299  Taliera 
258  Taliera  palm  4358  762 396  1069  Tallnum  1092 
259  Tallipot  palm,  n 831  Tallow  shrub,  n, 
810  Tallow-tree  13603  2026 
562  Tamarind-tree  1449 
562  1067  Tamartndus  1449 
228  Tamarisk  685 
228  1069  TTStmarix  685 
1299  Tamdnia  3607 
838  1086  Tarnus  2082 
696  1073  Tanacetum  1720 

1299         TanteNdum  3608 
1190        Tanahou,  n. 
620        Tangier  pea  10365  1558 
696  Tansy  1720 
814        Tapioca,  n, 694  1074  Tarconanthus  1706 
624        Tare  1562 
912  1091  Targionto  2257 

1072  Tarragon 337  1081  Tart  rhubarb 
557        Tartarian-bread,  n. 1299         Tavernidra  3610 

1299        Tauscherta  3609 

mil'1084  rSxu*  21,4 

Lin.  Nat.                            Sp.  Gen. 
148  1079  Teak-wood  421 90         Teasel  262 
592         Tea-tree  1496 

1224         Tecoma  2666 
148  1079  Tictona  421 
534  1078  Teidia  1374 
546  1057  Teesdaha  1411 
1299         Telikia  3611 
228  1069  relephium  689 1196        Tellima  2613 
84  1081  Telopea  244 

608  1066  Templetbnm  1533 
1299         Tenbn'a  3612 634  1066  Tephrbsia  1590 616  1066  Teramnus  1548 

1064  rEREBINTHAvCEjE, Or.  58. 
864  1068  Terminalia  2140 

1299        Temstroe'mia  3613 
1062  TERNSTRGSMt'dCftF, Or.  46. 

1298  Terpnfinthus,  s.  3585 1166         Terra  japonica,  n. 
464         Terra  orellana,  n. 
838  1086  Testudinaria  2083 
272         Teta, ». 
476  1055  Tetracera  1212 1288        T.  see  Delima  3115 
1299  Tetradium  3614 
536  Tbtradyna'mia,  CI.  15. 430  1069  Tetragonia  1145 
644  1066  Tetragon61obus  1602 
716  1074  Tetragonotheca  1753 
76        Tetra'ndria,  Or.  1. 80        T.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 

104         T.  Digy'nia,  CI.  2. 
104         T.  Tetragy'nia,  Or.  3. 1299         Tetramerium  3615 

1188         Tetranthera  2600 
1266         Tetrapeltis  2813 
898  1091  Tetraphis  2221 
1299        Tetrapogon  3616 
1299         Tetrapbraa  3617 
1299         TetrapteriB  3618 302  1060  Tetratheca  879 
494  1079  TexXcrium  1244 

1288         Thalamia,  ».  3108 
1054  Thalamiflorjj, Subc.  1. 

2  1085  Thalia  4 
484  1054  Thalictrum  1229 
1036  1093  Thamnidium  2461 
1299        Thamnoch6rtus  3619 
214  1071  Thapsia  643 1299  Thea  3620 

1281        Theet-tsee,  n. 1024  1092  Thelebolus  2417 
1010  1092  Thelephora  2378 956  1092  Thelotrema  2336 
792  1083  Thel^gonum  1993 1299        Thenardta  3621 
650  1060  Theobrbma  1607 
146  1075  Theophr&sta  408 
342  1066  Therm6psis  944 194  1082  rhdsium  569 
1292         T.  see  Leptomeria  3315 
1299         Thespesia  3622 680         Thistle  166^ 
546  1057  JThlispi  1408 

1285         T.  see  Biron<exa  2969 1290        T.  see  Eunbmia  3184 
1297  T.  see  Psychlne  3511 1240        Thoka, ». 
182  1060  Thomasja  524 
134  Thorn  apple  376 
218  Thorough-wax 3684  657 

1299         Thoufni'a  3623 234         Thrift  705 
260  1088  Thrlnax  764 
672  1073  Thrincia  1633 
168        Throatwort  466 

1196         JTiryallis  2615 
806  1084  Thuja  2018 

1228 11079  Thunber8«o  1308 496  1079  Thfmbra  1247 508  1079  Thyme  1279 
1082  rHYMELiB\iE,  Or.  132, 

508  1079  Thymus  1275 1222         T.  see  Micromeria  2656 
276  1086  Thysandtus  799 

1299         Thyssellnum  3624 368  1070  Tiarella  1042 

Lin.  Nat.                            f>P«  Gen. 
120  1078  Tiarfdium  329 623         Ticks,  n. 

8        Tickseed  26 
1202         Tigirea,S.  2631 

lUii 1086  Tiger-flower  1452 

I2I2] 1086  Tigrfdia  1452 1234         T.seeCypella  2685 40         Tile-root  97 
466  1060  nila  H86 

1060  2"iliavce«,  Or.  27. 1299         Tiliacbra  3625 
108  1070  TilWo  320 

!  174]  1087  Tillandsia  729 58         Timothy  grass,  n. 
732  1074  Tithdnea  1802 1299         TittmSnnja  362f 
526        Toad-flax  1344 

liill 1078  Tobacco  382 1299         Tocbca  3627 
1299         Tocoyena  3628 182  1064  Toddalia  529 789         Toddy, «. 
886  1090  Tbdeo  2204 
290  1087  Tofieldia  844 
676  1073  Tdlpis  1641 1078  Tomatoes 
604  1065  Toriquin  bean  1518 1299         TonseUa  3629 
834         Toothache-tree  2066 524  Toothwort  1339 
410         Torch-thistle,  n. 
222  1071  Tordyiium  673 1230         Toren«a  2679 

1284         Toren«V»,  s.  2931 212  1071  Torllis  627 
454  1067  Tormentilla  1154 
904  1091  Tdrtula  2228 
1038  1093  T6rula  2468 
184  Touch-me-not 

3019  538 

II54} 1078  Tournefortia  346 516  1078  Tourrettifl  1299 232         Tow,  n. 
540         Tower  mustard  1389 
168  1075  Trachelium  466 

1299        Trachymene  3630 
214  1071  Trachyspermum  638 
474  1055  Trachytella  1206 

1178 11087  Tradescantta  765 774  1082  Tragio  1944 
1299         7Yaginm  3631 
666  1073  Tragopbgon  1621 

1299         Tragopyrum  3632 

104[}^]Trfipa  308 484         Traveller's  joy  7983  1227 544  Treacle  mustard  1402 
392         Tree  celandine 6582  1073 
884         Tree  fern,  re. 584         Tree  mallow    9777  1475 
274         Tree  onion      4684  796 294        Tree  sorrel      5019  856 
640         TrefoU  1600 

1060  Tbemandre\b, 
Or.  26. 

840         Trembling  Ame- rican-tree   13960  2087 
1020  1092  Tremella  2397 
350        Trenails,  n. 
930  1091  Trentepbhlt'o  2276 532  1078  Trevirana  1362 
1168        Trevba  2546 
1299         Trew'jtf  3633 

30         Tria'ndria,  CI.  3. 
34        T.  Monogy'nia,  Or.  1. 
52        T.  Digy'nia,  Or.  2. 
74         T.  Trigy'nia,  Or.  3. 
192]l069  Trianthema  {«* 1260        Trias  2766 
354  1062  Tribulus  996 
1299        Trichse'ta  3634 1034  1093  Trfchia  2452 
352  1062  Trichflia  987 
1299        Trichfnium  3635 
1266        Trichocentrum  2820 
1299         Trich6chloa  3637 
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Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
1199        Tricbocladus  3636 
1040  1093  Trichoderma  2485 
122  1078  Trichodlsma  341 

1299}  1089  Trich*)dium  157 1299  Tricholse'na  3638 886  1090  Trichomanes  2202 
40  1085  Trichonema  96 

1180         Trichopetalum  2582 
50  1089  Trich6phorum  126 

1300  Trichophyllum  3639 
1250  Trichophyllum,  *.  2737 
1262         Trichopilia  2778 808  1069  Trichosanthes  2019 
1293         T.  see  Melothria  3357 
512  1079  Trichostdma  1283 
902  1091  Trichostomum  2226 

1040  1093  Trichothecium  2479 
1180        Tricoryne  2584 
64  1089  Tricuspis  187 726  1074  Tridax  1782 

1300        Tridentea  3640 
296  1080  Trientalis  862 
640  1066  rrifblium  1600 
290  1090  Triglochin  841 
644  1066  Trigonella  1603 

1300         Trig&nia  3641 290  1086  Trillium  850 
214  1071  Trfnia  645 
66  1089  Triodia  191 

1300        Triopteris  3642 
1299         Tri6pteris,  s.  3618 170  1071  Triosteum  478 
174  1062  Triphasia  500 
482  1081  Trlplaris  2090 
780  1089  Tripsacum  1952 
678  1074  Triptilion  1656 60  1089  Trisetum  172 
1299  T.  see  Trichas'ta  3634 652  1068  Tristania  1611 

56  1089  Tristegis  158 1150         Tritelela  2507 
68  1089  TViticum  206 

268  1086  Tritoma  777 
40  1085  Tritonia  100 

396  1060  Triumfetta  1087 
740  1074  Trixis  1825 
758  1085  Trizeuxis  1890 
1300  Trochisftnthes  3643 
H62         Trochocftrpa  2530 488  1054  Tr6Uius  1234 
1300         Trom6triche  3644 

1061  Tropa&le£,  Or.  40. 

1184] 1061  T'OP^O111111  875 1184        T.  see  Chymocarpus  2594 
832  1083  Tr&phis  2063 1300        Tr6«  3645 
666  1073  Tr6ximon  1622 
426        True  service    7100  1133 
1022         Truffle  2411 
514        Trumpet  flower  1294 1022  1092  Tuber  2411 

1040  1093  Tubercularia  2488 
254         Tuberose  747 
268  1086  Tulbaghia  780 

772 
im]im  Tulip 772 1216 2441 2537 

2161 
757 

3646 3647 

1178} 1087  TlUipa 478         Tulip  tree 1032  1093  Tulostoma 
1164  T&pa 
870  Tupelo 
256  1089  Tupistra 
1300  Turgenia 
1300  Turgdsia 
151        '1  urkey-berry-tree,  n. 354        Turkey-blossom,  n. 6  1085  Turmeric  14 
228  1069  Tdrnera  686 
554  1057  Turnip  9246  1432 118  1082  Turnsole  325 
804        Turpentine,  n. 
832  Turpentine-tree 13891  2065 
1288  Turpint'a,  s.  3110 1296  T.  see  Poirdtta  3492 
300  Turned  3648 
540  1057  Turrltis  1389 
704  1074  lYissilago  1737 656        Tutsan  11000  1617 
754        Twayblade  1876 

Sp.  Gen. 
2553 
2556 
1945 2384 
1540 

615 

Lin.  Nat. 
1170  Tweedta 
1 170  Tylfiphora 774  1090  7$pha 
1014  1092  Typhula 

1240  ] 1066  melL 
1298         U.  see  Staurocan. 

thus 1300         Ullba  3649 
1083  I/lma'ce*,  Or.  143. 

1170  j  1083  ̂ 'Imus 
218  1071  Ulospermum  660 
940  1091  If'lva  2308 

1070  Umbelli'fer^e,  Or.  79. 478         Umbrella-tree  7914  1217 
36        Umbrella-wort  81 1300        Umbilicus  3650 

1166         Uncaria  2543 
778  1089  Unclnia  1949 
275        Underground  onion,  n. 64  1089  t/hlola  186 

1300         Unona  3651 
1083  Upas-tree 244  1085  Urania  722 

1300         Urdria  3652 
958  1092  Urceolaria  2339 
1042  1093  tfredo  2497 

1236] 1059  Urina  1477 282  1086  Uropetalon  818 782  1083  t/rtlca  1962 
1287         U.  see  Conocepha- lus  3078 

1083  I/rti'cre,  Or.  141 
1300         Urvillse'a  3653 972  1092  U'snea  2357 20  1079  Utricularia  53 
480  1055  Uvaria  1219 
270  1086  Uvularia  785 
320  1075  Facclnium  907 
862  1072  Valantta  2136 
34  1072  Valerian  78 
34  1072  Valeriana  78 

1072  Valerianae,  Or.  86. 

1148} 1072  Valerian6Ua  80 1300         Valeria  3654 
154  1093  Vallesia  442 

1300         Vallisneria  3655 
252  1086  Vallota  740 
762  1085  Vanda  1916 
530  1078  Vandellia  1357 
172  1072  Vanguiera  486 764  1084  Vanilla  1930 
956  1092  Variolaria  2338 
150  1078  Varrbnto  429 

1300        Vasc&o  3656 
1054  Vascula'res,  Div.  1. 1300        Vauanthes  3657 

940  1091  VauchenVi  2304 
204  1059  Velezto  604 
556  1057  Fella  1437 

1285         V.  see  Boleum  2975 
168  1075  Veiled  472 
268  1086  Velthelmw  778 

1084  }  Venetian  turpentine 208        Venus's  comb  3478  619 
356        Venus's  flytrap  5913  1009 
166        Venus's  look- ing-glass     3695  463 
122        Venus's  navelwort  337 858  1087  Feratrum  2128 

1284         V.  see  Asagrafa  2933 
132  1078  Ferbascum  375 5201 

1228  £  1079  Ferbena  1322 13023 

1079  Ferbbna'ce*,  Or.  116. 728  1074  Verbesina  1790 
328  1070  Vereo  927 
686  1074  Vem&m'a  1680 14  1078  Verdnica  40 

1239         V.  see  Diplophyl- lum  3141 
1014  1092  Verpa  2388 974  1092  Verrucaria  2361 

520) 

1228  £  1079  Vervain  1322 
13023 

544  1057  Fesicaria  1400 
132  1078  Vesti'a  371 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen. 
622          Vetch  1561 
620         Vetchling  10349  1558 

j^jioee  ViWrgta  {i|f| 

,^]l071  Fiburnum  679 622  1066  FIcia  1561 
1300         Vieusseuxta  3659 
1300         Vigna  3660 
1252         Viguiera  2742 
130  1077  Villarsjfl  363 

1242        Vilmorinfa  271 
344  1066  Viminaria  957 
146  1076  Finca  410 
174  1061  Vine  501 

1061  VnrtFERiB,  Or.  37. 

1166] 1058  nola  540 1286         V.  see  Calyptrion  3012 
1058  Fiola'ri*,  Or.  15. 

1166} 1058  violet  540 124  Viper's  bugloss  345 
666  Viper's  grass  1625 342  1066  VirgUio  945 
176        Virginian  creeper 2868  502 
834  Virginian  hemp  2072 
390        Virginian  poke 

6575  1071 

122o]  1054  Vir8ta's  bower  1227 830  1071  Fiscum  2054 1198         Viscaria  2620 
1300        VIsmea  3661 
406  1076  Vlsnea  1105 
520  1079  Fitex  1317 
174  1061  Fltis  501 1300        Vitmanmo  3662 

'882  1090  Vittaria  2191 1300         Voandxeia  3663 
1300         Vochysia  3664 1300         Vohiria  3665 
520  1079  Volkamen'a  1326 1300         Vouapa  3666 

1294         Vulpia,  $.  183 
44  1985  Wachendfirfi'a  110 

1164         Wahlenbergt'a  2535 328         Waistcoat  buttons,  n. 
428  1067  Waldstelnio  1140 

1300         Walkerto  3667 
892         Walking  fern  14646  2212 
328        Walking-stick,  n. 540        Wall  cress  1390 
538         Wallflower  1382 

1300        WalHchta  3668 
1300         Wallrothia  3669 
880         Wall  rue        14506  2186 

1300         WaUsura  3670 
794  1064  Walnut  1999 
562  1060  Walthert'a  1454 356        Wampee-tree  1006 1300        Wangenhelmta  3671 
84-        Warratah  244 550        Wart  cress  1427 

104        Water  caltrops  308 
49        Water  chestnut,  n. 
76        Water  duckweed 1297  224 

538        Water  cress     8964  1383 
488        Water  crowfoot,  n. 
212        Water  dropwort  632 
211        Water  hemlock  633 
20  Water  horehound  55 
132  Water  leaf  372 
565  Water  lemon,  n. 
462  Water  lily  1174 808  Water  melon  13567  2021 
790  Water  milfoil  1987 
214  Water  parsnep  646 
326  Water  pepper  5572  921 
294  Water  plantain  861 
288  Water  purslane  836 842  Water  soldier  2096 
8  Water  starwort  27 

476  Water  vine  7897  1212 128  Water  violet  355 
328        Waterwort  931 
40  1086  Watsdni'o  101 12        Wax-tree         158  36 
98  Way-bread,  n. 
224  Wayfaring-tree 3771  679 



Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  ten.' 174  1072  W§bera  494 
738  1074  WedSlta  1821 
324  1070  Weinmanni'a  919 900  1091  WeUsia  2224 
274         Welsh  onion  4687  796 
294  1055  Wendlandia  858 

1300        Werndrt'o  3672 496  1079  Westringjo  1245 
68  1088  Wheat  "206 71         Wheat  starch,  n. 

1283         WhitlSyo,  s.  2907 
426  Whitebeam-tree 

7096  1133 806  White  cedar  13545  2017 
804  White  deal,  n. 
860  White  hellebore, ». 
479  White  laurel,  n. 
804  White  spruce  13531  2013 694  White  wood  1709 
544  Whitlow  grass  1405 
320  Whortle-berry  907 36  Widow-wail  84 
1800  Wigandta  3673 606  Wild  basil  1272 
124  Wild  bugloss  344 
722  Wild  chamomile 13291  1771 
418  Wild  cinnamon,  ». 
418  Wild  clove-tree 

6978  1121 188  Wild  cumin    3104  548 
614  Wild  liquorice  1546 60  Wild  oat         1058  171 
2  Wild  plantain,  n. 

360  Wild  rosemary 5944  1016 
424  Wild  service    7082  1132 
10  Wild  tamarind  30 
452  Wild  tansy  7579  1153 
828  1087  WilldenovzTi  2046 
1300  Willemetja  3674 
820  1083  Willow  2042 
318  Willow-herb  903 
798  Willow  oak,  n. 
1300  WillughbeVa  3675 
1290  Willughbei'o,  a.  , 423  Winesour,  n. 
644  Winged  pea   10867  1602 488  Winter  aconite  1236 
286  Winter  berry  828 
156  Winter  cherry  448 540  Winter  cress  1386 

GENERAL  INDEX. 
Lin.  Nat. 

Sp.  (Jen. 
176 

Winter  grape 2861  501 
296 

362 1289 |      Winter  green Winters,  s. 3149 1300 

Wistirj'a 
3676 

104 Witch-hazel 
312 96 1078  Witherlngia 273 

38 
1085  Witsenia 

94 
552 Woad 1430 
474 

Wolf's-bane 1205 170 Woodbine 2787  474 85 Wooden  apple,  ». 
620 Wood  everlast- 

ing pea       10373  1558 

94 
Woodroof 

268 
496 Woodsage 123  1244 886 1090  Woodsta 2200 387 

Woodsorrel,  n. 880 1090  Woodwardfo 2184 
134 Worm-grass 379 

1300 W6rmio 
3677 

696 Wormwood 1721 1254 Wourali 
146 1076  Wrlghtia 412 
18 Wulfento 

50 

290 
1087  Wurmbesa 

848 208 

Wych 
3464  615 

786 1073  Xanthium 1974 656 
1061  Xanthochymus 1616 236 
1051  Xanthorhlza 

709 
276 

1086  Xanthorrhoe'a 798 
1300 Xanthbsia 3678 
834 1063  Xanthoxylum 

2066 

700 
1074  Xeranthemum 1729 

290 1087  XerophyUlum 
847 

836 1087  Xerbtes 
2076 

716 
1074  XimenSsia 

1754 304 
1062  Ximenm 890 

44 1085  Xiphidium 108 
878 1090  Xiph6pteris 2173 

1024 1092  Xylaria 2420 

758 
1085  Xylbbium 1891 

1032 1093  Xylbma 

2437 

84 1081  Xylomdlum 
243 

1300 Xylophyila 
3679 

480 1055  Xylbpia 1224 
36 1087  Xyris 

86 

196 1077  Xysmalbbium 586 838 
1086  Yam 

2085 
232 Yarn,  n. 390 Yarr,  n. 

726 
Yarrow         12383  1781 

1329 

Lin.  Nat.  Sp.  Gen, 
488         Yellow  bachelor's buttons,  » 
356        Yellow  bird's  nest  1008 
502        Yellow  dead- nettle  8283  1261 
802        Yellow  deal,  n. 
524        Yellow  rattle  1340 
236  Yellow-root  709 
738         Yellow  sultan  12630  1819 
316        Yellow-wort  894 

,1*1]  1084  Yew  2114 268  1087  YCcca  781 
678  1073  Zacintha  1652 728  1074  Zaluzanias  1794 
846  1084  Zamia  2108 
772  1087  Zannichellia  1938 
520  1079  Zapanto  1319 
778  1089  Zea  1950 

6  1085  Zedoary            81  14 1300        Zenbbio  3680 
1291         Zeocriton, ».  210 

1 176  } 1086  ZePhvr  Snthea  743 1300         Zexmenia  3681 
1300         Zichya  3682 102  1063  Zieria  304 
504  1079  Zietenia  1264 
1300        Zigadenus  3683 556  1057  ZUla  1440 

4  1085  Zingiber  10 720  1074  Zimua  1768 
1281         Zit-si,  n. 1298         Zwlngera,  s.  3564 
1260         Zygogl6ssum,  s.  2755 
1264         Zygopltalum  2798 788  1089  Zizania  1979 
1300         Zizia  3684 

20  1079  Ziziphora  57 
178  1063  Zizyphus  506 1287        Z.  see  Condalta  3076 
734  1074  Zce'gta  1817 944  1091  Zonaria  2324 
630  1066  Z6rmV»  1587 
222  1071  Zosimta  675 

8  1090  Zostera  24 
284  1086  Zuccagnio  820 
934  1091  Zygn&na  2289 
908  1091  Zygodon  2234 

1061  Zygophy'lleje, 
Or.  42. 352  1062  Zygophyllum  994 

THE  END. 
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Philological  and  Explanatory,  Historical  and  Geographical.  By  the  Rev.  S.  T.  Bloomfield, 
D.D.  F.S.A.  3  vols.  8vo.  with  Maps  and  Plates,  jC2.  5s.  boards. 

BLOOMFIELD.— THE  GREEK  TESTAMENT : 
With  copious  English  Notes,  Critical,  Philological,  and  Explanatory.  Especially  formed  for 
the  use  of  advanced  Students  and  Candidates  for  Holy  Orders.  By  Rev.  S.  T.  Bloomfield, 
D.D.  F.S.A.  6th  Edition.  2  vols.  8vo.  with  a  Map  of  Palestine,  £1,  cloth. 

BLOOMFIELD.— AC0LLEGE&  SCHOOL  GREEKTESTAMENT ; With  shorter  English  Notes,  Critical,  Philological,  and  Explanatory,  formed  for  use  in 
Colleges  and  the  Public  Schools.  By  the  Rev.  S.  T.  Bloomfield,  D.D.  F.S.A.  4th  Edition, 
greatly  enlarged  and  improved.   Fcp.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

BLOOMFIELD.— GREEK  AND  ENGLISH  LEXICON  TO  THE 
NEW  TESTAMENT:  especially  adapted  to  the  use  of  Colleges,  and  the  Higher  Classes  in 
Public  Schools ;  but  also  intended  as  a  convenient  Manual  for  Biblical  Students  in  general. 
By  Dr.  Bloomfield.   2d  Edition,  enlarged  and  improved.   Fcp.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

BOY'S  OWN  BOOK  (THE) : 
A  Complete  Encyclopaedia  of  all  the  Diversions,  Athletic,  Scientific,  and  Recreative,  of  Boy- hood and  Youth.  23d  Edition.   Square  12mo.  with  many  Engravings  on  Wood,  6s.  boards. 

BRANDE.-A  DICTIONARY  OF  SCIENCE,  LITERATURE, AND  ART ;  comprising  the  History,  Description,  and  Scientific  Principles  of  every  Branch 
of  Human  Knowledge ;  with  the  Derivation  and  Definition  of  all  the  Terms  in  General  Use. 
Edited  by  W.  T.  Brands,  F.R.S.L.  &  E. ;  assisted  by  Joseph  Cauvin,  Esq.  8vo.  with  Wood 
Engravings,  cloth. 

BRAY'S  (MRS.)  NOVELS  AND  ROMANCES, Revised  and  corrected  by  Mrs.  Bray.  In  10  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  a  Portrait,  Frontispieces, 
and  Vignettes,  uniformly  with  "The  Standard  Novels,"  i63,  cloth.— Or, 

1.  The  White  Hoods,  6s. 
2.  De  Foix,  6s. 
3.  The  Protestant,  6s. 

4.  Fitz  of  Fitz-Ford,  6s. 5.  The  Talba,  6s. 
6.  Warleigh,  6s. 
7.  Trelawny  of  Trelawne,  6s. 

8.  Trials  of  the  Heart,  6s. 
9.  Henry  de  Pomeroy,  6s. 

10.  CourtenayofWalreddon,6s. 

BRAY.— THE  PHILOSOPHY  OF  NECESSITY ; Or,  the  Law  of  Consequences  as  applicable  to  Mental,  Moral,  and  Social  Science.  By  Charles Bray.   2  vols.  8vo.  15s.  cloth. 

BREWSTER.— TREATISE  ON  OPTICS. 
By  Sir  David  Brewster,  LL.D.  F.R.S.,  &c.  New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title, and  176  Woodcuts,  6s.  cloth. 

BUCKLER  (J.  C.  AND  C.  AJ-A  HISTORY  OF  THE ARCHITECTURE  of  the  ABBEY  CHURCH  of  ST.  ALBAN,  with  especial  reference  to  the 
Norman  Structure.  By  J.  C.  and  C.  A.  Buckler,  Architects.  8vo.  with  numerous 
Illustrations.  [jw the  press. 

BUDGE  (J.)-THE  PRACTICAL  MINER'S  GUIDE; Comprising  a  Set  of  Trigonometrical  Tables  adapted  to  all  the  purposes  of  Oblique  or  Diagoaa?, 
Vertical,  Horizontal,  and  Traverse  Dialling ;  with  their  application  to  the  Dial,  Exercise  of 
Drifts,  Lodes,  Slides,  Levelling,  Inaccessible  Distances,  Heights,  &c.  By  J.  Budge.  New 
Edition,  considerably  enlarged.  8vo.  with  Portrait  of  the  Author,  12s.  cloth. 

BULL— THE  MATERNAL  MANAGEMENT  OF  CHILDREN, in  HEALTH  and  DISEASE.  By  T.  Bull,  M.D.  Member  of  the  Royal  College  of  Physicians, 
Physician-Accucheur  to  the  Finsbury  Midwifery  Institution.  2d  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

BULL-HINTS  TO  MOTHERS, For  the  Management  of  Health  during  the  Period  of  Pregnancy  and  m  the  Lying-in  Room; 
With  an  Exposure  of  Popular  Errors  in  connection  with  those  subjects.  By  Thomas  Bull, 
M.D.  &c.  4th  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 
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BURGER— THE  "LEONORA"  OF  BURGER. Translated  by  Julia  M.  Cameron.  With  Six  large  Illustrations,  drawn  on  Wood  by 
D.  Maclise,  R.A.  and  engraved  by  John  Thompson.   Crown  4to.  [In  the  press. 

BURNS  -  THE  PRINCIPLES  OE  CHRISTIAN  PHILOSOPHY; containing  the  Doctrines,  Duties,  Admonitions,  and  Consolations  of  the  Christian  Religion. 
By  John  Burns,  M.D.  F.R.S.  6th  Edition.   12mo.  7s.  boards. 

BURNS -CHRISTIAN  FRAGMENTS ; Or,  Remarks  on  the  Nature,  Precepts,  and  Comforts  of  Religion.  By  John  Burns,  M.D. 
F.R.S.  Author  of  "  The  Principles  of  Christian  Philosophy."  Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

BUTLER -SKETCH  OF  ANCIENT  &  MODERN  GEOGRAPHY. 
By  Samuel  Butler,  D.D.  late  Lord  Bishop  of  Lichfield  and  Coventry;  and  formerly  Head 
Master  of  Shrewsbury  School.   New  Edition,  revised  by  the  Author's  Son.  8vo.  9s.  boards. 

BUTLER— AN  ATLAS  OF  MODERN  GEOGRAPHY. 
By  the  late  Dr.  Butler.  Consisting  of  Twenty-three  coloured  Maps,  from  a  New  Set  of 
Plates ;  with  an  Index  of  all  the  Names  of  Places,  referring  to  the  Latitudes  and  Longitudes. 
New  Edition.   8vo.  12s.  half-bound. 

BUTLER.— AN  ATLAS  OF  ANCIENT  GEOGRAPHY. 
By  the  late  Dr.  Butleb.  Consisting  of  Twenty-three  coloured  Maps ;  with  an  Index  of  all 
the  Names  of  Places,  referring  to  the  Latitudes  and  Longitudes.  New  Edition,  from  an  entirely 
new  and  corrected  Set  of  Plates.  8vo.  12s.  half-bound. 

BUTLER. -A  GENERAL  ATLAS  OF  MODERN  AND  ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY.  By  the  late  Dr.  S.  Butler.  Consisting  of  Forty-five  coloured  Maps,  and 
Indices.  New  Edition,  from  an  entirely  new  and  corrected  Set  of  Plates.  4 to.  24s.  half-bound. 

CALLCOTT.-A  SCRIPTURE  HERBAL. With  upwards  of  120  Wood  Engravings.  By  Lady  Callcott.  Square  crown  8vo.  25s.  cloth. 

CARTOONS  (THE  PRIZE).-THE  PRIZE  CARTOONS EXHIBITED  IN  WESTMINSTER  HALL,  a.d.  1843.  Published  under  the  Sanction  and 
Patronage  of  Her  Majesty's  Commissioners  on  the  Fine  Arts. 

The  average  size  of  the  Prize  Cartoons  is  fifteen  feet  in  width  and  ten  in  height.  A  reduced 
scale  of  one  inch  and  a  half  to  the  foot  has  been  adopted ;  and  in  the  process  of  reduction 
every  care  has  been  taken  faithfully  to  preserve  all  the  characteristic  features  of  the  originals ; 
and  the  Engraving  of  each  work  has  been  subjected  to  the  approval  of  its  author.  Lithography 
has  been  chosen  as  the  most  suitable  medium  for  producing  copies  of  these  important  works. 

The  size  of  the  work  is  large  folio.  The  price  of  the  Eleven  Engravings,  in  a  neat  Port- folio, s65.  5s. ;  Proofs  before  Letters,  £8.  8s. 

CATL0W.-P0PULAR  C0NCH0L0GY; Or,  the  Shell  Cabinet  arranged:  being  an  Introduction  to  the  Modern  System  of  Conchology: 
with  a  sketch  of  the  Natural  History  of  the  Animals,  an  account  of  the  Formation  of  the  Shells, 
and  a  complete  Descriptive  List  of  the  Families  and  Genera.  By  Agnes  Catlow.  Fcp.  8vo. 
with  312  Woodcuts,  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

CHALENOR.— POETICAL  REMAINS  OF  MARY  CHALENOR. Fcp.  8vo.  4s.  cloth. 

CHALENOR.— WALTER  GRAY, 
A  Ballad,  and  other  Poems.  By  Mary  Chalenor.  2d  Edition,  including  the  Authoress's Poetical  Remains.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

CLAYERS— FOREST  LIFE. 
By  Mary  Clavers,  anActual  Settler;  Author  of  "A  New  Home,  Who  '11  Follow?"  2  vols, fcp.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

COCKS  (C.)-BORDEAUX,  ITS  WINES,  AND  THE  CLARET COUNTRY.  By  C.  Cocks,  B.L.  Professor  of  the  Living  Languages  in  the  Royal  Colleges  of 
France;  Translator  of  the  Works  of  Michelet  and  Quinet.  Dedicated,  by  permission,  to 
M.  Le  Comte  T.  Duchatel.  Post  8vo.  with  View  of  Bordeaux,  8s.  6d.  cloth. 

COLLEGIAN'S  GUIDE  (THE) ; Or,  Recollections  of  College  Days,  setting  forth  the  Advantages  and  Temptations  of  a  Univer- 
sity Education.  By  ****  ******,  M.A.  College,  Oxford.   Post  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 
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COLLIER  (J.  PAYNE.)— A  BOOK  OF  ROXBURGHE  BALLADS. Edited  by  John  Payne  Collier,  Esq.   Post4to.  [In  the  press. 

COLTON.-LACON  ;  OR,  MANY  THINGS  IN  FEW  WORDS. By  the  Rev.  C.  C.  Colton.   New  Edition.   8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

CONVERSATIONS  ON  BOTANY. 
9th  Edition,  improved.   Fcp.  8vo.  22  Plates,  7s.  6d.  cloth ;  with  the  plates  coloured,  12s.  cloth. 

COOLEY.— THE  WORLD  SURVEYED  IN  THE  NINETEENTH 
CENTURY ;  or,  Recent  Narratives  of  Scientific  and  Exploring  Expeditions  (chiefly  under- 

taken by  command  of  Foreign  Governments).  Collected,  translated,  and,  where  necessary, 
abridged,  by  W.  D.  Coole  v,  Esq.  Author  of  the  "  History  of  Maritime  and  InlandTDiscovery" 
in  the  Cabinet  Cyclopaedia,  &c.— The  First  Volume  of  the  Series  contains, 

THE  ASCENT  of  MOUNT  ARARAT.    By  Dr.  Frtedrich  Parrot,  Professor 
of  Natural  Philosophy  in  the  University  of  Dorpat,  Russian  Imperial  Councillor  of 
State,  &c.   8vo.  with  a  Map  by  Arrowsmith,  and  Woodcuts,  14s.  cloth. 

The  Second  Work  of  the  Series  will  be 
ERMAN'S  TRAVELS  through  SIBERIA.    8vo.  [In  the  press. 

COOLEY.— THE  HISTORY  OF  MARITIME  AND  INLAND DISCOVERY.   By  W.  D.  Coolet,  Esq.   3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  18s.  cloth. 

COOPER  (REV.  E.)— SERMONS, Chiefly  designed  to  elucidate  some  of  the  leading  Doctrines  of  the  Gospel.  To  which  is  added, 
an  Appendix,  containing  Sermons  preached  on  several  Public  Occasions,  and  printed  by 
desire.   By  the  Rev.  Edward  Cooper.   7th  Edition.   2  vols.  12mo.  10s.  boards. 

COOPER  (REV.  E.)— PRACTICAL  AND  FAMILIAR  SERMONS, Designed  for  Parochial  and  Domestic  Instruction.  By  Rev.  Edward  Cooper.  New  Edition. 
7  vols.  12mo.  jBI.  18s.  boards. 

*»*  Vols.  1  to  4,  5s.  each ;  Vols.  5  to  7,  6s.  each. 

COPLAND.-A  DICTIONARY  OF  PRACTICAL  MEDICINE ; comprising  General  Pathology,  the  Nature  and  Treatment  of  Diseases,  Morbid  Structures, and  the  Disorders  especially  incidental  to  Climates,  to  Sex,  and  to  the  different  Epochs  of 
Life,  with  numerous  approved  Formula?  of  the  Medicines  recommended.  By  James  Copland, 
M.D.  Consulting  Physician  to  Queen  Charlotte's  Lying-in  Hospital,  &c.  &c.  &c.  Vols.  1  and  2, 8vo.       cloth  ;  and  Part  10,  4s  6d.  sewed. 

***  To  be  completed  in  One  more  Volume. 

C0STELL0  (MISS.)-THE  ROSE  GARDEN  OF  PERSIA. A  Series  of  Translations  from  the  Persian  Poets.  By  Miss  Louisa  Stuart  Costello,  Author 
of  "Specimens  of  the  Early  Poetry  of  France,"  "A  Summer  amongst  the  Bocages  and  the 
Vines,"  &c.  LongSvo.  with  Illuminated  Pages  and  Borders  printed  in  rose-colour,  18s. boards; or  31s.  6d.  bound  in  rose-coloured  morocco  ( Persian  style)  by  Hayday. 

COSTELLO  (MISS).-THE  FALLS,  LAKES,  AND  MOUNTAINS OF  NORTH  WALES ;  being  a  Pictorial  Tour  through  the  most  interesting  parts  of  the 
Country.  By  Louisa  Stuart  Costello,  Author  of  "The  Rose  Garden  of  Persia,"  "  Beam 
and  the  Pyrenees,"  &c.  Illustrated  with  Views,  from  Original  Sketches  by  D.  H.  M'Kewan, engraved  on  wood,  and  lithographed,  by  T.  and  E.  Gilks.   Square  8vo.  with  Map,  14s.  cloth. 

CRESY  (E.)-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  CIVIL  ENGINEERING, Historical,  Theoretical,  and  Practical.  By  Edward  Cresy,  F.S.A.  C.E.  Illustrated  by 
many  Hundred  Engravings  on  Wood,  explanatory  of  the  Principles,  Machinery,  and  Con- 

structions which  come  under  the  Direction  of  the  Civil  Engineer.  8vo.  uniform  with  Messrs. 
Longman  and  Co.'s  Series  of  One-Volume  Encyclopaedias  and  Dictionaries.     [In  the  press. 

CROCKER'S  ELEMENTS  OF  LAND  SURVEYING. Fifth  Edition,  corrected  throughout,  and  considerably  improved  and  modernized,  by  T.  G. 
Bunt,  Land  Surveyor.  To  which  are  added,  TABLES  OF  SIX-FIGURE  LOGARITHMS, 
&c.,superintendedbyR. Farley,  of  the  Nautical  Almanac  Establishment.  Post  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

CROWE -THE  HISTORY  OF  FRANCE, From  the  Earliest  Period  to  the  Abdication  of  Napoleon.  By  E.  E.  Crowe,  Esq.  3  vols.  fcp. 
8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  18s.  cloth. 

DAHLMANN.— HISTORY  OF  THE  ENGLISH  REVOLUTION. By  F.  C  Dahlmann,  late  Professor  of  History  at  the  University  of  GCttingen.  Translated 
from  the  German,  by  H.  Evans  Lloyd.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 
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DALE  (THE  REV.  T.)  —  THE  DOMESTIC  LITURGY  AND FAMILY  CHAPLAIN,  in  two  Parts :  the  first  Part  being  Church  Services  adapted  for 
domestic  use,  with  Prayers  for  every  day  of  the  week,  selected  exclusively  from  the  Book  of 
Common  Prayer ;  Part  2  comprising  an  appropriate  Sermon  for  every  Sunday  in  the  year. 
By  the  Rev.  Thomas  Dale,  M.A.  Canon-Residentiary  of  St.  Paul's,  ana  Vicar  of  St.  Bride's, London.  Post  4to.  handsomely  printed,  21s.  cloth :  or,  bound  by  Hayday,  31s.  6d.  calf  lettered ; 
£2.  10s.  morocco,  with  goffered  edges. 

DANTE,  TRANSLATED  BY  WRIGHT.— DANTE. Translated  by  Ichabod  Charles  Wright,  M.A.  late  Fellow  of  Magdalen  College,  Oxford. 
A  New  Edition,  revised  and  corrected.  3  vols.  fcp.  Svo.  with  Portrait,  7s.  6d.  sewed. 

*»*  Vol.  I.  contains  the  Inferno ;  Vol.  II.  the  Purgatorio ;  Vol.  III.  the  Paradiso. 

DAYY  (SIR  HUMPHRY). -ELEMENTS  OF  AGRICULTURAL 
CHEMISTRY,  in  a  Course  of  Lectures.  By  Sir  Huhhhey  Davy.  With  Notes  by  Dr.  John 
Davy.  6th  Edition.  Svo.  with  10  Plates,  15s.  cloth. 

DE  BURTIN.-A  TREATISE  ON  THE  KNOWLEDGE  NECES- 
SARY  to  AMATEURS  of  PICTURES.  Translated  and  Abridged  from  the  French  of  M. 
Francis  Xavier  De  Burtin,  First  Stipendiary  Member  of  the  Royal  Academy  of  Brussels 
in  the  Class  of  Sciences,  &c.  By  Robert  White,  Esq.  8vo.  with  four  Plates,  12s.  cloth. 

DE  CUSTINE. -RUSSIA. 
By  the  Marquis  De  Custine.  Translated  from  the  French.  2d  Edition.  3  vols,  post  8vo. 31s.  6d.  cloth. 

DE  LA  BECHE.— REPORT  ON  THE  GEOLOGY  OF  CORN- 
WALL,  DEVON,  and  WEST  SOMERSET.  By  Henry  T.  De  la  Beche,  F.R.S.  &c, 
Director  of  the  Ordnance  Geological  Survey.  Published  hy  Order  of  the  Lords  Commisspners 
of  H.M.  Treasury.  8vo.  with  Maps,  Woodcuts,  and  12  large  Pates,  14s.  cloth. 

DE  MORGAN.— AN  ESSAY  ON  PROBABILITIES, And  on  their  Application  to  Life  Contingencies  and  Insurance  Offices.  By  Aug.  de  Morgan, 
of  Trinity  College,  Cambridge.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

DE  SISMONDI.-THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  ITALIAN  REPUB- 
LICS ;  or,  of  the  Origin,  Progress,  and  Fall  of  Freedom  in  Italy,  from  A.D.  476  to  1806.  By 
J.  C.  L.  Sismondi.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

DE  SISMONDI.  -  THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  FALL  OF  THE 
ROMAN  EMPIRE.  Comprising  a  View  of  the  Invasion  and  Settlement  of  the  Barbarians. 
By  J.  C.  L.  De  Sismondi.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

DE  STRZELECKI  (P.  E.)— THE  PHYSICAL  DESCRIPTION 
of  NEW  SOUTH  WALES  and  VAN  DIEMAN'S  LAND;  accompanied  by  a  Geological  Map Sections,  and  Diagrams,  and  Figures  of  the  Organic  Remains.  By  P.  E.  De  Strzelecki. 
8vo.  with  coloured  Map  and  numerous  Plates,  24s.  cloth. 

DIBDIN  (THE  REV.  T.  F.)— THE  SUNDAY  LIBRARY: 
Containing  nearly  One  Hundred  Sermons,  by  eminent  Divines.  With  Notes,  &c.  by  the  Rev. 
T.  F.  Dibdin,  D.D.  6  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Six  Portraits,  30s.  cloth ;  or,  £1.  12s.  6d.  neatly 
half-bound  in  morocco,  with  gilt  edges. 

DODDRIDGE.— THE  FAMILY  EXPOSITOR; Or,  a  Paraphrase  and  Version  of  the  New  Testament :  with  Critical  Notes,  and  a  Practical 
Improvement  of  each  Section.  By  P.  Doddridge,  D.D.  To  which  is  prefixed,  a  Life  of  the 
Author,  by  A.  Kippis,  D.D.  F.R.S.  and  S.A.   New  Edition,  4  vols.  8vo.  £\.  16s.  cloth. 

DONOVAN.-A  TREATISE  ON  CHEMISTRY. By  M.  Donovan,  M.R.I.A.   Fourth  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

DONOVAN.-A  TREATISE  ON  DOMESTIC  ECONOMY. 
By  M.  Donovan,  Esq.  M.R.I.A.  Professor  of  Chemistry  to  the  Company  of  Apothecaries  in 
Ireland.  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

DOUBLEDAY'S  BUTTERFLIES -THE  GENERA  OF  DIUR- 
NAL  LEPIDOPTERA ;  comprising  their  Generic  Characters— a  Notice  of  the  Habits  and 
Transformations— and  a  Catalogue  of  the  Species  of  each  Genus.  By  Edward  Doubleday, 
Esq.  F.L.S.  &c,  Assistant  in  the  Zoological  Department  of  the  British  Museum.  Imperial  4to. 
uniform  with  Gray  and  Mitchell's  Ornithology ;  Illustrated  with  75  Coloured  Plates. 

***  To  be  published  in  Monthly  Parts,  5s.  each ;  each  part  to  consist  of  2  coloured  plates, 
with  accompanying  Letter-press,  giving  the  Generic  Characters,  a  Short  Notice  of  the  Habits, 
and  a  Catalogue  of  the  Species  of  each  Genus.  Part  1  will  appear  on  the  2d  of  November. 
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DOVER  -LIFE  OF  FREDERICK  II.  KING  OF  PRUSSIA. 
By  Lord  Dover.   2d  Edition.  2  vols.  8vo.  with  Portrait,  28s.  boards. 

DRUMMOND  (DR.  J.  L.)— LETTERS  TO  A  YOUNG  NATU- RAL1ST,  ON  THE  STUDY  OF  NATURE  AND  NATURAL  THEOLOGY.  By  James  L. 
Drummond,  M.D.  Author  of  "  First  Steps  to  Botany,"  &c.  Second  Edition.  Post  8vo.  with 
"Wood  Engravings,  7s.  6d.  boards. 

DRUMMOND— FIRST  STEPS  TO  BOTANY, Intended  as  popular  Illustrations  of  the  Science,  leading  to  its  study  as  a  branch  of  general 
education.   By  J.  L.  Deummond,  M.D.  4th  Edit.  12mo.  with  numerous  Woodcuts,  9s.  bds. 

DUNHAM.— THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  GERMANIC  EMPIRE. 
By  Dr.  Dunham.   3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  18s.  cloth. 

The  History  of  Europe  during  the      The  History  of  Poland.     By  Dr. 
Middle  Ages.    By  Dr.  Dunham,    4  vols.  |      Dunham.    Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title, 
fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  £1.  4s.  cloth.  ■      6s.  cloth. 

The  History  of  Spain  and  Portugal,  j  The  Lives  of  the  Early  Writers "    „     „    .  „     .  ,     f„„   „„„  of  Great  Britain.     By  Dr.  Dunham, 
vy  ̂   ™lami,  fiJ^wh5*  8V°"  W  '  «•  Bell,  Esq.  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette Vignette  Titles,  £l.  10s.  cloth.  j      Titl6j  6£  c^th 

The  History  of  Sweden,  Denmark,  |  The  Lives  of  British  Dramatcsts. 
and  Norway.  By  Dr.  Dunham.  3  vols.  By  Dr.  Dunham,  R.  Bell,  Esq.  &c.  2  vols, 
fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  18s.  cloth.        !      fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

DUNLOP  (JOHN).-THE  HISTORY  OF  FICTION : 
•\J3eing  a  Critical  Account  of  the  most  celebrated  Prose  Works  of  Fiction,  from  the  earliest Greek  Romances  to  the  Novels  of  the  Present  Age.  By  John  Dunlop,  Esq.  3d  Edition, 
complete  in  one  volume.   Medium  8vo.  15s.  cloth. 

ECCLESTON  (JAMES.)— A  MANUAL  OF  ENGLISH  ANTIQUI- TIES.  By  James  Eccleston,  B.A.  Head  Master  of  Sutton  Coldfleld  Grammar  School. 
8vo.  with  numerous  Illustrations  on  Wood.  [In  the  frets. 

ELLIOT  (J.)-A  COMPLETE  TREATISE  ON  PRACTICAL GEOMETRY  and  MENSURATION.    With  numerous  Exercises.    By  James  Elliot, 
formerly  Teacher  of  Mathematics  in  the  Mechanics'  Institution  of  Liverpool.    8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

V  KEY,  containing  fall  Demonstrations  and  Solutions.  8vo.  Cs.  cloth. 

ELLI0TS0N.— HUMAN  PHYSIOLOGY: 
With  which  is  incorporated  much  of  the  elementary  part  of  the  "  Institutiones  Physiological' of  J  F.  Blumenbach,  Professor  in  the  University  of  Gottingen.  By  John  Elliotson,  M.D. 
Cantab.  F.R.S.   Fifth  Edition.   8vo.  with  numerous  Woodcuts,  £1.  2s.  cloth. 

ENGLISHMAN'S  GREEK  CONCORDANCE  OF  THE  NEW TESTAMENT :  being  an  Attempt  at  a  Verbal  Connexion  between  the  Greek  and  the  English 
Texts ;  including  a  Concordance  to  the  Proper  Names,  with  Indexes,  Greek-English  and 
English-Greek.   2d  Edition,  with  a  new  Index.   Royal  8vo.  42s.  cloth. 

ENGLISHMAN'S  HEBREW  AND  CHALDEE  CONCORDANCE 
of  the  OLD  TESTAMENT ;  being  an  attempt  at  a  Verbal  Connection  between  the  Original 
and  the  English  Translations :  with  Indexes,  a  List  of  the  Proper  Names  and  their  occur- 

rences, &c.  &c.  2  vols,  royal  8vo.  £Z.  13s.  6d.  cloth ;  large  paper,  £\.  14s.  6d. 

ESDAILE  (DR.  JJ-MESMERISM  IN  INDIA; And  its  Practical  Application  in  Surgery  and  Medicine.  By  James  Esdaile,  M.D.  Civil 
Assistant-Surgeon,  E.I.C.S.  Bengal.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  6d.  cloth. 

ETHERIDGE  (J.  WJ-THE  SYRIAN  CHURCHES : Their  Early  History,  Liturgies,  and  Literature.  With  a  literal  Translation  of  the  Four 
Gospels  from  the  Peschito,  or  Canon  of  Holy  Scripture  in  use  among  the  Oriental  Christians 
from  the  earliest  times.   By  J.  W.  Etheridge.   12mo.  7s.  6d.  cloth.  [Just  ready. 

FAREY.-A  TREATISE  ON  THE  STEAM  ENGINE, Historical,  Practical,  and  Descriptive.  By  John  Farey,  Engineer.  4to.  illustrated  by 
numerous  Woodcuts,  and  25  Copper-plates,  £5. 5s.  boards. 

c 
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FAWN  (THE)  OF  SERTORIUS. 
2  vols,  post  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

"Asa  work  ihat  contains  lively  and  graphic  pictures  of  life  and  manners  in  a  distant  age,  we  commend  it  to  the  perusal of  our  readers."— Came. 

FERGUS.— HISTORY  OF  UNITED  STATES  OF  AMERICA, From  the  Discovery  of  America  to  the  Election  of  General  Jackson  to  the  Presidency.  By  the 
Rev.  H.  Fergus.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

FIELD.-POSTHUMOUS  EXTRACTS  FROM  THE 
VETERINARY  RECORDS  OF  THE  LATE  JOHN  FIELD.  Edited  by  his  Brother, 
William  Field,  Veterinary  Surgeon,  London.   8vo.  8s.  boards. 

FITZROY  (LADY).  —  SCRIPTURAL  CONVERSATIONS  BE- TWEEN  CHARLES  and  his  MOTHER.   By  Lady  Charles  Fitzro  y.  Fcp.  8vo.  4s.  6d.  cloth 

FORSTER.— THE  STATESMEN  OF  THE  COMMONWEALTH 
OF  ENGLAND.  With  an  Introductory  Treatise  on  the  Popular  Progress  in  English  History. 
By  John  Forster,  Esq.  5  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Original  Portraits  of  Pym,  Eliot,  Hampden, 
Cromwell, and  an  Historical  Scene  after  a  Picture  by  Cattermole,  £\.  10s.  cloth. 

The  above  5  vols,  form  Mr.  Forster's  portion  of  the  Lives  of  Eminent  British  Statesmen,  by  Sir James  Mackintosh,  the  Right  Hon.  T.  P.  Courtenay,  and  John  Forster,  Esq.  1  vols.  fcp.  8vo. 
with  Vignette  Titles,  £2.  2s.  cloth. 

FORSTER  (REV.  O— THE  HISTORICAL  GEOGRAPHY  OF ARABIA :  or,  the  Patriarchal  Evidences  of  Revealed  Religion.  A  Memoir,  with  illustrative 
Maps  and  an  Appendix,  containing  Translations,  with  an  Alphabet  and  Glossary  of  the 
Hamyaritic  Inscriptions  recently  discovered  in  Hadramaut.  By  the  Rev.  Charles  Forster, 
B.D.  Author  of  "  Mahometanism  Unveiled."  2  vols.  8vo.  30s.  cloth. 

FORSTER  (REV.  C.)— THE  LIFE  OF  JOHN  JEBB,  D.D.F.R.S., late  Bishop  of  Limerick.  With  a  Selection  from  his  Letters.  By  the  Rev.  Charles 
Forster,  B.D.  Rector  of  Stisted,  and  formerly  Domestic  Chaplain  to  the  Bishop.  Second 
Edition.   Svo.  with  Portrait,  &c.  16s.  cloth. 

FOSBROKE.-A  TREATISE  ON  THE  ARTS,  MANNERS, MANUFACTURES,  and  INSTITUTIONS  of  the  GREEKS  and  ROMANS.  By  the  Rev. 
T.  D.  Fosbroke,  &c.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

FROM  OXFORD  TO  ROME; 
And,  How  it  fared  with  some  who  made  the  Journey.  By  a  Companion  Traveller.  Fcp.  8vo. [Nearly  ready. 

GERTRUDE. 
A  Tale.  By  the  Author  of  "  Amy  Herbert."  Edited  by  the  Rev.  William  Sewell,  B.D. of  Exeter  College,  Oxford.  3d  Edition.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  9s.  cloth. 

GILBART  (J.  W.)  -  THE  HISTORY  AND  PRINCIPLES  OF 
BANKING.  By  James  William  Gilbart,  General  Manager  of  the  London  and  West- 

minster Bank.   3d  Edition.  8vo.  9s.  boards. 

GLEIG.-LIVES  OF  MOST  EMINENT  BRITISH  MILITARY 
COMMANDERS.   By  the  Rev.  G.  R.  Gleig.   3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  18s.  cloth. 

GLENDINNING— PRACTICAL  HINTS  ON  THE  CULTURE 
OF  THE  PINE  APPLE.  By  R.  Glendinning,  Gardener  to  the  Right  Hon.  Lord  Rolle, 
Bicton.    12mo.  with  Plan  of  a  Pinery,  5s.  cloth. 

GOLDSMITH.  -  THE  POETICAL   WORKS   OF  OLIVER 
GOLDSMITH.  Illustrated  by  Wood  Engravings,  from  the  Designs  of  G.  W.  Cope,  A.R.A., 
Thomas  Creswick,  A.R.A.,  J.  C.  Horsley,  R.  Redgrave,  A.R.A.,  and  Frederick  Tayler  Mem- 

bers of  the  Etching  Club.  With  a  Biographical  Memoir,  and  Notes  on  the  Poems.  Edited 
by  Bolton  Corney,  Esq.  Square  crown  8vo.  uniform  with  "  Thomson's  Seasons,"  21s. cloth  ;  or,  bound  in  morocco,  by  Hayday,  £\.  16s. 

V  One  Hundred  Copies,  £2.  2s.  each,  printed  on  prepared  paper  of  g-reat  beauty. 

GOOD.— THE  BOOK  OF  NATURE. A  Popular  Illustration  of  the  General  Laws  and  Phenomena  of  Creation.  By  John  Mason 
Good,  M.D.  F.R.S.,  &c.  Third  Edition,  corrected.  3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  24s.  cloth. 

GOWER.— THE  SCIENTIFIC  PHENOMENA  OF  DOMESTIC 
LIFE.   By  Charles  Foote  Gower.   Fcp.  8vo.  [In  the  press. 
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GRAHAM -ENGLISH ;  OR,  THE  ART  OF  COMPOSITION  : explained  in  a  Series  of  Instructions  and  Examples.  By  G.  F.  Graham.  Second  Edition, 
revised  and  improved.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

GRANT  (MRS.)— LETTERS  FROM  THE  MOUNTAINS. 
Being  the  Correspondence  with  her  Friends,  between  the  years  1773  and  1803.  By  Mrs  Grant, 
of  Laggan.  Sixth  Edition.  Edited,  with  Notes  and  Additions,  by  her  son,  J.  P.  Grant, 
Esq.   2  vols,  post  8vo.  21s.  cloth. 

GRANT  (MRS.) -MEMOIR  AND  CORRESPONDENCE  OF 
the  late  Mrs.  Grant,  of  Laggan,  Author  of  "  Letters  from  the  Mountains,"  "  Memoirs  of  an 
American  Lady,"  &c.  &c.  Edited  by  her  Son,  J.  P.  Grant,  Esq.  2d  Edition.  3  vols,  post 8vo.  with  Portrait,  31s.  6d.  cloth. 

GRATTAN.— THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  NETHERLANDS, From  the  Invasion  by  the  Romans  to  the  Belgian  Revolution  in  1830.  By  T.  C.  Grattan, 
Esq.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

GRAY  (JOHN).-GRAY'S  ELEGY, Written  in  a  Country  Churchyard.  Illuminated  in  the  Missal  style.  By  Owen  Jones, 
Architect.   Imp.  8vo.  31s.  6d.  elegantly  bound  in  patent  relievo  leather. 

GRAY -FIGURES  OF  MOLLUSCOUS  ANIMALS, Selected  from  various  Authors.  Etched  for  the  Use  of  Students.  By  Maria  Emma  Gray. 
Vol.  I.  8vo.  with  78  plates  of  Figures,  12s.  cloth. 

GRAY  AND  MITCHELL'S  ORNITHOLOGY -THE  GENERA Of  BIRDS ;  comprising  their  Generic  Characters,  a  Notice  of  the  Habits  of  each  Genus,  and 
an  extensive  List  of  Species,  referred  to  their  several  Genera.  By  George  Robert  Gray, 
Acad.  Imp.  Georg.  Florent.  Soc.  Corresp.  Senior  Assistant  of  the  Zoological  Department, 
British  Museum ;  and  Author  of  the  "  List  of  the  Genera  of  Birds,"  &c.  &c.  Illustrated  with Three  Hundred  and  Fifty  imperial  quarto  Plates,  by  David  William  Mitchell. 

In  course  of  publication,  in  Monthly  Parts,  10s.  6d.  each ;  each  Part  consisting  generally  of 
Four  imperial  quarto  coloured  Plates  and  Three  plain,  and  accompanying  Letterpress  ;  giving 
the  Generic  Characters,  short  Remarks  on  the  Habits,  and  a  List  of  Species  of  each  Genus  as 
complete  as  possible.  The  uncoloured  Plates  contain  the  Characters  of  all  the  Genera  of 
the  various  Sub-families,  consisting  of  numerous  details  of  Heads,  Wings,  and  Feet,  as  the 
case  may  require,  for  pointing  out  their  distinguishing  Characters. 

*»*  The  work  will  not  exceed  Fifty  Monthly  Parts,  of  which  Thirty  have  appeared. 

GREENER.— THE  GUN; Or,  a  Treatise  on  the  various  Descriptions  of  Small  Fire-Arms.  By  W.  Greener,  Inventorof 
an  improved  method  of  Firing  Cannon  by  Percussion,  &c.  8vo.  with  Illustrations,  15s.  boards. 

GREENWOOD  (COL.)-THE  TREE-LIFTER; Or,  a  New  Method  of  Transplanting  Trees.  By  Col.  Geo.  Greenwood.  8vo.  with  an  Illus- 
trative Plate,  7s.  cloth. 

GRIMBLOT  (P.)— LETTERS  OF  WILLIAM  III.  AND  LOUIS XIV.  and  of  their  Ministers.  Illustrating  the  Domestic  and  Foreign  Policy  of  England  during 
the  period  which  followed  the  Revolution  of  1688.  Extracted  from  the  Archives  of  France 
and  England,  and  from  Foreign  papers.  Edited  by  P.  Grimblot.  8vo.        [In  the  press. 

GUEST. -THE  MABINOGION, From  the  Llyfr  Coch  o  Hergest,  or  Red  Book  of  Hergest,  and  other  ancient  Welsh  MSS. : 
with  an  English  Translation  and  Notes.  By  Lady  Charlotte  Guest.  Parts  1  to  6. 
Royal  8vo.  8s.  each,  sewed. 

GUICCIARDINI  (F.)-THE  MAXIMS  OF  FRANCIS  GUIC- C1ARDINI.  Translated  by  Emma  Martin.  With  Notes,  and  Parallel  Passages  from 
the  works  of  Machiavelli,  Lord  Bacon,  Pascal,  Rochefoucault,  Montesquieu,  Burke, 
Talleyrand,  M.  Guizot,  &c. ;  and  a  Sketch  of  the  Life  of  Guicciardini.  Square  fcp.  8vo.  with 
Portrait,  7s.  boards ;  or  bound  in  morocco  by  Hayday,  14s. 

GWILT.-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  ARCHITECTURE; Historical,  Theoretical,  and  Practical.  By  Joseph  Gwilt,  Esq.  F.S.A.  Illustrated  with 
upwards  of  1000  Engravings  on  Wood,  from  Designs  by  J.  S.  Gwilt.   8vo.  52s.  6d.  cloth. 

HALL- NEW  GENERAL  LARGE  LIBRARY!  ATLAS  OF FIFTY-THREE  MAPS,  on  Colombier  Paper;  with  the  Divisions  and  Boundaries  carefully 
coloured.  Constructed  entirely  from  New  Drawings,  and  engraved  by  Sidney  Hall.  New 
Edition,  thoroughly  revised  and  corrected ;  including  all  the  Alterations  rendered  necessary 
by  the  recent  Official  Surveys,  the  New  Roads  on  the  Continent,  and  a  careful  Comparison 
with  the  authenticated  Discoveries  published  in  the  latest  Voyages  and  Travels.  Folded  in 
half,  Nine  Guineas,  half-bound  in  russia ;  full  size  of  the  Maps,  Ten  Pounds,  half-bd.  russia 
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HALSTED.— LIFE  AND  TIMES  OF  RICHARD  THE  THIRD, as  Duke  of  Gloucester  and  King  of  England :  in  which  all  the  Charges  against  him  are  care- 
fully investigated  and  compared  with  the  Statements  of  the  Cotemporary  Authorities.  By 

Caroline  A.  Halsted,  Author  of  "  The  Life  of  Margaret  Beaufort."  2  vols.  8vo.  with  an Original  Portrait  and  other  Illustrations,  £1.  10s.  cloth. 

HAND-BOOK  OF  TASTE  (THE); Or,  How  to  Observe  Works  of  Art,  especially  Cartoons,  Pictures,  and  Statues.  By  Fabius 
Pictor.   3d  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  3s.  boards. 

HANSARD. —TROUT  AND  SALMON  PISHING  IN  WALES. By  G.  A.  Hansard.   12mo.  6s.  6d.  cloth. 

HARRIS.— THE  HIGHLANDS  OF  ETHIOPIA; 
Being  the  Accout  of  Eighteen  Months'  Residence  of  a  British  Embassy  to  the  Christian  Court 
of  Shoa.  By  Major  Sir  W.  C.  Harris,  Author  of  "Wild  Sports  in  Southern  Africa,"  &c. 2d  Edition.  3  vols.  8vo.  with  Map  and  Illustrations,  £1.  2s.  cloth. 

HAWES.— TALES  OF  THE  NORTH  AMERICAN  INDIANS, And  Adventures  of  the  Early  Settlers  in  America;  from  the  landing  of  the  Pilgrim  Fathers, 
in  1620,  to  the  Time  of  the  Declaration  of  Independence.  By  Barbara  Hawes.  Fcp.  8vo. 
with  Frontispiece,  6s.  cloth. 

HAWKER.— INSTRUCTIONS  TO  YOUNG  SPORTSMEN 
In  all  that  relates  to  Guns  and  Shooting.  By  Lieut.-Col.  P.  Hawker.  9th  Edit,  corrected, 
enlarged,  and  improved,  with  Eighty-five  Plates  and  Woodcuts  by  Adlard  and  Branston,  from 
Drawings  by  C.  Varley,  Dickes,  &c.    8vo.  £\.  Is.  cloth. 

HAYDON.— LECTURES  ON  PAINTING  AND  DESIGN : 
Delivered  at  the  London  Institution,  the  Royal  Institution,  Albemarle  Street,  to  the  University of  Oxford,  &c.  By  B.  R.  Haydon,  Historical  Painter.  With  Portraits  of  the  Author  and  of 
Sir  David  Wilkie,  and  other  Illustrations,  from  Designs  drawn  on  Wood  by  the  Author.  2  vols. 8vo.  24s.  cloth. 

HENSLOW— THE  PRINCIPLES  OF  DESCRIPTIVE  AND 
PHYSIOLOGICAL  BOTANY.  By  J.  S.  Henslow,  M.A.  F.L.S.  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette 
Title,  and  nearly  70  Woodcuts,  6s.  cloth. 

HERSCHEL.-A  TREATISE  ON  ASTRONOMY. 
By  Sir  John  Herschel.   New  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

HERSCHEL.-A  PRELIMINARY  DISCOURSE    ON  THE 
STUDY  OF  NATURAL  PHILOSOPHY.  By  Sir  John  Herschel.  New  Edition.  Fcp.8vo. 
with  vignette  title,  6s.  cloth. 

HINTS  ON  ETIQUETTE  AND  THE  USAGES  OF  SOCIETY : 
With  a  Glance  at  Bad  Habits.    By  Aycoy6s.    "  Manners  make  the  man."    24th  Edition, revised  (with  additions)  by  a  Lady  of  Rank.   Fcp.  8vo.  2s.  6d.  cloth,  gilt  edges. 

General  Observations ;  Introductions— Letters  of  Introduction — Marriage— Dinners — Smoking ; 
Snuff— Fashion— Dress— Music— Dancing— Conversation— Advice  to  Tradespeople— Visiting ; 
Visiting  Cards — Cards— Tattling— Of  General  Society. 

HISTORICAL  PICTURES  OF  THE  MIDDLE  AGES, 
In  Black  and  White.  Made  on  the  spot,  from  Records  in  the  Archives  of  Switzerland.  By  a 
Wandering  Artist.   2  vols,  post  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

HO'ARE.-A  DESCRIPTIVE  ACCOUNT  OF  A  NEW  METHOD of  PLANTING  and  MANAGING  the  ROOTS  of  GRAPE  VINES.  By  Clement  Hoare, 
Author  of  "  A  Treatise  on  the  Cultivation  of  the  Grape  Vine  on  Open  Walls."   12mo.  5s.  cloth. 

HOARE.— A  PRACTICAL  TREATISE  ON  THE  CULTIVATION OF  THE  GRAPE  VINE  ON  OPEN  WALLS.  By  Clement  Hoarb.  3d  Edition.  8vo. 
7s.  6d.  cloth. 

HOBBES.  —ENGLISH  WORKS  OF  THOMAS  HOBBES, Of  Malmesbury  ;  now  first  collected  by  Sir  William  Molesworth,  Bart.  16  vols.  8vo. 8s.  cloth. 
***  Separately :  the  English  Works,  in  11  vols.  ̂ 5.  10s. ;  the  Latin  Works,  in  5  vols.  10s. 

HOLLAND.— A  TREATISE  ON  THE  MANUFACTURES  IN 
METAL.   By  J.  Holland,  Esq.   3  vols.  fcp.  Vignette  Titles,  about  300  Woodcuts,  18s.  cloth. 
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HOLLAND.  -MEDICAL  NOTES  AND  REFLECTIONS. 
By  Henry  Holland,  M.D.  F.R.S.  &c.  Fellow  of  the  Royal  College  of  Physicians,  Physician 
Extraordinary  to  the  Queen,  and  Physician  in  Ordinary  to  His  Royal  Highness  Prince  Albert. 2d  Edition.   8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

HOOK  (DR.  ¥.  F.)— THE  LAST  DAYS  OF  OUR  LORD'S MINISTRY :  a  Course  of  Lectures  on  the  principal  Events  of  Passion  Week.  By  Walter 
Farquhar  Hook,  D.D.  Vicar  of  Leeds,  Prebendary  of  Lincoln,  and  Chaplain  in  Ordinary  to 
the  Queen.  4th  Edition.   Fcp.  Svo.  6s.  cloth. 

HOOKER.— THE  BRITISH  FLORA, In  Two  Vols.  Vol.  1 ;  comprising  Phsenogamous  or  Flowering  Plants,  and  the  Ferns.  By  Sir 
William  Jackson  Hooker,  K.H.  LL.D.  F.R.A.  and  L.S.  &c.  &c  &c.  Fifth  Edition,  with 
Additions  and  Corrections  ;  and  173  Figures  illustrative  of  the  Umbelliferous  Plants,  the 
Composite  Plants,  the  Grasses,  and  the  Ferns.  8vo.  with  12  Plates,  14s.  plain ;  with  the 
plates  coloured,  24s.  cloth. 

Vol-  2,  in  Two  Parts,  comprising  the  Cryptogamia  and  Fungi,  completing  the  British  Flora,  and. 
forming  Vol.  5,  Parts  1  and  2,  of  Smith's  English  Flora,  24s.  boards. 

HOOKER  AND  TAYLOR.-MUSCOLOGIA  BRITANNICA. 
Containing  the  Mosses  of  Great  Britain  and  Ireland,  systematically  arranged  and  described ; 
with  Plates,  illustrative  of  the  character  of  the  Genera  and  Species.  By  Sir  W.  J.  Hooker 
and  T.  Taylor,  M.D.  F.L.S.,  &c.  2d  Edition,  8vo.  enlarged,  31s.  6d.  plain  ;  j£3.  3s. coloured. 

HORNE  (THE  REV.  T.  H.)-AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  THE CRITICAL  STUDY  and  KNOWLEDGE  of  the  HOLY  SCRIPTURES.  By  Thomas 
Hart  well  Horne,  B.D.  of  St.  John's  College,  Cambridge;  Rector  of  the  united  Parishes of  St.  Edmund  the  King  and  Martyr,  and  St.  Nicholas  Aeons,  Lombard  Street ;  Prebendary 
of  St.  Paul's.  A  New  Edition,  revised  and  corrected.  5  vols.  8vo.  with  numerous  Maps  and Facsimilies  of  Biblical  Manuscripts,  63s.  cloth;  or  j£5,  bound  in  calf  half-extra,  by  Hayday. 

*»*  Supplementary  Pages,  for  purchasers  of  the  preceding  edition,  price  Is.  6d. 

HORNE  (THE  REV.  T.  H.)-A  COMPENDIOUS  INTRODUC- 
TION  to  the  STUDY  of  the  BIBLE.  By  Thomas  Hartwell  Horne,  B.D.  of  St.  John's 
College,  Cambridge.  Being  an  Analysis  of  his  "Introduction  to  the  Critical  Study  and 
Knowledge  of  the  Holy  Scriptures."  7th  Edition,  corrected  and  enlarged.  12mo.  with  Maps and  other  Engravings,  9s.  boards. 

HORSLEY  (BISHOP).-BIBLICAL  CRITICISM 
On  the  first  Fourteen  Historical  Books  of  the  Old  Testament ;  and  on  the  first  Nine  Prophetical 
Books.  By  Samuel  Horsley,  LL.D.  F.R.S.  F.S.A.  Lord  Bishop  of  St.  Asaph.  2d  Edition, 
containing  Translations  by  the  Author  never  before  published,  together  with  copious  Indices. 
2  vols.  Svo.  £\.  10s.  cloth. — By  the  same  Author, 

THE  BOOK  of  PSALMS ;  translated  from  the  Hebrew:  with  Notes,  explanatory  and  critical Fourth  Edition.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

HOWITT  (MARY).— A  COLLECTION  OF  THE  BALLADS  OF 
Mary  Howitt.  Square  crown  8vo.  with  a  Portrait,  from  a  picture  by  Miss  Gillies,  beautifully 
engraved  by  W.  H.  Egleton.  [In  the  press. 

HOWITT.— THE  RURAL  LIFE  OF  ENGLAND. 
By  William  Howitt.  3d  Edition,  corrected  and  revised.  Medium  8vo.  with  Engravings 
on  wood,  by  Bewick  and  Williams,  uniform  with  "  Visits  to  Remarkable  Places,"  21s.  cloth. 

HOWITT- VISITS  TO  REMARKABLE  PLACES; 
Old  Halls,  Battle-Fie  Ids,  and  Scenes  illustrative  of  Striking  Passages  in  English  History  and Poetry.  By  William  Howitt.  New  Edition.  Medium  8vo.  with  40  Illustrations  by 
S.  Williams,  21s.  cloth. 

SECOND  SERIES,  chiefly  in  the  Counties  of  DURHAM  and  NORTHUMBERLAND,  with  a 
Stroll  along  the  BORDER.  Medium  8vo.  with  upwards  of  40  highly-finished  Woodcuts, 
from  Drawings  made  on  the  spot  for  this  work,  by  Messrs.  Carmichael,  Richardsons,  and 
Weld  Taylor,  21s.  cloth. 

HOWITT— THE  RURAL  AND  SOCIAL  LIFE  OF  GERMANY : With  Characteristic  Sketches  of  its  Chief  Cities  and  Scenery.  Collected  in  a  General  Tour, 
and  during  a  Residence  in  that  Country  in  the  Years  1840-42.  By  William  Howitt, 
Author  of  "  The  Rural  Life  of  England,"  &c.  Med.  8vo.  with  above  50  Illustrations,  21s.  cloth. 

HOWITT.— THE  STUDENT-LIFE  OF  GERMANY. From  the  Unpublished  MSS.  of  Dr.  Cornelius.  By  William  Howitt.  8vo.  with  24  Wood- 
Engravings,  and  Seven  Steel  Plates,  21s.  cloth. 
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HOWITT.-COLONISATTON  AND  CHRISTIANITY: 
A.  Popular  History  of  the  Treatment  of  the  Natives,  in  all  their  Colonies,  by  the  Europeans. 
By  William  Howitt.   Post  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

HO  WITT.— THE  BOY'S  COUNTRY  BOOK: 
Being  the  real  Life  of  a  Country  Boy,  written  by  himself ;  exhibiting  all  the  Amusements, 
Pleasures,  and  Pursuits  of  Children  in  the  Country.  Edited  by  William  Howitt,  Author 
of  "  The  Rural  life  of  England,"  &c.   2d  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  40  Woodcuts,  8s.  cloth. 

HOWITT  (RICHARD;.  -  IMPRESSIONS  OF  AUSTRALIA 
FELIX,  during  a  Four  Years'  Residencs  in  that  Colony :  with  particular  reference  to  the Prospects  of  Emigrants.  With  Notes  of  a  Voyage  round  the  World,  Australian  Poems,  &c. 
By  Richard  Howitt.   Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

HUDSON.— PLAIN  DIRECTIONS  EOR  MAKING  WILLS 
In  Conformity  with  the  Law,  and  particularly  with  reference  to  the  Act  7  Will.  4  and  1  Vict, 
c.  26.  To  which  is  added,  a  clear  Exposition  of  the  Law  relating  to  the  distribution  of  Per- 

sonal Estate  in  the  case  of  Intestacy ;  with  two  Forms  of  Wills,  and  much  useful  information, 
&c.  By  J.  C.  Hudson,  Esq.   13th  Edition,  corrected.  Fcp.  8vo.  2s.  6d. 

HUDSON.— THE  EXECUTOR'S  GUIDE. 
By  J.  C.  Hudson,  Esq.  of  the  Legacy  Duty  Office,  London ;  Author  of  "  Plain  Directions  for 
Making  Wills,"  and  "The  Parent's  Hand-book."   Fourth  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

*»*  These  two  works  may  be  had  in  one  volume,  7s.  cloth. 

HUDSON.— THE  PARENT'S  HAND-BOOK; Or,  Guide  to  the  Choice  of  Professions,  Employments,  and  Situations ;  containing  useful  and 
practical  Information  on  the  subject  of  placing  out  Young  Men,  and  of  obtaining  their  Edu- 

cation with  a  view  to  particular  occupations.  By  J.  C.  Hudson,  Esq.  Author  of  "Plain 
Directions  for  Making  Wills."  Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

HUMBOLDT  (BARON).— BARON  HUMBOLDT'S  COSMOS : 
A  Sketch  of  a  Physical  Description  of  the  Universe.  Translated,  with  the  Author's  Sanction 
and  Co-operation,  under  the  superintendence  of  Lieutenant-Colonel  Edward  Sabine,  R.A. For.  Sec.  R.S.  Vol.  1,  post  8vo.  12s.  cloth.  [Vol.  2  is  in  the  press. 

HUNT-RESEARCHES  ON  LIGHT : An  Examination  of  all  the  Phenomena  connected  with  the  Chemical  and  Molecular  Changes 
produced  by  the  Influence  of  the  Solar  Rays ;  embracing  all  the  known  Photographic  Pro- cesses, and  new  Discoveries  in  the  Art.  By  Robert  Hunt,  Keeper  of  Mining  Records, 
Museum  of  Economic  Geology.  8vo.  with  Plate  and  Woodcuts,  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

JACKSON-PICTORIAL  FLORA ; Or,  British  Botany  delineated,  in  1500  Lithographic  Drawings  of  all  the  Species  of  Flowering 
Plants  indigenous  to  Great  Britain ;  illustrating  the  descriptive  works  on  English  Botany  of 
Hooker, Lindley,  Smith,  &c.  By  Miss  Jackson.  8vo.  15s.  cloth. 

JAMES.-LIYES  OE  MOST  EMINENT  FOREIGN  STATESMEN. 
By  G.  P.  R.  James,  Esq.,  and  E.  E.  Crowe,  Esq.   5  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  Vignette  Titles,  30s.  cloth. 

JAMES.-A  HISTORY  OF  THE  LIFE  OF  EDWARD  THE 
BLACK  PRINCE,  and  of  various  Events  connected  therewith,  which  occurred  during  the 
Reign  of  Edward  III.  King  of  England.  By  G.  P.  R.  James,  Esq.  2d  Edition.  2  vols.  fcp. 8vo.  Map,  15s.  cloth. 

JEBB  (BISHOP).-PASTORAL  INSTRUCTIONS  ON  THE 
CHARACTER  and  PRINCIPLES  of  the  CHURCH  of  ENGLAND,  selected  from  his  former 
Publications.  By  John  Jebb,  D.D.  F.R.S.  late  Bishop  of  Limerick,  Ardfert,  and  Aghadoe. 
A  New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth.— By  the  same  Author, 

PIETY  WITHOUT  ASCETICISM ;  or,  the  Protestant  Kempis :  a  Manual  of  Christian  Faith 
and  Practice,  selected  from  the  Writings  of  Scougal,  Charles  Howe,  and  Cudworth;  with 
Corrections  and  occasional  Notes.  2d  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

JEBB  (BISHOP)  AND  KNOX  (ALEXANDER).  -  THIRTY YEARS'  CORRESPONDENCE  between  John  Jebb,  D.D.  F.R.S.  Bishop  of  Limerick,  Ardfert, 
Aehadoe,  and  Alexander  Knox,  Esq.  M.R.I.A.  Edited  by  the  Rev.  Charles  Forster,  B.D. 
Rector  of  Stisted,  formerly  Domestic  Chaplain  to  Bishop  Jebb.  2d  Edit.  2  vols.  8vo.  28s.  cl. 

JEFFREY.  -  CONTRIBUTIONS    TO    THE  EDINBURGH 
REVIEW.  By  Francis  Jeffrey,  now  One  of  the  Judges  of  the  Court  of  Session  in  Scotland. 4  vols.  8vo.  48s.  cloth. 
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JOHNSON.-THE  FARMER'S  ENCYCLOPEDIA, And  Dictionary  of  Rural  Affairs :  embracing  all  the  recent  Discoveries  in  Agricultural  Che- 
mistry; adapted  to  the  comprehension  of  unscientific  readers.  By  Cuthbert  W.  Johnson, 

Esq.  F.R.S.  Barrister-at-Law ;  Editor  of  the  "  Farmer's  Almanack,"  &c.  8vo.  illustrated  by Wood  Engravings,  £%.  10s.  cloth. 

KANE. -ELEMENTS  OF  CHEMISTRY; Including  the  most  Recent  Discoveries  and  Applications  of  the  Science  to  Medicine  and 
Pharmacy,  and  to  the  Arts.  By  Sir  Robkrt  Kane,  M.D.  M.R.I.A.,  Professor  of  Natural 
Philosophy  to  the  Royal  Dublin  Society.  8vo.  with  236  Woodcuts,  24s.  cloth. 

KATER  AND  LARDNER.— A  TREATISE  ON  MECHANICS. By  Captain  Kater  and  Dr.  Lardner.  New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  and  19 
Plates,  comprising  224  distinct  figures,  6s.  cloth. 

KEIOHTLEY.— OUTLINES  OF  HISTORY, From  the  Earliest  Period.  By  Thomas  Keightley,  Esq.  New  Edition,  corrected  and  con- 
siderably improved.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth ;  or  6s.  6d.  bound. 

KING  (COL.  J.  A.)— TWENTY -FOUR  YEARS  IN  THE 
ARGENTINE  REPUBLIC;  embracing  the  Author's  Personal  Adventures,  with  the  Civil and  Military  History  of  the  Country,  and  an  Account  of  its  Political  Condition  before  and 
during  the  Administration  of  Governor  Rosas,  his  course  of  Policy,  the  Causes  and  Character 
of  his  Interference  with  the  Government  of  Monte  Video,  and  the  circumstances  which  led  to 
the  Interposition  of  England  and  France.  By  Col.  J.  Anthony  Kino,  an  Officer  in  the 
Army  of  the  Republic.   8vo.  14s.  cloth. 

KIRBY  &  SPENCE.-AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  ENTOMOLOGY; Or,  Elements  of  the  Natural  History  of  Insects :  comprising  an  account  of  noxious  and  useful 
Insects,  of  their  Metamorphoses,  Food,  Stratagems,  Habitations,  Societies,  Motions,  Noises, 
Hybernation,  Instinct,  &c.  By  W.  Kirby,  M.A.  F.R.S.  &  L.S.  Rector  of  Barham ;  and  W. 
Spence,  Esq.  F.R.S.  &  L.S.  6th  Edit,  corrected  and  much  enlarged.  2  vols.  8vo.  31s.  6d.  cloth. 

KNOX  (ALEXANDER) -REMAINS  OF  ALEXANDER  KNOX, Esq.  of  Dublin,  M.R.I.A  ,  containing  Essays,  chiefly  explanatory  of  Christian  Doctrine,  and 
Confidential  Letters,  with  Private  Papers,  illustrative  of  the  Writer's  Character,  Sentiments, and  Life.  3d  Edition,  4  vols.  Svo.  j£2.  8s.  cloth. 

LAING.— NOTES  ON  THE  SCHISM  FROM  THE  CHURCH  OF 
ROME,  called  the  GERMAN-CATHOLIC  CHURCH,  instituted  by  J.  Ronge  and  I.  Czerski, 
in  October  1844,  on  occasion  of  the  Pilgrimage  to  the  Holy  Coat  at  Treves.  By  S.  Laino, 
Esq.  Author  of  "  Notes  of  a  Traveller,"  &c.   2d  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

LAING.— THE  CHRONICLE  OF  THE  KINGS  OF  NORWAY, From  the  Earliest  Period  of  the  History  of  the  Northern  Sea  Kings  to  the  Middle  of  the  Twelfth 
Century,  commonly  called  The  Heimskringla.  Translated  from  the  Icelandic  of  Snorro 
Sturleson,  with  Notes,  and  a  Preliminary  Discourse,  by  Samuel  Laino,  Author  of  "  Notes 
of  a  Traveller,"  &c.   3  vols.  8vo.  36s.  cloth. 

LAING.— NOTES  OF  A  TRAVELLER, On  the  Social  and  Political  State  of  France,  Prussia,  Switzerland,  Italy,  and  other  parts  of 
Europe,  during  the  present  century.   By  Samuel  Laino,  Esq.  2d  Edition.  8vo.  16s.  cloth. 

LAING.— A  TOUR  IN  SWEDEN, In  1838 ;  comprising  observations  on  the  Moral,  Political,  and  Economical  State  of  the  Swedish 
Nation.   By  Samuel  Lainq,  Esq.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

LANE  (R.  JJ-LIFE  AT  THE  WATER-CURE; Or,  a  Month  at  Malvern.  To  which  is  added,  The  Sequel.  By  Richard  J.  Lane,  A.R.A. 
Lithographer  to  Her  Majesty  and  H.R.H.  Prince  Albert.  Post  8vo.  with  numerous  Illustra- 

tions, 14s.  cloth. 

LANETON  PARSONAGE : 
A  Tale  for  Children,  on  the  Practical  Use  of  a  portion  of  the  Church  Catechism.  By  the 
Author  of  "  Amy  Herbert,"  and  "  Gertrude."  Edited  by  the  Rev.  W.  Sewell,  B.D.  Fellow of  Exeter  College,  Oxford.   New  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  5s. 

LAPLACE  (THE  MARQUIS  DE).- THE  SYSTEM  OF  THE WORLD.  By  M.  Le  Marquis  De  Laplace.  Translated  from  the  French,  and  elucidated 
with  Explanatory  Notes.  By  the  Rev.  Henry  H.  Harte,  F.T.C.D.  M.R.I.A.  2  vols.  8vo. 
24s.  boards. 



LARDNER'S  CABINET  CYCLOPAEDIA ; Comprising;  a  Series  of  Original  Works  on  History,  Biography,  Literature,  the  Sciences,  Arts, 
and  Manufactures.    Conducted  and  edited  by  Dr.  Lardn  e  r. 

The  Series,  complete,  in  One  Hundred  and  Thirty-three  Volumes,  £ 39.  18s.    The  works, 
separately,  6s.  per  volume. 

LARDNER  AND  WALKER.— A  TREATISE  ON  ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM,  and  METEOROLOGY.  By  D.  Lardner,  LLD.  F.R.S.,  and  C.  V.  Walker, 
Secretary  of  the  Electrical  Society.  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

LARDNER.— A  TREATISE  ON  HEAT. By  D.  Lardner,  LL.D.,  &c.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts  and  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

LARDNER.— A  TREATISE  ON  HYDROSTATICS  AND  PNEU- MATICS.   By  Dr.  Lardner.   New  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

LARDNER.— A  TREATISE  ON  ARITHMETIC. By  D.  Lardner,  LL.D.  F.R.S.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

LARDNER.— A  TREATISE  ON  GEOMETRY, And  its  Application  to  the  Arts.  By  Dr.  Lardner.  Fcp.  8vo.  Vignette  Title,  and  upwards 
of  200  figures,  6s.  cloth. 

L.  E  L -THE  POETICAL  WORKS  OF  LETITIA  ELIZABETH 
LANDON.    New  Edition,  4  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Illustrations  by  Howard,  &c.  28s.  cloth 
lettered ;  or  handsomely  bound  in  morocco,  with  gilt  edges,  £2.  4s. 

The  following  Works  separately : — 
The  IMPROVISATRICE.  Fcp.  10s.  6d.  cloth,  i  The  GOLDEN  VIOLET.  Fcp.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 
The  VENETIAN  BRACELET.  10s.6d.  cloth,  i  The  TROUBADOUR.  Fcp.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

LEE.— TAXIDERMY ; Or,  the  Art  of  Collecting,  Preparing,  and  Mounting  Objects  of  Natural  History.  For  the 
use  of  Museums  and  Travellers.  By  Mrs.  R.  Lee  (formerly  Mrs.  T.  E.  Bowdich),  Author  of 
"  Memoirs  of  Cuvier,"  &c.  6th  Edition,  improved,  with  an  account  of  a  Visit  to  Walton 
Hall,  and  Mr.  Watejton's  Method  of  Preserving  Animals.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts,  7s.  cloth. 

LEE.— ELEMENTS  OF  NATURAL  HISTORY, 
For  the  use  of  Schools  and  Young  Persons :  comprising  the  Principles  of  Classification, 
interspersed  with  amusing  and  instructive  original  Accounts  of  the  most  remarkable  Animals. 
By  Mrs.  R.  Lee  (formerly  Mrs.  T.  E.  Bowdich),  Author  of  "Taxidermy,"  "Memoirs  of 
Cuvier,"  &c.  12mo.  with  Fifty-five  Woodcuts,  7s.  6d.  bound. 

LEMPRIERE.-A  CLASSICAL  DICTIONARY; Containing  a  copious  Account  of  all  the  proper  Names  mentioned  in  Ancient  Authors ;  with 
the  Value  of  Coins,  Weights,  and  Measures,  used  amongst  the  Greeks  and  Romans;  and  a 
Chronological  Table.   By  T.  Lempriere,  D.D.  20th  Edition,  corrected.  8vo.  9s.  cloth. 

LEREBOURS  (N.  P.)-A  TREATISE  ON  PHOTOGRAPHY; Containing  the  latest  Discoveries  appertaining  to  the  Daguerreotype.     Compiled  from 
"Communications  by  MM.  Daguerre  and  Arago,  and  other  eminent  Men  of  Science.  By  N.  P. Lerebocrs,  Optician  to  the  Observatory,  Paris,  &c.   Translated  by  J.  Eqerton.   Post  8vo. 
with  Plate,  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

LESLIE  (C.  RJ-MEMOIRS  OF  THE  LIFE  OF  JOHN  CON- STABLE,  Esq.  R.A.  Composed  chiefly  of  his  Letters.  By  C.  R.  Leslie,  R.A.  Second 
Edition.,  with  further  Extracts  from  his  Correspondence.  Small  4to.  with  two  Portraits  (one 
from  a  new  Sketch  by  Mr.  Leslie),  and  a  Plate  of  "  Spring,"  engraved  by  Lucas.  21s.  cloth. 

LETTERS  TO  MY  UNKNOWN  FRIENDS. 
.  Fcp.  8vo.  [In  the  press. 

LIFE  OF  A  TRAVELLING  PHYSICIAN  (THE), 
From  his  first  Introduction  to  Practice  ;  including  20  Years'  Wanderings  throughout  the greater  part  of  Europe.  By  the  late  Sir  George  Lefevre.  3  vols,  post  8vo.  31s.  6d.  cloth. 

LINDLEY.— INTRODUCTION  TO  BOTANY. By  Prof.  J.  Lindley,  Ph.D.  F.RS.  L.S.  &c.  3d  Edition  with  Corrections  and  considerable 
Additions.  8vo.  with  Six  Plates  and  numerous  Woodcuts,  18s.  cloth. 

LINDLEY.— FLORA  MEDICA; A  Botanical  Account  of  all  the  most  important  Plants  used  in  Medicine,  in  different  Parts  of 
the  World.   By  John  Lindley,  Ph.D.,  F.R.S.,  &c.   8vo.  18s.  cloth. 
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LINDLEY.— A  SYNOPSIS  OF  THE  BRITISH  FLORA, Arranged  accordingto  the  Natural  Orders.  By  Professor  John  Lindley,  Ph.D.,  F.R.S.,  &c. 
3d  Edition,  with  numerous  additions,  corrections,  and  improvements,  12mo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

LINDLEY.— THE  THEORY  OF  HORTICULTURE ; Or,  an  Attempt  to  explain  the  Principal  Operations  of  Gardening  upon  Physiological  Prin- 
ciples.  By  John  Lindley,  Ph.D.,  F.R.S.   8vo.  with  illustrations  on  Wood,  12s.  cloth. 

LINDLEY- GUIDE  TO  ORCHARD  AND  KITCHEN  GARDEN; Or,  an  Account  of  the  most  valuable  Fruits  and  Vegetables  cultivated  in  Great  Britain  :  with 
Kalendars  of  the  Work  required  in  the  Orchard  and  Kitchen  Garden  during  every  month  in  the 
year.  By  G.  Lindley,  C.M.H.S.  Edited  by  Prof.  Lindley.  8vo.  16s.  bds. 

LINWOOD  (¥.)— ANTHOLOGIA  OXONIENSIS, Sive  Florilegium  e  lusibus  poeticis  diversorum  Oxoniensium  Grsecis  et  Latinis  decerptum. 
Curante  Gulielmo  Linwood,  M.A.  Mdis  Christi  Alummo.   8vo.  14s.  cloth. 

LLOYD.— A  TREATISE  ON  LIGHT  AND  VISION. By  the  Rev.  H.  Lloyd,  M.A.,  Fellow  of  Trin.  Coll.  Dublin.  8vo.  15s.  boards. 

LORIMER.— LETTERS  TO  A  YOUNG  MASTER  MARINER, On  some  Subjects  connected  with  his  Calling.  By  Charles  Lorimer.  3d  Edition.  12mo. 
with  an  Appendix,  5s.  6d.  cloth. 

LOUDON  (MRS.)-THEAMATEURGARDENER'S  CALENDAR; Being  a  Monthly  Guide  as  to  what  should  be  avoided,  as  well  as  what  should  be  done  in  a 
Garden  in  each  Month,  with  plain  Rules  how  to  do  what  is  requisite.  By  Mrs.  Loudon,  Author 
of  "  The  Lady's  Country  Companion,"  "  Gardening  for  Ladies,"  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  numerous Illustrations.  [In  the  press. 

LOUDON  (MRS.)— THE  LADY'S  COUNTRY  COMPANION; Or,  How  to  Enjoy  a  Country  Lite  Rationally.  By  Mrs.  Loudon,  Author  of  "  Gardening  for 
Ladies,"  &c.   New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  a  Steel  Plate  and  Wood  Engravings,  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

LOUDON.-SELF-INSTRUCTION 
For  Young  Gardeners,  Foresters,  Bailiffs,  Land  Stewards,  and  Farmers ;  in  Arithmetic,  Book- 

keeping, Geometry,  Mensuration,  Practical  Trigonometry,  Mechanics,  Land-Surveying, 
Levelling,  Planning  and  Mapping,  Architectural  Drawing,  and  Isometrical  Projection  and 
Perspective ;  with  Examples  shewing  their  applications  to  Horticulture  and  Agricultural  Pur- 

poses. By  the  late  J.  C.  Loudon?  F.L.S.  H.S.  &c.  With  a  Portrait  of  Mr.  Loudon,  and  a Memoir  by  Mrs.  Loudon.  8vo.  with  Wood  Engravings,  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

LOUDON.-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  GARDENING; Presenting,  in  one  systematic  view,  the  History  and  Present  State  of  Gardening  in  all  Coun- 
tries, and  its  Theory  and  Practice  in  Great  Britain :  with  the  Management  of  the  Kitchen 

Garden,  the  Flower  Garden,  Laying-out  Grounds,  &c.  By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.S.  &c.  A  New 
Edition,  enlarged  and  improved.   8vo.  with  nearly  1,000  Engravings  on  Wood,  50s.  cloth. 

LOUDON.-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  TREES  AND  SHRUBS; being  the  "  Arboretum  et  Froticetum  Britannicum"  abridged :  containing  the  Hardy  Trees and  Shrubs  of  Great  Britain,  Native  and  Foreign,  Scientifically  and  Popularly  Described ; 
with  their  Propagation,  Culture,  and  Uses  in  the  Arts ;  and  with  Engravings  of  nearly  all 
the  Species.  Adapted  for  the  use  of  Nurserymen,  Gardeners,  and  Foresters.  By  J.  C. 
Loudon,  F.L.S.  &c.   8vo.  with  2,000  Engravings  on  Wood,  ̂ 2.  10s.  cloth. 

The  Original  Work  may  be  had  in  8  vols.  8vo.  with  above  400  Octavo  Plates  of  Trees,  and 
upwards  of  2,500  Woodcuts,  jfi'lO,  cloth. 

LOUDON.-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  AGRICULTURE; Comprising  the  Theory  and  Practice  of  the  Valuation,  Transfer,  Laying-out,  Improvement, 
and  Management  of  Landed  Property,  and  of  the  Cultivation  and  Economy  of  the  Animal  and 
Vegetable  productions  of  Agriculture :  including  all  the  latest  Improvements,  a  general  History 
of  Agriculture  in  all  Countries,  a  Statistical  View  of  its  present  State,  with  Suggestions  for 
its  future  progress  in  the  British  Isles ;  and  Supplement,  bringing  down  the  work  to  the  year 
1844.  By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.G.Z.  and  H.S.  &c.  5th  Edition.  8vo.  with  upwards  of  1,100 
Engravings  oirWood,  by  Branston,  £1. 10s.  cloth. 

The  Supplement  may  be  had  separately,  5s.  sewed. 

LOUDON.-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  PLANTS; Including  all  the  Plants  which  are  now  found  in,  or  have  been  introduced  into,  Great  Britain ; 
giving  their  Natural  History,  accompanied  by  such  descriptions,  engraved  figures,  and 
elementary  details,  as  may  enable  a  beginner,  who  is  a  mere  English  reader,  to  discover  the 
name  of  every  Plant  which  he  may  find  in  flower,  and  acquire  all  the  information  respecting 
it  which  is  useful  and  interesting.  By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.S.  &c.  The  Specific  Character* 
by  an  Eminent  Botanist ;  the  Drawings  by  J.  D.  C.  Sowerby,  F.L.S.  A  New  Edition ,  with 
Supplement,  and  a  new  General  Index.  8vo.  with  nearly  10,000 Wood  Engravings,  j£f3. 13s.  6d. 
cloth.— The  Supplement,  separately,  8vo.  15s.  cloth. D 
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LOUDON.-AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  COTTAGE,  FARM,  AND VILLA  ARCHITECTURE  and  FURNITURE ;  eontaining  numerous  Designs,  from  the  Villa 
to  the  Cottage  and  the  Farm,  including  Farm  Houses,  Farmeries,  and  other  Agricultural 
Buildings ;  Country  Inns,  Public  Houses,  and  Parochial  Schools ;  with  the  requisite  Fittings- 
up,  Fixtures,  and  Furniture,  and  appropriate  Offices,  Gardens,  and  Garden  Scenery:  each 
Design  accompanied  by  Analytical  and  Critical  Remarks.  By  J.  C.  Loddon,  F.L.S.  &c. 
New  Edition,  edited  by  Mrs.  Loudon.  Svo.  with  more  than  2,000  Engravings  on  Wood, 
£Z.  3s.  cloth.— The  Supplement,  separately,  8vo.  7s.  6d.  sewed. 

L0UD0N.-H0RTUS  BRITANNICUS: 
A  Catalogue  of  all  the  Plants  indigenous  to  or  introduced  into  Britain.  The  3d  Edition, 
with  a  New  Supplement,  prepared,  under  the  direction  of  J.  C.  Loudon,  by  W.  H.  Baxter, 
and  revised  by  George  Don,  F.L.S.  8vo.  31s.  6d.  cloth. 

The  Supplement  separately,  8vo.  2s.  6d.  sewed. 
The  later  Supplement  separately,  8s. 

L0UD0N.-H0RTUS  LIGNOSIS  LONDINENSIS; Or,  a  Catalogue  of  all  the  Ligneous  Plants  cultivated  in  the  neighbourhood  of  London.  Ta 
which  are  added,  their  usual  prices  in  Nurseries.  By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.S.  &c.  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cl . 

LOUDON.  —  THE  SUBURBAN  GARDENER  AND  YILLA 
COMPANION ;  comprising  the  Choice  of  a  Villa  or  Suburban  Residence,  or  of  a  situation  on 
which  to  form  one ;  the  Arrangement  and  Furnishing  of  the  House ;  and  the  Laying-out, 
Planting,  and  general  Management  of  the  Garden  and  Grounds ;  the  whole  adapted  for  grounds 
from  one  perch  to  fifty  acres  and  upwards  in  extent;  intended  for  the  instruction  of  those 
who  know  little  of  Gardening  or  Rural  Affairs,  and  more  particularly  for  the  use  of  Ladies. 
By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.S.  &c.  8vo.  with  above  300  Wood  Engravings,  20s.  cloth. 

LOW. -ON  THE  DOMESTICATED  ANIMALS  OF  GREAT 
BRITAIN ;  comprehending  the  Natural  and  Economical  History  of  the  Species  and  Breeds; 
Illustrations  of  the  Properties  of  External  Form ;  and  Observations  on  the  Principles  and 
Practice  of  Breeding.  By  David  Low,  Esq.  F.R.S.E.  Professor  of  Agriculture  in  the  Uni- 

versity of  Edinburgh,  &c. ;  Author  of  "  Elements  of  Practical  Agriculture,"  &c.  8vo.  with Engravings  on  Wood,  25s.  cloth. 

L0W.-THE  BREEDS  0E  THE  DOMESTICATED  ANIMALS 
Of  Great  Britain  Described.  By  David  Low,  Esq.  F.R.S.E.  Professor  of  Agriculture  in  the 
University  of  Edinburgh,  &c.  The  Plates  from  Drawings  by  W.  Nicholson,  R.S.A.  reduced 
from  a  Series  of  Oil  Paintings,  executed  for  the  Agricultural  Museum  of  the  University  of  Edin- 

burgh, by  W.  Shiels,  R.S.A.  2  vols,  atlas  quarto,  with  56  plates  of  animals,  beautifully  col'd after  Nature,  £16.  16s.  half-bound  in  morocco.— Or  in  four  separate  portions,  as  follows : 
The  OX.  1  vol.  atlas  quarto,  with  22  plates,  £6. 16s.  6d.  half-bound  in  morocco. 
The  SHEEP.   1  vol.  atlas  quarto,  with  21  plates,  £6. 16s.  6d.  half-bound  in  morocco. 
The  HORSE.   1  vol.  atlas  quarto,  with  8  plates,  £3,  half-bound  in  morocco. 
The  HOG.   1  vol.  atlas  quarto,  with  5  plates,  £2.  2s.  half-bound  in  morocco. 

LOW— ELEMENTS  0E  PRACTICAL  AGRICULTURE; Comprehending  the  Cultivation  of  Plants,  the  Husbandry  of  the  Domestic  Animals,  and  the 
Economy  of  the  Farm.  By  D.  Low,  Esq.  F-R.S.E.,  Prof,  of  Agriculture  in  University  of  Edin- 

burgh. 4th  Edit,  with  Alterations  and  Additions,  and  above  200  Woodcuts.  8vo.  21s.  cloth. 

LOW  (PROEESSOR).-ON  LANDED  PROPERTY And  the  ECONOMY  of  ESTATES ;  comprehending  the  Relation  of  Landlord  and  Tenant, 
and  the  Principles  and  Forms  of  Leases ;  Farm-Buildings,  Enclosures,  Drains,  Embank- 

ments, and  other  Rural  Works;  Minerals;  and  Woods.  By  David  Low,  Esq.  F.R.S.E. 
Professor  of  Agriculture  in  the  University  of  Edinburgh,  &c. ;  Author  of  "  Elements  of 
Practical  Agriculture,"  &c.  8vo.  with  numerous  Wood  Engravings,  2ls.  cloth. 

L0W.-AN  INQUIRY  INTO  THE  NATURE  OF  THE  SIMPLE BODIES  of  CHEMISTRY.  By  David  Low,  Esq.  F.R.S.E,  Prof,  of  Agriculture  in  the 
University  of  Edinburgh.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

M AC AUL AY.— CRITICAL  AND  HISTORICAL  ESSAYS  CON- TRIBUTED  to  The  EDINBURGH  REVIEW.  By  the  Right  Hon.  Thomas  Babington 
Macaulay.  4th  Edition.  3  vols.  8vo.  36s.  cloth. 

MACAULAY.— LAYS  0E  ANCIENT  ROME. 
By  the  Right  Hon.  Thomas  Babington  Macaulay.  8th  Edition.  Crown  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

MACAULAY -MR.  MACAULAY'S  LAYS  0E  ANCIENT  ROME. A  New  Edition.  With  numerous  Illustrations,  Original  and  from  the  Antique,  drawn  on 
Wood  by  George  Scharf,  Jun.  and  engraved  by  Samuel  Williams.  Small  4to.  [In  the  press. 
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MAC  KAY  (CHARLES)— THE  SCENERY  AND  POETRY  OF THE  ENGLISH  LAKES  ;  a  Summer  Ramble.  By  Charles  Mackay,  Esq.  LL.D.  Author 
of  "  Legends  of  the  Isles,"  "  The  Salamandrine,"  "  The  Thames  and  its  Tributaries,"  &c. 8vo.  with  beautiful  Wood  Engravings  from  Original  Sketches,  14s.  cloth. 

MACKENZIE.— THE  PHYSIOLOGY  OE  VISION. By  W.  Mackenzie,  M.D.,  Lecturer  on  the  Eye  in  the  University  of  Glasgow.    8vo.  with 
Woodcuts,  10s.  6d.  boards. 

MACKINNON. -THE  HISTORY  OE  CIVILISATION. 
By  Wm.  Alexander  Mackinnon,  F.R.S.,  M.P.  for  Lymington.  2  vols.  8vo.  24s.  cloth. 

MACKINTOSH  (SIR  JAMES).-SIR  JAMES  MACKINTOSH'S MISCELLANEOUS  WORKS ;  including  his  Contributions  to  The  Edinburgh  Review. 
Edited  by  Robert  James  Mackintosh,  Esq.   3  vols.  8vo.  42s.  cloth. 

MACKINTOSH,  &c— THE  HISTORY  OE  ENGLAND. By  Sir  James  Mackintosh  ;  W.  Wallace,  Esq. ;  and  Robert  Bell,  Esq.   10  vols.  fcp. 
8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  ̂ 3.  cloth. 

MACKINTOSH  (SIR  J  AMES). -THE  LIFE  OF  SIR  THOMAS 
MORE.  By  the  Right  Hon.  Sir  James  Mackintosh.  Reprinted  from  the  Cabinet  Cyclo- paedia ;  and  intended  as  a  Present  Book  or  School  Prize.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Portrait,  5s.  cloth ; 
or  bound  in  vellum  gilt  {old  style),  8s. 

M'CULLOCH  (J.  R.)— AN  ACCOUNT,  DESCRIPTIVE  AND STATISTICAL,  of  the  BRITISH  EMPIRE ;  exhibiting  its  Extent,  Physical  Capacities,  Popu- 
lation, Industry,  and  Civil  and  Religious  Institutions.  By  J.  R.  M'Culloch,  Esq.  3d  Edit, corrected,  enlarged,  and  greatly  improved.   2  thick  vols.  8vo.  [In  the  press. 

M'CULLOCH. -A  DICTIONARY,  PRACTICAL,  THEORETI- CAL,  AND  HISTORICAL,  OF  COMMERCE  AND  COMMERCIAL  NAVIGATION.  Illus- 
trated with  Maps  and  Plans.  By  J.  R. M'Culloch,  Esq.  An  entirely  New  Edition,  corrected throughout,  enlarged,  and  improved  j  with  a  Supplement.  8vo.  50s.  cloth ;  or  55s.  hf.-  bd.  russia. 

***  This  edition,  which  has  been  carefully  corrected,  comprises,  Besides  the  new  Tariff,  the new  Acts  relating  to  Banking,  the  Sugar  Trade,  Navigation  and  Customs,  the  hiring  of 
Seamen,  &c. ;  and  is  further  enriched  with  valuable  information  from  all  parts  of  the  world. 

The  Supplement  to  the  last  Edition  may  be  had  separately,  3s.  6d.  sewed. 

M'CULLOCH.-A  DICTIONARY,  GEOGRAPHICAL,  STATIS- TICAL,  AND  HISTORICAL,  of  tie  various  Countries,  Places,  and  Principal  Natural  Objects 
in  the  WORLD.  By  J.  R.  M'Culloch,  Esq.  A  New  Edition.  2  vols.  8vo.  with  Six  large Maps,  £i.  cloth. 

***  The  new  Articles  have  been  printed  separately,  as  a  Supplement  to  the  former  Edition. They  comprise  a  full  Account  of  the  Present  State  of  the  United  Kingdom,  the  Oregon  Terri- 
tory, &c.  8vo.  5s.  sewed. 

M'CULLOCH. -THE  LITERATURE  OF  POLITICAL  ECO- NOMY ;  being  a  Classified  Catalogue  of  the  principal  Works  in  the  different  departments  of 
Political  Economy,  with  Historical,  Critical,  and  Biographical  Notices.  By  J.  R.  M'Culloch,  ! 
Esq.   8vo.  14s.  cloth.  j 

M'CULLOCH. -A  TREATISE  ON  THE  PRINCIPLES  AND  I PRACTICAL  INFLUENCE  of  TAXATION  and  the  FUNDING  SYSTEM.  By  J.  R.  | 
M'Culloch,  Esq.  8vo.  15s.  cloth.  j 

MAITLAND  (DR.  CHARLES).  —  THE  CHURCH  IN  THE 
CATACOMBS :  a  Description  of  the  Primitive  ©hurch  of  Rome.  Illustrated  by  its  Sepulchral 
Remains.  By  Charles  Maitland,  M.D.  8vo.  with  numerous  Wood  Engravings,  14s.  cloth. 

MARCET -CONVERSATIONS  ON  CHEMISTRY; In  which  the  Elements  of  that  Science  are  familiarly  Explained  and  Illustrated  by  Experiments. 
By  Mrs.  Marcet.   New  Edition,  enlarged  and  improved.  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  14s.  cloth. 

MARCET.— CONVERSATIONS  ON  NATURAL  PHILOSOPHY; In  which  the  Elements  of  that  Science  are  familiarly  explained.   By  Mrs.  Marcet.  New 
Edition,  enlarged  and  corrected.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  23  Plates,  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

MARCET.— CONVERSATIONS  ON  POLITICAL  ECONOMY; In  which  the  Elements  of  that  Science  are  familiarly  explained.  By  Mrs.  Marcet.  New 
Edition  revised  and  enlarged.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 
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MARCET.  —  CONVERSATIONS  ON  VEGETABLE  PHYSIO- LOGY;  comprehending  the  Elements  of  Botany,  with  their  application  to  Agriculture. 
By  Mrs.  Marcet.   New  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  4  Plates,  9s.  cloth. 

MARCET.— CONVERSATIONS  ON  LAND  AND  WATER. 
By  Mrs.  Marcet.  New  Edition,  revised  and  corrected.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  coloured  Map, 
shewing  the  comparative  altitude  of  Mountains,  5s.  6d.  cloth. 

MARCET.— CONVERSATIONS  ON  LANGUAGE, For  the  use  of  Children.  By  Mrs.  Marcet.   18mo.  4s.  6d.  cloth. 

MARCET.— CONVERSATIONS  ON  THE  HISTORY  OF  ENG- LAND,  for  the  use  of  Children.  By  Mrs.  Marcet.  2d  Edition,  with  Additions.  18mo.  5s.  cl. 

MARGARET  RUSSELL :  AN  AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 
("This  well-written  tale  eon  tains  many  passages  of  great  force  and  beauty."— Literary  Gaz.) Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

MARRIAGE  GIFT. 
By  a  Mother.  A  Legacy  to  her  Children.  Post  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

MARRYAT.— MASTERMAN  READY; Or,  the  Wreck  of  the  Pacific.  Written  for  Young  People.  By  Captain  F.  Marryat,  C.B. 
Author  of  " Peter  Simple,"  &c.   3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Wood  Engravings,  22s.  6d.  cloth. 

MARRYAT. -THE  PRIVATEER'S-MAN  ONE  HUNDRED 
YEARS  AGO.  By  Captain  F.  Marryat,  C.B.  Author  of  "  Masterman  Ready,"  &c.  2  vols, fcp.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

MARRYAT.— THE  SETTLERS  IN  CANADA. 
Written  for  Young  People.  By  Captain  F.  Marryat,  C.B.  Author  of  "The  Privateers-man 
One  Hundred  Years  Ago,"  &c.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

MARRYAT  (CAPT.)-THE  MISSION ; Or,  Scenes  in  Africa.  Written  for  Young  People.  By  Captain  F.  Marryat,  C.B.  Author  of 
"  The  Settlers  in  Canada,"  &c.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

MAUNDER.— THE  SCIENTIFIC  &  LITERARY  TREASURY; A  new  and  popular  Encyclopaedia  of  Science  and  the  Belles-Lettres ;  including  all  Branches  of Science,  and  every  Subject  connected  with  Literature  aRd  Art.  The  whole  written  in  a  familiar 
style,  adapted  to  the.  comprehension  of  all  persons  desirous  of  acquiring  information  on  the 
subjects  comprised  in  the  work,  and  also  adapted  for  a  Manual  of  convenient  Reference  to  the 
nrore  instructed.  By  Samuel-Maunder.  4thEdition.  Fcp.  8vo.  10s.  cloth;  bound  in  roan,  12s. 

MAUNDER.— THE  TREASURY  OF  HISTORY; Comprising  a  General  Introductory  Outline  of  Universal  History,  Ancient  and  Modern,  and  a 
Series  of  separate  Histories  of  every  principal  Nation  that  exists ;  their  Rise,  Progress,  and 
Present  Condition,  the  Moral  and  Social  Character  of  their  respective  inhabitants,  their 
Religion,  Manners,  and  Customs,  &c.  By  Samuel  Maunder.  2d  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  10s. 
cloth;  bound  in  roan,  12s. 

MAUNDER— THE  BIOGRAPHICAL  TREASURY; Consisting  of  Memoirs,  Sketches,  and  brief  Notices  of  above  12,000  Eminent  Persons  of  all  Age. 
and  Nations,  from  the  Earliest  Period  of  History ;  forming  a  new  and  complete  Dictionary 
of  Universal  Biography.  By  Samuel  Maunder.  5th  Edition,  revised  throughout,  and 
containing  a  copious  Supplement,  brought  down  to  December,  1844.  Fcp.  Svo.  10s.  cloth ; bound  in  roan,  12s. 

MAUNDER.— THE  TREASURY  OF  KNOWLEDGE, And  LIBRARY  of  REFERENCE :  in  Two  Parts.  16th  Edition,  thoroughly  revised  and 
enlarged.   Fcp.  8vo.  10s.  cloth  ;  bound  in  roan,  12s. 

***  The  principal  contents  of  the  present  new  and  thoroughly  revised  edition  of  "  The 
Treasury  of  Knowledge  are— a  new  and  enlarged  English  Dictionary,  with  a  Grammar,  Verbal 
Distinctions,  and  Exercises ;  a  new  Universal  Gazetteer ;  a  compendious  Classical  Dictionary ; 
an  Analysis  of  History  and  Chronology ;  a  Dictionary  of  Law  Terms ;  a  new  Synopsis  of  the British  Peerage ;  and  various  useful  Tabular  Addenda. 

MEMOIRS  OF  THE  GEOLOGICAL  SURVEY  OF  GREAT 
BRITAIN,  and  of  the  Museum  of  Economic  Geology  in  London.  Published  by  order  of  the 
Lords  Commissioners  of  Her  Majesty's  Treasury.  Royal  8vo.  with  Woodcuts  and  9  large Plates  (seven  coloured),  21s.  cloth. 
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MICHELET  (J.)— PRIESTS,  WOMEN,  AND  FAMILIES. By  J.  Michelet.  Translated  from  the  French  (Third  Edition,  which  contains  Michelet's 
Preface,  in  reply  to  the  attacks  of  the  Jesuits),  with  the  Author's  approbation,  by  C.  Cocks, B.L.   New  Editions.   Post  8vo.  9s.  cloth ;  16mo.  Is.  4d.  sewed. 

MICHELET  (J.)-THE  PEOPLE. 
By  M.  Michelet,  Member  of  the  Institute  of  France,  &c.  Translated,  with  the  approbation 
of  the  Author,  by  C.  Cocks,  B.L.   New  Edition.   Post  8vo.  9s.  cloth;  l6mo.  Is.  6d  sewed. 
V  Mr.  Cocks's  authorised  translations  of  Michelet's  "  Priests,  Women,  and  Families,"  and "  The  People,"  in  one  vol.  16mo.  3s.  6d.  cloth. 

MICHELET   AND    QUINET.—  THE  JESUITS,  BY  MM. MICHELET  and  QUINET.  Translated  from  the  Seventh  Edition,  with  the  approbation  of 
the  Authors,  by  C.  Cocks,  B.L.,  Author  of  "  Bordeaux,  its  Wines,  and  the  Claret  Country. " New  Edition.  16mo.  Is.  6d.  sewed. 
V  Mr.  Cocks's  Authorised  Translations  of  MM.  Michelet  and  Quinet's  "  The  Jesuits,"  and 

M.  Quinet's  "Christianity,"  in  one  vol.  16mo.  4s.  cloth. 

MIGNET  (M.)-ANTONIO  PEREZ  AND  PHILIP  II.  OF  SPAIN. 
By  M.  Mignet,  Member  of  the  Institute"  of  France,  Perpetual  Secretary  of  the  Academy  of Moral  and  Political  Sciences,  &c.  Translated  by  C.  Cocks,  B.L.   Post  8vo.  9s.  cloth. 

MILES  (WILLIAM).— THE  HORSE'S  FOOT,  AND  HOW  TO KEEP  IT  SOUND.  By  William  Miles,  Esq.  New  Edit.  Royal  8vo.  with  Engravings,  7s.  cl. 

MILNER  (REVS.  J.  &  I.)— THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  CHURCH 
of  CHRIST.  By  the  Rev.  Joseph  Milner,  A.M.  With  Additions  and  Corrections  by  the late  Rev.  Isaac  Milner,  D.D.  F.R.S.   New  Edition.   4  vols.  8vo.  j£2.  8s.  boards. 

MOHAN  LAL.— LIFE  OF  THE  AMIR  DOST  MOHAMMED 
KHAN,  of  CABUL :  with  his  Political  Proceedings  towards  the  English,  Russian,  and 
Persian  Governments,  including  the  Victory  and  Disasters  of  the  British  Army  in  Afghanistan. 
By  Mo hal  Lal,  Esq.  Knight  of  ths  Persian  Order  of  the  Lion  and  Sun;  lately  attached  to 
the  Mission  in  Kabul.   2  vols.  8vo.  with  numerous  Portraits,  30s.  cloth. 

MONTAUBAN.-A  YEAR  AND  A  DAY  IN  THE  EAST; Or,  Wanderings  over  Land  and  Sea.   By  Mrs.  Eliot  Montauban.  Post  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

MONTGOMERY'S  (JAMES)  POETICAL  WORKS. New  and  only  Complete  Edition.  With  some  additional  Poems,  and  Autobiographical 
Prefaces.  Collected  and  Edited  by  Mr.  Montgomery.  4  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Portrait,  and Seven  other  Plates,  20s.  cloth ;  or  bound  in  morocco,  36s. 

MOORE'S  POETICAL  WORKS; 
Containing  the  Author's  recent  Introduction  and  Notes.  Complete  in  one  volume,  uniform 
with  Lord  Byron's  and  Southey*s  Poems.  Medium  8vo.  with  a  New  Portrait,  by  George Richmond,  and  a  View  of  the  Residence  of  the  Poet,  21s.  cloth ;  or  42s.  bound  in  morocco, 
by  Hayday. 
V  Also,  an  Edition  in  10  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Portrait,  and  19  Plates,  rf2.  10s.  cloth; bound  in  morocco,  sSi.  10s. 

MOORE'S  LALLA  R00KH  :  AN  ORIENTAL  ROMANCE. New  Edition.  Medium  8vo.  illustrated  with  13  Engravings  finished  in  the  highest  style 
of  the  Art,  21s.  cloth ;  morocco,  35s ;  or,  with  India  Proof  Plates,  42s.  cloth. 

MOORE'S  LALLA  R00KH  :  AN  ORIENTAL  ROMANCE. New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Four  Engravings,  from  Paintings  by  Westal),  10s.  6d.  cloth ; or,  bound  in  morocco,  14s. 

MOORE'S  IRISH  MELODIES. 
Illustrated  by  D.  Maclise,  R.  A.  Imp.  8vo.  with  161  Designs  engraved  on  Steel,  ̂ 3.  3s.  bds. ; 
or  ̂ 4. 14s.  6d.  bound  in  morocco,  by  Hayday.  Proof  Impressions  (only  200  copies  printed, of  which  a  few  remain),  ̂ 6. 6s  boards. 
V  India  Proofs  before  Letters  of  the  161  Designs,  on  Quarter  Colombier,  in  Portfolio  (only 25  copies  printed,  of  which  a  few  remain),  ̂ 31.  10s. 
India  Proofs  before  Letters  of  the  51  Large  Designs,  on  Quarter  Colombier,  in  Portfolio (only  25  copies  printed,  of  which  a  few  remain),  18s. 

MOORE'S  IRISH  MELODIES. New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Engraved  Title  and  Vignette,  10s.  cloth  ;  or,  bound  in morocco,  13s.  6d. 
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MOORE.— THE  HISTORY  OP  IRELAND, From  the  Earliest  Kings  of  that  Realm  down  to  its  Last  Chief.  By  Thomas  Moore,  Esq. 
4  vols.  fcp.  8vo.,  with  vignette  Titles,  24s.  cloth. 

MOORE.— THE  POWER  OF  THE  SOUL  OVER  THE  BODY, Considered  in  relation  to  Health  and  Morals.  By  George  Moore,  M.D.  Member  of  the 
Royal  College  of  Physicians,  London.  &c.  2d  Edition.  Post  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

MOORE— THE  USE  OF  THE  BODY  IN  RELATION  TO  THE 
MIND.  By  George  Moore,  M.D.  Member  of  the  Royal  College  of  Physicians,  London, 
&c.   Post  8vo .  9s.  cloth. 

MORAL  OF  FLOWERS  (THE). 
3d  Edition.  Royal  8vo.  with  24  beautifully-coloured  Engravings,  sgl .  10s.  half-bound- 

MORTON.— A  VETERINARY  TOXICOLOGICAL  CHART, 
Containing  those  Agents  known  to  cause  Death  in  the-  Horse ;  with  the  Symptoms,  Antidotes, Action  on  the  Tissues,  and  Tests.  By  W.  J.  T.  Morton.  12mo.  6s.  in  case,  on  rollers,  8s.  6d. 

MORTON.— A  MANUAL  OF  PHARMACY, For  the  Student  in  Veterinary  Medicine ;  containing  the  Substances  employed  at  the  Roval 
Veterinary  College,  with  an  attempt  at  their  classification,  and  the  Pharmacopoeia  of  that  in- 

stitution.  By  W.  J.  T.  Morton.  3d  Edition.  12mo.  10s.  cloth. 

MOSELEY.— THE  MECHANICAL  PRINCIPLES  OF  Engi- neering AND  ARCHITECTURE.  By  the  Rev.  H.  Moseley,  M.A.  F.R.S.,  Professor  of 
Natural  Philosophy  and  Astronomy  in  King's  College,  London ;  and  Author  of  "  Illustrations 
of  Mechanics,"  &c.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts  and  Diagrams,  24s.  cloth. 

moseley.-illustrations  of  practical  mechanics. 
By  the  Rev.  H.  Moseley,  M.A.,  Professor  of  Natural  Philosophy  and  Astronomy  in  King's College,  London ;  being  the  First  Volume  of  the  Illustrations  of  Science  by  the  Professors  of 
King's  College.  New  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  numerous  Woodcuts,  8s.  cloth. 

MOSHEIM'S  ecclesiastical  history, Ancient  and  Modern.  Translated,  with  copious  Notes,  by  James  Murdoch:,  D.D.  Edited, 
with  Additions,  by  Henry  Soames,  M.A.  Rector  of  Stapleford-Tawney,  Essex.  New  Edition, 
revised,  and  continued  to  the  present  time.  4  vols.  8vo.  48s.  cloth. 

MULLER.— INTRODUCTION  TO  A  SCIENTIFIC  SYSTEM 
of  MYTHOLOGY.  By  C.  O.  Muller,  Author  of  "  The  History  and  Antiquities  of  the 
Doric  Race,"  &c.  Translated  from  the  German  by  John  Leitch.  8vo.  uniformwith  "Miiller's 
Dorians,"  12s.  cloth. 

MURRAY-ENCYCLOPEDIA  OF  GEOGRAPHY ; Comprising  a  complete  Description  of  the  Earth :  exhibiting  its  Relation  to  the  Heavenly 
Bodies,  its  Physical  Structure,  the  Natural  History  of  each  Country,  and  the  Industry,  Com- 

merce, Political  Institutions,  and  Civil  and  Social  State  of  all  Nations.  By  Hugh  Murray, 
F.R.S.E. :  assisted  by  other  Writers  of  eminence.  New  Edition.  8vo.  with  82  Maps,  and  up- 

wards of  1000  other  Woodcuts,  ̂ 3,  cloth, 

NECKER  DE  SAUSSURE.-PROGRESSIVE  EDUCATION  ; Or,  Considerations  on  the  Course  of  Life.  Translated  and  abridged  from  the  French  of 
•    Madame  Necker  De  Saussure,  by  Miss  Holland.   3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  19s.  6d.  cloth. 

***  Separately,  Vols.  I.  and  II.  12s. ;  Vol.  III.  7s.  6d. 

NESBIT  (A.)-A  TREATISE  ON  PRACTICAL  MENSURATION; Containing  the  most  approved  Methods  of  drawing  Geometrical  Figures ;  Mensuration  of 
Superficies ;  Land-Surveying ;  Mensuration  of  Solids ;  the  use  of  the  Carpenter's  Rule ; Timber  Measure,  &c  By  A.  Nesbit.  12th  Edition.  12mo.  with  nearly  300  Woodcuts,  6s.  bd. 

KEY.   7th  Edition.   12mo.  5s.  bound. 

NEWELL  (REV.  R.  H.)— THE  ZOOLOGY  OF  THE  ENGLISH POETS,  corrected  by  the  Writings  of  Modern  Naturalists.  By  the  Rev.  R.  H.  Newell, 
Rector  of  Little  Hormead.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Engravings  on  Wood,  5s.  6d.  cloth. 

NICOLAS.-THE  CHRONOLOGY  OF  HISTORY. Containing  Tables,  Calculations,  and  Statements  indispensable  for  ascertaining  the  Dates  of 
Historical  Events,  and  of  Public  and  Private  Documents,  from  the  Earliest  Period  to  the 
Present  Time.  By  Sir  Harris  Nicolas,  K.C.M.G.    Second  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 
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ORDNANCE  MAPS  (THE),  AND  PUBLICATIONS  OF  THE 
GEOLOGICAL  SURVEY  OF  THE  UNITED  KINGDOM. — Messrs.  Longman  and  Co.  have 
been  appointed  1>y  the  Board  of  Ordnance  Agents  for  the  sale  of  the  Maps  of  the  Ordnance 
Survey  of  Great  Britain.  Also,  sole  Agents  for  the  sale  of  the  Maps,  Sections,  and 
Books  of  the  Geological  Survey  of  the  United  Kingdom,  and  of  the  Museum  of  Economic 
Geology,  under  the  Chief  Commissioner  of  Her  Majesty's  Woods,  Works,  and  Land  Revenues. 

*»*  Complete  detailed  Catalogues  of  both  Series  may  be  had  on  application. 

OWEN.  —  LECTURES  ON  THE  COMPARATIVE  ANATOMY 
AND  PHYSIOLOGY  OF  THE  INVERTEBRATE  ANIMALS,  delivered  at  the  Royal  College 
of  Surgeons  in  1843.  By  Richard  Owen,  F.R.S.  Hunterian  Professor  to  the  College.  From 
Notes  taken  by  William  White  Cooper,  M.R.C.S.  and  revised  by  Professor  Owen.  With 
Glossary  and  Index.  8vo.  with  nearly  140  Illustrations  on  Wood,  14s.  cloth. 

*»*  A  Second  Volume,  (On  the  Vertebrata)  is  preparing  for  publication. 

PARABLES  (THE). 
THE  PARABLES  of  OUR  LORD,  richly  illuminated,  with  appropriate  Borders,  printed  in 
Colours  and  in  Black  and  Gold ;  with  a  Design  from  one  of  the  early  German  Engravers. 
Square  fcp.  8vo.  uniform  in  size  with  the  "  Sermon  on  the  Mount,"  21s.  in  a  massive  carved binding  in  the  style  of  the  beginning  of  the  Sixteenth  Century ;  or  30s.  bound  in  morocco 
in  the  Missal  style,  by  Hayday.  [Nearly  ready. 

PARKES.-DOMESTIC  DUTIES ; Or,  Instructions  to  Young  Married  Ladies  on  the  Management  of  their  Households,  and  the 
Regulation  of  their  Conduct  in  the  various  Relations  and  Duties  of  Married  Life.  By  Mrs. 
W.  Parkes.  5th  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  9s.  cloth. 

PATON  (A.  A.)— SERVIA,  THE  YOUNGEST  MEMBER  OF  THE EUROPEAN  FAMILY ;  or,  a  Residence  in  Belgrade,  and  Travels  through  the  Highlands  and 
Woodlands  of  the  Interior,  during  the  years  1843  and  1844.  By  Andrew  Archibald  Paton, 
Esq.   Post  8vo.  with  Portrait  and  Plate,  12s.  cloth. 

PATON  (A.  A.)— THE  MODERN  SYRIANS ; Or,  Native  Society  in  Damascus,  Aleppo,  and  the  Mountains  of  the  Druses.  Post  8vo. 
10s.  6d.  cloth. 

PEDESTRIAN  AND  OTHER  REMINISCENCES,  AT  HOME 
AND  ABROAD.  With  Sketches  of  Country  Life.  BySYLVANDS."  Post  8vo.  with  Frontis- piece and  Vignette,  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

PEARSON.— AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  PRACTICAL  ASTRO- 
NOMY.  By  the  Rev.  W.  Pearson,  LL.D.  F.R.S.,  &c,  Rector  of  South  Killworth, 
Leicestershire,  and  Treasurer  to  the  Astronomical  Society  of  London.  2  vols.  4to.  with 
Plates,  £1.  7s.  boards. 

PERCIVALL.-HIPPOPATHOLOGY ; A  Systematic  Treatise  on  the  Disorders  and  Lameness  of  the  Horse ;  with  their  modern  and 
most  approved  Methods  of  Cure;  embracing  the  doctrines  of  the  English  and  French 
Veterinary  Schools.  By  W.  Perci  vall,  M.R.C.S.  Veterinary  Surgeon  in  the  1st  Life  Guards. 
3  vols.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts.   Vol.  1, 10s.  6d. ;  Vols.  2  and  3, 14s.  each,  boards. 

PERCIVALL.— THE  ANATOMY  OF  THE  HORSE; Embracing  the  Structure  of  the  Foot.  By  W.  Percivall,  M.R.C.S.  8vo.  £\,  cloth. 

PEREIRA.-A  TREATISE  ON  FOOD  AND  DIET : 
With  Observations  on  the  Dietetical  Regimen  suited  for  Disordered  States  of  the  Digestive 
Organs ;  and  an  Account  of  the  Dietaries  of  some  of  the  principal  Metropolitan  and  other 
Establishments  for  Paupers,  Lunatics,  Criminals,  Children,  the  Sick,  &c.  By  Jon.  Pereira, 
M.D.  F.R.S.  &  L.S.  Author  of  "  Elements  of  Materia  Medica."  8vo.  16s.  cloth. 

PERRY  (DR.  W.  O— GERMAN  UNIVERSITY  EDUCATION ; Or,  the  Professors  and  Students  of  Germany.  To  which  is  added,  a  brief  Account  of  the 
Public  Schools  of  Prussia ;  with  Observations  on  the  Influence  of  Philosophy  on  the  Studies 
of  the  German  Universities.  By  Walter  C.  Perry,  Phil.  D.  of  the  University  of  GOttingen. 
2d  Edition.   12mo.  4s.  6d.  cloth. 

PERICLES. 
A  Tale  of  Athens  in  the  83d  Olympiad.  By  the  Author  of  "  A  Brief  Sketch  of  Greek 
Philosophy."  2  vols,  post  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 
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PESCHEL  (C.  F.) -ELEMENTS  OF  PHYSICS. By  C.  F.  Peschel,  Principal  of  the  Royal  Military  College,  Dresden.  Translated  from  the 
German,  with  Notes,  by  E.  West.   3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Diagrams  and  Woodcuts,  21s.  cloth. 

{Part  1.  The  Physics  of  Ponderable  Bodies.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 
Part  2.  Imponderable  Bodies  (Light,  Heat,  Magnetism,  Electricity,  and  Electro- 

Dynamics).   2  vols,  fcp.  8vo.  13s.  6d.  cloth. 

PHILLIPS.-AN  ELEMENTARY  INTRODUCTION  TO  MINE- RALOGY;  comprising  a  Notice  of  the  Characters  and  Elements  of  Minerals;  with  Accounts 
of  the  Places  and  Circumstances  in  which  they  are  found.  By  William  Phillips,  F.L.S. 
M.G.S.  &c.  4th  Edition,  augmented  by  R.  Allan,  F.R.S.E.  8vo.  with  numerous  Woodcuts, 12s.  cloth. 

PHILLIPS.— FIGURES    AND    DESCRIPTIONS  OF  THE PALAEOZOIC  FOSSILS  of  CORNWALL,  DEVON,  and  WEST  SOMERSET;  observed  in 
the  course  of  the  Ordnance  Geological  Survey  of  that  District.  By  John  Phillips,  F.R.S. 
F.G.S.  &c.  Published  by  Order  of  the  Lords  Commissioners  of  H.M.  Treasury.  8vo.  with 
60  Plates,  comprising  very  numerous  figures,  9s.  cloth. 

PHILLIPS.-A  GUIDE  TO  GEOLOGY. 
By  John  Phillips,  F.R.S.G.S.,  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Plates,  6s.  cloth.  j 

PHILLIPS.-A  TREATISE  ON  GEOLOGY.  ! By  John  Phillips,  F.R.S.G.S.,  &c.  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles  and  Woodcuts.  ! 12s.  cloth.  I 

PITMAN  (REV.  J.  RJ-A  COURSE  OF  SERMONS On  some  of  the  chief  Subjects  in  the  Book  of  Psalms ;  containing  Three  or  more  for  ecch  Day 
of  the  Month :  abridged  from  Eminent  Divines  of  the  Established  Church.   By  the  Rev.  J.  R.  | 
Pitman,  A.M.  Domestic  Chaplain  to  Her  Royal  Highness  the  Duchess^of  Kent.   8vo.  14s.  cl.  i 

PLYMLEY  (PETER).— LETTERS  ON  THE  SUBJECT  OF  THE CATHOLICS  TO  MY  BROTHER  ABRAHAM,  WHO  LIVES  IN  THE  COUNTRY.  By Peter  Plymley.   21st  Edition.   Post  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

POETS'  PLEASAUNCE  (THE) ; Or,  Garden  of  all  Sorts  of  Pleasant  Flowers,  which  our  Pleasant  Poets  have  in  past  time  for 
Pastime  planted:  with  the  right  ordering  of  them.  By  Eden  Warwick.  Square  crown 
8vo.  with  very  numerous  Illustrations  on  Wood,  engraved  in  the  best  manner.  [Just  ready. 

POISSON  (S.  D.)-A  TREATISE  ON  MECHANICS. 
By  S.  D.  Poisson.  2d  Edition.  Translated  from  the  French,  and  illustrated  with  Explanatory 
Notes,  by  the  Rev.  Henry  H.  Harte,  late  Fellow  of  Trinity  College,  Dublin.  2  vols  8vo stl.  8s.  cloth. 

POPE  (ALEXANDER).— THE  WORKS  OF  ALEXANDER  POPE. 
Edited  by  Thomas  Roscoe,  Esq.   With  the  Author's  Life.  A  New  Edition,  8  vols.  8vo. [In  the  press. 

PORTER.  -  A  TREATISE  ON  THE  MANUFACTURE  OF  SILK. 
By  G.  R.  Porter,  Esq.  F.R.S.  Author  of  "  The  Progress  of  the  Nation,"  &c.  1  vol.  8vo.  with Vignette  Title,  and  39  Engravings  on  Wood,  6s.  cloth. 

PORTER— A  TREATISE  ON  THE  MANUFACTURES  OF PORCELAIN  AND  GLASS.  By  G.  R.  Porter,  Esq.  F.R.S.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title 
and  50  Woodcuts,  6s.  cloth. 

PORTLOCK -REPORT  ON  THE  GEOLOGY  OF  THE  COUNTY of  LONDONDERRY,  and  of  Parts  of  Tyrone  and  Fermanagh,  examined  and  described  under 
the  Authority  of  the  Master-General  and  Board  of  Ordnance.  By  J.  E.  Portlock,  F.R  S &c.  8vo.  with  48  Plates,  248.  cloth. 

POWELL— THE  HISTORY  OF  NATURAL  PHILOSOPHY, From  the  Earliest  Periods  to  the  Present  Time.  By  Baden  Powell,  M.A.,  Savilian  Professor 
of  Mathematics  in  the  University  of  Oxford.   Fcp.  8vo.  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

PYCROFT  (REV.  J.)-A  COURSE  OF  ENGLISH  READING, adapted  to  every  Taste  and  Capacity :  with  Anecdotes  of  Men  of  Letters.  By  the  Rev. 
James  Pycroft,  B.A.  Editor  of  "  Virgil,  with  Marginal  References" ;  Author  of  "  Latin 
Grammar  Practice,"  and  "  Greek  Grammar  Practice."  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  6d.  cloth. 

QUARTERLY  JOURNAL  OF  THE  GEOLOGIGAL  SOCIETY 
of  LONDON.   Edited  by  David  Thomas  Ansted,  M.A.  F.R.S.  Fellow  of  Jesus  College, 
Cambridge ;  Professor  of  Geology  in  King's  College,  London ;  Vice-Secretary  of  the  Geolo- gical Society.  8vo.  4s.  each  number,  sewed.  [Published  quarterly. 

*»*  Vol.  I.  8vo.  with  plates  and  woodcuts,  17s.  6d.  cloth. 
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QUINET.— CHRISTIANITY  IN  ITS  VARIOUS  ASPECTS, From  the  Birth  of  Christ  to  the  French  Revolution.  By  E.  Quinet,  of  the  College  of  France. 
Translated,  with  the  Author's  approbation,  by  C.  Cocks,  B.L.   16mo.  2s.  sewed. 

RANKE'S  HISTORY  OF  THE  REFORMATION. 
Translated  by  Sarah  Austin,  Translator  of  Ranke's  "  History  of  the  Popes."  Vols.  1  and  2. 8vo.  30s.  cloth.  V  The  3d  Volume  is  in  the  press. 

READER  (THOMAS).— TIME  TABLES On  a  New  and  Simplified  Plan ;  to  facilitate  the  Operation  of  Discounting  Bills,  and  the 
Calculation  of  Interest  on  Banking  and  Current  Accounts,  &c. :  shewing,  without  calcu- 

lation, the  Number  of  Days  from  every  Day  in  the  Year  to  any  other  Day,  for  any  period 
not  exceeding  365  Days.  By  Thomas  Reader.   Post  8vo.  14s.  cloth ;  or  17s.  calf  lettered. 

REECE.— THE  MEDICAL  GUIDE, For  the  use  of  the  Clergy,  Heads  of  Families,  Seminaries,  and  Junior  Practitioners  in  Medi- 
cine ;  comprising  a  complete  Modern  Dispensatory,  and  a  Practical  Treatise  on  the  Distin- 

guishing Symptoms,  Causes,  Prevention,  Cure  and  Palliation,  of  the  Diseases  incident  to  the 
Human  Frame.  By  R.  Reece,  M.D.   16th  Edition.  8vo.  12s.  boards. 

REID  (DR.) -ILLUSTRATIONS  OF  THE  PRINCIPLES  AND PRACTICE  of  WARMING  and  VENTILATING,  with  Preliminary  Remarks  on  Health  and 
Length  of  Life.  By  D.  B.  Re  id,  M.D.  F.R.S.E.  8vo.  with  Diagrams  and  Woodcuts,  16s.  cloth. 

REPTON.— THE  LANDSCAPE  GARDENING  &  LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE  of  the  late  Humphry  Repton,  Esq.;  being  his  entire  works  on  these 
subjects.  New  Edition,  with  an  historical  and  scientific  Introduction,  a  systematic  Analysis, 
a  Biographical  Notice,  Notes,  and  a  copious  alphabetical  Index.  By  J.  C.  Loudon,  F.L.S.  &c. 
8vo.  with  250  Engravings,  and  Portrait,  30s.  cloth ;  with  coloured  plates,  £Z.  6s.  cloth. 

REYNARD  THE  FOX : 
A  renowned  Apologue  of  the  Middle  Age.  Reproduced  in  Rhyme.  Embellished  throughout 
with  Scroll  Capitals,  in  Colours,  from  Wood-block  Letters  made  expressly  for  this  work,  after 
Designs  of  the  12th  and  13th  Centuries.  With  an  Introduction,  by  Samuel  Nay  lob,  late 
of  Queen's  College,  Oxford.  Large  square  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

RIDDLE. -A  COMPLETE  ENGLISH-LATIN  AND  LATIN- ENGLISH  DICTIONARY,  compiled  from  the  best  sources,  chiefly  German.  By  the  Rev. 
J.  E.  Riddle,  M.A.  4th  Edition.  8vo.  31s.  6d.  cloth. 

Separately  5The  Engl'sh-I**"1  Dictionary,  10s.  6d.  cloth. f  The  Latin-English  Dictionary,  21s,  cloth. 

RIDDLE. -A  DIAMOND  LATIN-ENGLISH  DICTIONARY. 
For  the  Waistcoat-pocket.  AGuide  to  the  Meaning,  Quality,  and  right  Accentuation  of  Latin 
Classical  Words.  By  the  Rev.  J.  E.  Riddle,  M.A.  NewBlition.  Royal  32mo.  4s.  bound. 

RIDDLE. -ECCLESIASTICAL  CHRONOLOGY ; Or,  Annals  of  the  Christian  Church,  from  its  Foundation  to  the  present  Time.  Containing  a 
View  of  General  Church  History,  and  the  Course  of  Secular  Events ;  the  Limits  of  the 
Church  and  its  Relations  to  the  State ;  Controversies ;  Sects  and  Parties ;  Rites, 
Institutions,  and  Discipline ;  Ecclesiastical  Writers,  &c.  By  the  Rev.  J.  E.  Riddle,  M.A., 
Author  of  "  A  Complete  Latin  Dictionary."  8vo.  15s.  cloth. 

RIDDLE-LETTERS  FROM  AN  ABSENT  GODFATHER; Or,  a  Compendium  of  Religious  Instruction  for  Young  Persons.  By  the  Rev.  J.  E.  Riddle, 
M.A. ;  Author  of  "  A  Complete  Latin  Dictionary."  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

RITCHIE  (ROBERT.) -RAILWAYS:  THEIR  RISE  AND PROGRESS,  and  CONSTRUCTION.  With  Remarks  on  Railway  Accidents,  and  Proposals 
for  their  Prevention.  By  Robert  Ritchie,  Esq.  F.R.S.  S.A.  Civil  Engineer,  Associate  of 
the  Institute  of  Civil  Engineers.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts  and  Diagrams,  9s.  cloth. 

RIVERS.— THE  ROSE  AMATEUR'S  GUIDE; Containing  ample  Descriptions  of  all  the  fine  leading  varieties  of  Roses,  regularly  classed  in 
their  respective  Families;  their  History  and  mode  of  Culture.  By  T.  Rivers,  Jun.  4  th  Edition, 
corrected  and  improved.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

*»"  In  this  edition  only  the  most  select  varieties  are  described,  both  old  and  new;  those  of  inferior  interest  have been  omitted ;  and  several  cages  of  new  matter  have  been  added. 

ROBERTS  (GEORGE).— THE  LIFE,  PROGRESSES,  AND  RE- BELLION  of  JAMES  DUKE  of  MONMOUTH,  to  his  Capture  and  Execution ;  with  a  full 
Account  of  the  Bloody  Assizes,  and  copious  Biographical  Notices.  By  George  Roberts. 
2  vols,  post  8vo.  with  Portrait,  Maps,  and  other  Illustrations,  24s.  cloth. 

E 
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ROBERTS.— AN    ETYMOLOGICAL   AND  EXPLANATORY 
DICTIONARY  of  the  Terms  and  Language  of  GEOLOGY;  designed  for  the  early  Student, 
and  those  who  hare  not  made  great  progress  in  the  Science.   By  G.  Roberts.   Fcp.  6s.  cloth. 

ROBINSON  (JAMES).  —  THE  WHOLE  ART  OF  CURING, PICKLING,  AND  SMOKING  EVERY  DESCRIPTION  OF  MEAT  AND  FISH,  according 
to  both  the  British  and  Foreign  Modes.  To  which  is  appended,  a  Description  of  the  requisite 
Apparatus.  By  James  Robinson,  Eighteen  Years  a  Practical  Curer.  Fcp.  8vo.  [Just  ready. 

ROBINSON.— GREEK  AND  ENGLISH  LEXICON  TO  THE 
NEW  TESTAMENT.  By  E.  Robinson,  D.D.  Author  of  "Biblical  Researches."  Edited, with  careful  revision,  corrections,  &c.  by  the  Rev.  Dr.  S.  T.  Bloomfield.  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

ROGERS.— THE  VEGETABLE  CULTIVATOR; Containing  a  plain  and  accurate  Description  of  all  the  different  Species  of  Culinary  Vegetables, 
with  the  most  approved  Method  of  Cultivating  them  by  Natural  and  Artificial  Means,  and 
the  best  Modes  of  Cooking  them.  Together  with  a  Description  of  the  Physical  Herbs  in  general 
Use.   By  J.  Rogers,  Author  of  "The  Fruit  Cultivator."  2d  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  cloth. 

ROGET  (P.  M.)— THE  ECONOMIC  CHESS-BOARD ; Being  a  Chess-Board,  provided  with  a  complete  set  of  Chess-Men,  for  playing  Games  in 
Carriages,  or  Out  of  Doors,  and  for  folding  up,  and  carrying  in  the  pocket,  without  disturbing 
the  Game.  Invented  by  P.  M.  Roget,  M.D.  and  Registered  according  to  Act  of  Parliament. 
New  Edition.  In  a  neat  foolscap  8vo.  case,  price  2s.  6d. 

*»*  This  Chess-Board  is  peculiarly  adapted  for  working  out  Chess  Problems,  and  for  the 
study  of  published  Games  and  Positions.— Dr.  Roget  is  preparing  a  Set  of  Chess  Problems  to 
accompany  his  Chess-Board. 

ROME.— THE  HISTORY  OF  ROME. (In  the  Cabinet  Cyclopaedia.)   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

ROSCOE.-LIVES  OE  EMINENT  BRITISH  LAWYERS. By  Henry  Roscoe,  Esq.   Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

ROWTON  (F.)-THE  DEBATER; Being  a  Series  of  complete  Debates,  Outlines  of  Debates,  and  Questions  for  Discussion  ;  with 
ample  References  to  the  best  Sources  of  Information  on  each  particular  Topic.  By  Frederic 
Rowton,  Lecturer  on  General  Literature.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

SANDBY  (REV.  G.)— MESMERISM  AND  ITS  OPPONENTS : With  a  Narrative  of  Cases.  By  the  Rev  George  Sandby,  Jun.  Vicar  of  Flixton,  and  Rector 
of  All  Saints  with  St.  Nicholas,  South  Elmham,  Suffolk ;  Domestic  Chaplain  to  the  Right  Hon. 
the  Earl  of  Abergavenny.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

SANDEORD  (REV.  JOHN).-PAROCHIALIA, Or,  Church,  School,  and  Parish.  By  John  Sandford,  M.A.  Vicar  of  Dunchurch,  Chaplain 
to  the  Lord  Bishop  of  Worcester,  and  Rural  Dean.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts,  16s.  cloth. 

SANDFORD.— WOMAN  IN  HER  SOCIAL  AND  DOMESTIC CHARACTER.  By  Mrs.  John  Sandford.  6th  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

SANDFORD.— FEMALE  IMPROVEMENT. By  Mrs.  John  Sandford.   2d  Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

SCHLEIDEN  (PROFESSOR) -PRINCIPLES  OF  SCIENTIFIC BOTANY.  By  M.  J.  Schleiden,  Professor  of  Botany  at  Jena.  Translated  by  E.  Lank  es- 
ter, M.D.  F.L.S.  8vo.  with  numerous  Wood  Engravings.        [Preparing  for  publication. 

SCOTT.-THE  HISTORY  OF  SCOTLAND. 
By  Sir  Walter  Scott,  Bart.  New  edition.  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  1 2s.  cloth. 

SEAWARD.- SIR  EDWARD  SEAWARD'S  NARRATIVE  OF HIS  SHIPWRECK,  and  consequent  Discovery  of  certain  Islands  in  the  Caribbean  Sea :  with 
a  detail  of  many  extraordinary  and  highly  interesting  Events  in  his  Life,  from  1733  to  1749,  as 
written  in  his  own  Diary.  Edited  by  Miss  Jane  Porter.  3d  Edition,  with  a  New  Nautical 
and  Geographical  Introduction.  2  vols,  post  8vo.  21s.  cloth. 

SERMON  ON  THE  MOUNT  (THE). 
Intended  for  a  Birth-day  Present,  or  Gift  Book  for  all  Seasons.  Printed  in  Gold  and  Colours, 
in  the  Missal  style,  with  Ornamental  Borders  by  Owen  Jones,  Architect,  and  an  illuminated 
Frontispiece  by  W.  Boxall,  Esq.  A  New  Edition.  Fcp.  4to.  in  a  rich  brocaded  silk  cover, 
21s. ;  or  bound  in  morocco,  by  Hayday,  25s. 
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SELECT  WORKS  OF  THE  BRITISH  POETS, 
From  Ben  Jonson  to  Beattie.  With  Biographical  and  Critical  Prefaces,  by  Dr.  Aikin. 
A  New  Edition,  with  Supplement,  by  Lucy  Aikin  ;  consisting  of  additional  Selections  from 
more  recent  Poets.   Medium  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

SELECT  WORKS  OF  THE  BRITISH  POETS, 
From  Chaucer  to  Withers.  With  Biographical  Sketches,  by  R.  Southey,  LL.D.  8vo.  30s. 
cloth ;  with  gilt  edges,  31s.  6d. 

*,*  The  peculiar  feature  of  these  two  works  is,  that  the  Poems  are  printed  entire,  without  mutilation  or  abridg- ment— a  feature  not  possessed  by  any  similar  work,  and  adding  obviously  to  their  interest  and  utility. 

SHAKSPEARE,  BY  BOWDLER. 
THE  FAMILY  SHAKSPEARE;  in  which  nothing  is  added  to  the  Original  Text ;  but  those 
words  and  expressions  are  omitted  which  cannot  with  propriety  be  readaloud.  By  T.  Bowdler, 
Esq.  F.R.S.  8th  Edition.  8vo.  with  36  Illustrations  after  Srairke,  &c.  30s.  cloth ;  or,  with  gilt 
edges,  31s.  6d. :  or,  in  8  vols.  8vo.  without  Illustrations,  £\.  14s.  6d.  boards. 

SHELDON  (F.)-THE  MINSTRELSY  OE  THE  ENGLISH 
BORDER:  being  a  Collection  of  Ballads,  Ancient,  Remodelled,  and  Original,  founded  on 
well-known  Border-Legends :  with  illustrative  Notes.  By  Frederick  Sheldon.  Square 
fcp.  8vo.  [In  the  press. 

SHELLEY,  &c— LIVES  OF  THE  MOST  EMINENT  LITERARY MEN  OF  ITALY,  SPAIN,  and  PORTUGAL.  By  Mrs.  Shelley,  Sir  D.  Brewster, 
J.  Montgomery,  &c.  3  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  18s.  cloth. 

SHELLEY.— LIVES  OF  MOST  EMINENT  FRENCH  WRITERS. By  Mrs.  Shelley,  and  others.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

SHEPHERD  (THE  REV.  W.)-H0R^1  APOSTOLIC^] ; Or,  a  Digested  Narrative  of  the  Acts  and  Writings  of  the  Apostles  of  Jesus  Christ.  Arranged 
according  to  Townsend.  By  the  Rev.  William  Shepherd,  B.D.  Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  6d.  cloth. 

SHORT  WHIST: 
Its  Rise,  Progress,  and  Laws ;  with  Observations  to  make  any  one  a  Whist  Player ;  containing 
also  the  Laws  of  Piquet,  Cassino,  Ecart£,  Cribbage,  Backgammon.  By  Major  A  *  *  *  *  *. 
9th  Edition.   To  which  are  added,  Precepts  for  Tyros.   By  Mrs.  B****.   Fcp.  8vo.  3s .  cloth. 

SINNETT.— THE  BYWAYS  OF  HISTORY. By  Mrs.  Percy  Sinnett.  2  vols,  post  8vo.  [In  the  press. 

SMITH  (GEORGE). -PERILOUS  TIMES; Or,  the  Aggressions  of  Antichristian  Error  on  Scriptural  Christianity,  considered  in  reference 
to  the  Dangers  and  Duties  of  Protestants.   By  Geo.  Smith,  F.A.S.  &c.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

SMITH    (GEORGE).  -  THE    RELIGION    OF  ANCIENT BRITAIN :  or,  a  Succinct  Account  of  the  several  Religious  Systems  which  have  obtained  in 
this  Island  from  the  Earliest  Times  to  the  Norman  Conquest :  including  an  Investigation 
into  the  Early  Progress  of  Error  in  the  Christian  Church,  the  Introduction  of  the  Gospel  into 
Britain,  and  the  State  of  Religion  in  England  till  Popery  had  gained  the  ascendancy.  By 
George  Smith,  F.A.S.  &c.  2d  Edition.  Post  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

SMITH.-THE  ENGLISH  FLORA. By  Sir  James  Edward  Smith,  M.D.  F.R.S.,  late  President  of  the  Linnaean  Society,  &c. 
6  vols.  8vo.  £3.  12s.  boards. 

Contents  :— Vols.  I.  to  IV.  The  Flowering  Plants  and  the  Ferns,  £1.  8s. 
Vol.  V.  Part  1, 12s. — Cryptogamia;  comprising  the  Mosses,  Hepaticae,  Lichens,  Characeae, 

and  Algse.  By  Sir  W.  J.  Hooker. 
Vol.  V.  Part  2, 12s.— The  Fungi— completing  the  work,  by  Sir  J.  W.  Hooker,  and  the  Rev. 

M.  J.  Berkeley,  F.L.S.  &c. 

SMITH  (S.  H.)-THE  FEMALE  DISCIPLE  OF  THE  FIRST THREE  CENTURIES  of  the  CHRISTIAN  ERA:  her  Trials  and  her  Mission.  By  Mrs.  Henry 
Smith.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

SMITH-COMPENDIUM  OF  THE  ENGLISH  FLORA. By  Sir  J.  E.  Smith.  2d  Edit,  with  Additions,  &c.   By  Sir  W.  J.  Hooker.   12mo.  7s.  6d.  cl. 
THE  SAME  IN  LATIN.  5th  Edition,  12mo.  7s.  6d. 

SMITH.— AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  STUDY  OF  BOTANY. 
By  Sir  J.  E.  Smith,  late  President  of  the  Linnean  Society.  7th  Edition,  corrected ;  in  which 
the  object  of  Smith's  "  Grammar  of  Botany"  is  combined  with  that  of  the  "Introduction." By  Sir  William  Jackson  Hooker,  K.H.,  LL.D.,  &c.  8vo.  with  36  Steel  Plates,  16s.  cloth : 
with  the  Plates  coloured,  £1. 12s.  6d.  cloth. 

SMITH  (SYDNEY). -SERMONS  PREACHED  AT  ST.  PAUL'S Cathedral,  the  Foundling  .  lospital,  and  several  Churches  in  London;  together  with  others 
addressed  to  a  Country  Cor  gregation.  By  the  late  Rev.  Sydney  Smith,  Canon  Residentiary 
of  St.  Paul's  Cathedral.  8a  o.  12s.  cloth. 
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SMITH— THE  WORKS  OF  THE  REV.  SYDNEY  SMITH. 3d  Edition,  with  Additions.   3  vols.  8vo.  with  Portrait,  36s.  cloth. 
'  .*  This  collection  consists  of  the  author's  contributions  to  the  Edinburgh  Review,  Peter  Plymley's  Letters  on the  Catholics,  and  other  miscellaneous  works. 

SOPHOCLES,  BY  LINWOOD. 
SOPHOCLIS  TRACKED LE  SUPERSTITES.  Recensnit,  et  brevi  adnotatione  instruxit 
Gulielmus  Lin  wood,  AM.  JSdis  Christi  apud  Oxonienses  Alumnus.  8vo.  16s.  cloth. 

SOUTHEY'S  (ROBERT)  COMPLETE  POETICAL  WORKS; Containing  all  the  Author's  last  Introductions  and  Notes.  Complete  in  one  volume,  with 
Portrait  and  View  of  the  Poet's  Residence  at  Keswick,  uniform  with  Byron's  and  Moore's Poems.   Medium  8vo.  21s.  cloth ;  or  42s.  bound  in  morocco,  by  Hayday. 

Also,  an  Edition  in  10  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Portrait  and  19  Plates,  jf?2. 10s.  cloth ;  morocco,  j£4.10s. 

SOUTHEY  (ROBERT).— OLIVER  NEWMAN  : A  New  England  Tale  (unfinished).  With  other  Poetical  Remains.  By  the  late  Robert 
Southey.   Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

SOUTHEY  (ROBERT).— THE  DOCTOR,  &c. 
5  vols,  post  8vo.  j£2.  12s.  6d.  cloth.— Also, 
THE  DOCTOR,  &c.  Vol.  VI.    From  the  Papers  of  the  late  Robert  Southey.    Edited  by 

his  Son-in-Law,  the  Rev.  John  Wood  Warteb.  Post  8vo.  [In  the  pre**. 

SOUTHEY   (ROBERT).  -  THE  LATE  MR.  SOUTHEY'S COMMON-PLACE  BOOK ;  comprising  his  Readings  and  Collections  in  History,  Biography, 
Manners  and  Literature,  Voyages  and  Travels,  &c.  &c. ;  systematically  arranged. 

[in  the  pre**. 
SOUTHEY— THE  LIFE  OF  WESLEY; And  Rise  and  Progress  of  Methodism.  By  Robert  Southey,  Esq.  LL.D.  3d  Edition,  with 

Notes  by  the  late  Samuel  Taylor  Coleridge,  Esq.,  and  Remarks  on  the  Life  and  Character  of 
John  Wesley,  by  the  late  Alexander  Knox,  Esq.  Edited  by  the  Rev..  Charles  Ccthbbrt 
South  ey,  A.M.  Curate  of  Cockermouth.   2  vols.  8vo.  with  2  Portraits,  28s.  cloth. 

SOUTHEY,  &c.  —LIVES  OF  THE  BRITISH  ADMIRALS ; With  an  Introductory  View  of  the  Naval  History  of  England.  By  R.  Southey,  Esq.  and 
R.  Bell,  Esq.  5  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  £\.  10s.  cloth. 

SPIRIT  OF  THE  WOODS  (THE). 
By  the  Author  of  "  The  Moral  of  Flowers."  2d  Edition.  Royal  8vo.  with  23  beautifully- coloured  Engravings  of  the  Forest  Trees  of  Great  Britain,  £\.  lis.  6d.  cloth. 

SPOONER— A  TREATISE  ON  THE  STRUCTURE,  FUNC- 
TIONS,  and  DISEASES  of  the  FOOT  and  LEG  of  the  HORSE;  comprehending  the  Com- 

parative Anatomy  of  these  parts  in  other  Animals,  embracing  the  subject  of  Shoeing  and 
the  proper  Treatment  of  the  Foot ;  with  the  Rationale  and  Effects  of  various  Important 
Operations,  and  the  best  methods  of  performing  them.  By  W.  C.  Spoonbr,  M.R.V.C. 
12mo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

STABLE  TALK  AND  TABLE  TALK; 
or,  SPECTACLES  for  YOUNG  SPORTSMEN.  By  Harry  Hieover.  2  vols.  8vo.  with 
Portrait,  24s.  cloth. "  This  work  will  become  a  great  favourite  with  all  persons  who  are  connected  with  the  turf,  the  chase,  and  the 
world  of  manly  sports.  It  is  written  in  a  pleasant,  off-hand,  dashing  manner,  and  contains  an  immense  rariety 
of  information  and  entertaining  matter." — Weekly  Dispatch. 

STEBBING.— THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  CHRISTIAN  CHURCH, from  its  Foundation  to  a.d.  1492.  By  the  Rev.  H.  Stebbing,  M.A.  &c  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo. 
with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

STEBBING  (REV.  H.)— THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  CHURCH of  CHRIST,  from  the  Diet  of  Augsburg.  1530,  to  the  Eighteenth  Century;  originally  designed 
as  a  Continuation  of  Milner's  "  History  of  the  Church  of  Christ."  By  the  Rev.  Henry 
Stebbing,  D.D.  3  vols.  8vo.  36s.  cloth. 

STEBBING.— THE  HISTORY  OF  THE  REFORMATION. 
By  the  Rev.  H.  Stebbing.  2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,  12s.  cloth. 

STEEL'S  SHIPMASTER'S  ASSISTANT : Compiled  for  the  use  of  Merchants,  Owners  and  Masters  of  Ships,  Officers  of  Customs,  and  all 
Persons  connected  with  Shipping  or  Commerce:  containing  the  Law  and  Local  Regulations 
affecting  the  Ownership,  Charge,  and  Management  of  Ships  and  their  Cargoes ;  together  with 
Notices  of  other  Matters,  and  all  necessary  Information  for  Mariners.  New  Edition,  rewritten 
throughout.  Edited  by  Graham  Willmore,  Esq.  M.A.  Barrister-at-Law ;— The  Customs and  Snipping  Department,  by  George  Clements,  of  the  Customs,  London,  Compiler  of 
"The  Customs  Guide;— The  Exchanges,  &c.  and  Naval  Book-keeping,  by  William  Tate, 
Author  of  "The  Modern  Cambist."  8vo.  28s.  cloth ;  or,  29s.  bound. 
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STEPHENS.— A  MANUAL  OF  BRITISH  COLEOPTERA ; or,  BEETLES:  containing  a  Description  of  all  the  Species  of  Beetles  hitherto  ascertained  to 
inhabit  Great  Britain  and  Ireland,  &c.  With  a  Complete  Index  of  the  Genera.  By  J.  F. 
Stephens,  F.L.S.  Authoi  of  "  Illustrations  of  Entomology."  Post  8vo.  14s.  cloth. 

SWAINSON.-A  I RELIMINARY  DISCOURSE   ON  THE STUDY  OF  NATURAL  1  [ISTORY.  By  W 
A  Treatise  on  the  Natura  .  History  and 
Classification  of  Ani;ials.    By  W. 
Swainson,  Esq.  Fcp.  8vo.  6  >. 

Natural  Hutory  and  C  :.assification 
of  Quadrupeds.  By  W.  Swainson,  Esq. 
Fcp.  8vo.  with  Woodcuts,  6s  cloth. 

Natural  History  and  Cla  sification  of 
Birds.    By  W.  Swainson,  Esq.    2  vols. 
fcp.  8vo.  with  300  Woodcuts,  12s.  cloth. 

History  and  Natural  Arrangement  of 
Insects.   By  W,  Swainson,  Esq.,  and  W. 
E.  Shuckard,  Esq.    Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

Animals  in  Menageries.   By  W.  Swainson, 
Esq.  Fcp.  8vo.  Vignette  Title  and  numerous 
Woodcuts,  6s.  cloth. . 

Swainson,  Esq.   Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 
Natural  History  and  Classification 

of  Fish,  Amphibians,  and  Reptiles.  By 
W.  Swainson,  Esq.   2  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  12s. 

Habits  and  Instincts  of  Animals.  By 
W.  Swainson,  Esq.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette 
and  numerous  Woodcuts,  6s.  cloth. 

A  Treatise  on  Malacology  ;  or,  the  Natu- ral Classification  of  Shells  and  Shell-fish. 
By  W.  Swainson,  Esq.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

A  Treatise  on  Taxidermy  ;  with  the  Bio- 
graphy of  Zoologists,  and  Notices  of  their Works.  By  W.  Swainson,  Esq.  Fcp.  8vo.6s. 

SWITZERLAND.— THE-  HISTORY  OF  SWITZERLAND. (In  the  Cabinet  Cyclopaedia.)  Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Title,  6s.  cloth. 

TATE.— AN  EPITOME  OF  NAVAL  BOOK-KEEPING, According  to  the  Practice  of  Mercantile  Book-keeping,  by  Double  and  Single  Entry ;  shewing the  Principles  and  Forms  of  Entries,  with  the  Arrangement  of  a  Set  of  Books,  and  the  Mode 
of  Making-up  the  Accounts  of  Owners,  Captains,  and  Consignees  of  Vessels  in  the  Merchant 
Service.  By  Will! am  Tate,  Author  of  "  The  Modern  Cambist,"  &c.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

TATE.— HORATIUS  RESTITUTIO; Or,  the  Books  of  Horace  arranged  in  Chronological  Order,  according  to  the  Scheme  of  Dr. 
Bentley,  from  the  Text  of  Gesner,  corrected  and  improved.  With  a  Preliminary  Dissertation, 
very  much  enlarged,  on  the  Chronology  of  the  Works,  on  the  Localities,  and  on  the  Life  and 
Character  of  that  Poet.  By  the  Rev.  James  Tate,  M.A.  2d  Edition.  8vo.  12s.  cloth. 

TATE.— THE  CONTINUOUS  HISTORY  OF  THE  LIFE  AND 
WRITINGS  OF  ST.  PAUL,  on  the  basis  of  the  Acts ;  with  Intercalary  Matter  of  Sacred 
Narrative,  supplied  from  the  Epistles,  and  elucidated  in  occasional  Dissertations :  with  the 
Horse  Paulinas  of  Dr.  Paley,  in  a  more  correct  edition,  subjoined.  By  James  Ta.tr,  M.A. 
Canon  Residentiary  of  St.  Paul's.  8vo.  with  Map,  13s.  cloth. 

TAYLER  (REV.  CHARLES  B.)— MARGARET ; Or,  the  Pearl.  By  the  Rev.  Charles  B.  Tayler,  M.A.  Rector  of  St.  Peter's,  Chester,  Author 
of  "  May  Yon  Like  It,"  "  Records  of  a  Good  Man's  Life,"  &c.  2d  Edition.  Fcp.Svo.  6s.  cloth. 

TAYLER  (REV.  CHARLES  B.)— LADY  MARY; 
Or,  Not  of  the  World.  By  the  Rev.  Charles  B.  Tayler,  Rector  of  St.  Peter's,  Chester; 
Author  of  "  Margaret,  or  the  Pearl,"  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  6d.  cloth. 

TAYLER  (REV.  C.  B.)  — TRACTARIANISM  NOT  OF  GOD: 
Sermons.  By  the  Rev.  C.  B.  Tayler,  M.A.  Rector  of  St.  Peter's,  and  Evening  Lecturer  of 
St.  Mary's,  Chester ;  Author  of  "  Records  of  a  Good  Man's  Life,"  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  6s.  cloth. 

TAYLER  (REV.  C.  B.)-D0RA  MELDER; A  Story  of  Alsace.  By  Meta  Sander.  A  Translation.  Edited  by  the  Rev.  C.  B.  Tayler, 
Author  of  "  Records  of  a  Good  Man's  Life,"  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  with  two  Illustrations,  7s.  cloth. 

TAYLOR  (JEREMY).-BISHOP  JEREMY  TAYLOR'S  WORKS. With  the  References  verified.  A  New  and  thoroughly-revised  Edition. 
***  This  Work  is  in  the  hands  of  a  competent  Editor  at  Oxford,  and  will  be  published  in 

volumes,  price  10s.  6d.  each ;  to  be  completed  in  12  volumes,  each  of 600  closely-printed  pages, published  at  intervals  of  two  months.  The  first  volume  will  probably  be  published  in  January 
1847>  Subscribers'  Names  received  by  the  Proprietors,  and  all  Booksellers. 

TAYLOR.— THE  STATESMAN. 
By  Hen ry  Taylor,  Esq.,  Author  of  "  Philip  Van  Artevelde."  12mo.  6s.  6d.  boards. 
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THIRLWALL.— THE  HISTORY  OF  GREECE. 
By  the  Right  Rev.  the  Lord  Bishop  of  St.  David's  (the  Rev.  Con  nop  Thirlwall).  A  New Edition,  revised ;  with  Notes.  Vols.  1  to  3,  demy  8vo.  with  Maps,  36s.  cloth.  To  be 
completed  in  8  volumes,  price  12s.  each.  (Vol.  4  is  in  the  press. 

***  Also,  an  Edition  in  8  vols.  fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  Titles,       8s.  cloth. 

THOMSON'S  SEASONS. Edited  by  Bolton  Corney,  Esq.  Illustrated  with  Seventy-seven  Designs  drawn  ou  Wood, 
by  Members  of  the  Etching  Club.  Engraved  by  Thompson  and  other  eminent  Engravers. 
Square  crown  8vo.  uniform  with  "Goldsmith's  Poems,"  21s.  cloth ;  or,  bound  in  morocco, 
by  Hayday,  36s. 

THOMSON -THE  DOMESTIC  MANAGEMENT  OF  THE  SICK ROOM,  necessary,  in  Aid  of  Medical  Treatment,  for  the  Cure  of  Diseases.  By  Anthony 
Todd  Thomson,  M.D.  F.L.S.  &c.    2d  Edition.   Post  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

THOMSON.— AN  ELEMENTARY  TREATISE  ON  ALGEBRA, Theoretical  and  Practical.  By  James  Thomson,  LL.D.  Professor  of  Mathematics  in  the 
University  of  Glasgow.  2d  Edition.  12mo.  5s.  cloth. 

*»*  A  KEY  to  this  work  is  in  the  press. 

THOMSON  (JOHN).— TABLES  OF  INTEREST, At  Three,  Four,  Four-and-a-Half,  and  Five  per  Cent.,  from  One  Pound  to  Ten  Thousand,  and 
from  One  to  Three  Hundred  and  Sixty-five  Days,  in  a  regular  progression  of  single  Days; 
with  Interest  at  all  the  above  Rates,  from  One  to  Twelve  Months,  and  from  One  to  Ten  Years. 
Also,  numerous  other  Tables  of  Exchanges,  Time,  and  Discounts.  By  John  Thomson, 
Accountant  in  Edinburgh.   12mo.  8s.  bound. 

THOMSON-EXPERIMENTAL  RESEARCHES  ON  THE  FOOD 
of  ANIMALS  and  the  FATTENING  of  CATTLE :  with  Remarks  on  the  Food  of  Man.  By 
Robert  Dundas  Thomson,  M.D.  of  the  University  of  Glasgow.   Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  cloth. 

THORNTON  (W.T.)-OVER-POPULATION  AND  ITS  REMEDY; Or,  an  Enquiry  into  the  Extent  and  Causes  of  the  Distress  prevailing  among  the  Labouring 
Classes  of  the  British  Islands,  and  into  the  Means  of  Remedying  it.  By  William  Thomas 
Thornton.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

"  We  look  upon  this  as  one  of  the  most  important  hooks  that  has  appeared  for  many  years.  It  is  the  work  of  an acute  and  comprehensive  thinker,  who  speaks  not  only  out  of  the  abundance  of  the  heart,  hut  out  of  the  fulness  of  the 
understanding." — Mohnino  Chhonicle. 

TISCHENDORE.— CONSTANTINE  TISCHENDORF'S  TRA- VELS  in  the  EAST.  Translated  from  the  German.  16mo.  uniform  with  the  cheap  authorised 
English  Translations  of  the  Works  of  Michelet  and  Quinet.  \In  the  press. 

TOMLINE  (BISHOP).- AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  STUDY OF  THE  BIBLE :  containing  Proofs  of  the  Authenticity  and  Inspiration  of  the  Holy  Scrip- 
tures ;  a  Summary  of  the  History  of  the  Jews ;  an  Account  of  the  Jewish  Sects :  and  a 

brief  Statement  of  the  Contents  of  the  several  Books  of  the  Old  Testament.  By  George 
Tomline,  D.D.  F.R.S.  20th  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  5s.  6d.  cloth. 

TOMLINE  (BISHOP).— ELEMENTS  0E  CHRISTIAN  THE0- LOGY ;  containing  Proofs  of  the  Authenticity  and  Inspiration  of  the  Holy  Scriptures ;  a 
Summary  of  the  History  of  the  Jews ;  a  brief  Statement  of  the  Contents  of  the  several 
Books  of  the  Old  and  New  Testaments ;  a  short  Account  of  the  English  Translations  of  the 
Bible,  and  of  the  Liturgy  of  the  Church  of  England ;  and  a  Scriptural  Exposition  of  the 
Thirty-nine  Articles  of  Religion.  By  George  Tomline,  D.D.  F.R.S.  14th  Edition,  with 
Additions,  by  Henry  Stebbing,  D.D.  2  vols.  8vo.  2ls.  cloth. 

TOMLINS.-A  POPULAR  LAW  DICTIONARY; Familiarly  explaining  the  Terms  and  Nature  of  English  Law ;  adapted  to  the  comprehension 
of  persons  not  educated  for  the  legal  profession,  and  affording  information  peculiarly  useful 
to  Magistrates,  Merchants,  Parochial  Officers,  and  others.  By  Thomas  Edlyne  Tomlins, 
Attorney  and  Solicitor.  Post  8vo.  18s.  cloth. 

TOOKE.-A  HISTORY  OF  PRICES ; With  reference  to  the  Causes  of  their  principal  Variations,  from  1?92  to  the  Present  Time 
Preceded  by  a  Sketch  of  the  History  of  the  Corn  Trade  in  the  last  Two  Centuries.  By  Thomas 
Tooke,  Esq.  F.R.S.   3  vols.  Svo.  j£2.  8s.  cloth. 

***  Separately,  Vols.  1  and  2, 36s. ;  Vol.  3, 12s. 

TOWN  SEND    (CHARLES).  —  THE  LIVES  OF  TWELYE EMINENT  JUDGES  of  the  LAST  and  of  the  PRESENT  CENTURY.  By  W.  Charles 
Townsend,  Esq.  A.M.  Recorder  of  Macclesfield ;  Author  of  "  Memoirs  of  the  House  of Commons."  2  vols.  8vo.  28s;  cloth. 
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TROLLOPE  (REV.  W.)— ANALECTA  THEOLOGICA  : 
A  Critical,  Philological,  and  Exegetical  Commentary  on  the  New  Testament,  adapted  to  the 
Greek  Text :  compiled  and  digested  from  the  most  approved  sources,  British  and  Foreign,  and 
so  arranged  as  to  exhibit  the  comparative  weight  of  the  different  Opinions  on  Disputed  Texts. 
By  the  Rev.  William  Trollope,  M.A.   New  Edition.   2  vols.  8vo.  j£1. 12s.  cloth. 

TURNER.— THE  HISTORY  OF  ENGLAND, From  the  Earliest  Period  to  the  Death  of  Elizabeth.  By  Sharon  Turner,  Esq.  F.A.S. 
R.A.S.L.   New  Editions.   12  vols.  8vo.  £8.  3s.  cloth.— Or,  separately, 

THE  HISTORY  of  the  ANGLO-SAXONS.   3  vols.  8vo.  £2.  5s.  boards. 
THE  HISTORY  of  ENGLAND  during  the  MIDDLE  AGES.   5  vols.  8vo.  ̂ 3,  bds. 
THE  HISTORY  of  the  REIGN  of  HENRY  VIII.   2  vols.  8vo.  26s.  boards. 
THE  REIGNS  of  EDWARD  VI.,  MARY,  and  ELIZABETH.   2  vols.  8vo.  32s.  bds. 

TURNER  (SHARON).— RICHARD  III. :  A  POEM. 
By  Sharon  Turner,  Esq.  F.S.A.  and  R.A.S.L.  Author  of  "  The  History  of  the  Anglo- 
Saxons,"  "  The  Sacred  History  of  the  World,"  &c.  Fcp.  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

TURNER.— THE  SACRED  HISTORY  OF  THE  WORLD, Philosophically  considered.  By  Sharon  Turner,  F.S.A.  R.A.S.L.  New  Edit.  3vls.8vo.42s.cl. 

TURNER.— A  TREATISE  ON  THE  FOOT  OF  THE  HORSE, 
And  a  New  System  of  Shoeing,  by  one-sided  nailing ;  and  on  the  Nature,  Origin,  and  Symptoms 
of  the  Navicular  Joint  Lameness,  with  Preventive  and  Curative  Treatment.  By  James 
Turner,  M.R.V.C.   Royal  8vo.  7s.  6d.  boards. 

TURTON'S  (DR.)  MANUAL  OF  THE  LAND  AND  FRESH- WATER  SHELLS  of  the  BRITISH  ISLANDS.  A  New  Edition,  thoroughly  revised  and  with 
considerable  Additions.  By  John  Edward  Gray,  Keeper  of  the  Zoological  Collection  in 
the  British  Museum.   Post  8vo.  with  Woodcuts,  and  12  Coloured  Plates  15s.  cloth. 

TWISS  (DR.  T.)— THE  OREGON  QUESTION  EXAMINED, In  respect  to  Facts  and  the  Law  of  Nations.  By  Travbrs  Twiss,  D.C.L.  F.R.S.  Professor  of 
Political  Economy  in  the  University  of  Oxford,  and  Advocate  at  Doctors'  Commons.  8vo.  with Maps  of  North  America  and  the  Oregon  Territory,  12s.  cloth. 

TYTLER  (PROF.)  -  PROFESSOR  TYTLER'S  ELEMENTS OF  GENERAL  HISTORY,  Ancient  and  Modern,  with  Dr.  Nares'  Continuation.  A New  Edition,  revised  and  continued  to  the  Death  of  William  IV.  8vo.  with  7  Maps, 14s.  cloth. 

URE.— DICTIONARY  OF  ARTS,  MANUFACTURES,  &  MINES ; Containing  a  clear  Exposition  of  their  Principles  and  Practice.   By  Andrew  Ure,  M.D. 
F.R.S.  M.G.S.  M.A.S.  Lond.;  M.  Acad.  N.L.  Philad. ;  S.  Ph.  Soc.  N.  Germ.  Hanov. ;  Mulii. 
&c.  &c.   3d  Edition,  corrected.   8vo.  with  1,240  Engravings  on  Wood,  50s.  cloth.— Also, 

SUPPLEMENT  of  RECENT  IMPROVEMENTS-  2d  Edition.   8vo.  with  Woodcuts,  14s.  cloth. 

VON  ORLICH  (CAPT.)-TRAVELS  IN  INDIA; Including Scinde  and  the  Punjab,in  1842  and  1843.  By  Capt.LEOPOLD  Von  Orlich.  Translated 
from  theGermna,  by  H.  Evans  Lloyd,  Esq.  2  vols.  8vo.  with  coloured  Frontispieces,  and 
numerous  Illustrations  on  Wood,  25s.  cloth. 

WALFORD  (J.  E.)— THE  LAWS  OF  THE  CUSTOMS, Compiled  by  Direction  of  the  Lords  Commissioners  of  Her  Majesty's  Treasury,  and  published 
under  the  Sanction  of  the  Commissioners  of  Her  Majesty's  Customs;  with  Notes  and  a General  Index.  Edited  by  J.  G.  Walford,  Esq.  Solicitor  for  the  Customs.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

WALKER'S  PRONOUNCING  DICTIONARY  OF  THE  ENGLISH LANGUAGE,  adapted  to  the  present  State  of  Literature  and  Science.  By  B.  H.  Smart, 
Author  of  "  Theory  and  Practice  of  Elocution,"  &c.  2d  Edition.  To  which  are  now  added, an  enlarged  Etymological  Index ;  and  a  Supplement,  containing  nearly  3000  Words  not  in- 

cluded in  the  previous  edition  of  the  Dictionary.   8vo.  15s.  cloth. 
***  The  Supplement,  with  the  Etymological  Index,  may  be  had  separately.  8vo.  3s.  6d:  swd. 
(BP  Walker's  Pronouncing  Dictionary  Epitomised,  by  Smart.  New  Edition.  l6mo.  7s.  6d.  cl. 

WALKER  (GEO.)-CHESS  STUDIES; Comprising  One  Thousand  Gait.es  of  Chess,  as  really  plaved  by  the  first  Chess  Players ; 
forming  a  complete  Encyclopaedia  of  Reference,  and  presenting  the  greatest  Collection  extant 
of  fine  specimens  of  strategy  in  every  stage  of  the  Game.  Selected  and  arranged  by  George 
Walker,  Author  of  "  Chess  made  Easy,"  &c.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  sewed. 

WARDLAW.-DISCOURSES  ON  THE  PRINCIPAL  POINTS 
OF  THE  SOCINIAN  CONTROVERSY— the  Unity  of  God,  and  the  Trinity  of  Persons  in  the 
Godhead ;  the  Supreme  Divinity  of  Jesus  Christ ;  the  Doctrine  of  the  Atonement ;  the  Christian 
Character,  &c.  By  Ralph  Wardlaw,  D.D.  5th  Edition,  8vo.  15s.  cloth. 
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WATERTON.— ESSAYS  ON  NATURAL  HISTORY, 
Chiefly  Ornithology.  By  Charles  Watsrton,  Esq.,  Author  of  "  Wanderings  in  South America."    With  an  Autobiography  of  the  Author,  and  a  View  of  Walton  Hall.  New Edition.  Fcp.  8vo.  88.  cloth. 

SECOND  SERIES.  With  Continuation  of  Mr.  Watbrton's  Autobiography.  New  Edition. 
Fcp.  8vo.  with  Vignette  by  T.  Creswick,  A.R.A.  6s.  6d.  cloth.* 

WATTS  (A.  A.)— ALARIC  WATTS'  POETRY  AND  PAINTING. LYRICS  OF  THE  HEART ;  with  other  Poems.  By  Alartc  A.  Watts.  Illustrated  by  Forty 
highly  finished  Line-Engravings,  from  the  Designs  of  many  of  the  most  celebrated  modern 
Painters,  by  some  of  the  most  eminent  Engravers  of  the  age.  Square  crown  8vo.  printed  and 
embellished  uniformly 'with  Rogers's  "Italy"  and  "Poems,"  31s.  6d.  boards;  or  proof impressions,  63s.  boards ;  proofs  before  letters,  on  quarto  colombier,  India  paper,  (only  50 
copies  printed),  jc?5.  5s.  [in  the  pre**. 

WEBSTER— AN  ENCYCLOPEDIA  OP  DOMESTIC  ECONOMY; Comprising  such  subjects  as  are  most  immediately  connected  with  Housekeeping :  as,  The 
Construction  of  Domestic  Edifices,  with  the  modes  of  Warming,  Ventilating,  and  Lighting 
them — A  description  of  the  various  articles  of  Furniture,  with  the  nature  of  their  Materials- 
Duties  of  Servants,  &c.  &c.  &c.  By  Thomas  Webster,  F.G.S.  &c. ;  assisted  by  the  late 
Mrs.  Parkeg,  Author  of  "  Domestic  Duties."  8vo.  with  nearly  1,000  Woodcuts,  50s.  cloth. 

WEIL  (DR.  G.)— THE  BIBLE,  THE  KORAN,  AND  THE TALMUD ;  or,  Biblical  Legends  of  the  Mussulmans,  compiled  from  Arabic  Sources,  and 
compared  with  Jewish  Traditions.  By  Dr.  G.  Wbi  l,  Librarian  of  the  University  of  Heidelberg, 
Fellow  of  the  Asiatic  Society  of  Pans,  &c.   Translated  from  the  German,  with  Occasional  j 
Notes.  Post  8vo.  7s.  6d.  cloth. 

WELSF0RD  (HENRY.)— ON  THE  ORIGIN  AND  RAMIFICA- TIONS  of  the  ENGLISH  LANGUAGE;  preceded  by  an  Inquiry  into  the  Primitive  Seats, 
Early  Migrations,  and  Final  Settlements  of  the  principal  European  Nations.  By  Henry Welsford.  8vo.  10s.  6d.  cloth. 

WESTWOOD  (J.  0.)-AN  INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  MODERN CLASSIFICATION  OF  INSECTS ;  founded  on  the  Natural  Habits  and  compounding  Organi- 
sation of  the  different  Families.  By  J.  O.  Westwood,  F.L  S.  &c.  &c.  &c.  2  vols.  8vo.  with 

numerous  Illustrations,  rff2.  7s.  cloth. 

WHITLEY  (DR.  J.)-THE  LIFE  EVERLASTING: 
In  which  are  considered— the  Intermediate  Life,  the  New  Body  and  the  New  World,  the  Man in  Heaven,  Angels,  the  Final  Consummate  Life.  By  John  Whitley,  D.D.  Rector  of  Bally- 
mackey,  and  Chancellor  of  Killaloe.  8vo.  9s.  cloth. 

WILBERFORCE  (W.)-A  PRACTICAL  VIEW  OF  THE  PRE- VAILING  RELIGIOUS  SYSTEMS  of  PROFESSED  CHRISTIANS,  in  the  Higher  and 
Middle  Classes  in  this  Country,  contrasted  with  Real  Christianity.  By  Wm  Wilberforcb, 
Esq.  M.P.   17th  Edition.  8vo.  8s.  boards.— 30th  Edition.   Fcp.  8vo.  4s.  6d.  cloth. 

WILLIS  (N.  P.)-D ASHES  AT  LIFE  WITH  A  FREE  PENCIL. 
By  N.  P.  Willis,  Esq.  Author  of  "  Pencillings  by  the  Way,"  &c.  3  vote,  post  8vo.  31s.  6d. 

WILLOUGHBY  (LADY).— A  DIARY, Purporting  to  be  by  the  LADY  WILLOUGHBY,  of  the  Reign  of  Charles  I. ;  embracing  some 
Passages  of  her  Domestic  History  from  1635  to  1648.  Produced  in  the  style  of  the  period  to 
which  the  Diary  refers.  3d  Edit.  Square  fcp.  8vo.  8s.  boards;  or  18s.  in  morocco  by  Hayday. 

WINTER  (J.  W.)-THE  HORSE  IN  HEALTH  AND  DISEASE : Or,  Suggestions  on  his  Natural  and  General  History,  Varieties,  Conformation,  Paces,  Age, 
Soundness,  Stabling,  Condition,  Training,  and  Shoeing.  With  a  Digest  of  Veterinary  Practice. 
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